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PREFACE OF THE AMERICAN EDITOR.

It is with feelings of satisfaction that the editor is at length able to present Messrs.
Liddell and Scott's enlarged translation of Passow's Greek-German Lexicon to the
American public. The work has been delayed far beyond the appointed and expected
time of publication by unavoidable causes : the editor's public duties in college and
school occupying six hours of every day, apart from the necessary private preparation
for those duties, did not allow him leisure to prepare the work for the press as speedily
as was first intended, consistently with that degree of accuracy which it has been his

earnest endeavor to attain.

Of the work itself it seems scarcely necessary to say anything in commendation ; it

needs but a very brief comparison with either of the Greek-English Lexicons now in

the field, to convince the scholar of its decided superiority in point of arrangement,
development of significations, and accuracy of quotation. The plan pursued, and the
materials employed in constructing this Lexicon, are fully detailed in the preface to the
English edition, to which the reader is referred. Adopting Passow's admirable Lexicon
as the basis of theirs, and carrying out the principles which he laid down for his own
guidance, the English editors, by their own reading, by the aid of the Paris edition of
Stephen's Thesaurus, and of other general as well as special Lexicons, have produced
a vork, which, for real utility and general accuracy, now stands, and will be likely

long to be without a rival in the English language. It presents in a condensed form
the results of the indefatigable researches of German scholars, who have for some years
past supplied the literary world with what is most valuable in this as in every other
department of philology.

From its first appearance, this Lexicon was adopted in the English schools, to the
almost entire exclusion of all others, received the stamp of public approbation, and
was awarded the palm of decided superiority over the only other Lexicons of equal
pretensions that were then in use (Donnegan's and Dunbar's), by high critical authority,

in an able and discriminating article in the Quarterly Review,^ from vhich we extract
the following passages :

—
" In speaking of Messrs. Liddell and Scott's Lexicon, we have

awarded it the praise Avhich we think it deserves—we have shown (we hope) satisfactorily

its superiority over its rivals."* Again, " This great principle" (viz. to make each article

a histoiy of the word referred to^), " the only sure foundation on which to build a good
Lexicon of the Greek language was very beautifully exemplified for the first time
in Passow's Lexicon—Donnegan seems to have disdained it, Dunbar to have been
ignorant of it •* Messrs. Liddell and Scott have made it the basis of their work. And
the consequence is, that Passow's Lexicon was, as far as that went, admirable ; Donnegan's
and Dunbar's, objectionable and mischievous ; Messrs. Liddell's and Scott's, excellent and
useful. And here another question naturally proposes itself to us—Have these last carried
out in their work this principle, which they hold forward so prominently in their preface

—

have they constantly kept it in view, and regularly acted upon it 1 We have examined
their Lexicon with great care and patience, as well with regard to this as other questions,

and we answer without hesitation that they do appear to have kept constantly in vieAV this

great fundamental rule."" Professor Dunbar himself, the editor of one of the rival Lexi-
cons, testifies to the value of Messrs. Liddell and Scott's labors in the following lano-uape :''—" They have produced a good Lexicon; and, notwithstanding the aid they received
from Passow, their additions indicate great industry, laborious research, general accuracy,

1 No. CL. for March, 1845, pp. 293-324 ; to this the 245-258), to the Quart. Rev., he exculpates himself from
editor is indebted for some corrections of errors in the this charge on the ground that he merely edited a Lexi-
Lexicon. con, put into his hands for that purpose, which was infe-

2 Quart. Rev. p. 318. lior to the one adopted by Messrs. L. & S. as the basis

' "Vide Preface to Eng. Ed. p. xx. of theirs ; but admits its correctness with regard to the
* It is but justice to Prof. Dunbar to mention here, Lexicon itself

that in his reply, in the Classical Museum (No. IX., pp. s Quart. Rev., p. 307. ^ Class. Museum, p. 252,
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and respectable scholarship Their work proceetls from a university long famed for
elegant scholarship and high pretensions, whose name and influence may he suppostnl to

give the stamp of authority to cverytliing that emanates from it Ii is no wonder,
then, that their volume shfjuld have cleared the field of England of almost all its com-
petitors, supported, as it may he supposed, independent of its merits, by many scholars

attached to the ginius /ot/." But apart from the iniluenco of the ^' genius loci," the

substantial merits of the work, drawn as it has been carefully and laboriously from the

best German sources, and embodying tlie lexicographical discoveries and improvements
of German critics down to the present time, entitle it to the fullest confidence of the

scholar, and the same reception in tliis country, that it has already obtained in England.
Donnegan's Lexicon, notwithstanding it is the fashion to decry it as utterly worthless,

having been drawn in a great measure, especially the fourth edition, from Passow's,

contains much useful matter, but the absence of arrangement, the confusion of different

significations, erroneous tpiotations and from different editions of the same author, and
the blending of ditierent articles into one, or giving several different interpretations to

the same passage, render it an unsafe guide for the beginner, while to the Lcxicograjdier

Donnegan's sources are accessible in a less corrupt form ; so that, though much of his

matter is valuable, it would be a less arduous task to prepare a Lexicon entirely anew
from the same sources, than to reproduce his Avork in a fox'm that render it a safe

and reliable guide to the youthful student of Greek.
Dunbar's Lexicon is, in some resjiects, open to the same charge of want of arrangement

and consistent development of significations, and necessarily so ; for having taken, as the

basis of hio, a Lexicon' that was originally adapted to certain authors living at Avidely

dificrent periods, which could not therefore be expected, and was not intended to exhibit

a complete or systematic view of the Greek language, and having added to this from his

own reading, generally in the purest authors of the Attic period, and fiOm other sources

without strict regard to historic arrangement, he has, in increasing the size of the work,
rendered its striking and fundamental defects (as a general Lexicon) more glaring, and
more difHcult to be remedied. These radical errors have been avoided or obviated in

the work now oflered to the American student, partly by the excellence of the basis

adopted by the editors, and partly by their own care and diligence.

It remains for the American editor now to state vhat he has attempted, to render the

book more acceptable and more useful to the youthful students of Greek among us (for

for such chiefly have his additions been designed), and to justify the language of his

title-page. It is there stated, that the Lexicon has been edited " with corrections and
additions, etc.," and, to show that this statement is well grounded, a few of the correc-

tions made in different articles are given below f and, to avoid remark, only of those

1 Class. Mus., p. 245 ; and Biog. sketch of the late stance mentioned in Ildt. substitutes for

Mr. Pickering in the Law Reporter, June, 1846, p. 56. . t

2 Articles remaining uncorrected in the 2d English, in 2d ed. ref is filled up to Luc. Amor. 22,

edition, which have been corrected in the American. vvh., by its position, is incorrect, the word being

This list might have been greatly increased, but space , and its place after leader of a herd.

will not admit, and enough arc quoted to make good the II. the editors have followed Passow, in making

assertion of the title-page. the youths remain in the ?. to the age of 17,, 2 articles in one, v. Buttm. Lex. s. v. while Miiller, whom they quote, says they were not, (2d.) incorrect as theme of, q. v., and enrolled in them till the 17th year.

Buttm. Lex. 1. c. II. 2, is not the leash, but something on it., the first ref. to Pind. is wrong, both being /, barbed, incorrect in Q. Sm., the word there

in fact the same passage, only the first ref. is to being.
Bockh's lining, the 2d to Ileyne's; and ref. to Eur., is said to govern the dat. in Thuc.4, 87,

wrong also. In this article Donnegan's materials the correct constr. is given under II. c. inf

are much better, and need but a change of arrange- ref to Polyb. in that connection wrong.

ment to be correct. It is not often, however, that III. Hdt. I, 165 is difTerent.

this praise can be bestowed on his Lexicon. , all the forms in II., referred to here, belong)• preferred by Hom. to ; just the vinder.
reverse, as Passow correctly .says. in Xen. Cyr. 1. c. is not '=foreg.,' as is evi-

u>>of, in Hdt. and Eur., a milk-pail ; douBtful, for dent from the connection in Xen.

in Hdt. the first passage refers to something in ^., m Batr. etc., wilh wrong

which the child is carried by the herdsman, and quantities from Passow ;, right in Passow.

afterwards exposed, and so in Eur. Ion, where it ..= in Strait. ; 1st wrong, 2d

\5=7 1337-8, and in the other pass, of Hdt. right.

it IS used to carry water, as in Eur. El. 55, where under impf., in its own order 2 aor.

Electra, reduced to he a peasant's wife, with her in Hes. Sc. 229 (not), is not from

-,-, on her head, is directed by the peasant to as here stated, but from, the line com-

the fountains ; it is true a milk-pail might be used mencing .
for this purpose, but Ael. relating the circum- and confounded ; the expl. of Eur. Med.
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that remain uncoirected in the 2d English edition. The additions speak for themselves

;

they occur on almost every page, and are distinguished from the rest of the w^oi'k by an
obelisk.^ This api)lies in the first half of the volume only to entire articles. It was the
editor's desire at the outset to use some special mark to indicate at a glance his own
additions ; but at the request of the publishers, partly from a fear that the constant inser-

tion of these mai'ks \vould disfigure the book, and partly because Messrs. Liddell and
Scott had not so distinguished their contributions from Passow's, this was dispensed with.

The editor, however, claimed the privilege of enumerating, at the end of the preface,
the words that had been added, as well as those that had been enlaro-ed or altered, so
that both here and abroad it might be known what changes had been made, Avithout

the necessity of comparing the two editions throughout.

The Avork proceeded in this way as far as the end of A, Avhen the 2d Eno-lish edition
appeared.' On a comparison of his labors with those of the English editors, the
American editor Avas gratified to find that in very many cases they had made the same
alterations, added the same references, enlarged the same articles, and inserted the
same omitted words. In making these, however, though the meaning was nea7-ly the
same, the language employed to express this meaning was generally somewhat different.

In regard to amount the editor behoves that the additions of new articles and forms are
as numerous in the American as in the 2d English edition, and so of articles enlaro-ed
in the first part, where he had more time for research ; but in the progress of the vork
the English editors (who have added and connected comparatively very little in the early
part) increase the number of their additions of new Avords and of improvements of arti-

cles already in their lexicon. As this enlargement seemed to continue in the same pro-
portion after A, and as the editor on comparing his corrections and alterations in this

portion found most of them anticipated abroad, it enabled him to comjily with the earnest

518 is right under oioLOa, but ref. wrong, which expl. many of the same nature ; to save room a few more may-
is out of place in, but ref correct. be quoted, and the two editions compared for the cor-'. in Ath. is not '^caught in the H.," but an rections

—

II.,/.—, &c., so-
adj. agreeing with?.. -,, in voc. should be —
-'?, is not part of II. 8, but of 4. ——/. in Ar. Vesp.—/;? in. Epidau-, gen., appears to be without auth. for this gen. rus

—

'/.—?.07, &c., in Theocr. 1, 128, has nothing to do with i The editor has used this mark t because the
( ) and

" cheese ;" iiisihere . [ ] were already employed for a diBerent purpose.= in II. 6, 422 only in masc. in dat. sing., and so When the mark t stands at the beginning of an article

in all the Lexicons ; but in this passage it is dat. neut. and is not followed by another, the entire article has
agreeing with, and no example of masc. oc- been added by the Am. editor ; when this t stands at the
curs : (for this the editor is indebted to Prof. Anthon, beginning, or in the body of an article followed by an-
who has corrected the oversight of the Lexicons in other t, then the part included between the marks has
the glossary to the new edition of his Homer, soon about been added by him; and finally when this mark stands
to appear). in the body of an article not followed by another t, the

And so in different parts of the work the editor has noted part from the t to the end is his addition.

* Extract from the Advertisement to the Second Edition :

—

" The unexpected rapidity Avith which our First Edition has been sold, has pre\'ented

us from improving the Second so much as we had hoped. Those \vhose studies are
confined to the best and earliest authors will observe, perhaps, but little alteration.

" Nevertheless a good deal has been effected. have gone over the whole -ery

carefully, correcting errors, adding authorities, completing references where before only
the author's name was found, and inserting the words of the passage referred to more
fully when this seemed useful or instructive. The Contents of the Volume have been
much increased

;
yet a slight enlargement of the page, and a more rigid economy of

space, have enabled us to comprise it within almost the same number of sheets.
" Our chief aid in these improvements has been Pape's Lexicon, which was only in

progress when we published our former Edition (see p. xix). It is a copious and valua-
ble work, but is disfigured by countless false references, partly from inadvertence, but
still more from the easy way in which the Author has borrowed his references, without
verification.*

" \Ve have to thank a great many friends for additions, corrections, and suggestions.

'

We hope they will continue their good offices \ as, without such cooperation, ultimate
accuracy cannot be looked for. May, 1845."

* \Ve have a multitude before us, for we kept a more or less faithful register of those we detected. Mr. Pape's way of
writing 3, 3, 8 must be ditRcult to distinguish, or the printers must have put one for the other with very little care. The same
may be said of 1 and 4.
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ami fretiucntly expressed wishes of the Publishers, to proceed more rapidly with the
printing of the work. Accordingly he revised the portion that had not been already
stereotyped, from >], by tlie 2 English edition, and made it conform as far as

possible to that, assigning to the English editors what they had corrected or altered in

this part, and claiming nothing as his own, though previously inserted by him, that liad

been anticipated by tliem.

Abandoning from this point all further collection of new materials, the editor confined
himself to the insertion of the Proper names, merely comparing his previous gleanings

with the new copy, and inserting only where such matter had not been noted at all

in the original \vork. Here too he connnenced distinguishing, by the mark referred to

above, all his own additions, intending on a revision of the first part to make the same
distinction there ; this, however, was found impossible in the case of simple additions or

alterations, but has been everywhere prefixed to entire articles inserted by the editor

:

accordingly, to enable those who feel an interest in the matter to turn at once to the

additions, and to })revent Messi's. Liddell and iScott from being exposed even to the risk

of unmerited censure, the editor has collected at the end of the j)reface (p. xiv. sqq.) all

those words to which additions have been made in the Amcncan edition not distinguished

from the rest by any mark ; this does not include those to which refcreJices have been
filled up, where the English work omitted the authority altogether, or merely quoted the

author's name; these are very numerous, especially in the earlier portion of the work.

To have I'eset the entire first half would have been protluctive of too great delay, as

well as too expensive ; the first 32 pages however have been reprinted from the 2d edition,

and in these ci'edit has been given to the English editors for those additions and
coiTections which had been simultaneously made by both, while the American editor's

additional matter is distinguished here also from theirs by the insertion of the obelisk.

In the remaining portion from p. 32 to p. 853 the editor compared the reprint \vith the

2d English edition, correcting such errors as vere detected, and making such alterations

as could be comprised in the same space, where necessary. New words could not be

inserted, nor could additions be made to given articles ; new references could be intro-

duced only where spare was left at the end of a paragraph, and these have been chiefly

from Aristotle. In making this comparison, if an addition of the editor seemed greatly

inferior to the corresponding one in the English edition, \vhen a change could be made,
credit was given to the English edition for this by not inserting the editor's mark, as in. Very frequently, however, it happened that in the two editions different

words were added, that is, a new article in the American was not in the 2d English, and
reversely. In this perplexing and laborious process it may occasionally hapjien that a

word of translation, or reference to an author, may have been included vithin the editor's

marks, though already in the work, and again a signification or explanation introduced

by the editor may not have been so claimed, and may seem to pass under the authority

of the English editors; if so, it has not been intentional, and could scarcely be avoided

in so great a immber. Such corrections and alterations will be instantly made when-
ever ascertained. References to authors however, and to particular passages as stated

above, have not been alluded to in the Appendix to this Preface ;—they have all been
verified and are believed to be generally correct; in another edition this distinction (it

is hoped) can be fully made.
Now \vith regard to the additions of common words, and the plan pursued by the

editor in making these. Few scholars, perhaps none, are so intimately acquainted with

the genius of the Greek language as to be able, by the aid of an index, however com-

jilete, to turn to detached passages, and aiTive at the correct explanation of a given

word or passage. The train of thought running through the previous portion f)f the

work frequently modifies or gives force to an expression, which cannot be gleaned from

the isolated passage under consideration ; and it may safely be asserted that the only

mode of preparing an accurate and reliable Greek Lexicon is by perusing the Greek
authors continuously (in the order laid down in the Summary), and noting their pecu-

liarities, as Passow has done for Homer and Hesiod ; or else, in the mode adopted by

Freund for the early Latiti writers, by compiling, from actual perusal, special Lexica oi

th« separate authors, and then combinin<r them himself into a systematized whole. As
the printing of this Lexicon commenced immediately aitei' the copy was put into the

editor's hands, he of course could not expect to improve the work by the addition of any

class of writings ; besides, his time was limited : the best portion of the day was vholly

occupied with laborious professional duties, and he had, therefore, only the evenings and

mornings to devote to the Lexicon. This scanty allowance of time, with the tedious
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duty of proof-reading, which fell almost entirely on himself/ afforded him little opportu-
nity for much systematic and continuous reading. Ho\\'ever, he has endeavoured to

accomplish something in this respect, believing that the correction of eriors and verifica-

tion of assertions advance the cause of science, as well as the accumulation of new mate-
rials, and are more useful than the repetition of unauthenticated statements from previous
writers.—As Messrs. Liddell and Scott had omitted in their course of reading the Lvric
poets contained in Gaisford's Poetae Minores, relying on Passow's previous labours,

which, though accurate and extensive, had still left gleanings sufficient to repay a subse-

quent gatherer, the editor began Avith these in chronological order, comparing Gaisford's

with the more complete collection of Bergk, and with Schneidewin's, and inserting in the

Lexicon vords or significations omitted, and earlier i-eferences to particular forms or

usages, which latter class of additions vas most numerous. In the reference to these

poets Gaisford's collection is always intended, except in the cases where particular edi-

tions are mentioned in the list of authors, or the word is not given in Gaisford : then,

the reference is to these editions, or to Bergk's ; and when this is done, it is indicated

by appending the letters Bgk. to the quotation. In the course, too, of college duty, and
private reading apart from this, the editor went over portions of Aristophanes, Euripides,
Xenophon (who, of the Attic authors, seem to have been least carefully examined by the

Oxford editors), and Theocritus, from all of \vhom additions have been made to the Lexi-
con. And here it may be stated, as one great merit of the plan cairied out by Messrs.
Liddell and Scott from Passow, that additions can thus be made to their Lexicon from
authors of different periods without producing that confusion alluded to in the notice above
taken of Professor Dunbar's Lexicon, because, being arranged chronologically, every
period has its appropriate place, and \vords from earlier or later authors fall naturally

and consistently into this without marfing the symmetry of the whole.

The most numerous additions, however, to this part of the Lexicon, have, from the

nature of the case, been drawn fr-om other lexicons. Especially the editor make
the fullest acknowledgment of his indebtedness to the Paris edition of Stephen's Thesau-
rus,''Pape's Greek-German Lexicon, Rost and Palm's new edition ofPassow[—),
Jacobitz and Seller's Greek-German Lexicon (A-0), the special lexicons referred to

on p. xix, and, in addition, Damm's (ed. by Rost) to Homer, Crusius' to Homer (with
review by Ameis in Neue Jahrbiich., v. 37, pp. 243-288), Linwood's to Aeschylus,
Matthiae's to Euripides (-), Schleusner's to LXX., Wahl's Clavis N. T. (3d edition,

Leipzig, 1843, 4to), compared with Wilke's (Dresden, 1841, 2 vols. 8vo) and Rose's
Parkhurst, Schmid's Concordance to N. T. edited by Bruder (Leipzig, 1841, 4to), and
the indexes of the editions referred to in the catalogue. Besides these, the editor has
occasionally consulted Donnegan's, Planche's, and Dunbar's' Lexicons : of the first two
he has made little use ; but, as they are intended for the same object, he felt bound to

refer to them, since it would have been singular indeed if, in so vast a variety of subjects,

there were no one point on which they might not have been more accurate or more full

than the Oxford Passow; and such has been found to be the case, though the editor

has never taken aught from them without verification elsewhere ; while of the last-

mentioned, except the excellent apj^endix of scientific terms, he has made no use, for a

different reason ; the only article taken from Dunbar's Greek-Ejiglish Lexicon, that the

editor is aware of, is, and this is credited to Professor Dunbar as being an
addition of his own. For another class ofwords, greatly increased in number for the benefit

of younger students, the tense-forms, etc., of irregular verbs, the editor is indebted to

Buttmann's Catalogue of Irregular A^erbs translated by Mr. Fishlake, the list of these %"erbs

in Lobeck's edition of Buttmann's Greek Grammar, and particularly to Carmichael's
copious and excellent work on the same subject.* From these sources then, but prin-

cipally from the Thesaurus, Pape, and Rost and Palm, has the editor derived his

additions of common words to the Lexicon, but he has always verified the reference,

and made the translation from the original Greek, and not from the Latin or German
of these Lexicons, except in the case of a few later authors, as Philo Judaeus, the

Geoponica, Oracula Sibyllina, Philostratus, Clemens of Alexandrea, and a portion of
Oppian and Xicander.

The editor was subsequently in a measure relieved saw it noticed in the Quart. Rev. p. 299 ; of this (2d ed.)

of this laborious duty, v. Preface, p. xiv. he has not been able to make any use whatever.
=* Thirty-two Nos.,--, omitting certain por- * This work, which is very useful for the actual verbal

tions. forms, has been, as the editor learns, reprinted in this

3 Dunbar's Lex. 1st edition, Edinb. 1840 ; the editor country, but in a mutilated condition, and without due

was not aware of a 2d edition having appeared until he credit being assigned to the author.
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The chief improvement (for such the editor believes it to be), however, will be seen
at a glance to consist in the " insertion in alphabetical order of the Proper names
occurring in the principal Greek authoi-s." His own experience as a teacher had
made him feel veiy sensibly the want of some such aid for the pupils under his charge

;

and, on communicating his intention, when recjuested to edit this Lexicon, to older

and more experienced teachers, he was glad to find that their views in this respect

coincided witli his own. The Proper names are a portion of the Greek language,

subject to similar laws of composition, denvation, and inilection to the other words of the

language ; frequently, too, they are the oldest' or only existing forai of some regular

Greek substantive, or adjective, the use of which in the common language may be found

in some yet unedited production, and as such, are necessary to the full develo}>ment

of the language. This princi])l(; has long been admitted and acted upon in Latin

Lexicography ; it is taken as lully established by Freuud in his recent copious and
valuable Lexicon, and is adopted in the reissue of Passow's Greek Lexicon by Host,

Palm, and Kreussler. The propriety of introducing them into a Greek Lexicon is

admitted, too, by Pape, who adopts, hovever, a different arrangement, which is, giving

them in a separate form as an apj)endix to his other Lexicon ; but a great objection to

this mode is the difficulty, nay almost impossibility of determining what derivatives shall

be assigned to the Common and what to the Proper portion, and the great inconve-

nience arising therefrom in the constant reference from one to the other. Besides it

breaks up the connection between the two portions, which is exhibited when they follow

in al])habetical order in the same volume. This difficulty has been felt by the Oxford

editors, and they have had to act very arbitrarily in the admission or rejection of such

words ; while in their Lexicon the force of a derivative is frequently lost from the

primitive proper name not being exhibited in the connection.

On this head, as on all others relating to Greek Lexicography, Passow's example and

authority ought to be of great weight : he says,^ " But we ought to speak here chiefly of

the admission of Proper names, mytho-historical and geographical As regard»

the admission of these, and their complete enumeration, I have expressed my reasons for

this course in my work, Ueber Zweck und Anlagc Griechischer Worterb. [2), pag. 21,

and I have sti-engthcned these in my Greek Lexicon, first part, pag. xi, 4th edit. I now
repeat them the less fully, because Hermann, Opusc. 2, p. 223, has expressed himself on

this subject in the most peremptory manner. It is for this reason, that, as I agree fully

with the principles, so do I Avish to see them developed more consistently in the contin-

uation of the work."—Further he says,^ "Both geographical and histoiical names (jught

to be admitted, but there should not be given, as in Forcellini and Schellcr, comprehen-

sive geographical or mytho-historical information, for this lies entirely beyond the

limits of a Lexicon ; in this only the relation of the individual word to the language

ought to be indicated. Of geographical words, therefore, nothing ought to be stated,

further than whether the Avord indicate a country, a city, a river, a mountain, etc., and

to \vhat part of Greece it belongs, because the character of the race had an actual influ-

ence on the formation and the usage of the words. So of names of persons ;
whetiier

they indicate a man or woman, a freeman or slave, of what Grecian tribe, and of what

period If any one now ask, what is gained for lexicography by this procedure, we
answer, what is sought to be gained chiefly by a critical Lexicon, that one may survey the

language in all its formations and creations." To these remarks of the illustrious lexicogra-

pher we subjoin the decisive words ofHermann :* " In our opinion tlu-se (p7-(»per names) arc

least of all to be neglected, not only on account of the forms Avhich cither they tliemsclves,

or else their derivatives, have most worthy of mention, but also because a large pcntion of

these names are by far the earliest monuments of the ancient language of the Greeks."

The editor has gone somewhat beyond what Passow lays down for his own guidance,

in his account of individuals (indicating here also the portion of Greece, etc., to which

they belonged, and generally the occupation of each), and occasionally also of towns

;

commonly merely pointing out their situation, unless some derivative reipiired a particu-

lar fact to be stated respecting them, in order to explain fully the allusion in the deriva-

tive, or else some peculiarity of form or quantity required further notice : sometimes, in

1 Vide,', ', etc. ^ In the preface to his Greek Lexicon quoted above.

2 Article de M. Passow sur la premiere livraison du < In his " Censura novae editionis The.«aurl Stepha-

Tresor de la langue grecque, insere dans les Annales de niani" i. e. Valpy's London edition, reprinted in his

critique litteraire de Berlin. (Nos. 89, 90, 91, de I'annee Opuscula, vol. 2, pp. 217-251; the extract is on p.

1831 ), prelixed by M. Didot to the 1st vol. fasc. 3d of the 223.

Paris Thesaurus, p. v.
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the case of important places, the modern name has been added. For further particulars

the student should consult a Classical Dictionary, as this is not designed to supersede

the necessity of consulting such a work on all these points ; but, while the student should

refer to the Classical Dictionary for historical and geographical information, it does not

render the insertion of the Greek forms in an ordinary Lexicon less necessary ; for,

apart from the reasons assigned above by Passow and Hermann, which require these to

be included for a complete development of the language, the youthful student will not

find elsewhere the information of which he constantly stands in need—the mode of inflec-

tion and the derivatives of such words. Dr. Anthon's Classical Dictionary, the one now
chiefly in use in schools, though an excellent work, professes on the title-page to give an
account merely of the principal names, and does not, as a general rule, add the Greek
forms, while the new " Biographical and Mythological Dictionary," edited by Dr. Smith,

of larger size and greater pretensions, though it admits the Greek form of Greek names
after the Roman form, gives no clue to their inflection or composition ; and it omits also

several classes of words which are requisite for the full development of this portion of

the language, namely, Greek forms of foreign names used by Greek writers, foreign

words introduced into the Greek language ;' as a general rule, patronymics, and gentile

appellations, even from the earliest writers, and minor points of prosody,^ correctly and
properly enough, because this belongs to the pi-ovince of Greek lexicography, and lies

beyond the scope of a Classical Dictionary ; besides, but a few numbers of this were pub-
lished when the editor began his labours, and geographical articles are entirely excluded.

These are the grounds on which the editor has admitted the proper names into the

body of the Lexicon—it is for others to decide whether correctly or not. He has

endeavoured to give a pretty accurate account of those occurring in the early Epic and
Lyric poets, historians, orators, and the Scenic poets ; from later writers he has given a

very copious list, but not completely ; and in the whole of this portion of his work he
desires to render the fullest acknowledgment to Pape's Lexicon.'' This volume he

has followed throughout, not slavishly, for it is liable to the same charge as the other

portion of his work—erroneous references and typographical errors. Dr. Pape, though

he has evidently gathered materials from all quarters most laboriously—in fact, as every

page proves—appears, nevertheless, to have taken Crusius' Manual for his basis, and
very frequently makes the same erroneous reference that that work contains, especially

in Aristophanes, substituting one play for another, or referring merely to the author

without quoting the passage. Crusius' work is one of considerable labour, and deserves

praise for what it effected ; but it is very faulty in references. In Pape's work, too, the

refei"ences, in the case of all the Scenic poets and the Attic orators, ai'e to different

editions from those used by Messrs. Liddell and Scott; for the sake of uniformity of

reference, and the convenience of those using this work, the editor has adapted them to

the editions as quoted in the list of authors. This was a tedious, laborious, and time-

consuming task, but one that Avas necessary, if the editor wished to discharge his duty

aright. He has, besides, always verified the references to the earlier winters, and very

frequently, but not always, to those of later date. In the correction and enlargement
of this portion of the work, in addition to Pape's Lexicon, which (except in the case of

Inscriptions and very late writers) he has incorporated almost entire, he has derived

materials from Crusius' Worterhuch der Eigennamen, Dr. Anthon's Classical Dictionary,

Dr. Smith's Biographical and Mythological Dictionary (of this only a few numbers were
available), Davis's (!) Index to Herodotus (London, 1S29), Midler's historical wi-itings

(with the maps in the English translation), Cramer's Greece, Italy, and Asia Minor (with

maps), Kiepert's Atlas von Hellas (les and 2es Heft), D'Anville's Atlas, the Ancient maps
of the Society for the Difllision of Useful Knowledge, Bischoft'and Moller's Wurterbuch
der Geographie, Sickler's Handbuch der Alten Geographie, TJckert's and Forbiger's

treatises on the same subject, Leake's Morea and Northern Greece, Ainsworth's " Travels

in the Track of the Ten Thousand," Thirlwall's, Mitford's, AVachsmnth's, and Heeren's

historical works, Ersch and Gruber's Allgemeine Encyclopiidie, C. F. Hei'mann's Polit.

Antiqq., Winer's Biblisches Real-Worterbuch (2d ed. Leipzig, 1833) ; the notes and
indexes to editions of classical authors, particularly the excellent and copious index to

Groskurd's German translation of Strabo, comprising the 4th volume, and the indexes

to Didot's " Bibliotheca Graeca," and other woi-ks referred to under separate articles.

1 Vide Freund's Preface to his Latin Lexicon, p. xi, 3 Worterhuch der Griechischen Eigennamen ; drit-

for his views on this subject. ter Band des Handworterbuchs der Griechischen

2 Compare on 1st page A'baris with in Gr. Sprache.

Lex. ;, etc.
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The editor has been thus particular in enumerating the sources from which he has

drawn, from a desire of assigning full credit to all from whom he has taken, and because

he feels deeply sensible of his own deficiencies in so vast a field as this, and of the necessity

ofhaving access to accurate sources of information to produce anything useful or valuable;

and to those from whom he has drawn he is willing to attribute the full credit, if there

be anything here stated more accurately or more fully than in works hitherto accessible

to American students, satisfied, in this his first appearance before the public in his own
name, if he has been the means of collecting into one body information from many diflerent

quarters for the benefit of those for whom his exertions have been chiefly employed. The
editor, howevei•, may be allowed to express the hope that, by industriously pursuing the

course marked out for his future labours in this department—a course upon which he has

already entered—he may hereafter be able to contribute his mite to the advancement of

that branch of philology to vhich he expects to devote the best years of his life. Ample
room is still left for generations yet to come in this department of learning : the Lyric

poets require to be re-read carefully, Herodotus will admit of a re-perusal, and Hippo-
crates is yet to be studied ; Euripides and Aristophanes have hitherto been neglected :

a wide field for future labour is offei'ed in the Attic orators: Xenophon of the early

historians needs a careful reading ; Plutarch and Lucian are far from being exhausted,

having generally been examined only by indexes : and then before the adventurer lies

the boundless expanse of later Greek, almost untouched; room enough here for many
labourers to work without jostling.

One object of eager solicitude with the editor was to reproduce the labors of Messrs.

Liddell and Scott in as accurate a form as possible. W^ith this \\ew he undertook to read

the second proof of every page himself, which he did, with the exception of the portion

mentioned on p. xiv. In many places there was an inconsistency in the accentuation,

as and, and , and ), and, and, and, the compounds of, etc. ; how easy a matter it is, however, to

overlook such minutia?, may be perceived from the word^, which appears to have

escaped even German accuracy, and to have passed unnoticed in at least four different

revisions ; it is correctly printed in Passow's 3d edition, incorrectly in his 4th, and

so repeated in Rost and Palm's ; adopted in this form by Messrs. Liddell and Scott, and

unchan""ed in their 2d edition. In the accentuation of the editor has ventured to

differ from all the Lexicons which he has consulted ; they give: but the analogy of{) requires, for the a in is long by nature, as,, etc.

The Oxford editors, in the 2d English edition, though they have greatly improved their

work in general, have, in their desire to gain room, at the same time, injured it not a

little by rejecting many Avords,' which stood in the first edition without authority ; to

some of these the American editor has filled up the references, while others stand as in

the original work f by rejecting, in many instances, the parts of compounds, which were

o-iven in the fiist edition from Passow, and which have been retained where occumng
and filled up where wanting, in the American reprint

;
(they have given rather a singular

appearance to their Avork by adopting at the conclusion Pape's plan of indicating the

paits of compounds by a hyphen, while at the commencement they adhere to their former

mode ; this was unnecessary, and in the editor's opinion, is far from being an improve-

ment, unless the parts of the compound he written after (except in the case of words

compounded without change), for frequently Pape's hyphens give no more clue to the

derivation than if they were not there at all, especially to younger students ; the plan of

the 2d edition of the abridgment is a very good one, and appears to the editor preferable

to either of the others, i. e., to use the hyphens and give also the component parts) ; by

alterino• references which were correct in the 1st edition^ (this seems rather to be the

1, in '\. Rep. 358 A;, in case; he stmck out,.,,
Babr. 124, 5;, Pind. . 2, 10;, in ,*),',,?/,,
Polyb. 3, 53, 4;, in Plut. 2, 558 . &.C., in ; and all of these were omitted in 2d Eng-

other parts of the work. lish edition, except,, and* : some

" In reprinting this Lexicon the editor omitted nothing forms were allowed to remain, and some were inserted,

but what seemed wrong, or without any authority what- though not in use, from which to derive remote deriva

ever; while he allowed those words that rested on the lives. Others may have been omitted not noted h«re.

auth. of Gramm. or late writers to remain, even when no 3 We have noticed many of these, under alone, •
auth. was quoted : ofthese the English editors have omit- ,,,,,-
ted in their new edition a very large number, but the Am. ,,?, '/,,, ;

editor did not feel himself at liberty to do so, partly from so,,,, F,,
a wish to reproduce here everything that was not actually (''.?, etc.

:
under and

wrong, and partly from the belief that many of these ?!.// references corrected in c.ddenda to 1st ed.

words might be verified ; and this has proved to be the stand uncorrected in 2d.
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result of hurried printing, for the 2d edition does not appear to be as accurately printed
as the first) ; and finally, they have in one or two instances given wrong explanations of
passages in 2d edition which were right in the 1st.' In the early part of the work, also,

as before stated, the editors have not often con-ected or completed references, except in

the case of Aristotle, Polybius, and Lucian ; in this part the editor has corrected a

number of eiToneous references, but very few considering the immense number of refer-

ences in the volume, and from an actual perusal of the whole work, he can say, in jus-

tice to the editors and proof-reader, that the book is printed with great accuracy.
In regard to the use of particular terms and foiTns some changes have been made

;

chiefly to make the work conform to the text-books in use among us ; as, restoring ' sub-
junctive' in place of' conjunctive,' giving the lenis and aspirate to pp; inserting, as stated

above, both forms of compound words
;
giving the tenses of verbs more fully, particularly

the 1 perfect active, when resting on good authority, and adopting the usual form of
appellation for the Greek divinities and heroes : here, a difficulty arose at the outset

;

the nomenclature appears to be in a transition state, the old method in England and this

country still in a great measure maintaining its ground, the new and more accurate
having completely established itself in Germany, and with the diffusion of German
learning beginning to assert its claims in other lands. The Oxford editors have generally
adopted the German mode, transplanting into their language the Greek forms, but not
consistently, for they speak of Hephaestus and l^ulcan, Ares and Mars, Asclepius and
Aesculapius, and almost always use the form Hercules. It Avas a matter of debate with
the editor whether to follow them throughout, or to make their articles and his own
in accordance with what in this country is yet the almost universal practice. He felt

reluctant to introduce so radical a change, especially since distinguished scholars were
at variance on this point and unwilling apparently to lead the way : the editor would say
wdth Mr. Leitch,* " Besides I felt that it would be presumptuous in me to attempt to

lead, while those who are entitled to do so, although many of them admit the necessity

of reform in this matter, have done so little toward introducing a better system." For
these reasons the old system of nomenclature, which has become naturalized as it were
in our poetry, history, and light literature, as well as our school manuals, has been
for the present retained.

Before concluding the editor vould publicly acknowledge his deep indebtedness to

Professor Anthon for the generous interest he has manifested, and the valuable aid he
has affOrded in the republication of the present work. By his advice and encouragement,
and with his promised assistance in difficulties, it was undertaken, for Avithout these the

editor would have shrunk from so laborious and responsible a task : the want of books
of reference in a city like New-York, where there is no public library containing recent
critical editions, and philological works in this department, is a serious obstacle to exten-
sive research ; while the editor's limited reading ill qualified him to revise a Lexicon
intended for the whole body of Greek literature from its first development in the Ho-
meric poems to its decline in the writers of the Eastern empire. Professor Anthon's
valuable and extensive library, which, on this as on previous occasions, has been at the

command of the editor, in a great measure supplied the former want, \vhile in respect
to the latter the editor hoped to find in that same distinguished scholar's varied and
abundant stores of classic leajning a cover for his own deficiencies. In every difficulty

where aid was sought, that aid has been cheerfully and readily afforded ; the Professor
has never refused or been reluctant to give his time and attention, even to the neglect
sometimes of his own editorial labors. This work, then, is offered to the public with
more confidence than it would otherwise be, from the fact that many of the corrections

and additions have been suggested, or approved of, by Professor Anthon. But while
making this full acknowledgment for the assistance he has received, the editor would
wish it to be understood that Professor Anthon is not in any I'espect responsible for the
merits or defects, the corrections or blunders of the work ; whatever decision may be
passed upon it, whether it be received favorably or otherwise, the editor alone is to be
held accountable for the additional matter : the materials furnished by Professor Anthon
from his own reading have been used in the same way as those from other quarters, and
incorporated with the editor's collections. For this same reason the attempt has been
made to distinguish the additions and alterations from the original work, that the English
editors may not be exposed to the chance of censure for what may be the fault of another.
The editor's acknowledgments are due also to G. W. Collord, Esq., an instructor in

' Under, Find, N. 3, 36,, etc. 2 Preface to his translation of Miiller's Mythology.
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the Grammar School of the College, for having relieved him of a portion of the heavy

labour of proof-reading, viz., from the middle ol'E to ', p. 627, and again from-, p. 1129 to the end; this gentleman also aided the editor in re-readnig and com-

paring the vvhole work (except the first 34 pages) with the 2d English edition. Mr.

Collord's well known accuracy and practical acquaintance with the subject afford a

guarantee that the book will be accurately printed.

The desire of the publishers to avoid any further delay in the publication of the work,

and the lonn• and tedious labour of revising the plate proofs, induce the editor to send it

forth without a table of ' addenda et corrigenda,' for which he has collected some mate-

rials. Close application to the task through the whole summer, and more than half his

scanty vacation of a single month, render it necessary to defer the preparation of this

table till after the August vacation.

May this, his first appearance before the public, meet with a not too harsh reception

;

want of time and other occupations ought not of course to be pleaded as an apology for

errors or inaccuracies, but they may serve to account sufficiently for no further additions

havino- been made to the Commtm words, especially too when the editor's engagement

only required him to insert the Proper names. Criticism, in a proper spirit and with

the detection of error and the promotion of truth as its object, ought not to be objected

to• but unfortunately it is too often the case at present to make literary criticism a

vehicle for ill-natured, one-sided, and undeserved attacks, which have no other object in

view than to o-ratify private enmity or personal pique. From public criticism, whether

passino- a favorable or unfavorable decision on his labours, if made in a spirit calculated

to promote the cause of truth and sound learning, and from private communications, the

editor will most gladly and thankfully avail himself of corrections or improvements for

a future edition.

Mio-York, August IStJi, 1846.

APPENDIX TO THE PREFACE.

Words to which additions or in which alterations have been made in the American edition, from

p. 32 to p. 840, exclusive of simple references, not designated ly the editor^s markf. At the end

of and beginning of A, in some words where space allowed, the f was introduced, and this

change will be made in the rest of the book where j^ossible, in a future edition.

,
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PREFACE.

We are at length able to put forth this Lexicon. It has cost us several years of labor,

and that for the most part very heavy, because for the most part we had only spare hours
to bestow. Events, of which it is needless to speak particularly, threatened more than

once to break it off altogether.

However, we have at length finished it. And we send it forth in the hope that it

may in some wise foster and keep alive the accurate study of the Greek Tongue ; that

tongue, which has been held one of the best instruments for training the young mind
;

that tongue, which as the organ of Poetry and Oratory is full of living force and fire,

abounding in grace and sweetness, rich to ovei-flowing, while for the uses of Philosophy
it is a very model of clearness and precision ; that tongue, in which some of the noblest

works of man's genius lie enshrined—works, which may be seen reflected faintly in

imitations and translations, but of which none can know the perfect beauty, but he who
can read the words themselves, as well as their interpretation.

It will be proper, by way of Preface, to say something of the nature of our Work, of

the sources from Avhich we have drawn, and of what we ourselves have done.

But first it may be well to notice an objection that may be taken, at starting, to the

notion of an English Lexicon of the Greek Tongue. It may be asked, whether such a

Lexicon should not be in Latin, as in the old times ; whether the other is not an
unworthy condescension to the indolence of the age.

In answer, we Avould draw a distinction between an English Lexicon and English
Notes to Classical Authors. AVe hold that Critical Notes on these Authors will always
be best in the Latin Tongue. No other will be found so brief, clear, and easy of
remembrance ; no other has the advantage of technical terms and phrases which all

Scholars have agreed to use ; no other will be so readily understood by Readers of all

countries and all ages. But though this is our opinion in regard to Critical Notes, it by
no means follows that we should hold the same in regard to Lexicography. The chief

business of Lexicography is one, to interpret words; of Criticism another, to unravel
the idioms and inti-icacies of language. The Latin Tongue may be the best organ for

the latter work, yet very unequal to the due execution of the former. And quite

unequal it is. For just as impossible is it to render the richness, boldness, freedom, and
variety of Greek by Latin words, as it is to give any adequate conceptiona of Milton or

Shakspere by French translations. Yet French is, confessedly, the language of Mathe-
matics. So Latin is the language of Classical Criticism. But we hold it feeble and
defective for purposes of Lexicography. And when we add to this the fact, that in

richness at least and fi-eedom (though certainly not in beauty or exactness) our
language is not unworthy to compare with the Greek, we conclude confidently, that

the best Lexicon an Englishman can use to read Greek with, will be in English. A
Frenchman may have reason for using a Greek-Latin Lexicon; an Englishman can
have none.

Nor is this a mere opinion of our own. A Greek-English Lexicon has been demanded
often and by high authorities ;' has been undertaken more than once by able scholars ;

,

and several Lexicons of this kind have been published.

1 As by Bp. Blomfield (Quarterly Review, vol. 22, p. Professor in this University ; and by others. See fur-

348), whose Glossaries to Aeschylus show how well he ther an able Article in the Quart. Review (vol. 51, p. 144

understood the office of a Lexicographer. (We have foil), written, we believe, by Mr. Fishlake, the Transla-

thought it needless to refer specially to these.) A work tor of Buttmann's Lexilogus and Catalogue of Irregular

of the kind was undertaken by the Bishop's brother, Verbs. In the two articles just quoted will be found an
Mr. E. V. Blomfield, whose early death left many fair amusing History of Greek Lexicography nearly down to

promises unperformed ; also by Dr. Nicoll, late Hebrew the present time.

b
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It might be expected that we shoultl here take such notice of these Lexicons as to

iustify our adding another to the hst. We could easily do so. But at this time and in

this place we decline the task
;
partly because it is an invidious one, and might be

attributed to other motives than a desire of sei-ving the cause of Truth and good
Scholarship

;
partly because to do it thoroughly would require a considerable sjiace and

much minute detail—more perhaps than could justly be allowed within the compass of

a Preface. We therefore jiass over this subject here and now ; merely remarkiuo- that,

if in the most popular of these Lexicons now abroad, there are found resemblances to

ours (as no doubt there will be, here and there, especially in the Homeric words), the

reason hereof is that we have both been indebted to Passow—though the Author of tlie

Lexicon we allude to has made slow and scanty acknowledgment of the amount of his

debt. proceed to speak of our own.

In the Title-page, our Work is said to be " based on the German Work of Francis
Passoav." We cannot too fully express our obligations to this excellent book, without
which ours never would have been attempted. But before doing so, we will lay a short

account of it before our Readers; and for this purpose we must begin with Schneider's
still earlier Work.

The Third and last Edition of Schneider's Greek-German Lexicon' appeared in

1819 ; and immediately became the Book of common use throughout Germany. It

contains a vast mass of learning, though a great deal of it is out of the way, and of very
little use to the general Student. Schneider was a great Naturalist, was the Editor of
Aristotle's History of Animals, of Theophrastus, of Nicander, of Oppian ; and this his

peculiar taste shows itself a little too much in a Lexicon of limited size ; while he too
much neglects the usages peculiar to Homer and the earlier Avriters, and gives little

account of the Construction of words. Moreover he has paid slight regard to clearness of
arrangement, and made small attempt to trace the connection of different significations.^

After this, the work of Greek-German Lexicography fell into the hands of Passow
in the following manner.^ An abridgment (Handworterbuch) of Schneider's Avork
had been published by Riemer under Schneider's own direction. Some four or five

years before Schneider's 3d Edition had appeared, Francis Passow, a favorite Pupil
of Jacobs and Hermann, was appointed Professor at Breslau.* He had already written

a Treatise containing his views of what a Greek Lexicon should be f and in course of
time it came to Schneider's ears, that Passow had supplied the prosodiacal marks and
references in a copy of Riemer's Book. Schneider then pressed him to prepare a new
Edition of this Abridgment—merely (as Passow thought'') for the purpose of getting the
prosody supplied. Passow complied, but undertook the work in a veiy different sense
from this. He began by claiming full powers of alteration, and then set to work in

earnest. In 1819, the same year that Schneider's last edition was published, appeared
also the First Part of Passow's Work -J what he proposed to himself will be best given
in his own words. Thus then he writes to his old Preceptor, F. Jacobs, on the publi-

cation of the First Part :* " It would be worth a gi-eat deal to me, to hear yourjudgment
on the Plan of my Lexicon, especially on the manner in which I have given the first

place to the Homeric senses, and then to those of Hesiod ; my purpose being to go on
in regular historical order, and thus to arrive at something like completeness. These
Homeric and Hesiodic Articles I have worked up with real diligence, trusting wholly to

myself; and here I hope nothing will be found wanting, that can properly be required
in a Lexicon. All the rest has been put together from Schneider's materials (often raw
enough), with my own notes, marginal and interlinear; and this part will be found more
or less perfect, according to the measure of Schneider's exactness, and my own care-

fulness. In the Conjunctions, however, Particles, and Prepositions, I have ff»und it

necessary to go below Homer, and beyond Schneider. If I live for a Second Edition,

1 Griechisch-deutsches Worterbuch beym Lesen der * In 1815, being in his twenty-ninth year. He was
griechischen profanen Scribenten zu gebrauchen. Aus- born Sept. 20, 1786.

gearbeitet von Johann Gottlob Schneider, Professor s Ueber Zvveck, Anlage und Ergiiiizuiig griech. Wor-
und Oberbibliothekar zu Breslau. Leipsig, 1819, 4°, 2 terbiichcr. Berlin, 1812, gr. 8°.

vols. An Appendix (Supplement-Band) followed in e See the Letter referred to above.

1821, 4°. ' J. G. Schneider's Handworterbuch, etc., nach der
2 See further the very useful Article (by Mr. Fishlake) dritten Ausgabe des grossen griechisch-deutschen Wor-

quoted above, p. 147, sqq. terbuch, mit besondrer Beriicksichl dcs homcrischen u.

3 We learn this from a letter to F. Jacobs, dated Bres- hesiod. Sprachgebrauches, u. mil genauer Angabe der

lau, August 10, 1819. See Franz Passow's Leben u. Sylbenliingen ausgearbeitet. Leipsig, 2 vols, small 4". It

Briefe. Breslau, 1839, 8". was finished in 1823. * In the same Letter.
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the old Lyric and Elegiac Poets, with the Prose of Herodotus and Hippocrates, shall be
worked into the text on the same principles ; in a Third, the Attic Poets ; and then,

the Attic Prose. In this way I hope gradually to come nearer to my ideal of a good
Lexicon, and to bring organic connection into the thing of shreds and patches which we
now have." These views, which may be found more fully stated in his Preface,' he did

not live to see fully realized. The second and third Editions followed so quickly,

that he had not time to make any thorough improvement.* But in the fourth* he
carried on his plan so far as to have worked into the Text (though not completely) the

phraseology of the earliest post-Homeric Poets, as also that of Herodotus. And the

Work, thus remodelled, he considered so completely his child, that he dropped
the name of Schneider from the Title-page. Soon after the publication of this, his own
Lexicon, his health began to fail. He died on the 11th of March, 1833, in his forty-

seventh year, leaving the work which he had so well begun for others to bring to

an end.

This is what we proposed to ourselves, viz. to carry on what Passow had begun. We
perceive that others are doing the same in Germany."*

AVe at first thought of a translation of Passow's Work, with additions. But a little

experience showed us that this would not be sufficient. Passow indeed had done all

that was necessary for Homer and Hesiod, so that his Work has become a regular
authority in Germany for the old Epic Greek.* But he had done nothing farther

completely. For though in the Fourth Edition he professes to have done for Herodotus
the same as for Homer, this is not quite the case. He had done little more than use
Schweighauser's Lexicon—vhich is an excellent book, and leaves little of the peculiar
phraseology of Herodotus unnoticed, but is very far indeed from being a complete
vocabulary of the author.® One of us, accordingly, undertook to read Herodotus care-

fully through, adding what was lacking to the margin of his Schweighauser. The other
did much the same for Thucydides. And between us, we have gone through the

Fragments of the early Poets, Lyric, Elegiac, etc., which were not in the Poetae Minores
of Gaisford ; as well as those of the early Historic and Philosophic AVriters ; and those
of the Attic, Tragic, and Comic Poets, which were dispersed through AthenaBus, Sto-

baeus, etc. We have referred to the latter as collected by Meineke, so far as his

collection was published when we began printing. But besides all our own reading and
collections, we have made unfailing use of the best Lexicons and Indexes of the great

Attic writers, Wellauer's of ^schylus,' Ellendt's of Sophocles, Beck's of Euripides,

Caravella's of Aristophanes, Ast's of Plato, Sturz's of Xenophon, with Reiske's and
Mitchell's of the Attic orators. The reader will see by this that we have thrown our
chief strength on the phraseology of the Attic writers. AVe have also sedulously con-
sulted Bockh's Index to Pindar; and for Hippocrates, who ought to be closely joined

1 P. xxvii, sqq. (Ed. 4.) when he differs from him. And all late German critical

2 Published in 1825 and 1827. ' Published in 1831. works are full of references to Passow's Lexicon.

* A Lexicon professedly based on Passow's was be- * Forinstance the Reader will in vain look fore/aaaoij,

gun in 1836 (Leipsig, 8".) by Pinzger, and continued by , -,,, ?.-
Seiler and Jacubitz. We have only seen the first Three ,-, (or)—(all omitted in

Numbers. Works of more promise have been begun, one page of Schweighauser)—in Passow:* so he will miss

one by Rost and Palm (Handworterbuch d. griech. ).,,, -
Sprache, begriindet von Franz Passow. Leipsig, roy.,,,, etc.

8°.) ; the other by F. Pape, (Braunschweig, roy. 8°.) Of The latter part of Passow is fuller than the former : after

these the former half has appeared. Of course we have (about) . he inserts many Herodotean words not in

not been able to make any use of them. Schweighauser. Here too he corrects the false referen-

5 For instance, Nitzsch, in the Preface to his excellent ces, which he seldom does in earlier parts of his work.

Commentary on the Odyssey (p. v), says, that on Lexi- ' Mr. Linwood's came too late for us to be able to

cographical points he shall expect his Readers to refer make any use of it. (fit has been used in the American

to Passow ; nor shall he touch on such questions, but edition, and in the 2d English edition.!)

* tThis is a strange oversight on the part of the Oxford editors, and the more surprising that it has been allowed

to stand uncorrected in the 2d edition : the statement made in their note is too general, and does great injustice to

the laborious and accurate Passow ; the editors can merely mean that Passow has not given the Herodotean

significations of these words, or that he has omitted the references to Hdt., for the words themselves are all in his

Lexicon, except, and, which two also are not given in the Oxford Lexicon (the ref. under

to Hdt. are for that form) : in the former case the statement is erroneous, inasmuch as the Hdt. signfs. are

given by Passow to all these words, as they stand in the Oxford Lexicon, except not so fully to -^,-, and in pass. ; if the latter be their meaning, then the statement is incorrect also, for

and have in Passow a reference to Hdt. ; while with regard to the very first word quoted, /.,
no reference is made to Hdt. in either Lexicon, but the Oxford editors have based theirs on Passow's, adopting

even the erroneous reference at the end to.
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with Herodotus, we have used Foesius' CEconomia, with the references in the Index of

the Oxford Scapula. But we want a good critical revision of this Autlior to make his

text of authority in elucidating the Ionic dialect. After the Attic writers, Greek under-

goes a great change ; which begins to appear strongly about the time of Alexander.
Aristotle's language strikes us at once as something quite difierent from that of his

master Plato, though the change of styles cannot be measured quite chronologically; as,

for instance, Demosthenes was contemporary with Aristotle
;
yet his style is the purest

Attic. Here, as in painting, architecture, etc., there are transition periods—the old

partly surviving, the new just appearing. But the change is complete in Polybius, with

the later Historic AVriters, and Plutarch. We have therefore not been anxious to amass
authorities fi'om these authors, though we have endeavored to collect their peculiar

words and phrases.^ For Aristotle, we have used Sylburg's Indexes, and those in the

Oxford editions of the Rhetoric and Ethics ; for Theophrastus, Schneider's Index ; for

Polybius (of course), Schweighauser's Lexicon ; for Plutarch, Wyttenbach's Index.

Attic phraseology revives inore or less in Lucian ; but for that reason most of his

phrases have earlier examples, though in some of his works (as the Verae Historiae,

Tragopodagra, Lexiphanes, etc.) many new or rare words occur. We have taken them
from G-eel's Index to the Edition of Hemstcrhuis and Reiz. But in these, and vriters

of a, like stamp, we have seldom been careful to add the special reference, being usually

content with giving the name of the author.^ Another class of writers belongs to Alexan-
drea. We have not neglected these. The reader will find the Greek of Theocritus

pretty fully handled ; and he not turn in vain to seek the unusual words introduced

by the learned Ejiic school of that city, Callimachus, Apollonius, etc., or by that whole-

sale coiner Lycophron. We have also been careful to notice such words as occur first,

or in any unusual sense in the Alexandrean version of the Old Testament, and in the

New Testament. We must not omit to mention, tliat in the first part, viz. from to

inclusive, we have been saved much labor, and have very much enriched our Lexicon,

by consulting Hase and Dindorf's New Edition of Stephani Thesaurus. We only wish

we could have had their assistance for the whole.

We think it should be particularly noticed, that all passages quoted have heen specially

verified on the Proof Sheets, and the references uniformly made to the same Edition? We
can thus at least (barring human accidents) insure correctness of quotation ; so that those

who doubt our authority may really be able to satisfy themselves. And here let us make
full acknowledgment, and give our best thanks to George Marshall, M.A., Student oi

Christ Church, who has relieved us of the heaviest part of this most laborious and irk-

some task. We will guarantee his accuracy at the hazard of our own.
Such is a brief sketch of what we have done. It remains to say something on the

manner, how we have attempted to do it.

Our Plan has been that marked out and begun by Passovv, viz. to make each Article

a History of the usage of tli.e word r(ferred to. That is, we have always sought to give

the earliest authority for its use first. Then, if no change was introduced by later

writers, we have left it with that early authority alone—adding, however, whether it

continued in general use or no, and taking care to specify, whether it was common to

Prose and Poetry, or confined to one only. In most cases the vord will tell its own
story : the passages quoted will themselves say whether it continued in use, and
whether it was used or no both in Poetry and Prose ; for there are few words that

do not change their significations more or less in the downward course of Time, and
iew therefore that do not need many references. It will be understood that deviations

from the strict Historical order must occur. Homer sometimes uses a word in a meta
phorical sense only, the literal sense of which first occurs (perhaps) in Plato. In such
instances, of course, we give the literal and actual sense the preference.* The old Epic
part we have left nearly, as we found it, in the hands of Passow. Some few eiTors we
have corrected (but there were not many) ; and we have simplified Passow's account
of the Homeric usages ; for he was too fond of refining, and making distinctions ot

signification, which depended vholly on the context. But we have never been anxious

to alter for altering's sake. All post-Homeric words have been remodelled, and those

(tThis applies only to the 1st ed. ; they have been references are made to the old Edition. We ought to

quoted at length in the 2d.t) = (tFidc foreg. note.t) have altered these, but have not. (tThis change has
^ The only exceptions are in the case of single refer- been made in a great measure in the American edition,

ences to a few German Works, vvhich we could not ob- and in the 2d English, but not completely.!)

tain, and which we have allowed to stand as in Passow's * See some good remarks on this principle in Mr. Fiish

Text. We must add Wolf's Leptines, in vvhich the lake's Article above quoted, p. 172.
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of Attic stamp mostly re-written. We should here except the articles on the Prepositions,

Conjunctions, and Particles, which Passow had (from the first) wrought out with true

Germau diligence. Our vork here has been chiefly to compress, and simplify ; often

referring to Grammatical Works, for matter that comes more properly into their

sphere than into that of Lexicography. Many will think we might have well carried

this pruning system further ; and we believe so too. Statements on points of Criticism

will be found supported by reference to the critical writers of chief authority ; and here
we have endeavored to refer to those whose vorks are most within reach of English

Readers.

We think then that we have the same right to call our Book, A Lexicon, etc., " based

on the Work of Passow," that he had to eject the name of Schneider altogether from
his Title-page. Our object is not to claiin undue honor, but to give as accurate a Title

to the Work as we can.

In the Arrangement, it will be found, that the Grammatical Forms come first. Then
the Root, primary or secondary, inclosed in curved brackets

( ) ; except when it is

necessary to speak at length on the Derivation, which will then be found at the end of
the article. Then the Interpretation of the word, Avith examples, etc. Lastly, remarks
on the Prosody, when necessary, inclosed in square brackets

[ J.
This also we have

borrowed from Passow ; though he did not observe the first part very strictly ; for his

Grammatical Forms are often at the end, or mixed up with the Interpretation.

All irregular, with some not obviously regular. Tenses will be found in their own alpha-

betical place, with reference to the Verb they belong to. Epic, as well as Doric, Aeolic,

and other dialectic forms maybe similarly found; with reference to the Attic form under
which (generally) they are discussed.

The Tenses of Compound Verbs will be found under the Simple forms, except when
the Compound A'^erb itself has anything peculiar.

Adverbs must be sought at the end of their Adjectives.

In Etymology we have departed widely from Passow. He had adopted a modification

of Hemsterhuis' system, referring all words to imaginary primitive Verbs, and inserting

these Verbs in their alphabetical places. We have dismissed most of these, retaining

such only as are actually implied in some extant tense of the Verb or some Derivative,

as for instance, is implied in (the fut. of)," in [),'
in,, and so forth. Otherwise we have recognized the Root in the simplest

forms of the Verb (usually the aor. 2) or Derivatives. For instance, we do not refer

to the imaginary ', but to the Root-, being clearly part of the

Root, as is shown by the aor. 2, by, by (i. e. /), etc. The extant Roots,

or the Forms nearest them, we have printed in capitals. Words not extant are marked
by asterisks. Lastly, we have introduced a little Comparative Etymology, by quoting
kindred Roots from Sanscrit, and other of the great family of Indo-European Tongues.
Of course we have not at all done this completely. We have only endeavored to call

attention to the subject ; to stimulate curiosity, rather than satisfy it. In this department
we are chiefly indebted to Pott's Etymologisc/ie Forscliungen auf dem Gebiete der Indo-
Germanischen S2:)rachen (Lemgo 1833—1836), 2 vols. 8vo.

In the Translations of the Greek terms, we have been anxious to use genmne Saxon-
English words, rather than their Latin equivalents.

Articles of Archeology have been in all cases re-written, with especial attention to the

law-phrases of the Orators. We have endeavored here to give a summary of all essentials,

referring for details to other Books. We might have been content to refer, once for all,

to the Dictionary of Antiquities, lately completed under the direction of Dr. Smith ; but
this very useful Book was not nearly finished when ve went to press.

Many may be surprised to find details of Mythology under some w^ords, as',
", etc. These are retained from Passow, though curtailed. If the Dictionary of
Mythology and Biography, lately begun under Dr. Smith's direction, had been finished,

we might probably have cancelled them altogether.

Some Proper Names will be found. Passow had inserted all the Homeric and
Hesiodic names. AVe have left such only as had in themselves some force and signifi-

cance, or presented anything remarkable in their grammatical forms.^

In all these last mentioned cases it is difficult to draw a line between what is essential

to general Lexicography and what is not. We have done this to the best of our judg-
ment, and if the line waves more or less, we must shelter ourselves under the plea that it

could hardly be otherwise.

See for example,,'.
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subjoin an Aljyhahetical Catalogue of Authors quoted, together with a note of the

Edition used, to which (as above stated) we have been carelul to make uniform reference.

The date of each Author's " floruit" is added in the margin
; and by comparing this

with the short summary of the chief Epochs of Greek Literature prefixed to the Cata-

lo<me, it will be easy to determine the time of a Avord's first usage, and of its subsequent

changes of signification. It will be imderstood, however, that the age of a Avord does

not wholly depend on that of its Author. For, first, many Greek books have been lost;

secondly, a word, of Attic stamp, first occurring in Lucian, or later imitators of Attic

Greek, may be considered as actually older than those found in the vernacular writers

of the Alexandrean age. Further, the Language changed differently in different places

at the same time ; as in the cases of Demosthenes and Aristotle (noticed above, p. xx),

whom we have been compelled to place in different Epochs. And at the same place, as

Athens, there were naturally two parties, one clinging to old usages, the other fond of

Avhat was new. The Greek of Thucydides and Lysias may be compared in illustration

of this remark. We may add, that though the term " flourished" is vague, it is yet the only

one available, if we wish to observe the influence of any particular AVriter on Language

and Literature. We may seem to have been capricious in assigning some of the Dates;

but it has been done, always, by comparing such notices as have come to us respecting

the author in question, and that chiefly by the aid of Mr. Fynes Clinton's Fasti Hellenici,

for the period which that work embraces.

Before concluding, we beg to thank all Friends who have assisted us by advice or

information. We must also make full acknowledgments to the Delegates of the

University Press for the readiness with which they received our Work. And especially

we must express our gratitude to the Dean of Christ Church for the kindness he has

shown us, and the interest he has taken in the progi'ess of our Book.

We now dismiss our Book with feelings of thankfulness that have had health and

streno-th to bring it to a close. We know well how far it is from what it might be, from

what we ourselves could imagine it to be. But we hope that by pains and accuracy we
have at least laid a good foundation ; and we shall be ready to profit by any criticisms

that may be made upon it, whether public or private. For the present we shall be

content if it shall in any sort serve that end of Avhich we spoke in the outset; if, that is,

it shall tend to cherish or improve the accurate study of the classical writers of Greece.

We cannot look for much more. For the AVriter of Dictionaries, says Johnson, in Ms
Preface, has been " considered not the pupil, but the slave of science, the pioneer of

literature, doomed only to remove rubbish and clear obstructions from the path, through

which learning and genius press forward to conquest and glory, Avithout bestowing a

smile on the humble drudge that facilitates their progress." His labors have been com-

pared to " those of the anvil and the mine;" or even worse

—

condendaque Lexica mandat
Damnatis, poenam pro poenis omnibus unam.

But our own great English Lexicographer, who with his gloomy mind delighted to

heap rejiroaches upon himself, has himself also removed much of that reproach by the

noble work which will carry his name wherever the English tongue is spoken. And we
at least are well pleased to think that, if our book prove useful, it has been our lot to

follow, however humbly, in the same career of usefulness that he chose for his own.

[July, 1843.]



I. SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPAL ERAS IN GREEK LITERATURE.

I. The early Epic Period, comprising the Iliad and Odyssey, the Homeric Hymns, and the Poems of Hesiod.

II. From about 800 to 530 A. C, in which Literature chiefly flourished in Asia Minor and the Islands : the Period
of the early Lyric, Elegiac, and Iambic Poets.

From 530 to 510, A C, the Age of Pisistratus, etc. ; the beginning of Tragedy at Athens : early Historians.

From 510 to 470, A. C, the Age of -u, in which the Great Tragic Poets began to exhibit, Simonides
and Pindar brought Lyric Poetry to perfection.

From 470 to 431. A. C, the Age of Athenian Supremacy: perfection of Tragedy: regular Prose, Ionic oi

Herodotus and Hippocrates, Attic (probably) of Antipho.

From 431 to 403, A. C, the Age of the Peloponnesian War: perfection of the Old Comedy : best Old Attic

Prose in Pericles' Speeches, Thucydides, etc.

From 403 to about 336, the Age of Spartan and Theban Supremacy, and of Philip: Middle Comedy: Attic

Prose of Lysias, Plato, and Xenophon: perfection of Oratory, Demosthenes, etc.

VIIL From about 336 to the Roman Times : (1) Macedonian Age : Prose of Aristotle and Theophrastus : New
Comedy. (2) Alexandrean Age ; later Epic and Elegiac writers, Callimachus, Theocritus, Apollonius

Rhodius, etc., learned Poets, Critics, etc.

IX. Roman Age : Epigrammatic Poets, Hellenic Prose of Polybius, etc. ; Alexandrean Prose of Philo, etc. •

Grarmnarians. Then the revived Atticism of Lucian, the Sophists, etc.

IIL

IV.

V.

VL

VII.

II. LIST OF AUTHORS, WITH THE EDITIONS REFERRED TO.

N. B. As to the use of this List, see the Remarks toward the End of the Preface.

Achaeus, Tragicus
Achilles Tatius, Scriptor Eroticus. Ed. Jacobs
Acusilaus, Historicus. Ed. Sturz
. ,• • ( Hist. Naturalis. Ed. Jacobs. )
Aeiiani

^ ya^iae Historiae. Ed. Tauchnitz. ]

Aeschines, Orator. In Bekker's Oratt. Attici, vol. 3
;
quoted by the pages of H. Stephens

Aeschylus, Tragicus. Ed. Dindorf (Date of first prize)

tAesopicae Fabulae. Ed. De Furiaf
Agatho, Tragicus
Alcaeus, Lyricus. Ed. Matthia

Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragmenta 2, p. 824
Alciphron, Scriptor Eroticus. Ed. Wagner
Alcman, Lyricus. Ed. Welcker
Alexis, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 382
Alexander, Comicus (Incert.) In Meineke's Cora. Fragm. 4, p. 553
tAlexander Aetolus. Ed. Capellmannf
Amipsias, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 701

Amphis, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 301

. - , ( His true Fragments collected by Bergk. )
Anacreon, Lyricus.

^^ gpurious PoSms, ^nacreo^i/ca.
" Ed. Fischer ?

Ananius, lambographus. At the end of Welcker's Hipponax
Anaxagoras, Philosophus. Ed. Schaubach
Anaxandrides, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 161

Anaxilas, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 341

Anasippus, Comicus (Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 459
Andocides, Orator. In Bekker's Oratt. Att., v. 1

;
quoted like Aeschines. (His imprisonment)

Antidotus, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 328
Antimachus, Elegiacus. Ed. Schellenberg
Antipater Sidonius. In Brunck's Analecta

Thessalonicensis. In Brunck's Analecta
Antiphanes, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 3

Antipho, Orator. In Bekker's Oratt. Attici, vol. 1 ;
quoted like Aeschines ....

Antoninus, M., Philosophus. Ed. Gataker
Antoninus Liberalis

ApoUodorus (tres, Comici Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, pp. 438, 440, 450 . .

— Mythologiis. Ed. Heyne
Apollonius Dyscolus, Graminaticus. (De Constructione, Ed. Bekker. De Conjunct, et Adverb,

in Bekker's Anecdota, vol. 2. De Pronom., in Wolf's Musaeum Antiquitatis. Historiae Com-
mentitiae, Ed. Meursius

Rhodius, Epicus. Ed. Weilauer
Sophista ; Lexicon Homericum. Ed. Tollius

ApoUophanes, Comicus ( \"et.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 879 . . . .

Appianus, Historicus. Ed. Schweighauser ...
Araros, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 273 ... . . .

Aratus, Poeta physicus. Ed. Bekker . .

Floruit circa

A. C,

447

500

346
484

416
610
388

650
356
350?
280
423
350

559

540?
470
376
340
303
415
350
405
127

388
440

330
260
140

194

407

375
272

P. C.

450?

120

200?

50

160
150?

140

20

140
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Arcadius, Grammaticus. Ed. Barker
Archedicus, Comicus (\ov.) Jn Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 435

Archilocdus, lainbographus. In Gaisford's Poelae Mitiores Gr. .

Archippus, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 715

Aretaeus, Medicus
Aristaenetus, fcicriptor Eroticus. Ed. Boissonade

Aristagoras, Comicus (Vet.) Jn Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 761

Aristarchus, Grammaticus
Aristias, Tragicus
Aristides, Rhetor. Ed. Dindorf
Aristomenes, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 730

Aristonymus, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 698

Arislo[)hanes, Comicus (Vet.) Ed. Dindorf ....
Aristopho, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 356

Aristoteles, Piiilosophus. Ed. Bekker, O-von

, . Tj• . 1 5 Anabasis Alexandri. Ed. Kriiger
Arnanus, Historicust

^ ,,^j,^^_ ^^ Schmieder ....
Asius, Elegiacus. Ed. Bach
Astydamas, Tragicus
Athenaeus. Ed. Dindorf
Athenio, Comicus (Incert.)

Autocrates, Comicus (Vet.)

Axionicus, Comicus (Med.)

374

In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 557
In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 891

In Meineke's Com. Fragm, 3, p. 530
Babrius, Fabularum Scriptor. Ed. Boissonade fand Lewisf .

Bacchylides, Lyricus. Ed. Neue
Bato, Comicus (Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 499

Bion, Bucolicus. In Gaisford's Poetae Minores Gr.

Callias, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 735

Callicrates, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 536

Callimachus, Epicus. Ed. Ernesti

Callinus, Elegiacus. Ed. Bach
Callippus, Comicus (Incert.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 561

Cantharus, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 835

Cephisodorus, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 883

Chaeremon, Tragicus
Chariclides, Comicus (Incert.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 556
Charon, Jiistoricus. Ed. Creuzer, (with Hecataeus and Xanthus)
Chionides, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 5

Choerilus, Epicus. Ed. Nake
Choerilus, Tragicus
Chrysippus, Philosophus
Clearchus, Comicus (Incert.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 562

Clemens Ale.vandrinus, Ecclesiasticus, et Philosophus. Ed. Potter

Coluthus, Epicus. Ed. Tauchnitz
Corinna, Lyrica
Crates, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 233

Cratmus, Major, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 1, p. 15

Minor, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2,

Critias, Elegiacus et Ti-agicus. Eu. Bach
Crito, Comicus (Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 537 .

Crobylus, Comicus (Incert.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 565
Ctesias, Historicus. Ed. Bahr
Damo.\enus, Comicus (Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 529

Demades, Orator. In Bekker's Oratt. Attici
;
quoted like Aeschines

Demetrius, (duo, Comici). In Meineke's Com. Fragm. \ ).,^ '\ ' P"
' ^ '

J
(
(Nov.) 4,

Demetrius Phalereus, Rhetor
tDemocritus, Philosophus. Ed. Mullach.
Demonicus, Comicus (Incert.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 570
Demosthenes, Orator. In Bekker's Oratt. Attici ; by Reiske's pages
Dexicrates, Comicus (Incert.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 571
Dicaearchus, Geographus. in Hudson's Geographi Graeci Minores
Dinarchus, Orator. In Bekker's Oratt. Attici : quoted like Aeschines
Dinolochus, Comicus Doricus . •

Dio Cassius, Historicus

Diodes, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 838
Diodorus, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 543

(Siculus), Historicus. Ed. Wesseling
Diogenes Laertius. Ed. Tauchnitz
Dionysius, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 547

Halicarnassensis, Historicus, et Criticus. Ed. Reiske
Periegetes. Ed. Berniiardy

Diophantus, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 1, p. 492
Dioscorides, Physicus. Ed. Sprengel
Dioxippus, Comicus (Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 541
Diphilus, Comicus (Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 375
Draco Stratonicensis, Grammaticus. Ed. Hermann
Dromo, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 540
Ecphantides, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 12
Empedocles, Poeta p'nilosophicus. Ed. Sturz ....
Ephippus, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 322
Ephorus, Historicus
Epicharmus, Comicus Syracusanus. Ed. Polman-Krusemann
Epicrates, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 305
Epictetus, Philosophus. Ed. Schweighauser ....
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WITH THE EDITIONS REFERRED TO.

Epicurus, Philosophus . . . .•

Epigenes, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragin. 3, p. 537

Epilj'cus, Comicus (\'et.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 887

Epinicus, Comicus (Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 505
Eratosthenes ... .

Erinna, Lvrica. In Brunck's Analecta Graeca
Eripiius, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 556
Etymologicum Magnum. Ed. Sylburg: quoted by the pages of the first Ed.
Euangelus, Comicus. In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 572 , . ,

Eubulides, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke s Com. Fragm. 3, p. 559
Eubulus, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 203
Eudoxus, Comicus (•\.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 508
Euenus, Elegiacus. In Gaisford's Poetae Minores Gr
Eunapius
Eunicus, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 856
Euphorion. Ed. Meineke
Euphro, Comicus (Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 486
Eupolis, Comicus (Vet.) In .Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2,.p. 426 . •

Euripides, Tragicus. Ed. Dindorf .

tEusebius, Historicus. Ed. Heinichen
Eustathius, Grammaticus. Ed Romana
Euthycles, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 890
Galenus, Medicus
Geoponica. Ed. Niclas
Gorgias, Sophista ,

Gregorius Corinthius, Grammaticus. Ed. Keen et Schafer
Harpocratio, Lesicographus
Hecaiaeus, Historicus. Ed. Creuzer, (with Xanthus and Charon)
Hegemon, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 743
Hegesippus, Comicus (Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 479
Heliodorus. Scriptor Eroticus. Ed. Mitscherlisch
Hellanicus. Historicus. Ed. Sturz
Henicchus. Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 560
Hephaeslio, Grammaticus. Ed. Gaisford
Heiaclides, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 565
t , Ponticus. Ed. Tauchnitz

(Date of first prize)

Heraclitus, Philosophus
Hermesianax, Elegiacus. Ed. Bach
Hermippus, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 380
Herodianus, Historicus

, Grammaticus. In Dindorfs Gramm. Graeci
Herodotus, Historicus. Ed. Gaisford (At Thurii)
Hesiodus, Epicus. In Gaisford's Poetae Minores Graeci
Hesychius, Lexicographus. Ed, Alberti .

Hieronymus Rhodius
Hipparchus, Comicus (Nov ) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 431
Hippocrates. Medicus. Ed. Foesius . . . •

Hipponax, lambographus. Ed. Welcker
Homerus, Epicus. Ed. Wolf
Hyperides, Orator
lamblichus, Pythagoreus
Ibycus, Lyricus. Ed. Schneidewin
Ion, Tragicus
Josephus, Historicus

t ,Genesius or Byzantinus. Ed. Lachmann
Isaeus, Orator. In Bekker's Oratt. Attici, vol. 3

;
quoted like Aeschines • . . . .

Isocrates, Orator. Ibid., vol. 2 ; by Coray's pages . . , (Date of Panegyric, a. aet. 56)
Ister, Historicus. Ed. Siebelis

Laon, Comicus (Incert.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 574
Lasus, Dithyrambicus
Leonidas Alexandrinus. In Brunck's Analecta

Tarentinus. In Brunck's Analecta
Leuco, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 749 . ...
Libanius, Sophista
Longinus, Rhetor
Longus, Scriptor Eroticus. Ed. Schafer
Lucianus. Ed. Hemsterhuis et Reiz
Lycophron, lambographus (Alexandrinus). Ed. Bachmann
Lycurgus, Orator. In Bekker's Oratt. Attici

;
quoted like Aeschines

I.ynceus, Comicus (Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 433
Lysias, Orator. In Bekker's Oratt. Attici, v. 1 (Date of Exile)
Lysippus, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 744
LXX, . e. the Septuagint Version of the Old Testament
Macho, Comicus (Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 496
Magnes, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 9
ISIaxirnus Tyrius
Melanippides, Dithyrambicus
Meleager, Elegiacus. In Brunck's Analecta
Menander, Comicus (Nov.) Ed. Meineke; also in the Com. Fragm. 4, p. 69

.Rhetor. Ed. Heeren
Metagenes, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 751
Mimnermus, Elegiacus. In Gaisford's Poetae Minores Gr. ..*....
Mnesiinachus, Comicus (Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 567
Moeris, Grammaticus. Ed. Pierson
Moschus, Bucoiicus. In Gaisford's Poetae Minores Gr. . .
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LIST OF AUTHORS,

Musaeus
Myrtilus, Comicus (V'et.) In Meinei e's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 418 . . . ,

tNaumachius. In Gaisford's Poetae Minores Gr. ......
ISausicrates, Comicus (Med. ?) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 575 .

Isicander, Poeta physicus. Ed. Schneider
Nicochares. Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 842
Nicoliius, Comicus (Incert.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 579
•

, Damascenus, Historicus
Nicomachus, Comicus (Nov. ?) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 583, (cf. 1, p. 77)

Nicophon, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 848 . . . ,

Tsicostratus, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 278, (cf. 1, p. 77)
Nonnus, Epicus. fEd. Graefef
Ophelio, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 380
Oppianus, Poeta physicus. Ed. Sclnieider

Oracula Sibyllina

Orphica. Ed. Hermann .

Panyasis, Epicus. In Gaisford's Poetae Minores Gr. . . .

Parmenides, Poeta philosophicus
tParoemiographi Graeci. Ed. Gaisford
Parlhenius, Scriptor Eroticus
Paulus Silentiarius

Pausanias, Geographus. Ed. Bekker
Phanocles, Elegiacus. Ed. Bach
Pherecrates, Comicus (Vet.). In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 252
Pherecydes, Minor, Historicus. Ed. Sturz
Philemon, Comicus (Nov.) Ed. Meineke: also in Com. Fragm. 4, p. 3

Minor, Comicus ^Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 68
Philetaerus, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 292
Philetas, Elegiacus. Ed. Bach
Philippides, Comicus (Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 467
Philiscus, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 579
Philiscus. Historicus
Philo, Judaeus. Ed. Mangey
Philonides, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 421
Phiiostephanus, Comicus (Incert.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 589

Philostrati duo, Sophistae. Ed. Olearius

Philoienus, Dithyrambicus. (v. Meineke Com. Fragm. v. 3, p. 635 sqq.)

Philyllius,^Comicus (.Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 857 .

Phocylides, Elegiacus. In Gaisford's Poetae Minores, Gr.
Photius, Lexicographus, etc. Edd. Porson and Bekker •

Phrynichus, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 580
, Tragicus
, Grammaiicus. Ed. Lobeck

Pindarus, Lyricus. Quoted by Heyne's lines, in the right margin of Bockh. Dissen., etc

Fragments from Bockh's Edition
Plato, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm, 2, p. 615

, Philosophus. Ed. Bekker
;
quoted by the pages of H. Stephens

Plotinus
Plutarchus, Philosophus. Ed. Xylandri ....
Poliochus, Comicus (Incert.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 589
Pollu.x, Archaeologus. Ed. Hemsterhuis ....
Polybius, Historicus. Ed. Schv^eighiiuser
Polyidus, Dithyrambicus
Polyzelus, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 867
Porphyrius
Posidippus, Comicus (Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 513
Pratinas, Tragicus
Praxilla, Lyrica
Proclus . .

Quintus Smyrnaeus (or Calaber), Epicus ....
Rhianus, Elegiacus. In Gaisford's Poetae Minores Gr. .

Sannyrio, Comicus (Vet.) in Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 872
Sappho, Lyrica. Ed. Neue
Scymnus, Poetae Geographicus. In Hudson's Geogr. Minores .

Sextus Empiricus, Philosophus. Ed. Fabricius ....
Simonides of Amorgus. His poem de Midieribus as No. 230 in Gaisford

-ofCeos. In Gaisford's Poetae Minores Gr.
Solon, Elegiacus
Sophilus, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 581
Sophocles, Tragicus. Ed. Dindorf
Sophron, Mimographus. In the Museum Criticum Cantab.
Sosicrates, Comicus (Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 591 .

Sosipater, Comicus (Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 482
Sotades, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 585
Stephanus, Comicus (Nov.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 544

Byzantinus, Geographus. Ed. Westermann .

Stcsichorus, Lyricus. Ed. Kleine

«tohapus i
I'"io''i'egiuni• Ed. Gaisford

;
quoted by Gesner's pages

'' <" "' ^ Eclogae. Ed. Heeren
Strabo

;
quoted by Casaubon's pages

Strattis, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 763 .

Suidas, Lexicographus. Ed. Gaisford
Susario, Comicus (V^et.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 3
Synesius

(Date of Exile
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THE EDITIONS REFERRED TO.

Teleclides, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 361
Telesilla, Lyrica
Telestes, Dithyrambicus
Themistius
Theocritus, Bucolicus. In Gaisford's Poetae Minores Graeci
Theognetus, Comicus (Nov.) ]n Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 549
Theognis, Elegiacus. Jn Gaisford's Poetae Minores Gr
Theophilus, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 626

rru u i S Physica. Ed. Schneider
Theophrastus

| characteres. Ed. Casaubon
TheoDompus, Comicus (Vet.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 2, p. 792 ....

, Historicus
Thomas Magister, Grammaticus. Ed. Oudendorp
Thucydides, Historicus. Ed. Bekker (Date of Exile)

Thugenides, Comicus (Incert.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 593
Timaeus, Grammaticus. Ed. Ruhnkenius
Timocles, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 590
Timocreon, Lyricus
Timon, Sillographus
Timostratus, Comicus (Incert.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 595
Timotheus, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 589
Timotheus, Dithyrambicus
Try-phiodorus, Epicus. Ed. Wernicke
Tyrtaeus, Elegiacus. In Gaisford's Poetae Minores Gr
Xanthus, Historicus. Ed. Creuzer with Hecataeus and Charon
Xenarchus, Comicus (Med.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 3, p. 614
Xeno, Comicus (Incert.) In Meineke's Com. Fragm. 4, p. 596
Xenocrates, Medicus
Xenophanes, Poeta Philosophicus. fin Bergk's Poetae Lyrici Graecif . . • . _ •

Xenophon, Historicus, etc. Ed. Schneider (Date of Anabasis)
Xenophon Ephesius, Scriptor Eroticus. Ed. Locella
Zeno (Eleaticus), Philosophus

(Cittieus), Philosophus
Zonaras, Lexicographus

Floruit circa
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XXVllI LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS.

Comp. or Compar.= Comparative
coinpLl.=com|iouii'l

compos.=coin])i)sitioii

conj.= conjecture
Conjunct.=cunj unction
contr.=contracted, contraction
copul.=copulative
Ctes.=Ctesias
ilat.=dative

Dem.= Demosthenes
Dem. Phal.= Demetrius Phalereus
Demad.= Demades
Dep.= Deponent Verb

By this is meant a Verb of passive or

middle form with active signification.

A Dep. raed. is a Deponent with the

derivative tenses of middle form.•

Dep. pass, is a Deponent with the de-

rivative tenses of. passiye form.

deriv. = derived, derivation, deriva-

tive

Desiderat.=desideratnve
Diet. Antiqq.= Dictionary of Antiqui-

ties (ted. Anthon. N. Y. 1813)
Dim.=diminutive
Dind.= Dmdorf (W. and L•.)

Dio C.= Dio Cassius
Diod. torDiod.S.t=Diodorus Siculus
Dion. H.= Dionysius Halicarnassen-

sis

Dion. P.= I)ionysius Periegetes
Diosc.= Dio'scorides

DiphiI.= Diphilus (Comicus)
Diph. Siphn.= Diphilus Siphnius
dissyll.=dissyllable

Doderl.= Doderlein
Donalds. N. Crat.= Donaldson's New

Cratylus
Dor.= Dorice, in Doric Greek
downwds.=do\vnwards
dub., dub. I.= dubious, dubia lectio

e. g.= exempli gratia

E. Gud.= Etymologicum Gudianum
E. M.= Etymologicum Magnum
Ecci.= Ecclesiastical

Ecphant.= Ecphantides
Elmsl.= Elmsley
elsevvh.= elsewhere
enclit.= enclitic

Ep.= Epice, in the Epic dialect

Ep. Ad. or Adesp. = Epigrainmata
adespota (in Brunck's Anal.)

Ep. Hom.= Epigrammata Homerica
Epich.= Epicharmus
Epict.= Epictetus.

epith.=; epithet

equiv.= equivalent
Erf.= Erfurdt

esp.= especially

euphon.= euphonic
etc.=et cetera

Eur.= Euripides
Eust.= Eustathius
e.xclam.= exclamation
f. or flit.= future

f. 1.= falsa lectio

fern.= feminine
fin.= sub fine

foreg.= foregoing

Fr.= Fragment
freq.= frequent, frequently

Frequent.= Frequentative Verb
iut.= future
Gaisf.=:=Gaisford

Gal. or Galen.=Galenus
gen. or genit.= genitive

tgenl. or in genl.= generally, or in

general

Geop.= Geoponica
Gottl.=Gottling
Gr. Gr.= Greek Grammar
Greg. Cor.= Gregorius Corinthius

H. Hom.r^Hymni Homerici
Harp.= Harpoc ratio

Hdn.=; Kerodianus
Hdt.= Herodotus
Hecat.= Hecataeus

H('ind.= Heindorf
Heliod.= Heliodorus
Heinst.= Hemsterhuis (on Luciun,
and Aristophanis Plutus)

Herm.=Hermann, Godfrey
Herm. Pol. Ant.= Hermann's (C. F.)

Political Antiquities
Hermes., Hermesian.= Hermesianax
Hephaest.= Hephaestio
Hes.= Hesiodus
Hescyh.= Hesychius
heterocl.= heteroclite

heterog.= heterogeneous
Hipp.= Hippocrates (but Eur. Hipp.
= Euripidis Hippolytus)

Hippon.= Hipponax
Huni.= Homerus
Homer.= Homeric
Hussey, W. and M.=Hussey's An-

cient Weights and Measures
i. e.= id est

Iamb.=Iamblichus
ib. or ibid.= ibidem
lbyc.= Ibycus
ICt.= Junsconsulti
Id.= Idem.
ll.^Hiad
iinperat.=imperative
imperf. or impf.= imperfect
impers.=impersonal
ind. or indie.=indicative
indecl.= indeclinable
inr]ef= indefinite

inf.= infinitive

Inscr.= Inscription

insep.= inseparable

Interpp.= Interpretes

intr. or intrans.= intransitive

Ion.= Ionic

irreg,=irregular
Isae.= Isaeus
Isoj;r.= Isocrates

Jac. A. P.=Jacobs (F.) on the An-
thologia Palatma

Jac. Anth.= Jacobs (F.) on Brunck's
Anthologia

Jac. Ach. Tat.= Jacobs (F.) on Achil-
les Tatius, etc.

Joseph.=Josephus
tJoseph. Gen., or Byz. = Josephus

Genesius, or Byzantinus
Kiihn.= Kuhner
l.= lege

1. c, It. cc, ad l.= loco citato, locis

citatis : ad locum
Laced.= Lacedaemonian
Lat.= Latin
leg.= legendum
lengthd.= lengthened
Leon. Al.= Leonidas Alexandrinus
Leon. Tar.= Leonidas Tarentinus
tLesch.= Leschest
Lob. Ai.=Lobeck on Sophoclis Ajax
Lob. Phryn. = Lobeck on Phryni-
chus

Lob. Paral.= Lobeck's Paralipomena
Grammatica

tLob. Path. = Lobeck's Pathologia
Sermonis Graeci

Long.= Longus
Longin.= Longinus
Luc.=;Lucianus
LXX.=The Septuagint
Lyc.^ Lycophron
Lys.— Lysias (but At. Lys.= Aristo-

phanis Lysistrata)

masc.=: masculine
math.= mathematical
Math. Vett.=Mathematici Veteres

id.= middle
Medic.=in medical writers

Mel.= Meleager. I But Schiif. Mel.=
Schafer's Meletemata Critica.)

Men3nd.= Menander
metaph.=inetaphorice
inelaplast.= inetapl3stice

inetalh.=:metathesis

rnetri grat.=metri gratis

Moer.=Moeris
Mosch.= xMoschus
Mull. Archaol. d. Kunst=Mtiller's

(K. O.) Archaologie der Kunst
Miill. Proleg. z. Myth. = Miiller's

Prolegomenen zu einer vvissen-
schaftlichen Mythologie

Mus. Crit.= Museum CIriticum
n. pr.= nomen propnuin
N. T.=New Testament
negat.= negativum
neut.=neuter
Nic.=:Nicander
]Vicoch.= Nicochares
Nicoph.= Nicophon
nom.= nominative
Od.= Odyssey
Oenom. ap. Eus.= Oenomaus apud
Eusebium

oft.=often

Opp.=Oppianus
opp. to= opposed to

opt. or optat.= optative
Opusc.= 0|iuscula
Or. Sib.= Oracula Sibyllina
orat. obliq.= oratio obliqua
Oratt.= Oratores Attici

orig.= originally

Orph.= Orphica
oxyt.= oxytone
parox.= paroxytone
part.=participle

pass.=passive
Paus.=r Pausanias
pecul.= peculiar

perf. or pf.= perfect
perh.= perhaps
perispom.=: perispomenon
Phryn.= Phrynichus
Piers. Moer.= Pierson on iMoeris
pi. or plur.= plural

Plat.= Plato (philosophus)
Plat. (Com. )= Plato (Comicus)
plqpf.= plusquamperfectum
plur.= plural

Phit.= Plutarchus. (But Ar. Plut.=;
Aristophanis Plutus)

poet.= poetice
Poll.= Pollux
Polyb.= Polybius
Pors.r= Person
post-Hom.= post-Homeric
Pott Et. Forsch.= Pott's Etymolo-

gische Forschungen
Prep.= Preposition
pres.= present
prob.= probably
proparox.=pro[iaroxytone
properisp.= properispomenon
Q. Sm.= Quintus Smyrnaeus
q. v.=zquod vide

radic.= radical

regul.= regular, regularly

Rhet.= Rhetorical
Ruhnk. Ep. Cr.=Ruhnkenii Epistola

Critica, appended to his Ed. of the

Homeric hymn to Ceres
Ruhnk. Tim.= Ruhnkenius ad Ti-

maei Lexicon Platonicum
Salinas, in Solin.= Salmasius in So-
linum (Ed. 1689)

Sanscr.= Sanscrit

tsc.=scilicet

Schaf Dion. Comp.= Schafer on Dio-

nysius de Compositione
Schaf. Mel.= Schafer's Meletemata

Critica, appended to the former
work

Schneid .= Schneider
Schol.= Scholium, Scholiastes

Schweigh. or Schw. = Schweighau-
ser

Scol. Gr.= Scolia Graeca (by Ilgen)

shortd.= shortened
signf= signification

Simon.=;Simonides (of Ceos)



LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, SIGNS, ETC. XXIX

Simon.Amorg.= Simonides(ofAmor-
gus)

sing.^ singular
Slav.= Slavonic

Sopat.= Sopater
Soph = Sophocles
sq. or sqq.= sequens, sequentia, tse-

quentes
Stallb. Plat.= Stallbaum on Plato

Steph. Bvz.= Stephanus Bvzantinus
Steph. thes.= Stephani (H.) The-

saurus Linguae Graecae
Stesich.= Stesichorus

Stob.= Stobaei Florilegium

Stub. Ecl.= Stobaei Eclogae
strengthd.= strengthened

ts. V. =sub voce
sub.=:subaudi
+subj.=subjunctive
Subst.= Substantive
Suid.^Suidas
Sup. or Superl.=Superiative
susp., susp. I.,=suspected, suspecta

lectio

sy11.= syllable

synon.=synonvmous
Telecl.=Teleclides
Th. M.=Thomas Magister
Theopomp. (Com.) or (Hist.)=The-
opompus (Comicus) or (Histori-

cus)

Thirhv. Hist. Gr.= Bp. Thirlwall's

History of Greece
Thuc.= Thucydides
Tim.=Timaeus
Trag.=Tragic
trans.= transitive

Tryph.=Tryphiodorus
trisyll.= trisyllable

Tyrt.=Tyrtaeus
v.= vide : also voce or vocem
V. l.=varia lectio

Valck. Adon.= Valcknar on Theocri-
tus Adoniazusae (Idyll. 15)

\^alck. Diatr.= Valcknar's Diatribe,

appended to his Hippolytus
Valck. Hipp.= Valcknar on Euripidis

Hippolytus

Valck. Phoen.= Valcknar on Euripi-
dis Phoenissae

verb. adj.= verbal adjective
voc.=voce, vocem
vocat.=vocative
usu.=usually
vvd.= vvord (only in the earlier part)

Welcker Syll. 'Ep.= Welcker's Syl-

loge Epigrammatum
Wess. or Wessel.=Wesseling
wh.=which (only in the earlier pait)

Wolf Anal.=Wolf 's Analekten (Ber-

lin 1816-1820)
Wolf Mus.= Wolf's Museum
tvvr.=\vritten

Wytt. (or Wyttenb.) Ep. Cr.=Wyt-
tenbach's Epistola Critica, append-
ed to his Notes on Juliani Laus
Constantini (ed. Schafer)

Wytt. (or Wyttenb.) Plut.=Wytten-
bach on Plutarch

Xen.= Xenophon
Xen. Eph.= Xenophon Ephesius
Zon.= Zonaras

IV. SIGNS, ETC.

=, equal or equivalent to, the same as.

( ) Between these brackets stand the Etymological remarks ; either immediately after the Word to be explained,

or (if they run to any length) at the end of the Article.

Words in Capital Letters are Roots or presumed Roots.

[ ] Between these brackets stand the Prosodiacal remarks, at the end of the Article.

c. ace. cognato, is applied where the accusative is of the same or cognate signification with the Verb, as,, iivai, etc.

Teuses "from" a Verb are those of which the pres. contains the Root. Tenses " of" a Verb, those of which the

Root is different from the present : e. g. is future /roin, but of it.

When a word is compounded without any change or inflexion of the simple, this latter is omitted ; e. g., in

7.ai we do not insert (). fin the Am. edition the parts of the compound have been given in full.

* This denotes a word not found in actual use.

t****t These marks are used to indicate the additions of the Am. editor, as explained in Preface.





.

A, , /., , indecl.j first letter

of the Gr. Alphabet : hence as Nu-
meral, '^ and, but ,a=
1000.

Changes of a in the dialects :—I.

Ion., into , as, -
,, into, Greg. Cor. Dial. Ion. 1, 10, 45:

but a very rarely into , as-
into.—II. Dor.,

a in the verbal termin. (contr.

for) becomes , as,,
Koen Greg. p. 265.—III. Aeol. and
Dor., in masc. and fem. termin. of

part. aor. 1 becomes ai, as,, Koen Greg. p. 210,

Bockh V. 1. Find. O. 1, 79 :—some-
limes also in adjs. in , as.—2. Ion. also in some compds.

a becomes ai, as, -
for3, Koen

Greg. p. 29-1.—3. sometmies also

becomes at, as in the termin. of the

prep,, :—of., .—
IV. Ion. into , as,

into : esp. in verbal

termin. , as, , for.—V. Aeol. and Dor.,

sometimes into o, as,

for -, Koen Greg. p. 455, 600, Bockh
Jnscr. 1, p. 9.—VI. on the inter-

change of and , v. sub u.

a-, as insep. prefix in compos.

—

1. a, alpha privatimmi, ex-

pressing want or absence, like Lat.

in-, Engl, tin-, as,, wise, -, «rtwise. Sometimes it implies

blame, as,=3, ill-

counsel,—, ill-iaced, ugly,

Bast. Greg. p. 893 :—strictly a hy-
perbole, counsel that is 7io counsel, i. 6.

bad, a face no better than none, i. e.

Ugly. This a may precede a vowel,

as, —, +and sometimes
forms a contraction with the follow-

ing vowel when , as ukuv,^,
yet before a vowel- is more com-
mon, v. sub UV-. It answers to the

adv., and so adjs. formed with
it oft. take a gen., as, /.
ifkiov, ,= '-

ip.tov, , esp.

in Trag., Schaf. Mel. p. 137. fThis
a does not admit of composition with
verbs ; those verbs in which it is

found are to be regarded as derived

froiri adjectives, etc., Scalig. ap. Lob.
Phryn. p. 266t.

11. a, alpha copidativum,

expressing union or participation, as,,
cf. Koen Greg. p. 344 : fit also ex-

presses equality, likeness, as /-, and assemblage or collection in

one place, as, ; v.

Kuhner Gr. Gr. >. 380, 8 ; Jelf (^ 335,

2, dt- It answers to the adv. ,
and may be again traced in /-,
-, as, .
Akin to it seems

in. a, alpha intensivum,

strengthening the force of compds.,
and said to answer to the adv.,
very. The use of this a has been
most unduly extended by the old
Gramm. ; many words quoted as

examples seem to be inventions of

their own, as, for•, Valck.
Adon. p. 214 ; some words have
been referred to this which belong
to privative, as,'-
/., etc. (v. sub voce.) ; and

in those which remain, as,, etc., it

may well be asked whether the a be
any more than a modification of a
copulat., just as the Sanscrit sa-,

which belongs to the same root as, simul, and therefore is strictly

copulative, has also an intensive force;

v. Kuhner Gr. Gr. § 380 D, and more
at length Doderlein de a intensivo

(Erlangen 1830).

IV'. a euphonicum, in lon. and Att.,

is used merely to soften the pronun-
ciation, mostly before two conso-
nants, as, -- lor

: yet sometimes be-

fore one, esp. , as, for, Coray 2, p. 1. [
is short in all these cases, except by
position : yet a is used long in the
adjs., by Ep.
Poets, to admit them into the hexam.:
so also in 7?. in Hes., cf
Spitzn. Vers. Heroic, p. 73. This
license is also used, sparingly, by the
Trag., Pors. Med. 139, Elmsl. Ar.

Ach. 47.], a, exclamations used singly or
repeated, to express various strong
emotions, as our ali ! does pain, and
ha! surprise.

"A or , , to express laughter,

like our ha ha, Eur. Cycl. 157, Ar.,

etc.

, Dor. for artic. :
—&, Dor. for

relat. pron. :—a. Dor. for y, dat.

from ., , (a priv.,) not to

be hurl, inviolable, epith. of, because the gods swore their

most binding oaths thereby, II. 14,

271 : but, , a contest
which cannot be overturned, decisive,

Od. 21, 91; 22, 5:—Buttm., Lexil.

s. v. p. 4, takes the word in both
usages to mean what ought not to be

lightly hurt or slighted, tand so as
applied to a contest, honourable, dis-

tinguished ; besides these passages
the word occurs onlyt in Ap. Rh. 2,

, , invincible strength,[- in II.,- in Od., and Ap. Rh.], ov, Lacon. for foreg.,

=, cf. Buttm. Lexil. fsub, p. 5., , ( priv.,) un-
broken, not to be broken, hard, strong,

Od. 11, 575, and in late Ep. [The
first short in Od., but long in tAp.
Rh. 3. 1251 andt Q. Sm. 6, 590.]), f. -, () to breathe through I

the mouth, breathe out, Arist. Probl. I

34, 7. (Hence,. Of I

the same root with,, -, as also,.)",, a kind oiearring, Alcman
96, Ar. Fr. 567.

':7., ov, lengthd. poet, for, Q. Sm. 1, 675.

", ov, (a pnv.,)
not to be touched, unapproachable, of

strong arms, , which
no foe dare cope with, Hom. (mostly
in 11., as 1, 567), Hes. Op. 147: fin
Opp. ., Hal. 5, 629., Boeot. for, fHesych.

fAaffa, contd. , 1 aor. act.

from, q. v., -, ?/, and,
ov, in Gramm. for-., ov, , () a breathing

out, Arist. Probl. 34. 7., ov, lengthd. poet, for, Q. Sm. t3, 073., ov. lengthd. poet, for, 11. t5, 892.

t'Aa-ai,3 sing. pres. pass, of *,
to satiate, 0. fut. sigtif., v. Gottl. Hes.
Sc. 101., 3 sing. pres. mid. from, q. v.', ov, hurtful, destructive,. . Rh. 1, 459; v. Buttm.
Lexil. p. 5 (v. 9), who ac-
cents it, and considers it the
verbal adj. of in act. signf. [-], ov, contr., (,)
insatiate, c. gen., ,
Hes. Th. 714, cf. Buttm. Lexil. s. v.

tp. 2, and p. 27, n. 2.t [], ov, in Q. Sm. 1, 217, prob.
=.', an old Ep. verb, used al-

most solely in aor. act., contr., mid., contr.,
t3 sing,, ll. 19. 95t, and pass.

: the pres. occurs only in 3
sing, of mid., —all in Hom.
Strictly to hurt, damage, but mostly
to hurt the understanding t(with or
without)\, mislead, distract, of
the effects of wine, sleep, divine

judgments, etc.,, Od. 10, 68 ;, Od. 11, 61,

cf. 21, 296.—So in mid., ', -. Ate who makes all go
ivrong, II. 19, 91, 129 ; '
(sc. -), lb. 95.—But the mid. and
pass. usu. have an intr. signf., to go
astray, go wrong, err, sin, do foolishly,

(with and without ),
one that hath erred or sinned, Horn.;, I went wrong, did foolishly,

11. ; also,70, 11. 11, 310.

—

Cf. Buttm. Lexil. s. v., p. 6
sqq. [aa- vary in quantity taccord-
ing to the requirement of the verset:

Homer has them thus,

—

, til.

8, 237t,, fOd. 21, 290t,,
tOd. 10, 68t,, til. 9, 116;, II. 11, 340;, 11. 19,

95t ;, fll. 9, 537t ;,
til. 19, 136, but, in H. Hom. Cer.

247, also ^, v. Spitzn. Pros.

^ 52, 2, n. 5.], tincorrectly assumed as a
lengthd. form of* in order to form
the pres. pass, (q. v.), v. Buttm.
Lexil. s. V. 1, p. 142 and note., , , Aba, daughter of
Zenophanes, ruled in Olbe, Strab. p.

672., , (a priv.,) not

deep, shallow,, Galen, /.-
roct, Sext. Emp. tp• 314.

1



V \'!., ; ( priv.,)
V'ilhi/iU biixe Or foundation, Pisid. de
Op. M. 119.', Dor. for/ ; on v.

sub 7/.^ or, , a'l, Abae, a

city o( Phocis, on the Ccphisus, with
an oracle of Apollo, lidt. 1, 46;
Soph. O. T. 899 : hence adj.,
of Abae., , ov,ofAbacaenum,
Abacaenian, Diod. S. ; etc., from-
Katvov, TO, a town of Sicily., {, adj.) to be speech-

less, be at a loss, in Od. 4, 249 -fio say

nothing respecting one, i. e. to be igno-

rant or unsuspicious of, absoLf, opp.

to., , ( priv.,) speech-

less, Lat. infans : hence childlike, in-

nocent,, Sapph. 29. Adv.-.
[], dep., = ,
Anacr. 78.^, , , dim. from
(signf. 1), Lys. ap. Poll. 10, 105.^, , , dim, from,
a coloured stone for inlaying Mosaic
work, Moschio ap. Ath. 207 D., , b, v. 1. for-, q. v. Ep. Horn. 14, 9., ov, (a.,)
without Bacchic frenzy, \nninitiated in

the riles of Bacchus^, Eur. Bacch.

472, tand so L\ic. Conv. 3.—2. not

Bacchic, tvithout Bacchanalian festivity,

and sot generally, jo^/ess. Id. Or. 319.", strictly , express-

ing a wish, that . . ! Lat. utinavi, c.

indie, Callim. Fr. 455 ; c. inf., Ep.
Adesp. 396. Cf. [], , , the Abantes, the

earliest inhabitants of Euboea, 11, 2,

536 ; ace. to Strab. p. 445 originally

Thracians, who passed into Phocis,

and thence into Euboea; v. lldt. 1,

146.—2. a branch of the same in

lllyria near the Ceraunian ptoinon-

tory, Ap. Rli. 4, 1214. [-]
YASavTia, , !/, Abantia, city of

foreg. 2, Lye. 1043.\), ov and ao, 6, son

or descendant of Abas, Ap. Kh. 1, 78,

etc. [(tf5]'', , ,=',
Call. Del. 20., and a. , Aban-
tidas, a tyrant of Sicyon, Plut. Arat. 2.,, , prop. adj. Aban-
tian, nf the Abantes, (with or without

or) Euboea, Hes. Fr. 47 :

—

also—2. Abantis, a region of Thes-
protia, Paus. 5, 22, 3.

'A/iaf, , a, Lat. abacus (ace.

to Host from, and so strictly

a bearer) :
—a slab or board,— 1. for

reckoning on. Iambi.—2. a draught-

board, Caryst. ap. Ath. 435 D.—3. a

side-board.—4. a trencher, plate, Cratin.

Cleob. 2.—II. a place on the stage.

Cf.,.,, , ,=, only

as root of.', ov, (a priv., -) not dipped, u3. ', umvctled

by the brine, Pmd. P. 2, 146: ffor

its application to surgical operat., v.

— II. not drenched with

liquor, Plut. 2, 086 B.— III. not bap-

tized, Eccl., ov, (a priv.,) not

dipped : of iron, not tempered by dip-

fing in cold water.'^', , , Abarbarea, a

Naiad, II. 6, 22., ov, (a priv.,-) not barbarous, dub. 1. Soph. Fr.

336, V. EUendt.
2

, , ( priv.,) with-

out weight, Arist. Coel. 1, 8, 10, etc.

;

., a light pulse, Galen.

—

II. not burdensome, N. T. fAtlv. -,
Simpl., Ion. , 6, Abaris,

a Hyperborean priest of Apollo, who
visited Greece, and went about heal-

ing sickness and domg miracles,

Hdt. 4, 36; Plat. Charm. 158 B.
[w-v. Nonn. Dion. 11, 132, v. Spitzn.

Gr. Pros. ^ 02, 2, e.],, 7/,= sq., Orjih.,, , Abarnis, a town,
district and promontory near Lamp-
sacus in Asia Minor, Xen. Hell. 2,

1, 29 ; also".., . Abas, son of Lyn-
ceus and Hypermnestra, king of

Argos, Pind. P. 8, 77.-2. son of

Neptune and Arethusa, founder of

Abae.—3. son of Eurydamas, slain

by Diomed, II. 5, 148, sqq.—Others
in ApoUod., Paus., etc.', Dor. for7.', ov, {a priv.,-) without torture; and so— 1. im-

examined by torture, unquestioned, An-
tipho 112, 46.— 2. without strain;

unforced, natural, Eccl.

—

13. without

the application of any test, Plut. 2, 275
C.—Adv. -, in lit. signf without

torture, Joseph. Bell. Jud. 1, 32, 3:

without pain, Ael. N. A. 10, 14.t—2.

tvithout question or search, Thuc. 1,

20., ov, (a priv.,-) without a king, not ruled over,

Thuc. 2, 80, Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 17. [],, , Ahasitis, a dis-

trict of Greater Phrygia, Strab. p.

576.', ov, {a priv.,-) free from envy, Joseph. Adv.

-, . Anton.', ov, (a i)riv.,-) unenvied, Plut.— 11. as subst.,, , act., that which

keeps off envi/, a charm, amulet, Diosc.

Adv. -, Ep. Adesp. 91.', ov, {a priv., -) not to be borrie Or carried, Plut.

tAnt. 16.
t

—

Adv. -., , , the Abastuni,

a people on the Indus, Arr. An. 6,

15, 1., . Dor. for 7)?'/- [], ov, also 77, ov, Pind. N.

3, 36 (a priv.,) :
—untrodden,

impassable, inaccessible, Hdt. 4, 25

;

8, 138, Find., etc. : of a river, not

fordable, Xen. An. 5, 6, 9 : esp. of

holy, consecrated places, not to be

trodden, like. Soph. O. C.

107, etc. : hence,, adytum,
Theopomp. (Hist.) ap. Polyb. 16, 12,

7. — 2. of a horse, unridden, Luc.
tZeux. 6 ; bat also non inila,

.. Id. Philops. 7.t— II. metaph.
pure, chaste, '?/. Plat. Phaedr. 245
A,, Luc. Lexiph. 19 : tso wi-

contaminated, . -, Synes.f—HI. the gout is called., a plague that hinders walk-

ing, Luc. Ocyp. 36. Hence, . f. -, to make impas-

sable or unapproachable, LXX., ,^=.—. act.,

not steeping, and of wine, 7iot i7itoxi-

cating, ivith no strength, Plut. fv. 1. for/., , , Abba, a city of

Africa, Polyb. 14, 0, 12.—II.,
, (Hebr.)=father, . .

'', ov, ( priv.,-) not abo.'ninated, not to be abhorred,

Aesch. Fr. 124., , , Abdera, a city

1
of Thrace, whose inhabitants were
proverbial for stupidity, Hdt. 1, 108;
etc.— 2. a city of Spain, Strab.

Hence', , , a man of Abdera
in Thrace, the Gothamite of antiquity

:

hence proverb, of simpletons, Dem.
218, 10. [t] Hence, , ov, Abderilic, like

an Abderite, i. e. stupid, Luc. :, a piece of stupidity , Cic.

Att. 7, 7., adv., from Abdera,
JiUc. Vit. Auct. 13./, , , Abdcrvs, masc.
pr. ., a favourite of Hercules, ApoUod., a whip, Hippon. Fr. 89
used for.', ov, {a priv.,)
unsteady, uncertain, Hi])p. 54 : of per-

sons, wavering, fickle, Dem. 1341, fin.

Adv. -, Menand. p. 35. Hence,, , unsteadiness,

Polyb. Fr. Gram. 6.', ov, (a priv.,7)
like, sacred, inviolable, Plut.

Brut. 20., , ., Abella, a city of
Campania, Strab.'?., a, ov, lengthd. for,\\/,€., Hdn.,, , silliness, stupidity,

fatuity. Plat. Symp. 198 D, etc. (The
less analogous form?/ has
been expelted from Plat, by Bekk.,
though MSS. and Suid. recognise it.)

'Apov,,= oreg.,Aliaxaid.
Helen. 1, Meinek. ; sed locua dub.,, , (-,) silly fellow. Plat.

(Com.) Laius 1., ov, (a priv.,?.)
good for notliiug, silly, stupid, fatuous,

Ar. Nub. 1201, etc. — fAdv. -,
Plut. 2, 127 E., -, v. sub-, -., , , () and, , ,() the Aven-
tine {Mount), Strab.; Plut. Rom. 9;
etc. [], , , Abia, a city of Mes-
senia, Polyb. 25, 1, 2; ace. to Paus.
the Homeric "-', ov, (a priv.,)
unforced, without force orhiolence, Plat.

Tim. 61 .— II. act. irresistible, Plut.

Adv. -, Arist. Mot. An. 10, 4., ov, , without books, Diod.

Fr. 20.', , , and, ,
, Abila, a city of Coele-Syria, Polyb.

5, 71, 2: hence adj., ,, of Alnla, . sc., . .
• , . , the Abii, a Scy-
thian or Thracian race, 11. 13, 6., ov. (a priv., )^=•, , Emped. 326 : not to

be survived,. Plat. Legg. 873

C—II. without a living, poor, Luc.
Dial. Mort. 15, 3., ov, =-,, , Eur.

Hipp. 821, 807, ubi olim., , , Abisares, masc.
pr. ., Arr. An. 5, 20, 5.,,,)
making life insupportable, Schol. Eur.', ov, {a priv.,) not to

be lived, insupportable, ,
Ar. Plut. 969 ; -, Eur. Ale. 241 ;, 1 can live no longer. Id. Ion 070:{ sc., and ,
life is !>;)06/«, Plat. Legg. 920 Bt.

—Adv. -,^ /~/, to have life rendered in-

supportable through grief, Plut. Sol. 7

;



ABOH
., to be beyond hope of recovery.

Id. Dion 6t. Cf.., , , freedom from
harm, security, Lat. incohimitas, dub.

1. Aesch. Ag. 1024, ubi Dind.-
€-—II• act., harmlessness. Lat. in-

nocenlia, Cic. Tusc. 3, 8. From, , ( priv., ')
without harm, i. e.,— I. pass., unharmed,

unhurt, Pind. O. 13, 37, P. 8, 77,

Aesch. Theb. 68, etc. : inviolate, un-

broken,, Thuc. 5, 18, fbetter

perhaps=:act., cf. ap. Arnold ad l.f

—

II. act., har/nless. innocent,,
Aesch. Eum. 285;/, Plat., etc.

;

also averting OX preventing harm,,
Theocr. 24, 96. -In Plat. Legg. 953
A, we have the act. and pass, signfs.

conjoined, ..— III. adv. -, without in-

fringement, Thuc. 5, 47.—Ep.-, in act. signf., H. Horn. Merc.
83., , poet, for,, . Horn. Merc. 393.', ov,=, Nic.

Th. 488. Adv. -, Orph., , . -, to be-. not to bud, or to tad imperfectly,

Theophr.,, Theophr., and-, ov,= sq.", ov, (.,)
not budding, budding imperfectly, The-
ophr. : barren, Id., ov, (a priv.,)
unslippered, 0pp. C. 4, 369.', , {a priv.,^)
feeble, Lat. impotens, Nic. Al. 82.—11.

without I'elf control, ,
drinking intemperately, Panyas. 6, 8.

Only poet.), , f. -, {*-
wh. from priv.,/3^£7ru)t, riot to

see, to overlook, disregard, c. ace,
Polyb. 30, 6, 4 :—in pass., Hipp. 24.

Hence, , a mistake, over-

sight,—, Polyb. Fr. 1.'/, ov, (a priv.,)
without eyelids, Anth. P. 11, 66.', , ,{) blind•

tiess, Eccl.', , 6, Ablerus, a Tro-
jan, li. 6, 32.,, 6, , ( priv.,)
not thrown or shot, iov, an
arrow not yet used, II. 4, 117./, ov, (a priv.,.) not

hit, unwounded, II. 4, 540.•, , (a priv., /)
without bleatings, Antip. Sid. 95., , gen. ioc, rarer poet,

form for sq., Nic. Th. 885.
', ,. ( euphon.,-, Buttm. Lexil. s. v.

nn. )
:

—

weak, feeble, of a woman's
hand, II. 5, 337 ; of defenceless walls,

II. 8, 178 ; but also., an
easy death in ripe old age, opp. to a

violent one, Od. 11, 135; 23, 282:

., a chronic disease, opp. to

an acute one, Plut. Pericl. 38 ;., Lat. languidus sopor, Ap. Rh.
2, 205., ,{, -) weak, feeble,, Babrius
93, 5.

|/3,£, , , the Ablitae, a
people of Asia Minor, Strab.', Dor. for, Pind., ov. Dor. for.
?/?], , , helplessness,

LXX. : from', ov, ( priv.,)
^destitute of succour, helpless, LXX.f—2. without remedy, incurable, Hipp.
402, Theophr., etc. Adv. -.

1*

,,= 2, The-
ophr., Dor. -art, adv., ( priv.,) uncalled, without su7nmons, Pind.

N. 8, 15., ov. Dor. -, ( priv.,) unmourned, Ep. Ad. 692.—II.

voiceless, Nonn.), , f. -, (a copulat.,,) to meet, like-, c. dat., Ap. Rh. t2, 770t. Hence,, , a meeting. Ion.

word : and,, 6, one who meets.

Poet. word., ov, (a priv., ?/) a

young horse that has not shed his foal-

teeth. Soph. Fr. 363, Plat. Legg. 834
C : but also an old horse that no
longer sheds them, A. B.—II. as subst.,, a horseman's cloak, Lat.

abolla, Arr. Peripl. p. 4., , , Aborace, a city

on the Cimmerian Bosporus, Strab.

V,,, , the Aborigines,

in Italy, Strab.

t'A/iojo/oaf, ov and , , the Ahor-
rhas, a river of Mesopotamia, Strab., ov, 0, Abas, a mountain of

Armenia, Strab.}, , {a priv.,) un-

fed, fasting, Nic. Th. 124.

f, ov, {a priv.,)
not to be grazed, affording no pasture,

., Babrius 45, 10., ov, (u priv.,)
without plants or vegetation., Abotis, a city of Aegypt,
Hecat. Fr. 269 : hence inhab.-

and., ov, ( priv.,) with-

out pasture, tHesych., ov, {a priv.,-) untended : melaph. unheeded,. , Aesch. Supp. 929., adv., (a priv.,)=io., adv., ( priv.,-) inconsiderately, LXX., , f. -,= -, to be unwilling, Plat. Rep. 437 C ;

c. inf.. Id. Ep. 347 A :—also c. ace.

ito disapprove off, Dio C 55, 9., ,:=sq., dub.?, ov, {a.,)
unwilling, involuntary. Plat. Legg. 733
D.— II. not according to one's wish or

will : hence disagreeable, irksome, Dion.

H. : also adv. -., , , () ill-ad-

visedness, want of advice, thoughtless-

ness, Hdt. 7, 210, and Att. : also in

plur., Hdt. 8, 57, Pind., etc.', ov, , Abulites, a Per-
sian satrap, Plut. Alex. 68 : in Diod.

S.. [t], ov, (a priv., ?^) in-

considerate, irresolute, ill-advised, Soph.
Tr. 140, etc. Adv. -, Hdt. 3, 71 :

superl., Hdt. 7, 9, 2., ov, , [a priv., )
without oxen, i. e. poor, Hes. Op.
453.', , , the favourite slave,

Lat. delicata, Meineke Menand. p. 25.

(Yet the deriv. is not certain :

even the old Grainm. call the word
foreign, and write it, cf. A. B.

p. 322.)

V, indecl., 6, (in Joseph., ov) Abraham, the cele-

brated patriarch, N. T. : hence adj.. a, ov, of or relating to

Abraham, Joseph, and Eccl., ov and a, 6, Abrada-
tas, a king of Susa, Xen. Cyr. 5, 1,

3, etc., V. Pott Et. Forsch. p. xliii sq., ,=:, Nonn.

, ov, , dim. from sq.,

Xenocr. 36., , , a fish found in
the sea and the Nile, perhaps the
bieam, Opp. Hal. 1, 244. [t], ov, , Abreas, a Mace-
donian, Arr., ov, (a priv.,)=, Plut. 2, 381 C.', , ij, Abrettene, a
region of Mysia, also wr. ;

adj., , , Strab., , ( priv.,) with-

out weight, light, Eur. Supp. 1125., adv., (a priv.,) sleep-

lessly, Musgr. Eur. Rhes. 730, for

: Hesych. has., ov, 6,(,)
softly or delicately stepping, Aesch.
Pers. 1072. [], ov,(,) living

delicately, fluxurious, Plut. 2, 730 CIf
Id. Demetr. 2, etc., ,=:,
Tzetz., ov,(,) wail-

ing womanishly, Aesch. Pers. 541., , 6, , f(,) furnished with delicate viandsf,

luxurious, }, Ar-
chestr. ap. Ath. 4 E., , ,(,)
luxurious living, Ael. V. . 12, 24,

tv. Lob. ad Phryn. p. 603., f. -, dep.

mid., to live delicately, fSchol. Ar.
Pac. 1226, where Bekk. reads

: from, ov, (,)
living delicately,, Aesch. Pers.

41 : 70 ., effeminacy, Thuc. 1, 6.

tAdv. -, Philo.', ov, gen.,(,) softly clad, jEtym. M.
V, ov, 6, Abrozelmes, a

Thracian, interpreter of Seuthes,
Xen. An. 7, 6, 43., , , Abroea, fem. pr. n.,

Luc. Asin. 4., ov,(,)
bearing delicate fruits., a, 6, Abrocomas, a
Persian satrap, Xen. An. ], 3, 20., ov Ion. , 6. Abro-
comes, a Persian satrap, Hdt. 7, 224

;

on form of name v. Locella ad Xen.
Ephes. p. 122 sq., ov, 6, (,)
with luxuriant hair, Mel. 2, t9 ; 30, 3+.

—II. u'ith delicate or luxuriant leaves,, Eur. Ion 920., ov, (a priv., ')
without Bacchus, Antip. Sid. 59., ov, (a euph.,)
noisy, boisterous,,, of

the Trojans, II. 13, 41 : face, to

Buttm. Ausf. Spr. 2, p. 359, from
a copulat., shouting together.—II.

=

, ap. Ath. 355 (ubi Dind
-), Xenocr. ; v. Lob. ad Phryn
p. 150 and cf.., ov,(,.)
soft-sandalled, Mel. 21.7, ov, poet, for-,(, 7)) with deli-

cate leaves, late., ov,(,,-
) of delicate texture. Lye. 863

;

whence it was introduced into Ae.sch.

Ag. 690, by Salmas. for the vulg.., ov, (, ?.-) richly luxuriant,, Eur. I. .
1148., 6, , -, , gen.-, (, ) with delicate

feet, Anth. JEp- ad. dxxi. but Lob.,

ad Phryn. p. 602, denies the correct-
1*



ness of such compds. and writes.', , , poet, also of, :
—

graceful, beauteous, pretty,.,
Anacr. 16, 64,, Sapph. 50;

esp. of the body,,, etc.,

Pind., Eur., etc. : of things, splendid,,,, etc., Pind.
— Very early, however, the word took
the notion of soft, delicate, luxurious,

like ; hence, ,
to live delicately, Solon 12, 4, Theogn.
474 ; and, from Hdt. downwards (e.g.

1, 71 ; 4, 104), was a favourite epi-

thet of Asiatics :— cf.—Still

the Poets continued to use it in good
sense, esp. of women, delicate, gentle,

e. g. Soph. Tr. 523. Eur. Phoen.
1486 : and so of anything pretty, or

pleasant, Valck. Call. p. 233 : falso

applied to grace or beauty of style, v.

Em Lex. Techn. Gr. p. 2t. Adv., Anacr. 16: Eur. has, as well as ., Med.
830, 1164 ; (),-
acreont. 41, 3, etc.—The word is

chiefly poet., though never found in

old Ep. ; and is rare in Att. prose.

( Prob. from, same root as :

though a is short bv nature, v. Eur.
Med. 1164, Tro. 820'.). , , Abrostola, a

city of Greater Phrygia, Ptol.,.,^, Sapph.

43, Eur. Or. 349., f.-, tomiss, c. gen.,/, 11.

10, 65.—Ep. word. (From the same
root with, i. e.,
but having nothing to do with-,, cf Buttm. Lexil. s. v.

7.) Hence,, , error ; and/, ov, gen. %•, erring., ) Dor., , {-
) splendour, ,

houses of splendour, for splendid,

wealthy houses, Pind. P. 11, 51t> lux-

ury, delicacij, in clothing, etc.. Plat.

tSymp. 197 D, Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 15:

delicacy in genl., fastidiousness, Eur.

I. A. 1343t :

—

, in ieii-

der youth, Pind. P. 8, 127.—fAlso of

style, elegance, v. Ern. Lex. Tech.
Gr. pp. 2, 126., ov,(,) deli-

cate and costly, v. sub'., , ,=)., , , made of-, Diosc. 1, 60., , , .,
wine prepared with, Diosc.

5, 02., , , an aromatic
plant, prob. southernwood, Artemisia

abrotonum, Hipp. 402, Theophr.

f, ov, TO, Abrotonum, a

city of Africa; inhab.,,
Strab.—2. , fern. pr. n., mother of

Themistocles, Pint. Them. I.", ov, also ?;, ov, := the

more freq.,. im-

mortal, divine, sent from or sacred to

the gods, holy : in Horn, only once,

!], II. 14, 78, either as a
divinity, holy Night (like -,,, -, ). or recurring in end-

less succession (like ) :, holy hymns. Soph. Ant.

1134, ubi v. Herm.—Cf,, and Buttm. Lexil. s. v.

Only poet.—H. uithout men, deserted

of men, V. I. Aesch. Pr. 2., , , Abrnpolis, a

king of Thrace, Polyb. 22, 22.
', ,{,) tender

of nature, prob. 1. Philodein. 30.
2«

, ov, 6,(,)
=, Anacreont. 41, 2:—

a

fem. peril, occurs in

Simon. Amorg. 57., , ,() want of
rain, drought, Joseph., cf. Lob. Phryn.
291., , 6, , in soft

tunic, softly clad :',
beds with soft coverings, Aesch. Pers.

543. [t], ov, (a priv.,) like, unmoistened, funwet,-
pa, Luc. Apol. pro Merc. Cond. 10

;

,
Id. .' Hippias 2|.—2. wanting rain, dry,

Eur. Hel. 1484. Adv. -., ov,(,) of
tender skin, v. 1. Aesch. Pers. 541.

f'Apvva,^r,=zvva,PaIlhen.
ap. Ath. 51 E.(>, ov, b. a coxcomb, fop,
Physiogn. t2, 20. From, f. -, ( ). To
make delicate, treat delicately, Aesch.
Ag. 919

; JTi/v , he put
on delicate clothing, Philostr.— 2. to

deck out,' , Leon.
Tar. 7|.—Mid., to live delicately, wax
wanton, give one^s self airs, Aesch. Ag.
1205, etc. : to pride or plume owe's self

on a thing,, Eur. 1. A. 858, fXen.
Ages. 9, 2t ; cf',., ov, (a priv.,)
freefrom smell, Diph. Siphn. ap. Ath.
355 B., or ", , ,
Abron or Habron, masc. pr. n., Dem.,
Plut., etc. :—from Abron, a rich and
luxurious Argive, was derived the
proverb

' , applied to an
extravagant person, Suid. Hence
the dim.. Dem. 1083, 21,
v. Schaf App. Crit. vol. v. p. 142.

V, ov, o,Abronychus, an
Athenian, son of Lysicles, Hdt. 8,

21 ; Thuc. 1, 91, where Poppo writes, v. foreg., , , ,=,
Paul. Sil. 66., , , want of food, fast-

ing : from, ov, (a priv..)^=>, not having eaten, fasting.

Soph. Fr. 796.—II. pass., not eaten,

not consumed, fEccl.—2.t not fit to be

eaten, uneatable, Menand. p. 50, and
Arist., adv.,y>om Abydus, II.

4, 500., adv., in Abydus, II. 17,

584.,^, ace. to

Dindorf for', Ar. Fr.

568., ov, , Abydus, a city of

Asia Minor, on the Hellespont, now
Avidn, II. 2, 836, etc. : adj.,
i}, , of Abydus, Hdt. 7, 44.—2. a
city of Thebais in Aegypt, Strab., ,^, nisi hoc
legend, in Plat. Parm. 130 D., , , Abyla. a mountain
in Africa, one of the Pillars of Her-
cules. Strab. p. 827., ov, (a priv.,)
untanned.', , , a sour sauce of
mustard, onions, pickled capers, etc.,

Menand. p. 95.
', , (,)) making a sour sauce, Demetr.

Areop. 1., ov, ( a priv., )

bottomless, tinfathomed, Hdt. 2, 28,

Aesch. Supp. 470: in genl. boundless,

I
exhaustless, like, .,

Aesch. Theb. 950., Ar, Lyi.
174 ; cf Heind. Plat. Parm. 130 D,
where now stands.— II. //, the abyss, bottomless pit, N,
T.—No Att. form occurs., , Abomtichos,
a city of Paphlagonia, now Jneboli,

Strab.

t'Ayu, Dor. for , Aesch. Ag.
131.,, Ep. for-,, from, Od., ov, , Agabus, masc. pr.

n., N. T., for, aor. 2 of,
freq. in Horn. ; inf.. poet, collat. form of, from which we have part., revering, Pind. N. 11,7;, Orph. Arg. 63;— Aesch.
Supp. )0C2 has an act., fexpl.
by Hesych., ,
to feel displeasure at, bear impatiently

;

in Soph. Fr. 797=6')|.—For
the Homeric, etc., v. sub.
V A"), ov, , Agathagetus,

masc. pr. n., Polyb. 27, 6, 3.

iuupa, , , Agntharchi-
das, a leader of the Corinthians,
Thnc. 2, 83., ov, and-, , , Agalharchides and Aga-
tharchus, a grammarian of Cnidus,
Strab., etc.—2. an Athenian artist,

Dem., etc.—A name common to many
others in Thuc, Dion., etc. On the
promiscuous use of the patronym.
and ordinary form of the name, v.

Koen ad Greg. Cor. p. 290.', Dor. for, Pind.
tP. 9, 126., , , Agathe, a city of

Gallia Narb., now Agde, Strab.

V, , , Agathemerug,
masc. pr. n., Anth. Apjiend. 224., . , Agaihias, a histo-

rian and poet, Anth. [--—and --—]:

adj., poet... , , Agathinns, a na-
val commander of the Corinthians,
Xen. Hell. 4, H, 10., , 6, Agathohfilus,

an Alexandrean philosopher, Luc.

—

2. a brother of Epicurus, Plut. Epic.

5, Diog. L. 10, 3., ov, , dim. from sq., , , a clue. [ -,
Drac],. ol. or bet-

ter, guests who drink

to the (cf sq.) : hence
guests who drink but little, Arist. Eth.

E. 3, 6, 3. From, , , (,) the good Genius, to whom a
cup of pure wine was drunk at the

end of dinner, the toast being given

in the words : and
in good Greek it was always written

divisim. — II. an Aegypttan serpent,

Wessel. Diod. 3, 50.., ,(,)
the Giver of Good, ffein.

Eccl., , (,)
like good, seeming good, 0\)\). to-. Plat. Rep. 509 A., contr.-, , to

do good or well, N. T. fl Tim. vi.

18+; and, , . contr.-,
a good or noble deed, Hdt 3, 154, etc. :

fact., ivell doing, Eccl.+ ; from, , contr. -,(,,*) doing well :— -, at Sparta, the five oldest and
most approved fof the select body of



300 knights, that attended the kings

in war, who retired each yearf, and
were theri employed on foreign mis-

sions for the state, Hdi. 1, 67, cf.

Ruhnk. Tim. s. v.?., , , Agathoclla,

the mistress of Ptolemy Philopator,

Polyb. 14, 11, 5.—Others in Ath.

;

etc..?., poet, (Alex.

Aetol. 11, 1), 0, Agatlwcles, a tyrant

of Syracuse, Polyb. 12, 15, 6.-2. a

sophist of Abdera, Plat. Protag. 316

D.—3. a minister of Ptolemy Philop-

ator, Polyb,—Others in Strab., ; etc.~, , fabsol., to do good,

N. T. Marc. 3, 4 ; act rightly, 1

Pet. 2, 15, etc.—2. c. ace, to do good

to, benefit, LXX., N. T. Luc. 6, 33

;

and&, ac, ,=,. .: from^, , {,)^, Plut. |2, 368 Bf,

LXX., etc.—If. as astrolog. term,

giving a good sign, Diog. L., , {, -) becoming the good.—fAdv. -,
kindly, Dion. Areop.'/^, ov, {, )
streaming uith good, Synes.

'A'/a^of, , , good, very freq. in

Horn., who often joins it c. ace,,, TTif, tH. 2, 408
;

6, 478 ; 3, 237 ; so also in Att.-
-. Soph. . . 6S7,. Plat. Legg. 899 ; 900 D

;

TioJiiTLKU, Id. Gorg. 516 C ;
so oi

Tt ; Id. Ale 1, 124 : more
rarely c. dat. -, Xen. Oec.

4. 15t ; later c. inf., as,.,
Hdt. 1, 135, cf. 193 ; and m Att. also

c. prep., . , iLys. 130, 2|,

, tPlat. Rep. 462 At.~ ,
tPlat. Rep. 407 ; Xen. Mem. 4, 6,

lot ; Tivi, tPlut. Pop!. i7t. Since
merely denotes good in its

kind. It serves as an epith. to all

sorts of nouns, as opp. to, bad
in its kind.— 1. in Horn. usu. of per-

sons, esp. with the notion of brave

:

hence it became the usu. epith. of

heroes, and so later was used pretty

nearly=,, noble, opp.

to, base, ignoble ; and this was
the prevailing notion in the Att.

phrase }., like Lat. opti-

mates, Welcker Theogn. praef. p.

xxi sq., tand in Od. 15, 324, a supe-

riorf :—but in Att. more usu. in moral
signf, good, virtuous.—t'n vocat.^, contd., in Att. writers
used as a term of friendly address,

or of coaxing, but usu. in gentle
admonition or with covered censure

;

also in irony ; my good friend, my dear

sir, Plat. Gorg. 491 C, 471 D, Xen.
Mem. 1,4. 17 ubi v. Kiihner, Herm.
Vig. p. 722, n. 04 : cf^.—2.

of animals, things, etc., e. g. , cf..—3. of outward circum-
stances, good, fortunate, lucky, Valck.
Theocr. 18, 10: } or )-

("' ), to one's advantage,

II. t23, 305t; 9, 102; 11, 789: talso

v\iih a case, c. dat., good, u.teful to,

Od. 17, 352 ; Xen. Cyn. 13, 17; etc.

:

c. gen., '/. .,
against, for fever, etc., Xen. Mem. 3,

8, 3 ; so i-') 'Yj'a'Auooc,

Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 25, and with plur.', Id 6, 5, 33t : neut. -«, the goods of fortune, wealth,

Hdt. t2, 172, etc. ; advantages, Id. 7,

8t ; also good fare, dainties, Ar. Ach.
873, etc.: but , the highest

good, summum bonum, Plat., etc.

—

II.

it has no regular degrees of compari-

son t(the comp.-, and superl.- are found only in non-Att.

and late writers, v. Lob. ad Phryn.
p. 92 sq.)t ; but many forms are used
instead; viz., Compar., also,, (),.,',, also, Theog. 548.

Superl.,,-, {^), .-,, : the regul.

only in £)iod. 16, 85.

(The same word as Germ, gut, our
good, with euphon. added : cf
Donalds. New Cratyl. p. 402, sq.)

Hence,, , goodness, Philo,, , contr. from ) -, . . ; and, , , contr. from, Eccl. : and., , , beneficent

;

adv. -, Dion. Areop. : from
'., , contr. from-, Plut. t2, 1015 . —Adv.
-, Dion. Areop.', , {,-) appearing good, Democr., ,{,)
loving good, Dion. Areop., ov, gen. , , ,{,) well-rninded, Procl.

', , {), ) of
good abilities; t superl. -,
Nicet.), . f.-,{) to do
good to one. LXX. ; tc. dat. 1 Sam.
25. 31 ; c. ace. ler. 44, 27., tf -'^, 1 aor.,
pass,, fut. pass, -/-, to make good, exalt. LXX.—II.

to do good, and that, either transit.,

=foreg., or absol. to do good, both in

LXX. tPs. l.;4, 4, etc.— III. to adorn.

Id. 2 Reg. 9, 30t. Pass., to be of good
cheer, tio be dtlighted, Id. Dan. 6, 23.', 7], ], Agathyrna, and^. ov, . Agathymum, a
city of Sicily, Strab. ; hence adj., a, ov, and pecul. fem., Died.

V, , , the Agalhyrsi,

a European nation, dwelling on the
iVIaris, in what is now Transylvania,
etc., Hdt. 4, 49, etc.

V, ov, b, Agafhyrsus, a

son of Hercules, Hdt. 4, 10.,, , Agatho, masc.
pr. n., a son of Priam, 11. 24, 249.—2.

an Athenian tragic poet, Ar. Ran. 83.

: —Others in Plut., etc., , , goodness, kind-

ness, . . tRom. 15, l4, etc.

'.\, . and Ion. pres.=
|

j
,, but only in bad
sense, to be angry at, , Od. 20, 10,

Archil. 10; tc dat., Hes. Op. 331t;
also c. dat., to envy, Hdt. 6, 01, cf. 8,

69.

t'Ayaiof, ov, 6, Agaeus, an Elean,
Hdt. 6, 127., : a poet. gen. -, 11. 16, 738: shortened ace.

(?., Pind. P. 9, 187; I. 1, 49:
pi. 7•., Antim. Fr. 36; dat.

|, A nth. : cf, {,
|) :

—

very glorious, famous, Lat.

inclytus, in II. always of men, as 10,

738 ; 23, 529 : in Pind., . ala. etc.

— Ep. and Lyr. word, except that

Hipp, has adv., p. 23. 1

V7., contd. ?.,
|

poet. 7}or, d, Agacles, a Alyrmidon,
11. 16, 57).

I., , oi'.= foreg., Horn.,
and Hes., usu. of men, yet also,-. Od. 3, 59 ; . -. Soph. Tr. 855. Cf.. i

, {,) a
poet. fem.=sq., only in Antim. Fr. 25., , {, )

like., Lat. in-

clytiLs, Horn, (chiefly in Od.), and
Hes., usu. of men

;
yet also,-, Od. 3, 388 ; 7, 3, 46., , , {,)

a poet,.^, well-built or
placed,, Pind. P. 5, 108., , , want of 7nilk :

from?^, ov, {a priv., )
ivilhout milk, giving no milk, Hipp. p.

247, cf Call. Apoll. 52.-2. getting no
milk, i. e. taken froyn the mother's breast,

Horace's jam lacie dtpulsus, Aesch.
Ag. 718, ace. to some, but v. inir. II.

— 3. never having sucked, Nonn.—4.?, pastures bad for
milch cattle, Galen.— II. (a copulat.,):=., fsucklcd along
with otherst, one of a family, hence, reared
a lion as one of his family,!, e. among
his children, Aesch. Ag. 718.?.,. o,^,=foreg. (signf
I), found only m plur.?,
Call. Apoll. 52.

\\.-}', , ,=?..^'/,, , transport

o/>y. idelight, LXX. Isae. 16, 10;
also a cause of rejoicing, source of joy.

Id. 60, 15; and,, , exceeding great

joy, N. T., tLuc. 1, 14.

—

2. strong ex-

pression of joy, exultation, breaking
forth into singing, accompanied with
dancing, LXX. : from, , more freq. as dep../., f.- [], strength-

ened for/., to rejoice exceed-

ingly, N. T. tMatth. 5, 12, absol. :

c. subst. cogn. 1 Pet. 1, 8 ; c. dat.

c. prep. . et , Joh. 5, 35 ; Luc.
1, 47, etc.

'

/.,, . a bulbous plant

of the genus, the iris or flag,
H. Horn. Cer. 7, 426 ; cf. Alb. Hesych.
1, p. 30./,,, Lat. agallochum,

the bitter aloe, Diosc. 1, 21, ubi v.

Sprengel ; from Aetius' time called7., f. -: aor.:—=^, to make glorious, glo-

rify, honour, praise, Pind. 0. 1, 139,

N. 5, 79 : esp., to pay honour to a
god, , Ar. Thesm. 128;. , Ar. Pac. 399 ; to

adorn, deck, , Eur.
Med. 1026.—ilostly m pass, .-
7<. (Hom., Hes., Hdt. never use
the act.), but only in pres. tin Hom.
and Hes. ; in later wr. also int impf :

tan aor. pass,/ in Dio C.

51, 20t :

—

to glory, take delight, rejoice

or exult in a thing, be proud of it, USU.

c. dat., , II. 12,

114; )?.,, II. 2, 462,. 5, 176
;- ?], Hes. Th. 68 : so too in the

best prose from Hdt. and Thuc. down-
wards, but also-}' ,
Thuc. 3, 82 ; later also or

, and even c. ace, Anth. P. 7, 378 : c.

part., to delight in,ia,
he exults in having, 11. 17, 473t ;

Thuc. 4, 95 ; tXen. Ag. 5, 3 ; c. infin.

in Nonn.t—Cf /. throughout.

(From same root as ?..) Hence",. , ace. to Hesych.' 7.?., glory,

delight, honour, Hom., as 11. 4, 144 : so

Alcae., Fr. 1, speaks oi?. as •7. ; and Pind. calls

his ode ;^;• 7., . 3, 2U cf

8, 27; so, .
3



Aesch. Ag. 207 ; iKaa^
.. Soph. Ant. llluf; etc.—2. a

pleasing gift, esp. for the gods, ., Od. 8, SOU, cf. 3, 438, where a

bull adorned for sacrilice is called an' or votive gift; so too a tri-

pod, Hdt. 5, CO ; and in genl.=ui'a-

)/, Buckh Jnscr. 1, p. 7. Hence,

esp. after Hdt.,—-3. a xlatue in honuur

of a god, Hdt. 2, 42, 46, etc. ; the

image of a god as an object of wor-

ship. Plat. Phaedr. 251 A :—but .
'Ai(5a, ni Pind. iN. 10, 125, is the head-

stone of a grave, called ?/' in the

parallel passage of Theocr., 22, 207.

— 4. then in genl. =, any

statue, Plato Meno 97 D: and—5.

lastly any image, expressed by paint-

ing or words, Plat. Tim. 529 C, Synip.

21 .—On the word cf. Ruhnk.
Tim. s. v., jaita Siebelis praef. ad

Fans. pp. 41 sqq.f Hence', ov, b, like a statue,

beautiful as one, Philostr., , , dim. from, Plut. Lye. 25, etc., ov, (,
?^) a carver of statues, Eccl.

?07(), , to make statues.

Poll. Hence^, , , fit for

an. Poll.^,, //, the art of an. Poll. : from, , (,) making statues: as subst., a

statuary, scidptor, Hdt. 2, 46, Plat.,

etc., , 7'/,=-
; and'}, , ,=--/ : from, ,{, *ip-)=, Poll., , only met., to

carry an image in one's heart, Philo :

from
', ov,(, -

pu) only met., carrying an image in

one's heart, Philo., , f. -,()
to make into an image, Lye. 845., ,(,)
statue-like, beautiful as a statue, Lyd.

', , (, -
uOf)tfor, forming a

statue ; as subst. , or-, , , a sculptor, fManelh. 4,

569., dep. mid. : fut.-, Ep. : usu. aor. 7/-, but also} (even in

Att., as Deni. 296, 4), Kp. /-
(II. 3, 181), or without augm.

(lb. 224) : Ep. 2 plur. ures.,
inf., Od. : impf.,
Plat.

L tin good sense, to hold in high

estimation-\,—\. absol., to wonder, be

astonished, Od. 16, 203, etc. ; c. part.,, 11. 3, 224.-2. more
freq., to wonder at, admire a person or

thing, esteem, honour, revere, c. acc,
11.3, 181, Od. 6, 168, etc.:

Ti, to wonder at something in

one, 11. 7, 404 : hence in prose, .
..., or ., c. part., to

wonder at one's doing, Hdt. 6, 70,

etc. : . , to admire one

for a thing. Plat. Rep. 426 D ; also.. . Id. Euthyd. 276 D ;

and c. gen. only, Ar. Av. 1744, etc.

;

also like, '/, etc., c. dat.,

to be delighted with a person or thing,

Hdt. 4, 75, Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 9, etc.

;

and liter tlvi, cf. Ruhnk. Tim.
—II. ,n bad sense, f" regard as too

hig\if to envy, be angry at, , Od. 2,

C7, Ttvi, 11. 17, 71, , II. 23,

639, and c. inf. or following,

Od. 5, 119; 8, 565.—Horn, uses in

this signf. only aor., and
as pres. or, q. v.

:

tButtra., Catal p. 2, says is

used by all writers in a good sensef:

in Att. . , to envy one some-
thing ? (From the same root as,
wonder,, : cf. Buttio.

Lexil. s. V. ah/ 4.),, , Agamemnon,
kingol Mycenae, leader of the Greeks
agamst Troy, llom.: hence adj. 'Ayu-, ,, Hoin., also-, , , tEur. I. .
1290t, and -, la, lov, Aesch.

tAg. 1499t, and Pind. tP. 11, 30t:
patronym., ov, ,
Agamemnon's son, Orestes, Od. 1, 30.

(", from, the very

resolute or steadfast, cf. /.),,, Agiimenes,masc.

pr. n.. Pans. 10, 9, 10., adv. part. pres. from,=, ., to

speak with applause. Arist. Rhet. 3,

7, 3 ; so too, ., Heind. Plat. Phaed. 89 A., ?], , (,, and
so strictly the very icise) iAgamede,
daughter of Augeas, wife of Mulius,

acquainted with the healing virtues

of plants, 11. 11, 740.', , . (, /)
Agamedes, son of Erginus, and one
of the builders of Apollo's temple at

Delphi, H. Herin. Ap. 296.

V,, , Agamestor,

masc pr. n., Ap. Rh. 2, 850.—Others
in Plut., etc., ov, (a priv., )
rarer form for. Soph. 1• r. 798,

V. Lob. Phryn. 514. [a]', . ,() single es-

tate, celibacy, Plut. 2, 491 E.

) , , an action against

a bachelor fur not marrying, Plut.

Lys. 30., ov, (a priv.,) un-

married, single: in 11. 3, 40, and in

prose, only of the man, whether a

bachelor or widower, be-

ing used of the woman : however-
is used of the woman in Aesch.

Supp. 143, Soph. Ant. 867, and sev-

eral times in Eur.—II. -, a marriage that is no marriage, fby

the laws of gods and men, i. e. an

unhallowed or unnaturalf marriage.

Soph. O. T. 1214, like ,
etc., very, much, very much, first

in Pind., anrf Trag. : the word in

genl. is only Dor. and Att.,

being its eqiiiv. in Ep. and Ion. :

strongly affirmat. like Lat. prorsus,

too surely, Aesch. Theb. 811 ; and so

in compos, it always strengthens or

enforces. The bad sense too, too

much, like Lat. nimis, occurs only in

peculiar phrases, e. g. in the famous, ne quid nimis, not too

much of anything, first in Theogn.
219, 335, etc., Pind. Fr. 235: so,, Plat., etc. It is not

seldom joined with an adj., which
may either go before or follow : also

with a subst., t// , Soph.
Ant. 1251t, 7/ ?., Plat.

Rep. 564 A ; but seldom without the

article, as, . Id. ib.

;

talso with ndv., as, , Xen.
Vect. 5, 6t. (From same root as),, and , wonder.)

[ajcii', but later sometimes in

Anth. tP. 5, 216; 10, 51,], , f. -, strictly in

physical sigiif., to feel a violent irrita-

tion. Plat. Phaedr. 251 C ; and of
wine, to ferment, Plut. t2, 734 Kt.

—

II. metaph., to be grieved, displeasi-d,

vexed, annoyed, angry, or discontented,

Ar. Vesp. 287 ; . -.., or -.., for

..., Plat. Lach. 194 A ; c. dat. rei,

to be vexed at a thing, e. g.,
Plat. Phaed. 03 ; also c. acc. rei,

Heind. Phaed. 64 A ; jc. acc. neut.
pron. followed by , .... ., Plat. Euthyd. 4 Dt ; also .

Tivt, Isocr. 357 A ; .
Plat. Euthyd. 283 D, etc. ; -. Id. Ep. 349 D ; , Epict.

4 ; and sometimes c. gen. rei, A. B.

p. 334 : also c. i)art., to be angry at

one's doing, Plat. Phaed. 62 E. tThe
person at whom one is angry, etc.,

stands usu. in dat , for whicli also

Tiva, Plut. Camill. 28, and, Luc. Tim. 18, are usedt.

—In Aristid. and Luc.
as a dep.— (It is plainly connected
with. The final- is re-

ferred by Schneid. to, by others
to ; but all this is dub.) Hence,, , strictly phy-
sical pain and irritation, Plat. Phaedr.
251 C ; but usu., vexation, annoyance,, gives a man
just grounds for displeasure, Thuc. 2,

41. Hence, , , apt to be

vexed, easily vexed, irritable, peevish,

Plat. Rep. 604 E, COS A, Bekk., ubi
olim., , , verb. adj.

from, vexatious, annoying,

Plat. Gorg. 511 B., ,,^=-
(q. v.), Luc. Pise. 14. Adv.-..,, , Aganice, a female

skilled in astronomy, Plut. 2, 145 D,
elsewhere called'. [t]

V.\, 7, ?/, Aganippe, a

fountain at the foot of Mt. Helicon in

Boeotia, sacred to the Muses, Pans.
9, 29, 5., ov, 6, Aganippiis,

masc. pr. n., Q. Sm. 3, 230., ov, (.) muck
snowed on, snowy, ", II. 1,

420: poet.
'?, ov,(,) mild-eyed, Ibyc. 4 : tpoet., a, ov. Dor. for -,

Aesch. Pers. 1020.

'A)avopia, , , () Dor.

for7/., , , (,)
mild, gentle, kindly, loving, of persons

and things,. tOd. 2, 230t

;

, til. 2, 180t, ', til. 9,

499t,. til. 9, 113,, Od. 15,

53t ; also in Pind. t/.o} oi ., P. 4,

179,. P. 9, GGt, and Trag. tonly

'•, Aesch. Ag. 101, but adv. in Eur.
V. infrat, but in flom. mostly of the

shafts of Apollo and Diana(
?.), as bringing an easy and quick
death.—Superl., Hes.

Th. 408. Adv. -. tAnacr. 49, It,

Eur. I. A. 602. Coinpar.,-
pov /., Ar. Lys. 886. Only
poet, [ay]", ov, () broken : -

., sticks broken for firewood,

A. B.,, //, mildness, gen-

tleness, kindliness, II. 24, 772, Od. U
202. [f-] From, ov, gen.,(
7•) mild-minded, gentle ofmand.W.
20, 467 ;, Ar. Av. 1321. Oiilj

poet., ., fem.-,,(,) mild-looking.



,, , , Dor. for-
vjp, Find, [(iju-], Ep. collat. form of-
uai, but only found in part,

(in act. signf), admiring, Hes. Th.
619 ; for, etc., are lengthd.

forms from.', tand dep. mid.-,
the more usu. Horn, collat. form of

uya~au\, v. sub ayairku.
t'A)•, ov, b, Agapaens, tyrant

of Oreus in Euboea, Dem. 126, 4., , Dor. for,
Find., , f. -, tpf.,
Flat.f {,) to receive

willingly or readily:— I. of persons,

to bid tcetcome, welcome, entertain, Horn.,

who prefers the form}7^, using

only in Od. 23, 214t ; he also

has as dep., like-, Od. 7, 33, tand in the

phrase ., lb. 17, 35; 21, 224; 22,

499t, cf Find. F. 4, 247 : in genl., to

love : hence of all acts that show
love, to take leave, Ap. Rh. t4, 12911;

to pay the last honours to the dead,

Valck. Fhoen. 1337 : it is used=epctv,
of sexual love, only in late writers,

as Luc. tV. H. 2, 25, etc.t ; and
strictly diifers from, as imply-

ing regard and satisfaction, rather

than affection, v. Xen. Mem. 2, 7, 9,

and 12.

II. in relation to things, to be well

pleased, contented, oi'K, '" , Od. 21,

289: freq. in Att.,, —,
... or ..., for, Ar. Vesp. 684,

and freq. in Flat., cf Jelf Gr. Gr.

804, 8; also c. part., -. Flat. Rep. 475 6 : very freq.

C. dat. rei, to be contented or pleased

(it or with a thing, like,-, as . , Lys.

192, 20, Dem. 13, 11 ; more rarely c.

ace, Heind. Plat. Euthyd. 306, C :

lastly c. inf, to be wont to do, like

>7., Arist. Oec. 2. Hence', , , love, brotherly love,

tN. T. Matth. 24, 12, etc.—In pi.-, the love-feasts of the early Chris-

tiatis. Id. Jud. 12, cf 1 Cor. 11, 21-34.,, ,{) the

object ofhOe, Lat. deliciae, Crat. Theb.
4.,,,^-, loving manliness, manly, epith. of

heroes, II. 8, 114, etc.

V,, , Agapenor, son
of Ancaeus, leader of the Arcadians
before Troy, II. 2,609.

_,, ,{) affec-

tion, Def Flat. 413 ;' or, Flut. Fer. 24, Cor. 37., , rarer form for

foreg., Menand. p. 157., ov, verb. adj. from, to be loved, teagerly sought,

Plat. Rep. 358 A,
^, , , affectionate,

Plut. Sol. 7.', , , verb. adj. from, behved, II. 6, 401, Od. 4,

817 ; , the only

(and so doubly) beloved son, Od. 2, 365,

tand thus applied to an only son

without, II. 6, 401, Od. 4, 8l7t.

—2. desirable, delightful, {-
), c. inf, Find. N. 8, 6: freq. m
Att. prose, worthy of love, loveable,

Plal. Ale, 1, 131 E, etc.—II. neut.,

{'), one must be content,

..., ..., Flat. Prot. 328 A, Arist.,

etc.—So Adv. -, readily, content-

edly, Plat., etc. ; , to

be contented, like:—but also

in Att. prose, so as only just to content

one, i. e. only just, barely, scarcely,:=, Heind. Plat. Lys. 218 C;, Lys. 107, 16, cf
Meineke Menand. p. 108.

^'7., ov, b, {,-) Agapiolemus, son of Aegyptus,
ApoUod. 2, 1, 7.

t'Ayap, , indecl.,[, , Jo-

seph.) Hagar or Agar, Hebr. fein. pr.

n., N. T., ov, , Lat. agaricum,

a sort of tree-fungus, used for tinder.

[The quantity of first syll. is dub., cf

Gal. Antid. 894 B,_895 D.]^, , , Agariste, daugh-
ter of Clisthenes of Sicyon, Hdt. 6,

126.—2. mother of Pericles, Id. 0,

131.^, ov, contr. -, ovv,{,) strong-floiving, of the sea,

11. 2, 845 ; 12, 30 ;'tTt>'pif, Anth. P.

7, 747., ,{,) very

strong, ta}'., 0pp. Cvn. 2, 3
;3?, Aiith. P. 9, 688t : in II.

only as prop, n., v. sq.', contd. , b,

Agasthenes, son of Augeas, king of

Elis, II. 2, 624., ov, 6, Agasias, a Stym-
phalian of Arcadia, in the army of

the ten thousand, Xen. An. 4, 1, 27.

—2. a statuary of Ephesus, Paus.2. contd. -7, gen., b, Agasicles, a Spartan king, in

Hdt. 1, 65, wr. '?.. A
name common to many others, Hdt.,

Paus., etc.,, ,{) a mar-
vel, a wonder. Soph. Fr. 799., oi>, {, )

much groaning, howling, of the hollow
roaring of the waves, Od. 12, 97, H.
Ap. 94 : loud-wailing, Aesch. Theb. 95.', , , verb. adj. from, admired, admirable, Aesch.
Fr. 249, tEur. Hec. 169; as opp. to

ov, Xen. An 1, 9, 14;
with. Plat. Legg. 808 C. Adv.

-, Xen. Ages. 1, 24.',, ,(,)
strictly, the much-turning, tonly as pr.

n., Agasirophus, a Trojan, II. 11, 338., , ( copulat., -) from the same womb : in genl.,

a near kinsman, Lye. 264.

7.7.,, , a plant, hera-

cleum gummiferum, Diosc. 3, 98., ov, b, an obscure epith.

given to Pittacusby Alcae. (6), which
Diog. L. 1, 81, explains hy-., Lacon. ace. pi. of,
Ar. Lys. 1301., , , poet, for,
as,. etc., . Hom.. 515, Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 26.

t'Ayai'^, /, . Agave, daughter of

Nereus and Doris, II. 18, 42.-2.
daughter of Danaus, Apollod. 2, 1, 4.

—3. daughter of Cadmus, wife of

Echion, mother of Pentheus, Hes.
Th. 976.

',=:,.\).\.' Opp.
Hal. 4, 138., , , (akin to,, Lat. gaudeo) in Hom. almost
always of kings, heroes, etc., illus-

trious, noble, high-born, .,
til. 3, 268t,, tOd. 2, 209t,
//«•, tOd. 13, 304t: also,, Od. 11, 213 ;, noble guides, Od. 13, 71 :

—

superl., Od. 15, 229 ; also

in Find. tP. 4, 127t.— II.,, masc. and fern. pr. Ti.,Agavus,

Agave, II., and Hes, ; but in these

the accents should prob. be 'Ayai'Oi,, Jac. A. P. p. 809, Elmsl.
Bacch. 229 : cf 7^,'/cof,

etc.
', ,,=^ (as-

and), yet in a
somewhat different signf, stately,

proud,, Hes. Th. 832, Wess
Hdt. 7, 57, where the superl. adv

is used of Xerxes. Cf.', ov, {,•) loud-sounding,, Find. .
t6, 155.', ov, , Agbalus, an Ai-
cadian, Hdt. 7, 98.

V, , , Ion. and poet,

for', Hdt. 1, 98, Aesch.
Pers. 961.—2. a small town of Syria,

Hdt. 3, 64.", , , the daily stages of
the.', , ,{) the

office of an.,, b, one who employs

an : from, {) to despatch

as an, press one to sen:e as

such, ito constrain to the performance
of any labour, N. T. Malth. 5, 41 ;

Marc. 15, 21t; or in genl., to press,

detain, Bentl. Menand. p. 58., b. Ion. form= uyyapor,
Hdt. 3, 126 :

—

TO, the busi-

ness of an, post-riding, the

whole Persian system of mounted
couriers, Hdt. 8, 98., ov, b, Persian word, a

mounted courier, such as were kept

ready at regular stages throughout
Persia for carrying the royal de-

spatches. Hdt. 8', 98, Xen. Cyr. 8, 6,

17: tauthorized to compel the ser-

vice of the king's subjects, and to

make use of their horses and what-
ever might facilitate the transmission

of the intelligence they had to con-

veyt :—In Aesch. Ag. 282, as adj., the courier flame, said

of beacon fires used for telegraphing

;

cf fin., ov, , dim. from -.), , to discourse on the

blood-vessels, Galen. From, ov,. Ion., {-) a vessel, pail, Hdt. 1, 188, etc. :

m genl., a reservoir, receptacle, Xen.
Oec. 9, 2, Plat. Criti. Ill A, etc.— II.

of the human body, a blood-vessel,

Galen : of plants, a cap.<tule, Theophr.7., ov, , pot-parsley,

Anacr. 35. ace. to an ingenious con-
jecture of Bergk.,,{,) like

a vessel, hollow, t Arist. Part. An. 3, 8. 5.

'AyyeZi'a, , ,{) a mes-

sage, tidings, news, as well the sub-

stance as the conveyance thereof,

Horn.:^ /., Hdt. 2,

114;7 , a report of me,
concerning me, 11. 19, 336; so,., a message about some person or

thing. Soph. Aj. 221, Thuc. 8, 15 :—
7., like Lat. legationem

obire, II. 11, 140, cf Od, 21, 20 :—in
Ep, poets also, , 11.

13, 252 ; , II. 15,

040
;

'7. (. e.

'), II. 3, 206 ; -., Hes. Th. 781 ; in

all which places it is geiiit. causae,
and may be rendered on account of a
message ; for the old Interpp. are no
doubt wrong in assuming a masc.
subst. b, cf Buttm. Lexil.

s. v., Spitzn. 11. 13, 252.-2. tthe

substance of a message t, an an-

5



nouncement, proclamation, Pind. P. 2,

44: a command, order, 11. Hum. Cer.

448, Pind. O. 3, 50, ci. Od. 5, loO;

7,263..7, ov, ,=^~/-
Aof, Anth. P. 1,34.'?, , f. -, to bring

a message : lioin/, ov,{,)
bearing a message, a messenger, Jon., Hdt. 1, 120; esp., the

Persian minister wko introduced people

to an audience with the king, Hdt. 3,

]18: tcf., and Bahr ad
Hdt. 1, 114.,,, afemale messenger,

Orph. Hymn. 78, 3.'', 6, v. sub.', ov. Ion. for-?., Hdt.', , . / or belonging to

an, ^^/., the parts in

a tragedy spoken by messejigers^, A. B.:

tin Eccl. a7igelic] : but,, a dance at a banquet, Ath.

629 E., ov,6, a messenger, H.
Horn. Merc. 206 : feni. -, .
Call. Del. 216., f.- : aor. 1:
aor. 2 7/, which though dis-

puted is tound as early as Hdt. 4, 153{), and is treq. in later

Greek, V. Poppo Xen. An. 3, 4, 14,tBor-

nem. Xen. An. 1,4, 13
;
pf./,

Dem. 343, 15 ; 1336, 12 (in compos.)!:

aor. 2 pass, in later Greek,
as Plut., and Ael. (ujtj). To hear a

message, bring tidings or iiews, to pro-

claim : oft. in Horn., absol., II. 8,409,

517 ; tc. dat. pers.,., Od.

15, 458 ; andt ace. rei, to report, an-

nounce, tell, 'Axikfji , ll. 17,

701, tand in prose, as,. Plat. Phaed. 58 , etc.

:

in Od. 14, 123 (cf. 120),, where otherwise. -
is used, or c. ace. and part., as

in Soph. El. 1143,/
;

',
. . 955 ; -, Xen. An. 2, 3, 19:

to proclaim, declare, as war, ov-
.. Plat. Phaedr. 242 Bt:

—mid.,, I amiounce myself to him as a

friend. Soph. Aj. 1376.—Pass.,-, to be reported of, knl ,
Thuc. 6, 34 ; also c. part., tCwf ij. Soph. Tr. 73t, or

c. inf., •//. Plat. Charm. 153 , c.

Jelf Gr. Gr. ) 684 b.,, , a message, ti-

dings, news, Eur. Or. 870, Thuc. t7,

74,t etc., ov, 6, , a messenger,

envoy, oft. in Plom., Hdt., etc. ; in

genl., one that announces or tells, e. g.

of birds of augury, 11. 24, 292, 296

:

and Eur., Supp. 203, calls the tongue-.—- in . . and Eccl.

an angel, Matth. 24, 36 ;

—

a bishop or

superior of a particular church, Apoc.

1, lot.—II. like Lat. nuncius, the mes-

sage, or tidings brought, Polyb. 1 , 72, 4., , , Angelus, inasc.

pr. n., Plut. Pyrrh. 2., /,,^. Or.

Sib., , , fern, from
fareg.. Or. Sib.

V, ov and a, h, Angenidas,

a Spartan ephor, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 10./, ov, . Ion. for,
Hdt. t4, 2, etc., ov, b, the Angites, a

river ol Macedonia, Hdt. 7, 113.

), , ,{,) \

receptacle fur vessels, Ath. 210 C.,,, a ve.'isel of various

kinds, jar, pun, pail, etc. : iu cm.
and Hes., to hold milk, wine, or

travelling stores, til. 2, 471 ; Od. 16,

13; 2, 289; Hes. Op. 473: so post-

Hom. for— 1. liquids, a water-pot, pail,

or bucket ; Hdt. 5, 12, v. Ael.ap. Valck.
1. c, Eur. El. 55t ; (in Eur., a milk-

pail !).— 12. lor solids, a chest or box,

for clothes, Soph. Ant. 622t ; a cine-

rary urn. Id. El. 1205: ta kind of

basket or box,, Hdt. 1, 113; in which
children were sometinies exposed,
Eur. Ion 1398, 1337-8 where it is=i7/ ; cf. Hdt. 1. c, and :

—in 0pp. Hal. 2, 406, the shell of the'[.—\\. in medic, of the ves-

sels of the body: once in Hipp, the

womb, but usu., blood-vessel. Cf.., ov, , a water-melon,

modern Greek.\, , , {) Mt. An-
gurus, at the mouth of the Ister, Ap.
Kh. 4, 323.\, ov, , the Angrus, a river

of Illyria, Hdt. 4, 49.,, , a Celtic javelin,

Agatli., ov, , AgdabStas, a
leader of the Persians, Aesch. Pers.

959; in pi., lb. 924, cf.., adv., {) by carrying,?] ', to drag along, Luc.
Lexijih. 10.,, , Agdistis, an epi-

thet of Cybele i[i Pessmus, Strab.

—

. a mountain of Phrygia, where
Attis beloved of Cybele was buried,

Pans. 1, 4, 5.,, orig. imperat. from, used as adv. like, come

!

come on ! well ! Lat. age ! Horn., who
usu. strengthens it, , ', : ' , immo age

!

In Att. also vvv, Ar. Eq. Also
like , before 1 and 2 pers. plur.,, II. 3, 441 ;, II. 11, 348 ; ,
Od. 3, 332; cf. Valck. Call. p. 279,

Eur. Cycl. 590. Even the plur.-
is used with the 1 pers. plur. in

Od. 1, 76; tand even with 1 pers.

sing., Od. 22, 139.

i',, , Ageanax, masc.
pr. n., Theocr. 7, 52., ov, {a priv., ) landless,

homeless, prob. 1. for in Aesch.
Supp. 858., ov, poet, for-, . ., f.- : aor. ^yftpa, pass., 3 pi. (Hom.): pf.

pass,, 3 pi.,
plqpf. -, Hom.—We also find in

Hoin. syncop. aor. of mid. form, but
pass, signf.,, II. 18, 245, inf., Od. 2, 385 (not,
V. Pors. ad I.), part,, I!. 2,

481, etc. (). To bring together,

gather together,, 11. tl 1, 716, 770 :

l6, 129, etc.t : and freq. in Att. ; .,,, etc.{, 11. 13, 778 rather

belongs to, as also. Plat. Legg. 685 C,cf. Spitzn.

11. 5, 510).—2. of things, to get together,

collect, gather,

olvov, , Od. 19,

197 ; 3, 301 : to collect bt/ begging,

Kvpva, Od. 17, 302 ; and so in mid.,

Od. 13, 14: later esp., to collect for
the gods and their temples, Wessel.
Hdt. 4, 35, cf. Ruhnk. Tim. s. v.,

and V. sub .

—

toput things

together, as in a speech, Aesch. Cho.
038.

—

Mid., to come together, gather,

assemble, 11. 2, 52, Od. 2, 8, eic., ov, gen. , {a priv.,) witliout a neighbour, neighbour
less,, Aesch. Pr. 270 ; ,
Eur. El. 1130., Dor. for

Theocr. tl6, 92., as pass., to go or live

in herds, to be gregarious, Arist. H. A.

9, 2, 1, etc., ,,=^-
; tdub. coHal. formof'aye-, q. v., and Lob. ad Phryn.

p. 6 12t : -Kt'i, sub., the art of
breeding and keeping cattle. Plat. Polit.

275 E, etc. ; but with v. 1.-., a, ov,{) belonging

to a herd, feeding at large, because the
herds staid out at grass all the sum-
mer, ., til. 11, 729, Od. 10,

410f, etc. : . , i. e.

brood-marcs, Xen. Eq. 5, 8.— II. in

herds Or shoals, gregarious,,
Hdt. 2, 03 ; cf. Arist. Pol. 1, 3, 3.-2.

of the herd or multitude, i. e. coinmon,., opp. to. Plat.

Polit. 208 A (in which signf. the
Gramui. make it propawx.,
Hemst. Thom. M. p. 7).—HI. -, tihe members of the
in Crete and Spartat, cf. II., , , the keeping

of herds. Plat. Polit. 201 E,eti:.; and
', ?'/, , belonging

to or fit for : -«?/,=

foreg.. Plat. Polit. 267 B, etc. : from, ov,(/,()
feeding or keeping herds. Max. Tyr.

:

tLob., ad Phryn p. 042, prefers the
forms?, etc.,, ,{) a place

for herds, pasture, tSuid., ov, Attic (but also in

Od. 22, 131),. , , {,, ?.) Ageldus, masc. pr. u.,

seviiral different persons of tliis name
in Hom. ; others in Apoilod. ; etc., , f. -, ta lead a
herd or company, C. gen., Plat. Galb.
17: from, oti, , {,)
the leader of a herd,, Luc.
Amor. 22t ; leader of a company, a
captain, Plut. Rom. 0.

V,,,{)
a heap, crowd, Procl., , f. -, to be-., adv., without laughter.

Plat. Euthyd. 278 E., , ov,{)
disposed to herd together, social, Philo.', ov, {a priv.,)
not laughing, grave, gloomy, H. Hom.
Cer. 200 ; . ,
Aesch. Ag. 794.—11. not to be laughed

at, not light or trifling,,
Aesch. Clio. 30 ; also as v. 1. Od. 8,

307., ov, {.) ol

., the members of the in

Crete and Sparta, for vvh. Meursius
reads, q. v., and II.,

cf. Miiller Dor. 4, 5, ^ 3, n. 1, ed.

Schneidew.'2.. ov, ,() the mas-
ter of the in Crete, tHeraclid.
Pont. Polit. 3t:.- II.

'?., , , (, ,) in

Hom. til. 4, 128t, and Hes., e[))th. ot

Minerva.= 7.r?ir<f,., the

driver of spoil, the forayer. Sonio
Gramm. explain it as7,
leading the people : others from (ij t?J2i

guardian of herds.



, , , ..', 7jC, , () herd, in

Horn, always of oxen and kine, tas,

., II. 11, 678 ; 18, 528 ; etc.t—
except II. 19,281 of horses: later any
herd, flack, drove, crowd, Lat. grex, as,., Pind. Fr. 78 ;), Soph. Aj. 168 ; tuy.,
Plat. Legg. 694 E, cf. 840 Dt :—
metaph., , Eur. . F.
1276.— 11. in Crete were the

bands or classes in whkh the youth

tlived together from their 18th year
till the time of their marriage, and
consequently even after they had at-

tained the age of manhoodt : they,

during this tune, were called -, and their master '/,
Miiller Dor. 4, 5, 3. tin Sparta the

youth entered the tiyf/'.at called

at the age of seven, and remained in

them even after admitted to the pub-

lic banquets, Plut. Lye. 16, Miiller

Dor. 4, 5, 1 and 2t. Hence, adv.,= sq., Arat. Dies.

233,347., adv.,{) in herds,

droves, or crowds, 11. 16, lUO, Hdt. 2,

93., adv., () from a

herd, Ap. Rh. 1,356, 406.', , , pecul. fern, of7, IN'umen. ap. Ath. 320 D., ov, {,)
keeping herds, Nonn. tD. 47, 208.', ov, 6, belonging to a herd.. Ep. dat. oi, 11. t2,

480: on suffix and omission of sub-

script I, V. Kuhner Gr. Gr. ^ 262,

Anm. 1 and 3., ov, (a priv.,)
not fond of laughter, dull: ' ., of

things, Tw bad joke, Henioch. Troch.
1. ?, ,,,
,'/., , more analogous
lorms for-., , , (,)
Agemachus, masc. pr. ., Plut.; Paus.;

etc.^, Ion. and Dor. for.,,,
Dor. for•., Dor. and Ep. for,
3 pi. aor. 2 pass, from, 11. 4,

214., ov, {a priv., -j'fvea-) tiilhout pedigree, of unknown
descent, N. T. tHebr. 7, 14.^, , ,{) low birth,

Arist. Pol. 6, 2, 7 : meanness, low cun-

ning. Id. Virt. et Vit. 7, 4., ov, (a priv.,)
beardless, boyish, Pind., tLys. 162, 4t,

Plat. tSymp. 180 At : tl, to speak like a boy, Luc.
Jup. Trag. 29 : tro, the ab-

sence or want of beard, id. Eun. 9t.

—

The were boys of an age to

enter the lists for certain prizes at

the games, Pind. O, 8, 71 ; 9, 135, cf.

Plat. Legg. 833 C, Paus. 6, 6, 3.

Adv. -, Philo.', , {a priv.,*) strictly

unborn, uncreated, Plat. Tim. 27 C :

but— II. usu. ^without illustriousoiViAt,

of no family, i. e. low-born : hence
metaph., base-minded, low, mean, cow-

ardly, vile, opp. to. Soph. Fr.

105. In this signf. Stallb. Plat. Pro-

tag. 319 D, would always write uyey-

{), but both forms are found
in verse, as Soph. 1. c, Ar. Pac. 748 ;

cf.,.—III. tvith no
family, i. e. chadless, Isae. ap. Har-
pocr,, ov, {a priv.,)
<=ov, unborn, uncreated, un-

originated. Plat. Phaedr. 245 D.—II.

not done, not having happened,-
, infectum reddere. Soph.

Tr. 743, cf. Agatho ap. Arist. Eth.

N. C, 2, 6 : ., groundless

charges, Aeschin. 86, 1. Cf.-., , { a priv.,' )=' (q. v.), Hdt. 1, 134, and freq.

in Plat., tas Prot. 319 D, Legg. 690

A, 714 C, etc.t Adv. -, Eur. tl.

A. 1458 ; usu. only in connection
with the negative, . Plat.

Gorg. 492 D, Rep. 529 At, cf. Heind.
Plat. Charm. 158 C., ov, {a priv.,)
r=ov, like, un-

begotten, unborn, Soph. O. C. 973 :

unoriginated. Plat. Tim. 52 A.— II.

like' } ei'^f, low-born, mean. Soph.
Tr. 61, cf. Fr. 739.—111. act., not pro-

ductive, Theophr.
', , , cowardice, Polyb.

30, 9, 1, etc. : ubi al..', fut. Att. -, to act like

an. Teles ap. Stob. p. 68, 6., Dor. for, Pind. :

Tu, custom, prescription, Orac.

ap. Dem. 1072, 27. This form also

occurs in Ion. prose, but always in

dub. places, as Hdt. 2, 40, 69, 72.

V, Ion. for, v. 1.

Hdt. 3, 14, v. Bahr ad 1. c., , , {,)
Agepolis, an ambassador of the Rho-
dians, Polyb. 28, 14, 6.-), ov, {a priv.,)
without a gift of honour, unrecompensed

,

unrewarded, II. 1, 119, Hes. Th. 395;
c. gen., .. . Rh. 3, 65 : tso

Ael. says . €, .
. 2, 53., or,=foreg., . sub-., . sub., Dor. and Ep. for-, 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, from,
Horn., , ,{) a collect-

ing of money, etc., begging, Dion. H.
2, 19 : in Arist. Poet. 8, 3, of the

wanderings of Ulysses. Cf.., ,,=, Opp.
C, 4, 251., fut. , Aeol. for., , a begging sacri-

ficer or priest, Cratin. Drap. 11, ubi v.

Meineke. (From and-, not.) [],. ,{) gather-

ing, mustering, ., Hdt. 7,

5, 48.,, , haughtiness
,
fierce-

ness, Philostr. : from', ov, in Hom. and Pind.

always in good sense, brave, high-

minded, lordly, ., II. 2,

654, ., 3, 36, .
' ., 10, 430,' .,. 11, 286; , Pind.

. 10, 95,, . 6, 58t ; in

Archil., and Alcae. 106 in bad sense,

overweening, haughty, fierce, v. Butlm.
Lexil. s. V. : so also later, esp. after

Polyb. Adv. -, Anyte 10, and
Polyb. (Ace. to old Gramm. simply
—: but deriv. very dub.), ov, 6,, ov,

and' (Aesch.), Ion.-
;{,):—epith. of Pluto,

u'ho drives all mankind into his realms,

Spanb. Call. Lav. Pall. 130., , , (,)
host-leading,, Hes. Th. 925 :\, Nonn. D. 26, 15.

V, , , Agestratus,

masc. pr. ., Qu. Sm. 3, 230.

,. Dor. for ;7y-,tAnth.

P. 6, 167 ; 7, 425., , , the state of an, fasting : from", ov, {a priv.,)
act., not tasting, without taste of, c.

gen. rei, . Soph.
Ant. 583 ; cf. Plat. Rep. 576 .—II.

pass., untasled, Arist. de An. 2, 10, 3.^, ov, {,) leader

of the chorus or dance, Ar. Lys. 1281,

ubi olim., ov, {a priv., -) of persons, ignorant of ge-

ometry, Arist. Anal. Post. 1, 12, 3.

—

2. of problems, not geometrical, lb. 8., , , neglect of agri-

culture, Theophr. : from, ov, {a priv.,)
untilled, uncultivated, Theophr., , an action for
neglect of agriculture, prob. against

careless tenants, A. B. 20, 336., , , {) in good
sense, wonder, reverence, awe, Horn.,

as, ' , Od. 3, 227.-2. in

bad sense, envy, hatred, Hdt. 6, 61 :

and of the gods, jealousy, ,
Aesch. Ag. 131 :—the two senses

answer respectively to the verbs -
and.—^ Aesch. Ag.

730 Dind., with Herm., reads ?-
(for•),which

can only be exi)lained, by hateful

slaughter of sheep ; for we cannot
read (from sq.) with Klausen,

since the first syll. must be short:

—

Maiden's conj. is better, [uy??]', , , {) breakage

:

a fragment, piece, splinter, .,
Aesch. Pers. 425 ;, Eur.
Supp. 693.—2. of waves, a breaker,

surf, . . Rh. 1, 554;
4, 941.-—3. a curve, bending, like -, , Arat. Phaen. 688 :

—

hgnce Bbckh reads (for)
in Pind. P. 2, 50 (82), in the sense of

crooked arts, deceit. [(i>7/]

', Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2

pass. Ep. from. [, II. 16, 801 ]/, -, 3 pi. pf. and
plqpf. pass, from, Horn.

7/?<., , f. -, to drive out

an, Lat. piaculum exigere, to ban-

ish one polluted, esp., one guilty of sac-

rilege and murder, Hdt. 5, 72, Soph.

O. T. 401, Schaf. Greg. p. 546; cf.

: from'?, ov,{,) driv-

ing oxu an,., i. e. light-

ning which conswnes and so purifies,

Lye. 436.',, , Dor. for,
any thing led, a corps or division of an
army, of the Lacedaemonians, Xen.
Lac. 11, 9; 13, 6: but usu. of the

Macedonians, the Guard. Polyb. 5,

65, 2, etc. tv. Diet. Antiqq. s. v.

Agema., . Dor. part. pf. pass.

from, tv.., a, ov. Dor. -,
=, Aesch. Pers. 1026., a participial form=, ISonn. tD. 12, 194., , ,{) manli-

ness, manhood, courage. II. t22, 457t,

always of men, except in II. 12, 46
of a lion : talso with collar, notion ot

pride, haughtiness, in plur., 11. 9. 700.

f, , , son or descend-

ant of Agenor, Psp. Cadmus, A p. Rh.

3, 1186; also Phineus, Id. 2, 178.—
In pi. oi, the Thebans,

Eur. Phoen. 217.,, , daughter or fe-

male descendant of Agenor, Ino, Opp.
C. 4, 237.



,, , // . Dor.,(,) :
—>7/,,,

til. 9, 398, G35 ; 10, 220, Od. 2, 103,

etc.t, also in ties. ; but even in Horn,
freq. with collat. notion of headsirong,

haughty, ^arrogant, e. g., of Achilles,

11. 9, 699t ; ., oft. in

Od. tl, 144, etc. ; of the insolent spirit

of Thersites, 11. 2, 276t ; so of the

Titans, Hes. Th. G41, cf. Aesch.
Theb. 124 :—in Pind. of animals and
things, ay. ',,,
stately, splendid, magnificent. Only
poet./,, 6, Agenor, son of

lasus, king oi Argos, ApoUod. 2, 1,

2.—2. son of Neptune and Libya,

king of Sidon, father of Cadmus, Id.

3, 1, 2 ; Soph. 0. T. 268.-3. son of

Amphion and Niobe, Apollod. 3, 5, 6.

—4. son of Antenor, a Trojan chief,

II. 4, 467 ; etc.—5. father of Cilix, a
Phoenician, Hdt. 7, 91.—Others in

Apollod. ; etc., perf. act. from , to

lead, tDem. 238, 28., ov,= sq., Simon. 29.7}, ov : contr. (as always in

Att. prose) ', uv, of which
Horn, has only the nom. dual
in II. tl2, 323; 17, 444t, and the nom.
sing, and ace. plur. in Od.
to, 218 ; 7, 94t ; the ace. sing, ?]-

occurs . Cer. 242, for which
Hes. Th. 949 has /, as also

Soph. : cf. Spitzn. Lxc. iv ad 11.

(a priv.,) .—freefrom old age, not

waxing old, vndecayi/ig, of the gods,

Hom., and Hes. ; also of the Aegis,

II. 2, 447 ; ., Pind. P. 2,

96 ;—freq. in Att./, ov, , an aromatic
plant, perh. yarrow or milfoil, Achillea

ageratum, Diosc. 4, 59.. ,=, ?.,
Eur. I. A. 567 ; also in Xen. Mem. 4,

3, 13, Plat. Ax. 370 D., ov, 6, a kind of stone

used by shoemakers to polish wom-
en's shoes, Galen./, , contr. for,, or, , () guilty,

accursed, Hippon. 4.—II. but also in

good sense, sacred, holy, pure, Emped.
ap. A. B. p. 337, cf. Nake Choer.
179, sq. : cf. . [],, , epith. of Pluto,=:'., , , Dor.^'Hy;;-, a Lacedaemonian, Thuc.
8, 91.—Others in Polyb. ; etc.

V,, , Dor.=^'Hy7?-, Plut.

fAyz/aiOf, , . Dor. for,
Agesias, a conqueror in the Olympic
games, Pind. O. 6, 19.—Others in

Polyb. ; etc., ov, b,(, 6-) Agesidamus, a conqueror in the
Olympic games, Pind. O. 10, 12.?, ov, ,=^,, Aesch. Fr. 307.^, ov, . Ion. '-, , Uor., a, (v.-) A^esilaus, name of several
kings of Sparta, Hdt. 7, 204 ; 8, 131

;

esp. the celebrated one, who led the
Spartans against Persia, Xen. Ag.
and Hell., , ,(,-) Agesimachiis, a victor in the Ne-
mean games, Pind. N. 6, 37., lihc, , {,) Agesipnlis, a Spartan, son of
Pausanias, Xen. Hell. 4, 2.— 2.

another, son of Cleombrotus, Plut.

;

Paus. 3, 6, 2.

8

VkL^a, a, b, Agesippidas,
a Spartan, Thuc. 5, 56.

V, , b, (,
) Agesisiratus, a Spartan

ephor, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 10.';^, ov,{. Dor. for

7/y-,) '.—leading the chorus 0
dance,, Pind. P. 1,6., , ,{) Agetas,

a leader of the Aetolians, Polyb. 5,

91, 1.,, . Dor. for,
Pind. tP. 1, 134t. [a], , , () admired,
uondrous, famous, Horn., tfreq., and
alwaysf c. ace. rei, ,,, til. 22, 370 ; 24, 376 ; 5,

787 ; only in Od. 14, 177,

where now . : fem., . . 198t; also c.

dat.,, Solon 20, 3. Only
poet, [(ij, , , Agetus, a Spartan,
Hdt. 6, 61./,, , Dor. for,
Eur. t.Med. 426.

t'Ayifidai, , ,=^', Plut.

Lys. 24.

'Ay<(i;^w, {) to hallow, purify,

consecrate, tof persons, LXX. Ex. 19,

22, in pass.; N. T. Joh. 10, 36; of
things, Matth. 23, 17.-2. to cleanse

from pollution, purify, LXX. Levit.

16, 19; N. T. Hebr. 9, 13.

t'Ayi'af, , 6, Agias, an Arcadian
commander in the army of Cyrus the
younger, Xen. An. 2, 6, 30.—Others
in Ath. ; Plut. ; etc.,, , () that

which is hallowed, a holy place, sanc-

tuary, LXX.', ov, b,() consecra-

tion, sanciificalion, N. T. tRom. 6, 19., ov, ,=^,
LXX. tLevit. 12, 4.,, , Agiatis, wife of
king Agis, Plut. Cleoin. 1.,,=^, Bockh
Inscr. 1, p. 470., ov, (a priv.,)
of grapes, etc., without seed or stone,

Theophr. [i]

t'Ayi'Jai, , oi, (patron, from
^) the Agidae, descendants of Agis,
Paus. 3, 2, 1.

'Ayi'^'w, f.- Att. -, () to

hallow, make sacred, Lat. dedicare,-, Pind. . 3,

34, Soph. . C. 1495, esp. by burning
a sacrifice :

—

-, a joke ' for, Ar. Plut. 681. Cf.,., , lengthd. Ion. form of
: mostly used in pres. and impf.,

but fut. in H. Hom. Ap. 57,

etc. :—we have also an inf. pres.-
(Od. 20, 213), impf.

(Od. 17, 291), as if from a pres..
To lead, bring, carry, tc. acc,
., II. ]8, 493t, also of things, ?;!",
14, 784,' ., Hdt. 3, 89, 97:
—mid., to cause to be brought, to have
brought for one,

., Hdt. 7, 33.—It also occurs in
Arr. Ind. 8, 9.', ov, (,)
written by inspiration : tu
(sc. ?), ilhe holy, inspired, writ-

ingsi, i. e. the books of the Old Tes-
tament, texcept the Pentateuch and
Prophetst, Eccl., , (,)
befitting the holy, holy. Adv. -,
Eccl.", a, ov, devoted to the gods,

Lat. sacer (cf. ), and so,— I. in

good sense, sacred, holy.— 1. of things,

, Xen. Hell. 3,2, 19: c.

gen., sacred to a god, .',, Hdt. 2, 41, 44, etc.—2. of

persons, holy, pious, pure, Ar. Av.
522 : To, a sanctuary, \, holy of holies, N. T. Hebr. 9,

3t.— II. in bad sense, accursed, execra-

ble, Lat. sacer, Cratin. Incert. 35.

—

The word is rare in Att., and never
found in Trag., who use (q. v.),

instead, cf. Pors. Med. 752: for

in Aesch. Supp. 858, should prob. be
read (q. v.). Adv. -. Hence
'}',, , sanctity, holiriess,

. . tHebr. 12, 10., , f. -,() to viake
holy, hallow.

t'Ayif, , . Ion. 'Hytf, Agis,
name of several kings of Sparta, Hdt.
7, 204 ; Thuc. 3, 89 ; etc./, , ,() pref. read-

ing in Diod. 4, 39 for—., , , usu. in plur., Ao/y

rites, temple-worship or service, Isocr.

227 A, Plat. Ax. 371 D.—II. holiness,

Strab. p. 417 : from. f. -, to perform sa-

cred rites. Plat. Legg. 759 D.—2. to

be holy or pious, live piously, chastely,., Eur. Bacch. 74.—Pass.,

to be held holy, Strab.—II. act., to

purify, Orac. ap. Paus. 10, 6, 7.', ,,^^, . .
t2 Cor. 7, 1.-, poet. (esp. Ep.) abbrev. for-, in compds. of; with words
beginning with , as, for., f. -, ()
dep. mid., to take or lift up in the arms,, ]1. 17, 722.", adv., from between the

bended arms,' Aesch. Ag. 3, Dun-
bar's Lex. s. v., the termin.- re-

taining its proper signf. from, as in

Eum. 80, ,
having taken the image in the arms,

so that it depended therefrom. Others
explain . in Ag. 3 ast for,
on the arm, i. e. resting on it, Lat.

cubilo presso.—II. said to be put for, in Aesch. Eum. 360 : but

here the metre requires :

and in all other cases • stands

for-, not for-., ov, 6, Ancaeus, son
Lycurgus and Astynome, II. 2, 609.

—2. an Aetolian from Pleuron, 11.23,

635.—3. son of Neptune, one of the

Argonauts, Call. Del. 50., poet, for-, Aesch.', , , the bent arm, usu.

in plur. :, tv or' ,?.. etc.,

Aesch. t Ag. 723, Supp. 481 1, Eur.tAlc.

351, loot, etc.,^.
Id. Or. 464t.—11. metaph., any thing

closely enfolding, e. g. ,
Aesch. Pr. 1019, -;, Id.

Cho.587;cf. Ar. Ran.716. Alsocf ay-. (A lengthd. form of uyK7/.q.v.),, carry an arm-

ful or bundle ; from'?., , (,) carrying an armful or bundle : of

beasts of burden,? be-

ing used of men., and-,,^= : from, ov,{)=', q. ., f.- Alt. •, dep. \.,=, Simon.
Amorg. 77, Mel. 23.

'/., , , in plur.= ayA;u-, arms, tonlv in dat.-, II. 18, 555; 22, 503.—II. an



armful, bundle, Xicoslr. Syr. 1, and
Plut. tRom. 8.)•,, , (?-
uaij that which is embraced or carried

in. the arms, Luc. Ainor. 14.—II. ?
embrace, Lyc. 308.

/.or, ov, 6, an armful, bundle,

H. Hoin. Merc. 82.

^,, adv., into or in the arms,., /.,,,
Od. 7, 252, 11. 14, 353, etc. (Prob.

for, from.)), poet, for.
Find.', ijc, ^,=a>/ia?.7y, like-, '/, Coray Heliod. 2, 113,

372 ; cf (i) «Of.,, poet, for., Soph.

tFr. 68., ov, TO, dim. from,
a S7iiall valley, prob. 1. Arist. H. A. 8,

16, 2, for -,., , ,{)
angling, Plat. Legg. 823 D.}., , , belonging to

or fit for angling : rb -, angling,

like. Plat. Soph. 220 D

:

from, f. -, tand dep.

mid. -, (,) to angle

for, entice, Philo., ov, , dim. from, Theocr. 21, 57.. ov, {,) bound on a hook, Anth. tP. 6, 27., ,(,-) hook-shaped, barbed, Diod. 5, 34.}, ov, . (akin to,,) a fish-hook, Od. 4,

369, Hdt. t2, 70t, etc. : the hook of a

spindle. Plat. Rep. 616 C.
^~?., ov, ,(,

rizuAed)) a seller oj fish-hooks., ov, (,) biting the hook, Arist. H. A.

9, 37, 13., , f.-,()
to furnish with barb.", Plut. Crass. 25.

—11. to hook, catch,, Lyc. 67.'.6], , {!-)=-, Polyb. 34, 3, 5., , , verb. adj.

from'^, barbed, Polyb. 6, 23,

10.', and?, , poet,

for '•.', , , () poet, for

)/, the bent arm, used only in

plur., II. 14, 213, Od. 11, 261, etc.—
II. metaph., any thing closely enfolding,^,., tlZ-,, Anth. tP. 9. 398t, and
0pp. tH. 3, 34t ; cf., poet, for -, Pind.

tP. 4, 15.^, for-,=, to

hasten. Ar. Lys. 1311.,,, strictly bend or

hollow, esp. of the arm, tv. Herm. ad

H. tfom. Merc. 159t: hence a moun-
tain glen, winding dell, valley, Horn.,

talways in ace. pi.^, as II. 20,

490, Hdt., etc. (Akin to, -
X(j,Germ.en.g. Hence come?..

;, : -, Lat. uncus, uncinus : :

angulus.), poet, for -,, Od. 1, 410., poet, lor,
Aesch. tEum. 364., poet, for-, Theocr. t4, 31.,, ,() that which
binds tight, Lat. fibula : a means of
closing wounds, Galen. Hence^), or -, to bind with an. Id. ; and

, ov, , a binding with

an a-j. Id.',\, dep. mid., to

hurl by means of the, q. v. II.;

hence in genl., to hurl, only Ath. 534

E, :
from., , , {) tstrictly,

any thing bent, hence the bent or hollow

hand, the right hand bent ior the

purpose of throwing the wine in the

game of the cottabus, v. Bergk ad

Anacr. Fr. 52, and A. B. pp. 327, 19

;

337, 30t ; '/., to throw
from Uhe bent or hollow handf, Lat.

cotlabum projicere, Bacchvl. Fr. 23
(whence, seemingly, came the signf

of a cup, given by Ath. 667 C, etc.).

—2. a knee bent by disease, Medic.—II.

t^Lat. ansa, the handle, any bent ob-

ject for the hand to rest on, esp., a

bent poise or rest fitted to the middle
of a javelin, by which it was hurled,

differing from the Lat. amentum,
which was a thong, though others

so render it, v. Diet. Antiqq. s. v.

ansa : cf Xen. An. 4, 2, 2^\ :—also

the javelin itself, Eur. Or. 1476.—III.

a loop or noose in a cord, Herm. Eur.
L T. 1377 (1408):—talso a loop or

ring for the hand, at the end of the

leash of a hound,^, Xen. Cyn. 6, 1.—2.

any thong or siring ; as a bowstring.

Soph. O. T. 203 t(but. here also

has more prob. its usual signf. and
means the bending iou; itself )t:-
/., a sandal-thong, Alex. Ach.
2.,, , , verb. adj. from, thrown from the bent

tor hollow handi, of the cottabus,

Aesch. Fr. 165 ; cf. I.—II. as

subst., TO, a javelin. Id.

Fr. 14.

"}., , having a loopfor
a handle, Hipp.\', (/^ ) to throw
from the,, Anacr.
ap. Ath. 427 D, but v. Bergk Anacr.
Fr. 52.?., ov, , dim. from-
7.rj.—II. )/., the Roman an-

cilia, Plut. Num. 13./,, , a hook, barb, 0pp.
C. 1, 155.., , 6, Ancylion.

masc. pr. n., Ar. Vesp. 1397.—2, title

of a play of Eubulus, Meineke 1, p.

359.
', ov,, (/.,?.) a cohesion of the eyelids,

eaic.?, ov, ()/.,-) crafty. tTzetz. Hom. 144.
'/.,,{},)

crook-necked, 0pp. H. 4, 630.,, , //, (^^,,) crook-toothed, iwith curved blade,\, Q. Sm. 6, 218 ; barbed,\•, Anth. P. 6, 176., , , poet, for., Nonn. tD. 6, 21.

V7., ov, {7., -) curving, curling, ,.
D. 35, 217.77., ov, {^, -
2) crooked-limbed, Archestr. ap. Ath.
320 A., ov Ep., 6,,(-
7.,) crooked of counsel, wily,

regular epith. of in Horn. til.

2, 205. 319; etc.. Od. 21. 4l5t, and
Hes. tTh. 19, 137: of Prometheus,
Id. Op. 48.^/, , , ^,= foreg.,

Nonn., , , -, , gen.

•, {'/.,) with bent legs,., the Rom. sella curulis,

Plut. xMar. 5.

'A>/ci?iOf, , ov, {) crooked,

curved, rounded, e. g., II. 5, 209,

Od. 21, 264., II. 6, 39: al.«o of

the eagle.7, his htaked

head. Find. P. 1, 15.— II. metaph.,

—

1

.

of style, crooked, intricate, Luc. Bis

Ace. 21 : but in good sense, ^rse,

periodic, like/, Dion. H.

—

2. of character, wily, crafty, Lyc. 344.

tAdv. -Zwf,., Dion. .
deThuc. jud. 31, If. []7., ov,(,)
with crooked bow, II. 2, 848 ; 10, 428,

Pind. P. 1, 151.7.7., ov, , {,
7,) uith hooked beak,, Od.
19, 538, II. 16,428, etc.7.7., ov, 6, {.,
7.) with crooked claws, Batr. 285./, , f. -,{) to

crook, hook, , Ath. 607 :7., with crooked

claws, Ar.. 1180 :—absol., in pass.,

to be stiffened in the joints.'/.,, , y, {7.,) with crooked claws.'7., , , {/.) as
medic, term, stiffening of the joints,

Paul. Aeg. ; or, of the eyelids, Galen.

[*], , , verb. adj. from/., of javelins, furnished with

an 7. (signf II.), .-, Eur. Bacch. 1197., , , Lat. ancora, an
anchor, first in Theogn. t459t, and
Find., for in Hom. we hear only of

: 7.7.,,,, to cast anchor,

Pind. I. 6, 18, Hdt. 7, 36, Aesch. Cho.
602, Xen.; . alptoOai, to weigh,

anchor, Plut. Pomp. 80 :
~'/. or, to ride at an-

chor, Dem. 1213, 24; and metaph.,

e77i, tiet them ride at two anchors,
i. e., have two alternatives to choose
bctweent, Dem. 1295, fin. ; cf. Soph.
Fr. 612 ;^ '. Eur.
Hec. 80 :

—

-, the main an-

chor of a ship which was used in

emergencies, Luc. Fug. ISf. — 11.

generally, any hook, Theophr.— III. in

Epich. p. 110, = ci'cJoiov. t;Root
-, cf -, etc. Lat. unc-us,

from the bend of the fluke.)

t"A}', , , Ancyra, a city of
Greater Phrygia, Strab.—2. the chief

city of Galatia, rendered famous in

modern tunes by the monumentum
Ancyranum found there. It is now
Angouri, Id.—3. a city of Ulyricum,
Polyb. 28. 8, 11.

07.10V, oV, ,^=-
,3o/.iOf , tDemocr. (ap. Plut. 2, 495 E)
Fr. Phys. 10 ; v. Lob. ad Phryn. p.

644.. .- Att. -,[^
to hook, catch as with a fish-hook, Ar.

Eq. 262 ; where, however, others ex-

plain it of a trick in wrestling, where

one wrestler hooked the other behind the

knee with his leg, cf II. 23, 730, Eu-
pol. Tax. 6., ov, , dim. from-, Luc. tCatapl. 1, Dial. Mort. 10,

10, Plut. 2, 564 Dt.— II. ,
(sc.) anchor-cables, Diod. 14,

73. []
^7., , f.-,(,

/.) to cast anchor : in genl. to set,

hook fast in. fasten securely, Hipp.. ov, , an anchor-

age, Democr. ap. Plut. 2, 317 A : fcf.7.
9



, , (,)
like an anchor, Galen. Adv. -.', , i/, a kind of probe,

Hipp. ap. Galen.', . ij,(,)
a holding by the anchor, iv-, when sale at anchor, Aesch.
Suppl. 766., , , verb. adj. as if

from, anchored, Philo.,, , Ancyor, son of

Lycaon, Apollod.', \', , the bend or hollow

of the arm, the bent arm, like,
til. 5, 582, etc.t ;', Pind. . 5, 76 ;. Soph. Ant. 1237.

—

2. the elbow, Horn.,^ ' -, supporting himself upon his

elbow, 11. 10, 80; cf. Luc. Lex. 6, '\ ; ,
to nudge, Od. 14, 485.-3. later, the

bend in animals' legs, Xen. Cyn. 4,

1 :—hence,—11. any bend, as the jut-

ting angle of a wall, ,
11. 16, 702, cf. Hdt. 1, 180; the bend

of a river, Hdt. 2, 99 ; ithe ivindings

of the shore or mountain. Soph. Aj.

805 ; a pnornontory jutting rock, Ap.

Rh. 2, 500, cf. "Orph. Arg. 756 and
Plut. Them. 32t : a bay or creek of the

sea? , the bends at

the ends of the horns of the cithara,

Ath. t637"Bt.— 111. the proverb -
is used to soften down

something unpleasant, Plat. Phaedr.
257 D, Ath. 516 A ; but its origin is

unknown, v. Interpp. ad 1. c. : in Plat.

(Com.) Pha. 4, however, it seems to)^^.?, a thing to be ern-

braced, darling. (From same root as, q. V.) Hence,, , Ancona, a city of

Eastern Italy, deriving its name from
the bend of the coast where it was
built, Strab. p. 211., ov, ro,= sq. Math.
Vett., , , dim.; from-, LXX., , , a bending., , ( ) curve-

shaped, curved., ov,{,)
bright-haired, . Horn. 18, 5.', taf. Ion. -, ^,, (akin

to and ^/) :

—

splendour,

state, beauty, brightness, adornment,

Horn., who has it of anything splen-

did or showy, as opp. to what is use-

ful, Od. 15, 78: hence in bad sense,

pomp, show, vanity, Od. 17, 310, and
inplur., «a/iiVies, dd. 17,244 : in Pind.

festive joy, triumph, glory, O. 13, 18,

etc. ; and in plur., festivities, merri-

ment, Hes. Sc. 272, 285.—The word
is poet., but occurs in Xen. Eq. 5, 8,

and in late prose, as Luc., , , Agla'ia. mother of

Nireus, II. 2, 672. — 2. one of the
Graces, Hes. Th. 009.—3. daughter
of Thcspius, Apollod.

: f.' Att. ;() :—to make splendid, adorn, Tivi,

Ael. tN. A. 8, 28: to honour,

TiVL, Piut. 2, 965 Ct : also to produce
or give as an ornament, ^'/.^, Theocr. . 1,

4 : tcf. Ath. 622 Ct.—But earlier only

in pass., to be adorned with a thing, be

proud of it, deliglit in it. hence inf.

fut.,. 11. 10, 331 (the

only example in Horn ) : usu. c. dat.,

as Simon. Amorg. 70; but also,-
iv, Pind. . 1,

22; ?, Lye. 1133., . dat. for -\,
11. 6, 510.

10

?,, , Agla'is, fern. pr.

., Ath. 415 .^,, ,() an
ornament, honor, Aesch. Ag. 1312: of

an oflering. Id. Cho. 193 ; cf. Eur.
El. 325. [,i]_-^, , , () mt

adorning, an ornament, Plat. Ax. 369 ., . , verb. adj. from, adorned, Eccl., a, b, Agla'itadas, a

distinguished Persian, Xen. Cyr. 2,

2,11., , , Aglaion, an
Athenian, Plat. Rep. 439 E.'?, , gen.,(-
,) with splendid bunches,

Nonn., ov, (,)
beauliful-iimbed, ijjSa, Pind. N. 7, 6., ov, (?, -) uith beautiful trees, Pind. 0. 9, 32.

', ov,(,')
with or bestowing splendid gifts,-. . Hom. Cer. 54, 192, 492.), , (,*)
ennobled by works, Eccl., ov, (, -) with splendid throne, bright-throned,, Pind. O. 13, 136; cf. sq.^, ov, (7.,)
with beautiful seat, v. 1. for foreg. in

Pind. N. 10, 1.7, ov, (, -) bearing beautiful or goodly fruit,

of fruit trees, Od. 7, 115; 11, 589.—
This signf. may be retained also in

H. Honi. Cer. 4, 23, where it is an
epith. of Ceres and the Nymphs, as

givers of the fruits of the earth : so in

Pind. N. 3, 97, of Thetis, as blessing

the fruit of women's womb, v. Bockh ad

1. (56),—though in Ed. I. he wrote

().—The sense of

with beauteous wrists or hands is quite

spurious.', ov, (,)
reclining on the couch of honour., ov, (, -
por) rich in fair youths,,
Find. O. 13, 5.',, , (,) Aglaocreon, a native of Tene-
dos, Aeschin., ov,(,)
giving sjilendour to the feast, <pijV7),

Pind. O. 3, 10.. , , , (,) of rare wisdom, Tryph. 183.'?, ov,(,)
of beauteous form, v. 1. H. Hom. Cer.

23, and freq. in late Ep. ; tOrph. H.
14, 5, Anth. P. 7, 343, etc.,, , ,^-, Opp. . 2, 41.', , (, -) beautifully veiled, Q. Sm. 11,

240.
'^, , gen.,(,) with beautiful arms, Nonn. tD.

32, 80., ov, splendidly faith-

ful, dub. in Hesych., , to make famous,
Herma(). ap. Ammian.')), ov, with stately tow-

ers, Tzetz. tHom. 418.', , , also , in

Theogn.979, Eur. Andr. 135 :

—

splen-

did, stately, beautiful, brilliant, bright,

oft. as epiih. of beautiful objects, as.,, etc., til. 2, 506. Od. 6,

291. II. 19, 385t;, Hes. tOp.
335t ; //3;/, Theogn. I. c, Simon. t44.

It, etc.
; U-lear, sparkling,, . 2,

307t ; of men, famous, vobir, tH. 2,

736, 826, etc., Pind. O. 14, 9, I. 6,

90t; also c. &Ai., famous for a thing,

^, II. 11,385; so too of

things,,, etc., til. 1, 213,

etc., Od. 10. 223t ; and very freq. in

Pind. Adv. -. At. Lys. 640.— it is

an old Ep. and Lyr. word, being only
found twice or thrice in Att. poets,

tonce only in Soph,, O. T. 152, and
once only in Eur., And. 135. (Root
--, akin to -,-, --),-, Germ, ^/-aiiz, Eng. gl-e&m,
etc.), ov, , Aglaus, masc. pr.

n., Anth. P. 7, 78; etc., ov.(,)
splendidly built. Or. Sib. 14, 125., ov, (?., )
splendidly honoured, Orph. tH. 12, 8., ov, 6, (•),) he ofthe bright trident, a name
of Neptune, Pind. O. I. 64, in ace., cf. Bockh Praef. p.

39., , (,-) of bright appearance, Eccl., , (7,)
in a splendid robe. Or. Sib.

'7.. , (, -) splendidly shining, Maxim., , , Aglaopheme
one ot the Sirens ; fem. from, ov, (,)
of splendid Jam e, Orph. -jH. 31, 4.', ov, (, -
7«6)) walking in splendotir, Maxim.

'7., ov, {,) proud of one's burden, Nonn. .
7, 2.53.|)•,, , Aglnophon,
the name of two distinguished paint-

ers, Simon. 78, 1, Plut. Ion 532 E,
Gorg. 478 B., ov,(,)
with a splendid voice, Procl. H. Mus.
2 : t?;. as pr.\.,—, Schol.

Ap. Rh. 4, 892., , , a plant, the

same as, Ael. tN. A. 14,". ,=7. Nic. Th.
441.—11. 7/, Aglaurus, a

daughter of Cecrops, worshipped on
the Acropolis at Athens, Hdt. 8, 53., adv., in unpolished

manner, inelegantly, Ath. 431 D., , , pecul. poet.

fem. of sq., Emped. 185.7.,, 6, ,(., uip)

bright-eyed ; in genl. flashing,,
Soph. 0. T. 214., , (a priv.,)
not sweet, sour,, Luc. Lex. 6t,

harsh, unpleasant, Xen. ap. Suid.,

whence Zeune has received it for\ in Oec. 8, 3 ; superl. in

8, 4: and conip. in Hier. 1, 21 1,

for /, cf. Lob. Phryn. 536:

metaph. of' the style of Tlincyd.,

harsh, crabbed, Hennog.— In > ic. Al.

171,7.7. should prob.

be read for7. -., ov, (a priv.,)
without, 1. e. blind, Nonn.. 7., not so well-

(Dind. Ar. Ach. 763) :—only used

in plur., <i head of garlic, which is

made up of several cloves, Ar. 1. c,

Vesp. 680 : cf. 7..', ov, not sticky, Hipp.. ,-=, q. v.., ov, (a priv., 7.) un-

hewn.7., ,, Dor.('-• (}(•,) Aglomachus, a
Cyrenean, Hdt. 4. 164.

', , , Att.-, dumb-
ness, Eur. Alex. 13: from, ov. Att. -, ov, (a

priv., .) :
—without tongue, of



the crocodile, Anst. Part. An. 4, 1],

2.—11. tongueless, not glib of tongue,

Lat. elviguis, Find. N. 8, 41.—2.

speaking a strange tongue,=,
Soph. Tr. 1060.',, , {) a frag-

ment, Plut. Philop. 6.', ov, ,() a breakage,

fracture of a bune, Hipp.—II. in plur.,

broken cliffs, crags, Elinsl. Bacch.
1094: tcf. Nic. Al. 391.}, ov. (a priv.,)
unbending, iiifltxibk, Aesch. Pr. 163.

'^,-, ov, [a \>\'.,)
of clolh, not fulled or carded: hence,

new, Plut. t2, C91 Dt.— II. also, nut

cleansed, unleashed. Id. t2, 169 C, ov, {a priv., ~)=
foreg., rs. . tMatth. 9, 10.

'Ayviia, , , (ayvtvu) purity,

chastity. Soph. 0. T. 864, Antipho

116, 11 : esp., strict observance of reli-

gious duties, Plat. Legg. 909 E, etc.

—

11. in plur., purifications, Isocr. 225 D,

Pseudo-Phocyl. 215: a purifying,

cleansing, DioSC.",,,() chaste

conduct, chastity, Eur. El. 256.,,, a place ofpuri-

fication or expiation, Eccl.
', , >, preserving chas-

tity, opp. to, Arist.

H. A. 1, 1, 30.— II. act., purificatory,

Philo : TO ay v., a sin-offering, Joseph.

:

from
>'', f. -, tpf- ,,

Dem. {.}')\, to consider as part of
parity, make it a point of conscience, C.

inf. -, Hdt. 1, 140: hence usu. absol.,

to be pure, Aescli. Supp. 226, Eur.,

etc. : c. gen.,//, to keep one''s selfpure

from, Dem. 618, 10.—II. &.,=,
to purify, Lat. Ziisirare, Antipho 1 19, 1 1., '. , place of purity,

Clearch. ap. Ath. 515 F.

t'A} !-'iu(V/f, ov, 0, (patronym.) son

of Agnias, appell. of Tiphys the Ar-
gonaut, Ap. Kh. 1, 105.

V, ov, • Hagnias, masc. pr.

n., Dem. 1050, sqq. ; others in Dem.,
Isae., etc.

)).^ ; f. -) Att.- .• {) :—to make pure, to purify, cleanse. Soph.
Aj. 055 : tchielly by water,

* * * , Plut.

2, 263 Et.—II. to consecrate, offer, burn

as a sacrifice, iMusgr. Soph. Ant. 196 :

simply, to burn and so destroy, Soph.
Fr. 119., a. ov, made of or
withy, Plut. t2, 693 F.", , , () a

means of purification, an atonement,, Aesch. Eum. 325., ov, o,() a purify-

ing, expiation, uyv., Dion.

li. t3, 22.}, ov, , a place or

means ofpurifying:=^{>.
Math. Vett./, ov, 6, a purifier, like

7/., , , ( ) =
II.'-, , ,() purifier,, Paus. 3, 14, 7 ; llie

Schol. seems to have read

for in II. 24, 482, cf. Miiller

Eumen. 'ii 51. [;]\, , ,(,)
Hag-nodorus. brother-in-law of Critias,

Lys. 135, 1.', . poet. esp. Ep.:
f. -/, but also -/ in Isocr.,

and Dem.; aor. i/y, Ep.-
ijoa ; and in Od. 23, 95 we have 3

sing,, tpf.. Plat.

Soph. 221 Dt :—(as if from*
^^).

JSot to perceive or know, Lat. igno-

rare : in Horn. usu. c. negat., ova

., to perceive or know v.ell. and al-

ways in Ep. aor. 7^.—
Construct., usu. c. ace, to be ignorant

of a. thing, Hdt. 4, 156, Soph. Tr. T8,

Plat., etc. ; also , Plat.

Phaedr. 277 D ; ayv., not to rec-

ognise him, Thnc. 2, 49 ; also c. gen.

pers., like. Plat. Gorg. 517

B: sometimes c. part., as Dein. 13,

17:—absol., tomistake, be wrong, Isocr.

167 C; hence freq. in part, ayvouv,
by mistake, ayv., Xen. An.
7, 3, 38 : ito err, sin through ignorance

,

N. T. Hebr. 5, 2t.— Pass
..., or C. part., I am not known to be

doing a thing, Plat, tl.egg. 797 A, etct
Hence,, , a fault of igno-

rance, oversight, Theophr.\\, verb. adj. from,
but only with negat. ., one

must not fail to remark, Dlosc.
', , .() erro-

neous, mistaken, .,
Arist. Eth. . 7, 13, 3.., ,(,)
Hagnothemis, masc. pr. ., Plut. Alex.

77., ov, , (, )
Hagnotheus, masc. pr. ., Dion. ., , , want of perception,

ignorance, freq. in Att. from Aesch.,

tAg. 1596, Supp. 499t, downwds.

;

'\, ', ',
etc., as adv.,, etct-—H.=, Dem. 1472, 5. [Poet,

sometimes '. Soph. Tr. 350.

Phil. 129 ; and this is old Att., ace. to

Piers. Moer. 191, Lob. Phryn. 494.

Cf. .], poet., esp. Ep., form for

(q. v.), Horn., Od. 24, 218, is usu.

written and taken as 3 sing. opt. aor.

2 act. of : but Thiersch well

alters it thus, al ' -....
ayvoiyai,—so that it is subj. pres., .=., adv. part. pres. act.

from, ignorantly, Arist. Top.
t2, 9, 4. ^

^, , () making
pure, Eccl.7?-, ov, (,)
being pure, Orph. H. 18, 12.— II. act.,

making pure. Id. Arg. 38., ov, (yv,) pure-

flowing,, Aesch. Pr. 435., . ,(,) —strict-

ly, impressed with or religious

awe, esp. of places, etc., sacred to the

gods, holi/, sacred,, Od. ; ?.,, Pind., etc
;, a spot unholy to tread on.

Soph. O. C. 37 : of the gods, undefiled,

unsullied, chaste, as epith. of Diana
and Proserpina, Od. : hence also,

ayvov,, Pind. I. C, 109, P.

1, 41 ; ', Aesch. Pr. 281 ;,
Eur., etc. : post-Hom. of men and
their acts, pure, upright, impartial,, Pind. O. 3, 37, and Trag. ;

and frfq. in Att. prose.— II. later c.

gen., pure from a thing, -, Eur. ;. Plat. Legg. 759 C
;.,, Valck. Phoen.

953 ; also, ', Dem.
1371, 23. Adv. -, . Horn. .
121, and Hes. Op. 339.—Cf.
sub fin., ov. Att. (Heind. Plat.

Phaedr. 230 A) .—='/.. a tall tree

like the willow, thebranches of which

were strewed by matrons on their

beds at the Thesmopboria, vitex ag-

7ms-castus, Chionid. Her. 2, ubi v.

Meintke. (It was associated wilh
the notion of chastity, from the like-

ness of its name to, , .)—
II. , fish, Alh. 356 .—111.

bud, Suid., ov,(,)
winding sacredly, Maneth./, , (, /.)
worshipped in holy rites, Orph. Arg.

547.,, ,() purity,

chastity, . . t2 Cor. 6, 6.

t'A) , gen. , , a

promontory of Aegypt, Strab.

t'A) voi'f,. , Agyius, an At-

tic deme of the tribe Acamantis;
hence adj., Dem. ; adv., in Agnus,,
from Agnus,, to Agnus., ov, ,(,)
Hag7iophilus, an Athenian, Dem.
yvv, , , stones hung to

the thieads of the warp to keep iheiu

straight, Plut. +2, 156 Bf; cf. Poll.

7, 36, and v. sub ',., 3 dual ayvvTov, II. 12,

148 : fut. : aor. 1, Ep.,
Horn. part,, but also in

Lys. : aor. pass, [v. sub fin.] :

perf.. Ion.. To break, s7iap,

crush, shiver ; and pass. c. pf. act., to be broken, to snap or go in

pieces, both in Horn.,^ v'krjv,

II. 12, 148 ; uy , 16, 801t ; esp.

of ships and swords :^ 2/,
the sound spread around, Hes. So.

279 ; so,? -, of the notes of song, Pind. Fr.

238. In II. 4, 214, usu. taken in the

sense of to bend, '',
byKOi, the barbs

bent back ; but if be joined

with ., the usu. signf. may be
kept, and so the Schol. e.xplains it :

—

so in Hdt. 1, 185, ,
is merely a river with a broken, i. e.

winding course.— is an old

Ep. word, and orig. had the digamma,
which still remains in, v.

sub : it rarely appears in

prose, except in thecompd.-
, of which the aor. oft. retains its

augm. through all moods, as-, tLys. 100, 5, more usu. 2 aor., as),, etc., tHipp.

freq., cf.. . Rh. 4, 1086t.

[ by nature, as appears from the
perf.. Ion. : but « in aor.

pass, in Horn, and later Ep.

:

even Hom however \\^9•, II. 11,

559, tin arsist, and so usu. in Att., v.. Cf. Buttm. Catal. s. v.

tand Heyne, ad II. 3, 367, who prefers

the form) or fay with a.]yv, , (,) like a
willow, Theophr.vovv,= sq., Plut. de Frat.

Am. Il=t2, 484 A.. , f. -, iohe-, to act without judgment or right

feeling, act ignorantly or unfairly, Xen.
Hell. 1, 7, 33 : ayv. or ,
to act unfeelinsly or unfairly towards

one, Dem. 219, fin. ; also,

or . Pint. Cam. 28, Ale. 19., , , watit of sense,

judgment , or rightfeeling : se7isetessness,

ig7iora7ue, Theogn. 892, tPlat. The-
aet.199 D.Oratt.t: hence.—2.t</io7(^A/-

less disregard of consequences, pro-

ducing obstinate adherence to 07ie's pur-

pose, Hdt. 6, 10, etc. ; and sot sense-

les.'i pride, headstrong arrogance, Id. 2,

172; 4, 93, etc.—3. unfairness, ingrat-

itude, Soph. Tr. 1266: . -,
11



Lat. iniquitas fortunae, Dem-. 179, 25.

—4. in plur., misunderstandings, Xen.
An. , 5, 6 : IVom

'ky , ov,, (a priv., yvu-) ^without reason, irratiunal, !;,,, Aeschin. 88, 37t,

wanting sense, judgment, or right feel-

ing, Unconsiderate, Sopli. Tr. 473t : ill-

judging, senseless. Piwd. O. 8,79,

, riat. Lcgg. 700 Dt, etc. :—Hence
in various relations, — 1. headstrong,

reckless, arrogant, Hdt. 9, 41.—2. un-

feeling, iunkind, . Soph. O. C.

86t ; ungrateful, Xen. Mem. 2, 10,

3 ; unjust,, lb. 2, 8, 5 ; ^ .,
i. e. fortune, Jsocr. Epist. 10, 3.

—3. pass., ill-jxidged of, unforeseen,

Parthen.— Adv. -'", senselessly, in-

considerately, etc., Xen. Hell. 6, 3, 11,

fDeni. 25, 18., ov,. (a priv.,-
HI) of horses, without the teeth

that tell the age, Poll.' or,, 6, Hng-
non, son of Nicias, founder of Amphi-
polis, Thuc. 1, 117, etc.— Others in

Plut., Ath., etc. Hence, a, ov, of or belonging

to Hagnon, Thuc. 5, 11., ov, , Agnonides, the

accuser of Phocion, Plut. Phoc. 29.', ov, {a priv.,)
unknown, unacquainted, Theophr.,, , >/, (a priv., -,)-— I. pass, ^mknown,

iisu. of persons, ,
Od. 5, 79 ; and freq. in Att. ; but,, clam patrc, Eur. Ion 14 :

also of things, dark, obscure, <,, Aesch., and Soph. ; .7, ifrom which no certain mean-
ing can be gathered, vague,-] Soph. O.

T. 681.—2. not known, obscure, ignoble,

Eur. I. A. 19 ; viuuv, a

victory not unknown to fame, Pind. I.

2, 19. — II. act., notknowing, ignorant.

Soph., etc. : oft. c. gen.,., Pind. P. 9, 103 ;, Thuc. 3, 53. Hence, , , not knowing, ig-

norance,, of a thing, Eur. Med.
1201 ; ., from
not knowing one another, Thuc. 8, 06.

— II. a being unknown, obscurity. Plat.

Menex. 238 D., v. sq.,=, a pres. only
used in late poets, as Musae. 249,

Coluth. 8, etc., and prob. formed
backward from the Hom.-

(Od. 23, 95), on the analogy
of //, etc., cf. Lob. Phryn. 607
sq. : however Buttm. Ausf. Gr. i) 95
fin. writes this form (cf.7), Ep. for^)/ii07?CTe,3sing.

aor. 1 from., ov, {a priv.,)
also} (q. v.), unknown, Horn.,

etc. ; . , Od. 2, 175 (where
some explain it unexpected) : unheard

of, forgotten, like, Miinnerm.
5, 7 ; V. sub. — 2. 7wt to he

known, Od. 13, 191,397: .-, an unknown tongue, Thuc. 3, 94.

—II. act. not knowing, ignorant of, c.

gen.,, Pind. O. 6, 113. Adv.
•.', ov, another form of

foreg., used by Soph. O. T. 58, Ar.

Ran. 926, in signf. I., ,{) a throttling., , , ( priv., -
) not murmuring, patience,

Eccl.. ov, ( priv.,)
not murmuring, Eccl., ov, (a priv,,)
not to be snared by tnagic, not tu be be-

12

gulled, Synes.—II. act. without guile :

hence adv.. Cic. Att. 12, 3.', Ion. for from.\\}. ov, ( priv., yo//0tOf

)

without or grinders :, i. e. extreme old age, Diocles
Incert. 1.', ov, (a priv.,)
not fiuittd, unfaste7ied., ov, {a priv.,) with-

out a knee, Arist. Inc. An. : of plants,

without knots or joints, Theophr., , f. -, to be oi

unfruitjul, Thpophr. ; and', . , unfrailfulness, Plut.

Rom. 24 : from", ov, (a priv., yov?;) : — I.

pass, unborn, 11. 3, 40, ^.. Phoen.
1598.t—II. act. not producing, unfruit-

ful, barren, of animals both male and
female, Arist., and of plants, The-
ophr. : also c. gen., not productive of,

and so being without,. Plat.

Theaet. 150 C,, Menex. 237
D: , like ,
travail iwithout a birth, f when the

mother dies before the child is born.

Soph. O. T. 27 : ., a day
unlucky for begetting children, Hipp.

;., opp. to. Plut.

t2, 318 Bf. — 2. left childless, . -, Eur. . F. 887., ov. {a priv.,) unmourn-
ed, Aesch. Theb. 1063.,, : Ep. and Ion.,
freq. in Hom. and Hdt. ( ) :

—
any assembly of many persons, esp. an
assembly of the people, opp. to the
council {), fU. 2, 53-93t, Od.
3, 127:— at first not only for public

debating, elections and trials, but also

for buying and selling, etc., and in

genl. as a place of public resort. In

the old Athen. constitution, the as-

sembly by and, opp. to

the promiscuous? :, (in Att. ,-), to hold an assembly, opp. to. ., to dissolve it, Hom. fOd.
2, 09, cf. II. 1, 305 ; 2. 808+. Phrases :(), il. +1 ,

54; , II 2, 51+;,,.,,, Honi.,etc.—This signf is

more freq. in Ep. than Att. — jl. the

place of assembli/ or market-plnce, Lat.

forum, Hom. +as II. 1 1 , 807, Od. 0, 200 ;

. . . , Aesch.
Theb. 272 ; ptay, Soph. Tr. 372 ;

. . ,
Xen. Hier. 11, 2; .., Xen. An. 1, 3,

14 ; , the market peo-

ple. Id. 1, 2. 18 ; cf Ar. Eq. 181, 293+ :.?, to go into theforum,
i. e. be a citizen, Lycurg. 148, 23

;

Ty ., to trade in the

market, l)em. 1308,9:

, to make it for the mar-
ket. Id. 47, 14 ;

— also in plur., Od. 8,

16. — III. all that is tratisacted there, a
speech, speaking, gift of speaking, II. 2,

370; also in plur., Od. 4, 818. — IV.

things sold in the, esp. provis-

ions, Lat. annona, from Thuc. down-
wards ; \. olvov, ?, Arist. Oec. 2, 8+ :, +Xen. Ag. 1, 14;
Hell. 3, 4, 11; cf. ?/ .-, Thuc. 7, 40+,},,', Lat. cOmmeatum
afferre. to hold a market for any one,

bring him provisions for sale, +Thuc.
6, 50, Xen. An. 2, 3, 13 ; Cyr. 2. 4,

19; Id. 6, 2, 3+ ; uyopg.,

Thuc. 6, 44 : opp. to ,, to have supplies,

+Xet'i. An. 7, 6. 17t.—V. sale, iay.{=
avTJv), Nicoch. Cent. 2 ;

uv , Luc.
adv. Indoct. 19; . (-)7\, Ael. tV. . 4,
It.— VI. as a mark of time,, the forenoon, when the
market-place was lull, and the ordi-
nary business was going on. Heind.
Plat. Gorg. 469 D;/-, Hdt. 4, 181 ; .-, Xen. An. 2, 1, 7, Ui . .,
lb. 1, 8, 1+ ; . ?], Plat.

Gorg. 469 D : also called/-, Hdt. 2, 173 ; 7, 23 ; opp. to?., the time just after

mid-day, when they went home from
market, Hdt. 3, lOi, cf. Xen. Oec. 12,
1.—+VII. applied as name of a town,
as Fortim in Latin, ,
Xen. An. 1,2, 10. — VIII. in A. B.
210, 9, Thessalian term for \.
[tiy-]

V, , and Ion. -, , ,
Agora, a city of the Thracian Cher
sonese, Hdt. 8, 50., 2 pi. ind. pres. for. from. [-, II. 2, 337.]', f. -. to he in the-, to attend it, have free use of it, Hdt.
2, 35, etc. : hence, to do busi?iess there,

buy or sell, first m Ar. Plut. 984,
+Xen. An. 1, 5, 10+, but later, the
most freq. signf ; also in mid., to buy
for one''ssetf, lb. 1,3, 14.—2. as a mark
of idle fellows, to haunt the,
lounge there, \r. Eq. 1373 ;, Thuc. 6, 51 ; cf. sq. II. 2.', ov, +also, a, ov. Pans.
3, 11, 9+, in, of, or belonging to the. ', as guardian
of popular assemblies, Hdt. 5, 40

;> '., as patron of traffic, Ar.

Eq. 297
; +?}', Pans.

I. c.+ ; and generally, </tot,
Aesch. Ag. 90. — II. of persons, fre-

quenting the market, .. Xen.
Hell. 6, 2, 23, Arist. Pol. 0, 4. 14, etc.,

+and so , sc., as a
class of citizens, lb. 4, 4, 10+: — ol

(with or without),
those tvho frequented the : hence,
— 1. hucksters, petty traffickers, retail-

dealers, Hdt. 1, 93. — 2. idlers or loun-

gers, like Lat. subrostrani, and so gen-
erally, the common sort, low fellows,

Ar. Ran. 1015, Plat. Protag.347 G

:

so too in compar. the baser sort, Pto-
lem. ap. Ath. 438 F :—hence,— III. of

things, low, mean, vulgar, common,, Ar. Pac. 750; .,
Arist. Eth. N. 9, 13, C—IV. generally,

proper to the, suited to forensic

speaki7ig, business-like, etc., Plut. Per-

icl. 11 :
—

( sc. ), a

court-day, Strab.
;

( in which signf.

some Gramm. write proparox. -, as in most cdd. of N. T.)—2.

to be bought in the market,, Ath.
Adv. -, +Plut. C. Grac. 4. Anton. 24.', ov, . (;.-,) Agoracritus, an Athenian
demagogue, Ar. Eq. 1258 —2. a cele-

brated statuary and sculptor, Strab.

9; Paus. 9, 34, 1, etc., , b, (,) Agoranax, a dramatic jjoet of
Rhodes, Call. E[). 53. [----], , f. -, to be-, Diod. +20, 36+, and Plut.

+Caes. 5.', , , the office of, Arist. Pol. 7, 12, 7.', , oj>, belonging to

the) or his office. Plat Rep.



425 D. — 11. for Lat. aedilicius, Dion
H. t6, 95t, and Plut. tPomp. 53.

',, ov, , the court of
the, Fiat. Legg. 917 E.'}, . ,{,)

clerk of the market, who regulated

the buying and selling there, Ar.

Ach. 723, etc., fat Athens ten in

number, five for the city, five for the

Piraeeus, who had the supervision of

all things sold in the market except
corn, Lys. 165, 3<it, v. Bockh P. E.

i, 67. — II. to translate Lat. Aeddis,

who had similar duties, Dion. H. An-
tiqq. 6, 90, and Plut.', fut. -, tEp.
impi. 3 pi. lp/opo(jvToi, dep. mid., to

meet in assembly, sit in debate, 11. 4, 1 :

also, to address an assembly, to speak,

iharangue, 11. 1, 73|, and oft. in Hom.
and Hdt. ; very rate in Att., though
Soph. Tr. 601 has it in signf to speak

or talk with, TivL [- in 11. 2, 337
metri grat. ; otherwise ay-], Dor. for ,
Theocr. tl5, 16., desid. from,
to wish to buy, Lat. emptuno., , ,{) a buy-

ing, purchase, Diog. L. 2, 78., , , — foreg., Plat.

Soph. 219 D, in plur., , ,()
that which is bought or sold: usu. in

plur., goods, wares, merchandise, Dem.
909, 27, etc.}, ov, 6, a buying, piir-

chasing, LXX. — t2. the thing pur-

chased, the purchase, . -, Id. Gen. 42, 19.', , , () the

slave who had buy provisions for the

house, the purveyor, Xen. Metn. 1, 5,

2 : in later authors', Lat.

obsonator, Ath. 171 A.', , ,() be-

longing to, fit fur trafficking or trade,

commercial. Plat. Crat. 4ua A : y -
(sc.) commerce, trade,\a. jSoph.
223 Ct. Adv. -.', ,, verb. adj. bought,

to be bought or sold.

.\., , , Agoratus, an
Athenian against whom one of Ly-
sias' extant orations is directed.,,=^, Bockh
Inscr. 1, p. 816., , , a place for

speaking, Inscr. : from, ov, ulterable, to be spo-

ken of, Eccl. : from', f.- ( ) : — to

speak, esp. in public, in the assembly,

ito harangue, absoL, II. 8, 542t ;,, Hom. jU. 3, 155;
2, 788t; vvho constantly uses the
word, as dees Hdt. ; ., til. 1,

571t, or , 11. ; ., to speak ill of one, Od. 18, 15
;

in Att., . , e. g. Ar.

Plut. 102:' ., to counsel to

flight, 11. 5, 252.— 2. to proclaim, de-

clare, Hom., fas .,
II. i , 3S5t, and so in aor. inid.-

. to have a thing proclaimed,

Hdt. 9, 26 ; talso of inanimate ob-

jects, to proclaim, show forth,. , Theocr. 25, 175t:

to say, usu. in phrase, -, the law says, Antipho 123, 16,

Lys. 115, 6: tuy. , Ar.
Ran. 629., , f/, p. and Ion. for, Horn., and Hdt. Hence
)7/, adv., from the assembly

or tnarket. 11. 2, 264, etc., adv., to the assembly or
market, til. 1, 54, etc.

, ov, 6, ( ) a

speaker, in Horn. esp. of Nestor,, 11. 1, 248, etc.,, , the gift of speak-

ing, eloquence, Od. 8, 168 : an old Ep.
or Ion. form., ,=, only found in

lyrical passages of Eur., and always
in plur., 1. T. 1096, £1. 723, Andr.
1037 ;—unless with Herm., and Dind.

we read in H. F. 412., , , ( ) a leader, chief,

oft. in II., always c. gen.^,
4, 265, etc.t ; also in Find. N. 1, 77,

Aesch., etc. [],,: Ion. (v. sub
fin.):— any matter of religious awe:
hence,— 1. ^pions dread, reverence, H.
Hom. Cer. 479 Wolf and Herm. for

-Oft• — II• usu. a curse, pollution,

guilt, such as must be expiated, Lat.

piaculum=, -, Hdt. 6,56, 6,

91, ' , Aesch.
Theb. ioi7t;. Soph. Ant.

256. — 2. the person or thing accursed,

an abomination. Soph. O. T. 1426
;=, Thuc. 1,

126. — III. an expiatory sacrifice, ta

means of purification] , Soph. Fr. 613 :

tso the Schol. explains in Soph.
Ant. 775 by, v. Herm. ad l.t :

-Cf Ruhnk. Tim.'s. v. (The root

appears also in. Hence aytof,: though most edd. write.)', , the flat of the hand, 11.

1 1, 425, etc. ; .,. Rh. 3,

120.— II. in late Ep. for the arm,=, Theocr.^ 17, 129, and Anth.
(Akin to,, etc.), , , a catching, hunting,

the chase, , to follow the

chase, Od. 12, 330; -. Soph. Aj. 407 ; ,
Eur. Supp. 885: — metaph.,, Soph. Aj. 880: also a way of
catching, Hdt. 2, 70.— II. that tvhich is

taken in hunting, the booty, prey, Od.
22, 306, etc. : game, Hdt. 1, 73, etc.

;

also of fish, a draught, lake, Xen. Cf.

Buttm. Lexil.

—

111.'. , a name
of Diana, like, Plat. (Prob.

from same root as ', q. v.), ov, 6, Agradales,

earlier name of king Cyrus, Strab.", adv., poet, collat. form of. Call. Fr. 26.., , the Agraei, a peo-

ple of Aetolia, on the Achelous, Thuc.
3, 106.— 2. a people of Aiabia,=;^-, Strab., a'la, alov, ():—of or

belonging to the chase, esp. as epith. of

certain gods, Paus. 1, 41, 6: cf., ov, , Agraeus, son of

Temenus, Paus. 3, 28, 3.,, , Agra'is, the terri-

tory of the Agraei, Thuc. 3, 111.,, , want of learning,

Ael. V. tf. 8, 6 : from, ov. (a priv.,)
without learning(), unlettered,

Lat. illileratus : esp. unable lo read or

write. Plat. tTim. 23 ; cf Crit. 109

Dt, Xen.—1\.=. Plat. Polit.

295 A.—III. of animals, unable to utter

articulate sounds, Arist. H. A. 1, 1, 29 :

of sounds, inarticulate, Id. Interpr.

2, 2.
^, , ( a priv., )

without line, 7iot linear, Arist. de Lin., ov, = foreg. :, it is a throw ( at dice ) with-

out 7nark, counting nothing. Poll.

typo', ,,=^' 1, Po-
lyb. 17, 5, 8.

, ov, ( a priv., )
unwritten, .. Soph. Ant.
454 , cf.., , . -, to be an, and so— 1. to live in the

country, Arist. Mirab. 11.— II. to live

out ofdoors, esp. to pass the night there,

Strab. p. 197.,,^, Nic.Th.
78., , , the state nf an, Dion. H.

i',, , daughter or fe-
male descendant of Agraulus, Eur. Ion
23., ov,{,) dwell-

ing in the fields, living out (f doors,

epith. of shepherds. II. 18, 162. Hes.
Th. 26 ; of oxen, Od. 12, 253 ; iroam-
ing at large, wild, tii'/p, Soph. Ant.

349t ; of things, rural, rustic, Eur. El.

342., ov, , Agraulus, wife
of Cecrops, Apollod.—2. daughter of

Cecrops and foreg., Dem., Plut., etc., , an action

against state-deljtors, it/io had got their

names cancelled before they had paid,

Dem. 1378, 19.', ov, =, unwrit-

ten,, Thuc. 2, 43 ; .-, a verbal will, Plut. ; -, to speak without book. Id. : esp., unwritten laics, which
are — 1. the laws of nature, moral law,

Dem. 317, 23.—2. laws of custom, our
common law. Plat, Legg. 793 A, cf.

omnino Ari.it. Rhet. 1, 10, 3 and 13,

2. — II. 7iot registered or recorded,., cities whose names do 7iot

stand in a treaty, Thuc. 1, 40., v. sub II., a, ov, () of the field

or country, hence, rural, rustic, Leon.
Tar. 34 : also clownish, boorish, like, Ar. Nub. 655. Hence, ?/<;, , clownishness : or

roaitiing wildly through the country,

Anth., cf. Jacobs Del. Epigr. 1, 6., , , a harrow, rake,

Anth. tP. 6, 297., , , =,
dub., ,=, T>oet., ov, taken in hunting,.= II, Anth. tP. 6, 224.,, , Aesch. F^r. 131,

ace. to Hesych.=/ or., , , =, Leon.
Tar. 19.

', f. -, to be an,
Bockh Inscr i, p. 672., ov, , a Lacedaemonian
magistrate, cf. foreg. : ace. to He-
5.=, whence Toup would
read it for, in Aesch. Pers.

1002.,, , ( ) that

which IS taken in hunting, booty, prey,

whether game or fish, Eur. Bacch.
1241, Xen. Mem. 3, 11, 7: cf
11. — 11. a net, toil, Aesch. Ag. 1048,

Cho. 998, etc.,, ,() a hunter,

as epith. of various gods, Pind. P. 9,

115, Trag., etc., , ov, easy to catch., , , a catching. — II.

booty.,, o,= sq., Theocr.
21, 0, Call. Dian. 218., ov, .{) a h7inter,

like, as epith. of Apollo, Soph.
O. C. 1091 ; also as adj.,.,
hounds. Solon 3, 2 ; .,
Anth. tP. 7, 171t. Hence, , , of, skilled in
hunting, Xen. Hipparch. 4, 12.

13



, , caught,. tH- 3,

541t: verb, adj. from, . -, () to hunt,

take by hunting, catch,, Hdt. 2,

95 ; of war, ', Soph.

Fr. 49 : mctaph., to hunt after, thirst

for, alua, Eur. Racch. 138 : also in

mid., Eur. 1. T. 1163.
j>, Aeol. collat. form of foreg.,
I

to take, lay hold of, c. acc, ' '

oh'ov•, Archil. 5, 3, cf. Sapph. I

2, 14, Aesch. Ag. 120.—11. in Horn,

only, as interj..= a}e, come.'

come on! ayp€i oi -, 11. 5, 765 : also, Od.

20, 149. Cf. Bimm. Lexil. s. v.

—

The woi-d is more freq. in compds., , . Ion. for. Hence/, adv., from the chase, Ap.

Rh. 2, 938./, ov, TO, strictly, a net:

hence, a net-like woollen robe worn by
soothsayers, Poll., f.- :— 1. intr., to be

or ftfcunc (1•), to be sax'nge, provoked,

angry. Plat. Rep. 493 B. etc. ; Tivi,

Kith one. Id. Symp. 173 D : tmet., to

become angry, chafe, of rivers, Plut.

Caes. 38 ; and so in pass., of the sea,

Diod. S. 24, It .—of .sores, to be angry

or inflamed, Med.—2. later, trans., to

make, provoke, anger, Dio C.

t44, 47t : and pass, in intr. signf

,

Plut. Anion. 58:—but the Alt. form
in pass, was, cf Lob.
Phryn. 757., ov, . a wild vine, in

good Greek :6?. ; and
most such compds of, as-,,-, etc., are very liite,cf. Lob. Phryn.
381.., , , th« Agrianes, a

Thracian race dwelling on Haemus,
Hdt. 5, 16; cf Arr. An. 1, 1, 11 ; etc.

—Adj.. , .
ipul', ov, 6, the Agriunes, a

river of Thrace, Hdt. 4, 90.

'Ajpiuf, a<5of, 7/,=, pecnl.

fern, of, loilil, rough, Ap. Rh.

1, 28.— II. as &\\>>1.,~7?,
A .,=', . fC.
3, 49 in Ep. part,., ov, TO, dnn. fromuypof,

sntall field or farm. Lat. agetlus, Arr.

tEpict.'2, 2, 17t. [i]
', , ,{,)

awildolive, Lat. oleaster, Diosc. Hence', ov, of a wild olive,

Anth. P. 9. 237.—II. as subst., /;-/.,^', Theocr. 7, 18,

and Theophr.?., ov poet, ao, , the

Roman Agrwola, Anth. P. 9, 549., a, ov, wild, opp. to-
: Tu, ivild aniynals, game,

Ptoleni. ap. Ath. 549 F., , , wild.,, , wild,
Geop. t8, 37.

^ko3avo,ov,Tl,'wild'kavo,
LXX.3, ov, {, ?.)
wild of purpose, Physiogn., ov, . {, -) eating wild fruits, like /-, Orac. ap. Paus. 8, 42, 6.',, ,=, JNMc.. 30, 617.

'-)>, ov, {,)
wild if temper, Orph. . 11, 4., , , the Agrii, a people
of Aeihiopia, Strab., ov, , wild-, Galen.,, , ivild-', Diosc.
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, ,, uild garlic.,, , wild cummin.

[]
, . . ,

^,,, wild,
LXX.?, , , wild mallow.', , , wild apples,

Diosc., ,{,)
wild, savage ofform, Orph. Arg. 977., , , wild,
LXX. [pi], ov, {,)
desperately foolish, Eccl.'?., ov, , and

um, ov, , the hoopoe.', , , {, ) ..4-

griope, wile of Orpheus acc. to Her-
mesiana.x, Alh. 597 B., , , wild rue., ov, ,=., , to make wild : Irom', , {,)
making wild, writing wild poetry, as

epith. of Aeschylus in Ar. Ran. 837., ov, , wild,
Diosc., , ul, {, -) wildfowl. Lob. Phryn. 382., ov, , wild-rose., , lov : also , lov, II.

3, 24 ; 19, 88, but. Od. 9, 119 :{) '—living in the fields or open

air, living loild :—hence,— I. ivild, sav-

age, of animals, e. g.,,, wild animals all knids, II.

5, 52, Hdt., etc. ; opp. to.—
2. of trees, opp. to, wild, Hdt.

4, 21, and Att. — 3. of countries,

wild, miciillivated, Lat. hnrridus. Plat.

Phaed. 113 B, etc. :—but,— 11. usu.

of men, beasts, etc., as having ijuali-

ties incident to a wild state:— I. in

moral sense, vild, savage, fierce. Lat.

frrus, ferox, Od. 1, 199, etc.: hence
also of men's feelings,,',, 11. ; , II. 24, 41

;., '/., . ;, II. 19, 88.-2. in Att. also. to

(as rusticus to urbanns), boor-

ish, rude, Plat. Gorg. 510 B, etc. : but

also simply a countryman, Mosch. 5,

13.—3. also of any violent passion,

vehement, furious,,, cf

Heind. Plat. Phaed. 81 A : hence also

—, Interpp. ad Ar. Nub.

349; fAeschin. 8, loj ; but, a cruel, haughty lover,

Valck. Theocr. 2, 54.—4. of circum-

stances, cruel, harsh, 7>.. Plat.

Rep. 564 A
; fa} p., Aesch. Pr.

net ; ., a raging disease.

Soph. Phil. 173 (where some would
take it in the Medic, sense, malignant,

cancerous, \\]., cf. Gels.

5, 28, 16).— III. adv. , also

as neut. pi., Hes. Sc. 236. [Hom.
has i, when the ult. is long also, II.

22,313.]
t' A)piof, ov, h, Agrins, name of a

centaur and of a giant, Apollod.—2.

son of Porthaon, II. 14, 117.—3. son

of Ulysses and Circe, Hes. Th. 1013., ov,, wild parsley,

Diosc.,,, , a wild gourd

or melon, Hipp.
'?., , also -, , , bunch of wild

grapes., , , wild fig-tree,

Horap., ov, , a wild fig

;

also, A. B.,. , wildness, ffierce-

ncss, of animals, Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 7t

;

of plants, Theophr.— II. usu. of men,
in moral sense,fierceness, cruelty, Plat.

Symp. 197 D : tand pi. al kv, Dcm. 808, 15., , . {, -) men who eat raw flesh and fruits,

Ptolem., ov, 6, the wild -, Opp. -IH. 1, 140.,,{,)
appearing wild, Galen.', , , , {,) savage of mind, Eccl., ov, , the plant
peucedanitm, Plin., ov, (, )

with a U'lld, rough voice, or tongue, like, Od. 8, 294.', ov, , {,) a wild goose, Theophr., ov, , a wild sivine.-, , ,{) an in-

veterate itch. *, , (.- : {) :
—to

make wild or savage, provoke, Tivi,
one against another, Eur. Or. 616.
Usu. in pass., to grow wild, esp. in

perf, to be wild, strictly of

plants, countries, etc., Theophr.

;

TO , Long. 1,

20t : then of men, to be savage, fierce,

cruel. Soph. Phil. 1321, fhir. El."l031,
etc.

; talso of wounds,?, Hipp.t
Cf., ov and a, b, the Rom.
name Agrippa, Strab. ; etc. Hence, ov, of or belonging to

Agrippa, Joseph., , , Agrippinn, Ro-
man lein. pr. n., Anth. P. 6, 329. [i], ,{,) of a
wild nature, Strab. p. 155.. ov, , epith. of Bacchus,
Plut. tAnt. 24t:. , a
festival in his honor at Orchomenus,
tid. 2.291 A, 299 F., , {, ) wild
looking,, Eur. . F. 990: tas
subst. TO ,
thefierce expressionoihxs countenance,
Plut. Mar. 14., , , verb. adj. from, grown wild., ov, ,{,)
haunting the country, v. 1. in Eur. Cycl.
54, for. [], , , {) rudely

shouting, Cratin. Incert. 36., ov, , {,)
feeding in the field, dwelling in the

country, as. Soph. Phil.

214, Eur. Cycl. 54.,, ,{, -) country neighbour, Plut. Cat.

Maj. 25., ov, {,)
living in the country, ap. Aul. Gell., ov. b,{,)
a giver of tand.—II. {) -a giver of
booty, Anth. P. 6, 27., {) adv., from the

country, Od. 13, 268., adv., in the country., f- -, dep.

mid., to be-, , , ta dwelling in the

country ; a country residence, USU. in

pi. Diod. S. 20, 8 ; the fields, the coun-

try, Plut. 2. 311 E, opp. to, lb.

519 A, in pi., lb. 311 Bt ; hence—.
the character of an, bnorish-

ness, coarseness, olt. in Plat. Gorg.

461 C, Rep. 560 D, etc

< t^'al., , ,{) be-

longing to boors, boorish, Ath. 477 A.), ov, b, a rude,

coarse Pyrrhonist, Galen., ov,{,) of or

^, dep., like-, Plat. Theaet. H6 A.



in the country,., Ar. Nub. 43,

etc. : a countryman, clown. Id. 47.

—

tin pi. as a division of the Atlienian
people, the husbandmen, opposed to

the Ei'-a-pi'Jrti, Dion. H. 2, 8, cf.

and Diet. Antiqq. s. v.

Geom.t; hence — 2. boorish, rude,

rough, first in Ar. fNub. 628 ; cf.

Theophr. Ch. 8t : ., Lat.
crassa Minerva, Plat. Fhaedr. 229 E:
hence also,—3. of fruits, grown in the

country, common, opp. to.
Plat. Legg. 844 D, 845 : but also,
—4. of land, rough, uncultivated, like, Thuc. 3, 106.—II. adv. -,
tPlat. Phaedr. 268 Dt, Compar. --. Id. Rep. 361 ; fXen. Mem.
3, 13, It. (The accent is

now generally adopted, though some
Gramin. confine this to signf. 2, and
elsewh. write.) Hence, ov,() of rustic

tone, very dub. 1. in Ar. Ach. 674., ov, fDor. -, a, Ar.

Thes. 58t,o,poet. for, a coun-

tryman, clown, Horn., who always uses
the plur., as II. 1 1, 549 : fem.-, , , Sapph. 23.—tin pl.=, q. v., and Schom. Ath.

Assemb. p. 4t.—II. as adj. ru.?iic,Anth.

P. 7, 411., , , rustic, tdub. 1.

IQ Ath. 309 C, as title of a mime of

Sophron.-, ov, , {, -) a field kept like a garden, Strab. 545., ov, (, )

ke-ving the care of land : b ., a latid-

tteward, Joseph.,,, syncop. part,

aor. mid. of, assembled, Hom., adv.,() to the coun-

try, Od. tl5, 370t : also.,, , the office of-., ov, and in Anth. ,
ov : (,) :

—

haunting the

country, rural,, Od. 6, 106

;

/., av'f.ai. Soph. O. T. 1103,

Ant. 785 : also=a7ptOf, v:ild, ., Aesch. Ag. 142 : \?. ay.,

Opp. H. 1, 27t.— II. as subst., parox.,

: () :—a magistrate
at Athens, overseer of the public layids,

fieq. in Plat. Legg., cf Arist. Pol. 6, 8,

6, Ruhnk. Tim. s. v., et v. sub.'. , , Lat. AGER,
Germ. ACKER, afield, land, til. 23,

&32t ; an estate, ^a country residence,

opposed to the town, Od. 21, 204 1

;

Thuc. 2, 13: also, the country, opp. to

the town, Od. 11, 188; tand in pi.

collect., o'l. Soph. O. T. 112,
Eur., etc.t : ', in the country,

Od. 22, 47 ; Att. kv or,'' or ,, etc. :—pro-

verb., ' ,, . e. boorish.

),. ,() catching,

dub. 1. Ath. 284 ., , , poet, for,
in Hom. always of icild animals,-
oiOt.tll. 2, 832t, ffiff, tn.293t,-
<poi, t6. 133t,, tOd. 17, 295t ; so

too Pind. ', . 3, 81t : also,, or -pa alone, Theocr. 8,

58.—12. dwelling in the country, a pea-

sant. Anth. P. 9, 244, dtoc,

i. e. Pan, Anth. Plan. 235t.—3. later

also of plants, Anth.— II.() fond
of the chase, huntress, of a nymph,
Pind. P. 9, 10 ; metaph.,

.. Id. . 2, 100: hence,—2. as

prop, n., //, Diana the

huntress, like,, II. 21,

471 : esp. at Sparta, cf. Interpp. ad
Ar. Eq. 600.,, 6,^=, Eur.

El. 463 :—fem., as adj.,

rustic, lb. 168.', ov, 6, () a country-

man, Od. 16,218, fem.?—2. as
adj., living in the country, rustic, rural,

tay. , Eur. Or. 1270t,. . Rh. 2, 509 ;,
Anth.—II. dub. 1. in Aesch. Pers. 1002

;

cf.., , ,() suited to

the country : fond of the chase. Lye.,, , (, -
?.) watcher of the country, Anth.
tPlan. 243. [v], , . caught, Anth. P.

7, 702. (As iffrom=)., , , (a priv.,)
dead silence, Pind. Fr. 253., , f. -, to be-, lie awake. Plat. Legg. 695 A ;

opp. to, Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 42 ;, to pass a sleep-

less night, Xen. Hell. 7, 2, 19; ., to be watchful of or intent upon a
thing, Lat. invigilare rei, Plut. 2, 337
C ; so,. tand rtvoft,
. . Hence,, (5,= sq., tMa-
neth. 1, 81., ov, , a watcher.

Hence^, , , wakeful,
Diod.,, Plut. Cam. 27., . , sleeplessness,

waking, watching. Plat. Grit. 43 ;

also in plur., Hdt. 3, 129.—II. a time

of watching, Plat. Ax. 368 B. [i once,
Opp. Cyn. 3, 511.] From, ov, sleepless, wakeful,

Hipp., Plat. tRep. 404 At, etc. : me-
taph.,. ?., Aesch. Pr. 358.

—

II. act., banishing sleep, keeping awake,
Arist. Probl. 18. 7.[ as
dactyl, Theocr. 24, 104.], ,{,)
of sleepless nature, making sleepless,

Hipp.
t'Aypcjv,, 6, Agron, son of

Ninus, king of Lydia, Hdt. 1, 7.-2.
sonof Pleuratus, kingof thelilyrians,

Polyb. 2, 2, 4.

',=,., to

fish, Od. 5, 53 ; later also

as dep., tin Opp. C. I, 129 before
Schneider, who maintains that the
mid. is not used., ov, ,^=. Soph.
Fr. 83, Eur. H. F. 377.—II. htinter,

tAp. Rh. 4, 175t : hence fem.-,, , as name of a hoiind, Si-

mon. 185 Schneidew.— 2. a kind of
spider, Nic. Th. 734., Syracus. for-, name of a play of Epicharm.,
tAth. 120 C., and . , a grass

that mules fed on,., Od.
6, 90 ;' -, Theocr. 13,

42 : triticum repens, acc. to Interpp.

ad Theophr., , ,=^,
Nic. . 473.,, , f.,=., , ,=, . 1.

Theocr. 25, 51.—2. as adj., of thefield,

\wild, ^-, Eur. Bacch. 502., , , a icay, both in town
and country, but usu., a street, til. 5,

642; 6, 391 1; etc.: also, a public

place, Hom. tH• 20, 254 ?t; in plur.,

a city, town. Pind. P. 2, 107, Soph.
O. C. 715.-2. a road, first in Pind.

i
N. 7, 136. (A quasi-participial form

I

from, cf.., Donald-

j

son, N. Crat. p. 499.) (, ex-
I cept in 11. 20, 254, where it is written

[

proparox..} Hence

,, alov, of the streets,

Soph. Fr. 211.

'Ayi'iur;;^, ov,,=^. Aesch.
Ag. 1081, in vocat.} viarn. [-'[,, . fern, from foreg.,

like, ^dwelling in the same
streeti, a neighbour, Pind. P. 11,2.

—

II. as adj., , the

worship of Apollo Agyieus, Eur. Ion
186., , ,() name of

Apollo, as guardian of the streets and
public places, Eur. Phoen. 631.—2. a
pointed pillar, set up as his statue 0
altar at tlie street door, Ar. Vesp.

875, tat which sacrifices were burned
in honour of the god, v. Miiller Dor.

2, 6 1^ 5t ; hence, -}
(acc. pi. for), Ar. Av. 1233,

tbut rec. edd. have ^, v. '
ouwf : cf. Valck. Phoen. 1. c. : also,, Soph. Fr. 340.'/., , {?.) to

build in streets or rous, Lye 601., ov, (a priv.,) without

limbs, weak in limb, Hipp.

.?., , , Agylln, a city of

Etruna called also Caere, Strab.

,

hence
.7^7.,. ov, ofAgylla. Agyl-

lean, Hdt. 1, 167.. , , want of exercise

or training, Ar. Ran. 1088 : from, ov, (a priv,,)
without exercise, ^unexercised, Xen. Cyr.
S,\.O>\,untrained, Xen. .' ;. -
, Plut. tArat. 47t.—2. unpractised,-, in a thing, Xen. Cyr. 1. 6, 29 ;

also ' or . Plat. tRep. 81

C

At.—3. unharassed. Soph. Tr. 1083 ;. , Eur. Diet. 5.— II.

adv. -, . , Xen.
Mem. 2, 1, 6.,, , ( priv.,)
wifeless. Soph. Fr. 5, in nom., ov, o,= foreg., Dio C.
56, 1., ov, ,=, Ar. Fr.

571, Dio C. 56. 10., ov, TO, Agyrivm, a city

of Sicily, on the Symaethus, Diod.

S. 1, 4; hence adj. \>\., a,

ov. Id., , , Aeol. collat. form
of, also a gathering, crowd, .,,. Od. 3, 31, 11.

16, G61 ; 24, 141 ; also in Eur. I. A.

753. (Hence, 7'/).)
[],,, collection, .;,, , collecting , begging,

Ath. 360 D. ubi al. : v.,.—II. fan assemblage, coun-

cil, . ,
Babrius 102, 5.

^ ^, , ?/,= u}i'pif, . 1.

for.}, , , Agyrrhius, an
.Athenian demagogue, Xen. Hell. 4,

8, 31 ; Ar. Ran. 368., f. -, () to

colled by begging,, Od. 19,

284., , , begging : from,, to be an, to beg,,, o,=sq., tManeth.
4, 218., ov, , () orig., a

gatherer, collector, t^sp., a begging

priest of Cybele, uv., Anth.

P. 6. 218,? ., Babrius Fr.

2 Lewist, (cf.) : hence
usu., a beggar, vagabond, Eur. Rhe.l.

503, 715; a fortune-teller, juggler,

quack, cheat, Soph. O. T. 388, Plat.

Rep. 364 : t">'• , Plut.

Mar. 42t. Hence
'Avp,,v.fitfor an,

15



vagabond, ., Plut. Lye. 23.

Adv. -.
'-^, , , verb. adj. of-, got 6^ begging.^, ac, if, fern, from-, Aesch. Ag. 1273 ; cf..,, (.) like an-, Eccl.-, poetic comp. for- ;

words not found un.ler this head
must be sought under the ordinary

form., poet, for, to

retire, Soph. Fr. 800.

i', poet, for,. Rh. 2, 585.'',, , Anchares, a Per-

sian, Aesch. Pers. 995. [](, poet, for,
Pherecr. Incert. 22., ov, (, avpa) near

the morning air,. , the end of
night, Ap. Rh. 4, 111.', , (ay,)
fighting hand to hand,^ ', 11. 13, 5 ;.,
16, 248 ;, Hes. Sc. Here. 25| :., arms for close fight, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 2, 13. Adv. -.], ov, , Anchesrmis, a

hill near Athens, whence Jupiter re-

ceived the epith., Pans.

1, 32, 2.,,^,) close-fitted,

near. Soph. Fr. 6.

,=}'>'•, adv. of place, jiear,

nigh, close by, in the neighl)ourhood,

tU, 5, 185, Od. 3, 449, etc.t, freq. c.

gen., wliich usu. follows , til.

10, IGI ; 11, G6Ct, yet sometimes goes
before, as in II. 8, 117

; fand so in

comp., , II. 22,

4t : also freq. c. dat., which always
goes before, and so should prob.

be taken as dependent not on it but

on the verb, cf. II. to, 570t, 6, 405

:

not freq. in Trag., and always c. gen.

—II. in Od. 19, 301, it is usu. taken
of time, next, soon, but needlessly.

—

III. like, of near resemblance,

c. dat., Find. N. 6, 16.—IV. compar.
and, the latter in Horn.:

superl., Hom., later-
; cf.,,.
7.,,, ^oet.^

1, Dion. . 875., , , (=sq.) Anchiale,

a city of Cilicia, Strab. p. 671.—2.

another in Thrace on the Ponlus, Id.

p. 319.—II. fern. pr. n., Ap. Rh. 1,

1130.', ov, also , ov in H.
Hom. Ap. 32, [, uAf):

—

near the

sea, of cities, til. 2, 640, 697t : also of
islands, near the mainland, as Lob.
takes Soph. Aj. 135, where Salamis is

meant ; but it can hardly be so in H.
Hom. Ap. 32, Aesch. Pers. 887, and
so had better be explained near the

sea on all sides, sea-girt, like-., poet, oto, , (from
foreg.) Anchialus, a Greek, 11. 5, 609.—2. king of the Taphians, father of
Menies, Od. 1, 180.—3. a Phaeacian,
Od. 8, 112., , (,,) deep

to the very edge or shore,,
Od. 5, 413 ; cf. Plat. Crili. Ill A ;—
generally, deep, high,, Arist. H.
A. 5, 16, 8; iyuv ., 0pp. H. 5,

61 ; /, Ath. 358 B., , to step up to, stand
by : from, ov, , (,)
one that comes near., ,{,) near

16

sinking, Nonn. tD• 15, 3, for wh.
Graefe reads., ov, [,) near
marriage, Konn. fD. 5, 572., ov, (, ) near

land, V. 1. for in Dion. P.

215., ov, gen., (.,
) near, neighbouring, Aescil.

Pers. 886., ov, (,) a neigh-

bour, Ap. Rh. 1, 1222: inear land,.. Noun. D. 3, 44., Att. -, ov,{,) near the sea, tPoU.
9, 17.

', . {,, da-) near dying, Nonn.^, ov, {,) near the

gods, i. e. like them in happiness and
power, or living with them, Od. 5,

35 ; talso in prose, Luc. de dea Syr., ov, {,) sit-

ting near, Nonn., ov, {,) near
the door, neighbouring, Theogn. 302 ;

^-., Theocr. 2, 71., ov, {,-) near the way, Nonn. tD. 40, 328,

488., ov,{,)
near the cliffs or Coast,,
Pind. Fr. 50.-., . a sore at the

inner corner of the eye, Galen., ov, 6,=^,
II. 2, 604., ov, later form of-. Lob. Phryn. 685.'/., , to come from nigh,

Nonn. tD. 25, 426 ; and, ov, , Anchimolius,

a Spartan, Hdt. 5, 63 : from'7, ov.{,) com-

ing near, Hom., and Hes. ; always in

neut. as adv., ,-
vai, to come or stand near, II.- 4,

529, Od. 8, 300, etc. ; tHes. Sc. Here.
325 ; usu. c. dat., which, however,
may be regarded as depending on the

verb, 11. 4, 529 ; etc., cf. I.t :?, he perceived
from nigh at hand, II. 24, 352 :

—

-', close behind
him, Od. 17, 336 (where it is need-

lessly taken of time). Cf. II,

and II.^/., , 6, Anchimolus,

masc. pr. n., Ath. 44 C., ov, {.) =,
Eur. Incert. 188., , {,) near

the clouds, Antip. Sid. 27.

t"Ay;i;ii'077, 7/f, , Anchinoe, daugh-
ter of Nilus, and wife of Belus,

ApoUod., cf.., , , readiness of mind,

a ready wit, shrewdness, Plat. Charm.
160 A, cf. Arist. Eth. N. 6, 9, 3

:

from, ov, contr. , ,{,) :

—

ready of mind, Od. 13,

332. tXen. Cyr. 1, 4, 3t : shrewd,

clever. Plat. Legg. 747 B, etc. Adv., t Arist. Virt. et Vit. 4, 1.,. , Anchius, a centaur,

Apollod. 2, 5, 4., ov, contr.-, ovv,{, ?) :
—near by sea, ., a short voyage, Eur. I. .

1325., , b, , poet,-, [, 7:7^) near the city,

dwelling in the land,', Soph. Ant.
970., ov, {,)
passing near, always near one,,

Anth. P. 10, 64: tin. gen\., near,., Nonn., , i],, . {,) near with the foot, near, Lye.
318.. , , , poet, for, Aesch. Theb. 501, Sonh.
Ant. 970.(), , , Anchirrhoe, s-ub-

stit. by Heyne for in Apol-
lod. 2, 1. 4.', ov, contr. -{), ovv,(, /) flowing near, Ap. Rh. 2,

367., Dor. -, Ep. ao
and , , Anchises, a Trojan prince,

father of Aeneas, II. 2, 819; 5, 313,
H. Ven. 53, etc.—2. a Greek of

Sicyon, II. 23, 296.—Others in Dion.
H. ; etc. [i] Hence, ov, , son or descend-

ant of Anchises (I), i. e. Aeneas, II.

17, 754 ; of Anchises (2), Echepolus,
II. 23, 296. [ad], {,,-) near of kin. . , one's

kinsman, Aesch. Fr. 146., superl., very near,

Hom. ; v. sub.',, ,() near-

ness of kin. Plat. Legg. 924 D.— II.

the rights of km, right of inheritance,

At. Av. 1661, Isae. 65, 26, Dem. 1067,

13, etc., ov, ro,= foreg., in

Soph. Ant. 174, in plur.,. , the next of kin,

Hdt. 5, 80 ;{ ., in Luc.
Tim. 51 t : the heir-at-law, oft. in

Oratt. ; cf.. Hence. f.-,() to

be near,, Eur. Tro. 225 : esp., to

be next of kin, and SO heir to one,

Isae. 84, 28 ; falso, to perform the part

of a kinsmen lo- C. acc, whether to

avenge the death, or marry the widow
of a deceased kinsman, LXX.t: me-
taph.., to have to do with a
thing, Hipp.^,, , poet, for-

: metaph., an accessory or ac-

complice, . Soph. Tr. 256.'. , , belonging to the

or rights of kin.^, adv., according to

nearness of kin, Solon ap. Hesych.,,, poet, length-

ened form of, near, close to,

Hom. ; thronged, in heaps,. II. 17, 361 : on the
v. I., cf. Spitzn. 11. 5,

141., ov, superl. of, next

or nearest : as adj. first in Pind. tP.

9, ]14t. and Trag., tas Aesch. Ag.

256, Soph. O. T. 91 9t, .,
nearest of kin, tEur. Tro. 48, and so

wilhuut. Soph. El. llOSt: for

Hom. has only neut. (Od.

5, 280), or more usu. •, as

adv. (11. 20, 18, etc.) : the_ latter esp.

in the phrases, , Od.

13, 80; , Od. 6, 152,, . 2, 58t, etc. :, the next of kin, Hdt. 5, 79

:

freq. c. gen., as. ^. ,
Hdt. 1, 134.—II. of time, ., he who died last, Hdt.

2, 143., ov, {,)
near in turning, hence quick changing,

changeable, Hdt. 7, 13 ;3?^, the sudden change, Thuc.
2, 53 ; , to

change one's mind suddenly, Wessel.
Hdt. 7, 13, Schiif. Dion. Comp. p.

300.—II. in rhetor, writers, as Her-
mog., closely connected with what goes



before or follows.

—

III. adv. -,
Longin. f22, 1.,/,, ov, {,)
near ending,, Nonn., , {,) near

en end,, JNontl. ^. 40, 314., ov, gen., (,) near the borders, neighbouring.

Soph. Fr. 349; rcvi, Eur. Rhes. 426:
trjvof, Lye. 1130t. Mostly poet.,

but also in Xen. Hier. 10, 7., ov, {,) near

the birth,, Pind. Ft. 58 ;-
pav, Anth. P. 7, 462.'., , {,.)
appearing near, jVonn. fD. 29, 29.,, {ayxt,) planted

near,. fD. 3, 152., lov, gen. , nearer,

compar. of, only in E. M., adv. () bubbling

up, poet, word in Hesych.', , t/, ( ) An-
cho'e, a swampy region in Boeotia,

Strab. p. 406.', adv. {) from, near

at hand, Hdt. 4, 31, tLuc. de dea
Syr. 28t ; opp. to^., \.,^,, near,

c. gen., II. 14, 412, 9d. 13, 103., , . -, {) to

strangle., , , . 1. for., , ,{) throttling,

strangling, hanging : Trag. phrases ;— , Aesch. Eum. 746
;', worse than

hanging, fi. e. more heinous than can
be atoned for by hanging ; for which
hanging would be too goodf. Soph.
O. T. 1374 ; ' •, 'tis

nigh as bad as hanging, Eur. Heracl.

246 ; so,' ; Ar. Ach.
125 : fso in pi. ,
Eur. . F. 154, , Hel.

200 :—also in prose, ?.v-, Aeschin. 33, 18 ; -, Luc. Tim. 45t.

—

II. cord

for hanging, halter, Siinon. Amorg.
18 ; , in Eur. Hipp.
802. Hence), to strangle., a, ov,, death
by strangling, Euseb., of. Lob. Phryn.
559.

^', , lov, {) fit for
strangling,, Eur. Hel. 686;^, Nonn. D. 21, 31., poet, for,
Anacreont., ov, {,) border-

ing.^, adv., coming near, tApoIl.
Dysc., ,, super), of, nearest, next, Eur. Pel. 2:

—

usu. as adv.,, like,
c. gen., H. Hom. Ap. 18, and Hdt.
t2, 169 ; 4, 35t : .,
the nearest of kin, Hdt. 4, 73 : ., very near, i. e. very like, some
one, Hdt. 7, 73, but also c. dat.,

Id. 7, 91 :—so too, Hdt. 7,, a, ov, compar. of
or, nearer, c. gen., Hdt. 7,

175.' =, near, freq. in

Hom. ; usu. absol., twice c. gen., II.

24, 709, Od. 6, 5 ; c. dat., Pmd. N.
9, 95, Hdt. 3, 85 ; hut cf.. Later
forms are,, and, q. v. (The form,
which is found in Hesych., comes
nearest the root : hence,

:—cf. also,, Lat.
ango, Germ, eng, engen.)

2

, ov, , Anchurus, son of
Midas, Plut.

', ov, Ion. for,
bordering,^. -, Anth. P. 9, 233, , on one,

Orph. Arg. 122,\, Lye. 418.., , Att., (tthis

rests on an incorrect reading, v.

Brunck ad Ar. Lys. 48t) Lat. anchu-
5a, a plant, whose root yields a red
dye, alkanet, Hipp. : fused as a rouge
for the cheeks by Ath. ladies, Schol.
ad Ar. 1. cf Hence, as mid., to use

rouge.•2, f., Lat. ANGO, to

press tight, esp. the throat,, II. 3, 371 : strangle,

throttle, hang. Pind. fN. 1, 69 in pass.

;

Ar. V'esp. 1039, Lys. 81 ; also m prose,,
Dem. 1157, 8, cf. 406, 5t ; metaph.
\to torture, harass-\, of pressing credi-

tors, Ar. Eq. 775, cf. ad Thorn. M.
p. 8. (Prob. from the same root as, q. v.), ov, (,6 )

nearly equal, ,. ,
Thuc. 3, 49 ; ., a doubtful

battle. Id. 4, 134 ; \ ., Plut.

0th. 13|. Adv. 7., also -/a,-, Thuc. 7, 71, tand/., Luc. Ver.
Hist. 2, 37t, like Lat. aequo Marte
pugnare, cf. Ruhnk. Tim. s. V.£2 ; f. Dor. ^ : aor. 2, inf. : less freq. aor.

1 , tBatr. l]5t ; inf. or
in II. +24, 663, part, ,

j
Batr. not, very rare in Att., fthough

I inf. , Antipho 134, 42 : in

I

compds., in Hdt. 1, 190, Thuc. 2, 97 ;

i 8, 25, dub. 1. V. Dind. and Poppo ad
I. ; and cf.t Valck. Hdt. 5, 34; perf.

7/, tin compos, with, etc., Xen.
Mem. 4, 2, 8, Dem., etc.+, later }-, which, though rejected by Attic-

ists, is found in Lys., cf. Buttm. Lexil.

30 ; tpf. pass,, Hdt. 2,

158 ; 1 aor. pass,, Xen. An. 6,

3, lot ; fut. pass,, but Plat.

Rep. 458 D has the fut. mid. -
in oass. signf. : ton this usage

cf. Jelfs Kiihner 1^364, obs.f

I. to lead, had along, take with one,

USU. of persons, being used of
things, Horn., as \5 (5' -, ,
II. 23, 512t; ., Od. 10,

405 : to carry off, esp. as captives or
booty, II. 2, 834; 9, 594:— usu. in

phrase , to siveep a

country of all its plunder ( where
strictly refers to things,

to men and cattle), first in 11. 5, 484,
then freq. in Hdt. and Att. Prose

;

more rarely reversed,, Hdt. 1, 88 ; 3, 39 ; c. ace. loci,, Xen.
Hell. 3, 2, 2 ;

just like Lat. agere et

ferre, Liv. 22, 3, etc. ; but

sometimes means simply
to bear and carry, bring together, Heind.
Plat. Phaedr. 279 C, t(but here

)^, cf. Legg. 817 A,
Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 2 ; like portari atque

agi in Caes. B. C. 2, 25 :—esp.,

or, ., to carry one before a
court of justice, Lat. rapere in jus, oft.

in Att. prose ; also absol.. Plat.

Legg. 914 E, Gorg. 527 A, etc.—Part.
is used in genl. signf., taking,

leading, ', II. 2, 558, cf.

1, 391, and freq. in Att.—2. also of
things, to bring to or in, import, oft in

Horn., olvov , cf. Hdt. 1,

70 : . , Hom.—II. to lead to-

wards a point,, 11. 13, 602, also c. inf.,, leads to death, Eur. Hee. 43 ;, to had one on a
way, t7;}e, i. e. )', Xen. Hell. 4, 4, 13t

:

also, , the road leads, or-, tSoph. . . 734+, Plat.

IRep. 435 Dt, and Xen. tCyn. 8, 4t.—
2. hence metaph. to had, as a general,
t/.aov, II. 10, 79 ; ,
12, 330 ; .., Aesch. heb. 56,
and freq. in prose, Xen. Cyr. 1,4, 17;
etct ; to guide, as the gods, etc., Pind.,
Hdt., etc.: ay. :,1 conduct
the government, Thuc. 1, 127: pass.,

to be led, guided,. Plat. Rep.
431 C : hence to mislead, seduce.—3.

to train up, train, educate,, -
?. or , Plat. Legg.
782 D, etc.

—

III. to draw out in length,, to draw a line of wall,
Thuc. 6, 99 ; so, ,
Hdt. 2, 158, cf. Thuc. 6, 100: in
pass., koAttov . the
land running round into a bay, Hdt.
4, 99.—IV. like agere, to hold, celebrate,, ', etc., Hdt. 1,

147, 183; though this is more freq.

in Att., for Hdt. usu. has.—
2. also to hold, keep, observe, . '-,, etc., Thuc. 6, 7, etc.

:

hence very freq. c. ace, as a peri-

phrasis for a neut. verb, . for, to lead a life, live ; .•, , etc., bellum, pacem
agere, etc. :—but,

difier from,, (it seems) in expressing a con-
tinuous state ; as, ?.', to
keep laughing. Soph. Aj. 382 : so ot
time, ., etc., decimum
annum agere.—V. like, Lat.
ducere, to hold, consider,

or, ,/) -, Hdt. 1, 134; 2,

172 ; 9, 7, etc. ; . , '
or ., etc., Heind.

Plat. Theaet. p. 384 ; ' ..
Soph. Ant. 35 : also with adverbs,

., to think insufferable,

Soph. O. T. 783 ; so, .
Plat., etc. — VI. to weigh so much,, ,
etc., to weigh a mina, 300 darics, etc.,

Dem. 617, 21 ; 741, 7, where the ace.
is the weight \vhich the thing iveigks

or draws down ; also, ,
Plut., like.
. mid., very freq., esp. in

Ate, usu. in the sense of carrying
away for one's self, taking to one's self,'-, Od. 10, 35 ; ,
Lat. uxorem ducere, to take to one's self
a wife, Od. 14, 211 ; in full, .-, Hdt. 1, 59, etc. ; and
simply, to marry, II. 2, 659,
etc., and in Att., cf. Elmsl. Heracl.
808 : and Aesch. Pr. 560 has the act.

in same signf., though this is

rare :—also of the father, to choose a
wife for his son, Od. 4, 10, A"alck.

Hdt. 1, 34, etc. ; , to

take to one's self a gift, Valck. The-
ccr. 1,11; , ',
to let pass through the mouth, i. e., to

utter, II. 14, 91 ; -, to take a thing into one's hands,
and so to take upon one's self, under-

take, Hdt. 1, 126; 4,79.
for a., ov,{) fitfor lead-

itig by, of a dog's collar, Leon. Tar. 34., , , {) a leader,

one that draws or drags, Hdt. 2, 175.

— 2. one who brings to judgment, an ac-

cuser.—II. that by which on£ leads,

=
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(>, leash, rein. Soph. Fr. 801,

Xen. Equestr. 6, 5.

'/,, , () a leading, car-

rying from one place to another, esp.

carrying away or off. Soph. O. C
662 : also intrans., a gmng away,

Thuc. 4, 29.—2. bringing to or in,

Aesch. Ag. 1263 : ?}

., your bringing us before the coun-

cil, Thuc. 5, 85.— II. a leading towards

a point, conducting, guiding, e. g. -, Xen. Eq. 6, 1 : and intrans., the

cmtrse or tendency of a thing, e. g., . Plat. Legg. 645

.—2. the leading of an army, lb. 746

D : guiding of a state or public busi-

ness, Polyb. 3, 8, 5.—3. a training,

educating, tending. Plat. tLegg. 819

At, Arist., etc. ; tesp. the public edu-

cation of the Spartan youth after their

seventh year, Pkit. Ages. l,etc., in

Miiller Dor. 4, 5, i^ 1, n. f. Eng. Tr.t

:

and intrans., conduct, mode of life,

Arist Eih. N. 10, 7, 3: — also of

plants, culture, Theophr. ; ofdiseases,

treatment, Galen. : hence,—4. gener-

ally, method, tvay, treatment of a

subject, Arist. Rhel. 1, 15, 10.—5. a

school or sect of philosophers, Sext.

Emp.— III. as a term in music or

metre, time, .. Plat. Rep.
400 C, Plut. 2, 1141 C :—generally,
music, Polyb. 4, 20, 10(?), ov, () capable of be-

ing led or carried, Eur. Cycl. 385 :, things portable, a cargo of
wares. Plat. Prot. 313 C, Xen. tAn. 5,

], 16t, etc.—II. that may be led or

carried away : of persons, outlawed,

Schneid. Xen. Hell. 7, 3, 11: or de-

livered into bondage, Dem. 624, 12.—III.

easily led away, complying, Plut. Ale.

6.

'Aywyioi>, ov, , in Xen. Cyr. 6, 1,

54, the load of a wagon or carriage.', , («}) c. gen., leading,

guiding: b ., a guide, Hdt. 3, 26;
ol, an escort, Thuc. 2, 12 ; ., an aqueduct, Hdn. t7, 12, 7t.

—2. leading towards a point, or

. Plat. Rep. 525 A :^. , Plut. Per. It.— II.

drawing forth, evoking, eliciting, c. gen.,

ioal , Eur. Hec. 536;

uy.. Id. Tro. 1131: tin lit.

signf., of the magnet,
., Diosc. 5, 148t : absol.,

attractive,ipoo ., Plut.

Crass. 7t, tIj, attractiveness,

riut.t2. 25B.,, : Aeol. also,
ov, , q. V. : (, v. esp. signf. IV)

:

—an assembly, like, II. 24, 1, cf.

Eust. ad 1., p. 1335, 57, Spitzn. II. 18,

376 : esp. an assembly met to see games,

oft. in II. 23; , Find.

P. 10,47.—2. later, a place ofcontest, the

arena or stadiion, Hes. Sc. 312, Pind.

P. 9, 202, cf. esp. Thuc. 5, 50 : hence
proverb., out of the lists

or course, i. e. beside the mark, Pind.

P. 1, 84, Luc. Gymnas. 21 ; cf. -.— II. from Pind. downwards,
esp. the assembly of the Greeks at their

great national games, ^,?, etc. : hence the contest

for a prize at their games, -,, etc., tHdt. 2, 91, cf.

Xen. Hier. 9, 1 1 ; ., Thuc.
3, 104; Ar. Plut. 1163t; .-

or, a contest

where the prize is a crown, Hdl. 5,

102, Arist. Rhet. 1, 2, 13; ay.-, where it is a shield of brass,

Pind. N. 10, 41,ubi Dissen : hence
numberless phrases,', -,,, etc., to

hold or propose a contest ; or

18

, to win one or at one,

etc.—2. in genl., any struggle, Uontesl,

contention, ',for

the arms of Achilles, Soph. Aj. 1240
;., Tr. 20,. El. 1492,

Plat. Prot. 335 A ; and sot, trial, dan-

ger, , c, inf , it is hard

or dangerous to..., Hdt. 7, 1 1 : Uv•, in this consists the

greatest risk, Eur. Med. 235t :

7/, , etc.,

struggle lor lile and death, for one's

highest interests, etc., freq. in Attic

prose, cf. Hdt. , 102.—3. a battle, ac-

tion, ^/, Aesch.
Cho. 584t, so, Thuc. 2, 89, etc.—4.

an action at law, trial,\ '-, Aesch.

Eum. 677, cf. 744; Plat. Legg. 947

; Rep. 494 ; andt freq. in Oratt.

—5. metaph., ^, etc.,

now is the time for speaking, etc.,

Valck. Phoen. 588 ; so, .,
'tis no tiine for sitting still. Id. Or.

1291, cf. Thuc. 3, 44, etc. : cf.?,, , the Agonales,

priests at Rome, forming part of the

Salii, Dion. H. 2, 70. ^7], , b, {,)
president or umpire of a contest, Soph.

Aj. 571.

f, , ol, the Agones, a

Gallic people, Polyb. 2, 15, 8.', , , {) a contest,

struggle for victory,, Hdt. 2, 91 ; tso, -, Xen. Cyr. 2, 3, 15t ; esp. in

tlie game's, Pind. 0.2, 94, P. 5, 150,

etc. : hence,— 2. gymnastic exercise,

iDrestling, etc.. Plat. Legg. 765 C, etc.

:

generally, exercise. Id. Gorg. 456 D
sq., Rep. 618 B.—3. of the mind, ago-

ny, anguish, -, Dem. 236, 19 I'tand so, /ear, ter-

ror, Polyb. 3, 43, 8.,, b, a nervous person,

Diog. L. 2, 131 : from', , f. -, to be in an, like, Isocr. 59 :

but,— II. to strive eagerly, ,
Arist. Rhet. 1, 9, 21 ; to be distressed

or anxious about a thing,^,
Polyb. 5. 34, 9t, fear it much, c. ace,
Id. 1, 20, 0; 44, 5, etc. ; tfoU. by ,. . Id. 3, 9, 2t.[], Ion. for-
', 3 1. pf. pass, from sq., Hdt.

9, 26.' : .- or more
usu. Att.-, tlon.- : dep.

mid. : {). To contend for a prize,

esp. in the public games, Hdt. t5,

67t : c. ace, ,
Hdt. 5, 22 : ttind so—2. in genl., to

struggle, contend, esp. in battle, absol.,

Thuc. 8, 27 ; cf 4, 87t ; . ,
to contend with one, 1 , 36 ; ,
about something. Id. 6, 16 : fc ace.

cogn., to fight a battle, .,
Plut. Pericl. lOt.—3. to contend for
the prize on the stage, act, tof a poet,

ot' \, Ar.

Ach. 140, cf. tVesp. ]479t, and Arist.

Poet. 7, 11 : tof an actor,/ (an

actor), Dem. 418, 5 ;

{sc.)?/, 420,

4 :—also, to contend, exert one's self in

speaking,... -, Plat. Menex. 235 D ; . to, to contend publicly, be-

fore tne people, . kv ,, Xen. Mem. 3, 7, 4t.— II. to contend Or struggle against, as

law-term, .,. to fight

a cause to the last. Lys. 98, 14, Dem
653, 26 : hence also,.-, sc., Dem. 741, 20; but

also, ., to fight against a
charge of murder, Eur. Andr. 336:
hence generally, to struggle, to exert

one's self, c. inf., Thuc. 4, 87: hence
also—2. in pass., to be won by a hard
contest, but rarely save in perf., as,

(Ion. pf.

for ), many battles

have been fought, Hdt. 9, 26 ; tu-, prizes won, Eur. Suppl. 465,
Dem. 745, 21 : rarely in pres., as,, tlie law now wi-
der debate, Dem. 709, 7 ; or aor., as,, Lys. 194, 5., , , 1. for-, tDion. . Rhet. 6., ov,{) of or belonging

to the contest, ., its prize,

,Pind. 1. 5(4), 9; tay., . 11,

75t ; hence epiih. of Mercury, as pres•

ident of games. Id. I. 1, 85; also of
Jupiter as decider of the contest. Soph.
Tr. 26 : the , in Aesch.
Ag. 513, Supp. 189, are held by some
to be all the 12 greater gods as pro-

tectors in danger ; by others, the gods
who presided over the great games (Ju-
piter, Neptune, Apollo, and Mercu-
ry) ; or, ace. to Eust., those worshipped
on a common altar{), as in

an or asse7nbly :
— ., in

Soph. Aj. 195, is prob. restfrom com-
bat.', ov, {a priv,,) with-

out angle, Theophr.,, , Agonis, title of a
play of Alexis, Ath. 339 C.', , ,{) a
contending for a prize, ThuC. 5, 50.',, ,()
a contest, combat : in plur., deeds done
in battle, brave deeds, Hdt. 8, 76 ; ., an achievement of his, feather in

his cap, Thuc. 8, 12 ; tin horseman-
ship, Xen. Hipparch. 3, 5t.—2. ., to act a play, Arist. Poet. 9, 1 1.

— II. Uhe object of contention^ ; .-, to make an object to strive

for, Hdt. 1, 140 :^., Eur. Phoen. 1355t.—2.=:, the prize of contest, Thuc. 3,

82 ; 7, 86 : generally, distinction, Lys.
137, 8.—III. that with which one con-

tends, a prize-essay, declamation, etc.,

Thuc. 1,22., ov, ,{) ri-

valry, Thuc. 7, 70., verb. adj. from-, one must contend, ,
Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 9, etc., , lov, also of, ov::^, Anaxipp. ap. Ath. 169

C : TO, the place of as-

sembly, Aristid.', ov, ,{) a
combatant, rival, esp. at the games,
Hdt. 2, 160 ; 5, 22, and freq. in Att.

:

a pleader, an advocate. Plat. Phaedr.
209 D. cf. Thuc. 3, 37:— a^i actor,

Arist tProbl. 19, 15, cf. Ath. 537 Dt.—., race-horses, Plut. Them.
25 :—c. gen., 07ie who struggles for a
thing, . , ?.,

c/ia»j!p!07i of virtue, of truth, Aeschin.

79, 31, Plut. 2, 16 C: ta public dis-

putant. Plat. Phaedr. 269 Dt. Hence', ,, belonging to, or

fit for contest, Arist. Rhet. 3, 12, 1.

—

II. fit for winning the prize, masterly :- (sc. ), the art of winning

or prevailing. Plat. Soph. 225 A :

\

, mastery, Hipp., and Plat.

tSoph. 219 Ct.—2. eager for applause,
I Plat. Meno 75 C.— III. adv. -, in

\
masterly style,, Arist. Probl. tl9,

j

15.—2.-, to have a desire to

fight, Plut. "Su II. 16t.—3. boldly, deci

sively, in late Medic.



^, , {], fem. of ayejvi-, Galen., , , {,)
judge of the contest, [], ., , the office of, Plut. Ages. 21.), , f. -<, to be an, direct the games, Thuc.
3, 38 ; tc. ace,' ., '-, Strat. Sard. 94t : hence c. ace,.,, etc., to direct,

i. e. stir up, war, sedition, etc., in

later writers, as tPolyaen. 7, 16, Plut.

Cat. Min. 45; of persons, to excite to

war, etc., . ,
Polyb. 9, 34, 3t.—. in genl., to be

judge ; and so to judge, decide, Dem.
119, 13.',, o,=sq., Welck,
Syll. Kp. p. 212.

\\(7], ov, , {,)
a president in the games, Hdt. 6, 127 :

in genl., a judge, Xen. An. 3, 1, 21,

Aeschin. 79, 30. Hence\\}, , , belonging to

on, Osann. Auct. Inscr.

5. , , a female-, Inscr.— II. ==^
dub- in Soph. Fr. 802, where Dind.
would read, others•,—in the same signf

.'/., , ,(,)
tiresome discussion, Galen.. ov, like, without

angle, Theophr.
',, 6, Aeol. for, Alcae.

103, of Koen Greg. p. 592 ; thougti

Buttm. (Ausf Gramm. ^56 Anm. 14

n) thinks it merely a nietapl. form., ov, , Agonus, a de-

scendant of Orestes, Paus. 5, 4, 2.

'Ada, Of, , Ada, wife of Hidrieus
king of Caria, Arr. An. 1, 23, 7.^, ov, ,=^6, an itch-

ing, sting. Soph. Tr. 770.-, 7), , Adadata, a city of
Pisidia, Strab.., ov, (a priv., , )
without resin, Theophr.

'.', ov, (a priv.,- i) not lighted by torches ; of mar-
|

riage, clandestine, Apiun ap. Eust., , , ignorance, un-

skilfulness in doing, c. inf. Od. 24,

243 ; but v. sq. ; and, , , v. 1. for foreg.

in Od. 24, 243, prelerred by Buttm.
Lexil. s. V. 13 : from, ov, (a priv.,)
unknowing, figtiorant, absol. Pseudo-
Phoc. 8 It, ignorant of,, II. 5, 634,
etc. : but also, ., beyond the

knowledge, i. e. reach of ill, Od. 12,

208. Ep. word, used by Hdt. 8, 65., , ( priv., *.)
= foreg., tabsol. Simon. 79, It, c. gen.,

tof persons, Hdt. 9, 46, cf. Xen. Cyr.

1, 6, 43, Call. Fr. 160, of things, etc.t,

Hdt. 2, 49, etc., Soph. Phil. 827 : also

c. inf , unknowing how to...,. lb. 1167./, ov. ( priv.,) un-

known, ties. Th. 655. [da]

t'AJat. , , Adae, a town in

Aeol is, Strab. p. 622., ov, {a priv.,-) artless. Orph. Arg. 405.', ov, (a priv.,) undi-

vided. A p. Rh. 3, 1033., , ( priv.,) poet,

for 7/.', ov, ( priv.,) un-
deslroyed, Q. Sin. 1, 196. [], ov. Dor. for., ov,) abundant, So-
phron ap. Hesych., ov, , or, Adaeus,

masc. pr. n., Polyb. 15, 27, 6; Plut.
Ages. 13; etc., ov, (a priv.,)
not to be eaten, of v.hich none might eat,, Aesch. Ag. 151., ov, (a priv., -
pv)=sq., INonn. \D. 17, 51., ov, (a priv.,)
undivided., , gen. , (a priv., -)= I, Find. O. 2, 120,

Eur. Ale. 1047 : ,
of a healthy child, Theocr. 24, 31.—
t2. i. e. costing no tears, causing no tears

to be shed,, Plut. 2, 318 ; -, Diod. S. 15, 72, v. Wess. ad l.f—.= II,., Eur.
Med. 861., adv., tearlessly, without
tears, Isocr. 305 : from, ov, (a priv.,)
without tears : hence,— I. act. tearless,, Od, 4, 186: happy, II. 1, 415
t(better here in lit. sign!.,.)^ -, to lull the desire of her
eyes so that they weep no more. Soph.
Tr. 106 ; cf.— II. pass., un-
wept, unmourned. Soph. Ant. 881. In
the places of Soph, it has been ex-
plained very tearful (v. Valck. Adon.
223) : but it never means this, v.

Lob. Aj. 515, Ellendt Lex. Soph. s. v.

'/., . Dor.,^., indecl.,, ov, Jo-
seph., , Adam, . . ; hg.

., i. e. Christ, Id. [- Anth. P. 1,

46, 108, Or. Sib. : and Greg.
N.]', ov, () ada-
mantine, of steel, Find. P. 4, 398,
Aesch. Pr. 6: metaph., very hard,

stubborn, stedfast. Plat. Gorg. 509 A.
Adv. -, Fiat. Rep. 619 A.., ov, b, Adamantius, a
late writer., ov,{,)
iron-bound, ./, Aesch. Fr. 418., ov, (,/) on base of adamant, .
Find. Fr. 58.', ov,=^, --, V. 1. Aesch. Supp. 143.,,: {a priv.,) :

—first in Hes., (in Horn, only as prop,
n.), strictly the unconquerable : hence,
— I. USU. as subst., adamant, i. 6. the
hardest metal, prob. steel: hence the
epithets, ?.6, Hes. Sc.
231, Th. 161. also in Find. fP. 4, 125,t
etc.: metaph., of any thing fixed, un-
alterable, -, having fixed it firm as adamant,
Orac. ap. Hdt. 7, 141 ; -, fixed them with nails of
adamant, i. e. inevitably. Find. P. 4,

125.—2. compound of gold and steel.

Flat. Tim. 59 B.—3. the diamond,
Theophr. Lap. 19. tCf Fres. Moore's
remarks on the' of the an-
cients as quoted Diet. Antiqq. s. v.t

—

]I. as adj., unalterable, inexorable,

Valck. Theocr. 2, 34.,, , Adamas, a Tro-
jan, son of Asius, 11. 12, 140 ; 13, 560.

', adv., ungovernably. [l\.

From', ov, {a priv.,)
fstrictly, unsubdued, unconquered, in
Trag. only in form. v. sq.

;

— of animalst, untamed, unbroken,-, Xen. Eq. 1, 1.—2. t«o< to be sub-

dued, metaph. t inexorable, epith. of", II. 9, 158., ov, Trag. form of foreg.,
v. Elmsl. and Reisig Soph. O. T. 196 :

tin lit. signf, Aesch. Cho. 54, Theb.
233, Soph. O. T. 205, etc.t :—of fe-

' males, «nwfiiiifd, Soph. Aj. 450. [(5-
I but- as in, Theocr. 15,

4.]

I

^ , and, ov,=.
1 ,,=. Ion ap.

I

Ath. 35 ., Aeol. for, Alcman 24.

I

, , , Adana, a town of
Cilicia, Ftol.

I

, or, as dep. mid.,,
fut.- :

—to sting, cause an itch-

ing, etc., the latler in Hipp. (Usu.
called Ion. for from, but
perh. better at once from with
a euphon.)', ov, (a priv.,-) inexhaustible, Eccl., ov, (a priv.,)
without expense, and SO,— costing noth-

\
ing, icheap. At. Pac. 593t, Teles ap.

Stob. p. 69, 19, Plut. t2, 189 F, 230
Bt. Adv. -, Eur. Or. 1176., , ,, ov, ,, , , Diosc. 5, 137 ; and

I

, , , tthe efflores-

cence that gathers about reeds in cer-
tain salt lakes,,' -

...,
! /., . . -i, Dicsc. 1. c.\?.,, 6, Adarbal, masc.
pr. ., Strab.', , , name of a Hebrew
month = Maced., Joseph,
Ant. Jud. 4, 8, 49.', a, , Do» for", Eur.
Hec. 483., ov, (a priv., ) un-
flayed : not cudgelled.

t'Adaf, , , Adas, a city of
Pisidia. Strab. p. 570.", ov, (a priv.,)
tribuiefree, Aesch, Fr. 58., ov, {a priv.,) undi-
vided. Soph. Aj. 54.,,=, to scratch, Ar.
Fr. 360., ov, b, v.^., poet, for, til- 8, 423,
etc., poet, for, II.

10, 98.', poet, for, II. 5, 203 :

yet some read with a., , etc., v. sub•.
t'AdJi, indecl. , Addi, masc. pr. n,,

N.T.,, , a measure of four, Ar. Fr. 573., , the Addua, a tributary
of the Fo, Strab. p. 204.", 3 sing. aor. 2, Horn.

:

inf. II. [], Dor. for, and also for, V. sub ; also for,
Theocr. 20, 8., a, b, Adeas, masc. pr. n.,

Xen. Hell. 7, 1,45., , ( priv.,) fearless,

shameless, Horn., but only in Ep. form, II. 7, 117, and in phrase, II. 8, 423, etc., (where Buttm.
would read, Lexil. s. v.

5.)—2. fearless, without fear or care for

a thing, .. Flat. Ale. 1,

122 ; ad. , Plut. : ,
security, Thuc. 3, 37 : , not
without cause for fear, Dem, 207, 23 :— , to fear where
no fear is, Plat. Symp. 198 A.— II.

most freq. in adv., without fear
or scruple, confidently, Hdt. 3, 65 ; 9,

109, and freq. in Att.

'Ade^f, , ( priv.,) not in

want. Max. Tyr., ov, la priv., ), not

wanting a thing, Antipho ap. Suid.
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, , . Ion. uthii;, (/)
freedom from fear, Lat. stcuritns, esp.

of the person, safely, amnesty,, licit. 2, 121, Q^; so,

tuhtav, Lys.

192, 4 ; ,
Thue. 3, 58 ; also, ,, , etc.;. to ,,-, to have an amnesty :

—
also c. gen., -/?/ ., to have
free range of the land, tsoph. O. C.

447, cf. Scliaf. Mel. p. 81 :. Hilt. 8, 120 : .-
, to hold it not safe, Jd. 9, 42

:

', with promise of safety,

Dem. 601, 13 :— fi» Athens, protection

from injury, hence, permission to give

information, or bring an accusation,

in the case of strangers,, etc.,

Dem. 715, 3, Plut. Pericl. 31, Phoc.
26 ; V. Diet. Antiqq., s. v.', to be in, be at ease,

only in Eustath.,, , a name of certain

Seleucian magistrates in Polyb. 5, 54,

10 ; prob. an Eastern word.',, Ep. lor, II. 7, 117.', ov, ( priv..)
not shoiim, or to be shown, Philo.

'?., , fearlessness : from, ov. fearless, Physiogn., ov, (ji priv.,)
fearless, dauntless, Pind. N. 10, 30, tl.

i, 13t ; etc. : also c. gen.,,
without fear for myself, Aesch. Pers.

162. Adv. -TUf, Id. Cho. 771.

V, ov, , Adlmantus, a

Corinthian commander, Hdt. 7, 137.

—2 a general of the Athenians, Xen.
Hell. 1, 4, 21, Ar. Ran. 1513.—3.

brother of Plato. Plat. Rep.—Others
in Plat., Plut., etc., ov, and, ov, (a
priv.,) fearless., inf. aor. 2 act. of., ov, ( priv.,)
without having eaten, unfed, Xen. An.
4, 5, 21, etc.

',, ,freedomfrom
superstition, Hipp. p. 23., ov, gen. , (
>\\.,) without superstition,

Clem. A[. Adv.-, Diod.', ov, (a priv.,)
tmbrihed, impartial, Arist. Eth. N. 2,

9, 0. Adv. -.', ov, (a priv., -) not tithed, Ar. Eq. 301., ov, (a priv.,) not

received, not believed, LXX.— ll. act.,

not receiving or admitting, c. gen., -, Plut, 2, 881 B., , , Dor. for,
Pind., and Lyr. passages of Trag.,cf.
Herm. Soph. O. C. 1059. [- as
one syll., Pind. N. 7, 5.]', 7/, . Ion. for ?},
Hdt., and Hipp.', , , poet, for ?.7},
Qu. Sm. 1, 30., , Ep. for7, til.

5,21., ov. Ion. for-, Hdt. t3, 65.
'', ov, 6, Ep. and Ion. for, Horn., tas II. 2, 409, 586, Od.

4, 19!1 : etc.t, Hdt. t3, 61, 62, 63, etc.t,

and Pmd. tO. 2, 89, P. 10, 107 ; etc.t,

also in Aesch. Theb. 974 (a lyrical
pa.ssage ; it can hardly be right in

the senarian, lb. 576).'. 7/, , fein. from,
a sister, Trag.'.,, , contr., ov,

, a brother's or sister's son, nephew,
Hdt. 1, 65, Thuc, etc. t(On accent
V. Gottl. Gr. accent, 23, 1., . 5.)
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, , , Att. contr. for?!, a brother's or sister's daugh-
ter, a niece, IHipp. Lys., 97, 2t, Ar.
Nub. 47, etc., , , dim. from, a little brother, Ar. Ran. CO.?, 6, contd. from-., f.- Att. , {-) to adopt as a brother, call brother,

Isocr. 390 C. Pass., to be like. Hipp.', , ,{) broth-

erly or sisttrly, Arist. Eth. N. 8, 10, 8.

Adv. -, LXX.
^,, , brotherhood, close

resemblance, Hipp. 823., , to be murderer of
a brother or sister, Joseph. tBell. Jud.
2, 11, 4t; and, , , murder of a
brother or sister, Joseph. tBell. Jud.
1,31, 2t: from'?., ov,{,-) murdering a brother or sister, tPlut,

2, 256 Ft, in Hdt. 3, 65, in Ion. form':,, . , {-,,) brother's or sis-

ter's child, V. ]. Dion. . 4, 64., adv. (as if from,?.,) in a
manner worthy of his brother, Joseph.', {a copul., ?.) :— I.

as subst., ?.. Ion.,
Ep.- (one ol which two forms
Horn, always uses), tvoc., v.

Gottl. Gr. accent., () 23, 111., c, n. It,

a brother, or in genl., near kinsman:, brothers and sisters, like Lat.

fratres, Seidl. Eur. El. 531.— II. anj.,, . , and , , brotherly

or sisterly, Trag , as Aesch. Theb.
811 :—hence,—2. in genl. like Lat.

geminus, gemellus, ot any thing double,
in pairs, twin, Xen. Mem. 2, 3, 19 :

also, twin to a thing, answering to it,

just like it, usu. c. gen., as Soph. Ant.

192, and very freq. in Plat. ; but also

c. dat.,as Soph. O. C. 1262, cf Schaf
Greg p. 569, V^alck. Call. p. 160.

i', ov, , Att. crasis for, Ar. Pac. 808. [u]', , , {)
brotherly kindness, LXX. — II. the

brotherhood, N. T., ov. {a priv.,) un-

wedded to any one,, . C. 3,

358.', oi',= sq., 0pp. C. 4,

337.", ov, {a priv.,)
without trees,

., Polyb. 3, 55, 9., , contr. , like

an, glandular,, Galen.,\, Plut. 2, 664 F.', ov, {a priv.,) awk-
ward, Luc. Sat.^4.

*', £f,= sq. II, Anth. P. 11,

372., ov, {a priv.,)
not seeing, -, reft of thine eyes so that they

see not, Soph. O. C. 1200 ; cf. -
I. fin. Adv. -, without

looking, lb. 130., ov, (o priv.,)
without skin., ov,=:sq., Nonn. tD. 15,

138.", ov, (a priv.,) «n-

fettered, unbound, ., Lat.

libera custodia, our ' parok,' Thuc. 3,

34, tDion. H.^ 1, 83, Arr. An. 2, 15,

5t:

—

., Eur. Supp. 32.', ov, (a priv.,)
without master or owner, of properly,

Plat. Rep. G)7 : . '\, Arist, Eth. . 8, 10, 8 : per-

sons,/ree, \?., Myro ap. Alh. 271
F, uncontrolled, without control of a
superior, , Plut. 2, 680t :

later of reports or writings byunknown
authors, anonymous, Plut. ClC. 15, etc., ov, (a priv.,) unbound,
loose, Hipp. p. 41] .free, Dem. 753i

1 ; also, unshod, like

Philostr., cf. Lob. Phyrn. 765., , , Adeites, a Persian
Aesch. Pers. 312., , {a priv.,) not

sweet, sour, harsh, bitter, Lat. acerbus,,, etc., Od. 4, 489 ; 10,

245 (never in 11.). Only Ep., ov, {a priv.,) unwet-
ied, cf.., ov, {a priv.,)-
tanned, of a raw hide, Od. 20, 2.*, to please, obsol. pres.,

whence has its fut. :

aor. 2, [] : pf. []
Hippon. 83: and pf. 2 , Dor..*', to satiate, obsol. pres., to

which belong the Homeric aor. opt., pf. part,, or metri
grat. -, -, [yet early
Gramm. thinking by nature, and
only sometimes m thesis, rejected

the , Heyne U. '. 5, p. 173, sq. : in

Hoin. the verb has always (and
Wolf writes-) ; but the adv.

has usu. ] : for the other tenses v,

sub. The orig. signl. comes from

[], {satiety, the loathing hence

arising), , lest he
should feel loathing at the repast, Od.
I, 134;, overwhelmed with toil and sleep,

II. 10. 98.—(Buttm. Lexil.v.,
thinks it is contr. from, and so
accounts for the <i ; but such a
compd. with a privat. is against an-

alogy.—Hence (k^of, /,,,,)., contr. /, , ( priv.,') unassailed, unravaged, Soph.
. C. 1533., ov, {a priv.,) •
bitten, not gnawed or worm-eaten, Hes.
Op. 418, in superl..—2.

metaph., unmolested, not carped at,

Plut. 2, 864 C.— 11. act., not biting or
pungent, Diosc. 1, 29, cf. Schiif. Kur.

Hec. 1117.—HI. adv. -, Plut.

Pomp. 2., , to be, be in the

dark about a thing,, Herm. Soph.
O. C. 35. In pass., Hipp., ov, (a priv.,)
unhurt, Ap. Rh. 2, 7«9., , , {)^-, Anlh. P. 10, 96., , {) making
unseen./, ( priv.,) later

also , (Lob. Phryn. ) :

—

not

seen or known : hence,— I. unknown,
obscure, ignoble, Hes. Op. 6.— II. un-

known, unseen, uncertain, secret, ., death 6^ an unknown hand.

Soph. O. T. 496 ; ., secret

enmity, Thuc. 8, 108 : ,
to melt away to nothing. Soph. Tr.
698 : . , unseen by one, unob-

served by him, Xen. Cyr. 0, 3, 13, and
Plat. : rieut. {), foil, by
et'..., OTl..., etc., it is uncertain wheth
er..., unknown that..., freq. in Att
prose ; . it being uncertain,

Thuc. 1,2: a.\so,], c. part

fut., Isocr. 256 D. In Eur. Or. l.ilS,

it has a half act. sen.se,

pi, giving no sig^i

what had been done. Adv. -,



secre/Zy. Thuc. 1,92; superl. 7.-, Jd. 7, 50. Hence, -, , uncertainty,

Polyb. 5, 2, 3, etc.^, ov,{, /.)
with invisible veins, Arist. Gen. An. 1,

19, 15, etc.

^/^, , to make^ : pass.,

to be or become so.
^, ov, (a priv.,-) not wrought by workmen, rough,

Diod. 3, 26.— 12. uncreated, Eccl.t

—

Adv. -rug., , f. -, to be cast

down, troubled, or in anguish, , at

a thing, Plat. Phaedr. 251 D;, Xen. Hell. 4, 4, 3. (Cf. Buttin.

Lexil. s. V./ 12, who derives it

from, as if strictly not at home,
ill at ease : for, he observes,

is wholly invented by Eustath. : bet-

ter perh. akin to*, ,.) [(2(5-,

Nic. ap. Ath. 282 F]. Hence?, , , trouble, distress,

Plut. Num. 4., ov, (a priv.,)=-. Soph. Fr. 566., ov, (a priv,,-
aievu)) not divulged, secret, Eccl.', , , rarer form for, Deinocr. IFr. Moral. 91t,
V. Buttm. Lexil. s. v. 13;

from
'A^;;/iijv, 01•, gen.,{) cast

down ; sed v..', adv., Ep., Att.,() Lat. satis, to one^s fill, enough,

like , Horn., oft. c. gen., Tpcj-

o'/Joo, to give

ttiem enough of war, II. 13, 315,, licked his fill of
blood, Aesch. Ag- 828 :, to have enough of a thing, be
weary of it. Plat. Charm. 153 D ; also

c. part-, , Hdt.

9, .39. , except where Ep. is

written nietri grat., II. 5, 203, cf., <5.]
'

or,, , also , an
acorn : and as medic, term, a gland,

Hipp, passim, [], , , ignorance : from, , ( priv.,) igno-

rant, inexperienced, Simon. Amorg. 53.

Adv.- : poet.

',^, ov, contr. for., , , , ( priv.,)
without strife, Leon. Tar. 85., ov, [a priv.,)
wilhoui strife or battle, II. 17, 42, ubi
V. Spitzn.—2. uncontested, undisputed,

Polyb. 1, 2, 3 :—so adv. -, Id. 3,

93, 1 .—I L not to be striven against, un-

conquerable, , Aesch.
Pr. 105.",, , 6, Att. ; but also, ao, and , the older and
more Homeric form : (usu. deriv.

from a privat. and, hence ren-

dered by Herm. Nelucus ,• but the as-

pirate in Att. makes this very dub.)

:

^n Hom. only as pr. n., t(except
nietaph. in form 'Ai'tJi for tv

in II. 23, 244,()\, Hndes, Pluto,

the god of the Nether World, ace.

to Hes. Th. 455, son of Saturn and
Ehea, next brother to Jupiter ; ,

(sc., ), in,

into the nether world, Horn.;—hence
also in Att. prose iv and "
(sc. oiKif),).— II. alter Horn, as

appellat., the nether world, th''- grave,

death, /,,
Pjnd. P. 5, 130, I. 6(5), 21:, death by sea, Aesch. Ag.
667, cf. Eur. Ale, 13, Hipp. 1047.

Ci.,.

, , f. -, to be greedy,

Isocr. 127 C ; and, , , gluttony, Call.

Dian. 160, and Opp. tH. 2, 218 ; also

in Ael. V. H. 9, 13t : from^, ov, {,) eat-

ingone^s filtand more, gluttonous, greedy,., of an athlete, Theocr. 22,

115; ., Soph. Phil. 313; ad.

7', of a lamp that burns much oil,

Al'cae. (Com.) Com. 2.—2. metaph.,
devouring much money, costly,,
Lys. ap. Harp.,,, etc.,

Gramm.—Theform(i(5(5??0(2>Of which
freq. occurs in MSS. is wrong, Buttm.
Lexil. s. v. 8., ov, {a priv.,) not

wasted, Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 5., ov, {a priv.,)
not to be passed,,, Xen.
An. 2, 1, 11, Hell. 5, 4, 44.—II. act.,

not stepping asunder, closed,,
A. B.^, ov, unconfirmed,
Ptolem., , , Adiabene, a re-

gion of Assyria, between the Lycus
and Caprus, Strab. p. 503 : hence', , , of Adiabene ; o'l, the Adiabeni., ov, as Gramm.
term, intransitive, ApoU. Dysc.', ov. (a priv., ?>,•) unblameable, tPlat. Def 412 Ct,
Arist. Eth. N. 8, 4, 4.—II. act., not

open to receive calumnies, Plut. Brut. 8.

—tAdv.- in signf. I., .,
Clem. .?, ov, ( priv.,)
= foreg., Stob. Eel. 2, p. 240.', ov, {a priv.,-) not wetted through, tEutechn.
Paraphr. Opp. Ixeul. 2, 1., ov, {a priv., ,) not to be cut through, A. B., ov, {a priv.,-) undistinguishable , Diod. 1,

30.—12. difficult to understand, Arist.

Quint., ov {a priv.,) im-

possible to live with, Philo., ov, (a priv.,)
without successor, perpetual, Eccl., ov, {a priv.,-) inevitable, Eccl., ov, {a priv.,-) inseparable. Iambi.', ov, (a priv.,)
act., not having disposed or set in order,

Plut. Cat. Maj. 9, or, ace. to Schaf

,

having made no will, intestate.', ov, {a Jiriv.,)
undivided, Arist. Pol. 2, 3, 6 : indivis-

ible. Id. Metaph. 9, 1, 3.—12. in

Gramm., not affected by diaeresis\.

Adv. -., ov, ( priv., -) not shut out, Joseph. tBell.

Jud. 5, 5, 4.'7], ov, (a priv.,-) not executed, Joseph. tAnt. Jud.

19, 1, 1., ov, (a priv., -) which no arrow can pierce,

prob. I. in Ael. V. H. 13, 15, fortiiJia-.', ov, (a priv.,)
not cut asunder, Philo.7/, ov, (a priv.,-) unarranged, Dion. H. 3, 10.', ov, {a priv.,)
not to be parted, undistinguishable,

mixed, Hipp. p. 213 ; , Arist.

Somn. 3, 29.-2. unintelligible, Polyb.

15, 12, 9.—3. undecided, Luc. Jup.
Trag. 25.—tAdv. -, promiscuously,

Clem. A I., ov, (a priv.,- I

) vnintermitting, incessant, Tim.
Locr. 98 E. Adv. -, Polyb. 9,

3, 8., ov, {a priv., ?.-) without conversation, ., a
solitary life, A. B.ia, (a priv.,?.-) inseparably, Philodem.', ov, {a priv.,-) irreconcilable,, my relation to you ad-
mits no reconciliation, Dem. 1472, 23.

Adv. -, . , IJion.

. , 56., , ( priv., 7)
undissolved : indissoluble. Plat. Phaed.
80 .—2. irreconcilable, as in adv.,/. , Po-
lyb. 18, 20, 4.', ov,( priv.,)
not to be divided, Longin. 22, 3.', ov, {a priv.,-) incomprehensible, Plat. Soph. 238
C.— II. act., not understanding, silly.

Id. Hipp. Maj. 301 C. Adv. -, lb.', , ,() Adi-
ante, a daughter of Danaus, Apollod.
2, 1, 4., , , a water plant,

maiden-hair, Theocr. 13, 41, and The-
ophr. : strictly neut. fiom, ov, also , ov, Simon.
7, 3, (a priv., ):— unwelted,

I. c. : not bathed in sweat, like,, Pind. . 7, 107.— II. (5-
ai'rof.= foreg., Orph. fArg. 917., , ( priv.,)
not to be accomplished, [tti'], ov, (a priv.,)
unpolislied, Galen.',,{'.,)
not to be stilled, incessant, violent, Po-
lyb. 4, 39. 10. Adv.-. Id. 1, 57, 1., ov, {a priv., -) as yet unformed. Plat. Tim.
91 D., , to have the pores
closed, Galen. ; and, , , want of evapo-

ration, Galen. : from, ov, {a J)riv., -) not blown through, not ventilated,

Galen.—2. not volatilised, Theophr.

—

II. act., without drawing breath : hence
continual. Iambi., ov, {a priv.,-) not worked out, undigested, Ath.
402 D.

', ov, {a priv., -) not stumbling. Iambi., , , infallibility,

Hipp. p. 1282 : from', ov, {a priv.,-) not liable to error, infallible, first

in Hipp. p. 1282. Adv. -, Polvb.
6, 26, 4., ov, {) a faulty
form for sq., Theophr. ; cf Lob.
Paral. p. 39., ov, {a priv., -) not jointed or articulated, Arist.

H. A. 2, 1, 5: of the voice, inarticu-

late, Plut. 2, 378 C. Adv. -, fwith-
out distinction, Galen.()1), ov, {a priv.,-) not torn in pieces.),, , {a priv., oiaf>f)oia)

constipation, Hipp.', ov, {a priv.,)
not shaken about, Galen., ov, {a priv., ,) not scattered., adv., (a priv., -^) inconsiderately, fEccl.' , ov, (a priv., -) not torn asunder, uninterrupted,

unbroken, Polyb. 1, 34, 5. Adv. -,
Xen. Ages. 1, 4.
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', , , continuousncss :
'

from
[, , ( priv.,-
j) without intervals, conliinious, He-

liod.— II. ( priv.,) without
^

dimensions, Plut. 2, 601 C.
j, ov, (a priv.,)

vndistingiiished, uniform, Philo./., ov, (a priv., ?.-) not separated, confused, A. B.— II.
I=, Gramm. Adv. -., adv., ( priv.,-

) without turning any way,

Hipp., ov, (a priv.,-) not twisted, not distorted, Anst.

Probl. 31, 7: inetaph., unperverted,, Dion. H. de Thuc. 2.

'..{ .,)
not cloven, undivided, Eccl.', ov, (a priv.,-) unarranged, Dion. H. 3, 10./, ov, and,
ov, (a priv.,) not cut in

pieces, indivisible, Eccl.^, ov, , Adiatomus, a

king of the Celtae, Ath. 249 A.^, , , Adiatorix, a

ruler in Pontus, Slrab. p. 542.'-, ov, (a priv.,-
•) immoveable, headstrong, LXX.
Adv. -, LXX. Hence, , , immoveableness,

obstinacy, Suet. Calig. 29.', ov, (a priv.,•) unshapen, Died. 1, 10. [i]?.. ov, (a priv.,)
with no way through, without return, of

the nether world, Eur. Incert. 189.. , , incorruption.—
2. uprightness. From',,{ priv.,-
)= I, Plat. Apol. 34 B,

Legg. 951 C.

—

1\.— II,

Galen., ,,^,
. . tTit. 2. 7t : from, ov, uncorrvpted, incor-

rupt. Plat. Phaedr. 252 D : esp. of

women, chaste, Died. 1, 59, and Plut.

t.\rtax. 2Gt : of judges, incorruptible.

Plat. Legg. 768 B.—II. imperishable,

Id. Phaed. 106 D.—tAdv. -. without

being corrupted, incorruptibly, .-, Aeschin. 19. 19; superl.-,
Plat. Legg. 768 B., , f. -, to be-

or indifftrent,- , . Anton.

11, 16:, c. inf.. Lat. nihil

refert. ApoU. de Pron. 57. Hence, , , belonging to

indifference:.=, Epict.

2, 1, 14., ov, not evaporating,

Medic.', , ij, indifference, Cic.

Acad. Pr. 2, 42 ; cf. sq.-^ll. equivalence

of signification, Gramm. : from', ov, 'a priv.,)
not different, Arist. Rhet, 1, 12, 35 :—
in his Logic, are individual

objects, as havmg no logical differentia.

Anal. Post. 2, 13, 7, Top. 1,7, 1.— II.

indifferent, esp. in Stoic. philosophy,

Tu, res mediae, indifferentes,

things neither good nor bad, Cic. de

Fin. 3, 16, Epict. 32.— III. in metre,

common, Lat. anceps, Gramm.—IV.

Adv. -pur. without distinction, promis-

cuously, Dion. H., ov, (a priv., -) parted by no fence, Theophr.

Adv. -. Id., ov, (a priv.,)
not \flowing ort melting away, tilt,

iignt. in Eccl.' not di.isolved in lux-

ury, moderate, Hipp. 22 : of Style, con-

cise, Longin. 34, 3.
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', ov, (a priv.,-) unsepurnted., ov, (a priv.,-) not dereilfid, Diod. 5, 37, t Adv.

-. Sext. Emp. p. 410.'^, ov, (a priv.,)
of persons, untaught, ignorant of a

thing: not practised, rude, Dem. 520,

13.—II. of things, jwt learnt, not under-

stood, Hipp. p. 382-.^^,
Luc. de Hist. Conscr. 34.—2. .- :, not yet acted, Ath. 270 A. [i], ov, (a priv.,-

\) undefended, [i], ov, (a priv.,) i

not to be escaped. Adv. -., ov, ( priv.,-) not be wrought out or

finished, Isocr. 104 C, with v. 1.-., ov, ( priv., -) that will not stand inquiry, LXX., ov, (« priv.,)
not to be gone through, inexplicable,

Arist. Phys. Ausc. 3, 7. [i]' ov, (a priv.,)
^without a way through or out, and so

—

1. without outlet,, App. Mith.
100.—2. act., unable to get,\,
Anth. P. 11, 395, so

., Plut. 2, 679 Bt, etc., ov, ( priv.,-) not wrought out, unfinished,

Isocr. 289 ; cf..', ov, {a pnv.,-) inot thoroughly investigated, OV-., Philo.—2. of

persons, unquestioned, unexamined,() . /,
Plut. Dio 19t.—II. inscrutable. Plat.

Tim. 25 D.', ov, (a priv., -) indistinct., ov, ( priv.,)
indescribable, Xen. Cyr. 8, 7,22, Dem.
219, fin.—II. not related, Heliod., ov, (a priv.,)
filtered., ,^^,
in Cic. Att. 2, 12, a pun on the name
of the historian Dicaearchus, like

'Ipof, etc., ov, (a priv., Si-), where no justice

can be got, Dlod. Exc. 37., ov, (a priv.,)
without judgment given. Plat. Tim. 51

C : undecided, Luc. Bis Ace. 23. Adv.

-, Aesop., in Ar. Ach. 914,

Boeot. for //di«:7;|iivof, unless it should

be written., , , a doing wrong,

Stob. Eel. 2, p. 100.',,^-,^(.,^\.
Phil. 1035t, to be, do wrong, first

in H. Hom. Cer. 368, where it means
to do wrong before the gods, to sin : then

very freq. in Hdt., and Att. prose, to

do wrong in the eye of the law, the par-

ticular case of wrong being added in

participle, hence in indictments, as,......-. Plat. Apol. 19 , id. beginning

of Xen. Mem.,
ov, . .. :—if an ace.

rei be added, it must either be the

cognate,, etc., or

some adj. implying the latter, as,•,, etc. : . or, cf Bast.. Cr. p. 15. The
pres. oft. takes a perf signf., / have

done wrong, I am in the wrong, (the

perf being mostly, though not always,

used in trans, signf.), as,

— , if / am not wrong,

implying certainty of being right,

Heirid. Plat. Charm. 156.—II. trans.

c. ace. pers., to do one wrong, to wrong,

injure, first in Hdt. 4, 119: also little

more than'/ or ,
as, . )7/i', Thuc. 2, 71, etc. ; and of

animals, Xen. Eq. 6, 3;—c.dupl. ace,
to wrong one in a thing, Ar. Plut. 4C0,

cf supr. signf I, and Wolf Leptin.

t494, 20, Reiske Dem. 467, It, but
also,. Tiva . Plat. Legg.
854 E; . , Arist. Rhet.
— Pass.,, f. tinid. used
passivelyt, (Eiir. I. A.
1437, Thuc. 5, 56, etc., tcf Reiske
and Schaf. in Schaf App. Crit. ad
Dem. V. 3. p. 295-1 ), to be wronged or

injured, . Eur. Med. 205 ; also,, Aeschin. 65, 35., , , a nettle.',,,() wrong
done, a wrong, Lat. injuria, first in

Hdt. 1,2; esp. a breach of law, a de-

liberate wrong, opp. to and, Arist. Eth. is. 5, 8, 7, sq.

:

c. gen., ., a wrong done tonne,. , Dem. 5S6, 11 : .'
, Dem. 983, 25 ; pi , Plut. 2,

569 C :

—

', to con-

sider as a itron^, Thuc. 1,35; also,

, Dem. 188, 19.

—

.
that which is got by wrong, ill-gotten

goods. Plat. Rep. 365 E, Legg.
906 D.,, ,{) a doing

wrong., verb. adj. from,
one ought to do wrong. Plat. Rep. 365
E., , , () dis-

posed to do wrong, injurious, Plut. 2,

562 D. Adv. -, Stob.7/, Aeol. for, Sapph.
1,20, cf. Gaisf. Hephaest. p. 65.', , , () a ur/mg,

ffence,=tua, Hdt. 6, 136, and in

plur.. Plat. tLegg. 649 E. 854 E,
etct—II. injustice, iniquity, Eur. tOf.

28t, Plat. tGorg. 447 Ct ; etc., Dor. for, Tab.
Heracl., ov,,=^, Hdt. 5,

89., , f. -. {,) to seek fame bi) tniwerihy means,

Diod. t31. It. Hence. , , an unfair plan,

evil design, Polyb. 23, 16, 7., , to fight -unfairly,

dub. in Alciphr., , , (,-) fighting unfairly, Anst. .
Soph. 1, 10.

', ov,(,-) plotting injustice, Ar. Fr. 560.', ov, gen., (-,) unjustly harming, . .', , f. -, (-)=, to act wrongly, Plut.

2, 501 . Hence,, , wrong

action, Stob. Eel. 2, p. 194., , tlon. -,
Perictyone ap. Stob.t,(,-) acting wrongly. Hence, , , a wrong course

of action., ov, (a priv.,) of per-

sons and things, doing icro^ig, un-

righteous, unjust, first in Hes. Op. 258,

332 ; and in compar.. Op
274; then in Hdt. 1, 96; but most
freq. in Att. :

—

. , unjust in a

thing, , towards a person,

Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 6 and 27 ; also ill-got.

ten, unrighteous,, Isocr. 10 D :

—used in various phrases ; .,
freq. in Ar. Nub. ; . ,
to begin offensive operations, Xen. Cyr.

1, 5, 13 i .,



, right and wrong, Plat.

Gorg. 460, etc.— II. wrong, improper,

ill-matched, Plat. Theaet. 150 A ; -, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 26 (or perhaps
this IS rather obstinate, unmanageable,

like., a horse's hard mouth,
Id. Eq. 3 5), cf. Herni. Opusc. 1, 77.

—III. ., i. e. , a
day on which the courts uere'shut, Lat.

dies nefastus, Luc. Lexiph. 6.—Adv.

-Kojc. H. Horn. Merc. 316 : -
KG)c, not without reason. Plat. Phaed.
72 A., ov,(,)
of unjust disposition, Crates Incert. 7., , ,{,) with

unrighteous hand, Soph. Fr. 803., ov, (,-) with lU-gotten wealth, Crates In-

cert. 7.

VAotKpdv,, , Adicran, a king

of the Africans, Hdt. 4, 159., , , () radic. signf.

close, thick, v. Buttm. Lexil. s. v.

:

hence in Horn.,— 1. crowded or throng-

ed, , like ,
in physical sense, close-packed, Od.

19, 516 : so too of bees, Hies, sheep,

11. 2, 87, 469, Od. 1, 92.-2. vehement,

loud, esp. of sounds, ., 11. 18,

316; , the loud-voiced

Sirens, Od. 23, 236 :—but more freq.

as adv., II. 19, 314 ; also -
and, as adv., vehemently,

loudly, yodv,,-,, Horn. : compar.. Od. 16, 216.—The word
continued in use, though rare in Att.

poets, ., a dee/) bite, Pind. P.

2, 98 ; ad., plentiful tears.

Soph. Fr. 848 ; and very freq. in Ap.

Rh., as, .,. abundant,

refreshing sleep, 3, 616; . '^, /re-

juerei wedded joys. 3, 1206. (Buttm.
connects it with, and some old

Gramm. wrote it with the aspirate,

Spitzn. II. 2, 87.) [], ov, (a priv.,)
not to be travelled through, Chariton., ov, (a priv.,)
unarranged, Dern. 709, 5., ov, (a priv.,-) with-

out overseer or ruler, Aesch. Fr. 245., ov, (a priv.,)
not to be seen through., ov, (a priv.,-) not organised : having bad organs,

Iambi, [a], ov, (a priv.,)
not corrected, perverse, Pem. 50, 18.

—

II. incorrigible, Dion. H. 6, 20. Adv.
-, Diod. S.^, , , indefiniteness

:

from', ov, (a priv.,)
undefined, indefinite, Arist. Anal. Pr.

1, 1, 2, tEth. ]S. 10, 5, Gt, etc. Adv.
-, Id. tNat. Ausc. 1, 1, 3., . ace., Adis, a city

of Africa. Polyb. 1, 30, 5.', ov, priv.,)
undoubted, Ptolem.—11. act., undoubt-

ing, Eccl. Adv. -, tAnth. P. 12,

151.., ov, (a priv.,)
not strained, Galen., ov, (a priv.,)
not to be cut in two, Math. Vett., ,{) to be freefrom
thirst, Hipp. 218.

i1L•o,= sq., of dead wood.
Or. Sib.-, ov, (a priv., ) not

thirsty, Eur. Cycl. 573.—II. act.,

quenching thirst, Hipp. ap. Plut. 2,

515 A. Adv. -. Id. p. 1089.,, .,^.
i', , , Admete, an ocean

' nymph, . Horn. Cer. 421.—2. daugh-
ter of Eurysthenes, ApoUod. 2, 5,

2., , ov, also,,
, , (a priv.,) :—poet, for, ^unsubduedf ,

untamed :
—

Hom. has both adjs., but only in fern.,

! of cattle not yet broken to the yoke, Od.
' 3, 383 ; 4, 637 ; and of maidens yet

unmarried, Od. 6, 109 (so too in

j

Trag.) : c. gen., , un-

!
subdued by disease, Bacchyl. 33 : a

i fern,, , v. 1. II. 22, 655. [,
I

yet V. Elmsl. Bacch. 72.]^', ov, h, (from foreg.) Ad-
metus, king of Pherae in Thessaly,
one of the Argonauts, 11. 5, 713,

Pind., etc.—2. king of the Molossians,

friend of Themistocles, Thuc. 1, 136.

—3. a poet who flourished about 100

A. D., Luc. Dem. 44.—1. title of a

comedy of Aristomenes, and of Theo-
pompus. Meineke Com. Fr. 1, pp. 211,

239. Hence, a, ov, of Admetus,
Admetean, '. Eur.
Ale. 1./., , , uncertainty, Call.

Fr. 338 : also' in Hesych.
or, ot, a kind of

sea-tish, Opp. H. 3, 371.\, a,,^., ov, , (,)
one who has gone to the nether world

:

as Passow ingeniously reads in Aesch.
Pers. 924, for. [],, , Adobogion,
masc. pr. ., Strab. 625., adv., from the nether world,

Hermesian. 5, 3., (a priv.,) with-

out doubt, Anacr. 68 [where the 2d
syll. is short].', ov, (a priv.,) un-
expected, Hes. Fr. 31, and freq. in

Att.— II. in Pind. N. 7, 45,, may be either the in-

glorious and glorious. Or the unexpecting

and the expectant.— III. adv.-rwf,Thuc.
4, 17 ; also, as adv., Eur.
Phoen. 318 ; and ,
Thuc. 6, 47., ov, (a priv.,-) untried, unproved, esp. in regard
to civic rights, Lys. 140, 14 ; 175, 45

;

cf Harpocr. Adv. -. []', ov, (a priv.,)
unproved, spurious, ot coin, base, Plat.

Legg. 742 A ; disreputable, Eur. Tro.
497 : of persons, ignoble, mean, Plat.

Rep. 618 B.—II. rejected as spurious,

reprobate, N. T. tl Cor. 9, 27 ; Rom.
1

,

28.—2. useless, unprofitable, Id. Hebr.
6, 8.'?^, , f. -, to talk idly,

to prate. Plat. Phaed. 70 C, Xen.
tOec. 11, 3, Dem. 73, 21, Luc. V. H.
2, 17t. [] : from/., ov, , a pratingfellow.

At. Nub. 1482, etc.—II. in good sense,

a keen, subtle reasoner, Heind. Plat.

Crat. 401 B. (Prob. from, -, talking to satiety: Ar. c. has

a. but perhaps this is no objection,

cf. sub,) Hence.,, , prating, frivniity,

Isocr. 292 D.— II. keennests, subtlety,

Heind. Plat. Phaedr. 270 A. [a], , ,()
prating, frivolous. Plat. Phaedr. 269
E. Adv. -. []'?., ,=/.. from
Arist. downwds, tEth. N. 3, 10, 2?,
Plut. 2, 509 B, etc.—Adv. -, loqua-

ciously, Philodem., ov, (a priv.,) guile-

less, without trick,, Pind. O. 7,

98 : in Att. esp. of treaties,.,

Ar. Lys. 168 ; ., Thuc. 5, 18 ; so esp. in,, without fraud or covin,

Lat. sine dolo malo, Thuc. t5, 23t ; cf.

Polyb. 22, 15, 2, with Liv. 38, 11, and
v. sub.—II. of liquids, unmixed,
pure, Aesch. Ag. 95, Eur. Supp.
1029.", Ep. for , aor. 2 ot.
V. a, ov, tf or belonging ij

thelower world, Or. Sib. 2, 204. [-]', ov, ( priv.,)
or, ov, ( priv.,) un-
shaken, Anl'h. P. 5, 268.,, . poet, for,
Mosch. 3, 47 : tand by Meineke in
Theocr. Ep. 4, U.t [a]', ov, (a priv.,)
unexpected. Soph. Fr. 790.^2. not mat-
ter of opinion, i. e. certain. Plat. Phaed.
84 A.— II. act., not supposing, i. e.

knowing with certainty, Diog. L, 7,

162 :

—

forming no rash opinion, Plut.

2, 1058 Q; cf. .—iAdv. -,
Sext. Emp., , f. -, to be, in

no esteem, to stand in ill repute, Eur.
Hec. 294.

—

. trans., to hold in no
esteem, in contempt,, Plut. Lucull.
4 : whence the pass, in signf I, Xen.
Oec. 4. 2. Hence,, , disgrace, Plut
2, 977 .',, , the state of an
ill-repute, Thuc. 1. 76, Plat. Phaed
82 C : obscurity, Plut. Agis 2.—II.

contempt, App. Syr. 41., ov, (a priv.,-) not led by opinion : unreasoning,

of animals, Polyb. 6, 5, 8., ov, (a priv.,) without, funrenowned, obscure,, Dem. 106, 7t, Isocr. 286
A ; iheld in no esteem, despised,-, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 61t ; disgraceful,

disreputable, Id. Symp. 4, 56 :—Adv.

-, Plut. Thes. 35.

—

\1.=^-. Soph. Fr. 71., oi^,=sq., Nonn. tD. 14,

380., ov. (a priv., ) not

skinned: as subst., ., a leathern

sack, Antimach., cf. Schellenb. ad
Fr. 56., ov, (a priv.,) with-

out food, fasting. Lye. 638.'.-, ov, (a priv., dopt»,) not taken by spear, i. e. in

war, not to be taken, dub. 1. ap. Philostr., ov, (a priv.,-) without body-guard, Arist. Pol.

5, 12, 4 ; tPlut. Aristid. 7., , , satiety, loathing,

only in II. 11, 88,. (Usu. deriv. from : ace.

to Buttm. Lexil. s. v. II, from,, in which case it should
be written, and Heyne writes

the line ',
: if so, we may

safelyderive (5;(;?/• (q. v.)from it:

however, cf. Spitzn. ad 1., and.)
'Af5of, , . Dor. for, joy., ov. (a priv.,) with-

out gifts. H. Horn. Merc. 673., a,.^., a, , Adulas. the highest

ridge of the Alps, now Mt. St. Go-
thard, Strab. p. 192.'/ , 6, (a priv.,) a slave who has never changed
his master, Arrian./., , , a being without

slaves, want of slaves, in genl. poverty,

Arist. Pol. 6, 5. 13 : from, ov, without slaves, ti. e.
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having none, Pint. 2, 831 , Arr.

Epict. 3, 22, 47t : in genl. poor, be-

cause ill Greece few were so poor as

not to have a slave, Ruhnk. Veil. P.

2, 19,4.

—

12. unguarded by slaves, ivith-

out attendants^, Eur. Andr. 594.', ov, (a priv., (5)5)
unenslavid, unsubdued, fiTo). Died. S. 1, 53, of a hus-

band, Plut. 2, 754 Bt, . ),
Crates Theb. ap'. Clem. Al. Strom, p.

413.
^, ov, (a priv.,)

noiseless, Anth. P. 5, 294., oi',=foreg., ov, , Adusius, a Per-

sian, made by Cyrus satrap of Caria,

Xen. Cyr. 7, 4, 1.',, ,(",)
=', Ar. Fr. 198, 4.

V, , , the Adraistae;

a people of India, Arr. An. 5, 22, 3 :

—in Diod. S. 17, 91., , ( priv.,)=.
„^', , (, )

coarsely ground., etc., v.-.^, , , lisilessness, weak-

ness. Hdn. t2, 10, 17t : Ep... Rh. 2, 200, etc. [(5]
(5('•,, ,=^ , q. v.,

Anth, tP. 9, 135. []', , f. -, to be,. . 1, 296, etc.', , also, , ,
( priv.,) inactive, listless, fee-

ble,^ , of hares,

Babrius 25. 3t, Anth. tP. 9, 359, also

in prose, Plut. 2, 373 D, etc.—2. not

to be wrought, brittle,. Id. Lye.

9t.—II. act., enervating, Plut. fZ, 987

E.', , , poet, for,
q- V.

^, ov,, , ,
and '', ov, b, Adranum, or

Adranus, a town of Sicily near Mt.
Aetna, on a river of same name,
Diod. S. 14, 37.— II. , name of a
Sicilian god, Plut. Timol. 12.^, Ion., , ,
Adrastea, a name of Nemesis, from
an altar erected to her by Adrastus,
first in Aesch. Pr. 936, ubi v. Blomf.

;

of. .—later as adj. joined

to ^, not to be escaped, as if

from, Valck. Hdt. 3, 4Q.

—

t2. a daughter of Melisseus, to whom
Jupiter was given to rear. Call. Jov.

47, Apollod. 1, 1.— II. a city of Asia
Minor, on the Propontis, II. 2, 828., a, ov, of ox belonging

to Adrastus, Pmd. N. 10, 51 ; and', , h, son or descend-

ant of Adrastus, Pind. O. 2, 80; and, , , daiighter of Ad-
rastus, in Ion. form, 11.

5, 412 ; from, ov. Ton., ,
, Adrastus, a kmg of Argos and of
Sicyon, II. 2, 572.—2. son of the seer
Merops, slain by Agamemnon, II. 2,

830; 6, 51.— 3. a Trojan slain by
Patroclus, II. 16, 694.-4. father of
Eurydice and founder of Adrastea,
Apollod.— 5. son of Gordius, Hdt. 1,

35, etc,— 6. a peripatetic philosopher
of Aphrodisias.—7. in Plat. Phaedr.
269 A Antipho is styled, v. Stallb, ad loc., ov. Ion., (a.,) not running away, not

inclined to do so, Hdt, 4, 142 :—in II.

only as prop, n. tv. foreg.t—II. pass.,

not to he escaped., ov, (a priv,,) as, not done.

24

, , v.., , , a kind of tree, oft.

confounded with, Piin. 13,

22.,, ov, (a priv.,)
without sickle : unreaped, Soph. Fr.

808., ov, {,-
2.) attaining great things, Longin.
8, 1., ov, (a priv.,) un-
plucked, Aesch. Supp, 660., , f. -, tpf,
Diosct, to be, ripen, ttrans, and
neut.t, Diosc., , , Adrene, a town of
Thrace, Polyb. 13, 10, 6., ov. Ion. for,
Hdt. ; so too pr. n.. etc.,, Od. 4, 123 ;,
II. 5, 412., , , Adria, a city of Pi-

cenum, Strab. p. 241. Hence adj., , , and, ,
Strab. 1. c., , , Anth. P. 6, 257 ;

and
t'Af5pi(ivr/fof, , , Arist. . . 6,

I, 3, v. 1. for sq. ; and
'Af5piavof, , . Ion.,

Adriatic, Eur. Hipp. 736: from, Ion., ov, b, the

Adriatic sea, Hdt. 4, 33 ; as fern. adj.,, , Adriatic, Dion. P.
92., , , Adriatic, Diod.
Sic. 4, 56., , (a priv.,) not

tart or pungent, Luc. Tragop. 323., , .(,)
treading on solid ground,. to vypo-, V. 1. for in Plat.

Pol It, 264 D.', ov, of strong firm soil,

Diosc. 1, 80., , (,) of
strong, firm parts : strong, stout, opp.

to', Diod, 5, 26., ov, (,)
getting or asking high pay. Scymn. 352., ,. (prob. akin,
as to : ace. to Buttm.,
Lexil. s, V. 2, from) :

—
strictly thick,, Hdt. 4, 31 :—but
usu., full-grown, ripe,, Hdt. 1,

17: well-grown,, Hdt. 4, 180:
hence stout, large, fat,, Xen.
Oec. 17, 10 : in genl., strong, great in

any way, , -A,r. Ran.
1099 ; . , Plut. Sol. 1 ; .,, a loud voice, Ath., and
so -^, to laugh loud,

Anliph. Lemn. 2, 8 :

—

oi,
the stronger, abler sort, Isocr. 255 C :

—of Style, TO ., Lat. ubertas, gran-

diloquentia, opp. to , Schaf
Dion. Comp. 63.—fAdv.-wf, inconip.,

Hipp., , , (a priv.,)
want of dew, Joseph. tAnt. jud. 2, 5,

5.,, ,()—,
of ears of corn, Hes. up. 475.,,(,)
of, forming large balls, Arr. Peripl,, , , {) thick-

ness : ripeness, fulness, esp. of body,
II. 16, 857 ; 24, 6 : of plants, Theophr.
tH. P. 7, 4, 1 1 ; loudness, ,
Amarant. ap Ath. 415 At.—II. abun-
dance. N. T. Cor. 8, 20., as pass,,() to grow
ripe, come to one^s strength. Plat. Rep.
498 : to be stout, Myron ap. Ath.
657 D., , =, prob. 1.

Pind. Fr. 126; said to be Sicilian, cf.

Hesych., et Ath. 83 A.

,, , [a copul., ")
=, Anth. tP. 9, 664, Nonii.
Dion. 22, 14., , . Strab., and-,, b, Polyb. 15, 5, 3, Diod. S.
20, 17, Adrumetum. a city m Africa
Propria:—adj., , ,
of Adrumetum.',, , a ripening, bring-
ing to maturity, Arist. Metaph. 11, 9:
from. f. -, () to make
ripe, ripen, Xen. Mem. 4, 3, 10;—pass.,
to grow ripe, ripen, Hdt. 1, 193: v.,(., ov, (a priv.,)
not scratching or tearing, Nonn. iD. 1

1

137., -, -. Dor.
for -, Pind.

*, , f. -, to be unable,

c. inf., dub. 1. Plat. Crit. 121 B, ubi
Ast : and, , , want of strength,

power, etc., debility, Hdt. 8, 111, Plat.
Legg. 646 C, etc. ; tr/ .,
want of ability in public speaking,
Antiph. 129, 33t : poverty, Xen. Oec.
20, 22 : from, ov, (a priv.,)
—, Diosc. 5, 13. [], ,,=^, -, Hdt. 3, 79; 7, 172., , ( priv.,-) not ruled over, Synes., adv., impotently., , f. -, to be-, to want strength, like,
Epich. p. 90, tXen. Mem. 1, 2, 23t,
Plat. Rep. 366 D, etc. : c. inf., to be

unable to do, Arist. Eth. N. 10, 4, 10,
etc. Hence, ,,:=, tonly
on auth. of Thorn. M., cf. Lob. ad
Phryn. p. 508., ov, (a priv.,)
unable to do a thing, c. inf.. Hdt. 3,
138, Epich. p. 105, etc.—2. absol.,

without strength, powerless, weukly. Hat.
5, 9 ; oi, nien disabled fot
service, invalids, paupers, cf. L}'S., I3uckh P. . 1, 323,
sqq, ; . , poor, Thuc
7, 28 ; . Plat. Hipp. Min. 366 :

—also of things, itlsabled,, Hdt.
6, 16 :

—

TO ., want of strength. Plat.

Hipp. Maj. 296 A.

—

. pass., wnaft/c to

be done, impossible, () c.

inf , Hdt. 1, 32 ; or more freq.-
(). Id. 1, 91, and Thuc. : tc.

dat. et inf c.. Plat. Protag. 338
Ct: TO ., impossibility, Hdt. 9, 60,
cf Valck. Hipp. 370. Adv. -, ., to be unwell, Antipho 122, 42,
and Plat. tAx. 364 Bt.—Little used
in Poets, and of the Trag. only by
Eur. tAndr. 746, Or. 665, etc.t. \y], Dor. for •, Pind.

y, , , the Adyrma-
chidae, an African people, Hdt. 4,

168., ov, 6. Adyrmachus, a
ruler of Machlyene, Luc. Tox. 44., , , Dor. for, tfem., Epicharm. ap. Ath. 321 I) ; ace.

sing, for. Theocr. 20, 44

;

and for. Id. 20, 8.,,(.,)
not to be put out of countenance, shame-
less, inexorable, Plut. 2, 64 F, etc. Adv.
-., ov, (a priv.,) not to be

entered, Pind. P. 11, 7.—II. Usu. as
siibst.,, , the innermost sanc-
tuary or shriyie, Lat. adytum, II. 5, 448,
512; where however the gender is

not determined ; but it is to
in Hdt. 5, 72, Eur., tlon 938t, Plat.,



etc. ; only in . Horn. Merc.
247.,, Att. contr. for,
q. V.

'^, ov, ( priv.,)
unbuilt, iNonn. tD. 17, 40.', , . Dor. for,
Mosch. 3, 9. [],, ,=', Nossis;
V. Burin. Prop. 2, 10,53. []^, , , epith. of Venus,
Orph. tArg. 30., a, ov, and,
a, ov', of or belonging to Adonis, to 'Ad.=', Plut. 2, 756 C., , , the mourning for
Adonis, celebrated yearly by Greek
matrons, Cratin. Buc. 2, cf.Theocr. 15., f. -, to keep the Ado-
ma, Argum. Theocr. 15., , , =,
Nonn. tD. 33, 25., ov, ,()
the mourningfor Adonis, Ar. Lys. 390., ov, TO. a statue of Adonis
borne in the Adonia., ov, , an unus. collat.

form of', Cratin. and Ar. in

B. A. 1, p. 346: cf Plant. Menaech.
1, 2, 35.— II. a species of verse com-
posed of a dactyl and spondee., , , Adonis, son of

Cinyras and Myrrha. favorite of Ve-

nus. tHence applied genl. to a fa-
vorite, a beloved object, Luc. Merc.
Cond. 35, Alciphr. 1, 39.-2. the title

of a comedy of Plato, etc., Meineke, 1

,

167t.— II. K!J~ol, pots fur
sowing cress and such like ijuick-grouing

herbs in. Plat. Phaedr. 276 ; hence
proverbially of any short-lived pleas-

ure, Heindorf and Stallbaum ad 1.

—

III. a sea-fish, elsewh.,
Clearrh. ap. Ath. 332 C. [it], ov, (a priv.,)—, . Horn. Merc. 168.', , ,{) being in-

corruptible., ov, ( priv.,-)=, Aeschin. 65,21,
etc. Adv. -, Dem. 310, 22., , ,==, Dio
C. Fr. 37 : from, ov, ( priv.,,) incorruptible, Anlh. P. 9, 779

;

tNonn. D. 4, 33., ov, (a piiv.,,) =foreg., ov, {a priv.,) with-

out gifts, taking none, incorruptible, C.

gen.,, Thuc. 2. 65.-2. with-

out pay, Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 790.— II.

giving no gifts, c. gen., ., not

giving it. Plat. Symp. 197 D.— III. in

Soph. Aj. 674. , gifts that

are no gifts, like : cf.., ov, , one who gives no-

thing, Hes. Op. 353., Dor. for , Pind. P. 9, 154.

[], ov, without , undow-

ered., ov, (a priv., )=
foreg. : hence unaffinnced. Lye. 549, Ep. and Ion. for,
II. t4. 389t, and Hdt. t5, 22., Ep. and Ion. for,
Hdt. tl, 67.., poet, for

-. Pind., Theocr., ov, TO, Ep. and Ion. for, Horn. : strictly iieut. from', ov, also a, ov,()
gaining the prize, or running for it, ., a race-horse, Theogn. 257

;

., the apple of discord,

Anth. P. 9, 637.

' ?, ov, 6, Aethlius. son of Ju-

piter or Aeolus, king of Elis, Paus.

5, 1, 3.—Others in Ath. ; etc.. ov, TO, Ep. and Ion. for, Horn., and Hdt. ; sometimes
also Att., at least Trag./., ov, , . and Ion. for?, q. v., freq. in Horn, (who has
the common form only in Od. 8, 160),

and Hdt. Hence, , , a contest, a strug-

gle, Anth. P. 5, 294.?., ov, Ep. and Ion. for, II., and Hdt., adv., ever, always, for ever,

Horn., etc. : often with other specifi-

cations of time, as,-, , Hom. ; ','/, ',', ,-, etc., Heind. Plat. Phaed. 75
D, Schaf. Greg. 169, .Appar. ad Dem.
3, 265, Pors. Phoen. 1422;',
until now, Pors. Orest. 1679 ; also

or.—With the Artie,, eternity ; oi ,
the immortals :—but, ,
whoeDfr is ruler, etc., Aesch. Pr. 937,
v. Herm. Eur. Supp. p. ix.,etc.—This
word had twelve forms, Schaf Greg.
348;— of which we may here notice,
— 1., strictly Alt., but thrice in

Hom.—2.. Ion. and poet., and

—

3. to shorten the ult.,, very freq.

in Hom —4. and. Dor.—5.,
Pind. P. 9, 154.—6. , Aeol.—(Kijh-
ner, Ausf Gratnm. ij. 363, lorins

from a snbst. aiov, aiFov, aevum: cf., and the Dor. for .)
[Pors.. Praef Hec. p. iv.. with most
English scholars, hold the first syll.

to be common ; Herm. Soph. Aj. p.

xix, and most Germans read
wherever the first must be long, v.

Ellendt Lex. Soph.]
N. B. Some compds. of /, which

are m no way altered by compos.,
are left out : for prob. they ought
to be written divisim, and they
can always be found under the
simple form., , f. -, to be ever

budding : from, , {,,) ever-buddmg, Theophr.
Hence, , , perpetual

budding, Theophr.37, ov, {, ?.) contin-

ually thrown, Anth. P. 6, 282., , {, ) ever

sprouting, Nic. Th. 846., , , perpetual genera-

tion, Julian.,, o,= sq., Orph.
. 7, 5., poet,, ov,

, {,*) epith. of the gods in

Hom., like , everlasting,

immortal., , Att. for.
Plat. Legg. 773 E, ace. to Bekk. ; ubi
olim., ov, , (,)
a perpetual begetter.'.,,=(, Orph.
Arg. 15.. ov,= sq.

'£5•, ov, {a priv.. *) un-
seen, dark, Hes. Er. 61.—II. 7iot to be

looked on, horrible, 0pp. H. 1, 86, etc. :

dazzling, Nic. Th. 20. {For,
like for, for, Buttm. Lexil. s. v.-

7.)

'.\. , ( priv., *, Lat.
video) unseen, without bodili/ form, im-

material, opp. to, oft. in
[

Plat., as Phaed. 79 .—. {a priv.,) unknown, oUtcure, Plal. Ax.
365 C.— III. {)=//. un-
sightly, Philetaer. Cyn. 1.—Adv.-,
Theophr. Hence, , , deformity, Joseph
tBell. Jud. 7, 5, 5., ov, {,) ever-

revolving, Leon. Tar. 9. [i], a, ov, , ov, Orac. ap.

Didym. Alex, quoted by Lob, Agla-
oph. p. 9i9t, adj. from , as setnpi-

ternus from semper, everlasting. Hence, , , and,
, perpetual slavery : from?, ov, (,) aper-
petual slave, Plautus' (tPers. 3, 3,

17t) perenniservus, dub. in Ael. tN. A.
6, 10., Att. contr. (also used
by Alcae., Archil., and Theocr.) : fut., Att. (also in H.
Hom. 5, 2), rarely in act. form
(Epigr. Hom. 14, 1, Theogn. 4), Att.

(Eur. H. F. 681), Dor. (The-
ocr. 1, 145).

To sing, til. 1, 604, etc.t : hence of
all kinds of sounds of the voice, to

crow as cocks, tuitter as swallows,
hoot as owls, croak as frogs, etc. :

—

also of other sounds, as the twanging
of the bow-strmg, Od. 21, 411 ; the
whistling of the wind through a tree,

Mosch. 5, 8 ; the ringing of a stone
when struck, Theocr. 7, 26. Con-
struction :

—

., to sing to one,
Od. 22, 316 ; but also to vie with one
in singing. Theocr. 8, 6 : .' or ' ?., to sing to the
flute, Plut.—II. trans.:— 1. c. ace.
rei, to sing, chant,.] .,
II. 1, 1,, 1, 473t, -,. etc., til. 9, 189, Od. 8,
73 ; 1, 326t, etc. : but also absol., ., to sing in one's praise,
Od. 8, 267 ; , Ar. Lys. 1243

:

—later simp\y=, Ael. H. A. 2,
28.— 2. C. ace. pers., to sing, praise,

like Lat. canere, Pind. p. 5, 32, and
Att. : hence in Pass., -' is celebrated as the nurse
of heroes, Pind. P. 8, 35.—3. in pass,
also, to resound with song, Pind. O. 10
(11), 92. [a, but a in arsis, Od. 17,
519. Theocr. 7, 41, etc.],, , {,) eternal

being, Antipho ap. Harp., cf.,., , , {,) eternal

life, Eccl., ov, Att. contr.,,
ever-living, everlasting, , both in
Aesch. Fr. 28 ;. Soph Fr.
807.— II. TO, an evergreen
plant, houseleek, Lat. sempervivum,
Theophr., ov, {,) ever-

girded, aye-ready., oi',= foreg.,, , , ever-living.

Call. Del. 314.?, , f. -?/, to be ever-

green, Nonn. : from, , {, /^,)
ever-green. Mel. 2. tmetaph., ever-

blooming, ever-fair, ^ilpnt, Orph. H.
43, 5,, Id. 60, 5t :,
, and, , Jac. . P. 545
sq., , {,) ever-

dying, in constant fear of death, Man-
eth. 1, 166., 6, ever running through
air, fancUul deriv. in Plat Crat. 410
B, for, otl., , (., ) always
warming, Eratosth.
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^, , (,) ever-

warlike,. C. 2, 189.-, , ever-fruitful., Att. contr. (q. ),
otarage, insult, II. 24, 19, Od. 20, 308:

the MSS. of Hdt. also give ),
Gaisf. ad 1, 115.', , lov, but also, ,
Od. 19, 341 ; coUat. poet, form for, Horn. ; contr. ?., Od.

13, 402, II. 14, 4, Theogn. 1344: of

persons, things, words, and actions :

also in Hdt., and Att. (in contr.

form).', , Att. contr., ,
( priv.,) unseemly, shabby, piti-

ful, mean, insulting, shamtful, II. 1,

456, etc. Adv. -, Soph." tEl. 102t,

etc. ; Ion. -, Simon. 19 Schnei-

dew. ; Att.: as adv.,

Od. 17, 216., , i), v. sub., f. -, Att. contr.,() :— to treat unseemly, insult,

abuse, Hom., who also has Ep. aor.

mid., 11. IG, 559, in act.

signf. ; but also Ep. inf. aor. pass., Od. 18, 222.,, , perpetual motion,

Galen : from', , {,) ever-

tnoving, in perpetual motion, Plat.

Phaedr. 240 C. Adv. -, Arist.

Mund. 6, 37.
^, . (,) ever-

babbling. Mel. 95, 5.
', . (,) ever-

shining, Stob. Eel. 1, p. 494.?, , (, ) ever-

flowing,.'?, , ever eager, Philo.', , . -, to be always
talking: and
'?., , , a continual talking.

—II. as Att. law term, t//v,, to court con-

tinual inquiry into one's conduct,
Dem. 341, 16; 1306, 15. From', , (,) always
talking./, , ( priv.,) unsun-

ned, Aesch. Fr. 411.. , (,) ever

greedy,. Hal. 2, 213., . (,-) ever-remembered, Joseph., , gen. , (,
) ever-rememberin

g

, of good
memory, Arist. Physiogn. 3, 14.

'. , also , , The-
ogn. 1202 Bekk., and Anth. : (,) :

—

in everlasting remem-
brance, Thuc. 1, 33: ever-memorable,

everlasting. Soph. Aj. 1166, Eur., and
freq. in Oratt. Adv. -, Aeschin.

52, 22.

V. , , A'imnestus,

masc. pr. n., Hdt. 9, 64 ; Thuc. 3, 52.'.. ff.= sq., Nic. ap. Ath. 61

A, in Ep. dat. pi.., ov,^=,,
Hdt. 1,93., , , {,)
Milesian magistracy, which held Its

sittings on shipboard, Plut. 2, 298 C., , , , (,)
ever-fasting, Anth. P. 9, 409.. , Att. contr. for -, Ar. Ran. 146., , , continual suffer-

ing or passion : [] from, , (,) ever-

suffering. Onto ap. Stob. p. 43, 42., , (,) in con-

stant vibration./, ,= ssq.,, , (,)
ever-wandiring, Epigr.

26

, , , (, 1)) the ever-

flowing, a fanciful deriv. for in

Plat. Crat. 415 D.,, contr.-, ovv,=sq., , (,) ever-flow-

ing. Soph. . C. 469., Ion. and poet, for Att., fut. [], contr. [] :

aor. act. and. subj.:
aor. mid. i/,^,,
the other moods usu. from aor. 2-

: aor. pass,, poet, :

pf. pass. part,, 3 sing, plqpf.

pass. Ep..
To lift, heave, raise up,'-, II. 10, 465, and in pass.,-, Od. 12, 432t, hence to bear,

carry,, , 11.

16, 678 ; 24, 583 ; , of

ships of burden, Od. 3, 312 ; to carry

off as plunder, Od. 21, 18 : but, olvov, to hand or offer one wine,
|

11. 6, 264 : oft. in participle with verbs

of motion, , II. 10,

30, cf. Od. 1, 141, II. 6, 293, etc.—.
mid., to lift up for one''s self, i. e. bear

off, xuin, take, freq. c. ace. rei, esp. in

Hom., e. g. II. 23, 856 : -, II. 14, 130. Cf.. — 2. to

raise or stir up,, Theogn. 90

;

., to undertake a long
war, Hdt. 7, 132, 156 :

—

, to hoist sail, Hdt. 8, 56, 94
;

also without, Hdt. 1. 27 : so

Ap. Rh. has in act., 2,

1229.— III. pass. (tusu. aor.

in mid. signf.) to raise one's selfi, to

rise up, arise,\ -, they rose up and
sailed away from the Oenussae, Hdt.

1, lG5;t ,
to rise up and sail to Sardinia, Id. 1,

170, tof sea voyages, whence some
e.xplain^ having raised an-

chori ; but also of land -journeys,

as^, they
rose up and departed. Id. 9, 52t

:

, like Lat. elatus, rising above

or exceeding due limits, Pind. N.
7, 111. The form, being Ion.,

is always used by Hdt., as also by
Horn., except 11. 17, 724 : sometimes
also in Pind. and Lyric places of

Trag., never in Att. prose, [ when
not augmented, yet a in arsis in later

writers.]

t'Aei'f, part. pres. from., Ion. 1 aor. mid. from.
V\, , (,)

= Lat. semper-augustus, Hdn., an irreg. imper. aor. 1 mid.
from, . Hom. 17, 1./, , (,) ever-

strong., , (,) always

fed : esp. of those who lived at the

public expense in the Prytaneum, v.

Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 322: said of a

parasite, Epich. p. 14. [a-, in Epich.
I.e.], a kind of -, Arist.

H. A. 9, 28, 1., , , poet, and Ion.

for, as for, Hdt. 2,

79, but also in Eupol. Helot. 3., , (,) ever- safe,., , (,) ever-

turning, Greg. Naz., , (,) ever-

dragging, ants (ore trahit quodcun-
que potest, Hor.), v. 1. for in

Aesch. Pr. 450., a, 6, Boeot. for.
Lye. 461., , (,) ever-

1
shining, of stars, Arr. Ind. 24, 6.—2.

always visible, of the pole, Stob. Eel
1, p. 900.,,(,) ever-famed.

Or. Sib.', , (,) ever-

burning, Greg. Naz., tnow read in
Anth. P. 11, 409 for.,, (.) ever-bear-

ing, esp. fruits, Soph. Fr. 509, ubi al., cf. Hesych. s. v., Meineke
Cratin. Malth. 1, 7., , (,)
=:sq.,., , (, )—
ever-xvalched, or ever-watching, ever-

wakeful, of the nether world. Soph.
Ant. 891 ;,. . 4, 189 : and
so ever-verdant, perennial, of the-, Craiin. Malth 1, 7t : ci.-., , , (,) exile

for life, . Plat.

Legg. 877 C ; ,
Dem. 528, 7., , , being-, Theophr., , (,) ever-

green, Theophr., , (,.) ever-

green, Euphor. Fr. 64., , (,) ever-

lasting, Anth. P. 12, 229., , , (') un-

willing, resisting, Od. 18, 135;', Virgil's multa reluctans,

Od. 13. 277., , for, II. 18,

77 ; cf.., or. Epic adv.,

against the will, oft. in Hom., tOd. 4,

665, etct, c. gen.,^7, Od.

3, 213t, , Lat. invito te, 0<1.

4. 504 ; , Lat. non propitiis

Diis, II. 12, 8. [, ]., , also ,, Luc.

;

Att. contr., (a jiriv.,-) :
—against the will, forced, Hdt.

2, 162, also in Soph. Tr. 1263.,, , Att. contr.

[] : (a priv.,) :
—against the ivill,

unwilling,\, II. 1, 3l0t

:

without design or purpose, Hom. :

strengthd., .', II. 11, 557:

—Hom. uses the contr. form only in

phrase 6' ,
II. 5, 366, Od. 3, 484 ; otherwise it

first occurs in H. Hom. Cer. 413:
Hdt. also prefers the longer form., , ( a priv., )

with coils relaxed, v. 1. m Orac. ap.

Hdt. 6, 77, for., , , brothers-in-law,

Hesych. : cf.. [ ?], , . Dor. for ,, [ seemingly in Pind., and
here and there in Trag., Herm. Soph.
Tr. 832, tbut cf. Wunder Emend, in

Soph. Tr. p. 70t: in these cases

Bockh thinks that - forms one long
syll.], , , a stormy wind, esp.

when opposing winds meet, a whirl-

wind, oft. in Hom., not rare also in

plur. ;. , II.

13, 795; ,
Od. 5, 292, 304.— 2. metaph. of any
whirling motion, ., Eur. Hel.
1498 : but the word is mostly Ep.
(Prob. from,, like,
q. V. : ace. to others, akin to,,. tthis seems preferable, cf.-, from -\ : Gramm. quote
also,.) [uf] Hence, a, ov, storm-swift, •. Soph. . C. 1081.,, 7/.^foreg., ',
Soph. . . 467 ; , Soph.
Fr. 614.



A

'7.7., , , ^?.,. tD. 5, 322.

/././, . in II. 3, 13,

eddying dust, i. e. an eddy of dust,

not found elsewh. : Buttm., Ausf. Gr.

^ 41 Anm. 15 n.. would write ae/./i/f,

contr. from /. : cf. Spitzn.

ad 1. ^?., ov, {'/./., -) running slorm-swift, storm-suijt,, Tzetz. Antehom. 189./.,, , . (/.,) W'ith hair floating in the windt,

with dishevelled hair, Soph. Fr. 273., ov,(,)
struggling with the storm, Anth. P. 7,

586. []
_/.'/., ov, ,=:,

0pp. C. 1,41.3.

/.?.~, for ?:?., (like~,, /-, etc.)

('/,/., ) : storm-footed, storm-

sivifi, 11, 8, 409, etc., (never in Od.) :

dat. pi./, . Horn.

Ven. 218 : pi. ?~-?7, -,
Simon., Find., etc. :—very rare in

Trag., though Eur. Hel. 1330 has it,

cf. Br. Soph. O. T. 467.—Later-/..'/, , , , (,
TTOiV) siorm-fo'iied, only as pr. .,,^', Apbllod. 1, 9, 21./.'^,, , , (?,) ivith wings of the storm, v. 1.,

Ath. 617 A./, 6, a bird, perh. the stormy

petrel.', contr., f],()
Storm-suift, name of a Harpy, Hes.

Th. 267 ; also of a hound, Ovid.,,{,) storm-

like, stormy./, , to be, have no

hope, despair, in part.7., c.

inf., II. 7, 310, Hdt. 7. 168 :—the form-, etc., is defended by Lob.
Phryn. 569.-, , ( priv., ?.)
unhopedfor, unexpected,•} alav?., Od. 5, 408 ; ubi olim~, v. foreg. Hence/., , , an unlookedfor
eve>U. , Lat. ex insperato,

unexpectedly. Archil 13, 2: despair,

Pind. P. 12. 55 [where prob.]. From. ov, (a priv., /.)=^/., . Hom. Cer. 219 : --. Hdt. 1, 111 ; ton
in Soph., Aj. 716, v. Lobeck ad 1. p.

330t.—2. beyond hope, to be despaired

of. Soph. Aj. 648.— II. act. hopeless,

desperate, H. Horn. Ap. 91.— III. adv.

-, beyond all hope, Aesch. Pers.

261 ; and in bad sense, Id. Supp. 987:
—also neut. pi. as adv., lb. 900.,, , for, a bow-
string ; m genl., bow. Call. Dian. 10,

tApoll. 32., ov, (., )=^,
contr. (q.v.), ever-flowing,-,. Hes. Op. 597, 739 ; ,
Pmd. P. 1, 9;, Ar. Nub. 275 ;

— generally, everlasting, perpetual,

never-fading,, Simon. 16, 11
;., of the dinners in the

Prytaneum, Pind. N. 11,9: also in

prose,.,,,
Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 44, etc. ;. Plat.

Legg. 966 E. Often in adv. -.—
The form, which is a constant
V. 1., has been shown by Herm., Ion

117, to be against analogy, and it is

now generally given up in prose, as by
Bekk. in Hdt. l,145,etc. But it is

still retained in some poetic passages,
where the second syll. must be long,
as Pind. P. 6, 4, Theocr. 22, 37.

AEPE., ov,=foreg., Od. 13,

109, Hes. Op. 552. [a, ], v. sub, fin., ov, (a priv.,)
unthoughl-of.' -j,.(.••/) strength-

ening the limbs,, Pind. N. 4, 120., ov,,) mul-

tiplying evil, Nonn. tD.20, 84., , gen. , {, -) making horns grow, Welck. Syll.

Ep. 165., ov, contr.-, ovv. {-,<) strengthening the viind, Procl.

H. Mus. 16., ov, {,) nour-

ishing the fruit of the womb, ^7., Nonn. : tof Cyprus, Id. D.

5, 614., ov, {.) fos-

tering growth, Orph. H. 51, 17.,, ov, (., .)
nourishing leaves, leafy, Aesch. Ag.
697.\, ov, {,) nour-

ishing plants, 'Huf, Mel. 110, 5 :-, Nonn. D. 7, 146.', Ion. and poet for,, Lat. ai/geo : used by the old

poets only in pres. and impf., tact,

and mid. but always without augm.t
later poets (as those of Anth.) formed
a fut., aor.. To in-

crease, enlarge, foster, strengthen, -, 11. 17, 226 ; ., to

cherish woe, Od. 17, 489 ; I'u, to

bring him to ma7i's estate. Od. 13, 360
;, they bless the

work, Od. 14, 66 : to exalt, make hap-

py orfamous, Pind. O. 8, fin., cf. Hdt.
3, 80 : to heighten, 7nultiply, Soph. Aj.

226 ; (cf.

I. fin.), Eur. Hipp. 537.

—

tlI.intrans../o

grow, spring up, increase, in later poetst,

as Qu. Sm. 1, 116, etc.— III. pass.

and mid., to increase, wax great, swell,

of a youth, Od. 22, 426 ; also,,
tOd, 10, 93t,,',
til. 18.1 10, etc.t : } ov ., it prospers,

Od. 14, 66 : u., the day gets on
to noon. II. 8, 66, etc.— Dind. Soph.
Ant. 353, has received Doderlein's
conj. in act. signf., exalts,

adorns.-, ov, a very dub. epith. of

young animals in Aesch. Ag. 145,

meaning (if any thing! too weak to

follow, from : tWellauer cor-

rects—-orfand e.-tplaiiis very satis-

factorily the origin of the false read-

ing, V. note Well ad 1.

t'.\fp-, words thus beginning and
derived from , have, as in,
the a long., ,,^=, Bion 6. 6.7., , .. Kh. 4, 1186,

etc. ; and, , Nic. Fr. 4,=.', , , tAtt. contr.,
not-working, idleness, Od. 24, 251,

Hes. Op. 313 [i] —2. of a field, a ly-

ing fallow or waste, Aeschin. 69, 1 :

from} of,ov.post-Hom contr.apyof

;

{a \•.,*) :—like,-
7, not-working, idle, II. 9. 320. Od.
19, 27, and oft. in Hes., tOp. 301,
etc.t— 1. ., idle houses, i. e.

where people are idle, Theocr. 28, 25.

—

— 12. not cultivated, fallow, of fields,

Theophr.f—II. act. making idle, Nic.
Th. 381., contr., adv.,(/)
lifiing up. Aesch. Ag. 240., Ion./. (q. v.),

lengthd. form of. to hang, be

suspended, hover, t Ibund only in

Gramin., v..

AEPO, aor. 1 pass. part, from, Od. tl2, 432., Dor. and Ep. for-, 3 pi. indie, aor. 1 pass, from, 11. 8, 74 : 3 sing., Od. 19,
540.,, , Ion., old name
of Aegypt, iuepia yd, Aesch. Supp.
75, cf. Ap. Rh. 4, 267, 270t, prob.
from , and so the land of mist,

Gramni. : also of Crete, Plin.', f. -, }7;) to be like air;

and so,— 1. to be thin as air, Diosc.
1.83.—2. to be sky-blue, Id. 5, 100.

t"^
. -', , ov,{) airy, like air,

Arist. Metaph. 3, 7, 5.—2. sky-blue., ov.{,) dwelling
man, Eubul. Incert. 16.', ov. also a, ov: Ion.,
, ov : {, ,) :

—in the mist or
thick air ofmorning, Eur. Phoen. 1534 ;

cf..— II. in the air, high in air,

Eur. Tro. 546: of the air, airy. opp. to. Id. Aeol. 25:, •
piov. Plat. Epin. 984 D ; cf.

Luc. Prom. 6, , bring in
air\.—III. wide as air, infinite, Diod. 1,

33, etc.—tAdv. -, Iambi. t. [],, , of the colour of air,

sky-coloured. Diosc., ,{ priv.,) irrepress-

ible, }, Q. Sm. 5, 607., ov, (a priv.,,)
unfenced, open, Lys. 110, 40.

', , f. -, to walk the

air, of Socrates, Ar. Nub. 225 : from,, , {,) one
who walks the air, Plut. 2, 952 F., , {,) wheel-
ing in air,, Anth. tP. 9, 223 in
Ion. form -., ov, {, )=
foreg., dub. 1. for sq.. ov, {,) air-

tossed, soaring. At. A\. 1385., , f. -, to traverse

the air, Luc. Ver. Hist. 1, 10 : from, ov, {,) tra-

versing the air., : Ep. and Ion.^-
: {. ) :

— like the sky or
air. Plat. Tin^T 78 C : sky-coloured,

Arist. Color. 3, 8.—For the Homeric
usage of the word, v.. [], hardly to be found save
in the Ion. form, q. v.. {) adv., out of the air,

fro?n on high, [d],, , {,)
an air-raven, Luc. Ver. Hist. 1,16.•,, {,)
an air-gnat, Luc. V. Hist. 1, 16.', ov, , {,) a
man <f big empty words., , {,) to

fight in air. Hence',, , an air-battle, Luc.' Hist. 1, 18.-, , , {. ?.)
honey-dew, cf. Virgil's aeriurn mel,
(some say manna) Ath. 500 D ; also
vov., . {,) to

measure the air ; hence, to lose one's

self in vague speculation, Xen. Oec. 11,

3 ; cf., , v. sub.), , {,) com-
pounded of air, tDiog. L. 7, 1 45.. ov,{,)form-
ed of air. Orph. H. 14.',,{,) swim-
ming, floating in air, of the clouds, Ar.
Nub. 337., , {,) to move
in air, Heliod. 10, 30; cf. ;j;ripoiO-

'.
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^, , {,) fallen

from the sky., , {,) fly-
ing in air., , , Aerope, grand-
daughter of Minos, wife of Atreus,

Eur. Or. 1009 ; ace. to ApoUod. wife

of Plisthenes, son of Atreus.—2.

daughter of Ceplieus, mother of

Aeropus, Paus. S, 44, 7., ov, wandering in air., , to traverse the air,

Philo: from', ov, (,,) traversing the air, Plat. Tim.
40 A., ov, Ion., ov,

6, Aeropus, son of Phegeus king of

Tegea, Hdt. 9, 26.-2. son of Teme-
nus, Hdt. 8, 137.—3. son of Philip,

father of Alcetes, Hdt. 9, 139.-4
son of Mars and Aerope, Paus. 8,

44, 8., , ij,() divi-

nation by observing the heavens., ov, [,) cleav-

ing the air, seems to have been coined

by way of a derivation for,
Clem. Al., ov, (,) stretch-

ed or driven by air. Math. Vett., , {,) shi-

ning in air., ov, o,-=sq. ; Ion. fem., q. v., ov, (, )

roaming in air, Aesch. ap. Ar. Ran.
1291., ov, {.) tip-

borne by air, Eubul. Steph. 2, 2. [a], ov, Ion.,
q. v.^, ov, contr. -, ovv,

{, xpoa) sky-blue, dub. in Orph.', Ion -,, , Boeot.
name for the bird-., , to make into air : pass.,

to become air.

'Aipp'j), Aeol. for, Sapph.
73., ov, {,-) carrying the head high, Anth.
tPaul. S. Ecphr. 39-;•_, ov, {,)
high-crested,. Rh. 2, 1061., ov, contr. , ovv,{,) haughty, Nonn.—II. act.,

cheering, Orph. ;, Casaub. conj.

in Ion. ap. Ath. 35 for.,,{)=-, Q. Sm. 3, 211.^/, ov, ,^,. tD. 10, 401., , going on high,. tD. 1, 285., ov, ,{,-) hovering on high, Hes. Sc. 316.', ov, {,-
a)=^{oreg., Has Op. 775., , ,, , {,) lifting up the feet, brisk-trotting,, 11. 18, 532 : contr. ., .
Hom. Ven. 212., f. -, lengthd. poet,

form of, to lift up, A p. Rh. 1,

738, Leon. Al. 34 : tc. ace. and dat,, Anth. P. 9, 674., , = foreg., from which
we have aur. 1, and pf. pass., Antip. Sid. 14, 0pp. C. 2,

99., , {,) airy,

m.isty, like, tArist. Part. An.
3, 6, 8., Dor. for. [a]",,.,
iaf., aor. 1, prob. from the same
root as, to sleep, Horn, only in
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AZAN
Od. t3, 151,490,etc.t : no other tenses

in use : akin to- [d only by aug-

ment, in inf.]'/, , , silliness, folly,

in plur., Od. 15, 470,

Hes. Th. 502. From, ov, gen.,^=. damaged in mind, witless, sillij,

Hom., fas 11. 20, 183, Od. 21, 302t,

and Hes. tOp. 333t:—and therefore

lor, from and,
Buttin. Lexil. s. v.., ov, { ) of the eagle.

["], ov, of or belonging to the

pediment{ 111), Bockh Inscr. 1,

p. 263.',, 6, an eaglet, Ael. H.
A. 7, 47. [d]', ov, , AUtius, a king of

Troezene, Paus. 2, 30, 8.—2. a cele-

brated physician., ov, ,(), the

eagle- stone, said to he fovnd in the

eagle's nest, Ael. H. A. 1, 35. [d, i],, . Action, a distin-

guished painter, Luc. Imagg. 7, etc.

— 2. a Greek sculptor of Amphipolis,
Theocr. Ep.', or (cf. sub fin.), ov,

6, an eagle, (from, like Lat. avis,

because of its rapid flight, cf. Bergk
Anacr. 23), 111. 8, 247t :—proverbs, ui-,\. . 3, 138 ; -, of a thing quite out

ofreach,Ar. Eq. 1013 ;,. sub.— 11. an
eagle as a standard, tof the Persians!,

Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 4 ; esp. among the

Romans, Pint. tMar. 23, etc.1— III.

in architecture, like, the gable

of a house, esp. the pediment of a tem-
ple, Lai. fasiigium, Ar. Av. 1110, ubi

v. Schol. ; also called and
: cf. V'alck. Diatr. p. 214. (-

is the only Homeric form, and is

also recognised as true Att. by Elmsl.
and Harm., against Pors. Praef. Hec,
and so it is now read in most Edd. :

but was common in later Att.

:

—cf. EUendt Lex. Soph. Another,
only poet., form is, now read

in Pind. P. 4, 6, v. Arat. 522, 691.)

[a, Piers. Moar. 231 ; and in all de-

rivs. and compds.], , , Aetus, an ancient

name of the Nile, Diod. S. 1, 19., ov,{,) eagle-

bearing. Or. Slbyll. : ., the stand-

ard-bearer. Pint. [(2], , (,) eagle-

like, Luc. Icarom. 14. [a]', , , a gable, Lat.

fasiigium, Hipp. p. 808 ; v. III.,, , the forming of a

gable, fastigatio. [u]*, to steep, V..
A, , strictly dryness, ^,

Nic. Th. 304t, heat, 0pp./, C.

1, 133t : but usu. dirt or mould on
things put by, hence an old shield

is said to be/, Od.
22, 184: also 'dry sediment, Schol.

Theocr. 5, 109, (v. sub .), ov, 6, Azaes, a mythic
king of Atlantis, Plat. Grit. 114 C.,{) to dry, parch up, Nic.
Th. 367.

d?o, a, ov, {) dry, parched,, 11. 20. 491;, Od. 9, 234,

etc. : , dry buH's-hide, II.

7, 239 : hence harsh, cruel, like -. Lob. Aj. 317.— 11. act. parch-

ing, scorching,, Hes. Sc. 153;. . Rh. 4, 679t : of love,, Ibyc. 1.—Only poet., , . the Azanians, v., Strab p, 388.

AZHX, , , Azanes, a Persian,
lead'^r of tlie Sogdiani, Hdt. 7, 06., , , an old name of Ar-
cadia, land of or .—tAs
geogr. name, a portion of Arcadia
Irom Orchomenus to the Alpheus,
Paus. 8, 4,3; Polyb. 4,70,3., a, ov, of the Azanes, Aza-
nian

; pecul. fem.,,-, .. 209, i. e. Co-
ronis, where Herm. reads^.., , , or, ov,, Azani or Azanium, a city of Phry-
gia, Strab. ; hence, /, an
inhab. of Azani ; , the ter-

ritory of Azuni, Id. p. 576.,^^, . Hom. Ven.
271, in pass.

V, , , Azariiia, a spring

at Chalcedon, Strab.

t'A^f ifh/r. ov Ep. 00, b, son ofAzeus,

i. e. Actor, II. 2, 513.

V, , , the Azcotae, a
Trojan tribe. Soph. Fr. 156.

V, ov, o,Azemilcus, a king
of Tyre, Arr. An. 2, 15, 7., ov. {a priv.,)
unyoked, Dion. H. 2, 31.,, , Azeus, son of Cly-

menus, an Orchomenian king, Paus.

9,37, 1., , , freedom from jeal-

ousy, tClem. Al.—2. freedom from
show\, simplicity, Piut. Lyc. t21., ov, {a priv.,) with-

out envy, hence,—1. like ?,
nnenvied, unenviable, miserable,-. Aesch. Pr. 143 ;, Soph. Tr.

745 : hence, in ill plight, Orac. ap.

Hdt. 7, 140 (si vera lectio), tLobeck
amends, cf. Schiif. Dion, de
Comp. p. 35t : in gerd., sorry, incon-

siderable, Plut. Lyc. 10.— 2. nut

grudged, granted feeely. Soph. El.

1455.—II. act., not envious, Ath. 594
C., ov, {a priv.,) unenvied, Plut. 2, 787 D. [v], ov, {a priv.,-) free from envy, Plut. Lyc. et

Num. 3., ov, (a priv., ?.) not

to be envied. Plat. Gorg. 469 B., ov, (a priv.,) without

loss, scot-free^ unharmed, Hdt. 1, 212 ;

^without punishment, .
Plat. Legg. 648 C, so . .
Id. Rep. 366 A ; -, Eur. Med. i050t: not deserving

punishment, Soph. El. 1102: 7ioi

amounting to punishment, Thuc. 2, 37,

tbut better here as—H. act., not bring-

ing punishment, i. e. not injuring, harm-

less, Thuc. 1. c. V. Arnold and IJloomf.

ad 1., and so in Joseph. Ant. Jud. 15, 5,

If.—Adv. -, with impunity, Philem.

p. 397 ;t act., with harmless intent, Jo-

seph. Ant. Jud. 15, 4, 4.,,. Ion.,,
son of Areas, Hdt. 6, 127, Paus. 8, 4,

2., , , Aze^iia, a deme ol

Attica ; hence adj.,, Strab., , , Azesia, a surname
of Ceres, Soph. Fr. 809: cf. Lob.

Aglaoph. p. 822 n. : also of Proser

pina, -, prov. of those who undertook a

long and fruitless search, Paroam.
Zenob. 4, 20: (cf. Erasm. Chil, 74)., 3 sing, sulij. pres. pass.

from, Hes. tTh. 99.', ov, {a priv.,) un-

examined, Aeschin. to7, 3t. Adv.
-, . , Philo.

7/, , unceasing, excessive,, II. 15, 25,. 11. 17,

741 : more freq. as adv., \-



( ', . \8,3j,-, til. 4, 435t.— II. hard, rough,

KopvvTj, . Rh. 2, 99;, v. 1.

II. 15, 25, cf. Lob. Aj. 648. (Deriv.

uncertain : ace. to some from ,, in which case signf. II. would be

the strict one : ace. to others Irom
with an intens. prefix, a-, -).., , Azilis, a city and

river of Africa, Call. Ap. 89.

"AZOMAI, dep., used only in pres.

and impf
;
(an act. only in Soph.

O. C. 134) :

—

to stand in awe of, dread,

esp. the gods and one's parents, aC',, II. 1, 21, Od. 17,

401 , and Trag. : also followed by inf.

or ..., II. 6, 267, Od. 9, 478:, Ifear not to die, Eur.

Or. 1116, ubi vulg. : cf.

Elmsl. Heracl. 600, Monk Alcest.

336 : also mtr., to be awestruck, -, Od. 9, 200 : .
Soph. . . 155.—(On the connexion
between and, v. Bu ttm.

Lexil s. V. 4.)

'Afof, , 6, contr. from, a

servant, Clitarch. ap. Ath. 267 C., ,=, Clem. ., , , the state of an,
celibacy., ,=, unwedded. Luc.
Am. 44.—2. not a pair, 7,
Strab. tp. 259., ov, (a priv.,) unleav-

ened, tuprof, Ath. 109 ; ru,
unleavened cakes, or bread, LXX., but

usu.t, the feast of unleavened bread, N.
T. :—tmetaph., unfcrmented, i. e. un-

agglutinated, -. Plat. Tim. 74 D.",, 6, , ( priv.,-) unyoked, impaired, and SO usu. un-

mam-ied, Eur. Bacch. 694: more freq.

c. gen., ,,,
Lat. nuptiarum eivers, Eur. tHipp.

546, I. A. 805, Med. 673.t (From the

gen. were formed the new adjs.-
and.)", V. sub.2, to dry, dry up, parch, of the

heat of the dog-star, Hes. Op. 585,

Sc. 397.— Pass., to become dry, II. 4,

487 : to be parchedup,pine atony through
grief, ,
Hes. Th. 99 : so also, -, Hdt. 3, 41, ubi Gaisf..
[,,,,).
V, , ,( ) the being

without life, liftlessness, Stob. Ec.
Phys. 52, 18., ov, (a priv.,) confined
to no zone of the world, i. e. found eve-

rytvhere., ov, (a priv., ) lifeless,

Eccl.^—^11. (a priv.,^(jov) without worms
in it, of wood, Theophr.

t'Afwp, indecl., , Azor, masc. pr.

n., N. T.', , , Azorium, a town
of Perrhaebia, Polyb. 28, 11, 1.

V, , , Azorus, a city of
Macedonia, Strab. p. 307., ov, {a priv.,)
ungirt, from hurry, Hes. Op. 343 : in

genl., not girded. Plat. Legg. 954 A., , ', the Azotii, a peo-

ple of Palestine, Strab., , . Azotus, a city of

Palestine, Hdt. 2, 157; LXX., N. T.
freq., now Esdud., ,=., , f. -, to feel disgust at

a thing : from/, , ( priv.,^Joi•) unpleas-
ant, annoying, first in Hdt. 7, 101, and
freq. in Plat. tPhaed. 84 B, Legg.
802 D, etQ.f : of persons, unfriendly,
morose, Deal. 1147, 12.—Adv. -,

AHMI
Plat. tPhaed. 88 C, etc.t:, to be on bad terms with
one, Dem. 500, 15 ; so, -, Lys. 145, 36.

Hence', , , being ill-pleased,

disgtist, dislike. Plat. Legg. 802 D, and
Oratt.—II. unpleasantness, odiousness,

Dem. 564, 12, Aeschin. 64, 3, Theophr.
Char. 20. Hence, to disgtist one:—pass., to

be disgusted with, Eccl. Hence, , , disgust, Sext.

Emp., ov, dub. for,
Herm. Op. 3, p. 306.

', , , (a priv.) loss

of pleasure, Diog. L. 2, 89, 90.,, , (dim. from-) a young nightingale, Thoocr. 15,

121, in poet. plur., cf.

Valck. ad 1. (p. 401 B.), ov,() of or belor,g-

ing to a nightingale, ., the night-

ingale's dirge, Aesch. Fr. 412, cf. Ar.

Ran. 684.,, ,^=, a night-

ingale, Eur. Rhes. 550: dim. only in

form.', said to be Aeol. for,
of which we have gen.. Soph.
Aj. 628, dat., Ar. Av. 679.',, ^, but in Alt. , Schiif.

Mel. p. 65 :—i)rob. at first a songstress

(from ), but as early as Hes.
fOp. 201t, the nightingale : Hom. has
it only of the daughter of Pandareiis,

who was changed into a nightingale,

Od. 19,518: its epiths. are?
Od. 1. c), (Simon. 158),

(Aesch. Ag. 1 142), which seem
to refer to its color; c. also-

: freq. also,,
etc., of its voice :

—

,
periphr.forpoeis, Valck. Phoen.321 :

—

, thy strains. Call. Ep. 47., , . Ion., [),
unaccustomedness, novelty of a situa-

tion, Batr. 72 : -, inexperience

of a thing, Thuc. 4, 55., poet, for, to be un-
accustomed, c. gen., -, II. 10, 493, the only place where
Hom. has it: Ap. Rh. shortened this

into {or -), 1, 1171. ., , (u priv.,) unwonted,

unusual, strange, Aesch. Supp. 568,

Soph. Tr. 869.— 2. unused to a thing,

c. gen.,, Thuc. 4, 34.—II. with-

out or character, Arisl. Poet. 25.—

•

III. adv.-^, unexpectedly,Thuc. 4, 17.', ,,^, q. v.
^', dep., to be unaccustomed

to a thing, c. gen. ; to find it strange

or wipleasant, Strab. p. 303, ubi al..,,, a blast, wind, Aesch.
Eum. 905, Soph. Aj. 674: from
"AHMI, t3 sing. pres., Hes.

Op. 514, dual,, U. 9, 5; pi.. Hes. Th. 875t, inf., tOd.
3. 18.3t,, t3, 17Gt, part, ',
til. 5, 52ut.• impf. 3 sing, , tOd.
12, 325, from.. Rh. 1, 605t.

Mid. and pass,,: 3
impf.. til. 21, 38Gt.

To breathe hard, blow, of the wind,
Horn., and Hes. : the mid. and pass,

forms are used sometimes in strictly

pass, signf. to be beaten, by the wind,, Od. G, 131 ; but
more usu. in a kind of intrans. signf.,

to toss or wave about as if by the wind,, his mind waved to

and fro, i. e. was in doubt or fear, II.

21, 386 ; so, ,. Rh. 3, 688 : but,', they are wafted to and

fro among men, one knows not how,
Find. I. 4, 15 ;

', beauty breathed all around her,
Ruhnk. H. Hom. Cer. 276; so,, Hes. Sc. 8., , , the Roman
Ahenobarbus, Strab.

',, in Hom.,,
while Hipp, has the nom. : in
Horn., and Hes. , from Hdi. down-
wards , (II. 5, 776 ; 8, 50, . Cer.
383, cannot be quoted for the masc.
usage, since there and
need not be masc. : so aer was fern.

in Enn., Gell. 13, 20) :—in Horn., and
Hes., the lower air, atmosphere, the thick

air or haze that surrounds the earth,

opp. to ', the pure tipper air. (v.

esp. II. 14, 288): hence misty dark-
ness, mist, gloom ; and so sometimes
in prose, Foes. Oecon. Hipp. : but
later usu. in genl. air, tPlat. Legg.
889 B, 891 C,etc.

;
prov. ,

to beat the air, N. T. 1 Cor. 9, 26t.—
Cf. Buttm. Lexil. s. v.— II. the open
spice in baths, Galen. (From *,, as from '.) [, but
Soph. .""^,1. 87, and in one or two later

poets, V. K?rm. ad 1.]", , , ( ) =,
blowing, Eur. Rhes. 417., ov, Att., (a
priv.,) unconquered, not Lenten.

Thuc. 6, 70. — 2. unconquerable, Plat.

Rep. 375 B.', for, wicked, II.

5, 876., ov, (,) light as
air, hence little, Aesch. Pr. 461, ubi v.

Blomf. : aloft, Ap. Rh. 2, 1101., dep.[] tofly, Arat.
523.,, ^,= sq..Hes. Op. 643,673., , , (, ) blast,

gale,,. -, til. 14, 254, etc., Hes. Op. 619;
Plat., Crat. 410 B, says o'l

: absoL,
wind, Theocr. 2, 38., . , A'etes. an Athenian

polernarch, Dem. 1358. 23.^, ov, contr. -, ovi',
"

() creating, a wora coined by
Plat. Crat. 410 B.", ov, an old word, only found
in phrase, /, 11. 21, 395:
but quoted also from Aesch. (Fr. 2)
by Hesych.,• :—prob.
from, hence orig. stormy, and so
violent, terrible, like' : but cf.

Buttm. Lexil. s. v., , poet, for, an eagle,

cf., Arat. Phaen. 315., ov, later Att. for, q. v., ov, without sound., ov, Alt. -,
(a priv.,?.<)^?., , , Att. -', igno-

rance of the sea, Gal. : from, ov, Att.-, (a priv.,) without sea, far from it, in-

land, Menand. p. 160.— II. not mixed
with sea-water,, Damocr. ap.

Gal., Horace's vinum maris expers.

[?-]. ov, Att. -,
{a priv.,) unused to the sea,

never having been at sea, Ar. Ran. 204, or, , ( priv.,?) of the bay, not verdant, Plut
Pomp. 31.^',,( pl•.,^o)with
out warmth, fNonn. D. 37, 151t. Adv-. Hipp.,, , genl. in plur. oi, the Athamanes, a Thessa-
lian race, expelled by the Lapithae,
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which settled in Epirus around Mt.

Pindus, Strab., Pol., etc.., , , Atliamania, a re-

gion in Epirus, the territory of the

Athamanes, Strab., Pol., a, ov, of or belonging

to Athamas ; ., a plain

in Phthiotis, Ap. Rh. 2, 514., , , daughter of
Athamas, i. e. Helle, Aesch. Pers.

70 : as fetn. adj., of Atha?nas.,, , Athamas, son of

Aeolus king of Orchomenus, and fa-

ther of Phrixus and Helle, Hes. Fr.

28, 4.—Others of this name in Paus.,

etc., ., fearlessly., , (a priv.,)fear-

less, Mel. 91 : at),, without fear

of a thing, Phryn. ap. Hesych. tff/co-

Tov, Plut. Lye. IG. Hence, , , fearlessness, De-
mocr. ap. Cic. Fin. 5, 29.

i'Adava., , /. Dor. for,
Tragg. ; ace. to Pors., Eur. Or. 26,

the Tragic writers use only the Dor.

form., 7/,=foreg., Thecor. 28, 1., , ,() im-

mortality, Plat. Phaodr. 246 A, etc.

;

V. Buttm. Lexil s. v. 4.
'/:^,() to make im-

Ttio'tM, Arist. ap. Ath. 697 B.—Pass.,

to become or be immortal, Polyb. 6, 54,

2.— II. to hold one's self immortal, Hdt.

4, 93, etc. Hence, ov, a, the gift of or

belief in immortality, Diod. 1, 1,', ov. also , ov (as al-

ways in Horn, tbut seldom in Att.

poets, Ehnsl. Med. 807t) (a priv.,) :

—

undyitig, immortal, freq.

in Horn., and Hes., opp. to

and : hence', , the

Immortals, Horn. : hence of things,

etc., everlasting, u&., Od. 12,

118 ; so, .,,, -
, etc.—also, , the im-

mortals, a body of troops in which
every vacancy was filled up by suc-

cessors appointed beforehand, Hdt. 7,

83, 211 ; so,., one whose suc-

cessor in case of death is appointed,

lb. 3 1 (as we say, the king never dies)

:

—. , death is a never-

ending, unchanging state, Amphis Gy-
naecocr. 1. Adv. , fAnth. P. 9,

570t.[ in Ep. and some-

times so in Trag., Pors. Med. 139

;

yet only as an exception, Elrasl. Ar.
Ach. 47.], , f. -, to make
immortal, Tzetz.?,,=. Max. Tyr., >, ( priv.,) un-

hnried, . 22, 386, etc.—II. unworthy

of burial, Anth. tP. 9, 498., , ; Att.. Piers.

Moer. 184; also :
—groats or

meal, a porridge thereof. Ar. Plut. 673,

Pherecr. Metall. 1, i. (An Egypt.
word, ace. to Plin. 22, 25.) [-], , ( priv.,) dis-

couraged, downhearted, Plut. Cic. 35;

fro, the want nf boldness,

cowardice. Id. Nic. 4.—Adv. -. Id.

Pomp. 50.. , () like.,, , dub. collat. form
of, Lob. Phryn. 509., and -, adv., without

wonder., , , the character of
an, Horace's niladmirari,

Strab. : from, ov, (a priv.,)
not wondering at any thing (cf foreg.),

hence adv. -, Soph. Fr. 810.

—

II.
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not wondered at or admired, Luc. Amor.
13., ov, gen. oj^of, (a priv.,) not beholding. Adv. •,
""

. „ ,', ov, (a priv.,) un-

seen, invisible, Plut. Num. 9, etc.
;

secret, Pseudo-Phocyl. 94.— II. act.,

not seeing, blind to,, Xen. Mem.
2,1,31., adv., (a priv.,) without

the aid of God, usu. c. negat., ovK-
ti, Horace's non sine Dis, Od. 18, 353.', , . Ion. for unusu.,{) the being without

sight, blindness, Aretae.', , ,—, Eccl., ov, ( priv.,)
uninspired, oVK ., Plut. Cor. 33.

and, to filter,

Hesvch.', , ( priv.,) un-

appeased, Nonn. tD. 33, 200.,=, Hipp., ov, (a priv., )=sq.,
dub. 1. Aesch. Suppl. 862.', ov, (a priv.,) un-

willing

:

— adv. -, Aspas. ap. Ath.
219 D.', ov, (a priv.,) t»o<

to be soothed^, implacable, Aesch. Supp.
1056., ov, and -, ov, {a

priv.,) without foundation., ov, dub. for foreg.,, , , ( priv.,)
latvless, Pind. P. 3, 56; 4, 193, and
Eur. tlon 1093t. Conip. -,
Opp. tH. 1, 756., , , lawlessness, App.
Civ. 2, 77 : and, ov, lawless, godless,

Horn, (only in Od., tl8, 141,et.c.t);

usu. in phrase',\6
in tvickedness, t9, 189, etc. : from, ov, {a priv.,) law-

less, without law or government, godless,

Lat. nefarixis, of the Cyclopes, II. 9,

63, Od. 9, 106 ; of things, Hdt. 7, 33,

etc. : tin compar. Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 51-

Adv. -, tPhaennis ap. Paus. 10,

15, 3.,, ,=., , (,*) doing lawless deeds.', ,=, . 1.

Hdt. 7,33, Antipho 113, 39, Bekk.,
Plut. Aem. 19. Adv. -, tApp.
Bell. Pun. 53., ov, (a priv.,) without

God, denying the gods, esp. those rec-

ognised by the state. Plat. Apol. 26

C, etc. : hence several philosophers

were named, Cic. N. D. 1, 23.

—II. in genl., godless, ungodly, Pind.

P. 4, 288, and Trag.—HI. abandoned

of the gods. Soph. O. T. 661 ; and so

in adv. -, lb. 254, El. 1181.—On the

word V. Sturz in Comm. Soc. Phil.

Lips. 2, p. 64. Hence',, , ungodliness, Plat.

Polit. 308 : atheism, Philo., , 7;,= sq., neglect of
medical care, Antipho 127, 38.,, , want of attend-

ance or care : USU. C. gen., neglect of a

thing,,. Plat. Rep. 443 A
;, Theophr. : from', ov, ( a ]jriv., -) not attended to or cared for, neg-

lected, Xen. Mem. 2, 4, 3 ; ,
Dion. . t3, 22t, etc.—II. imhealed,

incurable, Luc. Ocyp. 27. Adv. -,
Philo. [pa\,, , having or

spikes, Nic. Th. 848.

: f. -, in Ap. Rh. also• :— to slight, make light of, Lat.

nihil curare, in Horn, always c. acc.

pers., as II. 1, 261, Od. 8, 212: also
c. gen. like, oft. in A p. Rh.
t2, 477, etc.t :—mid. in Dion. P. 997.

(Better from,, than
from.), , , a poor bony fish,
Arist. H. A, 6, 17, 6. [u, I Opp. tH.
1, 108.]', ov,{) unheeded.

—II. (a priv.,) not reaped.', ov, (a priv.,-) not heated: in Aesch. Cho. 029,., prob. a household not heat-

ed by strife or passion.', ov, {a priv.,) with-

out warmth, , Plat. Phaed.
106 A.^,,,{,)
forcepsfor extracting thorns, splinters,

etc.. Medic., ov,{,) gath-

ering ears of corn.', , (, ) like

ears of corn, full of them.—2.^-. Gal., , , faithlessness, fickle-

ness, Polyb. 3, 17, 2, etc., , ,() lawless-

ness, Eccl., ov, ( priv.,) law-

less, Nonn. : also., ov, {, )
living a lawless life, Nonn., ov,{,-) joined in lawless love. Lye. 1143.',,^^,.,.
10, etc. Adv. -.', ov, in Ap. Rh. also ,
ov {a priv.,):—beyond even

a god's power to express : hence inex-

pressible, unutterable, ineffable, of hor-

rible or awful things,,-,, II. 3, 4, Od. 7, 273 ; 11, 373 ;

but also simply of vast quantities or

size, .,, Od. 11, 61 ; 13,

244
;, 20, 211 : then wondrous in

point of beauty,, Hes. O. 660 :

—very rare in Trag., . , Eur.
I. A. 232. Cf. Buttm. Lexil. s. v. -

7., ,.-: {) :
—to

set aside, disregard a treaty, oath,

promise, etc.,., etc., Polyb.

8, 2, 5, etc. ; also c. dat., to refuse

one's assent to a thing. Id. 12, 14, 6.

—

11. in Gramm., to reject as spurious,

=

. Hence, , , a breach of
faith, transgression, Dion. H. t4, 27., ,{) abolition, re-

jection, Cic. Att. 6, 9., verb, adj., one must set

aside, Polyb. 3, 29, 2.', ov, {a priv.,) with-

out position or place ; a unit{) is

called as opp. to a point{), which is , Arist.

Anal. Post. 1 , 27.— II. set aside, ifivalid,

Polyb. 17, 9, 10: hence ziscless. unfit,

Diod. 11, 15. Adv. -,^^,
lawlessly, despotically, Aesch. Pr. 150.,, ,() want

of observation, Diod. 1, 37., adv., inconsiderately, An-
tipho ap. Harp. : from', ov, {a priv.,]
not seen, not to be seen, Arist. Mund. 6,

26.—2. unexamined, Plut. ? tDiod. S.

3, 36t. — II. actively, not having

observed, ^inobservant, Plut. 2, 405 At :

without technical knowledge. Hence
adv. -, Plut. tNum. 18., ov, Ion. for,
Nonn.?.,, (a priv., ?/) not hav-

ing suckled, Nonn. D. 48, 361

;

Tryph. 34.



',, ( priv.,) ttnsuck•

led, Ar. Lys. 881 : just weaned, Hor-
ace's jam lade depulsus, Simon. 146.', ov, (a priv., /)
not made womanisk, Anth. ?}), , ( priv., ) not

womanhh, Plut. 2, 285 C : indelicate,

Id. Lye. et Num. 3.',, , contr. from,', in Horn., :

Dor. ^, which is also in Att.

poets : Aeol. :
—Athena, call-

ed Minerva by the Romans, the tute-

lary goddess of Athens. Boeckh
P. E. says that' was not used
for' before the time of Eucli-

des.

V, ov and a, b, Athena-

goras, a Samian ambassador, Hdt. 9,

90. — 2. a Syracusan magistrate,

Thuc. 6, 35.—Others in Diod., Polyb.,

etc., ov and a, 6, Athenadas,

a Trachinian, Hdt. 7, 213.— 2. a Si-

cyoiiian, Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 15., adv., =', v.

sub sq.', , al, the city of Athens,

Horn. ; like, etc., in plur., be-

cause it consisted of several parts

:

the older sing, form occurs in

Od. 7, 80 :' in genl.='ArriA-7/,

of the whole country, Hdt. 9, 17 :, to or towards Athens : '-, poet. ,
from Athens:', tArr. An. 1,

1, It, at Athens, which forms were
more Att. than ', '-, and ', Greg. Cor. p.

165, cf. Heind. Plat. Hipp. Maj. 281

A.—tOther cities of this name in Boe-
otia. Pans. 9, 21, 2, and in Euboea,
called al Aiadef, near Dium, Strab.

p. 416.', , , older name of
the. Pans. 8, 2, 1., {') to be an Ath-
enian, Just. M.^, , , {') of or
belonging to Minerva, resembling Miner-
va, Procl.', ov, , (' ) the

temple ofMinerva, Hdt. 5, 95.

—

til. as

pr. n., from containing her temple,

—

1. a promontory of Campania, Strab.
—2. a town of Arcadia, Polyb. 2, 46,
5.—3. a place in Sicily near Himera,
Diod. S. 5, 3.', a, ov, Athenian, of or

from Athens, II. t2, 551 ; fem. '-, seldom occurs, in place of it

usu. or'.
V, ov, 6, Athenaeus, a

Lacedaemonian, Thuc. 4, 119.—2. a
celebrated writer, of Naucratis. —
Others in Plut., etc.

V, , , Athenais, a
priestess of Erythrae, Strab. p. 645.,', 'v. sub '--, , to long to be at Athens,

Luc. Pseudol. 24., ov, , Athenium, fem. pr.

n., Anth. P. 5, 138.,, , Athenian, tnasc.

pr. n., Ath. 211 D, etc.

V, , , Athenngenes,

masc. pr. n., Ath. 399 A.^, ov, 6, {', -
pov) Athenodorus, a stoic philosopher,
so-n of Sandon,surnamed,
Strab. p. 674, Luc. Macmb. 21. — 2.

another, surnamed), friend

of Cato the younger. Id., Plut. Cat.
Min. 10, etc.— Others in Dem., Strab.,

etc.\., , Athenocles, an
Athenian, Strab. p. 547.

, ov, b, Athenocritus,

father of Democritus, ace. to some
accounts, Diog. L. 7, 34.

V,. , Athenophanes,

masc. pr. ii., Plut. Alex. 35.,, , Athene, daughter
of Lycomedes, Leon. Tar. 8.',, b, the beard or spike

of an ear of corn, an ear of corn itself,

Lat. spica, Hes. Fr. 2, 2. --- 12. chaff,

metaph., Luc. Anach. 31t.—II. the

point or barb of a weapon, Aesch. Fr.

145, and Hipp. ; tcf Plut Cat. Min.
70. [a]', ov, (a priv.,) not

to be caught, Ael. N. A. 1, 4 :
— tinet.

unattainable, Clem. AL, Philo.—2. not

caught, in Ion. form, -, 0pp. C. 1, 514 Lehrs. — Cf
Mehlhorn Anaereont. p. 242.', ov, {a priv.,)
]uncaught, unhunied\, Xen. Cyr. 1,

4, 16.', , ,^^, Diosc., , ,{, ?.)
consumer of ears of corn, epith. of a

winuowing-fan {), Od. 11, 128
;

23, 275 : cf.\, ov. Ion. for,
q. V. 2.', , , ( ) want of
game, Ael. N. A. 7, 2.', ov, {,-) devouring ears of corn, uO. bpya-
vov, i. e. a winnowing-fan. Soph. Fr.

404 ; cf.', ov, {a priv.,) without

wild beasts or game, Hdt. 4, 185 :7,=, Plut. 2, 981 C— II.

(a priv.,) without the chase, ., a bUmk day, Aesch. Fr. 225.', ,{)=^.',. , tumor full of
matter like, Galen.', ov, {a priv.,-) not treasured up, nut to be treasured

up. Plat. Legg. 844 D.. , {a priv.,, -
) untouched ; \unwedded, Anth.

Append. 248., ov, {a priv.,, -) untouched, usu. c. gen., untouched

by a thing,, Soph. Tr. 686
;, . C. 1521, etc. ; also c.

dat., ., Aesch. Suppl. 5G1.

—

2. not to be touched, holy, sacred, Aesch.
Ag. 371, Soph. O. T. 891.— II. act.

not touching, c. gen.,, Aesch.
Eum. 704., ov, {a priv.,) not

crushed, Arist. Meteor. 4, 8., contr. from Ep.:
.- : {) — to conteiul for a

prize, combat, wrestle, II. (but always
in the longer form ?-).— II. rarely,

to struggle, endure, svffir, II. 24, 734
(the only place where Horn, uses the

contr. form, v. Spitzn. ad 1.). Aesch.
Pr. 95.—The common form m Att. is

7..
7^, , . -, in Horn. =, II. 7, 453; 15, 30; (he has

not the form at all.) But the
Att. use in both signfs. of, to contend, .
Plat. Tim. 19 ; ,, endure danger, toil. Soph.
. C. 564, Eur. Supp. 317.— II. to be

an athlete, Plut. 2, 795 E.",, ,{) a con-

test, struggle. Plat. Legg. 833 C : toil.

—II. that which is won by toil or exer-

tion. — III. an implement of labor,

Theocr. 21,9."',, ,{) a contest,

combat, esp. of athletes, Polyb. t5, 64,
6 ; Plut. Thes. 10,

7,, b, Od. 8, 164 : older
form of sq., contr. from,
ov, b ' {) : — a combatant, cham-
pion ; esp. a prize-fighter, Lat. athlela,

Find, in both forms, tN. 5, 90; 10,

95 ; I. 6, loot: also as adj.,. '-, a race horse, Plat. Parm. 137 A.— II. in genl., one practised or skilled

in, master of a thing, c. gen.,.
Plat. Rej). 543 ; ,
Dem. 799, 16 ; . -, Schaf Dion. Comp. p. 415;. , a skilful farmer, Philostr.

Hence', , , belonging to an
athlete, athletic, robust, , Arist.

Pol. 8, 8, 3 ; ^, Plut. Fab. 19t

:

., Plut. t2, 724 Ft. Adv.
-. Id. t2, 192 C.', , (a priv.,7) not

pressed,, Nonn. D. 9, 31.— 2.

not pressing, slackened,, Id.

37, 220., ov,=foreg. 1, Galen., ov, TO, contr. irom Ep..=, the prize of contest,

Hom. : but also=(i(^/.of, contest, Od.
24, 169, and later Ep.—Horn, always
uses Ep. form., , lov, also , ov, Eur.
Ale. 1038, etc. ; contr. from ati^Aiof :{,) :

—

toilsome, painful,

hence in genl., unhappy, ureiched,

very freq. m Att. from Aesch. down-
wards :—hence also to denote imper-
fection of any kind, miserable, ivretched,

in a moral sense, Dem. 142, 18 ; also
of ability,., a wretched

painter, Plut. 2, 6 F.—Adv. -,., Eur. . F. 707, etc.—II. of
or belonging to contest, only in form

(q. v.) Hence., , suffering, wretch-

edness. Plat. Rep. 545 A, etc.7, ov, {a priv.,)—, Galen.. or -, , , th.

office of, Ar. Fr. 585, ubi
V. Dind.'7, , f. ,{7., •) to propose a prize, in genl., to

offer rewards,, Ath. 539 B.—II. to

manage, direct, Heliod.7, , o,= sq., Anth.
tAppend, 130.7., ov, ,{,)
one who gives, awards the prize, the

judge or .steward in the games, also. Plat. Legg. 764 D, etc., , , =,
q. V., ov, , contr. from Ep./., which alone is useii by Horn.,
Pind., and Hdt., and is sometimes
found in Trag. : the prize of contest,

in genl., a gift, present, II. 23, 413,
620, etc.: in Od. only 11, .548: a re-

ward, recompense, freq. in Find., and
Trag. : also in prose, .,
Thuc. 2, 46,. Lys. 96,
8. Phrases: or-, prizes are proposed, Hdt. 8, 26;
9, 101 ; , to propose
them, Xen. Cyr. 1, 2, 12 ;7-

or, to win prizes. Plat.,

etc. ; cf Thuc. 6, 80 : -, Thuc. 3, 82.

—

. in plur.

also=aflAof, a contest, combat, Od. 24,

89, Soph. Phil. 508: also m sing..

Xeiiophan. ap. Ath. 414 A.— 111. in

plur. also, the place of combat, Lat.
arena. Plat. Legg. 868 .— Cf sq.7., , , (/, )
victory in. the games, Pind. \. 3, 11., , b, contr. from Ep., which is always used by
Hom. (except in Od. 8, 160), Pind.,
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atid Hdt. :

—

contest either in war or

sport, esp., coiitest for a prize, toil,

trouble, like, Lat. labor, Horn. :, a task is set one,

Hdt. 1, 120; , to

set it, Id. 7, )97.—On the difference

of' and, v. Coray Isocr.

Paneg. 37.', , ,^, Anth.
P. 6, 54.?.(, ov,{.) bear-

ing away the prize, victorious, ',
11. 9, 124,, Pind. . 7. 13, eic. :

in Ep. form-, II. 22, 22, and Hdt.. f;, //, Alhmonr, a deme
of 'i,., Aciic tribe Cecropis ; hence,, , one / (the deme)
Atlimnne, Ar. Pac. 190., ov, (a priv.,) not

mnddy, clear, Luc. de Hist. Conscr.

51., ov, (a priv.,) un-

troubled, of water, Hes. Op. 593.", ov. (a priv.,, -) ol animals, veneris expers, tact.,

Anton. Lib. 13., ov, (a priv.,)
undisturbed : ., tranquillity of

mind, Xen. Ages. 6, 7., ov, (a priv.,)
without vproar, undisturbed, tranquil.

Plat. Legg. 640 C. Adv. -3, Eur.
Or. 6.30.

'Aflof, Dor. for., , , Ep. for, q. v., , , a tree, the wood of
which made tinder, Theophr., ov, {a priv.,)=. Soph. Fr. 812.', ov. {a priv.,)
not stretched or spread, Eur. ap. He-
sych., ov, (a priv.,)
unbroken, undestroyed, unhurt, sound,

Eur. Hec. 17, etc.: not to be broken.

Pint., etc.—tAdv. -, Geop., ov, [a priv.,) un-

nurtured, dub. 1. Mel. 95, 5.

'A0PE'S2, ,(. -, (v. Elms!.
Med. 519) : Att. :

—to look earn-

estly, to gaze at, c. ace, 11. 12, 391 ;

14, 334 : also absol., to gaze, (though
an ace. can easily be supplied), Od.
12, 232; 19, 478; ' , to

look into a thing, II. 10, 11.—2. later,

of the mind, to look at or into a thing,

to examine, consider, regard, Pind. P.

2, 129, and Att.: ...,-
'.., /.., to consider whether... Soph.
Ant. 1077, and Plat. :,,
consider, take notice, see, Eur., and
Plat.—Later poets have an aor. mid., e. g. Timon 6. (Prob.
from the same root as, with
a copul. or euphon.) Hence,,^/, Hesych.', adv., ( priv.,)
without mourning., verb. adj. from,
one must consider, Eur. Hipp. 379., ov, (a priv., -) without triumph, Eccl.\. , , Athribis, a city of
the Aegyptian Delta, Strab. p. 813.

Hence, , , of Athribis; vo-., the Athribitic nome, Hdt. 2,

166. [ir],, b, , ( priv.,)
without hair, Matro ap. Ath. 656 F

:

cf.., ov, {a priv., ?/',) not worm-eaten, Theophr., m
irreg.^ superl. : cf..', f.- : () : — to

gather together, collect, esp., to levy

forces,.,, etc.,
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Thuc, and Xen. tAn. 1, 2, 1 ; Id. 1,

1, It : ., to gather the Tro-
jans together, Eur. Hoc. 1139:-
., to collect breath. Id. Phoen.

851.— Pass., to be gathered or crowded
together, / a'jopijv, Hdt. 5, 101 :

to unite into one mass. Plat. Theaet.
157 ; of armies, to muster ; of the

mind, , to col-

lect one's self. Plat. Phaed. 83 A, cf.

67 C . , fear has
formed itself, arisen, Xen. Cyr. 5, 2,

34. Mid., to gather for one's self,

Xen. : much like the act. in Eur.
Heracl. 122.— Late poets also write
it,. Jac. A. P.

877, but not Att., Lob. Phryn. 616.—
Others write -, v. Ellendt Lex.
Soph. ; twhich form Bekk. has intro-

duced into the Oratt. : cf. Lehrs de
Stud. Arist. Horn. p. 346.t Hence, ov,; dsiy of as-

sembling, Eccl.",, .() a gather-

ing, collecting, levying,, Eur.
Hec. 314., Thuc. 6, 26.,, ,() that

winch is gathered, a gathering,,
Eur. Or. 874: heap, mass. Plat.

Theaet. 157 B:—in Epicur. philos.,

esp. the concourse of atoms, Diog. L. 8,

60., , 6,=, The-
ophr. : also condensation, Id., verb. adj. from-, one must collect, Xen. Lac. 7, 4., , , () a col-

lector. Hence, , . belonging to, fit

for collecting, like, Eccl.

—

II. in Gramm., collective,,
tApoll. Dysc.t: copulative,,
Id. Adv. -., a, ov, very rarely , ov
(as ap. Ath. 120 D):'contr.,
in later Gr., as Polyb. : old Att., ovv, but Bekk. has in

Plat. Tim. 64 C, 65 A, cf. Buttm.
Ausf. Gr. . 60, 9, Spitzn. Jl. 14,38:—assembled in crowds, heaps or masses,
crowded together, freq. in Horn, but
only in plur., til. 2, 439 ; 14, 38 ; etc.t,

oft. joined (),
tOd. 3. 34. etc.t: the sing, first in

Pind. tP. 2, 65-6t :, of soldiers,

in dense masses, Hdt. 6, 112; to, the army in close order, but
also the main body, Xen. tCyr. 4, 2,

20t.—II. all at once, once for all,', he paid for all at

once, Od. 1, 43 : (hence adv.

and, at once, suddenly):, the citizens as a ivhole, opp. to', Thuc. 2, 60 ; so,.-. Id. 2, .39, cf. 1, 141 : -, to condemn all by a single vote,

Plat. Apol. 324 : , was
seen with all his forces, Pint. Themist.
^ 12, cf. Id. Syll. 12 : .,
he fell all at once, Theocr. 13, 49, cf.

25, 252 : , five

ivhole nights, Pind. P. 4, 231.—III.

multitudinous, immense, also co7itinuous,

incessant, ., Pind. P. 2,

65;, Eur. H. F. 489; ..
Plat. ; etc.—IV. adv. -, all at once,

in the mass : , to speak
generally, Rhet.—V. compar.-, Thuc. 6, 34 ; later-. Pint. Caes. 20, cf. Lob. Phryn.
143. (From a copul., : or perh.
from.), ov, (a priv.,) noise-

less, only in Gramm., , ,'() the

whole mass, Diog. L. 10, 106.,,, Athrulla, a city

of Arabia, Strab. p. 782.

, , . Athry'ilalus, a
physician of Thasus, Plut., ov. {a priv.,)
unbroken, imperishable, Plut. t2, 1055
A ^.—II. esp.,
not enervated, Pythag. Carm. Aur. 35,
and oft. in Plut. : -/-, never breaking into laugbter, Plut.
Pericl. .5. Adv. -. Id. Fab. 3.^, , , Athrys, a Thra-
cian stream flowing into the Danube,
Hdt. 4, 49.', , ,() a sim-
ple way of life, Plut. 2, 609 C.

t'A,,, Alhymbra, a city
of Lydia, Strab.. , , Athymbradus,
brother of sq., Strab. p. 050., ov, b, Athymhrus, a
Spartan, founder of, Strab.

p. 650., , f.- :
—to be,

be disheartened, downhearted, Aesch.
Pr. 474, Soph., etc. : esp., to want
heart, despond at or for a thing,.
Soph. El. 769, etc. ; , Isocr.

41 ; , Thuc. 2, 88 ; . Id. 5,

91 :—also. ..., ..., or .... ....
tSoph. Tr. 666, . . 747t. Hence, verb, adj., one must lose

heart, Xen. An. 3, 2, 23 ; troif-()
we must not despond at, Dem. 40, 11., , , () want of
heart, faiyitheartedness, despondency,
Hdt. I, 37, and freq. in Att., ov, (a priv.,)
not exhaling, Arist. Meteor. 4, 8.

', ov, (a priv.,) with-
out heart or spirit, spiritless, faintheart-

ed, Od. 10, 463, Hdt. 7, 11: down-
hearted, desponding,

, to have no heart for a thing, Xen.
An. 1, 4, 9: so,

. Id. Hell. 4, 5, 4; -—, Isocr. : -
', to work without heart or spirit,

Xen. Oec. 21, 5.—II. without anger O"
passion, Plat. liep. 411 B.\, Athyri, an Aegypt. appell.

of Isis, Plut. 2, 374 B., ov, (a priv., )
without door or window, tEccl.",, ,() a play•

thing, toy, like, II. 15, 363,
Od. 18, 323: like, a delight,

joy, -, of the Pythian
games, Pmd. P. 5. 29;, i. e. songs, tBacchyl. Fr. 28t,

cf. Hemst. Luc. 1, 291., , , dim. of foreg.,

a little game OX toy, Philox. ap. Ath.
643 D : a pet, Luc. Dial. Mar. 1, 5., , to be -, v. Suicer, s. v. ; and, , , impudent lo-

quacity, Polyb. 8, 12, 1 : from', ov, (a priv.,,) one that cannot keep his mouth
shut,( ,
Theogn.421), ceaseless babbler, Eur.
Or. 903., ov, making game of the

laws., ov, (a priv.,) tcithout

door or lock, Plut. 2, 503 C—II. nie-

taph., open, unchecked,, Clem.
Al.,,—?. :

and, , .=^-, Anth. P. 5, 252 : from, ov, (a priv.,,) =, . ,
ever-babbling Echo, Soph. Phil. 188.

Adv. -., ov, (a priv.,) with-

out thyrsus, Eur. Or. 1342.



, to play, amnse one's self, II.

15, 3Gt ; ivith a thing,,. Rh.

:

to play on an instrument, ---, Anacreont.—II. c. ace. to play

a thing^, do in play,, great deeds were the sports

of his childhood, Find. N. 3, 78 ; also. jLto?.~)'/i', to sing a sportive song,

H. Horn. 18, 15; ., to sing,

or celebrate virtue, Find. ]. 4, 67:—
also . to play the deeds

of men, oi an actor, Anth. Also in

mid., H. Horn. Merc. 485. The word
is almost e.Tclusively Epic, and from
Ep. passed into Lyric ; very rare in

Att. Eur. Ion 53. [-], ov, [a priv., )=^,, Ar. Raa 838. [].', ov, v. I. =sq., Simon.
Amorg. 56., ov, (a priv.,) not offer-

ed, not to be offered., Lys. ; also

not successfully offered, Lat. inauspicata,

Dem. 75, 12 : in gen. unhallowed,-', impure in that

they were not duly offered, Eur. Hipp.

147 ; also of illegitimate children.

Plat. Legg. 141 D, cf. Suid. voc.-
Toi.—II. act. 7wt offering, with-

cnit sacrificing, uOvTOV/., Xen.
Hell. 3,"2, 23., contr., ov, , an
inhabitant of Mount Athos, Luc. Ma-
crob. 5.,,, 6, =, Strab., OV, not, Elmsl. Med.
1267,whom Herm. and Bekk. follow,

(a priv., ) unpunished, scot-free,

Eur., andfreq. in Oratt. : ,,, to let off, acquit

one; '',, to

get off, be acquitted.—2. c. gen., free

from a thing,,, Ar.
Nub. I4l3 : also ., un-

punished for offences, Lycurg. 157, 38.

—II. not deserving punishment, guiltless,

Heliod. — III. act. causing no harm,
harmless, Dem. 1437, 9., , ov, of Mount Athos,

Aesch. Ag. 285.,,.,() to let go un-
punished, absolve, LXX., ov, (a priv.,)
unflattered, without flattery, /, from my tongue, Eur. Andr.
460.—II. act. not flattering. Teles ap.

Stob. p. 524 fin. : hence rough, harsh,

Anth. Adv. -., ov, (a priv.,-) without breastplate, or body armour,

Xen. ], ov, (a priv.,

II.) not drunken, Hipp., , , (in II. 14, 229,,) ace., Ion. and old Att.

^:^, Hdt.,Thuc. 5, 3; Mount Athos:
in Strab.,, ., v.,,, ,() acquittal.,. and Dor. for , if: in Horn,
only and al, Dor., if on-

ly, so that, Lat. dunnrwdo, always c.

subjunct., except in orat. obliq. as II.

7, 387 : for even in II. 5, 279, Wolf writes

at , for, and so in

Od. 24, 217 k- should be written

for, cf fepitzn. II. 24, 688., exclam. of strong desire, that!

woidd that ! Lat. utinam, in Horn, al-

ways al or al , Att.

yap or , only Aeol. and Dor. al

Dy itself:— c. opt., for when c. inf,

as al , Od. 7, 313, there is

an ellipse : cf .
Al, exclam. of astonishment and

grief, ah ! woe ! Lat. vae ; like it is

usu. repeated, al, al, esp. in Trag.

:

whence Dind. in Att. poets writes
3

AIAN
as one word : usu. c. gen., but

sometimes c. ace, ', Ar.

Lys. 393, cf Bion 1, 28. (on the ac-

cent v. EUendt Lex. Soph.), Aeol. for .
Ala, , gen., poet, collat. form,

for, earth, land, Horn. : never in

plur.—II., ?), orig. name of Col-

chis, Hdt. 1, 2. etc. (with ala,

Doderlein well compares the German
Au, Gau.),, , wailing, lamenta-

tion, Eur. Ale. 873, etc. : from, to cry or ah ! to wail, to

mourn, c. acc. to bewail, Aesch. Pers.

922. (The fut. is now read in

Eur. H. F. 1054, on the conj. of Her-
mann, but not found elsewhere.)
', V. sub al.\, , ov, {Ala) Aeaean, epith.

of Circe, Od. 9, 42 ; of Medea, Ap.
Rh. 2, 1136

; ^ , the island

of Aeaea or Circe, Od. 10, 135, made
by later Greeks the promontory of
Circeii in Italy, Strab.^, a, ov, of Aeacus, descend-

ed from Aeacus, Soph. i'r. 424 :, the temple of Aeacus, Plut.

Dem. 28, Faus. : , the fes-

tival of Aeacus.\, , 6, Aeaces, father of

Syloson and Polycrates, Hdt. 3, 39.

—2. son of Syloson and tyrant of

Samos, Hdt. 4, 138.\, Ep. ao, , son or de-

scendant of Aeacus, i. e. Feleus, 11. IG,

15; Achilles, II. 11, 801 ; ol-, the Aeacidae, the statues of Aea-
cus and his descendants, preserved at

Aegina, Hdt. 5, 75, 80 ; 8, 64, Fmd.,
Flut. Them.—2. Aeacidcs, king of
Epirus and father of the celebrated
Pyrrhus, Plut. Fyrr. 1, etc.^, , , Aeactis, son of Jupi-

ter and Aegina, king of Aegina, and
lather of Feleus and Telamon, II. 21,

189, Hes. (According to Hermann
from al and, Malivortus, averter

of evil.), , , verb. adj. from-
, bewailed, lamentable, Aesch. Theb.
847, and Ar. Ach. 1195.—II. perhaps
act. wailing, Aesch. Pers. 1068., , Ion., an old po-
etic word, first in Pind. as epith. of,, 7, P. 1, 161 ; 4,

420, 1. 3, 4, then,in Aesch., and Soph,
as epith. of, etc., like Find.,

but esp. of, as Aesch. Eum. 416,

Soph. Aj. 672, El. 506, so of,
Aesch. Eum. 572 : prob. from,
and so orig. everlasting, as with-, and in adv., forever,

Aesch. Eum. 672 : then ivearisome,

gloomy, as with : then in gen.

(like, to which it seems akin),

dreadful, painful, distressing, as in

Pind. and the other places : (in the
last signf some derive it from al, al).

—In Aesch. Eum. 416, Soph. El. 1.

c. we have the collat. form,,
cf Hesych.—v. Herm. and Lob. Aj.

672.—II. as pr. n.,, , Ae-
anes, a Locrian, Strab.\,, , Aeanis, a fountain
in the country of the Locri Opuntii,
Strab.,,,=., a, ov, of Ajax : Al-, the tomb of Ajax, Philostr.

;

also the tomb and temple of Ajax on
the promontory Rhoeteum in Troas,
Strab. : , sc. , festi-

vals in honour of Ajax., a,,^=, Pind.
0. 9, 166., ov, , son or desce?idant

of Ajax, patron. : hence, one of the

tribe, at Athens, Dem. As
pr. n. Aeantides, a tyrant of Lampsa-
cus, Thuc. 6, 59.{, , , (prop. fem. adj.

from AiCf) the Attic tribe Aeantis,

with and without, Plut. Arist.
19.{, ov, , {,)
Aeantodorus, an Athenian, a pupil of
Socrates, Plat.Apol. 34 A.,, , vocat. Alav, Ajax,
masc. pr. n., in Horn, borne by two
heroes, the Greater, son of Telamon,
and the Less, son of Oileus. Find.
Fr. 179, has the pecul. acc. Alav.[, with short final syllable, is

quoted by Choerob. in B. A. p. 1182,
Irom Alcman.],,,^=, sad, epith.

of the hyacinth, Nic. ap. Ath. 683 E,
Dind., ubi al. ?), dat. from At-, , , of or belonging to Ajax,
i. e. sprung from the blood of Ajax.

Ai'/ioi, exclam. of disgust or aston-
ishment ;,, ha, ha, of laugh-
ter, Ar. Pac. 1066.

}', , a late form for, Valck.
Ammon. 230.

\,=, Strab.—2. Aega, a
promontory m Aeolis, Strab., ov, and , a wild goat,

chamo>s,=^al^, Opp. C. 1, 71,

as in Horn,, for .{, adv., Dor. for,
from Aegae, Find. N. 5, 68.

tAtyci, , al, Aegae, a small town
of Achaia, on the Crathis, with a
temple to Neptune, II. 8, 203, Hdt.,
etc.—2. an island near, or a city in
Euboea, sacred to Neptune, Od. 5,

381, v. Nitzsch ad loc.— 3. one of the
Aeolian cities of Asia Minor, Hdt. 1,

149.—4. a city in Ci)icia,= Ai}eai,
Strab., and, Ath.—5. a city

of Emathia in Macedonia, Diod. S.,

Arr., etc.\,= 4., a, ov, Aegaean,,
Aesch. Ag. 659 :, Mount Ida, Hes.
Th. 484, v. Gaisf—II., ov, ,
Aegaeus, a river in the island of the
Phaeacians, Ap. Rh. 4, 542., , , Aegaeon, the
name given by men to the hundred-
armed giant, called by gods Briareos,

II. 1, 404, Hes. Th. 714, 817, cf-. (Frob. akin to .)—.
adj.,,=, Eur. Ale.

595.
_{., ov, , Aegaleum, a

mountain in Messenia, near Pylos,
Strab."{, , , Hdt. 8, 90, and, Thuc. 2, 19, Mount
Aegaleus,in Atiica, opposite the island

of Salamis.{,, and, , , Ae-
gan or Aega, a promontory of Aeolis
in Asia Minor, Strab.,, , a hunting-spear, jav-

elin, 11. 2, 774, etc., and Ep. (Acc. to

Passow, from , and so strictly a
goat or chamois-spear : at all events
akin to.), adv.,{) rushing siuift-

ly, impetuously, Ap. Rh. 2, 826. [a], , , a goat's ski7i, Hdt. 4,

189 : v. sub.^, , , son or descendant

of Aegeus, i. e. Theseus, II. 1, 265:
oi, the Aegldae, or descend-

ants of Aegeus, i. e. the Athenians,
Dem. ; the Theban Aegidae, Pind.
P. 5, 100 ; the Aegldae of Sparta,
Hdt. 4, 149.{, ov, of or belonging to Ae-
geus, descended from Aegejis. i. e
Athenian,, Aesch" Eum. C83
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(Dind. reads) ; ,
the temple of Aegeus.

Ah/nog, Ion. , , (aif)

lengthd. form lor, of a goat, or

goats, Lat. capriuus,, 11. 11, 039

:

of goatskin,,, II. 3, 247,

Od. 21, 231,, Hdt. 5, 58 : also

as subst. (Hdt. //),
sub. , a goat's skin. Id. 4, Ifcl'J.

—Horn, uses this form except in

Od. 9, 196: so too Alt. : but Hdt.., , , Aegira, a city of

Achaia on the Corinthian Gulf, Hdt.

1, 145, etc. : adj., Polyb., , ov, of black poplar

wood : from, ov, , the black poplar,

Od. 9, 141, cf. : as a tree of

the nether world, Od. 10, 510.—II. as

pr. n. Aegirus, a city of Lesbos,

Strab.

fApova, more correctly-, , , Aegirussa, a small

town in Megans, Strab., ov,{,)
producing black poplar, IViax. Tyr., ', , {) a

black poplar grove, Strab., , , {, D.avvu) a

goat-driiier, goathe.rd, Plut. Pomp. 4,

Anth. [], ,•,=, q. v.^, , , Atgesta, later form
for }'£•7, Thuc. C, 2 ; E^esta, or

Segesta, in Sicily, Strab.: adj.-
and.7], , , Acgesfes, founder

of Aegesta, according to Strabo.,, , Aegeus, son of Pan-
dion, king of Athens, and father of

Theseus, Hdt. 1, 173.—2. a descend-

ant of Cadmus, son of Oeolycus,

Hdt. 4, 149.^,, , Acgeoneus, son

of Priam, Apollod.

At) V, , ?/, the Macedonian city

Ai'yat, Hdt. 7, 123.
^|£>/, , , .=')'77,

Aegialea, wife of Diomede, II. 5, 412.

—2. the more ancient name ofAchaea
and Sicyon, Strab.: adj.,
Hdt. 7, 94., ov, of or on the shore.^.?, , , Aegialeus, son

of Inachus king of Argos, Apollod.

2, 1, 1.—2. son of Adrastus, Eur.
Suppl. 1216.', , , =7,
Nic. Tlier. 780.^

f?^-,=^.?, , , fern, to-, Alcm., ov, 6, fern, -,,
on the shore coast, Strab.,and Anth.:

from, ov 6, the sea-shore, flat

beach, Horn., Hdt., and sometimes in

Att. prose : proverb,' 7•.',
of deaf persons, Suid. (Ace. to some
from,^ and so like },
that on which the sea breaks : better

ace. to others from, •, like, that over which the sea rushes.)

—II. as pr. n. Aegialus, an early

name of Achaea, II. 2,575. As a ci-

ty, the later Sicyon, founded by Ae-
gialeus, also, Strab.—2. a

city in Paphlagoma. II. 2, 855, also7., I/ue. Ale.x. 57.', ,{,)
found on or near the shore, Arist.

H. A.,, , a white spot on the

eye, Hipp., ov, o, {,) goat-

mounting, epith. of he-goats, etc..

Find. Fr. 215, and of Pan, Anth. [a]
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, , , {,)
goat-pasture, Leon. Tar. 56., ov, , {',) feed-

ing goats, browsed by goats, Leon. Tar.
35.—II. as subst. , ., a goatherd,

dub. 1. Theocr. Ep. 5.', ov, {,) browsed

by goats,, Od. 4, 600 ; so in

Od. 13, 246, must be supplied

from V. 238., , 6, dim. from a

little goat, kid, Pherecr. Autom. 7. []', ov, , dub. form of -.', ov, (5,=sq., Ar. Av.
887.—11. as pr. n. AegUhallus, a pro-

montory of Sicily, Died. S., ov, 6, the tit, Lat. parus,

Arist. H. A./,=, Ael. N.A., also, ov, , perh.

the hedge-sparrow, Arist. H. A' : in

0pp. also, , ., ov, {,) goat-

shanked, Anth.,, , {,-) satisfiers, . e. feeders of goats, goat-

herds, Plut. Sol. 23 : name of one of

the four old Attic tribes, Hdt. 5, 66
(who derives it from a son
of Ion), Eur. Ion 1581.—On the ques-

tion whether these tribes were castes,

V. Thirlw. Hist, of Greece, 2, p. 4 sq.

;

Clmton F. H. 1, p. 53 ; Harm. Pol.

Ant. ^ 94.^, , , Aegilea, a small

island near Euboea, Hdt. 6, 107., , , Aegilia, a demus of

the Attic tribe Antiochis ; also At-, , Theocr. 1, 147, and:
adj., Dem.—2. a small isl-

and between Crete and Cythera,
Scyl.—II., , , Aegilia,

a place in Euboea, near Eretria, Hdt.

6. 101.-,, , , {,)
strictly, destitute even of goats, hence
inaccessible, steep, sheer,, U. 9,

15, also in Aesch. Suppl. 784. []—
II. as pr. n. Aegilips, an island near

Epirus, or a city on the peninsula
Leucas, according to Strabo., ov, , an herb of which

goats are fond, Theocr. 5, 128.', ov,= II.,

Diose.',, poet,, , a

kind of oats, wild oats, Lat. avena

sterilis, Theophr.—II. a kind of oak

with sweet fruit, v. 1. ap. Theophr.

—

III. an ulcer in the eye, lachrymal fistu-

la, Diose. [t]

i, ov, , Aegiviurus, an
island on the Lybian coast, Strab.

fAiva [later also],',
, , Aegina, daughter of the river-

god Asopus, and mother of Aeacus,
Pind., Hdt., Apollod.—II. the well
known island, named after the foreg.,

in the Saronic gulf, II. 2, 562, etc.

:

also the city on the island, Strab.

:

adj. and ; -, ov , and,, ,
an inhabitant of Aegina, an Aeglnetan,

Hdt, etc.', , v. sub.., ov, , Aeginium, a city

in Thessaly, Strab.,, (5,=sq., 2, Anth., ov, {,) feeding
goats, browsed by goats, Anth.—2.

ah/., a goatherd, lb.', , v. sub.
tA'}70i•, ov, , Aegium, a city

of Achaia, II. 2, 574; adj..
iAln, ov, , Aegius, son of Aegyp-

tus, Apollod., ov, {, ) Aegis-

bearing, cpith. of Jupiter, Horn. ; la

ter also of Minerva.,, , {,) goat-

Pan, the goat-footed Pan, used as=:
Rom. Silvanus, Plut. [], , {,)
as pr. . sub., Mt. Aegiplanctus
in Megaris, Aesch. Ag. 303.

Ai), ov, , {,) goat-

footed, . Hom. 18, 2, 37., , ,, , gen. -
dof,=iureg., Hdt. 4, 25., ov, , a plant with a
red flower, of which goats were fond.
(From^ and, fire, from the col-

our of its flower, nut from, for

is short in Theocr. 4, 25.), contr.,,
, Aegirocssa, one of the twelve Ae-
olian cities in Asia Minor, Hdt. 1,

149.', , i], — I. the aegis, or
shield of Jove, flashing forth terror

and amazemeut, as described at

length in II. 5, 738 sq., and so prob.
from, to rush or move violently

:

hence—2. later, a rushhig storm, hur
ricanc, terrible as the shaken aegis,

Aesch. Cho. 592, cf..—In
works of art the aegis appears on the
statues of Minerva, not as ashicld, but
a sort of short cloak, covered with
scales, set with the Gorgon's head,
and fringed with snakes{-) : the artists no doubt took the
word to come from , and to

mean a goatskin, v. Hdt. 4, 189, of.

Diet. Antiqq. in voc. : hence—3. a
goatskin coat, Eur. Cycl. 3C0.—II. a

yellow kernel in the pith of the pine,

Theophr. — 111. a speck in the eye,

Hipp. [The Att. are said to have
used Ihe ult. also long, Spohn de
extr. Od. parte, 175.]

i, , , Aegisthus, son of

Thyestes, murderer of Agamemnon,
Od. 1, 35, etc.) ov, , dim. from '.
fAiov, ov, , Aegitium, a town

in Aetolia, Thuc. 3,^97.^, Dor. for., Dor. for, Pind.,

contr.,.,, , glitter, lustre, glare, of

the sun and moon, Hom. :, clear daylight, Od. 6, 45 : and
of metal, , fiery lus-

tres, i. e. torches. Soph. O. T. 208.—
2. metaph. splendour, glory, 6. g. -, of swiftness, Pind. O. 13, 49.

—

1.=, a band, Epich. p. 8, and
in Soph. Phil. 831 Welcker trans,

lates a band ; v. his dissert, transl. in

Phil. Mus. 1, p. 408 sqq., and Don-
alds. New Crat. p. 553 sqq., who op-

poses it. (Akin to ,^ :, : :,
:—cf Donalds. . Cratyl. p.

552.)—II. as pr. . Aegle, one of the

Hesperides, Apollod.—2. mother of

the Graces. Pans.—3. wife of Thes-
eus, Hes. Fr. 51. Hence,,, glittering, beam-

ing, radiant, in Hom. always epith. of

Olympus ; but in Pind., etc., m gen.

splendid, bright., , , {?) a shedder

of light, beaming, radiant, epith. of

Apollo, Ap. Rh. 4, 1714.\, , ol, the Aegli, a people

of Persia on the Median borders,

Hdt. 3, 92., , {.,)
beaming, Anth., ov, o,=the older-, Anth. [a], , a goatherd, Valek.

Hdt. 1,1 13.



, ,,^., , {,) of goat-

skin,. . 5, 356., , , (,) the

goatsucker, caprimulgus, Arist. . A,^, , , {a<f,) the

goat-hunter, Ael. . . 14, 16, accord-

ing to Jacobs' emend,•, , , goatskori^

femigreek, foenum Graecum, Gal., itjg, o,= sq., Arat., , gen. , also-
(,>, , {,) goat-

horned, Anth,

—

- as subst. .,
Capricorn in the Zodiac, Luc.?., ov, {, ?^)
goat-headed.—. ,, strictly ^oaf-

head, a kind of bird, Arist. H. A./., ov, 6, (,)
strictly gnat's-deatk, prob, the azalea

pontica, a poisonous herb, Plin., , {,) goat-

Umbed^ Orph-, like.', , -,^,
a goatherd, Nic., , , {,)
herd of goats., ,=6, Anth., , , , =,

Jac. . . . 760.~, , {-,)
goat-shaped.-, , , —,
Anth., , {,-) goat-faced, Hdt. 2, 40.^, ,, Aegosthena, a
city of Megaris, Xen. Hell. 6, 4, 26 :

lience adj.'; 6 Alyoa-
or, an inhabitant

of Aegosthena.,, , {,) goat-

shanked.^, (prop, the goat's

river) Aegos potami, a small river and
a town in the Thradan Chersonese,
Hdt. 9, 119, Xen. Hell. 2, 1, 21.-,, , {,)
trodden by goats, Dion. ., {, ) to have

goat's hair, Strab.

iA'r/ova, , , Aegaa, a city of

Spain, Strab,\,, , Aegussa, an island

on the western coast of Sicily, Polyb.;

in pi. ai, Aegtisae, three

small islands near Sicily, called by
Rom. Aegates., ov, {,) goat-

eating, epith. of Juno at Sparta, Paus.

3, 15, 7. [], ov, [,)
goat-eyed : ., a kind of precious
stone, Plin,, ov, 6, a vulture, II. 7, 59,

and freq. in poets from Hom. down-
wards : also in Hdt. 3, 76, though

is the usu. prose form., (.-, to be like an
Aegi/ptian,— 1. in word or deed, i.e.

to be sly and crafty, Cratin. Incert. 32,

Ar. Thesm. 922, cf. Valck. Adon. p.

357.—2. in tongue, to speak Aegyptian,

Luc.—3. in person, to be siuarthy.

Com. ap. Eust. Od. p. 1484, 28.—
II. he like Aegypt, i. e. be underwater,

Philostr. Hence^, , , Aegyptian;

adv. -, Ath., etc.7,=7, Jos., , lov, Aegyptian, II. 9,

382 ;, , ol, the Aegypt-

ians, Od. 4, 83 ; ri, ()
Aegypt, Hdt. 1, 193. [Often poet., in

Hom. and Ep. always as trisyll.]—2., Aegyptius, Od. 2, 15., adv., in the Aegyptian
tongue, Hdt. 2, 46.—II. in the Aegypt-

ian fashion, i. e. craftily, Theocr. 15,

48.
^, ,(, *-) born in Aegypt, of Aegyptian race,

Aesch. Pers. 35., adv., to Aegypt, Od.

17, 426., ov, 6, the river Nile, Od.

4, 477, while even Hes. Th. 338, calls

it•.—II. , Aegypt, Od. 17, 448,

etc.—2. Aegyptits, son of Belus and
brother of Danaus, Aesch. Supp. 10., ,(,)
Aegyptian-like, Crat. ap. Hesych.^,, , Aegys, a city of La-
conia, Strab., Paus. : , and, fern, ?;,',., ?. and,, , a night-bird of prey, Arist... :

cf..,, , () Aegon, name
of a herdsman, Theocr. 4, 2.—2. a
king of Argos, Plut.—3., , a
river of Libya, Arist.,, , , (, )
goat-hoofed, Anlh.', , , strictly goat's-

hoof, a plant, the same as-, Diosc., , [, -) goat-eyed,, Arist. . ., Dor. for,"., imperat. pres. from sq., for', . 24, 503, also '.', f.-, poet, --, also -, dep. c. fut. mid.
et aor. pass, ', (for the aor.

mid.^ is little used except
by poets, v. infr.) : Ep. pres..
To feel shatne, be ashamed or fear, oft.

in Horn., always of a moral feeling,

opp. to bodily fear,,-
vai, cf II. 7, 93 : esp. towards gods
or august persons,., to stand

in awe of any one, reverence, II. 1, 23,

fear his bad opinion of one, Od. 2, 65,

etc. : also of things, -, respect the house, i. e. the rights

of hospitality, II. 9, 640 ;-, fearing the strength, Pind.

P. 4, 308 : to have regard to, to be moved
by^ to respect, Hdt. 7, 141,

: later also and, Anth., Plut., but rarely: c. inf.

to be ashamed or afraid to do a thing,

. 7, 93 : more rarely c. part, to he

ashamed of doing it or having done it.

Soph. Aj. 500 : rarely foil, by ..., or

... : part pf./ in pass,

signf , reconciled, Dem. 645, fin. Ai
Att. law term, to respect a person's

misfortunes, and SO to pardon him, or

obtain his pardon, esp. of a homicide,
mostly in aor. 1, which
is the signf. this tense has in prose,

Dem. 614, 1 ; 983, 19, also in pres.,

Plat. Legg. 877 A.[, for^, 3 pi. 1

aor. pass, of foreg., ov, exciting shame or re-

spect, venerable, Luc. Nigr. 26 : holy,

Paus. Adv. -, Ael., , , () awe,

reverence, esp. a feeling of compassion,

and so pardoning, Dem. 528, 8., , , verb. adj. revered,

venerable, Plut.

f(1, Ion. gen.7}='., ov, (a priv.,) mak-
ing unseen : hence annihilating, de-

stroying : so always in Horn., as

eoith. of Mars, Minerva, of the suit-

ors, Od. 16, 29, of fire, II. 2, 455, etc.

—II. pass, unseen, unknoiun, obscure,

Hes. Op. 754, Parmenid. ap. Clem.
Al. p. 614 : as epith. of Hades, either

in the Hom. signf, or dark, gloomi/,

Soph. Aj. 608. Adv. ~?,=6-

, Hom. A poet, word, on which
v. Buttm. Lexil. in v. p. 50. [i], , -, to be,
to be ashamed.,,, bashfulness, mod-
esty, Zeno ap. Stob. Eel. 2, p. 106

:

from, ov, gen. , bashful,

modest, Xen. Lac. 2, 10, etc. Adv.-. Id. Symp. 4, 58., , (a priv.,) unsern.

annihilated, Hes. Sc. 477.—II. act. not

seeing, Bacchyl. ap. Cram. Anecd. 1,

p. 65. [-], and , , poet, for
", in Hom. the usu. form. [Hom.
-, Trag. also ~, and so, ace. to

Herm., H. Hom. Cer. 348 : gen.,
in Hom. trisvU., later also,,
Pors. Hec. 1018, Jac. A. P. p. 374.], ov, poet, for,
Orph.^-, ov, , Aedepsus, a city of

Euboea, Strab. : -, an in-

habitant of Aedepsus, Id., lov, in Orph. also , lov,

() everlasting, for, . Hom.
29, 3, Hes. Sc. 310: also in prose
from Thuc. downwards : ,
for ever, Thuc. 4, 63 ; .,
efer«!i!/, Plat. Tim.37 . [?(5] Hence
'7],, , eternity, Arist.

Coel. [], , , Euphor. 60

:

and
•7, ,., later forms of sq., , , ( priv.,) poet,

for,, unseen, hidden, dark,

Hes. Th." 860.^,-, comp. and
superl. of., , , of or belonging to

the., , , mostly in plur., the genitals, pudenda, both of

men and women, 11. 13, 508, Hes.
Op. 731, etc. : , a

sea-monster, Nic. ap. Ath. 105 C ;

strictly neut. from,,, also , ov, Plat

Legg. 943 :() regarded with

awe or reverence, august, venerable, in

Horn, and Hes. only of persons, as

superiors or elders, persons under
divine protection, esp. of the wife or

mistress of the house, and so in genl.

of women, deserving respect, tender, as, II. 2, 514, rarely of

the gods, as II. 18, 394, 425 : of guests

and suppliants, freq. joined with
and in Hom. : also -
absol. for ^, Od. 15, 373,

ubi Schol. In Pind. and Aesch. also

of things, valuable, excellent,,, Pind. : but also ai6.,, a spirit, words of reverence,

Aesch. Suppl. 29, 455.—11. act. bash-

ful, modest, Od. 17, 578, Plat. 1. c—
2. reverent, respectful, , Aesch.
Supp. 194 ; whence adv. -, reve-

rently, Od. 19, 243. A poet. vord :

for the few places, where Plato has

it, seem to be from poets. Comp., Horn.,, su-

perl.-, Pind. Hence, , (,) like

the, Arist. . .,/(,?;^ Ep. for-, oft. in Horn., and occasionally in

Trag., esp. in participle, as Aesch.
Suppl. 304, Eur. Phoen. 1489.^', , , poet, for•, Anth. [ ],", Ep. gen. and dat. ot/, from an obsol. nom. ", oft.

in Horn., who has also" as

adv., to Hades, so too ",
and ftV "A (Joe sc., Att. :,
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^

in Hades, the nether u-orlrl. -
but a in the phrases ,
and', II. 20, 330.], (or), , , the

Aedui, in Gaul, Strab., ov, gen. , {,') regardful nf mind, compassionate,

Boph. 0. C. 237, Eur. Ale. 059., and, , , {-
) want of knowledge, ignorance,

"om., also in plur., Od. 10, 231 ; 11,

272 : Ep. word, used by Hdt. G, 69 in

Ion. form., , , later collat.

form , Nic. . 115., ,,^=.', , gen. and , (
priv.,) unknowing, ignorant, 11.

3, 49 ; freq. c. gen., as Od. 10, 282.

', ov, , Dor.,{,) unknowing of right or

law, lawless, savage. Find. em. 1,

96. [], ,=, unset-

tled, unsteady, Ar. Lys. 809 : ., Cratin. Seriph. 3, expl. by

E. M., .
On tlie form v. Lob. Phryn. 730.,, o,=sq.',. Ion., , length-

ened poet, form from \\, Hom.
Later authors, as Mosch., used the

forms/, ,, for the sake

of the verse with [\\. In Soph. O.C.
1560, according to Hermann
is to be read as trisylL]', contr. , , as a

moral feeling, sense of shame, bashful-

ness, modesty, II. 21, 44, etc. : a sense

of shame or honour, awe, ', cherish a sense nfshame ivith-

in your breast, II. 15, 561 : regard for
others, respect, reverence, Trag. ; -•, tears of sorrow

and pity, Aesch. Suppl. 577 ; hence
also mercy, pardon. Plat. Legg. 867

E.—II. that luhich causes shame or re-

spect, and so—1. a shame, scandal,,, II. 5, 787.—2. =ra, II. 2, 262.—3. dignity, ma-
jesty, , . Horn. Cer.

214.

', Ion. and poet, for : vhen
the ult. is to be short,, Herm.
praef Orph. p. ix. H. Hom. Ven. 202.

At the end of a hexam., to round off

the verse, atri is preferred to.
[Of, sub fin.], , II. 2, 400, poet, for. (For compds, of here
omitted, V. sub. '-.), , =foreg., 0pp. C. 2,

397.
_^, ov, =,

Aesch. Pers. 700. (Dind. .)7, , , Ion. for,
Kdt. 2, 66.

tAi'ev, poet, for, q. v., cf., ov,{,) lulling

in eternal sleep, epith. of death, Soph.
O. C. 1578, ace. to Herm. conj.

Ai'fV, Dor. for ,, Schaf. Bi-

on 11, 1., adv.{) like an eagle,

Schol. Ven. II.,,,{ III.) be-

longing, to or placed in the pediment,

Inscr. ap. Miiller de Min. Pol. p. 51., , , of eagle-kind,

Odo. C. 3, 1 17 : from, ov, , II. 12, 201, etc., fuller

form for, q. v. sub fin.,,, later form for -, Theopomp. Coloph. ap. Ath.
183 B., , lengthd. form of,
Od. 12, 83.
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, ov, V. 1. of the Gramm. in

II. 2, 318, for, in signf. of, cf Buttm. Lexil. p. 53, seqq.,

Spitzn. ad loc., lengthd., 6, lively,

active, in Hom. always of youths lit for

Avar and the chase: of a/«s/y slave,

in the full vigour of manhood, lies. Op.
439,Th. 803. Later as Subst., war-

rior, Cratin. Lac. 1 : in gen. youth, a

man, Ap. Ilh. 4, 268 ; Anth. (usu. ta-

ken as akin to , : but ace.

to Doderl., akin to ',.), Ion. for ai'ar;/f,Archil. 94.^, Ep. , , Aeetes, bro-

ther of Circe, king of Colchis and fa-

ther of Medea, Od. 10, 136; later

kings of Colchis also bore this name,
Xen. An. 5, 0, 37 ; Strab.\, , and, ,. ,
fem. patron, of, as appell. of

Medea his daughter., in II. 18, 410, Vulcan is

called , prob. =,
mighty monster, Bultin. Lexil. p. 46., , , Dor. for, -, an eagle. Find. P. 4, 4, Bockh;
Bergk Anacr. 70 : also.
fAiOaia, , , Aethaea, a city of La-

conia ; adj., ,
the Aetheans, Thuc. 1, 101.

iAia, ,=.?., a, ov, {) smoky.. Rh. 4, 777. —II. of ants, fire-col-

oured, like?. II. 2, Nic. Ther.
750., , {) =?, esp.

soot, Luc. Dial. D. 15, 1.+—II. As pr.

n. Aethale, a small island in the Etru-
rian sea now Elba ; also ?.,
Strab., Ap. Rh. 4, 654., ,^?., Orph., cf.

Ruhnk. Tim. []
iA?., ov, Aethalides, son of

Mercury and herald of the Argonauts,
Ap. Rh. 1, 54.,, epith. of the -, prob.=0 II. 2, fire-col-

ourerf, Theocr. 7, 138; Mel. Ill : ace.

to others, heat-loving, and so swarthy,

dusky.?.,,, contr.,-, , {) smoky, blackened

with smoke, sooty, black, II. 2, 415 ; -, black ashes• that are burnt out, II.

18, 23.—II.{) burning, blazing, -, lies. Th. 72 : in gen., epith. of

tire, Aesch, Pr. 992.—2. fire-coloured,

Nic.iAa,, , Aethalois, a
nver of Mysia, Strab., ov, , like?^, a smoky
flame, the thick smoke of fire, soot,

Hipp., and Eur. Hec. 911: also-, but less correct than ',
Lob. Phryn. p. 114.—II. as adj. , ,
fire-coloured, like? II. 2, Nic.?.,,.•, make smoky or

sooty, Eur. El. 1140, burn to soot or

ashes, Diosc.7., , {, )
sooty, black, Arist. Mund. 4.?., , , {) a

rising of smoke or vapovr, ]\Iax. Tyr., , , verb. adj. from7., burnt to soot or ashes. Lye.
338.

^, Dor. and Ep. for, that

!

would that ! Lat. utinam, very freq. in

Hom.', c. inf , or, c.

opt., ,{,)
to walk in ether, Anth. Ep. Aci. 546., , lov, also , ov, Eur.
Chrys.6,9,0/" or belonging to, or

the upper air, and so— 1. high in air,

on high, Aesch. P. V. 158 ; Soph. O.

C. 1082, etc. : , fiew up

into the air, Eur. Med. 440, cf. Andr.
830.

—

2. etherial, heavenlu, yovn, Eur.
Chrys. 6, 9.

^' ^ ",,{,) v. i.

for.,=, Luc.
Philop. 25., ov, ,{,)
feeding or living in ether, Cercid. ap.

Diog. L. 6, 76., , to skim the ether,

Welck. Syll. Ep. p. 36 : from, ov, {,)
skimming the ether, Ar. Av. 1393., ,{,)=-, Plut. 2, 430 .\, ,{, 7)
shining in ether, Maneth.7., , to talk of ether, and
the like, Anaximen. ap. Diog. L. 2, 5:

from?, ov,(, 7J) talk-

ing of ether, and the like, Diog. L.2,4., ov, {,)=3./, ov,{,-) roaming in ether, Orph., , {,) like

ether, Plut., , , Aethe, name of a race-

horse of Agamemnon, strictly fiery,

i. e. bright-bay, II. 23, 295.,, , {)^,
Nic. . 394.,, in Hom. always , in
Att. prose always 0, and in Aesch.,
in Soph, once only fem. 0. R. 860, in

Pind., Eur., and Ar. common, {):—ether, the uppjer, purer air, opp. to, II. 14, 288 : hence heaven, as the
abode of the gods, II. 15, 192 :,, 2,412 : also the char sky
or heaven, II. 8, 550 : but in II. 16, 365,

a cloud is said toAome, cf, and v. Spitzn.

ad 1. : later it certainly is confound-
ed with, e. g. ,, in. Rh., and Eur. Cycl.
409, even has it for the fione from
the Cyclops' mouth.—11. in Eur. Ale.

594, a clime, region,—III. Aethtr, the
name of a dog, Xen. C3-n. 7, 5., , {) burning:
'--, the robe of Hercules, hence
proverb, of a demagogue, Meineke
Cialin. Cleob. 4.,, , the Aethices, a Thes-
salian tribe dwelling on Mt. Pindus,
11. 2, 744 ; according to Strabo on the
borders of Epirus ; their country, Strab.\, ov, , Aethicus, masc. pr.

n. Qu. Sm. 0, 318., , ov, burning.

i, ,=, Qu. Sm.
2, 32.

fAro,^, Luc.

j--, Ion., , an as-

sumed nom. from which to form ace.

pi., II. 1, 423 ; the only

nom. in early use }', q. v.

f, , , Aethiopia, Hdt.

:

hence adj., a, ov ; -, Hdt. 3, 114., to speak, or be like an
Arthiop, Heliod.^, , ,{) Aethio-

pian;7. i. e. granite, v. Baehr
ad Hdt. 2, 127 :,, writings

respecting Aethiopia, Heliod.\, V..,, , pecul. fem. to-
0, Atlhiopian, ., Aesch. Fr.

290, 2
;, Hdt. 3, 19 : .

Hdt. 2, 106 ; also an Aethiop female.,, , Hom. fem.-,, more rarely AiOiorp, Lob.
Aj. 323, {, ) an Aethiop, Hom.



—^. also as adj.. xwnrthy, Anth. : cf.

: AiOioip, probably
the -Niger, Aesch. P. V. 80i}. As ear-

ly as 11. 1, 423, is found the irreg.

plur.-, to which later auth.,

as Call., tbrmed a nom.~.., , , a pustule, pimple,

Hipp.[, , ,{) Aethopia, an
appell. of Diana, isapph.,,, a burning heat,fire, Ap.
Rh. 3,. 1301 ; also, ov, , JEur.

Suppl. 208, Rhes. 95., , , burnt, Ar. Thesm. 246.

—II. of a burnt colour, black, or rather
fire-coloured, fiery, Find. P. 8, 65, Bac-
chyl. 12., , , sc., {) the

corridor, open in front, which led from
the court, '/., into the :

usu. looking east or south, to catch
the sun,—whence the name. Horn,
makes it the sleeping-place of travel-

lers who wish to start earlv, Od. 3,

39i) : in Od. 4, 302, he says the same
of the, prob. as including
the.— -4.s pr. n. Aethusa,
daughter of Neptune, ApoUod.,, {,) fiery-look-

ing, in Horn, as epith. of metal, flaxh-
ing ; and of wine sparkling, (not fiery-
kot, or strong, as others) ; once of
smoke, Od. 10, 152, where it prob.

means dark-red smoke, smoke 7nij:ed

with flame, like: later', Eur. Supp. 1019, ?.-,
Id. Bacch. 591.—11. metaph- fiery,

hot, keen, /., Hes. Op. 3C1 : hot,

furious,. Soph. A]. 224,

\, later form for., {) like, to

live 171 tie open air, dub., v. Lob. Aj. p.

342., y, in Att. as well as Horn.,
later. Piers. Moer. p. 184, {ai-

dijp, as from) : — a

clear bright sky, fair weather, Hom. :

rare in AtL poets, as Eur. Phaeth.
74, Ar. Av. 778, cf .—IL As
pr. n. AethrcL, mother of Theseus, IL
3, 144., , , =sq., Od. 5,
296.',,(, ') epith.
of Boreas in IL 15, 171, boni in ether,

sprung from ether, (not act. making a
clear cold sky, Spitzn. IL L c.),, ,=,.
C)Ti. 4 "3., ,', , prose form for,
first in Hdt.,, sub., in

fine weather, Lat. per purum, Hdt. 7, 37;
Ar. Nub. 371.—IL the open sky, y—b, in the open air, Lat. sub
dio, Xen. .A.n. 4, 4, 14 ; hence also the

cold air of night, Hdt. 2, C8. [t, Ar.
Plul. 1129, Meineke Com. Fragm. 2,

p. 34 ; Solon 5, 22 ; Ar. Nub. 371, v.

Herm. ad loc] Hence, to expose to the open air,

cool, Hipp.—-11. to make a clear sky,

-A.rist. Probl.— III. intr. to be in the

open air.

Ai'ffpiau,=foreg. I., Hipp., ,=.,,{.•)/,(,-) to sleep in the open air, Theocr. 8,78., ov, clear, bright, fair, of
veather, H. Horn. Ap. 433 ; also as
epith. of Zeuf, Theocr.—II. in the opm
air, kept there, Cratin. Del. 5 : hence
cold, chill. Soph. Ant. 357.—III. ro-', the Lat. atrium, Joseph., , (,) like

the clear sky., ov, ,(,)
wnlkiiig through ether, Porph. — 2.

tighl-rope dancer, Maneth. []

AIKH\3, ,(,) to

cast brightness upon, to render brilUant,

xVIaneth.

\, gv, (, ,)
hastening through the ether, Maneth.^, ,(,-) wandering in the ether, .Manelh., , ,=, the clear chill

air of morn, Od. 14, 318., , , () a
lighting, kindling: hence

—

IL a spark:
metaph. the last spark of an attach-
ment, Polyb.—III. the flickering of a
bright body in motion, =., , , a water-bird, diver,

shag, Lat. inergus, Od. 5, 337. — II.

metaph. a ship, L)-c. 230. —As pr. n.

an appell. of Mmerva as protectress
of commerce, Paus.-, ov,(, (1>,)
feeding with, Lyc. 237.,, , that which darts
or fltes through the air, swift-darting,
of wild animals, arrows, etc., 0pp.
H. 1, 368, Cyn. 2, 332: from,.-,(\ to and) transit, to put in rapid 7notion,

stir up, kindle, /.- ,
Bacchyl. 26. Mid. to move rapidly, quiv-
ver, flicker, of leaves, Sapph. 40 : so
too act. in intr. signf , Arat. Cf. the
compds. with uva,,,,
(There was no Att. form .)'2, only found in pres. and
impf , to light up, kindle, to keep burn-
ing, TTvp, Hdt. 4, 145, Aesch.
Ag. 1435,. Soph. Phil. 1033, Eur.
Rhes. 95.—2. rarely intr. to burn or
blaze, Pind. O. 7, 87'; Soph. Aj. 286 :

—in this signf. usu. in Pass,,
Hom., Hes., etc., though rarely save
in part, : the mi,
Hdt. 4,61, and Eur. Bacch. 624 ; impf.. . Rh. 3, 296 : —also like
Lat. uri, , Xen. Cyr.
5, 1, 15., , ,, , gen.
and, . Dindorf. praef ad Poet.
Seen. p. xi., () strictly fiery, bur-
ning, of lightning, fire, etc., Pind.

:

also of fiery smoke, Pind. P. 1, 44,
cf.—II. of metal, and the like,

flashing, glittering, like,-, Horn., also Soph. .Aj. 147 : -',, Hom. (where
others take it of their havingfire -un-

der them.)—III. of various animals,
as in Hom. of the horse, lion, bull,

eagle, in Pind. of the fox, where
some take it to be fiery, fierce ;

others of the colour, like hat. fuh-us,
rufus ; others of their bright, fiery
eyes : but, of a man, Hermipp.
J'loer. 1, and so . Plat.

Rep. 559 D, , Plut., cf., fin. —As pr. n. Aethon, a
name assumed by Ulysses, Od. 19,

183.— A horse of Hector, IL 8, 185., Dor. for ,=, c. subj.,

Valck. Theocr. 1, 10. But Kiihner Gr.
Gr. {) 818, Anm. 2, says is joined
by the Aeol. and Dor. to the indie. ^
tAZ/ctti, , ai, Aecae, a city of the
Hirpini on the borders of Apulia,
Polyb., f.-, to flatter, wheedle,

fondle, c. ace, Eur. Andr. 630, Ar.
Eq. 48 : ?. , it

does my heart good, Ar. Thesm. 869,, , 6, a flatterer, Hesych.,,, poet, and Dor, for,
Hom., , , ^=, q. ,/., ov,^, Theogn,
1344, Bekk,^, v., II. 4, 98., , ,() rapid motion,

flight, Lat, impetus, , II.

AIAO
15, 709,, , : cf, ,, , poet, for, adv.-, 11. 22, 336 : in Trag. also

, like, Herm. Soph. El. 102.

[]
^, , , Att. for the Ion. -, q. v., injurious, insulting treat-

ment, an affront, outrage, Aesch. P. V.
93 ; Soph. O. C. 748 ; etc. : oft. also
in plur. blows, stripes, etc., Trag. :—in
prose usu. as law-phrase ,
an action for assault, less serious than
that for (wluch was a),
esp. freq. in Oratt., cf. Att. Process
p. 54:1 sq., Bockh P. E. 2, p. 102 ; in
gen. suffering, disgrace, Thuc. 7, 75.
[/vi-, whereiore Dawes, Pors., etc..

would vrite, in Trag., and so
certainly analogy would require, but
V. Herm. Soph. O. C. 752, Ellendt
Lex. Soph.], to treat injuriously, to affront,
outrage, esp. by blows, to plague, tor-

ment, the act. only in Soph. : usu. as
dep. mid., . -,
Aesch. Pr. 195, etc. : c. dupL acc.pers.
et rei, ,
Xen. An. 3, 1, 18 : cf. the Ep.-.—The aor. 7) is only used
in pass, signf,' as Soph. Ant. 206,
Xen. An. 2, 6, 29 : pres.,
in pass, signf., Aesch. Pr. 168

;
peif/, Eur. .Med. 1130. Hence, , , an outrage, tor-

ture, Aesch. Pr. 989: in plur. Eur.
Phoen. 1529., ov, o,=foreg., Dem. 102,
20., , , fem., ,
Tj, one who outrages., , , prone to outrage.

Adv. -., ,, outraged, v. 1. Soph.
Ant. 206.

AiK/.ov, , , or ,/., an even-

ing meal at Sparta, Epich. p. 18,
Alcm. 20, cf Ath. 139 :—also ai-

KVOV.

fAlK/, ov, , Aeclus, the founder of
Eretria, Strab.—In pi. /., the
Aequi, in Italy, Diod. S. 12, 64.

fAiKOV/.dvov, ov, TO, the Lat. Aecu•
lanum, a city of the Hirpini in Italy,

App. B. C. 1, 51.\,, , the Lat, Aequi, in
Italy, Strab.',, ,() the swift-

rushing, darting,. . 1, 171. [], ov, (a priv.,) un-
approachable, Henn. . Hom. ilerc.

346.

t'•, V..
\7., , , Aelana, a city on the

.Arabian Gulf, Strab.

\7,, , , the Aeletani, an
Djerian tribe, Strab.

iAi'/.ia, , , the Lat. Aelia, a
name which Jerusalem received from
its restorer Aelius Hadrianus, Dio
Cass.

'\7, ov, , Aelianus, .-, the writer of a work on militarj^

tactics.—2. , of Praeneste,
the author of several works., ov, , a mournful dirge,

Aesch. Ag. 121, Soph. Aj. 627: (said
to be from al, ah me for Linus!
Pausan. 9, 29, 8. v. .)—2. Also
adj. , :•, plaintive, mournful, Eur.
Or. 1395. Hel. 171, As Adv. ai/uva,
Call, and Mosch.
fAi/., , , the Roman Aelius,

Strab., Plut., ov, , cat-mint : from, ov, , , a cat, Hdt.

—

II. later, a weasel, (ace. to Buttm.
Lexil. p. 67, from/ and,
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as expressive, not of colour, but of the
wavy inotion of the tail peculiar to

cats.),, , blood, in Horn. oft., joined ; also in

plur. streams of blood, Aesch. Ag.
1293, Soph. Aiit. 121.—II. bloodshed,

murder, Trag., cf. Elinsl. Bacch. 139:> ), a kinsman's
murder is done, Aesch. Suppl. 449, SO, Eur. Or. 284:

also or TzpaTTELU, Eur.,

and even ', as if

were a cognate ace, Soph. Fr. 153

:

—esp. ' , to avoid

trial for murder by going into exile,

Dem. 548, fin., wh. in Eur. Suppl.
148 is , v. Miiller Eu-
men. ^ 50 sq. :—the plur. is freq. in this

signf. in Aesch. and Eur. never in

Soph.—2. in Soph. El. 1394, usu. taken
as the instrument of bloodshed, sword,

but V. ?]-, and Herm. ad 1.

—

III. like Lat. sanguis, blood-relation-

ship, kin, , Od. 8,

583 ; ,-, Od. 4, 611, II. 19, 111 :

in Trag. and prose usu., -
and ^, one of the blood or

race. Soph. Aj. 1305, Aesch. Eum.
600 : ', from the race. Soph.
O. C. 245.- tlV. the blood-red juice,-, Achill. Tat. 2, 2 ; the purple
colour,7, Luc. Catap. 10, cf.

Mehlhorn Lyr. p. 100. (perh. from', Lat. salio, Herm. Eur. Hec.
88.), ,{) drawing

off blood, Diosc.

:

, or,, al,{,) offerings of blood,

made upon the grave to appease the

manes, Pind. O. 1, 146, v. Dissen.

(90.) Dor. and Boeot., , , verb. adj. from, yningled with blood, of blood,

Eur. I. T. 644., , , {) bloody,

blood-red, Anth.?,,, a clot of blood,

Diosc. ; and', ov, looking like clotted

blood, Aretae. : from/, , , {) a
mass of blood, a bloodshot place, Hipp.
—II. as adj.=7, Aretae., ,{) a letting

of blood, Aretae.,, , a gush or stream of
blood, Soph. Phil. 697, •, as the Schol. has it, cf. Herm.
Trach. 778., , , {) a thorn,

thorn-bush, , Od. 18,

359 ; 24, 224 : hence a thorn-hedge,

Theocr. : and so any fence, a wall, Lat.

maceria, Hdt. 1, 180, and freq. in Att.

—Buttm. Lexil. p. 402 adopts the
signf fence, even in Od., interpreting, to make a fence of
stones ; he thinks that if

originally meant a thorn hedge, this

meaning was obsolete even in Ho-
mer's time.—II.—'.
Piers. Moer. p. 53.

,{,) tike

an, Plat. Legg. C81 A., Att., f. -, to

make bloody, stain with blood ;,3,, etc., Pind. and Trag. :

hence to wound, smite so as to make
bloody, ., to dash one's

head against a rock, Sopn. Phil. 1002 :

aiu. , to put enemies to a

bloody death, Eur. Phoen. 1229. Pass.

to welter in blood, he slain. Soph. Ant.
1175 : metaph.,., to end songs

by dying, Eur. Ion 168.—II. as medic.
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term to scarify.—III. later intr. to be

bloody, blood-red, Isic., ,
f/,
{)

shedding of blood, N. T. Hebr. 9,

22., , , in Eur Or. 962,

also of,, bloody, blood-stained, chief-

ly used by Trag. .,,
etc. : ., the blood-consuming

flame, tne flame that licks up the

blood of a sacrifice, Soph. Tr. 766

:

esp. bloody, murderous,,-,, , etc.—II. also of
blood, consisting thereof, .
gouts of blood, Eur. Phoen. 1415 :., a bloody flux, discharge of

blood, Hipp., ov,{,) bring-

ing blood : murderous,, Aesch.
Theb. 419., , y, blood-broth, the
Spartan black brolh made with blood,

Manso Sparta 1, 2, p. 192., f.-, to stain with blood,

Aesch. Suppl. 662.—II. to draw bhod,
sting, Arist. H. A., ?;, , consisting of or

charged with blood, Arist. H. A. : ru. animals which have blood, Id. Part.

An.—II. bloody, like blood : to-, a jjlant of a blood-red colour., , tvov, rare collat.

form of, Arist. H. A., ov, , dim. from ,
a little blood, Epict.,, , a blood-red cloak,

Arist. Color., ov, 6,, ,
, blood-like ; , the blood-stone,

Diosc. : , a disease, Lat. can-

volvulus sanguineus, Hipp. ;, a vein. Id. :, a black pud-
ding, Sopliil. Phyl. 2., ov, {,)
holding blood., , {,) like

blood, blood-red, Diod.,,, contr.-,, , Soph. . . 1279,

{), of blood,, II. 16, 459,
blood-sprinkled, bloody,, II. 5, 82,, II. 2, 267.-2. blood-red, flush-

ed,. Soph. Ant. 528.-3. bloody,

murderous,, etc., II. 9, 650,

Aesch. Ag. 098., , {,)
licking blood, ., thirst for
blood, Aesch. Ag. 1478., , to make into blood.

Pass, to become blood. Medic. Hence, , , calculated

for making into blood, promoting the

formation of blood, Gal., also, ,
, a drinking of blood, Porphyr., , to drink blood

:

from, ov, 0, {,),
and,, , a blood-drinker,

blood-sucker. At. Eq. 198.

I
)(), ov, {, [))

'supping up blood, blood-lapping, Aesch.
Eum. 193, Soph. P'r. 813., ov,{,) blood-

streaming,., showering
drops of blood, Eur. I. A. 1515., , {,)
blood-dripping, Aesch. Pers. 816, and
Eum. 305., , {,)
reeking with the blood ofthe slaughtered,

V..7..,, , {,
^., ]) stopping of blood,

Diosc., ov, {, )
blood-stained, Anth.

, also, £,{,) delighting i>i blood., ov,=foreg., An>h.,
cf. Lob. Phryn. 486., u,f.-uffw,fomnke bloody,

stain with blood, Eur. And. 260, etc. : to

slay, Soph. Fr. 814 from B. A. Mid./, let us shed no more
blood, Aesch. Ag. 1656. Pass. perf.^, to be stained or discoloured

leith blood, Thuc. 7, 84.—II. to make
into blood. Medic.,, {,) looking

like blood, blood-red, Thuc. 2, 49.

—

2. of blood, consisting thereof, like -, Hipp., , {, wip) bloody

to behold, blood-stained,, Eur.
Orest. 256 ; but also bloody, murderous,

Eur. Phoen. 870., , if, {) a
changing into blood. Gal.,,,,^,
V. Pors. Med. 1363., . Ion. for-
-, Apoll. Dysc./, ,,^=. Gal.

f, , , the Lat. Aemilia,

Polyb. : , via Aemilia,

Strab.'\?, ov, , Aemiliamts,
Strab.

i, ov, , Aemilius, Polyb., 0},, a basin for blood, v.

1. Od. 3, 444, for.//, ,{,) heavy
with blow}, Opp. Hal. 2, 60:1./, , {,}
bathed in blood. Soph. Aj. 219., ov, {,)
bJOod-sucksng, Arist. H. A. : greedy of
blood, Theocr. 24, 18. Adv. -., , {,) to

revel in blood, Theophr., ov, {,) blood-

thirsty, Luc. Ocyp. 97., , {,)=-/, Philo., ov, , {alfia,-) slight cough with blood-spitting,

Hipp., , , {,)
incestuous.^, , , {,)
incest.^, ', , the Haemonians,
inhabitants of Haemonia 1> Pind. N.
5, 91.^, , if, Haemonia, an ear-

lier name of Thessaly, Strab.; adv., from Haemonia, Callim.
—2. a region of Macedonia, Ap. Eh.
2, 504 ; adj.,.^, , , son of Aemon, II.

17, 467; but, son of Hae-
mon, II. 4, 394.

^.^., v. Aluovia..', ov, , Haemonius, father

of Amalthaea, Apollod.—As adj., of
or belonging to Haemon., , if,=aaooa., ov,,=.
Or. Sib.^, , , {,)
spitting blood. Medic.,,,^. Lye., , poet, for,
Nic.^, , to have a haemor-

rhage. Meed violently, Hipp. : from, , {, 7'/)
bleeding violently, Hipp., and Soph.
Phil. 825.^, , , a haemorrhage :

a bloody flux, 0 any violent bleeding,

Hipp. Hence}, if, , liable to •^^ Hipp. Adv.-^ Gal.



^, , {'^, -) like/, '.,
symptoms of kemorrhitge, Hipp., ov, {, )
blood-sprinkled, besmeared with blood,, Eur. Ale. 135,, Id. I.

T. 225., ,() to lose

blood. Hipp. : to have a, .
. Matth. 9, 20., , ,() dis-

charge of blood, bloody fliu:, Hipp,, , , an in-

strument for stopping hemorrhage., , , belonging to a, indicating or causing it,

Hipp., , , usu. in plur.

sc. ?:,, veins liable to

discharge blood, esp. the piles, hemor-
rhoids, Hipp. : also of any flow or

discharge of blood from the gums, nos-

trils, etc., Arist. H. A.—II. a shell-fish.

Arist. H. A.—III. a kind of serpent=^ II., v. Lucan 9, 708., ov, contr.,
ovv, {, ) flowing with blood,

suffering from hemorrhage, Hipp.—II.

subst, (5, a serpent, whose bite makes
blood floio from all parts of the body,
Diosc, and Nic. Th. 282.,,{,)
=', Hipp., ,=.,,,^., also, ,{, ) blood-streaming, Aesch.
Fr. 216., , {,) to

have a bloody snout, i. e. nose, Her-
mipp. Incert. 3.

or , ov, ,=,
prob. any scratching point, as of thorns,
cf Aesch. Fr. 8. {, :

;.)
iAlo, ov, , Haemus, a mountain

range in the north of Thrace, Hdt.
4, 49, also or Aiuov,
Strab.—2. son of Boreas and king of
Thrace, Luc. Salt. 57., , a Saniian stone used
in burnishing gold, Diosc., , =,
Eur. Thes. 1.',, , {,/)
means of stopping blood. Gal. : also

a plant used as a styptic, Diosc.

^, Tj, ov, {,)
stanching blood.'63, ov, {,)
afraid of blood, i. e. of bleeding, Gal., ov, {,)
defiled with blood, Od. 20, 348., ov, =,
Polyb., ,^7], Or.
Sib.', ov, contr.,
ovv, {,) blood-red., £f,=foreg., Hipp.,=, from which we
have Ion. part. pass, in

Hipp. p. 1138 ; and Dind. reads ai-

uovaa for in Eur. I. T.

226, rejected by Herin., but approved
by Wunder in his review of Lobeck's
Ajax, p. 73.', , , {') winning,

wily manners, Plut. Num. 8., ov, flattering, winning,

wily, esp. of words, Od. 1, 56, more
usu..)}, , ,{, •) of winning wiles, Lat. blande de-

cipiens, H. Hom. Merc. 13, where
Ruhnk. conj., Ugen al-., ov,{, •

) weaving or plotting wiles, Cratin.
Incert. 39, cf'.7., , ov, in Anth. also, ov,

flattering, wheedling, winning, tvily, usu.

of words, Hes. Op. 372: also of per-

sons, in superl.,Soph.Aj. 389, and Eur.
Rhes. 498 ; also ,
wily arts, Aesch. Pr. 206. (11 from, the strict signf is sharp, acute,

subtle: the Lat. Aemilius prob. comes
from the same root.), ov, gen., {-, >/) wily-minded, Cia.tm. Incert.

39., , -, to be.—2. {,) in Hipp, to have the

teeth on edge., , {,) bloody,

bloodshot, scorbutic, Diosc., , ,{ 2) a hav-
ing the teeth on edge, Hipp., ov, o,=foreg., , = 2, Arist.

Probl. : metaph. of one whose mouth
waters at the sight of dainties. Ti-
med. Epichaer. 1.—II. trans, ., to set the teeth on edge,

Hipp.,, ,^=,,
knowing skilful, II. 5, 49.

—

. {)
bloody, Aesch. Supp. 847, Eur. I. A.
1514, Hec. 90, though here as in II.

Herm. 1. c. takes it to mean eager,

from.\, , , Haemon, a hero
from Pylos, II. 4, 296.-2. son of
Creon king of Thebes, lover of An-
tigone, Soph. Ant.—3. son of Pelas-
gus, an ancient king of Thessaly,
from whom the country was called
Haemonia, Strab.—1. a rivulet in

Boeotia falling into the Cephisus,
Plut. Thes. 27., ,=1, Anth., ov, , {,)
terribly brave, II. 16, 31.

fAivapia, , , Aenaria, an island
off the coast of Campania, now Is-

chia, Plut. Mar. 37., ov, , son or descendant

of Aeneas, oi, the Romans,
Anth. [a]

^•\, ov, , poet, for,
Soph. Fr. 342.—2. Aeneas, a Theban
or Stymphalian, Pind, O. 6, 150.—2.

a Corinthian leader, Thuc. 4, 119.^,, , Aenea, a Macedonian
city on the Thermaic gulf, Hdt. 7,

123.—2. a city of Troas, Strab., , , Aeneas, son of An-
chises and Venus, a Trojan chieftain,

Ep. gen., but in II. 5, 534,.—2. a Stymphalian captain
in the army of Cyrus the younger,
Xen. An. 4, 7, 13. —3. ,
a writer on military tactics, Polyb.
10, 44, 1.., , , female descendant

of Aeneas., ov, , Aenesidemus, a
sceptical philosopher, Diog. L.,, ,{) a praising,

praise, .". Hebr. 13, 15., , , one that praises,

Hipp., , , verb, adj . from -, praised, praiseicoTthy, Anth.^, , , Aeneus, son of
Apollo and Stilbe, Orph., , f. - Ep.-, (Pind.
has both forms) : aor. ?) : ^erf
pass, : aor. pass, ,
strictly to tell or speak of {cf.'aJvoc),
but in this signification first in Aesch.
Ag. 98, 1482, Soph. Phil. 1380.—II.

in Hom. and usu. to speak in praise of,

praise, approve, c. acc. :—cf Lat. laud-

are.—2. to allow, recommend, Od. 16,

AINI

380, 403 : c. inf to recommend to do a
thing, Aesch. Cho. 555, is so
used 581 ; also c. part., ,
to commend one's going. Id. Pers. 642.—3. like, to be content with, ac-

quiescein, Pind.N. 1, 112, Aesch. Eum.
469, cf Monk Alcest. 2.—4. to decline

courteously, Hes. Op. 611, i. e. to praise
or recommend to Others, like Lat. laud-
are in Virg. G. 2, 412.—III. to promise
or vow, Tivi Ti or , Soph.
Phil. 1398, and Eur.—The word is

rare in prose : Hdt. has it, but in
Att. only Plat. Rep. 404 D, Legg. 952
C, being used instead., , ,=, praise, fame,
Hdt. 3, 74; 8, 112.

tAii'//iOf, 01', , son or descendant of
Aeneus, Ap. Rh. 1, 948.—2. an appeli.
of Jupiter, derived from Mt. Aenos
in Cephallenia, Hes. Fr. 2 1., Aeol. and Ep. for,
Hes. Op. 681 : also, Simon.
139.'\, , 6, Aenesias, a Spar-
tan ephor, Thuc. 2, 2.\, ov, 6,{,)
Aenesidemus, father of Theron of
Agrigentum, Pind. O. 2, 83, Hdt.\, ov, , Aenesian, appeli.

of Jupiter, from Mt. Aenos, Strab.
cf.}, , , Aenesipasta, an
island near Marmorica, Strab.^, , , Aenete, wife of Ae-
neus, Ap. Rh. 1, 950., , , poet, for,
Pind. . 8, 66.—Pr. . Aenetus.\, , , Aenia, a city in Thes-
saly, Slrab. Hence,, ,
an Aenean, Soph. El. 706,,
Thuc.
tAi'i'iiii'ef, , , the Aenianes, a
Grecian tribe dwelling around Mt.
Ossa, II. 2, 749 : in Hdt. 7, 198, in south-
ern Thessaly on the Sperchius ; v..
fAiv, ov, 6, fem.,, , inhabitant of Aenus.,, ,{) a

dark saying, riddle, Aesch. Pr. 610,
etc. : oft. in plur., as or, in riddles, darkly, also al-

: /,,,
etc., to guess a riddle.—II. a taunt,

Aristaen. Hence, ov, .6,^-, Diod.,.-, dep. mid.
to speak in riddles., ,,=.
Adv. -.,, , , one %vko

speaks riddles, LXX., ,{,)
like a riddle, riddling, dark. Plat. Adv.-, Diod., , . a speaking in rid-

dles : usu. in plur. like, e. g.', Ar. Ran. 61., dep.\.=, . 13,

374, Od. 8, 487 : in Anth. also.,, and, ov, ,
one who speaks darkly, aiv..
Soph. Fr. 707., ov, riddling. Adv.
-^, ridxllingly, enigmatically, Aesch.
Pr. 949., ov, ,^, of He-
raclitus, Timon ap. Diog. L. 9, 6., ], , expressed in riddles,

riddling. Soph. O. T. 439.

fAvo, ov, , Aenius, masc. pr. n.

II. 21, 210.-2. a river in Troas, Strab.

\, , , {, )
Aenippc, mother of Busiris, Plut., Att., f.-, dep. mid. {) to speak

39



darhly Or in riddles, Soph. Aj. 1158,

ah•., to speak riddling words, Hdt.
5, 56 : to hint at, , At.. 970 ;

to hint a thing, give to imderstand, Plat.

—IL also as pass., to be spoken rid-

dlingly, to be wrapt up m riddles, but
hardly except in aor., perf., Theogn. 681,' Ar. Eq. 196,

Plat. Gorg. 495 .3, ov, (, /c-

'][EVij) furiously Jiacchic, Lyc.'\3, ov, 6, the Lat. Ahen-
obarbus, Strab.

Aivo'jiag, Ion., , 6,(, ) dreadfully strong, Aiith., ov, (, )
fatally wedded, Eur. liel. 1120., ov, (,)
with dreadful jaws, Call.,, ,(,)

terrible giant, Nonil. Dion. 4, 417., , ()
sadly torn, in sign ofmourning, Epich.

p. 113.,\. from=,
but only found in the phrase, from horror to horror, right hor-

ribly, II. 7, 97 : cf.., ov, (,-) sadly enervated, remlered saucy by

delicate living, of a domestic, Theocr.

15, 27, ubi Wiistem..', , (,)
horrid-gleaming, Aesch. Ag. 389., ov,()
fatally wedded, Aesch. Ag. 713.—II.

with a frightful bed, of the cave of

Echidna, Lyc.)/, , , (, ?')
dire destroyer, Orph.,,(,)=-, Orph.,, 6, (,)
dreadful lion, Theocr. 25, 108., ov,(,) unfor-

tunate in life's thread, in allusion to

the Parcae, Anth., , , (,)
horrible wolf, Anth.&, , (,)
raving horribly, Nonn. Dion. 20, 152., ov,(,) doom-

ed to a sad end, Od. 9, 53 : come to a

dreadful end, Aesch. Theb. 904., , (,) suf-

fering dire ills, Od. 18, 201., ,, , (,)
like, unlucky Paris, Paris

the author of ill, Alcm. 50.,, , (,)
unhappy father, Aesch. Cho. 315., ov, (,)
fearfully portentous, 0pp.,, ,,(,-
cui) ivith dire sting, Nic.-,,=, Orph., , , a tale, story, else-

where, Od. 14, 508,

alvov, to tell a tale, Aesch. Ag. 1482,

Soph. Phil. 1380 : hence a fable, like

Aesop's, lies. Op. 200 : in gen. a say-

ing, proverb, Eur. Melan. 23.—II. that

which is said to one's praise, praise, II.

23, 652, Od. 21, 110, freq. in Pind.

An old poet, word, also used by Hdt.

7, 107: (cf Buttm. Le.xil. p. 59, who
compares Lat. aio,, hat. fatum.), ij, ov, Ep. word=c5e(i'of,

used also by Pind. and now and then

by Trag., prob. from al, ah ! or perh.

akin to, (but v. Buttm. Lexil.

p. 46) : dread, dire, fearful, horrible,

freq. in Horn., of feelings, as,,,, : of

states and actions, as, /-,, etc : of persons, dread,

terrible, esp. ofJupiter, Kpo-
40

AIOA, II. 4, 25, etc., of Minerva, II. 8,

423. Adv.-, terribly, i. e. very much,
exceedingly, Hom. : also with an adj.,, terribly bitter, Hdt. 4,

52, cf. 61 : also as adv., freq. in

Hom.
iAivo, ov, , Aenus, a city of Thrace

at the mouth of the Hebrus, II. 4, 520.

—2. a city in Aetolia, Hdt. 4, 90.—
3. (5, a mountain in Cephallenia,
with a temple to Jupiter on it, Strab.
—4. a Trojan, Qu. Sm. 11, 79.", ov, (a priv., ) without ves-

sels or fibres, Theophr.,, , most miserable,

Antim. ap. A. B. 1422., ], , () Ion. and
poet, for., , , unhappy in being

a mother, Mosch. : pecul. fem. of, ov.(,) miser-

able in being a parent, Anth., ov, ,(,-) a dreadful tyrant, Anth. [ii], defect, dep., used only in

pros., and inipf without augm.,(,) to take, lay hold of, grasp,

pluck, , II. 11, 580, Od.
21, 53 : also c. gen., ,
taking of the cheeses, helping one's
self to them, Od. 9, 225 : metaph.,, a longing seizes me,
Od. 14, 144, Hes. Sc. 41 : also to en-

joy,feed on,, Smion. 139. Only
poet.

fAlvipa, , , Aenyra, a region
in the island of Thasus, Hdt. 6, 47.

*, ace. to Graumi., the root
of.\"„=^, to sift, to winnow,
Pherecr. Incert. 18, (ap. Eust. II.

801, 56, q. V.) hence proverb,-, of any impossibilities, v.

IBergk Ar. Fr. (ap. Mein. Com. Fr. 2,

p. 988, 1066, sq.), Dmd. Ar. p. 504.,, , , dat. pi.,
II. 10,486, (from, and so strictly

a darter or springer), a goat, in Hom.
usu. , though he also has , Od.
14, 106 : or, the

chamois, Hom.—2. the constellation so
called, Arat.—II. a water-bird, Arist.

H. A.—III. a fiery meteor, Arist. Me-
teor.—IV., high waves, Artemid.,, ,()=,-, . Rh. 4, 820. [ui/cof].

(Hence,, cf.,.),. freq. aor. from,
II 23, 369., , and,, ,
Aexone or Acxoneis, a demus of the
Attic tribe Cecropis: hence-, resident ofAexone,'K.en.Yle\\. 2,

4, 26 ; famed as calumniators, hence, a slanderer; ,
calumny, slander; and, to

slander. Adj., as pecul.
fem..\/, , , Aeolades, a The-
ban, Thuc. 4, 91., dep. mid. (?) to

shift about, be restless, Hipp.[, , ai, the daughters of
Minyas, Plut.], , 6, an Aeolian, Hdt.,
etc.-,, contr, Ato^yf, ^,
71, pecul. fem. to,'.. .
1, 104, etc.+, Ion. (), , Aeolia,

the "dwelling place of Aeolus, ruler
of the winds, Od. 10, 1., =?. Plat. Crat.
409 A : on /., v. sub voc., ov, 0, a speckled fish, Phi-
lox. ap. Ath. 5 C.\,, , son of Aeolus, Sisy-

AIOA
phus, II. 6, 154; Cretheus, Od. 11,

257 ; descendant of Aeolus, Glaucus,
Pind. O. 13, 94., -, =, dub. 1.

Soph. Fr. 815.—II.() to imi-

tate the Aeolians,. , Pra-
tin. ap. Ath. 624 F : to speak Aeolian,

Strab.—2. to be sly as an Aeolian,
Hierocl.^, , , Aeolian, Thuc.^, a, ov, Aeolian, Plut.

iAo,, >'/, pecul. fem. to-, Aeolian,, Hes. Op. 034,
Find., Hdt. As subst. Aeolis, a region
in Asia Minor, Thuc, etc.—2. a re-

gion around Calydon, Thuc. 3, 102.—3. also an early name of Thessaly,
Hdt.

I,
176.,() in the Acolic

dialect, Strab.'[,, , son of Aeolus, H.
Hom. Ap. 37., , , rapid motion

;

better prob.., to shift rapidly to and fro,
Od. 20, 27 : (for Pind. P. 4, 414, v.

sub voc. ').—II. to variegate, Nic.
Mid. to shift colour, Hes. Sc. 399, cf., the grapes begin
to colour, Lat. variegantur, Buttm. Lex.
p. 71, sq. ; cf,'.', ov, (, 7)
full of various counsels, wily, 0pp.,, ,(,-) wietder of quivering lightning, epith.

oi Jupiter, Pmd. O. 9, 04./, ov, , or 7.-, ov, (,) showing
himself in various forms, epith. of
Phoebus, ace. to Herm. Orph. Hymn.
7, 12., ov, (, <5fip?/'>

with changeful neck, Ibyc. 13, cf.?., oj', (?,)
with variegated skin., ov,(,) be-

stowing various gifts, Epimeiiid. ap.

Schol. Soph. O. C. 42.,, ,(, -) with glittering mail, or, aec. to
Buttm., swift, active in mail, 11., v.

Lexil. p. 66., , o,= sq., Hes. Fr.

28., , , ,(, -) full of various wiles, like-, Hes. Th. 511, Aesch. Suppl.
1037., ov, , (?.,)
with variegated girdle, II. 5, 707 ; acc.

to Buttm., with moveable girdle, or

moving freely in the girdle, cf. ?.0-.—. with variegated turban,

Theocr. 17, 19., ov, (. /)
of changeful form, Orph., ov, (,)
with speckled back, 0pp., ov,(,)
with spangled robe, Nonn.?, ov, or ?.-, (',) quick-fluttering,

Tclest. ap. Ath. 617 A.', ov, (,)
turning or managing steeds, ll. 3, ]b5 :

acc. to others with dappled or swift

steeds., ], ov, easily turning, quickly

moving, and so nimble,, II. 19, 404 ; /,
wriggling vorrns, II. 22, 509 ; so too,/ , II. 12, 167, ., Od. 22, 300 : lastly in Hom.
as freq. epith.,, where
most interpret it in signf 11., but
Buttm. Lexil. in voc, to be easily

wielded, manageable; Aesch Theb.



494, calls rolling smoke: at., a quick journey,

Ar. Thesm. 1054 ; cf. -, Id.

Ran. 248.—II. changeful of hue, glister-

ing, glancing, sheeny (like shot silk),, Soph. Tr. 12,, lb.

Aj. 1025,, spangled night. Id. Tr.

94, cf.7 : hence variegated,

speckled, kvuv, Callim., etc. ; also', discoloured Irom disease.

Soph. Phil. 1 157 : hence—III. metaph.
1. changeful, shifting, varied, aioK, Aesch. Suppl. 327

;

also of sounds,, Eur. Ion 499 :, changeable days, Arist.

Probl. 20, (the only place it is known
to occur in Att. prose, or to have the

fem. in ).—2. subtle, ivily, slippery,, Pind. N. 8, 43,,
Poet. ap. Plut. 2, 16 D : ct.,
which is used in all these signfs.

—B. as prop. n. proparox., ,
, the god of the winds, strictly the

Changeable, Od. 10, 2.-2 son of Hel-

len, king of Thessaly, and founder of

the Aeolian branch of the Grecian

race, Pind. P. 4, 191. (Ace. to Buttm.
from,, and so strictly moving

with the wind, fluttering.) [in Od. 10,

36, 60, with the short vowel
in the thesis lengthened by reason

of the succeeding liquid ; Spitzner,

Greek Pros. () 12, 3.],, ov, {2.,)
speaking things of various import, rid-

dling, of an oracle, Aesch. Pr. G61.?, ov,{,) of
divers kinds, 0pp. H. 1, 617./., ov, {, ^)
with changeful n-otes, of the nightin-

gale, 0pp. H. 1, 728./,, , {?.,)
with wavy hair.,, , {?.,)
spangled, , Eur. Pirith. ir. 2,

Grit. 15, 4., , f.-, to moisten, foment,

Hipp., V. Piers. Moer. 73. Hence, aror, , a fomentation,

Dio C. 55, 17 ; and,, , a fomenting, Hipp.

tAi•, , , Aepalius, a king of
Doris, Strab.

fAov, ov, , () Aepas-
ium, the Aepasian plain, Strab.

fAlrra, , , Aepea, a city of Mes-
senia, afterwards Thuria, according
to Strabo, but according to Pausa-
iiias, Corone.—2. a city in the island

of Cyprus, later Soli. Plut. Sol. 26., , ,{) high, lofty,

high seated, in Horn. usu. of cities on
heights : of mountain tops, II. 2, 869,

Od. 6, 123 : metaph. lofty, high-flown,

.or (ace. to Dissen) rash,, Pind.

N. 5, 59.—2. steep, hard to climb, diffi-

cult of ascent, Eur. Ion 739 : hard to

win or reach, Pind. O. 9, 161.

iAp, Dor. foret-tp, Theocr.8,37.,, , poet, for-, II. 21, 87. ^+—', ov, , Aepium. a city of

Elis, Polyb. 4, 77,9.^

iAoa, Dor. for'.), ,{.-),(—) to be a

gu'ithrd, to pasture goats, Theocr. 8,

85;. ', Lys. Fr. 13. Pass.

to feed as herds do, Aesch. Eum. 196.', , ,() of or

belonging to goatherds, Mel. 27., , , a herd of goats,, II. 2, 471; also in

Hdt. 1, 126.—II. a goat-pasture, Anth., , , for, like

(,) pasturing

goats,., II. 2, 474 ; 4, 275

;

, goatherd, ,
,. 17, 247 ; freq. in Theocr.

, , , height, steep,

hill, Aesch. Ag. 285, etc :,, to toil up hill, Hipp.,

hence metaph., Eur. Ale. 500., , , Ep. for, high,

lofty, usu. of cities, 11. 13. G25 : also, streams falling sheer

down, II. 8, 369 ; 21, 9.

tAi-,, , Aepy, a city of Elis,

II. 2, 592., ov, {',) high-

built, '. Dion. 4, 13.
^?,, , {', /.)

an arch knave, Timon ap. Se.xt. Emp.-, , gen. , {, -) high-horned.', ov,(,) high-

crested, Nonn. Dion. 26, 158., ov, , {,)
ivith high tho^ights or aims, aspiring,

Aesch. Pr. 18.
^, ov,{,) high-

backed, on a high mountain-ridge, Aesch.

Pr. 830.', , , high and steep,

lofty, in Hom. esp. of cities on steep

rocks: in Soph. Aj. 815 also a^J
: , a noose hang-

ing straight down, Od. 11, 278.— 2.

headlong, sudden, of that into which
one fails headlong, and cannot es-

cape,, freq' in Hom. ; so-, Od.,, Pind. : also of pas-

sions, , towering u-rath,

II. 15, 223 ;, . Hom. and Hes.

—3. toilsome, difficult, painful,,
II. 11, 601 ; , it will be

hard work for him, II. 13, 317.—4. deep,, Pind. Fr. Inc. 46 ; ai., Anth. ; /, a hollow

sound, Hes. Th. 682.

iAlo, , ov, ofAepytus,,
II. 2, 604.\, , , Aepytus, son of

Elatus and king of Phaesana, Pind.

0. 6, 60.—2. son of Cresphoutes and
Merope, and king of Messeuia.—3.

son of Neleus, and founder of Priene,

Strab.

Alpa, , , a hammer, -, smith's work. Call. Fr. 120.—II. a
weed, in wheat, darnel, Lat. lolium,

Ar. Fr. 364., , to be an-, Eccl.', , 6, Gal., and, , ,{,)
the leader of a sect, Eccl., ov, {) that can be

taken, Xen. Cyr. 5, 2, 2., ov, {,-) fightingfor a sect, Philo., , , {) a taking,

conquering, esp. of a town, Hdt. 4, 1,

Thuc. 2, 75, etc. ; ? .,
the capture by the king, Hdt. 9, 3.—B.{) a taking for one's self,

choosing, choice, ,
to give one the choice, Hdt. 1, 1 1, c. inf., or

c. /.., etc., Hdt.. etc., also,. Plat. : -, to have the choice given, Dem. etc.,

—2. choice or election of magistrates,

Thuc. 8, 89.—3. a striving after, alp., Lat. affectatio i/nperii. Plat.

Gorg. 513 A : attachment, inclination,

Ttva, Dem., hence choice, pre-

ference,=, freq. in Polyb.
—II. the thing chosen, and so a plan,

purpose : a course of action or thought.

Plat. Phaedr. 256 C. : later, a philo-

sophic principle or set of principles, a
sect, school, Dion. H. ; alp..,
study of Greek literature, Polyb. and
in Eccl. a heresy.—2. a chosen body,

conunittee. Plat. Ax. 367 A.—3. a pro-

posed condition, Dion. H., , , {, -

) taker of cities, name of a play of
Diphilus.', ov, , fem.',,{) a heretic, Eccl.', verb. adj. one must take,

choose, Plat.— 11., a, ov, to

be taken, desirable, Xen. Mem. 1, 1, 7,

and Plat., , , fem.,,
LXX., one who chooses., f.-=, to c'noose,

select, Hipp.—II. to belong to a sect,

Eccl. Hence, , , {) able to

choose. Plat. Def 412 A : able to un-

derstand, Arist. Magn. Mor.—2. caus-

ing heresies, heretical, N. T. Tit. 3, 10.

—3. conditional. Adv. —, Diog. L.

f,, , v. sub., , , {) one

who joins a party, Diog. L. 9, 6., ?}, , verb. adj. from, that 7nay be taken or conquered,

Hdt. 4, 201 ; to be grasped by the
mind, to be widerstood. Plat. Phaed.
81 B.—II.{) to be chosen, pre-

ferable, desirable, Hdt., etc.—2. chosen,

elected,. Plat., elective; oi, those elected for the purpose,
the deputation, Xen. An. 1, 3, 21

;

, an office that goes by
election, freq. in Att. Adv.-.'2, fut. (in late

poets also ?.) : pf. ), Thuc. 1,

103, Ion., Hdt. 5, 102, pass., Id. 4, 66 : aor. pass, -
: iut. pass, ; 1 aor.

act. only in late wr., mid./, {.) Ar. Thesm. 761 •

and from the root 12, aor. 2, inf.: mid.,.,
late, Simon. 10, 9, v. Lob.
Phryn. 183.

A. Act. to take with the hand, grasp,

seize, aip. Ti kv, ,
to take a thing in hand, Hom. ; aip.

Tivu, to take one by the hand.

Id : also aip. , etc.. Id.

;

the part,' is sometimes used as
adv., like, by force, Soph. Ant.
497.—2. to take away, ,
Hom. ; but also , like-, II. 16, 805.—II. to take or get

into one's power, conquer,/,,, etc., Hom. and Att. ; to over-

power,, Simon. 36 : to kill, freq.

in Hom. : freq. of passions, etc., to

come upon, seize, as ?.,,, ',, , ,, Horn., and Att. jioets.

—2. to catch, take, esp. ,
II. ; to take in hunting, Hom. ; also to

catch, win, seduce, entrap. Soph. O. C.

764, etc. ; and c. part, to catch or de-

tect one doing a thing. Soph. Ant. 385,

655 ; ' », to catch in

the very act, Eur. Ion 1214.—3. in gen.

to win, gain,, II. 17, 321, -,,, Pind., etc. ; esp.

of the public games, ,
etc. ; hence f/, the game
ivas won, Soph. O.C. 1148.—4. as Att.

law term, to convict a person of a
thing, , Ar. Xub. 591 ; also

c. part, , to

convict of theft, Ar. Eq. 829 ; also with
a subst., . Soph.
Ant. 493 : or, to

get a verdict for conviction, freq. in

Oratt. ; but also, , to

convict one on trial, Isae. 64, 19 ;

Tfi, to convict the

evidence of falsehood, Isocr. 374 ;

also simply ?^, to get a conviction.

Plat. Legg. 762 B, etc. Hence—5., Lat. ratio evincit, rea-

son, the reason of the thing, proves,

Hdt. 2, 33 ; also c. ace. pers., reason
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pcrmades one, Id. 1, 132; 7, 41, also

in Plat. : so too / ?!',
Hdt. 2, 43.—III. to grasp with the inind,

take in, understand. Plat, and Xen.

B. Mid., to take for one's

self. Hence, , to

take one's bow, one's spear, Hoin. : -,, to take one's supper. Id.,

and so on in most signfs. of the act.,

with the reflexive force added.—II.

esp. to take to one's sflf choose, II. 10,

235, Od. 16, 140 : hence to take in pre-

ference, prefer one thing to another,

Ti , Hdt., ,
Xen., but also . Soph. Phil.

1100 : ?/ tc or -, freq. in Att. : c. inf., to prefer to

do, frtq. in Att., also •, c. inf., like Cicero's potius malle,

Plat. Apol. 38 E, etc. :' ti...,

to be content if..., Mel. 14:

or, to take another's part,

join his party, Hdt. 1, 108^ etc. : alp., to adopt an opinion, Hdt. 4,

137.—2. to choose by vote, elect to an

office, , etc.,

freq. in Att., also a'tp. '
and alp. , Plat., cf. II. 2,

127 : but more Ireq. in pass. aor., and pf. ?}, to be chosen

or elected, Hdt. and Att. (from same
root as,, Engl, grip, -, etc., Donalds. N. Crat. 200.), , , also, , ,{) like darnel.,,,—foTeg., Diosc., , Od. 18, 73, ",
Irus unhappy Irus, a play upon his

name, like , cf.,-. []2, lengthd.. and poet,-
; f. ; aor. ;

perf. /,
Dem. 786, 4 : perf. pass,, Thuc.

7, 41 ; 1 aor., Thuc. 1, 49 : 1

aor. mid., and in Horn. 2 aor.

without augm. : Aeol. //5 :

for poet, forms, v. ucipu.—A. Act. to

raise, raise or lift up, Hom., etc.: to

take up to carry, and so to carry,

bear, bring, , Ar. Ran. 1339.

—

Phrases : ,, to step,

walk, Eur. ; alp., to give sig-

nal, Xen.
;, to make a coup

or unexpected scene in the theatre,

Ajitiph. Poes. 1, 15 ; so, to make

the gods appear. Plat. Crat. 425 D.

—

Esp. of armies and ships, alp., to get the fleet under sail, Thuc.

1, 52, alp., Aesch. Pers. 795,

etc. : hence usu. seemingly intrans.,

to get under way, start, set out, Thuc,
also , ,
Thuc. 2, 12, etc. : Hdt. usu. has pass.

in this signf , cf :

also in mid. Soph. Tr. 1255. Pass.

to mount up, ascend, Ar. Eq. 1362,

Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 5.—II. to raise, ex-

alt, make great, of persons, Aesch.

Cho. 262 : esp. of pride and passion,

to exalt, excite, alp., to be puffid

up. Soph. Aj. 129, so,,?., Soph., and Eur.—2. to raise

by words, and so, to praise, extol, Eur.

Heracl. 322, etc. ; but also to exagge-

rate, Dem. 537, 13. Pass, to rise to a

height, increase, Thuc. 1, 118, etc.

—

III. to lift and take away, and so in

gen. to take away, put an end to, tu, Eur. El. 942 : alp.,
to end dinner, Meineke Mcnand. p.

95 : also to take away from a thing,

c. gen., Aesch. Eum. 846: later to

kill, N. T.
B. Mid. (which alone Hom. uses

in this form) to lift, raise for one's self,

or what is one's own : hence to carry

off, ivin, gain,,,,, Hom. : so too freq. in
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Att.: also , II. 14, 130.

—II. to take upon one's self, undergo,

Od. 4, 107, Soph. Ant. 907, etc.: in

gen. to carry, bear,, 11. 20, 247,, Eur. Cycl. 473 : like act. to

take away, Eur. I. T. 1201.—2. /o

undertake, begin, -, ,
Aesch. :,, etc., Eur.

—

III. of sound, , to raise,

lift up one's voice, Ar. Eq. 546 : also

in act.

[a except in aor. 1 : in fut. ,
a or «, ace. as it is taken to be from

alpu or from, being in the lat-

ter case contr. from, cf. Pors.

Mod. 848, Elmsl. Heracl. 323 ; Car-

miehael's Irreg. Greek Verbs, s. v..,,{,)=,
Theophr.

* ', obsol. nominat. v.., 7/f, , like, the divin-

ity who dispenses to every one his

fate, goddess of fate, Lat. Parca, Od.

7, 197, II. 20, 127.—II. as appellat.—

1. the fatal decree of a god, ,, Hom.— 2. one's ap-

pointed lot, fate, destiny, also like, Od. 5, 113, 114: in gen. share

in a thing,, II. 18, 327, Od. 5,

40 : hence a measure and term, as

alaa, that which is due to, be-

fits one, elsewhere , esp.', like , fitting-

ly, rightly, 0pp. to , Hom.

;

, c. inf it is allotted or per-

mitted one, Od. 13, 306 ;, it is still permitted to hope, Od.

16, 101 : also used in Trag. (Akin
to,, Lat. aio, as fatum to

fari, Buttm. Lexil. p. 59, n. 2.),, , Aesagea, '.,
a mountain in Asia Minor, unknown

;

Ilgen proposes instead, H.
Hom. Ap. 40., , , a branch of myrtle

or laurel, handed by one to another

at table as a challenge to sing, v. 1.

in Plut. Symp. 1, 1. (Ace. to some
from, others from .)—.
Aesacus, a son of Priam, ApoUod.

:

hence adj., Lye. 224.?,,, , acsnlon, a small

kind of hawk, prob. the sparrow-hawk,

Arist. H. A., , , Aesanius, father

of Grinus, of Thera, Hdt. 4, 150.,, and, , 6,

Aesar, a river of Italy near Crotona,

Strab., Theocr. 4, 17.^, , , Aesemia, a city of

the Samnites, Strab., , , Aesepus, a river

of Mysia falling into the Propontis

near Cyzicus, II. 2, 825.-2. son of

Oceanus and Tethys, a river-god,

Hes. Th. 342.-3. son of Bucolion,

II. 6, 21., dep. mid., impf. -
; fut. ;

perf. /-, Thuc. 1, 50 ; aor. ^,
later, and in pass, form

alaUrfiyvai, LXX., {,) to

perceive, apprehend or Jiotice by the

se7ises, be sensible of esp. to feel, to

see : metaph. of mental perception,

to perceive, understand : also to hear,

learn ; first in Hdt. 3, 87, and freq.

in Att. Construct. : usu c. gen. or

ace, to take notice of Or notice a thing,

more rarely , Thuc. 1 , 70 :. , to learn from one. Id.

5, 2, , by means of some one,

oft. in Plat. : dependent clauses are

usu. added in part, agreeing with the

subject, , Thuc.
2, 51, .
Plat. Theag. 122 C ; or with object,

Thuc. 1, 47, etc. : more rarely c. ace.
and inf., as Thuc. 6, 59 : also with

. . . or . . . , Xen. An. 1, 2, 21 :

3, 1, 40. The pass, is supplied by, cf..,, , the thing per-

ceived, Arist. Org.—II. perception,

sensation, sense,, Eur. I. A.
1243., , 7/,=sq., Aretae., , , perception by the

senses, esp. by feeling, but also by
seeing, hearing, etc., a sensation,

sense of a thing,, Eur. El.

291 : , visions of the
gods. Plat. Phaed. Ill C : also of
the mind, observation, knowledge :-7],— 1. of persons,= atff-, to have a perception of a
thing, perceive it, USU., as Plat.

Theaet. 192 : also -, Phaedr. 240 C,,
Isocr.—2. of things, to give a percep-

tion, i. e. be perceived, become percepti-

ble, and so serving as a pass, to-
Ttvi, to or by a person, Thuc.

2, 61 : more freq.

or, Thuc, Plat. etc. :

also , Antipho 134,

29 : , to give

the means of observing a thing, furnish

an instance, Thuc. 2, 50.—II. in plur.

the senses themselves, Plat.—III. that

which is perceived, and so in hunting,
the scent, track, slot, Xen. Cyn. 3, 5.

—

Only in Att. prose, except Eur. 1. c., ,, the scat of the

senses, organ of sense. Plat. Ax. 366
A, Arist., the faculty of perception, N.
T. Hebr. 5, 14., , , one who perceives,

Plat. Theaet. 160 D., ,,() of,

belonging to, fitted for perception, per-

ceptive, esp. by feeling. Plat. : in gen.

quick, sharp, Alex, . 1 .—2.

pass, that which is perceived, percepti-

ble, Plut. :, a keen, sharp pang,
Gal._ Adv. -, Ael. V. H., ?/, , verb. adj. perceived

by the senses, sensible, Plat. : -, an object ofperception,ld. Adv.
-, Plut., collat. form for-, only found in late writers, unless
it be retained in Plat. Rep. 608 A, wh.
Stallb. from two MSS., () to breathe ,=•

: hence he gave up
the ghost, II. 20, 403, cf. 16, 468. [u], , ,() happiness,

a blessing,, prob. 1. Aesch.
Eum. 996.\, ov, 6, Aesimides, a Cor-
cyrean naval commander, Thuc. 1,

47., ov, also , ov, Hom., (al-) Lat. fatalis, appointed by fate,

fated, destined, , the dy-

ing day, Horn. : , 'tis

fatedl\.2i,29l.—II. agreeable to the

decree of fa*e, meet, right, fitting,=, ,, freq. in

Hom. ; , right-77tinded,

well-disposed, Od. 23, 14 ; -, to drink in decent measure, in mod-
eration, Od. 21, 294.—II. as pr. n. Ae-
simus, an Athenian, Ar. Eccles. 208., only used in compd. av-, q. v.\, , Aesium, a city of
Umhria, Strab., ov, also a, ov, Pind. N. 9,

43, Eur. Ion 424; boding well, auspi
cious, coming at a good time, lucky,

happy,,, Horn., Pind.,

and Att. : opportune,, II.

24, 376, cf. Soph. O. C. 34,,



Eur 1. C.—II. meet, right, -
, Lat. just.um. pondus, Nic. Adv.

-.—III. as pr. n. Aesius, an Athe-

nian, brother of Aphobus, Dem. 933,

11.—2. the Aesis, a river of Umbria,
Strab. Hence, , only used in mid.-, to take as a good omen for one^s

self, Plut.{,, , the Aesis, a river of

Umbria, Strab.

iAiov, ov, , son of Aeson, i. e.

Jason, Hes. Th. 991., ov, (a priv.,)^,
unlike, unequal, Pind. I. 7, 60., Att. or, (but in

Trag•. also, Pors. Hec. 31) ;

fut. ai^u, Att. ; aor. /, Att.

Tjia : (perhaps akin to *,) to

move with a quick, shooting motion, to

shoot, dart, glance, as light,, II.

18, 212, etc.; so of the mind,, II. 15, 80 ; of shooting pain,

Eur. Hipp. 1352 :—hence of any rapid

motion, freq., in Hom., e. g. of one
rushing or darting Upon his enemy,.,, -, Lat.

Tuere, impetu ferri ; ol the rapid flight

of birds, II. 23, 861, etc.; of ghosts,

ghding about, Od. 10, 495 ; of darts,

freq. in II. :—so also once in aor. mid.,, II. 22, 195, more
freq. in pass., ,
II. 24, 97 ; ,
slipped from his hands, II. 16, 404

;

,
tossed over his shoulders, II, 6, 510, cf.

Soph. O. C. 1261 :—c. ace. cognat.. 7], Eur. Phoen. 1394.—

2. later, to turn eagerly to a thing, be

eager after, , Eur. Ion 331, cf.

574, also c. inf., to be in haste to do.

Plat. Legg. 709 A ; and freq. in later

prose.—II. transit, to move a thing

quickly, to send shooting or rushing

along, avpav, Pors. Or. 1428,.
Lob. and Herm. Aj. 40 : which usage
is borne out by the use of the pass.,

V. supr.—The word is chiefly Ep.,

but occurs in Pind., and Trag. : rare

in prose, [a in Hom. always, except

in compound, II. 21, 126: in

Trag. when trisyll., but this is very

rare, v. Pors. Hec. 31, EUendt Lex.
Soph.], adv. of sq., ov, Att. , Aesch.
Eum. 565, (a priv.,) unseen, un-

krioic-n, not to be seen and heard, Hom.

:

hence vanished, destroyed, II. 14, 258,

cf. Buttm. Lexil. p. 51, n. 2.—II. act.

not seeing or knowing, unco?iscious, ig-

norant, c. gen., Eur. Tro. 1313, 1321.
—2. in Stesich. Fr. 97 as epith. of
Minerva, prob.= aiCTrouaa, extermi-

nating. Hence, Att., , Soph. Aj.

515, f. -, to make unseen or un-

known, to destroy, Od. 10, 259, Pind.,

and Trag. : to slay, kill, Hdt. 3, 69., , , ( priv.,)
unhiowing, inexperienced, Plat. Legg.
845 ; m a thing, 7],
Eur. Andr. 682./, ov,{) destruc-

tive, Lye. 71.,, 6, a word found in

all the MSS., II. 24, 347, as epith.

of, explained variously by
Gramm. : Heyne antl Spitzn. follow

Aristarch. in restoring,
a princely youth : yet the other form
occurs in the pr. n.7/.\, ov Ep. ao, , Aesyltes, a
Trojan leader, II. 2, 793.7., ,=?.,
ill-doing, ap. Clem. Al., ov, opp. to, Od. 2,

232, unseemly, evil, godless, 7., II. 5, 403,/, to do,

speak evd, Hom. (Some from,
others from, : Pott Etym.
Forsch. 1, 272, for ,^=^,
cf.?, .?..)^, , , Aesyme, a city in

Thrace ; adv, from Ae-
syme, II. 8, 304.,,.-, {) to give

each his due, : hence in

gen. to rule, c. gen.,, Eur.
Med. 19. Hence, , ,{)
rule ; esp. an elective monarchy, Arist.

Pol._,, (5,=sq., cf. -.', ov, ,() a

regulator ofgames, chosen by the peo-
ple, ^Wo-e or umpire, Od. 8, 258.—II.

a ruler, esp. one chosen by the peo-
ple, an elective prince, Arist. Pol. 3,

14, 8 : an oflicer invested with su-

preme power for a period, like the

Koinan Dictator, Dion. Hal., v. Diet.

Antiqq. s. v. : in gen. an overseer, man-
ager, Theocr. 25, 48., ,,=,
Diog. L.,, , fem. from al-^.̂, ov, , Aesymnus, masc.
pr. n. 11. 11, 303., ov, v.., ov, , Aeschiniades,

masc. pr. n. Ar. Pac. 1154., ov, , Aeschines, an Ere-
trian, Hdt. 6, 100.—2. a pupil of So-
crates, Plat., etc.—3. a celebrated

Athenian orator, the rival of Demos-
thenes.—Many others of this name
in Xen., Ar., Strab., etc., pv, gen., comp., and, , ov, superl. of,
but formed from, Hom.,, , shame, disgrace, a

reproach, Hom., who often has it in

plur.—II. ugliness or deformity, whe-
ther of mind or body. Plat., Xen.
Cyr. 2, 2, 29 : a disgrace, infamy.
Plat. (Root -, as in.),() to disgrace, dub.,

V. Memeke Eupol. Hel. 7.^, ov, , Aeschreas, an
Athenian, Hdt. 8, 11.^, ;,
ov ; and, ov, lengthd.

forms, for., etc.^, , , Aeschre, fem. pr. n.,

Callim.^,, , Aeschreis, daugh-
ter of Thespius, Apollod., ov, gen. , (-) shameful, base, in Anth. al.

: but Pors. Phoen. 1622
reacts.^, , , Aeschrion, a

poet ot Samos, Anth.—2. a physi-

cian, instructor of Galen, Gal.—Oth-
ers of this name in Dem., Diog. L.,

etc.^, , , (?.), or-, Aeschrione, a tribe of the
Samians, Hdt. 3, 26.3, ov, (, )
living filthily. Or. Sib., to use foul language,

Ephipp. Phil. 3 : from, , (, )
foul-mouthed.,(, *) .., , ,(-) sordid lore of gain, covetousness,

Sojih. Ant. 1050,"Plat., etc., , to be-, Hyperid. ap. Poll. 3, 113.

, , (, -) sordidly greedy of gam, Plautus'
turpilucricupidus, first in Hdt. 1, 187.
Adv. -, for the sake of sordid gain,
N. T. 1 Pet. 5, 2., , ,=^-, Diphil. ap. Stob. p. 126, 15./,—, Plat.,

and7., , , foul language,
Xen. Lac. 5, 6 : abuse, ,
Polyb. 8, 13, 8 : from, ov,(, ?.)
foul-mouthed., , , , (,) giving, fostering, forming base
designs, Aesch. Ag. 222.', ,(,)^=7, Hipp.^~,,(,)
allowing impurities, Phil., , to act shamefully
Ath. — II. act. degrade, dishonour,
Hipp., and, , r/r fellatio: from, ,(,)
acting shamefully, base, Eur. Med.
1340 : esp. fellator. Macho ap. Ath.
582 D., ,(,-)= : hence, , , =-., , (,) of hideous countenance., =,
Incert. ap. Stob. p. 291, 13.), , ,^-, late word : from, ov, gen., (-,, ()])^'-)'., , , also , , Anth.,() in Hom. causing shame, dis-

gracing, esp. , abusive
words, so , II. 23,
473.—II. opp. to:— 1. ugly,

ill-favoured, freq. in Hdt. : but usu.

—

2. in moral sense, shatneful, disgrace-

fid, base, infamous, II. 2, 298, freq. in
Att. : the Socratics and Stoics spoke
of TO ?. , Lat.
honestinn et tvrpe, virtue and vice ; kv) , to regard a thing
as disgraceful, Eur. Hec. 806 ; unfa-
vourable, , Dem. de
Cor. 287 ; , awkuard
at anything, Xen. Mem. 3, 8, 7. In-

stead of the regular comjar. and
superl.,,
Horn., Hdt., and Att. usu. nave -,. Adv. -. Hence\, , n,=sq., and,,, ugliness : shame,

infamy. Plat. Gorg. 525 A., , contr. for-, to act obscenely, Diog. L., , , contr. for-, disgraceful conduct, Xen.
Lac. 5, 6 ; obscenity, Eur. Bacch.
1060: from, , contr. for -, doing disgraceful things

:

obscene, Gal.?., ov, , (strictly patron,

of) Aeschylides, masc. pr.

n., Lys. 415 .

iv/.., , Aeschylis,asmg'h.•

ter of Thales, Callim.

^/., ov, , Aeschylus, son of
Euphorion, the celebrated Athenian
tragic poet, Hdt. 2, 150.—Others of

the name m Ath., Paus., etc., , , () shame
done one, disgrace, dishonour, -
XVVfjV, it leads to disgrace, Hdt.
1, 10, also , entails dis-

grace, Eur. Andr. 214, etc.—2. esp., a dishonouring, vialaiian
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of women, Lat. stupratio, Plat., and
Oratt.— II. sha?ne ibr an ill deed, Lat.

piuJor : hence in gen. sAnmc, the sense

of shame, modesty, personified, Aesch.
Theb. 109 ;

' or -
'] , to be ashamed of a
thing, Eur. : but also, Soph. El. 20:. ,
Plat., , Dem.—III. in late

authors, =a/(5oioy. [v]

iAv)/v and /'/,
for /'/, from., , y, a Ivind of Mi-
mosa or sensitive plant, Plin., adv. part. pres. mid.

from, with sliamc, Dion. H., verb. adj. from -, one must be asharned, Xen.
t;yr._ 4, 2, 19., , , hashfalness,

Plut. : from, ,, bashful, modest.

Plat. 160 ; , bash-

fubtcss, Plat. 158 C. — II. that of
which on£ ought to be ashamed, shame-

ful, Arist. 2, 6, 27. Adv.-. Plat.

665 E., 7/, , a dishonourer,

esp. seducer, Aesch. Cho. 990., ,,^=,
Plat. Gorg. 487 . (It is disputed
which is the more Att. form, v. Piers.

Moer. p. 28.)iArv, , , v. 1. for -, Arist. Rhet., , , verb. adj. from
sq., shameful, Pseudo-Phocyl. 170., f. -, perf. 7,
Dio Cass., /, Drac, ()
to make ugly, disfigure, ill-use,-, II. 18, 21,, II. 18, 27 ; so, II. 18, ISO : rare

in prose,. , to give the

horse a bad form, Xen. Eq. 1, 12.

—

11. to shame, disgrace, dishonour, bring

to shame, IL 23, 571, freq. in Att.,

e. g..,, Aesch.

:

esp. to dishonour a woman, Eur. El.

44, etc.—B. Mid., f.-, or more ireq.-
;
perf.]. : to be ashamed,

feel shame,' absol. Od. 7, 305 : but
more freq. to be ashamed at a thing,

c. ace. rei, , Od. 21,

323, and freq. in Att., also tlvl, Ar.

Nub. 979, etc., tlvl, Isocr. 87 A,
L• tlvl, Thuc. 2, 43 : also c. ace.

pers. to fed shame before one, Plat.,

etc.: c. part, to be ashained at doing a
thing (which however one is doing),

Soph. Ant. 510: but c. inf to be

ashamed to do a thing, (and therefore

not to do it), Hdt. 1, 82, Aesch. Ag.
85G : or //• ... , to be

ashamed that . . . , Plat., cf. Kiihner
Gr. Gr. ) 771, 7, also. . . . ,

Plat. Theaet. 183 . Hence,, , a disgraceful

act, LaX.
fAtv,, (ace. to Choer. in B.

A. also), , Aeson, son of Cre-
theus and Tyro, king of lolcos and
father of Jason, Od. 11, 259.-2. an
Argive, Thuc. 5, 40.—3. a river in

Macedonia, Plut.Aem. 16.—4.,, or, , a city of Mag-
nesia : adj., a, ov, and fern., . Rh., ov,(',-) made by Aesop, Quintil.

iAl~oc, , , Aesop, the cele-

brated fabulist, Hdt. 2, 134 ; adj. Ai-,,.—2.

a tragic actor in. Cicero's time, Plut.
Cic. 5.', f. -, perf.

;

impf in Hdt. without augm.:
to ask, beg, absol, Od. 18, 49, but usu.
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c. ace. rei, to ask, crave, demand some-
thing, Horn. ; ., to beg one^s

departure, i. e. leave to depart, Od.
10, 17 : c. ace. pers. to ask a person,

hence freq. c. dupl. ace. to ask a per-

son for a thing, II. 22, 295, Od. 2,

387, and freq. in prose, but
TLVL TL, to implore something for One

;

also. tl , Theogn. 556,. Plat., and Xen. : c. inf.

to ask one to do, Od. 3, 173,, Eur. Hec. 40, etc. — B.

Mid. to ask for one^s self, for one's

own use or purpose, to claim, and so
oft. almost act., and with the same
construct., first in Hdt. 1, 90 ; 9, 34

;

hence also to borrow, Menand. p. 165,

Thuc. G, 40 ; ,
to begfor one, Lys. 141, 35.—C. Pass.
to have a thing begged of one,-

TL, Thuc. 2, 97, etc. : also c. inf.

Pind. I. 8 (7), 10. Hence,, , that ivhich is ask-

ed, a request, demand, Dion. H. ; as

mathemat. term, a postulate, Arist.

Rhet. Hence, , (,)
like a postulate, Plut., Aeol. for, Pind., , , a beggar, usu.-.', ov, , Dor., a beloved

youth, Ar. Fr. 576, Theocr. 12; 14

:

Thessalian word, cf.?. [],, , request, demand,
Hdt. 7, 32, etc., verb. adj. from,
one must ask, Xen. de Mag. Eq. 5, 11., , , one that asks, a peti-

tioner, Dio C., rj, , fond of asking,, Arist. Eth. N. Adv. -,
hence. , Diog. L., , , verb. adj. from -, asked for, begged. Soph. O. T. 384., , , a cause, origin, ground,

first in Pind., and Hdt. : hence the

subject for a poem, Pind. N. 7, 16;
and at, the elements, Diog. L. :

in gen. occasion, , to

give occasion, Luc.—II. esp. the occa-

sion of something bad, and SO fault,

guilt, laid to one's charge, and so in

gen. a charge, accusation, Lat. crimen,

Hdt., etc., but in Thuc. 1, 69, reproof,

remonstrance of a friend, opp. to-.—Phrases: , Lat.

crimen habere, to be accused,, of

a thing, Hdt. 5, 70 ; also c. inf, Ar.

V'esp. 506 ; foil, by wf . . . c. indie,

Plat. Apol. 38 C, c. part., Id. Phaedr.
249 ; , by some one,

Aesch. Eurn. 99 : reversely,

, Hdt. 5, 70, 71 : but more
freq. in Att., or -

: also , to lie

under a charge, Xen., also,
Aeschin.,, Thuc:, or, . Plat.,

and Oratt.—Opp. to these are -, Hdt. 5, 106, or-, to hold one guilty, accuse. Hdt.
8, 99, also ' , Thuc.

;

and '. Erf Soph. .
. 655 : ,
to impute the fault to one, Hdt. 1 , 26,

also,,-, etc., freq. in Att. :

Tivii , to acquit one of
guilt, Oratt.—Hence like Lat.
causa, a ground of accusation, prosecu-

tion, c. gen. rei : but also in good
sense, and-

TLVL, /.-, Heind. Plat. Gorg. 503 , cf -,?/-~&.,
like Lat. abl. causa, for t/ie sake of.

AITI

c. gen., Thuc. 4, 87.—III. the head or
category under which a thing comes,
Dem. 15, 7. Hence, as pass., to be charged
or accused, Xen. Hell. 1, 6, 5 : the
act. is not found.,, , a charge, accusa-
tion, guilt imputed, Aesch. Pr. 194,
and Eur.,, f. -, dep.
mid., to give as the cause or occasion,

Plat. : esp. of a fault, hence to

charge, accuse, blame, , Horn.,
who has it only in bad signf : usu.. , to accuse of a thing

;

also c. ace. rei, but hardly except
when a neut. pron. as stands
for the subst., e. g. Ar. Ach. 514,

Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 39: also c. inf.,.
Tiva, to accuse one of doing,

Hdt. 5, 27 ; foil, by . . . or . .
.

,

Thuc. 1, 120, Xen. An. 3, 1, 7 ; .
Tiva , Xen. Hell. 1 , 7, 6

:

. TL , to bring a charge

against one, Antipho 144, 32.—II. as

pass, to be accused, in aor.,
Thuc. 6, 53, perf ], id. 3, 61,

fut./, Dio C. [a in fut.

and other deriv. tenses.] Hence,, , a complaint, accu-

sation, Antipho : and, verb. adj. from-, one must accuse, one must attri-

bute, Plat., , ,() be-

longing to accusation.—II.,
, sc., casiis accusativus. Adv.
-, in the accusative., , , verb. adj. from -, caused, effected, Lat. causa-

tus ; TO ., the effect, Arist. Org.,

cf.., -, () to ask, beg,

c. ace. rei, Od. 17, 222, 558 : c. ace.

pers. to beg, solicit, Od. 17, 346 : also

absol., Od. 17, 228, etc., ,[) to iii-

quire into and assign the cause, Plut.

:

also as dep. mid.,.
Hence, verb. adj. one must
investigate causes, Diog. L., , , a giving the

cause, the cause or proof itself, Strab.', ,, ready at giving

the catisc, Strab. : as subst., -, or

TO —, readiness at giving it. Gal.

Adv. -., ov,(,) giv-

ing the cause., ov, TO, strictly neut. from, like, a cause. Plat. ; in

M. Anton. for7n without matter., , lov, more rarely, lov,

Ar. Plut. 547, causing, occasioning, but
in Horn, always in bad sense, causing

ill, bearing the blame, guilty, reprehen-

sible ; in good sense, Pind. P. 5, 33,

etc. : , the author, originator,

Thuc. 3, 22, etc., but more usu. the

accused, defendant, culprit, Lat. reus,

Aesch. Ch. 68, etc. ; oi, they who have sinned against

my fa/her, lb. 273.—Construct, usu. c.

gen. rei, also , being

the cause of a thing to a person, Isocr.

179 C : also c. inf., with and without

the art. , Hdt. 2, 20,26; 3, 12,

etc., cf Schiif Mel. p. 23 ; Heind.

Plat. Crat. 416 C ; Gorg. 452 D : -
. . . , Plat.—Comi)ar., superl., Thuc.

1, 74 : 4, 20.', and, , fern, to,
Alc._, ,(,) like the

cause, of the cause,., Clein. Al,

—II. causal, original : hence •



AIXM, form withoiU matter, opp. to, . Anton., cf..,, alov, of or belonging

to Aetna, Aesch. Pr. 305 ; Zei'f kirv.,

because worshipped there, Pind. 01.

6, 162; of a horse, in Soph. O. C.

312, ace. to some, fiery, ace. to

others, huge, but rather, Aetnean, Si-

cilian (for the Sicihan horses were a

famous breed) ; so jestingly of the

beetle, Ar. Pac. 73, ubi Schol. et Ar.

Ach. 347 ; cf. Plaut. Mil. 4, 2, 73.—
II., , a sea-fish, Opp.,, (Dor. Alrva) ij, Aetna, the

famous volcano of Sicily, Pind. P. 1,

38.-2. a city on the southern de-

clivity of Mt. Aetna, Pind. N. 9, 3.—
3. a shepherdess, Theocr. 9, 15., for, barbarism in

Ar. Thesm. 1001.

f, , , Aetolia, a country
of Greece lying east of Acarnania
Soph. EI. 701; hence adj.,
, , AetoUan, Thuc. 4, 30.\7, on, , coUat. form of, an AetoUan, II. 4, 399 : as

adj. AetoUan, Arist., Pans.
-'•,, , fem. to foreg., as

Air., AetoUa, Hdt. 6, 127 ; Air.

yrj, Eur. Phoen. 982.\/, ov, a, an AetoUan, II. 2,

638 ; also as adj. AetoUan, Pmd. 01.

3, 22.—The Aetolians were said to

derive their name from—2. Aetolus,

son of Endymion, king of Ells, who,
when banished, settled on the Ache-
lous, Apollod. 1, 7, 6, Pans., ?i(!i\'.,= aibvu,, on a

sudden, Eur. I. A. 1581., ov, unforeseen, sudden,

quick, Aesch. Pr. GSO, Thuc. 2, 61.

Adv.-, Id. 2, 53, also-, Plut.\-,, ,{,)
Aechmagoras, a son of Hercules,
Paus.,{.-,() to throw

th0 or spear, ,
II. 4, 324 ; to fight with the spear,

Aesch. Pers. 756 ;

TLVL, to arm the hand against one,

Soph. Aj. 97, cf. Soph. Trach. 355,

ubi al./.?. ,, ,{,)
beinu prisoner of war, captivity, Diod.

20, 61'; N. T. Ephes. 4, 8.—II. a body

of captives, Diod. 17, 70.), f. -, to make
prisoner of war, to lead captive, Is. T.
Ephes. 4, 8.), =foreg., Diod. 14, 37., , , befitting a
prisoner, Eur. Tro. 871., , , a captive.

Soph., and Eur. : also as pecul. fem., e. g., Soph. Aj. 71.,<1?, , ,{-) captivity., ov, (,-) taken by the spear, or in ivar, first

in Hdt. 9, 70 : ?, prison-

ers of war, Thuc. 3, 70 : tu-, booty, Xen. :'-,,, to take prisoner,

Eur., and Xen.,., to

be taken prisoner, Xen.—11.=•, ., the couch of a

captive, Aesch. Theb. 364 ; cf.-. [],/i^) . )• the point of a spear,,, Horn. : also any point,

e. g.,, Opp.—II.

hence a spear, freq. in Hom., also in

Hdt., and Trag., but rare in Att.

prose, in as Xen. Cyr. 4, 6, 4 : also a

dart, javelin., arrow, Aesch. Pers. 239 :

on Soph. Tr. 884 v. Herm. : a sceptre,

Aesch. Pr. 405, 925.-2. a body of
apear-bearcrs, like, Pind. P. 8,

58, Eur. Heracl. 276.—3. ivar, battle,

Hdt. 5, 94 : , battle with

wild beasts, Eur. H. F. 158 ; esp. in

compds., as,,
etc., like.—4. in Aesch. Ag.
483, Cho. 625, or

seems to be a woman^s spirit,

or (ace. to others) authority, rule, cf.

supr. II. 1, fin. (Akin to, as

to, Donalds. N. Crat.

224 : also perh. to, .),, , armed with the

spear,'Aesch. Pers. 136., , Ep. coUat. form for, II. 5, 197. [],, 6,=^7), Opp.
C. 3, 211. Hence7], ,, warlike, Lye., ov, , () spear-

man, warrior, esp. as opp. to archers,

oft. in II.—II. in Pind. as adj., ivarlike,

brave ; seldom in prose, Piut. Rom.
2. Fem.,., ov,(,) hound
in war,^. Soph. Fr. 41., ov,(,) who
trails a pike, spear-bearing ; , a spear-

man : freq. in Hdt., used esp. of body-
guards.=(5opL'0opof, 1, 8 ; 7, 40.", adv., quick, with speed, forth-

with, on a sudden, oft. in Horn., who
also joins ahpa, and- ', straight thereupon : rare in

other poets, and never in prose.(,, : hence •-,, q. v.), ov,(, -) suift-speeding, epith. of Bo-
reas, Hes. Th. 379., , ,() quick, spee-

dy, sudden, , sati-

ety in grief comes soon, Od. 4, 103 :/. , he dismissed

the assembly, so tliat it quickly broke

up, i. e. suddenly dismissed it, II. 19,

276, Od. 2, 257 : so 7^, Od. 8, 38 : not Att. ; cf. 7mi-., used only in pres. and impf

:

to perceive, become atvare of, esp. to

hear, but also to see, Od. 18, 11, Soph.
O. C. 182 : also of mental perception,

to observe, know, 11. 10, 1S9, 160. Con-
struct. ; always c. gen. pers. : and
usu. c. gen. rei, but also c. ace. rei, as

II. 10, 532: and so usu. in Pind.,

and Trag. Only poet., and mostly
Ep. and Lyr. [- mostly in Hom.,
but a, sometimes in arsis, as II. 10,

532 ; (it- in Pind, and Trag., v. Seidl.

Eur. Tro. 156, Ellendt Lex. Soph.

:

rarely, Hejne 11. 15, 252, Spohn
Hes. Op. 215.],=*, to breathe, found
only once in the impf, uiov
i/Top, I breathed out mi/ life, II. 15, 252,

like , 1120, 403: others

refer it to the foreg. ; translating, /
knew it in my heart, Spitzn. ad I. [a]

tAt<j, poet, for, v..', , /. Dor. for ,
Pind. and Aesch. [],, , also . Ion., Ep.,
and Eur. Phoen. 1484 ; ace. apocop., Aesch. Fr. 413 :

—

a space or pe-

riod of time, esp. a lifetime, life, Lat.
aevum, Horn., who joins, and so freq. in Hdt., and Att.,, II. 19, 27,, Od.
5, 160, , II. 5, 685,-, Hdt. 1, 32, etc.,-, Eur. Phil. 14: also
one''s ti?ne of life, age : the age of man,', young in age, II. 24,
725 :

' ', for one's life long,

Aesch. Ag. 554 : an age, generation,

Aesch. Theb. 744 : also one's lot in

life, Soph.» Eur. And. 1215.— 2.

lo7ig space of time, eternity, like Lat.
aevum, , forever, Plat. Tim.
38 C ; , hycur.
162, 24: and in plur. oiJ, unto ages of ages, for
ever and ever, N. T. Gal. 1, 5.—3. la-

ter, a space of time clearly defined and
marked out, an era, age, period of a
dispensation : 6 , this pre-
sent life, this world, N. T. Luc. 16, 8,

opposed ^to ?. or -. Marc. 10, 30 ; the world,

Hebr. 1, 2.— II. the marrow, spinal

marrow, H. Hom. Merc. 42, Ruimk.
Ep. Cr. 29. Hence, ov, also,, Plat. Tim.
38 B, lasting, eternal, e. g.. Plat.,

N. T. ; 6eai=Lat. hidi saecu-

lares, Herodian 3, 8, 18. Adv. -., ov, (,) immor-
tal, Inscr. Rosett., ov, (', )
parent of eternity, Synes., , (',) re-

joicing in eternity, Clem. Al., , ,() a machine for
suspending bodies, a swinging-basket,

bed, or mat, hammock, Plut. : a chariot

on springs. Plat. : a swing, v. Millin-

gen uned. anc. Monum. 1, 77, pi. 30.

—II. a flying, being suspended Or hov-

ering in the air, oscillation. Plat.

Phaed. Ill E. (v Buttm. Lexil. v.

27, p. 136.)', , f.- (from,
Buttm. Lexil. p. 136,) to lift up, raise,

rear, , of the eagle
raising his back, Pind. P. 1, 17: <o

hang up, let hang, and so to wave, or
set waving, Hipp. More freq. pass., c. fut. mid. to be raised on
high, Eur. Hec. 32, to be suspended, to

hang, Hdt. 7, 92 : to vibrate. Plat.

Phaed. 112 : in gen. to wave or

float in air, hover or flit about, of the
iiair, Asius Fr. 2, of a dream, Soph.
El. 1390 : to be tossed about on the open
sea, to be out at sea, Plut. Alcib. 28.

—

—2. metaph. to be in suspense, Lat.

suspensus esse, ,
to hang in doubt, to be involved, Thuc.
7, 77 : but. , to depend

a person, Lat. pendere ab aliquo.

Plat. Menex. 248 A ; also to be in a

state of high excitement,

/MV, to play for a high

stake. Hut. 8, 100 ;. ,
Xen. Cyn. 4, 4., , , that which is

hung up or hovers, Lyc.—II.=:sq., a
being hung up, liovering, Eur. Or. 984,
suspense.—2. hanging, -, the noose of death. Id. Hel. 353., , , a hovering : sus-

pense, Plat. Tun. 89 A.?/, ov, hanging, hovering,

Mel.^ 77.

Aiijpt'f(j,=the more usu.." or, .,=,
softly, gently. Pind. P. 4, 277 : v.•, ,, , cf. Buttm.
Lexil. v.., , . Academic,
Platonic, Cic. Att. 13, 12, Plut., Luc.
From

' and, , ,
the Academy, a gymnasium in the
suburbs of Athens (so named from
the hero Academus), where Plato
taught ; hence the Platonic school
of philosophers were called Academ-
ics, oi '. ['-, Herm. Ar. Nub. 1003, Buttm.
Ausf Gr. p. 37, 38, n., so that it

should be, or at least

/'/.'], ,,=^, Plut.
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AKAK6?, ov, , Academus, an

Athenian hero, from whom the Acad-

emy derived its name, Theogn. 987., obsol, pres., whence the

part,, q. v., , ( priv.,) unburnt., {a priv.,)
not to be -put down, Philo., , /, ()
want of cleansing, Hipp. : unclcanncss,

filth, Plat.: also moral foulness, filthy

vice, impurity, Dera., N. T. Rom. 6,

19, etc.', , /, dub I. for

foreg., N. T. Apoc. 17, 4.', ov, (a priv.,)
uncleaned, Hipp. : undean, filthy, in

body or mind. Plat., and Xen. : un-

purified, unatoned. Soph. O. T. 256.

—

II. act. not fit for cleansing, Aretae.

Adv. -.,—, I do not

occupy or fill, Sext. Emp.', ov, (a priv.,)
ungovernable, Pseudo-Phocyl. 180.

Adv.-.', , ,=-,, thorn,

frick, goad, Lat. stimulus,. Rh.

—

I. a ten-foot rod used in land survey-

ing. Lat. acnua, aciia, Schneid. Ind.

Script. R. R. [a], dep. to behave %msea-

sonably, Philo., opp. to, to be, be without an opportunity.

Died., , , an unseasonable

time. Plat., etc.—11. opp. to,
want of opportunity, a bad situation,

Dam. 16, 4 : also ivant of time, Plut.

—III. the character of an,
want of tact, importunity. Plat. Symp.
182 A, Theophr, Char. 12., , ov, ( priv.,-,) ill-timed, unseasonable,

hence proverb., trr'-
), Lat. quicquid in

baccamvenerit, tvhatever chanced to come

uppermost, Schif. Dion. Comp. 12., ov, poet, for,
Welck. Syll. Ep. 54., ov, ,(,)
an unseasonable braider, Eccl., , to talk unseason-

ably ; and

f, , , unseasonable

talking. From\', ov,(, /)
talking laiseasonably, Philo., ov, (a priv.,) ill-

timed, unseasonable, Aesch. Pr. 103G,

etc. : , Lat. operam

perdere, to bestotu labour in vain, un-

profitably, Theogn. 915: importunate,

troublesome, Lat. molestus or ineptus,

Theophr. Char. 12 : ill-suited to do a

thing, c. inf., Xen.—IL nof observing

due bounds, excessive,, Eur. I. . 419. Adv. -,
Hipp.

or?,, ,
the seed of an Aegyptian shrub, Diosc.

—II. as pr. n. Acacallis, daughter of

Minos, Ap. Rh. 4, 1490.—2. a nymph,
Pans., ov, (a priv.,-) not in ill repute., ov, , only in Aesch.

Pers. 852, poet, for, guileless,

Lat. innocuus., ov, , Acacesium, a

city of Arcadia, Pans., ov, , cpith. of Mercu-

ry in Arcadia, from tho city Acacesi-

um; or rather=sq., Call. Dian. 143., Ep. for, II. 16,

185, Od. 24, 10, epith. of Mercury

:

in Hes. Theog. 614, of Prometheus,
46

AKAM
^=, guileless, gracious, like-,,.', ov, , v. foreg., , , () an Aegyptian
tree, the thorny acacia, elsewh.-, Diosc., , , () guileless-

ness, innocence, Dem. 1372, 23., , (a priv.,)
guileless., ov, (a priv.,) un-

knowing of ill, guileless, Aesch. Pers.

604, and Plat. : esp. without ihalice,

Lat. non malus,, Ruhnk. Tim.,
Schiif Greg. 342. Adv.-, cf. (/(5-.—II. as pr. n. Acacus. son of Ly-
caon, founder of Acacesium, Pans., ov, (a priv., -) uncorrupted, unhurt. Adv.
-., ov, (a priv.,)
= sq., Hierocl. Adv. -., ov, (a priv.,)
unharmed, Dio C.', ov, , Acala7idrus, a
river of Italy near Thurii. Strab., , ,-=, a

goldfinch, an epith. applied to-
in Ar. Av. 872, explained by some

in Ar. Pac. 1079 as a species of

dog.

'?.^), ov, , (,) soft-flowing, epith. of Ocean, U.

7, 422., ov, post-Hom. for/., Orph., , , a nettle, Ar. Eq.
422 : hence the sting as of a nettle,. Id. Vesp. 844.—II. a
sea-fish, Lat. urtica, which stings like

a nettle, Arist. H. A.?., ,,Acalle,=aa,
ApoUod., , gen. , (a priv.,?,) without charms, Luc, Plut.', ov, (a priv.,-) esp. , not accepted by the
gods, ill-omened, Aeschin. Adv. -., ov, (a priv.,-
?.) unadorned, Plut.,, Luc.
Pise. 12., , ,() like,
peacefid, still. Adv. -?.,', ov, ( priv.,)
uncovered, unveiled, Soph. O. T. 1427.

Adv. -.,,=. Soph.
Phil. 1327: also, ov, Diog.
L. 8, 72., ov, , son or descend-

ant of Acamns, Dem. 1398, 11.^,, (,) the At-
tic tribe yl(Y//?m7i<is, Thuc. 4, 118.., ov, ,(,) unwearied at the spear, Pind. I.

7, 13., ov, , (,
/]) unwearied in fight, Pind. P. 4,

304., ov, (5,— sq., Synes., , ,,. gen.,(,) untiring offoot,, Pind. . 3, 5 : also.,, Id. 5, ; 4, 2.
', ,(,-) -unwearied in fight, Pinn. Fr. 179,

in voc., wh. makes
it probable that the gen. would be-, Lob. Paral. J, p. 172; al-

though the analogy of
would favour

-//?;f, ov.,, , (a priv.,)
untiring, unresting,, II. 18,239,
S7rfp,Yfiof,etc..Il. 16, 176, and Pind.

—

II. as pr. n. Acomas, son of Theseufi,
Dem., Diod. Sic, etc.—2. son of
Antenor, II. 2, 823.-3. son of Asius,

II. 12, 140.—4. a leader of the Thra-

AKAN
cians, II. 2, 844.—5. a promontory of

Cyprus, Strab., Luc. Nav. 7.', ov, also , ov, Hes. Th.
747, Soph. Ant. 339, ivithout sense of
toil, hence— 1. like foreg., untiring,

unresting, in Horn, always epith. of
filre : .,, Aesch., etc.:

)yi, Soj)h. 1. c, earth tliat never rests

from tillage, or that never tires of
yielding fruits, i. e. inexhaustible.—2.

not tired OX weary, Hipp.— II. act. not

tiring, Aretae. Adv.-, also-. Soph. El. 164. [Ep.,
cf. a sub fin.], ov, (a priv.,

for) without winking., ,=, Orph.
Hence, , 7),=, Hipp., , ,,, gen.,(,) withunbend-
ing fret or legs, Nonn.', ov, (a priv.,)
unbent, stiff. Plat. : without curve,

straight,, Hipp.—II. unbending,

inexorable, Pind., and Aesch. :, firmness, steadfastness,

Plut. Hence, , , inflexibility, Arist.

Gen. An.,,,( thorn,prickle,

Theocr. 7, 1 40 : hence— 1 . a prickly

plant, thistle, or perh. the same as, Od. 5, 328 : also a thorny
tree, prob. a kind of acacia, found in

Aegypt, Hdt. 2, 96 ; several kinds are
nientioned by Theophr. :—proverb.,

oi) , 7io thistles, i. e. no-
thing useless, Ar. Fr. 407.—2. the

prickles or spines of the porcupine,
etc., Arist. H. A.—3. the pointed bortes

of the back, and so the back-bone or
spine itself, esp. of fish, Hdt. 2, 75,

cf 4, 72 ; also of serpents, Theocr.
24, 32.—4. metaph. -, Cicero's spinae disserendi,

thorny questions, knotty points, .
Anth. 2, 2, p. 123.,, , a thorny brake,

Lat. dumctum ; late., , , ()
thorny, prickly. Nic Th. 638., , , () with

spines, Arist. II. A. 9, 37, 16., ov, ,() a prickly

thing, and so— 1. a kind oi fish, perh.

the sqttalus acanthias, Linn., Arist. H.
A.—2. a kind of cicada, Ael.—3. a
prickly asparagus., ,,() thorny,

Theophr., , ov, thorny, of thorns,, . . Marc. 15, 17.— II. of
the tree ', Hdt. 2, 96.— III. of
the down of thistles, Strab.', ov, , dim. from-, Arist. H. A.—II. a kind of thistle,

Lat. onopordum acanthium, Diosc.,, , a thistle-finch, gold-

finch, Arist. II. .—II. a plant like', Diosc.— III. as fern, adj.,

prickly, Anth., , , a hedgehog,

porcupine, Galen., ov, , fem.-,, , (,) going on

thorns, Leon. Tar. 65: metaph=-. Anth. [], ov,(,)
shooting thorns, pricking, ', Nic.

—II. -, a surgical instrument for
extracting bones., ov,(,)
gathering thorns : esp. metaph. 01

quibbling arguers, Anth. cf 4.,,(,)
prickle-backed.,, , ,(,



^) scratched with thorns Or

sharp bones, ., name of a

play of Sophocles.', ov, , Lat. acanthus,

bear's-breech, a plant much used in

works of art, esp. Corinth, capitals,

with the epith., Lat. mollis,

flexiis, Theocr. 1, 55 : also,
Voss Virg. Eel. 3, 45.—II. a prickly

Aegyptian tree, also, Voss
Virg. Georg. 2, 119. More rarely

UK; Schol. Nic. Thar. 645. (Passow
suggests a deriv. from and,
thorn-flower.)

\-"<, ov, , Acanthus, masc.
pr. n. Thuc. 5, 19.—2. , a city of

Chalcidice, on the Strymonian gulf,

Hdt. G, 44 ; , Hdt. 7, 116.

—3. a city of Aegypt with a temple

of Osiris, Strab. ;',
Diod. Sic. 1, 97 : hence -., , gen.,{-,) crowned with thorns ; a

fish, prickle-backed, Arist. ap. Ath.

319 C., ov, (, -) eating thor?is, Arist. H. A. [a], to bear thorns • from, ov, {,)
bearing thorns or thistles, Nonn., {, ) to

bear thorns or thistles, Diosc.'?, ov,{,-) prickly-leaved., , ,{,-) porcupine ; or a hedgehog.,{) to make prickly
,

Theophr., in pass.,, , Arist. . .
;

dim. from.], , gen.,{,) full of thorns, thorny, Hdt. 1,

126: metaph. ., Strab.— 2.

prickly, Arist. H. A. : ., sharp

speeches, Luc. D. Mort. 10, 8.',,,=.,, , Acanias, a harbour
of Rhodes, Arist.,{) to bear or be like, Theophr., like the, Theophr.,,, dnn. from., ,,= : hence

—

. kind of thistle, Theophr.— III.

the prickly head of some fruits, like

the pine-apple ; v. Schneid. Ind.

Theophr.-?, ov, {a priv.,-,) free from the tricks of trade,

sincere, Synes.'7, ov,= foreg. : , a

life without guile, Strab., ov, {a priv.,,)
unsmoked :, honey taken with-
out smoking the bees, Strab., ov, {a priv.,)
without s?noke, free from it, ,
Hipp.— II. 7iot smoking, making no
smoke, , Theophr. : -, an ojfering thoush no burnt offering,

such as a poem, Jac. Anth. 2, 1, p.

96 ; , to live without a

hearth of one's own, i. e. at others' ex-

pense, Ath. 8 E.—III.= foreg., Plin., ov, {a priv.,)
free from vapour, Eur. Ph;let. 2, 54., ov, {a priv..)
wanting the heart, Phit. Caes. 63 :

metaph. heartless ; iveak, Lat. excors,

Galen.—II. of wood, u'ithout heart or
pith, and so solid, Theophr., adv., v./., ov, {a priv.,)
headless, Anth., , {a priv.,) strict-

ly of hair, too short to he cut, hence in

geil. short, small, tiny, most usu. of

AKAT
time, hence— 1., a moment,, Ar. Plut. 244 ; also, Diod., and -, Luc. Asin. 37 : err', for n

moment, Aretae. : ,
sc., having umiled a moment,
Ar. Nub. 496 ; and, Alciphr.

:

but—2. also, a morsel, Ar.

Vesp. 701, and oft. with negat.,', not even a morsel, not a bit, Ar.

Vesp. 541, etc. : nap', within a

hair's breadth, very nearly. Plat. A.t.

366 C—II. TO, the ring of the

little finger. Poll.', TO, a mite, or maggot in

cheese, etc., also in the skin of ani-

mals, Arist. H. A.', , , {)
short, small, tiny,, Dem. 1292,

2 : also of time, Dion. H., , , a kind of thistle,

Theophr.',, , Acarnan, son of

Alcmaeon and Calhrrhoe, progenitor

of the Acarnanians, Thuc. 2, 102.— 2.

an Acarnanian, Hdt. 1, 62; 7, 221;
fem..
V, , , Acarnania, a
country of Greece, between Epirus
and Aetolia, Hdt. 2, 10.

V, , , Acarnanian,
Thuc. 2, 102

;
sc.-, Acarnania, Strab.

', to he, or barren,

Theophr. Hence, , , unfruitfulness,

Aesch. Eum. 801., ov, {a priv.,)=^, where nothing is to be

reaped, unfruitful, of the sea, like, Eur. Phoen. 210., ov, {a priv.,)
withoutfruit, barren, Eur., etc., c. gen.,

., Paus.—II. metaph.
fruitless, unprofitable,, Bacchyl.
18.—III. act. "in Aesch. Eum. 912.

making barren, blasting. Adv. -^
Soph., ov, {a priv.,)
not made fruitful, without fruit, The-
ophr. : metaph., -, a fruitless victory. Soph. Aj. 176
ubi Herm. : ., an unful-

filled oracle, Aesch. Eum. 714., ov, {a priv.,-) insupportable, Plut.", ov, {a priv.,) un-

shorn, uncut, Ath. 211 E., , {a priv.,) not

dried or withered, Nic.,., ge7itly, Cratin.Nom.
5, cf,. Hence,,, geritle,-, Aesch. Ag. 741., , , Acaste, a daughter
of Oceanus, . Hom. Cer. 421., , , Acastus, son of

Pelias king of lolcos, Pind. N. 4, 93.

—2. king of Dulichium, Od. 14, 336., ov, {a priv.,-) uncontrolled., ov, {a priv.,-
/.) not to be thrown down, irrefra-

gable,, Ar. Nub. 1229., ov, {a priv.,-) unproclaimed, ,
Dion H., ov, {a priv.,-) not to be condemned, blame-

less, N. T. Tit. 2, 8. Adv. ~., ov, {a priv., -) unconquerable, Diod., ov, {a priv.,-) not condemned., ov, {a priv.,-) asninst one's Xfish, disagreea-

ble, post- Horn, for, Arte-
mid. Iv]

AKAT, ov, {a priv.,') not to be accused, Joseph.,, {a priv.,•') uncovered, Polyb. ; stripped

of coveritig. [--], op, {a priv.,•) that cannot be broken., ov, {a priv,,-) unadorned, unarrangrd, Plut.
', ov, {a priv.,-) not condemned, N. T. Act. 16,

37. Adv. -., ov, {a priv.,-) not to be broken, Aiist. Meteor.?^, , , dub. for?. II., ov, ( priv.,-?) i7icessant, Epict.—II. acatalec•

tic, in prosody, Hephaest. Adv.-.,^^?, not
to understand, Sext. Emp., ov, {a priv.,-) not seized or touchrd, Arist.

Probl. : not held fast, M. Anton.—II.

not to be seized or conquered, Joseph. :

metaph. incomprehensible, Cic. Acad.
2, 9, 18 ; Plut. Adv. -. Hence'?, , , incomprehensi-

bleness : hence the Academic tenet,

that " nothing can be comprehend-
ed," Cic. Att. 13, 19, 3.'?, ov, {a priv,,-?) irreconcilable, Zaleuc. ap.

Stob. p. 280, 12. Adv.-,.
or , Polyb. 12, 7, 5., ov, ( priv.,,) not fitting together, hetero-

geneous, Arist. Mund., ov, {a priv.,)
indissoluble, indestructible, Dion. H., ov, {a pnv.,-) not learnt or known, Hipp.', ov, {a priv.,) not to be subdued, uncon-

querable, Luc. Philop. 8., ov, {a priv.,-) unmeasured, immense, Strab.', ov, {a priv.,-) 7U)t to be conceived of, Luc. Phi-
lop. 13. Adv. -., ov, {a priv.,-
sf Gj) n/it polished or hewn, Bockh,
Inscr. 1,279., ov, {a priv., •) unconquerable in boxing., ov, {a priv., -) not to be set at rest, incessant,

Polyb., perpetual,, Plut. Arat.

26 : that cannot cease, c. gen. N. T. 2
Pet. 2, 14. Adv. -., ov, ( priv.,-) undaunted, Dion. H. 1, 81.

Adv. -, Diod. Hence, , , undaunted-
ness, Clem. AL, ov, (a priv.,-) not to be worn out,, Phi-
lolaus ap. Stob. Eel. 1, 420., ov, {a priv.,-) not to be swallowed, LXX. Job 20,

18., ov, (a priv.,-) unmoistened, Eccl., ov, {a priv.,•) unquenchable, Galen., ov, {a priv.,-) not to be shaken., ov, { a priv., -) unsealed; hence . -, a co?nrnission not given in wri-

ting, i. e. verbal, Hdn. 3, , 19., ov, {a priv., -) unirrought, unformed,

rough, inartificial,Vh\\os\,.,'L•'X.X.Ge.

1 , 2.—II. not admitting of high finish,

Pint. Adv. -., ov, (a priv.,-) without preparation, inartificial,
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AKAY
simpIe,O'ion.K. Thuc. 27.—U. without

re<rular establishment, without a dwell-

ing,, Diod. Adv. -, Polyb., , , a bein^-, a state of disorder, anarchy,

tumult, Polyb. 1, 70, N. T. Luc. 2 J,

9 : coiifuston, N. T. 1 Cor. 14, 33.—
II. zinstcadincss, Polyb. 7, 4, 8., , to be-, Epict. : from', ov, (a priv.,-) unstable, unsettled, Hipp. :-, Dem. 383,7: unsteady, fickle, Po-

lyb.—II. not making any deposit, thick,, Hipp. Adv.-, Isocr. 401 B.
'^, ov, (a priv.,-) without end: of Style, not

rounded, Dion. H.', ov, (a priv., .-) not to be checked or restrained,

L)iod.,Plut.Mar.44. Adv. -r(jr,Plut., ov, (a priv.,-) not pierced. Gal.', ov, (a priv.,-) not to be worn out, Polyb. 3,

89,9., ov, (a priv.,-) not to be despised, hence im-

jjortant, Lat. haud spernendus, dreaded,

Xen. Ages. 0, 8., ov, (a priv.,-) undigested,, Arist. Probl., ov, {a priv.,-) not to be touched, v. 1. Hdt. 4,

191. , ov, ( priv.,-) blameless, Eccl. Adv. -., ov, {a priv.,-) not feigned, real, Hdt. 4,

191.', ov, {a priv.,-) unwrought, rough, Longin.

:

undigested,, Arist. Part. An., y,=^, ace. to the

MSS, in Aesch. Ag. 985: cf. Klau-
Ken, not. crit. ad v. 916.'?, ov, {a priv.,-) not to be accused, blameless,

Diud. 11,40. Adv. -.
f'Aac(^, ov, a, Acatides, masc.

pr. n. Polyb.', ov, ro, dim. from,
a light boat, esp. of pirates, Lat. actu-

aria, Thuc. 4, 67.— II. the mainsail,

Xen. Hell. 0, 2, 27 ; or, ace. to oth-

ers, a light sail hoisted in fair winds,
V. Sturz. Lex. ; Schneider epimetr.

1, ad lib. 6 : a sail in gen., Luc. Jup.

Trag. 46.—III. a boat-shaped cup, like, ], Lat. cymba, Epicr.

Incert. 2.', ov, {a priv., -) unnamed, not to be named,
naineless, Epicur. ap. Plut. 2, 898 D., ov, , also 6 in Hdt. 7,

186, a light I'essel, boat, Lat. actuaria,

Theogn. 458, and Pind. : esp. a tran-

sport vessel, Hdt. 1. c. : in gen. a ship,

Eur. Hec. 446, etc. : of Charon's boat,

Anth.—II. a boat-shaped cup, Theo-
pomp. (Com.) Alth. 2 ; cf,
and Pors. Med. 139. (Klausen re-

gards and the v. 1. in

Ag. 985 as adj. with sub., from
referring to the figure of the

vessel, ad Aesch. Ag. 910.) [a/c-]', ov, (a priv.,-) not scarred over., ov, (a priv.,)
unsoled. Teles ap. Stob. p. 523, 49.•, ov,{a priv., av')with-
out stalk, Diosc. : without tail, Arist.

Part. An.
', not branded, of

horses, Strab. : v.., ov, {a pnv.,) ,-
burnt, Xen. Mem. 3, 5, 8 : incombusti-

ble, Arist. Meteor.
48

AKEP, ov,=ioTeg., Gal., , , ( priv.,-) humility, Eccl.', . for, .*.',,-,. 1 sing., 1 and 3 pi. perf. pass,

of* :, part, of same
tense.,, . fut. and
aor. 1 of *

., to trouble, grieve, Od. 16,

432. Pass, to be troubled, only in imp.,

II. 6, 486 : c. part., -, be not at all grieved at having

dud, Od. 11, 486, (from the root AX-,
cf. *, ).,,,{) point-

ed, sharpened, Hom. part, pass., a
pecul. form which implies a pres.
*.

*', V. sub *., ov, ( pnv.,) not

to be split or parted, Eccl.,. for, hence, Od. 14, 383, II. 16, 29,

where is f. 1., ov, ( a priv.,) un-

shorn, V. Nuke Choenl. p. 107.,,,^ more usu., Pind. I. 1, 8.', ov, (a priv.,)
pathless.', ov, {a priv.,)
unbidden, Trag., and Plat. Leg. 953 D.'/, ov, TO, Acellum, a later

name oi Aegithallus, Diod. S., ov, {a priv.,)
ivithout shell or husk., , , freedom from
conceit : from', ov, (a priv.,,) not vain, without conceit, M. An-
ton.^, ov, (a priv., ) not

empty, without a vacuum, Diog. L. 10,

89.', ov, (a priv.,,) shunning vain pursuits, Cic.

Fam. 15, 17, 4.', ov, (a priv.,)
needing no goad or spur, Pind. 0. 1, 33.', ov, (a priv.,)
without a sting,/, Plat. 504

;, Philo.—2. without spur, of a
cock, Clyt. ap. Ath. 655 E. — 3.

without force or energy, Longin.', ov, (a priv.,) un-
emptied, Eccl., f. -, Att. uKOvuat
(Plat. Rep. 304 C), dep. mid., {-, ) to heal, cure, c. ace. of

thing healed, as, II. 16, 29,

/'??, Hdt. 4, 90 ; or of part healed,, Eur. Hec. 1007 : also c.

ace. pers., 11. 5, 448 : absol. II. 5, 402,

901 (though an ace. rei may be sup-
plied).— 2. to stanch, quench,,
11. 22, 2, Pind. P. 9, 180. — 3. in gen.

to cure, amend, repair, make good, to

atone for,, Lat. naves nficere, Od.
14, 383:, Hdt. 1, 167,. Id. 3, 10;,.
Soph. Ant. 1027, Tr. 1035,.
Plat. The act. only in Hipp.
412, 34 : the aor. in pass,

signf , Paus. 2, 27, 3, etc., ov, {a priv.,)
unmixed, pure : pure in blood, Eur.
Phoen. 943 : guileless, Lat. integer. Id.

Or. 922 : incorrupt, impartial, Polyb.
—II. entire, unharmed, unravagcd, of
countries, Hdt. and Thuc. (perh.

with allusion to) :,
in full force, fresh, Thuc. 3, 3 :,
inviolate, Eur. Hel. 48 : , un-
touched, Dem. 1087, 24 :,,
fresh, Polyb. : , while yet

fresh, Polyb., anew, afresh, Lat, dt

integro, 24, 4, 10, but also with ptire

intentions, Ath. : liv, to

leave alone, Polyb. Adv. -. Cic.

Att. 13, 21. Cf.. Hence,, , purity, integ-

rity, Eccl.—II. freshness, Polyb., ov, (a priv.,')
unmixed, pure,free,,from a thing.

Plat. Polit. 310 D.—II. woi to be jiiu-

ed, incompatible, Dion. H., ov, (a priv.,) with-

out horns, Plat. Polit. 205 C., ov,= sq., of Capancus,
Aesch. Fr. 15., ov, (a priv.,-) not struck by lightning, Luc. Jup.
Trag. 25., , -, want of gain, loss,

Pind. O. 1, 84: from,, (a priv.,) with-

out gain, bringing loss,, Soph.
O. C. 1484.—il. bringing no gain, Di-

on. II. Adv. -, in vain, Plut.

—

III. not greedy of gain, Plut. Arist. 1., ov, {a priv.,)
unwoven, Anth., ov, (a priv.,) with-

out a tail, Arist. Part. An., , , (a priv.,)
want of money, Ar. Fr. 119.", ov,=, Arist. H. A., ov, , {a priv.,-,) ivith unshorn hair, epith. of
Apollo. 11. 20, 39 : hence ever young,
as the Greek youths wore their hair
long, till they reached manhood.

', ov, {a priv.,)
without hoarseness, Aretae.—II. curing

hoarseness. Id., , gen. . Plat. Polit.

205 B, and, ov, (« priv., )
ivithout horns, Anth., as,-., poet.,, , Acesamenus, a king of Thrace,
II. 21, 142.,, 6,{,')
Acesatulrus, a Grecian historian, Plut.

Symp. 5, 2., ov, ,() Acesias,

properly the healer, masc. pr. n., Plut.,

etc., ov,(,-) healing mortals, epith. of Aescu-
lapius, Orph.—II. as pr. n. Arcsim-
brotus, a physician, Plat. Crat. 394 C.—2. a naval commander of the Rho-
dians, Pol. 17, i, 4., poet,, ov,() wholesome, healing, Plut.—
II. curable.', ov, , Aceslnes, a river

of Sicily, Thuc. 4, 25.

—

2. a river of

India, Strab., Arr. An. 5, 20, 13, also, Diod. S., ov, poet, .,(,) healing disease, Anth., ov,() healing, sa-

ving, epith. ofApollo, Lat. opifcr, Paus.', ov, poet, .,(,) assuaging pain or

toil, Nonn., , ,() a heal-

ing, cure, remedy, Hdt. 4, 90., , , ()
remedy, cure, Pmd. P. 5, 80, Aesch.
Pr. 482., ov,() curable.-, for words so beginning,
v. sub -.,, ,() heal-

er, restorer, physician : .,
the rein that tames the steed. Soph. O.
C. 714. Hence,,=;
-, a tailor's shop.



', , , = ; ., mender ofclothes,

Xen. Cyr. i, 6, 16, with v. 1./., , , fitted for healing

or repairing : ~, sub. ,
clothes-mending, Plat. Polit. 281 B.

V^, ov, , Acpstodorus, a
Grecian historian, Plut. Them. 13.-,,• son or descendant

of Acestor, oi ., the Acestoridae,

a distinguished familj' at Argos from
which the priestesses of Mmerva
were chosen, Callim. lav. Pall. 34.

—

2. Acestorides, an Athenian archon,
Dion. H., etc.—Others of this name
in Diod. S., etc., , , healing, the art

of healing, Ap. Rh. 2, 512.—II. a cor-

rective, Anth. Hence, , ,{) of
or belonging to the healing art.',, , fern, from-
Tup, Hipp.'., , ,() curable,

Hipp. : in 11. 13, 115, of one that can
be easily cheered up., , , a darning-needle,

Luc. D. Mort. 4, 1., , ^,= sq., Luc, Plut.

Aemil. 8.,, , fem. from .-, esp. midwife, Hipp.—II. a semp-

stress, Luc., , , a remedy. Soph.
Fr. 427.,, , Ion. for.,, ,() heal-

er, saviotir,, Eur. Andr. 900.

—II. As pr. . Acestor, a wretched tra-

gic poet at Athens, Ar. Vesp. 1221,

—others of this name in Ath., Plut.,

etc.,, , healing, preserva-

tion. Max. From', ov, (, )
bringing a cure, healing, c. gen. rei

Eur. Ion 1005., ov,(,)
allaying pain, Anth.?, ov, (a priv., ?.)
without a head : oi?., fabulous
creatures in Libja, Hdt. 4, 191.—2.

without beginning, /.-/ ?., a

speech or tale without beginning, Plat.

Phaedr. 264 C : incomplete, imperfect.

Plat. Legg. 752 A : ., hex-

a?neters which begin with a short sylla-

ble, Plut.—3./., Eccl., certain

schismatics.—II.=, Horace's
capitis minor, Artemid.',=, once in Hipp.,, () in form
a part., used by Hom. as adv., stilly,

softly, silently : usu. in sing. nom.
even with a plur. verb, -
, Od. 21, 89, . Hom.. 404 : the
dual, Od. 14, 195, the plur.

form never. Although oc-

curs in II. and Od.,yet stands

also with fem., II. 4, 22 :—Ap. Rh. 1,

765, has an opt., cf. Buttm.
Lexil. p. 72, seqq. [a] (Ace. to

Damm, like, the ace. of a lost

adj., from the root,-
: akin to Lat. taceo.)

*', , a subst. quoted by
Gramm. in three signifs.—1. a point,

edge, (whence ,, ,, ,, the termin.—, and Lat. acies, acuo.)—II. si-

lence, (whence,, cf-, sub fin. and ).—III. healing,

(hence)., , . Ace, the earlier name
of the city Ptolemais in Phoenicia,
Strab., etc.—2. a region of Arcadia,
Paus. 8, 14, 2., , ,() carelcss-

4

ness, indifference, Emped. 383 : used
also in the plur., Ap. Rh.', ov, (a priv.,-) neglected, slighted, Eccl.

', ov, (a priv.,) sm-

eared for, esp. tinburied, 11. 6, 60. Adv.
—, act. without concern, remorseless-

ly, 11. 22, 465 ; carelessly, ,
Anth., ov, (a priv.,)
unhuried, Plut. Peric. 28., t-, later -, to be, to neglect, slight, to be careless

of, c. gen., II. 14, 427; 23, 70., , (a priv.,) pass.

uncared for, unheeded, slighted, esp.

wiburied, Od. 20, 130: 24, 187.—II.

act. without care or sorrow, Lat. secu-

rus, II. 21, 123 ; 24, 526, Hes. Th. 489.
—2. heedless, careless, Od. 17, 319.

Adv.-./, ,,^, Hipp.,, f.,=, Eccl.

;

to be dejected, LXX./., ov, (a priv.,,) to

be won by no charms, proof against en-

chantment. Plat. Phaedr. 259 B, un-
conquerable, inexorable, in Hom. only
once, , Od. 10, 329, (a

line susp. even by old Gramm.
:)

also of persons, Theocr. 22, 169 :-
., ynadness that cannot be assua-

ged. Soph. Tr. 999.'/., ov, (a priv.,.%)
spotless, pure, LXX.,, , a cure, relief, =^

;, II. 15, 394.
*, orig. ace. from, only

found as adv., stilly, softly, silently,

Hom. only in phrase,
'-, 3, 95, etc. : Pind. P. 4,

277, has a Dor. dat., or as adv., in signf., quietly, gently, withoiU
passion : cf and.—, ov, (a priv.,)
not made into a garden : wild, of trees,

Posid. ap. Ath. 369 D.—, ov, (a priv.,) with-

out a garden: ., a garden that

is no garden, cf.., , , purity : from, ov, (a priv.,-) luimixed, pure,, Od. 9, 205 :

hence uncomipted, untouched, Lat. in-

teger ; UK. ?., meadows not yet

grazed Or moivn, H. Hom. Merc. 72 :

in gen., pure, guileless, sincere, noble,

Anth. : cf. sq [pa], ov, (a priv.,)
unmixed, pure, clear,, II. 21, 303,, Aesch. Pers. 614, 3.
Soph. O. C. 690,, Hdt. 7, 10,

1, etc. ; cf Ruhnk. Tim. : hence of
persons, incorrupt, etc.,, an
undefiled virgin, Eur. Tro. 670, hence
also ., Eur. Or. 575 ; and c.

dat., , 7.. un-
touched by men, by woes, Valck. Hipp.
1114: usu. c. gen., ., pure
from evil, guiltless, Eur. Hipp. 949,

and so simply ., an upright

judge. Plat. : ., free from
throes of child-birth, and the like, Ap.
Rh.— II. untouched, unhurt, in full
power or vigour, fresh,,
/., II. 15, 498, Od. 17, 532,, Aesch. Ag. 661 ;, -, unmoiim, unshorn, Eur., ?.,,, unbroken, Xen. Cyr.

8, 7, 22 :, spells that have all

their power, Ap. Rh. 4, 157:—in Hdt.
4, 152, it may be taken for either un-
touched, unvisited (like .
supr.), or in full force and freshness.
Cf,. Sup.-, shortened from-, Anth.

f, ov, , Aceratus, a priest

AKIX
of Delphi, Hdt. 8, 37.-2. a poet of
the Anthology., ov, (a priv., ) un•
harmed by the Fates, in gen., unharmed,
Od. 12, 98 ; 23, 328 (never m 1!.)

:

',^, free from
the power of the Fates, Pseudo-Pho-
cyl 99.-—II. act. unharming, har7nlcss,, . Hom. Merc, 530,,
Hes. Op. 821. Ep. word., ov, (a priv.,) ivithout

heart or sotd, i. e. lifeless, dead, II. 11,

392 ; 21, 466.—II. ivithout heart or

courage, faint-hearted, ., heart-

less fear, II. 5, 812 (never in Od.), poet, shortened su-

perl. for, from-, Anth Strat. 88.

and, adv.,

without proclamation, Diod.—2. ivithout

aflag of truce, Thuc. 2, 1 : from, ov, (a priv.,)
unannounced, unproclaimed : .-, a sudden war, without previous
declaration, Hdt. 5, 81 : but also a
war in which no herald was admitted,

implacable, Xen. An. 3, 3, 5, Plat.

Legg. 626 A ; so too , Plut.

Peric. 30.— 2. inglorious, unknotvn,

Eur. Heracl. 89, Aeschin. 86, 37.-3.
unheard of, without sending any tidings.

Soph. Tr. 45. Adv.-,.=^-, Thuc. 1, 146., ov, (a priv ,) not

covered with wax,unwaxed, Luc. Icar. 3., Ion. , 6, Aces, a river

of Hyrcania, Hdt. 3, 117., Ep. for,3
pi. pf pass, from *.3?., ov, (a priv.,-) =sq. Eccl., ov, (a priv., ]7.)
unadulterate, unalloyed, pure, ~ -, Hdt. 5, 81 : also guileless, honest,

Id. 9, 7, 1. Adv. -, Isocr. 2 C.,, , Acidas, a river

of Elis, Paus., , , weak, feeble, faint,

Horn., always in the compar., Od. 8, 169, cf 5, 217 ;

18, 130. In prose, the word occurs

in Hipp., a'l., , (, \) pointed,

Theophr.,, ,=^, Strab., , , () ^-.—II. ., a,^,
Diosc., , gen. , ( priv., -) without the harp, Aesch. Suppl.
681., , , , ( priv.,)
powerless, feeble, Od. 9, 515 ; 21, 131.

—II. act. weakening,, Orph.'', , , Acila, a promontory
of Arabia, Strab.?, , , Acilisene, a re-

gion of Armenia between Taurus and
the Euphrates, Strab., ov, 6, Lat. acinaces, Per-

sian word, a short sword, oft. in Hdt.,

who also declines it ,, etc. : v.

Diet. Antiqq. [vu], adv., ivithout danger, [vi'i, ov, (a priv.,)
without danger. Eur., Thuc, etc. :•., virtues that do not court

danger, and so vile, Pind. O. 6, 14.

Adv. -, ., Thuc. 6,

80 : but . —?.,
perh., without harmi7ig us, Id. 7, 08.

—

II. as pr. n., Acindynus, Anth. Hence,, , freedomfrom
danger. Gal.,,(,)
appearing freefrom danger, Hipp., , , =,
Nic.
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', , ,() quies-

cence, rest, Arist. Probl., to be, Hipp., or, adv., immova-

^),^, Arist. .
.—II. to wish to rest., adv., ., to

play a game wherein the object was
to resist all temptations to move,
Poll. 9, 110 : so' and other
adverbs relating to games.', ov, also r/, ov, Find. O.
9, 51, (a priv.,) unmoved, move-
less, motionless, Find., etc. : -, without stirring a step.

Soph. Tr., 875 : hence—2. idle, slug-

gish, ' , to sit in

idleness, Hes. Op. 748 (where others
explain, graves, cf. infr. II.

2 ; UK., a shtggish mind. At.
Ran. 899.—3. unaltered, settled, stea-

dy, freq. in Att., esp. .,
Thuc. 1. 71, etc.—II. iminovable, hard
to move, Plat.—2. not to be stirred or
touched, as Lat. non movendus,,
Hdt. 1 , 187 : esp. of sacred things,, Hdt. G, 134, freq. in Plat,

(and so some take in Hes.,
V. supr.) : hence that must be kept

secret. Soph. O. C. 024, Ant. 1000.—
3. of the mind, tiot to be shaken,

steadfast, stubborn. Soph. Ant. 1027.

Adv. -, Isocr. [i], , a chaplet of, Ath., ov, a, basil-thyme, Diosc.

—

. acinus, a grape, [a], ov, (a priv., ) without
worms, not worm-eaten, superl.-, Hes. Op. 433., , , Aciris, a river of
Magna Graecia, Strab., , Theocr. 28, 15, and v.

1. in Hes. Op. 433, prob.=a«;idi'Of.',, , {, Lat. acies) a
point, barb, Plut. Demetr. 20 : a splin-

ter, Hipp. : the pointed extremity of a
ship's beak.—II. any pointed instru-

ment, a weapon, Diod. : a hunting spear,

a harpoon, 0pp.— III. metaph., the stings of desire, Mel. 17.

—

IV. also acute bodily pain, Aretae.—V.
a surgical bandage, Gal.—VI. as pr. n.

Acis, a female slave, Luc.,, , the Acis, a river of
Sicily, Theocr. 1, 69., ov, (a priv.,) not

to be reached, unattainable, -, II. 17, 75 : not to be reached by
prayer, inexorable, Aesch. Pr. 184.
Adv. --(jr.', ov, 6, Acichorius, a
leader of the Gauls, Paus., {), , Acca
(Latirentia), Plut. Rom. 4.', dep. miu.,() to pre-
tend indifference to a thing one desires,

esp. of coy girls, to coquet : in gen. to

feign., dissemble. Plat. Gorg. 497 A.
cf. Ruhnk. Tim. in voc.—The act.

in Ael. Ep. 9., , , the sturgeon,

Lat. acipenser, Athen. 294 F.,, ro,=sq., ov, ,() affect-

ed refusal, coyness, affectation, Phuem.
p. 358, V. Piers. Moer. 48.,, , like, a bugbear
that nurses used to frighten children
with : ace. to others, « vain woman., (a priv.,) adv.,

without clang or noise, Longus, 1, 5;
for which is used in rec. edd.

', , ((ipriv.,^,)
uncut, unprvncd, Eccl., ov, (a priv.,) un-
broken, Theophr.,?., or
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', (a priv., 7.) adv., ivith-

out weeping. Call, [i, Draco p. 37, 96.], ov, the prevailing
form in Trag. for sq., q. v., ov, (a priv.,) the
Ep. form of foreg.—I. pass, unwept,
esp. without funeral lamentation, II. 22,
380 : c. gen. ?, ., Soph. Ant.
847.—II. act. not weeping, [earless, Od.
4, 494, Aesch. Theb. 096., , gen. , ace. 7.,
Ion., poet,, Od. 4, 728,
( priv.,) without fame, biglori-

ous, unsung, Horn., Hdt., etc. Adv.' , II. 7, 100—.?.,
Buttm. Le.\il. 296, 297. Hence7., , poet, , , , inglori-

ousness. Leon. Tar. 2., , poet, for,.
Rh. 3, 932. Adv. -, II. 22, 304., ov. Ion.,
(Call.,) contr., Eur. Iph. A.
340, and Thuc. ( priv., ') not
shut, closed or fastened, Thuc. 2, 93., ov, (a priv.,)
not stealing, not deceiving, Soph. Fr.
015., , l)oet. for, II. 12,
318 ; cf. Spitzner, E.xc. 22 ad II., contr., ov.
Inn. for. Call.

—

. (a priv.,

7.) nameless, Eccl.,,.,'.,
Polyb. 1, 7, 4, to be, to be un-
fortunate, Polyb. Hence, , , a mishap,
Diod.,, , poverty, misfortune.
Soph. Fr. 810, Diod.', ov, (a priv., ?.)
without lot, portion, or property, h&nce
poor, needy, Od. 11, 490.—II. unallot-

ted, without an owner, H. Horn. Ven.
123.

and -, adv., without
casting lots, Lys. 147, 19 : from

'A, ov, (a priv.,)
without portion or possession, c. gen.. Find. 0. 7, 108.— 2. that has
not cast lots; not having obtained by lot,

Dio Cass.—II. not distributed in lots,

Plut."7., ov, Att. for.,
Eur. Iph. A. 340, v. Keen. Greg. 100., adv., uncalled, unbidden

:

from7, ov, (a priv.,) un-
called, unbidden, Aesch. Pr. 1024, Soph.
Aj. 289., , (a priv.,) bend-
ing to neither side, Plat. : later, inflex-

ible, inexorable, Clem. Al. Adv.-,
Philo., , , indeclinableness,

Gramm. : from7-, ov, (a priv., 7) unde-
clined, indeclinable, Gramm. Adv.-.', ov, (a priv., ),
and, ov, unshaken, unmoved.
Gal.", ov, (a priv.,) not
stolen or to be stolen.—II. not furtively
concealed, 0pp.7, ov, (a priv., -) not lashed by waves, shelter-

ed from ..., , Polyb.
10, 10, 4. Adv. -.

", ov, also , ov, Eur. I.

T. 121, (a priv., )=^{oeg., ov, (a priv.,) un-
heard, 7ioiseless, Plut., ov, (a priv., )
without twig or branch, Theophr., ov, (a priv.,) un-
spun,, Plat. (Com.) Incert.
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', f. -, () to be at

the highest point, to be at the most flour-
ishing period, to be in full bloom, be at

the prime, e.sp. of man,.,), etc.. Plat, and Xen. : hence
also of cities and states, Hdt. 6, 127 ;

3, 57 : in gen. to be at the height,flourish,
abound in a thing,, Hdt. 1, 29 ;},,'\. 1, 1

;

2, 20 ; also ; , Aeschin. 46, 23 :

of things, 7, ,
is at its height, Thuc. 3, 3 ; 2, 49 ; -, midsummer. Id. 2, 19 : of
corn, to be just ripe, lb. : vvv, now is Per.iuasion at her van-
tage, i. e. now is the time for Persua-
sion, Aesch. Cho. 720, cf. Xen. Cyr.
4, 2, 19 : and impers. c. inf, now is

the time to do, Acsch. Theb. 90 ; also
c. inf, to be strong enough to do, Xen.
An. 3, 1, 25.',, alov, () in full
bloom, at the prime, blooming, vigorous,, Aesch. Eum. 405:.,
in the prime of strength, Id. Pers. 441

:

—in gen. of things, at the height,-, Diod.,, Arr., etc. :-, Polyb. 3,

102 ; (in Att. prose is usu.)—II. just in time,. /', Soph,
Aj. 921. Adv. -,, to be in the full
vigour of years, Polyb. .32, 15, 7., ov, (5,=foreg., Hdn., , , =,
Procl.', -, , (, Lat. acies) a
point, edge : proverb. -, on the razor's edge, i. e. yet unde-
cided, at the critical moment, II. 10,

173, Theogn. 557, Hdt. 0, 11, etc.;, . Find., etc.

;

Soph, uses it of the extremities,-, both hands. Erf. O. T.
1243 ; lb. 1034 :-
foi, the pointed flames, Eur.

'hoen. 1255, cf Epicr. Enip. 1.—2.

the highest point of any thing, the cul-

minating point, the period of greatest de-

velopment, the bloom, flower, prime, esp.

of man's age, Lat. flos aetatis,. Soph. 0. . 741,, Xen.
Cyr. 7, 2, 20, etc. : ,) ',=, Thuc. 4, 2,

Plat. Phaedr. 230 : then in various

relations, as , the spring-

prime. Find. P. 4, 114,, mid-

summer, Xen. : 7.,1} high-

est condition, pmne of a crew.. Id. 7,

14 ;', the crisis of a disease,

Hipp.:—in gen. strength, vigour,.
Find. 0. 2, 113,, Aesch. Eum.
370,, Find. N. 3, 68 ; so too. Soph. . C. 1006.

—

2. esp. of time, like, the time,

i. e. the best, most fitting time, esp. in

Trag., as,,',
the time for doing, speakiiig, sitting

still. Soph. Fhil.'^12, El. 22, Aj. 811 :

() c. inf., 'tis high time to do,

Aesch. Pers. 407 ; 7.-, a time for no delay, Aesch. Ag.
1353 : '., c. inf, to be on

the point of doing, Elir. Ilel. 903, cf.

Ar. Plut. 256 : , Valck.

Fhoen. 591. Cf also sq., strictly ace. from foreg.,

adv., in a moment, directly, Xen. An.

4, 3, 26.—II. even now, still, like ,
only in later writers, as Theocr. 4, 00,

cf. Piers. Moer. 79, Lob. Phryn. 123., , , () fidl-groivn,7, Od. 23, 191 ;, Paus. 5, 15, 4.", , fasting, vathout meal
and drink,, II. 19, 163 ; absoL
lb. 346. ( is said to have been
Aeol.—.)



AKOl
',, , ?'/, ( priv.,)^, lor, Hntiring, un-

tvtaried, freshy 11. 11, 802, and in late

Drose, as Plut. Cim. 13, Luc. Her-
mot. 40.^ and, adv., without

toil, easily, Joseph. : from, ov, (a priv.,) nn-
wearied, untiring,, . fiom. .
520 : without toil or pain, like,
Nic. Ther. 737.—II. as pr. n. Acmetws,
Polyb., ov, o,=sq., , , (,-) the anvil-block, II. 18, 410, Od. 8, 274.', , , dim. from sq.,

Aesop.

—

.' {?.), ,
the Acmonian grove, near the Ther-
modon, Ap. Rh. 2, 992.,, , (quasi) an
anvil, Horn., Hdt., etc. : -, very anvils to bear blows, i. e.

Dearing the thrusts of the spear as

an anvil does the blows of the ham-
mer, Aesch. Pers. 51, or (ace. to

etymol.) as adj., unu'earied by the

spear ; so , Call.

Dian. 146.—II. a kind of tool/, 0pp.
—III. =. Lob. Aj. 814.—As
pr. n. Acmon, father of Uranus ; also

elsewhere as masc. pr. n. Strab., etc.,,,^=-,, ov, ( priv.,) with-

out leg or calf of the leg, Plut.,, ,() the spine

or backbone of animals, Od. 10, 161.

—

II. a plant, Nic., ov, or rather,
( priv.,) tdthoitt fat, and so
without the savour of fat burned in sa-

crifice, Anth.—2, lean, meager, Plut.

2, 661 B. — 3. not fatty, Theophr., ov, or rather-, ( priv., ,) without the

steam and fat of sacrifices, Aesch. Fr.

414.', , . Epic,, q. v.,{) hearing, and so—I. the sense

of hearing, Hdt. 1, 38, etc. : hence the

ear, Aesch., etc. ; esp. in plur.,-, ,
Eur. ; also ' .
Plat., . Soph. .
30 ; . -, Xen. Mem. 1, 4, 6, etc.—II. hear-

ing, listening to, , worth
hearing, Plat. Theaet. 142 D.— III. the

thing heard, a report, saying, fame,
tradition, Pind. P. 1, 162, 174; also
in plur. , hearsay reports,

Thuc. 1, 73 ; , Valck.
Phoen. 826;§ ,-,,, etc., to

Jcnotv by hearsay, Hdt. 2, 148, Thuc.
1, 4, etc. : , to give
evidence on hearsay, Dem. 1300, 16

;

so too, , to bring
hearsay evidence, lb. [a],, ^,=rforeg. Ill, Hipp.,,, ( priv.,) with-

out hollows, Hipp.', ov, (a priv.,)
sleepless, unresting, () of Ocean,
Aesch. Pr. 139 ; in prose, Plut. and
Ael., ov, {a priv.,)
=foreg., Diod., ov, (a priv.,) not
common., , , the non-exist-

ence of a community of goods, Arist.

Pol.— II. unsociableness, Stob. Eel. 2,

p. 320.

—

III. excommunication, Eccl. :

from, ov, (a priv.,-) not shared in, not common,,
Eur. And. 470.—2. excommunicated,

Eccl.

—

II. act. not sharing in, not par-

taking of,, Plat. Legg. 914 C.

—

2. having no intercourse with,, Ar-
ist. Org. : hence unsocial. Plat., inhu-

man.—Adv. -, Cic. Att. 6, 1,7., , , ( priv.,-) want of harmony, discord, Plat.

Ep. 3, 318 E., ov, 6, {a copul.,)
a bed-fellow, spouse, husband, Hom.

:

fern,, , , a wife, Hom.

:

also in Pind., Soph., etc., but only
poet.", ov, {a priv.,) with-

out bed.—2. of honey, not settling, Plin.
'7, ov, {a priv.,-) not flattered, not won by flattery,

not to be won by flattery. Plat. Legg.
729 A, Plut.—11. act. Jiot flattering,

Teles, ap. Stob. p. 524 fin. Adv.-, Cic. Att. 13, 51, 1., ov, (a priv.,) not

flattering, Diog. L., , ,() li-

centiousness, intemperance, any excess

or extravagance, Thuc. 3, 37, etc. :

opp. to, Arist. Eth. N. 2,

7, etc.,- •v,tobe licentious

or intemperate : to live licentiously, Ar.

Av. 1226, and Plat. 555 D., , , an act of7, Ar. ap. A. B. 367 : Dor., Epicur. lb., verb, adj., as if

from, one must behave li-

centiously, Clem. Al., , ,=?., Al-

ex, ap. A. B. 367 : from', ov, ( a priv., ?)
Lat. tion castigatus, unchastiscd, undis-

ciplined, unbridled, Hdt. 3, 81, Eur.
Hec. 607: also uneducated, Plat. Gorg.
507 A.—2. esp. unbridled in sensual

pleasures, licentious : hence intemperate,

opp. to, Arist. Eth. N.,

, Id.. . Adv.-. Plat. Comp.- , to be too in-

temperate in a thing, Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 1./., adv., of sq., Herm. ap.

Stob. Eel. 1, p. 1078., ov. {a priv.,«)
not glued or fastened tr) a thing,.
Gal.—2. not to be so fastened, incom-
patible. Dion. H.'?.. ( priv.,) with-

out glue, that cannot be stuck together,

Theophr.
'?., ov, 0, (a priv.,) a

bit, morsel, like i/'cJ/_/of. Od. 17. 222:^., Stratt. Phoen. 3,7.

o7Mv,,.,tobe an-
?.. to follow one, go after or with

one, esp. of soldiers, servants, etc.,

Thuc, etc. : usu. c. dat. pers.. but
also. . Plat., and Oratt.,

Tivi. Xen. An. 7, 5, 3, also -, Ar. Plut. 13 : very rarely

c. ace, as Menand. p. 208, cf Lob.
Phryn. 354.—II. metaph. to follnv
one in a thing, let one's self he led by
him, ). Thuc. 3, 38 :.. etc.. Dem. :

to obey, . Anton.—2. to imitate. Ar-
ist. H. .—3. esp. to follow the thread

of a discourse, oft. in Plat.—4. also

of things, to follow or result, from one
another, Theophr. : to resemble, agree

with, Plat. : 7, it follou-s.

Lat. sequitur. Arist. Org.—The word
is only found in Att. Com. and prose:
cf7. Hence

', , , a conse-

quence., . , a following,
sequence, Arist. Rhet.— 2. a conse-

quence, conclusion. Id. Org.—3. obedi-

ence, Plat. Def. 412 B.

AKON, verb. adj. from-^, one must follow, Xen. Oec.
21,7., . , disposed to

follow. Ar. Rhet. 2, 12, 3, etc.7, . , a following, at-

tendance, train. Plat. Alc. 1, 122 C :

a series, connexion. Dion. H.—II. agree-
ment or conformity with a thing, c.

dat., Plat. Crat. 437 C : hence obe
dience, M. Anton.

—

III. a consequence,
result, Philo.'7., ov, a, dim. from7, a foot-boy, Ptol. ap. Ath.
550 A.', ov, (a copul. 7-, ace. to Plat. Crat. 405 C) folloiv-

ing, attending on, hence USU. as subst.,, , a follower, attendant,

footman. fieqAn Att. prose. cf Heind.
Plat. Charm. 155 : oi,
the camp-followers , Xen. Cyr. 5, 2, 36:
later also .. Plut.—II. following
after, c. gen. Soph. O. C. 719 : hence
agreeing with, suitable to. like, c. gen.,
Ar. Ach. 438. Plat. Phaed. Ill C;
but also c. dat., Plat. Legg. 716 C,
Tim. 48 E. Hence', adv., consequently, in

consequence , Diosc. : in accordance
with,. Dem. 1100, 14./.. for7., a bar-
barism in Ar. Thesin. 1198.7., ov. (a priv.,)
without bay or gulf, Ael.

'7.!3. ov, (a priv., 7.-) unable to swim. Batr. 157., , . want of tending
or care. Od. 21,284: from, ov, (a priv.,)
untended, Nonn., ov, (a priv..)
unpainted, undissembling, Themist.. ov, (a priv.,) without
hair. bald. Luc. Ver. Hist. 1 , 23 : of
trees, leafless, hare., ov, (a priv.,•) unboastful, Aesch. Theb. 538.. ov. (a priv.,)=
foreg.. Aesch. Theb. 554.

'. ov. (a priv.,--) unadorned, inartificial. Dion. H., ov, (a priv.,) tin-

adorned, simple, plain, Lat. simplex,

Diog. L.—II. awkxrard, esp. ineloqu^nt,'. ' rude am I in speech,'

Eur. Hipp. 986. .-, Plut.\, neut. of.
i'AKOvai. . al. Aconae, a small

city of Bithynia, Athen..,.,{) to sharp-

en, whet. Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 33: Mid., to sharpen one's

sivord. Xen. Hell. 7, 5, 20 : metaph.,
like ,,,
Lat. acuere. to provoke, inflame. Poet,
ap. Plut. Lysand. et Syll. 4 ; Xen.
0.21,3.. ov, (a priv., ?.^)
without knuckles.—II. without blows,

Luc. Char. 2.', , {) a whetstone,

hone (the best were from Naxos),
Pind. I. 6, fin. :, pieces of the

size of whetstones, Strab. :. , have the

feeling of a uhetstone on my tongue,

i. e. am sharpened or roused to song,

Pind. O. 6, 141.,, , a sharpening, .
., ov, ( priv.,)
unplastered, not whitewashed, Theophr., ov, TO. in medicine, a
specific for the eyes, prob. a fine

powder made from certain stones{). Diosc., adv. oi, without
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dust, esp. without the ilust of the arena:

hence without combat, toil, or effort,

Lat. sine pulvere, iisu. of the conquer-

or, Thuc. 4, 73, Xen., etc. : but also

UK.- , icilhout a struggle,

Dem. 295, 7. [ri]', , , the Aconites, a

people of Sardinia, Strab., r, , made of-
iTov, Xen. Cyn. 11, 2., , r(),= Sq., Lat. aconi-

tum, a poisonous plant, like monks-

hood, growing hv, on sharp,

steep rocks, or in a place called, Theophr. and Plin., ov, 7;,= foreg., Schneid.

Nic. Al. 13., ov, {a priv., kovlu) with-

out dust, combat, or struggle, Q. Sm. 4,

319.—II. ~. Adv. -,
Diosc.

f'AKOVTijc, ov, or, ov, ,
Acontes or Acontius, a son of Lycaon,
ApoUod., adv., oi, unwillingly,

for, but not in good Att., Lob.

Phryn. 5. []
f'AKovTia, , . Acontia, a city of

Hispania on the Durius, Strab., ov, 6, () a quick-

darting serpent, Lat. jaculus, Luc.

Dips. 3, Nic. Th. 491.—II. a meteor,

usu. in plur., Plin.,.- Att. -,() to

hurl a javelin : also to throw, fling,

dart, hence and -, to throw at one, Hoiii., also

and : so too,-
-, Horn., just like7 :

whence later c. ace. pers., to hit or

strike ivith a javelin, to wound, Hdt. 1,

43, etc., and pass,, to be

hit or ivounded with a javelin, Eur.

Iph. T. 1370.—2. in gen. to throw,

shoot, or send darting forth. Pind. I.

2, 51 : absol. to shoot forth rays, of the

moon, Eur. Ion 1155.— II. mtrans. to

dart or pierce, . Eur. Or. 1241.
', , . dim. from,

a dart, javelin, H. Hoin. Merc. 460,

Hdt. 1, 3i, etc. : the javelin exercise.

Plat. Legg! 791 C.

VAkovtlov. ov, to, Acontium, a city

of Arcadia, Pans. 8, 27, 4.—2..
Mount Acontius, in Boeotia, Strab.,

Plut. Sylla, 19., V..
^, , ,{) the

throwing a javelin, Xen. An. 1, 9, 5.., ',{)
thatiohich is thrown, -, within a dart^s throw, Xen. Hell.

4, 4, 16.—2. a dart, javelin. Plut. Alex.
43.—3. in plur.= the concrete-, Plut. Pyrrh. 21.', ov, 6, =,
hence , shooting

stars, Procl., }, o.= sq., Eur.
Phoen. 142.—II. as adj., AurZed, thrown,

Nonn. Dion. 25, 295.', ov, 6,{) a
javelin-man, a hurler of javelins, Horn.,
and Hdt., , , of or skilled

in throwing the dart, Xen. Cyr. 7. 5,

63 : and in superl. 6, 2, 4. Plat. The-
ag. 120 B.,, . Ion. for-, 11. 23, 622, (^-
, the game of the dart (like the

Eastern djerid).?, ov, {,)
spear-throu'ing. . Rh. 2. 1000., ov, {,)
receiving and so hit by the dart, Simon.
45.—II. watching, and so shunning the

dart.
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. ov, {, )
carrying a dart. Nonn., adv. from,^-
. Plat, [], adv., {) without

toil., , ?/, {) freedom

from fatigue, Cic. Fam. 16, 18.'/, adv. from, ov, {a priv.,)
not wearying,, Arist. Mund.—II.

untiring, xmwearied, Stob. Eel. 1, p.

952. Adv. -., ov, {a priv.,) with-

out weariness, and so—I. unwearied,

untiring. Plat. Legg. 789 I).—11. act.

not wearying, easy, of a chariot. Plat.

Tim. 89 A, of a horse, Xen. Eq. 1, 6.

— 2. remotiing weariness, refreshing,

Stallb. Plat. Phaedr. 227 A : hence
TO, sub., a restora-

tive. Medic, in Galen also .
Adv. -, Theophr. — ill. (from) not worm-eaten, Arist. Probl.
—2. not broken, not ground, whole,

Alex Aph., ov, {a priv.,)
not manured, Theophr., oii,= foreg., Theophr.—
II. act. not manuring, Hipp., , {, )
=foreg., in Soph. . C. 120,

most ill to satisfy, most capricious, a

superl. either from (which
however only occurs in very late

authors), or from, syncop.

for, like,.', ov, ( priv.,-) Att. for, Hipp., "-
satiatc, insatiable, ?iever ending, freq. in

Trag. Adv. -.— II. act. 7iot sa-

tiating, Aesch. Ag. 1331, Xen. Symp.
8, 15.', ov, = foreg. I. Aesch.
Ag. 1114, 1143, Soph. El. 122./, , v. sub., ov, {a priv.,)
insatiate, unsaled, c. gen.,,,, II. 12, 335; 20, 2;
14, 479.—II. ( priv.,) unswept,

witrimmed. At. Nub. 41., , ,{) a ravenous

appetite, Hipp., , 6, Acoris, a king of

Aegypt,Diod. S. 15,2.
', ov, i),, wine flavour-

ed u-ith, Diosc. [«], , , a prickly plant,

Theophr., , , the aromatic root

of the plant, Diosc., ov, i], Lat. acorum, a plant,

prob. our sweetgale, galanga, Theophr.,,^, insatiate:

hence metaph. untiring, ceaseless, Lat.

improbus, Pind. P. 4, 360., ov, {a priv.,)
without top, ivithout beginriing, Dion. H.
—II.= sq., ov, {a priv.,)
not to be summed up, countless.",, ,() a cure, re-

lief, remedy, help, resource for a thing,

c. gen.,, Hoin., Hdt., etc.

:

I
, II. 9, 250, also,?, etc., esp. or', Aesch. Ag. 17, Cho. 534,

Eur. Andr. 121 : a means of obtaining

a thing, e. g., Eur. Hel.

1055 : , it is of
no vsc, it avails not to mourn for him,
Aesch. Pr. 43.

',,.-, to be,
be disorderly, unmannerly, neglect one s

duly, offnul, esp. in pres. part. Soph.

Phil. 387, Dem. 1226, 12 : «.

, to offend in a point, Plal. Legg.
764 B., , ,=,
Nic. . 175., ov, {a priv.,)
unarranged, disorderly. Plat. Gorg 506
E.—2. unadorned, unfurnished loith. . . ,, Xen. Oec. 11, 9 ; of style, Dion.

H. Adv. -., , , disorder, confusion.

Plat. Gorg. 508 A : extravagance, -, Eur. 1. A. 317 : in moral sense,
disorderly conduct, indecency, offence,

Soph, f r. 726 : , against

some one. Plat. Symp. 188 B., ov,=sq., prob. 1. Lys.
100, 25., ov, {a priv.,)
without order, disorderly, confused,, Aesch. Pers. 470 ;, Plut. Mar. 10

;

disobedient. Soph. Ant. 600 : in Hom.
only in moral signf unseemly, indeco-

rous, of Thersites, 11. 2, 213 ; shame-
less, abandoned, Anth. Adv. -,
Hdt. 7, 220.— II. , a

world that is no world, Anth.
or, only used

in aor. part.,, II. 6, 506 ; 15, 263, a horse well-

fed at rack and manger (prob. from
sq.), and so, overfed, waxed ivanton :

cf., and Buttm. Lexil. p. 75,

seq., , {) barley, Nic. (said

to be a Cyprian word, cf. Bultin.

Lexil. ubi sup.), ov, , (akin to) a

physician, Phrygian word, Etym.
Gud., where it must not be altered

into, Buttm. Lexil. p. 77, n., ov, {a priv.,) without

grudge.', dep. mid., =«,
to hear, hearken or listen to, c. gen.,

Od. 9, 7.— II. , ye

are bidden to the feast, like7,
Lat. vocari, II. 4, 343 : in H. Merc.
423, also.,,,{?^) Aquae
Statiellae, a city of Liguria, Strab., , y, Ep. for, Hom.
—II. the thing heard ; and in II. 16,

634, only a sound, noise, but in Od.
a rumoxir, report ; /,, for a hearing of his

father, i. e. in quest of intelligence con-

cerning his father, 2,"308 ; 4, 701.

VAkovivov, , , Aquinum, a city

of Latium, Strab., , , Aquitania, aj>ro-

vince of Gaul, Strab. ; hence oi, the Aquitani, Strab., ov, , Acumenus, a

celebrated physician of Athens, Plat.

Phaed. 268 A., ov, {a priv.,)
unshaven., ov, {a priv., for) childless, ivithout male heir, Od.

7, 64.—II. (a priv.,) unshaven,

unshorn, Ax. Vesp. 477., desiderat. from,
to long to hear. Soph. Fr. 820.', , , a being,
constraint. Soph. Fr. 822. [a/c], as mid., to do a

thing unwillmgly, LXX. Num. 15,

28. [],,{,) heard

of God, Anth. P. 6, 249.
', ov, Att.

',
, 6, {, ?.) Acusilaus, a

Greek writer of Argos, Plat. Conv.
178 B.—Others in Paus., etc., , ov,{) audible,

Soph. Fr." 823.', ov, contr. for,



vnwilling, involuntary, under constraint,

forced, Aesch. Ag. 803 ; Xen. Cyr. 3,

1, 38 ; also iwwekome, hence adv.

-itjf, UK. , Thuc. 3, 31

:

but adv. also unioillingly, Id. 2, 8, etc.

;

supeil. as adv., Plat.

Tun. 62 C., , , () hearing,

Arist. de Anima.,, ,() a thing

heard, whether music, song, etc., as, the sweetest strain

the ear takes in, Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 31 :

rumour, report, tale. Soph. O. C. 517., , , ()
ready or uilling to hear, oi-, the hearers, the probationers in

the school of Pythagoras, Iambi., , , dim. from, a little story, Luc. Philop. 18., also plur.,
verb. adj. from, one must hear,

hearken to, c. gen., Hdt. 3, 61.}, ov, a,() a hearer,

listener, Menand. p. 290.', , , () of, be-

longing to the sense of hearing,7]
UK-, Plut. ; ., the orifice of the

ear. Gal.—II.=, c. gen.,

Arist. Eth. N. Adv. -.', , , verb. adj. from, heard, audible, H. Horn. Merc.
512 ; that should be heard. Soph. O. T.
1312.\,.- Att. -, to make or
cause to hear, to make known to, LXX."'•, o,,Acuphis, achieltain
of the Nysaei, Arr. An. 5, 1, 3., fut., the act.

form first occurs in .-Vlexandr.

Greek, Winer's Gramm. of N. T. p.

78, and then in Dion. H., Lvic, etc.,

Schiif. Appar. Dem. 2, p. 232) ; peri.

Att. , Dor. , later

fjKOVKa: plpf. (Hdt. 2. 52,

Lycnrg.), Xen. Hell. 5, 1,

26 : pf. pass,, not in pure
writers : aor.. To hear,

Horn., etc. Construct, strictly c.

ace. oi thing heard, gen. of pers. from
tchom it is heard, e. g. -, . 12, 389 : however
very Ireq. also c. gen. rei, and so
even in Hom. as .,,-, etc. : but c. gen. oft. also to

hear of, hear tell of, uK., Od.
4, 114, freq. c. part. . •, Od. 1, 289, etc., in same
signf. c. ace, Od. 1, 287, Aesch. Pr.

272; this in prose is usu. ., and so first in Od. 19, 270 : in
prose there is oft. a prep, of pers.

from whom the thing is heard, as ., , , , and so
first 11. G, 524, Hdt. 3, 62, Soph.
O. T. 95, Thue. 1, 125: rarely c.

dat. pers., as II. 16, 515, Soph. El.

227: in Att. c. gen. pers., to hear a
teacher, attend his lectures : rarely C.

dupl. gen. pers. et rei, to hear of a
thing from a person, as Od. 17, 115,

Dem. 228, 12 : the act or state of a
person or thing is added in part, or

inf. ; in part, when certainty or pre-

sent time is to be strongly marked,
otherwise in inf. as

<>' , should

he hear that all are now crouching under
Hector, 11. 7, 129, cf. Hdt. 7, 10, 8

;

and freq. in Att. . 7^,, etc. : but ., to hear (generally) that

he is good, Xen., etc.: this is oft.

changed for or with finite

verb, as Od. 3, 193, Xen. Mem. 4. 2,

33.-2. to know by hearsay, Od. 3. 193,

cf. Heind. Plat. Gorg. 503 C, Rep.
407 A.—3. absol. to hear, give ear, esp.

to begin a proclamation
hear, people, At. Ach. 1000.— li.

to listen, give ear to, usu. c. gen., more
rarely c. dat., Heyne 11. 16, 515:
hence to obey,,, . 19,

256, Od. 7, 11.—III. only post-Horn.,
to hear one's self called, be called, pass

for, like Lat. audire, either with adj.

or subst., as .,, -, Soph., and Plat., or \vith adv.

,, ., Lat. bene, male
audire, Hdt., etc. ; sometimes c. inf.,

fjKOVOV , were said or

held to be the first, Hdt. 3, 131 ; also

i(pvv. Soph. Phil. 1074:. , to be ill spoken

of by one, also , Hdt. 7,

16, 1 : . , to have
ill credit with one, Plut. ; ,
for a thing, Hdt., also , Plut.—2. ., to have evil spoken of
one, Ar. Thesm. 388, cf. Soph. Phil.

607 : so too .?, Pind.
I. 5, 17.—3. ., to hear it so

said, i. e. at first hearing. Wolf Dem.
Lept. 235, Schaf Mel. 80.", , . Ion.,, (strictly

fern, from) the end, point, esp.

the highest point, the top of a hill,

peak, high headland, Od. 9, 285, and in

plur. II. 4, 425, etc. : elsewhere he
uses the sing, only in phrase "/, 7., '/.,
Att. ', strictly to destroy
from top to bottom, i. e. utterly, Lat.
funditus evertere, II. 15, 557, Hdt. 6. 18:

so '/. ', a billow

struckfrom above, Od. 5, 313, cf-
and.—2. later usu.,

like, of the castle or citadel

built on a steep rock overhanging a
town, Lat. arx, Xen., etc., cf. Nieb.
R. H. 3, n. 311.

VAKpa, , , Acra, a region on the
Cimmerian Bosporus, Strab.— 2. a
city and promontory of Scythia Mi-
nor. Others in Diod. S., Arr., etc., ov, (a priv.,)^=, without result, unfulfilled,

fruitless, L-at. irritus, Hom. []?., , , the Acra-
gallidae, a people inhabiting the Cir-
rhaeaii plain in Phocis, Aeschin.,, , Agrigentum, a
city and river of Sicily ; the name of
the river is only masc. Thuc. 6, 4,

etc. ; the city usu. masc. Thuc. 7, 50

;

Xen. Hell. 2, 2, etc. ; but also fem.
Pind. P. 6, 6 :, , Hdt.
7, 170., , (a priv.,) not
yelling, voiceless, dumb,, Aesch.
Pr. 803.', ov, (a priv.,-) unshaken, Philo., adv. from sq. .,
with afresh breeze, Arr., , (,) blowing
strongly, of the north and west wind,
and so brisk, fresh, fair, Od., and
Hes., , ol, Acrathoi, a city
on Athos, Thuc. 4, 109, Strab., , (,')
Acrathos, a promontory of Acte,
Strab., , al, Acrae, a city of
Sicily, Thuc. 6, 5 ; hence adj. «-, a, ov.—2. a region in Acarna-
nia, Polyb.', a, ,=. Gal.—II.

dwelling on the heights : epith. of Juno,
Eur. Med. 1379 ; of Venus, Paus. 2,
32, 6.—, Acraea, a Nereid. Hes.
Theog. 249.-2. daughter of the river-
god Asterion, Paus. 2, 17, 2.', ov, (a priv., -') without nausea from drunkcn-

AKPA
ness, Arist. Probl.—II. act. preventing
drunkenness, Diosc.,, , Acraephia, Hdt. 8,

135,, , , and-, , , Strab., a city of Boeotia
near lake Copais.', , syncop. from-,^, unmixed, pure,
Eur. Hec. 537 : , sheer, utter

poverty, Anth. : hence—II. unhurt, un-
harmed, Lat. integer, Eur. Ale. 1052

:

c. gen., untouched by a thing. Soph.
O. C. 1147. Adv. -.
f, ov, ,—,", ov, (a priv.,) un-

accompjlished, unfulfilled, fruitless, idle,,^, Pind.,, Aesch.:
ovK, the truth, Eur. Bacch.
435.—II. endless,, Aesch. Ch. 05

;

where others explain the dead ofnight.
Only poet., ov, ,(,)
the point or end of the axle., , ,() ill mix-
ture, ., an unwholesome tem-
perature, or climate, Theophr., opp. to., , , like, the
character of an, incontinence,
Lat. impotentia, Xen., opp. to h/-, Arist. Eth. N., ov, Bergk's reading
in Theocr. 1, 51, for, q. v.,, ,()=-, Xen.—II. icant of power of sto-

mach, Hipp, [], dep. mid., to be -, Arist. Eth. N. The act. occurs
in Plut. ap. Stob. p. 81, 40., , , connected with
incontinence, Arist. Rhet. 2, 16, 4., , to be, Hipp.

:

from, , (a priv., )
powerless, }', Soph. O. C. 1236

:

not having power or command over a
thing, Lat. impotens.c. gen.,,
Aesch. Pr. 884, op}7/r, Thuc. 3, 84 :. jetpof, of athief, Dion. H. : also.,, intemperate in the

purs-uit of, Arist. Eth. N. : esp. in
moral sense without power or command
over one's self or one's passions, m-
continent, unbridled, licentious, Arist.
Eth. N. ;, Ar. Ran. 838 : ., immoderate expense, Anth.
Adv. -, Plat./, ov, (a priv.,)
ungoverned, uncontrolled, Arist. Me-
teor. : not to be controlled, Hdn., adv. of 7),—-, Aretae., ,=^., dep. mid. ,.-,() to drink pure wine, (merum)
hence—II. to breakfast, because this
meal consisted of bread dipped in wine,
V. Br. Ar. Plut. 295: c. ace, ., to breakfast on plums, Ar.
Fr. 505., , , a breakfast,

Arist. H. A. [], ov, , breakfasting,

Ath. IID.
^, ov, the MSS. reading

in Theocr. 1, 51, defended by Herm.,
who takes only -

together, in the signf having
made a dry breakfast, i. e. none at all,

but it is very dub. : Wiistem. takes
Toup's emend, : Bergk
conj. (from-), ivithout food, [],, ,(,) hard toper, Ath. 483 ., , , Ion.-, drinking of unmixed wine,
Hdt. 6, 84, and
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AKPl, , to drink unmixed I

wi?ie, Anst. Probl. : from, , 6, Ion.-,{,) drinker of

unmixed wine, HJt. 6, 81. Fein, --
Tif,. .

',, Ion., q. v., (
priv.,) unmixed, pure, sheer,

unadulterate : esp. of wine,, drink-offerings of pure wine,

II. 4, 59 ; 6 sub., wine
without water, unmixed wine, sheer

wine, Lat. meruin, Ar. Eq. 105: also

TO. Flut. : but also of solids,

etc.,£iiip., Plat., .,
pure black, Thcophr. ; -, pure

intellect, Xen.—2. of the temper or

state, untempered, unrestrained, abso-

lute,,, etc.,

Plat. : ., absolute law. Id.

Legg. 723 A ;, a sheer lie. Id.

Rep. 382 C—3. strong, hot, strictly of

sheer wine, as Xen. An. 4, 5, 27

:

then in gen., intemperate, excessive,

violent, ., Aesch. Pr. 678 :. /^. Thuc. 2, 49 ;, come with all thy power, _Eur.

Cycl. C02. A syncop. comp.-, in Hyperid. ap. Ath. 421 D,

superl.. Plat. Phil. 53 A., ov,{, -) unbridled of tongue.,, ,{) re-

fugnance to mix, ,
lipP•

, , ,, , , and-, , ,{,) ves-

sel for pure wine, elsewhere,
Lat. acratophorns, Cic. Fin. 3, 4. 15.

'

A

,,,—/, Soph.

Phil. 486. []/, , to be passionate,

Plat. Legg. 731 D.
^
Hence, , . Ion.,

passionateness, a burst ofpassion, Hipp.

:

from/., ov. Ion.,
quick or sudden to anger, passionate,

Ar. Eq. 41 : ., an ill-tempered

dog, Ar. Ran. 535,, Epinic.

ap. Ath. 432 C. and even .,
a wild pear that pricks on the least

touch, Pherecr. Incert. 32.—II. in

gen. in passionate distress, Theocr. 24,

60 : is a later and worse
form, (the deriv. uncertain, either

from,, or from,
for.) [/cpu]. , , like an-

or twig, I'heophr.,, ,{) strictly

bmtgh or branch, which ends in

smaller branches and twigs, Theophr.
H. P. 1, 1, 9: but usu. in gen. a

branch, twig, shoot, Simon. 51, Eur.
Cycl. 455., ov, {a priv.,) with-

out flesh, not fleshy, Hipp.~, ov, {,)
at the beginning of evening, at even tide:,, adv., Theocr. 24, 75:

Hipp., ef,=sq., Anth., ov,{,/) in earliest

youth, very young, Theocr. 8, 93./, ov, {a priv.,-
vov) without head-band or chaplet, 0pp., ov, Ion. for,
Hom., ov, of or from sheer

bile,, Hipp.,, Ion. for, etc., , , «pith, of Minerva,
but prob. should be.—. -, =.., or,, , Acriae,

a city of Laconia, Polyb., Strab.
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AKPI

t'A/ipiaf, , , Acrias, masc. pr. n.

Pans.',=,1>. Hence3,, =,
LXX. [], , =,
LXX.', , , exactness, literal

accuracy, precision. Thuc. 1, 22,, Antipho 127, 12 ;
'.=, freq. in Plat.

:

perfection,- Tov, its fine

state, exact discipline, Thuc. 7, 13 :

strictness, severity,, Isocr. 147

E, ., to investigate

clearly or strictly, Plat. Gorg. 487 C :

nicencss, punctuality, also oiyer-nice-

ness, pedantic precision, Polyb. : par-

simony, frugality, Plut. ; hence ', to be scarce. Plat.

Legg. 814 B. Only in Alt. prose, [t], . Ion. for foreg., Hipp.', . exact, accurate, precise,

nice, strict, true, perfect in its kind,

Lat. absolutus, Eur. El. 367, Thuc,
etc. : in all sorts of relations, of argu-

ments, close, subtle, Ar. Nub. 130 ; of

thoughts and notions, clear, definite,

Eur., etc. : very freq. in adv. -,',, -,, etc., Ildt. 7, 32, etc.

:

=, Thuc. 6, 18.

—II. of persons, ejaci, strict,,
Thuc. 3, 46 ; severe, scrupulous, punc-

tual, Plat., etc.: . ,
sharp-sighted, Theocr. 22, 194: also

frugal, stingy, . ,
Menarid. ap. Stob. 387, 45, v. Gaisf.

ad 1. : , Lat. vix

ac ne vix quidem, with the greatest diffi-

culty, Plut. Only in Att. poetry and
prose, (usu. deriv. from.)', ov, {, -) severely jiidging, ,
extreme to mark what is amiss, Arist.

Eth. N.,, f.-,
as dep., to be exact, accurate, precise in

language, investigation, etc., usu.

absol., Plat. ; but also c. ace. rei, to

weigh accurately. Id., also ., Dem. .307, 9. The act. is found

later, as in Dion. H. Hence, verb, adj., me
rnust weigh accurately, Arist. Rhet.', , , exactness, pre-

cision in speech,investigation, etc. .Arist.

Rhet. ; also in money matters, Id. Eth.

N.', ov,{, ))
exact, accurate, precise in speech, inves-

tigation, etc., Timon ap. Diog. L.

2, 19.,, f.-, perf.,{) to make exact or accurate,

Eur. Hipp. 469 : to arrange precisely,

Arr. Eccl. 274 : but usu. to examine

or investigate accurately ; to under-

stand thoroughly, Eur. Hec. 1192, and
Xen. : also , \181. Gen. An.

:

—to express accurately, Xen. Cyr. 2,

1, 26. Pass, to be perfect, Ar. Ran.
1483

;
, in a thing,

Arist. Pol.
'3,, , exact knowl-

edge, Epicur. ap. Diog. L. [i],, , exactness : strict

observance,, Joseph, [], verb, adj., one mu^t
examine accurately, Philo., , , dim, from,
Diosc., , {,) lo-

cust-cage : received by Meineke in

Theocr. 1, 52, and Seller in Long. 1,

10, instead of seq., , ,{,)
;

locust-trap, Valck. Theocr. 1, 52,

AKPI
Long. 1, 10 ; v. foreg. (by analogy it

should be a locust-hunt.), ov, {,)
a locust-eater, Strab. [], f. -, {) to climb

heights.—II. to go on tiptoe, Eur. Oen.
11.—HI. to cut off the extremities: v.'., a, ov, v.., , , Ion. for , the

extremity, in Hom. only in Od., al-

ways in plur., , the

windy mountain-tops, Od. 9, 400 : in

gen. a hill-country is called,
Od. 10, 281, and just above, 275,-.—. Acris, a city of Libya, Diod.

S. 20, 57.',, , a locust, . 21, 12.', , , {) want

of distinctness and order, confusion,

Xen. Hell. 7, 5, 27.—II. wajit ofjudg-
ment, badjudgment or choice,perversion,

Polyb. 2, 35. 3.—III. undecided char-

acter of a disease, Hipp., , , Acrisius, son of

Abas and father of Danae. Hdt. 6, 53.—2. a Sicyonian, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 33., , , (fern, patron.)

daughter of Acrisius, i. e. Danae, 11.

14, 319., ov, ,{,)
the end of the or hip. Hipp.

V, neut. pi. o{, adv.,

indiscriminately, H. Horn. Pan. 26., a, b, Acritas, a promon-
tory of Messenia, Strab., adv. of, xvithout in-

quiry, trial, choice or judgyneni, Lys.
Fr. 56. [i but also t, Drac], ov,{,-) indiscreet of counsel. Or. Sib., , gen., {-,) shedding floods oj tears

^

Anth., ,{, •)=^.
', ,{,)

recklessly or confusedly babbling. II. 2,

246.—II., confused dreams, and
so hard to interpret, Od. 19, 560,, ov, {a priv.,) un-

arranged, undistingttishable, confused,

disorderly,, 11- 2, 790, so'. Od. 8, 505 :,
one common undisting^tished grave. 11.

7, 337 : ., a confused mass,

Hipp.—2. not to be separated, lasting,

unceasing, ',
Od. 18, 174 ; 19, 120, -, . Horn. Merc. 126:, griefs not to be assuaged, 11, 3,

412:

—

.. a continuous chain

of mountains, Anth.—3. in late poets,

countless, 0pp.— 11. undecided, doubt-

ful,,, 11. 14, 205, Hes.

Sc. 311 : . Thuc. 4,

20 : so too adv. -, ivithout decisive

issue. Id, 7, 71 :

—

. a fever that

will not come to a crisis, Hipp. :

—

un-

certain as to time, Arist. Meteor.—2.

unjudged, untried, of persons and
things, e. g. ,,, to put to death

without trial, Lat. indicia causa, Hdt.

3, 80, Thuc. 2, 67.^ cf. 8, 48, Dem.
212, 23:

—

., a cause not

yet tried, Isocr. 385 A ; cf. Plat. Tim.
5 1 C :—also not subject to trial, irre-

sponsible, Aesch. Suppl. 374.— III.

act. not giving a judgment, wit/tout ad-

judging, Hdt. 8, 124 : 7iot capable of
judging, rash, headstong, Polyb., etc.

—2. not exercising judgment, undistin-

guishing. of the Fates, Anth., v. Jac.

2, 2, p. 221. Adv. -.
', ov.{, 7<.•) of undistinguishable, that is, close-

ly blending leafage,, II. 2, 8QS.



',, ,{,)
vndistinguishably mixed, Aesch. Theb.
360., ,(,)
of indistinct language.^',, , Acriphius, masc. pr.

. Paus., =, Me-
nand. p. 36.', , ,()
Lat. acroama, any thing heard, Xen.
Symp. 2, 2, esp. heard with pleasure,

any thing read, recited, played or sung,

a feast to the ear, v. : a play,

musical piece, etc., Xen. Hier. 1, 14,

and freq. from Polyb. downwards.

—

II. in plur. for the concrete, lecturers,

singers or players, esp. during meals,

Polyb., etc. Hence', , , to be heard,

designed for hearing only,.-
'/, the esoteric doctrines of phi-

losophers, which were not commit-
ted to writing, Plut. Alex. 7, opp. to:~., fut.- []: pf., dep. mid., to hear, hearken

or listen to, usu. like, c. gen.

pers. et ace. rei, Thuc, etc. : but

sometimes also c. gen. rei, Plat.

Hipp. Maj. 285 D : esp. to hear or at-

tend lectures, hence , a

hearer, pupil. Plat., and Xen.—II. to

obey,, Thuc. 3, 27. (Prob. con-

nected with, cf. Hesych.),, , a hearing, heark-

ening or listening to, Thuc. 1, 21, etc.,' , to cheat

you into hearing, Aeschin. 58, 37.—2.

obedience, submission,, Thuc. 2,

37.—II. the thing listened to, a dis-

course, lecture, Hipp.—III.=-
piov, Plut. 2, 58 C., verb. adj. 07t£ must
listen to, obey, , Ar.. 1228.', , ,()

place of audience, Lat. auditorium,

Plut.—II. an aiuiience. Id. Cat. 22.',,,() a hear-

er, listener,, Thuc. 3, 38 : a pu-
pil. Plat.—II. a reader, Plut. Thes. 1., , , ()
belonging to, proper to hearing,,
a lecturer's salary, Lat. honorarium,

Luc. Enc. Dem. 25. Adv.-,., be fond of hearing, Philo.,=:, Hipp.

:

from', , (,)
walking on tiptoe or erect, ()', , (,) to

walk or run on tiptoe or erect, Anth. v.

Lob. Aj. 1217.—IL to climb aloft, Pol-
yaen. 4, 3, 23.', , , fit for mount-
ing, Lat. scansorius, Vitruv.

', , =,
Nonn. Dion. 47, 235., , (,)
with tlie extremities immersed, Nonn.

—

II. tinged nt the point, or slightly, Anth., ,(, /^) with

a point at the end, Anth./.,, , the point of an
arrow, spit, etc., Archipp. ap. A. B.

371.7,, ,(,-) budding or sprouting at the end,

Theophr.'37, , to he an,
throw from afar, to sling, skirmish,

Anth. Hence', , , a throwing from
afar, slinging, skirmishing, App./,.-,. mid.,
to throw or strike front afar : to provoke
the enemy to attack, skirmish,

, Thuc. 4, 34 :, Hdt. 8, 64.

Act. only in Anth. Ep. Ad. 667.

Hence
', , , a throwing

from afar, skirmishing, Xen. An. 3,

4, 18.,, , App., and'?., , , Thuc. 7, 25,=.'3, , o,=sq. Xen.
Cyr. 6, i, 28./., , ,(, ?.)
one that throws from afar, a skirmisher

:

but— II. proparox. /., ,
struck from afar, or acc. to SchiitZ,

struck upon the summit, Aesch. Theb.
158., to be uncircumcised,

LXX., and3, , , the prepuce or

foreskin, LXX. Gen. 17, 11.—II. un-

circumcision, the state or class of the un-

circumcised, N. T. Rom. 4, 10 ; Id. 2,

26. From, ,(,) un-

circumcised, LXX., , (,)
with prominent chin, Arist. Physiogn.', ,, (,) at the extreme angle,. /.,
the comer foundation atone, N. T. 1

Pet. 2, 6.
'?, , , (,?.) thefinger-tip., ,(,) bound

at the end, at the top, Anth., ,(,)
strictly just, Stob. Eel. 2, 320., , , (, )
fruit-trees, strictly, bearing fruit at the
extremities of the branches, Xen. Gee.
19, 12, Plat. Cnt. 115 B.— II. fruits

that grow at the end of the branches :

usu. of hard-shelled fruits, as nuts,

chestnuts, etc., Arist. H. A. : in gen.

fruit, Theophr. The sing,-
ov seldom used.

'7., ,(,)
twisted at the end, Anth.

',.(,) boiled,

or heated slightly, Diosc.,,(,) slight-

ly leavened, Galen., adv. from, from
the end or top, Arist. Physiogn. 6, 20., , (,)
very hot, late.', adv. from, at the

beginning, c. gen.,, Arat., , (, )
touching on the surface or lightly : -, Mel. 14. Adv. -, . -, just to dip in, so that it is

hardly wetted, Diosc., , , Pind. v.-., (, ) to take

an offering for the gods fro/n the top

of a heap of booty, etc., usu. in mid.
to take ofthe best, pick outfor one's self,

Eur. H. F. 476., , , (, )
usu. in plur., but in sine, also Eur.
Phoen. 282, Thuc. 1, 132, in Pind.
also :—strictly the top of the

heap, i. e. the best or choice parts :

hence usu. the first-fruits nf the field,

of booty, etc., esp. to be offered to the
gods, like, oft. in Hdt.,
Pind., and Att. : ,
in Pind. O. 2, 7, the Olympic games,
as being founded from spoils taken in

war

:

—strictly a neut. adj., and so in

Aesch. Eum. 834, , of-

ferings offirstfruits. \], , , Acrothoum, and.,, Acrotho'i, a city on
,
Mt. Athos, Hdt. 7, 22, Thuc. 4, 109.

, , , , () superficially, i. e. slightly

drunk, tipsy, Arist. Probl., , (,)
bearing fruit at the top, e. g.

Theophr.',(,)
only used in part,,
growing black, darkening on the surface,

of a swollen stream, II. 21, 249.', ,(,) the

ends of sail-yards , like Lat. cornua., , ,(, -) Acroceraunia, a chain of
mountains in Epinis, forming a bold
promontory near Oricum., , ,(,)
the capital of a pillar, Philo., ,(,)
at the beginning or end of night, in twi-

light, Hes. Op. 565., cf,=foreg. Luc. Lex-
iph. 11., , o,=sq., ,(,) with
hair on the crou-n, epith. of the Thra-
cians, who either tied up their hair

in a top-knot, or shaved all their head
except the crown, II. 4, 533 : with
hair at the end, Strab.—II. icith leaves

at the top, Eur. Phoen. 1516, esp. of
the palm ;, Theocr. 22,
41.^, , also ;;, Xen.
Hell. 4, 4, 4, (.) the

Acrocorinthus, the citadel of Corinth., (, ) to

float on the topmost waves, a bombastic
word ridiculed by Luc. Lexiph. 15., , ,(, /.)
the shoulder-blade., , , (, -) usu. in plur., but sing, also An-
tiph. Corinth. 1, Eubul. Amal. 1, the

extremities of the hodij, esp. of animals,
the snout, ears, trotters, pettitoes, Lat.
trunculi, Hipp., etc., , ,(, ?.}=', the fir ^t fruits of the spoil., ,(,) with

the ends made of stone :, a sta-

tue with the head, arms, and legs

marble, the rest wood, .\nlh. cf Mul-
ler Archaol. d. Kunst, ^ 84, 1., , , the edge of a
net, Xen. Cyn. 2, 6. [t] from'/.,,(,.) at the

edge of the net, Opp.
', , (,)

fat on the surface, Alex. Pon. 7. [t],, ,(,)
the Acrolissus, the citadel of Lissus,

Strab., , to gather at top, pick
ears of com, Anth. : from?., , (, /.) ga-
theringfrom the top, Lat. decerpens,-, Epinic. in Ath. 10, 432 C.', , , (,)
mountain crest, hilly country, Polyb.

2, 27, 5.'?., , , a mountaineer,

Anth. [], , (, .)
high crested, peaked,,,
Opp,—II. .,^=, moun-
tain crest, Plut.. 22., (, ?,) tn untie

only at the end, not entirely, Anth./., , (, ?.?)
Strab. The meaning can only be
having long ivool, and Coray therefore

reads., , (,)
at the point of madness, or at the height

of madness, raving mad, Hdt. 5, 42., , (, ),=.
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?., , {,-) leaded at the edge, ', Anth.7,,,[,-
?.0) the middle of the navel., , TO,=foreg., , , neiit. from,
the highest, topmost, last, hence as

Subst.,—1. a point, top, height, peak,, ", Horn. :
-

, Hdt. 6, 100. 2. the highest pitch,

the height, , Pind. .
1, 14: , ', to the

highest pitch, iSimon, 15, Plat. Tim.

20 A : ,, to win the prize,

Theocr.—II. the end, edge, border, Po-, , 6, (, )
Acroneus, a Phaeacian, Od. 8, 111., {,) adv.,

touching at the edge, Galen., ov, {, ) at

the beginning of night, at even., oi',=;foreg., gen.-, , also-, , nightfall, Schaf. Schol.. Kh. p. 233., adv., {^,) ivith

the tip of the nail, for, Jac.

A. P. p. 760. [<-]', , , v. ;.^, , {, ) at

nightfall, at even, Arist., Theocr.. ov,{, )=^-, Q. Sm. 8, 157., , {,)
fastened or ?iailed at the end or on high,

Nonn., ov, affected on the sur-

face, Hipp. : but the word is contra-

iy to analogy.-, ov, {,)
sprinkled on the surface, e. g. with salt,

hence slightli/ salted, Sopat. ap. Ath.

119 A., , {,)
exceeding sad, Aesch. Pars. 135.', ov, {, ?.)
muddy on the surface, Polyb., maimed,', Hipp. ".

also as subst., maimed tongue. Id. :

—but the readings vary., ov, contr.,
ovv, {,) swimming at the

top, skimming the surface, Plut. : me-
taph. superficial, Hipp., or, adv.,{,) on tiptoe, stealthily, Luc.

Dial. Mort. 27, 5, etc.

i'AKpo-o?.tvu, {.-,{-7^)
to move on high., , y, the upper or

higher city, hence the citadel, castle,

Od., and Hdt. : in Att. esp. the Acrop-

olis of Athens, which served as the

treasury, hence}' ) -?, ,
to be entered as a debtor to the state,

Dem. 1337, 24; 1327, 25 (in this signf.

the art. is oft. omitted).—II. metaph.,

a tower of defence. Theogn. 233.—2.

the highest point. Plat. Tmi. 70 A., ov, {,)
high-ranging, in gen. high,, II. 5,

523., ov, {, )
boring through, piercing with the point,

6', Od. 3, 463.—II. proparox.,, ov, pierced at the end, with

an opening at the end, Nonn. Dion. 2.

2.—III. {,) high-step-

ping, Nonn., ov,{,-) purple-edged., , ,{,)
the foreskin, Lat. praeputium, Hipp., ov, TO.^foxeg.. ov, , {,) a

hard drinker,.
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,-, ,{,)
the point of the foot., , ,{,-) the end of a ship's prow, Strab., , .{, -) the tip ofthe wing, Anth. :-, in an army, the men at

the end of the wings, 0pp., , poet, for-, Aesch. Theb. 240.

()[), ov,{, ^) hav-

ing the root high up, i. e. not striking

deep root., ov,,{,) the

tip of the nose, [pi], , {, (^)
the fore-end of the pole. [v\', a, ov, {) outermost, at

the end or edge, Lat. cxtremus, esp. at

the top, Lat. summus, and so pointed,

sharp, high : Horn, has it only in this

signf, , ,, the end of tlie hand or feet, the

top of the shoulder, etc., so too=?, 11. G, 257:, the surface of the water, 11. 16,

102, etc.: hence ' -, notfrom the surface of the heart, i.

e. from the inmost heart, Aesch. Ag.

805, cf. Eur. Hec. 242 : but also -, the inmost marrow, Eur.

Hipp. 255.—II. of time, ,
the end of the evening, nightfall, Pind.

P. 11. 18 ; , the beginning of night,

Schaf. Soph. Aj. 285.—III. of degree,

the highest in its kind,_/irsi, exceeding

good, excellent, Hdt. 5, 112; G, 122,

Aesch. Ag. G28, and freq. in Att.,

esp. Plat. : ,,
the first among the Greeks, the poets,

Valck. Ad. p. 414 : -, the oldest rulers of Argos,

Theocr. 15, 142:- ,
not strong of mind, Hdt. 5, 124 :

Tu, Hdt. 7, 111 ; -
yijV, quick to anger, very passionate,

Hdt. 1, 73 ; also or .
Plat.—IV. as subst., v. sub and.—V. as adv., and,
very, exceedingly, highly, so ,
also and ', Schiif. Dion.

Comp. 873 : superlative,,
Ael., , {,)
rotten at the end, Hipp., ov,{,)
pointed or shod with iron, Anth., ov,{,) high

in wisdom, Pind. O. 11, 19., ov, {a priv.,)
without tassels, fringeless., ov, , {,-) the upper part of the breast ; the

chest, Arist. Physiogn.
',, , —sq., Cic. Di-

vin. 2, 54., ov, , {, -) the beginning of a verse.—II. an
acrostic poem, late word, also-

: Epicharmus is said to have
invented them., , ,{,-) the uppermost part of a ship,

hence— 1. the gunwale, PIut.,Demetr.
43.— 2. the projecting prow and its or-

name^ts,^u?Mov, Diod., , {,)
the edge of the lips, Dion. H.—II.=-., , {,)
easily falling, apt to trip, unsteady,

Plut. : . , of precari-

ous healtn, Plat. Rep. 404 : ., inclined to anger, Plut.,

so, too, . Id. Symp. 1, 4.

— II. act., apt to throw down lipnery,

dangerous, Polyb. Adv., -^ .
or, Plut.

, , {, )
cloven at the end, Theojjhr.

f, ov, , Acrotatus, son
of Cleomenes king of Sparta, Diod.

S., Pans.— 2. grandson of the prece-

ding and king of Sparta, Plut. Pyrrh.

2G, etc., ov, ,{, -) the end of anything, esp. the

ftg-end, of a verse, Thuc. 2, 17

:

hence the burden, chorus, Dio C./, , {, )
stretching high, Nonn. Dion. 7, 309., 7], , () an end,

height, highest point, Hipp., and Arist.

Eth. N. : excellence, Dion. H.', ov, {a priv.,)
not struck, not beaten together : -, cymbals that are not in u7iison,

Ath., , -, to lop off,

shave the surface, Xen. Oec. 18, 2 :

from, ov,{,) cut

off sharp, of a Stone, squared, Joseph. ;

of a precipice, abrupt, Polyb. 9, 27, 4., ov, {, )
straining the extremities, muscular in

the arms and legs, Ath., ov, {a priv.,) tm-

applauded., ov,{,) curled

at the end, Arist. Physiogn.,,,{,)
the summit or pinnacle of heaven, Luc.
Lexiph. 15.,{,) to possess

or inhabit the heights, Anth., , {, )=•, Nonn., to shine at top, to

be white above, Nonn., , {,)
appearing over the hills, or just dawn-

ing, /, Nonn. : bright-shining, Id., ,{,) of high

birth, high-minded, Synes.,, ,{,)
the governor of a citadel, Polyb. 5, 50,

10.7, ov, {,)
with leaves at top, Theophr., , ,{,)
the snout or pipe of a pair of bellows,

Soph. Fr. 824, Thuc. 4, 100 : ' -, fresh from the bellotcs, or (as

we say) from the anvil, Ar. Fr. 561.

—

II. a comet's tail, Dio C.')? or, , ,=, drunken. . Rh., , {, )
wide-yawning, Anth.,, , {,)
the lower part of the arm, Lat. ulna,

Hipp.
, ,,,,=,

Hipp., ov, , v. 1. for, Luc.,.-, to seize with the

tips of the fingers, Aristaen.—II. more
freq. in mid. to struggle at arm's

length ; esp. of a kind of wrestling,

in which they grasped one another's

hands, without clasping the body
(the latter being called ?),
absol. Arist. Eth. N., but also .
Tivi or , Plat. Ale. 1, 107 E,

Posidon. ap. Ath. 154 B. : cf. Ruhnk.
Tim. Hence', , 57,=sq. Hipp.

;

and, ov, , wrestling with

the hands, Hipp., ov, , a hand-wrest-

ler (ci.), Paus.', , o,=foreg., ov. Ion..



, {,7) warm at the sur-

face, lukewarm, Hipp, [t],, , (Pint.),

and, , (Arist. Eth. .),
later I'orms for', etc., q. v., ,(,) tike or full of,
DioC.

',, ,{,-) wart with a thin neck, Hipp.?., ,{,) bare

or bald at top. Gal., ,• at the end., , ( priv.,)
unhidden, Eur. Andr. 830./, , {a priv., -/) without ice, unfrozen, Hdt.

2, 22.'?.,,,{,)
the point of the elbow : in Xen. Cyn.

2, 6, leg.'., , , {,) the

upper arm, shoulder, acromion process,

Hipp. : in a horse, the withers, Xen.
Eq. 1, 11 ; etc., ro,=:foreg:., , ,^, Al-

ciphr.,,,=?.
f\\.Kpu)v,, , Acron, father of

Psaumis, Piud. O. 5, 18.—2. a cele-

brated physician of Agrigentum,
Diog. L., etc.', , , in Aesch. Eum.
188 usu. taken as=^,
a cutting off the extremities, mutilation,

which Herm., Opusc. 6, 2, p. 41, de-

nies to be possible : the Schol. in-

terprets . by -, the height of woe : but the pas-

sage is prob. corrapt, of.-,, ,{, )~., ,{,) the tip

of the nail: hence any extremity, the

top of a mountain,=^aKpupeLa, Xen.
An. 3, 4, 37., ,{,) with

or haning nails, claws, hoofs, etc.
;, the tips of the fingers,

Mel. 79; .. the traces of one

walking on his toes, Plut., , , {,)
mountain ridge, Xen. Hell. 7, 2, 10,

and Polyb.—II. as pr. n. Acrorea, the

territory of the city Acrorei, on the
Alphcus, Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 30 ; hence, , the inhabitants of
Acrorei, Id. 7, 4, 14., , , {,) day-
break, Theophr.,.-. cut off the

or extremities, esp. the

hands and feet, to tnutilate, like-
: in the strict signf first in

Polyb. : but of ships,. -, Hdt. 3, 59, so too in mid., Xen.
Hell. 6, 2, 36 : and Dem. 324, 22, has
pf. pass, in mid. signf-
uivoL , having ruined

their countries.—ll. intr. toforyn a pro-

montory, to jut out like one, Polyb. 4,

43, 2, and Strab. Hence, , , a cutting off

the extremities, mutilalinn, Diosc., , , {) any
topmost or prominent part, e. g.,
a mountain-peak, Hdt. 7, 217 : i';/of, a

ship''s beak, Lat. rostrum, Hdt. 8, 121 :

also , . Horn.
33, 10: absol.—1. m plur. the extremi-

ties nf the body, hands and feet, fingers
and toes: Thuc. 2, 49, etc.— 2. in

sing, a promontory, Pind. 01. 9, 12.

—

3. the end of a gable or pediment, i. e.

the top, and ends of the base, on
which stood statues, Plat. Crit. 116
D. Hence

, ,(,) like an.
',{.•,{?/) to banquet on

the cool shore, to enjoy one^s self, Lat.

in actis esse, convivari, Plut. 2, 668 B.

—II. =., , , a fine Persian state

robe, Democr. ap. Ath. 525 D, cf Lob.
Aglaoph. 1022, n.—II. a marble ball,

Clearch. ap. Ath.6l8F.

—

1.=:-£.
—IV. as pr. n. Actaea, name of a

Nereid, II. 18, 41.— 2. daughter of

Danaus, Apollod.— 3. a\so=,
V. sub.,= sq.. Plat. Legg. 672
C, T. Bergk Anacr. Fr. 110.', seems to be a strengthd.
form from, to put in motion, raise,= (ace. to Hesych ), .

or, Aesch. Eum. 30 :

but ace. to Suid. the word is mtr. to

move rapidly, be strong and active, v.

Ruhnk. Tim. ; and Passow derives

it from : cf. also,,., a, , {) on the shore

or coast, as epith. of Ionian cities,

Thuc. 4, 52 : dwelling on the coast, be-

longing thereto, , Orph.—II. -, , SC., Actaea, i. e. Coast-land,

an old name of Attica, also,
Callim. Fr. 34S.—III. .
Mount Actacum, in Scythia, Lye.

—

IV., , , Actaeus, masc.
pr. n. Pans., Apollod., and>, , Actaeon,
son of Aristaeus and Autonoe, grand-
son of Cadmus, Eur. Bacch. 230., , , contr., the elder-

tree, samhucus tiigra, Hipp., , {a priv.,)
without property, poor, Anth., , {a priv.,)
uncombed, unkempt. Soph. O. C. 1261., verb. adj. from, one

must lead, Plat.,Xen : ,
one must keep peace. Dem.— II. one

must go or march. Xen.,, {a priv.,)
without funeral rites. Anth., ff,=foreg.. Or. Sib., {a priv., )=. Soph. Ant. 1071., , ,{) the sea-beach,

strand, Horn. : Strictly the place where
the waves break, opp. to ?, like

)1)' from, hence, usu.
with epithets denoting a high rug-
ged coast,, -, Hom.

:

and in plur. , Od.
5, 405 ; 10, 89 : also a tract by the .sea,

Hdt. 4, 38 : even of rivers, Ne,
Pind. I. 2, 62,, Aesch. Ag.
697,, Soph. Ant. 813.^
The word seldom occurs in Att.

prose, but v. Xen. An. 6, 2, 1, Lycurg.
149, sq.— II. in gen. any raised place,

edge, like the sea-coast, Lat. ora.-, of a sepulchral mound, Aesch.
Cho. 722,, of an altar. Soph.
O. T. 183, cf. Aesch. Ag. 493.— III.

as pr. n. Acte, old name of Attica,

Coast-land, hke, Soph. Fr.
19.—2. the east coast of ;he Pelopon-
nesus, between Troezene and Epi-
daurus, Diod. S.—3. the peninsula
on which Mount Athos rises, Thuc.
4. 109.— 4. /.,^ a region in Sicily,

Hdt. 6, 22.—5., an island in
the Euxine, Eur. And. 1262., , ,{) strictly fern,

from, broken, bruised, and so as
subst. ground, bruised corn, Lat. mola,
groats, meal, bread made thereof,-, ?., , II. 11, 030;
13, 322, Od. 2, 355: some supply

: in Hes. Op. 464, and later,

AKTO, occurs for seed-

corn.,, , contr. for, q. v., , , poverty, Eccl.

.

from, , gen., {a priv.,) without property, needy, poor,
c. gen., poor in gold. II. 9, 126.,,=, dub. 1. .
Hom. 32, 6., ,,^=., , ( priv.,)
not to be got, not worth getting. Plat.

374 E.

fAKTia, , , Actian games, cele-

brated at Actium, Strab., v. Diet.
Antiqq. s. v.'\, , , ofActium, Actian,, the battle ofActium, Strab.,, , peculiar fern, to
foreg., Anth.^, Strab.

*,, assumed by Gramm.
as the orig. form of, but hardly
to be found in use., adv., like a ray, Luc.
Salt. 18.,,.-,{-) to send forth rays, radiate, Philo.

Pass, to be irradiated, Ath. : and
hence, , , the shooting of
rays, Plut., oVf {,)
radiating., , , {,-) treatise on radiation, by Democr.
ap. Diog. L. 9, 48., ,{,) like

rnys, Philostr.,, , {) emit-

ting rays, Or. Sib. 8, 376, where the

I is incorrectly made short., ,,{) ofelder-wood,

Theophr., , {, )
bearing rays.—'2. as subst. a radiated

shell-fish, Lat. pecten, Xenocr., , ', furnished with

rays, Lat. radiatus, Philo., , ,^=, Ael.

—

.
as pr. . Actium, a promontory of

Acarnania, famed for the victory of

Augustus over Antony ; also a town
on the same; Thuc. 1, 29 ; Strab. :

strictly neut. from, , {) of or on the sea-

beach, epith. of Pan as god of the
coast, Theocr. 5, 14, cf.-?
and ; and of Apollo, Ap.
Rh. 1, 402., , , Actis, founder of
Heliopolis, Diod. S., , , (cf.) a ray,

beam, esp. of the sun, freq. from Hom.
downwards : hence ,
midday. Soph. O. C. 1247 : but also

of fire and lightning. Pind. P. 4, 352,

Soph. Tr. 1086 ; of the eyes, Pind.

Fr. 88 : hence metaph. brightness,

splendour,7,,
Pind.—II. like Lat. radius, the spoke

of a wheel, Anth. (usu. deriv. from
: others refer it to the same

root as.)\, , Actisanes, a king of
Aethiopia, Diod. S., , {a priv.,) un-
built ; uncreate, Eccl., , , {) a dweller on
the coast :., stonefrom,
i. e. Pentelic marble. Soph. Fr. 72. [j, , poet, for €•,
uncultivated, H. Horn. Ven 123., , , son or descendant

of Actor, 11. 16, 189, and in later

poets.

t'A/croptf, , , Actoris, female
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slave of Penelope, prob. fem. patr.

from., , ,^,
n. 11, 750., , , '. from ,
brought, colhcted, Plut. C. Grace. 7., , , () leader,

chief, Aesch. Fers. 557.—II. a leash,

= cirijy£-i;i•.— III. as pr. n. Actor, son
ofMyriiiidon,kingofPhthia,ApoIlod.'

I, 7, 3.—2. son of Dion in Pliocis,

Find. O. 9, 104.—3. son of Phorbas,

Pans., ApoUod.—4. son of Azeus in

Orchomenus, II. 2, 513.— 5. son of

Hippasus, an Argonaut, Apollod., , to be an., ov, ,{,) a guard

of the coast., ov, (a priv.,-) without pilot, not steered, Plut.

Caes. 28, Luc., ov, (a priv.,)
risking nothing upon a die : venturing

nothing, prudent, M. Anton, [v], ov, {a priv., '/?/)
like, Lat. invenustus,

without charms, Cic. Fam. 7, 32, 2. [], ov, (a priv., ) unfruit-

ful, Call. H. ApoU. 52 : also., ov, (a priv.,) one

who has not gone the round oi studies,

opp. to. Plat. (Com.) In-

cert. 62.,, , , Aquileia, a city of

Cisalpine Gaul, Strab. ; hence ol?/, Hdn., ov, (a priv.,) not

to be rolled about. Or carried along, im-

moveable.—II. also metaph.,
an undaunted heart, Tirnon ap. Ath.
162 F : but ovK, voluble in

speech, Id. ap. Sext. Enip. [i>]

y,, , the Lat. Aquillius,

Strab.

"^,, , an esculent acorn, fruit

of the, Lat. ilex, or of the,
Od. 10, 212.—II. the beech-mast, ]\ic.', ov, (a priv.,)
not washed by the waves, waveless, calm ;, above tvatcr-mark.Kuv. Hipp.
235 ;, Luc. Adv. -. [],, =^ioieg.,'Eui. Incert.

146. [], ov,^, Eur. .
F. 698., ov, gen. , (a priv.,) —, Find. Fr. 259,

Aesch. Ag. 566 : metaph. freq. in

later prose, Wyttenb. Plut. 8 B. [v], ov, gen., (a priv.,) without fruit offspring, barren,

of women, Eur. Andr. 158 ; of the
earth, Moschion ap. Stob. Eel. 1,242.

[-], , Ion. and poet, for.', , ,() impropriety

of language, Gramm., ov, (a priv.,)
not Tided, suffering ?to jnaster, late.?, , -, to speak in-

correctly, Philo ; and/, , , an improper
phrase, Dion. H. : from'?., ov, {,)
speaking incorrectly.", ov, (a priv.,) without

or authority.—I. oi laws, sen-
tences, etc., 710 longer in force, can-

celled, not enforced, set aside,,
Thuc., , Plat. : ,
to set aside, like, Xen., and
Oratt. ; .. Plat., etvc/,

Dem., to have no force, be set aside.—
II. of persons, having no right or
power,, over a thin?, Plat. The-
aet. 109 E, or c. inf., Id. Legg. 929 E.—2, so too of things, -
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, the voting urn into which the
neutral votes are said to have been
thrown. Poll. : tu, the unim-
portant parts of the body, Galen.

—

ill. of words and phrases, used in an
improper sense, Lat. improprius, Cic.

Fam. IG, 17. 1. Adv. ~. Hence, , f.-, to 7nake of no

effect, to cancel, set aside, Dion. H.
;

N. T. Matt. 15, 6.
^
Hence, ,?/, a cancelling, Oion.

H. \ /, verb, adj., one must
cancel, Clem. Al., ov, verb, adj., uncon-

firmed, Eur. Ion 800. [i], , , sc.,
a drug to cause abortion, dub. 1. Hipp.oil ov, (a priv., (>)=-.
i'Aa,, , Acyphas, a town

of Dons usu. called Pindus, Strab., ov, {a priv.,-) untried, unexamined, Ar. Lys.
485.

//, , () a point, edge, Lat.
acies,, II. 10, 373, '. Id.

13, 251, etc., in prose in Arr. and
Luc., ov, (a priv.,)
not divided into clauses or members,
Dion. H., like sq., ov, (a priv.,) with-

out li?nbs or members, Pans.—2.-, not divided into clauses., ov, (a priv.,) un-
hindered, free, Luc. Tim. 18. Adv.-, Plat.^, ov, {a priv.,)
not having feasted or eaten, Liban., ov, {a \m\•., )
not made the subject of comedy : in gen.
not ridiculed. Only as adv. -, Luc.
V.H.I, 2.,, , () a javelin,

dart, smaller and lighter than the, Horn.,,, gen.-, eic. Att. contr. for, against

one^s will, perforce, even in Hoin., v..—II.=, Trag. : rarely

of deeds, as Soph. O.T. 1230, 0. C.
240, 987. [], ov. (a priv.,)
unpitched, dub. 1. Diosc., ov, (a priv.,) with-

out a cimical top,, Joseph., ov, (a priv.,)
not having oars : in gen. unequipped., ov, ( a priv.,) with-

out oars, Anth., V., .
t.'(5.,, a city of Caria,

Hdt. 7', 195, but v. 8, 136, Strab.:

hence, , Hdt. 7, 195.7, , 7/,=^,
Anth., , f. -/, to be-, Joseph./, ov, , a word of dub.
origin, the title of the chief magis-
trate of the Jews at Ale.xandiia, prob.

a chief tax-gatherer, Joseph., cf. Sturz
de Dial. Maced. p. 65 sq. : Cicero
calls Pompey Alabarches, from his

raising the taxes., , , the office or resi-

dence of the, Joseph., , less usu. form for., ov, 6,, ,
ace. to Gramm., Att. for,
etc., cf. Br. Ar. Ach. 1053, Schweigh.
Ath. T. 3, 151., , , dim. from, Att. for,
Eubul. Steph. 7., , also fem.-

AAAl, , , sub., ala
basler, Theophr., , ,(-, /?]) case for alabaster orna-
ments : in gen. a small box, esp. for
ointment, Ar. Fr. 463., , TO,=sq., only in
N. T., for plur., belongs
to sq., , also ?;, alabaster,', not however
the same as ours, but a calcareous
spar, Hdt. 3, 15.— 11. that which is

wrought or made of it, a box, casket,

case, esp. for unguents, Ar. Ach. 1053
(ubi Dind.) : and because
these were made pointed at top,

Pliny gives this name to rosebuds

:

heterog. plur., Theocr.
15, 114, Agath. Ep. 61., ov, (?-,) carrying alabaster vases,

Aesch. Fr. 358., , , coal-dust, soot, ink

made therefrom.—II. a kind o( jlsh.?, or 7],, , a
fish of the Nile, Ath.: m Plin. also
alnbetes.,, . Alabon, a river

and city of Sicily, Diod. S., , , Alagonia, a city

of Messenia, Paus., adv., () towards, to, into

the sea : Horn, says .—II., name of the second
day of the Eleusinian mysteries, the
16th of Boedromion, Polyaen., ov, dithyrambic word
in Ar. Av. 1395, by some derived
Irom, the boundmg race, by
others from and, a race

over the sea., , , Alazia, a city of
Pontus, Strab., , , Alazir, a king ol

Libya, Hdt. 4, 164.^', , -, the character of
a7i, vain-boasting. Plat., etc.,, , an impudent
lie, Ar. Ach. 87 : from, f. -, dep.

mid. : to be, to brag, swagger,

lie, Xen., etc. : c. ace. rei, to pretend,

Arist. Oec.?.,, , a boaster, braggart., , , poet, for-, Or. Sib., ,, ditposed to swag-

ger, lie, Hipp. Adv. -, Diod.,, , /, () orig. a

wanderer about the country, vagabond,

the Scottish landlouper, Alcae. ap.

Suid. : hence like, a quack,

juggler, liar, impostor, Ar. Ach., etc.

;

esp. of false prophets, and sophists,

Hipp., Plat., etc., cf. lluhnk. Tim.,
Theophr. Char. 23.— II. as adj. swag-

gering, boastful, braggart, Lat. glorio^us,

Hdt. 6, 12 : .. Plat. Rep. 560
C : superl. or --, Plat. Phil. 65 C.^', , , the Alazdnes, a
people of Scythia, Hdt. 4, 17.

f?.avor, ov, , Alazonius, a river

of Albania, Strab.,/, Dor. for,., Dor. for, part,

aor. 1 pass, from.', ov, ( priv., 7.)=7/ : not to be deceived, Aesop.

[]
Dor. for?..

?., , and ", a'l, Halae, 2
Attic demi.— 1. ,
Hntae Araphenides, between Mara-
thon and Brauron, Eur. 1. T. 1452,

Strab. ?^, in Halae, Plut. Ant.
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70.—2.', Halae Aex-
O'lides, belonging to the tribe

Cecropis, Xen. Hell. 2, 2, 34 ; hence, , , in pi. oi,
Dem., Strab.—II. a city of Boeotia

on the borders of Locris, Strab.?,^?, to wander about,

Aesch. Ag. 82, and Eur.

?., ,=, Aesch. Fr.

399. (cf. /.)', a, ,=^7, Hipp.
Yk'/.acaa, -, , Alaesa, a city of

Sicily, Strab., Died. S., , Dor. for ?.,
Theocr. 28, 1.

/./., , , alala ! a war-cry,

esp. at the beginning of the fight,

Find. Fr. 255 ; hence the onset or

fight itself, Id. N. 3, 109 : in gen. a

loud cry or shout. Soph. Tr. 20G.

'/.?., ,{) a shouting,

V. 1. for foreg.. Soph. 1. c.7, , ro,= sq., Call.

Fr. 310.?.,,,^,.
8, 37 ;-,, Eur. Cycl.

65, Hel. 1352., f. ->, also-
(Eur. Bacch. 593) ; to raise the-

or war-cry, '.7 ., Xen.
An. 5, 2, 14 : in gen. to cry or shout

aloud. Find. 0. 7, 68, etc., usu. in

sign of joy, but also of pain, Eur. El.

843 (si vera lect.), Plut. Luc. 28, to

wail, N. T. Marc. 5, 38 ; to utter an
inharmonious sound, to tinkle, to clank,

1 Cor. 13, 1 : c. ace. ., to

shout the shout of victory, Soph. Ant.

133. Hence
', , epith. of Mars, to

whom the battle-cry is raised.-, , Dor. for 7.,
Find.^, later form for ,
needlessly questioned by Buttm.
Ausf. Gr. () 34, 2.

'/7., a perf. form from-, but only used in pres. signf., to

wander or roa7n about, without object

or purpose, or like a beggar, II. 23,

74, etc. : also of things,' 7., Hes. Up.
100. Ci.?.>., , ( priv., ),
unexpressed, unutterable, . . Rom.
8, 26. []
?.7/0(•, , ,() the war-

cry, shout of victory, 11. 16, 78, and
Find. ; a loud or tumultuous shout, II.

2, 149 : also a cry of woe, wailing, II.

21, 10.?,, , Ion. for-, dub. in Anth., 3 sing. aor. 2, always
without augment, optat. ?.,
-Kot -HOLEV, subj. ', infin.7.,- -, partic.7-, (formed from root *7.
^=7. with poet, reduplicat.) To
ward or keep off, TLv'i TL, ,
Horn., also , Od. 10,

288. No other tenses are in use, for

Wolf has altered the fut.//
(Od. 10, 288) into subj. aor. «7?-
. (On its deriv. from a root7.
and its affinity to ?/, v. Buttm.
Lexil. pp. 132 and 548.)

V77., , at, Alalcomenae,

a city of Boeotia, containing a tem-
ple of Mmerva, Strab., etc.—2. a city

of Ithaca, Plut. 2, 301 D, accord-
ing to Strab. on the island Asteria,

near Ithaca.

V7., ov, ro,= foreg. 1,

Flut.

'7.7-', iJof, epith. of Mi-
nerva, II. 4, 8 ;

'5, 908, according to

Aristarch. from Alalcomenae ; ac-

cording to others the guardian god-

dess, from 77.: cf. <57<.7.7.,, , Alalcomenes,

a Boeotian hero, Faus.7.', , , Alalcomenin,

the territory of Alalcomenae, Died.

S. 19, 53.-2. daughter of Ogyges,
Faus.

'A7., ov, 0, a Boeotian
month, answering to the Att.-.'7.7,, ov, , a remedy.

/of, ov, (a priv., 77.), not

speaking, speechless, dumb, Aesch. Fr.

52.
^

;

^'77., , )=, a

swallowing, Nic. : according i^ others

=^77], anguish.

'7,/., a perf. form as if

from 7,, {7.) but like-
7,, only used in pres. signf., to

wander about in angidsh, to wander in

mind from grief, II. 10, 94.'',, Qu. Sm. 14, 24, as-

signed by Buttm. as plpf. 3 sing, to.'77, ov, ( priv.,)
without light, darksome, H. Horn. 32,

5, where hov*rever Herm. reads-, metri grat. : freq. of the

nether world, as v. 1. Soph. O. C.

1062; cf. Welcker, Syll. epigr. p.

55.

'7., 8f,=foreg., . )7.,
without light of sun, Soph. Tr. 091

;

met. , Plut. Fhoc. 1.

Hence', , , want of light.

VA7.uvoi,, 01, the Alani ;
'-, the country of the Alani, Luc.

Tox. 51 ; Dion. P.
^, impf.7 ; fut. 7.-

(in comp. with , Hes.
Scut. 409) ; aor. ^, poet, //-, dep. mid., or perh. simply mid.,

to wander, stray, or roam about, Honi.,

etc. : usu. c. prep., as . -
, '. II. 6, 201, Od. 15, 492,

also c. ace. ., to wander tlirough

or over the land. Soph. O. C. 1686,, Eur. Hel. 532; c. gen. to

wander au:ay from, 7niss or be without

a thing, Find. 0. 1, 94, cf. Eur. Tro.
635 : also to wanderfrom home, be ban-

ished, like, Soph. O. C. 444,

also with c. gen., 1363.—II. me-
taph. to wander in mitid, to be in utter

uncertainty. Soph. Aj. 23.—The more
usu. prose form is. [
sometimes poet.]

7., , not seeing, blind, Od. 8,

195 ; 10, 493 :, (as opp. to -,) the dead, Aesch. Eum.
322 : a7.abv , a wound
that brings blindness. Soph. Ant. 974.

—II. like Lat. caecus, dark, obscure,

Ap. Rh.[, but Od. 10, 493 ; 12,

207,, where however Herm.
and Doderl. read ).]
(the usu. deriv. from 7,,
will not agree with the accent : Do-
derl. refers it to7, orig. with
gen. signif. of not having, missing, af-

terwards limited by custom to priva-

tion of sight.), , ], (uZaof,-), a blind, i. e. useless, careless

watch, II. 10, 515 ; 13, 10, Od. 8, 285,

and Hes. [-.]'7, ov, (, )
bringing forth young blind.

'Au,f.•,tomake blind, Horn,
c. gen.,, Od. 1, 69 ; 9, 516.

'7.(1, , ,() easi-

ly mastered, weakened : powerless, fee-

ble, Nireus, II. 2, 675 ;,,, II. 5, 783; comp. 11. 4, 305.

Hence

AABA7., , , feebleness,

Q. Sm. 7, 12., f. -^, ( euphon., •) to empty, drain, take poor, Od.
17, 424 : esp. to drain of power and
strength, overcome, slay, waste,, , ,
Horn. :—an ep. word used by Aesch.
Ag. 130.^, uv, o'l, the Alarodii, a
people on the Euxine sea, Hdt. 3,

94.

"•,, , {7.) salt, accord,

to Suid. only used in the proverb', hence prob. only the lan-

guage of common life ; but frequent-

ly in N. T-, and Eccl. ; cf. Buttm.
Ausf. Sprach. "JSS.'7' =sq.'7,, , {7) strictly,

to be not forgetful of, esp. an injury,

and so to be wrathful, bear hate, 11. 12,

163.
'7, , () wick-

edness, Joseph./, ov, , soti or descend-

ant of Alastor, 11. 20, 462.'7., •, under the influence

of an avenging deity, accursed of a
deity. Soph. Ant. 974, in dat. plur.7., accord, to Buttm. Ausf.
Gr. 1^ 56, 14, who holds it to be mere-
ly by Aeol. metaplasia for/-

; but Aesch. Fr. 416 has 7.-
pov, in ace., ov, not to be brooked or

forgotten, insufferable, unceasing,-,, Horn. ; 7.,
incessantly, Od. 14, 174 : abominable,

horrible, shocking, accursed, first in II.

22, 261, where Hector is called-, accursed ! then in Soph., and
Eur., cf.. (Usu. deriv. a
priv.,, : but rather perh.

from,, cf. Lob. Faral.

450, n.)', , , the Avenging
Deity, Lat. Deus Vindex, with 0
without, Trag. passim : hence
in gen. an avenger, persecutor, torment-

or, so7., the herds-

jnen's plague, of the Nemean lion.

Soph. Tr. 1092.—II. pass, he uho suf
fers from such vengeance ; hence the

sinner, evil-doer, aciursed and polluted

man, Aesch. Eum. 236, Dem. 438, 28.

t-III. As pr. n. 0, Alastor, different

men of this name, II. 4, 295 ; 5, 677,

etc., (from the same root with-, q. V.)7., , Dor. for. Soph,

[]'7, , . Dor. for ?.,
Aesch., OK, () made of salt,

Clem. Al. [], ov, , dim. from,
[]', ov, (a priv., -) not quarried or hewn, Clem.
Al., , ij {,)
the sale of salt, the trade or right of

vending salt, Arist. Oec.

;^"*"^' 0'^' (" "P^^••)
without pot-herbs or greens, [],, ^, pecul. fern, of sq.', ,{ ) blind-

eyed: dark, Lat. caecus, Nonn., , () a being

blinded, blinding, blindness, 7^,
Od. 9, 503.,, 6, ,=.[, , , Alba, a city of Lati-

um, Polyb., Strab. ; hence adj.'-, , , and fern, also',
Flut. Cam. 3., , ??, Albania, a region
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of Asia, adjacent to the Caspian sea,

Strab.

f'A.?j3avoi, , ol, the inhabitants of
Alba.—2. the inhabitants of Albania,
Strab., Plut. Pomp. 34.

t'AAduf , a, o. Albas, an early name
of the Tiber, Diod. S.

i'.'3, , , Albingau-
num, or Albiuin Ingaunum, a city of
Liguria, Strab.

t'AA/iiiif, )', o'l, the Albies, a peo-
ple of Gaul, Strab.

i'A?J3ioiKoi, , o/,=foreg., Strab.

fAAitoc ', , Albium
Intumertum, a city of Liguria, Strab.+/ , Mons Albius, the
continuation of the Alps towards 11-

lyricum, Strab.,, Dio Cass, and,, Strab., , the Elbe.^', , the Albulae
Aquae, niephitic springs near Tibur,
Strab.

+/3•, , , the Albula, the
earlier name of the Tiber.', , , () giving

fain, j>ainful, grievous, Trag., etc.

—

I. act. feeling pain, suffering. Soph.
O. C. 16G4. Adv.-.^, oi>, {?,)
bringing pain, Sapph. 97.', ov, {,)
grieving the heart, Orph.,.-,) to feel bodily

vain, suffer pain, Hoin., etc. : to be

'sick, Hdt. : .], II. 12, 206 :

the suffering part in ace, as «., Aesch. Eum. 135, ,. Pac. 237, etc.—II. metaph. to feel

pain of mind, to grieve, be troubled or
distressed, Od. 12, 27, and freq. in Att.

;

in full . -, ,' Hdt. 1,

43, Eur. Or. 607: to suffer pain at or
about a thing, . • or tlvl,

Soph., etc., also , Hdt. 4, 68,

or, Thuc. 2, 65, Eur.
Andr. 240, but also., Aesch.
Ag. 571, and . Soph. Aj. 790 ; c.

part,', Aesch. Pers.
844.

—

=, only late, as
Clem. Al.'],, , a sense of pain,

pain, grief, very freq. in Att. poetry
and prose, also in Hdt. 5, 18 : iisu.

bodily pain, but also of the mind, Eur.
Med. 56, etc.

"7.,,, pain felt or caus-

ed, Soph. Phil. 340, and Hipp., , , painful, v. 1. in, , , sense of pain,

Soph. Phil. 792, Ar. Thesm. 147.7., ov, , Algidum, a city

of Latium, Strab., written by Dion.
Hal., .—2. a mountain
range in Latium, Dion. Hal.,, ,() pain-

ful, grievous, ', Hes. Th. 214,-, 226.', ov, gen. oi'Of, irrfig. com-
par., and', , ov, superl. of, as '',,
formed from subst., more pain-

ful, grievous or distressing. Of the
compar. Horn, has only neut.,
which some made neut. from a posit., usu. in signf so much the

worse, Od. 4, 292, cf: he has
superl. only in II. 23, 655. [ Ep.,
iAtt.],, , in Horn, any pain,

whether of body or mind ; trouble,

grief, distress, icoe : he uses the plur,

much oftener than sing. ; in Att.

prose not often used, taking
its place.—II. later, any thing that

causes pain, Jac. Anth. 1, 2, p. 38,

(akin to .)—Hi. as pr. n. Al-
GO

gns, a river of Thessaly, Aesch. Supp.
254. Hence), f. -, to pain, grieve,

distress,//, Aesch.
Ch. 746 ; freq. in Trag., but rare in

prose: c. dupl. ace. /. , to

give one pain in a thing, v. Herm.
Soph. Phil. 66.—Pass, tofid or suffer

pain, be grieved or distressed at a thing,

Tivi, also , Eur. Tro. 172, also

. Soph. Phil. 1021. [], f. -«', to 7nake to grow,
to increase the size of, nourish, strength-

en, , she filled out his

limbs. Od. 18, 70 ; 21, 368:' .,
Aesch. Pr. 540: to increase, multiply,

(5.. Id. Theb. 557. Only poet,

(root AL-, cf Sanscrit al, to fill up,

and *, Lat. alo, oleo, *, -, and akin to.), , f. -7;CT(j,=foreg.,, , growing, wax-
ing, increasing, Max. Tyr.', lengthened aorist of, Orph.
'?}, to grow, wax, increase,

thrive, II. 23, 599.—II. trans.=(5-, Schiif. Theocr. 17, 78 : the form
is dub.,^, Q. Sm. 9, 473,

', , . Ion. ?, (7.,) an avoiding, escaping, flight,

II. 22, 301 : c. gen. shelter from a
thing,, Hes. Op. 543. [-]', , . Ion. 7, Att. u?Ja,
warmth, heat, esp. of the sun, Od. 17,

23, cf. ?, ', Buttm. Lexil. p.

225, n. Hence, , , Alea, a city of Arca-
dia, Paus. 8, 21, 2.-2. an epithet of
Minerva in Arcadia, esp. at Tegea,
Hdt. 1, 66 ; derived by some from
Aleus, who built her temple, by
Herm. from, escaping..-, Att. ak., to be warm,
Arist. Probl., Att., to warm,
make warm, sun, Arist. Probl.—II.

intr. tn grow ivarm, be warm, Ar. Eccl.

540, and so in pass., Menand. p. 261.
',=, dub.', , , verb, from ?.-

a•,fitfor warming, affording ivartnth,

Sext. Emp.'?,, Ep. forms of
the aor. 1 of, Horn., Hes.,
in the termin. being left out, cf 7/2-.,, , Alebion, a son of
Neptune, Apollod. 2, 5, 10. Heyne
reads'., , , (, cf. -) grievous, sad, troublesome,

troublous,' ,
horses hard to break, II. 10, 402.—II.

act. bringing pain, grief, trouble, dan-
ger, Hom., ov, 6, son of Alege-
nor, II. 14. 503.?,, .(,)
Alegenor, masc. pr. . II., Diod. S.,. -,() tn trouble

one's selfabout a thing, to carefor, mind,
heed : in Hom. always with the ne-
gat.. oi'K ?., to have no
carefor a thing, also absol. 11. 15. 106

:

in later Ep. without the negat. ; c.

ace. rei in Q. Sm. 2, 428. Only Ep.
'?^,, (7.) Hom. only in

Od., always with and,
to carefor a meal, and so Wke--, to take the meal : the
general signf, to prepare a meal for
guests, only Od. 11. 186: after Ap.
Rh. this signf prevails ;-. . Merc. 361 ; absol.. Rh. 4, 1203. Only Ep.

A', only used in pres., to trart-

ble one's self, have a care, mind, heed,
when absol. usu. with the negat.

., to have no care, heed not, 11. 11,

389, Od. 17, 390 ; /.-, careless, reckless dogs, Od. 19,

154; rarely absol. without negat., as
II. 9, 504. 7.,
ivalk heedfully ; also c. ace. vel gen.,
to care for, 7nind, heed a person or
thing,., \, Od. 6. 268

;

9, 115,275,.-< ,\\. 16.388;
rarely .. Rh. 2, 034 : to

honour, Pmd. . 11 (10). 15. Pass.
tv, to be regarded or

counted among, Pind. O. 2, 142.—Ep.
word used also by Pind., and once in
Trag.,sc. Aesch. Suppl. 752.—(Usu.
deriv. from a copul., ?,, to count
with; which signf appears in Pind.,
1. c. : hence, ; Kalt-
schmidt derives it from a copul., and
the root -, comparing Sans, lauc,

Germ, lugen, Lat. luceo, Engl, look

;

hence prim, signf to look to, to have
a care for. perh. also akin to 7.,7., through the common notion
of cura, curare.)7., ,,(,) warm,
hot, Hdt. 2, 25, and Xen. Cyr. 8. 6. 22., =,,(, ) to flee, fly, give ground,
Od. 4, 251, H. Merc' 239; ... Rh. 3, 650 : but usu. c. ace. rei,

to shun, avoid, escape. Hom., rarely
c. ace. pers., as Od. 16, 477: some-
times also c. inf. .,-, II. 6, 167 ; 13, 356. Ep. word,
used also by Luc.', . Ion. for.
'77, . (.) warming or

warm, ., sleep in the u-armth.

Soph! Phil. 859: for Hes. Op. 491,
cf. ?,}.,. 7/. (akrj)awandering about.' <, . ,=, fishing, like

for, Arist. Oec. 2, 4, 2,

cf. Lob. Phrj-n. 493.7., , , also wr. /. a
festival of the Rhodians, Ath. 561 E.7-, ov, (a priv., ?.)
unpolished : tiot to be polished.,, ,() wheaten

fiour.=ti\e later?., Od. 20, 108,
in plur.,, , () any
thing used to anoint with, unguent, fat,
oil, Plat., cf.—II. ayi anoint-

ing, Arist. Prool.7., , , dim. from
foreg., Diog. L., , (, -) like ointment, unctuous, Hipp.
|'7/,^, Maneth., ov, , (7.) a

place for anointing in gjmnastic
schools, or among the Romans at the
baths, used also as a sudatory. The-
ophr. ; v. Schneid. Vitruv. 5. 10, 5., ov, , (7.) strictly

an anointIT : but usu. the trainer and
teacher in gymnastic schools. Lat.
nliptes, lanista, Arist. Eth. N., cf.

Wytt. Plut. 133 : hence in gen. a
trainer, teacher, , Plut.

Peric. 4, , Sext. Emp.
Hence, , belonging to the, trained under hi7n. Plut. :

-, sub., the art of training,

Tim. Locr. Adv. -, after the man-
ner of an7^.7\., ov, verb. adj. from-, anointed, Clem. Al.'7, ov, (a priv., 7) not

left behind, not vanquished, Eccl.7.. , , fern, of, name of a play of Diphilus.



, , ro, box of oint-

ment, dub. 1. Ath. 202 .', , drawn together,

hence either crouching, shrinking, .
16, 403, or collected, standing ready, II.

21, 571, etc. : part. aor. 2 pass, from, and belonging, not to,
but to,. []',, , also", Hales,

a river of Lucania, Theocr. 5, 123 ;

of Cic. Att. 16, 7. 5.-2. a demus of

the island Cos, Theocr. 7. 1.', ov, , Aleisiwn, a city

of Elis, II. 2, 617, called bj^ Strab.., ov, , Aleisius, a river of

Elis, Strab.', ov, , (a priv.,)
an embossed cup: in gen.=(?e7raf,

Horn., usu..—. the hip-

socket, Ath., (5,=foreg.. Ar. Fr. 521.

'?., , ?'/, {)=., ov, , {) one uho leads

or goes astray, a sinner, a u'icked per-

son, in Horn, of Paris, and the suit-

ors :?., an offender against

one, an injurer, Ap. Rh. 1, 1338, of.,.^, , , ( priv.,) exemption from,-
yiat ana other public burdens, Strab.

:

more usu..?,, ov, free from-, Decret. ap. Dem. 256, 10... , collat. form of sq.,

found in Hipp. p. 620, Aesch. Ag.
322, and late Ep. also in prose, v.

Jacobs ad. Ael. 12, 41, p. 433 ; Gottl.

would also restore it in Hes. Th. 553,

cf. Buttm. Ausf. Gr. 1, p. 166 n.

"?^,, . {.) un-

guent, anointing-oil, oil, fat, used in

ifuneral sacrifices, Horn. ;, u-o-, Hdt.

2, 87, 94.

—

. in gen. any thing for
smearing with, hence in Theocr. 7,

147, pitch, to seal W\ne jars.—Aeol.. [ ], ov, ,, bread

baked with oil or fat, Epich. p. 37. [-]
/,.-,'.. aor. pass,-
], but aor. 2 7. is read
from MSS. by Beivk. in Plat. Phaedr.
258 : pf. ?. Att. ?.?: :

pass. ?.?.. though ?.?/-
occurs in Luc. Pise. 24, 30 ; in LXX., (a copul., ?.). In Horn.
to anoint with oil, oil the skin, as was
done esp. after bathing : he joins

or 7.?
with another ace, as ?.>:. without, Od. 6, 227,
(cf.) : but ^, to

smear stop up the ears, Od. 12, 47,

177, 200.—II. later in gen. like -
in Hom., to anoint, daub, plas-

ter, grease, besmear, dye., Hdt.
3, 8, ? -, Xen.,, Plat.:

esp. to anoint for gymnastic contests,6=, Plut., oi-, the pupils of the gymnastic
school, Bockh. Inscr. 1, p. 304

:

hence—2. metaph. to encourage, stim-

ulate, prepare, Demad. 180, 29, and
freq. in late prose, cf. ?..—
III. to ivipe out, blot out, extinguish, ef-

face, like linere, also, litura.

/itr,, , an anointing, dye-

ing, Hdt. 3, 22.'
', to strut like a cock,

Hesych.
'^, , , () a de-

fender, helper, dub.'?., ov, (?.) of a
fowl,, Synes.
t\/^, , , dim. of, Ael. . . 7, 47.

AAE3
^?., ov, , son descend-

ant of Alector, Orph.,. , fern, from-, a hen. Epich. p. 80.—II. the

crest of a helmet, dub. in Alcae. 3., ov, , dim. from, a cock-chicken, Aesop.
', ov,{, .-) u'ith a cock^s comb, Plin.',, , ,{,) the crowing of a cock : hence

cock-crow, i. e. the third watch of the
night, from twelve o'clock to three,

Aesop., ov, {a priv.,) that

cannot or must not be told, Polyb.'/crpa, , Dor. for,
Find., , (,) the constellation Orion., ov. (a priv.,)
unbedded : umvedded, Trag. :., strivings in a

marriage that is no marriage, i. e. a
lawless marriage, Soph. El. 492

:

' as adv., lb. 962.—II. sleep-

less. Lye. 353., . , a hen, comic
fern, of for.. by
analogy of, Ar. Nub. 667. [v], ov, of a fowl,-. Hipp.. ov, , dim. from, Ephipp. Obel. 1, 8..., ov, , (-,) a poulterer., ov, , v.

1. for.., q. v.
'7^, , a cock-feed-

er,(.,) Aeschin. ap.

Poll. 7, 135., , (.,) like fowls. Eunap.., ov,,=--.. Lob. Phryn. 669..., , , a
poultry-market, Phryn. (Com.) Cron. 4.

'7,,, , , a cock, hen,

Theogn. 862, Ar. Nub. 663 : .,
'tis cock-crow. Plat. Symp. 223 C—II.

as masc. pr. n. Alectryon, II. 17, 602.

Athen.'/, , , a cock, house-

cock, Hom. Batr. 193, Find. 0. 12, 20,

Simon. 130, etc. (akin to,
the sleepless.)',, , (a priv.,)=7..7,, , Alector, son of
Pelops, Od. 4, 10.—2. father of Iphis,

king of Argos, ApoUod., Pans.
'\.', less usu. form for -, to ward off, avert, , Anth. :

hence comes the Homeric aor. mid., to ivard offfrorn one's self,

repel,, and /.., , , () salted oil,

Hipp., Dor. for .,
Synes. Adv. -. Call. Cer. 91.", Dor. and Ep.3 pi. aor. 2 pass,

from, for '., they crowded
together, i. e. they drew backy retired, II.

22, 12., V. -, II. 23, 420., ov, {,)
screening from the chill air. Soph. Fr.
120.

f, ov, , Alexamemis,
masc. pr. n. Polyb., etc.^,, , , Alexandra, an-
othername ofCassandra.Anth., Pans.^, , , Alexandrea, a
city of Egypt^ near the Canopic
mouth of the Nile, Arr., Strab., etc.

The name ofmany other cities found-
ed by Alexander or named in honour
of him, in Arr., Strab., etc.

AAE3
f, ov, , Alexandre-

um, a grove dedicated to Alexander
in Teos, Strab.., a, ov, of or belong-

ing to Alexander.7, , , an Alexan-
drean, Strab., etc., , , Alexan-
drian, Ath., Luc., ov, , Alexandrides,
a historian of Delphi, Plut. Lys. 18.',, to be like Alexander

,

Ath.

V, , , Alexandrian,
Diog. L.., collat. form of-;', ov,,-
exandrium, a fortress of Judea, Strab.

'., ov, , a partisan of
Alexander, Plut. Al. 24.7., ,., ('-,) a flatterer of Alexan-
der, Ath.', ov,(,) de-

fending men,-, Epigr. ap. Di-
ed. 11, 4.—IL Alexander, the usu.
name of Paris in II. as 3, 15, etc.—2.

the famous king of Macedonia, son
of Philip, Plut. Alex., Arr., etc. A
name common to many other kings
of Macedon, Hdt. 5, 17 ; Thuc. 1, 57,
etc.— 3. tyrant of Pherae, Xen. Hell.

6, 4, 34. Others of this name in
Plut., Diod. Sic, etc.. , {'/.,) Alexander-like, Menand. p. 211.'7., , , shelter from
wind, Polyb. Mail 2, 451 : from, ov, (.,)
keeping off the wind, shelteringfrom it,

Od. 14, 529. [\.,, , Alexanor, son
of Machaon, Paus., ov, , Alexarchus, a
commander ol the Corinthians. Thuc,
7, 19.-2. a historian, Plut.^, =, in pres. only
Pind. O. 13, 12 : for several tenses
from it V. sub.',,,, defence, g^iard,

help, Aesch. Pr. 479 : . or
, defence agaijist . . , Plut.,

and Dion. H.,, ,,(,)
aiding ?, esp. as epith. of Vulcan
and Aesculapius.',,, ,() a keep-

ing off, resistance, Hdt. 9, 18 : help-

ing, Hipp.
'^, , , Anth., Nonn.,

fern, from7], , , () one
who keeps off, a helper, guardian, ., one who keeps the light oif

the rest, a champion, II. 20, 396 : -, a protector from plague, Ap. Rh.
2, 519 : as adj., .,. Hal.
4, 42. Ep. word, used, however, by
Xen. Oec. 4, 3. Hence, , iov,fit or able to

keep off, defend or help, esp. as epith.

of the gods, like Lat. Averrunci,

Aesch. Theb. 8, Eur. H. F. 464 :, sc., a help,

remedy, medicine, Hipp. : a protection,

Xen. ; an amulet, Theophr.., ,,=:7.
7.7},,,^, of

Jove, Soph. . C. 143., , , (.,) she
that keeps off a curse, or (from)
she that guards from death and ruin,

Hes. Op. 402, .., a wand
that served as an amulet, Nic. [up], , , Alexiares, son
of Hercules and Hebe, Apollod., ov, . Alexias, an Athe-
nian archon, Xen. Hell. 2, 1, 10.
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., , , Alexibiadas,

masc, pr. , Pind. P. 5, 59.?•, ov, {, -
?<.) keeping off darts, Anth., , , Alcxibius, masc.
pr. . Pans.', ov, {,)
keeping off, shunning marriage,,
Nonn., , , Alexida, daughter
of Amphiaraus, Plut. Qu. Gr. 23.

t'AAffiJ///iOf, , , («^, ')
Alexidemus, a Thessalian, father oi

Menon, Pind., Plat. Men., ov, {,)
keeping off ill or mischief, 11. 10, 20.',, , Ale.vicles, masc.
pr. . Thuc. 8, 92.?^!, , , Alexicrates,

masc. pr. . Plut. Pyrrh. 5.
', ov, {, Tioyoc)

promoting or supporting discourse,, Critias Fr. 1, 9, dub.

V-, , , Alcximachus,
masc. pr. n, Aeschin., etc., ov,(,)
protecting mortals, ", Pind. N. 8,

51,, sacred processions to shield

men from ill, Pmd. P. 5, 122., ov,, {,)
warding offfate or death, Soph. O. T.
164.'-, ov,=, Nic.,, , Alexinlcus, masc.
pr. n. Paus.

V.7., , , Alexinomus,
masc. pr. r». Qu. Sm. 8, 78,.7., ov, , Alexiniis, a soph-
ist of Elis, Plut., Diog. L.',,^=, Nic..;~, a, , Alexippidas, a
Spartan ephor, Thuc. 8, 58..;~~, ov, , Alexippus, masc.
pr. n. Andoc.,, , help, Aristid., , , Alexis, a comic
poet of Thurii, Ath. Others of this

name in Ath., Paus., etc.<, ov, {,-) keeping off poison, acting as an
antidote, Hipp. : re,
an antidote, Lat. remedium. Plat. : in
gen. remedy.,, , Alexion, masc.
pr. n. Plut.', or, q. v., fut., fut. mid. ; aor.
act. opt., Od. 3, 340, aor.

inf. mid., part,-, subj., as if from, Horn. :—to this must be re-

ferred the poet. aor. 2,
rarely, inf., as if

from, Horn. To ward or keep

off, turn away or aside, hence to de-

fend, assist, aid .•—Construct., c. dat.

pers. et ace. rei, separately or togeth-
er, as ., to help one, II. 3, 9,', Od. 3, 346, but
most Ireq. . ,, 11. : in Hdt.
oft. absol. : of.. Mid.-

riva, to keep some one off from
one's self, defend one's self against one,
Lat. drfemUre, 11. 13, 475, Hdt. 7, 207,
also or..
Rh. 4, 551 and 14S8 : also c. dat. in-

strum. Soph. O.T. 171, where Biittrn.

holds for fut., F.llendt for

pres. : to retaliate, to return like for
like, to requite, Xen. An. 1, 9, 11.

Soph, is the only one of Trag. who
has the word, and Xen. the chief au-
thority in Att. prose.',, , Alcxon, masc. pr.

n. Polyb., etc., contr. (Theogn.
575), a defect, mid., whose act. is
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only found in the form?. : hence
opt., II. 20, 117, part,-, Simon. Amorg. Gl : but chief-

ly used by Horn, in aor., as 3 sing.

or ^:, II., inf.-, II.,7^. Hes. ; snbi. -
7/, Od., also', Od. 14,

400 : opt., Od. 20, 308 : im-

l)erat. '., 11.,, Od., etc.

To avoid, shun, usu. c. acc. rei, .,, etc., Hom., rarely c.

acc. pers. as Od. 9, 274: also c. inf

to avoid doing, omit to do, II. 23, 340,
Od. 14, 400 : absol. to escape, flee, II.

5, 28, Od. 20, 305 : to neglect, Hes.
Op. 732 : cf.., . Dor. for, Orph.
t'AAeof, ov, , Aleus, a king of Ar-

cadia, Ap. Rh. 1, 170.,, , {7.) an assem-
blage, assembly, like. Gal.'^, ov, gen. ovof, =Ho-
mer's , foolish of mind., ov, {a priv.,-) without scales, 0pp. []

', ov, (a priv.,)
without scales, Archestr. ap. Ath. 311
B.— II. unpeeicd : of flax, ?iot hackled., , , Aleria, a city of
Corsica, Diod. S. 5, 13., , , Alesia, a city of
Gallia Aquitania, Strab.",, , {?) a grinding,.^-, ov, o,=foreg., verb, adj! from,
one must grind, Diosc.., , , () a miller,

dub. in Joseph.., Ep. for, subj. aor.

2ui!(., leap, Spitzn II. 11,192.', ov, , a grinder, .,
a mill-stone, Xen. An. 1, 5, 5 ; a mill-

er, dub. 1. in Ath. 618 D.", 6, a grinding, bruising,

pounding, Plut.—II. ^=^~,-
pov, late., f.-, strengthd. from
7\,, to grind, Od. 7, 104., , {, )
that which grinds or pounds, a pestle,

Ar. Pac. 259, etc. [«, ], ov, , Alatrium, a city

of Latium, Strab., , , a female slave

who grinds corn, Lat. molitrix,, Od. 20, 105.—2. at Athens,
one of the noble maidens who prepared
the meal for the otfering-cakes.— II.

an insect found in mills.,, , a grinding place,

mill, Ath.', or, prob. shortened for, imper. from, avoid!
cease ! Aesch. Pr. 508., part, of.
f,, oi, the Aleuadae, the

noblest family of Thessaly, Hdt. 7,

6 ;
patron, of, a, b, Aleuas, Pind. P. 10,8., , , (;/ ivheaten flour

{?.), Diph. Siphn. ap. Ath. 115
C. [i], ov, ,{,) divination from flour, Oe-
nom. ap. Euseb./., , , {,) one that divines from flour,

epith. of Apollo, Lob. Aglaoph. 2, 815.

'AAfupoi', ov, TO, () ivheaten

flour, in ^en. fine meal flour, usu.
in plur., distinguished from,
Hdt. 7, 1 19, Plat., etc.

'7., , {7.,)
to make ivheaten flour.'.,, ,{) a

flour sieve.—II. theflour sifted, Gramm., , {, )
like flour, Gal.

^, («?/, 7.) act. very
rare ; to remove, keep fur away. Aesch.
Suppl. 528. Theb. 87, 141 ; fut.-. Soph. Fr. 825 : the.,,
=, in pres., Hes. Op. 533,
the other forms v. sub.'2, f. -, imperf. :

perf act. Att., perf. pass., Thuc. 4, 20 (where how-
ever Bekk.), Hdt. 7, 23,
later, Diosc. To grind,
bruise, pound, like and,, Od. 20, 109 :7., civilized life, in
which one uses ground corn and not
raw fruits, v. Meineke ad Amph.
Gynaecom. 1. (Perh. akin to ?.,,, Lat. mola, molere, Buttm.
Lexil. p. 259.)',=^, only used in mid., q. v.7., , . Att., ,{,) an avoiding, shunning,
escaping. II. 24, 216 : hence a means
of escape, defence, shelter,from a per-
son or thing, e. g.',
II. 12, 57, of a breastplate, II. 15,
533 : absol. a defence against an en-
emy, help, succour, Hdt. 9, 6 : shelter,

0pp.. adv. from 7. Hipp.
"AAH, . ,{) a wander-

ing or roaming without home or hope
of rest, Od. 15, 342 : also of the mo-
tion of ghosts. Soph. Fr. 693.— 2.

nietaph. a wandering of mind, distrac-

tion, Lat. error mentis. Plat. Crat. 421
B.— II. act. , things
which lead men astray, ol storms,
Aesch. Ag. 195.7, , {,) carrying
salt, Plut.', ov. {a priv.,-) freefrom drowsiness.

'7., ar. . Ion.. also,. \\..,{) truth, opp.
to a lie. or to mere apjjearance.—1. in
Hom. and Pind., only as opp. to a lie,

and Horn. usu. has it in phrase,-. also, II.

23, 361, and, to tell the whole truth about
the lad, Od. 11, 507 : so too in Att

,

, Ty. also in plur. Isocr. p. 190
A, Mehand. p. 410.—2. but in Att.

also opp. to appearance, truth, reality,. Thuc. 2, 41 ; ?} ]. in

very truth, rarely. as Plat.

Prot. 343 D : ', in truth

and reality. Dem. ; but ',
for the end or sake of truth, Aesch.
Suppl. 628, Ar. Plut. 891, also accord-

ing to truth and nature, Theocr. 7, 44:' 7^, Xen., and Dem. : ', Isocr. : .. Aesch.
Ag. 1567 ; . Diod. :. , Thuc. 4, 122 :

—

excel-

lence, perfection, , Plat. :

in Polyb. also real war as opp. to ex-

ercise or parade : realization, as of a

dream or omen, Ruhnk. Tim. v. ^^;;-, lin.—11. the character of the, truthfulness, sincerity, Hdt. 1,

55 :, Aesch. Ag. 1550 : frank-

ness, candour, Arist. Eth. N.—HI. the

symbol nf truth, a sapphire ornament
vvom by the Aegyptian highpriest,

Diod., and Ael., ,,=, II.,

Sext. Emp.7., ov, 6, {) a
speaker of truth. Max. Tyr.7,., , , {7)
truthful, frank, candid, Arist. Eth. N.
Adv. -.', to he, to speak

truth, Aesch., etc. ; also in mid.,



Arist. Eth. . : of things, to he true,7, Hipp. : of divina-

tions, to foretel the true event : but

also in pass, to come true, be fulfilled,

Schneid. Xen. Cyr. i, 6, 10—U. c.

ace. rei, to speak as truth, as real and
true,/, speak nought

but truth, Batr. 14 : hence to keep on€s
word, Xen., , , Ion. for,
Hdt., , ( priv., * ., -) unconcealed, and so open, true, as

opp. to false, or to apparent.— I. in

Horn, only as opp. to false, and that

usu. in phrase.,,, except kv-

: in Hdt., and Att. ,
or /. (),.—

2. of persons, open, truthful, frank,

honest, in Horn, only once, . 12, 433, so .. Find.

. 2, 167 ; ., in vino Ver-

itas, Plat. Symp. 217 : .,
Thuc. 3, 56.—^11. opp. to apparent,

true, really this or that, real, actual,

freq. in Att. : also realizing itself,

coming to fulfilment,, Aesch. Theb.
946, cf...—HI. adv. 7..
Ion., Hdt., truly, really, ac-

tually, Thuc. 1, 22 : also .
Plat.—2. also neut. as adv., proparox.

; itane ? indeed ? in sooth ?

with ironical expression, Br. Soph.

O. T. 350, Ar. Ran. 840 : but -, in very truth, really and truly, Lat.

revera, Plat., etc.', dep. mid.=,
Hdt. 1, 136 ; later also, Nic,
and Plut., , ,{,) speaking truth, truthfulness,

Polyb., , , {?) agreea-

ble to truth, truthful, honest, Dem. : but

usu.—2. real and true, actual, genuine,

opp. to apparent or sham. freq. in

Plat. : cf. Donalds. N. Crat. 335.

Adv. -, Isocr.
', , {?.7,)

a knowledge of truth., , {, )
speaking truth., , , ,{,) prophet of truth, Aesch. Ag.
1342./., {?.,)
to speak truth, Democr. ap. Stob. p.

140, 26., ov, {).,)
speaking truth or truly. Id. ap. Gal., {?-, ) to

swear truly, Chrysipp. ap. Stob. p.

196, 29., , poet, for,
Theogn. 1224./,, ,=^, Jo-

seph.'-', , {', * IpytS)

acting truly.', f. -^, common Greek
for the Att., first in Theophr.,
cf. Meineke Pherecr. Coriann. 9., , (?;) Ale'ian

plain, land of wandering, in Lycia Or

Cilicia, 11. 6, 201, Hdt. 6. 95., ov, {a priv.,) with-

out corn land or fields, poor, II. 9, 125,

267, opp. to.
'/., ov, ( priv.,) un-

ceasing, incessant, Horn, always in

poet, form, so too Soph.
Tr. 985, and late Ep. ; . ^,
abating not from, wrath, II. 9, 636.

Adv. -, also7., II.., contr., , Alecto,

also wr., Alecto, one of the
Furies, Orph., Apollod.

AAHT.,7, Att. pf. act.

and pass, from.',?., Att. pf act.

and pass, from /.).,, , () strictly

that which is ground, fine flour : hence
metaph. a subtle, wily fellow, like-,, of Ulysses in Soph.

Aj. 381, 390 (the deriv. from is

wrong)., for, Ep. inf. of, aor. 2 pass, of, II. 5, 823

;

18, 76, to recoil, retire.

*, root assumed for some
tenses of /, viz., aor. 2 pass, -
?^7iv, inf. , Ep.,
Buttm. Lexil. p. 256, sq.?., , • {) a wander-

ing or roaming, Ap. Rh.., , , , {7)
wanderer, rover,7., Od.
19, 74, and without, 17, 376.

Ep. word.
7\., II. 16, 714, v..
/.,, , Halex, a river in

lower Italy, Thuc. 3, 99.', , v. 7../,, ov, ( priv.,)
not to be laid hold of or caught, hard to

catch, /^, less amenable,

Thuc. 1. 37.— II. incomprehensible,

Plut.—III. Stoic,7. are things

not to be made mxitter of choice, opp. to

7^. Adv. —.
7., , also ^•, Ep. and Ion.

=:Att., thronged, crowded, in a

mass, Lat. confertus, freq. in Hdt.,

and Hipp. : hence prob. also,, the crowded hall, Gottl. Hes.
Op. 491 (akin to 7.7., 7. : hence, u7Ja). [a, as appears from
Hes. 1. c, if rightly referred to this

word, but at all events from Callim.

Fr. 86, and 7.'\
t'A??f,, , Hales, a river near

Colophon, Pans.7, , ,, Alesian

plain, a plain in Troas, Strab.—2.

Alesium, a mountain of Mantinea,
Paus.,,,=, the course

of the sun, Arat.—II. () a grind-

ing.?-, ov, (a priv.,)
unpillaged, not plundered, Arr.
', ov,{a priv.,*^^<,)
Ion. for 7., not to be forgotten,

very grievous, Phllo.—11. act. unfor-

getting, Euphor. Fr. 50, where how-
ever Meineke, cf. Jac. A.
P. 7, 643.

"7., subjunct. aor. 2 mid.

of7, to leap, II. 21, 536.', , , a wandering, roam-

ing, Eur. Hel. 934 : from7., to be an7, to wan-
der, roam about, Horn, only in Od.,

usu. of beggars, but also of hunters,

Od. 12, 330 : in Eur. of exiles.', ov, , {7) a-
derer, stroller, rover, vagaboyid, Hom.
only in Od., and always of beggars

;

in Aesch. and Eur. also of exiles.—2.

as adj. /., Hdt. 3, 52. Fem.7,, , as adj. ., an
Athenian festival in honour of Eri-

gone, elsewh., Ath. : .-, the fleeting day, dub. in Plat.

(Com.) ap. Hesych.—II. as pr. n. Ale-

tes, son of Icarius, Apollod.—2. son
of Hippotas, one of the Heraclidae,
king of Corinth, Pind. 01. 13, 17.—3.

worshipped as a hero in Spain, Polyb.

f'A7jjTia, , , Aletium, a city of
Calabria, Strab.

f7.a, , . the descendants

of Aletes, i. e. the Corinthians so call-

ed from Aletes, Callim. Fr. 103.

AAIA, , {, )
like meal, meal-coloured. Hipp.
''7,, , , {) that which

is ground,= 7.vpov, Hipp.,, . Ion. for. Call./., , , wild mallow, marsh-
mallow, Theojjhr.
\'7., , . Althaea, daughter

of Thestius, wile of Oeneus, 11. 9,

555.—2. title of a comedy of Theo-
pompus, Mein. 1, p. 238.—3. a city

of Spain, Polyb. 3, 13, 5.7., , , Althaemenes
son of the Cretan king Catreus
Diod. S. 5, 59.-2. one of the Hera
clidae, Strab."/., ov, , Altkaenus, a river

of Italy, Lye. 1053.

'7^, f. -, to heal, Lye.

:

pass, to heal over, get well, Hipp./, , , a healing, cure,

Hipp. From, to heal, Aretae.7.,, , a healer, physician.,=(?, from which we
have the fut.7. in Nic.7.,, , healing, whole-

some, Nic.,, ,=^7^,
Apollod. 3, 2, 1.

^7., , , {) Alihepia, near
Sicyon, so named from Althepus,
son of Neptune, Paus.7,^7., prob. I. in

Hipp., ov, healing, whole-

some, 7. sc.,
remedies, Nic.

7.,, , a healing, cure.2, Lat. alo. to make to grow,

fill, heal, restore, only found in impf.

pass.7, the hand became
ivhole or sound, II. 5, 417, and pari., Q. Sm. 9, 475 (where
perh. is better, v. Spitzn.).

Cf. the collat. forms7., /.,7., 7£, all rare.

YA7Ua, , Ion. '., , ,,
a Nereid. II. 18, 40.-2.=.', , . °7..

'A7ia, . . Ion. 7., {7.) an
assembly, gathering of the people, e. g.

of the Milesians, 7.
and; Hdt. 1, 125 ; 7, 134•,

etc. ; the word is rare in Att., but
quoted in Dem. 255, 21. from a By-
zantine decree, and is freq. in Doric

Inscrr. ap. Bockh., in genl. in the

Doric states= Attic7, Dorv.

[a-, cf ^•.], , , {) salt-cellar , -
chipp. Heracl. 6 ; , to

clear out the salt-cellar, empty it of the

last grain, a mark of extreme poverty,

cf. Pers., digito terebrare salinwn,QdL\\..

Ep. 51, 1, where however it is writ

ten parox. 7..7.,, , {7.) seamen. Lob.
Aj. 879 ; ace. to ouiers, fishermen.7., poet. 7., ov, ,
{?,,) sea-easle, osprey, Eur.
Pol. 1, Ar. Av. 891.", ], , {7.,) blmving on

the sea, blowing sea-ivard, only in Od.

4, 361 ; cf. 9, 285, and Nitsch ad I., , al, Haliae, a town in

Argolis, Thuc. 1, 105, (where Poppo
edits) and so Diod. S. 11, 78,

oi7, for the town itself ; hence,7, and in pi. ol /., the

inhabitants of Haliae, Xen. Hell. 4, 2,

|/«,, , a river of Ae-
tolia, Hes, Th. 341.

7.., , {7.,) strictly

sea-blooming, h.ence:^a7, of
a bright purple, v. 1. Orph.', , (•) salted.
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1
f'AXcaprog, ov, and , Haliartus,

a city ol Bceotia, on the lake Copai's,

Jl. 2, 503 ; hence adj., a,

Of ; 7/ ', {) the territory

of Haliartus, Strab.,, , (prop. fern. adj.

sub.) the territory of Haliae, Thuc. 2,

5.
VA?Uag, ov, , the Allia, a river of

Italy, Plut.',, , {<) of or belong-

ing to the sea : , sub.,
a fishing boat or bark, Moschion ap.

Ath. 208 F.

t'A^i'af, or u?.Lag, adv. collat. form
/, Eur. Ion 723, v. Dmd. praef.

ad Poet. Seen. Gr. p. xxv., ov, {a priv.,7)
unbending, rmyielding, unabating, un-
ceasing, 7iot to be stayed or turned,

Horn., only in 11. as epith. ,•,, yoog, 14, 57, etc.

:

neut. as adv. , to

mourn incessantly, 11. 24, 549 : ., Hes. Th. Oil : used also in

late Ep., and twice in Eur., viz.,

Orest. 1479, and in Hecuba 85,

ovttot' / ' -, never does my mind thus incessantly

shudder. Cf. Buttni. Lexil. p. 400.

Only poet.,, ,, the tribe

Alabantis, name applied by Lucian,
Nee. 20, to the regions of the dead,
V. ?3./, ov, (a priv.,-) not honoured With incense, Plat.

(Com.) Poet. 1.', ov, {,) dip-

ped in the sea, drowned therein, NlC.

Al. 618. [-, but in Nic. 1. c. -,
metri grat.]',, , ( priv.,?)
sapless, lifeless, dead, opp. to,
Plat. Uep. 387 C : hence .'
of vinegar. Call. Fr. SS : oi-^, Bentl. ad 1.—II. as subst.,

of the Styx, the Dead River, Soph.
Fr. 751. []'?, ov. Dor. for,
Pind., and Eur.
?.,{.-,6\. for,

to sink in the sea, in gen. to sink. Call. :

to hide, Lye. 351., ov, (, )
washed by the sea, Anth., ov, (,) mur-
muring like the sea,^, JSionn., ov,—, .
Rh. 2, 731.,, , , and?, ov, {,)
swallou-ed by the sea, both in Lyc., ov, poet, for-, Opp. Hal. 3, 423., ov, gen. , (,) near the sea, Ep. Horn. 4.

'?., , {,', *) sea-

born, epith. of Venus, Plut., , lov, resembling, like,

TLvi, 11. 6, 401, but the compd. kva-

is more freq. Ep. word,
used also by Aesch. Pr. 449. (of un-
certain deriv. : perh. akin to ,.)

, . ^?.}/, ov, ( priv.,,?.) with no clear-toned voice, Tl-

mon ap. Sext. Emp. 9, 57.

?.}, , {,) sea-tossed,

Dion. P.?, ov, {,) sea-

tossed,, Aesch. Pers. 275., ov, {a?, ,) sea-

resounding, epith. of Neptune, Orph.
'7, ov, {u'/.r,) run-

ning over the sea, Nonn.
7,{.-,{, ) to sink

into the sea, in gen. to sink, dive or
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plunge down. Call, [in pres. v', in fut.

*] ,', , , {) fishing,
Arist. Pol., , {, ) sea-

coloured, Numen. ap. Ath. 3'.'5. C.

'?.7'/, , {(,*) working
in the sea, fishing, Opp.—II.=-, purple., ov,= foreg., Nonn., , {,) sea-girt,

surrounded by the sea, Pind. O- 8, 34 ;

and so, P. 1, 34, where some
give it an act. signf , but v. Dissen.7,, , {) that

which is caught, a draught, Strab., Ion. /, and contr., Pherecr. Incert. 27, , {,7) one who has to do with the sea,

and so— I. a fisher, Od. 12, 251.—II.

seaman, sailor, Od. 24, 419 : as adj.

7., rowers at sen, Od. 10,

349, so , Opp. Hal.
5, 121 ; ., Arist. . .—
II. a kind of fish, Plut.'7, ov, o,= foreg. I.

'7, , , {) of or
belonging to fishing,., a fish-
ing-boat, Xen., ., a fisher's life,

Arist. Pol. : . (with "or without), the art of fishing. Plat. Ion
538 D ; Soph. 220 :7, ,
halieutics, i. e. instruction in the art of
fishing, a didactic poem of Oppian.
Adv. —, after the manner of fisher-
men.

,{.-,{&7.) to fish for, ,
Epicharm. p. 24 : to be a fisher, live on
the sea : also in mid., Plat. (Com.)
Europ. 2., f. -, perf pass,7.,{) to gather together, assemble,

Hdt. i, 77, etc. Mid. to assemble, to

meet together, Hdt. 1, 63, etc. [u
Elmsl. Heracl.404.]7, f. -, {7.) to salt.—II. to

feed with salt: Pass, to feed on or lick

salt, Arist. H. A. : to be salted, to he

seasoned, LXX. Lev. 2, 13 ; N. T.
Matt. 5, 13 ; Marc. 9, 49., ov, TO, Halizonium, a
city on the Aesepus, Strab., or,, !, the

Halizoni or Halizones, a people of
Bithynia, II. 2, 856., ov, {,) sea-girt,

Anth., ov, {, ) living on
the sea, Pancrat. ap. Ath. 321 F., . Ion. for., , (-,) broken

on by the sea,, Opp., , {,) sweep-

ing the sea,, Eur. Hec. 455.7/,, , poet, for,
Horn. Ep. 16., , {, ) sea-re-

sounding, Musae., cf..7, , , Halitherses, an
inhabitant of Ithaca, Od. 2, 157.—2.
son of Ancaeus, Paus., Dor. for, Pind.7., ov, {a priv., 7.) without

stones, not stony, of lands, Xen. An.
6, 4, 5.—II. iL'ithout a stone set in it,

of a ring. Poll.— III. without the stone,

as a disease, Aretae., , , a plant, in

Diosc, physalis Alkekevgi, Sprengel., or,
ov, 7], Ion., Halicar-

nassjis, a Dorian city of Caria, Hdt.
2, 178 ; hence ', a
native or inhabitant of Hal., Hdt.
Praef, , Dor. for, Pind.

'7.7.,, {7.,) sea-

beaten, of a coast, Soph. Aj. 1219

;

also, Anth., high-surging,-, Orph., ov,' {,) la-

bouring OH the sea, concerning maritime
affairs,., the care and toil

of a sea life, Anth., , , ,, a
car that goes upon the sea, Nonn. Dion.
43, 199.,,. Dor. for,
Theocr.,, worse forms for, 7^.,, , , {,-) mixed with sea or salt water.,, o,= sq.,, , {,)
lord of the sea.,, , , {, -) founded on or by the sea, Nonn.
Dion. 1, 289., ov, {,)
shingly, pebbly, Orph.', ov, {,) prob.

I. in Alcae. for.
', ov, {,) sea-

beaten, of ships. Soph. Ant. 953.

—

II. act. roaring on the sea,, Eur.
Hipp. 754., , , Halicyae, a city

of Sicily ; hence o'l, the

Halicyaeans, Thuc. 7, 32., ov, gen. , ({•,) surrounded by waves, Anth., , ?/, Halicyma, a re
gion of Aetolia, Scyl., , {,) in-

ferior form for., , ol, the Alilaei, a
people of Arabia, Diod. S. 3, 45., , an Arab.\=-, Hdt. 3, 8.,, , {,)
lord of the sea, like, Ar.
Thesm. 323., , , want of harbours,

Hypend. ap. A. B. : from7., ov, {a priv.,) ivith-

out harbour, harbourless, Lat. impor-

tuosus, Aesch., Eur., Thuc. 4, 8, etc.

:

in gen. giving no shelter, inhospitable,,, Eur. Hel. 1132, Hec.
1025 : metaph.., Eur. Cycl.

349. [i] Hence, , , =,
Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 7.,, , Halimede, a Nereid,
Hes. Th. 255., , {,) devoted

to the sea,, Dion. P. 908, v. 1., ov, {,)=.", ov, {) of belonging to

the sea, Lat. marinus, hence as subst.

TO, also written, a
shrubby plant growing on the sea-

shore, Atriplex Halimus, Linn., An-
tiph. Mnem. 1, and Theophr. : in

Diosc. also 6., ov, {a priv.,) without

hunger, \. e. relieving hunger, Plut.

or,, ,
Halimus, a deme of the Attic tribe

Leontis ; hence7/, of Hali-

mus, Dem., Plut., etc. : adv.-, to Alimus, Ar. Av. 496.,, , {,), flowing or murmuring into

the sea, II. 21, 190, Od. 5, 4G0, cf sq./, ff,=foreg., Phanocl. 1,

17, Ap. Rh.—11. =7., Anth.7., , , Alinda, a city of
Caria, Strab.7,, aor., cf-, (like,7), to make
to roll, set a rolling; but prob. only
used in Pass.7, poet,-, Nic, and Leon. Tar. : aor



part,, Nic. : pf. part,-, Dinarch. ap. Suid. : to roll

like a horse : also to wander up and
dtwn, roiwjt ebowt. ]

^, , , a place for horses

te roll in, Lat. volutahrum, elsewhere, cf. Ar. Nub. 32 : inetaph.

of long rolling verses 0 words,-, Ar Ran. 904.'-, , /, {)
rolling in the dust, an exercise in

which the wrestlers rolled on the
ground, Hipp.'?, as pass., v. sub -.), =, Lat. lino,

Gramm., , {,) fern,

as if from, swimming in the

tea, Anth. [t but t in arsis, A. P. 6,

190.], , {,) «pwi-

ming in the sea, Anth."•, , ov, () made of or

from salt, Hdt. 4, 185., ov, (a priv.,) without

a net, without hunting toils, .,
a chase in which no net is used, Anth.', to pound, Soph. Fr. 826, v.

Ellendt in voc.

'AAtf, Dor. for. Find.

t'AAif,, 6, alica, speZi, Ath.647D.', ov,{,) worn by

the sea,, Anth. : ., lb.

t'AXiov, ov, TO, Alium, a town of

Elis, Diod. S. 14, 17.

"A/iof, a. Dor. for.. , lov, also , ov. Soph.

Aj. 357, Eur. Heracl. 82, (A) {) of,

from, or belonging to the sea, Lat. ma-

ri)ius, esp. as epith. of sea-gods,

nymphs, etc., , the aged

tea deity, II. 1, 556 ; , 11.

18, 86, and without,, sea-

goddesses, Nereids, II. 18, 432 : ., the sea-sand, the sand of the

sea shore, Od. 3, 38,, Aesch.

Pers. 131 : ,,,
etc.. Find, and Trag.",, lov,{)=, fruit-

less, unprofitable, idle, erring,,,, ?•,,,,-,, Hom. : also in neut. as

adv., in vain, II. 13, 505, and so best

taken, II. 4, 179. Adv. -. Soph.

Phil. 840. (ace. to some the same
word with foreg., and so strictly like

the sea. faithless, useless, but this is

too artificial for so early a word : ace.

to others akin to,,.)
{], , , Halius, a Lycian, II.

5, 678.—2. son of Alcinous, Od. 8,

119., , {?.,) feed-

ing in the sea,, Od. 4, 442.,, , Halus, another
name of•, in Fhthiotis, Strab.', , , Haliusa, an island,

Faus.',,.-,{ ) to make
fruitless, disappoint, Atof, Od. 5,

104 ;, to hurl the spear in vain,

II. 16, 737 : and so in later Ep. : ., to speak a word in vain, Soph.
Tr. 258.— 2.=, to bring to

nought. Soph. O. C. 704. Ep. \\ord., , not fit for a suppliant,. , neglected, squalid hair, v.

Herm. Soph. El. 451: but Schnf
Mel. p. 129, suspects it. (If right,

from a priv.,, not from -, as the quantity shows.)
'.7., ov, {, )

sprinkled with salt, salted, Archestr.

ap. Ath. 399 E., ov, , or, as Ar. Fr.

30, ace. to Harp., ., {,)
5

orig. a plain near the sea, tandy plain,

Theophr. : esp. a plain in Attica near
the Piraeus, Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 30, v.

Ruhnk. Tim. : also written-
and, Bast Greg. 917.

[. Lye. 681.].7, , {a priv.,) with-

out fat, meagre, Ath. : without anyfatty
substance, Strab. : in Medic, not thick

and fatty, of lotions, as opp. to salves., ov,=foreg., Theophr., ov, {,)
roaming in or by the sea, epith. of Pan
as god of the shore, Soph. Aj. 695.

—

II. formerly read as epith. of islands.

Find. P. 4, 24, Soph. Aj. 596, but
Bockh and Herm. respectively read, v. sq., Dor. for,
q.v.-, , {,) sea-

wandering, Anth. Hence?, , , a wandering on
the sea, wandering voyage, Anth.

'&,,^=—, Opp.
',, , {,-) lit. sea-lungs, a kind of fish.?., ov, {.,)

lashed by the sea, like and, cf.,, , ^,^foreg., Call., ov, contr.,
ovv, {,) covered with water,, II. 12, 26.—II. later act., sail-

ing on the sea. Call. : as subst.. , a seaman, fisher., ov, (,) redolent

of the sea, Musae., ov, {,) plough-
ing the sea, Luc. Tragop. 24., , , strictly pe-
cul. fern, from sq., a kind of sea-bird,

prob. 1. Ibyc. 13., ov, {,)
of sea-purple, of true purple dye, dark
red,,, Od. 6, 53 ; 13,

108,, Alem. 12., ov, {,)
scared by the roar of the sea, Nonn., , {, ())
breaking the waves : or rather pass.,

against which the tide breaks,-, Anth., ov, , {,), a ravenous sea-monster, Nic.
'7.), ov, {, )) sea-

surging,, Anth.,,-=, Anth, ov, also ,, Anth.

{,) sea-roaring, sea-beat,,, Anth.— II. roaring,,
Orph.—III. as pr. n. , Halirrhothius,

son of Neptune and the nymph
Eurj-te, Dem., Eur. El. 1260., ov, = foreg., ,
Aesch. Pers. 367,, Eur. Hipp.
1205, cf and.,,=, Nonn.
Dion. 13, 322.^), ov, contr.^, ovv,

{, ) washed by the sea,. dub. 1. Mosch., for., ov, {,) washed
by the sea, Anth.—II. ., the

surging sea itself, Aesch. Supp. 868.", adv. {) in heaps, in

crowds, in swarms, in abundance, -,, 7 /ce;j^i;7o, etc., Horn.,
who always makes the case depend
on the verb, for in II. 9, 137,
belongs not to7. but to,
and II. 21, 319, we should read-

as ace, not as gen., v.

Spitzn. Excurs. 32 ad II. : hence
enough, Lat. satis, ;; -

, corn-fields enough, etc., Hom. : also
with verbs , ... ; is it Tiot

enough ? II., so , ..., Od. 2,

312. Later authors, from Hdt. down-
wards, oft. add a gen., as with Lat.
satis, , I have
enough of a thing, Hdt. 9, 27,, Eur. Or. 240 : also ^., c. inf., 'tis enough for me
to..., Aesch. Theb. 664, etc. ; more
rarely c. part, {')', 'tis enow that I suffer. Soph. O. T.
1061, cf. Eur. H. F. 1339 : the Att.
rarely use the Homeric construct.,

as in , Eur. Med.
1097: also =, Theocr.

:

rarely ju^t enough, =, Eur.
Ale. 910 : •, Lat. verbo

dicere, to say all at once, Hipp, [a],, , {) saltness.,, . Dor. for-, Find., , , Halisama, a city

of Mysia, Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 6.-2. a
district in the island of Cos, Strab., , to pollute, LXX. Mai.
1,7., , , a pollution,

. . Act. 15, 20.7., a defect, pass., the
act. being supplied by' : impf.

: fut. : aor. sya-
cop., Hdt. 3, 15, Xen. An. 4, 4,

21, Att. usu. ka^MV, inf.,
part.£•, subj., Hom.,
opt. 7, in Hom. 7., 11. 9,

592 : perf.,, the latter

form always in Thuc., and Dem.

:

all in pass, signf. : Hom. uses only
the aor. To be taken, to be conquered,

to fall into the enemy's hand, of per-

sons and places, Horn., Hdt., etc.:, to let one's

self be taken prisoner by the enemy,

Stallb. Plat. Rep. 468 .—2. to be

caught, seized, of persons and things,, to be seized by death,

to die,' II. 21, 281, Od. 5, 312, also

without, II. 12, 172, Od. 18,

y65, etc. : '-, letters were seized and taken to

Athens, Xen. Hell. 1, 1, 23.-3. to be

taken or caught in hunting, II. 5, 487,

and Xen. : hence— 4. metaph. ., Aesch. Eum. 67 ;,. Soph. El. 125, Aj. 216,,
Xen., etc. : also absol. to be over-

powered. Soph. Aj. 649: so too7., on compulsion, Herm. ; or

being entrapped, circumvented. Soph.

O. C. 553.—5. rarely in good sense,

to be %von, achieved. Soph. O. T. 543.

—II. to be caught, detected in a thing,

or doing a thing, freq. e. part., e. g.

Hdt. 1, 112, 209, etc.: also with a

subst. or adj., the part being
omitted, 7. €. Soph.
. . 576,, Ar. Nub. 1079. and
so prob. must be taken Soph. O. C.

1065, , ivill be

found terrible: also . tv,
"Soph. Ant. 496: esp. as Att. law-

term, to be convicted, and so condemned,

with or without, Plat. Legg.
937 C, Dem. 632, 12 ;'but more freq.

c. part. Plat., and Oratt. : freq. also

c. gen. criminis, ,, etc., sub. or,
Dem., and Plut. : also .,
Plut. : ., to be convicted of
a capital crime. Id. [a, except in II.

5. 487, where it is made long in the

thesis.],, , a water-plant,

Alisma Parnassifolia, Diosc., ov, {,)
sea-resounding, Nonn. Dion. 39, 362.', ov, {7., \
washed by the sea, Lye. 994.
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1
'\', , , Halisodcmus,

a poet of Troezene, Luc. Dem. enc.

27., ov, {,)
sprinkled with salt, Valck. Ammon., , v..
f\7,,-, vv. 11. for-, -., , (.•,)
= sq., .. . 410, though for. is ingeniously pro-

posed ", ' . from II.

2, 584., , {?.,) sea-

girt, Orph.', , {,) sea-

resounding,, Aesch. Pr. 712.

—

II. groaning on the sea, epith. of fish-

ers, 0pp.•, , , () salted,

pickled, A nth., ov, only found in poet,

form, q. v., ,,:=., , (,)
whirled or rolled to and fro in the sea,

sea-tost,, Anth., , dub. 1. Orph. for.?., , , Halitaea, a foun-

tain in the territory of Ephesus,
Paus., -, a verb of which
the pres. only occurs in mid., Hes.

Op. 328 : elsewhere only in aor. act.

ifkiTov, 11. 9, 375, and more freq. aor.

mid. uiif,TovTO,, Hom.

:

later also an aor./ : part./, with accent and signf.

of pres., Od. 4, 807. To sin, offend

against, c. ace. pers. II. 9, 375 ; 19,

265, Od. 4, 378 ; 5, 108, also in Hes.
Op., Aesch. Eum. 269 : the part., c. dat. pers., Od. I.e.:

c. ace. rei, to transgress, ,
II. 24, 570,,.. Rh.,

and. : to stray, -, Orph. : also absol., Call.—Ep.
word.— (akin to : the simple

forms, no where oc-

cur: hence?,, etc.)'.?, ov, [a priv., -) inexorable, '?], poet,-, , (•,) stretch-

ing to or along the sea, Diod. : hence

—

II. flat, low, of lands, hence ambulatio

., a walk on a flat place, or oi^eraplain,

Cic. Att. 14, 131 : of boats, flat, shal-

low, Plut. Them. 14 : of the sea, shal-

low, Polyb. 4, 39, 3., ov, gen. , {(,) bounded by the sea, bordering

on it, Anth.
*, assumed as pres. whence

to form 7/, aor. 1 of :

in Aesch. Eum. 316 for or, should be read, part,

aor. 2 of, q. v,, , , a sin, offence,

Anth.
'.72, a part, of,

q. V. with accent and signf. of pres.,

as if formed from,,
'', ov, (^7ulv,)

missing the right day : hence untimely

horn, like 7., Hes. Sc. 91,

of. Sch;if. Greg. 879, and Buttmann.
Ausf. Gr. Spr. 2, p. 108, who ccnsid-

ers it an error for. Lob., , , =,
Orph. : from'?, ov, gen. ovor,()
=sq., II. 24, 157.'\7, ov, {?) sinful,

wicked, laden with guilt, esp. against

the gods, hence in full -
01, Ar. Eq. 445, Thuc. 1, 126, so too, rvorking evil to others,
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Dem. 280, 26 : also absol., Lat. homo
piaculari», Lys., and Dem.: in Soph. O.
C. 371, is the prob.

1. for , which will not
scan, since is short, but cf.-.—II. ,=^?-, an avenging spirit, liuhllk. Tim.', ,{7.)
belonging to befalling a sinner : hence
accursed, pernicious, ruinous,,. Plat. 854 , 881 .,, . sub fin., ,=7, Gramm., and
so Herm. reads in Eur. Heracl. 614
for, which is against the me-
tre, [i], ov, {,)
sinning against a guest. Find. O. 10, 7.?', , , {?,) wicked mind, Leon. Tar. 64., =, dub. in

Hes. Op. 328, but found in Anth., , (,) sea-

bred, Qu. Sm. 3, 272.

,^=7\.,, dub. v. -., , , () sinful-

ness, mischief. Soph. Fr. 42, Ar. Ach.
907., ov, (, )
living wickedly, Nonn. Dion. 12, 72., ov, {,)
wicked-minded, Anth., ov, for,{,) of wandering foot, un-

stable, prob. 1. in Pseudo-Phocyl. 133,

for, seafaring., , syncop. for,
and of, , , Simon. Amorg. 7,

crafty, sinful, sinning, tvicked, 11. 8,

301, Theog., and Find.: but in Hom.
usu. as subst. ., a sinner,, a sinner against the gods, 11.

23, 595 : also in milder signf., a knave,

rogue, Od. 5, 182. Hence', ,,^,.
Rh. 4, 099., , {,) living

by the sea, or bred thereon, of fishers,

0pp.—II.=., ov, also , ov, Nonn.,
(,) sea-beaten, sea-wor7i, -. Tlieocr. 1, 45...=^ among the
Arabians, Hdt. 1, 131., ov, {,) sea-

beaten, sea-tost, Aesch. Pers. 945 : as

subst., a seaman, Eur. Or. 373.', ov, , {,) a sort

of salt cheese, Anth., , , Alipheira, or'-
], Paus., a mountain-city in Ar-
cadia. Polyb. 4, 78, 2.', , , Alipherus, son of
Lycaon, founder of the above city,

Paus., Apollod.,, , a disaster at sea,

shipwreck, Anth. : from, ov, {,) de-

stroyiug on the sea : as subst., ., a
pirate, Leon. Tar. 82.7., , , , {,)
sea-bark, a kind of oaK, Theophr., , , vanity, folly :

from, ov, gen. , {,) vain, foolish, Naumach., ov,{,?,) pur-
ple-clnd, Nonn. Dion. 20, 105, cf.-., poet. aor. form from*:, Aesch. Fr. 417, like-, etc.?., contr., , ,
Alcaihoiis, son of Pelops and Hippo-
damia. Find. I. 8. 148.—2. son of For-
thaon and Euryte, Paus., Apollod.

—

3. a Trojan, son of Aesyetes, . 12,93.

AAKH, , , a tail, esp. a lion's

tail, dub. 1. Ap. Rh. (Prob. from•, the fury with which he lashes it

about : and so strictly) fem. from., , , son of Alcaeus,
Pmd. Ol. 6, 115.',, alov,{) strong,
mighty, Eur. Hel. 1152.,, , Alcaeus, son of Per-
seus, father of Amphitryon Hes. Sc.
26.-2. son of Hercules, Hdt. 1, 7.—
3. son oi" Androgens, Apollod.—4. a
lyric poet of Mytilene in Lesbos,
Hdt. 5, 95 ; hence and 'A7<.•, Alcaic, cf. Lob. ad Fhryn. p.
39.—Other persons of this name m
Thuc. 5, 19, Diod. S, etc.^', , , Alcamenes son
of Teleclus, king of Sparta, Hdt. 7,
204 ; another Spartan, son of Sthen-
elaidas, Thuc. 8, 5.—2. a renowned
Athenian statuary, Paus., Luc.^', , , Alcandra,vii[e of
Polybus, Od. 4, 126., ov, , {, )
Alcander, a Lycian, 11, 5, 678.—2. a
Spartan who struck out an eye of
Lycurgus, Plut. Lye. 11, etc.', , only used in this form,
a safeguard, bulwark, defence, help, aid,

c. dat.,, to the Trojans, II.

5, 644 ; c. gen.,', against the
Achaeans, 11. 11, 823, cf. H. Apoll. 193,
Find. P. 10, 80. (Akin to.)
'7•.,, , . Dor. contr.

from,. Find., , , a kind of wild mal-
low,Diosc., , a poisonous plant,
Orph., , , son or descendant

of Alcaeus, Alcides, Hes. Sc. 112, etc.—2. Alcides, a Spartan, Hdt. 6, 61.'-, Ion. -, a, and ov, ,
Alceias, son of Aeropus, Hdt. 8, 139.—2. brother of Perdiccas II. of Ma-
cedonia, Flat. Gorg. 471 A.—3. bro-
ther of Perdiccas, Arr. An. 4, 27.—4.

son of Arybbae, king of the Molos-
sians, Xen. Hell. 6, 1, 4.—Others in
Plut., etc.', a and ov, , Alceunas,
leader of the Cadusians, Xen Cyr. b,

3,42.*, a pres. assumedby Gramm.
for.
*'AAKH', , , bodily strength,

force, esp. in action, and so distin-

guished from, mere strength
;

in Hom. joined with,,, : 7^,
Hdt. 3, 110: in gen. force, power,

might,. Soph.,, Polyb.:

in plur., feats of strength, bold

deeds, Find N. 7, 18.—II. s^iVii, cour-

age, boldness, freq. in II., esp. in phrase, so too -, 11. 20, 381, ana, II. 9, 231.—III. safeguard,

defence, and so help, succour, aid,

Horn., etc. : , defence oi

aid against a thing, Hes. Op. 199,

Soph. O. T. 218, cf. :

or, to give aid,

Soph. O. C. 459, 1524 :, to put one's self on one's

guard, Hdt. 3, 78, etc., also, Thuc. 2, 84, and /., Eur. Phoen. 417.—IV. battle,

fight, Aesch. Theb. 483, 861. (*-,, prob. akin to,.)
'7, , , an elk, Pliny's alces

or achlis, PUn., Paus. : strictly strong

beast, V. Pott, Forschungen, 1, 85.", , . Alee, daughter of
Olympus and Cybele, Diod. S. 5, 99
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khir/nc,, ev, valiant, brave,

uarlike. H. Horn. 28, and Find. O. 9,

1 10, in Dor. contr. form,.
V\?^K7!Vup,, , Alcenor, an Ar-

give. Hdt. I, 82.'7., , 6, a champion, 0pp.-. and. , Alcestis,

daughter of Pelias and wife of Ad-
uietus, in whose stead she died, II,

2, 715, Eur, Ale., an irreg. poet, dat. of,
formed as if from , esp. of bodily

stret^gth; Horn, five times has it in

phrase?.. always of wild
beasts, except II. 18, J58,

'/.. , , Alcia, wife of A^-
thocles, Died. S. 20. 33,ia^ ov, , Alcias, masc. pr, n.

Arr.. Lys./., ov, ,^^,
Diosc.

VA/ or , , •, Akibia, fern,

pr. n. Qu. Sm. 1, 45., ov, o, Alcihiades, fa-

ther of'Clinias, Hdt 8, 17.—2. son
of ClJaias, the celebrated Athenian
commander, Thuc, etc.—3. a cousin
of the latter, Xen. Hell. 1, 2, 13.'3, 7], with and without, a kind of Anchv^a, used as an
antidote to the bite of serpents, Nic,

Ther. 541.— II. as pr. n, Alcibiiis, Lys.

V,, , Alcidamas a
pupil of Gorgias, Luc. Dem. enc. 12.

—2. a Cynic philosopher, Luc. Conv.
11.?.,.=.—2.-
cidas. Thuc. 3, 16, etc.?, , , Alcidice, wife of

Salmoneus, Diod. S. 4, C8.

fA/jcLdoi], , ij, Ahithoe, daughter
of Minyas, Ael.7^, ov, also , ov, Anth.,{,) bravely fighting, ep-

ith. of Minerva.—II. as inasc. pr. n.

Alciynachus, Hdt, 6, 101, Dem., etc.^.^ , , Alcimede, wife of

Aeson and mother of Jason, Ap, Rh.

1, 47.}>., , 6, Alcimedes, a

companion of the Oilean Ajax bel'ore

Troy, Qu, Sm. 6, 557.',, , Alcimedon,
son of Laerces, II. 16, 197,—2, an Ar-
cadian hero, Pans,—3, an Olympian
conqueror, of Aegina, Find, O, 8.?., ov, , Alcimenes, son
of Glaucus, Apollod.—2, son of .lason

and Medea, Diod. S. 4. 54.—Others
in Xen. Hell. 4, 4, 7, Anth., etc.

7.7], , , Alcimides, son
descendant of Alcimus, Od. 21, 235.

—

2. victor in the Nemean games, from
Aegina, Find. N. 6.?., ov, also 17, ov. Soph. A].

401. {?]) strong, stout, of men and
things, as,, Hom. : war-

like, brave, Horn., Hdt., etc. : 7.:?.. Hdt. 3, 4, )., Hdt. 3, 110 : rarely of battle,

as ii/.K., Eur. Heracl. 683,

—

Proverb., ', hke fuimus Troes, times

are changed, Anacr. 86, etc.—II. as

pr. n. Alcimus. a Myrmidon, II. 19,

392.—2. son of Hippocoon, a Spartan,

Paus.—3. a promontory near the Pi-

raeus, Flut. Them, 32,7.>, a, , Akinidas, masc,
pr. n. Thuc. 5, 19.

\'7,6, , , Alcinoe, fem. pr. n.

in Apollod., Paus., etc.7., contr.
', ov, ,

Alcinous, king of the Phaeacians. Od.
—Others of this name in Apollod.,

Paus., etc. ; hence7^-, proverb., of a long fabulous enu-
meration, Plat. Rep. 614 B.

AAKY, , , Alciopus, masc.
pr. n. Plut. Qu. Gr. 58., , ii, Alcippe, an at-

tendant of Helen, Od. 4, 124.—2. a
daughter of Mars and Agraulus,
Apollod.—Others in Apollod., Diod.

S. 4, 16.

^'7., ov, , (,)
Alcipvus, masc. pr. . Plut., Paus., etc., , . Aids, son of Ae-
gyptus, Apollod. 2, 1, 4.

i'?,, ,{,)
Alcistkenes, an Athenian archon,
Dem.—2. father of the commander
Demosthenes, Thuc. 3, 91., ov, gen., (^,) stout-hearted, Aesch. Pers. 90.

—II. masc. pr. n. Alciphron, Thuc. 5,.

59 ; also a distinguished writer, prob-
ably of Athens.,, , Akmaeon, son
of Amphiaiaus and Eriphyle, Od.
15, 24.—2. father of Megacles, the
last of the archcns who held this

office for life, Hdt. 1, 59.—3. son of
Megacles, Hdt. 6, 125.-4. a Pytha-
gorean philosopher and medical wri-

ter of Crotona, Arist., Diog. L.•—5.

son of Sillus, Paus.

V7.<^, , o'l, the Alc/nae-

onidac, descendants of Alcmaeon, an
illustrious noble Athenian family,

Hdt. 6, 121,7.,, , an epic poem
respecting Alcmaeon, Strab./^, , . Dor. for-, Pind. P. 8, 66.—2. Alcman. an
early lyric poet, Diod. S. 4, 7, Plut.,

etc., ol. Dor, for-
ijvioai, Pind, P. 7, 2.^, , , after the man-
ner of Alcman, Plut,^, and , (5,=. — 2. Alcmaon, son of

Thestor, II. 12, 394.7.,, , Att, for-, Dio Cass.,,=,
Dem., , , Alcmene, mother
of Hercules, II, 14, 323,,, , Alcmenor, son
of Aegyptus, Apollod.7., , ai, Alcomenae, a
city of Macedonia, Strab.

'7., , , {*u7\Jc, 7.-) one who wards off, a protector

from a thing, c. gen., asap^f, kvvCiv,

II. 18, 100, Od. 14, 531, so too Hes.
Th. 657, where the dat. depends on., ov, TO, a help, antidote,

Nic, andsoprob. Eur. Tel. 2.

and, ov, 6,
a kind of zoophyte, so called from
being like the kingfisher's{)
nest. Diosc.'7., , , Alcyonetis, one
of the giants, Apollod. ; another in

Pind. N. 4, 44.—2. son of Antigonus
Gonatas, Plut. Pyrrh. 34.,, , Alcyone, spouse of

Meleager, II. 9, 562.-2. daughter of

Aeolus, wife of Ceyx, Apollod.— 3. a
Pleiad, Apollod.—4. mother of Dio-
des, Arist.7., , , daughters of
Alcyone, changed into kingfishers,

cf. sq.', uv, a!, with or with-
out, the fourteen winter days
during which the kingfisher builds its

nest, and the sea is always calm, hence
halcyon days, proverb, of undisturbed
tranquillity, Ar. Av. 1594, cf. Alb.
Hesych. in voc.', , , v..

AAAA, , , dim. from -, young kingfisher, in genl.

kingfisher, halcyon, . Rh.— II. as
adj., cf.—III.. -, the Alcyonian bay, the eastern
part of the Corinthian gulf, Strab., •, ij, the kingfisher, hal-

cyon, alcedo hispida, Voss Virg. Georg,
1, 339, cf, first in II. 9, 562,
where Spitzn. maintains that-, etc.. become 7. in Ion., but v.

Schaf Plut. 6. 92. (Usu. deriv. from
u/lf,, cf.)*, assumed root of .-, cf 7.(.
i'A7.K0)v, , , Alcon, son of
Hippocoon, one of the Calydonian
hunters, Apollod.—2. son of Erech-
theus, Ap. Rh. 1, 97.—3. a Molossian,
one of the suitors of Agariste, Hdt.
6, 127.—4. a statuary, Ath.', conjunct., neut. pi. from, though with changed accent,
and so strictly in another way, other-

wise : therefore introduces
something diflerent from what was
before said, and serves to limit or
oppose whole sentences or single

clauses.—I. in opposing single claiis-

es, but, Lat. autem, freq. from Hom.
downwards ; in this case it always
stands first except in late poets,

as Call. Ep. 5, 11,7 7.— When two
clauses are strongly opposed is

preceded by if aflirmative, by ov
if negative, '', 7.''?!,, II. 1, 24 ;7. Plat. Phaedr. 228 A : but

in the latter case, to heighten the
opposition usu. follows, as
Xen. Mem. 1, 4, 13; 2, 7, 6:

is also found after,,
etc., without/, Wolf Leptin.

460, 2:sotoooi'j {) , (), are followed by ...,

..., not only..., but... The first

clause is also oft. strengthd. by van-
ous particles, as , , etc., and/ by the addition of or.
—Special usages of with single

clauses.— 1. in hypothet. sentences,

the apodosis is oft. opp. to the prota-

sis by 7., , , yet,

still, at least, II. 1, 281 ; 8, 154 ; 12,

349, etc. : so after' ...,

..., II. 10, 226, ..., .
I, 81 : also in pro.«e after .., ..,
or.. }, Plat. Phaed. 91 , Gorg.
470 D, etc. Sometimes also after

conjunctions of time, as after,
Od. 14, 151, after'^TTii, Soph. O. C.
241.—2. in post-Hom. authors,

is sometimes attached to a single

word, when it may be rendered at

least : but in fact the usage is elliptic,

and may be explained from the foreg.

head, as in Soph. El. 411, -, ' , . e.., cf Id. . C. 1276

:

this usage is very freq. in Trag.

:

is usu. added to the emphatic wd.,
but not always, as Soph. Ant. 552.

—

3. also post-Horn, is the usage of' , but as this is in full not

, but . v. sub' .—
II. to oppose whole sentences, but,

yet, Lat. at.— 1. freq. in quick transi

lions from one subject to another, as

in II. 1, 134, 140, etc.: so too''
6)f...,

Od. 1,6.—Post-Hom. also in

quick answers and objections, nay ha
.. .,«•e//ftI^^.., mostly in negation, as Ar,

Ach. 402. but not always, as e. g. Plat.

Protag. 330 B, Gorg. 449 A : the ob-
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lection also takes the form of a ques-

tion, and is sometimes repeated, as

TCOTepov 7jTovi> ... ;
' ?-

;« -
; ' ;.

An. 5, 8, 4, where all after the first

may be rendered by or : in such
questions is oft. strengthd. and
becomes' ; Lat. w^o .'' Ehnsl.

Heracl. 42 : Horn, also has/ at

the beginning of a speech, to intro-

duce some general objection, Od. 4,

472, cf Xen. Symp. init.—2. is

used, esp. by Horn., c. imperat., to

encourage, persuade, etc., like Lat.

fandem, esp.' ,',, , Hom. : the-
cat. sometimes goes before, as, . Find. . 6,

37.—3. a number of Attic phrases

may be referred to this head, as el-

liptic, ov ?, ...,
it is not (so) but..., e. g. Xen. Cyr. 1,

4, 8, -
(sc.-) ' -, it did not, however (throw him),

but..., on the contrary.—111. joined with

other particles, and the other

particles retain their proper force, as

—

1.', much like in quick

transition, II. 6, 4 1 8 ; 12, 320. butm Att.

to introduce an objection founded on

something foregone, Plat.Apol. 25 A,

also', Id. Rep. 381 B.—2.'
ovv, but then, hoifevtr, Hdt. 3, 140,

etc. ; also in apodosi, yet at any rate,' ovv . Plat. Phaed. 91 B.—3.. yap, Lat. enimvero, but really,

certainly, but this phrase is really ir-

regular, as Eur. Phoen. 1307,... ,
should strictly be,, , and so we find

the collocation m Soph. Phil. 81, cf.

Elmsl. Heracl. 481 ; so that usu.-
stands for ' : this

phrase is opp. to : also

, . Soph.

Aj. 167, Phil. 81.—4. is fol-

lowed by many words that merely
strengthen it, as ', Hom.,. Soph., etc.',, ,() change,

Aesch. Ag. 482.—II. interchange, ex-

change, barter, traffic, whether buying
or selling. Plat. Rep. 371 B, etc., and

Arist.— III. change of horses, afresh

stige., , , ()
that which is changed or interchanged,

—1. the price to be paid, Mel. 58.

—

2. wares bought, LXX., ov, o,=foreg., verb. adj. from -,, one must change, Plut., , , belonging to

traffic or barter. Plat. Soph. 223 C.' ov. Dor. for-, Aesch. Theb. 932.

')'(5•;^•, , (,)
shaped like an. Gal., ov, , {,) a maker of, Diog. L.-, , to deal in -. At. Eq. 1242 : from'.^•, ov, , (,) dealer in, Ar. Eq.
143, etc.

'^, adv.,() by changes

or tur7is, alternately.', , , () a

changing, interchange.', , 6, forced-meat,

something between our sausage and
black-pudding, Ar. Eq. 161, etc.'/~, Att., f.- ;

perf. (in comp. with, etc.,
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Xen. Mem. 3, 13, 6) : perf. pass. 7/-, Calliin. Ep. 7, 2, Hdt. 2, 26

;

aor. 1 pass,, always in

Hdt., usu. in 'I'rag., and sometimes in

Ar. ; but aor. 2 pass./, most
freq. in Att. prose,(). To make
otherwise, change, alter,, Eur.

Med. 1168: hence—1. to give in ex-

change, requite, repay, ,
Eur. El. 89 : ., to ex-

change one toil with another. Soph. Fr.

400.—2. to change, and so leave, quit,. Soph. Ant. 944,;^,. Flat., v. 1. 3.

—

II. to take in exchange, exchange one
thing for another (though this more
usu. in mid.), , Aesch. Pr.

007, Ti , Eur. Ale. 664:., oi a god, to put on a

mortal fonn, Eur. Bacch. 53.—2. to go
to, c. ace. loci, like Lat. mutare, Eur.
Hec. 483, cf. supr. I. 2.-3. absol.', to have in turn, al-

ternately, Eur. Phoen. 74.— B. Mid. to

change or alter mie's own,, Eur.
El. 103 : but usu.—II. to exchangefor
one's self, exchange, interchange,

or , freq. in Att., as Eur.
Meil. 9C8, Thuc. 8, 82 : hence to bar-

ter, traffic, Tivi, with a person, Hdt. 7,

152, also . Plat. : and so—1.

to iniy, in full,. Plat. Rep. 371 C.—2. to

sell. Flat, who in Legg. 915 D, has
l)oth these signfs. combined. Cf.., adv.,() elsewhere, in

another place, , one here,

another there, Xen. An. 7, 3, 47 ;-, now here, now there. Id.?, adv., from another

place, Ael. H. A. 7, 10., adv., elsewhere, some-

where else, Xen. Mem. 4, 3, 8., adv., elsewhither, to an-

other place, Xen. Cyr. 7, 4, 7, and
Plut., adv., —, else-

where, somewhere else, Soph. O. C. 43,

and Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 20.^,, Hom. for -,, v..
'??,, , piling one

upon another : Irom', ov, (, ,) piled one upon another, Paus.?, adv., strictly dat. fem. from? ;
—I. adv. of place.— 1. in an-

other place, elsewhere, II. 13, 49, and
Att. : c. gen. loci, »/, one in one quarter of the city,

another in another, in different parts of the

city, Thuc. 2, 4, so }, as in, q. v., Xen. :/ \ ),
here and there. Id.—2. to another place,

elsewhither, II. 5, 187, Od. 18, 288 :), is going in another di-

rection, II. 1, 120: in prose also Ty?, which is usu. in Hdt.—II. adv.

of manner, in another way, somehow
else, otherwise, II. 15, 51 ; -, Hdt. 6, 21,;, Xen.' , i. e. , though the

accent seems to refer it to, other

than..., except, after negat. words, esp.

or, which are often
joined with7 or ',' , no one except she, Hdt.
9, 109 ; -, Flat. Rep. 429

: Hom. uses in the same
way, as Od. 8, 312 ; 12, 404, so too
Soph. O. T. 1331. Cf. Kiihner Gr.

Gr. i) 74L 5.'' , in questions, v. II. 1./, , (,)
to speak so as to imply something other

than what is said, to express or interpret

allegorically, to allegorize, Plut., and
N. T. Galat. 4, 24. Hence-^,,, an allegori-

cal raying ; and, ov, 6, an allegorical

expounder.', , , (?J.op) an
allegory, i. e. descriptian of one thing

under the image of another, Cic, Att, 2,

20, 3,—II. an allegorical exposition, esp.

of mythical legends, Plut.—HI. alle-

gorical language, Cic. Orat.', , , allegorical,

Longin. Adv.-, Dem. Fhal., ov, poet, for,
Hom., ,(, -,) in 1., devouring one

another.

ov,,to»lay each other,

Hipp., and
'7;.«'<.',,, mutualtlaiigh-

ter, Dion. H. ; from',;•, ov, (7.,) in plur., slaying each other

:

of things, producing mutual slaughter,, Moschion ap. Stob. Eel. 1, p.

242
;, ,, Dion. . 1, 52 ;

2,24.'., , to fight with each

other ; and,,, a mutualfight

:

from, ov,(,-) in plur., fighting one with an-

other, V. 1. Arist. H. A. for ^-., , (7,-) to cut through one another.,,(,-) in plnr., exchanging forms with

each other, Linus ap. Stob. Eel. 1, p,

282., ,(,-) to strike, wound each other. Lob.
Phryn. p. 593. Hence?,, , , mutual strik-

ing or wounding, Democrit. ap. Stob,
Eel. 1, p. 348., () to

hold, hang together, Pnilo : and
', , , a holding toge-

ther, connexion, Dion. H. : from., ov,(,)
in plur., holding together, mutual., , to eat one ano-

ther, Arist. H. A. : and, , , an eating one

another, Hdt. 3, 25 : from., ov,(, -) in plur., eating each other, Arist.

H. A., , ,(,) mutual envy, Dion. . 4, 26., , to destroy one

another, Eccl. ; and?,,, mutual slaugh-

ter. Plat. Protag. 321 A : from, ov, (,) destroying one another. Max.
Tyr., ov,(, •) in plur., dear to each other. []'?.,, , mutual slaugh-

ter or murder. Find. O. 2, 74 : from, ov,(, -) in plur., murdering one another,. Find. Fr. 131,,,
Aesch. Theb. 932, Ag. 1575,,
Xen. Hier. 3, 8., ov, o,=foreg.. Just.

Mart., ,(,)
in \., grown out of one another, Plut.', gen. plur., which from
the nature of the word can have no
nom. : dat.^, , : ace., , a. Of one another, to
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• another, one another, Lat. alter al-

terius, etc, hence mutually, reciprocal-

It/, used of all the three persons, II.

4, 62, Od. 1, 209; in Od. 12. 102, by
the common punctuation liXkifkuv
must be taken for , but if

the stop be put after (as

the Schol. advises), there is no diiifi-

culty : of the dual, Horn, uses the

dat.? for?, perh.

also as gen. 11. 10, 65 ; in prose the
dual is rare. Adv. ~?, mutually,

(from ?, etc., united into

one word, v. Kiihner, Gr.

Gr. «338.)
'?., ace. fern, from?, used

as adv., ehewhither, to another place,

sub. ' ; sometimes more fully: 7. , now
hither, now thither. Plat Euth. 273 B.

'.7.,, ^,= se<}.,, , Lat. alicxda, a man^s
upper garment, coat, Euphor. Fr. 112,

Call. Fr. 149, v. MiiU. ArchuoL d
Kunst ^ 337, 6.

'., =,
Anth.
'.?^, , , AlUphae, a city

of Sanrmium, Strab.?^3, and,,
ot.=sq., Polyb., Apollod.,., the AUobroges,

a people of GauL, Strab.
^-^, , {,) of

another race, a stranger, LXX./', , , the use of a
strange tongue, difference of tongue, Jo-

seph : from'^/^, ov,{,-
Oa) of a strange 01foreign tongue, for-

eign, Hdt. 2, 154.', , f. -, {7.},) to take one person or thing for
another, mistake for another, not know,7, Ion. for?,
Hdt. 1, 85.—IL to be deranged, Hipp.->,, , ^,=:sq.'?.. ov, {?.,-
OKu) known to others, hence strange to

ms, unknown,, Od- 2, 366.

'7.., , later form for sq.^, , , (prob. a mere
lengthening of, lite,. Lob. Aj. 391 ; ace. to

others, compd. with, v. sub• : Buttnu Lexil. p. 322. seq.

assumes an old anastrophe?). Strange, foreign, behnging to

another people or land, IL 16, 550,
Find, aad other poets, and Xen., , , {/),)
=, stay in a foreign land,

travel, Hipp. : for iv«, abroad. Plat. Legg. 954
EL ' '^, , {,) hav-
ingstrange luAions of justice. Or. Sib.'',^=, to be of
another, esp. of a wrong opinion, err in

opinion, Plat. cf. : and, , , a different or

usrong opinion. Id. : from?, ov, (•,) hold-

ing a different or wrong opinion.7, , {,,) of
a foreign nation, Diod. : hence, , , difference of na-

tion, a different nation, Strab., , {?.7.,) of
different form, hoking differently, Od.
13, 194, [where7 must be
pronounced as three long syll. ; cf
however Buttm. Lexil. p. 354 note]
Adv. -, Diog, L.7' elided from, and so
always in Hom., Dor. and Aeol. for sq., adv., {7.7) from ano-
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ther place, Hom. who usu. says-

-Of, onefrom one place or quar-
ter, anotherfrom another, Valck. Phoen.
1254 ; 7), he came
from abroad, Od. 3, 318 ; -, from some place else, Od. 7, 52

:

also or,
from what other place soever, Plat.

Gorg. 512 A: c. gen. loci,'. Plat. Legg. 707 .", adv. elsewhere, in another
place, esp. in a strange foreign land,

Od. 14, 130, and Hdt. : sometimes c.

gen. , ehewhere on earth,

i. e. in another or strange land, Od. 2,

131, , elsewhere than in

one's native land, i. e. awayfrom home,
17, 318,?,,, etc., Plat. : in Plat. Lach.
181 E, followed by relat. , as if

it had been kv-.—II. in

another way, in another case, otherwise,

Thuc. 1, 16, and Plat.—III. some-
times also with verbs of motion,
where strictly is required,
Hdt. 3, 73, Xen. HelL 2, 2, 1, Dem.
918, 5., ov,conti.-, ovv,{.,) speaking another or
foreign tongue, hence in gen. foreign,
Od. 1, 183; 3, 302, etc., and Hdt:
strange, alien,, Soph. Tr. 844.—Not in good Att. prose., , , {7.,) the

changing of wines at a feast, drinking
several wines, Plut. 2, 661 C.

', ov,{-) strangely formed, Hanno Peripl.,,,(/lof) of ano-
ther sort or kind, different, other, al-

ways with notion of comparison, II.

4, 258, Od. 16, 181 ; esp. in the con-
nexion 7., at one time
in one way, at another in another, i. e.

mutable, ever varying, Hes., Pind.,
Xen., etc. ; 7.7, one one
thing, another another ; , in

bad sense, other than what is good, i. e.

, Hdt. 5, 40 :— a comp. -/, different, occurs Hdt. 7,

212, Thuc. 4, 106. Adv. -, other-

wise. Plat : comp. -, Xen.
Mem. 4, 8, 2.7.7, ov,{,-) of different strophes, i. e. not con-
sisting of alternate strophe and anti-

strophe, Gramm.
', ov, gen. ,{ )(^) of changed or differ-

ent form, Diog. L.,, ,() dif-

ference, Hipp., Plat.,^.,^=,
EccL, ov, contr.-,,{) of changed
or different colour, Sext. Emp.', , f.•,{) to

make different, to change, alter, Hipp.,

and Plat. Crat. 418 A: more freq. in

pass, to become different, be changed,

freq. in Att. prose, as ,
Thuc. 2, 59, T7), Xen. Cyn. 9,

4 ; but rare in poetry, as Eur. Suppl.
94:4:, : esp.— 1. to be es-

tranged, Dio. C. —2. to be altered for

the worse, to become worse, Xen. Cyr.
3, 3, 9.—3. to be deranged in mind,
Lat. mente alienari, Polyb. Hence, , , =^ seq., Da-
mox. ap. Ath. 102 C.7., (,), , a change, altera-

tion, freq. in Plat.—2, esp. derange-
ment of mind, Polyb. 3, 81, 5., , ,{) be-

longing to or jit for change, Tim.
Locr.

AAAO
7.7•., , , changed, change-

able, Plut', Dor. and Aeol. for -, Theocr. 4, 43.', ov, of an unusual kind,
rtature or form, hence strange, mon-
strous, mis-create, portentous, first in
Hipp, in compar. 7.,
also in Ar. Vesp. 71, Thuc. 3, 49, and
freq. in Plat. : also c. gen.-, utterly changed
from, directly the reverse of. Soph.
Phil. 1191. Cf Ruhnk. Tim. Adv.-. (Some take it as compd. with

as if, like,= : others
assume a transposition of letters for, dfferently produced.)
"AAAOMAI, fut.. Dor.

; aor. 1, inf.7
[] : aor. 2, inf,
(though Herm. Soph. O. T. 1311 re-
jects the indie, aor. 2) : syncop. 2 and
3 pefs. , ; and the part.

only in compds., (the only
part of the verb that takes a smooth
breathing) : subj. and
II. 11, 192 [with u]. To spring, leap,

bound, strictly of living beings, Horn.,
oka, II. 1, 532 ; less often 7.

for , Callim. Dian.
195 : to leap, rush upon or against, II.

20, 353 ; 21, 174 : in H. Hom. Cer.
390 u7vTo^ as in II. 2,
183 ; so , . Hom..
448.—2. but also of things, •, II. 4, 125 : of sound, Heind.
Plat. Phaedr. 255 C: of the eye, -, it twinkles, throbs,

Theocr. 3, 37, cf. (root-,
as in Lat. SAL-io.), ov,{,) of
strange shape, Hipp., , , the state of an, foreign or external influ-
ence, Diod : from
'7.7, , {7.,,) suffering influence from ano-

ther. The Gramm. called the transit,
verb , opp. to^, a neuter or intrans. verb., , i. e.

7., one who turns now one
way now another, who inclines first to

one side then to the other, epith. of
Mars, II. 5, 831, 889 : ace. to others
from, cf Lat. Salisuhsulu^,
V. Nake Opusc. p. 107., , , Lat. ALIUS, ano-
ther, i. e. one besides what has been
mentioned : when joined with a
subst., that subst. is either in same
case, or in gen., so ' or', 7, or, Hom., etc. : ..,-

.., one.., another.., or the one..,

the other.., II. 22, 493, and Att. ; but
also .., .., II. 6, 147 and
Att. ; .., .., . 9,

313, .., .. Hdt. 1,

32, ... ' 7., Eur. .. 962 ; but in plur. only
stands in the second clause, Spitzn.
II. 9, 594. The following usages
may be distinguished :—1. ,
or , any other, some other,

Hom. : 7., no other,

or , or, many others, Att. :, Lat. si quis alius, Thuc. 6, 32.
also 7^, Xen. : oft. fol-

lowed by , with a compar. force.

77. (or ) .., no-
thing else than.., Xen. ; esp. in ques-
tions .. ; what else {is it)

than.. ? 1. e. it can be nothing else,

Thuc. 3, 39, etc., cf. .—2.•
7. is oft. joined with other of its

own cases or adverbs derived from
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it, as , one man says

one thing, one. another, i. e. different

men say different things ; so too, one here, another there, II. 2,

804 ; , dis-

tributes one reward to one, another to

another, i. e. different reivards to differ-

ent perso7is, Aesch. Pr. 230 ;,,,, etc.,

Horn., and Att. : the plur. is

used in the same way : is also

joined with', as Soph. El. 739,

Plat. Legg. 849 E, Theoer. 7, 36:, another and then

another, Xen. An. 1, 5, 12 ;
-?, Id. 7, 6, 10 ;, to

pursue one pleasure after another, Xen.
Cyr. 4, 1, 13 ; '?: - -, quite another sort, Eur. Phoen.
132.—3. joined with the art., -, the other, the rest, all besides

what has been mentioned, in plur. oi, in Hdt. contr., all the

others, the rest, Lat. ceteri, freq. from
Hom. downwards, who has
sometimes in same signf., Spitzn. II.

2, 1 : Tu, contr. or (as

Wolf, Anal. 2, p. 431 would have it), Lat. cetera reliquxi, never alia,

Hom., etc., in Att. oft. used adv. /or

the rest, sometimes also of time=roj', Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 2;
where observe that is

usu. said of past time, .
offuture, Wolf Leptin. 462, 1, but

. is sometimes saia offuture,

as Lys. 139, 45 : ' ..,
.., all others and especially..,

Hdt. 1, 1, etc. : is much less

freq. than .—4. is used
with numerals, when it must be ren-

dered by yet, still, further, etc.,-, yet a fifth river,

Hdt. 4, 54, cf. Aesch. theb. 486,

Soph. Ant. 1295 ; so too -, yet a second one more, Eur. Or.

345 ; so too in enumerating several

objects, where it is often seemingly
pleonast., as 7), with her their mistress came
attendants also, Od. 6, 81, cf. 9, 367

;

13, 266 ; so freq. in Att. -,
there was no grass nor besides was
there a single tree, Xen. An. I, 5, 5,

cf. Herm. Soph. Phil. 38, Heind. Plat.

Gorg. 473 D, Stallb. Plat. Apol. 36

: Hom. also oft. has it almost ple-

onast. with compar., -', II. 15, 569, cf.

22, 106, etc. ; also with, 11.

4, 81, etc., with or, Eur.

Med. 945, Plat. Charm. 166 E.—On
the other hand is said to be

omitted in phrases like ,, At. Plut. 1, cf Schaf. Bos El-

lips, p. 847.—II. much more rarely

like, of other sort, different. 11.

13, 64; 21, 22: in this signf it is oft.

used like a compar., c. gen., as, other than what is just,

Xen. Mem. 4, 4, 25 ; so also follow-

ed by 7/-, Hdt. 1, 49, etc., by,
Soph. Aj. 125, Ar. Ach. 39 ; also by
prepositions, as, Aesch. Pr. 467,-, Plat. Phaed. 80 B, etc. : and
when joined with a necat., some-
times by, II. 18, 403 ; 21, 275

;

24, 697 : hence come several second-

ary signfs.— 1. ofhrr than what is com-

mon, strange, foreign,",
Od. 23, 274.—2. other than what is, i. e.

untrue, unreal, Od. 4, 348; 17, 139.—
3. other than lohat is right, wrong, had,

like, and Lat. alius, secus, se-

quior, Plut., cf., adv., to another place, else-
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whither, Od. 23, 184, and Att. : to for-

eign lands,., to export,

Xen. Hell. 6, 1, 4: joined with ano-

ther adv., , to no

other place,., to many
other places, Plat. ; ; to

what other place Plat. : freq. also c.

gen., , to

some other part of Sicily, Thuc. 7, 51
;. Plat. Legg.

841 A : , one one way,

another another, cf.? I. 2.—II.

said to be put for. in another

place, but only in phrase

>}, Plat. Grit. 45 , where it

may be explained by attraction, Kuh-
ner Gr. Gr. % 789, Obs. 2., Aeol. for., adv.,{,) another

time, at another time, at other times,

first in Hom., who usu. has in oppos...,.., at one time, at ano-

ther, now.., now.. : for which also, , II. 11, 65,, , Hes. Fr. 22,, Soph. . 739,,. Soph. Ant. 367 : also, , Xen. An. 4, 1,

17 : sometimes the former is

omitted, as Eur. Hec. 28, {')',' :— , ? and then,

from time to time, Xen. An. 2, 4, 26 :

very oft. joined with, etc.,-, sometimes this, sometimes

that, Trag., Plat., etc., now and then,

Xen. : so too with ?,,-,, Att., cf I. 2., ,{,)
having other boundaries, foreign, ,
Euseb., or rather , adv.,{?) what else ? is it any thing

else that ? Lat. numquid aliud ? when
used alone implying an affirm, an-

swer, Heind. Plat. Charm. 173 A

:

but most U.SU. from Hdt. downwards,
followed by , in which case the sen-

tence is elliptic, e. g. -
; i. e. ,

;
(which implies that

they will suffer nothing else), Hdt. 2,

14 ; ; does no-

thing else prevent? i. e. is there any
thing else, or does nothing prevent ?

Xen. An. 4, 7, 5 : also ovv,

?/.. Plat. Crit. 50 A, 52 D.—II. is

sometimes omitted, Stallb. Plat. Eu-
thyphr. 15 C : sometimes is

put instead, Plat. Soph. 228 A : last-

ly, sometimes without a question,

..., Thuc. 3,

85.,{) to be un-

favourably disposed, Lat. alieno animo
'esse. Polyb. 15, 22, 1.

^, , ol, AUotriges, an
Iberian nation, Strab., ov,{,) thinking of other things, absent,

Cratin. Panopt. 3., ov, , {-) a busy-body in other

men's matters, N. T. 1 Pet. 4, 15., , {,) to speak of things foreign to the

subject, Strab., ov, (-,],) ever-changing in

form, epith. of nature, Orph.?, ,{,-) to assign to an improper place, opp.

to . Plat.

Theaet. 195 A, cf Ruhnk. Tim. in

V.—II. to adopt foreign customs, Dio
C. 52, 36.?, ,{) to meddle with other folk's

business, Dion. H. : to excite commo
tions, Polyb. 5, 41, 8 ; hence

', , , a meddling
with other folk's business, Plut., , , =
foreg-. Plat. : from, ov, gen.,{,) busy about oilier

folk's business, meddlesome, A. B.', a, ov, {?) of be-

longing to another, Lat. alienvs, (opp. to,),,, Hom. ;-, to he bountiful

of what is another's, Od. 17, 452 ; -, to laugh
with a face unlike one's mim, i. e. to

laugh a forced, unnatural laugh, (cf.

Val. Flacc. 8, 164), or (as Eustath.)
to laugh where laughing's out of
place, to laugh wiseasonahly, Od. 20,

347, (Horace has borrowed the
phrase, malis ridere alienis, but appli-

ed it differently) : proverb.,-
ov , to put one's sickle into

one's 7ieighbour's corn, Ar. Eq. 392

:

-, to use one's body as if it were
quite miolher's, Thuc. 1 , 70 ; cf. -, Isocr.

—

.foreign, Ij&t.pere-

grinus, Od. 18, 219, and fr&q. in Att.

as Lys. and Isocr., &. with
and without, a foreign land, also
an enemy's territory, Isocr., Xen. :

hence strange, alieii, Hdt. 3, 119, c.

dat. pers., Isocr. 306 C : hence also

estranged, hostile, IL 5, 2i4, Od. 16,

102, and c. gen., cstra7iged from one,
Polyb. : so too adv. ,, Isocr.

—

2. for-
eign to the subject, not to the pterpose^

Plat, and Dem. Hence,, , a being-: foreignness, strangeness, es-

trangement, opp. to, Plat.

:

dislike, , Dem.
', , to eat another's

bread : from, ov, (,) eating another's bread. Soph.
Fr. .309., ,(,), to be estranged, be iil-disposed,

Diod. S. 17, 4.?,, , , («-,) changing colour, Anlh., ov, (,) of a strmige land, foreign, Jo-
seph.,,.-, (')
to make strange, estrange from a per-

son, make hostile or ill-disposed to one,, c. ace. rei

et dat. pers. Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 16, but
more usu. c. gen., -

., not depriving the city

of the services of its citizens by ban-
ishment, etc., Goell. Thuc. 3, 65,

also , Dem. 1233, 11. Pass.

to become estranged, be made an enemy,

Tivi, Thuc. 8, 73 ; , to be pre-

judiced against a thing, Dion. H.—II.

to bring into another's hands, give up to

strangers. Pass, to fall into strange

hands, Hdt. 1, 120. Hence,, , estrangement,

and so—I. a giving up to the enemy,

Thuc. 1, 35.—II. dislike, or etc

Tiva, App., , to he changeable,

to change : from, ov, (/ ?,of,)
in use only in adv., in

another manner, otherwise., adv., strictly gen. from, sub., like, else-

where, in another place : ,
or, any ivhere else, Lys.



170, 13, where however Bekk.
701>, some where or other./^/, , {?,)

appearing otherwise, Nonn., to be ill at ease, Hipp.
cf. Lob. thryti. 607.?, ov, {, *)
stain by others.—II. (", *,)=, Nic. Th. 148.'/, ov, JEp. for, II.

10, 258.,,.-, to be .-, and so—I. to think otherwise

than as one should, be absent or un-

heeding, Od. 10, 374.—2. to be sense-

less, lose one's ivits, II. 23, 698, Hdt. 5,

85.—II. to be of another mind, have

other views, Hdt. 7, 205. Hence, , , absence or de-

rangement ofviind., ov, gen., ({•,) thinking of something else.,,{.,) change-

ful in nature, Nonn. Dion. 2, 148.?, to be?,, adopt

foreign customs or religion, LXX., for

which Schleusn. reads?.
Hence?.., , , a being strange

or foreign, foreign, foreign rnatter, Epi-
cur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 106 : and

'/., ov, , adoption of
foreign manners, LXX., cf. Sturz,

Dial. Maced. et Alex. p. 145 : from?.', ov,{,) of
another tribe, foreign, strange, Aesch.
Eum. 851 ;, Thuc. 1, 102,

etc. : ., a war with a

foreign 7iation, a foreign war, Plut.

Cam. 23.—2. of a different kind,,
Diod.., , , the speaking a

foreign tongue, confusion of tongues,

Joseph. : from', ov, {7., )
sounding differently, speaking a foreign
tongue, LXX., like.'\//, , to change colour,

Arist Probl. : and?^ , , a change of col-

our : from/•, ov, contr., ovv,{,) changed in coloxir, Eur.
Hipp. 174.

7.7.,, 6, , = foreg.,

hence looking strange or foreign, Eur.
Phoen. 138, Andr. 879., adv., {/,)=?,
elsewhither : a poet, and mostly Ep.
word : Horn, has it only with?,
e. g. , one hither another
thither, II. 11, 486 :), the colour changes now
in this way now in that, i. e. in every

possible way, II. 13, 279.,, [], Ep. for,?., Horn.

/,, adv, from, in an-

other way or manner, otherwise, Hom.,
etc., for other reasons, on other business,, Aesch. Ch.
680: in Att. oft. joined with other
adv.,•, in some other way,, in no other way, etc.

:

, besides, in all other respects,

at any rate, II. 9, 699, Hdt. 1, 60, and
Att. : in prose esp. freq. in phrase/. . . , both otherwise and
also. . , i. e. especially, above all, Thuc.
], 70, 81, etc. ; also7. , much
like , Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 59,

Cyr. 1, 6, 43 : strengthd.• . . , both on all other ac-

counts and . . , Aesch. Pr. 636 : -
?. . , is mostly followed by
,, or the like, Thuc. 2, 3, or

by a part., as Thuc. 4, 104 ; 7, 80.—
IL otherwise than something implied,

AAMT
differently, , I say not

otherwise, i. e. I say so, Eur. Hec. 302:f, to be of a different opinion,

Dion. H. : hence several special usa-

ges.—1. in far other manner, i.e. better,

II. 14, 53, "Od. 8, 176, etc.— 2. more
freq. otherwise than as shotdd be, and
so heedlessly, at random, without aim
or purpose, Od. 14, 124; 20, 211:
without reason, Hdt. 3, 16 : 4, 77, etc.

;

also fruitlessly, in vaiii, like,
II. 23, 144, and freq. in Att. who also

use / (sub. o(5oi')Plat.Legg.

650 A : for nothing, like, Lat.
gratis, Hdt. 3, 139 : hence=/ioi.'oi',

only, merely, simply, Soph. Phil. 947,

Eur. Hec. 489, Plat. Theaet, 176 D,
etc., cf. Ruhnk. Tim. voc. oi'/c :

also otherwise than is right, wrongly,
perversely, Dem. 1466, 5, and later.",,,{') a spring,

leap, bound, first in Od. 8, 103, and
later mostly poet., being the
prose word : or-
ov, a leap or fall from the rock, Eur.
H. F. 1148, Ion 1268; a? ,
the leap of the lotfrom the helmet. Soph.
Aj. 1287.— 2. in Eur. El. 439 Achil-
les is called ,—
the abstract being put for the con-
crete.—II. in Medic, a pulsation, pal-

pitation, esp. of the heart, Hipp., and
so Plat. Tim. 70 D nmst be taken,
V. Stallb., , , {)=.
Lye. 318., , , brine, Ar. Fr. 366.

—

II.^, .., {.) as pass., to be-

come salt, Theophr., a, ov, {) salted:

hence , Lat. salgama,fruits,
roots, or herbs preserved in brine, as
olives, Diosc.,, , salted, steeped in

brine, 7, Ar. Fr. 190.+/, , {) to be salt, Eccl.\'., v..,, ,{) pick-

ling : brine, Diosc.', ov, 6, Lat. salgamarius,

a seller of pickled fruit, Diosc. : from, {) to steep in brine,

Diosc.", , , {?,) sea-ivater, Od. 5,

53, Pind., and Att., sprat/ that has
dried on the skin, Od. 6, 219 ; and a
salt incntstation on soil, Hdt. 2, 12: in

later poets also, the sea, Pind. P. 4,

69, Aesch. Pers., 397, etc.—2. salt-

water, brine used for pickling, Hdt. 2,

77, Ar. Vesp. 1515.— II. saltness, esp.

as a bad quality of soil. Plat., and
Xen.'?, , , {) salt,

briny, ., the sea, Aesch.
Suppl. 824.", uv, , salted provisions,

Menand. p. 160., ov, 6, {.,)
drinking salt-water : fem.—,,
, Ath.

^?^, ov, , Halmtcs, son of Sis-

yphus, Paua. 9, 34, 10.?.,{) to be salt or
saltish, Arist. ap. Ath. 394 F.,, , saltness, Diod.

—

II any thing salt, and SO—1. a salt in-

crustation on the skin, Hipp.—-2 salt-

pickle, Plut.—3. salt soil or land, The-
ophr., , {, )
with salt soil, Philo., , ,{) salt, brine,

Hom. only in Od., and always in
phrase , the salt sea-wa-
ter; ., Hes. Th. 107,., Pind. . 7. 105,.-

, as the Hellespont is called in
Hdt. 7, 35 : of water for drinking,
brackish, Thuc. 4, 26.-2. in Att.
prose, salted, pickled. Plat., etc.—3.

metaph. bitter, distasteful, umcelcome,
like Lat. amarus,,.
Plat. Phaed. 243 D, Legg. 705 A :, to weep bitterly, The-
ocr. : also piquant,, Plut.
Hence,, , saltness, Hipp., , {, )
like salt, saltish, Hipp., , {,) saltish,

Hipp./•, , , the Almopes, a
tribe of Macedonia ; their territory', , , Almopia, Thuc.
2, 99.

^, obsol. nom. to which is re-

ferred dat., q. v.", , a'l, {)=-, dub. in Polyb. 5, 68, 1, for which
is the prob. 1.

i'A/,,, , AL•ion, father of
Oenomaus, Paus. 5, 1, 6.,,.-, in old Att. also

[], poet,, II. : to

thresh, thresh out. Plat., and Xen. Oec.
18, 2 : to cudgel, Ar. Ran. 149, Thesm.
2. Pass,, aor. 7], to

be trampled under foot, Polyb. 10, 12,
9.—II. to tread round, like cattle when
treading out the corn, v. Schol. Ar.
Thesm. 2.^, ov, with a lobe wanting, of
the livers of victims, and thence om-
inous : . ', Xen. Hell. 3, 4, 15.

'?., dep. mid., to behave
like an 7., like a fool, Cic. Att. 6,

4,3.
',,.-, to he, to

pay no regard to, take 7io heed of, slight,

despise, like Lat. rationem non habere,

ana contemnere, absol. II. 15, 162: but
usu. c. gen., as Hdt. 3, 125, etc.—II.

mid. to reckon without one's host, to

miscalculate, Polyb. 8, 2, 4.—2. to be

out of one's senses, Luc. Ocyp. 143.

—

3. to offend against the laws of lan-
guage, Gramm. Hence',, , a mishap, mis-
fortune. Polyb. 9, 16, 5 : and, verb, adj., one must
slight, Philo.,, poet, -,, , a being, want of respect or esteem, dis-

respect, contempt,

, to pay no regard to a
thing, Lat. nullam ejzts rationem habe-
re, Hdt. 6, 75 ; 7, 226 ; also -- , Hdt. 2,
141 (where the gen. is an anacolu-
thon, as if he had said ?) :, to be disregarded,
Hdt. 7, 208.—II. ivant of reason or
thought, senselessness, folly,,
Thuc. 5, 111, and Plat.—2. a folly, an
absurdity. Plat. Lys. 213 A : an un-
reasonable method. Id. Theaet. 207 C :

confusion, disordtr. Polyb. 5, 53.—III.

indecision, doubt, Pausan.—IV. speech-

lessness, amazement, Polyb. 36, 5, 4
;

Luc. Lexiph. 15.'?, or, Att. law-
term, a prosecution of a public offi-

cer, who had not passed his accounts,

Eupol. Incert. 24; cf. Att. Process, p.
363, V. ?..

', ov, not calculating., , to be, be
thoughtless or silly, Plut.', adv. of .,
thoughtlessly., , , thoughtlessness,
Polyb : from', ov, {a priv.,)
unreasoning, thoughtless, silly',,
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Thuc. 3, 82, etc.; ,=, Plat. Rep. 439 D : rash,

Thuc. 5, 99.— II. noi be reckoned or

counted up. Soph. O. C. 1675, cf. El-
lendt.—2. not to be named, vile, Eur.
Or. 1156. Adv. -, imprudently,

thoughtlessly, Thuc. 3, 45 ;,
Lys. 109, 20., ov, (a priv.,) with-

out ?, and so—I. without speech,

speechless. Plat. Legg. 696 D ; also

Soph. O. C. 131, in adv. -—2.
not to be told in words. Plat. : hence
unutterable, inexpressive, Lat. infandus.

Soph. Fr. 241.—II. without reason, un-

reasoning, irrational, tu, brutes,

Xen. Hier. 7, 3 : hence also of pas-

sion,,, etc., Polyb., and
so usu. in adv.-.—2. not according

to reason, not guided thereby, or spring-

ing thence,, , Stallb.

Plat. Theaet. 201 C: ., mere
routine, mechanical skill without
knowledge, Stallb. Plat. Gorg. 501

A.—3. contrary to reason, absurd,h\lc.

6, 85 : uiifit. unsuited to its end. Id. 1,

32 : groundless, Polyb.—III. without

reckoning.—1. not reckoned upon, unex-

pected, Thuc. 6, 46.—2. act. not having

paid one's reckoning, of an,
Gramm.—IV. of quantities, irrational,

surd, Mathem.'., ov, (a priv.,)) with-

out lances or weapons, ., Chaereni. ap. Ath. 608 E., , {?,) like

something irrational, Arist. Spir.', , , the aloe, Plut., ov,, a purgative pre-

pared from aloes. Medic.?^,, ,{) a thresh-

ing-, ov, ,() threshing,

or threshing-time, Xen. Oec. 18, 5, cf.., adv., () from or out of
the sea, also , II. 21, 335., Att., poet, for, q. \.,. , she
smote the earth with her hands, II. 9,

568., ov, (a priv.,-
()) unreviled, not railed at : not to be

reviled. Soph. Fr. 731. Adv. -., ov, ( priv.,)
not reviling or railing, Aesch. Ag. 412.. 2d. aor. opt. of., , 6, () a

thresher, grinder,, Nonn. : ., the grinders, Lat. molares,

also called, Anth.,,,=,--. Soph. Fr. 73., , o,=foreg., Soph. Fr.

830.
'7, ,=, Soph.

. C. 371, ace. to Herm., ov, , Aeol. for,
Emped. ap. Plut.,, ,() Avenger

of crime, of Minerva, Lye. 936.
',,,{)^,

Lye. 136., a, ov, for anointing.

Lye. 579 : from', , ,() any thing

with which one can smear or anoint: in

Horn. usu. hogs' lard, grease, both
while in the carcass, II. 9, 208, and
when melted for use, 11. 17, 390 : but

also of an unguent for suppling the

limbs and softening the skin, as early

as Od. 0, 220 ; 21, 179 : then in gen.

ointment, pitch, varnish, paint, etc..

Plat.—II. an anointing, smearing, var-

nishing, etc., Plut. Thes. 23.—III. an
effacing, blotting out : also an erasure,

Lat. litura, Plut.

7?

AAOT', poet, for, ?^,
Epigr. ap. Diog. L. 7, 31., (?.) to trace furrows,

esp. like Lat. arare, in waxen tablets,

to write, draw, Ar. Vesp. 850 : also to

scratch, tear, Lyc., , , Halocrates, son
of Hercules, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.''/, ov, , also wr.-
7, Halonnesus, an island in the
Aegean sea, with a city in it of the
same name, Dem., Strab., etc.—2. an
island not far from Mount Corycus
in Ionia, Strab., [] dual. part. aor. of-, Hom.',, Tj, a poet, form of av•, never used in nom. sing., a fur-
row ploughed in a field, Aesch. Ag.
1016 ; hence ploughed land, corn land :

metaph./, reaping the produce of
the deep soil of his sold, Aesch. Theb.
593, cf. Ruhnk. Tim. : also metaph.
of a wife as the fruitful mother of

children, ,
Eur. Phoen. 18 ; and in pi. met. of

the nuptial bed, .
Soph. . . 1210, cf. .—2. a fur-
row in the skin, a gash, wound, ovv-, Aesch. Cho. 25,, Eur. H.
F. 164.—3. a hollow way, gutter, Em-
ped. 251. (Prob. like. Dor., in Hom. ^, from ,
Buttm. Lexil. p. 537.)^', , , Alope, daughter of
Cercyon, beloved by Neptune, Ar.
Av. 559.—2. a city in Locris, opposite

Euboea, Thuc. 2, 26.-3. a city in

Phthiotis, II. 2, 682 : hence -, and.,,, salt-works, salt-

pits, Strab. ; from,, (,), one

ivho prepares salt, works in a salt-pit,

Nic. Al. 518., ov, , Alopius, son of

Hercules, Apollod. 2, 7, 8., ov, (a priv.,) not

barked or peeled, Theophr.", ov, {a priv.) not

hackled, of flax, Ar. Lys. 736.

t'AXof, ov, and , Alus, a city of

Phthiotis, II. 2, 682 ; in Strab.",
who also speaks of a city of this

name in Locris. Hence or, an inh. of Alus.
'?., , ov, (,)

prepared with brine, Diosc., , , a zoophyte be-

longing to the class of,
strictly , foam of the sea,

Hom., ov, , a name for

the caper-tree, Diosc., , , (,, un-
less it be merely a poet, form-=^) the sea-born, epith. of Am-
phitrite, Od. 4, 404, where the seals

are called children of Halosydne.
As appellat., II. 20, 207, where The-
tis is named ,
fair-haired child of the sea.,, , {,)=, pestle to pound salt,

Anth., ov, , Haluntium,
(also wr.) a city of Sicily,

Dion H. 1,51.,, ,^^,
Liban., v.., , ^^=. Phi-
lost.

', , ,=•, Ar. ap. . . 380., , , dim. from., Bockblnscr. 1, p.. 2.46..

•, , , purple robe,

Ar. Eq. 967.'?, , {,) purple-dyed, Clem. .
', , ,{) dealer in purple, Arist. Mech.

Hence'?,, -, sub.,
the trade of an., , later also , ,
Ath., and in better Att., ,{, *) strictly, wrought in or

from the sea, hence dyed with sea-pur-

ple, i. e. of a genuine purple, as distin

guished from imitations, first in

Aesch. Ag. 946,, purple robes.

Plat, has both forms, Phaedr. 110
C ; Rep. 429 D : on the colour itself,

V. Arist. Col. 5., ovv, = foreg., hence
neut. in Plat. Tim. 68 B. Bekk., , ,() a being

unwashen, want of the bath, Hdt. 3, 52., to be, not to

bathe, Hipp. : from", ov, {a priv.,) •
washen,notbalhing,filthy, Eur., and Ar., ov, Horn,, (
priv.,) without a crest, 11. 10,

258 : opp. to, Anth., ov, {a priv.,)
unborn : bom not j>» the natural way, as
Minerva, Coluth. 180.

—

ll.thathasnot
given birth, virgin, Nonn. Dion. 41, 53,', ov, ij, (a copul.,}
the partner of one's bed, bedfellow,

spouse, Horn, like, also a
Uman, concubine, II. 9, 336, Od. 4, 623.

—Ep. word, also used by Trag.—II.

{a priv.,)/ree frmn the throes of child-

birth, a maid. Plat. Theaet. 149 B., Ep. for,, jmpe-
rat. from, Od. 5, 377., assumed as pres., from vvh.

to form some tenses of.^',, , the Alps, Slrab.,

etc. ; also', Strab;, Polyb. 2, 14, 8;, Posidon. ap. Ath. ; ,, Dion. P. 295 ; ,
Strab. : hence oi', the inha•

bitants of the Alps, Strab.

i'rJ/v, ov, tj, and 7^,
Alpenus or Alpeni, a city near Ther-
mopylae, Hdt. 7, 176, 216., , , Alpis, a river of Ita-

ly, a tributary of the Danube, Hdt. 4,

49.—2. , v.., ov, , Alpistus, a Per-
sian leader, Aesch. Pers. 982.', , ov, superl. from•, which however is only found in

the compd., q. v., sweetest,

loveliest, Pind. 1. 5, 14 (ace. to some
from, others from ; but
perh. rather akin, to)., ov, , Alponus, a mount-
ain and city in Macedonia, Aeschin.,

Strab.,, , (cf. Lat. SAL, our
SALT) A. in sing, mostly to denote
a grain or lump of salt, and then usu., or•, Elmsl. Ar. Ach. 526, in plur.

to denote salt as prepared for use, Od.
11,123, Hdt., and Att.

;
poets however

sometimes use sing, for plur., as II. 9,

214. Proverb, phrases :
' -

, not even grain of salt, Od. 17, 455 :, Arist. Eth. N. 8,

8, 3 ; and -, to have eaten a bushel

of salt together, i. 6. to be old friends,

Plut. 2, 94 A : hence ;

; Dem. 400, 16 :, to violate the rights of
hospitality, Id. 401, 3: further,• ' , said



AATK
of men who had lost what they had
got, Paroemiogr.—II.=, brine,

Lat. muria. Call. : also ,
cf.?.,.—III. (?., salt-ivorks,

Lat. salinae. Dion H. 2, 55. — IV., also metaph. like Lat. sales,

tvitticisms, wit, Plut.—B. Thesea, oft.

in Horn., and poets, rare in prose :

?., at sea, by sea, Od. 12, 27 ; some-
times seemingly pleonast., II. 21, 59, ?. or-, Theogn. 10, Eur. Tro. 88, but
also . Soph. Ant. 966,

and?., Aesch. Pers. 427., ai, {) grove-

nymphs,. Rh. I, 1066.

?.•7, , , an unknown plant,

perh. a kmd of cerastium, Plin.'', , , Alsium, a town of

Etruria, Strab.",, ,) a spring-

ing, leaping, Arist. Eth. N., Ep. syncop. 2 sing. aor. 2
of, Horn.,, , a place grown with

trees and grass, a grove, esp. a sacred

grove, Horn., and Hdt. : but also ant/

grove or wood, IL 20, 8, Od. 10, 350 :33=, ani/ hallowed place or

Uwn, even without trees, 11. 2, 506,

Bockh Pind. 0. 3, 19 : hence also, Lat. Neptunia prata,

the ocean-plain, Aesch. Pers. Ill, cf.

SuppL 868. (Prob. from * (5,-, and so strictly a fresh, green

place : ace. to Doderl. from,
as salius from salio.) Hence
'.6, ,{,) like a

grove, woodland, Eur. I. A. 141.— II.

growing in woods, of plants, Theophr., , oi,{) weights

held in the hand to give an impetus in

leaping, Arist. Probl. : something
like dumb-bells, v. Juv. 6, 241, Mar-
tial, 7, 6, cf. Miiller, Archiiol. d.

Kunst, ^ 423, 3 ; and Diet. Antiqq.

s. V. Halteres. Hence, , , a leaping with the, Artemia., Ep. ao and , ,
Altes, king of the Leleges, II. 21,

85., , ,{) belong-

ing to, or good at leaping, Xen. Cyr. 8,

4, 20 :', the parts used
in leaping, Arist. Part. An.
t'AATiiOv, , , Altinum, a city in

Upper Italy, Strab.

'., , 6, the sacred grove of
Jove at Olympia, Pind. O. 10, 55.

(Pausan. says it is Eiean for.)^, Ep. syncop. 3 sing. aor. 2 of, Horn.i, ov Ion. , ace. , ,
Alyattes, a king of Lydia, Hdt. 1, 16.,, , Alybas, a city

mentioned in Od. 24, 304, ace. to

some= later Metapontum, to others='. [-]?;, . , Alybe, a city on
the Pontus Euxmus, 11. 2, 857.^, , and', , ,
Alyzia, a city of Acarnania, Thuc. 7,

31 ; hence , an inhabitant

of ., Diod. S. 18. 11., , , Alyzeus, son of

Icarius, founder of the city Alyzia,

Strab., , , {) ^=,, Hipp, []',, ,{) salt-spring,

Strab.—II. saltness, Plut., , , salt, like,
Ar. Fr. 65.

fAAvKOf, , , Halycus, a river of

Sicily, near Agrigentum, Diod. S. 15,

17.—2. a statuary of Sicyon, Paus. 6,

].3.

, , , Alycus, son of Sci-
ron Plut. Thes. 32., , , {,) kind of myrrh, Hipp.

',, , saltness, The-
ophr., ,,=, warm,
lukewarm, Nic.

',, -, {) to be in

trouble or distress, Hdt. 9, 70. So
too in Gramm., 7.,, '/. : cf. /.-,, and Lat. allucinor., , {a.,,)
indissoluble bonds or fetters, usu. in

plur., Hes. Th. 521, Ap. Rh., and
Anth.. ov,{) troubled., , , a state of dis-

tress., ,{,) like

salt, saltish, Hipp.
', ov, {a priv.. 7^)

unhurt, unimpaired, Plut. [i]^, ov, a, Alynoinus, masc.
pr. n. Plut., , ,{) a shun-
ning, avoiding, Aesch. Ag. 1300.'?, ov, {a priv.,) not
pained or grieved, Soph. Tr. 168.—II.

act. not paining or distressing, Soph.
O. C. 1662. Adv.-, in latter signf.,

Plat. Legg. 958 E.— III. as pr. n.

Alypetus, a Spartan, Xen. Hell. 5, 4,

52. [i], , , freedomfrom pain or

grief, cheerfulness, Arist. Rhet.— II.

act. hartnles.^ness, Theophr. : and,, , a herb that stills

pain. Medic. : from, ov, {a priv.,) without
pain, grief, or sorrow, unpained, unhurt,

freq. in Att. from Soph, downwards ;

c. gen. ., without the pains

of age, Soph. O. C. 1519,. El.
1002 : TO =. Plat.

:

adv. -, . ,, etc., to
live free from pain and sorrow. Plat.,

Isocr., etc.—11. act. not paining or
troubling, causing no pain or grief,

harmless. Plat., etc. :, Hermipp.
Phorm. 2, 5, cf. Eur. Bacch. 425 :7^ 7^, to live with-

out offence to others, Isocr. 233 D.

—

III. 7., ,^=7^, Diosc.

—

IV. as masc. pr. n. Alypus, Polyb.
Paus.7., ov, {a priv.,) without

the lyre, unaccompanied by it,

7., perh. of the wild sad strains

of the flute, as opp. to the lyre, Eur.
Ale. 461, cf. Miiller Eumen. 918, Eur.
Hel. 185, etc. : of death. Soph. O. C.
1223.— 2. unpoetic. Plat. Legg. 810
B.',, , {,) listless-

ne.ss, ennui, Hipp., and Plut.,, , Halys, a river of Asia
Minor, flowing into the Euxine, Hdt.
1,6.

, adv., in chains., () to be sick or
weak, Hipp., also. Call.

H. Del. 212 :7. also occurs
Hesych., ov, {, )
bound in chains, fettered.

'7, , , dim. from--', , , (as if from a
verb 7.) wrought or linked like

a chain, ., chain armour, a
mail skirt, Polyb. 6, 23, 15.7., ov, , dim. from sq.,

Menaiid. p. 92.".,, sometimes wrongly
written 7., a chain, bond, Hdt. 9,

74, and Att. : sometimes also for or-

nament, Ar. Fr. 309, 12. (usu. deriT.
from, but dub.)
'7., , , {7.^ distress,

anguish, Hipp.77^, , , damage, pre-
judice, Polyb. : from', , {a priv.,, -) unprofitalle, bringing in nothing,
Hipp. : hence hurtful, prejudicial, Xen.
Adv. -, Xen.', f.- strengthd. for, Hom. has pres. and impf.,
but forms the other tenses from

: Nonn. has the aor.-, cf. sq., lengthd. form from7., restored by Wolf in Od. 22,
330, for, from Apoll. Lex.,
and the Harl. MS.7., fut., Hom., and
Soph.,, Hes. Op. 363 : aor.{7-) To flee from, shun,
avoid, forsake, c. acc, freq. in Horn.,
e.g. IL 10, 371, Od. 12, 335: rarely
like, c. gen.. Soph. Ant. 488,
El. 627 : absol. to escape, get off,, Od. 22, 460,

/., 11. 10, 348 : tv7., he escaped by staying in G.,
Hes. Fr. 22.—U. intrans. to wander
about, like. . Rh. 4, 57. A
poet., and chiefly Ep. word, mostly
used in pres. and aor. [u], ov, , () distress,

anguish : esp. of the tossing about of
sick persons, Hipp., , {,)
uneasy, troubled, Hipp.7,, , , {a priv.,) a
plant used to check the hiccup, Diosc.7., ov, {a priv., .), Alyssus, a fountain in Arcadia,
curing canine madness, Paus. 8, 19, 3., f. -, Hipp., (/) to

be uneasy, the pres. only in II. 22, 70,

: Q. Sm. 14,

24, has a plqpf. pass. 7., was
disquieted. (Sometimes wrongly deriv.

from /..)
'7., v.7,.', ov, ,{',)
chief of the, Luc. Hermot.

40., , , police-officer, Lat.
Lictor., ov, {a priv.,) not to be
loosed or broken, indissoluble,,
Horn.,', Aesch., etc.: hence
imperishable, Pind. P. 4, 383 ; con-
tinuous, ceaseless. Soph. El. 230 : also
of substances, indissoluble, Arist.

Meteor.—2. inexplicable, late.—11. not
loosed or dissolved. Plat. Tim. 60 E.
Adv. -. Plat.7., ov, {a priv., 7.)
without lamp Or light, Eur. Ino 17.

'?., sometimes written 7.,
used only in pres. and impf., {,) to wander, but in older and
better authors, where the word is

solely poet., only of the muid, to be ill

at ease, be troubled, distracted, frantic,

be beside one's self, II. 5, 352, Od. 9,

398, etc. : to be at a loss, not know what
to do, like. Soph. Phil. 174,
cf. Heyne. 11. 5, 352 : to be weary,
enmiyi, Ael. : more rarely to be beside

one's selffor joy, OT pride,. 18, 333,
cf., and Jac. A. P. p. 760.

—

II. in late authors, as Plut., Luc,
etc., to ivander Or roam about. There
are many collat. forms,,7., 7., 7.,7., : whereas/., 7., are more akin
to. [ in Horn., except
once at the end of the verse, Od. 9,

398 :
' in later Ep., in Att., Griife

73



Mel. 25, Meineke Cur. Crit. Ath. p.

54.]-, , (,) fit for
wandering in,, dub. in Hipp., TO, indecl. v. a init.'2, aor., opt.:
Horn, uses the aor. only, but the

pres. occurs in Eur. Med. 298, and
Fr. Comin., v. Elmsl. ad 1.— bring

in, yield,,,, ', . 17, 250, 11.

21, 79, Od. 15, 452 ; 20, 383 : nietaph.(, to incur envy, Eur.

c. The forms, Dor. -,, ',,,, with the signf. to find,

get, win, are found only in Gramm.
(the root- is prob. akin to-,-, in,.)
j-,, , and-, , , appell. of Diana in

Elis, Paus. G, 22, 5, Strab., , , Alpheus, a river of

Elis, il. 7, 15, Find., etc., also the

river-god, cf. Luc. Dial. M. 3.—2.

masc. pr. n. Hdt. 7, 227, etc.[,7,=^.', , ,~'. Find.'^ Joia, , , (. sq.) Alphesi-

boea, daughter of Fhoeni.x, mother of

Adonis, ApoUod. 3, 14, 4.—2. wife of

Alcmaeon, Fans. 8, 24, 8.-3. daugh-
ter of Bias and Pero, Theocr. 3, 45.', , , (,) strictly brmging m oxen : hence, II. 18, 593,

maidens who yield their parents

many oxen as presents from their

suitors : hence in genl. wooed with

rich presents : but '. of the

Nile, water that yields fat oxen by
enriching the pastures, Aesch. Suppl.

855.',, ,() produce,

gain.. Lye. 549.,, ro,=foreg., esp. the

sum for which a contract is made by a

builder, etc., Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 221., to be north much, to

sell well, Hippon. Fr. 30.],, o,==sq.. Or. Sib.., , , () an old

word used by Horn, only in Od., and
always in phrase ,
ace. to Eustath. inventive, reasoning

men, as distinguished from brutes,

but rather (ace. to Homeric usage of

the verb) gain-seeking, enterprising,

industrious men, not-, and in Hes. Op. 82, even greedy,

covetous : hence esp. applied to Ira-

ding, sea-faring people. Op. 13, 261,

H. Apoll. 458, and so the Fhaeacians
are said to be -, out of reach of enterprising men,

Od. 6, 8. Cf. Nitsch Od. 1, 349. Ep.,

but also used once or twice by Trag.—II. a kind offish that went in pairs,

Epich. p. 27 : hence of lewd men,
Ath. 281 F., ,,^=?. II.,

Arist. ap. Ath. 281 F., TO, poet, indecl. abbrev.

form from. Ejiich. p. Ill, cf.

Ruhnk. H. Horn. Cer. 208.'', ov, , Alphinous, masc.
pr. n. Plut.?^,,{,)
a dealer in, Ar. Av. 491, etc., or, , , a pre-

paring of/^., ov, TO, a mill for grind-

ing '/. dub.

'?., , , a barley miller,

Hyperid. ap. Foil. 7, 18., adv., like ,
Diosc. : esp. of fractures, where the
bone is much shivered. Gal.
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, , lov, also, ,,
of belonging to,, a
meal-tub, Antiph. Bomb. 1., ,{,)
like, Foet. de Vir. Herb. 77.,, ,{,)
vessii for holding.,, , ,{,) one who divines from,

v.., ov, , peeled or pearl-

barley, Lat. polenta : in sing, only in

Ilom. in phrase , barley-

meal. barley cakes, 11. ll,C3LOd.2, 355,

and in Medic, (v. inf.) : elsewhere in

plur. ', barley-groats, and the

cakes or porridge made thereof as early

as Od. 19, 197 : Horn, calls it, man's marrow, not unlike our
staff of life : of this meal was made
also a kind of barley-water, Hipp.,

and poultice, Diosc. : it was used
too as powder by the, cf.

Ar. Ec;cl. 732, Hermipp. The. 2.—II.

in genl. any m.eal or groats, as of
wheat or pulse, Hipp. : even, Orph.— III. metaph. one's

bread, daily bread, Ar. Plut. 219: and
so ., one's patrimony. Id.

Nub. 107., , , =,
Xen. Mem. 2, 7, 6., ov, , {,) preparer of, Oenom.
ap. Euseb., ov, ,(,-)=, Nicoph. Chir.

1 : fem., , , ., the flour-market at Athens, Ar.
Eccl. C82., ov, , a mar-
ketfor?.

'', ,{,) to

eat, live on, or bread made
thereof, Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 28., ov, 6, (,)=:., ov, (, -) eating, Ael. [],, 6, ,{,) of the colour of,,
apowdered, i. e. hoary head, Ar. Fr. 453., contr. , , like, a spectre or bugbear with which
nurses frighten children, Flut., opt. aor. of, Horn., ov, {,-) white faced, Hippiatr.ipvo, ov, (,)
with white snout or ?nou,th. Id.

?^, ov, , a kind of leprosy, esp.

on the face, Lat. vitiligo, Hes. Fr.

5 : later, (akin to albus, as,, to orbus.)

*'AA<J>i2, assumed pres. from which
to form the aor. of.',,(,) leprous.

Gal., ov, , Alchaedamus,

king of the Rhambaei, in Syria,

Strab.*', assumed as root of,, , ,,.,. halo, , adolesco., Dor. for, Theocr.', , .() festival of
Ceres as inventress of agriculture,

like Lat. Cerealia, harvest-home, Dem.
1385, 2., or, o'l. Died.

S. 4, 85, Euseb.,='«(5£., a, ov, () belonging

to the threshing-floor : hence,
as epith. of Ceres, Orph.., 7/=, Theocr.

7, 155, ubi al.., ov, (a priv.,)
unhurt : unblamed, Themist.

, , (,) like salt,

Plut., , ', the Alnidae, i. e.

Otus and E[)hialtes, sons of Neptune
and Iphimcdia the wife of Aloeus,
from whom they derive the appell.,

ApoUod. 1, 7, 4.7, , , () of used
in a threshing-floor, Anth.,, , one who xvorks on a
threshing-floor or a field : a thresher,

husband7nan, gardener,vine-dresser, etc.,

Ap. Rh.—II. in Horn, only as prop. n.

Aloeus, 11. 5, 306.—2. son of Helius,
king of Alopia, Fans. 2, 38., , , sometimes written, a poet, word used in Ep. and
Anth. for Alt.: Dor..—

L

a threshing-fioor, 11. 5, 499, etc., Hes.
Op. 597.—ll. any levelled plot ofground,
sown or planted, a garden, orchard,

vineyard, etc., II. 9, 534. etc. : but
., like , the

sea, Lat. Neptunia prata, 0pp.

—

III. a
halo of the sun or moon, Arat.

7., Ep. for, 3 sing. subj.

aor. 2 of, . 14, 81 : but—
II., Ep. for, 3 sing, opt.,

Hom.
',,=,. Rh.

1, 484., ,,=:, Nic.,, , .., , ,=, Anth., Dor. for', 3 1.
perf. of, Flut., Ep. for, inf.

aor. 2 of, Horn., , ov, part, from-, Hom.',, ,^=, but only
found in oblique cases from Arist.

downwards., mf.zox. of,., dep., to work on a
threshing-floor or afield, App., ov, (,)
bought with salt : ,
ivorthless slaves, esp. those from
Thrace, because the Thracians sold

men for salt, as the Africans do lor

brandy., ,^, a threshing-

floor, Athen., to be ox work on a thresh•

ing-floor., ov, TO, dim. from.,,{,) to

heat on a threshing-floor, Longus.\. ov, (,) vine-

yard-grown, Nonn. Dion. 13, 267., , . Ion. for -, Hdt. 7, 75., a, ov, () be-

longing to a fox. Gal., , , Att. contr. from
Ion.. sub., a fox-skin,

Hdt. 7, 75 : proverb,,'. i. e. where force won't do,

one must use cunning, Plut. Lys. 7.,, , and or

-,, a'l, Alopece, an Attic demus
;

hence, from Alopece,

Plat. Gorg. 495 D ; in

Alopece, Hdt. 5, 63.
^', , a disease, like

the mange of foxes, in which the hair

fails otT, Soph. Fr. 309 : in plur.,

places wheie the hair has fallen off,

Arist. Probl.

—

II. the hole or earth of a

fox., , . Alopecia, an isl-

and in the Palus Maeotis, Strab., . 6, foxy : branded

with a fox, Luc, Pise. 47.—II. a kind

of shark, Lat. squalus vulpes, Arist.

ap. Ath. 294 D.



?., ,,=
, Gal., , , fox's cub,

young fox, Ar. Pac. 1067., f. -,{?) to be

a fox, play the fox, deal slily, Lat. vul-

pinari, Ar. Vesp. 1241 : proverb, .
TTpof, to cheat the cheater.—
II. act. to overreach./., ov,, dim. from ?.-
", a littlefox, Ar. Eq. 107ti.'/, , , a mongrel be-

tween fox and dog,z=va'^, Xen.
Cyn. 3, 1.— II. fox-skin cap, Xen.
An. 7, 4, 4.

—

III. a kind of vine, the

cluster resembling a fox's brush,

Plin.^7~, ov, , Alopecon-

nestts, a city in the Thracian Cher-
sonese, Dera.
\'/~, ov, 6, Alopecus, masc.

pr. n. Pans. 3, 16, 9.—2. a hill near

Haliartus, Plut. Lys. 29., ov, a, {?7,) fox-tail, a plant, prob. lagurus,

Theophr., ,{,)
fox-like, sly.'.,, , also?•,
in Ananius 1, ace. to Herm., dat. pi.

?-7'/, 0pp. : fox, first in

Find, and Hdt. ; metaph. of men, a

sly fox, master Reynard, Horace's

animi sub vulpe latentes. Proverb,', he has a

fox's tail, i. e. is a fox in disguise,

Plat. Rep. 365 C :/., i. e. cunning beats force, Pa-
roemiogr.—2. =?.7, a fox-skin,

Ruhnk. Tun. : so too for -
).—II. TTTijvu/., prob. a kind of flying squir-

rel, Arist. H. .— III. a sea-fish,

=

-, lb.— IV. in plur. -, the muscles of the loins,^-, Hipp.— V.=^~ .,

Call. Dian. 79.—VI. a kind of dance.

(The fox's Sanscrit name is

said to mean carrion-eater.) [u]

?.~,,=^:. Soph.
Fr. 242.—ll. ='-, Ignat. Ep. 9.

Cf. Coray Plut. 3. p. l»'. Hence, ov, contr. -,
ovv, {/.~,^) fox-coloured.

VA'/Mpiov, ov, TO, Alorium, a city of

Triphylia, Strab.',, Scyl., and '\),
ov, , Alorus, a city of Macedonia,
Strab. ; hence /., an iahab.

of ., Polyb., 5, 63, 12."2, , , later also gen. ?.).
Call., and, (cf) : =poet.
/., a threshing-floor, Xen. Oec. 18,

6 : and from its round shape, also

—

II. the disk of the sun or moon ; also

of a shield, explained by'. Aesch. Theb. 489 : but later,

as Arist. Mund. 4, 22, a halo round the

sun or ?noon.—2. coiled snake, Nic.
—3. a bird's nest, Ael.—4. the pupil of
the eye., ov, {2.) easy to

take, catch, win, or conquer, of places

or persons, ?, Hdt. 3, 153, Thuc.

4, 9, and Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 4.-2. of

the mind, easy to make out or contrive,

Soph. Phil. 863 ; in law, exposed to

conviction, Aristid.—II. {?.) of
or belonging to capture or conquest,

., a paean of conquest, a

song of triumph on taking a city,

Aesch. Theb. 635
; ., tidi)igs

of the capture. Id. Ag. 10.

"A/waif, , , {7.) a

taking, capture, conquest, destruction,

Find., Hdt., and Att. : .,
conquest or capture by the enemy,

Aesch. Theb. 119 : means of conquest,

Soph. Phil. 81.—II. as law-term, de-

tection, conviction, Plat. Legg. 920 A.

?., , , later also of, ov,

verb adj. from, to be taken or

conquered, Thuc. 6, 77 : attainable.

Soph. O. T. 111., ov, (a priv.,)
unremitting, incessant, Plut. Fab. M.
23., Ep. for, subj. aor. 2 of?, Hom. ^, for, before a word begin-

ning with the labials , , , or ,
e. g. , , -, , (pvTU :—this

form is mostly Dor., as in Pind., but

also in Horn., and sometnnes in Att.

poets, even in Comic—Buttm. Ausf.

Gr. ^ 117, Anm. 4, would write -
joined with its substantive, as-
^,, etc.".—I. as adv., at once, usu.

of time, serving to unite two dif-

ferent actions, etc., very oft. added
to ..., , as ', II. 8, 64,, II. 1, 417, '', . 24, 773 : also with

only, -, II. 3, 109 : with only, -, , II. 19,

242, which was shortened into', no sooner said than

done : -.., ..., in Att.,

partly.... partly.... Plat. Phaed, 115 D,

Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 2. In prose ...,, may oft. be translated by simul

ac, as soon as, the moment that, as -, as soon as we heard, we
appointed..., Dem. 50, 18, -. -, Isocr. : in this case the

former verb oft. becomes a partic, as, as soon as he
spoke, he stood up, Xen. An. 3, 1,

47 ; , at

the moment of our birth we receive, Plat.

Phaed.70 C. : -, as soon as the news
was brought they assisted, Thuc. 2,

5, cf. Valck. Phoen. 1184, Kuhner
Gr. Gr. 1> 666, Obs. 5.

—

fol-

lowed by , Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 3

;

..., ..., Hdt. 8, 51,

which are anacolutha. All instances

of the adv. have the notion of time,

though it sometimes involves that of

place, or quality, as or, , -.—II. as prep. c. dat.,

at the same time with, together with,' ijol, at dawn, II. 9, 682, etc., Att.' : so too ' or, at sun-rise or sun-set, II.

18, 136, 210, etc. : ', or more
freq. ), Hdt., and Att. : '

or , at be-

ginning of spring, v. Thuc. 5, 20, etc. :

sometimes in genl., along ivith, to-

gether with, as ,,,, so too-' ' ), II. 3, 458 ;7), equally with the

blasts of 'the wind, Od. 1, 98; twice
repeated, ', Od.

11, 371. (of the same root as a copul.}, Sansc. sa.sam, hat. simul.

Germ, sammt, zusammen, v. Hartung,
Partikell. 1. p. 226.), and, Dor.for, P*ind., ov, , Amadocus, a king
of the Odrysffi Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 26., , , {, )
usu. in plur., //ie//ama</rya(Zes, nymphs
who came into being and died with
the trees to which they were attach-

ed, Alh. : also.

, ov, , Amazoneum, a
place in or near Athens, where the
battle with the Amazons was said to
have taken place, Diod. S. 4, 58.

V,, v.., , , of or belonging

to the Amazons, Amazonian, Plut.
Pomp. 35 ; and, (n',= foreg., . .
Rh. 2, 977.—2.0, epith. of Apollo in
Laconia, Paus. 3, 25, 2 ; from,, , usu. in plur., the

Amazons, a warlike nation of women
in Scythia. II. 3, 189, and Hdt. 4, 110

;

dwelling on the banks of the Ther-
modon, in the plain of Themiscyra,
hence styled' ,
Strab. ; in Pind. 01. 13, 124, also.— II. epith. of Diana,
Paus. (usu. derived from a priv.,, from the fable that they either

took off or checked the growth of the
right breast, that it might not inter-

fere with the use of the bow ; but
this is disproved by works of art in

which, though the right breast is con-
cealnd by drapery, its form is plainly

disceiuible, cf. Anthon's Class. Diet.

s. V.)', to be, untaught,

stupid. Plat., usu. absol., but also c.

ace. or , to be ignorant m a thing,

Legg. 689 C, D., adv. of.', , worse form for-, Buttm. Plat. Men. p. 50.'{',, , Amatheia, a Nereid,
II. 18, 48.', , ( priv.,) im-
taught, unlearned, ignorant, and SO
stupid, dull, Hdt. 1, 33, arid freq. in

Att. from Eur. downwards, of per-

sons and their actions : also coarse,

boorish, rude, like. Wolf
Leptin. p. 339 :, stupid with their stupidity.

Plat. Apol. 22 :, to be

educated with too little learning to de•

spise the laws, Thuc. 1,84: also c.

gen. rei, without knowledge of, un-

learned or unskilled in, Thuc. 4, 41,

etc. : more rarely . .
Plat. Eryx. 394 , . Id. Lach. 194

D, , Plut. : so too, Ael. : also of things, .
(), rude force, Eur. Tern. 11, -, Plut.—II. pass., not leamt, un-

known, Eur. Ion 916. Adv. -,, of events, to take an
unforeseen course, Thuc. 1. 140.

', ov, =, PhryTL
(Com.) Conn. 3., , , the state of an-, loant of learning, knowledge,

etc., ignorance, dullness, coarseness,

or , freq. in Att. prose,

but also in Soph. Fr. 633, and Eur., , , () dwel-

ling in the sand : ,
sand-snails, cowries, Epich. p. 22., , , contr. -,,,—.., , ,=,,, Lat. sahulum, sctnd, a sandy
soil, opp. to sea-sand (-),
Hom. : in plur., the links or dunes by
the sea, H. Hom. Ap. 439. [-']., ov, 6, Amathus, a river of

Ehs, Strab.,, , Amathus, a

city of Cyprus, in which Venus had
a famous temple, and was hence
called, Hdt. 5, 105 : hence
adj., a, ov, of Amathus,
Amathusian, Hdt. 5, 114., () to make into

dust, bitterly desti-oy,, H. 9, 593,

To



AMAA, Aesch. Pr. 938, . Iv (piOyl, Theocr. 2, 26.—2. to hide in

the sand, H. Horn. Merc. 140. Only
poet., ,(,) like

sand, sandy.", Ion. for, Call. Lav. Pall.

75., ov, (a.,)
that huA• never needed a 7nidwife, i. e.

virgin, maiden, Nonn. Dion. 41, 133.

—11. without aid of midwife,,,,, irresistible,8(, huge, enormous : an Old

poet, word, first in Horn., of the
Chimaera, II. 6, 179, Od. 14, 311 ; of

a mast, of fire, and sea, Hes. ; of the

trident, Pind., who also has .
and. ; of the Furies, Soph.

;

and in late Ep. poets, as Orph. and
Q. Sm., of Mars, kings, warriors and
weapons. (Ace. to Granim. from, or, but better from,, by a kind of re-

dupl., Gottl. Hes. Th. 319, Lucas
Quaest. Lexil. 1, p. 360.)

V-, , , Amaeocritiis,

masc. pr. n. Polyb. 20, 4, 2., , , ( priv., -) incapability of being softened,

hardness, Diod., ov, (a .,)
unsoftened, unmitigated, TO ijjvxpov,

Plut. : of leather, untanned : metaph.
of expressions, harsh, Longin.— II.

not to be softened, unfeeling.'7,=^?, Soph. Fr.

413.', f. -, poet, for-, (/) strictly to soften,

weaken : hence to crush, destroy, ruin,, II. 12, 18, and in

pass. 7, 463 : hence in genl. to efface,

wipe out,,. Rh.—2. metaph.
to hide, conjceal, disguise, , .
Horn. Cer. 94 : to keep in the shade,

and so to eclipse, excel, Leon. Tar.,

like. Poet, word, used also

by Hipp.,,^. Lye., ov,{,)
cutting sheaves, a reaper, 0pp. Cyn. 1,

522.
', ov, (a priv., -)=^. Anth.?., , , the goat Amal-

thia which suckled Jupiter, Call.

:

from its horn flowed nectar, hence, the horn of plenty,

Anacr. 8, Phocyl. 1 : and in allusion

thereto Cicero calls the estate of

Atticus/, Att. 1, 16; 2, 1., later form of., , ,() bundle of
ears of corn, sheaf. Soph. Fr. 540

:

later,, q. v.—2. the sheaf-band,

Philostr.—3. like, the stand-

ing com that is to be cut, Q. Sm. 11,

156, 171. Hence
and, to bind

into sheaves : to bind, tie., , , a sheaf-band., , , (,) binder of sheaves, 11. 18, 553.
', , (},=foreg., The-

ocr. 10, 44.
', , , producer of

sheaves. Nonn., pecul. fern, of, ov,(,)
producing sheaves, Nonn. Dion. 7, 84., ov,(,)
bringing sheaves, epith. of Ceres.

'?., , , Att.,-=-, soft, slight, tender. Lat. tener, in

Horn, of young animals, II. 22, 310,

Od. 20, 14 : hence—2. iveak, feeble,, Eur. Heracl. 75. Adv. -Aif,
76

AMA2
slightly, moderately, Hipp, (from a
euphon.,, ace. to Buttm.
Lexil. p. 194 : but Rost derives it

from, in signf laid low, and
so low, small, which connects it with, and this certainly agrees
well with the signf of its derivs.',.)

'^,=., , also Sapph. 112,, , vine trained on two poles,

Epich. p. 12.*

'?],, , (,)
sort of tree with sweet fruit like the pear,

prob. a kind of medlar, Hipp. : like.',=^, as if-
from, Alcae. 97.,,,,

, the passes of Amanus, a pass or
defile in Mount Amanus, between
Cihcia and Syria, Polyb. 6, 57, 5:
Arr. An. 2, 7, 1., , , a sort of fungi,
Diosc., ov, , and, ov, 6,

Mount Amanus, a branch of Taurus,
between Cilicia and Syria, Strab., ov, (a priv.,-) not prophesied or foretold, Charito.
—2. act. not prophesying., , . Ion., Att., () a carriage, esp. a heavy
wagon or wain, opp. to the war-cha-
riot (), and in Horn, synon. with, Lat. plaustrum, four-wheeled,
Od. 9, 241, drawn by oxen or mules,
for carrying goods, (but also corpses,

11. 7, 426), 11. 24, 782, Od. 6, 37 :', draught-oxen., Xen. An. 6,

4, 22 : ,, a wagon-
load of stones, of corn. Id. :, a weight of three tvagon-

loads, Eur. Cycl. 385, cf 473. Pro-
verbs, (sc. ),
our " cart before the horse," Luc.
Dial. Mort. 6, 2 : ,
of gross ribaldrous abuse, Bentl.

Phal. p. 180.—2. the carriage of the

plough, Lat. currus, Hes. Op. 424,

451 : Charles' wain in the heavens,
the great bear(), II. 1 8, 487, Od. 5,

273.— 3. a high-road, carriage-road,

Anth. (ace. to Pott, from,,
of two axles, i. e.four wheels.), Ion. for, Arat.,,,^,^., ov, , dim. from., , , the loading of a
wagon., , , a wagoner:

., a draught-ox, Plut., () to go with a
wagon, be a wagoner, Arr.—II. in Pass.

to be traversed by wagons, have wagon-
roads through It, Hdt. 2, 108.— III.

metaph. ., to drag on a
weary life, Anth.— IV. to live on a

wagon, to be an, of the

Scythians, Philostr., ov, (, 7.)
traversed by wagons : ,
sub., a carriage-road.

', oi, v.., , (,*) at-

tached to a wagon or carriage, of, on,

or belonging to a wagon or carriage,.,=, Aesch. Ag. 1054:. , a high-road, Eur. Or.

1251., , , the track of a car-

riage, dub.. , rj, Hamaxia, a small
city of Cilicia, Strab., , , () fit

for a wagon : large enough to load one,, Xen. An. 4, 2, 3.

AMAP,, ,=., , , () belonging
to a wagon, Theophr.—2. lying towards
Charles' jcam, or the great northern bear., , ro,= sq., Arist. Mot.
An.,, , dim. from
a little wagon, Lat. plostellum, Hdt. 3
113: as a toy for children, a go-cart

At. Nub. 804.
'!;, ov, , of a wagon, carried

on a wagon,, Anth. [i]', ov, Ep. and Lyr.-,(,) traversed by wagons:, or, with and
without, a high-road for wagons,
carriage-road, Hom., Theogn., Hdt.,
etc. : metaph. , Em-
ped. 304., ov, , Hamaxitus, a city

on the coast of Troas, Thuc. 8, 101
;

hence , an inhabitant of
Ham., and ', the territory of
Ham., Strab., ov,(,) living

in wagons, as nomad tribes do, Strab.,

cf Hor. Carm. 3, 24, 10., ov, (, )
dwelling in wagons, of a Scythian no-
mad tribe, Strab., , ,(, •) wheelbarrow trundler : the

were a Megarean
family, Plut. Qu. Gr. 59., , to build wagons,
and, , , wagon-building,

Theophr. : Irom,,(,)
building, a wainwright, Plut.

Per. 12., ,(,)
filling a wagon, large enough to fill a
wagon, like, Eur. Phoen.
1158, cf/., oi,(,) the

pins or bolts of a wagon, used only in

plur., also, Vitruv. 10., , , (,•) the track of a wagon or carriage,

Callias Cycl. 9, ubi v. Meineke., ,,=,
Theophr. : irom, , (, *)
like, making wagons or
carriages, , to talk cart•

Wrights' slang. At. Eq. 464.7), ov,(,)
carried in wagons., , , Dor. for. ,
Pind.', , , a, trench, conduit, .
21, 259: sewer, drain, Theocr. 27,

52 : also a spring or stream, Ap. Rh. 3,

1392. [], , ov, of amaracus or

marjoram, Antiph. Thoric.,, , like amat
acus, INic, , , and,
ov, . Lat. amaracum, amaracus, first

in Pherecr. Pers. 2, where the gen-

der is uncertain, but Theophr. has
both forms : the Greek species was
prob. a bulbous plant : the foreign,

called Persianor Aegyptian, answers
to our marjoram, strictly,
Diosc, Plin. [], , ov,()
of amaranth, amaranthine, Philostr.', ov, (a priv.,)
unfading, undecaying, Diosc.— II. as
sllbst. -, a never-fading flower,

amaranth, Plin.—III. ',, the monies Amaranti or Amarantan
mountains, a range in Colchis, in

which the Phasis rises, hence called

6,. Rh. 2, 399



AMAP', ov,= {oTeg., Anth., ubi

Schneid.. []', ov, (\.,-))
without pearls.., , . Amardi, a people

of Media, on ihe Caspian sea, Strab.',,,/ water car-

ried off by a drain : Irom',.-,{) to flow

off.—II. transit, to let flow off.
—2. to

water, Aristaen., ,,=.,, aiov, drained off in

an, or sewer,, Theophr., ov ana a, 6, son or

descendant of Amarsyas, Piut. Thes.
17., futur.,{ only in Alexandr. Greek)

:

aor., inf., for which
Horn, has also, (only in

later auth., aor. 1.. Lob.
Phryn. 732) : perf.. To
miss, miss the mark, esp. of a spear
thrown, either absol. 11. 5, 287, or c.

gen. as, II. 10, 372 ; so too

Ion., and Att., . , to miss

the road, Ar. Plut. 961, etc. : hence

—

2. in genl. to fail of doing, fail of one's

purpose, to miss one's point, fail, go
wrong, either absol. as Od. 21, 155,

or c. gen. /3?., he hit upon the happy thought,

Od. 7, 292, cf. 11, 511: so too in

prose, and Att., -, 7.~,
., Hdt. 1, 207, Eur.

Aled. 498, Thuc. 1 , 92: but.,
to be wrong in judgment (v. signf. 11.),

Thuc. 6, 78 : once also c. ace. au., Hdt. 7, 139.—3. in Horn', and
the poets, to fail of having, i. e. to be

deprived of a thing, lose it, usu. c.

gen. -~~, that should lose my
sight by Ulysses' hands, Od. 9, 512 :

so too in Trag., . 7.,
Eur. Ale. 879, etc., and once in Hdt.

9, 7, :

once also c. ace. neut. pron.', 'tis

not seemly that I should lose this at

your hands, i. e. ask this of you in vain.

Soph. Phil. 231.—1. very rarely to

fail to do, neglect, >?., 11. 24, 68.

—

. tofail, do wrong,

err, sin, either absol. as II. 9, 501, etc.,

or with some word added to define

the nature of the fault, as
or ., to sin wittingly,

or ., to sin un-
wittingly : also c. part,, Eur. Or. 1630 : or with the
case of a noun, au., also, Plat. Rep. 396' A : lastly

with a cognate ace. ..
Soph. Phil. 1249 : and in like man-
ner . ~. to speak wrong words,
sin in word, Id. Aj. 1096 : but most
freq. c. ace. neut. pron., first in Od.
22, 154, ' :

but in prose usu.. or,
to do wrong in a matter, Plat. Legg.
891 E, and Xen. An. 3, 2, 20: ., to sin against a person, Soph.
Fr. 419, etc. Pass, either-

, Soph. . . 621, etc., or less

MSM. rt. Plat. Legg.
759 D, sin is committed ; -,,,
the sins committed, freq. in Plat. Cf.. (Buttm. Lexil. p. 85, not.,

refers with to

the root,, and assumes
as the orig. signf. to be without share.),, . Ion. for,
Hdt. 1, 91. and Hipp., adv., together, at the same
time, at once, Horn., and Solon 25, 4.

AMAP
(The forms or, and

occur, v. Spitzn. Excurs. 12

ad II. : Wolf writes : as to

its deriv. the - is plainly, with, akin to , and the latter

part is usu. referred to, -
.),, ,{)
like, failure, fault, sin, freq.

in Att. from Aesch. downwards

;

midway between and-, Arist. Eth. N. : . ,
a fault in a matter, fif, towards a
person. Plat. Legg. 729 E.—2. a bodily

defect, malady, Plat. Gorg, 479 A.', , , prone failure

or sin, Arist. Eth. N.', , , a failure,fault, sin,

freq. in Att. from Aesch. downwards

:

., a fault committed by one,
Aesch. Ag. 1198: ., fault of
judgment, Thuc. 1, 32., ov,{,-) failing in being married, unwed-
ded, Nonn. Dion. 48, 94.. ov,{,)
erring in mind, distracted, Hes. Th.
511, Aeseh. Suppl. 542., ov, , =,
Aesch. Pers. 676, Ag. 537: on the
form cf.., ,{,)
failing in words, speaking at random or

idly, II. 13, 824: ., wine that

makes men talk at random, Poet. ap.

Clem. Al, p. 183./., ov,{, -) speaking faultily , Ath., ov, {a priv,, -) irithout witness, needing no wit-

ness, Eur. H. F. 290.', ov, {a priv.,)
without witness, unattested by fact, un-
accredited, Thuc. 2, 41, Dem. Adv.
-, Dem. 869, 22.

*, assumed as radic.

form of.
', , ,-=, The-

ogn. 325, 327, Ar. Thesm, 1111., , , =,
Eupol. Mar. 10, ubi v. Meineke.
'.7.. , sinful, hardened in

sin, Plut., LXX., N. T., ,=z, a spark-

ling, twinkling, glancing, of objects in

motion, as of the eye, H. Hom. Merc.
45 : of stars, Ap. Rh. 2, 42 : and so

of any quick motion, ., gal-

loping, Ar. Av. 925 : cf.,
fin. [v, but in Ep. .]
i',, ov, 6, son of Am-

arynceus, i. e. Diores, II. 2, 622.^', , , Amarynceus,
a leader of the Epeans, II. 23, 630.—
2. a Thessalian, Pans. 5, 1, 8.^/, , , a sparkle,

twinkle, of the eye, Ap. Rh. 3, 288, of
changing color, and light, Anth.

:

hence of any quick, light motion,-', with

the light steps of the Graces, Hes. Fr.

35 ;, quivering of the lip, The-
ocr. 23, 7.'/., , , Amaryllis, a
shepherdess, Theocr, 5, 1, etc.'. ov, . Amaryjithus, a
city of Euboea, with a temple of
Diana, Strab., Pans. : hence fern,

adj., Amarynthian, Anth.

;

and or -
"tfjPaus.—2. a dog of Actaeon. Apol-
lod. 3, 4, 4.—3. also a river of Elis, a
tributary of the Alpheus.

f.- to sparkle, twinkle,

glance, esp. of the eye,, Hes. Th. 827 :

or ', darting quick
glances, . Hom. Merc. 278, 415 ; so

AMAY
too in mid., of light, colour, etc, Ap
Rh. 4, 1146.—II. act. to shoot forth,
dart,, Q. Sm, 8, 29.-2, to dazzle,
Nonn. (akin to,-, cf. Lucas Quaest. Lexil. 1, p. 96,
104, 183.), , , v. sub, V. 1.

Aesch. Supp. 842.

t, , , Amaeea, a city of
Pontus on the Isis, Strab. ; hence, an inhabitant of Amasea, Id.', ov, (a priv.,^//)
unchewed., ov, , the Lat. Amisia,
now the Ems, a river of Germany,
Strab., , , Amasis, a king of
Aegypt, Hdt. 1, 30.—2, a Persian
commander, Hdt. 4, 167., ov, {a priv.,-
yoo)) unscourged, Synes. [l]', ov, {a priv.,)
=foreg., ov, {a priv.,) with-

out breasts., , , Amastrine, a
priestess, Arr. An. 7, 4, 5, in Strab.

also.', and . Ion., , , Amastris, wife of
Xerxes, Hdt. 7, 61, called by Ctesias.—2. a city of Paphlagonia,
the earlier Sesamus, Strab. ; hence, an inhabitant ofAmas-
tris, and , the territory

of Am., Strab.',, ?/,=8q., ov, ro, with or with-
out, a fruit like the fig, or ripen-

ing at the same time with the fig, Paus.,, , (a priv,,-) freedom from, vanity, Diog. L,
', , {,) to run

together, run along with, only used in

Ep. part, , Od. 15, 451.,, , a running together,

jostling of wheels, II. 23, 422, in plur,

—2. a chariot-race. Call. Fr, 135, as

if for., cf,., Dor. for, Eur.
Phoen. 666.,^=, Stob., ov, {, )
living in physical or mental darkness,

darkling,, Ar. Av, 685,, ov,{,-) vnth dark, black fruit, Theophr,, ,, dark, i.e.— 1. hardly

seen, dim, faint, baffling sight, /MV,
a dark shadmvy spectre, Od. 4, 824 :, a faint footstep, Eur. H, F, 125,

—2, having no light, darkling, dusk,, Luc. : hence blind, sightless, like

Lat. caecum, . ?.,, blind

foot, hand^, i. e. foot, hands of the
blind. Soph. O. C. 183, 1639, v. Herm.
ad 1022, and cf.^: gloomy, trou-

bled,, Aesch. Ag. 546,, Anth.—II. metaph.— 1. dim,

faint, weak, uncertain,., Aesch.
Cho. 853 :, Eur,' H, F, 231

;,, etc., Plut.—2. obscure,

mean, unknown,, Hes. Op, 282
;.,. Soph. . C. 1018, Eur,

Andr, 203.—III. act. rendering invisi-

ble, making dim ; weakening,,
Anth. Adv. -- (prob. a euphon,
(not priv.), and,, and
so strictly glimmering, flickering, and
hence dim, Lucas Quaest, Lexil, 1, p,

94 sq, : cf,.),, , dimness, obscu-

rity.
, . ,, ,{,(-) dimly gleaming, of the moon,

Stob.,•^•-, to make-, q. V,, to make dark, dim, faint, or
77



^scwrc,, Xen. Cyn. 5, 4 : . in

Pass to become dark or dim,, Hdt> 9, 10;, to disappear in darkness, Aesch.
Pers. 291 : also to come to nothing, to

perish utterly, .^.
Op. 691, cf.,— II. metaph. in

same signfs., esp. to eclipse, cast into

shade, , Polyb. 20, 4, 3, and
so also ^, Plut. ; to

weaken, dull, impair, '7'jVy Alist.

Eth., opyijv,, Plut. : also to de-

tract from, lower, Plut. Cf..
Hence,, , a darkness, ob•

sctiration, of the sun, Plut. Caes. 69.,, ?), a darkening, esp.

., a becoming didl of sight,

Hipp. : later a name for a kind of cat-

aract, Lat. suffusio nigra, Foes. Oecon.
Hipp., Lucas Quaest. Lexil. 1, p. 105,
-—II, lowering, detraction, Plut. An-
ton. 71.<^ , , apt to darken

or obscure.', oi>, (a priv.,)
without a knife, Pherecr. Crap. 13.,, Dor. for, etc., Pind.

/^^*' ^'^^^ '^^ '^, without

stroke of sword, without resistance, freq.

in Thuc, : also., ov, poet, for,
Aesch. Sept. 85./, adv.,=sq.', adv. of, with-

out battle, without stroke of sword, II.

21, 437, and oft. in Hdt.
', ov, (a priv.,)

tint to be fought with, unconquerable.

Soph. Phil. 198.—II. never having

fought, never having been in battle, Xen.
Cyr. G, 4, 14. Cf.., adv. ,=., ov, ( .,) ivith-

out battle, and so— I. with whom no one

fights, unfought, unconquered : lience

also not to he withstood, unconquerable,

irresistible, of persons, Hdt. 5, 3, Pind.,

and Trag. : of places, impregnable,

Hdt. 1, 84: also of things,,
Pind.,, Aesch. : of feelings, ?.-, Aesch.,, Eur. :

Wytt. Ep. Cr. p. 250 : hence
c. inf., like, 'tis impos-

sible to do . . , Pmd. O. 13, 16.—II.

act,, not having fought, taking no part

in the battle, Xen. Cyr. 4, 1, 16.—2.

disinclined to fight, peaceful, Aesch.
Pers. 855 : not coyitentious or quarrel-

some, N. T. 1 Tim. 3, 3..\,, f-, if from the same
root as, strictly to gather together,

as the reaper does the stalks of corn,

and so usu. to reap, cut corn, II. 18,

551, Od. 9, 135, also in Res., Theogn.,
etc., but V. at end: the notion oi gath-

ering together, appears only in Od. 9,

247, . to collect milk or

curds for one's self: later— 1 . to reap, i. e.

to gaihrr as harvest,, Hdt. 6, 28;, Ar. Eq. 392:
also in mid., ,
to gather into one's belly, lies. Th. 599

;

hence metaph. 7/, they

have had a good harvest, Aesch. Ag.
1044 ; , they have

reaped the fruits of liberty, Plut.—2. to

scrape together, . or, to

pile a funeral-mound, Ap. Rh., and
Anth. : but viv, the

mound covers him. Soph. Ant. 597 (ace.

to Herm.).—3. to moiu down in battle,

like Lat. demetere, Ap. Rh., though
Horn, has for to cut off limbs

from the body. (Donalds. N. Cratyl.

294 takes the root to be the same as

that of, and the orig. signf to

AMBA
be that of levelling, laying low.) [a in

Horn., except in Od. 9, 247, and 11. 3,

359 in comp., in Att. prob. : in late

Ep. and Anth. common, e. g. Theocr.

10, 50 ; 11, 73, v. Spitzn. Pros. p. 83.]-, Ep. and Ion., and hence
poet, for tivafi- at beginning ofwords

:

also prob. the form used in common
life. Only the most important forms
will be found in their place : for the

rest V. sub-.', Ion. and Ep. for ava-, Hom., Ion. and Ep. for., Hom., , poet, for,
Soph.', ov, 6, poet, for .,
Eur. ; also in Xen.,, Ion. and Ep. for-, Hom., 7], Ion. for, Hipp., , , the Amhiani, a
people of Gallia Belgica, Strab.", , o,=rsq., Posidon. ap.

Ath. 152 C.,, , a cup, beaker, Ath.
—2. the cap of a still, Diosc. (from, or prob. better from -,
amb-, and 5=:.)',, , Ambiorix, a Gal-
lic leader, Dio C. 40, 5., , , Amblada, a city

of Pisidia ; hence', of or

belonging to Anudada,, Strab.,,-, V., etc., Adv., Ion. and Ep. for, Hom.
', fut., perf.-, Ar. Nub. 137 in comp. and perf.

pass, in comp., Ar. Nub.
139, (belter from than from) to have an abortion, miscarry.

Plat. Theaet. 149 D : -
anabortivebabe,llipp.c{..
?M,=oreg., Longin., mpass..—II.^, Theo-

phr., also in pass., ov,{,)
obtuse-angled, Polyb. 34, 6, 7.?., poet, for,
Anth.

', , 6, {)
blunting, iveakening. Poet, de Herb. 65., , , apt to blunt,

Diosc.
',{.,{?'-) to blunt,

dull, take the edge off, Lat. hebetare,

strictly of a sharp instrument, but

usu. metaph. :—freq. in pass, to be-

come blunt or dull, lose its edge,?^ . . -., Soph. Fr. 762: of an oracle,

to lose its edge or force, Aesch. Theb.
844 : of the mind, to be damped, Thuc.
2, 87 : , to dull or al-

lay pain, Aretae. ; also,. olvov,

Plut., etc. ; cf...', , , blunt, dulled,

with the edge or point taken off, strictly

of a sharp instrument,, Plut.,

but usu. metaph. : hence.
an obtuse angle. Plat. Tim. 55 A :

—

metaph. dull, dim, faint, weak, of sight

:

also of passion,. Thuc. 3, 38, of

words, etc. : in Aesch. Eum. 238, of

Orestes as now purified, having lost

the edge of guilt : but of persons usu.

dull, cold, spiritless, slack, sluggish,

Thuc. 2, 40, Xen. Mem. 3, 9, 3 :., not energetic enough in, Plut.

Syll. 4, so or . dull or slug-

gish in a thing, Plut. Cat. Maj. 24,

etc.—II. act. making blunt Or dull

:

darkening, of a cloud, Anth.,-=, Soph. Fr.

134.

AMBP?.,,=^, Aretae./.,, , bluntness, dull-

ness, ',, Plut. : faint-

ness, weakttess, slackness, shiggiehness,

Id., ov, 6,{)
dull or dim sight, Hipp.

'', to be ?.,
Hipp., Xen., etc. : from'7, ,{,) dim-
sighted, weak-sighted, Theojihr. Hence, , r), dim-sightedness,

short or weak sight, Hipp., , =,
Hipp.—U. act. weakening the sight,

Diosc.,,,=,
Hipp. : from',, Att. -, i. -,{) to be dim-sighted or short'

sighted, have weak sight, Hipp, and
Plat. Rep. 508 D :. , to

be blind to a thing, Luc. : -=, Plut., ov, , sub. •, an abortive child.—II. act., sub., a drug to cause abortion:

Strictly neut. from, ov,{,-?.) causing abortion, prob. 1.

Aretae. Cans. Morb. Ac. 2, 11., , ,{,) an abortion, Antipho ap.

Poll. 2, 7. ^,,=, The-
ophr., ov,=fOTeg., dim, be-

dimmed,, Aesch. Eum. 955 : dark,, Crit. 2, 11., ov,{, -) belonging to abortion.,,,=, Lys.
ap. Poll. 2, 7.—II. the failure of the

eyes or buds in the vine, Theophr.
'7.(,),^=, Gal.
',,^^, Gal.
',-=7.., Nic.

—

2.=, Diosc.?., , , =-. Gal.'-,, ,,^=,
Pors. Med. 1363., poet, for,
Aesch. Choeph. 34., poet, for, Aesch.
Pers. 572., i], Lyr. for,
Pind., adv., poet, for ava-7>, bubbling up, of boiling wa-
ter, II. 21, 364, whence Hdt. 1, 181

borrowed it.—II. like an, or
prelude in solemn song, H. Horn. Mere.
426, Pind. N. 10, 62., adv., poet, for ava•
/?oAa(SiV, Call. Dian. 61.,, , for,. , earth thrown up, Xen. Cyr. 7,

5, 2., , poet, for., ,{, •) poet, for., putting off a
7i'ork, loitering, lazy,, Hes. Op.
411 : . or , slow to do
anything, Plut., , poet, for.. Rh. 3, 13, etc., and late Epp.', , ,{,) putting off or retarding old age,

appell. of Venus, Pans. 3, 18, 1.^', , , Ambrncia, Xen.,
Strab. etc., hut earlier ',
Hdt. and Thuc, a city of Acarnania,
a colony of the Corinthians ; hence
6, an Ambraciot, Hdt.
8, 45, also 'A^Tpa«ir/r;;fIon.Id.9,28
fem.,, Thuc. 1, 48
in Ap. Rh. 4, 1228,: adj



AMBP
*A/i7rpaKivof> Amoracmn, Thuc. 1, 55,

and, Polyb.^, (jv, ai, Ambracian
shoes.\', ov, Ambracus, a for-

tress in Epirus, Polyb. 4, 61, 7.', , , Ep. and Ion. -, strictly fern, from,
sub.,, which are added
by Tryph., and Nonn., though Buttm.
Lexil. p. 81 would make it a subst.=^,—a?nbrosia, in Hom., etc.,

the food of Che gods, as nectar was
their drink ; and like this withheld
from mortals, as containing the prin-

ciple of immortality, Od. 5, 93 : Sap-
pho and Alcman however make am-
brosia the drink of the gods, Ath.

39 A.—2. sometimes used as an un-

guent, II. 14, 170, etc.—3. any dhnne
restorative : thus the Simois causes
ambrosia to grow up for the horses

of Juno, II. 5, 777 : and Od. 4, 445
Eidothea perfumes Menelaus with
ambrosia to counteract the stench of

the phocae.—I. in religious rites a mix-

ture ofwater, oil, and variousfruits, Ath.

:

and so some understand it, II. 14. 170.

—5. in Medic, perfumed draught

or salve. (In Sanscr. a-mrita is the

elixir of immortality, from mri,—Lat.

mori:.,, Buttm. Lexil.

ubi supr., and Pott, Forsch. 1, 113.)
'., ov, {,) smelling of ambrosia, Philox.

ap. Ath. 409 E.
', , lov, rarely, lov

as Eur. Med. 983, lengthened form of, immortal, divine, of divine

nature^ rarely of persons, as,.
Horn. Merc. 230 :—in Hom. night and
sleep are called ambrosial, divine, as

gifts of the gods, as ,, cf Hes. Op. 728, (so

that it need not be rendered still re-

curring-, or as act. refreshing, immortal-

ising) : so too., Ep. Hom.
I, 4 :., Eur. Hipp. 748.

—

II. agam every thing belonging to the

gods is C4ll led ambrosial, divinely beau•

teotis, hence of their hair, II. 1, 529,

their robes, 5, 333, etc., sandals, 24,

341, anointing oil, 14, 172, their voice

and song, H. Hom. 27, 18, Hes. Th.
69 : lastly the fodder and the man-
gers of their horses, II. 5, 369 ; , 434 :

—also of all things that appear more
than mortal in greatness or beauty,
like our godlike, divine,, Od.
18, 193, of verses Pind. P. 4, 532,

friendship. Id. N. 8, 2, etc., cf-,,, and Buttm.
Lexil. in v. p. 79, seq. Only poet., Ep. for, inf
aor. 2 of, Hom., ov, {,
?.) U'ith coursers ofimmortal strain,

epith. of Diana, Eun Tro. 536.'3, ov, rarely , ov. as Pind.

Fr. 3, 15, tmroth. ap. Ath. 465 C,
immortal, divine, of divine nature, like

its lengthened form, only

that it is used of persons as well as

things, , II. 20, 358, Od.

24, 444, so too Pind., and Trag. : next., like , Od. 11,

330 :—then of all belonging to the

gods, just like,, . 5,

339,, Od. 5, 347, etc. Only
poet, (from a ., : though

also is part of the root, cf,
Lat. mori, mors, Sanscr. mri, to die ;

Pers. merd, a mortal man, our murder,
mtirther, cf., . . Ambrysus, a for-

tress in Phocis, Polyb. 4, 25, 2 : hence
6, an inhabitant ofAmbry

-

sus, Strab.

AMEI', . . the Ambrones, a
Celtic tribe, Strab., Plut. Mar. 19.,, , v. 1. for.),(, . Ion.. strictly

any rising, hence usu. the edge of a

dish that rises above the centre, Dion.

H., etc. ; in a cup, prob. the raised bot-

tom, as in our common wine-bottles.

Grit. :—of a hill, the round top, Aesch.
Fr. 93 :—later also a raised stage, pul-

pit or reading-desk, as in the poem
of Paul. Silentiar. called.
(akin to iimbo, prob. from,.. Lob. Paral. 138.), Ion. for, part.

aor. 1, Hdt.
', Dor. for. At. Ach. 759,

Lys. 95, etc., ov. (a priv.,)
unenvied, unenviable.— 1. USU. of con-

ditions, unhappy, sad, miserable, -, II. 2, 420,, Hes. Th. 666,, . 11, 400: so too

in Att. poets,, Eur. Hec. 193,, Ar. Thesm. 1049.— 2. of

persons, , as a

reproach, unhappy wretch of a swine-

herd, Od. 17, 219: ',.. Hom. Merc. 542:—also., a miserable band, Aesch.
Suppl. 641.—3. of things, horrible,, Anth. (The other interp. of the

word, abundant, large, etc.. like-, is refuted by Buttm. Lex. p. 409,

seq., , (a priv.,,)
not great, small, trifling, Dion. H.', ov, {a priv.,)
not sharing, without share, Orph. Adv.
-. Hence, , , want of participa-

tion, Cornut., ov, (a priv.. -) not to be ma?iaged or deceived,, Stob. Eel. 1, p. 976.', ov, (a priv.,)
unguided, without plan, Longm. Adv.

-. Gal., ,= I., Di-

osc.—II. TO, cf,
fin., t}, ov. amethystine,

made of amethyst, Luc. V. H. 2, 11.', ov. [a\..) riot

drunken, without drmikemiess, Plut.

—

II. act. preventing drunkenness : hence
as subst., . a remedy
against drunkenness, and hence— 1. a

kind of herb, Plut.—2. the precious

stone amethyst, supposed to have this

power, Dion. P., cf Coray Heliod. p.

178 : in Theophr. or.', oi, v. sub A.

II.2, f. -: aor. ?/:
(akin to , Lat. amb-, Buttm.
Lexil. p. 300, seq.) A. act., to change,

exchange,,. II. ,
with one, II. 6, 235, 7.,
golden for brazen, lb., SO yovv

changing one kneefor the other,

crossing one with the other (alter-

nately,) i. e. walking slowly, II. 11, 547

:

but also uu. Ti , Pind. P. 4,

30, Eur. Hel. 1382 : esp. of place, to

change, and SO to pass, cross,-, Aesch. Pers. 69, Eur. I.

A. 144 : hence either to go out of leave

a house,.,. Soph.
Phil. 1262, Eur. El. 750, or to go into,

enter it, .. Hdt. 5, 72 (ubi

Wessel), Aesch. Cho. 571 : and in

genl. either to leave, quit, or to go to a
place, like L•at.muto,c{. Horat. Od. 1,

17, 1, Carm. Secul. 39 : so too in mid.,

cf B. II. : .. Plat.,

and so . ,

Eur. Bacch. 4: but also' .,
to give a wife in exchange, Eur. Alc.

46, cf sup. and :—simply,
to change, alter,, Aesch. Pers.
317.—2. to make others change, II. 14,
381.—3. very rarely like mid., to re-

pay, return ., Aesch. Ag. 729.

—II. intrans. only in part., iv-=, sometimes so and
sometimes not, Pind. N. 11, 53 :

—

ol, the interchangers, i. e. the

rafters that meet and cross each other,

II. 23, 712. B. Mid. to change one
with another, do in turn or alternately,

freq.3.\)5\. ,
II. 9, 471, cf. 1, 604, -, at every house in turn, Od.
I, 375 : so too ,
ploughed and fallow in turn, Pind. N.
6, 17 : /. '', now
comes one thing, now another in turn,

Eur. Hipp 1 108 :

—

of a horse, like Virgil's sinuat alterna

volumina crurum, Pind. P. 4, 403 : ., to vary in narrowness^ Xen.
Cyn. 9, 14.—2. esp. of dialogues,, to interchange
words, to talk together, Od. 3, 148, etc.

:

but also c. ace. yers. et dat. rei .
Tiva,,, also•

alone, to ans^rcr, to reply

to one, Horn., etc., who also oft. uses
the part, absol. in reply,,, :?. (in aor. pass, used as
mid.), Pind. P. 4, 180: later also c.

ace. rei, though usu. only of neut.

pron., , Hdt. 1, 37
(though he more usu, says),
and even c. dupl. ace. pers. et rei,-, Hdt. 2,

173, cf 3, 52, Pind. P. 9, 68 -.—.
, to reply to a thincr, Hdt. 8, 58,

Eur. Tro. 903 : hence also—^3. to re-

pay, requite, c. acc. pers. et dat. rei,.. Od. 24, 285,-. Hdt. 1, 41,, Dem. 458
fin. : also c. acc. et dat. rei, .-, Xen. Mem. 4, 3, II.:

or c. acc. rei onlv,

Soph. El. 134,, Plut., etc.:

rarely c. dat. pers., as Eur. Cycl. 311

:

—rarely too c. gen. rei, ., Luc.

—

. ., in this

signf usu, to return good for good, but
also bad for bad. repay, avenge, Aesch.
Ag. 1267, Eur. El. 1093.

II. like act., to change, esp. of place,

to pass either out or in,"-, II. 9, 409, and
reversely . . ., Od.
10, 328 : so ., Eur. Alc. 752,?, Plat. Apol. 37 D

; .,
to pass through life, Aesch. Cho. 19;, passing over

the threshold, Theocr. 2. 104
;

-, to change earth for heaven, Plut.,

and so in genl. ,
Diod.—Metaph. to pass, surpass, out-

do, Pind. P. 6. 54 ; 7, 19 : cf., , (a priv.,) not

smiling, i. e. gloomy,, Plut., and
freq. in Opp.', ov, (a priv.,)=:
foreg.,.. Rh., etc.,/^, ov, {a priv.,)
=, Eccl.', ov, ('\.,)
unsoothed, harsh, cruel, of words, II.

II, 137, of fetters, Hes. Th. 659:==
sq.,,. Rh. 3, 337., ov, ( priv.,)
unsoothed, relentless,', II. 9, 158,, lb. 572, , Sol. 27,,, Pind.,, Aesch.
t'A/'-ftl'iuJr/f, ov, , Ameiniades,

strictly son of Ameinias, Thuc. 2, 67., a and ov, , Ameinias,
79



AMEA
brother of Aeschylus, Hdt. 8, 84.

—

a Lacedemonian. Thnc. 4, 132.—3.

an Athenian archon, Diod. S. 12, 72.^/, , , Ameinncles,

niasc. pr. n., Hdt. 7, 190, Thnc. 1, 13., ov, gen., irregular

compar. of, better. In Horn,
of persons, abler, stouter, stronger,

braver : in genl. of things, better, fitter,

II. 1, 116, 274; 3, II :—from Homer
downwards,, with or without, Uis better so, or as we say 'tis

good or well, either absol., as Hdt. 1,

187, or c. inf. in Att. :

or c. part., e. g., if it is

goodfor them to assist, Hdt. 7, 169, cf.

Thuc. 1, 118; 6, 9: .,
Hdt. 4, 157, etc. : oi, Lat.

optimates. Opposed to. Plat.

Legg. 627 A, cf..—The usual
adv. is, rarely.—

A

new comparat., a, ov,

formed from this comparat., occurs

Mimn. 11, 9. (The original root has
perh. been preserved in amoenus.), fut., (a priv.,,) to rob of one^s share, deprive,

bereave, c. gen. rei, Pind. P. 6, 27.

Pass, , to be bereaved

of a thmg. 11. 22, 58.^'^, , , Ameipsias, an
Athenian comic poet, Ar. Ran. 14.-,{,-) to change form. Hence.>(), , , change of
form, Democrit. ap. Diog. L. 9, 47.",, ,() exchange,

interchange, Polyh. 10, 1, 5: alternation,

Plut. Arist. 16, Syll. 7.—II. a requit-

ing, repaying, ., a repay-

ment in silver, Diod. S. 3, 46 ; and so

an answer, Plut. Moral. 2, 803 C., ov, (a priv.,) un-

lessened, still entire : not to be lessened., ov, (a priv.,)
without a roof-tree, withotU a house or

home, Man.', Dor. for.',.-, MILK, Lat.

MULGERE, Ud. : -
vai, sheep that are milked, milch

ewes, II. 4, 434 : in mid. to let suck,

0pp.—II. in gen. to press out,,
., Nonn. 12, 320,, Anth. : mid. to squeeze out for

one's self, to suck, to imbibe, to sip, Nic.

Al. 506 ; of bees. Nonn. 5, 246 ; of the
moon, Id. 5, 166 : hence metaph. to

drain a man of all his goods, Ar. Eq.
325.—III. to sip, drink, Bion 1, 48.

(from the same root as lac, Donald.
N. Cratyl. 284 : oft. confounded with

and, v. Nake Choe-
rU. p. 154.), strictly imperative from, never mind, do not trouble

yourself, esp. at the beginning of an
answer. Xen. Cyr. 5, 2, 13, Ar. Ach.
368. Hence, as adv., by all means,
yes, surely, of course, freq. in Ar.,

Plat., etc. ; oft. ironically, as Ar. Ran.
533., , ij, the character of an/, indifference,Thnc. 1, 122, etc.:

also in plur.. Plat. Rep. 443 A.
', , , ( priv.,-) want of practice : negligence,

Plat. Phaed. 275 A., ov, {a priv.,)
unpracticrd, unprepared in a thine,

or . Plat. Symp. 172

A,, , Luc. Char. 7, Tox.
29. Adv. -, ., to be un-
prepared. Plat., , f. -/ :

—to be,
be careless, heedless, negligent, not to do
one's duty, absol., first in Att., and
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usu. c. negat. ., to be careful,

attentive, etc., ,
learn not to be neglectful. \. e. learn care-

fulness, Aesch. Euin. 86.—2. in Hom.
(only in II.) always c. gen., to neglect,

have no care for, heed not, slight, over-

look, leave undone, but always C. ne-
gat., ovK, c. gen. rei, II. 17,

697
; pers. II. 8, 330, where protection

is implied: but 17, 9,, he lost not sight

of the fallen Patroclus (in order to

plunder him) : so too freq. later, with
and without neg. :—rare construct.,. , to neglect one's duty
in the case of the dead. Soph. El. 237.—3. c. ace. et part., to overlook, and
so to let suffer, like, e. g., he

lets them die, Eur. Ion 439 :—Xen. has
the gen. in same signf.. Hell. 5. 2. 16.—4. c. inf. to neglect to do, Heind.
Plat. Phaed. 98 D : also with, so
that the inf. becomes a gen. rei, ., Xen. Mem. 2, 3, 9.

—

5. in Lycurg. 149, 36, c. dat.

., ace. to MSS.—Pass, to be slight-

ed, overlooked, Thuc. 1, 68. Adv., carelessly, Xen. An. 1,7,
19.—For, v. sub voc.', , (a >.,) careless,

heedless, negligent, Thuc. etc. : joined

with, Plat.,, Plut.

:

freq. , c. gen. careless of, unconcerned
about a thing, Plat. etc. : later c. inf.,., diligent in doing, Plut.

Adv. -, Thuc. 6, 100: comparat., with less care and order,

Thuc. 2, 11 : . . to

be negligent in 07ie's duty towards, Xen.
Cyr. 1,2,7; ,
Xen. Oec. 2, 7.—II. pass, wncared /or,

unheeded, Xen. Hell. 6, 5, 41 :, c. inf., / am anxious

to..., Luc.,, , {-) strictly

the free from care, the Ameles. a river

of the lower world, Plat. Rep. 621

A.

i'7], ov,, Amelesagoras,

a historian of Chalcedon, Dion. H.
', , ,=, Stob.,, ,=, Anth., verb. adj. from,

one must neglect, Isocr. 190 C

:

also , Arr.—II., , , to be neglected,

Luc.. adv. of sq., like,
carelessly, Luc. Tim. 12., ov, () like•, not cared for : unworthy of care,

Theogn. 422., , , poet, for,
Eur. I. A. 850.', without delay, forthwith

:

adv. of, ov, (a priv.,)
not delayed : not to be delayed or put

off. Luc. Nigr. 27. Adv. -, Polyb.

4, 71, 10.",, ,() a milk-

ing. Pind. Fr. 73.
', ov, (a'pnv .,)

without melody , Aristox.
', ov, (a priv.,)

not to be blamed, blameless, without re-

proach,, in regard of time,

Aesch. Pers. 692 : . or ,
blameless in a thing, Plut. : of things,

perfect in its kind,, Xen., -. Plat., etc. : compar.-, less blameworthy, Plut. Adv.
—, so as to merit no blame, so that

nothing can be said against, right, well.

Soph. Phil. 1465, Xen.—II. act. not

blaming, ivell content,, Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 52 ; 8, 4,

AMEP
28. Adv. -, to a person'» satiifae•

tion, lb. 4, 2, 37., fc,= I., Pind.
O. 6, 78, Aesch. Pers. 168 :—a poet,

form, used also in late prose, Schaf.
Plut. 4, p. 410. Adv. -, Ion.=-, Emped., and Orph., , , a being,
blamelessness, freedom from blame, oi-, free-
dom from blame on the part of friends,

Aesch. Theb. 909.— II. contentment,

Soph. Fr. 259., ov, (a priv.,-,) not complaining of one's

tot. Marc. Ant., Ep. for,, inf.

pres. from, to satisfy, II. 21,20, cf.

Buttm. Lexil. p. 25.', ov, , Amenanus, a river

of Sicily, Strab.\', a, , Dor. for foreg.,Pind.
P. 1, 130., ov, also , , 0pp., a
poet, word, used by Hom. chiefly of
ghosts or shades of the dead, Od. 10,

521, etc., also of dreams, Od. 19, 562,
and of a wounded man, II. 5, 887 :

—

usu. derived from, and so with-

out strength, faint, feeble, but Doder
lein assumes as the root, and
explains it, not abiding, fleeting, pass
ing .•—later, it is used of mortal men
in genl., ',.
Hom. Cer. 352, cf. Ar. Av. 686 ; by
Soph., and Eur., only in Homeric
signf. ; and in the prose of Theophr.,
of any thing become weakly or sickly,,,. In neut. as
adv., , Arat.,•
vbv, Philostr. Also adv. -,
Gal. Hence,,.-, make weak,
weaken or deaden the force of a thing,, II. 13, 562.', ,(.,)=-
vof, Eur. Suppl. 1116.', Dor. for, Pind.', -, to pluck or^pull,

Lat. decerpere, distringere : ,
Sapph. 92,, Eur., ?.,
Theocr.—In mid., Theocr. 26, 3. Ap.
Rh. 4, 1144, and Nic—. the signf.

to press, squeeze, or s^ick out is dub.,

for except in Ap. Rh. 1, 882 where
there is a v. 1., it never
occurs. (Often confounded with

and, to both of which
it is prob. akin.)', f. •, to deprive ofone's

share, bereave one of, amerce one in,

Tiva, , Od. 8,

64, Hes. Sc. 331 : also c. dupl. ace.

pers. et rex, ... '-', . Hom. Cer.

312 : always of thing.s one has a right

to, one's own, hence when only c.

ace. pers. to bereave of one's natural

rights, , II. 16, 53 ;

hence also .theglare

bereft his eyes of their power, i. e. blind-

ed "them, II. 13, 340, Hes. Th. 698

;

, the smoke
robs the arms of their lustre, i. e. tar-

nishes them, Od. 19, 18. Pass, to be

robbed or bereft of, to lose a thing, c.

gen. rei. , II. 22, 58,-, Od. 21 ,290 :—later the act. seems
to be used in same signf., c. ace. rei., Eur. Hec. 1029., (of

trees) Theophr. H. P. 9, 8. 2.—II.

like. In pluck, Leon. Tar. 98,

Nic. Th. 686. (.\kin to////<,,
prob. also to, and perh. to

: v. Buttm. Lexil. p. 85, n.), . (a priv.,) without

parts, indivisible. Plat. Parm. 138 A
Adv. -. Hence



AMET', , , indivisibility.

t'A/yfpt'a, , , Ameria, a city of

Cmbria, now Amelia, Strab. : hence
adj.', , or, of Ameria. — 2.

a small town of Pontus, Strab.',, alov, too small to he

divided, atomic,=uaoLao, Chrysipp.

ap. Plut. 2, 1046 D.
', ov, , Amerias of Mace-

donia, a grammarian, Ath., , to be,
Iambi. :—others,- ; but v. Lob.
FhrjTi. 629. Hence', ar, i),^sq.,, , freedomfrom care,

security, Pint. : uu. ,
Hdn. 2, 4, 13 : from, ov, (a priv.,)
free from, care, unconcerned, Menand.
0. 204. Adv. -.—II. pass, uncared

for, unheeded, Soph. Aj. 1207.

—

III.

driving away care, Anth. : hence, the name of a plant, Plin.', Dor. for, Eur.', ov, (a priv.,)
undivided, indivisible, indiindual. Plat.

Tim. 35 A. Adv. -, Clem. Al., adv., (a.,)
carelessly., Dor. for•, Eur.", Dor. for, Pind.'.,, aor. 1 from-, Horn., ov,(,)
robbing of wedlock, Nonn. Dion. 7,

226., oi',=sq., Nonn. Dion.

1, 388., ov, gen., {-, /) depriving of mind., ov, {a priv., -) without a mediator, Eccl., ov, (a priv.,) imme-
diate, direct, Arist. Org. Adv. -.', ov, ( priv., -) not to be transferred.—2. not

passing over : , Lat.

verbum intransitivum, Gramm. Adv.~, intransitively./., , , unchangeable-

ness, Theophr. : from', ov, (a priv., Hfra-
?:,X)nncha}ged,unchangeable,liipp.^.

TO (37.7},=., Dion. H.
', ov, (a priv.,-

?.^)=foreg., Dion. H., ov, (a priv.,-
)) unalterable, implacable,-, Joseph.—2. not to be repented of,. Max. Tyr., ov, (a priv.,-) not imparting, stingy. Adv.
-, ., to live without giving to

any one, Plut.', ov, (a priv.,-) nut to be transposed : fixed, un-
alterable, freq. in later prose, as Polyb.,

Dion. H., etc. Adv. -.', ov, ( priv.,-) not to be moved from place to

place, immovable, unchangeable. Plat.

Ep. 343 A. Adv. -, ., to

stand unmoved, Arist. Eth. [i], ov, {a priv.,,
?,) not to be bent or broken, un-

changeable : TO?.. ,
firmness of mind, (Xen.) Ep. 1, 2.', ov. {\.,-
?.) irrevocable, Polyb. 37. 2, 7., , ( priv.,-) inflexible., ov, (a priv.,-7.) not to be understood.

'Au?JMKTo, ov, (a priv.,-/) unchanging, Joseph.'?•., ov, (a priv.,-,) unrepented of. not to be repetttcd

6

AMET
of or regretted,, -. Plat. Legg. 866 :-, have nothing to re-

pent of, Polyb.—II. act. not repenting,

firm, sure, N. T. Rom. 11, 29. Adv.-.', ov, (a priv.,-
vo)—foeg. I., Luc. Abd. 11.—11.

act. unrepentant, N. T. Rom. 2, 5.

Adv. -., ov, (a priv.,-) not to be brought to another

opinion, not to be moved fron his pur-

pose, Plut. Thes. 17, etc. : of things,

unchangeable, steadfast,,
Diod. Adv. -, Epicur. ap! Plut.

2, 1117 F.'-7., ov, (a priv.,-) not to be transformed, Stob., ov, (a priv.,-) tiiichanging, Xenocr.. ov,{.,-) infallible. Gal., , , unchangeable-
ness, Hierocl. : from', ov, (a priv.,-) not to be overthrown, irrefraga-

ble, Aoyof, Plat. Tim. 29 :' '.
(5ofa,Plut. Adv. -•, Plut. Dion. 14.

', ov , {a priv.,-7.) not to be shaken about, Clem.
Al.

', ov, (a priv.,-) not to be transposed or changed,
unchanging, fixed, like.
Plat. Rep. 361 C : ,
uniformity, Plut. Adv. --—2. not
to be got rid of OT put away. Plat. Rep.
378 E.

' and,
adv., without turning round, straight

fonvard,.. Plat. Pol. 620
E, Legg. 854 C. : from-, ov, {a.,-) ivithout turning round, without
regarding. Max. Tyr., ov. {a priv.,-) not to be turned round, unalter-

able. Plat. Rep. 620 E, etc., comp.
Plat. Epin. 982 C. Adv. -., ov, ( priv.,-
p!)=foeg., Plut. Adv. -.

',,, immovableness :

from, ov, ( priv.,-)=, Orph., ov, (a priv., -) not to be transferred or changed.
—II. without metaphor.', ov, (a priv.,-) untranslatable.', ov,{a.,-) not handled, new.—II. not to

be taken in hand, difficult to handle., Dor. for, Trag.. ov, (a priv.,-) not lightminded, Eccl.', ov, (a priv.,)
having no share of, not partaking in a
thing,, ., (Thuc.) 1,

39 : v. Bloomf. ad 1... poet, for sq., Orac. ap.

Diod. 12, 10, where however Schaf.
for.', ov, also , ov, Pind. I.

1, 53, (a priv.,) unmeasured,
immeasurable, immense, Lat. immensus,
ingens,,, Od. 19, 512.

;

23, 249,, Pind. 1. c,, Ar. Nub.
264 : also unnumbered, countless,-, Eur. El. 433, exhavstless, Anth.

:

cf. Jac. A. P. p. 10. Adv. -., adv. of : cf. --, , , () excess,

itnmoderateness, disproportion,.
Plat. : infinity, countless number, Id.

:

exaggeration, Id.

AMHT, ,{,)
immensely deep, 0pp., ov,(,) of
an immensely long life, Anth.', , (,)
immoderate in words, intemperate of
speech, unbridled of tongue ; or ace.
to Doderlein, not measuring or weigh-
ing his words, II. 2, 212.

', ov,(,)
immensely bad.,,6(,)
drinking to excess, Anth.", ov (a priv.,) with-
out measure, immense, excessive, bound-
less, Simon. 7, 16, Plat., etc., esp. in
Adv.-.—2. immoderate in moral
sense, Plat. Legg. 690 E.—3. never-
ceasing,, Simon. 129 : opp.
to.—4. disproportionate. Plat.
Tim. 87 E.—II. without metre, prosaic,

opp. to, Arist., etc. Adv.-.,,(,)-, a thought that answers to the word,
or surpasses words, Pind. ap. Eust.
Opusc. p. 56, 86., ov,() that can be
passed, passable, Ap. Rh. 4, 297., ov, (,), Lat trivium. where three paths
interchange or cross, Pind. P. 11, 58., poet., or rather Dor., for. In Pind, P. 1, 86, aor. 1 mid., to surpass, excel, conquer,

c. acc. : cf. also a Fragm. ap. Eust.
Opusc. p. 56, 85., , , a shovel or mattock,

Ar. Av. 1145, Pac. 426, Xen. Cyr. 6,

2, 34: (the deriv. from is dub.,
and the signf. sickle, scythe, deduced
therefrom, without example).—2. a
water-bucket, pail, Lat. hama,, proverb, of
great abundance, Plut. 2, 963 C—3. a
harrow, rake, Geop.—4. Ion. for,
q. v.—The reading has the best
Gramm. against it, Brenii Aeschin.
70. fin. [],, adv., Att., strictly

dat. fern, from ^=, in a certain

way : esp. in compds.,-,,, in some
way, somehow or other,.,^

,

Rnhnk. Tim., Elmsl. Ach. 608; v.

and.', (Hebr.) Adv., verily, of a
truth : so be it : also as noun, ,
certainty, . . : applied to Christ, 6, Apoc. 3, 14., ov, TO, Lat. minium, ver-

milion, Diosc., , , , (a priv.,)
=sq., Joseph., ov, (a priv.,) not
angry or wrathful, Hdt. 9, 94 : -' , storm exci-

ted in anger by the ^ods. Aesch. Ag.
6-49. Adv. -rtjclb."^ 1034.. ov, (a priv.,) not

informed of, Heliod., ov, (a priv.,) not
spun out, not to be spun out : hence
endless, tedious,. . Rh. 2,
221.,. etc., v. sub.,, . a kind of milk cake,

Ar. Plut. 999, Bergk Anacr. p, 249.. , , Amestrius, a son
of Hercules, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.\, and , , Ames-
tris, a Persian leader, Aesch. Pers,
320 ; another in Diod. S. 20, 109.—2.,=., , , fem. of sq. [],, , () reaper,

II. 11, 67 : metaph. one that mows
down a destroyer, Anth : as adj.,
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., in form like a sickle,

Nonn. [a]', , , a sickle. Max., , , () belong-

ing to reaping, ., a reap-

ing-hook, sickle, Ael. [a], , , dim. from,
", , , {) reaping,

harvesting, harvest, hariiest-time, 11. 19,

223, Hdt. 2, 14, and in late prose.—
II. the harvest gathered in: also

iield from which it is gathered, Dion.

r., also as adj. , Opp.
Cyn. 1, 527. The more accurate

Gramm. vary the accent, writing, signf I.,, for signf 11.,

as in/ and,-
and : Rost remarks

that the distinction is good, for that

in signf I. each word is subst., in

signf II. adj., sub. : on the

whole question v. Spitzn. Excurs. 30

ad II. [a].,,.. [], op, gen. , {a priv.,) without mother, inolherless, .

4, 151—2. born of a mean mother, Eur.

Ion 109.—II. unlike a mother, destitute

of a mother^s feelings, unmotherly,-, Soph. El. 1154.

'Aavo),—i^q, Opp.)),,.•, to be-, not to know what to do, be at a

loss or m leant,, of a thing, Hdt.

1, 35 ; TTtpi, about a thing, Eur.

I. T. 731, also ri, Aesch. Ag. 1178,

and in Ap. Rh. : oft. followed by
a conjunction ; . . . , ,
with subj.. Soph. Phil. 337 : .

or., Eur. Or. 034,

Aesch. Pers. 458 : absol.), I live in want of the necessa-

ries of life, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 19. Cf, which is snnilar, but less

strong, V. Thuc. 7, 48., . poet, for,
. Hoin. Merc. 447., ov,= II.,

Joseph.', , ,{) like, want of means. helpl€ss7iess,

distress, Od. 9, 295; freq. in Hdt.,

Pind., and Att.—II. of things, hard-

ship, trouble, , Hes.

Op. 494., ov. {,
*) \mfitJor work, Hes. Fr. 13., dep. raia.,(-,) to go awkwardly to

work, Hipp.', ov, (a priv., //)
xvithout means, uot knowing what to do,

at a loss, in distress or trouble, helpless,, in distress about one,

Od. 19, 363 : hence, where the-
is the cause of his own situa-

tion, awkward, siinple, Eur. Hipp. 643,

, awkward at a thing, Id. Med.
408 : c. inf., at a loss how to do, un-

able to do. Soph. Ant. 79, and Plat.

Adv. -. =-
>, Aesch. Cho. 405, Eur. Oenom.
3.—II. more freq. in pass., allowing

of 710 means, hence— 1. things imprac-

ticable, impossible, hard, -, thou art hard to persuade,

i. e. to be persuaded, II. 13, 726, cf

14, 262 : {), impossiblefor an army to

enter, Xen. An. 1, 2, 21 ; but also

with neut., , it is hard,

impossible, usu. c. inf , Hdt., and Att.,

but also , to desire im-

possibilities. Soph. Ant. 90; cf 92 : so, Eur. Ale. 202.— 2.

o! persons and things, against whom or
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AMIK
ivhich nothing can be done, irresistible,

in Hom. the comm. usage : applied

to Jupiter, Juno, Achilles, so too, II. 10, 107 : but-, mischief without resource,

help, or remedy, II. 8, 130 : SO too ., ,,,,
irremediable, inextricable, Trag., and
Att. ; so in neut. plur. ,
Aesch. Pr. 59 : , ir-

resistible beauty, agamst which all arts

are vain, Plat. Symp. 218 E.—Spe-
cially also of dreams, ., in-

explicable, not to be interpreted, Od. 19,

560 : in Att. indescribable, iyiexpressi-

ble, inconceivable,,. Plat.,, an, inconceiva-

ble amount of happiness, Plat. Apol.
41 C ; oft. too c. ace. . ,, indescribable on the score
of beauty, etc., i. e. of iiidescribable

beauty. Plat. Rep. 615 ., and Xen.
Cyr. 7, 5, 38, but also . .
Plat. Phil. 47 D :—Plat, also is fond
of joining the word with the relatives,, and the adv. with , as. an inconceiv-

able length of time, Phaed. 95 C, /-
, by it is impossible to

say how much more, Rep. 588 A : -, quite indescribably,

leind. Charmid. 155 D, so too-, , Rep. 527 ,
Phaedr. 263 D ; cf. Kuhner Gr. Gr.

^ 788, Obs. 6., ,, (,) with

the dawn of day, at daybreak, Herm.
Orph. Arg. 486.,. , Epich. p. 29, Arist. H.
., and, , , Matro ap. Ath.

135 F, a kind of thunny.', ov, {a .,) un-

defiled, pure,, Theogn. 447,,
Pind. Fr. 106 : and Aesch. Pers, 578
calls the sea simply , cf
Gottling, preface to Hes. p. 15, sq. :. , freefrom the stain of

ungodliness. Plat. Legg. 777 E.—2.

not to be defiled or violated. Dion. H.
—II. , a greenish stone

like asbestos, Diosc.^', , , Amiantus, masc.
pr. n. Hdt. 6, 127.

^, , ,^=, q. v.', , ( priv.,) un-

mixed, pure,, ivithout mixture of
a thing. Plat. Men. 245 D ; -. Id. Polit.205E,also, Strab.

Adv. -.
f, , , Amides, masc. pr. n.

Qu. 'Sm. 9, 186.. ov, , Amizoces, a Scy-
thian, Luc. Tox. 40., poet, by metath. for-, Call. Fr. 339, Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p.

172, and, poet, for, Simon.
210., ov, {a priv.,)
unmixed, pure, freq. in Plat. : ., more rarely, , unmixed

with a thing. Id. Polit. 310 D ; etc.
;, poems in which

the same measure occurs in every
line, as in Epic, Hephaest.—II. not

mingling icith others, as is

used of intercourse, unsociable, shy,

surly, savage, of Centaurs and Cy-
clopes, Soph. Tr. 1095, Eur. Cycl.

428 ; . , having no intercourse

with any one, Thuc. 1, 77, also

Tiva, Plat. Soph. 254 D: also of pla-

ces,. aia, an inhospitable land, Eur.

I. T. 402,, Isocr. 202 (—2.

without sc.Tual intercourse. Plat. Polit.

276 A.—III. not to be mingled, .,
discordant cries, Aesch. Ag. 321. Adv.

-, Plat.

AMIA, a, 6, Hamilcar, a name
common to many illustrious Cartha-
ginians, Hdt. 7, 165; Polyb., esp, father of Hannibal, Polyb.
1, 56., , , prob.=foreg.,
Diod. S. 11, 20.", , , a contest, trial or

strife for superiority, rivalry, and in
gen. a struggle, conflict, first in Pind,,

and freq. in Att.': the genit. with
is either that in u'hkh the

contest is, as ., a trial of
strength, Pind. ;,, -, Eur., or that for which it is, as., Eur. Hipp. 1141, or the
persons between whom it is, as .-, Dem. 490, 1 ; instead of
the first we also have .-
or , Isocr., , Dem. ; mstead
of the two latter an adj. in the poets,

as .., a
striving afttr wealth or children, Eur.
I. T. 412," Med. 557 ; and
iv,{),
in the racing of swift horses or chariots,

Soph. El. 861, O. C. 1063 : the per-

son with whom another contends in

dat., Eur. Tro. ^617, or ,
Plat. Legg. 830 :

—

,, propose a contest, like, Eur., , to

engage in a ccmtest. Thuc. 6, 32, etc.

:

also .,, Eur.
;. struggle arises,

Thuc. : , in emulation,

Plut. (from u^a,nuthing to do with?,
akin to,.) Hence?,, f.-, dep.

c. fut. mid., et aor. pass, (later also

aor. mid., Plut., and Aristid.) : to

compete, vie, Lat. nemulari, first in

Hdt., and Pind. ; in gen. to contend,

strive with one, Eur., etc.—Construc-
tion, c. dat. pers., to vie or strive tvitk

one, Hdt., also , Thuc. 6,

31 ; cv. dat. rei, to contend in or with a
thing,, Eur.,.,
Thuc. ; , about or for a
thing, Valck. Hdt. 5, 49, but" also, Pind. . 10, 58, or

. Plat. Legg. 830 , 968 ,, PolylD. : foil, by or, Plat., and Xen. :

—

the kind of
contest is usu. in ace, which is a cog-

nate ace, for .,
(Plat. Legg. 833 )=. ?.

: hence met. '
; i.e. -; how shall I groan loud enough?

Eur. Hel. 164, cf Hec. 271 : hence in

jiass. TO . . . ?7], being matched or backed

one against another. Thuc. 0, 31 , where
others take it act., vying with each

other.—II. in gen. to strive, struggle,

esp. to hasten, , to a point, Xen.
An. 3, 4, 44 :' ,
Eur. Or. 456, also ., to has-

ten eagerly. Id. IIcl. 546 (where-
is a cognate ace, ut sup.).—III.

Hesych. has the act.=-. Hence,, , a contest, con-

flict, struggle, striving :, poet, periphr. for. Soph.
El. 493., verb. adj. from-, one must vie, , Isocr.

154 .7.,, ,{)
competitor :, the racing wheels of the sun,

i. e. the flying hours. Soph. Ant.
1065., ov, , a place of
contest : strictly neut. from, , , {-



AMIT) belonging to a contest, .,
race-horses, Aristid.7/, , 6,^7\,., , •,{)
fit or incliningfor rivalry. Plat. Soph.
225 A., ov,{,)
inimitable in one's life, Flut. Ant. 28,

71.', ov, (a priv.,)
inimitable, ', in a thing, Plut. Adv.
—•, Id.—II. not imitated. Id. [«]', , , a being, and
so—I. unmixedncss, purity, Theophr.—2. U'ant of intercourse, ?.,
Thuc. 1, 3, , Luc. Tim. 42:

unsociableness, savageness, Isocr. 130

A : hence , want of
money dealings and commerce, Hdt. 2,

136.* ov, {,) along

with horses, i. e. fleet as a horse,-. Soph. Ant. 985. — 2., , infantry mired with cav-

alry, Thuc. 5, 57, and Xen. Hell. 7,

5,23.
'AMI'S,, fi, a chamber-pot, also, Ar. Vesp. 935, Thesm. 633.—II.

a ship, boat, Aesch. Suppl. 842, of.

and Dindorf ad loc. [« in

signf. I., but in signf. II., ace. to

Herm. ap. .Seidl. Dochm. p. 414.], , poet, for, Nic., , ( priv.,) without

hatred, not hateful: in Xen, Eq. 8,9.

Comp., less disagreeable

or troublesome., adv. of, Eur., and
Dem, : , gratuitously

and without recompense not only as re-

garded money but also preferment in the

state, Plut. Arist. 3.,, , the state of an-, App. : from', ov, (a priv.,) with-

mu hire ox pay, and so— 1. pass, un-

paid, xmhired, Aesch., and Soph. Fr.

832, cf..—2. giving nopay, Luc.

0pp. to., ov, ( priv.,)
not let out on hire, bringing in no return,

Dem. 865, 20.—II. unhired, Diod.

V. , , () freedom
from hatred, Clem. Al., , , Amisus, a city of
Pontus, Strab. : hence adj.-, , , of Amisus, Strab. ; -, the territory of Am., lb., , 6, Amistres, a Per-
sian, Aesch. Pers. 21., v..'?,, ov,=sq., ov, ( priv.,-
/) not cut into small pieces., ov. (a priv.,//iff;^;of) with-

out stem or stalk., , , Amisodarus, a
king of Lycia, . 16, 317, Hes. Th.
319.. , , Amitermtm, a
city of the Sabines, Strab.

; -, the territory of Am., Strab., ov, (a priv.,) with-

out head-band ; without girdle,, girls who have not yet put
on their woman's girdle, i. e. unmar-
riageable, Spanh. Call. Dian. 14, cf.., , , epith. of
Lycian warriors, . 16, 410, either
(from a priv.,,) wearing
no girdle over or under their coat of
mail ; or (at copul.,,) hav-
ing the girdle joined to the coat of mail:

. in Ath. 523 D makes the
iirst more probable. Cf. Spitzn. ad 1., ov, (a priv,,)

AMMO
not bound with a head -band, Nonn.
Dion. 35, 220.,, , ( priv.,,) epith. of Lemnos,
11. 24, 753, . Hom.. 36, inacces.'^i-

ble, inhospitable, like II., of

which word it seems to be a lengthd.

form : not ,
for -7 is nothmg but an adj.

termiu. : others wrongly make it=.-, poet, for., e. g.-
for.",, , () any thing

tied or made to tie, and SO— 1. a knot,

Hdt. 4, 98.—2. a noose, halter, Eur.
Hipp. 781. — 3. a cord, band, Eur.:', the maiden girdle,

Mel. 125.-4. the link of a chain, The-
mist.—5. in plur., huggings in

wrestling, Plut., also the wrestler's

arms. Id.—6. a measure of length, like

our chain,=i.O, Math. Vett.

Hence, {) to tie, bind. Gal., old Aeol., Dor., and Ep. for, Hom., , , Ammeas, masc. pr.

n. Thuc. 3, 22., more correctly ,
poet, for , . Rh. 1, 127., poet, for, Eur., old Aeol., Dor., and Ep.
for, Horn., poet, for , Hes.,, old Aeol., Dor., and
Ep. for, Hom., adv. poet, for.
Soph., etc. : in later auth.= ai;i', c.

dat., Ap. Rh., and Anth., also c. gen.,

Anth., adv. poet, for-,, Nic., poet, for ., Bac-
chyl. 26., , 6, Amminapes, a
satrap of Alexander, Arr. Anab. 3,

22, 1.", , ,() cinnabar in

its sandy state, Lat. minium, Diosc., poet, for, Em-
ped. 47., , 6, also,,
,() sub., sandstone, Plin.

',. Dor. for,, Pind.', , (,)^, Ael.., 6,(,)
sandy place for riding, driving, and

racing., ov, , poet, lengthd.

for sq., Anth., . , (,)
kind of serpent that burrows in the sand,

more generally called -, Strab. :

also. [, perh. also ,
cf., Leon. Al. 91, 3, and..̂ , ,(,)
calcareoussand,esp.Pozzuolana, Strab.,.,(,)
potass mixed u'ith sand, a coarse glass

fused therefrom, Plin., , , (,-) sand-washing., , , ( priv.,)
poet, for, which is not found
in use, Od. 20, 76,

' ', what is

man s fate and what is not, or their

good fortune and their bad, cf. A. P.
9, 284.. , .^=,,
Epigr. ap. Dem. 86, 23, and Anth.', ov, poet, for,-, (a priv.,) without lot or
share in a thing, esp. in something

AMNH
good, c. gen., as 7.,
II. 18, 489, Od. 5, 275,. Soph.
Phil. 182, ., bereft of chil-

dren, Eur. Hec. 421 : hence absol.

unhappy, . 6, 408:—later .. Q. Sm.,, Anth.", , , also, sand.
Plat. Phaed. 110 A, etc. : also a sandy
place, race-course, Xen. Mem. 3, 3, 6.—2.=, Theophr.(,, -.), ov,(,)
grouing in sand, Mel. 1 , 20.

V, , an Aegyptian name of
Jupiter, Hdt. 2, i2,='., , , (,-) a gem, like sand veined with gold,

Plin., , (, ) a
sanding or silting up.', ,(,) sandy,
gravelly, Diod.,, , the Libyan Jupi
ter-Ainmon : said to be an Aegyptian
word, Hdt. 2, 42, v. Buhr.—Also the
temple and oracle of Jupiter-Ammon,
Strab.^, , , Ammonia, a region
of Africa, Ptol. : hence ].-, , .—2. another name of the
city Puraetonium, Strab.— 3. an ap-

pell. of Juno in Elis, Paus. 5, 15, 7., ov, , sal ammonia-
cus, rock-salt, Diosc.—2. the gum of

an umbellated plant, gum-ammoniac.',, and., , Libyan,.,
the seat of Ainmon, Libya, Eur., , , the Ammonians,
inh. of Ammonia, in Africa, Hdt. 3, 26.. , , Ammonius, a per-

ipatetic philosopher of Alexandrea,
teacher of Plutarch, Plut. Symp. 3,

1.—2. a poet of the Anthology, Anth.
Jac. 3, p. 154., , , Amnaeus, masc. pr.

n. Plut. Cat. Min. 19., , b,(,) a descend-

ant, son, grandson, oft. in Lyc. : in

Poll, also,, . [--,, , fern, of,
lamb, . 1. for, Theocr. 5, 3

;

Alexandr. word, ace. to Ruhnk. Ep.
Crit. p. 187.,, Dor. for•., Soph., Theocr.,,, of a, The-
ocr., , , fern, from, a
lamb, Orph.', ov, (a priv.,-) unmentioned, Polyb. : in Eur.
I. T. 1419, it seems to be unthought

of, unheeded.—II. 3.\..=, un
mindful, Diog. L. 1, 86.,^8., Luc., , .-, to be,
be unmindful, absol. Aesch. Eum. 24,
etc. : to make no mention of, not speak

of, pass over, mostly c. gen., as Eur.
I. T. 361, Thuc. 3, 40, but also, Thuc. 5, 18 :—a depend-
ent clause is added either in partic,
as . . ; do
you forget your doing. . ? Plat. Theaet.
207 D, or with and verb, Id. Rep.
474 D., , , forgetfulness,
Eur. Ion 1100; from, ov, gen., adv.-,
(a priv.,) unmindful, forgetting,

forgetful, Pind. I. 7 (6), 24, and Plat.,, of a thing, Aesch. Theb. 006.—2. pass, forgotten, not mentioned,
Eur. Phoen. 64., , ,=7., forgetful-
ness, LXX., to bs :
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pass, to enjoy an amnesty, Diod.

Hence'7/, ov, not maliciotisly

rcmentbered, -
TL, to forget an injury suffered,

Polyb.', , 7),forgeifahiess of
a u'rong, forgivingness, Clem. Al., ov, (a priv.,-
uai) not remembering v/rong, forgiving,

£ccl. Adv. -Kug.', ov, {a priv.,-) unu'ooed, not sought in marriage,

Eur. Phoen. Fr. 13.—II. act. not woo-

ing, in neut. plur. as adv., Pseudo-
Phocyl. 186.,—, to be -, be unmindful, to forget, Soph.

El. 482. Pass, to be forgotten, Thuc.
1, 20., , , a being,
a forgetting, esp. wrong done one :

hence an amnesty, Plut., in better au-

thors., ,, easily forgetting,

V. 1. in Pint. Cat. Min. 1,' lor which7.- is now read.-, ov, {a priv.,)
forgotten, no longer remembered, The-
ocr. IG, 42.—2. act. unmindful, forgel-

ful, A. B.', ov, 6, Amnias, a river of

Paphlagonia, Strab.— 2. ,, , an appell. of liithyia.', ov, TO, (not so well-
ov) a bowl in which the blood of victims

uias caught, Od. 3, 4 It. Some write, as if, from.—2.

the membrane round the foetus, the

caul. Gal., cf.., , ,^, fern, from, a lamb, Theocr. 5, 3.

i', ov, , Amnisus, a city of

Crete, Od. 19, 18S.—2. a river of

Crete, Ap. Rh. 3, 877 ; hence-,, fem. adj. of Amnisus,. Callim. Dian. 15, 162., , only used in nom.,{,,) sheep-minded, i. e.

siynpleton, as we say a calf^s head, Ar.

Eq. 264.', ov, , a lamb, Ar. Av.
1559 : , lambs in

tem-per, Ar. Pac. 935 : fem. ,
Theocr. 5, 144, but also,,
or.—The oblique cases are sel-

dom found,,,, etc.,

being used instead., ov,{,) bear-

ing lambs, luilh lamb, in genl. preg-

nant, Theocr. 11, 41, Gaisf , ubi. al.., adv, of sq., without toil or

effort, II. 11, 637., ov, {a priv.,) ivith-

out toil, unwearied, untiring, H. Hom.
7,3., Att., adv., {)
from some place or other, .., of which, from ivhat

source soever, tell US also, Od. 1, 10 :, from somewhere or

other, Plat. Gorg. 492 D, Legg. 798 B,
cf. ], and Ruhnk. Tim.', or (as Bekker), adv.,{) sometvhere, Thuc. 5, 77, from
a Laced, state-paper : but Schneid.
proposes^=, and Buttm.
Ausf Gr. % lie. Anm. 22, n..., adv., {) somewhither.

-.•3, , ,^=,
Anth.,. Cyn. 4, 349.

', adv.,{) by turns,

alternately, .?. ?,, alter-

nately onefrom one side, the otherfrom
the other, Theocr. 1 , 34, so .
uvfjp. . Rh. 4, 199 : cf. sq., and.
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AMOA, adv.,=foreg. Ap. Rh.
2, 1226, Tim. Locr. 98 E.', ov, also or a, ov,{) interchanging, alternate, mu-
tual, answering one another, esp. in

song, ?-, interchanged

letters, ildl. 6, 4 ; ,
Lat. carmem amoebaeum, an amocbean
ode, an alternate song, also -. Plat. Rep. 394 15, or, Theocr.

—

U. fitted for changing

or exchanging, Anth.—III. giving like

for like, retributive,, Pind. O. 1,

63,,, Anth. Adv. -.,, , pecul. fem. of, , a cloak

for a change, Od. 14, 521. Those
who read' take
it as ace. from, but Horn, and
Hes. never use in this signf., ov, and',.,
, Amoebeas or Amoebeus, an Athenian
harper, Ath., Ael.', , ,{) a requital,

recompense, return, in Hom., Hes.,

and Pind., always in this signf, and
so mostly in Eur., and Plat. : hence
specially a compensation, repayment,
amends, Od. (v. inf) ; atonement

,
pun-

ishment, Hes. Op. 332 ; revenge, Eur.
Or. 841 ; reward, pay, lb. 467. Con-
struct, usu., for a thing, but, Hes. 1. c. : -, to make return for a thing,

Od. 3, 58, later, Eur. ;

also, Od. 12, 382 ;, to pay one by a like return,

Pind. P. 2, 43 : ,, to receive repayment,

Eur. Oed. 4, Med. 23.-2. an ansuer,

Hdt. 7, 160.—II. change, barter,, Strab. : espec.
change of money, Plut. ; that which is

received in exchange, -, the value in money of ten minae,

Plut. Lyc. 9.-2. alternation,. Plat. Legg. 653 D., adv.=sq., Ap. Rh. 2,

1071., adv.,{) alternate-

ly, in successioyi, II. 18, 506, Od. 18, 310,

cf., adv. = foreg., Hipp.,

and so Aristarch. in II. 1. c., ov, ,{) a succes-

sor, follower, II. 13, 793 :, sol-

diers that relieve others, elsewhere-. As adj. in requital or iyi ex-

change for, ., Soph.
Ant. 1067., , to be, have no
lot or share in a thing, c. gen. Plut. :

to be free from, Philo. Hence,, , a loss, mishap.", ov, {a priv.,) like, without lot or share in a thing,

usu. some advantage, and so.— 1. shut

out from, bereft of, destitute of, C. gen.,

freq. in Trag., and Plat. : more rare-

ly freed from some evil, as €,. Plat. Symp. 181 C, Poli't.

269 E.—II. absol. unfortunate, Eur.
Phoen. 613 : in Pind. N. 6, 26-

is now read.?^,,, {7.) of
milk, made uith milk,, Hes. Op.
588, or (as others)=/^,, -shep-

herd's bread, country bread, ^-, since is said to be
Achaean for, and so bread that

is perfectly T)nked, a cake raised by
yeast or the like, which last interpr.

is adopted by Buttm. Lexil. p. 90,91,
who also in Leon. Tar. 98 takes 7.-

to be an udder in its, 1. e. distended udder. But in

Or. Sib. 4, 2147. is certain-

ly dark, gloomy. Cf..

AMD?
'7.,, 6,{) a milk-

pail, Lat. mulctra, Theocv. 8, 87./,, ov, , dim. from foreg.,

Theocr. 25, 106.7,, ov, 6, ace. to the Dsual
deriv. from /^, the milking-time,

i. e. morning and evening twilight.

Hom. always joins ,
meaning thereby the four hours either

before daybreak, (the time of true

dreams, Od. 4, 841, the autumnal ri-

sing of the dogstar, 11. 22, 28), or af-

ter sunset, II. 22, 317 : and so in genl.

night-time, the dark of night, 11. 11,

173 : 15, 324, H. Hom. Merc. 7, cf.', and so later, as in Orph.
Hymn. 33, 12, ?. without-

:

—

also occurs in

Aesch. Fr. 64, and Eur. is said by
Hesych. to have used . as an adj.,/=^ :

but in Eur. Phaeth. 2, 2, 6 (where it

stands alone) Herm. explains it by
quicquid tnrbiduni est.—From this last

passage Herm. infers the orig. signf
to be the thick part of jnilk, and so
thickness, darkness, etc., Opusc. 3, p.

137 sq. :—Buttm. Le.xil. in v. rejects

all deriv. from 7.\ as childish,

and follows Eustath. 11. 15, 324, who
says that/ is an old Achaean
word for, and so .
would be the depth or dead of night,

though not necessarily midnight, cf.7^. Cf also.', ov, {a priv.,)
nndcfiled, pure, LXX.—II. not defiling,

not leaving any mark or stain, Medic., ov, 6, Amomphare-
ttis, a Spartan commander, Hdt, 9,

71, 85; Plut. Arist. 17., ,=, dub. 1.

Aesch. Cho. 510, where Herm. reads' {- Bl.)

-}.', ov, ( priv.,)=, unblamed, blameless,, from you, i. e. in your sight,

Aesch. Eum. 078 ; also c. dat. .?. Id. 475.

—

. act. not blaming or
reproaching, having nought to complain

of, prol. 1. lb. 413, for.,, , Amopaon, aTro-
jan, 11. 8, 276.

_ [ ].

ar, , a sweet cake, Philet., ov, , Amoraeus, king of
the Derbices, Cles., ov, only in Nic. Ther.
28, 489, ace. to the Schol. rustic, pas-
toral ; or dark, cf sq. and 7,.,, , fem. of,\/, . Rh. 3, 881,

(ace. to Schol.=7) rural, or

attendant Nymphs., and, ,=^-,. Cyn. 3, 295.,.-, tofollow, attend,

c. dat., iS'ic. Fr. 35 : mid. to let follow,

make to follow. Id. Ther. 349.

'A//o/>;5eu,=foreg.. Antim., ,,=, Ath.
646 F, and so prob. f 1. for., ov, , a follower, attend-

ant, Spanh. Call. Dian. 45 : esp. on
herds, and so—2. a herdsman, shep-

herd, swain, Antim. 15, 0pp., and
Nic. : pecul. fem. as adj.,

q. V.—II. as adj. dark, Schol. Nic.
Ther. 28, but this very dub., though

is also a v. 1. for 7.> in

Hom. (The whole family of words
is of uncertain origin, and only found
in Alex, poets.),, , one who presses

out the.', , 7),=sq., Plut.', ov, , {) the ua•
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tery part of olives, olive-lees, Lat. amur-

ga, amurca, Arist. Color.

t'Awopy?/£•, ov and , 6, Amorges a

Persian commander, Hdt. 5, 121 ;

another, Thuc. 8, 5 ; also a king of

the Sacae, Ctes.', ov, , dim. from.', , ^',=sq.', ov, epith. of rich cloths

and stuifs, either made of

(q. v.), offine linen ; 0 (from?/)
red, purple, like the dregs of olives,', Ar. Lys. 150; ./., Clearch. ap, Ath. 255 ;

also Tu, sc., Aes-

chin. 14, 3, of Bockh P. E. 1, p.

141.',, , fineflax, from the

isle of Amorgos : ., unhack-

ledfl(uc, Ar. Lys. 736 : in pi. ai-,=. Cf foreg.

—II. proparox., , ?},=, Meineke Cratin. Malth. 4., ov, ,() a gather-

ing, culling, Mel. 129.', , ,() squeezing

out, sucking out, draining.

V, ov, , Amorgxis, one of

the Sporades famed for the culture

of flax, and as the birth-place of Si-

monides, Strab., , , (,) conti-

guous boundary, poet,, q. v., ov, , Amorium, a city of

Greater Phr)'gia, Strab., ov, 6, () a honey

cake, LXX. Cf:3. [t]•,,=, c. gen. Eur.

Med. i395 : absoL unlucky, wretched.

Soph. O. T. 248.
^', , ,() shape-

lessness, want of shape, Hermes ap.

Stob. EcL 1, 318.

—

II. unshapeliness,

ill shape, deformity, Eur. Or. 391., ov, (a priv.,) mis-

shapen, ugly, hideous, Hdt. 1, 196,

Eur., etc. : cf.-—. without

form, shapeless, rough. Plat. Tim. 51

A : c. gen. , without par-

taking of the shape of, lb. 50 D.—III.

metaph. unseemly, unbefitting, Plat.

Lesg. 752 A : degrading, lb. 855 C.

Adv. -. Superl.,
Hdt. 1. c, but a reg. compar.-, Xen. Symp. 8, 17, and su-

perl.-, Plut., to make misshapen, dis-

figure, Antim. ap. Cramer Anecd. 1,

p. 55, 30.', ov, (a priv.,)
not formed, unwrought. Soph. Fr. 243., 7,=the lengthd.,-, [], , , Aeol. and . for,, our, ours, oft. in Hom.,
also in Pind., and Trag. chorus : but
in Att poets also for, my, mine.

It has been proposed to vrnte in

the former sense, in the latter,

but without authority ; cf. Buttm.
Ausf Gr. ^ 72, Anm. 23, Spitzn. II.

6,414. [u], Att., an old form for, and0=, but only used in the

adv. forms, ,,.^, Dor. for /, as, when,

Theocr.", adv. from (v. inf.

II.), insatiably, incessantly, restlessly, in

Hom. always joined with verbs ex-

pressing passion, desire, etc., esp.

with,,, striv-

ing incessantly, fidl of insatiate long-

ing ; so . 7.,7, to

u^eep, be angry continualttj, II. 19, 300
;

23, 567,, Hee. Sc. 361
;, they strug-

gled restlessly forwards, Od. 6, 83 : la-

ter vehemently, violently, Ap. Rh.—II.

as adj., ov, furious, savage,

]. Theocr. 25, 42, 7., lb. 202 (ace.

to Meineke),, Mosch. 4, 104.

—

Ep. word, (the deriv. from,
shredded linen, lint, is very unlikely :

ace. to Rost from same root as

with a intens. or euphon.), adv., Att., of ,^=, somewhere, , or-, Lys. 170, 13, where however
before Bekk. , cf. -

and •^./, ov, 6, the Lat. Amidius,
Plut. Rom. 3., , /, the character of the, want of education, taste, or

refinement ; rudeness, grossness, oft. in

Plat. : leant of harmony, discord, Eur.
Cf.

'7., ,,^ 7-, vulgar expressions, Ath., ov, (a priv.,) with-

out the 3Iases, without taste for the arts

sacred to the Muses : and SO of per-

sons, without taste or refinement, unpol-

ished, rude, gross, without knowledge of
music, unmusical, Eur. Ion 526, Ar.

Vesp. 1074, and freq. in Plat. : -, proverb, for

the lowest degree of mental cultiva-

tion. Bast. Ep. Cr. p. 266.—2. of

things, rude, coarse, esp. unmusical,

discordant,', Eur. Ale.

760, , Phoen. 807 :.,, gross plea-

sures, faidts. Plat. Adv. -. Plat.

Hipp. Maj. 292 C.,, ,^=..'', adv. of, without

toil or trouble, Aesch. Pr. 208.
', ov, (a priv.,)

=:, 0pp. Cyn. 1, 456.',=:., ov, ( priv.,) with-

out toil or trouble, not toiling or having

toiled. Soph. Fr. 359, Eur. Archel. 9
;

shrinkingfrom toil, Pind. N. 10, 55.

—

II. not toilsome,. Soph. Tr. 147.

Adv. -.
--, poet., esp. Ep. and Lyr.

abbrev. for uva--, under which will

be found all words beginning with-.:7.^, ov, strengthd. for7.), Meineke Philetaer. Mel.
1.'7.7. for7..
~7., poet, for'•, dub.

in Pind. : but in Theocr. 28, 4 (ace.

to Herm.) Dor. for7^.,, etc., v. -, etc.,-, /-, should be written divisim~, i. e. •, etc.\~,, etc., for-, etc., Strab., Hom.'7, , ,{, -)=•, Luc. V. . 2, 5.'7., , , vineyard., , of vine or vine-

yard.7.,, , poet, for-
7., vineyard, Theocr. 25, 157.7., and, , Ampelidas,
masc. pr. . Thuc. 5, 22.'\7,, , , (dim. of-
'•) my dear Ampelis, or my little

Ampelis, Luc, Dial. Mer. 8.'7, , , of or belonging to

the viiie. Adv. -, in the manner of
a vine, Arr.7., ov, also j/, ,= foreg.,

of the vine,, Hdt. 1, 212 ;

., grape-wine, opp. to -, etc., Hdt. 2, 37, CO: metaph.

?7), a drunken old woman,
Lat. anus vinosa, Anth.7., ov, , Ampeliniis,masc..

pr. n. Antiph.7, ov, , dim. from-, Ar. Ach. 512.'7,, , dim. from-
7, young vine, vine-plant, Ar. Ach,
995.—II. the bird7, Ar. Av.
304.

—

III. a sea-plant, Opp.—IV. as
pr. n. Ampelis, a courtesan, Luc. Dial.

Mer. 8.'7.,, , of or belonging

to the vine, ., earth for covering

the vine, Diosc.'7,, . a kind of sing-

ing bird, Opp. : elsewhere.'7., ,{ * --) of the vine kind, bearing vines,

Arist. Nat. Ausc., ov, , {?.,) a Sicilian plant used /or tying

up vines, Plin.,, , once , ,
II. 2, 5GI, full ofvines, rich or abounding

in vines, of Countries, II.—2. made of
vines, taken therefrom,, Nonn.,.7, vine-shoots, Nic.7., , =contr. -, Anth.', ov, , {7...) a name of the plant,
Diosc.7.7., , , the wild vine,

elsewh. 7. /^, Plin.'7.,, ,\7,-
) an intermixture of vines, Luc. V. .
1, 9.7,_ ov, ,{,) vine-leek, i. e. a leek grown
in vineyards, Diosc.7.,, , a vine, first in Od.

:

7., the juice of the vine,

wine, Pind. O. 7, 3, also -, Aesch. Pers. 614. and even,
Pind. N. 9, 124 : . or 7.,
the wild vine, Theophr. : also a sea-

plant, clematis maritima. Id.—II. a

vineyard, Ael. H. A. 11, 32.—III. an
engine for protecting besiegers, Lat. vi-

nea. Math. Vett.—IV. As. pr. n. Am
pelus, a promontory in the gulf of To
rone in Macedonia, Hdt. 7, 122.—2.

a promontory on the west shore of

Samos, Strab.—3. another in Crete,

with a city of the same name, Ptol.

—4. another in Libya, Scyl.7,, to plant vines

:

from7, ov, , {7,) a vine-planter.7., , ,{,
*) nursery of vines, vineyard, v.

1. Aeschin.
'7., , to be an-7., to work in or cultivate a vine-

yard, Luc. V. H. 1, 39 : esp. to dress

or strip vines, Theophr. ; 7.-, the line-dresser, Plut. Philop. 4 :

hence metaph. to strip, plunder,,
Aeschin. 77, 25 : hence7.,, , work in

a vineyard.'7., , , vinedressing,

Theophr., , , of or belong-

ing to the culture of vines, or to a vine-

dresser, -, sub., the art of
cidtivating the vine, vinedressing, Plat.

Rep. 393 D.', , , {,*) vinedresser, worker in a vine-

yard, Ar. Pac. 189 : also as adj.-, , cultivating the vine.',,{7.,)
eating or gnawing vines, Strab. [UJ, ov, {7•.,)
bearing vines.*
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A?<., ,(</7•,-
\,) vine-leaf., . , {,
)) vine-planter, []', ,{,)
vlanted with vines, groiving vi7ies, Diuil.,, 6, {-.) producer of the vine, epith. ol

Bacchus, Anth. [ii], , {,)
ich or abounding in vines., ', , a vineyard, Aes-

ehiii. 49, 13, ace. to Bekk.', lor., Aesch. Cho-
eph. 382.'?,', ep. for,
edupl. part. aor. 2 from,
Horn., adv., ', by
tmesis for , Od. 21, 422., -, ,{) robe,

fine upper garment, worn by women
and etieminate men, Plat. Charm.
173 B, etc., and Xen. Mem. 1,2, 5., , , dim. from sq., , ,=,. Fr. 309, 7., also, of Ehnsl.

Med. 277 ; impf. epic, -
; fut. : aor.,

inf., part,. Mid., also (Eur.

Hal. 422, Ar. Vesp. 1150), and-, (Ar. . 1090) ; impf ?/-

; fut. ; aor. 7/-

;{, .). put round

or over, Lat. circumdare, in full

, to put a thing round a person, Ar.

Vesp. 1 153, also , to surround

a person with a thing, Plat. Prot. 320
E, and so of one person clothing ano-

ther : but also of the clothes, etc., to

surround, cover,, Trag. : hence in

Horn, , the brine

dashed around his back.—Mid. to put on

one's self, to array one's self in, also to

have on, wear, usu. c. ace.,
etc., as Ar. Eccl. 374, also

., to wear a white cloak. Ar. Ach.
1023 ; ., to be well dressed,

Ar. Thesm. 165, . to be

gorgeously dressed, Plut. '. also c. dat.,

to clothe or cover one's self with some-
thing, Eur. Hel. 422.. , . A/npe, a city at the
mouth of the Tigris, Hdt. 6, 20./, for/, 11., Aeol. for the aspirated.
Keen. Greg. p. 344, like Lat. amb- in

amhio, etc.,, Pind.
t'A//7rt7rrcj, for, Aesch.
Ag. 1599.,, v.

sub., v. sub, Eur.
Supp. 1C5, Id. Hipp. 193.

*', a pres. assumed for

the deriv. of fut. 7,, aor., subj., inf-, part,, the only pres.

in use being, and that

only late :—precisely=a/iaprai'«, and
prob. akin to, to miss, fail or
come short of, c. gen. Pind.
O. 8, 89, of Soph. Ant. 554, 1234.—II.

also c. gen. to lose, be bereft of.,
Soph. Ant. 910,, ?,
etc., Eur.—III. to fail to do, sin, err,

do wrong, Ibyc, Fr. 51, and Eur. : also

c. neut. pron., ',
when I committed these siTis, Aesch.
Ag. 1212, and hence also in Pass,
' . Id. Suppl. 910.

Only poet.—When the first syll. is to

be short, it is now usu. written~ :

nay Pors.. and Elmsl. hold this to be
the true form everywhere (ad Eur.

86

Med. 115), against them v. Herm.
Opusc. 3, p. 146. Cf. EUendt Lex.
Soph. Hence, , , an error,

fault, offence, freq. in Trag.
',,{'.) sin-

ful, loaded with guilt, Aesch. Ag. 345

:

—in Soph. Tr. 120, q.

v., must be read., , , =?,
the latter more freq. in Trag., the

former in Lyr., as Pind. :, distraction, Pind. P. 3, 24

:

., offence against some one,

Eur. Hipp. 832., , ro,=:foreg., Pind,

P. 11, 41, cf., v. sub*.",, etc., poet,

for, etc., for.
ivo, Dor. and, poet,

for., Ep. for, imper.

aor. 2 act. from, 11., Ep. for, 3

sing. aor. 1 pass, from, 11., Ep. for, sync,

aor. 2 from,, Hom. : otliers

would refer the word to,
V. Rost Le.x. in v.,, etc., older

form ior, etc., Hdt., Thuc.,{) to draw along,

drag, Call. Fr. 234 : metaph., to drag on a wretched

life, like,, Lat. cx-

antlare vitam, Lyc. 635., , , and, , , only in Gramm. as

root of foreg., ace. to some a rope for

drawing loads : ace. to others the trace

or yoke of oxen.,, poet, for., Aesch., and Eur., -, and,, to bind the front hair with a band{) : in gen. to bind, wreath,, Anth.^/, , , son ox descendant

of Ampyx. i. e. Mopsus, Hes. Sc. 181

;

Idmon, Orph. Arg. 721.., , = : the

frontal Or head trappings of a horse,

Aesch. Theh. 461, like. Soph. . C. 1069., , lov, belonging to

an, v. foreg.,. , . the latter esp.

in Trag.,{) a band or fillet for

binding up women's front hair, a head-

hand, snood, 11. 22, 469 : also the hair

braided round the head.—II. the fron-

tal or head-band of horses : also a head-

stall, a bridle, of., and
Diet. Antiqq. s. v.—111. any thing round

or rounded, a wheel. Soph. Phil. 080 :

the coifer ofa cup, cf., Ar.

Ach. 071.—IV. as pr. n. Ampyx, one
of the Lapithae. Pans. 5, 17, 10.—2.

son of Pelias, Pans. 7, 18, 5.,, y. rare coUat. form
of. Max. Tyr.

', to ebb, of the sea, Philo

;

from. Ion. , later also, Lob. Phryn. 340, shortened from
for {-

), a being drunk up, hence of the
sea, the ebb, Hdt. 7, 198, and also in

Att. from Arist. downwds. : also the

retiring of a stream, Call. Opposed to],, ^^'.— 11. the re-

turn of humours inward from the sur-

face of the body, Hipp., , Diosc, usu. contr., , oft. in Theophr., the

almond-tree.

AMYH, ,, or perh. bet-
ter), ,, of or belong-
ing to almonds or the almond-tree, v. 1.

Nic: from,, . an almond, Comici
ap. Ath. 52 C, sq. [a]?/, , y, contr. for, q. v.?, . or, of almonds,, Xen. An. 4, 4, 13., , , dim. from. Hipp., , , dim. from, Philox. aj). Ath. 643 C., , , with almonds

.

, almond-cake, [t]

_/, , {,) like the almond or almond-tree,

Diosc.,,,^-, ISic., , ,{
?.,.) an
7nond-eracker, Ath., , ,=7}.
Piers. Mocr. p. 10.', , ,^=, an
ahnond-trce, Luc.^, .{.,)—. .",, , {<) that

which has been torn : a scar, rent.—II.

= sq., .. Soph. Aj. C33, Enr.
Andr. 827.,, ,{) a tearing,

mangling, Aesch. Ch. 24., adv.= its primitive ,
of time, together, at the same time, Od.
12, 415; oftener of place, together, all

together, . he,cnlled

together, II. 10, 300,, all the bones together, II. 12,385,=. 11. 13,

336,0>' , they threw

the burning embers together, 11. 23, 217 :

freq. in late Ep., in Oratt. also as
prep. c. dat. (The word is Aeol. like, : hence . not .,
cf Spitzn. II. 9, 0.),, ev,=.«q. Nic.', ,, dark, dim, dull,

faint, indistinct,, illegiblt

letters, Thuc. 6, 51 :, a fmatltf

glimmering star. Hipp. ; ., a
shadowy form. Plat. Tim. 49 A, -/. faint in comparison

with truth. Id. Rep. 597 A, .-, obscure oracles. Id. Tim. 72 B,
etc. ; ., a faint hope, Plut.

Ale. .38 : and so perh. ,
a rock scarcely visible above U'ater,

Archil. 55, though the Schol. on Nic.
interprets this by^/•. cf. Plat.

Tim. 49 A. Adv.-, faintly, im~

perfectly, ., Arist. . .
(though so, like in sigiif,

Pott doubts the connexion.) Hence, , , of the eye,

want of power to distinguish, weakness.

Gal.

'6),,{.-, to darken, weak-

en, Philo : hence, , , a darkening,

weakening, like. Gal.,, , Amydon, a city

of Paeonia, 11. 2, 849.,, {a )^.,) with-

out marrow, ["'], a dub. form for with
a copul., to suck with compressed lips,

Xen. An. 4, 5, 27 ubi nunc, cf.

Buttm. Catal. in v.

t'A/ii'siJi',, , Amyzon, a city

of Caria, Strab., , , a being,
or uninitiated : from, , {a priv.,) unini-

tiated, profane, Plat- Phaed, 63 C ; c.



AMTM
gen. ., not admitted into

the mysteries of Venus, Aristaen. :—in

Plat. Gorg. 493 A, with a secondary
sense, as if from, and 8=^, unable to keep close,

leaky., ,.=, Find.

P. 4. 223,, , oi, the Amytha-
onidae, descendaiUs ofAmythaon, Pind.

Fr. 170. From,, 6, Amythaon, son
of Cretheus and Tvro, and founder
of Pylos, Od. 11,235.,, o,=foreg., Hdt. 2,

49.', ov, (a priv.,)
unspeakable, unspeakably many or great,,, Dem. 49, fin. ; 520, 20.', ov, (a priv.,) without

legends, or mythic tales,. Pint., ov, {a priv.,)
without lowing : of places, where no

herds low, Anth. [], adv., from Amyclae,
Pind.

+///£, , , Amycla, daughter
of Niobe, Apollod.—2. =., , , Amyclae, an an-

cient city of Laconia on the Eurotas
famed for the worship of Apollo, 11.

2, 584 ; Ap. hence called?,
Paus. 3, 19, 6 :' and-
'/., Amyclaean, of Amyclae, Xen.
Hell. 4, 5, 11, etc. ; fem..
—2. a city of Latium, Ath.

', , a sort of shoes, named
after the Laconian town Amyclae,
Theocr. 10, 35 : also, al.), to speak in the Amy-
clean, i. e. Laconian dialect, Theocr.
12, 13,-?, ov, , (.sub.) the

temple of Apollo in Amyclae, Thuc. 5,

18; cf'Bloomf ad 1.

V, a and ov, 6, Amyclas, son
of Lacedaemon and Sparta, the my-
thic founder of Amyclae, Paus. 3, 1,

3 : x\pollod. 3, 10, 3, who mentions
another of this name in 3, 9, 1., ov, 6, Amyclaeus, a

Corinthian sculptor, Paus. 10, 13, 4,

etc.^, ov, a, Amycus, son of Nep-
tune king of the Bebryces, Ap. Rh.
2,48.\'6, ov, ,{,*-) slayer ofAmycus, i. e. Pollux, 0pp.
Cyn. 1, 363.,, , . (a priv.,-) u-ithout nose, Strali., , ,() fit for
tearing, mangling, Plut. 2, 642 C :

also of certain medicines, ^rouocdiref,

Gael. Aur. Adv. -., ov, TO, dim. from-
II., a small or fine cake, Arist.

Probl., Plut.—.=// II.. Hipp., ov, ro,= sq. II., Ath.—II.

sub., fine meal, prepared
more carefully than by common grind-

ing, cf Diosc. 2, 123, Plin. H. N. 7,

18: from
7\,, ov, (a priv.,) without

a mill, not ground, hence of the finest

meal,, etc., cf foreg. If—II.

usu. as subst. . a cake offine
meal, Ar. Pac. 1195 : where Dind. has
restored for after Theocr. 9,

21, Teleclid. Ster. 2., ov, gen. , (a priv.,, by an Aeol. change, like -
into ), irreproachable,

blameless, in Horn, epith. of all men
and women distinguished by rank,
e.xploits. or beauty, yet without any
moral reference, so that in Od. 1. 29

it is given even to Aegisthus ; but

AMYN
never applied to gods, for Aescula-
pius is called so as a physician (II. 4,

194), and the blameless nymph (II. 14,

444) was a mortal :—sometimes of

things, -, a house in which there

is nothing to blame, with which no fault

can be found ; and so,,., rare in other Ep.,

as Hes. Theog. 654, once in Pind. O.

10 (11), 33, never in Att. poets, [a/ii•]?!, , -, Amymone, one of

the Danaides, Apollod. 2, 1, 4.-2. a

fountain and rivulet at Lerna, Strab.,

Paus. : hence, a, ov, of
Amymone,., Eur. Phoen., , ,() the warding

off an attack, defence, also requital,

vengeance : also aid, succour, \. Ruhnk.
Tim. ; only in late writers, as Plut.,

cf Lob. Phryn. 23., a pres. assumed as

lengthd. form of, but prob. the

forms assigned to it all belong to an
aor., inf, (not

-), Eur. I. A. 910, Andr. 1079,

imper. mid., (not -ilHov)

Aesch. Eum. 4.38, v. Elmsl. Med. 186,

EUendt hex. Soph, in v. : to defend,

assist, Soph. O. C. 1015, Ar. "Nub.

1323, c. dat. pers., Eur. 11. cc. Mid.
to ward off from one's self, repel, Aesch.
1. c. : to take vengeance on,, Eur.
Andr. 721., ov, ,(.)
Amynandrus, masc. pr. n. Plat. Tim.
21 C.—2. a prince of the Athamanes,
Polyb. 16, 27, 4. []
i', or, , := foreg.

Polyb. 4, 16, 9.', adv., by way of defence., ov, , Amynias, masc. pr.

n., also used as appellat.,, on its guard, Ar.

Eq. 570 : from.^, a and ov, , Amyntas, a

name common to many kings of Ma-
cedonia, Hdt. 5, 17, etc., Xen. Hell.

5, 2, 12, etc.—2. son of Andromenes
a general of Ale.xander, Arr. An. 3,

27.—3. son of Antiochus a Greek fu-

gitive and enemy of Alexander, Arr.

1, 17. Others in Arr., Theocr.. etc., , , fem. from-
TTjp, a protectress., verb. adj. from,
one must assist, c. dat. pers., Xen. ; so

too, Soph. Ant. 077.—II. one

must repel, Ar. Lys. 061.,, , () a de-

fender;, in Arist. . . are

the front points of a stag's antlers.
', ov, () warding

off, defending, avenging : fitted to ward

off, etc., hence ', de-

fensive armour. Plat, (cf infra II.)

;

.. Id. : c. gen., preventing or

remedying a thing, . yf/p-, a means for warding off old age,

Ael. N. A. 0, 51.— II. as subst., a means of defence. Plat.

Polit. 279 C, sq. : esp. a defence, bul-

wark, Polyb. : a weapon ofdefence, Plut.,

cf also Wessel. Diod. 1, 194., , , () fit or

able to ward off, defend or revenge :, sub., the ability to

keep off, c. gen. rei. Plat. Poht. 200 :., the instinct of revenge, Plut.ivo, ov, , (dim. of-) Amyntichus, the little or dear

Amyntas. as a word of endearment,
Theocr. 7, 132.\, , . Amyntoridae,
descendants of Amyntor, Pind. O. 7,

40.,, ,^, oft.

in Horn., who never uses the latter.

AMYN
—always in signf a helper, aid: an
avenger, Eur. Or. 1588. Only poet.

—

II. as pr. n. Amyntor, son of Ormenus,
and father of Phoenix, II. 10, 206.—
2. an Athenian, Aeschin, 36, 23., f.- Ion. Hdt.
9, 60, 1 aor., cf, (a
euph,) to keep off, ward off, Hom.,
mostly in 11. : the full construct, is c.

ace. of the pers. or thing to be kept
off, c. dat. of pers. from vhom. i^ava-., to ward off de-

structionfrom the Danai, II. 1, 456, etc.,

cf Od. 8, 525 : the dat. is oft. omitted,
as ., II. 5,

603 : again the ace. is omitted (though
or the like may easily be sup-

plied), and then the verb maybe ren-

dered to defend, fight for, aid, succonir,, to fight for wives,

i. e. to ivard off destruction from, II. 5,

486, cf Od. 11, 500 : for dat. we oft.

have gen., as , he
kept the Trojans off from the ships, H.
15, 731, cf 12, 402: in the passage?6, II. 16,

75, Od. 17, 538, it is usu. written ~,
as if the prep, belonged to :

buthere as in II.,, 7.oiyov, ace. to Hom. usage is an
adv. and denotes the direction of the
action expressed by the verb with
relation to the object which stands in

the gen. or dat., cf Jelf's Gr. Gr.

% C14, seq., 640, Anthon's Homer,
Exc. 2, and Spitzn. II.. I, c. : here
too the ace. may be omitted, as., to defend the skips, II. 13, 109:

—

absol., , hands to aid,

II. 13, 814, /./.,
lb. 312 : once with,., like the mid., 11.

17, 182:— lastly c. dat. instrum.,

., to defend with might, II.

13, 678.—These constructions are all

repeated in Pind., and Trag., also c.

dat. pers. et pron. neut.,'-', such aid did ye give

to Hercules, Eur. H. F. 219 : rarely

like mid., to requite, repay, .
Soph. Phil. 602, . , to repay

one thing with another. Id. O. C. 1128:

C. inf, to keep off, prevent from doing,

Aesch. Ag. 102.— In prose mostly c.

dat. : also c. dat. et inf,/, Thuc. 6, 80 : also. '., (as in Hom.) Plat. Legg. 692 D,. -, Polyb. : absol., ,
means of defence, Hdt. 3,155.— B. Mid.
to keep or ivard off from one's self to

guard, defend one's self, oft. with col-

lat. notion of requital, revenge, either

absol., as II. 16, 556, or c. ace. rei,?., II. 13, 514, so-

too in Hdt. 1, 80; 3, 158, etc.: that

from which danger is warded off in

gen., as in act.,, II. 12, 155,', lb.

179 : also with,, II. 12, 243, so too in prose,, Thuc. 2, 39, also, Xen. Cyn. 9, 9.—Post-

Hom., , not only to

keep off, repel an Assailant, as Hdt. 3,

158, but (esp. in Thuc.) to avenge one's

self on him, do vengeance on him, re-

quite, repay, punish : freq. c. dat in-

strum., , tvith

words. Soph. O. C. 873, ,, }, Thuc, cf Herm.
Soph. Ant. 639 : also, to punish one for a thing,

Thuc. 5. 69.—Very rarely in Pass.,

as, let him be punmhed, Plat,

Legg. 845 C. [i]., , Amynon, masc.

i

pr. n. Ar. Eccl. 365.
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,, ),=(,., adv.,
( ) tearing,

scratching, mangling, v. 1. ]Nic.,, ,{) tearing,

scratching, mangling, Orph. : scarifica-

tion. Medic.', ov, (a priv.,) without

mtiscles, -not muscular,. Hipp.,,, Amyrgii, a Scythi-

an race, Hdt. 7, 64., , , Amyris, a sage of

Sybaris surnained the " wise," Hdt.

6, 127: hence the.,-, the wise vian is mad.', ov, {a priv.,)
unanointcd, unperfumed, Heracl. ap.

Plut. 2, 397 A., ov, (a priv.,)=
foreg. : or (from a intens.,) very

wet, epith. of Lycia, Or. Sib.— II.. , the Amyrus, a river of

Thessaly, Ap. Rh. 1, 506; on this

lay the', Polyb. 5,

99, 5., ov, , Amyrtaeus, a

king of Aegypt, Hdt. 2, 140.

&'12, Att., fut. -,
to tear, scratch, wound, ,
II. 19, 284 : to tear in pieces, inangle,

Hdt. 3, 76, 108 :—esp. of any slight

eurface-wound, from whatever cause:

to prick as a thorn. Long., sting as a

fly, Luc, etc. : in Medic, to scarify.—
II. metaph. ,
thou wilt wound, gnaw thy tieart with
rage, II. 1, 243:, care rends or gnaws my heart,

Aesch. Pers. 161. Pass, -, Aesch. Pers. 115 : so in

Lat. animmn ptmgere, animo ptingi., ov, {a priv.,-) not initiated, Clem. Al., adv., (a priv.,) strictly

without closing the mouth, i. e. at one

draught, at a breath, ,
Anacreont.,, el., to drink, drink deep, tip-

ple. Eur. Cycl. 565., and , , a long

draught of drink, ,
Anacr. 62, 2, ubi Bergk,, Eur.
Cycl. 417 ; hence deep drinking, tip-

vling. Rhes.—II. a large cup. used by
the Thracians, noted as topers, -, At. Ach. 1229, cf
Hor. Od. 1, 36, 14.—III. as pr. n.

Amystis, an Indian river, Arr. Ind.

4, 5.,,^=., , (a priv.,) un-

defiled, Parlhen. ap. Hephaest. p. 9.', , , Amytis, a daughter
of Astyages, Ctes., , , () a tear,

scratch, rent, crack. Hipp.— II. =-, in sign of sorrow, Plut. Sol. 21., and, .,^., , , () )

scratched, slightly hurt : hence me-
taph. superficial, slight. Plat. Ax. 366
A, ubi al.., ov, ,—,,
hence ., sword wound.
Theocr. 24, 124., , or,^-, Soph. Fr. 834., ,{,) like

Kcratch : full of scratches, chapped,, Hipp.-, old and poet, abbrev. for- ; cf. -., -,{,-) to embrace with love, treat kindly,

greet warmly. Lat. amore amplecti, Od.
14, 381 : so too in mid., 11. 16, 192,

H. Horn. Cer. 290.'.,,-, z= foreg., H.

Horn. Cer. 439 : - -, i. e. Pandora, Hes. Op. 58., (,) to col-

lect around : only in aor. mid., gathered round her, II.

18, 37 : hence in later Ep. we have a

pres., v. 1. Theocr. 17,

94., = foreg.. ', (in tmesi) Od. 17, 34.', v. sub.*'), a pres. assumed for

deriv. of, v. 1. for/-, Xen. An. 2, 5, 33, cf. Valck.
Amm. p. 69 ; the prob. 1. is-

from, Buttm. Ausf.
Gr. '. 86, 6.*,, v. sub, Od. 19,

391.
'^, Archil. 14, 4., , lov, (poet, shortd.

for obsol., v.)
public, knoimi : Hom. only has-, Od. 6, 288, and the fem., as adv., publicly, openly,

aloud, Lat. palam, II. 13, 356, and so

freq. in later Ep. : in ., 1. c,-, is a V. 1., cf Spitzn., adv., publicly, openly,

without disguise ; opp. to, II. 7,

243, to, Od. 14, 330, to,
Od. 1, 296: .,,,, Hom. Strictly

neut. of an adj., , , nay
in Od. 19, 391, -,, seems to be an adj.,

discovered, known: cf.. The
orig. form was, (-) but this, like, is

nowhere found ; though,
-, are., poet, for,
Horn., etc., (, ) as

pass., to rush on from all sides, flutter

or float around, II. 0, 510 ; 11, 417, only
with prep, separate, the actual comp.
does not occur., , f. -, to make
float around, prob. 1. Aretae. 72 C., ov, (,)
surrounded with prickles,, of the
porcupine, Ion ap. Plut. 2, 971 F.'. (,) to

shmit around, Nonn.
', (,)

to wander round about, Opp. Cvn. 3,

423., adv.,()
strengthd. for, mutually, poet,

ap. Ath. 116 C.,-,(,)
to change entirely, Opp. Cyn. 3, 13., , , collat. form, q. v., a class in Crete
answering to the Helots in Laconia,
Ath. 263 JE, V. Diet. Antiqq. p. 316, b.', , al, Amphanae, a

town of Thessaly, on Mount Oeta

;

hence adj.
', a, ov ; -

(), the territory of Am-
phanae, Eur. Here F. 392.

'', adv. poet, for-, Pind., cf.., poet, for ',
inf. fut. from, . Hom.
Merc. 16., , , (,)
Amphaxitis, a region of Macedonia
lying along the Axius, Polyb. 5,

97, 4., (,) to reaver

to and fro, totter: ong. of axles, which
turned to both sides, A. B.,,.-, (,-) to rattle about, ring about,, II. 21, 408.

p,^{oeg., Hes. So. 64.

, ov, (,) with two left hands, and so tlwr

oughly awkward, ciumsy, Lat. anibilae-

viis, formed on the analogy of-. At. Fr. 432.], , , poet, for,
speechlessness, always with collat. no-
tion of fear, amazement, or rage,
which deprives of speech,, II. 17, 695, Od. 4, 704. ( is

inserted as in.)", , ?/, (,)
the groicth of suckers round a tree,

also, Theophr., , f.- to resound, ring

around, II. 12, 100, with prep. sap.

not in comp. [], and mid.,(,) to touch all round, feel or

touch on all sides, Od. : .,
to turn around in the hands, to handle,

Od. 15, 462 :, Od. 19, 586, also,

like Lat. tractare. of persons, 7., poet, for, he is easier to deal with, II.

22, 373 : Horn, uses act. and mid. in-

differently., , , Amphea, a town of
Messenia, Paus. 4, 5, 8., ov, , or, less

correct form of, q. v. and
Lob. ad Phryn. 372.

V, , , Amphira, appell.

of Minerva, Lye. 1103.,(,) as

pass., to saving or wave to and fro,

Orph., and Q. Sm., , poet, for ..,
coiled round,, Eur. H. F. 399.

', Att., f.

-. poet, for., to wrap, fold,

or twine round, Eur. Andr. 425. Mid., to

close their jaws upon the children,

Pmd. N. 1, 62.

'\., f. -, to draw arormd;
mid. , to draw a thing
round one's self, i. e. be surrounded by

it, Dion. P. 268.?,,.-,(, •) to wrap rottnd. Lye. Hence,, , a wrapping
round. Lye. 845.—2. a veil., strengthd. for,
Nic, poet, for, Horn.,

etc., (,) to fix
around, .. Lye. 504., (,) to cover

up, Anth., , (,) fenced
round., (,) to

redden, ?nake red all over, Q. Sm. 1, 60., (,) dep.

mid. c. aor. 2, and perf act., to come

round one, surround, Hom. only in

aor., once c ace^, Od. 6,

122 : once c. dat., Od. 12, 309., poet, for, Aesch., for from., poet, for, Eur.
\, 3 sing. aor. 2 from•.; Hom.._,, forms of

aor. pass, of, with intrans.

signf, Hom., the form used by Q. Sm.
for. always c. ace, Spitzn.

Obs. in Q. Sm. p. 15., ,(,) two-edged,

double-biting,,, Horn.,,, yivrr, Aesch., and Soph.:

of lightning, forked, -, Aesch. Pr. 1044 : metaph. .?., a tongue, that will cut /



ways, i. e. maintain either right or

wrong, Ar. Nub. 1160; so loo of an
oracle, cutting both ways, ambiguous,

Luc. Jup. Trag. 43.', , , , dub. 1. for, Lob. Phryn. 84.^, aor. from,
Horn., , , {,), quotidian,. to

and, Hipp., cf. Piers.

Moer. p. 46., ov, {,)=
foreg., ., sub., a quotid-

ian fever, isoph. Fr. 448.', ,{,) cover-

ed on all sides, close-covered, epith. of

Apollo's quiver, II. 1, 45., , {,* ; v.-) rowed or having oars on both sides,, Eur. Cycl. 15.

—

2. fitted or joined

on all sides, ., the wood ot

the funeral pile regularlypiled all round,

Eur. H. F. 243 :, dwellings

well fastened or secured, Eur. Ion

1128. (Prob. however- is sim-

ply a termin., and the word is at

once derived from.),, , Ampheres, son of

Neptune and Ciito, ruler in Atlantis,

Plat. Crit. 1)4 B., , ,{,)., rowed (by each man)
on both sides, a pirate's boat, wherein
each man pulled two oars, or boat

worked by sculls, Thuc. 4, 67., ov, {,) con-

tested on both sides, dototfal, disputed,, Call.,, Anth.—2. equal in

the contest, , made
him equal to himself, i. e. no better off

than himself, II. 23, 382., prep. c. gen., dat., et ace:

—radic. signf. on both sides, and so

around, akin to Sans, api, Lat. amb-
in compos., as in amb-io, amb-igo,

Gerni. um, old Germ, umb, cf. :

—joined with the gen., dat., or ace,
and more used in poets, and Ion.,

than in Att. prose.

A. 0. GEN., rare in prose. I. Cau-
sal, like, about, for, for the sake

of a thing, , to

fight //" the possession of a spring, II.

16, 825. Pleonast., , v.

Herm. Soph. Phil. 550, where how-
ever others (cf. Wan-
der, not. crit. ad v. 546).—2. about, i. e.

concerning a thing, of it, like, c.

gen. and circa for de, only once in

Horn. : /., to

sing of love, Od. 8, 267, once too in

Hdt. 6, 131, more freq. m Pind.—II.

of place, about, around, round about,

is a post-Hom. usage, •, Hdt. 8, 104, cf. Schaf.
Dion. Comp. p. 351.

B. c. DAT. L of place, about, around,

round about, /.},,-, about the head, etc., Hom.,
, around him, II. 12, 396,', around me, II. 9, 470,

likewise , Od. 11,

609 :

—

all round, as, they fixed the meat on the

spits, so that these were in the mid-
dle of it, Hom. Hence—2. the more
general relation of place, at, by, near,

with, like, ', on the hel-

met, II. 3, 362 : , on or by

the fire, II. 18, 344 : ', b>/ my
side, Od. 11, 423, cf II. 4, 493, Soph.
Aj. 562.—II. in Pind. of connexion or

association in genl. without any dis-

tinct notion of place, ,
Pind. P. 1, 22, , Pmd.
. 1, 42, ".—III. as with
gen. signf. I., about, for, on account of.

1
for the sake of,'),
to fight for Helen, II. 3, 70, -, to suffer woes
on account of a woman, II. 3, 157:

about, of, regarding, coyicerning, U. 7,
j

408, Od. 1, 48, also freq. in Hdt. ;

also Tivi", for the usu., e. g. ' "-, of her death it is reported, Hdt.
:

3, 32.—2. hence the dat. denotes also

the means, manner, or cause of a thing,, Soph.,, Aesch.,

prae ira, prae pavore,',
by means of the talons, Hes. Op. 205,

Jac. A. P. p. 664.
I

C. c. ACC, which is the most usu.

in prose.— i. as with dat., about,

around, on, at, mostly however with
coUat. notion of moving towards, Od.

10, 365.—2. of general relations of

place,', by the sea, II. 1, 409,
|, somewhere by the ban ks,
|

11. 2, 461, also ,
somewhere about the foimtain, 11. 2,

305, and , Theocr.
!

7, 142, , all about in the

city, II. 11, 706, , some-
where in the middle, so in Lat. circa

Campaniam mittere, Liv. :, Priam and his train, II. 3,
'

146, cf. Hdt. 8, 25: but oi )•-
j/., Hdt. 9, 69, are

the same as immediately afterwards?. Hence the :

peculiar Att. usage, ,
Crito (and no one else), less however
as an individual than as the specimen
of a class : so o'l ?.
are, Plato and his followers, oi

;, Euthvphro and all his

class, Heind. Plat.Crat. 399 : later '

auth. use it for the mere individual,

Herm. Vig. 6, so. But ru
, that which concerns a thmg,, war and all that

belongs to it : very seldom, to weep about or for one,

II. 18, 339, , to

make mention of one, H. Hom. 6, 1.

—11. a loose definition of time, space or

magnitude, , ' o7.ov, his life l<\ig, through the

whole time, Pind.,, .\esch., , Xen.,, to

be about forty years old,, about 120,000, circi-

ter, Xen., just like except that the

article follows, but not .—4.

Att. phrase , with an
adv., to set a value upon a thing, take
care about a thing, take pains about

it, be occupied about or with it : so,,
cf.

D. WITHOUT CASE, as adv., about,

around, round about, on ^l sides, very
often in Hom., who often so places it

that it may be either an indepen-

dent adv., or separated by tmesis
from a verb : e. g. II. 5, 310 : freq. the
foreg. verb must be repeated, e. g.

Od. 10, 218 from 217. Also
as adv., II. 21, 10.—2.=a//.(iitf 3,

by one's self, apart, as,, .
Hom. Cer. 85 : but v. Buttm. Lexil.

p. 104.

E. IN COMPOS., abmit, on all sides,

on both sides, SO that it sometimes
seems to stand for , and reminds
one of ambo,, e. g.

=, cf.. Some-
times also a causal idea is expressed
by this compos., e. g. in,
If. 18, 20, and, Od. 4,

820.

—

' never suffers anastrophe., {, as from) to put round or on, of garments,

, only in late Gr., as The-
mis t., , , {, ) Am-
phiale, a promontory of Attica, Strab.', ov, {, .) sea-girt,

constant epith. of Ithaca in Od. : esp.

having the sea on both sides, between

tvjo seas, as Corinth, Horace's bimaris

Corinthus, Schneid. Xen. Hell. 4, 2,

13 ; so Pind. O. 13, 57, calls the Isth-

mian games''.?., ov, , Amphialus, a no-

ble Phaeacian, Od. 8, 1 14., , , {,)
a nickname of the dithyrambic poets,

because they oft began their odes,

or

',/, . Ar. Nub. 595,

and Schol. Hence, to sing dithyrambic

hymns, Ar. Fr. 151, v. foreg.,, , Amphianax, a
king of Lycia, Apollod. 2, 2, 1.—2. a
son of Antimachus, Paus. 3, 25, 10., ov, Dor.,,
lat. Ep.,, , Ion., and
Att., , Amphiaraus, son of Oicles, a

renowned soothsayer, and king of

Argos, Od. 15, 244, Pind., Aesch.,

etc. Hence, , , the Amphiarl-

um, temple and oracle ofAmphiaraus
at Oropus, Strab.,, or, , a bad
Sicilian wine, the first in Nicostr.,., ov, , Amphias, masc. pr.

n. in Thuc. 4, 119, Dem., Plut., etc.,, ,{) a put-

ting on a garment.—2. the garment, late

word.,, ,{) a

garment, dress, Luc. Cyn. 17., ov, ,=., to soiind on all sides : of

a bird, tujiy about ivith a loud cry, to

fitter a loud cry around, 11. 2, 316 in

irreg. part. perf.., fut.-, to go,

walk about or around,

I

, the s^in in his

course had reached mid-heaven, Horn. :

oft. of tutelary deities, -, thou hast ever gone around Cil-

ia protecting it, i. e. thou guardest or pro-

tectest Cilia, II. 1, 37 : more rarely of

men, as , .
14, 477, the image is borrowed from
a wild beast pacing round and round
its young, as 0pp. Cyn. 3, 218, or

round its prey, as Xen. Venat. 10, 13

gives it : ' , he

bestrode a beam, Od. 5, 371, SO

., Call. Del. 113.—II. to surround,

encompass, tvrap round, c. ace,, Od. 12, 74

:

, . 6,

355, Od. 8, 541 ; also c. tiat.,, II. 16, 66:

metaph., , cour-

age comes over me, Eur. Suppl. 609 :

also olvov, the fiery

glow of wine having heated me. Id. Ale.

758., ov, , epith. of Nep
tune at Cyrene,= auotyaior,, Tzptz. on Lycdphr. 749., Ion. for, fut. mid. from
Hom.', f.-,{,?.\
to throw or put round, esp. of clothe^

etc., to put something on a person

like Lat. circumdare, c. dupl. ace

pers. et xei,,,, /5u/cOi. , Horn. : also c. dat. pers.

but in Hom. never except with prep
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separate, as II. 18, 204, etc. : later

however,/ -, Eur. .
F. 465, , Find. P. 5, 42

;

so too ', Ae.sch. Pers.

50 : also. tlvi, to build

a chamba- over One, Od. 23, 192. Me-
taph. -, Eur. Bacch. 384.—Mid. to put

on one's self, put round one, put on, Lat.

accingi, Od. 6, 178; 22, 103;, to wear or get

white hair. Soph. Ant. 1093 : the act.,

like the mid., -, like , 11.

17, 742, cf. Eur. Andr. 110.—2. esp.?., tlvi, to throw

one's arms round one, embrace one,

Ud. 21, 223, also, Od. 24, 347:
but the same phrase also means to

seize, grasp, Od. 4, 454 : later.
Tivu,, Eur. Bacch.
1363, Phoen. 306 : also simply ., II. 23, 97.—3. to surround, en-

compass, ,
11. 10, 535 : esp. with nets. Soph.
Ant. 311 : to strike or hit on all sides,, Eur. . F. 422.—On
Find. 0. 1, 14(8), v. Dissen.—II. to

throw to and fro, and to change, alter,

Hipp.—2. later to dotot that a thing

is, foil, by inf., , or , Ael., and
Clem. Al.— III. iutrans. to turn out

differently, Alciphr.—2.. -, to go into another place, Eur.
Cycl. 60.,, , v. 1. for.,
Hdt. 4, 14., , ,()
going round, esp. with view of shel-

tering or defending, hence a protec-

tion, defence, II. 5, 623, cl.-.'(,,.-, v. 1. for -.,, ,()
defender, late.', , (,) living

double life, . e. both on land and in

water, amphibious, of frogs, Batr. 59 :

said by Theophr. Fr. 12, 12, to have
been first used by Democritus.,,,()
something thrown around, an enclosure,

Eur- Hel. 70.— II. a garment, clothing,

Jb. 423; ., coats of
panoply, Eur. Phoen. 779., , , belong-

ing to net-jishing, -, i], net-fishery,

from7., f.-, {-) to fish with a net, v. 1. lxx.,'/., ?/, , serving for
a net, catching as in a net. Flat. Soph.
235 B., ,[-,) net-like, Medic., , , (?.-
7iU) any thing thrown rouml or put on :

a garment, covering, esp. a large fish-

ing-net, as, Hes. Sc. 215,

Hdt. 1, 141 : a garment, covering,

Aesch. Ag. 1382, Cho. 492 (but not
without a play on the former signf.)

also/. ())/. Eur. Hel.

1079, as adj., but cf., and
Herm. ad 1. : a fetter, bond, Aesch.
Pr. 81 :/, sur-

rounding walls, Eur. I. T. 96., ov, {, )
shouted or roared around, Musae.—2.

cried proclaimed all round, far-famed,

Anth., ov,{) put

or thrown round, ?/, Eur. Tel. 2,

and so perh. .should be read in Hel.

1079 for ?-)].,, .{.)
one who uses nets, a fisherman.

{?0

', , ,=,
fishing-net,. Hal. 4, 149., , , the state of being

attacked on both sides,)-, to be attacked on both sides, Hdt.
5,74.—II. ambiguity, uncertainty, doubt,., to make doubtful,

Plut., but ., to remove

doubt. Id. : from', ov,{) thrown,

put round or on, Eur. Tro. 537 :

., a garment, Id. Ion 1490.—II.

struck, hit, attacked on both or all sides,

Aesch. Theb. 298 ; ., to be

exposed to shots on. all sides, to be be-

tween two tires, Tiiuc. 4, 32.—2. act.

hittingfrom both sides,, Leon.
Tar. 24, or perh. double-headed, like. in Strab.—III. tossed to

andfro, wavering, doubtful, ambiguous.
Plat., and Xen. ; -
, to slake a thing on a hazard,

Thuc. 4, 18 : but adv.- in this

signf., Aesch. Theb. 863, and v. 1.

Pers. 905., dep., to feed, eat,

consume all about, Luc. Tragop. 303., ov, {,)
double - minded, halting between two
opinions, Aesch. Eum. 733.,,,{,-•) the parts about the tonsils, Hipp.

', having arm-
lets on each arm, read in Asius ap.

Ath., by Nake Choeril. p. 70.,, ,{,)
short at both ends : hence ., the
metrical foot amphibrach, e. g.., , ov, also , ov,{,) covering the whole man,
man-protecting, in Horn, always as

epitn. of, e. g. II. 2, 389 : ., of the body, as surrounding the
soul, Emped., ov, {,)
thoroughly soaked, Anth. : drunken,

vino mndidus., ov, {,)
round the altar, surrounding the altar,

Seidl. Eur. Tro. 578., ov, contr. from-. Ion ap. Hesych./, =, Q.
Sm. 1, 62,, , , Amphigenia, a
city of Triphylia, II. 2, 593., , gen. , {, -) with a double jaw, hence two-

edged, like 7/., {,) to re-

joice around or exceedingly, H. Hom.
Ap. 273., ov, {,)
double-tongued, ambiguous.—11. speak-

ing two tongues, Lat. bilinguis, Synes., , f.-, imp.-
and, on which form

V. Buttm. Ausf. Gr. () 86, anm. 6, n.{,, Aeol.) to be doubtful

about a thing, not to know or understand

a thing,. Plat. Soph. 228 E, also, Isocr. 20 C, . Plat.

Gorg. 466 C ; c. ace. and part, in a dep.

clause, ", do
not surely err in recognizing you as hav-

ing once been a fellow soldier of mine,

Plut. Pomp. 79 : 6, they knew not what they were
about, Xen. An. 2, 5, 33. .Pass, to be

not knotvn, Xen. Hell. 6, 5, 26.—II. c.

ace. not to know, to doubt about. Flat., ov, {,) be-

wailed all round, Anth., ov, {', /) a step-

child., 6, {, and,

not from), Horn., epith. of Vul-
can, he that halts in both feet, the lame
one, II. 1, 607, etc.. ov,{,) strictly

having limbs on both sides or at both
ends. In Horn, always as epitb. of, perh. shod with iron at both ends
(ci. ), or to be flung with
both hands : but, in Soph.
Tr. 504, are ace. to Herm. armis an-
cipitibus pugnanles, aec. to Ellpndl=, well practised combat-
ants., {,) to light up
or kindle around : m pert', and plqpf.,

intr. to burn or blaze around, hence,, the battle

burns around, U. 6, 329 ; 12, 35, cf.

Hes. Sc. 62.

f.-,{,•) to bite all round, grasp, grip, Anth., ov, {,)
causing tears on all sides, all-tearful,, Eur. Phoen. 330.,, 6, {, -) Amphidumns, a hero of Cythera,
II. 10, 269.-2. father of Clysonymus,
II. 23, 87, ApoUod. 3, 13, 8.-3. a
king of Chalcis, in Euboea, Hes. Op.
652. Others of this name m Apollod.,
Fans., etc.

', , , {,)
shaggy or fringed all round, epith.
of the Aegis, as hung round with, 11. 15, 309 ; also of the head
of Marsyas, Poet. ap. Plut. 2, 456 B., , cf. sq. 4., , al, {,) any
thing that binds or is bound around,
bracelets, necklace, anklets, Hdt. 2, 09,
Ar. Fr. 309, 1 1.—2. the iron rings, Lat.
armillae, by which folding-doors were
secured in the hinges, Lys. ap. Har-
pocr., cf. Juv. 3, 304.—3. rings round
a bow, Clem. Al.—4. , the

edge of the womb, Hipp. A masc.
ace. in A. B., el. Lob Paral.
236.

y, v. sub., , {,) afraid
on all sides., {, ) to build

round about, Josepn., ov, {,) with

two right hands, very dextrous, like, Lat. ambidexter, opp. to, Hipp., Arist. Eth. N.—2. ready to take icith either hand, and
so taking either of two things, indif-

ferent. Poet. ap. Plut. 2. 34 A, so too, 'tis indifferent, Aesch.
l• r. 243.—3. like, two-sided,

ambiguims, Lat. anceps,,
Hdt. 5, 92, 5 : also tivo-edged,,
Valck. Eur. Hipp. 780.— 4. =^-, Lat. utrrque, of hands, Soph.
0. T. 1243,,^ . C. 1112., {,)
dep. mid., to look round about one,

Anth., ov, 6, {, ) a
collar for oxen, Artemid., ov, {, ) hound

or set all round, Anth., dub. 1. in Find. 01.

1, 80, where Bockh and Dissen
from the Schol.', f. -/, {, ) to

bind round, Ap. Rh. 2, 64., dep. mid. {,) fight or contend for, c. dat.

rei. Simon.' Amorg. de Mul. 118., ov, {,)
contested, disputed, doubtful, ,
Thuc. 4, \.:^, Polyb.

',{,) to water
around, Anth., , , {, otKij)



Amphidicus, masc. pr. . Apollod. 3,

6,8., =sq., , ., {,)
to wind or roll a thing all ro-and, -, a

stream of tin rolls round, II. 23, 562 :, sc. aop, a

scabbard is fitted close round it, Od. 8,

405.'/, {,) to lie

in ivatt or spy all round, lay an ambush
round, Bion 2, 6./., , ol, Amphidoli, a

city in Triphylian Elis, Xen. Hell. 3,

2, 30
; ,, and-

?., , the territory of Amphtdoli,

Strab., ov, (,) built

around, 0pp. Hal. 2, 351.',,.•,(,)
to whirl round, make giddy, distract,, Theocr. ] 3,

4§ ; to murmur round, of the wind,

Anth., , to be irresolute,-
ful, -, Polyb. 32, 26, 5 : in

pass, to be disputed, Plut. : from, ov, {, ) of
double meaning : undecided, doubtful,

Pseud-Eurip. Dan. 52, ?/,,
Polyb. 11, 1, 8.-2. in prosody, of
doubtful quantity, Lat. anceps.—II. act.

undecided, having nofixed opinion,

or , Plut., ov,{,) skinned

all round, quite flayed, Anth.'', ov, {,) a

slave both by father and mother, a born

slave., ov,{,) fill-

ing the whole hand, as large as can be

grasped, /,, like ~}.),
Xen. Eq. 4, 4., iuv, , the Amphi-
dromia, an Att. festival at the naming
of a child, so called because the

parents' friends carried it round the

hearth, and then gave it its name, Ar.

Xiys. 757 ; the exact day is not fixed,

cf Heind. Plat. Theaet. 160 ; and
Diet. Antiqq. s. v. : from, ov, {,)
running round, eddying, Strab.—2. en-

compassing, inclosing. Soph. Aj. 352.
—11. pass, that one can run round, v. 1.

Xen. Cyn. 6. 5., oy,=sq., Anth.?, , {, —,) scratched or torn all round,, a wife who from grief had
torn both cheeks, II. 2, 700, Orac. ap.

Hdt. 6, 77., ov,={oTeg.,,
. 11, 393., ov, {,) ap-

proachable on both sides, ?., a har-

bour that can be entered on two sides,

Od. 4, 847.—2. later=(5•, double,

0pp. Cyn. 3, 483 : so that -,
became merely a termin., as in-,., f. -, {,) to

put round Or on. Mid., to

put on one^s self dress,. Soph.
Tr. C05. [ in fut., but ' in pres.]', , , {.)
Amphidorus, masc. pr. . Thuc. 4,

119., dep. mid., {, -) to sit round.,=, to clothe,

Plut. C. Gracch. 2.

V, , , the Amphieum,
or tomb of Amphion at Thebes, Xen.
Hell. 5, 4, 8, V. Schn. ad 1., and Lob.
Phryn, 372, cf,, ov, , {,) a

measure, between the and, Themist., , {?.)
turned round and round, circling, re-

volving, as a wheel, the moon, the
planets : cf. '/.'?,,,,=7.,
Anth.?, {, ?.) an. adj. only used in this fem. form,

in Horn, always of ships, and usu.

interp. rowed on both sides : but (as

Rost remarks) the signf of,
and the usage of later Ep. may lead

to another interpr. : for they use it

in the signf. twisting in all ways,, iN'onn. 48, 328 ; wavering,

doubtful, , Tryph.,,
Anth., and so in Horn, perhaps, is the ship swaying to

and fro, the rocking ship. On the

form cf Wernicke Tryph. 667, Lob.
Paral. 472.', f. •, to wind round,

cf.' and : fut., Att. ; imp.-
; aor. /, poet,, to

put round or on, like Lat. circumdare,

mostly c. dupl. ace. pers. et rei, -., to put garments on a
person, Od., and Att.; rarely ., to clothe one with a garment.

Plat. Prot. 321 : so too pass, pf/, poet, also, esp.

in part, , clothed in...,

wearing, Ar. Eccl. 870, etc. Mid. ^-
: aor.., in Hom., imperat.,

to put on one's self, dress one's self in,,, Od. : also/., they put a cloud

round their shoulders, 11. 20, 150 ; so

., Anth. : /7] ., Anth., ci.-., poet, also (the

only form used by Trag.) : aor. -
and, both in Hom.

:

to go about, be all round, -, II. 18, 348 :, the dew hangs round (the

grass), Pind. N. 3, 135: hence usu.

—II. to be busy about or with, to wait

on, take care of, look after, c. acc.

/cropof, II. 24, 804 ;-, II. 5, 667 ; , to

arrange the Phocians' ranks, II. 2, 525 :., to dress meat, II. 11, 776,

also jioi'v, oiv ., Hom. : to do

honour or reverence to,, Pind.

O. 6, 160: ., to sway
the sceptre. Id. 0. 1, 18 : esp. to guard,

protect, like. Id. P. 5, 91

:

. 7/, to court an alliance, Lat.

ambire, Eur. Phoen. 340: .-, to go through toil and trouble,, 5?.,3, to foster wrath, enjoy

happiyiess, all in Pind.—2. absol. in

partic. -, they harnessed the horses with all

care, II. 19, 392, so, Od. 3, 118:, the fate that attends one, Pind.
P. 3, 192.—3. in mid. to follow and
crowd round,, II. 11, 473, ubi v.

Spitzn., Tivi, Q. Sm. In prose the
usu. word is.. ov,{, *) work-
ed on both sides, Theophr., of a soil

that is one half wetted by the rain,

the other half scorched by the sun.
'., v.., 1 aor. mid. of -.,, ^,= sq.,, ,{)
garment, clothing, Plat. Gorg. 523 D.

,, ,{)
little cloak or gown, esp. a night•

gown., adv.,=sq., adv. {,) yearly,

year by year. Piers. Moer. p. 45.,, , {,)
yearly festival, formed like.,,{,) yearly,

Orph., ef,=foreg., Orph.,{,) as pass.,

to return yearly, as festivals., {,) to sit near

or on a thing, stick thereto, c. dat., the ashes set-

tled upon or stuck to the tunic, 11. 18,

25., ov, {,)
joined from both sides, Aesch. Pers.
130., f. -, {, ) to

boil or bubble around, Q. Sm. 6, 104., ov, {,)
girt round, Nonn. Dion. 32, 159., , {, ) =--, , {,)
having chambers on both sides, v. L
Vitruv. for ?\,., ov, Att.-, ov, {, /) sea-girt,

like, Pind. . 7, 61 : near
the sea, Xen. Vect. 1, 7.

', , {,)
strictly blooming on both sides, esp. of
children who have both parents
alive, Lat. patrimi et matrimi, 11. 22,

496, cf Alb. Hesych. 1, p. 300: but
also ., abounding on all

sides in evils, Aesch. Ag. 1144.—11.

fl/}urishing, abounding, rich, pmverful,
epith. of the gods, Aesch. Cho. 394,
cf Ruhnk. Tim. : ., the
full truth, Plat. Ax. 370 D., {, ?-) perf.

with pres. signf/., to bloom
all round, to be in full bloom. Anth., {. ) to

warm on all sides, to cherish, Luc
Tragop. 28., , Ep.,, ,{, ) Amphithea, wife of Au-
tolycus, Od. 19, 416.—2. wife of Ad-
rastus, Apollod. 1, 9, 14.—3. wife of
Lycurgus, Id.— 4. wife of Aeolus,
Stob.

',,,{)
an amphitheatre, space wholly sur-

rounded by seats rising one behind
another, so as to command a view oi
the whole arena, Hdn. : strictly neut.
from, ov, {,)
presenting a view from all sides.—2. in
the form of 0 resembling an amphithe-
atre, Dion. H. 4, 44., , , {,)
Amphiihemis, son of Apollo and Aca-
callis, Ap. Rh. 4, 1494.-2. a Theban,
Pans., ov, 6, {,) Am-
phitheus, a comic character in Ar.
Ach. 46, etc. —2.=' 2,

Plut. Lys. 27., ov, {,*,), II. 23, 270, 616, acc. to Aris-

tarch., a cup tliat will stand on both

ends, cf?,' : acc. to Eust.,

with handles on both sides, that may be

taken up by both sides, like-., fut.,{,) to run round about,, Od. 10, 413: also c. dat.

vaoc oi , a right

mind surrounds him, i. e. ho has a
right sound mind, Mosch. 2, 107.
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1, if,Anth.,=::sq., , {, )
sharpened on. both sides, two-edged, -, Soph. Ant. 1309., , , a crushing all

round, Aretae. : from), f. -, {, ?)
to crush all round, to shiver, Hipp.

[]̂', (,) to hasten

around, Man. 4, 84., , ,() Amph-
ilhoc, a Nereid, II. 18, 42., part,, to

leap about, aor. 2 of,.
Rh. 3, 1373., , {, )
clotted around, coagulated,, Soph.. 572.

', , [,)
crushed all round, bruised small, v. 1.

Aretae., , {,) with a

door or opening on both sides, icith

double entrance. Soph. Phil. 159, Lys.

121,23.', v.., , , Amphicaca, a city

of Phocis, Hdt. 8, 33.?.-, f. -, {, -) to cover all round, wrap close

up, enfold, hide, esp. of wrapping
round with garments, II. 2, 2(32 : of a

coffin,., . 23, 91 : -
-, received

within it, Od. 8, 511, of. 4, 618 : hence
also . , love has

entirely enveloped vty senses, 11. 3, 442
;,, ,

death wrapped, shrouded him around, II.

5, 68; 12, 116; 16, 350; ,
night veiled the eyes, 11. 11, 356, so, Od. 5, 493.—II. to

put a thing round any one as a veil,

cover, or shelter, , Hom., as. , II. 8. 331, ,
7 14, 3 13 : , to throw the

mantle ofrdght over the battle, 11.5, 506

:

,, to throw a mountain round

the town, Od. 8, 569: later also

Tivi, V. Spitzn,, II 8, 331 : pass, -,
he had his head covered with a lion's

jaws, Eur. H. F. 361.
^, , {,)

tivo-headed, many-headed, of the nydra,

Nic.7/,,{,)={6^.,
Nic. Th. 812., , {,)
with fruit all round.

or, ,
, {,) half-ripe toasted barley,

which was bruised for, Schol.

Ar. Eq. 1236, E. M. p. 90, 32...- Ion. -, {-
,) to cleave on both sides, cleave

asunder, Od. 14, 12., {,) to lie

round, lean on, TLvi, Soph. O. C
1620 ; t~' ., one

murder lies or follows close upon an-

other. Id. Ant. 1292., f. -, {,)
to shear or clip all round, Anth., uv, gen. , {, -) two-horned., (,) to cover

all round., , {,)
two-headed, Eubul. Sphing. 1, 10, in

poet, form.—II. of a

couch, having two places for the head,

i. 6. two ends., {,)
dep, mid., to go waiting about, moan
aloud or incessantly, Ap. Rh. 1, 883.

fi2

, , gen. . {,) with pillars all round, like -. Soph. Ant. 285. [], , {, )
broken all round, Anth.

or -?, ,{, ) bewailed all around,

much lamented, 0pp. Hal. 1, 257., f. -, {,)
to break all in pieces, crush utterly, Q.
Sm. 8, 345. [uj,,, AmphicUa,—'A-. Pans. 10, 33, 9.—2. fern. pr. ., , 6, Amphiclldes,

masc. pr. . Diog. L... , Amphicles, masc.
pr. . Theocr., Paus., etc., , , Amphiclus, a
Trojan, II. 16, 313.—2. an Euboean,
Paus. 7, 4, 9., {, ?.) to wash

flood around, Orph. Hence7,, . washed flooded
around, Soph. Tr. 752./,,{,) dark

all round.,,{,.) hol-

lowed all round, quite hollow., , {,)
glued all round, ., perh. a

couch with two ends iixed on, Plat.

(Com.) .. 10., {,) to tend

on all sides, or carefully, Anth., , {.) with

hair all round, thick-haired, Anth. :

hence thick-leafed, II. 17, 677., , {, ,) two-edged.. , .., and-, {-
,) to brandish, shake all

round.. , {,)=. Eur. . F. 1274,,, ,{,)
Amphicrates, an ancient king of Sa-

mos, Hdt. 3, 59.—2. an Athenian,

Xen. An. 4, 2, 17.— 3. a historian,

Ath.—4. a rhetorician. Pint. LucuU.
22., {.)
as pass., to hover, flutter round,, Pind. I. 2,

64. Hence, , hanging round or

on, Lat. suspjcnsus,,,
Anth., , {,)
steep on all sides, with cliffs all round,, Eur. Bacch. 1049.—II. metaph.

.. deceit which is always on

the edge of the precipice, Luc. Philop.

16. : ., a captious ques-

tion, Eccl., . Ion. for-.—2. surrounding the head,,
Anth., , b, {,)
Amphicritus, masc. pr. n. Diog. L. 4,

43., , , {) they

that dwell round or near, next neigh-

bovr.i. also, Valck. Hdt.
8, 104, Bockh. Pmd. N. 6, 40, and
cf. sq., , oL the Amphic-
tyons, deputies of the state associated

in an.—2. =-. an Amphictyonic League : there

were several in Greece, but the one
which almost appropriated the name
was that which met twice a year, at

Delphi, and at Anthela near Ther-
mopylae : instituted, ace. to Parian
Chron., B. C. 1522, but ace. to others

post-Horn. Its twelve memliers in-

cluded the prmcipal Hellenic states,

which sent to it deputies of two
classes, and
(qq. V.) : its objects were to mamtain
the common mterests of Greece, v.

esp. Aeschin. p. 43, Paus. 10, 8, but
afterwards it became a mere machine
in the hands of powerful states, ?/, Dem. 63, ult. The
ancients derived the name from a
hero Amphictyon : but the word
doubtless was orig.=, cf. Timae. in v., Anaxi
men. ap. Harp, in v., Paus. 1. c, etc.,

and so it is sometimes spelt in Inscr.,

Bockh. 1. p. 805. Cf. Tittmann,
iiber d. Amphiktyonenbund, 1812,
Herm. Pol. Ant. §«5> H, 14.— II. ?/ic

presidents of the Pythian games.
Hence., to be a member of
the Amphictyonic Council., , , the Amphic-
tyonic League or Council, Isocr., and
Dem. 153, 14, etc., ?/, , Amphic-
tyonic, belmiging to the Amphictyons or

their League, '., trials in the

court of the Amphictyons, Dem. 331,

29 : , offerings made at their

meeting, law quoted, Dem. 632, 1., , , fern, from
foreg., sub. ?. a city or state in

the Amphictyonic League, Aeschin.

—

II. a name of at Anthela, the

meeting-place of the Amphictyonic Coun-
cil, Hdt. 7, 200.,, 6. Amphictyon,

son oi Deucalion and Pyrrha, Hdt. 7,

200.,, f.-,{,)
to stir up, Nic. Th. 602.,.•,{,) to

roll about: ,
having made him writhe vpon his sword,

Pind. N. 8, 40. [t always.]?, , {,
?.\>) in Horn, always with,
double cup, such as forms a

both at top and bottom, Buttrn.

Lexil. in voc. : cf.., , also , ,{,) curved on each side, like the
moon in its third quarter, gibbo^ts,

Plut. : cf., and.
'7., , {, )

chattering everywhere, incessantly, Ar.

Ran. 678., fut. -.-, {
.) to take in on all sides.,, , compass,fulness,

wealth, Cic. ad Q. Fr. 2, 6, 3. From, , (ace. to the old

Gramm. from,, and so)

strictly taking in on all sides, far-

spreading, of large trees, Hdt. 4, 172,

Plat. Phaedr. 230 ; hence thickly

grown, thick, . 7.,
Call. Cer. 27 ; also of hair, Philostr.

:

hence in genl. wide, large, vast, i?J-, Hdt. 3, 114,.. Rh. 4,

983,, Plut. : also great, exces-

sive, violent,, Pind. O. 9, 122

:

,, Hdt. 4, 28, 50 ;,
a large bounteous gift, Aesch. Ag.

1015 ;, a universal wail. Id. Cho.
331 : rarely of persons, as Call.

Apoll. 42. Adv. -, Plut. Euni. 6.

Cf Ruhnk. Tim., Blomf. Aesch. Ag.
985., , ,=^., {,) to

dig, delve, or hoe round,, Od.
24, 242., f. •,{,) to

speak 07i both sides, dispute, to have a

quarrel, Xen. An. 1, 5. 11 : foil, by. to dispute that a tiling is, Xen.
Apol. 12.
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?\.~, (,) for-

sake utterly, Q. Sm. 12, 106., ov, () dis-

cussed on all hands, doubtful, Lat. ati-

ceps,, Aesch. Ag. 831 : so too

adv. -. Id. Theb. 809.—II. act.

disputing, captious,, Eur. Phoen.
500 : . rcvi, to quarrel for
a thing, Aesch. Ag. 1585., ,=/., Soph.
Fr. 43. ^',,(, —) want-

ing on both sides, defective at both ends,

applied to a verse which appears to

want the beginning and ending, cf.

Nake, Choer. p. 265./., dep. mid., to dis-

pute,, , like-
>•, Plut. Lys. 22 : and, . ), dispite, debate,

doubt, Hes. Th. 229 : .,-, Plut. metrigrat., Hes. 1. c]
From, ov, {, 7.) dis-

puted, disputable, questionable, doubtful,, Xen. : tu, disputed

points, Thuc. 4, 118: -
TL , a dispute on a

point takes place with some one, Xen.
Hell. 5, 2, 10.—2. uncertain, wavering,

as adv., Eur. I. T. 655.

—

II. act. disputing, captious, .
Soph. Ant. Ill, , Eur. iVIed.

636., ov, {, ?.)
slanting all waijs, hence metaph. like

Lac. obliquus,',
to divine all ambiguously, Luc.'?, ov, {, /) en-

compassing the neck, , Soph.
Ant. 351.., , , Ainphilochia, a

region of Acarnania, Thuc. 2, 68
;

hence ol /., , the Amphi-
lochians, Thuc, Strab. : adj.-, , ov, Amphilochian, Thuc.
2, 68.

V, ov, 6, Amphilochus, son
of Amphiaraus, a celebrated seer,

Od. 15. 248, Hdt. 7, 91.—2. son of

Alcmaeon, grandson of Amphiaraus,
ApoUod, 3, 7, 7.—3. a Macedonian,
Dem.',, , in . 7, 433, the

morning-twilight, gray ofnwrning, else-

where: in Ap. Rh. 2, 671,

without: the masc.
is not found. {?,, Lat. lux, etc.,

cf. *.)', ov, 6.{, ?) Am-
philqtus, a renowned seer in the time
of Pisistratus, Hdt. 1, 62; Plat.

Theag. 124 D.—2. a Bacchiad, Paus.
2, 1, 1., ov, {,)
long both ivays.—2. 6 -, the me-
trical foot amphimacer, —, also Cr^ti-

CU3, 6. g..'/J.a, , , Amphimalla,

a city of Crete, Strab.?, ov, {,)
woolly, shaggy on both sides, Ael. V. H.

3, 40.*, pres. assumed for

deriv. of aor., Od. 20,

152, ., to wipe

or rub the tables all round with
sponges,, Qu. Sm. 9, 428,{,
tiau,,.)^, ov, , Amphimarus,
son o{ Neptune, Paus. 9, 29, 6., {,)
seize or grasp all round, feel, or handle,

Ap. Rh., and 0pp. in perf.-,. Rh. 3, 147., ov, {, -
/-7) covering both shoulders, two-

sleeved,., Ar. Eq. 882.

, Dor. for -, Eur., ov, {,)
contended jor, contested on both hajids,

for whom or which a battle has been

fought, Anth. [a], f.-,{,) dep. mid., to fight round,

and that—1. c. ace. to assail, attack,

besiege, 'l?uov,,, 11. 6,

461, etc.—2. c. gen. to fight for, as for

a prize, both of defendants and as-

sailants,, II. 15, 391,,
II. 18, 20. [], ov, , {,)
Amphimachus, brother of Alcmene,
ApoUod. 2, 4, 5.-2. son of Cteatus,
leader of the Epei against Troy, II.

2. 620.—3. son of Nomion, leader of
the Carians, II. 2, 870.—4. son of
Polyxenus, Paus. 5, 3, 4.\',, , {, -) Amphimedon, one of the suitors

of Penelope, Od. 22, 284.,, /, {-
, ?) black all round : in Horn,
always , which
cannot always be taken to mean
darkened by sorrow (e. g. II. 17, 499,

573), SO that it probably always re-

fers to the position of the, or

midritf, as being in the inside, and
so wrapt in darkness, dark-seated

:

., coal-black dust, Anth., {,) only-, it concerns thee much,
Q. Sm. 5, 190., , , Amphimenes,
masc. pr. . Diog. L. 2, 46, Anth., {,) di-

vide on all sides. Pass, to be completely

parted, Anth., , ol, a'l, {,) brothers or sisters by different

ynothers, but the same fathers, Aesch.
Fr. 08, Eur. Andr. 465, cf.-./, ov, {,)
round the womb, concerning it, Hipp.

—

2. TU, a ship's bottom or

beams next the keel, elsewhere-
?ua, Artemid.— II. {,)=
foreg., Lye.!/, , {,) mix-

ed on all sides, welt mixed.

, f. -, {,-) to mix on all sides, jnix up well., ov, {,) with

double woof, double-threaded, our dimity./, ov, b, {,-) Amphimnestus, masc. pr. n. Hdt.
6, 127., {.)
dep. mid., to bellow around, strictly of

cattle : , the floor

echoed all around to the song of Circe,

Od. 10, 227.,{,) to flow round

about, , of the eye,

Emped. 282., , {, )
made an object of contest, worthy to be

contested, eagerly wooed, of Helen,
Aesch. Ag. 686, of Deianira, Soph.
Tr. 104., ov, {,)
=foreg., Soph. Tr. 527., ov, dub. 1. for-
?'/, in Soph. 1. c., {,) as
mid., to dwell round about, inhabit,

'07',, , Hom.,/. ., encompasses thee,

Pmd. P. 5, 18 : orig. of cattle, re-

tained from the old pastoral times,
and meaning strictly to graze round
about., {, ) ihink

both ways, doubt, . Soph. Ant.
376.', , ij, Amphinome, a
Nereid, II. 18, 44.', ov, , Amphinomus, one
of the suitors of Penelope. Od. 16,
394.-2. a Trojan, Qu. Sm. 10, 88.—
3. a Sicilian of Catana, Strab.— 4. a
mathematician, Procl. ad Euclid., ov, {,) looking
at both sides, reflecting, Democr.

\,{,) to move
round about, dub. 1. H. Hom. Cer.
374., f. -, {, ) to

scrape, smooth all round, Od. 23, 196.
Hence, ov, contr., ovv,
polishing all round, Anth., ov,,^^. Soph.
Fr. 370 : (from, as from.), ov, b, Amphius, an ally of
the Trojans, II. 5, 612.— 2. son of
Merops, 11. 2, 830., , {,)
mutual oath, i. e. taken by each party
in a law-suit.-', , {,)
fixed all round, Nonn., ov, {, -,) returning back again,

Nonn., ov, {,)
swung from all round, re-echoing, Anth./, {,) to

scatter around, Ap. Rh. 3, 1247., {,)
to strike on all sides, Anth.,,,{,)
brothers or sisters by different fathers,
cf..-, ,.-, {, -) to fetter all round, 0pp., ov, {,) sur-

rounded by a plain,. P. 9, 94.,{,/.) dep.

raid-, used only in pies, and impf., to

be about, hover, or float around, c. dat-,

Od. 1, 352.-, dep. mid., used only
in pres. and \\\.,=, to be busied about a person or

thing, have the care of, mind, tend,

Lat. curare, esp. of people tending a
wounded man, II. 4, 220, Od. 19, 455 :., took charge of the presents,

li. 19, 278 : mostly in good sense,

but also ov ,
the dogs fell not to xvork with him, II.

23, 184, cf. 21, 203: also of dead
bodies, I^at. funera curare., {, , •) to stand round, Q. Sm. in mid.

', i. -?., {,,) to break all in pieces.

[], , ol, (.,) the dwellers all around,

Theogn. 1054.
', {,,) to be put round like a mould,

Orph. Lith. 80.--?., adv. {, -
, /JKu) twined round about, Anth.-, {, ,) to tremble all over, Q. Sm., {, ,) to skip all about, 0pp., {, ,,) as pass., be press-

ed or crowded all round, be pressed to

the full, Call., {,,-) to put round as a crown : pass.,
grace crowns all his words, Od. 6, 175., {, ,
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GT(>i(l)w) ib tarn round about^ turn or

guide on. all sides., , f. -, =
foreg-,-, II. 8, 348.-,{,,)
to chirp, twitter all around.-, {.,-) to tremble all ocer, Opp., =,
Anth.), (, ,) to decay, wither, die all arouiui,

H. Horn, Ven. 272 : poet., (, ,) to bristle all round, all over,, part. aor. 2 of-, Horn,, .- [],{,) spread out or

around, Orph.', ov,=^7, In-

cert. ap. Plut. 2, 515 D, ubi Wyttenb..,(,) dep.

mid, : to flutter or fl^ around, c, ace,
Opp./, f. -/, {,) to fix ox fasten around, Opp., f. •(-, {, ,
Dor. lor) to press all round or

close together, Theocr Ep. 6, 4.-, f. -, (,) to fall upon and lie around,

embrace eagerly, c. ace.',
Od. 8. 523 : metaph., like Lat. am-
plecti. Find. O. 10(11), 118.', =, Eur.
Suppl. 278.?., , =,
Orph./., ov, {,)
twisted on both sides, intertwining, Soph.
Tr. 520,..,{,) to twine,

twist all round, Eur. Erechth. 13, 1.

Pass, to embrace, hug, c. ace.'~], ov, {,)
beatenonall sides.—11. s.ci. beating, dash-
ing on all sides,. Soph. Phil. G88.-, , , , {,) striking with both sulrs,

double-biting,, Soph. Tr.
930.,. 417.'\, adv., {,) at

full stride, long striding. Soph. Fr.

538.7, {,) to

fold round, entangle.—II. to stride out.,(,?) to wash
all over, Hipp., , , =-, Inscr. ap. Miill. Aegin. p. 160.. to be an
or attendant, Od. 20, 78 : to be a! work,
be bu.iy, Hes. Op. 601 : more Ireq. c.

ace, to be busied about, take care of,

mind, tend,,,, Od. and liymn.. : esp.

of slaves, hence to serve, have the care

of, Ti, as , Hdt. 2, 56, also

c. dat., to serve a God, as priest, Q.
Sm. : cf. sq.

', ,{.,=foeg., to at-

tend, follow, Find. O. 12, 3, P. 4. 280 :

also , as, Pind. P. 4, 483 : c. dat.,

like. Soph. O. C. 686,
also auo., Bacchyl. 18., , , the office of-/ or attendant priest, Diod., Att., , , poet.., (,) around
city, pressing a city on all sides,,
Aesch. Ch. 72.—II. ., a city be-

tween two seas or rivers, v. Thuc. 4,

102 ; Amphipolis, a cit}' in Macedonia,
lying on both sides of the Stryiuon,

94
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earlier , a colony of the
Athenians, Hdt., Strab., etc., ov, (,, -) strictly being about, busied about

:

but in Horn., and Hdt., only as fern,

subst., 7/ ., a handmaid, waiting-

woman, confidential attendant, like -, opp. to the inaids and ie-

niale slaves, and :

sometimes in Hom. joined with an-
other subst., .,, the

house-keeper, the old woman in waiting:

the, took care of the
household atl'airs and formed the
train of the mistress. Later, a hand-
maid of the gods, priestess,, Eur.
I. T. 1114. The masc. .. an at-

tendant, follower, occurs in Pind. O. 6,

53, Eur. Incert. 73 : Pind. also, O. 1,

149, uses it as adj.,., the

much frequented tomb.'', dep. mid., (,) to attend to, take care of, pro-

vide for, c. ace. rei, 11. 23, 159 : also
in bad sense, like. Ar-
chil. 6, in aor. pass.., {,)
dep. mid., to fly or flutter around, c.

ace, 11. 2, 315 : poet.", , , (,)
horsemen who in riding vaulted from
one horse to another, Lat. desultores,

Ael.,,,(, '-,) light cavalry, the same
as, but also armed with
bows, Diod.. and Plut., ubi al. -- Others read>/
or., (,) to

bend forwards from all sides, Emped.
214.'-, ov, (, -) having a double prostyle, Vi'

truv., ov, (,-) with a face before and behind,

double-faced, Lat. bifrons, Emped.,
and Piut., ov, {,), a sliip ivilk two sterns, i. e. with
a rudder behind and before, Soph.
Fr. 135; cf.., dep. mid.,=::a/i(i>i7ro-.?7],, ov.

Com. word of Eupolis in A. B. 2,

p. 702., , , Amphiptole-
mus, father of Asius, Paus. 7, 4, 1.,.-,{,)
to clayp around, embrace. Hence, 7), , a folding, or

clasping round, embrace, Eur. Ion 519.
', ov, {,) with

two doors or entrances, like,
Eur. Med. 135., ov, (, ) sur-

rounded by fire, with fire all round,. Soph. Aj. 1405, cf.-
mit.

—

II. in Soph. Tr. 214,

epith. of Diana as torch-bearer.\,, , Amphiretus, masc.
pr. n. Polyaen. 6, 54., , (,) in-

clining both ways, wavering, esp. of a

balance., (,) to

rend att in pieces., , (,) sink-

ing down, V..', ov,{,//)=•.
', cf../),, , , split around,

full of clefts.. Kh. 1, 995., , or, (,) floiv-

. ed around : ill Od. always in fern, as

epith. of islands, e. g. Od. 1, 50 : also, ov, Hes. Th. 983, Orao.
ap. Hdt. 4, 103.,, , Amphiro, daughter
of Oceanus, Hes. Th. 360., strictly the same with, like,, but mostly
used as adv.— 1. on or at both sides,, helpers on either hand,
to each party, II. 18, 502 ; -

(sc.), threw with
spears/ both hands at once, II. 21,

162 ; hence—2. in genl. around, round
about, , 11. 24, 488 : -, having looked about, taken

care, Hes. Op. 699 : , to

surround, encompass, Od. 8, 340 ; but
also to have or carry on both sides, Od.
3, 486, and also to keep apart, ut inox
inf—II. from the notion of on both

sides, comes that of apart, asunder,

like and, ovpa-, to keep heaven and
earth asunder, part them, Od. 1, 54,, to keep apart, II. 13,

706, , to break in twain,

II. 11,559, =,
II. 15, 709 : hence ',
to think separately, each think for hitn-

self, i. e. be of a different mind, Lat.

dissentire, II. 2, 13, SO ,
II. 13, 345, and '-, to ask each by itself, i. e. one
after another, Od. 19, 40. In this

signf. is used, but rarely.—III.

the signf. between, usu. ascribed to

in II. 3, 115 ; 7, 342, is rejected

by Buttm. Lexil. p. 100, sq., who in

both places interp. it about, all round.

B. more rarely as prep.— 1. c. gen.

around, , to hok
all round his chariot, II. 2, 384.— 2.

apart from, far from,, Od. 14, 352, ,
II. 8, 444. , Od. 16,

267, also , out of the road,

11. 23, 393 : , Pind. P.

4, 450, ace. to Buttm. far from, i. e.

without garments, ace. to Bockh.=:, for a prize of a robe : c. gen. it

sometimes follows and sometimes
goes before its case.—II. very rarely

c. dat., like, -, II. 5, 723.—2. c. ace, like,
about, around, always after its case,

as , 11. 14, 274,-
7}, Od. 6, 266. The word
is Ep. and Lyr., but most froq. in

Hom. : quite un-Att., v. Buttm.
Le.xil. in voe., ,,=', Aesch.

Fr. 367.—2. a celebrated comic poet,

Ath., Meineke 1, p. 403, sq., {, ?.) to

toss about, Anth., , , {,)
a kind of serpent, that can go either

forwards or backwards, Aesch. Ag.

1206., , , Ion. for•
: •, to come to controversy or dis•

pute ivith one, Hdt. 4, 14., , , =•.'.=, cf..
. Hdt. 9, 74.,,=, dub., ^, . for-, dub., Wessel. Hdt. 4, 14., , f.- : impf. -/, or, aor. -

or, Buttm.
Ausf. Gr. ^ 86, 6. go asunder,

stand apart, and so to differ in opinion,

dispute, argue, Lat. allercari, but opp.

to, to wrangle. Plat. Prot. 337

A. Construct, either absoL, as Hdt.



4, 14, or c. dat. pers. to dispute with

one, Hdt. 9. 74, also TLva. Plat.

Soph. 246 : c. gen. rei, to dispute

for a thin J, Isocr. 44 D, and Dein., or

more freq. . Plat. : c. ace.

rei, to argue or uphold a point. Plat.

Gorg. 472 D : . ... or ov...,

to ars-uc that a thing is or is not, freq.

in Plat. ; also .... Id. Symp. 215

; also c. inf.. . ,
Dem. 899, 11. Pass, to be the subject

of dispute, ri or, Plat.: 3,^=, Thuc, and Plat.

Mostly in Att. prose. Hence';3,. , a point in

dispute, question. Plat. Theaet. 158 :

an arg^ument. Id. Phileb. init.3!}, or, disputed, ques-

tioned, tH ^/, disputed
points, Plat. Legg. 954 C.—II. dis-

putable, questionable, dottful, Plat.,

and Xen., , , {•) dispute, controversy, argument,, freq. in Plat., , , fond of dis-

puting, disputatious, . Plat.

Polit. 306 A : -. sub., the

art of disputing, Id. Soph. 226 A :—, argumentation. lb. 225 A.3, ov, disputed, deba-

teable, yfj. Thuc. 6, 6.3, , , v. 1. for -, in Plat., ov, =,
dub.,, , {,)
Amphisthenes, masc. pr. . Aeschin.

;

Paus. 3, 16, 9., ov, {.) cast-

ing a shadow two ways, i. e. sometimes
north, sometimes south, according to

the position of the sun ; of the inhab-
itants of the torrid zone, Strab. ; of.,., . , Amphissa. grand-
daughter of Aeolus, Paus. 10, 18, '4,

after whom the city of the Loeri
Ozolae on the borders of Phocis was
named, Hdt. 8, 32 ; etc., , , Amphissene, a
region of Armenia, Strab., v..., o.= sq.^, , ,() an
examiner.'.7, (,) to

fold about one, to deck or clothe one

with. Mid. to fold round one's self,

deck 07ie's self in, c. ace. -, Theocr. 2, 74.^,(,) to sigh

or groan around, Q. Sm. 9, 440., ov, {,)
double breasted, Emped. 214., , (,-
6'J) to wind round like a crown: hence
Pass.,"., an as-

sembly (Lat. corona) stood all around,

H. Horn. Yen. 120., , (, )
placed round like a crown, of the three

neads of a dragon, II. 11, 40, where
however Wolf.—II. en-

twined, crowned : ., a

bowl all crou-ned with wine, i. e. full to

the brim, v.., f., pf. -6,{,) place round

:

Hom. uses only the mid.,
with the intr. act. tenses, sc. aor., pf., to stand
around, to surround.—II. to examine,

investigate., ov,(,) ivith

double mouth or opening, .,
a tunnel, Hdt. 3, 60 ; .,

Arist. . . : .',
diuble handles of bowls, Soph. . C.
473.-2. two edged. ?:., Diosc.

;

esp. of a body of soldiers formed so

as to front both ways, with a double

front,,, Polyb., ?-
ffior, Plut.

—

3.=, double-

tongued, false,, (,)
dep. mid. :

—

to beleaguer, besiege, -, II. 11, 713., ov, 6, Amphistratus,

charioteer of the Dioscuri, Strab.',, , Amphistrevs, a

leader of the Persians, Aesch. Pers.

320.
', , (,)

tivisling round, turning all ways, v. 1.

II. 11, 40, for.
'/. ov,(,-

yuAof) quite round, Luc. Hipp. 6., ov, (,)
turning to and fro, quickly turning, Lat.

versatilis. .,=/.,
Aesch. Suppl. 882.^'\7., (,) to

throiv round : Pass, to fall round, Hipp.

Hence'?.,, , a throwing or

turning round.—2. pass, a falling or

coming round, Hipp., ov.,(,)
a kind of shoe, prob. reaching to the
ankle and fastened there. Poll., ov, (, ) open

on all sides, Aesch. Fr. 32, of.-.
',, (, -) to weigh on all sides, Nonn.

Dion. 1, 183., said to be Ion. for. II. 18, 528, but the comp.
does not occur ; the prep. sep. as

adv.
'.^=, . Hom.

Merc. 49 ;
v. foreg.., , and-, , , (,.)

carpet or coverlet shaggy on both sides., ov. hairy or shaggy on

both sides,, LXX.—2. .,=
foreg., Ath., f. ~, (,»^) to disturb or trouble all around:

'asG. to be agitated or tossed to andfro
on every side, of the sea. Simon. 125.. , (,)
encompassed with terrors, Aesch. Ch.
547, where is now read .', (.) to stretch

round, , Eur. Or. 1042., , (,) en-

compassing the walls, 7., Aesch.
Theb. 290.

', (,) to cut,

clip around, lop off, curtail, v. -.
', ov, (, )

bounded on all sides, marked out, limit-

ed. Adv. -, Soph. Fr. 125., (,) to make
or build round about, only in plupf.

pass,, Q. Sm. 5, 14., (,) to lay

or put round, in Hom. like-, of pieces of dress, to put on,-, Eur. Med. 787, etc. : ., Solon 15, 33 :

—

but also reversely, to cover or deck
xi-ith a thing,7 , Eur.
Hec. 432 ; with ace. alone, Theogn.
846, Theocr. 15, 40. Mid. to put on
one's self put on,, Plut.

Pass, to be put on or round, -, II. 10, 271., f. -, (, -) to shake around, Anth.
', (,)

to ttvitter or chirp around, Ar. Av,
235., ov, (,, •) cutting on both sides, two-edged,/., Aesch.,, ,
Eur. Hipp. 1375 ; El. 164 : but—II.

proparox., ov, cut on both

sides, V. 1. Xen. Hipp. 4, 4., ov, (,)
turned quite round, well-rounded,,
Eur. Tro. 1156., ov, (,)
=foreg.. Lye. 704.', ov, 6, Amphitus, a river

of Messenia, Paus. 4, 33, 3.7., ov, (,-) surrouiiding the neck., to tremble all over, .
21, 507, comp. does not occur., (,) pf -. Archil. 109. aor.-, Pind. ; to run round, surround,

encompass, c. acc, Archil. 1. c, Pind.

P. 3, 69. ^,, b, ,(,*)
^sq. : 7/, a rock pierced

through, a cave with a double entrance,

Eur. Cycl. 707 ; also neut.,

av7.iov, Soph. Phil. 19, cf. Lob. Aj.

323., ov, (, *)
bored or pierced through, open on both

sides, Anth.
', , (,,') rubbed all round : metaph. prac-

tised, uily, V..', , , Amphitrite, Nep-
tune's wife, Horn. : poet, also for the

sea. [i], (,) to trem-

ble for, c. gen., Od.,_4, 820.

\, , , Amphitrope, an
Attic demus ; hence,
in Amphitrope, Aeschin. ; -, an inhabitant of Amph., L)'S., ==. .
Rh., , f. -, =-, to extend around,-, Apollod. 1, 9, 12., , (,) ex-

1. by Hesych. =. rent

all around, Eur. Phoen. 325, Dind.

writes , but v. Klotz not.

crit. ad loc.,, , Amphitryon,
son of Alcaeus, husband of Alcmena
the mother of Hercules, and king of

Tiryns, aftenvard of Thebes, 11. 5,

392^ etc. ; hence. , , son ofAm-
phitryon, i. e. Hercules, Pind. I. 5, 56., ov, (,, -) two-edged. Q. Sm. 1, 159 ; but

—

II. proparox.,, ov,()
embossed all round, [], (,) to shine

or beam around, c. acc, H. Hom. Ap.
202.

', , (,) every-

where or ever visible, Arist. Mund., cf..'7.. (, 7.),
. 5, 743 ; 11,41, a helmet with,
i. e. studs, or bosses all round : or, acc
to Buttm. Lexil., s. v., a hel

met whose 7. stretched from the

forehead to the back of the neck : cf.7.., , (,,) visible all round, seen by all,

known to all, Eur. Andr. 835 : esp. of

stars visible morning and evening, oi

(acc. to others) rising and setting just

before and after the sun, Arr. ap. Stob.
Eel. 1, 588., (,) to shine all

round, SjTies.
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, {, ) to bear

round. Q, Sm. 5, 10.?.,, , ?), {,)
shining as in twilight., {,) as

pass., fear, tremble quake all round,, II. IC, 290,

ubi nl. . : the comp. occurs in

Qu. Sm. 2, 546; 11, 117., Ion., ,{,,) large jar or pitcher with

two handles. In Horn, of gold or stone,

chiefly for keeping wine in : so in

Simon. 75, 4 : also a cinerary urn, II.

23, 92 : hence prob. the shortened

form, used in prose, while, occurs only in Ep. and

Epigramm. ; v.., {,) dep.

mid., tn consider on all sides, to weigh

well, II. 18, 254.., , (,)=.-, Theophr.,, , strictly part,

from, shining around : hence

a kind of cake, so called because of-

fered by torch-light to the Munychian
Diana, Pherecr. Incert. 6, cf. Ath.

645 A., {, ) giving light

on both sides, Ath., only in late writers

usu. pres., (,)
to yawn or gape round, gape for,, II. 23, 79 ; to open the

mouth about, ', applied his mouth to the

breast that gave me nourishment, Aesch.

Ch. 545 : absol. to yawn wide, Soph.

Ant. 118., ov-{,) with

hair or leaves all round, Diod.,, ov, {,,) covered all over wi/h

brass. Com. word in Ar. Ach. 1072,

where however Dind. and most Edi-

tors divide the words .
', , {,, -) yawning around, gaping wide., the more nsual pres.

for, Aesch. Ch. 545., f. -, {,)
to pour or shed around, Lat. circumfm-
dere : to pour, spread over,, Od. 8, 278, with prep, separ.

as adv. Hom. mostly uses mid., to

pour or shed itself, to diffuse itself

around or over, c. ace, viv-, II. 2, 41, -, Od. 4, 716 :—absol.,-, like circumfundi, to embrace, Od.

22, 498, but also c. ace,, Od. 16, 214 ; Inter poets join

it c. dat. as Qu. Sm. 7, 78, and Anth., {,) to

dance around, Crit. 15, 5., ov, also,
ovx', {,) coloured both ways,

i. e. of two colours., ov, {,)
gilded all over,, Eur. Hec.
543., ov,{) poured,

shed around, thrown or heaped vp
around, esp. of mounds or banks, so, II. 20, 145., ov, {,7•,) lame

in, both feet, Anth.\,, , Amphion, son of

lasiusj king of the Boeotian Orcho-
menus, Od. 11, 283.-2. son of Jupi-

ter and Antiope, who raised the walls

of Thebes by the tones of his lyre,

Od. 11, 262, Apollod. 3, 10, 1 ; hence
adj.', a, or, of Amphion,
Eur. Phoen. 824.—3. son of the foreg.

and Niobe, Apollod.—4. a leader of

the Epei against Troy, 11, 13, 692 —5.
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king of Corinth, Hdt. 5, 92.—Others
in Ap. Rh. 1, 176, Paus., etc. [i], , , dim. from sq.", , {,) any road

that leads round a place, esp. a street, =:, Ar. Fr. 304; N. T. Marc. 11,

4.—2. =?, hat. platea, vicjis, a

street with the housesforming it, quarter

of a town., , , , {,) with teeth above and below,

Arist. H. A., , to carry water-

pitchers, A r. Fr. 285 : from, ov,{, -) carrying water-pitchers., ov, to, dim. from
sq., Ar. Pac. 202., , , {,)
jar, used for various purposes, esp.

for wine or water, Ar. Fr. 285 : for

pickling, Xen. An. 5, 4, 28 : also a
cinerary urn. Soph. Fr. 303.—II. a

liquid measure,= 1^ Roman ampho-
rae, or nearly nine gallons, Hdt. 1,

51. (shortened form of,
from its having two handles ; or perh.

for.), , 6, dim. from •

; cf. Buttm. Ausf. Gramm.
^119, Anm. 32., ov, , dim. from -, Dem. 617, 19., adv.,{) in

both ways, Arist. Mechan.
'), as adv.. in both ways,

Lat. vtrinque, Hdt. 1, 75 ; 7, 10, 2._, .- Att. -, {-) to encompass, enclose, Strab., ov,{,?) looking both ways, undecided,

Timon ap. Sext. Emp., ov, Att.-, ov,{,-) speaking both ways, double-tongued.

Id. ap. Plut.
', ov,=,, ov, contr.-,,{,?) navigable on

both sides, i. e. ivith two ports,. Poll.

9, 17.—2. TO, sub.

or, money lent on

bottomry, ,
Dem. 908, 20, etc. : the terms were,

that the lender bore the risk both of

the outward and homeward voyage ;

when only of the outward,-, was the word, v. Bockh P.

E. 1, 176 sq., cf..',,,{) Lat.

uterque, both .-—the smg. is very rare.

Honi. uses it only in neut., as adv.,, foil, by . . ., as -
',-

', both together, as well

a wise king as a valiant warrior, 11. 3,

179 ; and so without change for all

cases, as . ^, etc., II. 4, 60:

also, foil, by
. , .

Find. P. 4, 140: in bke manner also, is used, foil, by. .
. ,,

Plat., but by -, ?/, Find. O. 1, 166.

The dual is more freq. in Horn., and

the plur. still more. Phrases: '
on both sides, Lat. utrimque,

Hdt. 7, 10, 2, and Plat., also-
or, q. v. : '-, towards both sides, both ways,

Lat. in utramque partem, Hdt. 3, 87,

etc., and Plat. ;
",from

both sides, Lat. ex utraque parte, Hdt.

7, 97, also, q. v. ; '
and ' ,-=, Schaf. Dion. Comp. p.

118 ; , svib. -, Call. ;, Ep. -yci.

sub., Od. 10, 264, cf. Koen.
Greg. p. 35. In Theocr. 12, 12,.
is considered=a?„A7/Xoif, but as no
instance of this occurs elsewhere
Meineke reads in-

stead of'.
V, ov. 6, Amphoterus, a
Trojan, II. 16, 415.—2. son of Alc-
maeon, Paus. 8, 24, 9.—3. a son of
Alexander the Great, Arr. An. 1, 25,

9
;
(some accent, to dis-

tinguish it from pron.)7., ov.=.', adv.,{)
from or on both sides, Lat. ex vtraque

parte, Hom. : from both ends, Od. 10,

167: also in Hdt. 2,29, and Find.,

Thuc, and Plat., adv.,{) on
both sides, Xen. Mem. 3, 4, 12., adv., iti both ways,
Plat. Gorg. 469 A, etc., adv., to or on both

sides, 11. 8, 223. ., adv., from the ground,
only in Od. 17, 237,, lifting up an enemy's headfrom
the ground to dash it down again.

(Prob. from III. and,
hardly from.), poet, for-, opt. aor. l,from,
Od.\, ov, 6, Amphrysus, a
river of Thessaly, Ap. Rh. 1, 54., {,) to bark

around or at, Eccl., poet, for. Find., , , , also . , ,
gen. and dat., hat. amho, both,

not only of individuals, but also of
two armies or nations, II. 1, 363 ; 2,

124. Hom. uses only nom., and ace,. From Hom. downwds. freq.

joined with a plur. noun or verb. In

Soph. 0. C. 1425 in sense of a?J,T}-

: , death by
each other's hand. Sometimes the
word is indecl., like, Ruhnli. H.
Hom. Cer. 15 : on the connexion be-

tween and , v. Buttm.
Lexil. p. 96.. ov, ,{.) a
kind of javelin, prob. with double
point, Eur. And. 1133. In Soph. Fr.

835 a neut. pi. , expl. by
Eust.= rtt .,, , ,=:
in Lye. 1401, the ass.

(.), , {,) two-eared,

two-handled, Theocr. 1, 28., ov, {, )
about the elbow or arm, Aristaen. :, a bracelet., ov, {,) round

or on the shoulders,, , , {,,6)^=., , /, also oxyt.-,, {, ), like,
two-eared or two-handled vessel, esp.

a milk-pail, Philet. 35.—II. a covering

for the ears, worn by young boxers, to

"prevent their ears becoming swollen,

Plut., cf..—III.—., ov,{,) two-eared,

two-handled, Od. 22, 10., 3 plur. opt. pres. act. for, from, Od. 9, 135. [ti]7, ov, 6, Amulius, Strab., ov, {a priv.,)
unhlamed. blameless, II. 12, 109, Archil.

3, 2. Adv. -, Hdt. 3, 82., ov, , olvoc, wine sea-

soned, witli amomum : [f] from, , , Lat. amomum, a

well-known Indian spice-plant, The-
ophr., cf. Voss Virg. Eel. 3, 89 ; 4, 25.



AN', ov,{aj)ny.,) without

bhme, blameless, Hdt. 2, 177., Att. , adv. from the

obsol.=, esp. in the compd.
adverb, in a certain 7nan-

ner, in some ivay or other, Ar. Thesm.
429, and Plat., cf.-', , , =,
Ageloch. ap. Ath. 5t D.

'AX, a particle which cannot be

exactly rendered by any word in our
language, though in particular cases

it answers to Lat. forte, our probably,

perchance, in all likelihood.—It always
implies a condition, and therefore re-

quires a verb either expressed or un-

derstood.—The Ep. and Lyr. particle

«,, Dor. , are used in the same
way : V. sub -

A. With indic.-vt. avmakes a posi-

tive assertion conditional, or depen-

dent on circumstances: hence—I. uv
cannot be joined with j>rps. or per/.,

because that which is, or has been,

cannot be made conditional : the pas-

sages where this appears to have been

so, either have been corrected, or

need correction, v. Elmsl. Med. 911.

—II. with fut. uv expresses that

which certainly will happen, if some-

thing else happens first ; this is freq. in

old Ep., e. g. II. 22, 66, but is rare, if

not suspicious, in Att. : v. however
Stallb. Plat. Rep. 615 D, Kuhner
Ausf. Gr. ^ 454, a, Schaf. Gregor. p.

66.—III. with imperf. and aoiists,

esp. imperf., uv stands— 1. in inde-

pendent propositions, to express a

condition fulfilled as opportunity of-

fered, conseq. repetition or frequency

of an action in time past, e. g.

af, he icas in the habit of saying, he

would say.—2. with the same tenses

and plqpf., in apodosis to hypotheti-

cals, when the condition is not yet

fulfilled, nor likely to be so, as tl, uv, ., . Buttm. Gr. § 139, 9. This con-

dition is often expressed by a part.,

as Soph. Ant. 909,• , tor -. On after with indie.

V. sub.
. With .., with which is

most common, it turns the xcish,

which the mood expresses, when
alone, into a conditional assertion.—I.

in propositions, where the anteced-

ent is not expressed,— 1. it implies

general uncertainty, e. g. -' , this might be, it is possible :

—this signf. becomes sometimes al-

most =fut., as ovK ~ovoL'^,,you
are not like to escape.—2. it marks
prayers or commands, less strongly

worded than by imperat., ?..
Soph., speak, if you ivill.—II. in apo-

dosis to hypotheticals, as,, , if

he had done this, he woidd have done

me great service.—III. in dependent
propositions, assigning time or cause,

as Od. 4, 64,—~ ,.— IV. with the particles, rarely , Ion. • and,
to make the object indefinite, Hdt. 1,

75, , uv
cf. Thuc. 7, 65. So Hom. u.ses

in hypotheticals, e. g. II. 5, 273,, but Att. is very dub..

v. Sclin. Xen. An. 4, 1, 8, de Vect. 6, 2.

C. With subjunct. is not so

much to be referred to the verb itself

in this mood, as to the particle on
which the verb depends, with which
it often forms one word, as -,
oTuv,, so uv, ,

AN
gyicunque, etc. The Homeric

use of the subj. with nearly in a

fut. sense must be excepted, as nf' '
7\,, he will quickly at some ii'me in

all likelihood lose his life through his

overbearing in.solence, II. 1, 205.

D. Where appears to be joined

WITH IMPERAT., it must be referred to

some other word in the sentence, as

Xen. An. 1, 4, 8,' -, where, ace. to Hermann,
belongs to ', as if for,, i. e. ,, but is om. by Porson and Dind.

E. With infimt. is used in

cases where in recta oratione the in-

die, or optat. would appear with it,

but not where they would reject it,

e. g.', /, and' , '/.
F. With p.\rticiple the same

general observation holds good as

with infin. That of the aor. has a

sort of future signf., and can only be

rendered in Latin by that tense, as

Xen. An. 5, 2, 8, ...

... •: . Matth. Eur. Hipp.

518.

G. General Obss.—I. when the

verb is wanting with uv, it can easily

be supplied from the context, e. g.

Soph. Phil. 947, uv
'' ' '',

SC..
II. is often doubled,—1. when

separated from its verb by several

intervening words, as Soph. El. 333,', ?3,', or—2. where one belongs to

the verb, and the other to some other

word, e. g. Plat. Apol. 31 A, '' uv,,, , uv, . Kiihn. Cr. Gr. (^ 458.

This is most frequently the case with

the neg. and the particles com-
pounded with it, which even when
they stand in close connection with

the verb, allow this repetition, as' uv , Eur. Tro. 456,

lb. Heracl. 721.—But still it is often

found repeated without any such
reason : even thrice. Soph. Fr. 789,

uv OVK ] .
So Hom. without particular reason,, II. 13, 127.—III. omitted,^

1. in the Protasis, where it is neces-

sarily implied by the Apodosis, as

Plat. Syrap. 198 C, -,
77?, had run away

had 1 had anywhither to run.—2. in the

Apodosis after a part.. Plat. Rep. 450

D, . --.—3 . after,,,,
to make the time more indefinite,

and in genl. after relat. pronouns and
adverbs, chiefly poet., Pors. Med. 222,

Or. 141, but also in prose, esp. in the

earlier writers, v. Stallb. Plat. Phaed.
62 C.
H. Position of .—It never be-

gins a sentence, and regidarly follows

the word whose signf. it limits, as

,' , etc. : but when
words dependent on the verb precede
it in the sentence, may follow any
of them, because in sense they follow

the verb, as ,=-
uv. The subjunct. in-

deed usu. follows , but there we
have seen that limits not the verb
but its particle.—In such cases as

uv
for ,

?., Plat. Phaed. 87 A, the sen-
tence should be written without a
comma : so also ' -
, Eur. Ale. 48 Monk. (On the etym.
of , and the distinctions between
it and, cf. Kuhner Ausf. Gr. '^ 453.)

[a always, v. Herm. Opusc. 4, p. 373,
against Dindorf, Praef. Poet. Seen.
Gr. p. vii. sqq.], conj.,=fav with subjunctive ;

Trag. always use , and so usu. in

Att., except Plato. [Herm. Opusc.

4, p. 273, holds , but Schafer and
Franke Callin. p. 186, ".]

'Ai', or better (v. Buttm. Ausf.
Gr. vWn, Anm. 4,) shortd. Ep. form
of, q. v., before and r, II. 10,

298 ; 20, 319.

'Ai^ apocop. from, for,
like tvi for, he stood up, arose,

II. 3, 268 : and here note that al-

ways represents past tenses of the
Indie,' Imperat. pres., but v. avs.
t"Av by crasis for .
-, sometimes for a priv. before a

vowel : the prob. belongs to the

root of the negative, as in other in-

stances a stands immediately before

the vowel {-,-) : perh.

the negat. in full was (cf.,
Lat in-, Engl, un-), which is still

retained in,,
Buttm. Lexil. p. 118, Lob. Phryn.
728. Cf. also -.', prep. c. dat. et ace, but c.dat.

only in Ep. and Dor. poetry : by apo-

cope or rather , before a palatal

)•, before a labial , or rather (v.

sub ^), but this too only in Ion. and
Dor. poetry. Radic. signf. up, upon,

opp. to.
in Od. in phrase (),

to go on board ship, 2, 416; 9, 177;
15, 284, it is said to govern the gen.,

but it is better to regard it as the

adv., and the gen. to be used of the

I)art affected, v. Jelf Gr. Gr. § 624,

obs.

A. c. DAT., on, upon, without any
notion of motion, only in Ep. and
Lyr. poetry, and so used by Trag.
only in Lyrics : /, upon
the sceptre, II. 1, 15, Pind. P. 1, 10;, upon the shoulder, Od. 11,

127,' , II. 15, 152.

2.=, seems to rest on mistaken
passages, as Eur. I. A. 1058.

B. c ACC, the common usage, im-
plj'ing motion upwards, directly op-

posed to —I. of place, up,, Od. 22, 176, , Hdt.

2, 96. Hence—2. from bottom to top,

throughout, [/.'', II. 13, 547;
so ,,, through

all the people, throughout the city,

throng ; hither may be referred', Horn., to have continually

in the mouth, on the tongue;, to revolve up and down in

one^s mind, i. e. frequeyitly, 11. 2, 36,, to be among
the first, Hdt. 9, 86. And so—II._ of

time throughout, in Hom. only, all night through, II. 14, 80 :

Hdt. has it often, all the day long (not -., of which below),?., etc.—III. in numbers, up
to, , he poured
full twenty measures, Od. 9, 209

:

and so—IV. of mode and manner
;

the action being conceived of as

moving along to some higher point,

as', from weakness up to

the full measure of strength, i. e.

strongly, vigorously, much like,, Xen.
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Cyr. 4, 2, 30 ; 5, 3, 12 ; so avu,
in turn; hence arises its distributive

force, /-{ ,
now he was accustomed to send every

year, ildt. 7, 1U6 ; t/,
day by day, Hdt. 2, 37 ; at the rate of,

TTivre /,
Xen. An. 4, , 4.

C. WITHOUT CASE, as adv., Horn,
and poet,, thereon, thereupon, and with
the notion of distribution through a

space, throughout, all over : avu jJOT-, all over there were clusters,

11. 18, 502 : but oft, is an adv.

in Horn., where ace. to some it is

only parted from its verb by tmesis,
' for , Ttv-' lor , etc.

D. IN co.MPos.— 1. as in . .=,
iip to, upwards vp, opp. to, as,,, -

: poet, sometimes doubled,, Od. 22, 132.

—2. hence Hows the signf. of in-

crease or strengthening, as in-, although it cannot always be

translated, as in the Horn,:
in this case opp. to, sub.—3. from
the notion, throughout, C, comes
that of repetition and improvement, as

in,-—4.

the notion of back, backwards, in ava-,, etc., seems to come
from such phrases as avu, up,

i. e. against, the stream, ^Lat. re-,

retro-. When used as prep, never

suffers anastrophe, though llerm, ad
Elmsl. Med. 1143 maintains the con-

trary, of. sq. [], the prep, written with
anastr., usu. expl. for, tip I

arise! usu, ''', 11, 6, 331, Od.

18, 13, but it is better, and more in

accordance with Homeric usage to

regard it as simple adv., np

!

—in this

signf. the ult. is never elided, Herm.
Soph. Aj. 194: the apocop. is al-

ways for, [], vocat. of, king, only in

the phrases , contr. , and, and only as an address to

gods, Horn. : Sappho is said to have
used it also for .—Rare in

Trag., Herm. Bacch. 546 : the ult. is

never elided, Herm. H. Ap. 526, [], Att, for, iinperal.

aor. 2 from., adv.,{) going

up, mounting : also sitting or being up
on high, aloft, hence in Ar. Ach. 399,

Plut. 1123, opp. to, either

upstairs, in the garret, or loith the legs

up, lying on a couch, cf. Interpp. ad U.

CO., and Alb. Hesych. 1, p, 313. [], adv.,() mount-

ing or going up,., Arist..., , ,()
flitted for going up, rising m steps., , . ()
a step, stair.—II. an ascent.', , ,() a

means of going up, a flight of steps a
stair, Hdt, 2, 125.

—

2. an ascent., , , ()=
foreg,, ladder, Luc., , ,=,
seat on steps, e. g, a professor's chair,

V. Ruperti ad Juv. 7, 46 : metaph. a

gradation : from', A. in fut.- :

aor., transit., to make to go

up or Ttioiuit, esp. to make mount on
shipboard, II. 1, 144, 308, Find. P. 4,

340 ; also in aor. mid.', Od.

15, 475: -, he mounted men on camels, Hdt.

1, 80.—B. in pres. with f.-
uat : aor. and,
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intrans., (the common, and in Att.

the only usage) : to go up, climb,

mount, m Horn. usu. absol. ol seamen,
to go on shipboard, or to put out into

the high sea, put to sea : C. ace, ovpa-
vbv, ., to go vp to heaven,

to the upper rooms, 11, 1, 497, Od. 18,

301 ; more freq. c. ,. ?.-, , II. 14, 287} 16, 057,

(but ' . (sc. ), to

embark, i. e. sail for Troy, Od. 1, 210,

opp. to /, sad from Crete,

Od, 14, 252) ; rarely c. , as Od.
22, 132 : post-Horn, most freq. with

or, as. ,
Hdt. 1, 131, esp.. ' or, to mount on horseback, Xen.,
hence absol. ,mounted,.,
cf, inf. 4 : rarely c. dat., as,, to trample on the dead, Lat.

mortuis insultare, II, 10, 493 : with
cognate acc,,uv,/. Plat. Rep.
519 D ; so too .', to go up on
an expedition, Dissen Pind. P. 2, 02
(114).—Special usages:— 1. of land
journies, to go up from the coast into

Central Asia, Hdt., and Xen. :.. Plat. Ale, 1, 123 ,—
2, of rivers, to rise, Hdt, 2, 13 ; ., to overflow the fields,

Hdt, 1, 193.—3. of plantsf to shoot up,

grow, Xen.; also of hair. Id.—4. in

Att. . , or absol., to

mount the tribune, rise to speak, Lat. in

concionem escendere, Wolf Leptin. p.

373 : hence also •, or, , to come be-

fore t/ie people, before the court. Plat. :. , to mount the

stage, Plat. Syinp. 194 B, also absol.

to enter, Ar. Eq. 149.—-5. of the male,
to mount, cover, Lat. inire, . >}-, Hdt. 1,192.—II. go through, c.

ace. . Od.
6, 29, nisi leg, ., v.

Nitzsch.—III. to come to an end, turn

out, like,, Lat.

evenire, Valck. Hdt. 7, 10, 8 ; -, to result from, Xen. Rep. Ath. 2,

17 : hence also^2. to come round, like,, Hdt. 7, 205, cf. 1, 109.—iV. to go upwards or onwards, and
so to proceed, esp. to speak of a thing,

, Xen. Hipp. 1, 4, cf. Plat.

Rep. 445 C., (,) to

rouse to Bacchic phrenzy, to madden,
Eur. H. F. 1086, cf. sq.—II. to break

forth in Bacchic phrenzy, to rage, exult,

Eur. Bacch. 864.^, = foreg., Eur. Or.

332, Pors.?., f. -, to throw or

toss up, , Thuc. 4,

90 ; . , to put on
horseback, Xen. An. 4, 4, 4 : but also

of the horse, . , to

throw his rider up or back, i. e. off, Id.

Eq. 8, 7.— II, to put back, put off,, Od. 19, 584 (the only place

\vhere Horn, uses the act.) : also -., to put one off, sc. with ex-

cuses, I)cm. 102, 27 : also in pass,, was adjourned,

Thuc, 5, 45: cf, mf. B, II.— III. ., like /), to run a

risk (prob. metaph. from dice), Acsch.
Theb. 1028, in tmesi.—B. much more
freq, in mid., to lift up, esp. one's voice,', he lifted %ip his

voice to sing, Od. 1, 155, etc. ; later

without, to make a prelude, be-

gin a sung, Find. N. 7, 114, Ar. Pac.

1269, cf., and Valck. Theocr.

0, 20 : hence in genl. to begin, c. ace,

rei, Philostr. : but/-, a slow tune, opp. to,

AJiAB

Synes.—II. like act. II., to put off, de*

lay, II. 2, 436, also in Pind., Hdt., and
freq. in Att. prose,

—

III. to throw one's

cloak up and round one, like-, throw it over the right shoulder,
so as to draw it round one, and let it

hang in graceful folds. Plat. I'heaet.
175 E, cf. Ar. Av. 1568:-', Ar. Vesp. 1132 ; but al-

so without subst., Ar. Eccl. 97, cf.

Ileind. and Slallb. Plat, 1, c—1V.=
act. 111., , to risk

a battle, dub. in Hdt. 5, 49 lor-, V. Schweigh.', (,) to dip
repeatedly, Plut. Marcell. 15.

—

H. to

re-baptizc, Eccl.

'Ai'a/jU7rr<j,=foreg. I , Tbeophr..3, , ,() a
going up, an ascending, an ascent, Plat.
Polit. 517 ; moimting, esp. on horse-
b.ick, freq. in Xen. Hipparch. : way
of mounting, lb, 7, 4 :

lor . Soph.
. C 1070.—2. a journey, expedition up
from the coast, esp. into contra]
Asia, like that of the younger Cyrus,
related by Xen,—3. the rising of a
river, Xen,, and Plut.—II. a way up,
the ascent, of a tower, mountain, etc.,

Hdt. 1, 181; 7,223.,, , ascent., , , =,
Paus.

V, , . -, (,')=,€.2,6.
', f.-,{,•) raiseorlift up,carry,huc.Gy mn.24.', ov, , sub.,

a sacrifice for a fair voyage, Plut.

;

(from to put to sea.)', ov, , poet, shortd.•
>/,() one who is mounted,
Eur. Bacch. 1107 : esp. a horseman,
ruler, Plat. Crit. 119 A, and Xen. Hell.

5, 3, 1.—2. a stallion, [a], , , ()
skilled in mounting,, readier at mounting
and riding, Xen. Mem. 3, 3, 5.', , Horn,,() that ?nay be mounted or

scaled, easy to be scaled, II. 6, 434, Od.
11,315., perf. part, pass
from, q. v. Hence, adv., with delay,

slowly, Dion. H., perf. from an obsol.

or-, to boil or bubble

up, of a fountain, 11. 17, 54. (No
doubt radically akin to,,, V. Buttm. Lexii. p. 204, sqq.), , , (,) Anabesineus, a Phaeacian, Od.

8, 1, 13. strictly a navigator.
'

. f. -, to cough up,

expectorate, Hipp.', f, -. fut, mid. -, Att. contr.-. (Dem.
440, 18) ; (,) to make to

go up, to cause to ascend, to take up to

a higher place and station, -, , Hdt., and Xen.
esp.— 1.- , to mount one on

horseback, Hdt, 1, 03, and Xen, : also

', Hdt, 4, 180.—2. . vavv, to

draw a ship up on land, Xen, Hell, 1,

1,2: but also—3. in mid. to put on

board ship, to embark for .sea, Thuc, 7,

33, 35 : and so prob, Xen. Hell. 3, 4,

10.— 4.. , usu. ab-

sol., at Athens esp. to bring up to the

bar of a court of justice, Lys. 122,

17 : but more freq. in mid. for one's

advantage, in one's own behalf, esp. of a

prisoner bringing up his wife, chil

dren, etc., to raise compassion, Plat



ANAB
-Apol. 18, D, and Oratt.—5. metaph.
«f. ,, to raise to hon-

our or dignity, to advance in power,

Pint Cat. Maj. 16; ,
UiaOovc., to raise the price, to ad-

vance in price, Diod. S.—In Gramm.
to thrmv back roi' ', the accent,
V. Schaf. Greg. Cor. p. 411. Hence•, verb, adj., one ?mist

set on or mount, Xen. Hipparch. 1, 2,

Plat. Rep. 467 A., f.,{,) to eat vp, Nic. Th. 134.,,,- : aor.-, inf., rarely

(Meineke Com. Fragm. 2, p. 660) : to

come to life again, return to life. Hipp.
113, Ar.' Ran. 177, Plat.—II. mid., to bring back to life,

Plat. Phaed. 69 C.,, , (am,) a

reviving, LXX., f. -, dep.

mid., to bring to life again, revivify.

Plat. Crito 48 C.—2. intr.=uva/jiOGj)

to revive. Id- Phaed. 72 C.?>, f. -, {leva,.() to make shoot or spring -up.—2. intr. to shoot, spring, or grow up,

properly of plants. Plat. Legg. 845
D ; metaph. of a city, to spring or
sh<x>t lip again, to flourish again, Hdt.
7, 156 : also of misfortunes springing

up, Hdt 5, 92, 4, of. 3. 62. Hence/.,,, a shooting,

springing, or growing up again.'/,, ?/,= foreg./, , , a took cast

upwards, a looking up or back, as of
dogs when called, Xen. Cyn. 4, 4.

From
7~,{.-!,(<',) to

look up. Plat., and Xen. ; esp. as a
mark of confidence, .( 6-, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 30: ., to look one in the face, like --. Id. Cyr. 1, 4, 12.—2. to

Jook up at, ' uv.,
Eur. Ion 1467.—3. . ?.. to cast

up a glance of fire, Eur. Ion 1263, cf.—II. to see again, recover one's

sight. Hdt. 2, 111, and Plat. Phaedr.
243 : to open the eyes again, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 3, 29. Hence/., ), , a looking up,
upwards, or at.—2. a seeing again, re-

covery of sight, Ael.?., adv., poet, shortened, Horn., {)
boiling up, and so witli sudden bursts,, II. 22, 476, cf. uva-/.?6, adv.,{)
thrown round, esp. of clothes.7.,, ,{) a
putting off,

delay, II. 2, 380.,.,=,
—2. with delay, slowly./., f. -, (Ufa,)
to make to gush forth, Arist. Mir.
Ausc, and Anth.—2. intr. to gush
or spoiii forth, Arist. Mund. :', Theocr. 17, 80. Hence

', ,), , a gushing or
spouting up.

'.,=7. , dub.,

yet V. I3ast. Ep. Cr. Append, p. 55.7.,^=3',.,'.
[-]

',, , poet. .,=. Aesch. Cho. 34..,. -j/ ; Ion. aor., Hdt.
; {,) to cry or

sliout aloud, utter a loud cry, esp. in

sign of grief or astonishment, .-, Hdt. 1, 8, etc.: of the ivar-cry,

Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 38 : to shout, in sign
of applause, Lat. acclamare, Xen.

—

ANAB
. c. ace. rei, to cry out something,
Eur. Bacch. 525 : but,
-, to wail aloud over a misfortune,
lament it aloud, Aesch. Pers. 572, Eur.
Hel. 1108.—2. c. ace. pers., to call on,, Eur. Hel. 1592, /.-, Ar. Plut. 639.—3. also to cry up,

praise aloud, Alex. Isos. 1, 12. Hence, , , a crying or
shouting almid, calUng out,u\ui].H.U,\0.'?., adv., poet, shortd., {?.) bubbling vp,7. 7, the caldron boils

bubbling up, 11. 21, 364, Hdt. 4, 181.—
II. as a prelude 0 beginning of song,

Pind. N. 10, 62.—III. uith delay./., poet. 7..,='-.'/., , , {7^.)
something thrown round, a mantle, gar-

ment., , , )•, earth
throu-n up, in Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 12, in
the shortened form7../, , 6, {7\7.) a
groom who helps to mount, App. Punic.
106, Plut. C. Grace. 7, cf Schneid.
Xen. An. 4, 4. 4.—II. in Medic, afor-
ceps for extracting any thing./., , , poet, shortened/, {7.) that which is

thrown up, a 7nound of earth, bank,
Xen. An. 5, 2, 5, cf 7..—2.
that which is thrown back and round
one, a mantle, cloak. Plat. Prot. 342
C : dress, attire, Luc. Som. 6.—II. a
throwing or lifting up, esp. of the voice
to sing, a prelude. Pind. P. 1, 7, Ar.
Pac. 830 ; and so a rambling dithy-
rambic ode. Arist. Rhet. 3, 9, 6.—2. a
putting off, delaying, 7, to keep putting off, Hdt.
8, 21, also 7
, Thnc. 7, 15,7 -. Thuc. 2, 42, .. Plat. Conv. 201 ,' -
7. , to make a
purchase on credit or time. Id. Legg.
915 D.—3. a carrying vp and over,

transporting, conveyance, Poljb. ; more
USU. intrans. a going up and over, an
ascent, Polyb. ; 3\$0 an ascending path,
a route by which one goes up and
over. Polyb.—4. as law-term, a throw-
ing back, an appeal. Cf.-., , , poet, shortd. -7..=: , Tryph., , , whence adv.—,=.,.,{.-) to mutter, grumble aloud, Ar.
Eccl. 433., , , Anabura, a city

of Pisidia, Strab., f. -aaw,=sq.—2. intr.

tofroth or boil up, dub.. Att., f.

-, to make froth, foam or boil up. to

boil, seethe, Ar. Ach. 1005, Ran. , :

?., to boil thrushes, Ar. Pac. 1192 :—to throw, up, eject, 7-
the scum left in

sieves, Arist. Meteor. 2, 8, 42. Hence^', , , a bubbling or
foaming up, Synes. : and, ov, boiled,, Ar.
Ran. 553., an Ep. aor. form from

*, of which only -
occurs, to crash, clash, rattle

or clank loudly, of armour, II. 19, 13,

of folding doors that burst open with
a noise, Od. 2) , 48, of water bubbling
up, Ap. Rh. 1, 1147 : v. Buttm. Le.xil.

p. 206, sq., f. -, to moisten

again; pass, to become wet again, \. L
Arist. Probl., , {,) to

roar out or aloud, Ath.',,.-, {,-) to thunder aloud, Tryph., {.) to draw
up or out by a hop. Medic., 3 sing. opt. aor. act.
from obsol. *, -, as oft as Charybdis
stoallotved again, gulped down the wa-
ter, Od. 12, 240; also the part. aor.
pass, , the water
swallowed back, swallowed down again,
Lat. aqua reglutita, Od. 1 1 , 585 ; in
Ap. Rh. 4, 826 the part, is used-

; cf. Buttm. Lexil. p. 201., fut. -, {,-) to shout aloud for , Ar. Eo.
602.

J J y> 4, {,)
dep. nud., to roar aloud, esp. from pain
or grief, Plat. Phaed. 117 D.', v..',=7., Ael. ['], ,-,{,) an eating up, gnawing
aivay. Medic., , ,{-) ready at eating up, corrosive, Medic., Ion. for,
Hdt.^7, , , anagalUs, a
plant, pimpernel, Diosc, cf-.. {.)
to gargle, rinse the throat, Hipp. Hence, ov, , a gargle,

Hipp.
'}?., , , a public prodam

ation, Inscr. : from?.?, f. -, {,-) to carry back tidings of & thing, re-

port, Lat. renunciare, , Aesch. Pr.
601, Tivi Ti, Thuc. 4, 122,, Polyb. : c. part, to tell of a per-
son doing, Xen. Ages. 5, 6 : to in-

form, advise OTgive notice, Plut. Pass.
to be publicly announced, Plut. Peric.
18., ov, {a priv.,)
not announced or proclaimed, e. g.-, Anth.^, {,) to reas-

semble, Q. Sm. 2, 577.•)/,,{.-, {. }£-)
to laugh aloud, Xen. Cyr. 5, 1, 9:
TLvi, at a thing, Id. 0, 1, 34. []'..[.-, to beget anew,
to regenerate. N. T. 1 Pet. 1 , 3. Hence},, , new birth, re-

generation, Philo., Dor. for,
Pind., {,) let taste, to

give to taste, Ar. Nub. 523.-^, dep. mid., {,-) to cry aloud, Ael. [y"\, , ( priv.,)=-. [at•]', later in common
Greek : f.,
pf, 2 aor.. Ion,
also 1 aor., {,) to know accurately, precisely,

strengthd. for : so in Horn.,
vfho only uses aor. : hence—2. the later signf. to know again, re-

cognise, own, Lat. agnoscere, Hdt. 2,
91', dignoscere, Eur. Hel. 290.—3. to

distinguish, discern, , and
hence specially to read, to read aloud,,, as in Lat. cogno-
scere, first in Ar. Eq. 118, Ran. 52,
and Thuc. 3, 49. etc., the common
signf in Att., for which Hdt. says., esp. in Oratt. where
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freq. occurs as a direction

to the-, to read to the
people tne laws arTd enactments that
an}" occasion required ;—ahsol. oi, students, Pint.—II.

in Ion. Greek the aor. 1, is

used in signf. to persuade, c. ace. et

inf. to persuade one to do, Hdt 1, 68,

87, etc. : so too in aor. pass,-
/, Hdt. 7, 7, etc., and once in perf.

pass., Id. 8. 110.
'-.() to force,

compel, usu. c. ace. pers. et inf., .
Ttvu,, etc.. to do a thing,

freq. from Soph, downds. ; on Soph.
O. C. 589, V. Herm. : c. ace. pers.

only, to constrain a person, esp. by
force of argument, opp. to.
Plat. Gorg. 472 B, cf. Valck. Hipp.
921, to require : also to force by torture,

and so to vex, harass, annoi/, Soph.
El. 221, Xen. Hier. 9, 2.-2; to carry

through by force, esp. by force of argu-
ment, to demonstrate, prove, , Heind.
Plat. Theaet. 153 C ; also to prove
that a thing is, c. inf., or with -.
Plat. Theaet. 100 B, Eep. 611 :

also to seek to prove, contend that a

thing is, c. inf.. Id. Symp. 202 A, etc.

—3. c. dupl. ace. pers. et rei, to force
a person to a thing, where, etc.

may be supplied, Soph. Phil. 13(i0 :

hence in pass, , to be

forced to a thing, Plat. Phaedr. 242
A, ubi V. Heind.', , , Ep. and Ion. for, Horn., and Hdt.

',, alov, also Att. ,
ov, (Thuc. 1, 2, Plat. Rep. 554 A,
etc.) {) of or with force:—I.

act. constraining, applying force, press-

ing,, a word of force, a compul-

sory mandate. Od. 17, 399
;, ur-

gent necessity, II. 8, 57
; -, like , the day of

constraint, i.e. a life of slavery (not, as
some, of death) II. 16, 836, so too, the lot of slavery,

Soph. Aj. 485 : . a pri-

son, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 8, and 14, cf.
'.^.— 2. forcible, cogent, convin-

cing,. Plat. Soph. 265 D.— 3.

of things, c. inf. requiring to be done,
or that one should do them in a certain
way, ., Plat. Gorg. 449
B, ..
Id. Legg. 643 C.—II. pass. /orted,-?., soldiers perforce, pressed, Od.
24, 498, so too , lb.

209, not pass, elsewh. in Honi.

:

hence—2. painful, troublous, Br. The-
Ogn. 291, 461.—3. necessary (physical-

ly or morally), and ., unneces-

sary, freq. in Att. : ,
like , it is necessary to..,

Plat., and Xen. : , neces-

saries, a.? food, sleep, etc., in genl. na-
tural ivants, desires or instincts. Plat.,

and Xen. ; but also loith certain or ne-

cessary results, Xen. Mem. 1, 1, 6, as
also ., the order of
things appointed by God, laws of na-

ture, Id. Hell. 1. 7, 36 :—also absolute-

ly necessary, indispensable, barely suf-

ficient, .= ',
Thuc. 1, 2: ^
the least height that was absolutely ne-

cessary. Id. 1, 90, cf. Plat. Rep. 369
D : .=, Arteni., cf. Mei-
neke Com. Fragm. 3, p. 309.—4. con-

nected by Jiccessary or natural ties, i. e.

related by blood. Plat. : ol,
Lat. necessarii, kinsfolk, relations, Xen.
Adv. -, necessarily, of necessity, per-

force, as] was used :-, it must be so, Hdt. 1, 89,

Trag. : -, i. e. . -, Thuc. 2, 04. Hence
100

'.,, , blood rela-

tionship, Lat. necessitudo, Lys. 209,
13.,, ,{)
force, Joseph., verb. adj.. one must
force or compel. Plat. Rep. 378 D

;

also in masc.. Id. 539 E., , lov, compulso-
ry, coercive : ., means of compid-
sion, Dion. H. 2, 75.

',, ov,=foreg., Plat.
Legg. 930 B, ., Arist. Eth.
N.. , , verb, adj.,

forced, constrained. Hdt. 6, 58. Adv.-. Plat. . 306 A.', , . Ion. and Horn., force, constraint, necessity,

first in Horn., who usu. has it in dat.

joined with verbs, as an adv.,-
KT), perforce, of necessity, so, ,,,
etc. : also act. forcibly, by force,-,, : the dat.

is strengthd. by. Od. 10, 434 : so
too vtt', Od. 19, 156; later, Pind. P. ] , 98 ;, Aesch. Pers. 509 ; -. Soph. Phil. 73, Xen. ; '-. Plat. Tim. 47 ; ",
Xen., and Plat. :

—

, c.

inf, it must he that.., it is necessary
that.., freq. in Att. ; in Trag. also
very freq. in answers and arguments,

', ''
or ', with which an
inf. may easily be supplied, Elmsl.
and Herm. Med. 981 ; also ', c. inf.. Soph. El. 1497, and
oft. in Plat., cf. Wolf Le])tin. p. 244.—2. necessity, as a law of nature, na-
tural leant or desire, e. g.. Aesch. Ag. 725, cf. Xen.
Mem. 1, 1, II, Id. Cyn. 7, 1 : also, a! -
Kaufate, a decree of the gods, destiny,

Eur. Phoen. 1000, 1763,, agai7ist the decree of
fate not even the gods contend, Simon.,
v. Heind. Plat. iv. p. 593 :—poet, also
oft. personified, as Soph. Fr. 234, cf.

Voss H. Horn. Cer. 216.—3. actual

force, violence, punish7nent, bonds, etc.,

usu. in plur. VVessel. Hdt. 1, 116,
Diod. 3, 14, ., to apply
compulsion, to coerce, .,
Xen. Hier. 9, 4, ., Lac. 10, 7 :

hence poet. bocUly pain, anguish, suf-
fering, distress, ' .
Soph. Phil. 215, cf. Herm. ib. 200

;, Eur. Bacch. 89,

etc.— II. like Lat. necessitudo, the tie

of blood, relationship, kindred, Andoc.
32, 14. (u.su. derived from,
Lat. adduco, others from, but
better from -, root of, ango,
angustus, etc.)

', , gen.,{-, squeezing out tears, shed-

ding false tears, Aesch. Fr. 407., , to force to eat, fat-
ten, feed by force, from', ov.{, /)
eating perforce, i. e. getting what one
can, epith. of parasites, Crates, In-
cert. 6., {, )
to eat perforce : to eat by regiment, not
after one's oivn appetite, like the athle-
tes, Epict.), =,
Longin. : and, , , compidsory
eating, strict prescribed diet of athletes,

Arist. Pol. 8, 4, 9: from. ov, {, -):^.

.,{) to

bear cm compntsion, as unavoidable,
Dion. H. 10, 16., ov. {a priv.,)
without 0.. ivithout a poise or rest,

of a javelin, Diod., v.?. II., f. -, {,•), to .weeltn, Theophr., ov, {,)=?.., , , embossed work,
work in low relief, Strab.

'-^., ov, wrought in low re

lief: TO.=. From', f. -i/)(j, {,) to

carve in relief, opp. to., -ijioi, {,-) tO be>id back or round, to crook

:

hence in pass, . the

spear-point teas bent back, II. 3, 348.

—

2. to undo, loose,, Od. 14, 348.,=^, q. v., , ,{) impu-
rity, pollution by crime.^, , al, Polyb. ; and, , , Strab., Anagnia, a
city of Latiuin in Italy., , {a priv.,)
unpitrified, not expiated, Orph.", ov, {a priv.,) im-
pure, unclean, unchaste, Eur. Hipp.
1448 : in genl. unholy, guilty, Aesch.,
and Soph.,,, dub. for-. Lob. Aj. 704.', f. - Att. -,{,) to know again, recog-

nize. Plat. Hence, , , a knowing
again, recognition. Plat. Theaet. 193
C : esp. in a drama, the denouement,
Arist. Poet.,, , {'-) mark or tokcii for recognition :

in plur. ornaments or toys, by which'
children e.xposed and found again are

recognized, Lat. crepundia., ov^,^•. J. desiderat. of•, to wish to read., , , (-) a knowing again, like•, owning. Hdt. 1, 116.—2. a read-

ing. Plat. Euthyd. 279 : fondness
for reading, study, Plut.—III. as Att.

law-term, a preliminary investigatimi,

=, Dem. 1253, 25, Att.
Process, p. 623, not.',, .(-) any thing read,=, -, passage read aloud, a lecture,

Dion. H., cf..—II. a read-
ing, like foreg., verb. adj. from-}, one must read, Ath., ov, , (-) a lecture-room or reading-

desk.=.', ov. 6, a reader, Plut.
'\'. , 6v,fond of read-

ing, reading xvell, Plut., ov,()
read : that can be read, legible, Dio C.
40. 9.,, , a crying aloud,
proclamation, public nomination to a
thing, c. gen.. Decret. ap. Dem. 253
fin. Plut. Marcel 1. 4, Coriol. 20 : from',.•,{,)
to cry aloud, to jtroclaim publicly, Dem.
70, ult., etc. : ., to make
public proclamation, Polyb. 18. 29.

Pass, to be proclaimed, named public-
ly, . Plat.
Legg. 730 D : to be generally colled or
sumamed,, Xen. Cyn. 1,

14.



'kvaypauua,. ,{)
transposition of the letters of one word

so as to form another, an anagram,

e. g. ". : /,, '-, '. Hence',(.-, make an

anagram. Hence', , b, a making

an anagram., ov,()) writ-

ten up or out, registered, Thuc. 1, 129.,, ,() a

writer, copier, public notary, secretary

of a magistrate, Lat. scriba ptolicus,, ,
Lys. 183, 11 ; 185, 33.', , , writing out.—
II. that which is written out, a pMic re-

cord, register. Plat. Legg. 850 A, Xen.,

etc. ; a narrative, delineation, Plut.

:

from,.'-. write up, esp.

on a tablet placed in some public

place, te register, . 7.- or'. , etc., Thuc,
andOratt. : esp. -, etc. :—in

genl. to enter in a public register or re-

cord, and pass, to be so entered, ava-, Hdt. 6. 14 ; 8,

90 :—hence ,
to be recorded as a benefactor, as was
the custom of the Persians, Valck.

Hdt. 8. 85, cf. Thuc. 1, 129: and so

the phrase came into general use.

Plat. Gorg. 506 C, Xen. Vectig. 3,

1 1 : opp. to ., Dem.
122, 10 :

—

. 7., to raise a pillar

with an inscription on it.—II. to write

out, describe, Xen. Ep. 1, 6, and Plut.,

and in mid. to describe mathematical
figures. Plat. Men. 83 .—111. to fill

up, finish a painting, Arist. Eth. N., , . (a priv., )
want of hunting : close-time : in genl.

prohibition nf hunting.. f. -. (,) to

grunt, to grumble or mumble aloud. At.

Nub, 945, usu. e. negat.'-, not to mutter so much as ,
Xen. Oec. 2, 11.'..,{.-. (, -) to strip naked, unveil.,, Tj.= sq.^. , . and , a strong-

smelling shrub that bears pods,

Diosc. (prob. , ef..), ov, , Anagyrus, an
Athenian hero.—2. a title of a come-
dy of Aristophanes, v. Dind. Fr. 135.

Hence\',, 6, Anagyrus,
an Attic demus ; hence adj.-, a, ov, of Anag., Hdt., Dem.

;

adv.
', from Anagy-

rus, At. Lys. 67.,{,—) to

be forced to serve as a knight, Eupol.

ap. Suid., (,) to hang up,

choke, strangle. Nic.', f., aor.,—I, to lead up from a lower place to

a higher : hence into the high sea

:

Horn, uses it of carrying by sea,, II. 9, 338,', 3, 48, but he usu. makes
it=: simple, to conduct, carry to a

place, e. g. II. 8, 203, Od. 3, 272.' The
phrase - vavv. to put out to sea. first

in Hdt., who also has. absol.

in same sense, but this more usu. in

mid.—2. to lead up into the interior of

a country, esp. into Upper Asia, .
3aai?Ja, Xen. Hell. 1. 4, 6.

—

3. to bring up or forth, . to

light and life, Hes. Th. 626 : so \/-, carries down and

brings up again, Soph. Aj. 131—4. to

lead up. conduct,, Hes. Sc. 280 :

hence to celebrate,.,,
freq. in Hdt.—5. to raise, lift up,-

; also, to lift up the paean.

Soph. Tr. 210 ; , to raise to

honour.—6. to bring up, educate.—II. to

bring hack, , to

carry back to its principles, Lat. altius

repetere. Plat. Legg. 626 D•— 2. to

refer a thing to another, -, like ad senatum referre.—3. to

make legal restitution, Lat. redhibere.

Plat. Legg. 916 A, cf., . 2.

—4. intrans. to withdraw, retreat, sub.

or, Lat. referre pedem,

Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 24, etc. B. Mid. and
(in Plut.) pass.,, to put out

to sea, to set sail, Hdt., Thuc, etc. :

hence—2. to begin a thing, preparefor
it, like 3?.7., . -. Plat. Charm. 155 D:—opp. to. Hence,, , strictly one that

leads up : hence usu. ayiy thing by

which one draws or leads up, a line, rein,

thong of a shield, shoestring : also the

hind quarter of a shoe, Ath. 543 F.', , . a leading or taking

up, esp. taking a ship into the high sea,

a putting to sea. ., Thuc.
6, 30, Xen., etc.—2. a bringing up,

rearing,, Theophr. : education,

discipline. Polyb.—3. a lifting up of
the mind to abstract speculation.—II.

a leading back, referring, esp. of indi-

viduals to a class, Arist. Metaph. 3,

2, 22.

—

restitution by law, Lat. redhi-

bttio, ., restitution is made,-, to make restitution,

Plat. Legg. 916 A..,, sub., {-
)—, offerings made by
persons going to sea, Ael., . ,() want

of education, clownishness, Polyb. 7,

10, 5.', , , fittedfor lifting

up or exalting the mind. Adv. -., ov,() leading up
or on high.— II. leading or bringing

back, Anth.', , (uvaycj)=foreg.', ov, {a priv.,)
without guidance or education, ill-bred,

unbred : of horses and dogs, unbroken,

unmanageable, Xen. Mem. 3, 3, 4 ; 4,

1, 3. Adv. -., ov, {a priv.,-) without contest, never having

contended for a prize, Xen. Cyr. 1 , 5,

10 : . , making no exer-

tion in the cause of virtue, Plat. Legg.
845 C., f.-, (,)
to divide aneio, re-distribute a country
among its inhabitants, Thuc. 5, 4

:

in genl. to divide, apportion a conquer-
ed land, Orac. ap. Hdt. 4, 159, cf.

Ruhnk. Tim., poet.,^=,
to light up. Aesch. Ag. 305. In pass.

to be kindled up, to arise, Ap. Rh. 4,

1726., f.-, to bite again, to

bite all routul., aor. 1 mid. inf. of.,,,{,--) a re-distribution, in genl. a distri-

bution, division, Hdt. 4, 159, 163.'., ov,(,--) divided anew, re-distrihuted,.. Plat. Legg. 843 , and
Dem. : in genl. distributed.—II. later,

'. , to undo, rescind, Luc.
Abd. 11, Dio C. 54, 28: cf. Ruhnk.
Tim.

, 3 sing. perf. 2 from, Od.,,,()
an image for show, pattern.—2. a mouth-
piece worn by public criers to serve the
purpose of our speaking-trumpets, cf., Jac. Anth. 3, 2, p. 62.' and, fut.-, to lift up and shew, shew forth,

exhibit, display: /,,
to display by opening the gates, i. e.

throw wide the gate.?, Soph. El. 145S,

so , At. Nub. 304:, to hold up a shield

as signal, Hdt. 6, 115: ., to make signalfor put-

ting to sea, Hdt. 7, 128, also in pass.

—II. to make public, declare, notify,

Xen. Hell. 3, 5, 16 : esp. to proclaim

any one as elected to an oihce, .', Polyb. : hence also. , to make a per-

son powerful, Lat. reddere. Id.—III. to

consecrate, Lat. dedicare. Hence
',, , a shelving forth,

exhibition, display.—2. a making known,
proclaiming, nominating, Lat. renvntia-

tio, Plut. : - , the

solemn appointment to the crown, Polyb., Ion. for.
', , ,()

fittedfor receiving, Se.Xt. Emp.', ov, (a priv.,/,) without brother or sister, Eur.', , , (, )=.,(,) as mid., /
build up again., , , (, -) vine that climbs up trees, or is

trained up them, Lat. arbuslum, vitis

arbustiva, Theophr. : in gen. a vine,

Pherecr. Metall. 2. Hence, ov, ,, wine
from the vine, Polyb. :

fem.,, . [i], Ion. for, inf.

aor. 1 act. from., (,) to look up,.., to open the eyes

again after fainting, II. 14, 436, cf.•..', f. -5, (,) to

flay, draw off the skin, esp. to strip off

the scar of a wound just healing, Lat.

refricare ulcus, At. Ran. 1106: hence
to rip up old sores, to revive painful

feelings.—2. to uncover, reveal, Luc.
Pseudol. 20.,, ,() a tying

up or on,,, Plut.,^(\., Diod.'),,{,) to bind

up, on, or to., , , a hand fillet for
women's hair, a. headband, like,
. 22, 469, where it is described as., cf. sq., ov, o,=foreg., in Eur
Med. 978 ace. to the MSS., but

from is now usu.
read, v. Elmsl. (948.)', ov,() bound up
or back, bound to.—2. act. binding up,, Eur. Hec. 923., (,) to moisten,

wet, steep, dye, Theophr. : ., to imbue them with
moral principle, Plut. Lye. et Num.
4.—2. intr. to be moistened or socked,

of one intoxicated, dub. Anacreont., {.-,(-, dep. mid., c. pass. perf.-. To take vp, catch, receive,, . 5, 619
;

so.. , Plut,

Timol. 4, and . Id

MarcelL 10.—II. to take upon one's
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self.

ANA
submit to, endure. <'-/' 1 (•,) to recommence a suit,

,, Od. 17, 563, so .,
Plat. : also uv. ', Dem.
613, 5 ; absol. to own a fact, allow it,

Id. 1131, 2.—2. to undertake, promise to

do, c. inf. fut., Hdt. 5, 91, and Xen.

Cyr. G, 1, 17.—3. to be surety to one,

Tivi, Thuc. 8, 81 : also , to one

for a thing, Polyb. 11, 25, 9 : but ., to bail a person

for the sum required, Id. 5, 16, 8.

—

4. to take back, Dem. 1365, 1.

—

III. to

wait for, Polyb. 1, 52, 8.',, poet, shortd., f.- ;
perf. pass, -, (,) : to bind or tie up, bind round,

Tivu,, to wreathe

with crowns, bay, Pind. P. 2. 10, -, Hdt. : also, Pind. I. 5 (4), 11 : ., to crown one for one's

good news, Ar. Plut. 76 i ;./, Plat. Symp. 213 :

—mid. >]: ,,
having wreathed one's hair, Pind. :, to

bind one's hair into a knot, Thuc. 1, 6:,, to crown
one's self with renown, credit, i. e.

to gain honour, credit for one's self,

Plut. Pass, to be crowned, i. e. to he

honoured, to be adorned. Plat. Pollt.

465 D.—II. to attach or bind to, ,
Plut., hence tolmk,totraceiiom\u^ to

link, esp. or, to trace up one's fam-

ily to a founder, Hdt. 2, 143 ; in mid.

to attach to one's self, hence to make

dependant on one's self, Plut. de Fort.

Rom. 2. —III. in mid. to fasten with a

rops to one's self, esp.

(sc. ), to take in tow, tow

along, Thuc. 1 , 50 ; 2, 90, etc. Hence,, , poet, shortncl.,—, Eur. Hipp. 83.

—2. a wreath or garland of victory,

Xen. Symp. 5, 9.
^

^', , ,() a

biting, bite.—2. an itching., , -, strengthd.

for, Theophr., f. -^, [,-) to teach othenoise or better, Lat.

dedocere, . . . , Hdt. 4, 95, cf.

Thuc. 8, 80; also simply= JtJuff/ctj,

Thuc. 1, 32 :
—^pass. to learn better,

Valck. Hdt. 8, 63.—II. to teach again:., to alter, a play and bring

it on the stage again : Blomf. praef.

Aesch. Pers. p. xxii.—3. to expound,

interpret, ?, Ar. Eq. 1045.

'«<5(5/(, f.-, (,) to run away again, Polyb.

29, 7, 1., poet, shortd.

f., pf., {, -) to give up, hold up and give,

Pind. I. 6 (5), 57, Xen.—II. to give

forth, send up, esp. of the earth, to

yield,, Hdt. 7, 15,,
Thuc. 3, 58, etc. : of springs, . -
7^, Hdt. 1, 179; of a volcano,

uv. TTvp , Thuc. 3, 88,

etc.—2. intr., of springs, fire, etc., to

burst or issue forth, Hdt. 7, 26 : of

plants, to groiv up, Theophr. in pass.

—III. to gine round, deal round, distrib-

ute, T7/V, the voting-shells, and

so to put to the vote, Plut., and Luc. :

pass, to be dispensed, Hipp, and so of

food, ,
1. . is digested, Id.—2. also intr., in

same signf as pass., Id.—IV. to give

back, restore, Pind. Fr. 4, in 3 sing..—2. intr. to go back or back-

wards, retire, opp. to, Arist.

Rhet., f. -, mid.,
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isae. ai•. Haipocr.

—

II. the act. only

in Agath., of a judge, to alter his sen-

tence., {,) defect,

aor., to throw back, ovtrturn, hence, Ep. for, A. B. 1, 394.', , , {, ]) an ac-

tion {) brought on again, a new

trial, Lys. ap. Poll. 8, 13., ov,{,) tried over

again,, Andoc. 12, 7 : also ?}-., to put a thing to

a second vote, to bring a cause before

the tribunal for a second trial, Dem.
700, 3, Plat. Legg. 937 D., {,) to whirl

aloft, Opp.
valv,= {oeg., -, =-

: hence, ov, ,^-., , . -, {, -_) to make double : pass,, being made
twice as deep, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 15.\\^', , , a doubling

back,, Arist. H. A.,,{,) to search

out, Cratin. Maj. Arch. 2.,, , 1 aor. pass,

part, from., or -, fut.-uaiJ or

-', to stir up, Gramm., , ,{) a strip-

ping off the skin, Aretae., , ,{) a

sending, giving forth : but USU. in-

trans.—I. a growing up, growth, as of

plants, Theophr. : a bursting or issu-

ing forth, as of fire, wind, water,

Arist. Mund., Plut.

—

II. agiving round,

distributing, and of food, digestion,

Plut., , ,{)
giving up or forth.—II. distributive, di-

gestive, c. gen., ov,{) given

up, or lo be given up, Thuc. 3, 52.

'(5, Att. for, imperat.

aor. 2 from./., , f.-, {, -) to reduce to slavery again, App.

Hence?,, , repeated sla-

very.', , ,{)
taking up, reception, acceptance ; -, the receiving of a burden

or labour from another, i. e. a succes-

sion of labours, Herm. Soph. Tr. 825.

—II. an undertaking, engagement: and
so bail, security, Polyb. 5, 27, 4.', ov,{) re-

ceiving or accepting, ,
Menand. p. 178.—II. undertaking, en-

gaging, giving bail, and as subst., 6

., a hail or surety, Plut. Dio 18., inf aor. 2 oi.,=^.', /, ,{, --) running up, rising, as of the

sap, Theophr. ; hence growth, im-

provement.—2. a sudden shoot or throb

of ])ain, Hipp.

—

II. a naming back.

V, ov, {,,-) running up, i. e. from the sea

into rivers,, Alex. Trail., {,) to come ont

of, or to the top of water, (Hom.) Batr.

90.', f.-, dep. mid.,

c. act aor., and pf.-, {,) to come up, rise, esp.

from the sea. c. gen.,,
II. 1, 359, Od. 5, 337; also c. ace., 11. 1, 496 : but most

ANAZ
freq. absol., esp. of the sun. to rise,

of springs, to gush or issue forth

.

', Venus rising

out of the sea, a lamous subject for

works of art.—2. to draw back, with

draw, retire, Od. 9. 377 ; , II.

7, 217 : to hold back, shirk, Lat. ter-

giversari, Dem. 109, 12, etc. : also c.

ace, , he shuns the

conflict, 11. 13, 225, in imitation of

which Plato said, to retract one's admis-

sions, Theaet. 145 C : also c. inf., to

delay to do, avoid doing, e. g.,
Ar. Kan. 800. In act. aor. to draw back,

to dry up, to disappear,, Plut. Thes. 15 ; the act.

form is only used in late writers, as

Plut. [ only in.^ Hence,, , a rising up, com-

ing forth, LXX.—2. a drawing back,

returning, retreat, escape. Plat. Eu-
thyd. 302 : a holding back, shunning,

esp. to serve as a soldier, Plut., , {a priv.,) with-

out presents from the bridegroom, with-

out bridal gifts, II. 9, 146, ubi v. Spitz-

ner., {,) to lift or
raise up, Hom. ; . uJdava-, 11. 7, 130, Virgil's palmas ad
sidcra tendtt.—Mid. to raise up to one's

self. Ap. Rh. 4, 94., ov, {a priv.,^)
like ?-, unhoped, unlooked fur,, Hes. Th. 660., f. -, {, ^) to

enlarge. Nonn., lengthd. for,
Anth., v., Aesch. Pers. 680., inf., f. -?;), {,) to revive, to come to life again, N.
T. Luc. 15, 24, etc., Ep. for, Anth.,,,{) a boil-

ing or bubbling up.,, ,{) a boil-

ing up. and of fire, blazing up, Arist.

Mirab.
and, fut.-,{,) to yoke or har-

ness again : hence to jjrepare to go
away again, esp. with an army, to

break up, move off,^,, Hdt. 9, 41,
58 ; and even \>., to set sail

again, Hdt. 8, GO, 1 : also absol., sub., etc., to march off, Lat. castra

movere, Thuc. 8, 108, and Xen. Cyr.

8, 5, 1 ; in genl. to return home. oftPIi', *. Plat. Pomp. 42,

etc. Hence, , , a breaking «j»

one's quarters, marching off OTforth ; a
return home, Plut., f. -, {,) to boil

up, or bubble up. Soph. Tr. 702 :

—

. /., to boil or swarm with

worms, a kind of disease, Plut.

(where? is a cognate ace.)—11.

act. to make to boil, to exhale,,
Anthol., hence metaph. to m-ou.ie, to

stir up, .'. . Rh. 4, 391.,,'.-, {,)
to seek or search into, examine, Lat. an-

quirere,. Plat. Legg. 693 A:
and in pass., Hdt. 1, 137, Thuc. 2. 8:

to investigate philosophically. Plat.

Apol. 18 B: to search out, discover,', Dem. 1331, 1. Hence',, , a seeking into,

investigation. Plat. Crit. 110 .\.,, ,=, Polyb.
—2. an opening of doors, v. sq.', , f- -, to unyoke,

undo : esp. to push back the boll {),), which fastened doors or



chests, to unbolt, open : hence civ., to open the mouth : opp. to /Tt-., (,) to leaven

thoroughly, cause toferment, ,
Theophr., {,) to

paint throughout, give a design, Strabo.^», {,) to re-

call to life, Anth.' and, fut.•, (am,.) to gird up, gird

on or round, N. T. I Yet. 1, 13.',,{,~) to

rekindle, light up again,, Eur.

EI. 1121 Dind. : hence in pass, to be

rekindled, gain fresh life, strength, and
courage. Plat. Rep. 527 D, and Xen.
Hell. 5, 4, 46 ; so too intr. in act.,

Plut. Timol. 24. Cf. Piers. Moer. p.

170. Hence-,, , a rekindling,

gainingfresh strength or courage., , , {,) re-

viving, encouraging.'., to live again, revive, Nic.

:

poet, for.'/., flit. -?. and -?^?/-

au, aor., {, ?) to

shoot up again, come into fresh leaf or

blossom : hence to get fresh life or

strength, Ael.— II. trans, to cause to

flourish or bloom again, LXX.?.-, -, (,) to

warm up, warm again., Att.-^,,,) to regain one's courage, Thuc.
7,71., Att.-, {,) to fill with fresh courage, en-

courage, Xen. Cyr. , 4, 23.—II. in-

trans. to regain one's courage, Plut.

LuculL 14., {,) to

admire again, dub. 1., Soph. Fr. 319., , , {)
any thing devoted or dedicated,^avu-

: in Eccl. writers always devoted

to evil, accursed, N. T. Hence, to make, in

L sign., to devote or consecrate, LXX.
;

USU. to make accursed, to curse, excom-

municate, N. T. freq. ; also to bind by
a curse, ., . . Act. 23,

12.', , , inferior form
for.

', , 6, cursing,

excommunication, Eccl., poet, for

from., {,) to

cherish up, to make grow, -, Theophr., {,) to

warm up, heat again. Paes. to become

warm again, recover one's heat, oft. in

Hipp.
,, , ,{) a

setting up, laying out in public, esp. a
setting up, dedicating of gifts in tem-
ples,,, Lys. 161, 38;

162, 3.

—

. afijcing, establishing, order-

ing.— 3. a referring, attributing to a

first principle.—1. putting off, ad-

journment, M. Anton.', verb. adj. from-, one must put off, Plat. Legg.
935 E., f.---,{,) to run up, to run up kill

;

of plants, to shoot or grow up, Ael.

—

11. to run back, return, Plat. Tim. 60 C., {,() to look

at, observe carefully ; to view or observe

again, Theophr., and Plut. Hence,, , close observa-

tion, investigation, Plut.

, ov, 6, repeated ob-

servation., , ,=., L -,{,/.)
to rear by suckling, Pliilo.

7?,,,.-, like /.-, to groio green, bloom or sprout

afresh, \\. 1, 236., , , {)
that which is set up, esp. of votive offer-

ings set up in temples, such as trip-

ods, statues, etc., like,-, delights, ornaments of
the feast, i. e. music and dancing, Od.

I, 152 ; 21, 430 ; so too children are

called ., Eur.

Melea?. 12, and fame ..
Plat. Hipp. Mm. 364 : but also a

slave in a temple is called . /.-
, devoted to this service by the city,

Eur. Ion 310. Cf..', , , belonging to

fitfor an7], Polyb. 27, 15, 3.,, , a squeezing out,

Hipp. : from, f. -,{,) to

squeeze hard, Q. Sm. 8, 94. []'/.,. -,{,) to

press strongly, compress, express, Anth.

'?, ov, {a priv., ?.) with-

out contest, not fighting, not warlike., {,,) to

make muddy, Arist. H. A. : and so

metaph., in pass., to be troubled, agi-

tated, , Pherecr. Myrm.
8. Hence?.,, , a making mud-
dy, ., a mixture of the juices

of herbs, Plat. Legg. 824., inf. aor. 2 of-., {, )^:^, Ael.
',,.-, {,-) to make a noise, cry out, foil, by

, Plat. Prot. 334 C : but usu. c.

ace. to cry out either for or against a

person, to applaud or hoot, but hke
Lat. acclamare, mostly in good sense,

Heind. Plat. Euthyd. 276 B.,, ,{)
a nursling, Theocr. 23, 19., ov,{) reared

or brought up, App.
', , ,{) a

rearing.—\\. fresh growth, Hipp., f. -, {,) to

look up at: to view iiarrowly, observe

closely, like, Eur. Hec.
808.—Pass. Tu 2.., Thuc. 4, 87.

^', {,) to be-

wail, lament.,, ,{) close

observation, Timo. Fr. 24., {,) as

mid., to return to one's affectations., fut. :

aor., inf., {,) to spring up, bound up, re-

bound, as a stone, vxpi,
II. 13, 140, of men, Hdt. 7, 18: to

spring upon, , Hdt. 3,

64. A poet. aor. 1 occurs

in Opp.
', {,) to be again

at heat or rut, strictly of swine, Arist.

H. A.
', , , a rising vapour.
', , , ((?-) incense burnt and rising in va-

pour, thefume of incense.,, , a rising up in

fume or vapour, Arist. Meteor. : from, , f. -, {, -) to 77iahe to rise in fume or vapour,

to burn as incense, Theophr.—II. to

ANAI
kindle or light up again,, Polyb.

15, 25, 7. Pass, to ascend as smoke 01

vapour, Arist. Meteor. : -, wine whosefumes mount to the

head. Plut. Mid. to draw up vapours,

of the sun, Arist. Probl.—2. intr. to

smoke, rise as smoke, Luc. [,], f. -, {,) to dart

up, burst forth,, CalL Cer. 30., f. -, {,-) to call upon, shout aloud, esp. for

battle.

YAvaia, , , Anaea, a city of

Ionia, opposite Samos, Thuc. 3, 32

:

hence , , ,, of Anaea, Anaea7i, Thuc. 8, 61.', , , ., and Ion., , and also in Att.-, Ar. Fr. 29, {) : shame-
lessness, impudence, assurance, Hom.,, clad tvith I'm-

pudence, II. 1, 149 ; -, to give one's self over to impw-
de7ice, Od. 22, 424., dep. mid.,=: sq., Py-
thag. ap. Diog. L. 8, 8., dep. mid., to be -, behave impudently , Ar. Eq. 397.', ov, gen., {a priv.,) unabashed, irreverent. Adv.-.. supposed adv. from sq.,

but really f. 1. for, v. Stallb.

Plat. Gorg. 494 E.', , (a priv.,)
shameless, unabashed, bold, reckless, of

Agamemnon, 11. 1, 158; of Penelope's
suitors, freq. in Od. : also as epith. of, the reckless, remorseless

battle-roiit, II. 5, 593. So in Od. 11,

598, the stone of Sisyphus is called, because it heeded not

his sutferings, cf. U. 4, 521 ; 13, 139,

Pind. O. 10, 123, where others ex-

plain it as 7inma7iageahle, monstrous

:

also ', Soph. . C. 516 :

70=. Soph., and
Eur. : -, Hdt. 7, 39 : the word is used
also in Att. prose, as Plat., Xen.
Adv. -. Soph. O. T. 354, and freq.

in Att., oi',=foreg., Ap. Rh. 3,

92.
_,=.. , poet, for, v. 1.

in Archil. 87.
', {,) stir

up, rouse, kindle, Soph. Fr, 486, /.,
Eur. Tro. 344.-2. intr, to burst forth., {,) to light up, set

071 fire, to inflame, Eur, Cycl, 331.—2.

intr. to burn, blaze forth, Valck. Hdt.

4, 145., adv. of sq., bloodlessly,

without bloodshed.', ov, {a priv.,)
bloodless, unstained with blood or mur•

der, Lat. iticruentus, .. Aesch.
Suppl. 196,, ,—, drained

of blood, Aesch, Euie. 302.', , , want of blood, Arist.

Part. An. : from', ov. {a priv.,) blood-

less, having no blood, Plat, Tim. 70 C,
e>tc,, ov,{,)
having flesh without blood, of the cicada,,

Anacreont., , if, ^,
Arist. Part. An., ov, gen..^^
withorit blood, bloodless, e[)ith. of the
gods. II. 5, 342 ; also of fish, Ion ap,.

Ath. 318 : of the colour of wiQe»
'., Plut. 2, 692 E.
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AN
i'Avai,u(jTei, adv., later form of sq., adv., like,

without shedding blood, II. 17, 3C3, Od.

18, 149. [n]',({.-!',$.
poet,, in later auth., as

Agath. not seldom : aor.

7/', inf., subj.-, Horn, (no other tenses in use)

:

dep. mid. To refuse, reject, spurn, -., Od. 3. 265 ; 4, 651

;

with collat. notion of contempt,, on no one

of the rest do I turn viy back, Od. 8,

212, cf II. 9, 079 : also c. inf refuse,

decline to do, as -
vai, 11. 18, 450 ; and vv'ith pleon. negat., he said no,

he had received nothing, 11. 18, 500

:

SO too in Theogn., Aesch., etc. : also

without inf, freq. in Hom.—2. later,

to excuse one^s self from a. thing, re-

nounce, disown,, Eur. El.

311,,, Id. Med. 237,

Hipp. 14: c. part., to repent, be ashamed
o/" doing or having done, -
uat, I am not ashamed at

being conquered, Valck. Call. p. 250
;,

am ashamed to look on thine old age,

Herm. Eur. Bacch. 251, I. A. 1502,

H. F. 1124. Chiefly in poets, but
now and then even in the best prose,

as Plat. Phil. 57 E, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1,

31. (ace. to Damm. and Pott, Ety-
mol. Forsch. 2, 152, from,-

with a priv. : ace. to Buttm.,

Lexil. V. 10, p. 118, formed
by redupl. from the negative root

-, SO that is a mere verbal

termination.), , , ()^, plunder, booty, spoil.'^., , //, ()
taking up Or away, esp. of dead bodies

for burial,, Eur. Or. 404, vtK-. Thuc. 3, 114, but also absol. for

burial, as Thuc. 2, 34, and freq. in

Att. from Thuc. downwards.— 2. a

taking up, a seizing upon, uv., Plat. Legg. 814 A.—3. an un-

dertaking,, lb. 847 B.— II. a
destroying, destruction, Xen. Hell. 6,

3, 5 : murder, N. T. Act. 8, 1 ; abroga-

tion of laws, Plut., ov, ,() a de-

stroyer, murderer., , ,{) de-

structive : in argument, refutative,

Arist. Rhet. 2, 8. Adv. -, nega-

tively, Diog. L., ov, {a priv.,)
not having power to choose, incapable of
choosing, Sext. Emp., f. -, pf avypTjKa, Ion., (a priv.,) to take

up, Lat. tullrre, and so—I. to lift up
from the ground, to take or raise up,

II. 1, 449, Od. 3, 453, esp. in part.,, II. 1, 301, etc. ; usu. to take

up and carry off, to bear away, esp. of
hard-won prizes, II. 23, 736 : so .,, to win in a contest,

in the Olympic games ; but this more
freq. in mid., as Hdt. 6, 70, 103, etc.

;

also simply, to take up, lift, Pind. P.

9, 105.— II. to take away, make away
with, destroy, of men, to kill, like

7. in Horn., also .,
Plat. Legg. 870 D : of laws and cus-

toms, to abolish, an/ml,, -, Dem.,, Xen. : of
objections, to confute'. Plat. Rep. 533

C, and Arist. : also .,
Dem. 141, 1 : of an encampment, to

break up, to strike,'. Xen.—III.

to appoint, ordain, esp. of an oracle's

answer to an inquiry made,
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?, Plat. Legg. 805 D, cf

C42 D ; ,
Xen. An. 3, 1, 6 ; also c. ace. et inf,, Hdt. 1, 13 :

but more usu. absol. to ansiuer, give a
response, /. , etc., oft. in

Hat., so too freq. in Att. ; ., to give an oracle about a thing,

Plat. Legg. 914 A
; ., to

deliver oracles, Dem. 1406, fin.—B.

Mid., to take up for one's self, to catch

up,, 11. 13, 296, etc. : hence

—

1. to gain, win,?^, etc., Hdt.

6, 70, etc., as in act. : hence in genl.., Od. 19, 22, v. sub, cf Theogn. 281
;-/, to entertain a love for life,

Hdt. 6, 29 : ', if I
should receive thee, i. e. into my ser-

vice, Od. 18, 357 : -, to take

food, Hdt. 4, 128 :/ .,
to take, exact, punishment from one,

i. e. revenge one's self on him, Hdt. 2,

134 :, to assume a name, Hdt.

2, 52.—2. esp. to take up dead bodies

for burial, freq. in Hdt., Thuc, etc.

:

rarely in act., as Xen. An. 6,4,9, and
Dem. 1069, 12.—3. to take up new-
born children, oum them, Lat. tollere,

suscipere libcros.—4. to conceive in the

womb, like ?., Hdt. 3,

108 ; 6, 69.— 5. to take up money at

interest, Dem. 1212, 3.—II. to take

upon one^s self, undertake, Lat. susci-

pere, , luar against one,

Hdt. 5, 36 ; also ., Plat.

Phaedr. 233 C, ,
Dem. 71, 2 : ., to undertake,

contract for the execution of a AVOrk,

Plat. Legg. 921 D.—III. to take back

to one's self, undo what one has done,

cancel, Tyv, ,
etc., Dem.

'Avaip'j, fut., (,) to

lift or raise up, Eur. El. 102 : to take

away.', , , a being-, ivant of feeling or perception.

Plat. Tim. 52 : stupor, lb. 74 :

also loss ofpresence ofmind, distraction,

Id. Ax. 305 D., dep. mid., to be-

have like or be, Diosc,
who also has act., v.

Lob. Phryn. 349.va,= foeg., Dem. 302, 3.', ov, {a priv.,-,) unfeeling, icithout

feeling, insensate, Plat., and Xen. ;., ivithout sense or knowledge

of a thmg. Plat. Legg. 843 .—2.

without common sense, senseless, ThuC.
. 86: TO=,
Id. 1, 69.—II. pass, unfelt,,
Thuc. 2, 43 : not subject to the senses,

insi;nj<ible. Plat. Tim. 52 A. Adv.

—, ., to be indifferent or in-

sensible, Isocr. 256 A.,,{, : the sim-
ple being never used.) An
Ion. word,= Att.?. or-, to use up, use : of time, to spend ;

of food or drink, to consume, Hdt. 1.

72, 185; 2, 60; 3, 150. etc.: .
, to use something /or a purpose,

speml upon a thing, as /', Hdt.
3, 90. , 2,

125 : also- (i. e. ) -
; on what is this spent ? 3, 6,

so (i. e. ), 1, 179. Cf the compos., .,-
Hence,, , that which

is used up,=zAtt.,-
/, war-expenses, Hdt.

5, 31. '

, . -, Att., also, aor., Att. ^,(,) to start up, rise, or stand

up quickly, spring forth, Hom., and
Trag. : also , II.

15, 80,], burst forth,

gush up, II. 22, 148 :, springing fresh within

the breast, Aesch. Ag. 77, also in Eur.

:

c. ace, . , to leap upon a
chariot, II. 24, 440 : c. inf, to begin

eagerly to do, Opp. The word is

poet., though Xen. has it, Cyn. 6, 17.

[-]vav,,to be,
to be shameless, to behave imjjudently,

Thuc. 1, 37, and Plat.: also c. part., he is impudent
enough to do, Ar. Thesm. 708. so .. Plat. Crit. 53 C. Pass.
to be treated shamelessly, Arist. Rhet.
3, 11.

',, , an impu-
dent act., , , shamelessness,

impudence, Lys. 169, 22, and Plat., ,{-,) an obscene writer, Poiyb.
12. 13, 1. []', ov, (a priv., -) shameless, impudent, Eur.,

Plat., etc. : of things, abominable, de-

testable, revolting, , Eur. Cycl.
415, cf. Thuc. 1, 52: to-
roF,= foreg., Eur. I. A. 1144. Adv.
-, Plat. Apol. 31 B., , ov, (a priv.,)
unasked, Pind. Fr. 151, 8., , , guiltlessness, inno-

cence, Hipp.', ov, also a, ov, Aesch.
Cho. 873, (a priv.,) without rea-

son or motive, groundless ; of persons,

guiltless, not in fault, not the cause of,

Horn., who usu. joins '-
: , guiltless

before the gods. Hes. Op. 825, cf Eur.

Med. 730
;
free from blame, Xen. Cyr.

1, 6, 10: later freq. c. gen. rei, guilt-

less of a thing, Hdt. 1, 129; 7, 233,

so too .,, Aesch. 1505,, Xen. Cyr. 1. 5, 10, etc.:, c. inf., it is blame-

able to do, Xen. Cyr. 5, 5, 22. Adv.
-.^, ov, 6, Anaetius, one of

the thirty tyrants at Athens, Xen.
Hell. 2,_ 3, 2., , , Anaitis, a Per-

sian and Armenian goddess, corres-

ponding to Venus, Strab.—2. an ap-

pellation of Diana among the Lyd-
ians, Paus. 3, 16, 8., , -, (,)
to lift up, hold suspended, Nonn.', f.-, {,) to burst out laughing, a

.. Plat. Euthyd. 300 D : uv., Id. Rep. 337 A., {,) and
mid., used indiffer-

entlj', to cleanjie or clean out again,

clear, or sweep away, to

/^ ?..
Plat. Men. 241 D;-, thoroughly to free the coast of
enemies, Plut. Alex. 17.—II. to cleanse,

purify, as metals. Id. Legg. 678 D.

—

III. ., to make clear or enu
cleate a subject, lb. 042 A.—IV. Me-
dic, term, to cleanse upwards, i. e. by
vmiting,= (^^', Kipp. Pass.
to be made clear, to become clear, to clear

up, of the air, Plut. Flamin. 8, cf.

Timol. 27. Hence, (•', , a cleansing

or clearing out agaiti, Polyb. 5, 100, 6.

—II. a clearing up an obscxire passage,
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txplanation.—. as medic, term, a

cleansing upwards, i. e. vomiting., , , {•) fit for cleansing or clearing out.

—II. medic, promoting vomiting., (,) to sit

upright.—2. to sit down again, Alex.
Trail., {,) to set tip

or upright. Mid. to sit iip, ~1, Plat. Phaed. 60 .—II. intr.

to sit up, Plut. Philop. 20 ; N. T. Luc.
7, 15.—2. to sit down again, of a hare,

to squat, Xen. Cyn. 5, 7 : also in mid.), {,) to re-

new, refresh, restore, to re-establish

:

, App. : in pass., .,
Isocr. 141 D. Hence, , , a renewal, re-

storation., ov, o,=foreg.

'AvaKatvovpyiu =,
Anth., =, . .
Hence, ,,^-. lb., , , prison, cor-

rupted from, which is to

be preferred in Isae. Fr., v. Schoem.
ad 1. p. 493, and Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 8, cf.., f. -, {, )
to kindle, light up, , Od., Hdt.,

etc. ; also in mid., to light one's self a.

fire, Hdt. 1, 202 ; 8, 19 : metaph. to

fire, rouse, encourage : in pass., to kin-

dle up with anger, Hdt. 5, 19., , poet,^ : fut.

-, {,) : to call up, esp.

the dead, Aesch. Pers. 621, Eur. Hel.

966, in mid.—II. to call upon or call

again and again, and so— 1. to invoke

again and again, appeal to, esp. to the
gods, both in act. and mid., Hdt. 9,

90, Eur., etc. : also uv. /.,
Soph. . C. 13TG: hence also, to

repeat aloud, Plat. Rep. 471 D: also,

U) lament often, Pind. Fr. 101.—2. to

summon, Hdt. 3. 127 : to cite, Lys. 144,

34: esp. in mid., to call to one's self,

send for, Hdt. 2, 121, I, Thuc. 7. 73,

etc. ; ',
to summon before, Xen. Hell. 7, 4, 33,

and so freq. in Polyb.—3. to call by
a name, to name, to enumerate,., etc., to name
separately or individually the Danai
and Argivi, etc., Thuc. 1, 3 ; SO in

pass. /., Soph.
El. 683 : so too prob. ', this far-famed
Lemnian fire". Id. Phil. 800.—4. to

call on, call to, esp. for encourage-
ment, '\(, Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 35,

etc.: also in mid., avawa/fiffi^at

u7J.ov, to cheer on the
hounds, to seek another (hare), Id.

Cyn. 6,18.

—

III. to call h^-k, recall, most-
ly in mid.. Aesch. Ag. 1021. etc. : esp.

to recall from exile. Plat. Phaedr. 89

A : to recall a general from his com-
mand, Thuc. 1. 131 : to call back from
battle, ~y ?.~/,
to sound a retreat, Xen. An. 4, 4, 22 ;

to call back hounds, call them off. Plat.

Rep. 440 D., , f•-, =-
?6.7.?., {, ?) to

re-beautify.'7.:~, , , {-/) the festival of unveiling, when
the bride first took off her maiden
veil, and received presents from the
bridegroom.—II. the presents them-
selves, Lys., Fr. , elsewhere-

and.

'?~, , ru.= foreg. .
Diod., f. -/', {, ?.-~) to uncover, unveil.—II. intr. to

unveil, Eur. Or. 294, ubi v. Pors.

(288.) Hence'^.,, , an uncovering,

unveiling.

V, , bending round,
Phil., , , the place

of turning back, Euseb. : from'7,.-,{,)
to bend upwards or back : usu. intrans.,

sub., to bend back, return,, Hdt. 2, 8 : e~t , Plat. Phaed.
72 B, strictly of the chariot turning

round the last pillar in the race-

course, Stallb. Plat. 1. c. : also, to

turn often, walk up and down, Diog.
L., , , , {-,) bringing back love:., an herb whose touch was said

to bring back love, a kind of sedum,
Plut., and Plin.-, ov,{,'), a changing wind, a kind

of whirlwind, Arist. Mund., •, ,()
a bending back, Hipp. : intr. a tttming

round, return, Arist. Gen. et Corr., ov, {a priv.,)
without thorns or bones, uithout a spine,

of certain fish, Hdt. 4, 53.,. --:,(,) to

snap up, swallow, gulp down, Hdt. 2,

93, Ar. Av. 579., adv., {,) up to

or towards the head, upwards, Hipp.,
unless is to be read: cf.,., , , {, -) breaking in pieces again,

Medic., , ,{)
setting on fire, kindling.'?,-,{.?,)
to dash or boil vp, to shoot up, 0pp.
Cyn. 1, 275. Hence7, , , a dashing or
boiling up., , ,{) a

snapping up, gulping doum., -, {,) to

split up., Ion. for,
Hdt.,, , the festival of the

Dioscuri, V.., poet,, f. --, {,) to be laid up. as

a votive ofiering in a temple ; and so,

to be dedicated,. to a god. Hdt. 1,

14, and Att. : metaph.
ay, is offered, devoted, to one,

Pmd. O. 11 (10). 8, cf 13. 48: also,

to be set up, as a statue in public.

Dem. 420, 8, cf Plat. Rep. 592
;, the statue of So-

lon stands in the fonmi, Aeschin. : so
that seems as a pass, to.—II. or -, every thing is referred

to a person, depends on his will, Hdt.
1,97; 3, 31; so -,
Thuc. 7, 71 : also, Ar.. 638, and -, Eur. Bacch. 934.—2. to be en-

trusted to, to devolve upon,., Plut. Arist. 15.—III. later,

to lie at table, Lat. accumbere, Ath., , , {) the

temple of the" or Diosctiri, An-
doc. 7. 10.—II. seemingly=,
or, in Lys. Fr. 45, Dem.
1125, 24.

ANAK, f. -, {, ()
to sheer or cut off, cut in pieces./., poet, for7.,
to call out, H. Hoiii. 18, 5./., {, /.) to

shout aloud.'7., , 6, {,,)
a loud shout or din, Eur. Or. 185., fut.- {,-) dep. mid., to mend up, patch, re-

store, Ael., Ion. for.
and,

f. -, Att. -, {,)) to mix again, Od. 3, 390 : in

genl. to mix up, mix well, olvov, Ar
Ran. 511.,, ,{) a
piece cut off.

", , , the Diosctiri, Cas-
tor and Pollux, Cic. N. D, 3, 21 : (an
old plur. from, and so strictly

the Kings.)
', ov, {a priv.,)

incurable, like., , f. -, {,7.) to sum up, to close by .sum-

ming up, conclude. Pass, to be sum-
med up, to be comprehended, N. T.
Rom. 13, 9. Mid. to gather together in

one, to comprehend in a ivhole {/.),. . Eph. 1, 10. Hence/.,, , a summa-
ry, completion, Dion. H./, , , fit for7., Dion. ., {,) spout
up, gush forth, ,,
II. : also to bubble vp. throb violently,

Plat. Phaedr. 251 B.—II. act. to make
to spout out, freq. in late Ep., Well-
auer Ap. Rh. 4, 600. [ Ep., cf. -/̂, ov, proclaimed : and,, , a proclamation :

from', Att.-, fut.

-, (,) to proclaim by
voice of herald, hence to publish, to

announce as if a herald, Suph. O. T.
450 : esp. to proclaim as conqueror, Ar.
Plut. 585, also Hdt. 6, 103. in pass.—
II. to put up to auction, Hdt. 1, 196.

—

III. to offer by voice of herald, >.-, Xen. Mem. 2, 10, 2., =, Bockh
Pind. Fr. 184.

',.-•,{,-) to rush into danger again, to run
afresh risk, absol. Hdt. 8, 100 : c. dat.. Id. 8, 68, 1 : c. part. av., 9, 26.',, {.-, {,)
to move upwards or sway to and fro,

Hdt. 4, 94.—2. to rouse or stir up, ex
cite aneiv, awaken, Lat. suscitare, -, Soph. Trach. 1259 ; -. Plat. Meno 85 C.—II. av., to exercise the amis, of pugi-
lists, Cicero's brachia concalefacere.

Plat. Legg. 789 C, cf..
Hence

', , , motion up-
wards ; in plur. 7notio7i of the arms as
an exercise, Hipp., cf. sq. [i]', ), ,() a
moving upwards, swinging to and fro,

esp. of the arms as a preparatory ex
ercise of pugilists, a swinging of the

arms to and fro : hence in genl. a
preparation, prelude. Plat. Legg. 722
D, in plur.—2. excitement, excitation,

perturbation,, Soph. O. T. 727.

[Kl]'.=, mid.
to mix, . Soph. Fr.
239 : metaph. ,
to join in closest friendship, Lat. jua
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fsre amicilias, Eur. Hipp. 254, v. Pors.

£ed. 138, cf..', f. -'), 1 aor. uv-, A el., 2 aor.,
Eur. 1. . 1002, (',) to cry

aloud, scream out, Eur. I. A. 1062 : ol

a dog, to bark, bay, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 15., f. -, (;',) to weep aloud, burst into tears
;

also c. ace. to weep for, to bewail, both

in Hdt. 3, 14 : also in mid., Soph.

PhiL 939., , , (Ufa, ickau)

a breaking upwards or back, fracture,

Hipp.— II. a bending back, esp. refrac-

tion of light, Arist. Org. : also of wa-
ter, Polyb. 4, 43, 9., ov, o,=foreg.''?, ov, () bent

upwards or back, reflected.— IL in

Gramm. declinable, Plut.', , ,{)
loud wailing.,, , and, , ,^=-, Dion. .', . -,{,) to

break upwards Or back, to break in

pieces, Thuc. 2, 76 ; 7, 25.

—

II. to bend

back ; in pass. esp. of light, to be re-

flected. Arist. Meteor. : of sound, to

re-echo : also in pass, to come back, re-

turn, Polyb. 18, 22, 4 :•, with one's neck

bent double or back, Theopoinp. (Com.)
Strat. 1. In late wr. to cause to re-

cline at table, as act. to, Ach.
Tat. [« in all tenses.],,, ,{)
that which is called on or out: also=?.̂, adv., (,)
by lot, Inser., eug, ?/, {?) a

calling on, invocation,, Thuc. 7,

7 1
.—2. a calling out to, exhorting, Plut.

•—3. a summoning.—II. a calling buck,

retreat, Ty .,
to cause the trumpet to sound a re-

treat, Pint. Fab. Max. 12 ; recalling,

esp. from banishment.)!/, uv, ,{)
a f'estiiial on a king's proclamation,

Polyb. 18, 38, 3.', , , {?)
calling up or forth, summoning.—II. a

recalling ; (sub. •)/ or, to

sound the retreat, Dion. H.''7, ov,{) called

back to service, Lat. evocalus.,, 6,{) a

plaintiff. Lat. qui in jus vocat, Eubul.
m Br. Gnom. v. 9.,, ,{() a
hcining towards : hence a slope, ascent,

Lat. acclivitas, Math. Vett., , ,.=-, Salm. Solin. p. 200 A : cf. Boet-

tig. Amalth. 1, p. 301./,,,{?)
a recumbent chair, couch, Erotian., , ro,= foreg., poet,, 1. -,
{, ?.) to -make to lie back, to

lean or pres.t one thing against an-

other, to let rest upon, yaiy,

11. 4, 1 13 ; but mostly in mid. with 1

aor. pass., to lie. sink or lean back, Lat.

resupinari, -
, Od. 9, 371 ; of persons asleep, 18,

189 ; of rowers, 13, 78.—II. to push or

put back, and so to open, ay-, Od. 22, 150, esp. ol a trap-

door, Hdt. 5, 16, so too -
vat, to put back the chmd at heaven's

gate, and thus, open the gate of hea-

ven, 11. 5. 751 ; opp. in this signf. to
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ANAK, to put on or to, and so to

shut, Valck. Schol. Phoen. 115.—III.

to throw the head back, and so to lift

up, Plat. Rep. 540 A. [i in pres.]7.,, , a lying or lean-

ing back, Hipp., , u,=foreg.—II. a

recumbent chair or couch., ?}, , fitted for lean-

ing upon., ov,{) leant

upon, , also -,=/, Plut., , {,) to

move up and down, Opp. Hal. 3, 478., f. -, {,) to

wash up against, Ap. Kh. 2, 551., f. •, {,)
of the F'ates, to unravel, a thread of

life, and spin it otherwise, hence to

change one's destiny, Anth., Luc.
Quom. Hist. Scr. 38., f. -i/'o, {,)
to make old clothes fresh by fulling,

hence to vamp up as new, Meineke
Com. Fragm. 2, p. 715.,{,) toper-

fume thoroughly, fill with vapour,

Tryph., {,) to fill

with a, opp. to.',{,)-, to open and counterfeit a seal,

Ar. Vesp. 589.—2.=:,
sc. Plat. Symp. 185 D, cf.

Ruhnk. Tim. Hence, ov, 6, the coun-

terfeiting of a seal, Aretae.,=?.
Hence

'., , ,=--., , ,=, Koen.
Greg. p. 592, cf. Hesych.., ov, {, .) hol-

lowed out, hollow., pass. c. fut. mid.,

poet, also c. aor. mid., to lie down to

sleep, lie asleep, v. 1. Xen. Cyr. 2, 4,

30, for.,,., {,)
to communicate or impart something to

another, ' , Lat. communicare
aliquid cum aliquo. Plat. Crat. init. :

and ace. rei omitted, to communicate
u-ith another, hold counsel with, consult

him, Ar. Lys. 1177 : esp. of oracles,, ,. Plat. Legg. 913 , Xen.
An. 3, 1, 5. — II. Mid. c. pf. pass.

(Xen. An. 5, 6, 36), to communicate
what is one's own to another, so of a
river, ". Hdt. 4, 48 : but usu. much like

act. to impart, TLvi Ti, Thoogn. 73,

and Xen. : and' Ttvi,

to consult one, Ar. Nub. 300. Plat.

Prot. 314 B. Cf. act.. Piers. Moer. p.

20, and., dep. mid., {,') to communicate, Plut.., ,{)
communication, an agreement.[, , {,)
to rule over, to hold sway over, Anth.

',{,) to crow
aloud, begin to crow, late.

'??., {,) to glue

on or to, glue together.,, , that xvhich

is glued on.,, ?), a gluing on.', , , want of se-

quence ; es.p. in Gramm. an anacohi-

thon, where the construction of the
sentence changes and becomes nn-
grammatical : also to :

from

ANAK', ov, {a priv., 7^') wanting sequence, without connex-
ion, V. foreg. Adv. -, Dion. H.,{,) to gird
or tuck up into a fold, (Lat. sinus).—
II. intr. to gird one's self up, Ar.
Thesm. 1174, ubi olim..=(•.

',,.-, {, -) to come up after diving, to

swim on the top.—II. transit, to bring
a thing up from the bottom, 'i'heophr.,{,) to get hair

or leaves again, Luc. Dial.Meretr. 12,5., , ,{) a
carrying away again, recovery, Decret.
ap. Dem. 250, 13.—II. a coming back,

return, esp. from property, income, re-

venue, Lat. reditus, Arist. H. A., poet,, f. --
Att. -, {,) to carry up,
Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 20: esp. to carry up
or against stream, and pass, to go up,
Hdt. 2, 115.— II. tobring back. recover,

Xen. Mem. 2, 10, 1. Mid. with
perf. pass. (Xen. An. 4, 7, 1), to bring

back for one's self, to collect for one's

self to bring or take back with one, Hdt.
5, 85: to recover one's own, regain, Eur.
Hipp. 831 : to bring to pass again,

Piud. P. 4, 15 : -', to break one's self loose

from a thing, to withdraw from, Plut.
Arat. 51. Pass, to return, to come or
go back, Hdt. 2, 107 ; 3, 129 : also to

escape, rally, Polyb. : ol vav-, those brought
back, i. e. preserved from shipwreck,

Polyb. 1, 38, 5.

—

III. esp. to restore to

health, and mid. to recover one's health,

Polyb.
',,-,{,)

to dart, hurl, or fling up, spout up.—
II. intr. to dart or shoot up, as blood
from a wound, II. 5, 113; so too of
water, Hdt. 4, 181.',, , a beating or forcing
back, a checking, hmdcrance, Lat. retu•

sio—II. the recoil of the waves, Plut.—III. water left after flood-tide, stag-

nant water, Strab., and Plut. : from',(.->,{,) to

beat, drive, or force back, e. g. the bolt

of a door, Od. 21, 47 : also of driving

back an assailant, Thuc. 4, 12, in

mid. : ., to change a ship's

course. Casaub. Theophr. Char. 25.

—

2. later, to check, hinder, Plut. Caes.
38.—3. to break off,, Coluth.
123. Pass, to stop short, stick fast,

esp. in a speech, Luc. Nigr. 35., {,) to sweep
again or out, A. B.", . —, heterocl. like

for, Koen. Greg. p.

592., , {,) to

order or adorn anew, Arfstid., ov,=^.', f.,{,)
to lift or rai.'ie up, Soph. Fr. 24 ; esp.

of a ship, . . Soph. .
. 23. Pass, to hover.—2. to make
light, lighten. Pass, to feel lightened or

lifted up, raise one's spirits, like-, Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 28. Hence,, , a lifting up.-^
2. a lightening, relief from a thing, as. Soph. O. T. 218.,, , {-) any thing lifted up.—2. a lift-

ing up, Hipp., {,) to

saving upwards, brandish,=., f-, aor.-, {,) to cry out, lift up
the voice, Od. 14, 407 : .



ANAK, Ar. Eq. 670 ; . ...,
.. , Id. Eccl. 431, and Xen.,, ,[-
Ui) a mixing up. Plut. Alex. 47., .-,{, -) to cry aloud. Hence, , , a loud

outcry, Epicur., v. Lob. Phryn. p.

337., {,) strictly,

to begin to strike a stringed instrument

:

hence as mid., -, each bird tunes its voice for
thee, Anth., as pass., hang
aloft, hover.

(Plat.),-
uao) (Aeschin.), poet,,
fut. -, Att. -, {,) : to hang up upon a thing,

e. g.
—, on a peg, Od. 1, 440,

also or , Hdt. 5, 77, 95,, Plat. Ion 536 A ; to cause to be

suspended, i. e. to undermine,., Plut. LucuU. 39 :

—intr. to hang one's self, Diod. 2, 6.

Pass, to hang or be hanging up, Hdt.

2, 121, 3: metaph. be in suspense

or doubt. Lat. suspensus esse. Hence,, 6, a hanging up,

A. B.

f'AvaKpiuv, . , Anacreon, a

lyric poet of Teos, Hdt. 3, 121., fut. -. {,)
to examine well, to search out, to prove,

Pind. P. 4, HI, in mid.—II. to exam-

ine beforehand, and that esp. at Athens
in two signfs.— 1. to examine the Ar-
chons. SO as to prove their qualifica-

tion, Deiu. 1320, 18.—2. as law-term.

to examine persons concerned in a suit,

SO as to see whether the action

would lie, freq. in Dem. v..—. In mid. -, to question or wrangle one with

another, Hdt. 9, 56. Hence,, , poet,,
an examination, inquiry, Hdt. 3,53. but

with V. 1..— II. esp. at

Athens.—1. the examination of the

Archons to prove their qualification.

—

2. the previous examination of Jjarties

concerned in a suit, to see whether
an action should be allowed : this

was the business of the Archons,
who were said

or:<^ (Plat. Charm. 176 C,
Legg. 855 E), while the parties were
said (Isae. 57, 26,

etc.) : hence in genl., to come to trial, Aesch. Eum.
364 : V. Diet. Antiqq.', , ,{) be-

longing to or fit for examination.
'..7, {,)=. Ath.,,.{,)

to lift up and strike together, ,. Plut. 739, , Aeschin.
33. 36 : hence absol. to clap with up-
lifted hands, to ajiplaud vehemently, Ar.

Eq. 651. Poet, also prob.,
Meinek. Com. Fragm. 3, p. 188., , , {)
a pushing back, stopping, checking, esp.

pushing a ship back, backing i<jaier,Thuc.

7, 36 ; also ., lb. 62 :.
'~~, a sudden checking of a

horse with the bit, Plut. ; met./. Id. — II. in music, the

first touching of an instrument, begin-

ning of tune : cf. ?..—2. in

metre anacrusis, Herm. Elem. Metr.
p. 11., verb. adj. from-. one must drive back or check,

Xen. Eq. 10, 12., , , fitted for

beating back, or checking,, Plut.:

from', f. •, {,) to

thru.1t back, stop short, check,, Xen. Hipparch. 11, 3, cf.

; to flog back, to drive

back, . , Plut.

Alcib. 2. In mid. esp. of a ship,-, to put her back

sternwards, i. e. without turning her,

by backing water, Hdt. 8, 84 ; in Att.

., Ar. Vesp. 399, or-
alone, Thuc.7, 38, 40 ; also, cf. :

—

hence metaph., . ?., to

check an argument, Plat. Phil. 13 D.

—

II. in music, to strike the strings, pre-

lude, like32, Theocr. 4,

31, and so to begin a song, to begin ;

freq. later, cf Schweigh. Lex. Polyb.', -, {,)
to hide carefully., f.-/ {,-) dep. mid. to regain for one's self,

to get back again, to recover, to retrieiie,

with, Hdt. 1, 61 ; 3, 73 ; also. , Hdt. 6, 83.—2. to re-

fresh, revive,,,,, Polyb. : .,
Lat. recolligere vires, Valck. .\don.

365 B.—3. to restore, reinstate, e. g.

an exile, Lat. restituere in integrum,

Dio C.—II. c. ace. pers. to win a per-

son over, gain the favour or friendship

of, conciliate, Hdt. 1, 50, and Xen.

:

also <pi?.ov. Tivu.Xen. Cyr. 2,2, 10., verb. adj. from,
one must rule.—II. from, one

must refer, Arist. Gen. An.,, .{) a

regaining: gaining, Hdn.—2. recovery

of strength, Hipp.
', , , fit for re-

gaining or gaining.,.,{.) to re-

build, to make anew. Strab. Hence. , , a rebuilding,

new creation, Eccl.
',, ov, , a precious stone,

in Orph. also?.. [<], ov, ,=^'-
ov. Soph. Fr. 775.

', , .{) lord-

ship, rule, manageynent, e. g. of horses,

H. Hom. Ap. 234., ov. 6, Anactorhtm, a

promontory of Acarnania, on the

Ambracian gulf, with a city of the

same name on it, Thuc . 1 , 55. Hence
''.^., a, ov, of Anactorium ;., the territory ofAnac. Thuc,

also the earlier name of Miletus,

Paus. 7, 2, 5., , lov,{) be-

longing to a lord or king, royal,,.
15, 397.—II. (ii'a/cropioi',=sq., a

temple, Hdt. 9, 65, but with V. 1.-
Topov., ov, TO, {) a

king's dwelling, palace : more freq. of

the dwelling of the gods, a temple,

Simon. 59, a shrine, freq. in Eur.,

also of the altar, Eur. And. 43 ; of

the innermost part of the temple,

where the statue of the deity stood,

V. Lob. Aglaoph. 1, p. 59, sq. : in Eur.

esp. as TO, the temple of the
"

or Dioscuri, or the temple of
Ceres : cf. foreg.

'7,, , oi, {,
?.) the presidents of the myste-
ries of the Corybantes, Paus.,, , a lord, king, like, Aesch., and Eur.^,, , Anactor, son of

Electryon and Anaxo, ApoUod. 2, '4.,=, .\rist. . .,,,-, {,)

to stir up, stir in, mix, Ar. Ach. 671

:

to mingle confuse., , .-, {, -) to turn round and rmmd, to bring

back again and again in the same course,

to repeat. Pass, to revolve, come round
again. Plat., and Arist. : in Eur. Or.

231,?^, turn me over to

the other side. Hence7., , ij, a turning

rou7id and round, a circuit, revolution.

Plat. Polit. 269 E.?.. ?/, , ea.iy to turn

round, esp. of verses that will read
either backwards or forwards, as

Leon. Alex. 33./., ov,,=?., Diod.,=^'7. to turn

round and round, whirl round. Mid. to

repeat. Hence,, ,=?.,. , revolu-

tion of states, Polyb. 6, 9, 10.,=., ov, , rolling up-

wards or back : from, f. -,{,) to

roll up, roll back or away, Alex. Klf-. 1, 7. [<-]., {, Kvu3a7.ov)
only in 11. 16, 379, -?., the chariots were overturned

with a rattling noise, like that of-
?., cf 11, 160:—others read «v-, from, they

fell over, fell headlong, v. Spitzn., ov, b, Anacynda-
raxes, father oi" Sardanapalus, Arr.

An. 2, 5.,,.-. {,)
to overturn, turnupside doum, Lyc. 137., f. -, {,) to

lift up the head, Hdt. 5, 51.

—

2. esp.

to come up out of the water, pop up, Ar.
Ran. 1068, and freq. in Plat. : . ,
to spring up or arise from. Plat. Eu-
thyd. 302 A : hence to rise out of diffi-

culties, to recover, breathe again, Xen.
Oec. 11, 5.—II. to put back the head

as in drinking, Arist. H. ., of. Eur.
Cycl. 212., ov,{,) curv-

ed upwards or backwards.', {,) to

sound, try by the sound, ring, Ar. Fr.

288..{.-,{,) to

wail aloud, Aesch. Pers. 468, Soph.
Ant. 1227 ; but. oSirv, to

utter a loud, shrill, wailing cry, Ih. 423., ov, {,) dock-

ed, curtailed, of a camel, short-legged,

Diod. S. 2, 54 : uv., a
short garment, like a shirt, elsewhere, Plut.'., , a district, Py-
thag. word, Bockh Philolaos, p. 174., {,)
ridicule, satirize, dub. 1. in Plut., '.,=:, careful-

ly, , to took well to

a thing, give good heed to, Hdt. 1 , 24 ;

8, 109, Thuc. 8, 102 : on the dialect

V. Piers. Moer. p. 43, Meineke Com.
Fragm. 2, p. 688, (from, -, a manager, one who has the care.)'.\, (.•,{', -) to hold back, stay, kinder, esp. of

ships, to keep the ships riding at an-

chor, , Hdt. 6, 116, etc. ; so

too metaph. of a chariot. Soph. El.

732 : but . .,
to keep up the tension of the ropes, keep

them taut, Hdt. 7, 36.—II. also intr.,

sub. iavTOv, to keep back, keep stilly

Hdt. 9, 13.



,, less usu. form of foreg., /, , a stay, cessatio?i,

naKUv, T^huc. 4, 117: but esp. a ces-

sation of arms, truce, freq. in Thuc,
' tlvl, to have

a truce, wuh one, Thuc. 1, 40 ;-
tlvl , one party

has a truce luith another. Id. 5, 32.—2.

a hindrance, Thuc. 8, 87. Soine

urauim. write it //, which is

rob. the more correct form, Valck.

Amuion. 1, 5. p. 24, cf. Dind. Stepha-

ni Thes. v.).i'va, ,7l,={oeg., App., 2 aor. inf. of--,{,) to take

again,, Mosch. 2, 159.' {,) to kick

out b':hind, Lat. recalcitro, kite.'7, f. -, {,-) to raise a war-cry, shout the battle-

shout, Eur. Phoen. 1395, and Xen.

An. 4, 3, 19 : in genl. to cry aloud, Eur.

Suppl. 719, and Xen., f. -?,, (,) to take up, take into one's

haiids, , , etc., Hdt.

:

take on board ship. Id. 1, 166, etc. :

and so in genl. to take, get, receive,

freq. in Att. prose : hence the part., having taken along with

one, may be oft. rendered simply by
our prep, with, -, Xen. An. 7, 3, 36, like.
—2. to take into one's care or service,

Thuc, and Xen. : to adopt as a child,

to engage or hire as a servant.—3. like

Lat. recipere, to take upon one, accept,

undertake, . Thuc. 6,

89, TO, Coray Plut. Ages.

20 : in mid. to take upon one's self, to

incur, to encounter, -, Hdt. 3, 69, and so prob., 5, 49.—4. to take up

again, resume, , Hdt. 5, 62,

cf. Stallb. Plat. Rep. 544 B.— II. to

lake back, regain, , Hdt. 3,

73, and Xen. : hence—2. to recover,

retrieve, make good,. Hdt. 7,

231,. Soph. Phil. 1249, Enr.

Ion 426, cf. Dem. 550, 14.—3. to re-

store to health and strength, repair, Lat.

reficere,,, Hdt. 5,

121 ; 8, 109 : ., to recover

one's self, regain strength, revive, Thuc.
6, 20. etc., but also with-

out, Stallb. Plat. Rep. 467 B.

—III. to pull short up, of a horse, to

cheeky Xen. Hipparch. 3, 5, Plat.

Legg- 701 C—IV. to gain quite over, at-

tach to one's self, Ar. E(i. 082, Dinarch.

93, 43 ; av. , to win the

ear of the auditor, Arist. Rhet., f.-, (, -) to flame up. take fire. Xen. Cyr. 5,

1, 15: metaph. to blaze forth, breakout

anew, as war, Plut. Syll. 6 ; love. Id.

Anton. 30.—II. metaph. to come to

one's self again, recover. Plut.. . ,{)
a shining forth, brilliancy, effulgence,

Plut. Moral. 419 Y.
^, , ( priv.,)=-., , ?/, the character of

an, want of feeling, like, Dem. 237, 14, and Arist.

Eth. N.7, ov, {a priv.,)
without pain, and so,—I. of per.sons,

unfeeling, hard-hearted, ruthless. Soph.

Aj. 946:'?,, to be

less sensible
, feel less grieved, Thuc. 3,

40 : C. gen. lannoved by, insensible to,., Plut. Paul. Aem.
35. .Vdv, -, unfeelingly. Soph. Aj..

1333; with indifference,.-

ANAA, Plut. Moral. 46 C.—II. of

things, not painful, i. e. enjoyable,

Soph. Tr. 126..{,) to cause

to grow up, bring forth, Nonn. Dion.

40, 390.?,, , ( priv.,) not

growing, not thriving, feeble, Ar. Vesp.

1045 : small, Arat.—2. act. checking

growth, Arat.. {) to

grow up, Ap. Rh. 3, 1303 : to spring

up afresh, 0pp.',{,) to smooth
anew.—2. to bruise fine., f. -^, (poet,,
-) {,) to pick up, gather

up, , 11. 21, 321. Mid.
to pick up for one's self, Hdt. 3, 130

;, to collect one's

breath, Mel. 58, 8.—2. to recount, com-
inemorate, Poppo Xen. An. 2, 1, 17.

—3. to reckon up, consider, Dion. H.—

•

II. to read aloud, Call. Ep. 24, and
Luc.,, . {a priv.,)
neglect of anointing, Hipp., f. •, {, ) to

lick up, Hdt. 1, 74., ov, '{) picked

up, chosen : , fragments
or crumbs picked up, late., . {a priv.,)
untrue, false, Dion. H. Adv. -<.,, ,{-) an erection, an elevated structure.

Diod. S.—2. that which is used for
restoring or repairing: hence plur.,

ivallsfor underpropping, Lat. substruc-

tiones, basements, etc., e. g. in VitrUV.,

columns to serve as sun-dials.', verb. adj. of-, one must resume. Plat.,, 6,{-) a bucket for dratving water, else-

where, Joseph.'7^, , ,{-) fit for restoring or strengthening,, Gal. Adv. -., , ,{)
taking up, acceptance, adoption, e. g. of

an office, of a child, Luc.—2. a taking

into the mind, comprehension, acquisi-

tion,. Plat. Tim. Locr. 100
C.—3. a taking up, ascension, N. T.
Luc. 9, 51.—II. a taking again or back,

a -means of regaining. Plat. Tim. 83
E. : recovery of health, Luc.—2. a re-

pairing, refreshing, esp. of soldiers af-

ter labour, Polyb. : making amends for

a fault. Thuc. 5, 65., , {a priv.,) incu-

rable, not to be healed, Hipp.—2. act.

7iot healing, unwholesome, Bion 7, 4., ov,=ioreg., incurable,

Nonn.', ov, {a priv.,)
unlike., {,) to tvin-

nmv out, thresh out, of grain, Plat.

Tim. 52 E, in pass., v. 1. for foreg. in Plat.

Tim. cf. Stallb. ad loc., ov. Dor. for,
Trag. [«]

':-, ov, Dor. for '7\.,
barefoot, Theocr. 4, 56. [], i. ; aor., (which Atticists reject, yet it

seems to be the genuine Att. form, v.

Ellendt hex. Soph., Herm. Aj. 1028,
who consider as not Att.):

perf./,.,
pass,, Valck. Phoen. 591,
and : aor. pass,
and —the pres. is

rare, though found in Att. : as Aesch.
Theb. 813, Eur. Med. 325, also in

ANAA
Thuc, and Xen., cf. Schiif. Greg. p.

706, 916. To use up, spend, esp. in a
bad sense, to lavish, squander, esp. of
money, freq. in Thuc. ; or

, to spend upon a thing, freq. in

Plat. : hence metaph. av. -, Thuc. 2, 04 : also av., to

Mse to the full, i. e. enjoy sleep, Pmd.
P. 9, 44.—II. of persons, to kill, de-

stroy, Aesch., etc. : hence in genl. to

annihilate. Plat.—III. in Plat. Polit.

289 C, , to be dis-

charged or hinderedfrom a thing.'-', ov, {a priv.,)-
salted, Plut. : silly, Diog. L. [], =, Jo-
seph., , , ( priv., ))
vmnt of strength, feebleness, weakness,
cowardice, II. always in plur. ; The-
ogn. 887, in sing., ,,^=.,, , , ace. -, but
-IV, Od. 3, 375, {a priv.,) feeble,

impotent, weak, cowardly, in Hom. oft.

joined with or, as
11. 2, 201, etc., ov, {a priv.,-) unchangeable, Orph., ov, {a priv., -) without allegory., , {,) to

change quite, Theophr. with v. 1. uva-
?..'?., ov, {a priv., -) unchangeable, Arist. Metaph.
Adv. -, Diog. L.

', {,) dep.
mid., to spring or leap up, Ar. Ach.
669.", ov, {a priv.,) not

salted, Xen. Oec. 20, 12., oi',= foreg.. Gal.,{) adv., pro-
portionably., ov, , a, place for lay-

ing books upon, reading-desk, Lat. puU
pitum, elsewhere.?, to be, to be

proportionate to a thing, to be like or

conformable, or , Plut
Hence, verb, adj., one must
sum up, Arist. Rhet. Al. 37, 26, un-
less is to be read.7, , ,{)
proceeding on analogy, Diog. L.', , ,{) right

proportion, analogy. Plat., and Arist.'?, {,)
dep. mid., to count up, sum up, Lat.

enmnerare, . Plat.

Prot. 332 C : to think over, caladate,

consider, , Thuc. 5, 7 : but usu. foil,

by a conj.,. ..., to consider that,

Thuc 8, 83, oTi..., Xen., etc', , , {)
proportional, analogous., ov, ,^=.7., , ,{-) calculation ofproportions, com-

parison of one thing with another,

Plat. Theaet. 186 C.. , , {7.) counting up, calculation, consid-

eration, reasoning with one's self, Thuc.
3, 36: a fair proportion, Dem. 262, 5.

—2. a course of reasoning, Xen. Hell.

5, 1, 19.', , , fit for judg-
ing by analogy, teaching by analogy.

Adv. -.'7^, ov, {, 7) accord

ing to a due or ratio, proportion

ate, conformable, Plat. Tim. 69 •

a?ialogous to, , Theophr., also- Adv. -, also ,,
Arist. Eth. N., ubi al. .



ANAM
?., ov, ( priv., ?.) without

salt, not salt, Arist. Probl.'', another form of-, found in the early Att., and fur-

nishing its tenses, v. sub., ov, {a priv.,) not to

be filled, insatiate, Lat. inexplebilis, ya-, Od. 17, 228.,, ov, (a priv., 7.)=-, Hipp.', {,) to sob aloud,

Q. Sm. 14, 281,, for

which now stands.,, ,{) loos-

ing, releasing, -', from evils, Soph.
El. 142.—2. a dissolving, dissolution ;

death, destruction, Plut. ; the repeal of

a law, and the like.—3. the solution or

unravelling of a difficulty.—4. analyti-

cal inquiry, analysis, opp. to,
Arist. Elh. N.—II. a breaking up, de-

parture, return, Plut.',, ,{) a de-

liverer : one that ends strife, Aesch.

Cho. 159.
'7, ov, 6,{) a deliv-

erer, esp. from a magic spell.', , , () fit

for loosing : analytical, Arist. Eth. N.', f. -, Ion. and Ep. -,{,) to unloose, undo again,

usu.of Penelope's web,Od. 2, 105, 109,

etc. : also to set free, release, ', Od. 12, 200 : (nev-

er in II.)— II. post-Hom., to undo in

various senses.—1. to dissolve matter
into its elements, Tim. Locr. ; dis-

solve snow, etc., Plut.—2. to do au-ay,

get rid of, esp. of blame, faults, etc.

Dem. 584, 16 : but usu. in inui, as

Xen. Hell. 7, 5, 18, Dem. 187, 24.—
3. to stop, to put an end to, as frost

stops hunting, Xen. Cyn. 5,34.—4. to

solve a difficulty, a problem, etc., Plut.

:

also to break a spell. Alb. Hesych. 1,

p. 330.—5. to investigate a subject ana-

lytically, analyse, Arist. Eth. N.—HI.

intr. to loose for departure, iveigk an-

chor, like Lat. solvere, and so in genl.

to depart, return, Polyb. [0 by nature,

and remains so except before and
: in/.,, ?/.,
and in Hom. forms?, .--}', ov, {a priv.,-) not knowing even the alphabet,

utterly ignorant, Philyll. Aeg. 2.,, v..
',, ,{) that

which is used or spent : expense, cost,

loss, Aesch. Suppl. 470 ; opp. to /-. Plat. Legg. 920 C : also in plur.,

expenses, Thuc. 7, 28, etc. [], , , {) out-

lay, exjjenditure, Theogn. 899, Thuc.
6, 31. [],,, verb. adj. from. to be spent. Plat. Legg. 847 E.,',,,{?) a spend-

er, ivaster, Plat. Rep. 552 B., , ,{) lead-

ing to expense, expensive, costly,,
fTTii^D/ziai, Plat. 558 D, 559 "C.7., ov, {a pnv., *,) not taken, Thuc. 4, 70:

not to be taken, invincible, impregnable,

esp. of strong cities, forts, etc., Hdt.

1, 84 ; 8, 51 : hence proofagainst all ar-

gument, not convincible. Plat. Theaet.
179 C :. , not to

be bribed by money, incorruptible, Xen.
Ag. 8, 8. []

_, {,) to return

to rest, take rest.,,.-, {, -) to rage through or throughout,, II. 20, 490,

where the penult, is long.

ANAM7., f. -, {,-) to soften again. Gal., f.-, {,) to learn again or anew, learn

differently.—. to inquire closely, Hdt.

9, 101., {,-) dep. mid., to do away an oracle,

make it invalid, v. Valck. Hipp. 890., ov, {a priv., -) impassable for wagons, Hdt. 2,

108.
', strengthd. for uap-.. Rh. 3, 1300, ubi Ruhnk.., , , faultlessness,

innocence : from
', ov, {a priv.,-,) without missing or

failing, unfailing, iinerring, Xen. Cyr.

8, 7, 22.—2. esp. in a moral sense,

faultless, blameless, Xen., and Plat.

:

. or, having done no

wrong to a person, having given one no

offence, Hdt. 1, 117 ; 5, 39 : .,
guiltless of a thing, Hdt. 1, 155. Adv.

-, without fail, unerringly, Xen.
Mem. 2, 8. 5 : inoffensively, Dem. 1407,

22.— II. of things, not done by fault,

unavoidably,, Antipho 122,

18., {,)
dep. mid., to chew over again, Lat. ru-

minari ; hence metaph. to ruminate

upon a thing, consider over again, At.

Vesp. 783.
', inferior form for, Jacob Luc. Alex. 12.', -, Att.,
{,) to rub, wipe off]

) 7.!, a deed (as if a

stain) which thou wilt ivipe off on

thine own head, i. e.for which thou wilt

become responsible, Lat. capite lucre,

Od. 19, 92, Hdt. 1, 155 : hence to de-

file by contact, pollute, also in mid.

—

l5. mid. to knead one's bread, Ar. Nub.
C7G.—2. in genl. to mould or shape

anew, Tim. Locr. : cf.., {,) to

search out, inquire into, Lat. anquirere./, /, , {,7.) shoulder-strap, an article

of lemale dress, Philippid. ap. Poll.

5, 100.', ov, {a priv., )
wanting water, Epigr. ap. Plut. 2, 870

E.', f.- and --, or more usu. -, {,) dep. mid., to renew the fight,

ami so to retrieve a defeat, Hdt. 5, 121
;

8, 109 : later also c. ace, av.,,, to make a loss

good, Wytt. Ep. Cr. p. 182 : so too. , to fight the argument

over again. Plat. Hipp. Maj. 286 D, cf.

Phaed. 89 C. [//u], ov, {a priv.,-) not to be climbed, inaccessible : of

a horse that one cannot mount, unbro-

ken. Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 4C.'7., ov, {a priv.,)
not to be milked, unmilked. The form

is dub.',.-,{,) to

begin to sing,, Theocr. 17, 113.
—. trans, to praise in song, Anacre-
ont., adv. part. perf.

pass, from, mixed up pro-

miscuously.

f, verb. adj. from-, one must await, Ach. Tat.', f. -, {,) to

ivait for, await, abide, c. ace. ,
Od. 19, 342,, Hdt. 7, 42, and
so freq. in Eur., and Att. prose : also

ANAM
c. ace. et int. . , to await

one's doing, Hdt. 8, 15; ,
a thing happening. Hilt. 5, 35, cf.

Thuc. 4, 120, 135 : also foil, by '
uv..., ' ..., to wait till.... Plat.,

and Xen. :—absol. to tvait, stay, Ar.

Ran. 175, etc.—2. to aivait, endure, ,
Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 30, Symp. 4, 41.—3.

to put off, delay, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 10,

Dem. 411,5., ov, {,) in the

middle, ., cities in the heart

of a country , hat. mediterraneus, Hdt.
2, 108., ov, {,) filled

full,, of a thing, i)eni. 779, 25.,,.-, {.-) to fill up, fill full. At. Ran. 1084.',,..{.)
to measure back, measure over again,

esp. to remeasure (i. e. return) the same
road one came by, hence .-, Od. 12, 428, cf. Hdt. 2, 109 : in

genl. to do or say over again, repeat,

recall, Eur. Or. 14, Ion 1271, in mid.
—II. in genl. to measure, . One
thing by another. Plat. Rep. 531 A

:

more freq. in mid. as Eur. El. 52,

Ar. Nub. 205 :

—

, to measure out to him {pay

him) the tribute of a tear, Eur. L T.
346. Hence, , , remeasure-

ment, in general measurement, >^f,
Strab. : consideration, an estimate,

Plut., {,) to exam-

ine ivith a probe, v. Wolf, and Ruhnk.
H. Hom. Merc. 41.

', {,-) dep. mid., to chew the cud, Alex.

Mynd. ap. Ath. 390 F.
^

', {,)
dep. mid., to wind tip, draw back, as a

woollen thread, Plut. [i], {.) dep. mid., to make fresh attempts.', adv..=va,. Rh.

:

sometimes also like , c. dat

Wunderi. Obs. Cr. p. 24., adv., = foreg.. Soph.

Tr. 519., poet,, adv.,

=.' and, f.

-, {,) to mix up. mix
together, for. II, 24,

529; also in Hdt. 4, 2C, and Att.:

esp. in pass, to be mixed with others,, Hdt. 1, 146, etc. Hence', ov, mixed up., ov, (a priv.,7-) undisputed., f., poet., {,) to remind

one of a thing, c. dupl. ace,, Od. 3, 211, Soph. O^

. 1133 : but also c. gen. rei, ., Eur. Ale. 1045, and Plat.: c.

ace. pers. et inf., to remind one to do,

Find. P. 4, 9G : c. ace. rei only, to re-

call to memory, make mention of, Anti-

pho 120, 26. Pass, to remember, -, Hdt. 2,151. Thuc. 2, 54, etc. ; more
rarely . Plat. Phaed. 72 E, etc. ; also

, in Xen. An. 6, 1, 23, ace. c.

part. :—oft. foil, by a relat.,. .

.

,

etc., Thuc. 2, 89, etc. Cf.., poet, for, c.

ace, 11. 11, 171 ; absol., 11. 16, 3C3., to sing languishingly.

Plot. ap. Ath. 176 B., adv., mixed up, all together,

pell-mell, Hdt. 1, 103, Thuc. 3, 107,etc., , >/, {,)
a mixture, mingling, Theophr.', ,, Anamis, a river of

India, Arr. Ind. 33, 2.
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ANAM', poet, and Ion. for-, (tP- , Od. 10,

235, and oft. in Hdt. ; used only in

pres. and impf., (,)
to hire one's self again, serve again for

pay, Plut. Nic. 2, 9, Moral. 801 A.',, ,() any-

thing kindled, Plut., ov, ( priv.,)
without knots, Xen. Cyn. 2, 4.

*, assumed as pres. from

which to form the tenses of-,.,, ,{)
calling to mind, recollection. Plat.,

and Arist., who distinguish it from], memory, v. sub. voc. : a remind-

ing^ admnnition, ,
recollection of vows to pay sacrifices,

Lys. 194, 22.', , ,{-) belonging to recollection, easily

recalling to mind, having a good memo-

ry, Arist. Memor.
', , that which one can

recollect. Plat. Meuo 87 .,, {, -
?.) a'or, 2 with no pres, in use (cf.

?.), to go up. go back.'), strengthd, for-, (,) to di-file thoroughly,

Pherecr. Incert. 4, in Pass.', , .{) a wait-

ing, abiding a thing : endurance, pa-

tience : a slaying behind, diiay.^, f. -, (,-) to off: hence in mid. nie-

taph. to rub off on one's self hence uv., to enter into the

passions of the many, Plut., (,) to

roar loudly, foam or boil up, like iva-, Lat. aestuare, of Ihe sea, Od. 12,

238, cf. sub. [], .-, (,/)
to form anew, raiovalc, Eccl, Hence,, ,forming anew,

Eccl., {,) to

groan aloud, sob, v. I. Aesch. Pr. 743,

for.', f,-, (um, -) to lift with a lever, force with

levers: hence toforcefrom concealment,

drag to light, v, Pors, Med. 1314.', ov, {a priv.,-) without tipper garment, of a wo-
man, V. Meineke Euphor. p. 23.

'-, ov, (a priv., -') unerring, unfailing, .
Soph. 0. T. 472, where however (as

the metre requires), is

now read ; without wnnd-ering or stray-

ing,, Herm. Soph. Tr. 120 ; cf.. [],. 6, , ( priv., -) ivithoat head-band or fillet, Call.

Cer. 125., dcp. {,-) to breathe hard, to sigh, groan deep-

ly, Aesch. Pr. 743.—II. also to snort

or mock at., ov, {a priv.,-) undisputed, undoubted, prob. 1.

in Tnno ap. Sext. Emp, 1, p, 224,

Adv. -.', ov, {a priv.,-
?) unambiguous, positive,, Dion.

H. 3, 57. Adv. -, Luc. Gym. 24., ov, (a priv.,-) not doubtfid Or wavering. Adv., ov, {a priv.,-) undressed, not clad. Adv. -., ov, {a priv.,-
o)=sq. Dion. H. Adv. -., ov, {a priv.,-
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ANAN
yoc) undisputed, undoubted, Xen.
Syinp. 3, 4. Adv. -, without dis-

pute, readily, willingly, Id. Cyr. 8, 1,

44., ov, {a priv.,) indisputable., ov, (a priv.,-) undisputed, indisputable,, Thuc. 1, 132: uv., a

place about which there is no dispute,

1. e. uell known, Xen. Cyr. 8, 5, 6.—II.

act. uithout dispute or controversy, uv., Isae. 74, 5. Adv. -,
Plat., etc., {,)
dep. mid., to mock., ov, {a priv., -) unconstrained, Arr.'', ov, , xinandatus, a
Persian divinity, Strab., , , rarer form of

sq., Sehaf. Mel. p. 41 : in the Ion.

form, in Luc. Dea Syr. 26., . . the character of the, unmnnliness, mean conduct,

cowardice, Thuc. 1, 82, Plat., etc.—II.

a not being marriageable, Luc.—2. want

of a husband, Plut., , , ( priv.,)
eunuchs, Hipp.', ov, {a priv.,)— 1.=^, without a ?nan, without

a hxisband, of virgins and widows,
Trag., Plat., etc.

—

2.=,
-, money without men,

Aesch. Pers. ICG,, desolate,

empty. Soph. O. C. 939.— II. unmanh/,

cowardly, Hdt. 4, 142, Thuc, etc'. :

unworthy of a man. Plat. Adv.-,
opp. to. Plat. Theaet. 177

B. Hence, to unman, enfeeble

:

hence, ov, U7imanned, enfee-

bled.—2. widowed,. Soph. Tr.

110.,. •,{,) to

renew, make young again, Ar. Ran. 593., poet,, (, -) to divide or distribute anew, like.—II. to count up, recount,

only in mid., Valck. Hdt. 1, 173.—2.

to recite, rehearse, lecture, like-, mostly Dor., as Epich. p.

1 1 l,but also found in Att. poets, Toup
Theocr. 18, 48., poet,, {,) dep. mid., to mount up, rise :

contr. , Od. 10, 192.

—II. to go back., , f.-, {,) :

but usu. as dep. mid., to rcttew, ava-, Thuc. 5, 18,-
viav, 5, 43,, 5, 80,,
Dem. 060, 17: ,
to recall them to mind, Soph. Tr. 396,

e conj. Herm.
t'Ai'ai'ff, uv, 01, the Ananes, a peo-

ple of Gallia Cispadana, Polyb., 2,

17, 7., ov, {a priv.,)
never relaxed.,, ,{) a re-

fusal, denial., , , disposed to

refuse. Adv. -, Arr., f. -, {, )
strictly to throw the head back in token of

denial, which we express by shaking

the head, opp. to, also to, in full. av., II. 22,

205, also, Od. 9, 468 : hence
to deny, refuse, c. ace. rei, II. 16, 250 :

c. inf., lb. 252 ; absoL, II. 6, 31 1 : also

in Hdt. 5, 51, and Att, : pf. part,-, with the head up, i. e, stand-

ing upright, Polyb. 1, 23, 5., f.-, {,)

ANAS
sicivn to the top, come to the surface,

Lat, emergere, Ael. ; hence to risefrom
a difficulty.', , , {) a
renewal,, Thuc. 6, 82., , , {,)
making young again, renewing, Joseph., {,) to

become a child again, Lat. repucrascere.', f., (,) to be-

come sober again, Plut. : in gen. to

come to mie's sober senses.—2. transit.

to make sober again, Luc., -, {, '-) dep. \\\.,^, Plut., {,) to blossom

again, continue blossoming, Theophr./, , {a priv.,) with-

out bloom or blossom, Qu. Sm. 2, 638 :

weak, feeble. Plat. Synip. 196 A., ov, {a priv.,) tuith

out pain or sorrow,—2. act. 7iot harm
ing or distressing. Adv. -., ov. Dor. for., dep. =,
Opp., , ,{) redis

tribution, Eur. Tern. 20.
', , -}, {,)

to be sick again, to relapse, Joseph., adv. of, up hill,

opp. to, II. 23, 116., ov, {a priv., -) tvithout a rival, without a
struggle, Thuc. 4, 92 :.,
pure, unalloyed, good will, Id. 2, 45.

Adv. -, Plut., ov, {a priv.,-) in Gramm. without apodo-

sis : TO, an hypothe-
tical proposition wanting the conse-
quent clause, Greg. Cor. Dial. Att. 13,

p. 47.', , {,) up-hill,

steep, opp. to,, Hdt.

2, 29, Plat., etc. : and so like Lat.

ardiius, difficult., ov, {a priv.,-?) not to be looked in the face,

what one dares not face, Plut., ov, {a priv.,-) without contradictio7i, incontesta-

ble, causa, Cic. ad. Quint. Frat.,2, 10,

Strab. Adv. -, Luc., ov, {a priv.,-
pfiv)=foreg., Plut. Adv. -.
V , ov, ( priv.,-) not striking in turn, not rebound-

ing, not elastic, Sext. Emp.,, , ( priv.,-) not answering, Cic. Att.

15, 13, 2., ov, {a priv.,-) unansivered, Cic. Att. 6, 1, 23., {,) to draw
up or out, as water : metaph. to draw
out to the last drop, go patiently through,, like Lat. exantlare labores,

Strab.,, , a lord, prince,

king, applied to all the gods. esp. to

Apollo, oft. in Hom. : later also esp.

to the Dioscuri, cf. also" and.—The irreg. vocat. , is

never addressed save to gods, v. sub
voc.— II. any earthly lord, pritice, chief

Hom. calls all his heroes so, but esp
Agamemnon as general in chief, dva^

: while Orsilochus is called
in II. 5, 546 :—also as

a title given to all men of rank or

note, as e. g. Tiresias, Od. 11, 144;
so to the sons or kinsmen of kings, and
in gen. (hechicfperso7isofastate,es]>.

in Pind. and Trag., v. Musgr. Soph.
O. T. 85, 911 ; pleon. ,
V. Pors. Or. 342.—2. so too the master

of the house, Lat. hems, dorninus, oi-



ANAS
Koco, Od. 1, 397: esp. as denot-
ing the relation of master to slave,

oft. in Od. ; also in Od. 9, 440, of the
Cyclops as owner of his flocks.—3. in

genl., , lords ofthe
oar, of skips, Aesch. Pers. 378, 383,, Eur. Andr. 447, and so Com.
uv.~ ; of..— for

is very rare, as in Find. P.

12, 6. of. Herm. H. Horn. Cer. 5S (cf.,.) [^^, a and ov, , Anaxago-
goras, son of Megapenthes, king of
Argos, Pans. 2, 18, 4.—2. a celebra-

ted philosopher of Clazomenae in

Ionia, Plat. Phaed. 270 .—3. an
Athenian orator, scholar of Isocrates,

Ael, Diog. L.—Others in Pans., etc.'[', , , the Anaxa-
goridae, descendants of Anaxagoras,
kings of Argos, Pans. 2, 18, 5., f. -, (,) to

scratch or scrape up, tear open, e. g., Lat. vulnus rifricare : hence, to

renew, stir afresh,, Babrius 12,

23 ; and so in pass, to break open
anew, Polyb., , , Anaxandra,
daughter of Thersander, Paus. 3,

13, 6., ov, , Anaxandrides,
son of Leon, king of Sparta, Hdt. 5,

39.—2. son of Theopompus, also king
of Sparta, Hdt. 8, 131.—3. a poet of

the old comedy, Ath., ov, o, Anaxandrus, son
of Eurycrates, king of Sparta, Hdt. 7,

204.—2. a Theban, Thuc. 8, 100, v. 1.

for.>, ov, , Anaxarchvs, a
philosopher of Abdera, a disciple of
Democritus, Strab., Plut.,, , Anaxenor,masc.
pr. ., Ath., f. -, (,-) to dry up,, Ep. subj.

aor. 1 for, II. 21, 347 ; -.. Hdt. 7, 109., , , a drying up,

drying, Theophr., ?/, ,{-) fitfor drying, Plut., ,,^., , , () com-
mand, behest, charge, Dissen Find. .
8. 10 (18).—2. =z, Aesch.
Fr. 9., , , (a pri\'.,) worth-
hssness, , to be worthless,

Zeno ap. Diog. L. 7, 105 : cf. Lob.
Phryn. 106.

tAvafi/Ji'a, , , Anaxibia, daugh-
ter of Bias, wife of Pelias, Apollod.

1, 9, 10.-2. wife of Nestor, Id. 1, 9,
10.—3. sister of Agamemnon, wife
of Strophius, Paus. 2, 29, 4.[', ov, , An.axibius, a naval
commander of the Spartans, Xen. An.
5, 1, 4., ov, 6, Anaxiddtus,

masc. pr. n., Arr. Ind. 18, 3.?,, , , Anaxicles,

masc. pr. n., Luc. Phil. 14., , 6, Anaxicrates,

an Athenian archon, Diod. S. 20, 45.

—2. another. Paus. 10, 23, 4.-3. a

Byzantine, Xen. Hell, 1, 3, 12.

'\7,, ov, 6, Anaxilaus, (Ion.', Dor.) son of

Archidamus in Sparta, Hdt. 8, 131.

—

2. a tyrant of Rhegium in Magna
Graecia, Hdt. 6, 23.—3. a comic poet,

Ael., Ath., ov, 6, Anaximan-
der, a philosopher of Miletus, disci-

ple of Thales, Plut.—2. an historian,

Diog. L.,, 6, Anaximenes, a

philosopher of Miletus, pupil of An-
aximander, Plut.— 2. rhetorician of
Lampsacus, but now regarded same
as—3. an historian of Lampsacus,
who wrote a history of Alexander
the Great, Paus. 6, 18, 2. Diog. L., ov, 6, Anaxinus, a spy
of Philip of Macedon, Dem., etc.', ov,{,)
not worth speaking of, inconsiderable,

Diod., , , unworthy
treatment, just indignation thereat, Jo-
seph. : from,, {.-,{,) to sttffer tmworthily, be indig-

nant thereat, Dion. H.', ov, also often in Att. a,

ov, (a priv.,) unworthy, not deem-
ed or held worthy, c. gen., .,, Hdt. 1, 73, 114 ;-, too goodfor thee, Soph. Phil.

1009 : also c. inf , as Eur. Her. 526
;

Soph. O. C. 1446 ubi v. Herm. : absol.

unworthy, worthless, of persons, Hdt.
7, 9, etc., and thmgs, esp.,, Trag.—2. undeserving

of evil, Thuc. 3, 59. Adv. -, Hdt.
7, 10, 5, etc.', ov, {) kingly, royal,

late.^'~, ov,, Anaxippus, a com-
mander of Alexander the Great, Arr.
An. 3, 25, 2.—2. a poet of the new
comedy, Mein. 1, 469., 6, Anaxis, an historian,

Diod. S. l5, 95.,, . , {-,) lord of the lyre,,
Find. . 2, 1., {,)=-, Xen. Hell. 1, 1, 30.,, ', only used in
plur., the trowsers worn by eastern
nations, Hdt., and Xen. : ace. to Bahr
Hdt. 1, 71. not the loose trowsers{) but a tighter kind like the
Gallic braccae or trews. (The deriv. of
Eustath. from is wrong,
for the word is Persian, v. Biihr 1. c.), -, {,) to scrape

up or away, and so obliterate, tu,
Antipho 134, 35 : also to polish, i*lut.

[i], contr. , , Anaxo,
daughter of Alcaeus. wife of Elec-
tryon, Apollod. 2, 4. Others in Anth.,
etc., -, poet, for, II.

24, 455.
', {,) to ed-

ucate afresh, Soph. Fr. 434, Ar. Eq.
1099., , , anapaestic,

Dion. . : from', ov,{) struck

back, rebounding.—2. mostly as subst.,., an anapaest, i. e. a dactyl re-

versed or as it were struck back : Ar.

Eq. 504, etc. ; on -, v. Meineke Com. Fragm. 2,

p. 283 : hence ru, ana-

paestic poems, usu. satirical, hence in

gen. a satire, libel, Alciphr., {,) to strike

again, strike back., f. -, {, -) to contend again, renew the con-

test, like,, ov, {a priv,, -) indelible.7,, , ,'{,) re-

newed contest.—2. a dance which imi-

tated the five contests of the-, Ath., {,) adv., back
again,, Plat. Folit. 269 D.—II.

over again,=.eav, Plat., also-

, Id. Rep. 451 .—III. con
trariwise, reversely,

) ?, with us it is not
as with the rest, Theophr.?. f. -/., {,/?)

swing to and fro, ,
poising and drawing back the spear, in
order to throw it with greater force,
Horn. : to put in motion, excite,, Eur. Bacch. 1190.—Mid. or
pass, to dart, spring or bound up, Horn.,
m syncop. aor.. Avhich is
sometimes wrongly referred to -. Spitzn. Excurs. xvi. ad II.',, ,{') a
suinging on high, hurling, throwing or
flinging up, Arist. Mund.', ov, {a priv.,-) not met with, that meets with no
one, Cic. Att. 9, 1, 3., to change sides like ike
Parians, to rat, proverb, in Corn. Nep,
Milt. 7, 4., ov, {a priv.,-) incomplete, not ready, Diog. L., f. -, {,)
to scatter upon : metaph. ,
to shed grace upon one, Find. 0. 10 (11),
115., {,) to go up,
go back.. , .{) rest,

repose, ease from a thing,,-, Soph., and Eur. : '-, to be divided into re-

liefs, Thuc. 2, 75.—II. a resting place,
Ar. Ran. 113, etc.., , poet, ., a
resting-place, r^st, Hes. Th. 55., , , poet, .,{) rest, repose, ease, Minm. 8,
2, and Xen. : esp. relaxation, recrea-

tion. Plat., and Xen.—II. rest from a
thing, cessation. Find. N. 7, 76 : uv.. Thuc. 4, 20,, Xen.
Hier. 2, 11., en'. Ion. and .,{) belonging to resting or rest,

fit or intended for it,, a seat to
rest in, Hdt. 1, 181.—II. as subst.., a resting place: the time or hour
of rest, Xen. Mem. 4, 3, 3, in form. cf Lob. Soph. Aj. 704,
p. 321 : also. sub., the sound
of ti»impet/or all to go to rest, opp. to
Tij, the reveillee., ov, v. foreg.', .-, poet, and Ion.., {,) to make, cease, stop
or kinder from a thing,, II. 17.550:
later to give rest, relieve from a thing,. Soph. O. C. 1113: also c.

part., . , Dem
1046, 21.—II. c. ace. only, to keep at
rest, keep still, kalt, esp. fo. rest, Ireq.
in Xen. : hence—2. to refre.th, Ae.sch.
Fr. 178.—3. to make an end of. kill,

Plut.—B. in mid. to cease, leave off,
desist from a thing, ,
Thuc. 7, 73 :—but usu. absol. to take
one's rest, sleep, Hdt. 1, 12, etc. : also
to die, Valck. Theocr. 1, 138.-2. to

stop, halt, rest, freq. in Xen.—3. to re-

gain strength, Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 11.

—

The act. is rarely used intr. in signf
of mid., as Thuc. 4, 11., .-, {,)
to bring over to another opinion, but
usu. simply to persuade, move to do a
thing, c. inf.. Hdt. 1, 124, etc., ar.

. . , Id. 1, 123, also . 7
. . , 1,37: c. dupl. ace. to persuade

one of a thing, Ar. Nub. 77 : .,
to seduce, mislead, Hdt., 3, 148 ; 5, 66
so too Att. in all usages., {,) to be

hungry again, Ath. []
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'Avutveipa, , , {,)
trials attempt, exercise of soldiers,

Polyb. Hence
'Ava-xtipuKj, f.• Ion. -, but

mostly as dep. mid.,
to try or attempt again, in genl. to make
a trial, essay, Polyb. :, to make trial of a new ship, jjrove

her, Dem. 1229, 19.—II. as a military

and naval term, to exercise, practice,

Hdt. 6, 12. Thuc. 7, 7. []', f. -, {^,)
to pierce through, spit, II. 2, 42G, in Ep.

part. aor. 1,:., Hdt. 4, 103 ; also tl, Ar.

Ach. 706, cf. 1007.,, ,{)
trust, reliance, assurance,-, ov, and sometimes

,,() persuasive, seduc-

tive,, Ar. Nub. 875.'', ov, {) per-

suaded, seduced, 7!iisleil., f.-, {,) strictly to count over again,

to count over, sum up, Plat. Lys. 222

: to think over, ponder upon, Id. Legg.
724 : not till late in act., Ruhnk.
Tim.', -, poet, ., {,) to send, send up, send forth.

Find. P. 1, 48 : esp. of any thing

strong-scented, like, :

in mid. to send up from one's self-—II.

to send back, Pind. I. 7 (G), IG., , ov, part. perf.

pass, of ui'OTrerai'x-'ii/ii, II., later form for ava-.
', adv. part, perf

of, despond-

ingly, feebly., Att., fut.-, {,) to cook agaiji,

Arist. H. A.
and,

f.- and- : poet,.,
{,•):= Pind. also-. spread out or open, expand,

unfold, unrol, uv., to spread the

saife, II. l,480,etc., with prep. Sep.:, to throw wide the

gates. Hdt. 3, 146, so, II. 12, 122 :]-, a fox lying on its back to de-

fend itself against the eagle, Pind. I.

4, 80 : ',
to .ihed grace over the eyes, Sapph.
62: ., to let the hair

flow down, Eur. Hipp. 202 : freq. in

part. pf. pass,, rj, ov,

open,', Hdt. 8, 60, 1 ;,
Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 22 ; -

., having a south exposure.

Id. Oec. 9, 4 : metaph.,,-
V7] ^, open, bare-faced impu-
dence. Plat. Phaedr. 240 E. []
V, , {)

opened wide, open,, Med., {,) f.- (Aeschin. 83, fin.) : aor., or, and in

Tratr. also (as if from *-). cf. To fly vp.fly
up and away, Hdt. 4, 132, metaph., .
Soph. Aj. 693, Ant. 1307, like-,., adv. part, perf
pass, from?, Ar. Lys. 1099., i. -, {, })
to make spring or gush up.

or-, {.-,, ?/) to transfix, spit, Ar.
Eccl. 843.',, {. -7'/, poet, .,
{, 7)) to leap, spring up or

forth, start up, esp. in haste or fear,
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, . 11, 379, cf. Hdt. 3, 155 ;- ', to jump up (from bed)
to work, Ar. Av. 490 : '
., to leap on horseback, Xen. Hell.

4, 1, 18: of springs, etc., to leap or

gush forth.—II. to leap or bound back,

Ar. Ran. 566. [] Hence
'/?/, , , a leaping up,., jndsation, Arist. de Re-

spir., {,)
dep. mid., to ivind up, reel off, e. g. the
threads of a silkworm's cocoon,
Arist. H. A.',, . a being,
la7neness, Cratin. Plut. 9 : from', ov, {,) maim-
ed, crippled. Plat. Rep. 460 C, etc. :

lame, Valck. Ad. p. 317 A. Hence',,{.-, to make-, to maim, cripple : pass, to be or

become viaimed. Plat. Polit. 310 E., ov, , Anapias. brother
of Amphinomus of Catana, Strab., v.., {,) to make
spri7ig up. Pint. Aem. 14. Mid. to

spring up, swell, grow, Theophr. [>], f. -, {,) to

press upwards or back. Hence
', , , a kind of

trap-door, used on the Attic stage.'?•, {,) as

pass, to spring up or forth, Mosch. 2,

109, ubi a!, and-
in same signf., f., {,) to fill up, Lat. explere, and

so—I. to accomplish what is destined,

so always in Horn., who joins,,,,,, to fill up the full measure
of destiny, of woe, misery, etc. ; so
too in Hdt. 5, 4, etc., like, -.-—II. to fill up, appease, satiate,

also of the passions,, Hdt. 6,

12.—III. to fill full of a thing,,
esp. with collat. notion of defiling,

infecting, etc., Ar. Nub. 1023, Plat.

Apol. 32 D : ? .,
Dem. 406, 1 : so in pass., like Lat.

impleri (Liv. 3, 6 ; 4, 30), to be infected

with disease. Thuc. 2, 51, and oft. in

Plat., cf Ruhnk. Tim. v.., {,) to

blow up, swell up, Nic, cf.-., {,) to drink up,

suck in, Hipp, [i], f. -, {,) to sell again.', f. -, {,) poet,, Aesch. Ag.
1599 : to fall back, Aesch. 1. c, Eur.
Cycl. 410 : to lay one's self back, like

rowers, Cratin. Incert. 8, and Xen. :

to lie doum, recline, at table, like-
: but this only late, as in Luc,

nay Phryn. p. 216, rejects it altogeth-

er.—2. to fall back, give ground, Thuc.
1, 70 : hence to slacken, flag, lose

heart, Lat. concidere aiiimo, Dem. 411,

3.—III. of a plan, to be given up, fail.

Id. 507, 12.-IV. . , to be

banished from one's house. Eur. In-

cert. 127, 5., {,) to

trust again, gain new confidence., poet, for., poet, for-., ov,^=-, q. v., , ,{)
remodelling, new formation, Hipp.

—

2. a representation, illusion, fiction.
',, ,{-

that w/iich is reinodelled or copied

:

ANAll

a copy, representation, Strab. : a figure,
shape, Diod.'?, ov, ,^=,. , building castle»

in the air, Plut. 2, 113 D.?, Att. -, fut.-, {,) to form anew,
remodel, , to re-

build one's house, Hdt. 8, 109 : in genl.

to mould, shape. Plat. Ale. 1, 121 D

:

to represent, feign, invent,, Phi-
lemon Inc. 71 ; esp. in mid., Anth.'?., Ep. for, Nic., -, {,) to

fasten up with a plait or braid, to

wreath, , Pind. . 2, 135;
in mid. // , to

bind up otie's hair, Luc. : metaph. .
/'/, Anth., like., , , =,
Arist. Anim.

'7\., , ,{7)
sailing upivards, esp. up stream.—II.

the dropping out of teeth, etc., Hipp.,
cf sq. III., f.- or--. Ion., {,)
to sail upwards, and so go up stream,, to pass up the
strait, Od. 12, 234, cf. Hdt. 2, 97 ; 4,

89 : also to put out to sea, leave harbour,

like, , II. 11, 22:
pass, to be sailed up, be navigable, of
rivers, Polyb.— II. to sail the same
way hack again, sail back, Hdt. 1, 78,

and Xen. : also of fish, to s^vim back,

Hdt. 2, 93.—III. ,
the teeth fall out. Hipp.—IV. to break
up from the stomach, to rise up in the

throat, as food, ., Ael.—V. to

overflow, as a river, Ael.', , gen. , also fern.. Plat. Phaed. 83 D, ubi v.

Heind., Ion. and Att. for?,
filled up, quite full of a. thing, c. gen.,

Hdt. 4, 31.— II. defiled, infected ivith a
thing. Plat. Phaed. 83 D. Symp. 211
E, cf, fin., {,) poet, for, used only in pres. and
impf , for the fut. belongs
to, Coray Heliod. 2, p.

123, Bast. Ep. Cr. p. 138.-2. intr. to

be full, Q. Sm. 13, 22.,{,)
to overflow.

'7,^.,.. Sm. []
', , -, {, •) to fill up, fill full, Eur. Hel. 906,

in mid. : to fill up a void, make up,

supply, Plat., both in act. and mid.

:

to discharge a debt, App.—II. to fill up
again, in pass., to return to one's full

size, of the sun after an eclipse,

Thuc. 2, 28. Hence,, , a supple-

ment, Arist. Mirab. Hence', , , fit for
filling up or supplying., , , {-) a filling up, supplying, Arist. Eth.

N.—2."
(I being full, hence of men, sa-

tiety,, Plut.— 3. a being raised to

honour, elevation, Plut.
', -, {,)

to kick with the feet, as in leaping up,

Arat., ,,{-) fit for filling up, Arist. Part. An.
—II. infectious., , ,{) in

music, combination of notes ascend-
ing in the scale, opp. to.

', ov, , contr..,
ov,{) a sailing upwards, esp.

up stream, Hdt. 2, 4, and 8 : also a
putting out to sea, freq. in Polyb.—II.

a sailing back, return, Theophr.—2. a



place where ships put in after a voy-

age. Flat. Cnti. ill E., {,) to unfold,

expand, Diosc.', f. -, {,)
to wash or rinse out. [i] Hence'., , , a. washing or

rinsing out,',, ,{) an

unfolding, explanation, Lat. explicatio,

Erotian., Ion. for, Hdt., Ion., Ep. for.,,. Ion.-
ua,{) recovery of health, re-

vival.—II. a resting-place, Pind.N. 1, 1., , ,{) a

breathing again, recovery of breath, and
SO a respite, rest from a thing,-
UOIO, II. 12, 900, etc.—II. a drawing

breath, respiration, Plat. Tim. 93 B.', , , belonging to

respiration, ., the lungs,

Theophr., and so ra,
Alex. Trail. : av. ,, the power

of breathing, M. Anton., ov,{) with-

out drawing breath, breathless, poet, for, Hes. Th. 797, ubi Herm.,
Opusc. 6, 164, ', but of.

I.', f. -, poet, -, {,) to breathe again, re-

cover breath, have a respite, recover or

rest one's selffrom a thing, e. g.-,, Horn, (who also uses

the poet, forms,,
and, v. sub voce.) : also, Hdt. 8, 12 : but -, by thy help have I
recovered. Soph. O. T. 1220 : absol. to

recover breath, revive, Xen. : hence, the fire recovers, burns

up, Theophr.— II. to draw breath,

breathe, Lat. respiro, Plat. Phaed. 112

B, etc.—2. esp. to breathe hard, esp.

from desire, and so to pant after a
thing, , Pind. . 7, 7.—III. to

breathe forth, send forth, c. ace. cog-

nate, Pind. O. 8, 47.—2. ab-

sol. to send forth a vapour or odour, ex-

hale, Theophr., cf.—IV. act.

to let breathe or rest,, Heliod.', , ,{) poet,

also, recovery of breath, rest,

revival. Plat. Phaedr. 251 E.—II. a
drawing breath, breathing, Lat. respira-

tio, =,
Soph. Aj. 416 : Ar. Nub. 627, v.

Arist. Resp. 21, 1.

—

III. a blowing up,

afreshening breeze, ,
Theophr.—IV. an air-hole, vent, Plut., , , {)=
foreg., Plat. Tim. Locr. 101 D., poet, imperat. pres. of, Hom., strengthd. for ava-, lamblich.'3, ov, {a priv., -) not to be cast away or despised,

Diog. L., ov, {a priv., -) not registered, esp. in the cus-

tom-house books, hence contraband,

Bockh P. E. 2, 55., ov, {a priv., -) 7iot proved, undemonstrated,

Lycurg. 166, 18, and Arist. Eth. N.
—II. indemonstrable,. Plat. Def
415 A, cf. Schif. Dion. Comp. p. 29.

Adv. -., ov, {a priv.,-) not to be received., f. - Att. - ; in

Plut. the forms and, occur as from
;[,) to draw back the foot, step

8

back, retire, , Hdn. 5, 6,

17, Luc.—2. transit, to make to step

back, call back and question, cross-ex-

amine, VV^ess. Hdt. 5, 92, 6, cf Aes-

chin. 81, 26 : ,
to correct or contradict one's self,

Schweigh. Hdt 2, 116. Hence,, , a stepping back.

—2. a calling back, cross-examination., , o,=foreg., ov, {a priv.,-) not given back or returned, Arist.

Org. : 7iot to be compensated.—II. to,=,].
Greg. p. 48, 958.', ov, {a priv.,-) unavoidable, Arist. Mund.
—2. act. unable to run away., {,) to make
up, prepare, Xenocr., ov, {a priv.,)
without ransom, recompense or reward,

in neut. smg. as adv., II. 1, 99 : later

adv. -., ov, {a priv.,-) unanswered, Polyb.—2. act. not

answering. Id. Adv. -, Antipho,

122, 34.', ov, {a priv.,-) not to be enjoyed.—2. act. not

enjoying., {,) to

renew the war, Strab. Hence,, , renewal of
ivar, Strab.,,.-, {, -) to incite to a renewal of war.

'7^, poet,, {,) strictly to turn up the ground
again, plough up, ci. and ava-

: hence to go over again in

thought or word, to repeat, reconsider,

like Lat. volvere or versare {animo), av.

, Pind. . 7,

153, . . Soph. Phil. 1238, cf

Plat. Phil. 34 . Hence, , ,{)
ruminating, thinking over again, repe-

tition, V. 1. Arist. Spir. : and, , , fit for doing

over again.',=, of a field,

Pind. P. 6, 2.', ov, {a priv.,-) without defence or excuse : in-

excusable, Polyb. 12, 21, 10.—2. act.

unable to defend one's self.
', ov, {a priv.,)

not loosed, not freed or discharged : in-

dissoluble, Arist. H. A.', , ,{) a

sending up, e. g. to the metropolis,

Polyb. 30, 9, 10 :, a digging

up of treasures, Luc. Alex. 5.—II.

sending back, delivery., ov, {)
sending back.—II. sent back, Luc. Luct.

10.
', ov, 6,{) one

that sends up or back, epith. of Hades,

as sending up the shade of Darius,

Aesch. Pers. 650.
', ov, {a priv., -) unwashen, Ar. Eq. 357., {,)

pass. c. fut. mid., to go up forth, as-

cend., , , Anapus, a river of

Sicily near Syracuse, Thuc. 6, 96.

—

2. a river of Acarnania, a tributary of

the AcheloUs, Thuc. 2, 82.
', ov, {a priv.,-) inextinguishable, Joseph., ov, {a priv.,-) not to be moved to revolt.—2. not

to be removed or set aside.—II. fro7n

which there is no release ;,
Plut.

, dep. inid.,=avaire., ov, {a priv.,) not going wrong, Arr., ov, , {,) loud or earnest invocation of
divine aid in severe suffering, Eccl., ov, {a priv., -) not to be rubbed off or out., strengthd. form for, Ael., , ,{)
the exaction of a debt Or penalty,,
Dion. .,, ,{)

second sale, re-sale of a thing pur-

chased., Att. -, fut.-, {,) to exact, levy,

as money or debts, Ar. Av. 1621,

Thuc. 8, 107 ; also av., to

exact the fulfilment of a promise,Thuc.
2, 95. Mid., to exact for one's self,

gather, collect, Plut. : also to bring

about, accomplish., , 6,{)
one who sells again, a retailer, [], , {,) dis

tinguished., {,) to

send up ambassadors, esp. to Rome,
Joseph.

', f. -, {,)
strictly, to set on fire, light up. Hom.
says,', letting hot

tears burst forth, cf. II. 16, 350, and
Buttm. Lexil. v. 4, p. 485,

sq., and Od. 2, 81, II. 9,433.^, -,,=.
[] Hence,, , sawing up.,{,) to saw up. [i]

', ov,^, cf..,,.-, {, -) to furnish with tvings or to raise

the wings for flight : in genl. to raise,

set up, ,
Eur. Hel. 639 : hence esp. of the

mind, to set on the wing, put on the tip-

toe of expectation, excite vehemently,

Hdt. 2, 115 : so ',
Eur. Supp. 89 : ci. omnino Ar. Av. 1436

sq. : to arouse, to agitate, Eur. Or. 876,

pass, to be on the wing, long to fly:
hence to be in a state of eager expecta-

tion or excitement, Aesch. Cho. 229 : c.

part, 7, Ar. Av.

433, also in Xen. : cf,.—. tofurnish with new
wings, make light and active again, Ar.

Lys. 609. Pass, to get new wings,

Plat. Phaedr. 249 D.^, {,)
to raise the wings to fly, fly away, Ael.,,, inf from,,, aor. of.\', , ,{) an en•

kindler, an exciter, Eccl., {,) as

pass., to be scared: hence to be in

great fear or excitement, Plut.,,.-, {,)
to scare exceedingly, 0pp. and Nonn.', ov, {a priv.,)
untouched.—1\. {a priv.,) notfas-

tened on or to.—2. not kindled., ov,{) un-

folded, developed, opened, explained,

Arist. Part. An., , , an unfolding,

explanation, like, Arist.

Rhet. Al., , ,{) a

spitting out. Gal.', fut.-,{,-) to unfold, undo, esp. of rolls of
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books, and so like Lat. evolvcre, to

unroll, opeyi for reading, Hdt. 1, 48,

125 : also uv.,, to undo,

to open, Eur., , with

outstretched hands, Lat. passis manibus,

Eur. Hipp. 1190: hence to unfold,

bring to light, reveal, relate, Lat. expli-

care, Trag. ; av. , Eur.

Tro. 657.—II. as militaiy term,., to fold back the

phalanx, i. e. deepen it by wheeling

men from either flank into rear, like

the French r^plier, Xen. Cyr. 7,5,3;
Dut conversely ., to

open out the wing, i. e. extend the

front, like Fr. deployer, Lat. explicare,

(Virg. G. 2, 280), Xen. An. 1, 10, 9,

V. Kriiger ad 1., ^,^ , = :

esp. ovpavov, the toide ex-

panse of heaven. Soph. Fr. 655 ; also, , Eur.Hipp.

601, Ion 1445, of.,., ,=., .-, (.,) to

spit up or out, cast up : absol. to spit

and sputter, Soph. Ant. 996. [' Ep.,

but V Att., cf. Ellendt.]', f. -, (,) to

hang lip or on, tie, bind, fasten on or to

a thing, Horn, only in Od., mostly of

the tying of a ship's cable ; but-<,=, to hang
up, put up votive gifts. Od. 3, 274 ; so

too later prose, as Plut. : — hence
also , to fasten dis-

grace upon one, Od. 2, 86 : .
TLva, to fasten a charge of blood

upon some one, i. e. to impute to, Eur.

Andr. 1197, and so in late prose, as

Plut. Mid. to fasten for one^s self,

and so in genl. like act., Eur. Med.
770, etc. ; (),
to form connexion with the gods, Eur.

Tro. 845 : ., to

confer a favour on one, Eur. Phoen.
569 : but also to fasten to one's self,

and so to carry off,, etc. Pass.

to be fastened or fasten one^s self on,

cling to, c. gen., e. g., Eur. H.
F. 629: also , lb. 1038 : esp.

in perf., , to have a thing

fastened on one, like Horace's sus-

pensi loculos, lb. 549, Ap. Rh. 6, 11.

—

IL to light up, light, kindle,,
Hdt. 2. 133 ; uv., etc., Eur. ; also., Eur. Or. 1594 : me-
taph., ., to inflame, excite one,

Eur. Med. 107.,, ,{) a

falling or lying down ; a reclining at

table.—2. metaph. a sinking of courage., f.-, {,) clep. mid., to search out,

inquire into, c. ace, Hdt. 6, 128; ., to ask who did it. Id.

8, 90 : also to learn by inquiry,.-, Xen. An. 5, 7, 1 ; also

uv. . Plat. Hipp. Min. 363
: . , to ask of a person,

learn from him, Ar. Pac. 677.,,.-, {,)
to light up, set on fire, Arist. Mund., {,) to

hold up, to raise a light : hence., to make a colour morefiery
glaring. Poll. 1, 49., ov,{)

searched out, publicly known, notorious,

Od. 11, 274, Hdt. 6, 64. 66, etc.
^,.-,{,() to

spit up, spout tip., {,) to sell

again., (,) to lift up
the cover or lid. Math. Vett., , , () a

drinking up : esp. the ebb tide, return-
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ANAP
ing of the waters, Pind. O. 9, 78 : cf..

'Aran-, in compounds of with
words beginning with the is usu-

ally doubled, as in, etc.,

though in poets and Ion. Greek it is

sometimes single, as in sq.
', Ion. and poet, for., Ion. for,

part. perf. from., {,) dep.

mid., to withdraw or recall a curse., ov, (a priv.,)
without shoes, unshod, Eur. Mel. 4.', ov, (a priv.,)
withmit silver ; USU. without money,

Lys. Fr. 19, Plat. Legg. 679 B.—II.

costing no money.—III. accepting no

money, incorruptible., ov, (a priv.,)
unwatered, dry., ov, {a piiv., )
slothful. Soph. Fr. 146. [a i]

,', ov, (a priv.,)=^, Plut., ov, (a priv.,)
ivithout limbs or joints. Plat. Tim. 75

A : and so—1. ivithout strength of
limb, nerveless, Soph. Tr. 1103.—2.

without visible joints, like fat men,
Hipp.—II. of sound, inarticulate, Plut.

Mar. 19, freq. in Moral. : L• ., a

wild, unmeasured scmg, Diod. S.—III.

ivithout the article, Gramm., , o'l, the Anariacae,

a people of Asia, between Hyrcania
and Atropatene, on the Caspian sea,

Strab. : their chief city., , f. -, {,) to count up. Mid. to think

over with one's self, reconsider. Plat.

Ax. 372 A : to recount Dem. 346, 20.', ov. {a priv.,-) not to be counted, like sq., Hdt. 1,

126 ; 9, 79, etc. : of time, endless,

Soph. Aj. 646 : immense, .,
Plut. LuculL—2. = sq. 2, Eur. Ion

837.— II. act. not counting, unable to

count., ov, (a priv.,)
without number, countless, nuniberless,

Pind. I. 4, 64 : poet, sometimes c.

gen. without bounds or measure in a

thing. Soph. El. 232, cf. Herm. ad Aj.

597.—2. not counted, not taken into ac-

count, unregarded, Lat. qui in nullo

numero est: cf., which is

used in Soph, without distinction,

V. Lob. Phryn. 711. [., Dor.

also. for.,,.-, ( priv., -) to take no breakfast. Hence,, , want of break-

fast, Hipp.', ov, {a priv.,-) without breakfast, not having

breakfasted, fasting, Ar. Fr. 391., , ,^^^,
Hipp•, ov, {a priv.,)
without breakfast, without having taken

food, fasting, Xen. An. 1, 10, 19; Id.

"Hell. 7, 5, 15, where it is also used
of horses that have not received their

fodder.', , , a sea-snail, Epl-
charm. p. 22 : cf., [], ov, (,) v. 1. for., q. v.

', v.., , , Anarcia, another
name of Penelope, Schol. Od. 4
797.", ov, (a priv.,) not

governed or subject, 'Thuc. 5, 99 : not

submitting to be governed,, Aesch.
Eum. 596.

ANAP, ov, {a priv., upu) uti'

equipped, Anth.', ov, (o priv.,)
unfit. Adv. -., f. -<, (et priv,,-) to fit or suit exactly., , to be,
not to fit or suit, be unfitting : of musi-
cal instruments, to be out of tune, not

in harmony, Heind. Plat. Gorg. 483 B., . , unsuitableness :

discord, disorder, Plat. Phaed. 93 .

from', ov, {a priv.,)
unfit, unsuitable, incongruous, Hdt. 3,

80 : of sound, out of tune, inharmoni
ous. Plat. Tim. 80 A : of persons,
silly, absurd, like Lat. ineptus, Ar.

Nub. 908.— 2. unfitted, unprepared,

, Thuc. 7, 67.— Adv. -,
Plat. Rep. 590 B.,^=.\', poet, for-, Od. 12, 105., adv., {)
snatching upwards, snatched upwards,

Ap. Rh.,, , , a carrying off,

seizure, Eur. Hel. 50, in plur., fut. - and -,
(',) to tear up, snatch up,, II. 22, 276.—II. to snatch atvay,

hurry along, Hom. : to carry off, II. 9,

564, Tivu ..., Eur. Hipp. 454 : in

prose to drag by force, esp. before a
magistrate, Lat. rapere in jus, v.

Buttm. Dem. Mid. in Ind.—2. to res

cue from danger.—III. to take by storm,

and so to plunder, sack ; in genl. to

treat with violence, , Valck.
Phoen. 1079 : so too Hdt. in mid.

to take

the Phnc. by storm or at once, 8,

28 ; 9, 59 : to carry off, steal,, Dem. 822, 27.
^, ov, i. e., snatching away men, e. g.

the Sphinx, Aesch. Th. 776.
^, , also , , Eur.

Hec. 206,() torn or snatched

away, carried off, -, to be carried off. Plat. Phaedr. 229
C, cf. Dorv. Char. p. 416;, to be

seized and sold as slaves into Persia,

Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 33 : treated with vio-

lence, Valck. Hdt. 4, 205. Others
write, v. Lob. Paral. 491., [, ) as

puss., to recover from a bad illness., {,) to shed

forth, make gush forth,

., Arist. Mirab.

(,.•^<,{,) to

patch uji or on, sew together, Plut., , ,() tlie

name a surgical instrument, Paul.

Aeg.-, (,) to

begin to sing like a : in genl.

to begin singing, Luc., {,) to fly up,

of scales.
*, to speak aloud, only

used in aor. pass,, to be

proclaimed, elected, 'X.&Cl. Hell. 1,4,20,
Aeschin. 60, 9., f. -, {, )
to flow back Or up hill, Plat. Tim. 78 D.,, f.-,
{,) to break up, break in

pieces, e. g., 11., Hdt. 2,

14 ; ., to dig a grave, Eur.
Tro. 1153.—2. to break through, -, II. 7, 461 : to break open,, Eur. Hec. 1040.—3. to tear

asunder, to rend in pieces, ,
11. 18, 582 ; cf. Xen. Cyn. 7, 9 : also



ANAP
of opettwg a slaughtered animal,
Soph, Aj. 236. — II. to make break

forth,, Find. Fr. 172,, Ar.

Eq. 626 : also,, Theocr. 22,

172, cf. ^)] : pass, to hirst forth,

break, of sores, Hipp, : so also

—

III.

seemingly intr., to burst forth, Soph.
O. T. 1075 : esp. in part, pf. avePfiu-, open wide,, Arist. H. A,

:

bpvfjv av., to break forth into

passion, Plut.^, adv., = >^,
without rent or breach, not to be broken:

on the form cf..
/)^;, , , (*()

that which is said aloud, a proclamation,

Lat. edictum.,, ,(^)
a breaking up, a rent, breach, Plut.^, , ij, (* avapf>acj) a

speaking aloud, a proclamation, esp. of

an election, Lat. renuntiatio, Dem. 244,

21, Aeschin. 68, 20: praise publicly

bestowed, praeconium, Dion. H.., , , a pungent herb,

nasturttum, Arist. Probl,), (,) to fan
again, re-kindle ; metaph. of re-kin-

dling passions, Antiph. Strat. 2, 16.
')(), used only in pres.

and imperf., Od., Hdt., etc, cf, sq.

'Ava})fii~TG),i.-ipu,a\so/,
which form of the pres. is found in

Hdt- 7, 50, and Thuc, (,[)
to tliTow up, {}[)7 ,
to throw up the sea vnth the oar, i. e. to

row with might and main, Od. 7, 328;
also simply, to row,

' ', Od. 10,

130, where however Wolf has ,.—
II. .}(), a phrase
from the game of dice, to stand the

hazard of a thing, run a risk, Valck.

Hdt 7, 50, Thuc, 4, 85, 95, Elmsl.
Heracl. 149 : also {){)., set

all upon the chance of a battle, as Lat.

pugnae aleani jacere., Plut. : the full

expression occurs in Plut. Brut. 40

:

-
^/3. ; but even came to be
omitted, as -
., to throw for one's all, stake
one's all, Thuc, 5, 103, and so usu.

in late prose, cf. : also

., Plut.

—

III. to set in motion, stir up,,
Dion, H., -, f, -,
dep. mid., to clamber up with the hands
and feet, scramble up, an Ion. word,
used also in Att, e. g. Ar. Pac 70,

Arist. H. A. : mostly in pres. and
impf. The Gramm. prefer the form,., Hemst. Thom. M, p.

61. Hence/),, , a clambering

up.,, ,() a

throwing tip, Plut., (,) to

dash up, of the sea, Eupol. Incert. 32., , ,() a flow-
ing back, ebb, Arist. Mirab..,,.-, (, -) to swallouj back, gulp down again,., of Charybdis, Od. 12, 104.

Hence, , , a gulping

down again., {,) to rush

vp, rush back, Plut., , , an inclination or

motion upwards, esp. of the scales,

Hipp. : Irom
', ov,() inclin-

ing or rnoving upwards, flfjitig up, like

one side of a balance ; and so recoiling.
',,^^.

ANAP,, (,-,)=, to swal-

low up again, Luc. Hence, , , =-,, {,) to roar

up or again, Orph., {,) ar-

range in order again, to reduce to order,

to regtdate, Philostr., , , a snatching
away, rescuing.—2. the third day of the

festival, Ar. Pac. 890, ubi
Schol. : from,.-,{, ,)
to draw hack : esp. to dratv tne victim's

head back, so as to cut the throat

:

hence to sacrifice, slay, like the Horn., Eupol. Incert. 136.—2. mid.
to rescue, and so ,
to repair a defeat, Dion. H.

and,
fut.-, {,) to strength-

en agai?i, restore. Pass, to regain

strength or spirit, revive, Thuc. 7, 46., f.-, {,-) dep. mid., to rush upwards or
back, Ep. word ; the act. is very dub.,

Herm. Orph. Arg. 1209.,, ,{)
a regaining of strength., ov, also , tov. Soph.
Trach. 642, (a priv.,,) not

fitting together, incongruous, at odds :

hence, hostile, unpropitious, implacable

usu. joined with, II. 24, 365,
and more freq. in Od. ; also without
it, Od. 11, 401, and this became the
common signf in Trag., etc.: of
things, untoward, strange, monstrous,
Hdt. 3, 10 ; 5, 89, 90.''.,.-, {,)
to hang up or upon, to attach or refer

to, make dependent upon, TCi'i , as

uv., Eur. Plisth. 2,

1 ; aiso .. Id. Phoen. 705,, Dem.;1480, 5. Mid.
c. pf pass,, to attach to one's

self, make dependent on one, Xen. Cyr.
1, 4, 1 ; also to subdue, lb. 1, 1, 5: but
in Hdt. c. inf. to be pre-

pared to do, Hdt. 1, 90 ; 6, 88 ; 7, 8, 3.

Pass, also c. pf, to hang,
depend upon, . ?.,
to depend on one hope after another,

Dem. 346, 27 ; also . Plat.,

etc., , like Lat. pendere ex

aliquo. Id. Ion 533 :, who has every thing

dependent on himself, Id. Menex. 247

; -, hanging on one with their eyes, Plut., ov, 6, a poet, shortd. form
for, Ath. 86 B., . , a hanging up :

an attaching or being attached to an-
other, hence mutual dependence, The-
ophr., ov, (a priv., )
uneven, odd, opp. to . Plat.

Phaed. 104 E.,,=^,, ov, ( priv.,)
unarranged, unprepared : of food, un-
seasoned, ill dressed,

and, f. -, {,) to draw up, draw water from a
well, Hipp. : hence .,
Cratin. Didasc. 1, ubi v. Memeke. [i]

', {,) to make
old again, Anth., , , a being,

since there was no
cormnander, Hdt. 9, 23 : esp. the state

of a people without government, or
without lawful government lawlessness,

anarchy, ThucT 6, 72, and Plat. : at

Athens this name was given to the

year of the thirty tyrants, during
which there was no archon, Xen.
Hell. 2, 3, 1, cf. Wolf Dem. Lept. p.
cxxviii., strengthd. for,
to begin, etc., Plut. Syll. 30, where
Coray reads., ov, {a priv.,) with-
out head or chief, 11. 2, 703.—2. without
beginning. Adv. -., a, , the Anas, now the
Gaudiana, a river of Spain, Strab.,{,) to shake
up, stir up, Luc., ov, , a mine that is

re-opened and worked after having been
closed, Bockh Inscr. 1 , p. 289 : from, f. -, {,) to

re-open a mine that has been closed.

'\,.-,{,) to extinguish again or utterly, to

destroy entirely, Plut. 2, 617 C.', -, {,)
to draw or pull back with a rein, draw
aside, draw off the right road, Valck.
Hipp. 238. Hence, ov, , a drawing
back, esp. with a rein.,, ro,^sq., , , {)
shaking tip and down, esp. of the hand,
and so threatening gestures, Dion. H., poet,, {,) to shake up or back, Eur. Bacch.
240 : to swing to and fro, brandish, -

Hes. Sc 344, cf. Lys. 107, 40

:

. move the hands up and
doum, Thuc 4, 38, hence also, Ar. Ach. 347.—2. esp. to

make threatening gestures, and so c.

ace. rei, to threaten ivith a thing, -, Dem. 784, 22.—II. to shake
or stir vp, persuade, Meineke Com.
Fragm. 2, p. 836 : to stir up, to arouse,

Diod. S.—The irr. imperf.-
for-, . Hom. . 403.', {,?.) to

banter, abuse wantonly, Ar. \ esp. 61,

where however Dind. et al.., {,) to move up-
wards. Mid., c. syncop. 2 aor., to move
one's self upunrds, i. e. to spring up or
forth, spout up, , II. 11,

458.,,.-, {,)
to weigh up, i. e. make up what is

wanting by adding weight, Ar. Fr.
583: hence in genl. to compensate for,
like, Lat. rependere, Hipp., {,)
breathe ivith difficulty, Q. Sm. 4, 244.?,{) dep,
mid., to wear the hair bristling up, esp.

to have thick bristly hair over the fore-

head.,:= foreg., dub. 1.

Plut. Crass. 24., , also, brist-

ling hair, esp. on the forehead as the
Parthians wore it : also of the hair
on the head of a lion, dub, 1. Arist.

Physiogn.—2. a slave's mask in com-
edy, prob. from the fashion of its

hair. (The word is rare, and neithei
its form nor origin settled.), dep. mid., =. Poll. 2, 73.^

ov, {,) Lat. re-

simus, with a turned up nose, snub-

nosed, Ar. Eccl. 940 : hence in genl.

turned up at end,, Arist. Probl.
Hence,, .. {,)
to turn up the nose, smiff, esp. of male
animals following the females, Lat.
nasum supinari., to hop or skip up, Q
Sm. 8, 321.
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., {,) to

scratch, hoc, or dig up, seek out, dis-

covfr.,.•,{,)
to dig out, dig up again: hence to

extirpate, destroy utterly, raze to the

f
round, of plants, Theophr., of cities,

'olyb.,- [], Att.

-, {>,) to scatter

abroad, Plut., verb, adj., one must

consider, Theophr. : iiom, dep. mid., coUat.

form of, q. v.. Plat., f. -, opp. to-
; strictly to pack up the bag-

gage (tu ), Lat. vasa colligere,

and so to carry away, Xen. An. G, 2,

8 : usu. in mid., Xen. Cyr. 8, 5, 2,

etc. : hence to break -up, march away.
—2. to disfurnish, dismantle a place,

Thuc. 4, 116 : and in mid. to disman-

tle one's house, city, etc., Id. 1, 18.

—

3. to waste, ravage, destroy, Xen. Cyr.

6, 2, 25 : ar. , to break

compacts, Polyb. : hence-, we are ruined, undone, Eur.

El. 602.—1. in pass, to be bankrupt,

break, , the

bank is broken, Dem. 1205, 2 ;
-, broken

bankers. Id. 1201, 26.-5. of rhetori-

cians, to undo, refute the opponent's

arguments. — II. to build again, re-

build, Strab. : hence to repair, heal,

klKV, Diosc., , , fitted for
undoing, Rhet.—2. adapted to building

up again.', /, ?'/, . to-, a pulling down : suppression of

desires, Epict.— 2. esp., the breakage of a bank.-—3.

a refuting of arguments, Quintii.. , , want of practice,

neglect of exercise : from, ov, {a priv.,) un-

practiced. unexercised, Xen. Cyr. 8, 8,

24. Adv. -.',{,))85.,=.
and-, later forms for the Att. -.

',,.-, {,-) to leap or skip up.—II. to leap

back., -, (,-) to fix on a pole or stake, impale,

Hdt. 1, 128, _cf. 9, 78, where it is used
almost3= : a fut. mid.

in pass, signf. oc-

curs, Hdt. 3, 132 ; the word occurs
freq. in later writers, Luc., Diod., etc.',,, an impaling.7., , o,=foreg., lut.-, 1 aor., {,) to look

at, view attentively, inquire into, Ar.

Thesm. C66, and freq. in Att. : also

in mid., Ar. Eccl. 827 : usu. c. ace,
also , Dion. II. : to look

back at, reckon up, like-, Xen. Vect. 5, 11. Hence
',, , examination., {,) to con-

sume by a slow fire, Aretae. [i], {,) to scare

and make stand up, in genl. to rouse,

Plat. Lys. 206 A :, with hair on end through

fright, Luc. Tim. 54., f. -, {,-) to tear up, Eur. Bacch. 1 104., . ,{) a
drawing up, contraction, Hipp. : a tear-

ing up, , Theophr.
116

/, ov, {)
fitted for drawing up or upwards, App., ov, drawn or dragged

up, esp. carried from their country up
into central Asia, hence, Hdt. 4, 204, etc., of.

Valck. ad 7, 80 : later, in genl. leaving

home, emigrating, Polyb.—2. of a door,

drawn back, i. e. opened,. Soph.
Ant. 1186, where however the accent
is, v. Herm.— II. as

subst. oi, shoe-strings,

dub. ap. Ath., and Ael. From, poet,, f. -,
pf., {,) to draw or

pull up, Hdt. 4, 154,, Hdt. 2, 92 ; so too in mid.,, he drew
his spear forth, II. 13, 574: to draw a
ship up, i. e. on land, like,
Pind. P. 4, 48 : ., to draw wa-
ter, Thuc. 4, 97: to tear or break up,, the planks
of a bridge, Polyb. 2, 5, 5 : also. Id. 2, 32, 9.—2. to draw or
sack up,, Aesch. Eum. 647.—3.

to draw hack, Ar. Plut. 691.

—

II., , to draw
up the eyebrows, and so put on a
grave, important air, e. g.(J ,
Ar. Ach. 1069,- -', Eq. 631, cf. L. Dind.
Xen. Symp. 3, 10 ; hence -, to utter boastful words. Lob.
Soph. Aj. 290 ; where others explain
it drawing forth words u'ith labour or

care, cf Plat. Theaet. 180 .—III. to

carry away from Iwme : in mid. to de-

part, [u], -, {,-) to wipe up with a sponge, expunge,

Hipp., , , fern, from, a
queen, lady, mistress, addressed to god-
desses, Od. 3, 380 : 6, 175, to a mor-
tal, Od. 6, 149 : the word becomes
common from Pind. downwds. in po-

etry, but unus. in prose:

—

, authoress,

adviser of this deed, Eur. Tel. 4., Dor. for,
Theocr., or -, Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. from., ov,() rushing

up or back, put back, Hij>p.', f. -^, to be, to be

lord, master, owner, to rule, sway, as
well of earthly lords as of tutelary
deities ; in Horn, mostly c. dat.-,,,
., to be lord, hold sway in Argos,
etc. ; but also c. gen.,-, , to be lord

of Tenedos, etc., i. e. to rule over

Tenedos, etc., II. 1, 38, etc. ; c. gen.

and dat. at once,, II. 20, 180, cf. Od. 24, 30 ;, where he is

lord of the land over barbarians, Eur. I.

T. 31 : also' -, to hold sivay, to be first among the

immortals, II. 4, 61,',
II. 23, 471

; ., to reign in

Thebe, II. and Od. Often strengthd.
by, .,, etc.,

Od. 11, 275 ; so with gen. .-, II. 1. c, etc.—Mid. once in

Horn., ,
to be king for three generations, i. e. to

be thrice king, and each time through
one generation, Od. 3, 245. Pass, to

be ruled, , Od. 4, 177.

—Common also in Pind., and Att. po-
ets, who also use it in the signf. to

sivay, wield, manage, ., Eur.
Tel. 20 ; ' -

. Soph. Phil. 140, cf. Arlst,

Rhet. 3, 2, 10, and fin. (The
root is prob., .), Alt. for, also in
Pind., imperat. aor. 2 for, from., adv.,{) up
right, II. 9, 671 ; 23, 469.,{,) to makt
trickle forth, Opp., , ,{)
fitted Jor putting back., strengthd. for',', Anacr. 41, 4.,, ,=., . 1.

in. Rh. 1,789.', =:sq., destroying. Or.
Sib., , , Anastasia, fern,

pr. . Anth.'•, , 6, Anastasius, a
Greek emperor, Anth., Ion. , ,— I.

act.{) a making to stand or
rise up, awakening, a restoration, e. g.

of the dead, Aesch. Eum. 648, cf.

Pors. Phoen. 58].—2. esp. a making
to rise and leave their place, removal, as
of supjiliants,. , Thuc.
1, 133; . , the removal

of all the Greeks from Ionia (for safe-

ty), Hdt. 9, 106, cf. Thuc. 2, 14 : but
usu. in bad sense, a laying waste, over-

throw, destruction, ruin,',, Aesch., and Eur., -, Dem. 10, 17.—3. a setting up again,

rebuilding,, Dem. 478, 24.—II.

pass,{) a standing or rising

up, esp. in token of respect, Ast Plat.

Rep. 4, 4 : . , an awaken
ing, Soph. Phil. 276 : freq. in N. T.
and Eccl., the resurrection.,, ,() a

destroyer, waster, Aesch. Theb. 1015,

Cho. 303., ov, belonging to ri-

sing up :, a sacrifice on one's re-

covery., ov, , =,
Aesch. Ag. 1227., ov,() made
to rise up, and depart, driven from one's

house and home, esp. of conquerors,, and of the

conquered, ,
freq. in Hdt., Thuc, etc. : nence also

ruined, destroyed, laid waste, ravaged,

of cities, Hdt. 1, 155, 177, 178, etc.—
2. engaged in revolt or sedition. Plat.

Soph. 252 A.— II. as subst., .,
a kind of light bread at Athens, Valck.
Adon. 398 B. Hence, , f. -, late word
for , to ruin, upset,

put in confusion, N. T. Act. 17, 6.—2.

mtr. to make an uproar, to excite a tu-

mult, 1^. . Act. 21, 38. Hence, , , a revolt, a

milling, destruction., (,) to

impale or crucify, Hdt. 3, 125, etc., cf.?. Hence,, , an impaling^

crucifixion.va,= sq., Or. Sib.,(,) to shoot

up like blades of corn, spring up with

ears, Ap. Rh. 3, 1054., strengthd. for,
Anth.

^, ov, (a priv., -^)
not town-like, unmannerly, Lat. inur•

bonus, Ath., ov, (,) ivith

a high prow,, Polyb. 16, 3, 8., (,) to step

up, walk up, Opp. Hal. 4, 65.



', f. -, {,-) to send ttp, raise up,, Anth.
Mid. to gird or tuck up one's clothes,, Eur. Bacch. 696,,. EccI. 268 ; also absol.-, Artein. : hence in pass.•-, a girt up frock, Plut.

:

cf. avaavpu-—. to send back, draw
hack, e. g. the flesh of a wound, Hipp.
—2. to keep back, check, mostly Used
of the assault of light troops, Thuc.
6, 70. Pass, to go back, retire, keep

back, Thuc. 3, 98 : also to make as if

one U'ordd retire, in genl. to feign, dis-

semble, Lat. tergiversari, Polyb.— 3.

seemingly intr., sub., to xvith-

draw, as in pass., Eur. Iph. Taur.
1378.

—

III. in mid., to renounce, deny
one's self, e. g. ,
Ael., -, (,)=, Hdt. 1, 86 ; 6, 80, Soph.
Aj. 930.

', {,)
to groan oft and loudly, wail aloud, II.

10, 9., {,) to

groan aloud over, bemoan, bewail aloud,

c. ace, li. 23, 211 : so too in mid., 11.

18, 315., {,) to groan

aloud, Trag. — II. =, c.

ace, Eur. I. T. 551., ov, poet, for,
A rat. 228., {,)=:
e^\., Anth.,.-',{,) to

crown, wreath, Eur. Arch. 16. Pass., I have my
head wreathed with leaves, Id. Hipp.
806., , f. -, {,-) to place on, or set up as a pillar.

Lye. Hence'?,, I'j, a setting up

of a statue.',, ,{) a

setting -up, raising.—XL{)
height, tallness, as of a mountain,
plant, etc., Theophr. : also height,

stature, Diod. S. :.,
the royal majesty, Diod. S., f. -, {,-) to set up on afirm base, Anth., desiderat. from -, to wish to set up.', f. -, {uva,) to

mark with a hot iron, brand.?., , ,{) a

putting back, e. g., Plut., cf.

Winckelm. 5, 5, 11.—2. the baring of

a wound by putting back the flesh.

Medic., , f.-, {, -) to furnish with a mouth : hence
to open wider, enlarge, esp..,
to open, clear out a trench, Xen. Cyr.

7, 5, 15, so', Polyb.

—Mid.7. ,
open your mouth wide, Eur. Cycl. 357.

Pass, , the

rivers empty themselves, disembogue.

—

2. to contract into a narrow mouth,

straiten, Arist. Mund. : hence

—

III. to

bring to a point or edge{), to

sharpen, whet, of the appetite, Ath.

Hence, , , an opening,

outlet, discharge, Phlt.—II. a contract-

ing, straitening.—III. a bringing to a

point, sharpening, whetting, of the ap-

petite, Ath., ov,:=sq., , , {-) opening.—II. sharpening, whetting,

esp. of the appetite, Diosc..,.-, Orph., and

.vaov(,=^vav,Q.Sm., ov, {a priv., -?.) without dice.
', {,-) dep. mid., to go to war again,

take the field again. Act.-, to enlist again, only in late wri-

ters, as App., , , the shift-

ing an encampment, breaking up, de-

parture, Polyb. 6, 40, 1 : from, -, {,) to shift or draw back

an encampment, Dion. H., f. -, pf.,
Theognet. ap. Ath. 104 C,{.-) to turn up, turn iipside doum, -, to upset the chariots, II. 23,

436 : esp. to turn up by digging or

ploughing, Xen. Oec. 16, 11,

kv Ty, Hdt.

6, 47 : .. to upset, turn the

stomach, cause sickness, Thuc. 2,

49.—II. to turn back, around or about,". Soph. Phil. 449,

strengthd.., to turn back

again, sub., to repeat, Aesch.
Pers. 325 : to rally soldiers, Xen.
Hell. 6, 2, 21.—2. seemingly intr.,

sub., to turn back, round or

about, return, Hdt. 1, 80, and freq. in

Att. :, , part., a poem
that will read backwards or forwards,

V..—. pass.vvith fut.

mid., to turn one's self about in a place,

be or dwell in a place, tarry there, like

Lat. versari, , to

go to a place and dwell there. Od. 13,

326 : tv. freq.

in Att. (also

-, Eur. Hipp. 1176) : . -, to continue in an alliance, Xen.
Hell. 7, 3, 2 : to be busied or engaged

in a thing, . Xen. Oec. 5,

13 : to revolve, like the sun in the

heavens :—of soldiers, to face about

;

but also, to turn and flee : ', with me that is reversed,

Xen. Hier. 4, 5.— 2. to return, Plat.

Polit. 271 A.. ov, {a priv., -) ignorant ofastrology, Strab.", ov, {a priv.,)
without stars, Theopbr., adv.,{)
turned about, reversely.', , ,{) a

turning back or about, a return. Soph.
Ant. 226 :

—

a turning about in battle,

whether to flee or rally, Xen. Cyr. 5,

4, S, Hell. 4, 3, 6 : of a ship, Thuc. 2,

89 : .,=-, Eur. And. 1007, v. Pflugk ad
1.—2. a turning about in a place, dwell-

ing in a place, or occupation in a thing

:

—hence the place where one tarries, an
abode, Aesch. Eum. 23 : also a mode
of life, behaviour, Polyb. : delay, like. Id.—II. in Gramm. a throw-

ing back of the accent to the former
syllable, as in prepos., when they
stand after their case, e. g. for.\, , ,=^.', ov,{) turn-

ed or turning round. Adv.-, Sext.

Emp.. , . Plat. Crat. 409
C, as a fanciful derivation for--, poet, for-, to turn every way, Od. 21, 394.

Mid. to wander about. Soph. Fr. 682.
'?., strengthened for, Nonn., {, )=-, to look sad or gloomy. Soph. Fr,

371.—2.=:, Com. []

ANAT, {,) strengthd.

for. [],,, change in the

or war-tax levied on property,

on the nature of which v. Bockh P.
E. 2, p. 280.',.-,{.-) to change the war-tax, v. foreg.,, , the effect of

: and so .,
a clandestine birth, Eubul. Incert. 29 :

from', f. -, {,) to

draw or pull up, hence in mid. to pull

up one's clothes, expose one's person,

Hdt. 2, 60, Theophr. Char. 11: hence
part, pf pass, ,
an obscene comedy, Synes. [ pres.,

fut.]
', -, {,-) to kick, struggle, start with pain or

anger., {,7) intr.,

to rise up from a fall or illness, to re-

cover, c. gen. or . Plat. Ax.
364 C, and Plut.—2. to fall back., {.) to pin

or fasten with ivedges. Math. Vett., {,) to

unseal, Lat. resignare., or, v. sq.

*, a pres. assumed for

the deriv. of the Ep. aor.,, which is really but a
lengthd. form of, cf.., inf aor 2 act. of., Ep. for 2
aor. inf. oi.\', Ep. for 2 aor.

imper. mid. of., 2 aor. inf. mid. of».', , ,{)
taking upon one's self, sufferance,, Plut.— 2. ',
the rising of the sun, Arist. Mund.

;

cf,.
V, , ,{) fit

for or capable of enduring, enduring,

Plut. 2, 31 A., , Ep.,{) to be undergone, borne or

suffered, suffernble, but usu. with ne-

gat.,, ., unbear-

able, insufferable, as Od. 2, 63, Hdt. 1,

207, and freq. in Att.', f. -, {,) to

split up, rip up, USU. of opening a dead
body, Hdt. 1, 123 : 3, 35.', in later Greek, =7,
Plat. Rep. 362 A, cf. Piers. Moer. p.

360, Ruhnk. Tim.\', 2 aor. part, of., f. -, {,) to

recover what is lost, rescue. Soph. O.

T. 1351 : freq. in mid. to regain for

one's self, , Hdt.

1, 82, etc. ; in 3, 65 he joins both act.

and mid.— 2. to bring back, restore.

Plat. Phileb. 32 E. Pass, to return

safe, , Xen. Hell. 4,

8, 28 ; ., to be restored

to one's rights, i. e. to be rescued back
from exile, Polyb. 18, 10, 2.-3. to pre-

serve in mind, remember, Hdt. 6, 65, but
more usu. in mid.,{,) to heap

up, Polyb. 8, 35, 5.',-,^=, Call.', Att.-, fut.•, {,) to stir up
and trouble, Hipp. : hence to excite,

rouse to frenzy. Soph. Tr. 218 : to con-

found, disorder. Plat, and Xen. : -. to march
in disorder, Xen. An. 1, 7. 20., , , {) a
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ANAT
stretching out, extension in length and
height : a stretching forth of the hands
against any one, threatening, Polyb.

4, 4, 7 :> ., tension of
spirit, i. e. unbending resolution, firm-
ness, Plut. Mar. 6.—II. endurance of
hunger, fasting, Plut.', Att. -tuttu, fut. -,
to set in order again. Mid. to go regu-

larly through again, esp. to re-examine
scientific principles, Plut., , , {)
stretching up, esp. with the hands,
threatening, Polyb. 5, 43, 5.—II. high-

flown, haiighty. Adv. —, threaten-

ingly, Polyb. 4, 4, 7., also, adv. of,
without harm, with impunity, Iag., and
Plat. : cf. Ruhnk. Tim., also EUendt
Lex. Soph.', fut. -, poet,-
vu, (,) to stretch up, lift or
hold up, Xen. ; e. g. ., to lift

up the hand and swear, Pind. O. 7,

120 : also in prayer, Id. I. 6 (5), 60 ;

and as token of assent in voting, Xen.
An. 5, 6, 33, etc. :

—

to stretch forth,

hold forth, -, having his sword stretched out to

threaten, Xen. Cyr. 4, 1, 3. Mid., to threaten one,
Polyb. 5, 55, 1 : , to threaten cme

with a thing, Dem. 389, 1.—2. to hold

up, propose as a prize, Pind. N. 8, 43.

—-3. to exalt, increase, lb. 58.—4. to lift

up to higher objects : and in pass, to

strain upwards, as the soul, freq. in

later Platonists, Ruhnk. Tim. etc.

—

II. intrans., to reach up, stretch up,

Hdt. 7, 67 ". to stretch out, to extend,

TO, Polyb. 1, 27, 4.—III. to

stretch or spread out, expand, Tu-, the wings of an army, Xen. Cyr.
7, 1, 6 : , a spread
eagle, lb. 7, 1, 4.—IV. to hold out, per-

severe, esp. in abstinence Epict., fut. - Att. -,
{, )) to repair or rebuild

avails, to raise new walls, Xen. Hell. 4,

4, 18. Hence, , , a rebuilding,

building of new walls, Xen. Hell. 4,

8, 9.', fut.-,(,)
to make or let rise up,^-, he made ambrosia grow
up for the horses, II. 5, 777 : •, to spout up water, Pind. I. 6,

Jll ; hence to bring forth, give birth to,

bring to light, ., thou

gavest birth to Dionysos (Bacchus), lb.

7, 5 :'' ,
to bring numberless issues/</ from
shameful acts. Soph. Phil. 1139:/. ., to cause the sun to rise,

N. T. Matth. 5, 45.—II. intr. to rise

vp, come to light, rise, esp. of the sun
and moon, Hdt. 4, 40, etc., like-

I. (though in Hdt. 2, 142 it takes
in both rising and setting), and Att.

:

is more usual of stars,

Schaf. Schol. Par. Ap. Rh. 4, 263, cf.

: of the rising or source of a
river, Hdt. 4, 52 : and so in mid.,^, aflame mounting
and blazing up, Pind. I. 4, 111; to

grow, of hair, Aesch. Theb. 520 : of
teeth, Arist. H. A.', f. -, {,)
to cut up, cut open, Hdt. 2, 87, to tear

open : to cut off, lop, Aeschin. 77, 26., adv. part, perf
pass, from, stretched or
strained to the utmost.

', .-,[,) to melt:

metaph. to slacken, relax, Lat. lique-

facere Pass, to inelt away, thaw,
Polyb 2, 16, 9. Hence

iia

ANAT, , , a melting, thaw-
ing, Polyb. 9, 43, 5., \'.,:=.., f., {, -) to set up upon, in Horn, only
once, , he will

put a reproach upon me, 11. 22, 100,

like : to put or place

on, to lay on as a burden,, Ar.
Eq. 1056 ; }, Xen.
An. 3, 1, 30 : but also in good sense,. , Pind. . 5, 17 : in

prose most USU. to refer, attribute,

ascribe a thing to a person, ,
Hdt. 2, 134 : freq. in Att. ; ., to entrust all things
to one, Ar. Nub. 1453, Thuc. 8, 82

:

also . , Ar. Plut. 69 : so
too in mid.,. to put one's baggage on, Xen. An.
2, 2, 4.—II. to set up as a votive gift,

dedicate, consecrate, , first in
Hes. Op. 656, and freq. in Hdt., etc.

:

hence the votive gift itself was-, also , Hdt.
2, 182 : they usu. said . -, etc., as Hdt. 2, 135, seldom': very rare in mid.—III. to

put back, remove, cf. : c.

gen. to remove from,/—-
' .

Soph. Aj. 476, adding to or taking
away from the necessity of death, cf.

EUendt, or, placing (us) near, or re-

moving (us) from death.
B. mid., to take upon one's self, un-

dergo, and oft. much like act. : but

—

II. esp. to place differently.change about,

e. g. the men on a draught-board, v. 1.?

Orac. ap. Hdt. 8, 77 : but in Att. usu.
to take back a move, retract one's opinion,

Xen. Mem. 1,2, 44, and freq. in Plat.,

e. g. . Plat.

Gorg. 462 A : . ov, to retract and say this is not so,

Id. Phaed. 87 A., f. -. {,)
to bring forth again. Ael.,,.-, {,)
to raise in price, Valck. Hdt. 9, 33 :

esp. to raise the price of com by false

reports, etc., like., ov, , a swinging and
throwing up, LXX. : from'. .•,{,)
to shake up a)id down, brandish,-, Eur. Bacch. 80 : also of the
wind shaking about a sail, Id. Or.
341.=^., Att. collat. form of, i., {,) to bore through, bore, Tryphon
ap. Ath. 182 E, in aor. pass., , , s-afferance

:

from, inf. of 2 aor..
besides which only fut.7.
is used, {, 7, v. sub)
to bear, siffer, undergo, with body or
mind, Od : , he bore,

i. e. resisted the strength of the magic
drink, Od. 10, 327.

', {, ) to

evaporate, Democrit.
', {,) to reel

from wall to icall or from side to side,

esp. of sailors in a storm : Gramm.
prefer, cf. Lob. Phryn.
161.,.-,{,) to

take compound interest. Hence', ov, , compound in-

terest, Lat. anatocismus, cf. Ernesti
Clav. Cic.', , ,{.) poet., a rising, rise, esp of the sun
and moon, , Od. 12,

ANAT
4, Hdt. 4, 8: in Trag. also of the
stars, Valck. Phoen. 506 :?, the sources of a river, Polyb.
2, 17, 4.— 2. the quarter of sunrise.

East, Lat. Oriens, Opp. in plur.—II.

a growing, as of the teeth, Arist. H. A.
Hence', ,, belonging sun
rise, eastern, Joseph.

', , f. -^, {, 7.-) to regain one's courage, take cou-

rage, only in late writers as Plut., cf.

Pors. Med. 325.', , ,{) a cut•

ting up, esp. of an animal's body,
aimtomy, Theophr. Hence', , , belonging to, anatomical ; ,
sub., anatomy.

', ov,{) stretching

up or upwards., f. -, {,) to put in place of any one, in-

sert, Philostr., ov, {a priv.,) without
harm, unpunished, Aesch. Ag. 1211
c. gen.•, harmed by no
ills. Soph. O. C. 786, ubi v. Herm.—
II. act. not harming, harmless, Aesch.
Suppl. 356, 359 : , i. e.

a flight caused by no crime.', , , turning vp or
over, ovtrthrowing, ruirums. Plat. Rep.
389 D : from', f.-, pf.-,
later also -, Dinarch., and
Aeschin., Butlm. Ausf. Gr. ij 97,
Anm. 2, n. {,) To turn up
or over, overturn, upset, throw down,
like, the act. first in Ar-
chil. 15, 3 : in mid. ,=:^, he tumbled headlong,
II. 6, 64 : hence—2. to overthrow, ruin,

Lat. evertere, like /., opp. to;, so^ ,
Hdt. 1, 32, cf. 8, 62 : freq. also in
Att.. o7J}ov, ?.,-, etc. : Plat, also has aor. mid.

as Pass., Crat. 395 D.

—

3. ., to upset a bank-
er's table, i. e. make him bankrupt,
Andoc. 17, 10.—1. to upset in argu-
ment, refute, Ar.— II. Pass. c. fut.

mid., poet, also c. aor. mid., to be cast

down, disheartened,

?., Theocr. 8, 90, also -
.. Diod. S.', fut. \1<, {,) to restore by 7ionrishment.—II.

to bring up, rear, nurse up, educate, Ar.
Ran. 944 : . , to raise

the spirit, Xen. Cyr. 5, 2, 34, Jac. A. P.

p. 85. Pass, to be reared tip, to grow
up, , Plut.', fut., as
well as, also, Anth., {,) to run
back, draw back, withdraw, flee,,', he drew back in the

conflict, II. 5, 599; 16, 813: hence
later, to go hack from a design, change
one's mrtid, esp. for the better : to

mend, make up, Plut.—2. to jump up
and run, start up, of men, Hdt. 3, 36,

etc. ; but also ,
perf. (with pres. signf ), the rock runs

sheer up, Od. 5, 412 :.. the brains spurted up from tlie

wound, II. 17, 297 : •, the weals rose under the blow,
ll. 23, 717.—2. to run up, shoot up,

strictly of plants, II. 18, 56, Hdt. 8,

55 : hence of cities and peoples, Hdt.
1, 66 ; 7, 156.—III. c. ace, to run back
over, retrace, Lat. repetere, ,
Dissen. Pind. O. 8, 54 (72.), , ,{) a
being ttumed up, Arist. Meteor.



ANAY, , /,()
horing through.—2. a hole bored, Plut., ov,() bored

through.', ,{,) to

shake as with a trident, Amphis Dlthyr.

1, 8, cf.'.
',.•-,{, 3() to

well, clean, Xen. Cyn. 6, 26.—II.

to rub in pieces : pass, to be worn away,
Hdt. 3, 113. [i], {, ) to chirp

aloud, Q. Sm., ov,() rubbed

up : (IV., a cloth with rough,

vaised pile, like plush or velvet, Diosc., to get hair again,

from, ov, (, ) with

hair bristling backwards.-, , ,{) a

rubbing well or anointing with oil, etc.,

Arist. Probl.—2. an itching or scratch-

ing.
, , , ,., , 6,{)

an overtumer, destroyer, ,
Antipho 116,28:. -, a corrupter of the youth, Plut.', , ,{) an
overtaming,, Aesch. Eum.
355 ; an overthrow, upset, /,
Arist. Metaph. : in genl. destruction.

Plat., , ,{) a

foster-father.', , , {)
rearing up : education, Plut., -, and, late and rather dub.

forms ot, Philo., Att. -/.,.-,
(, /.) to wind back or off

again, Lat. revolvere : metaph./^, to recall and reconsider

words, Luc. Nigr. 7.,,.-, {,)
tt form again or anew, Luc. Alex. 21 :

mid., to form OT fashion a thing to one's

mind, to depict to one's mind, to ima-

gine, Plut. Moral. 329 B, Id. 331 D.
Hence, , , an image
formed, Diog. L., , , a forming
again, imagination,, , , giving an
image,, Simp.,.-,[,)
to stir up, confound, disorder. At. Eq.
310.', , , Armua, a city of
Greater Phrygia, between the Mar-
syas and Maeander, Hdt. 7, 30., {a priv.,)
tinshipwrecked, Eccl. [u], ov, {a priv.,) ray-

less,", Aesch. Pr. 1028., ov. Dor. for,
Aesch. Theb. 896., , ( priv.,) speech-

less.— II. =sq., ov, {a priv.,)
inexpressive, unutterable, Lat. infan-

dus. Soph. Aj. 715.— 2. speechless.

Soph. Tr. 964, Herm. : depriving of
the power of speech,, Aesch.
Theb. 896, in Dor. form., , , speechlessness,

Hipp. : from, ov, speechless, voiceless,

Od. 5, 456 ; 10, 378: .. still,

calm sleep, Hipp.—II. secret, treacher-

ous. Soph. Aj. 947, where some ex-
plain it unutterable : /, -, harsh, unmusical strains, Id.

Fr. 63 1 .—2. preventing speech, silencing,/ ., Aesch. Ag. 238.
Adv. -.

I

, adv., (a priv.,)
without fare or passage-money.", ov, {a priv.,) with-

out pipe or pipe-playing, -
/., a procession unaccompanied by
pipes, i. e. joyless, sad, Eur. Phoen.
791 : , to offer sacrifices

urMccompanied by the music of the pipe,

Plut. Moral. 277 F.—2. unskilled in

pipe-playing, LuC. Halc. 7./, ov, {a priv.,-) not brought into harbour or to

anchor, Lyc. 745 ; but others explain
it without a ship's crew, deriving it

from and., ov, {a priv., -) without sea-fight,, loss

of a fleet without striking a blow, Lys.
Fr. [a],, , an indict-

ment of a tnerarch /or keeping his ship

out of action, Andoc, cf Att. Process,

p. 364 : cf, ?•.£•., , { priv.,) not

in/leasing.— II. intr. rwt waxing or
growing, Arist. H. A. Hence, , , want of growth :

in Gramm., omission of the augmetit.,, ^,=foreg., ov, also ,=^-, Arist. Coel.—2. without augment,
Gramm. Adv. -.
V,,=^, Plut. Mo-

ral. 981 F., ov, {a priv.,) thought
to be the adj., from which comes the
Horn,, v.., ov, {a priv.,) with-

out air, windhss, still, Lyc. 1424., ov, , the Anaurus, a river

in Thessaly, Hes. Sc. 477 : hence in

later poets, any mountain torrent, Ap.
Rh. cf.,.—2. a river of Phoe-
nicia, Mosch. 2, 31.*, gen., , , {a priv.,) without ships, only used by
Aesch. Pers. 680 in nom. pL,, ships that are ships no vuore,

Lat. naves nenaves, CatulL, Schaf.
Eur. Hec. 612 : cf., , f. -, {,)
to shout aloud, call out, 0pp. [aO],, , , {a priv., av-) without neck or throat, Emped.
219.,, , Anauchidas, masc.
pr. n. Paus. 5, 27, 12., {,, to dry) to light

up, set on fire., {,, to cry)^avaii-
,.

', poet, ., f.- ;

aor. , {,) to make
shine or blaze up, Od. 18, 310: hence
USU. to bring to light, show forth, make
known, display,, ~3-,, Hom., and freq. in Att.

:

to proclaim,declare,/. .,
Pind. P. 4, 110: c. inf,, I proclaim that they

call thee by this name, i. e. that thou
be so named, Eur. Bacch. 529. Pind.
also uses mid. in act. signf , I. 4 (3),
119. Pass. c. fut. mid.,-

(Ar. Eq. 950), et perf. act. -, to be shown forth, come to

light or into sight, appear plainly, -, II. 11, 62: hence
also , lb. 174,
etc. ; freq. in Hdt., and Att. ; also to

reappear, Hdt. 7, 30:, to be declared king. Hdt.
3, 82 ; so. -, to come out a romancer instead
of a sea captain, Aeschin. 78, 26

:

hence in genl. to become or be thought
so and so, in Plat., and Xen. : also

c. part, ,-, etc., to be seen to have, to be

plainly in safety, etc., lb. The act.

aor. is used as pass, once
in Hdt. 1, 165 (unless is

to be read), and in late authors, Co-
ray Hel. 2, p. 187.', ov, {a priv.,)
not to be taken or torn away, Dion. H.'?.,,=^,
bald-headed, Procl.'/., ov, , =:-/., Luc. Tim. 47.,, , hssofthe
eyebrows : in genl. baldness, Arist.

H.A.'?, ov, without eye-

brows : in genl. bald-headed, LXX., , , =-'., adv., {) vis-

ibly, openly, before the eyes of all, opp.
to, Od. 3, 221 ; 11, 455: in
Ap. Kh. also as neut. adj.. adv.,=toreg., . 16,

178, Hdt., and Plat., -.{,)
= : the mid. often in Plat,

for., poet, ., {,):
f. : aor.. Ion. -, also, (Hdt. 1, 157.)—I.

to bring or carry up,, Od. 11, 624: later esp. to

carry up into central Asia, Hdt. 6, 30.

Pass, to rise up, Pind. N. 11, 49.

Mid., to carry up for one's self OT what
is one's own, take with one, Hdt. 3, 148

;

8, 36, etc. : esp. absol.,

to fetch up a deep-drawn breath, heave a
deep sigh. II. 19. 314, cf. Schweigh.,
Hdt. 1 , 86, Buttm. Lexil. in v., (where
others interpr. to have recovned one's

self, come to one's self) ; but in Alex-
andr. poets, to utter, -, Theocr. 23, 18.—2. to lift up,

extol, praise.—3. to xiphoid, take upon
one, Lat. susiinere,, Ae.sch. Cho.
841,, Thuc. 3. 38.-4. mtr.
to rise, as stars.—II. to bring or carry

back, freq. in prose : U!•., to re-

cover one's oar (after pulling it through
the water). Thuc. 2, 84 : esp.— 1. to

bring back tidings, report, Lat. renun-

tiare, like ?./., . ?^,
etc., . , Hdt., etc.

—

2. to bring back from exile, Thuc. 5, 16.—3. to carry back, trace up, refer one's
family to an ancestor, -

.. Plat. Ale. 1, 120 , but also
without, . , Id
Theaet. 175 .—. to throw back upon
another, refer something to one, usu.. , as, Hdt. 3, 80 : ., freq. in Eur., so ., Dem. ; but also . ,
Eur. Or. 432, and , Aeschin.
84, 36 : hence absol. to refer to a per-

son, make reference to him, i. e. corisult

him, . , Hdt. 1,

157 ; 7, 149 ; also simply. ,
like Lat. referre ad senalum, Hdt. 3,

71 ; but . '. also to refer, i. e.

appeal to another. Plat.. 20 ,
to refer to an author, Plut. : .
, also to have reference to a thing, be

related to it. Plat. Rep. 484 C—5. to

bring hack to one's self, restore, recover,, Thuc.
, 97 : hence pass, to recover one's self,

come to one's self, Hdt. 1, 116, (v. supr.

I. 1 ) : also intrans. . to refresh one's

self, recover. Hdt. 3, 22, Dem. 210, lb.

—6. to call back to m.emory, ., Plut. : and so intr. to

remember, Wyttenb. Plut. 2, 126 E.

—

7. to recall a likeness, and so to repre-

119



sent, pourtray, lb. 2, C5 : intr. to be

Uke, Plut., f. -, {,)
to flee back or away, Xen. An. 6, 2, 24.

Hence, , , fit for fleeing

flight, Strab.', , , a fleeing away,

Dio C.

V, , , Anaphe, a small isl-

and in the Aegaean sea, near Thera,
Ap. Rh. 4, 1717, Strab.', , ( priv.,) untouch-

ed, not to be touched, impalpable. Plat.

Phaedr. 247 C.—2. giving to the touch,

yielding, Plut. 2, 721 C., , , Anaphes, son of

Otanes, leader of the Cissians, Hdt.

7, 62., f. -, dep.

mid., (,) to call out

aloud, Polyb.—2. to call out again,

answer., pass.,(,)
to destroy one's self, perish utterly : but,

Tt', by what ill

luck came you hither Ar. Av. 916, cf.., , 6, Lat. mastur-

tMtio, Lupol. Autol. 21., -, {, ?) Lat.

ifiasturbare, Ar. Lys. [,], f. -, {,) inflame and swell up,

Plut.', f. -), (,) to

ight up, rekindle, Eur. : hence to in•

e.ame, excite. Pass, to glow with anger,

Plat. Ep. 349 A. Hence
', , , a lighting up,

nflammation, Plut. Lys. 12.,=,,
Jail. Ep. 76.'^, -i)ffa>,=sq.\', , , Anaphlystus,

an Attic denius of the tribe Antiochis,

according to Pans. 2, 30, 9, so named
from a son of Neptune, Hdt. 4, 99.

Hence'?., , an inhabitant

of An., Ar. Ran. 427., f. -, {,) to

bubble up like boilmg water, II. 21,

361. [i], , -, {,)
to frighten away, Ar. Vesp. 670., ,-,{,)
to go up, go back, Nic.,, ,{) a bring-

ing or carrying up, raising : also intr.

a coming up, rising.— II. a carrying

back, and so—1. a reporting.—2. a re-

ferring, a reference, esp. to a class,

Standard or principle, Arist. Eth. N.,

and Plut. ^-
II., 3, Id. . . : esp. an im-

puting, layi7ig to one's charge, Id.—3. a
giving back, giving leay, a respite, Lat.

remissio, Eur. Or. 414.—4. intr. a going
back, recurrence, recourse, , Aes-
chin. 41, 42 : a means of recovery, Dem.
301, 24 : also recovery from illness,

etc., Plut., , , a bearer, any-
thing for carrying with, e. g. strap,

pole, etc., esp. the yoke or beam, such
as milkmen, etc., use for carrying
their pails.

= L, Hdt. 3,

102, and Att.', , , standing in rela-

tion, referring : in Gramm. relative.—
IL in Medic, bringing up blood, phlegm,
etc.—III. in Astronom., belonging to

the risiJig of the stars : v. I.

4. Adv., -.,,,=^, Ar.
Ran. 8., fut. -, {, -

120

) poet, and Ion. for-.',=:^, The-
mist., f. -, {,) mid., to observe again, re-

cognise, Od. 19, 391.
',.-,{,)

to open anything blocked up, remove
barriers : also., Att. -, fut.-, to shudder, thrill, Arist. ;-, to bristle up.

', , , a being without', and so— I. aci. want of the

power of inspiring love.—II. pass, in-

setisibility to love : from', ov, {a priv.,-) without', not enjoying

herfavours, Luc.—2. without charms,

Lat. invenustus.—3. without love, not

amorous, Plut.

,.-,{,)
to come back to one's senses, come to

one's self, Xen. An. 4, 8, 21., f.- Att. -,{,() to think over, c. inf av., to meditate how to get, Pind.
O. 1, 111.", ov, { a priv., )

without froth or foam, not foaming,
Hipp.

, , ,,, ,{) a flee-

ing back, escape, releasefrom,, Aesch. Cho. 943.— II. re-

treat, Plut., , ^,= foreg., Plat.

Legg. 713 E.,, f.-,=:sq. : also to

mix or moisten anew, Theophr. : SO
too., f. -, {,) to

mix up, confound, Hdt. 1, 103, in pa.ss.:

to soil, defile, -. Id. 3, 157. [], , .-,{,)
to breathe up or forth, puff out. Plat.

Phaed. 113 B.—II. act. to blow up,

puff up. Pass, to be puffed up or arro-

gant, Xen. Cyr. 7, 2, 23.—III. to hloiv

the flute, begin to blow, Ath. 351 E.
Hence,, , the effect of
blowing up, a blast, eruption of wind,
fire, etc., Arist. Mirab.—II. metaph.
conceit, arrogance, Luc. [i],, , a blowing up,

puffing up.—2, the prelude in flute-

playing, [li], , , belonging to

the prelude in flute-playing., {,) to fetch

up a dcep-draimi breath, breathe hard,

blow, of a dolphin, Hes. Sc. 211:
hence to gasp, pant, Ap. Rh. 2, 431.

', {,) to plant

or soxv again.', f.-,{,) to make
to grow up, to produce, beget. Mid.
with pf, plpf-, and aor. 2, of act. used
intrans., to grow up, grow, of grass,

Hdt. 4, 58 ; to spring up, to arise,,
against one, ., Plut. ; so, Plut. : to grow again, of the

hair, Hdt. 5, 35, and so (ace. to Hemst.
ap. Valck. Phoen. 647) always of

things that grow from a root, while, is used of such as come clear

out. []
',,.-, {,)

to call up or aloud, exclaim, Arist.

Mund., in pass. ; to proclaim,, Plut.—2. to declaim, to ex-

ercise the voice in declamation, Plut.,

hence ', declama-

tions, Plut.—3. to reclaim, to demand
again,, of a slave, late.

ANAX,, , a loud call,

proclamation, Plut.
'',, , a calling up or

aloud : declamation as an exercise of
the lungs, Gael. Aur.,, , a window, late., -, (,) very
rare in act., to make recoil or give way,
drive back, Pmd. N. 10, 129 (69), ubi
v. Bockh : whereas Xen. An. 4, 1,

16, has it in signf of mid. :—usu. as
dep. mid.,, f.- ;

Ep. aor., to recoil, retire,

draw back, freq. in Horn. : in genl. to

turn back or about, Od. 7, 280 ; 11, 97.,.-,{,) to

open the mouth, gape wide, Ar. Eq. 641

;

in genl. to open like a wound, Lat. re-

fricari, prob. 1. Hipp.', . -, (,)
of a horse, to throw the mane back, rear

up, turn restive,3,E\lT. Rhes. 786:
but—2. usu. C. ace., to rear up and
throw the rider, hence in genl. to throw

off, throw back, Eur. Bacch. 1072,

Hipp. 1232 : metaph. to overthrow, up-

set, Dem. 20, 27. Cf..—
3. c. gen. to get rid of,, Wytlenb.
Plut. 2, 150 .—il. to hold back by
the hair, in genl. to hold back, Luc.
Hence

',, , a drawing
back, restraint, Plut., , , a relaxation,

loosening, easing, Plut. ; and, , , relaxing,

loosening, easing : Irom, , -, (,)
to relax, loosen, ease, Polyb. [], , , a tearing up
again, , Plut. : inetaph.

an exciting : from, Att.-, f. -,
{, ) to scrape up, make
rough : hence ,
air causes the roughness of rust, Plut., and , , Ana-
charsis, a Scythian of royal birth, who
visited Athens in the time of Solon
to acquire wisdom, Hdt. 4, 46.',=, Ar. Av.
502 : only in pres. and impf., dep. mid., (,) hold back, hinder., dep. mid., (,) to cough up, Hipp., f.-, (,) to

pour on or oiit. Pass, to empty itself,

of a river, Arr. : to be spread abroad,

of fire, , Ath.. , Plut.—II. to

pour back.
',,.-, (,-) to clothe with a mantle(),

Nonn., (,) to

warm again, make warm again, Arist.

Probl., (,) to make
the first down grow. Pass, to get the

first down, Ar. Ach. 791.
'Avavo,= {oeg., , ,() a pouring

out, eruption, Longin., f.-,(,)
to begin a choral dance, Ar. Thesm.
994, Eur. Or. 582 : and c. ace. cogn.,

.,, Eur. : to scare away,

Id. Or. 582.— II. intr. to dance on high,

dance with joy, Eur. Ion 1079., older regul. pres. for the

usu. irreg.', q. v., (,) dep.

mid., to Jtse up, make away with, dis•

patch, destroy, acc. to Gramm. in

Thuc, v. Arnold ad 3. 81., (.-) dep. mid., to cough up, bring up.



ANA"?

more rarely in act. -.
Hence,, , a coughing up,

bringing up, Hipp.', {,) to re-

fer to a wrong time, to confound times.

Hence', ov, , an anachro-

nism, Valck. Phoen. 861., f. -, {,) to colour anew, discolour,

Flut. Hence,, -, a discolouring,

Plut.,, ,() that

which is poured out : any place where
water stands, esp. an estuary.. ov, (a priv., ;^;)
without chaff husks, Ar. Fr. 152.,, ,{) a pour-

ing out, spending, excess, N. T.

—

.=, Strab.',, ,{,-) earth thrown up, a mound,
dam, dyke., ov, , (as from a
verb, used by Eust.)

the throwing up a m.ound or dyke., {,) to cast

or 7nelt over again, Strab., f.-, {,-) to heap up and form a mound,
uv. 66. to raise a road by throwing

down rubbish, Dem. 1279, 20.

vaoJp, , f. -, {,-) to go back, give way, draw bark,

retire, withdraw, oft. in Hom., who
sometimes adds, as in prose-, Hdt. 4, 183, etc. ; mostly , but
also c. sen. only, -, Od. 22, 270 : to recoil from, give

way to any one : freq. in prose with
all preps, denoting motion to or from.

—II. to come back to the former posses-

sor, revert to Or deiwlve on the right

owner,. Hdt. 7,5: cf..—^.
to retire from public life or from the

world, Cic. Att. 9, 4 ; -, Polyb. 29, 10, 5 : hence -, a retired spot, a re-

treat, Lat. locus in secessu, Theophr.

:

, an obsoletephrase,

Dion. H. Hence,, , a stepping

back, retiring : a retired place, Lat.
secessus., Ion., ,{-) going or drawing back, retir-

ing, retreating, Hdt. 9, 22, and freq. in

Thuc. : also a means ox place of retreat,

refuge, Lat. recessus, Dem. 354, 11.—
II. a turning back, return., verb. adj. from ava-, one must retire, etc., Plat. Crit.

51 B., ov. 6,{
.) one who has retired or withdraiun

from, the world, a hermit, anchoret,

Eccl., , ,{)
disposed to give way or retire, Arr., fut. - Att. -,
(',) to make to go back or
retire. Tab. Heracl.^, {,') to

touch 071 the upper side, A. B.', {,) to

tear up, open, Lyc. 343., , f. -/, {,) to

or wipe up, like,
Ctes.-, fut.- Att. -«,(,) to put to the vote again. Thuc.
6, 14 : to take up ane^v. do over again,
alter. Lat. retrnctare. Mid. to vote anew,
Pherecr.. 6. Hence'-,, , a putting to the

vote again: in genl. a doing over again,

alteration., -,^=)."., ,{) light-

ing up, kindling, Dion. .,, ,{)
cooler, refresher, Eur. Andromed. 30, 3.', , ,{)
cooling, refreshing.., , cooling, refresh-

ing, recreation, Strab.', , , = foreg., Plat.

Legg. 919 .—II. relief, recoveryfrom,,, Eur.: respite, rest.

Plat. Symp. 176 A.—2. a drawing of
breath, inhalation, Ath., fut. -,{,)
to revive by fresh air, to cool, refresh.

Od. 4, 568 : in genl. to cheer, and so

uv. , to take courage, II. 13,

84 : also. ?., to get a wound heal-

ed, II. 5, 795 ; ., to let the ships
rest and get dry, relieve them, Hdt. 7,

59, Xen. Hell. 1, 5, 10: later c. gen.,., to recover from toil, 0pp.
Mid. to breathe fresh air again, recover

breath, revive. Plat. Tim. 70 D. [0]'-, poet, for, Aesch., , , Andaca, a city of
India, Arr. An. 4, 23, 5., , , Andania, a city of
Messenia, Strab.. {-,) imperf.-, in Horn, also, in

Hdt.. and Att. sometimes :.: aor. earfor, besides which
Hom. has aor., which like

[] is merely poet. : perf..
Dor.. To please, delight, gratify,

mostly Ion. and poet., used generally
just as the comm., except as

to construction : in Hom. always c.

dat. pers., , so too Hdt. ;

also c. dupl. dat.,' /-, II. 1, 24 also., to

do one a kindness, Hdt. 5, 39 : impers., like Lat. placet,

Hdt. 4, 145, etc. : in Eur. Med. 12, c.

gen.,/ .. for which Pors.
reads ?., Dind. after Br.-, but v. Pors. Or. 1623, and Dind.
Or. 1607; formerly Theogn. 26 was
quoted as authority for the ace. after

., but Gaisf. after Pors. Or. 1623,

reads' ' (lor).—The mid.-, occurs in Anth.\. , , Andira, a city of
Mysia, Strab.,,, poet,

for, etc.^', poet, for, Eur.
El. 882.", ov. , mostly plur., the raised banks or edges of
rivers, trenches, Lyc. : a raised border,

flower-bed, like, Theocr. 5, 93,

cf. Jac. Anth. 2, 3, p. 86 : any earth

dug or thrown up, Mosch.— 2. the

trench or canal itself, Plut. (deriv. im-
certain whether from or -

: the form, refers to the
latter.), ov, , Andetrium, a
stronghold in Dalmatia, Strab.^, >, oi. the Atidizetii, a
people of Pannonia, Strab.', ov, , for,() the catch of a mouse-trap,
also. Call. Fr. 233.", adv. {,) asunder,

in twain, and,
II., , to have a di-

vided mind, lies. Op. ] 3 : also apart.—2. as prep. c. gen., like.,
apart from, far from, Ap. Kh. 2, 927.^, ov, , Andohales. king
of the Ilergetes, Polyb. 10, 18, 7.

', adv. for,{) alternately.', , , Andocides, son of
Leogoras, a celebrated Athenian ora
tor, Thuc. 1, 51., fut.,{,) to be a brave, good
vian, prove so, behave as such, Polyb.
Hence',,, brave, hon-

est conduct, Plut.
', , , the character of

a brave good man, bravery , manly virtue,

oft. in Hdt. and Thuc.,.- Att. -lov-, {,) dep. mid., to act

bravely, honestly, ), if any one thinks to

sit at home and play the honest man,
Thuc. 2, 63, , Id. 3,

40., , , befitting a
brave good man, Hipp., , , {.)
the spoils of a slain enemy, II. 14, 509.'?., , ,{,)
husband's sister.,, ,{,?.)
husband's brother, brother-in-law, (not. Lob. Phryn. 304.)'', , , son of An-

draemon, 11. 2, 638., , , Andraemon,
father of Thoas and kingof Calydon,
Paus. 5, 3, 7 ; Apollod.—2. son of

Codrus, Paus. 7, 3, 5.—3. a Pylian,
founder of Colophon, Strab., adv.,{) man by man,
like ', Lat. viritim. Od.
13,14: in genl. separately, apart, Acsch.
Ag. 1595.,, . {) a man's
portion, equal share, Nic., ov, or -, ov, ,
Andramias, a Median commander,
Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 38., metapl. dat. of "-, for, II. 7, 475., , ,=-.. fut. - Att. -,
and as dep. mid., f.-,{) to reduce to

slavery, enslave, esp. to sell thefreemen
of a conquered place into slavery, (and
so something worse than,?., to subjugate or subdue,)

Lat. vendere sub corona, freq. in Hdt.
who mostly uses the mid., as do the

Att. Pass, to be sold into slavery, oft.

in Hdt., who also has fut. mid. in

pass, signf., 6, 17 ; such selling was
usu. a public act : but also of indi-

viduals, to kidnap free men or other
people's slaves. Plat., and Xen. ; cf.. Hence', , 7),= sq., Xen.
Apol. 25., ov, , a selling a
freeman into slavery, enslaving, Thuc.
2, 68, cf.: of individuals,

kidnapping, whether of free men or

other people's slaves, hence
, liable to actionfor kid-

napping. Plat. Legg. 879 A., , lov, belong-

ing to, fitted for enslaving or kidnap-

ping., ov, 6, a slave dealer,

one who kidnaps free men or slaves to

sell them again. At. Pint. 525, cf

iHeind. Plat. Gorg. 508 : metaplT.., one who sells his own
independence, Xen. Mem. 1,2, 6,, . ,:=-: ,-. sxih., kid-

napping. Plat. Soph. 222 C.
', ov, ,{-
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^', <.-?.) trafficker in slaves,

Luc. []
'A.fOf)a-n(hv, , , a slave, esp.

one made iii war and sold, first in

Horn., but only II. 7, 475, in meta-
pla.st. dat.> as if from, (but the use of the word
has made the verse suspected,

Thiersch Gr. Gr. <^ 197, CO,) then in

Hdt., etc. : a slavish low fellow, Plat.

Theasr. 130 B, Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 39.

(usu. deriv. from,, from
the notion of the captive/a//mg• al his

conqueror's fi-et, which seems to have
suggested the form :

others from (, v.

Pott, Forsch. 1,211.) [], ,{,) slavish, Lat. servilis : in genl.

opp. to, servile, low minded,

brutal. Plat., and Xen. :

.. Rep. 430 ; ., low

sensual pleasures, Arist. Eth. N. : cf.

Ruhnk. Tim. Adv. -. Plat., ar, , slavery, sla-

vishness, servility, Plut., , , {-
>,) slave-dealer, Ar. Fr.

295.,. , dim. from,
manikin, Ar. Ach. 517. [(5], dat. plur. from /'/., , . 1. for-., ,{,) load-

ing man, as much as a man can carry,, Od. 10, 121.'?! or., , also

and, purslane,

Theophr.— II. a wild strawberry-tree,

also. Id.— III. a coal-pnn.

chafing-dish, only however in the form], in tliis signf. plainly akin
to.̂', a and ov. Ion. , , An-
dreas, masc. pr. n. Hdt. 6, 126. Others
in Plut.. Paus., etc., . , disputed form for, but justified by the Ion. liv-. and shewn to be the older Att.

form by Stallb. Plat. Gorg. 492 A,

Meno 88 A ; against him however v.

Buttm. Ausf. Gr. ^51119, 38._
', ov, , (, '-

?) an image or likeness of a 7nan, esp.

statue, =z, Theophr.—II. a

flesh-coloured pigment. Plat. Rep. 501
B, cf. Ruhnk. Tim. Strictly neut.

from, ov, {,)
like a man, Dion. H.,,. Ion./,{) of or belonging to a 7nan, manly,
masculine, courageous, Hdt. 7, 153, and
freq. in Att. Neut. , man-
liness, manhood. Plat.—II. ,
the public meals of the Cretans, also

the older name for the Spartan-
Tia, Alcm. 37, cf. Miiller Dor. 4. 3, 3 :

sometimes wrongly written-
Adv. -u., , , =,
Xen. An. 6, 5, 14., , , (, -) man-slaying, II., always as
epith. of the god of war, cf.-.',, , poet, for-,'.,, . lover ofmen,
woman that is fond of men, Ar. Thesm.
392.
*", Ep. for, dat.

plur. from •., , ov. Ion. for -.
',=.,, , Ion. for,

Hdt.
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, , . Ion. for,, Hdt.', ,. Ion. for,
Hdt., (,) to

drive away, banish from home, Aesch.,
and Soph., ov, ,(,)
he that drives onefrom his home. esp. the
avenger of blood in cases of murder,
Aesch. Theb. 637, cf. Ruhnk. Tim.,
Miiller Eum. § 41. [], , , also, q. v..

Ion., 7nanliness, vianhood,
manly strength or spirit, courage. Lat.
virtus, opp. to, first in Hdt. 7,

99, Soph., etc. : in bad sense, inso-

lence,=, Wytt. Ep. Cr. p.

233, 275., , , f. 1. for,
V. under., , , Andriace, a city
of Thrace, Strab., ov, , dim. from.', , , dim. from. a small statue, puppet. Plut., ov, a,{,?.) a carver of statues, statuary.

[], ,{, -) like a sfatur, Eccl.-?, ov, , {-,) a modeller of statues, in
clay, wax, etc. Hence, , , sub., the art ofmodelling in clay, wax,
etc., , to be an av-, to make statues, Xen.
Mem 3, 1, 2. Hence, , , sub., statuary, sculpture., , , = foreg.,

Plat., and Xen.,,,=:•^, Sext. Emp., , 6, (,) statue-maker, statuary, sculp-

tor. Plat., and Xen.,=-
: from, ,{, *-)^=, Philostr.,, ,() the image

of a man, a statue, oft. in Hdt. : in

Plat. Rep. 420 C, usu. taken as a

picture, but wrongly, v. Ast, and
Stallb. : ironically a puppet, Dem.
270, 11., f. -, () to make a

m.an of, make inanly, Xen. Oec. 5, 4.

Pass, to be or become a man, come to

manhood, Ar. Fr. 653 : hence to think

and act like a man, play the man. Plat.

Theaet. 151 D. : opp. to,., , , () befitting

man, masculine, manly, stout, brave.

Plat., and Xen. : also of things,

strong, stout ; violent,, Ael.

Adv. -, like a man. oft. in Ar. :

superl.-, Ar. Eq. 81.—II. com-
posed of men,, Xt-ll. Hell. 6, 4,

16, cf.., ov, , dim. from,
Ar. Pac. 51.^, ov, , Andrius, a tribvi-

tary of the Scamander in Troas,
Strab.—2. v. sub "., , , Andriscus, son
of Perseus, Paus. 7, 13, 1., ov, ),=., verb. adj. from-, one must play the man. Plat.

Phaed. 90 E., adv., after the manner of
men, Ar. Eccl. 149. [ft]

., ov, (, )
friettdli/ to men.,3,,.-, {,-) paedico, Mel. 48, 2., ov,(,)
man-devouring, Allth.8?, ov, (,)
of manly counsel, masculine, ,
Aesch. Ag. 11 : opp. to-
?..—II. as pr. n. Androbfilus, father
of Timon, Hdt. 7, 141.,, , ,(,-) 7nan-devouring, carmibal,-, Eur. Cycl. 93,. Id. .
F. 385., , , (,)
manly race.—II. the generation of

males,", descent by
the man's side, Hipp., , , Androgeus, son
of Minos, Plut. Thes. 15.,, , {, -) giant-man. Call., ov, (,*) be-

getting men, ., a day favour-

able to the birth or generation of
boys, Hes. Op. 781, 786., ov, o,=sq.

—

11. pathi•

cus, cinaedus, Jac. Anth. 2, 1, p. 280.

[]
,, ov, (•,) a

man-woman, both male and female, her-

maphrodite. Plat. Symp. 189 E. : also

and'.—II.., a eunuch : also a womanish
man, weak, effeminate person, Hdt. 4,

67 ; also,.—III.

common to men and women,,
baths used by both sexes at once,
Anth., ov, (,)
slain by men.—2. act. murderous, Aesch.
Cho. 860.,, 6, , (,) taming men, , ,
Pind. . 3, 67 : 7nan-slaying, Id. . 9,

37. []—. as pr. . Androdamas,
Hdt. 8, 85 ; others in Arist., Paus.,
etc., ov, receiving men., , the mau-goddess,Anih,, adv., () from a man
or 7nen, Anth., , , {,)=

., Philostr.
',, , , (, -) jnurderous, bringing many deaths,

Aesch, Ag. 814., ov, ,(,•) a slave-dealer, Galen, [], ov. Dor. -, a, 6,

Androclides, masc. pr. n. Xen. Hell.

3, 5, 1 ; etc.,, , Androclion,

ma.sc. pr. n. Plut. Pyrrh. 2.'.\?,, , Androcles, an
Athenian demagogue, Thuc. 8, 65

;

others in Ar., Dem.. etc., ov, , Androclus, son
of Codrus, founder of Ephesus,
Strab.—2. a Macedonian, Arr. An. 3,

29, 1.,. 6, ,(,) bringing toil and pain to man,.
?..,,-=, -. Lob. Aj. 323: hence
also, oppressive, deadly, destructive., ov, (,)
wrought by men or meti's hands,,
II. li, 371 ; ace. to others raised to a
marl's memory, but cf..,,.-, (, -) to .^leep with a man, Aetius.\, , , (, -) Androrrafes, a hero honoured
at Plataea, Hdt. 9, 25., ar, ,(,)
slaughter of men, esp. in battle, and



then mostly in plur., Horn. : but in

II. 23, 86, murder.', to slay men, Aesch.
Eum. 002 ; and

'kvopoKTOvLa, , ,=-
: from, or, (,)

man-slaying, murdering, Hdt. 4, 110.,. , (,)
Androcydes, a distinguished painter

of Cyzicus, Plut. Symp. 4, 2, 3. []
'?,, ov, {,)

lusting after men, Theophr., , , {, -) murderess, Aesch. Ag. 1465,

poet./.-, , , {,-. /./) seizure/ men : an Athe-
nian law which, in case of a citizen's

murder abroad remaining unatoned,
authorized the seizure of three citi-

zens of the oftendmg state, Lex ap.

Dem. C47, 24 sq. : also-,
TO.7•, , -o,= foreg., {avrjp,) to pick

out men, levy for war-service, Luc.
Hence', , ?/, a levying men
for war-service.

'?,=^7.', ov, {, ),
picking out men, levying them for war-

service., , {,)
mxid after men, lustful, Eur. ap. Plut.

Lyc.etN.3:cf.yiTai/io//ar7/f. Hence
', , , lust after men., , , Andromache,

daughter of Eetion anil wife of Hec-
tor, U. 6, 405, etc. From, ov, {,)
fighting with men : through the well-

known prop. n. Andromache, II., we
find a fern, in Anth. [a]

—II. as pr. n. Andromachus, Xen.
Hell. 7, 4, 19, etc.•[', . Ion. -, , ,
Andromeda, daughter of Cepheus and
Cassiope, Hdt., ov, 6, Andromedes, a
Lacedaemonian, v. 1. Thuc. 5, 42

;

for sq.', , , Andromenes,
masc. pr. n. Dem., etc., , , {) of man
or men, human : ,,; man's blood, flesh, skin, Hom.

;., gobbets of man's fl^sh,

Od. 9, 374 ; /. ., a press or
throng of men, II. 11, 538., , {,) of
a man's height,, Xen. Hell.

3, 2, 3., ov, or, ,{) a dag-
ger with a blade slipping back into

the haft, used for stage-murders,
Hesych., cf Ach. Tat. 3, "20, 21., . , {,)
Androalcus, a commander of the

Greek mercenaries of Darius, Arr.

An. 3, 23, 9.—2. a peripatetic philo-

sopher of Rhodes, Strab.—3. a poet

of the Anthology.',, , {,)
man-boi/, youth near inanhond, Aesch.

Theb. 533 : a youth of manly temper.

Soph. Fr. 551.
',.,{,-) inodelling, moulding of men.—, , , (, ?.-

6) multitude of men,.-. Aesch. Pers. 235., , {, )
making man of making manly,
Plut., ov, ,{,)

Andropompus, founder of Lebedus,
Strab., 6, {,) ci-

naedus, Theopomp. ap. Polyb.', , {,)
befitting men., ov,(,-) with a man's face.

'.\077, ov, {,)
= foreg., Emped. 215, v..^, ov, . Andrus, one of the

Cyclades islands with a city of the

same name, Hdt., Aesch., etc. Hence, an inhabitant of Andrus, an
Andrian, Arist.

', , {,) a

kind of St. John's ivort with blood-red

juice, tutsan, androsaemum, Diosc., , , {, -) Androsthenes, an Arcadian, Thuc.
5, 49.—2. an admiral of Alexander, a
native of Thasus, sent to explore the
southern coast of Asia, Arr. An. 7,

20, 7.— 3. an Athenian statuary,

Paus., , , , {, -
) hurtful to men, m.ischievous,

Anth., ,=, Oenom.
ap. Euseb.,/, ,{,)

man-sphinx, sphinx with the bust
not (as usually) of a woman, but a

man. Hdt. 2, 175 : ace. to others,

merely a human sphinx, as opp. to the
ram-sphinx, etc.,, ,^=, man-
hood, V. Spitzn. II. 22, 363.

V,, , {, )
Androtion, an Athen. pr. . Plat.,

Dem., etc., {,) to geld,

Sext. Emp.
' , , {,,) getting man or husband,., wedded life, Aesch.

Eum. 900.. to eat men, v. 1. in

Hdt. 4. 106 : from, ov, {,)
eating men or man's fl^.sh, epith. of
the Cyclops, Od. 10, 200: oi .,
the Androphagi, a people of Sarmatia,
Hdt. 4, 18. [a], ov, {,)
man-destroying, murderous,, Pind
Fr. 164,. Soph. Phil. 260.—
II. proparox., ov, hence
in Soph. Ant. 1022 ., the

blood of slain men, cf.., to slay men ; and, , , slaughter of
men, Plut. : from, ov, {,)
man-slaying, Horn., mostly as epith.

of Hector, and so (like)
of slaughter in battle : but also-., Od. 1, 261.—2. fern,., murderess of her husband, like

Clytaemnestra.— II. as law term,
convicted of manslaughter, Lys, 116,38,, ov, ,=^-, Aesch. Theb. 572., gen., , , manly-
minded. Soph. Fr. 680., , {, ) of
man's shape 0 nature, Emped. 216.:, ov, {,) with
a man's voice.,,.-,{) to make a
man of, strengthen : hence also to

change into a man or into man's shape,
Miilier Lye. 176.—II. pass, to becmne
a man, become manly, reach manhood,
freq. in Hdt. to fulfil the duties of a
man, Hipp. : of women, to know a man,', \jZ.i.virum experta, Valck.
Hipp. 490.

,^, dub.. , {,) like a
man, manly, Isocr. 97 C. Adv. -,.. Id. 239 : superl., Xen. Mem. 4, 8, 1.',, . Ion., a
man's apartment, Hdt. 1, 34, etc.,

Aesch., and Eur. : also,, , opp. to,.—II. among the Romans, a pas-

sage between two courts of a house, Vi-

truv.,, , Andrmi, an Athe-
nian, contemporary of Socrates, Plat.

Gorg. 487 B.—2. an historian of Ha-
licarnassus, Plut. Thes. 24., ov. Dor. —, a, ,
Andronidcs, masc. pr. n. Aeschin., ov, 6,=,
Anth.,,,=^, Xen., to have a inaii's name

:

from, ov, {, )
with a jnan's name. Hence, , , espec. in

Gramm. to ., sub. ovoua, aname
transferred from an animal to a man,
e. g., ?.., , , =,
Hipp., poet, for, ., poet, for, from, Pind.\', , the Andomalis, a
river of India, Arr. Ind. 4, 4., 2 aor. of.\, def. aor., v.-.

^, Ion. for., ov, {a priv.,) not

vouchedfor, not accredited, 01 an illegi-

timate child, .. Plat.

Symp. 461 : of a woman, not law
fully wedded, Plut., f. -, {,) to

wake up, rouse, esp. from sleep, ^, ?Jv, Hom. : .,
Vina.,7-, Ar. Ran. 370 : nietaph.

to rouse, cheer up, encourage, Od. 10,

172 ; cf. : of buildings, to

raise, build. Pass, to be waked up,

aivaken, aor. pass,', he awoke,

Poppo Xen. An. 3, 1, 12; sync. 2
aor. mid.. Hence, ov, gen., waked
up, wakeful, Anth., , , a waking up,

awakening : a building up, Plut., ov, {a priv.,)
not to be awakened, ., a sleep

that knows no waking, Arist. Eth. E.
1, 5, 6. Adv.-., adv. of sq., ov, {a priv.,?.)
not accused or charged : without re-

proach, blameless. Plat, and Arist.

Adv. -, ., Arist. Pol., ov, ( priv.,) not

pregnant., ov, (a priv.,•) not praised.,, irreg. aor. 2 act.

of, Hom., ov, {a priv.,-) inadmissible, impossible.', ov, {a priv.,)
not levelled to a smooth surface, ,
Arist. Probl.—II. not thrown to the

ground., Ep. syncop. aor. of, Od. 17, 563., adv.{/) let loose,free-

ly, without restraint. Plat. Prot. 342 C :

ar-, Lat. effuse fugere, Aesch.
Supp. 14 : remissly, carelessly. Soph,
Phil. 1153 : freq. also licentiously, pro-

fusely, Polyb. etc.—II. without mon
123



ANEI
ado, simply, absolutely. Plat. Gorg. 494
E. (The form seems mere-
ly to be a wrong deriv. of the word
from.),, irreg. aor. 2
of, 11., ov, (a priv.,)
withoutfirm seat, U7isteady, Dion. H., imperf., old

Ep. form for avepytj,, ., to set up, used only in

aor., ', II. 13, 057.

In form it might be from,, V. II. 21, 537, and the sense
would admit this, but the best Gramm.
are for., , , unwillingness

:

from', ov, (a priv.,)
against the xvill, compulsory : melancho-

ly,, Valck. Hdt. 7, 88, 133 :

cf.. Adv. -., {,) as

pass., to be or become used to a thing,

Diog. L. 2, 96., ov, {a priv.,) un-

accustomed, strange,, Dion. H., ov, (a priv.,) shape-

less, rough, Plut.', :=?.,
Plut. Hence', , , and/,,,=-, Sext. Emp.
t'Ai'ei/ca, perf. act. of.', opt. 2 aor. act. of.,, , ( priv., -) discretion, foresight, Diog. L.

7, 46., ov, (a priv.,)
incomparable.—2. not to be guessed., , ( priv.,) un-

contested : proposed by some in II. 12,

435 for., ov, (a priv.,-) not pourtrayed, not to be pourtrayed,

Eccl., , . (a priv., ,-) without the aid of Eileithyia

:

hence. ?.., never hav-

ing invoked Eileithyia in the pangs of
thildbirth, Eur. Ion 453.,,,) to wind up,

roll together : but acc. to Buttm. Lexil.

voc. 10, p. 260, to press close

together. Mid. to croud or throng to-

gether, ,
Thuc. 7. 81, cf. Arist. . . 9, 40, 57,

Audib. 65, and : but certain-

ly in later authors, to unrol, unfold,

Lob. Phryn. 29. Hence
'?.,, , that whicli is

wound up or close pressed : hence in

plur. wind in the bowels, flatulence, Lat.
tormina. Hipp. ; elsewh..^,, ^,=fureg., Hipp.,, ,{.) re-

volution, unwinding, such as all things
go through after coming to their cli-

max. Plat. Polit. 270 D, 286 B.2, -, poet, for.'?,= ?-, in pass, to

shrink up Or back. Plat. Symp. 206 D.
Some write'.?., 2 aor. act. of., 2 aor. mid. of.', part,, perf. pass.

of., 3 sing, perf pass, (a
priv..) it is not decreed byfate,
for 01',^;, dub. 1. in Plut., cf.',., adv. from,
part. perf. pass. from,, let loo.<:e,

slackly, carelessly, Xen. Mem. 2. 4, 7

:

without restraint, freelij,,
Thuc. 2, 39, ., Arist. Eth., cf..
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ANEK, {, ) to go up, ', at sun-rise, Horn., and
Hdt. : to go up, mount, -, Od. 10, 146 : to sail up, i. e.

out to sea, \ike.va', Od. 10, 332 :

but also to go tip inland, Od. 10, 274,

4-16, esp. into central Asia, Hdt. 5,

108.— II. to approach, esp. in suppli-

ant guise or for succour,, II. 22, 492, 499.—
HI. to go back, go home, return, oft. in

Od. : . ,
Hdt. 1, 140., ov, gen. , ( priv.,) without clothing, unclad, uncover-

ed, Od. 3. 348., 2 aor. inf act. of.,{,) to say aloud,

proclaim, esp. by herald, ., to

proclaim conqueror, Pind. P. 1, 61, etc.

:

C. inf, to make proclamation that, Ar.

Pac. 550, and Xen.: absol. to proclaim,

give notice, usu. 6, esp. in the
Athen. assemblies, law-courts, thea-
tres, etc., usu. 6 , but
also simply ', Ar. Ach. 11.,{.-,{,') to force
or keep back, ward off, II. 3, 77, etc.,

always in poet, impf.', poet, for }, from., def perf. act. assigned
to.",, .() forc-
ing back, keeping off, Plut., Ep. and Ion.-. to ask, question, inquire, C. acc.

pers., Hom. : also c. dupl. acc., what thou inquirest of me, II.

3, 177. He uses only the pres. and
impf., f.-, poet, and Ion. for, Hdt.', fut., (,) to

fasten on or to,. , to siring

one thing on another. Hdt. 3, 118 : to

vreathe together, e. g..
f'Aie/f, 2 aor. part, of., ov, (a priv.,)

not introduced, uninitiated, elsewhere, Iambi., ov, =.
Alciphr.', ov, (a priv.,)
without entrance or access, Plut., , , exemption from
the, q. v., Plut. : from

', ov, (a priv.,)
exemptfrom the, Dion. H.', adv. of place./rom above,

like, Aesch. Cho. 427 : cf.—II. of time, from the first,

esp. ?., etc., to

be Pylians by origin, Hdt. 5, 65 ; so
too TO., .,
Biihr Hdt. 1, 170 ; .,
of ancestral renown, Hdt. 6, 125., adv.,(, )uwards,
on high, Lat. sursum, Pind. O. 2, 38

(23), Ar. Vesp. 18 : it was never used
of stay in a place, or of time, Bockh
Pind. 1. c., ov, (a priv.,)
without outlet, Thuc. 3, 98., ov, (a priv.,-) not to beforced out, impregnable.

Adv. -.
', ov,( priv.,)

unsuitable for going abroad : /, a
day on which no journey, no cam-
paign is undertaken, Plut./, ov, (a priv.,-) indescribable, extraordinary, N.
. Adv. -., ov, ( priv.,)
unpunishable, unavenged. Joseph.', ov, (a priv.,)
notgive)i out or published, kept secret.—

ANEK
2. of a maiden, unaffianced, unwedded,
Lys. 134, 1., ov. (a priv.,)
without escape, inevitable, Anth., ov, (a priv.,-) not uarmed or to be warmed., ov, (a priv.,)
not to be appeased by sacrifice.^, ov, (a priv., -) without an assembly of the

people, Ath., ov, (c priv.,)
not to be evaded., ov, (a priv.. ^.•) unutterable, immense, Diosc. [u], ov, (a priv.,•) uninterrupted, incessant, endless,

Diod. Adv. -.'. ov, (a priv.,)
not picked out, Dion. H.',,^., ov, ( priv., .•.) not liable to give accmmt,
irresponsible. Adv. -, without reck-

oning, measure, or thought, Pherecr.
Tyr.' 1,7., ov, (a priv.,)
not to be washed out, hard to wash
out., fut. .,(,.) to fill up again,

Xen. Anab. 3, 4, 22, though Kriigei
doubts the word.., ov, (a priv., -) not fear-stricken, undaunted,
unshaken. Plat. Rep. 619 A.— II. act.

not striki7ig with fear, making no im-
pression, ,, Plut., , , {a priv., -.) intrepidity. Plat. Def 412 C.

'^, ov, (a priv., -) not filled or to be filled up.', ov, (a priv.,-) not to be washed out, indelible.

Plat. Tim. 26 C., strengthd. for-, Anth., ov, {a priv.,)
not suppurating.—II. preventing suppu
ration, Hipp. [i"i], ov, {a priv.,-) not found out by inquiry,

Joseph., ov, (a priv.,<)
not rooted out or up, Eccl.', ov, verb. adj. fiom -, to be borne. Soph. 0. C. 883,
unless it be neut. plur.,

{), one must not bear it.', .,() endur-

ing, patient, Anton.',, later , .()
bearable, sufferable, Horn., who USU.
joins it (like) with a neg. :

but also , Thuc. 7, 77 ;-, in any tolerable manner what-
soever. Id. 8, 90 : ovK (),
foil, by inf. or ov c. inf. one cannot

but do, cannot help doing. Plat. Theaet.
154 C, 181 B. Adv. -, in Hom.
always ',, it is to be borne, Xen. Hell. 7,

3, 1., ov. (a priv.,)
not to be rubbed out or off, indelible.', ov, (a priv,,-) not to be avoided.—W. act. unable

to flee away or escape, like-, Plut., (a priv.,-) dep., to inflame. Gal., ov, (a priv.,-) not going out or abroad, unsocial.
', ov, (a priv.,)

net to be brought out, that ousht not to

be brought to light, clsew..', ov, (a priv.,•



f(j) tintitterable, indescribable, Xen.
Mom 4, 3, 8.

\\\.7,, (epriv.,)
not to be avoided, App.

', ov, (a priv.,-) = foreg.—2. in Gramm, -
are unpronounced letters, e. g.

the lota subscriptum./., ov, (a priv.,,-
ov) without olive-trees, olives, or oil,

Theophr.
?<,-, ov, (a priv.,)

not wrought or to be wrought with the

hammer, Aristot.', ov, (a priv.,)
safe from being questioned, proved, or

tried, Thuc. 5, 85 : not to be convicted

or refuted, irrefutable, also unconvicted,

unrefuted, both in Plat. Adv.-rtjf.
',, . a being irrefutable,

Diog. L. 7, 47.'7., -, {,) to

search into or examine anevi, to prove

fully, convict, convince, Eur.,, , mercilessness

:

from, ov, gen., Att. uv-7, (a priv.,) merciless:

also. Adv. -, An-
tipholU, 10.

'?., , (a priv., ?.) piti-

less, merciless. Adv.— : rejected

by Bockh and others : but it is found
in Gramm., though ?. is the

better form, v. Schaf Schol. Par. Ap.
Rh. 4, 1047., ov, (a priv., ?.) un-

pitied, unworthy of pity. Adv. -., -, {,/./.) to

shake and rouse. 0pp./.,, , the conduct and
character of an, a slavish

temper, servility, Plat.: esp. in money
raaXXers. stinginess, Arist. Eth. N. ; and',, ^,=foreg.

:

from/^, ov, (a priv.,-) not free, illiberal, slavish, ser-

vile, Lat. illiheralis. Plat. : esp. in mo-
ney matters, niggardly, stingy, Ar.

Plut. 591. Adv. -, meanly, Xen., , , {,,) going up or back, return-

ing, Eccl., ov, gen., Att. for?.., , , (?)
any thing rolled up, hv., a ring-

let, Anth.
'^•, , , al.so 7,{/.) a rolling or winding up.—

2. a rolling round, revolution of the
heavens.—3. a winding about, rrmze,

intricate dance, Plut.', Att.,. -,
also '/., to roll or wind up,

wind round. Pass, to twist about, Ar.

Ran. 827.—2. to unrol, unwind, esp.

like Lat. evolvere, of books in rolls,

and so to read and explain, Xen. Mem.
1, 6, 14, cf Wyttenb. Plut. 2, 83 D.

—II. metaph. uv., Lat. versare

vitam.?.,,{,?.) to suppu-

rate. Medic./,, ov, (a priv.,) not

to be drawn, not to be drawn along.. , (/.) up-drawn,, Cratin. Incert. 123, cf. ava-.
',.-=^^., drag up or

forth, , Ar. Pac. 307 : to drag
up into open court, Ar. Ach. 6S7, ., to haul up ships high and dry,

Hdt., and Thuc.
'?,, fut. -. (,) to

draw up or upwards, Hom., e. g. av., II. 12, 434 ; esp. to draw up

A^M
a bow, i. e. draw it to fall stretch, .
11 , 375, Od. 21, 128 : cl. foreg. Mid.

to draw to one^s self, Od. 22, 97 : iiv-?,, to tear one's own hair,-, II. 22, 77.—II. to draw back, Hdt.''/, , , (/.) a

suppuration. Medic.', ov, (a priv.,)
without wounds, unhurt.],, 6, , ( priv.,-
7.) un-Greek, outlandish, ?,
Aesch. Supp. 234./.-, ov, ( priv.,-) not Grecian, Sext. Emp.
?./~, , ( priv.,)

unfailing, unceasing, Ael./.,, , , ( priv., ?.-)
without hope, hopeless, Eur. I. T. 487., be-: and, , , hopelessness

:

from'?<., ov, ( priv.,)
unhoped for, unlooked for, Aesch., to' 33, the hopeless-

ness of certainty, Thuc. 3, 83, etc.

—

II. act.— 1. of persons, having no hope,

hopeless, Thuc. 6, 17 : despairing of a
thing,, Thuc. 8, 1,

7., Xen.—2. of things or condi-

tions, giving or leaving no hope, hope-

less, desperate, Thuc. 5, 102 ;/.7. Id. 2, 51.

Adv. -, ., he is in despair,

Plat. Phil. 36 B.', ov, (a priv.,)
without sheath oi covering, Arist. H. A., ov, {a priv.,)
inaccessible, of a sacred place, Plut.

—

2. act. not going to Or into, Anth.. ov, {a priv.,)
free from blame, without offence. Plat.

Crat. 401 A : -, he can do it without offence. Plat.

Symp. 195 A, Aeschin. 03, 8. Adv.
-. Plat. Legg. 6S4 E., ov (a priv., )
without vomiting, Hipp., f. -, (, ) to

vomit up, spit up, Hipp., ov, (a priv.,) not

divided, not distributed,, Dem.
1083, 16.—2. act. having no share,

Plut., , ,{)=-, flatulency, Hipp.. ov, also . ov.()
windy, , strictly wind-

egg, also, which is less

Att. ace. to Piers. Moer. p. 73 : me-
taph. light as air, empty, vain, cf.

Hemd. Plat. Theaet. 151 E.', as pass., to be driven

viith the wind, N. T., , lov,=^., ov, (,,) swift as the wind, Luc.'.,,() windy,

full of wind, filled by the wind,-
ov, Pind. P. 1. 177.—II. uindy, of a

mountain or hUl, Pmd. O. 4, 11, and
Eur. : , ',
storms, breezes of wind, Aesch., and
Soph.—III. like wind, swift as wind,

airy,. Soph. Ant. 354. [ in

Pind., and Trag. ; so the word must
be taken as Dor. for.']'?., , . (,)
stormy surging sea, .To. Lyd. [], ov,( )

rustling with the wind., a, a, Anemoetas, masc.
pr. n., Dem.,(,) ivi-nd-

lullers. people at Corinth who prac-
tised the same arts as Lapland wiz-
ards, A. B., ov, 6, a breath or stream of
air, wind, breeze, gale, storm, Horn.,

ANEM
who also joins ?., a
whirlwind, so ,
and '/., :

so too ^'/^'p£—,Pmd.,and Soph., Aesch.,, Eur.,, Simon. 7, 12:, against the wind, ,
with the wind : , a

sudden storm having come on, Thuc. 2
25 : /,
the wind being in the north, Id. 6. 104 :. to cast a thiii'.i ta

the winds, ventis tradere, Ap. Rh. Pro
verb, , to

try and catch the wind, /., to talk to the wind. i. e. in vam.
Hom. and Hes. only mention foui

winds, Boreas, Eurus.Notus (in Hes.
Argestes), and Zephyrus: Arist. Me-
teor. 2, 6, gives twelve, which served
as points of the compass ; cf Goltl.

Hes. Th. 379. (From *.,
like Lat. anima, cf. Horat. Od. 4, 12,

Cic. Tusc. 1, 9.), ,(,)
sheltering from the wind, keeping it off,

II. 16, 224., ov, (,-) turned, whirled by the wind : but
—2. parox., ov, whirling

the wind, Anacreont. 41, but the read-

ing varies.
', ov,(,-) echoing to the wind, Pind. P.

9,6. [], ff,=sq., , (,)
twice in Hom., ., a
wave fed, i. e. reared, raised by the

wind, II. 15, 625 :., a spear
from a tree made tough and strong by
the beating of the wind, II. 11, 256,

ubi al. or,
turned, shaken by the wind, v. Spitzn., ov, (,)
V. 1. for.,,,(,)
vane, the sail of a windmill, late.

"t'Avf,uoiipiOV, ov, , Anemurium, a
promontory of Cilicia, Strab., , , damage or
havoc made by the v-ind : from, ov,(,)
demolished, damaged by the wind., ov,(,)
borne or carried away by the uind, Luc.,,.-, () to air,

expose to the wind. Pass, to be blown
upon, moved, or shaken by the wind,

Plat. Tim. 83 D : perf pass. oft. c.

ace, , having

his hair floating to the wind, Callistr. :

of the sea, to be raised by the wind,

Anth.— II. to puff up, swell, Hipp.
', ov, (a'^.,-) unshaken, unmoved. Adv. -,

Plut./., ov, (a priv.,-
/.) not to be made full, insatiable,

—2. of u-hich one is never tired,,
Themist.7., ov, (a priv., 7.)
not sailing : useless for sailing,,
Nonn.', ov, (a priv..-) unhindered, Arist. Eth. N, Adv.-. Id. Part. An.7., ov, (a priv.,-
7.) unsold.', ov, (a priv.,)
not getting or falling into a thing,

7., Plat. Def. 412 C.', ov, (a priv.,)
not announced : without expression, un
meaning,, Plut. Adv.-

', , (, )
uindy, airy.—2. metaph. vain, idle,

Plut.
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ANES. ,(,) swift

as the wind, Eur. Phoen. 163, Ar. Av.
697 : formed like^.'/-, , , (earlier-) Anemolta, a city of Phocis, 11.

2, 521, Strab.'?, ov, windy, Horn., but
only metaph., vain, idle, fruitless: di'-', to talk windy, idle

trash, talk to the winds, II. 4, 355. (De-

riv. simply from, for-
is an adject, termin., cf..)',, the wind-flower, ane-

mone, Cratin. Malth. 1, Pherecr. Me-
tall. 1, 25, cf Jac. Mel. 1, 46: -

)'^, flowers of speech, Luc.'.,. ,= t'oreg., Nic., , , Antmorla, II. 2,

521, afterwards called ',
q. v., Strab., , , Anemosa, a region

in Arcadia, Paus.', , , she that stills

the wind, epith of Minerva, Paus. 4,

35, 8., , (a priv.,) not

scanty, abundant.—2. act. not wanting,

not needy. Adv. —., ov. (a priv.,-
flCLl) inadmissible, impossible.', ov, (a priv.,-) undoubted, indubitable, Luc. Adv.
~., ov, ( priv.,)
not giving in, unyielding. Adv. —., ov, ( priv.,) not

put on., poet, for, aor.

act. of, Od. 11, 625;-, aor. mid., 11. 19, 314 : -, Hdt. 1, 116. No pres.-
ajipears in use.'}', , ( priv.,)

ineflicacious, Theophr.,, , inefficacy, Sext.

Emp. : from, ov, (a priv., -) inefficacious. Id.. v.., ov, (a priv., tv-

(!^) not extravagant or impas-

sioned,, Plut. Adv. -., ov, ( priv.,)
without thought or conception of a thing,, Polyb,—II. inconceivable. Adv.
-.', ov, (a priv.,-) undisturbed, Heliod. Adv.-., ov, {a priv.,)
not strained, without force, Theopomp.
(Com.) Incert. 9., ov, [a priv.,-) not to be met or conversed with,

unf:ociahle, Plut.—2. in good sense,

inaccessible to persuasion or bribery,

incorruptible, Id., ov, (a priv.,-) not minding or heeding a thing.', ov, (a priv.,-) not well heard, not quite audible.'?.. ov, (a priv., -) inextinguishable, indelible,

Isocr. 96 C. Adv. -.'?, ov, ( priv.,-) unchangeable.', OV, (. priv., '-) inexhaustible.-, , , infallibility,

Arr. : from, ov, {a priv., -)) infallible, Arist. Org. ; uv.

, in a thing, Id. Pol. Adv.

-., ov, ( priv., -) not to be counted or told.. ov, (a priv.,-) not denying, without denying.', ov, (o priv., -
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?.) not put to the proof, not ques-

tioned, convicted, or refuted, Thuc. 4,

126 : safe from question, impossible to

be questioned 01 refuted. Id. 1, 21 ; not

to be blamed, Xen. Cyn. 13, 7, like. Adv. -, Xen./., ov, [a priv.,'-) not unfolded, Sext. Emp.
', ov, (a priv.,-) not wrought out, unfinished.

Luc.', ov, (a priv.,-) not to be searched out, Arist.

Eth. N.', ov, {a priv.,)
not searched out, not inquired into or ex-

amined, Dem. 50, 16.—II. ., a

life without inquiry. Plat. Apol. 38 A.
Adv. -., ov, (a priv.,-) not to be found out, Thuc. 3, 87.', ov, [a priv.,-) not to be told, countless, Gal.—II.

not to be explained., , () patient en-

durance, forbearance, Cic. Att. 5, 11., , , Anexibia, a Da-
naid, unless. is to be read,

Apollod., to be ; and', , , forbearance,

Plut.: from, ov,(,)
enduring evil, Luc.

; forbearing. Adv.-., ov, (a priv.,-) not dried up, not to be dried up,

Arist. Probl., , uv-
d?aj, Cratin. (Incert. 54) ap.

Hesych. : but this is evidently a
wrong interpretation., ov, {a priv.,-, implacable./., ov, ( priv.,)
imperishable., ov, (a priv.,)
with no outlet : inevitable.', ov, (a priv.,-) not traced out.

', ov, (a priv.,-
() not alienated, not to be alienated.', ov, (a priv.,) with

no outlet, without return. Theocr. : ivith-

out practical result, Plut.', ov, {a priv.,,)^=, Plut.' or, , sub., ( priv.,) to be

without holidays, Dio C. Hence', ov, not festal, with-

out holidays or festive joy,, De-
mocr. ap. Stob. J 6, 21, p. 154., ov, {a .,) with-

out festival, iiv., without share in

festal rites, Eur. El. 310., , .(,)
—, Ruhnk. . Cr. .
212.'?., , ( priv.,-
?,?•)) nor announced,, war
begun without formal declaration, Po-
lyb., cf.—2. uninvited, un-

bidden, Cratin. Dionys. 4., ov,(-) not felt, imperceptible, Tim.
Locr.—2. act. not feeling perceiving,

c. gen., Longin. 4, 1. Adv. -., ov, ( priv.,)
not heard, inaudible, Ath. 376 A., ov, (a priv., -) =. Adv.-., ov, 'a priv.,-) unimpeached, innocent, Jo-
seph.-, ov, (a priv., ka-) not interchanging or altemat-

!»i^, UV. , animals v^'hich have
their upper and lower teeth meeting
flat together. Arist. H. A. 2, 1, 51., part. sync. 2 aor.

mid. of, . Rh. 2,

825.'7., . for ?,
syncop. 3 sing. aor. 2 mid. from•', with pass, signf, he was
thrown up, rushed up. 11. ; cf Spitzn.

Exc. XVI. ad 11. : if from-, it must have been written

7?., like.', ov, (a priv., •) not to be amended, incorrigible,

Plut.', ov, (a priv.,) un-

touched, unharmed, ap. Dem. 926, 20 ;

c. gen. rei, unharmed by a thing,, Anton.',,=,
Xen. Symp. 8, 15, v. Schn. and
Born, ad 1. ; Alciphr. 3, 80., . ( priv.,)
not burdensome, U'ithout offence, Phalar.

Adv. -, Thuc. 2, 37 : uv.,
not to take ill, haud gravate ferre., ov, (a priv., -) not extended : of declensions,

parisyllabic, Gramm., ov, (a priv.,-) not coining back.', ov, {a priv.,-) not despitefully treated, Diod.', , ( priv.,) without

a word, speechless., ov, (a priv., -) not to be climbed, impassable,

Diod., ov, (a priv.,-?,) without plots . and so— 1. act.

not plotting, , the
absence of intrigue, Thuc. 3, 37.—2.

not plotted against, Ael. : free from or

secure against plots, Polyb. 7, 8, 4.. ov. [a priv., •) not distinctly known. Adv.
-, Polyb. 18, 1, 16., ov, (a priv., -) without a title, without author's

na7ne, unauthentic, Diod., . ( priv.)=. Plat. Legg. 947 ., ov, ( priv., •) without ostentation or dis-

play.', ov, (a priv.,-) not accepting or admitting, C.

gen. uv., listening to no rea-

sons.—2. inadmissible, impossible, cf.., , ( priv.,)
not bound or bandaged,, Galen., ov, {a priv.,)
without a lawsuit, not subject to dispute,

undisputed, Isae. 44, 1 : /) ., an
heiress about whose marriage there

was no dispute, Dem. 1135, fin., cf.

Att. Process, p. 470., ov, {a priv., ,) unexpected, unforeseen, Simon.
223.', ov, (a priv.,-) not increasing or growing, The-
opnr., , , unreasonable-

ness, unkindness, Dem. 845, 22 : from', , (a priv.,)
unreasonable, unfair, Thuc. 3, 66.

Adv. -., ov, ( priv.,-) allowing of no addition, Dicae-
arch. ap. Creuz. Mel. 3, 185.'?^, ov, (a priv.,.•) untroubled, unpolluted, Sext. Emp.', ov, (a priv.,) without desire, Eccl. [r], ov, (a priv., •



) unconcealed, Diod. Adv.
~. [], , ( priv., -) not set on fire, not burnt., ov,=foTeg.

'.~, ov, (a priv.,)=^. []/, ov, ( priv.-) unblamed, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 22.

Adv. -, Thuc. 1, 92.-7], ov, (a priv.,') not to be communicated,

not communicable.—2. act. not com-
municating., ov, (a priv., -
Kovpiu) ivithout aid or succour, Phi-

lem. p. 390., , , impossibility of
judging : a reservation of judgment,

Sext. Emp. : from, ov, (a priv., -) not giving judgment about a

tning, Sext. Emp.—2. pass, notjudged.

Adv.-., ov, ( priv., i~i-

Kpv~Tu) unconcealed, Anton.-/., ov, {a priv., -
/.) unhindered, Joseph. Adv.

-, Diod.'/., ov, (a priv., -?.3) not to be laid hold of, at-

tacked, Tivi, Thuc. 5, 17 ; blameless,. Eur. Or. 922. Adv.-, Xen.
An. 7, 6, 37., ov, (a priv.,-) not concealed.—II. (a priv., —£-) not to be forgotten.—2. not

forgetting.7., ov, (a priv., -?.) inconsiderate, thoughtless.

Adv. -. Plat. Ax. 365 D., ov, (a priv.,-
7.) uncaredfor, unheeded.

', ov, {a priv,,-) unmixed with a thing, ,
Arist. Spirit. : purefrom,, Diosc.
—2. not mixing With Others, c. gen.^, Strab. : of a country,

without intercourse, unfrequented, Diod.

Adv. -. Hence, , , unmixedness,

purity.—2. want of intercourse or traffic,

Polyb., ov, {a priv.,)
not holding out, inconstant.—2. insuffer-

able, Plut., , ), incoTiceivable-

ness, Sext. Emp. : from, ov, (a priv.,))
without conception of a thing, incapable

of conceiving, Diou.—2. inconceivable,

unknown. Id., ov, (a priv.,—)
not polished over, not finished off,,
Hes. Opp. 744 : cf. Gottl. ad 1..7, ov, (a priv., -/) not plastered or painted.7?.., ov, (a priv. ^-,) unentwined, ivithout alliance or

communion with others, Strab.~?., ov, (a priv., km-) not struck or punished : un-

blamed. faidtless, v. 1. Xen. Cyr. 2, 1,

9 : in bad sense, iticorrigible, licentious.

Plat. Legg. 695 B.—2. act. not striking,

punishing or blaming, Anton. Adv.
-. Hence-, , , impntrity, licen-

tiousness. Plat. Legg. 695 B.', ov, (a priv., /^-
{)) not used for sacrifices,-. (like ), sacri-

ficial implements as yet unused, Hes.
Op. 746.-, ov, {a priv.,-) not marked or distinguished by
praise or blame : not striking the eye,

Polyb.

, ov, (a priv.,) furnished with no note,

unexplained, Eccl., ov, {a priv., -) not examining, inattentive,

inconsiderate, Xen. Adv. -, Hdt.

2, 45.—II. pass, not considered, not ex-

plored, not judged, Xen. Mem. 2, 4, 3., ov, {a priv., i-t-) irreparable.-', , ,{-) want of observaticm, Arist. Org.-, ov, {a priv.,) without billeting ('of

soldiers), exempt therefrom, Polyb., ov,=foTeg., , ,{)
inattention, thoughtlessness. Plat. Ax.
365 D.-, ov, (a priv., irrt-) without an inspector.

', ov, (a priv., i<p-) inattentive, careless, Polyb.
Adv. -, Polyb., , , not fitted

for scientific pursuits, Arist. Eth. :

and
', , , ignorance,

inexperience, Thuc. 5, 7 : want of sci-

ence. Plat., and .4rist. : from, ov, gen. , un-
knowing, ignorant, unskilful, of per-

sons, Hdt. 9, 62. Thuc. 5, 111 : un-

scientific. Hdt. 2, 21, and freq. in

Plat. : . or , un-
skilled in a thing, Plat. : ai'.. c. inf.,

}iot knoiving how to do a thing, Xen.
Mem. 2, 3. 7 : rarely of things,, unskilfully arranged
or managed, Thuc. 2, 89. Adv. --. Plat., and Xen. : \^-., and-
, adv., Plut., not to turn one's

self round, to be inattentive or negligent,

Epict. : from, ov, {a priv., -) without turning round,

Plut. : metaph. inattentive, heedless :

inexorable. Adv., heed-

lessly., ,=foeg., . -, careless of a thing, Plut., , ,{-) inattention, heedlessness, Epict., ov,=-, Hdn. Adv. -.?:,, , (a priv., ,
7.7.)^7., Themist.'. ov, ( priv.,)
not stopped, not to be stopped or checked,

Plut. Adv. -., ov, {a priv.,-) not commanded, subject to no one,

independent, , Thuc. 7,

69. Adv. -., ov, ( priv.,)
not strained or stretched : not to be

stretched., ov, (a priv.,-) not hitting the mark., ov, (a priv., -) inartificial : without design
or reflection. Adv. -.
'AiTTrtTT^deiOf,, also fern. e,Geop.,

Ion./, , , ( priv.,) unfit, disadvayitageous, in-

convenient. Plat. : prejudicial, hurtful,

Hdt. 1, 175. Adv. -, comp. --
pov. Plat. Legg. 813 : of persons,
hostile, unfriendly, Xen. Heuce,, , unfitness,

inconvenience., ov, ( priv., -) made without care or design,

inartificial, Plut. Adv. -.7, ov, ( priv..-) not to be reproached or censured,

ANEP
Arist. Eth. N. ; , for a thing,

Dem. 1417, 12.—2. unpunished, Polyb.
—II. witaxed, Inscr. [], ov, ( priv.,-) withov.t guardian.— 2. (a priv.,)^=.', . ( priv., , -)=, Artem., , ( priv.,•) not made visible or conspicuous,
unadorned. Adv. --, ov, unexpected, un-
known., ov, (a priv., -) unenvied, not inviduous, without

reproach,. Soph. Trach. 1033

:

av. , it is no reproach to
any one, Thuc. 6, 83, cf..
Adv. -, Thuc. 6, 54., ov, {a priv,, -) unannvunced, unobserved, Si-
mon. 231, 21.

', ov, (a priv., •) not to be attacked or overcome., ov, (a priv., —-) not admitted among the -.', ov, not in sight., poet, for sq., aor., {,) to love again, love anew, c. gen.,

Xen. Mem. 3, 5, 7, Andoc. 16, 37:
rare word., , , life without love,

ignorance of love, Themist. : from', ov, {a priv.,) not

worthy of love, unlovely, Plut.—2. act.

not loving, unkind. Luc., fut.-, tofinish,

complete.', ov, (a priv.,-) itot thoroughly wrought, imperfect,

incomplete, Anst. Metaph,", ov, (a priv,, *1) not
done, , ii'dt. facta infecta,

Eur, Hel. 363., old poet, form of,
to keep back, keep off, poet, whence
lengthd. impf.,,,, f. -, (,)
to provoke OTtinger again. Pass, to be

.stirred up, in a state of excitement,

Thuc. 2, 21., ov, (a priv.,)
not crushed or bruised, unground.*, dep. mid., but only
found in aor.', to snatch

up and carry off, ot the harpies carry-

ing off their prey, Horn., who only
uses 3 pers. pi. : later,

to take upon one's self, ', Orph.
Only Ep. (the aor. cannot be formed
from, though no doubt it

was from the same root.), to tear up, draw up

:

pass, , the
stomach drawn up spasmodically so as
to cause vomiting, Nic., f. -, {,) to

throw up. Mid. to discharge itself, of
a river, Arist. Mund., Ap. Rh., , f.- {, •) search out, examine. Plat.

Phaed. 63 A : also in mid., Id. Legg.
816 C. Hence • ,, ', , a tracing out,

search for a thing.
', •,{'.,) not

searched out, unexamined, Plat. Hipp.
Maj. 298 C : not to be searched orfound
out, Id. Crat. 421 D. Adv. -, also

neut. pi. as adv., inscrutably, Eur.
Ion 255., ov, {a priv.,-) 7inbribed, uncorrupted, Phiio. [z]', ov, (a priv.,^)
not ripened by art, of ngs, Theophr.
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, , ( priv.,)-
dispntcd.

'AvtpKijC , ( priv.,) not

fenced around, unprotected, Q. Sin., ov, (a priv.,-) without ballast, not loaded, strict-

ly of ships. Plat. Theaet. 144 .—2.

metaph. without stay or base, tottering,

unsteady, Ruhnk. Loilgin. 2, 2.', ov, {a priv.,-) not explained, inexplicable., aor. unipoui/v, {,) to question, ask, , soine-

tning of a person, Soph. O. C. 210,

and freq. in Plat. Scarcely used but

in aor. : the other tenses are sujiplied

by : the Ep. had also a

pres., q. v.,=^., At. Pac. 584., {, ') to creep up-

wards or np, Eur. Phoen. 1178.

'/'/, def. aor. pass, assigned

to pres., v..
^, t.- : aor. .)1»],

{,) to come or get up, with

notion ol bad luck, Eupol. Pol. 27

:

//, like, away with you, Lat.

abi inmalam rem, Valck. Hipp. 793.

'Avfpt')'},=., adv. without blush-

ing, unblushingly ; iroui, , -, {, -) to begin to blush, blush up, Plat.

Charm. 158 C. [],.-,. {,) draw up, Od 9, 77, in tmesi

:

^-, Hdt. 9,

96. Often as v. 1. for. [,]'., fut. : aor., or usu. uvi/'Adov, {,) to go up, go upwards, climb

or mount up, ,
Od. 10, 97 : of trees, to grow up, shoot

up, Od. G, 163, 167, of the sun, to rise,

Aesch. Ag. 658, of lire, to blaze up. Id.

Cho. 536.—II. to go or come back, go or

come home again, return, Honi., who
also strengthens it by or:
also to come back to a point, recur to it,

recount, Eur. Phoen. 1207, Ion 933.

—

2. Ttva, to come backio one, be re-

ferred to or made dependent upon one,

Id. Hec. 802. [uv in, II. 4,

392, the more strange because of II.

6, 187.], def. fut. act., from which
pf. ai'tipijKa, assigned to pres. -
ayopi-vu., , f. -, {,-) to ask again or repeatedly, like, Od. 4, 251 : . ,
Hdt. 9, 89.

'Avp,~foreg., Teleclid. In-

cert. 14.

iv, 2 aor. imp. of., Ep. opt. aor. 1 act. of, only II. 14, 209, cf..', 3 plur. aor. 2 of,
II. 21, 537., part. aor. 1 act. from, q. v., 11. 13, 657., Ep. for, 3 sing. fut.

from, Od. 18, 265. Horn, has

traces also of a regul. aor., formed
from this fut., ^,,,., , ,=!1, Cratin.

Buc. 6., , {) let loose,

idle, Lat. remissus.", Ion. , , {)
loosening, relaxing, i. e. of

the strings, Plat. : but ,
an abating of misery, Hdt. 5, 28

:

hence relaxation, recreation, opp. to

anovih'i. Plat. Legg. 724 A ; and in

bad sense, Ustlessness.—2. a letting
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loose, esp. of the passions, license, licen-

twusness, Plat. Rep. 561 A, Legg.
637 C., ov, (a priv.,')
without evening.. Ep. syncop. 3 sing. aor.

pass. o{, II. 11, 458.\', for, 2 aor. of, II. 1, 533., -/, 1 aor. act. and
mid. of'.\/ and -, pf. and 2
aor. act. of-', ov, {a priv.,) with-

out hearth of one's own; and therefore

not respecting its sanctity, II. 9. 63.—2.

without home, homeless. Soph. Fr. 5., adv. part. perf.

pass, from, turned about,

perversely., sync. part. pf. for -, of.',, poet.

lengthd. for., aor.

2 of, cf., Horn., -, 2 aor. act. and
mid. of., f. -, {,) to

search thoroughly, prove well., 1 aor. pass, of -., ov, ( priv.,)
without companions, friends or ftlloics,

Plut., verb. adj. from,
one 7nust relax. Plat., ov, {a priv., -) unchanged, unchangeable, Arist.

Mund., , ,{) fitfor re-

laxing, relaxing : in Gramm.,
as opp. to, words denoting
relaxation., , , etc., aor. 2 from
*.', ov, ( priv.,)
not ready, not fitted out, Polyb. : of

persons, not ready or willing., , {) loosened, re-

laxed, slack; Strictly of a Ijow. then
esp. of men's bodily and mental pow-
ers, Arist. Gen. An. :, with the hair loose, Luc. Adv.
-. Soph. Fr. 567.— 2. let loose,

licentious, wanton.—3. let free, freed,

free from labour, esp. of men and ani-

mals dedicated to a god, and so free

from all work, Tacitus' 7iullo mortali

opere contacti, Plut. 2, 12 A.', ov, {a priv.,-?() of unknown derivation, Sext*
Emp., ov, {a priv.,)=
foreg., Sext. Einp. Adv. -.", adv., and prep. c. gen., with-

out, opp. to, used both of persons
and things, ', ovist, II. 17, 407 : ,
u'ithont spurring, i. e. without the ap-

plication of the spur, II. 23, 387 : with
persons in a pregnant sense,, Lat. sine I)iis. without divine

aid or countenance Od. 2, 372 :, without my knowledge and tvill,

II. 15,213 : , Lat.

injiissu regis, ivithout the sanction of the

monarch, Soph. O. C. 926 : so., ivithout reference to

health. Plat. Gorg. 518 D.—. away
from, far from Or parted from a thing;' ihflMV, II. 13, 556, cf. Od. 16, 239.—III. in prose, except, besides, like, Plat. Grit. 112 C. It was
sometimes by Att. authors put after

its case, as '. Soph.
. C. 502; Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 14, but

never by Horn. By the Boeot. and
some Alexandr. written avif. {

ANET
is closely akin to - or~ priv.

to which also belong the Lat, in-,

Engl. un~, Germ. un~ and ohn-, cf.

sub a . and Irom it again sprung,, q.y-, just as from, and.), {,) to honour
with loud cries of, .,
I/yc. to celebrate with loud shouts,

piv, Nonn., before a vowel,{, as from ). — I.

prep. c. gen., without, like, of
persons and things, ", Od. 16, 239, like '-

in later authors
; ,

Od. 7, 192 : so too =, q. v., II. 5, 185.—2. apart

from, far from, 11. 21, 78.—Horn, al-

ways puts it before its case, though
sometimes parted from it, II. 22, 88

:

later it often follows, as,. Rh. 4, 746.—II. adv.. /«r

away, dista>it, opp. to or},
II. 22, 3(J0 ; 23, 37H : out of the way,
away, 11. 23, 241, Od. 9, 26; and so
most freq. with part, tjv,, .—
Only poet., and never Att., ov, {a priv.,)
not well placed or arranged, ill-suiting.

', , , the state of an. irresponsibility : from', ov, {a priv.,)
not having to render an account, not ac-

countable, irri sponsible, opp. to-, Hdt. 3, 80,, Thuc. 3,

43 ; also guiltless, innocent, because
such a one is not liable to trial, Arist.

Pol. : so., guiltless of a thing,

Luc. Adv. -., ov, {a priv.,)
not made straight, not going in a straight

line, Arist. Meteor, 4, 9, 8.", ov, {a priv.,)
ununshedfor.—II. act. not wishing, not

praying. Poet. ap. Plat. Alcib. 2, 143 A.', , ( priv.,)
incautious.—2. fearing nothing : esp.

without fear of the gods, impious., , ,{) a
finding out, discovery, Eur. Ion 569., verb adj. from-. one must find out, Plat. Polit.

294 C., ov, {a priv.,)
not found out, not to befound out, Plat,

Legg. 874 A., f. -, 2 aor.-
pov, un-Att. 1 aor, mid.,
pass,, to find out, make out,

to trace out, discover, Hdt. 1, 67 : 2,

54, and Att. Pass, to be found out or

discovered to be, c. part., lidt. 1, 137 ;

4, 44 : seldom with augm.", ov. {a priv.,) with-

out sinews : unelastic, slack, feeble,

Hipp., and Theopomp. (Com.) In-

cert. 9., fut.-,(,)
to widen, open, Hipp. Hence',, , and, , , widening., , f- -, {,) to shout aloud loithjoy ; and,

ace. to some, as euphemism, to cry

aloud, make an outcry, even in grief,. }. Sop'h. Tr. 783, Eur.
Or. 1335, Plat. Phaed. CO A : but

Herm. Soph. 1. c. explains it to cry

out, without any euphemism,
cf. Heind. and Stallb. Plat. 1. c., ov. {a priv.,-) not rejoicing, joyless., dep. mid., {,-) to ask or pray agaiii : to take back

a pirai/er, recall ii,"Plat. Alc. 2, 142 D,
148 B, V. Valck. Hipp. 890, cf..



ANEX'^,(,,)
dep. mid., to leap up at, rush upon;
only used in sync. part,-, q- V. : cf.., ov, ( priv.,)=, esp. not to be carried

away as a slave, Inscr.', ov, {a priv.,) un-

clouded, cloudless,, Od. G, 45 :

UHveded, Soph. EI. 1246. [a Ep., as

in.'\, ov, ( priv.,) un-
boiled, Goop.', ov, (a priv.,-) not to be reached, out of reach,

impossible, Luc., ov, (a priv.,)
unwarranted : -, because they

had no sure confidence in themselves,

Thuc. 4, 55., iinpf. : also,
: f., also :

aor.', and poet, lengtha.-, Horn., and Eur. Med. 1027 (cf.) : pf., aor. pass.' :—we also find in Od. 19,

111, a 3 sing. ind. pres., as

if from, like,, Buttm. Ausf. Gr. () 95, a,

Anm. 5 : to hold up, lift up, Horn.,

esp. ., to raise one's I

hands to the gods in prayer (but in Od.
[

18, 89, ., to hold out, raise

one's hands to light, like mid.), hence
uv., to oti'er prayers, Soph. El.

636 : ., to hold up and shew to

one, to raise admiration, pity, etc.,

II. 10, 461 ; 22, 80 : .,,
to hold up a light, Eur. ; esp. to hold
up the nuptial-torch, hence the phrase., , or simply,, hold up and lend the light to

lead the procession, and so in genl.

make ready, go on, Herm. Eur. Cycl.

203 : to lift up, exalt,. Find. P. 2,

163 ; also to lift up by words, extol,

praise.—2. of land, anpyjv,

putting out a headland, Hdt. 4, 99, cf
III. 2.—3. to hold up, uphold, maintain,

support,, Od. 19, 111,-, Thuc. 1, 141 : ., ?naintains, is attached

to thee, Soph. Aj. 212, cf. Eur. Hec.
123 :—so prob. the nightingale is said,., to keep constant to the ivy,

Soph. 0. C. 674, ubi v. Herm.—II. to

hold back, hold in, keep in,', II.

23, 426 ; , Hdt. 1,

42 ; ., to maintain it free,, Thuc. 6, 86.—2. in

Theogn. 26, ,, opp. to

VOJV, holding up, stopping the rain.

—

III. intrans. to rise up, rise, as out of
the sea, Od. 5, 320 : later esp. in

form, of the sun,, Hdt. 3, 98, etc. : to arise,

happen, Hdt. 5, 100; 7, 14 :—in Soph.
(). T. 174, to cease from suffering, to

obtain rest, v. Schol. ad 1.—2. to come

forth, stick out, , II. 17,

310 : esp. of a headland, to jut out

into the sea, Hdt. 7, 123, Thuc. 1, 46,

etc.—3. to hold on, keep doing, c. part.

uv., Thuc. 7, 48 ; also

absol., Xen. Hell. 2, 2, 10. Horn.
uses no tense intrans., but the aor.

B. Mid., f. or

: Att. impf. and aor. c.

dupl. augin.,', :

—strictly to hold one's self up or up-

right, and so to hold or bear up against

a thing, endure, suffer, allot ; either

c. ace, .,, etc., Horn.,
Hdt., and Att. ; or c. gen., once in

Horn.,, Od. 22, 423, and
freq. in Plat., e. g. Apol. 31 :—the
dependent clause is usu. (always in

9

Horn.) added in part., as -', will not suffer

thee to have . . , II. 5, 895 ; '-, Od. 4, 595, and this is the

common constr. in prose, e. g. Hdt. 1,

80, Thuc. 2, 74, etc. ; but in signf. to

dare to do, c. inf , -, Hdt. 7, 139, cf Kiih-

ner Gr. Gr. ^ 160, Obs. 1 :—absol. to

hold out, last, II. ; esp. in imperat. aor.,=?, be of good
courage, Hom. ; so too, I was patient in calamities

(not I bore up against them) Eur.
Andr. 981 (where however Dmd.), cf Herm. Bacch. 790 ; in

part, , they bear
ivith patience, Hdt. 4, 28.—2.-, to allow the presence of
guests, Od. 7, 32 ; and so to receive,

entertain them, Od. 17, 13.—II. to hold

up u'hat is one's own, hence,, etc., Hom. : esp. ., to hold up one's hands to fight

(never to pray, as in act.), Hom. :

hence without, ?.-, II. 3, 362, Od. 14, 425.—III.

rarely, to hold on by one another, hang
together, Od. 24, 8. Cf)., ov, (a priv., 'u>) hard
to boil or to make boil., (, '') to boil again., ov, (a priv., -)
unboiled.', , , fern, from,
Xen. Mem. 2, 7, 2. Hence-, contr., , a

first-cousin's daughter, Dind. Ar. Fr.

584 : Xen. Mem. 2, 7, 2., , , =.
For the accentuation, v. Kiihner, Gr.

Gr. t) 266, 2., ov, , a first-cousin's

son., , o,=foreg., Pher-
ecr. Incert. 28.', , , a first-cousin, but
also in wider sense any cousin, a kins-

man, Hom., and Hdt. : fem.
(cf Lat. nepos, neptis. Sans. 7iaptri).

[When the ult. is long, Hom. length-
ens also the penult., as--, II. 15, 554.] Hence, , , relationship,

strictly in the degree of first-cousins,

Plat. Legg. 871 B: cf Dem. 1068,

fin., f. 7'/, (,
'') to boil up or out of., an old pres. from which are

formed some tenses of : Hdt.
has a 3 plur. pres. pass.,, for, 2, 165, but
v..", V., in., Att. perf. 2 from,
always intr., imperf. from,
Hom., ad. part. perf.-, from, openly.

f', for, 3 plur.

perf pass, of, the reading of
Flor. MS. in Hdt. 2, 165, for-

preferred by Buttmann, Ausf. Gr.

^ 108, 4, n.\', 1 aor. act. of.', gen. , , , is considered
as Att. form of an obsol. adj.,

( priv., , * , to cry),

without a sound, voiceless, mute :—from
it are found, nom. plur., six

limes in Horn., and, fem. nom.
sing., Od. 23, 93. But this latter

lorm is against analogy : hence Aris-

tarch. always writes as adv., in

silence, and he is followed by Buttm.
Lexil. in voc, Spitzn. II. 2, 323.

ANHK
Hom. only joins it with-,,.
?}, , , () an accomplish-

ment, fulfilment, Aesch. Theb. 713.vi3,= sq., Dion. H.,,{.-,{,) to

grow young again, Lat. repuerascere,

Theogn. 1003, Eur., and Xen. Cyr.
4, 6, 7.—II. to grow up, attain to ,
Call. Jov. 55. The lorm,
ace. to Gramm., is not so good, Thorn.
M. p. 415. Hence',, lov, making young
again, ., the returning strength

of youth, Eur. Andr. 552.", ov, (a priv.,) not hav-
ing yet reached , or puberty, not
come to man's estate, beardless, Opp. to. Plat. Legg. 833 C.', aor. 2 from., ov, {a priv.,-) without leader or commander,
Luc., f.-, (,-) dep. mid., to tell as in a narrative,

relate, recount, Pind. N. 10, 35, Hdt.
5, 4 : like ., and.—2. to go
along in a chariot, Bockh Expl. Pind.
O. 9, 86.\', 1 aor. ind. pass, from./, sync. 2 aor. mid. from.,,=^, Nonn.^', adv., coUat. form of-,, from, Hipp., as pass., to withdraw or
recall one's enjoyment of a thing, no
longer enjoy it, like, c. ace,
Hermipp. Incert. 5. (Compd. not
with - priv., but \vith adv. ,
back.

)

, ov, (a priv.,) tvith-

out pleasure, disagreeable.
', ov, {a priv.,) not

sweetened or seasoned. Lat. inconditus,

Arist. Probl. : metaph. unpleasant, re-

pulsive,, Arist. H. .,,
Plut., ov,= foreg., Plut.], Ep. for avy. 3 sing. subj.

aor. 2 of, II. 2,' 34.,,,(,-) oil from the seed of, oil of
anise seed, Galen., , ov,{) made of
dill,, Theocr. 7, 63.', , wine mixed with
dill, Geop. [i], , , dill, anise, Lat.
anethum, Ar. Nub. 982 : also,
Ar. Thesm. 480 ; Ion. or, Hdt. 4, 71 ;

poet, or, Alcae., and Anacr. : later

Att., Dor., and AeoL, or, Alex. Leb. 2, 7 : v. Dind. Ar•

Nub. 982, Bergk Anacr. 138., ov, (a priv.,) not giving exact delineation of
character, Dion. H.— 2. ivithout fitted

character, immoral, Cic. Att. 10, 10., aor. 1 from ,.
Hom., , , Ep. for ^, im-
perf of, Od., 1 aor. act. of.', ov, ( priv.,)
not to be healed, incurable, desperate, -,, II. 5, 394, 15, 217 ;,, ?', Hdt. 1, 137, etc. ;,, etc.. Archil. 1, 5, and freq.

in Att. : , to

ruin, destroy utterly, Xen. ;, to be utterly ruined or destroy-

ed, Thuc. 3, 39, etc.—II. act. dama-
ging beyond remedy, most destructive or
pernicious,. Soph. El. 888 :.
Id. Aj. 52. Adv.- : .-
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, to treat with barbarous cruelty, Hdt.
3, 155, cl. 8, 28 : ., to chatter

incorrigibly, ap. Aeschdil. 5, 34.

'Avr/Kf'/g, , ( priv., a/cof)=:loreg.,

isoph. Fr. 44, v. EUenclL in voc., ov, [a priv.,-) without point, Aesch. Fr. 262.

'AvijKoia, , y, a not hearing, deaf-

ness.—2. unwillingness to hear, disobe-

dience.—3. a not having heard, ignor-

ance, Phit. : from, ov, {a priv.,) without

hearing, deaf, Arist. Probl.—II. c. gen.,

I, not hearing, never haiiing heard or
learnt, Plat. Phaedr. 261 C, Xen.
Mem. 2, 1, 31 : hence unknowing, ig-

norant of, Bern. 441, 15, Aeschin. 19,

41.—2. not willing to hear, disobedic?it,

TO, disobedience, Dion. JI.

—

III. \Miss., not heard or lobe heard. Adv.
-, .(, to be ignorant of
a thing, Plut.].. f.-, to be-, unwilling to hear or listen, to diso-

bey, c. gen. ,
II. 15, 236; c. dat. Hdt. 6, 14: also

absol., Hdt. 1, 115; and,. , want of hearing,

deafness, Hipj).—2. disobedience, Plat.

Legg. 671 A: from', ov, {a priv.,)
not heard, inaudible, Arist. Probl. : un-
heard of, too horrible to listen to, Soph.
El. 1408.—II. act. not hearing, or hav-

ing heard : not obeying, disobedient,, disobedience, Xen. Cyn.
3, 8. Adv. -.', f. -^, {,) to have
come up, or reached to a point, ,
i. e. , Hdt. 7, 60 :

Tu,: . or, to have reached the highest point

in a'thing, Hdt. 5, 49 ; 7, 134 ; also,
., Id. 7, 16, 237 ; but -, it amounts to nothing, Hdt. 2, 101

:

also av. . . , to refer to or be con-

nected with . . , Lat. pertinere ad . .
,

Dem. 1390, 17.—II. to come back, re-

turn. Plat. Theaet. 196 B, cf. Anti-
pho 123, 14., ov, (a priv.,)
without a spindle, unable to spin. Ma-
tron ap. Ath. 183 A.

'7., 3 sing. aor. 1 mid. from'., ov, (a priv.,)
not to be beaten nut with the hammer,
not ductile, Arist. Meteor. : hence
hard, utitameable.

'?., , unconcerned, careless.

Adv.- : cf.,., ov, gen. .^-, Nicoch. Incert. 5, cf. Schiif.

Greg. p. 163.', , and, ov,=., q. V.,, and-, ov, ( priv.,) unano'mt-

ed, unpainted, unsmearerl. Hence-, , , the state of an, uncleanliness, filth, like, Polyb.

i', adv. from, mer-
cilessly, ivithout pity, Aesch. Pr. 240,
where Blomf reads , v.

adl.7, , poet, contr. for -., contr. for, 2

aor. of.7, fut. -,{,7)
to expose to the s^m.7., ov, {a priv.,) not

yet arrived at7. or man's estate.', ov, (« priv.,) with-

out sv7i, utisunned. sunless, gloomy, esp.

of the nether world, Trag.
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'77, ov. Dor.., unshod,

barefoot, Theocr. 4, 56, cf. 7.7,-. (Said to be from 7.', a
Dorian shoe : others from, which gives a wrong sense

;

at all events the termin.- has
nothing to do with .)/, , and7, ov,=.̂, v. 7..'7, , ,{)
going up.—2. coming back, return

:

also., ov, ( priv.,)
wimilked, Od. 9, 439.', ov, ( priv.,) not

tame, wild, savage, of persons, Aesch.
Pr. 716, of a country, Eum. 14: of
plants, ivild : of land, unlilled. Adv.-. Hence,, , wildness, sav-
ageness., (,) to tame.
Soph. Fr. 233.\, perf pass, from,
Eur. H. F. 549.

i'Avip', 2 aor. ind. of., inf. aor. from-, of which tense Horn, has also

and., to be without wind, calm,
Strab. ; and

', , , a calm, Anth.

:

from^, ov, ivithout wind, calm,

for, ivithout the blast of storms.

Soph. O. C. 677. (a priv,, :

cf and, but the
belongs to the root, cf., and,,.), 2 aor. ., , ( .. -) Dor., without bridle, unbridled, inso-

lent., ov, (a priv.,) Ion. for, without pain or grief., Ep. perf 2 c. intr. pres.

signf., the 3 pers. also used as aor.

:

Hom. has it twice

7., gushed forth from the old
wound, II. 11, 266 ; and -, mounted up, Od. 17, 270. (Buttm.
Lexil. in voc. assumes a pres. form
*,, akin to, to shoot

up into flower ; and prob. the prep.

is the root, cf. , :

the word' comes very near it

'inform, though prob. from a different

root.), ov, {a priv.,) like, not to be accomplished, end-

less, aimless,, Od. 16, 11: un-
completed.', ov, = foreg., freq. in

Plat., ., endless woe. Soph.
El. 167, cf Valck. Adon. 379 C. Adv.-. Soph. Fr. 501.,, , (a priv.,)
nmnanly. dastardly, like,
Od. 10, 301 : , a man of
no manhood, Hes. Op. 749.

', ov. Ion. and poet, for.. Lob. Phryn. 701., f. -,=, to cry

aloud, roar, Mosch. 2, 98. [On quan-
tity, cf.), , gen.,,, voc., plur.,,,. The. have also the regul.

decl., etc., dat. pi. :

a man. as opp. to woman, Lat. vir,{, Lat. homo, being man, as

opp. to beast), II. 17, 435 : though
Hom. as an Ep. poet mostly uses it

of princes, leaders, etc., yet he ex-

tends it to all/r<>e men : ,
one of the people, II. 2, 198, Od. 17,
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t 352 ; and to mark a man of rank, a
qualifying word is usu. added, a.•*7,,.,,, .—11. man, as
0]). to a god, ., Hom.,^ -, II. 1, 334, 403: most freq. in

plur., yet sometimes in sing., e. g. 11.

18, 432, Herm. Vig. ^ 66 : oft. with
or added ; also, II. 12, 23, and freq..—III. a man, as opp. to a youth,

though the latter is also called in
Horn, ,,,, : so again

or. Oil. 4,

205: 18, 53 ; but alone alvv'ays

means a man in the prune of life,

esp. a warrior.—IV. a man, emphati-
cally so, a man indeed ; ,
7., 11. 5, 529, and freq. in Hilt.,

esp. ,, Hdt. 7, 210; so too in Att.,

who also use it of moral worth, a
man, a braise, honest 7nan, V alck. Hdt.
1, c. Wess. Hdt. 9, 39, Heind. Plat.

Phaedr. 239 B.—V. husband, Horn.,
Hdt., and Att. : , or, to be married, Schiif, Greg. p.

45 : though not necessarily implying
marriage, indeed in Soph. Trach. 551
it is opp. to, a paramour, cf.

Valck. Hipp. 491, Toup Theocr. 15,

131. Almost all these signfs. belong to
Lat. vir.—VI. later usages, esp. in
Alt.— 1. was commonly joined
with titles, prolessions, and the like,

as in Horn., as , -,, etc.: also with
names of nations as ,, etc. : esp. in addresses, -,,,
and so in the well-known'7] : hence in Com., . Meineke Archipp.
Ichth. 14.—2. , by crasis, Att.. Ion., is very freq. used
as emphatically for,,
Trag., and Plat. : and so in oblique
cases without the article, Trag.,
but not in pro.se : very rare in this

signf. without the article, v. Stallb.

Excurs. ad Plat. Phaedr., cf.-.—3. . ', freq. in

Trag. in all cases=^}'w,. etc.—4. , every man, every one,

freq. in Plat. (Of one root with -
are,,,,

: on the same root in kindred
languages, v. Lassen in the Rhein-
isches Museum, 2, p. 160.) [In Ep,
usu. « in arsis, a in thesis ; but in tri-

syll. cases. etc., alw'ays «2:

Att. always « ; for when it is long, iL

must be written (by crasis for

6 ), Pors. Phoen. 1670 ; but in

Lyr. parts of Tragedy it sometimes
follows the Ep. rule, as Soph. O. T.
869, cf Lob. Aj. 1183.], by crasis, Att. foro. [], ov, poet, and Ion. for.', ov, {a priv.,)
restless, uneasy. Adv. -, Sext.

Emp., ov, (a priv.,)
unpleasing, displeasing., , (a priv.,) not

covered, ivithout roof. .\p. Rh. 2, 117],, perf ind. act. from -./., (a priv.,) unjoined.

hence unmarried.— 11. {a priv.,)=, Aesch. Fr. 204., ov, poet, and Ion. for, Aesch. Pr. 90 : -
for ..

Soph. Tr. 246, -



, out months out of mim•
ber, Aj. 598, ubi v. Herm.
t'Af//f)iffr<Jf, 01'. 0, Ane.rist\ts^ a
Spartan ambassador to Persia, Hdt.

7, 137,—2. grandiather of the preced-

ing. Hdt. 7, 134.^/^ or-, ov, 6, Anero-

es'ex. a Gallic prince, Polyb. 2, 22, 2., ov, (a priv., hpou) un-

phu^hed, untHlfd, Od. 9, 109. Also
it) Aesch. Pr. 708, there being no Att.

lorm: yvvr/, Luc. Lex. 19.

f'AvTipurevv, Dor. tor,
from, Theocr. 1, 81.?. ov. {,)
sending forth gifts, i. e. making them
gmo up, epith. of Earth and Ceres,

like : also,
Wagner Alciph. 1, 3.', ov, ra, or. Ion.

for, but later Edd. prefer uv-, cf.., ov, Att., or, Xen., (a '.,) un-

conquered, vnconqiierahle., f6;r, , , ( priv. ,
^aei(,/)^=vyoTir.fasiiiig, Cratin. Dion.

3 ; like. ; vtjve-

uoc,(' ;,^., , ov. Dor. for., fut. of.
'XvijTov or, ov, . Dor.

and Aeol. for (^.'. ov, Att. for-.
', ov. {a priv.,-) without,., with

fW material fire, £l)r. Or. 621./, 3 sing, imperat. perf pass,

from~, Od. 12, 51., {, ) to sound
aloud, resound.—2. to sound back, echo., f. -, {,') dep. mid., to choose a thing
instead of another, prefer one to an-

other, Ti or Tiva, Eur. Cycl
311 : c. ace. only, to prefer, choose in-

stead, Eur., etc.—. to dispute, lay

claim to. Eur. Hec. 660./^, f.-,{,?.) pass. c. fut. mia., aor. and
perf. act., to be c/iught. overthrown in

turn, i. e. after one has overthrown
others, Aesch. Ag. 340.

', {, 7.7-
uat) dep. c. fut. mid., and usu. c. aor.

pass., but also c. aor. mid., to vie with

another, or one another, be rivals,

Plat. Legg. 731 A : to race one an-
other. Xen. Hell. 6, 2, 28.

''. ov, {, (?)
vying tfith, rivalling, Eur. Ion 606., f. -'. Ion.-, {,) dep. mid.,

to lay hold of, meddle with, engage in,

c. geu.,, Hdt. 7, 138, ., to take part in state

affairs, capessere remp., Thuc. 8, 97,

cf Plat. Rep. 525 C—2. to lay hold

of, seize, attack, esp. of pain, etc.,

Soph. Tr. 778, Eur. Med. 55.—II. to

lay hold of in return, Eur. Hec. 275

:

always c. gen., a and ov. , Anthas, son of

Neptune and Alcyone. Paus.^, , , Anihea, a city of

Messenia, II. 9. 151, ace. to Strab.:^

the later Thuria, cf. Paus. 4, 31, 2.—
2. a city of Troezene, Paus. 2, 30, 7.

—

3. a district of Achaea, named from
Antheus, Paus. 7, 18, 3.—4. a place

in The.ssalv, Hes. Sc. 381, who also

calls it'Ai'i?;;, Id. 474., ,,=, Luc., ov, , {) a flower,

blossom, Ar. Ach. 869., a, ov, {) flowery,
epith. of Ceres, Paus.

\\., verb. adj. from-, one must hold to, cleave to,.
Plat. Rep. 424 B, so too -, Thuc. 1, 93.-2.

one must resist., ov, , {, ?)
a counter-winding., , , {,) the

part of the outer ear which surrounds the

passage (-)./, adv. part. pres. from?., drawing to one^s self, or

against another, SO that resistance is

implied.'?, f. -, {,) to

draw or pull against, Thuc. 4, 14, '.
\7.'],. against one another, Plat.

Legg. 644 : hence to draw in a con-

trary direction, draiv aivay. Id. Rep.
439'B.,,. poet for,
. Hem. 5, 9, or, Mel. 114.

', dep. mid.,{)
to pluck a flower or blossom : hence in

Aesch. Supp. 73, ., ace. to

Schol. for TO -, like., . , son ofAnthemion,
II. 4, 488, for.',,,=,}\}.
V. Schneid. in Ind.—II. the volute of

Ionic columns ; a spiral line, Lat.

spira.—III... tattoo-

ed with flowers or spiral lines, like the

Mosynoeci, Xen. An. 5, 4, 32, v.

Sturz Lex. in voc.,, ,=, Anth.

—

2. an herb like our chamomile., , -, Anthemis, the

earlier name of Samos, Strab.,. , Anthemion, a
Trojan, 11. 4, 473.-2. father of Any-
tus. Plat. Men. 90 .— Others in

Dem., Alciph., etc., ,{,)
like flowers, flowery, blooming, many-
coloured, Orph.,, , also , ,
Hes. Fr. 22, blooming, flowery, of

meadows, etc., Horn. : also of works
in metal,, ,
chased or embossed with flowers, II. 23,

a35, Od. 3, 440 : from., , , {?.)=, the Anthemu^ian lake, in

Bithynia,. Rh. 2, 724.,,, Anthem/}crifus,

masc. pr. n., Dem., etc.^', ov, . {)=,
Pind.. 7, 116: hence ,
i. e. the costliest gold, Pmd. O. 2, 130,

cf-—II. in plur. the name of a

dance, Ath. 629 E.
', ov,{,)

flowing from flowers, - -, i. e. honey, Eur. I. T. 634., ,{ *)
working !> flowers, esp. -, of the bee, Aesch. Pers. 612., contr. from,
q. V.,, , Anthemus, a

city of Macedonia, Hdt. 6, 94.—2. a
river of Erythea, ApoUod. 2, 5, 10., , , {) Anthe-

musia, a region of Mesopotamia,
Strab., containing a city of the same
name. Id., , , Anthemussa, an
i.sland in the Tyrrhenian sea, the

abode of the Sirens, Hes. Fr. 27., , =,
Aesch. Pr. 455.,, ,{) holding

against, holding fast, or clinging to,', Plat. Ep. 323 B., Ep. for,,
imperat. aor. 2 mid. from-

,, , the chin, esp. the
under part, Lat. mentum, II.; ', to take hold

of a person under the chin, like em-
bracing the knees, in token of sup-
plication, II. I, 501.—2. later, the

neck, throat, Euphor. 51, in plur., and
of a woman.—Also the mouth, Nonn.
Dion. 3, 247. (Some derive it from, others from , :

the former more prob., as Hom. him-
self uses of the sprouting of
the beard, Od. 11,320.), ,,=, -, Anth., ov,,=, a stalk

of corn, halm, Cratin. Incert. 135 : the

stalk of the asphodel, Theophr. H. P.

7, 13. 2.', , {., -) like a stalk, Theophr.,, , {) the beard

of an ear of corn, the ear itself, Lat.
spica, II. 20, 227.—2.=. a
stalk, e. g. of asphodel, Hdt. 4, 190,

cf. Foes. Oecon. Hipp., ov, 6,=^, A.
B. p. 403.. Ep. for, 3 plur.

aor. 2 act. from.. ov, {,-) fluttering, flying around flowers,?. Antiph. i'ritag. 1.,, , , {,) flower-coloured, variegated, Ma-
tron ap. Ath. 135 .,, , strictly, the
Feast of Flowers, the three days' fes-

tival of Bacchus at Athens, in the
month Anthesterion, v. Buttm. Exc.
l,ad Dem. Mid.,, , the month
Anthesterion, eighth of the Attic year,

answering to the end of February
and beginning of March, in which
the Anthesteria were celebrated.,,.-,{,)
to entertain in return or mutually, Plut.[]. , , the Anthes
phoria, a festival in honour of Pros-
erpina, who was carried oft" while
gathering flowers : festivals of this

name also celebrated in honour of
other deities, as Ceres, and Juno,
Strab., v. Diet. Antiqq. s. v. : from, ov, {, )
bearing flowers, flowery, Eur. Bacch.
703 : ., women celebrating the

An.thesphoria., Ep. for, 3 sing,

aor. 2 mid. from.,, , Antheus, masc. pr.

.. Ant. Lib., etc.,,.-,{) to shoot up,

sprout, of the youthful beard, in Od.
11, 320, (the only place in Hom.), cf
vvo.hut from Hes. downwds.esp.
of flowers, to bloom, blossom : c. dat.,., Pind. I. 4, 31 : hence/ , as it were,

flowering, covered with them, Aesch.
Ag. 659: oft. metaph.— 1. to bloom,

flourish, shine, of colours, -, Xen. Cyr. 6, 4, 1 : then of

wealth and prosperity,,, Hdt. 6, 127, cf
Thuc. 1, 19, etc. : so too of men, Ar.

Eq. 530 : c. dat. ., to

flourish, abound in men. Hdt. 4, 1 : so, ] ., Pind. . 10

(11), 10, etc.—2. 'to be at the height or

pitch, as a disease. Soph. Tr. 1089,

cf '.—. trans, to make to sprout

forth or bloom, only in late writers,

"Lob. Soph. Aj. p. 93., ,,= or, a

blossom or bloo7n, Plat. Phaedr. 230 :
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a pecul. Att. form, Piers, Moer. p.

4, Thorn. M. p. 127., , , Anthe, a city of the
Myrmidons, lies. Sc. Here. 474./,, ?;,(.) theflowery
one, i. e. the bee, Ael. (Cf. 7),
/), /?7 ; others from,, the flower-eater .')., , Anthedon, a city

in Boeotia, having a port, Strab.,, ,^=7, flow-
ery.\,, , Antheix, sister of
Aegleis, Apollod. 3, 15, 8., , . Anthelea, one of

the Daiiaides, Apollod. 2, 1.
'^, , ,{' for-) a blossom, flower: esp. the downy

plume of the reed, Lat. patiicula,

Thcophr.', , , Anthele a town in

Phocis, with a temple of Ceres,
where the Amphictyonic council as-

sembled, Hdt. 7, 170.

'AvdijXiov, ov, ; dim. from-, Diosc., ov, later Att. form for/, q. v.., ,() a bloom-

ing, flowering : and other
coinpds. are more common.^/, ov, gen.,=^,
Nic.

VAv07'/vri, ', , Anthene, a town of
Cynuria in the Peloponnesus, Tliuc.

5, 41.^,,(,)
to write in a florid style, Cic Att. 2, 6.', , , () flowery,
bloomi7i.g,, Chaerem. ap. Ath. COS
E, '/,, Ar. : hence
fresh, young,, Eur. Cycl. 541 :

also of music, etc., fresh, neiv. Xen.
Cyr. 1, 6, 38, cf 0<L 1, 53, and
II. fin.—2. metaph. ,
rage bursting, as it were, into flower,

i. e. at its heiglit. Soph. Ant. 960, cf
II. tin.—3. bright-coloured, party-

coloured, like, .,
Enr. I. A. 73.—4. of style, flotver'y,

florid, Isocr. 294 E. Adv. -.
Hence

', , , the bloom of
youth, fresh7iess, loveliness : a flourish-

ing state.

i", ov, 6, Anthes, masc. pr. n.,

Strab.. Plut.",, ,=, Theophr.,
Att., (,) as
pass., to be beaten in turn, give way or
yield in turn,, Thuc, 4, 19.. {,) to

be quiet or repose in turn, App.
7],7],,()floweri7ig,

blossoming., ov, (, )=^, Em. LA. 1544., 6, Lat. anthias, a sea-fish,

Anan. Fr. 1,1., , (,) to con-

secrate one thing instead of another,
Plut.', f. -, () to strew
with flowers, Eur. Ion 890 : to deck as
with flowers ; and so to dye or stain with
colours. Arist. H. A. Pass, to bloo7n :

to be dyed or painted, -, Hdt. 1. 98 :,
metaph., a man whose hair is sprmA•-

led ivitli white. Soph. Ei. 43 ;, browned, Epicr. Em-
por. 1 , cf Philem. p. 384., ,,^ of or be-

longing to flowers, Theophr.', oi,',= sq., Orph., , . () of flowers,
blooming, fresh, like : in Od.
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9, 84 the esculent lotus is called -, where jirob. vegetable as
opp. to animal food is snnply meant

;

.,, a drink, oil fla-
voured with flowers, Hipp.—II. flower-
ed, and so party-coloured, bright-colour-

ed, Lat. floridits, hence ,
sub. , dresses, such as at

Athens ihe wore,{-=( ,) also called,,,.—2. also
of dresses worn by the priest of
Bacchus at the Anthesteria, by the
satyrs, etc., hence . to

put on motley, said of Bion, who de-
livered his philosophic precepts in
pithy sarcastic verses, like those used
in tire satyric dramas, Diog. L. 4, 52,
cf Strab. I, p. 15.—Cf Welcker,
praef Theogn. l.xxvii. sq., and
III., f. -, (,) to ride to meet, ride up
agai7ist. Hence,, , a riding against,

a sham-fight of horse, Xen. Hipparch.
1,20.',=, Xen.
de Re Eq. 8, 12., . , (,)-
thippe, daughter of Thespius, Apol-
lod. 2, 7, 8.", , , () that

which is flowered or parly-coloured ; a
party-coloured dress, Clem. Al., . 7), (.) to set agai7ist, esp. in battle :

to set over against or opposite : to set

one against another, and so to com-
pare, Lat. componcrc, , Plat.

Legg. 834 A.—II. Hom. uses only
mid. and intrans. aor.—2. act. to stand
against, esp. in battle, to withstand,, II., and Hdt. ; later more usu.

Tiva, Plat., rarely c. gen., as. Aesch.
Pers. 703 (ubi Wakef),
cf Q. Sm. 1, 520; absol. Hdt. 5, 72,
etc., , , a dyeing in

ma7iy colours : from, , (,)
dyed of many colours, party-coloured,

Luc. Hence. ov, 6, a dyer in many
or bright colours. Plut..,() tothrow
flowers at one, bestrew icith flowers.

Pass, to be strewed or covered with flow-

ers, as a mark of honour, I'lut.

Hence, , , a casting or
shedding offlowers, Geop., ov, (,)
throwing or strewing flowers : se7iding

forth a S7nell of flowers, or as offlow-
ers,, Anth., , (,)
nourishing flowers. Soph. Fr. 29., ov. (,)
living 071 flowers,, Mel. 108.', ov, , (, .)
the sce7it of flowers : a stveet flower., ov, (,)
receiving flowers, Mosch. 2, 34., ov,(,)
crowned with flowers, Opp.,() to tend

flowers: ., to te7idplants

like a flower-garde7i, Anth., ov, 6, Anthocomes,
masc. pr. n., Aristaen., ov,(,.) fend-

ing or bearingflowers, Anth.— i \. ddorn-
ing one's self with flowers, party-colour-

ed. Opp.,.(,) to

govern flowers, Luc.

, ov. (,)
woven or worked jvil It flowers, Kur. Hec.
471. (The deriv. from, so as
to mean safl'ron-colourtd, is wrong,), , ,() a draw-
ing against or to the other side, counter-

poise, Plut.7^,,(,') drawing
agai7ist or to the other side, like ()., , pick, gather flow
ers, Plut. ; and, , . a picking or ga-
thering flowers :' were
collections of small Greek poems
(esp. ejjigrams) by several authors,
which one editor picked out, and
made up, as it were, into a nosegay.

The first was made by Meleager ol

Gadara about 100 years B. C, next
came Philippus of Thessalonica,
then Agathias: we have also those
of Constantinus Cephalas (called the
Vatican, or more correctly the Pala-
tine), and of Maximus Planudes:
from, ov,(,) pick

ing, gathering flowers, Anth. : compil
ing an Anthology., ov, (,) ex-

actly like, dub., V. Herm. Opusc. 7,

203.,(,)
dep. mid., to agree, 7nake an agreenie7it

or co7npact with another, ,
Dem. 894, 26, and Polyb., also,
Polyb. : absol. to confess freely and
openly, Id. Heiice, , /, a mutual
agreement, compact, treaty, Polyb.), . )';,=foreg., , to feed on. flowers,

Aesch. Suppl. 44, ace. to Person.

:

from, ov, (,)
feeding on flowers.—2. proparox. -, affording flowery pasturage,

Aesch. Supp. 539.', f. -, (,)
to arm or equip against. Pass, and
mid., to be armed, arm one's sclfagai7ist,

, Xen. Oec. 8. 12., ov, 6,(,)
an armed oppo7ient, Lyc. [(], , (, )
makiiig, produci7ig flouers., (,) to

sell flowers., poet, for, 3 sing.

aor. 2 of., f. -, (,;
define against anotlicr, make a cou7ite,

definition. Hence, , , a cou7iter-defini

tion., , f -'/,(,)
to lie at anchor, be moored against or

opposite one another : esp. of two hos-

tile squadrons before fighting, /.-, Thuc. 2, 80, etc.",, : gen. plur.,
uncontr. even in Att., v. Aristag.

Mamm. 1 : that u-hich buds or sprouts

7ip, a young bud or sprout, II. 17, 56,

Od. 9,' 449: but even in Hom. the
prevailing signf is a flower, whether
a single blossom, a flower (i. e. flower

ing plant), or the bloo?n (i. e. flower-

ing time) : and so and, Ruhnk. . Hom. Cer. 108.

of things, anything at top, esp. swim-
ming at top or on the surface, like tht

froth or scum on. 7rater, oivov,

Lat. fios rini, the crust on tine old

wines, Schneid. Cohim. p. 027, 038.

—11. metaph. the bloom ox flower ui a

thing, , 11. 13, 484; tht

flower of an army and the like, Aesch,



Ag. 197, Thuc. 4, 133 : ,
the flower of bards, Simon. 107, 1 : but', the freshest,

newest songs, Pind. O. 9. 74, cf. -, and Dissen Pind. O. 3, 4 : also, the flowers or choice passages,

(Jic. Att. 16, 11: in genl. ornament,

grace, pride, honour, Pind. O. 2, 91
;

7, 147 : TO , ,
that ornament nf thine, Aesch. Proin.

7 : in genl. like ), the height or

highest pitch ot'anythnig, bad as well
as good, e. g.. Soph. Tr. 1000,

cf I. fin.—3. esp. brightness of
colour, brilliancy, e. g. of gold, Theogn.
452 : hence esp. in phir., bright dye,

gay colour, Meineke Com. Fr. 2, p.

382 ; esp. of red or purple, hence
7., Anth., cf. Welcker ad
Philostr. Imag. p. II, 14, and -. (Ace. to some from *,,
to breathe, exhale, cf : but better

from , that ivhich shoots up, cf.,.), ov, , Anthu^, son of Au-
tonous, Anton. Lib.

', ov, 6, (, )
redolent of flowers, smelling like them, in

gen. sweet-scented : esp. .,
tine old wine, with a high perfume
and flavour, not owing to anything
artificial, v. hiterpp. Ar. Plut. 807,

also without., , , a flowering, bloom,

Anth., ov, {, )=^., , bear flowers,

Anth. ; and,,,= :

from, ,(,) bear-

ing floivers, flawery, Ar. Ran. 442 :

blooming, Mel. 2, 31.^^, , (, ) pro-

ducing flowers, flowery, bright-coloured,

party-coloured,, Anth.\', , /,() the

burning of charcoal, Theophr., , , () a

coalman, maker or burner of charcoal., ov, o,=ibreg.'[), , , turned into

charcoal, charred, Arist. Meteor. 4, 9,

31: from, to be an,
hum charcoal, Theophr. : to burn to a

cinder,. , Ar. Lys. 340., ,, belonging to coal

or charcoal, Alex. Spond. 1. Adv.
-.

',, , Ep. -, -, , (-) heap of coal or charcoal, hot

coals, 11. 9, 213: metaph. of lovers,

Jac. Ep. Ad. 22.—II. for,
a burning of charcoal, Theophr., where

is to be read.—2. the black-

ness ofcoals, Anth.—III. as pr. n. An-
thracia, an Arcadian nymph, Paus., ov, , a coal-black man,
Luc., f. -, to turn into

charcoal.—2. to roast or dry on coals,

Ar. Pac. 1136.-11. intr. to look black

as coal.—to be like an imposthume, (-
II. 2.)', ov, , dim. from-, a. small coal.—IL a small car-

buncle or ryby.—III. a coal-pan, Philyll.

Pol. 1.
', ov,() coal-black.,, , a coal fire, coal.

—II. plur. anything broiled on coal, esp.

a small fish, Ath.', ov, 6, fern,-, ifioc, 7], like coals., , (,)
like burning like coal.

, , , ()
like coal, made of coal.

', ov, , (,)=:.
', ov, , (,) coal-merchant, Philyll. Pol.

5.,,.-, () to

turn into coal, burn to ashes,, Aesch. Pr. 372.
', ,(, )=^, Hipp.', , , =,

Diosc.'.\,,,= II. 2.,, , coal or charcoal,

usu. in plur., Ar. Ach. 34,

etc. : , or ,
fossil-coal, pit-coal. — . a precious
stone of a dark red colour, a car-

buncle, Arist. Meteor.—2. hence like

Lat. carbimculus, a gathering, impos-

thume, carbuncle, Ath. : also-.—III. cinnabar, Vitruv., , 77,= sq. Diod.

:

also and., , , a wild bee : poet.

in genl. a bee, Ar. Nub. 947. Hence, ov, , the honeycomb of
an : in Ar. Vesp. 1080, a
wasps' nest. Hence', ,(, -) honeycombed, Plut., ,(,)
like wild-bee, Theophr.", ov, , an vmbelliferoits

plant, Cratin. Malth. 1, cf. Schneid.
Theophr. H. P. 7. 7., , , the seeking
to please men, man-pleasing, Eccl.:
from, , to seek to please

men, from, ov, ,(,) a man-pleaser, . . Ephes.
6,6., ov, , dim. from, a mannikin, pigmy. At.
Plut. 410. [], contr., , ,
sub., a man's skin, like,, etc. : Ion., ,
Hdt. 5, 25.', a, ov, Ion.-, , , of or belonging to

man, befitting man, his nature, lot. con-

duct, etc., human, first in Hdt. (in Ion.

form), and freq. in Att. : -, man's estate, humanity, Aesch.
Fr. 146, etc. Adv. -, by human
means, in all human probability, Thuc.
5, 103 : ., to speak as

befits a man, Ar. Ran. 1058. Cf. -., as pass., to be a man,
Plut., dep. mid., to he-

come a man, act like one, as opp. both
to the states of gods and beasts, Arist.

Eth. N.
', , . Ion. for -, cf.., f. -.() to

act. behave like a man, Luc. : so too in

mid., Ar. Fr. 100, to take human na-

ture.—II. trans, to make into a man

:

pass, to become man, Eccl., , ,^,
Plat. Soph. 268 D. ubi Heind. -. Adv. -, Luc.', , ov, of, from or be-

longing to man, men or mankind, human,
first in Ar. Vesp. 1179: -, all mankind, Hdt. 1, 86;
but also Tu, man's estate,

the lot of man, human misery, frailties,

etc.. Plat. etc. ; ,
fallible human understanding, Heind.

Plat. Soph. 229 A : .,
a more than mortal ignorance, i. e. ex-
cessive, Plat. Legg. 737 B, etc. Adv.—, ., to com?nit hu-

man, i. e. venial errors, Thuc. This
is the usu. prose form : the Trag.
use only, and
is rare.', ov, ro, =sq., Eur.
Cycl. 185., ov, 6, dim. from, a little man, mannikin, Eur.
Cycl. 316.', ov, ,()
a becoming man, taking man's nature,

Eccl., , to eat men, be a
cannibal : from, ov,(,-) a man-eater, cannibal.

', ov, Att., (, )
speaking man's language, speaking ar-

ticulately, Arist. H. A.

, ov, ,(-,) a place for fulling ?nen.

Comic appellation of the bath, Clem.
Al., , ,(,) begetting of men, Joseph., , , . (-,) like. man-
god, i. e. a deified,. Rhes.971.

', ov, (,) bitten by a man., ov,(,) taught by man, opp. to.', ,(, -) tike or the shape of a man, Hdt.
2, 142. Adv. -., , ,(,) hmiting or catching of men., ov,(,-) of manly courage, like-, Plut.', , .(,) humati sacrifice, Strab., to offer human sacri

fices., , ,(,) belonging to or fit for the

care of men.',()
to murder men, Eur. Hec. 260, v. ]. for.', , , the murder

of men, Heliod. : from, ov,() murdering men, a homicide,

Eur. I.T. 389.—II. proparox.-, a feeding on slaughter

ed men. Id. Cycl. 127.
', , , man-wor

ship : from'?,(,-) to worship 7nan. Hence, ov, , a man-uor-
shipper.7<,, ov, (,) plague of men, murderous., ov, (,) fond of men, haunting men,, Stob.

'?, ov, (,) speaking or treating of m.an,

Arist. Eth. N., , , (-,) one who cooL• human
flesh, Luc., ov,(,) imitating men, Plut.

', ov, (,) of human form, Strab. Hence
vpoop,toforv like a man,

clothe in human shape.
', , , (-,) feeding, supporting men,
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ij,— sub., the mode of s^ipport-

ing men, Plat. Polit. 200 E., », contr.-,,{',) with hi-

man understanding, Strab., -,()
mid., to form the conception of a -man,

opp. to really seeing one, Plut. 2,

J 120 C, ci.., , , man^s pas-
sion or feeling, humanity, kindness, Al-

ciphr. ; ami, , to have mari's

passions or feelings : from'/, , {,) ivilh 7nan's passio7is and feel-

ings. Adv. -., , , a making of
man, a creating, Luc. : from, , {,) making, creating 7?ian, LllC. :; a maker of men, a statuary,

Luc. Philopo. 18, 20., , {,) befitting, suiting men.^/, , 6, {-
TOf,^) a man destroyer, Drawcansir,
a comeily of Strattis., , , man, both as a

generic term and of individuals, from
Hom. downwards : he gives the
name even to those who had died
and been removed to the Isles of the
Blest, Od. 4, 505 : in plur. oi-, freq. u'hole 7iations, Od. 8, 29 : all

mankind, the whole world, hence-, the only

oracle in the world, Hdt. 1, 53, anel

with superl. ., the best quail in the world,

Heind. Plat. Lys. 211 : so -, e. g. ra .,
a world of trouble. Plat. Theat. 170 E.
ai , Aeschin.

9, 12, and esp. later, Coray Hel. 2,

p. 54 ; so too '/., 7/ -, most or least of all,,, etc., freq. in

Plat. : sometimes like /, it is

joined to another subst.. 7,
a wayfaring inan, II. 10, 203: also

with names of nations H. Hom. Ap.
42. hi Att. usu. gives to

its accompanying subst. a contemptu-
ous signf ,.,,-, etc., Valck. Oratt. p.

330, Heind. Plat. Phaed. 87 B, like

homo histrio, Cic. de Orat. 2, 40

;

though they oft. used it exactly like} : also standing alone with a
contemptuous signif , esp. of slaves,

or ", as we say
sirrah, sir, WesS. Hdt. 9, 39, and
freq. in Plat. : with art. by Crasis' ., Att. The
fem. 7/, (like homo fem. in

Lat.) a woman, first in Hdt. 1, GO,

later esp. in Oratt., Valck. Adon. p.

395: ace. to Hesych-, Lacon. -. (Ace. to some akin to,, others make the root,, cf.),{,-) to slay or sacrifice men.

f., ov, {,/) of human shape or 7nien, Eccl.
',, i),()

human nature, hu7nanity, Clem. Al., , ^,—-
: from, , {,

*)=^., {, -) to cat 7nen or ma7i's flesh, Hdt. 4,

100. Hence', , , an eating of
men, cannibalism. Plut.', ov, {,
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) eating 7nen, cannibal, Altiph.
Butal. 1, 12. [u]

'), , {,) in human fur7n, Eccl., ov, {,) destroyi7ig 7nen., ,{,)
of man's nature, like a man, Hdt. 1,

131., ,{,)
=., shortened for -, Hdt. 7, 18, and Soph. Vi.
372., f.-,{,)
to abuse one another, abuse in turn, Eur.
Phoen. 020, in pass., -r/,{,)
to bark or bay at, Ael.

i'A, /, , Anthylla, a city in

lower ^Egypt, Hdt. 2, 97.-2. fem.
pr. n., Alciph.

'??., ov, TO, dim. from -, a floweret, like from, Anton.—. =sq.''?,, i/, a ki7id of plant., {, , ) to

bring to tried or i7idict m turn, Thuc. 3,
70.

—

.=^./, 7/, /, an inter-

change : from?, Att. -, fut.

-, {,,) to exchange

for, interchange, confound, Phllo., {, ,)
to meet, go to 7ncet, Longin., f -,{,)
to have an apposite existence, Sloic. in

Plut. 2, 960 B., , , the pro-consul-

ate : from, f.•,{)
to be pro-consul, Plut.,, , , proconsular

:

from', , 6, a proconsul,

for , Lat. pro co7isule,

Polyb.'.,.-,{,) to

yield to each other, Plut. Hence,, , a mutual yield-

ing or submission, Plut.?^,{,)
to overthrow in tUTm, Jos.

'. {,-) to be haughty towards.
'7], {,]) to

serve each other, return a favour,

, Arist. Eth. N.
', fut. -, {,) dep.

mid., to promise in return or mutually., fut. -, {,?.) to bring an objection

against, Aeschin. 83, fin., fut.--, {,) to substitute

for a7iother.
', fut.-,{,) to dissemble or make

pretences instead, or in answer, Hdt. 6,

80, 2 : to feign or pretend in turn,, Luc. [iv]
', fut.-,{,) to 7nake a counter-affidavit,

Dem. 1174, 8., {,)
to suspect 7nutuaUy, Thuc. 3, 43., (. -,{, -) tomake countcr-mints,I'o\yaen.,{,)
to turn right round.

'A,{,)
as mid., to 7nake a counter-estimate to

the>/, q. v.',=/, to

return a kindness, , Hdt. 3, 133 ;. Soph. Fr. 313. Hence

AXlA), , , a kind-

ness done in return ; and,, , the teturn•

^^g of ^ kiiidness., fut., {-
,) to urge, advance against,

Dion. H. Hence, , ij, a reply to an
objection, id., , ?/, {,) a mutual retreati7ig or
gimng way, Plut., , ij, {, -) a counter-affidavit, cf. -., , , mutual
taking away, LXX. : from, ,{,) to

take away in return, or frorn one an-
other., f. -,{,) to place one's self under
a thing m another's stead, to take on
otie's self tindertuke for another, ., to servefor another, Deni. 536,
21., , {, ) like

flowers, flowery, Theophr.' , for ' , wherefore,

also= (ivrt , for the reason
that, V. Jelf Gr. Gr. ij CIS : Matth.
Gr. Gr. ^ 480 c ; <^ 572., -, {,) mid., to vie with another in

beauty or ornaments.', , . Ion. ?], grief, sor-

row, distress, trouble : in this sense
first in Sapph. 1, 3, and Theogn. ; for

Hom. only uses it act., ,
the kiU-joy of our feast, Od. 17, 440 ;

so too Scylla is calleti,/, an inevitable bane, Od. 12, 223.
[In Hom. always uvi-, from Sappb
and Theogn. downwards, also i; in
later poets or , as the verse re-

quires, though the Homer, quantity
prevailed in Ep., Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p.

276, Pors. Phoen. 1334.] Hence, to grieve, distress, like. but only in Od. 19, 323 : move
usu.—11. intr. to be grieved or distress-

ed, feel grief, sorrow, distress, 11. 23,
721 ; }>, grieced at heart,

Od. 22, 87 : but ,
for his goods, II. 18, 300. Chiefly
poet. : cf.. [i as coming from, but even in Hom. t rnetri grat.,

and more freq. in later poets.], iut.-. {, -) dep. mid., to cure again, restore,

repair, Hdt. 7, 236, in Ion. form. [I, yet also not seldom i, esp.

in Comics; in pres., in fut.]', , . Ion. and Ep. aviij•,{') grievous, distressing , troub-

lous, Od. 17, 220: irreg. couiparat., Od. 2, 190 : cf.-.—2. molesting, injurious, hurtful,

Hdt. 3, 108.-II. grieved, distressed,

Xen. Cyr. 1,4, 14. .~, Soph.
Ant. 316. [In Hom. and Soph, al

ways iivi-, in Eur. and Ar. also, and so prob. t in common Ian
guage : later , but <2 always, cf.

Pors. Phoen. 1334.]', ov, {a priv.,) incti•

ruble, [,. Plat. ; but also

of men, incurable, i. e. incorrigible. Id.

Adv. -, ., to be incurable.

Id. ["-, Schol. Heph. p. 2.]'', ov, {a priv.,)
=foreg. [-]
t, {,) to heal

again., ov, (a priv.,) uninstructed i)i medical
science., , QV,=foreg.



ANIE, Ion., , ,
( priv,,) no-physician, i. e., Hipp.', f. •, {,) to

cry aloud, xhout, . Rh. 2, 270 :

praise Imtdlt/, Anth.), fut. -, Ion. -), 1 aor.. Soph. Aj. 994, Xen. Hell. 5,

4, 33, ('') like, to grieve,

distress, trouble, , Horn., and
Soph-, but also c. dupl. ace. ri ravf; Soph. Ant. 550.—Pass. c.

fut. mid. -, like, perf., 1 aor., to be grieved,

distressed, etc. : avidrac Trapeov't.he
is vexed by one's presence, Od. 15, 335:

also c. neut. adj., , to

be vexed at this. Soph. Phil. 906.

Horn. oft. has part. aor. pass,-, absol. for a joyless, melancholy

man:. Ion. 3 plur. opt. pres.

pass.. Hilt., 4, 130. This pass.,=), intr., is the commoner prose

form.—[i in Hom. always, later also

I: penult, in pres., in fut., etc.,

hence Ion. it becomes .]',, Paus. 5, 5, 6, and,, , Anigrian, of Ani-
grus, a'l 'Aviy., the Anigrian nymphs., , ,=^, in later

poets, as 0pp.—II. as pr. n. Anigrus,

a river of Triphylian Elis, Paus. 5,

5, 3., inf. aor. from a pres.*, to look up, Aesch. Cho. 808;
but Harm, proposes, which is

better., ov, (a priv.) with no-

thing of one's own, without property,=^., adv., ( priv.) without

sweat, without perspiring. Plat. Legg.
718 : hence without toil or trouble.

'kvuUu, {(,) to perspire, so

that the sweat stands up on the sur-

face. Plat. Tim. 74 C, Bekk.', adv., (a priv.) less

correct than., or, {a priv.,) with-

out sweating, Hipp., {.) to get into a

sweat, Hipp.

—

II. {) not to

sweat, Id., ov, {a priv.,) not

fixed, unsettled, restless, Eur. I. T.
971 ; esp. having no fixed home, v.ga-
bond, like,, Dem.
786, 10 ; so too of Timon
the misanthrope, Ar. Lys. 809.

',.-,{,) to set

up, set or place on, fix, Dio C. [On
quant, v. .]', , , {)
sweating, Hipp.

—

. want of sweat. Id., adv., without srveat, with-

out toil or trouble. II. 15, 228: hence
lazily, slowly, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 30:
from

'X^•, ov, {a priv.,) not

throten into a sweat, not exerting one's

self Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 29.',, . Ion. and Att. imp.

of.,, , pres. part, from., pass, and mid. from-, ov, {a ..) unholy,

unhallowed, impious, Aesch., ami Eur.

:

.^ ^.. neglectful of the

due offerings, Eur. Hipp. 147. Adv.
-. [-
',.-€),])., Plut.,

{, ) to hallow, consecrate,

Arist. Oecon. , something to

one. Plut. Cor. 3. Hence'., , a hallowing, con-

secration, sanctity, Dion. H.

ANIH, lengthd. Ion. for,, impf. from, Has. Th.
157., Ion. for, part,

aor. pass, from, Hom.
.7], imperf. /. Ion. and

Att., , , also in Hom.
lengthd. 3 sing,, Hes. Th.
157 : fut., in Hom. also -

: aor. 1, Ion., Hom.
also, but this only in opt.-, for the Hom. part,

was even by the ancients referred to

: perf. : aor. 2 not used
in sing, ind., inf, but Hom.
has 3 plur., subj. for

avy, opt., part,. Pass.. pert,.— 1. to send up
or forth,, Od. 4, 568 : to send up. i. e.

?nake spring or shoot up, produce, as
the earth, H. Hom. Cer. 333, Aasch.
Supp. 266 ; also of the gods, .-. Soph. . . 270 : esp. to

send up from the nether world, Aesch.
Pars. 650, Ar. Ran. 1462 : to vomit up,

Aesch. Eum. 183.—2. pass. c. ,
to be sent forth from, to be traced back

from,[) ,
Aesch. Theb. 413.—II. to send back,

let go home, Od. 18, 2C5, where Schol.
refers it to nest signf

—

III. to send
away, to let go, from Horn, downwds.
the usu. signf : -' ,
sleep sent me away from under its in-

fluence, i. e. left me, oft. in Hom. :

more rarely c. gen. rei, .
loosed them from bonds, Od. 8, 359 : of
a state of mind,, II. 15, 24 ; so too,, Hdt. 1, 213 : 7., they

unlocked the gates, II. 21, 537.— 2. .. to let loose (as a dog) against

one, slip at, set upon one, like Lat. im-
mittere alictii : ,
11. 5, 405 : hence in genl. to set on, ex-

cite to do a thing, c. inf -, Od. 8, 73, cf. II.

2, 276. Hdt. 4, 180 : very freq. c. ace.

pers. only, to let loose, excite, as Od. 2,

185. so too . moved his

wrath, etc. ; also c. dat. commodi.-?', urged Thra-
symedes to their aid, 11. 17, 705.—3. .

. to let go for any purpose,
Hdt. 2, 129 ; . ,
to give himself up to amusement, Hdt.
2, 173 ; but . , to set

free from madness, Eur. Or. 227 : to

acquit,. Lys. 138, 40.—4. to let

alone, let, c. inf, . .
Hdt. 2, 36 ; 4, 175. .'. to

loosen, undo, hence c. ace.'', loosing, i. e. baring the breast,

II. 22, 80 : . strij/ping

or flaying snats, Od. 2, 300, cf Eur.
El. 826.—Pass, to be let go. go free, ^
TO?., Hdt. 7, 103 : part, pf
pass, going free, left to one's trill and
pleasure. Soph. Ant. 579, El. 516 : esp.

of animals dedicated to a god. which
are let range at large, ^alck. Hdt. 2,

65, cf, and so prob. Soph. Aj.

1214:—hence in genl.

, devoted to a thing, wholly engaged
in it, e. g. :7., Hdt. 2,

167, , Eur. Heracl. 3

:

/, unrestrained laugh-
ter. Wytt. Ep. Cr. p. 159, 5, cf-

: hence—5. like Lat. rendttere,

to slacken, relax, opp. to,
strictly of a bow. to unstring, as Hdt.
3. 22 ; so . '—, to slack the

horse's rein, to give the rein to. Soph.
El. 721 : hence to neglect, give over,

Ti, Soph. O. C. 1C08 ; /'/, -, etc., Thuc, Xen., etc. : ., to remit sentence of death

to one, let one live, Eur. Andr. 532,
so , Plut. Pass, to be

slack or unstrung,, Thuc. 5, 9, ., Eur. Andr. 728 : but much
more freq.—IV. mtrans. in act., to

slacken, relax, be remiss, Lat. remisse

agere, Hom. only in 11. 5, 880, but
freq. in Hdt., and Att. : r^, Ty, 7., sc.-'. Lob. Aj. 248: but usu.
c. part, to give up, cease doing, Hdt. 4,

28, Eur. L T. 318, etc. : also freq. c.

gen. to cease from a thing, e. g.-, Eur. Med. 456,, Ar. Ran.
700 : also absol. to give up, slack, e. g.

of the wind, Hdt. 2, 113. [- Ep.,
uvl- Att. : but even Hom. has in

and, and Ar. some-
times has i, Seidl. Fragm. Ar. p. 27.], irreg. compar. of, Od. 2, 190., , . Ion. for,
Hom. and. Hdt.,, ,=^', Plut., Dor. for. []', ov, ( priv.,) dis-

contented, dissatisfied with every thing,

Epictet. : insufficient, incapable, He-
liod. [i], ov, Dor. for.
Find., adv., (a priv.,) without
victory, Dio C., ov, {a priv.,)
not entreated.—II. act. not entreating,

Eur. I. A. 1003.', ov, {a priv.,) un•
conquered, unconquerable, Hes. Th.
489. and freq.' in Soph.—II. as pr. n.

Anicetus, son of Hercules and Hebe,
A polled. 2, 7, 7.,{) to dry, Diosc., v. 1. for ?,
Plat.', ov, {a priv..) with-

out moisture, dry, Arist. Probl., ov. (a priv., 7)
unappeased, merciless, Plut. [i]''•, uv, gen. , Att. for-
7. (which is not in use), unmerci-

ful, 'N. . 3&c. 2. 13. [i]
'., ov, {a priv.,)

unscourged., fut. -7;, usu. -,
{,) to draw up, raise, as water,
strictly by leather straps (), The-
ophr. : in genl. to draw out or up, Xen.
An. 4, 2, 8 : also seemingly intr. sub., to get up. Id. Eq. 7, 1. Hence, , , a drawing up or
raising., ov,{)=, Aesch.
Pers. 1061.. ov. {a priv., ov7.o)with•
out down, beardless, Anth., {,) to ride

up or on high, e. g.7. Eur. Ion
41.', ov, {a priv.) with-

out a horse, not using horses, not serving

on horseback, Hdt. 1, 215: of coun-
tries, unsuited for horses, unfit to ride

in, Hdt. 2, 108.—II. Tiot knowing how to

ride, Plut.

—

III. as pr. n. Anippu^, v.

1. in Xen. Hell. 6, 2, 36., dep. mid.,= ava^ero-, q. v., , ,, . gen.,{,) u'ith tinwashen

feet, II. 16, 235. Epith. of the-, the Dodonaean priests of Jupi-

ter, Heyne, II. T. 7, p. 288.', ov, {a priv., ) un-
washed, II. 6, 266, Hes. Op. 723.-2.
not to be washed out,, Aesch. Ag.
1459.', Boeot. for, also Mega•
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rean in Ar. Ach. 834, cf. Lye. 359,

Nic. Al. 419., f. -, (, ) to

make even or equal, equalise, Arist.

Eth. N.', ov, {a priv.,-) of a>i odd number.', ov, 6,() equali-

sation.

t'Ai'i'ffaror,, ,() a decoc-

tion of anise, Medic., ov, 6, fern,,, ,
flavoured with aniseed, Geop.'7), ,(,) of
unevenform, Porphyr., (,) to

be too weak for a thing, Sest. Emp.', ov,(,)
incommensurate with a thing,, Are-

tae., , (a priv.,)
of unequal length. Gal., , ,=^, q. v.

[prob. i], , (a priv.,-) of unequal thichiess. Gal.'?., ov, (,-) with unequal sides, Tim. Locr., ov, also ?;, ov, (a priv.,) unequal, uneven, freq. in Plat.,

:

TO . inequality, Arist. Eth. N.—II.

metaph. unequally divided, unfair.

Adv. -, . , to act

unfairly towards, Dem. 752, 17. [i Ep.,

iAtt.] Hence,, , inequality. Plat.

—II. unfairness.', ov, (a priv..)
of unequal value., (, II.)

to incline to one side, of a ship, Simpl./, ,(, /) of un-
like nature or disposition, Eccl., (,) to make equal,

equalise, Plat. Polit. 289 E. Mid. and
pass, to equal, be equal in a thing,-. Hdt. 7, 103.' and, for,
imperat. from/., later form for sq.. f.,— I. trans.

in pres., impf., fut., and aor. 1, to make
to stand up, raise up, set up, )], he raised the old 7nan

up by his hand, II. 24, 515, Od. 14, 319 :

esp. to raftefroin sleep, wake up, . 14,

336, etc. ; to raise from the dead, II. 24,

551, and Trag. : in Horn, only of per-

sons : later to set up, build,,
Hdt. 2. 102 : , Xen., etc.

:

also to build up again, restore,,
Dem 477, 23.—2. to rouse to action,

cheer, stir up, II. 10, 176 ; , against

one, II. 7, 116: to stir up to rebellion,

n. 1, 191.—3. to make people rise to

leave their homes, to make them emi-

grate, transplant them. Od. 6, 7 ; though
in pass., and intr. tenses, it usu. has
a hostile sense, to he unpeopled, laid

waste ; , a wasted

land, Valck. Hdt. 5, 29, cf. Eur. Hec.
494, and: also to make
suppliants rise and leave sanctuary,

Hdt. 5. 71, Soph. O. C. 276, Thuc. 1,

137, etc. : also ., to

make an army decamp, Polyb. ; .-7., to make an assembly rise,

i. e. adjourn it, Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 42.

—

4. to raise men for war, levy, Thuc. 2,

68.—II. in aor. mid. also trans., uva-., to raise a city for
one's self, Hdt. 1, 165: -, to call one as a wit-

ness, Plat. Legg. 937 A.—III. intrans.

in pres. and impf. pass., and in aor. 2,

perf., and plqpt. act., to stand up, rise,

esp. to speak, freq. from Hom. down-
wards : also to risefrom one's seat as a
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mark of respect, II. 1, 513 : to rise

from bed, rest or sleep, Aesch. Eum.
124, esp. to start up for action,.,
to rise up against one, II. 23, 635, Od.
18, 333, and now read in Aesch. Pr.

354: to rise from the dead, II. 21, 56,

Aesch., etc. : to rise from an illness,

recover, . Plat. Lach. 195 C ;

absoL, Thuc. 2, 49 : to rise to go, set

out, go aumv, ", Eur. Heracl.

59, Heind.'Plat.Phaed. 116 A., (,) to make
inquiry, ask, c. acc. rei Soph. O. T.
578: c. acc. pers. etrei,toosA: a thing

of a person, Aesch. Pr. 963 : also ., to ask a person about

a thing, Eur. Hipp. 92., , , ignorance of
history, Cic. Att. 1,7: from', ov, (a priv.,)
ignorant of history.—2. not having in-

quired, incurious, Polyb.—II. not men-
tioned in history, unknown, Joseph.
Adv. -rwf,. , to have

no knowledge, i. e. to be ignorant of,

Plut.', contr. for, im-
perat. pass, from, Aesch.
Eum. 133., poet, for, Orph.,
cf.,, ov, (a priv.,) with-

out tliighs or buttocks : leithout hips,

esp. without high hips, Arist. H. A.', ov, (a priv.,)
not strong, ivithout strength, Strab., , gen. , without

strength, LXX.',=, in Hom. only
act., to raise, lift up: later also intr.,, the sun rises. Hdt., etc.,

cf.: the form also

occurs m Orph. Arg. 447.,. ,() a mak-
ing even or eqiial, equalisation, Plat.

Legg. 740 .
^, (',) to howl aloud,

Qu. Sm. 11, 177.', , gen. , (a priv.,) without fish, with few fish in it,

Strab.', ov. (a priv.,)
not tracked, not to be tracked, Luc.', (,) to track,

search after, II. 22, 192., ov, (a priv.,)=., , , the Anio, now
Teverone, a tributary of the Tiber,

Strab.', ov, (a priv.,) not rust-

ed, not liable to rust, Arist. Mirab. [t]

VAvva, , , Anna, fem. pr. n.,

Paroem.. poet, for, from, Od.7. ov, in later Ep. for the

Homeric 7.., and, , v. sub.. , , of or belonging

to Hannibal, o'l ., the times

of Hannibal, Diod. S. From. a. h. Hannibal, the dis-

tinguished Carthaginian general, Po-
lyb., etc. : adject, also, a,

ov.. (') to side with

Hannibal, like?., Plut., and , , Anni-
eeris, a Cyrenian, who is said to have
ransomed Plato, Luc.,, , Annius. Polyb.
t*Ai'r6)i',, . Hanno, the name

of manv distinguished Carthaginians,
Hdt. 7, 165; etc., poet, for,
II. 21, 347.

^, ov, (a priv.) im-

passable, Strab.(5, , .() a bad road,

a difficult country, Polyb.', ov. (a priv., 6/) with-

out smill, having no smell, Hipp.
'.,^=, Pherecr.

Coriann. 9, Crajiat. 13.", ov, (a priv.,) having
no way or road, imjiassable, Eur. I. T.
889, Xen. An. 4, 8, 10., ov, .(,) a way up,

ascent. Hdt. 8, 53 : esp. into central
Asia, like, . -, Hdt, 5, 51, and Xen.—II. a way
back, return.', , , , (a priv.,) without teeth, toothless, Arist
Part. An., (,) dep.
mid., to break out into wailing, Xen.
Cyr. 5, 1, 6. [0]. ov, (a priv,,)
unmourned.—II. act. not mourning, In-

cert. ap. Anton., ov, (a priv.,) without

sucker or branch, Theophr.,, , (a priv.,)
a want of reflection, an act of folly,

Stob., ov, gen.. (a priv.,) senseless, without understanding,

Od. 2, 270, 278.7], , , the character of an, ivant of sense., to be. Plat.

Phil. 12 D.
;?-{ i;cj,=foreg., dub., ar, , Att. for,

Ar. Fr. 585, cf. Moer. p. 28.', ov, (a priv. ) not

thought 07i, unheard of. H. Hoin. Merc.
80.— 2. not to he conceived, not vithin

the province ofthe intellect. VWi. Phaed.
80 B.—II. act. not thinking, not capa-

ble of or adapted to thinking. Plat. Par-
men. 132 C.—2. not iindirstanding,

foolish, Hdt. 1, 87, Soph. Aj. 162: in

Att. esp. as opp. to, unreason-

able, senseless, giving way to passion,

Lat. amens, freq. in Plat. : tu ., sen-

s-ual pleasures, Ar. Nub. 417. Adv.
-. Id. Lys. 518, Plat., etc.', ov, (a priv.,)
unadulterated, genuine, Arist. Mirab., , , the character of an, want of understanding, folly,

Hdt. 6, 69, and freq. in Att. :), to be a great fool, An-
tipho 122, 31 ; ,
to be thought a fool, Dem. 1 6, 24. In
old Att. it seems to have been
[(i], Aesch. Theb 402 (though Dmd). Soph. Fr. 517, Er.r. Andr.
520, cf..,. , an opening: and
so a door, etc. LXX : from

and, Ep.-, f. : c. dupl. augm., as

impf. ;
(Ep. and, II. 14, 168 ; 24, 455)

;

, Xen. Hell. 1, 1. 2: aor. 1

'^, inf., also ,
(Hdt. 1. 68) and ijvoiia. (Xen. Hell.

1, 5, 13),, Hdt. 4, 143: pf. 1, pf- 2 ;
perf. pass.

(/j.'f'ur//ai.Thuc.2,4;^laor.(£i'f(j;(fl/;i',

Eur. Ion 1563 ;
(aor. unusii. in

pure Greek, but occurs in Xen. 1. c:
pass,, is late, cf. A. B. p.

399.)— 1. to open, undo. esp. of doors,
chests, locks, etc., -, . 24, 455, ?., to take off the cover and open
it, II. 16, 221 ; oft. in Hdt. and Att.—2. metaph. to lay open, unfold, As-
close, Aesch. Supp. 321, Soph. O. C.
515.—3. as nautical term, absol. to



get into the open sea. get clear of land,

Xen. Hell. 1, 1, 2 ; 5, 13 ; 6, 21.

Pass, to be open, stand open, lie open,

SO too perf. 2 act.. but later,

for Hdt. 1, 187, has it transit., and the

Att. use pf. pass.\ in this

signf., Dem. 764, 22, cf. Lob. Phryn.
157 sq.'/, f. -f(j, V. fore^.

'kvowaivu and (', f. -^,
(.) to make to suell, blow

up, inflate.—-11. to be blown tip, swell,

of passions, like Lat. intumescere., Ep. for sq.,, f.-,(.) like, to swell up, Hipp. : of a

wave, Eur. Hipp. 1210 : to swell with

passion, like Lat. intumescere, Hdt. 7,

39 : so too in mid. Hence,, , a swelling up : a

tumor, Arist. H. A.,=^.—. pass.

to swell up, like, Hipp.', ov, also a. ov, not home-

ly, not domestic or familiar.—II. not

proper, unfitting, useless,, tlv'l,

and , Polyb. Hence,, , the character

of an, strangeness.—U. un-

fitness., ov, (a priv.,) un-

inhabited, uninhabitable.^, fut. -' Att. -, (,) to rebuild, though in this signf.

the usu. word is.—II. to

shift another's dwelling, make him
shift, migrate. Pass., and mid., to

shift, migrate, Ar. Pac. 207. in aor.

pass., Ar. Av. 1351, cf. Thuc. 8, 31

:

metaph. av. rivu, to remove

out of envy's way, Philostr.—2. esp.

av., to dispeople a city, lay it

waste. Arist. Rhet. AI. 2, 23: but also,

—3. to bring back, restore to their former

homes, Strab.—III. in pass., to be built

up the country, away from the coast,

Thuc. 1, 7.,, , a shifting people
inland, away from the coast, App., ov, o, = foreg.—II. a
rebuilding, Hdn. 3, 6, 20.,,.-],(.-) to build up, Hdt. 1, 186.—II.

to build again, rebuild, ap. Lycurg. 158,

7, and Xen.—III. to wall up, close by

building, Ar. Pac. 100, Lycurg. 166,8., ov, (a priv.,-) not built up. Or. Sib.', ov. (a priv.. '-) not well ordered, Machon ap.

Ath. 341 B.—II. act. not economical^', ov, (a priv.,) house-

less, homeless, Hdt. 3, 145., verb. adj. from,
one must open, Eur. Ion 1387., ov, gen. , (
priv.,) pitiless, merciless,

Soph. Fr. 587., ov. (a priv.,)
unmourned, AnVix.—II.\,.=::
so adv. -, in Antipho 114, 10.', , ,() open-

ed, open : that can be opened.', or, (a priv.,) piti-

less, ruthless, Eur. Tro. 782. Adv.

-. Soph., and Eur.', ov, (a priv.,)
finding no pity, unpitied : needing or

deserving no pity, v. 1. Eur. I. T. 227.

Adv.-., fut.-, aor.-
, {,) to wail aloud, Aesch.
Pers. 465., and. adv., without wailing:

also without need to wail, i. e. xi:ith im-

punity : civ., Soph. Aj.

1227. [i] From

ANOM, ov, (a priv.,)
unmourned, urdamented, Aesch. Cho.
433, 511.

VAvoivia, , , less usu. form for, Euseb. ; v. Lob. Phryn. 729.', , ,() an

opening, '', Thuc. 4, 67, 68., , ,{,-) referring., verb. adj. of,
one must carry back or report, Soph.

Ant. 272, Eur. H. F. 1221.
_. , . Ion.,() brought back, reported, .. referred to some one for de-

cision, Hdt. 6, 66., (,) to goad,

drive to madness, Eur. Bacch. 979.', fut. of, Hdt.
'AvoiTo, opt. pres. pass, from,

., , , more correct way
of writing, q. v.. . , the state of an. misery. [[ in Hes. Op. 317.]'3, of,=sq., Hdt. 1, 32.

'?.3, ov, {a priv., '5•) un-

blest, wretched,, Orac. ap. Hdt.

1, 85 : of a person, Aesch. Eum. 551,

and Eur.

—

. unblest, i. e. senseless,

infatuated. Soph. Aj. 1156, Ant. 1265.. ov, (a priv.,)
not ruined, having escaped ruin, II. 13,

761.—II. act. not ruining: cf the more
Att.?..
'?., . , (?) drawing

or hauling up. ?., Thuc. 4, 112.

'7.7., fut. -, (,-) to cry aloud, esp. to shout with

joy, Simon. 72 : also, to scream from
fear.—2. c. acc. to bewail loudly. Soph.
EI. 750.—II. act. to make one shout,

set a shouting, Eur. Bacch. 24.?., dep. \\.,=-. to break into loud wailing, Thuc.
8, 81, Plat., and Xen. [], poet, for, Qu.
Sm. 14, 281, dub., , , an Olym-
piad omitted in the list, Pans. 6, 22, 2., v. sub .

'?., {,) to make
even, equalise, Arist. Rhet. Hence

'?,, , , equalisation,

Arist. Pol.'3, (,) streng-

thened for, to wet or deluge

with rain. Hence'3., , wet through

and through, Nic.', , , want of rain,

drought. Arist. H. A. : from, ov, (a priv., 3)
wanting or without rain, Hdt. 2, 22,

etc.

'Avo,,{.-f/,iobe, lead

a lawless life, act lawlessly, ,
Hdt. 1, 144. Hence,, , a transgression

of the law, illegal act.', , . Ion., (-
lawlessness, lawless or unjust con-

duct, opp. to, Hdt. 1, 96,

97, Xen.. etc.
', ov, (a priv.,)

having no intercourse or communion with

others, shunning society, Plat. Legg.
951 A : having no acquaintance with. C.

gen., av., uneducated, Plat.

Ep. 332 C., ov, (a priv.,)
without foir or mist, Arist. Mund.

', ov, (a\\.) with-

out eyes, sightless. Soph. Phil. 857.. . (a priv.,)
of different kind, Sext. Emp., , (a priv.,)
unlike.

', ov, (a priv.,?.)
having a different bent or taste, Sext.

Emp., ov, (a priv.,-) not well ordered, lawless, disor-

derly, freq. in Plat. Legg.
', ,(, -) of unequal weight, Arist. Coel.', . (, -) of different kind. Epicur. ap. Diog.

L. 10, 32 : esp. of different gender,

Gramm. Adv. -.,(,) un-

like, unequal, Arist. Eth. N., , (, -) consisting of unlike parts, hetero-

genecms, Arist. H. A.-, ov,(a priv,,-) with unlike inflections, Gramm.', ov, also a, ov, (a priv.,) unlike, Pind. N. 8, 48, and
freq. in Plat. Adv. -, Plat., and
Xen., ov, (,) consisting of unequal strophes,

Gramm.,, , a being-, unlikeness, Plat., ov,(,-) of unequal time or quantity, Me-
tric., ,() to make
unlike or unequal. Plat. Rep. 546 :

more freq. pass, to be so, Id. Hence,, , a making 7-
like.—II. (from Fass.) unlikeness, F\&t.

Theaet. 166 B./., f.-, (,) to agree upon a thing, .
Plat. Legg. 737 C ; more freq. -roi, Id. : av. 7.. Id.

Rep. 348 B.

—

. to recapitulate, sum
up, Id. Symp. 200 E.—III. to pay
money by note of hand or order, Bockh
Inscr. 1 , p. 222.—IV. For the sense

not to agree with, v. sub-. The act. in no good author.

Hence
'7.,, , agreement.—. an orderfor payment, promissory

note : payment on ordir., verb. adj. from?., one must agree upon,

Ti or , Plat.

'?.-}, , , (, 67.-
-/) mutual understanding, asree-

ment.—. ( ^\.,)disagreement, Plut.,

cf sq., , ov, (a priv.,7.) not agreeing, inconsistent,

Plat. Gorg. 495 A : not admitted, not

granted. Arist. Rhet. : better taken as

adj., than as part, from-, V. Stallb. Plat. 1. c.", ov, (a priv.,) uithout

law, lawless, impious, Hdt. 1, 162, and
Trag. : , lateless conduct,

Hdt. 1 , 8. Adv.-, Thuc. 4, 92.—
II. (a priv.,.) unmusical,

., Aesch. Ag. 1142.', ov, (a priv.,)
unavailing, itnprofitable, useless. Soph.

Aj. 758, and Eur. : as adv.,

in vain, Eur. Hec. 766, etc., and Plat.

—II. act. c. gen., . ,
makins; no profit from a thing, Dem.
442,26., ov, (a priv.,-) nameless, unknown., ov, contr., ovv, (a

priv., voof) without understanding, fool-

ish, . II. 21, 441., only in Od. 1. 320,-, where it is

variously written and expl. ; acc. to

Herodian ap. Eust., an adv. from., she flew away un-

noticed like a bird : or from (lvu,=!
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ANOP, upwards, up in the air, for

which V. Sturz Einped. p. 308: some
read or, taking it

to be a kind of eagle : others again', up to the hole in the roof, up
the chimney : v. Nitzsch i. C.

kvOKaia, , , Anopaea, a sum-
mit of Oeta on the borders of Locris,

Hdt. 7, 216., adv. backwards, cf.-., ov, ( priv., )
strictly without the ~ or large

shield, lldt. 9, 62, ofthe Persians, who
only bore /: not heavy armed : in

genl. unarmed, Plat. Euthyd. 299^B., ov, (a priv.,,-
uai) unseen.', ov, (a priv., 6)=
foreg., Plat. Tim. 51 A: also-., ov, (« priv.,)
without instruments, Plut., ov, Hellen. for uvop-, Moer. p. 12., ,,^=., ov, (a priv.,)
attended by no orgies, Ar. Lys. 898.

—

II. in whose honour no orgies are held,

Flat. Epin. 985 D.", ov. {a priv.,) without

anger, not wrathful, Cratin. Incert. 43

:

cf., , , more usu. Ion.-. manhood, courage, Pind. [a], to have no desire, to be

without appetite : from',, ov, (a priv.,)
without desire or appetite, Plut. Adv.

-. Hence, , , want of appetite,

Tim. Locr., , , () manly,

courageous, like. Soph. Fr.

384. [] _'(, ('.) to call

out, shout aloud, Andoc. 5, 5., (,) to set up-

right again, set up what has fallen, re-

store, Hdt. 1, 19, etc.. Soph. O. T. 46:

to set straight again, set right, amend,

Plat. Rep. 346 : oft. c. dupl. augm., etc."-, ov, (a priv.,) bound
by no oath.

'',,.-,{,) to

start eagerly up, feel a vehement desire,

c. inf , Luc.,.,{,) to

take out of harbour into the high sea,, Dio C., ov, (a priv.,) with-

out harbour, tinhospitable, metaph. -
uov uv., Soph. O. T. 423., f -, {,)
to rouse, stir up, Pind. N. 9, 16.',.-,{.) to

start up, leap up, freq. in Hoin., esp.

and : so, Helios went

swiftly up the sky, Od. 3. 1., ov, (a priv.,)
roofless, unsheltered, , Eur.
Bacch. 38.

'\)1), ov. {a priv., /)/5-) without tail, Arist. H. A. [ii]

'\?.{.•,{,?.)
to flap the wings and crow, like a cock:
to strut, swagger, like,
Ar. Eq. 1344.

', to roar out, Mel. [], Alt. -, fut. -,
{,) to dig up what has been
buried,, Hdt. 2, 41, Ar. Pac.
372, Av. 602 ; ., to dig up,

break open, destroy, Hdt. 1, C8, Isocr.

351 E., f.,{,-
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) to jump up and dance about, dance

merrily, Eur., ov, without, gelded,

Hipp.
*, suppos. pres. from which

several tenses of, are form-
ed, v.., ov, (a priv.,) ivifh-

out sickness, not ailing, Soph. Fr. 838.', , , the state of an-, freedomfrom sickness.', ov, more rarely la, iov,

(Aeschin.), (a priv.,) imholy,

wicked, Lat. profanus, of persons and
things, avi]p,,, etc., Hdt.,

and freq. m Att. : , a

corpse xvith all the rites unpaid. Soph.
Ant. 1071, Shaksp. " unhousel'd, dis-

appointed, unaneled." Adv. -,
Eur., etc.,, , unholiness, pro-

faneness, Plat. Euthyd., to be,
act profanely. Plat. Legg. 905 ; and,, , a profane
act.,. , the character of
an, unholiness, Plat. Ep.
335 : from, ,{,*)
acting profanely, unholy. Plat. Ep., ov. (a priv.,)^-, without smell, Hipp., ov, {a priv.,) Ion.

and Horn,, without sickness,

healthy, sound, of persons, Od. 14, 255,

Pind. Fr. 107, etc. : of things, free

from all defect,. Eur. Ion 1201

:

of a season, /VeeyVom sickness, healthy,

uv. , Thuc. 2, 49 : also c. gen., untouched with ill, Eur.
I. A. 982. Adv. -., ov, (a priv.,) the

boneless one, of the polypus, Hes., ov, {a priv.,)
unreturning, Orph., ov, (a priv.,)., cut off his return,

Od. 4, 182.—II. not to be retraced, -, Eur. . F. 431., ov, (a priv.,) un-

returning, without return, Od. 24, 528 :

Superl., never, never to

return. A nth., ov, that cannot be

smelt, Arist. de Anim., ov, {a priv.,)
unmoistened., {,) to break

out into wailing, Aesch. Ag. 1074., ov, {a priv.,) with-

out ear: without handle, Theocr. Ep.
4, 3., ,, temple of Ana-
bis, Luc. Tox. 28 : from., , A?inbis,an Egyp-
tian dog-headed deity, Luc. Tox. 32,

Strab., ov, {a priv.,-) unwarned. Isocr. 15 C : that will

not be warned, Dem. 1477, 14.,, conir. for avoor, q. v., ov, (a priv.,) unth-

ovt essence, unsubstantial., ov. Ion. for, un-
diseased, unhurt, Od. 14, 255, Hdt. 1,

32., ov, {a priv.,)
unwounded, esp. by the sword, II. 4,

540., adv., without wound, II.

22, 371. [[]: from
^•ov?jo,,^.\}(, , , Anutis, sister of

Xerxes, Ath.
', ov,(a priv.,-) without the ophthalmia. Diosc., (, )

ANTA
dep., to raise one's eyebrows,=,', and so to look big,

be pompous, A. B., ov, (a priv.,)
without sex-ual intercourse, Arist. H. A., , , {) a holding

back, stopping, esp. of hostilities, an
armistice, mostly in plur. like induciae,

Xeii. Mem. 4,4, 17, ap. Dem. 282,20,
for which or} is

said to be the more Att. form.—II.{') long-suffering, forbearance,

N. T.

—

1.='^, V..?.,=:, Sext. Emp., , , =^'/,
Diog. L., , , ()
heaving upwards, Sext. Emp., {, 62.) to heave

upwards or out of the way, Ap. Rh.?, ov, {a priv.,) 7iot

beset or annoyed by thrcmgs : in genl.

7iot annoyed or importuned.—II. act.

not annoying or importuning, Arist.

Part. An.,.-,{,) to

hold up, lift up, Anth., ov, {a priv.,)
not firm, not secured, unfortified, v. 1.

Xen. Ages. 6, 6., , , want of, want
offish, etc., to eat with bread, Antiph.. 1, 8 ; from, ov, {a priv.,) want-

ing in, fish, etc., Plut.,^,provided that, Dem., Ep. shortd. imperat. for, i. e..,,,, 7), . shortd.

forms for, etc., Hom., for, II.,, for•,, Hom., for ., Od., some-
times written., (,. like,) adv.. over against, face to face,

Lat. coram. Hom. mostly in the phra-

ses, , to fight man to

man ; , to look in the face

;

and , as ,
he was like the gods to look at, II. 24,

630, (whence the mistaken notion,

that governed the dat.) ;, to ai?n straight at them,

Od. 22, 206, cf Pind. N. 6, 46.—If.

as prep. c. gen., like, over against,, li. 2, 626 ; ,
before the cheeks, of a veil, Od. 1, 334 :

also of persons, , before

thee, to thy face. Od. 4, 160 ; so too II.

21, 331, with notion of comparison,
confronted U'ith thee, like.
but most freq. in hostile se. f< -^nnst,

Ator,, II. 8, 424, 428, etc. : cf.

S|)itzn. Ex. xvii. ad II.,.-,(,-) to buy in return, Xen. An. 1, 5, 5., a, , Antagoras, a Co-
an, Hdt. 9, 76.-2. a poet of Rhodes,
Plut. Symp. 4, 4, 2. Others in Paus.,

Ath., etc., (,) to

speak against, reply, Pind. P. 4, 278.

—

II. to contradict,, Ar. Ran. 1072.&, , ,=,
.. the struggle of life, Inscr. ap.

Welck. Syll. 79, 6.', fut.- Att.-,(,) dep. mid.,
to struggle against, vie with, rival, esp.

in war, c. dat. pers. Hdt. 5, 109, Thuc,
etc. ; also., to contend with one i>( the

representationof a tragedy, Plut. Dem,
29 : also to dispute with, , Thuc.



ANTA
3, 38 ; oi, the parties

in a law-suix, Xen. Cyr. 8, 2, 27 : also

as pass, to be set againut,, Xen.
Oec. 10, 12.,,, , a struggle

with another, Clem. Al., , ,{-) an advtrsary, rival, Arist. Rhet.
;

an enemy, in war, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 8 :

., a rival in love, Eur. Tro.
1006., ov, fought, contend-

ed/or as by rivals. Adv. —., , {,) in

a brother^s stead, [aj, {,) to do a
man wrong in return, retaliate on,-, Plat. Theaet. 173 A., fut. -, and more Att., to sing in answer, sing against

another, Arist. Mir. :

., to vie or contend with the Muses
in singing, Luc. Pise. 6.

=. Mid. -, raise one's

hands against one, make war upon
him, freq. in Hdt. ; also, Hdt. 8, 140, 1, to take

up, i. e. undertake a war against one.,, , Dor. for -., ov, {,) con-

tending against, rivalling, Mel. 14., f. -, {,) as mid., to honour, respect

one another, Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 28.,, aiov, () set over

against, right opposite, Lat. adversus

:

, with or without, a

wound in front, right in the breast,

Valck. Eur. Phoen. 1440, Erf. Soph.

Ant. 1308 : hence—2. opposed to, hos-

tile, hatiful, Lat. adversarius, Aesch.
Clio. 588.—II. besought ivith prayers,

hence is explamed
prayers to the gods, Aesch. Pers. 604 :

of..— 2. hence as a
name of Hecate, Orph.

t'AvraiOf, ov, 6, Antaeus, son of

Neptune and Terra, slain by Her-
cules, Pind. I. 3, 87.-2. a Libyan of

Cyrene, father of Barce, Piud. P. 9,

183.—3. a comedy of Antiphanes,
Meineke 1, p. 312., f. -, {,) to

raise against: mid., -, , Thuc. 3, 32i 1, 53, of.—II. seemingly intr sub., or the like, to raise up against,

withstand, Lat. contra assurgere,.
Plat. Euthyd, 272 A ; , Dem.
66, 24: in Strab. of a clifi", to rise

right opposite, rise abruptly : of the
Alps, Plut.,{,)
pass. c. fut. mid., to be ashamed before

another.,{,') to demand,
exact in return, Thuc. 4, 19 ; ,
App.

^ , ^, f. -, {,) to retort on., , , a sort of sturgeon,

Hdt. 4, 53.—2. as adj., , ov, ., caviare, Antiph. Paras. 3.,, to follow in turn,

accompany, Plut. ; and, , , an accom-

panying : from, , {,-) V. 1. for ', Isae.

51,31., f. - Att. -,{,) to hurl against, Dio C.,{.-,{,)
to hear in turn, . Soph.
. . 544 : absol. to listen in return,

Aesch. Eurn. 198: cf. Lob. Aj. 1130.

AJSTTA, f. -, {,) aep. mid.,= foreg., Ar.
Lys. 527., ov, , {, -) an opposite headland, Strab., . -, {,-) to return a shout, 7/, Aesch.
Pers. 390.^/, a, b, Antalcidas, a
Spartan who concluded with the
Persians the truce which bears his

name, Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 12., , , an exchanging,
exchange, barter : and,, , that which
is given or taken in exchange ; an ex-

change, . ?., Eur. Or. 1157:
and?, ov, exchanged, in ex-

change, Menand. p. 90 : from, Att. -, fut. -,{,) to give or take in ex-

change,. , to exchange one
thing with another, Eur. Tro. 351

:

also in mid., , to take one
thing in exchangefor another. Id. Hel.
1088 : also , Dem., f. -, {,)
to give or take in exchange: mid. to

exchange, , a thing with an-
other. Archil. 16, 7.—2. esp. to give
back bad treatment, to requite, punish,. Archil.
118, Aesch. Cho. 123,, Ar. Thesm. 722

:

also to give words in exchange, answer
again, , Hdt. 9,

79, also. . Soph.. C.
814, , lb. 1273. Hence,, , an exchanging ;
and, , ,—ioTeg. ; and, , requiting, repay-
ing., ,• , defending
against, late word : from, {,) as
mid., to defend one's self against an-
other, resist, Thuc. 4, 19.—2. to re-

quite, , Soph. Ant. 043., f. -, {,) to make go up in tarn,

Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 15., {, -) to read and compare with, Cra-
tin. Incert. 44, ubi v. Meineke. Hence, ov, , one who
reads and compares, a collator.,{,) to lead up
against, esp. ., to put out to

sea against, sail against, Hdt. 6,• 14;
so Thuc. 7, 37, but, 7, 52 ; but
more freq. absol., whether in act.,

as 8, 38, and Xen., or in mid., as
Thuc. 4, 13 : in genl. to attack, Siebe-
lis Pausan. 10, 16, 4., {,)
to give way in turn.— II. to give up,
restore.,, , a taking away
in turn, subtracting, Arist. Org. : an
abolishing : from, {,) to

take away in turn, to abolish, cancel in
turn, Dem. 304, 19., f. -,{,)
to raise, lift up in turn., , , {, -?) reflection of light or sound, an
echo, Plut.—II. the use of a word in an-
other sense, Lat. contraria significatio,

Quinctil. 9, 3, 68.?., ov, o,=foreg.', , , belonging
to' : .,
a reflective pronoun, Gramni., f. -, {, av-?) to reflect light or sound, []

ANTA, , , mutual reflee

tion, recoiling, alternation, Arist. Mund
From. f. -, {,) to throw back again, reflect.,{,) to

cry out in turn, App.,.-,{,-) to use up. ivaste, destroy in re-

turn, Eur. Or. 1165., {,) to

wait in turn or instead, C. inl., Thuc.
3, 12., {,-) as mid., to rest in turn, Polyaen., {,-) to fill in turn or in opposition,

Xen. Hell. 2. 4, 12., f. -, {, -) to twist or plait in rivalry with,

Tivi, Anth.?.',=-, Dem. 182, 22. Hence,, , a filling

up again, Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 48., fut. -, {,) to bring or carry back again
;. TT/v, Lat. fidem aequare,

Wytt. Plut. 2, 20 C., {,)
to give ground in turn, Aristid.?], , , {,)-
tandre, an Amazon, Qu. Sm. 1 , 43., ov,{,) instead

of a man, , Luc.,, ov, , Antandrus, a city

of Troas at the foot of Mount Ida,

Hdt. 5, 26: adj.., a, ov,

of Antandrus, Thuc, Xen., etc. : 7/, the territory of Antandria,
Strab., {, ,) to go
up against, Thuc. 2, 75., {,) to hold

up against, Polyaen., {,) to maJse

equal, Synes., {,) to

set up against or instead of, ,
Plut. Mid. to rise up against, Tivt,

Soph. Tr. 441.,=^— II. intr

to go up against.,.-,{,) to

open against, , to look

straight at a thing, Longin.,, oi, Dor. for 'Avr-, epith. of Trojans, Pind. P.
5, 110., poet, for.
Call., , lov, {,)
worth just as much as, fully equal to, c.

gen.,>, worth life itself,

11. 9, 401 ; ,
II. 11, 514 ; so too Hdt. 7, 103. Adv.
-/(jr. Hence,,.-, to demand as
an equivalent, or in turn, Thuc. 6, 16.,,{,) to

demand in return, Thuc. 3, 58., strengthened for, Tyrt. 8, 6., -,{,-) to lighten in turn.^, w, {, })
to threaten in turn, , The-
mist., {,) to

keep back or away in turn. Anth., f. -, {,) to prove in return or
answer, Xen. Symp. 2, 22, Arist.

Rhet., fut. -, {,) to give back, requite, ren-

der, repay, Batr. 187;
TO duoiov, TO, Hdt. 1, 18, Thuc.
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1, 43.—II. to render, i. e. make so and
so, Plat. Rep. 5C3 : esp. to make
correspondent. Id. Fhaed. 71 E: and
—2. intrans. to answer, correspond ici/h.

lb. 72 A, B.—111. to give back ivords,

answer,, Id. Phaedr. 236 C.—IV.

to deliver in turn, , Xen.
Cyr. 3, 3, 58 : to set forth, explain in

turn. Plat. Tim. 87 C. Hence^,, , a repamng ;

a recompense of good or evil, jN. T.

Luc. 14, 12, Rom. 11,9: and,, , a giving back

in turn, opp. to -, Thuc. 4,

81 : a rendering, requiting, repayment,

Arist. Eth. N. : reward, N. T. Cor. 3,

24.—II. an opposite direction, course, or

path, Polyb.—III. a reflection, echo.—
IV. correspondence, opposition, Graniin.', verb. adj. from, one must give back

;

hvT., one must make a coirespiond-

ing habit. Plat. Phil. 40 D.
^^, , ,(-

TOut) requiting.— II. belonging to, or

marking, Gramm. Adv.

-.
',()

mid. c. aor. et perf. act., to pull off

clothes or strip against another : hence,

to prepare for battle./'/,{,/)
to die in turn, Antipho 130, 26.

'AvTUnOCva,,,{,)
repayment, compensation, Eur. . F.

755.', (,-) to answer again, . ., f. -, {,) to kill in return, Hdt. 7,

136, Aesch., etc., f.-, {-
,) to receive or accept

in return. Plat. Tim. 27 B, and Dem.?.?.,-,{,-
?.) to destroy in return or mutually.

Eur. Ion 1328. Pass, and mid., c.

perf. 2 act., to perish in turn. Exjr. :. , to put to death for or

in revengefor another, Hdt. 3, 14.'-?., {, ?.-) dep. mia., to speak for the de-

fence, Isae. 52. 23., {,) to

lose what one has won at play., {,)
to send away mutually., {,)
Lat. nppedere, Ar. Nub. 293., {,-
2,) to send away in reiurre, Poljb.22,26., , , {,-) mutual sending away,

Strab., {, -)) to part from one another by

trenches, App.
',.•,{,-)) to wall off from one another,

Dion. H.), .•,{,)
to requite, LXX. [(],{,) to

shoiv, prove on the other hand, Thuc. 3,

C8. INIid. to state a contrary opinion as

one's own. with or without., {,) to

carry away in turn.', , , {,)
the debtor's acknowledgment of his debt.

—2. the creditor's acknowledgment of
payment, quittance, receipt., Ion. for,
Hdt., -. {,)
to repel mutually, Arist. Probl. Hence, , , mutual re-

pulsion.
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ANTE,, ^,=fore?., Plut.
', ,{,) to

cou'it against, compare numberfor num-
ber, Psius.',{.-,{',) to

be a witch for or hold out aiiuinst

;

, Plat. Ep. 317 C : absol. to hold

out, Ar. Eq. 540.' , , {,)
opposite to the north, antarctic, Arist.

Mund., f. -, {,) dep. mid., to welcome,

greet in turn, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 3 : to re-

ceive kindly, lb. 5, 5, 42.

i", ov, o, Antassus, grand-
father of Cypselus. Pans. 2, 4, 4., {,)
to lighten against. Luc.',-,=,6-
liod., , , reflection of
light.', ,= ; and,,.-, to reflect light,

Chaerem. ap. Ath. 608 : hence-
•} avov , Eur. Or. 1519:

absol. to gleam, glitter, Eubul. -. 1 : from, , {,) reflect-

ing Uslit, gleaming, sparkling,,
Ar. Thesm. 902., f. -, {,)
to speak against, answer,, Soph.
El. 1478.

-, {,) to sound
in turn, answer,. .
Find. P. 4, 350. [], {,) to

take away instead, Antipho 125, 46,

in mid,
','. sub., fut. -, {,
/() to let go instead or in return,

., to let the tear fall in turn,

Eur., Ion., f. -,{,) to come opposite to, meet fare to

face, rniet with, in Hom. c. gen. or dat.

pers. ; also in hostile sense, to meet in

battle, fight with, c. gen. pers. Od. 16.

254 ; of things always c. gen., to 7neet

with, take part in, partake in or of,-,, so freq in Hdt. ; also. , to meet with
treatment from another, Hdt. 1, 114 :

also c. ace. rei, like, Soph.
Ant. 9S2, V. Herm. O. C. 1446., a and ov, 6, Anteas, a

Macedonian, Arr. An. 2, 1, 4.—2. a

king of the Scythians, Luc. Macrob.
10., ->,{,)
to insert one man's name instead of an-

other's, Dem. 792, 3. [a], {,) to raise

or build over against, Heliod., f. -, {,-) to accuse in turn, recriminate,

Isocr. 361 A Hence, , , a counter

accusation. Hence,, , , belonging

to a counter accusation., fut. - Att. -,
{,) to put in one's hands
in return, Dio C.

i'AvTEia, , , Anten, daughter of

lobates and wife of Proetus, 11. 6,

160., or ', a and ov, b,

Antias, son of Circe and Ulysses,

Dion. H. 1,72. ^, f. -, also-,
Plat. Meno 80 C, {,) to

compare in return,', Ar. Vesp.
1311, absol. Plat. 1. r., poet, for.

ANTiL, aor. 2 without any res.

in use, {,) to speak again.^t

or in ansiver, gainsay, USU. C. dat.

., Aesch., Soph., etc.

;

also c. ace. Soph. Ant. 1053; .
or , to say in answer to,

Plat., and Xen. : . , to set

one thing against another. Plat. Apol.

28 : , to speak in 07ie's

defence, Ar. Thesm. 545. Only used
in aor.. the other tenses being formed
from., Ion. for,
Hdt./, -, {,) to

introduce instead, substitute, Dem. 121,

6, in pass. Hence,. , a bringing in

instead of another : and, ov, brought as an
objection against, Cic. ad Quint. 2, 10., f.-, {,-
?.) to throw into in return,—II.

intr. to make an inroad byway of repri-

sals, Dio C.. {,) to go
into in return, Synes.. f.-, {-
,) to come into in return

or instead of., f. -, {,•) to pay, contribute for another, Ar.
Lys. 654, cf..—II., to

substitute a new law for an old one,

Dem. 486, 24., {.) to

press out in turn, Hipp, []',-,{,-) to steal away in return, Ar. Ach.
527., fut. -, Att. -,{,) to carry out or away
in return., f. -/',{,-) to knock out, etc., in return,-, Dem. 744, 13.

', {,) to

send out or aieay in return., {,) to sail

out against,, Thuc. 4, 13., -,{,7,-) to frighten in return, Ael.. , , an extending

side by side : from,{,) to hold

out against : hence to compare one with

another, nlfeasure leith or by another,. , Ar. Ran. 1042., f. -,{,-) to set forth, state instead, Plut.

'{•-.',{,) to repay.

[] Hence., , a requital.',= [], . -), {, -) to bring up in return, Arist.

H. A., f.-,, {,) to sally out against, Xen.
Hell. 4. 3. 17.. f. -, {,) to carry forth against, set against,. Plut., {,)
as pass., to be worsted in turn.?. f.- Att. -,{,) to go out against or to

meet,, Plut. Nic. 24., oit. . Ion. for.,
a winding the other way, Plut.. poet, for ??.7., fut. -, Att. -,{,) to hope instead, ,
Thuc. 1, 70., {, ^') to

enter or embark instead.?.?.. f. -7, {. •) to throw in against.—2. intr.,



ANTE
to make an inroad in turn, Xen. Hell.

3, 5, 4 : to attack in turn, Plut.,, ,()
an entering, embarking instead, Galen., f. -,(,-) put on board instead, Thuc.
7, 13., , ,()
a mutual inroad,,^, a'l, Antemnae, a city

of the Sabines in Italy, Strab.',-, {,-) to mock at in return,.—, f. -, {,) to stick right in, Ar. Ach.
230., f. -, {,-) to fill in turn. Plat. Legg.
705 B., f. -, {,•7]) to set on fire in return.-', f. -, {,-
() to entwine mutiLally. Mid. to em-
brace each other. Hence',, , a mutual entwi-

ning, embrace, Anton., f. -, {, •) to oppose by a counter statement,

Polyb. Hence',, , a counter state-

ment, Strab.., , ij, a cross-suit at

law, f. 1. tor ?';, in Aquil.

Rom., f. -, {,) to express an opinion

against. Hence, , , an adverse

statement., f. -, {, -) to give way in turn, Ar. Vesp.
694, Dind.

', (,) to

put on instead, Plut., , , a counter-ambus-

cade, Polyb.'. {,) to

lie in irait against, to lay a counter-am-

buscade, Hipp., {,) to

operate against., dep., to take a
counter-pledge : from, , , {, -) counter-pledge., f. -, {, ,)
to export in turn or instead, Xen. Vec-
tig. 3, 2.—2. to lead out against, Polyb.

2, 18, 6.

—

. intr. to march out against,. Polyb. 3, 66, 11..,,,) to

demand in return, Plut. Alex. 11.,{,)
to set up against.—2. pass, and intr.

tenses of act., to rise up agair^t, He-
liod..~, {,)
to deceive in return., {,) to go or

march out against, freq. in Xen., f.-, Att. -?.,{,)= foTeg., Plut., cf., {,)=^, Xen., f. -. {,-) to try one against another, Aeschin.

6, 2. Mid. to measure one's strength

against another, esp. to dispute with
him at law, like. Hence,, , a trying one
against another: the form-
,, b, is dub.\-,.-,{,-
TZtvcj) to advance on horseback against,

Plut. Pomp. 7, where Reiske conj.- from-.

ANTE
', with inlrans. ten-

ses of act., to rise up and depart before,

to give way before or against, Plut., , f. -7;, to march
out, or sail against. Die C. Hence, , , a sailing

against, Thuc. 2, 91., , , {,)
mutual thrusting out, Epicur. ap.

Diog. L.

77,.-),{,) to

lead against : also to lead back to battle,

Diod., and Arr.—II. intr. to advance
against or to meet, Thuc. 4, 124., f. -, {,-) to praise in return, Xen. Cyr. 8,

3, 49., {,) to

put to sea against, Tlva, Thuc.
4, 25, in mid., {,) to

let go, let slip against, Luc.~, {,) to rush
upon, assault one,, Thuc. 4, 33., -, {,-) to bring in instead, Tim. Locr., ov, , {,-) an entrance instead, opposite en-

trance, Plut., fut. -, {,) to bring in instead, Plut.'.~, -,{, k~y)
to go out against, Thuc. 8, 104., {,) to

march out against, Thuc. 7, 37.', {,-
v)={oeg., Thuc. 4, 72, cf..', {,-)^, Thuc. 4, 131., , , {,-) sally in (urn, Die C., (,)
as mid., to hold on by.. (,)
to march against, Dio C., (,)
to question in turn. Hence, , , a mutual
questioning, danand., (,) to re-

echo., (,) to

go on against., (, -) to form counter designs, Thuc.
3, 12, etc., -,(,-) to write something instead, to chayige

an inscription to, , Deni. 615, fin.,.
put their own names instead of the other

party to the victory, i. e. claim it,

Polyb. 18, 17, 2. []', f. -, (,') to shew forth in turn.

Plat. Theaet. 162 : ., c.

part., to shew forth or exhibit one's self

in turn as doing, Xen. Ages. 1, 12.,. .(-) mutual attack, Philo., (.) to

desire in turn in rivalry,, An-
doc. 32, 42. Pass,, to have one's company
desired in turn, Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 28./.,,.-, (,-
/.) to call on in return, App., f.-, (, -) to have announced or pro-

claimed in return., (,)
to help in return,, Xep. Hell. 4,

6,3., (,)
to gain the upper hand in turn, Dio C., (, -?,3) as mid., to take hold on the

other side, resist, Luc.

ANTE?., (, ?.-) dep., c. fut. mid. et aor. pass., to

attend or give heed in turn, Xen. Cyr.
5, 1, 18, An. 3, 1, 16.

'~7.?., to be always making
counter-demonstrations, v. 1. Thuc. 3,
12 ; where now is read'/.., (,)
to measure to in return.,(,) to de-

vise in turn, Joseph.'7., (,) to

sail against in turn, v. 1. Thuc. 1, 50., f. -, (,) toflow to in return, Hipp.'—,.-,(, -) to mock in return,, Polyb./., (,')
to send a message back, write an answer,
Luc.

^, (,-) to take the field against, Xen.
Hell. 4, 8, 33., (,^
to turn against, retort, Plut. : intr.

*
tur/i one's selftowards some one. Hence', , , a turning
against, Plut., -, (,-) to enjoin in turn,, Thuc. 1, 135., (,) to

turn upon something else instead, Plut.,(,-) dep. mid., c. perf. pass., to occupy
ground with a fort in turn, Thuc. 1,

142., fut. -, (,) to appoint, com?nission in

turn, . , to

give a letter in answer, Thuc. 1, 129,

cf.]. Mid. to make a counter-

attack: in genl. to throw one's self upon,, Strab., fut.-,(,-) to bring to in turn, Tim. Locr.

:

to lead against.
', as mid., to

rival one another in a thing : dub. for., (,) to

undertake in turn, Strab. : to bring con-

trary proofs, Arist. Top., cf.-. Hence,, , a counter-

attack, Strab. ; an^opyosing proof., f.-,(,)
to contribute one's share in turn, Anth., ov, a, a rival in love,

Ar. Eq. 733, and Plat. : fem., dub., : from,(,) to repay love

with love, love in return, Aesch. Ag.
54^1 : c. gen. vel. ace.—II. to rival in

love,, Eur. Rhes. 184 :,
jealousy, Plut.

'7., (,?.)
to compete iti work with another., f. -,(,) to

fix OT prop against, , Pind.
P. 4, 65 ; ., to plant firm,
Soph. Phil. 1403.—II. intr. to set one's

self against, stand firm, Xen. Cyr. 8,

8,'l6,''Cyn. 10, 16., inf. from, q. v., , ,() a

fixing against : striving against, Plut.
—2. a pushing back, repulse. Id.—II.

the fulcrum, or resistance, as in Step-

ping, Arist. Inc. An. 3, 2.',, ,()
that which is set as a prop against : a
prop., {.-,(,) to

contend u'ith,, Plut., Ion.-, to ask in

turn. Hdt. 1, 129; 3, 23., (,) to make
equal in weight with : hence to value
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equally with, c. gen., re, 'The-

Ogn. 77, cf. and. [fi], fut. without any pres. in

use
;
perf. ; cf.,

to speak agamst, gainsay, Soph. Ant.

47 ; . , to refuse one a thing,

Aesch. Ag. 539 :—pass, ovoev-, no denial shall be given, Soph.

Tr. 1184.

'Ai'-fpijf, , 6, {, )
strictly return-love, love-fhr-love, Plat.

Phaedr. 255 D, Bekk.—II. iisu. as a

god who avenged slighted love. Pans. 1,

30, 1, the Dens ultor of Ovid. Met. 14,

757:—but also (as it seems) a god
who struggled against love, Paus. G, 23,

5.—For representations of Anteros in

works of art, v. MuUer Archaol. d.

Kunst, () 391, 8.^,,. -, (, -) to ask in turn, Plat. Euthyd. 295

: hence, , , a question

ked in ttvrn,^, adv. part, perf

pass, from, reversely,

Arist. Part. An. : in logic, by conver-

sion, Id. Org.,, poet, for,
(V., for deriv.) raising on high,

Ap. Rh.'2, 119.^, poet, for

from, Pind. N. 8, 43.,,{,)
to return a kindness, Xen. Mem. 2, 6,

4, etc. Hence',, , a kind-

ness returned., ov, 6,(-) one who returns kindnesses. Hence]•, , . disposed to

return ki?idnesses, Arist. Eth. N., (,) to wish

well in return, Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 49., (,) to

receive good in return, v. 1. for^
.. Plat. Gorg. 520 , nbi v. Stallb.^, (,) to do

good in return, v. 1. Plat. Gorg., v.

foreg. : ., to do one a kind-

ness in return, Arist. Rhet. 1, 13, 12.

V,,{.-, (,-) to praise in return, Synes., f.-,(, -) to entertain in return, acc. to the
1. vulg. in Plat. Tim. 17 B, retained

by Bekk. ; but Bockh and Stallb. fol-

low Procl. and Schol. in reading-
: the former however oc-

curs in Philostr., and Ael., (,)
to find out. invent against, Joseph.^, (, ^) to

victualfor a journey against, Joseph., (,) to

rush against, to attack, Heliod., (,) to lie

at anchor over against the enemy., , , (-) a inarching out against a foe, He-
liod.', or, f,(,) to hold against, c. acc. et

gen., ., to hold one's

hand against one's head, so as to shade
the eyes, Soph. O. C. 1651 : also c.

acc. et dat.,. , to hold a

thing hcforehxs eyes, Herm. Phil. 830.

—II. intrans. to hold out or stand firm

against, withstand, , Hdt., and
Thuc. : also , Thuc. : absol.

fo,)/r/oI^Hdt.,andThuc.; hence esp.

of the rivers drunk by the Persian ar-

my, to hold out. .suffice, be enough, Hdt.

;

in full ., Hdt. 7, 58, and. , 7, 108. Mid., to hold before one against
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something, c. acc. et gen.-, hold out the tables

against the arrows, Od. 22, 74 :—later,

c. gen. only, to hold on by, hold to,

cling to, cleave to, keep close to,, Hdt. 9, 56 ;, etc.,

Eur. :

—

uvT.?., to cleave to,

i. e. worship Hercules above all,

Pind. N. 1, 50 : also. ,
Lat. adhaerere virtuti, Hdt. 1, 134, so. . Soph. Fr. 325,, Hdt. 7, 53, ,
Thuc. 1, 13., Ion. form from, also

in II. 7, 423., , ,( II.) prayer,

entreaty : a word formed by Herm.,
and received into the text of Soph.
El. 139, by him and Dind.'/,, , Dor.,() set against, hostile.', ov,(,) opposite

the sun, i. e. looking east, eastern. Soph.
Aj., cf:—hence, statues of gods which .<!tood

m the sun before the house door,

Aesch. Ag. 519, Enr. Meleag. 24.—
II. like the sun, formed like-, Eur. Ion 1550.—III.^, parhelia.—Though in form
strictly Ion. for?, it prevails

also in the best Att. poets, Lob. Aj.

805. The strict Att. is only
in late prose., , Ion. for-. Call., adv., () against, over

against, , I will con-

front him, opp. to, II. 18,

307, cf 11, 590: straight on, fonvards,, opp. to -, II. 8, 399 : in front,, . 12, 152: face to face,

openly, like Lat. coram, -, to look in the face, II. 19, 15 ; 24,

223, , to bathe openly,

Od. 6, 221, cf 8, 158; -, to love without disguise, 11. 24,

464.— Freq. joined, ,, -, to denote exact likeness on close

comparison, Hom., cf .—Not
used with a case.^, ov, 6, son or descend-

ant ofA7itenor,l\.3, 123., , 6, , (,)
instead of a man, ., dust

for men, Aesch. Ag. 442.

f'AvTTjVup,, , AntenQr, a Tro-
jan prince, freq. in II.—2. a statuary,

Paus. 1, 8, 5., , , (,)
one ivko rows against another : in genl.

an opponent, rival, for/,
Aesch. Theb, 283, 595: ., lb. 993., , set over against, oppo-

site,, Eur. Tro. 221 ;, to meet face to face (in

battle), Eur. Phoen. 754, cf 1367:', , bloivs taken

on the breast. Soph. El. 89:

—

.,
opposite to a thing, Eur. I. A. 224.

(Usu. taken as a compd. of,,
cf : but prob. formed imme-
diately from, as from

"''^'•^
. J• r ., ov, , dim. trom uv-, Vitruv.,, , a stay, prop: in

Thuc. 7, 36, a beam to stay the outer

timbers of a ship's bow, in case of a

severe shock. (Prob. immed. from, cf.) \, Eur. Inc.

150.]",, ,() a meeting

or coming towards.—II. in plur. earnest

prayers.

, Dor.-,(,^)
to re-echo,, Eur. Ale. 423, •. Id. Med. 426. Hence, , i], a re-echoing,

Pint., (prep. c. gen.) : orig. signf.

over against.—I. of place only, oppo'
site, before, Lat. ante ; but in II. 21,

481, Od. 4, 115, late editors have •, ; against, in hostile sense,
II. 15, 415, where also is read ;

V. Spitzn. Exc. 17 ad II.—II. usu. to

denote worth, value, etc., set against,

put for, for, hat. pro, inst^ar, -, he is for, i. e. worth
many people, 11. 9, 116; ', a guest is as much
as a brother, Od. 8, 546 ;, I am as a suppliant, II. 21, 75,
cf II. 8, 163, Od. 8. 405.—This usage
was further carried out—1. to denote
exchange, at the price of, in return for,0, Aesch. Ag. 434

:

and here must be placed the phrases' ,',', wherefore,

because : but ' also for

. . , in order that,

; wherefore? ivhi/ ? cf. ,
II. 23, 650, Wess. Hdt. 3, 59.—2. /or
the sake of. Soph. El. 537.—3. in stead

of, for, , Hdt.
7. 37 ; cf Valck. ad 6, 32 -.—avf, grief /or grief, i. e. grief,

upon, after grief, Theogn. 344, cf In-

terpp. ad Evang. Joh. 1,16 :—for this

genit. we sometimes find an inf sine

artic, but only in Ion. writers, as -', Hdt. 1, 210.
— 4. to mark comparison, ', one set against the Other, cojn-

pared with it, Plat. Rep. 331 B, Legg.
705 B, cf C. III. 3 :—but also
even after comparatives,, , Soph.
Tr. 677, Ant. 182 ; so too ', Aesch. Pr. 467, Soph. Aj. 444,

Ar. Nub. 653 : -, where is more usu., Xen.
An. 1, 7, 3, cf II. 2, C. II. 2,, C. VII. 4.—5. with verbs of en-

treaty, like c. gen., by, -, Soph. . C.
1326.^—Though sometimes fol-

lows its case, as II. 23, 650, most
critics agree in saying that it nevei
suffers anastrophe.

B. in compos, it signifies—1. ovei

against, opposite, as,-,.—2. against, in

opposition to, as,-,.—3. one against an-

other, m,utually, as.—4.

in return, as.—5. instead,

as,, -.—6. equal to, like, as,,.—7. correspond-

ing, counter,,-,. (Akin to German
ant-, in antworten, Antlitz. From it

come advs., •7] : and adj., like from .), only used as adv.,=avT7iv,

though strictly ncut. plur. from "-, q. v., Hom., and Hdt.

fAvTi'n, , , Antia, fern. pr. n.,

Dem. 1351. 14.

\'%<, ov, 6, Antiades, son of
Hercules and Aglaia, Apollod. 2. 7, 8.',.• Dor. -^, ()
to cnme OT go towards, to meet, whether
as friend or foe, c. acc, Hdt. 2, 141,

etc.; . , Hdt. 1, 105:
—but , to join
battle with one, Pind. N. 1, 102.—2.
of things, to meet with, obtain. Soph.
El. 869.—II. to approach tvith prayer,

entreat, . Soph. Aj. 492, absol.

EI. 1009, and Eur. Cf..



, , poet, for-.
^, , (,) like,, a fein. form

of a masc. in- or yvup (for the

a shews that it cannot come from a

nom. in -), cf,,, etc.:— in 11. always as

epith. of the Amazons, a match for
mini, like : but. Pind. O. 12,

23, , faction where-

in man is set against man. Hence
VAvTiaveipa, , , Antianlra,

daughter ot Menetus, Ap. Rh. 1, 56.

'Pivriuiuv, , , {,,)
the opposite pole of the earth.,, , the glands of the

throat, esp. when swollen.^', a and ov, 6, Antias, an
Argive, Pind.

'!^, {,) to cry or

call against, Theocr.'., {, /a;t;(j)=foreg.

'KvTiau, , f- : Hom. uses the

pres. only in the lengthd. forms uv-,, also,-,,, cf Thiersch Gr.

Gr. iji 220 {,), of persons,

like, to meet, whether as

friend or foe : to match, measure one's

self with, c. gen., II. 7,231 : more rare-

ly in signf. of coming to aid, also c.

gen., because an aim is expressed,

Od. 24, 56.—2. more usu. of things,

to go to meet, go in quest of c. gen. rei,

when an aim at or design on it is

implied, so . 7^,,,,, Horn. : so too

of an arrow, to hit. ., II.

13, 290 ; but esp. of the gods, to come

(as it were) to meet an offering, i. e.

uccept graciously of it,.,, Od. 1, 25, II. 1, 67: so

in genl. to partake of a thing, enjoy,, Od. 6, 193, etc. : also once m
mid., , 11. 24, 62.

—

II. C. dat., to meet tvtth, light upon, as

by chance,' ,
may you never come within his reach,

Od. 18. 147 ; ) ,
they come in the way of, encounter my
wrath, II. 21, 151.—^2. oft. also absol..

as II. 10, 551 ; and so,^=, any one, a common mortal, Od.
13. 312.

—

III. c. ace, to busy one's self

with, arrange, prepare, only in?^, euphem. for sharing

it. II. 1, 31, cf..—2. to ap-

proach as a suppliant, supplicahle. like

II. only in late Ep., as Ap.
Rh. 3, 691. [, so that fut. and aor.

belong equally to this word and tiv-.], adv., going against,

withstanding.— II. going the contrary

way, backwards, Plut. From', {-,{,-) to go against, withstand, resist, c.

dat., or absoL, Hdt. 5, 4 • ; 8, 3, etc. :

to stand in the gap. Ar. Eq. 767 :^-
?, to pull stoutly against the

oar, going well back. Id. Ran. 202., f. -?.. {,-) to throw against, or in turn, to re-

turn the shots, Thuc. 7, 25.—II. to put

one against the other, compare, collate,

Strab. : ., to parley, con-

verse. Luc. : hence absol., to hold con-

ference,., , , {, -) vice-king, Lat. inierrex, Dion.
-—2. a rival-king. Hence,.-, be a rival-

king. Joseph.', , ^,{) a

going against or resisting, contention,

Plut.—2. a counter-prop or support,

Vitruv.

, , ,{) an
opponent.—II. the bolt drawn across a

door. [/3(i] Hence, , , inclined to re-

sist, Plut., dat. used as adv. from,=:., , , Antibia, fern. pr. .,
Anth.,-,{,-) dep. mid., to use force against,

retort violence, Anth., fat.-, {,) to eat in turn, Ath.'/, adv., against, in the way
of resistance, ., to strive

against ; .,, to

rtish upon, prove in close fight,, .
21, 226; so also and in

prose were used. Strictly

ace. fern, froni, ., lov, also , ov,

{,) opposing force to force : as

adj. in Hom. only in the phrase-, with wrangliyig words :

much more freq. as adv.

and, q. v., --,{,)
to harm in return, Arist. Eth. N.\7., verb. adj. from7, one must look straight or

steadily at, Luc.'7, -}', {,) to

look straight at, look in the face,

and , Xen., , Dem.
Hence,, , a looking in the

face, a gazing on, Xen. Hier. 1, 35., , f. -, {,) to return a cry, Bion.
',,.-, {,-) to help in turn or mutually,,

Thuc. 6, 18 ; 7, 58._, ov, {',) instead

of an ox, ivorth an ox. Soph. Fr. 353.,,.-, {?^)
to meet by chance, hit upon, esp. in bat-

tle, c. dat. pers.. or absol.. freq. in

Hom. ; also c. gen. pers., Od. 18,

272 ; rarely c. dat. rei, as -,, Od. 11, 416; 24, 87.

—

II. to meet with, partake of, always c.

gen. rei, , ..
Horn.,, Hes.

—

III. to meet as

a suppliant, entreat, c. acc. pers., Ar.

Nub. 110. Xen. Ath. Rep. 1, 18; ab-

sol. Ar. Eq. 667.—It does not seem
ever to be used in the strict signf to

throw against.—In Att. it takes the

double augment, e. g.,
Ar. Fr. 101, Buttm. Ausf. Gr.

<S> 86,

Anm. 5. Hence
'], , . a throwing against,

confronting, comparing.—II. a going to-

wards or meeting.—111.=:7., , . Plat. Apol.

37 A, and
'7, , , {)

Thuc. 7, 75, an entreaty, prayer., {,) tore-

turn a humming sound..\.,- {, -) to give contrary advice, Polyaen.
',,.',{,-) to rival in thundering,, Luc.. , , (,)

Aniibrote. an Amazon, Qu. Sm. 1,45., (.) c.

pres. signf., to return a cry. No pres.

in use., {.-) to rival in pedigree, Hdt. 2, 143.^, , , prop, son of
Aniigenes, as masc. pr. n. Antigemdes,
Anth.\'\, , . Antisenes, an
Athenian Archon. Xen. Hell. 1,3, 1.

—2. father of the commander So-

ANTI
crates, Thuc. 2, 23.-3. a general of

Alexander the Great, Arr. An. 5,

16.^, a and, , Antigeni-

das, a famous flute player, Plut. :

hence ol, the pupils of
Antig., Plut., . {,) to

beget in turn, Ath. 285 F.,{,) to re-

ward or honour in turn, App., {,') to support in old age in turn.,,.-, to be of a

different opinion,. Ti ,
to think that a thing is otherwise, Xen.
Cyr. 4, 3, 8. From, ov, gen., {,) of a different opinion, holding

different sentiments.', and.. ,
Antigonla. the name of several cities

founded by or in honour of Antigo-
nus,— 1. in Bithynia, afterwards Ni-
caea, Strab.—2. in Troas, afterwards
Alexandrea Troas. Strab.—3. in Epi-
rus, Polyb. 2, 5, 6.—1. in Syria on
the Orontes, Strab., , . Antigone, daugh-
ter of Oedipus and Jocasta, freq. in

Aesch., Soph, etc.—2. wife of Pel-

eus, Apollod. 3, 13, 1.—3. daughter of
Berenice, Plut. Pyrr. 4.,, . Antigonus, a gen-
eral of Alexander the Great, suriiam-

ed, or. Arr,,

etc.—2. , son of Deme-
trius Poliorcetes. king of Macedonia,
Plut., Luc—Others in Plut., Polyb.,

etc.,, , {-) a transcript, counterpart, Luc., , , {, -) one U'ho keeps a cmtnter-reckoii-

ing, a check-clerk , hat. cmitrarotulator,

Aeschin. 57, 23 : in genl..,
one ivho keeps a check upon accounts,
Dem. 615, 14.', . , {,)
reply in uriting. like Caesar's Anticato

against Cicero's Cato, Plut.—II. as
law-term, strictly the answer put in

by the defendant, his plea, v. 1. Lys.

167, 21
;

(put also of the plaintiff, an
indictment, impeachment, Ar. Nub. 471,

Plat. .. 27 C ; and so in genl. like. of both parties, cf Diet, of
Antiqq.

—

III. a transcribing, Dion. H., ov, copied, duplicate,,, etc., Dem. 468, 9
;

1104. 23 :—hence as subst. ret-, copies, duplicates, Andoc. 10,

31, etc.
'',{.-',{,) to

ivrite agai7ist or in answer, write back,

Thuc. 1, 129 in pass. Mid. c. pass,

perf (Dem. 1115, 16), as law term,
put in as an, or plea, to

plead against, , Isae. 85,

19; also . or, c. inf to

plead against another that such is the
case, Lys. 166, 45, Dem. 1092, 10.

[u] hence, , , the preferring

an,\80= . Bie-
mi Lys. in Panel. 10., f.-,{, -) to bite in turn, Hdt. 4, 168 : to bite

at., {,)
A'erb. adj., one must lend in return,

Arist. Eth. N., ov, {,)
taking another's place at dinner. Luc., {,)
to give one another the right hand, to re-

turn a salute, Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 19.,-, {.,-
143



uai) to entreat in return, Plat. Lach.

i86 D., (,) Eur.

. F. 163,=.,.-,{,-
uai) to receive in return, accept, Aesch.
Cho. 91G.,, {, /-
yi(j) to counteract the plans of a dema-
gogue, Plut., {,-) to make or leork in rivalry, Clem.
Al., f. -, {,) to go over again or in turn,

cross in turn, Xen. Ages. 1, 8., f. -, {,/,) to slander or attack in re-

turn, Arist. Rhet., eug, , a counter-

division, opposition, Diog. L. : from, ,.-,{,-) to divide so as to oppose. Pass.

to be opposed as the members of a logi-

cal division, Arist. Org., ov, {,)
serving in return, Strab., {,)
to arrange Or array against, App.?., {,-) to except or object, Chrysipp. ap.

Diog. L. 7, 202.?.,{.-,{,) dep. mid., to inter-

change, exchange, 6. g. prisoners.—II.

to alter or vary contrariwise., {,-) to bivouac against, App., (,)
to twist or entangle in return :-/. . ., he makes this tortuous re-

ply, Ae.schin. 57, 11.'?., f. -?., {,(?) to oppose to so as to distin-

guish, Ttvi, Dion. H. Hence',, , opposition and
distinction., f.-,{,-) to order, establish in return., f. -/,{,-) to place in any situation or re-

lation in return : av-

-, to retaliatefor wrong suffered.
',, , 6, usu. in

plur.. the poets who bring rival plays on

the stage, Casaub. Ar. Eq. 525, cf. sq., f. -, {,) to teach in turn or against

:

of dramat. poets, to bring rivalplays on

the stage, Ar. Vesp. 1410., f. -, {,-) to give in return, repay, Tl,

Hdt., and freq. in Att.— II. as law
term, to offer to change fortunes with

one, sub., Lys. 1G9, 4, Dem.
496, 21 ; also uvt., Dem.
539, fin. : cf.., {,) to go
through or recount in turn or again,

Aeschin. 22, 17., {,-
^a()=foreg., Plat. Theaet. 167 D., f. •//, {,)=?..,.-,{,)
to bring an action against, implead.

Mid. in plur., to implead one another,

Lys. ap. Poll. 8, 5, 24. Hence, , , litigation., , .^: impf.-, Lys. 104, 16 : aor.,
Dem.,{,) to be an,
defendant, or in genl. party in a suit,

o'l, the parties. Plat.

Legg. 948 D :

—

. or, to oppose a point or person,
Dem. 1030, fin., Isae. 84, 21 : to join
issue, Lys. 1. c.
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,, i], and^, ,,=^.', , {,) an oppo-

nent in a suit, strictly tlie defendant,

but also the plaintiff. Plat., Ar. Nub.
776, etc. ; hence o'l, the par-

ties to a suit. Id. Hence in genl. an
opponent, adversary, Aesch. Ag. 41.^', ov, 6, Antidicus, masc.
pr. n., Diog. L., Att. -, f. -,{,) to countermine, Strab.

i'Avya, f.-,{, -) to hold or maintain contrary

principles, Luc., {,) to be of a
contrary opinion, to differ in opinion.,{,o)=oeg.
Plat. Theaet. 170 D.—II. to extol inre-

turn.
',=:,

and, Polyb. : from, ov. {,) of a

different opinion, Luc., ov, {,) clothed

as uith a skin, a. -, Jac. Del. Epigr. 1, 90, 4., , ,{) a
giving in return or in exchange, an ex-

change, compensation.—2. at Athens,
it was a form, by which a citizen

charged with a? or

called upon any other citizen, who
had been passed over, and whom he
thought richer than himself, either to

exchange properties, or submit to the
charge himself, Isocr. -, cf. Dem. in Phaenipp., Wolf
Lept. p. cxxiii., Buckh. P. E. 2, 368., ov,{) given

in return or remedy, Anth.—II. as

subst., , and,, sub. and, a reme-

dy, antidote. Diosc.', , , Antidotus, an
Athenian archon, Diod. S. 11.91.—2.

a poet of the middle comedy, Mein-
eke 1, p. 450.'), f.-, to he-
?, be no better than a slave to an-

other,, Eur. Supp. 362 : from, ov, {,)
instead of a slave, Aesch. Fr. 180 : of

persons, being as a slave, no better than

a slave. Aesch. Cho. 135., ov, {,) re-

sounding, re-echoing, Aesch. Pers. 121.
',^-,{,) to do

in return, repay, requite, absol. Soph.,
and Eur. ; also . ,
Soph. . C. 1191. [], {,) to run

against, Luc.
'

f.-{,-) to be angry in turn, _Anton., , , a return-gift, re-

compense.', {,)
dep. mid., to present in return or recom-

pense with a thing, , Hdt. 2.

30.\, ov, 6, prop, son of
Antidorus, as masc. pr. n. Antidorides,

Dem. 1386, 10., ov,^=.^, ov, , Antidorus, masc.
pr. n., Hdt. 8, 11, Andoc, Dem., etc.7], , {,) to seek

in return, seek one who is seeking us,

Xen. Oec. 8, 23., Ion. for, to sit

before or opposite., ov, {,) hold-

ing the scale, like '.—II.

pass, put in the opposite scale, corres-

pondent, Arist. Part. An. Hence, {,) to hold

the scale, keep the balance.

ANTl, (,) in
plur., to ivarm one another, Joseph., -, {,) to

bury opposite, Anth., ,, {,) god-
like, equal to the gods, like.
In Hom. usu. epitli. of heroes, as dis-

tinguished for strength, beauty, etc. :

also of whole nations, 11. 12, 408, Od.
6, 241 : ol women only in Od. 11, 117 :

-—no moral quality is implied, as it

is applied even to Polyphemus and
the suitors.—II. ., a hostile

deity, Heliod., , , Antitheus, masc.
pr. n., Ar. Thes. 898, etc.

',.•,{,) to take care of in return, Xen.
Mem. 1, 4, 18., {,) to

warm in return., , , {,)
opposition. Plat. : antithesis, Arist.

Rnet.—II. resistance., {) verb,
adj., one must oppose, Arist. Pol.', ov,{/) oppos-
ed, antithetic : ., an antithesis,

Arist. Rhet. Al. 27, 1., f.-, {,)
to run against : to run a race with,,
Hdt. 5, 22., {, ) to whet
against one another, Luc., -, {,) to

press in turn, press against, [], f.-, {,') to die in return or J'or one.,{,) to return

a noise, Emjied. 315, in Ep. gen. ot
part,., ov, {,) sit-

ting opposite., ov, {,) re-

sounding, Anth.
', ov,{,)

instead of a door., ov, {,) oppo-
site the door, ' ,
opposite the door of the house, Od. 16,

159, where others take it as subst.,

the inner part of the house opposite the

door ; and so certainly in plur., Soph.
El. 1433, ubi V. Herm., ,{.-,{,-) to pull down or destroy m turn., {,)
to Sit over against : freq. of armies or
fleets, lying opposite one another,

Thuc. 1, 30; 4, 124., f. -, {,) to sleep opposite to, Anth.,{,) Ion..,^, Hdt. 9, 39., {,)
to substitute for another, late., {,) Ion.., fut.- and-,
to set opposite. M.id.=^ ,

Hdt. 5, 1., f.,{,) to lay doxvn or es-

tablish instead, substitute, Hdt. 9, 93 :

to set against, oppose, ,
Thuc. 4. 93, . Plat. : to set vp
again, Thuc. 2, 65.—II. pass., c. aor.

2 and perf. act., to be put in another's

place, succeed, Hdt. 2, 37.—2. to stand
against, resist,, freq. in Thuc, etc., Att.-, fut.-,(,) to set on fire or burn in

turn. Plat. Tim. 65 E.,{,)
to damage in turn,. Plat. Crito
49 C., , f. -, {, -) to call, invite in turn, Xen. Symp.
1, 15.



*?7, {,-) to adorn one's self in rivalry., , f. -, (,
~<^) to holdout against, Dio C.

t'XvriKUaLOv, ov, , Anticasium, a

mountain in Syria, Strab., [,) to

bring in. instead. Mid. to come into

the place of another, Tim. Locr. 101

D., {,-) to go under, to conceal one's self

in tarn, Ach. Tat. 6, 18./, aor. 2 -,
{,) to die in turn, ,., to suffer punishment of death

in turn, Afisch. Cho. 144, ubi Herm
), from sq., {,-) to kill in return, v. foreg.'., {,-

V6>)=foreg., f. -'-,
{, /,3) to take posses-

sion of in turn, Tim. Locr., {*)
to enrol, enlist against. Id.

'.?., {, 7.•) to leave in the place of another,

Plat. Rep. 540 B.'/., , ,{-) exchange, trade, Plut.^,, , = sq.,

Joseph.
'?, , , the pro-

ceeds, pro-its of trade, Diog. L. : from
'Pi.vTiKaTa'/J'.aaaij),{,-ifA,{u.vTi,-) to exchange one thing for

another: usu. in mid., , Dern.,

also TL , Isocr. 109 C,. Id. 138 : also to set off,

balance one against another,-, Dinarch. 92, 1.—2. to re-

concile ; in pass., Polyb.'/, -, {, -7^) to frighten in turn, App., f.-, {,) to prepare, arrange in

tarn, Dion. H., , , {-) beitig confronted with one

another, Polyb. : a placing in the stead

of another.— II. (from pass.,) resist-

ance, contradiction,{,-) to encavip opposite,

Dion. H., ,?/,{,-) a holding in by force, stopping,

resisting, Arist. Probl.,{,)
to stretch against,-, let tis speak, setting our ti:ords

against his, Stallb. Plat. Kep. 348 A., {,-) to overrun in turn, Dio C.,{,-) to despise in turn. Id.,{,)
to accuse in turn, to recriminate upon,, Lys.—II. in logic, to predicate

conversely, Arist. Org. in pass., , , a counter-

charge.^,,-. Ion. for., f., {, -) to lie opposite to,. Pind. I. 7,

(6), 36 : to be opposed, aAJ.rfKa,
Plat. Soph. 258 : in logic, to be con-

tradictory, TLvi, Arist. Org.. , , AnticTtes, a river

the same as the Hypanis, Strab., ov,{,')
by an opposite road, opposite, Nonn.{,?.) to com-
mand in turn, Thuc. 1, 128., ov, {,)

10

sharp as a goad, Aesch. Eum. 136,

466., {,) to take

care of instead of another,, Eur.
Ion 734., {, )=
foreg., -, {,-) to proclaim in answer to,, Eur.
Supp. 673.',< {.•.{,)
to move in turn: pass., to make counter-

movements, move against the enemy,
Polyb. : so too seemingly iiitr. in act.,

sub.. Hence
^, , , counter-move-

ment.'?, , , Anticinolis,

an anchorage on the coast of Paph-
lagonia, Strab.^, , , Anticirrha, a city

of Phthiotis, near Mount Oeta, Hdt.
7, 198.—2. a maritime city of Phocis,
Strab.—Both were farned for the pro-
duction of hellebore, and hence the
prov., , of one who
was deranged in mind.,^.

', fut. -, {,) to ring back, Eur. Andr. 1145.

—II. c. ace. cognat., , to

sing agaifh^t one, Id. Bacch. 1057.'?., fut.-,(,?) to weep in turn, \. 1. Hdt. 3,

14: Att.-. [u]
'Avtlk/mu, f.-, (,)

to refract, as rays of light.—II. intr.

and pass, to be refracted, [u]

VAvTiK/^eia, , , Anticlea, daugh-
ter of AutoJvcus, and wife of Laer-
tes, Od. 11, 85.-2. daughter of Aris-
totle, Anth.—Others in Paus., Apol-
lod., etc.?., , , Anticlldes,

masc. pr. n., Plut. Strab., etc.7., , ro,= sq., , (,)
false key, Clem. ., , , Anticles, an
Athenian commander, Thuc. 1, 117.

—Others in Plut., etc.,, b, Antichis, a Greek,
Od, 4, 280., (,?) to incline

in turn, lean on one another., (,) to

strike on the shin, Sext. Emp. ; not. Lob. Phryn. 95 : from, , ,{,)
the shin, teg, Ar. Ach. 219, of. Arist.

H. A. 1, 15, 5.?, -, (,)
to punish in turn or for a thing, Luc./., (,)
to flatter in turn, Plut.', fut.- Att.-, (,) to receive in re-

turn, carry off again, Plut., -, {,-) to boast in turn, Plut. Ant. 02., -, or --, (,) to support with

a pole or rod, Hipp. Hence,, , a supporting

with a pole or rod, Hipp.: , , a beating back,

Plut.—2. a heating or dashing against

one another, Philo : from, -, (,) to

beat against or back.—II. intr. to resist,

oppose, like, Xen. Hell. 2,

3,31., (,)
as mid., to take arms against, Anth., (,) to ar-

range or adorn in turn, Arist., , . ()
resistance, opposition, Theophr.

, ov, , Anticragus, a
mountain in Lycia, Strab.', f.-, (,) to shout in return, Joseph., fut. -, {,''
to adjudge in turn, to compare in turn
Mid. to contend against, LXX. [
Hence, , , =,
Anaxil. Incert. 11., , , striking

against, pushing back, stopping, Arist.
Rhet. : from', f.-, (,)
to strike or push back, stop, check. Plat.
Legg. 857 B.— II. intr. to set one's

selj against, resist, cf..—2.

to clash with, to run counter to one's ex-

pectations,, Thuc. 6, 46 : to turn
out unfortunately, Dem. 294, 20' and, or better. The old Gramm. distin-

guish the two forms by their signfs.,

making and—',^, -, . ap. Herm. Orph. p. 745

:

and the usage of the best authors
agrees with this account : cf. Buttm.
Ausf.Gr. ^ 117, 1.

I., over against, like •, right opposite, ,
II. 5. 130. ., II. 13, 137: to

the face, II. 7, 362: sometimes also c.

gen,, as", II. 8, 301

:

so also very freq. in Plat., v. Ruhnk.
Tim. ; though the Att. generally pre-
fer in this signf. : later,

as in Pausan., Plut., Arr., and App.,
we find and^
also in this signf.. Lob. Phryn. 444.—2. in Horn, also= ca'ri/ipiif, straight,

right on, usu. joined with a prep.,-' , right through the
shoulder, II.' 4, 481, cf. Od. 22, 16;^, right in the
middle, II. 16, 285: hence also—3.

outright, thoroughly, quite, entirely, -, 11. 16, 116; 17,49,
Od. 10, 162, where Att. usage would
require : -,= and, quite,

exactly like,. Rh. 4, 1612.

II., straight, right, '-, never in Hom., oft. in Att.,
he came straight up, and..., Plat.

Euthyd. 273 B, cf. Ar. Lys. 1069,
Thuc. 2, 4 : hence — 2. outright,

thoroughly, quite, without reserve, open-
ly, plainly, without disguise,

., Aesch. Cho, 192,. Ar.
Plut. 134, etc. : ?.,
downright slavery, Thuc. 1, 122, cf. 8,
64.—3. sometimes of time, straight-

way, forthwith, Plat. Ax. 367 A : so
too TO, Plat. Symp. 223
B. [t., Att. : inHom. in arsis,

in thesis, but the latter rare, as 11. 5,

130 ; in Att. i.]

or, v.., f.-, (,) to gain in return, or instead.

Hence, , , acquisition of
one thing /or another, .Plut., ov. {,) kill-

ing in return, Aesch. Eum. 464., (,) to

sound, nng, clash against, Anth.
Hence', ov, resmmding, re-

echoing, Nonn., (,) to

praise in turn, Themist., (,)
as pass., to boil with conflicting waves,
Plut.

t, , , Anticyra, Ion
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, Hdt. 7, 198, v. :

hence adj.,, of Anticyra,
Hdt. 7, 214.

'kvTiKvpu. f.-, {,)
to hit upon so7nelhin<;, meet,, Pind.
O. 12, 16. Soph. O. C. 99, etc. : poet,
word. [£']?., (,) to hin-

der in return, Hipp. [0], {,) to

write a co/iiedy against another ; in
genl. to libid or ridicule in turn, Plut.'-,, o,= sq.,, , , {?.3)
handle, Lat. ansa :/,

to get a hold, Thuc. 7, 65 : nietaph.,

like ?.aj3-/j, a handle, point of attack,

Plat. Phaed. 84 C.'/^ 2 aor. part. act. of.. fut.-,{,) to draw lots for, obtain in

turn : as law term, ., to

get a decree against the sentence, get

it set aside, Dein. 542, 12 ; also hvT.
or, sub.

or, to get the judgment set

aside as false or groundless. Id. 543,

14; 889, 23, v. Herm. Pol. Ant.

^ 145, 1.

and,
poet, for, to take

hold of, hold by, c. gen., Eur. I. A.
1227 : to take a share of, partake in,, Id. Ur. 452, etc. : cf..,-,{,)
to kick against, Ar. Pac. 613.3, f. --, {,) to receive instead of, -, Eur. . F. 646 : to receive in turn,

Theog. •108, Eur., etc.— II. but uwi.
in mid., always c. gen., like -. lay hold of, take hold of,

Plat., etc. : hence in various rela-

tions,— 1. to cling to, take part with,

defend, assist, ,, Thuc. : but also., Thuc. 7, 70.—2. to lay

claim to, . Ar. Ran. 777.

—

3. to take part or share in a thing, take

it in hand, Lat. capcssere, Thuc. 2, 8,

Plat., etc.—4. to take hold of for the

purpose of finding fault. Plat. Gorg.
506 A, etc. ; also to object...., Id. Soph. 251 .—5. to

take hold of so as to captivate, charm,
of a speech, Id. Phaed. 88 D, Parm.
130 E.—6. of plants, to take hold, take

root, like Lat. comprehendere, The-
ophr.—7. to grasp icith the mind, per-

ceive, apprehend. Plat. Ax. 370 A.—HI.
to hold against, hold back, check, e. g.', Xen., f. ipu, {,)
to light up in turn, Aesch. Ag. 294.

—

II. intr. to reflect light, shine, Xen.
Cyn. 5, 18.—2. to dazzle,, Plut.
Hence'.•,, /, resplendency., a, , Antilas, father of
the poet Dumostratus, Anth., f. -, {,)
for which also we have, to

speak against, gainsay, . ova, to deny that it is so, Hdt. 8, 77 :

also., or , c.

inf , Thuc. 3, 41, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 20

;

also sine negat.,. ..., Thuc. 8,

45, or c. inf. : to speak against a per-

son or thing. Plat., etc.: c. ace. rei,

iff' .. Soph. O. T. 409: ., to allege something against...,

Thuc. 5, 30: freq. also absol., Hdt.
9, 42, Eur., etc. Hence. verb, adj., one must
gainsay, Eur. Herac. 975 : and, ov, questionable, to be

disputed, Thuc. 4, 92.
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, , ,{) con-

tradiction.—11. conversation.,, , lion-like, Ar.
Eq. 1044. formed like.
\'?,,, , Aniileon, son

of Hercules and Procris. Apollod. 2,

7. 8. Others in Xen. An. 5, 1, 2,

Plut.. etc., , ,{)
a couyiter-charge., verb. adj. of-/., one must take the part of,

assist, Ar. Pac. 485.—II. 07ie must hold
in, check. Xen. Equestr. 8, 8.', , , {-) grasping, able to grasp, percep-
tive. Tun. Locr.-, , , {-) aprotector, LXX., Ps. 3, 3.-,, ,{)
receiving in turn, Thuc. 1, 120.^11.

(from mid.,) a laying hold of, seizure,

as by a disease. Id. 2, 49: also=.aj'-, a hold, support. Xen. Equestr.
5, 7,. , to give one
a hold, Plut. : hence— 1. a taking part
with, defending.—2. a claim to a thing,
Xen. Hell. 3, 5, 5.—3. an attacking,

attack, objection, Plat. Phaed. 87 A.
etc.—1. of plants, a taking root, The-
ophr.— 5. a grasping with the mind,
perception, Tim. Locr. 100 B.. ov, 6, Antilibanus, a
mountain-range of Syria, Strab., {,)
to entreat, beg, in return, Plut., , -7'/,=,
Soph. Ant. 377., , -,{) con-
tradiction, controversy, disputation, dis-

cussion, Lat. disceptatio, Hdt. 9, 87,
88 : a plea or defence, Thuc. 2, 87

:

in genl. opposition, resistance., {,)
dep. mid., to count up or calculate on
the other hand, Xen. Hell. 6, 5. 24., , , given to contra-

diction, disputatious, Ar. Nub. 1173:
-, with or without, the

art of contradiction, sophistry. Plat.

—

IF. ?.., contrary, opposite words.
Plat. Phaed. 90 B. Adv. -. Id.

Theaet. 164 C., ov,{) contra-

dictory, reverse, Eur., {, ?>.) to

rail at, abuse in turn, Plut.^', , ,• A?itilochides,

more correct, q. v.'^ , , Anlilochus, son
of Nestor. 11. 4, 457.—2. an historian.

Clem. Al., {,) to vex,

grieve in return, Luc. Hencef'Av, , , a grieving or
injuring in turn, Plut. Moral. 442 B.7, ov, {,) in har-

?nony with the lyre, Soph. Tr. 643.,,,, N.T.

:

from, to release for ransom.
— II. mid. to ransom, redeem one's self,

have one's self ransomed. Hence. verb, adj., o?ie must
ransom in turn, Arist. Eth. N., as pass., c. fut.-, not -, {,) to rage, bluster against, Luc., f.-,{,) to learn in turn or instead,

Ar. Vesp. 1453., {,)
to appear as witness against, Ar. Fr.
382 ; solemnly to contradict a person
or thing, , , and. ,
Plut. Hence

', , , counter-

testimony, Sext. Emp. []

, =,
Luc. []
V,, , .4 nii'macAe, daugh-

ter of Amphidamas, Apollod. 3, 9, 2,,, , battle against,

opposition, Dion. H. [] and, ov, b, an antagonist.
Or. Sib. : Irom', f.-,{,) to fight against, Thuc. 4, 08.

[] Hence', ov, fighting against the
enemy, Atri., ov, 6, Antimachus, son
of Hercules, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.-2. a
Trojan, 11. 11, 122.—3. a poet of Co-
lophon, Paus. 8, 25, 4. Others in Ar.
Plut., etc., -,{,)
to drag to the opposite side, pull away,
Anth., fut.-,{,/) to remove from one side to

the other : to revolutionise,, Ar. Thesm. 362. Mid., c.

aor. 2 and perf. act., to put one's self
in the place of another, pass to the other

side, give way,, {,-) dep. mid., to behave like a
boy to a person, , Plut.
Syli. 6., {.) to com-
pete with one in singing or playing,, Jac. Del. Epigr. 4, 90, 2., 1. -, {,) to wait and watch against one,
Thuc. 3, 12., --,{,-) dep. inui.. blame in turn, re-

tort -upon, Hdt. 2, 133., a and ov, 6, Anti-
7nenidas, masc. pr. n., Thuc. 5, 42.^, ov, o, Antimenides,
masc. pr. n., Arist., , 6, Antimenes, son
of Deiphon. Paus. 2, 28, 6., {.)
dep. mid., to impart in turn,,
Anth., {,-) to be opposite in the meridian, to

culminate, Plut. Hence,,, a being

in the meridian, Sext. Emp., . -?., {,) to overturn, change in

turn, Hipp. Hence, , , transforma-

tion, revolution., f. -,{,) to partake or

share in turn, , Plut. Pass, to bt

transformed, A. B. 540, 21. Hence
'-, , , a partak-

ing mutually.—11.. , ex-

perience of divers kinds of life, Plut. :

m genl. a taking the opposite.—III. re-

tribution.

', {, -) to coujitermine, Polyb.
', fut. -1), {-
, ()1)) to flow off in turn or

back, Plut., f. -,=-, Joseph, []
',, ,{-) transpositij)n, inversio7i, change.

—II. (from pass.) a passing over to the

other side., , , an inter-

change of position, e. g. ill the order oi

battle, Dion. H. : from,.-,{.-)) to change one's position in turn,

esp. the order of battle, just as the
enemy does., ,{,-



€w) ft» go away to the other sides uvTi-- , to make room for

neiv hope, Joseph.,{,) to com-

pete with one for a thing, Plut.',=^§., ,{,) to

measure out in turn, recompense, N. T.
Hence, , , a measuring

out in turn, recompense,', ov,{,)
facing, front to front, like•, Heliod.), {.) to rage,

be wrathful against, [yi]
', {,-) dep. mid., to contrive against an-

other, -<', Hdt. 8, 52, Thuc. 7, 53:

absol. to counteract, Eur. Bacch. 291.
',,, a counter-

plot, Joseph, [a], , , {, -) close imitation, aping, c. dupl.

gen., Thuc. 7, 67. [], ov,,)
closely imitating, aping,, Arist.

Rhet.— 2. modelled after, counterpart,

Tivi, Ar. Thesm. 17.. {,) to hate in

return, Ar. Lys. 818.', , , a reward, re-

quital, N. T., ov, {,) for
a reward, serving instead of it, Aesch.
Supp. 270.'), {,)
to rival in love, Diod.

i^Avvr}o, , 6. Antimrustus,

masc. pr. n., Thuc. 3, 105, {,) to share

in turn, receive a proportionate share.

Hence, , , a share given in

return, com.pensation, Dem. 946, 28.

Bekk., ov, f), Anfunoerus, a
pupil ot Protagoras, Plat. Prot. 315 A.7., {,') to go to

meet./, , , v. sub-., ov, {.)
sounding against or opposite to, hence
offar other sotind than, avT.?.. Eur. Med. 1176: but-

song, sleep's sub-

stitute, Aesch. Ag. 17., ov,{, op)form-
ing after, copying.— II. pass, copied

after, like, Plut., {.)
to bellow against, Dion. H.,{,)
to mock in turn.'. , a latv-suit, where

both parties appear personally, also ui'-, as if from, cf..', {,)
to build ships against, fit out a navy

against, Thuc. 7, 36. •. f. -, {,) dep. niid., to swim against,

Plut!,{,) to conquer

in turn, Aesch. Cho. 499., {,) to be of a

different opinion.. . , Antinoea, a city

of Aegypt^'AvrivooD.
i'Aviv,, , Antinoe, tern. pr. n.,

Pans., , , {,) an
ambiguity in the law, Plut. Hence, , , relating to an
ambiguity in the laws : to avr.=:foreg.,

Plut.

ANTl..-,{,-) to ynake laws against, ,
Plut., ov, of different mind 0
character, Hipp. : in Hom. only as

prop. n. : v. sq., contr., ov, 6,

Antiiwus, one of the suitors of Pene-
lope, freq. in Od.— 2. a handsome
Bithynian youth, a favourite of

Adrian. Paus. 8, 9, 7., -, {, -) to warn in return, Plut., ov, {,) back

to back, Diod., to set one's self against,

oppose to, Pind. O. 13, 47 : from', ov. Ion., ovv,{, ) strictly scraped against

;

but USU, turned against, opposed to,

hostile,. Hdt. 7, 218, etc. : to -, opposition, Hdt. 1, 174: the
strict Ion. form is, ov, though
Hdt. does not use it., {, ) to scrape in

turn, Anstid. [i], ov, 6, Antiolochus,

masc. pr. n., Diog. L.

i'AvTiov. ov, TO, Antium, a city of the
Volsci in Latuim, Strab.. as adv.,=.. against,

Horn., and Hdt. : v. sub.. , , a part of the loom,

Ar. Thesm. 822; called by Poll.., dep. c. fut. mid. --
: aor. pass, =,

to meet, esp. in battle, to resist, op-

pose, , freq. in Hdt. ; also .
Tivl , Hdt. 7, 9 ; .', only 9, 7, 2, ubi v. Schweigh.

:

absol. =:,
Hdt. 1, 207. The Hom. forms -. etc., belong to, q. v.^, , , Antiope. mother of
Amphion and Zethus, Od. 11, 260.
—2. daughter of Thespius, ApoUod.
2, 7, 8.

—

3. an Amazon, wife of The-
seus, Eur., , , {) set against,

and so,— I. local, over asainst, oppo-

site : in Hom. of any meeting, etc.,

hostile or friendly : ,, etc. : c. gen., before one,

in one's presence, Lat. coram, e. g.'.'; also

before the gen., ' -, Od. 16. 14; much more rarely

c. dat., as II. 7, 20, Hdt. 5, 18, Pind.
N. 10, 149.— II. opposite, contrary,, an opinion op-

posed to th(='se, Herm. Eur. Suppl. p.

XIV.: ol,^, Hdi.

9, 62 : , the contrary

way, Hdt. 8, 6: Xen. has the unusu.
construct. ?jr,oL ,
very different from those I have lieard,

An. 6, 6, 34.

—

III. as adv. Hom. and
Hdt. esp. use neut. and,
like and, against, straight

at, right against : against one's will, c.

gen. : in . the ace.

is governed by the verb ; and we
find . ', II. 1, 230, also, Hdt. 2, 2., poet, for-, to stand against, oppose, as con-
trary winds. Soph. Phil. 610., , , Antiachia, the
chief city of Syria, on the Orontes,
Strab.—2. in Caria on the Maeander,
Strab.—3. in Phrygia on the borders
of Pisidia. Strab. Others mentioned
in Strab., etc. : hence adj.-. , , Strab., {,) to drive

toward or against. Pass, to be so car-

ried, Anth.

^, ov, , Antioches, son ot

Melas, ApoUod. 1, 8, 8., , , Antiochis, an
Attic tribe. Plat., etc.

—

2. the terri-

tory of Antiochia in Syria, Strab.\, ov, h, Antiochus. the
name ol many kings of Svria, in

Slrab. Others in Hdt. 9, 33,'etc.. V. sub,., . , an opposite feel-

ing, antipathy, Plut. : counteraction.—
. a suffering for something done, e. g., Plat. Ax. 370 A. [a] : from, to be, have
an aversion, Polyb., , {,) in re-

turn for suffering, Aesch. Eum. 782.

—II. of opposite feelings or properties,

Plut. ; TO.^., {,) to play
one with another, Xen. Cyn. 3, 4.,, 6, , (,) like a child, no better than a child,

Aesch. Eum. 38 : formed like-.—II. a big boy, like and. Soph. Fr. 148., {,) to strike in

return, strike again.—II.=,
Arist. Probl., ov, b, one who
wrestles against, an antagonist, Ael. :

from, {,) to

wrestle against..{,•^.'/., {,) as
pass., to rebound.', ov,{,) strict-

ly tvrestling against, hence set against,

antagonist, opposite, rival,. or, rivalling another, Eur. Ale.

922. Bacch. 544 : , a ri-

val, adversary. Hdt. 7, 236, etc. :, the rival party, Thuc. 2,

45, etc.-^2. matched against each other,

and so like, nearly matched,
nearly balanced,, a rnatch for him,
Id. 1. 11 ; TO -, the equal balance, undecided state

of the action. Id. 7, 71, cf 38 : -, to bring to a state

of balance, Id. 4, 117 : .-, to be in a state of balance, Id.

7. 13 : ., adequate punish-

ment. Eur. I. T. 446 : ,
corresponding to { .), Thuc. 2,

61.—II. fighting against SO as to de-

fend, and so a champion. Aesch.
Theb. 417. Adv. -, Thuc. 8,

87.', fut.-,{,?^) to hold side by side, com-
pare closely, or .
Plat. Apol. 41 , Hipp. Min. 369 C.' . , , a close com-
parison, Arist. Rhet.

', . , a counter-

order.—II. competition for a public of-

fice, Plut. : from.. f. -, (,) to countermand, to order

m turn or also, Xen. Hell. 4, 2, 1 9.

—

II. to stand against another for a public

office, compete, Plut. : in genl. opp. to.
' , , , {,) counter-,

replication.. (,-) to rejily to a, [], {,) to

lead on or in turn against.—II. intr.,

sub., to advance against, Xen.
Hence,., a leading out

or advancing against, Plut., .-, {,
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') to give up or deliver over

in turn, Joseph.'—. ,-{-) placing one against the other,

comparison, Dion. H.', f.-, (,) to run against and get

Tuwul: hence to outflank, Xen. An. 4,

8, 17.. , fut. -, (,) to advise in turn, Dio C.''?., . fut. -, {-
, '/) to invite, siwunoji in

turn or contrariwise, Thuc. G, 8G.\'\7, (,-
to be situated opposite, to lie near

on the opposite side, Polyb. 3, 37, 7.:7/, {.-') as dep., to exhort in turn or

contrariwise, c. inf., Thuc. 6, 13, and
Xen., fut.-,(,?)) to take and put

just opposite, compare closely,

, Isocr. Ill ., {, napaJ-v-) to annoy in turn, Thuc. 4, 80., fut. -:7.,
{..) to sail along wi the

other .side, Thuc. 2, 83.', as pass.,=,, Polyb.
^,.-,{.) as dep., to pre-

pare one\ self in turn, arm on both

sicZes, Thuc. 1.80, etc., , , {, -) mutual preparation, Thuc. 1,

141., (,) to encamp oppo-

site. Dion. .-,,,(-) drawing up against, esp. of

an army : resistance, Joseph. : victory,

Dion. ti.,,.{-) a stretching out against : opposi-

tion ; comparison.', Att. -, fut.

-, {,) to draw out

against, esp. in order of battle. Pass.

to stand in array agai^ist, Thuc. 1, C3:, in bat-

tle array, Thuc. 5, 9.
', f. -, (,) to stretch side by side trver

against : hence to compare one with an-

other, Ti , Plat. Phaedr. 257 C.

., (,-
]) tn set out agaitist, to compare one
to another, . Plat Apol. 40 I).',,(,-) to give way in turn or mutually., {,) to

march m^er against Or along side of.

like armies on opposite banks of a
river, Xen. An. 4, 3, 17.

', , , =-: from, (,-)=. Diog. L., (,)
to lend out against, oppose to : to lead on
an army, ahvays in sight of the enemy,
like, Philijjp. ap. Dem.
239, 6 : also intr., to march against,

Plut.—II. to compare. Id., (,)
to march out against, Plut.—11. to give

way 171 turn., (,-
)={6;.. Dio C.,-,(,-) to examine in turn, confront

with, Dion. H., {,-
uai)=.
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,{,) tofur-
nish or supply in turn, Thuc. 6, 21 : tn

replace., (,-) to persuade, comfort in turn, Plut., (,) to

stretch along, Arist. Mund., (, -) to ride or had cavalry along op-

posite, Arr., fut.-, (,/) to place opposite.
'[,{,)-) dep. mid., to speak freely in

turn. Plut., (,) to

write a parody in competition, Strab.', f. -, {,) to suffer or endure in turn, -, also with adv., ., to

suffer evil for evil, Xen.. opp. to ?/-
or •., to receive good for

good. Soph. Phil. 584, so '. Plat. Gorg. 520 , cf.-
: also . , 1 hue.

3, 61 : 70, neut. ])art.

perf. retaliation, reciprocity, Arist. Eth.

N.— II. to counteract,, Diosc.—III.

to be of opposite nature, Polyb. 34, 9, 5.'^'. (.) to

clatter or make a noise against, like

the wind, Thuc. 3, 22.', , , Antipatria. a

city of Elymiotis on the borders of

lllyria, Strab.

t'Av7t7rarpi(5//f. ov, 6, Antipatridcs,

masc. pr. n., Plut. Amat. 16 ;
prop.

son of Antipater. From
t'AvTt'-arpof, , 6, Antipater, a

general of Alexander the Great, and
father of Cassander, Dem. 362, fin.

—2. grandson of foreg.. king of Ma-
cedonia.—3. a Thasian, Hdt. 7, 118.— 1. an Athenian archon. Diod. S.

14, 103.—Others in Strab., Paus.,

etc.'?, (,)
to love, cherish in turn. Hence,, , and -yia,

. , love in return, esp. the nfiutual

love of parents and children, cf..',(,) to send

back an an.^ver, Hdt. 2, 114: to send

in return, Soiih., , (,)
causing grief in turn, v. 1. Aesch.
Eum. 782, for., , , v. sub. Adv.-.

', adv. for,
Polyb.

' . -, (,-) to pierce through in turn, Anth... aiov, lying over

against, esp. beyond sea, II. 2, 635

:

from, Ion.. (,) anv.. = sq., Xen.: also as

adj.,'' , Asia and
the opposite coast, Mosch. 2, 9., adv., mer against, on

the other side of. c. gen., Thuc. 2, 66,

etc. : in late writers also c. dat. : also

absol., ^ ., Thuc. 1, 100,

cf 4, 92., from the opposite

side, c. gen., Ap. 2, 1030 : from', Ion. for,
q. V., (,) to

turn or bring round against the enemy,
Polyb. 1,22, 8. Hence

', , , opposite mo-
tion.

'.., (,-) to surround, encompass, LXX.., (,)

to draw round to the other side, Sext.

Emp., (,)
to echo around., f. -, (,) to bring raund, ,
Polyb.: to surround and eiiclose, Arist.

Probl., and Meteor. Pass. c. aor. 2

and perf act., to turn round, to be en-

closed. ]b., fut. -.-,(.) to embrace vi

turn, Xen. Symp. 9. 4.'/.. fut. -.,
(',/.) to tail round 07i the

other side, Strab.,,, a draw-
ing off, diverting from an object, ., to draw one away, Polyb.

:

and', ov, o,=foreg.,

Diod. : from,.-,{.-) to drniv iff tlie enemy, make a

dirtrsion, Polyb. Pass, to be drawn

off all round, Arigt. Part. An. [].. .{-) placing around, encmnpass-

ing; a shutting in closely, Arist. Probl. :

an opposing pressure, counteraction.',.,{.-) to turn round to the other side.

Hence. . , a turning

round to the other side, Plut.
', , (,-) to go round to the other side, en-

compass in turn, Plut.'/. fut. -ipvSu, (,) to cool, refresh in turn,

Plut. [i]
'^, ,(,)

to pu.'.-h round to the other side, press

round in turn. Plut. Hence.. , a pushing or

pressing back of any surrounding body,

Phit.. Att. -, (,) to cook or digest in turn. Pass.

of food, to be quite digested, Arist.

Probl.
', ov, (,) in-

stead of stone, stone-like, rocky. Soph.
O. C. 192 ; formed like,, etc.,, {.-, (, -) to leap in turn or against.,, , (,)
wooden chest. Eur. Ion 19. (Said to

be a Lesbian word.), (,) to maim
in turn., -, (,) to

press against or in turn., f. -, (,) to fill in return.—, f. -, (,) to kindle, burn in return.
', f. -, {,) to fall against, Arist. Probl. :

to fall upon as an enemy, Polylj. : to

be adverse, and . Polyb. :

to strive again.9t, resist, N. T.—II. of

things, to fall out in an adverse maimer
or ill, Polyb., ov, (,)
formed like, like.—iao, Soph.
Fr. 268.^, (-.) to plait,

twist in turn., ov, (,)
with its side opposite : in genl. opposite.

Soph. Fr._ 19./,, f. -.., (,
,') to sail against, Thuc. 1, 50.

—

II. to sail against the wind. Lob.' Al.

1072.., , , , (,



^) striking against.—. Pass.

stricken^ beaten by the storm,.
Soph. Ant. 592..~, {,?) to fill

in tttrn or against,. vavr, to

man the ships against the enemy, Thuc.
7, 69, etc.—11. to fill up by new mem-
bers, uvT. 70?., Xen. Cyr. 2, 2,

26.), fut. -, (,,-) to strike in turn, Arist. M. Mor.
'AvTLTT/.ota, , , () a

sailing with contrary winds, Polyb. :

metaph. resistance., fut. -, {,) to blow against, of winds,-
?... Hipp.—II. to hinder by foul

winds, Plut. : metaph. of adverse for-

tune, Polyb., cf, Ruhiik. Rut.

Lup. p. 123. Hence, , 7/.=sq.', , , a contrary wind:

from., ov, contr.,, (, ) blowing against,

caused by adverse winds,,
Aesch. Ag. 149; .. Id. Pr.

1088. Adv.-.', , v..^.,{,) tolong

Jor in turn, Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 28., {,) to do in

return, opp. to, Plat.

;

. Tiva or, to do one good

or ill in return : also .,
Xen. An. 3, 3, 7, and. .
Plat. Gorg. 520 . Mid. usu. c. gen.,

to exert one's self about, to seek after a

thing, Isocr. 1 : esp. to lay claim tij,

Lat. sibi arrogare, /'., Thuc.

4, 122,, Isocr.,,-, Plat. : to pretend to, C. inf..

Plat. Meno 91 C : to contend ivitkone

for a thing, , more rarely

Tivl , Xen. An. 2, 3, 23
;

5, 2, 11.—IL in Polyb., to stand firm.

Hence,, , a laying claim

to a thing, undue assumption, Dion. H., ov, {,) in

requital or repayment, USU. for ill,

AescU. Eum. 268: as subst., av-~,=^~•, requital, retribution,. ,, to

exact retribution for a thing, Aesch.
Pers. 476, Soph. El. 592 ;,
to suffer retribution. Soph. Phil 316.

—

II. as pr. n. Antipoenus, a Boeotian,

Pans. 9, 17, 1.',,() to

wage war against one, Thuc. 3, 39,

Plat., etc.
'7, ov, = sq., Hdt. 4,

134, 140, Thuc. 3, 90.', ov, {,)
warring against, esp. oi,
enemies, Hdt. 7, 236 ; 8, 68, 2.

?.(), .-,{,)
to build in turn or over against,

Joseph., , . -, {,)) to besiege in turn, Thuc. 7,

28., , , {,)
rival city, Strab.—2. as pr. . Anti-

polis, a city of Gallia Narbonensis,
now Antibes, Strab., , , the adverse

partij in the state, Polyb.—II. an oppo-

site policy : party-spirit. Id. : from', {,-) to conduct the government on an
opposite policy, be a political opponent,

Tiva, Plut. : in genl. to oppose

by divers arts and devices., , to exert one's self

against, App.: from, ov, {,) like

toil, toilsome, Aesch. Eum. 268, ace. to

Lachm. : formed like., mid., c. aor. pass.,

{,) to advance against,

march to meet another, Xen. Hell. 7,

3,5.,,.-, {, -) to ravage, lay waste in return, Eur.
Tro. 359., ov, {,)
over the Straits ; kv,, in the parts oppo-

site Peloponnesus, Eur. Mel. 1., , , {,) title of a comedy of
Dioxippus.', ov, {,) like, on the opposite coast,

over against, Aesch. Pers. 66, Supp.
544., , ,, , gen. -,{,) with the feet opposite.

Plat. Tim. 63 A : ., the Antipo-
des, Strab. 15 A, and Plut., ov, , Antippus, masc.
pr. n., Thuc. 5, 19, v. 1..,,, counteracting,

Anton. ; and, , , counteraction,

opposition, Dion. . : from, Att.-. Ion.--, fut. -^, {,) to act

against, seek to counteract, oppose,,^, Hdt.
1,92., {, -) as mid., to send counter-ambas-
sadors, Thuc. 6, 75., ov, 6, {,)3) an ambassador's substi-

tute., Ion. for,
Hdt.,, ,{,-) mutual preference or choice,

Arist. Eth. E./, fut.-,{, /.) to put forward or
propose instead of another, Plat. Legg.
755 D : to use as a shield or defence.

Hence,, , a putting for-
ward or proposing instead of another.
Plat. Legg. 755 D., {,) to

comeforward against,, Thuc. 6, 66., {,) adv.,

for next to jwthing, cheap, Xen. Ages.
1, 18., {,-) as mid., to retort a legal challenge{, q. v.), Dem. 979, 9., verb. adj.

of, one must
anticipate in turn, Arist. Rhet. Al.,, ,{,-) retorting of 7... {,) to

drink to in turn, Dionys. ap. Ath. 669 E.', {,-) to address in turn, salute again,

Plut.&, {,-) as mid., to heap in turn: .
yrjv, to scrape up new soil upon,

Xen. Oec. 17, 13., {,) to

go against, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 24., {,)
aor. 2. no pres. in use, to accost in turn,

Aristid., f.- Att.-, {,) to march or
ride against, sub.,,
DioC., fut. of-, Xen. Mem. 3, 13, ]., {,-

ANTI) dep..,=, Dio, {, -) to summon in turn, Dem.
1153, 3.,{,)
to fall down before and worship in turn,

Plut., f.-,{,) to bring in turn,/, Xen. S\Tnp. 5, 9., ov, {,-) with the face towards, face to face,

Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 25. Adv.-, Arist.

Mir., , , a counter

proposal : from', f.-,{,-) to hold ovi in turn, Xen. Hell.

4, 1,31.', fut. -, {,) to put out, propose in turn,

Dio C., ov, {,)
with the prow towards,, Hdt. 8, 11,

and Thuc. : in genl. like-, fronting, face to face, open,

Soph. Tr. 223.,, ,{)
a stumbling against, LXX.,, ,{) a

falling against, resistance, Hipp.—II.

in Gramra. are interchange of cases.

Hence, , , belonging to. Adv. -, with such
interchange, Gramm., ov, {,) with

the rump toward, rump to rump, Arist.

H. A.7., ov, {, 7.) oppo-

site the door or gate, with the gates op-

posite, Hdt. 2, 148.
', fut. -,{,) to ask after, in-

quire in return, v. 1. Xen. Hell. 3, 4,

10, for >., ov, {,)
like a tower fort, Eur. Bacch. 1097

;

formed like, etc. Hence.,.-, to build a
tower over against, C. acc. COgnat. -
7.1V, to rear up a rival towered city,

Aesch. Eum. 688.. {,) to

return signals by beacons{) Po-
lyb..{,) to

speak against, Joseph., {,) to coun-

terpoise, balance, Aesch. Ag. 574, cf.., f.-,{,)
to flow towards.

'*, assumed pres. for de-
riv. of.', {,) to

break opposite ways, Plut.. , , a gainsaying,

altercation, Polyb. : and, verb. adj. (as if from
*), one must speak against.

Plat. JPolit. 297 B., ), , inclined to

gaiiisay, disputatious., ov, TO, {, )
sub., Antirrhium, a promontory
of Aetolia opposite Rhium in Achaea,
Strab., , , {,)
Antirrhodus, an island before Alex-
andrea, Strab.,,,{) aflotv-

ing back, hack current, Theophr.,, , a counterpoise,

Hipp. : from, ov,{) coun-

terpoising, counterbalancing, ,
14)



Dem. 12,6:7.,
bear up (against) the grief that weighs
down the uthtr scale. Soph. El. 119:
hence in genl. equivalent to, like uv-. Xen. Oec. 3, 15. Adv.-,
Id. Hell. 5, 1, 36.', {, )=:•.,(,) dep.,

to revere in turn, Plut., f.-, (-
,) to return pride with
pride, Arist. Pol./,,.-,,,)
to weigh against :', having counterbal-

anced your former hajjpiness (by pres-
ent woe), Eur. Hec. 57.—2. to restore

the balance, compensate, amend.— II.

intr. to be equal in weight, to counter-

poise, j^ony, to be

twice as heavy, Aesch. Pers. 437.

Hence, , , equipoise,

compensation./, Ion. , , a
restoring the balance : hence compensa-
tion, retribution, Ildt. 4, 50.. . -, (, -) to signify, comynand in turn,

Joseph. : to interpret against one.^, , , (,)
Antisthene.i, a pupil of Socrates, and
founder of the cynic school, Plat.

Phaed. 59 B.—2. a disciple of Hera-
clitus, Diog. L.— 3. of Rhodes, a
Greek historian, Polyb.— 4. a Spar-
tan adnural, Thuc. 8, 39, Xen. Hell.

3, 2, 6., , (,) Sig-
ma reversed, as a critical mark, Di-
og. L.,,.-, (,-) to be silent in turn, Ar. Lys.
528., f.-, (,) dep. mid., to furnish, ar-

range, in turn, Xen. Ages. 8, 0., f. -, (,-) to mock in return, Dion. H., fut.- Att.-,(.) to use tricks

or intrigues in turn, Arist. Pol. Hence'/. ov, , one who seeks
to refute by sophistry or trick, Luc.,(,) to make even
or equal m turn Pass, to stand against
one on equal terms, Thuc. 3, 11.,, ,() a
drawing back, esp. of the humours of
the body, Hipp.,,,()
a drawing awayfrom an object, a diver-

sio?i, like(, Polyb.

—

II. contsMdiction, quarrel, Joseph.—2.

an occasion of quarrel.^, ov,,^, a
convulsion, Ar. Lys. 967., , , able to draw
away or divert.—II. in metre, antispas-
tic, V. sq., ov, ()
drawn over or in the contrary direction.

—II. act. drawing over, counteracting

:

but also like a spasm, convulsive,-,= . Soph. Tr. 770,
like, etc.

—

III. as subst.

., in prosody, an antispasltts,
,

a foot made up of an iambus and tro-

chee, e. g.., . -, (,)
to draw in turn, draw to itself, Xen.
Cyn. 5, 1. Pass, to be drawn back,

suffer a check, Arist. Rhet.— II. to

slander, Lat. traducere.—III. =-, to cling to, c. gen., Ap. Rh.

—

IV. intr. to be against, resist, [], (,) to
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hasten in turn : to oppose eagerly,

Tiva, Antiphon 112, 16., , , (,-) substitute for (mineral) ashes,

e. g. vegetable ashes., ov, (,)
serving instead of ashes, Diosc.—U. as
subst., voo,=^oeg.,{.•),(,-)=, Dio C.. , , Antissa. a city of
Lesbos, Strab. : hence adj.-, a, ov, of Antissa, Antissaean,
Thuc. 3, 18., , -,(-)=^. Hence, , ,=^-.,, -),=^., , (,)
balancing : and so equivalent to, in

compensation for, . Soph. El.
571., f. ->,(,-) to stir Qr for7n a party against,
op2mse,. Xen. An. 4, 1, 27. Hence, , ,=-, Dio C.,^,,(,)
an opposite or party,

.. Plat. Rep. 560 .—II.

standing against, opposition, Plut. :

,, equipoise, Arist. Mund., , , (me of the

opposite faction or party, Hdt. 1, 92,
etc.,^^, stand
against, resist. Plat. : esp. to be a
political opponent, Hdt. 3, 52 : from, , ,()
an opponent, adversary, Aesch. Theb.
518. [a] Hence', , , fit, dispo.sed

for resisting. Adv. —., , , (,-) the part of the back opposite the

breast., Ion. for.,, , a prop or
support, Hipp. : and, , , a propping,
supporting.— 2. a resisting: in pro-
linnc. the clashing ofconsonants , Schaf.
Dion. Comp. p. 200 : from,.,(,)
to .support, Arist. Probl. : to resist,,
Hipp. Pass, to be supported or lean
against, Hipp., , , and, , , =-

: from, (,)
stand opposite in rows or pairs,, Xen. An.
5, 4, 12 : to dajice opposite, . ,
to be one's partner in a dance. Id.

Symp. 2, 20 : in genl. to be opposed to:

and', , , a standing op-

posite in pairs,, Arist. Probl.—
II. a puttiiig one letter in the place of
another, Ath.: from', ov, (,)
ranged opposite in rows or pairs, Arist.

Inc. An. : in genl. standing over against,. , like a man's shadow,
Eur. Andr. 745, ubi al . ,
just like a shadow. Adv. -. Hence, ov, (, )
having the mouth or orifice opposite.', (, -) dep., to take the field, make war
against, , Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 26.— II.

the act. first occurs in App. in signf.,

to levy or enlist again., to be-
; in genl. to act against as an

enemy, , Dion. H.—II. to be the

general's/. or lieutenant,

at Rome to be Propraetor : from

),,.(,) commander against another, tlie

enemy's general, Thuc. 7, fc6.—II. the

lieutenant of the, esp. at

Rome, the Propraetor or Ltgatus
Praetoris, Polyb., ov, 6, (,) a soldier of the enemy,
Joseph., , 7i,=^sq.,
Polyb.

'/^, , , an
encamping opposite, the position of two
armies in sight of one another, Dio C :

from, (, -) to encamp over against,, Isocr. 130 D : more usu. in mid.,
Hdt. 1, 76, Thuc. 1, 30, and Xen., a, ov, verb. adj.

from, that may beconverted,

convertible,'\ogic-d\ term in Arist. Org.', ov, turned about,

able to be so turned : .,
machines that move on a pivot or
swivel, Diod. : from', f. -, pf. -,(,) to turn to the other side,

turn back or about : hence to retort an
argument, Arist. Org. : as logical

term, to convert the terms of a syllo-

gism, lb. ; and so in pass, to be con-

vertible, lb. : so too in pass.,-, the case is reversed.—U.
seemingly intr., sub.,-, vavv, etc., to turn about, face
about, Xen. — 2. in logic, -a -, convertible terms : also
correlatives, Arist. Org. : •, a retorted argument, Gell. 5, 11.

lence, , , a turning back
oi about.—II. in choruses and dances,
the antistrophe or returning of the

Chorus, exactly answering to a pres-

vious /, except that they now
danced Irom left to right instead oi
from right to lelt : hence the name
given to the words of this part of the
choral song, v. Pind., and Trag.
passim.

—

111. in Rhet., the figure of
retortion, Dion. II.—IV. in Gramm.,
an inverted construction, as, , for -, ., , , the lyrical

parts of Greek dramas, consisting of
strophes and a>Uistrophes, Gramni.

:

from', ov, ()
f&rned and put opposite, set over against,

the opposite of a thing : but also the

correlative or counterpart of it,

and, Plat., cf. Gorg. 464 B, 465
D. Adv. —, contrariwise to, .
Plat. Rep. 539 D.

—

II.,—, Schaf. Dion. Comp.
225, 260, 430. Adv. -.

', ov, , (,-) a counter-senate, name given
by Marius to his body-guard, Plut.
Syll. 8., (,)
to compare one with another, [], (,-) to answer by regular argu-
ment, Arist. Rhet. Hence

'?., ov, , a counter-

argument, Arist. Rhet., (,)
to succour in turn. Longin., f. -, (,) / ., to

write a Symposium in rivalry of Plato,
Luc., (,)



ANT
( chime in with in turn, answer in song,

Plut.', (,)
to meetface to face, or in turn, Anth., f. -' Att. -,
{,) to play at ball against,

oi uvT., the parties in a match at

ball, Xen. Rep. Lac. 9, 5.

'(^,{.-,{,)
to slaughter in turn, Dio C.;, 2 plur. imperat. aor.

2 mid. ot, Od., fut.- Att. -,
to rival in gestures Or rhetorical tricks,

Dion. H. Hence, ov, , rivalry in

rhetorical tricks, Dion. H., fut. - Att. -,
{,) to strengthen, secure

agaitist i?i turn. Mid., to maintain a

contrary opinion, Thuc. 3, 44., f.,{.) to

repel by force, Dio C. [in fut. ]',, coliat. form of,
Thuc. 1, 7, etc._, {,) to preserve

in turn.,, ,{)
a counter-disposition : an opposing army,

Diod., verb. adj. from -, one must make resistance,

Tiva, Arist. Top.', , , fit for a de-

fence, Plut.?,, {, -) to weigh against, to preserve a

balance, like, Anth./. ,=1., , , (,)
the Roman Proquaestor, Dio C., , ,{)
setting in array against another, ., ships ranged for battle,

Thuc. 7, 17:,^. Id. 5, 8 :

in genL opposition, Plut.. , ,{) a
stretching against : the setting of a dis-

located limb, Hipp.— 2. opposition, re-

sistance, -. Plat. Legg. 7S1 C.', Att. -, fut. --, {,) to range in battle

against another, or against one an-
other,. etc., , Hdt.
5, 110, Aesch. Theb. 395, etc.: so
too Thuc. in aor. mid., e. g. 2, 87,

Tivi, 3, 56, cf Xen. Hell. 6,

4, 10. Pass, to he ranged or drawn out

against, , Hdt. 7, 103, Xen.,
etc. : also , freq. in Xen. :o,huc.
3, 83 : in genl. to oppose, resist, Polyb., ov, , {,)
Antiiaunis, a northern branch of
Taurus, Strab.', f -, {,)
to stretch, direct against.—2. to stretch

out or offer in return, repay,, Eur. Med. 891.

—

. intr. and
mid., to act or strive against, counteract,

resist, c. dat., and absoL, freq. in Hdt.

:

also iu Pind. X. 4, 60, Eur., etc.—.
of countries and places, to lie over

against,, Plut., fut. - Att. -,{,) to build a wall or fort
against.,, , a counter-

fortification, Thuc. 2, 77.', f. -.{,)
to cut against, i. e. as a remedy or anti-

dote, Eur. Ale. 972 : cf., . -, {,)
to delight in return., f.-,{,)
to make in turn or in opposition.

ANTl, {,) to

form a counter plan or stratagem., {,)
dep. mid.,=foreg., Hdt. 5, 70.,{) to be a

rival in an art.—II. =.
Hence, , , the use of a

counter-stratagem, counter-manoeuvring,

Thuc. 7, 70., ov, {,) a

rival in an art or craft, Ar. Ran. 816., f-,{,)
to set against one another, compare,

oppose, , Simon. II, 7, Hdt. 1,

207 ; 8, 60, and Eur. : . ,
to match one against the Other in battle,

like in Hom., Lat. committere,

Eur. Phoen. 750. Pass, to be com-
pared or matched one against another,

Hdt. 4, 50 ; 8, 83.—II. to place in re-

turn, Eur. Hipp. 620 : give one thing

for another, , Id. I. T. 358.

(,),,{.-, {,)
to do honour to i}i return,, freq. in

Xen. Mid., as law term, to fix a

counter-estimate of damages. Plat., v..,, , the sum of
money fixed by the, v. sq.-

_ , , ,, , ,{)
counter-estimate, esp. as Att. law-

term, a counter-estimate of the penal-

ty, etc. put in by the defendant in

answer to the of the plaintitf,

much the same as, v.

Att. Process, p. 725, Herm. Pol. Ant.
(j 143, 10. [-(>], ov, {,) estima-

ting in turn, requiting.—II. equivalent

to, c. gen., , {,)
to punish in return. Mid. to revenge

one's self on in turn,, Eur. I. T.
357., f. -, {,) to

pay or suffer punishment for a thing,

TL, Theogn. 738, Soph. Aj. 1086. Mid.
to exact or inflict in turn, }-/, to exact death as a

punishment for bringing, Aesch. Ag.
1263 : . , to inflict

punishment on, i. e. punish one for a
thing, Elrnsl. Med. 256, cf II.

[On quantity v. .] Hence,, , repayment, requi-

tal.
', ov, punished for : of

things, expiated.. {,)
to wound in turn, Heliod. 7, 27., {, ) to honour in

return. [On quantity v. .], , -, {, 7.-) to dare to stand against another,
Thuc. 2, 89., ov, {, 7.) da-
ring against all dangers, over-bold,

Aesch. Eum. 553., ov,{) cut as
a remedy for, to, a remedy,
antidote, esp. cut from roots or herbs,
H. Hom. Cer. 229, Pind. P. 4. 394., as pass., to strain

every nerve against, resist stubbornly.

Plat. Tim. : from, ov,{) strained
against, resisting. Plat. Tim. 62 C.

—

II. as subst. Tu, cords to

manage an engine used in sieges, Plut., {,) to shoot
arrows in turn, Xen. An. 3, 3, 15., {,) to bore
right through, c. gen., II. 5, 337 : also
c. ace, .. to break through
or open. II. 10, 267, cf Herm. H. Hom.
Merc. 86, 178.

, ov, (poet, for,
which is not in use, from)
requited, revenged, , the

ivork of revenge, Od. 17, 51, 60:-, revenge for her son,

11. 24, 213., f.-,{,)
to rear in turn., fut.-, {,) to run in turn, Anth., f.-, {,) to meet with in return,,
Simon. 56, Theogn. 642 ; . -, Thuc. 6, 87 : to

hit exactly upon,, Hipp., , (.-,{)
to strike against, esp. of a hard body,

to repel,, Hipp., absol., Plat., and
Arist. Hence/, , striking back, repel-

ling : in genl. hard, solid, like-.,, , striking against

or back, repelling : the resistance of a

hard body : metaph., hardness, rugged-

ness, Dion. H.—II. repercussion, Her-
mes ap. Stob. Eel. 1, 400., , ct. sq. B.',,{,) struck

back, repelled, esp. by a hard body,
thrown hack, echoed, echoing,.
Soph. Phil. 695, 1400 :, as

adv., backwariis. Soph. Ant. 134 : -
., blow against blow, of the

hammer and anvil, Orac. ap. Hdt.

1, 67.—II. act. striking back, repelling,

as a hard body does : hence resisting,

hard. Plat. Tim. 62 C, cf Ruhnk.
Tim.—2. metaph. stborn. obstinate.

Id. Theaet. 156 A ; . Xen.
Ages. 6, 2 : adverse, of events. Id.

Hell. 6, 3, 11 ; ., the adver-

sary, enemy of Jupiter, Aesch. Theb.
521 : . , opposite to, Polyb.
Adv.-. . {,) formed
after, copied: hence to ., an anti-

type, copy, also.,.',{,) to

beat in turn, Ar. Nub. 1424., {.) to reflect

light. Theophr. Hence', , , a reflection, im-

age, elsewh.. []^, , , Antiphanes, a
poet of the middle comedy, Meineke,
1, p. 304, sq.—2. a statuary of Argos,
Pans. 10, 9, 6., ov, ,{,-) an antidote, Heliod., , ,{)
speech in reply : in logic, opposition,

Arist. Org.

'\\., ov, 6, Antiphates, son
of Melampus and father of Oecles,
Od. 15, 242.-2. a king of the Laes-
trygones (gen., ace. --
), Od. 10, 106, 114.—3. an Athe-
nian archon, Dion. H.', , , {)
belonging to, disposed for reply : in

logic, opposed. Adv.-, Arist. Org.\'7., ov. . Antiphellus, the
port of Phejlus in Lycia, Strab.,{) to set one's

self against, match or measure one's

self with another,, II. 21, 357, Ar.
Eq. 813 ; also • ., II. 21,
4*^8 : to fight with one for a prize, Hes.
Th. 609 ; like, cf -

:—more rarelv,, Pind. P. 9, 88.
', , , a return-present

from the bridegroom : from, ov, {,) in-

stead of or for a dower, Aesch. Ag.
406.

'.\., f. -, {,) to

carry or set against. II. mid. and
151



pass,, to set one's self

against. Oil. 16, 238 ; ., 11. 5,

701 ;,, hard to

oppose, II. 1, 5S9 : also c. ace. cognat.,. tlvl, to match one's self

with another in strength, 11. 21, 482
;

like., f. -, {,) to flee or go into exile in turn,, Eur. El. 1091., . -, {, )
to speak against, deny, Plat.; to answer., , , Antiphemus, a

Rhodian, (bunder of Gela in Sicily,

Hdt. 7, 153., f.-, (-
,) to return a sound, echo,

Pind. O. G, 105 : to repeat, iviitate,

Arist. Gen. An.—II. to speak against,

contradict, Luc. Hence,, , an echo., ois{)
returning a sound, echoing, responsive,

Find. Fr. 91.—II. dissonant, discord-

ant.

?.,,(.-, {,)
to love in return.—2. to kiss in return,

Anth. Hence, , , a return of
love. Arist. Eth. N. ; and, , , mutual love, Ar-

ist. Eth. E.
', {,)

to vie with in ambition, ,
Polyb. 1, 40, 11.,(,)
to strive jealously against, resist stub-

bornly. Tivi, Polyb.?.. ov, o, Antiphilus, a poet

of Byzantium, Anth.—2. a painter of

Ale.xandrea, Luc.—Others in Dem.
549, 22, etc.'', to hold contrary

philosophical tenets, Luc. ; and
', , , a rival sys-

tem ill philosophy : from, ov, {,-) of another sect in philosophy.^, , the harbour of
Antiphilus in Troglodytica, Strab., {,-) dep. pass. c. fut. mid., to vie

with from ambition, Plut., {, ?.-) to receive kindly in turn,

Plut., fut.-,{,)
to light vp again Or to meet one,,
Pind. . 3, 36.), to murder in return :

from, ov, {,) in re-

turn for slaughter, in revenge for blood,,,. Aesch. Eum. 982,

Soph. El. 248 : also as
adv.. Soph. Phil. 1156.—II.; deaths by mutual slaughter,

Aesch. Theb. 893. Only in lyric pas-

sages of Trag.

—

III. as masc. pr. n.

Antiphonus, a son of Priam, 11. 24,

250., , ,{) a set-

ting against, opposition., f. -, {,) dep. mid., to take in a car-

go instead : to import in exchange for
exports, Xen. Vectig. 3, 2: also in

pass, aor., to be so imported, ap. Dem.
926, 11.', ov, , a return-freight., ov, , Antiphxis, a son of

Priam, 11. 4, 489.-2. son of Pylae-

menes, an ally of the Trojans, II. 2,

864.—3. son of Thessalus, one of the

Herachdae. 11. 2, 078.—4. son of Ae-
gyptius in Ithaca, Od. 2, 19.—Others

in Od. 17, C8, Apollod., etc.
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., ,{-) fence, bulwark, Plut., f. -, {,)
to express by antithesis or negation.\',, , Antiphrae. inPtol., a city of Marmarica, Strab., , ,{)
a barricading, closing up: .,
the earth's coming between the sun
and the moon, Arist. Org., , ,{)
contradiction, objection.—11. Rhet. and
Gramm., antiphrasis, i. e. the use of

words the reverse of what one
means, e. g. an euphemism,-

for, for., Att. -, fut.-, {,) to barricade,

block up, Xen. Symp. 5, 6., , , belonging to,

like. Adv. -, by way
of, Gramm.. f. -,{,)
to bristle up agaitist, Arist. H. A., ov, ,{,)
a deputy-sentinel.', ov, gen. , {,) disaffected towards., , a watching
against one, , Thuc. 2, 84

:

from,, , a watch posted

to observe another, v. 1. Luc. [v], Att. -, fut. -,{.) to tvatch in turn.

Plat. Legg. 705 E. Mid. to be on 07ie's

guard against,, Xen. An. 2, 5, 3., {, ) to

plant , beget in turn, Pseud-Phoc. 73.,.,{,) to pro-

duce i7i return. Pass. c. aor. 2 and
perf act., to be of a contrary nature.

[']',, , Antipho an
Athenian archon, 01. 90, 3, Diod. S.

12, 80.—2. an Athenian orator, born at

Rhamnus in Attica, B. C. 480, Thuc.
8, 68, etc.—3. a Sophist in the time
of Socrates, Xen. Mem. 1, 6.—4. the
youngest brother of Plato, ace. to

Plut. i\at. Am. 12.—Others in Plat.,

Xen., etc..,.-,{,)
to sound in answer, reply, USU. absol.,

as Aesch. Eum. 303 ; so c. ace. cog-

nat.,., to titter a word in re-

ply. Soph. Aj. 773 ; but c. ace. pers.,

to reply to, answer, Id. Phil. 1065.—II.

in music, to accompany, play on several

instruments so as to produce a harmo-
ny ; also. Hence, , 7/. a returning

of a sound, echoing : a reply, answer., , 7/,=foreg. : from, ov,{,) return-

ing a sound, echoing. responsive to,,
Eur. Supp. 800.—2. disagreeing with,

out of harmony with, Tivi, Plat. Legg.
717 B, 812 D.— II. in nmsic, accompa-

nying on an instrument.—2. as subst.,

TO; an accord in the octave. Ar-

ist. Probl. : also in Eccl. an antiphon,

anthem., ov, 6. {,-) reflexion of light, Plut., {,) to re-

joice in turn or answer,^-, Soph. Ant. 149, where
perh. is not aor. 2 pass.,

but as if from, Mehlhorn in

Jahn's Jahrb., 1831.7^, {,•) to be embittered against, Dion. H., , , Antichares,

masc. pr. n., Hdt. 5, 43., fut. -, Att.-, {,) dep. mid.,

ANTA
to show kindness to in turn,, Hdt.
7, 114., {,-) to yawn before or at,, Arist.

Probl., , , {,)
the thumb, as being opposite, to the
fingers, Arist. H. A.. {,-) to vote against, absol. m Thuc. 6,

13 ; but. , Ar. Eccl.

423. Hence, , ?), a contrary

vote.',, , sc. , {,) the land of the antipodes, Arist.

Coel. 2, 13, 2, and Plut. : hence^^., ov, {, )
played on different strings : in harmony., to be,
Andoc. 34, 30 ; .. to rival one
in the choregia, Dem. 534, 25.,, ,{,)
arival choregus, Andoc. 31, 36, cf.

Wolf Dem. Lei)t. p. XCI., , , {,)
chorus that sings alternately/ ivith an-

other, the song of such chorus., un-Att., aor. 1

: impers., it is sufficient for,, Hdt. (formed like the more
freq..)',, , {,)
reciprocal usage.', {,-) to deliver oracles in turn.,, , and, ov, , the u.^e of
one tense for another, Gramm.-, {.) to play
a stringed instrument in accompaniment
of song, , Ar. .
217. Hence, ov, responsii^e, like, Eur. I. T. 179.-,{,) to blame in

turn., fut.- Att.-, {,) to vote

against, Plut.-, ov, {, -) vot-

ing against, opposing,. Plat. Ale.

2, 150 B.-, ov, {,) in-

stead of life, given for life, Luc.,{.-,{,) to

cool or refresh in return, [v], ,=^.,, ,,{) strictly,

to bale ffut bilge-water, bale the sh>p,

Theogn. 673, and Alcae., cf. Elmsl.
Heracl. 169: in genl. to draw water,

Hdt. 6, 119:. or , to

draw and pour into a vessel, i'lat. Tim.
79 A, Xen. Oec. 7, 40.—II. metaph.
to draw for, i. e. seek after, search for,., Pind. P. 3, 110 ; but

more usu.—2. of toil, suffering, etc.,

to drain dry, i. e. bear to the last. •
vov,, , like Lat.

exantlare, exhnurire lahores, etc., Monk
Hippol. 902.—3. •, to

drain, i. e. squander, Soph. El. 1291,,=.",, , (uit/Ifm'^ t'^nt

which is emptied, a bucket, pad, Piut.
—11. an emptying.

"^.,, , a drawing vp or
emptying, Ael.,, o,= sq., ov, 6, one who draws up.

—II. a vessel to draw water, a huchii,, , lov, belonging to

drawing up, TO., sub., a
bucket.', , , also, , a
baling out of bilge-water, cf..—*



ANTO
II. =7, bilge-water : in genl.

mud, dirt, Ar. Pac. 17 : also the hold

itself. Soph. Phil. 482./.-,, 6, a bucket,

Menand. p. 17, but v. Aleineke.', ov, TO, a bucket, Ar. Fr.82.

•ANTAON, ov, 70,= sq., ov, 0, in Horn, the hold

of a ship, where the bilge-water set-

tles, Lat. sentiua, Od. 12, 411 ; 15, 479 :

also the bilge-u-ater in the hold,/., to let in water, leak, Aesch.
Theb. 790 ; /. , to

pump out waterfrom a ship, Lat. senti-

nam exhaurire, Eur. Tro. 686 : -, to put in the lowest, dirti-

est part of the ship, i. e. treat despite-

fully, Pind. P. 8, 14, cf Lob. Aj. 804:-' , to slip into

the mud, i. e. get into a difficulty,

Elmsl. Eur. Heracl. 168.—2. poet,

in genl. the sea, Pind. O. 9, 79, Eur.
Hec. 1025.—IL a bucket, ship^s pump.
—lU. a heap o/ corn, thrashed but not

yet cleansed, later, Nic, v. Jac. Anth.
2, 2, p. 227. (Perh. from : Pott
from, /, cf. '/., -, from Sans, tul, Lat. tuli, tol-

lere, Forsch. 1, 265.), f. -, {,) to lament in return. [0], {,)
to build, fortify against, Polyb. Hence, , , a building

against. Id., ov, {,) living

opposite, Plut., {,) to

pity in return,, Eur. Ion 312.^, {, ) =
foreg., Thuc. 3, 40., {,) dep. c.

aor. pass,^,, to be of contrary

opinion. Plat. Theaet. 178 C.
'kvTo7.i),, , poet, contr. for ava-

7., a rising, usu. in plur.?, Od. 12, 4, and Trag.?., , , poet, for/.,
Nonn. : ', adv., poet, for, from the east, 0pp., defect, dep., only used
in pres. and inipf., {,) like

and, to meet, light upon,
c. dat., /,/, II. 15, 698 ; but
also c. gen., first in Pind. P. 2, 130:
absol., -/. , the

do^le breastplate stoid in the way, op-

posed, II. 4, 133, but ace. to Doder-
lein, the breastplate met, lapped over,

so as to be double.—II. c. ace. pers.,^=, to approach with prayers,

entreat,, Ar. Thesm. 97 : also
c. ace. rei,. —, to beg
in another's behalf, Soph. O. C. 243.

Only poet., fut.- and --, {,) to sicear in turn,

c. inf , Xen. Hell. 3, 4. 6.—II. as Alt.

law-term, to swear, one against the

other, take an (q. v.), freq.

in Oratt. : also in mid., Isae. 50, 17., fut. -, {,) to serve mutually...-,{,-) to name instead, call by a new name,
Thuc. 6. 5.—II. to speak in tropes, Ar.
Thesm. 55 : in Gramm. to use uvt-, Rhet.—2. to use the pro-

noun, Gramm. ; cf. sq. Hence, , , a different

name : hence antonomnsia, i. e. the us-

ing an epith., patronym., or appellat.

for a proper name, and vice versa,

Yit. Honi. : also in Gramm. the pro-

noun, or the use of it, Lat. pronomina-
tio. Bast. Greg. p. 399.'.., , , a digging in

turn: from

,.,{,)
to dig against, dig a counter-mine, Hdt.

4, 200., {,)
dep., to dance against, imitate in danc-

ing, Arist. H. A., f. ?., {,-) to owe another a good turn, Thuc.
2, 40.?.), {, 7.)
to look in the face, meet face to face,

defy, withstand, and Tiva,

Polyb. : from/., ov, {,-) looking in the face, defying.', , ,=^ :

from', , ,{) hold-

ing against, holding fast., {,) to for-

tify in turn., ,, {) be-

longing to or like a cave : haunting caves

orgrots, Eur. ap. Steph.Byz.v.uirpoj',
cf. Meineke Com. Frag. 2, 1, p. 434., poet for.,, ,{) pecul.

fem. of, hence^,.,
grot-Nymphs, Anth., ov,{,)
living in caves, Orph.^, ,{) like

or full of caves, Plut., adv., formed like -, from a cave, Pind. P. 4, 181., , , Lat. antrum, a
cave, grot, cavern, hole : Hom. only in

Od., mostly as a haunt of the nymphs
and woodland gods, for which
is more usu. : also in Pmd., and
Trag. (Deriv. uncertain, perh. from,, through which the wind
blows. Pott.), ,{,) bom
in caves ; uVT., cavernous rocks,

Orph., , {,)
cave-harmting, epith. of nympns and
Pan, Id., , =, ftdl

of caves,, Xen. An. 4, 3, 11.

V,, and , and pi. oi, Antron, a city of Thessaly,
II. 2. 697 ; hence adj., a,

ov, of Antron, Antronian, Strab.

VAvtv7.7m, , , Antylla, a city not
far from Alexandrea, Ath. p. 33 E.7, ov, , Antyllus, masc. pr.

n.. Plut., etc.—2. as title of a comedy
of Nicostratus, Meineke l,p. 347., } Of . , strictl)', any round-

ed or curved body, and so—I. in Hom.
(only in II.),— 1. the rim of the round
shield, with or without or, 11. 6,118; 18,479.-2. the

rail or high rim of the chariot, some-
times made double, -, II. 5, 728 ; it rose
in front to a point on which the
reins might be hung, lb. 262, 322, cf.

: later also in plur., the chariot it-

self. Soph. El. 746. Eur. Phoen. 1193.

—II. post-Hom.,— 1. the frame of the

lyre, Valckn. Hippol. 1131.—2. the

disc of the moon, Mosch. 2, 88.—3.

the orbit of the planets, H. Hom. 7,

8.—4. in Nonnus, the roundedparts of
the body, ,,
the breasts, hips., Ion. for-, Hdt. [t], Ion. for-) Hdt., , . {,) respon-

sive singing : hence, , singing in ansu-er to,

/.oyuv,' Ar. Thesm. 1059.— II. act.

sung in answer,, Anth.

ANYM, , f. -, {,)
to push against or back, Arist. Mech., ov, {,) shoulder
to shoulder, side by side : hence a next
door neighbour, Cleomed. 4., , ,{) an
oath taken by one against another : and
SO as Att. law-term, the oath taken on
one side by the plaintiff, on the other by
the defendant, that their cause was
just, also called, cf. Ruhnk.
Tim., Stallb Plat. Apol. 19 : it

formed part of the : hence
the form or words of this oath, Plat,

ibid. ; also . , Lys. 169,
38.

VAvTuv,, , Anton, masc. pr.

n., Plut., {,) dep.,

to buy instead, Xen. Oec. 20, 26 : to

bid against,7^?, Lys. 165, 5, and
Dem.', , , the Lat. Antonia,
Anth., , , (he Lat. Antoni-
nus, Hdn.^^, ov, , Antonius.', , , {,)
word used instead of a noun, pronoun,
Lat. pronomen, Dion. H. : the use of
such a word. Hence, , , belonging to, pronominal, Dion. H. Adv.—, like a pronoun.-,=^7^, to look

straight at, Clem. Al. : from, , and', ov.. Rh.,^sq., , {, ) with the

eyes towards, looking straight at, facing,/., Eur. 1. A. 585 : be-

fore the eyes, in front, Luc. : in genl.

straight opposite : manifest : also like,

Opp. Neut., as adv.,=:av-., , , {)
pushing against or back. Arist. Respix.',, ,=, Clem..'7, {,) to as-

sist, benefit in turn,, Xen. Mem.
2, 10, 3. Pass, to derive profit in turn,

lb. 2, 8, 3.

adv. of sq. ., Anacr.
62., ov, {a priv.,)
not insulted, not ill-treated, not outraged.

II. act., without insulting, not outrage-

ous,, Plut., cf. foreg., ov, {a priv.,)^=7, incurable.

'Avv^, {,) to

moisten, soften, and mix again, Hipp.
Hence', ov, , a moistening,

softening, Archig. ap. rib.', ov, {a priv.,) with-
out water., {,)
dep., to draw up water. Pherecr. Cori-
ann. 11., ov, {a priv.,)
unwatered.', , , want of water,

drought, Thuc. 3, 88 : from", ov, {a priv.,) want-
ing water, waterless, freq. in Hdt. :, sub. }, or , sub.. Hdt. 3, 4, 9./., ov. {a priv., ) without

wood.—11. immaterial, incorporeal., ov, {a priv.,)
without the nuptial song, unutdded.
Soph., and Eur.'•, Dor. for, from av-. Theocr. 7, 10. [u]. ,=^, f/ •, the work was finished, Od. 5, 243.
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', (,) to praise in

song, Eur. El. 1190.

,/<-(•, ov, (a priv.,)
unwedded, Soph. El. 165 : uv. yovijv. to be born of an evil marriage,

U. Ant. 080, ubi v. Schol., ov, {a priv.,) not

bridal, unwedded, uv.. Soph. El.

1183: , a bride that is

no bride, unhappy bride, Eur. Hec.
f>l'2 : /, un-

hallowed embraces, Sopn. El. 492.— II.

without bride or mistress,,
Eur. Hel. 1125., ov, (a priv.,ii7ramof)
innocent. Heliod., ov, (a priv.,)
not eiisling. unreal, Flut. Hence^. , , non-existence,

nonentity, Sext. Einp., ov, {a priv.,)
unyielding, hard', ov, (a priv.,-) not excepted. Adv. -^,
xoithout ejcception, Anton.', ov, {a priv.,-) not passed or overcome, Diog.

L. 7, 93.', ov, (a priv.,-
7.'/.<)) not to be excelled, unconquera-

ble. Lys., and Dein. Adv. -,
Arist. Rhet.

', ov, (a priv.,-) not delayed, immediate.—II. act.

not delaying. Adv. —.
'A , ,=,

strictly lengthd. collat. form of -.', , , ( priv.,-
OXpia) want of haughtiness or vanity., ov. (a priv.,-) not liable to the, not

accountable, irresponsible, absolute, Ar.

A''esp. 587, and Plat. 'Adv. -., ov, (a priv.,)
not obeying,. Plat. Tim. 73 A.

'-, ov, (a priv., /)
beardless., ov, (a priv.,-) witlunU attendance, Eurypham.
ap. Stob., (,) to rouse

from sleep., , ,,, ov, are later forms of. -, -, only

found in late prose, as Plut., Luc.
etc., Lob. Phryn. 445., , , a going bare-

foot. Plat. Legg. 633 C ; and,,.-, to go bare-

foot, Luc. : from', ov, (a priv.,)
unshod, barefoot, as the philosophers
and Spartans, Epicharm. p. 60, Plat.,

etc., cf Becker Charicles 2, p. 364,

sq. : also with old shoes, ill-shod, Em.
Ar. Nub. 103.

', ov, {a.,)
not liable to action, Plut., ov, (a priv.,-
til) not supposititious: not hypothetical,

absolute, Plat. Rep. 510 B, 511 B.—
II. without a subject., ov, (a priv.,)
insupportable, Dion. H. Adv.-.', ov, {a priv.,-) undisguised, without dissimula-

tion, N. T. Adv. -.', ov, ( priv.,-) insupportable.—II. act., unable to

bear. The form is

dub., ov,=foreg., Arist.

Mir., ov, (a priv.,-) unsuspected, tl, in a thing,

Dem 1404, 22.-2. unexpected, Polyb.
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—II. act. unsuspecting,, Id. Adv.-., ov, ( priv.,-) unsuspicious.', ov, without suspicion,

unsuspicious, i. e.— 1. pass, unsuspect-

ed, Thuc. 3, 43, and Xen.—2. act.,

unsuspecting,, Polyb. Adv.—.', ov, ( priv.,-) not to be withstood, irresistible,

unconquerable,. Plat. Legg.
666

;,, Xen.—II.

without subsistence or consistence, Are-
tae.?., ov, (a priv., vno-
?.oa)^sing no concealment.frank,

fearless, Alciphr. Adv. -•., ov, ( priv.,-) vnri'turning., ov, ( priv.,-) from which 7ione return, Orph.', ov, {a priv.,-) 7iot subdued, turbulent.—II. not to

be classified under heads, perplexed, uv., a confused narrative, Polyb., ov, (a priv.,-) not valued, not enrolled in the cen-

sor's books, Lat. 7ion census.—II. uv., a suit, in which the defendant has

put in no estimate of damages.— III.

unpunished, like 7], Jo-
seph. Adv.-., ov, ( priv.,)
without guile., 6, , gen.,{,) for, =,
formed like., ov, (a priv.,-) insufferable

.

. ov, ( priv.,) not

leaning back, Diog. L., , (,) fin-
ishing work, industrious, Theocr., ov,{)=,, efficacious, effectual, .
Plat. Legg. 716 D, , Xen. Cyr.

1, 6. 22. Adv. -. Plat, []"., .() accomplish-

ment, end, II. 2, 347 :, we find no end, accomplish no-

thing, Od. 4, 544 : hence cessation,

Theocr. 25, 93.^, , 6, Any.iis, an early

king of Aegypt, Hdt. 2, 137., and . , Anysis, a
city of Aegypt, Hdt. 2, 137 : hence, a, ov, of Anysis, Anysian,
Id. 2, 166.\€, , , Anysus, masc. pr.

n., Hdt. i, 98., verb. adj. from ,
one must accomplish., , , () fit for ac-

complishing, efficacious, effectual, Arist.

Physiogn. : cf., , () accomplished,

fulfilled : to be, that can be accomplish-

ed, possible, Eur. Heracl. 961 : )', as stilly as possible (like), Schneid. Xen. An. 1, 8,

11 ; so too ?/ ,
Id. Oec. 20, 22.', , , Anyte. a poetess of

Tegea in Arcadia, Pans. 10, 38, 13., ,,^=, Xen.
Hipparch. 2, 6 : condemned by Lob.
Paral. 431.", Dor. for, 3 impf. of, Theocr. []. , , Anytus, a Titan,
Pans. 8, 37, 5.—2. son of Anthemion,
and one of the accusers of Socrates,
Xen., Plat., or better, Att. form
of, only used in pres. and impf,
Pors. Phopu. 46:i : but is bar-

baious, Schiif Greg. p. 70. [•], {,) to un-

weave.—II. weave anno. Plat. Phaed.
87 D.

^, ov, (a priv.,)
unwoven., (,) to raise on
high, Anth. Hence,, , a raised place,
Aesop.',., Att., or better, q. v., and poet,, {)
to accomplish, complete, effect, Lat. con-

ficere, strictly to finish, make complete
by upward growth (v. Thuc. 2, 75, 76)

:

hence— 1. to complete, finish a work,, Od. 5, 243 : absol. ,
he did no good, Hdt. 9, 66.—2. to make
an end of, destroy, 7 ,
Od. 24, 71 : also to kill, for which
Hom. uses.—3. to come to the

end of a journey, 7/ 7/, as
much as a ship gets over (sub. ),
Od. 4, 357, and without this ace,

(sub.), Od. 15. 294, cf Theogn. 511,
Sojih. Ant. 231 ; in Att. freq.

or /uiv ..., to make one's way to

a place, Br. Soph. O. C. 1562 ; so too. Soph. Tr. 657, ,
Eur. Hipp. 743; and without prep.

for -, to reach, arrive at the bridal cham-
ber. Soph. Ant. 805 ; so .,
Eur. Supp. 1142.—4. to attain to. get,

procure, . Soph. Phil.

713 ; c. gen. ., Sojjh. . C.
1755, like.—II. c. partic,

OVK. , I gain nothing

by grudging, II. 4, 56 , in Att. also like, with signf of doing a thing
speedily,', 7nake haste

about it, Ar. Plut. 413; -, make haste and get your
shoes on, Ar. Vesp. 1108, cf Av. 241

;

but Ar. more frcq. has, or-
, c. imperat., 7nake haste and

..., e. g. ,,
etc.. Nub. 181. Vesp. 398 ; so too-, Ach. 571 ; so too

. Nub. 506,
cf 1253 : also alone, 7nake haste!

dispatch ! so too ovKovv. Ran.
049.— III. much less freq. c. inf.-, the ar7ny succeeded

in crossing, Aesch.Pers. 721.— B. Mid.
to accomplish for one's own advantage,, Od. 16, 373 ; so too
in Att., Heind. Plat. Phaed. 69 D:
but in Hdt. 1, 91, it is used just like

act.—C. Pass., to be fi7iished, and of
persons, to groiv up, -, Aesch. Ag. 1159. [ but in

Ep. fut. and aor., is sometimes
doubled.] Cf. sq. sub fin., imperf, radic. form of

and, to accomplish, finish :

the act. only in Horn., 7)vov, Od.
3, 496 ;( ace. to

Dobree's conj.), Aesch. Fr. 147 ;

(ace. to Herm.), Soph. O. C. 526;
(like I.

3), Ar. Vesp. 3G9. Pass, to come to

an end, be finished, Hom. : also in

Hdt.. , 8, 71, and
Aesch. Cho. 799, ubi v. Bloinf : most-

ly of the conclusion of a period of

time, , the 7vght draws to its

end, II. 10, 251 ; . the

leaning year, Valck. Hdt. 7. 20, cf 1,

189: cf. (Prob. akin to the
adv. ',. Buttm. Lex. v.

7.) [, except once in, II. 18,

473.]", adv. (•) vp, upwards,, Od. 11, 596 : c. gen.,, up to ether. Eur. Or.
1542 : usu. above, on high, ,' , ,
etc., Trag.—2. of the quarters of the



.
heaven, northwards, II. 24, 544, Hdt.
1, T-i, opp. to KUT(j, southwards.—3.

Oi countries, inland, upfront the coast.

Valck. Hdt. 4, 18.—t. of nine, former-

ly, ofold, TO, reckoning upwards
or backwards. Plat. Theaet. 175 :

also oi or ,
the forefathers, ancestors. Plat., etc. :

but oi . the gods above, Lat.

superi. Soph. Ant. 1072 ; but oi,
the liinng, opp. to oi, the dead,

lb. 1068.—5. , up and
down, upside down, topsy-turvy, hence
Hdt. 3, 3, ,. cf. Aesch. Eum. 650

;

so in Att. ,,', etc.,

Plat.. and' ~~,, to be turned upside down,

rob. metaph. from the sea, Dissen
Pind. O. 12, 7 : but3/. or 3/./., to

turn a thing all ivays in one's mind, and
SO to be quite at a loss. Plat. cf. Heind.
Phaed. 96 A, Prot. 356 D : also, and ,
Plat. Phil. 43 A ; and sometimes, like Lat. hie illic, Ar. Av.

3, cf. Heind. Gorg. 493 A; also xip

and down, to and fro, always in the

same place, Lnc. Tim. 24.—II. as prep,

c. gen., above, "A/.voc ',
Hdt. 1, 130 : also/', 1, 103;

but so mostly in late authors,, etc., Schiif. Schol. Ap. Rh.
Par. 4, 825. Compar., ab-

sol. and c. gen., , be-

yond Samos, Hdt. 8, 130, 132 :' superi., Hdt., cf..
*, supposed root of

in Gramm.. subjunct. aor. 2 from.
[], old Ep. perf. c. pres, signf.,

I command, bid, order, Lat. jubeo, esp.

of kings and masters: but also of

equals or inferiors, to advise, urge one
to do..., II. 5, 899, Od. 2, 195 : fuii

construct, c. ace. pers. et inf , e. g., he bade all

pray. Soph. Tr. 1247 : also c. dai.

pers., Od. 10, 531 ; 20, 139, sq.: Horn
oft. has , iny spirit

bids, prompts me. ana joins,/ . The
tenses are very irreg. : from the perf
(which never takes the augment)
we have 1 plur. ind., .
Horn.. 528. imperat.,-, ), and irreg.., as if from : piqpf-. and without augm..
Ion. (c. impf. siarnf ) : but

in Od. 5. 1.39, Hdt. 7, 104,

must not be referred to this pIqpf

,

for by signf it is pres. : whence we
have further forms in impf.,, fut., aor. 1,
all in II. or Od. (Deriv. uncertain.

Buttm. derives it from an old root*, thus connecting it with-: Pott, Forsch. 1, 183, tries

other ways.), , , {, )
strictly any thing above ground: but

only used for a raised building, the up-

per floor of a house, used as a grana-

ry, Xen. An. 5, 4, 28 : also as a din-

ing-room, like Lat. coenaculum, N. T.
Marc. 14, 15. We find in Gramm.
the forms, ,,,, and,, , . Lob. Phryn.
297.,, 3 sing, imperf. act. Ep.
for, from, II. 14,

1C8., , , and, ,].—>, q. .

', , ,() command,
exhortation, advice. . Rh., Ep. syncop. 1 plur. ind.

from, like from,
. Hom. . 528., old pres., only found in 3
sing,, cf., fin.^,, , Anogon, son of

Castor and Hilaira, ApoUod., , ( priv., ,)
scentless, without smell. Plat. Tim. 50

: formed like., ov, {a priv., ) song-

less, not singing, Arist. H. A., , ( pi'iv., )=.,, ,freedomfrom pain,
Protag. ap. Plut. 2, 118 : from', ov, {a priv..) free

from pain,, Soph. Phil. 883:
also of things, to '
.. Id. Aj. 555.—II. act. allayingpain ;

., an anodyne, Plut. Adv.-., Dor., adv., ()
of place, from above,from ftearen,Pind.
Fr. 87.—2. much like, above, on
high, Aesch.. and so, oi, the

living, Aesch. Ch. 834 : also in Plat.,

etc. : c. gen., . Id. Ag. 1579:

cf. Lob. Phryn. 128.—II. /rorn the be-

ginning, . Plat.,, Dem., like Lat. ex alto

repetere., fut.- and -,
(,) to push up or forth,-

?., sc. vavv, they pushed

off from shore and sailed, Od. 15. 553,

like protrudere in altum. Mid., to put
away from one's self, like,
Hdt. 7, 139; 8, 109.^ Hence, , , a pushing up-

wards, poshing back., adv. of sq.,=vi,
unlooked for, unforeseen, Od. 4, 92., ov, (a priv.,) un-

looked for, unforeseen, II. 21, 39.—II.

not to be guessed or made out, like, Ep. Hom. 5. Adv. -.
— III.=^,() referred,

snhmitted to a person, ,
Hdt. 6, 66, where some read ivoi-.', ov, (a priv.,)
indestructible, ..
Plat. Phaed. 88 , etc.—II. act. not

deadly, harmless. Paus./., , (a priv., oyua?i,of)=, Arist. Probl. Comp. --, Id. . ., , , unevenness, irre-

gularity, Aeschin. 29, 11; 35, 7: in

Gramm , deviationfrom the general rule,

anomaly.—II. indisposition, Heliod./., inf. pi. pass, from, Arist. Rhet. 3, 11, 5.', ov, (a priv., ')
uneven, unequal, irregular, inconstant,

Eur. Scyr. 2 : to av., unevenness of
ground, Thuc. 7, 71.— 2. in Gramm.
of words which deviate from a general

rule, anomalous. Adv. -7., Plat.

Hence,, ,=^7.
Plat.,, ,(,)
making even, , equalisa-

tion of property., ov, (a priv.,) without

shoulder., adv. of sq., without oath,

Hdt. 2,'ll8., ov, (a priv.,) un-
sworn, not bound by oath, Eur. Hipp.
612, ubi Valck., cf Ar. Ran.,,,=., ov, ( priv., -

ASEI) vn'thout name, not to he named,
indescribable, Eur. Hec. 714 ; ., Ar. Av. 1715.— II. nameless,

inglorious., ov, 6, Anonus, a fountain
in Laconia, Paus. 3, 20, 7., a id, adv. of, without name., , , namelessness

:

from, ov, (a priv.,,
Aeol. for) without name, not

named, Od. 8, 552, Hdt. 4, 45.— II.

nameless, unknown, inglorious, "',,
Pind. O. 1, 132 : so ,, -Jiof,

etc., Eur., Ar., etc.,, ,=., irreg. tut. of, Hom.
=, , corrupt

readmg . Hom. ., ubi al.-, al.. [}, , (, 6) the

part above the door, or, like,
the part before it.', of, , untimeliness : ., the bad season oi the year,

i.e. winter, Valck. Hdt. 8, 113; opp.

to : from, ov, (a priv., Cjpa) like, untimely, unripe, Lat. imma-
turus, ., Hdt. 2, 79., ov, (a priv.,)
without roof, uncovered. Lye., , , (,) the

dashing up of the waves.^, ov, (,) in-

clined upwards., (,) dep.,

to howl aloud, Anth. [v], Ion. for,= Att., inf. aor. 1 act. of,
Hdt. 1, 157., part. aor. 1 of,
Od., , ov, superi. formed
from, topmost, , Hdt.
2, 125., superi. adv. from,
at top, Hdt. 7, 23.

, , upper or higher,

N.T. : from', a, ov, compar. adj. from, upper, Dion. H.', compar. adv. from,
higher, above, Hdt.,,, uselessness, Diog.

L. : from/., , (a priv., /.)
useless, Aesch. Pr. 33, Eur., etc. : in

Att. usu. hurtful, prejudicial, Thuc. 6,

33, Tivi, Plat., and Xen., cf. Heind.
Plat. Prot. 334 A. Adv. -./., ov, (a priv., /J)
not turned to profit, fruitless, unprofit-

able, Tivi, to one, Aesch. Cho. 752

:

absol. . , Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 11.—2.

useless, worthless. Soph. Ant. 645.—3.

whom no assistance can avail, hopelessly

lost, Eupol. Incert. 87.?., ,=^?-., , , niotion upwards,
opp. to : from, .(,) borne

upwards, ascending, AriSt. Probl.

:

rugged, steep, Diod., opp. to•.?, , , (, /uu) the

lintel of a door., ov, (,)
mounting uptvards.,,^.,,, .
syncop. imperat. perf. from,
q. v., Hom., ov, =, Xen.
Ages. 6, 6, if reading correct., ov. Ion. for, (a
priv.,) first, in Hes.—II.'
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vor, , SC. TTOvroc, The Axine, usu.

called the Eiucine, Find. P. 4, 362.

and. Ep. for, fut. inf. of, II. 23, 668;
also as aor. inf , II. 2-1, 663, v. Buttm.
Catal. p. 7., ov, (o priv.,-) not received as a guest.', . , inhospitality, Strab.

:

of places, a being uninhabitable : from, ov, (a priv.,) inhos-

pitable. Plat. Soph. 217 : of places,

uninhabitable, desolate, . Soph.
Phil. 217,, ,, etc.,

Eur., ov, (a priv.,) unhewn,
unwrought, ?.. Soph. O. C. 19.', , . (strictly fern, from) the worth or value ol' a thing,, Hdt. 4, 196, etc. : of persons,

worth, rank, honour ; thus oi',
those in honour or office, the magistrates,

Luc. : in genl. a man's due or deserts,, Hdt. 4, 201

;

, to get one's due,

Ar. Av. 1223 ; ', according

to desert, duly, Eur. Hec. 374, and
Plat. ; also , Plat.

Legg. 945 , and Xen. ;, beyond desert, unduly, Eur.
H. F. 146 ; also- , un-

deservedly, Wytt. Ep. Cr. p. 204 : in

the technical language of the Stoics.

the honestum, Heyne Epict. 36 :

is supplied.—II. will, desire, Diod., v.., , , Axia, a city in Locris.
—2. a city of Italy., ov,(,)
worthy of love, Clem. Al., ov, {,)
worth admiring, admirable, Xen. Rep.
Lac. 10, 2., ov, (,)
worth hearing, Xen. Symp. 4, 44.. ov, (,-) worth listening to, Xen. Lac.
Kep. 4, 2., ov, Ion. for-, Hdt. 1, 16, etc., ov, (, -
?.) worth enjoying, Strab., ov, Ion. .,(,) worth telling, Hut.
1, 16, etc., ov,= sq., v. 1. in

Xen. Hell. 4, 4, 6.', ov, (,)
praiseworthy, Xen., and Dem., ov, (,-) worth desiring, [], ov, (,)
worthy of love, Xen. Symp. 8, 14., ov, (,)=^-, Ep. Socr., ov, TO, dim. from sq.,

Joseph., , , an axe : in Horn, a
battle-axe, 11. 13, 612, Hdt. 7, 64.

(Passow from : Pott, better,

from, with a euphon.) [i],, , dim. fromforeg.,
Joseph., , , (,-) divination by means of axes, Plin.

H. N. 36, 19., ov,(,) worth

living for, , cf, Xen. Hell. 4, 4. 6., ov,(,)
worthy of tears..,(,) worthy

of work, equal to or capable of work,

Xeii. Oec. 7, 34., ov,(,) envi-

able, Ael. Adv. -., ov, (,)=
(oreg., Plut.
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ASIO<), ov,(,)
worthy of death, [a]', ov, (, -) wondi:r-worthy, worthy ofadmira-

tion, Xen. Mem. 1, 4, 4, in compar.-.', ov. Ion. -, (,) well worth seeing, freq. iii

Hdt., and Xen.. ov, (,) worthy

of God. holy, Eccl., ov, (, ) ivorth

seeing, Alciphr., ov, (,)
worthy of lamentation, Eur. Alc. 904., ov,(,-) worth a triumph, Sueton.. ov, {, -

deserving contempt.
', ov, (, -') worthy of one's society, Plat.

Legg. 961 A., ov, (,)
worth getting, Xen. Cyr. 5, 2, 10.

—

II.

bought cheap., ov,(,)
worth acceptance, late.', ov, (, .)
worthy of mention, remarkable, Hdt. 2,

148, and freq. in Thuc, Xen., etc.

Adv. -. Xen., ov, (, -) worthy to be deemed happy,

Xen. Apol. 34., oi',^sq.', ov, {,)
a match in battle or war for,, Hdt.
7, 157, etc. ; also c. inf. -

-^ ,
Hdt. 6. 89, cf 7, 138 ; hut also absol.,

Hdt. 8, 63 : freq. also in Thuc. Adv.
-, Plut., , (,) hate-

ful, Dio C., ov, = foreg., Plut., ,=, Aesch.
Eum. 360.', ov, (,-) worthy of mention, Plat., and
Xen., ov.(,) worthy

of victory, U'orthy of bei?i^ preferred,

Xen. Cyr. 1, 5, 10: c. inf,-. more u'orthy of success in

obtaining, Hdt. 7, 187, cf !», 26.^. , b, Axionicus, a poet
of the middle comedy, Ath.—Others
in Pans., etc., (,) to re-

ceive one's due.
', , (,)

lamentable. Eur. Hipp. 1465.', , , trustworthiness,

Strab. : from', ov, (,)
trustworthy, Plat., and Xen. : but—II.

plausible, in bad sense. Adv. —,
Timae. ap. Polyb. 12, 8, 9.— III. as
masc. pr. n. Axi<istus, Ath. Hence, , , =-, poet.', ov, (,) de-

serving punishment.', , , propriety, de-

corum : from', , (,)
proper, becoming, goodly, Lat. decorus,, Xen. Adv. -.

', ov,(,-) worthy of a patron, [a], ov, (,) worth
seeing, Luc., , lOV, of like value, worth
as much as. c. gen., , worth
an ox, II. 23, 8h5, cf. Hdt. 1, 32: •'", we are not,

all together, ivorth Hector by himself,

. 8. 234 : , it Is

worth a return, i. e. will brmg in a re-

turn, Od. 1, 318: hence, it is worth inuch to him,

Hom. ; so Att. , dear,

valuable ; , it i.i

of great consequence to me ; but also

often , quantivis pretii,

also and
Hemd. Plat. Soph. 216 C ; so too .
'-} ov=^, very freq. in Plat.

:

opp. to these are -jov,,, .. Plat., and Xen.—2. c. inf, and,, worthy to be

killed insttad of Pr., 11. 14, 412; also

c. inf alone, Hdt. 1, 14.—3. absol.,

worthy, goodly, so , etc.

;

, a goodly price, Od. 15,

429 ; /., may it bring

thee a good price, Od. 20, 383 ; in Hom.
the word always has a coUat. notion
of high price : but in Att. it has also

an exactly opp. sense, of a proper
value, not over-priced, cheap, as m Ar.
Eq. 045, 672.

II. post-Horn., esp. in moral rela-

tion, worthy, estimable, of persons and
things, Hdt. 7. 224, etc. : hence sjiited

to, befitting, deserving, usu. also c.

gen. rei, , -,, etc., Eur., Plat.,

etc.—2. () c. dat. pers. et

inf, as, -, 'tis meet for the city,

worthy of it, to seize him, Ar. Ach. 205;
so ye . Id. Eq.
016 ; and freq. in Xen., cf Poppo ad
Anab. 2, 3, 25, Sturz Lex. .s. v. 10:
rarely c. dat. only (omitting the inf),, Ar. Ach. 8.—3., c. inf., like ',
I deserve to do, etc., as,, I deserve to receive

stripes, Ar. Eccl. 324.—4. c. gen. rei

et dat. pers., /., Achilles is ivorthy of, i. e. de-

serves honour at our hands, (trom us),

Pors. Hec. 309, Elmsl. Heracl. 316

;

so , worthy or

deserving of death (unto, i. e.) at the

hands of the state, Xen. Mem. 1. 1, 1,

cf 1, 2, 62. Adv.,. fFiom
IV., to weigh, and so strictly

u-eighiitg as much.)', . , Axius, a river of
Thrace, which empties into the Ther-
ma'icus Sinus, 11. 2, 849.—2. the god
of the Axius, 11.21, 157., ov, (,-) worth considering. Xen. Hell. ^

', ov,(,) worthy of -zealous endeavours,

Xen. Rep. Lac. 10, 3.
', , . An., and-, ov, Dio C.,= sq.', ov, (,-) ivorthy ofa general.— 11. worthy

of being general, Xen. An. 3, 1, 24, in

compar., ov, (, -) ivorthy of being brought in evi-

dence, credible,

TO, deeds are a stronger

proof than words, Xen. Mem. 4, 4, 10.,, ,() worthiness,

worth.
', ov, (,)

worthy to be honoured.', ov,(,) worthy

of honour, App., ov, (,)
worth loving, Xen. Oec.lO, 3.

i'Aoo. ov, a, Axiochus. an Athe-
nian, son of Alcibiades, P. at.

', ov, Ion. for sq, Hdt.,
who also has the usu.,



'., , gen. , {,) worthy of a thing, and so—1.

absol. like /-, ivorth consider-

ing, note-uionhy, considerable, notable,, Hdt. 5, 65,, Thuc.

1, 10.—2. serviceable, trusty .trustworthy

,

sufficient,-,, Hdt. 1, 156 ;

3, 35.—II. c. mf. able, sufficient to do...,

Hdt. 4, 126, Thuc. 5, 13.—III. like, c. gen., worthy, deserving of a

thing, Hdt. 5, 65. Rare in poets, as

Eur. Or. 598, in signf. II.^, , f. -, {) to think

or deem worthy of a thing, ,
freq. from Hdt. downwards ; whe-
ther in good sense to thi?ik worthy of

a reward, or in bad of a punishrneyit,

as Hdt. 9, 111 ; of tilings. ,
to value at a certain price. Plat. Legg.

917 D : also c. ace. pers., to

esteem, honour, Soph. Aj. 1114; ., honour one

with words, Aesch. Ag. 903 ; hence

also in pass., '/. -, Eur. Or. 1210; cf. Pors. et

Herm. Hec. 319.—U. but most usu.

c. inf., in full c. ace. pers. et inf., to

think one worthy to do or be,/, Eur.Alc. 572; and
freq. or ova , c.

inf., Ar. Eq. 182 : hence—1. in re-

gard of others, to think fit, expect, re-

quire, demand, desire, Lat. postulare,

. /, Hdt. 2, 162 ; and c.

inf. only, .,/,
to expect, think one has a right to re-

ceive, Thuc. 1, 42; 7, 15 : ,
to require not to..., to think one does not

deserve..., like , e. g., Thuc. 4, 86, cf. 1, 102
;

3, 44 : absol. to make a claim, Thuc.

4, 58 : so too in Plat., Dem., etc.—2.

of one's self, to think fit to do or be, and
so in various senses, , I
consent to die, Trag. ; .,
etc., / dare, determine to do, Aesch.

Pers. 335, etc. ; esp. to deign to do.

Soph. O. T. 1413 ; and so '-, I do not hesitate to receive.

Plat. Hipp. Min. 364 D, etc. ;, not to deign, to disdain to do,

Aesch. Pr. 215, etc. ; also in mid.,/, to deign to care for,

Aesch. Ag. 370 ; so

a/./.yai, Hdt. 1,

199 ; but also,, thinking myself
unworthy to sit on the throne, Hdt. 7,

16 : so too in Plat., etc.—3. to think,

suppose, , Hdt.

6, 87. cf. Soph. O. C. 579 : esp. in

philos. language, to lay down, takefor
granted, maintain. Plat Legg. 885 C,

etc. Cf. Buttm. Ind. ad Dem. Mid., ov, {a priv.,) without

sword, Lye.',, , {) that of
which one is thought worthy, and so

esteem, honour, reputation, Lat. dignitas,

Eur., Thuc. 2, 34, etc. ; kv

v~b, Thuc. 6, 15 :

esp. rank, , Id. 2,

37 : ov - ,
not by (piantity, but quality. Id. 5, 8.

—

II. that which is thought fit, a resolve,

decision. Soph. O. C. 1452 ; a purpose,

lb. 1459 : a request, petition, Plut.^2.

in science, and philosophy, a self-evi-

dent proposition, an axiom, Plut.

Hence, . , of or belonging

to honour or rank, Polyb. : honourable.

—11. belonging to entreaty, supplicatory,

Id.—2. belonging to, consisting of an
axiom, speaking in axioms, Diog. L.

iv, , b, Axion, a son of

Priam, Pans. 10, 27, 2.—2. a son of

Vhegeus, Id. 8, 24, 10.

I

,, Ion. , ,{) a
thinking worthy : and so honour done

one, Interpp. Hdt. 6, 130 : reputation,

character, Thuc. 1, 138 ; 2, 61 ; actual

worth of a thing, excellence, Schaf.

Dion. Comp. p. 54.—II. (from mid.)

thinking one's self worthy, a demand,
claim, esp. of merit, opp. to,
Thuc. 1, 37.—III. thinking fit, an
opinion, rule, maxim, Thuc. 2, 88,

Aeschin. 85, 17.—IV. . -, the established 7iiean-

ing of words, Thuc. 3, 82., ov, {a priv.,) with-

out carved images, Luc./, ov, {,)
whirling on the axle,, Aesch.
Supp. 181., , lov, {) belonging

to the axle, Anth.',,^=., , Cretan word for,
Wessel. Hdt. 4, 154.

ov, , •, the capital of a
small kingdom in Crete, Hdt. 4, 154., ov, for ., {a
priv.,) not welded together

by the hammer, not well joined : of
rowers, not rowing in time, not well

trained, Thuc. 8, 95 ; of writing, loose,

not in periods, Dion. H.?., ov, {a priv.,)
unfelled, unthinned, Lat. incaeduus.

'/., , , {?.) want of
wood, Hes. ap. Schol. Van. II. 11,
155...,^^^./., ov, ( priv.,) un-
felled, unthinned, like /., ?.,
II. 11, 155, hence by implication.
thickly flooded, i. e. from which no
timber has been cut, (which, sigiif.

is usu. got at by means of a intens.,

very woody : but/ is timber, not

growing U'ood.)—II. without wood, ill-

wooded, Hdt. 4, 61, 185.

''/., ov, 6, Axylus, a Thracian
prince, II. 6, 12.-,- : for all such com-
pounds, V. -,-., ov, {a priv.,) un-
sociable : also ace. to Gramm very
sociable, A'alck. Adon. p. 226 C.. ef,=:sq.

'-', ov, {a priv.,) unshorn,
unshaven.—II. act., that will not shave,

blunt., ov, v.., ov, {a priv., ) not

scraped, unpolished.,, , an axle, either of

metal or beech-wood, II., etc. ; also

the w;hole wheel, . 16, 378: later

also, the supposed axis of the heavens,

the pole.-—2. in pi. a course of conduct

or life, LXX.—II. oi, the wooden
tablets of the laws in Athens, made to

turn upon an axis, Plut. Sol. 25, I. 78
E. cf. Herm. Pol. Ant. « 107, 1, and. (cf. Lat. axis, Sanscr. ach-

sha, : perh. from,.), ov, ( priv.,) without

smell., to serve, wait on, Aesch. Fr.

47 : from, ov, ,^=~, a servant,

attendant, esp. belonging to a temple,
Aesch. Ag. 231, cf.. (Ace. to

Doderl. and Pott, from a copul.-, cf.,.), ov, ( priv.,)=,
without branches./,, , contr. &,,{)
song, singing, whether the art, the
act, or the thing sung, Horn., etc.,

esp. freq. in Pind. : also the person
sung of, Od. 8, 580, and so in Od. 24,

200, it is said of Clytaemnestra that

she will be a among
men : hence a legend, tale, story, Jac.
Del. Ep. 9, 12. Hence, poet, for, Od. 5, 61^, ov, {) sxmg of, fa-
mous in song or story, Hdt. 2, 79, 135

;

from Pind. downwards, favourite
epith. of Athens, like-, Vytt.
Ep. Cr. p. 144 : only once in Hom.,
and in bad sense, infamous, notorious,

11. 6, 358.—11. that can be sung., ov, 6, {,)
a lyric poet, Anth. ; formed like-,., ov, {,)
fighting with verses, quoting poetry at

one another, Anth./., ov, {. /.)
busied with song, a poet, like-2, Anth., ov, , {) a singer,

minstrel, bard, Lat. vales, Horn. : also, Od. 3, 267 : in the heroic
age they are represented as inspired,
and under divine protection, Horace's
sacri vates. Also as fem. ,
a songstress, ofthe Sphinx, Soph. O. T.
36, Eur. Phoen. 1507.—2.=-(5^,
one who heals by magic incantations.

Soph. Trach. 1001.—11. as adj. tuneful,

musical,,, Eur. Hel.
1109.— 2. pass, famous, =^,
Diog. L. 4, 30, in compar.'.,, , poet, for)., ov, {,)
producing, inspiring song, Anth.', ov, {a priv.,) un-
inhabited, . , Hdt. 2,

34.— II. houseless, ivithout a home,
Tiva, to banish one

from home, Dem. 1123, 2. On the
form. cf. Lob. Phryn. 731., ov, {a priv.,) house-

less, homeless, ivithout home or country,

Hes. Op. eoo, Soph. Tr. 300 :, a homeless, i. e. miserable

home. Soph. Phil. 534., ov, {a priv.,) impass-

able, pathless.— 11. (a priv., )=, not to be divulged, secret.', to be, drink no wine,, , , abstinence from wine,

Strab. : from, ov, {a priv.,) without

wine,,, such as were
offered to the Erinjes, Aesch. Eum.
107, 860 : whence they are them-
selves called. Soph. O. C. 100,

cf. : drinking no wine, sober,

Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 27 : also of a place,

having no wine, lb. 26., , , resolution, Hipp.

:

from, ov, (a priv.,) without

fear or hesitation, resolute, untiring, rest-

less, Hes. Op. 493, Soph. Aj. 563,

Thuc, etc. : , a press-

ing, present mischief. Soph. Tr. 841.

Adv. -, Dem.7., adv. of sq., in a body,

together, Opp. : of two only, Mosch.
2, 49, cf. sq. : from,, all together, like,
in throngs, shoals or crowds, freq. in

Horn., esp. of warlike hordes, always
in plur. :* also in Att.

/.. Soph. Phil. 1469: also of

two only, together. Id. Tr. 513. cf.

foreg. (Prob. from a copul., /.,, allied to 7..) Hence/.. f. -, to bring together,

gather together, like, always
of men, II. 6, 270. Mid. to come to-

gether, assemble, 11. 15, 588 : '"some-

times also strengthened by. Later of things, to gather,

heap up, Anth.
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, , 7}.=:, Arist.

. , 8, 27, cf. Lob. Phryn. p. 729.

fAo^ff, on•, 01, the Aoties, the earli-

est inhabitants of Boeotia, Strab.
Hence
VAovia, , , Annin, an early name

of Boeotia, Call. Del. 75 : and
V^ovLor, a, ov, of Ao7iia, Aonian,

i.e. Boen'tian, Ap. Rfl. 3, 1178; etc.•, 01', ( priv., '/.) un-

armed, Thuc. 4, 9 ; ., a
chariot without scyihcs, Xen. Cyr. C,

4, 16., ov. (a priv., ) speechless.

—II. =sq., sightless., ov, (a priv.,) sight-

less, unseen.

and uop,, , cf. Lob.
Paral. 201,() a suvrd, strictly a
hanger, whence the name, cf.,
freq. in Hoin. : it must have been
broad and stout, as LTlysses dug a
trench with his uop, Od. 11, 24. Od.
10, 294. 321, shews that it is oft. sy-

non. with. Later, any weapon,
as a trident, Call. Cf. also,. [Horn, has in disyll.

cases ; m trisyll., in arsis, in the-

sis. II. 10, 484; 11, 240: uop as one
long syll. in Hes. Th. 283. From
Hes. Sc. 221 downwds. in arsis, in
dissyll. also, which must then be
written uop.]

'Aopuf, ace. without nom. in use,
only found in Od. 17, 222, ,37], whence some Gramm.
take them to be a kind of

;

others make it=oapaf. by traiispos.

:

but prob. it is only heterog. for uopa,
ace. plur. from to uop, a sword,[,
Hesych.) cf Mehlhorn Anacr. p. 190.

The nom. sing., if any, would prob.
be, not (lop., ,,], blindness: a being
invisible : from

'Aopurof, ov, (a priv.,) unseen,
not to be seen, invisible. Plat. : rarely

seen, scarce.— II. act. not seeing, ., unacquainted with a thing, Po-
lyb. Adv. -., , , a defect in the pas-
sion of anger, lack of gall, Arist. Eth.
N. : from, ov, (a priv., bpyuu) in-

capable of anger, Arist. Eth. N.
t'Aoptf, and , , Aoris, son

of Mars, Paus. 2, 12, 5.

'kopLaTaivu,= ^q.,,-, to be,
indetirminale, Arist. Probl. ; and,, , unsetlledness. Arist.

Probl. : indeterminateness , Id. Meteor.,
opp. to ; and. , , indeterminate,

like an aorist, Gramm. : from', ov, (a priv.,) ivith-

out boundaries, )^,'l'huc. 1, 139: U7i-

settled, indefinite, indeterminate. Plat.

Legg. 916 D. and Drm. 50, 16, 18.—
11. , sub., the aorist,

Gramm. Adv. -, Plat. Legg.
916 D., ,()
indefinite in nature, Gramm.

'Aopror, ov, (a priv.,) rvith-

oul birds, ?, Soph. Fr. 840 : nnp-
va vxj/, heights no bird can reach, Plut.

—II. , lake Avernus, in Cam-
pania. Strab.—2. 'AopxOf, ,()
a moimtain fastness in India, Arr.

Ind, 5, 10.

'Aopor, 6, =, contr. ,
sleep, Jac. Del. Ep. 7, 21, 2.

f'Aopao-i, , , Aorsi, a people be-

tween the Maeotis and the Caspian
sea, Strab.', lengthd. collat. form from, of which only part. aor. 1 pass.
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occurs, hanging, hung up,

Anth.', , ,() in Hipp., the

loioer extremity of the windpipe, elsewh..—11. later, the aorta great

artery, which proceeds from the left

ventricle of the heart. Arist. H. A., , , () a strap

over the shoulder to hang any thing to,

Hom., a belt, and usu. like ?/,
a sword-belt, baldrirk, Lat. balteus; but
also a knapsack, strap for a knapsack.
Oil. 13,438 : in Od. always in phrase, except in the dub. 1.

Od. 11, 609: in plur., II. 11, 31.—II.,— or-, Dio Chrys.', ov, , a knapsack which
hung from the shoulders.", Ion. for, 3 sing, plqpf.

pass, from, cf., , , the two lobes of the

lungs, Hipp., , (a 'priv.,) ivithout, gelded, Dio C., , , want of smell.—II.

an ill s7)ieU : frotn", ov, (a priv.,) without

smell, like, Arist. Sens.—II.

of an ill smell.,, f., to help, aid,,. Rh., cf. Spitzn. II. 15, 254. (Ace.
to some from, others=aoi^fu.)
Hence,, , a helper, aider,

Hom., ov, (a priv.,) not

wounded, tmhurt, II. 18, 530., ov, (a priv., ) without
ears or hearing.

'?, , , undisturbcdness,

stillness : from, ov, (a priv.,,) un-
disturbed, still, calm, Dion. H.",, , , (a priv., ) u'ith-

out sight, blind.', , , a report, as of
an ambassador, Dem. 342, 20, ., Lvcurg. 149, 29 : a narra-

tive, recital, Thuc. 3, 67.—II. in Rhet.
=. expression, pronunciation,

SchSf. Dion. Coirip. p. 11, 281 : from'?, f. -, also -,
Simon. 139 : (,) to bring
tidings, report, announce, , Hom.,
and freq. in Att. : also ,
Aesch. Cho. 200 : hence to relate, tell,

Hdt. 1, 210 ; so also in mid.,

u., to bring back tidings, report in an-

swer, Od. 9, 95.—II. to nominate, ap-

point, like, Lat. renun-
riare.— III. =, to express.

Hence,, , a messenger

:

a narrator, Anth., , , reporting, re-

laling.—\l.m^.\\ei.. belonging to expres-

sion, expressive, like'.—
III. TO ..^, expres-

sion. Adv. -, Sext. Emp., adv. arvay! be gone! Lat.
apage !. , Ar. Eq. 1151:. , hands ! Ar. Pac.
1018: strictly imperat. from,
so that must be supplied, if

not expressed, as it is Ar. Ran. 853., , (a priv.,) not

firmly fixed, not firm or stiff : of loose

te.Tturc,-, Hdt. 7, 61, ubi v. Bahr:
flabby, of flesh, Diog. L., Ion. for, Hdt.,
esp. of paying tribute, ., 3,

89, 94, cf..?.,, {.-,(,-
/,)) to make crooked, Ath., pf. pass., . . 327, 19.

',-,(,-) to push away with the elbows,

eZfcou', hence?., a pushing, unscrupulous
tongue.?., (,7) to de-

prive of ornament, , Anth., Ion. for, Hipp., f. -, (,)
to break off.

',,, an interdict,

prohibition, Plut. ; and,, , a prohibition.

—II. the making a report.— 111. failure

of strength, exhaustion, Luc. : and', , , forbidding,
Plut. : from', f. -, (,-) toforbid, 7ro<e?vT£,Hdt. 1,183;

3, 51, Ar. Ach. 109, Plat., etc. : absol.

to dissuade, Hdt. 3, 124, etc. ; also to

refuse, deny. Plat.— II. intr., to bid

farewell to, c. dat., e. g.. -, to give up, renounce war. Plat.

Meri. 245 : also c. part., to give up
doing, e. g. ,., Xen. Cyn. 1, 16 : also to grow
u'cary of, .. Xen. Eq. 11,

9 ; absol. to give up, Plat. Rep. 368 C :

hence—2. like,, to

fail, sink, as Strength, etc.. Plat.

Rep. 508 C, Theaet. 200 D, and Xen.

:

also of things, ,
worn out and useless, Xen. Cyr. 6, 2,

33., (,) to carry

off, take away.,.,., (,) to make
wild or savage. Pass, to become vtild

or savage, Soph. Phil. 220. Hence,, , a growing wild

or savage, Theophr., f. -', (,) to make rustic or boorish. Pass.
to grow rustic, behave like a clown.,-,(,)
=sq., Anth.—II. to let loose from a
noose, Luc.', fut. -, (,)
to strangle, throttle, hang, Od. 19, 230,

Ar., etc. : hence, to make one choke

with spite, Ar. Vesp. 680. Mid. to

hang one's self Hdt. 2, 131 : to be

ready to choke, Ar. Nub. 988.', fut. -, (, ) to

lead away, carry off, Horn., sometimes
almost=the simple. as Od. 10,

370 : 18, 278. Mid. to take aivay for

or with one's self, Hdt. 1, 190 ; 4, 80.

—II. to bring back, bring home, U. 18,

326, ., Hdt. 9, 117.—III. to

return what one owes, pay, e. g. tribute,

like,, Xen. Cyr.

2, 4, 12. cf. Thuc. 5, 53, and.—IV. as Att. law term, to bring

before a magistrate and accuse, in cases

of summary jurisdiction, .-
, for impiety, Dem. 601, 26,., hi. 630, 16 : hence, as

the result of such process, to carry

off to prison. Plat. Gorg. 486 A, Dem.,
etc., and cf.— 3.., sub., to lead to

death,. ', Dem. 730, 2,

cf..—V. to lead ou<ay or

astray, perplex, esp. by sophistry. Plat.

Phaedr. 262 : also to draw off, turn

aside, divert, TO -, Thuc. 2, 59.—VI. as if intr., sub., to make off, go away, esp. in

imperat., q. v. Hence', , , a leading axvay,

Xen. : a taking, dragging away.—II. a
taking back or home.—III. payment,
esp. of a tribute,, Hdt. 1,6, 27,

cf..—IV. as Att. law term,— 1. a bringing before the magistrate,

esp. when a man was caught in the
fact, in cases ofsummary jurisdiction,



with pnnalty of not more than fifty

drachmae, Oasaub. Theophr. Char.
6 : hence

—

2. the surnynary process it-

selt, and its results, Oratt. :

., to lay such accusation,., of the Eleven, Lys.

138, 5, V. Diet. Antiqq.

—

V. a kind of
argument described by Arist. Anal.

Pr. 2, 25., , () leading,

dragging away., -, Ion. for .,
inf aor. 2 of, Hdt., , [] read by most
MSS. in Pind. P. 1, 161 ; but some
good ones give', which Bockh
adopts : Doderlein, Rhein. Museum
3, p. 12 defends the word, as=7rpa-, cf., f. -, (,) to

sing oat of tune, be out of tune, o/.y Ty, Plat. Legg. 802 ; absol.,

Hipp. Alin. 374 C : metaph. to dissent

from, ', Legg. 662 : to

wander away from, -, Hipp. Maj. 292 C., {,) for contr.,, q. v., to depart, withdraw.,{,) to grow out

of, poet, for, Simon.
Mulier. 85.,.•,{,-) to place among the gods, deify,

Heind. Plat. Charm. 156 D. Hence, , , deification,

Dio C.', , , the state of an-, want of passion, insensibility,

apathy, Arist. Eth. N. : but among
the Stoics, calmness, dispassionateness,

the state of their true, Horace's

nit admirari, cf. Heyne Epict. 12, 29.

[]
, , ,, , , {, -) degenerate Athenians, Theo-

pomp., , ( priv.,) with-

out or suffering, not suffering,

not having suffered,—1. C. gen., esp.., Hdt. 1, 32; 2, 119, Xen.,

etc. :, Hdt. 3, 160,,
Plat.,, Dem., etc.; but also,

?. , Hdt. 1, 207 ; c.

gen. also, impatient of., Hdt. 6,

12.—2. absol. not having suffered, un-

harmed, Thuc. 1, 26, , Pind.

P. 4, 529.— II. without passion or feel-

ing, insensible, apathetic, esp. in Stoic

philos., calm, dispassionate, Ireq. in

Plut.— III. act. caiisivig tio suffering.—
IV. , intrans. or pass, verbs,

Gramm. Adv. -., ov,= ioreg., poet, for, like, -,, for, etc., Hes. Sc. 409,

and, before Wolf, II. 11, 64., {,) to

change into a poplar, Strab., ov, {a priv.,-) without teacher or guide,

Arist. Eth. N. : uneducated, untaught,, in a thing, Id. Pol. : u7idis-

ciplined, unruly. Adv. -., oy,= loreg. [aj

7(5;, ur, , want of teaching,

education, or inslrMtion, ignorance,

Thuc. 3, 42, Plat.,, want of self-

control, Thuc. 3, 84 : grossness, coarse-

ness, Aeschin. 18, 36, etc. From', ov, {a priv.,)
untaught, uneducated, ignorant, Eur.

Or. 410, Plat. : coarse, rude. Soph. Fr.

779 : also ., clumsy evi-

dence, Aeschin. 7, 12. Adv. -,
Plat. Rep. 559 D., ., , {) childless-

ness, Hdt. 6, 139, and Att., ov, {a priv.,•

) not taught by a--'?,{,) to burn
to cinders or ashes, Theophr., as pass., only in pres.

or impf
, {, ') to take fire., f. -, {,-) to expose to the air, refresh, Hipp.—2. . , to drive away

the clouds, and make fair weather, Ar.
Av. 1502., (,) to

move away. Pass.?.-, a torch with theflame blown on
one side, flaring, Diod., {,) dep.,
to take away, unthdraw, Horn. : -, Od. 17, 322 ; to pluck off, Mosch.
2, 66 ; only poet.

and, {,) to blind, perplex, confound,
Eur. Ion 549 : to cheat one out of,. Hence, , , cheating, duping,
any means of cheating or plundering,

hence=, Aesch. Fr. 172,
Ar. Nub. 1150., , , = foreg.,

Aesch. Cho. 1002, Soph. Fr. 841, Ar.
Nub. 729..7.,, ,=?..', Ion. for,
subj. aor. 1 pass., and'/, Ion. for/-. part, perf pass, from'., Ion. for, Hdt., (.. {,).
lengthd., Hom. ; frequent,
impf, Hdt., to lift off, and
so to carry, take away, ?., Hdt. 1,

18G.—II. esp. to lead or carry away a
sea_ or land force, ., Hdt. 8, 57 : hence usu.
as if intr., sub. , -, etc., to sail away, inarch axray :

in genl. to set oiu, depart, e. g.-
iv , Hdt. 8, 60, so

too freq. in Thuc, Xen. ; also c.

gen. ; , to departfrom
the land, Eur. Cycl. 131 ; .-, to set out on an embassy, Dem.
392, 14 : Hom. has mid. in same
signf., , II. 21,
563, cf.,, , . { priv.,) childless, Hdt. 5. 48, Trag., etc.:

freq. also c. gen.,.,,
without male heirs, Hdt. 1, 109, etc. ;. , Xen. Cyr. 4, 6,

2 :' , children

of Night, yet children none ! Aesch.
Eum. 1034.', ov, {,) ill-

omened, Lat. inauspicatns. Adv. —., ov, , Apaesus. a city in

Mysia Minor, II. 2, 828, also written., f. -, Att.,{,') to jump from, rush down, esp.

fro7n a height,, II. 21, 234:
in genl. to dart away, Soph. Tr. 190,

Aj. 448. [, Hom. ; cf.], fut.-,{,) as pass., some-
times C. fut. mid., to lay aside shame.
—II. to abstain from a thing through
shame, Plat. Gorg. 494 C, like-/.,,.-,{, ') to

demand back, deinand to have returned,

esp. of things forcibly taken or right-

fully belonging to one, , Hdt. 1, 2,

3, etc., and Att., cf esp. Andoc. 22,

29 : freq. also to demand of one, .
. Hdt. 8, 122, Ar.. 554, and

Xen. ; esp. . . Plat.

Phaedr. 241 A, Dem., etc. : also .
oiKijv , Aesch. Cho. 398: esp.

to demand back an office: in genl. lo

demand urgently, esp. to demand of one,

i. e. deprive one o/his office or rank,'
like Lat. abrogarc, Plut. Pass, to have
demanded of one, -, Xen.. 17. Hence, , , demanding
from or back, Hdt. 5. 85: esp. ., to make a formal demand,
before legal proceedings, Dem. 901, 1., verb. adj. from -, one must require, Arist. Eth.
N.', , ,() fit
or disposed for demanding, exacting,

Joseph.,.-,^, to de-

mand back, esp. of things forcibly ta-

ken away,, Od. 2, 78.>,,(.-,{,)
to make to hang down, suspend. Pass,
c. fut. mid.,, to hang
doivn, hover, Hes. Sc. 234. Hence,, , that which
hangs down, Hipp., , ,{,) going
out of bloorn, decay, Longin., fut. - Att. -,{,) to throw away like a
javelin.—H. to drive away by darting,

Nonn.,(,) fin-
ish carefully off: esp. in part. pass,
pf, highly wrought or
finished. Pass, to be highly wrought,

finished,', Isocr. 43 A, and Plat.

;

also accurately versed, , in a
thing, Isocr. 238 D :, to be highly wrought in brcmze,

Anth. : cf., {,') to be

unequal to violent exercise.—II. trans.

to tire by violent exercise, as must be
read in Plat. Legg. 672 C, cf Ruhnk.
Tim. v.., ov,{) led, carried

away., ov, {a priv.,?)
not thrown in ivrestling, not to be so
thrown : in genl. unconquerable, Pind.
N. 4, 154. []

', ov, ( priv.,-) without a palaestra or place for
gymnastics : of persons, not trained in

them, hence awkward, clumsy.—II. not
customary on the palaestra, contrary to

its rules, Mel. 97.— III. = foreg. []/, 3 sing. aor. 2, opt.77., from a suppos. pres.
*7.7.,=^, to ward off,

keep off something/rom one. ,
II. 22, 348, cf Od. 4, 766. The other
tenses are supplied by.'?, ov,= sq., -, strictly a man without hands,
i. e. helpless, silly, II. 5, 597.—II. in
Lyr. and Eleg. poets, like,
impracticable, Theogn. 281 : unman-
ageable, and so wicked, sca7)dalous, law-
less, opp. to 7., Sol. 14, Theogn.
481, Pmd. O. 2, 105. (Formed metri
grat. from 7., like

from.) []/., ov, {a priv., 7)
strictly without hands or without the

use of the?n : hence helpless, lazy.., Lat. vita iners, Pind. O. 1, 95.

—

II. =foreg. II., Hes. Op. 20 [. me-
tri grat., Hes. 1. c], which cannot be

helped, unman/igeable., {,) as
pass., to go astray., wander, . 7.7.),

to wander elsewhere, Hes. Sc. 409.7.,,.-, {, }'/)
to put off sorrow, cease to sorrow for a
thing, Ti, Thuc. 2, 61, like7-.—II. in genl. to be without sense

of pain, to be apathetic,. kv 7.•
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(/, to lose the excitement of hopes,

Polyb. Hence'?.,, , a ceasing to feel

sorrow or pain. Heliod.

'ATraXti(pu.{.-ijiu,(<'i~o,) to

u-ipe off, expunge, esp. from a record

or register, Dem. 1115, 5; tivH, to give one his quittance,

la. 1338, 8 : . , to cancel a thing,

Aeschin. 49, 36., , , ()
a defence.-, ov,= ?•,,
Orph., f. -, (~6,)
to ward off from another, c. ace. rei

et gen. pers., II. 24, 371, also reverse-

ly, c. ace. pers. et gen. rei, rwu -, to keep one from mischief,

lilie defcndere aliqjum ab aliqua re, Od.

17,304; also , Aesch. Supp.

1053. Mid. to defend one's self against,

, Soph. Aj. 106 : to this verb

belongs the poet. aor. /./., dep. mid., {,) to keep one's self aloof from,

shun, Nic., {, 7,) to

speak the whole truth, , Xen.
—II. to verify, confirm.—III. to search

out the truth.

'AKa?£aivoimi,=sq., Qu. Sm./.,.-, dep. mid.,

(,?) to cure, heal thoroughly,., II. 8, 419.7,= foreg.',, ,{) tenderness,

softness..?, , 6, sucking pig,

Diog. L.', , , (-)
deliverance, release, relieffrom a thing,,.. Trag.

;

so in plur., Aesch. Pr. 310. and Eur.

:

«T. , a putting an end to

the war, Thuc. 7, 2.—II. a re/noval,

Plat. Legg. 736 A : esp. a divorce,

Eur. Med. 230.—III. (from pass.) a

going away, escape, retreat, Hdt. 1, 12,

etc. : ~?. the final

departure, Hdt. 2, 139 : . ,
departure from life, Xen. Cyr. 5, 1, 13

;

also by itself, death, Diog. L.?.?, verb. adj. from-
a?/., one must deliver from,, Plut. Coriol. 32.—2. (mid.) one

must deliver one's selffrom,, Plat.

Phaed. 06 D.??,=?., An-
ton./., , , delivering,

fit for delivering. Adv. -, hence-, to wish to be delivered.?. adv., =, V. 1.

Xen.de Re Eq. 1,7.

i'(,;, desiderat. from-?, to irish to he delivered, to

wish to go away from,, Thuc. 1,

95 ; 3, 84.2-, , ,=-?,
Hdt. 9. 13.^', Att. -, fut. •,
{,) to set free, release, de-

liver from a thing, . e. g.,,, etc., Trag.,

Plat., etc. : c. ace. only, to set free,

release, let go. Soph. Ant. 597, etc.

—

2. to put away from, remove from,. e. g. ,, Eur. Med. 27, Hipp. 774 : c.

ace. only, to put away, remove, . Id.

Hec. 1008, Plat., etc. : . -, to do away ill by words, Eur. Au-
tol. 1, 20 : also to get rid of, -. creditors, Isae. 53, 36 : hence

—

II. intrans. to get off frer, escape, esp.

with an adv. or adj. added, e.g. ,, .. Plat.,-
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., Dem. ; so too, Hdt. 1, 10: -
., Hdt. 3, 09 ;,

.. Plat., etc.—2. to go away, remove,

depart. Plat. : ., to depart from
life, Eur. Hel. 302: so also—B. In

pass., c. fut. and aor. mid.,-, 7/?.7• ; but also c. fut.

and aor. pass.,/,-
or^ (the former

most usu. in Trag., Pors. Phoen. 980),

to be set free, released from a tlimg,

get rid of it, e. g.,,
etc., Hdt., etc.—2. to get off, escape,

usu. with some adj. or adv. added, as

in act. II. 1, so• .. Soph. .
C. 780 ; ., Eur.
Heracl. 346; ., Ar. Plut.

271, and freq. in Plat. : hence alone,

to be let off, acquitted. Plat., and Oratt.,

— II. to remove, depart from, or, Hdt., also ,, Eur.

:

sometimes also trans., )7;f-, Eur. Med. 729 : to de-

part, go away,,, ..., Hdt.,

etc. : hence in various relations, as
—1. , to de-

part from \H'e, Thuc. 2, 42 ; also freq.

without . Plat., Xen., etc.

—

2. ., to be divorced, Eur.
Andr. 592 : also ?.. Plat. Legg. 808 .—
3. . , to leave school.

Plat. Gorg. 514 C, cf. Xen. Mem. 1,

2, 24.—4. . , like Lat. e

pneris excedere, to become a man, Aes-
chin. 0, 10.—5. to be removed, i. e. far
from, , ?nan.y

removes from folly, Hdt. 1, 00, -, Thuc. 1, 122 : hence/, far inferior to

him, Hdt. 2, 144 : c. inf., -
., to be farfrom judging, Thuc.

I, 138.—0. to depart from, 1. e. leave

off from, 7, Soph.
El. 1335,, Ar. Plut. 310 :

hence absol. to have done, give over,

cease. Soph. Ant. 422, Plat. Apol. 39
D : esp. c. part.,?.,
speak and have done, etc.. Plat. : so?.7/, Eur. Cycl.

000, like , etc. : but
also like with a verb,

: ?nake haste and
be off. Soph. Ant. 214.—7. to depart

from enmity, and so to be reconciled,

like?, absol. or

?.7'/. Plat. Legg. 708 C, 915 C./., a, ov, {,-) given over to foreigners, jra the

hands of others, v. 1. Diod. S. 11, 76.?.,,., {, -) estrange, alienate, Lat. ab-

alienare. Plat. Tim. 05 . : ., to estrange or detach froi7i, Aes-
chin. 29, 20. Hence,, , an estra7iging,

alienating.', poet -,,{.-,
{,) strictly, to thresh out,7, Dem. 1040, 22:
hence to pound, bruise, crush,,
II. 4, 522.,, , ,{,) with soft hair, Eur. Bacch. 1185.',, ,{) an ef-

facing, expunging., , , =
7], Epich. . 42.

''/., , {,) ivith soft curls, Philox. ap.

Ath. 147 B.'?, , , (perh. from,) soft the touch, lender : in Horn.
mostly of human body,,,., ; so,, Aesch.,, Eur. : but
rare in Trag. : more freq. in Plat.

:

in Xen. also of tender meat.

—

. me-
taph. soft, getitle : ?,
like , to laugh g'^tly, slight-

ly, Od. 14, 405 : and so very freq. in

later prose.—2. soft, delicate, like-,. Plat. Phaedr. 239 C.
Adv. -?., ., to roast mod-
erately, Sotad.. 1, 10, cf. Wess.
Diod. 1, p. 192. [], ov,{,)
with soft or tender fiesh, Hipp.,, ,{) soft-

ness, tenderness. Plat. Synip. 195 D,
Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 22., ,{,)
well-fed, plu//ip, fat,, II. 21,
303 ;, rich pastures, Herod.
Att., ov, {,)
wearing soft ramient.'?., ov, gen., {-,) soft-hearted, i/mocent, Anth., ov, contr. ,'-,,{,) soft or
fuie skinned ; also with heterocl. gen., dat., etc., H. Hom.
Ven. 14, Hes. Op. 517, Eur. Hel.
373.

',, 6, ?;.^foreg.'/•. fut. -, {) to

soften. Xen. Eq. 5, 5 : to 7nake plump
and soft, Hipp. : but also to make ten-

der or delicate. Id. : metaph. to soften,

make gentle, LXX. Hence', ov, a, a making soft or
plump, Hipp./., -,=.', ,{,) soft

of nature. Gal.

t'A~ayua or /,, , Apama,
wife of Seleucus ISicator, Strab., {,) to

overpower, bring to nought, Leon. Tar.
', {,) to

drive away darkness, illumine, Orph.,,-. {.) to

cut off,' r'-, Od. 21, 300, .
Soph. Phil. 749. [, but in Soph, ], {,) to

make abortive, hence .,
Plut., to miscarry, Plut.?., f. -,{,-) to blunt, dull the edge of a thins:, .
Pind. P. 1, 100, Aesch. Theb. 715:
more freq. in pass, to be dulled or
blunted, lose its edge or force, Horn.
Ep. 12, Hdt. 3, 134, Plat. Rep. 442 D., inf. aor. 2-
Tov ot.^, , , Apamea, -, a city in Phrygia Major, on the

Marsyas, Strab.—2. a city of Syria,

on the Orontes, Strab.—3.', in Parthia, Strab.

—

i. a city

of Bilhynia, the earlier,
Strab.,.--, aep.mUl. c.

aor. 1 pass., (,) to reply.

usu. in words, to ansirer: but Hom.
always adds a second more definite•

verb, e. g. .
or : aor. pass.

c. act. signf. Xen. An-
ab. 2, 5, 15., {,) to de-

prive of a share in a thing,' -. Pass, to he bereft, as was
once read Od. 17, 322 for., and
is still defended by some, as Spohn.
who has introduced it into Hes. Th.
801, Op. 576., , , {), or, the lake of
Apamea near Apamea ini Syria, Strah., {.) to neg-

lect utterly, Hdt. 3, 129, 132, in pass.



', as mid., only used

ill pres. and imperf., {~,)
te take, carry off for one's self, Nic., (~,) =-.', , , part. perf. pass.

Ion. for, (rom.*. assumed pres. of the

aor. 2, to u-ndress.
*'—/..), assumed pres. of

the aor.,,
=, to fail utterly, Soph.
Tr. 1139.', fut. -, (,)
to keep off, ward off, with coliat. no-

tion of defence, in full a-, ,
to ward off a ihing from one, also

TivL, as II. 9,

597 ; also c. ace. only, to repulse,, Hdt. 9, 90.—. Mid. to

keep off from one's self, and SO to drive

back, repel, ,
Horn., SO also in Hdt., who also has. TL and, 3, 110.—2. to

defend, protect one's self Od. 11, 579 :

but y, by

which we may protect ourselves, II. 15,

738.,(,) to lay

aside a garment, strip off, Pint. Hence., ov, ci, an undressing., fut.,
{,) to take off. lay aside.-, =, to strip

o/, Menand. p. 119.'-, -, {,-) to force, compel, Hipp.', {,) to lead

away : usu. as if intr., sub. ,, etc., to go away, march or

sail a'cay., (,)
dep., to refuse or reject utterly, tl, Od.
10, 297, Find. N. 5, 60, and Aesch.
Eum. 972, in aor. mid.,
but aor. pass, in Ep.
Horn. 4, 10.

', (—,) to

use quite up, like7., Hipp.
', {,-) to be utterly shameless, Dem. 850,

17 : to be shameless enough to do or

say, Tl, Plat. Apol. 31 C., f. -, (, -) to use quite up. utterly con-

sume, Thuc. 2, 13. Hence'.},, , a using quite

up. Died, {vu], , ,{-
ui) a removing from one place to an-
other., ov b, an emigrant.,=', Dion.', (, ?.7.) to

rouse up from a place, 0pp.—II. intr.

to rise up from. Id., (,)
strengthd. for. Hence., , strengthd.

for, Diod.', ov, (a priv., rrav-) without an inn to rest at,

., Democr. ap. Stnb.
', f.-,(, -) dep. mid., to be a real man,

play the man, , Callistr., , {,) to

make one a man. Pass, to become a

man, be grown up, Eur. Ion 53.
', {~,) to blow

down, only in Hesych., and before consonants, strengthd. for ,
adv., afar off, far away, Horn.—II. as
prep. c. gen. far from, away from,
Horn. ; alooffrom them, 11. 14, 189 ; 20,

41 :', without their know-
ledge, II. 1, 549 ; sou-rurei'^e,

11

Od. 9, 30 ; but also

h/', out from it light beam-

ed, II. 19, 374 : oft. placed after its gen..,,.-, {,) to

leave off blooming, fade wither, Ar.

Eccl. 1121 ; , Plat.

Symp. 196 A. Hence,, , a fading, with-

ering, decaying.',.-, (,) to

pluck off flowers. Metaph.
., to cull the flowers of

idle talk, i. e. talk as boldly as they
please, Aesch. Ag. 1662. Mid. c.

ace, to pluck the flower oneself, to

pick out the best of a thing, Plut. : cf.. Hence', , , something
plucked, a flower culled.—II. ^sq., ov, b, a plucking of
flowers.—II. a culling offlowers, choice

collection.
',.- Att. - {,) to broil on the coals, roast,

Ar. Av. 1546.

—

. to eat broiled fish,

V. sq.,, , a small fish

for broiling, also.—II. a
cake baked on coals., , {-) anything broiled on coals., strengthd. for -, to burn to a cinder, Luc.
'A—, , , the nature of

an ; inhumanity., dep., to be-.—II. c. ace, to shun like a
misanthrope, Hipp.,^., , , =:-, Luc.,.-, (,-) to turn into a man, humanise,
Slob. Pass, to become a man, Stob.', ov, (,)
far from man, and so—I. inhuman,
savage. Soph. Fr. 842— II. unsocial,

misanthropic, Plat. Ep. 309 B.—2. of
countries, uninhabited, Aesch. Pr. 20.

— III. inconsistent with human nature.

Adv. -., fut. -, (,, to make rise up and depart,

take or send aumy,, Hdt. 3,

156 ; 6, 133. Mid. c. aor. 2 et perf.

act., to arise and go away, depart again,

Hdt. 9, 87, , Hdt. 9,

86, also c. gen. loci, Thuc. 1, 139:

esp. to leave one's country, emigrate,

Thuc. 1, 2., ov, (a priv.,-) guileless, Plut.', adv., () every-

where, Eur. Ant. 12., adv., () from
all sides, Luc., .,=^,
Luc., adv., () in all

directions, to every side, Plut., adv., () every-

where, V. 1. Eur. Hipp. 431, etc.', , f. -, or more usu.- (Thuc. 4, 77, Xen., and Dem.):
aor., (, ) : to

come or go from a place towards, and
so to come or go to meet, encounter,

whether as friend or foe,, Hdt. 8,

9, etc. : hence oft. to resist, withstand.

Plat., Xen., etc.: also .,-, Eur.—2. esp. to meet with, light

or fall upon,, as . -, Dem. 1395, 5 : absoL,
any one you meet, any

one, Plat. Rep. 563 C, so at-, Dem. 958, 16: hence— 3. of
things, to happen, come upon one,, Eur. Ion 940

:

, Aeschin. 23, 31 : absol., to con
cur, ', in this

concurrence. Hdt. 8, 142 : also

., Hdt. 6, 84 : also to turn out
well, prosper.—4. foil, by a prep.,.
TLvl or , Hdt. 2, 75,
Thuc. 4, 70, 89, etc. : but oft. little

more than to go or come to, arrive or
be present at a place : so.,, Ar. Lys. 13, Plat. Theaet. 210
D : also. to be present

at a trial. Plat. Legg. 936 :,, etc., to

come before them, Dem. ; but., to agree to an arbitration, ap.

Dem. 544, 20 : also.,, or

, to approach or attempt a thing,, Plat. Theaet. 144
, , Legg. 830 A ; ., to come to the question

of rating, Aeschin. 62, 21 ; but also to

have recourse to a thing, ',
Dem. 760, 24, etc.: ., to be present at other people's

suits, meddle in them. Id. 580, 20, cf.

133, 15. The mid., except fut., is

late, Lob. Phryn. 288.
'7•., poet, for -.
',,,=:, LXX., adv., () everywhere,

in all places, , all round
about, Od. 8, 278.—II. every way, in

all directions. II. 7, 183.

—

. in all

ways., , , ()
a meeting, encountering.—. reply,

answer.,, ^,=foreg., Polyb., verb. adj. from -', one must meet or go, .
Plat. Theaet. 210 D., -,^=., adv., strengthd. for, right opposite, b .,
Xen. Hell. 6, 4, 4., adv., strengthd. for-, like, right opposite,

Hdt. 7, 34..,(,) to draw

off from, . -, Eur. Or. 641 : to draw off, -, Aesch. Pr. 84, and so c.

ace. only, to lighten, lessen, -, Eur. Ale. 354. Hence,, , a pumping or
drawing off of water, Arist. Probl., (, )^•, Eur. Rhes. 901., adv., () always,

Lob. Phryn. 103.,.-,(,) to ac-

complish, finish entirely, -, sc. , the ships

performed the voyage home, Od. 7, 326.

[,]", adv. first in Od. 12, 22, 350,
once, once only, once for all, like Lat.
semel, Bentl. Hor. Sat. 2, 8. 24 : hence?. ., Hdt. 7, 46, so

Plat, . ?. : c.

gen., . , -, Hdt. 2, 59; 4, 105; also ., Hdt. 2. 132.—II. without
any notion ofnumber, after,,,. etc., like Lat. ut semel,, when once he began, Xen.
Hell. 5, 4, 58,. Id. An. 1, 9, 10, cf. 3, 2
25. (From ,, copul., and ace.

to Pott, Tray-,, cf..),, , (,'^
and such words usu. in plur., all at

once, all together, Ar. Plut. Ill, 206;
but also in sing., every one, Xenarch.
Porph. 1, 16, Stratt. Myrm. 1.

', (, 7,) adv..
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strengthd. for^, in general, upon
the whole, Luc.. , , {,) vnwor-
thincss : in the language of the Sto-
ics, m.iTal worthlessness, opp. to.,, ov,^, unworthy
of,. Plat. Legg. 645 C.7),,{,) to deem a
thing uiuvorlhy of one, , Plut.:

to disclaim as unworthy, disown, Lat.
dedignari, Thuc. 1,5: also., c.

inf , Schiif. Dion. Comp. p. 38 : in

mid., ?/,
hath banished thtm (rom his hall,

Aesch. Euin. 307. Hence, , , a deeming un-
worthy : conte7npt, contemptuousness,
Polyb

"^ ^', ov, Dor. for,
Pind.~,=.'\-, op,

( a priy.,)
with no grandfathfr or ancestors : nie-

taph. .^, not

unfathered by th' Idaean flame, Aesch.
Ag. 311., Ion. for, Hdt.
2, 121.', ov, (a priv.,-) not passed or transgressed : not

to be transgressed or infringed, Plut.

—

II. act. not passing over to another,
esp. of state-offices : hence, not pass-
ing away, unchangeable, N. T.—2. not
transgressing, Joseph. Adv. -., ov,{a priv.,-) not puttingforth shoots or
suckers, Theophr., ov, (a priv.,-
?.)) not to be confronted or com-
pared, unlike : not to be united., oi>, (a priv.,-/.) not ordered. Adv. -,
without the sign of battle. Polyb.. ov, (a priv.,-) not limited : not to be marked
out by boundaries, Polyb., ov, {a priv.,)
not to be turned from his path or pur-
pose, Hierocl. Aur. Carm., ov, {a priv.,-) not to he received, not accepta-

ble.—II. act. 7iot receiving.. ov, (a priv.,-
]) not placed beside or compared.—
II. in Gramm., words or
phrases without quoted authority, Bast.
Greg. p. 348., part. pf. pass. Ion.

for )., from.', ov, ( priv.,-) not to be turned away by prayers :

hence inevitable, extreme, like-.— II. of persons, not to be entreated,

implacable, inexorable. Plat., Lys., in-

flexible, ^, Dem. 772, 25. Adv.-, implacably, inexorably, Thuc. 3,

84.7, ov, ( priv.,) uncovered : hence adv.-, undisguisedly, openly, Plat. Rep.
538 C, Euthyd. 294 D. {ku], ov, {a priv.,-) not called in, without summons,
as a volunteer, Thuc. 2, 98.—II. not to

be confuted., ov, (a priv.,) not to be followed, un-
intelligible, inconsistent : hence adv.

-, Anton.
', ov, {a priv.,-) not omitted, continual.
'7., ov, (a priv.,-/') unchanged, unchangeable :

hence c. dat., exactly like. Adv. -,
Ath. Hence

', , , unchangeable-

7iess, Pint.
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A/., ov, (a priv.,-?\.) not to be deceived, Aesop.
—11. act. not deceiving. Adv. —.

'', ov, ( priv.,-}) not unreasonable. Iambi.
'', ov, ( priv.,-') not to be emulated or ex-

celled, Joseph.', ov, (a priv.,-
o)=^toreg., ov, ( priv,,-) not to be persuaded: hence
incorrigible, and adv.-, incorrigibly,

Plat. Legg. 731 D : also inconsolable,

Plut.—11. not to be entreated, inexora-

ble. Plat. Epin. 980 D. Adv. -,
not to be guided or advised, Plat, [v], oi',= foreg., inexora-

ble,, Aesch. Pr. 185: unbending,
stubborn, wild, shy, Eur. I, A. 620.

[Aesch., like.], ov, (a priv,,-) not to be seduced, Dion, H., ov, {a priv,,-) not entangled, clear,,
Hices, ap. Ath. 689 C. Adv. -., ov, ( priv.,-) not imitated or counterfeit.

', ov, {a priv., -/) unshaken. Adv. -.
', ov,( priv.,-) not noted, umnarked, undis-

tinguished, LXX,, ov,=foreg., ov, (a priv.,-) not falsely stamped, not counter-

feit.,,, want ofprep-
aration : from, ov, (a priv.,-)= sq., freq. in Xen., ov, (a priv., -) without preparation, unpre-

pared, Antipho 131, 28, Thuc. 2, 87:, Xen. Cyr.

7, 5, 25 ; and . /, Dem.
1017, 17.—II. without great preparation,

without expense. Adv. -, Polyb., Att. -, fut. -,{,) to dash, strike off, 11.

16, 116, Hdt. 5, 112, etc.:

., to smite to the earth. II. 14, 497 :

to knock or sweep off, Lat. decutere,, Valck.
Hdt. 8. 90, cf. Thuc. 7, 63., ov, {a priv.,) not to be changed in

form : . , that

does not take the form of the neuter,
Gramm. Adv. -.', ov, ( priv.,-) unobserved, not watched. Adv.-, Polyb., ov, (a priv.,-
7^) with one's hair not pulled out,

At. Lys. 279.,,(,) wish-

ed away, accursed, Lat. nefandus, Plut.

., ov, {'.,-) not to be turned aside, inevita-

ble : of persons, inexorable. Adv.-,
Anton., ov, and, ov, (a priv.,-) not spoiled., ov, {a priv., -) not watched.—II. (from
mid.) careless. Adv. -).', ov, ( priv.,-) not falsely marked, not

counterfeit., ov, (a priv.,-) without any thing poured into it,

unmixed, esp. of wine without water,
Gal., ov, {a priv.,-) not giving ground, staunch,

Polyb. Adv.-.

, , y, an herb, prob. a
kind ol succory, Theophr.., .{)=. q. v., and like it m plur.,

Ar. Pac. 1056.'},-,(,}
to silver over : to turn into viotiey, The-
mist. Hence, ov, , a silvering

over : a selling for ready money.',=, Arte-
mid,', ov, (a priv.,-') not to be bent aside., ov, (a priv..-) riot to be attacked, inviolable,

Epict, : unblamable, perfect,'Vim. Locr.
Adv. —, exactly, Diod,, ov, (a priv.,-)=, Ath., ov, (a priv.,•)^=, Plut.', , ( priv,,-) not determining a thing, c, gen.,, Schiif. Dion. Comp. p. 83.—H., sub., modus
infinitums. Adv. -, in the infin.

mood, Dion. H., ov, (c priv,,•) not tightly considered.—II.

act. not considering carefully, Anton.
Adv. -. Id. [v]

', ov, {a priv.,-) not troubled, Plut.', f. -,{,)
to displease, be disagreeable to, ,
Thuc. 1. 38 : also. Plat.—2. mid.
oi) -, one must not take it ill that

a king should be displeased, II. 19, 183.—3, later, to displease one's self, be dis-

satisfied with a thing. Hence, ov, unpleasant.', ov, (« priv.,-)=, not comfort-

ed.—II. insatiable, Plut, Adv, -., {,) to ward off., ov, (a priv., -) unmaidenly, unfitting a maid-
en, Eur. Phoen. 1740, in neut. pi. as
adv.—II. (a copul.) maidenly, pure.

Soph. Fr. 287., ov, {a priv.")
no more a maid, Theocr. :

',
" virgin wife and widow'd maid,"
Eur. Hec. 612., {,) to dis-

member, dissect, Hipp.,{,) to count

over, take an inventory of, Xen. Oec.
9, 10 : to recko7i up. Id. Cyr. 5, 2, 35.

—II. to reckon or pay back, lb. 3, 1, 42.

Hence, , , a counting

over, Thuc. 5, 20.,, , a kind ofbed-straw,

prob. Galium aparine, goose-grass,

Sprengel Diosc. 3, 94. [i], , fut. -, (, •) to suffice, be sufficient, Aesch.
Pers. 474, Soph. O. C. 1769, Eur. In-

cert. 12, 3.—II. intr. to be contented,

acquiesce, Aesch. Ag. 379 : so too in

pass.. Lye., adv. part. pres. act.

from, sufficiently., ov. o. a north wind, like. Arist. Meteor. : from, , lov, {,)
from the north, northerly, .
Lye.,(,) dep.,

c. fut. mid., and aor. pass. (Thuc. 6,

56), to deny utterly, deny, absol. Hdt.
6, 69 ; . , Thuc. 1. c. ; ., sc.. Soph. Ant. 442. Aj.

96. Also fut. in pass.



Signf., ! shall be denied Or refused.

Soph. Phil. 527. Hence,. r), utter denial, and^, , , one who denies

rttterly.

i'kTTapvoi, (jv, o'l, the Aparni, a

people on the Caspian sea, Strab., ov,{) deny-

ing utterly, voaittv,

Hdt. 3, 99 ; also c. gen.,, she denied nothing.

Soph. Ant. 435.—II. pass, denied, re-

fused,, to any one, Aesch. Suppl.

1040.', (,) dep.,

to take or carry away from, ., ov, ( .,-) without approach, inaccessible,

Died.
I'-, ov. ( priv.,-) not excited or excitable, dull, slug-

gish.>6,=,}€\.
\\.-^), ov, ( priv., Tzaf)-{') deprived of freedom of

speech, Polyb.— II. not speaking freely,

not frank. Cic. Att. 9, 2.'•,, , (arraipw) a setting

out on a march, departure, LXX.~.,.-, {~,)
strictly, to hang up from. .,
to hang, strangle, Eur. And. 412.—2,

to make dependent upon a person or

thin?, Plut. : pass, to drpi-nd upon.

TivL Wytt. Plut. 2, 113 B.— II. to

take away and hang up: hence in genl.

to separate, remove, part, .
Dem. 244, 27 : pass., of time, to be

distant. Poh'b,—2. seemingly intr.,

sub., to remove one's self, go

away. Thuc. 6, 21, unless -
duf be supplied from the foreg. clause.

Hence., . a hangingfrom
or upon.—II. dependence^',{,) adv., complete-

ly, wholly: in numbers, exactly, just,

Hdt. 5, 53.—II. jtL<>t the reverse, quite

the contrary, Ar. Plut. 38S, Pherecr.
Coriann. 6, also /.. Id.

Crap. 7, ubi v. Meineke.—III. in N.
T., for vvv.from noWyfrom this

time, and so to be written, cf.

Lob. PhrjTi. 21. []', , .=:, ac-

complishment, perfection.—. later, a

pitting up to public sale, cf..—11\.=(, hoitsehold utensils,

moveables, Hippon. 54.
',=^, adv. part,

pres. act. from, completely,

perfectly. Diog. L.', .•.{,) to

gel ready, complete. Polyb. : (m Aesch.
Theb. 374, Herm. would read-.) Pass, to be completed, be ex-

actly made up. Hipp. : so more freq.

—2. intr., as -, Id. : . , like Lat.

qttadrare ad, Arist. Pol. : also,-, the fitting season. Id. li.

., cf. Lob. Phryn. 447.
'^, , ,(, -) round, full, even number or sum,

Valck. Hdt."7, 29.,()
Lat. auctionem bonorum prnscribere . to

put up goods to public sale, Plut. Cic.

27. ^, , , ()
completion, perfection.', ov, o,=foreg., . ., , ,()
completing, belonging to completion.', ov,^, hav-

ing JTist brotight forth, Inscr., adv., (, )=.

, verb, adj., one must
draw off, esp. water, Ar. Eq. 921

:

fi-om., , , the Aparytae, a

people of Persia, Hdt. 3, 91.

'ATupi)ru.= sq., Plut. [], -, (,) to draw

off, skim off, Hdt. 4, 2 ; metaph. to ex-

haust, enfeeble, like ?.. [y in

all tenses.], -, (,)
to compare to something ancient,

, Ath. Pass, to be antiquated.

'Aapa,={oreg,-, old fashioned songs, Antiph. Di-

plas. 1.', , , and more usu. in

plur., the beginning of a sacri-

fice, the first part of offerings, as the

hair from the forehead, ears, etc.,. Eur. Or. 96, cf.-
: but usu.—2. the firstlings for

sacrifice or offering, /?rsi-/ru.iis,-. Soph. Tr. 183

:

, Eur. Meleag. 3,-, Thuc. 3, 58 :, Hdt. 1, 92, etc.

:

also. , Hdt. 4,88: hence
freq. metaph. . -, Eur. Ion 402, .-
, etc., Plat.',, ro.=foreg..-.(,)
dep. micf., to make a beginning, esp. in

sacrifice, in Hom. always c. ace,, to begin the sacri-

fice with the hair, i. e. by cutting off

the hair from the forehead and throw-

ing it into the fire, II. 19, 254, Od. 3,

446, etc.—11. later c. gen., to cut off

part of a thing to offer it, .,
Eur. El. 91, , Hdt. 4, 188: c.

gen., to offer part of.?, Hdt. 4, 61 : hence—2.

esp. to offer the firstlings or first-fruits

of a thing,, Hdt. 3, 24 : ab-

sol. to begin a sacrifice or offer the first-

lings, Ar. Ach. 244, Pac. 1056: ., Xen. Hier. 4, 2.-3. me-
taph. to take as the first-fruits, take as

the choice or best. Plat. Legg. 767 C.

—III. in late prose, just like,
to begin, c. inf, Luc. Cf.-.', ov, ,=-;;•, dub. 1.

Aesch. Pers...-,,) to be the

first, to lead, -, the leader of the dance, Dion. H.:

to Tnake a beginning, Anth.— II. in

Pind. N. 4, 76, to hold rule afar off,

V. Dissen (46).",,, (, )
strengthd. for, quite all. all togeth-

er, very freq. from Hom. downwds. :

sometimes also , altogether

:

and , entirely,

Valck. Phoen. 622 : with adj.-, all silver, i. e. of massive
silver, Od. 4, 616 :, the exactly contrary way. Plat.

Prot. 317 : the Att. also used it

like in sienf. every one, Lat. unus-

quisque, Heind. Plat. Phaed. 108 :

TO , as adv., altogether. Plat.[ Hom.. but, Att., Drac.

p. 24, 29, 85, cf. Buttm. Ausf Gramm.
§ 53, Anm. 5.]

', as pass.,(,-
?.) to turn to soot, become sooty,

Diosc., , , the Apasiacae,

a Scythian race, Strab. : of.-.,.•.(,)
to leap, bound away, struggle, Ar. Fr.

416: to be convulsed, ?., prob. in

Menand. p. 263.

, (,)
to take leave of, rii'a,Himer., (,) to go
on struggling or panting : in general
strengthd. for, to struggle

convulsively, Eur. Ion 1207., adv. oi, fasting,, , , an abstainingfrom
food,fasting,fast,., Ar. Nub.
621 : from, ov, (a priv.,) not having eaten, fasting,

Hom. ; c. gen.,. without having tasted meat or

drink, Od. 4, 788.', f. -, (, -) to flash forth, beam forth,

ah//., Orph., like/..'/., ,(,) to

hinder through business, cf.'-
: in genl. to detain, prevent, Luc.

Pass, and mid., to have no leisure.

Hence, , , detention by 6h-

siness, Strab., adv., (a priv.,)
noiselessly.', , f. -, to cheat, trick,

outwit, beguile, Lat. decipere, Horn.

:

hence like Lat. fallere tempus, to be-

guile the time. Pass, to be deceived,

esp. to be self-deceived, mistaken. Soph.
O. T. 594, Eur.,/.,
a disappointed, vain message, Soph. El.

170 : but ..., to be led by

deception to do anything, Heind. and
Stallb. Plat. Prot.' 323 A. [The old

deriv. from and cannot

stand : better with Buttmann from,, Lat. palpare, cf.,.)', and before a conson.

UTrarfpfej.•, adv.,(-.) strength-

ened for, far apart, aloof, all

alone, II.— II. also as prep. c. gen.,

far from, away from, II. 5, 445., Ion. for, Xeno-
phan. ap. Sext. Emp. 9, 193., Ion. for.',, , a cheat, rogue.

Plat. Rep. 451 A, and Xen. : from', , , cheating, trickery,

fraud, guile, deceit. Dem., etc., -
?.ial, crooked wiles, Pind. Fr.

232, 2 : a-, /., a being cheated

out of the marriage. Soph. Ant. 630

:

in a less bad signf, cunning, craft,

Od. 13, 294 ; esp. of the gods, . -. Aesch. Fr. 273. cf. Od. 13, 294

:

a stratagem in war, Thuc. 2, 39 ; also

craft for one's own good, etc., cf.

Aesch. Pers. 93 :, cf. ?..—2.' is per-

sonified in Hes. Th. 224.—II. a be-

guiling of tiuie, enjoyment. — HI.

plant, acc. to Sprengel the leontodon

taraxicum, or dandelion, v. 1. Theophr.

[] Hence, ov, deceitful, guileful,

ivily, ., skilled in wiles, Od.

14, 288.', , ov,=foreg., ,\.
I, 526., , , (<)=, Mel. 112., , gen. ,=-., , , , (,) cheating, beguiling men.',, ,() be-

guiling, misleading, LXX. [~], , ,() able

or inclined to cheat, fraudulent, Plat.

—

II. fit to beguile the time, agreeable.', ov, (a priv.,) un-

trodden, Anth.—II. not trodden down,

not worn, new. [a], f.-,(.)
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later form for sq., Aesch. Eum. 95,

in pass., , f.-{,)
to dishonour, disgrace, II. 1.3, 113.. i- -, (,)) to

send forth vapour, exhale, Arist. P. A., , , Cyzicenc
name for the third month, answering
to the Attic Pyanepsion : from

', , . the Apaturin,

a festival at Athens in the month Py-

anepsion, lasting three days, Schol.

Ar. Pac. 890 : but also held by all the

Ionic race, except at Ephesus and
Colophon, Hdt. 1, 147 : at it the

Athenians had their grown up sons

enrolled among the citizens. (Hence
jirob. from a copul., and,-, V. Diet. Antiqq.)

t'ATaroi'pta, , , Apaturia, prop.

the deceitful one, a surname of Miner-

va, given by Aethra, Paus. 2. 33. 1.

—

2. an appellation of Venus, worship-

ped in the Tauric Chersonese, Strab., , 6, Apaturius, an

inhabitant of Byzantium, against

whom Demosthenes spoke, Dem.
fATTUTtvpov, ov, TO, Apatftrum, a

place on the Bosporus, contaming a

temple of Venus Apaturus, Strab.,, . , (a priv., -) fatherless, orphan. Soph., etc.

:

also in neut. pi., , Eur.

. F. 114: disowned hi/ the father.

Plat. Legg. 929 A : also'c. gen., .
j, not having me for a father. Soph.
,

O. C. 1383.—2. born after the father's

death, hat. posthtiinus.— 3. of unknown

father, like, Lat. spurius.—

il. not fatherhj, not like a father, [a], f. -, {,)
to let ivither. Pass, to be withered,

Theophr.
'.^., f. -, {,)

toflash forth, like. Mid.

to shine, beam forth, Call.—2. to see

from far. Id. Del. 125., dep., to behold from

far. Call.',., reflected light,

reflection, LXX., and N. T., , , a reflecting of
light, reflection. Pint.', /, ^,= foreg.,, f.-,{. ')
to forbid, absol.. Soph. Phil. 1293

:

esp. foil, by c. inf , Soph. O. '.

236, Aj. 741 : also. , like

Lat. interdicere re.—II. to tell or bid

plai)ili/, Lat. edicere, c. inf, Ar. Ran.
369.— III. to deny, Anth.—IV. to say

No to, be wanting towards, fait,(,
Eur. Andr. 87 : hence to fail, sink, to

die, Theophr. : to become speechless,

Luc. cf,., , =.
Hence,, , sublimity,

DioChr. []
', dep. mid.,= sq.,[,)

dep. mid., to speak or act boldly, speak

out. Plat. Apol. 37 A, and freq. in late

prose, Lob. Phryn. 66., f - Att. -,
(,) to do a thing on

the same day : esp. to go or return the

same day, Xen. An. 5, 2, 1,, Ael.'?, , , {,)
sleeping alone, esp. the night before

the wedding, when the bridegroom
slept alone in his father-in-law's

house : also the presents made to the

bride on the same day, both in Poll.
'?,.-,{,-) mid. c. aor. pass., to sleep or

live away from, , Dion. .
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'7, , , belonging

to the,.?. garment

f
resented on the day of the,
'oil., ov, {,) away

from the., ov,=foreg., Anth./,, , {,)
decrease, decline, Longin., never found in pres.

;

for the early writters mostly follow

Horn, in using only the impf c. aor.

signf,,,,{ is f. 1. in Od. 4, C46) : to

take, wrest away from, rob of, USU. C.

dupl. ace. pers. et rei,, he robbed him of life, so i/;i)-

', : but also c.

dat. pers. li. 17, 236, Od. 3, 192 ; and in

passages like 11. 19, 89, c. gen. pers.,

which last was usu. later: to these

must be added the aor. forms-
and, which are

found with same construct, in Horn.,

11. 9, 107, Od. 13, 270, v. Buttm.
Le.xil. p. 141. sq.— II. to receive, get,

whether good or ill, and so to enjoy

or suffer ; so first Hes. Op. 238, where
some read, but Eur. Andr.
1029, has. , to receive

at another's hands, without v. 1. ; and
Aesch. Prom. 28, has mid. in same
signf,', ubi Elmsl.,

Dind.,, and so Passow would
alter- all such places, cf.-
pfiv, but V. Buttm. Lexil. ji. 152.

(Some take for the root, others,

as Buttm.,, ; for the
simple is not found.)

', =,
dub. 1. in Hipp., v. Buttm. Lexil.

p. 147., adv. of sq., unceasing, in-

cessant, Dio C., ov, {a priv.,) not

to be stopped, quieted Or assuaged, 6i\pa,

Thuc. 2, 49 : never-ending,, Soph.
Aj. 1186, and Plat.—II. c. gen., never

ceasing from,, Eur. Suppl. 82.

Adv. -, Arist. Mund., adv., {,)
forthwith, on the spot., fut.- Att. -,
{,) to do or offer of
one's self. Pint./',,{,>)
to go of one's own accord, desert, Thuc.
7, 75., fut. - Att. -,
{,) to break the neck

:

., to tame a bull by forcing

back his neck, Philostr.— II. to shake off

from the neck, get free by struggling.*', pres. assumed as root

of, fut. of sq., fut. : aor., part,, mostly found

in compos. : of the simple word Horn,

has only and. and
opt. aor. mid. in act. signf,

all in Od., =, to cheat, be-

guile, {, , palpare, v. -.), f. -, {,)
to skim off the froth., pres. assumed as root of

aor. of., , ( priv.,) with-

out thickness.\, 1 aor. pass. part, from., {,) dep.,

to be hateful 01 grievous,, Sapph.
37 : to become disliked, iticur odium,

Thuc. 1, 75, iv ) /, Id. 2, 63.
'7.,^=&\., Aretae., {,) to free

from darkness, Qu. Sm. 1, 78. [i]

A, {,) as

pass., to fall into disuse, grow useless.?.,{, ,/-) as pass., to be tongjieless, Luc.
Lexiph. 15., , , {,)
great-grandson or daughter, Lat. pro-

nepos, cf.,.- an-,{,) to give up, deliver again. •, adv. part. perl', act.

from, desperately, like a

desperate man., . Dor. for., {) to make even, to

level., , {a priv.,)
unshod, barefoot, Aesch. Pr. 135., ov, {a priv.,)
= foreg., Call, [i], ov, {a copul. ,) even,

level, flat, Lat. planus, campestris, Hdt.,

and Thuc. : , a plain, flat

surface, Hdt. 4, 62.', only in late Greek, v. sub., Ep. for 3 sing.

indie, from, Hom., 3 sing, imperf. act. from, II., ov, {a priv.,) footless,

Lye., f. -, {,) to

disuse, disaccustom : . , to

use or teach not to do something, Lat.

dedocere, Aeschm. 21, 31, -, Id. 5, 27.', inf, aor. 2 with-

out pres. in use, serving as aor. to, to look away from other things

at, and so simply to look at, or

, Thuc.— II. to look awayfrom,
and so to despise, Plut.', , , ( priv.,-) disobedience to command.', , , the Conduct of an, disobedience, contumacy, Plut., ,.-/, to be,
to refuse compliance. Aesch. Ag. 1049

;

to disobey,. Eur. Or. 31.—II. not

to let one's self be persuaded, to disbe-

lieve, mistrust, Plat. : not to abide by,.^. Id. Legg. 949 D.,. Ion. lor,, 3 sing, and plur. aor.

1 pass, from, Hdt., , ( priv.,)
disobedient. Soph. Fr. 45 ; .. Plat. : umnanageable,o{s\i\'ps,

Thuc' 2, 84 ; so of countries, imprac-

ticable, difficult, Hermesian. ap. Ath.

597 B.—II. act., not persuading or con-

vincing. Adv. -, ., Plat.

Rep. 391 .
^ _', ,.^=.',.-,{,) to

form from or after, copy, represent, ex-

press. Plat. : esp. to express by a com-

parison. Soph. Fr. 102, and Plat.

:

nence most usu., to compare with, liken

to, . Plat., etc.—II. •, = . conjecture.

Soph. Tr. 141, cf Eur. Or. 1298, un-

less. is to be read, v. Herm.
Soph 1. c. Hence, , , a copying, repre-

sentation, -. Plat. Legg.

608 .
', , ,{)
copy, image, imitation,^ioTeg., Plat.

Crat.' 402 D., verb. adj. from-, one must represent or express.

Plat. Phaedr. 27UE.', f.-,{, )=^. Philo. Hence,, ,=•, Epist. Socr.



1', adv. from sq., usu.

OXK ., not unreasonably, Thuc. 1,

73 , 2, 8 : but in 6, 55, he has-,.-, , , part. perf. Att.

for, q. v., unlike, unseemly :

but usu. in neut. of things, unreason-

able, unfair, Antipho 117, 1, and
(req. in late prose, v. Wyttenb. Ind.

Plut. : cf.., poet, for, to

threaten.

?.,,{.-, (, ?^)=. to press hard: usu. in pass.,~7-,- -,-,', brought into great straits,

Hdt. 1, 24 ; 8, 109 ; also ,
forced into narrow compass, Hdt. 9,

34. Cf. /, /., /./.,,.- : Horn, has a

form -/,//. Ep. for 7/~?.,
3 dual. impf. act., Od. 11, 312: to

threaten, Lat. minor, in Horn, always
c. dat. pers., sometimes c. ace. rei,. TLvi ri, sometimes c. inf. pres. or

fut., to threaten to do; SO too freq. in

Att. : also— . otl..., -.., Xen. : and
often absol.—IL to assist in a threat-

ening way, to make boastful threats, 11.

8, 150: in genl. to boast, brag, Lat.

gloriari, Od. 8. 383 : hence also—III.

to assure, promise, vow, II. 23, 863, 872.

B. pass,, to be terrified by

threats, Xen. Symp. 4, 31 : but later/ is found as dep..Polyaen.,

and N. T. (the common notion is

that of speaking loud, whence, with, it is referred to /).
Hence
'-?., , , mostly in plur.,

threats, Horn., etc. : also boasts, brag-

gart words, IL 20, 83 : in sing.,

threatening, threat ofpunishment, Soph.
Ant. 753, Plat. Legg. 668 B.

''/..,, TO,=foreg., Soph.
O. C. 660, m plur.

''/^, per£ pass, from ,-73.
'-/?/, , , threaiening,

Polyb. _',, , threatener,

boaster, II. 7, 96. Hence.7£^, , , (-)
belonging to or disposedfor threatening,

UTZ. AOyoi, threatening language, Hdt.

8, 112., , 0,=7.-.'?7, , ,^-. Plat., and Xen. Adv. -./. and', part., perf act. and pass,

from ~'/.; .—')], ov, {7\.,)
bearing threats, poet./), (arro, ?)
to purify, Syaes.''/, Ion. for 7., to

unrol, unwind, Dio C./, like, to force

back, but prob. only found in old Att,

law phrase, ^ (but Bekk.
/.') Tytivpa, whoever bars the

way with the door, ap. Lys. 117, 37,

cf. '/., Buttm. Lexil. v.

10., fut., (, [)
to be away or far from. Horn. ;,
Od. 19, 169 ; 20, 155 ; but usu. absol.

to be away Or absent : of things, to be

oiuay, wanting : ol r' , ol r*", i. e. all that are, every one.

Soph. Ant. 1109; so, ruf
?.~,1. .

300. cf. Lob. Phryn. 754. Hom.
mostly uses impf.,, 3 pi.', and fut..~, (.) to go away, de-

part, Horn. : the ind. pres, usu, in

fut. signf., / will go, Od. 17, 593:
Imperat., part, —.—, inf. •, Ep.-

: later also aor. 1, and
: fut., perf.-

-, mostly used in signf. IV. 2

:

other tenses supplied by,:— To speak, say, or tell

out, , /.,,', Hom. ; also-
or ?. to

speak, say. Or tell out boldl)•, bluntly,

U. : to declare, so too Arist. Mirab. in

aor. mid.—II. to deny, refuse, opp. to, II. 1, 515; 9, 675.—III. to

forbid, like, (very freq. in

prose, esp. c. ?) et inf ) . rivi, etc., to forbid one to do, tell

him not to do, Hdt. 1, 155, Thuc, etc.

:

TO, a forbidden thing,

Hdt. 3. 5, 2.—IV. like,~, to renounce, disown, give up,

c. ace. rei, e. g., II. 19, 35, cf

3, 406 ; and not seldom in prose, as

vibi> . Plat.

Legg. 928 D, ., Thuc.
6, 89 : (dub. whether ever c. gen. rei,

for II. 3, 406 is now read, with Aris-

tarch., '-, v.

Spitzn. ad 1. :) so Hdt. uses mid.,

', to disouii his

son, 1 , 59 ; ., to avert a vision

by offerings, 5, 56 : hence—2. intrans.

to give up, be uv>rn otU, fail, flag, sink,

Trag., etc. : c. dat. pers., to fail or be

wanting to one,' ?.,
Eur. Med. 460, cf Andr. 87 ; but c.

dat. rei, to fail, fall short in a thing,, Dem. 30, fin.,, Ly-
curg. 153. 4 : ~. ~, to sink

under..., Xen. Hell. 6, 3, 15 ; but also

c. dat., (1—.,, Pors. Or.

91 : also c. part.,., to be

quite tired of sitting. Plat. Phaedr.
228 ; ., to give over speak-
ing, Id. Legg. 769 E. [,-
once in Hom., II. 19, 35.], to act without know-
ledge of good and right : and

j, , , ignorance of
goodness, Hierocl. : from

!, ov, (, -) unacquainted with goodness, like. Adv. -, Diod., , , an Apiraean wo-

man, OcT. 7, 8 : but as no such place

is known, some make it Dor. from' : yet a ?, adv., () times

without number, Arist. de Xen., etc., ov, endless, boundless,, Pind. P. 9, 61 : the prose form
is., ov, (a priv.,)
untried, not put to the test : hence pure,

chaste, Heliod.—II. act. inexperienced

in a thing,. '
I, ov, (a priv.,)

Dor. for ', and = foreg., I

Pind., ov, shortened for-, like for,
Bockh Pind. O. 6, 54 (90)., adv.() in an in-

|

finite number of ways, Plut.
|,, and Hom., lengthened forms from., in Hdt. usu., and

in Hom. also, f. -^, (,) to keep away or shut out from,
part frmn, , Horn., Hdt.,

etc. ; also , Hdt. 9, 68 : to

keep OT hinder from, , Thuc.
2, 39, cf 3, 45 : ,, to keep one
back, hinder him. Id. 2, 53 : of a river,

j
, shut out from its old

course, Hdt. 2, 99,—II. to part, divide.

ANEI
and so to bound, skirt, of seas and.

rivers, etc., e. g. "/^,, Hdt. 1, 72, cf. 171, 204:
so too of a person,, keeping the hill on the right

hand, Hdt. 7, 43, 112, much like-.—III. to shut up, confine,

., Hdt. 3, 116; . , Id.

I, 154, etc., , , and later ,. lengthd. form for, in

signf I. : bmmdless, endless, in size or
quantity, endless, countless,. -,, Hom. ;, Hes.
Fr. 39. 4 : also intensive, .,
untold beauty, Hes. Fr. 73, 3. Also, and in Att., q. v.

The neut.- as adv., Qu. Sm. 2.

179., adv., from ApirS, ace.
to others, from the mainland, or from
Epirus, Od. 7, 9, v. sub,
and cf Nitsch ad 1., inf, part., pass,, perf.

of.,, ov, also ,
ov, . Horn. Ven. 133, and Pind., (a
priv.,) without trial, and so
•—I. act. without 7naking trial of, not
having tried or attempted a thing,,
II. 12, 304 : absol. making no attempt
or venture, Pind. I. 4, 50.—2. without
trial or experience of,, II. 17, 41,
where'7. must be
joined with ., v. Spitzn. ad 1.

:

hence inexperienced, unskilled in a
thing, unknowing of it, /./, .
Hom. Ven. 133. /., Pind. O. 10

(11), 18: absol. inexperienced, unknoiv-
ing, opp. to , Od. 2, 170.—II.

pass, untried, unattempted, Hdt. 7,

9, 3.', , ,() opp. to, u-ant of skill, inexperience,

ignorance, Thuc. 1, 80, etc.— II. (a
priv.,,) infinity, either of
space or number, infinitude,.
Plat. Legg. 676 A : , Epi-
cur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 45 : absol., opp.
to, Plat. Phil. 16 C.,,^, Od.
10, 195.,, ,() keep-

ing off.'. ,(,)
unfathomable, Synes., ov,(,) in-

experienced in life. Adv.-, Hierocl., ov,(,)
unmarried, Eubul. Echo 1., , gen. , (a
priv.,,) weeping without
bounds, or to excess,, Aesch.
Suppl. 71., ov, (, -) unused to dew, unbedewed, Eur.
El. 735., ov, (a priv., -,) infinite in power.', ov, Att. —,(,.) unused to the sea., to be :

from, ov,(,)
in a moral sense, inexperienced ^in ill

or evil, guileless, ,
guilelessness, simplemindcdness, Thuc.
5, 105.—II. in a physical signf, un-
used to evil or misery, Eur. Ale. 927., dep. mid., to act

like an/., Lat. ineptire., dep. mid., =
foreg..7., , , ignorance of
the beautiful, want of taste or sensibili-

ty, . , Plat. Rep. 403
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1
C: in plur. vulgarities, Xen. Cyr. 1,

2, 3 : from, ov.{,)
ignorant of the beautiful : without taste,

tasteless, coarse : in most cases it an-
swers to Lat. ineptus, Plat. Legg.
775 : TO, = foreg.,

Xen. Mem. 3, 10, 5. Adv. -.
Plat. Phaedr. 211 C., ,{,)
=, Ar. Thesm. 119.},,.{ priv.,,) boundless loquacity, Scxt. Emp.'7, ov, , Dor.-{, ?/) unused to battle, un-

tried in war, find. N. 4, 49. [a]/, , ( priv., -,) immensely large., ov, =,
Nonn., , i],fTeedmn from
passion or suffering.—11. infinite suf-

fering : [a] from, ,{,)
free from passions or suffering, LXX.
—II. (a priv.,,) of end-

less, infinite suffering.'?, ov,{ II.)

infinitely more, many thousand fold.

Ion.7., in later writers

also', ov. [], . gen. , {-,) ignorant ofnavigation, LuC.', ov,{, -^) ignorant of umr. Adv. -,
in an unsoldier-like way, Dion. ., ov,{,)
unused to toil, Liban., ov,—I. {a priv.,,) first in Theogn. 1007, like

the Horn,, tvithout trial or

experience of, unused or nev; to a thing,, Theogn. 1. c,, Pind.,,, Hdt.,,-,, etc., Trag. : ignorant of,

unacquainted with,, Hdt.,Thuc.,
etc. : esp. ., not having
known a man, Hdt. 2, 111 ; an. •, unwedded, Eur. Med. 672 : also

without, lb. 1091.—2. absol.

inexperienced, ignorant, Ireq. in Att.,

e. g. as prov.,', Aesch.
Cho. 118. Adv. --; ,
to be unacquainted with,. Hut. 2,

45 ; also , Xen. Mem. 2, 6,

29: comp., Thuc, but
also, Isocr. 240 C.—II.

(a priv.,,) first in Pind.,

and Hdt., like the Hom.,, boundless in size or num-
oer, infinite, endless, countless,,
Pind. "Fr. 95, 8,, Hdt. 1, 204,,, Eur. ; .- or, infinite in number. Plat.

—

2. in Trag. esp. garments, etc., in

which one is entangled past escape, end-
less, i. e. without end or outlet,-, Aesch. Ag. 1382,.
Soph. Fr. 473,, Eur. Or. 25,

cf. , Od. 8, 340,, Aesch. Eum. 634.

(Both words appear in the deriv., and in some late compds.,
as, cf..), , /,^=, in-

experience, want of skill, Eur., irreg. comp. to-, adv. of I., ov, {,-) unskilled in an art., ov,{,)
not havins: yet brought forth, Anlh.., .{,)
not having felt the pains of childbirth.', ov, gen. ovor, {a priv.,,) boundless, endless, in

Hom. mostly of vast plains,,, but also , a
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ccnmtless people, II. 24, 776 : ,
endless sleep, Od. 7, 280 : -. Od. 8, 340: hence also having
no end, circular, Aesch. Fr. 395. The
forms,,-,,,-,,,-, are quite synon.— II. {a priv.,)=^ I., inexperienced, un-
knowing. Br. and Erf. Soph. O.T. 1088., Ion. for, jiart. aor. 2
act. from, Hdt.

', to be,=^-
: from', ov, {a priv.,)=, hence ., disobedience.', prep. c. {r-n., away out of,. Hom.Ap. 110: but better separate-

ly, ' , like ' ,' , Spitzn.
Exc. xviii. ad II., ov, 6, {,)
a great-great-grandson, Lat. abnepos,
also // ., Simon. 87., f.-,{.-) dep. mid., to expect, Heliod.

—

II. to gather, i. e. ijifer from. Hence, , , expectation.—II.

an inference.', f.-, [] : aor.-, perf -, {,.
irr.) as mid., to strip one's self, and
so to prepare for single combat, Jo-
seph. : to strip off for one's self, to de-

spoil,, . . Col. 2, 15: to put

off, as clothes, met. N. T. Col. 3, 9.

Hence,, , a putting off, as
of clothes, N. T. Col. 2, II.., f. -^]. {, -) to inake quite forgotten, C.

gen. Mid. to forget entirely, but only
found in imperat. aor. 2 mid.,-/., Od. 24, 394., {,) to

reject in sorting out, to sift, Diosc., v.., , ,{)
rejection, Sext. Emp., {,) to wash

off or out, rinse., f. -), {,) to

dissolve : to set free : to relax, weaken,[], , , {,-) deliverance from an evil, Strab.

and,
perf act of.',, , aor.2 act. of«-. Hom., , , an extending,

spreading out, LXX. : from, f. -, {,-) to stretch far out, spread out,

Arist. Pol.
', ov, {a priv.,)
uncombed, unkempt, Anth.^, ov, {a priv., ) =
foreg., Ath., f, -, {,)
to carry out and away., v. 1. for., , ,{)
driving aivay.7.., ^,= foreg., , ( priv.,)
unapproachable, Poet. ap. Plut. 2,

748 ., ov, 6, one who drives

aivay, Lat. abactor, [a] ; from. fut., Att.-, but alsoaTreXa as imperat. from
simple pres. once in Xen.
Cyr. 8, 3, 32, and Dor. aor.,
Ar. Lys. 1001 {.): to drive

au-ay, expel from a place, ,, etc., Soph, and Eur. : also, etc., Xen. : to remove,, Xen.— II. esp..-

, to lead away an arrny, '-Idt. 4,

92 : hence usu. as if intr. -
), to march, go aivay, depart. Hot.
1,77, etc.: al.'io sub., to ride

away, freq. in Xen. Pass, to be driven
away, ., Hdt. 5, 94.—2.

to be driven out or excluded from a
thing, xivof. Id. 7, 161, Xen. Cyr. 1,2,
15: in genl. tobefurj'rom, Hdt. 7,205.., {,)=, make a thing easy.,=/., q. v.,, , and-, , . T.=:sq.,, , conviction, refu-
tation : from,.-,{,)
strengthd. for 7., to convince, re-

fute thoroughly, Anllplio 131, 35., ov, {a priv.,)
imjnea.iureable, . , Hom.,•, he sprang back im-
measurably far, II. 11, 354.,, ( priv.,)
unhewii, m genl. unwrought.,. Ion. for., inf. and part. aor. 2 mid. of.,, ,{)
the enfranchisement of a slave, Aes-
chin. 59, 25.—II. the state of a freed-
man, Lat. libertinitas. Hence,{.-, to be free,
act freely., , ov,= sq. Plut., ov, of, from, or be-
coming a freedman : from, ov, 6, {,-) an emancipated slave, a freedman,
Lat. liberlus, libcrtinus. Plat. : Opp. to' and, Xen. Kep. Ath.
1, 10 ; . , Aeschm. 59,
25 : also, , Lat. liberta,

Isae. 58,13,cf.Lob.Paral.470. Hence,.-, to sit free,
emancipate. Plat. Legg. 915 A, sq.

Hence, , , emancipa
tion, Dem. 215, 25.,, , one who sets

free., , , {,-) going away., , , etc., perf. of. Hom.,=:, to unrol,

unwind.. Ion. for, Hdt., L•acon.,^=7i(^,
Plut. Lye. 6. (Hesych. has,
=.7, prob. akm to.,., ov. , the Macedonian
month which answered to the Ro-
man December, perh. from, thtt

windy month.\. ov, , Apelles, a distin-

guished painter in the time of Alex-
ander the Great, Plut.—2. a statuary,

Paus.—3. a philosopher, Strab.

—

Hence adj. ?., a, ov, of
Apelles, Apelleayi, Anth.\, and, and
in Ath. 214 D,-,, , Apel-

licon, a Peripatetic ]>hilosopher, and
great book-collector, Strab., etc.\', , , Apellis, fern. pr.

n., Callim.\,, , Apellichus, masc.
pr. n., Anth.., , {a priv.,. Lat.
pellis) a wound not yet skinned over,

Callim., f - Att. -. {,) to give up hope of, despair of,, Polyb. : to give up as lost, ,
Diod. Pass, to be given up, Polyb.

—

II. to drive to despair,.—HI. =:



, to hope from one,

. . Hence', , , hopelessness,

despair, Polyb.',,.-, {, ) to

spit up, throw out, evomere, II. 14, 437., 3 plur. aor. 1 mid.
of), II.,,-, perf.•

(Kuhner Gr. Gr. '5. 106, ),(,-) to sell to a.nolh.ei,' 7-i,Eur.

:

to sellfor a thing , Xen. Symp.
8, 21 : to betray, Eur. Tro. 973, so-, (as we say) bought and
sold, Ar. Ach. 374 : ., to bar-

ter one's life, Eur. Phoen. 12^:8, cf. ^-
: in late writers also-, Lob. Phryn. 584. Hence, , , and

(,, , selling, sale., , , seller, deal-

er. Lye., f. -, {, -) to represent as unlikely.—ll.

usu. neut., to be unlikely, absurd, in-

congruous, Polyb. Hence,, /, unlikeliness, ab-

surdity, contradiction, obscurity, Strab., , {,) un-

like, Theophr.', adv., {,) over

against, ojiposite, c. gen., Polyb : also, adv., {,)
=foreg., 7/ ., so., the opposite

shore, Hdt. 7, 55.',,.,contrariwise,\j\iC., f. -, {,)
like, to strip of arms, de-

spoil one of a thing, , with
prep. sep. ',
11. 12, 195 ; 15, 343., , , . for,
or, aor. of. Horn., aor. inf. pass, of., {, ) to make
dumb., v.., , ( priv.,) free

from gruf, Aesch. Prom. 956., ov, {a pnv,)
not suJjjcct to grief, free from it,,
Aesch. Ag. 895., (-,) to go
into banishment for a year. Plat. Legg.
866 C, 868 C, as all the MSS. give it,

but in Xen. Mem. 1, 3, 13,-. On the thing, cf. Miiller Eu-
men. ^ 44.—II. to survive by a year,

Dio C. Hence'?/, , , banishment

for a year. Plat. Legg. 808 D, where
only one MS.., fut. - Att. -,=^, q. v.',, , and, , ,^•, q. ., {,) Trag.

word, also, but only in a lyr.

passage of Eur. I. A. 553, and so Herm.
Soph. O. C. 209,= to for-

bid, . , or ,
Eur. Med. 813, Ion 1282: alsoabsol.,

Trag.—II. to order away from,. -, to deny one entrance, to

forbid him the chamber, Eur. I. A. 553,

also c. ace. only, to bid keep away,

Aesch. Eum. 957.^, , , in Strab. also, , , in Dion. P. -, the Apennines, a range of

mountains in Italy, Polyb. Adj., , ov, of the Apennines,

Apennine.. V.., strengthd. for -.

,-, {, -, to work out completely, to

finish off.,-. {, -) to tell to the end, Xen. Ephes., Att., q. v.. perf.

part, of, which will hardly

be found in use,, unfitted, indisposed for noble

deeds, Polyb. : , not un-

likely. Id. Adv.-, Thuc. 6, 55.

',, ov, {a priv.,)
not ripened, unripe., ov, {a priv.,)
unripe, untimely.. ov, (o priv.,)
without, unrobed, unclad, Pind.

N. 1, 74 ; , Eur.
Phoen. 324, cf. a as prefix, [., not to digest, to suffer

from indigestion, Luc. : from", ov, {a priv.,) un-
boiled, ^^ndigested,]:i\^'l>. : unripe, Plut.

:

., countries where fruits ripen

ill. Theophr. Adv. -.", neut. 1. from, q. v.

In Att. oft. used as 3..,=, as,

so as, Aesch. Eum. 660, Soph. 0. T.
176., , , Aperantia, a
small state of Aetolia on the borders
of the Amphilochi, Polyb. Hence', , , Plut. Flam. 15.,{)
to talk u'ithout end, Strab. Hence

',,,^=-, endless loquacity, Luc.
'7'/.}^, ov, {,) talking without end.', ov, {a priv.,)

boundless, in size or number, infinite,

endless,, Pind.,, Eur.,

and freq. in Plat. ; to. . Nub. 3, ,
there ivas no end to it, Thuc. 4, 36.

—

II. allowing no escape, that none can

pass,,, Aesch.
Prom. 153, 1068. Adv. -.., ,{) a spit-

ting out, Plut. : a carrying off mois-

ture, Theophr.'. .=^, -, Aesch. Supp. 1049., ov,{a priv.,)
unbounded, Plut.. f. -, {, *) to

spit out, carry off moisture, Strab. 9, p.

139, Siebenk. []', i. -,^-. mid.,

{,) to work, finish off,

turn out, complete, freq. in Plat. ; -, complete, finished, -, -, etc., Plat. ;. , Xen. Oec. 11, 3 :

esp. of a painter, to fill up with colour,

opp. to, to sketch. Plat.

Rep. 548 D, cf. 504 D : hence t» re-

present or express perfectly in any way,
as in words, by illustration, etc., freq.

in Plat. : in genl. to make, build, form,
cause, Ar. Av. 1154, Plat., etc., esp. to

?nake by education. Plat.—2. to finish

a contract, Xen. Mem. 1, 6, 5, cf.-.—II. c. dupl. ace,.,
to do something to one, Plat. Riv. 135

C : but also to make one thing into

another,. , , to

make earth water, air fire. . Tim. 61

B. The perf. is used
both as act. and pass., cf. Plat. Legg.
704 C, 710 D., poet, for,-., , ,{)

finishing off, completing, esp. of

painters. Plat., cf. : a

making, causing, procuring, .-, Id. Gorg. 462 C.

—

II.

way of treating, treatment,,
Id. Ale. 2, 140 B., ,, verb. adj. ot, to befinished off, or made.

', , ,{-) fit for finishing off, or making,
causing a thing, c. gen., Plat. Rep.
527 :

7J -Ktj, sc. , the art of
making,. Id. Epin. 375 B.", ov, {, )=•,, away from work, idle, Ar-
temid., Ion. for.', f. -^, {,) to bring

to an end, finish,, Hdt. 4, 62.,.,^, from.
Soph. El. 189., f. -. {,)
strengthd. for, just as Lat. defi-

go figo, to fix fast firmly : usu. in

mid., to fix one's self

fast upon, i.e. to support one's self upon
a thing,. Plat. Symp. 190 A ; of

a horse, . tv to lean upon
the bridle, Xen. Eq. 10, 7 : . ,
to dwell, insist, rely upon. Plat. Rep.
508 D, 581 A ; also or ,
Polyb. : also of diseases, to settle

in a particular part, e. g. -, cf. : absol. to lean

or bend away, Xen. Cyn. 5, 32.—II.

later, mid., in act. signf., like Lat. in-

tendere alicui. e. g. .. -, to fL• one's hope upon one : also. , ,
to direct one's anger, one's gratitude

towards one ; also ., to throw one's ignorance upon an-

other, all in Polyb., and so freq. in

Plut.: . , to carry safe-

ly to a place, Polyb.—2. to force from
out one's self, produce with effort, Cal-

lim.

—

III. intr. in act., like pass., Luc.,, poet.,=:,
like for, in Hom.
almost always with, a count-

less ransom., , . {) a

fixing firmly, pressing fast, propping.,. -,{,) to

belch or vomit forth : esp. of a river, to

empty itself: also in mid. c. act. signf.,

Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 150, hence, , -, a belching or

pouring forth., Ion. for, q. v., ov, strengthened for.
^',,.•, {,)

to make utterly desolate. Pass, to be

left destitute, deprived of a thing, '.
Plat. Polit. 274 B; . Id.

Soph. 237 D.
', f. -, {,)

to keep back, hinder, Ap. Rh. ['v pres.,

fut.].. ov, {a priv.,-7) not looked at on all sides ; not

well considered : not to be guarded
against, not altogether known.—II. not

considerate.—III. not renowned., ov, {a priv., -) without covering, unclad., ov, {a priv.,-) not overpowered, not to be

overpowered, Diod.', ov, {a priv.,-) not circumscribed, i. e. bound-

less, endless : undetermined. Adv.
-.. ov, {a priv., -)— loreg., PMlo. Adv. -.',,{\.,-) not wrought carefidly all

round, Hierocl., , , the character of
an, arllessness : from, ov, {a priv.,-
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) not over-busy, artleas, unaffected,

Hipp. Adv. -}(jf.', ov, (a priv.,-) not traced out 0 explained,

Plat. Legg. 770 : indescribable., ov, (a priv.,-
7) not encompassed by sound., ov, [a priv.,-) not purified all round, uncir-

cumctseil, LXX., ov, {a priv.,-/.) undisguised, open, free, He-
liod. Adv. -, Noun, [a], ov, (a priv.,-) unwearied., adv. ( priv.,-) without hinderance.—II. without

show or pomp., ov, (a priv.,-) not decked overmuch.
', ov, (a priv.,-) not surrounded with noise.', ov, (a priv.,-) not to be over-talked or out-done

in talking, Ar. Ran. 839 : Aesch. Fr.

340 is dub. [], ov, (a priv., -^) not circumscribed,

., absolute power, Plut., ov, (a priv.,,) without anxiety, careless,

Dion. H. Adv. -, Ar. Nub. 13.', ov, {a priv., -
voiu) incomprehensible, Sext. .
Adv. -", unawares, Polyb., ov, (a priv.,)
7iot periodic, Dion. H.', ov, {a priv., neptoipo-) not looking round about, careless,

reckless of,, Thuc. 1, 41.

Adv. -.', ov, ( priv., -) unbounded, indetermiyiate , Long.
', ov, (a priv.,-) not folded around : not em-

braced.
', ov, (a priv.,-) not falling into or liable to,, Diosc., ov, (a priv.,) not surrounded by the

.sound of trumpets : in Synes.-'.', ov, ( priv.,-) inconsiderate, thoughtless,

heedless, Thuc. 4, 108. Adv. -,
Id. 4, 10. Hence', , , xvant of reflec-

tion, thoughtlessness

.

, ov, and, ov, {a priv., -)=.', ov, ( priv.,-) not drawn hither aiid thither, not

distracted, esp. by business, like Lat.

negotiis non distractus, Polyb. Adv.
-, Id.',=, Phint.

ap. Stub. p. 74, 61., ov, v..\, ov, ( a priv., -) strictly not stood around, i. e.

not surrounded or guarded ; hence—I.

without needofguards, safe, Lat. securus,

Polyb.—11. defenceless, helpless, alone,

Ps.-Phoc. 24, Hemst. Ar. Plut. p. 333., ov, {a priv.,-) not to be turned round: not

turning round., ov, (a priv., -) uncircumcised, LXX., ov, (o priv.,-) not to be turned round 0 back,

immutable, LXX.—2. not returning.—
II. not caring about any'thing, heedless.

Adv. -, Sext. Emp., oi',:=foreg., not re-

turning, Soph. El. 182, but also with
168

collat. notion of unheeding, careless, v.

Herm.', and, ov,

{a priv.,) without anything
oner and above', without pomp or show,

unadorned, plain, simple, Dion. H.
Adv.-. Hence,, ,freedomfrom
superfluous ornament, ptamiiess, Sext.
Einp.,,=:: esp.

without, Theophr.,, ( priv.,)
not going round, not moving round : not

rounded, Theophr., ov, (a priv.,-
op)=^{oeg., ov, (a priv., -) not cooled down, Gal.'', , !/, Aperopia, an isl-

and opposite Buporthmus, now Hy-
dron, Paus. 2, 34, 9.'^), 3 plur. perf. 2 from[)^, Od. [i]

', adv. part. perf.

pass, from., {,) to go away, be

gone, Eur. H. F. 200 : esp. to go to

one's own loss, hence <1()), away,
begone, Lat. ahi in tnalam rem, Ar.
Nub. 783., [,) to

be sick from a debauch, and so become
sober, Diod.',,{»1.•,{, kpv-) to put away bliishcs, lose all

sense of shame, act shamelessly, Ar.
Nub. 121G. []'),1.-,,) to keep

back, keep off or away, hinder, scare

away, Hom., and Soph. Aj. 18G : mid.,

to abstain, desist, Soph. O. C. 169
;

mostly poet., but also . , to

keep offfrom one, Hdt. 1, 32, ., Xen. Mem. 2, 9, 2, Oec.
5, 6.,.-,{,)
to destroy by -mildew, Theophr. : to pro-

duce mildew. Id., -, {,) to draw
or tear offfroin,. [On quantity,

V..', fut.-, {,) to go away, depart from,
or ; in poets also c. gen.

only, as /, Hom. :

when used with , departure from
one place atid arrival at another is im-
plied, so . , Hdt. 1.22,
cf. Soph. Ant. 818: hence

—

U. to go
back, return. Plat. Symp. 193 C— III.

to depart front life, die, b, the

deceased, Plut., Ion., fut. without
pres. in u*3

;
perf., fut. mid., cf. : {, )

to speak plainly out,1), to

deliver a verbal message, Hdt. 1, 152.

—II. to deny, to renounce, , Hdt. 7,

205.—III. to forbid, c. inf., Hdt. 6, 61.

—IV. intr. to give up, flag, sink, fail.

Plat., etc. : the act. perf
seems to be used only in this signf

,

cf IV. 2.,, , one who hinders

or thwarts, ,
tltwarter ofmy plans, II. 8, 361, from.,.-/, {,)
strictly to ebb : hence to go back or
away, to retire, withdraw from,-, II. 16, 723.—II. trans, to keep back,

hinder. Hence,, , a going back or away,
withdrawing.—ll. a keeping back, hin-

derance., ov, {,) without

love, unloving, , like, Aesch. Cho. 600, where

some Gramm. proposed, as
=.", Ion. for, imperat. aor.

2 act. I'rom.',, , Apesas, a moun-
tain in Argolis, between Cleonae
and Mycenae, with a temple of Ju-
piter, lies. Th. 331. Hence adj., a, ov, of Apesas, Ape-
santian, Paus. 2, 15, 3., {,) as mid.,
to undress one's self, Luc. Lexiph. 5,
in part. perf./., f.,{,)
to eat off, , Dem. 788, 25 : to

eat up, devour, Hermipp. Strat. 7.

—

II. to leave off eating, Theopomp.
(Com.) Phin. i, ubi v. Meineke., , (a priv.,) un-
covered. Soph. Fr. 552., he is gone off, i. e. dead,
Lacon. for, aor. pass, of, Xen. Hell. I, 1, 23., -, Ep. sync. aor.

pass, of, Hom.,, .=»(\., Gramm., , , {) Ion.,

being away, absence, , Hdt.
9, 85 : formed like., ov, ( priv.,)
leafle.is, Anth., , {',)
clearing off, making calm and fair.
Iambi., (,) to

disapprove.
',{.-,{,-) to die happy, LXX., , (a priv.,)

not inquired into, not well known, un-
known, Lat. ignolus, Od. 3, 88.— II.

act. ignorant, unskilled, Lat. isnarus,
Od. 3. 184.", oi',^foreg.. Gramm.', {,) make
straight or even again, Polyb. : to set

up again : mostly metaph. to restore,

make happy : to guide, direct,'.
?,. Aesch. Ag. 1667 : to rule,

Soph. O. T. 104: but
., to guide the hands with chains, i. e.

bind his arms, Id. Aj. 72.', ov, {a priv.,) with-

out resin, Theophr.', ov, = sq.. Plat. Ax.
369 B., , not, Lob.
Paral. 408,{) to be depreca-

ted, abominable,, Aesch. Ag.
638.

',.-,{,) to

lull to sleep, put to rest : metaph. -, when the pain
was at rest. Soph. Tr. 1242., ,=, Gramm., ,{,) to

pay off or discharge duly and regularly,

Strab.— II. to depart from good order.
',{1>,(.-, {,-) to deprecate, Lat. abominari, Phi-

lostr., to thank heartily.,,^, Aesch.
Cho. 155.,{.•,{,)
dep. mid., to wish away, to deprecate a
thing, wish that it may not liapjjen, ,
Eur. Hipp. 891, ubi v. Monk ; ., to pray the gods it may not
be, Plat. Legg. 687 D ; . -. Dem., also without ]. Id.

489, 15. — . to reject, despise, ,
Aesch. Eum. 608., to scorch off, v.., fut. - Att. -,{,) to make cheap, sell

cheap, like, dub. in Luc., V. sub..



, , strictly,() boiled down. ., re-

fined gold, like Lat. aurum coctum,

Theogn. 449, Hdt. 1, 50; -, water purfied by boiling, Alex.

Pythag. 1., f. - : aor.-, (—,) to hate with all

one's heart, hate utterly,, II. 3, 415.

—II. to make utterly hateful, Ttvt Ti,

Od. 4, 105., f. -, Hdt.
1, 89: aor. u-, Horn., etc. :

pf., Thuc. 1, 75 ; 2, 63,{,) :—the pres. is used
by Horn, only in Od. 2, 202, but also

by Plat. Xen., etc. : cf. :.,=^, to be hated or treat-

ed as an enemy, Hom. :'/ ,
nor docs thepeople roused to hate against

me distress me, Od. 16, 114 : c. dat.

pers., to be or become hateful to one,

incur his hate or enmity, Hdt. 1, 89,

Thuc. 1, 136 ; c. dat. rei, to be hated

for a thing. Plat. Apol. 24 A, cf.

Thuc. 2, 63.—II. act. -, language that causes hatred,

opp. to 01 /Jav, Xen.
Symp. 4, 58.',, ,{) enmity,

hatred, freq. in Att. prose : also in

plur. enmities. Plat., and Dem. :

—

'
/., to be hated by

one, Aesch. Pr. 121 ; 6t .}
, it becomes hateful, Xen. Hier. 9, 2

;

cf., A. III. 2.,, , that which is

hated, the object of hate, Eur. Tro. 425., ov, gen. o^•Of,^sq., , {,) hateful,

hostile. Soph. Ant. 50. Adv. -.
Dem., , , making hated

:

in Arist. Eth. E., opp. to ?.,fault-

finding, snarling., like,
{,) to be hated or hateful

:

—the indie, pres. not till Theocr. 7,

45, for in Eur. Hipp. 1260,-
is now read : the inf.ca

is found in II. 21, 83, Eur. Med. 290,

Thuc. 1, 136, etc., but many take this

to be from, aor. of-, and so it is written-
by Elmsl. Med. 1. c, cf. Buttm.

Catal. in v., {,) to make
quite secure, represent as secure., f.: aor.,{, )) to hold off, keep off, away
or far from a person or thing,.
e. g. ., Od. 15, 33 : -. Od. 20, 263,
cf. Spitzn. II. 1, 97;—so too Hdt.,

and Att. ; also , as/.., the collar-bone part-

td the neck from the shoulders. II. 22,

324, so too Att. :—also ,
Eur. Bacch. 427.— Mid., to hold one's hands off a

person or thing, Od. 22, 316, which
in Aesch. Eum. 3.50 is -:—but usu. , to

hold one's self off a thing, withhold, ab-

stain, desistfrom it. e. g.. /.-, Horn., and freq. in Hdt., and
Att. : esp. to spare a man, Od. 19,

489, cf. Hdt. 9, 73, Thuc. 1, 20, etc. :

also , to ab-

stainfrom marching, Thuc. 5. 25, more
usu. , c. inf., as . -^, Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 3 ; but also. TO c. hif , Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 32,

Plat. Rep. 354 B.—II. intrans. to be

away OX farfrom, C. gen. loci, -
oh , Thuc.

6, 97; more freq. -',

etc., Hdt. 1, 179, etc. :—also like mid.
to abstain or desist from a thing,,
Hdt. 1, 07 : . ,
to be asfar as possiblefrom doing, Xen.
Mem. 1, 2, 62.—III. to have or receive

in full, , Aeschin. 34,

35 : .,, etc., to have a

full reward, due thanks, etc., Jac.

Anth. 2, 3, p. 243 :

—

. , to

get one's duefrom a person or thing.^, , ,{) indiges-

tibility, Arist. Meteor., Ion. for-, Hdt., 3 sing. aor. 1 act. from, Od.,, ,-, , Ion. for /., Hdt., , , =:-.',=, mid., to

answer for one's self, , like/., Arist. Probl. Hence, , , an answer
given, plea, defence. Plat. Legg. 765 B., , . Dor. .,=^
foreg., rind. Fr. 87, 4, in plur.'/., ov, {a priv.,.)
without rudder, Arist. Inc. Aniin., , {,/ ) to strain

through, filter, Ar. Ran. 943. Hence,, , that which is

strained OT filtered off., ov, {,) disobedi-

ent, opp. to.7>3, adv. part, perf
pass, from, exactly: spa-

ringly, Alex. Syntr. 1, 4, ubi v. Mei-
neke., ov, {a priv.,)
like, not fastened, not compact

:

not congealed or frozen, Arist. Gen.
An.', {, 7.) like -
7]?., to neglect.'?., adv. from^,
, without caring for any thing, reck-

lessly, Hom., but only in phrase -7?., to speak
out reckless of consequences, i. e. bluntly,

fearlessly.—II. in Alexandr. writers,

very exactly, carefully, 0 considerately

:

the adj. only in late writers. (The
prob. deriv. from /., like ^-,.)/., aor. 2 of.., , 6, one who keeps

awayfrom the/. and so an ene-

my to law, Ar. Av. 110, with play on, not fond of basking in the sun :

opp. to. (Like-,. Ion. for ?.-, but
always used in Att.),{,) to make
sttipid. stultify... Ion. for, Hdt.-, ov. a, {,)
sub., the east wind, Lat. swo-

solanus, Wessel. Hdt. 7, 188, Thuc.
3, 23. (Of Ion. form, cf.-.), , ov,from the quar-
ter of or towards the?, Arist.

Meteor., ov, {a priv.,)
unharmed, unhurt. Od. 19, 282.—II.

act. : ', be misery

far away, Aesch. Ag. 378 :

—

.-, a life freefrom misery, Pind. 0. 8,
fin., ov, , Apemantus, an
Athenian, father of Eudicus, Plat.
Hipp. Maj. 286 B.—2. father of Poly-
critus, Dem., Ep. aor. 2 of-, Hom.'.^. adv. part. perf.
pass, from., wholly neglected., , ^,=sq., Callim. |

, , , Apemosyne
daughter of Catreus, Apolloil.,, , « being freefrom
harm, health, safety, Theogn. 756.—IL
act. harmlessness : from', ov, gen. , {a priv.,) unharmed, u?ihurt, like -, Hom. : without sorrow or care,

, about a thing, Pind. N. 1, 83.— II. act. doing no harm, hamdess,
without danger,,,,
Hom. : hence kindly,, 11. 14,

164 ; of the gods, propitious,, Pind. P. 10, 33.', , , the character of an, harshiiess, roughness, Ap. Rh.
2, 1204.', ov, {,) with-

out wind, calm.',, , a four-wheeled wagon,
sometimes used to carry persons,
mostly drawn by mules, but some-
times by oxen, Horn., cf. : later,

any carriage, a car, chariot, Pind.. and
Trag. : ., a ship, Eur. Med.
1123.^—II. like, a yoke, pair,

e. g. of brothers, Valck. Phoen. 331.
(Deriv. unknown.)', , harsh, rough, hard,

Hom. : , Ar. Nub. 974,
opp. to and. (Perh.
from and ,, but cf. Pott
Etymol. Forsch. 1, 255.). Dor. aor. 2 of-, for., 1 aor. act. from., ov,= sq., ov, {,') hang-
ing, hovering on high : hence metaph.,
Lat. suspensHs. , hang-
ing infear o/the enemy (or, as others),

farfrom them, Pind. P. 8, 12 i : orig., q. v.', , {a priv.,) un-
maimed, Ap. Rh. 1, 888.', ov, {a priv.,) tvith-

out a scrip.— II. (a priv.,)=
foreg., Hdt. 1, 32., adv. part. perf. pass,
from, in dependence upon, in

connection with,, Plut. Moral.
105 E., adv. part. perf.

pass, from, fully, completely,

Dion. H.
', adv. part. perf.

pass, from, impudently., ov, (a priv.,) not
maimed.,, 1 and 3 sing,
imperf. Ironi, Hom., , , discord, dissonance

:

enmity, Lys. ap. Harp. : from',{) to sound back,

echo, Arist. Probl.—II. to be out of tune,

like. Hence',, , an after-sound,

echo : metaph. of repetitions, Plat.

Ax. 366 C—II. discord.', , {,) jarring,

discordant, Luc. : quarrelsome, Aiciphr.:
hostile. Adv. -.,, .{) a sound-
ing after, echoing.—II. discordance., ov, {,) hang-
ing or hovering on high, Od. 12, 435 :

later.
'•,, v..7.,{,,)). or La-

con, word for, Thuc. 5, 77..^, Ion., , an in-

habitant of Apia, i. e. of the Pelopon-
nesus ; in pi. oi,. Rh.
4, 363., ov, . Ion.',
Apidaiius, a river of Thessaly flowing
into the Peneus, Hdt. 7, 129., ov, , dim. from a77tov.
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t'AjriJovef, , oi, =,
Strab., pres. inf. of, ()
Hdt. : also Ion. for', Hdt., Ion. for<.', ov, ( priv.,) not

pressed, not to be pressed, Arist. Me-
teor. 4, 9, 15, cf Lob. Paral. 400., Ion. /or.

', ov, (a priv.,)
incredible, unlikely. Plat.—II. act. not

readij to belir-ve, incredulous, Heind.
Plat. Parm. 133 B.—HI. not persuasive,

-., Plat. Phaedr. 265 : .• TL, not to be trusted or believed in

a thing, Aeschin. 28, 12. Adv. -,
notpirsuasively, coarsely, rudely, Isocr.

87 D. Hence,, , unlikeliness,, Aeschin. 36, 23 : want of per-

suasii^eness, Joseph..,.-, ( priv.,)
poet, for,, oft. in Horn.,

but always with , in the phrase,

OVK , he disobeyed not the

words: once c. gen., H. Horn. Cer.

448.,, poet, for, Anth., /, , a restorer, re-

former, Anth. : from ,-,=, Anth., , . -.[,)
to winnow, thresh out,, Theophr., Ion. for., Hdt., ov, ( priv.,) not

bitter, Arist. Virt. et Vit..7., ov,[, 7.)
without bitter gall, not easily provoked.

'.^-.. , [a priv., 7.) not

to be pressed close, i. e. either incom-

pressible or elastic, Arist. Meteor. 4,

9, 23, cf Lob. Paral. 460.), V.'.
/'/, , ( priv.,)

without fat, not fat., oi',= foreg., Arist. H. A., , (a priv.,) without

dirt, clean., (a priv.,) to he

without understanding, work folly, Od.

:

Kf/p, one who has lost his

wits. 11. 15, 10., , . Ion. for,
Hdt. 1, 69.', , , Apiola, a city of
the Volsci, Strab., ov, TO,{) a pear. Plat.

Legg. 845 B.—11. like Lat. apium,
parsley., ov, , a pear-tree, Theophr.:
also a pear itself, Ar. Fr. 476, 3, cf
Meineke ad Ale.x. Brett. 1.— II. a
kind of Euphorbia, perh. the sun-
epurge, Theojthr., , lov, (from, as uv-, from) far aivay, far off, far,,^ a far land, II. 1,

270. Od. 16, 18, and Soph. O. C. 1685.

—II. ", , lov. Apian, i. e. Pe-
loponnesian. said to be so called from
Apis, a mythical king of Argos, hence

,, or alone, the

Peloponnesus, esp. Argolis. Aesch., cf.

esp. Suppl. 262, sq. : also, ioor,

. Theocr. 25, 183. [The former
word has a. the latter a, yet Soph.
1. c. uses it in signf I. with : late

Ep. poets have it in signf II. with a,

Buttm. Lexil. v. ."], ^.{,) to press,

squeeze out, Hdt. 2. 94.., , Apis, a bull worship-
ped in Earypt. the Greek Epaphos,
Hdt. 2. 153.—2. son of Phoroneus,
an ancient king of .\rgos. v.

.—3. son of Apollo, .\esch. Supp.
9£2.—4. a son of Jason, Paus. 5, 1, 8.
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—5. a city of Aegypt, Hdt. 2, 18.—
II. , cf II. [, Jac.

A. P. p. 673.].^,,, , Apisaon, son of
Phausius, 11. 11, 578.—2. a Paeonian,
son of Hippasus, II. 17, 348. [^u],,{~,) to make equal

OTeven, Hdt. 4, 196., ov, (a priv.,)
unpitched.), , f. -, to be,
and so— 1. to disbelieve, distrust,

a person or thing, , Od. 13, 339

:

later usu. , as Hdt. 1, 158, and
Att : . , to disbelieve one in a
thing, Hdt. 3, 122, , 4, 96

:

c. inf ,' '. I doubt

not thou hast bewailed. Soph. Aj. 910;. ^7/, not to believe that it is,

Thuc. 4, 40; . , to

doubt that it will be, Thuc. 1, 10, cf
Plat. Polit. 301 C : but, . or

, to suspect it icill happen.

Plat. Rep. 555 A, Meno 89 D: .. Id. Phaed. 73 : absol. to be

unbelieving or distrustful Or incredulous,

Hdt. 8, 82, etc. Pass, to be distrusted

or doubted, Thuc, etc. : esp. foil, by
c. inf,', is not believed to be

possible, is belia:ed to he impossible,

Plat. Legg. 839 C, cf. Charm. 168
;

and so ace. to some in Hdt. 3, 15,7. . if he

had not been believed to be meddling,
i. e. unless he had been, where others
take it to be from, v. In-

terpp.—II.^, to disobey,,
Hdt. 6, 108, ubi Valck., Soph. Ant.
219, etc. ; absol. to be disobedient,

Plat. Legg. 941 C., Ion. for, Hdt., verb. adj. from -, one must mistrust, Polyb., , ,() un-
believing, incredulous, Anton., , h,{) disbelief,

distrust. Hes. Op. 370 in plnr., The-
ogn. 829, etc. : , to be

in doubt, ., to inake

doubtful. Plat. : also of things.7'., it admits of 7nany
doubts, Id. Rep. 450 C ; .-, to fall into doubt. Id. Phaed.
88 D : 7., Eupol. In-

cert. 22.—IT. want of faith, faithless-

ness, unbelief, Soph.'O. C. 611, Plat.

Gorg. 493 C : treachery, Xen. An. 2,

5, 21. { in Theogn. 1. c,
otherwise .], unbelieving. Or. Sib.', ov, (a priv.,)—I.

pass., 7 to be trusted, and so— I. of

persons, not trusty, faithless, II., and
Att. : also, distrusted, s^spected, Hdt.
8, 22.—2. of things, not credible, im-

probable, first in Archil. 16, 5, Hdt. 3,

80, and freq. in Att. : -=^ 7^-, what one cannot believe even in hope.

Soph. Phil. 868: &]50 uncertain, change-

ful. Plat. Legg. 705 A, 775 D.— II.

act. not believing Or trusting, mistrustful,

Od., Hdt. 1, 8. etc., cf Valck. Hdt. 6,

108 : , you do not be-

lieve what you say. Plat. Apol. 26 E.—2. not obeying, disobeying, ,
Aesch. Theb. 875,. lb. 1030, Eur.
I. T. 1476. Adv. -.— 1. act. sus-

piciously, jealou.ily, Thuc. 3, 83.—2.

pass, beyond belief, Thuc. 1, 21.,,,=, Eur.
Med. 423., {,) to

make lean or thin, Arist. Probl. Hence,^.. adj., one must
make lean, Arist. Probl.,—, Hipp.

, fut. -/, Att., iiep. mid., (,)
to oppose firmly, give a fat denial,

Tiva, Thuc. , 140 —II. to holdfast to

a thing, keep to or persist in.., poet, form of,
keepfar away, Od. 11, 95.,, ,() a mak-
ing equal., verb. adj. of, one
must go away, Xen. An. 5, 3, 1., b, {) sub. ,
perry, [j], plur. a, verb. adj. from,=^, Luc., ov, Att. for--,.(.-, {.)
to ?nake into fish ; as pass, to become a

fish, Stob., , gen., {,)
without fish, eating no fish, like•, Ar. Fr. 480., ov, gen. , ( priv.,) not fat. [t]7, ,^=7..7, , ai, (strictly fern, from) Laconian single-soled shoes,

Dem. 1267, 25._,, etc., v. sub7., ov, ( priv., -) without cakes. Plat. (Com.)
Poet. 1., , , constancy, un-
changeableness [a] : from7, , {a priv.,7) not

wandering or changeful, fi^ed, Plat. :

in astron. opp. to 7..—II. not

erring, without mistake., , , a not wandering
or erring, security, certainty, Sext.

Emp. : from7, ov, {a priv.,')
not gone astray, without mistake, [rt].7., ar, , sincerity. Plat.

Def 412 : from7., ov, (a priv.,)
not moulded, unshapen : hence in its

natural state, genuine, sincere. Adv.
-. Plat. Ep. 319 B.—. also usu.

taken as ^=70, monstrous, huge,

V. 1. Hes. Op. 147, fh. 151, Soph. Fr.

350 : if in this signf also it be not

better referred to, shapeless,

monstrous, like Lat. inforrnis : cf.,7.. Only poet., , ( priv., 7.)
without breadth,, Arist. Org.7, ov, Ion. 7.}, (a
priv.,) for 7, unap-

proachable, but always like,
with collat. notion of terrible : hence
monstrmis, huge, Hes. Op. 147, Th.
151, where Gottling takes the v. 1., observing that

would be in Ep. 7., but v.

Buttm. Catal. voc. /. : .,,, Pind. ; 7.,,
Soph. : cf. Elmsl. and Herm. Med.
149, also V.,,7.. Only poet., ov, (a priv.,7) un
woven, unplaited,, Anth./, ,(,-) unapproachably great, also -., ov, collat. form of«-,, unapproachable, and so

huge, monstrous, frightful, Pind.

:

mostly in poets, when the penult is

to be short, but also in Ion. and Att.

prose. Hdt. 1, 215, cf. Heind. Plat.

Soph. 246 C.7., ov, {a priv., 7)
without sides or ribs. a~7,., a
narrow chest, Arist. Physiogn.7^, ov, (a priv.,) not



navigable, not navigated: ?.., a
irt of the sea not yet navigated, Xen.

Cyr. 6, 1, 16., ov, in a single garment

:

in genl.=7, Eupol. Pol. 27 :

from
-7., , , sub. 7,,

{/.) a single upper garmetU. OX
cloak, like, opp. to .7',. Fr. 149.

-7., , ( priv., --) not

full, opp. to/..
'~/,, ov, [a priv., /)

unslricken : oi a horse, needing no whip
oi spur, Eupol. Pol. 2. Plat. Phaedr.
253 D. cf. Pind. O. 1, 33.,, 6, 7),=foreg., Luc.7?.. ov, (a priv.,)
not to be filled, not filled, insatiable,

Luc. Adv. --(jf.—?., ov, (a priv., -
^)^~?..', dep., to be -?^-., , , insatiate desire,

Pherecr. Incert. 6, and Plat.

-/>'/, ov, {~, -) insatiate in wine, Timon ap. Alh.

424 B., ov, insatiate, Or.

Sib.-?^, ov, (a priv.,?.)
not to be filled up, insatiate, immense,

huge, and so oft. confounded with/,, Elrnsl. and
Herni. Med. 149 : c. gen.,.-,, insatiate of money,

blood, Hdt. 1, 187, 212, and so in

Trag. Adv. -.
'-7., ov. Ion. for -,

Ruhnk. H. Horn. Cer. 83, Hes.
-'/.. ,.=-.,, , ,[,) of or with plain, untrimmed hair./), . Ion. -7., (urrAoff)

bad lime fiir sailing, difficulty or iinpos-

sibility of sailms, Aesch. Ag. 168, Eur.
I. A. 88: also in p\ur., contrary winds,

stress ofuealher, Ildt. 2. 119.—, dep. mid., {~7)
to behave simply, deal openly OT frankly

,

7., Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 18.~7., , , like an,
fit or proper for him.—.^,
sirnple, natural, plain. Phintys ap.

Stob. p. 444. Adv. -.. , ij, simple : esp. as
subst., a single garment : Horn, com-
bines tt7r?.oi(}efjAairai,=a-?i,??}'idff.-7., ov, (a priv.,-) without braids or tresses, with un-

braided hair, Anth. {~7. is

not Greek.)-/cof, ov (a priv., 7.)=/., zmwoven, unplatted, Opp.
~7.., gen. , b, nick-

name of Antisthenes, plain, blunt

Cynic, downright dog in manners, etc.,

Diog. L. 6, 13. []
—7., ,, contr.—.,. like Lat. simplex, onefold, opp. to7., Lat. duplex, two-fold, and so

— 1. single,, Aesch. Fr. 222,-, Thuc, etc. : hence simple, plain,~ 7^ ~, 7,, etc., Aesch., etc. : 7<., Pmd. . 8, 61 :/ 7.. in

plain language, speaking plainly. Plat.,

etc. : so too of men, simple, open,

frank, sincere. Plat., etc., cf. Ruhnk.
Tim. V. ~7.: also simple, silly.—
3. simple, opp. to compound or mixed,
Plat. Rep. 547 D. etc. ; hence, sim-

ple, downright, absolute, sheer, -. Plat.,, Lys., etc.

Adv. -,, q. v., freq. in all these
signfs. Compar. and super. -7.-,, Plat. (Prob.

from, all together, in one way, just

as Lat. simplex, from siimd: always
opp. to ~7., duplex, in two ways.)

~7., ov, contr. 777., ovv,

{a priv.,) not scaling, and so— I.

act., of ships, unfit for sea, not sea-

worthy, '•, Thuc. 7,

34 ; ~7., lb. Com-
par., less fit for sea. Id. 7, 60—2. of
men, never having been at sea.— II.

pass., of rivers, etc., not navigable./., , , a simply pas-
sive state. Sext. Emp. : from/./, , {77.,)
being simply passive, Sest. Emp.', , , poet, for 7.,
like for -7..'7., , 7],=7.'77., , genit. ,
('•,) of simple form, fig-
ure, or manners, Strab.-, 7], , {-7.) like

Lat. simplicitas, simplicity, Plat. Rep.
404 E.

—

2. plainness, frankness, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 4, 3 : stupidity, silliness.', , ovv, contr. for,
q. V.

7?•. ovv, contr. for U7r?,oof , q. v.',, convp.

and superl. from 7../, ov, {a priv.,)
without riches. Soph. Fr, 718.~, (/) to ?nake single,

to unfold,, Herm. Orph. 814./., , . {<17.) the state

of an/', fillhiiiess, Anth./,,., a sponge,
so called from its dirty gray colour,

Arist. H. N.7, ov, (a priv., /.) un-

wnshen. filthy, dirty, like,
Pherecr. Incert. 3."7,, , () that

which is unfolded.—II. an unfolding.,, adv. from 7., Lat.

simpliciter, simply, plainly, openly.

Plat. : usu. simply, absolutely,7., Thuc. 3, 45, -
7., Id. 7, 34 : but

esp. /.7. and. Plat.

;

also strengthd. 7., Heind.
Gorg. 468 : in bad sense, opp. to3, loosely, superficially, Wytt.
Ep. Cr. p. 169.7), ov, (a priv.,/) not

navigated., , ( a priv., ) =
; said to mean violently blow-

ing, in Antip. Sid. 5., ov, (a priv.,)
not blown through, without wind or cur-

rent of air. Arist. Probl.', adv. of, with-

out breathing, Arist. Probl. : without

fetching breath, at one breath, Dem.
328, 12.0, , ,{) a
holding of the breath, not breathing,

Arist. Probl., f.-, to hold the

breath. Arist. Probl.", ov, (a priv., )
without breath, breathless, Od. 5, 456 :

hence lifeless.—II. act. stopping the

breath, stifling, rorrof, Theophr. Adv.-, Plut. : also, q. v., , , a calm, Polyb. :

from"•, ov, contr., ovv,
(a priv.,') without wind or breath:

hence — I. breathless, Theopomp.
(Com.) Incert. 9 : and so lifeless, dead.

—II. without air, stifling, opp. to -.
'.\', Prep. c. gen. ONLY,= Lat.

AB. ABS, Sanscr. ; orig.

sense, from, whether a place, or a
time, or any object, from which a

[

thing goes forth, is derived, or parted.
I —I. of place, the Hrst, and in Horn.,

I

the prevailing signf.,— 1. implying
I motion from, away from, as '
\, Od. : pleonast.,,
uTf, Horn., stronger, -

1 . II. 10, 151 : oft. with signf.

oi dou-n from,7., so that it hangs down from,
Od. 1 1 , 278 : so ',
' , II. 15, 386

;

and Att., ,.
7, 62, ' ', Xen. : in
II. 24, 725, —' /. im-
plies leaving, going awayfrom life.—2.

without motion implied, /ar/rom, as, II. 2, 292,' 7^7., Od. 23, 110:' /.,, out of sight,

hearing, Horn. : hence arro,,,7.-, differentfrom,
at variance with,, Thuc. 1, 76: hence perh. also,, far from, i. e.

without bridle. Soph. O. C. 900:
strengthd. 7. , ,
Hom.— II. of time, a rarer usage,
from, after, since, Hom. only in II. 8,

54, , and
seldom in Ep., v. Spitzn. 1. c. : some-
times in Trag., most freq. in prose,
as , Hdt. 1, 126;
2, 78, cf. II. 2 : also

alone, 1, 133 : , -
-tj , etc., Hdt. :', Lat. de die, ,

Lat. de uocte, immediatelyfrom the be-
ginning of it, Xen., cf. Lat. ab hoc
sermone profectus Paulus, Liv. 22, 40.—III. of origin of all kinds, as,— 1. of
descent, birth, ovK ', not sprung from oak or rock,
Od. 19, 163 ; , by the father,

etc. : hence of the place one springs

from, one's home, as
'7.7.,\\.•. -, Spartan, Soph. : and so also

of things, 7//. , beau-
ty snch as the Graces give, Od. 6, 18:, counsels devised by
the gods, — 7.,
fear which the enemy inspires, stron-

ger than 7.,., etc.

—2. of the means or instrument, as, vyith arrow from
his bow, II. 24, 605, and —, II. 11,675: so ,
by word of mouth, Thuc. 7, 10 ; so. Plat. Theaet. 142 D ;, like Lat, ex animo,
Aesch. Eum. 674 ; sometimes with a
verb, where might stand, as .~ , the things done
on his part. Schw. Hdt. 7, 130 ; so' , Thuc. 1.

17.—3. of the cause or occasion, as, on account, by reason of,

Hdt. : 7^)"7.,
in consequence of. Aesch. Ag. 1302

;

sometimes strengthd. by, as, as far as shout-
ing went, Thuc. 8, 92, cf. Xen. Hell.

2, 4, 31, Kiihner Gr. Gr. ^ 618, fin.—
4. of the 7naterial of which a thing is

made, as 7.,
made of wood, Hdt. 7, 65 : hence of
weight, -, Dem. 256, 24 ; or measure,, forty
stadia long, etc. : hence periphr. for

the genit., ai ai -, Hdt. 4, 8.—5. of dependence on a
chief, as : hence',, and still

more loosely, oi ,
7.. Perhaps to this may be re-

ferred the partitive use of. as' /., a share of the spoiL

in



Od. 5, 40,- . -, •. Lys. 539. Also the phrases~>/=^, 11. ;=^,~ -, etc.

—

. As ADVEKB, without
case : far away : but almost always
with verbs in tmesis, as lldt. 8, 89.

—

C. In compos.— 1. from, asunder, as

'/., : ami hence away
from, as /', ur:o;Jnivtj.— 2.

ceasing from, leaving off, as,/, : and hence,

finishing, completing, making Irom un-

lormed materials, or from some other

state inlo a thing,,-.—3. back again, as,
7?., though it often only

strengthens the signf. of the simple,

V. Herm. Soph. Aj. '.ilO.— 4. by way
of abii.^e, as in.—5. almost

=La priv., yet not precisely, v. Herm.
I. T. 925 : sometimes with verbs, as, : more freq.

with adjectives,.-, [, but sometimes in the

old Ep. in arsis was lengthd., when
followed by a liquid, by d, or the di-

gamma : so Att. before ^ : later poets

in these cases wrote, Spitzner
Vers. Her. p. 52. The first syllable

long only in certain polysyllabic com-
pounds, as.]", anastroph. for, when it

follows its noun. Some Gramm. ac-

centuate it so in signf. 1. 2, far from,
Schaf. Greg. p. 210.. poet, for,
to take away, hike off, Hom. 13, 2G2., poet, for,
II. 1, 230.', f. -^, aor. 1-, (,) to draw off, Eu-
phor. 72./, Att. imperat. aor. 2 act.

for7] of., fut. Att. -, (,-) to go away, Ar. Fr. 400./, , ol, Apobathmi, a
spot in Argolis, near Lerna, Pans. 2,

38, 4.', , , a way for coming
down from, esp. steps or a ladder for
descending from a ship, the gangway,
Soph. Fr. 364.— II. as pr. n. Apoba-
thra. a place near Sestus, Strab.', fut. -//: aor. 2

: aor. mid., Horn.

:

pf.,(,), in these
tenses intrans. (though the pres. is

not used by Horn.), to go away, to de-

part, the genl. sign, in Homer : part-

ly absol., 11. 1, 428; 5, 133; -' ; so Eur. Bacch, 909,, have disappeared,

vanished : partly with designation of
the place from which one departs,. Soph. . C. 167

;

., Eur. Hec. 142.—2. to

step off, dismount, alight or disembark

from, ., also ,
Hom. : , ', Hdt.

:

also absol. to dismount, disembark,

Hdt., etc. ; in full, . ,
Hdt., , Thuc.— II. of
events, to issue or result from,-, Hdt. 9, 66 . usu. absol. to turn

out, end or issue in a certain way,
Ijat. evenire, usu. with some qualify-

ing word or words, as, it turned out as he said. Hdl. 1,

86 ; ., , etc.,

Hdt. ; , the issue, event,

Hdt.. etc. ; Tu, -, the results, Thuc. 1, 83 ; 2,

ii7, etc. ; , the proba-

ble results. Id. 3, 38 : but also.
idone, to turn out well, succeed, Thuc,
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3, 26.—2. also of i)ersons and things,

with an adj., to turn oat, jjrove. or be

so and so, Lat. evadere, ., to

prove impartial, 'I'huc. 3, 53 ; .., to prove worse, cura-

ble. Plat.—3. of conditions, etc.,.
, to come at last to, end in, e. g., Hdt. 3, 82 ; iv/, Plat. Rep. 425 C : but also

of persons, . , to

prove fit for public affairs, Id. Symp.
192 A.—B. Trans, only in aor. 1 -, to make to dismount, diseinbark,

land, like, .,
Hdt. 5, 63; 6, 107.', f. -, to throw off

from, , Eur. Bacch. 692: c.

ace. only, to throw away, H. Hom.
Merc. 388, Hdt. 3, 40, etc.—2. to throw

away, reject, Eur., Plat., etc.—3. to

throw away, sell too cheap, Xen. Oec.
20, 28.— 4. usu. to lose, Lat. jacturam
facere, .' ,?., etc., Hdt., and so freq. in

Att.—5. to drive away, overpower, put
down, Xen. Hell., {,) to dip

quite or entirely, Hdt. 2, 47.io, 2 aor. part. act. of-., , ,()
stepping off, dismounting, -, Thuc. ; hence usu. alone, a dis-

embarking, landing, -, Thuc. 3, 115; but, a
place oi'K , does not
admit of landing, or has no landing-

place. Id. 4, 8 : in 6, 75, certainly a
landing-place.—II. a departure.. f. -, (,-) to carry down, away, or off, bring

away. , , sub., of-

ferings made on reaching land : from. ov, a,() one

that gets off or dismounts, esp. from a
horse or chariot : also one who rode
several horses or chariots, leaping

from one to the other, Lat. desultor,

hence , see
the description in H. Hom. Ap. 231,
sq., cf. Meineke Fragm. Com. 3, p.

571. [a] Hence', , , belonging to an, e. g.,., . -, (,)
to cast from one's rank or station, de-

grade, Lat. dejicere de gradii. Plut., 2 aor. inf. act. of-., f. -, (, /)
to cough up, cough away, Hipp., f.-, (,-) dep. mid., to force away: to

use force towards,, Polyb. : we
also have the aor. used
as pass., to be forced away, Xen. Cyr.

4, 2, 24.— II. to force one's self to, to

win by striving, Lat. eniti.', f. -, fut. Att.-,= , (,)
to make to get off, esp. from a ship, to

disembark, set on land, Tii'u ,
Hdt. 8, 76, where he has both act.

and mid. : in full,., Id. 9, 32. Hence.
',, b, a bringing out,

discharging., fut. -, (,) strengthd. for simple, to

eat up, devour.,,.-. (,)
to cease living, die. Hence., , , departure from
life, death, Plut.•-3-. f.-,(,)
to ruin utterly, Pind. N. 7, 87, as

Herm. rightly reads it, Plat. Legg.

795 D. Pass,

to be robbed of a thing. Soph. Aj. 941,

cf.., fut. -, (,) to shoot forth from, spring

from,. Soph. O. C. 533. Hence
', , , a shoot,

scion. Plat. Syinp. 208 B., , , a shooting

forth, descent.,,,()
a steadfast gaze., ov, looked at, gazed
on by all, hence admired, like-, Eur. Hec. 835, cf. Valck.
Phoen. 554 : from

'..••,(6,) to

look away from all Other objects at

one, hence to look steadfastly at, look

or gaze at or upon, , or

TL, Hdt. 7, 135 ; 9, Gl,^'req. in Att.

:

esp. to look upon with love or wonder,
to look up to, look at as a model, pat-

tern, authority, etc. v. esp. Xen. Hell.

6, 1, 8, Mem. 4, 2, 30, An. 3, 1, 36
;

so of a dog watching its master's eye,

lb. 7, 2, 33 : also with or, to

have regard to, to direct the attention

towards, to take into consideration. Plat.',, ,()
anything cast away, Luc.

', , , (?)
apt to lose or throw away.', ov, to be throivn or cast

away as wortnless, to be rejected, II. 2,

361 ; 3, 65, Att.-, f. -,(.) to cutout the comb from
the hive, take the honey: metaph. to

bereave or rob of a thing,, Ar. . 498, cf. Ruhnk. Tim.
V..
?.,{.•,(,) to

spirt out, . oivov to spirt out some
wine, II. 9, 491 : intr., in Philostr.ov.= oreg., Orph. [v']?, (,) to go
away, Ap. Rh. 3, 1143.', , , (?)
one who throws away, e. g..
Plat. Legg. 944 B.', , , () a
throwing away, 6. g.. Plat.

Legg. 943 sq.—2. a throwing away,
losing,,,-, Plat., ov, ()
apt to throw away, c. gen.,, Ar
Pac. 678.— 2. pass, usually thrown

away, set aside., f.-, dep.

mid., (,, irr.) to feed or eat

off, eat up,., ,(,?)
to let cattle stray, and SO lose them

:

hence in genl. to lose.—2. to decoy

from another's herd, entice away,

Schiif Long. p. 343 : hence to beguile,

wheedle, soothe, Wytt. Sel. Hist. p.

380. Hence
',, , a decoy-

ing away, wheedling.
', f. -,:=•., f.-, (,) to

throw out froth foam, esp. of boiling

water, volcanoes, etc : pass, to boil

or bubble out, Hipp. : also of meal that

is being sifted, cf. Ruhnk. Tim. v.. — II. to cease to boil, abate,

Lat. defervescere, Alciphr. Hence,, , that which is

thrown out, froth, scum ; bran., , , a throwing out

like water boiling, Sext. Emp., Att. ,^=., Hipp.',, , any liquid in



.
vihich things are soaked, an infusion, !

Diosc. : from
[73, f. -, (,) to

steep well, soak, Theophr.
|, f. -, (,) to

sleep without waking, go sound asleep,

Od. 9, 151 ; 12, 7.
^, f. -, (,) to

j

press out or down by its weight. The- !

ophr.
]/, , , () a

soaking out, distillation by infusion,

Diosc.
j, .-, (,- ') to gulp down, Ar. Fr. 31.
|, f. -, (,)

to untie, unbind.—2. to strangle, Anth.

73,.-,{7,) to
\

bite offfrom, , Eubul. /-. 4. []-, f. -, (, ) to

stop quite up.—II. to open what was
stopped up, [r], ov, {,) far
from an altar, godless,, Eur.

Cycl. 365.
', ov,=foreg., later, ov, or, ov, (, ) from land, i

coming off land,, Arist. Meteor., I, Id. Mund. : also ,
ai (sc. ),
(sc.) Id. Probl, cf. Lob.

[

Paral. 473 ;
or, \

a mooring cable. Polyb.—2. in astro-
j

nomv, a planet's greatest distancefrom
the earth, apogee, sub., Arist.

Probl. Hence', to change into earth,

make into land.?, f. - Att. -,
(,/,) to wean from the m.other's

milk, Diphil. ap. Ath. 247 C.
'\?.,, ov, 6, a weaning,

Hipp., pass., strength-

ened form of., , , v. sub.',,^^, q. v., ,(,) to

make jut out like cornice or coping,. ,
Xen. Mem. 1, 4, 6. Pass, to jut out

like a cornice, Arist. Gen. An. Hence,, , a cornice,

coping, V. 1. in Arist. Part. An.,, Dion. ., and
'\o,,.^,^^sq.,(,) unburden,

discharge., (,) to en-

gender, Arist. Org. ; also. -, Demad. 180, 18. Hence,, , that ivhich

is begotten : a scion, offspring, Tim.
Locr., , , =-, Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 105., (,) as

mid., to take a taste of a thing,.
Plat. Rep. 354 A : the act.

in same signf , Agath. Prooem. 39., ,(,) to

furnish xcith a bridge or wilh dykes,

Hdt. 2. 99., f.-,(,-) to grow old, Theogn. 819.

op,,f.,^=oreg.', in late Att.-, fut.-, (,-) to be away from, have no part in,

c. gen. , Hdt. 9, 09,, Thuc. 1, 39.

—

. ab-

sol. to be taken away, and so to depart

life, die, Hdt., Thuc. etc. : o'l-, the dead, Hdt. 2, 136, Thuc.

2- 51•
^ .'-, in late Att.-

, fut.-, (,-) to depart from ajudgment, give up
a design or intention of doing, c. gen.,, Xen. An. 1, 7, 19:

also c. et inf., . , to

resolve not to help, Dem. 193, 5.—2. to

despair of, ?., Lys. 195,

7.— II. c. ace, to give up, dismissfrom
one's mind as useless, . -, Xen. Hell. 7, 5, 7; hence to

give up in despair,, Dem. 69, tin. :

hence in pass, to be so given up. Id.

358, 13 ;, a desperate

man, Lat. perditus, Plut.—III. as lifvv-

term, to refuse to receive an accusation,

reject it, .., Dem.
605, 16; 1327, 8: hence .
(sc. vel /) to reject the

accusation brought against a man, i. e.

acquit him, opp. to, Dem. 1020, 14, etc. : but also. (sc. or)
to judge him free from the accusation,

to acquit him. Id. 539, 3 : also ., to acquit one of

wrong, Lys. 95, 4.',.-,(,.) to de-

crease in size, Hipp.
', as pass., to get

the? in the eye, Plut. -/., a plav of Alexis, (Com.
Graec. 3', p. 389.) Hence?.,, , the growing

of a? in the eye.'?, ov, (,)
with a small rump, Lat. depygis.'?<, f. -•, (,-) sweeten. Diod.'?., f. -/', (, 7,)
to scratch off. peel off. Alciphr. []'-?., fut. - Att. -,
(,) to deprive oftongue or

speech, Luc., , ,()
despair, Thuc. 3, 85., ov, gen., (,) unthout or teeth

that mark the age., strengthened for., , , =;,
Dion. .. , ,^=~-, desperate man., . -,^., f.-,(,)
to loosen by drawing out nails, take to

pieces.. , , =,
issue, posterity : from', ov,() de-

scended, sprung, Hdt.. mostly as subst.,

a descendant, usu. in plur., descend-

ants, Hdt. 7, 134, etc. • esp. a grand-

son : the following degrees are mark-
ed by numbers,.,-, etc., . ,()
writing off, copy, esp. a copy of a

or indictment, a public notice serv'ed

any one : also the copy of a declaration

made before a magistrate, a deposition,

Lys. 114, 30; 181, 23, cf Att. Pro-

cess, p. 254, sq.—II. usu. a list, re-

gister, inventory, esp. of property al-

leged to belong to the state, but held

by a private person, freq. in Plat.

Legg., Oratt., cf Diet. Antiqq. s. v.', , , a copy, a re-

gister, inventory : strictly neut. : from, ov, written off, copied

:

as subst. , ., Diog. L. 6, 84

:

from', f. -, (,) to

write off. copy, esp. to enter in a list, re-

gister, Hdt. 7, 100, aTid Xen. Mid.
to have registered by Others, lb. : but

also to register for one's own use, Hdt.

2, 145 : and also to give in one''» name,
enlist one's self, Lys. 172, 1.— II. as
Att. law-term,— 1. ., to enter

a person's name for the purpose ol

accusing him, to give in a copy of the

charge against him : esp. to give in a

list or inventory of property alleged to

belong to the state, but held by a
private person, freq. in Oratt. : hence
—2. . , ,
to give in such list ol property, lb. : so
in mid. to have such list given in, see it

done. Lys. 120, 44, Dem. 1043, fin.,

etc. Uf.., (,) to make
quite lame or weak, II. 6, 265., f. -, (,) to bring into hard exercise,., to ply one's tongue hard,

Aesch. Theb. 441. Mid. to take hard
exercise.

', , f. -, (,) to strip quite bare ; esp. to strip

of arms, disarm, Od. 10, 301 : pass, to

be stript bare, have the person exposed,

Hes. Op. 728 : mid. to strip one's self,

Xen. :, , to

strip off one's clothes, Arist. Probl.

Hence, . , a stripping

bare, Plut., , f. -, (,) to make a woman of. HenceovaGJ, , , a making
womanish, Plut., , f. -, (,) to make angular, Theophr.

*, assumed form of

pres., V. sq.,. to portion

out to others, , II. 22, 118 : to

give others a share of ,
II. 24, 595.—II. to part off, separate,, Hdt. 2, 103. .}, f. -, (,)
to bite off a piece of, C. gen.,,
Aristom. Incert. 1 , absol. to bite,

Cratin. Plut. 1, Xen. Symp. 5, 7., , , calling forth

tears,/., .\rist. Probl. : from, (,,) to weep

much, shed many tears, Ar. Vesp. 983 :

c. ace, . , to ueep much for,

lament. Plat. Phaedr. 110 D.—II. to

cause a flow of tears by the use of

CoUyrium, and so to purge the eyes,

Arist. Probl. 31, 9, Luc.

—

III. to cease

to weep. [0], f. -, (,)
to gnaw from, eat off., f.-,(6,) to have sleep or rest enough :

to icake up again,.—II. to sleep a

little, Plut., ov, parted off., partedfrom the rest, Hdt.

1, 146: from, . ,() a di-

vision, part of a whole, Thuc. 1, 12 :

on accent, v. Lob. Paral. 385.
', ov,() divided

off., , , Ion. for-., perf. of-
; also Ion. form of perf. pass, of, Hdt. 1, 153.

', adv. part. perf.

act. from, in a cowardly

way.', Ion. for-, cf.:, perf from -., , (, ) wanting

much, incomplete, like, Polyb.

in compar.
173



'AmtSst, Ion., impers. of, q. V., {,-
uai) dep., to frighten aumy, II. 12, 52,

wilh prep, separate as adv.\, and : f.-, Ion. ', (,) to

point away from Other objects at one,

and so— 1. to point out, show forth, dis-

play^ make known, whether by deed or

word, ' : first in Hdt. : hence
in Various relations,— 1. to bring for-

ward, shoiv, produce, furnish, Lat.

praestare,•. Hdt. 1,

136, of. Xen. Cyr. 1, 2, 5 ; 8, 1, 35.—
2. to show or delirer in accounts, etc.,, Hdt. 7, 119, cf. Thuc. 2, 72.—
'. to publish a law. Lat. promulgare,

Xen. Hell. 2.3, II.—4. to appoint or

assign, it''/., Thuc. 2, 15
;, an appointed

place, Hdl. 1, 153.— 5. to show by

argument, prove, . Plat., and Arist.

—11. to show forth a person or thing

us so and so, hence— 1. to appoint,

name, create,.' -.,-.', etc., freq. in Htit.,

and Att. : also in pass, to be so created,

Id,—2. to make, reader, . Tivu-/, to make one a rascal. At. Kan.
1011 : so, etc.. Plat., Xen.,

etc.; .- , Xen.
Eq. 1, 10 : also c. part., .?^, to restore one to sight, Ar.

Plut. 210: also- (Vr. , to

make one a laughing-stock. Plat. The-
aet. ]66 A.—3. to represent as, .
TIVU /, Eur. Ion 879 ;

'/.ypov ., to represent

the story of hndymion as nonsense.

Plat. Phaed. 72 B.—t. to prove that a

thing is, etc.,. ,,.:
Plat. Xen., etc. : also freq. . ...,
..., etc., lb.—5. c. inf , to ordain a

thing to be, Xen. Oec. 7, 30, Rep.
Lac. 10, 7.—B. Mid. to show forth

something of one's own, esp.-, to dcliiwr one's opinion,

freq. in Hdt. :., to display

high qualities, Pind. N. 6. 80, so.,, etc., Hdt. : so

too in Plat., and Xen., though it is

oft. used just like act. The aor.. is always pass., but part,

pass, perf is sometimes also act., as

Xen. An. 5, 2, 9. Hence, verb, adj., one must

show forth or prove, Plat. Phaedr. 245, , . fit for show-

ing forth or demonstrating, demonstra-

tive, Arist. Eth. N., etc. : .,
in which the facts are regularly set

forth and explained, Polyb. Adv.-.
', ,{) de-

monstrable : demonstrated, Arist. Org. :

on accent, v. Lob. Paral. 498., , , {-.) leaving off through fear, great

cowardice, Polyb., verb, adj., one must

flinch. Plat. Rep. 374 : from, , f. -, {, -
?uuu) intr. to be very fearful, play the

coioard, flinch or shrink from danger or

toil, freq. in Plat. : c. gen., to shrink

back from,, Xen. Rep. Lac. 10,

7 : C. ace, to be afraid of. shun, Polyb., , . Ion.,() a showing forth, whe-
ther by word or deed : hence— 1. a

setting forth, delivery, publication : so

Herodotus calls his work
-, cf. . : an exposition,

sketch, Thuc. 1, 97 : hence an exposi-

tion, treatise, Tl, Plat.—2. a shoxv-

ing, proving, proof, Hdt. 8, 101 : esp.

by words,., freq. in Att.
;
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and so in logical writers, a proof by

strict argument, a demonstratioti. Arist.

Org., cf. Cic. Acad. 2, 8.— 1!. (from
inid.)(i-., , dis-

play, achievement of mignty Works,
etc., Hdt. 1, 207, etc., , f. -. {,) to have done supper, Ath., ov,=sq., Anth.

'A7rof5fi7riOf, Of, (,)
coming from a meal, left after it.—II.=.,(,)
to cut off by the neck, behead, ,
Horn., Ion. for, Hdt.

',, . a punishing

of every tenth man, decimation : from, (,) to

take out a tenth part, and so— 1. of

things, to tithe, Ath.—2. of men, to

deci?nate., . f. -, {,) to take a tenth part, tithe.—2.

to pay tithe, N. T. Hence,, , the taking a
tenth part.—II.—.
'.^.ooa, Ion. for,

Hdt., verb. adj. from-, one must accept, allow, admit,

etc., freq. in Plat./, , ,= sq., Xen.
Cyr. 8, 1, 9.', ov, ,{) a

taker from, receiver : from the time of
Cleisthenes were magis-
trates at Athens who succeeded the?., and looked to the pay
of the dicasts, Dem. 750. 24, Arist.

Pol. G, 8, 1, cf. B5ckh. P. E. 1, p. 214.', ,{) ac-

cepted, acceptable, welcome, Lat. accep-

tiis, Plut. Adv. -. On accent,
v. Lob. Paral. 490, 498., ,{,) to

make a tree of, change into a tree, LuC.
Pass, to become a tree, Theophr., not only aor. 1 from, but also Ion. for -

from. Hdt., , . Ion. for -.',, ,{)
hide stripped off, Hdt. Hence, to strip off the hide

or skin. Pass, to lose the skin, Polyb.

6,25., Ion. -, f. -,{,) to flay or skin completely,, Hdt. etc. : . , to

scalp. Hdt. 4, 64 : also c. ace. coenat.,., to strip off the skin, Hdt. 5,

25.—II. to flay by flogging, fetch the

skin off one's back, Ar. Lys. 739.,, ,{) a bind-

ing fast on. Iambi.', {, v)^=sq., f. -,{,)
to hind fast.,, 6,{) band,

fillet, esp. a breastband, girdle, Ar. Fr.

.309, 13.—II. a bundle, bunch, truss.

Hence,^=.. Ion. -, f. -•, aor. - : pf. -,{,) nep. mid., to accept in

full payment, accept gladly, be content

with,, 11. 1, 95 :, accept advice from one, Hdt. 4,

97
: also . . Plat. Crat.

4.30 D.—2. esp. to accept as a proof,. this

is taken as a proof of manhood, Hdt. 1,

136.—3. to accept as a teacher, /o//o«',

Xen. Mem. 4, 1,1, etc. : hence—4. to

admit, allow, approve, esp. an opinion.

freq. in Plat. : ., not to receive,

to disbelieve, Hdt. 6, 13 : hence also•-

5. ., to receive (opinions) /roTn

another, agree with him. Plat. Phaed.
92 A, Rep. 329 E, cf. Slallb. ad Eu
thyph. 9 : also ., c, adv.,

to understand. Plat. Legg. 634 C, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 7. 10.— II. to receive back, re-

cover, Hdt. 4, 33., f. -, {,) like, to bind or tie fast, Plat.

Symp. 190 E.. f.-, {.) to be

in want of, lack, -, 10,000 lacking or save

300, Thuc. 2, 13. Impers.,
there lacks, there wants., Plat.'?,,{7,) to make
manifest, clear or evident, Aesch. Fr.
291., , f. -, {,) to delude as a demagogue,
lead astray from a thing,, Clem.
Al., to be, be away
from home, be abroad or on one's travels,

Hdt. 1, 29, etc. : also to go abroad,

Hdt. 3, 124 : sometimes c. gen.,-. Plat Legg. 954 :

also . Id. Crit 53 A : ., to go abroad to live in

Thes.tali/. lb. 53, fin. Hence, ov, , one who is

abroad (not in exile), Thuc. 1, 70.

Hence, , >, belonging to

or fond of travelling: .-, durlling in a foreign country,

Ari.st. Pol. 5, 8, 12., , , a beingfrom home,
a going or being abroad, . o'lKOV,

Hdt. 6, 139 : . Plat.

Legg. 9 19 : also .,
lb. 950 A : from, ov, {,) away
from one's own people or country, from
home, abroad, Plut., , . {a priv.,) want

of feet, loss of feet or the use of them,

opp. to.,,.-, {,-) to take from and divide, i.e. to

divide again, to make a subdivision,

Clem. Al., , f. -, {, -),, to reject the
claim of the other party in an arbi-

tration, i. e. decide in one's favour, opp.

to,, Dem. 542, 6 ; cf.

544, 24 ; hence. (sc.),
to decide for one, Id. 1013, 14., f. -, {,) to sever one from another,

separate., {,) to

wear quite away, . , to

waste the time utterly, Aeschin. 34,, f.- {, -) to iinteach, teach not to do,

Lat. dedocere : to disuse., Ion. -, f.

'

-. Ion.-, aor.-. part,, this part, only
found in Hom., the other tenses in

Hdt., etc., {,) to run
away or off, escape orflee from, esp. by
stealth, Hom., only in Od. ; and, Od.—2. in prose also c. ace,
to flee, shun, Hdt. 2, 182, Xen., etc.

;

also in Soph. Aj. 107, v. Elms, He-
racl. 14: absol. . , , or i/c,

Hdt., etc.{ is to escape by
not being found,, by not

being caught, ace. to Ammon., Xen.
An. .1. 4, 8, and v..),^., f. -,{,)



to give back, restore, return, Tl,

freq. in Horn. : esp. to give back, give

what is due, as debts, penalties, sub-

mission, honour, etc., to pay, ~-
?^, II. 4, 478 ; so freq. in Att.,.,,,,

etc. : . Tivi3, to give one back

his insult, i. e. 7nake atonement for it,

11. 9, 387 : . , to pay the

debt of fate, Pind. N. 7, 64. How
completely this lirst and strict signf.

remained the popular one at Athens,
appears from the whole speech of

Dem. de Haloneso.—2. to give freely,

render, yield, of land,. (sc.), to yieldfruit two hu7i-

dredfold, Hdt. 1, 193.—3. to grant, al-

low, , to grant one lib-

erty to make a defence, Andoc. 29, 16
;

so , right of
speech was allowed them, Aeschin. 61,

16: also c. inf ,.?, to allow,

suffer to punish, Dem. 638, 6, cf. Lys.

94, 32.—4.., c. adj., to render

or make SO and so, like,
as . ,
Isocr. 12 .—5. to deliver over, give up,

e. g. as a slave, Eur. Cycl. 239: hence
absol. . , to

refer their case to the council, Isocr.

372 B, cf Lys. 164, 17.—6. . -/, to deliver a letter, Thuc. 7,

10.—7.. , to pfnt an end

to the contest. Lycurg. 169, 8.—II. intr.,

£t TO , sc., where it seems to be=.—2. to return, regain, Arist.

Gen. An. 1, 18, 2.— B. Mid. to give

away of one's own, sell, first in Hdt. 1,

70, etc. ; . ', to take to

Greece, and sell there. Id. 2, 56 : ., , to sell for
its worth, for what it will fetch, Aes-
chin. 13, 40, 41 : ., to

sell, i. e, take a bribe to forego the infor-

mation, Dem. 784, 16: at Athens, esp.

to farm out the public taxes, opp. to. Wolf Dem. Lept. p. 281 :

Thuc. 6, 62 has the act.^
; the distinction is very

clearly marked ap. Andoc. 13, 16,, ~-, cf Bekk.
Praef Thuc, tin., fut. -, (,) to separate from, place asun-

der. Mid. to go apart, step asunder :

in aor. 2, perf , and piqpf., to stand off

or aloof., f. -dau, {,)
to adjudge, acquit, opp. to /cara(5ticu-, Antipho 147, 5.

'A7r()(5i/cfYy, inf from U7ret5(«oi', poet.

aor. without pres. in use, lo throw off,

Eur. H. F. 1204 ; to throw down,
Aesch. Ag. 1410., {, ) to defend
cue's self on trial, Xen. Hell. 1, 7, 21.', (,) to turn or

whirl Violently about : hence of thresh-

ing corn, V"alck. Hdt. 2, 14.. {, ) dep., poet,

for, II. 5, 703 [where it is}--, f--, dep.

mid., (, \,) to avert

threatened evil by offerings to Jupiter :

hence in genl., to conjure away. Plat.

Cratyl. 396 E, Lys. 108, 4: hence
later, to reject with abhorrence, Plut.

—

., to purify, Plat. Legg. 877

E, cf Ruhnk. Tim. Hence,, ?/, the offer-

ing an expiatory sacrifice, Plat. Legg.
854 B., f. -,(,)
to mark off, distinguish, to separate,

N. T.

, {,) to

hurl a discus, throw like a discus.',,{,) to

strip off the hide., fut.-,{,-) to thrust away, Ath.', fut. -, {,) to chase away, Thuc. 3, 108 :, take yourself off,

Ar. Nub. 1296. Hence,, , a chasing away,

Arist. Probl., impers. {,)
usu. c. // et inf, , it

seemed good to them not to do, they re-

solved not..., Hdt. 1, 152 ; 8, 111, also

without , Xen. An. 2, 3, 9 : absol., when they resolved not,

Hdt. 1, 172: also in Xen.', f. -, {,-) to reject on proof or trial, in

genl. to reject, Hdt. 1, 199 (in 3 sing., as if from),
6, 130: esp. to reject a candidate /row
ivant of qualification, Lys. 130, 33 : ., to reject a law, Xen. Mem. 4,

4, 14. Hence',, , a rejection af-

ter trial, non-admission to office, etc., verb. adj. from, one must reject, Xen.
Eq. 3, 8.\, a pres. presupposed
by 3 sing,, Hdt. 1, 199, v..

', ov,{,) re-

jected, lightly esteemed, spurious., 2 aor. inf poet, for, from., {,) to clean

the teeth. Hence,, , a cleaning of
the teeth., . Ion. for, Hdt., 2 aor. imper. from-.\', 2 aor. inf. mid. from., ov, that should be re-

stored : from, , ,{) a

giving back, restoration, restitution, re-

turn,, Hdt. 4, 9, Thuc. 5, 35,

etc. : esp. repayment, compensation,

and in genl. payment. Plat.—2. a giv-

ing away, presenting.—3. in Gramm.
the consequent proposition, opp. to-., verb. adj. from-, one must give back or restore,

Plat. Rep. 379 A.
'

p,, ,{) a

giver back, repayer, Epich. p. C6., ov, {,) son

of a slave.,, , a house or place

for receiving : from, , . =,
from, Themist. Hence. to be an,
take in people, Joseph.', , ,{) a

receiving back, having restored to one,

opp. to, Thuc. 4, 81 : ac-

ceptance, reception, Hipp. : esp. hospit-

able reception.—. praise, thanks, satis-

faction, Diod.—III. a receipt, income., , f -,{,-) to bend backwards or sideways,

Od. 9, 372.,,,{)
a part taken off., inf. aor. 2 from-., fut. of., part. aor. 2 of ind.-

of, Od.,, , Ion.,

{) running away, escapt,., Hdt. 4, 140., {,) to take

a part of, usu. in mid., dep,= sq., Anth., f. -Tpu, {,)
to pluck off, ,
pluck and take home the clusters of
grapes, Hes. Op. 608: ., Pind. P. 9, 193 ; so too in imd.,

Pind. Fr. 87, 6. Mid. to gather for
one's self, Anth., Ion. for,
inf aor. 2 act. of, Hdt., , -. Ion. for -, Hdt., , ,{,) running away, refuge, Arr.', ov,{,-) left behind in the race ; or

pern. 7iot yet rimning. Soph. Fr. 75., f. -i/oj.(,'\
to scratch off, graze off the skin by a

slight wound, , Horn.—2. to

pluck off. Mid. to scrape one's self, to

grow thin, Ale., = foreg., hence -, II. 23, 187 ; 24, 21, though
some take it as opt. aor. from-, but cf Buttm. Ausf. Gr.

^ 92, 8.'.=, to pull or strip

off, Od. 22, 364. [i], ov, b, a bewailing, la-

menting : Irom, f. -, {,) lo lament bitterly,, Hdt. 2, 111 : absol. Aesch., and
Soph, [ in pres.],, ,{) a strip-

ping, undressing., {,) to

desist through impatience, disgust or

despair, to be vexed or ill-tempered,

Arist. Org. Hence., , discourage-

ment, disgust, despair., verb. adj. from -, one must strip. Plat. Rep. 157 A., ov, ,{) a

place for undressing ill the bath, Plat.

Lys, 206 E., ov, ro,^foreg., f. -, {, ) to

strip off, Horn. (esp. in 11.), c. dupl.

ace, of stripping armour from the

slain, . Mid. c. aor. 2 et

perf. act., to strip one's self, undress,

Od. 5, 349 : metaph. usu. c. ace, to

put away, lay aside, e. g. : C.

gen., , Ar. Thesm.
650 : c. gen. and ace, ,, he drew the robefrom his limbs,

Mus. 251. With Tipof, Ti or

TLvi, . Plat. Charm. 151 E, to

strip for a thing, strictly for gymnas-
tic exercises, and so in genl., to strip

and get ready for, Ar. Lys. 015, with-

out prep., Ar. Ach. 627 : hence also

oi -},
those who practise in the gymnasium ;

the perf. act, seldom occurs in trans,

signf ; Xen. An. 5, 8, 23 it is so used., {, )

dep., to give away. Critias 2, 3., desider. from-, to desire to give away., , , the Apodoti, a

people of Aetolia, Thuc. 3, 94.

'A7rofi/c6),f -|,(~,) to ivith-

draw from, and so make room, give

way, ?, . 3,

406, as Wolf and Spitzn. read with
Aristarch., cf.,, , , .
for,, etc. Horn.[ in II. 19, 35.]
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,=), poet., fo strip

of clothing., poet, for,, to keep far away , keep off, part

from, tL, Horn. ; ,
he pushed back the rags /rom the scar,

Od. 21, 221., poet, for, -, Horn. : partic.,
for, . Hoin. Veil. 47., subj. -tpaij, opt.-,
an old Ep. aor. found only in 3 pers.,

11. . 3 18 ; 21, 283, 32'J, to hurry, sweep

away, of runnini; water. (Of nncer-

tain deriv. : Buttm. Lexil. p. 157, sup-

poses it to come from, as Ion.

collat. form of .), f. -, {, ) to

live off, . enough to live off,

Thuc. 1, 2.—2. to live poorly, Ael.,, ,() a de-

coction, potion, apozem. Diosc.,^=.,, ,=^., collat. form from sq.,

Hipp., and, f., {,) to unyoke,

part. Pass, to be partedfrom.,, etc. Eur., but'-, on foot did I start and
come hither, Aesch. Cho. (576,

being added as usu. with verbs of

motion, cf Kiihner Gr. Gr. sS552.
', f -, {,) to boil

off, throw off by fermenting.—2. intr.

to cease boiling, fretting, or fermenting,

Alex. Dem. 6.

'A7ro^iiyou,=., f., {, ) to

smell of something,, Ibyc. 42 C.

— II. impers., ',
there comes a smell from Arabia, Hdt.

3, 113., {,)
to paint a live thing : in genl. to paint,

pourtray. Plat. Tim. 71 C.', and, fut.-, {,) to take off or

loose the girdle, disarm, Hdn. : hence
to discharge one frotn service., f.-,{,)
to lose the bloom, cease fowering., m(. aor. 2, and-', fut. of., verb. adj. of -/, one must die, Arist. Eth. N.
3, 1, 8, Bekk., ubi ai.- or^.

')(), and, fut.

-, {,) to take courage,

have full confidence, Xen. Oec. 16, 6.

—II. . , to venture a thing, Polyb., {,) to

encourage, Ap]l., f.-,..,{.) to wonder at a thing,

Ti, Od. 6, 49, Hdt., etc. : also absol.

to tvondcr much, Hdt. 1. 68, etc., fut. -, {,) dep. mid., to contemplate at-

tentively, [/], {,) strength-

ened for.,. for^, Anth., {,) to

destroy from the foundations.', adv., {) from afar,,, Xen. : c. gen.,, Aeschin. 14, 12.

—II. afar off, ij, Xen.
Cyneg. 9, 2. IC., ov, {,) far from
the gods : hence godless, Uke.
Soph. Fr.246.^, {,) to make into

a god. deify, Arist. ap. Ath.', , , strengthened
176

for, regular service, ,
Arist. Pol.— II. Medic, a being rubbed

and anointed after exercise. Gal.,, 7/,^^-., , , sub.-
V7], the application of 11., {,)
to serve attentively, Dion. .—2. to ap-

ply, Gal.,.- Att. -,{,) reap or cut off, ,, Eur. Or. 128, Hel. 1188, in

contr. aor...,=, Aret., ov, {/) for
laying away or by.,,,{) a lay-

ing away or by, laying up in store,

Plat.— II. an exposing ot children,

Arist. Pol.—III. .,,
pause or rest of the voice in speak-

ing, Rhet.—IV. the running out of the

abacus of a column, Vitruv.—V. =/, Luc., fut. - Att. -,
{,) to declare by oracle,

proclaim. Plut. Hence,, , an oracle giv-

en, Strab.^, ov, despised, abhorred,

Od. 17, 296. (Ace. to some from
for, others better

from ,, undesired, i. e.

despised, opp. to.), , ai, a place in Lace-
daemon into which all misshapen chil-

dren were thrown on birth, Plut.: from, ov,{) laid by :

hence hidden, mysterious, . Plat.

Phaedr. 262 A, cf. Lob. Aglaoph. p.

861 : . , a special, intimate

friend, Lys. 113, 44 : ., preserved

meats, etc.—2. put aside as useless, re-

jected, Plut., cf foreg., L•-, {, )
to run off or away : of seamen, Hdt.
8, 56., {,)=-, Plut. Hence,, , distant view

or survey, Diod.—ll. serious contem-

plation, Plut.,, ,{) deifi-

cation, Strab.', , ,{) any
place ivherein to lay up a thing, a bam,
granary : a magazine, warehouse, store-

house, Thuc. 6, 97.—II. anything laid

by or stored up,. to lay up a store of favour
with another, Hdt. 8, 109, though
Valck. tries to keep to the usu. signf, ov, ,{,/)
a sucking, sucking out.

',{.) to make
womanish or weak, of plants, Theophr.. {,) to make
quite savage, Polyb. Pass, to become

or be quite savage. Id. : esp. of

wounds, to become malignant or ulcer-

ous, Schweigh. Polyb. 1, 81, 5.—II.

to be full of savage beasts, Alciphr.

Hence, , , a changing

into a wild beast, Plut.— II. (from
pass.) a being savage : hence rage

against any one, , Diod.', fut. - Alt. -,
{,) to treasure or hoard
up, Luc. Alex. 23. Hence,, , a treasuring

or hoarding up., ov, {a priv.,) un-
wished for. Lye., {.) to fill up
with sand or mud, silt quite up, Polyb.,

in pass.

, ov, , a crushing

:

from, . -, {,) to

crush quite., . -, {,)
to squeeze or press out, Theophr.— II.

to press hard, oppress much, N. T..LuC.
8, 45. [/-] Hence

',, , that which is

pressed out.', , ,{) a
pressing out.—II. a pressing hard, and
so compulsion, Luc. : also oppression.', fut.-, {,, to die off, die away, in geul. to

die, be dying, die, Horn, only in pres.

to be dying of fear, of laughter, etc.,

Ar. Ach. 15, like, q. v. :

very freq. in aor.. to die, be

put to death, Plat. Apol. 32 D. etc. :, to he put
to death by public sentence, Lys. 159, 29:
perf, to be dead. In prose
more usual than the simple verb.', inf. aor. 2. act. of-. Hdt.', fut. -, {,) to cheer up. Mid. and pass.

to be very courageous or bold, dare all

things, Dem. 1407, 14. [v], , ,{)
a breaking off or from, crushing.,, , that which
is broken off, a fragment : from, {,) to break

off or from, -, to he broken off' from, i. e. lost

all one's fair fame, Ar. Nub. 997.— II.

to break in pieces, Arist. Probl., in pass., {, /) to la-

ment much, like, Plut., {.,) strictly,

to cut off' fig-leaves : in genl. to cut off,

dock, cf Elmsl. Ar. Ach. 158., cf.,, , , =.
Call.,, ,{)
that which is cut off, Orph., ov, {,) com•

ing or rising from a throne., f. -,{,)
to crush in pieces : hence to break hi

spirit, enervate, pamper,-. Plat. Rep. 495 , cf Hemst.,
and Ruhnk. Tim., fut.- : aor., {,) to spring or

leap off from,, II. 2, 702, so,, Hdt. 1, 80 ; 7, 182.—II. to

leap up from, rise from, -, Od. 1, 58: also

absol. to rise sheer up, of steep rocks,

Hes. Sc. 375., , , a, rising of
smoke or vapour, Plut. ; from, , f. -, {, -) to rise in smoke vapour, [], ov, {,) no:

according to the mind, unpleasant , hate

ful, Hes. Op. 708,, to do what is displeasing to one,

to do one a disfavour, 11. 14, 201. \], ov, {,)=-, spiritless : indifferent, careless,

dub., Plut.,{,) to send

to the tunnies, i. e. dismiss as incorrigi-

bly dull, Luc. Jup. Trag. 25.,. , {,) to put
out of doors, shut out.—2. to furnis/i

with doors.

or,., a sort of drinking-vessel, Polemu
ap. Ath. 479 F., . -,{,) to offer

up, esp. as a votive sacrifice,,



,, Kruger Xen. An. 3,

a, 12 ; 4, 8, 25. ['], {,)
as pass., to put ojf one's coat of mail., Ion. for-
f'Aireioib), , f. -), (,)

ta swell fro7n, to extend a swelling, Hipp.
—2. to swell down, i. e. to decrease, of

a swelling. Hence,, , abatement of a
swelling., OP, {a priv.,) not

done, undone, , Lat.

infectiim reddere, Pind. O. 2, 50 : 7wt

to be done, impossible. Plot.

—

. not

yet made : also slightly made, rudely

made, simple, Dion. H.

—

III. of per-

sons, clumsy, awkward, Geop.— IV.

not poetical, prosaic. Adv. -.', , ,^=, Anth.
. ', {utco,) to go away
from home, esp. as a colonist, to settle

in a foreign country, emigrate, -
/. Plat. Euthyd, 271 C, cf.

SchJif. Greg. p. 961.— II. to dwell afar

off, in genl. to live or befar away,-
-, Thuc. 3, 55, cf. Valck. Ad.

p. 238. In pass,, Corinth was inhoa

bited far away from me, i. e. I settled

far from Corinth, Soph. O. T. 998.—
III. c. ace,=, to colonise,

Pind. P. 4, 460.,, 7;,=sq., emigration., , ,{) a settling

away from home, a colony, settlement,

Hdt., etc. : ,,, to send, lead toform a settlement,

Hdt.; ., Thuc. 1, 12:. , Thuc. 1,

27.', fut.- Att. -,(,) to send aivay fro?n home, trans-

plant, , Od. 12, 135 :. , Eur. EL 1008: hence
in genl. to send or carry away. Soph.
O. C. 1390, Tr. 955. Pass, to be set-

led in a far land, //.
Plat. Rep. 519 C : to emigrate. Id.

Euthyd. 302 C.—II. to colonise a place,

Hdt. 1, 94, Thuc. 1,24., ov, {a priv.,)
not variegated, simple, lamljl., ov, {a priv.,)
not variegated., ov,{) belonging

to a colony, colonial, Polyb.., , fem. of,
with or without, a colony, Hdt.
7, 167., , ,{) the

leading out a colony, Dion. H.', , o,=foreg., Arist.

Pol.^II. also=a7roi/c£a., {,) to

cut off by building, to wall up, barricade,, , Thuc. 1. 134

:

7, 73, so too Dem. 1273, 6, 8.—II. to

pull down., {,) to

husband.—2. to takeoff, take away, dis-

tribute. Hence,, , a husband-

ing.—2. a getting rid of, keeping away,

Arist. Probl., ov, {, .) away
from home, abroad, on travel,, to send from one's native

land, Sopn. O. T. 1518 : usu. as subst.

— 1. of persons, a settler, colonist,

Thuc. 7, 57, etc. : hence Aesch. calls

iron,' (i7roi/iOf,Theb.

729.—2. of cities, sub., a colony,

Xen. An. 5, 3, 2 ; 6, 2, 1, like-, .—^. as pr. n. Apoecus,

an Athenian, who enlarged Teos,
Str-ib

12

, tut. -, {,) dep. mid., to complain loud-

ly, TLva, Hdt. 1, 114., ov, {a priv.,-) unfed, untended, Anth., fut. -, {,)
to bewail loudly, c. acc, Trag. ; ., Eur. Med. 31.,,, only used in phir.,

(acc. to Passow, from a copul.,-
VT}, and so strictly things all one with

a or penalty, i. e. taken for or

instead thereof; acc. to Pott, from, penalty in full, like Germ. Ab-
o«sse) hence—I. in Horn, (only in II.),

a ransom, or price paid, whether to re-

cover one's freedom when taken
prisoner.=, as in II. 1, 13, 111,

cf. Hdt. 6, 79, or to save one's life,=, as II. 2, 230 ; 6, 49 ; usu. c.

gen., ,, ransom for
a maiden, etc., II. : , to

pay ransom,, to accept ran-

som.—II. in genl. compensation, repay-

ment, II. 9, 120 : esp. by Solon's laws
the fine paid by the murderer to the
ne.xt of kin, like the Saxon weregild :

Pmd. oft. has it in' good sense, a re-

compense, reward, and USU. absol. c.

gen., in recompense or reward for..., cf.

Eur. Ale. 7, Bacch. 516. Hence
',, todetjiand a ransom pr

price from a murderer : also in mid.
to exact this price from one, requite or

punish, Ti^ajEur. Rhes. 177, cf. Bockh
v.l. Pind. N.5, 16, p. 527., adv., (a priv.,) un-

punished., {,) to scum, of
new wine., ov, {, )
exacting penalty, atoning,, Eur.
H. F. 888., ov, {, -) ransom-devouring. Lye., , , v.., —, q. v., very
dub.—", ov, {a priv.,) with-

out any peculiar quality, Arist. Probl.,, pure water, Ath.
'

, verb. adj. of,
one must carry away or off., {,) to kill

with arrows, Anth., fut. of, Horn.
', fut.-, {,) dep. mid., to be gone away, to

be far from, keep alooffrom a thing,

c. gen. Horn., e. g., II. 11,

408, and so mostly in Att. : freq. also

absol. to be gone, to have departed, Hdt.

3, 30 ; , Eur. . F.

134: hence to be dead and gone, Ar.

Ran. 83 ; ol = n'l-, Pind. P. 1, 181.

—

II. more
rarely, to go away, withdraw from,
Horn., fut. -, {,) dep. mid., to abhor or shun
as an ill omen, Lat. abominari., fut. -, {,-) to clear off, cleanse, clean, Ar.

Pac. 1184. Pass, to be removed by
cleansing. Plat. Tim. 72 C. Mid.-

, to get rid of a thing,

Tim. Locr.—IL to refine metal by

smelting, Strab. Hence, , , that which

is washed off, dirt, filth, refuse, Arist.

H. .: esp. that which has been used as

an expiation and then thrown away

:

hence a thorough reprobate, an outcast., , , a lustration,

expiation, Xen. : a purging off,,
Thuc. 2, 49., , ,{-) good for cleansing, expiatory.

, f. -, (,) to sit down., sit.
', f.- : in aor.,,, {,,) to sleep away

from home, Philostr.—II. to fall asleep

over a thing.'.,{,) to

unnail, tear loose. Hence', , , an unnail-

ing, tearing loose.
', {,) to sit

apart, Hdt. 4, 66 : to sit idle, Arist.

H. A., f. -, {,)
to set down. Mostly in mid., to sit

douni, Polyb. : to sit still.
', = sq., ap. Dem.

256, 3., f. -, {,) to reestablish, restore, rein-

state, Xen. Rep. Lac. 6, 3 :.
, and , Polyb., Plut.

:

. , to appoint

one from anotner rank to the office of
general, Luc. Pass,.
, to be restored to..., turn to an-

other shape, Theophr.
', {,)

s^irpass, excel, vanquish one in a thing,

Tivi, Od. 8, 127, 219., ,=. Soph.
Phil. 155., {,) to

proclaim as Caesar, Anton.. fut.-, {,)
to burn off, Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 54 : also

of intense cold, like Lat. frigore ad-

urere, Xen. An. 4, 5, 3, and freq. in

Theophr. Pass, ai,
their noses were frozen off, Xen. An.
7, 4, 3., {,) to sink un-

der a weight of misery.—II. to behave

as a coward, run away. Hence,, , cowardice., f. - strengthd. for., , f.-,{,,)
to call back, recall, esp. from exile,

Hdt. 3. 53, Xen., etc.—2. to call au-ay

or aside, Xen. An. 7, 3, 35.—II. to call

by a name, esp. by way of abuse,

Soph. Aj. 727, ,. Plat. Gorg. 512 C ;

to call in disparagement, to stigmatize

as,, ., to

stig7nati:e as idle, etc., Xen. Mem. 1,

2, 57 ; 6, 13
;

.,
to call it a sorry jest. Plat. Theaet.
168 D, cf Donalds. New Cratyl. p.

240.—III. to warn off, Ar. Av. 1262,

ubi Dind., from-,., f. -,{,-) to strip of ornament.', , , fitted for
disclosure : from', fut. -, {, -7) to disclose, uncover, Hdt. 1,

119, and Xen. Mid. to reveal one's

self: e. aee., to disclose something of
one's self,' ,
to let one's designs upon a thing be-

come known, Diod. : also in pass., ?m-

yoi, obscene words,

rlut. Hence,, , an uncovering,

revelation, N. T. [a], f. -, {,) to grow quite weary, to fail or

flag utterly, usu. absol, Plat. : also c.

part., ., to be quite

weary of contriving, Xen. Mem. 2, 6,

35 : c. inf., to cease to do, Plat. Crit.

45 B.—II. c. acc,., to flinch

from toil, Lat. detractare laborem, Xen..

Hell. 7, 5, 19.
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-(, . -,(,)
to bend off, turn off or aside.—2. intr.

lo go off tlie road, turn aside, Xen. Eq.
7, 14 : c. inf., ~., to turn
nside from, shun labour, Eur. Ion 135.

Hence,, , a turning off or

away : a going off the road.^-, iut. -' Att. -,
(,) to smoke, fumigate,
Hence, ov, 6, fumigation., fut. -vau Ep.-,
{,) to breathe out,, to

give up the ghost, II. 22, 467. [v], {,)
to expect earnestly, Polyb. Hence, , , earnest ex-

pectation., (,)
behead., , ,()

that which is shortly clipped off.. f. -, {,-) to strip of fruit : in genl. to deprive

of an advantage, Clem. Al.^, (,) to pro-

duce fruit : in genl. to produce, Hipp., , ,() a
shearing or clipping off.. , , verb. adj.

from, tobe shorn or clippedoff., , (,)
not to bear, to endure no longer.—2. to

kill one's self by abstinence, starve one's

self to death. Hipp., cf. Cic. Tusc. 1,

35. Hence,, , loss of pa-
tience.—2. suicide by starvation.

', = ?.,
Hipp., f.-. (,) to descend from, Dion. H.'?,?, Att. -~, f. -,(,?.) to reconcile again,

N. T. Ephes. 2, 16.')^, (,) to

floiv down from., f. -^>, (,^) to break quite down,
ruin utterly, Eur. H. F. 1057, in tmesis.

',, , (,-) complete restoration, reestab-

lishment, restitution, Polyb. : ., the return of the stars to the
same place in the heavens as in the
former year, Plat. Ax. 370 B. and
Plut. Hence,,, restorative,

Synes., , ,-) holding off or hack., f. -, (,) to lay down or aside, Ap.
Rh., in mid.', fut. -, (,) to make visible by reflec-

tion. Pass, to be reflected. Aristae.-, (,)
fo cool. Gal., (,) to hold

off or back., Ion. for,
Hdt. 4, 66.',=., to set

pright again, Arist. Eth. E., (,) adv.,

from below, Olymp., cf. Lub. Phryn.
p. 46, n., (,) to lose

the stalk. Hence, , , loss of the

stalk.7.<. fut. - Att. -,
(,) to break off by the stalk,

break short off, Eur. Supp. 717, Thuc.
2, 70. Pass, to be so broken, be shat-

tered or shivered, Hiop. Hence8

?.,. , a breaking off

by the stilk: a breaking quite across,

snapping,, Luc./, ,=?., without

stalk, Schneid. Theophr. H. P. 7,

2,4., , , () a
burning off, Strab., fut. -, (,) dep. mid., to lie away, be laid

by or up, to be laid up in store, first in

Pind. N. 11, 61; , for one's use,

Xen. An. 2, 3, 15: hence to be kept

in secret, be in reserve. Id. Cyr. 3, 1, 19:()',
you have great store of laughter in re-

serve, lb. 2, 2, 15 : . ..., to be re-

servedfor an occasion, Plat. Legg. 952
D: impers. , it is in

store, is reserved for one, Dem. 633,
26 : c. inf , ,
Dion. . : hence, that

which is in store for one, one's fate,

Schaf Greg. p. 477.—II. to be laid

aside, and so, neglected, Cratin. ap.

Plut.. fut.- Ep.-,(.) to shear, clip or cut off,

strictly, of hair, as II. 23, 141 : -,, of a
peculiar fashion of hair-cutting, Ar.
Ach. 8-19, Thesm. 838. Mid.-, to cut the hair

close, Hdt. 6, 21 : in genl. to cut in

pieces, cut through,, /., II.

:

metaph. to cut off,, Aesch.
Pers. 921, cf Eur. H. F. 875. Pass,
c. ace, -, thou hast been shorn of thy crown

of towers, Eur. Hec. 910., adv. part. perf.

pass, from7., openly., adv. part,

perf pass, from, ven-

turously, Themist., adv. part. perf.

pass, from. by lot., adv. part, perf
pass, from, by stealth.

'?:?. (, ') to turn

out of the course or track.—2. intrans.

to get out of the course or track.', ov, (,) quite

emptied, Diosc. cf.. Hence, , to empty quite., (,) to pierce

or stab quite through. Hence, , , a stabbing,, ov, (,)
remote from the centre, Maneth., , ,()
an emptying., f -/ and-,
(,) to have benefit, enjoy-

ment from or of a thing, c. gen,, -, Eur. Cyci. 432: ., to

make some small gain of a thing, An-
doc. 17, 32., fut.- Att. -,
(,) to change for small

coin, hence to reduce a large property

to a small one, Anth.'?., f.- Att. -,(,) to behead. Epict. Hence', ov, , a beheading,

Plut.; and', ov, , a headsman,
Strab.', (,) to cease

to mourn for,, Valck. Hdt. 9, 31., , f -, =,
to put away care, be careless, II. 23,

413 :from, ,=, negligent,

Hipp.
', (, ) free from

/aie or dea^A, Emped. 411.

, , , (-) thing publicly announced, esp..

lor sale, a thing offered for sale.—2.

also=.', ov,()
publicly renounced, and SO of a son,
disinherited : in Eccl., excommunicated., , , a public pro
clamalion, announcement, esp. of a
sale, a public sale.—II. a public re-

nouncement, esp. of a son, disinherit-

ing, Plut. : from', Att. -, fut. -,(,) to have a thing cried,

to announce publicly, esp. to offer for

public sale, Hdt. 1, 194, Plat. (Com.)
Presb. 4.—II. to renmince publicly , dis-

inherit a son. Plat. Legg. 928 E, sq.,

Dem. 1006, 21 : also to declare outlaw-
ed, banish, Valck. Hdt. 1. c— III. to

forbid by proclamation,-, Xen. Hell. 5, 2,

27.,(,) to strip

the head of the or head-dress,

LXX.
', poet, for.. Rli.',^=, poet.

t *, el. *.,, , the making
a venture, a venturous attempt,,
Thuc. 7, 67 : [] from, (,)
to make a bold attempt, make a venture

or hazard, , against another,
Thuc. 7, 81 ; ', to make trial in

his case, upon him, Xen. Mem. 4, 2,

5: also c. adj. neut., ., to

make this venture. Pass, to be put to

the uttermost hazard, Thuc. 3, 39.—-11.

to shrink from the dangers of another,
abandon him in danger,, Phi-
lostr., , f. -, (,)
to remove or put away from, c. gen.,,, Hom. Hence

', , , a removing

from. [kI], ov. b, (,) a co-

mic dance, of an indecent nature,

Cratin. Nemes. 13, Ar. Fr. 209 :

hence , find some way
of dancing off. escaping, Ar. Eq. 20., , (,) to

change into ivy, Theophr., in pass.
*, supposed pres. of Dor.

aor.,^', he lost, Ar.

Ach. 869 : Buttm. however, Schol.
Od. ', 579, prefers * as the rad-

ical form.?, (, 7) to

take away the branches., f-, (,-) to ring or shout forth, Aesch. Ag.
156.7, f. -, (, 7.)
to bend one's knees, and SO rest, Ar. Fr.

163, like yovv,c{. Soph. O.
C. 196.'7, fut. -, Dor. for-
7.7,.

'7, Alt.7 [], fut.-7., (,) to toeep

aloud, Hdt. 2, 121, 3 : c. ace, to bewail

much, viourn deeply for,, Hdt. 3,

64. Mid., ,-
av, to bewail one's woes, one's poverty,

Soph. O. T. 1467, Ar. Vesp.—II. to

cease to wail.'7., ov. Dor. for-, Pind.\/., , poet, shortnd. form
for, Anacr. 16, 1.

'7.,, , (7.)
that ivhich is broken off, a fragment,
piece, Hipp.

', and ,



, 6, {~7.) Imid u^iiling,

Artem.
'\-?..{. •affu,(a7ro, ) to

break off, Theocr. ['/.]~, Att. tor ~?.. [u]
'~7. or .-), , ,() a shutting off" or out, com-

plete hinderance. Thuc. 6, 99 ;.
/., a shutting the gates

agaivst me. Thuc. 4, 85.'/.,. , that which is

shxU off or n/), a guard-house, prison,

LXX. ; and/., ov, shut off, enclosed:

from, f. -?,«', Ion.-,
. ?.7} (Hdt.), and in Att. also

freq. -K?.yu, f. -^ (cf. ),
(,) to shut off from or out of,

Tiva, Hdt, 5, 104.—2. to cut

off, hinder from a thing,, Hdt. 1,

37, etc.,-, Ar. Vesp. 601 : so

too in mid,,, Thuc. 6, 101. Pass.

to he cut off or hindered from,,
Hdt. 3, IT, etc.,, Dem. 1260,

23.—II. .0. ace. only, to sktd tip. close,, , Hdt. 1, 150; 2,

133 : to shut up a person, Soph. O. T.
1388 : to cut off, pretfnt, hinder,

OTbiv. Hdt. 4, 7, cf. Plat. Phaedr. 251

D : also tt~. . to prevent

from doing, Dind. Ar. Av. 1263.—III.

absol. to make an exception, Dem.
841, 5.

'AiroKyjizTu, f. -%],{, ?.)
to steal away. H. Hoin. Merc. 522.

\\.•?,), wrongly assumed as

Ion. for. cf. ).
.~?.),1. foru—/, Hdt.'/., ot',= sq., disinher-

ited, Arrian.^,, ov. Dor. ~?,(,) azvax/ from, i. e. without

lot or share of,, Piiid. P. 5, 71.

—II- absol. disinherited, Arist. Org., , (,) to

choose by lot from a number, Hdt. 2,

32 ; — tva , Hdt. 3, 25,~ TzavTuv 7., Thuc. 4, 8 :

esp. at Athens, to choose, elect by lot,

Oratt.— II. to deprive of a share, ex-

clufle from casting lots, or by lot, Arist.

Pol. 4, 14. 13. Hence
7?.)(, , , election by

lot. Plut._/., verb. adj. from
uTTOK/.r/pou, one must choose by lot,

Arist. Pol.7?., , , (^-
po(j) choosing by lot : choosing at ran-

dom, Sext. Emp.~?., ov, {:?-) called

oW or aicay.—2. '?.. among
tne Aetolians, members of the select

council. Polyb., v. Herm. Polit. Ant.

§ 184, 10.

VAttok7.jcj, old Att. for/,
Thuc.

',, , {:7.)
a slope downwards : as astron. term,

declination, Sext. Emp.', f. -, (, 7.)
to turn off or aside, , Od. 19, 556 :

to turn back, H. Horn. \'en. 169.—2.

Att.usu. intr., to turn asid-e or off the

road, Xen. An. 2. 2, 16 ; esp. metaph.

to turn off to something ivorse, fall away,

decline, Soph. O. T. 1192; also ".. Plat. Polit.,, Arist. Eth. . : but

also simply. , to incline, have

a bent towards a thing. Plat. Legg.

847 A.—II. to turn over, upset, Plut.

Hence
'7, , , a turning aside

or atcay, declension, as of fortune,

Plut.—II. a setting offfrom, dismount-

ing., disembarking, Id.

7.', ov,{~7) inclined

doicnwards, sinking. Plut.

'77.<), fut. -,{. 7.)
to wash away, avert by purifications,, Ar. Ran. 1340. Hence, , , a washing off,

Themist.
', verb. adj. from-

KUuvu, one must groiu weary. Plat.

Rep. 445 B., , , affliction, op-

pression : from. Att.-,{.)
to scrape, off, , Antiph. Incert. 9

;

hence., to wear one mit,

v:eary to death, Ar. Eccles. 1087, Plat.

Rep. 406 ; esp. by importimity and
chattering, Theoph. Char. 7 : also in

mid., to wear away, diminish, Xen.
Hell. 6, 2, 1, RuhnL Tim., Att. for foreg., inf.-
Kvav, Plat. Phil. 26 B. [], {,) to shrink

from, abandon, hesitate about a thing,

c. ace, T()v, ,, Thuc. : absol. to shrink

back, hesitate, Thuc. 4, , etc.: c.

inf., to shrinkfrom doing, Plat. Phaed.
84 C. Hence,,, a shrinkingfrom,, Thuc. 1, 99., verb. adj. from -. one mu.'>t delay through indolence

orfear, Plat. Rep. 349 A ; 372 A., f. -',{.6)
nip. snap, or cut off, Sotad. }'«.,
1, 23. Hence, , , a nipping off,

Theophr.,, , that v-hich is

nipt off, a little bit, Ar. Pac. 769., f. -,{,)
to draw out with a shell or shell-like

vessel, Diosc., pass. c. f. mid.--, {,) to sleep away
from home. Plat. Legg. 762 C.—2. to

lie dmvn, to get a little sleep. Hdt. 8, 76,

Ar. Vesp. 213, Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 22, sq.', f. -,{.)
to carry off to bed, put to bed, Alciphr.

Mid. to fall asleep., to sleep, pass the night

away from one's post, ap. Dem. 238,

10: from, ov, {,) sleep-

ing away from, , Aes-
chin. 45, 2 : esp. sleeping away from
one's wife, ovK . , Luc.
—2., outposts.7.. f. -/'.{,7-) to hew out of the rough.

7,7., f.-,{,.)
to unglue, disunite.7.,.{, ?.-) a translation into the society of
gourds : a travestie on the

of the emperor Claudius attributed

to Seneca, Dio C. 60, 35.'7-, {, 7.) to cut

short, mutilate: metaph. to curtail much.
'7.,, {, 7.) to

make a7, oifold : also toform a
bay, Arist. Mund.

'7.3, , f. -, {,7.3) to dive and switn away,
Thuc. 4, 25. ^

^, {,) to lose

one's hair, Luc.',, , a carrying away.
—11. (from mid.) a getting away or

back, return, Thuc. 1, 137: from
', fut. - Att. -,
{.) to carry auay. to escort,

Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 12. "Mid. to carry <ff
with one, get possession of Pass, to

take one's self off, get away, ,
Thuc. 5, 10, etc.

',, ,{)
that which is cut or struck off, a splin-

ter, Theocr. 10, 7., f. -, {,) to boast, brag, Eur. H. F. 981.—2. of Ivre strings, to break off, snap,
Anth., {,) to run,

Aetol. word, ace. to Hygin. Astr. 3,', , ,{) a cut-

ting off, Aesch. Supp. 841 : at Athens,
esp.., tabulae novae, a can-

celling of all dtbts. Plat. Rep. 560 A,
Legg. 736 C, and Oratt.—II. in Gramm.
apocope, the throwing away of one or

more letters, eso. at the end ofa word,
Fisch. Well. 2,'p. 190., ov, cut off: esp. gelded

:

from', f. -/', to cut off, hew

off, freq. in Horn., though mostly of
men's limbs, .,, -, Horn., and so in prose : also^• •. he cut loose the

trace-horse, II. 16, 474.—II. in Xen.,, to beat

off from a strong place, of soldiers.

An" 3. 4. 39 ; 4, 2, 10.—III. mid. to

smite the breast in mourning, hence to

mourn for,, Eur. Tro. 623, ubi
V. Seidl.—2. to break off with a thing
in speaking, Arist. Rhet. 3, 8, 6., f. -, {,) to make quite satisfied., , f.-,{,)
to tiipe off., {,) poet.=, Aesch. Fr 227.

'S.oov,.{,) to

bring to a point : metaph to sum up
briefly, give a short answer, Hdt. 5, 73.

Pass, to run to a point, Theophr., ov, {a priv.,) with-

out wool : not shorn,
', , f. -, {,-) to clear off, so as to set in order,

as a table after dinner, -, Od. 7, 232.—2. to strip of orna-

ment. Mid., to put off one's ornaments,

Paus.. ov, {,)
away from the world, solitaiy. late.', f. -, {,-) to dash out the last drops of
wine, as in playing at the cottabus,

Xen. Hell. 2, 3. 56, translated by
Cicero reliquum a poculo ejicere, cf.. Hence, ov, 6, a dashing
out the last drops of wine., fut. - Att. -,
{,) to lighten, set freefrom,,, Eur. Or. 1341,

Hec. 106, , Anth.,, , {,)
cutting off, Hipp.-, ov,{) that

can be cut off,, ov, {,)
taken from the fig-tree or its branches,

Leon. Tar. 13.7., = sq., Theognet.
ap. Ath. 616 A.7, f.-, dep.

mid., {,) to sleep off or

wake after a debauch. Hence'7., ov, b, the sleep

ing off or waking after a debauch,, {,) to tear

from the head, Anth.—2. to cut the

head off., {,) to hold

off. hold back or tight. Plut.—2. to over

come, s^irpass,, Hdt. 4, 50, 75., {,) to

hang down from, Q. Sm., f.- Att.
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, {,) to let a
thing hang down, let hang,, to

droop the neck, 11. 23, 879
;(, the plectrum

broke the string and made it hang down,
Jac. Anth. 3, 1, p. 388.—II. to hang
up, Hdt. 1, 2iG., pres., except in Att.

for.-, adv., =,
from the head downwards, dub. 1. ties.

Sc. 7., f. -, {,-) to throwfrom a cliff's edge, tie-

liod., ov, (,)
broken sheer off, precipitous, craggy,,, Hdt. 3, H 1 ; 8, 53 : me-
taph. of a case to be defended,-, Dem. 793, 0.', adv.,{) apart

from, c. gen., Ap. Rh., , ,()
acquittal: in genl. a judicial sentence.

—2. (from mid.) att answer., fut. -, (,)
to part, sever, sejiarate, one frotn an-

other, Plat. : to distinguish, 7nake dif-

ferent, Hdt. 1, 194. Pass, to be part-

ed, separated one from another, to go

different ways, part. aor.,
parted, separated, II. 5, 12 (only once
in Horn.) ; ,
Hdt. 1, 60

;, to be kept separate,

be quite distinct, id. 2, 36 :-, to be separated and
brought under one name, Thuc. 1,3:
also, like?/>, of combatants,
to he parted before the fight is decided.

Id. 4, 72 : as Medic, term, to he se-

creted, Hipp. ; but, all illnesses determined or

ended in this alone, ThllC. 2, 49, cf

Foes. Oecon. Hipp.— II. to choose out,

choose, ., Hdt. 6, 130;. , , to choose

from, Id. : but , choose

one of two, Soph. O. T. 640.—III. to

reject on inquiry. Plat. : hence tlvu, to decide that one has lost

the victory, decide it against one,

Arist. Pol. 5, 12: also in mid., Plat.

Legg. 906 D, opp. to.—IV'.

most usu. in mid., to give

sentence on a thing, give answer, reply

to a question, first in Att., for Hdt.

uses in this signf,

though. is used in one or two
places : . or , to

a questioner or question, Thuc. 5, 42,

etc., Heind. Plat. Hipp. Maj. 287 A
;

esp. to answer charges, like?-
., Elmsl. Ar. Ach. 632: also-, to answer the

question, Thuc. 3, 61, cf Plat. Crito

49 A : but also , to

give an answer, Thuc. 8, 71, etc.
;

rarely in pass, used impers.,-, it is answered me, Heind.

Plat. Gorg. 453 1) : the aor. pass.(=, he answered,

ig very freq., but only in Alex. Greek

:

it occurs in Plat. Ale. 2, 149 B, which
is one argument against the genuine-

nr^ss of that dialogue, v. Stallb. ad 1.

Hence',, , a separating: as

medic, term, secretion, Lat. secretio,

cjccrelio, Hipp., cf. Foes. Oec.—II.

(from mid.) a decision, answer, first in

Hdt. 1, 49 : 5, 50 (though he usu. has

.), Thuc, etc. ; ., Thuc. 3, 60., verb. adj. from-, one must part off. must reject,

Plat. Rep. 414 A.—II. from-, one must answer. Id. Alc. 1,

111 E.
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, , , ()
disposed, able to separate or decide., ov,{) sepa-

rated, chosen.,(,) to knock
or fillip away. Hence,, , a §nap of
the finger, Atn., ov,(,) beat'-

en or trodden hard, esp. of earth, Thuc.
7, 27, cf.—1.=-, Coray Heliod. p. 288., f. -, (,-
%') to spout or gtish out, Plut.,, ,() a

beatiiig off, drivi?ig away.— II. (from
pass.) . , the ivane of
the moon.', , ,()
ahle to drive off.

— II. (from pass.)., the moon in its wane., ov, driven back, Nic:
from', (,) to beat off,

drive back, from a place, c. gen., Xen.
Mid. to beat offfrom one's self, beat off,

Hdt. 4, 200 ; 8, 61 : also in act , cf
Schaf. Dion. Comp. p. 404. Pass, to

be beaten or knocked off,

TO , a cup with

its rim knocked off, Ar. Ach. 459 : to

be thrown from horseback, Xen. Hip-
parch. 3, 14., Ep. imperf of sq.,

Hes.', f -,(,)
to hide from, keep hidden from,, II. 18, 465 : also .
, to hide a thing from a person, II.

11, 717 (Horn, only uses aor. 1 act.) :

also c. dupl. ace, . , like

Lat. celare aliquem aliquid, to hide, keep

hack from one, Hdt. 7, 28 ; so too

freq. in mid.. Plat., and Xen. : also

, to con-

ceal one's doing, Thuc. 2, 53 ; but the
mid. is also used just like the act.,

Xen.—2. to hide close, keep hiddeii,

bury, Od. 17, 286, Archil. 16, 3, etc.

:

to bedim, obscure, Plat. Apol. 22 D.
Mid. to hide something of one's own,, , etc.. Plat.—II. to

losefrom sight, get out nf sight of, e. g., esp. of ships at .sea, like Virgil's

Phneacu?n abscondimus arces. Stallb.

Plat. Prot. 338 A ; and so prob. -
must be supplied in Thuc. 5,

65, cf 3., (, }.-
7,.) to make all ice. Pass, to become
all ice., , , ()
concealment : a hiding-place. LXX.', ov,() hid-

den, Eur. H. F. 1070 : ,
in secret, Hdt. 2, 35; C. gen., -, unknown to one's fa-
ther, Xen. Symp. 8, 11.—II. obscure,

hard to understand, Xen. Mem. 3, 5,

14.—III. spurious, forged.-, , ,()
a concealing, concealment, Plut., -, Ep. for, inf aor. 2 act. of-, II., Ep. part. aor. pass.

of, II.,, (,) to lose

possession of: late word., f -, aor. 1 -
: aor. 2. poet,-. , a, mid. ;

perf, more rarely,
and, though not Att.,,(,) to kill, slay, smite to

death, Horn., who uses pres., imperf,
both forms of aor. 2, and aor. pass.

:

of judges, to condemn to death, freq. in

Xen. ; also of the accuser, Id. HeH-
2, 3, 21 ; of the executioner, to put to

death, Hdt. 6, 4 : metaph. like -, to weary to death, torment,

Lat. enecare, Valck. Hipp. 1004. (The
other assumed radical forms -,-,-,-,-, are partly dub., partly proved
false.), , ,()
loss, late word., ov,() lost,

alienated, late word.
=, also,

though not Att., : the
form is without sure
analogy, though Phryn. and all old

Gramm. prefer it, v. Buttm. Catal. in

voc.., , , (,)
the planting a colony, a colony, like, Call.,(,) to raise

a loud cry., (,) to

choose by the bean, i. e. by lot., (,) to set

or hazard upon the dice, in genl., to

run risk, ?., Diod.

—

.
to choose by dice., , f. -, (,) to tumble off head over heels,

Ath., {, )
strengthened for, Hierocl.
ap. Stob., ,() to bear

young, bring forth. Hence/,, , a bringing forth,
the birth, Plut., (,) to make
to bring forth, Philostr. Mid. =-, to bring forth.—II. to cause abor-

tion.
', , f. -, and',=^?., , , thing

rolled away : a rolling machine, Longin.
From, (,) to roll off

or away, Luc. [], (,) to

wash away as a wave, sweep away,
clear.—II. intr. to be wavy, like the
face of the moon, Plut., ov, , (,)
dogsba?ie, a plant, Diosc., f. -, (,)
to stoop or turn away from the wind,
Ar. Lys. 1003, in pert'. 2
c. pres. signf, (,) to annul,

cancel, Lat. abrogare.— II. to choose one
out of an asse7nbly, to invest him with

power, Inscr. ap. Grut., (,)=•, Hipp., , ,()
annulling, Lat. ahrogatio. [],^, not found in

pres., (,) to mourn
loudly over,, Aesch. Ag. 1544.?,, , a hinderance,

Xen. Eq. 3, 11 : from, f -, (,)
to hinder, prevent from a thing,, Xen. An. 3, 3, 3 : more freq. c.

inf., to prevent from doing, forbid to do,

Eur. Med. 1411, Plat., etc., also c.

et. inf., Xen. An. 6, 4, 24 : absol.

to keep off, Orac. ap. Hdt. 1, 66, Thuc.
3, 28. ffw, .]

', (,) to make
quite deaf., . -?, (,) to obtain a portion of a thing
by lot, in full. , Hdt. 4,



114, cf. 115 : hence also c. ace. only,., Hdt. 5, 57 ; and so in

genl. to obtain, Eur. H. F. 331 : in

Eur. Ion 609,/ is usu.
interp.^, having lost all

share, but it more prob. means having
a separate lot.'/, (,?) poet,

for ?.3, Eur. Hel. 917, cf.

Pors. Med. 1213.

A-o'a,=sq., Nic., to cut the throat,

like : from, ov, (, -) with the throat cut, Eur.
Hec. 207.

'XnoTiuKEU, {,) to make
a loud noise, ., to snap

with the fingers, Lat. digitis crepare.

Hence
'7\,,, , and', , , snapping of

the fingers, fillip. [Zu]'/,, f.-, (,-) to kick off or away, shake off, -
vov, Aesch. Eum. 141 ; in genl. to

spurn. Id. Prom. 651.— II. absol. to

kick hard, kick up,, with
both legs, Luc. Hence,, , and',-, ov, , a kicking

away, ., self-murder, Aesch.
Supp. 937, cf. Plut. "2, 517 E.', {,) to chatter

much., fut. -, in

Hdt.- : perf. Att. -, peri. pass, : in

act. only aor. 2, but in

pass, only aor. 1, in Hdt.~?, (,•) to take

or receive from another, ,
Thuc. 5, 30 : absol. to receive what is

one's due,, Hdt 8, 137,,, etc., Dem., etc.—2. to carry

off, Xen. Hell.—3. to take of, take a

part of a thing, Thuc. 6, 87, Plat.

Hipp. Min. 309 B.—4. to hear or learn,

like Lat. accipio. Plat. Rep. 614 A,

Aeschin. 27, 30.—II. to take back, re-

gain, recover, ,,
etc.. Hdt. : ., to recover debts,

get them paid, Andoc. 25, 20 : -, having recoveredmy-

self, Isocr.—2. to have a thing rendered

to one, e. g. '/Myov, to demand to have

an accovmt, Aeschin. 57, 40 : ., to require to have oaths taken,

tender them, Dem. 59, 11, etc., opp. to.— III. to take apart or

aside, . , Hdt. 1, 209 :

hence Plat, in part.., e. g., consider it separately, Gorg.
495 E, cf. Rep. 420 C—IV. to cut off., to wall off, Thuc. 4, 10^,

cf 1, 7. etc. : ., to shut up in-

side, Id. 1, 134 : to stop in one's course,

arrest, Lat. deprehendere, esp. of con-

trary winds, and so esp. in pass., to be

arrested or stopped. Wessel. Hdt. 2,

115, Heind. and Stallb. Plat. Phaed.
58 : , Hdt.

8, 11 :,
or , driven into a corner,

reduced to straits, Valck. Hdt. 9, 70,

Heini and Stallb. Plat. Gorg. 522 A.

A prose word, but used once or

twice by Eur., ov, v. sub•., {,)
to make bright famous. Pass, to be-

come so,, by owe'e deeds, Hdt,

1, 41, cf 6, 70., f. -/, {, .)
to shine out, to reflect light, to flash,

Horn, sc., light

beamedfrom the spear-head, 11, 22, 319

:

also mid., , grace
beamed from her, II. 14, 183, cf. Od.
18, 298.— II. later, transit,.

',.-,{,) ^, Schaf.
Long. p. 377.?, f. -,{,/.) to

lap up like a dog, stvallow greedily,

Ar. INub. 811, with v. 1..?, . ,{) en-

joyment, pleasure, Eur. . F. 1370,

Thuc. 2, 38 : c. gen., the advantage got

from a thing, e. g. ,
Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 33.'?.,, , {?)
=foreg., that which is enjoyed, Plut., , , belonging to

enjoyment, devoted to pleasure, ,
Arist. Eth. N. Adv. -, .
?/, to lead a life devoted to pleasure,

Arist. Pol.—2. affording pleasure, plea-
sant, Ath. 87 E.,, enjoyed, enjoyable,

Diog. L. : from', fut. -, Dion. H.,
and Luc, usu.- - pf-?^, Xen. Mem. 1, 6, 2 : in aug-
mented tenses,,,
sometimes also, -, (Buttm. Ausf Gr. ^ SO, Anm.
2) to take of a thing, have a portion

of, enjoy,, Hdt. 6, 86, 1, Eur.,
etc. : but also freq. . , to

get something from or by another,
e. g. ., Ar. Nub. 1231,
Plat, etc. ; so too . or. Plat. Apol. 31 , etc., though
sometimes the is omitted, as .. Id. Rep. 606

;

more rarely, . . Id.

Phaedr. 255 : sometimes even c.

ace. only, . , Isocr. 175
: absol. ironical, to come finely off,

Ar. Av. 1358, whence also in bad
sense, to get harm or loss by a thing,

or , Bornem. Xen. Symp.
3, 3, Stallb. Plat. Crit. 54 A, cf for

like usages Kuhner Gr. Gr. ^ 126.

—

II. to make sport of. c. gen. pers., Plut,
also c. ace. (No simple oc-
curs : prob. from rootAAF- as in ?-,-, '{,, cf,
and Donald. New Crat. p. 547.), inf aor. 2
of-.,{,) tosmooth
or polish off, Diod., . -,{,) to pick
out from a number, and so—1. to pick
out, choose, TO, Hdt. 5, 110:
freq. also in mid., to pick out for one's

self, , fro?n the army, Hdt.
8, 101, also e/c, Thuc. 4, 9:7., picked men, Hdt. 7,

40, Att.., Xen. — 2. to

pick out and throw away, reject, refuse,

Polyb. Mid. to decline something
offered to one. Id. ; to give up,,
Plut. : absol. to give away, yield. Id., , ,{) a loss,

losing, destruction, Hipp., f -, {,) to

let drop off, pour a libation, like-, Hes. Th. 793. Pass, to drop
or run down from,, Od. 7, 107. .,, ,{)
that which is left or remains, deficiencv,

Diod.
'.'!/', verb, adj., one must

stay behind, Xen. Oec. 7, 38 : from, f. -- : aor.,
(for the aor. 1 is dub.. Lob.
Phryn. 713){,) to leave over
or behind, e. g. meats not wholly
eaten,' , Od. it,

292.—II. to leave behind one, i. e. lose,, Pind. P, 3, ]80, and Alt.—3.

to leave behind, as in the race, to dis

tance, and in genl. to surpass. Xen.
Cyr. 8, 3, 25 : more usu. in miil. and
pass., V. inf.—III. to leave quite, for-
sake, abandon, esp. of places one
ought to defend, II. 12, 169, Hdt.,
etc. : of persons, to leave in the lurch,

Hdt., etc. ; esp. ,
Hdt. 3, 48, etc. : of a wife forsaking
her husband, Dem. 865, 6 : of sailors,

to desert. Id. 1211, 2.-2. of things, tn

leave alone, leave undone or unsaid
Thuc. 8, 22, Plat, etc.—3. in genl.

to leave, quit, Hdt., etc.—IV. to kavt
open, leave a space, ., Hdt 6, 77, cf Xen. An. 6, 5, 11.

—V. intrans. to be wanting or lacking,

to be away or absent, Hdt. 2, 22, and
freq. in Att. : esp. of rivers, to fail,

sink, Hdt. 2, 14, 93, though in 2, 19,

he says ., to quit its bed :

of flowers, to begin to wither, Xen.
Symp. 8, 14 : also like

to fail, flag, lose heart. Id. Cyr. 4, 2, 3—2. to be wanting of or in a thing, lack

it, , e. g. -. ?, wanting
three fingers of four cubits. Hdt. 1, 60,

cf 7, 117: also c. inf, -, he wanted little of
coming, Hdt. 7, 9, 1, SO ., Thuc. 7, 70.—3. c. part, to

leave off doing, ., Xen. Oec.
6, 1.—4. to depart from, . Xen.
Hell. 2, 3, 56 ; cf Plat. Phaed.' 78 B.
—B. mid., like act. I. 3, to leave be-

hind, distance, Hdt. 2, 134, and freq.

in Xen. : cf.—2. to for-
sake, etc.. Plat.—C. pass., to be left

behiyid, be distanced by, inferior to., Dem. 51, 24.—2. to be parted

from, be absent or far from, C. gen.,7 .

Hdt 2, 106, cf Plat. Symp. 192 D.
Rep. 475 D ; to be deprived of..
Soph. El. 1169, cf Elmsl.'Med. 35.
—3. to be wanting in a thing, also c.

gen., , Ar. Eq. 525

:

-, to miss the opportunity,

Dem. 918, 19.,{,)
to complete the service required of
one., f -^, {,) to

lick off, lick up, A p. Rh., part. aor. 1 from, Lob. Phryn. 713.'?., , ,{) a
leaving behind, forsaking, esp. of a wife,

Dem. 868, 1 : hence of the husband,?.. to apply for
legal separation on the ground of one's
wife having forsaken one, Ibid., cf

: also desertion of seamen,
Dem. 1209, 26.—II. intr. a failing, de-

ficiency, Thuc. 4, 126 : and so of the
moon, waning, Arist. Gen. An. : also
death, decay, opp. to, Emped.
36., ov,{) chosen
out, picked, Thuc. 6, 68, Xen. An. 2.

3, 15 : cf. Lob. Paral. 495.., adv. part, perf
pass, from /., freely., ov, {a.,)
not warred on, Polyb., , , {)
that which is peeled off, a husk, shell.'?., ov, poet, espec. Epic,. Horn., {a priv., /.)
without war, unwarlike, unfit for uar,. , II. : peaceful,-, Pind. P. 5, 89.—II. 7iot to be uar-
red on, invincible. Aesch. Ag. 709,
Cho. 54.—III. ?. ?., a
ivar that is no ivar, a hopeless struggle,
Id. Prom. 904. Adv. -,.,
to be unwarlike, Plat. Polit. 307 E.
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,{,) to change

into a lion, Heracl.'=?•., to peel off.,,,=-.'7., f. -, (, ?.-7-

rvv(j)) to make quite thin, fine, Arist.

H. ., in pass. : to diminish, Plat.

Tim. 83 B, also in pass., f. -, (,) to

feel off, take off the skin, ., Eur. Cycl. 237 : -?^-?. ', with the stalk

peeled, Epich. p. 102., Ep. for, 3

sing. aor. 2 mid. of'', Od.'', f. -, (, 7.-) to make all white, Lat. deal-

bare, Ath.
', f. •), poet,,
{,) to leave off, desist from a

thing,,,-, Horn.

:

c. part., to cease doing, 11. 17, 505, Od.

19, 166.—2.. , to terminate in,

Luc. Imag. 6, Pint. 2, 496 .—
II. transit.=•), . Rh.. Ion. for.?!, t. -, (,-) strictlj' to rob ofa: hence
to strip a speech of its or

flourishes., , , {) a

leaving off, ceasing : the decline of life,

Hipp.. , . Apolexis, masc.

pr. n., Dem. 1120, 27.-2. -,,
, mother of Macartatus, Deni.

1060, 1., {,) to do a

folly, chatter at random, Lat. delirare,

Dem. 398, 20., , ,{)
a taking from : taking back, recovery.—
II. an intercepting, cutting off,,
Thuc. 7, 54 : a stopping, -, etc., Hipp., V. Foes. Oecon., f. -, {,)
to make drop off, throw away, Pherecr.

Doulod. 8.—II. intr. to drop off, slip

away, vanish, Ar. Av. 1407.
', {,) to

make a great noise or din, to talk much

and loud, Ar. Ach. 9C8 : ., to

piny on the flute, Plut., {,) to turn into

stone, petrify. Arist. Probl.— II. to

leave a mineral deposit. Hence',, . a being turned

into stone, petrifaction, Strab./. Ion. for., {,) to bind

with a thread. Hence', , 7],=^, a

binding fast., ov, {a priv.,-) impregniible, Strab.•, neut. i, gen. . also, Ion. , dat., Hdt. 8, 61,

(a priv.,) one ivithout city, state,

or country, Hdt., 1. c. ; an outlaio,

banished man,. . Soph.
. C. 1357: also opp. to.
Soph. Ant. 370.— II. , a

city that is no city, a ruined city,

Aesch. Eum. 457, cf. Eur. Tro. 1292:

also one that has no constitution. Plat.

Legg. 766 D.
', and Att. -, f. -, (,)

to slip off or away, escape from,,
Ar. Lys. 678., ,^,, poet., f. -, {, -) to slip off, pack off, Ar. Nub.
1253., ov, {a priv.,-) taking no part in matters of
state, no statesman, ., a retired,

vrivate life, Plut. : ], people that
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form no regular state, Arist. Pol. : -,, unpopular language, [t], , , ( priv.,-, unfit for public business, Cic.

Att. 8, 10, 1.—II. unconstitutional, esp.

in a democracy.'.', , f. -, {,)=, to lick off, 11. 21,

123, ill mid., Ep. for,
Horn., , , Apollodotus,

masc. pr. n., Plut.', ov, b, Apollodonis,

one of the pupils of Socrates, Plat.

Symp. 172 A.^2. an Athenian archon,

Diod. S. : also name of several ar-

chons and other distinguished Athe-
nians, Dem., etc.—3. a grammarian
of Athens about B. C. 140, whose'7 is still extant. — The
name also of many other distinguish-

ed Greeks, v. Meineke Hist. Crit.

Com., Arr., etc.?, , b, Apollolhemis,

an historian, Plut. Lye. 31.,, b, Apollocrates,

son of the younger Dionysius of Si-

cily, Strab., Plut. Dion. 56.

V'',. b, Apollophnnes,

a name common to many distm-

gfuished Greeks, etc., Hdt. 6, 26,

Xen. Hell. 4, 1, 29, etc.'/, also, f.-, poet. esp. Ep.^, Att.. Ion. : aor.,
poet, : perf ?>,, Att.?.•. plqpf. in Att. prose,

written sometimes, some-
times, as Thuc. 4, 133

;

7, 27, (,) to destroy ut-

terly, kill, slay, murder, Hom., who
uses it chieily of death in battle :

also of things, to demolish, to lay

waste, ", 11. 5, 648 : and thence

very freq. in all sorts of relations, to

destroy, ruin, spoil, rcaste, squander,

etc : . , for the sake of a

thing, Dem. 107, 9.—II. to lose,-
7/, Hom., also of persons, esp.

lost by death, though he usu. has, to lose one's life

by violence : freq. also in all writers.

B. mid. : i..
Ion.: aor. 2:
also c. perf 2, to perish, die,

fall, Hom., sometimes c. ace, .,, Od. 1, 166: oftener

c. dat.,, also ' -, II. 24, 725 : also simply to fall

into ruin, to be undone, Od. 10, 27 ; so

too freq. in Att., esp. in perf -, 1 am undone, ruined.—II. to be

lost, slip away, vanish, Horn. :, Od. 11, 586:', like, fails,

comes to nought, Od. 7, 117:, II. 10, 180.—. in genl.

to be wretched or miserable, Ar. Pac.

355. The tmesis in Hom. is in this

word very freq. ; the prep, even fol-

lows, Od. 9, 534., coUat. form of-, Thuc. 8, 10, Xen., etc.',, , Apollo, son of

Jupiter and Latona, brother of Diana;
born, ace. to 11. 4, 101, in Lycia, ace.

to Hynm. Hom. and later auth., in

Delos ; portrayed with flowing hair,

as being ever young, Od. 19, 86 : in

Hom. he presides over soothsaying,

so too he gives minstrels knowledge
of the past, and is himself master of

music and song, II. 1, 603 : also he is

the god of archery, and hence called,, ,, etc. Sudden deaths of

men were ascribed to his

7., as those of women to Di-

ana. Cf. ' and.
He was not identified with the ISuii

till later, certainly not belore Aes-
chylus. (Usu. deriv. from,
Aesch. Ag. 1082: v. Midi. Dor. 2, 6,

§ 0.) [a ; though, in oblique cases,

Hom. oft. has in arsis.] Hence, ov, , and-, , , a temple of Apollo,

Thuc. 2, 91., , ?/, Apollonia. a

city of Thrace on the Euxino, lldt.

4, 90.—2. a city of Macedonia near
Olynlhus, Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 11.-3. a
celebrated city of lUyricum near the
mouth of the Aous, now Pollina,

Arist. Pol.—Several other cities in

Epirus, Syria, etc., Strab..,. , Apollonias,

harbour of Cyrene, Strab.

V,, ?/, (prop. fern,

adj. from) , the terri-

tory/ ^noWo/urt, in Babylonia, Strab.'\7], , and -, a, ,
Apollonides. masc. pr. n. in Xen. An.
3, 1, 26, Dem., etc.?, ov, ^=.— 2. Apolloninm, a promontory
of Africa, near Utica, Strab.'., a, ov, of or belonging

to Apollo, Pind.^?, ov, 6, Apollonius, j. of Rhodes, an Alexandrean
poet, 194 B. C, author of

'-, Strab., etc.—Other distmguish-
ed persons of this name in Stj-ab.,

Plut., etc.

"toi'/f,, , Apollonis. !
Cyzicus, wife of Attalus and mothei
of king Eumenes, Plut.—2. a city on
the borders of Lydia and Mysia
named after her, Strab., , , dim. from'. , , ApollinopoUs,

the name of two cities in Thebais in

Aegypt,-Strab.|(•, . , Apollos, masc. pr.

n., N. T. Act. 18, 24.?, c. fut. mid.-,
and usu. aor. mid.,
hut also c. aor. pass./,
(Antiphon and Polyb., cf. Elmsl.
Bacch. 41), {,) to talk one's

self out of a difficulty, to speak in de-

fence, Ti , about a thing,

Thuc. 1, 72; or , in reference

or answer to a thing, Id. 6, 29 : but. , to speak in another's

behalf, Hdt. 7, 161, Eur. Bacch. 41,

also to speak in defence of a fact. Plat.

Gorg. 480 B: absol., Hdt. 6, 136.-2.. , to defend one's self against a
charge, Thuc, 3, 62 ; but also ., to defend what one has done,
Aeschm. 10,28: . , to allege in

one's dejence, . -... Plat.

Phaed. l)9 D ; so, «. bri, Xen. Oec. 11, 22.-3. ., to speak against sen-

tence of death passing on one, Thuc. 8,

68. Hence.,., a plea allegea

in defence, a defence, Plat. Crat. 436 C.. verb. adj. from-, one must defend, Plat.

18 .', , , {•) of or fit for a defence : apolo-

getic, col.', , , {,)
defence, speech in defence, Thuc. 3, 61,

etc. : ., to make a de-

fence, Xen.,.- Att. --, {,) dep. mid., to

I
reckon up, give in an account^ Lat. -



tiones reddere, Xen. Hell, 6, 1, 3 : also. Tag, to give in an ac-

count of the receipts, Aeschin. 57, 23 :

~/.?.-, the estijnates,

Xen. Oec. 9, 8.—2. ~. , to rffer

to a head or class, Plat. Phil. 25 ~B :

hence—II. to give a full account of, re-

count fully, Tt, Dem. 347, 15.—2. to

calculate or consider uell. .-
pov..., Plat. Soph. 261 C : rt

Tivor, Dorv. Char. p. 597 :'
is found Ar. Fr. 185. Antiph. Kovp.
2, but in both places
should be read, el'. Fritzche de Ar.
Daet. p. lOfi. Bergk ap. Meineke
Fragm. Com. 2, p. 1000. Hence
'.~7.-/, ov, 6, a giving ac-

count, and so statement of reasons, etc.,

Aeschin. 89, 8.—2. the accounts given
in, an account-book.—3. a distinct ac-

count, narration, Pol)'b., ov, b, {, 7.) a
story, tale, . '.?., proverb, of
long stories, from that told by
Ulysses to Alcinous in Od. 9-12, In-

terpp. ad Plat. Rep. 614 .—II.

fable, like those of Aesop, an apologue,

allegory, Cic.—III. an account, account-

book., Ion. for .—?, 3
phir. opt. aor. 2 mid. from,
Od.+7(?, , f. -(, {,7\.) to revile, Polyb. 15, 33, 4..7., ov, {, 7.) left

from any thinar, remaining over, left be-

hind, LXX./, f. -, strengthened
for ,', Aesch. Theb. 825.

'\—7.(), f. -i.a(j,^=,
V. sub, fin.,,=^,,
immovable.'7., , , (5)
water which has been usedfor washing

:

the dirt in it, \\\&-.'7., , , {7.)
washing off, ablution, Plat. Crat. 405
.7., ov, washed off, ra.7, sub., water which
has been used for leashing, Ael. : from'7, f. -, {, 7.)
to wash off, with prep. sep., II. 14, 7 ; also c. dupl.
ace,, wash the gore off Patroclus,
I!. 18, 345. Mid.,/ -, I will wash the brine from
my shoulders, Od. 6, 219.

—

II. c. ace.
pers., to wash clean, Ar. Vesp. 118
(where is for 7.). Plat.

Crat. 405 B.'7., f. -, {,) to bewail loudly, Andoc.
21, 35, 2, more usu. to ceasefrom avail-

ing, like, c. ace, Thuc. 2,

46. []?.,{,) dep.,

to grow to stalk, become bushy, The-
ophr.

'
, f.-,{,) dep. mid.^a c/eanse one''s

self by bathing, esp. fIBian, to

purify one's self by bathing Or washing,

II. \, 313, 314.—2. strengthened for, to damage, destroy ; hence7', /,'*•, . destroyer,

waster, 7.., on^ivho destroys

the pleasure of others at Sinner, a kill-

joy, or, ace. to others, a devourer of
remnants, lick-plate, Od. 17, 220, 377.'.7.-/, ov, {a priv.,7,) aversefrom meddling,
not over curious. Adv. —., ov, gen. ,=
foreg.. M. Anton., ov,{) deserv-

\

ing acquittal, Antipho 129, 4.—II.

act. able to deliver, []/, , , (/) re-

lease, deliverance. Plat. Crat. 405 :

c. gen., 7. -, as far as acquittal from a capi-

tal charge went, Hdt. 6, 136.—2. a de-

parture : a getting rid of a disease,

Hipp., , ,() dis-

posed to free or acquit. Adv. -,. , to be minded to acquit

one, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 25.7.. ov, () loosed,

freed, (^quitted : separated : in late

philosophical writers, absolute, uncon-

ditional.—II. TO 7.>, the posi-

tive, degree of comparison, Gramm.
Adv. -., {,) to re-

lease on payment of ransom, c. gen.

pretii, 7, Plat. Legg.
919 A, cf. Phil. ap. Dem. 159, 15.

Mid. to redeem for money. Hence
'7.,, , a releasing on

payment ofransom, a ransoming, Plut.,

in genl. deliverance, redemption, N. T.
[v]7., f. -, {, 7.) to

loose or part one thing from another,

Ti, Od. 12, 420; 21, 46: hence—2. to set free or release from,., Hdt. 2. 30, -
%', /,, ', etc.. Plat.,

and Xen. ; esp., ., to acquit

of a charge, Hdt. 9, 88 : also c. inf.,. , to acquit of
being a thief, 2, 174, so /., Thuc. 1, 128: hence absol.

to acquit. Plat., Xen., etc.

—

II. in II.

always=7/, to release a pri-

soner for ransom, and in mid. to ran-

smn, redeem him,, for gold, .
22, 50 ; so too in Att.,

7.7., Xen. Hell. 4, 8,

21.—HI. to disband an army, lb. 0. 5,

21.—IV'. to discharge, pay a debt. Plat.

Crat. 417 B.—V. . , to

sell a mortgaged house outright, Isae.

59, 32.—B. mid. to release for one's

self, redeem, v. sup. II.—II. -, etc., to do away
with calumnies against one, like Lat.
diluere, Thuc. 8, 87 : so -, , Dem. : hence
absol. to defend one's self Hdt. 8, 59.

— III. like act., to acquit of ,
Antipho 119, 12.—IV. like pass., to

get free, depart, Soph. Ant. 1314, cf
C. II.—C. pass, to be released, let off,

or get free from, , Hdt. 4, 84,

Thuc. 1, 70.

—

II. of combatants, to

get clear, part, Thuc. 1, 49, etc. : also
to depart, go away,,.
Soph. Ant. 1268, cf sup. B. III.—III.

TO, = ~ 7,
Bast. Ep. Cr. p. 131. [" in pres.

;

V in fut. and aor.]

V-7., ov, {a priv., 7.-) not highly esteemed, slighted.
', , f. -, {.-) to insult, misuse, make nought of.

Soph. Aj. 217, in aor. pass,-., 2 perf. act. from-.7.7., perf act. with Att.
redupl. from7., f. -, {,7)
=7, Soph. Fr. 844., f. -.{,)^^, to pluck offflowers : hence
in genl. to pluck off,, Eur. I. A.
793 : ., to cut off the young.
Id. Supp. 449., Ion., {,) to appease, still, soothe like, Hipp., Ap. Rh.

-7, , ,{"^
the crumb or ins!de of the loaf on which
the Greeks wiped their hands at din-
ner, and then threw it to the dogs :

hence like, dog's meat, Ar. Eq.
415. (Others write/..),, ,{)
any thing to wipe with, or used in washing
or purifying, Hipp. : also like-, the dirt washed off. Soph. Fr. 32.—II. the impression, as of a seal, The-
ophr.. strengthd. for,
to fall off, of the hair, Arist. Mirab.

', fut. -, {,-) make quite bald.,{,) takenfrom
the breast, pp.., ,{) thing unlearnt.—2.^sq., Hipp.,,,{)
the unlearning a thing., c. fut.-,
pass., pf 2 act., {,) to raite out and be done with
it, Luc.—II. to rage violently.', {,)=, Arist. de Plant.',, o,=sq., ov. ,{) one
who ivipes, rtos, or cleans, Soph. Fr. 32., , , a strickle, Ar.
Fr. 586.,, , fem. from-., ov, ,=./, as pass., (.) to be weak or cowardly, like, , in a thing, Plut.7,.-,{,/, and

'7., {, 7.-)=/., Plut., f.-, {.) to unlearn, Lat. dediscere.

Plat., and Xen., . -, {.) dep. mid., to announce as

a prophet : hence to divine, guess, pre-

sage, Ti. Plat. Rep. 516 D, etc., , ,{) a
tviping off, Plut.—II. a taking an im-
pression, copying.

', . -. {,-) to make dry, wither up, blast. Pass.,

to dry up, wither aivay, languish, Heind.
Plat. Theaet. 177 : to die away, of
a tranquil death, Xen. Apol.7. Hence,, , a wasting or
dying away, disappearance, opp. to-, Theophr.,{,) to

testify, bear witness, Polyb.', {,•) dep. mid., to confirm by ivitnesses.

maintain stoxUly, . Plat. Soph. 237
A. [], Att. -. fut. -,{,) to wipe, rub off dirt : to

wipe clean. Dem. 313, 17. Mid. to

wipe off from one's self. c. ace. rer,,, and usu. c. dat.

instrumenti, but also c. gen., .
7.7,. to wipe oiie's hands on...,

Ar. Eq. 819 : also absol.-, to u-ipe one's self clean.—2. to

wipe off or level corn in a measure,
level with a strickle, hence .,
to give scant measure, Luc. :

(sc. "). level an
empty ?neasure, i. e. to give no allow-
ance at all, proverb, of mast-ers level-

ling with the strickle, and thus redu-
cing the allowance given to slaves,
Theocr. 15, 95.

—

II. to make or take an
impression of, , as -7 ., Plat. Tim. 50 .
Mid. to stamp or impress something
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rm one's self, copyfrom another,,
Ar. Ran. iOlO : nafj', one
from another, Arist. Eth. : c. ace.

only, to adopt, take to one's self, e. g..', {,)
scourge severtiy, Hdt. 3, 29.

'-, f. -, {,-) behave idly or unsetmly, hence
as eujjhem. lor, Hdt. 2, 1G2., f.-, contr.-, {,) fight

from, as from the walls of a fort or

town, Thuc. 1, 9U ;.. strong enough to fight from,

Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 1.—II. . , to fight

off a. thing, to decline, Hdt. 7, 13C; and
absoL, 1, 9 : also. .— HI.., to drive off in battle, Xen.
Hell 6, 5, 34.—IV. ., to fight

against, resist.—V. to finish a battle,

fight it out, Lys. 98, 32. [a], ov, (ujto,) not

fighting : unfit for service, disabled,

Xen. An. 3, 4, 32., (,) to let

go, give up the ghost, Ap. Rh., in tmesis.', {,-) dep., to soften or win over again,

Dion H.
^i''Ao(J, (,) to dimin-

ish, Alex. Tral., f. -, {,) dep. mid., to distribute, Hes.
Op. 570.—2. as pass., to be parted from.

another, Hes. Th. 801 : but in both
places with v. 1., q. v., , , {,)
diminution.

' , . -, (,-) to make quite black, Theophr.',,,{,) hojiey-

water, a bad kind of mead. Gal., fut. -, {,) dep. mid., to rebuke harshly,, Plut.', f. -, {,) to

remain over.—II. to persevere., f. -, {,)
to give a share of, distribute.—11. to

part or distinguish from a number,
Plat. Polit. 280 :/, to be selected by merit. Id.

Legg. 855 .. ov..^.. fut.- and -,
(,7]) to slumber or get a

nap after OTfrom care, Ar. Vesp. 5., {,) to fill

to the brim. Plat. Phaedr. 255 C., , f -, {, -) to measure out, distribute, Xen.
Oec. 10. 10. Hence, , , the thing

measured out., . -, {,-) prolong, draw out,. Plat.

Soph. 217 D., f. -, {,)
be very wroth, , with one, Hom.,
who also joins it with -. [ in pres.,i inlut. andaor.l.], dep. mid., (,-, to draw upwards, 0pp. [], f. -j/, {,-() dep. mid., to copy after, to ex-

press bi/ imitating, or copying, represent

faithfully, Plat., and Xen. :., to endeavour to ex-

press motion by the sound, Plat. Crat.

427 A. Hence',, , a copy, imi-

tation, Diod. [i] : and,, , a copying, imi-

tation, tlipp. }
', pass.,usu.c. fut.

mid.-, as if from-
uai the aor. mid. only poet., {,
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/) To recoiled, lemember, -
, sub., to remember that one

owes him a favour, II. 24, 428 ; also c.

gen., -
.}^ benefits, Hes. 1 h. 503, also \n

Thuc. 1, 137, cf.',=, Orph.,=., ov, {,) like, away from, i. e. without pay,
unpaid, Xen. Hell. C, 2, 16 : defrauded

of pay, Lys. ap. Harp.—II. paid off,

discharged,. -, l)em. 671, 1 : hence past service,

Lat. emeritus, Menand. p. 303., {,) to let

out for hire, let, (Uko ,
Thuc. 3, 68 : c. inf.,. , to

contract for the doing of a thing, Lat.

locare aliquidfaciendum, Lex ap. Dem.
1069, 20. Hence, , , the thing

let fanned out., Ion. for-.', , , {-) esp. in plur., a narrative

of sayings and doings, memoirs, as
those of Socrates by Xen. : like the
French Ana.

'., ), a recount-

itig. narrating, , Arist. Org.

:

from', {,)
to remind, Plat. Phaed. 103 .— II. to

relatefrom memory, relate, recount, V\uX.

,

etc. : hence to remember, call to mind,
bear in mind. Plat. : .

Trairfi, remembered to give

his S071 the sa7ne name, or, gave it him
in memory of.., Hdt. 5, 65.—2. .

, to bear something m 7)ii7id

against another, 07ve him a grudge,

Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 31 : to quote, state

against him, Aeschin. 83, 39 : also in

good sense, to reinember something in

another's /atiour, Id. 15, fin.,,{,-) to bear mi7id a wrong suffered,

bear a grudge against,, Hdt. 3, 49.
', also, Pind. N.

7, 102, f-: 3 impf,
Od. 2, 377 {, ). To take

an oath away from, i. e. against doing
a thing, swear that one will not do, Od.
10, 345, also opiiov, Od. 1. c.—2. to swear 07ie has 7i.ot done, or that

it is not so : to deyiy with a" oath, swear
' 7iay,' Hdt. 2, 179 ; 6, 63, . 7.,
Soph. Phil. 1289, , Ar.
Nub. 1232 : freq. also c. //;/ et inf

,

. Pind. I. c, so too Eur. Cycl.
266 ; . ?/ ..., Plat. Legg. 936
, Xen. Cyr. 6, 1 , 2 : . -, sc.. Id. Symp. 3, 8.—II.

strengthd. lor, to take a solemn
oath, 7/ ..., Thuc. 5, 50., v. foreg., , , {,)
division, portion, . Anton. Hence,-, to give a por-

tion to, to distribute, Joseph : and, ov., in neut. pi., , a

share, portion,, Anth. P. 6, 187., {,) to leave

quite alone, forsake : , to ex-

clude one from a thing : in pass.,

Thuc. 3, 28., also,
f. : 3 impf.. II.

{,.) To wipe off or
away from, , II. 5, 416 : to

wipe clean,, II. 18, 414. Mid.
to wipe off fro7n 07ie's self, '', II•

23, 739 ; ., to wipe 07ie's

cheeks, Od. 18, 200 ; ., to

viipe away ojie's tears, Od. 17, 304, but
also without or, Ar.

Ach. 700.— II. to take an impressionf

like. Hence,, , a wiping away.
—II. a taking an imjjressio7i., ov, {,) of
strange form, in genl. strange, SOj<U.

Fr. 845. Hence, , to change the form,
Theophr., , .{) a
denial with an oath. Hence, , . ready to deny
with an oath. Adv. -., ov,{,) like, away frojn the Mu.us, unac-

complished, rode, Eur. Med. 1089.
Adv. ~,., to be

7infavourably, unfairly painted, Aesch.
Ag. 801., {,)) to

raise xeilh a lever, heax'e 7tp, Mathem.,,••,{,)
to suck out or away, Themist.

'..-,{.-) dep. mid., to dissuade,, 11.

9, 109., , (,) Averter

offlies, epith. of Jupiter, Pans.. f. -, {,) dep. mid., to bellow Imid,

Anth., verb. adj. from•, one 7nust wipe one's nose,

Eur. Cycl. 561., f. -, {, uvk-) to turn up the 7wse at, 7nock at., f. -, {,) to dis7niss with scorn, 7nock at, Luc.
Hence, ov. , mockery.,{,') tc

make 7nouths at, 7nock at.,, , dirt from the nose

:

from, Att. -, f. -,{,) to wipe a person's 7iose: hence
to make him sharp, sharpen his wits.

Plat. Rep. 343 A, and freq. in Luc.

:

like Horace's vir emunctae 7iaris, cf. Mid. to blow one's nose, Ar.

Eq. 910.. f.-,{.) to shut

close, esp. the eyes ; hence, /< dir.

Call, [v' in pres., but usu. ; in fut.

and aor. always v.]
', ov, {a priv.,-?) making no bubbles, Hipp., strengthd. for-, Hipp., {,) to make

a fool of: mid. to be crazy, late word., 2 sing. opt. aor. 2 mid.
of, 11. :, 3 pL
for, . Hom. Cer. 132.',=, cf also-., v.., {,) to be

quite torpid or stupid, Plut., {,) tn make
quite torpid, benumb, stupify. Hipp.
Pass, in Plat. Rep. 503 D. Hence,, , torpor, insen-

sibility, Hipp.*, obsol. pres., whence
aor. act., in Hom.-

: to remove one to another })lace,

like : also to send back, II.

16, 80, ubi V. Spitzn. ; and mid. 3
aor., iii Horn.,-
TO,to remove one's self to another place,
depart, like,?,
11. 2, 029, Od. 15, 254 : but also-, sent away her child,

Eur. I. T. 1260 : also aor. pass,-, to be taken away, depart

fro7n a place, , lb, 175,

cf, Med. 166,



, (,) to hill

outright ; also of limbs, the effects of
cold, to make dead, cause to mortify,

Diod. Pass, to die. Hence', , , a becoming
quite dead, Epict. 1, 5., ,,=^-, . Anton./, , , {)
distribution., verb. adj. from--, Arist. Eth. .7], , , distributer.., , , belonging to,

disposed to,fitfor distributing, ,.,
sub., a disposition to give every

one his due, M. Anton. : it may also
be, like, etc.

Adv. -, Diog. L. : from, fut.- and later --, (~,) to portion out, dis-

tribute, assig7i, Tivt Ti, Hdt. 2, 54,

Plat., etc. : imperat., im-

part, tell, Pind. I. 2, G8, Soph. Fr.

150 : mid. to assign to one''s self, take,

ri. Plat. : esp. to feed on, . At. Av.
1289 : also, to help one's self to

part of thing, Plat. Rep. 574 A.—II.

to part off, separate, divide, Plat. Polit.

276 D: hence., to classify,

lb. 307 B.—III. to take away, subtract,

Id. Legg. 771 C.', adv. part. perf.

pass, from, without care

for life, desperately, Ken. Hell. 7, 2,

8 : ii-aov. /,
Isocr. 131 D., (,) dep., to

go away, retire : to go back, return, oft.

Hum., though only in pres. (some-
times with fut. siguf.) and impf. [a
Ep.], {,) to

bring out or hatch the young, Arist.

H. A.,, ,{) a

slope.., Dor. for.,(,) to change
into a tendon. Hence., , the end of the

tntiscle, wheie it becomes tendon,
Hipp.,{,) tn bend away
from other objects towards one,
hence to incline towards, . Plat.

Theaet. 165 A : , Polyb.

:

to turn aside or away, , Id. : ab-

sol. to bend on one side, hang the head,

Theophr.—II. to refuse by shaking the

head, Lat. abnuere., fut.- and --. old Att. for :

occurs in Anth.', f.-, {,) to un-
had. Mid. to throw off a load from,
c. gen.,, Eur. Ion 875, ubi v.

Herm., part. aor. 2 mid. of, Od., . , {a priv., -') innocence., ov, {a priv..)
single-minded, without ?nalice or cu7i-

ning, Dion. H.', adv. of. without

fatigiLc, Hdt. 3, 146, etc.', Ion. for,, 3 sing.

aor. 2 mid. of., ov, {a priv.,) not

worked or icrought.— II. without toil or
trouble, easy : hence adv..
q. v. : superl.7]6. with least

trouble or toil. Hdt. 2, 14.—2. without
sufferings. Soph. El. 1005.'., fut. -, {,-) dep, mid., to swim away, escape

by swimming, Polyb.

AHOS^, , , {) freedom
from, toil, trouble : also from bodily

pain, Aretae.—II: laziness, Xen. Cyr.

2, 2, 25., collat. form of-, only in pres. and nnpf., to wash
clean,, Od. 23, 75, Ar. Vesp. COS.

Plat. Symp. 175 A. Wia.towash off

from one^s self, wash off,, 11. 10,

572., {,) to conquer

quite, overpower, Arist. Mot. An., in

pass., , ,{)
water for washing the hands, feet, etc.

;

esp. holy water to cleanse the dead, or
the unclean, Ath., .-,{,)
to give enjoyment. Usu. in mid.,-

QT (though the pres.

will hardly be found in use), f. -, Horn. : aor. 2,,, without augm.,
2 sing. opt., part,-, Horn. To have the use or enjoy-

ment of a thing,, e. g.,, Hom. ; so^, may-
est thou have joy of them, II. 24, 556

;

but the gen. is olt. omitted, as', married her but
had no joy (of it), Od. 11, 324,-', Od. 17, 293., ov, ,=^,
Ar. Ach. 616., f. -, {,) to

ivash off, jipUTov , Od. 24,
189 : wash clean,, Od. 19, 317.

Mid. also c. ace, -,,, to wash one's body,

hands, feet clean, Od. : also absol. to

ivash one's self, Ar. Av. 1163.,{,).,
to go away, v. 1. Theogn. 528., {,) to rub

off with or in nitre, Hi])p.. dep. pass. c. fut. mid.-, {,) to be out of one's

mind, to have lost all se>ise,— 1. of fear,

hence to be desperate,, Xen. Hell. 6, 4, 23, -, Lat. perditi,

desperate men, Thuc. 7, 81 : so too, Xen. Hell. 7, 5, 12.

—

2. of shame or duty, hence also., an abandonedfelloiv, Theophr.
Char. 6, cf. Isocr. 177 E, Dem. 363,

7. Hence, , , {,) loss of
all sense, folly, madness, Dem. 779,
fin. : esp. loss of fear and hope, despe-

ration, . , to

make one desperate, Thuc. 1, 82., ,,=:, dis-

tribution, a portion, Hipp., f. -, {,)
to forbid by law, Mnas. ap. Ath. 346 D.", ov, {a priv.,) ivith-

out toil or trouble,, Simon. 1 , 3,, Aesch. : free from care or
sorrow, untroubled : gentle, easy,-, Pind. O. 10 (11), 26,,-. Plat.—2. of persons, not toiling

or working, lazy, ?. .,
Xen. Hell. 3, 4, 19 : . .
Plat. Rep. 556 .—3. of things, pass.
done without trouble, easy,, An-
doc. 22, 26. Adv. -', Hdt. 9, 2,

etc. Irreg. comp., Pind.
O. 2, 112 : but regul. superl.-. Plat. Tim. 81 E. Cf. -?., {,) to recover

from sickness, Hipp.,.{~,) to re-

turn, come home, Hom•, in j)hrase

: also in Hdt., .-,.. . Hence,, , return, Arr.

, before a vowel *, adv., far apart or aloof, II. 2,
233, Od. 5, 350.—II. as prep. c. gen.,
far away from. II. 1, 541, Od. 5, 113,
usu. following its case : but before it.

Od. 12, 33., f. -, {,•) to put asunder, keep aloof frcnn,, . Hom. Cer. 158 : to be-
reave or rob of, Soph. Phil. 979. Pass
to be robbed of, c. ace,, .
Hom. Merc. 562.—II. c. ace. only, to

flee from, shun, Soph. O. T. 480., {,) tu

dissuade. Pass, to have one's head
turned, , Polyb., ov. Ion. for,{,) free from sickness, Sy-
nes., {,)
to pass a night away from,, Plut., ov, , and, ov, {,) a wo-
7nan-hater,^oyv., f. - and -,{,) to fall asleep over a
thing : hence to be sleepy, slussish,
Plut., f. -, fut. Att. -, to

pare the nails, hence mid.-, Hipp., cf. Lob.
Phryn. 289.—II. to tear away with the
nails, Ar. Eq.709.—III.==;,.,
to try or examine by the nail,, Horace's ad unguem
factus, Theophr. Char. 26. Hence.,, , a nail-par-
ing, [] _, f. -, {,)
to make turn his back and flee,

Soph. Fr. 638 : also . ovyy,
Eur. Bacch. 763. Mid. to turn the
back and flee., fut. -,=,
dub.,^., ov, {,) like, inhospitable. Soph. . . 196.

—II. far from a coun-
try, like, Aesch. Ag. 1282,
ci Eum. 884., {,) to drive

from house and home, in genl. to es-

trange or banish from, -7, Plut. Pass, to live away from
home, be banished. Soph. El. 777 : al-

so , Eur. Hec.
1221 ; , Arist. Pol. :-, to migrate to some
other place. Plat. Legg. 708 : hence
to adopt foreign customs, etc.,-, strange learning.

Iambi.— II. to pronounce a thing or
word foreign or not genuine, Ath.
Hence,, , a living attay

from home, Plut. : the adoption of for-
eign manners., fut. -, {, )
shave off, in II. 5, 81, like

to cut off, ' .—IL to

scrape s7nall, 7., Theophr.', f. -, {,-) to dry up, drain off a river, Hdt.
2, 99 : to make a thing dry, dry quite,, Thuc. 7, 12. Pass, to be dried
up, to become dry, of rivers, Hdt. 1,

75 : hence Ion. part. pf.-
/uevof, Hdt. 1, 186.. f. -, {.)
to cut off with the suord, hew off. Pans.'/, f. -, {,-) to clear of wood, strip off from the

stalk, /, Arist. Probl. 3, 17,

with V. 1.., I. -, {,)
to bring to a point, make taper, «-, Od. 6, 269 : but iu

185



Od. 9,326, Nitzsch follows Buttm.
Lexil. in v., p. 158, sqq., in reading, to sriwoth off. as appears

necessary from the next line, '' ' -,, so they maih it evt'ii. but I
sharpened it : Buttm. would even read-• in the former place : and
Damm assumes- to be a

collat. form of : Eur. Cycl.

45G certainly has- in signf.

of making quite sharp, but this is not

conclusive, Buttm. 1. c. : in Polyb.

we have a part. pass. perf.-. []-, Ion. -, {, -) like, to shave clean,(, Hdt. 5, 35.'-, , (,)
sharp off, steep, abrupt, Luc: contract-

ed, narrow, Hipp., though the MSS.
give, from, contra-

ry to analogy.
'\77;),=., Ar. Thesm.

252, 1043. Mid. to have one's self

chau shaved, [], , gen. , (,)
sharpened off, pointed, Diosc. : cf Lob.

Phryu. 539.,, ,() that

which is shaved or scraped off: shav-

ings, filings., (,) to rub

vff: to blunt. Polyb., f. -, {~,)=.-
), to shave or scrape off : and so to

strip off as it were a skin, -, II. 9, 446 ; and so

snakes are said :

cf. -<^, and Butt. Lexil. p. 158,

sq• [i']
, ,, ,'-, {.-) teach amiss, misguide, Iambi., f. -, (,)

to Itaoe done playing QT jesting.— II. to

speak in joke.', (, ;) to

let grnw old, abrogate. Lat. antiquare.

~~}.7, , ,^-. Gal, : from
'~-'/.?^,(.) swing

or caH aiiay, Arist. Probl. Hence
mid. to dart away, rebound. Pint.

\\.~, ov, , a rebounding,

Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 44.

\', and,,^-, Gal., , 6,()
rebounding. Adv. ~, Sext. Emp.
\\~~~, . .(,)

great-grandfather. Lat. abavus.~--—,, (,)
change into pa]/jnts down, of flowers,

Theophr., (, (,)
to look about one, to look round, as if to

flee : hence Ion. fut.-, II. 14. 101.',^^.'-,~8^., Hipp.
\', {,)

deflower. Pass, to be no more a maid,

to jnarry.,,=^, c. gen.,

°PP• ^ r -, f. -. {,) opp. to, a Stoic term,

to imagine a thing is itot, which is, e. g... , imagine it is

mt day. Epict. 1, 28, 3.
',,.-.. Eccl. 351,, Plut. 1184, {,) to

retire from the way, to so aside to ease

mie'g self. Cratin. Drap. 8 : cf. -. Hence,, , ordure, Eu-
pol.. 15. [], verb. adj. from-

1S6

, one must ease one's self, Ar.

Eccl. 326., ov, , also , ordure,

Hii)p. : , to ease one's

self, Ar. Ach. 81, unless it be here=, a privy., , ,{) a
stopping, checking, hinderance. — IL
(from mid.) a ceasing, end.',,,=^,
Orph., {,) to stop,

hinder one J'rum a thing, ,
e. g., II. 11, 323, ',
Hdt. 1, 40 : also c. inf., to hinderfrom
doing. Tivu, //,
Od. 18, 114 ; 12. 120 : c. ace. only, to

stop, check, 11., etc. Mid. to leave off,

cease from a thing, , II. ; in

which intrans. signf. the act. is used
in Od. 1, 340, and here others read'.', , , {,)
trial, venture, ., to make trial of one's uay of
fighting, Hdt. 8, 9 : ., to try or venture a sea-

fight, Thuc. 7, 21.
', f. -, [] rarer

form of sq.., dep. c. fut. mid.-, [] aor. pass.,
Ion. -7], Hdt. 2, 73, (,-) to make trial, essay, or proof of a

person or thing,, Lat. specimen

facere alicujiis , e.g.. ,, Hdt. 1, 46; 3, 128;
so too Ar., Plat., and Xen., who also

has . , Cyr. 7, 2,

17, cf 2, 3, 5 : -. venture naval engagement,

Thuc. 4, 24 : but Thuc. more freq.

uses act., as ,
7, 17 : also -, make an attempt on the Peira-

eus, etc., 2, 93, etc.,. adj. from-, one must make an attempt,

Isocr. 191 B., f. -, {,) to

shear off wool., {, 7.) to

hem off with an axe, to hew, Ar. Av.

1156., {,) to make
pale., ov,{) sent

forth, dismissed., {,) to

give a fifth part, LXX.', f. -, {,)
to send off or away, to despatch, dismiss,

Horn., etc. : , for a purpose,

Hdt. 1, 38 : also in bad sense, to hunt

away, drive off, Od. 23, 23 : to escort,, Pind. O. 8. 66 : of things, to re-

turn, give back, Hom. only in Od. 17,

76. Mid. to remove fro?n one's self get

rid of, Hdt.. etc. : of a wife, to divorce

her, Hdt. 6, C3 : also to drive off, avert

by sacrilice. etc., like•. Eur. Hec. 72. Hence.. , a sending away,
despatching. Hdt. 7. 148: dismissal,

divorcing, Dem. 1365, 12.,{,) to cease

mnurtiing.— II. trans, to mourn for,

Plut., fut. -,{, -) to bring to an end, complete., f -. and,^-. Hence',,, a completing,

end.,,.- Ion. -,
{.) to carry over. Plut., usu. -, fut.- and-, {,-

) to breaK ivind, Lat. pedo, Ar. Eq.
639.,, f.-ciTw. [] {,) to draw off, divert., {,) as
pass., to become d'lrk, of ripening
grapes. Soph. Fr. 239.'. 3 sing. subj. aor. 2 of, Od. 24, 7. [-]

', f. -, {,) to spread out all ivays,

Diog. L., fut.-.{,) to fly off or away, 11. 2, 71,
Od. 11, 222, in aor. part,-

(as if from *) ; so too, Ar. Av. 90., adv. part. perf.

pass, from, openly, clearly,

plainly, Dem. 1367, 27., f. -, {, •) to make to freeze or curdle, Ar.
Kan. 126. Pass, of men. to be frozen,

Xen. Mem. 4, 3, 8 : of blood, to cur-

dle. Id. An. 5, 8, 15., f. -, {,)
to leap off from : hence to start off
from, turn aivay from, . Xen.
Mem. 1, 2, 16 :

'. Plat. The-
aet. 164 C, opp. to . ,
Plat. Legg. 720 C.', f. -. {,) to

squeeze out, sqiieeze tight, Hipp. Hence, . , a squeezing or
wringing out, Theophr.,, , that ivhich is

squeezed out and dried, Hipp.'?., rare collat. form of
sq.. Anth.'?., and, though not
Att., -?., poet, also,-?., f.-, (,?.)
to fill , fill to the brim : to fill up a
number, Hdt. 7, 29: hence — II. to

satisfy, fulfil, , Hdt. 8,

96 : hence to satisfy, appease, Lat. ex•

plere. , Hdt., etc., cf.

Valck. Hipp. 1327: also, Plat.

Crat. 413 B.', {,) to cleanse

from dirt.-—2. to dirty, soil.', f.-, {.)
to drink up, drink off, Hdt. 4, 70. where
either or olvov must be sup-
plied., fut. -, aor.-, {,) to fall offfrom,, Od. 24, 7, or, Hdt. 3, 61, 130: absol. to fall

off, IL 14, 351.— II. hence to miss,

fail in obtaining, Lat. spe excidere,

Polyb.—III. to lose one's way. [_. in

Od. 24, 7.], {,) to

trustfully, rely on,, Polyb., fut. -?^, {,?) to lead astray, lead away from,
deprive of,. Pass, to go astray,

be driven off or away. Hom. uses only
aor. pass.?, to stray, be

driven aivay from, be deprived of -,, etc. : the phrase-. a helm struck

off, II. 13, 578, is singular., , f.-, (, ?.-
v) = foeg., to lead astray, Hipp.
Hence'?, , , a leading

away, leading astray.—2. from pass., a
going astray, digression, Plat. Polit.

263 C. [«]/, ov, , a wanderer,

fugitive, Antli./. ov, strengthened for?, Cratin. Jun. Tar. 1.?-,, , a shaping after,

form, Epicur. ap. Diog. L. : from/, fut. -, {,



) to shape after, mould from a

tli;ng,. 5lid. to borrow form or

figure from anything, copy, Jac. A. P.

p. 499. Hence-~,, , a copier., poet, for,
Horn., verb, adj., one must

sail away, Ar. Fr. 192 : from--, Ep.-- (Horn.), Ion.

-7/. (Hdt.), f. -—'/,, {,
IT/Ju) to sail away, sail off, Horn., Hdt.,

etc.: to sail back, Xen., which is?. in Hdt. 4, 15G.—'/,^-/../,, ,, stapified, con-

fused.—II. apoplectic, Hipp. : from, ov, (-077^])
stricken or disabled by a stroke,— 1. in

mind., like Lat. attonitus. struck dumb,
astounded, senseless, Hdt. 2, 173

;

~.,. ,
Dem. 561, 10; 912, 10.—2. crippled,

planet-struck, Hdt. 1, 167, Plat. (Com.). 1. Adv. -./,, , , a being disabled,

1. in mind, stupor, amazement.—2. in

body, a stroke, apoplexy, Lat. sideratio,

Hipp., V. Foes. Oecon.
'\--?., , )7,=foreg., Eu-

trop. 8, 10.~-,{,?.])^--/-, to fill quite full, satisfy,

Ijat. explere, , -, Plat. : also -, Id. Prot. 329 C.—. to

fulfil. Hence,, , a satisfying,

Plut.—II. fulfilment.

/.7]/, ov. 6, a fidfiller,. Plat. Rep. 620. E., Att. -, fut. -,
{, ?}) to strike to earth, crip-

ple by a stroke, disable in body or mind.

Pass, to lose one^s senses, become dizzy

or astounded. Soph. Ant. 1189.—2. to

drive back, repulse. Mid. to push off

from one's self, Arist. Probl.?, Att. -, fut.-, {, /.) dep. raid, (-,) to trip off, hop off, Ar. Ach.
218, cf Koen. Greg. p. 548.^

', ov, , contr.,
,{) a sailing away : an out-

ward-bound voyage, Hdt. 8, 79.

'.7.. ov, contr. 7.,
ovv, {, )=^, unfit for
sea-service, Polyb., {,) to

be rich iio hnger, strip one's self of
wealth.7.,, , that which is

washed off, dirty water, Diog. : from/., f. -, {, .)
to wash off or away, Od. 6, 95, ubi v.

Nitzsch.-0-, Ion. for?., Hdt.—077Vi i'cj. Ion. for, Horn., f. -, {,) to breathe out : also^., {, )
away from the wind, sheltered, The-
ophr., , , a breathing

out, steaming, exhaling: from', Ep.- (as always
in Horn.), f.-, {,) to

breathe forth, , of the Chimaera,
II. 6, 182,, Od. 4, 400;, Pind. P. 4, 18 ;, II.

4. 524: also without, to die,

Balr. 99 ; so too. -/, Simon.
127.. Pind. I. 7, (6), 48 : but

in Nem. 1, 70, he has it causal,-. made them
give up the ghost.—2. in Com.=-.—II. to smell of a thing, c. gen.,

Luc. de Conscr. Hist. 15. — III. to

blow from a particular quarter,, Hdt. 2, 27.—IV. to

blow out, as a light
;
pass., met. to be

blown out or extinguished, Plut. Moral.

281 B.', f. -, {,) to choke, smother, throttle, Hdt.

2, 169, etc. Pass. c. fut. mid., --
(Ar. Nub. 1504), to be choked,

etc. : also to be drowned, Dem. 883,

fin. : to be choked with rage, ,
at a thing. Id. 403, 17 : hence me-
taph. of pressing creditors, like. [], , , Theophr., and, , Hipp,^.,,^^., .-, dep. mid.,

{,) to put away from one's

self, reject, Plut. Hence',, , a rejection.7., ,{,7^) to

fight off or from, 6. g. , from
ass-back. Plat. Phaedr. 260 B.

'.7, , poet. 7.,
gen.,, {, rroZtf) far from
the city, banished, like, -
7., Aesch. Ag. 1410: -7. . Soph. Tr. 64?.', , ^{-) avertirtg,'esTp. evil, like 7.-,, LXX.,^., -, .{)
sending away, banishment.— 2. (from

mid.), the averting an ill omen, mis-

fortune, etc., ., Isocr.

106 ., ov,, =-,, .-, {,)
to finish a work, Ar. Thesm. 245.—2.

intr. to stop working., {,) to cast

into the sea., , , subst. from-=^., , , departure, re-

turn : from, pass. c. fut. mid.,

and aor. pass;{,) to depart,

go away, Xen. An. 7, 6, 33. Hence, verb, adj., one must

go away.,,=., f. -, mid.

{,) to exact to the utter-

most, , like,
Themist., {,)
to sell, LXX., Tob. 1, 7., {,) to

soften down, Plut. Sert. 25., , , an ambassa-

dor's report, Polyb. : from, {,)
report one's doings as aynbassador, give

in one's accounts. Plat. Legg. 941 A.*', obsol. pres., from
which we have only, as

aor. of, to buy of one, Ar.

Ean. 1227.,, , that which is

sawed Or filed off, saw-dust, filings

:

from, f. -, {.) to

saw offOT through,file off, Hdt. 4, 65. [i], adv. '{. p)far away,

afar off, II. 16, 669.-2. as prep. c.

gen., far from, away from, II. 7, 334,

cf.- In compos, it is only a
stronger form of . (It is also

written, but see Spitzn. Ex-
curs, xviii. ad II. sub fin.), v. sub., {,) to

take away from,• -

7., having taken some of the
bread, to give it away, Od. 17, 457., f.-, (,) to go far away from, Dion.
H.

'7.7., f. -7., {,7^) to throw far away from,
Ap.Rh., 3 sing. aor. 1 Ion,

from, Od./., part. aor. 2 of-, Od., , v. sub-., before a vowel -, adv.,{)from afar : but
usu. much like, far off, far
away, .,, 11. 10, 209,

Od. 7, 244. etc., f.- and-, {,) to run away
from, Anth., adv., (') far off,

far away, Horn., inf. aor. 2 of-, to springfarfrom, Orph., part. pres. from sq.,

Od.
^, f. -, {,) to send forth, and so—1. tn

throw away, Od. 14, 26.—2. to shoot

forth, , Od. 22, 82.-3. to let fall,

Od. 22, 327.[ Ep.,-, Att.]', {,/.) to

leave far behind, Ap. Rh., fut.- Att. -,
{,) to remove afar off,

carry far away, Eur. I. A. 1286, where
Dind. separately ., adv., =.
Plat. Epin. 987 ., {, -) as mid., to disclaim, Ath., {, •) as inid., to clean one's face,

Pherecr. Agr. 9., {,,) to

cut off from, ,
after he had cut a slice from the chine,

Od. 8, 475., {,) to

fleefar away, Mel. 10.', ],, part. aor.

2 of, Horn.'^, fut. - Att. -,
{,) to thrust off with the

heel, trample on., {,-) dep., to flutter away, Theophr., f.-, dep.,

= foreg., 6,{) one that

looks from above., strengthened for.,, , {,-) chaff, husks, etc., Lat. quisquiliae,

dub. 1. for, Arist. Mirab.

113.,{,) tofrighten

away, Plut. Pass, to be startled, to

s/iy, Polyb., , f. -, poet, for

foreg., to frighten or chase away, £m-
ped. ap. Plut. 2, 1129 E., , , gen. , poet,

for7., q. v.", ov,{) seen, t->

be seen 'from a place, e. g., Arist. Pol. 2, 12, 9 :, a look-out place, watch-tower,

Plat. Ax. 369 A : hence—2. far away
from, farfrom,. Soph. O. T. 762,

El. 1489 : absol./er away. Id. Aj. 17
;, from afar, opp. to-, Phil. 467 : tv, afar off:

hence—II. dimly seat, and so in late
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writers, 5,=, Lob. Aj.

17.
',,, {,-) falling fold, Inscr.,, ,()

that which is spit. out., /, ,{)
one. that spits out :.,
of a horse that will not bear the bit, like

respuere, 0pp., ov, spit out: hence
abominable, detested, , Aesch.
Eum. 191 : absol., Soph. O. C. 1383

:

from
'A-xoTTTvu, f. -, {,) to

spit out or up, II. 23, 781, esp. of the

sea, ?, it vomits

forth its foam, II. 4, 426, cf. Schiif.

Long. p. 380 : hence to abominate,

spjini, Lat. respuere, lies. Op. 724, in

which signf. the aor. 1 is

most freq., v. Monk Hippol. CIO, In-

terpp. ad Ar. Av. 531. ['v in pres.,

in fut. and aor.]
*, obsol. pres., whence

fut., v..,, ,{)
an unlucky chance, Polyb. : an over-

throw, loss, Ath.,, i], a falling off or

away, Gal.'.^, v. sub., , . (,)
promoting suppuration, Hipp.,{,) to promote

suppuration, Id., fut. -,
(,) dep. mid., to in-

quire or ask of,. (avrov) —, asked
of him whether..., Hdt. 3, 154 ; also. , Epict., fut. -, {,-) to defend by towers, fortify., , b, dressed on the

lire, roasted, baked : esp. a kind of

bread, Cratin. Malth. 3., fut. -, {, )
to roast on the fire, Epich. p. 07.

Hence', , , a small fish,

usu. fried, like.—2. =-, Ath., {,) to make
burning hot, burn up., f. -,=^, Ar.

Lys. 205.
^,{,) to take

off the cover, Galen.&, , ?/, v. sub

()6. [vi]', Ion. for, Hdt.^, Ef,=sq.•}, ov, {. opyi/] with-

out wrath, peaceful, calm, Hipp., f.- Att. -, (,) to make angry, anger. Pass.

to be angry.
', .-, {,)

to be done snoring, Anth. ., fut. -, {, ()) to

turn away : slink away, Anth., but

dub., ov, (a priv..-) pathless, inaccessible, Plut., Ion. for., , f. -,() to be

without ineans or resource, and so— 1.

to be at a loss, not know what to do. or

u-hich way to turn, be in doubt, usu.

followed by a conjunct., as.3, Hdt. 1, 75,, Thuc. ; so . ,, etc.. Plat., and Xen. ; ., , ,
Xen. ; . -.., - .-. .-.,. .
Id. ; . —, to fear lest.... Plat.

K\c. 2, 142 D : also .
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^, to be at a loss about

his viarch, viz. how to cross, Hdt. 3, 4 :

also c. ace. only,.
(sc. ), 4, 179 : some-
times also c. inf., to be at a loss how to

do. Plat. Polit. 202 E, Lys. 115,2:
also . , freq. in Plat. :

absol., Hdt. 0, 131, etc. : freq. also c.

negat., ova .. to have no doubt, Hdt.
I, 159, etc. The mid. is also used
like the act. Hdt. 2, 121, 3, and freq.

in Xen. Pass, to be made matter of
question, , -, the question just started, Plat. :

(5.... but there is a ques-
tion or objection, Arist. : also to be

left wanting, left wiprovided for,
~. , Xen.
Rep. Lac. 13, 7, cf. Oec. 8. 10 : to fail,

opp. to, Hipp. p. 814 E.
— II. C. gen. rei, to be at a loss for, in

ivant of., Thuc. 8, 81,-,,, Xen.,'. Plat.

—

. but ., to be

at a loss because if, by means of some-
thing, Xen. An. 1, 3, 8; cf..
Hence,,, matter ofdoubt,
disputed point, question. Plat. Phil. 36

: a hind of syllogism, Arist. Top. 8,

II, 12., , ,=-., , ,=, Eubul.
Incert. 22.

f,, , () doubt,

Theoph., , , () in-

clined to doubt, sceptical, Plut.', ov, also perh. , ov,

Pors. Med. 826, {a priv.,) not

sacked or taken, of cities, ll. 12, 11,

Hdt. 6, 28., , (,) to make
straight again, restore, guide aright, -. Soph. Ant. 032 : , accord-

ing to a standard. Plat. Legg. 757 E.
Hence

',, ro,= sq. ; and, , /, a setting up-

right, restoring.', , , () a being, and so,—I. of places, diffi-

culty of passing, Xen. An. 5, 0, 10.

—

II. of thnigs, difficulty, straits, in sing,

and plur., as ,] or , Hdt.

;

. 7. c inf.. Pind. . 7, 154;. , the impossibility

of keeping quiet, Thuc. 2, 49.— III. of

persons, difficulty of dealing with, get-

ting at, or finding out, ,
Hdt. 4. 83, , Anti-

pho 119, 27.—2. want of means, of
resource, and so, embarrassment, doubt,

hesitation, Ar. Ran. 800, Plat., etc.

:

. , Aeschin. 33, 30.—3.., want of a thing, e. g.-,, etc., Thuc, ?.},
Plat., etc. : hence absol. need, poverty,

Thuc, etc., f. -/, (,)
to file off. Strab. Hence,, , filings, [], poet, for,
Pind. P. 6, 37.ov,= sq., Stob.

'', , (,) to

change into a bird. Pass, to be changed
into a bird, Strab. Hence,, , a change into

a bird. [<]. f. -, (,)
poet, for, to set in motion

from a place, to arouse from. Mid. to

set one's self in motion, start from a
place, , H. 5,

105.

, ov, (a priv.,) without pores, Sext. Emp., ov, (a priv.,) with-

out passage, having no way in, out, 01

through, and so— I. of places, impas-
sable, pathless, trackless, ?\,, -, Plat. :,,, Xen.
—II. of things, hard to see one's way
through, imjiracticable, very difficult,

like', first in Pind., and
Hdt. : esp. , difficulties,

straits, Hdt. 8, 53 : ,
to be in great straits, Xen. An. 7, 0, 11,
so ,. Hel. 813;, unexpectedly. Plat. Legg.
099 13 : Tij^^, Thuc. 3,

82 ; c. inf., Xen., etc-
2. hard to get, scarce, opp. to, Stallb. Plat. Rep. 378 A : .(), bad debts, Dem. 1209, 7.

—III. of persons, hard to deal with,

unmanageable , Hdt. 3. 52, etc. : c. inf.,.,, per-

sons impiossible to have any dealings

with, Hdt. 4, 46 ; 9, 49 : against whom
nothing will avail, tohich there is no op-

posing,, Hdt. 6, 44.—2. with
out means or resources, and so, at a
loss, not knou'ing what to do, Lat. con
silii exjjers. Soph. Ant. 360, etc. : iv

c inf., they ivere at a loss

how to..., Thuc. 3, 22.-3. poor, needy,
Lat. iiiops, Thuc. 1, 9, etc. : also of
states oi life, scanty,., Plat.

Legg. 762 E. Adv. -, ., Antipho 111,35. Cf.., (,) to leap off,

spring, hurry away, Hom. : to spring
back, Od. 22, 95.-, is doubled Att. in all

compds. after, but Ion. it remains
single.'/)^, (,^) to

neglect from carelessness or cowardice :

to leave off in despair,. Xen. Mem.
3, 7, 9 ; absol.. Plat. Rep! 449 C : cf.., (, ()) to spirt

out, shed about, Hdt. 2, 93./5,, , a kind of shell-

fish, v. I. Arist. H. A.^, (, () to bereave

one of a thing, , Od. 1, 404 .

r/Top, one of life, Od. 16, 428 ;

also -ivof,"Hcs. Th. 393.-2. to

lay waste or prostrate, destroy.
')[>7 . ov, ,() a place or vessel for holy water.

Eur. Ion 435.—2. a brush, etc., fo.

sprinkling.

')),, b,,=.
'}{),, , {{)1}'
game at ball, bounce-ball.'^), fut. - Att. -,
(,) to drive, to send forth

u'ith blows or imp7ilses, as in the pro-

nunciation of r, Dion. H.), f. -, (, /))
to «"It' up again, Hdt. 1, 123./, {,) to

utter like^ : to speak in frag-
ments of Epic poetry, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3,

51.'{), f. -^, (, {)) to

offer some of a thing, like,
Jac. A. P. p. 566., dep., only in pres.

and impf., (,) to wander
from, hesitate, M. Anton.^,, , a flowingfrom,' ., to be the source of
strea7ns, Polyb. : from', f. -[, but more
usu. -/: aor. ()^!,(,) to flow airay from, run off from,, and so ^)^), the

juice that runs off, Hdt. 2, 94 ; 4, 23
;



.also . Plat. :—absol. to stream

forth, of blood, Aesch. Ag. 1294; also

of fire, Plat. Tim. 07 C—2. tofal! off,

as fruit, Hdt. 1. 193, feathers. Plat.

Phaedr. 246 D, leaves, Dem. 615, 10;

flesh, ., Eur. Med.
1201 :

—

. ^., to fall away or

part one from another, Plat. Legg.
776 A.—3. to melt airay, a—,,,, happiness, Tneinory melts or

dies away. Soph. El. 999. Aj. 523.—
The word became very freq. in late

prose, V. Lob. Aj. I. c, Wyitenb.
Plut. 199 A.

* '7(, assumed as pres. from
which to form aor. pass.),
and derivv., etc., v.-,,.^,, , thing torn

tff, Plut. : from
'^/, also -, f. -),
[,'}') to break off, severfrom,
ri,. 9, 481 : ., Dem. ap. Aeschin. 64, 3 :

—absol. to break off, snap asunder,, II. 6, 507 : U7Tof)^f/£ai.-, to snap the thread of life,

Aesch. Pers. 507, so .,, Eur. Or. 864, I. T. 974, of. Tro.
751. Pass., esp. in aor.,
to be broken off, severed from, -, Hdt. 8, 19 : absol. to be broken

off, severed, Hdt., etc.—The perf. act.

is also used in pass, signf.,^ ^, a broken voice,

Arist. Aud. ;, broken in

constitution, Luc.-, inf. aor. 1 pass, of. Plat.'-7, ov, {(-/)
broken off, broken loose, Anth.,, , (*)
a thins forbidden : also=sq.. Plat. Po-
ut. 290" A.

':/), , , (*/^?)
forbidding, prohibition. Plat. Soph. 258
.—II. a refusal. Id. Rep. 357 C—III.

a renouncing, esp. of a wife, a divorce,

Isae. p. 24, ^ 36 Bekk. : also of a son,

disinheriting.—IV. failure ( strength., Aft. -, regul. but
rare form for UKofy^rj-yvvfii.7/}, ov, (*) forbid-

den. Soph. Ant. 44 : tu},
forbidden exports. Ar. Eq. 282, Ran.
362, cf. B5ckh P. E. 1, p. 74.— II. not

to be spoken, that should not be spoken,/), a state-secret, Ar. Eq. 648,

and freq. in Oratt. : hence mystical,

sacred, as the . of the Py-
thagoreans, Stallb. Plat. Phaed. 62

: .. to keep secret, Hdt.

9, 94 ; h•?, to speak under seal of sccresy,

Wess. Hdt. 9, 45 ; so iv-
or > uTvof)p7]ru. Plat., etc.

;

if ?., to arrest

secretly, without any noise, Andoc. 7,

6 : also ' [), Lycurg. 158,

26, Plat. Rep. 378 A : [) -
bi]~a, things profane and sacred, Dem.
10, 10 : but also—2. thines imiit to be

spoken, foul abuse, Id. 268, 22 ; 1335,

5, etc., cf. Diet. Antiqq., and
11, Adv. -. Cf.., {.) to shrink

shiveringfrom a thing, shrink from do-

ing it, c. inf., , Od.
2, 52 : strictly to shiver ivith cold.^, , f. -, {, -) to shiver with cold, Arist. Probl.

1,29,3., (,) to strike

root, Hipp.—2. to root vp, Alciphr.-, . f. -, {, -) to file off. Hence—, , , filings,

Strab. [

, f. -,(,)
to winnow away, blow away, Arist.

Probl., f. -, poet,-
(Pind. P. 6. 37), later also-, {,) to throw away,

throw aside, put away, 11.: — hence,, 11. 9, 517 ; 16, 282 :

to throw off a garment, Pind.—II. to

cast forth, esp. from one's country,
Aesch., and Soph. : to reject, renounce,

Soph. El. 1006.—III. esp. of words,
like Lat. jacere, to shoot forth bold, keen

words, . at one, Hdt. 1, 153
;

4, 142, cf. Blomf. Aesch. Pr. 320,

Bockh Pind. P. 2, 81 (148):— but
ovK , he shot

forth a word which missed him not,

"Pmd. P. 6, 37. Hence. ov, that should be

thrown away, Artem.[,, , a throwing off,

of clothes, Hipp.], , and, , ,() flowing off, stream,-. Eur. Hel. 1587.—II. an off-stream,

emanation, 7. Plat. Phaedr.
251 :—esp. in the philosophy of
Empedocles, were the
means by which outward things
made themselves perceptible to the
mind, cf. Sturz Emped. p. 349, 416,

sq-. , f.-,{.-)^.— 2. -. to shriek or scream like birds

of prey. Soph. Ant. 1021, cf... ov, contr..
ovv,{) flowing off or away :

streaming out of,, Antiph. Aphro-
dis. 1, 8., , also,
, f.-. to gidp down, swallow a part

of rov ', Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 10., f. -. {,)
to cleanse thoroughly, Ruhnk. Ep. Cr.

275., , , {)^=. Polyb.,,^,flowing
from, prJv, Hes. Op. 593.—II. hav-

ing a discharge, subject to efflux, opp.

to. Plat. Tim. 43 .—III.

(., stables with drains or a

sloping floor. Xen. Eq. 4, 3., , , {')
cleansing. Iambi.. poet, for.,, pecul. fern, of

sq., LXX.., , . {})-) broken off, abrupt, steep. Od. 13, 98.

—II. , as subst., a piece broken off or

divided from any thing, so", an arm, off-stream of

the Styx, 11. 2, 755 ; and of fine wine,, as

it were, a sample ofambrosia and nectar

(like Germ. Ausbruch), Od. 9, 359 :—, fragments of rock,

Diod.—2. later, esp. with collat. no-
tion of descent,.', a scion

of the Furies, Ar. Lys. 813, cf. Valck.
Aristobul. p. 16., Att. -, f. -, {,) to dig away, trench., f. -. {,-
vi)=sq., Aesch. Cho. 249, in pass., {,) to

make orphan : in genl. to sever from
one another., ov, {a priv.,)
without purple : not clad in purple

:

without purple border, Plut., {,) dep.
mid., , to

dance away one's marriage, l. e. lose it

by dancing, Hdt. 6, 129, ubi v. Valck.

02
^,,, in Eur. Phoen. 85L

said to=, iveariness : others
readatirof; Valck., with some MSS.,.'?., {, 7.) to He
to in the open sea. Thuc. 1, 137: t-'
ay/fi'pac, Dem. 1213, 24. Metaph. <o

keep aloof from, secure one's self from,
or , Plut. ; "also in

mid., Arr.,{,) to bring

flesh on. Pass, ,
flesh is formed, Arist. Probl., , f.-,{,)
to sweep out. Hence,, , the sweep-
ings, refuse., f. -, {,) to

unsaddle, unload, unjjack, opp. to -, Diphil. ap. Ath.—II. to stop

up, caulk, Dinarch. ap. A. B.,,(,) to make
clear, explain. Plat. Prot. 348 B.,^=., Luc. Jup.
Trag. 27.. also -, f.-,{,) to put mit, extinguish,

quench : to destroy, blot out, freq. in
Plat. Pass. c. fut. mid.-

(Plat. Legg. 805 C), to go out,

vanish, die, cease. Plat., and Xen., and
so in perf. act.,, and 2 aor.

act., lb. Ruhnk. Tim. Hence, , , a putting out,

quenching, Arist. Org.,, , a shaking off.
—

2. a licentiotis dance : from. to shake or push off. Mid.
to shake offfrom one's self, push away,
throw away. Plat. Gorg. 484 A : of a
horse, to throw his rider, Hdt. 9, 22,
and Xen.,= sq.', {,) to

make august, to exalt or extol highly.

Plat. Theaet. 168 D. Pass, to give
one's self airs, like, to plume
one's self upon a thing, , Ar. Ran.
703, cf. 833.. {, ) to chase

away. Mid. to run away, flee, Horn.,
only in syncop. aor. 2 7],, etc. With the augment is

usu. doubled., {,) to strain off,

filter,, Hipp., f. -, {,-) to shut out.,{,) to shut up
in a pen.. f. -.{,-) to announce, make known, esp. by
signs or signals, to give a notice or ex-

planation, , Hdt. 5, 20 : in

genl. to give a sign. Plat. Euthyd. 276
B. Mid. to confirm, prove by a sign,

Hdt. 9, 71 : also to guess by signs,

Ael.—II. . , to make signs

towards a person, i. e. point at him, al-

lude to him, Thuc. 4, 27.—III. to dis-

suade by signs, Philostr.—IV. in mid.
to seal up as cortfiscated : hence to con-

fiscate, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 21 : also of
persons, to proscribe, lb. 2, 4, 13 : and
freq. in Roman historians., f. -t/', {,) to

make rotten, spoil utterly. Pass. C.

perf. act., to rot off, lose

by mortification, Xen. An. 5, 8, 15, also

ol' , and those

who had lost their toes by the frost, i. 6.

whose toes had been frozen off, lb. 4,

5, 12. Hence'',, , a rotting, Plut., , , (,)
keeping secret, silence. Hipp, [],,{,) to make
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flat or pug-nosed: pass,-, we are pug-nosed, Luc.

—II.. , ,
to turn the line of sailing or marching
aside, ?nake a movement sidewards, so

as to avoid the direct shock and to

attack at an advantage, Thuc. 4, 25,

Xen. Hell, 5, 4, 50. Hence^,, , the turning a

ship aside. App., ct. foreg.-, Ion. for ., Hdt.

1,199.,() to cease to

eat, fast, Luc. Hence, , /, a distastefor food,

want of appetite, Hipp. ; in genl.=., dep.,, to get some-

thing to eat, Aristaen.'\., , , exciting distaste

Jorfood, Hipp.', ov, {, )^=-
Toc, having eaten nothing, Philon. ap.

Ath. 247 E.^II. uithoui appetite.
', , . -, {,-) to be silent after sjieaking, he

quite sile7it, Isocr. 277 D.—II. trans, to

keep secret, . Hence, , , a becoming

silent, Plut.—2. aposiopesis, a rhetori-

cal figure, when for emphasi.s or mod-
esty the sentence is broken off, as in

Virg. Eel. 3, 8, Aen. 1, 139, cf. Quintil.^., (, ) to

scratch or scrape off., f. -, («,)
to dig off, cut off or intercept by trenches,

Xen. An. 2, 4, 4.—II. strengthd. for, Plat. Legg. 700 E., also, f.

-, {,) to hop away.—II.

to die strtiggling, Anth.
', f--. contr.-. Soph. O. T. 138, (, -) to scatter abroad, disperse, 11.

19, 300, Od. 11, 385 : to do away with,. Soph. 1. c,, Epigr. ap.

Dem. 322, 9. Pass, to be scattered,

straggle away from, ?,, Xen.

f'?,(,) to cause

to dry up. Pass.?., with
Alt. •?, with aor. act. ->, and perf. act., to

dry up, to wither, to be benumbed, Ar.

Vesp. \m., f. -, {, -) to uncover, discover, like -., ov, , {,) a heiving off with an axe :

a ivound in the head from a splinter,

Gal.^, verb. adj. from sq.,

one must look carefully, , Arist.

Pol.
*, obsolete present,

whence-, fut. of -, to look carefidly at, ,
',=., f. -, {,-) to pack and carry away, to pull off

or dmvH, , Lycurg. 1C6, 9:

also reject, disdain, scorn : often in

mid., Emped., Luc, etc.—II.=a7ro-. Hence', , , a removing, put-

ting away, dismissing, Plut.— II. bag-

gage. Polyb., in sing, and plur.

—

111.

a privy, sewer, Strab., , , {--)=7]-, Aesch. Fr. IG, and
Hipp.'7,=., , to du^ell away from,
to encamp apart from another ',
Xen. An. 3, 4, 35

:
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, ov,{,) dwell-

ing awayfrom Others, and mess-

ing alone, opp. to, Xen. Cyr.

8, 7, 14. Hence'?], to keep apart or away
from, Tu -, Plut.

—

II. intr. to shift one^s lent, LXX., f. -,{,)
to prop one thing upon another, to dash

one thing upon or against another,

esp. of the gods,. , to

hurl down thunderbolts iijion or at a

thing, Hdt. 7, 10, 5 : also -., to let loose rage at one, Dion.

H. ; also without, to fall furi-

ously upon, Aeschin. 27, 20.— II. intr.

to burst or break forth, like thunder,
plague, fury, etc., Valck. Hipp. 438:
also. <7, to come to a sorry

ending, end in a trifle, Hdt. 1, 120: in

Medic, of humours, . , to set-

tle in or determine to a particular part.

Hence., , a prop, stay.—
II. the determination of humour to some
one part of the body, Hipp., f. -, {,)
to cast a shade or shadow, -, shadows cast by a body,

Plat. liep. 532 C.—II. to overshadow,

Longin.,, , a shade or

shadow cast.— 2. that which casts a

shadow.,,, shading: the

casting a shadow :.,
measures of time by the shadow on the

sun-dial, Plut.', pass., collat. form
of,{,)
to be scattered, 11. 23, 4 ; mostly poet.,

but also in Hdt. 4, 113, Thuc. 0,

98., f. -/', {,-)^=•. hence -. ,
it IS good to have two anchors fastened

from the ship, Pind. O. 6, 172./, {,) to

turn into a scirrhous hanp : to harden

completely. Hence',,, a scirrhous

lump., , f. -, {,) to leap, hop, or skip away,

Heilanic. ap. Dion. H.
* or, as-

sumed as pres. whence fut.--, aor., perf.,
of., ov, strengthd. for, very hard.

', {, ') to

harden.,{,)=
foreg., Theophr., {,) to

obscure, darken, Emped., f -, {, -) skin, peel, strip. Archil. 2(i,

sensu obscoeno : to mutdate, Soj)h.

Fr. 373.

70(«07•.= sq., c. ace, v.

Hemst. Luc. Dial. Mar. 6, 2., , f.-, {,) like, to look away
from other objects at one, and so to

look steadily at, look at, or

, Soph. . . 746, and Plat. ;

. Soph. . C. 1195: c. ace. to look

to, regard, Eur. Hec. 939, Plat. Polit.

291 E., (,)=
foreg., Qu. Sm. 6, 114., ov, {,)=
sq.

—

2. far from the mark, Anth., ov, {,)
looking at, viewing from afar, Emped.

ANTE
—2. {,) far from the marJe,

out of place.. f -'., {, •) wish one far enough, cast off

utterly, Plut. Hence, , , a casting

off utterly., f. -, strengthd,

for.',,{,) to re•

move darkness, ,
stand out of my sunshine, said Dioge-
nes to Alexander. Diog. L. 0, 38., f.- Att. -, (.,
o)=foeg., Plut.,{,) to dark-

en : in pass, to be darkened or blinded,., Polyb. 1, 48, .— 11. to

shade offm painting, Ar. Fr. 580.', f -, strengthd.

for, to cast out as dung,

Synes. : hence usu. met. to treat ivith

utter scorn, Stob. Hence, , , scornful

treatment., {,)
to be enraged, to be furious wilh, ,
II. 24, 65., usu. in mid.-
//,= foreg., .-,(,)
to strip off the scalp, as the Scythians
do, to scalp, Ath. 524 F : metaph. to

shave bare,., Eur,
Tro. 1026., , f. -,^^sq. ?-, Nic., {,) to

carry off as spoil, , something
from one, Theocr. 24, 5.,, , banter, rail-

lery : from, f. -,{,)
to banter, rally, Ttva, Plat. Theaet.
174 A : also , to jeer at one., f.-, {,)
to wipe off: to wipe clean, Luc. : hence,, , that which is

iviped off, wipings : from), fut. -,—,
Luc., {,) to

diminish, lessen., {, )•=
foreg., Luc.

',, , that which

falls off in cutting, a chip, splinter:

from., (,) to cut

off, work or polish finely., Att. -, f. •,=, to deceive, hence•, Luc. Dial. Mort. 6, 3., , f.-,(,)
to scare or drive away, as one does

birds, Ar. Vesp. 460, Eq. CO, and
Xen.—-11. intr. to be off in a hurry, in

phrase ; be off! Ar.

Av. 1029, 1250. Mid. to be scared or

frightened, Polyb. Hence, , , a scaring or

chasing away ; and,, , one that scares

away. Hence, ov, for scaring

away.,,6,—., ov, {a priv.,) with-

out quantity, Eccl., Lacon. pres. pass, for

or, to ru7i

away, hurry away : hence aor. 2 pass,

or, and Lacon., he is gone, like,
Xen. Hell. 1, 1, 23., {,) to make
wise. Pass, to become wise, Epict,, ov,{) torn



cff, torn away, Orph. : -.,=:, Anth.—«(Jijv,, ,^=7.—~, , ,= ~-, piece torn off, Anth. :

from, Att. -, f. -,
{,) to tear off, Eur.
Bacch. 1127.), , f. -, (,) to take off the swaddling
clothes.,, , subst., any thing

torn off; esp. branch or bunch ofgrapes

pbicked off, Leon. Tar. 13.,, ,{)
that which is torn off, apiece, rag, shred,

V\&* Phaed. 113 ., ,, dim. from
lOreg.

', ov, 6, a tearing away,
severing, Plut.—II. a being torn away,
separation from, Strab. : Irom), f.-, [],{,')
to tear, drag away, sever, part from,, Hdt. etc., also, Hdt. 3, 102: rarely. rivd

, like, Soph. . C. 866

:

metaph.. /,. Id. .
. 1432, also ?.. Id. El.

899. So too freq. in pass.,--, to be lorn away, severed

from a thing : in mid. to tear one's

self away, to remove, to withdraw ; this

signf. also given to act. by
some in Xen. An. 1 , 5, 3.—2. to drag

aivay, , by the hair, Aesch.
Supp. 909 : esp. .-,, to

tear off the gates, doors, Hdt. 1, 17 ; 3,

159, and Att. : . ,
to draw off the army, Xen. Hell. 1, 3,

17 :, having drawn off. Id.

An. 7. 2, 11. Pass., of an army, to

be separated Or broken, Thuc. 7, 80., f.-, {,-) to sow, scatter like seed, Luc.^, fut. -, (,) to pourfrom, pour out : esp.

to pour out wine, as a drink-offering,

Lat. libare, esp. at sacrifices,,, Od., fut. -, {,) to shed seed.
',, fut. -tau,=foreg.

Hence, , , a shed-

ding of seed., f. -, {.-
Sij) to be eager or zealous in preventing.

to dissuade earnestly, Thuc. 6, 29 : c.

acc. at inf., . .
Hdt. 7, 17 : also c. acc. rei, Hdt. 6,

109., fut. -, {,0?) to emit sparks, Arist.

Meteor., f. -,{,-) to wipe off with a sponge, Hipp.

Hence,, , dirt wip-

ed off with a sponge., ov, , a wiping

off ivith a sponge.. . f. -,{,-) to off, knock off ,
to wear off one's nails by walking,

walk one's toes off, Ar. Av. 8., ov.{,) far

from all treaty, and so like.
a deadly enemy, opp. to.
—2. excluded from a league.'-, ov,{) be-

gotten by, descended from,., f. -,{,-) to hinder eagerly, to dissuade,

Philostr.—II. to slight, despise, c. gen..

Id., poet, for.

, ov,{) driven

away : escaping, Opp., imperat. aor. 2 for-
of.,, ,{)

that which trickles down, a drop., adv.,=sq., Od. 6, 143.

[<5].,.,{) stand-

ing afar, far off, II. 15, 556., f. -, {,) to

let fall drop by drop, ,
she weeps away her shame, Aesch.

Suppl. 579.—II. intr. to fall in drops,

hence like >1>,., the fury of madness
trickles away, comes to nought ; or (as

Others) a strange force comes forth

from madness. Soph. x\nt. 959., , fut. -, {,) to weigh off or out., , , =-
: from?, f.-,=,

Luc.
'?•.,=:, Anth.7.,, ?/,{)
sending off or forth, v. 1. Arist.

H. A.,, , , Apostana, a

place in Persia, Arr. Ind. 38, 5.-, , ,{) a
trickling down, Hipp.', , , {)
later form for, defection,

revolt, Dion. H., cf. Lob. Phryn. 528., , a charge
against a freedman, for having for-

saken or slighted his, Dem.
790, 2 ; 940, 15.—. ., ,
a writing of divorce, LXX., and N. T.
The noin. not in good authors.,, , a standing aivay

from, and so—I. a defection, revolt,

Hdt., etc. : . , Hdt. 3,

128, , Thuc. 5, 81.

—2. departure or removal from, ,
Eur. Hipp. 277, , Dem.
386, 12.— 3. distance, interval, -

or, to

be a certain distance off. Plat. Phaed.
Ill B, Rep. 587 D.—U. a place where

something is put away, cellar, Strab.

—

III. in late writers, an imposthume,

Thirlw. Hist. Greece, 3, 137., verb. adj. of -, erne must stand off or give up.

Plat. Polit. 257 C. ^, ,.-,{)
to stand off, aloof from,, Aesch.

Cho. 826, Fr. 147 : also to be different,

differ from,. Soph. O. T. 743 : to

fall off or away, revolt from, he wanting

to, , Ar. Av. 314, Plat., and
Xen.—II. absol. to stand aloof, be ab-

sent, Aesch. Cho. 444 : also ,
., to stand afar off. Id.,,{) one

who falls off 01 away, one who abandons

his principles, a deserter, rebel,-, to the king, Plut.—II. one who
diverts another, or sets him right. Id.', , , = foreg. : an
apostate, renegade, Eccl. Hence, , , inclined to re-

volt, rebellious, Plut. Adv.-, hence., to be ready for revolt. Id., , , fern, of-., {,) to

fence offtvith stakes oi a palisade,\mc.

4, 09, and Xen., =i, The-
ophr., {,) to

form ears of^corn, Geop., f. -, {, -) to uncover, unroof, Strab. : to

open, Sotad. Maron. ap. Ath. 621 B.—11.=, Emped. 262., {,)
to cover, make water-tight, Ath., , , {-) a rooffor defence or shelter., =,, f. -, {,) to

cover, shelter from, esp. from water,, Arist. Part. An. : c. acc.

only, to shelter, keep safe, Theophr.
—li. to keep off,7 •, Aesch. Theb. 234, and The-
ophr : absol. to keep in water, etc.,

Plat. Legg. 844 B, cf..
', {,) to walk

off, depart., poet, for,
Theocr. 22, 101., f. -, {,)
to go away, esp. to go back, go home,

aor. 2,. 1,522, Hdt. 9, 50.', f.-,{,)
to send off or away from,,^
Soph. El. 71, and freq. in Eur. : absol.

to send away, banish. Soph. Phil. 450,

and Plat.—II. to send off, despatch, on
some mission or service, the usu.

signf. in prose, esp, of messengers,
ships, etc., Hdt. 1, 46, 123, Thuc,
etc.— III. to drive back, /.,
Thuc. 3, 89.—B. pass., esp. in aor. 2'/., to be sent off, despatched,

HHt. 3, 26 : also, to go away, depart,

Soph. O.T. 115.
_, (,) to nar-

row, straiten, Theophr. Hence. , , narrowing., ,, {,)
of, belongiiig to discrowning.', f. -, {,)
to love no more : hence to deprecate,

Lat. abominari, Ti, Aesch. Ag. 499., =, Arist.

Mirab., , fut. -, {,) to rob, despoil, bereave or de

fraud one of a thing, usu.'utt., Hdt. 5, 92, 5, and freq. in Att.

:

also ^ . Soph. El. 12V6, Dem.
73, 46, etc. : also . ,
to detach, withdraw one's self/ro7«a

person or thing, Antipho 128. 28,

Thuc. 1, 40, etc. : c. acc. rei only, to

take away, withhold, refuse, Aesch.

Pr. 777, Soph. Phil. 931, Dem. 528,

16 : cf. Pass. c. fut. mid.
(Eur. H. F. 137, Thuc. 6, 91), which
also has a collat. form,-, in Andoc. 19, 26 : to be robbed of,

to lack, be in want of,, Hdt. 3,

130, etc., Ti, freq. in Att.—II. impers.,, there fails me, i. e. /
lack, TO ', Eur,
Hel. 577. Hence, , , a robbery,

taking away,. Plat. Legg. 93G D :

in eenl. deprivation, , Thuc.
7,70.

', ov, ,{)
a thief, cheat. Plat. Rep. 344 : feni.

or -,, , as adj.

= sq., Ar. Nub. 730, cf. 728., , , able to rob

or deprive, ., a device

for cheating one of his interest, Ar. Nub.
747.

',, , v. sub-., =.— 2. to

purge.',=, Soph.

. C. 376., v. sub., {,) to

rob of the crow/i Luc. Mid. to lay the

crown aside.
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02', f. -<, (,)
to repeat by heart, Eccl. : to speak ex-

tempiyraneously, cf.(.,, ,(,/) distance, interval, like. Arist. Eth. .—2. an im-

posthume, abscess, Hipp, Hence, ov, , one who has

an abscess, v. foreg.7], , ,()
abscess-like. Adv. -.-, , , dim. from.7, , ,=-., , {,) of the nature ofan abscess, Hipp., , , a prop,

stay, support, Hipp.—2. a determination

of humours, like. Id.:

from, f. -,(6,)
to prop, support.—2. in Medic, of hu-

mours,=/<:/}7, to determine to-

wards a particular part of the body,

settle there, Hipp. Hence, , , a propping,

supporting.— 2. &\.=,
Hipp.

', , (,) off

the road, solitary, So])h. Fr. 502., [,) to

make shine, Anth.
'7.), -/'> {,)

to be bright ivith,, Od. 3, 408.

Hence, , , reflection of
light., fut. -, {,() to scrape with a,
or strigil, as in the bath after anoint-

ing. Mid. to scrape off sweat and
dirt /rom oyie's self, Xeh. Oec. 11, 18 :

part, pf pass,,
scraped clean, sleek, Lat. Idnti, nitidi,

Ar. Eq. 580. Hence
', , , that

which is scraped off, sweat, dirt, etc.,

Strab.
',, , {/.}.)

one irho sends off : at Athens, a 77iagis-

trate who had to fit out a squadron for

service, Dem. 262, 18, cf Herm. Pol.

Ant. ^ 161, 20. ^
_', , ,() a

sending off or away, a mission, Eur.

I. A. 688, Eur. Phoen. 1043, in plur.

:

a despatching, %•, Thuc. 8, 9.—. (from pass.) a going away, an ex-

pedition, Thuc. 8, 8., ,, belonging to an, apostolic, Eccl./, . alov, (-') sent off or away.

'.7., ov,() sent

off, forth, or away : as subst. .,
a messenger, a/nbassador, envoy,., ildt. 1, 21 ; also.,
he went off on a mission to L., Hdt. 5,

38 : later, the commander of a naval

force.—2. =:?, a fleet ready for
sea, a naval sqtiadro7i or c.vpeditio7i,77,, Dem.
30, 5 ; 1208, 7.—3. , sub., a merchant-ves.iel, Vit. Hom.
19, cf Ruhnk. Tim.—11. an apostle,

N.T., and Eccl.
', f. -, (,-)^ , to .^leak

from inemory, dictate, the Usual way
of teaching at Athens, Plat. Euthyd.
276 C, so., cf Ruhnk. Tim.—II. to

answer, Pfut.—111. to put questions to,, . ., f. -,(,)
to deprive of an edge, blunt, Philostr., (,) to stop
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the mouth : hence in genl. to stop, fill

up, opp. to.—II. =-, Dion. . Hence',, , stopping of
the mouth, stopping vp : but also—II.

an opening, uiiloosing, , of

the pores, Arist. Probl., ot'=, Plut., . -,=-?, to hang up, strangle, Strab., . -,(,-) to banish by ostracism.,=:6), Gal.', usu. in mid. -, (,) to be

discharged from military service, Hipp.
'7], ov, ,[,-) mi ex-general,)-, to put one on the superamiuated

list, Dem. 669, 7. fu], (,-) more freq. as dep. mid.-, X.en.,toremoveo7ie's

ca7/ip from, encamp away fro7n,,
Xen. An. 3, 4, 34 : ., to ert-

ca77ip at a distance, lb. 7, 7, 1.'?>,, (,)
to twist back, torture.', fut. -, lengthd. Ep.
aor.•, 11. 22, 197, (,) to tur7i back, Hom., etc. : and
so either to turn to flight, as 11. 15, 62,

etc. : or to timi back from flight, Xen.
Cyr. 4, 3, 1 : .,
to twist back the hands and feet, so as

to bind them, Od. 22, 173, 190, and so

in Att. ; to twist out of place, Ar. Eq.
264: but ., to turn the

steps backwards, H. Hom. Merc. 76

:

to bring back, recall one fro7n a place,, Xen. An. 2, 6, 3.—2. to

turn away or aside, Thuc, etc. : hence
to dissuade from a thing, ,
Xen. Hipparch. 1, 12.—II. asif mtr.,

sub.,, vavv. etc., to

turn o/te's self, tur/i back. Od. 3, 1<52;

more luUy, ., Hdt. 4, 43.

—

2. to turn away or aside. Id. 4, 52.

—

B. pass., c. fut. mid. (Xen. Cyr. 5,

5, 36). to be tur7ied back,. of ships, to have their

beaks bent back, Hdt. 1, 160, cf 4,

188.—II. to tur7i one's self fro7n or

away, esp.— 1. to turn one's face away
froi7t any one, abhor or detest, Lat.

aversari, c. acc, '.
Soph. . C. 1272, Eur. 1. . 801, so

too Ar. Pac. 683, Xen. Cyr. 1. c. : also

absoL, Soph. O. T. 326 :-, hostile words, Hdt. 7,

160.—2. to tur7i 07ie's self about, turn

back, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 25 : to get away,
escape. Plat.• Rep. 405 C : also to turn

a/id flee, lb. 6, 2, 17.—3.-, to fall off from one, desert

him, Id. Hell. 4, 8, 4 ; cf.
Hence',, , a turning away,
averting, esp. of evil, v..—
II. (from pass.) a turning 07ie's self, a
turning round or back, Xen. Eq. 9, 6.

— -2. a tur7iing away, escaping, or more
freq. a place of refuge from a thing, a

resort, resource, Hdt. 8, 109, Eur. Med.
603 : c. gen.,., a refuge, es-

cape fro77i evil. Soph. Fr. 684,,
Eur. Med. 1223 : but -, a resource against the rvant of
water, a 7neans of getting it, Hdt. 2,

13.

—

III. in Rhet., apostrophe, when
one turns away from all others to one,
and addresses him specially, Quintil.

9, 2, 38., , , she that turns

away, epith. of Venus.', ov,() turti-

ecl aiuay, averted, of the eyes. Soph.
Aj. 69.—2. turning one's self away,

AHOS
shunning.—3. to be turned from, dread-

ful, epith. of the Erinyes, Orph.

—

,
as subst., an apostrophe.

Adv.-., f.-, (,) to unpack, take off the sad-

dle or luggage., , f. -, aor. 1-, aor. 2-, perf c. pres.

signf-, Hdt. 2, 47, (,) to hate viohmtly, abhor, reject

jitterly, Hdt. 2, 47, Soph., and Eur.

:

c. inf., . , Hdt.
6, 129. Hence7},, , abhorrence., f. -, (,-) to c7idoel away, drive off with
blows. Archil. 102.. f -, (,) to'drive. chase away by force,, 11. 18, 158., fut. -, (,)
to make to shrink up, contract, esp. of

the efi'ect of bitters, Hipp. : to dull

the se7ise of taste, etc., Schaf Greg. p.

42, who compares Germ, abstumpfen.

[v Anth.], -, (,)
to pull figs.

—. to squeeze figs, to try

whether they are ripe : hence me-
taph. of e.xtortioners and informers,
with a play on, cf Ar.
Eq. 259.. . f -, (, -) to strip off spoils from a person,
hence in genl. to strip off fro7n, -, Pind. P. 4, 195.—II. to rob, de-

fraud, one of a thing, .
Soph. . C. 1330, ubi v. Elmsl. et

Herm. ; also , Eur. Ale. 870,

Xen. An. 1, 4, 8 : hence in pass.,-^, Aesch. Pr. 174. Hence,, , a plundering,

spoiling, [fi]<,=, opp.

to, Sext. Emp., (,-) to advisefrom a thing, dissuade,, (,) to ga-

ther up a man, to recover, heal him,, LXX.
', ov,(,-) put out of the synagogtie, N. T., , f -,= -, Sext. Emp.', fut.,

strengthened for, Ael., , =,
Hipp., f. -, (,)
to pipe, whistle aloud, for want of

thought or to show indifference,', . Hom. Merc.

280. Pass, to sound like piping or

ivhistlitig, Luc., Att. -, f. -,^=
foreg.,, , that tvhich is

peeled off : from •', . -, (.) to

strip off, drag or tear array, Soph. Fr.

305 : , Thuc. 7, 43. [ in

pres.], (,) to

absent one's selffrom the public table(). Plat. Legg. 762 C.
.

*, assumed as present,

whence several tenses of.,, ,=-, Ael. : trom, f. -, (,) to

cutthe throat,. , so that

the blood runs into a pail, Hdt. 4. 62,

cf Aesch. Theli. 43: in gefil. to slay,'

Thuc. 7, 86. Mid. to kill one's self,

Xen. : later, as Xen.
Hell. 6, 5, 25, Lys. 137, 11.



', f. -, (,-,-
(•^) strike aivay or back like a hall,

Arist. Probl, Hence
', fwf, , the striking a

ball bark.», {, ) to

round off, make spherical, Ath..?., ->, {, -%) to have one's limbs frost-bitten

or mortiiied, Hdt. 4, 28 : to die of being

frost-bitten, or of mortification, Ar. Fr.

3G9. Hence/, .•. Hipp.; and, ov, a, a dying

from being frost-bitten or of mortifica-

tion.?.?, f. -, aor. 1 --, (,) to lead astray,

make to miss the tvay, Od. 3, 320 :-, to make one
miss, cheat one of the fruits of toil, 11.

5, 5G7 : hence pass., esp. in aor. 2

(7?<., to be led astray from,
cheated or robbed of a thing, to miss or

lose. c. gen., e. g., Solon 25,

4, £A-iV5of, Hdl. 6, 5,, Aesch.
Pers. 392.. Plat. Legg. 950 :

absol. to be missing or lost, Dem. 801,

15.^), or -«w, (,-) In fall headloni;, Polyb.

'A7ro.7(p«f, , , , broken off,

sheer, like, Nic. : also-, ov, A. B. : from, f. -,=^., , f. -, (,) to sling or hurl auiay, Luc.

Jup. Tr. 33. Hence, ov, slung away,), fut. •,=-, Joseph.
', {,}) to un-

tie, loosen from a snare, Nonn., , {,) to

wedge tight in.—II. to make wedge-
shaped, Paul. Aeg., f- -,(,)
to squeeze tight, compress, bind up, Lat.

adstringere: , Hipp. : me-
taph. , a close-

pn.cked, terse style, Lat. oratio adstricta.

Hence, , , a squeezing

tight, binding up, Hipp.', f.- Att. -. Ion.., {,) to seal,

close, shut up, Eur. Or. 1108, in pass.,

—II. to unseal. Hence, , . the im-
pression of a seal, Ath. \_], ov, 6, one who
seals up., fut. -,{.) dep. mid., to smell

of a thing,.—II. the act., -. he refreshes

himself with a smell at pennyroyal,
Anth., f. -. strengthd. for, Hipp. ; also. Lob.
Phryn. 219.

', strengthd. for-, to prop nets on upright poles.

Hence
',. , a forked

piece of wood for propping hunting-

nets, Xen., f. -.=-, to repeat, do, or make off-hand,

vouov, Arist. Eth. N. : to perform a
thmg vnthout preparation, and so su-

perficially.^, 2 aor. inf. act. of.', 2 aor. inf. mid. of.',, ?/,{) ab•

ttinence, inoderation, Plut.

13

, fut. ;, and, inf. aor. act. and mid. of., {,)
to shape fashion off., , al, ramifications,

branches, esp. of the blood vessels,

Hipp. : ., splinters of bones,

Gal. : ., Strab. The sing, is

not used : from', f. -, {,) to

split or cleave off, Eur. Ale. 172—2.

cleave off from, sever, part Or detach

from, , esp. m pass., of a
river being parted from, the main
stream, a tribe detached from its pa-

rentstock,etc.,Hdt. 1,143; 2, 17,etc.:

also, Hdt. 7, 233 : ., to cut off, interrupt in his

speech, Ar. Nub. 1408.—3. to divide,

separate. Plat. Polit. 262 B. Pass, to

keep separate, stand aloof, Id. Legg.
728 B., , a cleaving: a

cleft, rent.,, ,{)
that which is split or severed, M. Anton., f. -, {.-) to separate by a cord ; to exclude,

Dem. 778, 16 : in genl. to separate, di-

vide, Philo., f. -. {,-?) to rest or amuse one's self,

Tivi, Arist. Eth. N.—2. to have leisure

for, devote one's self to a thing, Lat.
vacare rci., Ael.—3. to spend one's

leistire with one, go to one for teaching,

Vita Hom. 5, 34.
', ov.{,) shun-

ning the schools. Timon.. fut. -, {,)
to save, restore again, ., to

heal of a disease. Soph. Phil. 1379

:

., to bring safe home, Xen.
Hell. 7, 2, 19. So oft. in pass.,-

..., to get safe to a place,

Hdt. 7, 229, and Xen,": also ....
Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 2 : absol. to get off

safe, Hdt. 2, 107, etc.—11. intrans.

to be saved, to be or remain safe. Plat.

Ep. 336 B., {,) to un-
pack, Schaf Lung. p. 370.. , ?;,{) a re-

nunciation, esp. of the world, Eccl.,, , a prohibition.

Iambi.
'A7rora(577V,adv.,() stretch-

ed out in length, metaph. diffusely,

Philostr. [a], ov, also,{) set apart for a special use,

specially appointed,, Hdt. 2, 69.

—II. in genl. settled, appointed,,
Critias 2, 27.' or -, (,) dep. mid., to lock up,

keep, Ael. : rarely in act.., Ion. for,
Hom., and Hdt., used only in pres.

and impf., {, )^-, Hipp., , ,{)
setting apart, esp. classing of per-

sons for taxation. Antiphon ap. Harp.,
cf Bockh P. E. 2, 156.-2.=--, , ,{)
stretching out, lengthening, prolongation.', Att. -, f. -,(,) to set apart, assign specially,

. Plat. Theaet. 153 : -, had his ap-

pointed post on the right, lien. Hell. 5,2,

40 ; , a delegated,

office, Arist. Pol. Mid.-
Tivi, to part one's self and bid

adieu to a person or thmg, to take

leave of, to abandon. N. T., cf.-
; only late. esp. Alexandr.. Lob.

Phryn. 24., ,=, Arist.,{,) to make
into a bull. id. , . , to cast

fierce glances on,, Eur. Med. 188., ,^=.,, , an intrench-

ment, Dion. . : from, {,) to

frnre with a ditch, intrench, mostly
joined with, Xen. An. 6,

5, 1, Hell. 5, 4. 38., syncop. 3 pi. piqpf.
from, they were dead., part. perf. Ion. of, 11.', fut. -,{.)
to stretch out : and so— 1. to lengthen,

prolong,. ., to make a
long speech, freq. in Plat. ; so ., they talk at length of rewards,
Stailb. Plat. Rep. 363 D : c. part.,

to continue doing, e. g..,
Plut.—II. to strain, tighten : of works
of art, to draw sharp, clear outlines,

Luc. Mid. to strain, exert one's self,

esp. to contend with might and main,, about a thing, Luc.—2.

intr., like Lat. contendere, of sounds,
to continue, Plat. Prot. 329 A :- /i-, to go too far. Id. Gorg. 458 C. .- Att. -.{,) to wall off,— 1 . by way offorti-

fymg Hdt. 6, 36 ; 9, 8.-2. by way of
blockade, Ar. Av. 1576, freq. in Thuc,
and Xen. : in genl. to shut out,, Heliod,—II. to take away
a fortress, rase fortifications, Polyaen.
Hence,, , the walling off
a town, blockading, Thuc. 1, 65.—2. a
rasi7ig of fortifications, Polyaen.

',, , walls built

to blockade, lines of blockade, Thuc. 6,

99 ; 7, 79., ov, ,=^•
1, Plut., verb. adj. from, one must wall off, fortify.. {,)

dep. mid., to draw signs or proofs from
a thing, conclude, Ap. Rh., {,) rob

of children., , , {,)
an Achaian magistracy, V. Schweigh.
Polyb. 10,21, 9.

',=^, poet., , , {.)
completion, Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10,

108.',, ,{)
that ichich is completed accomplished,

Plut.—II. the completion, accomplish-

ment, isstie of a thing.— III. as As-
trolog. term, the influence of the stars

on human destiny. Hence', , , belonging-

to the completion or issue ." having an.

issue.— 2. belonging to astrology :

-, sub., astrology ; -,
astrologers, v. Eustath. 1. 12, 222.
Adv. -., , , (, •) belonging to, apt at completing or
accomplishing a thing, , Plat.

Def 412 C.'2., , f. -, (,?.) to bring quite to an end or
close.—2. intr. to end, cease, , in

a thing, Plat. Prot. 353 :-. at last. Id. Polit. 310 E. Hence
',, , afinishing..

Plat. Soph. 264 C.
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, , f. -,(,)
to bring quite to an end, complete a
work, Hdt. 5, 92, 7, Thuc, etc.:

hence part. perl', pass,'-, perfrct, Lat. omnibus mimeris

absoiutus, Xen. Occ. 13, 3.

—

2. to ful-

fil an obligation or debt, pay, perform
what ont is bound to pay, etc. ; ,. -

Ttvi, Hdt. 2, 65, and so freq. in

Att. : also to pay or suffer,.
Plat. Legg. 695 E.—3. in genl. to ac-

complish, perforin, do, freq. in Plat.—4.

to render, make of a certain kind, like' or, >> -., to make the state

quite happy. Plat. Legg. 718 ; so

., Jd. Polit.

297 ; so in mid.,, to make a friend with-

out blame towards himself, Xen. Rep.
Lac. 2, 13. Pass.,'. Id. Rep.
566 D.—5. to fill up, satiate, '-. Id. Gorg. 593 D.—II. to worship.

Id. Symp. 188 D, in pass., Ion. and Ep.-,
fut. -, {,) to cut off, .
Horn., and Hdt. : ',
to cut off part of a thing, Hdt. 4, 71.

—

2. to cut off, sever, or part from, H. Hom.
Merc. 74.—3. to cut off from a coun-
try, in military sense, Xen. An. 3. 4,

29, in pass.—4. to cut off in argument,
lay out of the question. Plat. Legg.
653 C, and Phil. 42 B, in mid.—5. to

cut off, and so take away from,
, Plut.

—

. mid. to cut off for one^s

self, 11. 22, 347 ; esp. with view of

appropriating, Hdt. 1, 82 : cut offfrom
common use, consecrate, , Luc. :

but oft. much like act., as Hdt. 4, 3,

and Plat.—2. . -. reduce his power, Thuc. 8,

46.—C. pass., . to

have something cut off from one, Plat.

Euthyd. 297 C, Luc. Navig. 33.', , , {) a

bringing forth, birth.'.\, f. -, (,-,) to mark off by boundaries.—2.

to drive out of the boundary, and so,

like Lat. exterminare, to root out, de-

stroy : also. Lob. Phryn.
670. Hence, , 6, a marking

of boundaries, limitation.,, ,(-) a miscarriage, failure, Diod.-, ,,()
missing, failing, causing Tniscarriage,

Hippodam. Stob. p. 554, 36.
', , , a miscarrying,

failing : a repulse, disappointment,

Plat. Ax. 368 C., (,) to re-

duce to ashes., fut. -, (, -) to broil on a gridiron (-
vov), to cat roasted, like,
Pherecr. Myrm. 1.., fut. -, (,) to

make melt away from. Plat. : metaph.
to dissolve gradually, to consume, of
disease : to eat away., ..=, Anth., adv.,=:sq. . Rh.'/, adv., (,) far
away, Od. 9, 117., , , subst. of-', a melting away., , f. -. (, -) to wait for, tarry for, Diod.', ov. Dor. and poet,

for^. Soph. Tr. 1030.'. f -. (,)
to put away, expose a child, Plat. The-
aet. 161 A.—2. to stow away, like

mid., Xen. An. 2, 3, 15 : . -
194

, Lycurg. 164, 2.

—

. in

Hom. only in mid., to put from one's

self, put off,, II. 3, 89 ; to put
away, lay aside, '', II.

5, 492 ;, to lay down one's arms,
V. 1. Xen. Cyr. 4, 4, 11 ; ,
to give up the expedition, Hdt. 4, 78 :, to put aside, i. e. disregard

the law, Thuc. 1, 77 : -, to quell desire, Eur. I. A. 558.—2.

to put by for one's self, stou' away, Ar.

Eq. 1219, Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 15: also, Plut.,

cf. sup.—3. , to

put aside for another time, put off. Plat.

Gorg. 449 B, Xen. Symp. 2. 7.-4. to

reserve, keep back, Plat. Legg. 837 C,
Dinarch. 94, 6.—5. ., of a
woman, to lay down the burthen of her

womb, i. e. to bear a child, Call. H.
Dian. 25., f. -, usu.-,(,) to bring forth. Plat., (, ') to pluck
or pull out. , Hdt. 3, 16:, without pulling off

any of the fur, Hdt. 1, 123:-, like,
Ar. . 806, cf.. Hence,, , that which is

plucked out, ? -, the pluchings of old maimed ewes,
Theocr. 15, 19: a feather, quill., , f. -,(,)
not to honour, to slight, H. Hom. Merc.
35.— II. to value, fijc a price by valua-

tion, in mid., ,
having fixed their price at two miriae a
head, Hdt. 5, 77 : hence as Att. law-
term,— 1. in act., to mortgage pro-

perty according to valuation, borrow
money on mortgage.—2. in mid., to re-

ceive in plcdg) or mortgage, lend on
mortgage.—3. Pass., of the property,
to be pledged or mortgaged, all in Dem.,
cf. Att. Process, p. 419. Hence, , any thing val-

ued, a sum settled by valuation by way
of security: a pledge given in security,

Oratt. V. Bockh P. E. 1, p. 158. [~i], , , ()
a valuation, Lat. census, Plut.—II. the

pledging of a property, Dem. 878, fin., , 6, ()
one who receives a thing in pledge., ,^^, Hdt. 2,

167, Soph. O. T. 215.—II.=•, given in pledge, jnortgaged.',, , that which
is shaken, or thrown off: [i] from', Att. -, fut. -,
(,) to shake off, throw, or

cast off, Eur. Bacch. 253., poet, for,
Hom. : but also in Hdt.),= 8., fut. -, (,) to

pay back, repay what is, return,. , 11. 3, 286, Od. 22, 235 : c.

dat. rei, to pay with a thing, also

Tivi, e. g. , 11. 4, 101 : c.

gen. rei, to pay for a thing, II, 18,93,
but also c. ace. in same signf ,-, to pay for. atone for a fault.

Od. 13, 193, (though in 3, 200 he had
said ) ; so ., Aesch. Ag. 1338 : but c. ace.

rei, usu. to pay,, Hdt. 2, 65,

and Att. : in Aesch. Ag. 1503 the
act. seems to be used like mid., to

pay, i. e. puniih. Mid.,
poet,, Hom., (but also in

Hdt., where it is written-),
f.-, to get paid one, exact, re-

quire, , penaltij from a
man, 11. 10, 398 (ubi Spitzn.'), etc. ; so

too, cf. Elmsl. Heracl. 852 ;

, to avenge one's self

on another, punish him, Od. 5, 24,
etc. : . , to take vengeance for

a thing, punisA it. Od. 3, 210: absol.

to take vengeance, Solon 15, 16. [In
pres. in Ep., t in Att. : in fut. al-

ways t.] Hence',, , the payment of a
debt ; and, verb, adj., one viust

pay, Xen. Rep. Lac. 9, 5., ov, (.) put
from the breast, weaned, Philo., poet, for, onl)
used in pres. and impf., , , =

: from, fut. -, poet, for-, (,.) to cut off from,, from the city, II. '..2,

450 : ., to cut up or plough
the hills, II. 16, 390.',, ,()
any thing cut off, a piece.,, , , cut off, sleep,

like.. Rh., , ,()
cutting off., verb. adj. from-, one mu^t cut off. Plat. Rep.
373 D.", ov, (a priv.,) un-
happy, ill-starred, like, II.

24,388, Od. l,219,_and Eur.', ov,() begotten.

by, born of any one: .,=, Hipp.', , f.-,(,-) make bold venture, Thuc. 7,

07 : also c. inf , ., Aeschin.
72, 17 : part. pass. perl, in act. signf.,. loo

presumptuous liberty. Plat. Legg. 701

; also in pass, signf.. Rep. 503 B.

Hence]', verb, adj., oncmusi
venture, Plut. 2, 11 D.

', ,=^.
' , ,() citi

off, abrupt, steep, pecul. fern of-,, Diod., , ,=,
one who culs off.', , , a cutting off,, Xen. Hell. 2, 1, 32.— II. a
parting, separation. Plat. Tim. Locr.
97 D : hence a place where roads part,

cross-roads, Polyb., , , steepness : severi-

ty,, Diod. : from', ov,() cut off,

abrupt, precipitous, Hdt. 1, 84: On
Soph. 0. T. 877, V. Herm.—2. me-
taph. severe, harsh, rough,, Eur.
Ale. 983.—II. definite, absolute : hence
adv. -, absolutely, Lat. praecisc,

Dem. 1402, 16., (,) to shoot

off arrows, esp. from higher ground :

to .shoot at a thing, to aim or throw at

a thing, c. ace, Luc. ; to shoot off

like an arrow,, Plat. Thc-
aet. 180 A, (,) to

round or polish off. Plat. Phaedr. 234
E.", ov, (a priv., ) not

drunk, not drinkable,, Hdt. 4, 81.

—II. act. never drinking,, Hdt. 4,

192 : without drink. Soph. Aj. 324., inf. aor. 2 act. of. Hence .,, , the remains

of a des.'icrt, v. 1. Eupol.. 15., (,) to

make rough, rugged, or hard, to harden,

Lat. exasperare. Pass, to become rough
rugged, or hard, Theophr.



.•«> for, barbar-

ism in Ar. Thesm. 1214.^, .,{)
fit for turning aside or dissuading

from a thiivg,, Luc.', ov, from which one

turns away : abominable, Themist. :

from', f. -.{,) to

turn away, turn aside or back from a

thing, , 11. 12, 219: so

freq. in Att., to hindtr, prevent, or dis-

suade from. , Thuc.
6, 38. etc. : but also . -. Thuc. 2, 40.. -. Hdt. 1, 105.—2. c. ace. only,

to turn away or back, hinder, II. 11,

758, etc. : . ,
Aesch. Suppl. 880 : .,
Xen. Hell. 6, 3, 12 ; esp. to prevent or

avert evil, Hdt. 1, 207, etc., cf -,.—3. ., to turn the spear against one,

Herm. Soph. Tr. 1010, cf.
—. mid., and pass., to turn from or

back from a thing, to desist from, -, Xen., but in Horn, only c. part.,. '/.7, . 10, 220 : also c. inf

,

Dem.—2. to turn away. II. 12, 329: to

turn back, return, Thuc, Xen.. etc.

—

3. C. ace. rei, to turn one's face away,

like Lat. aversari, Aesch. Theb. 1060.

Cf.', fut.-, to nourish,

support upon a thing., f -. Plat. (Com.)

Incert. 65 ;-, Ar. Nub. 1005:

also-, Xen. An. 7, 6, 5

:

aor. 2, {,) : to

run off or away, Hdt. 4, 203, and Att.

—2. to run in a race. Or in emulation,

Ar. Nub. 1001.—II. metaph. to turn

out, happen, Lat. cvire.-,, ,{) a

turning away, averting.—2. (from mid.)

aversion, Hipp., f. -, {,)
to vatiquish, triumph over.—II. as pu-

gil.,=7 , .
., f. -,={oeg., , , rubbing away,

wearing out, like Lat. delrimentum,. Dem. 1215, 22., fut. -, {.)
to rub or scour clean, Od. 17, 232 : ., to rub down a horse, Xen. Eq.
6, 2. Mid. to wipe off from one's self,

get rid of,, Dem. 12, 19, -, Aeschin. 25, 29 : but also

to refuse, decline, Plut.—II. to break

off, to pluck, Lat. decerpere, Theocr.
16, 17; 24, 131. [tj. , fut. -, {,) to boil down to a third part,

Diosc., plur. of. Call., {,) to de-

prive of hair., adv., {?))
turned away, 0pp. [2]', ov,() turn-

ing away, averting, esp. of the gods
that avert ill, Lat. Dii averrunci, esp.

of Apollo, Ar. Av. 61, cf Xen. Hell.

3, 3. 4, Paus. 2, 11, 2,—II. pa.ss. that

ought to be averted, ill-omened, abomin-

able, Luc.
'. dep., poet, for-) Pseudo-Phocyl. 125.', , .{) a

turning away, averting,, Aesch.
Pers. 217, and Plat.—2. a turning off

of water, Plat. Legg. 845 D.—II. a
hindering, means of prevention, Thuc.
3, 45, and Plat.— B. (from mid.) aver-

sion.—II. a flinching, desertion of one's

party, ratting, Thuc. 3, 82.

. , . poet, for-. . Rh. 4. 1504., f. -, later coUat.

form of. Hence,, , a sacri-

fice to avert evil.', ov. b, an averting

by expiatory sacrifice, Joseph.',^.\\.. ov,{) turned

away or far from men, Od. 14, 372.

—

2. from which one turns away, Ar. Eccl.

792 : ., a hostile, stern decree,

Pind. P. 8, 133.—II. act. turning away,

averting, like 1., Lat.

averT^ncans,, Aesch. Cho. 42,

Pers. 203.—2. hindering, foil, by ...,
Plat. Legg. 877 A.,, .{) nour-

ishment, support, Dion. .
', ov,{,) reared

away from one's parents. Hdt. 2. 64

:

in genl. reared apart, separated, Plut.

2, 917 C ; estranged, Synes., , b,{) a
race-course, Ar. Fr. 541.

'. . f. -, {,-) to pluck grapes, or in genl. fruit,

Philostr.
^, strengthd. for,

Aesch. Theb. 698, in mid.
'',^, Plut., f -fa),=sq.. Plut. [], f. -. {,) to

rub away, wear out, and so lose,-. Soph. Tr. 124.—II. to vex, harass

;

so in mid., jf/v. Soph.
Ant. 339. [i•], f. -, aor. 2', to bite or nibble off,-, Ar. Ran. 367. Hence', or, bitten off.— II.

shortened, abbreviated, Gramm., poet, and Ion. for. Hom., cf. Spitzn. Exc.
xix. ad II. ^ 2.', f. -, {,) to fail in hitting, miss, lose,. Plat. Legg. 744 A, Xen., etc.

—II. absol. to be unlucky, fail, Xen.
Hell. 7, 5, 14 : to miss the truth, be

urrong, Plat. Legg. 898 : also, Xen. Eq. 1, 16., f.-.^.
',{,) to harden:

=7, Pherecr. Incert. 71, c.. f. -, {,-) to beat or cudgel away, i. e.

cudgel to death, cf the Roman fustua-

rium, Lys. 135, 9, Dem. 126, 17.—, {,) to strike

off an impression. Mid. to imitate

faithfully, copy, like,
Plat." Tim. 39 E, Theaet. 191 D.. {,) to cease

beating. Mid. to cense beating one's

self or mourning, Hdt. 2, 40.',, ,{)
that ivhich is struck off, an impression,

copy. Plat. Theaet. 194 B. [i]
',, , a striking off

an impression, copying, Theophr. [i], {,) to make
quite into cheese. Erotian.?..{,) to make
quite blind : hence to stop up. obstruct

the pores, Arist. Probl. Hence
', , , a making

quite blind, LXX.,,,=-. [] ^, , {,,) 7nissi7ig, Plat. Sisyph. 391 D.',, . missing : fail-

ure, ill result, Dinarch. 94, 6.

I

, . -. {,)
to hew, polish: also.

I, adv. part. aor. 2 of

, unsuccessfully, against
one's wish.

VAnov7.ia, , , Apulia, a province
of Italy in the south-east, Strab., {, '/.) to make to

scar over, Plut. Pass, to scar over.

Hence,, , a scarring over. ^, , , {)
causing to scar over, healing, Diosc.', ov, {,,
as if from) free from scars,

Plut., dub. in form and derivation.,{.) to lead

the rear-guard, cover the rear,, Po-
lyb., Ep. part. aor. 1 act. of, to take aivay, oft. in II.,, II. 21. 296, , Od. 13, 270,, Pind. P. 4, 265 :—the part,

aor. 1 mid. in pass,

signf occurs Hes. Sc. 173 : no inf
is found, Buttm. Lexil. v.

2, p. 145., {.) to pass with
the urine, Luc. Hence,, , a passing with
the urine., f. -, {,)
hence 11. 22, 489, -. ace. to some Ion.

for, will mark off. i. e. tesseji

the boundaries of his fields : others
read, as if from *-=. will take them away.
cf Buttm. Lexil. v. 2, p.
146. and Spitzn. ad 1.", ov, {,. Ion. -) far from the boundaries, . -
~p1iif"^ away from one's father-land.

Soph. O. T. 194., {,) to lose a
fair wind, have contrary winds, Polyb.. , ,, , gen.-, { priv.,) icithnut foot feet.

Plat. : hence without the use of one's

feet, Soph. Phil. 632: bad of foot,. Xen. Cyn. 3, 3 : not going on
foot, of bees, Luc.— II. as subst., the

swift OTsand-martin, elsewh.',
so called from its seldom lighting on
the ground, Arist. H. A.', , ,{) a being

away, absence, Aesch., Eur., etc.—II.

deficiency, icant : that which is wanting.

lU.^, Plut. Hence', (. -, to lose or give

away one's goods.—11.=•, Artemid., inf aor. 2 of,
to eat off, eat up, Ar. Eq. 495., strengthd. for -, esp. in mid., Anth., f. -, {,)
to show forth, display. Solon 15, 32,

etc. ; . , Hdt. 4, 81 : ., to show, i. e. have
children by a woman, Isae. 58, 32.—II.

esp. to show by word, make known, de-

clare, Batr. 144; also? ., Hdt.
5. 84, and so absol., Ar.' Nub. 352,

etc.: an., Hdt. 1, 40, more
freq., v. infr : ., to declare one an enemy, Dem.
160.27.—2. to shoxr by reasoning, show,

prove, represent as beina:, c. part., ., etc., Hdt. 1, 82, 129, and
freq. in Att. : so too. ..., or ...,
Thuc. 3, 63, Piat.. etc.—3. to denounce,

inform against, Antipho 142, 17.—III.

to give an account of, , Hdt. 2, 177,

Dem. 1042, 2 : esp. to pay in money to

the treasury according to accounts de-

livered, esp. of officers, Dem. 480, 11;

481, 9.—IV. like. to show,

display, and so to make so and so.., }', etc.. Plat.

Legg. 718 , Prot. 349 A : so in mid.
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. , Find. .
C, 13.

—

. mid. to show forth, display

something of one's own, -, Aesch. Eum. 30t>;,
Xen. ; , like>.
Plat. : absol. to make a display of one's

self, show off, Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 13.—II.

esp. /, to declare

^ une's opinion, ildl. 1, 207 ; 2, 120, etc.,

and freq. in Att. ; so too .,
Plat.: also absol., -, Plat. Phaedr. 274 , Lys.

• 214 A: esp. to give sentence, Dem.
899, 9; 1265, 20. The mid. is also

oft. used just like the act, as Plat.

Phaed. 97 E, Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 21.—
C. pass, to be shown or declared, c.

gen.,', to be de-

clared or appointed to be of a glorious

army, Aescli. Pers. 857.—II. to appear,

come to light.,=, Soph. Fr.

846., , ,{) v.

1. for( 1, in Dem.— II.

=

, proof, Arist. Org.', , ,()
declaratory, assertive, ', Arist.

Org. Adv. -.', ov, () de-

clared, asserted, Diog. L.,, ,{) a de-

nial, negation, opp. to.
Plat., and Arist. : ., refusal

to do a thing, Plat. Crat. 256 D., , , {()=^, sentence, decision, 7],
Dem. 1153, 4: also absol. Id. 1^99,

14.—2. a catalogue, inventory, Id. 1039,

2.—II. an ansiver. Polyb./,{,)^^-
UL, used only in pres. inf. and part.,

and in impf. : to deny : in Soph. O.

T. 485 the part, is

used in a quasi-pass, signf., v. Herm., , ,{) de-

nying, negative, Arist. Org. Adv. -., .-,^-., (, )

dep., to feed off or on, c. ace,,
Eur. Med. 826.', in Horn, only in f.-, and Ion. aor., {,) to carry off or away, Lat. aufer-

re; of a wind, Hdt. 4, 179; of a dis-

ease, 6, 27.—II. to carry or bring hack,

in Horn, only with, as 11. 5,

257 : hence—2. to bring hack, report,

Hdt. 1, OG, etc., in pass.—3. to pay
back, return, Hdt. 1, 196: hence in

genl. to pay what is due, what one owes,

as tribute, etc., Hdt. 4, 35, Thuc. 5,

31.—III. to deliver in, give in an accu-
sation, accounts, etc., ., an. Dem. 243, 11,

Aeschin. 56, fin. : . -, to give in a list of..., Lys. 146,

10 : . , to enter in the
account, Dem. 1189, 8: to deliver a
letter, Id. 909, 14.—IV. to receive as

pay, V. 1. Aeschin. 14, 1.—V. intr.,

like,' , Ar.

Pac. 1221.

—

. mid. to take away with

one, Hdt. 1, 132, etc. : to takefor one's

self, gain, obtain,,,,, Eur. : to have repaid one, Hdt.
7, 152.—C. pass, to be carried away or

back, to return, Hdt., Thuc, etc.

70<;>;)', f-, {,)
to flee from, escape, C. acc, first in

Batr. 42, 47, and Hdt., strictly, to es-

cape beyond the reach of pursuit, Xen.
An. 1,4, 8, cf..—II. esp.

as law-term, . ,
Hdt. 6, 82 ; , Ar. Nub. 167

:

hence absol. to set clear off, be acquitted,

Lat. fugcre judicium, opp. to ?-
196

uat, Hdt. 2, 174, and freq. in Att., cf.

valck. Hipp. 1034. Hence, , , ready for or

useful in escaping, ,
means of escape or acquittal, Xen.
Apol. 8.,, ,{) an
escaping, getting off, /, acquittal,

Ar. Nub. 864 ; also written,
Ar. Vesp. 558, etc., cf. Lob. Phryn.
727.

'.], f. -, {,) to

speak out, declare flatly or plainly, like, II. 7, 362 : so too in mid.,, II. 9, 422 : in

this signf only Ep.— 2. to say no.

Soph. O. C. 317 : to deny, Plat., Xen.,
etc. : also to refuse., ov ,—, Ael.7, , , =,.,, ,()
miscarriage, abortion.—II. means of

procuring abortion, Hipp., f. -, {,) dep. mid., to speak one's

opinion plainly, Luc. : esp. to utter an
apophthegm, Plut., ov, =,
Eur. I.T. 951.',, , a thing utter-

ed ; esp. sententious answer, a terse,

pointed saying, an apophthegm, Xen.
Hell. 2, 3, 50, and Plat. Hence', , , dealing in

apophthegms, sententious., f.-,{,)
to destroy utterly, ruin, Aesch. Cho.
250, and Eur.—2. to have an abortion,

miscarry, Hipp. Pass. c. fut. mid., to

be lost, perish, Eur., etc.: -
; like,

., wilt not be gone with a

murrain ? Ar. Eq. 892, Nub. 791, Lat.

abi iiL malum rem.',=. To this is

usu. referred the poet, form-, in the phrase '.', . 5,

110, 133; 7, 251: but as the impf.

does not suit these places, Buttm.,
with E. M. 532, 43, reads
as 3 plur. aor. pass, from,
V. Catal. in voe..

', to perish, II. 5, 643.

—

II. trans., ., to lose one's

///e. 11. 16, 540. Only poet. Cf.-. [\, {,) and-, rare in act., in pres. always
intr., to perish utterly, die away, Aesch.

Ag. 857, Soph. Phil. 457: most freq.

in pass., esp. in syncop. aor. -, part,, Lat. mor-

tuus, Horn., Pind., etc.— II. fut. -, aor., always trans.,

to destroy, Soph. Tr. 709, Aj. 1027. [t

Ep., except in syncop. aor., and so

even in the optat. of this tense, Od.
10, 51; 11,330: Att.], Ep. pres. =,
trans, and intrans., , , {)=, Aesch. Eum. 187: esp. an
abortion. Hipp.

', , , {,-) want of proper ambition, The-
ophr. Char. {,) to muzzle
completely : in genl. to shut close up.'. f- -, {,-) to treat very slishtingly, make no

account of, , Pind. P. 3, 23, Hdt. 1,

86., {,)
to cease be inflamed, to burn no more,

Plut., f. - Att. -,

{,) to purge away
phlegm, or cleansefrom it. Hence, , , cleansing

from phleg/n, adapted to cleansingfrom
phlegm. Gal. : and, ov, , a purging

ofphlegm., {,) to take

off the rind, strip off the, Anth., f. -, {,) to

roar out or away,. . Kh., f. -, {, -) to make quite clear or bright.—II.

toforetel, Strab.', , f. -/, {,•) to go quite away, away from, esp.

of scholars or pupils,. ,
to go away from, leave one's master,
Heind. Plat. Gorg. 489 D ; ., to go away to a new master,
Dinarch. ap. Suid. v. :

also to cease to go to school, Lys. ap.

Eustath. II. absol. to depart, die,

Lat. decedere. Hence,, , a going away,
departure.

', ov, {,) ; -; unnatural inurder, Eur. Or.

163; so too., lb. 192., , ,{) carry-

i?ig away.— II. a bringing what is due,

paying ; also that which is brought or

paid, tax, tribute. Hilt. 2, 109 : esp.

the money which slaves let out to

hire paid to their master, (i7roi;!it)paf, Xen. Rep. Ath. 1, 11 ; -, Andoc. 6, 11, •, Aeschin. 14, 1, cf. Bockh P. E.
1, p. 99 : in genl. income, profit, rent,

yirist. Pol.—III. that lohich proceeds

from, a thing, smoke, scent, Plut.',^=. Hence, , , a carrying

away.—11.^ III., Sext. Emp.
'7], ov,{) car-

ried away, ., presents which
guests received at the table to take

home, Ath., ov, {,) not to

be borne or suffered, Phal.— II. act.

not bearing, unfruitful., f. -, (,) dnp. mid., to unload one's

self, rid one's self of a burden, Dion.
H., also-. f.-,{,) to fence off, block up,, Thuc. 7, 74, so too in mid.,. Id. 8, 104:
metaph.,. .
Soph. Ant. 241. Hence, , , a fencing off,

blocking up, , Xen. An. 4,

2, 25.', , , {,)
strictly not to be spoken of or mention-

ed, and so like Lat. nefandus, unlucky,

ominous, hence ,
Lat. dies nefasti. days on which no
assembly or court was held, opp. to

.. Plat. Legg. 800 D, Lys.

Fr. 31, cf Att. Process, p. 152, Lob.
Aglaoph. p. 431 : ,
the gates, at Rome, through which
condemned criminals were led to

death, Plut. 2, 518 B: also with
masc, ., Eupol Incert.

22.', Att. -,=•. Plat. Tim. 91 C.

70),=«, Cratin. Thratt.

11., {,) to

cease caringfor one. Nicet.
', f -, {,) to

dry away or up, bake, [fi], , ,=, a
sucker, Arist. H.A.



AlIOX&, =, Dem.
644, 25.', , , (^) like^, an escape, flight, place of

refuge, , Thuc. 8,

106: ., ?, escape from
ills, griefs, Plat.— II. in architecture,

the curve with which the shaft escapes

into the capital, Vitruv., ; {. ?-) of
foreign race, Aesch. Fr. 364. []', f. -, {, ?.-) to strip of leaves, Theophr.
Hence7?,, , a stripping of
leaves.~, , , v. sub -.', , f. -, {, -) to blow away or out, Arist.—II.

to breathe out,, Lat. animam

efflare. Hence', , , a. blowing

away, []'\.,, , ()) an off-

ikoot scion,, Polyb.', , , a planting off,

transplanting, Theophr. : from, {,) to plant

off or from, set slips or cuttings in a

nursery : to transplayit, Theophr., f. -, {,) to put

forth a shoot. Mid., c. aor. 2 et perf.

act., to grow out ox forth like a shoot.—
2. to be of different nature.—3. to go

asunder, separate, []?., ov, ace. to the an-

cients=,, empty,

vain, idle, Lat. vanus, irritus : Horn,

only in Od., , 8, 177,

and ,/., 5, 182, empty-

minded, also joined with-, braggart, vain-boasting, 14, 212
;

but in 11, 249, . -
are not fruitless or without pro-

duce : the word also occurs in Eur.

Thes. 6. (Prob. from ,,-, being a mere termin., as in?. : hence strictly, profitless,

useless.), f. -, {,•) dep. mid., to retire or withdraw

from,, Od. 11, 95. The act. is

rare.~/>., ov, , a slackening

:

from
', , f. -, {, -) to slack or loose away, as one

does a rope, Ar. Nub. 762. []
'.,{,/.) to

unbridle, Xen. Cyn. 11, 7, in pass.:

metaph-, . , Plut.',,{,) to

forge of brass or copper, Xen. Cyn.
10, 3.

", f. -, {,-
)) to deprive of brass or money, a
pun in Anth., , f. -, {.) to surround with a palisade

or loall, Dion. H., cf Bast. Ep. Cr. p.

126., , , an engraving

or stamp, Plut. : from^, Att. -, fut. -^,
{,) to tnark with lines en-

graven or impressed: as medic, term,

to heal by scarification.
'-, fut.- Att.-, {,) dep. mid,,

to give a share of,., {,) im-
pers. it ceases to be winter or stormy,

the winter or storm ceases, Arist. Probl.3, ov,=^sq.
'.. ov, {,-) living by one's hands, l. e. by

manual labour, Hdt. 3, 42, and Xen.

, ov, {, ) off-

hand, unprepared, Polyb., , {,-) to vote by show of hands away
from ; and so— I. to vote a charge or

accusation aivay from one, to acquit one,, Dem. 583, 7.—II. to vote one

away from an office, ,
Dinarch. 110, 12: hence— 1. of per-

sons, to reject, i. e. to sttpersede, depose,, Dem. 676, 10.—2.
things, to reject, vote against,,
Ar. Pac. 667, in pass. : to abrogate,

annul,, ap. Dem. 706, 17, -
&^. Id. 678, 1.— III. «-. tl

..., to vote that a thing is not...,

Dem. 703. 24. Cf..
Hence

', , , a rejec-

tion, abolition by a show of hands.
', ,,=-., {, ) to take,

snatch a thing out of one's hand, cf.., {,) to

draw off water by a canal. Plat. Rep.

485 D : metaph., ., Plut.

7;^;£, f -, {,) to

pour out or off, spill, shed, Hom. only

with prep, sep., as Od. 22, 20 in poet.

form, but II. 22, 468 in

common form : mid. to cause to pour

forth from itself, to send forth from it-

self Eur. Ion 148. Pass, to be poured

out, to be spilt, to stream forth, of water,

Polyb. : to fall from, of leaves, Plut. :

to shoot into ears, of corn, Theophr.

?!, , , {) distance.—
II. abstinence, forbearance, Epict.—III.

a receipt, quittance. Anth., {,) to ividow,

bereave of a thing, , prob. 1. Ar.

Pac. 1013, for., {,) to gnaiv,

bite off or from., ov, {,) dis-

cordant, inharmonious, Clem. 1.', , f -, older form of', to dam or bank up., {,) to soften

away the colour, to shade off, shade.

Plat. Legg. 769 A. Pass, to be shaded

off. Id. Rep. 586 ; so too of fruit, to

change colour, Arist. Color., Ion.. inf.-: impf. : fut. -
: aor.. To suffice,

be sufficient, be enough, -, Epich. p. 104; '-, Ar. Plut. 484 :, Hdt. 5, 31 : usu. only

in 3 pers. : in part., . a

sufficient, satisfactory person, Pherecr.

Chir. 1, 6, cf Plat. Ale. 2. 145 C—
2. c. dat, as

Ty -^, was not e^iough for the

army, Hdt '7, 43, 196; so freq. in the

phrase, or ,
Hdt., and Att. : hence with an infin.

as nom., ,,
etc., Vis sufficient for me to lend, to do,

etc., Hdt. 1, 66;"9, 79, etc.: also c.

part., . /, Hdt. 7,

148: and then strictly impers., .', there is enough of thing, Hipp,

p. 597, 7 ; 688, 49 : in most places,

where it is used impers., or an

inf may be easily supplied as nom.,

V. Schweigh. Lex. Hdt. : Hdt. also

has the mid.^=, 8,

14.—3. but in pass., to be contented

with a thing,, as. the Mysians being

satisfied therewith. Hdt. 1, 37.— II. to

deliver an oracle, like, Auct. ap.

Suid.—B., to use to the

full, make what use one can of, c. dat.,

Thuc. 7, 17; 7, 42: hence—2. to use

too much, abuse, misuse, Lat. abvti,

Dem. 215, 8.—3. to use up, waste, de-

troy, Lat. conficere, Ar. Fr. 328.
',, , that which is

coughed up ; and, , , promoting
expectoration.-— II. frequently coughing

up : from, f. --, {,) dep. mid., to cough up,

expectorate, Hipp. Hence,, , a coughing up,

expectoration, *, Ion. for,
Hdt., Ion. for., impers., v.., ov, {,)=^

: -, a fine, but
one not to be paid by money, Aesch.
Cho. 275., , ,{,)
use, abuse, ?>iisuse : a using up : a get-

ting rid of, Plut.—II. want, need, Dion.

H., f. -, {,) to

strip or scrape off. [i]. , {,) to

turn into gold or vioney, Artemid. 1, 52., adv. part. pres. from,, enough, sufficiently,

Thuc. 1,21 ; 7, 77., , , {,-) losing ofcolour.—II., the distribution of light and
shade, gradation of colours, Plut., cf..', 1 aor. pass. part, of..?, {, ?.) to ex-

press the juicefrom, Arist. Hence\, , , expressed

juice, Synes.,, , (^) that

which is poured off or out, Tim. Locr.
100 A.. {,) to secure

or cover by fortifications. Pint.,, ,{) a pour
ing off or out : of corn, a shooting into

ear, Theophr.
o?!.v,=^sq., Xen.?,,, {,?) make

quite lame, Thuc. 7, 27., f.-, {,-) to dam up, bank or silt up the

mouth of a river, etc., Xen. Hell. 2,

2, 4.. , f. -, but also-. (, ), Thuc. 3, 13,

Dem. 793, 14, to go from or axvay from,
c. gen.,, Ar. Ach. 456.—2. ab-

sol. to go away, depart, '/. .,
Eur. : esp. after a defeat, to retire, re-

treat, freq. in Thuc, and Xen.—3.., to withdraw from a thing,

i. e. give up possession of it, Xen. Hell.

5, 2, 13.—II. to pass off. esp. of the

humours and secretions of the body,

Xen. Cyr. 1,2, 16 : ,
excrements. Id. Mem. 1, 4, 6. Hence, , , that which

goes off, excrement.. , ,{)
a going away or off, departure, retreat,

Thuc. 5, 73 : aplace or means ofsafety.

Id. 8, 76.—II. a passing off. becoming

empty, opp. to 7., Plat. Tim.
81 A: esp. =070•, Plut. Lye.
20., f.- Att. -.{,) to part or separate from,

or . Plat., also, Id. : absol. to separate, set apart,

Lys. 147, 17: . , to se-

parate and put into one class. Plat

Polit. 262 D. Hence
197



*
', , , parting off,

separation : and', ov, , one who parts,

a separator.',, ?/, {/.) a

damming up, embanking, Plut.
', •, {,)

to cut off with shears, Diosc., f. -, (,)
to phu-k off or uway.^ll., to

shoot off 'dv. arrow. Lye. : also,
to spring a trap lliat is set. Id. Hence,, , in music, the

part of the string which is touched., f. -//, {,) to

wipe off,', Eur. I. T. 311.—2. to

wipe clean, , Ar. liys. 1035.-11.

mid. to wipe or rub off from one's self,

Tl, Ar. Eq. 572.—2. to ivipe one's self,

xcipe one's nose, etc., lb. 909, Ran. 490 :

also , etc., Xen.
Cyr. 1, ,1, 5., f. -, (,) de'p. mid., strengthened for, to cheat, Joseph. Pass, to

be cheated of, c. gen., ,
Plut. Marc. 29., , ,()
that which is scraped off, Lat. ramentum,

filings, sawdust, Diosc.., ,() that

which is iviped off, dirt, filth., ov,{) wiped

"ff- ' ,-,, fut.- Att.-, (,) dep. mid.

:

to vote away from.— 1. c. gen., and so
—1. to vote one free from a charge, ac•

quit him,, Dem. 407, 8, etc., in

full,,, etc., .,
cf. Lycurg. 169, 11 : hence absol. to

vote an acquittal. Plat. Apol. 34 D.

—

2. to vote an office, etc. aumy front one,

and so to reject, esp. from a place in

the tribe, demus, etc., also c. gen.,

Dem. 1365, 14, etc.—II. c. ace. rei,., to vote against receiving

the indictment, Aeschin. 86, 31 : ., to reject the law. Plat. Legg.
800 D.—III. to decree otherwise, absol.,

Xen. An. 1, 4, 15 ; c. inf., -. ////•, etc., to vote against doing,

Xen., and Dem. Cf..
Hence, , , an. acquittal,

Antipho 130, 20.—II. a rejection by

votes.-. f. -, (, ") to

scrape, wipe off, Arist. H. A., (,) to strip

off hair, make bald, Ar. Thesm. 538 :

in genl. to strip bare, Hdt. 3, 32 : ., to strip, bereave of thing,

Aesch. Cho. 695. Hence,, , a making bald,

Theophr. [],, ,() look-

ing down froin, a view, prospect, Hdt.
1, 204 : hence a lofty spot or tower

which commands such a view, a Belle-

Vue, Bdvidere,-, Strab.—II.

look, aspect, appearance, Polyb.—III. a
thing looked at.'.), fut. of., , f. -, {. •) to make a sound, Arist. . .
fence,, , the making a

sound, Plut.>, , , a cooling, The-
ophr. : from', f. -, (,) to

leave off breathing, to faint, sivoon, Od.
24, 3 IS.—2. c. ace, .-,,
to breathe out life. Soph. Aj. 1031,

hence absol. to expire, die, Thuc. 1,

134, Bion 1, 9; so in pass,,
Aesch. Fr. 95 : cf..—IL to
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cool, refresh. Pass, to be refreshed, re-

cover, revive, Hom. only in 11., and in

phrase , they got

the sweat cooled or dried off, II. 11, 021,

so , II. ~1, 5G1 : -
, cold, careless about

a thing, Arist. Rhet.—III. impers., it grows cooL the air cools,

Plat. Phaedr. 242 A. []
', {,) sensu

obscoeno, praeputium retraho, hence, a lewdfellow. Ax. Ach.
161.,=^-,,. Call.

Dian. 6., , o't, the Appa'itae, a
people dwelling on the Euxine, Strab.

', an interjection in Ar.
Vesp., cf.., rare poet, contr. for, Od. 15, 83.^^', ov, , Appian, a histo-

rian, of Alexandrea., , , Appius, a Roman
name

; , the Appian
way, Strab., , ( priv.,) to

do nothing, be a goodfor nothingfellow,

Polyb. Hence', , , idleness, Polyb., ov, {a.,-) doing nothing, uttemployed.

idle, taking no pains.—II. pass, treated

without care and pains, left undone or

unwrought.—III. ., an -un-

manageable, i. e. impregnable city.

—

IV. .. a country which has
little commerce, Polyb., , , the condition

of an, freedom from priblic

business, lawsuits, etc., ease, rest, Lat.

otium, Ar. Nub. 1007.—2. the character

of an, easiness, quietness,

thuc. 2, 63 : from', ov, gen., {a priv.,,) without business,

free from business, esp. from state-af-

fairs{), and so freq. in Att.

writers, esp. of people who live in

the country, without meddling in

public business, law-suits, etc., a
good, easy, quiet man, opp. to-, a restless, meddlesome one,

e. g. Nicias as opp. to Alcibiades, Ar.

Eq. 261, and freq. in Thuc, v. esp. 2,

63 : in Dem. we have. -?, ., joined :

peaceful, undisturbed, .. Plat.,

also , Thuc.= Lat. otiu7n

:

.,
Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 33: ., a
place freefrom law and strife, Ar. Av.
44.—2. of things, not troublesome or

painful, Xen. Apol. 7.—II. pass, got

or to be got without pains, Xen. Adv.-. easily, Thuc. 4, 61,,
Id. 6, 87.,, -, city of rest,

a name given by Augustus to his re-

treat on the coast of Campania, like

Frederic's Sans souci. Suet. Aug. 98., , to be, do
nothing, to be idle, Arist. Eth. N.—2.

to gai7i nothing, , Xen. Cyr.
I, 6. 6: from, ov. Ion., and
so too in Pind. I. 8, 7, {a priv.,-)— I. act. doing, effecting nothing,

hence unprofitable, fruitless, idle, -,, II. 2, 121, 376,,
Simon. 139 : , to

depart U'ithout success, Lat. re infecta,

II. 14, 221 ; and so in prose, .,, Thuc. ; also. Id. 1, 24 :

also of things, . ,-, Dem.:

—

not producing,^ .,
unfruitful land, Plut.—2. doingnothing.

AHPC
idle, Tim. Locr. 104 E, Polyb., etc.

:

, days when no busi-

ness is done, holidays, Plut. Adv.~, unsuccessfully, Lat. re infecta,

Thuc. 6, 18.—11. pass., like-,, against which nothing can
be done, unmanageable, incurable,,, Od. 2, 79 ; 12, 223, ?•,, Simon. 11.—2. not to be done,

impossible,},, Theogn. :, impossibilities, U\. 461.—

3

not done.—4. ,
untried, unassailed by your dunning
arts. Soph. Ant. 1022 (1035) ubi v.

Herm. Hence', , , a 7iot acting. Plat.

Soph. 262 C : inactivity, rest from bu-

siness, leisure ; in plur. holidays, Plut.
— II. want of success, Aeschm. 26, 38.

—III. a being at a loss, ruin,^-, Eur. Or. 426.. , , xcant ofpurchasers,

difficulty of selling, Dem. 820, 2 ; 909,
24 : from, ov, {a priv.,)
unsold, iinsaleable, Lys. 108, 44, Dem.
910, 1 : unprostituted, Aeschin. 31, 19., ov, {a priv.,)
not to be appeased, implacable,-, Anth. ill Ion. form. [], , . unseemliness, in-

decency, Plat. : ugliness,, Anth.

:

from, , ( priv., ;) un-
seemly, unbecoming,. ,, etc., Thuc. : ., dis-

grace, Id. 6, 11. Adv. -, poet.-, . Hom. Merc. 272.., , poet, for., ,. for,
Horn.,,. for., adv. from priv.,-{ would be more anal-

ogous), not fem. ace. from,
at least not in Od. 14, 317, for there
it is used of a man, and prob. not in

II. 1, 99, without purchase-monei/, with-

out price or ransom. Cf. sq. [ar]', , ov, {a priv.,)
unbought,, . Hom. Cer.

132, where it must be an adj., as also, Pind. Fr. 151, 8; cf. Lob.
Paral. 458, and so old Gramm. take
it. [i], only m Aesch. Pers.

1057, 1063, prob.=a7rpif.7], Ion. , , Avries, son
of Psammis, king of Aegypt, Hdt. 2,

161., ov,{,-) struck unceasingly, Aesch. Cho.
425, e Lachmanni conj.', adv., {a copul. ,, cf.,,, etc.), strictly loith closed

teeth, like, Lat. mordieus, hence
in genl. ceaselessly, esp. ,

and, Soph. Aj.

310, Plat. Theaet. 155 E, cf. Ruhnk.
Tim., ov, (a priv.,) un-

sawed, Q. Sm.
', , , inconsiderate-

ness, Hipp. : from, ov, {a priv.,•) withoxit set purpose : inconsid-

erate, Arist. Eth. N. Adv.-, lb., ov, {a priv.,-) without previous design, un-

premeditated, Arist. Eth. N.—2. not

submitted to the-, Dem. 594, 23,

V. Herm. Pol. Ant. s^ 125, 8.—II. act.

imprudent. Adv. -, imprudently.

Plat. Legg. 866 E.
', , , tvant of design,

thoxtghtlessness, indiscretion,I']&t. Legg.
867 : from?., ov, =?^



TOf. Adv. -?, rashly, thoughtlessly,

Aesch. Cho. 620.
', adv., {a priv.,-) without previous explana-

tion,., adv., (a priv.,-) undtsigiiedly, Polyb., ov, {a priv.,-) not eager 0 ready, disinclined,

backward, Hdt. 7, 220, Thuc. 4, 86,

etc. Adv. -, Plat.', , ( priv.,)
not foreseeing, Anth.—II. pass, unfore-

seen, u>iexpecti:d, Nic.', ov, (a priv.,) rvith-

out portion or dowry, Isae. 41, 2, sq..

cf. Herm. Pol. Ant. () 122, 2..7}, ov, (a priv., -/) undisguised. Adv.-.
[]

'-, ov, (a priv.,

7poaat^vcJ)^inprepared,ioni.'-, ov, {a priv.,-) not taken for grajited, not ascer-

tained, Hierocl.'^., , , roant of fore-

thought, Plat. Lach. 197 : from, , ( priv.,)
without forethought, indiscreet, Aesop., ov, {a priv.,-) unforeseen, Aesch. Supp. 357., , , inconsiderate-

nesx : from', ov, {a priv.,)
not thought of beforehand, .,
an unguarded country, Polyb.— 11.

act. not considering beforehand, heed-

less, improvident, Orph. Adv. —,
rashly, inconsiderately, Xen. Cyr. 1,

4, 21., ov, {a priv.,-) iiot ravagedforforage

.

, ov, ivithout,
Aesch. Suppl. 239.-, op, (a priv.,-) without preface, Luc.'.~, ov, {a priv.,-
uai) uaforeseeri, Aesch. Pr. 1074. Adv., or, ( priv.,)
=foreg., Diod. Adv. -., , , the character of
an, . Anton. : from, ov, (a priv., -) inclining to ?io side, not readily

taking up an opinion, Plut.)€, ov, (a priv., )()-) not foretold, Plat. Legg. 968 E,
ex Astii conj.', ov, (a priv.,-) not accosted, not greeted, Plut.

'.3, ov, [a priv., -) Dor., in.accessible,, not to be dealt with or healed.

Soph. Trach. 1030., ov, {a priv.,-') unapproachable, unconquerable., , ( priv.,)
without want of anything more,,
Plut. 2, 122 F.

f,, ov,=foreg., Polyb.

22, 6, 4., (a priv.,-) not pointed out, out of sight, dub.

1. in Aesch. Supp. 794, where some
read, inhospitable., ov, {a priv.,,) strictly, not belonging to the

festival of Bacchus : hence in genl.

not to the point, out ofplace, proverb.,

like , Cic. Att.

16, 12, 1., ov, (a priv.,-.) without a definition added.

Adv. -.
'\., ov, ( priv.,-) unexpected, unlooked for, Hdt.

I, 191, Thuc, 3, 39, etc.— 11. act. not

expecting, Thuc. 7, 29, 39, etc. Adv.-, Thuc. 4, 29., , , ( priv., Trpof-) the not expecting, Plat. Def.
412 D., ov, (a priv.,-) xinapproachable., ov, i. e., where no one s^ms him-

self Eur. Incert. 203., ov, (a priv., -) heedless, careless. Hence. , , heedlessness., ov, ( priv.,-) unaccosted, neglected. Hence', , , a not accosting,

not greeting.—2. want of intercourse or
conversation, Arist. Eth. N.—3. silence., ov, {a priv.,-) not to be spoken to, stern, sa-

vage, of a man. Soph. O. C. 1277, of a
lion, Id. Tr. 1093.—II. act. not accost-

ing, not greeting., ( priv.,)
not to assent, like, Dioar. L. 9,

76., ov, {a priv., -) untouched., ov, (a priv..-) not to be reached or won, Pind.
N. 11, fin., ov, (a priv,)
=foreg., Strab. Adv. -., ov, ( priv., -) unforeseen, not thought of,

Xen. Rep. Lac. 13, 7.—II. act. im-
provident, Dem. 1232, 18. Adv.-,
ivithout forethought, Antiph. ap. Ath.
238 E., ov, (a priv.,-/,) not summoned to attend the

trial, cf. Dem. 544, 3 : . , a
prosecution in support of which no

has been issued, Dem.
1251, 12.^, ov, {a priv., •) not striking against, not stum-
bling, void ofoffence, N. T. Adv.-., ov, {a priv., -)=~. not look-

ing before one, without foresight, v. I.

Aesch. Eum. 105., , ( priv., -) not satiating or disgusting, He-
liod., ov, (a priv.,-) not stumbling or taking offence

at others., ov, (a priv.,-") not adding to.—II. pass, not
added to., ov, (a priv., •) not to the point. Adv. -,
Polyb.', ov, poet,-, q. v., ov, (a priv., -) irresistible, Soph. Tr. 1098., er,= sq., ov, (a priv., -) holding no communion or com-
merce with others, c. dat.,,
Hdt. 1, 65., ov, (a priv.,-) inaccessible, Diod., ov, (a priv.,)
without approach, inaccessible, ,
Phryn. (Com.) Monotr. 1, ubi v.

Meineke., ov, (a priv., •,) not to be withstood,

irresistible, Aesch. Pers. 91. Adv.-., ov, ( priv., -?) unsociable. Soph. . C. 1236.
', ov, (a priv., -

//)=8., ov, ( piiv.,-

) not to be looked on. horrid, fright-
ful,, Pind. O. 2, 121., ov, {a priv.,-) where one cannot land. Diod.

', ov, (a priv.,-') unapproachable, Strab.'/, ov, (a priv.,-) not to he interwoven., ov, (a priv.,-) not acquired or gained besides., ov, {a priv.,-)^=, Hipp., , , ( priv.,-) security from attack.—II. cau-
tion in taking up an opinion, Diog. L./, ov, {a priv., -)=., , ( priv.,) an indictment of a -

at Athens, for not having chosen
a or patron from among
the citizens, Dem. 940, 15, v. Att.
Process, p. 315.', ov, {a priv.,-) without a or
leader, Ael.—II. act. not being a-

[], ov, ( priv.,-)^.., Anton.. ov, (a priv., •) not pointed, blunt, Magnes
Incert. 1.. ov, (a priv., -
?.) unfriendly, hostile, Heliod., ov, {a priv.,) unsuitable, inconvenient, danger-
ous,, Eur. I. A. 287./-, ov, {a priv., ,) not belonging to the tribe, He-, ov, (a priv.,) inexorable, Plut., ( priv.,-,) adv., without respect

ofpersons, N. T., ov, (a priv.,)
without a mask : without a face, i. e.

ivithout beauty efface, opp. to-. Plat. Charm. 151 D.—II. im-
personal, Gramm. Adv. -.'•, ov, Dor. for-, unhopedfor, Opp., ov, Dor. for the
unused, (a priv.,-) untouched, undefiled, II. 19,

263 : unapproachable, epith. of Homer.
Euphor. 62., ov, Dor. for-, invisible, Opp. H. 3, 159., , =, un-
foreseeii, unexpected, Orph., ov, {a priv., -) offering no excuse, ttnhesi-

tating, ready,, Thuc. 6, 83.

Adv. -, without disguise, Id. 1, 49,
etc. : without evasion, honestlu. Id. 6,

72., ov, (a priv.,)
unforetold, unexpected, like.. Rh.—II. unutterable, terrific. Id. 1,

645., ov, {a priv.,-) unguarded.-—2. not guard-
ed against, unforeseen, Thuc. 4, 55.
Adv. -. [], , , not stumbling or
stopping : hence a not making the pro-
per pauses in music, dub. in Plat.

Legg. 669 E, for is the
analogous form : Ast proposes-.", ov, (a priv.,)
not stumbling, -, to make a horse less

apt to stumble, Xen. Eq. 1,6: metaph.
without slip or false step. Adv. -.
Plat. Theaet. 144 B., verb. adj. from,
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one must cling to a thing, bestotv pains
upon it., Plat. Rep. 377 A.

t'ATrt'pa, , , Aptera, a city of
Crete, Strab. : adj., a, ov,

of Aptera, Plut. Pyrrh. 'M.
', adv. of, Hes.,

cf Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 105., ov, {a priv.,)
without wings, tmwingid, Horn, only
in Od., and always in phrase ry ', the speech
was to her without wings, i. e. flew not

away again, she kept it well in her

mind, though elsewhere words are

called : •, wingless flight, Aesch. Euni.
250: ., in Again. 276 (ace.

to Humboldt), is an unfledged, i. e.

unconfirmed report, cf Eur. H. F.

1039, though others interpret it wing-

ed, as if from a copul., and
;

(at all events the signf 7nuch winged,

very swift, must be rejected here and
elsewhere) : of arrows, unfeathercd,

Hdt. 7, 92 : of young birds, etc., un-

fledged, callow, ,
Eur. . F. 1039. Adv. -,. Rh., ov, ( priv.,)
without wings., =, (a
euphon.), to fly., ov, {a priv.,)
unwiiiged., gen./, b, , ( priv.,) unfledged, callow, of young
birds, II. 9, 323 : unwi?iged. Plat.

Polit. 276 A, where it is with ncut.., ), ,() fit for
taking hold of things,'-, Arist. Part. An., ov, {a priv.) un-

feathered., ov, (a priv.,) not

winnowed or ground, Hipp.'/, , {a priv., ,) undaunted in speech, 11. 8, 209,

ubi al. (from,) attacking with words.', ov, poet,,
( priv.,) undaunted.', ov, poet, for•, II.', , , () touched, han-
dled : to be touched, subject to the sense

of touch, Cicero's tractabilis. Plat.,

who usu. joins ;", , ,{ II.) the wick

of a larnp., ov, (a priv.,) not
spit out. Hipp.—II. act. not spitting oiit.

"AHTii, i., to fasten, fasten to

or on, bind to or on, fix upon a thing,
in Horn, once in act., Od. 21, 408, and
once in mid., in a half-act. signf, Od.
11, 278: , to join the

dance, Aesch. Eum. 307 :', to fasten a contest in wrestling

on one, engage with one. Id. Cho. 8G8,
cf : to fix, fasten one thing to

another, , Eur. Hel. 136.

—B. much more ireq. as mid.,-, fut., tofasten one's self to,

hence to cling fast, hold on, absol., II.

8, 67, but mostly c. gen., to cling to,

hang on by, lay hold of, grasp, handle,
touch : Horn, uses esp.,,, also c. ace.
pers. and gen. of part touched,, to take
hold of Ulysses by the chin, Od. 19,

473 ; but v. versa,, II. 8, 339 ; also,
7/, to lay hand on

the ships, on meat and drink: cf also, prob. belonging to. The
Attics transferred this to every thing
with which one can come in con-
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tact, esp.—1. to engage in, undertake,

e. g., Eur. Suppl. 317.-, to prosecute war vigorously, Thuc.
5, 61 ; and so very freq. 'Aoyov or, Eur., etc., but, also to lay hold of, dispute the
argument of another, cf Stallb. Plat.

Rep. 497 E, and Phacd. 86 1) : absol.

to begin, Ar. Eccl. 582.

—

2. to fasten

upon, set upon, attack, assail, Pind. N.
8, 37, and Att. : esp. with words,
Hdt. 5, 92, 3 : also of diseases, Soph.
Tr. 1009, Thuc. 2, 48.-3. to touch,

affect, ,
Aesch. Fr. 229, cf Soph. O. C. 955,

Plat. Ion 535 A : esp..
or, cf. — 4. to

grasp iinth the senses, apprehend, per-

ceive. Plat. Phaed. 99 ; to see. Soph.
O. C. 1550.— 5. to have intercourse with

a woman. Plat., and Xen.—6. to come
up to, reach, overtake, Xen. Hell. 5, 4,

43 : to gain, Lat. assequi, attingere,, oft. in Plat. : always c.

gen., except in Pind., who uses it in

last signf c. dat., as P. 10, 44, I. 4,

20 (3, 30), though he has it in same
signf c. gen., O. 3, 78, cf Bockh
E.xpl. p. 111. Plat, has part. pass,

perf in mid. signf, ,
engaged in murders, Phaed. 108 B.

—

II. to kindle, set on fire, as being done
by contact of fire, Hdt. 8, 52 : ., Aesch. Ag. 295 ; but . , to

light, kindle a fire, Eur. Hel. 503.

Pass, to take fire. Od. 9, 379 : to be set

on fire, Hdt. 1, 19 : ,
red-hot embers, Thuc. 4, 100. (Root
prob. the same as Sanscr. rtp= Lat.

ap-iscor, with copul. prefix 'a, sa

:

hence also capio, apto Germ, haften,

heften, Eng. haft.),, b, , (a priv.,)
not falling or failing, unfailing, ?,
Pind. O. 9, 139.', ov, (a priv.,)=
foreg., Longin.—2. Gramm. tvithout

case, indeclinable. Adv. —.", ov, (a priv.,) with-

out buttocks. Plat. (Com.) Incert. 2, e

conj. Meinek.', ov, (a priv.,)
without base or bottom,, Ath., ov, (a priv.,) not
thick, not dense.', , , the Roman Apu-
leius., ov, (a priv.,)
not closed or secured by a door or gate,

Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 20: also v. 1. for, Ar. Ran. 838. []', ov, (a priv.,-
)=^, Sopn. Fr. 541.', ov, ( priv.,) without
matter, not suppurating., ov, (a priv.,)
without tower and wall, unfortified, JEur.

Tem. 12.
', ov, (a priv.,)

not girt with towers, Od. 11, 204., ov, (a priv.,)
without fever. [0] Hence', , , absence of fever,
time or state freefrom fever.', ov, (a priv.,)
without fever, Antiph. Incert. 1, 6. [v], ov, (a priv., /)
without stone or kernel, said of stone-
fruits which have but a poor one,
Arist. de Anim. : . , a pome-
granate with a soft kernel. Lat. apyre-
nus, Ar. Fr. 165, and Theophr., cf.

Arist. de Anim. 2, 10, 3. [li], ov, [a priv.,) without

fire, in Horn, only of pots and tripods,

that have not yet been on the fire, i. e.

new, or (as others) that must not be set

on the fire, 11. 9, 122 ; 23, 2G7 : also of

food, uncooked, undressed, or not hot,

cold,,,, also., a cold, cheerless house, Hes. Op.
523 : ~., unmelted, opp. to, Hdt. 3, 97 : ., a sac-

rifice in which fire was not used, Pind.
O. 7, 88, cf Valck. Diatr. p. 43 : and
the phrase was supposed to be used
in Aesch. Ag. 70, of the Furies, be-
cause they had no burnt sacrifices

;

but Blomf compares Eum. 108 : it

seems here to he^uOvTa, unoffered,

neglected, cf Soph. Fr. 360. Adv.
~.—II. ( coi)ul.) like fire,. up-, a sting burning like fire (which
used to be rendered wrongly, very

fiery), Aesch. Pr. 880 :— as medic,
term, without fever heat., ov, {a priv.,) not

yet exposed to fire : hence -^^ I., II. 23, 270., ov, ( priv.,)
of which nothing has been learnt or
heard, unknown, Od. 1, 242.—II. act.

having learnt or heard nothing, igno-

rant, Od. 5, 127 : also c. gen., igno-

rant of,, Od. 4, 675.;^, , Dor. for. [], Dor. for, Pind. ; but
also Trag., and even Ar. Eq. 1023.

[On quantity v. Pors. ad Markl.
Suppl. 813.]', more rarely parox.,
a term of endearment, esp. among
brothers and sisters, also of mistress-

es to their lovers, of like form with,,,,., , , dim. from,
Xenarch. Pent. I. 15. [], and, ov, ,
dim. from ~. []', also perispom.,
gen. , , a term of endearment
used by children to their father, papa,
Hebr. and Syriac Ab, Abba, Theocr.
15, 14: cf C|). ['\,, , , ( priv.,-) beardless.,=, from, , {, ) sounding

from or wrong, discordant, out of tune,

Eur. Cycl. 490., ..,-=:, from afar,

authenticated only in Soph., Eur.,

and Ar. : very dub. in prose, Lob.
Phryn. 9, Bremi Aeschin. Ctes. 100., u,fut-) and -,
{,) to thrust or push off, drive

away, and , freq.

in ilom., of the wind, to beat off, beat

from one's coiirse, Od. 9, 81 ; b•
., II. 17, 649 : so too even

more freq. in mid., to thrust from one's

self, drive away, and so much like the
act. Later chiefly in three signfs.,

both act. and mid.—-1. to drive away
from the land, banish, also ,-

., Hdt. 1, 173, Soph. . . G41,

etc.—2. to repel, drive back, Hdt. 8,

109, etc.—3. in mid, only, to reject,

disdain, , Hdt., -, Thuc, . Plat. Hence, ov, thrust or driven away,
rejected.', , ,{) a los-

ing, destruction.—II. loss, Arist. Probl.:

ruin, misfortune., ov (a priv.,),
Babnus 60, 1 ; and", ov, {a priv.,) ivith-

out a lid or cover., , jj, () a
swearing from, denying upon oath, as

Att. law-term, opp. to, Att.

Process, p. 696, n. 8.,, ^,=foreg. Hence, , , capable of for-
swearing or denying on oath. \.-.



, , {) for-

SUOTH, abjured, declared i?npossible with

an oath, Archil. 16 :', one should never
make a vow against any thing, Soph.
Ant. 388.—II. act. under oath not to do

a thing, Ibid. 394., , ,() a

canal or drainfrom a place.—II. a lay-

er of a vine, Lat. mergus, Geop., ov,{,)
driving along or repelling waves, Anth.,, 7/,() a thrust-

ing or driving away, (ha -, Thuc. 7, 34., , o,=foreg., verb. adj. from-, one must thrust away, reject, Eur.
H. F. 294.^, , , (~)) fitted

for, disposed to driving away., , , () thrust

or driven away from,, Hdt. 6, 5,

Soph, Aj. 1019.—II. that can be driven

away, Hdt. 1, 71., , epov, compar.

(), farther off. Superl.,,, farthest off., compar. adv. of foreg.,

Soph. O. T. 137. Superl.., ^, to make
yellow or pale, Tlieophr., Ep. before a consonant for, Horn., Ep. f)a, which is enclitic,

and before a consonant up. akin to

*C£pw,and soiinplying dose connexion,

with a force more or less illative.

The Epic usages are not easily clas-

sified, the Att. much more precise.

—

A. Epic USAGE. It denotes— I. sim-

ply immediate transition from one
thing to another, then, .straightway,, ' up', II. 2, 16 :

usu. here with other particles, , ?),, etc : and so after advs. of time,, ', in apodosis, as......'' up", Od. 5, 77 : oft. repeated from
the protasis, as II. 21.426, etc.^—2. in

enumerating many particulars, e. g.

in Homer's catalogue, then, next in

order, as ' up'", etc.

—II. actual connexion between one
thing and another, such as— 1. that

of antecedent and consequent, as where"..- ' ", 11. 1, 599, cf 24, 507 :

so' ' /.', for this

then, II. 1, 96 ; in which cases it is

often also found with in pro-

tasis. So where a question sugitests

itself, " up '
;

who then, it will be asked, was..., II.

2, 761 ; likewise in negative answers,
as oif ' "',
where it may best be rendered by,
' It is 7wt for a vow (neglected) that

he is wroth," II. 1. 93: and thus with
demonstr. pronoun in apodosis, /,''1... '",
he it was, whom, II. 4, 501. This usage
is universal in Greek.—2. explanation

of a thing going before, e. g.

/,,, ... ' -
,.* ', " had he not let

fall an impious word : for he said,"

V. Herm. H. Ven. 53 : with relat.

pron. makes it more precise and
definite, ' , '
/'/., ju.it the one. the very

one which..., II. 7, 182, v. Herm. H.
Apoll. 390 : cannot begin a sen-

tence. ["']

B. Attic us.^ge. Here it always
has a regular illative force, whether
—1. in direct conclusions,z=ovv, then,

APAB
therefore, so then, 7..., Arist. Eth. ., or more com-
monly—2. by way of oblique inference,

', ,, so, it

seems then. Soph. El. 772 : -
vbv ..., so true is it

that..., Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 32; usu. ex-

pressing pain or sorrow, Herm. Aj.

1005, always slight surprise, Kuhner,
Gr. Gr. ^ 756. 4.—3. in questions,

where it differs from in referring

only to a part of the clause, as Aesch.
Theb. 92, ; who is

there to save 7 while
would be loill any one save, Herm.
praef Soph. O. C. : connected with
this is its use in exclamations, o'luv

up' 7/3'...?,. what a band
was that which he has destroyed

!

Aesch. Pers. 733 : so ,, or without other particle, 7. Soph. Fr. 603.—4. for ,
contr. , v. .—5. upa
seems to be ujiless perhaps, v. Buttm.
ad Dem. Mid. n. 35, in which case

is often separated from ,
Stallb. Plat. Prot. 355 B.

; interrog. particle, =: Lat.

num : in accent and signf. a stronger
form of :— 1. it makes the ques-
tion more doubtful, so that usu. a
negat. answer is e.xpected, which is

sometimes more clearly shown by
the use of .=, followed
by indlC, is it so? surely not so? v.

Herm. Vig. n. 295.—2. if an affirma-

tive answer is confidently expected,

oi) is used,= Lat. nonne? but
upa by itself, if the expectation be
less confident,= Lat. ue enclitic, v.

Herm. Vig. n. 294, Kuhner Gr. Gr.

1^ 834, 2, sq.—3. upa ; like ov-

KoC'v, was orig. always a negative
question implying an affirmative, but
afterwards was used both affirma-

tively and negatively, v. Herm. Soph.
Ant. 268.—1. in upu } each particle

retains its force, serving to make
the question more definite.—5. upa
is used in exclamations,?. ! Eur. Phoen. 575,

where up' with the interrog. would
be used, were it a question : upa is

never used convertibly with upa me-
tri grat., v. Herm. praef Soph. O. C.
In prose upa always stands first in

the sentence : in poetry emphatic
words sometimes precede it, v. Herm.
1. c.', , . Ion. ', , a
prayer, in Hom. usu. as curse, more
rarely as a blessing, as in Hdt. 6, 63,

:

in Att. poets mostly in plur.— II.

hence the effect of the curse, mischief,

ruin, Horn., cf Heyne on 11. 12, 334.

—III. Aesch. personified as the
goddess of destruction and revenge,
Lat. Dira, whose ofiice is the same
as that of the Erinyes in Soph. El.

Ill, ',, while in Aesch.
Eum. 417, the Erinyes say that this

is their own name , cf.

Mull. Eumen. 77. CThe verb is

: Passow would connect
these words with, but the roots
seem different.) [up Ep. in arsis, up
in thesis, Att. always .],, ( \.,) ivith-

out staff or rod., , f. -, {3) to

rattle, ring, Hom., mostly in II., and
always of armour, as -,3 ' '.—.
in . Rh., c. ace. ., to
gnash or grind the teeth.

i', , , Arabia, wife of-

APAI

j

gyptus, Apollod. 2, 1. 5.—2. a country
in south west of Asia, Hdt., Aesch.,
etc. [, but Dion. P. also .]
Hence, to speak Arabic : to take
part with the Arabs., 7/, , Arabian, Dion. P.
24.\', a, ov, Arabian, Hdt. :, the Arabia/is, Hdt. : -, the Arabian gulf, Hdt.
i'Apo, ov, , the Arabius, a river

of Gedrosia, Arr. 6, 21, 3., adv., in Arabic.

V, , , the Arabitae, a
people of Gedrosia, Diod. Sic.', ov, , a rattling,-, the gnashing or grinding of teeth,

II. 10, 375. (Prob. Sanscr. rav, so-

nare, with euphon. : hence prob.. Pott Etymol. Forsch. 1,

213.) [-]—II. as pr. n. Arabus,
Aesch. Pers. 318., adv.,() witharat-
tling 7ioise, Luc.
'pua, , ro,=sq.,-
., a rattling of drums, Eur.

Cycl. 205., ov, ,{) a striking

so as to make a sound, a clashing, clat-

tering, rattling, Aesch. Theb. 249,-, a crashing shoiver of stones, Eur.
Phoen. 1143 ;, beating of the

breast in grief, Lat. planctus. Soph. O.
C. 1609.-, , , Aragus, a river of
Iberia, Strab., v. sq.", ov, , violent disturbance,

r-iunbling in the stomach, palpitation

of the heart, Nic. (Hesych. quotes
I also, : akin to,.), ov, , Aradus,nn island on
the coast of Phoenicia, containing a
city of the same name, Hdt. 7. 98 :

i
hence oi, the Aradians,Y{at.,

j

Strab. — 2. an island on the west
coast of the Persian gulf, Strab.

j

or, {a euphon.,-
\ ) to snarl, growl, of dogs, Dion. H.,
i Philo., , , the belly, v. sub.',, , Araethyrea, sister

of Aoris, Pans. 2, 12, 5.—2. the city

Araethyrea, so named from her, II. 2,

571 : hience adv., from
Araethyrea, Ap. Rh. 1, 115.,, , , {,) with weak, straggling teeth,

Arist. . .', , , {,) with U'cak, thin hair.', . , alsoof, . Soph.
Fr. 97, Att., thin, narrow, weak,
slight. Hom. of the legs of Vulcan,
II. 18, 411, the arm of Venus, II. 5,

425, the tongues of thirsty wolves,
II. 16, 101, the entrance of a harbour,
Od. 10. 90 ; also of ships, Hes. Op.
807.—II. later, of the substance of
bodies, frail, brittle, porous, spongy,

flabby, full of gaps or hollows, Lat.

rarus. opp. to. Anaxag. 8, and
freq. in Hipp, as epith. of flesh and
bone : also of time, with interi-als.—
III. as subst., , ij, with or
without, the flank, loins, lower

belly, Nic., , atov, also ,' ov,

{) prayed to or entreated, ,.=. Soph. Phil. 1181.—
2. prayed against, accursed, laden with

a curse or curses. Trag.—II. act. curs-

ing, bringing mischief upon, c. dat.,

up. ', Aesch. Ag. 236,
so . Plat.
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APAP
Legg. 931 C ; absol., Soph. Tr. 1202,

cf. Elinsl. Med. 595, where however
the passive sense seems preferable.

Adv. -. [Sometimes .]
', op, {,)

with spongy, flabby flesh, Hipp.,,[,)
ivith coluiniis standing far apart, areo-

stytc, V'itruv.,],,() thiymess,

brittteness, porousness, flabhiness, Opp.
to, Hipp.', to make Or flabby,, Arist. Probl.,,-,. Ion. redupl.^,^,/,, from',
Hdt.,, ,[) gap,
interstice, interval, Diod. : a little bit,

Lat. frustnlum, Longin., , , a becoming or
making, opp. to,
Hipp.', , , ynaking,
Diosc... , Aeolian word,=, Ath.—2., , ai,=, Theophr.

', , , later legu-

minous weed growing among, The-
ophr., , 6. Aracus, a Lacedae-
monian, Xen. Hell. 2, 1, 7.\^, ov, a, Aracynthus, a

mountain of Aetolia, Strab.,, oi, Aramaei, a people
of Syria. Strab., , , Araxene, a region
of Armenia, Strab.\', , b, Araxes, a river of
Armenia, flowing into the Caspian,
now the Arras, Hdt. 1, 201.—2. a
river of Persia, Strab.—3 a river of
JMesopotamia, same as Chaburas,
Xen. An. 1, 4, 19. Hence
i', , , of Araxes. Strab.,, , , and\^, , (, )

beaten or stricken with the hand,-, Anth. The forms,
and are rejected by
Lob. Phryn. 770., , , Araxus, a promon-
tory of Achaea on the borders of

Elis, Strab., fut.- [], Ion.-, dep. mid., (iipu) ti> pray to

a god, Tivi, Horn., only once ,
Od. 2, 135.—2. to pray that a thing

may be or happen, c. inf., Hom. :

—

to vow to do a thing, to vow, II. 23,

141, and Att. : also foil, by c.

optat., ' ', praying,

that thou mighlest come, Od. 19, 307,

but v. Mehlh. Anacr. p. 121, sq.—3.

io pray something for one, ,
somelimes in good sense, as up., Hdt. 1, 132, cf. 3, 65; but

usu. in bad, to imprecate upon one,

esp. .. Soph., and Eur.

:

also up. Tivi. Soph. O. T.
251 : and so to curse

one, Eur. Ale. 714. The act. only

occurs in Ep. inf=,
to pray ; but Buttm., Catal. in voc,
remarks that a past tense is needed
there, as in Od. 14, 134, and thinks

that may be aor. 2 of pass.

form for- The part,-
does not belong to, v.

sub voc. [up Hom., up Att.]

VAoap, apor, , the Arar, a river of

Gaul now the Saonc, Strab., Dor. for, perf. 2 of
*. hence., intr. it is

fixed, decreed.—II. but, rjpape,

aor. 2 trans, to appease, satisfy.

APAX, , , Ararene, a region
of Arabia, Strab, lengthd. form of pres.

for *, to join, fit together, whereof
Hoin. has only the iiiipf. Ion. -, Od. 14, 23., Ion. for ypapov, aor. 2 of, to join, II. : pari,, Od.

t'Apapof, , b, Ararus. a river of

European Sarmatia, Hdt. 4, 48., via, , part. perf. of
*. Adv. -. Aesch. Supp.
940, Plat. : Themist. has a superl., Lob. Paral. 48.'• , , b, Araros, a comic poet,

son of Aristophanes, Ath. 237 A.. ov,{) cursed.—
II. act. cursing, [pa]
+ 'Apaa7raf, a, o, Araspas, a Mede,

Xen. Cyr. 5, 1, 2., Att. -, f. -, {a eu-

phon
, /5) to strike hard, smite,

dash in pieces, (Hom only has it in

compds.,, etc.) Of any
violent impact, with collat. notion of

rattling, clanging, as of horses, -., Pind. P. 4, 402, -, ?. ., to knock furiously at

the door, Eur. Hec. 1044, Ar. Eccl.

978 : esp. .,, to beat

the breasts, etc., in mourning, Lat.

plangere, Aesch. Pers. 1054, and Eur.:

up. , to strike with a

shower of stones, Eur. I. T. 327

:

hence metaph. ,, to throw with reproaches or

threats, i. e. iling them luildly about.

Soph. A). 725, Phil. 374, cf. Ar. Nub.
1373 : up. ?.vpav, to strike the lyre

wildly, Orph. : hence also up-,

Lat. carmina lyra ferire. Pass, to

dash against one anotlier with a noise,

to clash, rattle., ov, TO, v.., , , belonging to, dis-

posed for praying or cursing, Diog.

:

L. from, , . Ion., (-) prayed for, iron by prayer.—2.

accursed, unblest, which seems to be

the sense of , II. 17, 37,

where some would read, v.

Spitzn. on the various interprr. : -, Soph. Ant. 972.—II. pro-

parox.". n.,Aratus, prob.

from signf. 1, the Prayedfor, like the
Hebrew Samuel, Hom. : later 'Apa-. [, Ep., ap, Att.],, , Arausion, a

city of Gaul, Strab.

t*Apai^//i', ', , Araphen, an At-

tic clemus ; oi, the Ara-
phenians, Isae. :', to Ara-
phen. Dem., , 6, the Arachthus, a
river ol Epirus, Polyb., , , a leguminous
plant, perh. lathyrus amphicarpus,

Theophr., ov, , Arachnneus
Mons, a mountain of Argohs, Aesch.
Ag. 309, now Sophico.,, alov,= sq.,,, of or belong-

ing to a spider, Anth. : from', , , a spider, Aesch.
Ag. 1409, Blomf

, q. v.—-11. a spider's

iveh, cobweb, Lat. aranea.—III. sea-

fish.—IV. as pr. n. Arachne, Luc.

'Apa;^;i'^£if,,,=,
Nic.', , 6, a spider, Lat.

araneus, Hes. Op. 775, Pind. Fr.

268., , ,=., ov, , a spider's web,

cobweb, Od. 8, 280.— II. dim. from, a small spider, Arist. H. A.

-, Horn.,-, Cratin. Pyt.

18.] Hence, , f. -, to spin a cob-

web, Arist. H. A. Pass, to be covered

with cobwebs, lb.—2. to spread like a
cobweb, Hipp., ,(,)
like a cobweb, Arist. H. A., , (,)
like a spider, Hipp., ov, b,=, Aesch.
Supp. 880., ,(, -) spun by spiders, Philo. [v], ,=.', ov, , later form for -., , , Arachosia, a re-

gion of Persia, Polyb : on the Indus,
Strab. : hence oi, Dion. P.,- , Strab., the inhabitants of
Arachosia.

'Apaip, , , an Arab : also', ov, b, Aesch. Pers. 3 IS., V., fin.*'', supposed pres. of Ep.
part,, q. v.', ov, b, Arbaces, the last

king of Assyria, Strab.—2. a satrap
of Media, Xen. An. 7, 8, 25., , , Arbela, a city of
Assyria on the Tigris, Strab. : hence'/ (), the territory of
Arbela, Id., ov, 6, a rounded knife,

such as shoemakers use, Nic.—II. as
pr. n. Arbelus, a son of Aegyptus,
ApoUod., , oi, the Arbies, a people
of Gedrosia, Strab.', , b, the Arbis, a river ot

Gedrosia, Strab.', , , Arlmcala, a city

of Spain, Polyb. 3, 14.,, b, Arbupales, son
of Darius Codoinannus, Arr. An. 1,

16, 3.,, , a strong shoe coming
up to the ankle, a halfboot, used by
country-people, hunters, travellers,

Aesch. Ag. 944, and Eur., who calls

it Mycenian, Or. 1470 ; also.
in Theocr. : these shoes were also

called, mudtreaders : up•
in Eur. Hipp. 1189, is taken

by Eustath. for the stand of the cha-

rioteer, but v. Monk ad. 1. (Prob. akin
to *,.) []., r/,= foreg.. Tlieocr.', ov, [,-) with winged slioes. Lye.
i'ApSuv., , Arbon, a city ot

niyria, Polyb. 2, 11, 15.,, oi, prob.=^pya(5£if,

name of one of the four old Attic tribes,

of...() to be white, Eur.
Alcm. Psoph. 4., ov, b, Argaeus, son of

Philip I., king of Macedonia, Hdt. 8,

139.—2. a mountain of Cajjpadocia,

Strab.., , , hard, painful,

troublous, grievous, Lat. gravis, of all

things hard to do or sufi'er, revolting

to the feelings, v. Nitzsch Od. 2, 244.

In Hom. usu. c. dat. et inf,., more rarely.. liard to be

subdued by mortal man, Od. 4, 397. cf.

II. 1, 589: also in Ar. of jiersons,

troublesome, also . 7.. -
: rare in prose, as

Xen. Hier. 0, 4, Aeschin. 9. 20. Adv.
-. (from for, like

for,,
etc.: cl. Germ. Arg, Aerger.), ov, b, Arganthonius,



ft king of Tartessus in Spain, Hdt. 1,

163.., . Mount-
ganthonius, ill Bithj'uia, Strab.}, iieut. •}, gen.,
Dor. contr. from }, while, -,. Pind., cf..—II.,=.
t'Ap; eadz/f, , , son of Argeas, II.

16, 717.—2. descendant of Argeas, an
epith. of the kings of Macedonia,
Paus. 7, 8, 9.

i'Apyeia, , , Argla, daughter of
Adrastus, Apollod.—2. wife of Aris-

todemus, king of Sparta, Hdt. 6, 52.

—3. the country of Argohs, in Pelo-
ponnesus. Thuc. 2, 7.—1. ='A/i0t-

?., Thuc. 2, 68.'/., ov, {, )
white-crested, white-tipped, ,
Pind. Fr. 214., tia, elov, ('Apyof) of or

from Argos, Argive : in Horn,

like, for the Greeks in general.

fApyttof, , , Argaeus, a com-
panion of Hercules, Apollod.—2. an
orator in Athens, Ar. Eccl. 201.—3.

son of Dei'phon, Paus. 2. 28, 6.—1. an
Elean, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 33., , , for-, ('Apyof,) slayer of
Argus, epith. of Mercury. Horn., v.

Nitzsch Od. 1, 38.—II. in E. M. Cfrom

upyF/) serpent-slayer, epith. of Apollo./., , , Argele, daughter of

f'hespius, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.

\.?, uv, ol, the feel of a

sheepskin : in genl. offal, refuse, Ar.
Vesp. 672.

'Ap}f,uof, , or, . .
Soph. FV. 221, also Theophr.,, , a hart in the tris of the eye,

elsewhere/,, Lat. albugo.

f'Apvvov, ov, , Argennum, a
promontory of Asia Minor, Strab.-^, ?'/, , Aeol. and Dor.

.or}, white. Horn., almost always
of sheep, also., II. 3, 111

;

also ., Eur. I. A. 575,

•ipivjj, Chaerem. ap. Ath. COd F.,, o,=sq. I., , . white, also with a
neut. subst., Nic. Ther. 592, in genit.

—II. paro.xvt.}., . epith.

of the South wind, Norof, II. 11, 306,

21, 334, clearing, brightening, like

Horace's JVotus albus, detergens nubila

coelo, cf. In Hes. Theog
379, 870, epith. of,, and so—
2. in the improved compass of Aris-
totle was the jiorlh-west

wind, the Athenian, Genelli
in Wolf's Anal. 4, p. 474.,, dat. and ace. for/,, from, white,

II. : the nom.,,-,^,
first in Nonn.,{,) to be unem-
ployed, do nothing, Xen. ; -. the idle. Soph. Fr. 288 : of a field,

to lie fallow, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 11 : to be

slow ofsight, Arist. Probl.—2. in good
sense, to rest, keep holiday.—1. trans.

to leave a thing undone : hence pass.

to be left undone. Xen. Cyr. 2, 3, 3 : to

he fruitless. Id. Hier. 9, 9.,, , Arge, fem. pr. n., Hdt.
4, 35., ov, 6, Arges, a Cyclops,
Hes. Th. 140./, , . Dor.,
contr.,, white, shining,

glittering, , Pind. .
13, 98 ; tv , Id. P. 4,

14 ; and we prob. eught to read
for in Aesch. Ag. 115. cf.

Butim Ausf Gr. >^ 41, Anm. 15 n., and
V. sub, cf. Lob. Paral. 265.

APl'M,, , , also with poet,

dat. and ace.,, 11. 11,

818; «il, 127, white, bright, Horn,
mostly of the bright colour of light-

ning, (but ace. to Arist. of its rapid

motion) : also of the colour of fat, II.

11. cc. ; so too of a robe, II. 3, 419:

/,, Aesch. ; /. (ace. to El-
lendt) Soph. Tr. 675 ; ?., be-

cause of Its chalky soil, Id. O. C. 670
with neut., , Nic. ; cf.', . Dor., a kind of
serpent, Hipp. : also an obscure nick-
name of Demosthenes, Aeschin. 41,

15, Plut. Dem. 4., ov, ,^, white,

flickering, ., Aesch.
Eum. 181.', , ,=. want of em-
ployment, Soph. Fr. 380 ; idleness,

laziness, Eur.— 2. in good sense,
leisure. Plat.', cf sub., ov,(, 3) with
white kine, epith. of Euboea, Ael., ov, {,-) with white, bright, vivid lightning,

epith. of Jupiter, U. and Pind., , , , {,) white-horned, Welcker Syll.. 205, 4.}, , 6,=, indolent,

Eur. Phil. 6. Adv. -./^, . , Argileonis,

mother of Brasidas, Plut. Lys. 25./,, u-hite, epith. of ser-

pents. Archil. 56, cf Lob. Paral. 290.

/J.a, , , an undergronnd
dwelling, so called in Magna Graecia,
Ephor. ap. Strab.

"?./., or?., ov, , white
clay, potter's earth, Lat. argilla, Arist.

Probl., or, ,{/.,) like clay, clayey,

>;/. Hdt. 2. 12.

'?.. ov, , Argilus, a city on
the Strymonicus Sinus, Hdt. 7, 115:, an inhabitant of Argilus,

Thuc. 4, 103., ,{,) white

with clouds. Soph, l• r. 479.',,,=, white,

bright-shining. 11. 2, 647, 656 ; epith.

of the cities Cameiros and Lycastos,
from their lying on chalky hills, so
Horace Rhodos clara, cf.. fin.

YAplvov,ov,,=^'pvvov,hMC.
8, 34.\, or -, , ,
Arginusae. three small islands be-

tween Lesbos and Aeolis, Thuc. 8,

101.,,-, , ,{,) white-toothed. white-tasked,epith.

of boars and dogs, Hom.', , , Argiope, a nymph,
Paus., Apollod., ov, b, {) the dis-

trict Argiopius, in Boeotia, Hdt. 9, 57., ov, 6, Argius, a son of
Aegyptus, Apollod. 2, 1, 5., ov, o,=sq.,,
Anth., 6, , , , gen., {, ^) swift-footed,

epith. of clogs, . 24, 211 : of rams.
Soph. Aj. 237, where perh. it means
white-footed, v. Ellendt, Lex. Soph.,
and cf )., , , Argippaei, a
Scythian tribe of Asiatic Sarmatia,
Hdt. 4, 23.,, , Argissa, a place in

Thessalv, afterwards Argura, II. 2,

737, Strab.,, , {) used in

1)1.=-,,
the firstlings at a sacrifice or feast,

Od. 14, 446.', gen., , , , {, ') white-haired, Anth.,,=', Eur. Rhes
41., f. -, {) to

take the part of Argos OX ttie Argives,
Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 34./, , , Argolic, of or be-

longing to Argolis ; . -,
the Argolicus Sinus, Strab. : '-

{),=^, Id. ; from,, , Argolis, a district

in Peloponnesus.—2. as adj., ,, ofAr-
golis, Argolic,, Aesch. Supp. 233., adv., like the Argives,
in Argolic fashion. Soph. Fr. 411./., {, ?.) to talk

idly. Hence, , , idle talking.'., b, {',)
a sailor in the ship Argo, an Argonaut., >, (, )
making idle, Plut.

',. , Argos, name of se-

veral Greek cities, of which the Pelo-
ponnesian is the best known : in Horn,
it is also put for the district Argolis,

or even for the whole Peloponnesus,
Hom., Hdt., Thuc, etc.: adv. -, from Argos, Eur. Iph. Taur.
70., ov, b, Argus, son of Jupiter
and ^iobe, and king of Argos, Apol-
lod. 2, 1, 1.—2. son of Agenor, the
hundred-eyed, slain by Mercury,
Aesch. Pr. 508, etc., v. sq.ll. 2.-3. son
of Phrixus, builder of the ship Argo,
Ap. Rh. 1, 112.', , , shining, bright,

glistening, of a goose, like Pope's
^silver swan,' Od. 15, 161. and of a
sleek, well-fed ox. Lat. mtidus, II. 23,

30 ; but most freq. in Hom., as epith. of dogs, so apy,
11. 24, 211, and alone, 11. 1. 50;
18, 283, swift-footed, because all swift
motion causes a kind of glancing,

flashing OT flickering . which thus con-
nects the notions of ivhite and swift,

cf /. : the old interpr. of ivhite-

footed has been long given up, as not
applicable to all dogs; and that of

running without trouble, and SO lighf-

footed,^sq., is forced, v. Xitzsch Od.
2, IJ.—II. hence parox. 'Ap^of, b,

the name of a dog Swift-foot, Od. 17,
292.— 2. prob. also the herdsman
Argus, was so called from his eyes
being ever open and bright., , rarely , . Lob.
Phryn. 105, (contr. from)
strictly 7iot working, esp. not working
the ground, living without labour, Hdt.
5. 6, ubi Valck. : hence doing nothing,

idle, lazy, slow. Soph., etc. : c. gen.
rei, idle at a thing, free from it, as, from domestic toils,

Eur. I. A. 1000.,.
Plat. Legg. 835 D, t-06 A, so . -, shw to evil, .\esch. Theb 411

:

also .~ or, Plat. ; hence
of money, lying idle, yielding no re-

turn, opp. to, Dem. 815, 15:
of land, lying fallow,, Xen., and
Isocr.— II. ])ass. unwrou^ht,.
Soph. Fr. 432, e Brunckii conj. ; •,, Paus.—2, not done, yet

remaining to be done, Lat. infectus.

Soph. O. T. 287, cf A'alck. Phoen.
773. — 3. unattempted, ). Plat.

Euthyd. 272 .—III. without trouble,

easy. Adv. —^., , , Argura, the earlier-, q. v.—2. a city of Euboea,
Dem. 558, 3.
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VApyvvvog,, , Argynwis, a youth
beloved by Agamemnon, from whom
Venus was called '\pyvi>vig, Ath.

t'Ap)i'pa, (if, - Arfiyra, a city of

Achaea, near Palrae, Paus. 7, 18, 6.

—2. a fountain near it, Id. 7, 23, 1.',, .{, uyxu)
the silver quinsy, which Demosthenes
was said to have, wlien he was sus-

pected of beinji bribed not to speak,

and said that he had a sore throat,

Plut. Demosth. 25.'3, , , money-chang-

ing, Plut. ; and', , , of, belong-

ing to a money-changer ; ~, sc., money-changing, Luc. Adv.- : from, ov, a, {,3) money-changer, banker, Plat.

Polit. 289 E.. , , ,(,) silvn- shielded : ., a regi-

ment of the Macedonian army, Polyb., ov, , a silver-mine,

usu. in plur., cf. sq.—II. a silver-

smith's shop, Aeschin. 14, 27 : strictly

neut. from, or, ,=-, ?^, silver-

mines. Thuc. 2, 55 ; 6, 91 : hence
in Xen. Vect. 4, 5, and

alone in Aeschin. 14, 27., or ,^ a, ov,

contr., u, ovv, ()
silver, of silver, silvered, silver-shining,

Horn. esp. of the implements of the

gods, the bowls, etc.. of the rich, and
so Pind-, and Att.—2. , a

silver coin.,() to dig for sil-

ver, smelt silver, Diod.'7], ov, , (,?,) one who works in silver, [tt]'7'/, ov,(, '-) wrought of silver, Eur. Ion 1181., , , Arguria, a city of

Troas, Strab., ov, , dim. from -, Ar. Av. 1609. [pi, Meineke
Menand. p. IGO.], f- -, () to

make silver. Mid. to make silver for

one^s self, extort money, Dinarch. 95, 21., , ,() belong-

ing to silver or money :
— ., a

fine, Plut., , , (,) money-chest., ,(,-)=.',, ,() piece

nf silver, (whence the dimin. form.).

Plat., eic. : al.so in geni. silver, and
so money, Ar. Plut. 154, etc.. so too

in plur. , Ar. . 600: -. Lat. .''piimn argenti,

Hipp.—II. in \>\».=.,,,=, q. v.

•f)', and --~. , , Ar-
gyripa. a city of .^.\m\ia.^ -, now Arpi. Strab. : oi-, Polyb.. ?md-, Strab.,

the inhabitants of Argyripa.. , . a silver vessel,

esp. a cup, Pind. O. 9, 137, cf. Ruhnk.
Tim., , 6, (}) a
silvering, turning into silver : a getting

money. Dion. H., ov, . fern,,, . of or belonging to silver: as

subst., silver-ore, .
Xen Vect. 1, 5, cf. 4, 4, ana v. Bockh
on Laurion in P. E, 2, p. 427.—II. of
or belonging to money,>, a contest
in which the prize was money, on
the analogy of, Plut.
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. , to try or as.my

silver : in genl. to examine strictly :

from,, , ,(-,') one who tries money, an
assayer. Plat, de Virt. 378 E.', ov, ,(,)
silver-ciidying, epith. of rivers. Horn.

:

later also\•, . []. , (apyvpor,)
like silver, silvery,, Eur. I. A.
752., ov,(,)
silver-studded,,, Horn.,,,=,
Antiph. Midon 1.. ov,(, -) silver-throned., , , silver-

synith's or coiner's shop, mint, Anti-
pho ap. Harp. : from, , to be an-. to coin money.

',, f. -, = foreg.

Hence,, , a coiner,, Cratin. Troph. 7., ,(,)
a ivorker in silver, coiner, Plut., ov.(,-) silver-headed, Or. Sib.', ov,(, -) silver-wheeled, Nonn.'?.}, , to levy money ;

also c. ace, to levy money upon a
country, lay it under contribution.

Thuc. 2. 69 ; 8, 3 ; and'?, , , a levying of
money, Xen. Hell. 1, 1, 8: from, ov,(,)
levying money,, Ar. Eq. 1071,
and Thuc. ; cf. Bockh P. E. 2, p. 375., ,(,-,) mixed with silver. Strab.

', ov,(,-) silver-lacquered, V. Koen Greg.
Cor. p. 454., , , silver-footed,

regular epith. of Thetis, II. ; of Ve-
nus, Pind. P. 9. 16 : hence later was
formed an adj., ov., , (, -) silver-armed, Nonn. 42, 418.', ,(,)
worker in silver, Anth., , ,, , gen.,(. ') silver-footed,, Xen. An. 4, 4, 21., , ,(,) monty collector. Hence, , , belonging

to money-collecting.
', ,(, ^)

with silver root: /
., i. e. having silver in the soil, Ste-

sich. 5.^, ov, , (,) silver-flowing, Eur. . F. 385., ov, . si/wcr, first in Horn :

., quicksilver, v. :, Lat. spuma argenti,

Hipp.—2. silver-money, and in genl.

money : on its difference from-, V. Bockh P. E. 1, p. 35 :-, silver-plate, cf..
(Akin to ,, the white

metal.), ,(, -
(.) robbing of silver, ., a
robber's life, Aesch. Cho. 1002., , , (,) an officer in the tax departmjent

at Athens under the emperors.^, ov,(, -) ii'ttli silver sides,, Aesch.
Ag. 1539., ov,(.)
with silver bow, Hom. as epith. of

Apollo, who is also called simply, bearer of the silver feoio,

II. 1, 37., ov, ,, prop. .SVi-

ver-mminiain, a mountain in Hispania
Tarraconensis, Strab.

'/, op,(,) with silver trappings. Polyb. [0], ,(,-) silver-shining, Anth.',, , .{,
?.) with -iw/is of silver ore.',, .(,') money-keeper, []. .(,-) with reins of silver, Philostr.'\, , to melt or cast sil-

ver : from, ,(,) a
m.elter of silver., , f. -, () to

turn into silver, to .tilver.—2. to reward
with silver : Pass, to be rewarded with

silver. Pind. N. 10, 80, I. 2. 13., .{, )^=.—2. rich in silver,,
Xen. Vect. 4, 3., , , (')

ver pi

50. [0]

silver plate, mostly in plur., Lys. Fr.
(
., Lys., ov,(,-) bought with silver.~', Hdt.

4, 72,, Aesch. Ag. 949.'\', , , Argyphea, a town
of Elis. H. Hymn. Ap. 422.. ,, silver-white, sil-

ver-shining, Hom.(- related

to 2- as- to -.
Pott Etymol. Forsch. 1, 114. {\, ff,= foreg., Orph., . . Argyphia, wife of
Aegyptus, ApoUod. 2, 1, 5.,,^, epithet of

sheep, Od. 10. 85, II. 24, 621.', contr. , , the Argo
or ship in which Jason sailed to Col-

chis, from, swift : first in Od
12, 70. Hence, a, ov. of or belonging to the

Argo,, Eur. Med. 477:. . Rh. 4, 658.', . , () dirt, filth,

Pherecr. Epil. 7. [, Lob. Phr>'n.

438.]

'Apoa7uov, ov. TO, also,, () a water-pot or trough.'. . . Ardalus, a cele-

brated pipe-player of Troezene, Plut.:

ace. to Paus. 2, 31, 3, a son of Vulcan.', ov, () dirtied, soiled.

Hence<5, , to dirty, soil, mix,

i'Apav, or, , ,
Ardania, a promontory of Marmarica,
Strab., ,.=.^, , , Ardea, a city of the

Rutuli in Lalium, Strab. : oi-., the inhabitants ofArdea, Dion.

H. 5,01.,, 6, Ardens, son of Ulys-

ses an(l Circe, Dion. H.. . . () a watering

either of cattle or fields, Strab.', , . Ardrricca, a
town of Assyria on the Euphrates,

Hdt. 1, 185.—2. a place near Susa,

Hdt. 6, 119.,. ,() ={oTeg.,

Ath., ov, . a waterer., ,, verb, adj., watered•

from.=:^, to water, Lat. irri-

gare, Aesch. Pr. 852., ov,,^. Lye.
')/, adv. contr. for



ialpu)) lifted up, raised on high, Soph.
Ant. 430. — I], taken aicay utterly,

wholly. Aesch. Pr. 1051, and in prose,

esp. , a~o'/.Avvai,, hat. pe7iitus evertere, etc..

Plat.. Dem., and in late prose very

freq.. u.. Lob. Paral. 532., ov, a, Ardescus, a river

in European Sarmatia, Hes. Th. 345., , 6, Ardettus, a hill

on the llissus, near Athens, Plut.

Thes. 3.

t'Apdta, , , Ardia, a region of

lUyria, Strab. : oi, the Ar-
diiiis, Strab., ov, b, Ardiaetis, a cruel

tyrant of Pamphylia, Plat. Rep. 615 C.

i'ApOLOv, ov, TO,. Mount Ardius,

a mountain of Dalmatia, Strab.12, , , the point of any
thing, as of an arrow, Hdt. 1, 215; a

sting, Aesch. Pr. 880., ov, b,[) a watering : a

watering-place, 11. 18, 521, Od. 13,247.\', , , Arduennn (sil-

ra), the forest of Ardennes in Belgie

Gaul, Strab.',, , Ardys, son of Gyges
king of Lydia, Hdt. 1, 15., f., to water, and so

—

I. of men, to water cattle, give them to

drink,-, . Horn. 8, 3, cf Hdt.

5, 12; .,\\'. them
at or with the Simojs, Meineke Eu-
phor. 75 : also to walk or sxci/n cattle

in water, Buttin. Lexil. v.-
3. Pass, to drink, H. Hom. Ap. 263.

—2. of rivers and the like, to water

land, Lat. rigare, irrigare, Hdt. 2, 13,

14, etc. : but also -, watered by hand, Hut. 1, 193.

—

II. metaph. to rtfresh, rear, foster, b7.-, Pind. 0. 5, 55, cf Ruhnk.
Ep. Cr. p. 61. (Akin to *,-,.), , , Arethusa, name
of several fountains, the earliest

known in Ithaca, Od. 13, 40S ; the

most famous at Syracuse, the Nymph
of which became the Muse of Bu-
col. poetry. (A participial form
prob. akin to, as if,
the watercr.). ov, a, Arethusius,

masc. pr. n., Dem. 1246.. , . Ion. and poet. //.{) curse, 7nenace, threat, W. 17,431

;

20, 109.—II. as pr. n. Arta, the mother
of Miletus, ApoUod. 3. 1, 2. [], ov. , tassel of Ares
or yiars, a bold word for a brave and
tried warrior, Aesch. Fr. 186.. , (^,)
full nf vjarlike phrensy, Simyl. ap.

Plut. "Rom. 17., ov, = foreg., madly

fond of war, Plut. Hence, , , martial

phrensy, Stob., ov, 6, Att..,
Lob. Phryn. 698, (J,) an

Areopagite, Aeschin. 1 1 , fin. Hence, . , Areopagite.--,. , v. --, , also , , Eur. . F.

413, ('Ap7/f) devoted to Ares or Mars,
warlike, valiant, martial, Lat. mavor-

tius : in Horn., who almost always
uses Ion. form', epith. of war-
riors, more rarely of weapons : later

compar.', a. .^-., and prob. formed from it, like

from- [dp]", . hill of Arts or Mars,
over against the Acropolis at Athens.
on the west side. Hdt. 8, 52 ; on it was
held the highest judicial court, called

by the same name : though here

some take as simply=0ovi-, since capital crimes came spe-

cially under its jurisdiction, first in

Aesch. Eum. 681, sq. : on its history

cf Diet. Antiqq., Thirlw. Hist. Gr. 2,

p. 49 ; 3. p. 23. The form--
or occurs in no good

author ; Lob. Phrjn. 599.. ov, {' /.)
warlike, bold, Anth., ov, in Hom. '-, {', *,,•) slain by Mars, i. e. slain in war,

Hom.—2. later it seems in genl.=, as in ap.,, Aesch.
Eum. 890, Fr. 139,, Eur. Suppl.
603., , , ov, , gen.,
better, stouter, stronger braver, more ex-

cellent, in Horn, of all advantages of
body, birth, and fortune : it serves

as compar. of,. (On
the denv. v..) [up]^',, , Arion, a horse of
Adrastus, II. 23, 346., Civ, o'l, the Arecomici, a
people on the Rhone, Strab.', ov, poet, for,
undone, unaccomplished, II. 19. 150.

t'ApF?.orai, , ni, and,
ov, TO, Arelate. now Aries, a city of
Gallia on the Rhone, Strab., Ion. for, Hdt.',, , v.-., ,, collateral form of, received by Bockh in Pind.
N.9, 97.

/., , the Grove of
Mars, in Colchis, where the golden
fleece was preserved, Apollod. 1, 9, I., , , the Arevaci, a
tribe of the Celtiberi on the Tagus,
Strab.,, inf aor. 1

act. and mid. of, Hom.
fpavpo, ov, o, Aresander,

masc. pr. n., Lys., inf aor. 2 mid. of,
Hom.', ov, , Aresias, one of the
thirty tyrants in Athens, Xen. Hell.

2, 3,'2., , ,{) the

character of an, excessive com-
plaisance, obsequiousness, cringing, cf.

Theophr. Char. 5., , , obsequious,

cringing conduct, Plut. ; and, , , disposed to

ob.iequiousness or cringing, M. Anton. :

from, also as dep. mid.,-, to behave in a pleasing 7)ian-

ner : , to conciliate

a person's/, v. 1. Plut., adv. part. pres. act

from, agreeably, Eur., and
Plat., , ov, pleasing, complai-

sant : but usu. in bad sense, obsequi-

ous, cringing, flattering, Arist. Eth
N., cf Theophr. Char. 5 : from, fut., mid.-. poet, : aor. 1,
mid., poet. part,-, {*, ), to make a thing
good, make it up, II. 9, 120 ; 19, 138:

so in mid., ', this

will we make up among ourselves, II.

4, 362, Od. 22, 55 ; so I, to make full drink-offer-

ings to the gods, Theogn. 760 : but c.

ace. pers. et dat. rei, to content, .latis-

fy, appease, conciliate, ,
k-, 11. 9, 112, Od. 8, 396: so too, .\esch. Supp. 655 : but c. gen.

!

rei, , they
'

sated their heart with blood, Hes. Sc.

255. Pass. c. aor., pert"., to be contented, satisfied, ap-

peased, acquiesce, , Hdt. 3, 34,

Thuc, etc.

—

. intr. to please, con-

tent, gratify, USU. in 3 pers. c. dat.,, Hdt. 1, 89, and
freq. in Att. ; c.,., Hdt. 8, 19 ; so too in mid.,
Hdt. 6, 128; 9,79: in Att. also usu. c.

dat. as Soph. Ant. 211, Thuc. 5, :i7,

etc. though also c. ace, which is

called by Gramm. the Att. construc-
tion). Koen. Greg. p. 66, Valck. and
Monk Hipp. 184. Heind. Plat. Crat.

391 C, cf.-—2. to flatter,,
Eur. Alcmen. 6 ; ap. ,
to conform to one's ways, Dem. 1362,

11 ; 1406, fin.—3. part,

grateful or acceptable : hence tu-
or, Lat. placita. the

favourite dogmas of philosophers,

Plut.. cf *.,, ,{) pro-

pitiatory offering, esp. a kind of cake.

Hence, ov, propitiatory., ov, , son or descend-

ant of Arestor, e. g. Argus, Ap. Rh. 1,

112., , , verb. adj. from, that pleases, gratifies, Simon.
Amorg. : agreeable, approved. Hence
TO, a decree, like or. Adv. -, Hdt.', , , Arestor, masc.
pr. n., Apollod., Gramm. for./., , , the practice of
an/,, buffoonery : from, ov. , {, ')')
strictly, a prater about virtue: at Rome
a kind of buffoon. Casaub. Suet.
Aug. 74, Juven. 15, 16, cf '/.),, a and ov, 6, Aretas, a
name common to several kings of the
Nabathaean Arabs, Strab., etc., , fut. -,{) to be

fit or proper, to thrive, prosper, OVK ap-, Od. 8, 329, /.aol-, Od. 19, 114.,, , Aretaon, a Tro-
jan, 11. 6, 31. [-], , . goodness, excellence, of
any kind ; but in Hom. esp. manly,
warlike goodness, inanhood, prowess,

valour, Lat. virtus : also manly beauty,

rank, dignity, and in genl. outicard dis-

tinction, Theogn. 30, etc., cf,
and Welcker, praef Theogn. p. 29,

sqq. : so of horses, runners, etc.—2.

in prose, freq. of the virtues or proper-

ties of land, fountains, plants, etc.,

Hdt. 4, 198, Thuc. 1, 2, etc.— 3. the

usu. sense of it is almost = Lat. vii•-

tus, of the active rather than the
strictly moral virtues, cf Xen. Mem.
2, 1, 21, sq. : hence—4. skill,,, etc.. Plat.

—

11. character or reputation for virtue,

glory, Pind. P. 4, 331, Thuc. 1, 33; ap.. Plat. Symp. 208 D :,fame for noble deeds, Lys. 193,

12, cf.. [For deriv. v. sub

'Apz/f.] [a], , , Arete, daughter of
Dionysius the elder, Plut.. ov. , Aretes, a command-
er of Alexander's, .Arr. An. 3, 12, 3.

—2. a Spartan, Diod. S. 14. 70., , , Aretis, a Macedo-
nian, Arr. An. 1, 15, 6.

'Api-i'f. 0. Aeol. for, Alcae.,

cf Koen. Gre?. p. 194—2. Areus, a
king of Spart"a. Plut. Pyrrh. 26:

others in Diod. S., Pans., etc.

*, assumed as pres. whence
fut. and aor. of.
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APHP,. , Arcon, a river of

Persia, Arr. Ind. 38, 7.

t'Apewf TTcoiov and ,, the Campus Martius in Rome,
Hdn., f/, {/, Ion. and Horn, for,
q. V., 2 sing. subj. aor. 2 mid. for

;, from oipo), II., Hes.^., , Aregonis, mother
of Moj)stis, Orph.

'Apiiyoavvij, , , help, aid, Anth.

P. 9. 788., fut. -, to help, aid, stic-

cour, Tivi, flotn. only in II., always to

succour in war, oft. c. dat. modi, as

^, so too Pind., and Trag.
—2. absol. to be of use, fje gnod Ov fit,

c. inf
, , Pind. P. 2, 173 :

hence //, Aesch. Eum.
571.—II. c. ace. rei, tn ward off, pre-

VPTit, e. g. , -Xesch.

Theb. 119: also like, up.

, to ward off from one, -, Eur. Med. 1275, cf Tro. 772.

Chiefly poet., bnt also in Hdt.7, 136,

and Xen. (Akin to,,
arceo, arx, area, cf. Pott Etymol.

Forsch. 1,271.) [it]', , , , a helper, aid,

11.4,7.-,,, 6, Aregon, a paint-

er of Corinth, Strab.

t'Api/iaf, , , (fern. adj. from/) of or belonf;ing to Mars ; mar-

tial, xrarlike, Qu. Sm. 187., ov, (,) swift

as Mars, swift in war, II., , ov,{,-
vu) slain by Mars, or m war, 11. 22, 72.

f, , , Are'ilycus, masc.
pr. n.. Horn., ov, , Areinus, a satrap

of Phrygia, Strab., ov, 0, Are'ius, son of Bias,

an .Xrgonaut, Ap. Rh., , ov, also , ov. Ion. for, Horn., ov. Ion.,
Hom.', ov, {,)
martial-smmding, Cornut. 21., ov, {,)
destroyed or slain in war., ., also, , ov,{,') dear to Mars, favoured of the

god of war. freq. epith. of warriors in

Hom. (The act. signf. loving Mars
is very dub.)/, inf Ion. for, v. sub., , , distressed,

harassed, worn out, expl. by the old

Gramm. by3, Hom. (only

in Od.) : also' vrro -. Od. 11, 136. (Of unknown
origin.)

\'?•, , . Arene, daughter of

Oebalus, and sister of Aphareus,
Pans. ; after her was named—2. a

city of Elis, the residence of Apha-
reus, II. 2, 591 : adv.,
Arene, Ap. Rh. 1, 471., , ,{) help suc-

cour, Aesch. Pr. 547, Soph. O. C. 829.

—II. c. gen. rei, help against a thing,

vieans of averting it, e. g..
Soph. El. 876.,. , Arexion, masc. pr.

n., Xen. An. 6, 2, 13., perf 2 of : plqpf-., part. perf. pass, of
*., q. v., I. fin. : Brunck in Ap. Rh.
alters it to, as part. aor.

1, mid., , ov, ploughed, II.,
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and Hdt., Ion. for, ., part,

perf pass, from., Ion., adv.

part, perf act. from *, filly, fit-

ting close : hence fast, tight, Eur.
Med. 1192., , gen. , never
contr., also, (equally good
Att., being freq. even in Isocr., and
Dem., cf. Elmsl. O. C. 947, Monk
Ale. 514, although the Att. usage is

doubted by Schiif Greg. p. 607,

Butttn. Ausf Gr. ^ 58, m voc.) : dat., Att. contr., poet.?
(Matth. Alcae. 1. p. 10): ace. 'Ap??',

also. (both Att., but Hom. has
the latter only in 11. 5, 909, where
however Dind. reads,', from the

Aeol. ), also, in Sojjh.

O. T. 190: voc. "Apff. :—Ion. and
Ep., , ; but the gen.

and only in Gramm.
Arcs, Lat. Mars, son of Jupiter and
Juno, god of war and slaughter, re-

presented by Hom. as a gigantic

warrior: in Trag. the god of destruc-

tion in genl., the spirit of strife,

plague, famine. Soph. O. T. 190, etc.,

cf Lob. Aj. 692. Hence as ai)])el.

for war, slaughter, murder, etc.,^,. Aesch. etc. ; ?u-

., death by stoning. Soph.
Aj. 254 : and even for iron. ace. to

Eust. (Akin to ^,, as
Mars to 7nas, perhaps also to avi/p,. Lat. vir: perhaps also to,. Lat. arma, and to the prefix- : from the same root come-,,, the first notion
of goodness being that of manhood,
bravery in war, cf Donalds. N. Cratyl.

305.) [u in Horn., but oft u in arsis,

e. g. II. 5, 31, and so in compounds

:

later Ep. uncertain ; Alt. rarely long,

Meineke Quaest. Men. p. 38.], ?;, fem. from.. Rh. [dp], . . Arete, wife of Alci-

nous, Od. 8,54.—2. daughter of Aris-

tippus the philosopher. Strab.,, 6.{) strict-

ly, one that prays : hence a priest, be-

cause the priest conveyed the pray-

ers of the people to the gods. II.

;

poet, for, ace. to Arist. Poet,

[up] Hence, ov, , a place for
prayer, Plut. [a]\^. ov. h, son of Aretius,

i. e. Nisus, Od. 16, 395.-2. son of
Ares or Mars, i. e. Cycnus, Hes. Scut.

Here. 57.

t'Ap7/7i(if, , , pecul. fem. to, of Mars, sacred to Mars,',, foxintain., island ofMars,
Ap. Rh., ov, 6, Aretus, son of Nes-
tor, Od. 3, 414.—2. son of Priam, 11.

17, 494., , , Ion. for,
Hom., =, to draiu water,

Alcae., part. aor. 1 pass, from -, Horn., 3 plur. aor. 1 pass. Aeol.

for, from alpu, II., . fut. -/. () to

join together, -unite, Ap. Rh.— II. intr.

to be joined together or tniited, • /.-
(for^) II.

7, 302. , (not, ),
peaceful relations, peace, concord, Opp.

to ?/, Hdt. 6, 83 : strictly neut.

plur. from, a, ov, {) joined,

united : hence at peace or in concord

APIA
u'ith another, , Od. 16, 427, and
Hdt., ov, h, Arthmius, son of
Pythona.x, a proxenus of the Atheni-
ans in Zelea, Dinarch. 90, 1, Dem.
121, 27., ov, , {) a bond, league,

friendship, H. Horn. Mere. 524, Aesch.
Pr. 191., , f. -, to set

limbs. Math. Vett. : and,, , the setting

of a limb, Chirurg. Vett. : from. ov,{,-) with the limbs set :.,
instruments for setting li7nhs : also for
torture. Joseph.. ov, TO, dim. from -, . Anton., . O7',= sq., Hipp., , ,{) belong

ing to the limbs or joints, diseased in

them, gouty, Hipp.., . as if fem. of-, which does not occur, belong-

ing to the limbs or joints,. ?.-, etc., Hipp.: , sc., gout. Id., ov, , {*) a joint, esp.

the socket of the joint, opp. to-. Hdt. 3, 129 : in plur. a limb,

and freq. in plur. the Umbs. oft. joined
with some other word, ,
the ankles, So|)h. O. T. 718, cf 1032

;

also /, the limbs, legs,

Eur. Hec. 82 : and even, the eyes, Sojjh. O. 1270,, the mouth, Eur.
Cycl. 625 : also alone, the

genitals, Hdt. 3, 87, cf Valck. ad 3,

103.—II. the article in grammar, Plut./?;, , {,)
afflicting the limbs,, Luc.

?/(•. ,{,)
ha?)d for the limbs, fetter. Anth..{) to form into mem-

bers, fasten by joints, fit together, and
SO. to fashion, finish off : esp. of words,
to utter distinctly,',. produces articulate sounds, Xen.
Mem. 1, 4, 12, as Lucret. 4. 5.')5, vo-

ces articulat . . . lingua : but?. , to give strength to,

nerve the tongue and mind, Theogn.
758., ,{,) uell-

articiilnted Xen. Cyn 4, 1.-, insep. prefix, like Ipi-,

strengthening the notion conveyed
by its compd. : of same root with

'Ap7;f,,, and so chiefly

denotes goodness, excellence, \. Buttra.

Lexil. V.. 9, p. 285 : mostly in

older Ep. and Lyr. [u], , . a kind of oak, prob.

quercus ilex, Theophr. : also ??-.
i'Apia, , . Aria, a province of

Persia, now corresponding nearly to

Chorasan, Strab. ; oi, tlie Ari-
ans, Hdt. 3, 93.3, , b, Ariahignes, a
brother of Xerxes, slain in the battle

of Salamis, Hdt._7, 97., , , Ariadne, daughter
of Minos, II. 18, 592.', ov, . Ariaeus, commander
of the Asiatics in. the army of Cyrus
the younger, Xen. An. 1. 8, 5, etc., ov. , Ariaces, leader of
the Cappadocians, Arr. An. 3, 8, 5.., , the rock of
Ariamazes, in Sogdiana, Strab., ov. a, Ariamcnes, same
as, Plut.^, , , Ariana, a general
term for several provinces of eastern
Persia, now Afghanistan, Sirab.



t, , , Arianthidcs, son

of Lysimachus, Thuc. 4, 91.^, 7), , (JApiavi/) of or oe-

longing to Ariana ; oi, the in-

habitaats of Ariana, Strab.—2. -,
, , Arianus, masc. pr. n., Polyb. 8,

18.

t'Apiavraf, a, , Ariantas, a Scyth-

ian king, Hdt. 4, 81.
^, , , Ariapeithes, a

Scythian lung, Hdt. 4, 76., , , Ariaralhex, a

name common to many kings of Cap-
padocia. Strab., etc. [pa], , , Ariaramnes,

masc. pr. n., Hdt. 8, 90.

i'Apia'TTrai, . ol, the Ariaspae, a

people of Drangiana, Arr. An. 3, 27, 4.

t'AptiaiOf, Of. o, Artbaeiis, a king

of the Cappadocians, Xen. Cyr. 2,

1,5.

Vkpiyalov, ov, , Arigaeum, a city

of India, Arr. An. 4, 24.,, , Arigeus, masc. pr.

n., Plut.',, , ^,=sq.j Find.

. 5, 21, but only in nom. pi.-, cf Lob. Paral. 181., ?] ov, Od. 6, 108, also

, ov, II. 15, 490, [,)
easy to be hiown, well-kiioam,far-fa.ned,

Horn. : also in bad sense, notorious,

infamous, Lat. nimium notus, Od. 17,

375.,, , Arignofus, a cith-

aroedus, Ar. Eq. 1278.—2. a Pytha-

gorean philosopher, Luc.

t'Apidaiof, ov, , Aridaeus, son of

Philip of Macedon, Strab., oi',= sq., Arist. Probl.^, , gen . (apt,)
much weeping, very /earful. }-, Aesch.

Pars. 947 : also in Arist. H. A. 9, 1, 7., ov, [api,)
much vept.—II.=•.., ov, Dor. for',
Simon.', ov, (apt,)
much shown, Lat. digito monstratus :

hence fa/nous, renowned : Hom. uses

it mostly as a superl. c. gen.-.', , {, ?.) very

plain, clear, distinct, far seen.,
Simon. 62 : also quite clear, manifest,

Hdt. 8, 65 : much known,, Tyrt.

2, 7, V Buttm. Lexil. v. 7)?. 9,

p. 55. Adv. -Atjf, cf.'., ov, , Aridices, masc. pr.

n., Plut.?., , , Aridolis. a tyrant

of Alabanda in Caria, Hdt. 7, 195.. , ol. Arizanti. a peo-

ple of northern Media on the Choas-
pes, Hdt. I, 101./, ov, also . ov, II. 18. 219,

221, Ep. form for /., Buttm.
1. c. ; of the light of a star, 13, 244,

of the sound of a voice, 18, 219, of a

strange phenomenon, 2, 318, of per-

sons whom all admire, IS, 519. Adv.

-/., Od. 12, 453 : so in Pind. O. 2,

55 (101), ace. to Bockh.—II. =sq.,

Hes. Op. 6, and Call. Adv. -.. ov, b, Arizelus, an Athe-

nian, Aeschin., ov, (apt,) much
to be envied, very prosperous, Ar. Eq.
1329.•, ov, 6, Arizvs. masc. pr. n.,

Hdt. 7, 82., ov, [apt,) fnv.ch

heard of. much reno'vned. Call —II. act.

far hearing, hearing readily, Ap. Rh.. ov. Dor. lor., , f. -,() to

number, count, reckon up. Od., Hdt.,

etc., and in aor. pass,

APIM
for. II. 2, 124 :, to count, and so halve, Od.

10, 204 : to reckon, calculate, also to

count out or down, pay, ^,
Dem. 1192, fin.—2. to reckon, esteem,

account, Anth. Pass,

.... to be reckoned among..., v. 1. Eur.

Supp. 969. [Impf, in Horn,

always as trisyll.] Hence^,, . that ivhich is

cmmted, a number, Aesch. Eum. 753., . . () a

cmaiting, reckoning up. Hdt. 2, 143.^, ov. 6.() a cal-

adator. Plat, de Just. 373 B.'. ?;, ,{,) be-

longing to numbering or reckoning,

skilled therein. Plat. Gorg. 453 :

-), with or without, arithme-

tic, freq. in Plat. Adv. -.', . ,() num-
bered, easily numbered, hence few in

number, opp. to. Theocr.

16, 87 : '. up., in no esteem, Lat.

nulla numero habitus. Id. 14, 48.. a, oi',=foreg., poet.', ov, , number, a number,

quantity, Lat. numerus. first in Od. 4,

451 : oft. added, where hardly want-

ed, as -o7.7.oi. ,.,
etc. : so too /, or,
absol., Hdt. 1, 14, 50. etc. : proverb., to

count the sand on the sea-shore, Pind.

O. 13. fiC.—2. also amount, size, length,

etc., as -?. up.. Aeschin. 7,

36 ; up., Xen. An. 2, 2, 6 ; up., a sum of money. Xen. Cyr.

8, 2, 15.—3. in dat. absol., m great,

considerable numbers, Hdt. 0, 58, ubi

Schweigh., cf Thuc. 2, 72 : in fit,

proper numbers.—4. number, ^-.= , Eur. Ion

1014 : in genl. the whole system, of
mimbers. Heind. Plat. Theaet. 157 D.
—5. number, as a mark of station,

worth, rank, etc., ' -, to take one's place among
men, Od. 11, 449; also. Eur. Melan. 29, 5:

hence , in regard of
friemhhip. Id. Hec. 794 : -, to have account made of one, Id.

Mel. 7 : ?,
you come not into my account. Id. El.

1054 ; so too kv ,
like Lat. nullo esse in numero.—6. also

mere number, quantity, opp. to quality,

worth. 7- up., a mere set of words.

Soph. O. C. 382 ; so of men, up., not a mere lot, Eur. Tro. 476 ; so

too alone, like Horace's nos

numerus sumus. Ar. Nub. 1203; some-
times even of a single man, Elmsl.
Heracl. 997.—7. in some phrases as

a mark of completeness, oi. Plat. Legg. 608 D :, having

reached perfection, Lat. oiyinibus nume-
ris absolutus, so, the agsregate of duty, M.
Anton. — II. a numbrriyig, counting,, past counting, Pind.

N. 2, 35 : esp. in phrases,. , to

hold a muster, an enumeration of, re-

view..., Hdt. 8, 7 ; so too, Xen.
An. 7, 1, 7, etc.—2. numeration. 7.o-

.. Plat. Phaedr. 274 C.
(Usu. deriv. from , : a

new and ingenious one has been pro-

posed bv Lepsius ap. Donalds. N.
Cratyl. 203 n.) [up']

i'Api.Kia. . , Aricia. a city of La-
tium, now Ariccia, Strab. ; oi-

and oi, the inhabitants of
Aricia, Paus., Dion. H.\, , , Arima, a chain of

mountains in Asia, under which Ty-
phon lay, II. 2, 783, etc., cf Strab.
627.', v.-., . , the Arimai^pi. a
Scythian people in northern Europe,
Hdt. 4, 27, according to whom the
word denotes one-eyed. In Aesch.
Pr. 809 placed in Africa. Hence, a poem relating to the

Arimaspi, Hdt. 4, 14.

V, ov, 6, Arimenes, same aa, Plut., , , Ariminum, a city

of Unibria, now Rimini, Polyb.'. ov, , the Ariminus, 3
river of Umbria, Strab.

V., a, , Arimmas, a satrap

of Syria, Arr. An. 3, 6, 12., , , Arimnestus, an
Athenian archon, 01. 91, 1, Isae.

Others in Hdt. 9, 72, etc., , oi, the Arimi. a mythic
people of Asia, variously assigned to
Cilicia. Lydia, Syria, etc., Strab.

"Aplv or., , , (a priv.,

(>,) U'ithont nose, without scent or
sagacity, opp. to, Xen. Cyn. 3, 2.. oi',=foreg.. Xen Cyn. 3, 3., ov. , Ariobazus, masc.
pr. n., Polyb. 8, 23..'., , Ariobarzanes,

a Persian satrap, Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 4.

Others in Plut., Diod. S.. etc.', ov, 6, Ariovistus, a
German leader, Plut.^, ov, 6, Ariomandes,
masc. pr. n., Plut.

V, ov, b, Ariomardus, an
Egyptian leader, Aesch. Pers. 38.

—

2. son of Darius. Hdt. 7, 78.—3. a
Persian leader of the Caspii, Hdt. 7,

07., la, lov, Arian, an inhabitant

of Aria, also written
'.\ ; but

also=M?/f5i\or, Aesch. Cho. i'Z'i, ace.

to a most ingenious conj. of Herin.,

cf Hdt. 7. 62, and Klausen ad 1. c.

—

2. , Arius. a river of Aria, Strab.

VApiovain, , (), Ariusia,

a stony but productive wine-district

of Chios, Strab., , , great siateli-

ncss : from, , (apt,) very

stately or showy, very splendid or beau-

tiful, of men and animals, Horn.

;

also of things, as,, ',7. Adv. -.,, ..,. , carpenter's tool, prob.

an auger, gimlet, Anth. : cf.,
[a, i], , , a kind of,
arum arisarum, Diosc.,, b, Arisbas, masc.
pr. n., li. 17, 345., , . Arisbe, daughter of
Teucer and wife of Dardanus, Apol-
lod. 3, 12, 1.—II. a city of Troas, near
Abydus, 11. 2, 836.-2. a city of Les-
bos, also wr.3, Hdt. 1, 151., adv. (from ',
II. \), front Arisbe, II. 11. 96., ov, o, Arisbus, a tributary

of the Hebnis, in Thrace, Strab., ov, {,) very re-

markable, notable, , . Hom.
Merc. 12., ov,(,)
best in the chariot-race,, the prize

of the best, Pind. P. 5, 39.,, , Arispae, an Indian
tribe, Arr. Ind. 4, 9.,, , Aristagora, fern,

pr. n., Ath., a, and ov. Ion. -,, , Aristagoras, son of Heraclides,
207



1
tyj-ant of Cyme, Hdt. 4, 13S.— 2.

tyrant of Cyzicus, Hdt. 4, 13S.— 3.

tyrant of Miletus, Hdt. 5, 30.— i. son
of Hegesistratus, Hdt. 9, !,.—5. son
of ArcesUaus of Tencdos, Pind. N.
11, 3.—6. a poet of the old comedy,
Meineke 2, p. 7G1, sq., ov, (,)
victorious in the contest, Auth.-, ov, , Aristacnetus,

a philosopher, Luc.—2. a celebrated

writer of Nicaea.

f', ov, , Aristaenus,m&sc.
pr. n., Polyb. 17, 1, 4., ov, b, Aristaeus, son of

Apollo and Gyrene, Hes. Th. 971:
esp. a rural hero. perh. connected
with Lat. arista, Virg.—2. a governor

of Cyprus, under king Antiochus, Ael., , , {,) Anstaechmus, inasc. pr. .,
prop, brave warrior, Dein. 324, 11

;

084., ov, , (,) Aristander . the most celebrated

soothsayer of Alexander the Great,

Arr. An.— 2. a sculptor of Paros,

Paus. 3, 18, 8., (, ) to

rule in the best way, Arist.Pol.2,ll,12., , , Anstarche, a
priestess ol iVIassalia, Strab., , ,(,)
Aristarchus, masc. pr. ., prop, excel-

lent ruler, Thuc. 8, 90, Xen., etc.
', ov, (, -

<j>V?i,!/) rich in grapes, Antll. [], , f. -,() to

take tlie, breakfast, lunch, Lat.

vrandere, also, Ar. Eq. 815 :

in genl. to take any meal. ex(!ept din-

ner or supper (), Xen., cf.

: hence irreg. syncop. perf.

forms and,
though only in common life, as Ar.

Fr. 4->S, Buttin. Ausf. Gr.
«J

110,

Anm. 10. [, for tlie most part.],. Ion. -,,Ansteas,
of Proconnesus, an early Epic poet,

Hdt. 4, 13.—2. a leader in the army
of Cyrus the younger, Xen. An. 4, 1,

28.— 3. son of Adiinantus, Hdt. 7,

137, in Thuc., 1, 60. Others
in Plut., Paus., etc.', , , {) the

deed of him that won the prize (-) in genl. any great, noble, heroic

action; eminent merit. Soph. Aj. 443.

So were called those single rhap-

sodies of the II., in which the deeds
of some one hero are described, e. g.

5, 11, 17 are respectively,', :

also freq. in plur./, , , Aristides, the
illustrious son of Lvsimachus, Hdt.

8, 79, archon 15. C. 489, Plut. Arist.

5.— 2. sen of Archippus, a com-
mander in the Pelopounesian war,
Thuc. 4, 50.—3. grandson of the il-

lustrious Aristides, Plat. Others in

Dem., Paus., etc.

WptOTtlov, ov, TO, the prize of the

first victor, meedof valour, Ildt. 8, 11
;

usu. in pi. Id. 8, 122 ; Soph. Aj. 464.^, , al, the Aristerae,

islands near Argolis, Paus., to be hft-handed, LXX., , ,'=7-, Orph.
', ov,{,-) fighting with the left hand, Stob.', , , hft. on the left

;

', towards the left, on the

left, II.; also -' ,
on the left hand, Od. 5, 277.-2., with or without, the

left hand, ='
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APIS. Hdt. 2, 30. also -, Soph. . 7 ; so too -, kv /, Hdt. 7, 42 : cf..—3. inetajih. Ming ill,

ominous, because to a Greek augur,
looking northward, the unlucky,
western signs came from the left,

Od. 20, 242, sq.—1. of men, left-hand-

ed, clumsy, like French gauche,-
Otv ' , thou didst

turn off leftwards from thy mind, i. e.

didst act like one senseless. Soph.
Aj. 183. (On the deriv. cf. Lepsius
ap. Donalds. N. Cratyl. 203 n.)

' ., ,(,) standing on the left, esp. in
the Trag. chorus, Cratin. Seriph. 9.,, !>, , (-,) left-handed, Synes.,,.=., , , () the

best : in Horn. usu. in plu.,
Lat. optimates, the best, noblest, chiefs,

princes, lords, v. Welcker Theogn.
praef p. xxii. Hencei'A, , 6, Aristeus, com-
mander of the Corinthian fleet against
the Corey reans, Thuc. 1, 29.-2. an-
other Corinthian commander, Thuc.
1, 60. Others in Thuc. 4, 132, Paus.,
etc., . , belonging to,

fit for valiant deeds,. Max. Tyr. :

from', to be, be best or
bravest, frcq. in Hom. ; c. gen.,, he was the best of the

Trojans, II. 6, ', cf. 11, 627, 746,
Valck. Hdt. 7, 106, and c. dat. rei,/., to be best of all in

wisdom, II. 11, 627, cf. Pmd. N. 10,

17 ; ,
the fairest of all fruitful lands. Pind.
N. 1, 20 ; also ), II. 11. 409,, Pind. . 11, 18; also up. ,

be best in a thing, Pind. O. 10 (11),

76; and lastly c. inf.,, he was best at fighting, II.

'6, 292, etc. : absol. ,
an opinion prevails, is judged best, Hdt.
7, 144.—2. trans, c. ace,
Ti^TiJ , to gain
as being the best, Soph. Aj. 435, ubi v.

Herm., and cf. 1300., Ion. for. Hdt., ov. o, () one
who breakfasts, Hipp, [a mostly.], . ,() fond
of one's breakfast, Eupol. Dem. 43.. f. -. to give one break-

fist,, Ar. Eq. 538, Av. 659. Mid.
to breakfast, Hipp, [a mostly.], adv.() accord-

ing to the goodness of one's family, by
birth or rank, opp. to 7],
Arist. Pol. : in genl. in proportion to

worth, Isocr. 71 B., ov, 6, Aristinus, masc.
pr. n., Plut.^', ov, , Aristippus. a
pupil of Socrates, founder of the
Cyrenaic school. Xen. Mem. 2, 1.

—

2. a Thessalian of Larissa, Xen. An.
1. 1, in.—3. a tyrant of Argos, Plut.

Pyrrh. 30., , , Aristis, masc. pr.

n., Theocr. 7, 99.

j'ApiaTiiJv., 6, Aristion, masc.
pr. n., in Oratt., Plut., etc.'3, ov, (, )
living best. Heliod.', ov,(,)
best advised ; or best advising.'?., ov, h, Aristobuhis,
of Cassandrea. an historian of Alex-
ander the Great, Plut. Alex.-2. a
Jewish king, Strab. Others in

Aeschin., etc.

APIS, , 6, {,) AristogVon, an Athenian vvlio

slew liipparchus, Hdt. 5, 55.—2. an
Athenian orator against whom De-
mosthenes and Djnarchus delivered
orations.

', ov,(, yt-) producing the best children: ill

genl. very fruitful,, Anth.

V, , h. (,*) Aristoggnes, masc. pr. ii..

Xen. Hell. 1, 5, 10, etc., ov,(,*)
act. bearing the best children,.
Pind. P. 11, 5.—II. born of the best

parents.', b. Dor. for'-., ov, , (,) a breakfast-dinner, dejeuner,

Alex. Incert. 25., , , Aristodeme.
daughter of Priam, ApoUod. 3, 12, 5,

fem. of, ov, 6, {, -) Aristodemus, son of Aristoma-
cnus, and father of Procles and
Eurysthenes the Spartan kings,
Hdt. 6, 52 —Other Spartans in Hdt.
7, 229, etc.—2. an Athenian archon.
01. 107, 1, Diod. S.—3. an Athenian
philosopher, styled , a pupil
of Socrates, Xen. Mem. 1, 4.—Others
of this name in Dem., Strab., etc., ov, , Aristodicus,

masc. pr. n., Hdt. 1, 158, etc.', ov, b,(, -
pov) Aristodorus, Plat. Ep.', to speak best : from/, , (, )
speaking bist., , , Aristoclia, fem.
pr. ., Dem. 1351, Jo.', a, b, Aristoclidas,

Pind. N. 3, 25, Dor. form of sq.. . b. Aristoclides.

masc. pr. n., Thuc. 2, 70.

V. , , AristocUtus.

father of the celebrated Lvsander,
Plut. Lys. 2., , , Aristocles.

masc. pr. n., Thuc. 5, 16, etc. : also
the name of several philosophers
and grammarians, whose works are
iK)w lost, Strab., Ath., etc.

= :

from
', pass. c. f. mid..(,) to be governed by

the best-born or nobles, have an aristo-

cratical constitution, Plat. Rep. 338 D ;

Xen. Hell. 0,4,18.
V, , b, (,) Aristocrates, the last king of

Arcadia, Paus. 8, 5, 11.—Others in
Hdt. 6, 73, Thuc. 5, 19, etc.', , , the rule of the

best-born or nobles, an aristocracy, up., Thuc. 3, 82, Plat, etc.— 11.

the rule of the Best. opp. to .

an ideal constitution of Arist., and
Polyb.', , , (-) aristocratical, inclining to

aristocracy, Plat. Rep. 587 D. Adv
-.,, b, (.) Aristocreon, a pupil Chry-
sippus, Plut., ov, b,(,-) Aristocritus, masc. pr. n., Lys.,

Ath., etc., ov, , Aristocrypms,
a king of Soli, in Cyprus, Hdt. 5,

119., ov Ion. ew, 6. Ari.i-

tolaides, father of Lycurgus, Hdt. I,
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APIS

70?., . , Aristolaus, masc.

pr. ., Dem. 294, 10., , ,{, '/.-) an herb promoting child-birth,

hke our birih-wort, Lat. aristolochia,

Diosc.

V7, , , Aristolochus,

masc. pr. n., Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 22, etc.',, , ,(,) best of prophets. Soph. Phil.

1338. of. Lob. Phryn. 600., , , Aristomache,

sister of Dion, and wife of the elder

Dionysius, Plut. Dion.—2. daughter
I

of Priam, Paus. 10, 26, 1 : from I, ov,{,) '

fighting best, Pmd. P. 10, 3. lience
j, ov, b, Aristomachvs

,

brother of Adrastus, Apollod. 1, 9.

—

2. leader of the Heraclidae in the in-

vasion of the Peloponnesus, Hdt. 6,

52.—Others in Polyb., etc.

V, , , Aristomenes,

leader of the Messenians in the se-

cond Messenian war, Paus, etc.—2.

an Aeginetan. victor in the Pythian
games, Pind. P. 8.—Others in Oratt.,

Meineke Com. Fr. 2, p. 730, etc.^, , , Aristomedes,

a Thessalian, commander in the army
of Darms. Arr. An. 2, 13, 2.-2. a

Theban. Paus. 9, 25, 3., , , a morning meal,

break/list, twice in Hom., II. 24, 124,

OJ. 16, 2, where it is taken at sun-
rise, and so Aesch. Ag. 331 : later,

breakfast, was called. and
after it, was the midday
meal, our luncheon, the Roman pran-

diuin, as may be seen from Thuc. 4,

9Q; 7, 81 ; . -, to be getting breakfast or Itin-

cheoa. Hdt. 3'. 26; G, 78. (Accord-
ina; to Pott, akin to , and so per-

haps to our ear-ly. [a in Horn.,

Att., as also in derivs., Br. Ar. ISub.

416.],,, Aristonautae,

a city of Achaea, port of Pallene,

Paus. 7, 26, 14.

V, , , Aristonice,

priestess in Delphi, Hdt. 7, 140 : fern,

of, ov, , Aristonicus,

an Athenian statesman and orator
from Marathon, contemporarj' of De-
mosthenes, Plut. Dem. 28.—2. a ty-

rant of MethjTnna, Arr. 3, 2, 4.—
Others in Strab., etc. : from, ov, {, )
conquering gloriously.—2. granting glo-

rious victory,, Ath., , , Aristonde, fem.
pr. n., Dem. 1047, 6: fem. of, contr.,
ov, 6, Aristondus, of Gela, in Sicily,

leader of a colony to Agrigentum,
Thuc. 6, 4.—Others in Thuc. 2, 22,

Plut., etc. : from
'. ov,{,) of

the best disposition, Anth.^, , , {, -) Arisioxenus, a pupil of Aristotle,

wrote a treatise on music, Strab.

[In Anth. on account of the metre-.]—,{,) to

prepare breakfast,,
things prepared for breakfast, Xen.
Hell. 4, 5, 1. Mid. to get one's break-

fast, Thuc. 4. 30, and Xen., ov. ,(,7)) one who has governed or ad-
ministered best, Inscr., ov,(,")
working best,, Pind. O. 7, 94.

', ,(,)
the best wife, Opp.

14

,(,)=.., ,. best in its kind, and
so m all sorts of relations, like-, to which it serves as superl. : in

Hom. usu. best, bravest, noblest, though
it is disputed whether is

ever used=aptar^£f, chiefs, nobles, cf.

Herm. ad Llmsl. Med. 5, Welcker
Theogn. praef p. xxii : ,
best in a thing, also c. inf.,,, hence ., best,

i. e. easiest to cheat, Thuc. 3, 38 : first

transferred in Att. to 7noral goodness.

Neut. ,=, Soph.
El. 1097 : but as adv., best,

most excellently, etc. : contr. c. artic.

Hom.,' Att., '-
Dor. (On deriv. v..), ov, 6, Aristus, of Sala-

mis in Cyprus, an historian, Air. An.
7, 15, 5., ov, b, (,) the best artificer, , Pind.

Fr. 29., , poet. fem. of sq.,

Theocr. 24, 72.', , b, Aristotle,

earlier name of Battus. founder of

Cyrene, Pind. P. 5, 117.—2. an Athe-
nian, son of Timocrates, Thuc. 3,

105.—3. one of the 30 tyrants, Xen.
Hell. 2, 3, 2.—4. son of Kicomachus,
born at Stagira, B. C. 384, the cele-

brated philosopher, Plut., etc. Others
in Dem., etc.'/.), to be a folloiver of
Aristotle, i. e. to pursue scientific in-

vestigations, Strab., ov, b, Aristotimus, a
tyrant of Eiis, Plut., ov,(,)
=, begetting or bearing

the best children, but—II. pass,-,,=. bom of the

best parents,, Eur. Rhes. 909.^,,, , Aristophanes,

father of Aristoclides, Pind. IN. 3, 34.

—2. the celebrated comic poet of

Athens, Plat., etc.—Others in Diod.

S., etc.^, ov, , Aristophanttis,

masc. pr. n., Hdt. 6, 66.

V, ov, b, Aristophili-

des, ruler of Tarentum, Hdt. 3, 136., , (,) of
best nature, Ecphantus ap. Stob. p. 324.,, b, Aristophon,

a celebrated Athenian painter. Plat.

Gorg.—2. an Athenian archon, 01.

112,3, Pint. Dem. 24.-3. an Athenian
orator and statesman, Thuc. 8, 86.

—

Others in Dem., etc.,, , ,(,) with the best hand,, a con-

test won by the stoutest hand, Soph. Aj.

935., ov, b.Aristratus, masc.
pr. n., Dem. 294, 10.^/., ov, 6, Aristyllus, masc.
pr. n., Ar. Plut. 314, etc., contr., , Arista,

fem. pr. n., Sapph., Anth., , , , (,) bearing the best children, Anth.. (>. b, Ariston, a tvrant
of Byzantium,. Hdt. 4. 138.—2. a
king of Sparta, one of the Proclidae,

Hdt. 1, 67.—Others of this name in
Thuc. 7, 39, Xen., etc., ov, ,(,-) Aristonymus, a naval commander
of the Athenians, Thuc. 4, 122.—
Others in Hdt. 6, 126, Thuc, etc./., ,(, 7.7.) very
slippery or treacherous, Od. 17, 196., , (,) very

famous, .A.nth.

APKE, , (,) ea-

sily known, very clear or manifest, like,, , Hom.

:

also, , are

easy to know, II. 23, 240.—2. clear to

the sight, distinctly visible, Theocr. 24,
39.—II. act. quick at contriving, sharp-

wilted, cunning, prob. 1. Soph. Ant.
347, where the MSS..
Adv.-, contr. -. Hence,, 6, Ariphrades, son
of Automenus. Ai. Eccl. 129., ov, gen.. (,)
very wise or prudent. Hence
y' ., , Ariphron, grand-

father of Pericles, Hdt. 6, 131.—2.
father of the commander Hippocra-
tes. Thuc. 4. 66.-3. brother of Peri-

cles, Plat. Prot. *

V,, b, Arion, a lyric poet
of Methymna in Lesbos, Hdt. 1, 23 :

hence adj., a, ov. [«]^', . , Arcadia, a pro-

vince of the Peloponnesus, Hom.
Adv., from Arcadia, Ap.
Rh. Hence.
V, , . Arcadian, Xen.

or, , , the bar

on which the threads of the warp arc

fastened.,, 6, an Arcadian, usu.
in pi., II. : also as adj., and
so fem., . /, Anth.—II. Areas.

son of Jupiter and Callisto, a king
of Arcadia, Apollod. 3, 8, 2.—2. a
comedy of Antiphanes, Meineke 1,

p. 323., ov, 6, son of Areas, i. e.

lasus, Callim., a, ov, =, of a
bear., ov, , son of Arcei-

sius, i. e. Laertes, Od. 24, 270 ; de-

scendant of Arceisius, as, Ulysses,
Od. 4. 755., ov, , Arceisius, son of
Jupiter and Eur^odia, Od. 13, 182., Att. contr.,
adv. part. pres. from, enough,
abundantly, , 'tis

enough, Aesch. Cho. 892 : -, Vit. Hom.,, , Arcesas, masc.
pr. ., Dem. 1250, 19., ov, (,)
limb-strengthening, , Antiph.. 1, 8.'', , . Ion. -7..
Dor. -•,(,) Arcesila-

VS, leader of the Boeotians before

Troy, II. 2, 495.—2. name of several

kings of Cyrene, of the family of the
Battidae. Hdt. 4, 160, etc.—Others in

Strab., Paus., etc.,, ,() help, aid,

service, Soph. O. C. 73., , , () sufficient,

Chrysipp. Tyan. ap. Ath. 113 B.
Adv. -., , , a juniper-berry,

Theophr. : from, ov, , a juniper-bush,

Lat. juniperus, Theophr., ov, 6, Arceuihus, a river

of Syria. Strab.,, , Arceus, a leader of

the Persians, v. 1. Aesch. Pers. 44.

PKE',,f-e,Lat. ARCEO,
to ward off, keep off', , something
from another, Horn., and Att., also

«770, Hom., also, to keep one from death.

Soph. Aj. 727 : c. dat. only, to assist,

aid, succour, 11. 21, 131, Od. 16,261,

freq. in Soph., and Eur. : the dat.

pers. is omitted, II. 13. 371, etc. : and
from such places came the later and
(in prose) only signf,— II. to Le of
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use. avail, suffice, he slro'ig enough, USU.
c. inf., first in Pind. O. 9, 5 : also c.

part., apKtau, my death

trill sii'jice, Soph. Ant. 547 ;, let him he content to

stay within, Id. Aj. 70, and so in prose,

as Thuc. 2, 47, and Xen. : also o.

dat., to suffice, he enough for, satisfi^,

Hdt. 2, 115. Soph. Ant. 308, etc' :

freq. also absol. to he enough, be strong

enough, avail, , Aesch.

?. 1314, oi'K . Id Pers.

278: hence oft. in part.,,,, sufficient, enough, ,
Hdt. 1,31 :( or, Xen. Mem. 1,2, 1, Synip. 4,

35: cf..—. impers., -
Kfl, 'tis enough for me, I am well

content, c. acc. et. inf., as

kv (\, Soph.
Aj. 80 ; also ..., ... (for

), Xen. Cyr.B, 1, 14, cf. Mem. 1,

4, 13 : also ' 37•., 'tis

enough that I..., Aesch. Thel). 248 :

also absol., or'', since

there is no help, Soph. Tr. 711 ; -, it seems enough, seems

good. Soph. El. 1364 :, a jest has the same meaning,

Plat.Theaet. 174 A, b\it cf Stailb.—
III. rarely c. acc. rei, as -, having accomplished deeds. Soph.
Aj. 439.— B. pass, to be satisfied, con-

tented with a thing,, Hdt. 9, 33,

and freq. in later prose, as Pint.

(.\kin to, q. v., also to,, Buttm. hexi\.\. A.)'., a, ov, also , ov,()
Ep. word, on U'hich one may rely, -^afe,

sure, ov, he shall have no hope to es-

cape, 11. 2, 393 ; vDv tj7-, one of these is cer-

tain, to perish or be saved, II. 15, 502
;., a sure reward, II. 10, 303,

This meanmg is affirmed by Buttm.
to prevail throughout Horn, and Hes.,
while he confines to the later poets,

as Ap. Rh., the sense of—II. enough,

sufficient, ascribed by others to early

Ep., a,,=.^/, ov, , Arconnesus, an
island on the coast of Caria, oppo-
site Halicarnassus, Strab.

'\, , and y,^, a
bear.', , , () a defence

against...,, Alcae. 1.', contr. for,. , ,() an offer-

ing at the Brauronia.", a, ov,() of a hear., verb. adj. from,
one must begin, Soph. Aj. 840 ;, one inust make a beginning.

Plat. Tim. 48 B.—II. from, one

viust govern, Isocr. 298 D, and so
Soph. O. T. 628, unless we can take

for you must be rided, i. e.

obey, cf. 7?., Dinarch.
103, 45, and Ellendt in v.',, , Arcteus, a leader
of the Aegyptians, Aesch. Pers. 312

;

also read in v. 44 for.', to appoint to the service of
(3).— II. to serve as one, Lys.

ap. Harp. in. v., /, , sub., a bearskin.', 7/,,(2) near the

bear. i. e. northern, arctic,, Ar-
ist. Mund.', , ,() begin-

ning, Gramm.^, , 6, Arctinus, an Epic
poet of Miletus, Ath.', ,,^, Galen.
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", ov, and ?/, bear, Od.
—2. , the Great Bear, or Charles'

Wain, elsewh., a constellation

known by Horn, imder both names :

at the greater and lesser bear,

Cic. N. D. 2, 41 : hence the north-

pole, or in genl. the North.—3. , at

Athens, a girl appointed to the service

of Diana Brauronia or ';^ :

she had to sacrifice in a sattron robe

at the Brauronia, Ar. Lys. 645: cf.

and : on the my-
thol. connection of this office with, a hear, cf. MuUer Prolegom.
zur Mvthol. p. 73.

—

I. a kind of fish,

Arist. H. A.

ipo, ov, a, Arctus, a centaur,
Hes. Sc. Here. 186.. ov, <), Arcturus, a bright

star in the forehead of Bootes, Hes.:

hence— II. the time of his rising, the

middle of Sept.. when cattle left the

upland pastures. Soph. O. T. 1137.

(From,, guard, and so=, not from, tad.), ov, (,)
nourishing hears.,, .(, -) the bear-keeper. Arctophylux, a
constellation also called Boote.s.

'7, ov, , dim. of, a
young bear.

i'ApKTuv. Bears' inountain, in

Mysia near Cyzicus, Strab., , ,( 2)=. Anth.^, contr. , ov, , Arcy-
thous, inasc. pr. ., Qu. Sm. 3, 230.

i'ApKVVia, the Hercyninn moun-
tains, i. e. the Hartz mountains in Ger-
many, Arist.", , , Att., a net,

hunter's net, Lat. cassis, Aesch., and
Eur., who uses it mostly in plur.

;

also in Xen., , to set

nets, . to be

caught m nets : metaph. ,
the toils, i. e. perils of the suvrd, Eur.
Med. 1278. (Akin to '.) Hence,, . a net, v. 1. in
Aesch. Eum. 112 Well., , , a placing of
nets : a net, Xen. Cyn. C, 6., ov, ,(.-) a place for spreading nets, the net

itself, lb.
', , ov. Eur. Or. 1420,

Of, ov, Aesch. Ag. 1375, beset or sur-

rounded u'ith nets, to .=-, a net, Aesch. Pers. 99, Soph.
El. 1468 :

—

., death amid
the toils, Aesch. Ag. 1. c.'.\, , .-, to watch nets

:

to keep carefully,, Eupol. In-

cert. 18 : from, ov, ,(,) a
icalcher of nets, Xen. Cyn. 6, 5, etc.,, . a chariot, esp. a

war-chariot, car, with two wheels, in

Horn, very oft. in plur. for sing. ; and
so later, Voss Virg. Eel. 3. 36.-2.
chariot and horses, the yoked chariot,

Hom. ; ,,
etc., Pind. and Trag. : also esp. the

team, the horses ; metaph. of persons,?. , Eur. Andr.
277 : , like-. to keep chariot horses, esp.

chariot horses trained for racing, Xen.
Hier. 11.5; so too .
Plat. Legg. 834 B.^—3. a chariot race.

—II. a mountain district in Attica,

where omens from lightning were
watched for : hence the proverb '', seldom, late, Strab. 619 B,
and Plut.

—

111.=, Plut., cf.

Lob. Aglaoph. 846. (Prob. like -, from copul., .)

,, , () that which
one lifts and bears, a burden ; impost,

tribute, =.— II. that which one

takes, food, nourishment, Hipp.., , Harma, a town of
Boeotia, II. 2, 499.-2. a town in At-
tica, Strab., , , () union, love, in-

tercourse, a Delphic word, Plut., cf.

and ~.?.,..() sustenance

allotted, food. Hes. Op. 558. 765
;
pro-

visions, stores in a ship, Ap. Rh. 1 , 393., . , (,)
an eastern carriage vith a cover, e.sp.

for women and children, Wess. Hdt.
7, 41, often in Xen.. ov, . Ion. , Har-
mannthras, son of Datis, leader of the
Persians, Hdt. 7, 88.,,,() of or
belonging to a chariot,. Eur.,, Xen. : ., Eur. Or.

1385, a kind of dirge, .. in

Plut., is a martial strain : v. Mull.
Eum. ^ 19, 1.,, o,Harmateus.masc.
pr. n. Dem. 1104,2.,() to drive a chariot,

go therein, Eur. Or. 994.,,(,) driving

a chariot.'7., , ,(,-) the driving of a chariot, going there-

in. Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 27.,,(,7.) to

go in a chariot or drive it, Xen. Symp.
4, 6. Hence7, ov, , a driver of
chariots, charioteer, Pind. P. 5, 154.

[], ov, (,7)
driven round by a chariot Or wheel, e. g.

Ixion, Eur. H. F. 1297., , , Harmatides, fa-

ther of Dithyrambus, a Thespian,
Hdt. 7. 227.. , , and,,.=., , , dim. from., , , fem.,. , belonging to, fond of chariots,, Pliilostr..,{.) to

race in a chariot, ApoUod. 3, 5, 5,

where has been pro-

posed, V. Lob. Phryn. 617.,, , a chariot-race,

Strab. : from, ov,(,)
running a chariot-race.,,,^=., ov,(,)
rattling with chariots,, Aesch.
Theb. 204., (,) to

fight in orfrom a chariot./, to build, make a

chariot : from,,(,)
making chariots ; 6., a wheel-wright,

chariot-maker, II. 4, 485.,, 6, , = foreg.,

Thcognost. ap. A. B. p. 1340., = :

from, , (,)=-.\, , , Harmatus, a prom-
ontory of Aeolis, Strab.,, , Harmatus, a

city of Troas, Thuc. 8, 101., (,) to

keep chariot horses, esp. for racing,

Xen. Ag. 9, 6, cf. 2. Hence, , , a keeping of
chariot horses, Xen. Hier. 11,5.,,,(,)



thi course of a chariot, a icheel-track,

Ael., , poet, for foreg.,

11. 23. 505.)?., ,,=,
with a play on, Ar. Pac.

415., ,.=.
'?7, ,,=:,

Welcker Syll. Epigr. 212.', , , Armene. a town of

Paphiagonia, Strab., in Xen. An 5,

9, 15.., , , Armenia, a country

of Asia, divided into Greater and
Ijess Armema, Hdt., etc. : adj. 'Ap-, a, ov, and, , ; adv..'). f.-,{) to sail.. , , the Armenian
moimtain, a branch of Taurus, Hdt.

I, 72., ov, TO, Armenium, a city

of Thessaly, Strab.^, ov, 6, an Armenian, v.

sub ', Hdt.— 2.= 'Ap/iiViOf,

Arminius, Strab., ov,, a sail.Aip. Rh.—.
<i)?V tool or instrument, Hipp. : strictly

neut. from
''-, , ov, joined to,^ fitting

close, fitting, hv ?.•,
II. 18, 600.—ll. fit. proper, suitable,. Find. . 8,96;. Id. . 3, 100:

hence—2. pleasing, agreeable.—3. pre-

pared, ready. (Strictly syncop. part,

aor. 2 mid. from .). ov. , Armenu.9, a Thes-

salian after whom Armenia was said

to have been named. Strab., , , {) junction, union,

Q. Siii.\^.,=,\^., ov,,=/., , v..', Ion. , , Armnes,

grandfather of Darius Hystaspis, Hdt.

7, 11., , ,{) a joining,

joint: arrangement, \50=., a, ov, also , ov, The•
Ogn. ^24,{) fitting together, •
pac, Theogn. 422 : hence wellfitting,

accordant, agreeable,. Id. 724, f5fi-. Find. N. 1, 31, like,
of., . 2—II. obliging, com-

plaisant. Adv. —., ov, , Harmodius, an
Athenian, who, in conjunction with
Aristogiton, slew Hipparchus, Hdt.

5, 55.-2. a historian, Ath. 148 F.,. , Harmor.eia, a coun-
try of Asia, Arr. Ind. 33, 2., , , Harmozice, a city

ol Iberia, Strab.'. adv. part. pres. from

sq.. suitably, properly, Diod., . -, but in Att., except

Trag.',. Lob. Phryn. p. 241{, ). To fit together, join,

esp. of joiner's work, Ttvi , Od. 5,

247 ; and so in mid. to join for one's

self, put tosether, lb. 162 : esp. also tu

fit on clothes, armour, etc., and re-

versely, . .
Find. cf. infr. II. : . t~l, to plant foot on ground. Eur.

Or. 233. also.-, Simon.
23. 4 : . , to bring

judgment upon one, Solon 28. 17 :

also. , to grant one life.

Find. N. 7, 145 : in geul. to prepare,

make ready. Soph. Tr. 687.—2. esp.

of marriage, -, to marry one\i daughter to any
one, Hdt. 9, 108 ; also - -, Find. P. 9, 207 ; .,

, etc.. Find., and Eur. Mid.
to marry, take to U'ife, Hdt. 5, 32.

Pass, , be

married to. Hdt. 3, 137, v. Wyttenb.
Flut. 2, 133 C.—3. to bind fast.., Eur. Bacch. 231.—4.

to set in order, arrange, govern,-, to command an army. Find. N. 8,

20,', Eur. Tro. 758 : so

in pass.?. I wn.s

taught, drilled xvith cuffs. Ar. Eq. 1230:

esp. among the Lacedaemonians, to

rule as 7/, Xen. Rep. Lac. 14,

2.—5. to arrange according to the laws

of harmony, compose ; to tune instru-

ments, hence Plat. Phileb. 56 A,
Phaed. 85 E, etc. : also in mid., -

?.vpav., Plat.

Rep. 349 E, 591 D ; and so, to compose
music for the lyre, Stallb. Plat. Lach.
188 C : hence absol.,. in

harmony or tune. Flat. ; cf Wyttenb.
ut sup.—II. intrans. to fit, fit well,

strictly of clothes, armour, etc.,,
II. 3, 333, so ' ',
II. 17, 210 ; so/ -. Find. . 4, 141,, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 16.

—2. to fit, suit, he adapted, fit for..
Soph. O. T. 902, - ,'. Ant.

1318, also ' or . Plat. : absol.

in part., . Find. P.

4, 229, so too in pass.. Soph. Ant. 570,

cf.—3. impers., it

is fitting, Lat. decet, c. inf , uv. Soph. Tr. 731, -, Dem. 240, 2, cf 1025. 4.-4. part., c. gen.. Polyb. 1, 44.,, . Harmozon, a
promontory of Carmania in the Per-

sian gulf, Strab., , . Harmothoe, an
Amazon, Qu. Sm. 1, 44., oft. wrongly written

(Lob. Phryn. 19), adv.=(!t/jri.,
just, newly, lately. Aesch. Prom. 615,

ubi v. Blomf, (In fact, an old dat.

from. cf.,. etc.), ov Ion. , , Harmo-
eydes, masc. pr. n., Hdt. 9, 17., to join together: from, ov,{, ?.) join-

ing together., , ,{) a fitting,

joining together, joint, cramp, like -, Od. 5, 248. 361, Ar. Eq. 533.—II.

a union between persons, league, cove-

nant, II. 22, 255, in plur.

—

III. an or-

dering, ordinance, decree, hence fate,

destiny, ., Aesch. Pr. 551.

—IV. proportion : hence as a term in

music, the relation of sounds, harmony,
concord, unison; first as a mytholog.
person, Harmonia. daughter of Mars
and Venus, wife of Cadmus, H. Hom.
Ap. 195, and then as appellat, .
?.. Soph. Fr. 232, and freq. in

Flat. : also a special kind of music,

measure, as , Find. .
4, 73. cf Plat. Rep. 443 D, sq., Arist.

Pol. 8. fin. ; the technical term in

the musical writers was, q. v.

—

2. in Rhet. the intonation or modulation

of the voice, Arist. Rhet. 3, 1, 4.-3.
in genl. harmony, any harmonious ar-

rangement, agreement, etc.. Plat. :

hence /.,-om-

ans perverse nature or temper, Eur.
Hipp. 162.'. ov, . Harmonides, prop.

son of Harmon, father of Pherechis,
II. 5. 60.—2. a musician, pupil of Ti-
motheus, Luc. Harm. 1., . ,{) har-

monical, skilled iti musical harmony.
Flat. : TU. Flat. Phaedr.
268 E, or -, sub., Arist.

APNE
Metaph., the theory or science of music,
music., ov, fitting, harmonious,
LXX. Adv. -.', , 6, a fitting or joining, a
joint, ', a
joint or opening in the tomb made by
tearing away the stones, Soph. Ant.
1216; a cramp. peg, nail, Eur. Erechth.
17, 12 : a limb, esp. the shoulder, Lat.
armus : , a chink in the

fastening of a door, Dion. H. (From
for copul.,, like ; so

too, -, etc.), , .{) arrange-
ment : tuning of an instrument."., ,{) a joining
together, fitting, adapting.',, ,{) that

which is joined together, joined work,
Eur. Hel. 411., , 6, = sq. : poet,
also, a commander,-, Aesch. Eum. 456., ov, ,{) one who
joins, arranges, governs, a governor,
esp. a harmost, the governor of the
Greek islands and towns in Asia
Minor sent out by the Lacedaemo-
nians during their supremacy, Thuc.
8, 5, and Xen., cf. Herm. Pol. Ant.
ij 39 : also the governor of a dependent
colony, Xen. An. 5, 5, 19., , ,{) fitted

for joining together.', , , verb. adj. from, joined, fitted, adapted,

, Polyb. : betrothed, married : ar-

ranged, ordered, governed., , , =,
q•^•,,{) arranging,
governing, .^., adv. part. pres. from, fittingly., Att. for, q. v.. ace. of *, dual,
plur., etc., v. sub *.'^, . ai, Arnae, a city of
Chalcidice, Thuc. 4, 103.\, ov, , Arnaeus, proper
name of the beggar Irus, Od. 0, 5.

—

2. father of Megamede, Apollod. 2,

4, 10.,, , a sheep^s skin. Ar.

Nub. 730, Flat. Symp. 220 B. (As
if from *, a dim. of.)
V, ov, , Amapes, a Per-

sian, Xen. Hell. 1, 3, 8.. , 7/,= foreg.,,, {*) of lamb
or sheep,, Orac. ap. Hdt. 1,47:
a-, slaughtered sheep. Soph. Aj.

309., ov, 6, a young ram just

full-grown, Hom. Orig. a masc. adj.,

as appears from , a male
sheep, Od. 10, 572.. ov, 6, {*,)
feasting on lambs, Anth., dep. c. fut. mid.-,
and aoF. pass,. but also

aor. mid., Hdt. 3, 1. Opp.
to, to deny, disown, ,
Hom. : opp. to, to refuse, de-

cline, Od. 21, 345: absol. to say no,

decline, Hom. : construct, in prose
(where it is not very freq.) usu. c.

inf, to refuse to do, Hdt. ; and in Att.

c. et inf , Antipho 123. 12: also. 01'.... ov..., to deny that it

is..., Xen. Rep. Ath. 2, 17, Lys. 100,

41 : also c. part., ov. Eur. Ale. 1158, cf Or.

1582. (Ace. to Pott from a-, uva,
negat., and * (>. .),, .{)^=-, jumper, tumbler, 1. 10,

211
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742: a^soatZiwrr, Oil. lU, 113. -(Prob.

from*. strictlj• ont• thai butts and

frisks like a lamb ) Hence
'ApvtvTTipia., , the art of tum-

bling or diviii'4./, , ,^'^.,^') to frisk like a lamb,

tumble, Lye. 405, to plunge headlong

into the ivater, to dive, lb. 1103.

t'Apv//, , , Ame, a ciiy of Boeo-

tia, 11. 2. 507.-2. a city of Thessaly

on the Maliacus Sinus, Thuc. 1, 12.

'Apvijtr., , v..
', ov, {, )

denying God, atheistic, Eccl.''. , ,[)
to be denied. Soph. Phil. 74.'. , ,{) a de-

nying, denial, '. Aesch. Eum. 588 ;
also foLl.

by // c. inf., Dem. 392, 12.^7], ov, (,) denying Christ, Eccl.', , ,{) refu-

sing, denying, negative. Ailv. -.. , , dim. from*, a

little ra:n, lambkin, Lys. 90C, 2.— 11. a

sheep-skin, flue, Luc., ifSor, ij, a ffsliiml at Argos,

in which dol;s were slain, held in

memory of Linus, who was said to

have been torn to pieces by dogs,

Conon 10 : also called,,
, Ael. . . 12, 34, cf..
f\, . y, Arnissa,di city of

Macedonia, Thuc. 4, 128.— 2. a city

of lllyria. I'tol., ov, , (.
7.) prub. a kind of plantagu,

Tragop. 150.', , , gen. without

noin., the noin. in use being au-, q. v., (later, as Aesop, ):
early authors have,, :

du. (", pi., g., d. -
(Rp. ), ace., a

lamb, Lai. agnus, agna, Horn., etc. :

also a sheep, Od. 4, 85. (Hence &p-, : akin to Lat. aries, and
prob. to Engl. ram. cf. ), but not

to uljbrjv, avi'ip. Pott Etymol. Forsch.

I, 223: the Saner, urnaju means
woolly, lb. 2, 407.)

\\, ov, 0, Arnus. a river of

Etruria now the Amo. Strab.
', ov, {,)

lamb-devouring, Nonn. [], defect, dep., used only

in pres. and iinpf., lengthd. form of

(cf. . ),
wnich supplies the fut. and
other tenses. To receive for one's self,

reap, win, gain. earn. esp. of honour
or reward, ^,, 11•, 3,
II. 22, 160 ; so , to

carry off one's life a prize, i. e. rescue

it from perils, Od. 1, 5 : SO too in

Soph., Eur., and once or twice in

the prose of Plat., e. g. .,
like. Plat. Prot. 340 ,
Rep. 310 G:? ., to choose

rather, prefer, i-egg. 941 C:_al.sO in

bad sense., to earn shame,
Eur. Hec. 1073. Cf. Ruhnk. Tun.. ov, , {, (5//) one

who singsfor a lamb, cf.., , , Aroanius, a river

of northern Arcadia, Strab.

"Apo/ia., , () later and
worse form for, Lob. Phryn.
227.. uv, , Aromata, a city

of Lydia, Strab., Ion. aor. 2 mid. of alpw,

Hom., v. 1. for,
q. V.", ov, TO, Lat. arum, the wake-

mbin.
212

APOT, , , use. profit. Aesch.

Supp. ass. (Rare word, "perh. akin

to apt-,, etc.) [a]', ov, {) arable, fruit-

ful, ., corn-land, Or. Sib.

:

also metaph. fit for engendering chil-

dren. Soph. Ant. 509 m poet, form, cf. Lob. Phryn. 227.,, , {) a plaughing,

tillage.— II. arable land, corn-land, Lat.

arvum, Od. 9, 134.

'ApoT/'tp,, ,{) a plougher,

husbandman, 11., and Hdt. : also, a steer for ploughing, Hes. Op.

403.— II. metaph. a begetter, father,, Eur. Tro. 135.
',,^, Lye.'. ov, 6,—, Pmd. I.

1, 07, Hdt. 4, 2: ,
workmenof the Muses, i. e. poets, Pind.

N. 0, 55.
', ov. {) belonging to

ploughing or sowing : upa, seed-time,

Arat.", ov, ,{) a tilling, till-

age, ploughing ; in genl. husbandry,

so in Od. 9, 122, in plur. : / ', to live by husbandry, Hdt. 4,

40: metaph. the procreation ofchildren,

was the

customary phrase in Athen. mar-

riage-contracts, Heind. Plat. Crat.

406 B, ef...—2. the crop,

fruit of the field, Soph. O. T. 270, ubi

Schol. : also corn-land, a

field. Aesch. Suppl. 038: metaph. up.,, as we say seed, Eur.

Ion 1095, Med. 1281.—II. oxyt. -, the season of tillage, seed-time,

Hes. Op. 456, etc. : hence the year.

Soph. Tr. 69, 825, where hovvever

Herm., as also the Edd. of Hes., re-

tain the usual accent., , , {) tilled, that

can be tilled., a, ov, of corn-land,

Anth., , o,= sq., v. 1. Orac.

Dem. 531, 19.-, , 6,^=, a

plougher,, Anth.', to till, plough, Orph., ov, ,=: be-

longing to the plough,,,
Anth.,=, Theophr., susp.

by Lob. Phryn. 254., ov, of or belonging to

husbanilry, epith. of Apollo, Orph., , , ploughed

land.
', ov, 6, a plougher,

who goes backwards and forwards

as in the?, Anth., ,{,)
like a plough, Diod. : from

'Aporpoi', 01'. TO, {) a plough,

Lat. nratrum. Hom., etc. : sometimes

in plur. for sing., as in Mosch., ov, {, -) working with the plough,,
Anth.,, ,^{,) plough-share, LXX.. , f. -,{,) to draw the plough, Anth.. , . the Arrerni, a

people of Gallia Aquitania, Strab.. , , Arupinum, a

city of lllyria, Strab., , , () tilled

arable land, seed-land, corn-land. I/at.

arvum, Hom.: also in genl., like ,
ground, soil, land, hence,father-land, Hom.,.,, Pind. : the whole earth, Od.

7, 332: metaph. of a woman as pro-

ducing seed Aesch. Theb. 754, Soph.

. . 1257; cf. ^— II. later a
measure of land. Hence', ,, belonging to

corn-land, rustic : ., a field-mouse,

Hdt. 2, 141., ov, , = foreg., ,
Babr. 108, 27.,,, dim. from., ov,(,)
working in the field, Anlh., f. -, poet,- : aor. 1, pass, : Ion. inf. })res.

or, Hes. Op. 22 :

Ion. part. pf. pass,, Hom.,
and Hdt., cf. Spitzn. 11. 18, 548, (perh.

from ), to plough, till, Lat. arare,

Od. 9, 108. in lengthd. poet, form
for : metaph. of poets,

Pind. N. 10, 49, cf.. —U. to

sotv. trans., also intrans.,, Heind. Plat. Phaedr. 276 B,

cf.—2. metaph., of the man,
to get inth child, .
Soph. . . 1497. and in pass., of the

child,•, was begotten, lb. 1485.

—

B. mid. to enjoy the fruits of tillage,

and so in genl., like, to

enjoy,. Soph. Fr. 298.}, adv..() by rob-

bery or rapine. A p. Rh., , ,^, The-
mist.

'ApTTUy^, f/, -, () seizure,

rapine, robbery, rape, first in Solon 15,

13: , found
guilty of rape, Aesch. Ag. 534 : -, to plunder, Hdt. 1, 5 :

also' in plur., Hdt. 5, 94, Aesch., and
Eur.—11. the thing seized, booty, prey,

plunder, Tov ,
Aesch. Pers. 752, .so too up—,,, Aesch., and Eur. : also -

. to make boott/ oj

a thing, Thuc. 8, 62, cf.• '.— HI.

greediness, rapacity, Xen. Cyr. 5, 2, 17., , , a ho^k. esp. for

drawing up a bucket.—2. fee rake, Lat.

harpago, Eur. Cycl. 33., a, ,=.., Orph.), , ov,() plun-

dered, got by rapine, CM. Cer. 9.

Adv. -. ?, ov, , a vessel like the7., . , Harpagiov., a

place in Mysia. near Sidene, where
Ganymede was carried off, Thiic. 8,

107 ; in Strab.. . .",. , (^) rob-

bery : booty, plunder, Aeschin. 85, 27,

cf.—2. a catch, a windfall,

Heliod.. , , robbery, rape,

Pint.—2. plb.=p)'^ II, N. T.,

V. Schleusn.^, ov, , Harpagus. minis-

ter of king Astyages of Media, Hdt.

1, 80.

—

-i. a commander of Darius

Hystiispis. Hdt. 6,28.—3.v."Ap7r«(TOf.'2, (fut., but Att.

always (or /, as

Ar. Pac. 1118, Eccl. 806), Lob. Phryn.

211, Hoin. has both forms in act.):

to tear, snatch, ravish away, to carry

off. harry away, ..., II. 3, 444,

etc., also , II. 17, 02

:

also c. ace. only, flom. ; so in part.,, Lat. raptim frre,

Od. , 48, cf. 5, 416.-2. to seize,

grasp hastily,, II. 12, 445 : of a

ball, to catch : also to grasp with the

mm\, catch, apprehend. Lob. Soph. Aj.

2.—3. to seize and overpower, orcrinnji•

ter. . , Aesch.
Theb. 259 : also to seize or occupy a
post, Xen.—1. in Soph. Aj. 2,, J see

thee always seeking to seize an upper-

1



tunity of attempting, cf. Lob. ad. 1.

—

II. to plunder, -, etc., Xen., and Dem. (The
root seems to have been -, akin

to-, q. v. ; hence, ~-, "Auvtai, and ^roh.- • v.

further Lepsius ap. Donalds. New
Cratyl. p. 200.) Hence-, , , fem. of sq.,

Anth.-,, ,{) arob-

ber, 11. Hence—, ov, thievish, Lye.'--, ov, .^-, a
robber.—2. as adj., thievish.'-, ,,=7.
Adv. -.. , , snatched, seized

in haste, with hurry, Hes. Op. 682.
'\-.,,, Ion. for.

Call.~?., ov, a, a hunting imple-

ment, 0pp., a, ov, and sometimes

, ov, {) grasping, greedy :

drawing to one's self, attractive, allur-

ing,, Od. 8, 164: hence de-

lightful, charming, pleasayit, opp. to. Theogn. 1353 Bekk-, so uv-, Mimnerm. 1, 4. so too

Find. P. 8, 93 ; 10, 96. Adv.,-, he ate greedily, Od. 6, 250 :

but ., to sleep pleasantly,

Mimnerm. 8, 8.',, 6, liarpaleus, son
of Lycaon, Apollod., f. -, () to

catch at. receive, excipere,,
Aesch. Theb. 243., and7.6, v.-
7.., , Hnrpalion, son
of Pylaemenes, 11. 13. 644.-2. son
of Arizelus, Qu. Sm. 10. 75.

'/., ov, 6. Harpalus, a gover-

nor of Babylon under .\lexander the

Great, Arr.iAn. 3. 6, 19.

t'Aprra/u/ojf, 01'. 6. Harpalycns, son
of L^caon^ Apollod.—2. teacher of

Hercules isj; boxing. Theocr. 24, 114.", ,, 6, ,() rob-

bing, rapacarus, Lat. rapax. At. Eq.
137.. Id. Fr. 525 : also with a
neuter, , Anth.— II.

mostly as subst., a robber, peculator,, Ar. Nub. 350.—2.

.. a hooked dart. App., but v. Lob.
Paral. 131.—3. , robbery, rapine, Hes.
Op. 354.. ov, (,) liv-

ing by rapine, Archestr. ap. Ath. 4 E.", . , =.
Plat. Legg. 906 D. the more Att. form
ace. to Lob. Phryn. 241.,,^. Plut., . 6, Harpasus, a tribu-

tary of the Araxes in Pontus, Xen.
An. 4, 7, 18: in Diod. S. called

"-.—2. tributary of the Maean-
der in Caria, Qu. Sm. 10, 144., , ,=^,
of bn-ds of prey, Arist. Physiogn.. ov, , dim. from sq., ov, , a kind of ball:

also the game catch-ball, Lat. harpas-

ta. V. and. Hemst.
Ar. Plut. p. 282. Strictly neut. from, , , robbed, to be rob-

bed : to be caught.. , () flat, level,

Nic. (Perh. for.), , . a rope, cord, for

binding or for snaring game, Xen.
Cyr. 1.6, 28 : the twist or thread of

which cloth is made. Hdt. 3, 47, Crit.

18 : bow-string, Anth. Hence, f. -, to catch or tie

with an.

APPE, , , =,
Anth., . , also, , 6,

hidge, thorn-hedge, Nic.", , ,{) bird of
prey, prob. a species of falcon, II.

19, 350.—II. a sickle, Hes. Op. 571 :

hence the scimetar of Perseus, Pher-
ecvd. 10 : also an elephant-goad :

elsewh., v. Jacobs Ael. 13,

22 : also a harpoon.

V, and-, , , Har-
pinna, a place in Elis, near the Al-

pheus, Strab., , , Arplnum, a city

of Latium, the birth-place of Marius
and Cicero, now Arpino, Plut. Cic. 8,

Strab.

or., ?!,=:,
akin to3, Call. Fr. 66.. , , HarpocrStes,

son of Isis, god of silence among the
Egyptians, Anth.., , Harpocrati-

on. a celebrated Grammarian, Ath.

V . . Arpoxais, son of

Targitaus, Hdt. 4, 5.", . a'l, the Harpies, i. e.

the spoilers, mythical beings, greedy
after prey, and hideous of shape, first

met with in Od., as carrying off any
one who has utterly disappeared, 1,

24 1 ; 20, 77. Later authors tu rned them
into whirlwinds or water-spouts, and
Hes. makes them sisters of Aello and
Iris : but they are persons in A p. Rh.
2, 188, sq., and Virgil. A singular,", mother of the
horses of Achilles by Zephyrus. oc-

curs II. 16. 150, of course with notion
of hurry, speed. (A quasi-participial

form from*=:, cf.,.). ov,(",)
Harpy-legged, ., the Si-

rens. Lye. (Passow from. Har-
py-sprung.), . Aeol. for, union,

love, Parthen. ap. E. M., cf., . . Harpys. a fabled

stream in the Peloponnesus, Apollod.
I, 9. 21.

/5-, in words beginning with ,
is doubled after a prefix.^.^ ^)3, with a

euphon., like=.'/)3, ov, not striped, Arist.

H. A., , , earnest-money,

caution-money, deposited in case of

purchases, etc.,Isae. 71,20: in genl.

a pledge, earnest, Lat. arrhabo. arrha.

, Antiph.. 1 : cf Diet. -
tiqq. p. 107. Hence'), fut. -, to secure by
earnest-money : in genl. to take into

one's service, engage, Eccl., , (a .,) un-
broken, continuous, Arist. Probl. : that

camiot be rent or broken, Theophr.

—

II. /., an eye not bursting into

tears,^ Soph. Fr. 847., ov, (a priv.-) not thoughtlessly inade.', f. -,=^, Ael.", ov, (a priv.,) un-
watered, unwet, Strab.", ov. only found in Plat.

Rep. 535 C, and Crat. 407 D, where
it is explained by^,-. firm, solid, unchangeable.

(Prob. from,, Ruhnk.
Tim. : others take it=.), fV,= sq., Arat."&, ov, (a priv.,) un-
sewed, without seam, N. T.", ov, poet,, (

priv.,) undone, II. 19, 150: un-

made, unfinished.', ov, , Arrhenides, an
Athenian archon, Diog. L. 7, 10.

—

2. father of Callicles, Plut. Dem.
25., ov, TO, v.., , , {) male,
Theophr. Adv. -., , , begetting or
bearing of male children, Arist. H. A.

:

from, ov, {, *)
begetting or bearing viale children, Arist.

H. A.7., , gen. ,(,
/.) hermaphrodite, of both sexes,

Ath., , , (, -) Lat. cinaedus, Anth.^),,(,) to beat

male children, Strab.
', ov,(.)

masculine-looking, epith. of Diana,
Orph.,, , ,(,) ivith or of a boy, •, Anth.', , (',)
favouring the generation (\f males, Ael.,, ,() man-
hood, Hierocl., to bear male children

:

from, ov, (,)) bearing male children, Diosc.

— II. (rarely) begetting male children. , ,(,-
)=^, late word., ,() to make manly.

Pass, to become a man, do the duties of
a man, Luc., ,(,) man-
ly-looking. Adv. -., , , manly look:

in genl. manliness. Plat. Symp. 192

A : from, , also , , Lob.
Phryn. 106, (. / manly-look-

ing, courageous, Plat. Legg. 802 E.
Adv. -., , (a priv.,) strict-

ly of a balance, inclining to neither

side, unwavering, even : hence without

bias, without weight, imperceptible, Plut.

Adv. -. Hence, , , an equilibrium, esp.

of the soul, Diog. L. 9, 74., .=, Aristid.", ov, (a priv.,)
unbroken, no,t to be broken or rent,-,,, Horn., so too,, Aesch. : metaph. 7iever

worn out, untiring, ', II. 2,490:
also ^. , an unend-
ing battle, II. 13, 360. Adv.-,., . Lys. 182., , , silence: from, , gen., ( piiv.,) irithout speech, silent., , j), , , gen., old Att.. Ion.. male,

opp. to ?' : hence masculine, man-
ly, strong : as subst., , of gen-
der, the male : to^ .
Bast. Ep. Cr. p. 144 : the form -

only is found in Hom., and Att.

till Plat., while Hdt. uses only the
Ion. : the same may be said of
all derivs. and compds. (Shortened

: prob. akin to upi-, and perh. to". etc.)^. , fierce, savage, of dogs,

Theocr. 25, 83.
" (Prob. a collat. form

of from.), , , ()=-, Nicoph. Incert. 3.', , , Arretium, a city

of Etruria, now Arezzo, Strab.
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APPTf.)1>', ov, {(-, ',) of ineffably deli-

cate odour, Anth.
'/)/)/070£'. (//7/0(•,) to

act infaniotislij, Eccl.; and
'^, , , an infamous

course of action; from')/-, ur,(,)
actuifi infamously, Luc.

/!)7). ov, l>, Arrketus, son of

Priam, Apollod. 3, 12, 5., or, also , ov, Eur. Hec.

201, (a priv., fir/ef/rni) unsaid, unspo-

ken, Lat. indiclus, Ocl. 14, 400: tiot

made knoirn or published, untaught.

Soph. O. T. 301 — II. not to be said or

told, and so— 1. not to be divulged, for-

bidden, secret, mysterious,,, Hdt. 5, 83 ; 6, 135 : hence '>., the maid whom none may name,

of Proserpine, Eur. Alex. 22, cf.

Hel. 1307 : but also—2. unutterable,

inexpressible, horrible, Lat. nefnndus,

freq. in Soph., and Eur. : upfri/r' u/V, horrible, most horrible, Soph.

O. T. 405.—3. shameful to be spoken,/, dicenda tacenda,

>em. 268, 13 : cf..—. in

Malhem., like, irra-

tional quantities, surds, opp. to ?/,
Plat. Hipp. Maj. 303 B, cf. Rep. 546

C. Adv. -., {, )) to

carry the peplos etc. of Minerva in

procession, Ar. Lys. 642. Hence,, , the procession with

the peplos m honour of Minerva, Lys.'., •, ai, (, -) at Athens, two 7naidens, chosen
from their seventh year, tcho carried

the peplos nvd other holy things {]-) of Minerva in the Scirophona,

Plat. (Com.) Hell. 7, cf. Lob. Agia-

oph. 872 : others wrote it- or/. which jioints to ",,
a daughter of Cecrops, who was
worshii)ped along with Minerva. Cf.

Diet. Antiqq. s. v.. , ol. Arrhechi, a Tpeople

on the Maeotis, Strab., , , the Arrhiani, a

people of the Thracian Chersonese,

Thuc. 8, 104., ov, 6, Arrian, a philoso-

pher and historian of Nicomedia in

Bithynia, pupil ofEpictetus, Luc, etc., ov, o, Arrhias, leader of

the body-guard of Alexander the

Great, Ael. V. H. 14, 18.^., , Arrhibaeus,\eadeT

of the Macedonians of Lyncus, Thuc.
4, 79., ov. (a priv.,) not

shivering from cold or shuddering from
fear, Anth. [I], ov, (a priv.,) with-

out shivering from cold or shuddering

from fear, Arist. Sens., ov, (a priv.,^i'fa) not root-

id, Arist. H. A., ov, (a priv.,) not

rooted, not having struck root, Arist.

H. A.
and,, b, , (a priv.,

^ii') like upiv, without 7iose. Strab.', ov, (a priv.,)
not cooled or dried. Gal., ov, b, Att. , a basket, Ar.

A v. 1309.
,', a and ov, 6, Arrhybas,

masc, pr. n. Arr. An. 3, 5, 5.^, , f. -, to be-. Plat. Legg. 802 E. Hence. . , want of rhythm or

proportion. Plat. Rep. 401 A.^. ov. not reduced to

rhythm, Arist. Metaph., ov, , {(,
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vivo) an immoderate dritiker, Timon
ap. Ath. 445E., ov, (a priv.,)
without rhythm, proportion, or order,

misuitablc, not filling. Xe.n. Mem. 3,

10, 11; Ti3 ., =. Plat.

Rep. 400 D. Adv. -, oat of time,

Alex. Inceit. 7., ov, (a priv.,-) unsoded., ov, ( priv.,) not

dirty., ov, (a priv.,) un-

ivashen, Nic.. ov, (a priv.,-
)) not carried off as a hostage, pledge,

or booty, Aesch. Supp. 610 : 7iot to he

treated as such, Dion. H., ov,{.,)
unwrinkled, Anth.,. Ion. for 6-,.,, b,Arrhon, masc. pr.

. Pans.—2. the Latin Aruns, Plut.

Popl. 9.,, , , ( priv.,)
without cleft or breach, unbroken, .
Soph. Ant. 251 : also c. neut.,-, like. Id. Fr.

108, cf. Lob. Paral. 287.uu.,tobeo, Xen.,
and Dem. Hence, , , weakness,

sickliness, Dem. 24, 5 : Stoico, the i?n-

perfection of all but philosophers, Cic.

Tusc. 4, 10., ov, gen. ,=-. name of a play of Eupolis.,, ,() weak-

ness, faintness, sickness, disease, Thuc.
7, 47 : . , inability

to serve. Id. 3, 15 : hence, to be weakly, ill, Arist.

Eth. N., ov, {a priv.,)
weak, feeble, sickly, . ,
Xen. Apol. 30 : . , remiss in

a thing, Thuc. 8, 83. Adv. -.
^,,, and -, Aeol. aor. I act. and mid.

from, Horn.
V, ov, b, Arsaces, a Persian
who perished in the expedition of

Xerxes against Greece, Aesch. Pers.

996.—2. the family name of the Par-

thian kings, Strab. ; hence called Ar-
sacidae, from the founder of the line., , , Arsacia, a city of

Media, Strab., , , Arsahis, masc. pr.

n. Plut.

V, ov Ion. , , Arsame-
nes, son of Darius Hystaspis, Hdt. 7,

68., ov Ion. , , Arsames,
father of Hystaspes, Hdt. 1,209.-2.
son of Darius Hystaspis, leader of

the Aethiopians, Hdt. 7, 69.-3. lead-

er of the Aegyptians from Memphis
in the army of Xerxes, Aesch. Pers.

37.—Other distinguished Persians in

Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 3, etc., ov, b, Arseas, masc. pr. n.

Arr. An. 4, 13.', ov, , Arist. Plant., ov, , the yellow sul-

phuret of arsenic, orpimeni. Gal. of, and Diet. Antiqq. p. 108., , [, *)
male, Aesch. Supp. 818.^, , {, -), swarm of men, Aesch.
Supp. 30.

V7, , , Arselis, masc. pr.

. Plut., . Ion. and old Att. for

later, q. v.', ijg, i], Arsene, a lake of

Armenia through which the Tigris

flows, Strab.

V, ov, b. Arses, son and suc-

cessor of Artaxerxes 111. of Persia,

Arr. 2, 14, 2.

f, , , Arsinoe, daughter
of Phegeus, Apollod. 3, 7, 5. — 2.

daughter of l.eucippus, and, ace. to

some, mother of Aesculapius, Apol-
lod. 3, 10,3.-3. the nurse of Orestes,

who saved him, Pind. P. 11, 26.—4.

daughter of Ptolemy Lagus, Theocr.
15, 111.—5. daughter of Lysimachus
and wife of Ptolemy Philadelphus,
Pans., etc.—II. the name of several

cities: 1. in lower Aegypt, on the

Arabian gulf, Strab.— 2. in middle
Aegypt, earlier Crocodilopolis, Strab.

—Others in Cyrenaica, Aethiopia,

etc., Strab., etc., ov, , Arsinoiis, masc.
pr. n. II. 11, 62G., ov.{) fitting, suiting to-

gether, agreeing, friendly, cf. the opp.., , ,, , gen. -, contr. for, . Horn.
Yen. 212., , ,() raising or

lifting, as of the foot in walking,
Arist. Probl. : a putting up, building,

Polyb.—II. a lifting or taking away,
abolition, Arist. Metaphys. — 111. a
raising, levying of taxes, customs,
tribute, LXX.— IV. in music and
metre, the rise of the voice on the first

syllable, arsis, ictus, Herm. Eleni.Metr.

p. 6, opp. to : hence. to keep time.—V. in

late Rhet. , a negation./, ov, , Arsites, a Persian
satrap, Arr. An. 1, 12, 8., Aeol. fut. of for.
V,, , Artabazanes,

son of Darius Hystasj)is, Hdt. 2, 7.

V, ov, u, Artabazrs, son
of Tigranes king of Armenia, Plut.

Crass., ov, b, Artalazns, son

of Pnarnaces, leader of the Parthians

and Chorasmians under Xerxes, Hdt.

7, 60.—Others in Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 9;
etc.

V, ov, b, Artabinus, son
of Hystaspes, Hdt. 4, 83.-2. an Hyr-
canian, murderer of Xerxes, Died. S.
—3. the last king of the Parthians,

Hdn. 4, 10, etc., ov, b, Artahates, masc.

pr. n. Hdt. 7, 65., '. . a Persian measure,
artaba,— \ medimuus + 2 choenices,

Wess. Hdt. I, 192.^. , ol, the Artabri, a

people of Spain, Strab., , b, Artagerses, a

Persian, Xen. Cyr. 6, 3. 31.-2. a

commander of Artaxerxes', Xen. An.
1, 7, 11., , . Artagerae, a

fortress of Armenia, Strab., , , Arlazostre,

daughter of Darius Hystaspis, Hdt.

6, 43.^, ov, , Artaeus. a Persian,

Hdt. 7, 22^ who, 7, 61. says the Per-

sians were called by the neiglibour-

ing nations., , , Artacacna, a

city of Aria, Strab., , , Artacama, wife
of Ptolemy, Arr. 7, 4, 6., a, 6, Artacamas, masc.
pr. n., Xen. Cyr. 8, 6, 7.

V, , , Ariuce. a city and
mountain of Cyzicus, Hdt. 4, 14:

hence, a, ov, of Ariace ;, ov, an inhab. of Artace.



.', , , Artacene, a dis-

trict near Arbela, Strab.

V , 7, ,, Artacia, a
fountain in the country ol the Laes-
trygones, Od. 10, 103.—2. a fountain
in Cyzicus, Ap. Rh. 1, 957.^, a. and -, ov, b, Arta-
mes, masc. pr. n. Aesch. Pers. 318.), to cut in pieces, cut up,

Eur. El. 816 : also .. Id.

Ale. 494 : from, , , a butcher, cook,

Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 4 : murderer. Soph., 7, , {) that by
which something is hung up, a rope,

cord, hatter, Aesch. Ag. 1091 : also .'/, ^.. Soph.
t'Aprai7/f. 01', , Artanes, son of

Hystaspes, Hdt. 7, 224.-2. a tribu-

tary of the Ister in Thrace, Hdt. 4,

49.—3. a river of Bithynia, Arr.', uv, . Artaxata, the
chief city of Greater Armenia, Strab., , , Artaxtrxes, the
name oi three Persian kings, Hdt. :

it signifies, ace. to Hdt. 6, 98, the

great warrior, b . (De-
rived from Arta, honoured, and Xerx-
is^Sansc. kshatra, a king.), , , Artaxias, a king
of Armenia, Strab.

V, , , Artaozus, a friend

of Cyrus the younger, Xen. An. 2, 4,

16.

Vkpaa.a,b,Atapatas,x\en^L
of Cyrus the younger, Xen. An. 1 , 6, 1 1., a and ov, b, Artas, masc.
pr. n. Thuc. 7, 33., ov, b, Artayctes, leader
of the Mosynoeci under Xerxes, Hdt.
7, 23., , , Artaynte, fem. pr.

n..Hdt. 9, 108.

V, ov Ion. , b, Artayn-
tes, masc. pr. n. Hdt. 8, 130., ov, b, Artaphernes, a

brother of Darius Hystaspis, Hdt. 6,

94.—2. son of foreg.. Id. ib.—Another
mentioned in Thuc. 4, 50., Ion. , , Arta-

chaees, son of Artaeus, commander
under Xerxes, Hdt. 7, 22.

V, ov,b,Artacha£us, masc.
pr. n., Hdt. 7, 63., Ion., , f. -,
(*) to fasten to, hang one thmg
upo7>. another,. tl, or, and Thuc. 2, 76,

: . ', to hang, Eur.
Andr. 811. Pass, to be hung upon,
hang upon, , Eur. Hipp. 857 :

hence USU. to depend upon. Lat. pen-
dereab aZi^wo, Hdt. 3, 19; 6, 109, etc. ;, on whom
the rest of the Persians depend, i. e.

whom they acknowledge as their
chiefs, Id. 1, 125; so ^?, Dem. 1391, 1

:

, having nooses hung
on her, Eur. Tro. 1012.—II. in Hdt.
in pass., to be fitted, prepared, made
ready, like, c. inf., .', Hdt. 5, 120 : also ., Id. 8, 97; but in 7, 143,, of., Ib. 142., Ion. for or, 3 pi. perf. pass, from
loreg., , b, Artembares,
a leader of the Persians, Aesch. Pers.
29. Others in Hdt. 1, 114, etc.', to be safe and sound,
Nonn. : from, , () safe and
sound, , . 5. 515,, Od. 13, 43.

Hence

, , , safety, soundness,
recovery, Anth.,,{,-
?) stricken by Diana, diseased, Mac-
rob. Sat. 1, 17.^, ov, 6, {,) Artemidorus, a geographer of

Ephesus, about B. C. 100, often cited

by Strabo.—2. the composer of the
Oneirocritica, surnamed ^,
Luc.— 3. of Cnidus, a rhetorician and
teticher of Greek at Rome, Strab.

—

4. a grammarian of Tarsus, Strab.

—

5. a Megaric philosopher, Diog. L. 9,

53. Others in Pans., etc., gen. , ace. iv, also, . Horn. Ven. 10, ?/, Artemis, the
Roman Diana, goddess of the chace,
daughter of Jupiter and Latona, sister

of Apollo : in Hom. women who die

suddenly and without pain, are said
to be slain by her , as
opp. to /.. Od. 11, 172.

Later the legends connect her with
the mystical goddesses Selene, He-
cate, Eileithyia and others, (perh.

akin to.), , , a herb like worm-
wood, Diosc.

V, , , Artemisia, daugh-
ter of Lygdamis, queen of Halicar-
nassus and other cities of Caria, Hdt.
7, 99.—2. queen of Mausolus king of
Caria ; she raised to his memory a
splendid sepulchre, whence the term
Mausoleum for any splendid tomb,
Strab., , , () a
temple of Artemis, or Oiana, place sa-

cred to her, Hdt. As pr. n. Artemisium,
— 1. mountain and temple at Oenoe
in Argolis, ApoUod.—2. a promonto-
ry anil city of Euboea, Hdt. 8, 9.—3.

a promontory of Caria, Strab.,., Spartan month,
answering to part of Att. Elaphebo-
lion, Thuc. 5, 19.,, , Artemita, a city of
Assyria, Strab.—2. one of the Echi-
nades insulae, Strab.,, ,{) the top-

sail, Lat. artemon, supparum.—II. the

principal pulty in a system, Vitruv., Ion. for., , , () that

which hangs doivn, a hanging ornament,
e. g. ear-ring, Hdt. 2, 69, cf. :

also a weight or burden appended, the

weight in the steelyard, Arist. Me-
chan.\,, , Artemon, masc.
pr. n., Ar. Ach. 850.,, b, a kind of felt shoe,

Pherecr. Gra. 5, still called.—II. that bu which anything is carried,

LXX., , , sub. , in

genl. an artery, blood-vessel. Soph. Tr.
1054.— 2. the wind-pipe, Hipp., and
Plat., called later . ,
Plut., Lat. aspera arteria, Cic. N. D.
2, 54. Hence, , , belonging to an, Plut.,{,) to

cut the wind-pipe or an artery. Hence, , , an i-ncision in

the ivind-pipe or an artery. Gal., , (,)
like an., aav.,jtist, exactly, of coinci-
dence of time, just now. this moment,
even now, noiv first, oft. of the present,
with pres. ten.se, as first in Pind. P.
4, 281, Aesch. Theb. 534 : straightway,
forthu-ith, Eur. Phoen. 1160: but also
oft. of something just past, opp. to, with past tenses, as

, . Soph. : only
later of the future, soon, presently.

Lob. Phryn. 19, cf. however -
: ..., ..., now..., now...,

at one time..., at another.... Luc. []
In compos, it mostly denotes what
has just happened : more rarely it

has the notion of perfect, excellent,

=

^• but in Hom., who never
uses the simple, the latter signf.

always obtains : and •
have both. (Prob. from the

root ap-,, with suffix -, as in, etc.), f. -, {) to play
at odd and even, Lat. par impar ludere,

Ar. Plut. 816.—II. to count, Anth., adv. {) even times

even, of numbers wnich divided by
even numbers give an even quotient,

as 4, 8, etc.. Plat. Parm. 143 E., 144
A : opp. to.?., ov,(,)
neicly caught, Xenocr., ov, , () the

game of odd and even, Arist. Rhet.,,(,) newly
dyed., ef,= sq., Theophr., ov, (,-) neicly budding, Ath., , , Artiboles, masc.
pr. ., Arr. An. 7, 6, 4., ,(,) just
steeped, Anth., ov, (,) just
married.?., ov, (,)
just born, Orph., ov, {,)
with the beard just sprouting, dotuny-
chinned, Luc., , (,*) new-
born or made, Nic., ov, (,)
=foreg., Luc., , (, ?,)
newly carved, Theocr. Ep. 4., ov, (,)
lately become known, App., unless it

should be written divisim., ov,(,)=•., ,(,) just

written, Luc., , (,) just

instructed or taught. Anth., , (,) on the

point of weeping, ready to weep, Elmsl.
Med. 873, ubi olinr., ov, (,)
just taught, App. [di], , , dim. from,
, small Innf, roll., ov, (, ) just

built, Nonn., ov, (, ) just

stripped off 01 peeled, Anth., ov, (,) just

plucked, Heliod., , , pecul. fem. of
sq., Hes. Th. 29.—II. as subst. free
speaking, love of truth., ,(,) speak-

ing perfectly or distinctly, ready in

speech, II. 22, 281.—II. speaking straight

out, straight forward,,,
Pind. . 6, 105 ; I. 4 (5), 58., , , (,)
late union, .. newly-mar-
ried husbands, Aesch. Pers. 542., f. -, {) to get

ready, perform : also in mid., Theocr.
13, 43., ov,(,) just alive,

short-lived, Hipp., , (, ?.) just

budding or blooming, Mel. 65.
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, , (., '/), •
vtlv) just dead, Eur. Alc..

',, ov, {,) just

burnt, Theophr./., ov. {, 7.)
close-!>lued, clinging close to, Tivi. Soph.
Tr. 7u8.—II. metapli. fitting tvetl to-

gether, ., to turn out

exactly right, Aesch. Cho. 580 : (/. in the nick of tiiite, oppor-

tunely, Id. Theb. 373., , , {,)=. Mel. 26., , {,)
just brought, Nonn., ov, {, ) just

having got hair or leaves./., ov, {,)
just taken.'?.,, , a speaking readily

or distinctly : from, ov, {,) speak-

ing readily or distinctly. Adv. -., ov, {,)
just born or produced, Allth., , {,,)=, having just learnt,, Eur. Hec. G87., a, , Artimas, a Per-sian

satrap in Lydia, Xen. An. 7, 8, 25.'/., , {, )
sound of limb. Plat. Rep. 536 B.,, , Artimpasa. name
of \ enus Urania among the Scyth-
ians, Hdt. 4, 59.

', ov, {,) sound

of understanding. Lat. Integra mente.-, ov, {, -) even-odd, of even inimbers

which become odd when divided by

2, as 6, 10, etc., Plut., a, ov,{,) complete,

perfect of its kind, suitable, exactly fitted,

: , to s]irak to

the purpose, Horn. : oi. thought things suited to, in ac-

cordance with him, was of the same
mind with him, 11. 5, 32C : also, Pmd. . 6, 159.-2./»//-
grown, sound of body and mind, hence
active, quick, able, ready, like,
c. inf ,.,, Hdt.

9, 48, 53.—II. of numbers, perfect, i. e.

even, opp. to, odd, freq. in

Plat.— III. adv. -, just, newly, now
first, just like, first in Soph., cf.

Lob. Phryn. 18. Hence,. , an entire state,

Lat. inlegrilas, Diog. L., , {, >)
jtist fixed or set up,, put to-

gether or made, Theocr.

—

U. freshly
coagulated, Lat. recens coactus, -, Anth., ov. {,), newly acquired money, Eur.
Supp. 742, cf.., ov, {,)
having jxist tried war., poet, shortnd. form for

sq., Hom., 6, /,, , gen. -, {,) sound of foot, good
afoot, Hom., but only in poet, form,

: also opp. to, Hdt. 3,

130.—II. coming just in time, Soph.
Tr. 58., , , Artis, the site on
which Lebedos was subsequently
built, Strab.,, ,() a prepar-

ing, adorning, dressing,

., Hdt. 1, 195., , {,)
just dug. Anth., ov, , dim. from,
a little loaf. roll., ov, , Artiiecus, a tri-
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butary of the Hebrus in Thrace, Hdt.
4,92., , {) to

speak readily or distinctly : opj). to, Strab. Hence, , , readimss, dis-

tinctness in speech., oi>, (, )
speaking readily or distinctly, Plut.

—

2. with a good mouth or opening,

v. 1., Strab., ov, {,-) young in military service,

Ai)[). tiro, []'', ov, {, )
just completed, Nonn., , {. ?.) neiely

initiated. Plat. Phaedr. 251 A., ov, {,, •) new-born, Anth.—H. but paro-xyt., ov, act. having only just

given birth,, lb., ov, {,) jn.^t

cut, carved, hewn, Ap. Rli.—II. but
paroxyt., ov, act. having
just cut or hewn..,{,) newly
7iurtured or suckled,, Aesch.
Thcb. 350., ov, {,) in

Aesch. Theb. 333, just tamed from
youth to maidenhood, just arrived at

maturity; some e.xplain it as noble-

minded : but others read,
and the whole passage is dub.', ov, (,) just

stamped or fashioned,.-, ov, {,)
very pale. Hipp.7/, , (,) just re-

covering sight, Nonn., , {,)
just become visible, Anth., ov, {, ) just

killed, Opp.. ov, gen.ovo,{,/)
souad of mind, intelligent, Oil. 24, 261 :

with gen. ,
he came to a knowledge of his marriage,

Aesch. Theb. 780., , and, ov,{,) just born

or grown, in genl. neiv, Anth. '',,,-=?: from
', ov, {,)=-., , {,) just

yavming or openirig, Anth.', ov, {,-) newly cut or graven,,
Epigr. ap. Ath. 209 D. ['], gen., h, , {,) with perfect, able hand, like-. Plat. Legg. 795 D., ovv, gen. ov, {,)=^, with the first

bloom or down on, Philostr., ov, {,) just

smeared over, ready spread,,
Soph. Tr. 687., ov, {, ) just

poured or shed,, Opp.
'., {,) to dis-

tribute bread., , , {,)
pantry : bread-basket., , , bake-hoiise :

and, , to bake bread, be a

baker : and, , , belonging to a
baker or bakiyig : and,,,= :

all from, ov, {,)
strictly cutting bread, hence baking
bread : and as subst.. a baker, Hdt. 1,

51 as fern., 9, 82 as masc. Phrynich.

APTT
p. 222, found fault with this form,
and would write either,, etc. (from ), or, etc. ; and Buttm. Catal.

in voc. agrees with him : in

Xen. An. 4, 4, 21, however, where
we have, along with-, it seems to be a bread-cutter,

jianller. which would also suit Hdt.
1, 51 : or perh. it means strictly

kneading bread, cf.,
also Lob. Phryn. 1. c.,,,{,
bread-meat, a kind of pasty or pie
Peisius G, 50.

', ov, , {,) a savoury cake, Lat. artolaga

n«s, Ath. )]3D.?•., {, }), , a bag with bread and bottle,

Anth.

V, ov, , Artontes, son ol

Mardonius, Hdt. 9, 84.', ,^., , to make bread, bake,

App. Hence'.\, , , a baking. At. Ft.

295., , , of, belonging to

baking, Polyb. : Irom, , {, )=. baking : belonging to, re-

quisite for baking : as subst., a baker,

Xen. Cyr. 5, 5, 39, cf.,
and Lob. Phryn. 222.'. and, v. sub., ov,,{,)
a place OV vesselfor baking., , , a baker, artopta,

Juven.—2. a baking vessel.?>,, ov, , {,-)^=7^., , {,) to

deal ill bread. Hence, ov, , a detder in bread

:

and, ov, , a baker^s shop.

At. Ran. 112.,, , fem. from -', a bread-woman, At. Vesp.
238, Ran. 858., ov, , bread, a loaf, esp.

of ivheat, for barley-bread is,
first in Od., ', soft bread,
Od. 17, 343, ,
Batr. 35 : when it means bread in

genl., usu. in plur. (Perh. from
Sanscr. f-ra, to cook.), ov, , Artus, king of the
Messapians, Ath. 108 F.,{,) to eat

u'heaten bread, opp. to',
Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 28. Hence,, , a feeding on bread,

Hipp., a, , Artuchas, an Hyr-
canian, Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 38.—3. a Per-
sian satrap, Xen. An. 4, 3, 4., to eat bread, Hdt. 2,

77, and Hipp. : from, ov, {,)
bread-enter, name of a mouse in Batr.

209. [a]', , , a bread-basket,

Sext. Emp. : from, ov,{,) carry-

ing bread: to. sc. ,=:
foreg., Ath., ov, 6. Artochmes, son-
in-law of Darius, Hdt. 7, 73.

V, ov, b, Artybius, a Per-
sian general of Darius Hystaspis,
Hdt. 5, 108., ,,^.", , , {) sea-

soning, spice, like, Batr. 41
Hence



APTT, , , belonging to

spice., ov, ,() a magis-
trate at Argos and Epidaurus, like',, Thuc. 5, 47, Miill. Dor.

3, 9, 9 1 : cf.., ov, 6, Artyntes, leader

of the Pactyes, Hdt. 7, 67.'=^* uprvcj, olt in Horn., , /, the art nf dressing,

cookery, Atll., , , () Ion. for -.', , , {aprvu) dress-

ing, seasoning, Diod., , , Artystdne, a
daugliter of Cvrus, wife of Darius
Hystaspis, Hdt.' 3, 88.

'AprvTT/p,, b.{) Director,

the name of a magistrate in some
Greek cities, Inscr., }, , () fit for
dressing, seasoning., , dv, {) dressed,

seasoned, Diosc.. ov, 6, Artyphius, leader

of the Gandaiii in the army of Xer-
xes, Hdt. 7, C6.

* and, f.-,()
arrange, manage, contrive, Horn. :

esp. of all things requiring art and
cunning, hence,, -,, ., like Lat.

insidias struere : in genl. to prepare,

make ready,,, Horn.
;, putting

themselves in order, dressing their ranks,

II.—Mid. '/, he pre-

pared his counsel. 11. 2, 55, while
Hdt. 1, 12, has -

: so too in Od. 4, 782, much
like act., .—. in

later writers is a culinary

word, lo dress savoury meat, to season.

Soph. Fr. 601, Pherecr. Metall. 4, 23 :

cf.. [ in fut. and aor., in, but in.], ov, , Artorias, a phy-
sician of Augustus, Dio Cass. 47, 41., ov, a, Aryandes. a Per-
sian governor in Aegypt, under Cain-
byses, Hdt. 4, 106.

37.,, ^.=sq.
and', ov, b,

(upvu) a pot for drawing water, bucket,

larger than the. At. Eq.
1094.—2. bag or purse, made so as

to draw close, Stesich. 11. [],, . Arybas, a noble
Sidonian, Od. 15, 426.-2. -, a, ,
son of Alcetas, king of the Molos-
sians, Plut. Pyrrh. 1. etc., , , Arytais, daughter
of the Lydian king Alyattes. Hdt. 1, 74., ov. poet, for., a, b,Arymbas= Arybas 2.

king of the Molossi and uncle of

Olympias the wife of PhiUp of Mace-
don, Dem. 13, 5., , .=, Timon
ap. Ath. 445 E. [a], Ion. collat. form for,
Hdt. 6, 119., a, b, Arystas, masc. pr.

n., V. 1., Xen. An. 7, 3, 23.,, b,=:apvT^p, Hdt.

2, 168, Simon. 206., , 7/,=, Soph.
Fr. 703, cf Lob. Paral. 442., ov, , dim. from.
At. Vesp. 855..,,=^, Anth.

or (the MSS. vary),

Hdt. 6, 119,=),., ,.=, Ar. Eq.
1091, cf'., ,{, -) shaped like an, Gal.

, , , {) vessel

for taking up liquids, ladle, cup : also

as a liquid measure, Diosc., ov, () that can be

drawn, drinkable, Anlh.. Att.,.-,!&,) to draw, draw water for an-

other, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 9 : ap. ,
Stallb. Plat. Phaedr. 253 A : more
USU. in mid. to draw for one's self, Hes.
Op. 548 ; also -
,, lo draw from the waters of the

Nile, At. Nub. 273, also up., Eur. Hipp. 210, also, Xen. Cyr. 1, 2, 8,, Plat. Ion 534 A : hence
metaph. to win, get, gain,,, Ael., and Anth. : but in

Arat. Dios. 14, ,
they draw themselves, i. e. rise frayn
ocean, where Buttm. and Schneid.. (Akin to 1),, Lat.
haurio.) []?, ov, b, (,-
?.) an archangel, . .

-. , . Dor. for-, chief leader, original title of the
Lacedaem. kings, Plut. Lycurg. 6., a,b, Archagoras, masc.
pr. n.,' Xen. An 4, 2, 13.

V, ov, b, Archades, son of
Mnesonides, Dem. 929, 24.

f. , o'l, Archae-
anactidae. a race of kings who reigned
in the Cimmerian Bospoius 42 years,

Diod. S. 12, 31.,, b, Archaeanax,
masc. pr. n., Strab.,=^,^.1.,
Ath. 589 C., f -, to be, be

oldfashioned, copy the ancients in man-
ners, language, etc., Plut., , b, Archa'icarus,

masc. pr. n., Strab.^", ov, b, Archander, son
or grandson of Achaeus, son-in-law

of Danaus, Hdt. 2, 98.^', , Archandropo-

lis, a city of lowerAegypton the Nile,

Hdt. 2, 97., , ov, () old-

fashioned, antiquated, primitive, in

dress, manners, language, etc., -, Ar. Nub. 821. Adv.

-, Arist. Pol.,, , an ancient race

:

from, ov,(,)
of ancient race, of old descent, Soph.
Ant. 981 : , the primal cause,

Arist. Mund., ov, (,-) writing of antiquities, Lat. anti-

quarius., , (,)
looking old, of antique look, Dem.
Phal., ,() to

discuss antiquities or things out of dale,

Thuc. 7, 69. Pass, ., a
history treated in the manner of anti-

quities, Dion. H.—II. to use an old-

fashioned style. Hence, , , antiquarian

lore, archaeology. Plat. Hipp. Maj.
285 D.7^, , , belonging to

or to an,
Strab. : from, ov,(,)
an antiquary, esp. one who writes an-

cient history.,
ov,(,,,-,). dear old songs

from Phrynichus' Phoenissae, Ar.

Vesp. 220.

, ov, , strictly neut. from, sub., the originat

sum, the principal or capital,

or , to repay tht

principal, Oratt. : is difi'erent, ov,(,)
oldfashioned., ,(,}
with the dirt rust of antiquity , Dion.07?, ov, () rich from olden time, Aesch
Ag. 1043, Soph. El. 1393, cf. Arist
Rhet. 2, 9, 9, and., ,(,) distinguishedfrom olden time, time

honoured, Aesch. Pr. 409. — 2. old

looking, beseeming old age, Plat. Soph
229 E., a, ov,( I.) from the

beginning or origin, Hat. 4, 117, Soph.
Aj. 1292: hence— 1. very ancient. j/ri-

meval,. Id. O. C. 100 : and
then—2. simply ancient, olden, freq.

from Pind. and Hdt. downwards

:

hence in good sense, ancient, time-

ho7ioured,'PinA.,eic. : but in bad sense,

like, antiquated, gone by,

Aesch. Pr. 317, Dem. 597, 18; also

simple, silly, Heind. Plat. Euthyd.
295 C.—3. ancient, former, Hdt. 1,75,

Soph. O. C. 110. We sometimes
have and joined,

as in Soph. Tr. 555, Dem. 1. c, like

Lat. priscus et vetiistus, priscus et anti-

quus, Ruhnk. Vellei. 1, 16, 3. Adv.
—, of olden time, anciently, erst, also

TO, in Hdt. contr.,
in same signf, 1, 56, etc., Aesch.
Supp. 325 : for the subst., v.

sub voc. Irreg. conipar.-, Pind. Fr. 20 : on, v.

sub voc. Hence,, , antiquity, old-

fashionedness. Plat. Legg. 657 :

simpleness, Alciphr., , , old fashions
or customs. Plut. : from, ov,(, -) oldfashioned, ],
Thuc. 1, 71. Adv. -TTijf

.

, , , (,)., an election is held, Hdt.
6, 58 (ace. to Schweigh., the magis-

trates meet) : but usu. in plur., as Plat.

Legg. 752 E, and so used to translate

the Rom. comitia, Polyb. Hence, f -, to hold the

assembly for the election of magistrates,

Plut.—2. to canvass for some magis-

tracy, Lat. ambire magistratum, hono-

res. Id. ; and, ,, belonging to

the., ov.,^^,
mostly in plur., Polyb., ov, ,() imita-

tion of the ancients : hence in Gramm.
an antiquated phrase, urchoism.-, insep. prefi.x from ,=:-, with which it is sometimes
interchanged. Lob. Phryn. 769., , , Archeanassa,

a courtesan of Colophon. Anth.^, ov. b, Archcbates, son
of Lycaon, Apollod. 13, 8, 1., , , Archebiades,

masc. pr. n., Oratt., ov, , Archebius, masc.
pr. n.,' Dem. 475, 3.. ov, , Archebulus,

masc. pi•, n.. Ath. 502 D., ov, (, •) the

first of a rare, founder : hence tht first

author, beginning or cause,, Da
mox. ap. Ath. 102 A.,, , Archedamas,
masc. pr. n., Dem., ov, . Dor.-



, Archedemiis, a common Athenian
name, Xen. Hell. 1, 7. I, Ar., Dein.,

etc.

—

2. a Stoic of Tarsus, Strab., , , Arcliedice, daugh-
ter ol Hippias oi Athjns, Simon, ap.

Thuc. 6, 59.—2. a courtesan, Alh.

569 D.

'Afti, ov, , {,) the

first, rightful possessor, rind. P. 4,

190.

V, ov, , Archedicus, son

of Hdrcules, Apoiiod. 2, 7, 8.-2. a

poet of the new comedy, Ath. 467 C :

Aieineke 1, 458., , , Ion.,
strictly neut. from an adj., a,

ov,\' II•), " public budding, senale-

house, lowa-kall, residence of the chief

maiiistrates, Lat. curia, Hdt. 4, 62, and
Xen.—II. the college or board of ma-
gistrates, Arist. Pol. 4, 14, 14: but

upxtia. the several inferior boards, lb.

4, 15, 8, V. Kluge Pol. Carthag. p.

161, sq.

—

, q. v.. is diti'erent.

', ov, (^, )
breeding mischief, source of ill, 11. 5, 63., , , {, -
;) Archecratcs, masc. pr. . Diog. L.

4, 33.',, ov, Att.,,(, ) leading the people, a

chief, Aesch. Pers, 297, and contr.7, Ar. Eq. 161.—In plur. as

pr. n.,
'/, oi, the Archelai, a

name of tlie Sicyonians, Hdt. 5, 6S./., , , Archelaas, son

of Ae'gyptus, ApoUod, 2, 1, 5.—2. son

of Eleciryon and Anaxo, ApoUod. 2,

4, 5.—3. grandson of Orestes, Strab.

—4. son of Agesilaus, king of Sparta,

Hdt. 7, 204.—5. kmg of Macedonia,

famed for his patronage of learned

men, Thuc, Plat., etc.—6. king of

Cappadocia, Strab.—7. priest at Co-
inaiia, Strab.—8. philosopher of Mi-

letus, pupil of Anaxagoras. Strab.

^

9. a famous actor, Luc. Quom. Hist.

Scrib. 1.—Others in Pint., Ath., etc., , , {, ')
Archelochus, son of Antenor, 11. 2,

801., ov, ,(,)
Archemachus, son of Hercules, Apoi-

iod. 2, 7, S.—2. son of Priam, .\pol-

lod.—3. an historian of Euboea,Strab., , , (,)
Arche'mdrus. son of Lycurgus of Ar-

cadia, ApoUod. 3. 0, 4.,, gen. ,{,)
commanding a ship.— II. as pr. n., Ar-
chenms, Dem. 861, 25., , , Archenomides,

masc. pr. h., Dem. 927, 15., , , {,)
Archendnius, Ar. Ran. 1507.. op,, ?.)
enjoying ancient wealth, like-
TTAoiTOf, Soph. El. 72, cf Lolj.

Phryn. 769.?., t, gen..{,-) ruling a city, Pind. P. 9, 92.,, ,{,)
Archepolis, masc. pr. ., Piat., . , {,-) Archeptolemus, charioteer of

Hector, 11. 8. 128.— 2. a Lacedaemo-
nian, Ar. Eq. 794., ov, {,)
leading off the song, beginning the

strain, Stesich., said to be irreg. su-

perl. from I., most aricient, Aesch.

Fr. 173: but v. Lob. Paral. 81.. , , Archestrate,

fern. pr. n.—2. title of a play of Anti-

phanes, Ath. 322 C.;(, , , Archestrali-

des, masc. pr. n., Hdt. 9, 90.
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, , ,{.-) Archestratus, father of Agesida-

mus, Pmd. 01. 10, 2.— 2. a com-
inantler of the Athenians in the Pelo-

ponaesian war, Thuc. 1, 57.—3. a

poet of Sicily who lived at Athens in

the time of .Vlcibiades, Ath. 29 A.

—

4. another poet of this name, who
flourished alter the time of Ale.xander

the Great, in Plut. Fort. Ale.\.—Oth-
ers in Uem., etc., , Dor. for, a

leader, prince, Eur. El. 1149.—II. as

atlj., •, a princely throne,

Eur. Heracl. 753., , ,{,) Ar-
chetimus. a commander of the Corin-
thians, Thuc. 1, 29.,, , Archetion, masc.
pr. n., Dem. 558, 21., ov, {, )
stamped first and as a model : hence
70~, an archetype, pattern,

model, Arist. : in genl. an image, Anth.:

cf-., {) to command, rule,

lead, TLvi., il. 5, 200 ;.. Rh., , , Archephan,
masc. pr. ., Ath. 44 ; Dion. H.^, ov,{,) lead-

ing the chorus or dance,, Eur.
Tro. 151.' , , a beginning, firs!

cause or occasion, origin, first in Horn.,,, etc. : .-, Hdt. ; .
to make a beginning, Thuc. 1, 128;', to lay a foun-
dation, etc. : esp. in many adverbial

usages, =, from the

beginning, from the first, from of old,

Od. 1, 188, etc. ; so oi ,, etc. Xen. etc. : also', Hdt. 2, lOt, Soph., etc. :', in the beginning, at first.

Hdt. 3, 153, etc. : very freq. also absol., atfirst, first inHdt. ; hence -
Xr/v, c. negat., not at first, i. e. never at

all, not at all, like Lat. omnino non,

Hdt. 3, 39, Soph. Ant. 92, Plat. Gorg.
478 C, and many other E.\x. ap.

Schweigh. Lex. Hdt., Herm. Vig. 3,

3, 8 ; but is not used posi-

tively=Lat. omnino, at all, v. Hnnw.
Soph. 1. c. ; also , Hdt. 4,

25, 21.—2. a first principle, element,

esp. in plur.. Plat.—3. also in plur.

=, firstlings.— II. the first

place or power, hence supreme power,

sovereignty, dominion, first in Pind.,. , etc. : also c.

gen. rei, , -, ', power over the

islands, etc., Thuc, Xen., etc. : pro-

verb., , Dem.
1455, 15 : freq. also in plur., com-

mands, autlinrity, Trag.— 2. a sover-

eignty, empire, realm, as Kvpov,-, i. e. Persia. Macedonia,
Hdt., Thuc, etc.— 3. esp. in Att.

prose, a magistracy, office in the gov-

ernment, ,',
to hold an office, Hdt. 3, 80 ; 4, 147

;, -, to enter on an office, Thuc, etc.
;, to obtain an office, Dem.:

they were usu. obtained in two ways,, by election,,
by lot, Aeschin. 3, 35, cf 15, 11.-4.

also a magistrate.= o , as
we say an. authority, so ai, the authorities or magistrates of
the country, Thuc. 5, 47 : aloO ,
collectively, as we say the government,
Dem. 1145, 26.

^, ,=^, caus-

ing the first beginning of a thing,,
Aesch'. Ag. 1628.

APXI, to be leader or rvJer

o/ people, c gen , Hdt. 2. 123 ; and. , to make a beginning,, from or with a thing,

Soph. El. 83 : from, , , fern,,, but dat.)/ (Ar. Lys. 644):

Dor., {,) a

leader, author, first cause, epithet of

Apollo, Pind. P. 5,80 : esp. thefcyund-

er of a city or family, elsewh.,. Hdt. 9, 86, Pind. etc., cf
Buckh Explic. p. 288 : at Athens the

were so called, Ar.

Fr. 186, ap. Dein. 1072, 25 ; cf--.— II. first leader, prince,

chief, Aesch., and Soph., , , belonging to an
: from, , {,)=, beginning,, Eur.

As subst. like, a leader,

founder, Lat. auctor ; first father.

Soph, O. C. 60.

—

ti. a prince, chief,

Aesch. Ag. 259, general,',,
Epigr. ap. Thuc 1, 132., adv., {) from the be-

ginning, from of old, Jrom olden time,

Pind., Hdt., and Trag., hut never in

good prose. Lob. Phryn. 93., , , Ion. for,
Hdt.', adv., v. I, 1.-, insep. prefix, from,. (So in Engl, arch-. Germ.
Erz-.)

V, ov, , Archiades, masc.
pr. n.; Dem. lt)81,2., ov, , Archias, common
pr. n., esp.—-1. a Heraclid of Corinth,
founder of Syracuse, Thuc. 6, 3.

—

2. a Spartan slain in the attack upon
Sauios, Hdt. 3, 55.—3. an Athenian
archon, Diod. S.—4. a Theban pol-

emarch, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 2.—5. of

Thurii, originally an actor, sent to

apprehend Demosthenes in the isl-

and of Calauria, Plut. Dem. 28.

—

Others in Dem., Anth., etc.', ov, 6, {,) a

chief physician, and so— 1. a physi-

cian of eminence, Aretae.— 2. later,

the head of the medical faculty : aiul

(since he usu. held the appointment)
the court physician, v. Diet. Antiqq.^, ov , Archibius, a physi-
cian, Luc Gall. 10.?, ov,{,)
=}, Orph., , , {,) chief scribe or clerk,

Polyb.

V, , , Archidamia, fem.

pr. ., Plut. Pyrr. 27.. a, , Archidamidas,
masc. pr. n., Plut.

V.\, , , Archidamis,

daughter of the Laconian Oleander,
Polyaen.', Ion. -, ov, ,{,) Archidamus, name of
several kings of Sparta, esp.— 1. son
of Anaxidamus, 13th Proclid.—2. son
of Zeuxidamus, successor of Leoty-
chides, Thuc. 1, 79.—3. son of Age-
silaus, 21st Proclid, Xen. Hell. 5, 4,

25.—4. son of Eudemidas, 24th Pro-

clid.—Others in Hdt. 8, 131, Xen.
Hell. 7, 1, 33, etc. : hence adj. ,^^-, a, ov, of or belonging to Archi-

damus, Thuc., , , Archidentides,

prop, son of Archidemus, an Athenian
archon, Diod. S.

', ov, 6, an archdeacon,

Eccl., ov, , a chief judge,

Diod.



APXI

^., , , Archidice, a fa-

mous hetaera Naucratis in Aegypt,
licit. 2, 135.—2. an Athenian female,

Dein. 1083, 6.^, , , dim. from,
a little office, Ar. A v. 1107.'-, ov, 6, {,-) an archbishop, Eccl. ,, to be,
LXX.', , , behnging to

the, . .,., the high-priesthood., , , Ion.

in nom., an arch-priest, chief-priest,

high-priest, Hdt. 2. 37, 1 13., -, ,=^ -, LXX.
', , chief friend or

companion, LXX.
', ov, , chief of the

eunuchs, LXX.'.. , , (,)
the chief keeper of a temple, Eccl.

,'-, ov, ('/) beginnins; life., ov, (,-) ruling the sea, Anth., , to be,
Dem. 552. 4.',, 37.=sq., Isae.<,), , the office of-, Lys. 162, 5 : from,, , the chief,
chief of a or sacfed embassij,

Andoc. 17, 19, of, Wolf Lept.

p. xc./, , , the leader of a., ov, commanding the

thunder, Orph./., ~, 6, an arch-thief,

a robber-chief. Plut., , .{) belonging to

rule, royal,-, Aesch. Cho. 260,, Thuc. 2, 80.—2. fit for rule,

command, or office : skilled in govern-

ment or command, freq. Plat., and
Xen. Adv. -.

'.3, , , the chief

pilot, Strab.
',, , the chief-hunts-

man, Joseph.'', ov, b, a robber-chief,

Joseph.

V7., ov, , Archilochus, the
famed Iambic poet of Paros, Hdt. 1,

12. In plur.
'./., o'l, a come-

dy of Cratinus, Meine.ke 2, 15.—2. an
Athenian, Dem., IS./., to be an -2..

'?7](, ov, , the chief
torch-bearer., , chief-cook, Plut., ov, b, Archimachus,
rem.' 1064, 22./, , , {^.,)
Archimedes, a celebrated mathemati-
cian of Syracuse, Strab.?, ov, , Archimelus, a
poet of the Antholog}•, Ath. 209 B., h.the chiefcomedian.Plut.

VAph.o..Archinus. an Atheni-

an statesman and orator, Dem. 742, 25., , , the office of, Diod.. ov, , the chief cup-

ben'-r, Plut. Pyrrh. 5.', , , a pirate chief.

Died., ov, , a Nomad chief-

tain, Luc., gen., , a chief-

ghepherd, LXX, and N. T.'~, , , (,)
the presidency of a banquet., , , Archippe, fern. pr.

n•. Dem. 1110, 5 : wife of Themisto-
cles, Plut. Them. 32.

^, ov, b, Archippus, an
Athenian prop, name, Oiatt.—Others
also in Paus., etc.—A poet of the old
comedy, Meineke 1, 205, sqq.'~3, oi•, , the chief

ambassador, Diod., , the chief lictor., . Ion. for,
Hdt., ov, the chief satrap.

', , the chief baker,', , the commander
in chtff LXX., , the ruler of the

synagogue, ., to be an.
Pint. : in genl. to construct, contrive,

Lat. struere, Ar. Fr. 241. Hence',, . a build-

ing: nietaph. stratagem, artifice, plot,

Lye. : and. , . architecture., , , belonging to

an' or his business and art,

Plat. Polit. 261 C : of persons, jii to

be an or master builder,

Arist. Pol. : -. sub., the

master art or science, which prescribes
to all beneath it, as an
to his workmen, Arist. Eth. N. 1, 1,

Poet. 19, 7. , sub.,^^-, metaph. of the drama, Arist.

Poet. Adv.-.', , b, {., -) a chief-artificer, 7naster-builder,

etc., director of works, architect, engi-

neer, Toil, ,
Hdt. 3, 60 ; 4. 87 ,=^(/,. to. Plat. Polit. 259

: hence in genl. author, contriver,

Eur. Cycl. 477, . ~3',
Dem. 1286, 10, cf. Arist. Pol. 7, 3, 8.

and.— II. at Athens,
esp. the lessee of a theatre, Bockh P.
E. 1, 294.

^'Ap, , , Architeles. son
of Achaeus, Paus. 7, 1, 6.—2. father

of Eunoinus, ApoUod. 2, 7, 6. Others
in Ath., Anth., etc.?, , b, {,-) the chief collector of tolls, chief-

publican, N. T., ov, b, the president

of a banquet {triclinium), N. T., , b, =<^,
Diod., ov,{,) author

or source of light., ,{,) like an, as if proceeding from principles,

Arist. Org.', , ,{) belong-

ing to an nrchon., ov, 0, a leader, chief,

commander, Horn., who also joins-
avijp.— II. the fundament, Lat.

anus, Arist. Probl.

V, a and ov, b, Archytas, a
Pythagorean philosopher of Taren-
tum. Plat. 338 C.—2. a Spartan ephor,
Xen. Hell. 2. 1, 10., f, to be first, and that

—I. in point of time, to begin, make a
beginning, both in act. and mid.,
though in Hom. the act. is more
freq., in Att. prose the mid. : nor are
they quite in same signf , though it

is hard to make a general distinc-

tion. Construct.— 1. mostly c. gen. to

make a beginning of a thing, as,,,, etc.,

Hom., etc. ; so too in Att., esp.-
or ,, to strike the first blow,

cf. sub.—2. but c. gen. also-', to begin from or with...,

' ', , 9,

97. so , Lat. Jove
principium, Pind. . 5, 45 ; so too. Od. 23, 199,, freq. in Hdt., esp. in part,-~•, eiinfrom bi'i/hood,

Hdt. 3, 12, and so freq. in Plat., v.

Stallb. Rep. 366 E.—3. c. gen. rei et
dat. pars.,. , to jnake
preparations for a banquet to the gods,
11. 15, 95 ; so too.', Xen. Hell. 2, 2, 23 : in mid.
also ill a religious sense, like-,., to begin with the

limbs, Od. 14, 428, so act.,. 5, 19, for which Pind.
I. 6, 55, has , v.

Dissen (5, 37).—4. c. ace., like Lat. praeire vinm alicui,

to show one the way, Od. 8, 107, cf.

; so too absoL, sub.,
to lead the way, 11. 3, 447, cf inf II.,

I, fin. : but also simply c. ace,. Pind. . 3, 16, ,
Soph. El. 553,. Id. Fr. 337.—5.

c. inf, , Od. 22, 437,
etc., so too in Att., -, Thuc. 1, 107 : also c. part.,~7., Xen.
Cyr. 8, 7, 26 : on the distinction v.

Kiihner Gr. Gr. (^ 6G0, Obs. 2.-6.
absol., esp. in imperat.,, begin!
Hom. : part,, at first. Xen.
Eq. 9, 3, Cyn. 3, 8.—II. in point of
place or station, to lead, rule, govern,

command, be leader or commander, only
in act. Construct.— 1. mostly c. gen.
to rule, be leader of...,, Hom.

:

and so in prose.—2. more rarely c.

dat., , Od. 14, 230, cf.

II. 2, 805, and so sometimes later, as
Eur. Andr. 666. I. A. 337 ; also-, II. 13, 690, and so Plat.

Phaedr. 238 A : c. inf. added,. led the Myr-
midons on to fight, II. 16, 65 (unless

this rather belongs to 1, 4,

[]...) : cf Kiihner Gr. Gr. {^ 538,
Obs. 2.-3. absol., 11. 2, 805, Od. 3,

12, and Att. : hence,, ,
a magistrate, cf. sq. : rarely like-, to gain the mastery, prevail,, . on thee 'twill

depend what prevails, 11. 9, 102.—4., toholdan office, ci..—. Pass. c. fut. mid. (Hdt. 1,

174, Lys. 180, 6). to be ruled. governed,

etc., vno, Hdt., etc.: hence oi, subjects, soldiers. Xen.,. b, (part, from foreg.)

a ruler, commander, captain,, Hdt.
5, 33 ; chief, king,, etc.,

Aesch. : esp.— 2. oi", the

chief magistrates at Athens, nine in
number, the first being called em-
phatically ', the second, the third ,
the remaining six oi, freq.

in Att., V. Diet. Antiqq.'*, ov, b, {,)
thechieffarmer of taxes, Andoc., ov, b, (prop, son of
Archon) Archonides, tyrant in Sicily,

Thuc. 7, 1.—Others in Isae., etc.*, a prcs. not in use, repre-

senting one of the mo.«t prolific Greek
roots ; the families,,.,,,
springing immediately from it, the
radic. signf being to join, fit, both
trans, and intr. The tenses in use
divide themselves ace. to the trans,

or intr. signf of the word ; all of them
are poet., and mostly Ep.. though
the perf is used now and then by
Pind , and Eur., and the aor. 2 twice
in Soph.

A. Transit. Act. pres. in use
formed from aor. 2 : fut,.
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Ion. : aor. 1. », /,
inf. : aor. 2, Ion. -, . ,, part, (but

is twice usedintr., 11. 10,214.

Od. 4, 777 ; while, which is

perf. in form and so intrans., has a

trans, sisnt". in Od. 5, 248.) Pass,

pert,, to which the new
pres. (iptoKu, q. v., is akin in f'orin

and signf. : plqpf. : aor. 1, of which Honi. has only 3

piur. for, 11. 10, 211.

Mid., aor. 1 ', from which
we have part. aor. 1, Hes.

So. 320.— To join, join together, fit,

fasten, bind fast, ' ?, ivhen they had knitted

themselves one to another with their

shields, 11. 12, 105, so too/., II. 10, 211 ;, pack up emry thing in

the vessels, Od. 2, 289 : hence esp.—
H. to fit together, construct, make, build,' uvi/p upapri-, 11. 10, 212, and so in mid.,

Hes. Sc. 320 : hence metaph.-',
like, contriving their death,

Od. 10, .—III. in genl. tnfit, equip,

furnish with a thing, ,
Od. 1, 280, so too /, fit all the vessels with covers,

Od. 2, 353, cf. 289 ; hence metaph.

Oilibv )'), to provide, i. e. satisfy

with food, 'Od. 5, 95 ; but '
(sive dat.), it satisfies,

pleases my mind. Soph. El. 147, and

so' , II. 1, 130

(though some connect this with -
), having suited a reward to my de-

sires, like B. II.— 1 v. of perf. pass, the

part, is most in use,,,, joined, closely pressed, fitted, fur-

nished with a thing,. . Rh. 1,

787, etc., just as Horn, uses the intr.

part. perf..
. Iniransit. Act., pf., with

pres. signf.. Ion. and Ep. upi/pa, part., Ion. and Ep., tern,, but Ep. metri grat. dpup-
: plqpf. []. Ion. and Ep., also, with impf.

signf. : of the mid. we only find part.

aor. 2 syncop., , ,
also , ov, Hes. Op. 784 : (cf. how-
ever :) on ypapov, intrans.

V. sup. A. I. init. : to be joined together,

close pressed or coinpact, -, the Trojans thronged together, in

close order, 11. 13, 800, so -, II. 10, 214 ;,
wine-casks piled close against the wall,

Od. 2, 342 : hence—2. absol. to be

fixed, , Od. 10,

553, and in T'heocr. 25, 113,

: in Trag.,, a thing is

fixed, either physically, as Aesch.

Pr. 00, or metaph.. as^',', or

alone, Eur. Med. 414, 322, Or. 1330.

ubi V. Pors., and cf. Ellendt Lex.

Soph. voc..—. fit or

suit, fit well or closely,/,
a closely fitting belt, II. 4, 134 ; ',

(or),
Horn. : to fit or be fitted to a thing,

usu. c. dat., as,,-
'/, fitted the hands, oft. in

riom. ; so too ,.. oft.

in. ; also. Hes. Sc. 137 ; )'. fitting hundred

champions, i. . large enough for them,
II. 5, 744 ; so with ev.' kv up-), Od. 5. 301 ; iv

up; joined with might and
220

victory, Pind. 0. 10. 98 (11, 82).—.
to be fitted, furnished with a thing, as', II. 12,

50,' . II. 15,

737, -, 11. 14, 181 :

hence later gifted, endowed with,-, Pind. I. 2, 29,-, Eur. El. 948.—IV. to be

fitting, meet, or suitable, agreeable or

pleasing, like the kindred,
nence , it fitted

our temper well, Od. 4, 777, not else-

where in Horn. : so, Hes. Th. 008 : .so some
interpret, it pleases me, Eur.
Med. 745, but better there as sup. I.

2: also, 'tis fair or favourable,

Pind. N. 5, 81.—V. We must csp. re-

mark the syncop. part. aor. 2 mid., , . fitting, fitted or

suited to (in Horn, just like perf. part.), usu. c. dat. -{ ), fitted or fastened

to the mast, Od. 5, 254, and hence
later , the tackling, rigging

of a ship, Hes. Op. 800. Theocr. 22,

13 ; , like, Anth.

:

also. ..., II. 18, 000. Od. 5, 234 :

metaph., fitting, fit, meet, favourable.

Hes. Sc. 110, rarely c. inf. added,, a

day meet for girls to be born, Hes. Op.
784 (where the part, is used like an
adj. of two termin.).— 2. prepared,

ready, ' '-. Hes. Op. 405, -, Hes. Sc. 84,

Theogn. 275.—3. in genl. agreeable, wel-

come, , Pind. 0. 8,

90 ; , Pind..
3, 99 : so of men., -. Plat. Epigr. 28.—VI. from the

part. perf. act., Ion.,
was formed the adv., Ion.. joinedfast, firmly, unchange-

ably, Aesch.. Su\)p.9i6; V. Ruhnk.Tim.', , , {) help, aid,

succour, protection, Horn., etc. : Z^-
), given by Jupiter, II. 4, 408, ', in one's favour. II. 23.574 :.,, help against.... Plat.

Legg. 919 C. Menex. 238 .—II. in

Aesch. Ag. 47. 73, it is usu. taken as an
aid, i. e. a body of helpers or defenders.—
perhaps needlessly. Rare in prose.

', ov, o.(,-) helper of sailors, Antn.', ,() helping, aid-

ing, succouring . propitious,, Aesch.:

c. gen., serviceable, useful in a thing,. Soph. Aj. 357 :

, against a thing, Thuc. 7, 02.— II.

as subst., as always in Horn., a helper,

aid, esp. in battle, also a defender be-

fore a tribunal, advocate, II. 18, 502,

cf..",, , any seasoning,

spice, sweet herb, etc., Xen. An. 1, 5,

1. (Deriv. uncertain : Pott suspects
Sanscr. ghrn, to smell.)",, ,() corn-land,

I;at. arvum. Soph. Fr. 77, Ar. Pac.
1158 : cf..',() to season, spice,

Diosc.—2. intr. to have a spicy smell

or ta^te.', -, ,() spicy,

Plut.
', , , fem.-,, /;,=foreg., Diosc., . , (,) dealer in spices.
', to bear spicy herbs:

from
', ov,(,)

bearing spicy herbs, Plut., , (, )
like spice, spicy.

?, Ep. inf. pres. from
for unovv, contr. Irom, oi

lengthd. lor, v. 1. for-
or, Hes. On. 22, cf.

Lob. Phrvn. 227, Buttin. Ausf. Gr.

() 105, Anm. 10., Dor. for, Ar.

4ch. 702., ov, poet, for, q.v.', ov. poet, for.
'Af, also and . Aeol. and Dor.

for , till, until. Find. O. 10, 01,

Theocr. 14, 70, v. Keen. Greg. p. 188.

'Ac, Dor. gen. for , from of, , -, ov, (a priv.,•) not caught in a net, not to he

caught., contr. inf. aor. 1 for

from. to hurt, II., inf. aor. 1 from, to satiate.',, inf. and part. aor. 1

from,.
V, , , Asaeates, son of

Lycaon, Pans. 8, 3, 4., opt. aor. 1 from, to sa-

tiate, 11. [(2], ov, , Asaeus, masc. pr. n.,

a Greek, 11. 11,301,, ov, (a priv.,) not

trodden down, loose, , Xen. Oec. 19,

11.
'}., ov, (a priv.,-) not hming been at Salamis, no

sailor, Ar. Ran. 204. [], poet, ', , ,() carelessness, ease, Sophron.', ov, (a priv.,)
umnoved, iinshaken, tranquil, calm, Eur.
Bacch. 390. Adv. -, Polyb.?, , (a priv.,) ^^

foreg., Aesch. Fr. 351.', , , poet, for.7•., ov, (a priv.,-) without sound of trumpet,., the hour ^vhen no trumpet

sounds, i. e. midnight, Soijh. Fr. 351., Aeol. for,
Nonn., 1 plur. aor. 1 from , to

sleep, Od. [], , , a hathing-tnb,

freq. in Hom., .,-
(perh. from. ). [}.'., Lacon.

for'Ai'7}vj?,'A0//i'ai,'A^?/i'aio<:,Ar.Lys.,.( \)\.,')
unsandalled, unshod, ion., ov, . Asander, a king
of the Bosporani, Strab.—2. son of

Philotas, governor of Lydia, under
Alexander the Great, Arr. An. 1, 17,7., ov, (a priv,,) not

to be flattered or softened, ungentle, •, Aesch. Cho. 422., v.. [], , (a priv.,) not

liable to rot. Adv. -. Hipp.. to be or lean,

Hipp. Hence,., leaimcss, Arist..., ov, (a priv.,) with-

out flesh, lean, meagre. Arist. Probl,, , (,)
lean, meagre looking., , , wild nard, asarum
Europaeurn, Diosc., . . () sad, sorrow-

ful, Sappii. Fr. 42 Neue, in compar,

[ , since, ace. to (he remark of the
schol. on Hephaest. p. 04 Gaisf., the
initial a is shortened Aeolice.]", ov.= sq., Plut., ov, (a priv.,) un-

swept, uncleaned : in Plin. H. N. 30,

25. , a room paved in

Mosaic to look as if unswept. and
strewn with crumbs, etc. : also ~il.



'. 3 sing. aor. mid., contr. for, from, 11. [], inf. aor. 1 mid. from,
to satiate, 11. [uffj', ar,. want ofclearness, un-
certaitity, opp. to. Plat. Rep.
478 C : the obscure, Emped. : from, , ( priv ,) indis-

tinct to the senses, dim, faint, . -, Thuc. 3, 22,, Plat.

Crit. 107 C : hence indistinct to the
mind, dim. baffling, uncertain, obscure,' , Soph. . . 439,

Thuc, etc. ; vuf ,
by night one sees less distinctly. Adv.
—, uncertainly, Thuc. 4, 20., ,,=, Polyb., f. -, {) to surfeit, cloy,

disgust, prob. only used as dep, pass., in Hipp, also. c.

aor. pass,, and aor. mid.-, to feel loathing or nausea, caused
by surfeit, Hipp. : hence to be disgust-

ed or vexed at a thin?, c. dat.,'•, Theogn.
657: also^ ~. Hdt. 3,

41 : absol., to be disgusted, :>,
Alcae. 29, ^, The-
ogn. 983. [], , also , , II. 16,

123, ( priv.,) unquenched

:

in Horn. usu. metaph. inextinguisha-

ble, endless, ceaseless,., -., : also «. .
Find. . 4, 71 (3, 60) ; and hence -, oceaii's ceaseless flow,
Aesch. Pr. 532.— II. as subst. 7/ -, sub., unslacked. ijuick

liine. Plut.—2., asbestus. a min-
eral indestructible by lire, Diosc, cf.

Diet. Antiqq. s. v.^, , , Asbetiis, Horn. Ep.
14, 9.

and/, to cover

with soot : from, , /,=7, Simon.
Amorg. 61.32.,. , sooty : from, , . (but masc. '.-. 110) the more Att. form for -. Ar. Thesm. 245. cf Lob.
Phryn. 113, soot. (.-Vcc. to Pott Ety-
raol. Forsch. 2, 129, quasi-/.,
from/ ; akin to -.).,, , A.sbolus, a centaur,
Hes. Scut. Here. 185.

'.^^, Ath./, ,{,)
sooty.

t, , , the Ashystae, a
people in northern Cyrenaica, Hdt.
4, 1 70 : hence., ,, the country

nf the Ashystae. Callim.^ -, , , Asdrubal, brother
of Hannibal, Polvb. 3, 33, 6: name
of many distinguished Carthaginians,
Polyb , Strab.'. 3 sing. aor. 1 for from
t'tutj, to hurt, Od.
.\., , . Asea, a town of Ar-

cadia near Megalopolis, Xen. Hell.

6, 5, 11 : , [], an in-

habitant of Asea, Xen. Hell. 7, 5, 5.', , .{) ungodli-

ness, impiety, profaneness. sinfulness,

opp. to, Plat. Prot. 323 ;-. Eur. Bacch. 476
;. . Piat. Rep. 615 C ::. Xen. . 22 ; also —-...

Lys. 104. 13: in plnr.=a^e/3////ara,

Plal. Leg?. 890 A : uy. or-, an ac'ion or indictment for profane-
ne.ss, cf. Dirt- Antiqq., , f. -, to he,
to act profanely or wickedly, sin against

the gods, opp. to, Ar. Thesm.
367 : . ..., Hdt. 8, 129, Eur.

.
Bacch. 490, ..., Hdt. 2, 139, Plat.,

etc., ~..., Xen. Cyn. 13, 16: also

c. ace. cognato, ./. Plat.

Legg. 910 C, cf. 941 A ; but rarely c.

ace. pers. to sin against, -', dub. in Aesch. Eum.
270. Pass, to be affected with the con-

sequences ofsin, ?^. Plat. Legg. 877 : but also, impieties com-

mitted against one, Aeschin. Hence,, , an impious or

profane act, sin. opp. to,
Thuc. 6,27, Dem. 548, 11.,, (a priv.,) ungodly,
godless, unholy, profane, sinful, opp.

to, andf first in Pind. Fr. 97, 1.

Adv. -., , ,{) impi-

ous conduct. Plut.
', mf. fut. from, to satiate,

11. [], , ( priv.,) with-

out cord or chain : hence unbridled,free.,, ( priv.,) not

drawing by a trace (but by the yoke),
of the two middle horses in a team
of four abreast, the outer two being
called, hence.-, Eur. Ion 1150.. , ( priv.,) un-

shaken, not to be shaken. Adv. —,
Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 87., f. 7., to be, behave intemperately, absol.,

and , Dem.
', , , the character and

conduct of an'. excess in any
thing, inte.iiperance. extravagance, inso-

lence, Oratt. : later esp. lasciviousness.

Itwdriess.?.,=.', , intemperate, extrava-

gant, insolent. Isae., and Dem. : later

esp. excessive in lusts and desires, las-

civious, lead, esp. of women, Lob.
Phryn. 184. .Adv. -, ..
extravagantly fat, Ar. Plut. 560 : .,. Oratt. ;.-, to treat with brutal insolence or

|

violence. Dem. 120, 10. (No doubt
from, by the common change
of W into ),, , , (-.) with huge horns.'.\., {',-) to be madly dissolute. Luc., , {a priv.,)
without moon, dark,, Thuc. 3. 22.,, {a jiriv.,) unho-
novred. ignoble,Arisi. Mund.\.-., =3. Soph. Ant.
1350: from, . ( priv.,) not

to be reverenced, unholy, Tu.
Soph. O. T. 890., 2 pi. fut. mid. from ,
to satiate, II. [a]', Dor. fut. from for., , . a surfeit, satieti/, loath-

ing, disgust, nausea caused thereby,

Hipp. : hence—2. in genl. ansruish, dis-

tress, Hi\t.\ . 136. Plat. Tim.71 C: also

in plur.. Sapph. 1, 3. (From to sa-

tiate : akin also to,.$-
to-. Pott. Forsch. 1,242.) [u]',, aor. 2 pass,

subj. et inf from-, , {a priv.,)
without leadir, unprotected, untended,. II. 10, 485.—II. Jtnsealed, un-

marked, Hdt. 2, 38: c. gen.,

., without the body by which it

could be known. Plat. Phae. 250 C.^

—

HI. act. marking nothing, Diog. L.7,57.'.,, [a priv.,)
unmarked.

I

',,{,)
written iadistinctly : but—ll. parox.,
act. writing indistinctly., , ( .,) without
sign, murk, or token, ., un-
coined gold, bullion, Hdt. 9, 41 ; .~, arms without device, Eur. Phoen.
1112: hence—II. of sacrifices, oracles,
etc., giving no sign, obscure, uuintel-

' ligible,, Hdt. 5, 92, 2,, isoph. Ant. 1013.—UL in genl.

undistinguishable, indistinct to the
senses, unseen, unheard, inaudible,

, . Soph. Ant. 1004

;

I esp. of sounds and voices, inarticulate,

j
, Hdt. 1, 86, cf. 2, 2

;

so ^^^. Soph.
Ant. 1:-09.—2. unknown, uaperceived.

Soph. Ant. 252.—3. of persons, un-
known, obscure, ignoble, Eur. H. F.
849, cf. Ion 8. Hence, , , a being un-
known., , gen. ,=^,'. Soph. . C. 1668., , ( priv.,)=, Hipp., , {) causing nausea,
disgusting, loathsome, Hijip. \.-., , {a .,) un-

sifted, Diphil. Siphn. ap. Ath. 115 D., , . Ion. or,() want of strength,

weakness. Thuc. 1, 3, etc. : esp. feeble-

ness, sickliness, Hdt. 4, 135,,
Thuc. 4, 36. etc.—2. disease, Thuc.
2, 49.—3.., poverty, Hdt. 2,

47; 8,51., adv. compar. from..,.-, to be,
weak,feeble, sickly,-, to be weak
in limb, Eur. Or. 228, s6 ?•,
Plat., absol. Thuc. 7, 47. Hence. , , a weakness,
sickness., , {a priv.,) icith-

out strength, iveak : hence in various
relations,— 1. in body or frame, /etWe,
sickly. Paid., etc. : also. -, too weak for hardship. Hdt.

4, 134, , Dem. 1471,4:, too

weak to bear labour, Id. 637, 18.—2. ID

mind, and the like, ~. -. Thuc. 2, 01.—3. in power, ., Hdt. 7, 9, 1, etc.—4. in pro-

perty, poor,.. Hdt. 2, 88
;

so too absol., Lys. 92.2, and oi-
or, the iitaker

sort, 1. e. the poor, Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 30,

Mem.—5. insignificant, ovK-,, Hdt. 4,

95 : so ot streams, small. Id. 2, Zo, of

water, of small specific gravity, 3, 23 :

of an event, , to

come to nothing. Id. 1, 120, Adv. -,
Plat., , . Ion. for,
Hdt., , , belonging to an, weakly. Ari.st. H. A.'.,(,) to

make weak, A pp.^, , {, (>)
with weak roots, Theophr,-, ,[,)
weak-7ninded .loserh., , { ) to weaken,

Xen. Cyr. 1, 5. 3. Hence^v,, , weakness
,
faini-

ness. Hipp.
^, , , ( to blow) a

panting, gaspingfrom toil,. 11. 15,241 ; /,
lb. 10 ;

~' , Aesch.

Pers. 4~4: also of the death ruckle,. Pind. .
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10, 139.—II. as medic, term, asthma,

Hipp.—III. later in genl., a breath,

hreiithinq, e. g., Anth., cf. Jac.

A. P. p. 507. Hence(, f. , and, to breathe hard, gaxp for
breath, II. : esp. of the death-ruckle, U.

10, 4!)6 : (. , to pant after a thing,

to be eagerly desirous of it, Heliod.., , 6v, ()
breathing hard, asthmatic, Diosc.', , (, )=^
foreg., Hipp. Adv. -., , , Asia, daughter of

Ocoanus and Tethys. Hes. Th. 359 :

wife of Japetus, Hdt. 4, 45.—2. daugh-
ter of Themistocles, Plut. Them. 32.

— II. the largest of the three divi-

sions of the world known to the
ancients ; at first however applied
only to a small district lying around
the'Cayster in Lydia, Find. 01. 7, 33 :

Aesch. Pr. 411.', . {', *yivui) of
Asiatic birth or descent, Lob. Phryn.
646.\(, a, , Asiadntas, a Per-
sian conimander of cavalry, Xen.
Cyr. 6, 3, 32.ir, ov, b, so?i of Asius. II. 12,

190.

''Aniavor, /, , {') Asiatic,

Thuc. 1,6., to be Asiarch : from. ov, , {'.) an
Asiarch, the highest religious official

under the Romans in the province of
Asia, Strab. p. 929. He was elected
annually by the several states, and
confirmed by the proconsul, and was
obliged to exhibit public games at

his own expense. Hence,, , the office of Asiarch.., . adj. fern. Asiatic,

Aeseh., and Eur. : hence ;; 'Aff/cif, the lyre as improved by Ce-
pion of Lesbos, Eur. Cycl. 443 : also

alone, Ar. Thesm. 120 : with
understood, Asia, Eur. 'Pro. 743.

t'Arrf'fif, Ion.. ov, Ep. , ,
Asias, son of Cotys, king of Lydia,
Hdt. 4, 45 ; afterwhom ace. to some the', meadow of Asias, was
named, II. 2, 46i

; but v. sub.
V, , , Ion. -, Asiatic,

an. Asiatic : hence, , . fem. to foreg.

Asiatic
; ', Aesch. Pers.

61 ; y?}, Eur. And. 1.

V, , , Asiatic, Strab.•7}, , {', * •
') of Asiatic birth or descent, Aesch.
Pers.' 12., . , inabilitt/ to keep

silence, loquacity, Plut. : from, ov, {a priv.,) not

piven to silence, chattering, talkative.

Call, [],,{,) to

compose a poem icithout a sins:le si^ma

in it, such as Pind. Fr. 47 speaks of,

cf. Casaub. Ath. 448 D. cf 455 C,
Schiif. Dion. Comp. p. 171.. ov, (a priv.,) tvith-

cmt si^ma., Dion. H.
VAanViTJir, ov, , Asidates, a Per-

sian nobleman attacked by Xeno-
phon, Xen. An. 7, 8, 9., ov, (a priv.,)
without iron, without sword, Eur., fem., Ion. for, Aesch., ov, {a priv.,) not

aice as to food : in genl. not nice, un-

.ercmonious, Plut.-—li. not easily caus-

'.ig satiety or disgust, lb.'.. , , a sort of yoke, rest-

jig on a man's shoulders, to carry
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baskets, pails, etc., Simon. 109 : cf..
\'.\.,, , (proj). adj.

from' 3), the Asifiaean Gulf,

prop, the southern portion of the Gulf
of Messene, .Strab. 359 : also=Mta-, Id. ib. ^ 4.,., the Asinams, a river

of Sicily , now prob. 7'Verfiio.Thuc.7, 84.

V, . , Asine. a city of Argo-
lis west of Hermione, II. 2, 560.—2. a

city of Laconia, on the west coast of

Laconian gulf, Thuc. 4, 54.—3. a city

of Messenia on the west coast of

Gulf of Messene, Hdt.8, 73 : hence
adj., a, ov, of or belonging

to Asine, Xen. [t]'/,.( priv., voa)unhurt,
unharmed, mostly of persons,, Od. 11, 110; so, and .-,, Hdt. : also, secure, happy fortune, Aesch.
Ag. 1311, .. Id. Cho. 1018:
rarely of things, undamaged,,
Hdt. 2, 121, 3.—II. act. not harming,

doing no harm, Hdt. 1, 105: harmless.

of wild animals, Xen. Cyr. 1,4,7:
innocent,. Plat. Legg. 670 D.

—

2. protecting from harm, -, Aesch. Theb. 820. .\dv.-; su-

perl., Xen. An. 3, 3, 3. [a]

"Affior. o, ov.() slimi^, miry [u] :

so that the quantity forbids us refer-

ring to this word 11. 2, 461, (,) iv, in the Asian mearloiv, where
others read 'ACT/'ij,poet. gen. of-,\ hero Asias, butcf. Spitzn.ad 1., ov, , Asius, son of Dymas
and brother to Hecuba, 11. 16, 715.

—

2. son of Hystacus of .\risbp, an ally

of the Trojans, II. 2, 857.-3. a poet
of Samos, Strab., , a sort of locust,

Diosc, cf. IV.',, , slime, mud. such as a
swollen river brings down, 11. 21, 321.

(Prob. from, , to .tatiate, and so
strictly superfluity.) [«], , ,=, ,
Aesch. Pers. 270.v,= sq., Hipp., , to be. not to eat,

to fast, Eur. Hipp. 277. Hence
', . . u-ant of food, Hdt. 3,

52, Eur. Supp. J 105, both in plur.

—

II. a not eating, fasting, Plut.

"70•, ov, {a priv.,) uithout

eating, fasting, Od. 4, 788, Eur. etc.

Adv. -.. , , Asca, a city of Ara-
bia, Strab.

'Aa/faip(j,=ff/caip(j,witha euphon., , , also-. ov, , in Ar. Nub. 170,= }•-. a kind of lizard, lacerta gecko,

cf. Jacobs Ael. N. A. p. 220., ov, b. a night-bird,

prob. a kind of owl, Arist. H. A.', ov, , Ascnlaphu.s, son
of Mars and Astyoche, king of the
Minyae, 11. 2, 512.—2. son of Ache-
ron, Apollod. 1, 5, 3."., 07^=sq.,Theocr. 10. 14.", ov. (a priv., ))
not .icraped up, unhoed, unwceded.?.,, , Ascalon, a city

of Syria, on the Mediterranean, Hdt.
1, 105., , , Ascania. a region
of Bithynia, II. 2, 862.

.\{, 7, . the Ascanian
lake, a lake of Bithynia, near Nicaea,
Strab.—2. a lake of Phrvgia, Arr.

An. 1, 29, 1.

V, , 6, Ascanius, son of
Priam. Apollod.—2. a Phrygian ally

of the Trojans, II. 2, 862.-3. a Mysi-

an ally of the Trojans, 11. 13, 793.-4.
son of Aeneas, Strab., Dion. Hal.—II.

a river in the territory Ascania, Strab.?, ov, , a poor bed, else-

where, Ar. Nub. 021.—II.

a bier.

and -, adv. of, without winking, with
unchanged look, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 28., not to blink or wink,
to look steadily, also

;

and, ov, o,= sq., Hipp.:
from, ov, {a priv.,-) not blinking or winking, with
steady imvudent look, Ar. Eq. 292.

—

II. of time, in a twinkling. Adv.—,
also -, q. v.,=.

', ,= 9(\., ov, ( priv.,)
not hopping or skipping.. ,{,)
full of ascarides or maiv-worms, Hipp., f.-,^^ with
a euphon., to spring, juinp, hop, kick.,, , a worm in the in-

testines, a maw-worm, Hipp.—II. the

larva of a marsh-bug, Arist. H. A., , ,{,)
bag-piper.,", , { priv.,) not
dug, unhoed, Strab., , v. sub.. , ,{)=.. , , like, dim.
from, Hipp., , a word of uncertain
deriv. used by Hom. as adj. only
once, in phrase}. ,
Od. 10, 403 ; but neut. as adv.,-? , Od. 1. 68 ; 4, 543, and once
in regul. adv. , . 19, 08.

In the first passage it is interpr. worn
out, broken down, and so deriv. by some
from a euphon., ?., i. e. strictly

dried vp, withered, by some from a
priv.,, without legs to stand on:
the adverbial usages are by all as-

signed to the former deriv., to the last,

unceasingly, obstinately.— II. later, cer-

tainly from a copul.,, and so

^=?., equal-legged, and of a bal-

ance, ereii, Nic. Ther. 41. Adv. -•., ov, {a priv.,-
I'ov) unhewn, unwrought, ,
Soph. O. C. 101., ov, {a priv.,-) uncovered. Diosc./, , Anth., and, ov, {a priv., )=, without cover, Luc.', ov, {a priv.,-) inconsiderate, iinreflecting. Plat.

Rep. 43S A.—II. unconsidered, unob-

served, Ar. Eccl. 258, Xen. Mem. 4,

2. 19. Adv. -, inconsiderately,

Thuc. 6, 21.

pa, , , a warm winter shoe

tvith fur inside, Hippon. 9, and Lye., ov, , dim. from
foreg., ov.{a priv..)
not made by art, natural. Philostr.. ,=^sq., Hdt. 3, 131.", ov, ( priv.,) with-

out furniture, utensils, or instruments :

without baggage, arms, attire, or orna-

ment : unarmed, unfurnished, unpre-
pared. Soph. O. C. 1029 : c. gen., un-
furnished with....,. Id. El. 30.

', ov, {a priv.,-) not searched through or thoroughly,

Strab., 0). (. -, perf,
to work raw materials, as,



, ll. : hence in genl. to uorh curi-

ously, form by art, -,•,, Horn. ;
-rvaativ. to fold and dean a tunic, 0(1.

1, 439 ; tv, the

chariot is finely ivrought with gold, 11.

10, 438: so , 18. 592,

V. : ,/, with skil-

ful art will ht make a throne, etc. :

hence—2. simply to dress oat, trick out,

adorn, decorate, riva,
Hdt. 3, 1 : freq. in pass,/
-'/.,, etc., v. Blomf.

Aesch. Pers. 187 ; so too of build-

ings, '/, '/.-
Hdt. : metaph. "/.oyoiq-
tricked out uith words only, not real,

Soph. El. 1217 : also in mid. to adorn

one's self, Eur.—3. in Pind., to honour

a divinity, do hitn reverence, Lat. cole-

re, ., P. 3, 193

;

, . 8, 29.—11. in Att.

and prose, usu. to practice, exercise,

Lat. fi-ercfrp, strictly of athletic exer-

cise, and the like: construct.— 1. c.

ace. of person or thing trained, to

train, , - , etc..

Plat., and Xen. ; or , for
an object or purpose, lb. : in Eccl.,

to discipline, mortify the body.—2. C.

ace. of the thing practised,.-.. Hdt. 3, 125 ; 9, 33,

.,, etc.. Plat.,

and Xen. : hence very freq. metaph.,. '/.,, Hdt.,, ',, ?./.,
etc., Trag., ., etc., cf. Blomf. Aesch.

Pr. 11(j2.—3. c. inf.,. -. practise, endeavour to remain such.

Soph. El. 1024 ; so .. Id.

Fr. 865, . ,, Xen. : 7/, he

made a practice of associating with

others, Id. Ages. 11, 4: the full con-
struct, seems to be c. ace. pers., as we
find it Eur. Hipp. 1030, -.—4. absol. to practise, go

into trai>iing, train, take pains. Plat.,

and Xen., , Polyb. Cf.-,. (Ace. to Pott, from, or with a prefixed.)
',,,=, PIat.(Com.)

Incert. 48., , vnhurt, unharmed, oft.

in Hom. of a safe return to one's
country : '/.. pure virgin

honey, Antim. 9 : and so too Wolf and
Pors. in Od. 14, 255, (to be
pronounced as a trisylL), where the
MS.S.. (Ace. to Passow
from, and so strictly well cared

for : but perh. rather from a privat.,

and the root which appears in our
scathe, i. e. htirt. and perh. in the
Greek, Germ, schaden, and so
exactly=our unscathed.),, ,() an exer-

cise. Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 79.—II. preparation.

—III. dress, ornament., ov, (a priv.,) with-

out tent, under the open sky, Plut.—2.

without illusion, as on the stage, Sy-
ncs. Adv.-.,, , () exercise,

training, Thuc, esp. of the life and
habits'of an athlete, Thuc. 2, 39,

Xen., etc. : c. gen.,., prac-

tice of or in a thing, Thuc. 5, 67.—II.

any course of life, trade, profession,

Lat. ars, Luc.',,, verb. adj. from. to be practised, Xen. Cyr. 5, 3,

43.—n., one must practise,

exercise, , Xen. :,. Plat.'., ov, , a place of ex-

ercise : a hermitage, Eccl.

, ov, , one who practises !

any art or trade,. /.,
etc., opp. to, Xen. Cyr. 1. 5,

11 : esp. an athlete. Plat. Rep. 403 E,

with which word it is often con-

founded', , , belonging to, or to an, industri-

ous,, Plat. Legg. 806 A : esp. be-

longing to an athlete, Ar. Lys. 1085.

Adv. -., , , () cvrinusly

or carefully, wrought,,, Od.
—2. exercised, practised in a thing,

Tivi, Simon. 76, 3.—3. to be got or

reached by exercise, opp. to,
Plat. Meno 70 A, Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 23., , , fem. of :

mm, Eccl., ov, . Ar. Eccl. 307:

and, , dim. from,
Hipp., ov, TO, dim. from,
Plut., a, ov,( with a copul.

or intens., cf. sub a-) shady, shaded,, Pind. N. 6, 73.—II. (a priv.,) shadoidess, casting no shadow,

Theopomp. (Hist.) ap. Polyb. 16, 12,7., ov, gen., (a priv.,) without staff or stick, A nth. [i], ov, a, (), a

kind of dropsy, Epicur. ap. Plut.?.- or'-, ov,,=/.:.—. ov, 6, son of Aescu-

lapius, U. 4, 204 : hence later in plur.,

as a name for physicians, Plat.—II.

as pr. n., Asclepiadts of Samos, a

poet of the Anthology.—2. a gram-
marian of Myrlea, Strab.—Others in

PhU..e.tc.. ov, 6, unus. form for

foreg.. Soph. Phil. 1.333./., or?., ,, the temple of Aesculapius, Luc./, ,, of, belong-

ing to Aesculapius : ?.~.,
sub. iepa. festival ofAesculapius. Plat.'/.,, , (/.-
,) Asclepiodorus, masc. pr. .,
Arr. Ind. 18, 3.

V/.?•., , , Asclepio-

clides, name of a comedy of Alexis,

Ath.^,-, ov. b, Asclepios, Lat.

Aescidapius, in Horn, a Thessalian
prince, famous as a physician, 11. 2.

729 : later, son of Apollo and Coro-
nis, tutelary god of medicine, H.
Hom. 15. [7.-, II. 2, 731 :

Dem. made it proparox.?-,
because he derived it from, cf.

Bockh Pind. P. 3, 6.], ar, , the rock

of Aesculapius, on the Isthmus, Eur.
Hipp. 1-209., ov, TO, Ascidum, a town
of Picenum, Strab.—2. a town of

Apulia, Plut. Pyrrh. 21., ov, , (,) a

string for tying up wine-skins, Nic., , ,(, ?.-) leathern bag, A. Fr. 217.7., , , (,)
having bad rupture.. , ,(,)=

', portmanteau, scrip, Ar. Fr. 482., ov, (a priv.,) not

1
seeing, imprudent, thoughtless, II. 24,

I

157 ;, unregnrdful of...,,
! Aesch. Ag. 462.— II. pass, not seen,

1 unseen, ., of the nether
i world. Soph. O. C. 1682.—2. not to

I he seen, obscure, dark, unintelligible,

I, Aesch. Cho. 816 :. Soph.
!
Aj. 21 ; . xpovoc, an unknown time.

I
Soph. Tr. 246 : inconceivable, incredi-

ble. Soph. EI. 864. 1315.—B. (a prir.,) without aim or end, random^, Dion. H. Adv. -., , , (,) leathern canteen, Antiph. Meleag.', ov, , a leathern bag,

mostly of goat-skin, in Hom. usu. a
wine-skin ; , the bag in

which Aeolus bottled up the winds,
Od. 10, 19: metaph. a pot-bellied fd-
lovj, Antiph., cf. Theophr. Char. 5
(3).—2. in genl. an animaFs hide, Hdt.
3, 9 : also of the skin of Marsyas,
Hdt. 7, 26. Proverb.,, to flay alive, abuse or maltreat

wantonly, Ar. Nub. 441, and in pass.,, Solon 25, 7, cf.

Heind. Plat. Euthyd. 285 C. (Ace. to

Pott, akin to, with a prefixed.), to carry uine-shins at

the feast of Bacchus : from, ov,{,) car-

rying wine-shins.\, , , Ascra, a town ot

Boeotia, where Hesiod was bom,
Strab., ov, (a priv.,)
not pillaged or stript. [v]., ov, (a priv., .)
not torn or mangled : not tortured.

Adv. -.. ov, , a kind of St.

John's wort, Diosc.

'.^.. ov, (a priv.,) with-

out cup, Ath.,,,() the second

day of the rural Dionysia, when they
danced with one leg upon skins, unc-

tos saluere per litres, as Virg. G. 2,384.

Hence.. f. -, to dance as at

the Ascolin : in genl. to hop, Ar. Plut.

1129 : to stand upon one leg, Arist. Inc.

An. Hence7., ov, , a dancing as

at the Ascotia., f.-,^7... . . () the

leather padding OX lining ol the hole
which served for the row-lock, put
there to make the oar move easily,

Ar. Ach. 97., a, 6, Ascondas, masc.
pr. n., Ar. Vesp. 1191.

'//, . , () anything

sung, a song, a lay. Plat., and Xen., ov, (a priv.,)
noiseless, Opp., ov, , dim. from,
a little song., ov, , (,) twister of song : said by Ar.

of the Trag. and Dithyramb, poets of

his time. Nub. 333.
', ov, 6, (,)

a composer of songs, Ath.
and,

V. ., (affi/ci'ef)=sq., only in

Dinarch. 94. 34. ,
to wish for a change.. f. -,(') to take

gladly or readily, , Polyb. : intr. to

be satisfied with a thing, or

Tivi, Id. : also. -.-. Id. So too

as dep. mid., Aesop. Hence, ov, , a receiving glad-

ly, Stob. : and, , , acceptable, wel-

come, Sext. Emp., • 07',(, part. perf.) well pleased, glad, always
with a verb, where it may be render-

ed glad to, e. g.. he was glad to have escaped

death. 11. 20, 350, cf. Od. 9, 63, and
freq. in Att.,., Thuc. 6,
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11
12 : csp. in such phrases as, gl"d sitoiild be of it,

II. 14. 108 : just like. Lat. vnle/itihus vobis est, so

.... oaog^glad wilt

thou be lohen tiight shuts out tfip Hiilit,

Aesch. Pr. 23, cf. Soph. Tr. 18, Plat.

Crat. 418 C. Adv. -vuc, gladb/,

readity, joyfully, like, Thuc.
4, 21, Plat., etc. : superl.-,-. Plat. Rep. 32i) C, U16 A.

'7], ov, {a priv.,)
rubbed off, Pherecr. Incert. Hi.', ov,,=, Plat. (Com.)
Inceit. 50., 3\'.,=(>.'?., ov, ( priv.,)
without solecism, not barbarous, Soph.

Fr. 555, cf. : genuine, good,, Eubul. Amalth. 1, 8.', fut. of, Ar.',, 7/, folly, stupidity, Luc:
from", ov, (a priv., ) un-

wise, foolish, silly, Theogn. 370.

Adv. -., f.-, dep. mid.,

to welcome kindly, bid welcome, greet,

Lat. salutare, TLva, Horn. usu. c. dat.,

as ),(,,?., so

too' ., Pind. : in Att. usu.

absol., esp. as the common form on
meeting, , or.
alone, Ar. Nub. 1145, Plut. 1042,cf.

Schol. : . and joined,

Ar. Plut. 752, and Xen. : also to take

leave of, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 2. etc. : also

of the saluting of ships, /,
Plut. ; . , to hail as

king : metaph.,., to bid

misfortune welcome, accept it, Eur.

Ion 5S7.—2. from the modes of salu-

tation in use, to embrace, kiss : in

genl. to fondle, caress, Ar. Vesp. 007 :

hence of dogs, Lat. blandiri, Xen.
Mem. 2, 3. 9.—3. to love, cling fondly
to,' ',^, Eur.

Ion 1363, and so Plat., and Xen. :

hence to follow eagerly, cleave to, as a

disciple his master, Plat. : c. ace. rei,

like Lat. amplecti, . ,
oh'ov, Plat. Symp. 192 A, Rep.

475 A ; and of dogs, . ,
Xen. Cyn. 3, 7.—4. . ..., to be

glad that..., Ar. Plut. 324. (Ace. to

Pott Et. Forsch. 2, 129, quasi-. cf am-plecti.), ov, {a priv .)
not struck close with the ; not

closely woven,. Soph. Fr. 849 :

hence in genl. not in close order, -, Dion. ., ov Ton. , , Aspathi-

nes, masc. pr. n., Hdt. 3, 70., { euphon.,) to

pant, gasp, strugnle convulsively, in

Horn, always of the dying, except, II. 13, 443 : so

too Aesch. Pers 970, Eur. L A. 1587.

also . . Eur. El. 843 :

but Hdt. 8. 5 has'
f/^, Adeimantus was the only one

who still made a struggle, resisted.— was held better Att.

than, but the word is mostly

Ep., ov, , also , nspala-

tkus, a prickly shrub, yielding a fra-

grant oil, Theogn. 1193: used as an
instrument of torture, '-, in Plat. Rep.
610 A.. , b, elsewh. -
\, a mole, Babrius 108, 13. (Akin to

scalpo, as- to -specio, Pott Et.

Forsch. 2, 153.)?., , 6, {a?uv)
an angler, fisherman, Ael.

'/, ov, o,= foreg., Plat.

Soph. 21H E., , , belonging to

an angler, -kj), the art of angling.

Plat. Soph. 219 D : from sq.., or as dep. mid.,-, to angle, catch fish by ang-

ling. (From, a fish, only in

Hesych.),, , Aspaneus, a spot
at the foot of Mt. Ida, Strab.^, , , ( priv.,-) redundance, superfluity. Teles ap.

Stob. p. 524, 52., , , asparagus, An-
tiph. Incert. 37.

', ov, 6, Att.,
asparagus, Cratin. Incert. 135: also

the shoots of divers plants, like as-

paragus ip form. Gal., cf. Lob. Phryn.
111. (Prob. from a euphon. and-, akin to,,. Pott Forsch. 1, 238.), ,,^., f. -, for ,^=, Arist. Part. An., ov, (a priv.,) of
land, unsown, unlilled, Od. 9, 123 : of
plants, not sown, growing wild, lb.

109. Adv. -.^'', , , Aspasia, a cele-

brated female of Miletus, renowned
for her beauty and her high mental
accomplishments, Plat., Xen., etc'

—

2. of Phocaea. the favourite concu-
bine of the vounger Cyrus, Xen. An.
I, 10, 2.

V,. o'l, the Aspasiacae,

a nomadic people between the Oxus
and the Tanais, Polyb. 10, 48.

t, , , Aspasiajius, a
Median commander under •»
chus, Polyb. 5, 79, 7., , , the Aspasii, a
people of India, on the river Choes,
Arr. An. 4, 23., , lov, also , ov,

Od. 23, 233,() welcoyne, seen

or received with pleasure, well-pleasing,

Horn.—II. well-pleased, glad, delighted,, Od. 23, 238,. , the gods
released him to his joy, Od. 5, 397.

Adv. -, readily, gladly, cheerfully,

Hom. with a verb, to be glad to..., as

yaw,
II. 7, 118, so 18, 232, Od. 4. 523, etc.

Like, Ep. word, though we
have the adv.- in Aesch. Ag. 1555.

Cf..', ov, , Aspasizis, masc.
pr. n.. Polyb. 5, 94, 6; etc.", , ,()
a welcome, greeting : freq. in Eur., in

plur. embraces, caresses : the thing ern-

braced, dear one.', ov, 6,() a
greeting, embrace, Theogn. 858 : ajfec-

tion, opp. to. Plat., verb. adj. from-, one must greet, etc., Plat. Phil.

32 D., , ,()
disposed to welcome, greet, etc. : fit for
greeting, kindly, friendly, Polyb. :., sub., a reception-room., ,,=-, wel-

come, Hom. only in Od. : . ,
Od. 5. .398 ; 13, 35. Adv. -•., , . Ion. for-. Call.", ov, (a priv..-) to be appeased bi/ no libations, im-
placable, inexorable, Dem. 786, 10 : -
'uoc.-rz.. ar, , Aspendia, quar-

ter of the city'of Alexandrea, Ath.
174 D.

1
V, ov, , Aspendus. a city

of Pamphylia, now Minugat, Thuc.
8, 81 : hence ', an inhabi

tant of Aspendus, an Aspendian, Po
lyb. 5. 73, 3.", ov, (a priv.,)
without seed, i. e. ivithout posterity, 11.

20, 303., (a euphon.,)
hastily, hotly, uncensini^lij , Horn., who
uses only this neut. form as adv., esp.

in phrase and.", ov, (a priv.,) un-
speakable, unutterable, Hom., and lies.

;

mostly in sense unspeakntly great,.'/,[)',. :,,, ?/, etc.:

more rarely of n\miber, countless, yet
Hom. has , so, Od. 9, 162, ,
ye tremble unspeakably, 11. 17, 332, but', a voice that can no
longer be heard, indistinct, H. Hom.
Ven. 238 (where Herm. reads). As adv. and -. The word is Ep., but found
once in Soph., twice in Eur., ov, 6, Aspetus, the name
under which Achilles was honoured
in Epirus, Plut. Pyrrh. 1., , b, (,) one that throws aieay his

shield, a runaway, coward, Ar. Vesp.
592., , v.., ov,(,-) brandishing a shield by the thong,

shield-armed,, Aesch. Ag. 825., ov, (, )
bearing shield, under shield : in genl. a
ivarrior, Aesch. Theb. 19, and Eur., ov, , dim. from,
a small shield, Strab., ov, T(5,=foreg.

', , , =.
LXX., ov,, a second dim.
of : from, ov, , dim. from -., ov, 6, =,
Soph. Fr. 376. [It'], ov, ,().
shield bearing, a warrior, II. 2, 554 ; 16,

167., ov,(,)
bitten by an adder or asp, Diosc., ov,(,)
clattering with shields,, Pind. I.

1, 32.//, , (, )
like, shaped like a shield, Diod.,, v,= {oreg., Opp.

', ov, gen. ,(,)=, liv-

ing by the shield, i. e. by rear., or,
ov, TO, the workshop of an-, Dem. 945, 15 : from, ov, . (, -) a shield-maker, Thernist.

', , , the making of
the shield : Gramm. name for II. 18.

from its subject : from, ov, b,(,)
a shield-maker., ov,(,)
living or feeding upon adders or asps :

but— H. parox., ov,

act., feeding adders or asps.. ov, , (,)
shield holder, shield-bearer. Soph. Fr.

376. and Eur., ov, gen. or'Of, (-,) living by the shield, i. e
by war, a ivarrior by profession, Eur
Phoen. 796.

V
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~), to bear a shield: from-, ov, {, )
bearing a shield, LXX., ov, (a priv., -)=
sq., Anth., ov, (a priv.,/)
spotless, stainless.-,,, sometimes used
by Com. for.',, , a round shield;

in Horn, large enough to cover the
whole man, usu. of bull's hide, over-

laid with metal plates, with a boss{) in the middle, and fringed
with tassels{) : later, it be-

longed to the Greek men-at-arms{, cf. o-?.ov), as opp. to the
Thracian- and Persian,
cf. asp. Xen. An. 2, 1, 6, Mem. 3, 9,

2 : to lose the shield{-) was a soldier's greatest dis-

grace, Hdt. 5, 95, Ar. Vesp. 19, cf.

Bergk Anacr. 26.—2. in common lan-

guage, used for body of men-at-arms{), as ,
Hdt. 5, 30, cf Xen. An. 1, 7, 10; as

we say " a hundred lances, bayonets,"

etc., for men: so too to estimate a
victory, -
, Xen. Hell. 1, 2, 3.-3. military

phrases : ' -, to be drawn twenty-

five deep or in file, Thuc. 4, 93, also' ?., Id. 7, 79 ;, in single line, Isocr. 136

C : , ',' -, from, the left, on the left, towards

or to the left, because the shield was
held with the left hand, Xen., cf. -

: but' , to stand

in battle, Eur. Med. 250 :'/, to close ranks, Xen. :-
/'^, when the shields ring,

i. e. when two bodies of men meet
in a charge, Xen. An. 4, 3, 29 : a

shield was sometimes put as a sig-

nal for battle, etc., Hdt. 6. 115, 121,

cf. Xen. Hell. 2, 1, 27. Met. protec-

tion, defence ; also combat, battle. Eur.

Phoen. 1326.—II. an asp, a hind of
snake. Hdt. 4, 191, and Plut.,, , . Aspis, an island

near Iunia.= Arconnesus, Strab.—2.

a city in the Carthasinian territory,

the Roman Clupea, Polyb. 1, 29, 2.—
3. a city and port on the greater Syr-

tis, Strab.—4. a spot in .\rgos, Plut.

Pyrrh. 32.,, (5,=sq., Soph., ov, b, one armed with a

shield, a warrior, 11., always in gen.

plur. : also and, the latter as adj.,, din of shielded warriors,

Aesch. Ag. 404.,, , v. foreg., ov, {a priv.,-) ivithout bowels : metaph. heart-

less, spiritless, Soph. Aj. 472 : mer-

ciless.—II. without eating.
Plat. (Com.) Poet. I.

^, , , Aspledon, a

city of Boeotia, II. 2, 511, ace. to

Strab. also^-, ov,=sq., Diosc, cf
Lob. Paral. 197.', ov, {a priv.,)
yiithout spleen.—. act. reducing the

spleen, hence ?,, asplenium,

spleenwort, supposed to be a remedy
for the spleen, Diosc.

707'(, adv. of., not to make or keep a

covenant or treaty : from", ov, {a priv., })
without drink-offering, and SO— I. to

whom no drink-offering is poured,., i. e. death, Eur. Ale. 424.—II.

15

without a regidar truce (which was
ratified by),, Thuc.
5, 32 : of persons, without making a

truce. Id. 3, 113, -', to lake up their dead

without leave asked, Id. 2, 22 : -, a keeping out of treaty or cov-

enant with others, Id. 1, 37.—III. ad-

mitting of no truce, implacable, .. an implacable, a deadly curse,

Aesch. Ag. 1235, ubi al., so it

would be=., as in Dem.
314, 16 : also -', Eur. . 905.', , , {) Mount
A.'ipordenus . near Pergamus, Strab., or, {a priv.,)=, not sown, untilled,,
Dem. 379. 4., ov, {a priv.,-) not zealously pursued or cotirted,

', Eur. Melan. 15 : not said in

earnest.— II. not worth zeal, useless,

mischievous, ,
Eur. Bacch. 913, I. T. 202., adv., and. adv.=:sq., adv. {a priv.,)
without zeal, effort, or trouble, II. : with-

out a struggle, ignobly, II. 22, 304. []
V, , , the Aspur-

giani, a people on the Palus Maeotis,
Strab.', also, , a kind of

oak, Theophr.", Ion. for, neut. pi.

from, Att., u'hich, which-

soever, what, u:hatever, Hom. II. 10,

409, though the line is dub., and
Hdt.', Ion. for , Att. ,
something, some, in Horn., only once
in Od.,', what sort... ? 19,

218, as interrog. for.', , , Assa, a city of Mace-
donia, on the Sinus Singiticus, Hdt.
7, 122.^, ov, . Assagetes, an
Indian prince, Arr. An. 4, 28, 6., and-, , , the

Assaceni, a people in northern India,

Arr. An. 4, 30.^,, o,Assacclnus, masc.
pr. n., Strab., v..

^', . , Assaracus, son
of Tros, grandfather of Anchises, II.

20, 232., ov, , dim. from Lat.

as, a small as, N. T. — II. a sort of
valve, Lat. assarium, Vitruv.

V, ov, , Assesus, a spot

near Miletus, whence Minerva de-

rived the appellation, Hdt.

1, 19., adv.. of, nearer,

Horn., mostly with the verbs,. and, to draw near, as

a friend or enemy : sometimes c.

gen., , nearer to me, II. 24,

74 : so too , etc., c. gen.,

also in Hdt. 4, 3. Hence as a new
compar., also,
adv., with or without gen.,

Od. Super!,, and Aesch.
Fr. 61, like, adv..
V, ov, , Asstts, a city of Tro-

as, Strab. : hence, a, ov, of
Assus, Assian, Strab.

and. v. sub..
VAoovpia, , , Assyria, a region

of Asia between Media, Mesopota-
mia, and Babylonia ; also, in a wider
sense, the Assyrian empire, which in-

cluded Babylonia and Media, Hdt.

1, 185 : in lat. wr. for.

, a, ov, Assyrian, also foi

Syrian., Att. contr. for, q. v.

'(5?/•.,=:.^', , , Asia, a city of Spain,
Strab.^, a, 6, Astaboras, a river

of Aethiopia, a branch of the Nile,
Strab., , ( priv.,) not

trickling, and so ., hard
frozen. Soph. Fr. 162.—II. 7iot merely

trickling, i. e. gushing, in a stream,

Valck. Ad. p. 228.', , {a priv.,) un-
steady, unstable, Anth.', ov, {a priv.,-) unsteady, unsettled, wandering,, Xen. Mem. 4, 7, 5 : also of
men, unsteady, unstable, inconstant,

Ar. Av. 169 : also of things, uncer-

tain,, Eur. Or. 981, to./,, uncertainty, Thuc. 4, 62, cf.

3, 59 ; indefinite, not to be weighed Or
decided, Hemd. Plat. Lys. 214 C.

t'Affroi, , o'l, Astae, a people of
Thrace, Strab.

f, , , the Astaceni, a
people of Bactria, Strab.', ov, , Astacides, Anth., ov, 6, a kind of crab,

Epich. p. 12.. ov, , Astacus, a Theban,
father of Melanippus, Hdt. 5, 67.—2.

a Persian, Thuc. 8, 108.^, , or', ov, ,
Astacus, a city of Acarnania, on the

AcheloHs, Thuc. 2, ,30.-2. a city of

Bithynia, Strab. : adj., ,, and, a, ov, of Astacus,

Strab., adv. of sq., not in drops,

i. e. in floods. Soph, [who has I, O. C.
1646, r, lb. 1251.], ov, {a priv., )=

II., Eur. I. T. 1242., ov, {a priv.,-) not dropping or trickling, i. e. gush-

ing forth, IiKe. Call... , ( priv.,)
unarmed, unclothed. Call.. .=, dub., , , a courier, a Per-
sian word, Wyttenb. Plut. 2, 326 F :

cf.,, , v. 1. for,
Arist. Part. An. 4, 8, 1., , , Astapus, a river

of Aethiopia, Strab.^, , , Astarte, a Syro-
Phoenician goddess, corresponding
to the Venus of Greek and Roman
mythology, Luc.', a, , Astasobas, a river

of Aethiopia, Strab., , , subst. of,
unsteadiness.

'. ov, {a priv.,-) not disturbed by seditions, ^,
Thuc. 1, 2: without party-spirit, quiet,

Lys. 195, 38. .-.
V, , , Astaspes, masc.

pr. ., Aesch. Pers. 22., , to be, be un-

steady: ii\so to be homeless, ..: from, ov, {a priv.,)
never standing still,, Mesomed.
H. Nemes. 7 : unsteady, uncertain, Po-

lyb.—II. unwcighed, Nic. Adv. -., ov, , [<] fern,-, , , made of raisins, pre-

pared therewith, Anth : from,, , {a euphon.•) a raisin, Hdt. 2, 40, and Plat.',,= with

a euphon.?., ov, (a priv.,)
without grapes, [a]
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,, 6, ( euphon.,-
) an ear of corn, 11., and . Horn., ov, (apriv.,)

uncovered, of a ship, undecked, An-
lipho 132, 8 : ,
frnm their having no shelter, living in

the open air, Thuc. 7, 87., ff,=sq., ov, (a priv.,) I'-iih-

out roof, /ioii.«(7f!,ss,Pseiid-Phoc.22 -II.

(a priv.,) act. not holding or

containing, nietaph. of a person's

mouth, prating, LXX. cf.-., dep. mid., rarer col-

lat. form of sq.. f. -, dep. mid.,{) to behave urbanely, be court-

eous or witty, Pint., , , refined dis-

course, wit, Arist. Rhet. .: from, ov, {,)
speaking wittily., ov, also a, ov, {') of

the town, and so like Lat. urhanus,

courteous, polite, witty, amusing, opp.

to, esp. ,
to say (I good thing, make a good joke,

Ar., cf. Heind. Plat. Lys. 204 C : of

persons, pretty, opp. to, hand-

some, Arist. Rhet. : of wares, 7teat, well

made : but later also of natural pro-

ductions, just like, good of its

kind, Strab., and Plut. Adv. -., ov, , Astius, an Athe-

nian archon, Dem. 1357, 2., , . and_, , , () re-

finement, politeness, wit, Lat. urhani-

tas., ov, (a priv.,)
untrodden, ., Soph.

Phil. 2., ov, b,() a

witty saying or doing, Philostr., ov, (a priv.,)=, v. sub. Adv.

-.'/, , {a priv.,7)
without stalk, Theophr.?^, o^',= foreg.^, ov, ( priv.,-) not insulted, Lyc. : also=affre/l-

/, Euphor. 106., , rarer collat. form of

sq., , (a priv.,)
umroved, xinshaken,unchanging,.
II. 2, 3-li ; , so., he held it unmoved, stiff, II.

3, 219 ; but , to

hold one fast, Od. 4. 419, 459.-2.
later of persons,, re/ciif/t-ss, inexorable,

Theocr. 13, 37.— II. untrodden, and so

of grapes. Mjinjie. Adv.-. (Sanscr.

stabh, niti, stambha, columna ; cf our
step, stamp,.), ov, (a priv.,)
without sigh or groan. Soph. Tr. 1074,

1200•. also . , free from
groans, Eur. Hec. 090. Adv. -,
also -', or -, Aesch. Fr. 2S4.-', verb. adj. from , one

must sing, Ar. Nub. 1205, Plat. Rep.
390 E., ov, (a priv.,) un-

crowned : hence, unhonoured, ., Eur. Heracl. 440.^,, , ij, {a priv.,,) without love of man,
hating wedlock : of lo in Aesch. Pr.

898, where perh. it is rather aspiring

above an union with a mortal, [yu], , (a priv.,)
without love, unkind, hateful, dreadful,, Soph. Aj. 770 : . ,
Id. . . 229.
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, , {) =-.
V, , Asteria, daughter of

Coeus and sister of Latona, Hcs. Th.
409.—Also as fem. name, in Plut.

Cim. 4, etc.—II. an earlier name of

the island Delos, Callim. Del. 224.—
2. an island in the Ionian sea, near

Ithaca, Strab., aia, alov, like a star,

Cleomed., ov, , {) starred,

mottled, and hence—II. as subst., a

kind o{ mottled heron, falcon, or shark,

Arist. II. A., f. -,{) to make
into a star, Plut. usu.,
also, '.
V, ,, , Asieritim. a place

in Magnesia in Thessaly, II. 2. 735.,,, also, ov,{)
starred, starry, Ap. Rh.—11. like a star,

of a spider, Nic.^, ov, 6, Asterius, son of

Minos, slam by Theseus, Apollod.,

Pans.— 2. an Argonaut, Ap. Rh. 1,

176.— 3. son of Neleus, brother ol'

Nestor, Apollod.—Others in Anth.,

etc.,, .=, II. 1.,, o,dim. from,
little star. Call.—II. esp. the mark >j<,

by which gramm. distinguished line

passages in MSS., an asterisk.—III.

a plant, a kind of aster, Theophr.^',, b, Astcrion, son of

Teutamus, king of Crete, Apollod.

—

2. son of Cometes, an Argonaut, A p.

Rh.. in Apollod. 1, 9, 16,., ,=, Aesch.
Fr. 200, ubi al.., ov,{,)
brought by the revolution of the stars,

Anth. [i],.{,) star-

like, starry, full of stars, Ar. Thesin.
1067. Adv. -.,, ,() star-

red, starry,, Hom. : in genl.

sparkling, glittering,,, 11. 10, 134; 18, 370.,,:=-., , (,)
tvith starry back, Nonn., ov,{,)
star-eyed, epith. of night, Orph., , b, Asicropaeiis,

11.21,137., , , Astcropia,

daughter of De'/on in Phocis. Apol-

lod. 1, 9,4.-2. daughter of Pelias,

Pans. 8, 11, 3., , , Asterope, daugh-
ter of CebrenjWife of Aesacus, Apol-

lod. 3, 12.,,, poet, for,?/, lightning, II. 10, 151: hence, ov, , the tightener,

epith. of Jupiter, 11., , , star-gazing,

Sext. Emp. : from, ov, (, -) a star-gazer, astronomer, astro-

loger.., ,(,)
shining with stars, Oriih., ov,(,)
xvalking among the stars,.,:=, Arat.,,=^., , (, ) star-

faced : and so starred, starry,,, Eur.

—

. star-like, and so
bright,, Aesch. Fr. 158,,
Eur., cf. Valck. Phoen. 131.', ov, , Asteropus masc.
pr. n., Plut. Clem. 10.

, ov, (a priv.,]
without crown, ungarlanded, Kvir. Hipp
1137.—II. esp. without the crotvn of

victory, Tipu, Id.

Andr. 1020., ov, (a priv.,-) not crowned, esp. in sign of vic-

tory, Sapph. 44, Plat. Rep. 013 C., , , fem. , Hdt. 1,

173, etc., Ar. Thesm. 541.', ov, without, esp.

without tombstone, Anth.,, b. 7/,= sq./, ,=/, ace. to
old gramm. from a priv.,,
without firm footing, but Lob. Phryn.
400, derives it from a root ,.', , gen. : dat. pi., II. 22, 28, 317, not
(V. Lob. Paral. 175), a .star, Horn.:
in genl. any luminary, a meteor, II. 4,
75.—2. metaph. like, of illus-

trious persons, etc., ,,
/'/, Valck. Hipp. 1122.—3. a sea
animal of the mollusc, kind, a star-

fish, Arist. H. A.—4. a ki7id of singing-
bird, Opp.—5. a Sajnian clay used as
sealing-wax, Theophr. ('i'he a is

euphon., as in, astrum, cf.

our star, Germ. Stem, cf. Pott Forsch.
L 225.)^,, b. Aster, masc. pr. n.,

HUt. 5, 63, etc., ov, (apriv.,)
not propped or grounded, unstable, Anth.
i, ov, b, Astes, masc. pr. n.,

Arr. An. 4, 22, 8., , ( priv.,) un-
trodden by, , Aesch. Theb. 859

:

hence— 1. not to be trodden, holy, -. Soph. O. C. 126.—2. untrodden,

desert, pathless,. Id. Aj. 057.

—

II. act. leaving ?io track,, Me-
somed. H. Nemes. 7.., ov, Lyc, and,,^^, Anth., , , ()— 1. of city

or town, opp. to country, 7. «.,

Aesch. Eum. 997, .,
more usu. ', Thuc. 5, 20,

cf. sub II. : also ho7iif', opp
to, foreign, Aesch. Supp. 618
—2. town-bred, witty, like.—
Also, q. v. Adv. -., ov, (a priv.,) not

marked ivith spots or dots, not tattooed,

Hdt. 5, 6.—II., an estate not

pledged or mortgaged : for those that

were so were marked by stonts, (-, bpoi), Menand. p. 277., ov, o,() a tou-nsman,

citizen. Soph. Fr. 81. [i]?.,, (a >\ . ,.-) not scraped or rubbed down, dirty,

Anth.,, ,=,T'hi-
let. 36., ov, (a priv.,-) withcnil even the eUments, grossly

ignorant., ov, (a priv.,)
not in rows or ranks, not planted in

regular order, Theophr.7., ov, (apriv., }?)) with-

out the stole,, Soph. Fr. 791., ov, (a priv., -) wivexed, Alciphr., ov, (a priv.,) with-

out month, speechless. Soph. Fr. 78.-^

II. of horses, hard-mouthed, unbitted,

unmanageable, Aesch. Fr. 336, Soph.
El. 724.

—

III. of dogs, bad-mouthed,

unable to bite, Xen. Cyn. 3, 3.—IV. of
meat and drink, unpalatable, Ath., ov, (a priv.,)
unsharpened, untempered, as metal., ov, (a priv., •
)=5^., Anth.



', ; ( copul. or intens.,) loudlij sighing or wailing, mourn-

ful, Aesch. Theb. 857 : or, as others,

(a priv.), not inerely sighing, i. e. ivail-

ing bitterly, cf..— II., a potion to chase away sighs,

Mehlhorn Anacr. 50, 6, p. 188, cf.

2.'-, b, , {,) the

jstiblic guest of a city, Aesch. Suppl.
356 : one who has been made an
honorary freeman.~), , , want of natural

affection. Dion. H. : from, ov, (a priv.,)
without natural affection, Theocr. 17,

43: criiel,, Leon. Al., , ( priv.,)
tinbedded, Nonn.

ov, , () a townsman,
citizen, fellow-citizen, opp. to ,
Horn. Fern,, , q. v.', uv, 01. the Asttirii, a
people of Spain, Strab., ov, (a priv.,-) not aimed, Dion. H., {) to miss the

mark, in genl. to miss,, Polyb.

:

to fail, . Id. Hence.,, , afailure,fault,

Plut. hke.
'', , , a missing the mark,

failing. Pint.—2. imprudence, thought-

lessness, Polyb. : from
*, ov, (a priv.,)

missing the marh, aiming badly at, -, Plat. Tim. 19 : hence in genl.,

going or doing wrong, heedless, thought-

less, random. Adv. -".
^", , , Astra, an hetaera,

Ath. 583 .

i', ov, b, AstrabQcus, a
Spartan hero, Hdt. 6, 6!).', •'/•{) a wooden
saddle, pack-snrld:e hence—II. a mule
with 071 easy saddle on, Lys. 169, 13, cf.

Bultm. Dem. Mid. E.tc. 7.?, , , (,,) muleteer, Luc. [],,=^', with
euphon., Ath..,^, immov-

able or not twisted, straight,, Pind.
. 2. 146,'. Plat. Tim. 73 .',{) to carry a
pack saddle, serve as a beast of burden,?, Aesch. Supp.
285, but the passage is very dub.

V", '/., , , Ion. for-7. III., Anacr. 44.
'.', f. -, to play with'. Plat.: also.,

Cratin. Plut. 4.
'?, ov, b, a gold-finch,

elsewhere, Opp.'?, ov, , dim. from?., •, , a playing
with?, Arist. Rhet., ov, , dim. from., ov,,=-., , . fem.-,, , of the nature or form
of an?. []?, , b, , {-,) divining from -, Artemid.', ov, b, one nf the ver-

tebrae, esp. in the neck, Hom.—II. the

ankle bone, Lat. talus, Hdt. 3, 129:
Theocr. 10, 36, compares pretty feet

to, perh. from their being
well-turned, or (as the Schol.) from
their whiteness.— III. usu. in plur., dice, which at first were
made of the ankle bones, (often used

by boys in their simple state, as in a

Marble in the Brit. Mus. Room 3,

No. 31), but soon of other materials

also, esp. of stone, Lat. tali : hence
the gajne played therewith, II. 23, 88,

Hdt. 1, 94. The?, had
only four flat sides, the two others

being round : the flat were marked
with pips, so that the side with one
pip stood opposite to that with six,

and that with three to that with
four ; the two and five were want-
ing : dice marked on all the six sides

were called. In playing they
threw four out of the

palm of the hand or from a box
(.•) : the best throw {),
which was when each die came up
diflferently, was called '.
Lat. jactus Veneris, also Mioaf and

: the worst, when all the
dice came up alike, kvuv, Lat. canis,

canicula. the locus classicus on the
subject is Eust. Od. 1, p. 1397, 34,

sq. There was another game at dice

called, q. v. : cf Becker,
Gallus 1, p. 221, sq., Diet. Antiqq.

VOC. talus.-— IV. a scourge of struiig

bones, used like the knout. Diod. : also?. , Posidon. ap.

Ath. 153 A.—V. a moidding in the
capital of the Ionic column, Vitruv.,

cf Diet. Antiqq.— VI. a leguminous
plant.— VII. a measure used by phy-
sicians. (Deriv. unknown.)

', ,{,) shaped like an?.., , , of-, talaris, v.? IV., . , Asiraea, daughter
of Themis and Jupiter, Apollod.

:

from, , , {)
starry, starred. Hence', ov, , Astraeus, a Titan,

husband of Eos. father of the winds
and stars, Hes. Th. 367.,,,{)
of lightning, ., wind with

thunderstorms, Arist. Meteor. : so too., thunder-showers, Plut.
', , , a lightener,

hurlcr of lightning, Orph. ; from//,, , a flash of lightning,

lightning, ?}, Hdt.
3, 86, etc. ; also ', Soph. Fr. 507 : oft. also

as plur., lightnings, as Aesch. Theb.
430.— 2. inetaph.,, Soph.
Fr. 421 : so , Ar.

Ach. 566. (Akin to, -.)
_ ^ ^ ^

',, {?/,-) to hurl lightnings., , to carry light-

nings, Ar. Pac. 722 : from, ov,(, -
f(j)

carrying lightnings, flashing, ,
)m. Bacch. 3.,,=, Orph.,,{,)

like lightning, forked, twisting., , , lightning, f. -, () to

lighten, hurl lightriiugs, II. : hence im-
pers.,, it lightens. Soph.
Fr. 507 : trans, to flash forth,,
Aesch. Pr. 356 : but— II. intr. to flash,
glance like lightning,. Soph. . C. 1067 : -

., gleams with brass,

Eur. Phoen. 110.—HI.,
as dep. for, Aristid., , . queen of stars,

epith. of the moon, Orph.
', , , {a priv.,-) exemption from service, Ar. Pac.

52C.—2. a shunnin'Of service, never ap-

pearing on duty, which at Athens was
a heavy ofi'ence, liable to indictment

(), but also , Plat. Legg.
943 D, Dem. 999, 6), hence, to be accused of
it, Ar. Eq. 443 ; ',
to be convicted of it, Lys. 140, 10, Dem.
533, 10 ; cf Diet. Antiqq., ov, {a priv.,-) without service, and SO— 1. ex-

empt therefrom, Lys. 115, 26.—2. never

having served, never appearing on duty,

Aeschin. 78, 41. [a]
'., , incapacity for

command, Dion. H. : from, ov, {a priv.,-) not led, badly led, without leader,

Joseph.—2. act. never having been gen-

eral. Plat. Ale. 2, 142 A.—3. incapable

of command. Axisi. Adv. -rwf., ef,=sq.. Soph. Fr. 367., ov, {a priv.,)
?iot to be bent, not bending or warping,
of wood.—2.=, Theocr. 24,
94.—3. of persons, unbending, inflexi-

ble, Anth. ; cf..—II. ivhence

none return, ", Lye. Adverb,., f. -,{)^.', , , of belonging to

the stars., , 7/,= sq., Call.', ,=^7, An
tiph. Epidaur. 1.',, , , (,) star-struck, esp. stricken by the

sun, withered, Arist. Juveiit.?, ov, = foreg., The-
ophr., , , the state of
an., a stroke of the sun, Lat.
sideratio, Theophr.?, f.-, pass, to

be struck by the sun, Lat. siderari, The-
ophr. Hence, f.-, pass.

= foreg.,,^.
'/.,,,=^,

Theophr.
'., gen. ov, ,^=•?.', , , (,) near the stars,, Aeseh.

Pr. 721., ov,(,)
living under the stars, i. e. in the open
air, Orph. \\, , {, )
starlike, starry, Strab., gen., , , {-,) icatcking the stars

:

., astronomy., , ), {)
the relative position of stars.—2. a con-

stellation., , to class the stars in

constellations, Strab. : from, , b, {, •) one who classes the stars, Orph., ov, {,)
for classingthe stars,, Anth., ov, , {,)
a star-worshipper, Diog. L. [i]',?., to prate of stars and
astrology : from'?., ov, , {,) prating of stars, nickname for

an astrologer., , to be an, study astronomy, Polyb. Hence,,, astronomy •

and', , , astronomy,

Polyb. : and so in Lat., astrologia.', , , belonging to

astronomy or astronomers : /.•
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, sub.,=, Arist.

Org. : from', ; {, ))
obsfrring the stars, an astronomer, Lat.

astrologus—uorpoi'o/wr, Xen. Mem.
4, 2, 10 : in later authors, an astro-

loger,z=., , ^,=sq., Diod., 7/, , sub.,
divination by the stars, astrology, Sext.
Einp. : from, , , (.) an astrologer.', 01', , star, constella-

tion, Horn. : csp. the dng-star, poet,

also the sun : metaph. the best and
brightest of its kind, v.. Pro-
verb, ,-, to guide one's self by the stars,

cf. (v. sub.), , to be an-, study astronomy, Ar. Nub. 194,

and Plat. Hence,. , an observa-

tion of the stars, Diogr. L., , , astronomy, Ar.

Nub. 201, and Plat.', , , given to astro-

nomy, astronomical, Plat. : from', ov, (, )
classing the stars in constellations, as-

tronomical ; as subst., an astronomer,

Plat. : cf..,, , , (,^.))^.', , be busied with

the stars..,(,) and, , (,)
shining like a star, Diod., ov, (, )
bearing stars., ov, ( priv.,)
without turning round or away, fixed,

Lat. irretortus,, Aesch. Cho.
99; so.7, to go u-ithout turn-

ing the back. Soph.O. C. 490 : without

turning or twisting, Plat. Polit. 282 D., ov, gen., (-. yIT) star-clad, epith. of night,

Orph. [i], , oi, the Astrubae, a

people of India, Arr. Ind. 4. 8.,, a. ,=, of the

stars, starry,, Anth., ,=, Eur.
. F. 406., , , a lying without a
bed, on the bare ground, Plat. Legg.
633 C : from, ov, (a priv.,-
ui) without a bed,, Epich. p. 15

:

unsmoothcd, rugged, (), Eur. H.
F. 52 : vnthout horsecloth or saddle.,, gen. fofcontr.. also

(the latter form only in Trac,
ace. to Sch;if ad Pors. Or. 710, El-
lendt Lex Soph.), a city, town, Hom.:
the Athenians called their nu-n city, as the Romans called theirs

Urbs, cf.• : though more
usu. denoted the upper town, as opp.

to the PeirtFcus, more fully,

/-, Lycurg. 150, 9. Adv. -'-
, q. V. (Strictly /", as in

Horn., and so from Sanscr. vas, to

dwell, akin to Vesta,, Pott
Forsch. 1,279.)^', , , Astyages. the

last king of Media, Hdt. 1, 46, 127,

etc. : in Xen. ace. sing, also-, Cyr. 1, 3, 4.\, ov, 6, Astyalus, a Tro-
jan, II. 6, 29.,, 6, (,)
lord of the city, epith. of certain gods,

Aesch. Supp. 101): in Horn, only as

pr. n, : V. sq.
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,, , (= foreg.

)

A.styanax. a son of Hercules, Apol-
lod.— 2. the son of Hector, 11. 6,403.

—Others in Pans., Diog. L. etc. :

adj.', a, ov, of Astya-
nnx, Anth., ov, . (,) Asty-

bies, a son of Hercules, Apollod.
', ov, b, (,)

crying or calling through the city, ejiith.

of a herald, 11.24.701., dep., to be an, ., to dwell in a
neighbouring land, Aesch. Supp. 286., , , of belong-

ing to an ,,, a war
with neighbours, Plut. : from, ov, gen.,(,) near or bordering on a city,, Aesch. Ag. 309, ?.. Eur.
Hipp. 1161 ; but usu. as subst., a

7ieighboiir to the city, a neighbour, a

borderer, Hdt. 2, 104, Thnc. 1, 15. etc.\, ov, .( *)
Astygonus, son of Priam, Apollod.',, <i, (. -) Astydaynas, a tragic poet, neph-
ew of Aeschylus, Diod. S. 14, 43.

Hence', , , Astydamia.
daughter of Amyntor and mother of
Tlepolemus. Pmd. 01. 7, 43.-2. wife
of Acastus, Apollod. 3, 13, 1.", adv., into the city, to or
towards the city, Hom., ov, , the Rom. Prae-
tor urbanus., (,) to

overrun, invest, storm a city,,
Aesch. Theb. 221., -, , =, for

which perh. it is only a f 1., cf. Bre-
mi Lys. .. 3.

V, , , Astycratla,

daughter of Niobe. Apollod. 3, 5, 6.

—2. daughter of Polyide. Paus.^', a and ov, , Asty-
cratidas, masc. pr. n., Plut.\,, , (, -) Astycreon, masc. pr. ., Ath.. etc., ov. (a priv., ?)
irllhout pillar or prop, Anth.
t'.WrrZor, 01). , Astylus, masc. pr.

n.. Plat., Dinarch., etc.,,^^. []. ov, ,(.)
Astymachus, masc. pr. ., Thuc. 3, 52.' 7, (, )
Athens the victorious city, Aesch. Eum.
915 : strictly city-conquering., to be an,
Dem.', , ?). the office or rank

of an, Arist. Pol.', ,. belonging to an

or fiis office, Plat. Rep.
125 D.', ov, , the court of
the. Plat. Le^gg. 918 A.', ov, , {,) a

magistrate at Athens, who had the care

of the police, streets, and public build-

ings, tney were ten in number, five

for the city, and five for the Pejra'eus,

Isae. 36, 40, Dem. 733, 10. and freq.

in Plat. Legg., cf Bockh P. E. 1, p.

272: the word was afterwards used
to translate the Roman Aedilis, cf.—II. as adj., protecting

or guiding cities, , Aesch. : also?. ., public festivals, Pind. N.
9, 74 : ., the feelings of social

life, Soph. Ant. 355., ov, , (,) As-
tynous, son of Phaethon, Apollod. 3,

14. 3.-2. a Trojan, II. 5, 144; an-

other in 15, 455., , , Astyoche, daugh-

ter of Actor, II. 2, 514.—2. daughter
of Phylus, mother of Tlepolemus,
11.2. 058.— 3. daughter of the Simois,
mother of Tros, Apollod. 3, 12. 2.—
4. daughter of Laomedon, Apollod.
3, 12, 3.-5. daughter of Niobe, Apol-
lod. 3, 5, 6.^, ov, b, (,) As-
tyochus, son of Aeolus, king of Li-
para, Diod. S.—2. a Sjjartan naval
commander, Thuc. 8, 20.—3. an Athe
nian. Aeschin., ov,(,) keeping,
protecting the city, Ath.^, ar. . Astypalaea,
daughter of Phoenix, Apollod. 2, 7,
1.— II. one of the Sporades, near
Crete, Strab.—2. a promontory of
Attica near Sunium, Strab. ; another
in Caria, Id.—3. an ancient name oi
the city Cos. Strab., (, ^-) to

go up and dnirn in a city, live in it,

lounge about the streets, Theopomp.
(Hist.) ap. Ath. 526 C. Hence, , , residence m a
city, Hierocl.?~, , , Astypylus, a
Trojan, II. 21, 209.', . . Astyra, a place in
Greater Mysia, Strab.—2. a city of
Troas, Id.—3. a city of Latium, Plut.
Hence, , , of A.iti/ra, an epi-

thet of Diana. Xen. Hell.' 4, 1, 41.. ov, TO, dim. from,
a little city. Call., ov, (a priv.,) inca-

pable of the act of, Xenarch.
But. 1 : hence,, , Lat.
lactuca, a lettuce, salad, SO called from
its refrigerant properties, Ath. 69 E.

'^,, , , (, -) abrays living in the city. Critias,

63 : cf.
'?, ov, (a priv.,-) unshaken, undisturbed,,

Xen. Rep. Lac. 15. 7.,, also jy, ov, Theogn.,
not rugged or rocky.

V, , , (,)
Astyphilus, masc. pr. ., Isae. ; etc.', , (a priv.,)
not akin., ov, gen. , (a
priv.,) not pardoning, re-

lentless, merciless, Dem. 547. 8 : irreg.

super!, or-, Phintys ap. Stob. p. 445,

38., ov, (a priv.,-) without acknowledgment or bond,

BockhP. E. 1, 171.', ov, (a priv.,-) unexercised, Luc., (a priv.,-) to withhold one's assent,

Sext. Emp., or, ( priv.,-) unmixed, not to be mixed., ov, (a priv., -
7.) not .shut up together.

'7, ov, (a priv., -
7.) not joined or unitid by the

threads offate, Cic. Att. 6, 1., ov, (a priv.,-) not gathered, unreaped,,
Xen. Cyr. 1,5, 10.', ov,^=.', ov, (a pnv,,) not to be compared, unlike.—ll. jm
sociable, Polyb. Adv. -.', ov, Thuc. 8, 95.

Adv. ~, v..', ov, (a priv., cr)
not poured together, not intermixed, not

confounded. Adv. -.', ov, (a priv.,-



()) not allowed, not be allowed, un-

pardonable, Diod.—II. act. unforgiving,

relentless. Adv. -./, ov, ( priv.,-) not accused by sycophants, not

calumniated, Aeschin. 84, 44. Adv.

-., , alov,{) be-

longing to an asylum,, Plut., adv. of, inviolably,', ov, (a priv.,)=, Eur. Hel. 449. [iJ]?, , ?/, inviolability, safety

to the person, esp. of a suppliant, ., Aesch. Supp. 610 : sanctity

of a place of refuge, Polyb.—II. act.

paying respect to the sanctity of a

place, etc.?, ov, {a priv.,-) not to be laid hold of or grasped,

incomprehensible.— II. act. 7iot laying

hold of, not conceiving, Diosc. Hence
?7/-, , , the state of an/...?, ov, (a priv., '-?.) not concluded by just rea-

soning, inconclusive, illogical, Arist.

Rhet. : in genl. unreasonable, Menand.
p. 124.—II. act. unable to reason, Po-
lyb. Adv. -, Plut., , , (strictly neut.

from sq.) an asylum, sanctuary.', ov, (a priv., /.]) free

from plunder OX robbery : esp. under

divine protection, unharmed, inviolate,

Eur. Med. 728 : also c. gen.,. safe from marriage, Id. Hel. 61 :/, to make the

land a refuge. Id. Med. 387.,, , not a-
ua, or complete predicate, Priscian, 18,

1,4., ov, old Att. -,
( priv.,) not coming to

terms, Thuc. 3, 46 : incompatible.—II.

act. disagreeing, not uniting, bringing

no union, Polyb. Adv. -./., ov, (a priv.,-) not to be compared, unequal, incom-

mensurate, Arist. Metaph.—II. not to

he guessed, unintelligible,?\,
Tivi. Soph. Tr. 694.—III. not

to be met U'ith, unsocial. Id. Fr. 350.

'.2., to be, pay
tw contribution to a thing, :
from?., ov, (a priv.,-) without contribution, to which no

one subscribes, esp. ., a feast

where no one brings any thing, Alex.,

-, Amphis Incert. 3.—2. without

social intercourse, solitary,, Plut.

—II. act. noi contributing, not paying
one's share, esp. at a feast, Aeschin.

11, 13 ; in genl. useless, unprofitable.

Id. Adv. -.
^?., ov, (a priv.,-) unadvised, without counsel.—

II. act. not askingfor advice.
', , , want of symme-

try, disproportion, Plat. Gorg. 525 A :

from', ov, (a priv.,-) incommensurate, tlvl, Vl^ith a
thing, Plat. Tim. 87 D.—II. wanting
symmetry, disproportionate, unequal,

Xeri. Cyn. 2, 7 : unsuitable, improper,

immoderate,/, Plat. Legg. 918

B. Adv.-., t'f.t=sq.', ov, ( priv.,-
",) unmixed, not to be united, Dion.

H., , (a priv.,) not fitted together, not compact,

Luc,
', , , want of sympa-

thy} : from

, , {a priv.,•) without fellow-feeling or sympathy,

Plut. Adv. -, Diod.

'.7?., ov, (a priv., -) not woven or entwined together,

incompatible, Theophr./, ov, (a priv., -
/'.) not filled up, not fulfilled., ov. =/.,
Philo., ov, (a priv.,-) not falling together or fitting,

Hipp., ov, (a priv., -) not become callous., , ( priv.,-) invisible, Arist. Mirab. Adv.

-., ov, (a priv.,)
inexpedient, useless, Hes. Op. 780 : m-
expedient for..., Ttvi. Eur. Tro. 491 :

prejudicial, T7j upxy, Thuc. 3, 40.

Adv. -., , ( priv.,)
not grown together : incompatible, un-

suitable, Plut., ov, (a priv.,)
not akin, strange, unlike, LuC. : incom-

patible, unsuitable, Plut., ov, {a priv.,-) not mingled together.,,^, Hipp., , ?/, uiant of harmo-

ny, discordance, dissension, Plat. Legg.
861 A : from, ov, (a priv.,-) not agreeing in sound, discordant :

in genl. disagreeing, , with an-

other. Plat. Gorg. 482 C— II. speak-

ing different languages, .
Plat. Polit. 262 D. Adv. --., ov, ( priv.,-) uncontracted, Gramin.
V, ov, ( priv.,-?) without an attendant, un-

attended, Antiph.

v?J.aio, ov, {a priv.,-') unsociable, or implacable,

Plut.^, ov, (a priv.,)
uncombined, unconnected, -
?, Arist. Org. ; incompatible, inco-

herent, Epict., ov, (a priv.,-
)=5^., Plut., ov, (a priv.,-) not knit together, not united, disa-

greeing, inconsistent, Dion. H.—II. in

metre are verses com-

pounded of heterogeneous feet, Herm.
El. Metr. p. 588. Adv. -.', ov, ( priv.,)
not bound together, unconnected, Xen.
Cyn. 5, 30.—II. without a conjunction,

Arist. Rhet. Adv. -.7, ov, (a priv.,??^)
strengthd. for?, Plut.

'^(5;7(•, ov, {a priv.,-) unpaired, without union. Adv.

-.', ov, (a priv.,-) unconscious, not privy to a thing,

TLvi, hence adv., Lat. clam ceteris, without the

others' knowing thereof, Plut., ov,{a priv.,)
rendering no services, not affording help,

Ael.

'Affi'i'fffi'a, , ,() ivant

of understanding, witlesstuss, stupidity,

thuc. 1, 122, etc., , to he, be

without understanding ofa thing,:
from', ov, Att. ., ( priv.,) void of understanding, witless,

stupid, Hdt. 3, 81, and freq. in Thuc.
—II. unintelligible, Eur. Ion 1205, of.

Valck. Phoen. 1510.—3. ., nol

understanding a thing, Pohyr. Adv.

~., ov, ( priv.,) undefended.,, , want ofuse, Arist.

Metaph. : inexperience of..,, Po-

lyb. : from', , gen. , ( priv.,) unaccustomed,, Em-
ped. 10: inexperienced in a thing, -, Polyb. Adv. -., ov, gen., Att..
(a priv.,)=, Aesch.

Ag. loeo., , , ()
breaking covenant, faithlessyiess., , to break covenant, be

faithless : from, ov, Att..,{ priv.,) uncompounded, Plat. Phaed.

78 C, Theaet. 205 C : so later, esp.

in Gramm.— II. (a priv.,)
bound by no covenant, breaking treaties,

faithless, Dem. 383, 6. Adv. -., ov, contr.,
ovv, (a priv.,) inattentive, ab-

sent. Plat. Soph. 267 D., ov, {a priv., 4•) not to be perceived, not manifest,

opp. to, Aeschin. 47, 31., ov, {a priv., -) without sexual intercourse., ov, (a priv.,) not arranged together, esp. of sol-

diers, not in battle-order, opp. to-, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 16: hence
—2. undisciplined, disorderly, Id. C}T.

7, 5, 21 : so too ., Thuc.

6, 72.—II. not combined in society, opp.

to, Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 45.

—

.
not put fitly together, ill-proportioned,

Xen. Cyn.' 3, 3.—IV. not put on the

tax-roll, and sofree from public burdens,

Dem. 170, 19. Adv. -. Hence', , , want of arrange-

ment or discipline

.

'/., ov, (a priv., -) incomplete, imperfect, Diod.

Adv. -., , ( priv.,7.)
not contributing to the common fund or

common good : esp. like, ex-

emptfrom public burdens.—II.= foreg.,, Anton. Adv. -/,., ov, ( priv.,)
not strained, slack, hence lazy, loiter-

ing. Adv.-, superl.-, Xen.

Cyr. 4, 2. 31., ov. (a priv.,-) not rubbed to pieces OX bruised., , ( priv.,) impure,

filthy,, Polyb., ov, (a priv.,)
not hissed off the stage, \], ov, (a priv., •) not ivell arranged, not ready

at hand, Xen. Oec. 8, 13., , , want of union,

incoTisistency, confusion : and, , to be inconsistent

:

from, ov, Att. ., (a

priv.,) not existing or ex-

tant, impossible.— II. not holding or

hangin<r together, having no consistency,

e. g., Plat. Tim. 61 .—2. metaph.

irregular, unevin, Lat. dispar sibi, OX

perh. wicouth, rugged. At. Nub. 1367,

of Aeschylus : and in Aesch. himself,., Ag. 1467, may have

this signf. : but perh. better a woe

under which one cannot hang or hold

together, i. e. a shattering, crushing woe:

cf. Xenarch. But. 1.'?., ov, (a priv.,)
without contraction, Gramm. Adv.

-7..
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, , ( priv.,-) 7iot pressed into a mass, not com-

pressed, Hipp. : also of style in wri-

ting, like', not condensed,

Dion. H., ov, in II. 9, 013, '' if ,
TLv' , he has
made me vile, of no account, among
the Greeks ; anil in 11. 24, 707,-
acv > error,'-
TiOf, never yet have 1 heard from thee

a vile or good for nothing word. Q.
Sm. uses it as act. : dishonouring, de-

grading, (ucriv. unknown.).,, Dor.

for., Piud., , , Asuchis, a king of

Aegypt, Hdt. 2, 13G., ov, (a priv.,-) without convulsion or struggle, esp.

in dying, Aesch. Ag. 1293. Adv.-.', ov, {a priv.,-
/) not gangrened or mortified, Me-
dic., ov, {a priv.,)
unslaughtercd, Eur. ]on 228.', , . Ion. or, ?, as fidt. 4,33,(/)
firmness, stability, -, raise up the city so that it

stand fast, Soph. O. T. 51 : hence
firmness of any kind, firmness of char-

acter, steadfastness, etc.—2. assurance

from danger, personal safety, Lat. se•

curitas, Hdt., etc.
; ., opp.

to , Lys. 187,

20 : also a safe-conduct, an assurance,

Hdt. 3, 7 ; (5(5',,', Xen. : or', ?., in safety,

Thuc, etc.—3. certainty, surety, .', Thuc. 2,

11.—4. , the. convin-

cing nature of an argument, Xen. Mem.
4, 6, 15, cf., I. 4.

', op, epith. of Neptune,
the Securer, Ar. Ach. 682, ubi al.; in Paus. also-., , ( priv., ?•,?)
not liable to fall, firm, fast, steadfast,

in Horn, only once as adj.,, Od. G, 42, cf mf , then in

Pind., etc. : hence firm in any way,
steadfast,., Soph. Fr. 322.

—

2. of persons, also unfailing, firm, as

friends, etc., sure, trusty, Lat. tutus,

cautus. Soph. Aj. 1251, Thuc. 1, 09,

cf. Heind. Plat. Soph. 231 A : c. inf

,

.)0:, unerring in joi'si/om, Soph.
O. T, 017 ; and of things, sure, cer-

tain, Thuc, etc.—3. mostly, assured

from danger, safe, Lat. tutus, secu-

ras, . , Pmd., and freq. in

Att. : iv, in safety, Valck.
Hipp. 785 ; also , Xen.

:

—, freq. in Thuc.—4.., a convincing speaker,

Xen. Mem. 4, 0, 15, cf. 4.

—II. the adv., .
or, to be, remain fast, firm,
steady, Hom. : hut he also joins -, without fail for ever, for ever

and aye, 11. 13, 141, Od. 13, 80: so

too still further strengthd.,, H. 15, 0•'3
: the Att. adv.- is used m all signfs. of the adj.

Hence', f.- Att. -, to make
firm, fit, secure, Polyb. : tofortify, lb. :

to assure, guarantee., . Ion. coUat. form of, q. v.
', ov, , v. sub.', , ,{)

7}iaking firm, securing, assurance.,, ,[)
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security given, a guarantee, pledge : also

that wliich is secured: also=foreg.,, , Asphalion, an
attcndaul of Menelaus, Od. 4, 210., , ,, the

last of the vertebrae, as it the sup-

porter., , , fern. -, ,
of asjihalt, asphaltic, bituminous, -, Strab. :] ., the Dead Sea,

lacus Asphaltiies, in Palestine, Jo-

seph. : from, , , asphalt, bitumen,

forming in lumps[) on the
.surface of some waters, esp. near
Babylon, where it was used as mor-
tar, Hdt. 1, 179, cf. 0, 119: also a
kind of petroleum or rock-oil, Diosc.
(If of Gr. origin, the root is.)
llence

', to smear with asphalt.'.,[?,)
like asphalt, full of it, Arist. Sens.?,, , ,[)
a plastering with asphalt., ( euphon.,-) to roar, resound, Theocr., , , =,
Theophr., , for, -,, the throat, gullet, wind-
pipe, 11. 22, 328. [], , , Att. for-., , , —-., , Aeol. for , ,
Alcae. 80., , ( priv.,)
not to be bound, loose., ?}, ov,=sq., , ov, of asphodel,

u. , a ship built of asphodel stalks,

Luc. : from, , , asjjhodel, a plant
of the lily kmd, the roots of which
were eaten, Hes. Op. 41.

—

II. as adj.,, the asphodel viea-

dow, which the shades of heroes
haunted, Od. 11, 539 ; 24, 13 : in genl.

of a ilowery meadow, H. Hom. Merc.
221, 344. (Deriv. uncertam.), ,[, -) like asphodel.', ov, (a priv.,-) unsealed, unsigned., to be without pulsation,

have an intermitting pulse, Diosc.

:

i'rom", ov, (a priv., )
without pulsation, lifeless. — II. act.

causing no violent pulsation, causing no

fermentation in the blood, Plut. Hence', , , a stopping or inter-

mission of the pulse, Gal., only used in pres., of

which Hom. has these irreg. forms,

3 sing,, 3 plur.,
inf.', part.) : he
also once has the form?, Od.
2, 193 : both forms occur now and
then in Trag. ;? in Hdt. 3,

152, and late prose, and sometimes
even in Att. prose, as Xen. Eq. 10,

0, Dem. 555, 26. To be distressed,

vexed, grieved, in Horn. usu. c. part.,., , to be vexed at

waiting, at paying: also absol., as 11.

2, 297 : ., to be vexed because

of..., Od. 19, 534: later, , at a

thing, Aesch. Pj. 701, and ,
uein. I.e.: also c. ace.,, Eur. Or. 7H5. (Ace. to

Duidorf and Grashof, akin to,
as to .),— iOTeg., q. v.,, Ep. part,

and 3 plur. pres. of.

, , , a boar, so called

in Magna Graecia, Aesch. Fr. 240.', ov, [a priv., ^,)
not to be held in or checked,, 11.

16, 549; usu. in the phrase,, resistless in might or spirit,

Horn, (who in 11. also has the poet,

form). Adv. -. Plat.

Crat. 415 U.', ov, {a priv.,) unformed. Plat. Phaedr. 247
C : without figure of speech, Diou. H.
Adv. -., ov, (c priv.,)^
foreg., to be?) : hence
to behave in unseemly guise, behave ill,

act indecorously, awkwardly, or basely,

disgrace one's self, Eur. Hec. 407,
Plat., etc. : also., ..., Dem.
009, 17.

•), , , deformity:, in-

decency, Plat. Symp. 196 A : ill-be-

haviour, awkwardness. Id. Rep. 401 A,
etc. : from, ov, gen., (a priv.,) shapeless, misshapen, ugly

:

hence unseemly, shamiful, base, Lat.
ttirpis, opp. to, Eur., etc.

A superl., as from-, in Diog. L. Adv. -., , (a priv.,) un•
cloven, unseparated,, Arist.

Probl., , ,:^, a truMe,
Theophr., ov, {a priv.,) un•
cloven, opp. to, Arist. Me-
taph.—II. undivided. Plat. Soph. 221
E., to he, be busy,

Arist. Pol. : also as dep.,,
Polyb. Hence', , , business, a
hinderance., , , occupation, indxis

try, first in Pind. I. 1, 2 : also=foreg.,
an occupation, business, Thuc. 8, 72,
etc.—II. want of time or leisure, and so
a hinderance from doing Other things,. , to be hindered
in respect to a thing. Plat. Phaed. 66
D : esp. in phrase, ., to be a perpetual hinderance to

one, lb. B, and freq. in Xen. ; also c.

inf., to hinder one from doing, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 1, 13; to which the art. is

oft. prefi.xed, usu. in gen., as Mem. 1,

3, 11 : rarely in dat., as Cyr. 8, 7, 12
;

also TO , Hell. 6, 1,4:
from', ov, (a priv.,,) with-

out leisure, taking none, and so busy,

industrious. Plat. Legg. 832 A : ., busy in or about a thing, Hdt.
4, 77 ; c. inf, busy about doing....,

Pind. P. 8, 40, Plat. Legg. 831 C :., unceasing attendance,

Eur. Or. 93. Adv. -., ,() glutted, surfeited,

disgusted. — 2. act. causitig di.'igust,

nauseous, Hipp. — II. {) slimy,

muddy, Aesch. Supp. 32., ov, (o priv..) with-

out body, incorporeal. Plat. Phaed. 85
E, etc. Adv. -., , , Asonides, a naval
commander of Aegina, Hdt. 7, 18l!',, , }'//,= Boeotia, Eur.
Suj)pl,571 ; cf.'.—2. a region
of Sicyonia, along the Asopus, Strab,,, , the Asopians, who
dwelt along the Asopus in Boeotia,
Hdt. 9, 15: from
t'Affu;riOf, a, ov, {') of Aso-

pus, Pind. N. 3, 0.—2. ~, . ,
Asopius, an Athenian name ; father

and son of Phoniuo, Thuc. 1, 64 ; 3, 7.



'•,, , daughter of Aso-
pus, i. e. Thebe and Aegina, Pind.

Isth. 8 (7), 39 : KOpat, Eur. Here.
Fur. 785, Dind.'-.—2. Aso-
pis, a daughter of Thespius, ApoUod.
2, 7, 8., ov, <5, Asopichus, an
Orchoinenian, Piud. 01. 14, 25., , b, Asopodorus, a
Theban, son of Timanthes, Hdt. 9,

69, conqueror in the Isthmian games,
Puid. L 1, 50.—2. a Phliasian, Ath.
631 F., , , Asopolaus, a
Plataean, father of Astyniachus,
Thuc. 3, 52.~, ov, , Asojms, son of Oce-
anus 3ud Tethys, OcL 11, 260: ace.

to Paus. 2, 5, king of Phhus, and 9,

1, 2, king of the Plataeans.—II. a
river of Boeotia, falling into the Eu-
ripu-s now AsOpo, IL 2, 572.—2. a riv-

er oi Sjcyonia, now Basilico, Strab.

—

3. a river of Phthiotis, rising in Mt.
Oeta, Hdt. 7, 200.—4. a river of Ae-
gina, Pind. N. 9, 19.—5. a river of

Paros, Strab.

—

III. a city of Laconia,
Strab., ov, (a priv., )=, in the literal signf. only, cf.

Ciem. Al. Paed. p. 143 Potter., , ,()=, Luc., ov, . the abode of an, Ath. ; also.. dep. mid., to be-, lead a profligate life, Arist. Pol.', ,, the life and character

of an, profligacy, debauchery,

Plat. liep. 560 E., ,—./.,= -/., name of a play of Alexis., ov, {a priv.,) without

salvation, past redemption, in genl.

abandoned, profligate, debauched, Lat.

perdiiiis, Soph. Aj. 190, Plat. Legg.
743 B.—II. act. univholesome,, bringing a curse on the race,

Aesch. Ag. 1597. Adv. -., ov, ( priv., -) not brought to sober sense, noi
amended., ov, , Atabyrium, the
highest mountain in Rhodes, with a
temple of Jupiter, hence called-, Pind. 01. 7, 160.

t'Ara/iwpif,, o,=foreg., Strab., , 6, Atagis, a river of
Rhaetia, Strab., , be, esp. of

a soldier, not to keep his post ; and SO
to be undisciplined, disorderly, opp. to, Xen.—2. in genl. to lead a

disorderly life, be disorderly, etc.. Id.

Hence,, , a disorderly

act, excess., ov, (a priv.,) out

of order, esp. 7iot in battle order, Hdt.
6, 93, and Xen. ; not in one's place in

battle, hence in geul. taking no part in

the war, Lycurg. 152, 42.—2. undisci-

plined, disorderly, 3, Thuc. 8,

10, and Xen.—3. esp. of sensual ex-

cess, irregular, licentious, 7/, -. Plat.— 4. uncivilized, lawless,. Grit. Fr. 9, 1. Adv.-, Thuc.
', ov, (a priv.,-) not suffering or toiling patiently,

hence careless, thoughtless, indifferent,

.iloverly,/ ,
Thuc. 1,20. Adv.-pof, Ar. Fr. 250.

V, . , ^/, daugh-
ter of lasus and Clymene, an Arca-
dian nymph, or ace. to others, daugh-
ter of Schoeneus, a Boeotian, a fa-

mous huntress and warrior, celebra-

ATAP
ted for her participation in the Argo-
nautic expedition, Calydonian hunt,
etc., Apollod. 3, 9, 2.—II. a small
island in the Euripus, Thuc. 2, 32.

—

2. a small island near Attica, Strab.

—ill. a city of Emathia, Thuc. 2, 100.', ov, {a copul., tu/mv-
TOv) equal in weight, equivalent or equal

to, like,. Horn., of men,. ',
also Ait ., equal to Jupiter in

wisdom.—2. in equipoise, Arat.'/, ov, gen.,{,) tender-minded, of a child in

arms, II. 6, 400, ubi al.',
but. V. Spitzn.,{) to skip in child-

ish glee, gambol, frisk about, II. 13, 27.

—II. act. to bring up a child, rear, fos-
ter, like, Ep. Hom. 4, 2

;

i so '. Soph. Aj.

1. 559 ; and nietaph.,

1, Pind, Fr. 233. Pass, to

grow up, wax, H. Horn. Merc. 400

:

and so the act. is used intrans., Hes.
Op. 130. Ep. word, though used
once or twice by Pind., and Trag.
[Hes. has .]', , , (akin to^)
tender, delicate, esp. of youthful per-

sons, as of maidens, Od. 11, 39 ; of

fillies, II. 20, 222 ; also of youths and
maidens, . ofyoung,
gay spirit, II. 18, 567, cf Hes. Th.
989, H. Hom. Cer. 24, and-. Ep. word, though it is used
by Pind. N. 7, 134, Eur. El. 699.

[uraj?, ov, gen., v.-?.
', ov, {,)

soft-hearted, Anth., ov, (a priv.,)
not husbanded.—II. act. 7iot husband-
ing, prodigal, lavish, Plut. Adv.-,
prodigally, Plat. Legg. 867 A.^, , 6, Atax, a river of

Gallia Narbonensis,now^4ufZp, Strab., , , a being,
want of discipline, disorderliness, esp.

among soldiers, Hdt. 6, 11, Thuc.,
etc.—2. in genl. disorder, confusion,

licentiousness, much like.
Plat., and Xen. : ' ,
without any sort of order, Cicero's ex

inordinate. Plat. Tim. 30 A: opp. to.
', ov, (a priv.,-) not lowered or humbled, Plut., conjunct., but, yet, however,

nevertheless :, like Lat. at, intro-

duces an objection or correction, esp.

in form of a question, and always
begins the sentence, ,
still thou didst say, II. 22, 331, except
when it follows a vocat., like , as", ...,\\. 6, 429 : it oft. stands
for after //t-v, II. 21, 41, Od. 3. 298,

Hdt. 6, 133 : sometimes in the apodosis
after /, when it may be trans-

lated then, II. 12, 133 : ye is often ad-

ded to it with a word between, as to, Elinsl. Med. 83. The word
is more freq. in poetry (esp. Ep.) than
in prose, though we find it in Xen.
Cyr. 1, 6, 9, An. 4, 6, 14 : the form

is only Ep., . to be,
keep cool OT calm, Epicur. ap. Diog. L., , , acting

with perfect composure, Hipp., ov, (a priv.,)
not disturbed by passion, fear, etc.,

without confusion, cool, steady, of sol-

diers, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 31, and so in

adv.. Id. Hipparch. 2, 1.—II. not to be

disturbed, uniform,. Plat.

Tim. 47 C. Adv. -. [], , ', the Atarantes,

a people of eastern Africa, Hdt. 4,

184., , ,{) free-

dom from passion, coolness, calmness,
Plut.

_', ov,=, Arist.

Eth. N. .-. [~], ,{,)
of an undisturbed, calm nature : the
compar. in Arist. Divin. m Somn., o^',= sq., dub. 1. in

Pind. P. 4, 149, defended by Bdckh
Expl. p. 271.^',, b,^Adherbal, a
Carthaginian pr. n., Polyb. 1, 44, 1., , ( priv.,) un-

fearing, fearless, II. i 3, 299 : ., having no fear about the sight.

Soph. Tr. 23.—II. as pr. n., Atarbes,

Ael., ov, {a priv.,)
undaunted, 11. 3, 63, Aesch., and Soph., , , Atarbechis, a
city in the Aegyptian Delta, Hdt. 2,41., , , Atargatis, a
Syrian goddess, Strab., ov, {a priv.,) not salted, not pickled, Arist.

Pol., ov, {a priv.,•) unwincing,, Euphor. 103.^,, b, Atameus, a city

and territory in Aeolis opposite Les-
bos, Hdt. 6, 28 : hence,
an inhabitant of Atameus, Hdt. 6, 4 :

fern,, the territory of
At., Hdt.^, Ion. , , Aternes, a

river of Thrace, Hdt. 4, 49., ov, . Ion. for-, Horn., and, ov, , Ion. for,
a path, Hom., , , also , ,
strengthd. poet, form from,
mischievous, baneful,, II. 1, 223 ;

of a person, Od. 2, 243 : of wild beasts
Q. Sm., old Ep. word, [ar] Adv.-.

^
' and, ov,

{a priv.,) unburied, Pseudo-
Phocyl. 93.', , , {7.)
blind folly, mad violence, presumptuous
.iiii, arrogance, ovK vovv •, Simon, ap. Thuc. 6, 59., to be, act

presumptuously, onlv used in part.

pres., Od. 18, 57 ; 19, 88 : from, ov, {, )
blindly foolish, madljf violent. presump-
tuous, arrogant, savage, ofmen and ac-
tions, Horn., and Hdt. ; rare in Att.,

as in Aeschin. 49, 27 ; 73, 4. [a-]", ov, and, ov, Aesch. Ag. 244, also

, ov, Ar. Lys.217,(a\..)-
violated, virgin, pure, Blomf Aesch. 1. c., , , want of burial, hue:
from, ov, {a priv.,) un-
buried, Hdt. 9, 27, Soi)h., etc., f. -, {) to hurt, harm ;

prob. only used in pass., to suffer, be
in distress, Soph., and Eur. [], (orig. ace. plur. neut. from, like and) just as, as

if, so as, Hdt. 5, 85. Pind. : in II. 22,

127 it may be merely the ace. pi. or.—. only in prose, inasmuch as,

seeing that. Lat. quippe, utpote, esp. c.

part., to give the actual reason of a
thing, Hdt. 1. 154, etc. ; also with ab-
sol. cases, Hdt. 1, 123, etc. ; is

freq. in Hdt. Cf Kuhner Gr. Gr. §672.
t'Arfoc, a and ov, b, Ateas, a king

of the Scythians in Tauris, Strab,, ov, {a priv.,) un-
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wetted, unsoflened. not to br softened :

hence like,, etc.,

not to be softened touched, ,
Aesch. Fr. 405 ; hard-hearted, relent-

less. Soph. O. T. 336. Eur. H. F. 833,

Ar Thesin. 1047, cf. Ruhnk. Tim. v.^. Adv. -., , {a priv.,) riot to

he rubbed or mm away, indestructible.

Horn. iisu. strictly of brass or iron

;

met. of men, enduring, untiring, II. 15,

697 ; so' , Od.

11,270; of a voice, II. 13.45: but also

stubborn, unbending, ?!, II. 3, 60.', ov, ( priv.,)
without walls and towers, unfortified,

Thuc. 1,2., ov, (a priv.,-) without distinctive mark, not to be

guessed OT made out. obscure, vague, dark,, Hdt. 5. 92, 3 ;,
Aesch. Pers. 910 : -, tvithout a mark whereby to

judge it, Find. P. 10, 98 : of men, un-

certain, wavering, Ar. v. 170. Adv.
—Tur, . >, to afford no sure in-

dicationXen. Mem. 1,4, 4 : also neut.

pi. as adv.. Find. O. 7,8 3 : also-
uapri., to be. Hence, , , childlessness,

Plut. : from, ov, (a priv..) with-

out children, childless, Hes. Op. 600,

Trag., etc. : also c. gen., ., Eur. Bacch. 1306.

Hence', to make childless, Anth.', , . Ion. and
?!, ,{) want of an end,

incompleteness.—II. at Athens, exemp-

tion from some or all of the public bur-

dens (?]) Lat. immunitas, Hdt. 1,

54, etc., V. Bockh P. E. 1, 116, sqq.,

Tivi,,
to grant such exemption, ', to en-

joy exemption, Dem. 1217, 23: and so
prob. Aesch. Eum. 363, . -, means to give the gods relief

from a burdensome office, v. Herm.
Opusc. vol. 6, 2, p. 70 : ,.
without paying,for nothing, Dem. 1358,

11.', ,=:, Bast. Ep.
Cr. p. 19., ov, (a priv.,)
uncompleted, not to be completed., ov, {a priv.,)
without end 0 issue, V'ithout effect,

Horn., who also adds !) : un-
finished, unaccomplished, incomplete,

Od. 8, 571 : not quite finished, not

ready. — 2. e7idless, infinite : hence
as adv., without end or pur-

pose, in vain,, Anth.—II. un-

initiated in..., c. gen.,,
Eur. Bacch. 40.', ov, (a priv.,-, not coming to an end or issue, un-
accomplished, II. 1, 527 ; 4, 175.—II. in

which one comes to no end. endless : im-

practicable, immovable. Soph. O. T.336.
', ov, {a priv.,)

endless, eternal, Aesch. Ag. 1451., , , Ion. for,
Hdt.', . (a priv.,) without

end, i. e.— 1. ?wt brought to an end, un-

accomplished, Od. 17. 546, Soph., etc.

:

not coming to an issue,, the peace was not brought about,

Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 15.— 2. ineffectual,

fruitless, Lat. irritus, Soph. El. 1012.

— 3. not complete, imperfect, unripe,, Pind., and Plat.— 4.

never ending, etidless. Plat Phileb. 24
B.— II. act. not bringing to an end, not

accomplishing a thing, . Plat.
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Phaedr. 218 B, C. inf., unable to do ef-

fectually, .\ndoc. 30, 12.—2. not giving

accomplishment to a,,
Pind. P. 5, 83.—B. (o priv., IV.)

free frorn public burdens or taxes, scot-

free, either absol., as Hdt. 2, 168,

etc., or c. gen., . ,-, Hdt. 1, 192; 6, 46: in gonl.

ivithout expenses, frugal.—2. of which

nothing is spent, hence remaining as

clear profit, tiett,. an obolus clear

gain, Xen. Vectig. 4, 14, sq. ; -
kviavTov, Dem. 816, 8.—C. ( priv.,

V.) uninitiated in..., c. gcn.,, . Horn. Cer. 481. Adv.-.
'?., , , Atella, a city of

Campania. Strab. : hence,-, , , of Atella, Polyb., only used in pres. to bring

to harm, Od. 20, 294 : to confound, per-

plex,. Od. 2, 90. Pass, to be

bereft or cheated of a thing,,
Hom. ; also ,
they are past youth, II. 23, 4 15. Hut
in mid. to blame,.. Rh. (Prob.
from .) [«],, {a copuL,) stretch-

ed, strained, tight,, Soph. Ant.
826 : hence intent, attentive, (,)-, Hes. Th. 661, Pind. N. 7. 129:?=, Polyb.

—

2. on the stretch, intense, unslacking,, Aesch. Ag. 71.—3. straight, di-

rect, ' ', straight

from home, Eur. Alcm. 5.—4. straight-

forward, downright,^, Eur.
Tem. 2, cf. Plat. Rep. 547 E.—5. uyi-

bending, firm, stiff, harsh, obstinate,

', Ar. Vesp. 730.

Cf. Ruhnk. Tim. Adv., or
more freq., v. sup. 1. Hence', f. -, to look at intently,

gaze at, , Arist. Probl., ,
Polyb., , . . : . ,
to be clear-sighted in a thing, Polyb.
Hence, ov, , intent observation,

Theophr.,, 6, Ateporix, a Ga-
latian prince on the Pontus, Strab., prep. c. gen., ivithout, except,

besides, Hom.—II. aloof, apart, atvay

from, II. 1, 498: Hes. joins. Op. 91 : , without

the will of Jupiter, II. 15, 292 ; so ov, non sine diis, Pind. P. 5,

102: so too freq. in Trag., mostly
after its case. Only poet. : cf.

and, [u], , ,=6,
Hipp.

', ov, (a priv.,, -) unsoftened, not to be softened,

indigestible.—-II. metaph. hard, stub-

born, unbending, cruel, , Od. 23,

167, ,, Aesch. Pr. 190,

1062. Hence, , , hardness,

stubbornness, Theophr., ,{, -) like an, not to be soft-

ened., ov, gen., Att. for, Ar. Ach. 181, cf.

5. [-]
',,^., ov, (a priv.,-) not icorm-eaten, Diosc., before a vowel,=, as from , Pind.,

and Trag. Only poet., ov, (a priv.,-) unbounded, boundless,,
Diod.', ov, gen. , (a priv.,) without hounds or end ;-, the mirror's countless rays,

Eur. Hec. 926 : .?. having no
end or way out, inextricable, Aesi h.

Eum. 634, cf.,.','. , Atemwn, a city

of Samnium, Strab., , , the Atemus, a river

of Samnium, Strab.", Dor. for [] : also

TO, Megaric in Ar. Ach. 813.

[a]—2., Att. contr. for '-, gen., dat.,-
pa, etc. [], or with mark oi crasis,, etc. Forms like,

are bad., , ( priv.,) not

delightful, joyless, sad, Horn., etc.—II.

act. not enjoying a thing, c. gen.,-, Aesch. Supp. 685. Hence
'A,, ,-=, Diog. L', ,=^, 11. 6, 285,", ov, quoted in .

from Ibyc. 9, and Stesich., as=ar^-,, sleepless, in the
Rhegian dialect., , ,{) dissatis-

faction, displeasure, Luc. •', , , Atetua, a city of
Spain, also ', Strab.

', to miss, not gain or ob

tain,, Babrius 123, 6 ; from, ov. {a priv.,]
not gaining or obtaining. Hence, , , a not obtaining., , (a priv.,) un
equipped, unarmed. Eur. Andr. 1119.

', ov,=foreg., Anth.', ov, artless, Themist., ,^=, cf.-., , ,{) ivant of
art, U7iskilfulncss, Plat. Phaed. 90 D,
etc., ov, artless, simple,

Dion. H.', ov, {a priv.,) with-

out art, and so—I. opp. to,
unskilled, rude : of things, inartificial.

Plat., and Arist.—II. without art or

cunning, guileless, artless, simple. Adv.
-, q. v.

and, adv. from
and, without art or

skill, rudely. Xen. Mem. 3, 11, 7.-2.
artlessly, guilelessly, simply. Ruhnk.
Tim.—II. naturally, i. e. really, abso-

lutely, entirely, wholly, utterly, Lat.

plane, prorsus, omnino, in which sense
it is mostly written, Heind.
Plat. Soph. 225 C ; very freq. in Ar.,

and Plat., as , I

am an entire stranger,, out of downright, sheer wanton-

ness : very freq. in comparisons,-, just like, etc. ; c. neg.,', not in the least, not a
whit. Plat. Polit. 288 A.', only found in II. 20, 332,

Hdt. 7, 223, both times in part,-, fool-hardy, reckless, like one pos-

sessed [u] : from
", , , {) distraction, be-

wilderment, , II. 16,

805 ; folli/, blindness, delusion, II. 9,

1 15 : esp! « judicial blindness, sent by
the gods, II. 19, 88 ;

usu. ending in

guilt, II. 24, 480, Od. 4, 2G1 (yet less

voluntary than, Miill. Eum.
^ 45), ami always in misery, cf. Herm.
Soph. El. 111.— 2. hence in gen).

min, bane, 7nischicf. II. 8, 237, and so

usu. in Trag. ; but opp. to,
simple misery or destruction. Soph. Aj.

363, cf. Eus't. 707, 63.-3. said of per-

sons, a bane, ?nischief. pest,/, Aesch. Ag. 1230, ,
Soph. Ant. 533.—4." personified.

Ate, daughter of Jupiter, the goddess

of mischief, author of all blind, rash



ATIM
actions, and their results, having
power even over her own father Ju-

piter, II. 19, 05 : the come
slowly after her, undoing the evil

she has worked, 11. 9, 5U0, sq., cf.

Hes. Th. 230, who makes her the

daughter of Eris. In Trag. her func-

tions oft. coincide with those of'
and, but v. Henn. Soph. 1. c.

The word is never found in Att.

prose, [a], ov, (a priv.,) not

melted,, Plat. Phaed. 106 A:
not able to be melted, not soluble, Id.

Soph. 265 C.—II. metaph. not to be

softened or subdued, •. Id. l-egg.

853 D, where prob. should
be read., , , carelessness.

//?(), to be careless, take no

heed : from
7]?, , careless, heedless,

Plut. Adv. -?., ov, {) un-

heeded, uncared for, Xen. Cyr. 5, 4,

18; 8, 1, 14.

—

2. baed, disappointed,

Aesch. Ag. 891.—II. act. taking no

heed: hence in adv.- ,
to take no heed of..., Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 15., , , poet, for-. . Rh., £f,=sq., c. gen., Hipp. Ja]'-, ,, (?/) blinded by,
hurried to ruin, Theogn. 433, 634.—II.

baneful, ruinous, mischievous, Trag. :

TO, bane, mischief, Aesch.
Bum. 1007. Adv. -. []^', , , Atesinas, a river

of Rhaetia, now Etsch, Strab.

^',, , Atthis, daughter of

Cranaus, after whom Attica was
called', cf. sq., Apollod. 3, 14, 5.,, , Attic.—2. as subst.,

suh. yTJ,, Attica,. I. A. 247: or

sub., the Attic dialect, Strab.

—

3. Attic history, Luc. Hist. Scrib. 32., ov, (a priv., ) un-

honoured, Aesch. Eum. 385, 839.—II.

act., 7iot hoyiouring or regarding,,
Eur. Ion 700. [a], ov, , Atizyes, a Persian
satrap, Arr. An. 1, 25, 3., f. -', 7iut to honour, not to

heed: hence part.,, unheeding,

II. 20, 160: but c. ace, like,, to slight, treat lightly, ., etc., Trag., cf. Monk Ale. 1056:
also c. gen., Ap. Rh. 1, 615. (a priv.,

and, , which formation, like

that of, is against analogy, cf.

Buttm. Ausf. Gr. § 121, Anm. 3 and
4.)

^

and,
ov, (a priv.,) untamed, un-

tamable, wild.

and ao^ ov, (a
priv., La)=oeg., Hdn.
t'Ari'AiOf, ov, o,=Lat.-4?i/™s, Polyb., to forsake the herd or

flock, stray, Arist. H. A. 6, 18, 16 ; 9,

3, 4 : from.7., ov, 6,(.)
despising the herd or flock, i. e. forsak-

ing it, strat/ing, feeding alone. Soph.
Fr. 850, Theocr."25, 132.', f. -, () not to

hold in honour, to esteem or treat

lightly, dishonour, insult, slight, Horn,
once in II. 9, 450 ; oft. in Od. : so too

in Att.—II. , Soph., to deem
any one unworthy of a thing,

Tivoc. Soph. Ant. 22 ; also c. inf

,

either simply, as ', deem me not too mean to tell

me.... Id. O. C. 49, cf Eur. H. F. 608

;

or with TO :., a.9 '
ov , deem me not

too mean to die with thee. Soph, Ant.

ATIM
544. Pass, to svflir dishonour, insult,

etc,c. neut. pi.,',
Eur. I. A. 943.

—

1.=, m legal

signf., Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 20. Hence,, , dishonour, despite,

LXX.
', , , verb. adj.

from, to be despised. Plat.

Phaedr. 260 D.—2., one

7nust dishonour, Xen. Symp, 4, 17.,, o,=sq., Aesch.
Theb. 637., ov, o,() a dis-

honourer., ov, () dis-

honoured, despised, Mimn. 1, 9. [i]. , f. -, () like, to insult, slight, Horn., most-

ly m 11. ; esp. to deem one imuorthy

of a favour, II. 1, 1 1, Ep., and in Pind.,

and Soph., v. Herm. Soph. Aj. 1108.

Hence', ov, unhonoured, lightly

esteemed, despised, II. — II. (a priv.,

II.) 7iot valued or estimated,

., a cause in which the penalty is 7iot

assessed in court, but fixed by law be-

fore hand, Dem. 543, 10, etc. ; so., Aeschin. 84, 7: cf. Att. Pro-
cess, p. 171.', , , () disesteem,

dishonour, disgrace, a slight, Od. 13,

142 ; , Hdt. 3, 3,

and so Att. : ut., dishonour done

to one. Plat. Lucri Cup. 229 C—2.

esp. at Athens, a piiblic stigma, the loss

of civil rights, either total or partial,

infamy, Lat. imminutio capitis, first in

Hdt. 7, 231, cf esp. Andoc. 10, 14,

and. [Horn., and Tyrt. 1, 10,

lengthen the penult., nietri gr.], ,(,)
sorrowingfor dishonour incurred, Aesch.
Eum. -792., , (,)
making dishonoured.", ov, (a priv., I.) un-

honoured, dishonoured, 11. : c. gen. with-

out the honour of.., dishonoured in a
thing, Aesch. Cho. 295 ; but also u7i-

wortliy of.... Soph. El. 1215, sq., cf.

Schaf Mel. 137, sq.— 2. esp. at

Athens in legal signf, a citizen judi-

cially deprived of his privileges either

totally or in \)z.xt, punished with,
Lat. capite imminutus, aerarius, opp.

to, Andoc. 10, 13, or

, lb. 10, 23, 25 : also c. gen.., Thuc. 3, 58 ; -, depriiwd of the right of advising,

Dem. 200, 15 ; so . -
7^. Lys. 122, 9. The
various kinds of at Athens
are given by Andoc. 1. c, at Sparta
by Xen. Rep. Lac. 9, 4 and 5 : cf
Valck. Adon. p. 232.—II. (a priv.,

II.) u'ithout price or value : hence
vvv , thou de-

vourest his substance without payment
made, Od. 16, 431 : and so—2. unre-

venged, unpunished, like,
Valck. Hipp. 1416. .-. Hence, , f. -. pf.
Plut. Cat. Maj. 15, to dishonour, make
light of, like, Aesch. Supp.
644. Pass, to suffer di.^honnur or in-

dignity, Aesch. Ag. 1068, Eur. Hel.
455.—2. but usu. in legal and polit-

ical sense to punish with, to

deprive of the rights of citizenship, Lat.
aerarium facere, Hdt. 4, 66, etc., cf..

and, adv.

of sq.', oy, (a priv.,-) unave7iged, i. e.—1, on whom no
vengeance has been taken, unpunished,, to escape

ATAA
punishment, Hdt. 2, 100, Thuc. 6, U .., unpunishedfor a thing, P.' at.

Legg. 959 C.—II. /or whom no revenge
has been taken, Antipho 123, 18

:

, Aeschin. 20,
22.—2. undefended, unprotected, Thuc.
3,57. Cf. Ruhnk. Tim.', , , () a dis

honouring,, Aesch. Ag. 702, Cho.
435.—2. a disgracing, pu7iishnient with. [tQ', , , () in-

clined to dishonouring, bringing.
Adv. -.', ov, (a priv.,)
unshaken, immoveable, Opp. Hal. 2, 8.

[^, , , the Atintanes, a
people of Epirus, Thuc. 2, 80.^, Dor. for, fern, of,
Theocr.
t'Arif, , 6, Atis, king of the Boii,

Polyb. 2, 21, 5.', , , (a priv.) inabili-

ty tojmy, Cic. Att. 14, 19.'7, aor. 1 Ion. ?^,() like II., to bring up,

rear, foster, tend, feed, Horn., esp. of

children, but also of horses, dogs,
etc. : in genl. to cherish, Theocr. 17,

58 : also c. dat., ., Hip-
pon. Fr. 82, ?., Theocr. 15, 111.',=, Dion. P. 1158, ov, , unpunished, usu. as
sumed in Aesch. Lum. 257, where
however, is ace. plur. from

: also—II. unhonoured,, Aesch. Ag. 72, ace. to

Well., but bind, and others read, which may also come from. Not that should be
objected to in a pass, usage, v. Lob.
Paral. 428. [], ov, also , ov, v. foreg.,

(a priv.,) unhonoured, unavenged,
11. 13, 414 ; dishonoured, Aesch. Eum.
257 : but—U. wipayed,, II. 14,

484., (a \)\.,?)not to honour,

not to revenge, Theogn. 621, cf.
^^, , (^,)
sprung from Atlas, Hes. Op, 381 : ia
common Greek7..^, , , Atlantla, a Ha-
madryad, Apollod. 2, 1.^, a, ov,=^',
Eur. Pirith. 3, 5.^, , , the Atlantes, a
people of western Africa, Hdt. 4, 84.^,, , less usu. form
for.^/., , , ('?.) of
belonging to Atlas ; Atlantic, '?.•, Hdt. 1, 202 ; ., Polyb. 16, 29, 6; the At-
lantic.

V?., , . daughter of At-
las. Hes. Th. 938.—II. Atlantis, a ce-

lebrated island supposed to have
been situated in the western ocean,
and whose description has given rise

to the supposition that it was the
name under which America was
known to the ancients. Plat. Tim.
21 F, Strab. p. 102.

"/,, , Atlas, one of the
older family of gods, who bears up
the pillars of heaven, Od. 1, 52:
hence—2. later, one of the Titans,
Aesch. Pr. 318, 427.-3. later still,

the pillar of heaven. Mount Atlas in
West Africa : and so—4. any prop or
supporter: esp. in architecture-

are colossal statues of men
serving for columns to support the
entablature, called by Roman arclii-

tects, Vitruv. 6, 10, cf.
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Diet. Antiqq. (Prob. from a cuphon.,.)—5. the Atlantic, in Dion. P.
30.—G. a tributary of the Ister in

Tluacc, Hdt. 1, 49.',, , ( priv.,)
not enduring or dariyig., , to be unable to bear, be

impatient, spiritless or desponding,

Soph. O. T. 515 : from
"-, ov. Dor. 7.. (i

priv.,) not to he home, insiifir-

able,,. 11., Piiiil., etc.— II.

not to be dared, , Aesch.

Ag. 40S., , , {) slavery,

servitude. Aiith., or, toilsome, prepared

u-ith trouble, Nic.•,, , fern, from., ov, ,=/7/., for, to be a

slave, serve, Nic., 7/r, !/,^=, smoke, heat,

lies. Th. 862.,, , fern,,,
?/, a slave, servant. (Grainin. have
also -, which is etyinologically

correct, if like it be deriv. from.)/. ov, (a priv.,) un
cut, iinwounded : unfelted. imlwum.—II.

not cut in pieces, not laid waste, un-

ravaged. , Thuc. 1, 82 : but-, silver-mines as yet un-

opened, Xen. Vect. 4, 27.— III. not to

be cut or divided, indivisible, Plat.

Phaedr. 277 B.', {) to steam, emit va-

pour, Hipp., ov, (,) con-

taining vapour, damp.. () to change into

steam, Arist. Meteor.,.{,) steam-

ing, damp, full of vapour, Arist. Me-
teor., f.-,^, to smoke,, Soph. Fr. 340

;

of water, to steam, Xen. An. 4, 5, 15
;

so of hot meat, ., Pherecr.
Metall. 4, 15.,, 7),^=,, Hdt.
4,75. Plat. Tim. 86 . [], ?'/, , () evapo-

rated, turned into vapour, Arist. Me-
teor.,, ,=^, like

vapour, steaming. Adv. -.
t,, oi, the Atmoni, a tribe

of the Bastarnae, Strab.
'('), oil. It. smoke, Lat. vapor,

Aesch. Ag. 1311: in plur., vapours.

Id. Fr. 181. (From *,, .), , [, ):=-7_, Theophr., , ( priv.,) un-

tvalled, Eur. Ion 11.33., adv. of., ov,() causing bar-

renness, Diosc. : TO; sub. -, a, medicine for causing barren-

ness., ov, (a priv.,) having

never yet brought forth, never having

had a child, Hdt, 5. 41, Eur. El. 1127.

—2. in genl. not bearing, barren.— II.

without interest,, Piat. Logj.
021 C, Dem. 1250; 12. Adv. -,
also -., or uo<J),,tobe-, or disheartened, ThuC. 1, 124, ubj

Bekk. oh..7., ov. not to he dared

:

also not to be endured, insufferable,, Pind. I. 8, 23 : and 60 prob.

of wicked men, not to be borne ivith,

Aesch. Ag. 375, unless with Her-
mann is read.
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ATPA, , ,() want of
daring or courage,— 1. usu. in bad
sense, cowardice, Thuc. 2, 89.—2. but
aho sun\uy, backwardness, Dem. 1407,

14., ov, (a priv.,) dar-

ing nothing.— 1. usu. in bad sense,

wanting courage, sjiiritless, cowardly,

Pind. N. 11, 42, Thuc. etc.—2. but
also «oi ovcrdaring, and of women,
retiring, Aesch. Cho. 030 : also c. inf.,., tiot daring to bind. Id. Pr.

14. Adv. -., ov, (a priv.,) uncut,

7., a meadow unmoivn. Soph.
Tr. 200.

—

II. not able to be cut, indi-

visible. Plat. Soph. 229 D: hence of
any thing very small.—III. ;
ace. to Democritus, an atom or indi-

visible particle of matter, the first ele-

ment of the universe : also of time,, in a moment, N. T. Adv.-, Arist. Org., to be, slack, relax-

ed, languid, Arist. Probl,, , ?/, slackness, languid-

ness, Plut, : from, ov, (a priv,,) not

stretched or strained, slack, relaxed,

Hipp, : languid, feeble, lazy. — II. (a
priv., III. 2) without accent,

Gramm. Adv. -., ov, (a priv.,)
not hit with an arrow : out of bow-shot,

Plut., ov, (a priv.,) without

bow or arrow, Luc., ov, (a priv.,)
not to be guessed, Aesch. Fr. 108.,, ,() a?nis-

placed, absiird word or deed., 6, (,) one who does things out ofplace
or absurd., , , a being out of the

way, and so— 1. strangeness, marvel-

lousness, oddness, At. Ran. 1372, and
Plat. : unusual nature,,
Thuc. 2, 51.—2. unnaturalness, and
so of persons, unnatural conduct, Ar.

Ach. 349; of things, . -, Thuc. 3, 82 : from, ov, (a priv.,) out of
place, out ofthe way, and SO—1 . strange,

unwonted, marvellous, odd,, Eur.
I. T. 842,, Ar. Av. 276,,
Ar. Eccl. 956, and freq. in Plat.

:

, slaves to every

new paradox, Thuc. 3, 38 : of persons,

odd, eccentric, Dem.—2. strange, ab-

surd, Lat. inepius. Plat., and Xen.

—

3. unnatural, disgusting, foul,,
Thuc. 2, 49. \.-, marvellously

or nh.<iurdly, ., Thuc. 7, 30., ov, (a priv,,)
without graven or embossed work., ov, (a priv,,) not

to be pierced, invulnerable, Nonn,, ov, (a priv.,)
not turned in the lathe, not rounded.^, OV, contr. for, insati-

ate, c. gen., uT.,, etc.,

insatiate of war, etc., Horn.^, , , Atossa, daughter of

Cyrus, queen of Cambyses, and after-

wards of Darius Hystaspis, by whom
she had Xerxes, Hdt. 3, 68, etc.—2.

wife of Artaxer.xes II., Plut. Artax.
23., , ol. the Aduatici, a
people of Gallia Belgica, DioCass.
t'Aroiipi'a, , ?/, Ataria, a region of

Assyria, Strab, ; also in Arr. An. 3,

7, 7,.)'., ov, (a priv.,-) not treated tragically, not exagge-
rated, Luc., ov, (a priv,,•

ATPE) untragical, unsuitable to tragedy,

Arist. Poet. Adv.~, without noise

or fuss, Anton.
t'Arpoi, ', al, Atrae, a city of

Mesopotamia, Hdn. 3, 9: ot-, the people of Atrae, Id., ov, TO, dim. from., ,(, -) spindle-shaped., , and , spindle,

Hdt. 4, 102.—11.., Aesch.
Fr. 123, . without .. Soph.
Phil. 290, an arrow, as also
has both signfs., because both were
made of reed, and had nearly the
same shape ; in this sense it appears
to have been specially a Lacon. word,
V. Thuc. 4. 40.—111. the upper part of
a sailyard,w\iich was also called 7/-. (Ace. to Pott, from same root
as torquere, to twist or tuni.), , , also-, a thistle-like plant, used for

making spindles, a kind of Cartha-
mus Creticus, ace. to Sprengel : we
call the Euonymus Europaeus the
Sjiindle-tree, Arist. H. ., Kiessl.

Theocr. 4, 52, hence—II. a spindle., ov, ,=•., ov, (a priv.,)
not made clear.\,, 6, the Atrax, a tribu-

tary of the Peneus in Thessaly,
Strab.—2. a city of Thessaly, on the

Peneus, Id.,,^=., to walk, to go, pass, Phe-
recr. Autom. 3.,, ^,=sq., Od. 13, 195., ov, ?/, Ep., (a
euphon.,) strictly a path that

does not turn, hence in genl. a path,

way, road, Hdt. etc. : Horn, only in

Ep. form : inetaph. a tralk of life

.. Plat. Polit. 258 C.,, ov, (a priv.,-) invulnerable, Luc., , and,
', -, a pot-herb like spinach, orach,

Lat. atriplex, Diosc. : also

and.7, ov, (a priv.,7.)
ivithout neck. Teles ap. Stob. p. 575,

46. [a]^ and,,,
the Atrebates or Atrchati, a people ol

Gallia Belgica, Strab., Ep. and Ion. ao and, b, (patron, from) son or
descendant of Atreus, oi pta or, the Atridae, Agamemnon
and Menelaus, Horn.\, '-, (5,=foreg., Horn., , . Ion., but
also,() reality, strict

truth, Pind. Fr. 232, 4 :/ -, to know the strict truth, ex-

act state of a thing, Hdt. 4, 152 ; 6, 1.

—II. strictness, justice, uprighttuss,

Pind. O. 10, 17.,—, Eur. Bus. 3:
from., , . Ion. for,
Hdt. 6, 82.,, , strictly true, real, cer-

tain : strict, exact, 7),,
Pind. : ==, Hdt.
5. 9. etc.—II. strict, just, -upright,

Pind. O. 3, 21. Horn, only uses the
adv. \vith the verbs -

and. truly, as truth

requires : but , just ten

of them, Od. 16, 245. The word and
its derivs. arc rare in Att., though
Eur. has it once or tA-ice,,
etc., being used instead.



ATPI', , , Ion. for,
Hdt., and before a vowsl-, adv., (a priv.,) without

trembling, and so moveless, fixed,-
vat, Horn., v. esp. Od. 19.212, where
it IS used of the eyes.—2. still, quiet,. Horn., and so., with
or without, etc., to keep still

or quiet, Hdt. 5, 19 ; 9, 54, and Att.—
3. quietly, cabnly,, Horn. : ., to go gently or softly,

Xen. Cyn. 5, 31. [a]
', a, ov, poet, for-, calm, still, gentle, . , a

whisper, Eur. Or. 147., adv., v. sub.', , , —,
Hipp., , not to tremble move, to

keep still or quiet, Hes. Op. 537, to

keep peace, Hdt. 7, 8, 1 : so also in

pass., Theogn. 47 : from, , ( priv.,) not

trembtmg,7mmoved, calm, Plat.Phaedr.
250 C,, Xen. Symp. 8, 3.: the
neut. TO, as subst., calmness,

Xen. Ages. G, 7., adv. of, Ar. Nub.
261. [i]^, , , a keeping still

:

calmness, intrepidity. Find. N. 11, 15 :, ,=, Xen.. f. -' Att. -,^-. esp. to keep peace, Theogn. 303.

and freq. in Hdt., but always c. ne-

gat., ovK, to be restless or

unquiet, 1, 185, 190, etc.'-, ov, (a priv.,) un-

moved, immovable, // /., Luc. :

unchanging, Plut. : ' , not caring

for a thing. Adv.-., a and ov, o, Atresti-

das, masc. pr. n., Dein. 439, 3., ov, (a priv.,) not

trembling, xmfearing, fearless, Lat. 7-
trepidus, Trag., and Plat. Crat. 395

: c. gen., ., fearless of
fight. Aesch. Pr. 416. Adv. -,
Aesch. Supp. 240 : also neut. pi., as adv., Eur. Ion 1198. (Cf.

sq.)', , 6, ( priv.,)=, as adj., only in Euphor. 94,

and in Anth., (sic leg. pro). immutable necessity:

but the prop. n. Atreus no doubt had
this signf , the Unfearing.

t'Arpiif, Ep., 6, (v. foreg.)

Atreux, son of Pelops and Hippoda-
mia, brother of Thyestes, Horn., ov. (a priv.,) not

fierced through, without hole or aperture,

'lat. Polit. 279 E.—II. act. not bur-

roving holes, hence of animals,-
ra. opp. to, such as ants,

Arist. H. A. Adv. -.', ov. ( priv.,.
Ion. for.) not made rough or hard,

Aret.

i'XTpia, , ,-^, Strab., ov, {a priv.,)
rinconquered. Aesch. Cho. 338., ov,=sq.,lI.Xen.Hip-
parch. 8, 3.. . (a priv.,3.-) not rubbed, and so— I. of places,

not traversed, pathless. Thuc. 4, 8 ; of
roads, not worn ox used, opp. to-, Xen. An. 4, 2, 8.—2. of
clothe.s, not natch tvorn, new, Lat, m-
teger, Id. Mem. 4, 3, 13.—3. of the
body, not galled. Plat. Rival. 134 B.—
ij. noi versed or practised in a thing,., adv. of, esp. with-

eut loss of time, without delay., ov, gen,, poet, for

ATPY, Eur. Lie. 1.—II. (a priv.,) without cloak, [], , , Dor. for ?/., ov, (a priv.,)=, hence ,
hands not worn hard by work, Od. 21,

151.—2. of corn, 7wt threshed, Xen.
Oec. 18, 5.—3. of bread, not kneaded,

Arist. Probl.—4.., thorns

on which one cannot tread or xvalk,

Theocr.— 5. untrodden, and so strange,, Artemid., plur. from., ov, poet, for, with-

out hair.

'-,,6,=. Hence-, , , want of practice, in-

experience, Cic. Att. 13, 16.,{)=, to

be fearless, Opp.', ov,()=-, Anth., ov, , Atrometns, an
Athenian, father of the orator Aes-
chines, Dem. 270, 24 ; Aeschin., ov, {a priv.,) un-

fearing, fearless, Lat. intrepidus, -,, 11.', ov, 6, Atromus, son of
Hercules, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.'?'/,. ?}, Atropatene. the
northern part of Media, Strab. : hence', 71, , of Atropatene,

Strab.

•, ov, , Atropates, a sa-

trap of Media, Arr. An. 3, 8., a, ov, of Atropatene,

Strab., , , a being:
hence obstinacy, inflexibility, Theogn.
218 : folly, Ap. Rh.—II. clumsiness,

indiscretion., ov, (a priv,.) not

to be turned, unchangeable, and so eter-

nal,, Theocr.—2. of persons,

inflexible, unalterable, Anth. : hence
' kToo-, Atropos, the name of one
of the Motpai or Parcae. first in Hes.
Th. 218, 905, Sc. 259.—II. not easily

turning, awkward, unseeinly, .
Find. N. 7, 151.,{) to have or get

no food, to starve, Plut. : ., to

have no fuel, Philo.—2. to have an atro-

phy.,, , want offood, hunger.—2. an atrophy : from, ov, (a priv.,) not

fed, ill fed, decayed.—2. ill of an atro-

phy
, pining away ,, Xen. Mem. 3,

3, 4.—II. act. notfeeding, not nutritious., ov, later also , ov, A.
P. 234, (a priv.,) yielding no
harvest, unfruitful, barren, freq. in

Horn, as epith. of the sea, also of
ether, II. 17, 425, H. Cer. 67, 457.

So Eur. speaks of the sea's-
; and, fruitful land.

is in Hom. opp. to the sea, v. Heyne
II. 1, 316: later, in genl. waste, desert.

[,'], , Anth., and, ov, (a priv.,)
unharvested, not gathered, Arist. Probl., ov, {a priv.,) with-

out lees, clarified, pure, LXX., ov, gen.,=.,
c, gen.,., riot worn out by
ills. Aesch. Theb. 875. []

''-, ov. (a priv.,~)^, Plut. [ii], ov, (a priv.,) not

rubbed away or worn down, hence of

thines unabating, e. g.. Pind. P.
4,317, . Soph. Aj. 788: of a
road, wearisome, never-ending, The-
ocr. 15. 7. of persons, indefatigable, Jj-

sepL;cfaQlij, Pseudo-Phou. 158.

ATTl., , (a priv.,) the

Unwearied, Tameless, Horn., as epith.
of Minerva. (Lengthd. form from, as from '.). ov, [a pnv.,)
not delicate or luxurious, Eupol. Bapt.
10 : not costly, '/., Cebes. [fi], ov, (a priv.,)
=foreg., Plut., ov.=, Alcm. 25.,, ,,=., , , invulnerableness

:

from, ov, (a priv.,)
invulnerable, Trag., and Plat., Att. for, for-, V., : it seldom stands
vithout an adj. or subst., Heind.
Plat. Theaet. 148 C.
"ATTA. a salutation used to elders,

father, Hom., cf., ~, and. [ru], a and, a, ,
Lat. attagen, a bird living in marshes,
prob. the moor-hen, water-hen, esteem-
ed a great delicacy, Ar. Ach. 875,
etc. : also,, b, Arist.,

and -;, , , Opp. Cf. Lob.
Phr}Ti. 117, sq., and, v. foreg., ov, , AttagTnus, a The-
ban, who betrayed Thebes to Xerxes
on his invasion of Greece, Hdt. 4,

148, e.

t'A-./, , , Attalea, a city of
Pamphylia, now Antali, Strab: hence/., an Attalean.—2. a city

of Maeonia, PtoL, in Strab.,
also called 7..
V, , ,{) of

belonging to Attains, sprang or descend
ed from Attains, Attalic, Strab.
''/., , , Attalis, one of

the later Attic phylae, Paus., etc.', ov, , Attalus, a Mace-
donian proper name—1. a general of
Philip, uncle of Cleopatra whom
Philip married, Diod. S.—2. a general
of Alexander the great, Arr. An. 2,

9, 2.—Others mentioned in Arrian.

—

II. founder of the kingdom of Perga-
mus, Strab.—2. second son of foreg.,

surnamed Philadelphus, Strab.— 3.

son of Eumenes II., and nephew ot

foreg.. surnamed Philometor, the last

king of Pergamus, having at his death
willed his kingdom to the Romans,
Polyb. 33, 16, Strab.-Other persons
of this name in Paus., etc., ov, , a kind of cake,

distinguished from, in
Hippon. 26 : from. ov, . Ion. for., or. ov, ,
a crumb OT paring of bread, Ath. : me-
taph. the least crumb or bit, Call. Ep.
48, 9. (Deriv. unknown.)'^. uv, ol, the Attasii, stem
race of the Massagetae, Strab., a cry of pain or grief,

Trag. : sometimes prolonged,-, etc.. Dind. Ar. Ran. 57 : also
used ironically, Ar. Ach. 1198.^,,,=.7. 2, Strab., , . Ion. ?.3,
a kind of locust without wings, Hdt.
4, 172.?.?, ov, (7•,6?) with the eyes of a locust,

i. e. with prominent, staring eyes, Eu-
bul. Sphing. 1, 10.., , a he-goat, \.•<.,, ,;',
a mystic form of e.xorcism, used by
the priests of Cybele. Dem. 313, 26.^', /, , Attica, a province
of Greece, Hdt.

t'ArriKwpoc, a, ov, in adv.'-
235.



p(JC• '" -4""^ fasliwn, Alcx. ap. Ath.
137 D., f.- Att. - to side

iL'ilh tlie Athenians, Atticize, Thuc. 3,

62.— II. laier to live like an Athenian,

esp. to speak Attic, Galen. Hence, , , ? Attic expres-

sion, Atticism, Philostr. : and, , , a siding with

Athens, attachment to Athens, Thuc.
4, 133.—II. an Attic expression, Atti-

cism : and/,, , a gatherer of At-
tic expressions, Atticist, Gramm., adv., after the Attic

fashion, in the Attic dialect, Alex.
Protoch. 1., a prop. n. formed like a
dim., my little Athenian, Ar. Pac. 214.^, , 6, {',) the Attic partridge, Ath. 115 B., , ,{) Attic, Athe-

nian: i(', sub. yij, Attica, Hdt.,

etc., ct.., , {', * -
yu) wrought in the Attic fashion, Me-
nand. p. 294., , , a comic alter-

ation of', after the form of, Ar. Pac. 215.\, and^, , also",
), and ",". , Attis, or

Atys, a Phrygian youth beloved by
Cybele, Luc.', Att. for,) : in

Plat. : and later also, without
t subscr., Valck. Phoen. 1388., ,, frightful.. Rh.

:

from, aor. part,- (v. inf.),

as pass, {) to be distraught from
fear, amazed, bewildered, Hom. mostly
in part, pres., in phrase,fleeing bewildered o'er the plain,

II., cf. Od. 11, 606 ; so absol.,-,, Pind. P. 1. 26, . 8,

51 : also distraught with grief, Soph.
£1. 149 : c. ace, to be amazed at a
thing, , 11. 6, 468 : but, feared fur that

she would die, 11. 22, 474, cf-, in Soph. O. T. 1512. The act., f. -), to strike ivith terror or
amazement, first in Theocr. 1, 56, and
Ap. Rh. 1, 465.", ov, {a priv.,) un-
accomplished, undo7ie, Pseudo-Phoc. 50., ov, {a priv.,)
without weals. Call, [], ov, ( priv.,)
tmbxtricd, Opp.', ov, {a priv.,) with-
out burial, without a tomb, Luc.^,, , son ofAtymnius,
i. e. Mydon, 11. 5, 581 : from^, , 6, Atymnius, son of
Jupiter and Cassiopea, Apollod. 3, 1,
2.-2. son of Emathiim, 11. 16, 317., ov, {a priv.,-) speak-
ing inarticulately, stantm.rring, Gell., or, {a priv.,)
unformed, Plut. [C], ov, {a priv.,-) not ruled by tyrants, Thuc. 1,

18. Adv. -.', ov, {a priv.,) not
made into cheese, not curdled or coagu-
lated, Diosc. [ii]

t'Arwf, vor, 6, Afys, king of Lj^dia,

from whom descended the Atyadae,
Hdt. 1, 7, 94.—2. a son of Croesus,
Hdt. 1, 34.-3. v.., , , freedom from arro-

gance, Menand. p. 104 : from, ov, {a priv.,) not

puffed up, without pride or arrogance,
modest, V\&i. Phaedr. 230 A. Adv.-.

23

', , to be, be un-

lucky or unfortunate, fad, miscarry.

Hdt. 9, 111, etc. : o't=^•, Aniipho 120,12: Euphem.
for, Dem. 533, 22.—2. c.

gen., like(, to fail of a

thing, /ai7 in getting or gaining it, Xen.
Hell. 3, 1, 22: also c. part. .-, Thuc. 2, 62.—3. . ,
to fail with another, i. e. fail in one's

request, meet with a refusal, Id. Cyr.

1, 3, 14 ; so too. , lb. 1,

6, 6. Hence', , , a misfortune,

miscarriage, mishap, Oratt. : more
rarely, a fault of ignorance, mistake,

opp. to/, Arist. Rhet.—II. a
thing missed or not obtained. [v\, , ( ]iriv.,, -) luckless, unfortunate, xmsuccess-

ful. Plat. Legg. 905 A.—II. missing,

without share m...,, Ael. Adv.-.
^,, , a failing, [], , ,{) the state

orfortune of an, ill-luck, such
as is supposed to cimg to some per-

sons, Dinarch. 100, 6.—II. also=aTi;-, a miscarriage, mishap, Xen.
Mem. 3, 9, 8, and Oratt. : an euphem.
for, Dem. 533, 11., v..
AY',—I. orig. of place, back, back-

tvards, Lat. retro, esp. in the Homeric.—II. of time, then of any rep-

etition of an action, again, anew,
afresh, once more, 11. 1, 540, from Horn.
downwds. very freq., also,, II. : of sequence or addi-
tion, as we too use—III. in general
again, i. e. farther, vioreover, besides,

Lat. porro, esp. Att.•—2. then (as again
is connected with against. Germ, vne-

der with wider) it takes the sense of
on the other hand, on the contrary, USU.
following , II. 4, 417, and so Aesch.
Ag. 1280, -, on the other hand, in my turn, Lat.
vicissim. Hence=(5f, even when //
precedes, II. 11, 109, and so Att. :

also joined with (5f'..., /,
' ... ,

Xen. Cyr. 4, 6, 4.— 3. sometimes
seemingly=J//, as, ' Now, of these there
were'..., Lat. ergo..., II. 2, 018. The
pleon. phrases, ,
and, , -, are only Att., usu. Trag. ; cf.,.,=, dub. in Theophr.
iAvaivov, , prop, the wither-

ing stone, comic appellation of a spot
in Athens, Ar. Ran. 195., Att., f. ,
{avu) to dry, of wood, Od. 9, 321, and
Xen., in pass. ; av. ,
Hdt. 1, 200.— 2. to dry, wither, or

parch up,, Solon 15, 35 ; so «I'l-, Aesch. Cho. 260

:

hence , to waste life

away, pine away. Soph. El. 819 : so
too fut. mid., in pass,

signf., I shall wither away. Id. Phil.

954., a, ov,{) dry, parched,
withered, av. ,
Hes. Op. 586 : of hair, rough, squalid,

Simon. 7, 9, cf.,-.
^, , , Att.,{) drying tip, Arist. Meteor., , , sub., wast-

ing, atrophy, Hipp., , , Att. avavr., {-) drying up, parching., , , in Hdt. ",
Aegyptian name for the fertile islets

in the Libyan deserts, Strab. p. 170,

cf Schw. Hdt. 3, 26., ov, , Att., {-) a drying, dryness, Hipp., , i. e. /, Aeol. for, Pind. P. 2, 52 ; 3, 42. [,
Bockh Not. Crit. ad P. 2, 14.], f. -,{) to vieiv in

the clearest light, see distinctly, di.'icern,

behold, So]ih. Phil. 217, Buttm. In
same .-m . the mid. is used, 11. 23,

458, Hes. Op. 470.—II. inlr. to shine,

N. T. 2 Cor. 4, 4. Hence, , ro,= sq., LXX :

and, ov, , a glittering, lustre,

Plut.

f,^.,, , Avgeae, a city of
Locris, II. 2, 532.—2. a city of Laco-
nia, afterwards, II. 2, 583.^, , , poet, for,
Augeas, a king of Elis, one of the

Argonauts, Pind. 01. 10 (11), 34.

From the cleansing of his stables by
Hercules was derived the prov. -, of

very difficult labours, Luc., to shine, glitter.',, , bright light, radiance,

esp. of the sun, and so in plur. his

rays, ben7ns, daylight, Ilom., who
mostly joins and :
hence ' . under the

sun, i. e. still alive, Od. 11, 498, 619,

so too alone, as -,',, to see the light,

i. e. live, Aesch. Pers. 710, Eur. Ale.

667, Andr. 935 : but' -, , to hold up to the light

and look at, Eur. llec. 1154, Plat.

Phaedr. 267 ; so vif -
, Ar. Thesm. 500, cf. Ruhnk.

Tim. :? , to rise

surging towards heaven, Aesch. Ag.
1182 : metaph. ,
" life's setting sun," lb. 1123, cf Pind.
I. 4, 110 (3, 83).—2. in genl. any light

or glitter, ,, Aesch.,-. Soph. cf.,.—3. esp. of the eyes,-. Soph. Aj. 70, and Eur.

:

hence alone, like Lat. liimina,

the eyes. Eur. Andr. 1180. and so
prob., ^. Plat. Rep.
540 .—4. ani/ gleam on the surface

of bright objects, sheen, ,, Pind. . 4, 134 :, Eur. Med. 983 : so of
marble, etc., Jac. Philostr. Imag. 2,

8. Mostly poet. (Perh. from same
root as Lat. oc-ulus. Germ. Aug-e, i.e.

Sanscr. ;%, to see.)

tAv>7/, , , -i4'«^e, daughter of Al
eu8 and Neaera, Apollod. 2, 7, 4.,, , {/) radiant,

beaming.—II. clear-sighted, Nic.
^, ov Ep. , , son of

Augeas, II. 2, 624.,, 6, fem.,
, an enlightener, Orph., , , Augila. an oasis

in Africa, Hdt. 4, 182_, cf. Biihr ad loc,^, , {,) light-

like, beaming, glancing, Plut. 2,922 D.^', , , Augusta, name
of numerous cities founded by Au-
gustus and his successors.— 1..", Aug. Emerita, now Merida,
in Spain, Strab. — 2.,
Praetoria, now Aosta, a city of the
Salassi, Strab.— 3., Aug.
Taiirinorum, now Turin, in Gallia
Cisalpina, Polyb. 3, 00 ; many others
in Ptol., etc., ov, b, the Roman .4m
gustus,, ov,{,) viih beam•



tng eye, in genl. radiant, beaming, dub.

Ill Welcker Syll. Ep. 3v;, 7., f. -, dep. mid.

(avoij) to cry out, speak, Hdt. 2, 55 :

5, 51, in aor., v. sq. An
act.), f. -^, in Lye. 892.

tAi'Jara, i7, Audata, first wife of

Phiiip of Macedon, Ath. 557 E., , f. -/ Att. -, Eur.
Phoen. 124, utter somids, talk, speak,

Horn. : not till later c. ace. rei, to

speak, say a thing, e. g. ova' a , Soph. . .
1409 : also pass., , so

Vii'os said. Soph. : ., to

utter a cry, Eur. Ion 893 : esp. of ora-

cles, to utter, proclaim. Soph. O. T.

392, etc : ., to sing of a

contest, like Lat. dicere, Find. O. ] , 12.

—2. to speak to, address, freq. in Horn.,, to speak to, accost,

call one ; also -, II. 5, 170 : hence call on, in-

vokf! a god, Eur H. F. 499, 1215: also. , Eur.—3. c. inf., to

tell, bid, order to do,. ,
Find. P. 4, 108 ; so . ...,
Aesch.,and Soph.—4. to call by name,

VLV , Eur. Andr.

20 : more freq. in pass.,, Soph. Phil. 241 ; and so,

like'/, to be, lb. 430.—5. like

?•., Lat. dicere, to mean, Eur.
Hipp. 352.—B. the mid. used as dep.,

just like the act., in Aesch. Pr. 766,

Eum. 380, Soph. Phil. 130, Aj. 772,

V. Ellendt, and cf. foreg. : from'',, , a voice, not so much
the words as the utterance and tone,

Horn. : melaph. the sound or twang
of the bowstring. Od. 21, 411.— 2.

rarely=Ao)'Of,, - report, account,

as . Soph. . C. 240, cf.

Eur. Hipp, 567. (Strictly /,
from Sanscr. vad. to speak, the f or

V being transposed, as in, cf.

Pott Forsch. 1, 245.) Hence,, , speaking with
human voice, hence in Horn, only of

men and women, as their distinctive

epithet, Od. 5, 334 ; 6, 125, cf. II. 19,

407 : and so when is

applied in Od. to Calypso and Circe,

it means a goddess indeed, but one

who, living on earth, used the speech of
mortals, cf. Ap. Rh. 4, 1322, and Od.
10, 227: but Nitzsch (Od. 10, 136),

observing the vv. 11. //, ah-', thinks they may all point to

an old form? =,
baneful., , , =. Plat.

Legg. 844 A, ace. to Bekk. : from", ,^=, v. 1. Hes.

Fr. 58, v. Lob. Phryn. 729.

^Ah ,, h, Avenion, a city of

Gaul, now Avignon, Strab., i. -, (i. e. ) to

draw back or backwards, ', to

pull them over, II. 12, 261 : to draw

the bow, II. 8, 325 : esp., ab-

sol. in a sacrifice, to draw the victim's

head back, so as to cut its throat

;

hence in genl. to slaughter, sacrifice, 11.

1, 459 ; 2, 422. Some write ai
separately.— II. of leeches, to suck,

0pp. {yu\, v.., i. e. iifijp, Aeol. for., , ,=, Anth.,

where however Jacobs reads -
7.

^,, , poet,, self-

uill, wilfulness, doggedness, stubborn-

ness, arrogance, Trag. in the poet,

form. Plat, in the other, [] From, , {,) self-

willed, -wilful, dogged, stubborn, pre-

sumptuous, Hdt. 6, 92, etc., cf. The-
ophr. Char. 15 ; c. gen.,.,
Aesch. Pr. 908 : also remorseless, un-

feeling, hence -, »A,esch. Pr. 64, cf. Adv.

-, Ar Ran. 1020. [], , , poet, for,
Trag., f. -, to make self-

willed or stubborn. Mid. to be so.', f. -, dep. mid.,=. Plat. Apol. 34 E, cf.

Lob. Phryn. 66., , , like an,
self-willed, Ar. Lys. 1116.,, . conduct of an, self-will, wilfulness, Aesch.
Pr. 964., ov,{,-) stubborn or haughty of speech, Ar.

Ran. 837., ov,= sq., ov, gen. , {,) of the sa?ne blood, kindred : a
brother, sister, near kinsman., ov, {,)
self-chosen, self-elected,,
Xen. An. 5, 7, 29.— II. taken upon
one^sself, self-incurred,. Soph.,,, Eur.,, Thuc.
1, 144 : in genl. voluntari/, optional,

in one's own power,'/, Thuc. 1,

78. Adv. -, Luc.', ov, {,)
eachfor him. her, itself: hence of per-

sons, one who says every thing as it is,

calls things by their right names, straight-

forward, downright, plain, sincere, first

in Arist. Eth. N. 1, 6, 5, Wyttenb.
Plul. 11 E: also independent, ,
Strab. : in earlier writers we find, but this should always
be written separately., to be an, to have

authority over,, . .,,, arbitrarypower,

Lat. auctoritas., ov, . contr. for-, which is used by Soph,{,) committing violence, laying hands
on one, an actual murderer, freq. in

Eur. : esp. of murders done by those

of the same family : also esp. a setf-

viurderer, suicide.—2. an absolute mas-
ter, autocrat , conwia7ider, ,
Eur. Supp. 442 : one luho has power
and can delegate it : an instigator, au-

thor, Lat. a^u:tor,?., Diod.

:

mostly only in late prose. Lob. Pl•, 'n.

120.—II. as adj.,.,,
death by murder, Aesch. Eum. 212,

Ag. 1572., , , absolute sway,

LXX., , , vouched for, war-

ranted, authentic, opp. to :

hence adv. -, Cic. Att. 9, 14

;

10, 9., , , {,) Lat.

authepsa, a self-boiler, a utensilfor boil-

ing, like our tea-urns, cf.,
Lat. sartago., a, ov, =,
Hipp., f. -, to do or return

on- the same day : from', , = sq., ephemeral,, Cratin. Incert. 5., ov,{,) made
or happening on the very day :

., extemporaneous speeches, very
dub. in Aeschin. 83, 38. Adv.-, on the very day, Aesch. Pers.
456 : so too in Ion. form,
Hdt. 2, 122, etc., adv. shortened for, of
place, Oil the spot, here, there : of time,
forthwith, straightway, both oft. in

ATAE
Horn., cf..—2, later also lor, Jac. A. P. p. 537., , Ion.. {,
*) born on the spot, bom in the

cou7itry, native, Lat. indigena, ,
Hdt. 4, 180 ; avT. ,
the Scythian rivers that rise in the coun-
try, Hdt. 4, 48 ; ., spring•
water, Hdt. 2, 149 : genuine, sincere,. Ear. Rhes. 895.

Ai'tiif, adv.,in Hom. and Ion. Greek
always written, while is

said to be Att. (cf. Ellendt Lex. Soph,
in V.) : Ep. also : a lengthd.
form of, with which it agrees in
most signfs.—I. of place, back, back
again, ,, etc., II.:

also , II. 8, 335,, II. 6, 391 : this signf.

rarer in Att.—II. of time, again, afresh,

anew, freq. in Hom., and Att. ; oft.

strengthd. , II. 1, 27,
cf. Soph. Aj. 858; ', II. 9,

375 ;^, II. 5, 257 ; so in
Att., , in Soph. Fr. 434,
or more freq., . Id. . C.
364, etc. : also . lb.

1420 : , to cry encore ! Xen.
Symp. 9, 4.—2. of future time, again,

hereafter, , II. 1, 140, etc.,

cf. Soph. Aj. 1283.— III. of sequence,
moreover, besides, in turn, on the other

hand, Soph. O. T. 1403, etc., cf.

HI. : hence sometimes in apodosis for

(5, ...,' ..., Soph.
Ant. 167., strengthd. for.
Soph. . C. 335., f. -, dep.
mid.{.) to confess

of one's self: -, a thing that speaks for itself, is

self-evident, Luc., ov,{,)
self-subsisting, self-existent., ov,{,
a)=ieg., , the subj. of aor. 2,

sometimes also of aor. 1, Gramm.
Adv. -, in this sjibj., Gramm., ov, {, ) at the

very hour. Adv. -pov, Strab., -,
Plut., and -pi., ov, {a copul.,, as if^) shouting together or in com-
mon, like, of the Trojans
marching to battle, II. 13. 41 : ace. to

others, {a priv.) noi shouting, noise-

less : the former best, since in Hom.
the Greeks advance in silence, the
Barbarians with loud shouts. In Qu.
Smyrn. certainly noiseless., . ,{) Lat. aulaeum,

a curtain, esp. in the theatre, Menand.
p. 253., ov, , {, -) tracingfurrows, Anth. []. . -, {) to trace

furrows, , pro-

verb, of doing work over again, Pra-

tin. ap. Ath. 461 E. Hence, , , a tracing offur-
rows.,, , furrowed.?. ,{,/) to

furrow, plough,, Sext. Emp.,, , (perh. from ')
=7, furrow, Hes. Op. 437, 441,

Hdt. 2, 14: also , for which
Hom. uses.—II.=, sivathe,

Theocr., , , v. sub.2., , , an ante-room, hall,

Lat. vestibulum, neut. from. a, ov, sometimes also ,
ov (cf infr.), of or belonging to the, or court, Hom. only in Od.

:

'., Od. 1, 104, but mostly
237



1
kn. ^, at the door of the

court, i. e. the outtr door, house-iXoot

,

so too Piiid., and Hdt. : in Att. also,

i] , Ar. Pac. 982, Plat.

Synap. '212 C : also y ., Lys
93, 20,? ., Menand. p. 87, and
somelinifis - alone, cf..
././, ov, , { H.) like/, Lat. villicus, Ap. Rh.
Av'/.tu, , f. -7/, (') to play

on the flute, Hdt. 1, 111. Pa!<s., of"

tunes, to be played on the flute, -^, Xen. : but?, is filled with music,

Eur. I. T. 3u7. Pass, to he played to,

to hear music, Xen. An. 6, 1, 11, Cyr.

4, 5, 7.

AWi^,, fj, (prob. from ,,
for the was open to the air,, Ath. 189 ) in

Horn, the open court before the house,

court-yard, surrounded with out-

buildings, with the altar of Zfif• in the middle, so that it

was at once the meeting place of the

family and the cattle-yard, II. 4, 433
;

it had two doors, one the house door

(cf.) and one leading through
the into the, Od.

9, 185.—II. post-Hom., the' was
the court or quadrangle, round which
the house itself was built, having a

corridor {-) all round,

from which were doors leading into

the men's apartments ; opposite the

house door (cf.) was the

or, leading into

the women's part of the house, cf.

Becker Charikles 1, p. 173, sq., 182

sq.

—

III. in genl. atiy court or hall., Od. 4, 74, cf. II. 6, 247.

—IV. any dwelling, abode, chamber.

Soph. Aiit. 785, Phil. 153, esp. in the

country, cf.: and so later, a

country-house, Lat. villa, Dion, H.

:

also , Eur. Ale. 259.

—

V. late, 7/ ?., the Court, as we say,

hence o'l /, the courtiers,

etc., Polyb., cf../,, ,{) belong-

ing to a flute, ., contr.

from the Dor. for, a

tune or air on the flute., , , {) a piece

of music for the flute, Ar. Ran. 1302,

and Plat./, , , Dor. for,
Epich. p. 107.,, ,() a playing

on the jlntc.', , 7/,=?.}, Lob.
Paral. 451.7^,, o,=sq., Hes. Sc.

283, 299., ov, 6, () a flute-

player, lUt. 1, 141, etc.

}.~, ov, 0, () a farm-ser-

vant, steward, bailiff, Lat. villicus.

Soph. Fr. 445.^/, , ,() of be-

longing to a flute-player. Plat. : r; al-

??, sub., the art of playing

on the flute. Id. Adv. -., , ,=7.7], Diog.

L. 7, 02., ov, 6, dim. from al•-, Theopomp. (Hist.) ap. Ath.

532 D.,, , (?.-) a fe-

male flute-player, Ar. Ach. 551, etc., , , () irant of
matter or material, Hierocl. []

l>ii\u<pai, a'l, {7)
nymphs who protected cattle-folds,

Anth.7., , , dim. from ?,
a small court : place of combat, ring,

Theophr. Char. 5.

338

, dep. c. fut. mid. av-

; aor. 1 mid. 7],
Thiic. 6, 7, etc., and aor. 1 pass., Xen., v. Poppo Xen. An.
2, 3, 22, {av?Ji), to lie together in the

or court-yard, and so to lie out at

night, of oxen and swine in Od. 12,

265; 14,412: in genl. to house, take

up one^s abode, lodge, live, Hdt. 9, 37,

etc.: to haunt, , Hdt. 3, 110:
esp. as a military term, to encamp,
bivouac, Hdt. 8, 9, and Thuc., , ,() belonging to

the flute : , a good flute-player.—II.() of or belonging to the court ; b,

a courtier, Polyb. ; a statesman. Id.. ov, TO, any country-house, a
cottage, H. Hom. Merc. 103 : a fold,

Eur. Cycl. 345, etc.—II. a chamber,

cave, .. Soph. Phil. 19,

etc. (Not a diinin., though some
write it parox..) Prop. neut. of, a. ov, () belonging to

stalls or farm-yards, /,
Milton's '• star that bids the shepherd
fold," Ap. Rh.

^,, , an abode, stall, fold,

tent, esp. for passing the night in,

av/iiv, to pitch one's tentfor the

night, II. 9, 232 : , to be-

take o?ic's self to rest, to roost, of birds,

Od. 22, 470.

tAvPa'f, , /, ,(acc., Eur.
I. A. 14) Aulis, a harbour in Boeotia,
from which the Grecian armament
sailed against Troy, Hom., ov, o, dim. from,
a small reed, a pipe,,
Theogn. 241 : proverb, -, to be absurdly
eager about a thing. Soph. Fr. 753.

—II. in genl. a tube, Polyb., , , () a
housing, dwelling, lodging.', , 7/.= sq.?,, , a female imnate

in a house, so Herm. Theocr. 2, 146.

(from.)?, . ,(,)
flute-case, like, Leon.

Tar.^, (?,) to make
flutes or pipes. Id., , ,(,)
flute-case.?.,,(,) tocui

into pipes or flutes, Arlemid., , (,)
flu'".-inspired, Nonn., , , belonging to

an' : -, sub.,^?.?.,, ,() flute-

making., , , sub., the

art of flute-viaking, Plat. Euthyd. 289

C : from, ov, o, (,)
a flute-maker, Plat., ov, 0, (*,,, to

blow) any leind instrument, mostly ren-

dered a flute, though it was more like

an oboe, as well from its having a

mouthpiece, as from its fuller deep
tone : they were of reed, wood, bone,
ivory, or metal ; the first mention of

them in II. 10, 13 ; 18, 495 : in Hdt.

1, 17, ,
prob. like Lat. tibia dextra et sinistra,

i. e. bass and treble. Sometimes one
person played two av?ioi at once,

Theocr. Ep. 5, see a painting from
Pompeii, and Diet. Antiqq., voc. Ti-

bia : , a trumpet,
Anth.—2. any hollow body, a tube,

pipe, or groove : esp. the sockets of the

clasp into which the bolt is shot, Od.

19, 227 : so in 11. 17, 297,^

' , it seems to
mean the socket of the spear-head
into which the shaft is fitted, v. Poll.

5, 20, and cf,;
and in Od. 22, 18, . prob.
the gush of blood through the tube of
the nostril : and so Passow inter-

prets' (in the last passage)
like a gush or streain : cf.—U.
a fish., ov. , the Lat. name Aulus,
Polyb. 27, 2, 11., ov, (a priv., ?.7)=?,
tvithout 7natttr, immaterial, Arist. Gen.
An.,_cf Lob. Phryn. 729. [av], , (',) a
flute-borer, Stratt. Atalant. 1. []
Hence, ,, belo?iging to

flute-boring. Adv. -.', , , a watch of the court

or fold.

'/., , , (?, )
singing song to the flute. Plat! Legg.
700 D., , , belongmg to av•?, Plut., 6,(.) singing to

the flute, like, Plut.',. , poet, also . Soph.
Fr. 493, any hollow between hills or
banks, a hollow way, defile, ravine,

glen., 11. Hom. Merc. 95 : a canal,

aqueduct, Hdt. 2, 100, 127 : a channel,

strait,, Aesch. Pr. 731 : so
too ill Soph. Tr. 100, -, the sca-siroiVs, an expression
descriptive enough of the Archipela
go, or (as others) the sea with its

troughs or hollows between the waves,
t',, 6, Anion, a region and

city on the borders of Elis and Mes-
senia, Xen. Hell. 3. 2, 25.-2. a Ma-
cedonian city ill Chalcidice. Thuc. 4,

103.—3. , a valley near
Damascus in Syria, Strab.—4. a nar-
row channel between the Chelido-
niae insulae, off Painphylia, Luc.

—

U. masc. pr. n., Paus.',, .() a glen-

nymph, Orph.^, ov, , Aulonius, an ap-

pel. of Aesculapius, from the Messe-
nian Aulon, Paus. 4, 36, 7., , , dim. from -, Theophr.
*, ov, 6, an inhabitant of

Aulon, oi, Xen. Hell. 3,

3, 8.^, , (?, )
like an, glen-like, sunken, Diod.?., ov, ,=^, Arist.

H. A.7, , , (, ) in

II. always epith. of a helmet(•), tvith a visor, ace. to Hesych.
(as 7.,? are said also to

mean hollow-eyed, cf. -sq.) ; but ace. to

Schol. with a tube() to hold the., ,(,) hollow-

eyed-fish, Qpp., , , made with,.. nose band with on
i'i, which sounded like trumpets when
the horses snorted, Aesch. Fr. 330,

cf.. Id. Theb. 4C3.'_, or ',_ f.,
aor. 1 7]: the fut. only
in LXX : Lat. AUGEO, used in po-
ets and prose just like poet,, to

make grow, make large, increase, Pind,,

Hdt., etc. : to promote, to honour, exalt,,, Pind., and 'Trag.

:

to praise, extol, Pind. : c. dupl. ace,. , to bring a child up
to manhood. Plat. Rep. 565 C (cf.

infr.) : also



, will celebrate, speak of thee

as..., Soph. O. T. 1092. Pass. c. lut.

mid., but also fut. pass./ Dem. 1297, 15 : aor. 1

: perf.7] : tu grow, wax,

increase, in size, number, strength,

power, etc., Hes. Tii. 493, Hdt. etc. :

also. , , Hdt. 1,

58 ; 2, 14 : of a child, to grow up, Hdt.

5, 92, 5 : of the wind, to rise, Hdt. 7,

188 : also to become perfect, Dem. 1402,

fin. : (req. , to wax
great, grow up, Eur. Bacch. 183, Plat.,

etc. : so.. Plat. Legg. 681

A ; .. Id. Prot. 327 C :

but , I grew taller

as I heard, Ar. Vesp. 638.—II. the act.

is used intrans. like pass., only in

late writers, as N. T., cf EUendt,
Lex. Soph. V. . (Cf Germ.
wachs-en, our wax, the ?; or w being
transposed, cf .) Hence, , ,^^, growth, in-

crease, enlargement, freq. in Plat.

?], , , () that

which is increased: also=foreg.
'f', , , {) Atixesia,

goddess of growth and increase at

Troezene, Hdt. 5, 82.,, ,{) growth,

increase, Hdt. 2, 13, Thuc. 1, 69.-2.

in Gramm. the augment., , , () an in-

creaser, giver of increase, Orph., , , () grow-

ing, waxing, thriving.—II. act. increas-

ing, good for increasing or enlarging,

Arist. Adv. -., , () promoting
growth, Arist. Coel.', ov,(,) pro-

longing life., , (,)
promoting growth, Orph., ,(,) imth

rising horns, Meineke Archipp. He-
racl. 2., ov, , v., Plut., ov, ( ) promoting
growth,, Hippon. 87., , ,=.—II. By-
zant. for, a kind of thunny,

Arist. H. A. •, ov, (,) pro-

motinfi growth, Orph., ov. (, )
strengthening the voice., ov,(,) increas-

ing light.,, , (,)
the rising and falling of the tide, ebb

and flow, Strab., , , (, ?'.-
vrj) (he increase of the moon, new moon,
Anth.^, ov, , in Phit. also, Auximum, a city of the Pi-

ceni in Italy, now Osimo, Strab.', , ,(), the

goddess of growth, called to witness
in an Athenian citizen's oath., the more usu. poet, form of, first in Hes. Th. 493, also in

Pind., and Att. : only used in pres.

and impf , the other tenses being the

same as those of., , , Att., ()
dryness, icithering, Aesch. Eum. 333 :

though Miiller joins with, v. sq., , , (, to cry) a cry,

Simon Amorg. 20., , ov, Att., (*,,) dry, dried, of fruit, opp. to-
Hdt. 2, 71, cf Plat. Legg. 761 C :

in Hom. only in II., and in phrase avov, to give a dry. grating, rasping,

sound, of metal, li. 12, 160 ; 13, 441,

cf aridtts fragor, of the cracking of

dry wood, V'irg.—2. withered, parched

up, Ar. Lys. 385.—3. drained dry, ex-

hausted, Theocr. 16, 12, cf Hemst.
Luc. 1, p. 115, and. Hence,, , Att., dry-

ness, drought.

'Avnvia, , , sleeplessness, Plat. :

from, ov, without sleep, sleepless,

wakefid, Hom.: ~. a sleep

that is no sleep, Soph. Phil. 848 : me-
taph. sleepless, unresting,,
Aesch. Theb. 206,, Soph. O.
C. 685., , , =, Q.
Sm.. , . Ion., , (*,,) air in motion, a breath of
air, breeze, esp. a cool breeze from wa-
ter, or the fresh air of morning, Lat.

aura, in Hom. only once, Od. 5, 469,

but freq. in Pind., etc., though rare

in good prose, as Plat. Crat. 401 C,
and once or twice in Xen. :, the

air, Aesch. Supp. 871.—II. in genl.

movement, as of the Stars, Plut. 2,

878 F.

t.\iipaf, 6, the Auras, a tributary of

the Ister, Hdt. 4, 49.', V..^/? , 6, the Latin name
Aurelianus, Hdn.', ov, , sxvift-striding,

Aesch. Fr. 263, (from'=,
in A. B.,.), fut. -, to put off till to-

morrow, Lat. procrastinare : from
Avpiov, adv., to-morrow, Hom.

:

strictly neut. from, q. v. :

avpiov, on the morrow, next morning,

Hom. ; also till morning, Od. 11, 351 :. sub., the morrow.

Soph. O. T. 1090, and Eur., also

avpiov. Id. . C. 567, and to

avpiov, Fr. 685. (Prob. from-
= (•, Aur-ora, akin to ijpi-), ov, the morrow, -,= avpiov, Eur. Hipp. 1115 : av--, V. Ruhnk. Ep. Cr., , , Lat. AURUM,
gold, Dosiad. : a very rare word in

Greek, whence comes., ..',, . Lacon. and Cret.

for •, q. v., sub fin.^,, b, the Ausar, now
Serchio, a river of Italy, Strab.^,, , contr., the

Ausenses, a people of Africa, Hdt. 4,

180.•, Dor. for, Ibyc. 19,

Alcm. 100.'^, , , the Auscii, a peo-

ple of Aquitania, Strab., , oi, the Ausones, a

people of southern Italy, Strab.

:

hence
^, , , Ausonia, a poetic

name for Italy, ApoUod. 1, 9,24.', , ,=, Dion.
P. 78.. , , Ausonian, Strab.^., . fern, adj., Ausoni-
an. later, Roman, Dion. H.', a, ov, of or belonging to

Ausonia, Ausonian, Strab. : -
viov, i. e. a portion of the
Tuscan sea, Id., a, ov, () sun-burnt,

shrivelled, sq%ialid, Lat. siccus, squali-

dus : poet,, Od. 19, 327 :

cf.,.^, , , Austanes, masc.
pr. ., Arr. An. 4, 22, 1., , ^,=,
Theophr. : from, , , (*, , )

\

making the tongue dry and rough, harsh,
rough, bitter,. Plat. Phil. 61 C ;, opp. to/., Arist. Probl.

—

2. metaph. like Lat. austerus, stern,

harsh, crabbed,, Plat. Rep.
398 A ; so too in moral sense, LXX.,
and N. T. Adv. -. Hence, , , harshness,

roughness, oivov, Xen. An. 5, 4, 29,

also .. Plat. The-
aet. 178 C ; opp. to }.—2.
metaph. harshness, crabbedness. stern-

ness, . Plat. Legg. 666 B.'^, , oi, the Auschisae, a
people of Africa, east of Cyrene,
Hdt. 4. 171.^,, , Aitson, son of Ulys-
ses and Calypso, Lye.—2. An Auso-
nian, V.., ov,(, ?-7.)
carrying one's oicn 7nessage, Soph. O.
C, 333, Phil. 568 : bringing ?iews of
what one's self has seen, Thuc. 3. 33., ov,(,7.)^., ov, (,)—. Anacr. 112 : self-conceited.

Ion ap. Hesych., , , free choice,, Call. Fr. 120, 2 : from, ov, (,)
poet, for, self-chose?i, freely

chosen, left to one's choice, Od 16. 148.

—II. act. taking or choosing freely, of
one's self, Simon. Amorg. 2, 19.'?., ov, (, ?.)
related as brother or sister,, Aesch.
Theb. 718, Eum. 89 : one's own bro-

ther or sister. Soph. Ant. 503., adv. of sq., Polyb., ov, (,) to

gether with the m.en, m.en and all, Polyb., a. Lye. 811, (,)) an own cousin, cousin-gennan,

Aesch. Supp, 933, 984., conjunct., Ep. for,
hit, yet, hou'ever, still, besides, moreover,

furthermore, Hom. Like , it

always begins a proposition. (Re-
lated to, as the Aeol. to

.),, , self-satisfaction

:

from, ov, (,)^, self-satisfied, Lob. Phryn.
621.

_^, . the Autariatae,

an lUyrian tribe, Strab.^. , , Autarites, masc.
pr. , Polyb. 1, 77, 4., , , the state of an, contentedness, independence.

Plat. Phil. 67 A, Arist, Eth. N. :

competence., , f. -7/, to he contented

or satisfied.—II. to be sufficient for,-
, Thuc. 7, 15., ,(,) satis-

fying one's self, contented,-, Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 14.

—

.
having enough, independent of Others,

Hdt. 1, 32, Aesch. Cho. 757:
or ., a country wanting iw
help of others, that supplies itself, wants
no imports, Thuc. 1, 37, cf 2, 36 : avr.

, strong enough for a thing,

Thuc. 2, 51 : hence absoL,.,
a strong, brave shout, Soph. O. C 1057.

—2. complete, perfect, independent.

Stoic, term in Arist. Eth. N. Adv.
-., , , poet, for-.,() to be-
XVC.

, ,^ ,,, , (,) the

very beginning.

and, ov, 6,
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ATTI

(,) an absolute sovereign.

Hence, , , absolute power., , ,=., tor -
., Sophron ap. ApoU. de Pron.

339 , cf. Herm. Soph. El. 1488.\, gen. p1. poet, of., adv., used by Horn, in all the

senses of av, except that of place.

—

I. of time, again, over again.— II. to

mark sequence or transition, again,

furthermore, like l..at. aulem : hence
—2. however, on the contrary : hence
it sometimes follows instead of

, Od. 22, 5, H. Horn. Cer. 137 : also

in Att. poets, Seidl. Eur. I. T. 316,

Herm. Vig. 237; but never in prose.^, Dor. for, v. Greg.

Cor. p. 351.,, , {, -) ati exact impression, true por-

tratt,AT. Thesm. 514., ,(,)
of this year, this year's, Geop., ov, (,)
one's own master, free, unconditional,

Diod. : TO, free power.

Adv. -. Hence,, , free, inde-

pendent power, Joseph., ov, (,-) offering, promising, of one's

self, hence in genl. of one's self, free-

ly, Lat. sponte, ., to

undertake of free choice, Eur. H. F.

706 ; so.,, Thuc.
1, 33 ; 4, 120,, Isocr. 7 C.^, ov, (, -) self-brought on, self-incurred., , , (,-) one who coinmands of his own
authority. Plat. Polit. 260 E. Hence, , , belonging to

an, or to absolute power

:

7] -K7/, sub., the art of ruling by

one's self. Plat. Polit. 200 E, etc.

Adv. -, Plut., ov,(,-) commanded or ruled by one's self.-, ov, (,-) of the same name, surname,,
with another, Eur. Phoen. 769., ov, b, (,)
one's self a rower, i. e. a rower and a

soldier at once, Thuc. 1, 10, etc., cf.

Boekh P. E. 1, 373; self-rowed, .,
'), i. e. not by Charon, Anth.
^,, , Axitesio?i, son of

Tisamcnus, and king of Thebes,
Hdt. 4, 147.,,(,)=^-.̂', poet, for, impf. of, Hom..—, but only used in

pres. and impf , to cry, shout,,, Hom. : also act., to call, II. 11,

258 :(, utter loud cry,

Eur. Hec. 1092. [i]],, , a cry, shout, call, Hom.:
loud tone or note of the trumpet,
Aesch. Pers. 395 : esp. a battle-shout

,

war-cry, hence also the battle itself,

Hom. : Hom. is fond of joining?. , cf.. [], , (,) one

who has himself heard, an ear witness,

Thuc. 1, 133.—II. obeying only one's

self, independent, Plut.

\?},{,) adv., on the

self-same day, Horn., Ion. for, v.

sub.. as some old Gramm. write in

Hom. for, on the analogy oi ai-
for., . Ion. for.
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ATTO, adv., () forthwith,

straightway, in a moment, which no-

tion is strencthenedby Hom. in-
vi'v,' ; so in prose,

avT., Plat. : -, now and hereafter, Od. 14, 403 :

so Thuc. opposes to and to: so with a partic, '', immediately on his going, Od. 2,

307 : but Plat, uses it in a slightly

future sense, presently, directly, Lat.

mox. opp. to vvv, Gorg. 459 C : with
a subst., as , momenta-
ry, passing, opp. to lasting fear, v.

Herm. Vig. ^ 238.—2. -., like ..., as soon as, si-

mul ac, Hdt.—II. for example, just to

give an example, oiu'
; for example, by whom

does Jupiter rule the gods ? Ar. Plut.

130, cf. Plat. Prot. 359 D, Rep. 340
D : this usage is only Att., v. Koen
Greg. p. 416, and cf..—3.=-, Arat. (Buttm. Lexil. v. ,
not. 1, p. 314, derives the word from, assuming an old word
* ^ correspondent to the Lat.

vice, vices.) [I], Ion. and Dor. for, q. v., , ,() by one's self

alone, apart, Arist.—11. as subst., sub., unmixed wine, v. Foes. Oecon.
Hipp.

, , ,, , , (*,,, to

blow) a breath, wind, air : in Hom.
breath as the sign of life, II. 9, 005

;

the blast of a bellows, II. 18,471 ; of

wind, Od. 1 1 , 400 ; hot air from a fire

or heated body, Od. 9, 389 ; 16, 290.

—II. scent, fume, II. 14, 174; Od. 12,

309.,, ,^=7/, Hom., ov, ,( -) the very ideal good, Arist. Metanh-,(,) adv.,

perfectly, truly, Arist. Org.?., (,) the very, Arist. Metaph.', ov, b,(, -) man in the abstract, the very,

ideal man, Arist. Eth. N.—II. a very

man, living man, Luc, of a statue.^,, b, Autobares, masc.
pr. n., Arr. An. 7, 6, 5., , (,)
self-dipped, Nonn.,,(,) to bear

testimony of one's self., adv., (,) by a

mere sliout, at the first shout or onset
;

hence ., to take ivithout a

blow, ivithout resistance, Thuc. 2, 81
;

by storm. 8, 62, etc., ov,(,) self-

called, selfsounding, Nonn. 1, 432.

i, , 6, Autoboesaces,

a Persian, Xen. Hell. 2, 1,8.,, ,(,)
Boreas bodily, Luc. Tim. 54.,, ,(,-) the absolute, abstract will, Arist.

Org., ov,=sq. Adv.-•., ov,(,2) of
one's own will or choice, Aesch. Theb.
1053. Hence^,, o,Autobulxis, masc.
pr. n., Plut. Symp.7., ov,(,)
=sq., Anth., , (,*) pro-

duced of one's self, i. e. uncreated, un-

begottcn,, Stob.—2. natural,

not artificial or feigned,, late.

—

3. sprung froin the same parents, kin-

dred, ., marriage with blood-

relations, V. 1. Aesch. Supp. 9., ov,~ .

ATTO, ov,(,
= : hence/, mother's inter-

course with her own son. Soph. Ant. 864.), , 6, , (,) together with the point,,
Heliod., to act ofone's oumwill
o\ judgment, Xen. Hell. 7, 3, : from, ov, gen.,(,) acting or speaking of one's own
ivill or judgment. Adv. —,
., opp. to , Arist.

Pol., ov, = foreg., .
Soph. Ant. 875., ov, (, *

)

self-produced. Nonn., , ,(,-) the very, ideal line, Arist. Metaph., , to write with one's

own hand : from, ov, (,)
written with one's own hand, Dion. H.

:

TO ., one's own handwriting, the ori-

ginal, Plut., OV, (,) -, a plough whose is of one

piece with the ?. and '.

not fitted together (), Hes.
Op. 431., .(,) un•
premeditated, Soph. Aj. 700.', ov, (,)
self-slain or mutually slain, Aesch.
Theb. 735., ov,(,)
self-eating, Lyc.

—

\\.=^.. adv. stiengthd. for,
with clenched teeth, ,. xvomen angered even to

biting, Ar. Lys. 687 : metaph. -, a right stubborn temper.

Id. Pac. 607., ov,(,)
boarding or providing for one's self,

bringing one's own victuals to a common
meal, cf.., (,) just ten,

Thuc. 5, 20., ov, (, ) self

bound, Opp., ov,(,.) self-

evident. Aesch. Theb. 848., , , self-service,

Chrysipp. ap. Ath. : from, ov, (,-) serving one's self, Strab. [d], ov,(,)
self-taught, Od. 22, 347 : so . •, Aesch. Ag. 991 : ai-
-, natural genius, Luc. Adv.-.
^,(,)

mid. to teach one's self, to be one's own
teacher, Synes., ov,(,-) narrating in one's own person, opp.

to writing in a dialogue, Diog. L., , ov, (,)=., Diog. \j., ov, ,(,-) abstract right, Aristid., , to be, Di-

narch. ap. Harpocr., ov, (,) with

independent jurisdiction, ivith one's own
law-courts, conducting one's own suits

at home, Thuc. 5, 18. Hence
i, , , Autodicus, a Pla-

taean, Hdt. 9, 85., adv. straightway, only in

Od. 8, 449 (either from and, or simply lengthd. for,
like- from•,
from, etc.)

^, , , (, )
opi7iion or sentiment in and of itself, the

very opinion, Arist. Top. 8, II, 14.



ATTO, ov,{,) skin

und all, Plut.'^, ov, {,)
running or moving of itself, Gal.

^', ov, , Autodorus, an
Epicurean philosopher, Diog. L. 5,

92, , {,) like

itself, uniform, Anton.
Ki'TotlvM, TO, {, ) self-

existence, of the Deity, Eccl., ov, = :

avT., each, thing's particular

opinion, Arist. Eth. N. : -, the ideal or idea of each, lb.?, ov, {,)
self-twisted, naturally-curling, of hair,

Anth.\,{,) adv., in the

same year, within the year, Bergk in

Theocr. 28, 13, ed. Mein. in place of., adv. with one's oion hand:

from, ov, , in Soph, for av-, a murderer, 0. T. 107, El. 272,

cf. Lob. Phrj-n. 120., , , {, krci-) desire in the abstract, Arist. Org., adv. of sq., Theocr. 28,

13, ubi Bergk, q. v.?/, , {, ) in or

of the same year, Arist. Adv.•, in the same year, within the year,

Od. 3, 322., ov, {,)
self-sought, i. e. coming unsought, cf..,, ,{,) unde-

rived existence, of the Deity, Eccl.

AvToOatr, , , {,)
Thais herself, Luc.^, ov. Dor. for-., ov,{,)
dying by one's ovm hand, Plut. [], V..?., adv. of sq., voluntarily,

Mel.^ 122.?., , {, ?.) of
one's own will, voluntary, Leon. Tar.?., ov, {, -) founded by one's self. Nonn.. adv. {avrov) of place,

avTov , like Lat. illinc,from

the very spot where one is, from hence,

from thence, usu. c. prep, to define

more accurately, e. g., immediately from their seats,

on the spot where thev were sitting,

Od. 13, 56, cf. Schaf Theocr. 25, 170:, to find a living on the spot,

Thuc. 1, 11 : oi avT., the natives, Id.

6, 21.— II. of time, -, like Lat. illico, on the spot, imme-
diately, directly, at the very time pres-

ent or spoken of, Ar. Eccl. 246

:

hence without m.ore ado. off-hand, at

once, straightway, Hdt. 8, 64, 0)ice for
all, Thuc. 1, 141 : readily, voluntarily,

Lat. sporite, hastily, on the spur of the

moment, rashly. Polyb. Before a con-

son, oft.. Most common in

poetry., ov,{,) self-

sharpened, an epithet of cold-forged

iron, Aesch. Fr. 360., adv. for^~, on the spot, in the place, here,

there, Hom., and Hdt. : held to be an
Ion. form and poet., but is also freq.

in Att. prose., ov,{,) self-

spoken, self-sounded, Nonn.., , , {,)
the very ideal horse, Arist. Metaph.3?, ov, wrought or done

coarsely or carelessly, slovenly : in genl.

16

ATTO
slight, trivial, random, both of persons

and things, Arist. Rhet. 3, 14, 11.

Adv. -, -
?. 7., speak at random on im-

portant matters, lb. 7, 2.—II. hence
also'/. were a sort of

buffoons or buffo-actors, who spoke

off'-hand, Semus ap. Ath. 622 B.

(Said to be from,, ill-

kneaded dough : also written-7. and/..), ov, {,) a

self-tormentor, Theopomp. (Comin.)

Thes. 4.

^.\.?., ov, TO,{,)
the absolute beautiful, Aristid.^, , , AutocSne, a prom-
ontory of Aeolis, V. 1. H. Hom. Ap. 35., , ,{, -) an sister, Od. 10. 137., , ,{,-?/) an own brother, II., ov,{,-) self-condemned, . ., , {,) self-contrived, natural.., , {, ^-) going one's own road., Tryphiod.., ov, {, -
.) unbidden, of one's own accord,

Xen. An. 3, 4, 5:

/.?}, , {,.)=
foreg., Hdt. 9, 5.., , ^,= sq., , {,-) self-mixed, naturally tempered,

esp. of light wines that need no wa-
ter. Or. Sib.?, ov, ,=^ -
?..', , , voluntary mo-
tion, [] From, , {', )
self-moved, Plut., , {, /)
branches and all, Luc.
i?., a and ov, , Auto-

clldas, rnasc. pr. n., Aeschin.^', , , Autocles, an
Athenian commander, son of Tol-
maeus, Thuc. 4, 53.—2. an Athenian
orator. Xen. Hell. 6, 3, 2. Others in

Lys., Dem., etc.?., ov, {, .)
self-called, i. e. coming iinbidden, un-

called, Aesch. Eum. 170. Adv. -rwf./,, 6, ^,= sq., 0pp., ov, {, )^^., , (,) with

natural hair, shaggy, ?, Ar. Ran.
821.—II. hair or leaves and all, Luc., ov, {,)., self-accomplishing, Aesch. Fr.

421., , , fem. of-, Orph., , {.)
ruling by one's self, having full power,

absolute, •, Anaxag. 8., Eur.
Andr. 483 : ., absolute sway,

free-will. Hence^., , Autocrates, an
Athenian, Lys. 113, 33.—2. a poet of
the old comedy, Meineke, 1, p. 270;

2, p. 891., to be or become., , ,()
absolute sivay or sovereignty : hence, ,, of ox belong-

ing to absolute poiver. Adv.-, Plut.', , , (-) the residence of an absolute sove-

reign. Joseph.',,{,)
=,. 4.th., , , , {,

) one's own master, and so—1.

of persons or states, free and inde-

pendent, Lat. sui juris, Thuc. 4, 63,

Plat., and Xen.—2. of ambassadors,
etc. possessing full powers, plenipoten-

tiary, /,, Ar.

Pac. 359,, Ar. . 1595,, Thuc. 8, 67 : so too., cf Herm. Pol. Ant. "§. 125, 10.

—3. of rulers, absolute,,
Thuc. 6, 72,. Plat., and
Xen. : hence used to translate the

Roman Dictator, Polyb., and in later

times, the Emperor: hence in genl.

peremptory,., Thuc. 4, 108.

—

II. c. gen., complete master of.., iavTOV,, Thuc. 3, 62 ; 4, 64 ; hence
ai'T., quite at liberty to swear

falsely, Dem. 215, 2. [u], ,=.,,{,) self-

condemned, Artem., , {,
self-possessed,, Inscr., ov,= sq.. Soph. Fr.

306.^, ,{,) self-

produced, made by nature,, na-

tural grottoes, Aesch. Pr. 301., to slay themselves, or

one another, prob. 1. Soph. Ant. 56,

for the anomalous.
Lob. Phryn. 623 : from, ov, (,)
self-slain : but—II., act.

slaying one another, , Aesch.

Theb. 805: ., mutual

death by each other's hand, lb. 681.

Adv. -, with one's own hand, Id.

Ag. 1635., adv. {, -) by one's own steering or guid-

ance, Anth.•, , {, -) one who steers himself, Anth., adv.=-./,. ,(,)
the ideal circle, Themist.?, ov. (,)
self-rolled or moved, Orph. []., ov,(,.) vnth

mere legs, i. e. whose legs are nothing

but skin and bone, Simon. Amorg.
76., ov,(,) to-

gether with the handle, hilt and all : but

in Aesch Cho. 163, . seems
to be weapons ivith a handle, i. e. swords,

cf..., , (, .)
talking to one's self, Timon ap Diog.

L. 9, 69. [a]', adv. {,.) with

the words themselves, wordfor word.'.,, 6,(,)
Autoleon, king of the Paeonians, Plut.

Pyrrh. 9., ov, ,(,-) one who through poverty or avarice

carries his oum. oil-flask, one who has no

slave : hence in genl. wretchedly poor,

penurious, Dem. 1261, 17.—II. a flat-

terer, parasite, v. Wyttenb. Plut. 50 C... ov,(,) all

of stone, stony-hearted.. ov,(, ,) made

of a single stone, prob. 1. Soph. Fr.

133.., ov,(,)
self-engendered. Or. Sib.~, 6,(,) a very

wolf. Hence/•, ov, 6, Auiolycus, son of

Mercury, father of Anticlca, Od. 19,

394.—2. son of De'imachus. of Thes-
salv, an argonaut and the founder of

Siiiope, Ap, Rh. 2, 956.-3. a sou
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Agathoclcs, Arr. Others in Paus. 1,

18, 3, etc.?, (, ?), . ans thai really plays the

lyre, provertj. in Luc.', , , (,)
couple or leash for hounds.,, , a learning ofone's

self Pliit. [a] : from, , (,, ')
learning or learnt of one's self, Piut.

Adv. -.
^(>?, , , Automala, a for-

tified place in Cyrenai'ca, Strab., in

Diod. S. called also \.7... . (,-) bear witness of one's self, Diog., , 6, , {.) one's self the witness, 1. e. an
eyewitness, Aesch. Ag. 98ft.

and, adv. of, of one's freeivill choice.\, , , Automate, daugh-
ter of Danaus, Paus. 7, 1, G., , , the goddess of
Fortune, Lat. Fortuna, Plut., f. -.() to

act of one's own ivill. to act of one's self

and so to act unadvisedly, Xen. Cyr.

4, 5, 21. Hence., ov. h, an acting of
one's self.—2. an accident that occurs

without human agency, Hipp., ov, ,(,) an automalori-maker : -
ao~o^L,the art of an automaton-

maker : Tu, a trea-

tise on the art of automaton-making.', . ov, also Att. . ov,

Meineke Metag. Thur. 1, {,
*,) acting of one's own will,

of one's self, unbidden, uncalled, II.,

etc. : esp. self-m.oving, self-acting, like

the tripods of Vulcan, which ran of

themsplvcs on wheels or rollers, 11.

18, 37G : hence tu, self-

moving machines, automatons.— 2. of

plants, growing of them.telves, utisown,., Hdt. 2, 94 ; 8, 1.38.—3.

of events, happening of themselves,

without external agency, avT.. a

life neerting no external support. Plat.

Polit. 271 ; but ., a

natural death, Dem. 296, 18, of. Hdt 2,

66 : without cause, accidental, opp. to

orro, Hdt. 7, 9, 2 : esp. —
or ,

naturally, by chance, Hdt. 2, 66, etc.

:

also, tK avT., Xen. An. 1. 3, 13,

from T(j .,, chance.

Lys. Adv. -, Hdt. 2, 180: also

-, -, and -., ,{, *-)=7., ,() to

fight for one's self esp. to plead one's

own cause in a law-court, Lys. ap.

Harp., . , Automednsa.
daughter of Alcathous, and wife of
Iphiclus, ApoUod. 2, 4, 11 : fein. of,. , ('•, -
6(jv) strictly ruling of one's self Avto-
medon, name of Achilles' charioteer,

11. 9, 209.—2. tyrant of Eretria, Dem.
12.5,27.—3. an Athenianwho proposed
a decree in favour of the Tenodiatis,

Dem. 1333. 12.-4. of Cyzicus, an
epigrammatic poet, 12 epigrams by
whom are preserved in the Antho-
logy.^, ov, {,-) forming her oum dwelling, of a

Hamadryad, Nonn. Dion. 48, 519.^, , . [, -
Tiivva) the veritable Melinna, Anth.^, , , {,)
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Avtomenes, masc. pr. ., Ar. Vesp.
1275.,, ,{,)
abstract length, Arist. Org.

/Tijp,. ,{.)
very mother herself, or her ?nother's

very child, Simon. Amorg. 12. The
form, is against ana-
logy. Lob. Phryn. 659.', ov,{,) with

a lot of one's own, with a special destiny,

Soph. Fr. 249., to be an, to

desert, either absol. or. ,
and ', Hdt., etc. : ^, to keep changing sides, to

rat, Aeschin 64, 22. Hence,, 57,= sq./., , ,{) de-

sertion, Thuc. 7, 131, etc.^, , , the Aiitomoli,

prop, the deserters, a colony of Aegyp-
tian soldiers in Aethiopia, Hdt. 2, 30

:

from', ov, (,)
going of one's self: hence as subst.,

in war, a deserter, Hdt., Thuc, etc.

:

., Hdt. 9, 76. Adv. -,
treacheroiisly. Soph. Fr. 617.—2. av-

., a sucker, springing from a plant's

root, Lat. stolo.. ov,{,) self-

formed, formed uithout art, cut from the

rock, Eur. Andromed. 7., ov, {,)
really dead, Alciphr.^, . . Autonoe, daughter
of Nereus and Doris, Hes. Th. 258.
—2. daughter of Cadmus and Har-
monia, and wife of Aristaeus, Hes.
Th. 977: cf. Apollod. 3, 4, 2.-3.

daughter of Danaus, Apollod. 2, 1, 5.

—4. dauirhter of Peireus, Id. 2, 7. 8.

—5. a slave of Penelope, Od. 18. 182.. dep., to be-, lire by one's own laws, be indepen-

dent, freq. in Thuc., , . the state of an, independence, Thuc. 3, 46., ov, {,)
living by one's oim laws, free, 0])p. to. Hdt. 1, 96: esp. in-

dependent, not subject to another state,

freq. in Thuc. : of animals, feeding
and ranging at will, Anth. Adv.-.
f, ov, 0, Autondmus. a

scribe ofAntimachus in Athens, Dem.
1186, fin.—2. an Eretrian, Paus. 10,

9, 10., ov, h,{,) Au-
/orjoHs, a Trojan, II. 16, 694.—2. a hero
of the Delphians, Hdt. 8, 39.-3.., 7, 5. 3., adv.^sq., Joseph., adv. {, ) that

very night, II. 8, 197 : in the same night,

Arat. [("] : also.6,=^.,
. . p. 13f9., ov, {,) of
mere wood, cut out of wood,,
Soph. Phil. 35., . {, -^')
self-joined, srlf-built.., , one's own feeling,

self-experience, Polyb. : conviction, [] :

from, ,{, av)with
feeling or experience of one's self, speak-

ing from one's oum experience, from con-

viction. Adv. -(7). Polyb. — II. in

Gramin., firroTra^;/, nouns, pronouns,
and verbs, which throw back the action

on themselves, reflexiva, opp. to -., q. v.,, , , (,) an oum child, son or daughter.

Soph. Tr. 826

or-, ov, gen., {,) an only heir,

Hesych. e conject.', . . , (,) one's self father, Orph. [], ov, {, )
having experienced one's self: -
., one's own experience.', ov, gen.,{) self-harming : unth or for one's

oivn woes,, Aesch. Theb. 916.,, , credibility : from
AvTOTTiaToc, ov, {,)

credible in itself., ov, (,)
self-plaited, Opp./, adv.,=rsq., Luc., adv. {, ,) on
one's own feet, on foot., , . {,)
going on one's oum feet, journeying on
foot.

^, , , {,) opp. to., one
who makes not a copy but the thing it-

self, Plat. Soph. 266 A., ov, {,)
self-made, simple., ,{,) self-

produced, self-sprung, not planted, as
the Athenian olive, Soph. O. C,
698., ov,(,)
= sq;, ov,{,) with
natural wool, with the wool on, shaggy,
e. g..., , 6, ,{,) ,, free, independent state,

Thuc. 5, 79. Hence, ov, , a citizen of a
free state, Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 14, e conj.

Valesii. [i], ov, {,)
self-wrought , natural, of honey, Anth., oi',= foreg., Nic., , ,, , gen. -.{,) on one's own feet,

on foot, Luc.,,(,) to

act for one's self form a state by one's

self, Strab. Hence', , , free, indepen-

dent action, Def Plat. 411 :07-/, the moral frerdoin of
the Stoics, Lat. libertas Vivendi ut

velis, Cic., ov.=-. Adv. -, Dion. H., ov,{,)
together with the root, root and all,.

to perish, root and branch.

Soph. Ant. 714, parodied by Antiph.
Incert. 10 ; so too., Ar.

Ran. 903 ; . , to give in

absolute possession, Aesch. Eum. 401., , v.., ov, {, -) self-chosen, freely undertaken,

Vit. Horn.—II. act. acting of free-will

or choice, Philo. Adv. -., , to be personal:

from, ov, {,') in one's own person, without a
mask, face to face,, Luc. : to, sub., a
work in which the author speaks in his

own person, as opp. to dialogue, Ar-
ist. ; cf.'. Adv.-.. , to see with one's own
eyes, Paus. : from, ov, 6. {, '')
seeing one's self an eye-witness, Hdt. 2,

29, etc. Hence', , , like an eye-wit

ness, Hipp. : ., the credit of
an eye-vntness, Scymn.



ATTO
AvroTTOf, ov,(,) seen

by one's self, self-detected.. ov, a, (,)=, Ath.-, , o,=sq., Phryn.
(Com.) Poastr. 1., , , (,)
of coarse wheateti flour,, Alex.
Cypr. 2.?., . ,(,)
selling one's own goods. Plat. Polit.

260 C : . . Id. Soph. 231
D ; cf.3. Hence, , oi',=:foreg. :

~. sc., the trade of an-
7>,, . to and-. Plat. Soph. 223 D., ov, gen.,(,^) self done, self-incurred,,
Aesch. Fr. 361 ace. to Well.

and, ov,(,) done by one's self; self-

produced, 0pp., ov,(,) self-

covered, roofed 0 vaulted by nature,. Dion. H.), ov, (,, root

and all, Diod.— II. self-rooted, self-

founded,, Enr. Rhes. 287., and in Pind. poet, av-. ov,(,) self-flowing,

P. 12. 30.''. , , reflexive

pron., self: in the oblique cases oft.

for the person, pron. him, her, it :

with ike artic, , ,, etc., the very one, the same.

I. self, myself, thyself, etc., acc. to

the pers. of the verb : oft. also joined

with , , etc., as , I
my.'ielf, Horn., v. infr. 8.— 1. one's

self, i. e. the part properly called self,

as the sold. opp. to the body. Od. 11,

602 ; but also reversely the body, opp.

to the soul, 11. 1, 4; or one's self, as

opp. to others, e. g. the king to his

subjects, II. 6, 18, parent to his chil-

dren, II. 2, 317, shepherds to their

herds, Od. 9, 167, and in genl. the
whole to its parts, II. 7, 474 : hence
It implies emphasis, without opposi-

tion : and is used absol. for the mas-
ter, chief, as in the Pythag. phrase,, Lat. Ipse dixit, cf. Ar.
Nub. 219, of Socrates : so. the

mistress : hence just, exactly a thing,', Lat. sub cristam

ipsam, II. 13, 615 ; -
pov, the point of dawn, Thuc. 2, 3 :

nence also for Lat. vel, adeo, even,' ', rmy, not even He-
cuba, 11. 6, 451. In these senses -

in Att. prose either precedes
both the article and subst., or follows
them both, e. g. b, or

vior~ : the article can only be
omitted with proper names, or at

least nouns appropriate to individu-

als, e. g. ', Kriig. Xen.
An. 1, 2, 20, .,,
etc.—2. of one's self, of one's own ac-

cord, sponte, like,, let each go of himself, with-

out special order, II. 17, 254 :, for they will come of them-

selves. Soph. O. T. 341.—3. 'by one's

self, ^,=, ,
although alone, II. 8, 99, cf. Valck.
Phoen. 1235, Wolf Lept. p. 303.

Hom. also adds , Od. 14, 450.

and the Att. join . Wolf
Lept. p. 28^^, cf infr. IV. 3 : Att. also', himself by himself.

i. e. quite alone : but also

simply, as), to

return alone, Hdt. 5, 85 ; so -, tee are by ourselves, i. e. none but
citizens are present, Ar. Ach. 504 : .

ATTO
and hence, we are among friends, and
can speak in confidence, Heind. Plat.

Parm. 137 B.—4. in dat. case, c.

subst., denotes accompani-
ment, together with, ai'Ty', he sprang up lyre m
hand, II. 9, 194 : ^, helmet and all, 11. 14, 498, and
without ,^ /,
II. 8. 24 : the latter use is most freq.

in Att., , allies and
all, Aesch. Pr. 221, and with aitic,, Ar. Eq. 849,

etc., cf. Hdt. 7, 39 ; 6, 93 : some-
times however the Att. add, e. g., Eur. Ion 32, v.

Elmsl. Med. 160 : cf infr. V. 8.-5.
added to ordinal numbers, e. g., himself the fifth, i. e.

along with four others, Thuc. 1, 46,

when is always the chief per-

son.—6. is said to be put for

or, but it always re-

tains its own proper meaning of self:

this happens esp. before a relative :

but here is not itself the ante-

cedent, but seems to be in appos.
with understood, as, ?. . Plat. : in-

deed in Plat, is most
freq. conjoined, e. g., Polit. 267 C.—7. seemingly
pieonast. where the noun has gone
before, to which it serves to recall

the attention, and add distinctness,

as hie and is in Latin, whether in the
apodosisof the same sentence, e. g.dv. , Xen. An. 1,

9, 29, or after a stop, as Od. 7, 73 : an
actual pieonast. use is alleged from
Soph. Phil. 315, 7.'', where however it retains

its force, v. Herm. in I. : in fact this

usage dates from the time of Callim.

in phrases like , etc.

—8. in connexion with the personal
pron., e. g. , ,, etc., but always divisim in

Horn., who with enclit. puts
first, as , Od. 4, 244.^6.
sometimes the person, pron. is omit-
ted, as..-'/,, 11. 13,

252 , /., for , II.

24, 503. In Od. 2, 33, is

simply a strengthd. form of : and
so in Att., when , -, etc., are read divisim. they are

merely emphatic, not reflexive.—c.

again is joined with the reflex-

ive,, etc., to add force

and definiteness, ',
Aesch. Theb. 406, and sometimes
betw. the art. and reflex, pron.. Id. Ag. 836;
so avTol^//, Od.

1, 33, Lat. sua ipsi stultttia : but ot,•-

., Od. 1, 7.—9. -
for , the sa7ne, but only in

Ion. poetry : for all the Att. instances

in which is the predicate (and
beyond this no one extends the sup-

posed Att. usage oi for )
may be strictly translated himself
etc., although the Lat. idiom would
require idem: see them in Herm.
Soph. Ant. 920; cf Ellendt Lex.
Soph. V. sub fin.— 10. Epich.

p. 2, has a compar., and
Ar. Plut. 83, a superl.,
Lat. ipsissimu.s, his very self, cf. Bast
Greg. p. 366, 896.—II. he, she. it. for

the simple pron. of the third person,
on/i/ in oblique cases, and never at the
beginning of a sentence : hence un-
necessarily considered enclitic by
some old Gramm., v. Spitzn. II. 12,

204. The nearest approach to this

use in the nom. case, is in such in-

ATTO
stances as those giver, sup., L 6, q
V. On the varying shades of diflfer-

ence between the oblique cases -, ,, and the reflex,

pron., ,, v. sub.—III. with artic. ,, , and Att. contr.,, and (. Buttm.
Ausf Gr. 2. p. 414, Elmsl. Med. 550) :

gen., etc.. Ion.,,
tht very one, the. same, Lat. idem, of
which there are some examples even
in Horn., as II. 6, 391, Od. 7, 55, 326.

It freq. takes a dat., like,-, etc., to denote sameness
or agreement, esp. in prose, as, Hdt. 4, 119; -

?., the same as the stone.

Plat. Euthyd. 298 A ; -
or , Hdt. 4, 119,

etc. ; . to be in

the place with..., Xen. An. 3, 1, 27;, to

have a person meet one, lb. 1, 30 : also, Hdt. 2, 20: also.... like Lat. simul ac..., Hdt.
4, 109, ..., Stallb. Plat.

Phaed. 86 A, and ....,..
Wolf Lept. p. 258, 370.—IV. peculiar

phrases,— 1. , a thing in

itself, as it is. v..— 2_, like, simply,

merely, nothing but, strengthd. form
oi, Valck. Call. p. 2•^.—3.', just, about, of accidental meet-
ing, also of loose definitions of num-
ber, Herm. Vig. 123, xiv. : but -, and , it, about

the same time, Lat. sub idem temptts.

Id. ib.—4. , ,, to, in, from the same place,

Att.—V. in compos.—1. of itself, i. e.

natural, native, not made, as in,.— 2. in a sirnple,

rude state of nature,.—

•

3. of mere..., of nothing but.... as in av',. — 4. of one's

self, self.., as in,, : and so indepen-

dently, as in,.
—5. very..., bodily, as with proper

names,, Lat. altera Thais,

Schiif Mel. 28.-6. the very, the ideal,

as in,,
etc., freq. from Arist. downwds.—7.

just, exactly, as in. — .
rarely, with reflex, signf of

and a?.?, as,-.—8. together with, as in-,, roots and all.—9.

alone, by one's self, as in.
For,, etc., v. the respect-

ive heads. The chief authority for

this article is Hermann's Dissertatio

de pron., Opusc. 1. 308, etc., re-

printed at the end of his Viger, with a
summary of its contents, ib. ^ 123 B:
V. also Kiihner Gr. Gr. ^ 630.,, ,(,-) itself the essence

of It, Alcipbr., adv.() thither, to the

very place, Hdt. 3, 124, Thuc, etc.,, .(,)
Autosthenes, an Athenian archon, 01.

28, 1, Pans. 4,23, 4., ov,(,)
of sheer iron, /... Eur. Hel. 356., ov.(,) pro

ridingfor one's self, bringing one's ou^
provisions to a common meal, Crobyl
ap. Ath. 47 E, cf., , ,() very digger,- AXcvfihi., ov, (, )

self-made, i. e. artless, plain, Aristaen.,

cf., ov, (, )
243
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living and messing alone, v. 1. Xen.

Cyr. 8, 7, 14., , , {,)
very wisdom, Eccl., ov, {,)
self-sown, Aesch. Fr. 184., ov, {,)
self-moved, self-sped, Aesch. Kuia. 170., , ?/, {,-) stand-up fight, close fight, fray,

mtlee, 11. 13, 325: strictly adj.. sub., elsewh. ;/ ., ov,{,) —, /, Dionys. ap.

Ath. -101 F., ov, {,-) self-sent, going of one^s self, Soph.

Phil. 496., ov, {, )
sighing for or by one's self, Aesch.
Theb. 916., , ,{,-) general u-ith full powers, [], , {,)
slain by one's self or by kinsmen, both

which signfs. are found in Soph. Aj.

841., v. sub.. f. -.{-) to do, act, speak off-hand.. Plat.

Crat. 413 D, Xen., etc. : hence— 1.

usu. in bad sense, to do, act, speak un-

advisedly or hastily, , Plat.

Aptol. 20 C : to judge superficially, take

a thing ton liglitly or easily, Xen. : fi^•

Tu /, to practise ,

make experiments U]/on, Aescnin. 76,

12.—2. in good sense, to strike out a

plan at a heat, tu, Thue. 1,

138 : also oi' nature, to produce freely.

Hence.,, work done

off-hand, an impromptu. Arist. Poct.

—

]l. (I rash act, rashness. Plat. (Com.),

., 5 : but this signf. is dub. ;

and
', ov, , an acting

or speaking without thought or prepara-

tion., ov, b,{-)) one who acts, does, speaks off-

hand : and so a raw hand, bungler, Lat.

tiro. Xen. Rep. Lac. 13, 5.. adv., extempore., , , {-) extemporary., a, ov, also , ov,{, ?]) hand to hand, hence^=, a close fight,

fray. meUe, .
11. 15, 510: hence in ace.-

as adv., =, -, 11. 12, 192,., Od. 11, 536.— II.

even from the hand, i. e. off hand, on

the spur of the moment, nrst in H.
Honi. Merc. 55.), adv., near at hand,

hand to hand, Lat. cominais, m Hoin.
always of close light, like )•

: once also, 11. 16,

319.—2. c. gen. near, close to, Aral. :

of tnne, forthwith.', , {, )

simply sl>t. and so simple,,
Herinipp. Dem. 5., , .{) the

stale of an, independence.7., ov,{,)
accomplished of one's self, Jac. A. P.

12 : t self-formed, 0pp.. 1, 763., ,{,) end-

ing in itself, hence constant throughout

:

ended, accomplished in or of itself, com-

plete in itself, Arist. Org. : hence suf-

ficient,.—2. absolute, self-subsist-

ing, independent, Plut.—3. with full

pmvers, , Polyb.— 4. sufficing
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or having enough for one's self: also I

supporting 01 feeding one's self,
Luc. — II. {. '\.) taxing

one's self, self taxed, Thuc. 5, 18. Adv.

-, perfectly, Epicur. ap. uiog. L.

10, 85 : at discretion, Polyb., ov,{,) self-

instructed in an art,), Plut., 7/, ,{) identity,

Sext. Kmp., ov,{,) %^)ung

and all, Aesch. Ag. 137 : but—II. pa-

rox., ov. {,)
act. self-producing, Nonn., , ,{, -), an arrant tragic ape,

beta. 307, 25, ubi al.-, in one word., , ,{,-•) the very ideal triangle, Al'ist.

de Gen. et Inter., in H. Horn. Merc.
86, ., as if from,
to turn straightway : but the place is

dub., other MSS. give

, others , and Herm.
conj. , as if pene-

traturus viam, extending to make his

way through., ov, {,)=, a word blamed by Phryn.

201.^, ov,{,) self-

stricken.

AvTov, adv.. orig. gen. neut. from, and in full ' -, at the very place, there, here, on
the spot. Horn., Hdt., and Att. : oft.

with the place added, tvl

Tpoiy, ' , here in

Troy, etc.. Horn.; also tvOa,
11. 8, 207, , . Ilom. .
374 ; tqvtij, in this very place,

exactly here, oft. in Hdt.. cf. Valck.

ad 4, 135.

AvTov, Att. contr. lor, q. v., to be an, do
one's own work, serve one's self, work
with on^'s own hand, Arist. Mund. : to

execute or fulfil of one's self, -, Luc. Hence, ov. self-wrought, i. e.

rudely wrought,, Anth : and, , , a working with

one's own hand,., self-inflict-

ed murder, Aesch. Euni. 336: hence
one's own practice or experience, Polyb.

:

hardship. Id., , , inclined or able

to u'ork VHth one's own hand, Anton. :

but -?}, sub., the art nf ma-
king real things, not semblances {-) Plat. Soph. 266 D. Adv.-.
From,,{, *) self-

working,'. Soph. Ant.
52.—2. usu. as suDst.. 07ie loho works
his land himself, and not by slaves, a

husbandman, farmer. Fur. Or. 917,

sq. ; esp. of the Lacedaemonians,
Thuc. 1, 141 : also a workman, slave:

hence poor, Bornein. Xen. Synip. 1,

5: inetai)h. '/-, one that has worked at philosoiihy

by himself, without a teacher, Xen.
1. c.— II. pass, self wrought, i. e. rude-

ly, coarsely lernught, cf.,
Dion. H. Adv. -., ov,{,
v)=(oreg. II., Lye., ov, {,)
self devouring. ), , the

self-appearing good, Arist. Org... Ep. gen and dat.

sing, and plur. Irom, in Horn.:
also as adv.^eJjO?, there, at the very

place ; Horn, always joins it with a

prep., *,', irap', from, in, or by the very

place.?., ov, {,)
bark and all, Theocr., ov, {,)
St J-murderhig, murdering in one's own
family, . Aesch. Theb.
850, Ag. 1091, cf.. In Horn,
only as prop. n. v. sq. Adv. -,
Aesch. Supp. 65. Hence
fAvovo, ov. , Autophonus, a

Theban, II. 4, 395.. ov, ,{,)
a murderer, Eur. Med. 1269., ov,{,)=, Aesch. Fr. 105., ov, {,)
self-borne, Nonn., ov, {,)
bearing one's own baggage, carrying a

knapsack, Aesch. Cho. 675.—II. cargo

and all,. Plut.\, , , Autfhrada-
tes, a Persian commander in the reign

of Artaxerxes III., Dem. 671., ov, {,-) self-guarded., , {, ) self-

growing, Hes. Th. 813: self-existent,

Critias 15.—2. produced in the country,

of home production. Xen. Vect. 2, 1.

—

3. natural, opp. to artificial,,
Thuc. 1 , 93 ;, virgin gold,

Diod. : avT., kills in their natu-

ral state, not quarried or mined, Xen.
Vect. 4, 2 : of a horse,

{
sc. ), to have

natural paces, . Xen. Eq. 7, 11. Adv.

-, hence', like by

nature. Plat. Gorg. 513 B., oi^,= foreg.. Pind. P. 3,

83 : avT.=, Arist.

Pol. 1,8, 8., , , the voice itself,

Julian : from, ov, {, }) self-

sounding, ., oracles de-

livered by t/ie god himself. Luc., ov,{,) caught

in the act of theft, and in genl. caught

in the act. Thuc. 6, 38 :, self detected misdeeds.

Soph. Ant. 51. The usu. phrase is' , to catch in

the act. Lat. in ipso furto deprehendcrc,

Eur. Ion 1214, andOratt. : and so in

Pass., ' , Hdt. ,
72,, Ar. i'lut. 455: also c.

part.,' '', to be caught in the very act

of plotting, Hdt. 6, 137 ;
'' , am

proved by facts to be the richest, Xen.
Syinp. 3. 13. Adv. -., ov, {,) self scratching or graving., a. b, Autocharidas, a

Spartan, Thuc. 5, 12.—2. a Pytha-
gorean of Lacedaemon, Iambi.,, (.
very grace: ,
the^ Graces bodily, Alciphr. 3, 43., . , ?/, {,)
working or fulfilling with one's own
hand, .,,,
etc., to wash, strike, etc., with one's

own hand. Soph., and F.nr. : also C.

gen., the very doer, perpetrator of a
thing,. Soph. Ant. 306.— II.

absol.. like, one who kills

himself, or one of his kin, Herm. Soph.
Ant. 1160; but also — 2. dimply a
murdtrer, homicide. Soph. O. T. 231,

Dem. 5.52, 18: in full,. ,
Soi-h. . . 206, El. 955.-3 as adj.

murderous, esp. of murder by one's

hand or by kinsmen,.,



,, Eur. ; -. of brothers stricken

by inutual slaughter. Soph. Ant. 172., adv. from foreg., with

one's own hand, Lycurg. 165, 8, cf.

Pors. Or. 1037., , , () a

doing or working with one's own hands,

esp. in dat. as adv.= foreg., esp. av-, Hdt. 1, 140, etc.,

also avr., Dem. 787, 26

:

hence—2. absol. actual murder. Plat.

Legg. 872 B., f. -, {,)
to work with one's own hand, Phllist.

ap. Poll. 2, 154., ,,^., ,{,-) self-elected., adv. of, poet,

for. Call.', , (, )
country and all, Aesch. Ag. 536., , gen. , {,) from the laiid itself, Lat. terri-

gena : hence oi, like Lat.

Aborigines, Indigenae, not settlers, of
native stock, Hdt. 1, 171, etc. : so the

Athenians were fond of being thought,
Eur. Ion 29, 589, 737, Ar. Vesp. 1076,

cf. Thuc. 1, 2.<(), , (, -) angry of or at one's self, Anth., , {,-) self-furnished, Plat. . 371 D., , lengthd. for -, contr. from,{, ?]) rudely cast, shapeless,

of a mass of iron used as a quoit, 11.

23, 826, or ace. to others, cast, solid,

massive.,{,) adv. in-

deed, really : at once, plainly, Ar. Eq.
78., , contr., ,{,) with its own,natural co-

lour, Plut. : of o)ie cohvr. Id..,{,) with

its own,natural juice, Anstid.'. , (,) shed,

pojired out of itself, Pseudo-Phocj'l.
119.

arid, adv. of ai-, with one's own eyes.-, , i],() a seeing

with one's own eyes, Diosc,,, ,(,)
one that buus for himself, Dinarch. ap.
Poll. 3, 81

^, , acting or speaking of
one's self, CalL Fr. 264, but both
signf. and deriv. are dub., adv. from , with
Aeol. accent,—I. even so, just so, as it

is, ,, -, unarmed just as I am, II. 22,

125.— 2. hence in a contemptuous
sense, just so, na better,

; why take you no better

care ? II. 6, 55 (but Spitzn.) ;

and so freq. joined writh other words
implj'ing contempt, , a
mere child, SO ,-,, . etc.

Hence seems to come the form-, in Hom. always ',
in just the same manner, common in

Att.—-11. still so, just as before, as it

was,/. ', still white as
when new, II. 23, 268,

iv 7\.}, he still lies just as he was.

II. 24, 413 : so too , still,

unceasingly, even without cause, II, 1,

520.— III. the Gramm. supposed a
third sense, in vain, without effect, but
all the passages seem to fall under
one of the former heads, v. II. 16,

117 ; 18, 584, etc., in this sense they

wrote, but in the othe s :

Buttm. Lexil. in voc. always writes, Herm. (de pron., % 15)

always.̂
and, , , the

Aufidus, now Ofanto, a river of Apu-
lia; Polyb. 4, 1,'2, Strab.^^,, , the Ufens, a river

of Latium, v. 1. Strab. p. 233., a, ov, () boastful,

prnvd, brasgart, Xenophan. ap. Ath.

526 B. (3, 5 Bgk.).\<, , oi, the Auchatae, a

Scythian tribedwelling at the sources

of the Hypanis, Hdt. 4, 6., f. -, Att. -,()
to behead, cut the throat of.., .
Soph. Aj. 298.-2. to hang., a, ov,() belonging

to the neck,, the neck-sinews,

Od. 3, 450.—IJ. a kmd of tunic, An-
tiph.,, ,() a

halter. Lye.,=, to boast, plume

one's self, , on a thing, Batr.

57, c. inf. to boast that..., Hdt. 2, 160,

etc. : in genl. ta protest, declare, say,

almost like, Aesch., and Eur.

:

from
AY'XH',, , boasting, pride, Pind.

N. 11, 38. cf. Herm. Opusc. 5, 153.

(Akin to and .) Hence,, , braggart, proud,

Anth.,, ,() a thing

boasted of an object of pride, the pride,

boast,. Soph. O. C. 710.—II. a

boast. Id. 713: also=ai'^^, boasting,

Thuc. 2. 62 ; 7, 66 :63
-, posthumous fame, Pind. P. 1, 197.

AY'XH'N., , the neck, throat,

of men or beasts, Hom., etc. : for its

several parts, cf. Arist. H. A. 1. 12, 1.

—II. metaph. any narrow band or pas-

sage ; and so a neck of land, isthmus,

Hdt. 1, 72 ; 6. 37 ; but also a narrow

sea, strait. Id. 4, 85, SO.,
Aesch. Pers. 72 : the narrow bed of a

river, Hdt. 4, 89 : narrow mountain

pass, defile. Id. 7, 223.—III. the tiller m
a ship. ' Cf. '/.. (Ace. to Pott,

from Sanscr. root wah, to bear, cf.

Gr. .),, , () boasting,

exultation, Thuc. 6, 16., ,,^^., , , =,
Choeril. . 130., . sq.'2. () to be dry,

dusty, dirty : look squalid or unwashed,

Lat. squalere, Od. 24, 250, Ar. Nub.
442, etc. Only the part. pres. of-

occurs., , ,=,0,. Sm.,,,=:, .
Horn. 18, 6., , ,(,) with staring, wild hair, Anax-
andr. Prot. 1, 9, cf. sq., , , dry, thirsty. Plat.

:

sunburnt, rough, dusty, dirty, Lat. squa-

lidus : and of hair, staring, wild.

Soph. Fr. 422, cf..—2. im-

poverished, needy..,,,,,)
drought, Eur., Thuc. 1. 23 : thence
scarcity,. Plat. Meno 70 C.

—

II. the rough, burnt look of the earth in

time of drought : and so of the body,
like Lat. squalor, squalidity, filth,

wretchedness. Plat. Rep. 614 D., ,(,) look-

ing dry and squalid. Lat. squalosus,

aestuosus,, Eur. Or. 223, cf.-.', Att. , to dry, wither,

1
hence to singe, kindle, set on fire. Od.
5, 490 ; '/,
sub., where the Art. would use. Only poet. ; cf, -. (The Sanscr. root is xish, to

burn, whence also , :,:,, : Lat. uro, us-

tus ; aurora.), f. ; aor. [for in

the pres. and impf. - is a diph-

thong, in fut. and aor. two sylL]

To shout out, to shout, call or cry

aloud, oft. in Horn., who usu. adds,, ; also of things,

to Ting, sound, echo. ct. : c. ace.

pers., to call upon, Od. 9, 65. (Hence,,,, :

the root is in Sanscr.•=, to

blow.)
*, to sleep, (from *,,

to breathe,) only found in the derive.,,., , Aeol. for,.
^Aavv,= sq., Plut., fut. -, (~,)

to purify. Mid. to purify one's self

devote one's self with purifying offer-

ings, , Eur. Ale.

1146. Hence, , , purification., , , unpleasantness, en

mity, Eupol. Astr. 7 : from, ov,() displeas-

ing, odious.

V, , , Aphaea, a goddess

worshipped in Aegina, Pans. 2, 30, 3., , , a bleeding,

Hipp. : from', Att. -, f. -,(,') to bleed, let blood, Hipp.,, ,() that

which is taken away : hence in LXX.
the heave-offering.— II. =.
Hence, , , taking away,

abstracting, Gramm., , , {) a

taking away, or out. Plat.—II. ill logic,

abstraction, Arist. Org., verb, adj., one must

take away. Plat. Rep. 361 A.', , , fit for taking

away., , , a she-robber,

Orph.', , to be taken away, to

be separated.— II. proparox.-, taken away, Paus. (On the dif-

ference of accent v. Lob. Paral. 479)

;

from, , f.- : mid.-,
though in Hdt. 5, 35 we have it in

pass, signf. : aor. : aor. mid./., later/ : aor.

pass,, (-, ). To
take from, take away from another, -
, Od. 14, 455. also , Xen.

Rep. Lac. 4, 7 : but. , to be-

reave, rob of a thing, Aesch. : . -, to take from a thing, hence lo di-

minish, also . , Luc. : to

separate, set aside. Plat. : to let off,

pardon, , Xen.— . Mid. from

Hom. downwds. more freq. than act.,

to take away for one's self, bear off,,. Hom. : also like act.,

though also with the notion of taking

for one's self . , to take away

from..., II. 1. 161, also ,
Eur. Tro. 1034: . , to be-

reave, deprive, rob of a thins;, II. 1,

275, Hdt. 7, 104, cf Valck. Hdt. 8, 3,

and freq. in Att., v. Elmsl. Ach. 464

:

followed by c. inf., to prevent, hin-

der from doine. Soph. Phil. 1304, cf.

Heind. Plat. Prot. 260 A:-/., Lat. vindicare in

Ubertatem, to set a man free, Isocr. 25?•
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.—C. pass., to be robbed or deprived

of a. thing, tc or , lldt.

3, 65 ; 7, 159, or simply , Hdt., and
Alt. ; also. Hence',,,,=^.

'.)7, ', ,=^ .. . , ,) a kind of

vetch or lentil, v. '/ : Anst.—II. a

wild plant, danddion, Theoplir., fut.,(,
?•.?) to spring off or down from,', Aesch. Pers. 305

:

to jump off, Ar. NiiL). 147.'?, ov, (a priv.,) tvithout

the or inetal boss in which the

plume was lixed, 11. 10, 258 : cf. rtr-. [], , , (^)
springing off or back, Arist., ov,() spring-

ing off, down, or back., fut.-, (,) to miss, esp. one's aim at

a mark, c. gen., 11. : in genl. to miss

one's aim, fail in gainiyig, 11. 6, 411 :

always c. gen.-~/, ,(,
•-) =-. always missing

the point, random talking, II. 3,215., , . serfs, ascripti

gUhae, at Crete, like the Helots in

Laoonia, Strab. (Said to be from,^^.) CI... . : Ion. aor.

2 inf., Hdt. 2, 129, {,). To displease, not to please,

Od. 16, 387, Soph. Ant. 501.', , , a being:
darkness, obscurity, Pind. 1. 4, 52

:

., u'ant of illustrious birth

or rank, Thuc. 2, 37.—II. disappear-

ance, utter destruction, perdition, Aesch.

Ag. 384. [] From, , (a priv.,,) unseen, invisible, viewless,

Hdt., etc. : inscrutable, -, Solon 10 : esp. of the nether
world,, Pind. Fr. 223,., of Proserpine, Soph, O. C.
155ii.—2. unseen, vanished, hence .^', Hdt. 3, 104 :

of the slain, whose bodies were mis-

sing after a battle, Thuc. 2, 31.—3.

vnseen, hidden, unnoticed, secret, ., a secret sign, Thuc. 1, 134, etc.:

c. part., . ' , I do it

without being noticed, Xen. An. 4, 2, 4 :

hence unknmvn, uncertain, .,
Hdt. 2, 84,. Soph. . 657

;., favour from an unknown
hand, l)em. 416. 4 : esp. of future

events, as, etc. : ,
uncertainty, Hdt. 2, 23, and /-

-, Eur. Ale. 785: iv, , Thuc. :, uncertainty. Soph. . . 131.

Hence adv. -, secretly, doubtfully,

Thuc, etc. : but also neut. pi.-
as adv., Eur. Hipp. 1289, superl., Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 27 :

also in adv. signf., , Aesch.
Fr. 54.—4. , personal

property, as money, etc., u'hich can be

secreted, opp. to, real, as land,

Lys. Fr. 47 ; hence -, to turn one's property

into vwney, Lys. 160, 8 : so too ., opp. to yfj, Ar. Eccl. 602.

Hence, fut. -) Att.- ; perf., Dem. 950, 3, to make unseen,

hide from sight. Schneid. Xen. An.
3, 4, 8 : in genl. to hide conceal,

suppress, Thuc. 7, 8 ; hence to make
aicay with: and so in various rela-

tions :— 1. of killing and burying se-

cretly, as was the custom of state

criminals, etc., Hdt. 3, 126, Xen.
246

Mem. 1, 2, 53, cf. Thuc. 4, 80, Xen.
An. 1. 6, 11.—2. to drive or takeaway,. Soph. O. C. 1712: ,
one fro7n the city, Eur. Phoen. 1041 ;

rivu ', to carry one off into

the temple, Ar. Plut. 741.—3. to destroy

utterly, raze to the ground, erase wri-

ting, etc., Thuc. 0, 51, etc.—4. to ob-

literate or mar footsteps, olt. in Xen.
Cyn.—5. to secrete, steal, Id. Oec. 14,

2.— 6. to darken, rob of its briglitness,

obscure,,,, ()^ etc., Thuc. Plat., etc., cf
Valck. Phoen. 373 : but also . -, to wipe out ill deeds by
good, Thuc. 2. 42.. Id. 3,

58 : . , to turn property

into money, Dem, 827, 12, Aeschin.

14, 38, cf. 4.—7. to drink off,

drain, a cup of wine, Eubul. Pamph.
3, cf. Meineke Fragm. Com. 2, 829.—
B. pass, to become unseen, to disappear

and be heard of no more, vanish, Hdt.

3, 26. etc. : esp. of persons lost at

sea, Thuc. 8, 38, Xen. Hell. 1, 6,24:
also . , Lys. 191, 27 :. , to disappear into, Xen.
Cyn. 10. 23 : -, was laughed out of sight, Thuc. 3,

83.—2. to keep out of jniblic, live re-

tired. Xen. Ages. 9, 1. Hence, , , a making away
with, getting rid of, , Ar.

Nub. 761.—II. (from pass.) a vardsh-

ing, disappearance, Hdt. 4, 15 : and', , o,=foreg. II., of

the moon, Plut.', a, ov, verb. adj. from, one must disappear, Isocr.. ov, , a destroyer, Plut., ,, destroying, Sy-
nes. Adv. -., , , destroyed., ov, (a priv.,-) not moved by., ov, (a priv., -) without imagination, unable to

imagine a thing, Plut.', ,^-.', ov, (a priv.,)
invisible, made away with, blotted out,

forgotten, II. 6, 60; 20, 303, Pind.,

and Trag. : esp. .^,,=, Trag. Metaph. un-

looked for.' , Soph.
Phil. 297. Only poet., fut. -/, (,) to

fasten from or upon, opp. to, &-, to tie knots on a string, Hdt. 4,

98. Pass, to be hung on, hang on, hence
(Ion. for .), Hdt. 2,

121, 4.—II. to untie, loose.', adv., (either from or
and) strictly denoting imme-

diate following of one thing on an-

other, hence—I. straightway, forth-

with, II. 19, 405, Theogn. 716, Aesch.
Pers. 469, Soph. Tr. 135, etc. (but

only in this play) : hence at once,

quickly, II. 17, 417, Od. 2, 169.—II.

without the notion of iinmediate

;

thereiipon, then, after that, 11. 11, 418,

Od. 2, 95, Pind. : in one
phrase, II. 23, 593.— III. without the
notion offollowing : continuously, with-

out break, II. 23, 375. Only poet. : v.

also. [tt^],, 6, the belly-fin of the

female thunny, Arist. H. A., Ep. and Ion., 6,

AphCire^is, son of Perieres, father of

Lynccus. and king of Messene, Apol-
lod. 1, 8, 2.-2. son of Calator, II. 13,

478.—3. an Athenian, adopted son of

Isocrates, a poet and orator. Adj., a, ov, of Aphare^is. Theocr., to deprive of clothing : from

/, , (a priv.,) without, unclad, naked, of the,
iorace's nudae Gratiae, Euphor. 06., , oi, sons or de-

scendants ofAphartus, ilic Aphareiid.iC,

i. e. Lynceus and Idas, Pind. Nem.
10, 121; in Ap. Rh. 1, 151,-.. . . an evergreen tree, a
kind of Philyrea, Theophr., ov, (a priv., -) without medicine, poison 0
colour, not mixed therewith, Ilipp., ov, (a priv.,)
without poison.

', ov, (a priv.,-
O(j)=:foreg., ., an unpoisoned
cup, Luc., f. -, Att. -,{.) not to fit or suit.\\,,^, Call. Fr.

183., f. - Att. -,
{,) to tear off or from, -, II. 13, 189: snatch

away, steal from, . Ar. Eq.
1062: c. ace. only, Eur. Ion 1178: to

snatch eagerly, , Soph. Tr. 548.. a ov, compar. from, vwre quick, hastier, 11. 23, 311.

Rare poet. word., ov, (a priv., ,)
unploughed, untilled, Gramm.', . ,{) speechless-

ness, caused by fear or perplexity,

Eur. I. A. 837, Ar. Thesm. 904, and
Plat. : cf.., f. -, Hipp., f. ; aor. 1,{, ?'/,) to take hold of,

handle, feel, touch, Hdt. 3, 09. (In

Galen. Gloss, ., which is more
ace. to analogy.)', ov, {a priv.,,)
not uttered or named, yiainele.^s, Hes.
Op. 3.—2. unutterable hence huge,

7nonstrous, ?., Pind.. 1, 70 ; ., untold sums, Hdt. 7, 190;.,,. Soph., and
Eur. : ..., there's no saying

how..., i. e. marvellously, immensely,
Ar. Av. 427, Lys. 198.-3. that should

not be uttered, shameful, like.—4. act. speechless. Adv.-., fut. pass,,=, Ar. Eccl. 146., , , weak, feeble, power-

less,. 11. 7, 235 : Horn, and oth-

ers almost always use it in comp.
and superl., the posit, in Soph. O. C.

1018, ubi V. Herm. Adv.-. (Ace
to some,, ace to others

from, ?.,.) Hence, , , feebleness,

Ana.xag. Fr. 25.,{) to make weak., {, , ) to dry,

dry up. parch, Lat. torrere, Ar. Eq.
394. Pass, to become dry or thirsty, to

pine, V. : cf. also., or less well, {,) to handle, feel, examine,,
11. 6, 322., , ( priv.,) with-

out light, dark, Aesch. Pr. 115,

., a light that is no tight, Soph. O.

C. 1549: hence metaph. ill-starred,

lb. 1481., f. -, to remove.,{.) hence. a Boeotian magis-

tracy, Miiller Orchom. p. 471.',, , {,)
privy, the draught, . .
'}, . for (??, subj. aor. 2

from. 11.,. for, aor. 1 from, Horn



. ,, / or belonging

to Aphidas, . Rh. : from,, , Aphidas. strict-

ly nought-spanng. an assumed name
of Ulysses, Od. 24, 305.—2. son of

Areas and father of Aleus, ApoUod. 3,

9, 1., poet. adv. of,
for.. Rh., , f. -, to be,
be uHspariiig or lavish of,, Soph.
El. 980, . Thuc. 2. 43 : ab-

sol. (sc., -, etc.), recklessly, Eur. I. T. 1354,

but in Soph. Ant. 414. -, to be careless of toil, i. 6. to neglect,

avoid it, so that it comes to be much
the same as , Herm.
ad 1. From, . (a priv.,) un-

sparing or lai^ish of, , Aesch.

Ag. 195 : . b -. the landing was made recklessly,

without regard to cost, Thuc. 4, 26 :

hence adv. -, Att. -, freely,

lavishly,, Hdt. 1, 163: also

sparing no pains, ivith all zeal, Dem.
152, tin.—2. unsparing, bountiful, Lat.

benignus.— 3. unsparing, cruel, harsh,

hence , Hdt. 9, 39,,, Xen.
Cyr. 4, 2, 47, An. 1, 9, 13. Hence, , . profuseness, liberal-

ity, Def. Plat. 412 C—2. harshness,

punishing, neglecting, N. T., 3 sing. opt. aor. 2 act. from. II.,, aor. 2 act.

and mid. of., adv. {, )far away,

Nic. [], verb. adj. from ),
one must abstain from, , Xen.
Mem. 1, 2, 34, etc.. , ,{) ab-

stemious, Epict.

'?,, , ,() evenness :

hence simplicity, Polyb. ; neatness,

Antiph. Myst. 1.,, inf. aor. 2 act.

and mid. of-,, ( priv.,?.) with-

out a stone, level, ei-ett, smooth,,
At. Eq. 527.—II. metaph. of persons,

simple, plain, blunt, Dem. 1489, 10 :

hence /, rudely, coarsely, The-
Ogn. 1211 : also unaffected, jnodest,

frugal, Lat. tenuis, Plut.—2. of lan-

guage, simple, not intricate or involved,

Arist. Rhet. : also unaffected, Plut.

—

3. in genl. without offence, blameless.,{,') to tear open

a wound just skinned over, Lat. exulce-

rare, Arist. Probl., in pass.,,, a dragging away:
from, f. -,=^«:, Plat.,

and Xen. : , to drain,

suck out, Aesch. Eum. 184.,{,) to drag away,

draw back, carry off, Soph. O. C. 844,

in pass. : to draw aside, , Xen.
Mem. 4, 5, 6., , , subst. from, the tearing open a wound,
Theophr.,, ,^=, .
., = ., Thiersch
Act. Phil. Mon: 2, 3, p. 422.", , . {) that

which IS let go : remission, LXX.,,{,) ivealth,

resources, abundance ; where joined

with the Gramm. explain it

of cattle and land, II. 1, 171 : of the

wealth of the gods, Hes. Th. 112:
some poets have the masc. ace.-

vov, as Hes. Op. 24, Crinag. 18.

(Ace. to Gramm. from and
or, q. v., annual income, cf. Lat.

annona : but v. Buttm. Lexil. in v.)', , ,{) abste-

miousness, Aret.,, fut. act. and
mid. of., ,() shut out

from,, Aesch. Cho. 446.', {,) to

interpret, explain, recount, narrate, re-

port, . Plat. Soph. 246
;

absol., Id. Legg. 660 B..^=.77.. {, ?.) to

change into, Theophr., . -,{,) tocreep

off, steal away. Soph. . C. 490, etc., , {a priv.) insuf-

ferable, Aesch. Eum. 146., 2 sing, imperat. aor. 2 act.

from., , , {) the Re-
leaser, epith. of Jupiter, Arr., , , {) a letting

go, freeing, 6. g. of a slave or captive.

Plat. : a discharge from the obliga-

tions of a bond, Dem. : a dismissal,

divorce, Plut. : a letting go (Lat. 7nis-

sio), of horses from the starting-post,

and so the starting-post itself. Soph.
El. 686 Herm. : the opening of bar-

riers or sluices : remission, forgive-

ness. Plat. : also=sq., Arist. H. A., , , {,)
swarm of bees, Arist. . ., 3 sing. opt. perf. act.

syncop. from, Od. 23, 101., f. -, =,
formed from the perf.,
Plat.^, , , the president of the

council at Cnidos, who took the votes,

Plut. (from. Dor. for-, so that it should not be, as some write it.),, {,)farfrom
hearth and home, hearthless, foreign., and, , , Aph-
etae, a promontory and city of Thes-
salia, with a port from which the
Argonauts sailed, Hdt. 7, 193., . , Aphetaeus, masc.
pr. n.. Pans. 3, 13, 6., , {,)
friendless., , , verb. adj. from, to be let go.—II., one

7nust let go. Plat.,, ,^7., a, , {) for lei-

ting go, sending away, throwing, e. g.. , engines for throwing

stones, etc.—2. , a starting-

place, harbour, etc. ; also to-
piov, Strab. : esp. the opening ot bar-

riers for horses or men to pass.— II.

connected with the : -, whose statues adorned the

racecourse, Paus. 3, 14.', , 6, {) one who
lets go or throws off. esp. a slinger,

Polyb.—II. pass, a frerd-slave among
the Spartans, Myron, ap. Ath, 271 F., , , for letting go

:

from, , {) let go, let

loose, free, at will, esp. of sacred flocks

that were freefrom work,.,
Aesch. Pr. 666,, Plat. Rep.
498 C ; hence—2. dedicated to some
god, and so free from worldly business,

Eur. Ion. 822.—III. but parox., '-
.. . pr., the place, whence
the .Argonauts loosed their ship, Hdt.
7, 193; V.. (On the accent
V. Lob. Paral. 475; sq.)

, , v., at end.
Adv. -., {, ) to singe off,, . Eccl. 13 : hence to singe

clear nf hair, joined with,, Ar. Thesm. 216, 236, 590.

—

2. to toast, roast, , Simon. 136,?, Ar. Pac. 1144.',, , () that

which is boiled off, a decoction.,, ,=., 1 aor.,
dep. mid.,—. Soph. Fr. 142., , , {) boiling

off, boiling away, Theophr.,, , Aphepsion, an
Athenian, son of Bathippus, Dem., f.. Ion.,
etc., {,) to boil off, boil down,, Hdt. 2, 94.—II. esp. to boil

free of all dirt and dross, to refine,

purify, , -%>, Hdt. 4, 166; 1, 168, cf.

: hence to boil yoking again,

as Medea did her father, Ar. Eq. 1321., Dor. for, perf. act.

:

and, 3 plur. Dor. perf. pass,

of, . ., , , {) fastening :

lighting, kindling, ,
about lamp-lighting time, Lat. prima
face, Valck. Hdt. 7, 215.— II. {-) a touching, handling : the sense of
touch. Plat. Rep. 523 : -, to grapple ivith, resist, Plut.

—

2. also a touching, i. e. close connexion,

union, , Arist., like :

but , to have something
attractive, enchanting, Plut.— 111. the

yellow sand sprinkled over wrestlers
after they were anointed, to enable

them to hold one another, Epict.. , f. -, to be past the

spring of life : from, , {, ) beyond
yonth., f. -/, {,-) to lead away, lead off : hence in

genl. to lead the way, go first. Plat.,

and Xen. : oi, the van,

Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 37.—II. to tell, relate,

explain, Hdt. 1, 24, etc. : the perf. is

sometimes used as pass.,

, Hdt. 5, 62 ; so ,
what has been told. Id. 1, 207. A prose
word, but used by Eur. Supp. 186 in

signf II. Hence,, , a tale, narra-

tive. Hut. 2, 3.— II. a guiding, leading,

LXX. Hence', . , like a story

or tale, Dion. H. Adv. -., , ,{)
telling, narrating, },
worth telling, Hdt. 2, 70 : so

., in a way not fit to be told. Id. 3,

125.,, (5,= sq., , ,{)
narrator.—II. guide., f. -, {,)
sweeten, Plut.,=, Theophr., aor. 1 act. from., f. -. {,) to arrive

at, only in Plat. Rep. 530 E, with
V. 1.., , , , beyond youth,

elderly: said in A. B. 3, to be used
only in comp. and superl.-,- ; Hdt. has tne form-

er, but the posit, occurs in early

writers, as H. Horn. Cer. 140, Cra-
tin. Incert. 95, v. Lob. Phryn. 84., , 6. the analogous,
but hardly ever used Att. form of, q. v.
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, (-, 7/) to sit apart

:

only found in part. //, 11. 15,

106., f. -, (, -) to be absent by day OIfor a whole

<lay, Dem. 238, 9., ov, and/, ov, gen. , (a priv.,

7//) unknown.', 2 aor. ind. act. from.', f -, (-, i/via) to

get rid of the bridle, to run away, Luc. :

hence to rebel against, c. gen.. Id.

Hence, , 6, a shaking off the

bridle, rebellion, Flut.

!//, 1 aor. pass, from-., contr., Dor., f. -, (,) to make
hero of, luscr. ap. Valck. Ep. ad

Roev. p. 69.'], f.-,(,)
to be calm, quiet, Hipp.', lut. 1 act. from.,, ,() the archer,

epith. of Apollo, II. 9, 40 i., 7], , {) an erysipela-

totcs eruption in the mouth, perh. the

thrush, Lat. sacer ignis, mostly in

plur. uQUai, Galen.', , ?/,() incor-

niption, immortality, Fhdo. (The form
is agamst analogy.) Hence, f. -, to make im-

inortal., ov, (a priv.,) un-

corruplcd, Diod. S. : incorruptible, im-

mortal. Pint., to suffer from, Hipp., , f.-,()
to be speechless., adv., in silence : from, ov, (a priv.,-)=, Aesch. Eum. 245 :

' , in a grove where

none may speak. Soph. O. C. 155.—II.

pass, unspeakable, Bacchyl. 10., ov Ion. , b,, the

Aphthitic name in lower Aegypt be-

tween Ijubastis and Tanis, Hdt. 2,

166., , b, y,(,) of eternal counsel.. ov, later also , ov, Anth.

(a priv.,) undestroyed.undecaying

.

imperishable, freq. in Hom., mostly in

II., /'/,,, also .. Od. 9, 133 ;

of the gods, . Hom. Merc. 326.), ov, (a priv.,)
voiceless, tongueless, speecJiless, H.
Horn. Cer. 198, and Trag.—II. -, like, sub.,
consonants, Heind. Plat. Theaet.203 B.', ov, (a priv.,)
uneiivied, Pind. O. 10 (11), 7 ; 13, 35 :

also^. Adv. -•.', , , the disposition of an, freedom from envy, readiness,- .. Plat. Frot. 327 :

but more usu.—II. of things, plenty.

Pind. N. 3, 14. Plat., and Xen. : from, ov. (a priv., )
ivithout envy, and SO—I. act. freefrom
envy, Hdt. 3, 80 : ungrudging, bounteous,

Lat. benignus, of earth, H. Hom. 30,

16 : , Eur. Med. 612.—II.

more freq., esp. in prose, 7iot grudged,

bounteously given, plentiful,., . Hom. . 536,

., Hes. ]). 118, cf.

Hdt. 7, 83; . 7, Hdt. 2, 6 ; ., Aesch. Fr. 184 : hence, to live in plenty,

Xen. An. 3, 2, 25.—2.=€,
nnenvted, provoking yio envy or jealousy,

Aesch. Ag. 171. Irreg. cbinp.--
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, Pind. . 2, 171, Aesch. Fr. 65.

Adv. -, Aesch., etc. : -, to have enough of a thing. Plat.

Gorg. 494 C. ^,, , incorruption, purity

:

from, ov, (a priv.,) vn-

corrupt, esp. of maidens and youths,

chaste.', ,(,) suffering

from., , , wild plant, used for

food, Theophr., ov, (a priv.,), a day when a Spartan was
e.xcuscd from appearing at the public

table,() engaged in a sacri-

lice or in hunting, Hesych. 1, p. 637,

cf Plut. Lye. 12 : others prefer-., 7, , and", ,
, Aphidna or Aphidnne, an Attic

borough of the tribe Aeantis, Hdt. 9,

73 : hence, adv. to Aphidna, Dem.
59, 9 : and, a, ov, of or belonging to

Aphidna, Hdt. 6, 109., ov, b, Aphidnus, a friend

of Theseus, Plut. Thes. 31.. , 1. -, (.)
to sweat off, get rid ofby sweating, Diosc.

—II. to throw one's self into a perspira-

tion, Arist. Probl.,, , () a

model or copy, esp. of a statue or tem-
ple. Diod., , , a setting up a
statue made after a model, Strab.

:

from, f. -, (,)
make statues, temples, etc., after a plan
01 model : hence to copy, imitate.—II.

to send away and place elsewhere, to

remove, , Eur. Hel. 273. ['ii in

pres., V in fut., aor. 1, perf pass.], , y, () a
sweating off: a falling into a perspira-

tion, Arist. Probl., , f. -, (,)
to purify, hallow, like. freq.

in later prose, Lob. Phryn. 192: but
—II. in ]^SLSS.,TavT',
have had these expiatory rites perform-
ed. Aesch. Eum. 451. Hence',, , a consecrated

thing, votive offering., , , (^) a

hallowing, consecrating. Died.

,=-&^., i. -, (,) to rise

from one's seat., f. -, etc., as in:
irr. 3 sing. impf., Dem. 301, 10,

3 plur., Id. 540, 11, but, Isae. 60, 19, (, ) to

send forth, discharge, Lat. emittere,

esp. of missiles, .,,, etc., Hom. ; hence in va-

rious senses, . ?., to 7nake

%itterance, Hdt. 2, 15, etc., so,,,, Eur. : in

prose, send forth on an expedition,

send out, despatch. Hdt. 4, 09, etc.

—

II. to send away, let go, Lat. dimitlere,, Horn., etc. : hence to throw
away, get rid of,, II. 11, 641 : of
plants,., to shed their blosso7n,

Od. 7, 126 ; .', to lose strength,

II. 13, 444 ; .., to put
away wrath, Aesch., and Soph. : ./,, to give up the ghost,

Aesch., and Eur.—2. to let go, loose,

set free, .. II. 20, 464; so... Plat., etc. :

hence c. ace. pers. et gen. rei, to set

free from a thing, let off from,, Hdt. 4, 157, esp. from an en-

gagement, accusation, etc., -,,-,, etc., Dein- ; but

also c. dat. i)ers. ct ace. rei, ., to remit one a charge, Hdt. 6,

30: also . ';, excuse one a

flogging, Ar. Mub. 1426; .,
v. a|). Andoc. 13, 19 : absol. .,
to acquit, Xen., etc.— 3. to let go, dis-

solve, disba?id. break up, of an army,
Hdt. 1, 77, etc. : of the council and
law-courts at Athens, whereas ?.
was used of the assembly. Elmsl.
Ar. Ach. 173, cf. Vesp. 595, Eccl.
377.—4. to put away, divorce,,
Hdt. 5, 39 ; so .,,
Eur.—5. to let as an, conse-

crate, Plat. Criti. 1 16 C.— 6.. '/-
..., to loose skip for a place, Hdt.

5, 42.—III. to give up, hand over to,

Tivi Ti, Hdt. 9, 106 : hence—2. c.

ace. rei, to give up, leave off, let alone,

Lat. omittere,, Hdt. 1, 200, -, Aesch. Pr. 315; so too oft. in

rhuc,., , etc.

:

to pass on, pass by, not notice, Hdt. 3,

95, etc. : to let pass, 7ieglect, .
Soph. . C. 1537, , Dem.
11, 8 : .. to leave un-

guarded, Hdt. 8, 70 ; so ..
Soph. Ant. 878.—3. c. inf.,. -, to give up to be public

jtroperty, Thuc. 2, 13 : but . TO, to let the boat he car-

ried away, Hdt. 1, 194 : hence freq.

—

IV. to let, suffer, permit one to do a

thing, Lat. pcrmittere, c. inf , Hdt. 6,

62, etc.. Plat. etc. — \. seemingly,

intr., sub., , etc., to

break up, 7narch, sail, etc.—B. in mid.

to send forth from one's self, and SO

freq. in prose much like the act.—2.

to loose one's self from,
7'/, she loosed not her arms

from off my neck, Od. 23, 240 : hence
freq. in Att. c. gen. only, a&oii-, let go the children. Soph. O. T.
1521, and so oft. in Plat, etc., cf.

Kiihner Gr. Gr. (^513, 3. [Usu. I in

Ep. (except in augm. lenses), always

I in Att. : but even Hom. has
metri grat., Od. 22, 251, cf. 7, 120.], poet, for sq., only in

pies, and impf, to arrive at, to have

come at : Hom. uses it mostly c. ace,
once , II. 6, 3S8. [], f. -:, dep. mid.,

also - ; aor./ ; perf. -
; Ion. ., etc., (-,-) to arrive at, to cnme to, a person

or place, to reach, gam, etc.. in Horn,

usu. c. ace. loci, less freq. with or

; in Trag. both constructions ap-

pear, but in prose the prep, is seldom
omitted : also .,, or

.... Phrases, ,
i^rief came upon me, 11. 18, 395 : .

or (, to try every means.

Soph. O. T. 265, Eur. Hipp. 284, so, Hdt 8, 110: if
or,, to come into extremest misery,

Valck. Hdt. 7, 1 18 : - 7],,, etc., Hdt. : also. , to hold converse

with one, Hdt. 2, 28, so ipiv, -, Hdt. 3, 82, Eur. I. A, 319;
also , ' . ,
to come to battle or into emnity with

one, Hdt. 1, 169, Eur. Hipp. 1101:., to come
within little of being conrpiered, Thuc.
4, 129.— II. to come or go back, relurri^

Seidl. Eur. El. 6, Heind. Plat. Prot., opoc. 0.^=. Aesch.
Sujip. 241.—2. "Zti'c~:=•
or, lb. 1. Only poet., ov, (a priv,, ,



) not loving the good, . . 2,

Tim. 3. 3.'<?(~,, ( priv., /.,) not loving men, Plut.

'/.^/, , , freedom from
avarice, Hipp. : from

'ApiAUpyupof, ov, (o priv., ?,}) not avaricious, not loving mo-
ney, . T.

""/., (, '. ) to

cheer, make glad, Diog. L., fut. -, [,) to appease,, Plat.

Legg. 873 A. [-r]\/.', ov. (a priv.,)
withoul self-love, Plut. Moral. 542 B.-, {?^) to dislike

work. Hence?., , , a dislike ofivork.', ov, (a priv., ?,) disliking friends or compan-
ions. '7., adv., (a priv.,-) with no disposition towards en-

mity.

'7^(^, ov, (a priv.. ?.,) not liking sensuality, Anton.

/.7, ov. {a priv., ©) not

loved, Soph. O. C. 1702. [t]'/. , {/) want of
friends, Arist. Eth. N.., , , want of ambi-

tion: from?:, ov (a priv., ,) not ambitious.?.., ov, gen., (
priv..) unmerciful.//., , , the character of
the ('/., Ath. : from/., ov, (a piiv.,.-
7.) without love for good or beauty,

Plut.
'\7.. ov, (a priv.. ?7.-) wilhnut love for science. Plut.'7. ov, {a priv., /.-) not fond of strife. Adv. -,

Polyb.., (a priv., /.)
to be inhospitable.

'7.077?, . , (a priv., -
7~7.~) contempt for wealth, Plut.

'7.-7., or,- (a priv.,-
^^7<.>) not fond of war./., ov, (a priv.,-) disliking work.

\\7.. ov, (a priv., 7.) of per-

sons, friendless, Aesch.. Soph., etc.

—

2. of persons and things, unfriendly,

disagreeable, hateful, lb. Adv. —^
Aesch. Ag. 805.

7.7]-, ov, {a priv.,-) not versed in philosophy, Dion.

H.?., , , contempt for
philosophy, Def. Plat. 415 : from
'7, ov, ( priv.,.-) without taste for philosophy, vn-

philosophie. Plat. Tim. 73 A. Adv... ov, (a priv.,,) without ears of corn: starved,, Anth. []
'7.,, to be without love:

from
7.opyo, ov, (a priv.,-) without affection or love, Plut.
'7., . . w-ant of proper

ainhilion, Arlst. Eth. N./, ov, (a priv., ^-) without propir nmbitinyi, Isae. C7,

5, Arist. Eth. N., etc. Adv. -.07., , , ( priv.,

67.}'/) contempt for riches.

Plut.~,,{;6,!) to strip

of cl'iiliing.,, . Ion.. (-) an arrival, freq. in Hdt. etc.,

. , , .—• going

home again. Plat. Legg. 8G8 A Dem.
1463, 6.

—

.=, Aesch. Supp.
483., f.-, {, -) to ride off or away, Luc., , or, as others,-, . y.() awkwardness
in riding, Xen. Hipparch. 8, 13., {,) to ride

off. away, or hack, Xen. An. I, 5, 12., ov,{.) unsuited

for riding or for cavalry,, Xen.
Hell. 3, 4, 12.

—

. awkward at riding,

opp. to, Plat. Prot. 350 A.,,,'^'.., =, to fly
away, Emped. 327.^, f. : aor.-, in which lenses it is trans.,

(,) to put away, remove, sep-

arate, or, : hence. /.oyov, to hinder from, Eur.

I. T. 912 : . 7., to frus-

trate it, Thuc. 1, 93 : . ,
to depose one, Xen. Hell. 7, 1,45; but

in prose mostly, to make revolt, move
to revolt, , from Hdt.

downw(is. — . to weigh out, Xen.
Symp. 2, 20 (in opt. pres) :

also in aor. 1 mid., -, lest they weigh out, i. e. pay in

full the dfbt. Lat. ne dtbitian nobis re-

pendant, II. 13, 745; but Dem. 1199,

24, has this tense in strict mid. signf.,

7., to have

the mnney iceighrd out to one. Except
the place quoted, Horn, has not the

trans, usage.— B. intrans., in pass.,

with aor. 2, perf and plqpf. act., and
fut. mid. (Thuc. 5, 04. etc.), whUe
aor. 1 mid. is trans. (Eur. Phoen.
1087, cf. sup. II.), aiid Hdt. 9, 23. has

(sc.)^-. To stand off, away, or aloof

from, keep far from,, II. 23, 517,

Od. 23, 169: hence later in various

relations, , to lose

one's u'its. Soph. Phil. 865. ., to depart from, object to right

proposals. Thuc. 4, 118 : ..
be deposed from office, Plat. Legg.

928 D: ., 7-, etc., ? ivithdrnw from bu.'siness,

be done with it, Dem. : .,, to shun, Xen. : but in prose

most usu. (ip. , to revolt

from Hdt.. etc.: also «., Hdt. 2, 162, and Xen. ; and
freq. absol. to revolt: also ., to give up a thing to another,

Dem. 99. 4 : and hence . only,

tn get out of another's way, give v/ay to

him. Eur. Hec. 1054, Plat. Legg.
900 : also c. inf. ., to

give over asking, Eur. He). 536.—2.

absol. to stand aloof, keep off, II. 3, 33 :

to take no part, Pind. 0. 1, 84, Dem.
355, 20., , {,) to

mark or spy out froTn a place, Philostr.. perf. inf. from.'7., ov, . Lat. aplustre,

the curved stern of a ship with its or-

naments, II. 15, 717 ; Hdt. 6, 114., ov, {a priv., .) ivith-

out veins.'7., ov. {a priv.. ^-) not inflamed, checking inflnm-

7nation, Theophr.—2. without phlegm,
with the juices sound and pure, Hipp., ov, {a priv., 7J) un-

burnt : in genl. not dressed with fire,

Eur. Hel. 1334.7,, ov, (apriv.,.)
not infldmmahle, Arist. Meteor.
'7., ov, {a priv., .) with-

out flame or fire, Lye.

'7, ov, (a priv.,.) with-

out bark, Anth.7.3, ov, (a priv..7.)
without rushing noise, Nonn.., , , only in II. 15,

607, of an angry man,, where it is espl.
by, foam, foaming, or <7:,
sputtering, gnashing of teeth. (Prob.
like the latter word, formed from the
sound.)7., ov, (a priv.,)
not chattering idly, Anton.

'7., ov, (a priv., 7.-) without heat-spots, Diosc., pass., to be rich or
wealthy, Cratin. : from, , also , , lies. Fr.

39,() rich, ivealthy, Horn. : also

rich in a thing, c. gen.,, II.

:

also. and ,
Hes. . 453 : irreg. superl. --, Antim. ; but Hom. has the regAil.

compar. and superl. Cf. sq..,, collat. fonn of foreg.

,

mostly in Pmd.. though he also uses
the other form : also in Theogn. 188,

559, Aesch. Pers. 3, Soph. El. 457.

[In Theogn. ,and Aesch., as spondee.]
', to be.,, , Aphue'is, fem. pr.

., Strab., ov, gen.,^,
Antim. Fr. 61.,, ,. Lake Aph-
mtis, also called/., in Bi-

thynia. Strab.',,, shortnd. for,
Pind. Fr. 240. Hence, to make rich, enrich., adv. unawares, of a sudden,
Aesch. Fr. 181, Eur. Med. 1205, Ale.
420. Thuc. 4. 104: also: cf.,,,-.', , { priv.,)
fearless, without fear of, c. gen..
Soph. O. T. 885., ov, . Aphobetus, an
Athenian, brother of Aeschines, Dem.3, , , fearlessness. Plat.

:

from, ov, {a priv..) with-

out fear, and so— 1. tinfearing, fearless,

Pind., etc.—2. causing no fear, not to

be feared, Aesch. Pr. 902, Soph. Aj.

360. Adv. -.
^'•3, ov, , Aphobus, an Athe-

nian, Dem., ov, (,/.) fearless of heart, Ar. Ran.
496.,,, agoing to stool,

a motion : from. to go aside, to go to stool,

Arist. Mirab. : from, ov, , a going away, depar-

ture : also a going back, return, both
in Xen. : departure from life, Stob.

110, 40.—II. like, a going
aside to ease one's self: hence—2. a
privy, Ar. Eccl. 1059.—3. ordure.3, ov, {a priv., 3-) uncleansed, unclean, Aesch. Eum.
237, Fr. 140., ov, (a priv.,)
unreddened., •, {a priv.,)
untrodden, unapproachable.—D. act. not

coming to, not seeking.

"7-, ov. {,) not hav-

ing treiglil,-^ ., too tight by a

drachm, Strab., ov.(,) unlike.

—II. likened, made like to. Hence. , f. -, to liken, make,
like, Tiri . Plat. Crat. 427 C: -, to make one's self
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like, i. e. to copy another, Id. Rep. 396

A. : so too ill inid. and pass., to be or

become like, Tivi, Plat.— II. to compare,

Tivi Ti, Plat. Rep. 517 B.— III. c. ace.

rei only, to pourtray, ccpy, of painters,

Plat. Crat. 424 D.,, , that u<hick is

made like, a copy, Plat. Rep. 395 B., , ,() a

making like, a comparison, ,
with a thing, Plut.', , ,{)
fit or disposed to compare.

'7?.. f. -, (,)
to disarm, strip of arms, ,
Luc. Mid. , to

put off one's armour, II. 23, 26.', f. : aor.-
: perf., (,) to

look away from all Others at one, and
so like, to look at, Lat. re-

spicere, , Dem. 1472, 15, ,
Plat. Rep. 585 A ; less usu. ,
Pl\it. Lye. 7 ; and ' ,
Plut. : - -.., to look to see whence

it arises, Plat. 584 D.—II. to see clear-

ly, have in full view, Lat. prospicere,

Hdt. 8, 37.—III. rarely, to look away,

have the back turned, -, Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 36.,,,=., Nic., ,() to be unfruit-

fiil, )7/, Xenag. ap. Macrob. Sat. 5, 19., ov,-{a priv.,) un-

bearable, insufferable,,,
Hdt. 4, 28 ; 7, 188 : / .,
overwhelming. Thuc. 4, 126—11. not

worn, neiv, Luc. Lexiph. 9. Adv.-r(.jf

.

. , ,() a not hear-

ing, dearth of a thing,. Xen.
Vect. 4, 9,, Plat. Legg. 470

C.—2. barrenness, -. Plat. Rep.

540 A,, Xen. Symp. 4, 55.', f. -, Att. -, (,) to mark off by boundaries. Strict-

ly of land, hence',
property marked out, as was done in

case of mortgage, Dem. 1202, 21
;. Isocr. :

hence—2. to mark out. determine, de-

fine, both in act. and mid.. Plat.,

etc. : hence ,
lay down determinately on a subject.

Plat. Charm. 173 : -, a determinate time. Id. Legsr.

785 15 : hence part,, much
like adv.. definitely.

Dem. 778, 27.—3. to part off, lay aside,

except, distinguish. Plat., etc. : opni, distinct 6oii/Mis,Id.Criti.

110 D, so ., Aris.t.

Rhet. : to separate from, to cast out of
the society of, N. T. Luc. 6, 22.—4. to

bring to an end. finish, Polyb.—II. to

carry out of the boundaries, carry off.

Eur. Ale. 31, in mid. Hence,, , that lehich is

parted off: the suburbs of a city ; the

wave-offering, LXX.',, , a limitnllon. defini-

tion, Lat. determinatio : a short pith y sen-

tence, aphorism, such as those of Hipp., verb. adj. from -, one must put aside, Arist. Eth. N.', , ,() fit

for or good at marking out.—2. apho-

ristic, sententious. Adv. -., , f• -, (,)
to ha.ite away, to make to start from a

place, set a going,., to make
an attempt. Soph. Aj. 290 : but the

act. is mostly intr.= pass., as Eur.
Tro. 939. Thuc. 4, 78. Pass, go

forth, start, depart, U. 2, 794, Od. 2,

375, and Att.

. ',.(,) to leave

port, weigh anchor., , , a starting-place,
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means of itarting safely, base of opera-

tions, Thuc. 1, 90: hence a place of

safety, Eur. Med. 3-12.—2. in genl. a

starting-point : the cause, occasion, or

pretext of a thing, }', Eur. Hec.

1239, etc. : .', to take oc-

casion, Isocr. 53 A :,-, to give occasion, Luc.—3. the

7neans with which one begins a thing,

.,, etc., Xen.

:

-, credit is the best help to borrow-

ing. Dem. 958, 3 ; esp. means of war,

as money, men, ships, etc.. Wolf
Lept. p. 287 : capital, Lat. fundus,

Dem. 947, 22.—II. a making a start,

undertaking,, Xen. Mem. 2, 7,

11.—III. with the Stoics opp. to ?'/,
disinclination, Plut., desiderat. from-, to ivish to start, Archyt., ov, v.., . - Att. -, (,) carry out of port.Mid. raff., to lead forth one's ships

from the anchorage of the land, Eur.

I. T. 18 ; to leave port, weigh anchor., ov, (a priv.,)
without the lyre, of wild or melan-

choly music, e. g. of the, etc.,

V. Midler Eumen. 18.", ov, (,) without

harbour, , without

the shelter of my land, Sojih. O. C. 234.', ov, (a priv.,-) not taxed, paying no tribute,

Polyb.', ov, (a priv., ) not

bearing, barren,. Hdt. 2, 156.
—2. free from tribute, Strab.—3. caus-

ing sterility, Aesch. Eum. 784., ov, (a priv.,) not

laden. Adv. -, ., to bear

easily. Muson. ap. Stob., ov, (a priv.,)
unspotted. Anth.', (,) to dedicate,

devote: but only found in mid., ., to devote the firstlings to the

goddess, Hdt. 1, 199.—II. to purify,

cleanse, Lat. expiare, .-. Plat. : here too most usu. in

mid. to purify one's self from sins of
negligence. Id. Phaed. 60 E, Phaedr.

242 C ; also c. ace. rei,

, to expiate, avert a curse or omen,

Lat. procurare, v. Miiller Eumen. >>> 58,

8, and . Plat.

Legg. 874 A : hence to abominate,

turn, away with horror. Plat. Phil. 12

B, cf. Wyttenb. Plut. 63 .—III. also

in mid. to acr/uit one's self of service

due. hence -, to

quit one's selfconscientiously of an oath,

Hdt. 4. 154 ; . quitting one's

self of the orders of an oracle, lb. 203.

— IV. also in mid., ,
do a thing for form's sake, ceremo-

niously. Lat. auspicii, ominis causa

:

and so to do slightly, cursorily, Lat.

defiingi re, perfunctorie, dicis causa

tractare, . . Plat. Legg.
752 D. Hence,., the act of-, purification, expiation., , 7;,=;foreg., Plut.

—II. a doing as matter of form, hence', for form's sake,

Plut. Eum. 12 : ,
oulirard. formnt respect. Id. Timol. 39.

', Ep. lengthd. for-, ace. part. pres. act. from. I!.

', , to be, act without sense,

II. 9, 32. Od. 7, 294 : from, , (a priv.,)
thou!;httess, i7isensnte. Od. 2, 282 : ofthe

dead,,<!en.'i(/i>.s-.9,0d 11,476. Adv. poet., foolishly , idly, II. Hence

, , , folly, thoughtless'

ness, Horn, always in dat. plur.-
'^tyC' ~V'^t,-, by or through folly,

also by or through heedle.isHess,\\. 16,

354 ; e.\cept Od. 19, 523, where '
is used in same signf., and

11. 2, 308, where we have)?., from inexperience in, igno-

rance of war. Ep. word :

is the prose word., ov, gen. ,=-, c. inf .. without

sense to foresee, H. Horn. Cer. 257.

Adv.-, Aesch. Pers. 417. Only
poet.,() to be silly. II. 2,

258, Od. 20, 360. Poet.: in prose
only as an expres.sion of the Stoics,

freq. in Plut.", , , vessels without

hatches, Polyb. 4, 53, 1 : strictly neut.
from

*, ov, (a priv.,)
unfenced, unfortified, unguarded,-,, Thuc. 1, 6, 117:

c. gen., by friends. Soph. Aj.

910, e. oat.,, Eur. Hipp. 657.

—II. unguarded, off one's guard, Ar.

Thesni. 581, and Thuc., ,
Thuc. 3, 39.<), ov, 6, the Latin Afra-
nius, Strab., ov, gen. ,^-. Aesch. Ag. 1401. Adv. --, lb. 290.

", ov, (a priv.,) un
spoken, unutterable, strange, 7narvellous,

H. Honi. Merc. 80, Ep. Hom. 5, 2.—
2. untold, numberless,, Aesch.
Cho. 186.— II. (a priv.,) not

perceived, unseen, H. Honi. Merc. 353:

not to be observed, knoum, or guessed,

TO , Hdt. 5, 92,

4: unforeseen, Ap. Rh.—2. act. unrea-

soning, deranged, Nic. Adv. -,
unexpectedly. Soph. El. 1263. Hence,,.^. Ion.,() to foam. Hipp. : e.

ace. to befoam, cover with foam,/, II. 11, 282., ov, poet, for, Anth., ov, 6,() thefearn-
er, epith. of a dolphin, Anth., , b. Ion. for-, without, i. e. bound by no

social tie, II. 9, 63., poet, for, Opp.', f. -,=., to foam.
Soph. El. 719, and Hipp.

V, , , Africanus, epi-

thet of Scipio, Polyb. 35. 4, 8., adv. (a priv., /)
without shuddering. Call. Dian. 65. \\,,,() Joamy,
Nic.'. ov, ,() foam-
ing, Herm. Orph. Lith. 475.,, . the foamfish, an-

chovy, elseivh., Opp. Hal. 1, 776.,, ,(, -) frothed milk, Galen., . , the fonm-hom,

epith. ol Venus, Hes. Th. 190, Bion:
from, , (, *)
foam-born, , Aphrodite,

Venus.

V,, ,() prop.

spot sacred to Venus ; as pr. n. Aphro-
disia, a town in Laeonia, Thuc. 4, 56.

', , , v. sub '-., f. -,()
to love, enjoy sexual intercourse, in act.

of the man. Plat. Rep. 426 A ; pass,

of the woman, Xen. Hier. 3. 4.', , , belonging to



venery,, Diod. : aphrodisiac,

provocative.,, , prop, sacred

to Aphrodite or Venus ; as. pr. n. Aphro-

disias, an island on the coast of Cy-
renaica, Hdt. 4, 1C9.—2. a city of

Greater Phrygia, Strab.—3. capital

of Caria, Pans.— II. as subst., an
aphrodisiac, provocative plant., , , sexual inter-

course., , ,=-,, Arist. Pol.', , , also , ,{^) Lat. venereus, belonging to

love or venery. Soph. Fr. 257.— II. ru', veneri/, love, freq. in Plat.

—2. a festival ofAphrodite, Xen. Hell.

5, 4, 4.—3. thepudenda, Luc.

—

III.^', the temple of Aphrodite,

or Venus, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 58 : hence
as pr. n. Aphrodisium— 1. a city of

Cyprus, Strab.—2. a promontory of

Spain, Strab. ; both as containing

temples of the goddess, [], 7, , () Aphro-, Lat. Venus, the goddess of love,

desire, and beauty : Horn, never al-

ludes to her as foam-born (acc. to the

deriv.). e.xcept in Hymn 5 : she was
daughter of Jupiter and Dione, wife

of Vulcan, paramour of Mars ; hence
— II. as appellat., love, enjoyment, Od.

22, 444 ; though in this sense' is most usu —2. beauty,

grace, charm, Lat. venustas, Eur.
Phoen. 399 —3. any vehement longing

or desire, like, Eur. I. A. 1264.

t'"^
. , ,^', y, also -,. , Aphrodltopdlis. two

cities so called in the Aegyptian Del-

ta, Strab.—2. a city of Middle Aegypt,
Strab.—3. another in Upper Aegypt,
Id.,,(,])foam-
haired,(/, Musae./, , , Att. for-.

'7.,,(, )foam-
gathering, dub. in Anth., adv. compar. to. Plat. Lach. 193 C., , f. -.() to be

silly, act foolishly, Horn., only in part,

pres., II. 15, 104. Hence,, , folly, senseless-

ness., , , Att.-, kind of coarse alkali, distin-

guished by Galen from the finer -
: in earlier Greek, as

Hipp., written divisim, ,
Lob. Phryn. 303.,, , , (a priv.,-) free from care, Lat. securus, c.

gen. , Eur. Incert. 76., , f. -7/, to be, to be heedless. Plat. Legg.

885 A : to have no care of a thing, -, Xen. An. 5, 4, 20.', verb. adj. from
foreg., one must disregard. Polyb.

', adv. of,
Ath.,, , thoughtlessness,

Clem. Al. : from, , (a priv.,-) thoughtless, heedless, taking no care,

Xen. Symp. 6, 6.—2. senseless,,
Theocr.—II. pass, unthought of, unex-

pected,, Aesch. Ag. 1377. Adv.

—, without taking thought. Soph.
Tr. 366: but., euphem. for, to be crazed. Soph. Aj.

355., adv. from, Soph.
Ai. 766.

', , , foam, usu. of the

sea, II. : but also of an angry lion, 11.

20, 168.— 2. frothing blood, Aesch.

Eum. 183.—II. , cf. sub.— III. a kind of fish=, Arist. H. A. (Cf. Sanscr.

abhra, a cloud, also, imber.)
', ,(,)

V. sub.•3, , 6, (,) puffing, bustling fellow, Ti-

mon ap. Diog. L. 2, 126.', , , () folly,

thoughtlessness, senselessness, Horn.,

in plur. Od. 16, 278 ; 24, 457, in sing.

I!. 7, 110: also in Trag., and Att.

prose, as Plat., and Xen. ; '-, ', etc., , f. -.()
to be without guards, Strab. Hence, , unguarded, ungar-

risoned. Plat. Legg. 760 A.", , (a priv.,)
unguarded, unmatched, Plat. Phaedr.

256 C : freefrom garrison duty, Arist.

Pol.,,(,)^-
bearing., ,(,) foam-
producing, of a lettuce, Lat. lactuca,

from its milky juice, Anth., ,.^, q. v.',, ,=, Nic.', fr,(,) foamy,
full offoam. Plat. Tim. 60 B.", , gen. , (a priv.,) senseless, without intelligence,

without reason, opp. to, Xen.
Mem. 1, 4, 4: and so—2. ivitless,

crazed, but also silly, foolish, Lat.

amens. demens, Horn. ; also

., II. 4, 104. Compar. and superl.,-,-. Plat., etc. Adv.-., f. -, (,)
to give a loose to one's fury or insolence,

, Plut. : hence to exhaust it, to

cense from insolence or raging, metaph.
of wine, to be done fermenting, Alex.
Dem. 6., , (a priv.,) with-

out strength to flee. Sext. Emp., (,) to make
soimd again. Iambi. Hence,., healing. Iambi., (,) to

moisten. Arist. H. ., in pass., , . dim. from,
Ar. Fr. 422. [, Meineke Menand. p.

160.],(,) to wash,

sprinkle, mid. to wash one's self, bathe,, Eur. Ion 97.
', , (,) without

water, Hipp., , , but in gen. plur. usu.

written, not : a sort of

anchovy or sardine, Att. usu. in plur.:

first in Epich. p. 32. (a priv.,,
because they were thought to be bred

from mud alone • acc. to Others, quasi

from, and hence sacred
to Aphrodite.) [,"], , , Aphye, name of a vo-

tary of Venus, Ath. 386 A., , (a priv., ) without

vatural talent, witless, not clever, dull.

Plat. Rep. 455 ; . , want-

ing wit for a thing. Id. Phaed. 96 C.
•—II. in good sense, simple, unschooled.

Soph. Phil. 1014. Adv.. Hence, , , want of talent, Plut.
', , , dim. from.", , (a priv.,) without

cos7netics, holiest.", , (a priv.,) not

to be shunned, from which none escape,,, , , etc.,

Pind., and Trag. : esp. of arrows,
unerring, like Lat. certae sagittae,

Soph., and Eur. Later,
Lob. Phryn. 726.—II. act. unable to

escape, Ar. Nub. 1047. Adv. -^., ,() to

bark out, Luc., , f. -, to be-, be off one's guard, Xen.
Hipparch. 5, 15 : c. gen. to be careless

about, neglect. Id. Cyr. 1, 6, 5. Pass.

to be ill-guarded, Polyb. : from'?, , ( priv.,)
unguarded, of a place, -, Hdt. 8, 70.—^11. (a priv., -) of persons, ung^iarded, un-

heeding, Lat. securus, Hdt. 9, 116 ; .?}, to sleep securely

through the night, Aesch. Ag. 337 : ., to catch one off his

guard, Xen, Cyr. 1. 6, 37: .,
want of precaution, Thuc. 3, 30.—III.

in prose esp of places, not guarded,

watched, or garrisoned, Thuc, and
Xen. : in genl. iwt watched. Adv.
-, Xen. [] Hence, , , want of guard,

carelessness in watching, Xen. Oec. 4,

10., f. -, (,) to

strain off, Anth. Hence
'?,, , that ivhich is

strained off, lees, sediment.",, (a priv.,7.) leaf-

less, of dry wood, II. 2, 425 : .-, a mouth not seconded by the suppli-

ant's olive-branch, Eur. Or. 383.—II.

act. stripping off the leaves, blighting,, Aesch. Eum. 785.'7., ov,=foreg. L, Soph.
Fr. 281., , in Nic. Th. 603:

acc. to some from,=^,
enduring : acc. to Others, from-, abundant.', f. -, (,)
to wake one from sleep, Eur. Rhes. 25.

Pass, to wake up, keep awake, Cratin.

Incert. 5, Pherecr. Incert. 31 : so too

in act., intr., Philostr.", , (,) roused

from sleep. Hence
^'', f. -, to wake from

sleep, Anth.—II. to fall asleep, N. T.', , ( priv.,) not

kneaded, unmixed. [tJ]", , (a priv., )=^
foreg., unmixed. Adv.—., .() the mud
and filth which a stream carries with
it, II. 1 1, 495 : in genl. corrupt matter,

Nic. — II.^, like, Nic.
', , ( priv.,) not

bloivn or puffed up. [i]', (a priv.,)=,
Diog. L., , (a -.,-
?.) unacquainted with physics :

havinu no natural cause, Plut., , (a priv., () not

flatulent, causing no flatulence. Gal.', fut. : aor. 1

Od. 9, 165, or, Horn. : aor

mid.7} or, Hom.

:

To draw liquids, esp. from a larger

vessel with a smaller, - olvov

and /, Horn., kv-. Od., .. Hes.

Op. 611 : so in pass,, was drawn from the casks, Od.
23, 305. Metaph.7.,
to draw fidI draughts of wealth, i. e. to

heap it up,, for another, II. 1, 171

;

so too k7 : for, II. 13, 508, v. sub.
Mid. to draw for one's self, help one's

self to, olvov, II. 23, 220 : to drink,
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quaff, Eur. Mod. 838. Metaph.-, to keap nj) leaves, Od. 7, 2b0. Kp.
word, used also by Eur. I. c, and I.

A. lUJl. (Deriv. uncertain: ace. to

some from , others iroin,.), , f. -, {~,-) to come too late, Polyb. : and so

to remain behind another, 7niss hlin,., f, -/ff(j,=foreg., ov, (a priv.,)
not planted,, Xen. Oec. '20, 22., to become white or bleached.

Hipp-^, , (,) ivhitish

like a sardine or anchovy,, Hipp., adv. from.\, 2 aor. subj. act. of.^, ov, {a priv.,) un-

speakable, unutterable,, Pind. P.

4, 22 : inexplicable. Anlh.—II. voice-

lens, speechless. Soph. O. C. 1283.^,, ,() speechless-

ness, toss of voice. Plat. Symp. 198 C., f. -, to deprive of voice,

Anst Probl.? from, ov, (a priv.,) voice-

less, speechless, dumb, silent, first in

Theogn. GG9. Adv. -, Soph. O.

C. 131, also neut. pi. as adv., Aesch.
Pers. 81'J.—2. tu, sub.-, mutes, Lat. litterae mutae, DlOg.

L. 7, 57, opp. to tu., ov, ( priv.,) not

detected.. adv. part. perf. pass.

from, especially, apart from,

Anst. H. A., ov, {a priv.,)
not enlightened, dark, obscure, Joseph.

t'A;t;as", a, Achaz, masc. pr. n. N. T.

Matth. 1, 9.', . Ion.', , , ep-

ith. of Deiuetcr or Ceres m Attica,

Ildt. 5, 61. (.\cc. to Hesych. from, grief, for the loss of her daugh-

ter ; according to others to be written

'', Elmsl. Ach. 709, .\—-
; ace. to Buttm. Lexil. from-

Civ, to make a noise.)., , , Achaia, the northern

province of the Peloponnesus, lying

along the Sinus Corinthiacus, Thuc.
—2. umier the Roman sway the Pe-

loponnesus and the rest of Greece as

far north as Thessaly and Epirus,

Polyb.—3. (a.\so.), a region of Thessaly nearly

coterminal with Phthiotis, Strab.

—

II. nauie of cities:— I. a city of Ae-

tolia, in Thue. 1, 115 ace. to Goeller,

but v. Arnold ad 1.—2. a city on the

Cimmerian Bosporus, Strab. — 3. a

city of Asia. Id.—1. a city in the isl-

and of Rhodes, Diod. S. 5, 57.\. Ion. '/, , fern, of', an Achaean woirMn,Od.2, 119.',, >?, and^', , . poet. fem. adj.,

Achaean: SUb. yvv)), an Achaean wo-

man, II. 5, 421., , ai, Achaeae, rocks

near'Samos in Elis, Strab., , , fem. adj., sub., the Achaean territory, Polyb. 4,

17,3.. ,,=..], ,,-
ta, , ,, , ,.
, ,', , , . brocket or two-

year stag, from his single pointed horns(, cf.) : poet, the

stn•' in genl., Ap. Rh. : cf. Schneid.

Ari'st. H. A. 9, 6, 3. []. , , a kind oflnr^e loaf,

baked by the women at the Thesmo-
yhoria. Ath.
*^
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axap, , , Att., the

Achutan land, with or without yala,

Horn.—2. an Achaian woman, sub., II., , , Achdicarus,

masc. pr. ., Strab.

V, , , poet. a,of
or belonging to Achaia, Achaian, Xen., ' , Achaemines,

founder of the Persian monarchy,
grandfather of Cambyses, Hdt. 7, 11.

—2. son of Darius 1., brother of Xer-
xes, lidt. 3, 12. Hence,. ol, the Achaemlm-
dae, descendants of Achaemenes, the

royal lainily of Persia, Hdt. 1, 125.', . , Achaian, Lat. Achi-

vus : hence as subst.— 1. oi',
ai, Achaians, Achaian women,

in Hom. Greeks in genl. ; esp. Spar-

tans and Argives, Paus. 7, 1.

—

2., Achaia in Peloponesus, in

prose usu ', q. v.. , , as masc. pr. n.,

Achanis, son of Xuthus, and mythic
founder of the Achaean race, Apol-

lod. 1, 7, 3.-2. name of two tragic

poets, the earlier of Eretria, contern-

])orary with Sophocles and Euripides,

Ath. ; the later of Syracuse.—Others
in Polyb., etc.', , Achainn acte, a

city on the north coast of Cyprus,
Strab. ?, , Achaian limen, a

city on the coast of Troas, Strab.', ov, (a priv.,)
without had, Or. Sibyll., ov, {a priv.,)
M?i6ri(/W,aT-o/ia, Plat. Legg. 701 C. []-, ov, (a \.,-) unbridled, without bridle,,
Xen. Eq. 5, 3 ;. Anth. : not to

be forced or bent,. Orph., ov, (a priv.,)
not of bronze, or having not a?.0,
Anlh.'?, ov, (a priv.,?.)
not forged of metal,, Aesch.

Cho". 493.

to have not a7, to

be penniless. Anth.', , (a priv.,)
without brass or money., ov, (a priv.,)
without brass, without arms,'-, i. e. .
Soph. . . 190.'. , ( priv.,)
not worked with brass,. Anth., , .() immense

width, a chasm. Anton.',, , a Persian, and also a

Boeotian measure =z 45, St.

Ach. 108, 109.— 2. a chest, box, Piut.

[ Elmsl. Ach. 1. c]',, (a\\.,) not gap-

ing, not opening the mouth : hence close,

Theophr. : also not speaking, struck

dumb, Hegesipp. ap. Ath. 290 D.— II.

(a co[)Ul.) wide opening, gaping, e. g.,, Plut. : ,
fur au'ay, Arist.

V-^,, , Acharaca, a city

of Phrygia, Strab., ov, (a priv.,,
not cut deep, ivithout sta?np Or impres-

sion,. Nonn. []
'. ov, (a priv.,-) not furnished ivllh, not

palisaded, Polyb. 10, 11,2. [pa]
V, , , Arhardeus a river

of Caucasus, falling into the Maeotis,

Strab.., , awkwardness,
stupiditi/, with a play on the name., Polvb. 18, 38 : from, , ,, , gen.,

( W'^'^•') without grace or charmn,
unattractive, unpleasant, wretched, Od.
20, 392, Theogn. 490, in cornparat., Eur., etc.—II. ungra-
cious, thankless, Lat. ingralus, ?/,
Hdt. 7, 30 , esp. in phrase ;^'•-, Aesch., and Eur. ; cf.•,., ,() be

thankless, proud, Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 2.

Pass, to be treated ungratefutly, Polyb.', , , thanklessness,

Plat. Rep. 411 : from', ov, poet, also-, (a priv.,) unpleasant,

unpleasing, Od. 8, 230, Theogn. 839 :

without, grace or charms, not attractive:, not unpleasing, i. e.

right pleasant, Lat. lepidus, Xen. An.
2, 1, 13.— II. ungracious, hence

—

1. ungrateful, thankless, Hdt. 1, 90,

etc., , like r.,
Euf. Phoen. 1757 ; also in Plat., Xen.,
etc., . , or , un-
grateful towards one. Aen.—2. pass.

unthanked. unrequited, Lys. 102, 34:
SO- , Xen. An.
2, 3, 18.

—

3• with an ill will, hence
adv.,-, to follow sulkily,

Xen. Cyr. 7, 4, 14. [u], ov.= foreg., unpleasant,

Hdt. 1, 207 ; 7, 150. Adv. -.^', , at, Achnrnae, an At-
tic borough of the tribe Oeneis

;

henceapv,in Acharnae ;-, from Acharnae ;,, , an Acharnian, Thuc. ;-, , , of or belonging to Achar-
nae, Acharnian, Ar. Ach. 329., , Arist. . ., and, , , Ath., a kind of sea-

fish.,, , pi. oi,
the Achamians, Ar. Ach. 177.', , , the agate, Theophr.

V, , . Achates, a river of

Sicily : another in Media, Dion. P.

—

II. the well-known faithful compan-
ion of Aeneas, Tzetz.-, ov, {a priv.,) with-

out lip or edge., ov, (a priv.,-
') not disturbed by storms, calm, still,

Alcae. 46.', ov, (a priv.,)
= foreg., ov, = foreg., Aesch.
Supp. 135., ov, (a priv.,)=
foreg., Aral., ov, gen., (a priv.,

;(;<//')= foreg., Nonn., , , , (a priv.,)
without hands, Plut. : hence awkward,
Synes., ov, (a priv.,•) untamed, wild., ov, (a priv.,-) not to be touched by hand,

Iambi., , =, Batr. 300.

Hence., , , want of hands,

awkwardness, Hipp., , (a priv.,)
ivithout sleeves, Sext. Emp., ov, (a priv.,,) not formed by hand., ov, (a priv.,,) not inade by hands, N. T.
Adv. -.", oi',= : ,
the defenceless parts of the body, Xen.
Cyr. 3, 3, 45., ov, (a priv.,,)=)/., ov, (^^.,'



)) not elected.—2. not ordained,

£ccl.-, , ( priv.,-) not made by hands., ov, (a priv.,)
not planted by hand,, Soph. O.

C. 698.— 11. untamed, unconquered,

Thuc. 6, 10.

t'A•,, , Acheloan, .
-^, i. e. the cities on the Ache-
loiis, Aesch. P. 869 : also the Sirens
are called ^., as daughters of Ache-
loiis, Ap. Rh. 4, 890., ov, , poet.?,
Achelous, as river-god, son of Ocea-
nus and Tethys, and father of the
Sirens, Hes. Th. 310 ; also name of

several rivers ; the best known ran
between Aetolia and Acarnania, now
the Aspro Potamo, 11. 21, 191, and
Hes.—2. a river of Phrygia, 11. 21,

616.—3. a river of Achaia, Strab.

—i. a river of Thessaly, Id.—11. in

later poets, it signitieJ any running

water: water in genl., Eur. Bacch.
625, so Virg. Geog. 1, 9, Acheloia po-

cula, cf. Passow ap. Wellauer Aesch.
Pers. 850, Lob. Aglaoph. 2, 883, and". , , more correctly., , rarer , wild prickly

shrub, used for hedges, Od. 14, 10

:

the wild pear. Soph. O. C, 1596. (Akin
to.), formed from-
6, as if the name of a, crab-

bed. Coin. ap. E. M. : cf.-
: as pr. n., an inhabitant o/" (the

borough of) Acherdus, Aeschin., -,-, a., ov,

pecul. fern,-, Plat., Acheronti-

an, iif belonging to Achiron ;,
Eur. Ale. 444 : //,
of actual lakes, Acherusia, a lake of

Thesprotia, into which the Acheron
flows, Thuc, etc.,—2. also a lake in

Campania. Strab.

—

\\<-/, a peninsula or promontory
near Heraclea m Bithynia, with a
cavern through which. Hercules is

gaid to have descended into the low-
er world. Xen. An. 5. 10, 2.' , , in Strab. also, Acerrae, a city of Campania,
Sliab.—2. a city of Cisalpine Gaul,
Polyb. 2, 34.',. , the white poplar,

11. 13, 389 ; 16, 482: prob. from-, because from the whiteness of

its leaves it was believed to have
been brought from the shades by Her-
cules, to whom it was sacred : also

called.,, . Acheron, a river

of the nether world. Od. 10, 513, as

if the stream of icoe, like, cf. Fragm. ap. Valckn. Di-

atr. p. 17.—2. a river of Thesprotia,

falling into the Ionian sea. Hut. 8,

47.—3. a tributary of the Alph 'us in

Elis, Strab.—4. a river of Bruttium,
Strab.—5. a river near Heraclea m
Bithynia, A p. Rh., ov, . also Dor. for /-, sounding, Aesch. Pr. 575 : the

male cicada, which chirps, Ar. Av. 1095,
cf. Arist. H. A. 4. 7, 13.^', Dor. for., only used in part., to sob,

mourn, be sad. , sad at

heart, Hom., and Hes. Op. 397 :, also c. gen., ^?/', mourning loudly for Ulysses,

Od. 16. 139 : and absol., Od. 2, 23

;

later- c. dat., Ap. Rh
'Axioj,() like foreg., only used

in part., Hom. usu. absol., but also

AXIA
. , II. 20, 298, and,
11. 18, 446. raj, old poet, form for, to

sound, and trans, to -make to sound, H.
Hom. Cer. 479, cf. Buttm. Lexil. in

voc. [], Dor. for. \ul, ov, (a priv.,)
without notch.', , 6, y, poor, needy,

Theocr. 16, 33 : [ Memeke Theocr.
1. c, and Hesych. gives a form,
though Aesch. uses a in.
Perh. It is connected with Lat. Ige-

nus.'X Hence, , , need, want,-, Aesch. Cho. 301 : .,
the eyes' blank gaze. Id. Ag. 419. [uj

/'/, ,()=., , ov, {) burden-
some, oppressive, unpleasant, Xen. Mem.
4, 8, 1. Adv.-, unwillingly. Id.^,, , 1 aor. pass. part,

from.,, more rarely,-. lut. of.., , a weight, burden,

pain, grief, Aesch. Pr. 26 : annoyance,
Thuc. 2, 37 ; 4, 40, but strictly a po-

et, lorm. (From, as
from.), ec,= sq./, , burdensome, grievous,

Antiph. Epicl. 1. Adv. -.-, fut. of.—2.

fut. pass, from., =. Lob.
Phryn. CSO.". pass. c. fut. mid. -, Ar. Nub. 865, Av. 84, more
rarely/, yet also m pass.

form, Piers. Moer. p.

21, aor. /, to be burthened.

loaded, Od. 15, 457. Hence usu. of
mental oppres.-iion, to be locighed dotvn,

out oj spirits, discontented, vexed, dis-

gusted, angry at a thing. Construct.

:

usu. Tivi, as^, II. 5, 354, and
freq. in Hdt., Thuc. etc. : also kni
and Trep/, Hdt. 8, 99 : also., and . Plat., and
Xen. : more rarely . as Horn.,-, to be heavy trum a wound. 11, 5,

361, so with neut. adj. roi'To, Xen. An.
3 2. 20, cf. Stallb. Plat. Phaed. 88

: alsoc. pan..//-,
he was grieved at being conqutred. i\.

13, 3.3 : ., Soph. Phil. 071,

and freq. in prose : . ..., Thuc.
8 109, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 1 ; less usu.. ..., Ar. Plut. 899, cf. Kiiliner

Gr. Gr. 771, 7. (The root of-, is - in -, Sanscr.
sah, to endure, h being euphon.),, , a ueght, burden,
load, Hom., Hdt., etc. : -, a dead weight on earth, proverb,
ot idle, do-nothing people, Lat. pon-
dera terrae, frages consiunere nati, II.

18. 104, Od. 20. 379 : hence—11. a load

"f g"tf. in full ''-. Soph.
El 120 : hence absol.. trouble, distress,

sorrow, Trag.. etc. : . to

bring or cause trouble, etc. : Xen. Epist.

1,4. (Cf. sub ,^//.), to be an, to

bear burdens, Hipp., and freq. in late

prose. Lob. Phryn. 680 : also-.. , , bearing of bur-

dens. Plut. : from', ov,{,) bear-

ing burdens,/, Hdt. 7, 187.?., a, ,=., Eur.
Hec. 1.30.'. ov, 6, patron., son of
Achilles, i e. Neoptolemus, Ath. : de-

scendatitofAchilles, i.e. Pyrrhus, Anth.

, ov, . Ion. -?J/iov,
Achdleum, sub., prop, a temple,
etc., of Achilles,— 1. a town of Cape
Sigeum oDntaining the tomb of Achil-
les, Hdt. 5, 94.-2. a town on the
Cimmerian Bosporus, Strab./. and', , ,
a fine kind of barley, Hipp.: 70-
/., a cake of fine barley, Ar. Eq
819.

?.?., a, ov. Ion. -?.,
of or belonging to Achilles ; hence'/?^, Achill?us Dromos,
the Course of Achilles, a narrow strip

of land in the Cimmerian Bosporus
near the mouth of the Borysthenes,
Hdt. 4, 55 : also ,
6, harbour of Achilles, in Laconia. near
Cape Taenarus, Paus.—11. used al-

so to denote what was excellent, pre-
eminent, of its kind, as, v. foreg.:

from?., , Ep. }, , Hom.
also, Ackilbs, son of Peieus
and Thetis, prince of the Myrmidons,
herool the Iliad: hence adj.'-
, and patronym.. ov, 0.

—II. the fallacy called in full Achilles

and the Tortoise, invented by Zeiio of
Elea, or Parmenides, Aristot. Phys.
6, 9, 3.?., , , v. ?7..",, ov, ( priv. ) with-

out grass or fodder.—II. (a mtens. or
copul.) rich in grass, dub., ov, gen. , ( priv.,) without tunic, scantily clothed,

of Socrates, Xen. Mem. 1, 6, 2. [], , , want of a cloak or
mantle. Eur. He!. 1282 : from, ov, {a priv., ?.)
without cloak or mantle, Simon. 101.'. ov, contr./, ovv, {a
priv., x'/.oa) without herbage. Eur. Hel.
1327.— li. sere, withered, 0pp./..=, frtim which 1

aor. pass,, Qu. Sm. 2, 550.,, ,() murky,
gloomy, Epigr. a|). Hdt. 5, 77.'. , , {, )
gloom footed, Tryph.', , , mist, hence
glooin, darkness. Lat. caligo : in Hom.
olten the mist which comes over the
eyes of the dying or swooning: me-
taph. trouble, and so personified in
Hes. Sc. 204. {v in noin. and ace.
sing., Horn., and Hes. : C in late po-
ets.], f.-, aor. 1. to

be or grow dark, Od. 12. 406 ; 14, 304.— II. act. to darken, Q. Sm.. , {?.) =7., misty, murky. Arist. Meteor., Ion., , , (akin to,. Lat. lanugo) anything
shared or taken off. Or that comes off the

surface of a thing.—I. esp. of liquids,

foam, froth, in Hom. of the sea, more
iully : the froth of wine,- ., Eur. Or. 115 : hence-

ovpavia, the dew of heaven (because
it stands on the surface of the grass,
etc.). Soph. 0. C. u81 : also

•}, deny tears. Id. Tr. 849.
-11. of solids, as' chaff that flies off
in winnowing, II. 5, 499 : the down on
the plum or quince, Anth. :, lint, Hipp. ; ., me-
tallic dust, Plut.—III., in ace.
as adv.. a morsel, a little bit. -, Ar. Yesp. 92, cf. Soph
Fr. 48.', {, as if Dor. for) to be miserable, to mourn, Al
cae. 98, v. Koen Greg. p. 620.', ov, contr., ovv. (a
priv.,) without down, Anth •
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metapl. noni. pi.>, in Maneth.
1, 126., only used in pres. and
iinpl.{) to trouble one's self, grieve^

Horn., mostly in part.,', •/ grieved at

heart: also c. gen., u^i/yrai,, for the dead, the ab-

sent ; also , .. Cer.

77 ; and. , to mourn for a thing,

Find P. 7, 18, Soph. Ant. 627 : Iroin,, .=, trouble, Ion.,,],{), want ofgall

;

metaph. gentleness, meekness, Plut. :, , , Acholla, a city of

Afni'-a, in the territory of Carthage,

Strab.'7, ov, {a priv.,) lacking

gill, metaph. meek, gentle.— 11. Od. 4,

221, , allaying bile

or anger, cf., 11. and3
II. 2., mid. from *, to bewail

one's self, Od. 18, 256; It), 129.", ov, (a priv.,) wiih-

oiit strings : unmusical, Arist. lihet., ov, {a priv.,)
that has not danced, banished from the

dance or chorus. Plat. Legg. 6.54 A.

—

II. like, not attended with the

dance, joyless, wretched, ovf i'fL•/, tioph.

El. 1009, urat, Eur.Tro. 121., . , ( priv.,-) want of supplies, Polyb.- ov, ( priv.,-) without supplies, -, Arist. Eth. .', , , =,
Polyb., , ( priv.,) with-

out the dance, arid so like,
as a sign of sorrow or the like, epith.

of war, Aesch. Supp. 635, 081 : of

death, Soph. O. C. 1223 : .-, Eur. Andr. 1038., , , an ACHE, pain,

distress, in Horn, always of mind, in

Pind. also of body, and in Trag. freq.

of both : , plague of

heaven, of a storm. Soph. Ant. 418,

where Herm. takes. in the signf.

of huge, awful, as in .\esch. Pers. 573,

cf. 581 : the Trag. use it mostly in

plnr : , grief for a thing.

(Cf. sub * .)',, poet. for,
q. v.; Call. Apol. no. [pd](^., rrAchradlna, a quar-

ter nl Syracuse, Plut.\. , gen. iOf,=sq., Nic.^, ov, {a priv., ,') untouched, undefiled, pure,

Eur. I. A. 1574', an epith. in Ar. Eccl.

362, formed from sq., as if from the

name of a (iF/., , , a kind of wild

ppar. like <^, used for a fence,

Ar. Eccl. 355 : Theophr. has it both

for the tree and fruit.',, , iisclessness, Diosc, v.

Lob.' Phryn. 106., uv,(.,)
untimely laughing, epith. of the Athe-

nians, Cratin. Incert. 51, cf., Att., as adv. of. q. v., Hom.', ov, rarely a, ov. Ion.. {a priv.,) iiseless, vn-

prnfitable. good for nothing,

•, Hes. Op. 295, and, freq. in

Trag., and Att. prose ;esp. unservice-

able, unfit for U'ar,., Hdt.

3. 81 ; TO, the unserviceable

part of an army, opp. to. Id.

1.191, cf. Thuc. 1, 93; 2, 6. Xen.
Hell. 7, 2, 18 : so . ,
rhuc. 1, 44.—II. Hom. uses the word
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twice, in II. 2, 269, of Thersites after

being beaten by Ulysses,, giving a helpless look, looking

foolish ; and in Od. 18, 103, of Pe-
nelope trymg to disguise her feelings,, laughed without use

or cause, made a forced laugh, cf.-: so too , to

bark needlessly, without cause, of
hounds, Theocr. 25, 72. Adv. -.
Hence, , tomakeuseless, disable,

Polyo.

.-^, ,=, Tryph.,,,=, poet./, ov. Ion. for, Hes., ,=. Musae./, ar, ,()
ivant of money, Thuc. 1,11.. ov, {a priv.,-), a day on which no pub-
lic business was done. Plut., ov, (a priv.,)
without money or vieans, Hat. 1, 89 :

-, the poor, Aesch. Pers. 107., , () to be

poor, needy., , , want of money,
Od. 17, 502: from, ov, gen., (a priv.,/) poor, needt/, like,
Solon 5, 41, Eur. Med. 460. [a]', , , ( priv.,)
a being obsolete.. ov, (a priv.,)
useless, profitless, Theophr.), , to be, be ob-

solete, Gramm.
', , , uselessness, unfit-

ness. Plat. Rep. 489 B.—II.=-
: from", ov, (a priv.,,) useless, unprofitable, unser-

'vicenble. Hdt. 1, 166, Tliuc, etc. : un-

fit for a thing, , Hdt. 8, 142,.
a person, Eur. Heracl. 4 : without

effect, Lat. irritus,. Id. I. T.
121 : in genl. just like, (which
it nearly superseded in the Oratt.

and later Greek.) o( useless, do-nothing

persons, .. Isae. 07, 15,, Lys. 912, etc. :

as adv. vainly, Batr. 70.— II. not, unkind, cruel, Hdt. 8, 1 1 1 .

—

III. act. making no use of, c. dat. (like), ., Eur. Tro.
067.—IV. 7iot used, and so 7icw,,
Luc.—2. obsolete, Gramm. Adv.-.
Hence, to make 7iseless, destroy,

corrupt, ',7 <^, Schiif.

Dion. Comp. p. 360, Greg. p. 905." and, esp. before a vowel,, prep. c. gen., until, of time,

like, , until

deep in the night, Od. 18, 370: some-
times follows its case, Pseudo-Phoc.

:

also c. ace, but only Ep., Schuf.
Bast. Ep. Crit. p. 38.—II. as conj.,

until, to the time that, c. aut. sine :

only late, cf. Jac. A. P. 402 : in

this sense is used in Hdt. 1,

117.

—

III. in Hom. as adv. of place,

on the surface, like, just touch-

ing, II. 17, 599: and—2. even to the

outermost, utterli/. II. 4, 522. Some
Atticists condemn, like,
as not Att. : others make the
adv. of time, and=:< :

but Lob. Phryn. 14, doubts whether
any rule can be laid down. (From, as from,.). , , Achriane, a city of
Hyrcania, Polyb., ov, {a priv.,) un-
anninled.

and, , {)
to be colourless, pale, Hipp.

", , , want of colour, lost

of colour, paleness, Hipp.: from,,^.", ov, ( priv.,)
without time, without duration, Plut.

:

not temporary. Adv. —.", ov, contr., ovv,
(a priv.,) colourless, having lost

colour, pale, NlC.,, , Achrylis, fem. pr.

n., Anth., ov,(,-) without cloth of gold., ov. (a priv.,) with-

out gold, not rich. Plat. Legg. 679 B.—2. without golden ornaments., ov, (a priv.,-) uncoloured, Arist. Meteor., ov, (a priv.,)
without colour, colourless, Plat. Phaedr.
247 C.", ov, (a priv.,)
colourless, not changing colour : hence
not blushing, shameless, Hipp.",, gen. , Att. for,
Plat. Charm. 108 D.

", ov, (a priv.,) un-
coloured, untouched, Eur. Hel. 831.,, (a .,,) with-

out juice, insipid.", ov, {a priv., )=
foreg., o^',=foreg. []. ov, (a euph.) pour-

edfar and wide, far spread, Nic. [0], . ov,() of chaff., , , pecul. fem. of

foreg., Anth., , ,() a heap of

chaff, il. 5, 502: a place where chaff is

thrown, away., .,^,-, harvest of chaff, Arat. 1098., , , {,-) chaff-holder, place where it is col-

lected, Xen. Oec. 18, 7., ,{,)=
foreg., , , mostly in plur.,

chaff, bran, hu.^ks left after threshing
or grinding, first in Hdt. 4, 72 : me-
taph., , Ar. Ach.
5ii8. (perhaps from ~, -, from
its pointed nature, cf *.) [], ov, , later form for-., , , , {,) rubbing off threshing out the

husks, Anth., {,) to

eat chaff.
', {) to sprinkle or

7nix with chaff., ,{,) like

chaff, full of chaff, Diosc.,,,^, a chaff-

heap, Ar. Vesp. 1310.,, ,{) a mix-

ing with chaff, Arist. H. A. [C]. ov, {a priv.,)
tmanointed, Nonn.

*, a pres. not used in Act.,

whence come the mid., and
the forms ,,,,,, all

intrans., to ache, to be sad, troubled:

but, , ,
Irnns., to trouble, and subst. .
(The root is the ejaculation of pain
Ach ! Ah ! -, c{..), , Dor. for., ov, {a priv.,)
not molten, not cast : that cannot be

incited.,, , scurf, dandriff. Medic., ov, {a priv.,)
that cannot be contained, Lat. immensus
Eccl.



, , ( priv.,)
not parted, not divided. Plat. Rep. 524

: not to be parted.—II. (o priv.,) without a place assigned one,

Xeii. Adv. -., , ( priv.,)
not heaped up. Helicxl., adv. of place, backwards, back,

away from, away, very freq. in Horn.,

mostly with verbs that signit'y going,

going back, yielding, returning, with~ and , more rarely c. gen. only
,

also pleon. , uip ttu/uv.—2.

of actions, again, over again, II. 5, i05,

not so freq. uxp3'=^•, Theocr. 25, 65. (prob. from
.),, {a priv,,)
untouched, unhandied. Soph. Fr. 495 :

immoveable.—2. scot-free, Ar. Lys. 275., , ( priv.,) of

an arrow ; not shotfrom the siring.—2,

of a stringed instrument; not played:

in genl. that cannot be played or sung., ov,= sq., , (a priv., -)
without sand, not sandy, [a], , not to touch, to keep

away from, App.—2. intr. to be un-

touched : from, , ( priv.,-) un-

touched, Hdt. 8, 41, Thuc. 4, 97,-11.

act. not having touched, not touching,. Soph. O. T. 969. Adv. -.
7/, , ( priv., -) un-

blamed. blameless. Soph. El. 497. Adv.

-, Ep.-.. Rh. 2, lu23., ,=, Theogn.
797.—Adv. -rwf.', , , (,) truth-

fulness. Plat. Rep. 485 U., , not to lie, to speak

truth, . Soph. Tr. 469, Plat.,

etc. : later, Lob. Phryn.
593, sq. From, , {a priv.,)
without lie and deceit, truthful, sincere,

trusty, esp. of oracles and the like.

Hes. Th. 233, Hdt. 1, 49, and freq. in

Att. : in Hom. only as pr. name v.

sq., of things, uncorrupted, genuine,

uip., pure from all deceit. Pind.

P. 1 , 166. Ad '.-', Att.~, really

and truly, -. Hdt. 9, 58., , , Apseudes. a Ne-
reid.—-2.-, , , an Athenian
archon 01. 86, 4, Diod. S. 12, 36.',=-, Polyb. : from^, ,=., , (a priv.,) not

rubbed off, untanned, Ar. Lys. 658

:

uncombed, Ap. Rh., , ( priv., 7.-) not handled : metaph., not tried

6t proved, Polyb. 8, 21, 5.-, , ( priv.,-)
not elected by votes.—2. act. not having

voted, Ar. A^'esp. 752.,, , Apsephion, an
Athenian archon, Diog. L.'-, , ( priv., -) not

having a vote.—2. ivithout a stone,-?, Artemid.^, , (a priv., Tpjj-

oor,) who has not yet voted,

Polyb.', , (,) arch-

ed, vaulted like an apse., , to vault, to tie or join,

Anth., cf •., , {,)
and,,{,)
heart-touching, moving, Anton., , , the character nf an, fastidiousness, fickleness,

Polyb.'•, , (,)

Ai-YX

strictly one that has had enough if he

has but touched a meal.fastidio^, fickle,

Plat. Ax. 369 A.
^, , o'l, the Apsilae, a Scy-

thian people, Arr., to skirmish with an ene-

my. Polyb. : to entice or lead on tofigftt•,.,

Plut. : and, , , a skirmishing,

Aeschin. 51, 37 : -., a close

fray, Dion. H. : from, ,(,) en-

ticing to fight, skirmishing., , ,(,)
trivial and transient enmity.

i'Aipivdioi, , , the Apsinthii, a

people of southern Thrace, Hdt. 6,

34 ; also, Lye.. , , Lat. absinthium,

wormwood, Xen. An. 1,5, 1 : hence, , , sub., wine
prepared with wormwood, Diosc., . ,=.
V, , 6. Apsinthus, a river

of Thrace
; , a city of Thrace, an-

other name for.., . Ion., and so in

Plat.,() a tying, fastening, knot-

ting, ?.•. the joinings, i. e.

meshes of a net, II. 5, 487.—2. the hoop

or feloe of the wheel, the wheel itself,

Hes. Op. 424, Hdt. 4, 72 : hence any
curved form, a bow, arch, vault, i]

.. the vault of heaven. Plat.

Phaedr. 217 B; '/., the

potter's wheel, Anth. : metaph. -, Ar. Thesm. 53.",. ,() touching.

Plat. Pann. 149 A, sq. : metaph., distraction of mind, Hipp.

'?., , (, ).)
quick to anger, choleric, cf.., , =, unblamed,
blameless. Adv. -., , , flowing back:

from. , contr.., (.) back-flowing, in Hom.
epith. of Ocean, regarded as a stream
encircling the earth, and flawing back

into itself., , strictly a shortened
form for(), but in Hom. usu.

in the genl. signf. moving backwards,

going back,^, -, II. ; so .,.
Soph. : but mostly in neut. as adv.,, backward, back: again, much
like. Hom., and Soph. (Not from,. but from : ace. to

Doderl. from.)", , , () joining,

fastening together, esp. joint, limb,

?., all the limbs were

relaxed (by sleep), Od. 4, 794 : 18,

189., , , Apsus, a river of -
lyria, Strab.^, adv. of sq.. Plat., , (a priv., /)
ivithout noise, noiseless, c. gen.-, without cry of wailing. Soph.
Aj. 321., , (a priv.,) =
foreg.. Soph. Tr. 967, Eur. tro. n87., , (a priv.,) un-
conled, 7iot to be cooled, i. e. warm. Plat.

Phaed. 106 A., , , prop. fem. adj.

from sq. : in pi.., , ,() the Apsyrtides, two islands in

the .Adriatic, now Oscro and Cherse,

Apollod. 1, 9, 24., , , Absijrtus, brother
of Medea, Apollod. 1, 9^ 23.,, (a priv.,'-
-}) not bewitching the soul, not re-

joicing the heart, Polyb.

TE

\

Ai2',() to be lifeless ».

weak. '^-^, , , > lifelessness, weak-
ness : cowardice, Aesch. Theb. 259,"*.

383, and Eur. : from, , (a priv.,) life-

less, Archil. 24, Soph. Fr. 743, and
Eur.—II. spiritless, fainthearted,,
Aesch. Theb. 192, without spirit, dull., , (a priv.,') not

cold, dub. 1. for 1. c.*, root of, to blow, used
only in inipf . . Rh. ; cf.,.*, root of,,, to

sleep, only used in aor., contr., Hom. akin to foreg.

*'Ail?to hurt, contr. from.. v.*, to satiate, only found in act.. [], contr. for, Horn.,
for aor., pres. pass, belong
to : hence adj. verb.. [],
but with a priv., [], contr., Hom. ; cf Buttm, Lexil. voc., and Ausf. Gr. ^ 114:.., , (a priv.,) not smell-

ing., adv., Dor. for, from
the morning, or from the East.', , , Dor. for -,
Mosch.,, 6, an, i. e. Boeo-

tian ; hence adj. ., a, ov,

Aonian, Boeotian, q. v. [u\, ', . . Aoiis, a river

ot lllyrm.=Aiar, now Vaiusa, Strab.', , V. sub.,( II.) to be careless., adv. of, untimely, at a
wrong time, too early, esp. before mid-
night, Eur. Incert. : , at

dead of night, Antipho 115, 18. [a. i], , , a urorig time, untimely

fate or death, Pind. jFr. 101: ., an untimely,\ i. e. too early

summer, Plut. : esp. midnight. Lat.

nox inte?npesta, Hemst. Thoin. M. p.

136 : in ace. as adv., to come too late,, Ar. Ach. 23. \, ov, b, (, '-) bathiyig too early, v. 1., Anton.'. a.,=, Anth., ov, („) untimely dead, .Ar. Fr. 592. [^£1'. ov, (, ^.tior) vit^^

naturally smooth, esp. of men <vho l^y^^

pulling out their beards tded to make^A
themselves look young, Cfatin. ^$3^,^
chil. 9.

^
'•

: \ \, ov, (,')) at

midnight, Lat. intempesta nbcie, Aesch.
Cho. '34.', ov, (a priv.,) nrftimely,

unseasonable,,, Aesch.,, Eur.—II. before the lime, un-
ripe, unformed: hence misshapnt. de-

formed, , of Scylla's feet,

Od. 12, 89 : in genl. without ,
without youthful freshness, opp. .,to, Xen. Mem. 1, 3, 14.—11.^
priv.,) without care, careless, Aciwf-..,^

less.
^

/'^-', , contr., sleep] Saipph..

3»•
. . , \

'

', ov,(,) un- .

timely bom.
"

|. Ep. plqpf. pass.""orTi<i|

Hom in phrase 8^/., the sacrificial knife

hung by his svord-shenth, II. 3, 272;
19, 253. (akin to,,,

p.)
'.,, . Dor. for ',, ,.

Hence, 6. =', -. the bringer of light, the morning-

star, Lat. Lucifer, Pind. L 4, 41 (3, 42).,=.
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, () to sleep,. ?.< , II. 10,

159, 0(i. 10, 518 : later also absol.

(Ace. to some from , to breathe,

Lat. spirnre, and hence at once in

sleep, of. Bultm. Lexil. voc.; 8
;

others from, Lat. soninum car-

pere, very far-fetched.)

'Aurnv, ov, , and, , ,
USU. the fairest, best, choicest nf its

kind ; only poet., and esp. in Pind.,

who has it in various relations,-,,, etc. :

Horn, loo uses it only in the above
sense, and mostly of the finest wool,, II. 13, 509, 710, Od. 1,

443 : also without, (which must
be sii])nlied from the context) flork,

down, Od. 9. 434 ; and once of the

finest linen, , II.

9, 657; . Rh. calls the golden
fleece, ; and Call.

Apoll. Ill, calls pure spring-water

: hence— II. the decora-

tion, honour, pride of a thing, so, of a song in praise of horses,

Bockh Expl. Pmd. O. 3, 3,, . 5, 2, , . 8,

99.—The gender cannot be settled

from Horn. ; Pind. always has, and so Theocr. 13, 27: .
Rh. and the later Ep. , ])rub.

because they supposed that Horn.
used it so. (The signf. flower, which
was long regarded as the primary
one. is not found at all : the word
seems orig. to have been used of the

flock of wool. The deriv. unknown :

Buttm. Lexil. in v., fancifully enough
derives it from , that luhich is

ea.rihi lilnwn about, and, sini'G the

beauty of cloth depend.•^ on its flocky
surfa'-e, hence, he thinks, arose the

nietaiih. sense of best, choicest, etc.)', 6, V. foreg.', ov, {a priv., ) without

^ars : of vessels, withoxU handle or

handles, Philet. 39.

, ,, indecl., second letter

of the Gr. alphabet : hence numeral
=^6 and, but ^/3:=2000.

The pronunc. was solter than our
B, like the Spanish or modern Greek

;

and so lade authors used it for the
Roman V, as Y^j)f)v,, and
in modern Greek it is pronounced
like our V, cf infr. VII. The Aeol.
and Dor. used it as the simple aspi-

rate before p, as,, for

f)ooov, (), also before vowels, as
for. It was often inserted

between and to give a fuller

sound, as in/,,: so also in worcls lilie',.
The change of into other con-

sonants was chiefly owing to the
diliercnt pronunciations of the se-

veral dialects,—I. into -, (so the
Welch change the English b into /),)

e.g. for.— 11. Arcad.,

into C,
as,, for ?2..,, Pors. Phoen.

45.

—

. into , as for ?/-
: this is a very freq. change in

the cognate languages : e. g. ,, Saiiscr. ga, to go: ,
Sanscr. go, a roiv,, Lat. gravis :

cf in Corinna=)aii7/.—IV. into

as Lat. tabeo compared with,.—y. into , as for

P5C

1.— VI. Macedon. into , as?,, ?/, for -,,.— VII. in

late authors, sometimes for i' in diph-

thongs, as,'-- for,?.), cf Jac. A. P. p. 586.

B(2, shortened form of.
king! Aesch. Supp. 892, Valck. Hdt.

4, 59, Adon. p. 383 ; so for,
and (5 for.,. , . indecl. Baal, a Phoe-
nician deity, LXX., N. T. Rom. xi. 4., f. -. redupl. for,
to chatter : also to stutter.—2.=-

: both very rare., and, Lat. papae !

Exclamation of surprise, or amaze-
ment, bless me ! Plat. Eur., and
Comic., V. sub.. ov, , v..', ov, , Babanomwn, a
city of Pontus, Strab.,, . and, ov,

, ((•)) a chatterer.—2. a dancer

or mad reveller, ejiith. of Pan. Cratiii,

Incert. 22. was a name for

grasshoppers with the Eleans, for

frogs in Pontus.,, , the grasshopper,

V..-, to chatter, chirp, of the
grasshopper, Anan. 1, 6. (Hence, also,,.), and -, ov, , Babrias or

Babrias, a Greek poet, who turned
the Aesopean fables into verse., , Lacon. for, v..,=, Philet. 40.^^, , , Babylon, the

capital of the uabylonian empire, on
the Euphrates, Hdt. 1, 178.—2. a city

of lower Aegypt. Strab. Hence^., ii, ov, Babulonian;
and^, , ov, also , ov, Arr.

An. 6, 29 ; Babylonian ; oi-, the Babi/l<,ninns
; 7,

sc. , Babylonia, the territory

around Babylon, also, the region in-

cluded between Mesopotamia, the
Tigris, and the Persian gulf, lldt.,

Xen., etc.,, , or. . La-
con, for, a bridge, Plut. Ly-
curg. 6, Pelop. 17.\,,, Babyrsa.u mount-
ain fastness in Armenia, Strab.

tB'7/?ii/)rar, . , Babyrtas, a Mes-
senian, Polyb. 4. 4, 5.^,,,=. Hellen. ap.

Ath. CrsO.—2. Babys, father of Phere-

cydes, Strab.— 3. a pipe player, Ath.
624 B.

tBiiya, 7/, the Lat. Vaga, a city of

Numidia. Pint. Mar. 8.

or -, , , •
gadaonia, a part of Cappadocia, Strab.^, ov, , Bagnzus, a Persian,

Ath. 009 A.^, . al. Bagae. a castle of

Sogdiana. Arr. An. 4, 17, 4., ov, h, Bagaeus, a Persian
masc. pr. n., Hdt. 3, 128.

1), ov, , B(f^as. a Paphlago-
nian masc. pr. n., Strab.^, . Ion. , , Bagasa-
ces, Persian pr. n.. Hdt. 7, 75.

tBayfia, , , Ba-iia, a promontory
of Caratnania, Arr. Ind. 28, 9.\, •. ., Bagisara, a place
in the country of the Ichlhyophagi,
Arr. Ind. 20, 2.^, ov, , Bngistancs,

masc. pr. n. Arr. j\n. 3, 21, 1.^, , ov, of Bagistana, a

city of Media; ., {) the

Bagistnnian mountain, Diod. S.,, , () a speech,

address, report, Aesch. Pers. 636.—2.

a sound, voice, speaking.

Bayof, , Lacon. for, Bockh
C. I. 1, 83.^, ov, , Bagradas, now
Megierda, a river near Utica in Afri-

ca, Strab., Diod., Plut., etc.,-,
Strab.. ov, , Lat. Bagoas and Ba-
gous, Persian v.'ord=.^, , , Badas, a river of Syria,
Strab., adv. {) step by step,

slowly pacing, opp. to quick running,
11. 13, 516.—II. walking, marching on

foot, opp. to riding, driving, or sail-

ing, Aesch. Pers. 19. [], ful.- usu. Att.-,
in Luc. also -, less correctly,(,, vndo) to inarch,

toalk, go, travel, H. Horn. Merc. 210.

esp. to pace slowly towards, to advance
step by step, opp. to.^. , , Badis, a district of

Caramania, Arr. Ind. 32.,, .{) a walking,

advancing, ivalk, Ar. Plut. 33 1.,, ,{) a step,

walk, in geni. gait, Dem. 982, 18.

Hence, ov, o, a good walker,

one that can step out, Crat. Inc. 105.. , ,^, Plat.

Charm. 160 C., adj. verb, from,
one innsl walk, go, So])h. El. 1502./, ov, ,{) one that

goes on foot, a walker ; but .,
a quick runner, Eur. Med. 1182., , ,{) belong-

ing to, fit for walking, used to or good
at lealking, active, Ar. Ran. 128., , , {3) that can
be passed on foot, Arr., , ,() a walk, step,

path, , fir.. 42.^, , , Budres, a Persian
masc. pr. n., Hdt. 4. 167.^, , . Bazira, a city of

India in the territory of the Assaceni,
Arr. An. 4, 27.', to go, supposed form, v..', f., to speak, say. Horn.,

who often joins,,. also

, to say somewhat to a man. II. 16,

207 : besides pres. and imperf. act.

he has perf pass, , a
word has been spoken, Od. 8, 408

;

also c. da(. rei,' -. to address with sharp words, Hes.

Op. 184. (v.3,, :,, -), , , Bathanatns, a

leader of the Gauls, who invaded

Greece, Ath 234 B., Ion. fem. from for, II.

tBai^fio, , , the Lat. Badia, a
city of Spain, Plut., adv. from.. ov, , Bathippus, an
Athenian. Dem. 501, 8., , ov, superl. from-, II., adv.() by steps,

Ath., , and, 7/,= sq., a

pcde.ital, Pind. N. 5, 3 : ace. to others

a dim., , , {)^=, a

step, stair, threshold, LXX.

—

II. a de-

gree, rank, Lat. gradiis, N. T., and
Eccl.

—

.^, Eccl.



, , , () depth or

height, ace. as measured up or down,
Lai. altitude, t~i, in file, of sol-

diers, Thuc. 5, 68 : in geul. extension

in space, breadth, ireq. nietaph., Aesch., elc, depth, fulness,

multitude, cf. : depth of mind,
Heind. Plat. Theaet. 183 ,, deep in drink, Theocr. 14, 29;

Ot , they that live far inland,

Strab. (Akin to it are, -,,.), , , ()=,
step, stair : mostly in compds. -,.,,. dim. from foreg.,

a step or stool, Ar. Fr. 433., , 7/,=^, Aesch.
Supp. 859., ov, , a small staircase,

Lat. scalare, Inscr. : from, ov,,^^, a step, stair,

staircase, threshold. Soph. O. C. 1591

:

a round of a ladder, Eur. Phoen. 1179:

a seat, bench, Soph. O. C. 101 : a base,

pedestal, Aesch. Pars. 812: a founda-
tion, , to stand fast,

Eur. : hut , the thresh-

old, verge of danger, Eur. Cycl. 352 :, funditus, Dion. H. (Contr.

from.), ,(,) with

deep vales, Anth., ov, (, 7)
deep-counselling, profoundly wise,

Aesch. Pers. 142. [], ov, Ion., ov.

Hdt.. Att., , (]3, )
with deep sod, hencefruitful, Theophr.:
opp. to rocky ground, that has only

a thin covering of soil., ov,(,)
with low. full-flowing beard, Julian., ov, Ion. for,
Hdt. 4, 23., , Att. for.,, gen. ,(,-) sunk in old age, decrepit, Anth.7~, ov,(,)
deep-carved, Anth., , , depth of
wisdom, late : from, ov, gen.,(,)—?., Babr. 124, 5., ov,(,)
deeply-wooded, Lyr. ap. Plut.,,, deep-eddying,

n. 21, 15: poet, for, ov, 6,(, ]) the

deep-eddying, Hom., and Hes. epith.

oi ^nd, [t]/, sf,=:fureg., late form., ov, (,) far-

famed, illustrious, Pind. P. 1, 127.,(, *) to work
deep, esp. to dig or plough deep.', ov.(,) deep-

girded, i. e. not under the breast, but

over the hips, so that the gown fel.

over the girdle in large, full folds

;

only of women's, and esp. of the Ion-

ian dress, Miill. Archaoi. d. Kunst
^ 339, Bockh Expl. Pind. 0. 3, 35

:

but since maids and matrons appear-

ed in full drapery only on great oc-

casions, it meant in genl. richly clad,

Hom. : cf..,. . , (,) with thick, fidl, long hair : of
sheep, xvith thick or long wool, H. Hom.
Ap. 412., , (,)
strongly curved, Anth.-, ,(,)-, the deep, deep sea, Theogn. 175

;

V..7., , (, 7)=, Anth.

17

, , (, ?,)
immensely rich, esp. having large landed

property, Ep. Hom. 17.

^/., , , Bathycles, son
of Chalcon, II. 16, 594. Others in

Paus., Plut., etc., (,) wear-

ing high greaves, Q. Sm./,, ov. (, ?^)
deep-bosomed, with the dress in deep,

full folds, hence richly clad, like-, Horn., epith. of the Trojan
women ; which others explain of
theirfull, sivelling breasts, and SO cer-

tainly used by Aesch. Theb. 864.

—

II. of the earth, ivith deep valleys,

Pind. P. 9, 77; of the sea or rivers,

with deep bays or creeks., ov,(,) with

thick hair : woody, Ar. Fr. 557., ov,(,)
with high, steep cliffs, , Pind. I. 4,

96., , , , (,) with deepfoundations, Musae.

:

others less correctly.?, ov,(,-
/.?.) with deep ice, Anth., ov,(,)
with great possessions, esp. of flocks

and herds, Anth.. ov, gen.,(,) with deep, swelling waves, Orph.

7., ov,=sq., II. 9, 151.?., ov, gen.,(,) with rich meadoivs,

., prob. a rock surrounded by rich

fields, Pind. P. 10, 23.?, ov,(,) with

a heavy crop, fruitful. II. 18, 550.\', a, ov, of or belonging

to Bathyllus, Ath. 20 : from]%, . , Bathyllus, masc.
pr. n., Dem. 1009, 26 : etc.— 2. a
fountain, Paus. 8. 31, 9./.., ov. (, ?.?,)
long or thick-fleeced, Pmd. P. 4, 286., ov, , also,
cf.. deep-counselling, profound,

like?, Pind. N. 3, 92., ov, contr. -, ovv,(,) of deep mind, profound,
Anth., fut., perf.-,() to hollow out, excavate,

II. 23, 421 ; / ?. to deepen

the phalanx by shortening the ranks,
and increasing their number, Xen.
Cyr. 6, 2, 23 ; 8, 5, 15.?., ov,(,) with

deep, thick wood, Eur. Bacch. 1138., ov, (,)
forming a deep vale, Pind. N. 3, 30 :

the form is dub., ov, (,)
thick-soled. Anth.?., ov,(, ?.)
with long robe, Q. Sm., , (, ?J)
close knit, Opp.?., ov,(,)
deep flanked.?.,, ,,(,7<.-) deep striking, Nic., ov.(,-) with thick, falling hair, Ap. Rh. 1,

742., ov,(,7) going
deep in the water, Diod.7., oi',= sq., ov,(,)
exceedingly rich, Aesch. Supp. 555.7,, ov, (, 7.-) always plunged in war, Pind. P.
2,2., ov, (, -) most depraved, Procl.

, ov, (,\
dub. 1. Diod., for/./, , , , (,) with deep foundatiotis, . ., , gen.,(,) with long, thick beard, Luc., ov, ,(, )=>, 11.21,195.'(, , gen. ,=-
)[). . Rh. 2, 659., ,(,) with
long or thick wool, Anth.(), , , depth of root,

Theophr. : from, ov,(,) with
deep root, deep-rooted, Soph. Tr. 1195., ov, contr.-, ovv,(, ) deep flowing, swelling

with waves, brimming, Horn.. ov,(,)
with deep clefts, Q. Sm.'',, and Ion.,, fern, only once, H. Hom.
Cer. 384 : comp., poet.. Dor., sup.-, poet, : deep or high ace.
to one's position, altus : ,
the depths of one's mind, II. 19, 125 :

extended in any way, long, broad : also
thick, close, abundant: Hom. uses it

strictly of the sea, rivers, eddies, val-

leys, clifl's. the nether world, of deep
sand, and deep rich soil, :
in sense of thick, of woods, com,
clouds ; rarely also of a full, strong
wind, II. 11, 306. Pind. has it of
deep, well-grounded fame ; in prose
esp. of all/u//, luxuriant growth, of the
hair and beard, of plants, etc : hence
of exhaustless or accumulated treasures,7,, 7.,
also 7., sure good-fortune,, rich man, Xen. Oec. 11,

10, and so, hence -
ov7,, to be richer than Midas,
Tyrt. 3, 6, but , deep debt,

over head and ears : also of colours,
deep, dark, Ael., SO : of the
voice, deep, hollow, cf. : Ot

time, , morning-prime,
Ar. Vesp. 216. v. sub; but, the depth of old age: -, deep sleep, Theocr. 8, 65 :7., a phalanx deep in file,

(v.) Xen., but ,
a place that stretches far away into the

distance, like 7., 1. 5, 142.

Metaph. , deeper habits

of thought, Hdt. 4, 95 ; so, deep thought, Aesch. Supp.
407.

7., , the port Bathys,
Strab., prop, the deep harbour, in Boe-
otia, now called Vathi, Diod. S. 19.77., ov,(,)
high leaping, Nonn., ,(,)
deep dug. Soph. El. 435., ov,(,) deeply
shaded, H. Hom. Merc. 229.—II. act.

throiving a deep shade, Musae.7., ov.(,-
7.) with high cliffs, Orph.., ,() exca-
vation, Theophr.,, , ,(,) long or strong haired, Nonn., ov. (,)
deep sown, fruitful, Eur. Phoen. 648.. ov.(,)
with high, strong breast, deep-chested,

Pind. I. 3, 19 : ala, deep-bosomed
earth, Hom. Fr. 23.7,,(,) to wear
long, flowing robes, Strab.., ov, (, -) with a long upper garment, Jac.
A. P. 3, 319.
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BAIN, ov, (,)
deep-mouthed, deep, Strab., ov, (3,-) deep-covered, hence well-stuffed,

soft,, Babrius 32, 7., ov,{,)
deep grown with rushes or sedges, 11. 4,

383., ov, gen.,(.,) deep laden,,, 0pp.,, ,()=,
depth, Luc., ov,{,) with

deep water.-, ov, {,) in

deip sleep, NlC., ov, gen., {,?'•)=. Find. . 7, 1.?^', ov, {,)
thick-leafed, leafy, Mosch. 5, 11., ov,{, /) with

deep, hollow voice, LXX., ov, {,) of
old nubility, Aesch. Sujjp. 858./,, tt',=sq-, Aesch.
ap. Anth., ov, 6,{,)
loith deepfidling hair,' -,
Hes. Th. 977., ov, (,)
with deep lips or edges., ov, gen. , {-,)=, Anth., ov, gen. , {,)=, Aesch. Theb. 306., ov, gen.,{,
/'/)=., , contr., ,{,) of deep, dark colour.

tBdirai, and BdiaL, , , Baiae,

now Baia, a fainons watering place

of the Romans in Campania, Strab., 3 plur. from sq., for., , , opt. aor. 2 of-, 11., , {) ofpalm-branches., fut. in transit, sign,,
1 aor., v. II. inf., intr.-. Dor.. Perf.,
whence syncop. forms. -, inf., part,,-, contr.,,,
which are rare except in poets : Horn,
has Ep. forms, part,,, inf.. Aor. 2,
imperat., subj. , opt.,
inf, part, , , .
Horn, has also [] shortd. for. Aor. mid., rarer/. All these forms come from
obsol. : the word is inflected

like, and so even the pres.

part, with redupl. in Horn.,.
Cf also,,.

I. Intr. to go, ivalk, tread, step : of
all motion on ground, the direction
being usu. determined by a prepos.

The kind of motion is often marked
by a part., , ,
Horn. : a part. lut. points out the
purpose, , he went to

slay, 11. 11, 101.—. also very often c.

inf in Horn., ) tV, iV,
they set out to go, /j?} (5e, he
started to run, ', 11. 13, 27.

—3. , to go after a
thing, go to fetch it, oft. in Hom.

;

', Ji',, to feel hope, etc., for /~,, , Valck. Phoen.
1554.—4. the sense oi being in place,

resting, standing, is chiefly found in

perf., , also , to be
in a situation : or -, to stand fast, to be well
established, to be in a good state,

Hdt., and so alone, Wess. Hdt. 7,

104, 01 , they who
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are in office, Valck. Hdt. i), 106, Soph.
Ant. 67.—5. to go away, depart : hence
euphem. for, Jac. Anth. 2,

2, p. 238.-6. metaph. of lifeless

things even in Horn.,, nine years have come and
gone, 11. 2, 134 ; and 339, ?/

; cf. 8, 229.-7. freq. in later

authors c. ace, as Pind. O. 2, 173,

alvov , disgust comes after

praise, ami so , debts came
on me, Ar. Nub. 30 : or', e. g., to tread the

path of song, Pind.' Fr. 201.

II. Transit.— 1. to make to go, put
in motion, lead, drive up or doum, to lift,

cnrry, but almost always Ion. and
Poet., and e.xclus. in pres. act. and
mid. : fut. act. : aor. 1 ,,
aor. mid. :', he made them dismount, 11.

10, 810: but II. 5, ]M,,̂ he
brought them with violence to the ground,
hurled them from the chariot.—2.

mid. , to mount the
chariot, 11. 3, 262, Od. 3, 481 : and so.—3. of animals, to cover,. brood-jnares, Hdt. 1, 192,

also Att., Heind. Plat. Phaedr. 250
E.— 4. , to advance the

foot, Horn., Hdt., and Att., cf. Pors.
"Or. 1427, Kiihner Gr. Gr. ^ 552.', ,=, . .', , , little, insignificant,

short, not far : , with
small escort, unattended, Soph. O. T.
750 : , sub., from
infancy, Anth. :, as adv. a little,

Hes. (hence.)
tBaiOf, oil, 0. Baens, the pilot of

Ulysses's ship, from whom Baiae was
said to have derived its name, Strab.. ov, v., Eccl., , a palm-branch, Coptic bai.^. , , Baetera. now Be-
zieres, a city of Gallia Narbonensis,
Strab., 7], a shepherd's 0 peasanfs
coat of skins, Att., Hdt. 4, 64., , , Baetirn, a province
in the south of Spain, Strab.

tBfiirif, , 6, tlie Baetis, now the
Guadalquicer, a river of Spain flow-

ing through Baetica, Plut. Cat. Maj.
10.—2. a city of same name on the
river, Strab.\. , , Baetorisc, masc.
pr. n., Strab.], , , Baeturia. the
northwest part of Baetica, Strab.^,, , Baeton, masc. pr.

n., Ath. 442 D., ov, and, ov,{,) bearing a palm-branch.,, b, a coarse fish, else-

where 7, Epich. p. 34 : prob.

from .̂, , , Bacaena, a city of

Sicily, Diod. S.^, a, b. Bacaras, a river in

the territory of Carthage, Polyb. 1,

75, 5.

and, ov, 6, also?, Lat. hacelus, baceolus, an
eunuch in the service of Cybele, Gallus,

Jac. A. P. p. 399.—II. a leivd or weak
man, like, Antiph. Cares 1, v.

Thorn. M. p. 138., to prophesy like Bads, Ar.
Pac. 1072 ; from\,, b, Bacis, a soothsayer
of Boeotia, Hdt. 8, 20.^, , , the Vaccaei, a
people of Spain, Plut.,, ivov , made of-,, v. Voss. Virg. Eel. 4,

19.

BAKX, , Magnes Lyd. 1,

and, Hip[ion. 27, , baccar, bac-

caris, an unknown plant, with an
aromatic root yielding an oil, cf. Ath.
690.^, ov, TO. Lat. Bacvln.<<, a
stick, a cudgel, in pi. .\esop. Fab. 283
De F., Triballian jargon
in Ar. Av. 1029, with allusion to

and.,^=, Eccl., , ,—, stick,

staff, Ar. Ach. 784; a generaVs baton
Thuc. 8, 84. Hence\, f. -, to support on a

staff, Eccl./, ov, , Ar. Ach. 448,
and, ov, , dim. from.,,,=, prob.
1. Achae. ap. Poll. 10, 157.^, , , Bnctra, now Balk,
a city of Upper Asm, capital of the
territory called from it Bactriana,
Hdt. 6, 9.,, , a staff, prop,
Eur. Phoen. 1539: from, to lean on a staff.'\}•, ?/, , Bactrian, Hdt.
3, 92 ; , Bactriana or
Bnctria, Strab.^, a, ov, Bactrian ; /f-{) Bactria ; , a
Bactrian, Hdt. 1, 153, Aesch. Pers.
300., ov, TO, {*,)
Lat. baculus, a staff or stay, Aesch.
Ag. 201 : a cudgel, Theocr. 25, 207., ov, ,{,) going about ivith a staff,

begging : epith. of a Cynic, Luc. Ep. 9.^, ov, , the Bactnis,
Anderab, a river of Bactriana, falling

into the Oxus, Strab.(>, ov, , {,) the staff-bearer ; epith. of Dio-
genes the Cynic, Cercid. ap. Diog.
L. 6, 76.^=., 6,=, Soph. Fr.

598, V. Lob. Phryn. 433, sq..,{) to bein Bacchic
frenzy, to rave, Aesch. Sept. 498., to ro/i-e the

strain,,, to Bacchus, fo

invoke him, Ar. Eq. 408., , , v. III.^, ov, b, Bacchldas, masc.
pr. n., Ath. 629 A.\,, , v. ., ,, . IV.,,,{) Bac-
chic, belonging to Bacchus or his rites:

like a priest or priestess of Bacchus, in-

spired, frenzied, into.ricafed, raiung., . Hom. 18, 40,
also . Soph. . . 1105,, Ar. Thesm.
988, cf. Wess. Hdt. 4, 79.—. as
subst.—I., sub.,=-, the God himself, Hdt. 4, 79.—II., sub., also-, a metrical foot if three syllables,
"' or """, Herm. el. mctr. p. 291.

—

III. 7/, the feast of Bacchus,
sometimes in plur. ai, Eur.
Bacch. 215.—2. the conduct of a Bac-
chante, Afesch. Cho. 098.— IV., the temple of Bacchus, Ar.
Lys. 1 : drunkenness, Eur. Phoen. 21 :

also , the orgies ofBacchus,
Ar. Ran. 357.\, ov, 6, Bacchlus, masc.
pr. n.. Plat./, ^, ,{) a
festival of Bacchus, in genl. rei'elry,

Eur. Bacch. 317.



BAKX', , ,=', Soph.
Ant. 1122, and Eur., ov. Bacchanalian-,

frenzied, Eur. Bacch. 298., , i/, a feast of Bac-
chits, the revelry which attended it, Eur.
Bacch. 357., ov, 6, a Bacchanalian :

any one full of Bacchic frenzy or of
wine, Orph. : as adj.^ .,
Anth.. , , =,
Bacchanalian, Arist. Pol., , ,=,
BockhC.1.1.5i.

^, f. -, (Ba«:;t;of) to

keep the festival of Bacchtis, his 7nys-

teries, esp. the great Trieterides, Hdt.
4, 79.—2. to speak or act like onefrenzy-
struck, to be frantic or fanatic, nish
about like a drunken man, Lat. bac-

chari, Trag.

—

II. transit, to inspire with

frenzy, Eur. Or. 411, H. F. 966: in

pass. Or. 833., ov, (,)
leading the Bacchic dance, Orph., , , a Bacchante, v.-

II., Trag.

—

II. any inspired, fren-
zied female, Eur. Hec. 123,, frantic handmaid of Hell, Id.

1076.—III. a species of pear, Nic.
Ther. 513.^, , , () the

Bacchiadae, a Heraclid clan, the
descejidants of Bacchis, an early
king of Corinth, Hdt. 5, 92:,=, Eur. Cycl.
204., , ,=, Orph.,,,=, ireq. in

Nonn.\, ov. ..-, a, 6,'Bac-
chides, a eunuch of Mithradates, Piut.

LuculL 18.— 2. Bacchidas, form of
masc. pr. n. in Ath. 3.36 D., , ov.= sq., Diod., ,,^, Baccha-
nalian, Soph., and Eur. : in genl. in-

spired, enthusiastic, ramng.— II. as
subst. €,=^, Soph.
Ant. 154, Eur. Cycl. 9, of. Valck.
Eur. Phoen. 21 : also=o(i;oc, Eur.
Cycl. 454, 519. —2. , =.̂. ov, 6, Bacchius, masc. pr.

n., Dem. 1269,5.

Bau,,{o)tomaddenwith
Bacchic fury. Soph. Fr. 782., . , =, Soph.
Ant. 1129.—II. Bacchis, fern. pr. n.,

prop, a votary of Bacchus, Ath. 594 D.

—

III. parox., ,, Bacchis.
a Heraclid, fifth king of Corinth,
founder of the family Bacchiadae,
Pans. 2. 4, 4., ov,,=, Soph.
O. C. 078. where others.', ov. , Bacchus, the
planter and guardian of the vine,

god of wine and inspiration, esp.

that of dramatic poetry
;
patron of

the theatre, and scenic representa-

tions at Athens : the same word with. and so from, , .
This name fir.st occurs in Hdt. : but

his worship is primitive and mani-
fold, and he himself is variously re-

presented, as the ennobler of man-
kind, and giver of joys, as the symbol
of the generative and productive
principle of nature, etc. ; v. Miill.

Archaol. d. Kunst,
(J

383, sq. Me-
taph. used for wine itself, Eur.—II. a

Bacchanalian, Eur. H. F. 1119, like, a Bacchante : in genl. any
one iyispired, infuriated, frantic with

passion or otherwise, Heind. Plat.

Phaed. 69 C.

BAAA^, ov. , Bacchylides, a
Greek poet of lulis in Ceos, Ael.,

etc., , , Bacchylis, fern,

pr. n. Anth.,, 6, dim. from-, A. B.—2. Bacchon, masc. pr. n.,

Plut.

tBaAfz/tpof, ov, , Balacrus, Maced.
for, a commander of Alex-
ander's ; and freq. as Maced. pr. n.,

Arr., Polyb., etc.,, ,{,)
an instrument to open a door, a key, v.

IV., Hdt. 3, 155 : a thing to

catch the bolt of a?, Polyb.^, , , Balanea, now
Balneas, a City on the coast of Syria,
Strab., ov,(,) u-ith a boss like the valve of a
bath, (?., a cup with a spherical
base, and conseq. unable to stand,
Cratin. Drap. 9, v. Meineke.?, ov, *, Lat. balineum,
balneum, a bath, bathing-room, Ar.

Plut. 535, etc. : the water of the bath,

Plut.7., o,=:sq., Polyb.'., , the bath-man, bal-

neator. Ar. Eq. etc., whose office was
to trim the hair, beard, and nails :

like barbers they were proverbial for

silly chattering. The forms-
and are more rare,

(m some way or other connected with) Hence
Ba/, , , belonging to

baths, -, sub.. Plat. Soph.
227 A., , , fern, of-., f. -, to keep or wait
upon a bath,, in.^^,
to serve, wait upon ; v. interpp. Ar.
Pac. 1103., ov, 6, rarer form of., . ,{) of the

acorn kind, Theophr., like,, etc. : hence,. , seeds of the oak kind., to live on acorns,

App. : from, ov,{, -) acorn-eating, Alcae. 91. [], ov,{,)
bearing acorns or dates, Hdt. 1, 193., , to shake acorns

from the tree, Anth.

—

II. , to ad-

minister a pledget or pessary, cf.-
V.?.',, ivov, made of-, Theophr., ov, TO, a decoction of

acorns, a remedy for drunkenness.,, , fem. from 7.•.—2.=: V., Hipp., , , fem. from-, like and
from,=, Anth., ov, , fem.,, , like, shaped like an acorn : esp.

of a precious stone, Plin. : also^/3o-., , ,{, -, the socket in a door-post to re-

ceive the, v. IV.], ,{,)
acorn-like. Diosc.', ov, , an acorn or any
such fruit, esp. the ben-nvt. glans my-
repsicn, and the date, Hdt. 1, 193 : Al-
<) ., the sweet chestnut: also the

trees which hear these fruits. From
similarity of shape—II. a kind of sea

shell-fish.—III. glans membri virilis,

Arist. H. A.—IV. an iron peg, Lat,

BAAI
pessus, pessulus, passed through the
bar when quite home in the socket,
into a hole in the doorpost behind it,, and taken out again
with a key or hook,,
when the door was to be opened :

the Athenian had one
tooth, the Lacedaemonian three, Ar.
Thesm. 423. cf Salmas. in Solin. pp.
648-656.—V. Medic, plug, pessary,

Lat. pessus, pessarium, Hipp. (AklU
to^/n;«s.) [] Hence, , to bar the door, by put-
ting in the, to close up, Ar.
Av. 1159, V. IV., ov, , dim. from-, Eupol. Aeg. 23. [rt], =

,

Ar. Ran. 772.', ov, , a bag, pouch,
purse. Others write and
so through all the compds.,cf Piers.
Moer. 96, Thorn. M. p. 139 : Bekker
in Plato always writes it thus, after

Simon. 60, 3 ; but from Ar. Ran. 772,
the single seems to be the Att.
usage : so too Epich. p. 4.,, to cutpurses,^\&t.

Rep. 575 : from, ov, {?,
) a cut -purse, Ecphant. In-

cert. 3., , {, )
acorn-like, Theophr., , ,{) fast-

ened with a? I V,, Par-
menid. ap. Sext. Emp. p. 393.

iBa/Mpoi, , o'l. the Balari, a peo-
ple of Sardinia, Strab.^, a, , Balas, epithet of the
Syrian king Alexander, Strab.'. ov, , the flower of the

wild pomegranate, Dlosc.

—

II. an un-
ripe pomegranate, Lat. balaustium,^, ov, , Balaiichus, masc.
pr. n. Polyb. 29, 3, 6., , {, )
with two projecting edges, Hipp. : from,, , the post of the race-

course, Lat. carceres, whence the racers

started, and to which they returned, both
in running and driving. Sometimes
the goal alone, meta, or the point to be

gained, e. g. the battlements of a wall,

Soph. Ant. 131 ; or the startmg-point

alone, the beginning, Ar. Vesp. 548.

Hence

—

II. any starting point, a found-
ation, prop, step, threshold, like,7/ : esp. the point from which the

quoit, , was thrown, Philostr.

(Some say from/, others from.)̂, ov, 6, the Lat. Balbus,

Strab.

tBu/l/?oiipff,, , Balbura, a city

of Lycia, Strab., utinam ! that ! would God.'

c. opt., Alcm. Fr. 12; later :

cf. III. 2. (Orig. imperat.
from.), , a'l{), the Ba-
learic isles, Strab., V..,, , also written-, a king, Aesch. Pers. 658 : a
Phrygian, or. ace. to Euphor. Fr. 127,

Thunan word, akin to Hebr. Bel or
Baal, Lord: others absurdly contract
it from an old form.^, . , Baletium or Vale-

tium. a city of Calabria, Strab.,. , an inhabitant of
the Balearic isles, Polyb., , . the Balearic

isles, now Majorca and Minorca near
Spain, famous for the skill of the in-

haljitants in the use of the sling, and
hence name said to be derived from.
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, , . also pioparox.-
,{) Lat. luirius, spoltcd, dap-

pled, striped, Eur. Hec. 00: hence

—

2., the name of Achilles'

horse, ;)ieonW, II.—II. swift, v.'.
In this signf. the word is acceiiled by
some, proparox.', . , Balissxis, a river

of Mesopotamia, Plut. Crass. 23., ov, TO, v. under-.'. f/, o,=.3rt?.7/i',?/ ', a pun be-

tween ?^. and the Attic denie/•, Ar. Ach. 234.

/.'/,, , (/3) throw-

ing. Ath.7^, (/3) to throw the leg

about : hence to dance, jump about, in

Sicily and Magna Graecia, Epich. p.

4G, cf. Ath. 362 B, sq. (Ital. ballare,

the French ballet, and our 6a//.)•, ov, b, a species of fish,

Arist.

/", •, , an unknown plant,

supposed to have wonderful medici-

nal properties, v. Creuzer Xanth.
Lyd. p. 195.

BaA/i-iCT/iof, ov, 6, a jumping about,

dancing, .\lex. Cur. 1.

IBaX/iiuv,, , Ballion, masc
pr. n., Ath.', f., later,
as Ar. Vesp. 1491 ; aor. 2,
mid. : perf, perf
pass,, Ep. also7. :

aor. 1 pass,'. A syncop. aor.

pass, is found in the Ep. forms '?/-
TO, subj. ?, opt.,, etc., in Horn.

I. act. to throw, cast, hurl at with
any kind of missile, Horn.,
V. esp. '1. 15, 495, and sometimes -t-

I'u ri Tivi. II. 5, 795 : so to wound
without naming the weapon : less

freq. like, to strike, hit, II. 5.

73. Hence also to throiv doum, fell,

U. 4, 473 : and simply to hit, touch

without wounding, 11. 21. 591. opp. to,', and so oil.

in prose and -. — Metapn. like ferire,

?.?., II. 10, 355, and so, Soph. Phil. 205. More rare

like, to let fall, and that
mostly, to shed tears. Horn.,, to cast teeth, Arist. H. A. :

to cast about, move, U. 8, 306,,
Od. 16, 179. Of ships, to dash, strike,, Od. 12. 71, vf/ -, to thrust to sea, Od. 4, 359. Also
to put on over a thing, KVK?M, II. 5, 722, cf 731 : and freq.

01 clothes nr arms, '
: , put

friendship among them. . 4, 16 : also, to put some-
thing into one's mind, give him ad-
vice, Od. I, 201, elsewh. in Hom.,

inl, being ahvays
preferred to, as in Latin in c. abl.

with ponere: 7..
Od. 1,364: also -. Soph.
Phil. 67, ,
Eur. Phoen. 1530, like :

is sometimes added, like ?.a-

or, at the end ol' a sen-
tence, almost expletive, with. Soph.
O. C. 475.— II. intr. to fall, tumble..', II. 11, 722,. the
horses running round the post, II. 23,

462, and in common language,', , -, away with you, be hanged, Ruhnk.
Tim. : where the reflect, pronoun is

supplied.

III. nud. ,
260

), has in Hom. a twofold sense :

most USU. to take to heart : also to

U'eigh in one^s mind, ponder, with and
without ace.—2. ?.,
they resolved it otherwise, Od. 1, 234,

Buttm. and others read: but

cf ' .
I acted on my own judgnient, did it of

viyself Hdt., and v..—3. or' ?<,, to throw
over one's shoukler, II.

—

i. -, to dash one's self

with water, bathe, H. Hom. Cer. 50,

cf ', Eur.
Or. 303.—5. , to found
a city, so Find, ,
Lat. fundanienta jacere, Valck. Adon.
p. 250., ov. , Ballonymus, a

king of Tyre, Diod. S. 17, 46; more
correctly.'. f/, ?/, Marrhubium 'ni-

grum, black hoiehound, Diosc.•, , Dor. for, Aesch.
Cho.571.. , , the balsam-plant., ov, , balsmnmn, the

fragrant resin of the balsam-tree, The-
ophr.?-, ov, , the balsam-tree., ,{,)
like balsam, Plin.

tBuZr;;, , , Balte, a nymph, Plut.

Ba?M, fut. act. of'.
\7.(>, ov,, Balomum. a place

in the country of the Ichthyophagi,
Arr. Ind. 27, 2., . Dor. for.. . Dor. for., to stutter, speak indis-

tinctly, lisp, to chatter with the teeth, 11.

10, 375 : , Dion 4,

9. More rarely•:,-','. (Akin to,-.). ,,^., , ,:=-
: from,,.^., ,=., , and

.Mo.sch, 3, 7,, rare collat.

forms of.̂, , Bambalion,
masc. pr. ., Dio Cass., ,-=,-. Epich. p. 33.\, . , Bamhyce, a city of

Syria, the later Edessa, Strab.. Dor. for, 1 plur. subj.

aor. 2 from, Theocr.,, . () that in

which a thing is dipped, sauce, dye,

paint : , Sardia7i

dyr. crimson, Ar. Ach. 1 12. v. 2.^,,, Bamonitis,a re-

gion of Paphlagonia, Strab.

Bar, Ep. for, and this for. 3 plur. aor. 2 of, Hom.

', Boeot. for yvvrj. Dor.,
Corinna, v. Donalds. N. Crat. p. 1(2.. , ,{) handi-

craft, trade, like and-\ Hdt. 2, 1C5, cf \()7 : the life and
habits of a mechanic : hence—2. vul-

garity, bad taste, Arist. Eth. N., , , belonging to, fit

for mechanics or handicraft: of the

mind, vulgar, cockneyish. opp. to all

that is refined : , a

mechanical trade, strictly of one who
works by the fire, sitting down, ars

sellulnria, opp. to art properly so call-

ed, Xen. : from, ov, (for, from
and ) strictly working by

the fire : hence in genl. of mechanics,

etc., who lead a sedentary life, de-
spised among warlike or nomadic
people : esp., ,, vicchunical trade,

opp. to the higlicr brandies of art.

Soph. Aj. 1121 : mctaph. low, vulgar,
illiberal, base, Arist. Eth. N. [aj,{,)= sq., Strab.,{) ta

follow a mechanical trade, be a mechanic.
Hence, , , handicraft,
Plut., ov, ,{,
*) a handicraftsman, beise me-
chanic.

tBuvrfiOf, 01», , Bandius, masc. pr.

n., Plut.^?}, . , Bandobene, a re-

gion of India, Strab.^, , , the city Bantia in
Apulia, Plut. Marc. 29.\, ar, , Bantia, a city of
Illyria, Polyb. 5, 108.,, ,{) a saying, ad-
dress, call, report, announcement, esp.

of an oracle,? ., telling of
the capture, Aesch. Ag. 10.\, verb. adj. from,
one must dip or dye, Clem. Al.^, ov, , {) one who
dips or dyes ; in pi. oi, the

Bapiae, priests of the goddess Cot-
tytto, Eupol., f -',{) to dip re-

peatedly, dip under : mid. to bathe, Eu-
bul. Naus. 1: hence to steep, uet

;

mctaph. o'l, soaked in

wine. Lat. vino inadidi. Plat. Symp.
176 : to pour upon, drench,,. -, over head and ears in

debt, Plut. : ,
a boy ovenvhelined with questions,
Heind. Plat. Euthyd. 277 D.— II. to

dip a vessel, draw water, Plut., cf..—III. to baptize, N. T. Hence,, . a dipping, bathing ;

a leashing, drawing water ; baptism,

Eccl., , , that which is

dipped.—U. =foreg., N. T.. ov,,=^, ... ov, , a bathing-

place, swinuning-bath, Plin. : the bap-

tistery of a church, Eccl./, ov, .{) one

that dips, a dyer.—II. a baptizer ;.. the Baptist, N. T., ?/, ', dipped, dyed : bright-

coloured, Ar. Av. 287.

—

II. drawn like

water, Eur. Hipp. 123: from'2. fut. : perf pass.

: aor. 2 pass,; trans.

to dip. dip under. Lat. immergere,-
Kvv ., of the smith temper-
ing the red-hot steel. Od. 9, 392, v..—2. to dip in dye, colour, steep,', Hdt. 7, 67 :-, to dye the hair, v. Moer. p.

263: also of the glazing oi earthen
vessels

;
proverb, -, to steep one in crim-

son, give him a bloody coxcomb,
Elmsl. Ar. Ach. 112, v..—. to

fill by dipping in, draw, Theocr. 5,

"127.-^11. intrans., , the
ship dipped, sank, Eur. Or. 707.,=., ov,,=., ov,,=, Hipp.,, , , Barathra, prop.

the abysses, in Aegypt near Pelusium,
Strab. : from, ov,, Ion., a

gulf cleft, pit : esp. at Athens a yawn-
ing cleft behind the Acropolis, into

which criminals were thrown, H4t.



BAPB
7, 133.= Spartan, Ar. Nub.
1450 : hence—11. metaph. ruin, per-

dition, Dein. 101, 1.— III. like Lat.

barathrum, a desperate slutton or spend-

thrift ; but cf. sq.—IV. as fern. pr. n.,

j;, Barathrum, a courtesan, Ath. 587.

(Akin to Sutipov,,3 : cf.,.), , , one that ought to be

thrown into the pit,, V'alck.

Amm. p. 42., ,{,)
like a gulf or pit, Strab. ; engulfing,

dangerous.

tBapUK, 0, indecl. Barak, Hebrew
masc. pr. n., N. T.^, , , Barachias, Hebr.
masc. pr. n., N. T., f. - Alt. -, (-) to behave like a barbarian, or for-
eigner, speak like one, speak a foreign

tongue, Hdt. 2, 57: to ape foreigners,

make blunders in one's own.tongue.—II.

to hold with barbarians, esp. the Per-
sians, cf. (), etc., Xen., ,, barbaric, foreign,

like a foreigner, opp. to/• :

TO -KOv=oi, Time. 1, 6

;

also' sub., the barbarian

host, esp. the Persian, Xen. An. 1, 5,

6. Adv. -,?.. he called out in both
the barbarian, and Greek tongue, i. 8.

in both Persian and Greek, Xen. An.

1, 8, 1.^, , , Barbarium. a

promontory of Lusitania, now Cap
de Espichel, Strab., , , a speaking a

foreign tongue, speaking or writing one's

own tongue amiss, a barbarism, Arist.

Poet., adv. in barbarous fash-

ion, like a barbariayi, esp. Mede or

Persian, Ar. Fr. 45.,, ov,{,'/)=, speaking a

foreign tongue.—II. speaking bad Greek,

Strab.^, ov,{, -) of barbarian disposition. Or. Sib., ov, {,) slain by barbariajis, esp. Medes
or Persians : but parox.-, slaying barbarians.'., ov, barbarous, i. e.

not Greek, strange to Greek manners or

language, foreign : mostly as subst.,

01, orig. all that u-ere not

Greeks, or that did not speak Greek:

and so Plato divides mankind into

Barbarians and Hellenes, Polit. 262
D : cf. Thuc. 1,3: just so, the Aegyp-
tians had a like term for all foreign-

ers, Hdt. 2, 158, and the Hebrews
called the rest of mankind Go'im,

Gentiles. It vyas used of all defects

which the Greeks thought foreign to

themselves and natural to other na-

tions : but as the Hellenes and Bar-

barians were most of all separated by
language, the word had always espe-

cial reference to this, and at last it

chiefly denoted any thing faulty in

speaking or writing : so Ar. Av. 199,

calls the birdj, as singing

inarticulately , v. sub. Adv.

-. (Some think it was formed to

imitate the sound of a foreign tongue

;

others derive it from the Syrian ; cf

Gibbon c. 51, F. Roth iiber Sinn und
Gebrauch des Wortes Barbar. Niimb.
1814.)

—

. after the Persian war the

word took the contemptuous sense

of slavish, ignorant, rude : and the

Persians were emphatically the Bar-

barians, Of the same date is the be-

lifif ia the natural enmity between

APE
the Hellenes and Barbarians, and a

natural superiority of the former.

—

III. the Romans even called them-
selves Barbarians, until the Greek
language and literature were natu-

ralised at Rome : from the Augustan
age the name belonged to all tribes

which had no Greek or Roman ac-

complishments.—IV. as these spread,

the name was at last confined to the

Teutonic race : though the Greek
j

writers of Constantinople persisted

in calling the Romans so to the last.

The word is found first in Hdt., but

Horn, uses the compd.-. Comp.-, superl. --, Xen. Adv. -, Strab., , , a barbarous

way of speaking, Strab.: from, ov, (,) speaking a foreign tongue.—II.

speaking ill or barbarously.,, , the nature or

conduct of a., to speak a foreign

language.— ll. to speak Greek barba-

rously, Strab. : from, ov,{,-) speaking a tongue not Greek,

speakinic Greek ill or barbarously, Honi.

II. 2, 867.,{) to make bar-

barous, put under barbarian sway, make
foreign : hence to make rude or savage.

Pass, to become barbarous or savage,

Eur. Or. 485 : to be inarticulate. Soph.
Ant. 1002.]7, ov, 0, Barbillus, an as-

tronomer at Rome in the reign of

Vespasian, Dio Cass. 66, 9., . , the wild peach-tree.

(Akin to.), f.- Att. -, to play

on the, Ar. Fr. 594., , , a player on the

barbiton, name of a play of Magnes,
as emended by Kiister., , , and,
ov. . a musical instrument of many
strings, like the lyre : used also for the

lyre itself; Anacr. 113 : in later poets

also occurs, Jac. A. P. p.

221., ,{,)
singing to the barbito7i, Luc., , , Bargasa, a city

of Caria. Strab.^, , , Bargosa, now Bar-

oatsch, a city of India, Strab.^, , , the Bargusii, a

people of Spain, Polyb. 3, 35.'[', , , Bargylia, a city

of Caria, Polyb. 6, 17: 67,
an inhab. of Bargylia, Polyb. Hence^, , , of Bargylia,

Polyb.', , ol, the Bardiaei, a

people of Illyria, Plut. Mar. 43.
^, , ov, poet, for-, superl. from, II. 23, 310,

esp. Dor. : the similarly formed com-
par. occurs Theocr. 29, 30.,, , the poets of the Kelts,

who sang the praises of warriors at

meals, Strab.^, , , the BargyEtes, a
people of Spain, Strab.^, and•?,, , Bar-

dylis, an lUyrian king, Plut. Pyrrh.

9 ; in Arr. 1, 5, 1, gen. , as if from
nom. -.,,() toweighdotun,on[Y

in late Gr.—II. intr. in perf part.•, iveigheddown, overcome, Hom.

;

, Od. 3, 139 ; for this

in iater Greek the part. pass,-•\9 used, Poet. ap. Plat. Symp.
-03 B, Theocr. 17, 61, and N. T.

, adv. from., . , Barzaentes,

masc. pr. ., Diod. S.^?], ov, b, Barzanes, a king
of Armenia, Diod. S.—2. a Persian,
Arr. An. 4, 7, 1.,,,() a burden,

load, Dion. H.
tBap;;r, ,=:^, Hdt. 4. 203.

, , Bartholomew,

one of the twelve apostles, N. T., ,{,)
one that goes in a skiff, Soph. Fr. 453

.

from
tBuptov, . . Barium, now Ban,

a city of Apulia, Strab., Ion. , , an Aegyp-
tian boat, a sort of raft, Hdt. 2, 41, 96:

in genl. a skiff, canoe, boat, Lat. ratis

;

esp. in Trag.—2. later a large house,

tower, palace, Lat. insula. Valck, Amm.
p. 44. (.\lso parox..), , , Bans, a city of Mes-
sapia, now Verano, Strab., ov, 6, Barcas, Carthagin-.

ian pr. n., Polyb.^,, . Barcetis, daugh-
ter of king Leucanor, Luc.^,, T/,Barca, acity of Africa,

Hdt. 3, 91 :, a, ov, of Bar-
ca, Soph. El. 727.-2. a town of Bac-
tria, Hdt. 4, 204., , , Barmocarus,

masc. pr. n., Polyb. 7, 9.

tBapiO, , , Barna, a place

among the Ichthyophagi, Arr. Ind.

27, 2.^, a, , Barnabas, the as-

sociate of St. Paul, N. T.
fBapvo., 6, Bamichius, a river

of Elis=Enipeus, Strab.

tBapv'oDr,. b, Bamus, a city

of Macedonia, Polyb. 34, 12., , , weight, burden,

pressure, fatigue, all that is burdensome,

tires, or gives trouble : hence grief,

misery, Aesch. Pers. 945 : troublesome-

ness.—II. a quantity, excess. 7?,
Eur. El. 1287.—III. metaph. weight,

authority, dignity, influence, power,

strength, energy. Lat. gravitas, Polyb., ov, ,(, ,)
the lifting screw, invented by Archim-
edes, Hero Math. : v.7..
^)(),, 6, the Rom. Varro,

Dion. H., , , Barsaentes, a
Persian, Arr. An. 3, 21, 1.^, , , Barsine, daughter
of Darius, wife of Alexander, Arr.

An. 7, 4, 6 : Plut. Alex. 70.-2.
daughter of Artabazus, and wife of

Memnon of Rhodes, Plut. Alex. 21

;

Diod. S. Another mentioned by Plut.

Eum. 1.^, ov, o,Xprop. son of Ti-

maeus) Bartimaeus, N. T., ,(,) breathing

hard.—II. strong smelling, Nic.?., , (,)
Orph., and, ov, (3,)
deeply-suffering.—II. act. bringing deep

affliction. Soph. Aj. 199., ov, , Baryaxes, a Mede,
Arr. An. 6, 29, 3., ,(,,)
heavy sroaning, big with woe, cf.-, Herm. Soph. O. C. 1557, where
Elmsl. takes it=sq., . Dor. for,
q. v., Ar. ?iub. 278.^, ,{,) cau-

sing deep grief, grievous, Nonn. Dion.

40. 155.3, ov. 6,(,) loud

shouting, Pind. Fr. 107, 2.,, , and
261



, -, , fem.,, /,{,) loud t/mndering,

roaring, rattling, Soph. Ant. 1117.'/, ov, 6,{,-
/ie(j)=toreg., Anth., ov,= foreg., Fr. Horn.
71 : jSap. , Lasus ap.

Ath. 624 F.,, , ,{, -) greedily eating, biting : gnaw-
ing, corroding,, Soph. Phil.

695.^, ov, poet, for-, sounding heavily, roaring, thun-

dering, Pind.', ov, Att. ••,{,') chattering grievously,

weariful, Nonn.?, , , ?/, {,) terribly sharp, dub. in 0pp., ov, Theocr., and, ov,{, ') ivith

heavy knees, slow, lazy, Call. Del. 78., ov,{,) with

heavy limbs, la-me, lazy, slow, Anlh.

—

II. act. weighing down the limbs, laming,

tiring, poet.\, w,=sq., Heliod. 1,

24: cf. Lob. ad Phryn. p. 81., to be possessed by an
evil spirit, an ill genius, Ar. Eq. 558 :

in genl. to be unlucky : and, . , a heavy fate,

ill luck, Antiphon 116, 2'J : from, ov, gen.,{,) pressed by a heavy fate, un-

lucky, wretched, Alcae. 5., ov, Nonn., and, , gen. , {,) weeping bitterly, Nonn., ov, {,)
loaded with chains, Nonn., ov,(,) taking

heavy vengeance, Aesch. Cho. 936., , ,{,-) giver of ill gifts, Aesch. Theb. 975., ov, {,)
saunding heavily, etc., as,
Mosch. 2, 116., ov, 6,{, -) one that has a heavy brain, a

blockhead, Plut., ,{, *)) hard

working, dub. 1., 0pp., ov,{-) ex-

ceeding jealous or envious, Lyc., , to be hard of hearing,

Hipp. : and, , ij, hardness of hear-

ing. Id. : from, ov,{,) hard

of hearing.—II. act. deafening, Hipp., ,{,) sound-

ing heavily, dull sounding, Orph., ov,{,) deep

sounding, deep voiced, shrill,\. 1. Mosch.
2, 119., , to be weighed down
or sorrowfid : to be indignant, App. :

also in mid. : and, , , annoyance, grief,

Plut. : anger : from, ov, {, )

troubled in spirit, cast down, mournful

:

indignant, sullen, Eur. Med. 176. Adv.

-, Alciphr., lo be weighed down, oppress-

ed, , . 16, 519 : hence to be

heavy, dull, sluggish, cf.,, [], ov, {,)
heavy, slow of heart, LXX., ov,{,)
lop-heavy, Vitruv. 3, 2., ov, {,)
loudly roaring,, Pind. P. 5, 76., ov,{,') heavy

in wrath, implacable, Aesch. Eum. 780.
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BAPT/, ff,=:sq., Or. Sib., ov, {,)
sounding heavily, terribly thundering,

epith. of Jupiter, H. llom. Car. 3,

etc., Hes. Op. 79 : also of Neptune,
lies. Th. 818, and Pind.-,, 6, , {,) loudly storming, Anth.^,, , Baryllicus, niasc.

pr. ., Polyb. 4, 104., , , dim. from ^-, small weight., ov,{,) of
vexatious, annoying speech,. hate

vented in bitter words, Pind. P. 2.

100., ov, (, )

grievously ajlicting.— II. pass, heavily

afflicted, very sad, Plut.

^Ba^>), a, ov, Dor. for-', Theocr., ov, {,)
with strong, heavy breasts, Strab., to be exceeding wrath-

ful, Heliod. : from/, op,=sq., Theocr. 15,

138, m Dor. form., , gen.,{, }-
') exceeding wrathful, Aesch. Ag.
1481., ov, {,)
largely paid, grasping, Anth., ov, {,)
hard u-orking, suffering heavily, painful,
V. 1. Soph. O. C. 1231., Ep. and Aeol. for ^/3a-, 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, from., ov,{,) ex-

ceeding sick, Nonn.,, ,{) molesta-

tion, grievance, Artem., , . weighing down,
Arist. Coel. ; oppressive.—II. Gramm.^= : from, f. -, {) to load

heavily, to burthen, Od. 5, 321 : to op•

p/ress, torment, tease, Hom. Metaph.
to harden (the heart) ; to dull or jiiake

dim (the eyes), LXX. Pass, to be

laine, ,, to be

weary in limb, to be maimed in hand,
Hom.: z\so ?.,
Ar. Ach. 220. Metaph. to be annoyed,
grieved, Lat. gravari, aegre ferre, Pind.
N. 7, 63.—II. to use the grave accent,

Gramm., ov,{,) with

heavy back., ov, {, ) of
heavy, strong, oppressive s?}iell, Nic,
= Ion.., ov,{, oiij)=foreg.,
Diosc.\, , {, )
drawing heavy tveights ;,,,=, q. v. Tzetz., , 6, {, ) of
strong, loud I'oice, Pind. P. 6, 24., ov, {,)^7/, violently angry, Anth., ov, Ion. for,
Arista Mirab., {, ) to

suffer heavily, be much annoyed, Plut., ov,{,)
heavy handed. Metaph. fierce of de-

vice, Pind. P. 11, 37. [], , {,)
slow to obey. Nonn., ,,=:.:
from, , {,)
mourning heavily.— II. '

grievous woe, Anth
act. causing, or,=foreg. I., Anth., , , heavy, deep

affliction, Plut.

BAPT/, , {,)
heavily falling, Aesch. Lum. 369., ov, gen.,{,/) afflicting heavily., , ov, {,) blowing heavily, Musae., where. separately., ov, {, //)=, Nic., ov, {,)=. Soph., and Eur., cf.

Pors. Phoen. 1367 : comp.,-/xorepof,
superl.-, Eur. Phoen. ->-., , ly, -, , gen.-, {, ) with heav^
foot, sluggish, Anth.—IJ. act. making
lame.'',, V, comji.,
superl., adv. ,
heavy : esp. that which makes itselffelt

by pressure, always involving the no-
tion of strength and force : g« almost
always in "Horn., who freq. has-, also ,
to .fob heavily,,, -, , etc.

:

hence—1. in bad sense, burdensome,
grtevmis, oppressive, esp. of bad aii*and
unhealthy situations, Xen. Mem. 3,

6, 12;, Dem. 307, 15: and
ol persons, troublesome, annulling, lb.

231, 15: , to take a
thing ill, suffer impatiently, Lat. gra-
vitcr ferre : , to hear
with reluctance, to be annoyed by hear-

ing, Xen. An. 2, 1, 9.

—

2. in good
sense, weighty, i?npressive, strong, in

Hom. only in a phys. signf., Od. 9,

257 : influential, powerfid, Polyb. : in
moral sense, firm, immovable, true to

one^s principles, honest, Plut.— II. of
soldiers, heavy-armed, Xen. Cyr. 5, 3,

37, and Polyb.

—

III. of sound, strong,

impressive : also opp. to , deep,

full, Hipp. : hence, sub.-, accentus gravis. Cf. the poet., and the equiv. Lat. gravis.

(In compos, it almost always means
burdensome, strong, or impressive : very
seldom difficult, as in.), ov, {,)
heavy with iron, Plut. [i], ov, gen.,{,) with a heavy club, tJall. Fr.
120. [i], ov, {, •)=^, loud roaring or
rattling, Anth. [/^], , to weigh heavy,

prob. 1., Diosc. : from, ov,{,)
weighing heavy, Ar. Kan. 1397.,, ov, {,) sobbing heavily, II. like., ov, {,)
cutting sharply or deeply, Opp., ov, (,)
deeply groaiiing, moiirning heavily.

Soph. O. T. 1233. Adv. -^u£, Aesch.
Eum. 794., ov, (, -) weighed down by ill luck, Hdt. 1,

45.
^, ov,(,-,=, heavy or loud

thundering, epith. of, Pind. I.

8 (7), 47. [«], ov, {, )
heavy in body., , {,)
exceeding fearful, Aesch. Fr. 54., }, , {>) weight,

heaviness, Thuc. 7, 62 : troublesome

conduct or character, Isocr. 239 :

harshness, cruelty., ov,{,) ofgreat_



worth, hence— 1. venerable, Aesch.
Supp. 25.-2. costly, N. T., 01', (,)
bearing heavy weight, Naumach. ap.

Stob. p. 420, 4.—U. pass, ill to bear,

heavy, Anth.
BapvToveo),() to ptU the

grave accent, Gramiu. Hence//,, , a marking with

the grave accent, Gramin.^, verb. adj. from-', one mast iiiark with the grave
accent, Gramni.', ov, {, )
strelchj,'d tiglit, compact : //, Xeii.

Cyn. 5, 30, a tight, narrow chest.—II.(, ) deep-sounding, like^, Arist. Physiogn. — 2.

Graiuiii. of syllables, with grave ac-

cent, L e. with none at all : and of

paroxyton words.—3. Rhet. emphatic,

strongly expressed. Adv. -.-', ov, [, )
sleeping heavily, in deep sleep, Nonn., , o,=sq.,,
Find. Fr. 205., ov, {,)
deep, strong, heavy sounding, speaking,

roaring, etc., H. Horn. Ven. 100., ov, {,-) loud roaring, Anth., ov, {,)
hea vy -burdened.,{) like -, to be dejected, viiserable., , , misery ; indig-

nation, Plut. ; Iroai, ov, gen., {,) =, heavy in mind,
miserable, afflicted, v. 1. Theocr. 25,

1 10.

—

2.fierce ofmnd, indignant, Anth.
furious,, Lye.,{) to have a

strong coarse voice or way of speaking,

Arist. Probl.,, , a strong deep voice

or pronunciation, Hipp., Alex. Incert.

51 : from, ov,{,) with

a hoarse deep voice, Hipp.7-, ov, {,)
thick-lipped, Anth., ov, {,)
deep-toned,, Anth., ov,(.) heavy

of soul, sluggish, low-spirited. Soph.
Aj. 319., , {, )=-, Piic., ov,{,) in-

flicting pangs : or—U. pass, suffering

pangs, Nonn.\, , f. -,(,)
to become heavy of sight, to become dim,

OL ?,, LXX.
Baf,, , part. aor. 2 of., ,{,-) plague of the joints, epith.

of the gout, Luc., rare form of sq., f. - Att. -, {-) to upon the touchstone

;

hence to try the genuineness ofs. thing,

VTTO , to be
convicted of being pamted, by tears

washing off the cosmetic, Xen. Oec.

10, 8 : in genl. to make proof of, con-

vict, esp. to elicit truth by applying the

torture, to rack, torment, Ar. Ran. 616,

etc. : also in genl. to test, examine,

Bornem. Xen. Cyrop. 5, 3, 16: -, of style, strained, tor-

tured, unnatural, Dion. H. Hence, ov, b, a proving, trial,

examination : torture : pain like that of
the rack, Alex. Incert. 23., verb. adj. from -

, one must apply the torture to,, Dem. 855, 2.—II.,, , to be examined. Plat. Rep.
539 E., a, ov, belonging to

trial, inquiry, torture : —ov, the ques-

tion-chamber, the rack itself, Themist.

:

from, , b, pecul. fern. /3a-, , , Ar. Ran. 826, an
examiner, prover, torturer, Dem. 978,

11: V. Diet. Antiqq. 140 .—2.

jailor, in N. .—, Matth.
18, 34.,, , {) Basan-
itis, a region of Palestine, LXX.'', ov, ?/, the touch-stone,

Lat. lapis Lydius, Theogn. 250, Pind.
P. 10, 105, cf.—II. me-
taph. a trial whether a thing be genuine,

solid, or real, .-, Hdt. 8, 110, ,
Pind. . 8, 33, and so freq. m Soph.
—III. inquiry, esp. by torture, Isocr.

369 D ; hence confession upon torture,

Dem. 1254, 9.—2. torture, anguish, dis-

ease, N. T. [], Basgoedariza, a city

of Less Armenia, Strab.^, , , Basias, an Arcadian,
Xen. An. 4, 1, 18 ; an Elean, lb. 7, 8,

10.,. , poet, for sq., Bockh
Pind. N. 1, 39 ; cf.., , , fem. from, -, a queen, princess, lady of royal

blood : also of goddesses, Horn. : -? are joined, Ar. Pac. 974., , ,() a king-

dom, dominion, Hdt. : hereditaria mo-
narchy, opp. to, Thuc. 1, 13,

etc., cf. Arnold. Append. I.— II. a dia-

dem, Inscr. Ros.—III. majesty, as a
form of address, Byzant.\. ov, , Basilides, an
Epicurean, successor of Dionysius,
Diog. L. 10, 25. Hence^, , , one of the sect

of Basilides, Clem. Al., ov, , dim. of -, Lat. reguliis, Plut.,, , the Basilei, a Sar-
matian people, App., ov, , most usu. in

plur., a kingly dwelling, palace, Xen.
—2. a seat of empire, Polyb. — 3. at

Athens, the place where the 7•.-., 'met.—1. the king's or generaVs

tent.— 5. the royal treasury, Hdt. 2, 149.

—II. tiara, diadem, Plut. Strictly

neut. from7., ov, and in Aesch. and
Eur. a, ov, kingly, royal, princely, or-

dained by royal authority : Ion. -/, a, ov, Od. 16, 401.^?., ov, , Basilius, a river

of Mesopotamia, Strab. — II. com-
monly called St. Basil, bishop of

Casarea in Cappadocia, Eccl.'', Ion. ?/, ,
irr. ace., Orac. ap. Hdt. 7,

220 : a king, prince, lord, Hom., freq.

with collat. sense of captain or judge,

Hes. Op. 200 : called, be-

cause Jupiter was the founder of
monarchy, Hom. : cf.—II.

one of the nobility, the royal family, the

governing body, Hom.—III. a lord,

master, householder, II. 18, 556, Pind.
O. 6, 79 : the name used by slaves of
their owner, by parasites, flatterers,

clients, etc. of their patrons, as Lat.
rex.— IV. as a form of addressing the
gods, esp. Jupiter, from Pind. down-
wards : , Hes.
Th. 886, cf .—. the second of
the nine Archons at Athens was called

: he had charge of the pub-

lie worship, and the conduct of en•
minal processes. Plat., etc.—VI. after
the Persian war the king of Persia
was called (without the
art.), or , as after-

wards the Roman emperor, or now
the Grand Signior, Thuc, Xen., etc.
— VII. nietaph. the first or most distin-

guished ofany class, Philostr. Passow
considers the Homeric phrase
., and particularly the forms -'/., -, sufficient evi-

dence that the word was orig. an ad-
jective : but cf.,, and
many others in Buttm. Ausf. Gr.

'i 69, 3., , ,{) un-
der ?no)iarchical government, Arist. Pol.'/., , ,=7.,
Antim.7., f -, {7.) to

be king, to rule, 'WUKy, -, Hom. ; in aor. to be made king,

Hdt. 2, 2, etc.—II. to rule over a people,, Hom., afterwds. more usu. c.

gen., which is found also Od. 11,285.
Pass, to be governed, to be under a king,

Pind. P. 4, 189.—III. to be of the king's

party, Plut. Sull. 12.

7., , ,=, rare
poet, form, a queen, princess. Soph.
Fr. 292, and so W. Dind. and Ellendt
in Pind. N. 1, 39.7., , . Ion. for-7, father of Herodotus, Hdt. 8,

132.?!, . Ion. for.7., , iov. Ion. for -, II., , , pecul. fem. of,, II. 6, 193., ov, , patron, name ot

certain families in some of the Ionian
states, in pi. the Basilidae, in Ery-
thrae. etc., Arist. Pol., to be of the king's party,

Plut. Mid., to behave
like a king, App., , , like ?^,
royal, princely, lordly. Xen., Plat., etc.

Adv. -.—II. as subst. ?) -,—1.

sub. , monarchy. Plat. Polit.

291 E.—2. sub. or, Lat.
basilica, regia, a royal mansion : esp. a
colonnade such as was attached to

palaces, Plat. Charm. 153 A.—3. at

Rome, a public building with colonnades

in the forum, where merchants con-
gregated, trials were held, etc., Vi-
truv. 5, 1 : on the same plan Con-
stantine built the Christian churches,
which were hence called basilicae.

But—4. TO -, sub., the

royal treasury, Diod.., barbarism, for-
va,, Ar. Av. 1078., adv., , king I
am, a child's game, cf.,
etc., Poll. 9, 110.,,=, Menand
p. 280.

BaffiAi'f,,,^=. Soph.
Ant. 941, (but Herm..).7.. ov, , dim. from -, a little king, chieftain, Lat. re-

gulus, Polyb.—II. a kind of lizard or
rather serpent, a basilisk, perh. the
Cobra Capello, Plin.— a little

bird, the golden-crested wren, Plut.

—

IV. a sea-fish.7., , ,=7., a
queen, Arist. Oec, cf Lob. Phryn.
225.—II. the wife of the -7, at Athens : (never.)^7., ov, 6, Basilius, masc. pr.

n., App.7.7, , 6, Basilides,

masc. pr. n., Plut.
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,, , iJisiVo. daughter of

Anstippus ot" Cyrene, Callim., ov, {daivo}) passable, ac-

cessible, attainable, Dein. 793, 5 ; safe,

secure.—II. reached, liuined.

Uuaif,, , (jSaiiHo) a step, walk,

Pilul., etc.—II. that with which one

steps, a foot, Plat. Tun. 92 .— III.

that whereon one steps, ground : a foun-

dation, base, pedestal, lb. 53 C, etc.

—

IV. motion, esp. rhythmical, hence
rhythm, time. Plat. Kep. 399 E. : in

Rhetoric, the rhythmical close of a sen-

tence. \\, f.- : aor.-,
aor. pass, '^'/,{,,). ^ use ill words /' another,

esp. to slander, backbite, belie, disparage,, cf., Dein. 94, 19.— 11.

to use ill words to another, bewitch him,

by means of invidious praise, spells,

an evil eye, etc., which was believed

to check the growth of children. /ns-

cinare, ; the charm was broken

bv spitting thrice, Arist. Probl. 20,

34, Theocr. 6, 39: hence—III. in

genl. to envy,. Piers. Moer. (Hdn.)

p. 470 ; but the cases were some-
times interchanged. Hence, , , slander, blame.

Plat. Phaed. 95 B.—II. envy, ill-will.,,,=^~,
a charm against witchery, an amulet,

Sjtrab.—II. dim. from sq., ov,{) envious,

slanderous, Ar. Plut. 571. \.-,
Joseph.—II. as subst. a slanderer, tale-

bearer, like.—2. orie that

bewitches, a magician, Strab. : one that

bears ill-will, is malignant, Plat. Ax.
369 A., , , {)
belonging to slander or witchery, inclined

thereto, Plut., , v.., in II. always in form', prop, go, hasten ! speed thee ! away !, alone in Aesch. Pers. CGI,

672, come! prob. imperat. of anobsol., akin to,., , -, poet, for -.,=, only in Gramm., as

root of., . . Ion. for.^, , Basorojiida, a re-

gion of Armenia, Strab., . Dor. for.\, , , Bassaces, a Per-
sian, Hdt. 7, 75.

^, ,,=', a fox.—
II. the dress of Thracian bacchanals,

prob. made oi fox-skins.—III. a Bac-
chante, Hesych.jbut very dub., Gaisf.

Hephaest. p. 70.— IV. an impudent
woman, courtesan. Lye. (Of Thracian
origin.). , , epith. of Bac-
chus, from/5 111., Herat. Od.
1, 18, 11. Hence,=, v.., ,,=., , , dim. from Uaa-

, Hdt. 4, 192., ,,= III.,

Anacr. 54.,,=^.^, , , (patron, from) the Bassidae, a noble family

of Aegina, Pind. Nem. 6, 53.\,, o.the Lat. Bassus, Luc., ov, gen.. Dor. comp.
of, Epich. p. 109.)',, , that which is

borne, a burthen, Enr. Supp. 767.—II.

that which bears, a staff : from'2, fut.- : aor. pass., to lift, lift up, raise,-
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BAT
av,, Od. 11, 594 ; 21, 405 : me-
taph. to lift up, praise, laud, Pind. O.

12, Z~.—11. to bear, support, hold up-

right : also to have in one's hands : to

have in mind, consider, weigh, make
proof of, tv ^, Aesch. Pr. 888,, Ar. Thesm. 437.— III. to carry

ojj', lake away, like ({ for.
--1V. Att. also=i/'7/Aa(/ia(j, to handle,

touch, Aesch. Ag. 35, ubi v. Blomf.

Hence, , , a bearer, porter., , , fit for bearing.

Adv. -., y, , verb. adj. from, to be borne, Mel. 7.^,, oi, the Bastarnae, a

people on the Ister, Strab. : -, a Bastarnian, Ath. Hence^, , , of the Bastar-

nae, Bastarnian, Strab.

tBaffrr/rax'Oi. , , the BastetHni,

a people of Spain = :7], the country of the Bast.,

Strab.

tBaru, , , Bata, a seaport of

Sarmatia on the Pontus, Strab., , , Batabacrs, a

priest of Cybele of Pessinus, Strab., to live like a,
Theano., , , =, pathi-

cus ; perh. from,.—.
a nick-name given to Demosthenes,
V. 288, 17 (ubi al.), with al-

lusion to, because he stut-

tered as a young man, and could not

pronounce the ., , 7/,=, hat. pati-

na, Sicil. word, Matro ap. Ath. 136 D., ov, , dim. of,
Antiph. Euthyd. 1.^, , 6, Batanochus, a

Persian, Aesch. Pers. 982.

tBurtio, , , Batea, daughter of

Teucer, Apollod. 3, 12, 1 : a xNaiad, lb.

3, 10, 4.,= II. 3, ana sq., () to tread cover, of

animals, Theocr.—II. at Delphi =, Plut., 3 dual. aor. 2 of, Ep.
for], Hom.?, /, ,{) strictly the

strider : usu. the threshold on U'hich one

treads, Ainips. Incert. 5 : the bounds

on the race-course, like, '-: the staff with which one walks,

Nic., , ,=,-./'/, , belonging the -
: ., =, Pseudo-

Phocyl. 175, v.., , , .,
mounting ladder, Anth.,, ,{) one that treads

or covers, [u], ,,=, a bush, thick-

et. Find. O. 6, 90.—II. iind of cup,

dub. ap. Ath. 781 B.

tBartai, , at, Batiae, a city in

Epirus, Strab.—2. another in Italy,

Dion. H., , , or, ov,

, a kind of cup, vv. 11. Philem. p.

389., ov,{,)
looking after roadies, greedy fur them,

Ar. Pac. 811.

tBaritia, , , Batila, a hill near
Troy, II. 2, 813.

y' is the reading

retained in Ar. Av. 1081 by Dmd.,
who interprets it by : Brunck
gives., , ov,{) of the bush

or thicket.

BATZ, , dim. of.—II. »,,
B(t7if, , , the prickly roach,

Epich. p. 55.—II. a bird that frequents

bushes, Arist. H. A.—III. plant, akin
to.,, , Batis, sister of Epi-
curus, Uiog. L. 10, 23., ov, {,)
pulling thorns offotup, H. Horn. Merc.
190.,, ,{) thorned,

Nic., ov, , a black-berry : from, ov,, a bramble, or any prickly

bush, Od. 24, 230 : , the

raspberry-bush, Diosc. [a], , , the prickly roach, [a]

Barof, 7/. ,{) passable, ac-

cessible. Soph. Fr. 109 : passed, mount-
ed : TO, Lat. vadam, the ford of

a river., ov,{) of or

belonging to a frog :, sub,, frog-colour, pate green, Ar,

Eq. 523., fut.- Att. -, {-) to act or be like a frog., , , ranunculus, as

we might say frogwort, Hipp., , a court of laiv at

Athens, Pausan. 1, 21, 8, so called

from its colour, cf..,. in Ar. Eq. 1406,, , dim. oi, Nic.— II.

frog-green coat, Ar. Eq. 1. C., , ,, a frog-

green stone, Plin. [ij^, , , Batrachion,

masc. pr. n., Luc.
tBarpa^'o/ii)o//a;t;ia, , , {-, ,) battle of the frogs

and mice, a parody on the Iliad, incor-

rectly ascribed to Homer., , , a frog, Batr.—2. a

kind of fish, sea-frog, Arist. H. A.—3.

a disease of the tongue.—4. the frog of a•

horse's hoof, Xen., elsewh.'.
—II. as pr. n., Batrachus, a sycophant

in the time of the 30 tyrants, Lys., , 6, Battaces, a priest

of Cybele, Died. S.?, , v. II.-, fut. - Att. -, to

stammer, Hippon. 108. Hence, , , a stuttering., ov, , a stutterer.

tBar7ia(5?/f, ov, and, ov,

,{) son or descendant of Bat-

ttts, Callim. : in pi o'l, the

Battidae, Pind. P. 5, 37.,=, to bab-

ble, use vain repetitions, N. T. (This

family of words usu. derived from
Battus, pr. n. of a stuttering king of

Cyrene, Hdt. 4, 155 : more i»rob.

merely formed to imitate the sound.)

Hence, ,,^ :

also idle talk, Eccl.

tBaTTOf, , , Battus, founder, and
name of numerous successors of his

in the kingdom, of Cyrene, Hdt. 4,

115, etc., Jjf, V, she-dwarf, late., , {,) over-

grown with thorns, Polyb.^,, , Baton, charioteer

of Adrastus, Apollod.—2. an historian

of Sinope, Strab.—3. a comic poet,

Meineke 1, p. 480.-4. leader of the
Pannonians, Strab.

Ban/ia/iiCtj,=:sq.,, lull asleep.— II. intr.

slumber, fall asleep, Eur. Syl. 6, cf.'., fut., baubari, to cry,, to bark : hence to wail, mM



ter, like, Lat. latrare, Aesch.
Ag. 419 : to reproach, assail, Ar. Thesin.
895.— 11. transit, to cry aloud for,,
Aesch. Pers. 13.' and, akin to3, to put to sleep, rock, sing, lull

to sleep, Ael. (Prob. from , avu,
if not onomatop.) Hence'?-,, , a lullaby.?, v. under.,, , also',
a narrow-necked vessel, that gurgles

when water is poured in or out.'7,, , a copper or earthen

vessel for cooling wine or water in,

eleswh. tjjvktt/p, Lat. gillo or gdlo,

opp. to', Anth., akin to,, Coray Isocr. p. 446.^, , a kind of woman's
shoes, Alex. Isost. 1,7: also., .- Att. -,{)
to play the prude, to be nice, Lat. deli-

cias faccre, Alex. Tarant. 4, 9.,,^.,, ,{) prude-

ry, affected delicacy., , , {,) magnanimous rogue, who
puts a good face on the worst case

;

also, Arist. Eth. N., ,, delicate : prudish, af-

fected, like.\, oil', oi, Bauli, a spot near
Baiae, Dio Cass.

'', ^,= sq.

or, , , also, , () furnace, forge :

prob. the root of., , , a dyer's house,

Strah. : from,, ,(-) a dyer. Plat.

/}, , ,{) dipping, as

of red-hot iron in cold water, Soph.

Aj. 651 : the temper of steel,. Arist. Pol. 7; 14, fin.—II.

esp. a dipping of cloth in dye, and SO

dying, colouring, Theophr. : also the

dye itself, , prob. the saf-

fron-dyed robe, Aesch. Ag. 239 :—the

meaning of. . in Aesch. Ag.

612, is yet uncertain.— III. of wine,
freshness, strength, Plut. Hence, rj, , belonging to dipping

or dyeing : , sub., the
art of dyeing, Plut., ov, {) to be dyed.

Iambi., , , a dipping, dyeing,

Antipho ap. Poll. 7. 169., f., to suck, milk.

Plat. ; so in mid., Arist. H. A. Hence,, , a sucking, milking.

Gal. : and, , , a leech, Hdt. 2, 68,

better, a kind oi fly or gnat, v. Bahr
ad loc. : also the river-lamprey.— II.=, Arr. [a] Hence, to place leeches, bleed with

them. Gal., ov, TO, a plant, Diosc.

—

II. the fragrant gum which exudes
from it, Id., V. PUn. N. H. 12, 9.,, ,{,) leech-throated man, a para-

site, Cratin. Dionys. 4.,,, {?.'7) an
abomination, esp. of idols, LXX.,, ^,= sq., Crat. Hor. 6., ov, , disgust at anythiiig

unseemly.^,, 6,{,",) Bdelycleon, i. e. hating or de-

testing Cleon. as an enemy of Cleon,
Ar. Vesp. 134.^, , , disgusting, abomi-

nable, . ., ov,=fOTeg., Aesch.
Eum. 52.

BEBA?^, dep., to act like a, behave disgustingly, Dem.
214, 24., , i], the character or
conduct of a, shamelesstiess,

Isae. 73, 38 : disgust, nausea. Hipp.?., , , abominable, breed-

ing disgust, offending the outward sens-

es, or more freq. the sense of propriety,

nasty, lost to all se-nse of shame. Ar
Ran. 465, v. omnino Theophr. Char.
12. Adv. -. Hence, Att. -, f. -,()
to cause disgust by bad smell or other-

wise, LXX., and Eccl. Usu. as dep.

mid., c. aor. /.-, to feel disgust at,, to detest,

have a horror of, Ar. Ach. 586. The
perf. occurs in pass, signf.

in N. T., , . Dor. for-. Epich. p. 31.,=.,, , a stench, visium :

from, f., to break wind, Ar.

Plut. 093 ; c. acc. cognat., .-. Id. Plut. 703 : in genl.

to stink, Gal. {,,.), ov, , () stench.?,= : . acc, to be

afraid of, Ar. Eq. 224., 3 pi. perf of, II.. a, ov, also of, ov, Thuc. 1,

32, {) firm, fast, hence trusty,

sure, safe, Thuc, etc. :, more certain to

make no resistance. Id. 3, 1 1 : stead-

fast, lasting,. Id. 1, 32: -, certainty, Hdt. 7, 50. Adv.-
and. Hence,. , firmness, cer-

tainty, Arist. Eth. N. : safety, Thuc.
4, 66 : constancy. Plat. Legg. 735 A., , fut. -, (),
to fix on a firm basis, make firm, estab-

lish. Plat. Crito 53 : to redeem one's

word, , to accom-

plish, ratify, Xen. An. 7, 6, 17 : .
or . to give one

security for the validity of the purchase,

Oratt. But usu. in mid. to establish

for one's self, to confirm, secure,h^lC. 1.

33 ; 6, 10, 34, etc. : to affirm stoutly,

asseverate, Heind. Plat. Gorg. 489 A.

Hence,, , that which is

made firm ; a pledge, token, security,

Josep'h. : and,, , a fixing, estab-

lishing,. , the con-

firmation and test of your determination,

Thuc 1, 140., verb. adj. from-, one must make firm, confirm,

Philo., ov, ,(), an es-

tablisher, ratifier, surety, Polyb. 2, 40

:

a voucher for the truth of a thing,.
Dion. ., , , (), fit

for establishing, confirming. Epict. :[), affirmative, Gramm.\3, Dor. for.^, 3 sing, perf pass, of^. Od., Ep. syncop. inf perf. for, o(, II. [«]3, perf pass, oi.^-, perf part, of

from non-Attic form. Plat.

Symp. 203 B., weighed down, Ep. part,

perf from, Od., Ep. svncop. 3 pi. plqpf
of, II. 17, 286.

BEKK^, sync. 3 pi. for oi.,, Ep. syncop. for, from., perf! act. of., 3 sing, plqpf. Ion. for, Hom., ov,(, 7?.) acces-

sible, allowable to tread, closed against

none, opp. to, as to-, Trag. : ?,, unconsecrated

spots. Soph. O. C. 10.—II. of men. un-
hallowed, uninitiated, :=, Lat.

profanus, Ruhnk. Tim. : also unholy,

impure, Eur. Protes. I. Adv. -,
Philo. Hence, to profane, to pollute, Ju-
lian. Hence, , , a profanation,, ad'^from part. perf.

pass, from, by violence, on
compulsion, Diod., 3 sing. perf. act. from-, II.^, perf. pass, from-., 2 sing. perf. pass, of-, II.,, 3 plur. perf.

and plqpf pass, oi, Hom., 3 sing, plqpf act. of/3. Ion. for, Hom., part. perf. pass, of, Hom., ?., 3 sing. perf.

and plqpf. pass, of, Hom., 3 plur. plqpf. pass.,

and, part. perf. pass,
from for, II.^, 2 perf from.,
in comp. II.?., adv. from part,

perf pass, from?., deliber-

ately, advisedly, Dem. ',3, v.., perf from, Horn.^, , , the Bebryces, a
people of Bithynia, Strab. Hence^, a, ov, Behrycian

;(), Behrycia,. Rh.
[ . Rh., Theocr.], v. under., poet, form for,
to eat up, .su'allow, only in II. 4, 35., part. perf. act. of -, Hom.^,, sync. part. perf. of. Soph. Ant. 1022., 3 sing. fut. pass, of, Od., part. perf. pass, from, Od.^, part. perf. pass, from, Hdt. 3, 39.^,, , Bebon, an epithet
of Typhon, denoting hindrance, acc.

to Plut.,, contr. from-, part, perf from.^, or, , Be-
elzebul, or Beelzebub, the prince of
evil spirits, N. T.

^, 2 sing, from, .. , , contr. from•, Euphor. Fr. 136.,, rare forms of

., qq. V., poet, for, q. v., 1 sing. subj. aor. 2 for ,
of, II. G, 113 : cf
for'. II. 10, 97, for,
etc., v. Buttm. Gramm. (j 95, Anm. 20.,.=^, super-

annuated, old-fashioned, dotard : in

genl. simple, silly, childish, stupid, like,, Ar. Nub. 398.

(Deriv. obscure: perh. the formei
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part from, cf. Ililt. 2. 2, while
the innon heightens the notion of in-

delinite antiquity, v.. :

ace. to others, lunntic.)

Bf ^of, , bread : Hippon. 57, has, whenee some tliink

the word Cyprian: but Ildt. 2. 2,

says it is Phrygian, v. flock's Kreta,
1. lie. The best etid. of Hdt. have, others, and-.
iBF'il•a, , , Bclblna, a city of

Laconia, Pint. Cleom. 4, also-.—2. an island of the JE,gea.n

near Attica, Strab. Hence BeA/it-
vi~T}c, ov, b, an inhabitant of Belbina,
Hdt.' 8. 125.

tBe?.ra<, ', ol, the Belgae, a people
of Gaid, Strab.', ov,{,) ar-

tow-bearing,.
^?,., , //, Belmina, a town

of Laconia near the confines of Ar-
cadia, now Bourainos, Paus., in Po-
lyb., also'./. ov, 6, a kind of stone,

heletnnite : from, ov, TO, poet, for ?,,
a dart, javelin, II. only in plur. ; Aesch.
Ag. 1496, in sing.'!', ov. TO, Bnlcrinm, now
Land's-eml, in England, Diod. S.

_
?,(1, . {'.)

joying in darts, hence fond of the

chase, epith. of Apollo. Anth.
^?., , , Bclesys, a noble

priest at Babylon, Diod. S.—2. a gov-
ernor of Syria, Xen. An. 1, 4, 10.?, ov, a, 7., a reed for
making arrows, Geop.^',, , Belion, a river of
Spain, Strab.

?./, ov, , BelUrus, a prince
of the Corinthians, Apollod.\7., ov, , ('•,) Bellernphnn (in Theocr. 15, 92,

also,) son of Glau-
cus, prop. Ilipponous, but so called
from having slain Bellerus, II. 6, 155.

tBeA/iiva, v. 7..'/, , , {,)
quiver./, , , (,-) divination by drawing arroios out

of the quiver, like3(^., 7], , {) an arrniv-

head, point, Eupol. Tax. 11 : needle,

Batr. J 30 : spine nf the fir-tree.—II.

a sharp-nosed kind of fish, elsewhere

?.., , dim. from foreg.,

a little nridle, Hermipp. Moer. 8 : a
little fish, Opp.
?.•(/, , {, )

needle-shaped . pointed. Gal., ov, , {?,^.) an embroiderer.-?.,, , fern.7•7,, , {/^>•,) nee-

dle-seller.—II. as pr. ., Belonopoles,

Ar. Plut. 175.?~,, , the making, prepa-
ring if arrows. Math. Vett. : from, ov, {.7.,) ma-
king arrows, Math. Vett.

Be?.of. , , (root -, akin
to •7.(,)) a missile, esp. an arrow,

dart, shaft. Hom. : any thing hurled

from a distance at an enemy, e. g. a

fragment of rock, Od. 9, 495.-2. the

throw, the blow itself, II. 8, 51.3, Od,
20, 305 : 7^, out of the reach

of darts, out of shot, II. : and so

7.• :7 is used of

a sword, Ar. Ach. 315, cf. Soph. Aj.

658.—3. metai)h., the
of Apollo and Diana in Hom. are

sudden, ea.^y death: but II. 11, 269,

26

7. of the Eileithyiae, child-

birth pangs : metaph. also o( any thing

sirift - darling, as 7.,
sharp, driving shoidTS. Soph. Ant.

358 : , the glance of
the eye, Aesch. Ag. 7 12, ,
the shaft of love, Pr. 649 : of words,, every shaft

has been discharged, i. e. every argxi-

ment we have to urge has been ad-

duced, Aesch. Eum. 676 : also of

mental pang, anguish, Dissen Pind.

N. 1, 48./, , ,{,)
range of warlike engines, Ath., , ,(,-) an engine to hurl missiles, e. g. a

catapult, Diod. : also=foreg., Polyb.,. , {7.,-
(5;•7/) ? engine to Imrl darts.—2. a

dart ivrapt with pitch and tow, and
thrown while on fire from an engine,

Plut., Lat. falarica, Liv. 21, 8, Sil. 1,

351.,{) to draw
out arrows, Medic. Hence, , , a drawing out of
darts., , , belonging to. Medic., , , {, ')
drawing the dart from a wound. Medic.7^, a, ,^=, poet,

comp. ol, better, more excellent,

Hom. Hence is found a rare superl., , , prob. metri
grat., Aesch. Eum. 487, Supp. 1055.

(Prob. akin to,.), nom. and ace. pi. for

and7.., ,{) to make bet-

ter, improve, Arist. de Plant., in pass., , ov, superl. of-, ol, the aristocracy, Lat.
optimates. Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 16, etc.

;

also TO, Id. Rep. Ath. 1,

5 : , a common mode of
address, my good sir. Adv. 7•.,
thank you, a form of refusing, Lat.

benigne, recti.7., ov, gen., comp. of, Hom. : , for
the better, Thuc. : -, it is better for me to do. Lob. ad
Soph. Aj. p. 315.7•.,, ,{) a bet-

tering, amendment, Philo.^,, , Belon, a river and
city of Hispania Bactica, Strab.,{) to spin like a
top, Ar. Av. 1465., f. -,() to spin
as one does a top, to set in motion, Ar.
Vesp. 1517., , {, )

like a top ; whirling, Ath.], , , Bemblna, a town
of Argolis, Strab. Hence^, a, ov, of Bembina,
Theocr. 25, 202.',, , Lat. turbo, a top,

spun by whipjiing, elsewh.^
and, Ar. Av. 1461.—II. a

whirl, spinning motion : a whirlwind,
whirlpool, Opp., ov, , dim. from sq., , , = and, Ar. Fr. 179., , , the temple of
Bendis. Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 11.—2. in
plur,, , , festival of
Bendis, V. Interpp. ad Piatt. Rep.
354 B., , , ace., Ar-
cad. de Ace, the Thracian Diana,
worshipped under this name in the
Peiraeeus at Athens, Ruhnk. Tim.\, , , Bentkesicyme,

daughter of Amjihitrite, Apollod. 3,
15,4.. ov, , and-, ov, TO, Benevrntum, a city of
Samnium in Italy, Plut., Strab.', , . (poet, for -, as TTt'vflof for) depth, esp.
of the sea,,7.,
Hom.

; , the depths of the
wood, Od. 17, 316:, to the

deep, Od. 8, 51., a, ov. Dor. for-, Theocr. 5, 76., also /if/o,uoi, Homer, pres.
c. fut. signf , / shall go, move, and
since motion implies life, I shall live

II. 15, 194 ; 16, 852 ; 22, 431 ; 24, 131., , , mother-of-pearl,
pearl, a foreign word in Ath. 93 B., ov, , prob. a shabby
garment, Anacr. Fr. 19, ubi v. Bergk.
tBepyi7,7?f,?},jBtrg^ij, a city ofThrace,

hence, a, ov, of Berga ; as
epithet=/]/i«g-,• ., the liar, Strab., ov, , Ep. and Ion. for, Hom.^', worse form for-, Callim.^, , and,, ol, the Berecyntians, a Phrygian
race, in the neighbourhood of Ida,
Strab. Hence\(, a, ov, Berecyntian ;., the Berecyntian district, in
Phrygia ; also , Strab.
in Aesch. Fr. 146, .^, , , (Maced. for) Berenice, after the Ptolemies a
frequent name of females and of cit-

ies.— I. of females: 1. wife of Ptol-
emy Lagus, Theocr. 17, 34.—2. wife
of Ptolemy Euergetes, Ael.—II. of
cities : 1. a city of Cyrenaica, the
earlier Hesperis. Strab.—2. a city of
Upper Aegypt, Id.—Others in Strab.,

etc.^,, . Berenicis, a city
of Epirus, so called from Berenice,
Plut. Pyrrh. 6., ov, , a booby ; in plur.

Ar. Eq. 635. (Orig. unknown : prob.
without a real root.), ov, TO. Mount Bermius, a
mountain of Macedonia, Hdt. 8, 138.^, , , Bcroe, fem. pr. n.,

Nonn.—2.=sq.\, and Bf'/5/5o<c, , ^,Beroea,
and Berrhoea, a city of Macedonia
near Mount Bermius, now Kara Ve-
ria, Thuc. 1, 61.—2. a city of Syria,
now Aleppo, Strab. Hence],. and, ov, 6,

an inhabitant of Beroea, Polyb. 28, 8.^, () ov, . Mount
Bertiscus, in Macedonia, Strab., , , Besbicus, a small
island in the Propontis, Strab.^, ov, , Dio Cass., and Bc-, ov, TO, Vesuvius, Strab., , ol, (in Hdt.)
the Bessi, a Thracian tribe, Polyb., , , a woman's dress,

Sapph. Fr. 101 : ace. to others,-. Parthen. 11, extr., Aeol. for, Strattis,

Phoen. 3, 5.^, , ol, the Bechires, a
Scythian people, Ap. Rh. 2, 394.

B/}, baa, the cry of sheep, Cratin.
Dionys. 5.

B^, poet, for , 3 sing. aor. 2 of. Hom., , , () that

which is coughed up, phlegm : the cough
itself., , ,=, Panyas.
ap. Schol. II. 1, 591., , , (prob. from)



BHXI
the threshold, on which one treads

:

poet, also the entrance of a house : the

house itself, dwelling, Lat. limen, II. 1

,

591 : later the heaven, Qii. Sin. 13, 483.

iBfj?.oc. ov, 0, Belus, a Babylonian
ae.ny='Baal, ace. to the Greeks, the

lirst king of Babylon, and afterward

worshipped as, ', Hdt. 1,

181.—2. son of Neptune and Libya,

and father of Aegvptus and Danaus,
Aesch. Supp. 318.-3. father of Ni-
nus. king of Lydia. Hdt. 1, 7.^, , , Belftris, masc. pr.

n., Plut. Artax. 22.

BF/,',,() a step, pace,

footstep, H. Horn. Merc. 222.—II. a

raised place, step tvhich one mounts,
esp. a tribune to speak from before a

court of law, Ar. Plut. 382, in a pub-
lic assembly, etc., Thuc. 2, 34, esp.

in Pnyx at Athens, Oratt. : hence the

stage.—III. a measure of length, pace,

1=10-, about 2J feet. Hence, f. -', to step, pace, meas-

%ixe by pacing, Polyb. 3, 39. Hence]., ov, b, one that steps or

measures by pacing, Ath., poet, for ,3?}, 1 plur.

aor. 2 oi, Od., Ep. inf. aor. 2 of

for, Horn.

Bf/v, poet, for, aor. 2 of-, II.

BF/vai, inf. aor. 2 of.^, , 7., //. Lake Bena-
cus, now Lago di Garda, in Cisalpine

Gaul, Strab.,, , () a cough :

also masc. in Thuc. 2, 49, cf. Poppo
Thuc. t. 1, p. 102.^7], , 6, Berisades, a king
of Pontus, Dem. 624, 1.

?.2., , , dim. from sq./,, , 6 and , a jewel of
sea-green colour, beryl, Luc.

iBp, , , Eeryhcs, now Bey-
roui, a city of Phoenicia, Dion. Per.,

Strab.^, and, ov, b,

Berosus, a Babylonian historian, Ath.
639 B.\, or, , , Bessa, a

city of the Locri. II. 2, 552.—2. an
Attic demus of the tribe Antiochis,

Strab. Adv. ?, to Bessa, Is.

;

and?],, an in-

habitant of Bessa, Is. : Strab., , , aor. 1 act. of,
Hom. : poet., aor. 1 mid. of,
Hom., but only in II.., fut. oi, Horn./, , . Dor.,()
Lat. saltus, a glade or wooded glen

:

Hom. usu. joins, ,
in the mountain glens : also simply

/4 /, II. 18, 588, cf. Od. 19,

435 : /.,, . Horn. .
284: also in plur. for sing., Od. 10,

210 : also in Pind. and Trag.^, , oi, the Bessares, an
Indian people, Arr. Ind. 4, 12.,, ,() woody,

Hes. Op. 387., ,.^, ov, . Bessus, satrap of

Bactna, Plut. Alex. 42.', Att., f. -, to

cough. Hipp., , b,(,) a

meaKured step, Ap. Rh. Hence, , , a dancer, Od,

8, 250: also , a dancing girl: adj.

meiisured,,, Man-
eth. ; Nonn., poet, for, 3 dual aor.

2 oi, Hom., , , and ,, ov, ,

BIAI

snb., () hoarseness, opp.

to., ov, 6, v. foreg., ,,() belonging to or

sufficing under a cough, Hipp.. ov, TO, colts-font, Lat. lus-

silago, used to allay cough. Id./. . (,) coughing,

like a cough. Id., , ?/, Ion. , , bodily

strength, force, power, might, esp. ot

men and animals, also of winds, II. ;

in Hum., like if, freq. periphr. of

strong men, ' and-
//,/, ',/., etc.

He uses it as opp. to /.,,
: but also—2. strength of mind,

II. 3, 45.—II. force, an act of violence,

violent and wrongful dealing, in Hom.
USU. in plur.

;
joined with, Od.

15, 329 ; of inanimate objects, iSiai. II. 16, 213, also in late prose:, force rised against another,

hence , against one''s will, in

spite of, Horn., and Att. : but
alone as an adv., perforce, Hdt. 6, 5,

etc. ; so too . Aesch. Pr.

208, Ar. Vesp. 443 ; also ,
Soph. Phil. 563 ;

~. Hdt. 6.

107 : , to

make a thing one^s own perforce, Xen.
Hell. 3, 2, 31. [i] Hence, f. -, to overpower, con-

strain, Od. 12, 297: hence pass., esp.

in pf., aor., to be

overpowered, have violence done one,

suffer xnolcnce, Thuc. 4, 10 :, I am wronged herein. Soph. Ant.

66:, freemen unjustly

enslaved : of style, forced, distorted,., Dion. . More
usu. as dep. mid., , to

force a man, overpower, subdue, Hom.,
who also uses the pass. :, to force a maiden. Ar. Plut.

1093, and Xen. : , to

do one^s self violence, kill mie's self.

Plat. Phaed. 61 C, D : c. ace. rei, to

do violence to, as 3. , to force

the victims to be favourable. Hdt. 9, 41 :

so ., Theocr. 22, 9, cf. Heind.
Plat. Soph. 246 : but . -
~?MVV, to carry the passage out byforce,

force it through, Thuc. 7, 70: absol.,

to use force, act tvith violence, force one's

way, . . Id. 7, 83
; -

or , to force one's

self in or into, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 69,

Thuc. 7, 69: also c. inf.,/, to force one's way, Thuc'. 7, 79

:

esp. in part, with another verb, e. g.,, have got the scep-

tre by force, I use force to escape punish-

ment. V. also., , , viole>it death :

and, , to die 'a violent

death, Plut. : from, ov,(,)
dying a violent death.,, b,(,-) stealing forcibly. Lye. 547., a, . (,)
fighting violently, Anth. Hence&. to fight luith open force,

not by deceit, Polyb. 1, 27., a, ov, also . ov, () for•

cible, violent, once in Od. 2, 236 : hence
acting with violence : 67], an
action for forcible seizure.— II. pass.

forced, compidsary, elsewh.-, opp. to. Plat. Rep.
603 C. Adv. -, by force, perforce,

twice in Od. 2, 237 ; 22, 37 : also in

neut. pi., Aesch. Supp. 821 :

Trpor TO, Id. Ag. 130. [t]

Hence

BIBA, , , violence, Anti-
pho 130, 16.^, ov, b, son of Bias, i. e.

Talaus, Ap. Rh.^,, , Ion.-,,
a Trojan, II. 11, 92.—2. brother-in

law of the Thracian prince Amado-
cus, Dem. 624, 4.—3. an epigram-
matic poet in the time of Augustus,
[d], , (,) supply•

ing the necessaries of life, Anth., ov, ,(,) one who
superintends the commissariat, a com-
missary-general.

tBt'af,, . Bias, father of Ta-
laus, Apollod.—2. a son of Priam, Id.

—3. a king of Megara, Id.—4. of Pri-

ene, one of the seven sages of Greece,
Hdt. 1, 27.—Others in Hdt., etc., ov, , () violence,

force, compulsion, Eupol. Autol. 26.

tBidCTT-eov.verb. adj. from,
one must apply compulsion to, £ur.
Rhes. 584., ov, , () one who
shows strength or force, strong: one who
uses force, a violent 7nen, N. T. : robber., , , inclined to deeds

of violence, compulsory. Plat. Legg. 921
E., ,.=, Pind., perf.. older Ep. form
o{, to constrain, overpower: more
freq. in mid.,, f. -. to

force, drive into a narrow space, treat

with violence, Hom.
;, Od.

11, 503, , over-

reaching, II. 23, 576, •, he cheated us of our pay. II. 21,
451., fut. -, fut. part,,
to lift up, raise, exalt. Soph. O. C. 381,
v. JEllendt in voc.—2. to couple two
atiimals.—II.=, esp. to mount,
Lat. inire, Arist. H. A.^,., Bibacta, an island

and city in India, Arr. Ind. 21, 11., , , part, from obsol.,—, Hom. usu. with-, V. sq.,, ov, part, from ob-
sol., =, striding, II.,

always with, long striding, so
also and, cf..,. ,(3) peculiar

kind of dance, such as is described in

Ar. Lys. 82.,, b,() a coverer,

male animal for breeding., poet, collat. form of,
to stride, , he takes huge
strides. H. Hom. Mere. 225,3,
impf. Ion., H. Hom. Ap. 133. Else-
where we find onlv the part. 33,33, II. 3, 22. Od. 11, 539. both
times with, also ,
lightly ste/jping, Pind. O. 14, 24 : v..?., ov, TO,= sq., N. T./.. , , dim. from •, a little book, Anth., ov,— 3i3?.(1>,
Cratin. Chir. 18, v. Lob. Phryn. 655.?., ,, belonging books,

versed an books, literalus, Timon ap.

Ath. 22 D., ov,,=,
Diog. L. 6, 3., ov, =,
Polyb., ov, TO, Ar. Fr. 596,
and3, , , dim. from •. Dem. 1283, 5. [id]3'/, . Biblian wine,

from Biblis, a hill in Thrace, Hes.
Op. 587. Theocr. 14, 15.
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BIKI?, ,,:=, of pa-
per.?(1, , , the writing of
books. Diosc.3/., », (3?., -) irriltiig books, Luc. []

Bi i/./'/, , ,(', ])
book-case, library,. Jtin. Pseud. 2., ,{, -
'/) dealing in books, Luc. []'/.?., a, , [,., 7.)
hook-forgetting, nickname of Didymus
the Gramin., who had written so

many books (3500 !) that he could
not remember them, Ath. 139 C.', , TO, dim. from,
a little book, tablet, letter, Hdt., etc., in

genl. without dimin. sign{.=o.^7?-', ov, , a place

where books are sold, a book-store, Ath.

1 E., ov, ,(,-) a bookseller, Dion. .', ov, {,)
carrying books, papers, letters, V. I. Po-
lyb. 4,;22.7, ov, TO,(,?) a place to keep books in, LXX.,, , esp. in plur.,= ,/?t-.—II. a cord ofpapyrus, ;

better., , , the inner bark of
the papyrus, ; hark in genl.
— II. the paper made of this bark, first

in Aegypt : hence a book, a scroll,

writing, Aesch. Supp. 947.^, uv,, Bihracta, a town
of the .\edui in Gaul, Strab.2'2, (redupl. form from
root BPO-, which is found in the
deriv. tenses and words) : fut.-

in late authors ; fut. pass,-, Od. 2, 203 ; perf.,
part,, also contr.,
Soph. Ant. 1022: aor., Ep. :

Horn, uses the part, perf, and fut.

pass. : Att. pres., impf
,
perf act., all

the tenses in pass. : the deficient ten-

ses were supplied from. To
eat, gnaw, eat up, consume,,
Od. 2, 203 : also c. gen. Od. 22, 403.
(Cf, Lat. voro.)^, pass. part, of, q. v.

BiAialoi, 0)V, ol, officers at ,Spnrta,

whose duties are not clearly known,
but were connected with the charge
of the youth, Paus. 3, 11 : Bockh
supposes the word to be connected
with £fU'o<,Fi(Jiioi, witnesses or judges
over them. Inscr. 1, p. 609, cf. MuUer,
Dor. 3. 7, () 8.^. . , Vienna, now Vienne,
a city of Gaul, Strab.^-, Dor. for, Pho-
cyl.^, , , Bizdne, a city of
Thrace on the Pontus, Strab.<1,,~, Anth.
iBir/, ion. for.
tBi7/CTaro, Ep. and Ion. for-

ro from.^, Ep. for, 11. 4, 325.^, , , Btthynia, a country
of Asia Minor, lietween the Propon-
tis and Euxine, Strab. ; also,, , Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 2 ; also fern,

as adj.., lb.^, OV: TO, Bithynium, a city

of Bithynia. Strab.\'., oi, the Bithyniana. Hdt.
7, 75 ; also oi . Thuc.
4, 75. [. also'idv and , Spitz.

Gr. Pros. p. 12.3.], vor, , Bithys, masc. pr. n.,

Ath. G14 F., ov, TO, and
BlKLov, ov, TO, dim. from sq., Dioec.

•—\\.=, vicia.

23

BIOT, or, ov, , an earthen

ivine-vesscl. like, Hdt. 1, 194,

(akin to Germ, becher).

tBi/, 01', 6, the Billaeiis, a river

of Bithynia, Ap. Kh. 2, 791., ov, , Bitlarus, masc. pr.

n., Strab.,, 6, Bindax, masc. pr.

n., Liic.', inire, coire, of illicit inter-

course, opp. to, Ar. Av. 563 .

also of beasts. Mid. in imperf iter,

form, Ar. Eq. 1242., desiderat. from,
coire ciipio, Ar. Lys. 715., ov, , (,) the

giver of life or food, a guardian, Plat.

Legg. 921 A., ov, (,) life-

giving, Aesch. Fr. 159 : bounteous,

Soph. Phil. 1162.. ov, 6, fem.,,,=, Anth.,, , poet, for-.?/, , (, '?) live-

ly, strong, hale, . Hom. Ven. 190., ov, gen., (,) nourishing, supporting life, Ar.
Nub. 570., , , (,)
life-supporting, Orph.,() to sketch, de-

scribe to the life, Longin., , , belonging to a, from, ov, 6, (,) like, one who represents a char-

acter to the life or ivho represents the

life and inanners, i. e. a player. Pint.,, , industry in gaining

a living, .\ntiph. ap. Poll. 7, 189: from7/, ov, (,)
knotving, clever, skilled in getting a liv-

ing, Arist. H. A.. , (,) un-
settled, wanderingfor a living, a beggar,

Callim. ap. A. B., ?/, , Hippodam.
ap. Stob. p. 249, 2, and, ov, (,) living

by labour, lb. p. 248, 26., , , (,-) getting living, Euseb., , , life, the course of life,

of man or beast, Od. : also of plants

:

esp. happy life: freq. or, but very unusu. , co^irse

of life. Plat. Epinom. 982 .— II.

manner of life, occupation, livelihood,

sustenatice, means, first in Hes. Op.
31, freq. in Hdt. and Att. : in genl.

way of living, ,, to make one's

living of, to live by a thing.—III. the

world we live in, common life, the course

of events, and. .—IV.

biography, Plut.—V. a place of abode,

a dwelling-place, a habitation, -, Dion.
.' 1, 68.', , 6, how,^=TOSov, Hom.
(Perh. orig. same with, since
the first Greeks, like all rude tribes,

lived by the chase.), ov, (,) protect-

ing, supporting life, Nonn., , (,) rob-

bing of life or means.—II. pass, in want
of means, Soph. O. C. 747., , ,() a way of
life, livelihood, Xen. Oec. 6, 10.,, , life, a manner
of life : from, f., live, obtain sus-

tenancp.. Thuc. 1, 11 : to fol-

low a hu.9inps3, to live by a thing, urro, Xen. Cyr. 3, 2, 25 ; .-, Eur. Ale. 242.

BITT
Btor^, , , Lat. ,=,

Od. 4, 565, and Xen. : means of sub-
sistence, Soph. Phil. 1159.. 7, 7;,=foreg., . Hom.
7, 10., ov,. Rh., and, , ,() belonging to,

supporting life.

Biortoi^, ov, TO, dim. from, a
scant living, Ar. Plut. 1165.

Bt'o-of, ov, b,() life: esp. man-
ner of life, means of life, Lat. vita, vie•

tus. Hom.
; poet., ov, (,) consu

ming, squandering one's means. Bast
app. Ep. Cr. p. 52. [a], .(,) stin

gy, penurious, Anth., , , destruction of life,

Orph. : from, ov, (.) de-

structive of life, Pseudo-Phoc. 39,, ov, (, ^)
good for or useful in life., in pres. and impf. unu. in
Attic, in its stead ; f.,
also Diog. L. 2, 68,: aor. 1

: aor. 2, opt. 7],
subj. , , , etc., inf.,
(also used sometimes for pres., Od.
14, 359) part,: pf.:
aor. I mid. (, Lat. vi-

vo). To live, II., etc., both of men,
beasts, and plants : esp. to live happi-
ly, comfortably : in pass.,. one
lives, Lat. vivitur, , I
have lived. The irr. form,
as if from, . Hom. A[). 528,
is corrected by Wolf.—II.

trans, to quicken, make alive, to keep
alive, only in aor. 1 mid., ', for thou hast preserved my
life, Od. 8, 468.,, poet. 3 phir.

pres. and imperf. mid. from, Od., Epich. p. 109, and So-
phron, for, . . p.' 197.'•, ov, , Bippus, an Arjrive

deputy sent to Rome, Polyb. 25, 2.^, , , Bircenna, a wife
of Pyrrhus, Plut. Pyrrh. 9.^, , oi, the Bisaltae. a
Thracian tribe on the Strymon, Hdt.
7, 115,

\7., Ion. , , Bisaltes,

masc. pr. n., Hdt. 6, 26.^?., a. ov, Hdt., and ?.-, . , Thuc, Bisaltian, Thra-
cian ;, sub., the country

of the Bisaltae, Hdt. 7, 115.^, , , Bisanthe, now Ro-
dosto, a city of Macedonia, Hdt. 7. 137., ov, h, Bisthanes, a Per-
sian, Arr. An. 3, 19, 8.^, , h, the Visurgis,

now the Weser, Strab.^, , oi. the BistSnes, a
Thracian tribe, dwelling south of
Mount Rhodope, Hdt. 7, 110. Hence^, a, ov, of the Bistones,

Bistonian, i. e. Thracian, A p. Rh.,
etc.

; , sub. yrj, Bisfonia,

Orph.^, and poet./.,
. fein. to foreg., Ap. Rh. ; cf. Biihr

ad Hdt. 7, 109.., . the wild hull. Bison,

Paus. 10. 13. (So called from the
country of the Bistones.) [j]^., , Bitia, fem. pr. n., Anth., ov, o,=^'trraKOf, Eubul.
Incert. 14.', , ol, the Bituriges, a
people of Gallia Aquitania, Strab.
tBiVrtov, ov, 7), Bittium, fem. pr. n.,

Anth.
tBirr/>. , , Bittis, fem. pr. n.,

Ath. 5'Jb F.



tBi'rcjv,, , Biton, son of Cy-
dippe, priestess of Juno, and brother

of Cieobis, Hdt. 1, 3i,— Others in

Xen., etc. [], 3 plur. opt. pres. mid.{', . , 467., 2 aor. opt. from, q. v.',, ., a Bucolic poet

of Smyrna, Mosch., etc.—2. an Athe-
nian archon, 01. SO, 3. Dion. H.—3.

an historian of Soli, Ath. 566 C.

—

Others in Ath., Strab., etc., inf, and 3, imperat.

aor. 2, from Jioa/, Hom., ov, (ihou) belonging to

life ; life-like, worlk living, possible to

live. Soph. Ant. 566.. , , life, course of life,

N. T. Act. 20, 4., as pass., to be made
alive, to revive, Arist. Meteor.

Biuriov, verb. adj. from fStou, one

must live. Plat. Gorg. 500 D.^, , , Biotes, an Athenian,

Dion. H.-. ,.=: also

livdy, Arist. H. A., , ov,^{3lO(j) to be lived,

worth while living, worth considering as

life. Ar. Plut. 197, , vita

vitalis : , not to be endured,

insupportable.

iBiuru, imp. 2 aor. act. from,
Hom.?.,,{,)=,3-, useful, profitable for life,

lUC.\3, for, 3 pi. 2

aor. pass, of?.—./, , , {/)) hurtful,

ruinous, . Hom., and Hes. Adv.

--
, ^ ,, , ,(/) hurt, dam-

age, opp. to wilful wrong {/),
Aesch., etc. : ?^, damage a
thing. Ar. Vesp. 1407 : of a person,

7.3. who is nothing but
mischief. Soph. El. 301 : '/.,
an action for damage done. v. Att. Pro-

cess, p. 475, sq. : cf.. [a], , , =,
Nic., =, only 3

sing, /.- occurs in Hom.?,, contr. , ,=-
^, hart, injury, loss, usu. poet., and
Hdt. 1, 9 ; but also found in Att.

prose, e. g. Plat. Legg. 843 C, etc

:

indeed the Atticists mostly prefer

?.3. Piers. Moer. p. 103, Osann
Philera. p. 293.'/.. , ,-=?,, flac-

cid, loosf, spongy : metaph. silly, fatu-
ous : akin to 8/.. q. v.

BAA'Zfl.fut./; pf.
a supposed radic. form, ace. to He-
sych. = : ace. to Eustath.
the root of : Hesych. connects
it with /.. =?.), and-,=:~. also with 3-

and' : the Lat. blatire,

and frequent, blaterare are traced by
Festus to the same root ; cf Buttm.
Lex. V., 6.

tB/., , , Blaene, a district

of Paphlagonia, Strab.', , , having the legs

bent inwards, and thefeet bent outwards,

bandy-legged, Hipp. : in genl. crooked:

also of limbs distorted by gout, or of

a stammering tongue ; hence,7?. ?-, twisted ivy, a plane-

tree bending every way, Mel. 1 :/. . the hollow of
the hind-leg in which bees carry the
pollen, Arist. H. A. Hence/.,, , crookedness of
the legs, Arist. Probl.

BAA, to -make?, Arist.

H. A./., ,,=.—
II. double-dealing : also in rhjt. llie re-

torting of a dilemma on the proposer

of It, Arist. Rhet. 2, 23, 15.', , , () slack-

ness, indolence, sloth, stupidity, Xen.
Cyr. 2, 2, 25 ; 7, 5, 83./.,, , the conduct of
a, a silly, stupid trick ; also=
foreg. [a] from/., f. -, to behave like a

/., to be slack, indolent, spiritless,

silly, Xen. An. 2, 3, 11.— II. m late

j

authors,=—, to be nice, fas-
tidious, delicate./., i), . like a ?. : in

genl. indolent, stupid. Plat., and Xen.,
V. Ruhnk. Tim. Adv. -, Ar. Av.
1323., ,(,) like a, Xen. Eq. 9, 1..,,{3?-)^-. Cic. Fin. 4, 21.',/., , , slack, inactive,

sluggish, spiritless, silly, stupid, oft. in

Xen., v. Ruhnk. Tim.—II. later, ef-

femjnate, delicate, fastidious, braggart,

Koen. Greg. 557. Comp.-. sup., for wh. Buttm.
proposes, '/.-. on account of long penult,

from, Ausf Gr. Sprachl. 1,

p. 261 n. : superl. rarely-. (Passovv from, q. v. :

Buttm. Lexil. v., 6, from, as ?^(3, from.), ov, Opp..=sq., , , {/.) hurt-

ful, mischievous, Philo., fut. -, fut. mid.,-, used as pass, in Thuc. 0, 64 :

perf pass.3 : aor. 1 pass., Thuc. 4, 73, Antiphon
123, 18: but more usu. aor. 2 pass.33 (which is nearest the root

BAAB-). To disable, weaken, hinder,

stop. Od. 13. 22,,, to

disable the feet, etc., for running, to

lame them, to entangle or trip them
up. Horn., who also has- :—in genl. Hom. mostly uses
it of material things, to hinder or stop

so as to do one harm, c. gen. to hinder

from, , Od.
I, 195; so ?. -, arrested in its last course, Aesch.
Ag. 120 ; , en-

tangled in the melee. II. IH, 331 ;-, caught in the branches,
II. 6, 39

; ,
were stopped, could not get forwards,

II. 23, 545.—2. also of the mmd,-, distracted his senses or

understanding, drove him mad : and
so c. ace. pers. alone, to blind, deceive,

mislead, II. 22, 15, Od. 23, 14 ; of Ate,

who distracts men's minds, II. 9, 503

;

also of wine, Od. 21, 294 : hence, Lat. mente captus, 11. 9, 508,

for which Theogn. 222, says, cf/.
and.—3. after Horn., in

genl., to harm, damage, hurt, opp. to

wilful wrong{), c. ace, Pind.,

and freq. in Att. ; also c. dat., Aesch.
Eum. 661., ov, , poet, metaph.
for/., Nic... , Blascon, an isl-

and near Gallia Narbonensis, Strab.', fut. : aor.

: later aor.3 : to

bud, sprout, Thuc. 3, 26 ; in genl. to

burst forth, grow, Trag., etc.—II. tran-

sit, to bringforth, bring itp, Ap. Rh. 1,

1131.

BAEM, ov,,=, Nic..=^ rare,Aesch.
Cho. 589..',, , a bud, sprout, leaf,

twig. Soph. Fr. '.i96, cf Ant. 827.—IL
increase,growth,7ao'/.ca,^0'^\i.
O. T. 717.,, , Aesch. Theb.
533, and?,,,=, Aesch.
Theb. 12, Supp. 317., ov, gen. ,^^-, Nic., , , {)
budding, sprouting, growth, Theophl.,,,() able,

apt to bud or sprout, quick growing,

Theophr., , , inclined to shoot,

Theophr. : belonging to growth, ,
Geop., {,)
to cut or break off young shoots, The-
ophr.,{,) to

thin or pick off young shoots, Lat. pam-
pinare, Theophr. Hence??., . , the thinning or

pruning of young shoots, esp. of the

vine, Theophr.
^7., ov, ro,=sq., Nic. ap. Ath.

684 A.', , , bud, sprout,

shoot, sucker, Lat. germen, Hdt. 6, 37 :

offspring. Soph. Fr. 314.. pf, but

also, Dem. 228, 14,{) to hurt a man^s good name,

to speak ill or to the prejudice of one, to

defame, , isocr. 310 ,. Plat. Rep. 381 , and so .
., and Eccl., to blaspheme.— II. to

utter words of ill omen, opp. to•., , , defamatory, ca-

lumnious, abusive language, Eur. lon.

1189: blasphejny,, against onc,

N. T. : from, ov. (perh. from
and, others from/., quasi) abusive.^ Dem. 110, 9:

speaking blasphemy, N. T.—II. speak-

ing words of ill omen, opp. to.
Adv. -. Hence,,.^?.\. ov, , Blaudus, a city of

Greater Phr}-gia, Strab.

/.. , , usu. in plur.-,, , a kind of slipper or sandal,

Lat. solea. Plat. Symp. 174 A.

?.>, ov, , dim. from

, Ar. Eq. 889.?., , {?.) to beat with

slippers, cf Ter. Eun. 5, 7, 4.',., , {/., -,)
procuring of abortion., . , {3?) harm-

ing. Fiat. hegg. 932 .
Brof, ov, (3?.,)

damaging graves, Welcker Syllog.

Ep. 71, 4., ov, gen., {3?-,) maddening,, Orph.,

and Euphor. Fr. 10. Adv. -,
Aesch.' Theb. 726., 2 sin?, opt. aor. pass, for, of 3/., II. 13. 288.,=37/ in Epich. (p. 109)

ace. to E. M. p. 199.

?.•, (prob. from) to

brag, be proud of a thing, II., always

in phrase or-, exulting in his strength.

But in Batr. 273,=, c. inf...{3) the look,

glance'. JEur. H. F. 306 : the eye itself

in plur., Aesch. Fr. 224./^, , o'l, the Blemyes, a
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])eople of Africa on the Nile, Theocr.
7, 114 ; also wr.', Strab.

BAE'NNA, 7], , also, ,
and 7., , 6,=^,,?., phlegm, Lat. mucus, jntuila,

Hipp. : also written.', , , a blockhead,

simpleton, driveller, cui pituita molesta

est : strictly, one uuth his head stuffed

and siupified,c{., and its opp..—II. a coarse fish, like the, also called, Sophr. ap.

Ath. 288 A.', , , stupid, silly,

good for nothing.—II.=sq.?^, ,{,) run-

ning at the nose, Arist. H. A.,, ,^=.^, , . Blepaeus, a rich

Athenian banker, Dem. 583, 17.?, ov, gen., {-,) seeing ghosts, s^ipersti-

tion3 : a nickname of the Socratics,

either from their staring, absent look,

or from their ghastly, pale complex-
ion : also written. or., , ,{) look,

glance, Ar. Fr. 597., ,=^, look, Ar.

Nub. 1176., verb. adj. from .),
one must look,l. Plat. Legg. 965 ., , , sharp - seeing,

Anth., , ,{) seen, worth

seeing. Soph. . . 1337.^, , , Blepyrus, masc.
pr. ., Ar. Eccl. 327.', f. -, to look, see. have

the power of sight, Soph. O. C. 73 : to

look on, cast the eyes on, freq. C. adv.(, . ,
Xen., , Dem.: also c. acc., ., look fury, terror :

Trag., and hence in comedy,-,, , to look

cress, mustard, etc.. i. e., sour, freq. in

Ar., V. Blomf. Aesch. Theb. 53.—II.

to look in a particular direction, to be in-

clined, to turn towards. Soph. Aj. 514;
esp. of aspects, -
av, looking towards the south,

like Lat. spectare for vergere.—III. to

see the light, with Or without,
hence, to live, Trag. : but .,
not to see the light, to be blind, Soph.
O. T. 419.—IV. to look and long after

a thing, c. inf. Ar. Ach. 376.—2. to

take care of, guard, look to a thing, or

to take care, beware, , . .
—V. , really existing,

true, real things, Aesch. Cho. 844.

—

The word is not found in Horn.

tBXf'/}(. )', , the Bletonesii,

a barbarian tribe, Plut., f. -, to wink, Clem.
Al. : from,, , the eyelash, Arist.

H. A. [t Att., Ion. and usu., cf.

Drae. p. 45] : from?., ov, TO. (iif'-fj) hardly
nsed save in pjur., strictly the eyelids,

in Horn. usu. as the scat of sleep.

—

II. poet, the eyes, Hes. Sc. 7 (where a
fern, form,, seems not im-
prob.), and very freq. in Trag.

]?.'., , ol, the Blfjp.iiadae,

a tribe in Aegina, Find. 01. 8, 99./'' , , Blepsias, masc. pr.

n., Luc etc.

^})], ov, 6, Blepsidemus,

name of a poor Athenian, Ar. Plut.

332., adv.{) by throwing,

hurling., Ep. subj. aor. pass, of? for,, Od. 17,

472.
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/,, .{) a spear-

cast, shot, throw.— II. a 7nissile, arrow.

—III. a wound, Ildt. 3, 35.

?.>/, , ov, Ep. part. aor.

pass, ui, Horn.
iB?.7/pa, , , Blera, a city of Etru-

ria, Strab.

/'/, Ep. inf. aor. pass, of-, Horn.,, Blesinon, a city of
Corsica, Strab., f. -,{) to toss

about, Xenoph. 7, 2. Pass, to be restless.

Hence7),, 6, a tossing about,

restlessness, Hipp.
BZ?/rfOf, a, ov,() verb, adj.,

to be thrown./, -, 6, fern,,. , a hurler, thrower./, ov, ,=, The-
ophr., V. II./, Ep. 3 sing. aor. pass, of, II., , , {) hurled,

struck, shot: stunned, affected by a blow
or stroke, Hipp.—II. TO, sub., a beast that wounds or slings, like,,/, Ael.', ov, ,{) an iron

bayid or hook ; acc. to others, a wooden
nail or rivet, -, 11. 15, 678., fut.-, also. dep. mid. {/) to cry,

esp. to bleat, of sheep, as 7/,
of goats ; though Ar. Plut. 293, ap-

plies the first to both, cf. also-
: also of infants, Ar. Vesp. 570.

Hence
B7;;^;f,, , the bleating ani-

mal, i. e. sheep, Opp.7, '/, , bleating,, Od. 12,

266 : in genl. the cry, wailing of chil-

dren, Aesch. Theb. 348.'7], ov, , Ael., and7,, ,=7..
7/7/, , , {)

bleating animals, Ael. : //7/ -, sheepish, said of the sons of Hip-
pocrates by Eupol. Dem. 38, called

by Ar. Nub. 1001.

iB?i7~/xvov, ov, TO, a species of fern,
Diosc.

?.7/, , , iceak, nerveless, pli-

ant, Alcae. ap. Eust., and Hipp., but
not in Att. ; also with a euphon.,, Valck. Ad. p. 218, Buttm.
Lexil. V., 6, p. 194. Adv.
-, slightly, Hipp. (Prob. from.), ov, , a woody plant, flow-
ering late, Theophr.^, ,{,) bleat-

ing, sheepish. Babrius.',, , more rarely,

and perh. only in acc.,, .
Ion.,. Keen. Greg. p.

40 :

—

pennyroyal. Lat. mentha pulegium,

Hipp.— \\. =, Ar. Lys. 89,

acc. to Gramm. with a pun on signf.

I. Hence, ov, . prepared with pen-

7iyroyal, e. g., Ar. Fac. 712.', f. -. to feel, strict-

ly hens, to see if they have eggs, but
also sensu obscoeno, Cratin. Incert.

23. [i] Hence,, , a feeling, squeez-

ing, [i], v. and., , ,{)
., the hand which cuts the honey-
combs, etc., Anth., also,,
, a booby, v. sub : akin are

and, from.

BOA, ov, TO, a pot-herb, orach,

V. Buttm. Lexil., p. 193.', f.. Ion.,
to cut, esp. the comb of bees, to take the

honey. (From, as from?. Buttm. Lexil. in voc, and
9.) [], , imitation of the sound

of a musical chord, Diog. L. Hence^, to give forth the sound
of a musical chord. Gal."', , , awful, awe-
inspiring, Horn, only in II., of the
look and mien of heroes : also in

Plato, 7nanly, 7ioble.—II. later, terrible,

stern. Adv. -.7., ov, gen., {7.-, ) stem-minded, Aesch.
Supp. 833.', , 6, later masc. of
sq., Oi)p., , ,{,) fill-looking,, 11. 11, 3.,, later form of foreg.,
Dion. P. 123.',-, Anth. Hence^,, , and,,
ro,=sq., , , bubbling up.\, , , Blyssius, masc. pr.

., Plut. Tib. Grac. 8.,=?.,, dub. 1. in

Plat. Rep. 564 E., f., to bubble, spoilt, or
gush forth. Lye. : hence to be full, to

be haughty : also '.—II. transit.

to pour out, Grafe Mel. 119. [ii in [ires

and impf., except when it stands be
tween two long sylls. : in other
tenses.] (Akin to,,.)?, , ,() shooting

up, tall growing, always of plants and
trees, Horn., only poet., ov, , dim. from sq.', ov, ,=^•, a bit, a

mouthful, esp. of bread.—II. a commons
of bread, Lat. quadra, v..•,, , an arrival, presence,

from, fut. : aor. -,, : perl, :

Horn, uses aor., and perf. ; the lul. is

in Aesch. Fr. 689, Soph. O. C. 1742.

Togo, to come, even of lifeless things,

esp. of time, II. 24, 781 ; Od. 17, 190:

of ships, 11. 15, 720. (v. sub..), ov,,{^) a shield

of wild bull's hide, Horn.

tBouypior, ov, a, Boagrius, a river

in Locris, 11. 2, 533., ov, , {,) a
wild bull. Philostr.^, ov. Dor. foro., Anth., Dor. for, Pind.,, , {) a shriek,

cry, Aesch. Ag. 920 : a loud strain,, Cydias ap. Ar. Nub. 907./., a, , Bomilcar, a Car-
thaginian pr. n., Polyb., , ,^=2,
Hipp.,, , contr.,{)

fish, so called from the sound it

makes, box ! sacred to Mercury, Epich,

p. 11, Ar. Fr. 400.

Bo(ir;;c. , , fern,,, ,{) crying, screaming, Aesch. Pers.

575. [], ov, ro,= sq., Orph., ov, b, Theocr. 25, 108,

and, ov, ,. Rh. 3, 1288,{,) an ox-stall., f., Att./,
and Ion. contr.. : aor

(). Ion., II. 12, 337 : aor.

pass,. Ion./, {) :

—like Lat. boare, to utter a cry from
joy or grief, to shout, Horn.,



, as far as hi: could make
himself heard bt) xhnuling, Honi. : also

of things, to thandir, roar, howl, as the

Wind and waves, lo echo, Lat. rehoare,, ', . 14, 394 ; 17, 265.

—

II. later also Irans. c. ace. pers., to

call to one, call on. Pind. P. 6. 36, Xen.
Cyr. 7, 2, 5 : esp. lo call to aid : to

proclaim by name, praise.—2. to com-

mand, demand in a loud voice, Soph.

O. T. 1287 : , to shout some-

thing out to another,

tBo>'?;f, ov Ion. eu , Bnges, a Per-
sian governor, Hdt. ~, 107.

tBoyoJiarapOf, ov, 6, Bogodiatarus,

masc. pr. n.. Slvab.

tBo}O?, ov, 6, Bogus, a king in Mau-
rusia. Slrab.\6, ov, 6, Bodincus, a name
of the Po, Polyb. 2. 16, 12., Ion., , v. under., , , and, , , {)=, of
ox-hide : d-, wagons drawn by

oxen, Thuc. 4, 128., a, ov, also, a, ov,() of an ox or oxen. esp. of ox-hide

or ox-leather, Horn., who uses both
forms : hence ?/ and ,
contr.. sub., the hide when
taken off, Horn. : a shield or thong of
ox-hide, H. Horn. Ap. 487.,, , a thong or cord of ox-

leather, Od. 2, 426.

Bor/, Tj, for, v..
BOH', , , a cry, whether of joy

or grief, shout, cry for succour. Horn.
;

but with him it is usu. the battle-cry,

the alarm, and even the battle itself:, freq. epith. of his heroes,

good at the battle-cry, or in battle : also

of things, as the notes of the lyre

and flute, 11. 18, 495, where
stands for : of the roar of

the sea, Od. 24, 48 : the cry of sup-

pliants, Trag. Proverb,

7/', asfar as words went, only

in appearance, Thuc. 8, 92, Xen. Hell.

2, 4, 31.—.=/?^, aid called for,

succour, Aesch. Supp. 730, Ag. 1319., , {, *) born,

sprung from an ox, of bees, Mel., cf., II., {?]6)=,
to run to a cry for aid, haste to help,

succour, Eur. Or. 1356. — II. to run

with a shout upon the enemy, assail,

Luc. Hence,,, v. sub-.,, , helpitig, aiding,

Maxim. 381.,,^, Cal-

lim.,, , the third Attic

month, m which the were
celebrated, in memory of the conquest
of the Amazons by Theseus ; an-

swering to the latter half of Septem-
ber and the beginning of October., ov,(,) help-

ing, giving succour, a helper, Eur.
Phoen. 1432.., 6,{,) a

captain of auxiliaries (/'/), a Car-
thaginian officer, PoJ^^b. 1, 79, 2., , , help, aid, rescue,

support, freq. in Thuc.

—

\\.=z,
auxiliaries, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 20 : from, , f. -,() to as-

.nst, succour, come to the rescue, Aesch.
Supp. 608, , Eur. I. A. 79 ; to go
to aid, km, Thuc. and Xen.
Pass, impers. , An-
tiph.,, , aid, succouring,

means of assistance, Polyb.—2. a rem-

edy, viedicine, Hipp.

, ,,=,
Diosc.. ov, that may be assisted

or cured, Theophr., verb. adj. from,
one must help, give aid, Dem. 14, 5., , ,() ready

or able to help, aiding, Arist. Rhet., , , son of Boethous,

i.e. Eteoneus, Od. 4, 31., ov, (.) hasting to

the battle-shout, tvarlike, II. 13, 477

:

, a chariot hasting to the

battle, II. 17, 481, cf. Pind. N. 7, 48,

which, however, is dub. : cf sq., , prose and Att. forna of

ioreg.. helping, aiding: oft. as subst.

an assistant, Hdt. 5, 77, Thuc, etc.^, ov, , Boethus, a poet of

Tarsus, Strab.—2. an Epicurean phi-

losopher, Plut.—Others in Paus., etc.?, , . cattle -lifting, a

stealing of oxen, in Horner's time the

chief object of plunder : hence in

geru.^plunder, booty, 11. 11, 071.—II.

a driving and keeping of oxen ; the place

where they are kept. Allth. : from, {,) to drive

away oxen, Ar. Fr. 593.—2. to drive and
lend oxen, Lyc. 816.—II. (,-) to drive ivith outcries or shouting,

0pp. Cyn. 4, 64.7/, ov, 6, fem.?,, . one that steals oxen: driving or

tormenting oxen,, Aesch. Supp.
307.— 2. that drives oxen, a drover.

Plat. :, which gains a bull

for the prize. Pind. O. 13, 26. Hence/?, r), , disposed to drive

or steal oxen : -, sub., the

art of lending cattle. Plat. Euthyphr.
13 D.,, , v..

and. ,=^-
and, Theocr., , ,() crier, Luc.,, , crying, shouting :

\80=.
{], , 6, fem.,, ,.,=, q. ., , ,() shouted, sung

alottd, ,
Welcker Syllog. . 50, 7.,, , Ion. for, Od.
1, 369.,() to dig a trench,

btiry therein, Geop., f. -iVij,= foreg., ov, TO, liim. from..,{,) ditch-

like, hollowed, Hipp.', ov, 6, a pit, ani/ hole dug
in the ground, Od. 6, 92 ; 10, 517 : a

trench, ditch, hollow, such as a fire

makes in the snow, Xen. An. 4, 5, 6.

(Akin to,,fodio.) Hence.=^, Gal.,,,=, Xen. Oec.
19, 3.

Bot, like, exclam. of dislike

or of scorn, Ar. Pac. 1066.

iBoiai, , a'l, Boeae, a city of La-
conia, in Strab. also wr. Bom, Polyb.

5, 19 : , an inhabitant of
Boeae, Paus.
iBoia?.avoi, ,=?., Dion. H.'', oil, TO, Bovidtiinn. a city

of the Samnites in Italy, Strab.\, , , Boebe, a city of Thes-
saly, II. 2, 712 : adj.,. ,
Boebean, of Boebe,, II. 2, 711,

Hdt. 7, 129 ; also,, Pind.
P. 3, 60. Hence, a, ov, of Boebe, BoehSan,

Eur. Ale. 590., Att., ov, ,
dim. from, Ar. Av. 585., Att., ov, , dim.

from. Ar. Ach. 1036, Piers. Moer
276 : little or young cow or ox.—II,

?}, Boedium, fem. pr. n., A nth., ,,=, of an ox

;

., a team of oxen.

tBoi/, , , Bovillae, a city of
Latium, 7., an i?ihabitant

of Bovillae, Dion. H.
tBodOi, Polyb.,, Strab., ol, the

Boii, a people of Gaul.
fBoiov, ov, Thuc,, ov, Strab.,

TO, Boeum, a city of the Dorian Te-
trapolis.

tBoiOf, ov, b, also, Paus.,
Boeus, son of Hercules.—2. a writer,

composer of an, Ath.
393.^, , 6, Boiscus, masc. pr.

n., Xen. An. 5, 8, 23., adv. ox-wise, in ox-language,, Iambi., to be a Boeotarch,

Thuc. 4, 91 : from, ov, b,(,)
a Boeotarch, one of the chief magis-
trates at Thebes, Arnold Thuc. 4, 91., ar, , Bneotia, a province
of Greece, so called from its rich cat-

tie-pastures, first in Hes. Hence
and, to play

the Boeotian, i. e. to be heavy, dull : to

speak Boeotian, Xen. An. 3, 1, 26.

—

11. to side with the Boeotians, Boeotize

in politics, etc., Xen. Hell. 5. 4. 34., ov, , dim. from-, a little Boeotian, Ar. Ach. 872.^, , , Boeotian, Xen.
Hell. 5, 1,30. Adv. -uc-^, a, ov, Boeotian, .^,, , fem. adj. to-, Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 11., ov, b, a Boeotian, II., etc.

—2. Boeotus, a son of Neptune and
Arne, Died.—3. an Athenian against
whom Dem. spoke..,(,*)
of Boeotian work,, Xen. Cyn.
12. 3.^, , , Bocchdris, an Ae-
gyptian king, Diod. S.^, ov, , Bocchus, a king of

Mauritania, Strab.

Bo/M, ar. . Dor. and Aeol. for

/., Keen Greg. p. 191., a, ov, (?.) of belong-

ing to the throw ; but—II. dashing,

impetuous, Trag. ap. Plut. LucuU. 1.

?., , the Lat. vulva, Anlh., ov, TO, dim. from-, Epict.—II.= . .
,?/, , , Bolbe, a lake in Ma-

cedonia, Aesch. Pers. 490; Thuc. 1,

58.— II. mother of Olynthus, Ath.
344 E.?., ov, TO, also?.,
a small kind of cuttle-fish, Lat. polypis,

Hipp. : elsewh.,-, 7.3, 7. (/.-
), so called from its smell : also

and.,, . a white kind of,•, Theophr. [], ov, , Hipp., and•. , dim. from.\/.. , . Bolbitine, a city

of the Aegyptiaii Delta ; adj.-, ], ov, of Bolbitine,, the

Bolbitine mouth of the AUe, Hdt. 2, 17., , , and, ov, , y. sub.-., , , others parox., . Epich. . 31, but dub.,=:7-./., , , and ?.,, , Att.,,()
excrement, du7ig, manure, esp. cow-dung.
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BOMB
Oratin. Dionys, 6, Ar. Eq. 658. Hence
imbulbitare.^, , {,)
bulb-like, hidb-sliaped, Theophr., . , Lat. JJULBUS,
a bulb, onion, any bulbous root : also a

mushroom, truffle : a particular bulbous

root thai grew wild in Greece, and
was much eaten both as a strength-

ening and pleasant food, v. Schol.

Ar. Nub. 189. (Akin to vulva, volvere,

from the layers or folds which formed
these roots.),7/,=.,,=.*, obsol. pres. whence is

formed, perf. pass, of''., , , () place

where one throws things away, esp. a

dung-hill, privy, cf. .,, .{) throw, stroke,

Od. : a loounding with missiles : also

act. a throwing, darting, Aesch. Theb.
430 : a hitting, ivounding : metaph.,

like, a glance,', Od.

4, 150, expressing also the quick mo-
tion of the eye : /, sun-

beams. Soph. Aj. 877.', {) to heave the lead,

sound, N. T.. , 6,=.7,, ,{) any thing

thrown, a missile, arrow, Plut.—2. the

sounding lead.—3. , a

flash of lightning.—4. Lat. tessera, a

die, Anth.
tBoAiffffOf, ov, Tj, Bolissus, a city on

the coast of Aeolis, Thuc. 8, 24., ,=, Arist.

. ., , , of dung, esp. cow-

dung, Ar. Ran. 295., TO, and, , Att.

for., q. V., Aeol. for.?, Aeol. ioy, The-
ocr. 28, 15.,.,{,)
the rattling of the dice, Anth. : the sound

of any thing thrnu'n or falling..,=, only found
11. 11, 319, ubi v. Spitzn. ; Od. 16,

387, ace. to Wolf's correction : an(l

ace. to some MSS. in Od. 1, 234 ; cf.

Buttm. Lexil. v. 8.

Bo?tOf . 01», 0,{) a Ihrotv, esp.

with dice, or with a casting-net : me-
taph., Eur. Bacch. 847 : hence

—

II. a

casting-net : also—2. the thing caught,, a draught of fishes,

Aesch. Pers. 424.

—

III. the casting of
teeth, .\rist. H. A.., f. -, and,=:., mock-heroic excla-

mation of admiration, Ar. Thesm. 48 :

stronger form of sq., exclamation of surprise or
mock admiration, Ar. Thesm. 45, cf.., ov, 6, com. word for, a bag-piper, Ar. Ach. 86C,

Vesp. 107, a pun on and., f. -,{) to sound
deep, dull, or hollow, in Hom. of the
heavy sound of a falling body, like, and of the hollow roar of the
waves : later to hum, whistle, rustle,

esp. of bees or gnats, to buzz, Ar.

Plut. 538. (Onomatop.) Hence, adv. buzzing,Ap. Rh.2,133.,,,^,
Anth., , , any deep, hollow

sound, esp. buzzing, humming : hence
buzzing crowd, LXX.
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, ov, b, a buzzer, hummer,
Anth.', , , buzzing, hum-
ming.

///3,, barbarism in Ar. Thesm.
1176, fur.', ov, , Lat. BOMBUS,
any deep, hollow sound, rustling, whist-

ling, humming, buzzing, Heliod. (Ono-
matop.)], , , Bombyce, fern. pr.

n., Theocr. 10, 26. [v],,,{) buzzing

insects.—II. also the cocoons of the silk-

ivorm, Arist. H. A., b, v. sub.,,=..{) .-, Arist. Probl., , or, ,
and 7/, buzzing insect, humble-bee,

gnat, Ar. Vesp. 107

—

11. =,
Hipp., , =;, a

bubble.—1\.=^, Arist. . .?, , . narrow-necked

vessel, that gurgles in pouring.',, , a silk-worm,

Arist. H. A.—II. part of the flute, also

the flute itself, Aesch. Fr. 54 : hence?., Theophr.— 111.

the ivindpipe of birds., ov, a, the bonasus, wild ox,

Arist. H. A. [a ace. to Gesner, Thes.
L. L.], , , and-, V..\, , , Vonones, son of

Phraates, Strab., , , Boxus, a Persian,

Strab., ov, b,{) a herds-

man., ov, {,) ox-

eyed, Nonn.,, , {,)
tamer of oxen, Q. Sm., ,{,) team

of oxen., , ,^=.,, , {,)
contr., stealer ofoxen. Soph.
Fr. 857.?, ov,{,) ox-

stealing, Orph., ov, {,) ox-

homed, Nonn.,,=., , , {,)
slaying of oxen, Anth.,,=.(), , b, {,)
slayer of oxen, Tryph.
tBoof ', , the ox's grot, a cave

in Euboea, Strab., ov, {,)
looking after oxen, Nonn.\, , ,{) Boo-
sura, a city of Cyprus, Strab. 0H3., ov, {,) driving

or friiihtcning oxen, Q. Sm., , , =,
Call. Del. 102., ov, {,)
drawn by oxen, Nonn, , , =,
Anth.,,=, Nonn.
14, 377, restored by Graefe in place
of, ox-traversed, {)., , . -, to make an ox of,

change into an ox, like., Ep. for, Hom.', . , eatage, pasture, food,
Aesch. Pr. 583, Hdt. I, 119. {vorare,.), adv.{) better /3/-, q. V.

, . , a species of ju-

mper, the savin. Diod. S. 2, 49., i. -,{) to

he like mud or filth, smell or taste there-

of, Diosc., ov,{, -) muddy-minded, filthy, Ar. Pac.
753., ov, b, {,) mudcoucher, name of a Irog,

Batr. 229., ov, 6, (cf. French
Bourbe) slime, mwl, inire, Lat. coenum,
Aesch. Eum. 694: dung, Ar. Vesp.
259, etc., differing from, day,
q.v., ov, , the Borborus, a
river of Macedonia, Plut., b,{,-) a mud-stirrer, said of a trouble-
some, factious fellow, Ar. Eq. 309.

[], , f. -,{) to

cover with mire or m.ud, to change into

mud, Arist. Gen. An., , , and, , , grumbling of
the bowels, Hipp. : from, f. -, to have a grum-
bling in the boivels, lor which Aristot.
uses, to rumble, cf.-., ,{,)
miry, filthy, 7.,
Plfit.Phaed. Ill .^, , , son ofBoreas; USU.
in pi. , i.e. Zetes and Calais, Diod.
4, 44. [u]., ov, b. Ion.. contr., , Hom., Att. Bo^/juf, . the

North wind. and. personiiied, Bore-
as, the sjiirit of the N. wind, Hom.

:

taken more strictly, the wind frorn

N.N.E., Aquilo: also the North,', towards the North,
Hdt., , northward
of a place, Thuc.,, , Ion., poet.

Bopj/, /, a Boread, daughter

of Boreas, Soph. Ant. 985.

—

II. in genl.

as iem. adj. boreal, northern,,
Aesch. Fr. 181., ov, b, {) the

festival of Boreas.

.\' .,frovi the north, Dion.
P. 79, so^ and.?>, adv., northwards, Dion.
P. 137.,, , fern, of,, Dion. P. 243., a, ov,—, Anth.,, , poet, for,
q.v.

tBoprtyovoi,,,{,*)
born of the North wind, the Aborigines,

Lye. "1253., poet, for, q.v.,

Nonn., a, ov, also, ov, belonging

to the N. wind, northern. Soph. O. C.
1240 : , the northern parts.

Superl., Dion. P.,,^=,. not used,

in oblique cases,, etc., in late

Ep. : also in late wr. , nora. pi., Alciph.,.,^. Anth^',,,=^, Anth.',, , poet, for,., , ,.=(3, Hdt.,,,=, Anth.,. , Ion. contr. for ;

hence

—

. Bores, a hound ofActaeon,
Apollod. 3, 4, 6., , , strictly son of
Borius, a pr. n. Boriades, Thuc. 3
100.



Bopof, , ,() devouring, glut-

tonmis. At. Pac. 38., adv., Att. for., a, ov, also , ov, Anth.^, Aesch. Theb. 527: the

form is dub.^, , , Borrama, a city

of Palestine, Strab.

Bo/ipttf, d, 0, Att. contr. for -, also ill plur., Gramm.,
V. Schif. Schol. Par. Ap. Rh. 2, 529.,, , Borsippa, a city

of Babylonia, Strab., , , unknown Libyan
animals, Hdt. 4, 192., and ov, Ion., ,
the Borysthenes. now the Dnieper, a

river ot European Sarmatia, Hdt. 4,

18.—2. a city on the banks of the

above, Hdt. 4, 78. Hence\, ov Ion. , , Ion., fem.,
iSor, an inhabitant of Borysthenes,

Hdt. 4, 17, etc.-,, ,() food, fodder,

pasture, II. 19, 268., a, ov, foddered, fed,

Nic. : from,, , feeding, fed, Nic.

:

hence as subst., a kind of duck, Arist.

H. A. ,, , fodder, food,

Aesch. Eum. 266., , , {3) that

which is fed or fatted, of beasts graz-

ing ; in genl. fatted beast, cattle : a

herd of cattle, Xen. Hell. 4, 6, 6 : also

a single beast, Strab.— II. pasturage.

food, Trag. ; and so 3., a prey drained of blood by
the Erinyes, Aesch. Eum. 302., , {, -) like fatted beasts, bestial, Strab.,, , afeeding, pasture., verb. adj. from,
one must feed or nourish, , Ar. Av.

1359., ov, O, one that feeds, the

herd of the cattle, Anth.', fut., which the

other tenses follow : of the herds-

man, to feed, drive to pa'itv.re, watch,

Hom.—II. to feed, nourish, support,

usu. of beasts, but even in Hom. of

men, Od. 14, 325, so 3..

Hdt. 6, 39 : , to feed
one's stomach, Od. 17, 559 ; hence to

maintain,, Thuc. 7, 48.

—

mid. andpass., of cattle, to feed, graze,

Hom. , II. 5, 162 : to feed on,

Ti, Aesch. Ag. 118: metaph. to run

riot in a thing, tlvl and , Anth.^, ov, , and,
ov, , a kind of grain, Strab., ov, b,(,) strict-

ly oxford, name of several straits, of

which ., theThracian Bos-

porus, now Straits of Constaiitinople,

Detween Thrace and Asia Minor, Hdt.

4,83 ; and ., the Cimme-
rian Bosporus, now Straits of Yenikale,

joining the Palus Maeotis to the

Pontus Euxinus, Hdt. 4, 12, are best

known. For origin of name v. Aesch.

Pr. 732, Long. 1, 30. It is. however,

a solitary instance of, in compos.,

for.—II. the coast of the Cim-
merian Bosporus, Dem.

—

III. a city

of this Bosporus =.
Hence oi, and -piavoi,

the inhabitants of Bosporus, Strab.
;

adj.~, a, ov, of or belonging

to Bo.iporu^, Soph. Aj. 885.^, , , Bostrenus a river

of Phoenicia, Dion. P.,,,=., adv. curly, like curls,

Luc.

18

BOTE, f. -,()
to put in curls, curl, dress, Dion. H., ov, , dim. from sq.,

Arist. H. A., ov, , in plur. in later

poets also , a curl or lock

of hair, Aesch. Cho. 178 : hence poet.

anything twisted or wreathed, like ^^,
ofaflash of lightning, Aesch. Pr. 1044,

cf. Valck. Phoen. 1261 : esp. the ten-

dril of a vine, etc.—II. a winged insect,

Arist. H. A. (There is another form, Pherecr. Incert. 67, v.

Bergk. Anacr. p. 255 ;
quasi-

or, ace. to Pott

Etym. Forsch. 2, 110.),=., ,(, -) curly, v. 1. for. Adv.

-. Gal.,, , lock., , , () pasture,

dub. 1. Thuc. 5, 53 : ace. to others,

money paid for pasturage., , ,() grass, etc.,

for fodder, Horn. ; in genl. an herb,

plant, [a], adv., from the pasture,

0pp.(^, ov,(,)
grass-eati?ig. Id. [(pi], ov, (,)
herb-bearing, Nonn., f- -, to root up weeds,

to weed. Theophr., , , relating to herbs,

Plut. : () botany,

Diosc., ov,, dim. from,
Antiph., Theophr., ov, o,() the

rooting up of weeds, breeding./. ,(,) to

gather herbs, Hipp., ,{,) like

herbs, rich in herbs, Diosc., . fem. from.,=, Nic, v. Jac. A. P.

p. 650.,, b,() a herdsman,

herd, Od. 15, 504 : ., a sooth-

sayer, Aesch. Theb. 24, ,
a herdsman's dog, Soph. Aj. 297: also. Hence. , , belonging to the

herdsman, Plut. Rom. 12., ov, ,^=., ,, verb. adj. from,
fed, foddered, fatted : , like?}, grazing beasts. II. 18, 521

:

cattle, animals, in genl., Trag. ; in

sing, a sheep. Soph. Trach. 690., ov, , dim. from-
;, a small bunch of grapes, Alex.

Pann. 1, 13.—II. an earring of this

pattern, [i], adv.() like a bunch

ofgrapes, in clusters, -, they fly in swarms, of bees, II. 2,

89., , , of the grape kind,

cf., Theophr., a, ov, of grapes,,
the vine, Anth., , . [(] fem.-
TLC,, , made of grapes., ov, {,)
grnpe-producing, Ar. Pac. 520.^, , (, )
cluster-like, grape-like, Diosc.,,,{) grape-

like, full of grapes, clustering. Ion ap.

Ath. 447 D., ov, (, -) decked with grapes, Orph., as pass, () of
grapes, to form bunches, set, Theophr.,, b, ,(,

) grape-begotten, child of the grape,

Theocr. Epigr. 4, 8.

—

U. act. pro-

ducing grapes., ,{,)
dropping from grapes, Archestr. ap.

Ath. 29 C., ov,{,-) grape crovmed, Archyt. ap.

Plut. 2, 295 A.^, , to bear clusters of
grapes, Philo : from, ov, (, )
cluster-bearing., ov, 6,(,)
with clustering hair, thick-curled, v..—II. with grapes in one's hair,

Anth.', , , a cluster, bunch

of grapes. II. : also the tendril and the

stalk of the grape.—1.=^,-, to which it is akin, usu., Grafe Mel. 105.

tBdrpi'f, , , Botrys, a city of
Phoenicia, Polyb. 5, 68, 8., ov, (, )
grape-bearing, dub. 1. in Orph., ,{,) like

grapes, clustering, Eur. Phoen. 1485.

tBorri'a, , , Thuc. 2, 99 ; Bor-
Tiaia, Id. 2, 100 ; and
iBoTTiaitr,, , Hdt. 7, 123, Bot-

tia or Bottiaea, a region of Macedonia,
territory of the (BoTTialoi) Botliaei,

Hdt. 7, 185.

Bov-, often used in compos, to ex-
press something h^ige and monstrous,

e. g. ?,,,,, but no doubt
it is merely a form of, as we
also find compounds with -, like

our horse-laugh, horse-radish, etc.1:, ov, , Bubaces, a Per-
sian, Arr. An. 2, 11, 8.?., , , a kind of brace-

lets, Diphil. ap. E. M.?., , , and,
ov, , an African species of deer or

antelope, Hdt. 4, 192.—II. in late au-

thors, the buffalo.^, Ion. , , Bubures,

a Persian, Hdt. 5, 21., , , Bubastis, the

moon-goddess of the Aegyptians,
corresponding to the Artemis of the

Greeks, Hdt. 2, 137.—2. =sq.1:, ov, , Bubastus, a city

of Lovs'er Aegypt, in the-, Bubastitic nome, Strab., ov,,(,) a
cattle-pasture : a herd ofkine. Call., ov, b, (,)
feeding cattle,, Pind. N. 4, 85:

as subst. a cowherd. Id. I. 6 (5), 46.3, ov, grazed by cattle, once
in Horn. Od. 13, 246.^,, , (-,-.) ravenous appetite, bulimy,. :

metaph. grinding poverty misery, ,\\:

24, 532.^,, , Bubon^ a. city of'

Lycia, Strab., , , Lat. inguen, a
gland in the groin : the pudenda, II. 4,

492 : esp. when in a state of disease

and tumour, a bubo, Hipp. (Prob.

quasi, any round; tumid pro-

tuberance, Grani'-U.) Hence, to suffer from swollen

groins', Ar. Ran. 1280., ov, TO, a plant. Aster

Atticus, because used medicinally

against a, Diosc., , , (,
7.) kind of rupture, hernia ingui-

nalis. Medic., as pass, to swell to a, Hipp., ov, i, (-, ) a
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braggart, exulting in strength or exces-

sively exulting, overbearing, only used
in vocat. as a term of reproach, 11.

13, 8-24, Od. 18, 79, cf. . [], ,=7'/, Emped.
215 et Call.?., ov, , late form for

sq.,, b,{,)
htigloss a boragineous plant.— II.

and /}, Ath., shell-fish, Epich. p. 34.

(Both from the shape.)

fBovoeiov, ov. , Budeum, a city of

Boeotia, 11. 16, 572.

^Bovoivot, , oi, the Budlni, a Scy-

thian tribe, Hdt. 4, 21.^, , oi, the Budii, a tribe

of the Medes, Hdt. 1, 101.^, ov, TO, Buddrum, a pro-

montory of Salamis, contaming a

fortress of same name, Thuc. 2, U3., oi>, {,) flaying

oxen, afflicting, galling, lies. Op. 502.

But— ll., ov, taken off oxen.. , , Budyas, an Indian

king, Arr. Ind. 8, 1., ov, 6, {-,) a little

bird, the wagtail, 0pp.
/r, .(,) epith.

of an Attic hero, ivho first yoked oxen,

and ploughed with them.— 11. the

man whose part it was to guide the

sacred plough and keep the bullocks

at Eleusis, Bockh. Inscr. 1, 473.

Hence, a, ov, and,
a, ov, also , ov, of or belonging to

Buzyges, Valck. ad Udt. 7, 21 ; ?), a fa-nily in Athens deriving

its origin from :, , sub., the festival of Buzyges, i. e. of
yoking oxen, Plut.^}, ov, b, Buzygus, an Ath-

enian, Aeschin., , {,) summer-

ing cattle, pasturing them for the season,. Soph. Tr. 188., ov, , {,)) a

beefeater, epith. of Hercules, Anth., ov,(,) vaccas

iniens, Aesch. Supp. 301.^,,, and -, ov, ,
Buthrotum, a city on the coast of

Epirus, Strab., , , (, ) the

slaughter or sacrifice of oxen, Ap. Rh., ov, 70,=ioreg., to stay, sacrifice oxen.

Soph. O. C. 888 : in genl. to sacrifice

or slaughter, Ar. Plut. 819 : from/, ov, ,(,) slaugh-

tering, sacrificing oxen, Ath. [], ov, {,) of or be-

longing to sacrifices,, Eur. Ion

664.^—2. Oil which oxen are offered, sa-

crificial,. Soph. O. C. 1495, -, Ar.. 1232,, Eur. Hel.

1474, ov, , () Lat. bu-

bulcus, a cow-herd, Mc.—11. one who
ploughs ivith oxen, Theocr. 10, 1, 57.,^=, to blow the

trumpet, Polyb.\, ov, b, Bucatius, name of

a month among the Boeotians, cor-

responding to Attic Gamelion, Plut.

Pelop. 25., ov, , an ox-goad.,,—.,, , plant, proh. fenu-

greek, Nic, also,, .,, gen. ,{,)
horned like an , Hdt. 2, 41.—11.=

foreg., -', , , and-,, , Bucephalia, a city of

India on the Hydaspes, Strab., Arr.

va 5, 29, 8.
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BOTK, ov, (,)
bull-headed: epith. of horses, prob.

because branded with a bull's head, cf.

Ar. Fr. 135, v. and-
: in Maced., gen. a,

6. Bucephalus, the horse of Alexander
the Great., f. -, Lat. buccino, to

blow the trumpet, Sext. Einp.,,.-,() to

tend cattle, Hom. ., 21, 448:
bu', also of other cattle, esp. horses,., 11. 20, 221,
Valck. Phoen. 28, cf. :

Ar. Vesp. 10,7,
you tend, serve him, perh. with allu-

sion to him as a tauriform god. Mid.
to graze, wander in the pasture. II., as

Aesch. uses ?.. Metaph.
of the wandering stars in heaven. Call.

Del. 176, etc.—II. metaph. like -, Lat. pasco, lacto, to delude, be-

guile,, Aesch. Ag. 669, cf. Ar.

Eccl. 81 : and in mid., ,', despond not

in beguiling your suli'ering, i. e. do not
faint under it, Eum. 73 : -, I feed myself on hopes,
cheat 7nyself with them, Valck. Hipp.
151. Hence—2. in genl. to cheat one,

deceive one's hopes, ruin one, Ar. Pac.

153, in mid. Hence,, , comfort, re-

freshment, support, Babrius, Fr. 6, and,, , the tending ofcat-

tle.— II. comforting.—2. cheating, Plut., . y, a herd of cattle, H.
Horn. Merc. 498.—II. an ox-stall, Hdt.

1, 114., f. -, Dor.-, t. -, to sing or write pas-

torals, usu. in mid., Theocr. 5, 44,

etc. Hence, ov, b, a pastoral song.

—II. the singing of it., ov, 6, Dor. -, a

singer or composer of pastorals, The-
ocr. 5, 68.\', ov Ep. ao, 6, son of
Bucolus, II. 15, 338., .. Dor.., rustic,

pastoral, freq. in Theocr. : -,{') pastoral poetry.—., Bucalicum, one
of the mouths of the Nile, Hdt. 2, 17 :

from BovkoAlov II., ov, to. a herd of cattle,

Hdt. 1, 120.— II. Tu BovK., a marshy
district of Lower Aegypl, inhabited by

shepherds, Heliod.,, , fitforfeeding cat-

tle, Dion. H.\,, , Bucolion, son

of Lycaou, ApoUod. 3, 8. 1.—2. son

of Laomedon, 11. 6, 22.—II. ?), a city

of Arcadia, Thuc. 4, 134.-, , , a cowherd, Hom.

:

in genl. one who lends cattle, Valck.

Call. p. 75. Aesch. applies the word
to the gad-fly. (From and -, a word which only occurs in

compds., cf. Lat. colo: others from.)\, ov, 6. Bucolus, a son of

Hercules, and others in Apollod. 2,

7, 8, etc.\ , , Bucolopolis,

prop. Herdsmen's city, a city of Syria,

Strab., , , (-,)
much phlegm or 7nucus in the nose, a

severe cold in the head. Metaph. great

stupidity. Hence, ov, having a severe cold

in the head ; much stuffed ; and me-
taph. very stupid : cf.., . Dor.,=., ov, belonging to, like a

bull's head :, , a plant,

Diosc. [a] : from, ov, , (,)
a bull's head.—11. helmet of bull's

hide. Hence', ov, bull-headed, Emped.
216, and Soph.\, a, b, Bulagoras, an
Athenian of Alopece, Dem. 282, 23., a, ov,() belonging

to counsel or to the council, coutisrlting

:

epith. of Jupiter and Themis, the
establishers and guardians of legal

systems and deliberative assemblies,
Plut., to preside in council,

Arist. Pol. : irom,, ,(,) the

president of the council, Inscr.— II. the

adviser of a plan, Lat. auctor consilii,

Aesch. Supp. 12., , , (?.) the office

of a councillor, Ar. Thesm. 809., , , the courthouse,

Vit. Hom., , ,() a
decree of the council : in geul. a con-

clusion, determination, plan, Eur. An-
tiop. 31.?^, ov, , dim. from
foreg., Ar. Eq. 100.^, . b, Bideus, a son of

Hercules, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.. , , a consulting, de-

liberation, Arist. Eth. N., verb. adj. from-, one must take counsel, Thuc.
7, 60.

p, /, ,=^.
Hence, ov.fitfor, appropriate

to counsel. Hence ,
=, the courthouse, Aesch.
Eum. 570, 084, cf. Eur. Andr. 1097:

or the deliberative assembly. Dion. H., ov, , a counsellor, one

who sits in council, II. 0, 114: also, fem.. Hence, , , belonging to the

council, or to a councillor, befitting him :

?.., the oath taken by the

councillors, Xcn. Mem. 1,1, 18.—II.

as subst. TO ., in the Athen.
theatre, the seats next the orchestra,

belonging to the council of 500, Ar.

Av. 794: later=7/ ?., the council,

Dio C., , , fem. of-, Plat. (Com.) Xant. 3., , , devised, plotted,

Aesch. Cho. 494 : to be deliberated up-

on, a fair subject for deliberation, Arist.

Eth.N., f. -, () to deli

berate, take counsel, consider, Hom.

:

in past tenses, to liave considered, and
so in genl. to determine, resolve, plan,

devise. Id,, who usu. joins it with/• , also,,,, ? , more
rare c. inf., or, usu. with notion

of secrecy: . , to rrsolve

unanimously, 11. 2, 379. Mid. to de-

termine with one's self, n, II. 2, 114:

most usu. in Att., to deliberate in one's

own mind,form a plan or resolution, de-

termine, c. inf , perh. also c. gen. rei,

Soph. Ant. 490, but v. Heria. The
perf./, is used both mid.

and pass., cf. Soph. El. 385, Aesch.

Pr. 998.—II. to sit in council, to be a

member of the ?, or council, be a

councillor, Xen. Mem. 1, 1, 18.—IIL
the act. signf. to furnish a person tvith

advice,, . Hom. Merc. 107, is

now rightly rejected : from, , ,() counsel,

will, determination, Lat. consilium, esp
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01 the Gods, Horn.—2. project, plan,

intention, object: advice, whether given

or taken, oft- in Horn. : kv jSovly

ireiii , to deliberate about a thing,

Hdt. 3, 78.— II. also like Lat. consi-

lium, or concilium, the council or delibe-

rative assembly, Lat. Senatus, Horn. :

at Athens, esp. that of the 500, who
were in fact a committee of the -7, to prepare measures for that

assembly, etc., Ar. Vesp. 590, cf.

Herrn. Pol. Ant. ^ 125, sq. : in this

sense 3. is always used, Schaf.
Appar. Dem. 3, p. 104. [Hes. Th.
531 has the Dor. ace. with .]', Ep. 2 sing. subj. pres.

from, Hes./<>,() to speak

in the senate, App./., , , a speech in. the

senate : from, ov,{,)
speaking in the senate.., , ofgood counsel,

sage. Solon 25, 1.7/,, .{3) the

will, intention. Plat. Legg. 769 D./, , , {7..) will,

a wish, aim, object, Thuc. 3, 39, Plat.,

etc.?., , , belonging to the

Hull : TO -, the will.

)?^, ,,() that is

or should be wished or wilted, the object

of the wish or will, Plat. Legg,; Arist.

Elh. N.
Bov7.pc^. ov. {2. )

counselling, advising, in II. a constant

epilh. of princes and leaders, also c.

gen.,. ',, etc.,

like : in Od. epith. of),
also in Pind. O. 12, 6.?, , atov,=,
Inscr.?,, , [-,) raven-

ous hunger, bulimy : esp. a sudden

faintness from hunger, removed by a
mere mouthful of food.?(,, , a sufferingfrom, Plut. : from

Bov7.luLiau, i. -, to suffer from, Ar. Plut. 873, Xen. An. 4,

5, 7.. ov, ,=, Plut., later form for-.•, ov,{-)=? or, Aesch. Cho. C72.

tBoD/./f, , . Bulls, a Spartan
noble. Hdt. 7, 134.—2., , a city

of Phocis, Paus.

BOY'AOMAI, f. : perf., in Horn, as compd. also: aor. 7., Att.

also 7/37. : dep. pass. c. fut.

mid., (the form, whence the

Lat. volo, only twice in Hom. v. sub

07). To will, wish, be willing.

Acc. to Buttm., Lesil. in v., it diifers

from the more usu., in that

expresses choice and purpose,7., a mere inclination towards

a thina, a icillingness. V. esp. 11. 24,

226, Od. 15, 21 ; on the other hand
Hom. always uses 7.. for 7,
in the case of the gods, for with them
will is also effect: rare c. acc , -

. as Od. 20, 316: usu. c.

inf., sometimes c. inf fut., Schaf.

Dion. Cornp. p. 211, and Theogn.
187: c. acc. et inf, Od. 4, 353, 11. 1,

117, and so more freq. in Prose: c.

adv., 71-. II. 15, 51. From the usu.

construct.' with inf. arose the Homer,
usage without inf. c. acc. rei et dat.

pers.,' 37. ,^, he

willed victory to the Trojans, II. 7. 21,

or in full,

BOTN, . II, 79, cf II. 23, 682, only of

gods.

—

or/, c. subj.,

adds force to the demand, 7\.. would you have me tell. At. Eq.
36, cf. Valck. Hipp. 782 : -, expresses a concession, or if you
like it. Plat. : , like?. or , freq. in

Plat. : , Lat. quivis, any
one that wishes, the first that offers,

Hdt. 1, 54, Thuc, etc.:

c. inf, in order that..., so that...

:

, nobis volentibus

est, Thuc. 2, 3, cf., and Kiih-

ner Gr. Gr. % 581 c.—II. to prefer, in-

asmuch as every wish implies a pre-

ference, usu. with , e. g.',,
had rather..., 11. 1, 117, cf Od. 12,

350, etc. ; more rarely without , II.

1, 112, Od. 15, 88: with // it is also

freq. in Att. prose, Ast. Plat. Rep. 2,

p. 388, in full7. 7.7.7, ov,{,)
strife-desiring, Ar. Pac. 1293., ov,{7), the

time for unyoking the oxen, Arat, 825.,.7/.=, only
in Cic. Att. 15, 27, 3.7,, ov, 6, {,) sub., the time for unyoking oxen,

evening, Ap. Rh. 3, 1342 : in Hom.
only as adv., ?., towards
evening, at eventide.

tBouAwi', , , Bulon, founder
of Bulls, Paus.—2. a pupil of the
philosopher Lycon, Diog. L., and, ov,

{3ov-.,) sub.,
bumastus. a kind of vine bearing large

grapes, Virg. G. 2, 102.., , and7, ,
, {-, ') large kind of ash,

Theophr., , {,) cow-

milking, Anth., or, , {,) the bellowing of oxen, a kind

of subterraneous noise, Arist. Probl.^, ov, b, Bumddus, a river

of Assyria, .\rr. An. 3, 8, 7.

Bovvaia, . . epith. of Juno, be-

cause her temple stood on the

or height, on the road to the Acro-
corinthus, and 80=, Paus. 2,

4, 7., , , {-,)
largefawn, Aesop.,, , plant of the rape

kind., f. •, {) to heap

up, pile up, LXX.
Bovvlov, ov, TO, a plant, perh. the

earth-nut, bunium.., .{) hilly, Aesc.

Supp. 776.—II. dim. of, sub.

, lb. 117.

—

. ^:., ov, , fem.,,
, hilly: as subst., a dweller on the

hills, epith. of Pan, Jac. A. P. p. 148., {,) to

walk on or mount hills., ,{,) hill-

like, hilly, Diod., ov, {,) cattle-

feeding, or

—

. proparox.,,
grazed by cattle : either sense will

suit Soph. £1, 185, the edd. vary

:

7., herds of grazing

oxen, Id. O. T. 26.', ov, 6, a hill, height,

heap, mound (cf Germ. Buhne), prob.

orig. Cyrenaic, adopted by Aescn. in

Sicily, Valck. Hdt. 4, 158, 199.—II.

later, a woman's breast, cf., ,=}, hilly,

Poiyb.

,, , {-,)
great fat boy, a bull-calf. At. Vesp.
1206.— II. {',) child of the

ox, epith. of bees in allusion to their
fabulous origin, v. Virg. G. 4, 281 .

so also,.77., ov, like Bupalus, i.e.

stupid, V..,, , , {-,)
=, of violent wrestling, hard
struggling, Anth.\, ov, b, a sculptor of Chios,

satirized by Hipponax for extreme
stupidity., ov, gen. , {,) rich in cattle, Anth. [a]^, ovr, b, Bupares, Persian
name, Arr. An. 3, 8, 9., , , {-, )^=/.7.. , , {,7)
herdsman, [],,{,?,) built on the track of an ox, of

Troy,. Lye.7,, ,{,)
ox-forming, epith. of the sculptor My-
ron, Anth., , , a plant, bu-

pleurum. hare's-ear, Nic., , {, 7.) full

of oxen. Euphor. Fr. 82./., ov, {, .-
Tpov)=s(\.. Anth.7.., , , {, '-) ox-goading.-—. as subst. -
7.. an ox-goad, stimulus, II. 6, 135;
also , in late writers.— 11. an axe, a
hatchet, for sacrifice, Anth. ; a battle-

axe, Qu. Sm. 1, 159., ov, {, )=^
II., Anth.., b,{,)

herdsman, Anth., , {,) tend-

ing oxen: also/., part, as ii

from, Leon. Tar. dub.^, , {,) with

a procession of oxen,, Pind. Fr.

205 (B.), ov, {,) ox-

piercing,., a spit that
would spit a whole ox, Hdt. 2, 135.^, ov, , Buprasium, a
city ana district of Elis on the bor-

ders of Achaia, 11. 2, 615 : called

also (sub.) in Strab.,, , {,)
poisonous beetle, which being eaten

by cattle in the grass, causes them
to swell up and die, Hipp.—II. a kind

of pot-herb, Theophr.\, ov, {,-
o')=sq. 1., ov, {,) with

the j'orehead orface ofan ox, v. 1. Soph.
Tr. 13.•— II.., an
oftering of 100 sheep and one ox, or
99 sheep and one ox ? Plut.

tBof'pa,, , Bura, a citv of Achaia
on the Corinthian gulf, Hdt. 1, 148;, , a Buraean. Hence'(, ,, of Bura, Buraean,
Paus.^, , , Burdigala, now
Bourdeau.x, a city of Aquitania in

Gaul, Strab. ^ .

^Bovplva, . , {, {)) Burma,
a fountain in the island of Cos, The-
ocr. 7, 6: cf Lob. Paral. p. 466 not.\, tor, b, Buris, masc. pr. n.,

Plut.\, ov, 6, Burichus, masc.
pr. n., Ath. 253.^, , Burchanis, an island

near Fnesland, now Borkum. Strab.', gen., poet, also,
Aesch. Fr. 422 : acc., poet, also
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BOTT: dat. pi., poet,,
very rarely, , and :

— bullock

or cow, an ; in plur. cattle: if the

gender is not marked, it is usu. fein.,

and so Horn, uses it even in plur.:

to mark the male he adds a word, as, or , 11. ,
389.—2. metaph. the ivife, as,
the husband, Bockh Expl. Piiul. P.

4, 142, Aesch. Ag. 1125.—II. ,
a shield covered with ox-hide, always

fern., 11.—III. a sea-fish.—IV. proverb., -, of people who keep

silence from some weighty reason

;

rather from the notion of a heavy

body keeping down the tongue, than

from that of corn bearing the stamp

of an ox, (cf. , Menand.),

Theogn. 813, Aesch. Ag. 36:

, proverb, for some strange

event, a bull in a china-shop, Bast. Ep.

Cr. p. 133. (Ace. to Donalds. N.

Crat. p. 305, the word is onomatop.,

akin to, etc., as if the bellowing

beast : but we can scarcely go wrong
in identifying it with the synoni.

Sanscr. go, nom. gou, and, through

that, with our cow : v. sub , for in-

stances of /3 and interchanged.)^,, , the Busae, a race of

the Medes on the Caspian sea, Hdt.

1, 101.?., , , Buselus, an Ath-

enian, Dem. 1055, 23.\, and , , BusXris,

a son of Neptune and king of Aegypt,

slain by Hercules, Apollod. 2, 5, 11,

Isocr., etc.— II. ?), a city of Aegypt,

with a temple to Isis, Hdt. 2, 59:

hence^, ov, , an inhabitant of

Biisiris ; also as adj. of Btisiris, -. Hdt. 2, 165. [ir]., {-,) to un-

dermine, Lye.,,=., ov, , {,-) an ox-stall, Eur. Hel. 29 ; also

niasc. pi., Id. 3fi9., , , Luc, and, , ,=,
Aesch. Pr. 653., adv.{,)
turning like oxen in ploughing : only

used of the early Greek manner of

writing, which went from left to

right, and right to left alternately

:

so Solon's laws were written, and
so the Sigeian Inscr. ap. Bockh. 1,

p. 15, sq., ov, {,)
turned up, ploughed by oxen, Lyc. ; but

—II. parox., ov, ox-guid-

ing, Anth.—2. as subst.,
an ox-goad, stimulus., , , {-,)
large kind offig., {,) to

slaughter oxen, Eur. El. 627. Hence, , , a .slaughtering of
oxen, poet,., Anth.. , ol, the Bui.ldae, de-

scendants of Butes (v. BovT7]r), a dis-

tinguit^hed Athenian family, also

called..— 2. an Ath-
enian demus of the tribe Oene/s., Ion. , , Buta-

cifZcs, prop, son of Butacus, a Cro-
toniat, Hdt. 5, 47., a, , Butas, a Greek poet.

Pint. Rom. 21., ov, a, a herdsman, Aesch.

Pr. 569. (uncertain whether from, or for/ from, v.

Lob. Paral. p. 549.)^, ov, b, Butes, son of Teleon,

an argonaut, according to some son
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of Pandion, founder of the family

Butadae, Apollod. 1, 19, 6, etc., ov, {,) worth an
ox., , and, ov, ,
=sq., ov, , and,
ov, , {,) a water-plant,

butomus, the flowering rush, Theocr.

tBoirof, ov, 7/,=, Strab., ov, , an ox-goat, a
fabulous animal, Philostr.

HiovTf>iov, ov, TO, Butrium, a small
town of Umbria, Strab., ov, {,) ox-

feeding.— II. ,^ ., ov,{,) an ox-

slayer. . Rh.—II. as subst. 6-,=, the gadfly. [C], , ov, nf butter, Diosc.

:

from
BovTvpov, ov, ro, also -, <5, but-

ter : inVlnt. a kind of ointment. (Said
to be a Scythian word, cf. Plin. 28,

9 : yet the compos, from,
can hardly be mistaken.) ['], ov, , {,) an eater of butter, Anaxandr.
Protes. 1, 8, ubi v. Meineke.
tBoLTw, , , Buto, a city of the

Aegyptian Delta, on the Sebennytic
mouth of the Nile.— 2. a city of

Aegypt near Arabia, Hdt. 2, 75: adj.

, , of Buto, Strab., ov, {,) .-
eating,, Simon. 108, 4: hence
very gluttonous, [], , , {,-) ox-eye, a kind of chrysanthemum,

Mel. 4.,{) to slaughter

oxen, 11. 7, 466.,,, sub.. a festi-

val with sacrifices of oxen, at Athens,

Ar. Nub. 985": from, ov, {^, >) ox-

slaying, ox-offering. H. Horn. Merc.
430.—II. at orfor which steers are slain,

OoLvai, Aesch. Pr. 531., ,{) to tend

cattle, Eur. Ale. 8., , , a herd of oxen,

Eur. Ale. 1031.— II. pasturage:

from, , {,) ox-

feeding.—II. as subst. ., a herds-

man, Eur. I. T. 237..,=7., Anth.],, , Biiphras, a small

place in the western part of Messe-
nia, Thuc. 4, 118.^, or -, ov, 6,=., , {,)
holding an , capacious, Antil.^, , , BucMta, a city of

Epirus, Dem. 84, 23 : hence^, a, ov, ofBuchcta, Buche-

tian, Callim., ov, {,) rich in

fodder, cattle-feeding, Aesch. Supp.

540.,, , {) a cow-house,

byre, cf.., ov, 6, {,) a

buyer of oxen: at Athens a inagistratc

of rank, ivho bought oxen for the sacri-

fices, Dem. 570, 7 ; cf. Bockh. Inscr.

"1, p. 250, P. E. 1,289., ov, {,) pur-

chased with an ox., , , the office of the-., , , {, }>) ox-

eyed, i. e. having large, full, finely

rounded eyes : in Hom. always of fe-

males, and most freq. of the goddess
Juno, as a point of majestic beauty,

Miiller Arch-iol. d. Kunst, $ 352.

The masc. was formed later., to plough, Hes. Op. 389

:

from
Bo,ov,6,aploghman,hc..—.

a name given to the constellation

Arcturus as early as Od. 5, 272,

Charles^ wain., , , arable land.,, , the office of the-. presidency of the games, distribu-

tion of the prizes : in genl. arbitration,

decision, Eur. Phoen. 450.,, TO,aprize in the games,
Lat. praemium, N. T\ met. of the fu-

ture reward of virtue. Id. Phil. 3, 14.,, , later form for

foreg.'', , , Att. plur.,. the president, judge, or 7node-

ralor who assigned the prizes at the

games. Soph. El. C90 : hence in gonl.

a judge, arbitrator, umpire,, Evir.

Or. 1650,, Med. 274 : a chief,

leader. Aesch. Ag. 230., ov, ,= foreg., Isae. 78,

28., to he a, preside

in the games, assign the prizes : in genl.

to distribute reicards, to be a judge or

lanpire, Isocr. 144 : to direct, decide,

c. ace,, Dem. 36, 7., , 6,=, only in

an old Epigr. ap. Dem. 322, 11, where
others read=.?., ov, , also ?.,
a wild fruit, a kind of plumb or sloe,

Theocr. 7, 146.?., ov, , the tree which bears7, cf..7., a, ov,{, )
hoarse, Hipp.,{, ) to be hoarse,

Arist. H. A.^/^., ,, daugh-
ter of Branchus, i. e. Caeira, Lyc.

Bpi'iyxia, , , Lat. branchiae,

the gills of fishes, Arist. H. A.—2. in

sing,, a fin, Ael., v.-, .,=, Arist. Probl.\, , , the Brnnchidae,

descendants of Branchus. hereditary

priests of Apollo's oracle, near Mile-

tus, Hdt. 1, 158: ai, Bp-, Branchidae,

the Sjiot itself with temple and oracle,

Hdt. 1, 92.,,=., , v..'/, , {, ,) like fishes' gills, Ansl. Part. An.. ov, , hoarseness, sore

throat, Thuc. 2, 49 : a strain of the

throat from shouting, (akin to-,, and .)',?/, , hoarse, Anth., . , =. (akin to .), , , ISranchus, son Ct

Apollo, Luc, Strab., , (,)
hoarse-like, somewhat hoarse, Hij)p.^, adv. from., , , Aeol. for

Sapph. Fr. 32, 34^, , .{)=-, slowness, Xen. Eq. 11, 12., ov, gen., {•,) slow-walking, Arist. Phy-
siogn. [], ov, {,)
late-?narrying., , Attic,-, {, /) slow of
tongue or speech, LXX.. ov, 6,{,)
slow-eddying, slow-circling. Later also, . [i.]



",^. , (,)
slow of hearing.,,{,)
late fruiting, Theophr., , {,-) slow mnving, Gal.?., , ,{,)
slowness of speech., , {,)
slow, late in learning., , , slowness of under-
standing, dtdtness, opp. to,
Diog. L. : from, , contr. , ovv,{,) slow of understanding,
dull., .-,{) trans, to

make slow, stop, prut off, delay.— II. in-

trans. to be long, ,
opp. to : esp. in

mid. to be slow, loiter, be long, Aesch.
Theb. 623., , {,-
uai) slow to be persuaded, shw to be-

lieve. Anth.-, (,) to

cook or digest slowly, Diosc. Hence, , , slowness of di-

gestion, Gal.,{,) to sail

slowly. N. T., , {, )
breathing slow or hard, conlr.-, ovv, Aretae., to walk slowly, Plut.

:

from, , {,,) slow going, slow passing,

Hipp., , ,, , gen. -,{,) slow offoot, slow,

Eur. Hec. 66.', , , comp.,
Hes., and, II.,

superl., metath.-. ., and : adv.-
: slow, heavy, opp. to or, Horn. : metapfi. heavy, dull,

slow of understanding, bardus, tardus,

IL 10. 226.—II. of time, late, Thuc. 7,

43. Adv. -, Thuc. 1, 78. (akin

to.) [], ,{, ?.)
slow of leg. Anth.,, ,{) slow-

ness, heaviness, II. 19, 411 : dullness,

Theophr. Char., , {,)
late in having young, Arist. Probl.', f. -, to boil, ferment,
froth up, Callias ap. Macrob. 5, 19.

—

II. to roar, growl, of bears. Cf-. (akin to ^,,,
orig. onomatop.), , the savin, herba Sabina,
Gal., , al, Lat. braccae, the

breeches or trews of the Gauls, cf. uva-, Diod. (Keltic breach, i. e. stripe.), , , wild herbs, Pher-
ecr. Agr. 2. (Qu. akin to our brake,

bracken ?)

BpUKor,, , Aeol. for, a
rich female garment, Sappho Fr. 23,

Theocr. 28, 11., , , Brasia, daughter of
Cinyras, Apollod. 3, 14, 4.^, and a, o, Brasidas, a
distinguished Spartan commander in

the Peloponnesianwrar, Thuc. Hence, a, ov, of Brasidas,

Thuc. 5, 67.•, , 6, Brasilas, an early

hereof Cos, Thuc. 7, 11., , , {) that

which boils up, scum., , ,,=-, Diog. L.

, ,{,)
like boiling, etc., shakiiig violently, -
?, Greg. Naz.,, b,{3) a shaking,, Arist. ap. Stob. Eel. 1, 628: in

Med. of the shuddering, shiverijig of
the body.. , Aret.', Att., . -,
USU. form for, mtr. to boil up,

ferment, froth.—JI. trans, to shake vio-

lently, throw up with force, of the sea,

Anth. : to winnow, sift, grain, for the
purpose of cleansing. Ar. Fr. 267, cf
Ruhnk. Tim. The pass, always
takes the intr. signf, ov, gen., comp. of, as of, II. 10,
226. (Ace. to others oi, but
Horn, never uses this adj.)

/'/,, ,{) = ?-, wi7inoiving-fan, Lat. vannns.
Gloss. Casaub. ad Strab. T. 7, p. 377., , ,(), earthquakes, attended with a
violent fermentation, Arist. Mund., , ,{) belonging
to boding fermenting,, Herra.
ap. Stob. Eel. 1, 742., dep. rmd.^-, to roar or cry out, Nic.\, , , Brauro, wife of
Pittacus, Thuc. 4, 107.

iBpavpuv,, , Brauron, an At-
tic village and demus near Marathon,
Hdt. 4, 145. Hence^, adv. to Brauron, Ar.
Pac. 874., , , the Brauronia,
the festival of Diana Brauronia, cele-
brated at Brauron, Ar. Lys. 645.—2.

a festival of Bacchus at Brauron,
celebrated quinquennially, v. Ar. Pac.
870, sq. : prop. neut. pi. from^, a, ov, of Brauron

;<, epithet of Diana, whose
image at Brauron was regarded as
the one brought by Iphigenia from
Tauris, v. Herm. praef. ad Iph. Taur.
p. 30.\, adv. from Brauron,
Dem. 1264, 20.\, v. sub, Horn.

or, , v..,, , part. aor. 2 pass.
from., adv. from.,, , an armlet,

Lat. torques, Plut. : from,, , the arm, Lat. bra-

chium, Hom. ; , the

shoulder, II.
; alone for the

shoulder of beasts, Arist. H. A. [i], ov, gen. , [Ion. i.

Att. i,] and, comp. and
snperl. oi.^,, 6, usu. in pi. o'l, the Brahmans, the priest-

ly caste in India, Strab. 712, sqq.,, , esp. in plur.-, contr.]. also accent,-, as if from, nearly=re'-, shallow, stagnant pools, Lat.
brevia et syrles, Hdt. []3. ov,{,) short-

lived. Plat. Rep. 546 A. Hence,, , shortness of
life: Arist. wrote -,-./, , {,-) harming slightly. Luc., , {,)
with small or ferv clods, ., a
small spot of ground, Anth.. ov, gen.,{-,) of short or small under-
standing, Xen. Hipparch. 4, 18., ov,{,)
running a short way, Xen. Cyn. 5, 21.

BPAX, , {,) of
few words. Adv. -., , to end short,
i. e. with a short syllable.—II. to be too
short by afoot. Metric. : from, ov, {,) ending with a .-ihort syllable.—II. too short by afoot. Metric., ,{,)
to wear short hair, Strab., ov,{,)
with short limbs, Strab.—II. consisting

of short sentences, Arist. Rhet.
^?.?, ov, 6, Brachylles, a

boeotarch, Polyb. 17, 1, 2.iBpo, ov, b,Brachyllus, masc.
pr. n., Dem. 1352, 5.7, to be short in speech,
Plut. 2, 193 D: and7^,, , breiAly in speech
or writing. Plat. Prot. 343 B, etc.

:

from7, ov, {,)
speaking briefly, short in speech, offew
words. Plat., , , littleness of
parts, smallness : from, , {,)
made up of small parts., ,,=., , , making short

:

from, f. -,() to use
as short,7., Plut., ov,(,)
short-backed, Strab., ov, (, -) with short or few dreams,,
Plat. Tim. 45 E.7.,, tohave the an-
tepenult short : from~7., ov, (,/.) with the antepenult short.

Metric. Adv. --, Schaf. Greg. Cor.
p. 121., ov, contr., ovv,(,) short-breathing, Hipp.-7.., , poet.-/,(,) little town., ,(,)
with short or narrow passage, Plat.

Rep. 546 A.. ov, 6,(,)
one that drinks little, Hipp., ov, (,)
drinking little. Gal.\, ov,(,)
u'ith short icings, Arist. Part. An. 1,4,2.7., , ,^-
-. Lye., , , shortness of
root, Theophr., ov, (, )
with a short root. Id.'', , , comp.-

and, sup.

and. small, first in Hdt.,
of Space and Time, short ,• of Num-
ber, few, little, mean, trifling :,
low, Thuc. 7, 29 :, a little, a
short time : , to shoot

not far, to a short distance: -, infew words, Lat. brevibus, pau-
cis. Plat. Prot. 336 A : ,, briefly. Soph. El. 673 :, a little, for a short time :, little by little, Thuc. 4, 96,

Plat, etc. : a little, in a slight degree,

Plat. Tim. 27 C : ,=, by a little, almost. Adv.
-(,}. (Perh. from,.)^, ov, (,-) ., a dart with a short,

small head, Pind. N. 3, 79. [?], ov, (, )
with a short shadow., , (,-
7^) with a short stem, Theophr.
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JBPEN", , , smallness of
mouth : from. Of, (3,)
with a short, narrow mouth or opening,

Plut.'?.?, , , feumess /
sylliibles, brevity. Call. : from/., ov,{,-) with short, i. e. few syllahles.•—
2. consisting of short syllnhles. Dion. H.?.. ov,(,-) bringing a small contribution,

Anih.,, , {/) short-

ness, -, briefstiidy, Thuc.

1, 139 : narrowness, deficiency, -. Id. 3, 42., to cut short off, The-
ophr. : from, ov, (,)
cutting short : but—II. proparox.,-, ov, pass, cut short, clipped,

Theophr., to txtetid, reach but a

short way : from, ov, (,)
reaching but a short way, Plut.7}, ov,(,-) short-necked, Arist. H. A. [], ov, (,)
of short or little sleep, Arist. Soinn.. ov, , (.) giving a short light, Anth. [t]?., ov, (, -
o^') short-leaved, or few-leaved, Anth., ov,(,)
of shurt time, of brief duration. Plat.

Tim. 75 B., ov,(,) short-

eared, with short handirs, Ath.
*', root ofthe Horn,

or, to rattle, clash, ring, II. ;

mostly of arms and armour: also

of the roaring of a torrent, II. 21, 9

:

the groaning of the battle-field. II.

21, 387: the creaking of a heavy
wagon, U. 5. 838 : the sliriek of a

wounded horse, II. 16, 468, etc. : al-

ways 3 sing. aor. or,
taken by others as perf of, for. (Akin to,,
onomatop.),. , the upper part of
the head, Lat. sinciput, Batr. 230, also,,. (from, because this part of the bone
is longest in hardening.)—II. =~-, an infusion, extract, Diod., ov, o,= foreg., sound to imitate the

croaking of frogs, At. Ran. 209 sqq.', only used in pres. and
impf : the Lat. FREMO. to roar, of

the waves. 11. 4. 425 : so in mid.-, II. 2.210. and of the storm, 11.

14, 399. After Horn, of all kinds of

sounds, to whistle as the wind, Simon.
7 ; to clash like arms, Aesch. Pr. 423

;

to mutter, of a seditious mob, Id. Eum.
978 ; and Pinil. ai)plies it even to the

lyre, N. II, 8; esp. \Ae fremo. of the

gnashing of teeth, Aesch. Theb. 350,

in mid. (Akin to ?'/.)^,, , Bremon, masc. pr.

., Qu. Sm.^, ov,, a kind of fragrant

unguent, Sapph. ap. Ath. 090 E.

tBpFj'flif, , Cyprian word for -, Ath. 69 .', ov. . an unknown
water-bird, of a stately bearing, Arist.

H. A. : hence— II. a haughty carriage.

arrogance, Ath. : cf from. Hence. later,
dep., only used in pres. and impf, to

be of a proud and haughty hearing, hold

one's head high in the air, look big,
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su-agger, Ar. Pac. 26, Nub. 362, cf.

Ruhnk. Tim. [i•]

tBpfvi'Of, oil, a, Brennus, a leader of

the CJauls, Strab.^^, ov, , Brundisivm,

now Brindisi, a city of lower Italy

on eastern coast, Hdt. 4, 99., , , ()—,
ivetting. Xen. Hipp. 5, 9.', , gen., nom.
pi., a wooden image of a god,

.-^esch., and Eur.—2. in Anaxandr.
Didym. 1, = : cf Lat.

stipes, stvpidus, our blockhead.^, . y, Britannia, Bri-

tain, Diod. S. 5, 22. Hence^, ,, of Britain, Brit-

ish, ai., the British isles,

Pol)'b., etc.\,, and-, ov, , an inhabitant of Britain,

Polyb., Strab., etc.\, , , Bnittium, the coun-
try of the Bruttii in Italy, Strab., , , the Bruttii, a peo-

ple of lower Italy, Strab. : hence^, , , of the Bruttii,

Bruttian ;
=,

Polyb. 1, 56, 3.

tB/jfi«0£, , oU the Breuci, a peo-

ple of Pannonia, Strab.,, , the Breuni, a people

of lllyria, Strab., , , () childish,

Philo., adv., from a child., , , child-murder:

from. ov,(,)
child-mnrdfTing, Lyc.', , , the child while

yet in the womb, •3.1. foetus,=:^pov,
. 23, 266.— II. the new-born babe,

u'hetp or cub, from Pind. O. 6, 55,

dovvnwds. : pleon.. , Eur.

Bacch. 289. (Akin to^ and
: others compare, -. as, .).,(,)

foundling hospital, late word.7., ov, , dim. from-, a little babe, Luc.^, ,(,) child-

like, Eccl.., ,^=., , ,=^,,
II. 5, 586.

BPE'Xfl,fut. -, to wet, moisten,

.iprinkle, rain on : metaph. to shower

down blessings upon one. Pass, to be

wetted or drenched,, Xen. An. 4, 5, 2 :, Eur. . 326: hence -, tipsy, Lat. uvidus, viadi-

dus, Eubul. Incert. 5. Impers.-, like, Lat. pluit, it rains. (Akin

to Lat. rigo. Germ, regni, our rain.). Ion. for.
BPl-, [i], insepar. mtensive prefix,

whence come, -., also. cf, :

not to be confounded with—II.

contr. from, which only occurs

in Gramni., except that ace. toStrabo,

Hesiod used it for, as /^a

from (),, , etc. (Qu. akiii

to Sanscr. virya fortitudo, vira heros,

Lat. vir ?)

tBpiaJa, , , Briada, a city of

Pisidia, Strab.^, , , sub., Bri-

antica, a resion of Thrace on the
Lis.sus, Hdtr7, 108.. , , II. 1, 403, a hun-
dred-lianded giant, so called by the

gods, hut by men Aegaeon, who as-

sisted Jupiter, cf Hes. Th. 714, 817:

he was son-in-law to Neptune, and

BPIM
with his brothers Cottus and Gyas
defended the gods against the Titans.

Also (from -). [, Ep.
trisyll.],,, Ion.,()
strong, in II. always epith. of a hel-

met,,., , ,(,) strong handed.. (-) strengthen, to make
strong and mighty, Hes. Op. 5. Th.
447.—II. intr. to be strong, Hes. Op. 5.

[a]^, ov. , Brigantmm,
now Bregenz, a town of Vindelicia,

Strab.

tBpo'ff, , oi,=Bpv}'o<., . , a kind of grain in

Thrace and Macedonia, still called

vri.ia, of same species with, like

our 7-ye, Gal. (The word seems orig.

to be Aeol. for, Greg. Cor. p.

576.). Brizana, a Persian river,

Arr.' Ind. 39, 7.', f - (never), to

nod, slumber, sleep; in genl. to be

sleepy, slow, and heavy, 11. 4, 223.

(Akin to.) Hence
tBpiCui, , , Bnzo. a goddess ot

Deles, who sent dreams and inter-

preted them to men, Ath. 335 k., ov, (-,) strong

or loud shouting, epith. of Mars, II. 13,

521.
^

Bpf^of, , , () weight,

heainness, Hipp., and Eur. Tro. 1050.

Hence, , , weight, burthen,

heaviness, 11. 5, 839 ; 12, 460.', , gen. , (,) with heavy horns, 0pp., ov, contr. , ovv,(,)grave-minded, thoughtful,

Anth., , , () weighty,

heavy, in Hom. always epith. of iy-, cf. -., fut. ,3; aor.:
perf : to have weight or bulk,

to be heavy, to be weighed down, heavy

laden with a thing, c. dat..', 11- 18. 561. cf Od.
10, 474; 19, 112; also c. gen., -, Od. 15, 334.

Also in mid. -. laden with fruit, II. 8, 307 : with
notion of burlhen.iome, oppressive,, elsewh., 11. 21, 385,

cf. 16. 384 ; hence also in prose to

how, sink under a burthen. Plat. Phaedr.
247 ; to incline to one side, Arist.

Probl.—2. of men, to outweigh, pre-

vail, , Od. 6, 159 ;
to be

superior in the fight, to be master, Lat.

praevalere, 11. 12, 346, cf.—
11. trans, to load, press. Hes. Op. 404 ;?., i*ind. 8, 31,.,
Aesch. Pers. 346. (Akin to,,.) [«]. , , a name of a tragic

mask, Cratin. Seriph. 11. (Ace. to

Hesych., quasi - ?)

iBpiKivviai, , , Bncinniae, a
fortress of Sicily, Thuc. 5, 4.

17/{• . ov, o, Brile.ssus, a moun-
tain of Attica, Thuc. 2, 23., f. •, and
Bplav,= sq.. only in Gramm.

and,. mid.,
to be wrathful, furious, Ar. Eq. 855;
Tivi, Xen. : esj). of beasts, to give vent

to anger by roaring, snorting, etc. : from. . , wrath, any expres-

sion ofanger, snorting, esp. threatening:

also power, strength, bulk, like3,. Horn. 28, 10. (akin to,,-) [] Hence



, adv., with s/ior/mg-, Nonn.,, ,=, Anth., v., Xen., , ;, () epith. of

Hecate or Proserpina, Me wrathful,

the terrible one. Ap. Rh. 3, 861.

tBp<fta, af, ^, Brixia, now Brescia,

a city of Gallia Cisalpina. Strab., ov, (, )
chariot-pressing, epith. of Mars, Has.
Sc. 441, H. Horn. 7, 1.

tBplaevc, Ion. , 6, Briseus,

father of Hippodainia, II. 1, 392.

Hence^, , , Brise'is, daughter

of Briseiis, i. e. Hippodamia, the fair

captive of Achilles, taken from hiin

by A;;amemnon, II. 1, 184. sqq.\,, , Brison, a Mace-
donian, Arr. An. 3, 12, 2.^,, , (,-, Cret., meaning sweet maiden),

Britomariis, a Cretan nymph, daughter
of Jupiter and Carme, called also, Callim., etc. : hence—2.

an epithet of Diana in Crete, who
loved her, assumed her name, and was
worshipped under it, Strab., Pans.^, ov, . Brongus. a tributary

of the Ister, Hdt. 4, 49.—2. masc. pr.

n., Nonn., uv, ,() the end

of the windpipe that joins the lungs,

Arist. Probl., , , a tumour in the

tliToat. Celsus., ov.o,the throat, gullet,

windpipe. Hipp.— II. a gulp, draught,

Epict. (3,.),, , the neck-hole in

a garment, Joseph.], ov. . Bromlrus, a Mace-
donian. Thuc. 4, 83.=3, to buzz, luim, of
gnats, 11. 16, 642.,&\>.,=, from, Anth.,, . pecul. fern, of sq.,

A.ntiph. Aphr. 1, 12.. a. ov.() sounding,, Pind. N. 9, 18 : hence as
subst.— II.., 6, epith. of Bac-
chus, the noisi^, boisterous god, Aesch.,
and Eur. : and as adj.—2.,
a,,=:. Bacchic, etc., Eur., ,[,) like

Bacchus or ivine, Bacchic, Anth., , , fern.,, 57,=foreg., , , () Ijat. fremi-
tus, any loud noise, only once in Hom.
of the crackling of fire,' II. 14, 396 : in

Find., of thunder; Aesch. Fr. 181,

of wind ; Simon. 108, of the drum
;

and of many other sounds, as of the
flute, H. Hom. Merc. 452, cf Jac.

A. P. p. 174., ov, , a kind of oats, also

written, Theophr., ,,^, dub., ,,{) of,

belonging to thunder, ", Jupiter the

thunderer, Arist. Mund., , f. -, to thunder,

Hom : metaph. of Pericles, Ar. Ach.
531 : , impers. it thunders,

Arist. if. A.
*, ov, , an engine for

making stage-thunder. Poll. : from' , , thunder, Horn.,
who adds• and ,, cf-

: hence any loud sound or ro/ce.—
II. the state of one struck with thunder,

astonishment, Hdt. 7, 10, 5. (Akin to,.),., thunder, Aesch. '

Pr. 993.

BPOX, ov, , Brontes, name of
one of the Cyclopes, who forged the
bolts of Jupiter, Hes. Th. 140 : from., ov, {,) sending thunder and light-

ning,, Ar. Nub. 265., a, ov, =,
Hipp.^, , , Brontinus. a Py-
thagorean philosopher of Metapon-
tum, Diog. L., ,{,)
thunder-making.-,, ,{,-) the taking vote of thunder, divi-

nation by it, cf.., ,{,) like

thunder, thundering, Anth., V. under and^,.. a, b, Broteas, father and
son of Tantalus, Paus. 3, 22, 4.. ov, also a, ov, and-, , , Od. 19, 545, . Hom.
Yen. 47, Aesch. Eum. 171, {)
mortal, human, of mortal mould. Only
poet., ov, also a, oi',=foreg.,

Hes. Op. 771, Alcm. 8., ov, gen., {-,) trampling on men. [a], , gen. . {,) with human voice, Anth., ,{,) like

man, of man's nature, Maiieth.,, ,{) bloody,

blood-besprinkled, II., mostly with-
pa., , to murder men,
Aesch. Eum. 421 : from. ov,{,)
man-slaying, Orph., ,{,)
man-slaying, a plague to man, always
epith. of Mars, Hom., esp. in II., ov, , a mortal, ?nan, opp.

to or. oft. in Hom.,
who always uses it as subst. ; with

added, II. 5, 361 : the fem.-
once, Od. 5, 334 : as

adj. mortal, Pind. : only poet. (Akin
to,, Lat. niori, mors,

Sanscr. mri, cf. sub3.), . , blood that has flowed
from a wounded man, gore, /. :

Hom. in II. always adds,
but Od. 24, 189, . (Ace.
to Damm from., Aeol.)077. ov,{,)
taking note of man, epith. of the Erin-
yes, Aesch. Eum. 499., ov, {, ,) man satmig, Orph., ov, {,)
causing groans to mortals ; unless a

corruptionfor•, Eur. Sthe-
nob. 10., ,{,)
man hating ?—II. pass, hated by men,
Aesch. Cho. 51., ,{,)
giving light to men, Anth., ov,{,)
man destroying, Aesch. Eum. 787., {) to make bloody,

stain ivith gore, ,
Od. 11, 41.—II.{) to make mor-
tal ;, having been made man,
and in aor. mid., Eccl., also,, 6, a kind

of locust tvithout wings, also-. Theophr.^, , o't, the Bructeri, a
people of Germany, Strab.

tBpor-of, ov, , the Roman Bru-
tus, Plut., etc. >, a, ov,{) belonging

BPTN
to a noose : , like,
a cord for Strangling ?, , 6,{) a wetting,

rain, Anth.^> VC' ^> {() = foreg.
Geop., f. -, to gidp down,
sivallow, Arist. Probl. ; to devour

;

hence to squander.—II. to wet the

throat : from', 01•, , the throat, gul-

let. Theocr. 3, 54.— II. a draught,

Hipp. (Akin to.),, , aim.-,
little noose, in pi. of the toils or web of
the spider, Anth. ; a fisher's net, Opp.
—II. {) a vessel for watering

;

an ink-horn, Anth.^, , , Brochi, a town of
Coele-Syria, Polyb. 5, 46, 1.'. ov, b, a noose for hang-
ing or strangling. Od. : in genl. a noose,

a cord, Thuc. 2. 118 : in pi. the meshes
of a net, Xen. Cyn. 2, 5 ; cf. Poll. 5,

28 : a net, a snare, Eur. : esp. a snare

for birds, Ar. Av. 527. (Akin to-
.) [Theogn. 1095, uses the first

syll. long, v. Schaf and Herm. El.

Metr. p. 60, but Gaisf reads-
-1, adv., Aeol. fo-,, Sappho., , (as from

from) ensnared, entangled, Ne-
ophr. ap. Schol. Eur. Med. 1337.

Bpv, V..,{) to swell with plenty,

power, joy, pride, Aesch. Er. 4 : to

overflow, to bubble up., Timoth.
ap. Ath. 465 C : of plants, to be full of
sap, in full vigour, blossoming and fruit

bearing: in ge\.=oa, in Epicur.
ap. Stob. p. 1 59, 25 : hence to live at

ease, enjoy one's self, Plut. Hence, ov, b, epith. of Pan, the

jolly, rollicking god, Orph.
'/.}, ov, b, one who per-

forms in a kind of war-dance, dub. ir.

Stesich. 93, Ibyc. 50.^, . , Bryanium, a city

of Thesprotia, Strab., , ,=, for which i;

is freq. V. I.

tB|Oj;af,, b. Bryas, a son oi

Darius, Hdt. 7, 72.—2. an Argive
commander, Paus., oij, b.{) an ma-
burst ofjoy, exultation, Plut., adv. () snarling,

Anth.,, , a bite, gnawiyig.

Nic., ov, , a snarling, biting,

greedy eating, A. B. : a grinding or
gnashing of teeth, Eupol.
tBp)'}Oi, , oi, also, Brygi

1 or Briges, a people of Thracian
origin on border of Macedonia, from
whom sprang the Phrvgians, Hdt. 4,

65 ; 7, 73 ; others in Strab. 295, 326,.=^, Archil. 26, 6., ov, ,{)=.', f.-, bite, bite in pieces,

devour, Ep. Hom. 14, 13, -, Anth. : met. of disease. Soph.
Tr. 987. in Nic , the
mouth with the teeth closed, intr.

:

akin to,, v. also. [ except in aor. 2,,
Ep. Ad. 418.]', Ar. Eq. 1126, to cry like

a child for drink, like,— : ace. to others, to let one's

self be cheated.

'Bpvv, Ar. Nub. 1382,

to cry bryn, i. e. cry for drink, like little

children; either a simple interject.,
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BPTX
or accus. of obsol. : some would
write from Varr. ap. Non. on
buas, and Festus v. imbulum, but v.

Phryn. A. B. p. 31.*', gen., , the depths

of the sea, in acc. in Opp. Hal.

2, 588., , , mossy, full of

moss or sea-weed : in genl. flourishing,

fresh, blooming, Nic. : from
Bpvov, , TO, () a kind of

mossy sea-weed, Lat. alga, Hipp.—2.

more rarely tree-moss, lichen, Diosc.

—II. the clustering male blossom of the

hazel, etc., the calkin, Theophr. : poet.

the blossom or flower in genl., Nic. [], ov,{,) bear-

ing calkins, e. g. ?, tlie male

bay, Theophr.,, tocouer or fill with moss, in

pa.ss., Arist. Color.

tB/H"a«ai, , , Bryseae, a city of

Laconia, 11. 2, 583., , y, () a bubbling

up, spouting out., ov, 6. Att., a

kind of sea-urchin, Arist. H. A.

'fBpvauv, ', , Bryson, a pupil

of Pythagoras, Iambi. ; others in

Plat., Anth.. etc.

BpvTta and, , , Lat.

bryssa, brissa, refuse of olives or grapes

after pressing, Ath.^, , ol, the Brutidae, an
Athenian family, Dem. 1365.

Bpy-Lvor, , ov, made of,
Cratin. Malth. 4, ubi v. Mein.

Bpi'Tov, ov. TO, and, , ,
a fermented liquor, mostly made from
barley, and so a kind ofbeer ; but also

from fruits, like cider or perry, Aesch.
Fr. 116.

^BpvTTioi,, ol, v.., a, ov, roaring, howling,

from., dep. mid., rarer form
of sq., Nic., dep. c. fut. mid. et aor.

pass., though the aor. mid. also oc-

curs, e.g. Plat. Phaed. 117 D, {-) to roar, hoivl, bellow, Lat. riigire,

expressive of pain ; strictly used of

the lion, but also, -. Soph. Aj. 322. (Akin to.), , , also, ,{) the ague, from the teeth

chattering., , , a roaring, howling,

bellowing : gnashing of teeth, Ap. Rh.,

V.,., adv., roaring, howling,

bellowing : Ap. Rh., ov,,=, Opp.,,,^,.
Fr. 146. [], ov, , a bellower, howler,

Anth., , , roaring, bellow-

ing, Eccl., ov, also a. ov, (akin to

and) cngulphed, plunged

into, simk in water, , an

echo from the sea, Aesch. Pr. 1090
;

usu.. The signf bellow-

ing, from,, assumed
by many scholars, esp. Blomf. Pers.

403, is uncertain, and would seem to
|

require .,6,=, Nic.', f. -, to bellow, howl,

g^iash the teeth, in genl. of any loud

burst of rage or pain. Hom. has only

perf.',, plusqpf., of the death-cry, or (as

Buttm. Lexil. voc. 4 sqq., pre-

fers) of the gnashing of the teeth of a

wounded hero, cf Soph. Tr. 904,

1072 : and of the howling or roaring of
280

the waves, II. 17, 264, Od. 12, 242: 2
aor. in Ep. ad. 418 has been
assigned to, q. . : akin to-. Acc. to Moeris () was the
comm. form of the Att., but v.

Herm. Soph. Phil. 735. (Hence-,, etc.) ['], prob. only used in pres.

and impf
,
yet v., to befall

nf anything, swell therewith, bubble over,

overflow: of fuluess and abundance of

all kinds, esp. luxuriant growth and
blossoming of plants, c. dat., swells with bloom even to

bursting, II. 17, 50, later also c. gen.,

Soph. O. C. 16.—II. trans, to cause to

burst forth, )/, . ., /^d(Sa,

Anacreont. (Akin to ?..,
/..) [ in pres. and impf], , {,) moss-
like, fall of moss, Arist. H. A., , , a wild creeping plant,

bryony, Nic.,, , and,,
//,=foreg., Diosc.,,,=-, Nic.,, ,() that

which is eaten, food, Ar. l• r. 313 : that

which is eaten out, Hipp., dep. mid., to bray like

an ass, rudere, Ar. Vesp. 618. (Prob.
from.), dep. mid. =,
dub. 1. Anst. H. A., , , dim. from-, Ath., , , {,,) the false pleasure of
eating made dishes, Anth. [],,^=,)[.,() to stink : also in

mid.,, ,{)=,
food, Od.—II.() the bray-

ing of an ass, late.,, ,()
braying, Lat. rudens, Nic.,, , the braying of an
ass., , h, the brayer, name
of the ass.., o,=foreg.*, assumed as pres., whence
to form, aor. of.\. ov, , Bromiscus, a city

of Chalcidice, Thuc. 4, 103., ov, {, )
speakingfoul words .foul-mouthed, Luc., ov, b, a stink, esp. of beasts

at rut : the form is dub., but

maybe defended as Ion., v. Schweigh.
Ath. t. 2, p. 94.}, ,()=., ,(,) stink-

ing, foul-smelling, Strab.

Bpe^',desiderat.from/3^/3p«:,
to wish to eat, to be hungry. Call. Fr.

435., ov,() eatable, solid,

opp. to, Aesch. Pr. 479.,, ,() meat, as

opp. to drink, Hom.— II. an

eating, eating out, corroding, ru.^t. N. T.
and, , ,() eating, devouring, biting,', Aesch. Eum. 803., , , verb. adj. of -, to be eaten, Luc., , . inclined to rat.—2.

promoting this inclination, of certain

medicines, Chrysipp. ap. Ath. 335 D.

Adv. -., , , verb. adj. of -, eaten.— II. eatable, -, Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 1, and tu-, Eur. Supp. 1110, yneat, opp. to.,,,=:, Hom. []

, , , the owl, owlet, bubo,

Arist. . . : also, and poet.̂ , ov, , Bybassus, a city

of Caria ; hence^, a, ov. of Bybassus. By
ba.-isian, . ^)7/, the By-
bassian Chersonese., , , dim. from-., , ,() made of
byblus,', cable, Od. 21,
391.^, , , , the Bybline
7nountains in Aegypt, Aesch. Pr.
811., also, ov, , the

byblus prepared for use, esp. for ropes
and paper, hence—II. a book, like.̂,. , Bijblis, a fountain
in Miletus, Theocr. 7, 114.', . , the Aegyptian pa-
pyrus ; of which the triangular stalk
and root were eaten by the poor, Ct/-

perus papyrus, Hdt. 2, 92.—II. its coats

or fibres, esp. as prepared for ropes,
sails, mats, paper, etc. : also,
esp. after anything was written upon
it : in plur. , Anth.^, ov, ij, Byblus, an ancient
name of Phoenicia, Strab. ; o'l Bv-, the inhab. of Byblus ; adj. -, a, ov. of Byblus, Luc, and
pecul. fem.,, . Nonn.
—2. a city of the Aegyptian Delta., .^=, Nic.^,, , the Byzacii. a peo-
ple of Africa, Strab. : ,,
and., (sub;) By-
zacia, v. I. Polyb. 12, 1, 5.\. ov, , Byzantium, now
Constantinople or Stamboal, a city on
the European side of Thracian lios-

porus, Hdt., Thuc, etc. : hence. a, ov, of Byzantium,
Byzantine, Thuc. ; also,
, , Strab. ; fem., ,
and,. Anth.,, , Byzas. founder of
Byzantium, Diod. S. 4, 49., adv., close pressed, closely,

., Thuc. 4, 8.^/, , , the Byzlres, a peo-
ple of Pontus, Ap. Rh. 2, 190.\, ov Ion. , .=:.—2.

a king of Babylon, Conon.
Bi\"<4». i. ,=. Aretae.—2.

f., to howl, to hoot. Dio Cass., () to be in or go into

the deep, NlC., f. -. () to throw

into the deep, immerse, sink, Polyb.;
pass, to sink, Arist. Plant.. a, ov, in the deep, sunken,

deep, in Plut. of the voice : ,
sub. , water-animals, Anth. : -, Neptune, Anth. Adv.
-., ov, h, fem.,,
7;,= foreg., Anth., adv. in. the deep, at the bottom.'', ov, , the depth, esp. of

the sea, the water-deeps, Aesch. Pr.

432. (Akin to,.), , (, )
reared, living in the deep, LXX., and, to blow the

trumpet : i'rom, , , a trumpet, Lat. biu:-

cina, Polyb. : v.. [a],, , the sound oj

the trumpet, pp., ov, , a trumpeter, App.,=, Sext. Einp.
Hence, ov, , =,
trumpeting : the trumpet's sou7id.



Br, ,,^^.7/, ,,=,
trumpeter, Polyb.,, ,{,) swelling,

blustering, , . 10, 20,

where is gen. plur..—U.
wind, hurricane, Lyc. 738, 757.^, uv, , Bylazora, a city

of Paeonia, Polyb. 5. 97, 1.^, . . Bt/lliace, a region

of lllyria, around Byllis, Strab.^/., uv, , the Bylliones, a
people of lllyria, Strab.

/.?,, , Byllis, a city of ll-

lyria, Strab., Att. for, Ar. Pac. 645.

?/, 7/, ij, maltfor brewing.,, , an old name of the sea-

goddess Iiio or Leucolhea ; hence the

sea Itself, Euphor. 90 : acc. to some
from, others from- []-. or, , ,
Byrebistas, a king of the Getae, Strab.', , , the skin stripped off,

a hide, Lat. bursa, Hdt. 3, 110: also

of the skiti of a living animal, Theocr.
25, 238.— II. Byrsa, the citadel of

Carthage, Strab. (from Punic Basra,

a fortification.), , .{,)
the leather-eagle, comic epith. of Cleon
the tanner, Ar. Eq. 197.,, , a tanner, Nt T., to dress hides, tan., , ?}, a leathern thong, Ar.

Eq. 59, with a play on the word, and so for' as pr. n.,

Id. 449 : strictly fern. Irom, , ov, {) made of
skin or leather.,, , dim. from.. , to dress hides, be a
tanner, Ar. Plut. 167 : from-, , ,{,)
tanner, Ar. Eq. 44. etc. Hence, , , of belonging

to tanning, Hipp., , , a tan-pit, tan-

yard, Inscr., ,{,)
made of skins, Plut./,,. the leather

Paphlagonian, nickname of Cleon,
Ar. Eq. 47., , {, )
dressing ski?is, Dinarch. ap. Poll. 7,

160./^., ,{,)
leather-seller, Ar. Eq. 136., , Eur. Hel. 1347,

and, ov, {,)
covered with skin or leather,

=7, Eur. Bacch. 124.,, to ciit leather : irom, ov, {, )
leather-cutting.,{) to cover with skins

or leather, Math. Vett., , {,) like

leather, Gal.,, ,, {,)
short-necked, bull-7iecked, high-shoulder-

ed, Ar. ap. Poll. 2, 135., , , {) anything

used to stop up, a plug, bung, Ar. Fr.

285.,,=:, 0pp.—II. a sea-

bird, M. Anton.\, , , Byss.tis,^^B-, Polyb. 3, 23, 2., . ov, made of,, Hdt. 2, 86; 7, ]81.,{,) orig.

to build in the deeps, hence to think

over, brood upon in one\s inmost soul

:

Hom. only in Od.. and there usu. in

nhrase ., yet also

., Od. 4, 676 : Hes.
says ., Sc. 30

;

and later authors, as Luc,/ ., adv., {) from the

bottom, Soph. Ant. 590., , , {, -) measuring the deeps, epith. of a

fisherman, Anth., ,,=, the depths of
the sea, uater-deeps , II. 24, 80 ; so also., , , (prob. the Hebrew
Butz, Gesenius Lex. in v.) a fine yel-

lowish flax, and the linen madefrom it,

Theocr. 2. 73 ; cf. Paus. 5, 5, 2 : said

also to be cotton, of which the Aegypt-
ian mummy-cloths{,
Hdt.) were supposed to be made, v.

Forster tie Bysso Ant. pp. 9, 48 ; but

these are now ascertained to be of

li7ien, Wilkinson Aegypt. (1st series)

3, p. 115.—II. of the silken threads of

the pinna marina., ov, gen.,{,)=^, deep-thinking, un-

fathomable of soul, Aesch. Cho. 651.,=:, Gramm. Hence,~,,=, oinets,

which stopped the passage of a shoal of

tunnies, Anth.,,6,=, whiskers,

Antiph. Arch. 1., , , =, Antiph.
Orph. 1.. , and, , ..^, , , Byttacas, a Mace-
donian officer in the army of Anti-

ochus, Polyb. 5, 79, 3., f., to stuff full, stop up,

plug. c. gen., ,
stuffed full of spun work or spinning

Od. 4, 134, c. dat.,—.,
Ar. Ach. 463 ; absoL, Hdt. 6, 125 : so

also the forms,,.
From the notion oifilling sprang that

of puffing uv. swelling, as in,
and hence that ot a sound caused by

gathering up the breath, as in,, etc. [C in oblique tenses,

Ar. Vesp. 128, LuciU. Ep. 114.], subj. aor. 2 act. of.,, ,=^. Dor., Ion. contr. for.^, ov, , Bocarus, a river of

Salainis, Lyc, later, Strab.,.•,/./,
. Dor. for.,. Dor. for., . Dor. for, -.,,, dim. from?../, , , cloddy, forming
clods, of rich loam. opp. to dry, sandy
soil. Pind. P. 4, 228 : from,, ,^/., a clod of
earth, Pind. P. 4, 66., , ,, a city of

Elis, Polyb. 4, 77.,,, dim.',
Strab., adv. clod-like, cloddy.?, , ov, {/) made of
clods., , , dim. from ?.€,
Ar. Vesp. 203.?, , 6, a mushroom, Lat.

boletus, Gal./..{,) cloddy,

lumpy, Theophr., to break clods of earth,

Ar. Fr. 600 : and, , , the breaking of
clods : from/., ov. {3?..)
clod-breaking, Cratin. Archil. 6.

/., , , (prob. from ?.?.)
a clod or lump of earth, Od. 18, 374:

also like Lat. gleba, a piece of land.

ground, soil : in genl. a lump of any-
thing, as of gold, Arist. Mir. ; so Eur.
calls the sun '/.,^=, Or.
983, ubi V. Pors. (975).—Later -, Piers. Moer. 95, Thorn. M. 170,

Jac. A. P. p. 254 : /. is (ound
only in dat. /., Leon. Tar. 77.,,{'/,^) to

turn up clods in ploughing, to plough,

Geop., , , the turning up

of clods./., to break clods of earth,

Vit. Horn. : from/., ov, {, )
clod-breaking, Anth.'/, , {7•.,)=-. Diosc.,, 6. .=/..—
II... , dim. from.
[on quantity v. Drac. p. 18.],, aiov, rarer form for.̂, Att. -, , . the-
mimis, Lat. Bomienses, a people of

Aetolia on the borders of Thessaly,
Thuc. 3, 90., a, ov. Soph, and Eur., also

, ov, Eur. Phoen. 274, 1750, {-) on or at the altar, of or belonging

to the altar.,, , dim. fjrom-—
. step, Hdt. 2, 125.. ov, , dim. from., , , an attendant on
the altar, priestess, Nic., . {,) like

an altar, Plut. Them. 32.,., the conduct,

language ofa, Ar. Eq. 902 :

from7., dep. mid.,{-
?.) use low jesting, be a buffoon or

lickspittle, to flatter, Ar. Nub. 970;
opp. to : act. not used.

Bo'Ao,=oreg., Plut./., , , buffoonery, ribal-

dry, manners of a. Plat.

Rep. 606 C, cf../, , , inclined to

coarse jokes, Luc. : from?, ov. {,)
orig. of the rabble that waited about the

altars, to beg or steal some of the meat
oft'ered thereon : hence living on offer-

ings, haunting the altar, half-starved,

cf. Plant. Rud. 1, 2, 52, Ter. Eun. 3,

2, 38: usu. metaph. oi such as would
do any dirty work to get a meal, a lick-

spittle, low jester, buffoon, Arist. Eth.

N. 4, 8, 3. Rhet. 3, 18, 7 : Ar. Nub.
!i70, applies the verb, and. Ran. 358,

the adj., to the music of his day,

which had lost its former gravity,

and sought to tickle the vulgar ear

by tricks of art., ov, ,{, vimf) at

Sparta, the lad who won the prize fot

endurance in the voluntary whipjnlng at

the altar of Artemis (Diana) Orthia,

v. Thiersch Epochen der Kunst, p.

172.—II. honorary title of a Spartan
magistracy : but v. Bockh Inscr. 1,

p. 664., , , {*,) any
elevation, whereon to place a thing,

a stand, base, trestle, step. Lat. sag
gestus, II. 8, 441, Od. 7, 100, elsewh,: but mostly of e-ec

tions for sacred purposes, oSerings,

etc., an altar. Hom., who sometimes
adds, but usu. omits the dis

tinctive epithet ; the same distinc-

tion prevails between and
as between Lat. aiiare and

ara, v. Diet. Antiqq. s. v, ara : later

also a funeral barrow, cairn, Lat. in•

mulus, Jac. A. P. p. 922.
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', Dor. for, ace. from,
also ]1. 7, 238., , 6,=, dub. 1.

Call. Fr. 157.

tUuvuvia, , ?/, Botwnia, now Bn-

logiia, a city of Gallia Cisalpina,

Strab.\,, , a. kmd offish, Xen., ov, 6, and, Bor-

vms, a beautiful Mariandyniari youth

carried oif by tlie nymphs of a foun-

tain to which he had gone for water,

Ath. 620 A, cf Aesch. P. 938.

^,, . contr. for.., , Borus, son of Perieres,

II. 16, 177.—2. a Lydian, father of

Phaestus, II. 5, 44.

tBtjf, Dor. ace. pi. for, Theocr., Ion. and Dor. for

from, Hdt., etc., contr. part. aor. 1 act. for

from, 11., 3 plur. subj. aor. 2 act. of, Od.•, , 6, Bostarits, a Cartha-

ginian general in Africa, opposed to

the Romans under Regulus, Polyb.

I, 30.—2. commander of the mer-

cenary troops in Sardinia, Id. 1, 79.

—

3. a commander in Spam opposed to

Scipio, Id. 3, 98.~, , f. -, to call, call in,

call on, esp. to call to aid, Od. 12, 124
;

also in Ar., and Theocr. Usu. said

to be Dor. for. but rather form-

ed like? from','-. etc., , 6, =• 3,

Polyb., , 6, herdsman, =-
], Theocr. 1, 86., Ion. , ,{,) man-feeding, nurse of heroes,

epilh. of fruitful countries, as Phthia,

II. 1, 155. No such adj. as-, ov, seems to have been used., , , fem. of, v..,,,=^, Horn.

.
, ,. Ion., indecl.,

third letter in Gr. alphabet : hence
as numeral y'^three, third: but ^y=
3000. Before the palatals y, , ,
and before , is pronounced Hkc
ng, as, pron. eng-gus,,,, : v. Bultni. Ausf.

Spr. l,p. 17.

In Aeol., and sometimes in Ion.,

the old Greek was a kind of aspi-

rate, called from the way of writing

it (F) Digamma. This aspirate was
carried by the Pelasgian race into

Italy, and was strengthened by the

Latins into a real consonant Van, as

may be seen from many words orig.

Greek,, oFif, vinum,

vicu-s, ovis. It disappeared from the
Greek tongue so early, that even in

the Homeric poems it has no regular

character, and many even deny its

influence in softening the hiatus,

whUe others allow this effect in

Pind. ; and it seems to remain in

one word,'. as late as Aris-

toph., cf Buttm. Lexil. in v.

Horn, has y as an aspirate before

some words aia,?a :,-
nor. This use is most freq., esp. in

Att., before and v, e. g., y7jiui], lac, (as

2tJ2

also is freq. prefixed to , cf. ),, -
In Dor. is sometimes put for y,

as }?/,, Dor. ,^ ; on

the other hand, y for ,? : the Att. /3 for y,' : also , :

and , ', . In

the formation of words it is often in-

terchanged with i, Buttm. Lexil. voc.

a) pa 3, p. 22, and ji. 140., Dor. for ye, enclit. particle,

also in compds.,, just

like . Dor. ., Dor. also Aeol. for, the earth,

Pind.

tra/3ai, , al, Gahae, a city of Per-

sia, now Darabgherd, Strab.—2. a
fortress of Sogdiana, Arr. An. 4, 17

:

hence", ov, b, an inhabitant of
Gahae, Gabenian, Plut. Eum. 15 ; and^, , Strab.,, ,
Diod. S., 7/, the territory of Gahae, Ga-
biana, Strab.\. ov, 6, Gabacus. a Persian
satrap of Phrygia, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 5.^, , , Gabala, a city of

Syria, Strab.],, oi, the Gabales, a
people of Aquitania in Gaul. Strab., ov, , the Rom. Gabinius,

Strab.

Wo, , ol, Gabii, a city of

Latium, Strab., 6, indecl. Hebr. pr. n., the

archangel Gabriel, N. T., ov, . gagates, jet. Orph.,

so called from or Payat, a
town and river in Lycia : also-}. [ar], Att., Lob.

Phryn. 97, Mehlhorn Anacr. 5, 7,

(contrariwise A. B. p. 31), to charin

or engage the senses, esp. to tickle:

or only in

Gramm. (The root is *, or rather* : akin to /cayraCw,,
cachinnari, Hemst. Thom. M. p. 181.),, , an oyster-fisher

:

from,, , also, ov,

, a small round net, esp. for oyster

catching, elsewh. : metaph., Aesch. Ag. 361. The
form, , is dub., cf--,,(,)
dragging an oyster-net.^,, . Gauge, a city of India,

Strab.^, , 6, the Ganges, a cele-

brated river of India, Strab.\, , , fem. also r«y-, , , of or belonging to the

Ganges, Gangelic, Indian, Strab.,

Arr., etc.', ov, , a tumour under

the skin, on or near tendons or sinews.

Medic. : in modern anatomy, a plexus

of the 7ierves : prob. orig. Written-. Hence, ,(,)
of the ganglioyi kind, Hipp.
tFf/yypa, , . and , . Gangra,

a city of Paphlagonia, Strab., Ath.

82 C., , /,(,)
gangrene, an eating sore, ending in

mortification, when it became-
?.. Gal. Hence., , , gangrenous,

Diosc., as pass., to have a

gangrene, Hipp., ,(, -) of the gangrene kind, Hipp., , , {-

) afjliction with a gangrene,

Hipp.^, , . Gages, a river of Ly-
cia, on which was, whence, q. v.^, , , Gadara, a city of

Palestine now Omkais. Strab. : hence/, ov, 6, a Gadarene. N. T.

;

, the territory of Gadara,
Strab.—2. another city in Coele-
Syria, where Meleager the poet was
born.\, a and ov, b, Gadntas,

satrap of a province of Assyria, Xen.
Cyr. 5,3, 15.,, . Ion. >/, the

city Gadira or Gades, now Cadiz, at

the mouth of the Baetis, Pind. N. 4,

114, Hdt. 4, 8 : adj.. .,
of Gadira, fem. also, Strab.,

etc. : hence
^Vapv,from Gades, Anth., , , the royal treasure OT

treasury : in genl. riches, Thcophr. :

in Polyb. a sum of money. (Persian

word.)', , , Gaza, city of Pales-

tine, now Rassa, Plut. Alex. 25:

and, an inhab. of Ga-
za ; as adj.,() of Gaza,

Alex. Trail.—2. a city of Sogdiana,
Arr. An. 4, 2, 1.7>. , , Gazacene, a dis-

trict of Pontus, Strab.7., , to be a,
Diod.?, , , a treasury,

Lat. aerarium, Strab. : from?., , (,-) treasurer, Joseph., Dor. for, pf,
part,., , , like , poet, for,
earth, ground, soil : land, e.fp. father-

larul, country, in Horn, mostly

: , earth thrown up
into a cairn, II. In Horn, this is the

most usu. form ; also often in plur.

:

the form rare and late, Herm.
Orph. p. 7i.6, Jac. A. P. p. 134.—II., as prop, n., Gaea, Tellus, Earth,

spouse of Uranus, mother of the

Titans, Cyclopes and other monsters,

Hes. (With yatn and ala, Doderl.

well compares the German Gau and
Au.), ov, Dor. for./. , poet, for., adv. () from the land,

0pp.', , ov, sprung from Earth,. son of Gaea, epith. of Tityus,

Od. 7, 324.. ov, (,) poet, for, earth-upholding, earth-sur-

rounding, in Hom. always epith. of

Neptune, perh. as opp. to his celestial

and infernal brothers : of other gods,

guarding, protecting a country, Soph.

O. T. 160., ov,(,) earth-

eating, Numen. ap. Ath. 305 A., ,=, poet., , , (,)
giver of land. Call. Fr. 158., ov, Dor. for, on land,

Aesch. Supp. 826.— II. under earth,

read by some, lb. 156., ,(,) earth-

nourished., ,=., . (.)=^. earth coloured. Medic. :.. the earthy appearance of the
moon, Philolaus ap. Stob. Eel. 1, 562.^, , and -. , ol,

the Gavsiltae, a people of Gallia Nar-
bonensis, Polyb. 2, 22, 1 (prob. so



called from the weapon they used,).
fTaiauv,, , Gaeson, a tribu-

tary of the Maeander, Hdt. 9, 97.. 6, or,,, gaesum,

a sort of javelin, Polyb.

iTaiTovAni, , , the Gaetuli, a
people of Africa, Stral). : their terri-

tory, TaLTOv/Ua, Gaetulta, Ath.', radic. fonn, seldom used,

to be proud of a thing, to exult or rejoice

in, Horn, (in II.) always in phrase
ycLLuv, exulting in his strength,

of Jupiter, Mars, Briareus : so, Emped. (Hence ,,, gaadeo,,.), ,^=, Polyb. 2,

15, 8.,, 6, () heap of
earth, boundary-heap, Dor., v. Koen.
Greg. 224., ov,{,)-, grubbing or digging in the earth,

Strab. [], , and, , (,) an earthquake :, , the

earth-shaker, only in Gramm.', gen., , milk,

Hom., also in plur.. Plat.

Legg. 887 C : ,-. to be still at the breast, i. e. un-
weaned, Eur. H. F. 12G6 ; Plat. Tun.
81 C ; in Plat, also : me-
taph. of the first elements of the Chris-

tian religion, N. T. 1 Cor. 3, 2.—II.

the sap of plants, Hemst. Ar. Plut. p.

241.—III. a plant, Nic.—IV. a nurse,

Bentl. ad Call. Ep. 53, I, but Jacobs
reads ', Aulh. 7, p. 297.

—V. for, the milky way,
Ideler ad Arist. Meteor. 1, 8, 1.—VI.. proverb, of rare and
dainty things, Br. Ar. Av. 733, galli-

nacei lactis haustus, Plin. H. N., our
pigeons milk. Sometimes indecl.,

Valck. Ad. p. 351, v. also.
(the same as lac, as appears from
gen., and from the form:
perh. also to --, milk, Pott
Elym. Forsch. 2, 204.) []
iTa?<.ai3pioi, , oi, the Galabrii, a

people of lUyria, Strab.

or, ai, a kind of
smooth-shelled muscle, Arist. H. A., , sucking, hence
young,, Od. 4, 336 : ra ?..,
sucklings, Hdt. 1, 183.-,, to have or give 7nuch

milk.?, f. -, () to be

milky or milk-white, Philo : hence
7\,.., , , ?nilky, milk-like,

milk-white, Diosc.?., , oi',=foreg., Anth.,, , dim. from,
a little 7nilk, M. Anton., /),= sq., Orph.?, , a stone which,

when wetted and rubbed, gives out a

milky juice, Diosc, elsewh..
Id.,,(,)
receiving milk., , {, )
milk-like, milky. Plut., v.., as pass., to become
milk, Theopnr., , (,-) of or like curdled milk, Anth., , , a drinking of
milk, Hipp. : and,, to drink milk. Id-

:

from. ov, ,(,)
a milk-drinker, Hdt. 1, 216.\(,, , {,)

to nurture with milk ; in pass, to be

reared or nurtured with viilk, to live on

milk, Philo : hence^, , , a nurturing

with milk, a suckling, Eccl.

Ta?.aovp.,tomakeof milk, as

cheese, etc. : from. , (,*)
making 7nilk-dishes, Parmen. ap. Ath.

608 A., to have or suck milk,

Plut.: and, , , a sucking of
milk, Clem. Al. : from, ov,{,) hav-

ing or sucking milk., to live on milk, Phi-

lost r. : from, ov,{, ,')
milk-fed, Se.xt. Emp., v.. : hence^, , oi. the Galac-

tophagi (milk-eaters) a people of Asia-

tic Scythia, Strab., ov, (, )
bearing or bringing milk, Nic.7, ov, cftntr.,
ovv, (,) milk-coloured, dub.
1. Opp.,, , ^,i=foreg.,

Philyll. Aug. 2.)/, , =,
Diphil. Siphn. ap. Ath. 91 E./•,, ,{?.)
a growing of milk, changing into milk.

— II. of seeds or young plants, ivhich

become soft and so die, cf..-., Dor. for, Aesch.
Ag. 740.\. Dor. for 7.'=-7,.. . F. 402. [^], Dor. for.^, a, ov, () milky,

Nonn. 3, 389.;;, , , Galaxaura, one
of the dceanides, H. Hom. Cer. 423,

Hes. Th. 353.^,. , milky, milk-

white, Nonn. 22, 18., , a festival at Athens in

honour of Cybele, at which a kind of
milk-furmety was eateyi., , , with or without, the galaxy, milky way, Lat.

circidus lacteus, via lactea, Diod.—II.^, Plin.^7., ov, , Galaxidoms,
masc. pr. n., Xen. Hell. 3. 5, 1., , and -, , ,
Galaria, a city of Sicily ; Ta?Mpl-, an inhab. of G., Diod. S., (OV, oi. v. sub.^,, , Galatea, a Nereid,
beloved by Acis and Polyphemus,
Hes. Th. 250.—II. in h\ic.=Yaaa.\, .,=, Dion. P.

^?:, ov, , an inhab. nf Galatia,

a Galatian ; in pi. oi -at, the

Gatatians, Callim. Del. 184. Strab. :

V. 1. — 2. the Galatae or

Gauls m Europe, Polyb., etc.-', , , Galatia, a province
of Asia Minor, bordering on Paphla-
gonia, Pontus, Phrygia, etc.. deriving

its name from the- or Gauls,

who had occupied it, Strab.—2. Gal-

lia, Gaul, in Europe, Strab. : hence\7., , , of Galatia, Gala-

tian, Strab.—2. also, Gallic,

of ox belonging to Gaul;. -, Gnllicus Sinus, Strab. Adv.,
in the Gallic fashion, after the manner
of the GaMls,'F\nt. 0th. 6., ov, gen. ,(,) rnilk-fed, Antiph. Aph-
rod. 1, 4. ubi v. Meineke : al..^, , , gen. , for, q. v. in Opp.

1, , , (7.,)
weasel-trap, cat-lrap, Theojihr.;, , contr. '/.]. ,
weasel, marten-cat, Hdt. 4, 192 : .-, thefoul-mart or polecat, Ar. Plut,
693 : . or. the ferret,

Arist. H. A.—II. a sea-fish, usu. •
?., yet v. H. A. 2, 17", 26., ,(,) like
the or ?., esp. weasel or
cat-like, Arist. H. A.,, ,(?,,) Battle of the Cats and Mice, a
burlesque poem by Theod. Prodro-
mus.•, ov, 6, a kind of shark, mark-
ed like a 7., Arist. H. A.7.,,, cheerful, well-pleased,

Anth. Adv.- : also, v.7^., ,(,) with
cheerful, happy face.,,—, Arist.. .7., , , kind of spotted

lizard, elsewh., Ar.
Nub. 173.—II. the sword-fish, elsewh., Polyb.

Ta/S/, , contr. for., q. v.?, , poet, ior,.
Rh., a,,^=, Anth.-, . Dor. /.^-.
rA'AH'NH, , , calm, stillness of

wind and leave, Od. : // /.-, to sail through the calm, Od. 7,
319 : in geid. cabn, tranquillily, cheer-

fulness, ',
spirit nf serenest calm, Aesch. Ag. 740.
—II. a kind of lead-ore, Plin.—ill.

antidote to poison. Gal.

^7.],, , GalSne, daughter of
Nereus and Doris, Hes. Th. 244.—2.

a female historian of Smyrna, 4th.
679 0.7.,,=7>, Arist. Phy-
siogn., Hipp., rarer form of,,() to be calm,
tranquil, esp. of the wind, Mosch.
7.?], f. -,() to calm,

still, hush, esp. the waves or winds,
Eur. Incert. 47.— 2. intrans. to be

calm or tranquil, Alex. Paras. 1, ubi
v. Meineke : and so in mid.7., ,=7., Luc.7.,•\..7<,^.7. ov, , a calm, Iran
quillity, cheerfulness, rest, Epicur. ap.
Diog. L., %>, calm, stilly, serene

,

esp. of the sea, /', I see a
calm, Eur. Or. 279. Adv. -. (-
7.(,,,, -,,.), , , antl-, Galenus,
Galen, a celebrated physician of Per-
gamus.,, , {?.)='/, Sext. Emp.,{)=, to

be calm, at ease, Plut., , (], )
calm, stilly., ,=.^7, ov, . Galepsus, a city of
Macedonia on the Toronaic gulf,

Hdt. 7, 122 ; Thuc. 4, 107.,, or,, 6, , having one arm shortened
by an accident, Hipp.

Ta?uv, , , a kitten or young
weasel, Cratin. Hor. 19,

iTa7u7.aia,, , Galilee, a province
of Palestine, at the time of Christ,
comprising all the northern part

bounded by Phoenicia, Syria, and
263



Jordan, Strab., . . Marc. 1, 9,

etc. : . TUif, Galilee of the

nations, or Gentiles, because Phoeni-
cians, Arabians, and Syrians were
intermingled with the inhabitants,

Matth. 4, 15 : hence, a, ov, of or belonging to

Galilee, Galilean ; ?.., the Gali-

leans, Matth. 26, 69, etc. ; the Gali-

leans were des])ised by the rest of

the Jews, and hence the name be-

came a term of contempt., , . galium, perh. the

yellow bed-straw, Diosc.

1?.'7/, 7/, , () the Gal-

laic territory in Thrace, afterwards

called, Hdt. 7, 108./', . .= 2, Plut., ,,=^ 2.^',, , GalUo, the elder

brother of Seneca the philosopher,

proconsul of Achaia,N. T. Act. 18, 12., , oi, the Gallo-

graeci^Ta/.arai 1 : ?) Ta?.?,oypaiKia,

, Gallograecia=Ta?MTia 1, Strab.

?., ov, or, , , a

priest of Cybele ; and hence in genl.

an eunuch, Anth. (From the Phry-
gian river Gallos.)',-,-, ~•
(,='/., , gen., nom. 1.', Att. ?., gen., ?/,

sister-in-law, 11., Lat. glos : the cor-

responding masc is.
itauaSpiomoi, , , Gamabrivi, a

people of Germany, Strab.

^/, Dor. for, Theocr.
\'.//, , indecl. Gamaliel, a

celebrated Jewieh teacher. Act. 5, 34.3,() to form con-

nexions by marriage, LXX. Pass, to

be connected by marriage, Joseph., a, ov, belonging to a, Ath.3, ov,(,-) bridegroom-slayi/ig, Lyc., ov, , () any con-

nexion, relation by marriage. Lat. ajfinis,

cf ,Ti)of, and so— I. so7i-in-law, usu.

in Horn.—II. brother-in-law, II. 5.474.

—III.= ^vp,falher-i7l-law, Valck.

Phoen. 431.

—

IV. any connexion, Pind.

N. 5, 67.—V. in Dor. and Aeol., a

bridegroom, Valck. Theocr. 15, 129.\ for/, v. sub.
?'/, , fern, of sq., wife,

., Hes. Op. 404., ov. , a hnsband, spouse,

Aesch., and Eur. : and., , a ivife.,,,=:, Stob., fut., 11. 9, 391, Att.

contr., Xen. Cyr. 5, 2, 12, etc.,

later }'//7/. but/ is altogether

dub. : fut. mid., hence}/, 11. 9, 394: aor. 1.
mid. : perf.?: aor.

1 pass,', in Theocr. , 91,

also shortd., as if from fut.

: on aor. 1 act. '7] v.

infTlI., 2.

—

(). To 7narry, i. e.

to take to u'i/e, Lat. dticere, of the man,, Horn, very freq. in II., also -, for which -, in Aesch., and Eur., and, Eur. : ,, to marry one of a
good or bad stock, Theogn. 189, 190 :

rare c. dupl. ace, -.
for ,
Hdt. 3, 88, cf 4, 145 : -,, Andoc. 30, 37.—2.

also of mere sexual intercourse, to take

for a paramour, Od. 1, 36.—II. mid. to

give in marriage, and that— 1. of the
284

woman, to give herself in marriage, i. e.

to get married, to ired, Lat. nubere,TivL,

Od.—2. of the parents, to get their

children married, betroth, as well to get

a ivife for the son, /'• /',
II. 9, 394 ; as to get a husbandfor the

daughter, ' avT'j',
', Eur. Med. 264, ace.

to Herm., (which however Pors. ex-

plains as ironical, and where iilmsl.

reads i) ' .)'. with ,
of the woman, to marry into a place,

as with ' of the man, to take

his li'ife home, Valck Hdt. 4, 78. In

this last signf., to betroth, later au-
thors, from Menand. (p. 274) down-
wards, used also aor. 1 act. •)7,
V. Lob. Phryn. 742, cf. however Kei-
sig. de , partic. p. 127.

—

111. Pass.-, to be wedded or taken to

wife, Theocr. 8, 91 (but Herm. sought
in marriage, betrothed, Opusc. 3, p. 1 83),
later just as in mid., to marnj a hus-

band. Lob. Phryn. 742 ; though Poll.

3, 45, objects to this usage.

—

IV.

Moreover, ace. to Hermann, Leipz.
Litt. Ztg. 1817, p. 294, the older form
of the aor. 1 mid. has
the pecul. signf. to desire a maiden m
marriage, woo OX court her, Herm. ad
Elmsl. Med. 257., , , =,
Aesch. Cho. 624., ov,() belonging to

a marriage or wedding ; bridal: b .,
sub., a bride-cake, Philetaer.

Oen. 1, (sub.) -, to subscril)e

for the wedding-feast of one's phra-
tores, Dem. 1312, 12.

7]',,,, the seventh month

of the Attic year, from, because
it was the fashionable time for wed-
dings : it answered to the last half

of January and beginning of Febru-
ary ; and was in old times also call-

ed., desider. of, to

wish to marry, Alciphr., verb, adj., one must mar-
ry, Plut., f. -', to give in marriage,

c. ace. of parents who get their

daughter married. Mid. to get mar-
ried, to wed, Tivi, of the bride, Eccl.
Hence, , , relating to marriage,

bridal,, Plat. Legg. 721 A ;

., nuptiae, nuptials, Thuc. 2, 15:, to feast as at a wed-

ding, Arist. Eth. N., ov, also a, ,=7'/,
bridal, Mosch., =, Callicr. ap.

Stob. : in pass, to be given in marriage,

Arist. Pol. ; N. T. Marc. 12, 25., , the letter , v. sup.

Hence, ov, , dim from-. a little y./, , (, )

shaped like a , Paul. Aeg., , , (,)
7narriage.-feast ; in genl. a wedding,

sub., Ael.. , to have illicit inter-

course, Pseudo-Phocyl. : and?, , , lawless love,

adultery. Or. Sib. : from, ov,(,)
adulterous, an adulterer. Anth.,. ,(,) the

celebration of a wedding, Ath., . Dor. for,
Aesch. Siippl. 614.',, , a wedding, wedding-
day, Hom., ,,

to furnish forth a wedding, or esp. the

wcdding-feast, 11. 18, 491, Od. 1, 226,
and so , Od. 4, 3 : in
prose '.— II. a marriage,
the union of man and wife, Hom., etc.

:

also o{ mere sexual intercourse, Hcmst.
Plut. p. 401.

—

III. wedlock, 7natrimony,
freq. in prose, also in pi.—IV. wife,
Xen. Cyr. 8, 4, 19. [u], , to prepare, furnish
forth a wedding : from, ov, (, .)
managing, preparing a wedding ; .
, goddess of marriage, presiding over
nuptials, Lat. Pronuba, epith. of Juno
and Venus, Orph. : , Musac. 282., ai,= sq., Lyc., ,(,-,) the jaws. 11. mostly of
beasts : of birds, the beak, Eur. Ion
159 : the sing, is late and very rare., , ,() bent, cur-

ved, crooked ; ., with crooked
talons, Ar. Nub. 337., 7, , a bend, bending,
crooking, Arist. H. A., , f. -, to bend, curve,

Arist. H. A.

•?/, ,,^., , , . (,) uith crooked talons. Hom., oi',= foreg., dub. 1.

Epicharm. p. 12.^,,? bright, glad, joy-

ful, , ap-

proach the gods with gladness, dub. 1.

Aesch. Supp. 1019.

^,, , ()) to shine, glitter ;

esp. to have a bright look, of metals :

metaph. to be cheerful, be refreshed, re-

vive, Eust. Od. 7,' 128 : in Hom. al-

ways in part., ,, of arms, II. ;, of garden-beds, Od. ; and
sing,, of a flower, H. Hom.
Cer. 10.—2. trans, to make or keep

bright, Arat., , , the Gandarii, an
Indian tribe on the borders of Sogdi-
ana, Hdt. 3, 91 ; in Diod. S. also, and in Plut. Ale.x. 62,. : their territory, Tav-. and,, Strab., , , Lat. gancum, •, , Lat. ganeones, Gramm., , , also, Dor., esp.
Siril., for. []^, , , Ganis, a city of
Thrace, Aeschin.', , V..
Wvo, ov, , Ganus, a small town

or fortress of Thrace on the Propon-
tis, Xen. An. 7, 5, 8 ; in Aeschin.
also TO., , , (,, •) brightness, beauty ; hence or-

7iament, Aesch. Ag. 579 : esp. a quick-

ening, refreshing, cordial, Used ol wa-
ter, wine, milk, also ^,, , etc., most-
ly in Trag. [] Hence, , f. -,() to make
bright or shining, -, of Eros (Cupid). Anacr. 11

Bergk, to polish, varnish, esp. to glaze

or lacker, hence, lackered

vessels : metaph. to light up, clear or
cheer up, Jac. A. P. p. Ixxxiv. Pass.
to be delighted, to enjoy, Ar. Ach. 7.

—

II. intr.= 7ai'«(j, to shine, glitter., dep.. only used in pres.,

impf, and Ep. fut.}. (-) to brighten 7ip, be merry, delighted

or happy at a thing; c. dat./, 11.

14, 504, cf. Od. 12, 43, II. 20, 405:
also', he is pleased at

heart, II. 13, 493 : rare c, gen., Musgr.



Eur. I. . 959, Cycl. 505.— II. act., to make bright ; esp. metaph.
to clear up, cheer up, delight, late.

''The forms yavvu and are

not used, [], , , Ganymeda, the

earlier name of Hebe among the Phli-

asians, Paus. 2, 13, 3.^,, , Ganymedes, son
of Tros, carried oft' by an eagle to

Olympus to be the cupbearer of Jove,

II. 5, 266 {}•. II.=caia-

jniVii.s, Pott, 2, 204).^, late form for,
Themist.,,, (.)=:-, Anth., , (,) bright

and clear, Theophr..^,,{.)^,
brightness, Plut.— II. lacker, glazing,

varnish, late.,, , a varnishing, lack-

ering.— II. a lightening, Plut., . Dor. for,
Pors. Or. 324, Bockh v. 1. Pind. N.
7, 83. [a],,. Dor.

for )~, etc.', conjunction, from Homer
downwds. the most usu. causal or

syllogistic particle. Its chief usages
are

I. AnGCMEXT.\TivE,/or,• andhere

—

1. simply introducing the reason or

cause: it often stands for~ in the

first clause, so that the reason pre-

cedes that of which it is the reason,

when it may be rendered by since or

as ; so esp. in an address,
',' ', ..., II. 7. 328 :

so very freq. in Hdt.. in parenthesis,

as,, ylip'-, ... ' , 6,

102 : also in a kind of attraction,

where the principal proposition is

blended with the causal one, -9
yap , -, i. e. , ...,

9, 109.—In hypothet. propositions
sometimes follows the hypothet. par-

ticle instead of being joined to the
apodosis, oud' ?'/v,, i. e. . ....
Soph. . . 255.-2. where that of
which gives the reason is omitted,

and must be supplied as

—

a. is com-
mon in trag. dialogue, when yes or
no may easily be supplied from the
context, ' /. '

;" 7(5 [yes], /or it

was not Jupiter, etc.. Soph. Ant. 405

:

so freq. in Plat., [yes],

for so it is. i e. certainly, no doubt,
V. Stallb. Symp. 194 A : and in neg-
atives, as Ar. Ran. 262,

oh [do so], yet shall ye
never prevail by this means : for-, v. inf lY. 1.

—

3. where )
is used simply to confirm or strength-

en something said, oicS'' '-
[ say this], for

it will sting thee, Eur. Med. 1370:
so after an exclamation, '. Soph.
. . 167.— )'. in conditional propo-
sitions, where the condition is omit-
ted, oh ?.\ sc., Xen. An. 7, 6, 33

;

here it may be translated else.—II.

Epexegetic, where introduces
the full detail of what has been l)e-

fore alluded to, and so often begin-
ning a promised narration, as

oi' a•

/, now, the coun-
try has..., Xen. An. 5, 6, 6: and so

freq. after the pronoun or demonstr.

adj., ' ...,', II. 8, 148 ; after the

superlatives (or ),, e. g. Ar. . 514 ; after

the introductory forms,&,
, , etc., esp. in

Piatt., and Oratt., or more fully-, ..., Hdt. 2, 58.

—III. Strengthening— 1. a ques-

tion, like Lat. nam, Engl. why. what,, why who hath sent

thee? II. 18, 182; -, 10, 424, and so generally after

interrog. particles, as ; quid

enim ? i. e. it must be so, Herm. Vig.

n. 108, opp. to ; ) ;

it cannot be so : but also without
any particle, as Aesch. Cho. 927.

—

2. wish, '/., that

you might perish 7itiserably ! Eur. Cycl.

261 ; in Hom. usu. al, Att. or', Lat. utinam, that ! so also, would that!— IV. In con-
nexion WITH OTHER P.VRTICLES :

—

I. . where gives the

reason of a clause to be supplied be-

tween ?.? and itself, as yap' '' , out

hush, for..., Aesch. Theb. 861 ; the

full construction is found Hdt. 9, 109,

', oh , .
so that should follow not /-
but the second word, as it does II.

15, 739, Od. 19, 591.—2. yap, for
indeed, Plat. Prot. 315 C.—3. ,
II. 23, 607, and , Plat.—1.

yap , Od. 14, 359.—5. yap ovv.for
indeed, II. 15, 232, and Att., Pors.

Med. 585.—6. , Plat.—7. yap
pa, like , freq. in Hom.— 8.

, Lat. etenim, II. 23, 156, cf. .
—9. TOL makes the reason stron-

ger, for surely..., very freq., Herm.
Vig. n. 299.

B., like enim, properly stands

second in a sentence, never first, but

from grammflt. reasons, often third

or fourth: Soph. Phil. 1451, is curi-

ous, v. Herm. ad 1. : but the license

was greater with the late scenic po-

ets, Meineke Menand. p. 7. (Usu.

said to be compd. of and ,
though it is hard to reconcile this

with IV. 2.) [} up sometimes in Hom.
in arsis, but prob. only before digam-
mated words, or two short syllables,

Voss. H. Hom. Cer. 57 ; v. however
Od. 11, 580 : Ar. Eq. 366, Lys. 20 are

corrected by Porson.], . , the Garaman-
tes, an African nation in Marmarica,
Hdt. 4, 174 : from•,, , Garamas, son
of Apollo and Acacallis, Ap. Rh. 4,

1494.

trapya.ra, , V' Gargaza, a city on
the Cimmerian Bosporus, Diod. S.

20. 24., f. -,,() to be

full, to swarm with,, Cratin.

Incert. 141, Ar. Fr. 327, cf the poet,

passages ap. Schol. Ar. Ach. 3.

tpy7;f, , ticklish ; impatient

of restraint, v. 1. Ael. N. A. 16. 9.7., Att. for ?., to

tickle : in pass, to itch, be excited. Plat.

Phaedr. 251 C.},, . and, , , Plat., a tick-

ling, itching.?,, , b, = foreg., Ar.

Thesm. 133.

trap} ai'Ol•', 01', TO, Garganum, now
Gargano, a promontory of Apulia,
Strab.

,,, heaps, lots, plenty,

Sophron. : hence,•, cf..
trupyopa,,, also ,

Gargara, or Gargarus, a city of Troas,
Strab. Hence^,, , an inhabitant of
Gargarus ; fem.., Strab.—01, the Garganans. also
a people of Caucasus adjoining the
Amazons, Strab. p. 504., , , the uvula ;

hence the weasand, the throat itself,

Hipp., f. -, to gargle, Diosc.
(Onomatop.)17 apt'f,, ,() the terri•

tory of Gargarus, Strab.—2. fem. of
Fapyapciii:., ov, , a gargling, Plin.

trapyapov, ov, . Mount Gargarus,
the southern peak of Mount Ida, 11.

14, 292.

trapya^ia,,, Gargaphia, a foimt-

ain of Boeotia near Plataeae, Hdt.
9,25.^, ov, 6, Gargeitvs, father

of Ion, Paus. 6, 22, 7.—II. an Attic

demus of the tribe Aegeis, Strab.,, an inhabitant of Garget-
tus, Ael. Adv, from.
Gargettus, Ar. Thes. 898 ;,
in Gargettus, Plut. Thes. 35 ; -, to Gargettus.

Wapivdaloi, , ol, the Garindaei, a
peoi)le of Arabia, Strab.

tropaof, ,,^., ov, , dim. from,
Arr.,, ,() an unknown
fish.^, , , Garmathone, a
queen of Aegypt, Plut.^, , ol, the Garmdnes, an
Indian tribe, Strab., ov. , Garoeas, a river of
India, Arr. Ind. 4, 11., ov, TO, and, ov, 6, a
sauce ?nade of brine and small fish : aCC.

to Others, a kind of caviare, Aesch. Fr.

195, and Com. : cf. Hor. Sat. 2, 8, 46.

[a]], a, , (,) earth-

ploughing, a Sicilian appellation of
the ox, Ath. 98 D.^, a, , the Garumna, now
Garonne, a river of Gaul, Strab., , , Garsafira, a city

of Cappadocia, now Ak-Sera'i, Strab.^7],, . Garsylris, masc.
pr. n., Polyb. 5, 72, 5., f. •, Dor. for, to

chatter.,, ,],=-, Strab.,, syncop., dat.

plur., in Hipp.,,
, the paunch, belly, Lat. venter, Hom.

:

hence metaph., the hollow of
a shield, Tyrt. : also esp. the womb,. Plat., ?.,
Arist. . ., uterus, II. 6, 58, -, from the womb, from infancy,

Theogn. : the paunch stuffed with

mince-meat, etc., a black-pudding, sau-

.<age, haggis, Od. 18, 44, Ar. Nub. 408.

Usu. of the gut itself, Lat. ventriculus

;

and hence appetite, almost always in

a bad sense, gluttoiiy, oft. in Od. : so, eating and drink-

ing, Xen., or -, master of his belly, i. e. of his ap-

petite, '*°/, -
or, to be the slave

of his bel'y, Xen.. etc., -^, lo be lured by hunger to the bait,

Jac. Anth. 2, 2, p. 416: but U. 19,

225, , to fast
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in tohen of moitming. (Prob. from
*)'(,*, as root of yt'i'ro=:eAa-

^, cf Hesych.', Lat.

venter : Bopp less prob. from Sanscr.
ghns, comedere.), . Ion., , , the

belly of a jar, etc., Horn.—11. big-

bellied drinking vessel, Q. Sm., , >/.() a kind

of turnip, prob. 1. Ath. 3C9 A., ov, , dim. from-
Tf/p,, Ar. Nub. 392.. f. -(),() to fill

one's belly, stuff one's self eat heartily,

Luc. !\iid. to be full, Posidon. ap.

Ath. 210 F.—II. to hit in the belly, a

trirk in boxing, also, Ar. Eq.
274, iibi V. Interpp., ,?/, gluttony,Hipp.:

from, ov, {, -) of a greedy belly, gluttonous, rav-

enous, cf., Pind. O. 1, 82., ov, , dim. from -, Archestr. ap. Ath. 286 D: also

of.,, , ij, pot-bellied,,
Ael. : hence a glutton, Ar. Av. 1604

;

compar.. Plat. (Com.)
Jncert. 11,— II. a kiiid of cake, Chry-
sipp. ap. Ath. 647 F.. ov, ,() the

filling of the belly, gluttonous eating,

Sophil.Phyl. 1., ,(,)
heavy with child, pregnant, A nth., ov, {,)
=., , {, )
patnirhlike, round,, Plut., =^ioreg., Pherecr. Tyr.
1,5., , , Hipp., -, . Gal., and-., ,{,) the calf

of the leg., . , the Greek Al-
manack des Gourmands, written by
Archestratus, Ath. : from,{,.) teach-

ing gastronomy, a gastronome.,{,-) dep. mid., to divine by the

belly, Alciphr., cf., , , {, -)=, Ath.., , , (,) fat-bellied person, Dio Cass. []^(>, , ,(, ()-) sewing up (a wound m) the belly.

Gal., ov, (,)
a glutton.), (,) to

bear in the womb, he pregnant, Anth., , , , (-,) with gulf of a belly,

Cratin. Incert. 1.30.., 6, , living by
one's hands ; also., , ==,
Hipp.,, ^,=, pot-

bellied, gluttonous. Alcae. 0.'^, . , Gatalus, a Sarma-
tian, Polyb. 26, 6, 13.), Dor. for., , , Gazianes, son of
the Heraclid Temenus of Argos, Hdt.
8, 137.?, , , Gaugamrla.
now Knrmilis, a village of Assyria,
Avhere the battle between Darius
and Alexander was fought, Arr. An.
6, 11.^, ov, , Gaudus, now Gozzo,
Calypso's island, ace. to Callim. ap.

Strab. 299.
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, ,, belonging to a-
?iOf, ., its cargo, Xen. An.
5, 8, 1.7., ,=, 0pp., ov, , GaulUes, masc. pr.

n., Thuc. 8, 85., ,,^, v. 1.

for it in Xen.
?., , , a milk-pail, Od. 9.

223 : a water-bucket, Hdt. 6, 119 : any
round vessel, a buttrr-firkin ; a bee-hive,

Anth.— II. properispom., , a
round-built, Phoenician merchant-vessel,

Epich. p. 24, Hdt. 3, 136, etc., where
however the MSS. always have-
/,of, cf Dind. Ar. Av. 602. (Ace. to

Wessel. of Syrian deriv. :—is it the
galley, galeon, galioss, of the middle
ages' .'^,. 6, Ion.,(-) a braggart, Alcae. 6.,,, arrogance, boast-

ing. Plut. : from
Tavpuio),,.•,() to be ar-

rogant, overweening, to pride one's self

be over-confident, Cratin. Incert. 9 :

also in pass, to leap, spring. Theocr.
25, 133, in Ep. part,.[]̂, ov, . Gaurium, a haven
and fortress in the island of Andros,
Xen. Hell. 1, 4, 22.', OP, also a, ov, leapirig:

exulting in,. Archil. 9
;

overweening, haughty, Ar. Ran. 282:
unmanageable, Theocr.

; fierce, to-, =. (*,, -,, Sanscr. garv super-
bire, Lat. gaudco.) Hence,, , arrogance, pride ;

dashing courage, Plut., as pass.=yatjpiau, to

exult, be overweening, Batr. 266 : to be

proud of, Tivi, Eur. Or. 1532: hence, , , a subject for
boasting, Eur. Tro. 1250., ov, , more rarely-, ov, . Lat. gausapa, gausnpe,

a shaggy woollen cloth ; the pile or nap

of it, Strab., , , and Aeol.,
crooked, bent, Hipp. (Akin to -
.)*, obsol. pres., from which is

formed for, Ep. perf
of, to be born or to come into

being, to spring or be derived: hence
in genl. to be, to live; only used of

men, Hom. ; the inf foi'-
is only found in Horn, in com-

pds., but Pind. O. 9, 164, has the

simple form, as also [] for, . 6, 83 : was
contr. Att. into,, -, like,.—2 plur., [] Batr. 143, is anomal-
ous.*, obsol. root,=}ai(j, to ex-

ult, from which come a number of

words,,, l^at. gaudeo :

prob. also --,,--
, --,--.,, poet, strength-

ened forms for (5oO-of,, me-
tri grat., esp. in compds., e. g. kpi-

and, yet also in

tmesis, II. 11, 45.

', Dor. , enclitic particle,

serving to limit or call attention to the

word or words which it follows, ge-

nprally=Lat. quidrm. Its various

usages are difficult to classify, but

are brought by Hermann (Vig. n.

296 b.) under the two general heads
of vis minuendi and vis augendi.

I. Vis MINUENDI :— 1. at least, at

any rate, Lat. saltem, -, any man..., at least a

prudent man, Od. 1, 229 ; oi ye,

ne duo quide7n, II. 20, 286 ; y', at any rate the people here,
Soph. : freq. attached to the pro-
nouns, e. g.,, and esp. in
Hom. .—2. triie. introducing an
opposition, as ' ov ,

..., true, you do not..., etc.,

Eiir. Andr. 239.— 3. well then, then,

implying doubt or unwillingness,, then I will go, Eur. H. F.
861 : ' , come, act
if you mean to act, I. A. 817.—4. and
indeed, too, 7., and, besides that, I will
urge on, Aesch. Pr. 73 ; serving to
make more definite, often after,, some
and many too. Plat. Phaed. 58 D:
and so in answers, where a .simple
yes would have sufficed, but more is

particularized, '
: ' '..., yes, it does

holu something, and that something, Eur. Ion. 1412; of this
kind is the phrase ,
and quite right too ! Ar. Ach. 1050,
and freq. in Plat., so , etc.

II. Vis augendi, when in Eng-
lish it often can be expressed only
by the tone of voice, or in printing
by Italics, but still— 1. it may be ren-
dered by even,, against even Amphiaraus'
will, Eur. Supp. 158 ; ,
even thyself, Med. 1361. —2. to
strengthen oaths, ... , etc.,

with a word between, to which ye
usu. refers, but v. Ar. Eq. 698 ; so

... . Eur. Phoen. 1638 ; cf Pors.
Advers. p. 33-38.— 3. sometimes in a
question which implies an emphatic
negative yris added,' '', Soph. Phil. 439,
ubi V. Herm.— It often serves to
limit the whole clause, when it is

added to the relative or conjunction,
V. under and, so , qui
qiiidem, quippe qui, since he, inasmuch
as he..., ol. Soph. Phil. 1361.

. Position. It ought to follow
the word which it limits ; but in case
of substantives it oltcn follows the
article, as 6 ', or the pre-
pos., >. In
Aristoph. it coalesces with the de-
monstr. -i,,, etc. ,

C. In conne.xion with other
particles usu. has its simple
force, quidem, at least.—l.freq. after
/.', , ov, but, in
Att., with a word between, Pors.
Phoen. 1638.—2. uv in Att. only
when preceded by , ov, etc., cf.

Elmsl. Med. 837.—3. , v..—4. , but yet, Ar. Ach. 448.

—

5. , and , for their differ-

ence v. Herm. Vig. n. 297.^^^6.

, , etc., since at lea.^t, so, .—7. ... ,
. . 4, , only in late authors.
—8. , v.. 9. :-. certainly however, Herm. Vig. .
337.— 10. , nevertheless, Id. .
298, 11, never occurs in Att.,

Pors. Med. 863.

Tea. , rare resolved form of yv,
Or.iSib., ov. Dor. for,
Pind. 01. \3, 114.^. loc, , Gebeleizis, a deity
of the Getae, Hdt. 4, 94., v. sub. *.,, 2 and 3 pi. in-

die, perf. v.. Partic. -, via, , Att., h\i.-,, poet.



, Dor. for, 3 plqpf.

from/, Epich. p. 62., Dor. for'.,-=-, Find. 0. C, 83. [<i];, Ep. inf. of j e>, v.*.
1Ffyavt'a, , ^, Gegania, fem. pr.

n., Plut.

)£££•, ov, Ion. for, akin
to raof and y^, insignf of aurori^ijv,
V. Creuzer Hecat. p. 74 sq. ; cf Bentl.
Call. Fr. 103.,, 3 sing. perf. 2 and
plqpf.^ of, Hoin., perf of.12, perf 2 c. pres. signf,
part,, Horn., the other tenses
are formed as from pres. or, viz. inf, II. ; im-
perf. or yrywrevi', for-'., Od., and 3 sing,,
Horn., but also. (which form
also occurs as pres., imperf , and aor.,

in Eur. also as imperat.) : an inf. aor., Aesch. Pr. 990. To call,

cry, Horn., ,
as far as he could make himself heard

by shouting, Od. 5, 400, etc.. cf.

oi ,3, II. 12, 337 :

in genl. to speak loud, publish, proclaim,

Aesch. Pr. 193, etc. : c. dat. pers., to

call on, cry out to, II. 14, 469, etc.
;

also , Od. 12, 370 : m Pmd.
c. ace. pers. to sing, celebrate, O. 2, 10

;

P. 9, 3 :—of things, to sound, ring,

tinkle, ^ ., Arist. Anim. (Ace.
to some from, :

others from.), v. sub : hence7, , ?/, loud talking,

screaming., verb, adj., one must
celebrate Ol proclaim aloud, C. acc. Pind.
O. 2, 10.}':, lengthd. pres. for -. to proclaim, tell, Aesch. Pr. 627,

Thuc. 7, 76., , adj. from part,-, as, , from. loud

spoken., clear, Aesch. Theb. 443, v.

Valck. Hipp. 584: with clear voice,

clear-toned, , Anth. Comp. -, Philostr. Adv. ictth clear

voice, loudly, Luc., v..,, , Att. part, perf of, for,..*.\, , , Gedrosia. a region
of Persia. Strab. : oi, the

Gedrosians, Strab. , in Arr. also Ta-, and inhab., oi.^, , , Gehenna, (prop, the

valley of Hinnom, from Hebr ; a beau-
tiful valley near Jerusalem, where
children had been sacrificed to Mo-
loch ; afterwards held in abomina-
tion, and used as a place to cast car-

casses of animals and malefactors,

which were consumed by fire con-
stantly kept up, hence called

~), in . . the place of ever-

lasting torment, hell-fire, hell, Matth. 5,

22,29, Marc. 9, 43; etc.^, , , Gezatorix, a
prince of Paphlagonia, Strab."^ or, (from
Hebr.

;
prop, the place of oil presses)

GethsemanB, a farm or close at the

foot of the Mount of Olives, N. T.
Matth. 26, 36.

7}-,,,
, v..

^, , () of earth, earthy,

like. Plat. Rep. 612 A., Aeol. for.,, o,=sq., ov, , {, )
flaugher of earth, Anth.

, Ep. 2 sing. subj. aor. 1

mid. for, Od. 20, 202. cf sq.., pass, from obsol. act., for which is in use,
to be engendered, be horn,,
one that is born, oft. in Horn. : only in

pres. or imperf, and that only m
poets. But—II. in act. signf , aor. 1

n)id.,,^,
to beget, bring forth, oft. in Horn,-. Ep. 2 sing. subj. for,
Od.20,202; oi, theparents

:

also in prose. (* is the common
root of and, cf.

Lat. gigno, genui.), adv. =, ,
Call. Fr. 509., ov, {,) culti-

vating land,,,,^=-, etc., ov, {, ) earth

bearing, Anth., , , dim. from,
Joseph., f. -, to prop the

: hence~6,, , a propping of
the ; and,, , a prop of
the.

or, ov, , any
thing projecting so as to shelter, the

eaves of a roof, the cornice of the en-

tablature, Bockh. Inscr. 1. p. 284 : in
genl. the coping, like, Eur.
Or. 1569 : hence the eye-brows : also '

the hem or border of a garment, Ar. Fr.

602: also LXX. ; but the
form,. etc., is the bet-

j

ter, Jac. A. P. p. 040. (Said to be of
Carian origin, Ruhiik. Tim., Valck.
Phoen. 1105.) Hence

or. to prut on, pro-
tect u'ith a, Jac, ubi sup.

or -^,, ,=, a pent-house, Arist. Part. An.
or, , , a

covering with a pent-house, etc., , , fem. of, a
neighbour, as of., ,^. Hence,=., , , neighbouring,

Joseph., , , =,
neighbourhood, nearness. Arist. Pol.

—

2. the neighbours. Plut. Coriol. 24.. to be a neighbour, to bor-

der on, kr. EccL 327., Hipp., and=, Aesch. Pers.

310; hence/,,, neighbourhood

;

hence also a neighbouring place, dudl-
ing or settlement, Alcm. 62, cf Plat.

Legg. 705 A.,, ^,= sq., Luc.,. , neighbourhood, near-

ness. Plat. Legg. 843 C.,=, Theopomp.
ap. Antiatt.,,,^, Strab. I, ov, neighbouring, near,

Anth.
j,, 6, , neighbour, bor-
'

drrer. Od. ; from Pind. downwards
i

often found as adj., neighbouring, near,

bordering, , Ar. Plut. 435, ;, Luc. cf Schaf Bos.
Ell. p. 296, 312. Metaph. akin to,

like, Luc. C. gen. ant dat., Thorn.
Mag. p. 184, Ast Plat. Legg 4, 1.

(From ^,...)
,, .=~.

tFe/.a, Ion.,, , Gela, a city

on the southern coast of Sicily, Hdt.
7, 153.

I

7,=^, Gramm./, , (,)
L•ghing. cheerful, Pind. . 5, 5.^/,, , Gelanor, the last
king of Argos of the race of the
Inachidae, ApoUod. 2, I, 4, Plut.
Pyrrh. 32.', ov, 6. Gelarchus, masc.
pr. n., Dein. 502. 17.. a, 6, Getas, a river of Sicily,

Thuc. 6. 4.', desiderat. from,
to he like to laugh, ready to laush. Plat.
Phaed. 64 B, Valck. Phoen.'lil4., ov, (}) laughable,

Att.-. Luc. [a]/, ov. 6, {/.) a laugher,

fem.., Ael.—II. oi,
sub., the grinners, i, e. the

front teeth, which show when one
laughs.—2. the dimple, which laugh-
ing makes in the cheeks. Martial. 7,

24; hence in Alciphr., and Anth., of
the hinder parts, for which Luc uses.,=?., Anth.,, , {.) laugh-

ing, laughter: hence -, " the many-twink-
ling smile ol Ocean," Aesch. Pr. 90,
ubi v. Blomf : Passow takes it of the
sound, like/., Lat. cachinmis.^-, a, ov, verb. adj. from, calculated to excite laughter,

laughable. — 2., otie must
laugh, Clem. Al./., ov, 6, a laugher, sneerer.

Soph. O. T. 1422./.. tj,, inclined to laugh,

risible, Sext. Emp. : laughable. Adv.-., , , laughable, absurd,

laughed at, Od. 8, 307, and Att., . . Ion. for.
Call Del. 329., {. .more rarely/. [] Bornem. Xen. Symp. 1,

16, Dor. : aor., poet./.. To laugh at a thing,

Tivi, Hom., also , Bi. Ar.
Eq. 696 : for or ,

., .,
., Horn., . the respec-

tive adjs. : . his

heart laughed within him, Horn. : also
of things, -, II. 19, 362;^",

; /.-. heaven, earth and sea Ian shed,
were glad with the smell, Ruhnk.
H. Hom. Cer. 14 ; 6~i, at the sound,
Hes. Th. 40 : hence to look laughingly,

glad, gracious, to smile upon. Lat. arri•

dere, Eur., to be pleased with, c. dat.,

Ar. Nub. 560 : to laugh at. sneer at,

usu.- Tivi, as Xen. Symp. 2, 18,

also. Soph. Aj. 1043,, Phil.

1125:. is also not unlreq. fol-

lowed by «... and ..., Xen.— II.

transit, to laugh at one,. Theocr.
20, 1, a thing, , Xen. Symp. 2, 19.

/.,, ,^=~, small unres,

frippery : also sweetmeats : hence the

market where they are sold, Eupol. In-

cert. 5., as pass., of garlic, to

grow to a head {), Theophx.

:

from, and, also-, , ,= ';... a head, clove of
garlic. Lat. spica, nucleus allii,-. making one thirsty,

Anth.. cf. Theocr. 14, 17..-.. to deal in?., Her-
mipp. Art. 6 : from./., ov, 6.(. :/1)
fem. ., , , Cratin.
Dionvs. 10, a dealer in ..
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, uv, , the Geleontcs, v.

sub'.
\(.,, , Geleon, son of

Ion, from whom ace. to some the
Geleontes,one of the four Attic tribes

were named, H(it. 5, 06 : v. foreg.

^/., , , Gtlias, an envoy of
Ihe Phocaeans, Polyb. 21, 4, 4.^, ov, 0, Gettias, masc. pr. n.,

Diod. S.,, v..', f.- [],() to

make sport, jest, Phit. : hence', , , jesting, LXX., , , a jester, buffoon,

fool, Alh.— II. a sneerer., , f. -, Ep. for,
Od. 20, 347, H. Horn. Van. 49, of.-, Ep. for, II. 2, 215., {,) to

write comic songs, Leon. Tar.', a, ov, also , ov,()
laughable, absurd, Ar. Vesp. 560.— II.

7naking laughter, jesting, humorous,

facetious, Eur. Melan. 29. (In this

signf some choose to write,
which others regard as not Attic

:

and the old Gramin. contradict one
another on the point, Ruhnk. Tim.,
Koen Greg. p. 23, 26.) Adv.?.
Hence,, , laughable na-

ture, ridiculousness, Ath. 497 F., , (, )^=., Od. 20, 300, poet, for,, as perh. Od. 20,

3J7, for, though this

may come from : others

write,?, but in Od.
18, HI, we have'.,, Ep. form for,, etc., Od., , , company in

laughing, opp, to, Anth.^',, , Gelon, a tyrant of

Syracuse, Thuc. 6, 4.—2. an Epirote,

Plut. Pyrrh. 5.

^?^,. !, the Geloni, a Scy-
thian tribe on the Tanais. Hdt. 4. 108.

tPfAwvof, ov, 6, Gelonus, a son of

Hercules, Hdt. 4, 10.—II. , a city of
the Geloni, Id. 4, 58., poet, for,
Od. 18, 111.^,, a, ov, and -, a, ov, (-) of or belonging to Gida ; -, the inhab. of Gela, Hdt. 7, 156.,, Att. , 6, ace.

and k\t.. Piers. Moer. p. 108,

Buttm. Ausf Gr. ^ 58 : Wolf Od. 18.

100, has the apocop. dat. for, as 18, 212, for,
and 20, 8, apoc. ace.' for() :

—laughing, laughter, Horn. :, for laughter's sake, for a
joke, Hdt. : also of the ripple or gentle

plash of wares, like7., Opp.

—

11. a subject, occasion of laughter : -
or , to make

a joke of it, Hdt./, () to

create, make laughter, esp. by buffoon-
ery. Plat. Rep. 606 C, and Xen.

:

hence,, , buffoonery, Xen.
Symp. 4, 50., ov, (,)
exciting laughter, ridiculous, Aesch.
Fr. 166 : , a jester,

Xen., f. - Att. -,() to

fill, load or freight with a thing,,
Aesch. Ag. 413, Thuc. 7, 53. Pass.
to befall. Anth.

trt/zii'/of, 01', , the Lat. name Ge-
minius, Plut.
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, ,,()filled, full,

loaded, Ath.,,==, Aesch. Ag. 1232

:

from', used only in pres. and
impf, to he filled, loaded, to befull of a
thing,, Aesch. Ag. 013, Soph.,
Plat., etc. (hence Lat. gemo, cf-, which links them together.), Ion., ,=,,
Call., , 6,(,) the

founder of a family or tribe, ancestor,

Lye., , ol, the Genauni, a
people of Vindelicia, Strab., ,. Ion..,(*)
birth, Hom., esp. in II., usu. in phrases,,-,, -
], younger by birth, i. e. in age, etc.

:

of lifeless things, production, growth.

—II. birth, race, descent, esp. noble

birth, Hom.,/ , of
race and blood, II. 6, 211, ,
ace. to rank, II. 10, 68,, by
descent, , 11. 23, 471,^, higher by blood, II.

11, 785, and ,
descent from, II. 21, 157, 187,), birth-place, 11. 20,

390, of an eagle's aerie, Od. 15, 175,
of horses, breed. II. 5, 205.—III. a race,, }, 11. 6, 140, a
generation, -. II. 1, 250, etc., of which,
ace. to Hdt., three made a century :

also the successive ages of gold, sil-

ver, etc., and hence the tunes.—IV.

offspring, descendants, post-Hom.,,(7.) to trace

ancestry, rnake a pedigree,,
Hdt. 2, 140 : , to draw out one's
pedigree. Id. 2, 143. In mid. to trace

one's own origin or pedigree, , . .
Hebr. 7, : hence?,,, pedigree., , ,()
the making a pedigree, tracing afamily ;

in plur., a work by Hecataeus.', tj, ov, genealogical,

Polyb. : from, ,(,) a ge-

nealogi.st. Dion. H., ,, , =:,
Apollod., , . Ion. for., adv.from birth, by descent,

Arat., a, ov, Ion.,
=?., , , birth, origin, source,

descent. Hum. : of horses, breed, II. 5,

270.—2. birth-place, hence .,
a silver-mine, 11. 2, 857., , v.., f. -, to keep a birth-

day, A pp., , , belonging to a
birth-day, Leon. Al.—II.=7^<-. Gal.7, , to cast nativities,

to practise astrology, Strab. : and, , . astrology,

casting of nativities, Joseph. : from, b,(,)
a caster of nativities, Hierocl.,, , pecul. fem. -, Nonn.?..,=?., Anth., , , and-?., ,=., , also , . Lye.

:

belonging to one's family pr onfs birth,

natalis,. : so also -
?iloi> : Tu ., a birth-day feast, birth-

day presents, (but in Eccl., the com-
memoration of a martyr's death, v. -

), . , to offer birth-day

offerings, Eur. lon 053, so

.. Plat. Ale. 2, 121 C,, Plut.

;

., Zerr, the genius of one's
nativity, Pind. P". 4, 299 : ., the
gods of one's race or family, Aesch.
Theb, 039; like ,
kindred blood, Eur. Or. 89., ov,.=', descent,

Aesch. Supp. 290.— 2. offspring. Id.

Ag. 914, etc., Dor.-, . -, (-) to gel a beard, come to man's
estate, Theocr. 11,9: more rarely to

have a beard.,, , (•) a heard,

Od. 10, 170.—II. the chin or cheeks,

Eur.—111. as adj. of or belonging to

the chin. Gal., =, to get a
beard. Plat. Symp. 181 D, Xen. Cyr.
4, 0, 5., ov, , fem.,, , Theocr. 17, 33, Ion.-, 7/, Luc. also : beard
ed. [a]

^Tv,.(.-.=v,toget
aieard, Od. 18, 176,269, and Plat.—2.

to have a beard, Ar. Eccl. 145., ov, , Ion for., ov, , the chin, Horn.

:

later also the jaw, the cheek, Anth.

—

II. ihe hair of the chin, beard, Hom.
Proverb, of excessive leanness, -

(like our skin and
Imne.s), Ar. Av. 902, probably from
the goat. (No doubt from,
q. V.),, ,(,) one who cultivates a beard,

Ath. 157 B., P]p. for., inf aor. of., , , ..,,=,
Artem., , , =,
LXX.,,=, belonging

to the birth-day,, Plut. : but tu, a day kept in memory of the

dead, Hdt. 4, 26, Ammon. p. 34 : tc

be distinguished from tu,
birth-day feast, V. Stallb. Plat. Alc. 1,

121 C, though used for it in N. T.
Matth. 14, 6.\, , to produce, to be-

get ; and^-, , , a begetting,

procreation, Eccl. ; Irom, , ,(, *-) the author of one's race: produc-

tive, Iambi., , , (*) an origin,

source, \[. 14, 201, 240; creation, gene-

ration, birth, race, descent, Hdt. 2, 146 :. or ,
the creation of the universe ; ill Iambi,

and Eccl. without : a pro-

ducing, formation, . Plat.

Polit. 281 ; birth, nativity, Anth.

:

also the parts of generation, Anth., iterat. form of aor. for, Od., , fem. from,
she that bears, a mother, Pind. N. 7, 3.

—II. she that is born, a daughter,

Euphor. 47. v. Meineke, p. 112.

?'/, , .=, a source, he-

ginning, birth, Hom. in phrase, from the hour of birth., i/, , fem.,=:, Arist. Mund., ov, , a begetter, father,
ancestor, Eur. Or. 1011 : also nietaph.,

Jac. A. P. 48.

—

. the begotten, the son,

Soph. O.T. 472 (ubi v. Erf), Enr.
lon 916, cf.—III. as adj.,



=, e. g. dtoi, Aesch. Supp.
77, and Eur., cf../', ov, , sexual im-
pulse, Anth.,, , goddess of one's

birth hour, Ar. Nub. 52., , ,=^, Hdt.

8, 137.

iTvrp., , Genetor, son of

Lycaon, ApoUod., , ,^=, the edge of
an axe, an axe, mattock, COUtr. gen.^. Soph. Ant. 219., , 6. v..^, , , Genetes, a river and
haven of Pontus, Strab. : hence -, the promontory of Ge-
netes, Ap. Rh. 2, 378., , , () come
mto being, born : but', , ,
begotten, Schaf. Schol. Par. Ap. Rh.
2, 4. ^

^, , ,() belonging to

the, hence generic, general, opp.

to, specific, Arist. Top. : -, sub., the genitive case,

Gramm.,, , poet for, descent,

offspring, in Pind., and Aesch. and
Eur. : Plat. Phil. 25 D, Isae. ap. Poll. 3, 6., ov, 6, plur.,
noble, whether in mind or birth, high-

horn, high-minded, Ar. Ran. 179. [']:, ,(,-) becoming, befitting a noble. Adv.

-, Ar. Pac. 988., a, ov, also , ov, Eur.

Hec. 592,() statable to one's birth

or descent, ov , it fits not

my high blood, Horn., but only II. 5,

253 : esp. noble, both in mind and
blood, high-born, high-minded, Trag.,

etc. : also of beasts,, ?,
etc.. Plat. : of things, good of their

kind, excellent,. Plat. Legg. 844
: notable, ... -

6, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 17 :

great, intense, . Soph. Aj. 938 :

used as a form of civil refusal,-
, you are very good ! Ar.

Thesm. 220: also iron., Wytt. Ep.
Cr. p. 233. Adv. -, Thuc. 2, 41 :

comp.. Plat. ; superl., Eur. Cycl. 657. Hence,. ?;, the character

of a, nobility, high spirit and
bearing. Eur. Phoen. 1680 : fertility,

Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 38.^, Dor. for, Eur.
I. A. 1065.

tFfi'i'arwp. Dor. for. Soph.
Fr. 256. [], , f. -,() to beget,

Soph. El. 1412, ol', the

parents, Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 27: later, to

bring forth: also of things produced
by the working of natural powers,
like, e. g. , to get a

large frame. Soph. Aj. 1077 : metaph.,7^.
Plat. Ep. 315 C, cf. Legg. 673 D : in

genl. to generate, produce, Arist. Coel.

Hence, , , that which is

produced, fruit both of animals and
plants. Polyb.—11. act. that which be-

gets. Plat. Soph. 266 B.—. a be-

getiing, Aesch. Pr. 850.^, , (from Hebr.) in-

decl. Gennesareth, a beautiful and
fruitful region of Palestine, N. T.
Matth. 14. 34; hence .,
the lake of Gennesareth, another name
for the sea of Galilee, Id. Luc. 5, 1.^, , , ()=
foreg., , , () an en-

gendering, producing, Eur. I. A. 1065.

19

,,,.,
Plat. Ciat. 410 C., ov, ,(, v. Schom.
ad Isae. p. 355): oi, the

Gennetes at Athens, i. e. the citizens,

heads of houses, 30 of whom made
up a or clan: 30 made a, and 3 a. See
Thirlw. Hist. Gr. 2, p. 12, and the

places quoted by Taylor on Dem.
1365, 9., , , belonging to, fit

for begetting, Hipp., , ,() begotten,

. opp. to, Piatt. Legg.

923 ; , born of
women, i.e. men, N. T. Luc. 7, 28;
mortal, Luc. : v. also., , , fein. of,=.,,6,^=, Aesch.
Supp. 206, and Plat., ,,=. Plat.

;

brave, stout, spirited, Ar. Eq. 457. Adv.

-, Ar. Lys. 1071.. , ?/, the giver of
heirs, epith. of Venus, Orph., Ep. and Ion. for -
voLVTo, Horn., , , (*) race, stock,

descent, esp. noble, Hom., etc. : freq.

in ace. absol., as, from Ithaca I draw my
race, Od. 15, 267 ; ,
Hes. Th. 101 : in Att. usu. t!j,
as Ar. Pac. 187 ; so too in dat.,'. Dem. 628, 8

;
',

opp. to an adopted son. Id. 1081, 7 :, to be of divine de-

scent, II. 6, 180: ol kv =:-, opp. to o'l , Sopn.
. . 1016, Ant. 660.— II. offspring, a

descendant, a child, II. 19, 124. Hdt. 3,

159, like Virgil's Divi genus.—III. a

race in regard to number, -, , II. 12. 23. Od. 20,

212, cf. : from Hdt. downwds.,
a people, nation, race.—2. a race in re-

gard to time, an age, generation, Od.

3, 245,., etc., Hes. ; hence
age, time of life, , II. 3.

215.— IV. sex. Plat. Symp. 189 D:
gender, Gramm.—V. kind, genus, opp.

to, species, Plat., who also calls

the elements , Tim. 51 .—
VI. a division of the citizens at Athens,

a clan, sept, cf..—On the

word V. Spitzn. Exc. ix. ad II.^. , , Genoa, a city of

Italy, Strab., , , an ancestor, Plat.

Phil. 30 E.
', , the entrails, flesh, Lat.

viscera. Call, (,, cf.-
in Hesych., venter.)

, . Lat. gentiana, gen-

tian, a common Alpine plant, Diosc.

\ usu., but in a dub. passage of

Democr. ap. Gal.]^,, ?/.^=.^^, ov, 6, Gentius, a king of

Illyria, Polyb., he^grasped,=^7.a3v, 3 sing,

of an old verb only found in this

form, II. : ace. to some Aeol. for,,,, like ?.-
,, 7,, Alcm.

—

.
contr. for, Theocr., in compd.

for, as early as

Theogn. 640., -o,=sq., Trag.'',, , ace. plur.,
contr. : the under jaw, Od. 11,

320 :, both jaws, the mouth, II.

23, 688; 11, 416: in genl. the cheek,

chin; also the beard.—-11. the edge of
an axe, a biting axe. Soph. Phil. 1205,

V. Valck. Diatr. p. 145. (Sanscr.

hanu maxilla, Lat. gena, our chin.

Germ. Kinn, also,,
and perh. Germ. Gaumen. our gums.)

[ twice in Eur., El. 1214, Meleag.
4, 6.]*'. obsol. pres. from which
are formed some tenses of

and., , (,) earth-like

earthy, Arist. . ., pass, to become earth, Diod,, ,=., ,=.^, , , Geradas. Spartan
pr. ., Plut. Lye. 15, also,
Id., , ,(,, -) old : in Hom. (who never has) always of men, with no-

tions of dignity, venerable; esp., the reverend sire, so,
II. Compar., like-, Hom. : papo,the elders,

senatores, who in old times formed
the council of state, Aesch. Eum.
848, cf.. Superl.,
Ar. Ach. 286 : also of things,,
Aesch. Ag. 710. [, Seidl. Dochm.
p. 101.],.(,?.)
with old wrinkled skin, Anth., ov, (, )
old of mind, with the wisdom of age, as

Dind. now reads in Aesch. Supp. 361

e conj. Burges., , , .., f. - : aor. 1,
inf. : aor, 2, in

Plat. Rep. 468 D also,() to honour or reward with a gift,

Tivi, Hom. : in genl. to honour,, Ar. Thesm. 961 : to pay in

honour, , ,, ap. Dem. 1371, 25.^', , , also , , Eur.

Cycl. 295 ; of or belonging to Geraes-

tns, Geraestian, Eur. Or. 993 : as ap-

pell. of Neptune, who had a famous
temple at Geraestus, Ar. Eq. 501

:

from, , and , Geraestus,

now Capo Mantelo, a promontory and
city of Euboea, containing a temple
of Neptune, Od. 3, 177, Thuc. 3, 3,

etc. : a later form,, occurs

in codd. Xen. Hell. 3, 4, 4.,, comp. and
superl. from., ov,,(,)
an old tree Or stem, Theophr. : hence
of an old man or woman, Aristaen.

[£)-Jac. A. P. p. 185.]^. , , also, Ge-

ranea, a mountain range between
Megaris and Corinthia, Thuc. 4, 44., ov, , () cratie-

necked, A. B., ov, , () gera-

nium, crane's bill, a plant, Diosc.—II.

a crane for lifting with, cf. II., ov, ,()^,
a stone of the colour of a crane's neck,

Plin. 37, 11., , ,(,-) thefeeding of cranes. Plat.,,,(,)
battle of cranes, Strab., ov, , a crane, \., later

also , Ael.—II. a crane for lifting

weights, esp. used in the theatre.

—

III. a dance resembling the flight of the

crane, Luc.—IV. a fish, Ael.\, ov, , Geranus, a place in

Elis, Strab.\,, , GerSnor, Spartan

pr. n., Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 25. [a], ,,=, Soph.O.C.

238, only poet.
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, , , {) of re-

verend, stalely bearing, 11. 3, 170, 211 :

later in genl. =,,
Aesch. Ag. 722 :, priests,

Aesch. Supp. 667, and so ai,
now written for m Dem.
1369, tin., etc., priestesses of Bacchus.,, never, , nom.
pi. for : a gift of honour,

sucn esp. as chiefs and princes re-

ceived from the spoil before it was
divided, very freq. in Hoiu. ; and so, opp. to, Od. 11, 534:

the prize or portion of booty each chiet

received in the distribution, II. 1, 1C7

:

hence in genl. a gift, honour : metaph., the lajst honours of
the dead, Horn.—II. rank, prerogative,

power, dignity, II. 20, 182, Od. 7, 150,

Thuc. 1, 13, cf.. (Horn, has
apocop. plur. lor ; Hdt.

2, 168, -a. [Ep. '", Att. '",

Pors. Phoen. 888.]^, , , v. 1. for-
or, . ., , {) honouring,

doing honour to, . Hoin. Merc. 122.

—II. honoured, venerable, Eur. Phoen.
923., . , a Spartan month,

Thuc. 4, 119, ubi v. Arnold., ov,{.) bring-

ing or receiving honour, Pind. P. 2, 81.^,, of or belonging

to Gergesa, a city of Palestine, near
Gadara, Gcrgesene,\. 1. N. T.^, , , also ai,
Gergitha, a city of Troas, Strab.

:

hence o'l,, the Gergithae,

the remnant of the early Trojans,

Hdt. 5, 122.^}, a, ov, of Gergitha, Ger-

githian. Xen. Hell. 3," 1, 15.'^, ov, , Gergithitim, a
village near Lampsacus, Strab.

tPfpyti'a, 7/f,,=^.^,, , Gergis, sonof Arizus,
Hdt. 7, 82.^, , , Gergovia, now
Gergovie, a city of Aquitania, Strab., , , coUat. form of yop-, q. v., ace. to Hesych., an under-

ground drain or sewer, Alcm. 101. (cf,, Lat. career, perh.

akin to, to sound hollow.), Ion. nom. pi. of, Hdt., , , Gerenian, Horn,

epith. of Nestor, from Gcrenia or Ge-
renon, a city of Messenia, Strab. 353

;

not from: cf Hes. Fr. 22, 10.

trtp7/f,, , Geres, niasc. pr. n.,

Ar. Ecci. 932 ; hence'^/, , , {,) such fellows as Geres and
Theodoras, Ar. A"ch. 605.., ,{,) the

bearing of a dignity, Dion. H.^, , r/, Germany, Strab.^, , , German, Strab.^, , , the Gcrmanii, a
Persian tribe, afterwards called Kap-, Hdt. 1, 125 ; cf Biihr ad loc.^,, , the Germani, Ger-
mans, Strab.,- etc., ov, 6,{,) a German killer, Or. Sib. 14,

45.^, , , German, usu. in

pi.., to guide an old 7nan,

Soph. O. C. 348 : in Ar. Eq. 1099, to

bang up an old man, like,
from, ov, ,{,)
guiding an old man., a, ov, {) belong-

v:g to an old man or old age., , , old age.—II. the
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assembly of the Gerontes at Sparta,

Xen. Kej). Lac. 10, 1 ; v., -., a,,^=., , to grow old or child-

ish ; to exhibit or betray the imbecility

of old age, Diog. L., t), . =.
Plat. Legg;. 761 C:,&
Carthaginian senate, Polyb., where
others. Adv. -.), ov, , dim. of,
a little old man, Ar. Ach. 993., ,{,)
an old 7nan-woinan, barbarism in Ar.

Thesm. 1 199, though Dind. writes it

divisim. [u], , , , an
old ?Han's teacher. Plat. Euthyd. 272 C.,,{,)
a hospital for the old.,,,{,)
name of a play of Anaxandrid., v.

Arist. Rhet. 3, 2, 3.

tPepoiii'iOT', ov, TO, Gerunium, now
Dragonara, a city of Apulia, Polyb. 5,

108, 9., , , a council of elders,{) senate, Eur. Rhes. 401 :

esp. at Sparta. Dem. 489, 19, where
it was opp. to the ?'/ as an aris-

tocratic body ; and was characteristic

of Doric states, cf Midler Dor. 3, 0.

—II. =, an embassy, Eur.
Rhes. 936., f. -, to be a senator:

hence, ov, , a senator., a, ov, belonging to the

old or to a senator, befitting them : ., drunk only by the chiefs at the
king's table, II. 4, 259, y., taken
by the elders and chiefs, 11. 22, 119.

tre/ii/3o, , , Gerrha, a city of

Aegypt, Strab.—2. , , a city in

Arabia, Id., near ', Polyb. 5,

46, 1 : adj., a, ov, Gerrhaean,

Strab., , , mats of plaited

work : from>, ov, TO, {) Lat. gerrae,

anything made of wicker-work, esp.—I.

an oblong shield, covered with ox-

hide, such as the Persians wore, Hdt.

7, 61.— II. a wattled hut or booth, Dem.
284, 24.—III. the wicker body of a cart,

Strab.—IV. a wicker fence, enclosure,

Dem. : hence, , ,
Lat. testudo viminea, Dion. H.— V. :=. Com.—VI. a rod, slake, Eu-
pol. Incert. 110 : dart, susp. in Alcm.
125.

^[), , , Gerrhus, a river of

European Sarmatia, Hdt. 4, 19,—II.

a region of European Sarmatia, Id.

4,53.^, ov, {(>,) a

shield-bearer, a kind of troops that wore

wicker shields, Xen. An. 1, 8, 9.

>?•., , , {[), -) ., Philo Math.^,, Gcrttis, a city of

Dassaretia, Polyb. 5, 108, 2., , ,=', Nic.^, , , . sub.'12,, , an old man,
Hom.

;
pleon., , Ar.

Ach. 676 : 04 ., the elders, and so

most venerable of the people, who
with the king formed the chief council,

Hom. : hence the scjiators, esp. at

Sparta.—2. ., the elder, as '-
., Piut.

—

. as adj., Hom., but only in Od. 22, 184 ;

and though later poets followed this

usage they usu. kept it in mascul.,
Valck. Phoen, 103, while the Latins
said anus mater, charta,fama, amphora,

etc., Catull. 68, 46, etc.. Martial. 6,
27.—III. a part of the spinning-wheel.

(Acc. to Donaldson, New Crat. p.

370, akin to }, but not to.),. or-^,, ,
Lacon. lor •^, Ar. Lys. 980:
cf Mull. Dor. 3, 6, 1, n.^,, 6, and, Ges-
con. Carthag. niasc. pr. n., Polyb. 1,

66, etc.^. a, , Geta, a name of slaves
among the Romans, Strab. : from^. ov, 6, usu. in pi., ,
, the Getae, a Sc\thiau tribe on the
Ister, Hdt. 4, 95 : hence', , , of the Getae ; fern,

also 7/ ; , (sub.)
the country of the Getae, Luc., , .=, Nic.,, ,() ataxte of
thing, Eur. Cycl. 150 : sample to

taste, Ar. Ach. 187: food, meat and
drink, Hipp. : a foretaste. Plat., , , {) a giving to

taste, tasting ; the sense of taste, Arist.

Elh. N.^, ^, , Geusistrdta,

fem. pr. n., Ar. Eccl. 49., verb. adj. from »,
one must make to taste, .
Plat. Rep. 537 A.—II.{), one
must taste., ov, , a thing to taste

ti'ith, cup, Ar. Fr. 285., ?/, , {) belo7igm^

to taste, ., the sense of
taste, Arist. Anim., , , tasted, to be tasted.

Ibid., f., to give one a taste

of, , Valck. Hdt. 7, 46: also
Tivii Ti, Eur. Cycl. 149; hence to

feed, board. But Usu., and in Hom.
only, in mid., to taste, Od. 17,

413 : pass. pert,, they had
tasted, eaten, Thuc. 2, 70 : hence to

experience, to try, make proof oi,,
in Hom. usu. in hostile sense,,, , to taste,

\. e. feel the spear, etc. :', we ivill try one
another with the spear, 11. 20, 258 ;

so also, to examine them,
Soph. : to partake of, to enjoy,,
to taste the sweets of song, ji id. 1. 5,25
(4,22);, Ildt. 4, 147;,
Eur. Ale. 1069 ; of sexual intercourse,, Aesch. Fr. 224;
etc. Always c. gen., until late, e. g.

A. P. 6, 120. Cf., Lat.
gust are.^, acc. -pom', , Gepkrus, a
city of CoeleSyria, Polyb. 5, 70, 12.'', , , a dam, mound of
earth, esp. to keep out water, as II. 5,

88. 89, cf, :

also Pind. N. 6, 67, calls the Isthmus
of Corinth , cf I. 4,

34 (3, 38).—II. in 11. usu. the lane be-

tween two lines of battle, which served

(acc. to Passow) to keep them apart,

as it were a dam. hence the battle-

field, the place of fight, always-
or : not found

in Od.—III. Post-Hom. usu. a bridge,

or -
vvvai, to build a bridge, throw

a bridge over a river, i. e. to join (the

opposite banks of) a river by a bridge,

Lat. po7ite jungere fluvium. [v, late

also V Ep. ad. 632,6, Orell. Inscr. Lat.

1, n. 1949.]\, a, ov, of or belonging to

Gephyra, a city of Boeotia, the later

Tanagra, \\^=^, Strab.

tPf^i'pfp), ov, ,{, -)=, zetz., () to abuse from



the bridge ; for there was a bridge
between Athens and Eleusis, and as
the people passed it in solemn pro-

cession they had an old custom of
abusing whom thej' would, Hesjxh.

:

hence in gen. to abuse freely, Plut.

Sull. 13.,,. dim. from., ov, , an abusing, in-

sulting, Strab., V.., ov, , an abuser, reviler,

Plut,~, , ( ?nake a bridge,

Polyh. : from,, -{,)
bridge-maker : used to translate the

Lat. Pontifex, Plut.^•, , b. Gephyrus, Taascpr.
n., Ap. Rh. L 1042.,() dam, bridge,/., he made a path-

way, IL 15, 357,' ..
Find. I. 8, 111, so or -
TTOpa'- to make them passable

by causewat/s, Polyb., Luc,. a fallen tree 7nade a bridge

over the river, II. 21, 245. So also in

prose, to provide with a bridsf, Hdt.,, Luc.
Hence,, , that which is

dammed or bridged ; [ii] and', , . a furnishing
with a bridge, Strab. [tj],, , bridge builder.•,,() to draw
or describe the earth's surface, Arist.

Mund., , , geography, Plut.—. a map of the world, elsewh., in Geminus., /, , belonging to,

learned in geography, Strab., ov, {,) earth-

describing : - ., the geographer, epith.

of Straho in Gramm. [], , f/. {,) a di-

viding of earth : also=;, geo-

desy, Arist. Metaph., , {,) earth-like,

earthy. Plat. Ax. 365 E., , , a hill of earth,

Strab. : from, ov, {, ?.) covered

with hills of earth, , Strab.. hilly,

Diosc.

—

., Xen. Cyr. 3,

3, 23, or 70, Theocr. 1, 13,=^7.^, , f. -, to measure
land, to measure, Xen. Symp. 6, 8.

—

IL to study geometry. Plat. ; from, , , {,)
land-measurer, geometer, Plat. Theaet.
143 ., , , land-measuring,

geometry, freq. in Plat., , , belonging to,

skilled in la,nd-measuring, geometrical

:

-, sub., geometry, both freq.

in Plat. Adv.-, Cic. Att. 12, 5, 3., , {,) mixed

with earth, Strab.^, ,{) to be a

landholder, to cultivate thf. land, Eccl., , , {,) di-

vision of land.—. the land so divided,

Nic.—2. the cxdtivation of it, Anth..,, belonging to-
or to a : ., an

agrarian laiv, Dion. H., ov, 6, , also,
and, {.-

iiai) a sharer in the division of lands,

landholder, landowner, =,
Plat. : one ivhose property made him li-

able to public offices or burdens. ?.-
: hence in genl. the wealthy.

noble, influential in a . city,,

Valck. Hdt. 5, 77, etc., Ruhnk. Tim.
But at Athens, under Theseus, the

were opp. to both the -
and, the husband-

men.—. adj. land-tilling, ploughing,

e. g., . Rh.

—

III.= Lat. de-

cemviri agris dividundis, Dion. H., ov, {,) distribu-

ting lands, Dio Cass., , , dim. from sq.,

restored from MSS. by Schweigh.
Hdt. 7, 28, of Schaf Greg p. 518., ov, , Ion. for,
a portion, plot of ground, esp. within a
town, V. 1. Hdt. 7, 28., , . {, .)
poor in land, harnng little or bad land,

Hdt. 2. 6 ; 8, 111, Ruhnk. Tim., ,{) to till the

ground. Philo.. , , agriculture, Pseu-
do-Phocyl. H9., ., belonging to agri-

culture : Tu. ., the geoponica. a treat-

ise on the subject compiled by Cas-
sianus Bassus : from, ov, {,) tilling

the ground, a husbandman, Philo., , f. -,() to

till ground, Ty y?/, Andoc. 12, 28,

to cultivate, in genl. c.'acc. Thuc. 3, 88,, sc., Ar. Eccl. 592 ; also,/, etc. : to have prop-
erty in cultivated land, like Lat. arare;

of the Nile, to fertilise, Heliod. : me-
taph., to turn to account, to derive ad-

vantagefrnm, , todraiv

profit from, Iwe by a thing, Dem. 442,
6 : hence , Heliod.
Hence,, , tilled, cultiva-

ted land. Plat. Legg. 674 C., ov, fit for tillage,

Arist. Probl., , ,{) agricul-

ture, tillage, Thuc. 1, 11.—. tilled

land, a farm, Isocr. 146 A., ,. belonging to tillage,,, Ar. Pac. 552. 590 :

—

.,
sub., agriculture. Plat. Legg.
889 ; , a treatise on agri-

culture, Ath. 619 D.—2. skilled in agri-

culture, a skilful farmer, Xen. Mem. 1,

1, 7.—3. devoted to agriculture, Plut.
Adv. -., ov, , a field, Dion. H.—. cultivation, Philo.—. a crop,

late,, ov, late form for sq.,, {.*) tilling the

ground,, Ar. Acn. 1036 : as
subst. a husbandman, labourer, Ar. Pac.
296., , {, )
like, after the 7nanner of a husbandman,
agricultural, Plut. 2, 8 B., , to dig, trench the earth,

Hdt. 4, 200 ; and, , , digging, excavation

of the earth, Ael. : from, ov,{.) trench-

ing the earth, Strab. [ti], , , a turning tip the

earth, ploughing : from, ov, {,) cutting

the ground
; ploughing, Anth., , , {,,) an eating of earth, Hipp., cf.

Arist. Eth. N. 7, 5, 3.&. , {,) look-

ing like earth.—. ., a spot where
some kind of ochre was dug, at Samos,
Theophr., ov, ro,=foreg. ., Di-
narch. ap. Dion. H., , {,) fond of
the earth ; of plants, creeping, Lat. hti-

milis, Julian.

,, , contr. for , earth,
land : the only form in Att., and found
even in Horn, for ; q. v. :, forth of one land to another,
Aesch. Pr.^ 682, Ar. Ach. 235 :

and, as toKen
of submission, freq. in Hdt. :, on land, by land : -, to come to land : also of hus-
bandry, or-, to till the ground. The plur.,. contr. , etc., is very
rare in good authors, Valck. Hdt. 4,

198, cf however Schiif Mel. p. 15.^•), ov, 6, Gegasius, a son
of Jupiter, Plut., ov, o,=sq. Eur. Phoen.
128., , {,*) earthborn,

earthsprung, e. g., Xenarch.
Butal. 1.—2. indigenous, elsewh. -, Hdt. 8, 55.—II. born of Gaea
or Tellus, of the Titans and Giants,
Aesch. Pr. 351, 677., ov, TO, dim. from , esp.
a small estate, Ar. Fr. 344.

^?•,, a, ov, {) joyous,
Andr. ap. Gal., adv. out of oxfrom the earth,

Aesch. Eum. 904., , f. -, perf,{, *, q. v.) to be delighted, to

rejoice, Horn. : who \iowever uses not
the pres., but perf in pres. signf

;

the subject of joy is in ace, 11. 8, 378;
9, 77; cf Valck. Hipp. 1339: the sub-
ject causing the joy is also put in
dat. with or without, .,
Hes. Sc. . 116;

7}., Dem. 332, 8, etc. ; c. part, also
in Horn. Mid. in Q. Sm.
from obs., q. v., , ro.=sq., Luc./,,,{)joy, delight,

cheerfulness, II. : rare in plur., H.
Horn. Cer. 437., , ov, joyful, cheerful,

delighted, in a thing,, Horn. Adv.-. Hijjp.?., , dim. from
ov. Epich. p. 72.,, , Lat. gelhi/um. a kind

of leek, Ar. Fr. 122, v. Sclineid. The
ophr. 3, 574.*, ohsol. pres., from which, the perf of, is formed:
the part, occurs first in Q.
Sm.. ov. and, ov, earthy,

nf earth or clay,, Xen. An. 7,

8, 14;,/, etc.. Plat.:

—on the form v. Lob. Phryn. 97., , , a husbandman, contr.. Soph. Tr. 32.^., , also? in Dion.
P.. the Gelne, a people of northern
Media, on the Caspian, Strab./, , {,') sleeping on
the enrth,^=aavv, Call., ov,.= .,
mound of earth, a hill, Xen. Anab. 1

5,8., }',,-
vor, inf and part. aor. 1 act. and mid.
of., ov,,^, q. v.

tr7/i'af3oi', ov, , Genahum, now
Orleans, a city of Gaul, Strab., to possess land : from'. ov, {,) landholding:

epith. of the tutelary deity of a coun-
try ; esp. of Neptune, cf., Ion. for, Hdt. 7,

190.. ov. Ion. for., ov, , a radish, or some
such fusiform root, comic woM in Luc.
Lexiph.
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, , ,^=^, plot

of ground, esp. within a town, Plat.

Legg. 741 C., , (y?/,) falling or

fallen to earth, Eur. Phoen. 6G8.,,,-,^., qq. v./, , {,) to be dnmk
up by Earth, in Dor. form, Aesch. Cho. 97., , of, () old, aged,

Hes. Op. 376, and Att., cf.., , ov,= foreg., Aesch.

Pers. 171.,=./,, ,=., inf. aor. 1. of,-., , , growing old,

Ari.st. Meiaph.^, dat. pi. for, of., 6,=:., part. aor. 2 of, -, II. 17, 197., , Horn. gen.,
Att. contr., (and very late //-) dat., Att. contr. (^.
Soph. Aj. 507, hoary eld, advanced age,

in Honi. usu. with 7.,,?..—II. the old cast shin of a

serpent, Arist. H. A. (The Sanscr.

root is jri, senescere, conteri : cf. sub.) Hence
and, fut. -, [

Simon. 100, 9 ; fut. act. also in Plat],

and- [u Eur. Incert. 31, Ar.

Eq. 1308] : aor. '/. Aesch.
Supp. 894. though is prefer-

red by the Atticists, Moer. p. 115,

Th. M. p. 192: inf., Xen.
Mem. 3, 12, 8 ;

part,, Hdt.

7, 114; perf.. Soph. O. C.

727. The pres.^ is rare, and
only in late wr., though Horn, has a

3 impf (II. 7, 118, Od. 14. 67).

unless this be taken as the aor. 2 of

which we have the part, (II.

17. 197) like,, aor. 2 of. To grow aged, become old

and infirm.—II. trans, to bring to old

a^e, ^, Aesch. Supp.
894., , , the down on some
seeds, Lat. pappus, Arat., , to nourish or take

care of an old man. to cherish the old

and infirm, Eur. Ale. 663. Pass, to be

cherished when old, Ar. Ach. 678: and, , , care of an old

person, Plut. : from, , (,)
nourishing in old age, taking care of the

aged and infirm, Soph. Aj. 570, and
Eur.^. =, to take

care of the old. Call. Ep. 53., , , =:,
care of old people, Plut. : hence, , , belonging to-. Gal., . (,)='-, tending, cherishing the old,

Hes. Th. 605.,, ,=}, LXX.^, , 6, Gerostratus,

masc. pr. ., Arr. An. 2, 13, 7., , to tend, to feed old

people, Lys! 133, fin. ; and. , , support of old

people, Plut. : from, , (, )

feeding the old,, Pind. Fr. 233., , to carry an old per-

son, Plut., ,(,*) pro-

dxi/cing sound, epith. of Echo, Theocr.
Syr-6•
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1},, ,() a voice,

sound, tone, Aesch. Eum. 569./, dep. mid. v..^., also , , of or be-

longing to Geryon.^, Ion. , ,=.-
: ace. and -, Hes.

Th. 287.^,,,=.
^, Ion. , , Geryones,

or Geryon, son of Chrysaor and Kal-
lirrhoe, a three-bodied giant who
dwelt in the island Erythea, slain by
Hercules, Pind. I. 1, 13, Hdt. 4, 8,

etc.^,, , the Geryonid, a

poem of Stesichorus, describing the
fate of Geryon, Pans. 8, 2, 2 ; Ath.
499 E.,, , a voice, II. 4, 437 : a

sound, song, Eur Rhes. 550.', f. -, Dor. :
—to

utter, send forth a voice, speak, sing,

cry. also in mid., H. Horn. Merc. 426:
often c. ace. of thing spoken or sung
of,' ,
Hes. Op. 258 :—in mid. also absol. to

sing, and . , to sing against

one for a prize, Theocr. 1, 135 ; 8, 77.

(The Sanscr. root is ^ri, sonare, our
cry : cf. also Lat. garrire, and our to

jar :—all prob. onomatop.) [v in pres.:

but 11 in late Dor., as Theocr., and so
even in Aesch. Pr. 78: always in

fut. and aor.]^,. , Geryon, v. ;?'-. Aesch. Ag. 870., , =
;

and, =•), cf. Lob.
Phryn. 692., contr. gen. from, for., , , and, Att.

for ?}, Ar. Eq. 677.

7], , , contr. for, a
husbandman, q. v., , to cleave, trench the

ground, Ap. Rh. : from, , (.) cleaving,

ploughing, tre^iching the earth, Dor.
., Aesch. Fr. 184., , (, )=^-, Call. Fr. 58., V. , fin.,,, also-, , , of giant, gigantic,

Luc., , to behave like a giant,

cf.,, etc.7., .-. , and,, ,(,) giant-killer. Fem., and,., . ,(,)
the battle of the giants, Plat. Rep. 378 C., , , (,) giant-qutlling. Lye. 63.'. ,(,)
giant-killing, Eur. . F. 1191., , (,) gi-

gantic, Philo., , , grape-stone, Si-

mon. 205. []^, , . Gigartum, a city

at the foot of Mount Libanus, Strab., ,(,)
full of. like grape stones.,, , usu. in plur. the

giants, a huge, savage, godless race,

at last destroyed by the gods, Od.
In Hes. Th. 185, the sons of Gaea,

whence the .•6=. P'rom
Aesch. downwds. any giant, esp. a
reckless warrior, that cared neither for

gods nor men. [«]

tFi'yytf, ,, , Gingis, fem. pr. n..

1
attendant of Parysatis, Plut. Artax
19./'/, ,(?, -) like a, Hipp.?, , , also 7•.6,
any hinge-like joint, Lat. ginf;lynius ;

and so the joint ofthe elbow, etc., Hipp.

:

a joint of a coat of mail, Xen. Eq. 12,

6 : the hinge of a door. (Perh. redupl.

from.) Hence, as pass, to bejointed

by a, Hipp., , jointed, fitted by
a. Math. Vett., ,, belonging to the,, Axionic. ap. Ath. 175

(not in Meineke)., , ,, . , and, , , small Phoenician fiule
or fife, of a shrill, querulous tone :

also its music, Ath. ubi snp. (Gin-
grire, gingritus, cf. Sanscr. grl, sonare,
V. sub.) Hence, , , a playing the, its tone., also Ion. and late-

[], a redupl. form from the root*'2, as if,,
cf,.. From
this root are formed the fut.-

: aor. : perf.

and : but a root*2 is usu.
assumed for the Ep. pf. ^', part., Hom. inf.. Dor. inf., Pind. Dep. mid., v. sub. The pass, forms
and] only occur in Dor.
and the common dialect.

Radic. signf. : to become, to happen,

Lat. fieri ; next, to be bom ; in aor.

usu. to be ; in perf., to be by
birth, or to have become so. Hom. uses
pres., aor., perf and,
the last quite as [)res., to be. to live at

a place, kvl ,, etc. ; but• •, new-hom, Od. 19, 400. Pres.

and aor.,— 1. ofmen and things, tube

born, to have arisen.—2. of events, to

occur, arrive, happen, esp. in phrases, grief was his por-

tion,, , a
crowd collected, cry arose : -, to be beyond, excel

others : later -, to become of the number of the
elders, be raised to their rank, Xen.
In a pregnant sense, , it

comes to my share, it is mine : ~. sacrifices are per-

fect, favourable, Lat. litatum est, Xen.
— II. Post-Horn, it is used in many
more j)hrases : — I . with preps, or

advs. of motion, to arrive at. come to,, Hdt. 5, 38
;

and even sine prep.,, Od. 4, 634. Hom. uses, where Att. have
or , to spring from one :

but Tivi, to cmne under
one's jurisdiction, Thuc. 6, 86.— 2.,, -, to take all shapes, turn every
way, from pas.sion, e. g. fear, cf.

Valck. Hdt. 3, 124. vhich may be
traced to Od. 4, 417 ; opp. to, to be master o/" one's self, be
collected, Soph. O. C. 660 ;, to recover one's self,

Hdt. 1. 119 ; also -, Xen. An. 1, 5, 17,, Lat. apud se esse, Plut.

:

, to behave to a
person ; , to reach
it, Xen. : , to
have the charge of, Dem. : -, to be on one's side, Xen. :

., to come from, to leave, e. g.



-' ., to have done sup-

ping. Hdt. — 3. ; more
rarely ; what will become
of me? Schaf.Mel. p. 98.—4.-, , periphras.

for,, etc., Bast . Cr.

p. 208.—5. c. gen. pretii, to cost, be at

such a price, e. g., Ar. Eq.
602.—-III. part, ,— 1.

that xvhich takes place or is, the truth :

also an accident.—2. that which restdts,

e. g. ati income, Dem. ; more fully,

v., Xen., v. Herm. V'ig. n. 228

b. But Tu, early reminis-

cences, Xen. (Akm to,-, geno, gigno : Sanscr. Jan. to be
born ; and :—also nascor, gnattis,

cf., nosco, co-gnosco.), redupl. from the root,\\, Lat. NOSCO,
only later, fut. :

aor., part,, inf.,
opt., imperat. : perf., perf. pass, : aor.

pass,.
To know, perceive, gain knowledge of,

observe, mark, of persons and things,

c. ace, Hom. : of facts and circum-
stances, to be aware of, see into, under-

statid, c. ace, e. g.,, -, , Horn.

:

in bad sense, -, he will know him to his cost, II.

18, 270. cf. 125, Soph. Ant. 960, The-
ocr. 3, 15, like Lat. seniire and scire,

Ter. Eun. 1, 1,21, Virg. Eel. 8, 43:

sometimes c. gen. instead of ace, to

know of.., , II. 4, 357,

of. Od. 21, 36 ; 23, 109 (as we some-
times find with ), and so even

in prose, Xen. Oec. 10, 3, cf Kiihner

Gr. Gr. § 528 : it also has clauses

added with, also ..., Od. 21, 209,

and «'..., II. 21, 266: rarely also c.

part, , I felt that I
was beaten, Ar. Eq. 658: but c. inf,

tva , that he may learn or

resolve to keep. Soph. Ant. 1089 ; so

too C. ace. et inf, to give judgment

that..., Hdt. 6, 85, Isocr. 361 D ; cf
Kuhner Gr. Gr. i) 657, Anm. 2: c.

dupl. ace, to know or judge another to

be..., -,
Xen. An. 1, 7. 4.—II. in Att. prose to

investigate with a view of learning,

and discriminating truth and false-

hood : hence to form and give an opin-

ion, to determine, approve, -, see thou to that. Plat. Gorg. 505

C : , to feel grateful,

more usu. r..— III. to know
carnally. Call. Ep. 58, 3, and freq. in

LXX.~IV. ioco>iiie7n?i, Aesch. Supp.8.(*, the root oi,
which appears in, and in,, etc., recurs in most of the

kindred languages, Lat. nosco, novi,

Engl, know or ken. Germ, kennen,

French con-noitre, etc. : in most of

these it is opp. to another verb of like

signf , Greek ^, Engl, to wit or

wot. Germ, wissen (which are all one
root), to Lat. scire, French savoir, etd.

The strict distinction seems to be,

that the former class,, novi,

etc., mean to know a person or thing,

ciraimstance, etc., directly ; the latter,

olSa, scire, etc., to know something of a

person, etc. Hence the former class

is most usu. found construed with an
ace, the latter followed by a relative,

an infin., or (in Greek) by a partici-

ple, V. supr. I. fin. The distinction

IS less strictly observed in Greek, and
in English has been quite lost.)^, ov, , Gigdmis, a city of
Macedonia, on the Thermaicus Si-

nus, Hdt. 7, 123.

^?, , , Gilgamus, a king

01 Babylonia, Ael. N. A. 12. 21.\?,, , the Gdigammae,

an African tribe on the coast of

Marmarica, Hdt. 4, 169.^, , , Gillus, masc. pr. n.,

Hdt. 3, 138.^, , ol. the Gindanes, a

people of Africa in the interior of the

Syrtica regio^ Hdt. 4, 176.^, ,, and, ov,

, Gindara, a village of Syria, near

Antiochia, Strab.', ov, (5, Lat. HINNUS,
a mule, the produce of a horse and

she-ass : also the supposed young of

a mule and a mare, Arist. H. A.—II.

a dwarfed, deformed horse, Strab. (Va-

riously written,,,,,,, Schneid.

Arist. . . 6, 24, 1 :, Lat.

mannus, are akin.), v.. [], ..^, , , Gitta, a city of Pales-

tine, Polyb. 16, 41,4., , {) to be milky,

juicy. Anth., , oi',=sq., full of milk,

Nic.,, ,{) milky,

abounding in milk, milk-white, Opp.?.. , , {,) curdling milk,.,
bowls for curdling milk, Anth.., , poet, for,
milk. II. 2, 471, and late Ep., ov,{,)
milk-fed. Lye : but—II. parox. -, ov, act. feeding with milk ?', softer form for, to

cry aloud, Pind. Fr. 64.?, ov, (,)
Syncop. for?., liinng on

milk, II. 13, 6 : hence the-, Glactophugi, a Scythian shep-

herd people, Hes. Fr. 16, cf-. \u], ov, {, )
having milk.', , f.-, Lat. lippio, to

have watery, bleared eyes, in the cor-

ners of which collects humour,?, 7., Lat. gramia, glama:

ace to Moer. Att. for.', , ,= 7J], humour in

the eyes, Lat. gramia.,=^?. : from, oi',=sq., ,,(?) blear-eyed,

Lat. gramiosus, Hipp.?, , {, )=
foreg., ov, gen.,=,
Ar. Ran. 588, Eccl. 254., and, , a kind of

shad, Lat. silurus, Archipp. Ichth.

10.^, , , Glanis, a comic
name in Ar. Eq. 1004.—II. the Clanis,

now la Chiana, a river of Etruria, in

Strab..—2. the Clanius, now
Lagno, a river of Campania, Lye
718.. ov, b, the hyena, Lat. hy-

aena, Arist. H. A. ; written in Hesych.., , a milky plant, prob. 1.

Diose (supposed radie form of,
lac. lac.tis, v. sub.).,',. , a chisel, whether
for wood or stone-work, Lat. caelum,

scalprum. Soph. Fr. 477.

\, , ,=, Arist. . .
^?'.}'}, . . the Glavgan-

icae, a people of India, Arr. An. 5, 20.

t'-,.=' aiif.Theophr. Char.

16, V. Lob. Paral. 145.

^, ov, . Glance tes, masc.
pr. n. in Ar. Pae 1008, Dem , etc.^, , , Glauce, a Nereid,
II. 18, 30.—2. a daughter of Danaus,
ApoUod. 2, 1,5.—3. daughter of Creon
king of Corinth, married to Jason
after his desertion of Medea ; she is

also called Creiisa, Apollod. 1, 9, 28;
cf Eur. Med.—4. a female player of

Lesbos, Theocr. 4, 31.—U. a port of

Mycale, Thuc. 8, 79., ov, (, -) blue-rolling,7., Emped.^, ov, , Glaucias, a statu-

ary of Aegina, Paus. freq.. another of

Rhegium, Id.—2. a king of the Tau-
lantii, Arr. An. 1, 5. 1 ; others in Arr.

3, 11,8, Plut. Pyrrh. 3, etc.'/, , (/.) in Hom.
only found in Ep. part.,,
glaring with the eyes, of fighting

lions, II. 20, 172 ; so more fully,?•, Hes. Se 430

:

and later , 2. Sm.^?., ov, , prop, .tore of Glau-

cus ; as masc. pr. n., Glaucides, Polyb.

10, 33, 4.,,, dim. from-, a sea-fish, []. f-, be bluish, Strab.?, ov.,=,
Amphis Philet. l. ['] : irom', ov, 6, =?-, cf.., , ov, bluish-gray, Plut.

or. ov, , a
kind of poppy, glaucium, Diosc.—II. a
water-bird ivith gray or blue eyes, Ath.^, , , Glaucippe, a
daughter of Danaus, Apollod. 2, 1, 5

:

fem. from^, ov, , {^, -) Glaucippus, an Athenian archon
01. 92, 3, Diod. S. 12, 43.-2. father

and son of Hyperides, Ath. 590 C.

—

Others in Andoe, etc.^,, , Glaucis,^^nav-... ov. , a fish, so called

from its colour, Damox. ap. Ath. 102 B.'^,, , v. 1. for-, Plut. Pyrrh.^, , ,{, )
Glaucdthea, mother of the orator

Aeschines, Dem. 320, 15., ,(,)
bluish-looking.

V7iav, ov,(,)
bhiish-gray eyed. Plat. Pheadr. 253 E.^., ,(,)
Glauconome, a Nereid, Hes. Th. 256.', ., Aeol. :

at first prob. without any notion of

colour, (cf. infr.) bright, gleaming,

glancing, silvery, in Hum. only once,

of the sea. . 11. 16,

31, (whence Hes. Th. 440. calls the

sea simply '/) ; though he has
the derivs. ?., :

so too ., Emped. 176,,, Theocr. 16, 5 ; and freq. in late

Ep. : also .. Pind. . 8, 48,

where the Schol. takes it=}/ajJ/<-(jT/',?.— II. later certainly with
notion of colour, prob. taken from its

application to the sea, hence a pale

green, blue-green, gray, Lat. glaucus,

of the olive, Pind.. 3, 23, and Trag.

;

of the willow and sedge, Vlrg. G. 4,

182, Aen. 6, 410; in Soph. Tr. 703,

also of the vine : of some precious

stones, as the beryl and topaz, Dion.

P. 1119. sq. ; the, Nonn.,
and Plin.—2. esp. of the eye. blue-

gray, light gray, Lat. caesivs, the light-

est shade of eyes known to the
Greeks, who distinguished as
the darkest, then. and then
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, Arist. Gen. An. 5, 1, Phi-

jostr. Heroic. 4, p. 702, cl Foes.
Oecon. Hipp., v. : so

Hdt. 4, lOS, speaks of a people being?6 /), blue-

eyed and red-haiied, of. Arist. Piobl.

10, 11. (That ?. even when
applied to eyes orig. meant flashing,

glaring, as in the Hoin.., with collat. notion of

fierce, appears from the analogy of, which also, as we see, took

a notion of colour : and this order of

signfs. agrees with the fact that its

root is to see,',,
7., Lat. luceo, lu-x, being drop-

ped, as in yu?.a, --, lac

:

further, Lucas Quaest. Lexil. § 53,

sq.), ov, , an eatable fish of
gray colour, Arist. H. A.

trZai'/tOf, , , Glaucus, 6 '-
or, a fisherman of

Anthedon, changed into a sea god,

Eur. Or. 36 J.—2. son of Sisyphus,
father of Bellerophontes, 11. G, 154.

—3. son of Hippolochus, grandson of

Bellerophontes, leader of the Lycians
in the Trojan war, II. 2, 876, etc.—1.

a son of Priam, Apollod.—5. son of

Minos and Pa.siphae, Id.—6. a statu-

ary of Chios, Hdt. 1, 25.—Others in

Polyb., Arr., etc.—II. a river of Col-

chis, Strab.—2. a river of Caria,

emptying into the Sinus Glaucus,

now Gulf of Macri, Strab., , , {7.6)
bluish-gray colour, Arist. Gen. An.', ov, {', -) =, gray-eyed,

Diosc., ov, 6, (,
7]) with grayish hair or mane., , /, ace.-,{,) gray-coloured,

gray, ot the olive, Pind. O. 3, 23, cf., and Dissen ad. 1., , to make grayish.—II.

in pass, to have a?. Hipp.?/, , {,) like

an owl, of the genus owl, Arist. H. A., , , {)
opacity of the crystalline lens, a cataract

in the eye, Arist. Gen. An., and Me-
dic, cf., and Foes. Oecon.
Hipp. : V. also.^/., >, , Glaucon, father

of Leager, Hdt. 9. 75. Others in

Plat., Dem., etc.?, ov, , Glauconides,

masc. pr. n., Diog. L. 2, 30.7,, ov, , the temple of
Athena Glaucopis, Alcae. ap. Strab.

p. 600., , , ace. . but
also Lv, Od. 1, 156,{, ) in

Horn, as epith. of Atnena (Minerva),
not so much of the colour as of the
expression of her eyes, pierciytg-eyed,

fierce-eyed, v. esp. U. 1. 206, Nitzsch
Od. 1, 44 ; ana Hesych. in v. : so too
in Anacreont. 85, opp. to the softness,

TO, of Venus's eyes : Minerva's
eyes in works of art were represent-

ed by light gleaming gems, Paus. 1,

14, 6, cf Winckehn. T. 5, p. 138,

with Fea's note—II.=:, shin-

ing, silvery, of the olive, Euphor. Fr.

140.

1 ?7, ov,=:foreg., , if,()
blindness from, Hipp.,-, 6,,^,
Pind. . 6, 76.?, Att., , . Lob.
Phryn. p. 76 : the owl, Lat. noctua, so

called from its glaring eyes (v.-) : hence Minerva's owl {strix
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passcrina) as an emblem of her (cf), Miiller Archaol.d. Kunst
^ 371, 9. Proverb,',' ', like our " carry

coals to Newcastle," Ar. Av. 301.

Athenian coins were called, from the stamp on
them, lb. 1106., to .shine, glitter, {-,,, ,,.), . () hollow, hole,

cavern, Hes. 0[). 531. []^,, ai, Glaphyrae, a city

of Thessaly, deriving its name prob.

from being situated in a valley (-), II. 2, 712., , , smoothness, poli.->k,

Plut. : metaph.smooi/i/iess of manner.
Id., , , (?) hollme,

hollowed, Hom., usu. epith. of ships
;. ],, a cavern, Hom. :., made so for the sake of

sound, holloiv, Od. 17,262; .,
Pind. . 9, 28 : also ., a deep
harbour or cove, Od. 12, 305, cf..
In this signf only in Ep., and Pind.
—II. smoothed, polished, finished, hence— 1. of persons, smooth, subtle, critical,

exact, ', ?(

,

Ar. 1272 : so Arist. Pol. 2, 12, 11,

and freq. in Pint. : hence skilful, neat,, Theocr. Ep. 7, 5.—2. of things,
7ieat, pretty. delicate,,..A.

;•, lb.— 3. of dishes, delicate, nice,, Anlhipp. ap. Ath. 404 C.
Adv.-, Jieatly, prettily, Alex..
1,20: also neut. as adv.,.,, Luc. The
word in this signf. common from
Arist. downwds. Hence, 7/,,^,
Luc.', f. -', to hew, carve, dig,, tears the ground with
his feet, of a lion, Hes. Sc. 431. (Cf.

glaber,,, scalpo, sculpo,, glubo. 7^, liber; scale,

shell : also v. sub, and cf. Pott
Forsch. 1, 140.) [u]?., ,(,)
for carrying new wine,, Pherecr.
Agr. 10., , ov,() of new
wine. Gal.,, 6,(7.,)
a drinker of new wine, Anth.,,, Lat. rmistum,v}ust,

i. e. sweet new wine, Nic. : metaph.
youthful freshness, Clem. Al. (Cf.,, .),, . 1. for., , . Dor. for-, Pind.', , ,=, cf../, , , dim. from],
Hipp./, , apocop. form for,
Hennesian. 1., , , (, cf.)
the pupil, eye-ball, II. 14, 494, Od. 9,

390 : and because figures are reflect-

ed small in the pupil,—II. a puppet,

doll, esp. a Utile girl, cf., Lat.

pupilla, pupula : a taunt in Horn.

,

/ , av/ay, slight girl /

II. 8, 104.—III. a ball and socket-joint,

almost :=, but rather more
shallow. Gal.—IV. a honey-comb,

^'/, , , Glenis, masc. pr. n.,

Anth —2.,, , fem. pr. .,
daughter of Lycomedes, Anth.7/, ,( HI•,)
like a hinge-joint. Hipp.
/^/,, ,(, cf.)

a thing to stare at, a show, a wonder,

II. 24, 192 : /, in Arat. 318, is

translated by Cic. stellae.—\\.=
I., Nic.^, ov, 6, Glenus, a son of Her-
cules, Apollod. 2, 7, 8, in Diod. S.7].',, , . Hom. Cer.
209 :, , , and,, , penny-royal. Ion. for',, . Koen Grog. p. 40 : but the
form or only appears
as ace, Elinsl. Ar. Ach. 874. Hence?., , ,, ivine pre-
pared with, Geop., , , glue, al. ?., v..

r^ii'Of or, ov, , a kind of
maple, Theophr.^, or,. , GlU
sas, a city of Boeotia, near Thebes,
11.2, 504, Hdt. 9,43.?, f. -,() t»

make gluey, sticky. Pass, to be so, Hipp.?,, ,
comic word in Ar. Nub. 997, a greedi)

pettifogging knare. (?,-,.),, ,(-) stickiness, Hipp., dep. mid., to be close,

stingy, M. Anton., ,,^^.—II.

close7t£ss, greediness.?•., (, ?J-) dep. mid. to split straws, sqitabble

about trifles, like ~7•);, Philo.
Hence,, , straw-splitting,

Philo., a, ov. gluey, sticky, clam-
my, Hipp., etc. : hence slippery^—II.

metaph.— 1. sticking close to another,

importunate, officious,, --, , Ar. Ach. 452.

—

2. sticking close to his money, close,

greedy, stingy, ?.., 7nean,

shabby building, Dein. 689, 25 ; so, Plut.
; ., a poor

way of living, Luc.—3. esp. of dis-

putations, quibbling, petty, miserable,

Lat. putidus, cf Wyttenb. Plut. 31 E.
Adv. -, greedily, importunately.

Plat. Crito 53 : scantily. Id. Rep.
553 C : also pettily. Lat. putide, Heind.
Plat. Crat. 434 C. (Prob. akin to, ?.) Hence, , , stickiness,

clamniiiiess, Arist. . .— II. metaph.
closeness, stingiiiess, Arist. Pol. : of
disputations, quibbling, pettiness, Plut.,

cf. foreg.. {, )
viscous froni bile, Hipp., ,(,)
of a sticky, clammy nature, Hipp., , , a niggard, Ar,
Pac. 193., only used in pres-

ent and imperfect, to strive after a
thing, struggle for it, c. gen., , Hdt. 3,

72; 4. 152: also c. ace, Hipp., and
Plat. Hipparch. 226 D: foil, by
and fut. indie., Hdt. 7, 161.—2.., to be eager about OT for a
thing, , Hdt. 2, 102,

though in 8, 143, he has .-
: also to be in doubt abmtt it,

Arist. de Sens. (Akin to/,
and perh.,.) [,
but we also have, Schol.
Heph. p. 2 Gaisf , and so perh. should
be read, Ar. Pac. 193. for.,, or,, 7,=^,
glue., f. -, (prob. from •) to loink or twinkle with the

eyes. Gal. Hence?,, , fem.,,
, vicious, of horses, Soph. Fr. 863.



,{,) to make
sticky, Diosc.

T/MLO-,,, fem.~,, , {,) sacking up
grease,'.. Anth.'. , , strictly any sticky,

clammy stiiff,a.s mud, Simon 202, gum.
Hdt. 3, 112: but usu. oil-lees, the oil

and dirt scraped oft" the wrestler's

skia with the -/-/. Lat. sing-

meutan, SchoL Ar. Nub. 448 : in genL
oiL, Teles ap. Stob. 97, 31 : hence

—

IL as adj. /<:, ,, slippery, trick-

ish, knavish, Ar. Nub. I c, of. /-. Hence, , f. -, make clammy
and slippery, Dioac.

/./, , {/,) of a

sticky, slippery nature, Hipp.
^'/,. ace. '/.., also,

Glus, an officer in the anny of Cyrus
the younger, Xen. An. 1, 4, 16, etc.

T}.ov~ta, uv, 7tL, the buttocks, Lat.

nates.—IL two lobes of the brain, Lat.

also nates, GaL : from',, , ike rump, bottom,

.. and Hdt. : later., ftit. -, (,?.) to

sweeten, give a relish to, Sext. Linp.

Pass, to be or become sweet, Ath. : in

which sense we have the act. in LXX.^.(, f. -, aor. pass, /.-, (/.) to render sweet or

pleasitig, met., Dion. H.—In pass, to be

made sweet, to become siceet, i. e. ripe,

of grapes, Xen. Oec. 19, 19. Hence?., , , a sweetening,

Theophr.'/,, , , sweetening.

Adv. -, Sext. Emp.?., , , sweetness,

LXX./,, ov, , a sweetening,

sweetness, LXX.
^?-, , , Glycgra, daughter

of Thalassis, Ath. S84, etc. Others

in Anth., etc.^, , , Glycerium, an
Athenian courtesan, Ath. 582., , ',^/., Horn./,/., ov, {?.,) with sweet grapes,. [],, ,, with sweet,

fair skin, Mel. 120.

?;, , , Glyce, fem. pr. .,
Ar. Eccl. 43., a, ,=?., v. 1. in

Soph. Phil. 1461, etc., , , sweetness, Ath.,, ,^=.^., , gen.. {?.,) shedding or causing tears ofjoy,

MeL 45./., , {?,)
sweet-looking. Or. Sib.?.., ov, {/.,)
with sweet gifts, ', Bacc'hyl. 8.

7.7, , {7., )
sweet-sminding, Anth./., , {/^,) to be

pleasant, Hierocl.?.,, , pleasure, delight,

y/.. , devotion to

sensual pleasure. Plat. Legg. 635 D,

opp. to.—II. kind disposi-

tion, benevolence, Plut. : from. ov, {?,)
sweet-minded, 11. 20, 467.—. act.

charming the mind, delightful, ,, Ar. Lys. 551, Nub. 705.

T'f.VKVKapiziu,, to bear sweet fruit,

Theophr. : from7.7, ov, {, -) with sweet fruit.?., uv, gen. , {?,) of sueet flesh, Sophv. ap. Ath.

?-?., Aeol. and Dor. for7?..

7., ai, a kind of oyster,

Xenocr.7.7, ov, {7, -
7-) sweetly winning, . Hom. 5,

19.

7.7.,,,(7^,7.)
a sweet-apple, Sapph. 35, in Aeol. form
-7. : hence as a term of endear-

ment, Theocr. 11, 39.7., ov, {7.,)
of sweet form.7., , to speak sweetly,

Mel. 23 : from7., {7.,) sweet-

speaking, Mel. 89./, ovi; gen. , {7,,)=.—«if, , , , (,7.,) having fair offspring, Mel. 7.7.7, , , (/,) sweet maid, Mel. 54.7>., ov, (7..)
sweetly bitter,, Sapph. 37.

?./!>, ], , and 7.>^-, , , {7.,) a plant

ivith a sweet root, from which liquorice

(i. e. glyryrrhize) IS made, Gal.',, , sweet to the taste,

sweet,, 11. 1. 598 : but even in

Horn., more usu. metaph., sweet, de-

lightful,,, also .,
Od. 5. 152, 7., II. 2, 453,. Od. 9, 34, and so freq. in

Pind,. and Att. : later of men, dear,

kind. Soph. O. C. 106 ; 7.,
my dear fellow, Ar. Ach. 462 : some-
times in bad sense, simple, silly, like,. Plat. Hipp. Maj. 288 B.

—II. as subst. 7.. sc. ,
Hipp., and javkv, Diosc, Lat.
passion vinum : also 7.=7.-, Theophr. Comp. and su-

per!.7.,\.,-7, : also/,-, Pind., and Ar.

:

also}'(', Xenophan. ap. E. Gud.

:

and7., A. P., Append. 153.

Adv. -. [7.]/., , , the peony, The-
ophr. [-, Nic. Th. 940.]17., 6, Glycys Partus,

{the sweet harbour), now Glyki. a har-

bour of Epirus, receiving its name
from the sweetness of its waters,
Strab. 324.7.,. , sweetness., ov, (7.,-) sweet with an astringent taste,

Theophr.7),, ,() sweet-

ness of taste, Hdt. 4, 177 : also ,.•, Dion. .7.7, ov, {7.,-) with a sweet neck, [tt], ov, {7,-) sweet speaking.7', , to speak sweetly,

Theocr. 15, 146; and7, . , a sweet voice or

speech, Diod. : from7., ov, {,)
sweet-voiced.7.7, ov,{, 7.)
Viith sweet juices, Hipp., ov,{,)=
foreg.. Gal.7., 7^, like 7<-, my swert fellow, a coaxing term,
but insmuatins that your friend is

silly, Ar. Eccl.' 985. [i],, , Glycon, an epi-

grammatic poet, Anth.— 2. a lyric

poet. Hence7., , , Glyconic, a
kind of verse, so called from its in-

ventor Glycon, Hephaest. 10, p. 56,

Gaisf.7.,, , {7,?) an en-

graved figure, Eupol. Incert. 113.

2
^7., , o'l, Glympes, a for-

tress on the confines of Argolis and
Laconia, Polyb. 5, 20, 4.

/., , , sweet insipid mnt,
Phryn.,, , chisel, Anth./., ov, 6. { ) a carver,

scxdptor, .4nth. Plan. 142.\7., , , {7.) relating

to carving or sculpture
; 7., the art of carving, sculpture,

Euseb./., , ,{) fitfor car-

ving, of wood, Theophr.

—

. carved,

LXX.7., irreg. comp. of7.7., , , {/.) knife,

chisel, or other instrument for carving,

H. Hom. Merc. 41, Theocr. 1, 28:
yZ. /., a penknife, Anth.7., ,,^7,, Luc.
7'.,,.=7.—, Joseph.
7., , , carving : carving,

carved work, Diod.—II. the notch of an
arrow,.'Vesop.—HI. a hole cut, ap. Suid.
V..
7., , , in good authors

always in plur., /., the notch

of the arrow, which fits on the strmg,
II. 4, 122, Od. 21, 419: later, the ar-

row itself, Eur. Or. 274.

—

\\.^^7.-
vov, a knife, penknife. Anth.—III. in
architecture, =7., the tri-

glypk, Ap. Rh. 2, 218.

.\'. f. -, to hollow out,,
Ar. Nub. 879 : esp. to engrave or carve,

in bra.ss, stone, or wood, .-. Hdt. 7, 69 : also in mid., Plut.

—

II. to scratch down, to write, which was
done by scraping in the wax, Anth.,
of a usurer marking down interest,

whence /., etc. (Akin to

7., q. v., which is said to denote
ruder, coarser work than }'.) [ii],. , the beard of corn,

only in plur., Hes. Sc. 398, Heinr.
(Akin to /..)2', , \, Att. 7., the

tongue, Hom. : }• and
7.7.. to cut out and biim

the tongues of victims at the end of a
meal, Od. 3, 332. sq., in honour of
Mercury, yet v. Nitzsch ad 1. :-, through love of talking,

Hes. Op. 707, Aesch. Cho. 266 :

7.!,, by word of mouth, Hdt. 1,

123, Thuc. 7, 10 : but -, notfrom another's tongue, hearsay,

but of one's own knowledge, Aesch. Ag.
813 : 6 Ti 7.^ -, to say whatever comes uppermost,

Lat. quicquid inbuccam venerit, Valck.
Diatr. p. 288 C : .-, try every art of tongue, Ar.

Yesp. 547 : 7.. to

let loose one's whole tongue, speak with-
out fear and restraint. Soph. El. 596.—2. of persons, one who is all tongue,

a speaker, of Pericles, Cratin. Incert.

4, Ar. Fr. 719.—II. a tongue, language,

II. 2, 804, Od. 19, 175 :

or', to speak, vse a language or

dialect, Hdt., etc. ; and so met. in N.
T. for a nation, a people ; in pi. nations

speaking different languages. Id. Apoc.
5, 9 : 7, 9.—III. the mouth-piece of a
flute, Aeschin. 86. 29.—IV. tongue

of leather, thong, Lat. lingida. Plat.

(Com.) . 4.—V. an obsolete

or foreign word, which needs expla-

nation,7., Arist. Rhet. 3, 3,

2, Poet. 21, 6.— VI. a tongue of land,
projecting point, late. (Prob. of

same family as 7., 7..)7.7.. , -4tt.,
, to talk till one's tongue aches, chatter

without end ; and
?.?., , , Att. 7.•
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,, endlois talking, wordiness, Eur.
Med. 525, Andr. 690 : tVoin) Of, ov, Att.,
(, ) talking till one's

tongue aches, very talkative, Philo,, etc., v.,
etc. : cf.., ov, , dim. from. Gal.,, , the gloss, by
which a or strange word is

explained : also=, . Anton.
—11. the head of a dart, Aesch. Fr.

143. Hence, ., of the nature

of a, Dion. H. Adv. -..=, q. v., Luc.,, 6, , {-,) hviiig by one's tongue., ov,{,-) interpreting, Ath. [(7]?),, or..{?-,) tongue-shaped, Arist. . ., , {?, -) keeping the tongue sttll,.
Medic., , ,{,) case to keep mouthpieces, Ly-

sipp. Bacch. 4 : hence in genl. a box,

case, Gal.

—

. picdendum maliebre, Eu-
bul. Incert. 27., TO,=foreg., a case or

bag tor money, N. T. : a receptacle, a

sepulchre, tomb : in Ep. ad. 488, 4,

prob. a coffin, v. Jac. ad 1.?, ov, {, -) with the tongue cut out, LXX..{,) to

cut out the to)tgue, LXX.^?, , 6,{,) Glossotrapezus, a comic
name for a parasite, Alciphr.,-,
to flatter. LXX., , =/.—
II. chattering, LXX.. , . Att. for., to kiss lasciuinusly, Anth., , , of belonging to

the tongue. Arist. Part. An.,, , the glottis, mouth

of the ivindpipe, Gal.—11. the mouth-

piece of a flute, etc.

—

. a shoe-string.

Lob. Phryn. 229.—IV. a kind of bird,

Arist. H. A.,, ro>=sq.,,,{?) a las-

civious kiss. Anth., V..?., obscene word, Lat.

fellare., ,=,
Longin.:,=-. Ar..{,)
to tipist the tongue, to wrangle, quibble,

Ar. Nub. 792.2, or rather, gen., . any projecting point, hence

—

1. once in Horn., the end nf the strap or

iho7ig of the yoke. II. 2i, 274.—2. the

foint of an arrow, etc., Soph. Tr. G81.

—3. among the Pythagor. an angle,

Hero Math.—4. the world's end, Dion.

P. (Cf,& ?..)\, , , Gnathaena, fern,

pr. ., Ath. 558 .^, , , Gnathaenium,

fern. pr. ., Ath. 581 ; Plut., ov, 6, the jaw, poet, form
of sq., q. v., Horn. : also in plur., Od.

18, 29. and Eur. : for, v. sub.', ov. j7,=foreg., the jaw,

mouth, the usu. prose form, but also

m poets, first in Ep. Horn. 14, 13. cf.

mfr. II. : strictly the lower jaw, Hdt.

9, 83 • , take your teeth

to it! Ar. Vesp. 370: ,
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a greedy fellow, Eur. Autol. 1 , 5, cf
.'Vnliph. Incert. 24, and v..—
11. like, the point, edge, esp. of

a deadly weapon,, Aesch. Pr.

64 ; inetaph., lb. 308 ; and perh.

., a destructive, tempes-

tuous strand, lb. 726, cf Xen. An. 7,

12. (Cf, Sanscr. ganda, Lat.

gena: akm also to, our gnaw.

[] Hence. , to hit on the jaw or cheek,

Phryn. (Com.) Monotr. 9., , , {) pvff-

cheek, full-mouth, [] Hence,. , Gnathon, in the

later Com. as prop. n. of a parasite,

as in Plaut. and Terent. : cf.
["], ov, like a, par-

asitical, Plut.^, ov, . prop, son of Gna-
thon, com. appell. in Lvic. Gnathonides.^, , , the Roman Cneius,

Polyb.. , , curved, bent, -, Od. 4, 369,, 11. 11,

416,, Hes. Op. 203; usu. in

Horn, supple, pliant, of the limbs of

living men, opp. to the stark and stiff

ones of the dead : metaph., a bending, exorable mmd, II. 24,

41 : from. f. -, to crook, bend. II.

23, 731. (Akin to,,,.), ?'/, ,{) (Xirded,

fulled, teased.', :,-.-,-,-, --
: ', -, . sub -, etc.. , , a downy plant

used in stuffing cushions, hz.i.gnapha-

lium, cudteeed {?).. a, ov, (prob. from,,, as Lat. genuinus from genus)

belonging to the race, i. e. lawfully be-

gotten, born in wedlock, in Hom. always
with. a true, own son, opp. to-, II. 11. 102, and in Att., cf. Ar.

Av. 1665, Dem. 1095 : hence in genl.

real, genuine, true, legitimate, as ., lawful wives, opp. to-, Xen. Cyr. 4, 3, 1 ;,
Ar. Av. 1659 ;, Arist. Pol.

;. "/}, true Greeks, Dem. 118,

24 ; >.. real, unfeigned virtues,

Pind. O. 2, 21 : , to

we noWf m;;/rf (thou gh ofbase birth),

Eur. Hipp. 309 : and so of writings,

genuine. Gal. Adv. —. lawfully,

really, truly, Eur., and Dem. Hence., , true birth, genu-

ineness. Arist. Rhet.^. ov, , Gnesippus, a
comic poet, Ath. 638 D.—2. an Athe-
nian, Xen. An. 7,^ 3, 28.,. , a niggard, curmud-

geon, Arist. Eth. N. (Akin to Kvt-

.) [t prob.]^, ov, 6, prop, son of Gni-

phon: Gniphonides, ma.sc. pr. n., An-
doc.,, , opt. aor. 2 act.

of.̂, ov. , Gnxtrus, father of

Anacharsis, Hdt. 4, 76., =, dark. — 2.

stormy.', , 6, darkness.—2. a

kind ofstorm, a whirhvind, Arist.Mund.

:

=^, Koen Greg. p. 373, Buttm.
Lexil. V. 9. Hence, , to make dark.. , (, )=:, Eur. Tro. 79.',, , cave, pit, hol-

low, Lye.

, adv.{) rvith bent knee. .,
always in phrase , tofall

on the knee.,,{,) falling

on the knrr, iveak in the leg, whence,
acc. to Hesych.,,,, to be sad or iveak., Ion. for, 3 sing, indie,

aor. 2 act. from, Hom. :

also 1 sing. subj. : but , 3 sing,

subj. aor. 2 act., II. :, imperat.•,, .{ a mark,
sign, symptom, like,-, Hdt. 7, 52, Soph. Tr. .593.— II.

judgment,=%•, Aesch. Ag. 1352.

—lII.= Lat. groma. ^,, , judgment, a
maxim : from.{) to give an opin-

ion, utter maxims.—2. esp. .,
to measure the gnomori of the sundial,
V., Kuhnk. Tim., Ep. for, inf. aor.

2 act. of7), Hom., , ,{) a means of
knowing, and so like,,
mark, token, sign. Theogn. 60, Arist.

H. A. 6, 22, 12.—II. that by which one

knows, judges, etc., the mind, and sc
the various ways in which it exerts
itself:— 1. thejudgment, understanding,

opp. to. Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 10 ; opp.

to, Thiic. 3, 11 : ,
to understand. Soph. El. 214 :

7], from one's judgment, with
good conscience, Aesch. Eum. 674

:

, with good reason, Xen. An. 2,

6, 9 : ?), to the best of
one's judgment, Arist. Rhet.— 2. the

will, disposition of the mind,
or , to be according

to one's mind, in favour with him, Hdt.
6, 37 : ' , of his own
accord, Thuc. 4, 68 ; ,
of one accord, with one consent, Dem.
147, 1 : also , Thuc. 6, 17 :, as one wishes, opp. to, freq. in Att.—III. the

result of such exertions of the mind, and
so— 1. a judgment, opinion,, to be of opinion, ,
Xen., etc. . c. inf , Thuc, etc. ;

or . Thuc. 5, 13 ; 7, 15 ;, , to be of such an
opinion as this, to entertniti this opitiion

that..., Thuc. 7, 15, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 11

;

also to be right, Ar. Nub. 157: -,, to hold

by, be of the same opinion, Thuc. 1, 140:, to incline

mostly to the opinion that..., Hdt. 7,

220, cf 5, 126: ,, to deliver an opinion, Eur.
Supp. 338, Soph. Phil. 1448, etc.:, in my judgment or opin-

ion, Ar. Pac. 232, Vesp. 983: hence
also a mistaken judgment,fancy. Soph.
Aj. 51, Ant. 389: intention, purpose,

Xen. An. 1,8, 10 :, the opinions

of wise men, maxims, often in metri-

cal collections, Lat. sententiae, v.-, and cf. Arist. Rhet. 2, 21.-2.
a resolve, counsel, advice,) -, c. inf., to resolve to do, Thuc. 1,

128 ; esp. a public resolution, vote, de-

cree, Lat. rngatio, consultum,•, Hdt. 3, 80 ;,,,, Thuc, etc.,\, , . Gnome, fern. pr. .,
Ath. 345 D ; of a dog, Xen. Cyn. 7, 5., adv., vote by vole, Dion.
H. { III., 2.), ov, ro,dim. from,
Ar. Nub. 321., , 6,{,) hunter after or senten
tious sayings, Cratin. Incert. 145., , ,{ ., fin.



dealing in maxims, sententious,

., Poetae Gnomici, didactic poets,

such as Solon, Phocyiides, Theognis,
etc. Adv. -./.), , to speak in Tnaxims,

be sententious, Arist. Rhet., , , a speaking in

maxims. Plat. Phaedr. 267 C : a collec-

tion of maxi?ns,V\ui.; and, , , sententious,

Dem. Phal. Adv. -. From, ov,{,)^
foreg., , ,() fit to

give judgmejit, Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 10 :

experienced or skilled in a thing•,,
Plat. Rep. 467 C.—II. belonging to the

gnomon of the sun-dial : r) -, sub., the art of making sun-dials, Vi-

truv. Adv. -., ], ,() pru-

dence, judgment, Solon 8, 1.), u,tocoin maxims, Ar.

Thesm. 55 ; and, , , clever at coin-

ing viaxims, Ar. Eq. 1379 : from, ov,{, ~)
maxim-coining, sententious, Ar. Ran.
tj77, of. Arist. Rhet. 2, 21.,, ,{) one that

knows or examines, a judge, interpreter,, Aesch. Ag. 1130, -, Thuc. 1, 138 : in Lys. 110,

2, are the guardians of the
sacred olives at Athens, v. Brenii.

—

II. thegnomon or index of the sun-dial,

Hdt. 2, 109: &\80=, Ath.—
III. 01, the teeth that mar/c a

horse's age, Xen. Eq.. 3, 1.—IV. a

rule guide of life, Theogn. 543: esp.

a carpenter's rule or square. Lat. nor-

ma, Arist. Categ.— V., with
the Pythagoreans, are the five odd
numbers, v. Bockh Philolaos p. 143.. inf. aor. 2 act. of,
and Irom this most derivs. are formed., Ep. for, I plur.

subj. aor. 2 act. of, Od. 16,

304., f.- Att. -, to make
known, point out, declare, Aesch. Pr.

487.—2. to gain knowledge of, discover,

detect, Thuc. 5, 103 ; to examine, recog-

nise, acknovdedge. Soph. O. T. 538,

Eur. Ale. 564, Dem. 924, 28.-3. to

make oJie^s friend. Plat. Lach. 181 C,
Rep. 402 A : from, ov, rarely rj, ov, (Plat.

Rep. 614 E) well-known : as subsl.

an acquaintance, Od. 16, 9 : less than, Dem. 320, 16 : but also in genl.

a friend, Lat. familiaris, ', Xen.
Mem. 2, 3, 1, also.—II. that may
be known : hence known to all, distin-

guished, OL, the notables, Lat.

optimates, opp. to }, Xen. Hell.

2, 2, 6, cf Arist. Pol. 4. 4. Adv.-,
so as to be known, familiarly, .. Dem. 722, 15 : .
TLvi, to be on friendly terms ivith one.

Id. 1247, 14. {,, notus,

gnarus.) Hence, 7], , acquaintance,

Stob.
^

_
', , , () ac-

quaintance,, with another, Plat.

Polit. init.—2. knowledge. Id. Legg.

763 B.,, ,() that

by which a thing is made known, a mark,

token, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1. 27 : esp.-
auara, tokens by which a lost chikl is

recosnised. Plut., and Paus.,,, 6,() a ma-
king known, Arist. An. Post.

TvupioTeov. verb, adj., from-, one must know, Arist, Eth. IM., ov, , () one

that takes cognisance of,, Anti-

pho 140, 27., , ,() ca-

pable of knowing,, Plut.—II.

serving as a mark or token.•, 2 sing. subj. aor. 2 act. of, Od., 3 pi. subj. aor. 2 act. of, II., , , Gnosias, masc. pr.

. of a Syracusan, Xen. Hell. 1, 1, 29.^, ov, , Gnosidemns. a

tyrant of Oreus in Euboea, Aeschin.,(,) to

contest one^s own opinion, i. e. to confess

one's self in the wrong, change one's

mind Or purpose, repent of. Hdt. 3, 25,

Eur. Herac. 706 ubi Elmsl, Ar. .\v.

555 : . , to confess

that one is not equal, Hdt. 8, 29.—2.

Tiva, to differ with another in

opinion, Dion. H. Freq in late prose.

Hence, , . a differing (with
another) in opinion, Philo.\7, ov. , Gnosippu.s, masc.
pr. n. of a Spartan, Ath. 168 D., , , () inquiry,

esp. of a judicial kind, Lat. cognitio,

Dem. 544, 2.— II. a knowing, knowl-

edge, Arist. Eth. N. ; esp. of a higher
kind, deeper wisdom, N. T., and Eccl.
—2. acquaintance with a person,

Tiva. ap. Aeschin. 8, 4.—3. knowing,

recognising, ThuC. 7, 44.

—

III. fame,
credit, Luc., fut. of.'^, verb. adj. of-, one must know. Plat. Rep. 396 A.,/, ,() one that

knows or inquires : one that warrants

the truth of a thing, Lat. cognitor, notor,

Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 39. cf. Piers. Moer. 1 16., ov, , commoner form of

foreg., Plut., etc., , ,() good
at knowing, quick, sagacious, Diog. L.

:

oi, men that claimed to have

a deeper wisdom. Gnostics, Eccl. Adv.

-., ,, collat. form of-, knoum : as subst. a friend, ,
Aesch. Cho. 702.— II. to be known.

Soph. O. T. 301, Plat. Theaet. 205 B.

Adv. -., imperat. aor. 2 act. of ji-

:,, 2 and 3

dual. ind. aor. 2 act., ,, also..()
known, well known, II. 7, 401

;. Soph. . . 58

:

but in Hom. esp. freq. as subst. a

friend, kinsman, brother : also

, brothers and sisters, II.

15, 350., ov,(,)
Nonn. ; and, , i/, fratricidal.

Lye.,, Ep. for,,
subj. aor. 2 act. of.^, ov, 6, Goaesus, a king of

the Amani, Luc.^, . , Goaxis, masc. pr. n.,

an Edonian, Thuc. 4, 107.', Ep. inf, II. 14,

502, part,,, II. : 2 aor., 11. 6, 500,, Od. 8. 92 :

fut. (.) To wail, groan,

weep, Horn.—II. c. acc. to bewail, mourn,

weep for, Hom. : also in mid.,
II. 21. 124, and so in Trag.'^/, , , Gogargne, a re-

gion of Armenia, Strab., , (,)
like a, Arist. . ., ov.(,-) conger-killing, Plut.

,, , conger-eel, Lat.

conger, Arist. . .—II. a swelling or

excrescence on trees, Theophr. Hence, ,(,)=., , , scrofulous ex-

crescence on tlie neck, Hipp.

—

2.=•
II., to mutter, murmur, N. T.

and '/.,(-)=7^.,, , worse form of-, Ar. Thesm. 1185.?, ov, . ^.?., .-
}'} and',,,

dim. from.—2. in plur.-' and, pills. Medic.,,,=?, q.v.?.,, , turnip, Ar. Fr.

476. cf. Ath. 369./.', to round, roundoff, should
be read, Ar. Thesm. 56.'^, ov. , Gongylus, masc.
pr. n., an Eretrian, Thuc. 1, 128, cf.

Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 6. (accented also7., but v. Arcad. 56, 25).—2.

a Corinthian, Thuc. 7, 2.', , ov, also-, a,,=?^. round, sphe-

rical, Aesch. Fr. 182. [v] Hence/, ,(,)
roundish.,, ^,= sq., LXX.,, ,() mur-
muring, muttering, LXX., ov, , a jnurmurer, mut•

terer, N. T.^^, ,, inclined to mur-
mur, Eccl., ,. (cf.)= 9(.,

Aesch. Pers. 1057, Supp. 72., . , () of things,

mournful, distressful, , Aesch.
Ag. 1176;.?, etc., Eur.:
of the nightingale, sad, Call. Adv.-, Ion. for., , ,=, only m Hdt.

7, 191, ,
charming the ivind with howls, where
however Schaf and Schweigh. pre-

fer, from.. Ep. for, inf. pres.

from, II. 14, 502.

?'/, ov, gen. ,=,
Anth., , , poet, for.
Lye., , , howling, wailing,

Aesch. cho. 822.—II. a wizard, sor-

cerer, enchanter. Hdt. 4, 105, etc.. cf.

.• a juggler, cheat, cf. Ruhnk. Tim.,
Sturz Emped. p. 36. (From,
because such people chanted their

spells in a sort of howl,, Seneca's
ululatus barharicus, of. Soph. Aj. 582.), , ,() sorcery,

witchcraft, juggling. Plat. Symp. 203
A, and freq. in late prose.7},, , a magic spell or
trick, juggle. Plat. Phil. 44 C., , ,—, ,. Adv. -.. , , witch., () to spell-bind, be-

witch. Plat., etc.. cf /., , , () belonging to

or good at witchcraft, juggling, Diog.

L. Adv. -., , ). fem. as from a
masc., a ivitch. Anth., , an imitation of the
grunting of swine, Jac. Del. Epigr. 6,

47. 2. cf Kot.'^, indecl. (from Chal lee

golgotha, a scull) Golgotha.^=the place

of a shiU, a knoll near Jerusalem,
•^
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where malefactors were executeJ,
N. T. Matth. 27, 33.

tFoAyoi, , oi, Golgi, a city of
Cyprus, sacred to Venus, i'lieocr.

15. 100.^, ov, . Guliissa,son of the

Numidiaa king Massiiiissa, Polyb.
30. 1.'^, , ?/, and. , Go-
mnrrlia. a city Of Judaea, the site of

wliich was covered by the Dead Sea,

LXX., N.T., ov, 0, (,) a xhip's cargo,

freight, load,'•-. to be of 5UO0 talents

burden, Hdt. 1. 191./, ,() to lade, freight.

iLov, ov,, dim. iVoni '>., to hare pain in the buck

teeth(), LXX. Hence,, , and.- ov, , a pain in the

back lee'h. LXX., ov, {, (hv-) rattling on the teeth,,
Anth., (not) , sub..
a gr' lir-t lolh, Lat. molaris, Kpich. p.

9, Hdt. 0, 83, opp. to : the

tooth of a k -11, Ar. The-tn. 4-i3. (From, b 'cause of their rounded up-

per surfarr.)

'/. i'Vrof, ov.(,) nail-

bound, Aesch. Snpp. 8i6.^, , oi, Go nphi, now Kala-

biki.' a city of Thessaly, on the

-^, Strab.

To1r>'/, ,(,)
nail-faste 'ed. sirring compacted,-, the b ig and hirsh compounds of

Aeschylus. Ar. Ran. 82 1.

r>', ov, . a nail, peg or pin.

for ship-liuilding, Od. 5. 218. and

oth 'r uses, Hes. Op. 429, Aesch.

Theb. 512; in '^. an.v bond or fas-

tening, as in Hdt. 2, 96, are

the rr 'ss rihx of the Aegypt canoes :

in Arist. P;irt. An., the articulation of

join s that turned on an}.
Th^ Grainni. distinguish from] by niakini the former of woo 1,

the laU'^r of me'iil ; but Polyb. 13, 7

9, has /: they seem
rather to difler in size and shape,;. eing a large, ivcdge-shaped

nil. V.' Sihol. Ar. Eq. 463.

' i-'ir.)/ Of, ov. (,)
pierced <i'ih Tiails, Noun.,,.- ('^) to fasten

with naiU, pegs, or pins. esp. of ships
;, the ship's hull

is ready h lilt, Aesch. Snpp. 440 : rne-

taph. , like,
to make milk thick or curdled, Emped.
193. Hence, , , that which is

fastened by nails, pegs, or joinings, Lat.

compages, Plut.

<~/, ], b, one that fastens

with nails or pegs, esp. a ship-builder,

Anth., a, ov, of belonging to

fastening with yiaits., ], ov,= fnreT. : -,
i], sub., carpentry. Plat. Polit.

280 D., , ,() fastened

with nails or pegs: ., ships »/
together with pins, SO that they could

be taken to pieces, Strab.^, a. 6, Gonaia,•!. appellation

of king Antigonus of Macedonia,
Polyb. 2, 41. 10.. f.- Att. -. ()
to thrust with the knee, A. B.—2. to

make to feuee/.—3. intr. to kneel., ov, TO, dim. from,
Luc,

208

, ov, , (, -) a knee-band., pass., () to get,

have a knee or joint, of grasses, reeds,

etc., Theophr./, , (,) with

join's, like renls, etc., Id., , ,() generation., , , begetter, father,

sire, Hdt. 1, 91 : more freq. in plur.,

the parents, H. Honi. Cer. 241, Hes.
Op. 233, and so in Hdt , and Att.

Tovtvu, to beget, generate, produce,

Theophr. ; from
//, /,• {*) that which is be-

gotten, offspring, race, flom., etc. : the

young of animals, Aesch. Fr. 180

:

/he fruits of the earth. Plat. A.x. 371

C.—II. that which begets, the seed, Hdt.

3, 101, 109 : the parts of generation,

also the womb. Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon.
—

• III. generation, child birth, Eur.
Phoen. 1597.—IV. birth, descent, ?). Soph. . . 14G9.—V. age-
neration, Aesch. Pers. 818.,,, like,-, etc., a storm blowing, arising

from thefamily, v. Blomf Aesch. Clio.

1054., , , () belonging to

generation or the seed, Arist. Probl.—2.

ancestral, late., ov, also , ov, (yov7/) pro-

ditctive, fruitful, opp. to,
Hipp. : also metaph. ., a
poet of creative powers, of true genius,

Ar. Ran. 90 : hence ^e?itii«e, true. Plat.

Rep. 307 D. 673 C— II. with full

jmwers. full grown, Lat. vitalis, Arist.

II. A.— HI. with, , ,
odd, because on oild days, etc., ill-

nesses came to their crisis, hence
critical, decisive, Hipp., v. Foes. Oecoii.

Hence, , (, )
fruitful, Orph.^. ov, {/, Hdt. 7, 128 ;,, , Polyb. 18, 10, 2 ; Gonnus, or

(rnnni, a city of the Perrhaebi in

Thessaly, on the Peneus., , (, ) like

seed, Hipp.'•,, , () fruitful,

Nic.^, , , Gonoessa, a pro-

montory near Pallene, in Achaia, II.

2, 573., (,) to

murder one's children, Plut.^, >, , the Cenomani, a

Gallic tribe, Polyb. 2, 17, 4., ,(,) to im-

pregnate, Geop. Hence, , , impregnation., , , (,) go-

norrhoea. Gal., ,, Paul. Aeg. ; and,, subject to gonorrhoea,

Joseph., , to be subject to go-

norrhoea, LXX., .=, LXX., ov. , like. also -, Eur. I. A. 794, (*) that which

is begolten, a child, grandchild, offspring,

race, oft. in Horn. ; later also of the

young of animals, the ymmg shoots of

plants, as , Anacreont.

:

, a generation rich

in the fruits of the earth, Aesch.
Eum. 946.-11, like yrvoc, race, birlh,

descent, Od. 1. 216, Hdt, 6, 135.—III.

a begetting, Aesch. Supp. 172.^IV.
the seed, Hipp., and Hdt.

Toi'of , b. V,.'', , gen., dat. pi.

: Ion, ',,
rarely, , : poet, also•

,, 1.,, like

: Aeol. plur., gen.,
Neue Sapph. Fr. 25 ; but is

never used : the knee, freq. in Horn.,
esp. in phrase , to

clasp the knees as a suppliant, so -
(.) and : also',,-, or ,

very freq. in Eur. ;, •, Eur.,
etc. : . to bend the knee,

i. e. sit down, take rest, II., cf Blomf
Aesch. Pr. 32 : /.,
to make his knees slack, i. e. weaken,
lame, kill him, II., cf Nitzsch Od. 1,

267 ; , it lies

on the knees of the gods, i. e. dtpends
on their will and pleasure. Horn. Me-
taph. from warriors stricken down,7.,,,, of fallen cities and peoj)lps,

to bring down, cast doimi, overthrow,

Valck. Hdt. C, 27, Blomf. Aesch.
Pers. 927.—II. the knee or joint of the
grasses, such as the cane, Lat. geni-

culum, Hdt. 3, 98, cf.. (Sanscr.
jann, Lat. genu, oiir knee, knuckle, cf.,.),, 6,(,)
the angleformed by the bent knee.^, , (,) sitf-

jeringfrom pain in the knees, Hipp..—, ov, (,,) twisting the knee

awry : and, , , (,,) keeping the knee with-

out sleep : epithets of the gout in Luc.?, to bend the knee : from?•, , (,?) with

bent knee, Euseb. Hence, , , a bending of the

knee, Eccl., ov, (,)
knocking the knees together, of weak
cowardly persons, Anacr. 114, Arist.

Physiogn., , to fall on the knee,

Polyb. : fall down before, and, . . : from, . (,, -) Jailing on the knee, ., a
kneeling posture, Eur. Phoen. 293.,,^, Hipp.. Ep. 3 pi. aor. 2 irr. of

for, II. 6, 500., ov, 6, any sign of grief,

weeping, wailing, groaning, howling,

mourning, woe: in Hom. ds well of

weeping, e. g. ' ,
Od. 4, 758, as of louder signs of grief

;

in Trag. almost wholly in latter

sense, (also : hence.), Ep. for, Hom.^,, 6, Gorbetis, in

Phrygia, Strab.^,,,=^. Soph. Fr.

174.—2. appellation of Juno or Mi-
nerva, Lye. 1349.. ov, 6,() Gorgastis,

Ar. Ach. 1131, calls Lomachus son
of Gorgasus in allusion to his Gorgon
crest and shield, cf lb. 5G7.. Att., a, ov,

(') of, belonging to the Gorgon,, II. 5, 741, Od. ,
634 : TO, sc..
Medusa's head, Cic. Att. 4, 16.

^', , , Gorgg, daughter of
Oenous, Lye. 1013.—2. one of the
Danaides, Apollod. 2, 1, 5., to speak like the sophist

Gorgias, to use his style and arts,

Phitostr. : from, ov. 6, Gorgias, the cele-

brated sophist and orator of Leontini

in Sicily, Plat., etc.—2. an Athenian



archon, Plut.— 3. a commander of

Eumenes, Plut. Eum. 7. Others in

Luc, etc.

iTopyioag, a, , Gorgidas, masc. pr.

n., a Theban, Plut. Pel. 12., ov.{) ofGorgias,

Gorgias-likt, Xeii. Symp. 2, 26.^, , , Gorgippia, a

city of Sindice on the Cimmerian
Bosporus, Strab.

tTop^o, ov, , Gorgippus, masc.
pr. n., Diiiarch.^,. , Gorgion, an Ere-

trian.brother of Gongylus, Xen. Hell.

3, 1, 6.

fTopyo/Juv, , , Gorgoleon,

masc. pr. n., a Spartan. Plut. Pel. 17.

Topyo7M0ag, ov, ,()
he of the Gorgon-crest, Ar. Ach. 567 :

fem., /, , Ar. Eq. 1181.,,=, Aesch.

Pr. 793., , , rare collat. form of, Harm. Eur. Ale. 1123.07, , {, )
Gorgon-like., ov, (,)

., a shield with the Gorgon on

its back, Ar. Ach. 1124., as pass., to be spirited,

hot or wild, of a horse, Xen. Eq. 10, 4

:

from', ,, fearful,fierce, esp.

of the eye and look,, Aesch.
Theb. 537,., to look

fiercely up, Eur. Supp. 322 : also y.-,,,fearful to behold,

Eur., and Xen., cf. Valck. Phoen.
149 : esp. also of horses, hot, spirited,

Xen. Eq. 10, 17. (the earliest form
of the word is the subst., q. v.,

fTopyor, ov, b, Gorgus, king of Sa-
lamis in Cyprus, Hdt. 5, 104.—2. son

of Cypselus, founder of Ambracia,
Strab. Others in Polyb., Paus., etc.,, . fierceness of eye,

eagerness, quickness, Hermog.?, ov,=^., ov, (,)
Goigon-killing, Eur. ap. Plut. 2, 747

D : as pr. n., Gorgophonus, son of

Electryon, Apollod. 2, 4, 5 : also fem.

. as a name of .Mmerva,

Eur. Ion 1478 : also a daughter of

Danaus, Apollod. 2, 1, 5 ; of Perseus,

Id. 1,9, 5.'^,, , Gorgythion, a

son of Priam, 11. 8, 302.^. ov, 6, Gorgythus, name
of a comedy ofAntiphanes, Ath. 340 C.^, ov, 6, the Gorgylus, a

tributary of the Eurotas, Polyb. 2, 66.^, , , Gorgyra, wife of

Acheron, Apollod. : from', , , Hdt. 3, 145, an un-

derground dungeon, Lacon. :

ace. to Hesych. also an aqueduct.

(prob. akin to, Lat. career.)

Iv prob.], contr. , , the Gor-

gon, a monster of fearful aspect (cf.

yop}'of),I1.8, 319; 11,36; she dwelt,

ace. to Od. 11,635, in the lower world,

cf. Heinr. Hes. Sc. 224: but Hes.

iust after, v. 230, speaks of several

"Gorgons, while in Theog. 276, he

names three (daughters of Phorcys
and Ceto,) Eurayle, Slheino and Me-
dusa, the last the most fearful ; her

snakv head was fixed on the aegis

of Miner\a, and all who looked on it

became stone ; she was the Gorgon.

From Hes. Sc. 230 downwards, the

form, occurs, but the

Att. preferred the usu. Homeric form,

though in plur. is more
freq., Valck. Phoen. 458, (from-, akin to, and Lat. tonus.)

,, , v. foreg.

tr<jp}iJ7raf, , Gorgopas, masc. pr.

n., Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 5., , , pecul. fem. of

sq., as if from a masc.,
epith. of Minerva, Soph. Aj. 450.—2.

/.. Lake Gorgopis, near Corinth,

Aesch. Ag. 302., ,{,) fierce-

eyed,fearful, Aesch., and Eur.,, , ?/,= foreg., Eur.^, ov, , Gordias, masc. pr.

n., Arist. Pol.\, , , also Topotov,
Gordiaeuni. a City of Greater Phrygia

on the Sangarius, Xen. Hell. 1, 4, 1.

tPoprJiOf, ov Ion. (as if from )
, Gordius, an early king of Phrygia,

founder of Gordium, Arr. An. 2, 3, 1.

—2. another king of Phrygia, Hdt. 1,

14.^, , , Gordyaea, a region

of Armenia, between the Euphrates
and Tigris; oi,,
the motlem Kurds, Strab. .

opt], the Gordyaean mountains, be-

tween Armenia and Mesopotamia,
Strab.^, ?;, ; in pi. oi Top.=, V. foreg. Plut.^, , , Gordys, son of

Triptolemus, settled in Armenia,
Strab.^-, ov, ,, a Macedo-
nian month,=Lat. September, Plut.
Thes. 20.^,, , Gortyn, a city of

Crete, II. 2, 646, etc. : in Polyb. and
Strab., , , and m Paus.. Hence^, a, ov, of or belonging

to Gortyn, Gortynian, late.^, , oj.',=foreg., Plat.,

etc.'^, a, ov, =,
Strab., , the territory oj

Gortyn, Id.^',, , fem. adj.=foreg.,

Callmi. Dian. 189.

Foil', Ion., ( ovv) restrictive

particle with—I. an illative force, at

least then, at least, esp. in quoting an
example, freq. in Att., e. g. Thuc. 1,

2.—II. without such force very much
like II., certainly, at any rate, Hdt.

1, 31 : of a truth, in sooth, freq. in

answers, e. g. Eur. Phoen. 618. Onlv
twice in Hom., II. 5, 258 ; 16, 30,

both times with added. Freq. in

good authors in tmesis, as '. Ar. Eccl. 806, but ovv, not
till late.,, (not).,
plur. of , sometimes also in

Trag., Pors. Phoen. 866., f. -, dep. mid.

(} OJ."!;) to fall doiiii ayid clasp another's

knees, to entreat, supplicate, ,
Hom. : ana, iti he-

half of another, II. 15, 665 : but also

and , to entreat by

such and such llimgs, Od. 11, 66,, II. 22, 345.,, ,{)
supplication, Lyc.,. Ion. and Hom.,
plur. of, though in II. only dat.

plur. occurs, for which
others, and gen. sing, yoi-

i^arof, II. 21,591.. Epic, , . Gov.•

neus, a lead er of the Acamanians be-

fore Troy, II. 2, 748., dep..=^,
Hom,)< , (,)
thick-kneed, Hes. Sc. 266 : but better'} 7/, compact of knee, or of

limb, cf., Herm. Opusc. ,
1, p. 202., ov, 6, (,) com•
laud, a sown field, Hom., lisu. in

phrase , also, Od. 11, 323; so too in
plur. '-/, ',
Hes. Th. 54, 329,, Pmd. I.

4, 42 ; also , Hdt.
4, 99, where Valck. proposes :

cf. ovOap.{ is lengthd. Ion.

form of. vllich however does
not appear in use.)^, , , the Giiraei, an
Indian nation on the Guraeus, Arr.

An. 4, 23, 1.

iTovpuvioi, , , the Guranii, a

people of Armenia, Strab., , {,) mournful,

plaintive. Plat. Legg. 800 D.
'tTpaaioi,, , the Graaei, a Pae-

onian tribe on the Strymon, Thuc. 2,

96., adv. () grazing,

scraping., for sq., barbarism in Ar.

Thes'm. 1194.,,, contr. for., , , () an old wo-

man, for. Od. 1, 438 : also

with subst., ,,
of the Eumenides, Aesch., and freq.

in Eur., cf..—2. Tpaiai, ai,

the Graeae, daughters of Phorcys and
Ceto, with fair faces, but hair gray

from their birth, Hes. Th. 270, cf.

Herm. Opusc. 6, 1. p. 168.

tFpam, , . Grata, a city of Boe-

otia, according to some the later Tan-
agra, others Oropus, II. 2, 498, Strab.

p. 404, 410., ov, TO, dim. from,. an old hag, contr., Ar.

Plut. 674.,.-,{) to speak

Greek, late., ov,,=, a Greek,

Lyc. 605., , ,() old-woman-
ish, Clem. ., ov, , Lat. Graecus, old

name of the Greeks, earlier than'', Tzetz. Lyc. 532. The word
fell into disuse, but was revived by
Sophocles, Eust. II. p. 890, 14, Alb.

Hesych. 1, p. 854: Steph. Byz. in v.,^=, to gnaw, hence.. pass., to became an old

ti'ojnan, grow old, Anth. : from, ,, (syncop.

from) old. aged
;

gray, ot

things,, Aesch. Ag. 295:-, Soph. Fr. 748, cf. Valck. Phoen.
103, 1688, Adon. p. 316 C :, Lat. v.va passa, rai.^ins,

Anth. When joined with names of

persons, it should be referred to, like,, so too (as

the accent shows) ,
Eur. Ion 1213, and so therefore. Hec. 877.,, ,=, Chariton.,, , () that

which is gravest or uritten. a written

character, letter, Lat. litera, and SO in

plural, letters, the alphabet, frequent

from Hdt. downwds.
;

ot-

and. Plat., etc.

—

2. a note in music, Anth.—3. a draiv-

ing, picture. \'alck. Theocr. 15, 81,

Jac. Philostr. Imag, p. 580.—4. a

mathematical diagrajn, Diog. L.—5.

the letter in the lots which the-
drew. \r. Plut. 277, etc.—II. that

tvhich consists of written characters, but

USU. in plur. like Lat. literae, a letter,

Hdt-, etc.; an inscrivtion, writing, Hdt.
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1, 187, etc. : papers, esp. state papers,

accounts, Lat. tabulae, Plat., etc. ; a ta-

ble of la'Ds, written law. At. Eccl. 1050 :

a man's writings, i. e. a book, treatise,

Xen. Mem. 4. 2, 1 : in smg. a passage
or part of a book or letter, etc., Thuc.
5, 29 : a written contract, or agreement,

a bond, N. T. Luke IG, 6.—111. that

which is in written books, rudiments :

also letters, learning, the sciences, etc.,

Plat. Apol. 20 D, though
is more usu.—IV'. Lat. scnpulum,=

z\ of the ounce, the smallest denom-
ination of weight among the Romans,
Geop.^^^, ov, 6, ace. to

Lob. ad Phryn. p. 009,. ;=', Ath. 588 ,
where analogy would rather require., , , a weight of

three obols., , , writing, the office

of the, Plut.

—

11. learning,

LXX., ov, , v. 1. for, Antipho 135,32,Dem.
1208, 14., ov, , that on ivhich

one writes, tablets, Ar. Fr. 200 : hence
a writing, letter, account-book, bond,

contract, will, freq. in Oratt.—2. .7\., the list in which all

Athenian citizens were enrolled, by
which means only they could get

possession of their patrimony (r;/f/^), Schomann de Com.
Athen. p. 379.—3. the place where

were taught, a school, Ath.
210 F.,, 6,{) a

scribe, secretary : the name of many
officers at Athens of various ranks,

Buckh P. E. 1, p. 249, those of low-

er grade being much looked down
on ; also a clerk, for the

had to read out state papers, etc.,

Thuc. 7, 10 : . in joke, Ar.

Thesm. 432 : hence, to be or

secretary, hold his office, freq. in public

documents, e. g. Thuc. 4, 118., ,(,)
a letter-carrier., ov, , dim. from, a little writing, letter, ta-

blet, V..̂, , ,(-',) one who makes-, Ath. 280 D., f. -, to teach-.—II. to be a, Bockh
Inscr. 1, p. 756., dep. mid. to teach, be a grammarian, Anth., , , knowing one's

letters, w'.ll grounded in the rudiments,

Xen. Mem. 4. 2, 20.—2. biisied with

explaining books, teaching youth their, a grammarian, Plut.—3.

grammatical, like a grammarian, by the

rules ofgrammar : -, with or with-
out, grammar, Plat., and Arist.

—4. relating to the letters of the alpha-

bet, marked with letters,, Ath.
4GG ; Luc. Lexiph. 6 ; hence , -,
the alphabet. Wolf Prol. ixiv. Adv.
~..,,. dim. fromvpa^-
ua. a little letter, ticket, billet, v. 1. An-
tipho 135, 39., ov, 6.()
one who teaches, a school-

master. Plat., Xen., etc. : but Hdt. 2,

28 ; 3, 123, etc,, cf.PoU.

4, 19. Hence, , sub.,
grammar, Sext. Emp.
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, ov, ,=
i. Plut.7, ov, o,= sq.

Timou ap. Ath. 588 B., ,=-, schoolmaster, 'I'eles ap. Stob.

p. 535, 15., ov,(, -) mother of letters, epith. of ink,

Anth. where Lob. Phryn. 669, reads.
Vpa/,,(,) nickname a, a

grubber in musty records, Dein 297, 22.

[KV]?,, , (-,) puzzle-headed gram-
marian, Anth., , to carry or deliver

letters, Strab. : Irom, ov,(,-) letter-carrying, Polyb.^', ov, ro,= sq.', ov,, a letter-

box, charter-chest, Plut. ::=, Euseb. [] : from,, ,(-,) keeper of records, re-

gistrar, Bockh Inscr. 1, 60S., , ,() a stroke in

writing, a line. Plat. : , the

long line of condemnation, Ar. Vesp.
106 : mi outline in drawing, v. Sal-

mas. Plin. Exerc. p. 5 A.

—

\\.=7,
the line across the course, to mark the

starting or winning place, v. Interpp.

Ar. Ach.483: hence like Horace's
ultima linea rerum, the end, -, Pind. P. 9, 208, ubi v. SclioL,

and cf Eur. El. 956, Antig. 13.—III.

the middle line on a board like our
draught board, also called ,
hence proverb., or' , to move one's

man from this line, i. e. to try one's

last chance, Alcae. 47, cf Eust. 11.

p. 633, 58, Od. p. 1397, 31 : al-, the board itself, Poll., cf :

but was a game
played by two parties pulling against

one another, across a line, elsewh., v. Heind. Plat. Theaet.
181 A. Hence, , , consisting of lines,

linear, esp. .,&, ge-

ometrical proof, Plut. Adv. -.,, , v.-., , (, )
in lines. Adv. -, Arist. Mund.7?, ov,(, kol-7) striped, Ath., ov, v.-.,,=, The-
ophr.\, ov, , the Granicus, now
the Dimotiko or Ustwola, a river of

Mysia, flowing from Mount Ida, II.

;

Strab.^,, , the Grants, a river

of Persia, Arr. Ind. 39, 3., , , (,)
old wife's talk, gossip, Sext. Emp., , (,)
old-womanish, Julian., ov, , (,)
scaring old women, Ar. Pac. 812.^, , prob.= (in

11.2,498); Xen. Hell. 5,4, 50., , , (,) an old gossip-monger, epith.

of Timaeus in Suid.^, ov, , and -,, oi.Graviscae, now Torre di Come-
to, a city of Etruria, Strab.., ov, (,) a
lover of old women.

, , , the cast slough of

serpents, insects, etc., Lat. ex-uvuu., ,, verb. Adj. from, to he written or described, Xen.
Eq. 2, 1 : to be painted, Luc.,, , a writer, Anth., , , verb. adj. from, scratched : engraved, written,

Eur. Hyps. 2.,, , a scratching, tear-

ing, Od. 24, 229.\, a, , Gras, son of Archelaus,
and great-grandson of Orestes, Strab.

Vpiiaor, ov, b, the smell of a goat,

also of men, Lat. hircus, Eupol. Pol.

34, i^rist. Probl. : cf.^, ov, , Grasus, a plain near
Troy, Nic., ov, b, a shout, Plut.

(Prob. a Macedonian word, Tliirlw.

Hist, of Greece, 6, p. 219.)^, f. -, to feed at grass,, Geop. : from,, , grass, green fodder,
also or, v. Moer. p.

211, et Jnterpp.,, , ,() smell-

ing like a goat, Lat. hircmn oletis, in

genl.=/iiapof, Ath.\&=:, .
Anton, []^,, , Gration, a giant,

Apollod., , , Dor. for,. Call.\, ', , the Graucenii, a
people dwelling on the Ister, Ap. Rh.
4, 321.~, gen., . Ion.

, : voc. : poet, also ?]-, voc. ?;, barbarous vocat. pgo,
in Ar. Tnesm. 1222 :

—

a gray woman,
old woman, Horn, especial, in Od.

,

strengthd. ., Od. 19, 346 :

also with a subst., , Eur.
Tro.490, Dem. 432, 12 : in Ar. Thesm.
1214, , an old man dressed as

a woman.—II. scum, as of boiled
milk, which we call mother, Ar. Plut.

1206.— III. a sea-crab, Schneid. 0pp.
Hal. 1, 285. (From same root asjf-,, etc.), ov, , dim. from sq., ov, TO,() a thing

to write with, pencil, Lat. stilw:. Ma-
cho ap. Ath. 582 C.— II.

=, Eccl.,, , painter, Eur.Hec.
807, Plat. Rep. 377 .—.=•, Xen. Hell. 4, 1, 39.—HI. a wri-

ter, Diod., , , () a marking
with lines, drawing, painting, esp. in

phrases, , )-, , Hdt. 2, 73, Aesch.,
etc., Valck. Phoen. 131 : -, perh. in profile. Plat. Symp. 193

A.—2. uriting. Soph. Tr. 683.—3. a
way ofivriting.form, Gramm.—II. that

which is drawn, etc., a painting, Chae-
rem. ap. Ath. 608 : also embroidery,

Blomf Aesch. Cho. 226.-2. a uriting,

letter, etc., Thuc. 1, 129 : also in plur.

like, Eur.—3. a dcscriptiov.,

Diod.— 13. () as Att. law
term, an indictment for a public offence,

public prosecution or accusation, opp. to

], a private action, ., in-

dictment for a thing, freq. in Oratt.

;

cf Diet. Antiqq., and v. sub ypuoo-,, 77],.
Hence, , , belonging to draw-
ing or painting, skilled therein, Luc. :

-, sub., the art ofpainting.
Plat, : of things, as if painted, likt

painting. Vlut.^2. belonging to writing,

of or in writing : suited for writiag,, opp. to]^



Arist. Rhet. 3, 12 : but of style also,

graphic, lively, Dion H. Adv . -.,,,:=.,, ,^=^}, esp.

style lor writing on waxen tablets,

needle, Hipp.—11. = //, drawing

in outline, Vitruv. : also in plural,

Anth., , ,^, Bockh
Inscr. i. p. 26.', f. -; perf.,
later. Lob. Phryn. 7b4

:

2 aor. pass, : in Horn, only

in signL to GRA VE, scratch, scrape,, 11. 17,

59 : -/- , hav-

ing drawn, marks or figures on tablets,

II. 6, 169, cf. Wolf. Prol. p. Ixxxi. sq.,

Heyne ad 1. : nowhere else in Honi.,

but cf.,, --—11- ?« draw lines with a pencil,

etc. ; to sketch out, draw, paint, Aesch.

Enm. 50, , Ar. Kan.

537; also in mid., ^, Hdt. 4, 88.—111. to write,

Ti. Hdt., etc.
; yp. , to write a

person's name, Xen. : . ,
to write on.., Xen., etc., but also, Hdt. 5, 58 : hence proverb.

. olvov, of women's oaths, cf

Xenarch. Pent. 3.—2. to inscribe, like, . /. '-
, Eur. Phoen. 574, Dem. 121, 21.

Pass, , to be inscribed with

a thing, tir. Soph. Tr. 157.—3. to

write dowi^ . , to set one

down as the cause, Hdt. 7, 214, cf

Pind. O. 3, 54 : to register, enrol, ., among the cav-

alry, Xen. Cyr. 4, 3, 21.

—

4. . or, to write a letter to one, Luc.
—5. . , to write on a sub-

ject, Xen. Cyn. 13, 2 : hence absol. to

write, as an author does, describe, Po-

lyb.—6. to write down a law hereafter

to be proposed, hence to propose, inor.e,,,-, etc., Xen.
;.,, etc.. Dem., but

also c. inf ., Dinarch 99,

8 ; ., to propose an illegal

measure, Ireq. in Dem. : cf. infr. in

mid.—B. Mid. to writefor one's self or

for one's own use, note down. Hdt. 2,

82
;

tl , Soph.
Phil. 1325, cf.—2. esp.

as Att. law-term,-,, to

indict one,, for some public of-

fence, e. g. ], Plat.

Legg. 754, tin. ; in lull or ypa-, Ar. Xub. 1482
(but in pass., ,
lb. 758) ; also c. inf, . ,
Ar. Vesp. 894. cf Pac. 107 ; absol., oi, the prosecutors. At. ^'esp.

881 ; cf : but ,•,, etc., to denounce it

as unlawful, (where- may
be supplied,) ., Dem. 501 . 28 : very rarely in

act. in this signf, as Ar. Av. 1052;

but in pass., to be indicted, not seldom

in Dem., and Aeschin. : -, the disputed property, Dem. 244,

10 ; but he also has, in

signf of mid., 557, 10. (Our grave,

en-grave. Germ, grahen, gruben. cf Lat.

scrobs, also scrofa, scurf, scarify ; akin

to,, :,-
:, scratch : also to /.-, /., as Lat. scalpo, sculpo to

scribo.) [a], ov, o, a crab, Diphil.

Siphn. ap. Ath. 106 D.'. fut.-,=, to gnaw,
eat. Call. Fr. 200. (the Sanscr. root

isgrns, to devour, hence,-, also Lat. gramen,,
grass, Pott Forsch, 1, 278.) [u]

, ,{,)^-, Strab.,=, from the perf, LXX. Hence, y, later form for, LXX., , , later form for7/.,, , later form for, Philo., ov, {pv)gay, old.^. ov, 0, Epic for,
q. v., 11. 12, 21.^, , , Grestonia, a re-

gion of Thrace, Thuc. 2,99; alsowr., Ath. 77 D.

;/£', , Ion. for, poet, also, both in Horn., ov, and , Aeol. for ().', , 6, Grinus, a king of

Thera, Hdt. 4, 150.

H'piov, ov. TO, Grium, a mountain of

Caria, Strab.,, , a fisherman, The-
ocrit. 1, 39 : pecul. femin.,, .', to fish, also., , the art offishing,

Anth.,, , that which is

caught, gain. \_]
tPrnOE,ov.o,afishing-net,Anth.:

cf.-—II. right offishery, Diog.

L. 1, 32., ,=-^, Anth. [t],{) to speak riddles,

Diphil. ap. Ath. 451 B., 01', 6, also, like, a fishing-net, strictly of rushes,

: hence—2. any thing interwoiten

or intricate, a dark saying, riddle, Ar.

Vesp. 20, cf Mull. Dor. 4, 8, i^i 4, sq.

(from same root as,-, Lat.

scirp-us. Germ, schlif, Pott Etymol.
Forsch 1, 140.), , {,) rid-

dling, Luc.',, , or,, 7], the Lat. scrofa, an old sow,

Hippon. 48. (perh. onomatop. like

the Scottish gmmphie.)',,6,=?., Lat.

pugnus, the fist.—U. any projection suf-

ficient to stand on.—111.=
111.—IV. a measure of length,=^Tia}i.-. Hence, , the first part of the art

of flute-playing : fingering the flute., ov, {,-) fighting with the, ol the

Roman Velites, Polyb., cf-)-
POf•

, ,

.

', ov, 0, a kind ofjavelin,

Polyb., ov,{,)
bearing the, like-, Polyb.', ov, , Grumentum, a

city of Lucania, Strab., ov, , V..', or better , a grunt, like

that of swine ; hence "-, for', not even to

give a grunt, Ar. Plut. 17 ; and so, not a syllable, not a bit, Dem.
353, 10, Antiph.. 1, 13., f. -, Ar. Eq. 294, also-, Alcae. (Com.) Palaestr. 1, to

say ', grunt, Lat. grunnio, strictly

of swine : hence to grumble, mumble,

mutter, esp. of the inarticulate sounds
uttered by children and sulky people,

freq. in Ar., esp. c. negat. .
not even to wag the tongue, v. foreg., -,, verb. adj. from --

to be muttered,

; dare you wag your tongue ? Ar.

Lys. 656.

', {-) to grunt, of
swine, Ar. Ach. 746, Plut. 307 : others., cf /'.. Hence/, ov, , grunting, Arist.

H. A.??,, , dim. from ?.-, a little pig.,, b, Gryllion, appel.
of a parasite in Ath. 244, etc. : pr. n.

in Diog. L./., ov, b, a pig, porker: also a
kind o'lfish, Diphil. ap. Ath. 356 A :

—

ace. to the Atticists we should write

'//., /., etc.^U. an Aegyp-
lian dance, A. B. (onomatop. Irom

.)
}?^., ov, , Chyllus, name of

father and son of Xenophon, Diog. L.> , , a purse, wallet, Lat.

CTumena, Themist., v..—II.

rubbish, frippery.', , , Grymaea, an Athe-
nian courtesan, Ath. 383 E././, ov, b,{,-)=:—/., Luc., . )/,= II., little

fish. Sotad.. 1,3.^, , , Hdt. 1, 149;-, . , Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 6; in

Strab., Grynla, Gryneum, 0
Grynmm, a city of Aeolis in Asia
Minor, famed for the worship of Apol-

lo. Hence'•, a, ov, ofGrynea, Grynean,

Strab.'', ov, , a fagot, firebrand,

dry wood, Lyc : also., ov,,{-.) a kind

of griffin or wyvem, Ar. Ran. 929., {-) to crook... ,{,•
iV) man with his back bent by

di.sease, Hipp., ov, bowed by age, Anti-

phoii ap. Harp.', , ov, curved, esp. in

the nose, liooked-nosed, with a raised

or aquiline 7iose, opp. to, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 4, 21, Plat. Rep. 474 : also, Xen. 1. c,,
Aretae.—II. =-. Hence~7, 7], , curvedness of the

nose, Xen. Cyr. 8,4, 21.-, {-/) like,
to curve or bend. Pass, to become bent,

Hipp., ov, o, {^,) a grunting,

Agathocl. ap. Ath. 376 A.,,, dim. from,
Zenob.', , 7], (Lat. scruta., also

gruta, Schol.Hor.Ep. 1,7,65.) Trash,

frippery, small ware.—II. a woman's
dressing-case, Sapph. 102.—UI. little

fish, Geop. [ij7],, , a placefor lumber,

Anth., ov, , a frippery-

shop: from, ov, 6,{,?.)
a seller of small wares., ov, , Gryttus, Ath. masc.

pr. n. Ai. Eq. 877.', gen., , a griffiri,

hippogriff, a fabulous creature vari-

ously described, first mentioned by
Aristeas about 560 B.C., v. Hdt. 3,

116, cf Aesch. Pr. 395. [ in obliq.

cases, Virg. Eel. 8, 27, which is con-

firmed by the connexion with -, etc. : hence, in Hdt. 4, 13, 27

should be written not., , ov, {) eaten out,

deep, Lyc. : , a cavern, grot,

Nic.—II. a kneading trough, Anth., , -, poet, and Ion.,
ploughed, tilled land, esp. piece of
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land, firld, Eur. Hel. 89 : in other
places of Trag., Dind. follows Elmsl.
(Heracl. 839) and Herin. in substitu-

ting .—2. metaph. the iromh,

Soph. Ant. 569, in plur., though here
also it may be from, (Akin to,,: but never,
*ors. Poen. 655.) [, Jac. A. P.

p. 517.]

Tvaia, ,,=:, stern-

cables /asiened to the latid. Leon. Tar.

57.

?7}, ov, 0, or, , ,
strictly a hollow, cf. sq. : hence Me-
gar. name for a cup. Philet. 41.

Tvu/.ov, ov, TO, (perh. akin to-
?.) a hollow, always in 11.

., the hollow body-armour, it being
composed of a back-piece and breast-

piece, called,, wh.
were joined by straps and buckles{,) under the arms

:

hence called. Pans. 10,

26, 2 : 11. 15, 530, we have, a coat formed of

these two pieces, cf.?•.
so too ., Lur. I. A. 1052

;

., a cave, grot, Soph. Phil.

1081 ; but, after Hom., it was mostly
used, esp. in plur., of hollow ground,

vales, dales, dells,-^,
Hes. Th. 499: H. Hom. Ap. 39 ; -, 25, 5 : hence much like,, Avrha ?, plains of Lydia,

Aesch. Su()p. 550, ?., At.

Thesm. 110: also ,^
vault of heaven, 0pp. (Hence-.) [],, hollow, Eust. 11. 526, 42., ov, , Gynrus, now Ghiou-

ra, one of the Cyclades, a small and
barren island, Strab., Luc.^, 6, (masc. adj. from)
Gi/gean; the oti'ering of Gyges, Hdt.

1,14.^, , the G'gian lake.

now Lake Ghrvl, near Sardis in Ly-

dia, afterwards called ', 11. 20,

391 ; Hdt. 1, 93.— II. the nymph of

this lake, mother of Mesthles and
Antiphns, II. 2, ^65.—2. G(/;'neii. daugh-

ter of Amyntas, Hdt. 5, 21.

"^, , Gygas, a promontory of

Troas, Strab.^, ov Ion. kj, 6, Gy^^es, son

of Dascylns, favourite of Candanles,

and his successor in the kingdotn of

Lydia; famed for his wealth, Hdt. 1,

8 : proverbially of a very rich man, a

Gyges. Anlh.—Others in Hdt. 3, 122;

etc. [i']

tPuyvf, (j, more correctly, q.

V. Hes. Th. 149, etc. [C]', , , the Gyzantes, a

people of western Africa, Hdt. 4,

194.', ov, ('), the curved piece of
wood in a plough, to which the share

was lilted, the share-beam, Lat. drntale,

or ace. to others, hnris. under which
the dentate was fixed, Hes. Op. 425,

cf Voss Virg. G. I, 1C9.—II. tilled

laid. Trag. form of , q. v., cf

Elmsl. Soph. O. C. 58, Eur. Bacch.

13, Heracl. 839.^, ov, 6, Gyes, son of Uranus
and Gaea, one of the Hundred-hand-
ed, Hes. Th. 1, 149, etc.^, ov, TO, and, Gyth-

ium, or Gythhcm, now Kolokythia. a

city and port on the east coast of the

Laconicus Sinus, Xen. Hell. 1,4, 11

;

hence :/, ov, b, an inhabitant

of Gythium, Pavis.

Tvaf/,,(ov,o)stre7^gth-
ening the limbs, Nic., , (,,) strong

of limb, 0pp.
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. ,(,)=,-, Pind. . 3, 12., , (, )

weighing dou-n the limbs, Aesch. Ag. 63.^, ov,(,) gnaw-
ing the limbs, eatitig.iiE'keouval, Hes.
Op. 66, cf. Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 80., , 6, (,)
taming limbs, . e. conquering,,
Pind. I. 5, 75 (4, 60), where others

take it training limbs, as if applied to

wrestling-master., ov, {,)
gluing, binding the limbs, Lyc., ov, TO, a limb, freq. in

Horn., but always in plur., the limbs,

esp. the lower limbs, feet, knees, in

phrases /., or -, etc. : in full, II. 13, 512 : in sing., the

hand, Theocr. 22, 121 : but in

Pind. N. 7, 108, and Hipp, (who first

use the sing.) the whole body, v. Foes.
Oecon. : , in plur., seems to be
the womb \n H. Hom. Merc. 20., , {, /)
stiffening the limbs, ', Anth., , , {,)
fetter, Pind. P. 2, 41, Aesch. Pr. 168,

in plur., , , lame, Call. Dian. 177., , {,, -
f') melting the limbs, i. e. wasting, con-

suming them, Anth.— II. pass, leith

pining limbs, lb., ov,{,) pier-

cing the limbs, Anth., ov,{,) holding,

fettering the limbs, LyC., ov,{,) eat-

ing, con.su/ning the limbs, [o], ov, {,)
of hrnsen limb, Anth., (3,{) to lame, II. 8, 402:

in genl. to weaken, unman, makeuseless,

Hipp. Pass, to be or become lame,

Hes. Th. 858 : of the leg, to be too

short. Hipp.,, , , long-necked,

Ar. Pac. 789 : from, ov, b, a long-shaped wallet

or knapsack for soldiers' provisions,

Ar. Ach. 1097, Pac. 527, ubi v. Schol.

(Akin to.) \y]^-, ov, b. Gylippus, a Spar-

tan officer sent to assist the Syracu-

sans against the Athenians, Thuc.
6. 93.\, 6, Gylis, a Spartan polem-
arch. Xen. Hell. 4, 3, 21 : in Xen.
Atres. 2, 15,.',, , Gylon. the mater-

nal grandfather of Demosthenes, Dem.
836, 18., Dor. for,
Ar. Lys. 82., f. -,{) to train

naked in gymnastic exercises, to train,

exercise, ), Isocr.,, Xen.

:

also .. Plut. : c. inf. ., to train or accus-

tom them to do a thing, Xen. Cyr. 1,

6, 32 ; also y. tlvi, to accustom

one to a thing, lb. 1, 2, 10. Pass, to

practise gymnastic exercises, Hdt. 7,

208, etc. : hence in aenl. to practise,

exercise one's self, of shijis Xen. Hell.

1, 1, 16, of an orator, Arist. Org., etc.

:

y. , to be trained or practised

for a thing. Plat. Legg. 626 :

, in a thing, Xen. Hell. 6, 5, 23, also

fi' Ttvi, Plat.,, Philostr., and
N. T.— 11. metaph. to distress, harass,

Aesch. Pr. 585, Ag. 540.., strictly fern, of -, naked, but oft. as masc. =yy•. as y. , Eur. Alop.

6, cf. Lob. Paral. 203.—II. trained or

exercised., Eur. Hipp. 1134 :

hence= 7ra?iatar/)f, Bockh Inscr. 1,

p. 534.

—

III. as subst. ,^,, Jac. Anth. 3, 2, p. 309., , , exercise, practice,

Arist. Org. : exertion, Polyb.^, , ,=^, Diod.
S. 14, 29., , to be gymnast
arch, e. g. for the torch-race, Isae. 67,

10, also in mid.,

kv , Xen. Vect. 4, 52 :

pass, to be supplied with gymnasiari hs,

o'l...,. Id. Rep. Ath.

1, 13: from
and,

ov,,{,) a gymnasiarch,

performer of one of the liturgies at

Athens, who superintended the pa-

laestrae, and paid the training-mas-

ters, Xen., Dem., etc. : he was elected

by his <l)v?J/ for a definite time, uockh
P. E. 2, 2 1 0, Wolf Lept. p. xcii. : also

nrr«iii!»;n'-masicr,esp.at Sparta, BOckh
Inscr. 1, p. 611., , , office of the

gymnasiarch, Xen., etc., ), , belonging to

the gymnasiarch, Plut., , ,=•
xnc-,,, in earlier authors
only in plur., bodily exercises, Pind.

Fr. 95, 4, Hdt. 9, 33, and so in Plat.,

Xen., etc.— JI. in sing., the public

place where athletic exercises were prac-

tised, the gymnastic-school, like-, held sacred to the gods, Eur.
Phoen. 368, Plat., etc. : hence -, from oiir school,

Ar. Vesp. 526 : in genl. any public ex-

ercising or play ground, even bath,

Plut. 1,69 B.,, .{) exercise.,,{,)
ft for a, Cic. Att. 1, 6.,, , {)) ex-

ercise, practice, Dion. ., verb. adj. from-) one must practise, Xen. Mem. 2, 1,

28., ov, ,=,
Aristaen., ov, . {) the

trainer of the professional Athletes. Xen.
Mem. 2, 1, 20 ; opp. to the-
lir/f.who ta\ight free youths gymnas-
tics as an accomplishment, cf. Arist.

Pol. 3, 6, 7. ^, , , belonging to,

trained in. or fond of athletic exercises.

Plat. : -, with or without,
gymnastics. Plat. Adv. -, Ar.

Vesp. 1212.,, ,=: esp. a

liuht-armed foot-soldier, Hdt. 9, 63,

and freq. in Xen.

—

11.=.
and ,

at, the Balearic i-uands, from the skill

of the inhabitants in the use of missiles.,, o'l, the inhabitants of
the Balearic isles, A pp. Pun. 40., ov, a, an Argire serf,

like the Spartan helots, Thcssalian
penests. etc. ; v. Midler Dor. 3, 4, ^ 2,

and cf. 3, 3, ij 2., , ,{) naked-

ness, late., to be naked or slightly

clad, N. T. 1 Cor. 4, 11: of soldiers,

to be light armed, Plut., ov, , fern, /,, ,=, with which it is of-

ten interchanged, Schneid. Xen. An.
4, 1, 6., , , the body of-, the light armed troops, Thuc. 7, 37.



^, , ,, . -
uv/jaiat., , , belonging to a,. Xen. Cyr. 1, 2, 4.',, ^.fem.,

., of the Indian gymnosophists
,

^, ?/, Gymnias, a city of the
Scythini, whose site is involved in

doubt, Xen. An. 4, 7, 19., , , belonging to gytn-

nastic exercises, or exercise in genl. ;

esp. , a gymnastic con-
test, Hdt. 2, 91 ; opp. to,-

., Thuc, Plat., etc., {, -) as pass., to let one's self be seen

naked, Luc., ov,{,)
with thefruit bare, i. e. without a shell or

hush. Theophr., cf.., , ,(,)
USU. plur., a yearly festival in hon-
our of those who fell at Thyrea, at

which naked boys danced and went

through gymnastic exercises, Hdt. 6, 67,

Thuc, and Xen., cf Ruhnk Tim., , , a kind of
dance. Ath., , to go bare-foot: from, ,,^=.', , , kind of san-

dal or slipper., , ,, , gen. -,(,) barefooted, Joseph.

')().,,(,-) naked and dirty, epith. of Zeno,
Diog L. []', , , naked, stripped,

unclad. Od. 6, 136 ; esp. unprotected

by armour, unarmed, defenceless, Horn.

;

also sometimes of things,. an uncovered how, \. e. taken
out of the or case, Od. 11,

607, so, 21, 417,.
Find. . 1, 80 : from Pind. downwds.
c. gen., stripped of a. thing, y.,
Pind. 0. 3, 43 : and so in prose,,
Hdt. 2, 141, cf Plat. Gorg. 523 :, stripped of, i. e.

free from, destitute of. Plat., and N. T.

—In common language
lightly clad, in the under garment only

(), without the, Hes.

Op. 3S9, cf. Xen. An. 1, 10, 3, Virg.

G. 1, 299 ; of horses, vnthoul harness,

Arr. : , the exposed parts of

an army, the flank, Thuc, and Xen. :

of style, naked, bald, Diod. : bare,

mere. .,. . : youthfid, Lat.

impuhis. . Rh. 2, 707. Proverb, of

impossibilities, ?. -, Pherecr. Tyr. 4, Philem. p.

361 : also , naked

as he was bnrn, etc Adv. -., , ol, (,) the naked philosophers of

India, Luc
and-, ov,(,) having the seed bare,

uncovered by a shell or Ausi:, Theophr.,

cf.., .() naked-

ness, want, LXX., and . .,, . ,{) having the body naked, Nonn.,.() to strip iiaked or

bare, strip, , the

bones of their flesh, Hdt. 4, 61. Horn,

uses only pass., mostly of warriors,

to be unarmed, defenceless, II. 12, 428,

Od. 10, 341 ; so too ,
the wall luas left bare, 1. e. defenceless,

II. 12, 399 : but also to strip ojie's self

naked, be naked, Od. 6, 222 ; also } i'-, Hdt. 3, 64 : c. gen., he stript himself oi

his rags, Od. 22, 1 : also to be stript.

deprived of a thing. Plat. Rep. 601 B.

Hence, , , a stripping, rob-

bing. Plut.—II. nakedness, LXX., ,, verb. adj. from, to be stript or robbed,.
Plat. Rep. 361 C., ov, ,(.-) a wfe^s brother, fem.?,-
, , ,() wife's sister, cf

,ob. Phryn. 304.,,,(,)
a woman-man, dub. except m dat. plur., in Epich. p. 116, cf
Lob. Phryn. 687.., , a little woman,
Diocl., dim. from.,, , v. sq., ,, also , ,
Aesch.Cho. 878. Eur. I.. 233, Ion.-',,,{) of, belonging

to icomen, like women, befilting them,

feminine, Lat. muliebris,3, a woman's designs, Od. 1 1 , 437,?, Hes. Op. 751.—2. as subst.,

?/=^, the women's
part of the house, the harem, Hdt. 5. 20:

also TO, LXX.—3. -, the menses of icomen, Hipp.,

V. Foes. Oecon.—4. ., the Bo-
na Dea of the Romans. Plut. — II.

womanish, effeminate,, Ar.

Thesm. 151. Adv. -., , to love women

:

from, , ,(,)
woman-lover., ,, Ion. for-, Hdt., , , =,

Diocl. Melitt. 6., ,,^, weak-
ling, Luc., .- Att. -?, (?/)
to be womanish, play the woman, dress

or speak like one, Hipp. , and Ar. Thesm.
268 : later usu. in mid., etc.—II. mu-
liebria pati, Luc.. ,,() womanish,
weakly, Arist. . ., , , dim. from,

little woman, Longus., , , (-,)
playing the ivoman, womanish behaviour,

Ar. Thesm. 863., ov, , ( )

womanish weakness, Polyb., adv., like atvoman, Ath.7, ov, (, ?.?'/)
devised by a woman,, Aesch.
Cho. 626., , (, )=^,, ,(,)
. 1. for., , (, )

feasted by the women, epith. of Mars
at Tegea, Paus.', ov,(,) of
womanish mind. Adv.-, Polyb., ov, (, -) proclaimed by women,,
Aesch. Ag. 487.?.,, ,(,-) stealer of women, adulterer.

Lye ; cf., , o'l, (,-)^=., , , womanish
temper, Strab., and Piut., but no doubt
we should read., as pass.,(,) to be ruled by women, Arist.

Pol., , , the dominion
oftvovxen, Arist. Pol., . to be mad for
women, Ar. Thesm. 576 : from

, ,(,^
madfor women, Luc. Hence, , , madness for
women, Chrys. ap. Ath. 464 D., ov,(,)
having breasts like a woman. Gal., ov,(,)
aping women, Aesch. Pr. 1005 : female,. Soph. Fr. 706., ov, (,)
of womanish shape or gait, Eur. Bacch.
855., , to be a•, Artemia., , , the office of, Arist. Pol., , ,(,)
magistrates at Athens and other cities

to maintain good manners among the

women, and in genl. to enforce sump-
tuary laws at feasts, Menand. p. 94

;

cf., ,(,) to

have a woman's passions, to be cffemi•

nate, Ath., ov, 6, (, -) one who loolcs lustfully on wom-
en, cf. ft], ,(,)
full of crowded with women,,
Aesch. Pers. 122, 7., Eur.
Ale. 955., ov, (,)
wnman-avenging , '/., Aesch. Ag.
225.^, and -
., , Gynaecopolis (prop, women's
city), a city of the Aegyptian Delta,
Strab. : hence
iTvaoo, ov, , of Gynae-

copolis,, Strab., , (,)
befitting women and their sex : woman/-
ish, Plut. Adv.-., ov,(,•) with a woman's face..7.. ov, , (, 7.)
woman-loving, Polyzel. Mus. 4, and
Theocr. ; but is the ap-
proved word, [i], ov, gen.,(,) ofwomanish mind, Eur. Erechth.
20, 34., ,(,) female
by nature, Emped. 217., ov, (,)
" speaking small like a woman," Ar.
Thesm. 192., ov,(,") of
womanish soul., , in paes. to become, be

turned into a woman, Hipp., , (,) wom-
an-like, icomanish, Polyb.,, , the women's part

of the house, opp. to, Xen.
Cyr. 5, 5, 2., , , sub.,
and fem., . ,—-, Lys. 92, 28 : the harem of an
eastern prince, i. e. ihe women, Plut.

—II. as adj., . ?., Diod.\, v. sub sq., , =,
madfor icomen, II. 3, 39. In late Ep., as if from.

Tvvaiov, ov, TO. dim. from% a
little uoman, Dem. : to ., one's lit-

tle ivoman, as a term of endearment
for a wife, Ar. Thesm. 792.—II. a low,

bad v;o7nan, Luc., a, ov, =, -, presents made to a ivoman,

Od. 11, 521.^, ov, 6, Gynandes, masc.
pr. n., a Scythian, Luc., ov, (, ) of
doubtful sex, effeminate. Soph. Fr. 865.
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^, Ion. , , Gyndes, now
Zeindeli or Diala, a river of Ass/ria,
Hdt. 1, 189.

_', , gen., ace. yt)-, voc. •)|})»£, pi. yuiJOi/cef, 71;-, etc. (as if from): we
also lind a comic ace. -, and
plur. nom. and ace.,,
Buttm. Ausf. Gr. ^ 58 in voc. A
woman, Lat. femina, opp. to man, 11.

15, (383: without regard to age or

station, both married and single, freq.

in Od. ; maid, female servant ; in

vocat. often a mistress, lady, dame :. also very oft. joins it, like,
with a second subst., ,
housekeeper,.7>,//,,, etc., also •.— 11. wife, spouse, opp. to-, 11. 6, 160, Od. 8, 523 ; but also a

concubine, II. 24, 497.—III. a mortal

woman, opp. to a goddess, 11. 14, 315,

Od. 10, 228—IV. the female, mate of

animals, first in Arist. H. A.—V. in

II. 24, 58, , it

has been taken as adj. ; but

merely stands in the Homeric sche-

ma ( , v. Kiihner

Ausf. Gr. ^ 564. (Akin to,, and many words in kindred

tongues, Pott Forsch. 1 , 253 .-
is said to be from,, as uv-) from uv7/p, . Id. 2, 45,

440.), , , a weakling, Ar.

Thesm. 136. (The form is

wrong : cf.,.), , , dim. from sq., a

nest, cranny, Ar. Eq. 793., 7. , () a vulture's nest

:

in geni. hole, cranny ; cf., , a vulture-haunted

crag. Aesch. Supp. 796.. , ov, () of a vulture,, Luc. [], , (,) vulture-

like, Arist. Physiogn.
iTvpai, . Poet, , , (), the Gyrae, rocks so called in

the Icarian sea, on which Ajax was
shipwrecked, Od. 4, 500 : ace. to Q.
Sm. 14, 570, near the promontory of

Caphareus in Euhoea. Hence^, , the Gyrian rock,

Od. 4, 507.., a, ,=, rounded,

curved, Opp.),, ov, 6, a wicker-baskft, Ar.

Fr. 19, esp. for catching fibh, a net,

Arist. H. A. : proverb., -^, to labour in vain, Aristaen.

Tvptvu, () to run round about

to catch, Strab., ov, {, )
tracing a circle, circular,, Anth., a, b, Oyridas, masc. pr.

n., a Spartan, Polyb. 4, 35, 5.^, 7], , () a hind of
cake, prob. so called from its circular

form, Luc. Tragop. !5S., , ?/, Gyrinna, or Tvpiv-, , , a friend of the poetess
Sappho, Sapph., , , also, a tad-

pole, porwigle, so called from their

round shape, . Plat.

Theaet. 161 D: also or -. Nic.. .(,) like

a tadpole, Arist. . ., a, ov,() circular, round.

[], ), , the finest meal, Lat.

pollen, Ath. Hence, ov, , bread of the finest

meal, Geop., ov, (, ')
running round in a circle, Anth.
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, , (,) like a

circle, round, Diosc.^, adv. from , in a

circle, Liban., , , prob. better, (',)=-, Arleni.'', , , round, Lat. curvus,

h>, rounrf-shouldered,

crooi--backea, Od. 19, 246 : bent, curved,

arched, freq. in late poets.

rX'POi;, ov, b, a round ring, circle,

Polyb. : a round hole to plant a tree

in, Theophr., , () to round, bend,

twist, Opp.—II. to surround, LXX.

—

111. to plant in a, Arat. : to dig

round, Geop.^, , , son of Gyrtius.

i. e. Hyrtius, II. 14, 512.^,, , Gyrtias, fem. pr.

n., Plut.^,, , Gyrton, a city of

Thessaly on the Pentus, Ap. Rh. 1,

57 :, a, ov, of Gyrton ; oi, the Gyrtonians, Thuc. 2,

22.^, , , Gj/r/orae,=foreg.,

II. 2, 738., , , () whirl-

ing round : a digging round, Geop.,. , a vulture, llom., , , chalk, Hdt. 7, 69.-2.
gypsum, liom Theophr. downwards.
Hence), , to rub with chalk, chalk

over, Hdt. 3, 24 : to plaster with gyp-
sum, Geop.
^)!3, Ion. -7;^, ov Ion. eu, b,

Gobryas, a Persian nobleman, Hdt.

3, 70 : others in Xen. Cyr. 4, 6, 1, An.
1, 7, 12. etc.^, , , Gogana, a region
of Persia, Arr. Ind.^ 38, 7.^' , , , Gogarene, a re-

gion of Greater Armenia, Strab.20', , , a hole, lair of a

wild beast, Arist. H. A : heterog.

plur., Nic. Th. 125,.
Lye. 376. (akin to,,
cf..), Ion. for, as for ovv,

Hdt., , , a corner, angle, our
coign, Hdt. J, 51, etc.—11. a joiner''

s

square, Plat. Phil. 51 C— III. the but-

tress of a bridge, made angular to di-

vide the stream, Diod. Hence, a, ov, angular, Dion. H., , , a to-nering off,

squaring the angles: y., nicely•

fitted, well-finished verses, Ar. Ran.
956.,, , dim. from,
Luc., , , (,) one that buzzes in a corner,

nickname of Grammarians, Herodic.

ap. Ath. 222 A.?/, , (,) an-

gular, Theophr. . -.,(,) to make
into an angle. Gal., , , -, , gen.-, crook-footed, Diog. L.()?., ov,(,)
with pointed leaves, Theophr., ,() to make angular:

in pass, to be or become angular,

Dion.,,=, Thuc.
8, 104.^?^, , , Gorydale, a city

of India, Strab., ov, b, a bow-case, quiver,

Od. 21 . 54, Lye. 548 : also
in A. P. 6, 34. (akin to,-, Lat. corytos.)

.
, , ., indecL, fourth letter

of the Gr. alphabet : hence as nu-
meral,'= and,
but ,(5=4000.

Changes of in the dialects.—I.

Aeol. into /3, as into-, and used for , as lor.—. Dor. into y, as,,, for, ,,
—111. Ion. into , as,, -.
into,, -: while Dor.
changes mto, as,-, for,, and
sometimes into , as
for.—IV. into . as we
have both,, Dea, and, -, .—V. into , as

and, and :

cf. 11.—VI. into , as lacryma,'.—VII. into , as,, also with an additional conso-
nant, and, and.—Vlll. into r, as and, and timor, and
taedae.—IX. sometimes is inserted
to give a softer or fuller sound,,,, and so, .uc. to Buttin.
Lexil. /'/ 4, in some com-
pounds, as Lat. prodesse, prodire.—X.
at the beginning of some words is

now added, now omitted, as in

and, and , and,
and. Butlm. Lcxil.,

q. v.

-, intensive prefix, =- (v. ,
III.), as in,, thick-

shaded, deep-Ted.

Au, Dor. for yu, , usu. in voc,
yet Tiieocr. has the ace. .
^, , , the Dahae, in Hdt. 1,

125, AaoL, a Scythian tribe, dwelling
on the eastern shore of the Caspian,
corresponding nearly to modern Da-
histan, Strab.

^AaiSio,, indecL, and-. , b, Jos., David, N. T. : in
Hebr. 4, 7, , in the book of

David, i. e. the Psalms., late form oi.,, for}, Nic.,, , icax-doll, used in

ma^ic rites, a puppet, Theocr. 2, 110,

ubi al.. (prob. a Thessal. word,
cf Voss Virg. Eel. 8, 73.) [?)]

^, ov, , Dadaces, a Persian
officer, Aesch. Pers. 304. []^, , , the Dadtcae, a Per-

sian tribe on the borders of Sogdiana,
Hdt. 3, 91.^, , ov, () ofpine or fir.
Gal.",, , dim. from,,
a little torch, Hipp., (,) to cut

into torches, , Theophr.

;

cf.., pass, () to become

resinous, Theophr., , to cut or split into

torches, hence ,
Theophr. : from.,(,*) a torch-

maker, Theophr., , to be a, to

hold torches, esp. in pageants, Eur.
Tro. 343. Pass, to be illumiiuited, Ath.,, , a holding of torches,

illumination, Plut. From, ov, (, ) Jiolding

torches : as subst. torch-bearer, esp.

at the festival of the Eleusinian
Demeter (Ceres), representing her
search for her daughter ; this office

was hereditary hi the family of Cal-



lias, Xen. Hell. 6, 3, 3, Arist. Khet.

3, 2, 10 : hence metaph.. Plut.^, , to hold torches, Luc.
—II! to bear resin, Theophr. : from, ov, {oar,) holding

torches, , Bacchyl. 40, ubi v.

lieue., , {,) resinous,

Theophr., , ,{) be-

coming resinous, Theophr., , hi contr. Aaipa, {-
vai) the knowing one, epith. of Perse-

phone (Proserpina) at Athens, Lye.
[du] Hence, ov, 6, priest of Daira., Ep. subj. aor. 2 pass, of

*oau, for. Horn.• , Syracusan word for,
Sophr.

*, assumed as pres. to

form some tenses of, to divide., Ep. for/, inf. aor.

2 pass, of *), ^., . , skill, knowledge,

wisdom. . Rh. : from, ov, gen. , {)
htiiowing, experienced in a thing, c. gen.,, Od. 8, 159 ; also /,', 11. 15, 411 ; 23,

671. Superl., Xen.
Cyr. 1, 2, 12.', inf. from. of*.'',, , voc., hus-

band's brother, brother-in-law, IL, ans-

wering to the fem. /.. (Strictly

diganimated ^', the Sanscr. d-cvri,

Lat. levir : cf., lacrytna.) [gen.

pi., as dissyll. in U. 24, 769.]', , , Da'es, masc. pr. n.,

Strab., 3 sing. subj. aor. mid.

from, II., , {) wise, v. 1.

Orph. for., used only after interrogatives,

very common in colloquial language,

and so in Plat., and Comic wr., ex-

pressing wonder or curiosity, e. g.

; what then Trwf ; how so ?

said to be Att. for . Not found in

Hom. (v. Spitzn. II. 10, 408), nor, ace.

to Pors. Med. 1008, EUendt Lex.
Soph., in Trag., but Herm. Vig. n.

340, leaves it m a few places of Eur., Ep. dat. from, for,
^, , , Daedala, the ex-

treme point of Peraea Rhodiorum in

Caria, Strab.—2. a mountain of Caria
on the confines of Lycia, Id.

i7•., , , the Daednla, a

festival in Boeotia in honour of Juno,
Paus. ; V. Diet. Antiqq. s. v.^7., a, ov, {'/.) of
belonging to Daedalus, Daedalian, Eur.
Eurysth. Fr. 8., ov, {7., -) smelling artificially, Emped. 309.%, a, ov, also oc, ov,{-) cunningly or cariou.tly wrought,

richly dight : Horn, and Hes. use it

chiefly of metal or wood ; sometimes
of weaving, Hes. Th. 575./.. ; cf./, II. 14, 179 ; though
Wolf maintains (Anal. 4, p. 505) that

Hom. never uses it of weaving ; v.

ISitzsch ad Od. 1, 131 : cf.

and 7?\,.—-2. variegated, cu-

riously marked, ?(1), Nomi.— II.

cunning, skilful,, Anth., , , a skilful work-
woman. Lye. From
Aaav,^=sq., Philo.7.,.-, to work cunningly,

deck or inlay with curious art, esp. of

gold, silver, etc., II. 18, 479, Od. 23,

20

AIM
200: in genl. to trick out, embellish,-?., Pind.

. 1, 46: also. (Prob. a

redupl. form of the root ~, *./, etc., cf Pott. Forsch. 1, 59,

as our cunning, from to lien: cf. -,.) Hence/.,, , work of art,

Theocr. 1, 32./.,, ,=?.,
Anth.?, , {?., *-) curiously working, Anth.

&7.,, . sq.7., , , as adj., =^-
", cunningly curiously urought,

7•. ~7>.7, much curious work, II.

14, 179; also in sing.,7, cu-

rious work, Od. 19, 227 : .,
Pind. . 4, 95, 7., Aesch. Eum.
635.

—

II. as prop, n.,, , ,
Daedalus, i. e. the cunning worker, the

Artist, of Cnosus in Crete, contem-
porary with Minos, the first sculptor

who gave the appearance of motion
to his statues by separating their

feet, V. Stallb. Plat. Meno 97 D.

Homer mentions him, II. 18, 592, as

the maker of a (q. v.) for Ari-

adne, (v. 7..) Other artists

of this name are mentioned by Paus-
anias, Athen., etc./.,, .,{,) cunning of hand, Anth./.,^, Pind. . 1,

170., . - ; part, pf pass, -
-•/, also : part,

aor. 1 pass,, also,{) sever, cleave, slay, sacrifice,

Od. 14, 434, 11.2, 416; 18, 27:"but
Hom. usu. in pass, in phrase 7.

: but^, his soul was divided with-

in him, i. e. was in doubt, II. 9, 8, cf.

14, 20 ; so too. divided, doubting, between
two opinions: but -,, a heart torn and tortur-

ed by misery, Od. 13, 320 ; again II.

17, 535, 7/. pierced

through the heart, as if7. had
been supplied : !^ ', to de-

stroy a city utterly. Aesch. Supp. 680.

[]^. ov, , Daithus, masc. pr. n.,

a Spartan, Thuc. 5, 19.

^7., , , {:', 7.)
Daicles, a Messeiiian, conqueror in

the Olympic games, Dion. H., , , [,)
better read in two words -, slain in battle, II. 21, 146, 301., , b. {) ,
heart-rending wail, Aesch. Theb. 916., ov, h, ((5aiC'(j)= foreg.

:

, Anacreont., , , verb. adj. from-
, slain, to be slain, Orph.,,,=, Aesch.

Supp. 798.17, ov, , (,) Dai-

lochus, masc. pr. n., Xen. Hier. 1, 31.^, , , {.)
Daimachus, masc. pr. ., Thuc. 3, 20,

Ath., etc.., , {,) Dai-
menes, son of Tisamenus, Paus., , {) to be over-

ruled by destiny, etc.,, the house is plunged in heaven-

sent woes, Aesch. Cho. 566 : so ., Theb. 1001.—2. c. ace, . ,
have griefs decreed one, Ar. Thesm.

1054 : hence

—

II. absol. to be possessed

by an evil spirit, be driven to madness,

to be mad, Eur. Phoeii. 88d^ Xen.
Mem. 1, 1, 9.

AIM,=:, Joseph., as mid.,=5,
7.7. ' 7'7\. -, each one hath his own fate ap
pointed, PhUem. p. 426.—1 [. as pass.

to be deified. Soph. Fr. 180.—2. be

possessed with a devil, N. T., , ,{) of per
sons possessed by a demon, Plut. ; of

things, sent, inflicted by a demon,, lb., ov,{
?3) possessed by a devil, Eccl., , , the Deity or di

vine Essence, Lat. numen. Hdt. 5, 87,

Eur., Plat., etc. : ace. to Arist.

fj .—II. esp. an inferior race

of divine beings, demons, opp. to,, Xen. Mem.
1, 1, 2, Plat. Apol. 24 B.— 2. the name
by which Socrates called his genius,

or the spirit he supposed to dwell
within him, v. Xen. Mem. 1, 1, 2:
Kiihner, prolegg. ad Xen. Mem. (^ 5.

•—3. in N. T. esp. an evil spirit, a devil,

Matth. 12, 24, etc. (not dim. from, but neut. from.)~7., ov,{,7)=^7.7:. Hence77., , , being7.., , , also , ,
(Aesch. Theb. 891), of, belonging to a.— I. in Hom. only in vocat., in addresses, expressing
something astonishing or strange, in

good sense, noble, excellent, Od. 14,

443, but more freq. as a reproach,

strange, unhappy man, misguided wretch,

as 11. 2, 200 : in Att. usu. ironical, my
fine fellow ! like 37., but also

in wheedling, my good fellow ! good
sir ! Ar. Ran. 1, 175.-11. from Hdt.
and Pind. downwds. anything depend-

ing on, proceeding from the Deity or

Fate : so , Hdt. 7, 18,, Aesch., . Soph. ;, were it not a divine in-

t-ervcntion, Xen. ; , I'isita-

tions of Heaven, Thuc, etc. : of per-

sons, divine, godlike. Plat. : and so in

genl. of godlike or superhuman nature,

and so preeminent in anything,,
Luc. Adv. -, opp. to,
Aeschin. 72. 33 : and so marvellously,

strangely, extraordinarily, Ar. Nub. 76 :

so too in neut. pi., Ar. Pac.
585, Xen. Hell. 7, 4, 3 ; and in fem.

dat. formed like Koivy,-, etc., find. O. 9, 118, with v. I.., ,{,)
like a demon.—II. devilish,.. James
3, 15.^, , , {,/.) heaven-sent visitation, Polyb., ,{, -) possessed by a demon.,, , , god, goddess,

used like and of individual

gods, 11. 1, 222 ; 3, 420.—II. the Deity,

divine essence, Lat. numen, to which
are attributed events beyond man's
power, j'et not to be assigned to any
special god. Tlus is in Hom. the

usu. signf , ., an evil deity,

Od. 5, 396, ., Od. 10, 64, or

periphr., , Od. 11,

61 : hence fate, destiny, fortune, good
or bad, , I will give thee

an ill destiny, i.e. death, . 8, 106;, against fate, . 17, 98 :

but , ivith the favour of the

gods. . 11, 792 : so freq. in Trag. for

special interventions, /a?e, death. Lat.

sors, V. 'alck. Hipp. 809 : -, by chance, Hdt. 1, 111.

—

III. the

souls of men of the golden age, hover-
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ing between heaven and earth, and '

acting as tutelar)^ deities, Lat. tares,

temurfs, genii, were, cf. Hes.

Op. 1"21 : they formed the connecting

link between gods and men, and so

Aesch., Pars. (320, calls the deified

Darius : hence when-
and are joined, the

are gods of lower rank ; and here

note, that is never used for .,
though . is for 6., v. signf. I. In

later authors, as Luc, in genl. de-

parled xouls, Lat. tnanes, leiniires.—IV.

in N. T. an evil spirit, devil, Matth. 8,

31, etc.

B. =), ktimoins;, skilled in,, Archil. , 4. (Some held this

lasl to be the first meaning of the

word ; but it prob. comes from,
to dividi; or distribute destinies : cf.

Alcm. 48.)

Aaivv', 2 sing, imperf. mid. from, for,, 11.24,

63.

Aaii'vri, 2 sing. subj. pres. from, . 8, 2 13., also, fut.,{) to distributc,-assign as a share,

esp. at meals ,
gii'e the old tneit a banquet, II. 9, 70 ; SO,, to give a funeral Or

wedding feast, Od. 3, 309, 11. 19, 299
;

. Tin, to feast one on a thing,

Hdt. 1, 162.—2. pass,, fut., to be entertained, to feast, in

Horn, much more freq. than Act.

:

also c. ace.,,, to feast on, consume, eat, so

Hdt. 3, 18 : met. to devour, of Hades,
Soph. El. 513: to eat, bum, like poi-

son. Id. Tr. 705.

WatvvTO, 3 sing. pres. opt^ for, II. 24, 665, and,
3 pl. for, Od. 18, 248, from.,—, Call. Cer. 84., a, ov, in Trag. also , ov,

Ion. and Horn,, , ov, Att. contr., [,) hostile, destructive,

dreadful, Hom., but only in II., esp,

as epith. of ', burning, consuming

fire ; in this signf the Att. poets also

use the Ion. form :, the enemy,, Aesch. Theb. 271, -, Soph. . C. 699.—2. vn-

happ!^,UTelched,'Trag., v. Herm. Soph.

\.]. 771 ; always in Dor. form.—II.{) knowing, cunning,,
Anth. : but in Horn., where
the last syll. is long, the word is dis-

syl. : so ija Att., Aesch. Pers.,, , ,{,)
unhappy, miserable, prob. 1. -, Aesch. Theb. 919.

't., , , Da'ippus, a statu-

ary, Paus.

'\Aaipa, , contd. from., inf aor. ,^, to

flay, cudgel, Ar. Nub. 442, and later:

Grainm. are divided between this

form and.
(A), gen., ), Att. contr., ( to kindlr) a fire-brand,

pine-torch. Lat. taeda, Horn., only in

Od., and always in plur. : but in sing.,

Ar. Nub. 1494 : metaph.~7?, to come to the funeral-

torch, i. e. end of hfe. Pint. 2, 789 A,

as Propcrt. 4, 12, 46, viximus injiignes

inter utramquefacem.—2. as collective

noun, pine-v'ood, such as torches were
made of, Thuc. 7, 53, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5,

23.—3. a disease in trees, like Lat.

taeda, Theophr., cf., (), mostly in apoc. dat.,

(Vu, as always in Hom., and so Hes.

Th. 650, Aesch. Theb. 926 ; ace. ^•
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, Call. Fr. 243, (perhaps akin to) war, battle.. (C), gen.,, . {, to

divide) a meal, feast, banqiiM, ott. in

Hom., who calls the usu. meal, equally-divided, because each
guest got his share : ,
Lat. coetia opipare apparata, a sumptu-
ous banquet, II. 19, 179 : a sacrificial

feast, II. 24, 69 : also in plur., Od. 20,

182 : used even of beasts of prey, II.

24, 43.—2. of the meat or food itself,

Eur. Cycl. 245.

tAaiffiOf, 01), , a Macedonian month,
corresponding to the Attic Tharge-
lion. Pint. Alex. 16.

^,, !., the Da-csitiutae,

a Pannonian tribe, Strab.', ov, (,)
of uncertai7i issue,, Lyc.
^, {) to consume,

to feast on, Lyc. 654.?,, ,() a guest,

banqucttrr,' ., an iiuhiddcn

guest, oi One eagle eating Prometheus'
liver, Aesch. Pr. 1024.

AaiTa'kovpyia,, ,(, *)
cookery, Lyc.,, , poet, for, a feast,
banqiiet, Hom. : of beasts, Nic. Hence, adv., from a feast, Od.
10, 216., », , Daetes, a Trojan
hero, Mimn. ap. Ath. 174 A.,, ,() a torch : and
from some fancied resemblance, a

head of garlic, dub. in Hipp. ap. Gal., , , a place where meat
is cut up : from,() to divide, dis-

tribute, , II. 11, 705: esp. to

cut up, carve, portion out. Od. 14, 433
;

15, 323 : to slay, to destroy, Ap. Rh. :

later of feeding of wild beasts, 0pp., ov, TO, () that which
is assigned one. a portion, -. to drink one's share, II. 4, 262., ov. ,() one that carves

and portions out, esp. meat at table,

Od. 1, 141, etc. Hence, }. , the art of carving

meat and portioning it aut, a helping at

table, Od. 16, 253., Ep. /, o,=:sq.,

Nonn.,, ,() one that is

entertained, an invited guest, Od.. in

plur. : in genl. an eater, Eur. Cycl.

610: later also'.—2. one

that prepares a meal, a cook, but SO only

in Od. 4, 620, cf Spohn de Extr. Od.
Parte, p. 9 ; Wolf Proleg. cxxxi.,

suspects the passage, but not so

Nitzsch.

AaiTvr,, , Ep. for, a meal,

11. 22, 496.,, , Daetor, a Trojan
slain by Teucer, II. 8, 275.'. , , (.)
Da'iphantus, masc. pr. ., Plut., Ael,
etc.

i, , Da'ipharnes, a Per-

sian masc. pr. n., Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 21., ov,gen.,(,)
ofumrlike mind, eager for the fray, bold,

oft. joined with, U.—II.

(/,) of knoiuing mind, pru-

dent, thoughtful, oft. with-. Od.—Later poets use the word
in both senses ; but in Hom. the first

sense belongs to II.. the second to

Od. : II. 24, 325, is the only place of

11. where we must assume the sense

of prudent: and even the ancients

thought this book later than the rest

of the Jl. ; H. Hom. Cer. follows Od.

;

V. Buttm. Lexil. in voc. Nitzsch Od.

1, 48, takes for the common

root of both signfs., and so of war-
riors, tried, proved ; of other men, pru-

dent, experienced., ovoc, , Da'iphron, son of
Aegyjitus. Apollod. 2, 1, 5.. 1 aor. part. pass, from', Eur. Iph. T. 872.2 (), —, only in pres.

and impf, to light up, kindle,,}. Hom. : never intrans., for

m II. 5, 4, ui ,
Minerva is the subject

—

she hi up a
fire on his helm : hut in pass,-, to burn, blaze, Hoin., who besides
pres. and imperf. has in 11.. ['],

subj. of 2 aor. : ,
the eyes sparkle, Od. 6, 132 : to this

also belongs perf and plqpf,, poet,, always me-
taph. sense ^oAr/iOf,,, evo-, war, etc., blazed forth, II.

(except , II. 12, 460)

;

so , the report spread like

wild-fire, 11. 2, 93, like L-dX.fiagrat hel-

ium, flagrat rumor. A perf. pass. <5f-, like, etc., from,
occurs Simon. 212. (The Sanscr.
root is dah, to burn : hence -.7 .)2 (), to divide, part, distribute;

in act. sense is used for,
but we find in pass, /, my
heart is divided, distracted, Od. 1, 48,

and perf./. 11. 1, 125, Hdt. 2,

84, 3 plur.. Od. 1. 23. More
usu. the mid. is found in act.

sense, fut., aor. 1,
(cf.) to distribute, portion out,,, Horn.,. dis-

tribute portions of meat, Od. 15, 140 ;

but" , he
gave the dogs Hector to tear in pieces,

II. 23, 21. cf. Od. 18, 87. The aor.

used in the sense of to feast,

from Hdr. downvvds., though formed
from, belongs by strict analogy
to, q. v., cf. IJuttm. Catal. in

voc. (The Sanscr. root is da. to cut
off", hence, .-
,, : and perh. also

akin, dopes.), ov, (.) bi-

ting the heart, heart-stinging, heart-vex-

ing,, Simon 15, 5, cf.•, and., inf aor. 2 act. of., ov, TO,()=,
a stinging, poisonous animal, Ar. Av.
1069. (Better prob., Jac. A.
P. p. 451.)

fAuK/.a, , . Dacia, a large coun-
try of Europe, lying along the Pali

ube. Hence
|. -, (W, Dacian..&.,-=,'[>('.

occurs only once, in metaph. sen.se to

be afflicted . mmtmf1(1 , Aesch. Pers. 571.', f : perf. .

aor., inf : (Horn, only

uses aor., and that only in II.) To
bite, sting, esp. of dogs and gnats, II

•

-, to champ the bit, Aesch.
Pr. 1009: , to bile one's

lips for fear of laughing, Ar. Ran. 43

;

and hence prob. /.. Id.

Nub. 1369, .; . kh.—.
metaph. of pungent smoke and dust,

to sting, prick, Ar. Ach. 18, Pint. 822.

—III. of the mind, to sting, rex, dis-

tress, , II. 5, 493,
cf Hes. Th. 567 ;

' and' so of love,

Valck. Hipp. 1303. Pass, to be vexed,

annoyed, provokfd. disgusted, oft. in

Eur. ; /, Ar. Ach. 1

:

7iv-ri ., Eur. Rhes. 596 :

Tivi, at a thing. Xen. Cyr. 4, 3, 3,

or c. part., e. g. , lb.

1, 4, 13. (The Sanscr. root is dans-



or dn<;, to bite: hence prob. dcml.x,

tooth. Lat. dens,- --,
Germ. Znhn.) [—

]

, ,(,) bitUg,

pungent, Hipp.

fAa/ioi. , oi. Daci, the Dacians,

inhabitants of /, Strab. : also

written ^, and , Die
Cass., , ,() an animal

of whi^h ib.ehiie sting is dangerotis,

a snake, any noxious aHi?nal, esp. a

beast of prey: also ,, Pind.,

etc.. cf. Valck. Hipp. G4G.—2. a bite,

stin^, OpP-.', -, , poet, for-
ov-, a tear, Lat. lacryma^ Horn. : also

like -, any drop, as of gum,
etc.. /. ., Pind. Fr. 87, 2, ., Eur. Med. 1200.—Not apo-

cop. for, as is shown by dat.

plur.. (The Lat. lacrn-jna,

Sansc. .), ov, ro,dim. from.,, ,() that

which is wept for, a subject for tears,

Hdt. 7, 169.— II. that which is wept, a

tear, Aesch. Peis. 134, Eur. Andr. 92,

in plur., ov, {, *)
anthor of tears,, Aesch. Supp.
681..,,{) tear-

ful, Horn., whether of persons, much
weeping, as U. 21, 506-, Or of things,

calling forth tears, tear-causing, )•.-, etc., II. 5, 737, yoof, Od. 2-1, 323

:

/, as adv., to sinile

through one's tears, 11. 6, 484.', 01', , poet, also-,, a tear, Horn., who usu.

joins it with,, ',
: . gen., . 17, 096, Od. 5, 152 :, Hdt. 6, 21.—Later,

any thing thai drops like tears, gum,
sap, . Hdt. 2, 96, ()-
uvov, Hipp.. Anth. : also=(5<i«pi'/ia I.,

Anth., cf..,.(,)
making tears fall or flow, Aesch. Supp.
112., ov, {,)
honoured with tears, Orph.^, Ep. gen. pi. for,
II. 17,696. Od. 5, 152.-<,(, /..)) to swim
or run over with tears, of<lrunken men,
to be maudlin, Od. 19. 122., .(,^) to melt

into tears. Soph. Tr. 326 ; of the eyes.

to run with tears. Hipp. : also of plants,
to drop gum, Theophr.. ov,(,) melt-

ing into tsars, Eur. Supp. 773., op, (, -) dripping with tears,, a flood

of tears, Aesch. Pr. 399., , , verb. adj. from, vjept over, tearful, /.,
Aesch. Cho. 236., , {,)
joying in tears, Anth.,. ov,(,)
shedding tears, weeping, frcq. in Horn.,
and later Ep., but only in part. ; and
so too Aesch. Theb. 917 : Nona, has
an impf., rat. -, () intr.,

to weep, shed tears, Hom., etc.: perf.

pass,, to be tearful, he alt

in tears, II. 16, 7 : -, the cheeks are wet with tears, II.

22, 491 : hence, all tears,

like ?<., Plat. Ax: c. ace.

cognato, , to utter tear-

ful groans. Soph. Aj. 579 : of trees,

(J., to weep gum, Arr.—II. tran-

sit. to weep for a thing, lament, Aesch.
Ag. 1490, Ar. Ach. 1027 ; and so pass.

to be wept for, Id. Theb., 814.—HI. .
7.>, to beiveep one's eyes, flood

them tvitk tears. Eur. Hel. 948. [v,

except in very late poets.], , (,) like

tears, Theophr. : tearful, Luc. :,
a wound distilling tear-like matter, run-

ning, Hipp.?., ,(^) afinger-
sheath, a finger-tip, Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 17.

—2. an instrument of torture, thumb-

screw, LXX./, a, ov, of a finger^
length, breadth, etc., Hipp., ov,, dim. from-, a toe, Ar. Lys. 417. [7ii], f. -, =-.7•., , , of for the fin-

ger, Lat. digitalis: -, a iiute

played loith the fingers, Ath. 176 F: ., a stone set in a ring, Anth.

—

II. dactylic,{, Longin., , , the art of
cutting seal-rings or gems, Plat. Alc. 1,

128 C : from?.<),, ,(,) an engraver ofgems, Critias 56./., , , (7.,) collection of gems, Plm. :

case or box where rings were kept. Mart-
ial 11,59.

tAaKTv?uov, , , Lat. Scammo-
nia ; scarmnony. Diosc., , , a ring, a seal-ring,

Hdt. 2, 38, Plat., etc. : often worn as

a charm, Ar. Plut. 884, Eupol. Dem.
22: hence— II. in genl. any thing ring-

shaped, as— 1. the feline of a wheel,

Hipp.—2. the «nits, Diosc, cf. Lat.

amis, annuhis. [v]?, , ,(,
*-) ring-maker, Pherecr. Incert.

77., , fern, of-, nauie of a kind of gmpe, Plin.., , fern,,, .() finger-shaped : as

subst., a kind of plant, perh. aristolo-

chia, Diosc.

f, adv. by pointing

with the finger, Hdn.'. . to point at irith

the finger, in scorn, Dem. 790, 20 : from,,(,-) pointed at with the finger, and

so notable, illustrious, cf Horaces di-

gito monslrnri, Aesch. Ag. 1332, cf

Hemst. Luc. Somn. 12., . , {7,;) four fingers' breadth, a palm,

elsewh. 7.7'}.7^.,{7,)
like a finger, Anth.7., ov, (-,,) wearying the fin-

gers by keeping them bent, Anth.7, ov, : (from Theocr.
downwds. we have a poet. plur.-
tu7m, and in Nonn. a sing, -
') a finger, •/^7.-, to reckon on the fingers. Hdt.

6, 63, cf. ; ., the thumb.

Id. 3, 8: . , a toe. Xen. An.

4, 5, 12 : also without, Ar. Eq.

874, like Lat. digitus: also=/.
—2. the shortest Greek measure of

length, a finder's breadth. ^=abo\lt ^^
of an inch" Hdt. 1, 60, etc. : hence a

very short time,., Alcae. 31.—3. date, frait of

the, Aristot. —4. a metrical

foot, dactyl. - ^ ", Plat. Rep. 400 B,

cf Ar. Nub. 051.— 5. as pr. n., .. the Dactyli Idaei. mjthical
personages in Crete, priests of Cy-

bele. and so prob. the STme ns the
Corvbantes, Strab. : called by Cicero,
Digiti Idaei, de N. D. 3, 16. (Prob:
like digitns, from the Sanscr. root<iiV-,

Lat. in-dic-are, Gr.-.),.(,-) wornbythefingers., Anth.. ,,(/.) with

finger-like handles,, Ion ap
Ath. 468 C.7, Dor. for7..7., , , (7.) burning,

blazing, hot, Emped.
7., ov, , dim. from 7•.,

Ar. Pac. 959.-, a, ov. Dor. for 7.,
Soph. Aj. 704.7,, , Dalis, a city of the
island Panchaea, Diod. S.—II. a play
of Apollophanes, Ath. 467 F.\,, 6, Dalion, a river of
Elis, falling into the Alpheus, Strab.

i7., , Dalmanutha. a
small town or village near Magdala,
N. T. Marc. 8, 10.

\7., and, Aa7, ,
oi. the iJalmatians, inhabitants of Dal-
matia, Polyb., Strab. Hence^, , , Dalmatia, a part

of lUyricum, Strab.\7, , , of Dalmatia,
Dalmatian ; fem. also .., , state-robe. esp.

worn by officiating priests, dalmatic,

EccL
\7(, ov., Dalmium, the chief

city of Dalmatia, Strab., or, , () a firebrand,

piece of blazing wood, Hom. ; also in

Aesch. Cho. 607 : a kind of meteor,

Arist. Meteor.—II. a burnt out torch,

and so of an old man. Mel. 49, cf.

Hor. dilapsam iti cineres facem.—III. a
fagot, beacon light, Anth.^, ov, 6, (/, )
leader of the people, pr. n.. Damagetus,
a king of lalyssus in Rhodes. Pind.
OI. 7, 32.— Others in Thuc. 5, 19;
Dem. ; etc.

^, a, 6. Dor. for-, Damagdras, masc. pr. n., App., 6, (,) Dama-
gnn, i. e. people-leading, a Spartan,
Thuc. 3, 92.. post-Hom. form of,
at least the pres. is not found before

Eur., though we have the aor, pass.

in II., cf., ov, 6,, epithet of
Neptune in Pind. O. 13, 98 : prob.

from. the Tamer.7., ov, , dim. from-
7.;, 7..7, 7/f, , = 7., Eur.
Bacch. 739. and Theocr.7.,.(7.,)
fed on by young cattle,, Anth./. ov. , () one that

ta7ues, subdues, overpowers, ',,
Anacr. 2. 1.—II. a young steer, Arist.

H. A. ; cf. fem. /..7., (/.,)
beef-eating,', Anth. []/, f -. poet, lengthd.

collat. form of.. to

tame, subdue, overpower.. P. 5. 163., , ,() a young
cou\ heifer, calf Lat. juvenca, Aesch.
S\ippl. 350, cf and 7..
—II. like and ^., a girl,

Anth. cf Hor. Carm. 2, 5.7., , , (7.) calves'feet. Alex. Trail., ov, 6, a calf, Lat. vitult(s.'., , tamer, Alcm.
3, ace. to Schol. Ven. Od. 14, 216.., , () a %i:ife,

spouse, Hom. Strictly mie that is
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tamed or yoked, like conjii.r. whoroas
an unweddid maiden was,., , , Dor. for-, IJamuretc, wile of Gelon of Syra-

cuse, Diod. S. Hence^, a, ov, of Damareie.. Diod. S... , Z)a»ieW.«. an Athe-

nian female converted bv tjt. Paul.

Act. 17, 31.

tAuuar, avToc, 6, Danias, a hero

from 'Alius, Qiu Sm. S, 303.-2. the

father of the poet Alcman, Weick. Ir.

Ale. p. 7.

1, . y, ((5«, uvr'/p)

Damnsaiulra, mother of the younger
Lais, Ath. 574 E.,. forda//afw,Theocr.

4, 55.\(,, b,{,/)
man-subdui7ig, pr. ., Damasciwr, ty-

rant of Miletus, Plut.

tAo/iarrm, ar, , Damasia, a strong-

hold ot the Vindelicii, Strab., ov, b, Damnsinn, son of

Pentliilus, Paus.—2. an .Athenian ar-

chon, Dion. H. 3, 35.—3. an athlete,

Luc.
f, ov. b,{,)

Damasithymus. son of Candaules, king
of Calydnae, Hdt. 7, 98., ov, {, -) laming mortals. Tnan-slaying, -
, Simon. 1G4 ;, Pind. . !), 1 ) 0., or, (,)
horse-tnniini'. epith. of Mmerva, v.

Stesich. 97, Kleme.^, ov, b, Dama-iippu.•!,

son of Icarus, .\[)ollod. 3, 10, 6.— 2.

father of Democritus, Diog. L. 9, 34.

—3. a Macedonian, Polyb. 31, 25.,, ,() a taminn,

subduing.

1, ov, b. (,) hv.ft-suhduins, pr. n., Dama-
sistrnius, king of the Plataeans, Apol-

lod. 3, 5, 8.—2. father of the historian

Theopompus, Paus., ov, gen.,(,) heart-compellinu . heart-winning,, Pind. . 13, 111., . b, i], (,<))—,, Simon.
190.^,, b,(,
eartli-tajning. pr. ., Damasichthon. son

of Amphion and Niobe, Apollod. 3, 5,

6.—2. son of Codrus, founder of Col-

ophon, Paus.—3. a king of Thebes,
Paus.^, , , of Damanctis

.

Damascene, Strab. ; ?), the

territory ofDamascus : ,
suh.? ov, a damascene, damson, Alh.
49 D. From, , , Dnmasnts, the

chief city of Coele-Syria, on the river

Chrysorrhoas, Strab. 755 sq.\. ov, , Damnsas, an illus-

trious Trojan, 11. 12, 183.—2. son of

Amvris of Sins, Ildt. 6, 127.—Others
in Paus., Strab., etc.

JAnuaarri'a, ac. ], Damaspia, queen
of Artaxer.xes, Ctes., ov, good for taming

or subduing, ., an instrument of
torture to compel confession. Eccl.-. ov, b, =?, as

epith. of Cupid.Epich. p. 106. Hem-e
\. , b. Daitwstes,^-, Pint. Thes. 11.—2. --, an historian, contemporary

with Herodotus, Strab.. Plut.^, ov, . Damastium, a

place in Epirus, containing a silver

mine, Strab.

. i, op, e, *»« ofDamas-
3Q8

tor. i.e. Tlepolemus. II. 10, 410. and
Agelaus, 0(1. 22, 293.— pr. n., Damas-
toridis, Qu. Sm. 13, 211.. ov, , a plant, Alis-

ma, Diusc., cf PI in. 25, 10., a, b, Damatas, leader of

the Cadusians, Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 38.^, , , as if from-, she that tames, subdues, Aulh., ., Dor. vocat. from, an exclamation of surprise.

[]\, ij. Dor. for},
Spartan (em. pr. n., Plut.], b. Dor. for/.
Pans.—2. Damntrius, name ot a Boe-
otian month, answering to the Attic

Pyanepsion, Pint.\. ov, b, Damachus, inasc.

pr. n., Plut. Lys. 12.'', 3 sing,, orlengthd., 11. 22, 271 ; fut. [],
poet, : aor. 1. --

: aor. 2 : perl, ^,
pass, : aor. pass,/
and, part.: and,
inf. 11. 20, 312. but we
also have, as if from-

(q. v.), 11. 16. 816. and this is the
usu. form of aor. pass, in Pind., and
Trag. To overpower: the orig. signf
is assumed as to tame, break in. to

bring under the yoke, as oxen; yet this

signf. occurs only twice in Horn., II.

23, 655, of a mule, and Od. 4, (i37, of

wild horses : hence—II. of maidens,
to yoke in marriage, give to wife, cf. -, only once in Hom., -. II. 18, 432; also simply, to for
to violate, tic with, Lat. subigere : and
pass, to be forced or seduced, 11. 3, 301,

Od. 3, 269:—indeed it had at first

prob. no connection with marriage.

—

HI. in genl. to subdue, conquer, esp. in

war, the most usu. signf hi Hom.

:

hence, since in the heroic age sub-

jection followed defeat, to rule oner ;

and pass, to be subject, lo obey, II. 3,

183. Od. 3, 304 ; later also to make a

slave of. whence. etc.—2. also

to strike dead, kill, esp. in fight. Horn.

:

. Od. 21, 213.

—3. in genl. lo overcome, overpoiver.

and in pass, to be overcome, as the

senses by sleep, exhanstion. Od. 14,

318. II. 10, 2. by wine, Od. 9, 454,516,
where the mid.,/

and ' . is

useif : oi, the dead, \.
Ale. 127. In Hom. the construct, is

or . (Of like

signf are the forms.,,, cf Sanscr. dam, to l)e

tame, Lat. dom-are. our tame. Germ.
zahm : hence perh. also damnare, dam-
num,.), 7), tj. Ep. for (5//, subj.

aor. 2 pass, from., Ep. for, 3 plur.

indie, aor. 2 pass, from., Ep. for, inf.

aor. 2 pass, from, II.. , , Damia, a divinity of

the Epidaurians and Aeginetans,
prob. Ceres, Hdt. 5, 82 ; Paus. 2,

30. 4.^, ov, b, Damippus, masc.
pr. n., Polyb. 7, 5, 3.^, (—,) , b,

Damis, masc. pr. n.. Paus., Anth., 2 sing. pres. pass, from, for, II., poet, , b,

Damnameneus, one of the Dactyli

Idaei, Strab. 473 ; Nonn.
;.', = f5a/ia(j. Horn., only in

pres. and impf,—, Horn., who also

has tl\e pass, form, Od. 14,

488, in act. signf : in 11. it is always
pass., ov, b, fern,,,,=^.. ov, (,)
horse-taming, Orph.
^,, o,J)amnippus, masc.

pr. ., Lys.^, a. b, Damoetas, a herds-
man, Theocr. 6, 1.—2. a fisherman,
Anth.^, a, b. DamocUdax, a
Theban. Plut. Pelop. 8.

^'7., tovr, b, Damocles, a
Spartan. Polyb. 13, 5. 7.-2. a Pytha-
gorean philosopher of Crotona, lamb.^, . b, Damocrfiles,

masc. pr. n.. a Rho<lian, Ath. 500 B.
—Others in Plut. Aristid. 11 ; etc.\, , Damocrita, a Spartan
female, Plut.^, ov, 6, Dor. for^
Damocritus, masc. pr. n., Polyb, 17,

10, 9 ; etc.'. ov, b, Damoxams, a
poet of the new comedy, Ath. 15 A.

—

Others in Polyb. 18, 25. 6; Ath.; etc., ia, lov, Dor. for-, only in the connection oi, (sc.) the tent-cnrm-

panions m war of the Spartan kings,
cf IV., Xen. Hell. 4. 5, 8.

^, , i/, Damostratia,
fem. pr. n., Dio Cass.^, ov, b, Damostralv.^.,

Dor. for .., of Melite. Dem. 1310,
6.—2. grandson of preceding, Dem.
1310. 11.—3. a poet of the Anthology,
Jacobs Anth.
^, , b. Dor. for .,

Damotiles. a Spartan, Plut. Cleoin,

28.—Others in Polyb. 22, 8, 9 ; etc.

i, ov, b. Dor. for .,
Danifiiimus. a Sicyonian, Thuc. 4,

119.-2. an Athenian, Dem. 934, 28.^, a. b, Polyb. 5, 6t, 9,=, the Tamyras, Strab.
^, ov. b. Dor. fa .,

Damophantus, an Elean, Plut. Pni-
lop. 7., ov, b. Dor. for -,
Damophilus. a poet of Cyrene, Pind.

P. 4, 500.—2. a Boeotarch, Paus.—
Others in Diod. S., etc.^,, b, Damophon, a
Messenian, Pans. 4, 31, 0.—2. son of

Thoas. king of Corinth, Id. 2. 4, 3.—
—3. son of Pantaleon. king of Pisa,

Id. 6, 22, 3.^,, b. Dor. for .,
Damocharis, a poet of the Anthology., Epic lengthd. form for

from. II. 6, 368.

^Aapvpiac, a, b, Damyrias, a river

of Sicily, Plut. Tim. 31.'^, . , Damo, daughter of

Pythagoras, Diog. L., ,=: -, Ar. Pac. 797, from Stesich.

(Fr. 39, Kleine.)^,, b, Damon, a celebra-

ted sophist and musician, teacher of

Pericles, Plat, freq.—2. a Thurian,
victor in the Olympic games, Paus.
—Others in Andoc. ; Pans. ; etc.^. a, b, Damnnidas, Spar
tan pr. n., Plut.

ACiv, Dor. for ,, ov , a
strong negation, No, by earth ! The-
ocr. 4, 17., , , Dana, a large and
wealthy city of Cappadocia, probably
same as, now Kitch-hissar,

Xen. An. 1, 2, 20.^, . , Danae, (Dor.
and, Hdn.) daughter of Acri-

sius and mother of Perseus, 11. 14,



319.—2. title of a comedy of Sannyr-
lon, and of ApoUophanes, Meineke 1,

p. ^«4, 267.^, , , soa of Danae, i. e.

Perseus, Hes. Scut. H. 229 : also son.

ofD.iuaus, usu. in pi. v. sub,
[iij laiter Auv-]
tAavnig,, , daughter of Danaus,

usu. in pi. ai^, the Danaides,
daaghtms of Daiiaus, fil'tv in number,
who, forthe murder of theirhusbands,
were condemned to the endless task
of drawing water in perforated ves-

.sels, ApoUod, 2, 1, 5 ; cf. Find. N. 10.

Hence proverb, of any fruitless task,^-, Luc.—2. the Danaides, name of
a play of Aeschylus., 7, , a small Persian coin,

worth something more than an obol.

—II. the coin buried with a corpse as
Charon's fee.'•, , , Danatis, son of Be-
lus, brother of Aegvptus, founder of

Argos, about 1500 B.C., Hdl. 2, 91,

Eur. Or. 873 ; in pi. Aavaoi. , oi,

the Danaans, subjects of Danaus,
hence=/, Horn., and so in 11.,

for the Greeks in genl. : Aavatoai,, , the sons or descendants of Da-
naus, freq. in Eur. ; the Argives, Eur.
Or. 876, etc. : Ar. Fr. 259 b, uses a
com. superl..,,,—/.

|, , , Dandamis, a
Brahmin, Arr. An. 7, 2, 5.

iAavouiJloi, uv, oi, the Dandarii, a
Caucasian community, Strab.

\.7}, ov, , Dandes, masc. pr. n.,

Diod. S., f. -, (for the forms,- are barbarous, Suid.

in V., cf Bast Greg. p. 174.)

To put out money at usury, to lend. Ar.

The&in. 842 : also, without interest,

N. T. : more fully, . touu. Plat.

Legg. 742 C : in pass. aor.-, to be lent, Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 28.

Alid., ]>(,., to have lent to one, to bor-

row, Ar. Nub. 756, 1306: ~,
Plat. Tim. 42 ; • ', Dem. 13, 19 : in LXX. to beg,

j

Prov. 20, 4.
I, ov, TO,{) moneij lent

or borrowed on usury, a loan, . u~ac-
J, Dem. 911, 3,-, Arist.

Eth. N., cf. sq. : strictly neut. from, sub., [], . , [) =
foreg., . =,
Thuc. 1, 121.

j, , , money-lending ,
'

Plat. Legg. 291 C : metaph., -
., Eur. . 858.

|,, , , money-lender,
j

usurer, Dem. 885, J 8., ,, disposed to lend,

money-lending, Plut. Ag. 13 : .=, Luc.,, , and?.-, the Dantheletae, a Thracian tribe

on the Haemus, Strab., f. -', worse form for-
j, Anth.,, , a gift, present, Eu-

phor. Fr. 89 ; but usu. money lent out

at interest, loan, debt, Anth. (Cf old

Lat. dano=zdano, do.) [a\, , , () burnt, dry,

parched, , firewood, Od. 15,

322 : superl., Ar. Pac.
1134. Hence,, , misery. Soph. Fr.

338.^3, ov, 6, Danubius, the

Danube, the upper part of the Ister as

far a3 Anopolis in Moesia, Strab. 304.

, adv. [)=, with Or

by the teeth, Lat. mordicus, like,,, 0pp. . 4, 60, cf Jac. A.

P. p. 235., , ,^,-, the itch, Tim. Locr.,, . Daaimomtis,
a plain in Pontus. Strab.., oi, the Daorizi, a peo-

ple ol Dalmatia, Strab.,. , {, akin to)^, /., light, a firebrand, torch,

Horn., esp. in Od., also written,
. [], , as the name of a slave,

Lat. Davus, Menand., probably as the

name of a barbarous people, the Dai,

Hdt. 1, 125, like the earlier,, etc., V. Niebuhr Kleine Schrif-

ten, 1, 377 : in Strab. p. 304, Aaot, an
earlier name of the.^', ov, . Dauchus, a Persian,

chief of the artilicers in the army of

Cyrus the elder. Xen. Cyr. 6. 3, 29.

iAoo, ov. 6, Daochus, a Thessa-
lian, Dem. 324, 8., , f. -), to spend,

Thuc, etc. : . , to spend -upon

a thing, Thuc. 8. 45, Xen. Mem. 1,

3, 11, and so in Pass., Hdt. 2, 125 : in

mid. to spend of one's own, and SO much
like act., Hdt. 2, 37, and Att. : c. ace.

cognato, , Lys.

161, 41 ; so too in perf. pass, •
:}^(>, Dem. 17,

3, and aor. pass,, Isae.

55, 22.—II. rarely c. ace. object! as, .
7TO?uv, to put the state to expense,

exhaust it, Thuc. 4, 3. From'',, , outgoing, expense,

Hes. Op. 721 : expenditure, .,, Thuc. 1, 129,

3, 13 : also in pliir., Thuc. 6, 15, and
metaph.-, Pind. 1. 5,

73 (4, 57).—II. money spent, as . -, on horses, Pmd. 1. 3, 49 : also

moneyfor spending, ,
Hdt. 1, 41,, Thuc. 1, 99.

—

III. expensiveness , extravagance, kv. natural extravagance,

Aeschin. 85, 8. (Peril, from same root

as ~.) [rru],, ro,=^foreg., Xen.
Cyr. 8, 1, 3, in plur. :, want of necessaries, Polyb.~, , , ol men, lavish,

extravagant, Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 2.—II.

of things, expensive,, Dem. 58,

6,7, Arist. Pol., just like

Lat. sumptuosiis: Adv., —, Xen.
Hell. 6, 5, 4.\, , ,() a
spending, consuming, Arist. ap. Euseb.
Praep. Ev. 372 C., -, , consuming:
hence eating,, Aet. Adv.
~, Sext. Emp., ov,=^a~avp,extrava^
gnnt,, Thuc. 5, 103., ov, , land, soil, Od. 11,

577, usu. the floor of a chamber, or pave-

ment, often splendidly wrought in the

heroic age, Hom., esp. Od., elsewh., cf. ' u\ genl. a coun-

try, esp. a plain, Aesch. Pr. 829, Eur.
(Usu. taken as Dor. for, -, like- : but Doderl.

and Pott take it to be for-,
and the quantity seems in favour of

this.) [(5- Ep. : sometimes in

Trag., though this is ver\- dub., and
Pors, Or. 324, Buckh v. 1. Find. N. 7,

121 always read, where the

is needed.], ov, , dim. from sq.,

Hipi)arch. ap. Ath. 477 F.'., , a carpet, rug, Ar.

Plut. 526, Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 16 in plur.

(merely another form of.) [], ov, , {~) an eater,

con.sumer, gnawer: hence, blood-

sucking i/isects. Lye. 1403.-,, , fern, of foreg.. Anth., t. -/', to tear, rend, devour,

feed on, as wild beasts, 11. 16, 159, etc.

.

hence also of lire, 11. 23, 183, of a
spear, II. 13, 831 : hence to tear or
torture in mind. Soph. O. T. 682, and
so in Pass., ,
Aesch. Pr. 437. (Akin to -,
Lat. dap-es, prob. from to divide

;

strengthd. by redupl..)
fAapaSa or, Daraba, a city

of Arabia, Strab.
^, , , the Daradax, a

river of Syria, tailing into the Eu-
phrates, Xen. An. 1, 4, 10., , a Thessalian sort of
unleavened bread, Ath. 110 D.
tp/;, , , Darapsa, a city of

Bactria, Strab.^,, oi, the Dardae, an Indi-

an people, Nonn.^, ov, , Dardaneum, a
promontorj' near Dardanus in Troas,
Diod. S.\, a,,^.^,, , an inhabitant of
Dardanus, a Dardanian ; fem. Aap-, Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 10 : in pi. ol, the Dardanians, a peo-
ple of Asia on the Gvndus, Hdt. 1,

189, v. Baehr ad loc—2. in Polyb.
2, 6, 4, a Thracian tribe, elsewhere

and., , , Dardania, a city
of Troas founded by Dardanus, 11. 20,

216 ; in genl.= Troy.—2. a district of
the Troad, also called,
(sc.) Strab.—3. a portion of 11-

lyria, wherein dwelt the,
Strab. ;, Polyb. 5, 97.—4.

earlier name of Samothrace, Paus., , oi, an Illyrian

people=p(i^'O 2, Strab.

^, ov, , son or descendant

of Dardanus, i. e. Priam, II. 3, 303 :

Anchises, H. Hom. Ven. 178 : in pi.

oi, the Trojans, Eur.
Rhes. 230.^, a Ep. , ov, of Darda-
nus, Dardanian, poet. Trojan; ai Aap.
nvAaL=^ai . II. 5, 789.^, ov, , an inhabitant of
Dardania in Troas, in pi. ol Aap., the
Dardanians, =^, II. 2, 819. -2.

an Illyrian people, Strab.

^, , , pecul. fem. to
foreg. a Trojan female, 11. 18, 122.—II.

Aap.=, Strab.: cf.

also.,, 6, son or descend-

ant ol Dardanus, in pi. ol Aap. the Dar-
dania7is,=, II. 7, 414., ov, 6, (A) Dardanus, son
of Jupiter and Electra, founder of
Dardania in Troas, II. 20, 215 ; Apol-
lod. 3, 12, 1.—2. a Trojan, son of Bias,
slain by Achilles, II. 20, 460.—Others
in Paus., etc.— II. As adj.-, a Trojan, II. 16, 807, but
more usu. in plur., prop.
the Dardanians, subjects of .lEneas,

different from the Trojans, hence
Agam. addresses them as, 11. 3, 456. () , Dardanus,
a city of Troas, 110 stadia south of
the ancient Dardania, Hdt. 7, 43

:

Thuc. 8. 104 ; Strab. 587, sqq.

(5. lengthd. form of.
of wild beasts, II. 11. 479, etc. : me
taph., to devour one's patri

mony, Od. 14, 92. This form seems
strictly Ep.^ =, Aesch. Pers.
6&1.
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, , , or in Hdt. and
Thuc. . joined, a Per-
sian gold coin.= 20 Attic drachmae,
or about $;J.50, so that 5=a mina,
300=:a talent: v. Hussey, W. and
M., p. WZ sq. (Said to have been
iirst coined by Darius, but prob. de-

rived from Pers. dcira, a king, like the
English sovereign.), , , ,{,*) born of or descended from
Darius, Aesch. Pers. 6., , , Darius, Persian

name, ace. to Hdt.= tir., q.

V. : in fact a Greek form of Persian

danl, a king. v. Bahr. Hdt. 6, 1)8 : name
of several Persian kings.— 1. Hystas-

pis, i. e. son of Hystaspes, Hdt. 1, 183.

—2. . or Ochus, illegitimate

son of Artaxerxes, Thuc. 8, 5.—3.

Codomannus, son of Arsames, last

king of Persia, Arr. An.^, , , the Daritae, a peo-

ple on the Caspian sea, Hdt. 3, 92.^,, . Dares, a Trojan, 11.

5, 29.-—2. a poet of Phrygia, Ael. V.

H. 11,2., fut. 2 pass, from.
A.\PeA'Nfl,fut.: perf

: aor. 2., poet., ci.,, etc. To
sleep, fall asleep, in aor. to be asleep,

Od. 20, 143, cf.). (The
Sanscr. root is drat, Lat. dor-mire,

our dream, cf. Pott F'orsch. 1, p. 230,

sq.)^, ov, ,=^, Strab., ov, =. Dor.

Aesch., , . Dor. for, also

in Att. Monk. Hipp. 1093.,, , {), a skinning,

flaying, Gal.. , , verb. adj. from,
flayed, skinned, to be skinned,, the skin taken off

horses^ heads, Choeril. 4.—II. Tu
a kind of fish, skinned before dressing,

Ath., gen., , Att. contr. for

<5aif., for, v. sub.

(.), inf aor. mid. with act.

signf of, to divide, Horn., who
has from it the p. 3. indie,-, II. and 1 plur. opt.,
Od. :, is fut. Dor.^ for, v. foreg., v. sub., adv. from., ov, thick-shaded, dnrk,v7^,
Hom. : met. of a bushy beard, Aesch.
Pers. 310. (from intens. prefix -,

: not for.)^', Ion. , , Dascyles,

father of Gyges, Hdt. 1, 8.^,{, Hdt. 3,

120), ov, TO, Dascylium. now Didskilo,

a city of Bithynia, Hdt. 1. c, Strab.,

etc. ; hencetAav, ov, , fem.-,, , of Dascylium, Dascylian ;

ol Aaa., the inhab. ofDascylium, Thuc.
1, 129 ; Strab. ; etc.

; ??, Paliis DascylUis, the Dascylian
lake, Strab. 575.^, ov, . Dascyhis, father

of Lycus, king of Mysia, . Rh. 2,

776.—2. son of Lycus, Ap. Rh. 2,

803.^
^AUGKtjv,, . D.tscon, a Sy-

racusan, founder of Camarina, Thuc.
C, 5.—2. a fortress near Syracuse, on
a gulf of the same name, Thuc. C, 66 ;

Diod. S. 13, 13.,, ,{,)
share, portion.

310

^, Dasmcnda, a mountain-
castle in Cappadocia, Strab.,, , a dividing, distri-

buting, Xen. An. 7, 1, 37.?,.{() col-

lect, exact as tribute, tl ,
Dem. 1355, 8 : but c. ace. pers.,-, to subject one to Iribi^e,

exact it from him, Isocr. C8 , cf.

Bockh P. E. 2, 375 : and', , , collection, exact-

ion of tribute. Pint. : from, ov,(,) ex-

acting tribute, Strab. : . a tax-gath-

erer, cf'., ov, , {,) a

division, sharing of spoil, II. 1, 166 ; dis-

tribution, H. Hom. Cer. 80.—II. in Att.,

an impost, tribute. Soph., etc. ;. Soph. . C. 635,,, Xen. Cyr. 4, 6, 9 ; 2, 4,

14: in plur., Id. An. 1, 1,8., , to pay, be subject to

tribute, Aesch. Pers. 586. Pass, --, tribute is paid one, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 6, 4 : from, ov, {, )
paying tribute, subject to it, taxed, Hdt.

3, 97, etc., fut. c. act. signf. of,
to divide. Hom., , , () a thicket,

Strab.

—

. a being rough, bristly, Al-

ciphr. [u]), , gen. , (,) with shaggy brows.?^., b. 7;,=sq.,-, Simon. 3: v. Meineke Euphor.
Fr. 52./, , horrid, fnghtful, ep-

ith. of the Erinyes, Od. 15, 234, cf.

Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 155; of Hecate,
Theocr. 2, 14; later also of any mon-
sters, (prob. from intens. prefix -,
and, very striking, or -
(-), very daring : there is no
ground for taking it as if for?-
.=^'7?..), , , in Strab.-. the Dassaritae, an lUyrian

people ; , , the ter-

ritory^ of the Dass., Polyb. 5, 108, 2., poet, inf aor. 1 mid.

from, of, Horn.^, , , Dastarcnm, a

mountain fortress of Cataonia, Strab.^, , , Dastxra, a city ol

Armenia, Strab.€.>, ov, (,)
loith thick beard., -, , , (,) thick-haired, hairy,, Bac-
chyl. 12., ov, (,)
bushy-tailed,, Theocr. 5, 112.,, (, /))
= sq.,., , (, /)
shaggy-legged, epith. of Pan, Anlh.,.. ovo,^^ioIeg.,

Anth., ov, epith. of Bacchus,
from the thick foliage of the vine,

Pans, (not from, : -',
or, as perh. it should be,-, being
a mere termination.), ov, (,)
thick-fleeced, woolly, Od. 9, 425., ov, (,-) with hairy forehead,, Geop,, verb. adj. from,
one must aspirate, Ath., , , fond of ike rough

breathing, epith. of the Attics, Piers.

Moer. p. 179, 245. (from III.), f. -'', () to make
rough, hairy, Diosc. : pass, to become

or be hairy, Ar. Eccl. OG, and Hipp.

—

1
11. to thicken, overcast, ovpaVoV,
Theophr.—HI. to aspirate, Gramm., ov, of a hare, Arist.

H. A. : Jiom, ~, ,(,)
rough-foot, and so a hare, Antiph. Cycl.

2, and freq. in Arist. II. .: but iu

Plin., a particular kind of hare., ov, (, /-) rough-bottomed, Plat, (CoiU.)
Adon. 1., ov, (, )==-
foreg., uiOf, , ,(,-) shaggy-bearded, Ar. Thesin. 33."',, , fem. Ion.,
Hdt., thick, thickly covered or grown
with hair, etc., hairy , rough, Od. 14,51,
Simon. 8: donimy, opp. to ',
young hares, Hdt. 3, 108 : yi/yja -, and/, shields of skin' the haii-

on, Xen. An. 4, 7, 22 ; 5, 4, 12 : hence
of places, thickly grown viith bushes,

wood, etc., Hdt., either absol. as 1, 191,
or c. dat. modi, . ')), Id. 4,
21 ,^, 4, 109,,, etc.,

Xen. : ., a lettuce ivith the

leaves on, opp. to, Hdt.
3, 32.— II. like Lat. dtnsus, thick,

crowded, Od. 14, 49.

—

III. aspirated,

Dion. H., and Graiiurii. esp. in adv.- : , sub., the

rough breathing, Ath. Adv. -, ., Arist. Physiogn. (Akin to '-, and to Lat. densus, as to.), ov, , () a ma-
king rough or hoarse, Diosc.. ov,(,)
shaggy-breasted, Hes. Op. 512., ov, {,,
u'ith rough voice. Gal., , >/, {) rough-
7iess, hairiness, Arist. Physiogn.—.
the use of the aspirate, Polyb.-^, ov,(,).^^, Anth.?, ov, (, ,)
with rough rind, Nic., ov, , (',)
hairy, with thick mane or wool, Anth.^, a, , Datamas, command-
er of 10,000 cavalry in the army of the
elder Cyrus, Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 17: Aa-, ov, , Datames, Arr. An. 2, 2,

etc.\, ov, , Dalaphernes,
Persian masc. pr. n., Arr. An. 3, 29,

12, etc., Dep., used only in pres.

and imperf, the other tenses from, fut., aor.,
to divide, distribute, portion out, 7.,, II. 9, 138, Od. I, 112 ; so
too in, Pind. . 7, 102 ; assign

as a portion, , Hdt. 1, 216; but
to cut up, cut in two,, II.

20, 394, -, measured the ground with their

feet, II, 23, 121, cf. Lat. carptre viam
pedihus :', they

shared, were equally inspired by the
fury of Mars, II. 18,204. Poet. word,
not used in Att., except ia conipd.. (Prob. akin to, to

divide.), Doric for, 3
pi. impf from.,, tov. dividing, distribu

ting, c. gen. Aesch, Theb, 711.//, , , a distril/uier, Aesch.
Theb, 945,

tAar/f,, , Datis, a Mede, com-
mander of the army of Darius at the
battle of Marathon. Hdt. 0, 94 : hence,, , ,<:pcuki,n^ Ukc



tis, i. e. speaking broken Greek, called

by Ar. Pac. 289, .', , , or,, . Da-
tum or Datus, a city of Thrace on the

Strymonian Gulf, Hdt. 9, 75., , ,=, Nic., ov, , Theophr., also-, ov, , a kind of parsnip or carrot,

growing in Crete, used in medicine./.,, 'i/,ieiii.ad}.,of Dan-
lis, esp. as epith. of Philomela, who
was chp.nged into the nightingale,

ov swallo\v, Thuc. 2, 29.

\•?.,, , Danlian, of Dau-
lU, .\esch. Cho. 674.

iAavXiov, ov, ,=7., Polyb.

4, 25, 2./, , , Daulius, the found-

er oi .Metapontuin, Strab.^/, a, ov, Daulicm, of Daulis,

6 A. a Dauliaii, Hdt. 8, 35: fem. also

'/, of the swallow, Plot. 2, 727

D: cf. 7..
^Aa/J.,, , Daulis, a city and

district of Phocis near Delphi, 11.

2, 520; afterwards Aav/Ja, Daulia,

which name it retains at the present

day, Thuc. 2, 29, Strab. 423.'2, , also, thick,

^^'"gsy• i"^rjVJi, Aesch. Fr. 27 : me-
taph., dark devices, like TzvuLval-, Aesch. Supp. 97. (perh. from-, by the omission of .), . , Daunia, the earlier

name of Apulia, Strab. 283 ;
prop, the

northern part of lapygia or Apulia,

Polyb. 5, 88, 3.^, a, ov, Datmian, Apulian ;

oi Aavi'ioi, the Dauniayis, the Apuli-

aiis, Polyb. 3, 88, 4 ; Strab.^, ov, , in pi. oi,:=, Lye. 1063.^, Ion. , , Daurises,

son in-lav/ of Darius Hystaspis, Hdt.

5, 116.. =, to sleep, only in

Sapph. 8C.

—

.^,, to set on

fire, Jac. A. P. p. 205.^, a, , Daphnagoras, a

Mysian, Xen. An. 7, 8, 9.,, ,=, of
or belonging to a bay, Anth. : epith. of

Apollo, Nonn. : -, epith. of Diana,

Paus. as masc. pr. n., Daphimeus,
Arist. ; Plut.. ov, ,{,-
ov) oil of bay, Diosc.. , , Lat. Laurus, oViTjbay-

tree (not the laurel, which was hard-

ly known in Europe till the latter

end of ICth century, Martyn ad Virg.

Georg. 1, 306), Od. 9, 183, Hes. Th.
30, sacred to Apollo, because of the

metamorphosis of Daphne ; hence
supposed to have inspiring properties., , , Daphiu. daughter of

the river-god of the Ladon in Arcadia,

changed into a bay-tree, Pans. 8, 20,

1, etc.—2. a daughter of Tnesias,
Diod. S.—II. a city of Syria, near
Antiochia, Strab.— 2. a city of Low-
er Aegypt, in Hdt,, /.•, 2, 30,,, ,=, of
or like a bay, Nonn./, , (,)
bay-Khadcd, Incert. ap, Euseb., ov, {,)
bay-eating, hence inspired by cheving
the. bay, epith. of prophets. Lye. [a], ov, , the temple of
Apollo, Theophr., , to bear bay-boughs

or crowns, Plut. : and, , , belonging to a
: esp. tu- songs in hon-

our of Apollo : from

, ov, {, )
growing, planted with bays, or fittedfor
them,, Hdn.—II. bearing bay-

boughs, laureate., Aesch. Supp.

706,', Eur. Ion 422., ,, belonging to a bay :, , a poem of Agathias., , ov, rruide from bay,

/., Hipp. : of bay-ivood,.
CalL H. Ap. 1.,, , a bay-berry, Hipp.,, , Daphnis, a tyrant

of Abydos, Hdt. 4, 138.—2. a Sicilian

herdsman, Theocr. 1, 66.—3. , a

nymph, Paus., , , fem. -mf .. ,
bay-crowned, laureate, epith. of Apollo

at Syracuse.— II. of, belonging to bay,, Geop.,,{,) de-

lighting in the bay, epith. of Apollo,

Anth./, ,{,) like

bay : . a bay-like shrui, Hipp., and
Theophr.,, o.=sq. 0pp., ov.{,) bay-

crowned, laureate, Anth.\, , , i)a;)/iii?<.s. a physician

of Ephesus, Ath. 1 D.—II. a river of

Locris, Plut., ov.{,) sha-

ded liith bay,, Diogen. (Trag.)

ap. Ath. 636, A.\,, b, Daphnus, a

city and harbour of Locris, first be-

longing to Phocis, Thuc. 8, 24 ; Strab.

416 sqq.

and, ov,

worse forms for., ,^, bay-

like, bay-clad,}, Eur. Ion 76., , , like a bay, Geop.,,{-,)=-,, ', a garment
red with blood, II. 18, 538, Hes. Sc. 159.,, , later form of

sq., Nonn., cf.., , late also , , {-,) in II. mostly of wild beasts,

ace. to some blood-reeking, bloody, mur-
derous, but better of their colour,

blood-red, dark-red, blood-sjiotted : it

must be so taken in, II. 10, 23, ~1
. 11. 2, 308, -, . Pan. 23, cf. Hes. Sc.

167 ; and so prob. ., II. 11, 474

:

perh. better in the former signf of the, Hes. Sc. 250, and of Prome-
theus' eagle, Aesch. Pr. 1022, and so

metaph. ., . Horn. . 304.

Cf.., , , abundance, plenty,

Polyb. : and., {-.) Dep. mid.,

[

to abound, be wealthy and liberal, TLvi,

in or with a thing.-?., adv. from., , {) abundajit,

plentiful, esp. of feasts (dopes), hence
Lat. dapsilis : large, ample,, Hdt.

2, 121, 4,, 3, 130.— II. of per-

sons, liberal, profuse, Epich. p. 86.

—

III. Emped. ISOhasJai/ji/of in signf,

ample, wide, /'/, and so// in

Lye.—Adv. -, Theocr. 7, 145, -,
Diod. abundantly, plentifully, etc.., Xen. Mem. 2, 7, 6; Supl. --,. Cyr. 1,6, 17.*, an old root, with signf of

teaching and learning, as appears in

the derivs. ^, :

the principal Homer, forms are as

follows

:

I. to teach : only used in redupl. aor.

2. act.() hence, he taught,

like Lat. doceo, c. dupl. ace,

Od. 6, 233, 8, 448 ; but also c. inf., as, Od. 20, 72 : Ap. Rh. is the
first who has the regul..

11. to learn : to this sense belong
the tut. absol. Od. 3,187 ; c.

gen.,v, thou ivilt learn frorti

me, Od. 19, 325 : perf. fonns,
(Od. 8, 134, 2, 61),

(Od. 17, 519), (. Horn.
Merc. 483) : aor. pass,, subj.,, inf,,
part,, also absol. or c. ace, ex-
cept in II. 21, 487, where we have

: from again
is formed an inf pres.. to

search out, c. acc, Od. 16, 316.—The
pres. and iinpf are supplied by-,. (Akin to/.--, to Lat. discere, docere, and perh.

to dic-ere,^ ; on the root v.

Pott Forsch. 1, p. 185.), subj. aor. pass, of*. II.

', but: conjunct, particle, used
to call attention to the fact that the

word or clause with which it stands
is to be distil)guished from something
preceding ; and usu. having an oppo-

sing or adversative force. It usu. an-

swers to, esp. in prose, when it

may be rendered by while, on the other

hand, v. : but as the opposition

often suggests itself after the sen-

tence is begun, marks this even
without , so early as Hom. ; v..—2. however it freq. serves mere-
ly to pass from one thing to another,

when it may be rendered, and, furthir,

and so, by an easy transition, to de-

note something like the connection of
cause and effect,when it nearly=yap,
II. 6, 160, Od. 1, 433, cf. Herm. Vig.

n. 344.—3. in Questions, Addresses,

etc., retains more or less its adver-
sat. force, though often it cannot be
expressed in English, II. 1, 540: in

Trag. it follows the pers. pron. in

turning from one person to another,
esp. after a vocat., Pors. Or. 614 ; and
sometimes it begins a speech, as if

referring to something omitted. Soph.
Ant. 1181 Herm.—4. it serves also /o

mark the apodosis, after , ~,
etc. in the protasis, and so esp. in Ep.,

.., .., etc., should often be
written for ',, v. Buttm.
Exc. 12 ad Mid., Herm. Soph. Phil.

86; so in Latin si.. a(, Catull. 30, 11.

—5. and in Att. Greek, is often
used to resume the discourse after a long
parenthesis, like Lat. igiiur, when it

may be rendered by 7iow, I say, Ar.
Ach. 509, V. Herm. Vig. n. 345.— II.

properly stands second, but it is

also found third or fourth, when the
preceding words are closely connect-
ed. Soph. Aj. 169 : and in Ep., v.

Herm. Orph. p. 820 : even sixth in

Epigen. Pont. 1, v. Meineke Menand.
p. 7.

B. in connection with other parti-

cles :— 1. , in ,...., Att.,

and too, and also, Herm. \ig. n. 345 b.

—2. ' ?.?., but at least, then, Elmsl.
Heracl. 565.—3. or .., but at

least.— 4. , but then, v. .—5. ', much like {5 (5//...—6. .., and
also, Hom., but never in Trag., v.

Herm. 'ig. §316.
-, an enclitic preposition, or ra-

ther a Posi-position
;

joined— I. to

names of places in the acc, to de-
note motion towards that place, and SO
merely an enclitic preposit.,

(Att. ), /., home-wnrrfs,
seawards.?', to Olympus,

for, to the door, Hom.

;

more rarely repeated with 1 he possess.
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pron. , and sometimes
even alter, as Od. 10, 351 ; in 'Ai-

it lollows tlie gen., just as
"Airfoil, sub. : m Att. usu. joined
to the names of cities,/,-

." sometimes it denotes purpose
only, /'/ (,', U. 5, 232.

— II. to the denionstr. pron., to give

it greater force,,,,
etc., such a man as this, Att. - [l]., , //, Dor. for t)tu, Lat. Den.-(\=^, genii. ,:is Irom *•
ap or * ,^^-, Soph. Vr. 305.', the only form remaining
from an old verb=, to

aeem, found only in Od. 6, 212,-', he seemed, Tnethought

he was.. ; where before Wolf was
read', \.. (Bultm.
Lexii. voc. 5, derives it from
*(5(,, a being changed ion.

into e, and connects with
it.)

tAetiai, , , the Debae, a nation
of Aral)ia, Diod. S., Ep. part. aor. syncop.
from, Hom.,. pres. pass. *),
Od. 10, 310., 3 sing. aor. 2 act. of*,
Od. 8, 448.,, , perf of *(5,.,
part,/, Od./, part, perf pass, of

*<5, . Hom., ion. for, 3 pi.

perf pass. Irom, Od.. part, perf pass, from^, Horn.

t^f rf«piirt, perf act. from., 3 sing, perf pass, of, Hom., perf part. pass, from
11., of., part, perf of*, Od., 3 pi. perf pass, fromrf^o),

for, Hdl., part, perf of,
II.. hence imperat., 11. 5, 228,

and fut., 11. 5, 238, all c.

act. signf,, irreg. inf perf of-, q. v.^, perf act. from.^, perf pass, from., poet. lut. mid. from -, 11., Ion. 3 plur. pf of -/, Hdt.(/, perf pass, of rfu/cvu.

An\ijy,, 3 sing, perf and
plqjii. ot., fut. perf used for non-
Attic fut. 1 pass. of., poet,, q. v., perf. of
an old root ,, for the later, I fear, phir. without vowel of
union,, 3 pi., 11. 24,
()03, Imperat..^, v. foreg./., aor. part. mid. from, Dem., adv. from part, perf -. fearfulli/, in fear, Dion. H.(,=(, Od. 15,

150, poet.—II.=, Ar. Lys.
564..^=, Att. -; aor. part,, Dem.
434, 24 ;— I. as dep. to frighten, Plat.

Phaedr. 245 B, Dem. 434, 24 ; 1451, 7.

—II. as pass, to fear, Hipp., Ion. for, 3 pl.

plqpf pass, from./,. act. of.-, part, perf jjass. of rfa-, and ot, and,,, plqpf of, Hom.
312

, part,, perf. of. c. pres. signf, Ijear.^, adv. from,=, Philost.. Dor. pres.= rfetrf(j,,
Theocr. 15,58,, irreg. part, perf of

or, c. act. signf, ivait-

ing for, lying in wait, 11. 15, 730, Hes.
Sc. 214 : not to be confounded with
Att. from., 2 perf act. liom.^, 2 pl. perf pass, from, Hdt. 7, 135., 2 perf act. from., part,; perf of, Hom.
i', 3 pl. plpf pass, for, from, Hdt., Ej). part, perf act. of, II., part, perf pass, of, ll.', perf act. common to both

and rfpacj, Ar., Eur.^ and, perf pass.

from, Ar. Pac. 1039. Thuc.3,54.
\, perf act. o{.
^, 2 sing, perf pass, ol-, Eur. Tro. 745.

1, v..^, 2 perf act. of, (in

comp.) Od. 5, 412.^, 3 sing, plpf for,
from., , ov, resolved form of-
•. 11. 10, 466.

tAf?i, subj. 3 sing, of f5et•,, , {) a want,

prayer, entreaty, , Ar.

Ach. 1059.,, ',{) a wanting,

entreating, asking, Isocr. 186 D, Plat.,

etc. : supplication, entreaty, ibr one's

self, or another; prayer, N. T., , ,{) praying,

a.iking. given to ask, Arist. Eth. N.\, 1 fiit. pass, of, non-
Attic, but in Dem. 740, 8, etc., subj. /, contr. rf?) (as is

written by Dind. ' Ar. Ran. 266, but
very rare), opt. , inf, part., Att. : imperf : lut.

: aor. 1 /, impers. from
.—}. c. ace. et. inf, -
rsai, it is binding on. one, it behoves one

to do. one jnnst, one ought, Lat. oportet,

dccet : in Hom., who elsewh. uses, only once, '
/)) f/oi'f, V'hi/ shniihl the Argives

fifiht ? II. 9, 337, but in Att. very com-
mon ; so c. et indie,-. Herm. Soph. Aj. 553,

Phil. 54 : very rare c. dat.,~/, Eur. Hipp. 942, and Xen.

—

11. c. gen. .there is need of, there is icant-

ing, Lat. opus est re, freq. in Hdt., and
Att. : most freq. in phrases, there wmits vmch, far from it,-, there wants little, all but, and
so stronger ?.?. ,. Dem. 326, 1 :',
It is still farther from it, Hdt. 4, 43 :, Luc : also,

absol., in same sense,

and sometimes, etc., with
omitted ; very rare ; cf

:—with the person added,, Lat. ojius est 7nihi re, Aesch.
Ag. 848,Thuc. 1,71, etc. ; more rarely, Aesch. Pr. 86, cf Pors.
Or. 659 ; and sometimes ,
as Eur. Supp. 594. (In signf I.,

seems to come from , to bind, in

11., from, tawant, q. v.),, .{) a sam-
ple, pattirn, proof, spiciinen, Lat. docu-

mentum,, Isocr. 321 A,

2}•, Eur. Supp. 354,, Ar. Ach. 988.— 2. prob. 1. in
Aesch. Ag. 976, an image, vision.—3. a
place in the Peira;cus, where mer-
chants set out their wares for sale, like
an Eastern bazaar, Xen. Hell. 5, 1,21,
hence (5., Ar. Eq. 979 : so The-
ophr. Ch. 23, V.I. lor rfi(is"tv}//a. Hence, -, to make a show of,

N.T., 3 sing, plqpf of,
in sense to welcome, ll. ; and•, 3 plur. perf mid., Otl.;. 3 \. plqpf, II. to pledge, etc.

—

Others wrongly from.^, v. I'oreg., ov, gen. , {,
fearful, cowardly, 11. 3, 56., , , like, perf ol, c. pros, signf, plur.,, imperat. [though Nic.
Al. 443, has ], inf,
Hom.

;
part,, hence,

Hes. :, 3 plur. plqpf, 11. 15,
652., dep. mid.,{)
to meet with outstretched hand, to greet,

welcome,/, Od. 20, 197

;

, to hail \vith the cup, Od. 18,

121 ; also, only used in
pres. and impf ; cf.—2.

=, to sheu; Ap. Kh. Only
Ep., being the form in prose
and Att. (Cf( sub lin.),.-, dep. mid.,{) tojrighten, alarm,, II. 13,

810, etc. ; . Tivti , to scare

one away from the corpse, 11. 18, 164.—2. intr. to be afraid, to tremble, 11. 2,

190 : Ep. word, in Att. sometimes-, q. v., Ep. for, Hom., the pres. only used in the
first pers., / fear, Hom. : fut.-, II. : aor. 1. but Hom. al-

ways in Ep. form, , , (so
too in compos.,) : perf. c.

pres. signt., also, II.

(which last is rare in Att. prose),
with syncop. fomis,,
imperat., part,, : plqpf., for which in Ep. more freq.,, etc.; v. sub .
The irreg. form. Plat. Phaedr.
251 A, should (ace. to Buttm.) be, if the opt. is right at all.—I.

intr. to be afraid, to fear. Construct,
either absol., or with a clause sub-
joined, usu. with '/..., like Lat. vcreor

ne..., Ifear it is..., and mostly c. subj.,

as 11. 1, 555, etc. ; but c. indicat., Od.
5, 300 ; but (5. ov..., vereor ne non...,

vereor ut..., I fear it is not..,; c. con-
junct., Hdt. 7, 163, Thuc. 3,57; so
too . ..., ?/..., ..., are
used=d. ?/.... usu. c. indie, as Soph.
O. T. 1074, EI. 1309, Ar. Eq. 112,

Dem. 130, 13; also . ...,=.
oil..., c. indie, Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 30.

—2. c. inf., to fear to do, ', 11. 7, 93, cf Thuc. 1, 136.—3. . , to be alarmed, ana:ious

about..., ll. 17, 242. and freq. in Att.,

also 77tpt or , Thuc, etc.

;

, Aesch. Pr. 182.—4. c. ace.
to he afraid of, to fear, stand in awe of,, Od. 14, 389,, 11. 4,

431, etc. : in Thuc. 4, 117, exactly^.— 5. part, perf ,
one's fearing, and so much like (,
Thuc. 1, 36.. , . -/, {) to

spend llie afternoon, to V'uit till evening :

only in ' . Od.
17, 599 : ace. to Buttm. Lex. v.)
12, having taken an afternoon meal, a
sort of bmcheon, cf sq.],,, an afternoon itwcAion,



AEIR.

an intermediate meal, v. 1. Call. Fr. 190, 1

V (JeitAof , and cf. Buttin. Lex.'
12.?., , ov,=sq.., at evening,

Theocr. 13, 33 : from, ov, belonging to ,, the evening part of day,
eventide, Od. 17, 606, SO 6. (,.
Rh., . , Opp. : hence—)1. as

subst.=7],, the late, sink-

ing evening, li. 21, 232 ; v~d',
at even, Ap. Rh.—2.—'. Call.

Fr. 190.,^, to point out,

shew, in Ep. iinpf.<,\-
ocr. 24, 56, Ep. 3 pi. pres.,
Arat. 208 : but Hoin. uses it only in

—II..^=,, sa-

lute by offering the right hand, in genl.

to wekome, greet,,, Od.
18, 111 ; II. 15, 86. (cf., fin.)

and?, 6,

Dor. for

and?, ov,

0, one who represents ; esp. Lacon. =, Lat. mimus, an actor who
played low, burlesque parts, Plut. Of
all these words there was yet another
form, etc. (v..)

and 7]7, ov, (-) exhibiting. Hence
and 7, ov, , a

representation, exhibition, Hdt. 2, 171,

ubi V. Creuzer ap. Bahr.^-, ov, o, v.., shortened for,
Hes.

and ), (Hes.

Op. 449, 500, Hdt. 4, 150, and freq.

later), 3 sing, (Hes. Op. 524)

:

fut. : aor. 1 : perf -
(the perf first in

Dem. 805, 12, in compd. ., but

freq. in later prose, as Polyb., and
Plut.) : these become in Hdt.,, : on the perf. forms, v. infr. To
shew, point out, absol., or c. ace, Hom.,
etc. : seemingly impers., time

will shew, Ar. Ran. 1261 : . ,
to point towards, Hdt. 4, 150, and so in

mid., H. Hom. Merc. 367.—2. to bring

to light, display, ,
shewed US a marvel, Od. 3, 174, cf II.

13, 244 : hence of artists, to portray,

represent to the life, by statuary, etc.,

Strab., V. Hemst. Luc. Somn. 8.—Mid., to display, set before one, 11.

23, 701; cf..— 3. to point

out, make known, esp. by words, to tell,

explain, teach, like), Lat. in-

dicare, Horn., etc., cf Valck. Phoen.
533 : to shew, prove, usu. c. part.,

yap C)v , Eur. Or. 792, ubi
V. Pors., so ,
Thuc. 4, 73, etc. : also followed by

..., ..., ..., and other relatives,

Aesch. Theb. 176, Thuc. 1, 76, 143,

etc. : absol., it is clear or

proven, Heind. Plat. Phaed. 66 D.—4.

of accusers, to inform against,,
Ar. Eq. 278.—. in Od. 4, 59, . 9,

196, we have=^-
VOr,, welcoming, greeting:

whence also Buttm. Catal. in voc,
refers to the 3 plur. pf-, 3 pi. plqpf. which
are usu. placed under,, theypledged
them, drank to them, II. 9, 671, cf 4,

4; , Od, 7, 72: in, and, -,
we have a like variety of signf,

though Hom. uses each of these in

one signf only. (Buttm. further

traces both to a common root -,
with the common notion oi stretching

»ut the right hand (^), either to

point, as in, or to welcome, as

in : the usu. signf of-
is that of Sanscr. (//f, Lat. dic-

ere, duc-ere, in-dic-are, whence perh.

also dig-itus, -?..),-=, q. v. [v], a, ov, verb, adj., to be

shewn or proved, Xen. Mem. 3, 5, 8., , , Lat. mima,

Polyb., cf : from. ov,{) fit for

shelving : ., a place at Samos,
where Minerva shewed Perseus a re-

presentation of the Gorgon., ov, 6, a, shewer, exhibiter,

Orph., ,,() inclined,

able to shew : pointing with the finger.

Adv.-.*, assumed as pres.,whence

to form some tenses of, q. v.

sub fin., {) to be a coward,

or cowardly, Arist. Eth. N. : so also

as dep. mid., Luc., a, ov. lengthd. form of, q. v., fearful .• and so wretched,

sorry, paltry, miserable, freq. of per-

sons, Trag. : also ., a sorry

kindness, Aesch. Cho. 517, rf.,
paltry dust, Soph. El. 758, .-, . Soph.,, Eur. An
Att., and mostly poet, word, but used
also by Lys. 170, 22, Aeschin. 24, 32.[ in Ar. Eq. 139, Vesp. 165, etc.]

Hence,, , misery.,, 6, a coward, but

usu. in addresses, with a patronising

and coaxing signf, poor fellow ! Ar.

Pac. 193, Av. 143: from, a. ov, {,)
very pitiable, Ar. Plut. 973.

AavpL•),,tobecowardly,J'S.l.,
and Joseph. : from, ov, {, )
cowardly.

7', , ,=. Call.

Fr. 458., v..,. , sub., (akin to -
,) strictly, the time when the day is hot-

test, i. e.just after noon ; then in genl.

the whole time from noon till evening,/ ,
11.21, 111, where the three parts are

mentioned, which make up the whole
day, evening excepted : this was fur-

ther divided into 7. and
early and late afternoon,

Hdt. 7, 167; 8, 6, 9 : later, esp. in

Att., it came to mean usu. the later

part of the afternoon, just before even-

ing, Ruhnk. Tim., Piers. Moer. p. 133

:

and so evening itself, until night set

in, hence, as adv. in the even-

ing, Ep. Plat. 348 E, ,
Thuc. 4, 69 : Xen. however has it in

the older signf. Hell. 1,1,5. In late

prose, any time of the day, e. g. /, morning, Synes. Cf. Buttm.

Lexil. in voc.,, ,() timidity, cow-

ardice, Hdt. 1, 37, Soph., etc. :, to be charged with cowardice,

Hdt. 8, 26.?, to make afraid, LXX.,, , fright, faintheart-

edne.is, Plut. : from, , f. -, to be afraid,

Diod., more usu. in compd.-
). []', , , () contr. for, in the afternoon, at even,

Luc. : T(), an afternoon or

evening vienl, Ath. :, as adv.,

at even., Luc.,() to decline toiuards

evening, to begin to sink, ?.~6 r'

7/?, as Aristarch. read in Od. 7,

289, tor, approved by Buttm.
Lexil. V. 11, and Nitzsch ad 1./., pass, to be cowardly,
afraid, LXX.., , (.,)
maki7ig cowardly.', , , (,) coward-

.

ly, faint-hearted, . to /., II.

13, 278, hence, in the heroic age, in
genl. good for nothing, vile, worthless,

11. 1, 293: / ,
worthless are the pledges of the worth-

less, Od. 8, 351 : hence opp. to/.,
much like, Hes. Fr. 55, cf.

Welcker Praef ad Theogn. p. 30:
sometimes c. inf Jac. A. P. p. 180:
much more however as—II. miserable,

luckless, wretched. Hom., with com-
passionate signf like Lat. miser, our
poor ! hence., poor mor-
tals ! freq. in Hom., in address u/,
a, poor wretches ! The Att.

used chiefly in former signf.,? in latter. Adv. -. C£.,, ,^, coward-
ice.?., ov, {?., )
faint-hearted, LXX.,,,()fea, affright,

II. 5, 682, Hdt., etc. : ,, Hdt. 6, 74, ., •. Id.—II. an object of
fear, a cause of fear, a terror, horror,

Trag. : fearful plagues

or monsters, Aesch. Cho. 586, so -, Eur. . F. 700 : cf.

Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 261. Hence, f. -, to be afraid, in a
fright, H. Hom. Ap. 404 : Hdt., etc.

Construct, as in, . ..„ Hdt.
I, 165, etc.— 2. . ,, Hdt, 3, 35 ; 8, 140.—3. c. ace.

to fear a thing, Hdt. 1, 159, etc.—II.

in Aesch. Pers. 600, Eum. 519, it is

taken in act. ^\.,^3, to fright-

en : but the latter place is corrupt

:

so Passow takes it in Plat. Legg. 865
E, but needlessly ; cf. Herm. Opusc.
6, 2, 83., a, ov, timid, Mosch. 2,
20.— 1]. hornhle, fearful, Batr. 2S9.
Adv.- Or. Sib.

ov, , epith. of Jupiter,
the iscaler, Dion. H., 3 sing. aor. 1 mid.,
Od. 14, 8., , , frightened,
scared, Anth.\, , (,)
dropping tcith terror, Aesch. Cho. 842,
for wh.'•}/ is now read., , {) to put in a
fright, Hdt. 6, 3. Pass, to be frighten-

ed, Aesch. Cho. 845., ec,(, lo)fright^
fvl., Ep. for, short-

ened 1 plur. subj. aor, 1 act, of,
II. 7, 337., ov, 6, () fear, terror,

Lat. timor. In II. always personified

as accompanying Phnbos. Eris, etc.,

as II. 4, 440. cf 11, 37 ; 15, 119, and
so for distinction's sake, written p?o-

perisp., : ace. to Hes. Th.
934, son of Mars.
', inf of, . Horn., etc.

—

II. Att. for, part, from , cf.

for.. , , , gen., ace., plur,. etc. (not used in

dat,) such an one. a certain one, whom
one cannot or will not name, hence
in Ar. to, a common expre.=!-

sion when one forgets, n-kat's his

ai3



, Ihhgumhob, Branck Ar. Lys.
921,. 618, Pac. 268. cf. .—
somelimes indecl. Ar. Thesm. 622.

—

2. TO (5., euphem. for, Ar. Ach.
1119.^, , b, Dhiarchus, the
famous Attic orator, Plut. Phoc. 33,

son of Sostratiis. Dion. H. Others
of this name in Dion. II.^\, a. , Otuiadas, a Spar-
tan, Thuc. 8, 22 ; Dor. form of-, Diniades, Ath. 605 B.

tAfii'i'iZf, 01', 0, Diuina, a common
Athenian name.— 1. father of the

general Cleippides, Thuc. 3, 3.—2.

sonof Phormides, Dem. 1387 4.-3.

son of Thcomnestus, Id. 949, 21, etc.

Others m Dem., Plut., etc.

tAfij'iOf , ov, 0, Dliims, niasc. pr. n.,

Hipp.. or. 6, Dinis, an Ae-
ginetan, Piiid. N. 8, 20.

iJ^Eivixa, , Dinicha, wife of king
Archidanuis, Paus./, ov, ,{,) ter-

ribly strong, Orph., ubi Heyne., , ,{,)
C knave, Mosch. 7, 7..,(,)
hard to be repressed, Orph.^, , , Dmocrutes, a
Messenian, Polyb. 6, 24, 5. Others
in Polyb., Paus., etc.\7., , {, /^)
dreadfully married, Orph., ubi L. Dnid..̂ , f-', dep. mid.

,

{, }') to complain loudly, .
on..., Hdt. 1, 44, absol. Id. 4, 68.

Hence, , , exaggerated de-

scription, Polyb.7., , b, Dindlochus, son
of Pyrrhus, Paus.—2. a comic poet
of Syracuse, Ael. N.A. 6, 51.^,,, Dhidmache, daugh-
ter of Megacles, and mother of Alci-

biades, Plut. Ale. 1 : fem. from^, ov, 6,{.)
Dinomachus, a stoic philosopher, Luc.^, , , {~) son of
Dinomanes, Pind. P. 2, 34 : from^, , , Dinomanes, of

Aetna in Sicily, father of Hicro and
Gelon, Hdt. 7, 145, Pind. P. 1.— 2. a

statuary, Paus., ,{) to

suffer dreadfully : to complain loudly of
one's sufferings, Dem. 1023, tin., Polyb.,

etc., , {,) to

make dreadful, to exaggerate, Dion. H., b, , , , gen.,{,)^ terrible font,

hence ., as if she was a hound
upon the track. Soph. O. T. 418., . {,-
U~Ov) to have a ttrriblc face., i], ov, (from, and so

strictly, hke from

eZeof) of anything strange and iin-

usual:— I. terrible, horrihlr, fearful,

astounding ; the chief sigiif. in Horn.,

who uses it *sp. of battle cries and
the like, ,, to

shout, thunder terribly, II. ;^-,, to look terrible,

Horn. Also in milder sense, awful,

an object of awe,, 1\. 18, 394, cf. 3, 172. From
Hdt. downwds. , danger,

sufferings ; so also ., freq. in

Thuc. : , )—, there

is danger that••., Hdt. 7, 157 ;, , no fear of

their revolting. Id. 1, 155, etc, : -
or , or more freq., to take ill, complain of, be
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indignant at a thing, Lat. aegre ferre,

oft. in Hdt., etc., absol. or c. inf., as

1, 127; 5, 41, etc.; also, c. inf., Ildt. 1, 61 :. more rarely sing, .,
to sulfer dreadful, illegal, arbilrari/

treatment, very freq. Att., Elnisl.

Ach. 323, cf.,-. So also adv. ,
Hdt. 2, 121, 3: ., to be in

straits, to be greatly moved, Xen. An.

6, 4, 23.—II. to this sense is added a

notion of force or power,— 1. marvel-

lously strong, mighty, powerful, for

good or ill ; hence oft. in Horn, of

the gods without any notion of ter-

rible ; so,', the mighty

shield, 11. 7, 245.—2. ivondrous, mar-
vellous, strange, -, ', kin and social ties

have strange power, Aesch. Pr. 39, cf.

Valck. Phoen. 358 : esp. freq. in the

phrase dv, oft. followed by
..., it were strange that..., as Eur.
Hec. 592 : hence adv. ~, marvel-

lously, exceedingly, \\\ie in Horn.,

.,, Hdt. 2, 70, 149, ./, 3, 152, and so in

Att.

—

III. the sense of powerful, won-
drous, passed into that of able, clever,

skilful, first in Hdt. 5, 23, avi/p, but this first became
common in Plato's time, v. Protag.

341 : oft. c. inf. {-
is rare. Wolf Lept. 502, 28),-
?,?.,,, clever

at talking, etc. : also c. ace., Xen. : in Arist. Eth. N.
0, 13, is a man naturally quick

and clever, who may become
by good training, by bad.

—IV. , II. 7, 310, is ex-

plained by Eustath., the timid as-

sembly, which gives a good sense

;

but as it is without parallel, it is

safer to take it fearful-looking, ill-

boding, orperh. mighty, crowded. (Re-
lated to, as act. to \)a.ss., fright-

ful to fearful, but oft. confounded
with It, Pors. Or. 707 : oft. also with
the Ep. .)', ,^, a name for dif-

ferent round vessels : also a round floor

for dancing or threshing, Dionys. (Com.)
Soz. 1, V. Ath. 467 D.,, ,() terrible-

ness, Thuc. 4, 10 : harshness, stern-

ness, severity,. Id. 3, 40, cf. 59.

—2. power, natural ability, cleverness,

Dem. 318, 8, cf. Arist. Eth. N. 0, 13;

esp. of powerful, expressive elo-

quence in an orator, Thuc. 3, 37, in

full ., Isocr. 1 D., , {) to make dread-

ful, terrible : to exaggerate, enhance,

TO ., Thuc. 8, 74.^, , , Dlno, daughter of

Phorcys, Apollod. 2, 4, 2 ; one of the
Graiae, Zenob.\,, 6, Dinon, a Spartan,
Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 33.-2. an historian

in the time of Philip, Ath. 033 C—
3. brother of the Athenian Nicostra-

tus, 1248, 9. Others in Polyb. 27, C,

etc.,,^, Hes. Sc.

250.,, ,{) a making
dreadful, exaggerating, enhaTicing, Plat.

Phaedr.272 A.,, , , {, )
terrible to behold, of the Erinyes, Soph.
O. C. 84.,, ,() a showing,

manifesting, exhibiting : hence a jmblic

display, declamation, exhibition, like. Macho ap. Ath. 245 E.—2.

a proof, arguvient, example.

,. of,. 1-, ,. for, fear,-, II. 15, 4, like

for 7^:., ,, dim. from-, Diphil. ap. Ath. 150 F., , f. -, perf.-. Plat, there was an Att. perf. 2,

(5e(Sti~i'a,inf, Ar. Fr. 78,
cf. Ath. 422 E, Bultm. Ausf. Or.
i) 110, Anm. 10,(.) To make
a meat, dine, Horn., v. sub :

in Att. always to take the chief meal,

to dine, Ar. Av. 464, etc. Construct.
c. ace, (5., to make a meal on
bread, Hes. Op. 440, cf. Xen. Symp.
1, 11; also . , Ar. Plut.

890 ; cf.., ov, b, meal-time, esp.

the time of the chief meal : the dinner

itself, Od. 17, 170 : some write•/ or-,, : later-
and, like,

occur. (Ace. to some Gramm.-
is the meal-time,

the meal.)], ov,, a dining-rocmt,

Joseph., ov, b, a diner, a guest,

Polyb., ', ,{) be-

longing to dinner,fond of it, Ath. Adv.
-, like a clever cook, Ar. Ach. 1016., b, v. sub., f.-, to entertain at din-

ner, Od. 4, 535, Hdt. 7, 118: also c.

ace. cognate, . , to give

one a dinner, Matro ap. Ath. 134 D., , , dim. from-, Ar. Fr. 407., ov, b, v. sub -., ov, b, fem.,,,=^, Dio C.
., ov, b,{, -)=, Philo.',, b, {,) one who invites to dinner.—II.^=, Artemid. ap. Ath. 171 B., , , a poem on eat-

ing, by Archestratus, Ath., ov,{,)
epith. of Archestratus in Ath., the

dinner-bard., , ov,{, 7.0-) laying traps, fishing for invita-

tions to dinner, parasitic, HeS. Op. 702,

cf..,, ,{,-) mad after a dinner, devoted to the

pleasures of the table, Timon ap. Ath.
102 F., ov, , a meal or meal-

time, used by Horn, quite generally,

sometimes=('', as II. 10, 578,

sometnnes=(5op7roi', as Od. 17, 176:
V. Buttm. Lex. v. 12, Nitzsch,

Od. 1, 124, who holds it to be the

principal meal, whenever taken : in

Att. certainly, the chief meal, answer-
ing to our dinner, Lat. coena, begun
towards evening, and often prolonged
till night : often in plur., like Lat.

epulae, Eur. : ', straight-

way after the meal, ' -
pijonovTo, 11. 8, 54, cf. II., II.

2.—2. in genl. food, as provender for

horses, , . 2,

383 ; and so, , Aesch.
Supp. 801., , to prepare a meal,

to give a dinner, AlcipliT. Mid. iodine,

Thuc. 4, 103, and Xen. : and, , , a preparing oj
dinner : eating of it, Diod. : from, ,(,)
preparing dinner., ov,,=, very late



, cf. Bast.. Cr.. p. 22, CI,

Greg. p. 22, 772., ov, b, a dinner-

sage, one learned in the mysteries of the

kitchen: Athenaeus called his \vork, as consi.'sting of dis-

cussions on dinners, cakes, etc.~, , , comic for ~', Matro ap. Ath. 134 F.1~, , , a solemn pro-

cession with meat-offerings to Herse,

Paadrosos, and Aglauros, Isae. ap.

Poll. 6, 102 : from, ov, (,)
carrying food, Arist. H. A.—II. carry-

ing meat-offerings, Lys. ap. Poll. 6,

102, c£ foreg., , {,) throt-

tling, prob. 1. for&.^, uv, , Dlrudes, an Attic

demus of the tribe Leoiitis, probably
so called from its position (cf..),,, dim. from.iApa, , ,{) of
Dirailes, Plut. Alc. 25.-2. of Diras,

iix)rshipped on Diras, epith. of ApoUo,
who had a temple on Diras, a place

in Cormth, Paus. 2, 24, 1., a, ov, belonging to the

neck ; hilly, Lyc. : from,, , the ridge of a chain

of hills, like' and ?., qv.,

H. Hom. Ap. 281 : esp. of the isthmus
of Cormth, Pmd. O. 8, 68, I. 1,11.—.=, the neck, Soph. Ant. 832,

in plur. (cf. collis and collum, and ju-

gum.), part. aor. 1 of>, Od.&, ,(,) heavy

on the neck, Anth. v.., , - Att. ?/, the neck,

throat, Horn.—II. =, the ridge

of a hill, ', '-, Pind. . 3, 48 ; 9, 89, only poet,

(prob. from, cf /..), , r,, Dire, a city and pro-

montory of Aethiopia, Strab.:', , , [,~/) long-necked cup, Luc.,, , ,{,)
producing young by the neck, as wea-
sels were supposed to do, Lyc.-, , , (,,)
necklace or collar., , f.-,{,-) to cut the throat, behead,, II.

21, 89, 555, Od. 22, 349.2, Ion. for, Hdt. 2, 39.,, v. sub fin.\/^, a, ov, {la,filth)filthy,

fold, Clem. Al. ^

^,, ,-,{,)
without fear or regard of one's husband,

or in genl. of mankind, Aesch. Ag.
154 Hence^,, , Disenor, a Tro-
jan, 11. 17, 217.^, , to he-, to have superstitiousfears, Polyb.

Hence, , . fear of the

gods, religion. Diod.—2. more freq. in

bad sense, superstition, Polyb., v. esp.

Plut, ., ov, gen.,(,) fearing the gods or demons.—
1. in good sense, fearing the gods,

pious, religious. Xen. Cyr, 3, 3, 58,

Ages, 11, 8; but— 2, more freq, in

bad sense, superstitious, bigoted, The-
ophr. Char. 25, (16), cf,.
Adv.-, Luc,, ov,(,)~,

*. assumed as pres,, whence
to form, and its irreg. tenses.
'.\', , a'l, , indecl., Lat.

DECEM, Sanscr. DACAN, our

TEX, Germ, ZEHN, 'Horn.: oi

, the Ten, esp. the ten oligarchs
]

who succeeded the thirty tyrants in

Athens, Lat. Decemviri, Isocr. 372 :

oi () ', those who are

ten years past 20, the aee of military

service, Xen. Hell. 3, 4, 23, the

compds. commencing with, as, etc., are only used in late

Greek, except, q. v. which
occurs in MS S. of Dein., ov, (,)
with ten steps, Philo., ov, (,) worth

ten oxen, Plut., , , (,) the

tenth generation, Luc., ov, (,-) of ten lines or letters, Ath.?., ov, (,-
?.) tenfingers long or broad,,
Hipp.—2. ten-fingered, Dio C., ov, , later form for., , , the government

of the ten, Isocr. 63 D : the Rom. de-

cemvirate, Diou. H.—2. a decurionaie,

Arr. : from, ov, , (,)^, a commander of ten men,

Lat. decurio, freq. in Xen.—II. the

Rom. decemvir, Dion. H., , , one of a decury,

Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 30., , , Lat. denarius,

., the number ten., ov, ,(,)
one of the ten, Lys. ap. Harp.\, oi, at, . (,)^, twelve, . . Act. 19, 7., ov,(, II.) ten

palms long or broad, Hes. Op. 424.,, pecul. fem. of sq.,

J.'', Dio C., ov, (, ) ten-

yearly : ., a space of ten years.

Plat. Legg. 772 B.. ff.=foreg., . ?.,
Thuc. 5, 25, 26.

_. , , a space often years,

Strab., and Dion. H.
AekUsW, f. -, to bribe, corrupt,

esp. judges, Lat. decuriare, Isocr. 169

D, Arist. Pass, to be bribed, Lys.

(not from, but from, as

the Rom. decuriare meant to bribe the

tribes at elections ; cf..)^, ov, . Decaeneus, a sooth-

sayer among the Getae, Strab.Ar, adv., ten-times, II.—II. ten-

fold, Anth./, ov,(,) hold-

ing ten dinner-couches,() '^
-, Xen. Oec. 8, 13.^11. ten

long, Arist. Mir.'/, ov, (,)
holding ten ?,., , , (,)
tenfold wave, Lat. fluctus decumanua,

Luc. cf../, ov, (,?) hav-

ing ten members./., , , (, 7-)
sum of ten, Epich. p. 4., , , (,) the

Decalogue, Eccl.,, (,) of
ten metres,. a, oi',==8q.. Pint., OV, (, ) ten

months old, /., Xen. C)T1. 7, 6•^
2, in the tenth 7)wnth, .,
Hdt. 9. 3 : ., Menand, , 145,, , oi'i^sq., Polyb.

fAvo, ov, , Decamnichus,

masc. pr. ., a Macedoriian, Arist., ovv, (,) iveigh•

ing or worth ten minae, . Pac, 1224,

1235.

ov, (,)
holding ten, L e. about ninetj
gallons,, Eur. Cycl. 388., , , (,)
squadron of ten ships, Polyb., , ,^, a decury,

Arr., adv., a very long time
ago. Comic form of:, like•, Ar. Eq. 1154.-,,.,(,)
fifteen, :<i. T.John 11, 18.—, a, ov,= sq., Geop., , (,) ten

cubits long, Hdt. 9, 81./., f. -, to multiply

by ten : from, ov, tenfold, Lat. de•

cuplus. Plat. Rep. 615 : c. gen. ten

times greater than, Pol3b. : -
(sub.) hence —,, to mulct in
ten times the amount, Dem. 726, 23, cf.

733, 5. Adv. -, Hipp., ov, (,^)
enclosing ten, Thuc. 6, 102., ov, (,)
folded ten times./., ov, contr.-^, ovv,
=~?, Dem. 726, fin./., , , (, /)
with ten cities : as subst. a union of ten

cities : hence Decapolis, a district of
Judaea so called, N. T. Matth. 4,

25.-, , , now,, gen. ;ro-, (,) ten feet long, Ar.
Eccl. 652.,, , Lat. decempri•
mi, the ten chief councilhrs, Bockh
Inscr. 2. p. 217., ov,,=, a
decurion, Hdt. 7, 81.—II. a Rom. de-

cemvir, Dion. H. Hence, , ,= I.,

Xen. Hell. 3, 4, 2.,, , () a decad : a
body of ten men, Lat. decuria, Hom.,
Hdt., etc. : Ai;«:oii, an obscure
name given to bribed Dicasts at
Athens, v. Att. Process, p. 150., ov, , () bribery,

Dion. H., ov, (,)
., a lapse of ten seed-times,

i. e. ten years, Eur. Tro. 20, cf. El.
1154., ov, (,)
with ten staters, Arr., ov, (,) ten
stories high, —{<, Strab.?., ov, (,) of
temples with ten columns in front, de•
castyle, Vitruv.^, ov, (,) of
ten-foldform, Plut., a, ov,() on ike
tenth day. Plat. Rep. 614 : ten-days
old, Luc.7., , , a sum of ten
talents ; from, ov, (, ,•) weighing or worth ten talents, -, Ar. Fr. 264 : ., an action in
which the damages were laid at ten

talents, Aeschin. 41, 13.,,,^..\, oi, at, -, ,(,)fourteen,.. Matth.
1, 17.,, , (,)
tenth, tithe. Call. . 41., , ,( .
2), decimation, Dion. ,, , ,=•
?.}, the tenths-office, custom-house,
Xen. Hell. 1, 1, 22, cf. Bockh P. E.
2, p, 39, 41.
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,.), farmer oftenths,

Lat. decuinnnus : Iroin, {) to exact the

tenths, to tithe, esp. to take the tenth of

booty, etc., as an offering to the gods,, from a man, Valck. Hdt. 7, 132:

in pass,' ru/ Ait, Hdt. 1, 89:

hence proverb., k?.7rig //•, i. e. taken and tithed,

Xen. Hell. 6, 3, 20 ; C, 5, 35.—2. to

exact the tenths as a tax on all imports,

c. ace. jToAetf, ap. Lycurg. 158, 6.-3.

absol. to be a, Ar. Fr. 392.

—II. to devote or dedicate the tenth man,

send one in ten out of the country, of.

Creuzer Xanth. p. 178.—2. in war, to

take out the tenth man for execution,

Lat. deciinare., , , v. sub./,^. Hence', , ,=..,,,=-, q. .?.,, ,(,)=, Dem. 679, 27., , ,{,-) the tenth part, Plat. Legg. 924 A.

4)6(>, ov, {,)
tithe-paying,. Call. Del. 278., , ov, () tenth, Horn.,

who also uses it as a round number,

Od. 16, 18.—2., , , sub./ze-, the tenth part, tithe, Hdt., etc.—3.,, ,3\).//, the tenth day,

Horn. : at Athens, the festival on the

tenth day after birth, when the child

has a name given it, ., to

give a namiiig-day feast, Ar. Av. 922,

cf. 494, and Eur. EL 654 ;
so .-, Dem. 1016, fin., ,{,-) in the tenth generation, Epigr. ap.

Strab. p. 464., , to take tithe of a per-

son,. . .,, thirteen, prob.

a late form, though found in MSS.
of Dem., V. L. Dmd. Steph. Thes.

in V., ov, b, {,-) a farmer of teiUhs, Anaxil. Glauc.

1. Hence, ov, , the office of the, Antiph.. 2., ov, {,) tenfold,

Call. Fr. 162, ubi v. Bentl.7, , {,) con-

sisting of ten tribes{), Hdt. 5, 66., ov, , the Rom. de-

narius,=^len, Phit., adv., in ten parts, Dio C., ai, a, {,) ten

thousand. Horn., cf. %>?.., ov, {,) ten-

stringed, LXX.
3/>., ov, 6, Decebalus, a king

of the Dacians, Dio C.\, adv. from Decelea,

Hdt.«. , , Decelga. a town
and demus of Attica, on the border of

Boeotia, Hdt., Thuc, etc. Hence1:?,. to Decella.^/., adv. in Decelia, Isocr.

]^^, , , ofDecetga, Dece-

lean, Dem. ; V. 1. in Strab.,
p. 396.\, adv. from Decelea,

Lys.17^,, , a Decelean, Hdt.

9, 73,^/, adv.. from Decelea;

contd. from,^. ov, 6, Decelua, a hero,

from whom Decelea was narned,

Hdt. 9. 73., ov, {,)
3id

with ten beaks {),, Aesch.

Fr. 120., , , December, Plut.^, . , a. space of ten

years, Dio C./, 02',= sq. .\nth.. , , {,) lasting

ten years,, Soph. Phil. 715,

Plat. Legg. 682 D.— ll. ten years old,

Eur. Aiulr. 307., , , pecul. fem. of

foreg., .\r. Lys. 641., , {, or)
ifilh ten hanks of oars, -, deceris,

Polyb. 16, 3, 3 ; cf../, ov, , Deciiium, a city

of Italy ; hence oi, the Deci-

eiae, acc. to Strabo a race of the Jji-

gyans, p. 202.\, ov, 6, the Rom. Decius,

Polyb., Ion. for., ov, {,) ten

fathoms long, Xen. Cyn. 2, 5.^, , , Decrianus, a so-

phist of Patrae, Luc., a, ov, verb. adj. from -, Strab., po,,= sq., ov, , {) strictly a

receiver : hence a beggar, Od. 4, 248., ,.{) fit for re-

ceiving, able to receive, Lat. capax, c.

gen. ., Def. Plat. 415 A,. Arist. Pol., Ep. syncop. 3 sing. aor. from, II., , , verb. adj. from -, received : to be received, accept-

able, Lat. acceptus, N. T., , , poet. fem. of-.. Archil. 44, 2.,, poet, for,-. one who takes upon himself, . -, taking new spilt blood on

one's self, on one's own head, Aesch.

Eum. 204.^,, 6, poet, for 7-, Nic.', f. -,{) to entice

or catch by a bait, Isocr. 166 A, in

Pass. : hence in genl. to allure, entice,

deceive, catch,

Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 4, ?., Dem. 241,

2. Mid. to entice to one's self Aesop.

—

II. c. acc. cognate
., to put it on the hook as

a bait, Hdt. 2, 70, but ., to bait the hook with a fig,

Luc.,, , ahait.',, , bait, Xen.
Mem. 2, 1, 4 : hence a bait, enticement,

drception, ., bait for a person,

Eur. Andr. 264 ; so .
Plat. Tim. 69 D, Cicero's esca malo-

rum : poet, also. Call. Fr. 478 ;

and in dat. sometunes contr..
(From the root- conies, do-

lus : the only verb is, and
is found in a late writer.),, , , {,) greedy of the bait, bitingfree-

ly,, Anth.',,,=,-. Ar. Eq. 789.. ov, , dim. from
forog., Philox. ap. Ath. 147 A., ov. ,{) catch-

ing with a bait, late.', , , a baited trap or

noose, Cratin. Seriph. 12.7., ov, TO,=:foreg., Ni-
coph. Aphrod. 4,/ trpor, , ,=, 0pp.

—

2. a lantim, perh, because it was
used to catch fish by night, ap. Atli.
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7., , dim. from,
Sophr., V. EUendt Lex. Soph., ov, , the yiest of the

/.. []',, , a kind of wasp.',,.^, Ueop.'', , indecl., . sub .—
II. the Delta, a name for the islands

formed by the mouths of large rivers. SO
called from their shape, 1. esp. of the

Nile, Hdt. 2, 13, Stiab. etc.—2. an
islam! formed in the mouth of the
Ganges, Strab.— 3. a region of

Thrace, now Dercon, near Byzan-
tium, Xen. An. 7, 1, 33.—111.= ) v-, Ar. Lys. 151., ov, , dim. from-, Polyb.', ov, , dim. from,
Hdt. 7, 239.?•., ov, ((Jt'Zrof,)
writing on a or tablet, registering,

recording,, Aesch. Eum. 275 .[a]', , {,) del-

ta-shaped, triangular. Adv. -., ov, , a writing-tablet, from

, the old shape of tablets, Lat. pu-

gillarcs. Soph. Tr. 683 ; esp. m plur.,

Eur. I. A. 798, also ,
Ar. Thesm. 778 : metaph.?.-, the tablets of the heart, Aesch.
Pr. 789, ubi v. Bloml'. (814.)—II. any
writing, a ivill, Luc. Hence,, to put into a, to note

down on tablets, record : hence in mid., note down wordsfor
one's self, Aesch. Supp. 179. Hence?., ,, in the shape of a A:
TO?, a triangle ; esp. a trian-

gular-shaped constellation, Aral.?.. ov, of, belonging to a

: ., nhs of pork, Phe-
recr. Metall. 1, 16.?.. , ,=, Epich.

p. 67, a sucking-pig, dim. from7., ov, , =, Ar.

Thesm. 237, Lys. 1061.—2.=yi'i;ai-, cf.., contr.,
as pass, to grow up to pig-hood, Ar.

Ach. 786.',, , Epich. p. 58,

. Hdt. 2, 70, a pig, cf. Comicos ap.

Ath. 374 D, sq. : from Arist. down-
wds., a young pig.?., a, ov. of Delphi, Delphic,

V. 1. H. Honi. Ap. 496.

^?., , , of or belonging to

Delphi, Delphic,. aO'}.a,the Puthi-

an games celebrated near Delphi,

Soph. El. 682.,, b, late form of7.., prob. 1. in Aesch. Fr.

142, . , where the dol

phins gambol, v. Herm. Opusc. 5, 151.'^, ov, , and,, ,
the serpent Python, slain by Apollo,

A p. Rh. 2, 706 ; less correctly-, -, [t], f. -,{) to play

the dolphin, -, to duck or dive like

one, Luc.7., ov, , a temple of the

Delphian Apollo, at Athens, Plut. :7., the law-

court there.—. as geogr, name Delphi-

nium, a city in the island of Chios,

Thuc. 8, 38.—3. a city and harbour

in Boeotia { 7.), Strab.—
II. a 1)1 ant, perh. larkspur, Diosc. [\
Strictly neut., from, ov, 6, epith. of Apollo,

because worshipped at Delphi ; acc.

to some from the serpent,
.

which ho slew, H. Horn. Ap. 495,

Rulink. Ep. Cr. p. 26,

7.[9, uv, , dim. from', a little dolphin, Ariat. H. A.



^., , {/, )
like dolphin, Diosc., , {?..)
hearing dolphin as a device, Lye., , (?,,)
bearing dolphins. Aesch. Fr. 142 Dind.,

but ct.'/. : .. beams
with pulleys, to lower the '/. (v.

signf. II), Thuc. 7, 41.. , 6, the dolphin, a
small species of whale, which play-

ed or tumbled before storms as if to

warn seamen, and so was counted
the friend of men ; hence the story

of Arion, Hdt. 1, 24, cf. esp. 0pp.
Hal. 1, 648; 5, 416, 449. Some of

the accounts brmg it near to our por-

poise: Horn, names without descri-

bing it.—II. a mass of iron, or lead,

probl. shaped like a dolphin, which
was hung at the yard-arm, and then

suddenly let down on the enemy's
ships, Ar. Eq. 762, Thuc. 7, 41 : hence
cmy iixight or mass of inetaL, 0pp.—111.

a constellation, .\rat.

iA,o,,Delphis,azsc.. n.,

Theocr. 2.,, 6, Delphion, masc.
pr. n., a Phliasian, Xen. Hell. 5, 3, 22.,, , , Dflphi, a famous
oracle of Apollo in Phocis at the foot

of Parnassus, once called Pylho, as

in 11. 9, 405 : the later name first in

H. Horn. 27, 14 : ', at Delphi,

Thuc. 1, 143.— 11. oi, the Delphians,

Hdt. : A^of, ov, 0, a Ddphian, Hdt.,

Thuc. ntc; as adj. Delphian,.
Eur. And. lo75 ; , Callim. H.
Ap. 98, fem.. Soph. etc.^, and?., v.--

, ..'.•, r/.rtema/n.r.Hipp.

:

also,. (Hence.),, , () band, -
Ij'b. : bundle.

'.4., 0, the oorfy, frame, or

stature, esp. of man, freq. in Horn. ;

strictly the living body, being

the corpse. Soph. Ant. 205, but also

o{ a corpse, v. Sehol. Bekk. 11. 1, 115:

Horn. oft. joins it with and 017/,

shape, figure: he only uses it in ace.

sing., esp. absol., , small
in stature, , -.

etc. : and in later writers it re-

mains indeclin. In Trag. ireq. as a

peri|)hrasis, like, e. g.

., Aesch. Bum. 84, cf Soph.
Tr. g'os, Valck. Phoen. 455 : in Com.
=-, Valck. Ad. p. 222 .—II. as

adv. c. gen , -,
in form or fashion like burning fire,

Lat. laslar 'ignis, II. 11, 596. (The
root is the same as, ef. .), , , dim. from,
Hippiatr., ,,{) co^ich, bed,

freq. in Od., in II. only 24, 644 : used
both of the whole bed with its furniture,

and of the wooden bedstead separately.^/, ,{,)
keeping one to one's bed. hence .,
a lingering fate, Aesch. Ag. 1450 ; -

., lb. 53, cf..', also mid. : aor.

act., mid. : perf. 1/ : pf 2 : perf. pass.

: Horn, uses impf. and aor.

act., aor. mid.= aor. act., perf and
pliof. pass., but pres. act. only H.
Merc. 188. To build, —, 7{)-)',, etc., Hom., etc. ; in micf.-, he built him houses, Od.
6, 9 : in genl. to construct, prepare,

make, e. g. ., . Hom. Merc.
87, , lb. 168,,-, Hdt. 2, 124; 7, 100, ubi . Wes-

sel. : esp. of carpentry. (Akin to

(5,, root of,, -, Lat. domus.),,,=^, Era-
toslh.

7,., to tvm the eyes about, give

a glance at, make a sign to, , 11.

9."l80; also ... Rh. 3, 281.

Rare Ep. word. (Akin to /.,
and perh. to.),, ,() woody,

Nonn.,,{,-) nourishing trees, Emped. 405., . . Ion. for,
tree, Hom., who has not the usu.

: Hdt. has both, but more
freq.: poet, also '',
, Arat., , . ()
woody, . Hom.

—

\\.=:., of
orfor a tree,, Opp., , , =,
Anth., , , () of
tree, . : of the tree kind, both
in Theophr., ov, TO, dim. from -, Ath., ov, 0, fem.,, ,() of belonging to, like

a tree : . soil suited for
planting. Dion. H. : -, the tree\me. elsewh.,
Strab. : but , a wood-

nymph, Anth.3, ,(,)
climb trees, Anth., , (, )

tree like.:-, , o.^sq., Anth., , ('.)
shaggy with wood, Eur. Hel. 1 ) 07, Ar.

Nub. '280..,(,)
cut. fell trees, Xen. .Mem. 2, 1, 13: .. to waste a country, Dem. 256,

1, ef.., . ,(,
7.') tall-growing potherbs, etc.,

Theophr.
AFvpo?J;3avo, ov, , (,/.) the tree which bears the-, Geop./.,. ,(,-) tree-mallow, perh. an Althaea,

Geop.', ov, . a tree ; first

in Pind., for Hom. always uses -, and so oft. Hdt. : the Ion also

and sometimes the Att. poets have. , , which is rare in

nom., but very freq. in dat. sing,-, nom. and ace. plur.,
gen., dat., which
is more usu. than, even in

Att. prose, e. g. Thuc. 2, 75. v. Sch;if.

Greg. p. 61, 62, 265 :

—

/.,
an olive-tree, Ar. Av. 617: and so in

genl., for fruit-trees, opp. to, timber, Hdt. 1," 193, Arnold Thuc.
1. c., 4, 69. hence . aypia.

Hdt. 8, 115 : avov ., a stick, Cz\\. Fr.

49. ( is prob. a redupl. form
of the root -, which appears in our
tree, Sanscr. dru, also Gr. .), ov, gen., (-,) blasting the groves, Aesch.
Eum. 938.,,.^., c^.y...^, to

cut down the fruit-trees, and so lay waste

a country, Thuc. 1, 108: metaph. J.. .^r. Pac. 747., , to carry branches,

and5=, Artemid. : and, , , a bearing of
branches, v., Strab.— 11.

later, a bearing of trees,fertility , Geop.

:

from, ov,(,)
bearing trees, rich in wood, ., Sub., Philo.

—

\.:=( ., ov, (, ), planted, Plut.— 11. .,
stotie with tree-like marks, perh.
moss-agate. ph.

5^,(()'(5') only as pass, to

grow to a tree, Theophr.,() to lurk in the

wood, late word., ov, . dim. from-, a bush, Theophr., ,=^, tree-

like, Diosc. : . ^, wood-
nymphs, Mel. 111., , ,=,
Nonn.,, , thicket, LXX.. . ,()
growth so as become a tree, Theophr.. ov. 6,=: fem.-.. , Aesch. Fr. 38., f. -,() to abuse,

treat despitefully,. Br. Soph. Ant.
759 ; also c. ace. eognato, -. Soph. Aj.243. Hence, , , reproached : to be

reproached.. ov, 6. a reproach, disgrace,

Hdt. 9, 107, (Prob. formed Ion.'from.), , , (orig. fem. part,

aor. 1 from) a receptacle, esp.
of water, a reservoir, tank, cistern, Hdt.
3. 9 ; 6, 119.—!I. philosoph., viatier,

as being that which receives form. Plat.

Tim. 53 A., , , DcxSmene, a Ne-
reid, II. 18, 44.^'. ov, , Dexumfnus, a
centaur, Callim. Del. 102.—2. a king
of Olenus, father of Dd'ianira, Apol-
lod 2, 5. 5.

^, ov, , Dexandrus, masc,
pr. n., Plut.

, , sub.. (orig. fem.
from) 'he right hand, 11. 10,542;, oh the right hand, Ar. Eq.
639 ; also fi' or,
Thuc. 2, 98: 7,'l" ; cf. : (req,

as token of saluting or addressing,
hence , Ar. Nub. 81,
so ., 37., etc. ;

also esp. as a sign of assurance, a
pledge or treaty, ),
II. 2, 341 ; "
7.3 , to give one and re-

ceive from him the pledge of the right

hand, to e-xchange assurances, to
make a treaty, Xen. An. 2, 3, 11. and
e\en ...,
to bring pledges that he would not...,

lb. 2,4, 1. cf. Pors. Med. 21.^;, ov, . son of Dexius, patr.

appell. of Iphinous, 11.7, 15.!;, to use the right hand, LXX., ov,(,)=.̂, , , Dexithea, a njTnph,
Apollod. 3, 1, 2; another in Plut.
Rom. 2.^, , , Dcxitheus, an Athe-
nian archon, 01. 99, 4, Diod. S.—2.

an Athenian poet, Ar. Ach. 14.', , , Dexicreon,
masc. pr. n., Plut., ov,(,7.) re-

ceiinng sheep, esp. rich in sacrifices,-,, Eur. Andr. 129," 1138., ov, 6, Dexijucus, an
Athenian parasite, Ar. Plut. 800., ov,( III.,)
ready of limb, nimble. Pind. O. 9, 164.7., ov, 6, (,-) a spearman, guard, N. T.
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^.- : aor. i-f^ffiu-, dep. mid.,{) offer the

right hand, greet with the right hand. c.

ace. pers., Ar. Pint. 753, and Xen..
out also c. dat., , to

pay greeting or honour to the gods,

Aesch. Ag. 852 : also c. dat. modi, ., . Horn. 5, 16,, Soph.
El. 976 : but c. ace. rei, -, handing one or pledg-

ing one in many a bumper, Rhos, -119.

Cf., fin. Plat. Kop. ;1CS B,

has aor., in pass, signf.', , , Lat. DEXTER,
DEXTIMUS, Sanscr. DAKSHA.
—I. on the right hand or side, Horn.,

and im, to the

right, 11. ; later also. Soph. Fr. 527 (indeed '-
is in Hom.), and ., Theocr. 25, 18 ; but

and ,^, on the right:

for which Hdt. has , 1,51;

7, 69, V. also.—U. fortunate, bo-

ding good, esp. of the flight of birds

and other omens; so.,—, frcq. in Hom. : Heyne nuleed,

II. 7, 184, remarks thai he always
uses it in signf I. : but the fact is

that Greek augurs looked to the north,

so that the lucky omens from the east

were on their right, the unlucky ones,

from the west, on their left: to the

Romans, on the contrary, who looked
south, the good omens were lueva or

sinistra ; though their poets often use
the Greek form. From the Greek
preference of the right hand, it was
considered lucky to hand wine from
left to right, 11. 1, 597; and in the

same way to do all things which went
round a circle, as handmg round lots,

begging round a table, ef II. 7, 181,

Od. 17, 365; 21. 141, Theogn. 938,

and,.— 111. metaph.
dexterous, ready, nimble, opp. to left-

handed (French gauche), and of mind,
sharp, shrewd, clcrcr, first in Pind. I.

5, 77 (I, 61), who has also superl. in

this sense, N. 3, 12, and then freq. in

Ar., both of persons and things, as

Nub. 428, 834. Adv. -lur. superl.-, Ar. Nub. 148. (Cf. -, fin.)', ov, 6, Denns. a Colophon-
ian, father of Xenophanes, Diog. L.

(wr. also^) ; in Luc. Afiu'oi'f.'-, oil, .{,)
1~~(>, the horse which wn.t not yoked
to the chariot, but ran in traces, lisu. on
the right side : and as it thus had more
liberty for prancing, etc., than the
others, the finest horse was i)rob. put
there for display : hence spirited, im-

petuous, cf Herm. Soph. El. 712, and
: so metaphrin Soph. Ant.

140, as epith. of .Mars., , , {,-) one who .•stands in the right file of
the chorus, Miill. Eum. ^ 12. [],. ,{) dexterity,

activity, esp. of mind, sharpness,

cleverness, ., Hdt. 8, 124,

and so freq. in Ar.

—

11.=,
Pans., ov,{,) on
the starboard side of a ship./, ,{,)
appearing on the right. Pint., adv., but also ~-, to the ris;ht, towards the right, II.

13, 308, V. Kuhner Gr. Gr. % 262.

\-7:. ov, b, Dexippus, a La-
conian in the Greek force of Cyrus
the younger, Xen. An. 5, 1, 15., ov,{, ) re-

ceiving fire or burnt-sacrifices, '.,
Eur. Supp. 65.
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, eur, .{) reception,

Eur. 1. A. 1182, cf., . >, poet, lengthd. form
for, right, the right, Horn., anil

Pind., . , 11. 5, 393 ; .
,, Od. 20, 197, also, like, sub.. the right hand, Hoin.\, Ep. for, 11.

24, 284.
^

'

]],, b, Dexiphanes, masc.
pr. n., Strab.,, ,{) that

which is luell received, an acceptable

thing, Eur. Bell. 15.

—

1\.=, a

pledge offriendship. Soph. O. C. 619., ov, {, )

right, or lucky in name : also simply—, , Aesch.
Supp. 607, ef.,,,{) the offer

of the right hand, a greeting, welcome.

Pint. : also canvassing, Lat. a7nbitus. Id., imperat. of a sync. aor. from, 11. 19, 10., . o,Dexoiis, masc. pr. n.,

Pint. Pyrrh. 17., f, and Epich. p.

67,, dep. pass. c. fut. mid., to

need, timnt : to beg, ask: v. sul) ()., dep., to be afraid, c. inf,

Aesch. Pers. 700. from, but dub.

(not occurring elsewh.), and Dind.
reads.,,, and Att., Lys.,

part. neut. from the impers. , that

which IS binding, needful, right, proptjr,

Xen. Mem. 4, 3, 8 ; also ^
Tluic. 1, 22, etc. : , sub.-, in good time, seasonably, Lat. op-

portune, Eur. Med. 1277, also kv tC), Hdt. 2, 159: so too ,
Hdt. 1, 119, Soph. O. T. 1416, also

TO, Hdt. 2, 173: but .
also, for needful purposes, needful,

hence, at Athens, the phrase for se-

cret service, TO , Ar.

Nub. 859, ubi v. Interpp. :, to no useful purpose, unnecessari-

ly, Dem. : , before

there is any 7iccessity.— II. like.,, etc., is used instead
of the gen. absol,, esp. in

Thuc. and Oratt.. it being needful or

fitting, c. inf, Ar. Nub. 989: this is

rather the ace. than the nom., v.

Kuhner Ausf Gr. ^ 670: so,, there being no 7iced.. Ion. for, imperf from. to bind, Od.', 3 pi. imperat. from ,
let them bind, Od., adv. from, as it ought;

fittingly. Plat. Legg. 837 C., , v.., gen., : the plur.

only in Ael. : poet,. {)=
a.fcar, alarm, affright, Horn., who
uses both forms, and oft. joins '/-
phv, pale fear : distinguished by

.\mmon. from, as lieing more
lasting, cf Stallb. Plat. Prot. 358 D

;

we have them joined in Hdt. 4, 115.

Construct, ., fear of a person
or thing, Ar. Ach. 581, Thue., etc.:{ or) c. inf, II. 12,

216, more usu. foil, by ////, c. subj.,

Ar. Eccl. 6.50, Thuc. 3, 33, etc. ; also

.... Soph. . C. 223.— II.

awe, reverence, Aesch. Pers. 702 :, to fear where no fear

is, Plat. Symp. 198 A.—HI. terror,

means of inspiring fear, .,
Thuc. 3, 45.'.\,,. plur. nom.,
Od., poet. dat., 11. 4, 3, and, II. 15, 86, a beaker, goblet,

chalice for libations. Horn., with whom
it is always of gold, sometimes richly

wrought, n. 11, 632: later also of
earthenware, Antli. : cf /^•.— 11. the golden bowl or boat in

which the sun floated back from west
to east during the night, Sturz Pher-
ecyd. p. 10.'•!, Kleine Stcsieh. 7, fin.,

cf Mimnerrn g. Hence.
a, ov, in or of a cup.

Lye., , , —, -
tim. 9., , ,{, () col-

lar, Anth., ,^=7'/, Anth., , , necklace, Eur.
Ion 1431, in plur. : collar, Xen. (,^yn.

6, 1 : strictly neut. from, of
the neck. Hence, , , =,
Anth.,, , like, poet,

for, skin, hide.,,,=. Soph. Phil.

491, Eur. I. . 1240, e conj. Hermanni.
i, , Dcras. a fortress of Si-

cyonia, v. 1. Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 22, cf., , b, an inhabitant of
Derbe, a Derbian, N. T. Act. 20, 4 :

from^, . , Derbe, a city of Ly-
caonia, Strab. Hence/, , b, an inhabitant of
Derbe. Strab.

\, uv, ol, the Derbices, a peo-
ple of Morgiana, on the Oxus, border-

ing on the Hyrcamans, Strab.,,.{) a look,

glarce, -, looking the look of i. e. looking

like..., Aesch. Pers. 83, cf Eur. Med.
187.,, , the Dcrdae, a muunt-
ain-tribe in eastern India, Strab., a and , . Derdas, a Ma-
cedonian, son of Arrhidaeus, Thuc.
J , 57., , , Att. for, the neck,

the throat. Trag.*'2. assumed as present,

whence to form some tenses of-.
i,, . Dertho7ia, now Tor-

tona, a city of Italy, Strab., ,.=.—1.=.\,, , Dercetaeus, masc.
pr. .. Pint. Anton. 79.\, and,, , Dcr-
cltes, or Dercetus, masc. pr. n., Ar.
Ach. 1028.,, , Derceto, a Syrian
goddess, mother of Semiramis, Diod.

S. 2, 4 : Luc. de dea Syr. 14.;, , (, / )

sleeping with the eyes open, ic., dep., poet, for-. Hes. Th. 911., dep. pass, (for the
art. present only occurs m
Gramm.) : perf with pres. sii;ni. •

: aor., also in pass,

form and ', all in

act. signf : Hom. uses only part,-, impf, with aor.'^, and perf To look, see. Hom.

;

and as life is necessary to sight, to

behold the light of the sun, to live, like, II. 1, 88, Od. 10, 439 :,
., to look terrible, Hom.

and so in Att., ., Ar. Ran.
1336: alsoc. ace. cognate,-, flashing fire from his

eyes, Od. 19, 446, and so .,
Aesch. Theb. 53 : also—2. c. ace. ob-

jecti, to look on or at, esp. in pres.,

and aor., Hom. : also . ,
Aesch. Pr. 679 : hence in gcnl. to

perceive, be aware of, ,



Aesch. Theb. 103.— II. of light, to

flash, frleam, like the eye.,-, Pind. . 3, fin., 9, 98

:

hence ()-. to be keen-

eyed, Chiysipp. ap. Gell.—It seems
strictly to be used not merely of night,

'jut oi'sharp sight, cf. Aesch. Supp. 409,

Soph. Aj. 85, Lucas Quaest. Lexil.

vis. Only poet. (The Sanscr. root

IS drif : hence prob.,.), and-, a and

, , Dercylidas, a Spartan general,

Thuc. 8, 61.^, . , Dercyllis, fem.

pr. n., also/., Anth.'\, ov, o.Dercyliis, an Athe-

nian player, Ar. Vesp. 78. — 2. also-, Dercyllus. one of the ten en-

voys sent by the Athenians to Philip

of Macedon. Deni., etc.-, ov, o.Dercyrms, a son of

Neptune, Apollod. 2, 5, 10., , , () the skin,

hide of beasts, Lat. peltis, Horn.,-
ua, a lion's skin for a cloak,

11. : also skins prepared for bags, bottles,

etc., Od. 2, 291. Once m Horn, of a

vian's skin stript off, II. 16, 341, cf.

Hdt. 4, 64 ; 5, 25.-2. later in genl.

one's skin, Lat. cutis,, Ar. Eq. 27. cf. Pac. 746.-3.

the bark of trees, Theophr. : also the

skin or slough of fruit, Id. Cf.,,.. Hence. , , sub.,
the revenue arising from the sale of the

hides, etc., of victims, Lycurg. ap.

Harp., cf. Bockh P. E. 2, 50 : strictly

neut. from, , , () of or

like skin, Arist. H. A.. , ov. of skin, leathern,

Od. 4, 782,, Hdt. 7. 79., ,, dim. from,
Arist. Physiogn.,, , dim. from.,, ,(,*)
the preparing of leather, tanning., ?'/,, of. belonging

to a tanner or tanning, Plat. Polit. 280 C.
From, ov, ,(, *-
)) a tanner.. ,(,)
to eat the skin and all, Strab., , to wear a skin or

hide : from, ov, (,)
clothed in skins, Strab., ,(,) like

skin, Arist. . ., or, ov, ,(,) ti'orm which eats skin

© leather. Soph. Fr. 397, v. Ellendt., ov, (,)
leather-winged, as a bat, Arist. H. A., ov, , Dernes, a satrap of

Arabia, Xen. An. 7. 8, 25.., .() the sense

of sight, Orac. ap. Plut., imperf. for from •, Horn., , , like, poet, for, skin, hide. Soph. Fr. 16.., , ofDerrium, Der-
rian. epith. of Diana, from sq.. Pans.
tA€pi)tov, ov, TO, Derrium. a place in

Laconia, with a temple of Diana. Pans.
and, ov,, dim.

from sq.^, , , also, (,) leathern cor^erivg or coat, Eu-
pol. Inceit. 39.—II. in plur. screens of
skin, etc., hung before fortifications

to deaden the enemy's missiles, like

the Roman cilicia, Thuc. 2, 75 ; where
/)/) differ from, prob. as
undressed skins from dressed.

\),. , Drrris, a promontory
of Macedonia, Strab., , , the Dersaei, a

Thracian people on the Pangaeus,
Hdt. 7, 100., ov, TO, () the caid or

membrane which contains the bowels,

Lat. omentum, Antim. 107, and Hipp.

:

in Od. 11, 579, the vultures of Tityus

are represented -, where Aristarch. took it for the

skin of Tit>iis ; others still worse for

the vulture's beak (for^ is

neut., not act.) ; rather

is put for , even to the bow-

els, as in Hipp. 1149 E., . , Dertosa. now Tor-

tosa, a city of Spain, on the Ibcrus,

Strab.'2, Ion., fut. : aor.

act. : aor. pass,, but

we also have a part, in Ni-

coch. Cent. 1 : fut. 2 pass,-
: perf. and : of

which Horn, has impf., and aor. act.

To skin, flay, of animals, .,-,. : , to flay

one alive, Plut. Sol. 15, v.: also', I will flay you. into a

purse. Ar. Eq. 370.—II. also (like our

vulgar words to tan or hide) to cudgel,

thrash, Ar. Vesp. 485, Ran. 619 : hence
proverb., ?/ ov. = .
Menand. Monost. 422. ( and, both post-Hom., yet come
nearer the Sanscr. dri. to cut asunder,

and this brings into connexion
with ,:=:.),, , () binding, tying

together.—. like/, the complica-

tion or involution of a drmnatic plot,

opp. to 7., Arist. Poet. 18., . , () poet, for, a bond, fetter, Od. 1, 204.—II.

a head-hand, I].~22, 468, in plur., like,.', , . fit, good for
bin/ling. Plat. Legg. 847 D : from,() to fetter, pvt in

chains, H. Hom. 6, 17, Eur. Bacch.
616; to tie together, as com in the

sheaf, Hes. Op. 479., , . -, ()=-. . ., ?/(•, ?}, () bundle, Alex.,. 2, and ap. Dem. 931, 26., ov, , =, Anth. :

strictly neut. from, . also a, ov, Soph. Fr.

217,() binding : hence binding

as a spell, bewitching, c. sen., a., Aesch. Eum. .332.—II. pass.

bound, captive. Soph. Aj. 299, and Eur.,..^^, Hipp., ov, , plur. , .
Hom. Merc. 157, Hdt. 6, 91, and so

usu. Att.but(5eff//o/, Eur. Bacch. 518,

634. () a hand, bond, fetter : Horn,

in genl. any thing like a hand for tying

and fastening, as a halter, II. 6, 507 ; a

mooring cable. Od. 13, 100, etc.—2. in

genl., bonds, imprisonment,?', Epigr. ap. Hdt. 5, 77., Hdt. 3, 145 : so too in

plur., Thuc. 7, 82.

—

11.=, a bun-

dle, late, []?.,, . . (,/) prison-keeper, jailer,. ". [;],==, to bind, fetter.

Hence,, , fetter, Aesch.
Pers. 745. in plur., ov,. aprison, Thuc.
6, 60. .. Hdt. 3, 23.. ov, . a prisoner, captive,

Hdt. 3, 143, and Att.— II. as adj. in

\

chains,fettered, Aesch. Pr. 119 : so too

fem.,, ., Sopli.
Aj. 234.—, f. -,[) to rule
with absolute sway, be lord of. c. gen.
H. Hom. Cer. 366, Hdt. 3, 142, etc.

;

later also c. ace, . '/., Eur. .
F. 28 : absol. to gain the mastery,
Aesch. Pr. 208.—11. to make one's self
master of a thing ; and so, to compre-
hend, catch the meaniiig of.,
Aesch. Ag. 543. Pass, to be under the
control of one, Diod., , , pecul. fem. of -, the mistress, lady of the house,

Lat. hera, Od. ; where '/. -
and}-t'77/ are joined;

with reference to her entire authori-
ty over the domestics. From Pindar's
time, a princess, queen, P. 4, 19, Fr.
87, 11: in Att. oft. joined vith the
names ofgoddesses, .. Aesch.
Fr. 374., Soph. El. 626, etc.

:

but at Athens esp. as a name of
Proserpina. Paus. 8, 37, l-IO., , , (-,) Helots at Sparta who
ivere freed on condition of serving at sea,

Myron ap. Ath. 271 F, cf. Miill. Dor.
3, 3, ^ 2.,,^, Aesch.
Supp. 845., , , verb. adj. from, to be governed with absolute
sway, Arist. Pol., . , absolute sway,
despotism, Hdt. 7, 102., ov, (the fern,-

only as subst.) of belonging to

the master or lord,/ ., the
master's bed, H. Hom' Cer. 144 :, the master's prop-
erty. Xen. Oec. 9, 16 ; ., ar-
bitrary rule, Aesch. Pers. 587 : .,
as subst.=:(5ea-07?;i•. Tyrt. ap. Paus.
4, 14, 5: also the young master, the
heir, Anasandr. Prot. 1, 33: in Plut.
Lye. 28, 7] ., the ?naster's daugh
ter, the young mistress, v. 1.. . ,() ab-
solute sway, despotism, esp. of the Ori-
entals, Piat. Legg. 698 A, Isocr. 113 D., a, ov, =,
Lye., , , fem. of, a inistress. Soph. Fr. 868..=^, LXX., , f. -, =
c. gen.. Plat. Tim. 44 E. Pass, to be
despotically ruled, 7.,
Aesch. Cho. 104, , Eur. He
racl. 884.

.
a f- ., ov, , voc., ace.., Hdt. 1, 11,

111: a 7naster, lord : strictly in respect
of slaves, so that the address of a
slave to his master was*, Ar. Pac. 90 : otherwise it was
used chiefly— 2. of.oriental rulers:
hence a despot, absolute ruler, whose
subjects are slaves, Lat. dominus, Hdt
3. 89. Thuc. 6, 77.-3. also ofthe gods,
cf. Eur. Hipp. 88, Xen. An. 3, 2, 13.—II. in genl. ati owner, master, lord,,, Pind. . 6, 30, P. 4,
369,, Aesch. Theb. 27,, Xen. An. 7. 4, 10, cf.. Post-Horn., though he uses

in Od. (The deriv. is un-
certain.), ov, , dim. from •, Aristaen.. , ,() of,
belonging to, concerning a master or his

authority : . mis-
fortunes that befall one's master, Xen.
Cyr. 7, 5, 64.—^2. ^i to be a master, c.

gen. (5. .•', Id. Oec. 13, 5.

—II. inclined to tyranny, despotic, Plat.
319



Rep. 344 C : =70-, Id. Legg. 697 C : so too -?'/,

Arist. Pol. Adv. -, Isocr.;, . , =,
Soph.. Eur., and Flat., ov, , dim. from -, Eur. Cycl. 2(57.

^,,, (strictly fem. from,
Bub.) sticks bound up. a f<if;ot,, II. 11, 54 ; 17, Cti3 :

Polyb. has 7.~., , , verb. adj. from ,
bound.^, v. sub, Qu. Sm., poet. inf. fut. mid. of, to miss, want, Hom.\7, , , for-, son of Deucalion, i. e. Idome-

neus, 11. 12, 117: in pi. oi,
the descendants of (the Thessalian)

Deucalion, the Greeks, Ap. Rh. 4, 206.^.',, , Deucalion in

Horn., son of Minos and Pasiphau,

father of Idomeneus, II. 13, 451.—2.

son of Prometheus, husband of Pyr-

rha, reigned in Thessaly ; in his time

occurred the famous deluge, which
overflowed Greece ; first in lies. frg.

11,3; Pmd. 01. 9 ; etc.—3. a Trojan,

II. 20, 478.— II. 7/, an island near

the promontory Pyrrha in Thessaly,

Strab. Hence\,, ol, the descendants

of Deucalion (2), Tlieocr. 15, 141.\', , ij, Deucalionea,

a work of Hellanicus, so called, Ath.

416 B.,, ,=:?.€.,, ,() that which

is wet, soaktd : , boiled

flesh, so Bockh and Dissen Pind. O.

I, 80, from MSS.,for the old reading., ov, b. Ion. for,, v. Bergk Anacr. Fr. 2.

(Ace. to E. M. is Indian for: on this v. Pott Forsch. 1,

102.), poet, for, from, to miss. 11., poet, for, Horn., v.., of. sub fin.^, . , Dmiriopus, a re-

gion of Macedonia, Strab.'. adv. of place, hither, here,

with all verbs of motion : in Hom.
fre(j. used 4n cheering up, or caljing

to one. Here ! this way ! On ! Come
on! ,' ,' ,
and' , always with a verb

sing., being used with plur.

:

stands alone for the im-iierat.,

Od. 8, 292: ' occurs

II. 14, 309, Od. 17, 444 :, sc. lOi.

here. yt%,! Ar. Pac. 845 :—c. gen., ., np in this point of the ar-

gument. Plat. S^'mp. 217 E.—2. also

with verl)S like,-
vai, in pregnant constr., to have come

hither and be here, and so it may be

translated simply herv, lirst in 11. 3,

405; but most freq. m Alt.— II. of

time, until now, up to this time, hither-

to, only in Att., esp. Trag. : also', Valck. Phoen. 1215, Pors. Or.

1679 : freq. . sometimes

with art., /if;Ypt , Thuc. Ar.

has the stronger Att. form [l],

Nub. 323 : is quoted by Hdn.
from II. 3, 240, v. Spitzner., Ar. Ach. 911, Aeol. for,
Koen Greg. p. 599., , to dye, stain, Al-

ciphr. ; and, , y, dyeing: from,,{,) deep-

ly-dyed, so as to keep its colour, Plat.
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Rep. 429 E: .,, a fast

colour: hence— II. inetaph., deeply

inihufd icilh a thing, la.'<ling, ijideltble
;. Plat. Rep. 430 A, cf. Ruhnk.

Tim., a, ov, poet, for-, Jac. . P. p. 74., tj, ov, the last, superl.

from(5ftirr/)Of,q. v., Horn.,={;CTTa-of:

for Pind. O. 1, 80. cf.., adv. as plur. ol, hither!

Come on ! Come here ! just like,
but always with plur., and only as

exclam. : esp. ,'-
, Hom., also' ,, Od. 8, 11 : sometimes mere-
ly used in exhorting, come, then ! II.

7, 350. (.\cc. to Buttm. contr. from' .), , to be-, to play the second part in

a drama : from,, ,{,) the actor who takes the xec-

ond class of parts, Lat. secundarius,

cf./'/,.
Hence metaph., the second advocate in

a court of law, like our junior counsel,

Dem. 344, 8., a, ov, on the second day,

usu. agreeing with the subject of the
verb, as ,
Hdt. 6, 106 ; but also tj}),
sub., Id. 4, 113.. , , sub., the

second prize in a contest, hence in

genl. the second place or rank, ., Hdt. 1, 32, -/.. Id. 8, 123 : and so in sing.,

Diog. L.. ov, (,) the last but one.,() to be second

in rank, value, or estee?», Diosc. : -, to he inferior to : ,
to play second to, Plut., like Cicero's

secundarius fnit Crassi., f. -,() to

play the second part, to come after an-

other, Ar. Eccl. 634., , . () a kind of

poor wine made by pouring water
over the grapes and pressing them a

second time, Lat. lora., a. ov,() of in-

fcri'ir qiuility,, Nicoph.. 6 :

., an attendant chariot, LXX :

TO or tu, the afier-

birth, Lat. secundinae, also tu -, Paul. A eg., ov,(,-
II, tin.) casting the teeth again, Hie-

rocl., , to marry a se-

cond time ; and, , , second mar-

riage ; from, ov, (, -) marrying again, all in Eccl. [].,(,/)
to have a bedfellow, Ath., , to be-, to speak or act as tlie second.— II.

to speak a second time, LXX., , , the second

place in acting or speaking : from^, ov,(,)
=, the second actor,

in rank between the and
the. Teles ap. Stob. p.

68, 50., ov, ,(,) the second or repeated Law, the

last book of the Pentateuch., ov, =-.̂ , ov,(,-), the first sabbath after

the second day of unleavened bread, on
which the wave sheaf was to be of-

fered, and from which the fifty days
were reckoned to the pentecost, Luc.

0, 1., a, ov, the second, being
in lact a sort of comp. of, as-

is the superl., Buttm. Ausf. Gr.

() 41, n. (cf from.)—
1. in point of Tu.ie, ?,
he came the second, i. e. latter of the

two, Hom. : as an actual compar.,/, after my time, 11. 23,

248 : , a second, i. e.

another grief, 11. 23, 46 :, in after time, Pind. O. 1, 69 :

esp. freq. in neut. as adv.,, , secondly, next, af-

terwards, again, a seco7id time, opp. to, Horn. : in prose usu. -, which Hom. has once. II. 23,

53S : TO, Hdt. 1, 79, etc.,

and TU., Thuc. : later,, for the second time, Lat.

demio, Diod., and N. T.—II. in point

of Place. Order, Rank, second, i. e.

inferior, Hom. only in II., of one who
is beaten in a contest :, it will be given you as a second

choice, i. e. it will be allowed, Hes.
Op. 34: later freq. c. gen., as -. second to none, Hdt.
1, 23, . /, Eur. Tro. 614,
cf Dem. 348, 22: also . ,
Thuc. 2, 97 : , etc.,

to think little of it in comparison. Soph.
O. C. 351, so .,, -, Plut.. and Luc. : .,= and, ilie second

prize or place, II. 23, 538, Hdt. 8, 104.— \\\. the second of two, '
herself with anotiier, Hdt. 4, 113:

—,, iinus... alter, the one...

the other, Schaf. Dion. Comp. p. 174.

Superl., usu. of time, Hom.
Adv. -. Plat. Legg. 955 E., ov, ,(,) one who stands in the second

file of the Chorus, v. Midler Eum.
'•^ 12., ov,(, •) bearing, producing a second time,

Arist. H. A. : but—II. proparos.-, ov, pass, the second-born., , ., a
cloak cleaned and fulled, also-., (, *)
wofkiiig in an inferior class, second-rate.

Plat. Legg. 897 .—II. ., a ful-
ler, clothes-cleaner., ov,= Tci, of second rank. Lye., ov,(,)
.<ipeaking after one, epith. of Echo,
Nonn., , f. -, to do a second

time, LXX ; . or , to give

one a second hlow,'-\h. : .,
Lat. iterare agrum, cf.. Hence,, , a repetition.,, , the second rank

or course, LXX.—II. the Jewish tra-

ditions were so called, Eccl. Hence, ov, , an. expounder of
the traditions, a rabbi, Eccl.,, , () an utensil

for cooking or baking.', f, Hom. uses only
pres. and impf act. and pass. : 3 plur.

impf, as if from, oc-

curs in Q. Sm. To wet, soak, steep,. (-, Od. 5,

53 : , 7. 260:
later the gen. was used for the dat.,

as , Eur. Phoen.
674, like in Hom. : this

meaning also in II. 2, 471,



, though usu. rendered

to fill with liquid, fill up.— II. to mix
with liquid, to knead. Ar. Fr. 267.

—

HI. to make to flow, shed,',
Soph. Aj. 376. (Akin to : cf.

oi(p(J. our dew, bedeiv.. f., Aeol. and Ep.
lorm for , to miss, want : Horn,

uses only the aor. act. ', he missed, failed

in reaching it, Od. 9, 483. 540. More
freq., f., dep. pass.

c. fut. mid., to feel the want or loss of,

to be at a loss for, be without,,
Horn., as , reft of
life, II. 3, 294 : hence also to be want-

ing, deficient in,] ,
II. 17, 142: -^, thou art inferior to them in all

else. II. 23, 484.
"

', f. -), to moisten, soften by

moisture, make supple, esp. to work
tkit)^, to curry, tan~ Mid. sensu ob-

•coeno,^Lat. masturbari, Ar. Eq. 24.

(Hence, Lat. depso, also -
.• perh. akin to, but v. Pott

Forsch. 1, 210.), ov, {,) with

ten knots or meshes, Xen. Cyn. 2, 5., 3 plur. pert", from-, without redupl., II. 12, 147., ov, (,) for
ten days. Listing ten days :

., a truce, from ten days to ten days,

I. e. terminable at any time on giving

ten aays' notice, Thuc. 5, 26 : .,
« space of ten days. Polyb., Ep. inf. aor. syncop. from, II. 1, 23, cf. Buttm. Ausf.

Gr. f 110, 9., poet, for, Orph.

Arg. 566., Ion., but not

so in Horn. : fut., and-, II. : perf : plqpf
: aor. pass, : the

forms of the p. syncop. aor., viz.

3 sing,, 2 sing, imperat.,
inf. part,, are esp.

to be noticed, cf Buttm. Ausf Gr.

^110,9: on the forms,, v. sub fin. : dep.

mid.—I. of things, etc.. to take, accept,

receive what is offered, Lat. accipere,

Horn., in various phrases : .,
to take well, receive kindly. Od. 20, 271

;

with which is connected the post-

Horn., olcjvbv ., to accept, hail

the omen, Hdt. 9, 91 : also ., Ar. Ran. 589 :, Thuc. 1, 37, cf
. Hom. Merc. 312 : also hence to

listen to, give ear to, approve, /.,, Hdt., cf Valck Phoen.
462 : to accept, bow to, submit to.,
II. 18, 155: to receive, accept graciously,

of the gods, . , . 2, 420 ; also

with, II. 23, 647. Con-
stnict., . , to receive something
at the hand of another, Horn., and
Alt., as II. 2," 186, Pors. Hec. 533;
also Ti or , lb., some-
times too Tiror, II. 1, 596 ; 24, 305:
but also . , to receive one
thing/or another, as, Od. 11, 327, for ,
as in Plat. Gorg. 475 D : c. inf, to

take rather, to choose, Thuc. 1, 143,
Plat. Apol. 41 A ; in full, .,
as Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 14, Symp. 4, 12.

—II. of persons, to receive hospitablii,

entertain, Lat. excipere, Hom., in full

kv ., II. 18, 331 ; also, ., Valck. Hipp. 82.—2. to receive as an enemy, to await the

attack of, watch for, Lat. excipere, k~l-
., II. 5, 238 : so too

., Xen., ., freq. in

21

Att. ; , Thuc. 4,

120 ; and so absol. to await the onset.

Id. 4, 43.—3. in genl. to expect, ttait

for, c. acc. et inf fut., Od. 9, 513 ; 12,

230: . ...,1\.9. 191, .' /, II. , 62 : these two
signfs. belong only to f,
perf, and part,,
which indeed is used in this sense

only, except in H. Hom. Cer. 29,

Merc. 477.— B. apparently intr. to

succeed, come next, Lat. excipere,, 11.

19, 290, so?. ' ?.'7., Hes. Th. 800':

and, Hdt. 7, 176. (On its possible

connexion with, v.,
fin.), , . -, depso,=, to

soften, make supple,, to work
wax till it is soft, Od. 12, 48.

Af)/»w,=foreg., Hdt. 4, 64.

(A), f, aor. act.,
pass, : perf act., Dem.
764, 18, but rare ; pass,, and
3 sing, plqpf,, II. 5, 387 : fut.

pass,, rarely&, as

in Dem. 759, 23. To bind, tie, fasten,

fetter, Hom., etc. ; also and
kv , Hom. : also ., as -, II. 10, 475, cf. Hdt." 4, 72 : -

?.. or -, to put him in the pillory, Ar. ; .
.?., to tie a clog to a dog, So-

lon ap. Pint. Sol. 24 : also ., Aesch. Pr. 15, . Soph.
Aj. 108 : absol. to put in bonds, im-

prison, Aesch. Eum. 641, Thuc. 1,

30, etc.—2. to bind or keep to a thing,

as metaph., ;

how shall I bind you to your pledge ?

Od. 8, 352, where however Nitzsch,
perh. ^better, takes it literally, as if' pointed to the nets in

which he had caught.—3. to

bind, enchain, make still, -, Theogn. 178 ; ,
Pmd. P. 3, 96,, Eur. Hipp. 160:

later to bind by spells enchant, Jac.

A. P. 11, 138.^. c. gen. to let, hin-

der from a thing-^A'tjAtJiJ. -, Od. 4, 380, 469, like.—
^11. Hom. also freq. uses the mid.

to bind, tie, put on one^s self e. g.

" ? ?<, tied, bowid them on his feel,

II. 2, 44, etc. : but in pass, -, he had greaves
bound round his legs, Od. 24, 228.

Cf also.
(), fut. : aor.,

yet Hom. once has for,
II. 18, 100, to lack, miss, stand in need

of c. gen. : (elsewh. Hom. always
uses the poet, fonn) ; so-

TO -. Plat. Polit. 277 D ;^ but in Att.

usu. c. gen., 6?, , I
want much, i. e. am far from. usu. c.

inf pres.. e. g. ?./ ?.-, I am far /row defending my-
self. Plat. Apol. 30 D ; so too/

c. inf, / want but little o/ doing,

am all but doing, e. g.7, lb. : so ,. c inf, Isocr. 222

; in prose also freq. with numbers,
as , forty

lacking two, save two, like Lat. duo-

deviginti, Hdt. 1, 14, so too freq. in

Att.—II. on impers.. v. : so
too on.—. as dep. : fut.

: aor.. always per-

sonal, and only used by Hom. in
form, q. v., to stand in need

of, want, c. gen., Hdt. 4, 84, etc.

:

hence, to long or strive after, wish, beg

for. Construct., usu. c. gen. rei, as
Hdt. 1, 36, etc. : also c. dupl. gen.,
to beg a thing from a person. Id. 1,8:
but this more freq. ,
as Ar. Ach. 1059, also, Aeschin. 33. 41 : hence c. gen.
pers. et inf, to beg a person to do,

Hdt. 1, 59, and so freq. m Att. : very
rarel)' c. acc. pers.. as Thuc. 5, 36..—
II. absol. to be in want or need, USU. in

part., as , Hdt. 8. 59.

', particle, prob. shortd. from
?) ; and, as the weaker form, al-

ways put after one or more words in

a sentence, except in Ep. ,
: hence also it does not, like

an adv. proper, refer to the whole
sentence, but usu. serves to strength-

en or limit the word to which it is

attached : and this in various ways :

—I. strictly of Time, to fix the at-

tention on the present moment ; now,
just now, already, .... already have I shot..., 11. 8,

297 ; , I fear he
will now accomplish, II. 14, 44 ;'', this is the sixth

day, Eur., cf II. 24. 107: oft. after

advs. and conjunct, of Time,?.
, jam saepe, II. 19, 85 ; , till

at last, Aesch. ; , ,. etc. : with imperat. and fut.,

now, forthwith, directly,. Soph. ; ,
Xen. : oh . no more, ' -
.... ' ' , Eur. Or.
1069.— II. marking sequence without
distinct reference to time, though
arising from it, then ;. . Soph.

;

and so in summing up numbers,-, these then

make up a thousand, Xen. ; hence to

resume what has gone before, like

Lat. igitur. our so,',-..., -, II. 6, 395 ;, Hdt. 1, 32 ; and oft. in

phrase , Lat.
haec hactenus : is used to sub-
join the thing meant to be chiefly

eniphatic, ...,, and what's more,

to Sardis, Hdt. 1, 30, and more fully• ... : but
often in Trag. to put a supposed case
strongly forward, e. g. -, and now {suppose) I have accept-
ed..., Aesch. Eum. 894, cf Herm.
Vig. n. 331 : is added to interrogs.,

when the question refers pointedly
to something gone before, e. g. ;

why then ? Eur. Med. 1012 so

; ; and ;

; but in ; strength-
ens the question.

—

III. used simply
to limit, define, or strengthen the
word which it follows, and here it

comes nearer than in sense.— 1. with verbs, esp. in imperat.,

, , , do but come,
only come, freq. in Plat. ; so, (think
of what you likfe but) only don't think
of flying, n. 10, 447 : in repeating an--

other's words, ..., ....
well, I do ask, Xen.— 2. with sub-
stantives, usu. Att. in ironical sense,
Lat. scilicet, videlicet, e. g./, lie brought in the
pretended courtesans, Xen. Hell. 5, 4,

6, cf Thuc. 6, 80.—3. with adjectives,

usu. to strengthen their force,', all alone. Soph.: hence freq. with, , and esp. with su-
perl. e. g. , confessedly
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the best.

—

i. with pronouns, to mark
the person or thing strongly,, thus to use a man Uke
me, Hdt. ; and so oft. in questions,--.' ; )'0U of all persons

Id.: ...' with
so strong charges, Aesch. ; (5//,

this and this only, Thuc. : so with
rehitives, >/ ), just such as

thou, 11. 24, 376 : so with indcf. pro-

nouns, // increases the indclhiitc-

ness, '/, etc., some one or

other, Lat. nescio quis ; ' ,
others be. tkey who they may, 11. 1, 205.

—5. with other particles, /} ailds

explicitness : esp. alter relat. words,
as ..., //, also , iVn

}, that (it may be) exactly so
;
just

so ; also ), , /'/, in that,

inasmuch as; though this is usu.

ironical, e. g. Soph. O. C. 809 : very
I'req. with particles of protestation,

r/ , 7//., oh or—, c. g.

..., why surely you
are not..., Xen. : for , etc., v.

sub, etc. For fuller details v.

Kuhner Ausf Gr. § 691 sq., Ilartung
Partikeln-Lehre, 1, p. 245 sqq.

Aiju/^, ov, contr. for-, q. V.•, contr. for,
Soph. Tr. 49., , , () a bite,

sting, Xen. Mem. 1, 3, 12: metaph., Aesch. Ag. 791,, Soph.
Fr. 721, cf. Valck. Phoen. 386., . , a bite, sting, Diod.

:

gnawing pain, Hipp.

.^^', adv.. long, for a long

time, Horn. : , not long

after, Ap. Rh. (orig. neut. of an old

word )/=.)/ and, adv.=foreg.,

Nic.
and, adv. () perhaps,

J suppose, like : mostly iron.,

like Lat. scilicet, videlicet, to wit, for-

sooth, esp. with, of misconceptions

and mistakes, as ifforsooth,, Hdt. 1, 73, -
., Hdt. 3, 136, cf. 6,

39 ; 8, 5 ; so too Ear. . F. 949, etc., f. -, {) to tarry, be

long, delay, Horn., Ep. impf. of.7, ov, {,,) tt'.hen by the enemy, captive,

Eur. Andr. 105: contr.,
Aesch. Theb. 72.^, , , and,
Soph. Tr. 49. Dejanna, daughter of

Oeneus, and wife of Hercules. Soph.
Tr. 104, etc.—2. daughter of Nereus
and Doris, A])ollod. 1, 2.\,, , De'iares, an Athe-
nian, Aeschin.
^,,. , Deidamia, daugh-

ter of Lycomedes, king of Scyros,
Apollod. 3, 12, 8.-2. wife of Piri-

thous, elsewhere Hippodamia, Pint.

Th. 30.—3. sister of Pyrrhus, Plut.

Pyrrh. 1.— 4. daughter of foreg., Paus.^.. , Deicdon, son of
Hercules and Megara, Paus. 2, 7, 9.

—2. a Trojan, II. 5. 534.^,, . De'ileon, son of
De'imachus. an Argonaut, Ap. Rh. 2,

958. Others in Q. Sm., etc.^?. ov, , De'imachus. father-

in-law of Aeolus, Apollod. 1, 7, 5.—2.

son of Neleus, Id. 1, 9, 9.-3. father

of Autolycus, Ap. Rh. 2, 955.^, Ion. fw, 6, Deioces,

king of tHe Medes, Hdt. 1, 16.^. , , De'ioneus, son of

Eurytus of Oochalia, Plut. Thes. 8.

—2. father-in-law of Ixion, Pind. cf.

Arjiuv.
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/. ov, , son of De'ion, i. e.

Cephalus, Calliin. uian. 209.^, ov, , De'iopiies, a Tro-
jan, son of Priam, II. 11, 420, Apollod.
3, 12, 15,., , ov, Ep. and Ion. for,
hostile, 11. ; contr., Aesch. Cho.
628. [ in Anyte Ep. 1, cf. Jac. A. P.

p. 152.]. ov, , De'iolarus, king
of Gallatia, Plut. Anton. 63.,, , (') the press
or din of battle, thefight, battle, freq. in
Hom. (esp. II.) : mortal struggle, death,

Od. 12, 257.\, ov, 6, Deiochus, a Greek,
II. 15. 341.—2. a historian of Procon-
nesus, Dion. H.. contr. -, {) to treat

as an enemy, Hom., 6sp. in 11., to cnt

down, slay, oft. c. dat. instrum. .?,. Hom. : also .,
to cleave shields in the light : more
rare of beasts, e. g. of a horse striking

with his hoof, II. 11, 153, of wolves
rending a Stag, II. Ifi, 158 : ., to struggle for..., II. 18, 195.

Later, to ravage a counti-y, ..
At. Lys. 1 146. , Soph. . C.
1319. [When the third syll. is long,
Hom. uses the contr. forms/,-,, etc.]^, , , Deipyle, daughter
of Adrastus, wife of Tydeus, Apollod.
1,8,5.^, ov, 6, De'ipylus, a Greek,
II. 5. 325.^, ov, 6, De'ipynts, a Greek
before Troy, II. 9, 83, etc.—2. an Ath-
enian, Aeschin., ov, 6, Deiphobus, son of
Hippolytus, Apollod. 2, 6, 2.—2. son
of Priam, 11. 12, 94.^, ov. 6, Deiphonus, a seer
of ApoUonia, Hdt. 9, 92.^, ov. , Detphontes, son
of Antimachus, Apollod. 2, 8, 5.

},=,, . Rh. 3,

1374.

fAr/t(jv, wj'Of, , De'ion, son of Aeo-
lus, father of Cephaleus, Apollod. 1,

7, 3: called also, Id., Strab.. ov,() biting, sting-

ing, torturing,, Eur. Hec. 235., ov, 6, () a biter, ., stinging, Plut. Hence, , , biting, stinging,

Arist. H. .\. : metaph. pungent, severe,

., Luc. Adv. -., adv. (, ) clearly,

plainly, of course. Soph. O. T. 1501,

Eur. I. A. 1306 : iron.,

.... on this pretext as if for-
sooth..., Hdt. 4, 135: also in answers,
oil' yyoa;'. yes plainly, Ar. Vesp. 441., collat. form of sq.?, fut. -. dep. mid.,(, Lat. deleo.) To destroy, slay,', II. 4, 66 : to dn a mischief
to, icound, ', Od. 22, 278 : also

absol., to do mischief, be hvrtful, II. 14,

102, Od. 10, 459: of things,/, to lay waste, spoil, II. 1,

156: opKia ., to 7nake nothing of,

break, violate, oaths, truces, II. 3, 107 :

of loss by theft, to plunder, rob, Od.
8,444; 13, 124. Later, to injure, of
mischief done by magic, Theocr. 9,

36, by wine, etc. Perf in pass, signf., Hdt. 4, 198., , , =,
Orph.,, , mischief, ruin

:

usu. act., ., the curse of ships,

Od. 12, 286; ., a pest to

wayfarers, Aesch. Fr. 114, cf. Soph.
O. T. 1495.

/, ov, gen.,[)
bringing mischief, destructive, ll. 24, 33 :

as subst. , destroyer,

Od, 18, 85, 116: so

ov, doing men no hurt, Hdt.
2,74., , , (?.) ruin,

mischief, Hdt. 1, 41 ; 4, 112.',, ,() de-

stroyer, Ep. Hom. 14, 8. Hence?/, oi>, mischievous, destruc-

tive, TO, sub.,
poison, Plut.,,(, -) hurtful, poisonous, Theophr., , V. sub., , , the Delian goddess,
epith. of Diana, as born in Delos.

—

2. Delia, feni. pr. n., Ath. ,^7], ov, , Deliades, son Ol

Glaucus, brother of Bellerophon,
Apollod. 2, 3, 1.^, , , of or belonging to

Delos, Delian, Thuc, etc., , , pecul. fein. to, Delian, ., Delian
nyynphs, H. Hom. A p. 157 : also

Delian woman, Ath.—II. the Delian
ship, which bore Theseus to Crete
when he slew the Minotaur. In me-
mory of this, it was sent every fourth
year, with a solemn deputation to

the Delian Apollo : v..,
and cf. Plat. Phaed. 58, Bockh P. E.
1, 286, sq. Also , sc.,
Xen., ov, 6, one of the Athe-
nian deputation to Delos, Ath., v. foreg.^, ov, TO, () temple of the
Delian Apollo ; hence as pr. n., De-
liuni.— 1. a city on the coast of Boe-
otia, where the Athenians were de-
feated by the Boeotians, Hdt. 6, 118,

Thuc. 4, 76, etc.—2. a place in La-
conia on the Argolicus Sinus, Strab., a, ov, also , ov, Eur.
Tro. 89, of or belonging to Delos, De-
lian, Pind. P. 9, 17 : , the

Delian god, epith, of Apollo, and', the Delian goddess, of Diana,
as born in Delos, Thuc, etc. : -, a\so=: U., Xen. Mem. 3,

8, 2 : in pi. oi ? loi, the inhnh. of
Delos, the Delians, Hdt. etc. : -
/, () the festival of Apollo at

Delos, v,. II., Dor. for, also,-, Valck, Ad. p. 258
C.

', adv. 7, ,=-?, it is plain that, clearly, of course,

Plat. Crito 53 A.—II. Gramm., namely,

that is, Lat. videlicet. Bast. Greg. p.

804.?., , (,) to

make clear, Plut., ov, , Delos, one of the Cy-
clades, birthplace of and sacred to

Apollo and Diana, Od.. etc. : called

also 'OpTvyia, now Delo or Sdille.—

•

2. the chief city of the island was
also called Delos. (Prob. from sq.,

ace. to the story of its becoming
visible on a sudden.), , ov, also, ov, Eur. Med.
1197 ; also, II. 10, 466, viiible,

clear : manifest, evident, certain, Od.
20, 333, (not found elsevvh. in Horn.):
in Att. often constr. with part.,, they are clearly

not going to permit, i. e. it is clear
that they will not, Thuc. 1, 71 ; also

with ,. Soph. Aj. 326, cf. Xen. An,
1, 5, 9 : but also? or7. ...,
with a verb, as Thuc. 1, 38, 93, cf.

Xen. An. 1. 3, 9, whence?,
q. v., cf. Kuhner Gr. Gr. ^ 771, 2



^?,0£• itself is oft. used like/.,
as "• ..., all by
himself; yes plainly. Soph. Aj. 906,

cf. Ar. Av. 1407. Lys. 919 : Eur. also

has }. ... (where the
inf is pleon.) Or. 350: -,
=7., to make plain or known,
Thuc. 6, 34 ; also to explain, Dem. Adv.
-•. (Ace. to Buttm. akin to,
through?,?.,.)/., , f. -, {',) to show,

make visible or clear, Hdt., etc.—2. to

point out, make knowti, reveal, Aesch.,

and Soph.—3, to prove. Soph. O. C.

146, Thuc. 1, 3.

—

I. to declare, Thuc.
4, 68 : to explain, set forth, 2, 62 : also

to indicate, signify. Id. 1, 10, etc.—5.

to point out, order. Soph. O. T. 77.

—

Construct. : . , also .
or . Soph. Tr. 369, Thuc. 1,

90, and . Tivoc, Lys. : -
..., Hdt. 2, 149, etc. ; but this

is oft. expressed by a part., which if

it refers to the nom. of the verb, is

itself in nom. as ,/., v:ill show my
father that I am no weakling. Soph.
Aj. 472 : . thou

lookst as though thou hast somewhat to

tell. Soph. Ant. 242, cf foreg., and
Kilhner Gt. Gr. 65S. The usu. fut.

pass, is ]7.'7, but we have -/., Thuc. 1, 144.— II. in-.=?.-. to be clear or plain,

?. -, Hdt. 2. 117, and so prob.

9, 68, cf Heind. Plat. Crat. 434 C :

for Soph. Aj. 878, v. Herm. ad 1. : so

too,, Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 32.

Hence,, , a means of point-

ing out, a proof. Plat.., ,{,) a pointing

out, manifestation^ explaining, Thuc,
Plat., etc. : .7=?^•, Id.

4, 40.—2. a direction, command. Plat.

—3. proclamation, manifesto, Hdn.. verb. adj. from /.,
one must set forth, explain. Plat. Tim.
48 E., , , {?) expres-

sive, indicative,, Hipp.^, ov, , Demagoras, a
poet or historian, Dion. H.— 2. a
Rhodian, Pint. Luc. 3., , to be a,
to lead the people, /. ., Isocr. 18

A : but almost always in bad sense,

Ar. Ran. 419, etc., cf:
c. ace. pers., ., to curry favour
tmth, Xen. An. 7, 6, 4 ; c. ace. rei, to

introduce measures so as to win popu-
larity, Dion. H.—2. to render popular,

App.., , the conduct, tricks,

character of a, Ar. Eq. 191,

cf., , . fitfor, belong-

ing to a demagogue, Ar. Eq. 217. Adv.- from, ov. 6, (,) a
popular leader: orig. without any bad
sense, and so of Pericles in Isocr.

184 D : but by that time in genl. the

head of a mob, an unprincipled, faclimis

orator, demagogue, like Cleon, etc.,

Ar. passim, cf esp. Arist. Pol. 4, 4
;

5. 6, and Herm. Pol. Ant. (J 69.^, ov, a, Demades, the cele-

brated Athenian orator, an opponent
of Demosthenes, Dem. 320. 27 : hence
adj., a, ov, of Demades,
Demadean. Dem. Phal.^, , , DemaenSte, fem.
pr. , Hipp.^, ov, , Demaenetus, an
Athenian conmiander, Xen Hell. 5,

1 10.

, ov, {,) de-

manded by the people., ov, , a comic dim.

from, used by way of coaxing,

Ar. Eq. 823. [/ci], ov, (,)
prayed for by the people : hence^ Ion. -, Dor. -, ov, , Demaratus, a king of

Sparta, with Cleomenes ; being ex-

pelled by him, he went to the Per-

sian court, Hdt. 6, 63, etc.—2. an
Athenian archon, Thuc. 6, 105.—3.

a Corinthian partisan of Philip, Dem.
324, 14, Plut. Alex. 9.-4. a Rhodian,
Plut. Phoc. 18.— 5. father of Tar-
quinius Priscus, Polyb. 6, 2, 10.—6.

an historian, Apollod.. , , Demarete, a poet-

ess, Ath. 685 B.^. ov, 6, DemSrStus, tutor

of the children ofAristaechmus, Dem.
987, 18, seqq.—2. an Olympian victor,

Paus.—3. father of Theopompus, Id.^. , , Demariste, fem.

pr. n.', Plut. Tim'ol. 3.^, ov, , DemarmSnus, a

Lacedaemonian, father of Prinetidas
and Chilon, Hdt. 5, 41 ; 6, 65., , to be at

Athens, Isae. ap. Dion. H., or tribune

at Rome, Plut., , , the office or rank of, Dem. 1318, 18; the tribunate,

Plut.
', , , of a,

or tribune, Dio C., ov.,(,) gover-

nor of the people, and so— 1. at .Athens,

the president of a. Or township,

who managed its affairs, kept the
registers, etc., and had to enforce the

collection of certain taxes, Ar. Nub.
37, and oft. in Inscrr. ; in earlier times

the corresponding officer was called, Bockh P. E. 2, 281, sq.

—

2. at Rome, a tribune of the people,

Plut.

1, ov, , Demarchus, a Sy-
racusan commander, Thuc. 8, 85.

fAa,ov,.Demeas, an Athenian,
father of Philocrates, Thuc. 5, 116.

Others in Xen. Mem. 2, 7, 6, Ath., etc., ov, , (,)
friend of the people, Plut.., , confiscation ofone's
property. Lat. pvblicatio bonorum. Plat.

I

Prot. 325 C,''Dem. 215, 24: from

i
, () orig. to declare a

! public property , esp. of a citizen's

goods, to seize, confiscate them, Lat.

publicare, Thuc. 5, '60, Xen., etc.—2.

1
in genl. to make public,

\
, the power is in the hands of

I
the people, Eur. Cycl. 119., .{,) hated

I

by the people. Call. ap. Choerob.. ,{) to be a

public orator, Ar. ; to harangue the peo-

ple, Dem. 29, 17 : also c. ace. cog-

I
nato, .. Id. 3t5, 29: to make

i long speeches, to be long-winded, Stallb.

i Plat. Gorg. 4S2 C, or perh. to tute

[

tricks and fallacies, such as go down
[

in popular harangues, Heind. ibid., v.

sq., and cf,., , , deliberative

speech, . to judicial speaking: a

speech in the public assembly, Aesehin.

36, 31.—II. a long copious speech. Plat.,

or perh. an excursive style, or of a

plausible, fallaciotis kind, Heind. Plat.

, Theaet. 162 D, cf. foreg.

j

. , ,{)
of, behnzins to miblic speaking,,
Plat. Rep. 365 D,, Arist. Eth.
N. : qualified for it, Xen. Mem. 1, 2,

i

48. Adv. -.

, ov, {,)
haranguing the people, addressing the

assembly, ., a public speaker, Plat.,

and Xen. : ., a speaker's ho-
nours, Eur. Hec. 254 : --, rhetorical tricks, Aesch. Supp.
623.]?, , , exile, Aesch.
Supp. : from, ov, {, /.)
publicly exiled, Aesch. Supp. 614., and , : an
ace. also occurs, as if from
a nom.', Plat. Crat. 404 B,
Epigr. ap. Paus. 1, 37, 2: Demeter,
Lat. Ceres, goddess of agriculture
and rural life, mother of Persephone
(Proserpina), seldom mentioned in
II. (never in Od.) : the chief autho-
rity for her legends is H. Hom. Cer.
Met. the gifts of Ceres, corn, bread,

0pp. (Prob. = , mother
earth, cf. .) Hence, ov,=, Plut.\7], , , Demetria, fem. pr.

n.. Ar. Nub. 684.^ ,,^=.^., , Demelrias, a
city of Thessaly on the Pagasaean
gulf, founded by Demetrius, Strab.
—2. a city of Assyria, not far from
Arbela, Strab.—3. an Attic tribe, so
called in honour of Demetrius Poli-

oreetes, Plut. Demetr. 10.— 4. the
last day of the month, so called by
Athenians in honour of the same, lb.

12.^, , , an inhab. of
Demelrias 1, Polyb. 3, 6, 4. .\, . v. sq. II.], lov, of or belonging to

Demeter, or Ceres, ., corn,

Theophr.—II. to. the tem-

ple of D., Strab.—HI. tu,
her festival, Plut., OV, 6, Demetrius, com-
mon masc. pr. n.— 1.,
son of king Antigonus, conquered
Macedon, but seven years after was
driven out by Pyrrhus, Polyb., etc.

—2. a king of Syria, surnamed,
161-150 . C, Diod. — 3. a king of
Syria, B. C. 145-126, surnamed Nt-, Diod.—4. son of king Philip

of Macedon, brother of Perseus. Diod.
—5. ?., a celebrated orator,

pupil of Theophrastus. governor of
Athens under Cassander, Diod., Plut.,

etc.—6. , goA-emor of Cor-
cyra, under the Illyrian queen Teuta,
Polyb., Strab.—7. , a gram-
marian in Strab., who mentions many
others of this name, as Polyb. also,

etc.

^,, , Demetrion, the
Athenians so named the month
Munvchion, in honour of Demetrius
Poliorcetes, Plut. Dem. 12., ov, , comic dim. froiH, Ar. Eq. 726, 1199, like-. [(], f. -,() to affect the

popular side, cheat the people, Ar. Vesp.

699., , poet, for-, q. v., , {,)
., cattle which are the people's

wealth, Aesch. Ag. 128.^, , , {, -) goods seized by public author-

ity, and put up for sale ; included

among the heads of revenue by Ar.

Vesp. 659, cf Bockh P. E. 1, 265 ; 2,

127. sqq., ov, Att. also sometimes a,

ov. {^) belonging to the people, -, Od. 20, 264 ;, judges
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ehcted by the people, Od. 8, 259 : -
, a public mailer, opp. to , Od.

3, 82: c5//^ioi', Od. 2, 32; 4, 314: as

adv.,/, at the public cost,

11. 17, 250: TO ,= ,
the commonweal, Aesch. Supp. 370 :

more usu.— II. ,{) the public executioner, Aes-
chin. 41, fin. ; also /,
Plat. Legg. 872 . In Rep. 439 E,
we have Kti-', where it would seem to be
the place of e.vicution rather than the

man : but this is dub.-^, , , a work-place,

App. : from, , to be a,
practise a trade, do work, Plat. Soph.
219 C. etc.—2. c. ace. to work at,

make. Id. Polit. 288 ; hence in pass.,

oft. in Plat.— II. to be one of the vnagis-

strates called, Bockhlnscr.

1, p. 739. Hence,, , a work of
art : in genl. work, workmanship, Za-
leuc. ap. Stob. p. 279, 20.,, , workmanship, art

and skill. Plat., etc. : in genl. work,

operation, Arist. Rhet.— II. the office

of the 7nagistrate,, Arist.

Pol.—III. Creation, Eccl., , , of, belonging

to a, whether— 1. a handi-

craftsman, Phil. Phaedr. 248 ; .', base mechanical works.
Id. Legg. 846 D : or—2. a magistrate,

hence ., the board of magistrates

SO called, Arist. Pol. Adv. -,
workmanlike, Ar. Pac. 429., , poet,,
Od. (/, *), working for the

people, a workman, handicraftsman :

among them in early times we have
soothsayers, surgeons, heralds, along
with carpenters, etc., Od. 17, 383, sq.,

19, 135, of. Plat. Symp. 188 D; of
confectioners in Hdt. 7, 31, esp., a

maker ofbride-cakes, Meineke Menaiid.

p. 45 : in genl. a maker,, Arist.

Pol. ; ', Aeschin. 84, 36 ; . -, author of ill, Eur. Incert. 32

:

melaph. , morn that

calls man to work, H. Horn. Merc. 98.

—2. esp. the Maker of the world. Plat.,

and Xen., and so esp. in the Neo-
Plat. philosophy, as the name of God,
the Creator—II. name of magistrate,

esp. in the Dorian states, of which
few particulars are known, Thuc. 5,

47, cf. Midler Dor. 3, 8, § 5, cf.., adv. publicly, formed like,.;, ov, {,) de-

vourer of the people, ., a
prince that robs his people of their pos-

sessions, II. 1, 231.^, , , Demogenes, an
Athenian archon 01. 115, 4, Diod. S.,, , {, -
pDV) an elder of the people, one who
ranks high among them from age ; in

genl. an elder, chief, 11. 11, 372: and
in plur., the nobles, chiefs, like Lat.
senatores, II. 3, 149, cf Arist. Eth. 2,

9, 6 :. ,^^. deus mino-
rum gentium. Anth.,, , Demodamas.
a poet of Haliearnassus or Miletus,

Ath. 682 E., , 6,{, -?.) public teacher, preacher,

Eccl., , , Demodoce, daugh-
ter of Agenor, Hes. Fr. 73.

tAooc, , , Demodocus, a
blind singer among the Phaeacians,
Od. 8, 43., Plut. Music.
3.—2. an Athenian commander, Thuc.
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4, 75.—3. an Athenian, father of The-
ages, a friend of Socrates. Plat.

Theag. 125 A.—4. an Achaean, Polyb.

5, 95, 7. {,, prop, well

received by the people.), adv., at the public cost, Od.

19, 197 ; opp. to, from among
the people, Ap. Rh.— 11. -, an Eupyrian by deme, i. e. by

birth, Anth., , , {,)
public feast, Luc., , contr. -,-, {,) tittered by the

people,, ., Aesch. Ag. 9,38,

1409, 1413 : hence ., law-
lessness and sedition, lawless clam-
our, lb. 883., ov,{,-) cursed publicly.,, ,{,)
friend of the people, Lat. poplicola,

Strab. Hence\, , , Democedes, a
celebrated physician of Crotona, Hdt.

3, 125.^, ov, , Democlxdes, an
Athenian orator, Archon 01. 116, 1,

Diod. S.—2. a writer, Ath. 174 F.^]. . h, DemoclVas, in-

ventor of the method of communica-
ting signals by torches, Polyb. 10,

45, 6.^, , poet, uncont.-, , voc. -, Theog. 919,

Democles, common masc. pr. n.,— 1.

an Athenian archon. Pans.— 2. an
historian of Phigalea, Strab.—Others
in Dem., Isae., etc., , ,{,)
sub. ,=^!, esp. the execu-

tioner, Soph. Fr. 869, Isocr. 361 D, cf.

II.—II. as adj.,, ov,

vile, cor.mon, of coarse food. Lye. ap.

Ath. 420 C.,, , (,,)
mob-flatterer, Dion. ., , to be a, to

currtj mob-favour, Plut. ; and., , an attempt

to gain, mob-favour, App. : and. , , love of mob-popu-

larity, Dion. H. ; and, , , of. belonging to

a, ., Plat. Phaedr.

248 : from, ov, {,) a

mob-courtier, popularity-hufiter, Philo :

ct..̂,, , Democoiin, son

of Priam, 11. 4, 499., ov,{,)
confirmed, ratified by the people, .,
Aesch. Ag. 457., as pass, {,) to have a democratical consti-

tution, live in a democracy , Ar. Ach. 642,

and freq. in Thuc. : in very late au-

thors also in act. : cf.
and -, , , de-

mocracij, popular government : On its

nature, v. Thuc. 6, 89, Arist. Pol. 4,

4, 12 ; 6, 1, sq.^,, ,{/,)
Democrates, a common masc. pr. n.,

Xen. An. 4, 4, 15 ; Dem., etc.^, ov, o, Democratides,

an Athenian, Dem. 929, 26., f. -, to be on the

democratical side, App., , ,{)
belonging, suited to a democracy,.
Plat. Rep. 338 :, to do a popular act, Ar. Ran.
952 : of persons, a democrat, favourer

of democracy, Arist. Eth. N. Adv.
-, Diod.^, ov, , Democritus, an

illustrious Naxian, Hdt. 8, 4G.—2. an
Athenian, son of Demophon, ofAphid
nae, Dcni. 250. 15.—3. of Abdera, the
celebrated jihilosopher, contemporary
with Socrates, styled ,
the laughing philosopher, Arist., Diog.
L., etc. Hence^, a, ov, of Democritus,

Democrilean ; o'l, thefol-

lowers of Democritus, Ael. V. H. 12,25., ov, {, )
publicly stoned, . by public sto-

ning. Soph. Ant. 36.^,, ,{,)
Demoleon, son of Antcnor, II. 20, 395,

—Others in Plut., Q. Sm., etc., =, Anth.
;

and, , , belonging to

public speaking : -, a mob-orator.

Plat. Soph. 268 B. Adv. -.?.,, ,{-,) a nickname given to

Bdclycleon in Ar.Vesp. by the Chorus., ov, {,) a

haranguer.1:., , 6, Demomeles, an
Athenian, son of Demon, a relative

of Demosthenes, Dem. 302, 25., ov, , Demonlsus, an
island in the Propontis near Chalcc-
don, Arist. ; ace. to Hesych. two isl-

ands, Chalcitis and Pityusa.\), , , Demonlce. daugh-
ter of Agenor, Apollod. 1,7, 7., ov, , Demonicus. name
of two Athenians in Dem. 205, 5

;

272, 6.-2. a comic poet. Ath. 410 D.
—3. son of Hipponicus, to whom
Isocrates addressed an oration.^, ov, , Demoiunis, a Pa-
piiian, Hdt. 7, 195., dep.,{) to talk or

act popularly, Lat. popularitvr lo<jui,

agere : esp. to play the buffoon, Kuhnk.
Tim., ov, ,{,-) a mob-monkey, charlatan, Ar. Ran.
1085., ov, {,)
enrolled, made a citizen, but not a citi-

zen by birth, Ruhnk. Tim., cf. Dem.
1376, 15.,, , Dmnopdlis. son
of Tliemistocles. Pint. Them. 32., ov,{,)
dotie by the people, Aesch. Supp. 942.

^, ,. Demoptolemus,
one of the suitors of Penelope, Od.
22, 242.)(),,{,) hurl-

ed, cast, flung by the people, iipal 6.,

Aesch. Ag. 1616., ov, . prob. first a country-

district, tract of enclosed or cultivated

land,' -, . 5, 710: hence opp. to,
as , so too, ,. , in the

land or territory of Ithaca, etc., Od.
;

where it is purely local (cf, Od. 24, 12) : hence for its

inhabitants, ,
to town and country, II. 3, 50. Hence
as in early tunes the common people
were scattered through the country,
while the chiefs held the city.— II.

the commons, common people, Lat. plebs,, opp. to,. etc., 11. 2, 188, etc. ; and as
adj., , being a commoner, I.l.

12, 213: as collect, with plnr. verb,

H. Horn. Cer. 271. But— [fl. in de-

mocratical states, esp. nl Athens, the

commons, the people, the privileged order

of citizens, Lat. populus, opp. to plebs,

oft. in Ar. Eq.,etc. ; hence—2. a pop-



uM constitntinn, democracy/, opp. to oi',,•
., to put down the demncracy, Thuc. 1,

107 ; 3, 81.—IV. oi (irom sfgnf.

I.), in Attica, townships, hundreds, Lat.

^,= Dor., subdivisions of

the ?., in the time of Hdt., 100 in

number, 10 in each ; afterwds.,

170 : their origin is usu. referred to

Theseus, but the)' must have been
greatly altered under Cleisthenes,

Thirlvv. Hist. Gr. 2, 73, Arnold
Thuc. vol. i., app. 3. (Ace. to some
from , to build, settle: better

peril, from , to bind, connect, v.

Arnold 1. c.), ov, b, fat, tallow, of beasts,

Horn., but also of men, II. 8, 380 :

strictly the fat of the paunch, the caul,

Lat. omentum. (Perh. fromdt'fj, to bind.)

'^, ov, 0, Demus, an Athenian,

son of Pyriiampes, a trierarch, Lys.

628, 6., ov, a, Demosades, v. 1.

for, Xen. An. 7, 1, 5., , ,{,-) mob-satyr; oi, title

of a comedy of Timocles, Atfi. 165 F.^^, a, ov, ofDemosthenes,

Demosthenean, Longin. : from\\]., ace. and, b,{,) Demosthenes, the fa-

mous .\thenian orator and statesman,

Aeschin., etc.—2. an Athenian com-
mander in the Peloponnesian war,

Thuc. 3, 91.), to imitate Derrwsthe-

ties. Pint. Cic. 24., adv., v.-, , , a public pro-

clamation, announcement : 3.50=:^-
: from, f• -, to make public

or common, make public property, ru, common proverbial

sayings,^s , Arist. Rhet.
—2.=^>v^J, to confiscate, Xen. Hell.

1, 7, 10.—II. intr. to lead a public life,

opp. to. Plat. Gorg. 515 A

;

to belong to the state, be public :-, public teachers

paid by the state. Plat. Apol. 32 A :

esp. of physicians, to practise with a

pjihiic salary, Ar. Ach. 1030. cf Stallb.

Plat. Gorg. 514 D: metapL, to devote one^s thoughts to

the common good, Plut. : from, a, ov,() belonging

to the people or state, Lat. publicus, opp.

to, . Lat. ager publicus,

Hdt.5,29,(S. 7r/.oSroi-,Thuc. 1, 80, etc., Aeschin. etc.—II. ., with,', etc., a public officer or

servant, as— 1. the public crier, Hdt.

6, 121.—2. the public executioner, Oratt.

cf..—3. a policeman, Ar. Lys.

436, cf. Bockh P. E. 1, 277.-4. a

public notary, =, Dem.
381, 2.—5. al.so a public victim,=p-

II., accord, to Schol. Ar. Eq.
1136.—III. as neut. , the

state, Lat. respublica, Hdt. 1,14;

TO ., to eater public life,

Dem.—2. ani/ public building, as the

public hall, Hdt. 6, 52, 57 : the state-

chest, treasury, Dinarch. 105, 11, else-

where TO KOLVOV : the public prison,

Thuc. 5, 18.—3. -a . public property,

Ar. Vesp..554.—IV. as fern, -. q. v. sub., the tent of the

Spartan kings. Lat. praetorium, Xen.
Hell. 4, 5, 8.—V. as adv„— 1. dat.-, in public, at the public expense,

Hdt.' 1, 30, etc. : but ., to

die by the hands of the executioner , Wolf
Lept. 499, 28.—2. «, by

public authoritt/, Xen. Rep. Lac. 3, 3.

Hence

), , to make public proper-

ty, to confiscate, like, Thuc.
3, 68.—li. to publish, make commonly
knou-n. Pass, to be commonly known,

Plat. Soph. 232 D.
^, , b,(,-) afarmer of the revenue, Lat. pub-

I'icanus, Uiod. Hence, , , a leasing of the

revenues., ov, , the office of
revenue-leases, Diod., ov, (,) sav-

ing the people : but—11. proparox.,-, () driven away by the

people.^. ov, , Demostratus.

son of Aristophon, a public haranguer
in Athens m the time of the Pelopon-
nesian war, Ar. Lysist. 391, Thuc. 8,

1; etc. Others in Dem., Diod. S., etc./-, , (, ) at

the public cost, public, ytational,,
Hdt. 6, 57,, Thuc. 2, 15, cf. -. Adv. -7..., , . Demoteles, a

leader of the Locri, Thuc. 4, 25.—2.

a herald of the Lacedaemonians, Xen.
Hell. 7, 1, 32. Others in Dem., Ath.,

etc., a, ov, poet, for-.. Rh., and A rat.,,(,) pop-

ular, attractive. Plat. Minos 321 A., as pass., to beTnemier

of a deme, Dem. 1314, 9., ov, , of belonging to the

people : hence a commoner, plebeian,

opp. to a man of rank, Hdt. 2, 172 ; 5,

11 ; so (5.. Soph. Aj. 1071, . -, Ar. Pac. 921.— II. a member of a, brother-freeman, fellov-citizen,

Pind. N. 7, 96, Soph. O^ C. 78, Susa-
rio 1 ; and so fern,, , ;/,

Ar. Lys. 333, Theocr. 28, 22 : hence7/, , , of belonging to

the people, common, -, in

./Egypt, opp. to the /, or hieroglyph-

ics, Hdt. 2, 36; in genl. pMA/iV.= (57;-, Dion. H.—II. of the populace,

one ofthem, ha.t.plebeius, Xen. Cyr.2, 3,

6, Dem. 581, 24 :— III. on the democrat-

ic side, Lat. popnlaris, Ar. Nub. 205. Av.

1584, Thuc, etc. : .—,
todonothing for the people, Xen. Hell.

2, 3, 39 : in genl. popular, . -
-or. Id. Mem. 1, 2, 60; and so

freq. in adv. -, affably, kindly, as

.. Dem. 719, 8 ; .-, Arist. Pol.—IV. of belong-

ing to a deme, Opp. to, ap.

Dem. 1074, 20. Adv.-KUr., v. sup. II.^, ov, n. Demotimus, an

Athenian! pupil of Theophrastus, Di-

og. L.
^^.. ,(,) De-

motion, an .\thenian archon, Diod. S.

Others in Xen., Ath., ov,(,) protect-

ing, dwelling among the people as epith.

of guardian deities, Soph. O. C. 458 ;

also subst., ,, lb.

1086, 1348.^. ov, , Demuchus, a Tro-

jan, il. 20. 457., ov, (,)—^,, Theogn. [].. , (, ')
Demophunes. an Athenian. Lys.—2. a
Megalopolitan. Polyb. 10, 25 ; etc., ov. b. Demophantus,

an Athenian pr. n., Oratt., ov, (,)
m.ischievous, rianous, Callistr.., ov, , Demophilus, a

leader of the Thespians at Thermop-
ylae, Hdt. 7. 222.-2. an Athenian ar-

chon, 01. 99, 4, Diod. S.—3. an Athe-

nian banker, Dem. 1031. 9.—4. son of
Ephorus. an historian, Ath. 696 A.^<,. b, contd.,, b, Demophoon, or Demo-
phon, son of Celeus and Metanira, H.
Horn. Cer. 234.-2. son of Theseus
and Phaedra, Eur. Heracl. 213.—3.

son of Demon, a friend and relative

of Demosthenes, Dem. 840, 10. Oth-
ers in Dem. ; Ath. ; Arr. ; etc.,, oi, sons of Dem-
ophon, Plut. Symp. 2, 10., ,() pleasing the

people, popular.^,, b, Demochares, an
Athenian, who married the sister of

Demosthenes's mother, Dem. 818, 3.

Others in Dem. ; Polyb. ; etc.^/, , b, Democharis, a
poet of the Anthology., ov, b,(,-) a mob-courtier, Eur. Hec. 134., ,, like a-. Adv. -., .() . -, to appro-

priate to the public use, confiscate. Die
C. : V., and.^, ov, b, Demulus, masc. pr.

n.. Paus. ; Ath.^, , . Demo, daughter of
Celeus and Metanira, H. Horn. Cer.
109.—2. the Cumaean Sibyl, Paus., , {,) of the

feople, popular, Plat. Phaed. 61 A,
egg. 710 A.—II. well-knoum, Plut.,,,()-

ular pastime, ., odes for pub-
lic performance, Stesich. (39) ap. Ar.

Pac. 798.

\A7juuv., b, Deinon, an Atheni-

an of the Paeania, a relative of

Demosthenes, Dem. 840, 10; etc.

—

2. a writer . Ath. 96 D.^,, b, Demonax, a
Mantinean, who regulated the affairs

of the Cyrenians, Hdt. 4, 161.—2. a
cynic philosopher in the time of Ha-
drian, Luc. vit. Dem.
^7]>, , , Dtmonassa, fem.

pr. n., Paus.. Luc./7/r, ,(, ?.) of
public usefulness,.. Plat. Phaedr.
227 E. • Adv. -., Dor., adv., Lat. diu. long,

for a long while, this long lime, T)V,

"he was (i. e. lived) long, II. 6. 131

:

long ago, , Od. 18, 313.

Only Ep., for in Aesch. Pers. 584 it

is more than dub. (Akin to, :

hence,,,-,. Hence, ,, long-lived, II. 5, 407:
also(5., Theocr. 16, 54.

—

. old,

ased, Aesch. Pr. 794 : ancient, lb. 912,

Call. Fr. 105.—III. late, Lat. .sfTj;.•?, Ap.
Rh. : hence and, over-

speed and loitering, Emped. 13., ov. , a Roman coin, a

denarius, nearly, but not quite.= Gr.

dpaj//;/. being about 15.5 cts., Plut., ', , cminsels, plans, arts,

whether good or bad, Horn. : only in

plur. : the sin?, nom. was assumed by
Hesych. to be to ', by Suid.. (Akin to .). gen., or , a worm in

wood, Schol. Hes. Op. 418.'. ov. (, )=. heart-consuming, wasting,

of love, Aesch. Ag. 744.., ,() a bite, biting,

Arist. H. A., usu. contr. form of, q.

v., Hom. : to lay waste a country, Hdt.

5, 89. etc., . , Soph. . C.
1319.,^. adv.,nowusu. writ-

ten , from any quarter, Lat.
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undecunque, Aesch. Cho. 632 :, from some quarter or other,

Dem., Dor. for sq.

Ar/~oTf, indel'. adv., now usu. writ-

ten //, at some time, once, once

on a time. Aesch. Ag. 577, etc. : /-, Lat. si quando, 11. 1, 40: as in-

terrog. ; what in the world

what, why now? and with ,-
roSi'.= Lat. cunque, Dem. 1010, 15, of.

Lob. Phryn. 373.. indef. adv., now usu. writ-

ten (5// TTOV, perhaps, it may be, --, 11. 21, 73 : in

Att. usu. with a sense of doubtless, I
suppose, I ween, Lat. scilicet, nimirum,/ }, Aesch. Pr. 1064

;

cf. Ar. Plut. 491, 582, Thiic. 1, 121,

etc. : oft. in phrases, ,. Plat., and Dem.
—11. as interrog. implying an atlirm.

answer, -'~ ; i. e. / presume you know.
Soph. Tr. 417: hence , im-

plying a negat. answer, as Ar. Ran.
526, Plut. 261., indef adv.,=foreg. esp.

before a vowel, Ar. Plut. 140, etc., cf.

Ruhnk. Tim.^, , , appell. of Apollo,

Lye. 440., ov, , Deriades, an an-

cient king of India, Nonn., Ep. 3 dual

II., 3 pi. Od., inf-
Od., dep. (or/pLc) to contend, fight,, 11. 17, 731, and absol., Od.

8, 78 ; (5. Tivt, to contend with one, Ap.
Rh. : to contend with words, to quarrel,

xorangle. 11. 8, 78. The act., to

contest a prize, occurs inPind. N. 11,34.^, , , {,-) Derimachia, an Amazon, Q. Sm., dep., c. fut.. 3

pi. aor. mid., Od. ii, 70, 3 dual aor.

pass,, as if from-
ixai, II. 16, 756,=foreg. : in the same
signf Pind. has pres., O. 13, 63. The
act. occurs in Theocr. 25, 82,, [ in pres.

:

in fut. and aor. t.]^,. , Oerionc,mi Amazon,
Q Sm. 1, 42.', and, , fight, bat-

tle, contest, Horn. : only poet. (Akin
to, .)

Ar/, ov, (/,)=-, slain in fight, Anth./-, ov, Dor.. (, -
) long-lived. Acsch. Theb. 524.

Ar/por, a, ov, ((5?;v) long, too long,

long beyond one's wish, always like

in bad sense, II. 2, 298, etc.

:

Mom. usu. has the neut., as

adv., all too long, also as adj., -, II. 9, 415: so , 11.

14, 206, cf Ruhnk. . Hom. Cer. 282:

r. negat. it marks the shortest possi-

ble time, e. g.,, etc., Hom., conf
Soph. Aj. 414, Eur. I. T. 1339.,, . the Derusiaei, a

Persian tribe, Hdt. 1, 126.^,, , Dero, a Nereid, Apol-
lod. 1, 2, 7., Ep.for, 3 sing.

aor. 1 mid. from, II., poet, for, from, to

bind: also for^, from oi(j,towant,

II. 18, 100., adv., emphat. for III., cer-

lainly, to be svre. of course, freq. in an-

swers yes certainly : and SO /,
certainly not. Trig. : -

; , yes to bes^ire,

Plat. : ironical, /,
vour principle /orsooth, Soph. El.
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1037. In questions, ; what
then? with, Ar. Pac. 844,

Elmsl. Ach. 1024, etc. : in answers,

e. g. Id. .lij, yes 1 say so too,

Aesch. Pers. 1071, Soph. O. C. 536;
'..., , Soph.

El. 1 161 ; .., nay do not, do not

now. Soph., Ar., etc., contr. for , Bergk
Anacr. 15., tofind, meet with,Yiom. always
in pres. c. fut. signf. (Prob. akin to*,.), contr.,,=:,
Demetcr, Lat. Ceres, first in H. Hom.
Cer. 47, 211, 492, so Soph., Eur., etc.\,, , daughter of, 1. e.

Proserpina, Callim. fr. 48.?/ , , ov, of, daughter of, i. e. Proserpina, Nonn.
, poet. dat. from, contr. for

Ad. Pind. N. 1, 111.', poet,, prep.c. gen. et ace.

—Radic. signf. right through ; never
anastroph. for fear of confusion with

: V. however Herm. on £hn. Med.
1143.

A. WITH GEN.—I. of place or space,

usu. through, strictly with signf oipass-

ing right through and going out of, as the

gen. properly denotes that Jroi/i which
a thing proceeds: 7/?>. -

throughit an.d out at the other side.so,' aa7ri(5of etc.; (5-
through, out at the Scaean gale

;

this sense appeai-s most clearly in 11.

14, 288, ' ' quite

through the lower air even to the

ether ; so of crowds, -
straight through them, etc. ;,from end loend(\.h\ls;•,,,,-,, Valck. Phoen. 482,

1554): :

this radic. sense is strengthened by
other prepositions, e. g. , -, ' (Wolf how-
ever writes conjunctim): and (5iu, through and straight on, II. 14, 494

;

but usu. as adv. without ijase.—2. the

notion of preeminence in, II. 12, 104, is obtained

from his standing out from among them,

and thus being distinguished. These
are all Homer, usages.—3. also of in-

tervals of space, 72., at a great

distance, Thuc. 3, 94 ; SO tOO, ' ?, Id. ;, at distance of.., Hdt.

7, 30.—4. but also ,
at intervals of ten battlements, i. e. at

every tenth battlement, Thuc. 3,21, cf

infr. II. 2.—II. of time, implying an
extension, through, throughout, during,

and, of the past, since, ,
after some, after a length ol time,

Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 28 : also, Ar. plut. 1045 ;

;^;, Plat., etc., sometimes without, ', in a short time,

Ti'huc. 1, 77: ,, throughout all time, and
simply , freq. in Att. :

'
7/, for a whole day, Hdt. :, throughout life: hence—2. of sev-

eral successive intervals,

7/, every third day, Hdt. 2, 37 ; SO

' , Ar. Plut. 584 ; also

with plur., , every five

years, Luc. ; but ' ,
in the eleventh year, Hdt. 1, 02.—III.

Causal.

—

coming through and out of
arisingfrom; and— 1. of the agent or

instrument, through, by means of, by,

Lat. per, =^. Soph. .
C. 470, ' , etc., Hdt.

6, 4, cf 1, 113;', by her doing, Aesch.

Ag. 449 ; ai ,'
sures enjoyed through the senses,

Xen.; , to

owe one's birth to kings. Id.—2. of the
manner, way, in which a thing is

done, , u-iih earnestness,

Eur. : hence such phrases as '-, to pity, Eur., ' '^, to be angry with, Thuc, (5i' -, to be troublesome. 111. : (with
verbs of motion, as ),
etc., these strictly belong to signf I.)

This signf. passes into the adv., as,,, lor,,, etc.: so, to live in soitoiv.—3.

of the Material out of which a thing
is made, for wliich f/c is sometimes
used, ', , made
/ ivory, o/stone, Schaf. Dion. Comp.
167, Jac. A. P. 194.

B. WITH Acc.—I. poetical usage,
almost= signf. .—1. ofplace, i/irougA,

throughout, , Horn.,' a?uiov, Aesch., v. A. I.—2. of time,
during, by, e. g. , by night,

Hom., V. A. II.—3. of the lucaus or in-

strument, . Oil., 16-

//-, Horn.; '/, by
herald, Od. , (5:, quite=;t5ia, tlimugh or m the mouth,
Aesch. V. A. 111.—II. strictly acc. to

the signf of the accus. case, through
and towards, aiming at : with a view to,

on account, for the sake, by reason of, e.

g. ; for what ? why ! ,
for many reasons, ' -, they suffered /or their follies, Od.;
often c. inf., , Xen.

C. WITHOUT c.vsEi, as adv., through-
out, Hom.,who strengthens it by using.

D. IN COM cos.—I. all through, across,

of Space, as in Jta/iat i,'(j, (5i77!•;.-2.
to the end, of time, as in, also of
an action, as in,-, cf. hat. de-certare': hence simply
to add st.Tenglh.,thoroughly,our and out,

as in, etc., cf. .—11.

between, partly, esp. in adj., as /.-,,. etc.—III.

one with anot/ter, mutualtt/, as,, v. Valck. Hdt. 5,

18; 6,15; Kiessl. Theocr. 5, 22.—
IV. one from another, asunder, Lat.
dis- (a cognate word), as in,[: only in 11., four
times in arsis : in arsis more freq. in

Horn. : later, if ult. was wanted long,
was used : (5m is said to be a

monosylL, Ar. Eccl. 1156, Nub. 916,
Av. 1752, but Dind., Thes. Gr. L. v., fin., proposes .}, acc. of, no nom. be-

ing in use. [I]

Ala, fj, the godlike one, fem. from -
, Hom. : usu. ,,
a goddess among goddesses, among
women, etc. Hence, , , Dia, appell. of Hebe in

Sicyon and Phlius, Strab.

\Aia, , , Dia, the ancient name
of Naxos, Od. 11, 324.—2. an island

near Crete, Strab.—3. an island Id

the Arabian gulf. Id.

Ala, , []^, Inscr., f. -,^{,)
go through, go across, Thuc. 6, 101.,, , a ship's ladder : in
genl., a ladder, Luc., ov,, a .ilipper, Lat. di-

abalhra, Alex. Isost. 1, 8., i.-,(.)
— I. intr. to 'make a stride, walk, or
stand with the legs apart, Lat, divarica

ri, , 11. 12, 458, of a warrior
standing firm to throw his sjieai oi

wrestle, "cf. Tyit. 2, 21, Ar. Eq. 77



Xen. Eq. 1, 14.

—

. c. ace, to step,

spring across or ot'er,, II. 12,

50, votjf}j Hdt. 7, 35 : also with ace.

or omitted, io

cress over, like Lat. trajiccrr, -
6a, Od. 4, 635 : and so more freq. in

Att , as Thuc. 1, 114: metaph.,-, he pass-

ed over to, turned to him, Hdt. 8, 62./^,.-' : pf.-,
{. '') to throw over or across,

to set over, carry over or across,,
Hdt. 5, 33 : hence seemingly intr.,

like Lat. trajicere, to pass over, cross,

pass, ., .. Hdt. 9, 114 ; ..,
Eur. Siipp. 931 ; also 6., Demetr. Sic. 1 : so later

in Pass., Arr.—II. like Lat. traducere,

to attack a man's character, slander,

libel, TLVU , differre aliquem

sermonibus, to accuse a man to another,

Hdt. 5, 96 : oft. 6. .., as -, Thuc. 5, 45, . tlvu ,
3, 109, cf. Hdt. 8, 90 ; so too c. inf.,

Plut. : also . , ,
Luc, etc. : also in mid. Pass., -

and , to be

filled with suspicion and hatred against

another, Thuc. 8, 81, 83, Plat. Phaed.
67 E.—III. to deceive by false accounts,

mislead, impose upon, Wess. Hdt. 5,

50, Heind. Plat. Phaedr. 255 B. .So

also in mid., Hdt. 9, 1 16, Ar. Av. 1648., dep. mid., {,) to divefora match, ,
Polyaen. : mefaph. to contend in abuse

arid foul language, Dem. 782, 26, cf..,(,) to try,

prove thoroughly. Plat. Legg. 736 C

.

,^/, Dio C., , , {) a

crossing or passing over,,
Hdt. 1, 186, etc.—2. a means or place

of crossing, lb. 205 : ., a

ford, Xen. An. 1, 5, 12, etc.: the

passage along a ship's deck, Hipp., and
Plut.—II. a passing or lapse of time,

Ael.—III. in Gramm. a passing from
one point to another.—IV. in prosody,

of the pauses in pronunciation caused
by long syllables and the Uke, Di-

on. H.
Aa=aav,tostrut about,

Ar. Av. 486., f. -, to carry over,

Luc.—II. to weigh in the hand, esti-

mate, Plut., a, ov, verb. adj. from, that must be crossed,-, Xen. An. 2, 4, 6., , , v. sq., ov, belonging, with a

view to a fortunate passage ; as epith.

of Jupiter, giving it : hence-, , , {)—1. offerings for a

happy passage, made either before or

after it, ., they were fa-

vourable, Lat. addirebant, Thuc. 5, 55.

—2. =, Philo., , b,{) 07ie who
ferries over or crosses, [a], ,, able to pass over.

—II. in Gramm. transitive., , , verb. adj. from -, to be crossed Or passed, forda-

bie, Hdt. 1, 75, Thuc, etc. :/ ., easily got at from the

main land, Hdt. 4^ 195., dep. mid., to affirm,

maintain, Dem. 220, 4. Hence,, , an assertion,

affirmation., , ,{) a

step through or across ; in genl. a step,

LXX., desiderat, from fut. of

, to wish or be about to cross

over, Dion. H.,, ,{) the com-
pass, so called from its outstretched
legs, Ar. Nub. 178, Av. 1003 : in Plat.

Phiieb. 56 B, it is usu. taken for a car-

penter's level, Lat. libella.—II. the si-

phon, Lat. diabetes, Columell. : hence
—III. as medic, term, the disease di-

abetes, Aretae., .-, strengthd.

for, Eur. I. T. 1365., f -, {,)
to carry through, over, or across, to trans-

port, lead orver, ., Hdt. 1, 75 : later also c. ace
loci, as . , to take one
across a river, Plut.—2. to pass time, go
on, Lat. transigere. Hence
\, , , transitive,

ApoU. de 8ynt., f.- : pf. pass.•, {,) to eat

through, eat tip, consume, Hipp., f.-, perf.-:
aor. 2-, inf-, {,)
to live through, pass, .PlaLhegg.
730 C :, Isocr. 203 B.—2. intr.

to spe7id one's ivhole life in doing some-
thing, c. part., ,
Xen. Mem. 4, 8, 4 ; Apol. 3. Hence, verb, adj., one must live

on. Plat. Legg. 803 E., f.-, {, ?-) to shoot out, bad, Theophr.
Hence, , , a shooting

out, budding. Id., f. --, {,)
to look through : absol. to look straight

before one, Arist. Somn. : to look earn-

estly. Plat. Phaed. 86 D.—2. to see

dearly, c. inf , N. T. Matth. 7, 5.-3.
to look at, or , Plut., verb. adj. from -, one must calumniate, Clem. Al., t),,^,,^/,, , (')
calumniator, reviler, Maneth., . f. - Dor. -,
Aesch. Pers. 638, but Att. -,{) to shout out, proclaim, pub-
lish, Aesch. 1. c. Pass, to be in every
one's mouth, be the common, talk, Ep.
Plat 312 : to cry out, 6. .., ...
Thuc. 8, 53, 78. Mid. to contend m
shouting, Dem. 806, 2. Hence,, , a crying out or
aloud, Plut., ov,{) cried out:

in every one's mouth, notorious, Plut.,

cf.., , , '{) false
accusation, slander, Lat. calumnia, Hdt.
3, 66, 73. etc. ; ., Thuc. 8, 91

;

,. Id.

3, 80; 6, 123 : ] ,
tn be slandered on. nccouMi o/somelhing,
Plut. : . the slanders agamst me.
Plat. Apol. 19 B.—II. enmity, -, Plut., , 7;,=foreg., Theoirn.
324; and in plur., Pind. P. 2, 140.

[Pind. has in arsis.] Hence,,,{') slan-

derous, devilish, Eccl., ov,{) slander-

ous, libellous, injurious, Ar. Eq. 45, in

superl. : as subst. a slanderer, Pind.
Fr. 270 : esp. The slanderer, the devil,

Eccl. Adv. -, injuriously, invidi-

ously, Thuc. 6, 15., ,{,) to buzz
through., strengthd. for-, Hipp., ov,{,) stretch-

ing northwards, Strab.

,,{.) eating
through, piercing. Soph. Tr. 1084 ; c.

ace, ., a sore that eats
through his foot, Id. Phil. 7, though
others refer to,
comparmg Aj. 10.—II. proparo.x.-, ov, pass., eaten through, eaten
up, consumed. Id. Tr. 076.,,{)
hence, all curl-
ed, Archil. 117.,,{,) to

feed with false hopes, cheat, Luc Mid., to beguile one's

self with a thing, Themist.,{,),
to deliberate, debate, Thuc. 2, 5. Heuce', , , =sq. LXX., , , a resolve, plan,
counsel, advice, Polyb., {,) to as-
sign as umpire, Aesop., , wet through, soaked,
Luc. : from, -, {,) to wet
through, snak, Aesch. Fr. 306. Pass.
to be drunk, Heliod.^, strengthd. for-, Themist., ov, , a catching in a
noose, entangling. Gal., ov,{) very wet,
wet. moist,, Eur. El. 503 ;, . Id. Bacch. 1051.—2. wet
through, soaked, steeped, ., ships
soaked, and SO rotten or letting wet
through, leaky, Thuc. 7, 12 : metaph.

., Luc.,,,{ )
that which is eaten through : ivorm-eaten
wood, parchment, etc., Strab., , ,{)
an eating thrwagh : ulceration, Aretae., ,,()
able to eat through, corrosive.,(,) dep., to put
through. Mid. to pass through, Hdt. 4, 71.

Auvv=oIeg., Hdt. 2, 96, in
Pass, [v], {,) to pass through:
to put or thrust into, Hipp./, '.-, {, /^-) to 7nake quite calm, ,
Ar. Eq. 646., , {,)
to be very indignant, exasperated, Plut.
Hence, , , great in-

dignation, Plut.-, , , a giving notice,

declaration, Joseph.,-: aor.,
not in good Greek, {,) to give notice by a messenger,
to send as a 7nessage, Xen. etc. : in
genl. to give notice, proclaim, make
known, . ..., Pind. . 5, 6 ; also c.

ace. rei, Eur. Hel. 436 ; c. dat., Thuc.
7, 73 ; , Dem. 163, 7 ; also
c. inf, ta order to do, Id. I. A. 353.
Mid. topass the word ofcommand/rom
man to man, inform one another, Xen.
An. 3, 4, 36. Hence, , , a message,
7iotice, LXX., ov, . a 7nessenger, ne-

gotiator, Lat. intermmcius, esp. a secret

informant, go-between, spi/, Thuc. 7,

73 ; later, a special officer in the
Greek army, an adjutant or aid-de-

camp, Plut., cf Wess. Hdt. 6, 4., , .- [], {, -) to laugh at, mock, , Eur.
Bacch. 272, and in late prose, as
Plut.—2. intr. to laugh, smile, look
cheering, of the air, Theophr., {,) to taste

Plut. Hence
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, ^, , tasting, Geup.', , the Uiagebres, in-

habitants of Sardinia, Strab.^, .-} : later, {oiu,) dep. mid.
To go througk, pass, ), Plat. Apol.
32 E, , Xen. An. 1, 10, 19 :

absol. to go through life, live, Ar. Av.
15 ; survive, Hipp. : very Ireq. c. part,

\S , to continue in

the government, Xen. Cyr. 1, 1, 1 ; ov-^ -
', he was never any thing but a theo-

rist, Id. Mein. 4, 5, 4, cf.'.—
2. be between, intervene, elapse, ;j;pu-

vuv, after some time,

Isae. 84, 14, so > rfj', ap. Deiii. 541, 10., .-: later

and Ion.',{,}')
To know onefrom the other, distinguish,

separate, Lat. dignoscere, in Horn,

., 11. 7, 424 ; 23, 240 : d., to distinguish whether they are

equals or no, Hdt. 1, 134, . ij, Id. 4, 74 ; also c. ace.

et part., Ar. Eq. 517.—II. to resolve,

determine, vote to do SO and so, c. ini.,

Hdt. 6, 138 ; so', Thuc. 1, 118,—2.

as Athen. law term, to give judgment,
decide, ', Aesch. Eum. 709, or

absol.,ap. Dein. 629, 25.

—

11.=-
.. to read through, Poiyb., 1. -//, = sq.,

Luc, in part. pi. pass.

f.-, {,-) dep., to hold the javelin by
its poise ready to throw, v. II.

:

hence part. pf. pass.,,
ready to throw or shoot, Xen. An. 4,

3, 28.

Aiay/ci;Aoo/iai,=foreg., Anth. : and
so, like-, Xen. An. 5, 2, 12.',.-, {, -) dep. mid., to lean on one's

elbow : hence, , , a leaning on
the elbow. Pint., {,) to

shine brightly on,.. Rh., f. -, {,) to

carve or hollow out, ,
Od. 4,438. [],, , (JtayZu^w)
scrapings., , carved, engraved,

Anth. : from', f. -VTpu, {,)
to carve all over, engrave, tool, make
rough, Androsth. ap. Ath. 93 C. [v], , ,{)=, decree, resolution, vote,

Thuc. 1, 87; ., Id. 3, C7., ov, gen.,{-) distinguishing, and so reward-
ing, Antipho 122, 39., f. -, (,)

7tiake close disli7ictions, inquire accu-

rately, , . ., , ij,{)
distinguishing, distinction,

.; Dem. 269, 27:
esp. as medic, term, diagnosis, Galen.
— II. a resolving, decidins, resolution,

Eur. Hipp. 696 : ., to de-

cide, determine a matter, Thuc. 1, 50;
. , to fix the value.

Plat. Legg. 865 C.^, verb. adj. from -, one must determine, decide,

Luc. Hermot. 16., , ,{)
one who examines and decides., , ,(-) fit, able tojudge or decide on,,
Luc.
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, f. -, (,,)
to mutter, murmur, N. T.^, and a, b, Diagoras,

son of Dauiagetus, king of lalysus in

Rhodes, a renowned Olympian con-

queror, Pind. Ol. 7.—2.
', a

jihilosupher of Melos, driven Iroin

Athens for impiety, Ar. Av. 1072.—3.

a Dithyrainbic poet, Ar. Ran. 320.

Others in Thuc. 8, 35 ; etc.,, , a declaration., , oi, the descendants

ofDiagoras, in Rhodes, Paus. 4, 24, 3.,.-,(,)
speak plainly, to speak out, declare,

Hdt. 7, 38, and oft. in later rose.

—

il.

to speak of, ., Luc.,, ,{)
that which is marked out by lines, a fig-
ure,form, plan. Plat. Rep. 529 : esp.

a geometrical figure, diagram, Xen.
Mem. 4, 7, 3, and Plat.: in music,
prob. the gamut, Phanias ap. Ath. 352
D.—II. awriting, edict, decree, Plut.-Ill.

a list, register, Lat. scriptura. Hence, f.-, to divide by line:

hence to play at draughts, Phileni. p.

429, cf. sq. Hence, , , a dividing by

lines : esp. a kind ofgame like draughts,

cf. Em. Clav. Cic. v. scriptomm duo-

decim. ludus., ov,( IV.)

crossed out, e. g..,, , one who makes a

; esp. at Athens, one who
drew up financial tables.

?'/, , , a marking off by

lines : a geometr. figure, Plut.— ll. a

dividing, classification, catalogue, regis-

ter, Arist. Eth. N. : hence later, as=
hat. scriptura.—III. a decree, ordinance,

Dion. H.—IV. a crossing out, cancel-

ling, esp. of a debt, Polyb., v. -
IV.—V. payment by note of

hand, Lat. perscriptio, v. V., f. —/^, (,), to

mark out by lines, draw out, Lat. delin-

eare, . Plat. Rep. 500 E.

—

2. to divide by lines, partition, part out,

Plut.— II. to draw out, lay down, Lat.

praescribere. Diou. H.— III. to write in

a list, enroll, levy,, Lat.

conscribere milites, Polyb.—IV. to cross

out, strike off the list, Lat. circumscri-

bere, Ar. Lys. 676, Plat. Rep. 387 B,

and so prob. Eur. El. 1073 : esp. ., to strike a cause out of the list,

cancel, quash it, Ar. Nub. 774. in pass.,

cf. Dem. 1324, 12, and Att. Process

p. 27 : in mid.-,
give up a cause, withdraw it, Lys. ap.

Harp., Dem. 501, 20, cf. Ruhnk. Tim.,

Hemst. Thorn. M. p. 211, Bremi Lys... 5.—V. to pay by note

of hand, Lat. perscribere, Dion. H. [a], =, to

keep awake, Hdn., strengthd. for-, Plut., , (,) to

lie awake, keep awake,. . Ran. 931. Hence,, , one who keeps

awake., f.-, (,)
to keep in hard exercise, train, Polyaen.

Mid. to take hard exercise. Gal.,--, strengthd. for,
Luc., {.-, (, ,) to carry

through, over Or across, lake across, Od.
20, 187 ; so . , etc.,

Thuc. 4, 78, Xen., etc.—II. of time,

to pass, spend, go through,, ll.

Hom. 19, 7,, Ar. Mub. 463.-
vov, '},, Xen.; also ., to conduct one's self

piously, Ar. Ran. 457 : hence—2. but
oft. without, etc., to live, pass
life, like Lat. dcgere, Iransigere. ildt.

1, 94: but also to delay, put off time,

Thuc. I, 'JO ; to pass time, amuse onc's-

self Heiust. Thoin. M. p. 213 : also
in genl. lo continue, . ^, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 4, 14, , Dem. 794,
19 : oit. c. part., to continue, go on
doing SO and so, e. g.,

., Xen. Cyr. 1, 2, 6 ; 7, 5, 85.

—

III. lo make to continue, keep, support,, Isocr. 35 , cf.

Dem. 255, 12.— IV. to enUrlain, amuse
a person, Xen. An. 1,2, 11, and Luc,
of, HI.—V. to keep, celebrate,, Ath., cf. ^ IV.— VI. to

manage, conduct business, Dio. C— VII.
to separate, part, LXX., , ,() a carrying
through or across.—11. a passing of life,

a way, plan. Or course of life, c. gen.. Plat. Rep. 344 E, absol., Arist.
Pol.—2. a way ofpassing time, amuse-
ment, pastime, Arist. Eth. N., and
freq. in late prose, v. Wytt. Plut. 126
B, 158 D.—IV. management,

. dispatch of business, Dio.
C.•—V. a station, vioorage for ships,

Hdn., , , belonging to a
passage: d.^sq., Strab., , , a payment for
passing, bridge or harbour-toll, Lat.por-
lorium, Polyb.\, , Diagon, a river on the
border of the Pisaean territory, Paus., , f. -, (,-) be in great fear, in an agony,
Polyb. : c ace, to stand in dread of,, Id. [], ()
dep., to contend, struggle, or fight

against, and , Xen.
Mem. 3, 9, 2, Cyr. 1, 6,26.-11. to

contend or struggle earnestly, of the
Chorus, Id. Hell. 6, 4, 16: to fight to

the end, decide the contest, ,
Aeschin. 72, 27., ov, {, ,) from,
angle lo angle, diagonal, \ itruv., . to propose for the

prize of contest, Polyb.. fut.-: aor. --, which is most in use, (,,) to divide, distribute, in tmesis,. II. 9, 333 :-, Hdt. 4. 145...-,(,.)
bite through : metaph. attack,

Polyb. Mid. to bile one another,., (,,) weep,

shed tears, DlOn. . [], f. -, (,,) to

tear, rend, / ., II. 21,

398., (, .)^=•, dep., to divide, dismember,, 11. 5, 158., f.-,(.-
.) shew through, like,
hence like, to make clear, shew,

let a thing be seen, oft. in Hdt., who
usu. joins it with: also c part.,.,
Hdt. 8, 118. Pass, to be shewn, lo ap-

pear, ,
lei him be declared the king's enemy,
Hdt. 3, 72 ; sometimes intrans. in

forms and , it was
clear, manifest, Hdt. 3, 82.\., ,(,)
a receiver, a transmitter, Aen. 'I'act., opof, , (,]
an inheritor.— II. pass, as adj.,-

. inherited wealth, Eur. Ion 478.. ov. (,,) of very

good omen, Hdt. 7, 180,



,, /,=, Hipp.^, aor.-, (,,) dep. see thing through

another,' uv , would
not see US through it, sc. the cioud, .
14. 344., ov, , (,) a con-

necting band, Hipp.,,{,,) to bind

fast, Gal., ov, {,) boundfast:
. ,firm-bound

through the horse's mouth, Aesch.
Thei). 122., f.-, {,-
uai,) dep. raid.:

—

to receive one from
another, Lat. excipere, ., to take

up the word, i. e. to speak ne.xt, also

without, Hdt. 8, 142 : ., to succeed to the government,
Polyb., etc., for which Hdt. uses, cf. w. 11. ad 1, 26 : hence
also c. ace. pers., to succeed one, take

his place, Strab., and absoL, oi-, successors, Polyb. ; but also

c. dat. pers., to succeed to, relieve on
griard, etc.. Plat. Legg. 758 B, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 6, 18 : hence in pass, part.,. in turns, by turns, Lat.

vicissint, Xen. An. 1, 5, 2; so too.
Soph. Tr. 30 : to take up, come next up-

on, Tivi, Polyb.—II. mid. later, to give

one a successor, to supersede, Diod., etc., f.-, {, .) to bind

round, bind fast, Hdt. 2, 129 : in genl.

to hind on, tie up, fasten,, Diod. ; -
uei'or, a famous statue of Polycletus,
V. Mailer Archaol. d. Kunst '5. 120, 3., {,,) dep.

to do great harm to, tear to pieces,-, Od. 14,

37.

AiuSrpMr, ov, {,) showing
through : plainly seen : easily known,
distinguished among others, Thuc. 4,

68, Plat., etc.?., , {,/) to make
manifest, prove clearly, Diog. L. 4, 46.,, .{,) a band
or fillet : esp. the blue band worked
with white which went round the
turban {) of the Persian king.
Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 13 : hence the dmdem,
crown, put for kingly power, LXX., ov, {,) bearing a diadem, Plut., f.-. Ion. -dt-,- : aor. 2. -:
pt.-, {,) to run

off, escape, get away, oft. in Hdt. [for

quantity v..], f. -, {,)
to give from hand to hand, to pass on,

give or hand over, Lat. tradere,-. Plat. Rep. 328 .—2.

to transfuse, digest, of the stomach,
Hipp.—3. to distribute, assign,',
Xen. An. 1. 10, 18, Dem. 1188, 21.—
4. to spread abovt. scatter, disperse, pub-
lish,, Polyb. ; ., to cast

one'seyeseroii/ifi.Eur.Or. 1267, Dind..
cf. Phoen. 1371.—II. intr. to spread
about, spread. Arist. Mirab.—2. -^-, to remit, Hipp., f.. -, {..)
to give judgment in a case. Plat. Rep.
614 C : c. ace. rei, to decide, rule, Xen.
Rep.. Ath. 3. 4. Mid. to go to law,

Tiva, Dem., Ttv'i, Dinarch. : to

plead one's cause. Plat. Phaed. 107 D.
The aor. pass.=-

occurs in Diog. L., and
DioC., . to hold a thing to be

right, Thuc. 4, 106 : to defend as mat-
ter of right, and , Dio C.

, , ,{)
an action at law, lawsuit to settle dis-

puted claims as to guardianship of a

child, claims on the treasury, etc..

Plat. Legg. 916 C, and Oratt., cf.

Herm. Pol. Ant. ^^ 121, 7.,, ,{)
the object of litigation in a,
Lys. 149, 7. cf Att. Process p. 368., ov, ,{) a

law-suit : contention., , {,) to contend

at law : oi . the contending parties, Plut.

—2. strengthened for, Dio C., ov, b, one party in a suit.~, ov, {,-) dou-

bled, Diosc., {,) to run a

chariot-race : -/. (by a forced

construction in Eur. Or. 990), killed

M. by hurling himfrom the chariot into

the sea., {,) to rub

as with a pestle., f. -, {,-) to test closely, Xen. Oec. 19, 16.

Hence, , , fit or able

to test., , , {,)
cross-beam.', {,) to shake in

pieces, overthrow.^, strengthd. for,
Plat. Phileb. 38 B., {,)
dep., to fight with the spear, Lat. veli-

tari. Polyb., cf.. Hence, ov, , afighting with

the spear. M. Anton., ov, transmitted, Synes.

:

from,, .{) a giv-

ing or handing over : a distritmtion, lar-

gess, Dem. 1091, 24, Polyb., etc.\, ov, . Diadumeni-
anus. a Roman emperor, Htln.^, ov, , Diadiimetnis, a

Platonic philosopher, Plut.—2.=-, Hdn., , ,{) suc-

cession,, insuccession, Aesch.
Ag. 313, Eur. Supp. 400; also -, in turn, Lat. vicissim, Dem.
46, 1 : a relief on guard. Xen. C)r. 1,

4, 17: hence ',,•\.
I. . 79., , ,{) taking

another^s place, succeeding, a successor,

usu. c. dat. pers et gen. rei, .-}, M.'s successor

in the command, Hdt. 5, 26, cf 1, 162,

etc., and so Att., as Aesch. Pr. 464,

Isocr. 393 A, cf. Eur. Hec. 588 : but
also . ,
Thuc. 8, 85 : oft. c. gen. pers. only,

as vTTvov ') .. Sleep's successor.

Light, Soph. Phil. 867: absol., -', they went to work by

turns, in reliefs, Hdt. 7, 22 : -, works done by turns, successive

works, Eur. Andr. 743., (.) to

finish acting a play, M. Anton.. inf. aor. 2 of., Ion.-, inf. aor. 2
of./, , oi,{-,) citizens who shirk all

state burdens, Ar. Ran. 1014., , ,{)
an escape. Joseph., Ion.-, fut.

of. [], f.-,{,-) dep. mid., to seize hold of,,
Polyb.

, Ion. for, lengthd. Ion. lonii
for, Hdt. 4, 79 ; ace. to
Schneider's conj. for., , ,{)
running through or about, an incursion,
a foray, Aesch. Theb. 351.—2. a place
for running through, passage through,
"Xen. Cyn. 10, 8.^, Ion. , , Dia-
dromes, a Thespian, father of De-
mophilus, Hdt. 7, 222., ov, ,{) a
running through, Luc., ov,{) run-
ning through or about, wandering, -, Aesch. Theb. 191 : .,
stray, lawless love, Eur. El. 1156, like
Lat. conjugium desultorium : 3/.

., the vestibule shaken with its

pillars. Id. Baccli. 592., Hipp., and, Hdt.
2, 66: more usu. as dep. mid.•, c. fut. -, aor. 2
(.,). To pass through, slip

through : absol. to slip away, get off,

escape, Ar. Vesp. 212, 281, Plat., etc.

[On quantity, v. .] Hence,, , a passing through,
passage, Theophr.—II. in plur. passa-
ges, galleries, in mines, etc., Diod.

:

metaph., ?neans of escape, evasio7is from
a thing,, Dem. 744, 5., ,, penetrating, The-
ophr., v.., f. - and -, (,) to sing for a prize, contend in sing-

ing, V. ; or to sing betueen the

acts, Arist. Poet.—II. to produce a dis-

cord, Heracl. ap. Arist. Mund., {,) dep.,

to distribute in presents, Xen. Cyr. 3,

3, 6 : in genl. to distribute, assign, Jo-
seph., f. -, {, )
to let appear, show forth, prove, -, II. 8, 535 : but in .
13, 277, as pass., ,
courage is proved, cf.., f.- and-,
poet, for, to sing for a prize, -
, with one, Theocr. 5, 22., part. perf. pass, from., poet,, Ep.for, to speak one with another,

Od., V.., ov,() through the

air : in air, sublime, Luc., inf, fut. -, {,) to live through, pass, ,
Eur. I. A. 923, '. Plat.

Rep. 561 C : absol. like Lat. degere,

Ar. Plut. 906, Xen., etc. : c. part, like, to live doing so and so, as
., Hdt. 3, 25, in Ion.

lorm: .~, to live off
or by a thing, Ar. A v. 1434., ov,,=, Po-
lyb., also, fut.-, {,) to disjoin, part:

usu. in pass., to be parted,, from
one, Aeschin. 52, 13 : to be divorced.

Plat. Legg. 784 : cf also.
Hence, , , disjunctive,

Gramm. Adv.-., , ,{)
di.ijoining, separating, parting, Plat.

Phaed. 88 : .—-. Plat. Legg. 930 : as musi-
cal term, opp. to, the interpo-

sing of a tone between two tetrachords,

Plut., cf., {. 7/) dep.

mid., to rival, dub. 1., Hipp.
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.,{,7)
dep. mid., to rival, emulate,, Ath.

Aiasi/, , , {) a way

of living.

AuiOjTEU, , f. -r/, {,)
to seiirck through, examine, Plat. Polit.

258 li.— II. to seek out, invent,,
At. Thesin. 439.,, dep., to set the threads in

the loom, to fL• the warp, ami SO begin

the ucb, Nicoph. Pamlor. 1 : opp. to

TvpoijiopdaUai , ydiol.

Ar. Av. 4 ; cf.., , ,—. Anth., , f. -/, {, -) to paint completely. Plat. Tim.
55 C.

and,, ,{') that which ts girt, the part

above the hips, the waist : hence the

narrow part of an island, Pint.— II. that

which girds or binds, hence— 1. a gir-

dle, drawers, Lat. subligaculmn, Thuc.

1, 6: hence—2. .=-, Arist. Part. An.—3. the cornice

or frieze in architecture, Lat. corona,

Theophr.—4. the narrow gallery that

ran between the rows of seats in a thea-

tre, Lat. praecinctio, Vitruv., cf. Miil-

ler Archaol. d. Kniist i) 289, 6., {.) to make
into soup, Tu, Hipp., also, fut.-, {,) to gird round,

surround ; and SO to separate, part off,

cut off, Polyb., .
Pint. Mid. to gird one's self, gird up

one's loins, and so to be ready, , with

a thing,, /,-
viov, Luc. Hence, , , ={,
Plut.., 6, the twelfth ver-

tcbre in the back., . 7/,=^, Per-
sae. ap. Atn. 607 C., Ion. for, Hdt.,{, ur/) to blow or breathe

through a thing, Tivor, or ,
Hes.Op. 512, 515, 517., {,)
to part by the sea, Alciphr., {,) to warm
through, Plut., {,) to take

heart, Ael., f.- [], Ion.-, i^ia,) dep. mid., to

look through, look closely into, examine.

Plat. Crat. 424 D, and Xen. Hence, verb, adj., one must ex-

amine, Plat. Rep. 611 C., {,) to fumigate,

Od. 22, 494., {,) to soothe

thoroughly, Incert. ap. Suid.,, ,{) dis-

position, arrangement, Se.xt. Emp., {,) to pass the

s^mimer, J. Laur.—2. {,) to

cut asunder, Hesych., f. -, {,-
VO)) to warm through, heat. Plat. Tim.
65 : of wine, /, Aristaen.

Pass, to grow hot,Oem.'H)i,23. Hence, , , a war?ning

through, heating, Plut., ov, {,) thor-

oughly warmed, very hot, Hipp.,, ij,{) a pla-

cing in order, Lat. di.'ipositio, defined

by Arist. Metaph. 4, 19 ; an arranging,

regulating, disposing, e. g. by will, and
SO

—

2. a will and te.^^tament,=a,
Lys. Fr. 44 : a covenant, LXX.—3.

the composition, e. g. of a picture, and
so the subject of a picture, Callix. ap.

Ath. 210 ; and in genl. the subject
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of any thing, as ., Plut.—4.

a drawing, plan, design, the result of. Plat. Phaedr. 23(3 A.—5. the

dress, etc., of an actor, Ath.—C. rhet-

orical art. Polyb.— II. a disposing of,

selling, sale. Isocr. 224 B, and Pint.,

cf. Gronov. Harpocr. in v.—III. (from

pass.) a disposition, state, condition, sit-

uation : esp. the state, temper of mind
consequent on, Arist. Org., , {,-) to arrange and set in order. Plat.

Tim. 42 D.,, o,=sq., Plat. Legg.
765 A., , , {) one

who arranges and sets in order, a regu-

lator, governor, like.• .-, like, a collector

and arranger of oracles, Hdt. 7, 6, ubi

V. Buhr, and cf III.. f.-, {,) to

run about, Thuc. 8. 92 ; also of reports,

to spread, Xen. Oec. 20, 3 ;

., falling stars. Arist. Meteor.— II. to

run a race. Plat. Theaet. 148 G :

Tiva, Plut. : c. ace. cognato. as (5.?7, to run the torch-race,

Plut., V.?.., , ,{) dis-

position, esp. of property by will ; a

will and testament, Ar. Vesp. 584. 589,

and freq. in Oratt. : also in plur.,

Isae. 36, 32.— II. ai ,() .,
mystic deposits on which the com-
monweal depended, probably oracles,

Dinarch. 91, 17, cf, v. Lob.
Aglaoph. 965.—III. a convention, ar-

rangement between two parties, cove-

nant, , Ar.. 439, so LXX., . ., and Eccl.
;

dispensation, N. T. ; -, the New Testament
;

-, the old dispensation, i. e. the

Old Testament, applied to the cove-

nant in the books of Moses, N. T., . -, strengthd. for, Theophr., {,) and, {,) to hunt

after, pursue, v. 1. Plat. Phileb. 32 D., , strengthd. for-, Plut., strengthd. for-, Arist. . ., f. -, {,) to

break in pieces, crash, pound, Ael. []',,{,?.) to fight

through : struggle with, , Ael.

Hence, verb, adj., one must

fight it out, Philo., f. -, {,) to

crush in pieces. Call. Fr. 67. [(],,{,) to make
quite dark or muddy, Plut., , {,) to

confound or perplex utterly, Thuc. 5, 29., ov, easily broken, The-
ophr. : from, {,) to break in

small pieces, pound. Plat. Tim. 57 A., , {, ) to look

through, look closely into, examine closely

,

Ar. Eq. 543, Nub. 700, Thesm. 658., shortd. from,
Q. Sm., , {6iu,epoio)tospread a

report, give out, Thuc. 6, 46., {,) to collect,

Gal.,, or better,
, (. -, usu. in perf. pass., {,7^) to be the common talk, be

commonly reported, ...,
Xen. Mem. 1, 1, 2:',
I am unite deafened, c. part,.
Plat. Lys. 205 ;

, one who has beai talked deaf.

Plat. Rep. 358 C., , =,
Antiph. 2., f. -/' ; aor. pass, -

[] {,). break

in sunder, break in pieces, shiver : in
Horn, only once ... re, II. 3, 303, so, Xen. Ages.
2, 14.— II. metaph. like Y,ai. frangere,

to break down, weaken, esp. by profli-

gate living ; to enervate, make weak
and womanish. Plat. Lys. 210 E, Xen.
Rep. Lac. 2, L Pass, like Lat. frangi,
dissolvi, to be broken down or weakened,
esp. to be enervated, corrupted, -, Xen. Mem. 1, 2. 24 and 25 ; ,
lb. 4, 2, 35 : to live riotously,. .,
to revel in riches, Aesch. Pr. 891 : to lose

one'sforce of mind, be a weakling, hence, Lat. animo fractus,
enervated, enfeebled in mind, adv. --. Plat. Legg. 922 B. Mid. to bear

one's self proudly, to be affected, esp.

of women, to be prudish, behave inso-

lently,. Theocr. 6, 15; but in 15,

99, of a singer, . she

is beginning her airs and attitudes.

Hence,, , a breaking asun-

der : enervating., {,) to spring

asunder. Opp., , , {,) a sort

of rail or wicket set in the doorway, Lat.

prothyra, Vitruv.

Aiai, poet, for , esp. in Trag.,
Seidl. Dochm. p. 94., adv.{) bursting

through. Opp., f.-, {,)
to be quite clear and fine : -, it seemed likely to be fine,

Xen. An. 4, 4, 10., ov, {,) quite clear

and fine, Plut., {,) to rush

away, sweep by, Pind. O. 7. 175., ov, {,) mixed with

blood : blood-stained, Hipp., and Eur.
Hec. 656., {. -, aor., to wet,

moisten, II. 22, 495. Mid., to wet one's eyes. Aesch. Pers.

1064 : hence absol. to weep, Biomf ib.

263 : and so in act. to weep for, bewail,, Ib. 1038. (Akin to iai-,,.)^, , , Diaexis, pr. . of a
Persian, Aesch. Pers. 996.^, ov, , Diaeus, a praetor of
the Achaeans, Polyb. 40, 2, 8.-2. fa-

ther of Diophanes, Paus.,, ,{) a divi-

ding, division, Hdt. 7, 144 : iv-{) in the separate, distinct

reckoning of the votes on either side,

Aesch. Eum. 749 : esp. in logic, divi-

sion of a class into its constituent

parts. Arist. Org. : , dis

junctively : diversity, difference, Diod.

S. ; N. T.

—

. division of spoil, Xen.
Cyr. 4, 5, 55., ,, verb. adj. from, to be divided, Plat. Rep. 412
B.—II., one mtist divide. Id.

Legg. 874 E., ov, 6,{) a divi-

der, distributer., , ,{) fit to

divide or be divided, divisible. Plat.

Soph. 226 C. Adv. -, Plut.. , oi>, divided, separated,

opp. to, Xen. Cyr. 4, 3, 20

:

divisible, opp. to, Arist. Eth. N.
—II. divided, distributed. Soph. Tr. 163.

—III. distinguishable, hence ov .,
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not to be distinguished or determined by
word, Thuc. 1, 84. Adv. -rajf . irom, , (.- : aor. /. :

aor. pass,^ : {,) to

take one from aiiotlif.T, to diviilf, part,

cleave in twain, '?^, II. 20, 280 ; cut

open, ?., Hdt. 1, 123, cf. 119: to

cut away, tear away^ pull down,, Thuc. 4, 48, and Xen.—11. to

divide, distribute, Hdt. 9, 85 : ., to divide the Lydians
into two part.s, Hdl. 1, 94, so .-, Plat. Phaedr. 253 C ; lor . ...,
as It is in Dem. 144, 27 : dm /.-/.. Hdt. 5, 33, v.'.
Mid. to divide among themselves, each

to take a part, Hes. Th. 112, Thuc. 7,

19, Dem. 1113, 10.—III. to distinguish,

determine, Lat. decidere, ,-, to put an end to controversies,

Hdt 4, 23 ; 7', Aesch. Eu-ii. 472.
—2. to say distinctly and expressly, to

define, interpret, Hdt. 3, 103 ; 7. 16,

and so in mid., Id. 7, 47, and oft. in

Plat., f. -, (,) to raise

up, lift up, TO, to open

one's mouth and lift up one's voice,

Dem. 375, 14 : '/., to exalt one's

style, Lat. elate dicere, Schaf. Mel. p.

10 : hence, lofty, Lat. sub-

liniis, Dion. H. Mid. to lift up what
is one^s own or for one's self, as .-/. Plut.—II. intr. sub.,
etc., to lift one's self over, cross, pass,, Polyb., , Id.,

ci'.., f. -/, (, -) dep. mid., to perceive clear-

ly and di.itinctli/, distinguish perfectly,

TL, Plat. Phaedr. 250 A, etc., (., Att.,
-), fut. - {, ).
rush through or across, Hdt. 4, 134: of
sound, to dart or shoot through the air,, Aesch. Pr. 133, cf. Eur.
I. A. 426: also c. ace, ., Soph.
. . 208 ; and c. gen., of pain, .?,, Id. Tr. 1083. [On quantity,
V. uiaaio.^, . f. -. (,)
to make an end of. Soph. Tr. 881., strengthened for, Luc., , , life, tcay of living,

mode of life : with esp. reference to

food, dress, etc., maintenance, board
and lodging, Lat. cultus victusque, in

full, .. Hdt. 1, 157 : ., Id.

I, 35, 3/., lb. 157:

.. Soph. . C. 751, ., liur.

Meleag. 8, and so freq. in Att. prose:

0., to pass one's life, live,

Hdt. 2, 68 ; but ., to

make another live, lb. 3 : the relations

of life, Xen. Mem. 1, 3, 3.-2. a place

for living, a dwelling, abode. Plut. :

hence a room. Lat. diaeta,iu..Yop\.\'i.—

II. as medic, term, prescribed man-
ner of life, diet. Hipp.— III. at Athens,
arbitration. Soph. El. 1073 ;

., Ar. Vesp. 524 ;-, Lys. 893, 10 :/ .,
to have a cause given against one,

Dem. 862, 2.—2. the office of arbitrator,

Luc. Cf.. Hence, , f. -} : aor. 1 either. or, or even-
,

: so pf, Thuc. 7, 77.

To maintain, support : to diet. Pass.

to lead a certain course of life, to live,

Hdt. 1, 120, 123, Soph. O. C. 769,

Thuc, etc.
; . , to live

in the observance of all the law,
Thuc. 7,77.— II. to be arbiter or umpire{), and so to settle, decide, .
Strab., and Dion. H.—2. in genl. to

regulate, govern,, Pind. O. 9, 100,

cf. Dem. 1142, 26. Hence,, , usu. in plur.,

rules of life, a mode 0 course of life,

esp. in regard ni diet, Hipp. ; but also

in genl. , Thuc. 1, 6, Xen. Rep.
Ath. 1, 8.?'/, ov, belonging to an ar-

biter or umpire{), Isae. ap.

Poll. 8, 64., verb. adj. from -, one ?nust live, Hipp.'. ov, ,{ III.)

in plur., the dwelling rooms of a house,

Xen. Oec. 9, 4., ov, , an arbitrator, um-
pire, Lat. arbiter, Hdt. 5, 95. At Ath-
ens the were a kind ofjury,

which did not sit in any of the large

courts, and were paid not by the state

but by the parties : most petty causes
came before them, an appeal lying to

the higher courts, v. Herm. Pol. Ant.
l) 145. 11, or for a full account Hudt-
walcker uber die Diateten in Athen., , , {) be-

longing to living or diet : ., sub., wholesome eating, drinking, etc.,

dietetics, Hipp.—2. belonging to the -, /) of ., an arbitration, Strab., f. -, {,)
to perpetuate, Philo.—II. intr. to be eter-

nal. Id.. , ov, strengthd. for ai-, lasting through time, everlasting,

Plat.' Tim. 39 D. Adv. -.. , f. -, {,')
to make float through. Pass, to float or

pass through. Plat. Tim. 78 E.,.{) burnt through,

very hot, Theophr., f. -, {.)
to cleanse, purge thoroughly, Ar. Eccl.

847, and Plat.—II. to clear of wood,, Theophr., fut. -, {,-
)=oeg., S. ., , ,{)
thorough cleansing or purging. Plat.

Legg. 735 D.—II. a clearing ofground,
Theophr., fut. -, {,) dep. mid., to sit apart, take

one's seat, Plut.,^., Id., fut.- and -,{,) to make to sit apart, set apart,

Xen. Oec. 0, 6.—II. intr.= foreg.,

LXX., f.-, {.) to

barn through or up, set on fire, heat to

excess, Hdt. 2, 26 : hence to inflame,

excite, Plut./, dep.. to vie

with another in virtue, etc. {,-), Diog. ap. Stob. p. 59, 8./., f. -, [, /.-) to reveal to view, Dem. 155, 26., f. -, {,)
to bend, turn about. LXX. Hence., , a bending, turning., {.) cf., only found in Eur. Cycl.

157, in aor., -
; has aught run gurgling

through thy throat ?, {,) to

expect anxiously, prob. 1. Philem. p.

363., ov,{,) heart-

piercing,, Joseph., {,) to

endure to the end, last out, Hdt. 3, 52,

TO,, 107 : hence to abstain

from food, Dion. H. :

., to stand by one's country, Lycurg.
158, 33 : . /,, to be obstinate

in refusing to speak, Arist. Rhet.

/, {,)
to confute utterly,, . ., in mid., f.-. {.) to hold back, delay, check, Polyb. .

to hold, possess. Id. Hence,, , a holding, possess-
ing ; and, ov, holding, possessing.,,{,) to grow,
run to stalk, Lat. decaulescere, Theojjhr..,,{) burn-

ing heat, Anth., {,) to de-

termine by lot, draw lots. Ar. Pac, 1081.,, , {)=^-, Plut., . -, {,) to

cleave asunder, in tmesis,, Od. 15, 322., inf. -, fut. -, {,) dep. mid. To
be in a certain state, of mind, body, or
circumstances : to be disposed or af-

fected so and so, Hdt. 2, 83, etc. : verv
freq. c. adv., , what a staiv

I am in, Eur. Tro. 113, ,
Thuc. 7, 77, etc. :,-,,, ., to be in a
sad state, sorry plight, ill health. Ar. Fr.

250. Plat. Gorg. 504 E. etc., opp. to

., Xen. An. 7, 3, 17 : also c. dat. pers ,

or ., Isae. 48, 18 ;, Isocr. 28 D, cf Isae. 25, 23 ; so/. , to be on a friendly

footing, on intimate terms with one,
Xen. An. 2, 5, 27 ; .. Id.

7, 5, 16 ; . , to be

in love with .., Plat. Symp. 21G D ;

., to be suspected by
him. Thuc. 8, 68 : .=-, Hdt. 2, 162.—II. of things, to

be settled, fixed, or ordered, oi -, so was it ordered him, Hes. Sc.
20 : , certain conditions,

settled terms, -, Hdt. 9, 26 : of a gift,, it uill be better di-'iposed

of, more serviceable, Xen. An. 7. 3, 17., lut.-ep and-,.-, {,) strictly to cut

in piecis ; hence ., to make it null

and void, frustrate, Lat. rescindere jus-

sum, or to cut it through, and so to break

through, transgress, 11. 8, 8 : cf. -,. In Ar. Vesp. 1313,, stnpt of his

trappings., adv. part. perf. pass,

from, separately, differently,

Arist. H. A.',, , an exhorta-

tion, command. Plat. Legg. 805 C,
Bekk. : from7., {, 7^) dep.
mid., to exhort, give orders, direct,,, etc., Hdt. 1, 36, Plat.

Euthyphr. 26 D.—2. to encourage one
another. Hdt. 1, 1 : oft. with /iTj-

added, to cheer one another on,

Xen. An. 4, 8, 3 : hence even. 6
iavTiJ), Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 13.—3. to ad-

monish, inform, . Isocr

206 . The act. only in Philostr.,,,=^/., for which it is v. 1., , . an exhortation,

cheering on. Thuc. 7, 71./., verb, adj., one must
direct, advise, Plat. Legg. 631 D., adv. for -, and now usu, written divisim, in

vain, idly, to no purpose, Hipp., and
Eur. Tro. 753 : <5. ?,. Ar. Vesp
929, .. Plat. (Com.) Phaon.
2, 21., ov, {, ^') q^iite emp
ty, hollow, TO ., a gap, Thuc. 4, 135 ;

Tu J., hollows, Plat. Tim. 58 : <J
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, to have Iran and hungry

look, LuL-. Adv. -, Josyph.

AiaKtiou, , (,,) to empty
outright, Hipp.:,,((),)) to pierce

tlirouf^h, make a puncture, Hi|ip. Hence7/, , , a piercing

through, puncturing, Hipp.',, >/,() an

ejnptying out., Ion. for.., also, f.-, {,) to imx tip,

imd. to nujo themselves up with,,
Philostr., {,) to

change into small coin, to change,-, Ar. Vesp. 789., strengthd. for-, to mock at, , DlO C.', adv. part. perf. pass.

from, poured out ; hence ex-

cessively, like Lat. effuse, ., ap.

Suid., adv. part. perf.

pass, from., {,)
dep. 1111(1. to negotiate by herald,

Tiva, Thuc. 4, 38. Very late in act.,

to proclaim by herald./, (. -, {,])
to proclaim by herald, Diod., m mid. >, in declared war,

Plut., strengthd. for -, to shake or move constantly,

Hipp., and Ar. Fr. 94., verb, adj., one

must risk alt, ., one must speak
at all risks, Plat. Tun. 72 D : from, {,) to

run all risks, make a desperate attempt,

adventure, , Thuc. 7, 47,

TLva, 1, 142 : al.so c. inf., Id. 7, 1 ; and
absol., 8, 27. Pas.s. of the attemjit,

to be risked, hazarded, Dem. 866, 27 :., desperate reme-
dies, Isocr. 225 D., {, ) to move
throughout, conjoimd, coiifuse, Thuc. 5,

25.— ll. to stir about, and so scrutinise,

pry into, Lat. excutere, Ar. Nub. 477.

o. pass, to be put in motion, jnove,

Hdt. 3, 108, and Hipp. : and so late

writers in act. Hence,, , a moving of a

bonefrom its place, a sprain, dislocation,

Hipp.,^=. Hipp.,, , a breakage : iroin, f. - .• poet. aor. •, {,') to break in twain,

break up, shiver, 11. 5, 216.

—

1.=£5-, to weaken, enervate : hence ill

Pass.,', to prac-

tice effeminate Ionic melodies and dan-
ces, motus Jonici, Ar. Thesm. 163.[], , ?/, a blocking up,

Joseph. ; from. t. -, {,) to

separate by shutting up, to shut out, cut

off, Lat. discludere, and', Polyb., f. -, {,)
to carry off by stealth, plunder, Dem.
817, 7.— II. to save, keep alive by stealth,, Hdt. 1, 38, Mid., c. aor. pass., to steal away, get safe off,

Thuc. 7, 85.= 111. to keep back by
stealth, evade,, Lya. 175,

19., , (,-) disperse, Longui., , {.?) to as-

XLgn by ht, allot, decree as one's lot,

Aeseh. Supp. 978.—2. to choose by lot,

Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 36. Mid. to cast lots,
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Thuc. 8, 30, Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 34.

Hence',, , an allotment.

—II. (from mid.) casting of lots, App.^, strengthd. for -. Plat. (Com.) Presb. 2., {, ) to turn

away from, retreat, and -, Po'.yb. : to decline, shun, . Id.] Hence',, , a retreat, Plut.',,{,) to shake

violently., f. -, {,) to

wash throughout, wash out, wash, Eur.

I. T. 107. Pass, to be purged, Medic,

[] Hence, , , a washing,

lotion, Diosc., ov, 6, a lotion, etc.

Diosc., strengthd. for,
Anth., poet, for., f. -, (.) to

scrape, grate to nothing, ., to

grind out his eye, Eur. Cycl. 487 : to

crush inpieces, annihilate. Id. Med. 164;

to wear out, wear away. Id. I. A. 27, and
so in Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon. ; to, having lost

all one's colour, Ar. Nub. 120., (,) to scratch,

tear to pieces, tear OT pull off, Arist. H. A.', ov, (, ?\.) quite

hollow, Diod.,,(,) to

hold rule through or over,, 11. 4,

230 ; where however Wolf
.?., (,)

dep. mid. : to vie with each other in

flattery, Tiva, Isocr. 266 : so

later in act.,. f.-,(,)
to glue together, -, inlaid with stone, Luc. Hence, , strengthd. for. Sext. Einp.^, , (,?)
to swim through or across, Polyb.—H.

to dip under.,. , a carrying over or

across, transporting, ,
Thuc. 3, 76 : from, f. - Att. -. (,) to carry over or across, Thuc.

3, 75: to carry to the end, Hdt. 1, 31.

Mid. to carry over what is one's own, .. Id. 1, 89. Pass, to he car-

ried over, Thur. 1, 136: to pa.ss, cross,

Id. 3, 23, and Plat. Hence, ov, 6, a letter-carrier,

Synes.,, ,() a

cut, gash, Hipp., strengthd. for,
to brag, Pind. Fr. 128., strengthd. for., , f. -, with both

augm. and,^ and, and even/,(). To wait on,

serve, do service, absol.. Eur. Ion 397,

Ar. Av. 1323 ; c. dat. pers., Dem. 302,

uk., etc. : also c. ace. rei, tn serve up,

supply, Lat. ministrare, , Hdt.

4, 154 : hence in pass., to be supplied,

Dem. 1206. IS. Mid. to serve one's

.lelf. Soph. Phil. 287 : also -, Ar. Ach. 1017.—II. to act,

or serve as() deacon in the

church, N. T. 1 Tim. 3, 10. Hence,, , service. Plat.

:

servants' business, Arist. Pol.—2. in-

struments of service, as jugs, etc., Ath.,, , a serving, doing

service. Plat.

' , . , the office of a, service, business, Thuc. 1, 133,
a ministering, ministration, N. T.—

2

attendance on a duty, ministry, N. T.
either generally as Rom. 12, 5, etc.,

or of some particular office, 2 Cor. 3,

7, etc. : deaconship, Eccl.— II. a body

of servants or attendants, Polyb.— III.

instruments of service, like,
Moschio ap. Ath. 208 B., f. - Att. -,=^-., , ', good at service,

serviceable, Ar. Plut. 1170. Plat., etc. :

cS., etc., servants' business, Arist.

Pol. Adv. -, in a business-like

way, Menand. p. 45., ov, , a sort of cake,

Pherecr. Incert. 6., {,) to cover with

dust. Mid. to roll in the dust, Hipp. ;

and so to prepare for combat . Plut. [vl], ov, Ep. and Ion. .,
, . a servant, waiting-man or woman,
Lat. minislcr, Hdt., 4, 71, 72, Soph.,

etc. : a messenger, Aesch. Pr. 942.—
2. a minister of the church, esp. a dea-

con, N. T. : so in fern, a deaconess. Id.

Rom. 16, 1.—II. as ach. serving, ser-

viceable ; with irreg. Compar., -, Epich. p. 120. (Usu. de-

riv. from ,, one who is dusty

from running, cf ; or one who
sleeps in the dust and ashes, v. Od. 11,

190 ; or in genl. one who has to do with

dust and dirt, cf. Buttm.
however, Lexil. v., 3 makes
it veryprob. on prosod. grounds that

an old verb,, to run, has-

ten (whence also), is the root

;

being a collat. word from
the same)., .-, (,)
to thro%o a javelin at,. Mid. to con-

tend with another at throwing the jave-

lin, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 4, , The-
ophr. Char. 27., , ,=^,
Ael.//, , ,() cut-

ting in two,: a deep tvound, Hipp.\, . , Dincopene, a dis-

trict near Amasea, Strab., ov, (,) well-

manured, Theophr., f. --, (,,) to

cut in two, cut through, Thuc. 2, 4,

Xen., etc. : to break thrmigh.

, Polyb. Pass., to receive a deep

cut, Hipp —2. to break up, knock O.

pull down.—3. to cut off, ait short, Po
lyb. : metaph. to break off, interrupt,

stop short, Arist. Rhet.—4. to stamp

falsely, of coin, like, ap.

Suid.—11. illtr. to break through, burst

through, Xen. Hell. 7, 5, 23.,,,=^.. f -v,= sq., Lnc., , (,) to deflow-

er, ravish, Ar. Thesm. 480., , =. Plat.

Legg. 629 , v. Ruhnk. Tim., , , ()
rape, ravishment, .Joseph.,=.—II. to gaze

intently at..,) through,. Ar. Nub. 387., ov, (,) sa-

tiated, glutted, , with a thing,

Hdt. 3, 117, Xen. Lac. 1, 5. Adv.
-.
i, . , (Alo) of belonging

to the Dii. Thuc, 7, 27., . a. Ion. and Horn.

-, tu'o hundred : in sing, with n. ol

multitude, iTTTTOfcJ., too /iMudrcd horse,

Thuc. 1, 62.



, or better-, ,(,,)
two-hundredfold, Strab., ,,() the

two hundredth, Dion. ., ,{,,) two-

hundred-and-farty -fold, Strab., , f. -, (, -) to divide, arrange, Lat. dividcre,, II. 2, 126 : to draw up iti

rank and file, to marshal, ]1. 2, 476
;

also . , Thuc. 1, 20:

hence in genl. to arrange, regulate, set

in order, Hdt. 1, 100, Thuc. 2, 100, cf.

Valck. Diatr. p. 40 : -, 11. 2, 655, v. sub, cf.. Mid. to set all in order,

Od. 22, 457., Horn, and Att.

opt. aor. 1 pass, for,
from foreg.,, ,()
a setting in order, arranging, regulating,

governing. Plat. Symp. 209 A, Legg.
853 A., ov, o,=foreg.—II. the

Catalogue of ships in II. , Strab.), f.- Att. -, (.) to relieve. —II. intrans. to be-

come lighter, remit, Hipp.. f.-, {,)
to hear through, hear out Or to the end,

Xen. Oec. 11, 1 ; to hear, learn from

another, , Plat. Polit. 264 B,, Theopomp. (Hi.st.) ap.

Ath. 595 A ; esp. to be a hearer or di-

tciple of., Piut., , ,=, The-
ophr., f. -, {, -) to shake violently., {,) to cry aloud,

scremn, Ar. Av. 307 : to match another

at screaming,, Eq. 1403., , f. -7}, {, -) to hold fast, occupy : hold togeth-

er, Phy larch! ap. Ath. 693 F.—II. intr.

to hold up, Plut. Hence,, , a holdingfast

:

an occupying, Diosc., , , able to hold

fast, Se.xt. Emp., f -, to strike, play on,, Leon. Tar. 38./, streiigthd. for-, Joseph., Dor.-, , {,) to make to flow, pour forth,, Theocr. 7, 154.

iAiuKpin, , , Diacria. a mount-
ainous district ot Attica : its inhab. oi

: also o'l, the Di-
acrii, one of the three divisions of the
Athenian people in the time of So-

lon, Ar. Vesp. 1223, Plut. Sol. 13, 29., dep., to inquire

too closely, too minutely. Plat. Soph.
245 E.,,( p)tomake
or portray exactly, Anth. : to inquire

closely into, have an accurate knowledge

of, , Xen. Cyr. 2, I, 27. Arist.

Probl. ; so too in mid., .
Isocr. 44 C. Pass., ni-, accomplished persons. Plat. Legg.
965 A., adv.=sq.,Opp., adv.,() separ-

ately : and so, eminently, above all.

Lat. eximie. , like, II. 12, 103, Hdt. 4, 53.-2. dis-

tinctly, Nic., Ep. for-. aor. 1 pass, of sq., f. -, (,) to

separate one from another, to divide,

part, as shepherds do their flocks,

Hom., etc. : esp. in ., to part com-
batants. Pass, to bf parted or dissolv-

ed, opp. to,\6€[. in An-
a.xag., to, Epich. p. 95 :

to break up, disperse, Hdt. 8, 18 : also,', Thuc. 1,

105 ; . .; to part and go to differ-

ent places or persons, Hdt. 1, 15.—2.

to distinguish, tell one from another,

Lat. discernere. II. 2, 475, Od. 8, 195 :, all without dis-

tinction, Hdt. 3, 39.-3. to settle, de-

termine, decide a quarrel or dispute,

Pmd. O. 8, 32,, Hdt. I, 100 ; also

(5., to make a choice, Id. 1, 11 :

. .., Hdt. 7, 54 : also to interpret

dreams, etc. ap. Stob. p. 598, 43.

Mid. to get a dispute decided,,
Hes. Op. 35. Pass, of persons, to

come to a decision, hence aor. 1 pass., to contend, to fight it out,

II. 20, 212 ; also . -, Hdt. 9, 58.?, Dem. 163, 15:' but also in

strict pass, signf of things, to be deci-

ded, Hdt. 7, 206.—II. to differ, be at

odds with another, , Dem.
890, 1.

—

III. to make a distinction,

. , Hipp. 486, 32.

—

IV. in mid. to doubt, hesitate, N. T.
Hence, , -, a separating,

parting, dissolution, 0|ip. to.
Plat. Soph. 243 B, Legg. 894 : and
so discerning, distinguishing, N. T.
—2. a deciding, interpreting, judgment.

Plat. Legg. 765 A, Xen. Cyr. 8, 2, 27:

interpretation as of dreams, Paus.—3.

doubt, hesitntinn, N. T. Roin. 14, 1
;

others, dijudication.— II. a dispute,

Polyb.—III. in Xen. Cyn. 4, 1, the

space between the eyes in dogs., or -, verb. adj. from, one viust decide, Thuc. 1, 86., rj, .() fit,

able to separate or distinguish ; . Sub.. Plat. Polit. 2823. Adv.-,
Sext. Emp.

.ov.() separated

:

and so, excellent, Theocr. 22, 163.^, ov, b. DiacrUus, a Spar-

tan. Thuc. 2, 12.—2. an Athenian,

Andoc., (,?-) to skirmish with others, Joseph.

Hence, , b, a skirmish-

ing, mock-fight. Strab.. (,) to strike

through, break through, sensu obscoe-

no, Eur. Cycl. 180, like Lat. pertun-

dere.— II. to strike asundrr, resolve into

component parts, as words into their

elements, opp. to, Plat.

Crat. 421 C., , , () a

driving away, putting off, esp. of a

cause, Dem. 1205, 14 : aii escape,

Plut., , , fit, able to

knock away 0 solve : from, to knock or drive through,, Theophr. : esp. to try or prove

by knocking, as an earthen vessel,

Luc. : in genl. to prove. Plat. Theaet.
179 D.—II. like, to inter-

rupt, hinder, Plut.— B. mid. to drive

from otters self, put off, get rid of, elude,. Hdt. 7, 1G8, cf Dem.
523, 14: esp. of time, to put off. pro-

long, .''pin out, Dem. 988, 7 : to escape,

frustrate, Dion. H. : ., like., to back water., strengthd. for., (,) to comb
through, comb well, Philostr... , office of a-
por, service, Musae. 6., Ion. , , (prop.

son of Diactor) Diactorides, of Cranon
in Thessaly, a suitor of Agariste,
Hdt. 6, 127.—2. a Spartan, Id. 6, 71., ov, , freq. epith. ot

Hermes (Mercury) in Hom. Its signf.

is disputed. The usu. deriv. is from, ace. to which it would signify

the conductor, guide, vhich would suit
II. 5, 3'JO, where he relea.ses Mars,
II. 24, 339, where he conducts Priam
to Achilles ; hence it came to be his

usu. epithet, oft. joined with'-. But it IS commonly inter-

preted the messenger, as if, which is unsupported
by any place in II., and is not neces-
sary in Od. 1, 84, ubi v. Kitzsch.
Later writers certainly used it in this

sense, e. g. as Call. Fr. 164, of the
owl, as Minerva's attendant ; but the
still later use,=i/;i,';\;c<7ro/<~oi•, would
favour the former interpret. Adj. in

late poets as Nonn.
: also=, .,

Orac. ap. Luc. Buttni., Lexil. in

voc, brings it from [], as a
coUat. form of ^, and makes it

simply equiv. to.,, ,= foreg., Anth.,,(,) to

steer through : to direct, govern, Plat.

Tim. 42 E, Legg. 709 B., {,) to play
at dice with another, , Plut. :

hence to make a hazard or stake. Id.,,(,) to mix ont

tmth another, jumble, Dem. 263. 19.7.,,(,?) to

roll about, Arist. H. A.. (,) to raise

into waves, make to swell, ,
Luc., f. -, (.) to

stoop and creep through a narrow place,

to creep out, Hdt. 3, 115, Ar. Eccl.
930 : to peep through, pry into, ,
Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, C6.', (,)
to butt against,, Synes.
iAa(.Jv, (,) to

try thoroughly, to test, Dem. 393, 17 ;

in aor. pass,, test-

ed, put to the proof, Lys. ap. E. M.—2.

to noise abroad, to make known every
where, Strab..,.() a

hindrance, obstacle, Plat. Legg. 807 D., verb. adj. from -, one must hinder, Plat. Rep.
401 B., ov, ,() a

hinderer, obstructer, Hdt. 6, 56., , , preventive,

Plat. Polit. 280 D : from/., (. -, (,)
to hinder, check, , Hdt. 8,

144 ; absoL, Soph. 0. C. 1771, Thuc,
etc. : to prevent, c. inf , Eur. Hec.
150, Plat. Apol. 31 E; . , Ep.
Plat. 315 D ; , Diod. [],,(,) to

satirise in a comedy : in genl. to satir-

ise, libel. Plat. Gorg. 462 £., . , a cessation, Thuc.
3, 87 ; esp. an armistice, Dio C : on
the form v.-, , ,()
seizing by the middle, Dion. .', aor. part. act. of-, q. V. IV.7.. f. -., (,) to divide, part by lot, Hdt.
4. 68, Aesch. Theb. 816, etc., cf
Ruhnk. Tim. : metaph. to tear in

pieces. Eur. Bacch. 1292., , (,?-) to cut the throat, make an end of,

Mnesim.. v. 16, in pass.
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7.), ((5,) to crack

asunder, hurst, Ar. Nub. 410., f. -), strengthd. for/., Theocr. 24, 25,, , {,) to talk

with, and . Polyb. : .' , to talk over a thing with an-

other, Eur. Cycl. 175. In pass, to be

talked of everytvhere, N. T. Luc. 1, 65.

Hence?, , ij, talking, dis-

caurse.

?•.(), f. -?. .' aor.
': pert",, pass, oid-

/.: Ion., {,-) To take or receive separately,

to take each his share of a thing,, Lys. 120, 41.—II. to /(rasp with

both hands, to take hold of, embrace,

seize, Lat. complecti, Hdt. 1, 114; 4,

91 : as Gymnast, term, to clasp round

the waist, take by the middle, Ar. Eq.

262 : hence metaph.—2. to grasp iviih

the mind, to imagine, conceive, Lat. 7-

durere in animum, . -, Arist. Pol.: to believe, think, sup-

pose, Polyb. : to weigh, debate, and so

to determine, resolve, C. inf.. Id. ; but

(5. , to form a differ-

ent judgment. Plat. Legg. 777 A.—HI.

to separate, part, divide, Lat. dirimere,

distinguerc, Hdt. 1, 202; ,
Plat. Symp. 222 E. : metaph. to in-

terpret, , Lys. 139, fin.

—

2. to mark separately,'. ap. Dem. 278, 23.—3. to cut off,

intercept, Tu, Thuc. 7, 73.

— 4. to distribute, e. g. --, armour which had its

weight distributed and borne by the

several limbs, Xen. Mem. 3, 10, 13:

hence metaph.—5. to set out or stale

clearly and distinctly, Lat. disscrere,

exponere, also in mid., ychiif. Greg,

p. 7, 931. Adv. part. perf. pa.ss.-, separately, specially.—IV.

to iriterrupt, Arist. Probl. : hence part.,, at intervals, Hipp.

?~(,>. (.) to

render brilliant, Plut. 2. 734 F., f. -. (. /) to

shine through, flash through : to dnirn,

Ar. Plut. 744 : to shine or be conspicu-

ous in a composition, Isocr. 233 :

above others, Arist. : c. ace. cognato,

., Hipp. Hence, , , a lighting up,

Arist. Meteor., f.- : aor.-, {,) to escape notice,

Isocr. 29, ult. :, without be-

ing noticed, Thuc. 3, 25 : c. acc. pers.,

to escape the notice of,, Xen.
Mem. 1, 4, 19, ,
this has escaped you. Plat. Euthyd.
278 A., strengthd. for ,
Polyb.?^, , {, .?.) giving

great pain, grievous,, Aesch. Cho.
G8.—II. suffering great pain, Plut.?-, f. -, (, >•) to pick

out one from another, to pick out, choose,

Hdt. 8", 107, 113, Xen., etc.— II. in

Ar. Lys. 720, . , picking at,

widening the hole, to escape.— B.

more usu. as dep. mid.,
c. aor. mid., pass, -: fut.. &\-. lay a thing out in

thought, to consider, think over,

<^" , . (which
sense belongs esp. to this mid. form
of aor., though later it was used just

as.)—II. in prose usu.,

to converse, reason, talk uith,, Hdt.

3, 50, 51, Ar. Nub. 425, etc. : also
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TLva, Plat. Polit. 272 D : .
or , to discuss a ques-

tion with another, Xen. Mem. 1, 6,

1 ; 2, 10, 1 ; also ,
Thuc. 8, 93 ; . , to

argue with one against doing, Id. 5, 59.

—2. absol. to use a dialect or language,

Hdt. 1, 142; so also to speak in pub-

lic, Isocr. 104 C.—3. to discourse, argue,

Xen. Mem. 4, 5, 12, esp. applied to

the dialectic method of the Socratics,

Heind. Plat. Phaed. 84 C : hence to

profess dialectics.— 4. Att. euphem.
for, Ar, Eccl, 890.,, ,() an
interval, gap. Plat. Tim, 59 : au in-

terval of time, Polyb,,, , ,() a

liniment, Hipp., f. - ." aor.,
[, ') to leave an interval, and
so— 1. of Place, to leave a gap, hence
in pass.,, a gap had been

left, Hdt. 7, 40, 41,-2. intrans.,, a gap or space, Xen. An.
4, 8, 13: . ',
to be placed at intervals of two ]jlethra,

Thuc. 7, 38.—II. of time, always in-

trans., to leave off, cease, wait, the
time being oft. added in acc, as/, having ivaited an in-

stant, Ar. Nub. 496; ?.-, Dem. 459, 13 ; later also in gen.,

. , Hdn. ; so too-, absol., after a time, Thuc. 5, 10 :

c. part., . ?], to leave off inquiring,

Xen. Apol, 16,', I have never
ceased to be slandered, Isocr. 233 D :

also—2. of the time itself, to inter-

vene, elapse, pass, Thuc. 1,112; 3, 74.

—III. ., an intermittent fe-

ver, Hipp.&, f. -ipo : aor. 1,
{,) to smear over : to wipe

off, strike off the list. Plut., f. -, {. ?) to

lick clean. Ar. Eq. 1034, Vesp.'904., , ,{) an
intermission., verb. adj. from-, one mast discourse or discuss, Arist.

Org., dep., to be skilled

in logic, M. Anton, : from, , , skilled in dis-

course, discussion, or argument. Plat.

Crat. 390 C. : -, sub., the

art of arguing, dialectic, the art. practice

of logic. Plat. Adv.-. Plat. : from, , , {)) dis-

course, conversation, . Plat.

Symp. 203 A ; discussion, argning,

Plat. Theaet. 146 B, Rep. 454 .—2.

cnmmondiscourse, Arist. Poet.

—

3. style,

Dion. H., and Plut.— II. speech, lan-

guage, way of talking, Ar, Fr. 552.—2.

the language of a country, esp. the dia-

lect of a special district, as the Ionic,

Attic, etc. were dialects of Greek,

Plut.—III. a way of speaking, enuncia-

tion, Dem, 982, 19,,. part. perf. pass,

from ?., in Gramm., without con-

traction., , 7],^=, dis.

course, discussion, argument, Ar, Nub,
317, Plat., etc,, {, ?.-) dep., to discourse subtlcly, chop

logic,, Ar. Nub. 1496.'?., ov, {,) very

small or narrow. Ar. Nub. 161, ubi al.

divisim. Hence, (,) to

make .imall or thin, Hipp.', {,) to

whiten, Philostr.—2. to illustrate, Diosc.
,

A, ov, {.) mark•
ed with white,, Strab.', {, ?.) to cease, end,

Or. Sib,, , ,{) a
division by lot., verb. adj. of-, one must take in hand, treat of,

Plat. Polit. 258 B, etc., , , treating of, ar-

guing, M. Anton.^, , , verb. adj. of-, different, Epicur. ap. Diog. L.'-,, , {'/) a
holding fast, grasping with both hands :

. opp. to , Polyb. 2,

33, 6, is explained punctim et caesim,

thrusting and cutting, v. Schweigh.

—

II. a grasping with the mind, opinion,

resolution, Polyb.— III, the power of
holding, capacity, Diod,, ov, (,) set xvith

precious stones, jewelled, Menand, p.

175,,=, to inter-

mit. Gal./.,,(,) to escape

through a net., , the Roman /-
men Dialis, Dio C.

and 7.=7..^, , 6, Dialces, masc. pr.

., a Mantinean, Pans.7, , , (7.) an
interchange, exchange, Dion. H. : a
change, esp. from enmity, a reconcilia-

tion, treaty of pence, Hdt. 1 , 22 ; but
also in plur., as Eur. Phoen. 375, Ar.
Vesp. 472.?,, ,{)
that which is put in the place of an-
other, a changeling, Eur, Hel. 586.

—

II. a difference, Dion. H.,, ,{)
a mediator, Hdt. 4, 161, Aesch. Theb.
908. Hence, ov, reconciling, con-

ciliatory, Dion. H., , 6,^=,
Eur. Phoen. 468, Thuc. 4, 60., Att. -. fut. -,
[,) to change, alter, Em-
ped. 148.—II. to exchange, whether

—

1. to give in exchange, Ttvi, Eur.
Ale, 14 ; or—2, to take in exchange,

or : hence c. acc.

only, . , to take an eagle's

life for one's own, choose it. Plat. Rep.
620 ; . , to change one
land for another, i. e. to pa.^s through

a land, Xen. Hell. 4, 3, 3 : hence
mid., like act., to interchange, exchange,

Hdt. 9, 47.—III. esp. to change enmity

for friendship, to reconcile one to an-

other, , Thuc. 6, 47,. Ar. Lys. 628, Isocr. 104 ;

but most freq. c. acc. plur. only, as

Eur. Phoen. 436, etc. Pass. c. fut.

mid.? (though pass,-
occurs Plat. Rep. 471 A):

aor. pass, : to be reconciled,

become friends, Aesch. Theb. 885,

etc. ; , Isocr. 201 D,, Id. 33 D, 7~/, Eur. Med. 896.— IV. mtr., also , to

differfrom One in a thing, Lat. differre,

discrepare ab aliquo and alicui. Hdt. 7,

70, TO ',\\\.
3, 10: so too in pass., esp. in aor.7, to be different, Lat. dis-

tare: , Thuc.
3, 82.7., . {, ]-
7.) arguing in a circle, Sext. Emp.
Aia7, strengthd. for,

Theophr.



/,, fut. -?.,(,•) liep. mid., to leap over or across,, Xen. Eq. 8, 8.

tAi/-, ov, 0, Dialhis, masc. pr.

v., Paus.
'/., , , {?) a

leap : as Gymnastic term=t/?.//a.

Aia/MUo), strengthd. for,
Ael./, -, , (6?) a select-

ing, couiLting out, Arist. Pol.

—

2.= 5£-
7.0^1 or/., Vila Horn. 36., f. -, {, 7.0-

"^') dep. mid., to balance, settle

accounts, Tiva, Dem. 1236, 17

:

hence to take account of, consider,

think over, , Isae. 68, 14,

Isocr. 134 D.—II. to converse, discourse,

argue, , Xen. Mem. 3, 5, 1.

Ata7.0}'[KOg, , , belonging to dis-

course or dialogue.7.,, ,(-
)=8^., Lpicur. ap. Diog. L.

Ata/.O}, ov, 6, a balancing of
accounts, Dem. 951, 20: hence—II.

consideration, thought, reasoning. Plat.

Ax.-III. conversation, disciission, Plut.

—2. doubt, N. T.7., , ,{-) belonging to discourse or reason-

ing : h -, the reasoningfaculty , Plut., ov, , (/^) a
conversation, discourse, dialogue, Plat.

Prot. 335 D, Soph. 263 E./., {, 7)
dep. c. aor. pass.7
(Dem. 542, 10). To abuse, rail at,

TLVL, Hdt. 2, 121, 4: the act. only in

late authors, as Liban. Hence7, , , a reviling,

LXX.7.), to turn aside, Liban. ;

from, ov, strengthd. for,
Id.7., {,) to twist

or bend about. Hence7.,, , a great bend./, {,7)
to maltreat shamefully, Hdt. 9, 112 : to

cheat shamefully, Ar. Plut. 436 : to

falsify, TO, Id. Thesm. 348 :

Hdt. has also pf.7, in

pass, signf. 9, 112. [],, .{7.) loosing

one from anything, separating, parting.

Plat. Gorg. 524 : dissolution,, Id. Phaed. 88 : breaking

'"' ^/C, Thuc. 1, 137: .-, the time of its breaking up, Hdt.
3, 104.

—

2. ., limiidatwn of
debts. Plat. Legg. 654 D.—-11. an ending

of hostilities, peace, ., Dem. 553, 20.7.7, ov,{,)
love dissolving, Anth.7., verb. adj. from,
one rnusl break up, Arist. Eth. N., , . {) a dis-

solver, breaker up, , Thuc.
3,82., , ,{) able to

dissolve or relax, relaxing, Hipp./., ov, {) dissolved,

relaxed, Plut., but—II. oxyt.7.,
, , capable if dissolution, Plat.

Phaed. 80 B.7,,, , {,)
tnulual redemption, Polyb.7,. f. -, {,) to loose

onefrom another, to part asunder,, Hut. 8, 11 : to break

up, dismiss, 7., Hdt. 7, 10, 4
;, Thuc. ;,-, Xen. ; and in mid. to break up,

disperse, Hdt. 1, 128, etc. ;?, Id. 3, 73 : esp.—2. to break

off, put an end to friendship or en-

mity,, Isocr.,, Arist.

Eth. N. So too in mid.,(5-, Hdt. 4, 154: but -7^, to settle

mutual claims, Isocr. 48 D ; hence7. . , to coine to a

friendly understanding about a thing,

Id. Pass., c. gen. rei,, to be parted from quarrel, i. e.

be reconciled, Eur. Or. 1670, so too/, Diod. : also absol. to be

reconciled, . Polyb.—3. -
7.37, to do away ivith false

accusations or false impressions,

Thuc. 1, 131 ; so too/'7,, Id. 1, 140.—4. .,, to pay off, liquidate a debt,

Dem. 846, fin., 4C0, 19:, having settled all devtands, Id.

945,4 . to pay, discharge, ,
Hdt. 5, 30, cf. Lat. ddiu), Cic. Off. 1,

33.—II. to dissolve, relax, to,
Hipp. : to make supple and pliant, Lat.

relaxare, Ar. Pac. 85. [ usu. ;
yet

oft. in pres. and impf . and always
so in perf , plqpf , and aor. pass.],, {,/) to fill

full of barley-meal, Ar. Nub. 669.

7\,3, strengthd. for,
so also in mid., Polyb., {,) ( be-

witch, charm u-ith magic arts, Luc., strengthd. for-, to grind to powder, utterly destroy,

Aesch. Ag. 824.^7, , , a softening,

soothing. Gal. : from7, . -, strengthd. for7.., {,) to

learn by inquiry, Philostr., {,)
dep., to make divi7iations, Dion. H. ; to

consult an oracle, . Id., .- Dem. 388,

15: {.) to miss entirely,

go quite astray from, /, Thuc.
1, JOG; , Dem. 1228,

10, , Plut.—2. tofail utter-

ly of, fail of obtaining,, Thuc. 2,

78, Plat., etc. : also ., tofad ut-

terly in a thing, Arist. Eth, N. Hence,,,=,
Arist. Poet., , , {,)
total mistake, Plut. : . ,
an entirely iirong reckoning of the days,

Thuc. 4, 89., , {,)
as Att. law term, to iise a-

(q. v.), to call evidence for or against

an objection, Dinarch. ap. Harp., and
Dem. 1088, ult. : also to give such evi-

dence, Isae. 38, 11. Mid. c. aor. pass., (Isae. 38. 22), to have

this evidence given for one, Oratt., , . a calling to wit-

ness : as Att. law-term a calling evi-

dence to support or refute an objection

raised by the defendant, Oratt., v. Att.

Process, p. 639.. dep. mid., to call

God and man to witness, to protest sol-

emnly, esp. in case of falsehood or

wrong, Dem. 275, 17, etc.—II. to beg

earnestly of one, to conjure him, Xen.
Cyr. 7, 1, 9. [v], {,) also., to gnaw in pieces, chew up,

Arist. H. A. Hence7,,.\8.,
that which is chewed, Diosc.. . , also.,
fit for chewing, Hipp., Att.-. fut. -,
{.) to knead thoroughly, knead

well up. Ar. Eq. 1105, A v. 403., {,) to

scourge severely, Plat. Gorg. 524 £<
Hence, , /, a severe

scourging, esp. of the Spartan boys,
Plut. [«-], {, -) to pander : ., to bargain away the empire
by a marriage, Plut., {,7) to

stick under rnie's arm, , Ar. Fr. 249., , , {) a
fighting or striving against, ' ,
piat. Legg. 633 D.,=, Joseph.
Hence, verb, adj., one must
deny absolutely. Plat. Soph. 241 D
(with V. 1..) Rep. 380 B.. fut. -, or-, poet, also -•/,
{,) dep. mid. : to fight or
strive with, struggle against,, Hdt.

4, ll.TTpof Ti, Dem. 217, 2; also c.

et inf , to fight off, Thuc. 3, 40, .
TO , Eur. Ale. 694.—2. to

fight through, fight it out, Lat. dejmg-

nare, Eur. Supp. 678, Ar. Eq. 339,

Thuc, etc., , f. -, {.) to

mow through, cut through,, IL

3, 359 : to scrape or clear auay,-7. ., Eur. Bacch. 709,
ubi V. Elmsl. ; and so in mid., Thuc.
4,26., {,) to la go,

leave off,, Eur. Bacch. 627 : to

give up, , Id. EL 978. [On quan-
tity V. .], f. -, {,) to

change, exchange, . Plat.

Poht. 289 , and so in mid.,

or , Solon 13, 2, Plat. Legg.
915 :—2. ., to make a journey,

Aesch. Theb. 334, and so in mid , Id.

Pr. 285.—II. mid. strictly, to change
one's self from one place to another, .,, to passfrom Europe
into Asia, Eur. I. T. 398: to pass by,

Aesch. Supp. 543.—2. absol. to change,

Hdt. 9, 108.—3.

., to trade in foreign markets, Dion.
H.—4. to requite, DioC,, , f, -. {,-) to laugh, sinile. Plat. Tmi. 21 C., ov,{) change-

able, [a], dep. mid., to bear

one's self tike a youth, strive hotly and
eagerly,, Plut., , , {) an
exchange, of prisoners, Plut., f. -, {, 7.-) to make quite black or dark, Plut.

—II. intr. to be so. Id.7., {,) adv.,

limb by limb, joint by joint, linS-meal,,^7., Od.
9, 291 ; 18. 339.7., , f. -.{,-) to practise diligently. Plat. Parm.
126 C.7, {,7 I.) to cut

up piece-meal, tear in pieces, disinember,

Diod. : but—II.{ II.) mid. -7, to rival in singing, Plut.

Hence?-, ov, , a cutting in

pieces, dismembering, Plut,7^, , , {7)
a being on the point to do, pretence,7.. Jliuc. 5, 99.

7.7.//, , , one who delays

:

from/., f. -7., {,-) to be always going to do a thing,

to make a shoiv or pretence, of doing :

Y^ence to delay, put off, Thnc. 1,71, 142.
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£^, strengthd. for -, to blame exceedingly, , Thuc.
8, 8'J, , one for a thing,

Isocr. 26 A.', f. -, perf.-,
{,) to remain, by, continue with,

stick by,, Hipp., and Xen. Cyr. 8,

2, 7.—2. to be constant, persevere, con-

tinue, TivL, Xen. Apol. 30.—3. to

continue, c. part., rf. >, Dem. 107.

21 : absol., to last, remain, live on,

Epich. p. 90 : to endure, be firm, strong,

Isocr. 1G9 D.), (,) to divide,

distribute. Plat. Phil. 15 : so in mid.

LXX. Hence'), ov, , a division, Died.

;

a dissension, .., ov, {,) midway
between : (5., the part between, Dio C., ov, {,) brim

full, Antiph. Incert. 14. Hence, , to fill full, Arist.

Probl..,{,) to meas-

ure through, measure out or off ;>
., to measure out lists for combat, 11.

3, 315: . mea-

sured by the clepsydra, cf. Aeschin. 82,

12.—2. to measure out in certain por-

tions, distribute, . Call. : esp.

to give out rations, ,
Xen. An. 7, 1, 40, cf. 41. Mid. to

measure out and take one's share, Orac.

ap. Hdt. 1, C6, and Xen. : to sell, Dem.
918, 8.—II. intr.,{)= -, to be directly op-

voseil,, Manetho. Hence. , , a measuring

out. measuring, LXX., . , measuredout, ., II. 3, 344.,,, that which is mea-

sured out, Lat. dimensicm, esp. soldiers'

rations, Pint., ov, , a diameter, i. e.

any line passing througli a centre, Plat.

Meno 85 ; esp. the earth's axis,

Procl. : hence .,
to be placed opposite one another. Plat.

Tim. 5i E: ., to he

diametrically opposed, Luc.—-2. the rule

for drawing the diameter, Ar. Ran. 801.

—3. a crossing, ., of

animals which cross their hind andfore
feet in running, Arist. Inc. An. 1, and
so prob. in Plat. Polit. 266 B., poet, for.,=7/, Ep. Horn.

4, 12., {, >/) =-
II. Mathein., {,) topointout,

Strab., {,) femora di-

duco, ineo, Ar. '. 669, etc. Hence, ov, b, coiiio. Pint., (,) to roll up
into a ball, [], strengthd. ior ,-, dep. mid., to bring about,

contrive, Ar. Eq. 917, and Plat. Hence, verb, adj., one must
contrive, Pint.

'

, also, f-,
{.) to mix up. mingle. Pint.?~.^ dep., strengthd,

for'. Pint.?., f. -rye, f. -, {,) dep. c. fut. mid., and
usu. aor. pass., to strive, contend one

with another, . Plat.

Legg. 833 , Rep. 516 ,
Id. lb. 517 , Ih. 563

; thovigh he also has gen. rei, as ., Legg. 833 . Hence.7\., verb, adj., one must
strive, Plut.
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, {,) only
found in pf pass,, to

keep in memory, Xen. Mem. 1, 4, 13., dep., to sing plain-

tively, Ar. Thestn. 100. [v],=:/}, Hipp.,,{,) to hate bit-

terly, Arist. Pol., , {,) tofarm
out, A pp., f.- : aor. 1 -,
{,') to cut up piece-meal,

Hdt. 1, 132., ov, {,) veiled

with a., ov,{,) very sandy
,

Polyb.
*,^. whence is form-

ed, peri, of., {,)
to call to mind, recall, remember, absol.,

Hdt. 3, 3, , Xen. Mem. 1,

3, 1, Tl, Pint.: to record, mention,

Lat. coinmemorare, Thuc. 1, 22 : -, he is said to

have had. Xen. Cyr. 1, 2, 2.—2. to re-

call to another's mind, . Plat.

Epin. 976 C.^, , , {) ex-

change, Joseph. : remuneration. Id.. , {,) to di-

vide, tear, rend asunder, Eur. Hec. 1076,

Hipp. 1376.—2. as dep. mid., to por-

tion out, distribute, -, Od. 14, 434. Hence, adv., in equal portions,

Ap. Rh., ubi al.., {,) to defile,

pollute.,, ,{) remain-

ing, lasting, duration, I'heophr., {.) to

fight a single combat, , Plut., ov. {,) endued
with form, Emped. 74., (,,) to vie with another in beauty,, Ath.,,(,) to give

form to, form, shape, Plut. Hence, , , a forming,
shaping. Id., , {,) to keep a
wound open by putting in lint {),
to put lint in or on. Medic., adv. right through, through

and through, c. gen., Aesch. Pr. 65;
also . , Snpp. 548., poet, for ., to

pierce through, spit, Q. Sm.. adv.— 1. of place,through

atid through, right through, clean throush

,

Od. 14, 11; also c. gen., II. 20, 362,

c. ace, Aesch. Cho. 380: wholly, al-

together. — 2. of time, throughout, for
ever, Od. 10, 88, and Hes. : pleon.

., II. 16, 499,-, for ever and aye, II. 15, 70.

In prose also.—II. -, as adj., in Hipp. 045, 22.

(The simple found only in

tmesis, .-, II. 11. 377;
17, 309 ; which proves that it is not

from. but for., cf: perh. akin to.)], . , Diamperes, a

gnte in Argos, Plut. Pyrrh. 32.^, adv. v. sub,
Hipp., , v. II.'?., a, ov, (.')
drenching,, Aesch. Pers. 538.,.(,) to decay,

rotfrom wet or moidd, Hipp.,, , (,) de-

ception, talking over., ,{,?)
to communicate by wordofmouth,to speak,

^ , Aesch. Pr. 889 : -
7'/', to converse. Plat. Apol, 39 ;. Id. Phaed. 70 ., f. -, strengthd.
for, L'iog. L.'', f -, (, ?.-) to curl or shoot out the lip in

scorn, to make mouths, Ar. Vesp. 1315., ov, utterly different,

Aesch. Pr. 555 : from, adv. (,) separately,

Dion. P.,,(,/^/)
to dispute or disagree, /}//., Dem. 1097, 23 :•, not a few iiucs-

tions are raised, Arist. Eth. N. Hence, , , a dispute
or doubt, ., it admits of doubt,
Arist. Pol.,,{,) to iniss

the right., dep. mid., to mock,
laugh at, Dio C Hence, , , mocking, rail•

lery,, Ath.?.?, (,?) to

put off continually : to seek delays, late.,.-, (,) to read through, Isocr.

275 A, and Polyb., f. -, (,-) to coerce, compel. Plat. Legg. 836 A.—2. to set a joint, Hipp.—3. d.,
to open the pores violently. Id. Hence,, , the setting of
a joint, Hipp. ; and, , , violence, com-
pulsion.—II. the setting of a limb: an
instrument for doing it, Hipp., (,) to bring back
into its place, Galen., f -,=,
Hipp., , f. - [], (,') to break, bend: to refract,

as light., (,) to

raise the head : look carefully into, Philo.2, (,) to

consume, Dio C., , , a resting at

intervals, Arist. Spir. : from, (,) to let

rest awhile, , Polyb. : to

interrupt, stop one's talking, v. 1. for. Plat. Symp. 191 C. Mid.
to rest awhile. Plat. Legg. 625 B.^, , (,^)
to vie with one in leaping, Xen. Cyr. 1,

4, 4, Popp.\7, , ,^'), Gal., , f.-,(,)
to remain torpid, to sleep through the

winter, Arist. Mirab.^, , , Dianassa, mother
of Lycurgus, Plut. Lye. 2., f. -, (,) to

fill up, stop chinks : to caulk shipc,

Strab.,.,()
a rising, Hipp.,,{,) to

maintain a sea-fight with one, ,
Hdt., etc., (,) to flow through,

percolate, prob. 1. Theonhr., adv., (, , )
like, two ways, -, to be of two minds, to halt be-

tween two opinions, to doubt, II. 1, 189:, gave you the
choice of two, II. 9. 37 : also ., Hes. Op. 13./, . Dor. and Att. collat.

form of', q. v., , , () a
distribution, Arist. Mund.



, , ,{) dis-

tributive, Arist. Eth. .&, , {,) to air,

eirpose to the wind. Pass, to flutter in

the wind. Luc,, f.- : pf.-,
(,) to distribute, portion out,

At. Plut. 510, Plat., etc. : .
Plat. Theaet. 191 D : ., to di-

vide into portions, Id. Legg. 756 B, cf.

Tim. 35 C, and : ., to

manage, rule a city, Pind. P. 4, 465,

cf. 8, 90. Mid., -, gave their several votes ; also in

mid., to divide among themselves, Hdt.

8, 123, Dera. 1317, 6. Pass. .
/MOV, to spread abroad, N. T.—II.

to set in order, govern., as pass., to go through,, Anth., ',•) to nod, beckon,, Diod. : , Alciphr.—II. to

bend away from, shun, , Polyb., like?., f.-, {,) to

tu'im across, Hdt. 8, 89.—II. c. ace,
to swi?n through, i. e. get safe through,

. , Plat. Parm. 137 A,

cf. Rep. 441 C : so too ki- . ?.. Id. Phaedr. 264
A, cf Ruhnk. Tim., f. -, {,) to spin

out. Hence.,, thattvhich is spun,

a thread^ Plat. Polit. 309 B., , ,{) a

swimming throu^fh or out, Hermes ap.

Stob. Eel. 1, 944., to remainfasting, Hipp., , , breakfast,

Ath., f. -,=, to

swim across, escape, Plut.—II. to swim.

a race, Ael., , , {,)
clearing off, , Aretae., , {,) double-

flowering, Nic, and so some take -, Theophr. . P. 1. 13. 2;
but better either with Passow, ker-

maphrodite, or with Schneid., varie-

gated., f. -, {,) to

adorn, strew, paint with floivers : in genl.

to variegate, make florid. Plut., strengthd. for, Ael.,

in mid. [<], f. -, (, )
wash out, rinse, Crates Ther. 1, 7, Eu-
bul. Dol. 2., rarer form of foreg., dep., to go through,, Pind. P. 12, 43., fut.-, {,-) to set up, make to stand.—2. to

stir up. excite, Dion. H.—B. perf , aor.

2, and mid., to stand up, start up, Po-
lyb.—II. to stand aloof from, depart

from,, Thuc. 4, 128.,, ,{) a wash-

ing off or out, Hipp., dep., c. fut. mid. and
aor. pa.ss. ; though the

part. aor. also occurs in pass, signf

in Plat. Legg. 654 C. {,) To
think over, intend, purpose, like 7.,
c. inf pres. vel. aor., Hdt. 2, 121, 4,

and 126, Ar. Lys. 724, etc. : also c.

inf fut-, Hdt. 7, 206, Thuc. 7, 56, etc.

—II. to think over or of, Lat. meditari,

Ti. Hdt. 6, 86, 4 ; so too .
or . Plat. Legg. 644 D, 686 D.— III.

c. adv., to be disposed or affected so and
so, . . , Id.

Rep. 343 , Prot. 352 :, -
., Id.. 39 , Isocr. 9 D:

also c. et part.,', they are affected as if, i, e.
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fancy they are, flying. Plat. Theaet.
158 B. Hence,, , a thought, ima-

gination, notion. Plat., and Xen. : esp.

a whim, sick fancy, Hipp..,, a thinking, thought,

Plat.—II. an intention. Id. Legg. 888 C., verb. adj. from-, one must so think of one. Plat., , ,{)
inclined to thought, thinking, intellectual.

Plat. Tim. 89 A ; opp. to, in

Arist. Eth. N. Adv. -., , , poet, also

(cf,) : a thinking over,

thought, intention, purpose, Hdt. 1, 46,

90, etc. : ^,
c. inf, Thuc. 5, 9, , Isocr. 85
.—. thought, the faculty of thought,

intellect, opp. to , Plat., and
Arist. : in genl. mind, .,
Aesch. Supp. 109.—III. a notion, belief,

Hdt. 2, 169 : the thought, or sense of
a word or passage. Plat. Phaedr. 228

D, Ion 530 B, cf Heind. Plat. Lys.
205 .—IV. in Arist. Poet. 6, one of

the constituents of poetry, the cast of
thought, sentiment of the piece.

and, f. -,
{,) to open, esp. to dis-

sect. Arist. ri. A. in pass. : -?., '., open the eyes,

ears, i. e. to restore sight, hearing,

N. T. : met. vovv, .
Id.—2. to unfold, to explain, -. Id. Luc. 24, 32., {,) to build

up, restore, Philostr., , , () an
opening., . ,() di-

vider, distributer, Plut., , , division, distribu-

tion. Plat. Legg. 714 A, etc.,=, to get

a motion carried and made law, Lat.

legem perferre,. Plat. Legg.
628 .—2. to regulate by lau; Dio C., strengthd. for, to

be very ill or long ill, Hipp.). {,) to sepa-

rate, part asunder, Dion. P. Mid. to

put aside for one's self, peculate, Diod.,, alov,{,)
right over against, right opposite.—2.

going right through, , sub., Aesch. Theb. 894, Cho. 640,

a home-thrust: metaph., ., un-

changing, remorseless destinj', Id. Eum.
334., , ov, {) fit for
wetting, humid, Arist. Meteor.,,{,) to drain

out, exhaust : usu. metaph. to drink

even to the dregs, drain, see to an end,

last out,, Pind. P. 4, 522, --, Eur. Andr. 1217,?.. Plat.

Menex. 241 E, like Lat. exhaurire,

exantlare labores., {, 7.) as

pass., to exhaust one's self, to be wor-

ried or troubled, , Hipp., {,) to

pass the night,, Xen. Hell. 5, 4,

3, and freq. in Plut., cf., , , {) an ac-

complishing : a journey, Ptolem., , , {•) a

thing accomplished, a journey, Polyb., strengthd. for,
Aristaen., later also, f.-,
{, ') to bring quite to an end,

accomplish, finish, c. acc, esp.,-
., to finish a joumev, H. Horn.

Ap. 108. e'er. 381 ; so .', Eur.
El. 825 : hence also c. acc. loci,

being omitted, as ., to finish

one's course over, to cross the sea, Hes.
Op. 633 : also absol., . , to

arrive at a place, Polyb., cf. 1. 3

:

c. part, to finish doing a thing, as -, Od. 17,
517 ; but ,
has continued giving, has been continu-
ally giving, Eur. Or. 1663. [v], f. -, {,) to

card thoroughly, ipiov. Gal. : to nap or
vamp vp,, Strab. p. 529 : to

tear in pieces, Ar. Lys. 578 : metaph.,
., Opp. . 5, 306 ;,
Babr. 106, 23., f-, {,) to smooth,

polish off., f. -, strengthd. for, lo dry up, Diod.. ov, {,) very dry,

parched up, Geop., dep. mid.,{,)
tofi::ht with theiWord: tnfight tothe death,, Ar. Eq. 781. Hence, ov, , a fighting with

swords, Plut., ov, TO, {, /.) a
cross bar or beam., {.) as mid.,

to shave one's self, Epict.,, , filings, Chry-
sipp. ap. Plut. — II. the flute of a
column, Diod. : from, f. -, {,) to make
an incision, form a flute or hollow : to

cut, lacerate, Arist. Physiogn. [i], i. -, to con-

tend in the, Plut.,,{,-) to guide, attend children : in

genl. to guide, lead. Plat. Tim. 89 D :

metaph. to entertain, -, Plut. ; . , to beguile

time, Lat. /aZ/ere tempus. Id., {,) to in-

struct thoroughly. Pass, to go through

a course of education, Xen. Cyr. 1, 2,

15., f. -, {.) to

keep on playing, -, a sport well kept tip, Plat. Legg.
769 A.—II. to mock, laugh at, c. acc,
Plut., {,) to con-

tinue wrestling, go on wrestling, Ar. Eq.
573.— II. to struggle with,, Joseph., , , a hard struggle,

Plut. la\, {,) to shake,

brandish, Aesch. Fr. 291.—2. to dis-

tribute by lot,, Aesch. Theb.
731, V..?.,{,) to shiver,

shatter, Eur. Phoen. 1159., strengthd. for-, Plut. Hence, ov, , a watching
the night through, Dion. H., adv., now usu. written, throughout, always ; also

pleon., ., Xen. An. 7, 8, 11., {,) to

look timidly round, Plut., , , an useless

study or pursuit, v. 1. N. T. for-, q. v., , {,-) to pass over in entire silence,

Joseph. Byz.,, , deflower-

ing of maidens : from-, {,) to

deflower maidens, like.
Pass, to he deflowered, Hdt. 4, 168., , , {,-), presents made to the bride

on the jnorning after the wedding.

A<a~apofixw, strengthd. for-, dub. in Joseph.
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,, , ], {)
piercing through, Aretae., , ,()
scented powder to sprinkle over the per-

son, usu. in plur., like Lat. pastiUi,

Theophr., Att.-, ((5m,) to stretch out

by nailing the extremities, as in cruci-

fixion, Valck. Hdt. 7, 33 : ol a hide
stretched for tanning, Ar. Eq. 371., f. -, Att..),
(,) to sprinkle, ,
Hdt. 6, 125 : , Eubul. Incert.

15 b., , strictly, the concord of the

first and last notes, the octave : SO, the fourth,

or (5i', the fifth : cf. Diet. An-
tiqcj. p. 644.), , strengthd. for-, Plat. Legg. 738 E., , (,) to tread

through, break through, ,
Polyb.,, ,()
pause, rest,, from, toil, Plat.

Legg. 824 A., , , a pausing, rest-

ing : from, (,) to make to

pause. Mid. to rest between times,

pause, Plat. Symp. 191 C., ov, {,) of wo-
men's robes, either reaching to the feet,

elsewh., or having a border,{, ), Callix. Rh. ap. Ath.
198 C., , {,) to

threaten one another : in genl. to threat-

en, Hdt. 7, 15 ; also . ,
Hdt. 2, 121, 3 ; so too later in inid.,

Diod. : but in mid. also strengthd.

for, to threaten severely,,
Aeschin. 7, 1., , inf -, {,) to hunger one against the other,

with a play on, Ar. Ach. 751., , , an experiment . trial,,.
to make proof of a thing, Hdt. 2, 28,

77. Hence, {, )^^-. Joseph.,{,)^-, Manelh., dep., c. fut. mid.,

et aor. pass,, (Plut.), pf.- (Thuc.) : {,)
to make trial {oTpronfofa thing or per-

son :, Hdt"5,'l09,Plat. Apol.

27 A. ; to prove, a man, and so tamper
with, try to bribe him, Plat. Legg. 921

: (5. , to have experience of a

thing. Thuc. 6, 91. The act. occurs
in Plut. Pomp. 51., {,) to transfix,

drive through, , Eur.
Phoen. 26, cf. II. 16, 405., f. --, (,) to

send about, send off in different direc-

tions, send round, Hdt. 1, 84, etc.—II.

to send over across, ,
Ar. Plut. 398, , Thuc. 4, 123

:

to transmit, /JjV. Thuc. 1, 129 :

so too in mid.. Id. 3, 75 : but in mid.

like, also to send for,

Dion. H.,,{,) to mourn
through,, Plut., , a fifth in music, v.., adv. part, perf

pass, from, elaborately, Isocr.

419 B., f.-,{,)
bring to an end, make an end of, Xoyovy
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AU.n
Eur. Andr. 333, so uoi,
tell me all, lb. 1056 ; .. Plat.

Legg. 625 ; also in mid.,-, Eur. Hel. 26, . -
yocf oft. in Plat., , {,) to

take across, ferry over, Plut. Pass, to

be carried over, go across, Hdt. 2, 124
;

5, 23, and Thuc. :

/., tvere drmimfrom oat the sheath,

Soph. Aj. 730. Hence, , , a carrying

over.— II. a crossing over.,, ,{) a
strait of the sea, a ferry., vert), adj. from-, one inust conclude, finish,

Plat. Legg. 715 E., ov,{) pene-
trating, [pa], , f. -, {,)
to go over or across, to pass,, Eur.
Tro. 1151, also '. Id. I. .
395 : but ., to pass through it,

Ar. Av. 1264 : / ., to pass
through, to pierce, Eur. Phoen. 1394 :

. ..., Plut. : also of time, (5.,
to pass through lite, Xen. Oec. 11, 7.

—

II. act. to conveij across, C. acc. Luc.
Dial. Mort. 20, 1. [], f.- : aor. 2-, II. 1, 367, Ep. inf.-, II. 7, 32 :

aor. mid. in pass, signf.,

Od. 15,384: {,) to destroy

utterly, to sack, waste, Hom., always
of cities., , {,)
to ktep walking about, Ath., , f. -, (, -) to pierce and fasten with a
needle{), Diod.,{,) dep.

mid., to slip away one by one, of sol-

diers deserting. Dem. 1188, 23., inf aor., and-, inf. fut. of.
and, v.-., aor., {,) dep. mid., to fly through, of

an arrow, II. 5, 99 : to wing its way
betiveen or through, met. of a ship, c.

acc, Eur. Med. 1 : also.
—2. to fly different tvays. Soph. O. T.
1310: not used in prose, cf.-.., also.
f.- [], {,) to spread

out separately , to open, unfold, Ar. Lys.

732, 733.,^^, poet., , spread out, unfolded,

open. Hipp., fut.- and- {,) dep. mid.,=, Ar. . 1217, cf-., {,) Att.

for-. to play with another at

dice ; . , to try

one's luck at dice against him, Luc.. {,) to digest,

'.', Arist. Gen. An., poet, for-.-, , ,() di-

gestion, Hipp.,, ,()
cross-beam., , , dim. from

foreg., f. -/, mid. aor. 1, (,) to fasten
together,, Luc.—II. to freeze

hard, Theophr.-. , f -, (.)
to leap through or across, to jump, leap,, Ar. Ach. 1178, Xen. Eq. 3, 7.

—. intr. to make a leap, of a hor.?e,

Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 8. Hence., , a leaping through
or across: ., a sweating of

blood, Hipp., ubi Schneid. -., strengthd, for-, Cratin. Incert. 24.,)',,^^, Philo., , ,()
fastening together, structure, Lat. corn-

pages, Hermes ap. Stob. Eel. 1, 1094., (,) to jnake
very fat, Theocr. 16, 91., , i/, an oozing
through, cf. sub : from. (,) to ooze, spirt

or burst through, Arist. Gen. An. [], f. -, (,) to

press together, Luc., (,-) as mid., to oppose one another by
probable arguments, Sext. Emp., strengthd. lor-., strengthd. for -, to embitter, Plut., ov, (,) very
bitter, Diod.?.. f., (,?) to fill full of. Pas.s. to be

quite full of,. Thuc. 7, 85., f., (,) to bum all ofathmg.Poiyh.

:

to burn up, heat violently. Nic.

7.((5,7') to drink against

one anotlier, challenge at drinking, Valck.
Hdt. 5, 18; 9, 16: so also-. as dep. mid., Hedyl. ap. Ath.
486 C. [i], Ion. -^, (,) to sell off, Lat. divendere,

Plut., f.-, (,-) to fall through, fall off or away,
slip away, escape, kv , Xen.
Hell. 3, 2, 4, , lb.' 4, 3, 18 :

also to fall through by force, burst

through, Polyb. : of reports and ru-

mours, to gel out. spread abroad,

TO, Plut.—II. to fall asun-

der, vanish, perish. Plat. Phaed. 80 C :

hence. of authors' works, to be lost,

Gramm. — III. to fall away from a

thing, i. e. lose it, c. gen., Wytt. Ep.
Cr. p. 219: and absoL, to fail utterly,

go quite iirong, Ar. Eq. 695 : of a

thing, to turn out ill, be useless. To -, Aeschin.
33, 19., (,) to en•

trust to one in confidence, Aeschin. 54,

39 : pass, to have a thing entrusted to

one, Dem. 145, 3.—II. to put trust in,

believe, , Arist. Part. An., (,) v. 1.

Dem. 870, 26 : . /,
mutual mistrust, Polyb. Mid. to mis-

trust one's self. Id.^,, , 2 aor. pass,

part, from?. Plut.

/~2'.,(,) to lead

entirely astray, mislead, Plut. Pass.

to go astray, wander, Diod., , ,()
formation, conformation.—2. t)ie setting

of a broken limh. Gal.?:,. , that luhich is

formed or moulded : also= foreg., ov, o. =,
Epicur. ap. Plut. 2, 877 D.. Att. -, f. -,
(,) to form, fashion, mould,
Ael.—II. to plaster over, ], The-
ophr.—III. as medic, term, to set a limb,

Galen. Hence', , , good at form-
ing or moulding.



?), strengthd. for-
'', make luide or broad, extend,

Chrysipp. (Tyan.) ap. Alh. 648 A.,, , that which is

interwrnen, the woof : Ironi/., f. -foj, (, 7.) to

interweave, to weave together, plait,-, he wrought won-
drous plaited-v/ork, H. Horn. Merc.
80 : metaph., ., Find. P. 12,

14 ; , ., to try every
twist, wind all ways, lb. 2, 152.—^11.

to weave asunder, i. e. unweave, sepa-

rate, like~. ., to dis-

band. Plut. : metaph. (5. rbv — 1.

like-. Lat. pertexere vi-

tam, to make an end of. finish one^s life,

Hdt. 5, 92, 6, ubi oliih 7?.-
: but—2. to blend one's life with

that of others : hence in genl. to pass

life, live. Plat. hegg. 806 . ; and
without, . ', Ar.. 754.

Aiu-AfOf,, Att.-•,, {,) brim full, Cratin. Incert. 11., f. -?..{,)
to sail through or across, Thlic. 4, 25

:

TO 7?. to cross the sea, Plut. :

metaph. ., to ?nake life's voyage.

Plat. Phaed. 85 D. cf '/..7/,=^?..~'/., f. -, {,) dep. mid., to spar, skir-

mish with, and—, Plut.

:

also , Id.'. ov, 6, a contending

with blows, sparring, skirmishing,

TLva, Plut., , strengthd. for ?.)?-./., Att. -, f. -, (,
7)}) to break in pieces, split, cleave,, II. 23, 120. ubi v. Spitzn. Pass.

, like Lat.
slupere ad, to be astonished at..., Epict.

33, 13., f. -, {,)
to unfold, part asunder. Mid. C. perf.

pass., to unfold one's

self, take large strides, stalk along,

Archil. 9., , ,{) an
intermixture, Hipp. : complexity.?, ov,=sq., Strab.7,, ov. {7.) inter-

woven, plaited, Heliod., contr. -?., , (-)—-. as adj., sailing across, pass-
ing over, . ?., they
passed the people over, Aesch. Pers.
382.

—

. as subst. ., avoyage across,

passage, . Thuc. 3, 93, cf
6, 31.—2. a sailing through, passage,, fof two ships abreast. Id.

4, 8.—3. a cross-channel, sluice. Plat.

Criti. 118 E., (J, f. -, {,/)
to unfold, v. 1. Xen. Symp. 2. 2., strengthd. for,
Ar. Fr. 546.7., dep., later collat.

form for. Hence7.,.,^., . -. Ion. for -., poet, for.,, ,{)
blast, wind, Hipp., , ,=^, an
exhaling, Galen., , , {)
promoting exhalation, Aretae., . -, .-,
{,) to blow through, refresh, re-

vive, Xen. Symp. 2, 25, in pass.—II.

to breathe between times, get breath, re-

cover, like, Plut., ,
Polyb.—III. pass, to disperse in va-

pour, evaporate. Plat. Phaed. 80 C :

esp. of plants, to exhale, Theophr. :

so sometimes, intr. in Act., Arist.

Resp. 17. Hence, /', , a bloiving through :

a passage for the xrind, outlet, Arist.

Meteor. •— II. exhalation, evaporation,

Galen., of, ^,= foreg.

^. contd. -, ov, 6,{) perspiration, Hipp., . -, {,)
to measure with the foot. Hence, ov, , ajumping about

:

a kind of dance., {,)
to keep dying, Polyb., , {,) to do
thoroughly, effect, Dion. H.?., {, 7) to

cover with bright spots, Arist. H. A.

:

to trick out, adorn, Lat. variare,-, Isocr. 190 ./., ov, {, 7)
variegated, spotted here and there, Hipp., (,) to be

active in celebrating, ., dub. 1.

Hermesian. 5, 19.-7., , f.-, (, 7.-) to carry the war through, end the

war, fight it out, Lat. debellare, Hdt. 7,

158 ; ., Polyb., . Diod.
Pass. 7.7/ /,,
the war will be at an end, done with,

Thuc. 7, 14.—II. to carry on the war,

continue it, Id. 6, 37.— III. to wage war
inith, to engage in war with, c. dat., Xen.
An. 3, 3, 3.— IV^. to spend some time at

war, Plut. Hence, , , a finishing

of the war, making an end of it, Thuc.
7, 42.7,,{,)
besiege continually, to blockade, Thuc.
3, 17., , , party-strife,

party-spirit, Plut.7, (, 7-) de.p. mid., to be the political oppo-

nent of another, Aeschin. 81, fin., cf
: hence7,, , a political op-

ponent, App.7"/., f.-, pf--, (,) to destroy utterly,

Theophr., (,) to

carry the processioti to an end, Luc.

—

II. to carry all round,, Crit. 7, 7 :

from, -, ,() a send-

ing round, or back and forward, inter-

change of messages, negotiation,

/., Thuc. 6, 41.,, 7},=foreg., ov,() car-

ried through or across, transmitted, ex-

ported, Diod.—2. fitfor trans-mission or

exportation., , (,) to work
out with labour, toil at, Isocr. 99 C : to

labour to make coviplete, to practise, ex-

ercise, cultivate, like, Lat.

elaborare,. Plat. Legg. 810
: to train,. Plat. Rep. 535 C ;

but more usn., as dep.

mid., Xen. Cyr. 3, 1. 28; .-. Plat. Legg. 846
D, cf Phaedr. 273 E. Pass, to be

cultivated, administered, Aesch. Ag. 19:

also to be troubled, vexed, N. T.—II.

intr. to work hard, toil, strive, ., , Arist. Pol. ; ./ .• t'lat. 326 D, , Arist.

Eth. ., , Plut. : also c. inf
,

(5. ), Xen. Symp.
2, 17 : so too as de]). mid.. Plat. Legg.
66 C : ol, the hard-

11
working, hardy, opp. to, Xeii.
Rep. Lac. 5, 8. Hence',, , that which is

worked out.—II. hard labour, toil, exer-

cise. Plat. Criti. 114 E., (,•) dep. rnid.. / act maliciously: to

fight unfairly, , Dion. ., , ,()
working out, preparing, Plut. : an exer-

cising., verb. adj. from -, one must work hard, Clem. Al., ov, (,) of per-

sons, hard-u:orking, diligent : practised,

exercised, hardy, , , Plut.

— II. of things, toilsome, wearisome.

Adv. -, ivith labour or toil.,7•,(,) across

the sea, beyond seas, foreign, Lat. trans•

marinus, , Aesch. Cho. 352 ;-, Thuc. 1, 141.—II. crossing the sea,

going beyond seas, Ale.T.. 2., . , a crossing, pas-
sage, esp. the course of the stars. Plat.

Epin. 984 : metaph.. .. Id,

Criti. 106 A; and,, ^,= foreg. : from. (,) to carry
over, set across, Xen. An. 2, 5, 18.

More freq. as pass., c. fut. mid. at

aor. pass,. to go through,

pass along, Hdt. 4, 33, Plat., etc. : to

migrate, as birds, Plat. : metaph. =, logo through, detail, Polyb.

:

c. ace. cogn., . , Plat. Legg.
845 A.. , with mid.-, aor. ///, (,)
to be quite at a loss, to be in doubt or

difficulty, . Plat. Legg.
777 C : to be in want or need, Arist.

Oec: so too in Mid., Plat. Soph. 217
A. But as pass., of things, to be mat-
ter of doubt or question. Plat. Soph.
250 E, Legg. 799 E. Hence,,, a doubt, Arist.

Metaph restlessness, Hipp., , ,() a
doubting, perplexity, Polyb., , ,() at

a loss, hesitating, Plut. Adv. -.,=, II. 2, 691.. -, , fitfor car-

rying aver. Adv.- : from, (,) to

carry over or across, esp. over a river

or strait, Hdt. 4, 141, etc. : to carry a
message. Id. 9, 4 : metaph. to translate

from one tongue into another, to in-

terpret. Plat. Symp. 202 E. like-.—II. .. of ferry-boats,

to ply across a river, Hdt. 1 , 205 ; 5, 52., , , =,
Diog. L,, v.., ov, (,)
shot with purple, Diosc.,, f •7., {, -
7.7.) to send about, dispatch, Polyb.
Hence,, -, , a dispatching,

exchange of messengers, Polyb., (,) to carry

safe through, Arr., (,-) dep. mid., to treat of thor-

oughly, investigate. Heind. Plat. Phae-
dr. 77 D.—2. to undertake. Dion. H., Ep. for,
inf aor. 2 oi, II,,, if,() an
accomplishing, finishing: business. Plat,

Symp. 184 B.', , ,()
a selling, sale, Dion. H., f. -, Att. —. Ion.-, {,.) to accomplish,
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go through, come to the end of,

, Lat. conficerc iter, Od. 2, 213, 420:

also-, sub.-, they got to the end of, traversed the

plain, II. 2, 785; 3,14: c. part., //,. I went through

days in fighting, 11. 9, 326 ; -^,
Od. 14, 197.—2. to bring about, effect,

xetlle, Hdt. 9, 94: . , to get a

thing done for a man, obtain it for hitn,

Tivi Ti. Hdt. 3. Gl, .\esch. Eum. 953:

and so freq. in mid., as Ar. Lys. 518,

etc. : but also strictly in mid. signf.,

to effect for one^s self, settle one's busi-

ness, gain o?ie's point, Hdt. 9, 41,

TLin, Xen. : also c. irif , to manage
that a thing may be, Plat. Rep. 360

A ; and with, c. inf., Lys. 147,

11 ; or with ..., ..., ...,
Heind. Plat. Gorg. 479 A : also to

gain, seek to obtain, or, V. Stallb. Plat. Ale. 2, 40 B.—
3. to make an end of, slay, Lat. con.ficere,

Blomf Aesch. Pers. 265 : pass, to be

killed, Id. Cho. 1008.'', (,) to soothe

completely, Philostr., , eminent, distinguish-

ed, illustrious, Pmd. I. 5, 56, Thuc. 2,

34; 6. TLvi or , eminent in a thing,

Eur. Supp. 841, I. A. 1588: .,
magnificence, Thuc. 6, 16. Adv. -,
super! -, Dem. 1208, 19 :

from), {,) to appear

prominent, to strike the eye, H. Horn.

Merc. .351 : ., to distinguish oiu's

self by a thing,, above a person
or thing : hence . ,,
Eur. Ale. 642.

—

. c. ace. rei, adorn,

Stallb. Plat. Gorg. 485 E., . , a reciprocal em-
bassage, Polyb. : from, {,-) dep. mid., to send embassies to

different places, Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 24 ; or

from one to another, Polyb., Ion. for,
Hom., a doubtful word in

Hdt. 4, 79, where Schneider conj./, al., v. In-

terpp., ov, sawn through : from, {, ') to saw through

or in two, Hipp., and Ar. Eq. 768 : ., to gnash the teeth, Luc.

—II. mid. to gnash with the tieth, csp.

in Eccl. [] Hence, , , =,
sawn in tiro, Hipp., (also written )
through and through, thoroughly, II., V., A. I., 1., adv.=foreg., Nic., strengthened for, c. ace., Polyb., adv., far penetratiyig,

piercing, ., he shouted piercing-

ly, thrillingly, elsewh. /,
11. 8, 227, etc. : and so .,
. Hom. Ven. 80 but

., a hill piercing, i. e. ruii-

ning fur into the plain, II. 17, 748, v.

sq. [D] Prop. neut. from, , lov, also , ov,

going through, piercing, esp. of the

voice, thrilling, shrill. Soph. O. C.

1479 : metaph. far heard offar-fnmed,

H. Horn. Ven. 19, Merc. 336 ; also in

Pind. N. 4, 83. Adv. - ; but in

Hom. -lov, q. v. (Prob. formed Aeol.

from (5m,, perh. akin to-, []-, sirengthd. for, to

hit against a thing, stumble : to stutter,

siam.mer, Luc.
340

,, .=)'/,
Eccl., , {,) to

spread the luings, in genl. to spread,

open, Hipp.— 11. to clean out with a

feather., dep. mid., to flut-

ter about, Plut., , ,{)
a spreading of the wings.—II. a clean-

ing out with a feather, rot., , i--, poet,-,
{,) to scare away, startle and
scatter, ,
.Od. 18, 310: in genl. to strike with

panic, Eur. Baceh. 304 ; and in pass.,

to be ])anic-strickeii, Plat. Hep. 336 B.

Hence, , , poet, --, violent agitation, esp. by fear, but
also by desire, as «5.. Plat.

Legg. 783 C., , , an unfolding,

Galen. : from, f. -, {,)
to open and spread out, to unfold, dis-

close. Soph. Ant. 709, Eur. Hipp. 985.—II. to fold one with another, tofoldup,
Arist. Gen. An., ov, {) spat

upo7i, abominable., , 7/,=^7/, Eur. I.

. 727., f. -, [,) to

spit upon,. Ael. : metaph., to

contemn,. Dem. 3)3, 8 ; .-, to champ the hit, Philostr. [ in

pres.. V in fut., and aor.]fA, {, II.) to enkindle,

Phal., in pass.,, ,{) a

stumble, slip, Phiiem. p. 374 : loss,

Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 121., , ,{) a

falling away, wandering, Longin. : agi-

tation, grief, LXX., , {,) to suppu-

rate, Hipp. Hence,, , a suppuration,

Hi|ip. [fij,, ,{) sup-

puration. Id. [()], i], ,{) pro-

moting suppuration, Galen., -, {,) to pu-

trefy. ['\,{) to cause sup-

puration, Aretae., {,) to box,

spar, fight with,, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5,

53., ov, {,) through

the gate ; paid for passing through,, Arist. Pol. : hence rb-
?iov, a gate-toll paid at Athens, v.

Bockh P. E. 2, 37, n. [], f -, pf-, aor.-, {,-) dep. mid., to quesliori, cross-

question, learn by hearsay, tl. Plat.

Symp. 172 A ; , a thingfrom
one. Id. Rep. 469 A., ov, {,) suppura-

ting, Hipp., , {,) to

ivarm, cherish, Hipp., to heat thoroughly. Pass.

to glow : from, ov, {, ) red-hot,

Anaxag. ap. Xen. Mem. 4, 7, 7, Eur.

Cycl. 631 : metaph. hot, fiery, passion-

ate. Plat. Rep. 615 E, Legg. 783 A ;

also . , Plut. Adv.-.
Hence, , to set on fire: also in

iDid., Eur. Cycl. 694.', to contrive artful

ly, Ilgen ad H. Horn. Merc. 357, but

Herm. reads . separately, v.., {,) to

throw a light over,, Philostr.. {.) to give

light or signals by beacoiis, Polyb., ov,{)
heard of well-known, Hdn.. {,) to spit or
spirt out. Arched, ap. Ath. 294 C.,,{, ) to sellpub-
licly, Xen. Hell. 4, 0, 6., poet, for/., Ion. lor //, 3
.sing. pert. pass, from., Att. -, f. -, {,) to break through, strike

through, Hes. Sc. 361, in tmesis.,, {.) fleckt

with white, Babrius 65, 15., 1. -, {, ) to

water, to flood, Joseph., dep. {, }) to

be emulotis in virtue., , {,) to joint,

i.e.,—I. to divide by joints: metaph.,
to distinguish clearly between things, de-

scribe distinctly and clearly. Plat. Legg.
645 C : to speak in distinct syllables, to

articulate, opp. to, Arist. Me-
taph. : also in mid.. •
ij/r-. Plat. Prot. 322 .—II. to fit to-

gether by joints, set as a limb. Foes.
Oee. Hipp. : in genl. to form into shape,

mould in detail. Plat. Symp. 191 A,
Phaedr. 253 D. Hence^,, , a jointing : ar
ticulution,. Arist. H. A.—II.

compacting by joints, Hipp., , ,{) fit

for. belonging to di.ijoinling, distin-

guishing, or explaining, Epict., , f. -, {.•) to reckon, count up mte by one,

Eur. 1. T. 966 ; but more freq. iu

mid., as Plat. Crat. 437 D; also to

distinguish, Plat. Phaedr. 273 E.—II.

to divide, separate, Aeschin. 83, 32, in

pass. Hence,, , a reckoning by

single items. Plut., f. ,=:^, Ar., {,>) dep.,

to eat ut breakfast for a wager, jiovv -
., to eat an ox against another, Ath., {,)

dep. mid., to strive for the preeminence,

Tiva, Longin., , , {) suffi-

ciency, Theophr.—II. duration., , f. -, {,) to

suffice, Pind. . 7, 71 : to have strength,

to endure, hold out, prevail, Isocr.^18, D:
(5. ..; to be a match for a per.'!*n*ln

thing, Luc.—2. to supply nourishment

to, . Plut.— II. to endure, last,

Aesch. Theb. 842., , sufficient,, Thuc.
I, 15, -/, Theophr. : lasting. Luc.

Adv. -, superl. -, Xen.
Mem. 2, 8, 6.,. , {) a pas-

sage by sea, Polyb. : a ferry, Strab.

—

II. elevation, e. g. of style, Lat. elatio

oralionis, Longin.
or-, . -, {, -

()) to separate, distribute in vmrious

places, Eur. Or. 1450: hence, to ar-

range, dispose, Polyb.. , , plunder, Hdt. 9,

42 : peculation, Polyb. : from, lut. Att. - later, {,) to tear in pieces,

II. 16, 353 : to spoil, plwider, Lat. diri-

pere,, Hdt. 1, 88, etc. : to carry

off as plunder,, Ih., /. ,{^) a

teariiig asunder, breaking, Hipp.



/', inf. aor. 2 pass of

6)^}.'.^, (,) to besprin-

kle, icater, LXX. Pass, to flow all

ways, Soph. Tr. 14., (, f)aiui) to destroy ut-

terly, Horn. : in mid., II. 24, 355./),, , {{))
a seam, Plut.), (,, ()) to he-

sprinkle.), {,) to cuff
soundly. Heliod.

-Tu, {. -, (,) to

sew through or together, Plut./), (, ^>) to split,

sever, carve, Eubul.,. 1., {,) to oscillate

as a balance : to halt as with one short

legj, Hipp., f. -(), {, /5) to

flow through, , Hdt. 7, 108 :

c. ace, ., Isocr. 224 : -
() 3, Lat. difluere luxuria, Ael.;

so . , Plut. : to slip

through, , Luc. : absol. ot

a vessel, to leak. Id. : )-, gaping lips, Ar. Nub. 873.—II.

to fall away like water, die or waste

away, (), . Aj. 1267; of

one diseased, Ar. Vesp. 1156 ; of
money, Deni. 982, 10 ; of the moon,
to wane, Soph. Fr. 713., f. -(', {,-) break, rend through, cleave, II. 12,

308. Soph. Aj. 834 : to break a hole in,

Ti, Hdt. 3, 12. Pass, to iur.si, in va-

rious waj's. as with eating, Xen. Cyr.

8, 2, 21, with passion, Ar. Eq. 340,

Dem. 254, 19 : (!, as a
curse, "split you !" Ar. Av. 2, etc./, adv. (,-) expressly, distinctly, . Horn.
Merc. 313, and Att., as Plat. Legg.
876 C, etc.,,],=., Epi-
cur. ap. Diog. L.,, ,{,-&) clear explanation, definition,

Plat. Legg. 932 ., (, )

dep., to draw up, twist the body, of an
nnseemly kind of dance, Cratin.

Troph. 4.,, ,{) a
casting about, questing, of a hound,
Xen. Cyn. 4, 4.. , f. -, {,)
to file through, make thin, Arist. ap.

SchoL Ar. Eq. 1147., f. -, {,) to

ventilate, blow about or away, Heliod., , only used in pres.

aiid impf,=sq., Ar. Vesp. 59.— II.

intr., to throw one's self, plunge, Xen,
Cyfi. 5, 8., poet, sometimes -, f. •, {,) to fling,

hurl, dart about, -, Od. 19, 575 : so, -, to fling glances round. Ar.

Thesm. 665. Pass, to differ. Plat.

Legg. SCO B.—II. to throw to or among
TLVi Ti, Plut.—III. to squander, make
away with, Siov, Liban. Hence, , , a scattering, Pra-
tiiia.s ap. Ath. 617 F, Dind.-, , ,{) a
scattering, Xen. An. 5, 8, 7., ov, {,) com-
pounded of roses,, Gal., , ,() a flowing
through or away, a channel or pipe,, the windpipe,

Eur. Hec. 567 ;, ebb and flow,

Dio C., , {,) to roar

or rustle through.— II. trans., (5., to inspire fear by clamour, Aesch.
Theb. 192., , ],^=, a flow-
ing through: esp. as medical term, di-

arrhoea, Ar. Fr. 198, 13, Thuc. 2, 49., , {,) to whiz
through, (sc.)
Soph. Tr. 568 ; where others supply

in ace, so that the verb is trans.,

made it whiz through : cf.., dep., {) to

give a diarrhoea, Medic.. ov, 6,{) a passage,

channel, Diod., melting away, vanishing,

Aesch. Cho. 65 : usu. taken as contr.

from. Dor. neut. of a sup-
posed adj., : but prob. a
mere adv.,, Dor. for -pv-

{), cf in Pind., inf. aor. 2 pass, of -, iut., perf-., strengthd. for,
Gal., , , {)=-., , {,) well

watered, intersected by streams, Strab.,{.,) to drag
across, c. dupl. acc, .. Hdt. 7, 24.^,, , (.) cleft,

an intervening space, esp. between
bandages. Hipp.,, .,{)
rent asunder, .. cleft

made by the waves, Eur. I. T. 262.—II.

as subst., a portion rent off, Opp.,, ,() a raising

up,, Diod. : .,
Lat. caesim pugnare, to fight as with

broadswords, Polj'b., f. -, Aesch. Fr. 322,
and. strengthd. for-, to cut limb-meal, Aesch. Pr. 1023,

Anaxandr.. 1., , . -, (.)
to suspend, break off., Plut. : hence
to separate, divide, Strab.—II. metaph.,
to mislead, deceive, Menand. p. 285.

Hence,, , separation, disa-

greement, Sext. Emp., , , a forming, putting in

shape, form, late : from, {,) to mould,

form, LXX., (,) to form,
arrange in order., strengthd. for ,., v.., , ', {,) the

two Hellanodicae., (,) to hold office to

the end, Lys. ap. Harp.,, , Dias, an early hero.
—2. ,, , an ancient Attic

tribe. Poll., strengthd. for ,
Xen. Cyn. 4, 3., strengthd. for ,
hence part pf., grinning

like a dog, sneering, Plut.&, strengthd. for-, q. v.. (. .) to agi-

tate greatly, reduce to anarchy or ruin,

Luc. : to confound, make inarticulate,, Dion. H., (,) to stuff

with a thing, , Galen. ; also c.

gen.,,, gorged
with anchovy, Macho ap. Ath. 244 C.^,, (,-) to walk with mincinggait, Ar. fr. 523.

, , (,) to makt
clear or evident, Eur. Phoen. 398, Plat.,

etc. : to give accurate information, to an-
nounce fully, Polyb., (,)
make clear, Xen.Mem. 3, 1, 11, Apol.l.,, ,() an
explanation, interpretation, LXX. []. , ,()
explanatory, declaratory. Gramm., ov, ,() a sha-
king—. abuse ofpower, extortion, Lat.
concusslo, late, ov, shaken, or to he sha-
ken thoroughly, Aeschin. 9, 9 : from, (.) to shake well

or violently, ?.,, Plut.

:

but intr., . ovpa, to keep wagging
with the tail, Xen. Cyn. 6, 15.—2. to

confound, , Hdt. C, 109.

—

II. to harass, oppress, Lat. co7icutere,

N. T.^, perf part. pass,
from.
^, perf. act. from -.,, of, perf part. act.

from-,(,) as pass.,

to shoot, dart, rush through : hence in

Hom., 3 sing. aor. syncop. pass,-, c. acc. », 11. 2, 450, more
usu. c. gen.,,. . 10,

194 : 15, 542 ; also . .. Od. 4, 37., (,) to sift or fil-
ter, Diosc., , {,) to weigh., f. -, (,-) to mark, point out, Xen. An. 2, 1,

23 : to make known, explain, Hdt. 5,

86. Mid. to observe by marks, remark,
notice, Arist. H. A.—2. intr. to sheio

one's self, appear, Hipp.—II. to give a
signal.p, Arist. Rhet. 3, 16, 10., ov, (. '/) clear, dis-

tinct, .. Soph. Phil. 209.—II.

well-known, distinguished, Plut., f. -",(.7}) to make
to putrefy. Pass, to rot, decay, The-
ophr., and so perf, Geop.,, , the festival of, at Athens, Ar. Nub. 408., 1. c, cf Schol. lb. 862.], (,) to hiss off, Lat.
explodere, Arist. Rhet., (, ..) to

mock, jeer at, C. acc, Luc.
Aa?L,=foIeg., Dio C., , , (,) di-

ning at the public table, Hipp.,,(,) to re-

main silent, Eur. Hel. 1551.—II. trans.
to pass over in silence. Id. Ion 1566.
Poet,, q. v., (,) to bound
through, dart along, Ap. Rh.
Aa?.fv,=sq.?., (, /.) to dig

or pick out. Plut., ( , )
strictly, to eat nothing but herbs, Te-
lecl. Incert. 7. Hence in .4r. Eq. 19,

to dose with Euripides, whose mother
was said to be an herhwuman., (,) to dig
through, make a breach in, Lys. 131, 5..(,) usu.
as dep. mid. ,to scratch

up, scratch about, like hens : hence
metaph. to scratch up, ruin, destroy,

Isocr. 142 B., , ov, (,,) befouled, filthy,

. ], attributed to the Epicure-
ans by Diog. ap. Clem. Al., f.- Att.
-(:(5 (Soph. Ant. 287, Ar. Vesp. 229),
(,) to scatter abroad, Od.
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5, 369, and Att. : metaph. ., to scatter, i. e. drive atvay his

pride, Od. 17, 244,,-, to disbayid an army, Hdt. 1, 77 ; 8,

57 : later, 6. // , to spread a icpurt,

Lat. spargere voces, Hdn. Pass, to be

scattered, esp. in pf. and aor. 1, Hdt.

1, 03; 5, 15, etc., {,) to part

the legs., f. -, {, -^) to cover, conceal., verb. adj. from -) one must examine. Plat.

Legg. 859 B., ,, cautious, con-

siderate : from*, a pres. which sup-

plies the fut. and aor., etc. of-, q. v., f. -, {, -) to set in order, get ready, , Po-

lyb. : more usu. in pass, and mid. to

arm, equip or prepare one's self, ,
Xen. Hell. 4, 2, 19, , "Dn)arch.

99, 14 ; . ', Thuc.

4, 38 ; metaph.,, to prepare all one's

tricks for a trial, Xen. Ath. 3, 7 : but,. , to have disposed,

got rid of one's property, Dem. 845, 13.

—II. to revise a work for publication,

Lat. recensere, Diod. Hence, , ,()
the reviser of a literary work, of. Wolf.

Proleg. Hom. p. cli., , , like, equip-

ment, armour, dress, Polyb.—II. a revi-

sion of an author's works, Gramm.. strengthd. for-, Ep. Plat. 310 A.-,, ,{)
examination, inquiry, consideration.

Plat. Legg. 697 C., ,{) to deck out,

Ath.
or, , {,) to separate, and retire each to

his tent or quarters {), to take up

one's quarters, or /caret, Xen.

An. 4, 4, 8, and 5, 29, cf sq. Hence, verb, adj., one must

take -up his quarters, Xen. An. 4, 4, 14., v..,,{) topitch

tents at intervals, Ael.—II. intr.= (5ia-, Xen. An. 4, 4, 10., {,) to

prop on each side ; in genl. to support,

Anth., poet, for--
, II. 5, 526, also Hdt. 2, 25., ,{,) toleap

about or away, Plut.. , in pres. and impf. :

fut.',{,) to look

through, look about, examine, consider,

Lat. dispicere, Hdt. 3, 38, Eur., etc. :

also in mid., ,
Thuc. 1, 59 : in Ar. Thesm. 687, we
have pf. pass,, in pass,

signf, to be examined.— II. to look

round one, keep watching, Xen. Cyn.
9,3.,{,) dep.,

to look outfrom a height or ivatch-tower,

to spy out, bring tidings of, , II. 10,

388 ; 17, 252, both times in inf-., {,) to

scatter abroad, Polyb. Hence

^ , ov, 6, a scattering,

,
dispersion, LXX., f. -, {,-) to jeer, jest upon,, Plut. Mid.

to jest one with another, pass jokes to

andjro, Xen. Cyr. 8. 4, 23.,, ,{) the
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warp or thread stretched lengthways in

the loom. Call. Fr. 244., . Ion. -, f. -,
{,) to tvipe out, to rinse, clean,

purijy,'nat. 2, 37., f -^, (,) to

cleanse by rubbing, etc., Ar. Nub. 1237.,{,) to smooth
with the chisel, to polish,-, refined, subtle theories,

Alex. Tar. 1, 8., f. -, {,) to

smoke a thing : pass,, a smouldering fire, Phllo. []', , {,) to scare,

drive away, Plut.—II. to agitate. Id., .-, {, -) dep. mid. to act or speak like

a sophist, to evade or quibble, Ar. Av.
1619., , (,) to

squander, bring to nothing, Plut., cf, , , torn to pieces,

Eur. Bacch. 1220: from, Alt. -, fut. -,
(,) to rend in sunder or
in pieces. Aesch. Pers. 195; and in

pass., Eubul.. 1., ov,() separ-

ated, separable, [], , , ()
tearing asunder, Theophr.,, , thing torn

off, severed : a gap, Plut. ; and, , , =,
Plut. : from,,.-,. Ran. 477,
Eccl. 1076 : aor. -, but also-, Eur. Bacch. 339, (,) to tear asunder, part, Lat. di-

vellere, Hdt 7, 236, Eur. Supp. 830,

Ar. 11. cc, etc. : esp. in military sense,

to .Kcparate part of an army from the
rest, Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 19 ; hencfi, crrpa-, an army scatter-

ed, and in disorder, Thuc. 6, 98, cf 7,

44 ; 8, 104 : . , to pull

down, tear up the palisade, Xen. Hell.

4. 4, 10 ; so . , Plut. : -., to break the laws, Xen.
Cyr. 8. 5. 25 : . , to dis-

tract the city or state. Plat. Rep. 462
A ; hence, .distracted,

Lat. ncgoliis distractus. Luc. : in pass,

of soldiers, to be distributed in tarters,

Xen. An. 1, 5, 9. [a], f. -. (,)
to sow, scatter or spread abroad, Hdt. 3,

13; . }^, Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 25;
.., Isocr. 103 : to squan-

der. Soph. El. 1291. Pass, to be scat-

tered, and wander aboxit, lb. 748, Thuc.
1, 11, etc.: to be distributed. Id. Rep.
455 D.— II. to separate, Hdt. 3, 68., (,) to work
zealously, Polyb. : in mid., Isae. ap.

Harp.^^, ov, (,) very

rocky, Arr., strengthd. for-, Ar. Plut. 1082.', sensu obscoeno, Lat.

subagitare, Ar. Eccl. 939.,, ,() a .scat-

tering, dispersion : also collectively,

persoris scattered or dispersed, LXX,
N. T.^, adv. from-, in a scattered manner, Clem. Al., f -, (,-) to be very zealous, do zealotisly,

Dion. H. : also in mid., Arr. Pass.

to be anxiously done or looked to, Dem.
505, 8 ; though he also uses-

in act. signf, 681, 21., only in Att. form-, q. v.

, f. -, Att., and,, poei. (q. v.),

but never., adv.() apart,

asunder.— 11. oppusUe to, C. dat., Ap.
Rh., f. -, (,) to

drop through : to leak, Geop., (,)
dep., to measure off, settle, Eur. iSupp.

201., (, ?.) to

cause to trickle down,, Llban.,, ,()
separation, division, Clem. .Vl.?, , , {?..)
an ordering, arranging : a compact trea-

ty, LXX.?,,,() fit

for, skilled in distinguishing, Grauuil.

Adv. -,for a distinction.', f. -, (,-) to excite to faction or sedition,

Arist. Pol. —II. to be at variance,

Tiva, Polyb., , ,() a

standing apart, separation, division,

Hipp. : distance, an interval, space.

Plat. Tim. 36 .—2. difference. Plat.

Rep. 360 E.—3. esp. difference of opin-

ion, feelings, etc., disagreement, Lat.

dissidium, , Thuc. 6,

18.—II. distention, as of bodies by air,

etc.. Foes, Oec. Hipp. : in genl. ex-

tension in length and breadth, Arist.

Metaph.—IIL a degenerating in plants,

Theophr.,,, separating, caus-

ing discord, Plut. Adv. -, separ-

ately, Lat. divisim : from, , o>',=sq., ov,(/) .leirered,

disunited, disturbed, Menand. p. 178.

— II. extended rn space, Plut., , (,)
fortify with stakes or a palisade, Dio
C. : and so Thuc. 6, 97, in mid.

: cf.., {,) to gs
through, cross, , Pind. Fr.242,4., (,) to go right

on, straight forward, Pinu. 1. 3, 27 : 0.

ace, to go through or across,,, Eur. Andr. 1090, 1092 : onf

,

(aor. 2) . The-
OCT. 27, 68., f. -, (,}
to put asunder, sever, open, Plut.—11.

metaph., to distinguish, explain, Plut.

Euthyd. 295 D, Polit. 265 E. Mid. to

give a decision, determine, like-. Id. Rep. 535 B, and Polyb.

—

III. to command, give orders, Tivi,

Diod. : so loo in mid., LXX., and
N.T.^, ov, (,) very

narrow, small. Gal., ov, (,) starred,

., Luc.7,, ,()
distance, interval, Hipp. Plat., etc. •

esp. in music, Aristox. Hence, f. -, to make an

interval, Joseph., ,, with intervals,

opp. to €}, in music, Aristox., strengthd. for -
: pass, to hold out to the end,

Hipp. _ . ,. ^ ,, . -;, (.) to dis-

tinguish by a mark, punctuate, Arist.

Rhet. : to spot, mottle. Nonn., , ,()., sub. ). weaving., (,) to glim-

mer or appear through, Ar. Pac. 567.,, ,() punc-

tuation, Grainm.
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AiCff70t ,', f. -, {, -,) to stuff between. Hdt. 1, 179., f. -, {,) dep. mid., to distribute or

apportion regularly, Aesch. Pr. 230.•,, ,{) a
surgeon's instrumentfor opening sores,

etc., , , ((') a

drawing asunder, drawing out, prolong-

ing : hence the lengthening of a sylla-

ble, opp. to, Gramm. : in

music, a pause.—II. a separation, dis-

tinction, Plut. : an accurate account,

Polyb.), , to open, make to gape,

Arist. H. A. Hence,, , the opening of
anything closed.., , sub.,:=6, Galen., {,-) dep. mid., to serve through one's

campaigns: hence-, a veteran, Dio C., , (,) to serve as general, or (at Rome)
as praetor, Plut.—-2. to come to the end

of one's Praetorship, Dio C— II. trans..

6., to out-general one, Polyb. : ., to conduct a war. Id.3?-), strengthd. for-.. Aeschin. 85. 38.,, , a distortion,

deformity, Hipp. : from, f. -^ju, (,)
to distort, twist : to turn aside or change,

Aesch. Supp- 1017, to pervert,,
Eur. Pirith. 7 : . /., to misrep-

resent it, Dem. 1453, 13. Pass, -, to be distorted or twisted,

of the eyes, limbs, etc., Hipp., and
Plat. : but also of persons, absol. to

have one's eyes distorted, to squint, or to

have one's neck twisted, Ar. Eq. 175. cf.

Av. 177: also, ,
with one's limbs dislocated. Plat. Gorg.

524 C ; , with thefeet tWLSt-

ed, but in what wav is dub., v. ap.

Siebel. Paus. 5, 18, 1.3, , to rush, whirl

through, ap. Plut., -, ,{) dis-

tortion,,, etc., Hipp.

:

in genL perversity, corruption, Plut.

Hence. ov, distorted, twisted,, Eur. Bacch. 1122: perverted,

deranged, . Soph. Aj. 447

:

hence ,
Aesch. Pr. 673, cf. Valck. Diatr. p.

74. Adv. -, Sext. Emp.' and',.-, {,) to spread,

cover a couch or table, Atb. 142 C.'', ov,, in architecture,

the space between the columns, Lat. in-

tercoliimnium. [v\ : from, ov, having a space of
three diameters between the columns, di-

astyle, Vitruv. Hence. , to support with dias-

tyle columns, Polyb., strengthd. for,
Plat., {,) to

tet forth clearly, establish, L)iog. L., f. -, {,) to

blow through with a hissing noise, LXX., ov, a,{) a tear-

ing in pieces ; in rhet. a figure of
speech expressing mockery and con-

tempt, Longin., verb. abj. (from-) one must attack with ridicule, Arist.

Rhet. Al., , , fit for, given to

abuse, late : from

, perf. -, (dta,) to tear in pieces, pull to pieces,, Dem. 234, 12 ; hence metaph.
to worry with abuse, Lat. probris lace-

rare,, Dem. 288, 17, cf. 169, 22.

[ in pres., in perf], , -, a chasm, cleft,

LXX, V. : and,,,=^ ,
Hippon. 45 : from, Att. -, f. -^,
(,) to cut in two : slaughter., f. -, {, -) to throw about, like a ball, to toss

about, Eur. Bacch. 1136.,, , a slayer : as

adj., slaughtering, Anth., strengthd. for-, Polyb., in mid., strengthd. for.
Pass, to fail of, be disappointed of,, Aeschin. 66, 34.,, ,{) any
opening made by violence, a rent, cleft,

esp. a rocky gorge, through which a
river runs, both in sing, and plur.,

Hdt. 2, 158; 3, 117, etc: strictly an
adj., sub., cf. Schiif Greg. p.

538.

—

11.=, Valck.
Schol. Phoen. 26, Ruhnk. Tim., Att. for., , {,-) to scatter as by a sling, Diod.
Pass, to fly in pieces, Xen. An. 4, 2, 3., {,)
=foreg. Plut., future -,
strengthd. for, Philo., , {,) to lace

up the waist tight, like a wasp : hence
in Pass,, Ar. Vesp.
1072.—2. to compress tight around the

middle, to bind tightly, C. acc. Nonn., {,) to sepa-

rate or open by wedges., f. -, {,)
to bind tight round, Aretae. Hence,,, a binding tight, lb., ewf, {,) >-, the pulse, Hipp., {,,) to

form acciirateli/, copy a model. Plat.

Tim. 50 B, and Luc. Hence, , , a forming,
moulding.

^, , cleft asunder, parted,

Ath. 488 D. From. f. -, {.) to

cleave asunder, sever, 11. 16, 316, Od.

9, 71. Pass, to be parted, Xen. Cyr.

4, 5, 13. Hence, , ,^ I.,

Hipp., , , {) di-

vision, splitting, Ath.., ,{u)any
thing cut off or thrvugh, A. B.—II. in

music, half the.;(;, strengthd. for., f. -. {,) to

preserve through, 8. g. an illness, a bat-

tle, bring one well through, keep safe,

Hdt. 2, 156 ; 7, 49, etc. : also to keep

in memxtry, Xen. Mem. 3,5, 22 : mid. to

preserve to one's self, retain. Id. Cyr. 4,

2, 28, etc. Pass, to come safe through,

recover, as from illness. Id. Mem. 2,

10, 2, .- or .., to be

brought back in safety to. to come safe to

a place, Thuc. 4, 113, Xen. An. 5, 4,

5, etc. Hence. verb, adj., one must
keep safe. Ep. Plat. 360 B., f.-. [«] dep.

mid., poet, for, Bockh
Pind. O. 13, 130.-. ov, 6.{) one

i who brings one into safety, a preserver.

, , , () be-

longing to, fittedfor saving. Max. Tyr..{,)to rub to pieces,

Nic., {,) to ar-

range, V. 1. Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 33., , , {)=-, . .,, , an ordinance,

edict, Diod.,, 6,() a lead-

er, Hermes ap. Stob. Eel. 1, 1084.,, o,=foreg.'-,,{,-) to bear up against misery./.,, (,) to

make to oscillate, toss about., (,) to man-
age, dispense. Plat. Legg. 805 ; and
in mid.. Id. Criti. Ill D., f. -. Ion. for-, Hdt. 2, 139.,, ,() disposi-

tion, arrangement, Plat. Tim. 53 : esp.

the drawing up of troops, order of battle,

Hdt. 9, 26—11. an order, a will, Polyb., Att.-, f. -, (,) to throw into great confusion,

confound, Lat. perturbare. Plat., Xen.
Hence, , , disturbance, Plut.,. ,() tension,

distension. Plat. Rep. 407 C.—2. a
stretching, straining, as of the limbs,

voice, Arist. Pol., Att. -, f. -, (,) to arrange, ordain, establish, c.

acc., Hes. Op. 274, Th. 74 : to

set in order, draw up an army, Hdt. 6,

112. 107 : also to draw up separately. Id.

1, 103.—2. c. acc. et inf. to appoint one
to do or be... as, . -.
Id. 1, 114. . mid., aor. part.,-. posted in battle-order, Ar.

Vesp. 360, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 20 ; so too

in pass. pt., to be in battle

order, to be put at different posts, Hdt.
7, 124, 178 : C. inf. to be ordered, ap-

pointed to do..ld. I, 110.— II. in mid.
to make a decree or tvill, Plut. and Anth., . ov, () on
the stretch, urgent, Polyb.

A,aapfv, (,) to di-

vide, cut off or fortify by a ditch, Polyb.
and, adv. for

(5e«, , as now usu.
written, v.., strengthd. for., adv. part. perf.

pass, from, effeminately.

Plat. Legg. 922 C., fut. -, p£-,
perf. pass, -, () to

stretch out, stretch,, Hdt. 3, 35,

so too ia mid.. Id. 4, 9 ; ,
Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 4. — 2. intr.' to ex-

tend, , Arist. Eth. N. ; '. Id. . . — 11. ., to accomplish a journey, Diod:
hence seemingly intrans., to reach,

arrive at, Lat. contendere, Ot ..,
Polyb. B. mid. to strain one's self, at
u'hat is one's oun,,, to have their lances poised and
ready to throw. Hdt. 9, 18, cf Xen.
Cyr. 1, 4, 23, Theocr. 22, 07 ; hence
absol., to exert one's self, labour with

jnight and main, esp. in part. aor. 1,, Xen. Mem.
4, 2, 23 ; and in pass., -, Plat. Rep. 474 A, cf 501 C :

, to exeit one's
self for a purpose, Xen. Mem. 3. 7,

9; c. inf , (5., Arist. Eth. N.:
followed by ..., .... to maintain
stoutly that.. . Plut., and Luc.—C. pass,

also in medic, sense, to be distended.
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^, f. - Att. -{, {,) to cut off and fortify by a wall,

Ar. Eq. 818 ; in genl. to divide as by a

wall, 7] ( rf. Tu, Xen. Syinp.

5, 6. Hence^, , ro,=sq., Diod.,,,{)
a wall, fence between two places, Polyb.
—2. a place walled off, or fortified,

Thuc. 3, 34 ; 7. 36., (,)
ilep. mid., to mark out, appoint, Lat.

designare,, Hes. Op. 390., verb. adj. from (ha-, one must continue, Clem. Al., {,) to

bring to fulfilment, II. 19, 90, in tmesis., f. -, (did,) to

accomplish, briiig quite to ayi end. pass,

. /, Hdt 6, 117, cf.

Plat. Apol. 31 A; also . ,
Id. Symp. 192 C : of actions, to fulfil,

., Eur. Heracl. 434 : c. part.,

vel. adj., to continue, remain so and so,

as (5. , Hdt. 7, 111,

cf. 1, 32, etc. ; ., to continue

zealous, Thuc. 6, 89 ; ., Xen.
Mem. 1, 6, 2: it may oft. best be

rendered by an adv., etc., as .-
5'', he runs straight on, cf. Schiif.

Dion. Comp. p. 200. Hence7], , incessant,,
Soph. . C. 1514 : permanent,-, Plat. Rep. 618 A :

or Tf'AoDf stands for the adv., Hipp., Ion. -, f. -,
{.,) to cut through, cut in

twain, Ih 17, 522, 618, and Hdt. : to

sever, part, Aesch. Supp. 545 : to cut

up. Hdt. 2, 41 ; hence in pass., -, to be cut into strips,

Ar. Eq. 7C8., ,() stretching,

tending, , Theophr., strengthd. for'-.
or , ?/,

(sub. ) the fourth, as

an interval in the musical scale, cf..̂, perf. pass, from -.̂
and-, perf. act.

and pass, from., adv. part. perf. pass,

from, ivith might and main,

earnestly, Arist. Eth. N.', perf. inf. pass, from, Hdt., etc., f. Ion. -, Att.-, or- ; aor. -, or• (,) to bore through,

make a hole in, , Hdt. 2, 11 ; 3, 12,

Ar. Thesra. 18 : Theophr. has-, and in late prose we have, with part,., f. -, {,) to melt,

soften by heat, Ar. Nub. 149. Pass.

to waste away, Plut., . {,) to watch

closely, Arist. H. A. ; . ..., Dem.
115, 26 : ., to keep a post/ni?A-

fully, ap. eund. 238, 9.—II. sub.-, tokeep,nbstainfrom,N.. Hence, , . a watching,

g^iarding, preservation, Diod., ,,() dis-

posed for keeping, etc., M. Anton.

iAiaTi, adv. for , wherefore,

ivhy, N. T., V.., f. -/, (,)
to place separately, set, arrange, put

things in their places. Lat. disponere,

Hdt. 1, 132, etc. : hence—II. to direct,

guide, manage, Thuc. 6, 15 : esp. c.

adv., ,, etc.,

to treat, manage well, ill, etc., Hdt. 3,

155, Dem. 369, 13 : in genl.
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, to dispose one so or

so, give him such or such a charac-

ter, taste, etc., Isocr., cf. Wolf. Lcpt.

463, 17; (5. , to make
them not trusty, Dem. 463, 19:—so

too in pass.,, to be disposed

in a certain manner, , Plat.

Theaet. 151 C, Isocr. 161 : to be

disposed of treated, ov .
he was not handled gently, Thuc. 6, 57.

—III. to set forth, of speakers, min-
strels, etc., to recite. Plat. Charm. 162

D, Legg. 658 D : so too in mid., cf.

B. 5.— B. mid., to set forth, arrange

as one likes, esp. of merchandise, to

set out for sale, dispose of it, Hdt. 1, 1,

194 ; to dispose of one's property by

will, Plat. Legg. 922 C, sq., and Oratt.,

cf./.—2. in genl. to dispose of
as one likes, tu, Isocr. 201 E,
Tr/v, Luc. : always c. art.,

Schaf. Mel. p, 24, 87.—3. to arrange,

settle mutually, . . to

7nake a covenant with one, Ar. Av. 439:

. , to settle a quarrel with

one, Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 23: absol. to

make an agreement with, promise, N. T.
—4. to compose, make,. Plat.

Legg. 834 A.—5. to set forth, recite,. Polyb. : cf. Schaf. Mel. p. 29,

Heind. Plat. Charm. 162 D.—6. -', to direct, let

loose one's anger against one., {,) to pass ex-

crements, Hipp.,{,) topluck bare.

Soph. Fr. 587. Hence,,, a portion pluck-

ed off, Anth., , (,) to honour

highly, Aesch. Theb. 1047: in mid.,

to rate or estimate, to -, Diod. S. 16, 29.

Hence,,,^, Ath., ov, ,=, ap-

praiser, vahier., f. -, {,)
to shake asunder, shake to pieces, Od. 5,

363, Eur. Bacch. 588, 606 : in genl. to

shake viole?itly, . . Id.

I. . 282., a, ,^=,
Ar. Vesp. 329.

and, f.-, v. sub., {,) to

pierce through, wound, Hipp., to endure, suffer, v.-
vai., (,) to evaporate,

Hipp., aor. 1 : aor. 2, pass, -/, (, -). for, to cut in twain,

divide, sever, II. 21, 3 : -, swimming / cleft the

wave, Od. 7, 276, cf. 5, 409 :-, 3 plur. pass, for-', . iv, they parted friends, II. 7,

302; but absol. m II. 16, 354, they

were scattered abroad.

1 and-, 1 aor.

inf. and part. pass, of., f. -. {,) to

evaporate, Arist. Meteor..,{,)=-. q. v., Eubul.,. 5., , , cutting in two,

parting, Ael. : from, ov,() cut in two,

equally divided., strengthd. for -., , ov,^s(\. II., ov,() stretched

out, on the stretch, vehement, Theophr.,

stretched across, extending through from
side to side. Vitruv.—II. in music, -

or , and-, a melody of the diatonic kind, the
simplest of the three, cf.

and, and Diet. Antiqq.

p. 645., ov, that can be shot

across, ., a place within bow-
range or arrow-shot, Plut. : from, (,) to shoot

through or across.—II. in mid., to con-

tend in archery with...,, Xen. Cyr.
1,4,4.,, , graven work,
LXX. : from
Aaop.= sq., Philo., aor., (, •) to strike through, pierce.,,, a piercing voice.], strengthd. for -, Plut., but Wytt. in ind.-., ov,() piercing,

Aesch. Pr. 70 : metaph. of sound,
piercing, thrilling. Id. Eum. 567.—II.

proparox., ov, pass., pierced,

bored through. Soph. O. T. 1034., inf. aor. of..,{,) to

talk in tragic style, v. 1. Dem. 232, 22., , »}, =^,
Strattis Incert. 15., <Ii,strenglhd. for,
to slate clearly, lamljl.^ and-, 2 aor.

inf. and part. pass, from., (,) to

throw neck over crop, Plut. ; cf..^, (,) to

rougheii greatly, in pass., Phlt.^, , (,) to be

quite calm, of the sea, Arr., , , fit, suited for
dissuading, Plut. : from, f. -, (,) to

turn, esp. of persons, to turn one away
or dis.tuade from a thing, jnake him
ashamed of it, Polyb. Pass. c. fut.

mid., aor. mid.,/. anil

also aor. pass, :
— To turn

from a thing, be ashamed. Hipp., and
Dem. 798, 20 : to be perplexed, Polyb., f. -^'. (,)
to breed up, support. Araros '. 1 ;

to sustain continually, in pass., Thuc.
4, 39 : Tivu , Xen. Mem. 2,

7, 6., f.-: aor. -, also pa,C\\. Lav. Pall.

23 : pf.-, (,) To
run through or over, -
,, Od. 3, 177 ; 5. 100 : also

freq. metaph., . /, to run

through, exhaust them, Xen. Mem. 2,

1, 31 ; .. get to the end of it,

Plat. Phaedr. 237 .—II. intr. to run

about, Lat. discurrere, Ar. Pac. 536

;

, lb. 838.—III.

. f if.•.,
to come quite to..., Hipp., f. -, (,) to run

tremtding about, flee all ways,-,- ll,481,cf. 486., ,, Aegyptian ca-

nal-boatsfor carrying grain., , ?/, () a

bori?ig through : a pore, Hipp., ov,() bored

through, pierced., 7/, , a wearing away,
esp. of time, spending, way or man-
Tier of spending,. Soph. Fr. 380,, Ale.x. Polycl. 1 : hence

—

2. a pastime (pass-time), amusement,
Ar. Plut. 923.—3. serious employjnmt,
labour, study, '

, Isae. 87, 36 ; , Ars-

chin. 33, 15 ; , Ar. Kan. 1498:



esp. discussion, argument. Plat. Apol.
37 D : rhetorical essay, Arist. Rhet.—4. way of life, living, 6. iv,
Ar. Nub. 1058 : stay, residence.— II. in
bad sense, a waste of time, loss of time,

delay, with or without, Thuc.
3, 38 ; 5, 82 : hence, to prolong it, Alex.. 1.

'

, , ,{) nood
at, scholastic, Polyb. Exc.
Mai. p. 395., f. -, (,,) to

rub between or against, rub away, con-

stime, II. 11, 847: usu. : to

waste, destroy, Od. 2, 265, Theogn.
917 ; hence in pass., -, to perish utterly, Wess. Hdt. 7,

120.—II. metaph. ., Lat. con-

terere tempus, to spend time, Hdt. 1,

189, Tivi, Id. 1, 24, etc. ; so too

., Lat. terere vitam, both in good
and bad sense.— 2. but more freq.

sine, as if absol., to spend,

pass time, live, ev, Ar. Nub.
1002,', Plat., etc. : hence
—3. to busy, employ one^s self, -, Plat. Apol. 29 C, etc. ; - -
VI, Dem. 22, 25 ; , Isocr. 1 C,
etc.—4. to lose time, delay, II. 19, 150,

Ar. Eq. 515, etc.: c. part., .,
to waste time in speaking, Isocr. 34 A

;7 , I have been

always dilatory till now, Plat. Theaet.
143 A.—5. to maintain a discussion,

Heind. Plat. Phaed. 59 D.—III. with
another ace, to put off, delay, thwart,

hinder,,, II. 4, 42, Od. 20,

341 : c. dupl. ace. pers. et rei,-', to detain the

Greeks by a wedding, Od. 2, 204 :

also c. gen. rei,//// ,
let us not lose time on the way, Od. 2,

404. [i, except in.] Hence,, ,, a raw
or sore from the skin being rubbed off,

in riding, etc., Lat. intertrigo., ?/, ,() fit

for rubbing, dilatory, Ar. Lys. 943., ov, (,) return-

ing every third day, tertian, Galen., adv.^, in three di-

visions, three ways, Horn., though Wolf
writes , except. . Horn.
Cer. 86.,, ,() a turn-

ing away, change of sentiment : hence
confusion of mind, agitatioii, Polyb., ov, {,) vari-

ous in dispositions,, Eur. L A.
5G0., , ,{) suste-

nance, support, Xen. Vect. 4, 49., f. -, of a horse, to

trot, Xen. Eq. 7, 11., ov, {,),
Od. 24, 342, ace. to some, rows of
vines with corn between them, others,

better, vineyards planted with vines

ripening in succession, one after the

other, cf. Od. 7, 124, sq. [v], , {,) to

bore through, pierce, Arist. H. A., , strengthd. for -, Plat. Legg. 695 C., neut. part. aor. 2 pass,
from, II., f.-, aor. -, {,) to nibble, gnaw
through, Ar. Vesp. 164, 368, elc., , Att. for, to

sift through, Plat. Soph. 226 B, etc.,

of. Ruhnk. Tim. Hence,, , a sifting through,

Plut., ov, 6, a sieve, v. Ruhnk.
Tim.

or, fut., Att.

for,, q. v.

,,(,) to form,
mould, fashion, Diod. : in late authors,
toform a plan, meditate a thing, c. aut
sine. Hence,, , a shaping,form-
ation, shape, Arist. H. A.—II. stat-

ute, canon, etc., Eccl. [], verb. adj. from -, one must form, Dion. H., strengthd. for,
to sneer at, Alciphr., {,) to glance,

shine through, , Plut. : esp.-, sub. or, day dautts,, rolyb. Hence, , , splendour burst-

ing forth, Plut., , ?7,=foreg., Themist.
— II. hole to adjnit light. Diod.,^=, Plut.,, {,) translucent,

transparent, radiant, Call. Lav. Pall. 21,

Anth., and freq. in late prose. Hence, ,,=^., , , dim. from-
II., , {', '-) chosen for its self., {,) to be

certainly informed, Sext. Emp.? or?, ov,, {,) an air on the flute in the interval

of the choral sorig.,^ the;
return to the starting-point, Arist. Gen.
An. : and, ov, , a runner in the, Pmd. P. 10, 14: and, , , a running for-
wards and backwards : from', . {?., -) running the, Artemid.'•, , . {,') double

pipe or channel : hence in the race, a

double course, where the runner (-/) ran to the farthest point

of the. turned the post there(), and then ran back again.

Soph. El. 691, Eur. El. 825: hence
metaph., -

to run the backward course,

retrace one's steps, Aesch. Ag. 344,

ubi. V. Blomf. : 7., ebb

aiid. flow, rise and fall of the waves,
Lat. fluctus reciproci, Eur. Hec. 29.

—II. a strait, Eur. Tro. 435.— III. a
breathing hole, 0pp., cf..7•., , , {, ?\.)
strait : hence?., f. -, to pass through

a strait, Arist. Meteor., f. -iaouai, (, •) dep. mid., to hold the neck

erect., ov, {,) run-

ning throughout the neck,, Plat.

Tim. 73 E., inf. aor. 2 of,
to eat, bite, gnaw through, Hdt. 3, 109., and, adv.,

openly : from, f. -, {,)
to show through, make to shine through.

Pass,, to be seen, appear,

or shown through, II. 8, 491, Hdt. 3,

24 : to glow, to be red-hot,?-, Od. 9, 379 : metaph.
to be proved, show itself, Pind. N. 3,

123, cf. Thuc. 2, 51 : to be conspicuous

among others, Thuc. 1. 18.— II. seem-
ingly intr., to show light, daum,,, Hdt. 7, 219 ; 8, 83 : so

too metaph.. Xen. Mem. 3, 10, 5.-2.
to be transparent, Pind. P. 3, 78..,{,) to take

quite away, LXX., ,,^, trans-

parency, Plat. Phaed. 110 D.

, , () seen

through, transparent,, Ar. Nub.
767 ; cf. Fotis. Oec. Hipp.—2. glowing,
red-hot, Hdt. 4, 73, 75.—II. metaph.,
well-known, manifest. Soph. O. T. 754.—2. famous, illustrious. Plat. Rep. 600
B. Adv. -, Thuc. 2, 65., , , and,.,=.\, adv. from., {,)
to give medicine to,, Plut., ,() trans-

parency, as, giving aview through, opp.
to, Theophr., f. -, (,?)
to represent as thoroughly worthless.

Plat. Legg. 804 B., Ion.-, (,-) to show light through, be clear,

dawn,')), as soon
as day began to dawn, Hdt. 3, 86 ; 9,

45, cf.., , (,) trans-

pareiit, brilliant, Luc., adv. part. pres. act.

from, differently from, other-

wise than, at odds with, riVi foil, by .
Plat. Rep. 538 B, etc. : esp.—2. dif-

ferently from others, especially, extreme-
ly, Thuc. 1, 38 : c. gen.,, above all others. Plat.
Crito 52 B., fut. and,. Hom. Merc. 255 : aor.,.
Ion. : aor. 2,, {,) to bear through, carry over or
across, carryfrom one to another, convey,
e. g., Eur. Snpp. 382:

., to put the tongue in mo-
tion, to articulate. Soph. Tr. 323,
where however Herm. takes it other-
wise.—2. to carry different ways, to

carry about, Lat. diffcrre : hence to

tear a.sunder, tear in pieces, Valck. Hdt.
7, 10, 8 ; Aesch. Cho. 68 : also-, to give their votes a
different way, i. e. against one, Hut.
4, 138 : but also to vote one way or the

other, to determine by vote, Eur. Or. 49 :

metaph. to disperse, spread, esp. re-

ports,., to spread a man's
fame abroad, Pind. P. 11, 91 ; hence
in pass, to be carried 0 tost dffcrent
ways, hither and thither, to be driven up
and down, Lat. hue illuc jaclari, o[ per-
sons and things, Strab., Plut. : so
Herm. interprets mid. in Soph. Aj.
51

1
, v. inf. 3.—3. to carry through,

bring to an end, bring to perfection, Xen.
Mem. 2, 2, 5: .,, Lat.
peragere vitam, to go through life, Hdt.
3.40, Eur. Hel. 10: and very freq.

without /3iOy, asifintrans. to live, last,

Hipp., to continue through life, so too
in mid. to live, Soph. Aj. 511. but v.

Herm. : hence—4. to bear through, en-

dure, support, sustain, Lat. perferre,

oft. with an adv. or,
Lat. facillime, graviter ferre. Soph. O.
T. 321 : to bear, endure throughout, to

the end,, Hdt. 1, 25.— 5. -,—?, pay
them up, Lycurg. 150, 38, cf.—II. intr. to differ, to be different from,
c. gen., Eur. Or. 251, etc. : to make a
difference, Lat. differre, up' o'l

; is it one's pa-
rents or nurture that make the differ-

ence? Eur. Hec. 599.—2. mostly im-
pers., it makes a difference :

., Lat. multum interest,

Hipp. : , ov,
it makes no odds, Lat. nihil refert. Plat.,

etc. : c. dat. pers. , it

makes a difference to me ;

-, he has some private intere.<tt at
stake, Thuc. 3, 42 : c. inf.,-

345



EtVy Hdt. 1, 85.—3. Tu,
points of difference, Thuc. : but esp.

:

the odds, the difference, Lys. 187, 13,

isae. 47, 35.—4. to be different from a

mail, to surpass, excel hiin,, c.

inf., Thuc. 3. 39, ,
Plat.. 35 , , Thuc. 2,

39, , Isocr. 34 : absol.

to excel, surpass, ~ ., Isocr. 210

C : hence to prevail, become common,
Thuc. 3, 83. B. in pass,-, nuich like the intrans. usage, to

differ from, differ in opinion, be at va-

riance with, quarrel, in iut. mid.-, . Hoin. Merc. 255, to be at

variance with one another, dispute : -, Hdt. 1, 173,, rii^t, and' Tiva, Plat. : also, Hdt. 7,220: o'l, those who are at vari-

ance with, i. 6. contradict themselves,

Antipho: foil, by , to differ from
another in asserting, that, and so, to

maintain that, Dem. 1296,24 :.,
I care not, it is a matter of indifference

to me. Id. 112, fin.: cf. supra II. 2.

The word is not in II. or Od., f. -, {,)
to flee through, s,et away, escape, absol.,

or c. acc, Hdt. 1, 10, 204, etc., and
Att. : also . .
Plat. Legg. 815 : , it

slipped me, escaped my memory, Lat.

fugit me, Isocr. 80 B, cf. Plat. Meno
9GE., , , ()
able to escape, Luc., , . an escaping,

means of escape, Thuc. 3. 23.. f. -, poet, -, {,
.^) to make known, make famous,

Arat. : also in mid. Dion. P., Ion. fut. mid. of-, Hdt. 8, 108., , , destructive:

from,.- and.--. II. 13, 625; 2 pert', intr.,
II. 15, 128, perf pass,, 2

aor. pass,, Hdt. [,-) To destroy utterly , bring to noth-

ing, to blot out, 11., Hdt.. and Att. : to

make away with, kill. Hdt. 9. 88, etc. :

in genl. to spoil, harm, make worse in

any way, ., to weaken, slacken

one's hand, Eur. Med. 1055 : (5.,
to waste one's substance, etc.—2. in

moral sense, to lead astray, corrupt,

ruin, , Aesch. Ag. 932
;

6. . Plat. Apol. 25 A, 30 B,

etc. ; esp. to corrupt by bribes, Lat. cor-

rumpere, Hdt. 5, 51 : ., to

seduce a woman. Lys. 93, 16, etc. : .,, to falsify, coun-

terfeit Ihein, oft. in Isocr.—3., to lose

nothing of one's colour, Plat. Phaed.
117 B. B. pass., c. fut. pass, -, and mid,.
Ion.. Hdt. 8. 108 :

9', 42,

V. Baehr ad loc. : (on the svipposed

aor. 2 mid., in Hdt. 8,

90, V. Buttm. Catal. voc. .)
To be destroyed, go to ndn, perish : esp.

to be crippled, disabled, infirm, Hdt. 1

,

34, 106, etc. : r;/v uKor/v-, deaf, Hdt. 1, 38: r« ?. .
with their legs broken. Id. 8, 28 : in

moral sense, to be corrupt, N. T. : -, rotten, corrupt. Plat. Rep.
614 : TO'=^<-
3(3, Eur. Or. 297^—11. The perf, is intr., to be deranged, mad,

U. 15, 128 : also to be dead,, pu.tridh\Qm\, Hipp. : but in Att.

poets also transit., as Soph. El. 306,

Ar. Fr. 418, cf Valck. Hipp. 1014,

Plat. Phaed. 117 B.
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^, 3 sing. fut. ind. o(- i, ll.,,{,) to envy,

TLvi, LXX., , ,() cor-

ruption, ruin, destruction, death, -
?), Hdt. 4, 164; .-, Aesch. Pr. 643,, Thuc.
8, 86 ; (5., 7Hadness.-~-2. in mor-
al sense, corruption, seduction,, Xen. Apol. 19 ;, bribery,

Arist. Rhet.—3. abortion. Hipp.—4.. a prey for fishes, of a
corpse, like, Soph. Aj. 1297.

Hence., , a corrupter, se-

ducer, Valck. Hipp. 682., L -, {,) to

dismiss, disband, Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 24,

etc. [On quantity, v. .'],,{,)
to dispute earnestly, Arist. Org., {,-) dep., to strive emulously, The-
ophr. : to rival one,. Pint.?., f. -^, {,) to

burn through, conjiume, LXX., f. -, {,-
Cu)or', , to drive mad. Pass.
to rave. Soph. Aj. 332., strengthd. for-, Hipp.. , Ion. -, f. -,
{,) to ivandcr abroad, rim

about, Hdt. I, 60, 186: also

., Ar. . 557 : also to get

abroad, as a report, Plut.,, ,() difference,

distinction, Thuc. 3, 10, etc.—2. differ-

ence, variance, disagreement, Hdt. 1,1:
also in plur., ,, to settle differences,

Hdt. 4. 23 ; 7, 9, 2, and so Thuc—
II. distinction, superiority, excellence.

Plat. Tim. 23 A: hence-IH. advan-

tage, interest, profit, and so

—

2. money,
V. II., III.,}.^, to drag about,

spread, Od. 19, 333 : to drag or tear

away, carry off, plunder, Hdt. 1, 88, to

ravage, Dem. 442, 25, in pass. : also

to tear asunder, rend in pieces, destroy,

Hdt. 7. 10, 8, Eur. Bacch. 739, Ar.

Av. 338. etc. : /o disperse tumours, etc..

Gal.—II. = I. 1, to carry

through or across, from one place to

another, ill Pass., Trpofodof -
.. Thuc. 6, 91.—III. a sense pe-

culiar to this form is to throw off by

per.<piration, derivf'd from the passage

of food through the body, Gal. : hence. Hence/,, , a thing divi-

ded, torn to pieces, scattered, LXX., , ,{) a

division, plundering, Plut.—. perspi-

ration. Gal.—HI. perplexity, Plut., , , {)
promoting perspiration, diaphoretic. Gal.,,,^. Dion. .. , {) different,

separate, unlike. Hdt. 2, 83 ; 4, 81.-2.

differing or disagreeing with another,

Tivi, Eur. Med. 579 : esp. in hostile

sense, at variance with, Hdt. 5, 75,

etc. : hence c. gen., ., one's

adversary, Dem. 849, 10.—II. distin-

guished, superior, excellent, Antiph.. 1. : hence—2. making a

difference to one, advantageous, prnfita-

bie, important, . 7-.7., Thuc.
4, 3.—II. as subst., , has
every signf. of,— 1 . difference,

Hdt. 2, 7 : disagreement, Thuc. 2, 37,

in plur.—2. interest, advantage, Hipp.
—3. expe^ise, Theophr. Char. 10.—4.
profit, moTiey, Polyb.—IV. adv. -,

with a difference, variously, Thuc. 6, IS.
— 2. excellently, Dem. 761, 26. Hence, /, y, difference, va-
riety, ireq. in Plat., , , a partition

wall. Thuc. 1 . 133.—II. the muscle which
divides the thorax from the stomach, the

midriff. Gal., called in older Greek. Plat. Tim. 70 A : from, f. -, {,•) divide by a hedge QT partition,

fortify, bar, Plut., , distinct, of sound.
Adv. -, Hipp.: from, {,) to tell, point
mit distinctly, , 1. 18, 9, Od. 6,

47, and later Ep., always in Ep. aor.., Att. -, .-,=-, Hdn., f. -, Ar. . 194,
Thuc. 7, 32, {,) to let through,

let out. (The root is only found in
compos, with, ', .), strengthd. for., (- Att. -,{) to meditate on, attend to, ,
Hipp. ; to think out, to devise, invent,

TO, Ael. : absol., Epicr. Incert.

1 , 22 : tt lake care of,, Arist. Pol., or, {,) allfoamy,
Galen., , {,) to

keep one's post: metaph.,-, Aesch. Er. 247., , ,=^', v. 1.

Diod.,=, Thuc. 7,

44.,, ,{,) arefuge,
means of escape,, from a thing,

Plat. Prot. 321 A., ], ,{) any natural
partition or break, as the knees or joints

in grasses, the joitits in bodies, Plat.

Phaed. 98 C : cleft, divi.'iion, as in

nuts, Xen. An. 5, 4, 29.—II. a layer

of something running through another,
a stratum ori'em of earth, Stone, metal,
Theophr., , , verb. adj.

from(5), to be ivatched, pre-

served. Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 43., ,, fitfor watch-
ing, preserving, Def Plat. 412 A : from, -, f -.{ -?) to watch carefully

,
preserve, de-

fend, Hdt. 2, 121, 1, etc. and Aft., ,,=^«, Plut., , f. -, {,,)
to knead together, [], , {,) to blow

or breathe through, Luc.— II. to blow

away. Pass, to be scattered to the winds,

vanish away, Plat. Phaed. 77 D, 80 D.
Hence,,, a blowingthrough

or away : evaporation from the body,
Arist. Probl. [f.]^.{,)
to enquire into the nature of things,

Jul. ap. Gal.,, ,{) a grow-
ing through, bursting of the bud.—II. =i, Hipp., f. -, aor.,
Od., {,) draw out, draia

off, as liquids, Od. 16, 110, with
collat. notion of waste : but, 7.,
{) , he tore

asunder, ripped up much flesh with his

tusk, Od. 19, 450, cf II. 13, 508, and
V.., {,) to set out

at regular intervals, to plant in order,

Ar. Fr. 162.

Aav,ihe pres.used only in pass, {,) to grow through,



bt^ieen, or across, Theophr.—2. to be

scattered, disperse, Emped. 38.—B. in

same signf. we have intr. aor.,, Lat. tempiis intercesstt,

Hdt. 1, 61, and the perl',,
Theophr. : but in late prose,-, to be groiLii through with, closely

connected with,, Plut. [v, except
in pres. and impf.], , (,,) to sound
apart, to be dissonant, differ in tune,

voice, opp. to. Plat. Gorg.
482 : in genl., to disagree. Id.

Phaed. 101 D : -, the accounts disagree, are not

balanced, Polyb. : 6. , to disagree

with one : to be incnngruous. opposed to,/., Arist. Pol. Pass,-
rai, It is disputed, Dion. H.—II. to

breathe one's last, die, LXX. : to perish,

be lost, Diod. Hence,, ,^., . , [)
inclined, leading to disagreement., , , difference in sound
or voice, discord : hence difference, op-

position. Plat. Legg. 689 A: opp. to., ov, (,) discor-

dant, different, Diod. Adv. -., Ion. for,
which' IS V. 1. in Hdt. 3, 86., f. - Att. -, (,) to enlighten, Plut. : -, to clear a place, make
room by force. Id., (,) act. only in

Xen. An. 4, 8, 18, Schn. in intr. sign.

to draw back, to recoil: usu. as dep.

mid.. f.-, to draiv

back, separate one's self, Xen. Cyr. 7,

1, 31 : cf.., . -. {,)
to gape wide, yawn, Plut./., , . a 'disruption,

disunion of the bones in the skull,

etc., Hipp. ; and/.., , a gap, hia-

tus, Dion. H. : from'/.., f -, {,?)
to loosen, relax, , Epicr. An-
til. 2, 19 : ., to open, unbar,

Eur. I. A. 1340.—II. lo make supple by

exercise. Xen. Eq. 7, 11.—III. intr. to

be loosed, relaxed, Hipp.\, 2 aor. inf act. from-., Att. -, f. -, ()) to cut in pieces, divide, Dion.

H. : to heiv out, carve, engrave, Plut., f.- Att. --, {,) dep. mid., to dis-

tribute as presents, Diod.,=, Ar. Eq. 533., i. -, {,)
to winter, pass the winter, Thuc. 7, 42., f.- Att. -, {,) to have in hand, conduct, man-
age. Plat. Gorg. 520 B, and Xen. : so

too Mid. in Hipp., Polyb., etc.—II.

in Mid. also, to lay hands on, to slay,

Polyb. and N. T. Hence, , . management,
administration, Thuc. 1, 97., ov. <5,= foreg., Hipp.

, {,-) to decide, choose between two per-

sons or things by show of hattds, or

in genl. by open vote, Dem. 1 152, 9, and
so in Mid., Xen. Hell. 1, 7, 34. Pass.
to be so elected, Plat. Legg. 755 D : cf.—II. later, in genl. to

choose, elect, Joseph. Hence, . -. a decision,

ehoice betueen two persons or things,

. ^ov=oeg., Dem. 707, 25 : .
,, to put the question for de-

cision, Aesch. 59, 13. 1

' , f. -, Ep.,
{l,,)topour, scatter different ways,
Horn., only m 3 plur. aor. Ep.-
av. of the cutting up, dismembering a
victmi, II. 7, 310, Od. 3, 456, etc.—
2. to pour out, dissolve : and of metals,
to soften, melt : also to disperse, Hdt.
2,1.50.—3. metdtiih., to confound -u 3f-

\

?., Hdt. 8, 57. B. Pass.

I

to flow through or out, Hdt. 6, 119:
to be melted, Xen.—2. to melt aivay,

perish, fall to pieces, of a corpse, Hdt.
3. 16: to be dispersed, of humours,
Hipp.—3. metaph. to be melted with
delight, much pAeased, Plat. Symp. 206
D, and Plut. : also -
], Lat. diffluens mnllitie.?., , strengthd.?.-. jNonn.. strengthd. -. Dem. 1221, 26.7., f. -, strengthd. for/., Hipp./.., strengthd. for x?.l-. part, perf ^\;/.=•^, Archipp. Incert. 3./., ov, { /.) with
a shade of livid green, Phllo.. old regul. form for -, only found in Hdt. 8, 97, in
inf, , to complete the
mound : the other tenses belong to., f. -, with Dor.
3 sing,, Theocr. 15, 54,
dep. mid. :— I. c. dat. rei, to use con-
stantly or habitually, . ,/., , etc., Hdt.

:

also, like Lat. uti, of passive states,

to meet with, suffer under,

/.Tj, ,, Lat. affici

morte,' Hat — II. c. ace. pers., to use
up, destroy, slay, Hdt. 1, 24, 100, etc.,

Thuc. 3, 36.

and, Ion.
for.
^, Dor. 3 sing. fut. mid.

from., ov, strengthd. for. Ljmc. ap. Ath. 109 D.,, , an unguent or
anointing. Medic. ; and, ov, anointed, Diosc.

:

from, f -, {. ) to

anoint, besmear all over, Hipp, [j], ov, {,) inlaid

or interwoven with gold,, Polyb...-,{,-') to paint, daub over., ov, {, 7.) very
juicy, succulent, Arist. H. A., , ,{) a pour-
ing forth, Plut. : a spreading abroad,

wasting, Theophr. : metaph. relaxa-

tion, enjoyment, Plat. Crat. 419 C.
Hence, , , able to dissolve,

scatter. Plat. Tina. 60 : hence, pro-

digal., f. -,:=,
q. V.— II. to separate by a mound, Strab.

Aap.,{,p)togoasun-
der, Arr.— II. to go through, ''. Plat. Tim. 78 A : c. gen.,

Philostr. ; to pass through, as excre-
ment, Hipp. ; hence irnpers.,. they laboured under
diarrhoea. Xen. An. 4, 8. 20, cf Plat.

Phaedr. 268 B.—2. of coins, to pass,

be current, Luc.—II. C. acc, to pass,

eject, Arist. Part. An. Hence, , , excrement,

Strab.,, ^,= foreg., Hipp., , ,()
easy ) digestion, promotins it, Hipp., .- Att.-, perf. pass.

, {,) to srpa
rate, Xen. Oec. 9, 7 : in mid. to sepa
rate one's self, to withdraw. Plat. Tim
59 C. Hence,, , a separation.,. , a cleft, inter
val, division, Bast. Greg. p. 543., ov, ,=,
Joseph., , ,{)
apt to divide Of separate.,, ,{) the

making of a mound, Diod., {, ) to wipe
thoroughly, Valck. Phoen. 1399.—II.

to blow asunder, blow away,77], Ar.. 1717.'?., strengthd. for «/./'.,
Eupol. Bapt. 1.-'/, nsed by the LXX. in
the Psalms for the Hebr. Selah : for

its various interpretations, v. Suicer
in voc.-, strengthened for,
Plut. \, f. -, {, ) to

scratch through., f. -, strengthd. for, Plat. Legg. 639 A.', {,) to deceive

utterly, Dem. 1482, 26 : so too in
mid., Andoc. 6. 38. But
also as pass.

;
pf : aor.

: to be deceived, mistaken,

Isocr. 82 A. :, in a person or
thing, Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 27, Dem. 620,
24. Hence, , , deceit, Stob.
Eel. 2, 220.^', , {,) to

handle a thing, Lat. pertrectare, LXX., f.- Att. -lov-. {,) dep. mid. : to

vote in order with ballots{, calculi),

to give one's vote, , Plat.

Legg. 937 A.— II. to vote, decide by
vote, Lys. 175, 10. Hence, , , a putting to the

vote, collection of the votes. Plat. Legg.
958 A.—2. a decision by ballot, .
=foreg., Lys. 123. 18., ov, o,^foreg., Ath., , , elected by vote,

Arist. Rhet. Al., to xchistle or hiss

through.—II. intr. to whisper among
themselves, Polyb., , , a cooling, re-

freshing. Hipp. ; and, , , a cooling, Plut. :

from, f. -, {,) to cool,

refresh, Hipp. : to air, to ventitale, dry
and clean,, Thuc. 7, 12 ; so of

misers bringing out their hoards,
Xen. Cyr. 8. 2, 21, Theophr., etc.—2.
to dry up, to destroy, Plut. Lys. 23. [f•],^=, to blow through, Od.
5, 478 ; 19, 440. []. ov, {,,)
two-legged, Eur. Rhes. 215., ov, {, ~) twice-

dipped, double-dyed, esp. of purple
cloth, Horace's lanae bis murice tinctae:

., sub., a robe of the rarest

purple, Cic. Fam. 2, 16; cf.-., , , {, 7.)=-/. '/., Plut.— II. double-

edged lance, halbert, Ar. Fr. 401.?, , ro, = foreg. II., in

Plut. Mar. 25, of a German weapon
perh.=the /ramea of Tacit. Germ. 6.7., ov, {, ?.?.) twice-

throivn : .7., a garment doubled,

and so twice thrown over the body, Lat.
duplex paenula. — II. two-pointed CM

edged, Eur. Rhes. 374.
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. , , {,) of
two short syllables, Gramm., ov, {,) twice

toakcii or moistened. Diosc. : o.,
oil made by twice pressing.. , [) to marry a

second time, Eccl. Hence, , , a second marriage,

Eccl., TO,the Digamma,\. sub .^, ro,=foreg.}, ov, {,) married

to two people, adulterous, Stesich. 74.

—II. married a second time, Eccl., , (,) of double

descent.— II. of doubtfid sex.,, , the DigSri, a Thra-
cian nation, Polyb. 13, 10, 8., ov, {,) with two

eye-balls, Theocr. Ep. 6.?, ov, {, ?~) with

twofold carving, doubly indented., ov, Att. -, {,) spciiking two languages, Lat.

bilinguis, Thuc. 8, 85, cf. 4, 109 : hence
—2. as subst., ., an interpreter.

Pint. —• II. double-tongued, deceitful,

LXX., ov, {,) doubt-

ful, undecided., , , a twin birth or a se-

cond birth, Arist. Gen. An. : from. ov, {,*) twice-born,

epith. of Bacchus, Anth.—II. tu-in

;

and so in genl. double,? ..

Soph. Fr. 137 : ., two bodies,

Eur. El. 1178: but— III. parox. ol-, ov, act. bearing twice or twins., ov, poet., also, {,) of two hides of land.,, , {}) that

which is taught, instruction, Ar. Nub.
668.

—

. a thing which teaches, means

of instruction, Eur. Bell. 13.,. adj. from,
one must teach, Plat. Rep. 452 A./, ov,=sq.: ,-
piov. a proof, Hipp., , ,{) apt to

teach, skilled in teaching, N. T., . , also , ov. Plat.

Eryx. 398 D{) :—I. of things,

taught, learnt : that can be taught or

learnt, Pind. N. 3, 71, Plat., etc.—2.

that ought to be taught. Soph. Tr. 64.

—II. of persons, taught, instructed,

LXX. Adv. -.. ov, , in plur. the

teacher's fee, Lat. Minerval., ,, two fin-
gers long or broad. Gal. : from, ov, {, '7.)
tii-o-fingered, two-toed. — II. = foreg.,

Theophr.,, ,{) teaching,

instruction, Eur. Hec. 600 : doctrine,

Eccl., 6, Didns, an Aegyptian of

Arsinoe, conqueror at the Olympic
games, Paus., od, to, a teaching-

place, school. Soph. Fr. 779, Thuc. 7,

29.— II. in \.=, Vit. Horn.
26: from, , ,{) teach-

ing, instruction, Even. 1 : education,

training, Xen. Gyr. 8, 7, 24: .-
and. to be a lesson to

one, Thuc. 2, 42, 87: but in good
Att. more usu. or.—
2. an admonition, warning : nnnnitnre-

ment by u'ords, Arist. Poet. 19, 6.— II.

the preparation, rehearsing of a chorus
etc., . . Plat. Gorg. 501 ,
Plut. : also the drama so produced, the

Tetralogy acted together, v.

IL : hence— III.?. or. Catalogues of the Dra-
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mas. their writers, dates, and suc-

cess, Arist. Ap. Diog. L. Hence7., , , fit for teach-

ing, instructive. Plat. Orat. 388 B,

Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 21. Adv.-. Plat.

I.e., ov, ,=^, a

thing taught, science, art, Wess. Hdt.

5, 58.— II. in [.,=, Plut.

(5(•(•, ov, and ,{)
a teacher, master, H. Hom. Merc. 556 :

(sc. '), to

goto school, oft. in Plut., Schiif. Greg,

p. 45 : a dilhyrambic or dramatic poet

was called 7., or

simply, Ar. Av. 912, Ach.
028, because he himself superintended

the rehearsals and taught the actors,{) : cf. and -
II.

f, a and ov, 6, Di-

dascalondas, masc. pr. n., a Cretan,
Polyb. 16, 37, 3., poet, for, inf.

aor. of sq., Hes., redupl. form from root

-, : fut., poet, -, Voss. . Hom. Cer. 144,

Hes. Op. 64, Pind. P. 4, 380 : perf.. To teach,, a person,

Ti, a thing, Horn., etc. : hence c.

dupl. ace, ,
they taught thee riding, II. 23, 307, cf.

Od. 8, 481 : so too in Att.. as Eur.

Hipp. 252, Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 10 : also <5.

Tivu , Ar. Nub. 382: c. ace.

pers. et inf., -. teach thee to be..., Od.
I, 384 : and c. inf. alone. -, she taught

hoiv to shoot, II. 5, 51 : also with inf

omitte(i, ' (sc.) teach one to be..., train one as

a horseman. Plat. Meno 94 ; so (5.

Tivu,, Elmsl. Heracl.

575, Stallb. Plat. Prot. 327 C—B.

but in mid., to have one taught=^6t-

', so,. Meno 93 D, cf. Pors.

and Herm. Med. 297, Ruhnk. Tim.

:

the act. is sometimes so used, Hemst.
Ar. Plut. p. 4, and conversely the

mid. simply= Act., Pind. O. 8, 77,

Ar. Nub. 783.—2. in mid. like pass.,

to teach one's self, learn. Soph. Ant.
356.—C. pass, to be taught, to learn, c.

gen., , trained,

skilled in icar, II. 10, 811, cf. *:
also c. ace, -, to learn medicine from one,

II. 11, 831, and so Hdt. 3, 81 ; c. inf,

Hdt. 2, 69, etc.—II., like

docere fabulam, is pecul. used of the

dithyrambic and scenic poets, who
taught the actors their parts, and su-

perintende.d the whole getting up and
bringing out of their pieces, .-.,, Hdt. 1, 23; , 21

;

also , Simon. 54,

cf. Biittlger, quid sit docere fabulam,
1795 (Opusc. p. 284.), , ,^=, teaching,

Hdt. 3, 134, thuc, etc. : Ps.-Phoc. 83., Ep. collat. form from.
bind, fetter, as from *:

hence 3 sing, imperf , for,
II. 11, 105: Pors. would also read, 3 plur. imperat. pres. for, Od. 12, 54 ; and 3 pi. indie.

occurs as v. 1. for

in Xen. An 5, 8, 24. []], pres. imper. Dor. for,
Pind. 01. 1, 136., Ion. for, 3 sing. pres.

I

from, Hom.

I

\, Ion. for, 2 sing. pres.

: from, Hom.
1 t^'5o^,=foreg., .

, Ep. for (!/(5'<, inf. pres.

from, only II. 24, 425., to run away, escape, only
used in compos., c. g.,, f.- [] : perf.- : aor. 2-, inf.-,
part, -, imperat. -, subj.

-. opt.-/ : Ion., f.,, etc. (. . not to
be confounded with the regul.,
to do.), a. ov,=sq.,Cntias4:9, ov, {,/) of two
drachms, worth two drachms, at the

price of two drachms, Arist. Oec. : ., soldiers ivith pay of two
drachms a day, Thuc. 3, 17.—II. to, a double drachm ; esp. in
plur. the half-shekel, paid to the tem-
ple treasury at Jerusalem, N. T.
Matth. 17, 24, cf. Exod. 38, 26.^, Ion. for.^, , . and ,
Didyma or Didymi, a place in the
vicinity of Miletus, containing a tem-
ple of Jupiter and temple and oracle
of Apollo, Hdt. 6, 19, Strab., etc.

^. ov, , temple of Apollo
at Didymi, Plut. Pomp. 24 : from
\, a, ov, of Didymi, Didy-

mean. . Nic. ap. Ath. 477 :', Strab.,, , , ,{,) touching two or both the men,, Aesch. Theb. 849. [ft], ov. Dor. for-,., ov, poet, for-.,, , ,{)
twin-brother, II. : in genl. poet for -, usu. in dual or plur. [a], , , the festival of the

Didymean Apollo,

i, , , = ;', Orph., {) to bear twins,

LXX.^, . , Didyme. one of the
Lipari islands, Thuc. 3, 88, Strab.

—

2. fem. pr. n., Anth., Ath.-, ov. Ion for-.\, , b, Didymias, masc.
pr. n., Ath. 658 D., poet, for, like

and, Bockh.
Pind. O. 3, 37 (03)., , (,*)
twin-born, Eur. Hel. 206., ov, and,, , , {,) with

pair of horses : twofold, Nonn., ov, {,)
double-voiced, epith. of Echo, Nonn.
i, ,,^ : also a

spot in Argolis with a temple of

Apollo, Paus.
(5»//:0(", ov, {, -) double-sounding, echoing, Nonn.^, , (prop, the dou-

ble wall). Didymon-Tichon, a town of
Caria, Steph. Byz. in pi., Didyma- Tiche, a fortress of
Mysia, near Cyzicus, Polyb. 5, 77, 8., , ov. (and perh. , ov,

Pind. P. 4, 371, but v. Bockh Not.
Crit. p. 130), double, twofold, Od. 19,

227, II. 23, 641. and freq. in Att.: ., a /u-in-bcother, Pind. N.
1, 56 : hence, twins, for which

was also used, Hdt. 5, 41 ; 6,

52.—II. oi ., Gemini, the Twins,
the constellation, Arat.—2. ., the

testicles. Anth. (From, .) fi]

^, , , Didymus. a cele-

brated grammarian of Alexandria,
Ath. 56 D.



,, ,() doub-
ling, duality, Plat. Phiieb. 57 ., , to bear twins, Hipp.

:

and, , , a bearing of
twins, Arist. Gen. An. : from.•, ov,(,)
bearing twins, Arist. H. A., or, contr., ow,(,) two coloured, Musae., contd. , !/, Dido,
daughter of Belus, \vife of Sichaeus,
and founder of Carthage ace. to
Strab. p. 832., Ep. for, imperat.
pres. from, Od. 3. 380., redupl. from the root 0-,
which appears m the deriv. forms, as
Lat. do, cf. dedo, dido : fut. :

aor. 1: perf: aor. 2
." pf pass, : aor. mid.. Horn, has also 2 and 3 sing,

pres.,, as if from,
as have Hdt. and Hipp. : he has also

in 11. 19. 270, 2 sing,, as if

from, or ace. to Buttm. Ausf
Gr. ^ 107, Anm. 8, n.,. The
following are also exclus. Homer.,
imperat. pres. , Od. 3, 380,

inf pres., U. 24, 425, and
fut.,, Od. 13, 358 ;

24, 314. Aor. 2 for is

ion. : but the imper. pres., as if

from, Pmd. 01. 1, 136, and
the infin. pres., Theocr. 29, 9,

are Dor. Hdt. also has 3 imperf
5, 94.

Orig. signf to give, present (with
implied notion of giving freely, un-

forced, opp. to), ,
from Hom. downwds. the most usu.

construct.: also— 2. to be ready to

give, to offer, 11. 9, 519.—3. of" the
gods, to grant, assign,, Hom.

;

but more usu. of evils, .',,. etc., Hom. : later ,
to give good fortune. Soph. O. T.
1081, and Eur. : so too of the laws,

to permit or sanction as a privilege, -, Isae. 63,
8.

—

^. to devote, offer to the gods,,3, Hom.—5. c. ace. pers. to

give up. surrender.( .
Od. 19, 167,- , 11.

5, 397, , 11. 23, 21,, lb. 183 : . inf added,
'- 7?^,

gave it him to ivear in war, 11. 15, 532,, gave him to drink, Hdt.
4. 172 ; also c. inf pass.,, 11. 7, 149, where

would be equally good, v. Tay-
lor Ind. in Lys. v. Infiiut. : this ditfers

from the use of the infin., infr.Il .

—

6. esp. of parents, to give their daugh-
ter to wife, , 11. 6, 192,

Od. 4, 7 ; and so of Telemachus,, Od. 2, 223 ; -, settled her in

marriage at Same, Od. 15, 367, cf 17,

442 ; more fully,-, 1. 14, 268 : in prose

more usu., Wess. Hdt. 5,

92.—7. but in Att. }
to grant another to one's entreaties,

pardon him at one's request, Xen.
An. 6, 4, 31, like Romulum Marti re-

donare, Hor. Od. 3, 3, 33.—-8.

, to forgive one a thing, remit its

punishment, Lat. condonare alicui ali-

quid, Interpp. ad Eur. Cycl. 296, Dem.
274, 1 : Tivi 4'7, to put

it in one's head.—9.. to put one's self in his hands or

power, Thnc. 2, 68. ,
Soph. El. 1318.— 10. ., opp.

to3, to tender an oath, Isae.

77, 16, V. Arist. Rhet. 1, 15.—11. .

1
1 /<,, to give a vote, an opi-

nion, Oratt. : but for .-, cf sub voce.— 12. ., to deliberate, Hdt. 1, 97, etc.

—

13. ., v. sub.—11. in vows
and prayers, c. ace. pers. et inf, to

grant, allow, bring about that..., esp. in

prayers, freq. in Hom. —-, grant
that he may go..., 11. 3, 322 ;, give me to..., Aesch. Cho.
18 ; but also c. dat. pers., as Soph.
O. C. 1101, Phil. 316. But in this

form is oft. omitted.—111. seem-
ingly intr., to give one's self up, devote

one's self, , esp. >), only in

Att., Valck. Phoen. 21, Diatr. p. 233.—IV. the pass, occurs but once in
Horn., ov Toi ,
deeds of war belong not to you, 11. 5,

428 : but in .\rt. it is very freq.^, Dor. for, pres. inf.

act. from, Theocr.. ov, (,) of two
hands' breadth, dub. in Phil., Homer, fut. for from, Od., vocat. from, godlike, Hom., poet, for , imperf from, to frighten, Hom. [],, , (,) surety,

bail., , . -, (,-})
to bait, to set free by giving bail. Pass.

Tivi, to be bailed by any one, set

free on his security, -
., bailed by

their Proxeni lor eight hundred tal-

ents, Thuc. 3, 70 ; , Dem.
1358, 28.—^11. to give in pledge or se-

curity, c gen. pretii, -^ Dion. .—111.-/7 Me-~,, Isocr.

361 C,is explained, (^in act.) demand-
ing security for the boy's being pro-
duced, (in mid.) he became security for

him in the sum, v. Interpp., and Att.

Process, p. 520, sq. Hence
-/}',, , bi^l, security : a

giving of bail, Dem. 724, 6, v. Att.
Process, p. 521., strengthd. for, to

arouse, Hipp. Hence,, , an arousing., , ov,{) excit-

ing, stimulant, Sext. Emp., , ov, part. aor. pass,
syncop. from., Ion. aor. 1 for

from. Hdt.], adv. () throughout, to

the end., aor. 2 of, Od., . . () a silting

apart, disagreement, Lat. dissidiu?»,

dissidentia, Arist. H. A.
and, ov, , (,) a seat for two persons., ov. (.) sitlingapart,

hence unfriendly, hostile. Lat. dissi-

dens, opp. to, Arist. H. A., poet, imperf. from-., 11.}, adv. part, perf pass.

from, separately, severally., , ov, perf part. pass., for wh. S\iid. has <5^"-, Thuc. 1, 6., , {) transparent,

clear, Theophr., aor. 2. inf,,
supplying the pres., etc. :

—

to look

through, disrern, . At. Nub. 168:
tmet., to see through, comprehend, (-) ov ^, Plat. Pliaed.

62 B. Pass, . seen
through or across the plain, Ap. Rh.

:

but the poet. fut. in Nic, is
better assigned to, to go through.
On the Homer, usage v. ^,.
Cf also.
^?.}, perf of dep. naid. -., , (, ?,) to unroll,

open,P[iit., adv. part, perf pass,
of, q. v. 111. 5, distinctly,

precisely, Xen. Oec. 11, 25, ubL al. •'/..,^.., (, 7.)% to roll apart
or away. Mid. to roll one's self out of,
slip away through,,. Rh. 4,
35. [], fut., (,) to

go about, roam about, Ar. Ach. 845 : to

spread abroad, >). Pint. Ant.
56 : in genl. /&^onii'iry,'Theophr.—II.

C. ace. to pass through or throughout,, Ar.. 1392.—2. hence, to

go through a subject in speaking or
writing, to narrate, describe, discuss.
Plat. Crito 47 C : also . .
Id. Gorg. 506 A, cf.', ., (, ) to

be always : very dub. in Xen. Mem.
2, 1, 24, where bind, would read •., inf., poet,', fut. in use, perf-, (.) to say through, tell al
length, detail, c. ace. II. 10,' 425 : in
genl. to explain, declare. Soph. O. T.
394 : to say expressly, explicitly. Wolf
Lept. 465, 21.—II. to speak one with an-
other, converse, //-, Od. 4, 215.—III. in mid. to fix
upon, Arist. Oec. : v.., f -^, Ep. and Ion. -, Ep. also, (,) to

keep asunder, ,
11. 12, 424, Arist. . . ; separate,
part, Hdt. 1, 180: . and, to separate one Irom an-
other.—2. to keep off, ward off. Plat
Legg. 8S0 B.—II. seemingly intr., l6

lie between, prop, to cut offfrom re
turn, Xen. An. 3, 1, 2., 2 sing. pres. ind. from, Od. 4, 492., 2 sing. pres. imper. from,, 11. 1, 550., perf of,,
to say clearly and distinctly, v. sub., poet, for, to

question thoroughly, closely, strictly,

and , Horn, inquire narrow-
ly into, Ti, 11. 1, 550, only in pres., Ion. for, to draw
through, draw across, -, Valck. Hdt. 7, 24, and .. Rh., cf. [], rare perf, Xen. C>t.
8, 3, 10, (,) to insert, pass or
draw a thing through, Stu, Xen. 1. c.—11. to string or
knit together in order, Diosc. :=, q. v., ov, (, ',
•) dissembling with one's guests,

treacherous under the mask of hospitali-

ty, Ar. Pac. 623 ; cf.
and, f -,

(,) to penetrate, go into and
through, [, .], before a vowel, (,)
right through, through and through, U. :

v. A. 1. 1, cf.., {, 3<) to go out
or pass through, of a river, tu ,
Strab.>3,(,7) to throw
out a thing, . Gal., to carry
through or across.—II. intr., sub.-
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"4 tn>, to cross, march through,,
Polyb. Hence?^,, , a throwing throttgh :

a passing or bursting through, a pass,

Polyb. : a passage out, egress, Dlod. S., ov, TO,{) a

medicine to produce abortion, Hipp.,=^, Hipp.), , strengthd. for-
Ktu, late.-?/, , ,() a

breaking or passing through., , , a means of es-

cape, refuge, Ath. : evasion, trick, Plut.

:

from, aor., ((5«, -) to slip through, get out, escape,

Hipp., f.-, (,)
run, escape through, Arist. Mund., aor. 2 inf. of sq., 0pp., {,) to

leap, spring through,, Clem. Al., {,) to peep

out, LXX.',(,) to shine

through, Heliod.

^', (, ,•) forget utterly, in tmesi.s, Qu.
Sm. 13, 380, V. Sptzn. 11. Exc. 18, p.

LXXXI.), (,) to dissolve,

relax. Gal., dep., to unwind,

Philo.
',,{) suck

out, Geop., {,) force

one's luay through, to break or burst

through,, Philostr., , Dio.xipp.

ap. Ath. 100 E. : later, usu. in mid.,

Kuster Ar. Plut. 805., f. -, (,-
aivu) go through with, complete, bring

to an end. Soph. Fr. 572., strengthd. for-, Strab., , f. -7} and -,
(,)) to pass out through or

between, ', Hdt. 4,

152 : to cross, pass over,, Hdt.
5. 52, cf 3, 4 ; (5. , Aesch.
Pars. 485.—II. to pass by. overlook, Ar.

Plut. 283, V. Schol.—HI. to pass

through. Plat. Tim. 63 A: also ., Eur. Supp. 954.7/, , (,) to

leap out, bound, beat,, Aristaen., fut. -, {,7<) to fall out, get out through,, Plut., Ti, Heliod. : ,
Diod., f.- : Ion.•, aor.-,(,) to

sail out through, >/,
Hdt. 7, 147; also , Id. 4, 42 :

to .^ail out. Id. 4, 43.—II. in naval tac-

tics, to break the enemy's line by sailing

through it, so as to be able to charge
their ships in flank or rear, Hdt. C,

15,Thuc. 7, 36, cf sq. Hence, ov, o, contr.,
ov, a sailing across or through, passage

across or through, Hdt. 7, 36 : ., through the shallows. Id.

4, 179.—2. esp, a breaking the enemy's

line in a sea fight, Hdt. 6, 12, Thuc.
1, 49, ubi V. Arnold, cf foreg., Ion. for, Hdt.', f -, {, -) to blow out, Arist. Muud.
Hence, . , a breathing out, ex-

halation, Theophr., strengthd. for -, Dion. H., f -, (,) to

tpii all round, Philostr. []
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,, ,()
falling or running through, escape, Gal.\, (,) to flow out

through.\ for, 3 pi.

aor. incl. pass, of., ov, ,() a chan-

nel, meatis of escape, Hdt. 7, 129.,, , a stretching out,

Clem. Al. : from, (,) stretch

out, extend, Hipp.. (,) to arise,

grow from, Nic., strengthd. for,
Joseph.^, (,) to run

through, to traverse, Philo., strengthd. ior-., strengthd. for., streng:thd. for-,. Rh., in tmesis., strengthd. for, Arc-

tae.?,, ,() a dri-

ving through, 7/, Plut.—II. a charge

or exercise of cavalry, like,
Xen. Hipparch. 3, 4 : from', fut., Att. -, aor. 1, (,) to

drive through or across, -
poio, II. 10, 564 ; to thrust through,-, II. 16, 318, cf. Hdt. 4,

72.—II. intr. to drive, ride through,

charge as cavalry, sub.,,
etc., Xen. Hipparch. 3, 6 and 11.—2.', day broke, Eur. He-
racl. 788.] 2 aor. pass, of dep. -, Arist., strengthd. for 7.
Plat. Gorg. 457 E, etc.\7] 1 aor. pass, of dep. mid.., inf aor. of ;

Ep., Horn.^/ v. foreg., strengthd. for,
Hipp., Att. -, f -, (,) to unfold, expose, Plut.,, 6,() a drag-

ging about, Dion. H.?.', adv., with
or, a game at pulling and tear-

ing, like our boys' game of French

and English. Poll. 9, 112: also,. Plat. Theaet. 181

A : from,= 8., Ar. Plut. 1036, Plat.

Rep. 440 A. [], (,) to tear asunder,

pull away or through : of time, to pro-

tract, Polyb.: with, Plut.= (5i(i-, and so perh. without it, Ar. Pac.

1131, though there it may mean to

quaff, drink off, v. Interpp. ad 1.

3 pi. 2 aor. mid. of-, Hes.^ 2 aor. part. act. of., to speed, press on., speed over the plain,

II. 23, 475, cf 12, 304. (From an ob-

sol., still found in, akin

to and.) [], (,) to put

through, LXX., f -, (,)
to last throughout, Theophr., ov, (, iv,) well

capped or hatted, Luc., (,)
to fill completely, LXX., strengthd. for-, Polyb.?, , (,) to

make ynerchandise of, sell, dispose of.

Lat. divendtre, Eur. Bacch. 512 ; -
., to deal in mer-

chandise, Ar. Ach. 973.—II. to betray.

Soph. Phil. 579.

^, , , Diemporus, a Boe-
otarch, Thuc. 2, 2., f. -, (,)
to show through, Luc., Ion.-, inf aor. 1

of :, pass, of
same,,(,) to involve,

make intricate, ,
Luc., strengthd. for.. (,) to

consider, reflect, Eccl., (,) to live

out the year, Hdt. 4, 7., f-, (,-) to maintain, assert. Lob.
Phryn. 154., ov, (,) two-year-old,

Lat. biennis, Theophr.. , strengthd. for-, c. dat. Philo.., 3 pi. from. II. [],, , (,-) looking through entrails, com.
word for sharp-sightedness, coined by
Ar. Nub. 166., V.., (,) to bring to an
end. Polyb. : to manage, conduct. Id.

—

II. to pass time, live. Id. [a] Hence,, , the transaction of
business, Polyb.—II. way of living,

Sext. Emp.,,.{,
Dem. Phal., contr., Att., f. -, to rush or spring

forth, Theocr. 13, 23., (,) to va-

riegate with flowers, Eubul. Steph. 4., strengthd. for -, Hipp., (,) to go out, II.

6, 393.—II. togo through, pass through,

a country, c. ace, Hdt. 5, 29: also
', Id. 2, 36, etc. : also c.

gen., 12, 25.—2. to so through in count-
ing or telling, Hdt. 7, 77, 238, and
Plat., cf and.?, , , =,
Plut. : from, f.- Att. -,
(,) to drive, ride, march
through or across (sub. >,, etc.), c. ace. loci, e. g. /•, ?, Hdt. 3, 11 ; 5, 52,

etc. : also , 3, 86, , 7,

100., strengthd. for, Luc.?.,, ,()
=., Att. -, f -, (,) to unroll, untie, Hdt. 4, 07., (,}
dep., to complete. Plat. Legg. 798 D.
—11. to make away with, Dion H., (,) to

question closely, , II. 10, 432., , i. -, (, -) to search out, examine, survey

closely, Bockh Pind. N. 3, 24 (41),

and Plat.

Ap,~sq., Arist. Mund., (.) to creep or

peep out, Arist. Mund. 6, 20., f -, (,)=, to go through,

pass through, , Hdt. 5, 29,

etc.—2. to go through, get to the end of,. Plat. Legg. 822 A, -, lb. 850 A : so (5., Lat. ex-

haurire labores. Soph. Phil. 1419;



also C. part., ., to be done
'

selling, Hdt. I, 196.— 3. to go through
j

ire order, , Hdt. 5, 92, 3.—. to go through in ivords, set forth, \

Hdt. 7, 18, Plat. Legg. 893 A: also, Philo.— 11. iiitr. to be past,

gone by, of time, Hdt. 2, 52, cf. Buttin.

Ind. iti Dem. Mid., Bremi Dem.
Olynth. 2, 5., strengthd. for., strengthd. for-, dub. in Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 12./, {,.) to send forth
througit, to let go through, c. ace. or6, Hdt. 1, 207 ; 5, 29.— II. intr.,

sub., of a river, to empty itself

eg, Thuc. 2, 102, cf.., {,)
dep., to arrive at, Polyb.,, (,)
to ride forth through, Polyaen., , (.) to

narrate at length, fully, Joseph.^, verb. adj. of,
one must go through. Plat. Tim. 44 D.^, pres. part, of., {,) to have a
way out, escape, Hipp.—L. c. ace, to

go through,, Sext. Emp., , , fit for going

through ;, copious narrative,

Plut. : 70, the vent, Arist.

H. A. Adv. -. From, . , a way through or
out. passage, Hdt. 1, 199, etc. : the

suns orbit. Id. 2, 24.—2. a way out, and
so issue, event,)3, Id. 3,

156 : an end, Polyb.—II. a detailed

narrative, story. Plat. Prot. 320 A

:

, in detaU, Gal.—III. a
military evolution, ., Plat.

Legg. 813 E.\, (,) to

open entirely, to lay wide open, c. acc.

Qu. Sm. 13, 41., , f. -', {,)
to swell out, Philostr.), strengthd. for,
Hipp.

_), {,) to

weave to the end, finish the web, Plut., (,) to keep

the feast throughout, end it, Thuc. 8, 9., Ep. aor. 2. of -, Horn.
ifTTti^ijcr/fu, strengthd. fore-, Dion. .,, aor. 2 act.

and mid. of, Hom., 3 smg. aor. 2 mid. of, Hom., f. -", {,) to manage
an affair, sway, order, arrange,, II. 1, 165,,
11. 2, 207, ?. to drive

the men about with his staff, drive

them aside, II. 24, 247 ; also in Hdt.,
but rare in Att., as Aesch. Eum. 931., , , a funnel or
strainer, Plut. : from, {,) to pour through,
strain through, Plut., f.-, {,-) dep. mid., to work at, ., to

cultivate it, Theophr.—II. to do for,
destroy, ruin, kill, Lat. conficere, Hdt.
1, 213, etc. : also perf. in pass, signf

,

, actum erat

de rebus. Hdt. 7, 10, 3 : and so in aor.,

Eur. Heracl. 174., Ep. and Ion. for, II., strengthd. for,
Polyb. Hence,, , vehement ex-

citement, App.. f. -, {,) to

prop up, Plut.—B. mid. to lean upon,

Ttvi, Eur. Hec. 60 : though Ar. Ecel.

150 has it also c. acc, 3-
. : but—2., to push against one another, i. e.

struggle for a thing, Polyb., f., aor.,
poet,, {,) to row

about, ., to swim, Od. 14, 351 :

in genl. to swing about, ,
Eur. Tro. 1258., , f. -, {,-) to search through, examine closely,

investigate, Plat. Theaet. 168 E, in

pass. ; Phaed. 78 A, in mid. Hence, verb, adj., one must
trace out, Plat. Soph. 260 E.,, , a scout or vidette,

Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 2., f. -. {,) to strive

with one another, Epigr. ap. Gell.

mid. to contend with, Tivi, Plut.,, ,{)
an interpretation. Plat. Tim. 19 C, , , an interpreter,

Byzant. : from, {,) to in-

terpret, expound, LXX.
\, [,) in pres. oc-

curs only in Ep. form, q. v.

;

besides this only aor.(), inf.. Plat. Phil. 42 E. cf. -
and Buttm. Catal. s. v..', , , inoist, wet, fresh,

juicy : strictly of plants : and so me-
taph. men, fresh, quick, strong, ac-

tive,), Lat. liquido pede, Od.
9, 43 : , not living,

merely, but also lifelike, Od. 6, 201,

where however others.—II.

after Hom. the notion of wet, liquid,

prevailed : , Aesch. Eum. 263
;

TO ., opp. to, Anaxag. 6 ; of

the air, opp. to, Hipp. 290,

16: of birds, which ^o«i through the
air, Ar. Nub. 337, cf.7} : ., of the nightingale's notes,

Lat. iiquidae voces, Id. Av. 213. (Akin
to.)
Ap7v,—sq., Opp., f. -, {, ') to creep

or pass through,. Soph. Ant. 205., adv. part. perf. pass,

from, in a scattered, i. e.

careless way, Polyb., perf. of^.^, aor. part, from,
Hipp., ov, {,) shot

with red, like', etc., Diosc., f. -. {,) to keep

off. Arat. : to keep apart, pacify, Plut. [], fut., aor., {,) dep. mid. : to

go through or across, traverse, pass

through, c. gen., II. 20, 203 ; more
freq. c. acc, as .., II. 3,

198; , 392, and so Hdt., etc.: ., Plat., etc.—2. to come to the end,

arrive at, , Pind. I. 4, 7 (3,

23.)—II. intr. to pass, as time,-, Hdt. 1, 8: to go

abroad, prevail,, Thuc. 6, 40.

—

III. to go through, tell all tlirough,-, Pind. . 4, 117,, Aesch.

Pr. 874, and Plat., cf.,., fut., and, perf of, hence , the

law says expressly. Wolf. Lept. p. 303., , t. -, {,)
to cross-question. Plat. Apol. 22 B, etc., , rare plur. of, Plut., inf. pass, from, II.

:

more usu. in act. signf. as mid. of, Hom. [], f., {,)
to eat through, , Hdt. 3, 109 : to con-

sume, corrode, Plut., da, alov,( III.)

consisting of demi-semitones.

, , , ,) a passing
through one, discharge, esp. of a liquid,

Hipp.— II. a moistening, soaking, DiosC.
—HI. an interval in music, a quarter-

tone ; taken by Arist. Org. for the

least subdivision, the unit in musical
tones, cf. Diet. Antiqq. p. 044., adv. from part. perf.

pass, of-, prudently, Xen.
Oec 7, 18.,'^ . from part. perf.

pass. o{, intermittedly, Hipp., adv. from part,

perf. pass, of, diligently

Dion. H.^, v.., 3 sing. aor. syncop. of, Hom., adv. from perf.

pass. part, of, perversely,, adv. from part. perf.

l>ass. o{', ill, wrongly,F,pict.^, perf pass. part,

from, Ar. Vesp. 1072.,, jj,{) a space of
two years, LXX., ov,=sq., Welcker SylL
Ep. 183,21.

te^f,f, orJte'rT/fjfortheGramm.
differ, (',) of or for two years,, Hdt. 2, 2 : two years old : -, , Lat. biennium, hence i~i .
up to two years, ap. Dem. 1135, 4.—IL{) lasting through the year, Lat.
perennis.. oi',=foreg. II.,,
Thuc. 2, 38.

^, ,,=, . ., 1. -, {) con-

tinue quite through or ouer t/ie year, of
wasps, Arist. H. A. : of plants, to live

through the winter, Lat. perennare,

Theophr., Ep. for,
3 pi. aor. 2 pass, from,-, II. :, 1 sing. aor.

act., Od., , (,) to

be afirm friend to,., , strengthd. for-. Hence,, , good order., strengthd. for.,, ,{)
pilot, g'lvernor., ( -, {,) to

direct, sft right, amend, Luc, , {,) to

separate accurately, arrange carefulli/ in

order, Xen. Oec. 8, 6, in Pass^—II. lo

exajntne subtly, analyse, explain, Polyb.;

but in earlier writers this signf. only
in mid., as Plat. Parm. 135 B, Dem.
818,13. Hence,, , separation, dis-

cussion. [], {,)
dep. to take good heed, beware of. be shy

of, c. acc, Plat. Phaed. 81 E, Legg.
797 A ; c. gen., Legg. 843 E. Hence, verb. adj. one must
take heed of,. Plat. Rep. 536
A.

^, , f. -, {,)
to lay asleep,, Eur. Hipp. 1377., , {,) to

continuefortunate, Joseph., (,) to be con-

stantly changing like the tide of the JEu-

ripus, Arist. Probl. 25, 22, but reject^

eu by Dind., f. -, {,) to

dilate, widen, Hipp.
^'or,,strengthd. for, dub. 1. Dion. H., , f.-, {,) to preserve decorum, Plut.
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Aut)Tc?.iCu, f- -, {,)
to hold very cheap, Ael.), , f.-, {ouU)
to retain one^s energies, Theophr.,.. -/, {,)
to conlinne prosperous,Dem. 1040,5; TTf-

pi n, Theopoinp. (Hist.) ap. Ath. 531 D. ov. , Dieulychidas,

inasc. pr. n., Plut. Lye. 2.

^?/•,, , Dieuches, a physi-

cian, Gal.^, a and ov, 6, Dienchidas,

an hi.su>rian of Megara, Ath. 262 E.). 3 pi. plpf. pass, of-, in Hdt. 8, 90, v. Buttm. Catal.

p. 250 n. and, 3 sing. plpf.

pass,, Hdt. 1, 24.

fAUfdopa, 2 perf. act. oi,
Horn., ov,() veil boiled : in

genl. boded, opp. to, Hipp., ,{) separate, opp. to, Plat.), strengthd. for,
Tivi, Dion. H., f., ((5,) to go
quite through, ,
the arrow held on right through, II. 5,

100 ; so too ' , II.

13,520; to stretch across, reach, -,
Hdt. 4, 42 ; 7, 122 : hence may be
traced—the prose signf. to divide, keep

apart, Lat. distinere, b .. Hdt. 9, 51.—2. to holdfast.—
II. intrans., to stand apart, be separated,

distant,'rheogn. 970, Xen.. etc : hence
(5. ' ?.', Thuc. 2, 81

;, Xen. An. 1, 10, 4;-. they marched xiuth spaces

between man and man, Thuc. 3, 22.., adv. part. perf. pass.

from, falselij, Strab., f., {, ) to

boil through, burn, Hipp., dep. mid. to seek out,

?w/c/i)r among many, Hom.and Hdt.:
to seek after, trif for a thing : ,•
. to seek friends" for aid, Od. 10, 239,,
each rival strive with wedding gifts,

Od. 10, 391 ;• -
7/' ai>T<2,di-vising means for

a ret\irn, Od. 23, 253.— II. to seek out,

seek the meaning of, , Hdt.

7, 142 —III. c. inf. to demand, re-

quire that.., Hdt. 7, 103. Cf..-.—The word is Ep. and Ion.,

once occurring in Trag., Aesch.
Supp. 821 ; and is one of the few in

. which retain ;7 in the pass. Hence, ov, gen., seeking out,

Nonn.//. , , inquiry, Parmen.
ap. Plat, Soph. 237 A.'.,^, Lob. ad Soph.
Aj. p. 180, V.., , , a double yoke of
draught-cattle, Geop. : from, ov, (,,)
doubly-yoked, double, Anth.,, , )'/,= foreg., ., to be in doubt, at a loss,,. ?., . 10, 713,

so , Orac.
ap. Hdt. 1, 65 : akin to. as we
say to he to seek in a thing : later, the
mid. is actually used for-, e. g. Ep. Adesp. 305, 2., ov, (, ) amphibious.

—II. , epith. of Sisyphus,
who returned from Hades, Dosiad. in

Anth., cf. Theogn. 702, sqq., , , Ion. for., aor. 2. , Od., {,) dep. mid.

to set out in detail, describe, narrate,

Ar. Av. 198, Thuc. etc: the perf. pass.

<Ji?;y7/ffya/.,"inpass. signf., Luc. Hence
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/,, , a narrative, ., an idle tale, Polyb., , or, (?)
belonging to narrative, ., imita-

tion by vieans of description, Arist.

Poet. Adv. -, Diog. L., ov, , dim. from. Strab., , () nar-

ration. Plat. etc. : in rhet., the state-

ment of the case, Arist. Rhet., , ,() in-

clined to narrative, anecdotes, or in genl.

to talking, Arist. Eth. N.
^', , , Diegulis, a king

of Thrace, Strab., a, ov, also , ov. Ion.

for., , f. -, to strain through,

filter, sift, Lat. percolare. Plat. Soph.
226 B,"Tim. 45 C: hence—2. to wash
out, cleanse,. 7), Hdt. 2,

80.—II. intrans., of the liquid, to filter

through, percolate, Hdt. 2, 93. Hence,, , a straining, filter-

ing, etc., Theophr.,. Ion. for .,
Hdt., ai, a. Ion. {ox,
two hundred, II., adv. part. perf.

pass, from, exactly, careful-

ly. V. 1. Plat. Legg. 965 A., f. -, (, ) to go
through, extend from oneplace to another,

., .., Hdt."2, 106, ... 'I, 185.

—II. c. ace, to pervade, fill, .,. Aesch. Theb. 900, Ag.
470 : more rarely c. gen., Valck.
Phoen. 1099., 3 sing. aor. 1 of?,
II., 3 eing. aor. 2 of,
Horn., , (,) to burn up
by the sun's heat, Theophr., , (,) smeared
all over. Soph. Fr. 148.^, adv. part. perf. pass,

from, differently, Diod. S., (, /') to drive a nail

through, nail fast, LXX., , , ( ) a

passing, crossing. . Rh., (, ) to stay

through the day, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 53.,,((,?/) to tame
thoroughlij, cultivate,, Theophr.
*[[, supposed root of the

mid., q. v., , (,,) stretching with an. even, un-

broken surface : and so unbroken, unin-

terrupted, Lat. continuum, perpetwis, ., Od. 13, 195; ., the

whole length of the chine, II. 7, 321
;

., II. 12, 134: soof time, Ap. Rh.
The adv. occurs in Od., but

only with, to tell from be-

ginning to end, Lat. uno tenore, e. g. 7,

241; 12, 56; but in 4, 830, clearly,

disiincth/ ; SO .. lies. Th.
627. The Dor. form is, used
also in Att., as Plat. Hipp. Maj. 301

B, E, Bekk. Comm. Grit, in Plat. 1,

p. 409. Meineke Anaxandr.,. 1
;

but we have ., perpetual laws.

Plat. Legg. 839 A. Adv. -koc, Aesch.
Ag. 319., contd., o,Dieni-

ces, a Spartan, Hdt. 7, 220., OV, (,) blown
through, wind-swept,. Soph. Tr.

327., 3 sing. aor. 1 from
for, but from., ,() tomake
dry land of,, Anth.

.1, nor. 1 from, Od.
?}7/, adv. part. perf. pass,

from, apart., , doubly fitted or fixed to-

gether, ,, the second

fitting of the floors, an upper story,

upper chamber, Eur. Phoen. 90, elsewh..— 11. esp. of ships, ^iifrf,

equipt with two banks of oars, cf.-. (
Prob. from, and *, not.), subj. mid. from, 11. [], to resound with, to transmit

the sound of, , Plut., , , a conductor of sound., , sounding, conducting
sound, Plut., ov, Att. -, (,) divided into tivo seas, Strab
—II. washed by two sens, bettveen tivi,

seas, Lat. birnaris, N. T. [], ov, (,) two edged,, Aesch. Pr. 803., ov, (,)', the two-thronea

royalty of Hellas, i. e. the brother-

kings, Aesch. Ag. 109., ov, (,) of sound,
redoubled, Nonn., ov, (,) at vari-

ance, Lat. discors, LXX., , ( ) tc

sing a dithyramb, Ath., , ,(^
dithyrambic, Dion. . Adv. -.
Dem. Phal., , 6, epith. of

Bacchus, Anth., v. II., ov, , the

dithyrambic poet who taught his chorus

Ar. Pac. 828, v. II., , , sub.

?!, the art of writing dithyrambic

poetry, Arist. Poet., ov,,(/.) a dithyrambic poet, Arist. Khei3, ov, o, the dithyramb

first in Epich. p. 72, Hdt. 1, 23, anr

Pind. : a kind of poetry, chiefly culli

vated in Athens, of a lofty but usuallv

inflated style, v. Ar. Av. 1388 : orig. ii:

honour of Bacchus, afterwds. also oi

other gods: it was always set in the

Phrygian mode, and was at lirstantis-

trophic, but later usu. monoslrophic.
Hdt. 1. c. calls Arion (fl. B. C. 024) the
inventor of it.—Metaph. any homba.^tic

language. Plat. Hipp. Maj. 292 C.—11.

epith. of Bacchus, said to have giveri

the name to the strain from his own
double birth, Eur. Bacch. 520 ; but

the I makes this very dub., Pors. Or.

5 : in fact the origin of the word is

unknown, Midler Literal, of Greece,

1, p. 133., ov, , Dithyrambus, s

Thespian, Hdt. 7, 227., , (,
?/) the funnel of dithyrambs ! Moi-, Anth., , (.) dithyrambic, high-flown, bombas-

tic. Plat. Crat. 409 C., ov, (,) with tier,

doors or folding doors, Plut. : bivalve.

of shell-fish, Arist. H. A. ; tu ., in

Polyb. 27, 1, 6, seems to be a seat of
honour, Livy's tribunal, v. Schweigh.
ad 1. [i], ov, (.) with two

thyrsi: to 6., a double thyrsus, Anth.

All [^ -.-], dat. of, Hom., also

contr. Ai [-], Bockh Pind. 0. 13, 102

(149)., ov, , a syzygy of two

iambic feet, Hephaest., inf. aor. 2 of, v. sub.



, , (,) perspiring,

Gal., to perspire, Hipp., {,) to send through

or across, let go through, c. gen.,-, to give utterance to.

Soph. O. C. 963.—2. to drire, thrust

through, ., Eur. Phoen.
1092 ; also c. dupl. ace, ?.-
j]v -, lb. 1398.—II. to send apart, to

dismiss, disband,', oit. in

Xen. Hell.—2, to dissolve, melt, Solad.^. 1, 27 in aor. part, ; and
so in mid., , being melted

in vinegar, Ar. Plut. 720, cfc Lob.
Phryn. 27.,, ,=:
from, like: to steer

straight, Leon. Tar,. to rnoistcn, Theophr.-, fut, aor, -, {,) dep. mid. :—?o

go through, penetrate, pervade, Theophr.
—2. in speaking, to go tlumigh, tell of,

like^ , 11, 9, 61

;

19, 186.—3. to come to an end of, Ap.

lih.—IL to reacli, with missiles, Thuc.
7, 79,, ov, (•) of Jupiter, Plat
Phaedr. 252 E, [-]

Ati-, , (,, *7~,') fallen from Jupiter, i, e, from
heaven, in Horn, always epithet of
streams fed or sivollen by rain, as II.

16, 171 ; 17, 263 : in later auth. usu.

heaven-sent, cf.~: but ,,=,, dizine, holy, pure, Eur.
Bacch. 1368, cf. Rhes. 43. In Hipp.

599, 51, it seems to mean continual,

as if from,*, v. Foes. Oecon,

[(5a], ,{,)float-

ing, hovering in air, oluvot, H. Horn.

Ven. 4 ; cf, [«-]7^, rtt,= sq., contr., , v.

sub 167.. Hence?., , v. 1, for-, q. v.), {, tVjreru) to ride

through, Diod,. fut., aor., dep..=:7, to

fly through or across, II. 5, 09: c. ace,
Eur. Med. 1, Ar. Vesp. 1086., f. -<, (.) to

draw ships across an isthmus, esp. the

isthmus of Corinth, Polyb. ; cf-
and'.,=, Diod.», verb. adj. o{, one

must inquire, examine, Eur. Hipp. 491., f ?'/, (,-) to set apart, divide, Hdt. 9, 2, Plat.

Phil. 23 D.—2. to distract, create schism

in, /, Ar. Vesp. 41.—B. most-
ly used (and so alone by Hom.) in-

trans. in mid., with aor. 2, perf , and
plqpf. act., to stand apart, to be divided,

H., USU. in aor. 2, once in impf mid.,?'. the sea ?nade way,
opened, II. 13, 29; so -,
yawned. Soph. . C. 1662 ; . -, chasms, Hdt. 7, 129 : -

., took different

sides, Thuc. 1, 15 : 7, to

differ one with another, Arist. Pol.

:

hence—2. to differ, be at variance, quar-

rel, , II. 1, 6, cf
Thuc. 1, 18 : but—3. also to part after

fighting, Hdt. 1, 76 ; 8, 16, 18.—4. to

stand at certain distances or intervals,

as trees in a row, post-stations, etc.,

Hdt. 3, 72 ; 8, 98.— C. the aor. mid. is

used trans., ' '-, spread their

webs over the arms, Theocr. 16, 96.

23

, {,) to relate,

Anth., poet, for., strengthd. for,
to make very lean, Hipp.

;'/3«',= 8,. Hipp./, dep. mid., to lean

upon, rely on,, Aeschin. 25, 9.— II.

to affirm confidently, . Plat Phaed.

63 C, ..., lb., and Oratt Hence, verb, adj., one jnust

affirm, Strab., , , Di'Urcphes, an
Athenian, Thuc. 7, 29,', to track, trace out, hunt

about, 0pp., rare form for., fut. Ion. and Att., {) to judge, adjudge. Con-
struct, :— 1. c. ace, give equal justice

to both parties, cf II. 8, 431 : to decide,

determine a point at issue, and so usu.

in prose and Att, as Aesch. Eum.
471 ; more fully, .. Hdt. 6,

139 ; . , to give an un-

just judgment, Hdt 5, 25 ; more
rarely, ., Lycurg, : rarely c.

gen,, as . , Xen. Cyr.

1, 2, 7.—2. c, dat pers., to decidefor a

person, judge his cause,, 11. 8,

431 ; ,
IL 23, 574, cf Hdt. 1, 97: later to

pass sentence on, condemn, Dio C. : but

. (jivyijv Tivi, to decree banishment as

his sentence, Aesch. Ag. 1412.— 3.

absol. to be judge, Od. 11, 545, Hdt. 1,

14", to judge, give judgment, . —,
Hdt. 1, 84 ; in genl. to come to a deci-

sion, form a judgmeyit, II. 1, 542.—II.

Hom. once uses act in signf , to plead

one^s cause, , II.

18, 506 : and so ., to plead the

cause of defend the murder, Eur. Or.

580. But the mid. was usu. in this

sense, to plead, speak before the judges,

Od. 11, 545 ; 12, 440 : in genl. to bring

a case before the judge, have one^s case

tried., Hdt 1, 96 : 7] . , to be

at isstte ivith, go to lau) with one, Lys.

120,27,etc. : and absol., to go to law,

Thuc. 1, 77 : . Id. 3, 44.

Pass, to be brought before the judge, to

be accused, Xen. Cyr. 1, 2, 7 : impers.,, it is judged or ruled that...,

c. inf. Thuc. 1,28., , , poet, for, like//] for, etc., Pind.
^,, , Dicaea, a city of the

Bistones in Thrace, Hdt. 7, 109.

^, , , and-, Dicaearchia or -chia, a city of

Campania, the later Puteoli, Strab.

:

inhab.,.
^. ov, , Dicaearchus, a

pupil of Aristotle, author of a geo-

graphical work on Greece, Strab.,

etc. Others in Polyb., etc., Ion. for, inf of, Hdt.
^, , , Dicaeogcnes,

masc. pr. n., Lys., , ,{)
the jurisdiction, office of a judge, Polyb.

—II. an international compact for try-

ing in his own country any one accu-

sed by foreigners,= ;), v. ., , to administer jus-

tice, Diod., ov, 6,[,)
a judge, Strab.^?, , , Dicaeocles, a
grammarian of Cnidus, Ath. 308 F.,, ,(,)
righteous judgment, . ., dep.()
to plead one's cause before the judge,

come to issue with a persort, usu., Lys. Fr. 18, , Polyb.
The act in Luc. in same signf Hence, , . a plea, defence,
Demad. 179, 19, and Polyb., , , belonging to

pleading, judicial., ,{,)=, Philo., ,,=.
Id. ; from,,{,)=:.7, , , , [,
•/) strict in public faith, a coun-
try, Pind. P. 8, 31.^/,, b, DicaeopoUs,

masc. pr. n., Ar. Ach. freq., ,{,-) to act honestly,Arist.Eth . Hence
AiKain—puyjjua, , , honest

dealing, lb. [u], , , honesty, fair
dealing, lb.,, ,=.[oieg.,

Heracl. ap. Diog. L. 9, 14.. a, ov, in Att. poets also,
ov, Eur. Heracl. 901, I. T. 1202, cf
Seidl. Tro. 972, []) observant of
custom or rule, esp. of social rule, well-

ordered, Lat. humanus, opp. to wild,
unmannered tribes, like the Cyclopes,
Od. 8, 575, and so Chiron is called, as opp. to
his rude brethren, II. II, 832, cf The-
ogn. 314, 795, and Nitzsch Od. 9, 172:
so , to woo in due
form, decently, Od. 14, 90 : hence—II,[ II.) observant of the ndes of right,

upright, in all duties both to gods and
men, righteous andju^t, freq. in Hom.

;

later this was . , v. Plat.
Gorg. 507 B. In N. T. also, perfectly
just or righteous, without deficiency
or failure, of God.—III. Solon uses it

in quite a physical sense, of the sea,
calm, smooth, Fr. 18, 4.—B. in prose
we may adopt Aristotle's division,
Eth. N. 5, 2 (where he derives it from) ;—I. like , equal, even, pro-
portional ; hence , an
even going chariot, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 26

:

cf —, ill-matched horses,
lb. 2, 2, 2Q.—\\. strict, exact, -

7., to speak quite
e-xactly, Hdt. 7, 108 : sternly just,

Thuc. 3, 44 : of numbers, ju.st, exact-

ly, precisely, bpyvial-, Hdt. 2, 149.—III. right, lawful, just,

fair, esp. TO, right, opp. to
TO, Hdt. 1, 96, etc. ; . -, Ar. Nub. 99 : ., my own
right, Eur. L A. 810: hence to ., Lat. suum cuique : .,
rights, dues, claims, pleas, Thuc. 3,

54 ; Tu . , Xen. ;

. , to do what is just
and right by a man ; .,, Lat. y^ra reddere, to
order, command; ., to give a man his deserts, punish
him, Ar. ; but also in genl, like Lat.
Justus, all that is as it should be, e. g.

. , to make a
horse fit for another's use, Xen. Mem.
4, 4, 5, cf Cyn. 7, 4 ; ,
really and truly mine. Soph. Aj. 547.
—2. fair, modcrate,=po, Thuc. 1,

76 :, with reason, 6, 34.—C.
we must esp. notice the phrase -, c. infin., ,
you are bound to come, Wess. Hdt 9,

60, cf 8, 137 : . 7., I
have a right to punish, Ar. Nub. 1434 :, they
have most reason to distrust, Thuc. 4,

17 : '-', he de-
serves to perish, Lat. dignus est qui pe•
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Tfat, Dem. 71, 26 : more rarely in

superl., as Plat. Symp- 1~-
: our

way of speaking is rather

kari. which is gootl Greek, as in Hdt.

I. 39, as also uv c. opt. ; cf.

Kiihner Gr. Gr. i^ C50. An irr. coinp.

is mentioned by Gramin.^,, , 6, Dicaeus, masc. pr.

n., an Athenian, Hdt. 8, 65./, tjc, ,() justice,

Theogn. 147 : the character of the -, uprightness, rightecnis dealing,

Hdt. 1 , 96 ; 6, 86, 1 , etc. ; righteous-

ness, piety, N. T. : also used of par-

ticular virtues.—2. /usitce personified,

a goddess, Anlh., , 6, epith. of Jupi-

ter as Guardian ofjustice.
^', , , Dicaeoteles,

masc. pr. n., Anth.,, ,=:,
Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 13, An. 2, 6, 26.. , fut. -, or rather-, Thuc. 3, 40,() strict-

ly, to make right : hence— 1. to hold as

right or fair, think right or fit, usu. c.

inf. like, Hdt. 1, 89,'l33, etc. :

c. adv., .. Id. 9, 42 : to consent,

Id. 2, 172, and ., to refuse, 3, 42 :

also to claim as one's right or due,, Hdt. 9, 93 : c. ace. pers. et

inf., to desire one to do. Id. 3, 118.

—

II. to do a man right or justice, to judge

;

hence— 1. to condemn, Thuc. 3, 40 :

to chastise, punish (as the Scots use
"justify" for " execute"), Hdt. 1, 100.

cf. liuhnk. Tim. Pass, to have right

done one, opp. to, Anst.
Eth. N.—2. to make just, hold guiltless,

justify, N. T., , , an Indian bird, v.

Biihr Ctes. p. 313.,, ,() an
act of justice, the making good, amend-
ment of a wrong, opp. to,
Arist. "Eth. N. s', 7, 7, Rhet. 1, 13. 1 ;

hence judgment, punishment. Plat.

Legg. 864 : but—2. an acquittal,

sentence, act ofjustification, N. T.—^11.

legal right, justification, plea of risht,

claim, Thuc. 1, 41, Isocr. 121 .— III.

a legal requirement, ordinance. LXX.^, adv. v. sub.,, ,() set-

ting right, doing justice to: hence— 1.

conviction, punishment, Thuc. 8, 66.

—

2. judicial defence, plea, Plut.—II. a
claim, demand of right or as of right,

Thuc. 1, 141.—ill. judgment of what is

right, hence in genl. judgment, opin-

ion,7. ?), alter-

ed it at their ivill an.d pleasure, Thuc.
3, 82.—IV. a being esteemed just, justi-

fication, N. T., ov, , like -, a house of correction, Plat.
Phacdr. 249 A.>/, ov, o, a judge, Plut.

Aucdv, Ion. and Att. for,
inf. fut. from, Hdt., , , skilled in law,

versed in pleading, Plat.—II. belonging
to trials, judicial, /., Isocr.

;-
., a law term, Ar. Pac. 534 :

hence accurate, circumstantial, usu. in
bad sense, uordy, wearisome, like-
/it'Zocofthe long law speeches, Stallb.
Plat. Apol. 32 A, Hemst. Luc. Somn.
17. (The Gramm. assume,
a pleader, as the root.), ov, (,) with
two hearts, Ael., ov, (,) two-

headed, Batr. 300., , to bear two crops,

Theophr. : from, or, (,) bearing
two crops, Lat. biferus, Strab.
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, ov, () judicial,

e. g.., Lat. diesfastus, a day
when the courts are open, Plat. Legg.
958 B. [a], o>,() to

adjudge, Diotog. ap. Stob. p. 330, 10,

in pass., , , a trial, catise,

sentence, Orph. : from, ov, , (,)
one who gives law, a judge, 11. 1, 238,

Od. 11, 186.,>,:=, Inscr., ov, , dim. from. a little court of justice,

Ar. Vesp. 803. [, MeinekeMenand.
p. 160.], ov. , a covrt of jus-

tice, vTTo ., , Hdt.
6. 72, 104 ; .. Id. 6, 85

:

hence the court, i. e. the judges, Ar.

Vesp. 624., ov, , () a judge,

or rather a juror ; at least the Athen.
dicasts, like the Roman judiccs, came
nearer the latter than the former, the

presiding judge being , first in

Aesch., and Ar., v. esp. Xen. Symp.
5. 10, and cf. Herm. Pol. Ant. ^ 134.

Hence. -. , belonging to law

or trials, practised in them, Xen. INIem.

2, 6, 38 ; // 6iK., sub., the law

as a profession, Plat. Gorg. 464 ;, the jurnr^s fee. daily

pay of an Athenian dicast : it was
first one obol (never two), then three

obols, Ar. Nub. 863, Ran. 140, cf
Buckh P. E. 1, 312, sqq. Adv. -,
Luc.,, . a she-jxidge, pecul.

fem. 0, Luc., inf of, to throw,

hurl, an aor. used by Pind. and Trag.,
of which no other tenses are found
except aor. 1, , Simmias : also

of she-animals, to cast their young.
(Prob. the same as \jat.jac-cre: hence, as from ^, and
perh..),, , (-, ?.) mat-
tock or pick-axe with two teeth. Lat. bi-

dms, Aesch. Fr. 184, cf?^. []
Hence, ov, 6, one that uses the, a digger, Luc., ov, (,) with

two stings, Ael., ov, (,) two-

horned or pointed. Anth., and, ov, (,-)— i'oreg., , , (,)
double horn, Caliix. ap. Ath. 202 ., or, =sq.. gen. or , , , ,,=,. Horn. 18, 2., , (,) two-

headed, Arist. . .,, . right: but as in early

times right was thought to rest upon
usage, the orig. signf of was,
custom, usage, manner or fashion,. this is the way of

mortals, Od. 11, 218: so ,,,, -, their custom, way of acting,

law ofbeiyig, Od. 4, 691 ; 14, 59, etc. :

also , ..., this is al-

W'ays the way, when..., Od. 19, 168.

Hence the adverbial use of the ace., in the way of. aj'ter the manner
of. c. gen., in Pind. P. 1, 97, Aesch.
Theb. 85, etc., and oft. in Plat. (v.

Ruhnk. Tim.), mostly in prose: so
that it is= Homer's, Od. 24, 255 : also like-, for the sake of, Schneidewin Si-

mon. p. 74. Hence—II. good ai.ttom,

order, law. right : Hom. uses the sing,

of propriety in genl., -, nothing less than becomes i^mi, II.

19, 180 ; —, to

give the mo.st upright judgment, 11.

18, 508, cf. : abstract right, opp.
to , might, 11. 16, 388, Od. 14, 84 :

personified as a goddess, daughter of
Jupiter and Themis, Hes. Th. 902:
in Pind. ;r?i//i.—III. Hom. has it in
plur. for the rule ofjustice, judgments,
in the hands of monarchs, e. g. '-/ , II.

16. 542, cf Od. 3, 244, etc. : hence in
genl. judgment, sentence, -
Ai.ai. opp. to, Hes. Oji. 217,
248, cf 260. Hence—IV. po.';t-Hom..
legal justice, the right which is pre
sitmed to be the object of law, and
so—1. the suit instituted to get at it:

either in genl. a7ty law-suif, Dem. 298,
2 ; or, .strictly, a private sj/it or action,

opp. to, a public suit or indict
ment, Att. Process, book 2, 2, Herm.
Pol. .'\nt. S^ 135 : so .,
to bring an action agetiytst one, Dem., .?, Plat.—2. hence, the actual

trial of the case, . Thuc. 1,

141 ; and, the court by which it was
tried, ? ;,-
tiphon 142, 5.—3. the object or conse-

quence of the action, atoneineni, satis-

faction, penalty.=zaa, -,, Hdt. 9, 94, Soph. Aj.
113: and ven,' freq. or, to suffer punishment, i. e. give
satisfaction, Lat. pof^ias. poenam dare,

Hdt., and Att. ; . , to

pay it to one, Hdt. 1. 2,, for a
thing, Hdt. 5, 106, etc. ; also. to bepimished by....

Plat. Gorg. 525 ; but, they consented to submit to trial,

Thuc. 1, 38 : ' is

sometimes = .. v. Elms).
Heracl. 852, but more usu. opp. to it,

= Lat. sumcre poenam, to inflict jmnisJi-

ment. take vengeance, Lys., etc. : SO
too , to have one's punish-
ment, Plat. Rep. 529 C (but also to

have satisfaction, , Hdt. I,

45) : so too •, to stand
trial, Hdt. 2, 118, etc.;,
Enr. Hipp. 50; , Xen.
Hell. 3, 3, II : . to try

to escape it, be the defendant in the trial,

Dem., opp. to ., to prosecute:. to demand satisfaction,, for a thing, Hdt. 8, 114; .. Id. 1, 120:—lastly,' ., to hare their

causes tried, of subject-states who
were obliged to .submit to trial in the
ruling state's courts, as the Aegine-
tans at Epidanrus, and the allies at

Athens, v. Valck. Hdt. 5, 83 : .-, to submit differences

to a peaceful setllrment, Thuc. 5, 59.

—

The various Athenian, with
their apiiropriate phrases, will be
found in their respective places, []^, . Due, one of the Hours,
Hes., v. II., fin.7., ?., collat. form
of., adv., v. I., >. , () vengeance,^, LXX., ov, (,) bring-

ing justice, avenging, . ", Aescn.
Ag. 525 ; ., the day of ven-

geance, lb. 1577 ; as subst. ., an
avenger, opp. to. Id. Cho. 120., ov, TO, dim. from 7}, a
little trial, Ar. Eq. 346, Vesp. 508. [id],, -, (,) folding

I
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1
gates, etc., double-folding, in sin^.,

Theocr. 14, 42, usu. in plur.,
'/,', Od. 2, 315; 17, 268,

11. 12, 45-5 : later, alone,/oW-
ing doors, Mel. 125. The loria -:,, as if from /c/U/f, doitble-

faslened, is dub., . , the compilation

or draiiiug tip oj pleadings, Isocr. 310
: from, , {,) a

composer of law-speeches, Diog•. L. [a], , 6, {,) one
who grubsfor law-suits, Luc., ov, {,) with

double kernel.'^, ov, , =,
Anlh.
iAiKO/i/.vylov, ov, , (,-) a >-72. piece, Ar. Aeo-

lis3.'<, <J, to plead a cause,

speak in court ofjustice, Arist. Rhet. ;

and?., , , forensic oratory,

Arist. Rhet. : from', ov, 6, (, 7,) a
pleader, advocate, Plut.-, ov, {, .) with

two hoUous, Gal./, 01', (_, /)
double knuckled, Arist. H. A., , ,=^)^)., , to get up a law-suit,

Ar. Nub. 1483 ; and
AiKopftuoia,, , the getting up of

a law-suit : from, ov, 0, (,^) a

pettifogger, Aristaen. [a], ov, (, ) two-

headed., ov, (,)
two-pointed Or topped, Luc., ov, ( , ) =
foreg.. Eur. Bacch. 307, Phoen. 227,

and Arist. H. A., ov, (,) hold-

ing two.— 11. with two rows

of tentacula, like the polypus, Arist.

H. A., ov, {,) forked,

cleft, Hipp. Hence,, , division. Id., , to divide. Pass, to

branch out, prob. 1. Hipp.. ov, {.) tu'o-

poinled or horned, Antb. : forked, .,
theforked ?ni/ of Triton, Ap. Rh., ov. {,) two-

headed, two pointed, hence as subst.,

TO, a pitchfork,, like hat. furea expellere, Luc.
Hence), , to make forked.. . {.) co-mate

in power.', Soph. Aj. 252 :

—

6., spears mastering two. dmle-
slaying spears, of Eteocles and Poly-
nices, Id. Ant. 146., ov, contr., ovv,
and, ov, contr., ovv,
=,,, fork-
ed, cleft. Hipp., etc. : .
Plat. Tim. 48 B, cf Schaf. Mel. p. 82,

Herm. Opusc. 5, p. 153. Also short-

ened, 7j, ov, Br. Ap. Rh. 4,

1613, Lob. Phryn. p. 233 : Paral. p.

42, n., •, (,) double
bordered fringed., ov, {, () dmihle-

heating,, Eur. I. . 408 : hence
double-oared, uith two banks of oars on

side, elsewh., Xen. Hell. 2,

1, 28, 0pp., etc.—II. pass. dnMy-bpat-
en, Teith double track,, Eur.
El. 775., ov, {,) tvith

?
two springs Or tnouths, ., a
doable vase, from which two kinds of
wine could be poured, Damos. ap.

Ath. 469 A., a, ov,() of Dicte,

Dictaean, Callim. Dian. 199 : to Ai-, the temple of Dictaean Jupiter,

Strab.—2, o, epith. of Jupiter, Callim.

Jov. 5.

, ov, to,, ,
], and!, ov, , dittany, a
plant which only grew in perfection

on mounts Dicte and Ida, Euphor.
79, V. Hocks Kreta. 1, p. 34.^,, Poly.b.. Dion.

., , the Roman dictator, Polyb.,

Pint., etc. [a] Hence^, to be dictator, Dio C

;

and.,, Plut., and-, , Dion. ., the dictatorship.

^/, . , Dicte, a mountain of
Crete, sacred to Jupiter. Strab.\, ov, ,=, Arat.^, oi. the Dictidians, f. 1. in

Thuc. 5, 35, for which, the in-

habitants of Diiun, is read by some

;

Poppo conj./., approved by
Thirlwall and Arnold., ov, b,{,)
a drnicer of nets./, ov, {, ?.-) taken in the toils.?.,, to cast the net, Anth.

:

from, ov,{, ?.)
casting nets ; 6 ., a fisherman. Anth., ov, TO, dim. from-., , unknown animals of
Libya, in Hdt. 4, 192.,. ,{) one loho

fishes with nets, Strab.

or. , , epiih.

of Diana, the goddess of the chace, Hdt.
3, 59, Eur., etc. Hence^, a, ov, of or belonging

to Dictynna ; , the tem-

ple of Diana Dictynna, Strab., .^^3?., , {, )
net-like. Gal., ov.{,-
)) woven in meshes, -, the nefs meshy folds. Soph.
Ant. 347..,, any net-work, a fish-

ing-net. Od. 22, 386 : a hunting net.

Hdt. 1, 123, Ar. Av. 1083, etc. : me-
taph., . , ", Aesch. Pr.

1078, Ag. 1115.—II. the bottom of a

sieve. (Peril, from.), ov, {, ?-
KCj) iveaving nets.?,, , {, /)
drawing nets: oi ., a play of Aes-
chylus., ,{) to weave like

a net, Lat. reticulare., ov,{,v)resound^
ing, Nonn.., , Dictys, son of Mag-
nes, Apollod.,,=., , ,{) made
in net fashion, grated, trellised, Lat.

reticulat-us, ., Polyb. :, a lattice-windoiv, LXX.', ov, {.) two-cir-

cled, two-ivheeled . TO,{)
a tvo-wheeled chariot., ov, {,) two-

humped, of a camel, Geop.*, supposed pres. : but v.., ov, {,) with trvo

limbs or legs, I<yc.—II. with two clau-

ses,.

',, , Dicon, masc. pr. .,
Anlh., , to ply a pair of sculls :

hence in genl. to work double-handed,

Ar. Eccl. 1091 ; and.., a pair ofsculls, lj\ldt,

cf. Schol. Thuc. 4, 67 : from, ov, {.~) two-oared,

., a skiff, Eur. Ale. 252, cf.

444., ov, TO, {,)
a pair of?/, Hippoloch. ap. Ath.

129 C.,, , {,.)
double jjroposition, Lat. dilemma : in

logic, an argument, in which the ad-

versary is pinned between {7\.-) two difficulties, Cicero's com-

plexio. Hence.', ov, with two handles.—
II. consisting of a dilemma, TO <5.=., Gramm., , to say again, repeat,

Xen. Hipparch. 8, 2.

—

. to speak am-
biguously ; and, , , repetition. Xen. Hip-
parch. 8. 2.— II. ambiguity : from., ov, {,) repealing.

— II. double-tongued, deceitful, doubtful,

N. T., ov, {./.) with two

spears : hence double-pointed, two-fold,, Aesch. Ag. C43., ov. {, ?.) with two

plumes or crests : two-topped. Soph.
Ant. 1126.., , , a double, Po-
lyb.

^., ov, 6, leader of a .-. Arr. Tact. 13.. ov, {.) of two

long syllables, Gramm.^, ov, {]. Dimalus, a city of

Illvria ; also, -/., Polyb.
3, '18, 1., ov, {.) with

two swords. Artemid., . , (,) one

who fights either on foot or horseback, a
dragoon, [u]. ov, , {,)
a measure holding tiro., . {.) of two

parts, Arist. . . Adv. -., ov, (,)
holding two, Callix. ap. Ath.
199 F., ov, {,) of two
measi^ires: of a verse having two metres,

V.., ov, {,) two-

fronted, tivo-fold, App.
^, a, ov,=sq., Hipp., ov, {. ) fir tivo

months. Diod. : as subst. to/,
and in Polyb. 6. 31, 3, a
period of two months, Theophr. : -, for the space of two months,

Diod. S., , . . {,)
twice born. Alex. Incert. 16, Ovid's
Bacchus bimatris.. ov, {,) of double

thread, woven double.— II. as subst.

., dimity., ov. {.) with dou-

ble mitre, dub. in Plut.,, aiov, {,) ivith

two minae, of that price, Arist. Oec. 2,

6: . to value

at two minae, Hdt. 5, 77, cf. Hemst.
Poll. 9. 56 : is now read in

Hdt., to which is related as

to, etc. : it cannot be a
subst. in this place, but agrees with

going before.

Ion. for ; v. sub
foreg.
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fAi/, , , Dimnus, rnasc. pr. .,
Diml. S., . . {.) dou-

ble share, double pay, Xen. Hell. 6, 1,

4, Lac. 15. 4.-2. two thirds, Dion. H.

—II. =:, two morae, half a\, Ael. : containing two '-
ace. to Arr. Tact. p. 21, Blanc., ov, , one who has a

double share, double pay, Arr.—11. the

leader of a, Luc., ov, {,) divided

betuwen two, Aesch. Theb. 850, Supp.

1071.—II. TO ., half a drachma. Plat.

Ax. 366 C : as a weight, half a,
or pound. Pint. C. Grac. 17., ov, {,) two-

formed, Lye. : androgynous, Diod., ov, {,) with two

wicks. Plat. (Com.) 2.,=, rare, Artemid.^, , , Dindyme, mother
of Cybele, Diod. S.7], ,, v. sub sq.\', ov, . Ml. Dindymus,

in Mysia near Cyzicus, with a tem-

ple of Cybele, Strab.—2. a mountain

of Phrygia near Pessinus, Ap. Rh. 1,

985, Strab., etc. Both sacred to Cy-
bele, who is hence called -, Hdt. 1, 80 ; also -. . Rh. 1, 1125;',.,, , anything whirled

round : a whirling, twisting, dancing,

Ar. Thesm. 122, Xen. Eq. 3, 11. [i] :

from
AlvEVU and, , f. -,{)

to whirl or twirl, to spin round, both

in Horn. : , after whirl-

ing the quoit (before pitching), 11.23,

840 : , to drive them
round a circle, II. 18, 543 :, to turn the stake round and

round in the Cyclops' eye, Od. 9, 388 ;

also in Find., and Trag.—II. intr. to

whirl about, esp. in the dance, II. 18,

494, 606: of a bird, to whirl in air. II.

23, 875 : in genl. to wander, roam

about, 11. 24, 12, Od. 19, 67: .-, to look wildly about, Eur. Or.

835 : as also in pass., like Lat. ver-

sari, Od. 9, 153, II. 17, 680, and in

mid.

—

III. to thresh on the, cf.- Poet. word., . , a whirling, esp.—1.

a whirlpool, eddy, Lat. vortex, II. 21,

213, and Att.—II. a whirlwind, Eur.,

etc. : metaph., Ji'yflif, Aesch.

Pr. 1052, ',
Id. Ag. 997. [] Hence.,, whirling, eddying,

epith. of a stream, Horn., and Eur.

—

II. rounded, Mosch. 2, 55.

7],. ,{) a whirling,

eddying motion, Eccl., , , {) whirled

round. .\nlh., (5, like. a whirl, eddy,

Lat. vortex. Ar. Nub. 380, etc. : esp.

of a dance like the waltz.—II. a dizzi-

ness, vertigo, Hipp. — III. the round

area, where oxen trod out the corn,

threshing-floor, v. Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p.

179.— IV. a large round goblet, also

written, Ar. Vesp. 018, cf Ath.

467 D. Hence', C>, like and,
to spin round, esp. to turn with a lathe,

to round.,= and. esp. to

thresh out on the (III.), Hes. Op.

590. [[], , {,) eddying., , , {) turned,

rounded, II. 3, 391, Od. 19, 56 :

jiivolat ,
covered all round or worked round
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with hides and brasen plates, . 13,

407.,, , a Sicilian copper

com,=two, Hemst. Poll. 9,

81, cf., ov, {, ) cleft, forked,

Theophr., ,, Ion. for, double,

Hdt. 2, 44, etc., 7, 57, Koen Greg. p.

435 : like for.
Aio-, is lound at the beginning of

many compd. nouns, both proper and
common, meaning not only sprung

from Zeus (Jupiter) or the gods, but

in genl. excellent, godlike, like - in

compos., conjunct, contr. for ' ,
ivherefore, on which account : therefore,

thence : with enclit. , Lat.

propter quod, propterea, Thuc. 8, 92,

etc.,, b, , and7., ov. Ael.,= sq., ov. {,,7.) hurled

by Jupiter, of lightning, Soph. O. C.

1464, Eur. Ale. 125., , ,() v.-.̂, , , Diogtton, an
Athenian against whom Lysias de-

livered an oration, Lys., Dem.
f, af,^,Z'ioo-eiU(i, daughter

of the Cephisus, ApoUod. 3, 15., , , {,-) lience ,
natal cave of Jupiter, Eur. Bacch.
122., , {,*) sprung

from Jupiter, of his race, always masc.
in Hom., with whom it is a fre(i. epith.

of kings and princes, as ordained and
upheld by Jupiter,{ .
Hes. Th. 96) : not as if actually his

offspring : Aesch. calls the gods them-
selves , Theb. 301,

Supp. 031.—II. parox.,,,
b, ace. and , prop, n., Diogenes,

a celebrated cynic philosopher of Si-

nope, , Diog. L.— 2. a Stoic

philosopher of Seleucia, a pupil of

Chrysippus,surnained,
Id. ; others in Diog. L.— 3. a cele-

brated actor at Athens in the time of

Socrates, Ael. V. H. 3, 30. Others
in Andoc, Polyb.. etc. [i in Hom.
and Eur. And. 1195 in arsis; else-

where short.] Hence^, ov, , a living like

Diogenes, imitation of Diogenes., , , followers of
Diogenes, Ath. 186 A., , {,) to make
to swell. Pass, to swell out. Hence, , , a swelling, dis-

tention, tumor, Gal., ov. contr. for-,=\, Hes. Sc. 340.—II. as

prop. n. Diognetus, the seventh life-

archon in Athens, Dion. H. ; of Tho-
ricus, Dem. 541, 6. Others in An-
doc, Polyb., etc., ov, =, Eur.
Hipp. 500.. , .() a passage

through, Arist. Eth. Eud.. ov,{) passable.,,,=^, Hipp.

:

from, {, ) to travel

through, Polyb., . -, {) to go

through again, repeat, cf.-, =, Hdt. 8,

129.

Aooo,=^{oeg., dub. in The-
ophr. : from, ov, , a way through, pas-

sage, thoroughfare, Hdt. 7, 201 : .

!, Thuc. 2, 102: an orbit, -. Aesch. Pr. 1019: .,
command the road, Thuc. 7, 32 : right

or permission to pass. Ar Av. 189.

•, ov, b, Diodohis, son ol

Eucratcs, an Atlienian, Thuc. 3, 41.

—2. brother of Diogiton, Lys.—3. a
peripatetic philosopher, Strab., {,) dpp., to

bewail sorely, c. acc, Dem. 1248, 19. [v]
•,, , Diodorus, an Athe-

nian who delivered the speech ol

Demosthenes agst. Androtion, Dem.—2. a celebrated historian in the
time of J. Caesar, snrnamed -. Freq. masc. pr. n., in Xen.,
etc., ov, (, ) with two
branches, Theophr., {,) as pass., to

be divided, to branch, Hipp., adv. from, seiitfrom Jupiter,

according to his will, II. 15,489; 24,
194 : in genl. from heaven, Lat. dim-
nitus., , ol, the Dii, a Thracian
tribe on Mt. Rhodope, Thuc. 2, 91,

hence adj., , , of the Dii,
Dian, Id. 7, 27., f. -fw, {,) to

open, Ar. Eccl. 852: also.
Soph. Aj. 346, O. T. 1287., inf, perf. with-
out any pres. in use, to knmv the dif-

ference, distinguish, Eur. Med. 518,
and Plat. : cf., f. -^,=:., Hdn., , f. -, strengthd. for, Strab. Hence, , swollen, turgid, Nic., , f. -, {,)
strictly, manage all the house : Isence

in genl. to manage, direct : esp. to gov-

ern, conduct the aflairs of a state,, Thuc. 8, 21, Plat., etc. : but
also . , to regulate one's life,

Isocr. 2 E, etc.—2. to treat a person
well or ill. Dem. 763, 6.—3. as medic,
term, to distribute nourishment through
the body, to digest, Diog. L.—B. pass.

to be provided with, to be supported by

a thing, , Strab.,, Ath.—2. in rhetor, was used
of the distribution and arrangement of a
discourse, etc., Dion. H.—II. to inhabit

distinct places. Plat. Tim. 10 E. Mid.
to live apart, , Xen. Hell.

5, 2, 5. But— 2., to place one's self over against
one, match one's self with him, Din-
arch. Hence, , , management,
government., , , {) direc-

tion, government, civil administration.

Plat. Rep. 606 E, etc. : esp. in the
financial ae^zx\,nierii,expenditure, Lys.
185. 21.—II. one of the lesser Roman
provinces, Cic. Fam. 13, 53, 67 : and
hence, as an eccles. division, bishop's

jurisdiction, diocese, Eccl., ov, b,{) a man-
ager, director, governor, comptroller,

Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 22. Hence, , , regulating, •, Plut., , , housekeeper., f. - Att. -, {,) to cause to live apart, to place in

separate dwellings, to disperse, Arist.

Pol. : . , to break up, scat-

ter their populatioyi, Isocr. 91 ., the
same as . , Polyb. Pass.
to be scattered abroad, Plat. Symp. 193
A. Mid. to change one's abode, —,
Lys. 902, 1. Hence,, , a dispersion : a re

moval, Lys. 901, fin.



, , , = foreg., Dion.

., , {.)
to build across, wall off, Thuc. 8, 90

:

to separate, , Plat. Tim. 69 E.
—II. to barricade,, Diod., , strengthd. for oi-.), , {,) to

mix, prepare wine for drinking, Ath., , strengthd. for,
Plat. Legg. 775 C.,, ,{) an open-

ing, Theophr.
^, fut. mid. of,. Horn. Merc. 255., \'erb. adj. of,

one must carry, move round,, Eur.
Phoen. 265., {,) to shoot

an arrow through,, Od. 19, 578 :

absol. , thou
mightest reach it with an arrow, i. e.

art a bow-shot from it, Od. 12, 102., , strengthd. for ol-, Diod.

and, fut. of-.
A'lOLTO, opt. mid. from, Od. 17,

317., , {,) to go
through,, Aesch. Lum. 315.

—

II. absol. to wander about, kv,. Horn. 18, 10., f.-, (,-) dep. mid. : to be quite gone by, of

time, Hdt. 4, 136 : of persons, to be

clean gone, to have perished, Lat. peri-

isse, Soph. Aj. 973, Eur., etc.—II. to

be gone through, ended, b .,
Soph. . C. 574, ubi al..
Poet. word.
^7., a, 6, Dioclidas, masc.

pr. n., a Syracusan, Theocr. 15, 147.

Dor. for^7, , 6, Dioclides, masc.
pr. n., Andoc, Plut., etc.

?.7/, poet,, . Diodes,
a king of Pherae in Messenia, II. 5,

542, Od.—2. a chief of Eleusis, H.
Horn. Cer. 474; but in v. 153, Aio-.—3. a hero honoured by the Me-
garians, Ar. Ach. 774, for whom the

were celebrated, Schol. Ar.

and Theocr. 12, 29.-4. one of the
thirty tyrants, Xen., etc. Others in

Dem., Diod., etc.^, ov, , V. foreg. 2.

^, , , Diocorystes, a
son of Aegyptus, ApoUod., ,,=., and -, f. -,
(,) to slip through, Hipp.
—IL c. ace, to give one the slip, Ar.

Nub. 434, Plat. Lys. 216 C.7, , y,{) distraction,

Sext. Emp., , ,() a crossing,

dragging across.—II. the spot in the
isthmus of Corinth, where ships were
drawn across, Strab.',, fut.- Att. -,
(<5,) to destroy utterly, bring

to naught, Soph. Tr. 1028, etc. : to blot

out, put out of mind : hence to forget,

opp. to, Br. Soph. O. T. 318.

Mid, to perish utterly, come to naught,
Trag., and Plat. ; , by some
one's hand. Soph. O. T. 225.^7, adv. for ' 7..7., strengthd. for-, Polyb. [], V. 8ub.7, (,) to keep

smooth or even.—II. intr. to be always
calm and evenminded, Plut. Hence/, ov, , evenness, steadi-

ness, Sext. JEmp.

,=^, in transit

sign!'., Plut., ov, {,) wet
through, Arist. Probl.^,, , Diomidon, an
Athenian commander in the Pelo-
ponnesian war, Thuc. 8, 19.^, , , Diomia, an Attic

demus of the tribe Aegei's, with a

temple of Hercules, Ar. Ran. 651.,, 6, (,) the braggart of the deme Dio-
mia, Ar. Ach. 605.^, , , an inhabit, of Dio-
mia, Ath. 260 A.
^/, , , Diomen.es, an

Athenian, son of Archelaus, Dem.
i, , , Diomedaa, the

largest of the live islands in the
Adriatic, called by Strabo a'l Aio-, p. 215 : prop. fem.
from^, ov, also a. ov, (Sch-
neid. Plat. Reji. 2, p. 175), of Dio-
medes, Diomedean ; proverb. ., Diomedean compulsion, Plat.

Rep. 493 D, Ar. Eccl. 1029, from
Diomede's having bound the hands
of Ulysses, on their return from Troy
to the Grecian camp with the Palla-

dium, and having driven him before
him, with blows on the back with
the blade of his sword, because Ulys-
ses being behind D. endeavoured to

destroy him, and thus obtain the sole

honour for himself Another expl.

in allusion to the Thracian D. is

given in Schol. ad Ar.^, Tjc, ij, Diomede, daughter
of Phorbas, II. 9, 665.-2. daughter
of Xuthus, ApoUod. 1,9, 4.—3. daugh-
ter of Lapithes and wife of Amycles,
Id. 3, 10, 3./,, ace. - and -, ,{,. strictly, the divinely-

counselling) Diomed, ta king of the
Thracian Bistones, son of Mars, Eur.
Ale. 483, ApoUod. 2, 5, 8.-2. son of
Tydeus and Deipyle, king of Argos,
one of the Epigoni, engaged in the
second Theban war, and one of the
bravest Grecian chiefs before Troy,
II. 2, 567, etc.,, ,{,) wrath

of Jupiter, Orph. \yi\^7., ov, 6, Diomilus, an An-
drian, Thuc. 6, 96.^, ov, , Diomnestus,
masc. pr. n., Ath., Plut., i.-.{,)
dep. mid., to swear,, ..., c.

inf.. Soph. Tr. 255 : to declare on oath,

esp. in courts of justice, c. inf , Ly-
curg. 165, 43 : also in mid.,-. Soph. Aj. 1233; and so almost
always in prose, as .
Plat. Apol. 27 C, «5. , Lys. 96,

35., , {,) to

make an agreement, settle, undertake,

Xen. Ages. 3, 5 : hence also in pass.,

to be agreed on, Polyb.—II. more usu.

as dep. mid., to agree mutually to or

upon a thing, c. ace. rei, ,
Dem. 1284, 14: esp. to agree upon as

granted, Plat. Legg. 953 : also .
Tivi , Isae. 41, 43 ; and c.

inf fut.. Id. 41, 29. Hence7,, , a mutual com-
pact, convention, Polyb.7, verb. adj. from?., Plat. Rep. 527 A, etc.

AIoi>, ace. from.
Ai'of , imperf from.
iAIov, , TO, Diuni, a city of Eu-

boea, II. 2, 538, near Histiaea, ace.
to Strab.—2. a city of t^lialcidice on
the Strymonian gulf, Hdt. 7, 22.—3.

j

a city of Macedonia on the Sinus
Thermaicus, so called from a cele-
brated temple of Jupiter, now prob.
Standia, Thuc. 4, 78. Hence oi,
the Dians, Thuc. 5, 35, for,
q.v.

\, ov, , Dionlcus, masc. pr.
n., Luc., {,) to name
far a7id wide, inake known or famous.
Pass, to be widely known, Isocr. 398 D,
and in late prose.. , shortened for,
Lob. Phryn. 436., ov, ,^=,
Schaf Greg. p. 651. [v], , , sub. , the

feast of Dionysos or Bacchus, esp. at
Athens : these were formerly sup-
posed to be three, 1. the . " -, 2. the', 3. the ., or7 : the
being supposed by some to be the
same with the first, by others, with
the second. But Bockh (Abhandl.
Berl. Akad. 1816, 17, pp. 47-124),
seems to prove that they were four
distinct feasts in four consecutive
months : viz.—I. ', kv, or, in Poseideon (De-
cember) when the vintage is just over

:

at these prob. old tragedies and co-
medies were represented.—II.

or/ (in the suburb, where the stood),
in Gamelion (January) when the wine
was just made, and the presses{7)
cleaned up : from this feast the
month was once called,
which name was retained by the
lonians of Asia : cf',, etc. At these new
Tragedies and Comedies were per-
formed, and a prize of the rich must
of the new vintage was given.—III.' in Anthesterion (Fe-
bruary), of which the first day was
called, when the casks of
the by-gone vintage were first tap-
ped, the second, and perhaps
the third, Irom the public
picnic with which they were cele-
brated. It is doubtfuJ what dramatic
performances accompanied them.

—

IV. , ., ", , or, simply, -, in Elaphebolion (March),when
Athens was full of strangers from all

Greece, and all the most splendid
exhibitions took place. For these
most of the new Dramas were re-

served. (Cf also Buttni Dem. Mid.,
Exc. 1.) [v] Hence, to keep the Dionysioy
hence to live, dress festively or extra-

vagantly, Luc., , , belonging to the

Dionysia, or to Dionysos. A.,
Thuc. 8, 93,, Arist. Rhet., etc.

:

were poems on the legend

of Bacchus, as those of Nonnus. Adv.-.,. . pecul. fem. of, Pratin. ap. Ath. 617 C,
Eur., etc.—2. as subst. a Bacchante,
Pans.—II. a kind of plant, Diosc,
elsewh.,.—III. a foun-
tain near Pylos, Pans.—2. a'l Aio-() the Dionysiades, two
islands near Crete, Diod. S.—3. early
name of the island Naxus, Id.

i, , , Dionysides, a
tragic poet, Strab.

iAovvO7J/,, , Dionysiocles,

a physician, Ath. 96 D., , , sub., the

temple of Dionysos {Bacchus) Ar. Fr
187. [i]
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10, a, , of Dionysos or
Bacchus, Bacchyl. 26. [ij]

iAioi'vatog, ov, a, Dionysius, com-
mon pr. n.— 1. a commander of the
Phocaeans in the time of Danus
Hystaspis, Hdt. 6, 11.—2. ?/-, one of the earliest of the Logo-
graphi, before Herodotus, Diod. S.,

etc.—3. 6—, the elder, tyrant

of Syracuse, 405-367 B. C, Diod.,

Plut., etc.—4. , the younger,
son and successor of the former, 3G7-
343 B. C, several times expelled,

Xen., Diod. S., etc.—5.-, a rhetorician and historian in

the time of J. Caesar and Augustus,
resided in Rome.—6. /,
composer of a geographical poem,
lived in the time of Augustus. Many
others of this name in Xen., Dem.,
etc., ov, 6, dim. from-.̂ , ov, , (,) Oionysodotus, prop, given by

Dionysos or Bacchus, appell. of Apollo
at Phlms, Paus.—2. masc. pr. n., Ath.'^', ov, , {,) Dionysoddrus. a sophist of

Chios, brother of Euthydemus, Xen.
Mem. 3. 1.—2. an Athenian against

whom Dem. spoke, Dem. Others in

Lys., Polyb., etc.,, , Dionysocles,

an orator in Tralles, .Strab.', ol,{,-) nickname of the ^';-, artifices sceaici, like-7. v. Arist. Rhet. 3, 2, 10.

Chares ap. Ath. 538 F : hence—II.

applied to the flatterers of Dionysius

the tyrant ; arid to the school of

Plato, Diog. L. 10, 8, ubi al. Aiovv--,,{,-) to be full of Bacchic frenzy, Phi-

lostr.^'.,, , Dionysopolis,

a city of Pontus, Arr. : cf. Kpovvoi.,,, and \^oet.,
(Hom., Hes.,etc.) and Avvvo,q.v.,
Dionysos, Bacchvs. god of wine, vine-

yards, and of high enthusiasm, son
of Jupiter and Semele : not often

mentioned in Horn. On the later de-

velopment of his legend, v. Creuzer's

Dionysos, and cf.'.
^'/, , . Dionysoph-

anes, an Ephesian, Hdt. 9, 84., , i. e. dC -
<5, the fifth in the musical
scale, V.., , a kind of enrrin^s, Ar.

Fr. 309, V..,, , (,)
son of Jupiter, Anth.^, , , Diopithes, a
Spartan soothsayer, Xen. Hell. 3, 3,

3.—2. an Athenian demagogue in the
time of Aristophanes, Ar. Eq. 1085,

etc.— 3. an Athenian commander,
Dem., Plut., ov,{,) sent

from Jupiter., conjunct, for ', .
sub./, , (,)=-,, Eur. .. 997.^, 7], , Dinpiihfisa, pa-

rent source of the Ganges, Plut.
*- and—,, ,=.

^, ov, . Diopompus, masc.
pr. n.. Plat. Legg. 840 A., ov, b, {) a director,

overseer, rider, Aesch. Pers. 44. Eur.
Rhes. 741 : n>i officei on board a ship,

Hipp.,=the later.
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, ov, {, ) with two
holes : hence, , .

t, {,) to xfatch

accurately, spy about, II. 10, 451 ; in

genl. to behold. Soph. Aj. 307.—II.

later, C. ace. to look after, take chari^e

of a thing, . vavv, ap. Dem. 929,
20.,, , (,,)
spy, scmtt,, II. 10, 562.—II./ in Plut.,

the optiunes and tesserarii of the Ro-
mans : also the speculatores, light

troops for reconnoitring. —.=-., ov, b,(,) strict-

ly, a looker thrmigh, ',
says Dicaearchus in Ar. Ach. 435,
hokling up a ragged gannent to the
light.—II. =foreg.''Eui•. Rhes. ^34., , , and', ., {,) any thing through
which one sees clearly, a spying-tube,

Polyb. : Alcae. calls wine, because aperit praecordia

Bacchus.—. an optical instniment
for measuring heights, levelling, etc.,

aJacob''s staff.
—111.=', Gal.

—IV. a plate of talc, Lat. lapis 'ipeca-

laris, for glazing windows, Strab.
Hence, , , of, belonging to

the use of the (II) : -, sub.', the art of measuriug heii^hts,

etc. :' .= ., Strab.. ov, , an opening icith

the (III.), Paul. Aeg., ov, , v.., . , able to look

through, clear-sighted, Lat. perspicax,

Luc. : from, ,(,) to see through,

look through, itnderstand, discern, Xen.
An. 5, 2, 30, Plat., etc. : cf.,., , (,) to

provide loitk organs, to mould, late.

Hence, , , formation,
fashioning, [a], strengthd. for,
Polyb., ov, {, ') two

fathoms long, high, etc., Hdt. 4, 195.,=(., Eur. Supp. 417., , (,) to make
straight, Hipp. : and so to set right, re-

store to order, Isocr. 198 C : . tpiv, to

make up a quarrel, Eur. Hel. 1159:
., to amend them, Polyb.

:

. , to make good, re-

deem it, Id. : .. to

pay them, clear off, lb. Mid. like act.,

Polyb. : but also,

or , to ?nake amends for...,

Dem. 112, 15; 895, 24.—II. to go or
tell straight through,, Pind. O.

7, 38. Hence, , , a making
straight, setting right, Hipp. : correc-

tion, Arist. Pol. : an amendment, Plut.,, ,() a ma-
king straight, as in the setting of a
limb, Hipp.—2. a correcting. a7nending

ofafaidt, Arist. Pol.—3. right arrange-
mimt,. Plat. Legg. 042 A.—4. a
J'ortunate event, Polyb.—II. a revision,

revised edition of a work, v. Wolf.
Prol. p. clxxiv., , o,=sq., Bockh
Inscr. 2, p. 22., ov, ,() a cor-

rector, regulator, Plut., ,,() fitfor
correcting or amending, corrective, Arist.

Eth. N. Adv. ~., Ion., f.- Att.

-, (,) to draw a boundary

through, divide by limits, separate. Hdt.
4, 42.—2. to distinguish, determine, de-

fine, , Hdt. 4, 45. - -, Aesch. Pr. 4 10, and so Plat. : in
mid., to pronounce clearly, -, Alex. Incert. 21: "hence—3. to

determine, lay down, ordain, declare, .
Soph. O. T. 723 ; also c. inf., to deter-

vnne one to be so and so, Dem. 505,
19 ; and so with the inf. omitted. Soph.
O. T. 1083 : . ..., Dem. 1286, 1 1,
in mid.—4. to explain, . Plat. Gorg.
<188 D.—5. absol., to draw distinctions,

lay dmm defi/iitions, nsn. in mid.,, Isocr. 27 C, etc.—II.', to remooe the seat of war
across the frontier, Isocr. 77 : in
genl. ta move from the ccnmlry. corri)

abroad,, Eur. Hel. 394 :, to depart, lb. 828: to banish,

Lat. extenninare. Plat. Legg. 873 E.—III. intr. to pass the bmcndaries,

, Eur. Ion 46. Hence^, , , distinction. Plat.
Legg. 777 ; and, ov, b, a prescribing of
bounds, limiting : definition, Theophr.
ap. Diog. L. 5, 43., verb. adj. from^,
one must distinguish. Plat. Legg. 874 D.^, . ,() suita-

ble for distingaishing, Sext. Emp., ov, b, an assurance on
oath, Polyb.,. -) Att. -£6>, strength-
ened for, Hierocl. ap. Stob. p.
450, 37, in pass., f., (,)
to drive through. Mid. to hurry through,
Aesch. Supp. 552.. ov, (,) a divider : a
stone used in the game., ov, V..
)(), , (, ^) to make

serous, Arist. . . Hence, , , becoming or
making serous, Hipp., , ,() ..,, , canal, ditch,

Thuc. 4, 109.—II. digging through,

LXX. : from, Att. -, f. -, (,) to dig through,, Hdt.
9, 37, Ar. Plut. 565 : ., to dig

a trench, Od. 21, 120: metaph. like', to undermine, ruin, Dem.
118, 11.—II. to bury, Diod.—III. to

worm one's way, pry info. Hence. f/, , v./., (,) dep.,

to dance across or along, Opp.—II. to

dance a match with one,, Ar. Vesp.
1481.,,, more rarely , ov,
(contr. for the less comm.. from
Zf?''f,) from, sprung frmn. belong-

ing to. sacred to Jupiter, are certnirrly

the etymolog. sigiifs. : but the ceriairj

examples of these do not occur before

the Trag., as Aesch. Pr. 6)9, etc.

;

the nearest approach to them in Hom.
is II. 9, 538, , ioriaipa,
which however seems to be ihaven-,
not Jove-descended. TT.su. in general
signf. godlike, excellent, mighty, vast,

unearthly: in Hom.— 1. epithet of the
goddesses, , II. 10, 290, etc.

,

usu. in phrase ', with superl.
force, like ,^) •, etc.. in Trag. ; so too -/>•. Hes. uses it so in masc,
Th. 991. .—2. of itJustri-

ous men or women, noble, princely,
high-bnm, but also highminded. honest,
trusty, as ofEumaeusthe swineherd, Od. 21 , 240.-3. also of
a noble horse. II. 23. 346.—1. of thiDirs



esp. of the powers of nature,. /. , ,
Horn. : so (Va Xupi'.Mtf, Od, 12, 101,

with, the sense of vast, boundless, aw-

ful, but not without a collat. notion

of divine, holy., gen. ofZei'f.from obs.. [?]

"^•, 01% 6, Dius. a son of Priam,

II. 24, 251.—2. father of Hesiod, Hes.

Op. 297.—3. son of Amphimachus,
Paus., ov, {,) given

by Jupiter, heaven-sent, Find. P. 8, 137,

and Aesch./. , , poet.,, Tj, Ar. Ach. 171, a sign from Jupi-

ter^ an omen from the ^ky, in genl. a

prodigy, portent, Lat. ostentum, esp. of

thunder, lightning, rain, Ar. 1. c, and
Plut'^, ov, , (prop, the temple

of Jupiter) Dioshieron, a small town
of louia, Thuc. 8, 19., to look earnestly, at, Tiva,

ace. to Bergk. Anacr. 81, sq.

^, ov, , v. sub-.
1, ov, b, Dioscorides, a

celebra-ted physician and naturaUst

of Anazarba in Cilicia., , , Alt. and poet,

for, as Hdt. writes it, 2,

43, (<-,,) sons of Ju-

piter : esp. the tu-iyis of Leila, Castor

and Polydeuces (the Roman Pollux),

H. Hom. 16, 33. This appell. also

applied to Amphion and Zethus, v.

Herm. ad Eur. Phoen. COG, Klotz

Id. 609.—II. the constellation named
from them the Twins, Lat. Gemini,

supposed to bring safely from a storm,

if it appeared over the ship—the mod-
em fires of St. Elmo : hence the Di-

oscuri were tutelar deities of sailors,

Hor. Carm. 1, 3, 2, Hemst. Luc. Dial.

D. 26. The sing., one of
the Dioscuri, only in Granun., and
A'arro L. L. 5, 20. Hence, ov, , the temple of
the Dioscuri. Thuc. 4, 110, etc. :taIso-, which W. Dind. regards as

the more correct form in early Att.

;

the other only in Plut. and other late

wr. ; Lob. Phr)'n. p. 368,.
In pi. ret, the festival of
the Dioscuri, Bockh Inscr.^,, , Dioscurias, a

citv of Colchis, a colony of Miletus,

Stfab.
^, ov, 6, Dioscurides,

masc. pr. n., Dion. H., etc.. ov, , {,) the pouer

of transmitting smells : the internal or-

gan of smell, Themist.
^~7., . , (prop. Jove's

city) Diospolis, a city of the Aegyp-
tian Delta, Strab.—2. ^/. later

name of the Aegyptian Thebes, Strab.

Two others in .^^egypt in Strab., who
mentions also a city of Palestine, and
another in Lydia of this name.
tAioffmpov, 01', TO, a^herry likefruit,

Theophr., ov, (,) double-

honed, Arist. H. A., (,.) to give

a smell to, perfume., conjunct, for - ...,
because that,for the rea.irm that, since,

Lat. quare, quamnbrem, Hdt. 1, 44.—2.

indirect, wherefore, for what reason,

..., Hdt. 2, 24
;

..., 9, 7.—3. interrogat. wherefire?
Arist.

—

\\.=, that, mostly late, but
found Hdt. 2, 50, Philipp. ap. Dem.
284, 1.

^, , Diotima, a Mantinean
female in Plat. Symp. 201 D.

\, ov, a, Diotimus, a naval
commander of the Athenians, Thuc.
1, 45.—2. an Athenian cavalry officer,

Dem. 265. Others in Lys., Diod. S.,

etc.&, ,(,) train-

ed, cherished by Jupiter, Jove-nurtured,

in Hom. freq. epith. of kings and no-

bles, cf. -',/: of the Scamander,
11. 21, 223, it is perh.=<5w7rtT//f, q. v."^,. , Diotrephes, pr. .,
an Athenian archon, Diod. S., (,) to pass in

urine., Ion. for, Hdt.\-, , , Diophanes, an
Athenian, from Alopece, Dem.—2. a
rhetorician of Mytilene, Plut. T.

Grac. 8.^, ov, , Diophanies, masc.
pr. n., Arr. An. 3, 6, 3.'^, ov, , Diophantus, an
Athenian archon, 01. 9G, 2, Diod. S.

—2. an Athenian orator and states-

man, Dem. Others in Theocr., etc.^, ov, b, Diochites, a Py-
thagorean philosopher, Diog. L.

tAio;^up;;c,, . Diochures, masc.
pr. n., , the gate of
Diockares, in Athene, Strab.,,, an aqueduct, Strab.:

from, (,) to con-

duct by a canal through or throughout a
place, Diod.: metaph. -. Plat. Tim. 77 C.

?'/,,.{) distance, Philo./., strengthd. for /, to

be very troiolesome to,, Lys. 103,

38, and Dem. ; later, . Long.

:

also •/..?., f. -, {, ?.) to

move asunder, to open, Nic., , strengthd.,
Polyb.

AioTp,, b, ,=, ov, dub.,, , a view through, per-

spective, accurate vieio of. Plat. Tim.
40 D : from, irv. fut. of.^,, , Dipaea, a small town
of Arcadia, Paus. Hence^~,, , an inhabitant of
Dipaea, a Dipaean, Hdt. 9, 35., :, , , {,)
ivith txvo children, Aesch. Supp. 318:

., a dirge chanted by one's two

children. Id. Cho. 335., ov. {', /.})
two palms broad, Xen. Cyn. 2, 4.

~?.. or, (, /./.) twice,

doubly brandished, esp. brandished uith

both hands : ., in Soph. Aj.

402, is explained by Herm. from the

Homer, , well-armed :

Passow takes it, forced on by its tiro

leaders ;Agamemnon and Menelaus):

., two-handed .swords, Eur. I. T.

312: 77vp. lightning hurltd by Ju-

piter tiith both hands, i. e. with all his

might, Eur. Tro. 1104.

Ai-r/xvc, v, {./) two cubits

long, broad, etc., Hdt. 2, 78, etc.

77/.. ov, {~?.) double,

poet, for 77.. []7.,=-7., to double,

V. 1. Andoc. 30, 27. Pass, to be doubled,

double or twofold, Eur. Supp. 781 : and
so—II. intr., to7, the

twofold evil, Soph. Aj. 258. Hence
-7.., . as siibst., a double-

folded mantle or cloak, like 6nr7a/, -
7.. Lat. duplex laeria, II. 3, 126,

Od. 19. 241 ; or, ace. to others, varie-

gated, woven with threads of various dye,

or in genl. rviih double woof, like-.—2. in Aesch. Pers. 277, -7-
are perh. ship-planks {which double

one over the other, cf. —7.]), and
so ships, like, trabs.—11. as adj.,

lying orfolded double, 11. 23, 243, cf. di-., f. -. {7.)
to double. Plat. Legg. 920 A. Hence/,. ov, b, a doubling

:

in Granun. esp. the Ionic doubling of
corisonants, as in./.; ', , , {-7..
7}0) double-speaking : repelilioti, accu-

mulation ofwords. Plat. Phaedr. 267 C.-7, a, ov, Ion. 7.7/,
dmSle, twice as much, as many, as long,

etc., Hdt. 4. 68, and Att.: freq. as

compar. foil, by .... Id. 6, 57. Thuc. 1,

10, etc. ; or c. gen., Hdt. 6, 133 : also

.—, Hdt. 7, 23 : 7:7.,
as much again. Id. 7, 23. Adv. —.
Thuc. 8, 1. [u, Schaf. Greg. p. 527.]

Hence77., , f. -, to double.

Pass, to be doubled, become twofold,

Thuc. 1, 69./,, later form for-, Plut., v. Lob. Phryn, p. 411, n.7., , , {-'7.)—-/..7., , {, ?.) two

long or broad, i. e. 202 ft. 6 in.,

deep, Xen. An. 4, 3, 10 : to ., a

space of two /., Polyb.

7:, /, , (strictly fem. from
7.)=77.,..7.-7.,
Hom.—II. a marginal mark used by
Gramm., like an or V lying on its

side ({- > , <i i->), to indicate w. 11.,

rejected verses, etc. ; and, in drama-
tic poetry, a new speaker.

Al~7.r/, as adv., twice, twice over.

Soph. Ant. 725.—II. twice as much,
followed by ?/. Plat. Rep. 330 C.

7.;,, ',=-7..
7,7, , {. 7:7.) twice

filled, Nic, ace. to others^.-/,, , ov. Ion. for-, q. v.:7., ov,{,)
with dmible cloak, Cercid. ap. Diog. L.

~7, , , a fold, doubling, esp.

the overlapping of the bones in the

scull, Hipp.. V. Foes. Oecon.—II. a

joining, as of two plates of iron weld-
ed together. Plat. Soph. 267 : hence
an imperfection, flaw, Plut., v. Ruhllk.

Tim.—2. metaph. duplicity. Eccl.

—

in. the sting of the scorpion, with its

sheath. Ael.7, Aesch. Ag. 835, Eum.
1014; and
7.,=:7:7., to double.

~7.,, , a double cloak, like

-7/, 77, Anth. : usu. costume
of the Cynics, cf Hor. Ep. 1, 17, 25.

-7., , , contr. -7.,
7J,, twofold, double, Hom. (but the

contr. form only in phrase 7.
-77/), and Att. : cf. -/..—2.
doubled, bent, -7., spine

bent double by age, Eur. El. 492, ubi

V. Seidl. (487), cf. Virgil's duplicato

piiplite.—3. ??! , by mu-
tual slaughter, Soph. Ant. 14.—4. -, compound words, Arist.

Rhet.— il. sometimes used as a corn-

par., like -7, twice as much.

etc., followed by ;)..., (v. sub ~7/):
also -7 ..., ap. Dem. 629,

22.

—

III. inplur.,= a/zoijor(5iO,Aesch.

Pr. 950, Soph. Ant. 51.—IV. metaph.
double-minded, treacherous, Lat. duplex

opp. to UT/off, Plat. Rep. 397 D. 554

D, cf. Ruhnk. Tim. (Cf.)
-7.. Tj, , poet, for 7,

like -7../, ov. {7., -) with a double meaning.

:7., ,{7.) to double,fold
359



lack, Plut.

—

. to repay twofold, N. T.
Hence,, , twice as much
uf a thing, Arist. Meteor. — II. any
thing folded double, esp. a license, diplo-

ma, like our letters patent, Inscr.

—

III. double pot, like our glue-pot, for

boiling unguents, etc., Gal.',, , {'/.) a com-
pounding of words, Arist. Khet.

AiOT'oof, 01*. {,) with two
breathing apertures, Uai.07. tc, (,) two feet

long, broad, etc., Xen. Oec. 19, 3., , ,() the having

two feet, being two-footed. Arist.

—

II.

a Laced, dance, Cratin. Plut. 5.—III.

a metre, syzygy orpair offeet, Gramni.(5^, 1. -(, to dance the La-
ced,. Ar. Lys. 1243., a, ,=^>], dub. 1.

Xen. Oec. 19, 4..,, contr.from.,
an ancient festival of Jupiter at Ath-
ens, Ar. Pac. 420 ; and so, or-, Antipho 120, 10.,, , . containing or di-

vided into two cities, Strab.', , {?.,)
like the feast of the Dipoleia, i. e. 06*0-

lete, out of dale, Ar. Nub. 984.

Ai'/TO/'iOf, 07', (,' ) twice

turned ot ploughed, yrj, Hes.—II.:=(5i-,, Aesch. Fr. 1C3., ov, {,) with two

roads or openings, Eur. Tro. 1097., ov, (,) lying

between or on two rivers,, Eur.
Supp. 621, like'.,, . , {,) two-

footed, Lat. bipes, Aesch. Ag. 1258.

—

II. ., a Libyan kind of mouse, the

jerboa, Hdt. 4, 192., ov, {,)
twofaced : ambiguous, Luc., ov, {,) v. sq., ov, {.) ., a ship double-prowed

and double-sterned, 1. e. with both ends
alike, Callix. ap. Ath. 2U4 : also, cf. Tac. Ann. 2, G., ov, {.) iviih two
wings, Arist. H. A.—II. ., with or

without , a temple with double

peristyle, Vitruv. 3, 1. 21., ov, {,)=-, Bockh Insor. 1, 24C.', , =, Arist.

. ., , {,) folded,

laid together, doubled,, Od. 13,

224 ; ., a pair of tablets, Hdt.
7, 239 (in late Greek, tu) ;

(sc. ?>) to

wrap the flesh nf the sacrifice in a coat

of fat, that it may burn the better,

freq. in Horn.

—

1.=., twofold,

t-u-o. like Lat. geminus, Pind. N. 6, 90,

and Trag., esp. Eur., ov, {, ) double

gated, with two entrances. Soph. Phil.

295. At Athens the

were also called , at Rome
the temple of Janus, Polyb., Plut.

Pericl. 30., ov, {,) with

two kernels or two knobs. Gal. [v], ov, b, sub., {,
Trip) twice-baked bread, like our bis-

cuit, Hipp., ov, {,) twice put in

the fire, hence . aprof.=foreg., Eu-
bul. Gan. 2.—II. ., lamps
with double lights, Ar. Kan. 1361.

i, a, ov, of or belonging to

Dirce, Dircean, A.,= (.),
Aesch. Theb. 308.

\. . , Dirce, daughter of

360

Helius, wife of Lycus in Thebes,
ApoUod. 3, 5, 5.—II. a fountain and
stream in the vicinity of Thebes,
Pind. I. 8, 43 ; Trag.^, ov, {,) with

two stripes, Arist. H. A., ,=.(),, ?/, a double pole, Aesch.
Fr. 334 : from(), ov, {,) icith two

poles, i. e. three horses, Aesch. Pers.

47.^, , , Dirphys, a mount-
ain of Euboea, Eur. H. F. 185. Hence
\, , , of Dirphys. Lye., adv., twice, double, ,

twice as much, Od. 9, 491, Hdt. 8,

104, and Att.—In compos., before a
conson., except before , 0, r, , ,
and , is dropped. (From for

obsol. , Buttm. Lexil. v.-
4 : hence,. .)

-, inseparable suffix, signifying

motion to a place, = -, but only
used in a few words, as, -,.

*', an old nom., for, which
appears in the oblique cases .
All,, and the Lat. Dis, Diespiter,

Dijovis. The Cretans used, the
Lacedaem., so thatZevf,,,, de-US, seem to be only dialectic

variations. The contr. dat. Ai is in

Pind. N. 1, HI, cf. Biickh Inscr. 1,

p. 35., ov, {,) twice

ravished, Lyc., 6, ij, also of, , {,') great grand-child.. ov, the 24th of February,
reckoned twice over in leap-year, Lat.

bis sextus {dies ante Kal. Mart.), Ma-
them., ov, {,) ivith two
wives, Anth., ov, {,) twice-boiled., ov, {,) twice young,
Anth., ir, {,) twice

dead, Od. 12, 22.,, ,{) the

cast of a quoit., ov, , one who pitches

quoits : from
AiCT/cfiJ6j,= sq., Sosilh. ap. Herm.

Opusc. 1, 59 : in pass., Eur. Ion 1268., , to pitch the quoit{);
7\,., they played at

quoits with each other. Od. 8, 188 : in

genl. to cast, toss, Pind. I. 2, 51. Hence,, , a thing thrown,

Eur. Tro. 1121.—II. the pitching of a

quoit. Soph. Fr. 69., ov, {,)
two-sceptered, of the Atreidae, like -, Aesch. Ag. 43., , to pitch the quoit,

Inscr. : from, ov, {,)
pitching the quoit ; ., a famous stat-

ue by Myron, Luc, v. Miiller. Ar-
chaol. d. Kunst () 122, 3., , {, )

quoit-shaped, Diog. L. 8, 77.. ov, ,{) a round plate,

a quoit, orig. of stone, Od. 8, 100,

Pind. I. 1, 34; later of brass, iron,

lead, or wood : it had a hole in the

middle for a wooden helve, or leatli-

er strap to swing it by, whereas
the was a solid piece of metal,
Ammon. p. 40. Pitching the
was a very ancient Grecian game,
esp. at Sparta : like the old English
and Scotch puttin' at the stane. In
Horn, there is no mark to aim at, the
trial being simply who can pitch far-

thest ; V. Nitzsch Od. 8, 192, et ibi

Herm. Plur. oi, the quoit-

ground.— 11. any thing quoit-shnped,

trencher, Anth. : the sun's disc, Plut., , , {,)
qiwit's cast, as we say, a stone's throw,

only , 11. 23,
523 ; resolved into ovpa, II.

23, 431, cf..^, ov, {, )
holding the di.-icus, Luc.fA, ,{) to make like a
discus, i. e. circular, Lyd.^, ov, {,) containing 20,000 men or iiihab-

itants,, Strab.. ai, a, {,) twen-
ty thousand, Hdt. 1, 32, etc. : sing,-, a, ov, with collective nouns,
as , as in Eng. twenty
thousand horse, Luc. [], {,) 6, a great
grandfather, Lat. atavus.,, aioi',= sq., ov, {,) of
two spans' length, Diosc., ov, {,) a
double spondee, Hephaest., , {,) to sow
twice, Strab., and poet, -, adv. {-) twice, twice over, A rat., ov, , {,)
partners t?i sway, joint-ruling,-, Soph. Aj. 390.^, adv.{) in two pla-
ces, Arist. de Anima., adv.,=foreg., Theophr., , , the use of two
languages : from?, ov,{,-) speaking two languages., , {,*) to

bear twins, or twice, Arist. Gen. An.,{,) it

is writteyi tivo ways, there is a various
reading, Gramm. : hence to-, a various reading. Gram.^,. , ,{,-) two-horned, Porph. ap. Euseb.?.. ,{) to say
twice : to double words.?., , , repetition of
words : from^, ov, {,)
speaking two languages, Maneth., , , Att., , ,
Ion., {) two-fold, double, Pind.,
Hdt., etc.: in plur.&\= or,
esp. in Trag.; so separate, distinct,

Eur. Hec. 126: , divi-

ded, disagreeing, Aesch. Ag. 122: ., doubtful dreams. Soph. El.
645: also to, ambiguity, Arist.

Pol. 2, 3, 3. Adv. -^, the second
time, Eur. Phoen. 1337., ov, {,)
bearing twice or twins : but—II. pro-

parox., ov, pass., twice

born : both in IN onn.^,,{,) of two-

fold nature, of doubleform, Nonn.'^), , to consist of two
consonarits, Gramm. : from, ov, (,)
of two consonants, Gramm., ov, ,{) dmbt,
uncertainty, Plut., ov, {,) two
stadia long. i. e. 1215 it. 6 i., the length
of the, App,, f.-, {) to doubt,puz-
zle otie's self, be at a loss, .., .-.
Plat. Ion 534 E, Legg. 897 B> ?.-,
Arist, Eth. N. ;^, doubt-

ful, uncertain, Diod. S. cf. (.
Hence, w, , doubtful, eas-

pressivc of doubt, Gramm.



,, {,,) oftuice

the weight or value. Plat. Hipparch.
231 D., , , =,
Theophr., , , house of two sto-

ries : from, , {,) of two

stories, Strab., , , a double row : me-
dic, the growth of a second row of eye-

lashes : from, , {,) of two

rows, lines or verses ; ., an elegiac

coupht.,, , a double row, two

rows. Theophr. : from, , {,) in or

of two roivs,, Arist. ti. A.',,{,) in pairs,

two together, '. Soph. O. C.

1055 cf.?.., , {,) double

mouthed, with two entrayices or openings,, Soph. Phil. 16 ; also .,
two roads, Id. O. C. 900 : of rivers,

Polyb. 34, 10, 5.—II. of a weapon,
two-edged,, Eur. Hel. 983./., , to be of two sylla-

bles, and, , , a pair of sylla-

bles, Gramm. : from/^•,, {,) of
two syllables, Dion. H.^, , {,)
do^ly woiien or wreathed, Phiiox. ap.

Ath. 685 D.^, , , {,)
twice consul, a second time consul,

Plut. 2, 777 B., , {,) cloven,

Arist. . ., adv. of foreg., dub., at, a, {,) two

thousand: also in sing., tSi(;ji7.iof, a,

ov, with collective nouns, e. g.,
Hdt. 7, 158. {\, , {,) two, i. e. 60 stadia long, Strab., ov, {,) double-

bodied, Diod. 4, 12., ov,= foreg., , , contr. for -, the temple of" ",
on the Acropolis at Athens, Coray
Lycurg. p. 48. (Formed like-
.), ov, {, 7.)
worth or weighing two, Hdt.
L 50 ; 2, 96.^, Nic. ap. Ath. 395 C, and, , to bear twins or twice,

Arist. H. A. : from, ov, {,) twin or

twice bearing, Anacr. 115., ov, {,) of two

tones, Plut., , {,) to have

double rows of hair, cf., Gal., , , {,)
doMe trochee, Gramm.^ and -,=^, Qu.
Sm. 2, 56., etc. v. sub -.', , , Ditylas, pr. . of a
slave in Ar. Ran. 608., ov, {, ?) with two
humps or bunches,, Diod., f. -, strengthd. for, Joseph., {.) to be

healthy throughout, Plut., strengthd. for,
to soak thoroughly, Hipp., ov, {,\) moistened,

«oa^erf, Hipp. : 0., a melting eye,

Anth., cf : metaph. -, Aesch. Theb. 985.

, ov, {, )= foreg.,

Hipp., f. -, {,) only
found in Plat. Tim. 69 A, -, the hrst prin-

ciples prepared like matter to work on,

V. Stallb., {,) to strain or

filter thoroughly, refine, Diosc. : me-
taph., , Archyt. ap.

Stob. p. 13. 40.—II. to strain off, ,
. . Hence,, , and?,,
, filtering, refining, Eccl. \\,, , {'/.) that

which is strained, clarified liquor. Gal.^?, ov, , {?) a filter-

ing, refining, Clem. Al.',, ,{) a fil-

ter, strainer.

^7<.2., ov, 6, Diyllus, an Atheni-

an historian, Diod. S., {,) to awake

from sleep, I. trans. Ael.—II. intr.,

Luc. : also in pass. Anth., . -, {,) to

interweave, Gal. : to fill up by weaving,

Luc., , ,{-,) the command of a double

phalanx, Ael., , , {,)
double phalanx, Polyb., a, , two-fold, double,

Lat. bifarius, for : in Ion.

often used also for, Hdt. 1, 18
;

2, 17, etc.

''2, , f. -, to dive and seek

after, II. 16, 747 : in genl. to seek after,

hunt for, Hes. Op. 372 : . ?.
Call. Ep. 33 : . , to

search them well, Theophr. Char.
(Akin to., .)
Al,=oeg., Anth.,, ,{) search-

er,. :, after a thing, Anth., , , {) prepared

hide, leather, Hdt. 1, 193, etc. : and so

expressly opp. to, mere hides,

! Thuc. 2, 75 : were used for

I writing on in the East, like vellum

1 or parchment, Hdt. 5, 58, ubi v.

' Valck., Id. Diatr. p. 185 ; and so
' Ctesias calls the Persian records .?.—2. anything made of leath-

er, as— 1. a leathern garment such as

I

peasants wore, Ar. Nub. 72, cf.

Hemst. Luc. Tim, c. 38.—2. wallet,

bag, Xen. An. 5. 2, 12.—3. tent,

Plut., like Lat. pelles., ,{,-) a Cyprian word for a schoolmaster., , .=, Po-

sidipp. ap. Ath. 414 E, Dind., , ov, of tanned leather,

Xen. An. 2, 4,28.,, .=, Anth., , 6, fem. -, ,
,{) clad in a leather frock :

the dress of old men in tragedy, of

boors in comedy., ov, ,{,-) a leather-seller, Nicoph.. 1., ,{) to cover with

leather, Strab., ov, {,)
with ttvosounds: ,. and .,
a diphthong : hence, tospellwith a diphthong,

Gramm., ,{,) to write with a diphthong,

Gramm.^, ov, , (contd. from-
from ,) Diphilus, an

Athenian naval commander in Pelo-

poimesian war, Thuc. 7, 34—2. a

poet of the new comedy, of Sincpe,

Meineke, 1, p. 446.—Others in Died,
S., etc. [t], ,{) to bear double,

csp. of fruit, Theophr.—II. Gramm.
to write or pronounce in two ways., ov, {, ) bearing

fruit twice in the year, Lat. biferus, Ar.
Eccl. 708, Antiph. /.. 1.—II. car-

rying two.,, , poet, for, a
seat, chair, Ep. Horn. 15, 8, Tneocr.
14, 41. The form,, , is

dub. in \lt. Hom. 33., , , {) chariot-

driving, Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 10., , , pecul. fem. of/, Anth. Plan. 359.,, ,= : and,, b, a charioteer. Soph.
Aj . 857 : from,{) to drive, absol. or

c. ace, Eur. Andr. 108, Supp. 991, cf.

Archestr. ap. Ath. 326 B.— 2. to drive

over, to traverse,, Eur. Andr.
1011.-?,,,{,)
chariot-driving, Pind. . 3, 67., to drive a chariot, or as
a chariot. Soph. Aj. 845: from', ov, , {, 7^•) a charioteer, Pind. P. 9, 143,

Aesch., etc. Only poet, []^, ov, {,)
car-borne, ap. Argum. Eur. Rhes., ov, poet, for-.̂, a, , Diphridas, a Lace-
daemonian commander, Xen. Hell. 4,

8, 21.—2. an Ephor, Plut. Ages. 17., , , dim. from., a, ov, {) hence -, dragged at the char-

iot ivheels, Anth., ov, b, dim. from,
Ar. Nub. 31.,, , . {,)
distraught in mind, Aesch. Cho. 196., , ,{,-) coach-building, Theophr., , , and later -, (syncop.

for II.) in Call. Dian. 135,

with metaph. plur. : the

chariot-board, on which two could
stand, the driver{) and the
combatant{) v. II. 5, 160 ;

11, 748 ; but in U. oft. the war-chariot

itself, as 10, 305 : in Od. 3, 324, a trav

elling-chariot ; later, sort of Utter,

Dio C.— II. in genl. a seat, couch, stool,

II. 3, 424, and so usu. in Od. : in

Polyb., Plut., etc., the Roman sella

curulis., , (, ) to

draw a chariot, Anth.,,,{,*)=-, Theophr., ov,{,) with a
seat,, Menalipp. ap. Ath. 651 F., , to carry a chair or
litter. Pass, to trav-el in one, hence ol, of the Persian prin-

ces, Hdt. 3, 146.—II. to carry a camp-
stool, as the female had to do
for the Athenian women in proces-

sions, Ar. Av. 1552 : from, ov,{,) car-

rying a chair, litter, or stool, , in

Athens the maiden who had to car-

ry a chair or stool behind the basket-

carrier{) m the sacred pro-

cessions, Ar. Eccl. 734, Strattis Atal.

4.—II. carrying another one, Plut.

Anton. 11., , {,) twice

parched roasted : ., Lat. lapis

calaminaris. Gal., , {,) of double, mix-
ed, doubtful nature ox form, Hdt. 4, 9,^
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like the Centaurs, Sphinx, etc., Soph.
Tr. 1095, Valclt. Fhoen. 1030 : so .
'/, sexual iiilcrcourse, Orph. : hence
in geni. two-fold, double, Aiist. H. A.
Hence,, , double nature.—II. a

division, branching out, Arist. Part.

An., ov, ((5i'Ci) of two natures

or families, Aesch. Ag. 1468. [IJ, ov, {,) two-

leaved., ov, {,) speaking

two languages, Diod., adv.{) in tiun, «sunder, apart,, Od. 10. 203,, Od. 15, 412.

—

2. metaph. at two, hence, at variance or

in two ivays, and so in doubt which to

choose, freq. in Horn. :/, ,^, II. :, -, , Od. : so

too in Att. poets : ,
i. e. a divided opinion or two diffi-rent

opiiiions began to spread, Eur. Hec.
119. In prose, , to be

divided or different, Hdt. 6, 109 : ^, to separate, sever : also . -, Thuc. 6, 10 : hence differently,

oppositely, Aesch. Pr. 927 ci..
—II. as prep. c. gen., apart from, with-

out, Aesch. Theb. 25, d. ,
Thiic. 4, 01 : differently from, unlike,, Aesch. Ag. 757 i like,
against the will of, Soph. Aj. 7G8 : also

of place, '//'"'""! /'" airay. Soph.

Pliil. 195; ." . Ant. IGl.—2.

except, like, ., Aesch. Pr.

162.—3. sometimes also c. dat., Schiif.

Theogn. 91. [t] Hence, f. -, poet,, to

cleave asunder, disunite.

tA<;i;ata), -, poet, for,
A rat 495., , 6, and, ov,

TO, {,) a double chalcos, a

copper com.= | of an obol, Diosc., Dor. for, q. v.,, , {) the half, mid-

dle, Aral.,, , {) division,

half Id.,, ,{) the in-

cisor or cutting tooth., poet, for, A rat. 512., ,.,^, in two, Aesch.
Supp. 544, Plat., etc., and -,, to di-

vide the hoof, LXX. : from
AixijT-.oc, ov, {,) cloven-

hoofed, Hdt. 2, 71, Eur. Bacch. 740 :

two-clawed, hence ., a forceps. Gal.

Usu. in Dor. form, even in

Att. writers. Lob. Phryn. 639.

^-, , {, ) divided,

Eur. Ion 1156., adv., poet, for, like

for, ., they

are parted in twain. Od. 1, 23, ., my heart is divided,

11. 16, 435. Hence, a, ov, twofold, double,

divided, II. 9, 411 ; 14, 21.>, , adj. pecul. fern, of

foreg., Musae. 298.,, 6, i), {,)
with two tunics, [i]3?, ov, {,) ad-

verse,^, Pind. . 8, 114., ,{) to

dffer in opinion. Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 21., , , discord

:

from. , gen., {,) between two opinions. Plut.. adv. from, on or from
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both sides, Aesch. Pers. 76, and so

Ar. Pac. 477, Thuc. 2, 44., ov,{,) waver-

ing, hesitating, Pittac. ap. Diog. L., ov,{,) holding

2ov,i.e.near3pints.Ar.'Nuh.GiO.?, ov, {,?,//) tvith double

gall, A el.?, ov, {,)
doubly furious, Anth.,, , ,=,
Arat., , ,{) the

ftdl moon, which divided the Greek
month, LXX.,, ov,^, in

the middle ofthe rnonth : ., Lat. Idus., , , ^,=sq., Pind.

. 3, 35., ov, {,) in the

middle of the month, at or of the full

moon, H. Horn. 32, 11, and Plut. ; cf.., , , , {,/)
uncertain.,,{,) double-

speaking,, Solon 31, 5,?, to speak ambiguously, Eur.

Or. 890.,^., , , {,) differ-

ence of opinion, Plut., and App., ov, { , ) two-

stringed,, Ath.,, , {,) divi-

sion of a chorus into two parts.), , {,)
broken in twain, Eur. H. F. 1009., ov, {,) oscil-

lating, wavering. Adv. -, wavcr-

ingly. doubtfully, in Aesch. c. negat.,

Ag. 349, 815, etc.,, , a standing apart,

quarrel, dispute, Solon 15, 37, Hut. 5,

75.—II. doubt, Theogn. 78 : from, , {,) to

stand apart, disagree, Aesch. Ag. 323
;, Eur. Med. 15, Plat. Rep.

465 B.—II. to be at a loss, to doubt., ov,{,)=-. Soph. Fr. 164., ,{) to cut in

two, cut up, sever. Plat. Pollt. 302 E,
and Potyb. : to punish ivith the utmost

severity, acc. to comin. in N. T. Matth.

24. 51. Hence,, , the half of a

thing cut in two : in genl. any portion

of a thing cut up, LXX., , 7/,= sq., Sext.

Emp., , , a cutting in two,

division into two equalparts , Arist. Part.

An. : from, ov,{,) cutting

in two. separating : but—H. proparox., ov, pass., cut in half divi-

ded equally, Arist. H. A. : .,
the half-7noon, lb., \.,^, Hdt. 4, 120., ovv, gen. ov, {,)
holding two, Posidipp. ap. Ath.

495 A, V. sub.',, . hold different opin-

ions, Pint. ; and, , , discord, faction,

Plut. : from, ov, gen. , {,) at variance, at two, Lat. discors,

., a destiny full of discord,

Aesch. Theb. 899., ,,=. Gal., , , discord. Iambi.

:

from, ov, {,) dis-

cordant, dissotiant.^,, poet, for -,, from, Arat.

, , .{) double col-

our, Arist. Gen. An.7, ov,{,) ending in a common sylla-

ble, Gramm., ov, {,) in me
tre, of two quantities, long or short

common, Lat. anceps, Gramm., ov, contr. ;^'poiif ,, {,) two-coloured, Anst. II. ., ov, {,)=.,
Luc., adv. like, doubly, in two
ways. Aesch. Cho. 915., , , in late Ep. perh. also, but V. Spitzn. Vers. Her. p. 176

:

thirst, II., etc. ; , IL

19, 166 ; so .. Plat.,^, Thuc. 2, 49 : cf.., , , disease of the kid-

neys, attended with violent thirst. Gal.,

elsewh..—II. the teazle, a
plant used by wool-carders, dipsacus

fullonum, Diosc.'^, ov, 6, Dipsacus, son of

Phyllis, Apollod.-, a, ,=•, thirsty.

Batr. 9 : dry, parched,, Call., and
Ap. Rh.,, , adj., fern, of,
thirsty, parched, Ap. Rh.—II. as subst.

a venomous serpent, whose bite caused

intense thirst, Nic.—2. a plant, The-
ophr., inf., (never)
hit. -, {) to thirst, Od. 11,

584, etc. : and of the ground, to be

dry, parched, Hdt. 2, 24 : ., to

thirst after, long earnestly for a thing,

like Lat. siiire, Pmd. N. 3, 10, Plat.

Rep. 562 C ; later also (5. . Teles
ap. Stob. p. 69, 24, and N. T. ; and c.

inf., -),, Xen. Cyr.

4, 6, fin. (Perh. akin to.), , Nic, and-, ,, Arist. . .=^.-, , , {) thirst,

longing, Ath., , , {) causing

thirst, Arist. Part. An. : thirsty, Eccl.. a, ov, also , ov, Nonn.,{) thirsty, athirst, and of things,

thirsty,dry, parched,,, Aesch.
Ag. 495, Eur. Ale. 563 : cf.-., , {,) pro-

voking thirst.,, ,^=, Thuc. 4, 35,

and Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 30. and very oft.

as V. 1. for ; it seems to be the
later Att. form, W. Dind. in Steph.
l"hes.', , to be perplexed, hesi-

tate, Eccl. ; and, , , xmcertainty, inde-

cision : from, ov, {.)=,
double-minded, wavering, N. T.?, , {,) thirsty,

exciting thirst, Hipp., an Epic verb, (used also by
Aesch. in lyric passages, v. sub fin.),

akin to supposed root *, to fear.

—I. in act. . always intr.— I. to

run away, take tofight,flee, like,, 11.22.251.—2. to be afraid,, he feared for the ships,

11. 9, 433; 11, 557;), II. 5, 506.—II. in mid., of

which Hom. has subj.,,. opt., Od. 17, 317, but
most usu. inf., cf. Buttm.
Catal. V. : mostly trans, to

frighten away, chase, put to flight, II.

12, 276; . to

scare her from the house, Od. 20, 343;

in genl. to 7tiake one 7nove against one's

will, esp. in Od. ; to drive horses, IL
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15, 681 ; to hunt deer with hounds, II.

'

22, 189
;

', to drive battle

au-ay from the ships, II. 16, 246.—III.

the pass, sense, to be driven away, oc-

curs only once,a-o ,
n. 12, 304, (for l-ttol ,
II. 23, 475, belongs to) : where-
as Aesch. has ,=, I fear

me, Pers. 700 ; but also, to hunt after one, Eum. 357,

Tiva, Supp. 819. Cf.

and- []3/ or, , , {,3) at Athens, the daily allowance

of two ohols from the treasury to each
citizen during the festivals, to pay
for tlieir seats in the theatre, cf.-, Bockh P. . 1,296.\3?., a, ov, weighing two

obols. Gal. : from'^3, , , Arist. Pol., and

£i.iu3o7.ov , ov, TO, (,). Fr. Ill, a douhle obol.,,,,) a pursuit,

pursuing, chase, Aesch. Eum. 139,

Eur., and Plat. : .', the

mortal slab, Eur. Hel. 354.—II. that

which is chased, as in old Engl, the

deer was called '• the chase," Xen.
Cyn. 3, 9.—III. a secret rite in the

Thesmophoria, fro?n which men were

driven away., ov, 6, {) the chase,

Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 21, etc.—II. persecu-

tion, harassing, Aesch. Supp. 1046,

etc., ov, (,) with

thrilling anguish. Soph. Tr. 777., , f. and,
{, )) to push, tear, drag away,?., the uprooted elm tore the bank
aucy in its fall, II. 21, 244 : hence to

thrust or push away, Hdt. 4, 103.—II.

mid. to push from one^s self, push away.

Id. 9, 102.—2. to repulse, drive back,, Id. 4, 102.—3. to reject, Lat.

respuere,tTriv. Id. 7, 104: and
so absol., to refuse, 6, 86, 2.—4. to

avert danger from one^s self. Id. 9, 88.

—5. to refute, Dem., fut. -iGU,=foieg., App.
Hence, ov, , a pushing about,

a scuffle, Plut., inf. aor. from-, without any pres., (v.

Elmsl. Med. 186, EUendt Lex. Soph.
voc. )—, Eur. Er-
echth. 20, 25, Ar. Nub. 1482, Plat.

Gorg. 483 A., , , verb. adj. from, to be pursued, aimed at, Hdt. 9,

58, Ar. Ach. 221.—II., one

must pursue, Plat. Gorg. 507 D, etc.

AluKTijp, , , [) a pur-

suer, Babrius Fr. 1, 14 Lewis., ov, o,=foreg., Eccl., . , () to be pur-

sued. Soph. Fr. 870 : to be aimed at,

Chrysipp. ap. Ath. 8 D, and Arist.

Eth. N.,,, fern, from,
late., , . Ion. for,
persecution. Call. Dian. 194.,, ,=, Anth.. (. -. Pind., better Att.-, Elmsl. Ach. 278, etc., yet also

-, Xen. Cyr. 6. 3, 13, An. 1, 4, 8,

Dem. 989, 11, ('). To 7nake run,

set in quick motion :— 1. to pursue, chase,

hunt in war or hunting, c. ace, T].,

etc., opp. to, II. 22, 199 : hence
to hunt or seek after,^,
II. 17, 75 : freq. in prose,,7. Plat. Phaedr. : so of persons,

to attach one's self to, be a follower of,

Lat. sequi, sectari,, Xen. Mem.
2, 8, 6.—2. to drive on, drive away,

hunt or chase away, ', I don't /orce anyone away, Od.

18, 409 : to expel, , Hdt. 9, 77,

and so absol. to banish. Id. 5, 92, 5

:

of the wind or oars to urge on a ship,

speed her, Od. 5, 332 ; and pass.,

(>, Od. 13, 162: also

., to drive, speed the chariot,

Orac. ap. Hdt. 7, 140 ; so .,
Aesch. Eum. 403, cf Blomf Gloss.

Pers. 86 : hence seemingly intr., to

drive, II. 23, 344, 424 : to gallop, speed,

run, etc., Aesch. Theb. 91 ;
and so in

mid. ,,
to hunt, chase one through the house,

over the plain, Od. 18, 8, II. 21, 602 :

but also, like act., intrans. to speed,

hasten, hence . Like

3 '. Lat. contendo ire. Soph. El.

871 (?)—3. as law-term, to prosectUe,

bring an action against a man, -, the prosecutor, opp. to ,
the plaintiff, Hdt. 6. 82, Aesch., etc.

:

ypa07]v . {), to indict one, An-
tiopho 115, 2, and Dem.: .,
c. gen. rei, to prosecute for..., as-, Hdt. 6, 104,, Ar. Eq.

368 : also , Hdt. 6, 136

:

so too . , but

., to avenge another's murder, Eur.
Or. 1534 : ., to pursue one's

lights at law, v. fin.—4. to pur-

sue in way of narrative, Xen. Mem.
2, 1, 34 (ubi al. ), Heind. Plat.

Soph. 251 A.—5. iate like, to

attend another, esp. on a journey,

Thom. M. p. 244.7., a, ov, also , ov, Anth.

[, )]) with stretched-out arms,

Arat.
?''}, ov, far-extending, wide-

spread, of voice, far-smindiyig, heard

afar. Plat. Theaet. 161 D, etc., and
freq. in Neo-Plat., cf. Ruhnk. Tim.
(Perh. akin to or.), , ,{) an oath

taken at the, before a trial,

strictly by both parties, the plaintiff's

being, the defendant's. : often however. is used
for one or other of these terms, v.

Att. Process, p. 624, sqq., ov,{) one who
is upon oath. Lat. jtiratus ; hence bound

by oath, pledged. Soph. Phil. 593.^, , , Dion, masc. pr. n.,

Xen., Dem., etc., esp. a noble Syra-

cusan, friend of Plato, Plat.^, , , v. sub.
^, a, , Diondas, masc. pr.

n., an Athenian, Dem. 302, 15.

iAvo, a, ov, () of or relat-

ing to Dion, Plat. Ep. 334 C., , , () Dione, mother
of Venus by Jupiter, II., and Hes. :

ace. to Hes. daughter of Oceanus
and Tethys, Th. 353, but ace. to

Apollod., of TTramis and Gaea.—2. a

Nereid, Apollod.—3. among the Epi-

r'>ts="Hpa, Strah.— II. later, as a

Metronymic, daughter ofDione, Venus,
Theocr. 7, 116. Bion 1, 93, for ^-, as Theocr. 15, 106, has it.

(Formed from , as

from. [],.,^- pf. pass,

from, well-known,far.-famed., , , a pair of names,

Gramm. : from, ov, {,,)
ivith two names : or, of two persons

named together, Eur. Phoen. 683.—II.

(, 6voua) far-famed, Plut., and
Ael.

^^•, , Ep. for,
Horn.

/^, ov,{, <?.) urging along the way,,
Anth. P. 6, 246.'^, , , Dioxippe, a Da-
naVd, Apollod. : prop. fem. from, ov, {, )
horse-driving,, Pmd. P. 9, 4.^, ov, 6, Dioxippus, an
Athenian athlete, Ael.—2. a comic
poet of Athens, Meineke 1, p. 485.

—

3. a physician, Plut., , ,{) chase, pur-

suit, freq. in Thuc.—2. a pursuit, de-

sire. Plat., and Arist.—3. the following

up, continuation of a discourse. Plut.—1. as [aw-lerm, prosecution. Id.^, •, , Diores, son of

Amarynceus, leader of the Epei be-

fore troy, II. 2, 622.-2. father of

Automedon the charioteer of Achil-

les, . 17, 429. [i], , , {,) couple of
hours.—II. {,) fixed space or
interval, an appointed time, Joseph., adv. part. perf. pass,

from, definitely, separately,

Arist. H. A., ov, {,) with

two roofs or stories, LXX.], , , {)^-.,, 6,{) dig-

ger., , and, very rarely,. Lob. Phryn. 230, , ,(-) dug or cut through : . () a
trench, canal, Hdt. 1, 75, etc. :

., an underground passage, Id. 3, 146.,,,^=,.,, ^,= sq., , ,{) pushing

off or through, Aretae. Hence,, b, a surgical instni-

ment to extract things from wounds,
Paul. Aeg.—II. a staff or pole running
through ri7igs, for carrj'ing, e. g. the
ark, LXX.^, , , Diotogenes, a
Pythagorean philosopher, fragments
of whose writings are preserved in
Stob. Flor., ov, {, ,) two-

eared ; of vessels, with two handles,

Plat. Hipp. Maj. 288 D, and Ath.

:

hence Horace's diota., . (,) a chariot that

will hold tuo. Pans., with v. 1.., part. aor. 1 pass, :, 3 iinperat., may he be pre-

vailed upon, II. 9, 158., , , {) a taming,
breaking,, II. 17, 476., , , tamer, .vubduer,

II. 14, 259 ; fem. from.,, , () tamer,

breaker., .. 21, 5., , ,{) tamed.

^, , , Dmeior, son ol

lasus, king of Cyprus, an as.sumed
name of Ulysses, Od. 17, 443., , , () strictly she

that is tamed Or enslaved, and so a fe-
male slave taken in war, II. 18, 28

:

hence in genl. a female slave, attend-

ant, Lat. ancilla, freq. in Hom., who
only has plur. and that usu. joined

with ; so too in Trag. : very
rare in Prose, as Xen. Cyr. 5, 1, 6.

Cf. .̂,, , v. sub sq., , , = foreg., Aesch.
Supp, 334, Eur. Bacch. 514: more
rarely,,, , Q. Sm.. ov, in a servile condition,, Anth., , ,{) strictly one

that is tamed or enslaved, and so a

slave taken in u-ar, Od. 1, 398, and in
363



genl. a slave, attendant. Horn, has it

mostly in plur., joined with,
freq. in Oil., but only once in II., viz.

19, 333 : also in Soph., and Eur., but
very rare in Prose. Cf..~/, f. -, to siving, fling
about,/, II. 4, 472 ;'/, " lurap thine old

cloak about thee," Od. 14, 512. Pass.,>-, of the polypus.

Its tendrils w(we about, 0pp. (Akin
to, as a sort of frequental.)', , , {'<) dark,

dusky, murky,, Od. 13, 269,,
II. 9, 15 ; also in Theogn. 243, and
Trag. Poet. word.^-,, v,= foeg., Em-
ped. : from', 01', , darkness, gloom,

Simon. 7, 9 ; and in plur., Aesch.
Cho. 52. Poet, word, though its

collat. form sometimes occurs
in later prose. (Akin to, -., cf. Buttm. Lexil. voc.

9.)^/, ,(,) dark,

black, Hipp.^, Dor. for ?}, Alcm., Homeric aor. form with
impers. signf.=:Att., it see?ned,

always in phrase (or ),
so it seemed to him to be best, 11. 13,

458, Od. 5, 474, etc. ; except in 11. 23,

339, where we find a 3 sing, fut.,'/. till the nave appears even to

graze : the supposed impf./6'. Od. 6, 242, has Ijeen al-

tered since Wolf into', v..
(Its relation to, not to /, is

almost certain, v. Buttm. Lexil. voc..)—II. In Ap. Rh. we find not
only aor. mid., but also inf.

aor. 1 act., m signf. to doubt,

hence to suppose, believe, and so to be
taken as a poet, form from,
q. V.

tAd/3?;pef, , ol,the Doberes, a peo-

ple in the western part of Thrace on
the Pangaeus, Hdt. 7, 113.^3. , , Doberus, a city of
Paeonia, Thuc. 2, 98.,, ,() thai ivhich

seems true to one, an opinion, esp. of
philosophic dogmas, Lat. placita, freq.

in Plat.—-2. a public resolution, decree,

Plat. Legg. C44 D, etc. Hence
Ao''/, , , writer tiyho

abounds in apophthegms and the like,

Philostr., f. -, () to lay

down an opinion, a maj:im, Diog. L.

—

2. to decree, Diod. Pass, to submit to

ordinances, N. T., ,,() belonging

to opinions or maxims, maintaining

them : hence ., physicians
who go by general principles, opp. to, Gal., ov, , () one

who maintains, Eccl.. ac, i],(,)
the expounding ofa, Sext. Emp., , (,)
to make a decree, Polyb. Hence, , , a 7naking or
advocating of, Aristob. ap.

Clem. Al.,/, , a. small abscess, boil,

Lat. furunculus, Hipp.

tAodiT/vlKov,,, (/,)
a remedy for or against boils. Medic.,, 6,^:7/., f. -, () to make
double, 3, i. e. hesitate between,

Ap. Rh. 3, 819 : cf. II.

Pass, to be divided, perplexed, to scru•
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pie. Id. 4, 576 : a sense which occurs
in many derivs. (From ,,, duo, and so to he at two, either

with one's self, i. e. to doubt, or with
others, i. e. to dispute.,^, , also-, plain of Doeas, a plain in

Pontus, abode of the Amazons, Ap.
Rh. 2, 373 : in Konn. A. ;

ace. to Steph. Byz. from, bro-

ther of Acmon.
^,, , Doedalsus, a king

of Bithynia, Strab.'^, ov,,(,)
a maker ofpestles. Pint. Phoc. 4.

'^, ,(,)
fearing the pestle, epith. of the gout in

Luc. Tragopod.,, , a pestle, At. Eq.
984, etc.

7/.7/,, doubt, perplexity, kv,
II. 9, 230, and Call.

AoioL, ai, ,=, two, both, Horn.:
neut. as adv., m two ways, in two

points, Od. 2, 46. The sing,

like, two-fold, double, in Call.

Ep. word., ov, (,) bear-

ing twins, Anth.,=, ofwhich it is strictly

the dual, two, both, indecl. in Horn.,

who usu. has it masc, but in 11. 24,

648, neut., f. -,() to wait for,
Sophr. ap. Dem. Phal. 51., , , (,)
place, receptacle for a thing,^UT/K7].—
II.=', the forked pole on which
hunting nets are fixed.

—

III. -,() at Sparta a hieroglyphic

of the Dioscuri, being two upright beams
joined at the end by two transverse

ones, cf. the astronom. figure of the
constellation Gemini : v. Welcker's
Trilogie, note 389, Mt'iU. Dor. 2, 10,

^8., v. sq., sub fin., () to pursue, try to

catch, II. 8, 340 : hence to lie in icait

for, lay snares for,, II. : in genl.

to fix one's eyes on, watch, II. 18, 488,

Od. 5, 274, and so Eur. Bacch. 982 :

in late auth. to observe, see, Nonn.

:

also, to think, Herm. Orph. p. 823.

The part. perf. belongs
not to this, but to.', , f. : aor. 1 :

perf. pass, : the regul. fut.

is only poet. : aor.,
Od. 10, 415, Pind., and Trag., pass., Eur. : pf. Aesch.
Eum. 309, pass,, Ar. Vesp.

726. Besides the aor., Hom. only has
pres. and impf. ; for be-

longs to.—I. act. to think, ex-

pect, fancy, c. ace. et inf. •', II. 7, 192, and so

Hdt., and Att. : to expect, imagine,

(sub.) Xen.

;

but in Att. this double ace. is seldom
expressed, v. Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 28:
very freq. in parenthet. phrase; to express something remark-
able or excessive, ( -
;), Eur. Hipp. 440,

cf. Hec. 1160: so ; Ar.

Eccl. 399.—II. intr. to seem, appear,

(strictly opp. to, as Aesch. Theb.
592, Plat. Gorg. 527 B), Horn. Con-
struct., c. dat. pers. et inf,, you seem to me
to be not without sense ;, so seems it best ;/

.-., their

heart seemed just as if..., felt as

though..., Od. 10, 415; more rarely

c. inf. fut.. '
: . inf. aor. never in Hom.j

01
but so in Att., v. infr. This usage
was in Att. much more various :— 1., I seem to 7nyself, melhi^iks,

Lat. videor inihi, used esp. by persons
relating a vision or dream,',
meihought I saw. Eur. Or. 408 ; also?. ,
Aesch. Pers. 181.—2. , to

think fit',' to resolve, Lat. videtur mihi,

c. inf., ^}•, Hdt. 2, 93. and so Ar. Vesp.
177, Plut. 1186, Xen., etc.; rarely
without i/ot, and prob. only poet., as
Aesch. Theb. 650: hence,
Lat. visum est, c. inf., ran,
Hdt. 4, 08, Trag., etc. : freq. as Att.

law-term, Ty ?.?/. '/,
etc., it was decreed or enacted, Hdt. I,

3, etc., Ar. Thesm. 372, Thuc. 4, 118,

cf. Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 116, Wolf
Dem. 494,12; and so to or.=, the decree, Hdt.
3, 76, and Att. ; but, those who have been found
guilty, Dem. 629, 17 : to ,
my opinion, Plat., etc.— 3. like-, to put on the appearance,

and so to prete^id that a thing is, Lat.
simulare, Hdt. 1, 10, Ar. Eq. 1146,
Xen. Hell. 4, 5, 6; always c. inf.,

Valck. Hipp. 462.— 4. to appear to be

something in the eyes of others, to be of
repute, ol, Eur. Hec. 295,
and in full oi , men
who are held to be something, of some
account. Plat. Gorg. 472 A : oi .,, men who are reputed

wise, happy : hence ,
= /, Thuc. 3, 10.—5. im-
pers. or , it seems to me,
seems me good, likes me, nearly equiv.

to uot, q. v. : also

and , as it seems to me, as

I think, Yalck. Hdt. 1, 172; 9, 113,

and freq. in Att., but

is also good Greek, Wess. Hdt. 6, 95.

—6. accus. absol., when this

was resolved or determined (as we say),

this done..., Hdt. 2, 148, and Att. : also, Plat. Prot. 314 C., , ,=: also—II.

I'ision, fancy, Aesch. Ag. 421, ace. to

Herm.,, ,() msi(m,

fancy, ., Eur. . F. Ill :=, Poet. ap.

Stob. p. 451, 52 ; oi ,
the wise in appearance, Eur. Tro.
411.—2. opinion, expectatioti,•, Id. . F. 771./. ov, (,
III.) clever in one's own co»icei<,Pherecr.

Pseud. 1., ovv, gen. ov, (,
') shrewd in one's own conceit.,. ,() an opinion,

belief, Hdt. 7, 185, Sopl•. etc. : a
conceit, fancy, ., Eur. liei. 36:

. ?, a vague sus-

picion was thrown out. Soph. O. T.
681.—II. good report, credit, like,
Lat. aestimatio, Thuc. 4, 18.7]. , , conceit of wis•

dom. Plat. ap. Poll. 4, 9: from, ov,(.
wise in one's own conceit, Ar. Pac. 44., , , , II., ,, dim. from., f. -() to try,

search, prove, test, esp. metals, to see

if they be pure, Isocr. 240 D: hence
in genl. to prove, to exmnine, Hdt. 2,

38, Plat., etc. — 2. esp. to examine

youths, who claim to be admitted to

the rights of manhood, Ar. Vesp. 578,

v. infr.—II. as a consequence of such
trial, to approve, sanction, Thuc. 3,

38j in pass. ; to hold as good, piuri



vseful. after trial, Lat. probare, eom-
probare. Plat. Rep. 407 C, etc. : also

c. inf., Xen. Mem. 1. 2, 4.— III. to con-

sider (J,? fit for a place ; and pass, to

be approved and chosen. Plat. Lesp.
765 B, cf Herm. Pol. Ant. § 148:
also to admit a youth after trial,3 or : hence, ()-, approved and admiit<;d to the

rights of manhood, Isocr. 352 C, Herm.
§ 123, 12., , , a proving, trial,

test, examination, esp. of a youth before
admission amon? men, or a citizen

on being- appointed an officer, Plat.

Leg-g. 765 B, Xen., and Oratt., cf -
III.— II. a review of soldiers,

Lycurg. ap. Harp.; verb. adj. from-, one must prove, examine, Plut.-,, ,—,
Polyb. Hence, ov-, a test, proof,

means of trial, Artemid., ov, 6,() an
examiner, proier, judge. Plat. Legg.
802 B. Dem., etc.—II. an approver,

panegyrist, Dem. 566, 17., , , {)
belonging to examination. Adv. —., , ,() ap-

proved, Diog. L.. ov, , =, for

which it is v. 1. in Plat.—II. a speci-

men of metal to be tested, Bockh Inscr.

1, p. 752., , , a proof, test, trial,

Diosc.—2. a being put to the test, excel-

lence from such test, N. T.
tAoKiuia, , , Docimia, a town

near Synnada in Phrygia, famed for

its marble, Strab., ov, , a test, tear/ or

means of proving. Plat. Tim. 65 C,
with V. 1..
^, , b,, the marble

of Docimia, Strab., ov,() tried, assay-

ed, approved, genuine ; as of coin, etc.

;

hence in genl.— 1. of persons, appro-

ved, esteemed, notable, fldt. 1. 65, 158.

etc. : . , in high esteem with

one, Id. 7, 117: proved, able, Aesch.
Pers. 87.—2. of things, worthy, excel-

lent,, Pind. N. 3. 18, lap.
Hdt. 7, 162 : also considerable, great,, Hdt. 7, 129. Adv. -,
well, rightly, Aesch. Pers. 547, Xen.,
etc.^, ov, , Docimiis. a Mace-
donian commander, Diod. S., , ,() ex-

cellence.,,=^, Pherecyd.
ap. Diog. L., , , dim. from,
Hipp.: a stick, rod, Xen. Cyn. 9, 15., ov, 0, V. II., ov, , later also .{)
Jac. A. P. 327, a beam, rafter of a roof,

Hom. : any wooden beam or bar. Ar.

Vesp. 201 : a shaft, spear. Archil. 14,

3. though others refer this to sq. II.

Proverb., , of a

stiff, un?raceful speaker, Ar. Rhet. 3,

12. 3.

—

. a kind of meteor, also-
ar and. Schaf. Schol. Par.
Ap. Rh. 2. loss. [- , cf Lat.
iec-tum. Germ, dach.),,^, opinion, fancy,
Xenophan. ap. Sext.

—

. an ambush,
snare, as some interpr. Archil. 14, 3,

V. foreg.. contr. , ,—. I.,

only in Eur. El. 747.^, , ,() a roofing,

the roof LXX.?., , ,() tricky, de-

ceitful, deceptive, treacherous, Hdt. 2,

151, Soph., etc. Adv. -., dep. mid.,() to

act treacherously,7,
Se.Tt. Emp.
7., f. -, to adulterate , Diosc./.,. , , (/.,-) crafty, treacherous-minded, prob. I.

Aesch. Supp. 750.^, , ol, the Doliones, a

Thracian people in Mysia, between
the Asopus and Rhyndacus, Ap. Rh.
1, 951. Hence^7.. a, ov, of or belonging to

the Dolwnes, Ap. Rh. 1, 1029.

^/., , , pecul. fem. to

foreg. (sub. -) the territory of the Do-
liones, Dolionia, Strab./., , , , , gen., (/,) of stealthy foot.

Soph. El. 1392.

/., a, ov, and , ov. Eur. Ale.

33, Tro. 530 : crafty, deceitful, treach-

erous, Od. ; always of things, e. g., ], etc., never of men: -
7. , the snare or net disposed
round the game, Od. 4, 792. Later,

freq. epith. of Mercury, Soph., etc.,

cf Spanh. Ar. PI. 1158. Adv. -/•.
tAo/.i'of, 01', b, Dolius, a slave of

Laertes in Ithaca, Od. 4, 735.7.., , (7.) deceit,

subtlety, LXX./, , , gen.,(,) crafty-minded, wily, Aesch. Cho.
947, Eur. I. A. 1301.-, , (7) to deceive, deal

treach/rmisly ^lith, '', LXX.7., , , (7.,)
long-lived, immortal, Emped. 79.^7, ov. (7.,) hav-

ing, armed ivith a long sword, Philet.

ap. Schol. II.

7.7., ov, (7, 7.)
with a long tube, . ar/, a spear
with a long iron socket for fixing the
shaft in the head, v. 7. II. : in

genl. long-shafted, tall. Od. 9, 156.7,, b, , (7.,'/) long-necked,, Eur. I.

. 79477', , (7,)
ivith tall spear,, II. 21, 155.7.,^7., Anth.

:

in genl. ., to go through a long

course, Philo.^7, , , Doliche, one of the

Sporades islands, later Icarus. Call.

Dian. 187.—2. a city of Perrhaebia,
Polyb. 28, 11, 1.^7.~, , y, trow, , gen., (76,) with long feet,

Numen. ap. Ath. 305 A.7., ov, (7., -) long-oared, epith. of a ship, Od.
4, 499, etc. ; also of sea-faring people,

e. g. the Phaeacians, as using long

oars, Od. 8, 191 : so ., Pind.

. 8, 27.7.,,=^, long, Nic.

7.-)1., ,(,-)
prolix writing, LeoH. .7, ov,(,)
poet, '., long-necked, II. 2, 460.7., , to run the 7.-, Aeschin. 66, 32 : from7 , ov,(, -) running the7, like-, Plat. Prot. 335 , etc.7,,, poet, for 7.-, Leon. Tar. 25.7, ov, (7,)
long-tailed, metaph. of verses with a
syll. redundant, as Od 5,231, Gramm.;
cf.7.-, 6, ,, , gen.
•(5•,=7—.' , , long,,

, Hom. : also of time, long, wea
risome,, , Od. : also 7.•, as adv., II. 10, 52, Plat. Prot. 329
A

:
but7. 7.,7.,

Od. uniting both signfs.—II. as subst.— 1. 7.. , , the long course, in
racing, opp. to, esp. freq. in
Inscrr. ; . /., Plat.
Legg. 833 : , Xen. An. 4, 8, 27.
Ace. to some it \vas=20(not 24) sta-
dia, run both ways 12 times, and so
=near 30 Engl, miles ; others make it

only= 7 stadia, run 7 times,= about
5^ Engl, miles. Hence metaph. 7..~, Luc. : :7
; the long continuance oiVixevia.!, Vint.:
so ,, of a
short, and a protracted war, Id.—2. a
kind of pulse, Theophr., v. 7.3 III.

^7., ov, , Dolichus, an Eleu-
sinian chief, H. Hom. Cer. 153.7, ov, (/., )
casting a long shadow, long, tall, Hom.,
always as epith. of. (Others
however from, long-shafted, as
if for7., not improb.)7., ov, (7.,)
long-eared, Opp.7, ov, gen., (7.-,) deep-thinking, far-sighted,, Emped. 109.

^/., , Doloaspis, a prefect of
Alexander in Aegypt, Arr. An. 3, 5, 3.

\Ao7.oyKOi, , oi. the Dolonci, a
Thracian tribe, dwelling in the Thra-
cian Chersonese, Hdt. 6. 34.7.,, , (7.) subtle,

wily, Od.— II. of things, craftily con-
trived, artificial, artful, like,

7.., Od. 8. 281, only poet.7., , ,(,)
murder by treachery.. Rh./, , gen. , (7.,) uily. crafty, Simon. 116.\7., , , Dolomeae, a re-

gion of Assyria, Strab.7., ov, o,=sq., II. 1, 540.7., , gen.,(7.,)
crafty-minded, wily, Od. 1, 300, etc.7., ov, (7.,)
contriving wiles, wily, Simon. 116.7., ov, (/.,) sub-
tle-speaking, treacherous. Soph. Tr. 840.
^7.~, , , the Dolopes, Dolo-

pians, a Thessalian tribe, dwelling on
the Enipeus, 11. 9, 484. later around
Pindus in Epirus, Hdt. 7, 132, etc.

Hence
^7., a, ov, of the Dolopes,

Doldpian, Ap. Rh.—2. of Dolops, W.
^7.7, , . (sub. j?;) Dolo-
ia, the territory of the Dolopes, Ap.
th. 1, 68.

tAoZo-i'a, , 7/,=foreg., Hdt. 3, 14,
etc.

^7.07, , , of or belonging to

the Dolopes, Dolopian, Strab.

^Ao7.o~ii)v, , , Dolopion, a
Trojan, priest of Scamander, II. 5,

7.?., , (7., -7.)
treacherous, Nonn.
7.~7., , , subtlety, craft,

Theogn. 226 : from
7-7., ov, (7., 77.)

weaving wiles, wily, epith. of Venus,
Sapph. 1,2.7.~, , ( 7., )
treacherous, ensnaring, Soph. Tr. 832.

7.^(>, , to lay snares, Lat.
suere dotos, Ctes. ap. Phot. : from7.^, , (7., {)-^)
contriving snares ; or subtly, treacher-

ously contrived ; of nets, Opp. Hence7.', , , a contriving of
tricks, treachery, art, Anth.?., ov, (7., ~)
treacherous, []
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?., , , {*, ?,-) strictly bait, for fish, Od. 12,

252 : hence any snare, cunning cunlri-

vance for deceiving or catching, as the
robe "of Penelope, Od. 19, 137. the
net in which Vulcan catches Mars,
Od. 8, 27(J : in genl. any trick or crafty
attempt, 7., opp. to {], Od. 9,

406 : and so in the abstra(-t, wile,

craft, cunning, treachery, Lat. dolus,

Horn., and so nsu. Alt. and in prose
;

/c, kv, '. Soph.,
usTu, Isocr. ; cf.]., , to murder by treach-

ery, Dem. 401, 26, and Polyb. ; and', , J7,= sq., App.

;

and?,,, death by treachery,

Arist. Eth. N. : from, ov,{,*, -) slaying by treachery : in genl.

murderous, fatal, ., Aesch. Ag.
1129., , (, )

voily-minded, crafty, subtle, . Hom.
Merc. 28, Find. N. 8, 56.?,,,()
planni)ig craft, uHly-minded, Horn.

;

only found in part. Hence, . , craft, subtlety,

witiness, 11. 19, 97, 112: from, ov, gen. , (.,)=?., Anth.,, , lurker in ambush,
Gramm.
/),, b, Dolops, a son of

Mercury, Ap. Rh. 1, 582.—2. grand-
son of Laomedon, a Trojan, 11. 15,

525.-3. a Greek, II. 11, 302., ,(?.) to beguile, ensnare,

take by craft, Hes. Th. 494, Hdt. 1,

212, Soph , etc.— II. to make deceitful,

counterfeit, adulterate, e. g. gold, wine,
etc., Hemst. Ar. Plut. p. 125 : to stain,

dye, ., to disguise one's self,

Soph. Phil. 129. Hence, . , a trick, deceit,

Aesch. Cho. 1003.', . , a small topsail,

only used in very favourable winds,
like our studding-.iails, Polyb.—II. a

secret weapon, poniard, stiletto, Plut.

—

In Horn, only as prop. n.

to!^, , Dolon. son of Eu-
medes, a Trojan, who, going as a spy
to the camp of the Greeks, was taken
and slain by Diomed and Ulysses, 11.

10.314, Eur. Rhes.
to^'t^, . , the Dolonea, the

adventures and tleath of Dolon, a
name given by Gramm. to the tenth
book of the Iliad, Ael. V. H. : also.,, ,{,) artful

looking, trencherovs•. Soph. Tr. 1050.,, ,{) tricking,

catching by snares. 'Ken. Cyr. 1, 6, 28.,,,{) agift, Plut., , ulov, {) of, be-

longing to building, ., sub., foundation-stnnrs. . Rh.^,, , Domanitis, a re-

gion of Paphlagonia, Strab.., Ep. for, inf.

aor. 2 from, Horn.^, , , the Roman Do-
mitianus, Plut., , , {) building : a
builJiiig, Lye. — II. :=, figure,
body, Ap. Rh.,, ^,=foreg., Joseph.^, , , the Roman Domi-
tius, Strab.,, , {) a builder., ov. , Domnecltus, a
Galatian tetrarch, Strab.), adv., home, homeward, like

and, Hom. : also
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AOXA, to his own house, Od. 1, 83 :

from, ov, h, {) Lat. domus, a
building.— \. a house, dwelling, Horn.,
who uses it (like Lat. aedes) in sing.

of gods, in plur. of men. Sometimes
the house and all that belongs to it

:

whence or, of the
whole realm of Hades, frcq. in Horn.,, Minerva's
temple, and her city, Od. 7, 81 : hence
in Trag., the family of the house, house-

hold, Eur. Or. 70, Med. 114 : also of
beasts, a sheepfold, II. 12, 301 ; a
wasps' or bees' nest, II. 12, 1C9.—II. a
part of the house, chamber, room, esp.

the banquet-hall, Horn.—III. all that is

built, built up. fitted or put together,, at every
thirtieth layer or row of bricks in the
building, Hdt. 1, 179.—2. a chest, re-

ceptacle, wooden holder of any kind., , {,)
shaking, ruining the house, Aesch.^', Dor. for, from., dep. mid.,{) to

fold with reed and birdlime, Anth.
Hence., , a thicket of reeds,

II. 18, 576.—II. a fowler, Opp., , , fern,,. , of reed, Anth. [i]

Aovoy.o. ov,{,)
reed-cutting, pen-making, Anth. [fi],, , abounding in

reeds, Eur. Hel. 208 :? ., a trap

made of them, Anth., , {,)
grown with reeds, Nonn., ov,{,)
producing reeds, Theogn. 783, Eur. I.

A. 179., ov, , poet,.,{,) ivalking with,
epith. of a fowler, A. P. 10, 22, 3.,,^'.-, oi^v,{,) green with reeds, Eur.
I. T. 400., ,{,) reedy,- ., Bacchyl. 39.,, , {) thick-

et of reeds.

1,, Oonacon, a strip

of land near Thespiae, Paus. 9, 31 , 7.,, , Dor.. Ion.
a reed. Hom. : ..,
reed-stalks, . Hom. Merc. 47.— II.

i7!!i/ thing made of reed, esp.— 1. a dart,

arrow, 11. 11, 584.—2. later, a flute,

shepherd's pipe, Pind. P. 12, 44, Aesch.
Pr. 574.—3. a fishing-rod. Anth.— 4. a

lime-twig.—5. a uritiug-reed. pen, Lat.

arundo, calamus, Anth., cf./,.—
III. a kind of fish, Xenocr. (P^rom, " shaken by the wind," N. T.), , f. -. .thnke. shake to

and fro, esp. of winds, shaking trees,

II. 17, 55 ; scattering clouds, II. 12,

157, etc. : in genl. to tnove about, stir,, Hdt. 4, 2 : to excite, -. Pind. . 7, 119, cf P. 10, 00 :

hence of the mind, to rouse, agitate,

disturb,, Pind. N. 6, 96, cf P.

6, 36. Pass., ., Asia
rvas in commotion, Hdt. 7, 1. (Akin
to.) Hence,, , agitation, waving,, Luc., , , shaken, Anth.^, , ,{) notion, opin-

ion, which one has of a thing, true or

false: and so— 1. expectation,, otherwise than one expects, II.

10, 32t, Od. 11, 343: in prose usu.

or ..., Hdt.

1, 79, etc. : opp. to . Plat.,

etc. : , to make

one expect that..,, c. inf. or ...,
Xen. Hell. 7, 5, 21, Plat. Soph. 216
D.—2. an opinion,=^, a sentiment,

judgment, whether well-grounded or
not, Pind. O. 6, 140 : esp. a philosophic

opinion, Lat. placitum : so •. the peculiar tenets of a philos-

opher, Epicur. ap. Cic. Fin. 2, 7.—3.

next, with collat. signf, o( mere opin-

ion,), to fancy, think
...,but wrongly, Hdt. 8. 132, cf. Thuc.
5, 105 : hence, opinion, is opp. to, kwavlcdge, as doubtful to

certain, subjirtlve to objective. Plat.,

etc., cf Wytienb. Ep. Grit. p. 240.

—

4. hence a fmcy. vision, Aesch. Cho•
1053 ; of a dream, Eur. Rhes. 780.

—II. an opinion of one's self or others^

character, reputation, Lat. existimatio,

first in Solon 5, 4,', cf. lb. 34, and then
freq. in Find., Trag., etc. : used either

oigood or bad report, but absol. almost
always of good report, credit, honour,

glory, , Thuc. 2, 11,, for a thmg, Eur. II. F. 157.

Hence, f. -, to think, believe,

judge, c. inf , . ,. etc.^

Aesch. Ag. 673 : sine inl., Aesch.
Cho. 844 : c. ace. cognato, .,
to entertain an opinion, Plat. Crit. 46
D : so too absol.. Soph. Phil. 545,
Plat., etc.—II. to magnify, extol, Thuc.
3, 45 : to render glorious, to raise to

glory, N. T. Pass, to be distinguished,

held in honour, esp., es-

teemed, etc., ', Polyb.^, ov, , Doxandrus, masc.
pr. n., Anst., ov, TO. dim. from,
Lat. gloriola, Isocr. Ep. 10.,. ,{) an opinion,

Dio C.,, , an opinion, no-

tion, Thuc. 1, 111, Plat. Phaedr. 274
C, etc.—2. a fancy, Eur. El. 383., ov. , a judge, decider,

Antipho 140, 38, and Plat., , ,{) able to

form a judgment, reasoning from opin-

ion, Arist. Eth. N. : in Plat. opp. to, Theaet. 207 C ; and
-, opp. to, Soph. 233 C.:;, . , {) judged,
to be judged of by opinion, matter of
opinion. Plat., and Arist.— II. renown-
ed. LXX.,, ,=, Democrit.. , , [,)
apparent beauty ; Or, self-C07iceit of
beauty. Plat. Phileb. 49 B., , to seek popularity,

esp. mob-popularity and notoriety, Po
lyb. : others : but cf -

: and, , . thirst for popular
ily or notoriety, Plut. : others-

: from. ov,{,) thirst-

ing for notoriety, Teles ap. Stob. p.

523 ,34., , to praise, give glory

to,. Eccl. ; and, , , a praising, esp.

liturgical, the Doxology, Eccl. : from?^, ov, {, .) prais-

ing, giving glory, Eccl., , to be mad afterfame,
Philo : from
Aoov..{a,avoa)mad

after fame, Chrysipp. ap. Ath. 464 D., , , a mad thirst for

fame, Plut., ov, {, -, €) a would-be philosopher,

Epigr ap. Ath. 162 A., ov, 6, {,



uni) one who follows his own fancies, or

pretends to imUate, Plat. Soph. 267 E.

Hence, , , of or belong-

ing to a, lb., 1.-, perf.-
uai, Hdt.,{) as pass., to have the

character or credit ol being, C. inf.,

elvui, Hdt. 8,

12t, cf. 7, 135 ; 9, 48., ,,(, ~-) teaching mere opinions {),
as . to -, Plat. Soph.
223 ., , , {,) the

adoption ofan opinion, Clem. Al., , , conceit of wisdom,
unreal wisdom. Plat. Soph. 231 B,

Phileb. 49 A : from, ov, {,) wise

in one's own conceit. Plat. Phafidr. 275
B, cf.., , , {,)
hunger afterfame, Polyb.. , , {) skin, hide, of

beasts, ., Theogn. 55, ubi v.

Brunck,, Eur. Cycl. 330 ; of

birds, Hdt. 4, 175; of men, Pint., nom. pi.,, dat. sing.

of.,,, () of a

spears length., f.-,{) dep.

mid., tofight with spears., ov, , dim. from,
Hdt. 1, 34., ov, ,{) a

fighting with spears, Plut., ov. {,)
cut, carved from wood, Lyc, m Ion.

form. []], , , =,^,, speir-case., {,) to

fight with spears.,,^, Nic., , {,) of
spear-shaft's thickness, Xen. Cyn.

10,3., gen. of^.,,=^,[.
., rare dat. sing, of, esp.

Trag., , rare nom. and ace. plur.

of, Eur. Rhes. 274.. a, ov,() wooden, Anth.\', , , a being captured

in war, App. : from, ov, or ?.,{,?.) captive of the spear,

taken in war, like?., Hdt. 8,

74 ; 9, 4.3, ov, {, )
bride of battles, causing iimr by marriage

or wooed by battle, of Helen, Aesch.
Ag. 686., ov, {, )
chased, taken by the spear, in genl.

captured, -, Eur. Hec.
105 ; Tro. 574., , {,) slairi

by the spear, ., Aesch. Supp.
987., -, , only in Ion.

form, q. v.,, 6, ,{,)
subdued, slain by the spear, Aesch.
Cho. 365.. ov, {,)
spear-headed,, Aesch. Pers. 148,

with V. 1... ov, also , ov, II. Ion.-, II. 9, 343, and Eur., {,-) gained by the spear, taken in

war., ov, {,)
spear-clashing, Pind. N. 3, 103.

, ov, {, ?3)
won by the spear, Soph. Aj. 146, 894,

and Eur., ov, {,-) destroyed by the spear, Aesch. Fr.

122. [], , {,) ra-

ging ivith the spear, Eur. Supp. 485., ov, {,) ra-

ging with the spear, Aesch. Theb. 687.,, Ion. .. fighting

with the spear. Poet. ap. Schol. II. 2,

543.'(, ov, 6, Dorimachus, masc.

pr. n. an Aetolian, Polyb. 4, 3, 5., , 6, {, -) master of the spear, Eur. Andr.

1016.^, ov, ,=^, App., ov, {,)
wielding the spear, -, the right

hand, Aesch. Ag. 117, ubi al..,, {,) fallen

by the spear,, .,
death by the spear, Eur. Andr. 653,

Tro. 1003.', ov. Ion. ..
stricken by the spear, Aesch. Theb. 278,

ubi Pors.., ov,{,) toiling

with the spear, warlike,, Eur.
El. 479.—2. Pass,, ov,

pressed with the spear, oppressed by

war, bearing the brant of war, Aesch.
Theb. 169, and Eur. : ., the

evils of siege, Aesch. Theb. 628., ov, {,)
scattered or slain in war, Anth., , , {) a sacrificial

knife, Ana.xipp. ap. Ath. 169 C., , {,) v.

sub.
^, ov, , Doriscus, a city of

Thrace.—2. , a plain ot the same
name at the mouth of the Hebrus,
Hdt. 7, 25., ov.[,)
crowned for bravery in uar, Anth., ov, {,)
shaken by battle,, Aesch. Theb.
155, al.., ov, {, )
pierced by the spear, Aesch. Cho. 347.'/, ov, {,) bold

in war, Anth., a, ov, {) of an

antelope, Polyb., f. -, {) to

bound like an antelope. Gal., cf.-., ov, , dim. from -, LXX./., , ,=. Call.. 33, 2 : metaph. of a maiden, Anth.

—II. 7., dice made

ofthe ofan antelope, Anth.

—III. a deerskin ivhip, Eccl., as adv., prob. from -, quick-sighledly, accurately, Cret.

word ap. Hesych.,, ,{,-) an animal of the deer kind, SO call-

ed from its large bright eyes, an ante-

lope, gazelle, Hdt. 7, 69, Eur., etc. :

the forms,,, -,,,, occur, pern,

of varieties of the species. Hence^,, , Dorcas, fem. pr.

n., Luc., , , v.. Eur.

tAop/ci'a, , , Dorcia, fem. pr. n.,

Ath.
^, , , Dorcis, a Spartan

commander, Thuc. 1, 95., ov, , V., Dioscor.^,, , v. and Ath.

397 .—2. Dorcon, masc. pr. n., Ath.,

Long.

,, , v.,., , , {,)
sub ion.., , , {, )=:., •, , {) leathern bag
or wallet, Od. 2, 354. 380., , , v.—., , 1.-. to eat the evening
meal, II. 23. 11, Od. 8.539., ov, or, ov,
6, supper-time, evening. At. Vesp. 103 :

Xen. An. 1, 10, 17 : written also-
and,.., , , and less correctly, , the first day of the feast

Apaturia. celebrated by public supper
in each phratria, Herm. Pol. Ant.

^ 110, 10: but Hdt. 2, 48, 7/
Ty, on the eve of the feast,

cf. Schweigh. ad. Ath. 171 D.
or, , v.•., , , in Horn, the after-

noon or evening meal, whether called
dinner or supper, Lat. cocna, the chief
7i!eaZ of the day, V. esp. Od. 12, 439;
in Aesch. Fr. 168 it is distinguished
as the last of the three meals,,, '

: in
later wr. a meal, in genl., food, ?iour-

ishment, Ap. Rh., 3, 301 ; "0pp. C. 1,

132, and this also in H. Horn. Ap. 511

;

but the name disappeared from Att.

Greek, prob. because at Athens it was
customary to take only two regular
meals,, and, which
last took the place of. The
form is dub. (Prob. by me-
tatlies. from.)'', , gen.. Ion.-, and contr., in Att. po-
ets also, dat..,', , (the phrase
even in Thuc. 1, 128, ana App., but
said to be only in lyric passages of
Com., Dind. Ar. Pac. 357) ; Trag.
also , Herm. Soph. Aj. 1109.

Ion. dual. Plur. nom.,
dat., ion., dat.-
, contr., gen., dat., in Eur. Rhes. 274 nom.
pi. : cf.. E.xcept the sing.

(never) Hom. only has
the Ion. forms.—1. wood, a stem, a
tree, Od. 6, 167 : but usu. only when
cut down, a beam. esp. timber for ships
or houses, 11. 3, 61, Od. 5, 162, 371

;

more fully, , 11. 12,

36 ; , . a ship's
timber, Hom. : hence a ship, -
ov, /,, Trag. ; but
also alone, like Lat. trabs, Aesch.
Pers. 411, Eur. Hel. 1611.—II. the

wood, shaft of a spear, ,
the ashen shaft, 11. ; hence in genl.

the spear itself. Dryden's " beamy
spear :" spear, lance, whether used
as a pike or a missile, freq. in Horn.,
Hdt., etc. : a hunting spear. Jl. 12,

303 : , to the right hand, in
which the spear was held, opp. to', also . Lob. Aj.

407, cf. : so -, to win wealth by the spear, in

war, II. 16, 57, ,
II. 16, 708 : for , cf. supr./., ov, {,(\
V.., ,{,) hurl-

ing spears,, Joseph., . , dim. from., , , a kind of
halbert, Plat. Lach. 183 D ; esp. used
in sea-iights, Caes. B. G. 3, 14., , {, )=:7•., Anth., also

,., daring in war.
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iAopvK?.Fl()ac, , , Dorychias, a
Lacedaemonian statuary. Paus.', , , Dorydei, cer-

tain banished persons among the Me-
garians. Pans.

tAopy/cAof, ov. 0, Doryclus. a son of

Priam. 11. 11, 489.—2. conqueror in

the Olympic games, Pind. O. 10, 82.

Aofiviyi'iof, OV, TO, a poisonous plant,

perh. a kind of solanum, uiosc., ,—., ,=^., Plut.

tAo/jy/ aiov, ov, ra, Dorylaeum, a

city of Phrygia, Strab.

i Aopv/.uot;, , , DorylHtis, a com-
mander of .Mithradates, App.', ,=?-, ov, (,)=-, Plut.^,, , Dorymlnes, masc.
pr. ., an Aetolian, Polyb. 5, CI, 9.', . ,(,) strict-

ly a spear-friend, i. e. an ally offensive

and defensive, Aesch. Cho. 562, Soph.,

etc. : ace. to others, a. reconciled ene-

my, a friend made in war, Valck. Am-
mon. p. 198., ov, contr.-foCf,, also. At. Pac. 447, 1213, 1200,{,) spear-polishing : a maker of
spears., , {,)
compact of beams,, Aesch. Supp.
743, cf. : Ion. -,, -, -,—, v.., , or ., {,) mighty ivith the spear, . Hom.
Mart. 3, .^esch. Cho. 158., ov, for sq., Aesch. Theb.
125., ov, {,) brand-

ishing the lance, Hes. isc. 54.\, , , Doryssus, son of

Leobotes, Hdt. 7, 204., f. -, () to fight with

the spear, to war, -, evils of war. Soph. Aj. 1188., ov, -, v.

-., , to be a,
attend as a body-guard,, Hdt. 2,

168 ; 3, 127, Thuc. etc. ; e. dat. Polyb.

in genl. to keep in guard, preserve, ,
Dem. 6(il, 8,, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 84,

Isocr. 215 C : so in pass, to be kept

in guard. Plat. Rep. 573 A. Hence., , a guard, es-

cort, suite, Plut. : csp. a mute on the

stage, such as attended kings, etc.,

Luc. : nietaph. of kings governed by
their ministers, rois faineans, Plut., , ,{)
an escort or body-guard, M. Anton., , ,{) a
keeping in guard, guard kept over, -, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 10.—II. =-., , , of, belonging to

the guard, Plat. Tim. 70 : ., the

guard. Dio C. From, ov, [,) spear-

bearing, Lat. hastatu-s : esp. -, the body-guard of kings and ty-

rants, of which this was the charac-
teristic armour, v. Hdt. 1, 59, 98, etc.,

also ; at Rome, the prae-

torian bands, Hdn.—2. -, a
mute on the stage, cf..

and, imperat. aor. 2. from
: c. inf. grant that.. ! Horn.,

etc.

ov, v. 1. for,
Hdt. 6, 42, and Polyb. 4, 4, 3.,, .{) a gift, pres-

ent, Hom., esp. in Od., as, 7-
, Od. 6, 208, Hdt., etc.

:
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1041, also . Plat. Phil. IG C :

a bequest, legacy, hence =, by wdl, opp. to'. as heir at law, Lat. ab intestato,

Isae. 47, 25, cf Isocr. 393 C—2. in

medic, a dose, Gal.—II. a giving,-, Thiic. 1, 143 ; opp. to,
Plat., and Arist.

i. , , the Dosci, a people
on the Palus Maeotis, Strab., Ep. aor. % from,
for, Hom.\. , Dnlamas, Persian pr.

n., Aesch. Pers. 959., , , fem. from,
Hes. Op. 354.,,, verb. adj. of,
to be given, Hdt. 8, 111.—II.,
one must give, Hdt. 8, 88.,, , a giver, dispenser,

n. 19, 44 ; esp. of the gods, cf. :

., Hes. Sc. 131 ; ., Aesch. Pr. 312. Poet,
form of sq., but also in Xen. Cyr. 8,

1, 9., , (5,=foreg., . ., , ,{) good at, in-

clined to giving, gejierous, Arist. Eth.
N. : -, sub., the dative,

Dion. H. Adv. -., , , {) granted:

., gift, Inscr., imperat. aor. 2. mid. from -.̂,, , the Dubis now Doubs,
a tributary of the Aiar, Strab.^', , b, the Roman Duili-

us, Polyb., , {.) to

bring into slavery, treat slavishly, Diod.

:

hence, . , to mortify the body,
N. T.'', , , {?,-) entice?nent of slavesfrom their mas-
ter, Arist. Eth. N., ubi al. ?..?, , , dim. from-

or ?., Ar. Thesm. 537, Me-
tag. Incert. 3., , . Ion.', poet,

also/^, q. v., {^^) servitude,

slavery, bondage, Hdt. 6, 12, Trag.,

etc.; TO^of, under one, Thuc. 1, 8:

applied to the condition of the sub-

ject allies of Athens, Thuc.,cf. Bockh
P. E. 2, 148.—II. the body of slaves,

the bondsmen, servile class, cf. ,-,, Thuc. 5, 23, cf.

Arist. Pol. 2, 5, 22., a, ov. Ion. 7.!], ,
ov, also , ov, Eur. Tro. 1330 (Jou-

7.) : slavish,, Od. 24, 252, -, Hdt. 3, 14 ; 7., like

7j., Eur. Hec. 56.. , , {) a

service, Eur. Or. 221.—II. a slave, Lat.

mancipium, Soph. Ant. 756, cf. Eur.
Ion 748., , , slavery, late

:

from7.,{) to be a slave or

subject, opp. to, Hdt. 2, 56, etc.,

Aesch. Pr. 927, etc. ; to serve, obey,, Plat., also,,, Xen. Mem. 1, 6, 8, Plat.,

etc. : T?) ., to make one's self a

slave to one's land, i. e. give up lib-

erty to keep it, Thuc. 1, 81 : ., to accommodate one's self to the

occasion, Lat. servire, inservire, Anth.

??, 7], , fem. from 7,
Hom., , . Ion. for,
Hdt., , I'fiov, Ion. for -, Hdt.,, ,=, only poet.,

Pind. P. 1, 147.

, , oi',=sq., q. v.. Plat.
Xen., etc. Adv. -, Xen., a, ov, (/) slavish,

servile : in Hom. only, ,
the day of slavery, on which one is

enslaved : al.'io iii Trag., and in Hdt.
7, 8, 3. though the foreg. is the Att.
prose form.

7.., 7/,=}, Anth.^/, Ep., , an in-

hab. of Dulichium, Od. 18. 423; from^7, , , Dulichium, an
island in the Ionian sea, southeast
of Ithaca, II. 2, 025 ; ace. to Strab.
=, but entirely uncertain.
Hence^7, adv. to Dulichium, .
2, 629.76, ov. Ion. for-. II.,, , Ion. for•.., , {,)
eaten up by slaves, ., Philostr., ov, gen., {-, ?/) of slavish mmd., , , also -,
contract of voluntary slavery : from/.,{,) to

write one down a slave, late.77., ov, b, the slave•

teacher, a comedy of Pherecr., pass, {,) to be ruled by slaves, Dio C,
or, like slaves, Liban. Hence7.,, , a slave govern•
meat, Joseph., , ;/, {7,)
a servile war., ov,{,-) bad like a slave's,/., Te-
lecl. Amphict. 5.7, , , a slavish spir-

it, opp. to-. Plat. Ale. 1,

135 C, Theopomp. (Com.) Incert. 33 :

from7, , {7^,)
of, befitting a stave,, Hdt. 1, 126

;

low-minded, mean. Plat. Gorg. 485 B,
etc. : opp. to, as Lat. ser-

vilis to liberalis. Adv. -.., , , a slave, bondman,
strictly one born so, opp. to-, q. v., cf. esp. Thuc. 8, 28 : Hom.
has only the fem., , a bondwom-
an : opp. to : also freq. of na-
tional subjection to despotic govern-
ment, e. g. the Persians were deem-
ed 7. : metaph. .,
Eur. Hec. 865.— 11. as adj.,,
, ov. like Lat. scrvus, slavish, enslav-

ed, subject, esp. in Trag., as. Soph., (5.,,,
Eur.: ., slavery, Eur. Ion 556:
Hdt. 7, 7, has, more of a
slave. (Prob. from , to bind; as

the Pers. for siave is bendeh, and ours
bond-man.) Hence, , , slavery, slavish

work, Od. 22, 423., ,^^, as adj.,

enslaved,, Eur. Hec. 452.7,?,,{.,)
slave-like, slavish to look on, Joseph., ov, gen.,{,) slavish-minded., ov,{, ')=
foreg., , f. -, {)
make slave of, enslave, Hdt. 1, 27,
and Att. Pass, to be enslaved,

or Tivi, Hdt. 1, 94, 174: -7. , Thuc. 4, 34, cf. 2,

01. Mid. to subject to one's self ThuC.
1, 18, etc. Conf..
Hence,, , an enslaving, sub-

jugation, Thuc. 3, 10, etc.



^, dat., contd. part. pres.

from, Plat. Crat., , , poet, for •
., q. V.,, b, and,
Ion. for.,, 6, DUnax, a mount-
ain of Thrace, Strab., Ct, f. -, perf.~,
J\. 23, 679,{) to sound heavy or

dead ; in Hom. usu.,'-? -, of the heavy fall of a corpse, opp.

to the clang or ringing of the aniis, upa-'' : without-, to fall in fight, 11. 13, 426 ; --, II. 23, 679 : and
so very freq. in later Ep., to fall.

Harm. Orph. p. 819 : later, of women
beating their breasts, Eur. Ale. 104 ; of

soldiers, to cause to ring, to strike with

a ringing sound, uarcicL ^pbg, Xen. An. 1, 8, 18 :

in II. 11, 45, the aor. from
occurs, related to as

to. Pass,—-
cav, they were laid prostrate, Crinag.

28. Hence,, ,, a peal

of thunder. Or. Sib.-,. ,() a clat-

terer. '/., Anth., ov, , any dead, heavy

sound, esp. of bodies falling or knock-
ing against each other : Horn. freq.

has , the hurtling of

spears : also of the measured tread of

infantry, Od. 16, 10 ; the hum of a mul-
titude, Od. 10, 556; the roar of the

sea, Od. 5, 401 ; of a torrent, II. 4,

455 ; and oft. of the din of war. (Akin
to-)
iAovpa,,. Dura, a city of Mes-

opotamia, Polyb. 5, 48, 16., a late nom. formed reverse-

ty from poet.formsof(5o/jL',Anth.u,'J7., contr... Ion. and
poet. plur. for, of, wood,

and anything made therefrom, esp.

spears, beams, ship's timbers, Hom., v.

sub . Later a nom. sing, -, , , was formed for it,

Anth. Hence, a, ov, ofplanks or beams,- ., the Trojan (wooden) horse,

Od. 8, 493, 512. The Att. word is., . Ion. for.?(, ov, Ion. for-.. Lye., a, ov.= Ep.,
Eur. Tro. 14, and Plat. : also,
,, Ar. . 1128., poet. dat. pi. from., , {,)
spear S throw off or distant, Horn., but

only in neut. as adv., II. 10, 357, of..?. ov. Ion. for.
fAovpa, ov, b, Durias, a tributary

of the Padus. Strab.

—

2.^=,
Id., ov, (, .7.^
=sq., Od. 15, 52.'/,, ?/, , {,)
famed for the spear, Hom., freq. epith.

of heroes, of. Buttm. Lex. v. --?., , , -, --. Ion. for -., .—,, , ,=, q. .^, , , Durius, now Duero,
a river of Hispania, Strab.~7., ov, Ion. for.^,, , Duris, an historian,

Strab.,,{,) ivood-

cutting,, Anth.

21

, ov, {,) slain

by the spear, like, Opp., , {.) a
case or stand for spears, Od. 1, 128., , ,{,) the

beam above the architrave, v. MuUer
Archiol. d. Kunst ^ 283., , ,=^7}., . Ion. .~?/, . Ion. for-.̂

Ion. for,
Opp., , , {) receiving,

holding, Lat. capax, Nic., ov, , Ion., a
holder, receptacle, LXX.,, , a receiver, Eccl., , ,{) a receiving,

entertainment, Macho ap. Ath. 348 F.—.^^, a receptacle, Eur. EI.

828, and Plat., . Ion. for.
,/;/, , ,{) a measure

of length, like77,8,.
Incert. 87 : others explain it by -
?.. Aristarch. wrote, de-

ri\'ing it from., , , dochiniac, v. sq., a, ov , cross, across, athwart,

sideways, aslant, Lat. obliquus,

if/.Oov, came sideways on, II. 23, 116 ;

like: in genl. opp. to any
thing in a straight line, d. 7.6,
Eur. Ale. 1000.—II. in prosody, the

Dochmiac measure, of which the type
is "iz"-, but admitting nearly 30 vari-

ations, V. Seidler de Vers. Dochm./, ov, b, and, ov, {, 7.)
wearing one's plume aslant or cross-

ways: with bent, nodding plu/ne, Aesch.
Theb. 115., , ,=^,, rushing on slantwise, II. 12,

148. Hence, , to bend, turn sideways

or aslant :, said of a boar
twisting himself sideways, to whet
his tusks or rip up his enemy, Hes.
Sc. 389 : so of Hermes twisting him-
self up and darting tlirougli the key-
hole, H. Hom. Merc. 146, cf., , ,{) containing,

able to hold, c. gen., Theophr.—2. b, a receptacle., , , a plant, draba, coch-

learia, Diosc.

\, ov, , Drabescus. a city

of Macedonia on the Slrymon, Thuc.
1, 100 : also, Strab.^3, ov, b, Drabus, a tributary

of the Noarus in Pannonia, Strab.

^Apayyai, , oi, the Drangae, a

Persian people between Gedrosia
and Arachosia, Strab. Hence^, . , the territory of the

Drangae, Strab. : and^, , 7/,=foreg., Strab., adv.{) in the grasp,

Q. Sm.,,,{) as much
as one can grasp, a handful, Lat. man-
ipulus : esp. as manystalks ofcom as

the reaper can grasp in his left hand,

or the gleaner bind up together, a

sheaf a truss, E. 11, 69 ; 18, 552.—II.

later, uncut corn, Anth.,=.-/, ov, (, ?J•) gleaning., ov,{,)
carrying sheaves, Aesop., {) to collect the

corn into sheaves, II. 18, 555.,, ,=, a handful.—1.:=, q. v.

,, , a small handful,
i. e. a pinch, Hipp., ov, b, {) a taking
hold of, handling, Eur. Cycl. 170., inf aor. 2'., .,{)=,
to be going to do something, a sort of •
desiderative, II. 10, 96.—11. =(5., , , fem. of,
cf, a she-dragon, . Hom.. 300: of the Erinyes, Aesch. Eum.
128.', , ;7,=foreg.—II. a
kind offish, Ephipp. Cyd. 1., v. and sq., Ep. and Ion. for,
aor. of, Hes. Sc. 262 ; from
which Pmd. P. 2, 38, also has a part.

aor. 2 pass,,,, as from., ov, of dragon brood,

prob. 1. for'., in Aesch.
Supp. 267.^, ov, TO, Dracanum, a city

and promontory in the island Icaria,

H. Hom. 34, 1 : also ,
Anth.', b, Draces, masc. pr. n., in
Ar. Lys. 254.^. ov, . Dracius, leader of
the Epei before Troy, II. 13, 692., a. ov,() of a
dragon, Eur. Phoen. 1325. — U. of
Draco, ., Ath. 569., ov, , dragon's blood,

a drug.^, ov, b, (patr. from) offspring of the dragon, Matro
ap. Ath. 136 B., ov, b,^,
Theophr. : but—II.,,
,, a kind ot pigeon, Nic. ap.
Ath. 395 C.^, ov, b, (prop, son of
Draco) Dracontides, one of the thirty

tyrants, Ar. Vesp. 157.—2. {son of the

dragon) comic appellation of Cecrops,
as having the lower part of his body
like that of a dragon, Ar. Yesp. 438., ov., dim. from-.—II. a sort of tape-worm, Plut:

—

III. a plant of the amm kind.—IV.
a kinaotfig, Ath.

—

X.7/,Dracontium,&
comedy of Timocles, Ath. 237 B., ov, b, Dracontius,
Spartan pr. n., Xen. An. 4, 8; 25.,, , a kmd bird.3, ov,{,-) feeding dragons, Nonn.,,{,)
dragon-gendered, epith. of Thebans., , , {,) with snaky locks, Topyuv,
Orph.?'/, ,(,)
snaky, Lyc. : of or full of snakes.
Adv. -, in meanders, Strab.,,(,)
with snaky locks, Nonn., ov, b, (,
?./.) serpent-slayer, Anth./., ov, (,
'/.) with snaky locks, Aesch. Pr.
799., ov, {, -) like a serpent, serpentine, So-
pat, ap. Ath. 230 E., ov,(,') snaky, of serpent-form, Luc., , ,,, gen., {, ') snake-footed,

with serpents for feet., ov,(, *-,) sirpent-slaying, Orph., ov, (,) watched by a dragon, Lyc.,,^,
Eur. Or. 249.
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/cof , , ,{) the eye,

Nic.^, , , Dracyllus, masc.
pr. ., Ar. Ach. 612.,,, part,

aor., act. pass, and mid. of,
by metath., as from(},
and from.',, , (prob. from otp-,) a dragon, Horn., who
describes it as a creature of huge
size, coiled like a snake, of blood-red

colour, or shot with many changing
tints(,, koc-); indeed, in II. 11,40, he de-

scribes a thrce-hcaded one : later,

however, for serpent, Trag.—II. a

sea-fish, Epich. p. 33.—III. a twisted

bracelet or necklace : fein.

and'. [],, , Draco, the well-

known lawgiver of Athens. Arist.

Pol.— 2. a commander of Pellene,

Xen. Hell. 3,2, 11.—3. an historian

of Corcyra, Ath. 692 D.,, ,() a deed, act,

Aesch. Ag. 533 : an action, office or

djity which one fulfils, Heind. Plat.

Theaet. 150 A, Rep. 451 C—II. esp.

a whole action, drama, worked up by
rales of art, and brought upon the

stage, esp. a tragedy, Ar. Ran. 920,

etc. ; hence,, to bring
out a play, v. II. : metaph.
stage-effect of any kind, Plat. Apol.
35 B. Hence/), f. -, to drainatize a
subject., , , () dra-

matic, Arist. Poet. : of or like a drama,
Dion. H. Adv. -., , , dim. from-, Plut., , to write dramati-

cally, , Arist. Poet. ; and, , , dramatic com-
position, the drama, Philo : from,, ,{,)

dramatic poet, Luc.,,=,
Ath.: and,, , dra-

matic composition ; and/, , ,=•
: metaph. of life, Sopat. ap.

Stob. p. 311, 39: from, , (,*)
=, Joseph., inf. aor. of, to run., , , ()
course, race, Hdt. 8, 98, Aesch. Pers.

247, Soph. . . 193, Ion. ap. Ath.
468 C : Blomf. would read
everyvvh., but v. Lob. Phryn. 618,
sq. [u], verb. adj. from -, one must run, Sext. Emp., fut. of., , , () doing,

deed, work, dub.,, ,() handful,

LXX., of..— II. a measure,
one fourth of a/.—III. the hand.,,{,)
recovering a runaivay slave : 6 ., a
comedy of Antiphanes.,, TO,=zsq., Diocl.

Mel. 7., , , a flight, es-

caping : from, to run away, flee, Xen.
Mem. 2, 1, 16 ;, from one, Plat.

Symp. 216 , also ', Luc.

:

from, ov, b. Ion. ., (from,) a runaway, •' from the king, Hdt. .3, 137;
esp. a runaivay slave, Soph. Fr. 60.

—
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II. also ns adj., ., life that .iUps

away, glides away insensibly : .-
(of a mouldering clod) which fell

in pieces .io as never to be drawn out
of the urn, prob. also with allusion to

cowardice. Soph. Aj. 1285. Fem.-., ov, o,=foreg., Mosch.
1, 3: patronym. only in fonn, Lob.
Aj. 879., , , of, connected
with a, ., a tri-

umph over a runaway slave, Plut., adv., or-, ij ., a game where one chased
the rest, a sort oi blind-man's hvff, E. M., . , fem. of-, in plur. name of a comedy of
Cratinus., ov, b, dim. of-, Luc., , (,) causing to run away., desiderat. from, to

have a mind to do, to be going to do.

Soph. Aj. 326, 585, Eur., and Ar.,,=^, active:

TO ., action, as opp. to words, Aesch.
Theb. 554. []

^, ov, b, Drasippides,

(prop, son of runaivay horse) comic ap-

pell. in Ar. Vesp. 185 ; ace. to others., , , () strength,

efficacy, Luc.,() to attempt
an escape, ap. Lys. 117, 36., ov, b, Ion., (-) a running away, flight, Aesch.
Pers. 370, and oft. in Eur. :, Aeschin. 56, 38., Att., c. perf.

pass, (the only tense used
by Horn.): aor., Plat., etc.,

to grasp, take hold of seize, esp. with
the hand, c. gen. rei, -', clutching a hand-

ful of gory dust, II. 13, 393 ; 16, 486
;

so metaph., .
Soph. Ant. 235, ubi al. :

so too .'. to take a

hamlfal of salt. Plat. Lys. 209 E, etc.

:

hence to obtain, ivin, . A nth. :

but also c. ace. rei, to take by hands-

ful, Hdt. 3. 13.. , , verb. adj. from, to be done. Soph. Tr. 1204.—II., one must do, Soph., anil

Eur.,, b, fem.,
. Ion. and Horn, ., ()
doer, hence a worker, labourer, Od. 16,

248, cf..—II. as adj., doing,

active, Noun. Hence, ov, vigorous, active,

efficacious,, Aesch. Theb. 1041,, Eur. Ion 1185; ,
Thuc. 4, 81 : ., activity, energy,

Id. 2, 63 : ., ati active verb, Dion.
H. Hence, , , activity,

energy, late., , 6, ()^,
distmguished from, as less

honourable, by Pind. P. 4, 511, ubi v.

Dissen (287), though others refer it

to sq., ov, 6, fem., ,
Ion. /..()^,
a runaway. Call. Ep. 43, 5, cf foreg., , , =.
Plat. Legg. 815 A : as medic, term,
drastic. Diosc., , . Ion. ., ac-

tivity, vigour, Od. 15, 320., ., verb. ailj. from,, metath. for, skinned,

flead, , II. 23, 169.

,,,=^:
from, , ,() drachma,
a coin worth six obols, i. e. 17. 6 cts.,

nearly= Roman denarius, Hdt. 7, 144,
etc.—II. an Attic weight,= about 66
gr. avdp. (orig. as muck as one can
hold in the hand,, .) [Pe-
nult, sometimes long ia com., though
in these cases Dind. ad Ar. Vesp.
691, would read .'], , ov. Ion. for-, Nic., a, ov,() worth
a drachma, Ar. Fr. 370, Plat. Crat.
384 B.—2. weighing a drachma, Nic,
V. Lob. Phryn. 545.,,, dim. from.^, , , Drapsaca, a city
of Bactria, Arr. An. 3, 29., f. : aor. 1 :

perf. {5f'c5p£i/f(7,pass., though
Bekker reads,\\ Thnc.
3, 54 : to do, be doing, accomplish, ful-

fil, Lat. agere, freq. in Att. prose and
poetry, esp. to do some great thing,

good or bad, Wunderlich Obs. Crit.

p. 36, cf. Lat. facinus : ace. to Arist.

Poet. 3, the Dor. word for the Att.

: only once in Horn., Od.
15, 317 ; -, where it is explained intr. to

serve, wait as a servant, but the USU.
signf. must be kept, as 6 ttl
follows : c. dupl. ace,,, to do one a good or ill turn,
Theogn. 108, Soph. Aj. 1154; also. Soph. . C. 976

:

, to try every way, Valck.
Hipp. 284 : to, the doing. Soph.
O. C. 1604, cf. Herra. Trach. 195:
very oft. opp. to, ,, ,, etc. : hence proverb., -, Aesch. Cho. 313: -

... , things

of s-uffcring rather than doing. Soph. O.
C. 267, best explaineti by Shakspere's
"man more sinned against than sin-

ning." In Att. poets we often find

the intcrrog. form oloif b ;

this softens the imper., and
Bentley, Emend. Menand. p. 107,
rightly explains it to be the same as' ; do— krioiv'st thou
what ? i. e. make haste and do ; cf.

* sub fin. [a in pre.s. and inipf.,

except in very late poets.],, , Drecanum, a pro-

montory of the island Cos, Strab.^, , , DrepQna, (less

correctly), a city on the
west coast of Sicily, Polyb. 1, 41.', , , () a sickle,

reaping-hook, 11, 18, 551, and Hcs. :

in genl. a curved sword, seimetar, cf.. [], . , JDrepane, name of
the island of the Phaeacians (C^or-

cyra) from its fonn, Ap. Rh. 4, 083., , , poet, for-, Nic.,,(,)
bearing a scythe or hook, (>., a
sci/the-bearing, scythed-car, Lat. cumts
falcatus, Xen. An. 1,7, 10., ov, , dim. from-, Seleuc. ap. Ath. 155 E., , y,() the.

sand-martin, from the shape of its

large wings, Arist. H. A., ,(,)
scythe or sickle-shaped, Thuc. 6, 4 .•

from, ov, , ()=-, a sickle, Od. 18, 368 : a curved
sword, seimetar, Hdt. 5, 112; 7, 93.^, ov, ,=.—2.



a promontory of Achaea,=',
Strab.,,{, *-
yu) making scythes^ etc. : ., a

smith, armourer, Pherecr. Pers. 1, 2.~, ,=6.~~, ,,{) plucked or

to be plucked., poet, for, to pluck,

cull, Mosch. 2, 69 : more freq. in mid.,

Luc-, 0pp., etc.', f- -, to break of. pluck,

H. Horn- Cer.'425, Hdt. 2, 92, Eur.,

etc. ; freq. in mid.,/, to pluck

for one^s self, cull, gather,^, Od.
12, 357, H. Horn. Cer. 429, usu. of

flowers or fruit : hence metaph. like

Lat. decirpcre, to gain possession or en-

joyment of, .,, Pind. P.

I, 95; 6, 48, etc., and more fully'^, lb. 4, 234 ; so too-, ., etc. : by a bold me-
teph., Aesch. says ,
to shf.d it, Theb. 718, cf. Bion 1, 22.

Also, q. v. (The Sanscr.

root is dri, to break, akin to,' : hence,,
as reaping instruments. and-.), , , Dresia, a city of

Phrygia, Noun.
*-, assumed pres. whence to

form some tenses of. esp.

aor. 2, inf.. Ion..-, . Ion. for.^, ov, , Dresaeus, masc.
pr. n., Q- Sm., ov, 6, Ion. for., ,,^,
service, Lat. cidttis. ., care

the holy rites, H. Horn. Cer. 476.—
II.=, late.^,, , Drestts, a Trojan, II.

6, 20., , ,, .
Ion. for., , <5,, , .
Ion. for-, etc., , . Ion. for .,
service, Od. 15, 321.

tAftV.ai, , oi (Arr.) the

Druae, a people of Pontus on the
borders of Colchis, Xen. An. 5. 2, 1.., ,^^, hence^Lat.
fcllator, Jac. Lucill. 8.^.,, , Drilon, a river of
lUyria, Strab.?., ov, dim. from,

., a sharp, piercing little eye,

Mosch. 1,8.,,^=, Galen.'', eta, v. piercing, cutting,

to the sense, , II. II, 270 :

of smoke, pungent to the eyes, Ar.

Vesp. 146; of certain herbs, as radish,

biting, pungent, Xen. Mem. 1, 4, 5

:

hence— II. metaph., like Lat. acer,

.?harp, keen, hitter, , II. 15,

69G, Hes. Sc. 261 :^, .
18, 3-22,. Aesch. Cho. 392,,
Hes. Sc. 457: and of persons. Ar.

Eq. 808, etc. : also shrewd, keen, Eur.
Cycl. 104, and freq. in Plat. :, to look hitter, Ar. Ran. 562

;

but also to look sharply, keenly. Plat.

Rep. 519 B. Adv.-. Hence, to makepungent ; metaph.
to embitter, late : and,, , sharpness, pun-
gency of taste, etc., Theophr. : .-, violence. Gal.—II. metaph.
keenness, shrewdness, .,/. Lat. acre ad discendas artes

ingenium, Plat. Rep. 535 : keenness

of wit or satire, Luc., , to live on acridfood;
and, , , an acrid diet,

Diosc. : from

, ov, (,)
living on acridfood, []
iApiov, ov, TO, Drium, a mountain

of Daunia, Strab., , , Drlos, a mountain
of Achaea, Diod. S., , also , in plur., (Hes. Op. 528, Soph., and
Eur.) : a copse, wood, thicket,, the tangled wood, Od. 14, 353 :

only found in nom. sing., nom. and
ace. plur. ; some read from, to which it is akin, Jac. A. P.

p. 259, 263. [t], metath. for, Soph-
ron ap. E. M., cf. Schaf. Greg. p. 337., ov, , Drongilum, a
spot in Thiuce, Dem. 100, 22.', , , a wooden bathing-

tiJ), a bath, Aesch. Ag. 1540: also

explained a bier, coffiti : also., the only relic of an
old verb=, Hes. Fr. 2,

for which the Ven. Schol. II. 20, 227,

reads, and Lob. Phryn. 583
would either restore this, or read

from., adv. () in run-

ning.,,, Ar. Pac. 160,

but , ov, Eur. Ale. 244, Hel. 543,() Tunning at full speed, swift,

fleet. Adv. -.,, 6, , () run-

ning, ., Eur. Supp. 1000

:

/ ., the whirling wheel, Soph.
Phil. 680 : also c. neut., /, Eur.

Hel. 1301.— II. of fish, migratory,

Arist. H. A.—III. a street-walker,-, Lat. cxvrrax, Geop. 16, 22., v..^, ov Ion., 6, Dromeades,
masc. pr. n., prop. patr. from Apo-.̂, ov, , Dromeas, masc. pr.

n., Atii.,, , a runner.,,,=, q.v..,,=, Eratosth.

ap. Ath. 284 D., , , () good at

running, nimble. Plat. Theaet. 148 C,

etc. Adv. -. Plat. Legg. 706 C.^€, ov, , Dromichaetes, a

king of the Odrysae in Thrace, Po-
lyaen.,, ,<,)
runner, postman, Aeschin. 45, 20.\, ov, , Dromoclidcs,

an Athenian archon, Diod. S.—2. a

Sphettian, Plut., ov, , (,,) a course, race, running, \\\ II.

usu. of horses, but in 23, 758, of the

race run by heroes : and hence in

genl. ', to run a
race : any quick movement, e. g. flight,

Aesch. Pers. 205 : a fleeing, escape ; also

of time, e. g. a day's running, i. e. the

distance one can go in a day,

., Hdt. 2, 5, cf 8, 98 : ,^ hur-

riedly: fS/)o//ij a)£ti', Hdt. 9,59;,
3,77;,, 112; pv,hnc.,
and Xen. Proverb,, to run for one's all, risk

one's all, Hdt. 8, 74.-2. the length of
the stadium, a course or heat in a race.

Soph. El. 726.—II. a place for running,

race-course, Od. 4, 605, Hdt. 6, 126 : a
public walk, Lat. amhulatio, Eur. Andr.

599. Eupol. '. 3. and Plat.,'}0 ., Lat. amhulatio tecta.

Id. Euthyd. 273 A, cf Ruhnk. Tim.
Proverlj. ,, Lat. extra oleas vagari, to

get off the course, i. e. wander from
the point, Aesch. Pr. 883, cf Plat.

Crat. 414 B.

,, , a light vessel.—II.

a kind of crab, Plin.

i,, . Dromon, a comic
poet, Ath. 240 D.—Esp. as a name
of slaves, Luc, Ath., etc,, , , the Dropici, a no-
madic people in Persia, Hdt. 1, 125.,, , a kind of vine,
Geop., ,() dewy, wa-
tery,, ntp/ai, Eur. Bacch. 865,
Hel. 1335,, Ar. Nub. 338.^, , , Drose, fem. pr. n.,

Luc., f. -,() to bedew,
moisten, besprinkle, Ar. Ran. 1312., oi',=sq., Plut., , ,=, Anth.,, , Drosis, fem. pr. .,
Dem. 1386, 8./., , to shed deiv, 6

., Plut. : from, ov, (. ?.)
dewy, productive of den; Theophr., ov, gen.,(,) dew-clad,'. Orph.., , poet, for-, Eur. Tro. 833./.,, ,(,)
hojiey-dew. Gal., ,(,)
detv-nourished fed., , , (, -) hoarfrost, rime, Arist. Mund.', ov, , deiv, Lat. ros,

Aesch., etc. : also the time of deiv,

deivfall, Hdt 2, 68.-2. poet, in genl.
spring-water, any pure genial moisture,

Valck. Hipp. 121 : tears, Soph. Aj.
1208.—3. metaph. any thing delicate

and tender, e. g. the young of animals,
Aesch. Ag. 141, cf. Hence, , to bedew :,
=sq., Anacreont., ,(,) dewy,
moist, Pherecr. Metall. 2.^, ov, , Druentia, now
Durance, a river of Gallia Lugdunen-
sis, Strab.^, V.., , , the Rom. Drusus,
Strab., , al, ()=,
Gramm., ov, , Dryalus, a Cen-
taur, Hes. Sc. Here. 187., ov, TO, dim. from.,, , a Dryad, nymph
whose life was bound up with that
of her tree, Plut. cf.'..'\, uvtoc, . Dryas, one of the
Lapithae. II. 1,'263; Hes. Sc. Here.
179.—2. father of Lycurgus. king of
Thrace, II. 6, 130: also the son of the
same, ApoUod.—3. son of Mars, en-
gaged in the Calydonian hunt, Id. 1,

8,2., ov,(,) wood-
cutting. Lye.^. , , the Druids, the
priests of the Gauls, Strab., ov Ep. ao, , a kind of ser-

pent, that makes its abode in hollow
oaks, etc., Nic. Th. 471., , ov, () oaken,,
Od. 21, 43 ; . ', a fire of oak
ivood, Theocr. 9, 19 ; /, honey
from the holloiv of an oak, Anth.. ov, . () in Theophr
C. PI. 1, 2, 2, said to be a kind of cy
press.—2. ?, a kind of stone, Plin.. ov, , (,)
an acorn, or Ike fruit, Lye./. ,,=?, Ar. . 480.

and, rare col
lat. forms of., , ,=< 1.
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^^, , ace. toTzetz.=Apo/iat-
cf, appell. Apollo among the Mile-
sians, Lye. ^22.^, a, ov,() haunting
the woods, dub. in Orph., , , an oak-coppice, in

genl. coppice, thicket, ivond, Honi.,

Trag-, etc. ; Horn, has only the hete-

rog. plur., II. 11, ll's, Od. 10,

150, etc. : but we have ace. i)lur.-
in Aesch. Fr. 2!)1, 10. [In niasc.

V, in neut. plur. in Honi., etc., but
also V in later Ep., v. Henn. Orph.
Arg. C81.]^, ov, , (ace. to Arcad. and
Harpocr. /^•) Dnjtnus, a city of

Phocis. Hdt. 8, .33 ; also called -< in Paus.—2. a city on the borders

of Attica and Boeotia, Dem. 440, 2.^, , , Drymusxa, an
island on the coast of Ionia, near
Clazomenac, Thuc. 8, 31 : in Polyb.. or ., 22, 27, 5.?, , {,)
delighting in the woods, Orph.,,{,) woody,

Diod.,. ?/,= (5piiuof, Joseph., ov, , Orynemetus, a

spot in Gallatia, Strab., ov, ?}, {,-) an acorn, Strab., ov, (, *) pro-

ducing oaks, oak-grown, dp?], Ar.

Thesm. 114.,, , {) full of
oaks, woody, ap. Strab. p. C26., , , {.)
dweller on the oak, epith. of the,
Anth.], ov, , {, -) the xvoodpeckrr, Arist. . .,
in Ar. . 4837-., ov. {,) heiv-

ing or pecking trees, . wood-
pecker, Arist. . .
tApiOTrif,, i/, Dryopis, the terri-

tory of the Dryopes, a region around
Mt. Oeta, Hdt. 1, 5G.

Apyorrayr/f, , {,)
built, made of oak : ., said

to he=rrao, perh. act., pinning
oak together, binding timber. Soph. Fr.

629., , , the Drydpes, a Pe-
lasgic race around Mt. Oeta ; they
dwelt at a later period in the Pelo-
ponnesus, II. 2, 5G0, Hdt. 8, 31, etc., v..
tApiiof'., al, Dryoscephulae,

(prop, heads of oak) a narrow pass of
Cithaeron, between Athens and Pla-
taeffi, Hdt. 9, 39, Thuc. 3. 24., , , {) a

pruning or felling of trees : hence, the

2Jrunings, fire-icood. Plat. Legg. 678 D.. , ?/, sub., the

art of pruning or felling trees. Plat.

Polit. 288 D : from, ov, {^,) cut-

ting or felling timber, Aesop., ov, , v. sq., II., , oi, {, ) the

oaken ribs or cross-timbers of a ship,

which hold the whole together, Od.
19, 574, where the pole-a.xes ranged
in a row are compared to the rows
of ribs as they stand fi.xed in the keel() : in same signf /.,. and were used.

In Polyb. ,
to build a ship all new, as. we say,

from the keel : SO,, to lay the keel of a new
play, Ar. Thesm. 52; and Proverb.,

olov . Plat. Tim. 91 B.

—

].^, an oak wood, Anth., Eur.

El. 1163, in heterog. pi. ~u:
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the sing, in signf. I, Poll.

I, 85.,, , an unknown bird,

Ar. Av. 304, different from the-/.,, , Drynps, son of

Apollo, . Ifom. Pan. 34 : from him
were descended ace. to mythol. the
Drt)opes, v..—2. a son of

Priam, 11. 20,451., ,{,) ripen-

ed on the tree, hence quite ripe,,
Chionid. Ptoch. 4, ai (sc.). Ar. Lys. 504, and .
Cratin. Plut. 2 : esp. over-ripe, decay-

ed, cf., h(*nce ., Ar.

Fr. 190 : but this word seldom oc-

curs without for a v. 1., and
Dind. prefers the latter, Steph. Thes.
in voc., , {,) fall-

ing from the tree, ready to fall, v. foreg./,, , Dryp'ctis, daugh-
ter of Darius, Diod. S. : m Arr.-.,, ,{) kind of
thorn, Theophr., . Lat. dnippa, an over-

ripe, mouldy olive, Anth.2, f.- : perf.,
perf. pass,. To tear, scratch,

ivound ; in mid.,, tearing each other^s cheeks,
Od. 2, 153: , to

tear one's cheek, Lat. genas lacerare,

Eur. Hec. 655 ; and so without -, Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 13. (For root
V. sub : coUat. forms are-, though not in use,,-,, in Gramm.)", , also, ace. to Schol. Ar.
Nub. 401, , gen., ace. ,

only in Q. Sm. : the o-ak, Hom.,
etc. : sacred to Jupiter, who gave his
oracles from the oaks of Dodona, Od.
14, 328 : hence ai ,
Aesch. Pr. 832. Proverb,' , said
to be of conversing sccuTeli/ and at ease

like shepherds, 11. 22, 126: but, ' ,
thou art 7iot from the oak or rock, i. e.

thou hast parents and a country, art

not a foundling from the woods, Od.
19, 163, cf Plat. Apol. 34 D.—II. any
timber tree, like Lat. quercus. The-
ophr. : ', the resinous pine.

Soph. Tr. 763.

—

III. metaph., a worn-
out old man, like, Anth.,
cf Horace's aridae quercus, Od. 4, 13,

9. [v except in ace. sing,, nom.
and ace. plur. : once in gen.-
, Hes. Op. 434, at the beginning of
a verse.],, , Drys, a city of Thrace,
near Messembria, Dem., , , {) another form
of., ov, poet, for,
II. 11, 86.,^., ov, , and,
ov, , a fence, boundary, paling : usu.
in plur. like Lat. cancelU, esp. at

Athens, the bar of the courts of law or
the council-chamher, Ar. Vesp. 552,
etc. : also a hedge. Piers. Moer. 127.

(From : others write-, as if from,, wrong-
ly.) Hence, , to fence, fortify, Po-
lyb. Hence, aTor,, an inclosure,

Strab., f. -,{) to

fence round, guard by a fence, Lyc., , , {) a tearing,

scratching.

&, ov, , that which is

scraped off, dust., ov, ro,=foreg., Anth.,, , {,) worn-out old man.,, , {,) worn-out, sickly boy., , {,) like oaks,

oaken.^,, oi, the Droi, a people of
Thrace, Thuc. 2, 101., Ep. lengthd. form of opt.
pres. act. from 5«, for, Od.,{) to get rid of
hair by means ofpitch-plasters, Pseudo-
Luc. Hence, ov, b, a getting rid

of hair thus, Diosc.,, 6,{) a pitch-
ointment or plaster. Gal. (a, Martial.
3, 74 ; 10, 65.)^, ov, b,Dropides, a brother
of Solon, Plat. Tim. 20 E.—2. an
Athenian archon, Arr. An. 4, 8.,=£5-07,
Aesch. Fragm. 259., poet, for., 3 sing. aor. 2 act. of, for, II., , , {) of, belonging
to the number two, Plut. :, the
dual number, Gramm., {) to unite, Gramm. : to

express in the dual number, lb., {) adv. twice,^, so
and, Ar. Fr. 607., , , {) the number

two : duality : both in Plat., ov, ,{) pairing,
union., , {) to plunge in misery,
to ruin,, Od. 20, 195

;

where is not subj., but indie,
pres. poet, and Ion. for.-, Dor. for, . . p. 356,
16., Att. for, gen. and dat.
dual from., , , {) miserable,
Buckh. Inscr. 1, 537., , , ill-luck, misery, an-
guish, Od. : , the weight
of woe, Od. 14, 338 : grievous la-

bour, toil, pain. Soph. Aj. 938 : hard
usage, violence, Aesch. Pr. 179. (The
Sanger, root is Ai, to suffer pain,
hence prob. also -, and.), , , and Anth., , , misery, suffering : from, , {,,) miser-
able, much-enduring,., , , ..,,—,. Horn.
Merc. 486.,, . Dor. for,., , , {) of, belonging to

two, . sub., the dual, like., a, ov,=, Aesch. Supp.
843.^, , oi. the Dymanatae,
Hdt. 5, 68 ; and,, , oi, the

Dymnncs, one of the three .stems of
the Doric race; ace. to Slcph. Byz.
from,, or,,
, a son of the Doric king Aegimius,
Paus., etc. Hence^, a, ov, of Dymas, Lyc
1388.^,, , Dymas, father of
Asius and Hecuba, . 16, 719.—2. a
Phasacian, Od. 6, 22.-3. v. sub., inf aor. 2 act. of ,
Ep. for. II. []^, , , Dyme, a city of
Ach»a, earlier ", . Horn.
Apoll. 425 : oi, the Dymeans,



Folyb. : ^, the territory of
Dyme. Strab.

*/, assumed as pres. whence to

form some tenses of,.', / can, in pres. and
imperf like, 2 pres. rather

than ovvy, which in good
authors is only subjunct., though
even in Eur. Hec. 253, wo find

as Att. and Dor., cf Schiif. Sopli.

Phil. 798 : subj., 2 Ion. -, II. : Dep. c. fut. mid.},
and aor. pass.7], and (always

in Horn., and usu. in Hdt.)-
: aor. mid.', Hom.

:

perf : verb. adj..
The Alt. prefer the double augment,7/' which is found
as early as Hdt. 1, 10

;
yet in Thuc,

and Xen. the single augm. is more
usu.—I. to be able, capable, strong

enough, c. inf , Hom. : also absol.,

though strictly an inf must be sup-

plied from the context :

, if at least thou canst, II. ;

, as far as

/ can do it..., II. ; -, Zeus can do all, Od.
;
-, very powerful, mighty, Od.

;

hence ol, men of -power,

rank, and influence, Eur. Or. 889.—2.

of moral possibility, to be able, to dare.

Soph. Ant. 455. The inf aor. is

most freq. with, the inf fut.

most rare and only post-Horn., e. g.

Soph. Phil. 1394, cf Herm. Opusc. 1,

p. 281.—II. to pass for, and that—1.

of money, to be worth, c. ace,?7, Xen. An. 1,

5, 6 : metaph. ,
words that are as good as deeds,

Thuc. 6, 40.—2. of words, to signify., to have the same
meaning, be equivalent to, Hdt. C,

6G, 3, like Lat. valere for significare,

Schaf Dion. Comp. 88, -, Lat. idem valet, Hdt. 6, 86, 3 ; so

at, they
mean this much, Tliuc. 6, 36, so., lb. 1, 141.—3. as Mathein.
term, expresses the power of

a number to produce its square, e. g., two is the

square root of four,, etc.. Plat. Theaet. 147

E, 148 B, cf. 9.—III. -, c. inf aor., it cannot be. i. e. it

IS against destiny, V'alck. Hdt. 7, 134,

9, 45 ; so ovK '/., in Xen. (Perh.

connected with,, to under-

take, to have the power of doing, etc.)

[, except in, Od. 1, 270.

11, 414, Ep. Hom. 15, 1, and pr. nom., metri grat.] Hence
ivval'. , , Dynamene, a Ne-

reid, II. 18, 43. [ii], ,, able, powerful, effi-

cacious, Theophr., , gen.. Ion. dat. -,[) power, might, strength:

in Hom. esp. of bodily strength ;, beyond one''s strength, II. 13,

787, so in prose . Plat, .
Dem., opp. to . as far as lies in

one, Lat. pro virili, Hdt. 3, 142, etc..

also to or -poc . Thuc, and
Plat. : in genl. power, force, ability

:

esp.— 1. force of mind, power, ability,

skill, . . Plat. : and.\, esp. force of eloquence, Schaf
Dion. Comp. 410.—2. outward power,

might, influence, authority, Lat. potcn-

tia, opes, Hdt. 1, 90.—3. a force for
war, forces, ., etc., Hdt. 5,

100, Xen.. etc.—4. in genl. power,

quantity, like Lat. vis,,
Hdt. 7, 9.—5. the force of a word,

etc., meaning, Lat. vis, Plat. Crat,

394 B.—6., as adv. virtually,

potentially ; opp. to, actually,

Arist. Metaph.—7. a facility, power,
capacity, Arist. Eth. N. : hence a

faculty, art, as logic and rhetoric,

Arist. Org. : also a medicine, Hipp.,

cf Bast. Greg. p. 907.—8. worth, vahie,

as of money, Plut.— 9. Mathem. term,
potentia, either in geom., the side of a
square, or in arithm., the square root

;

each of which being multiplied into

itself produces the complete square.

Plat. Theaet. 147 D, sq., ubi v.

Stallb. []
^,, , Dyniimis, fern. pr.

n.. Die C.), , to strengthen, confirm,

LXX.., , poet, for,
Pind. P. 4, 424, Soph, and Eur. [-, Ellendt v. in voc], , ,() vom-
er, lordship, rule, Soph. O. T. 593 : ., Thuc. 3, 62 ; hence, simply for an oligarchy,

Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 46 ; in Thessaly,
Thuc. 4, 78 : government by force, des-

potism, Arist. Pol. 2, 10, 14., ,, suited to pow-
er, arbitrary, absolute, opp. to-, Arist. Pol. 2, 10, 13 : from, to be a, hold

power or lordship, be powerful or influ-

ential, Hdt. 9, 2, Thuc. 6, 89 : to be

high in rank, Isocr. 249 C : in genl. to

prevail, be prevalent, Hipp.—II. on the
mathem. sense of the word, v. Stallb.

Plat. Rep. 546 B.^, . . Dynaste, daughter
of Thespius, Apollod., , .{) a lord,

master, ruler. Soph. Ant. 608 : o'l . the

chief men, Lat. optimates, Hdt. 2, 32., , , belonging to a

or, absolute, arbi-

trary, Arist. Pol.,, , fern, from-, Dem. Phal., , , =.
Eur. I. . 280., ,() be power-

ful, mighty, . ., , , poet, for,
dub. in Aesch. Pers. 675., , , strong, mighty, esp.

in body, , the ablest-

bodied• men, Hdt. 9, 31.—2. powerful,

able, absol. or c. inf, as . ?.,
7nighty to loose, Pind. O. 10, 11, and
so oft. c. inf, cf : c. dat., /-, Thuc. 1, 13 : o'l ., the chief men,
men of chief rank and influence. Id. 2,

65: TO -, one's strength or power;
hence , ., as far as in one

lies, Lat. pro virili. Plat.—2. of things,

possible, Lat. quod, fieri possit, Hdt.,

etc. : Tu . things which, being possible,

are subjects of deliberation, Thuc. 5, 89,

cf Arist. Rhet. 1, 4.—3. Adv. -,
strongly, poiverfulli/, Lat. valide, valde,

., Aeschin. 34, 22: ., it

is possible, Hdt. 7, 11., , ,=, late

word., V. sub., gen. and dat. , Att.

also, esp. in fern, gen., though
is now excluded from the best

edd. of good Att. writers, as Eur. El.

536, Thuc. 1, 20, v. Ellendt Lex.
Soph. v. fin. : strictly the dual
form is, Hom. : but never so in

Tratr. Pors. Or. 1550: gen. plur.,.', Thuc. 8, 101, Ion. also -, Hdt. 7. 106 : cf and -,
sometimes like used indecl.,

c. g. -' , II., and so Att.,

e. g, Thuc. 3, 89. Lat. duo, Sanson

dwi, our two, old Germ, zwo, and so
through all the kindred languages.
Hom. oft. joins it with plural nouns
and verbs, as ', etc. ; so
also in Att. : sometimes for one or
two, Lat. vel duo vel nemo, a few, The-
ocr. 14, 45 : , by twos, 11. 10,
224 ; , two and two, Xen. ;, to split the state into
two, divide it, Arist. On the gramm.
forms of this word, v. Lob. Phryn
210 sq., Buttm. Ausf Gr. () 70, 2., , , supjjosed old form, Plat. Cratyl. 418 D., , {,) of two
forms, Porph., Ion. for, dat. of,
Hdt., ol. al , twelve, II.

also,., ov, Soph. Tr
648,,, , and Hipp,^., sub., thenum
ber twelve, Alcae. 99., ,, thefifty
second, Archimed., , {,) making
two. Arist. Metaph., , , the second.,,{,) to produce
two, Arist. Gen. An., , , a diver, Lat. mergus.
Call. Fr. 167. From, () to duck, dive, Lye.

:

trans., f5... Rh., ov, , the Dyras, a river of
Trachmia,in Thessaly, Hdt. 7, 198., poet, for, Trag.,
V. Pors. Hec. 728. []\)(), ov, , Dyrrhnchium, a
city of Epirus, earlier Epidamnus,
Plut. Hence
^(),, , fem. adj. Dyrrha-

chian, Anth.^,,. Dyrta, a city of In-
dia, Arr. An. 4, 30, 5.~, insepar. prefix, opp. to ,
and like our un- or mis- in un-rest,

mis-chance, always with notion of
hard, bad, ill, U7ilucky, dangerous, etc.,

whether in excess or defect, as-. : destroying a word's
good, or increasing its bad signf

;

and so joined even to words of negat.
signf, as. The poets are
fond of it in strong contrasts, as -, : and
in genl. it is nearly=a priv. These
compds. are very numerous being al-

ways admissible with verbal adjects.

:

before .,,, , was omit-
ted, V. -. (In Sanscr., dus-, or
more freq. dur-; which may be akin
to-,-- : others con-
nect it with , as if orig. of sever•

ance, or simple privation, like a.),,, part. aor. 2 of., ov, {,) a
messenger of ill, Nonn., , {,) guilty, im-
pious, opp. to.,, poet,
for., ov,(,) unchaste,
impure, Aesch. Supp. 751.,, tohavebad sport in fish-
ing, Plut. : from, , {,) hard to

catch : ill-caught, Opp. Hence, , , bad sport.. , (,) hard to

guide, restive, Dion. H.,, , , {,)
full of hard contests ; having seen hard
scriiice, Plut. fti]••., ov, {, .-) impregnable.
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7., . ((,) un-
happy in one's brothers, Aesch. Theb.
870. [], , , badness of air, mis-
tiness, Strab. : from, ov, (,) having bad
air, Id. [a], , {,) blmving ill,

i. e. adverse or stormy, mischirf-ladcn,

Hom. : poet. gen. pi., for, Od. 13, 99.—II. ill-smelling,

0pp., a, ov, also , ov. (ovr,) most miserable, Soph. O. 0.
328., oi', (,) most
viournfal, miserable, LXX., , strenglhd. form of, Aesch. Pers. 281., ov, (,) not

clear, cloudy, misty, Eur. Heracl. 857., , {,) hard
to praise, or of illfame, Ol"ph.,, to,{,)
a riddle of ivoe., ov, (,) hard
to take, impregnable., , , insensibility,

Tim. Locr. ; and, to be unfeeling : from, ov, {,)
vnfeeting, insensible :^. Gal.—II. hard to per-

ceive or trace., , , , (,)
living hard life, most miserable, Trag.

:

, a life that is no life,

Eur. Hel. 214, cf., , Plut. ; and, ov, {,, -
}') hard to be borne, most painful, or,

acc. to Meineke, hard to hurt, Eupol.
Incert. 106.—II. unfeeling, hard-heart-

ed, Soph. O. T. 12., ff,=sq., Hipp., deadly,

fatal,, Nic,, Anth., ov,(.,)
hard to cure, inveterate, Nonn., ov. Dor. for,
Eur. Rhes. 247, where others -

for. [], ov, (,)
hard to alter : hard to digest, Hipp., ov,{,) hard
to escape, Nic., ov, {,) hard
to catch, take, conquer, Aesch. Pr. 166:

., out of the reach of ills. Soph.
O. C. 1723 : hard to comprehend. Plat.

Tim. 51 A., ov, poet, for-., ov, strengthd. for •, most miserable, ill-starred, II.

22, 428., ov, (,)
hard to mount, Simon. 15, in form-., ov, {,-) hard to bring back., ov, {, v)hard
to throw up or off, Diosc.—II. hard to

guide or steer., ov, {,)
hard to digest, Ath., ov, (,-) hard to evaporate, Artem., ov,(,)
hard to call back, Plut., or restore., ov, (,-) hard to bring back, to recall, re-

store, recover, Aesch. Eum. 262, in

form., ov, {,-) hard to mix or teviper, Plut., ov, (,)
hard to distinguish or examine, Aesch.
Supp. 126, in form.
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, ov, {,-) hard to recover, Alcidam., ov, {,)
hard to undo., oi', {.-) hard to dissuade or convince, Plat.

Pann. 135 A., mrv, (,)
hard to sail up, , Strab.?., o»',=fore,!r., Strab.^, ov. (, -') breathing hard, Arist. Sens., ov. {,-) hard to pass, Phjlo., ov, {, -') hard to restore.7., ov, (, -(??-) hardly recovering from a

fall or illness, Hipp., , to bear ill, to be

tmable to bear, . Thuc. 7, 71 : to be

greatly distressed or vexed, Ttvi or

. Plut. : from, ov, (,)
hard to bear, intolerable, Ap. Kh.—II.

act. hardly bearing,. Adv.—.. ov, (,-) hard to overthrow, Plut., , , {,) want
of men, App., ov,(,):=-' I., Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 8., ov. Dor. for. [], , {,) shy of
flowering., (n;,=sq., Critias Fr. 37., ov. (,) soon dis-

tressed or vexed, ill to please, impatient,

Antipho ap. Harp., , , {,)
much distressing, vexing, Plut., ov, (,) hard
to get at, Cebes., ov, strengthd. for, Emped. 352.\, ov, =,
/. . Rh. 2, 272, acc. to Ernesti

in place of., ov, (,-) hard to struggle against,

Diog. L. , ef,=sq.,Opp.7], ov, (,) hard

to withstand, disagreeable to meet, hate-

ful, boding of ill, opp. to,
Luc. Tim. 5., ov, (, uvrt-) hard to look in the face, terrible,

Plut. : hard to vie with, Philostr. Icon.,,(,)
hard to gainsay, Dion. H., hard to op-

pose or restrain,. Joseph.^, ov, (,)
= foreg. Adv., Polyb.', ov, =-. Id.,, , if, (, //)

., marriage with a had husband,

an ill-assorted marriage, Aesch. Supp.
1064. [], ov, (,) inex-

orable., ov, {, ^-) hard to wipe out.?.?, , 7].=^-. Plat. Phileb. 46 C, Bekk.,
doubted by Lob. Phryn. 509.(?. ov, (, -) hard to get rid nf to escape

frn?n.. Soph. Trach. 950: ., having difficulty in

bringing forth, Arist. H. A. Adv.
-. Hence, , ), difficulty of
getting rid of a thing, prob. 1. for-, q. v.', ov, (,)=^.

. , {,)
hard to deceive, [],, strengthd. for-, very unruly, Anlh., , (,-) hard to remove, Gal., , {,-) hard to demonstrate or prove.

Plat. Rep. 487 E., ', {,-) hard unlearn, Josejili., m, (,^
hard to give back.—2. hard to defint,

Sext. Emp.,,, difficvltyi

of recovering ; a mortal aichntsi, ErO-
tian. : from, ov, (,-) hard to restore, Gal., ov,{,«^)
hard to remove., ov, (,-) hard to answer, Luc.—II. act.

hardly answering, Paul. Aeg. Adv.-.}, ov, (.-) hard defend, Polyb., ov, {,}
hard to imloose. Adv.—. Gal., ov, {,)
hard to wash off., ov, (, -) hard to stop. Adv.—., ov, {,-) hard to wash off., ov,(,)
hardly falling off, close clinging, The^
ophr., ov, {, -) hard to tear away or separate,

Philo. Adv. -. Plat. Ax. 365 B., ov, (,)
hard to abstain from, Sext. Emp., ov, {,•) hard to accomplish., ov,. (,-) hard to turn away or aside, refrac-

tory, Xen. Mem. 4, 1, 4., ov, (,-) hard to rub off, to shake off', get

rid of, Plut., ov, and, ov, {,)
hardly forming a scar. Medic., ov, (,) un-
accommodating, peevish., ,() to be

displeased, vexed, annoyed, .A.rist. H. A.

;

Tivi, Polyb. : also oft. as dep. mid.,

Polyb.—II. to cause displeasure to, vex,

Tivi, Diod. Hence
Avacrra,. , an imphas•

ant event, annoyance. Gal.,, ,()
disj)leas7ire, di.''sati.ffacrion, discontent.

Plat. Ax. 366 D.,, ^,=foreg., Hierocl., ?', (,) east-

It/ displeased, soon angered. Aesch.
Eum. 928 : peevish, morose, Eur. Or.

232. Adv. -.-, ov, {,)
hard to count trp, App., . , (,-,) unhappy mother of the no-

blest son, as Thetis calls herself, II.

18, 54., m>. (,) hiird to

govern, Apsch. Cho. 10:24., , , disagretm^t,

Plut., ov, (,) ill

tmited, discordant, Plut., , ,() ill

government, ill discipline, App., , (. {>) ill lighted,

dark, Arist. dc Vir. Herb.^, , , Oysauies, one of



the earliest inhabitants of Eleusis

;

ace. to some, father of Triptolemus,
Paus. ; etc./, ac•, , ill or hard lodging,

Aesch. Ag. 555 : from', ov, (,, av}J\) bad for
lodging or encamping: -

,d£/l//, the nipping frosts of luglit,

Soiitt. AnL 357., ov-, {-, av7Ac) .,
an unAappy contest with the flule, Anth., , (,) hardly

or slowly growing, Theophr./, or,= lbreg.. Id.., , (,) idly

boasting, vaiit-giuriotis.. Rh., ov, (,)
hard to take auray, Arist. Eth. N. 1,5,4.

'<://-> , (, J/) Dor. for, Anacr. Ep. 8., , (,,) most pain-

ful, most etiserable, , Aesch.
Euin. 140, cf.., , (6•,) very

heavy grievous, v. L for foreg.3', of, (,-) hard to put to the test. Or. Sib., oi', {,)
grievous to be borne, N. T., ov, (,) hard to

get at, inaccessible, impassable, Xen.
Cyr. 2, 4, 27, Polyb., etc., ov, (,) full

of wading, Aesch. Pers. 574., ov, and, ov, (,) malting

life wretched,, Leon. Tar., cf.,.', , to be slow of bud-

ding or growth : from, , (,,,) slowly budding., ov, (,/ )

hard to help, heal or ctire, Diod. S.?, ov, {,) throwing

badly, esp. with dice., , , ill counsel, folly,

Aesch. Ag. 1609: from, ov, (,) ill-ad-

vised., ov, (,)
hard to eat, Plut.?, ov, [,) of ill

soil, unfruitful,, Ep. Horn. 7., , , (,) an ill

marriage: from
-</(, ov, {,) ill wed-

ded, ., Eur. Phoen. 1047, cf.., , {,)
very ticklish, skittish, vicious,,
Xen. Eq. 3, 10, cf. Ar. Fr. 136., ov,=foreg., , , low, mean birth.

Soph. O. T. 1079: lowness of mind,
Philo : from, , {,) low-born,

Eur. Ion 1477 : low-minded, low, mean,
Epich. p. 87., ov, {,)
hard to make a bridge oner, Strab., ov, {,)
hard to till or cultivate. Id.

At'cyjOia, , , {,) ig-

norance, doubt, Eur. . F. 1107., ov, {,)
hard to recognise. Adv. -., , , difficulty ofknott-
ing : . , I did not
know thy face, Eur. El. 767: from, ov, {,) hard
to understand, Plat. Alc. 2, 147 C., ov, (,)
hard to charm, bewitch, fascinate, Plat.

Rep. 413 E., ov,{, III.)

hard to write, Aristid.—II. unlearned,

Philostr

, ov, {,)
very grasping, Liban., , to be wretched,

Longin. ; and, , , misery, Eur. I.

T. 1120: from, ov, gen., {,-) wretched, unhappy, Trag., esp.

Eur., ov, (,, )

much tvept, Aesch. Ag. 442 : .,
tears of anguish, Mel. 109.—II. act.

tnuch weeping. Id. 12.,, 6,, (,)
unhappy in one's wife, ill wedded, Aesch.
Ag- 1319., ov, {,) hard

to prove., ov,=sq., 0pp., , {,) hard-

ly seeing, ptirblind. Id.

Av^Jp, i, gen. , {,)
hard to fight with, Nic., ov, ^,)
hard to get through or over, Polyb., ov, {,-) hard to distinguish or mark out,

Dion. H., ov, {,) un-

pleasant to live in, Strab., ov, {,)
hard to dispose of, Menand. p. 14

:

hard to manage or settle, Plut., ov, (, )

hard to divide, Theophr., ov, {,)
hard to decide or settle, Plut., ov, {,-) hard to carry through.,, ov, {,-) hard to pierce or transfix, Ael., ov, {,)
hard to distinguish, Strab.?, ov, {,-) hard to reconcile. Adv. -.?.,,{, a?v)hnrd
to dissolve. Gal.—II. hard to reconcile,

Arist. Eth. N., ov,{,)
hard to understand., ov,{,)
hard to disperse infumes, hard to evap-

orate, Theophr., ov, {,-) hard to pass through., ov, {,)
hard to tear asunder, hard to break,, Polyb., ov, {,)
hard to melt, Theophr., ov, {,-) hard to form or fashion., and -, ov,

{,) hard to escape., , , a difficulty of
evaporating : from, ov, {,)
hard to pass off in perspiration, hard to

evaporate. Gal.—II. act. hardly evapo-

rating. Id., ov, {,-) hard to keep or guard., ov, {,-) indigestible.—II. act. costive., ov, (,)
hard to instruct, Hipp., ov, {,)
hard to wake or rouse. Gal., ov, {,)
hard to pass,, Porph.7/, ov, (,)
hard to get through., ov, and, ov, {,)
hard to get through, hard to pass, Diod., ov, {,-
%') hard to search or see through, Plat.

Rep, 432 C.

, ov, {,)
hard to narrate., ov,=:sq., ov, {,) hard to

pass, ., a difficult march, Po-
lyb., ov, {,)
hard to manage or digest, Xenocr., ov, {,)
hard to set right., ov. {,)
hard to d'fine, Sext. Emp.', ov, {,)
hard to prove., ov, (,)^-, 0pp., ov, {,) hard
to wake. Medic., ov, {,-) hard to sustain, Sext. Emp., ov, {,)
hard to take in hand, Joseph., ov, {,)
hard to earth or block up, prob. 1.

Strab., ov, {,) having an
ill-fated seat, bringing ill hick to one's

abode, Aesch. Ag. 746.—2. fitting ill,

awry, Dion. H., , , unshapeliness, ug-

liness, Diog. L., , {,) unshapely,

ugly, deformed. Hilt. 0, 61., ov, {,) hard
to inake out, of Thucydides' style,

Dion. H.— II. illformed., , to wear mean clothes,

Plut. ; from, ov, {,) meanly
clad, Eur. El. 1107., , , mean clothing:

from, ov, gen., {,)
ill-clad, Hes. ap. Ath. 116 A.^, ov, {,)
hard to enter or invade, Eur. Cresph. 1

:

superl., —, ov, least accessible,

Thuc. 3, 101.,, gen. ov, {,-7) hard to sail into, Strab., ov. Ion.= foreg., ov, (, )

hard to gel out of, Dio C., ov, {,-) hard to overpower, Plut., ov,{,)
hard to bring out., ov, {,)
ititolerable. Gal., ov,{,) hard
to dispose of in tnarriage., ov, (,)
hard to escape, Nic., ov, (,-) hard to warm. Gal., ov, (,) hard
to avert by sacrifice: -, tristia

exta, Plut., ov, (, -) hard to wash away, Dion. H., ov, (,)
hard to carry out., ov, (,)
hard to secrete : hard to digest and
pass, Xenocr. •, ov, {,)
hard to drive away, Sext. Emp.?., ov, {,)
hard to express, Dion. H., ov, {, 7.)
hardly, not easily stopped, Plut.7, ov,(,?.3)
hardly recovering. Adv. —. Gal.?, ov, (,-) hard to calculate., ov, (, ?.) hard
to undo, inexplicable. Adv. -, indis-

solubly, Aesch. Pr. 60.
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., {,) hard
to swim out of, Max. Tyr., ov, {,)
hard to wash out. Plat. Rep. 378 D.
Adv. -. Gal., ov, {<^,)
hard to pass out from, hard to escape,

Eur. Hipp. C78, where old MSS..
7/•.7, ov,(,)

hard to terrify, Arist. do Virt., ovv. gen. ov, ((,) hard to sail out nf, Polyb., ov, {Avr,)
hard to wash or cleanse, Philo.?~, ov, (,,)
hard to u-ash out, Plut., ov, {,)
hard to breathe out., ov, {,-) hard to get out of, Philo., ov, {•,)
hard to bring to suppuration, Gal.?/-, ov, {,)
hard to ?nelt, dub. in Hipp., ov, {,)
hard to escape from, Theodect. ap.

Stob. p. 126, 52l, ov, {>,) hard

to bring out or to pronounce, Dion. H.
Adv. -, Strab.. ov, =.
Adv. -, Anth., ov, {,)
hard to pronounce.}~, ov, {,)
hard to refute, Strab.. , {,) ill-star-

red Helen, Eur. Or. 1388, cf. -., ov, {,) hard
to unroll, much involved./, , {,) sorely

ulcerated, Hipp. Ilence, , , a bad ulceration,

Hipp.7., , , . {,)
hardly hoping, with scarce a hope, de-

sponding, Aesch. Cho. 412., , to have scarce a
hope, to despond,, ,, Polyb. : and?, , , despondency,

despair, Polyb. : from, ,=7..— II.

•unhoped for, ', like

Livy's ex insperato. unexpectedly, Xen.
Cyr. 6, 1, 47. Adv. -, Polyb., ov, {,)
hard to walk on or to enter upon,-, Thuc. 4, 10.'., ov, {,)
hard to sit,, Hipp., ov, {,)=
foreg., Id.—II. hard to enter or invade,

Xen. Hell. G, 5, 24.,=..,=:, Synes., , to vomit ivith difficulty,

v. 1. Hipp. : from, , {, ) hardly
vomiting. Gal.^, ov, {,)
not readily falling into, not subject to,

fevers, Gal. ', ov, {,) ill-

boding, el.., ov, (,)
hardly giving in., ov, {,)
hard to vmy-lay, App., , , {,)

bowel complaint, dysentery, Lat. tor-

mina intestinnrum, Hdt. 8, 115, cf.. Hence^, , to suffer under, Alex. Tral. : and, , , Plut. : from
376

, ov, W\c., sufferingfrom
bowel-complaint, dysenteric., ov, , late form of., , {,) ill with dysentery, Hipp., ov,{,)
hard to meet and speak with, unsocial,

repulsive, Polyb. Hence., . ?/, repulsive,

haughty demeanour, Diod., ov, {,) hard to

unite. M. Anton., ov, {.) hard
to bring out or take axoay, Hipp.. ov, {,)
hard to ruipe o-ut, Polyb., ov, {,)
hard to avoid., ov, =.,
Hipp, [], ov, {,-) hard to deceive. Plat. Rep.
413 C., ov, {,) hard
to unbind: ?) ., hard to loose from
the bonds of the body, Plut.—II. hard
to kindle., ov, (,-) hard to count, Polyb., ov, {,)
hard to evaporate.,,=^., hard to

refute or to make out, Plat. Phaed. 85 C., ov, {,)
hard to unfold or explain, Dion. H., ov, {,-) hard to xvork out., ov, {,-
>)=^., hard to investigate, Arist.

Pol. 7, 11., ov, {,)
hard to find out, Arist. H. A., ov, {,)
hard to explain, Darius ap. Diog. L.

9, 13., ov, {, -) hard to tame, Plut./, ov, {,)
hard to bring to an end : indissoluble,, Eur. Hipp. 1237., ov, {, ,-) hard to appease, Plut. [i], ov, {, 7.)
hard to destroy : not easily perishing,

Strab., ov. and, ov, {,) hard to

get out of Diod., ov, {,) hard
to get out of without remedy, Hipp., ov, {,)=^., ov, {,-)=, hard to correct,

set right., ov, {,)
hard to extend or distend., ov, {,)
hard to master., ov, {,)
hard to get at, Diod., ov, {, -) hard to attack secretly,

Xen. Hipparch. 4, 11., ov, {,-) hard to know or find out., ov, {,)
hard to attack., ov, {,-) hard to helj> or relieve.-. ov, {,)
hard to decide, ApoU. Tyan., , {,-) hard to mix or unite with : with

little social intercourse, Strab.—, ov, {,)
hard to xinderstand, M. Anton.

, ov,{,)
hard to turn or guide, pp., ov,{,) hard
to stop. Gal. Adv. -., ov, {,-) hard to reach or compass,
Diod., ov, {,) hard to effect.7/, ov, {,-) hard to attempt, Arist. Org., ov, {, ) un-
happy m love. Max. Tyr. : unfavorable,

to luie, Mel. 81., , , difficulty of per-

forming, Arteni. : and, ov, {,)
hardly working, idle., , , a difficulty,

hindrance, Diosc. : from-, ,=, App., , , difficulty in acting,

performing, etc.—II. inactivity, App.

:

from, ov, {, *) hard to

work out, hard tn effect, very difficult,

Plut. ; brittle,, Id. Lye. 9.

—

II. act., hardly icorking, idle;

., kiems ignava, Orion. Adv. -., ov, {,)
hard to find out, Joseph., ov, {,) very
lonely, desolate, Anth., , gen. , {, )
hard to strive with. Plat. Legg. 8G4 :

very quarrelsome, peevish, snappish,
Isocr. 8 D.— II. act. producing un-
happy strife, Plut. Pelop. 4 ; and, ov, . , blood of
unholy strife, Soph. El. 1385./. ov, {,)
hard to explain. Adv. -., , , ill luck : from, ov, {,) not fa-
voured by Hermes {Mercury), unlucky,
cf.., , {,) hardly
shooting or sprouting., , , , {,)
passionately loving, " sick in love with,"

Lat. perdite, misere amans,. Eur.
Hipp. 194, Thuc. 6, 13, and Xen.—
II. hardly loving, proof against love,

stony-hearted, Theocr. 6, 7. Adv.-. Hence, , to be passionately in

love, sick for,, Plut., , , like one that is., , , {,) bad
season., . 3 sing. aor. mid. of, Horn., ov, {,-) with hard etymology., opnc, , {,) an
ill bedfellow, Aesch. Theb. 292., ov, {,) ill

bedded., ov, {,) hard
to find out, Aesch. Pr. 816 : hard to

find one's way through, impenetrable.

', Eur. Bacch. 1221., ov, {,)
hard to come at, difficult, Polyb., ov, {,) hard
to get at, inaccessible, Diod.', ov, and-', ov, {, [) hard to

digest, A. B.7, , , jealousy, Ath.

:

from7, ov, {, 7) over•

jealous, jealous, su,<!picions, Od. 7, 307.
—II. emulous in ill or hardship,

., a life that vies with that
of sea-birds, Ep. Horn. 8. Adv.-,
Plut.



^, , (di'f,) hard
to seek or track, Xen. Cyn. 8, 1

.

^, , . an ill life : from. ov, (., }) wretched,

., Anth., ov, {,)
hard to heal or cure, Hipp.,,=/., ,(voo)tobe hard of
hearing : hence to be disobedient, Paul.

Aeg., , , hardness of hear-

ing, Plut. : hence disobedience, Id. :

from, ov, {,) hard of
hearing, Anth. : hence disobedient.—
II. hardly to be heard, Philostr.7, ov, (,,?)
a spinner of ill, Nonn./., ov, {,) hard

drive through or over.7., , (,,, to lay

asleep) laying in a hard bed : in Horn,
epith. of death and war, that sends

one to an ill bed. that stretches one on a

hard, cold bed, Od. 22, 325. II. 20, 1 54, cf./.. Hence came the usu.

signf., hard, painful, uneasy, e. g. 7-, Hes. Op. 504 ;, Hes.
Th. 652 : also of men, hard-hearted,

unfeeling, /., Theogn. 793.

(This last place esp. has led some
to derive it from a?Jyu. others from?. : both needlessly : v. how-
ever -?..) Ep. word.//, ov,{,) ill-sunned,

sunless, ivithout the light of day, -, Aesch. Emn. 396.—II. too much
sunned, parched., , {,) to have

an unlucky day, to be unlucky, Pherecr.

Crap. 20 ; opp. to. Hence,, , ill-luck.. , , an unlucky day,

ill-luck, mischance, Aesch. Fr. 220,

ace. to Dind. Steph. Thes. in v.. a, ov, ill-fated, ominous,

dreadful, usu. 1. for foreg., ov, {,) with

ill tuinds, stormy. Soph. Antig. 591., ov, {,) hard

to bridle. Adv. -, Synes., ov,{, ^via)=foTeg., re-

fractory, Gal.— 2. {)^=,
ill at ease, uneasy. Adv. —., ov, {,)
hard to hold in, ungovernable, Luc., ov, and -, ov,

{, uvvu) hard to accomplish., , {, ) difficult,

opp. to.>,, , , {.) very

quarrelsome contentious, Pind. : old

form of retained in Att., v.

Moer. p. 126, Bockh Pind. 0. 6, 19 (33.)^, , , Dyseris, fem. pr.

n., Anth. •, ov, a.na-, ov,=
foreg., Gramm., ov, {,) hard to

plough. Call., ov, {,) hard
to conquer., , , , {,)
heavy in heart., , {,) ill-sound-

ing, hard, harsh Or heavy-sounding

:

Horn, has it only in ., usu. in its

proper sense, as epith. of war ; but
also of death, having an ill sound, hate-

ful to hear of, much like :

hence in genl. ungrateful, ill-plensing,

not however without some notion of

sound, H. Horn. Ap. 61., , {,7) hardly
growing, Cratin. Incert. 59., , , a misfortune,

Sophi. 77.

7,, , {, 7.) hard
to warm ." chilly,, . 17, 549.

—II. over warm, burning hot, Q. Sm.
Avava,=^sq., Plut., , to die hard, die a

lingering death, Hdt. 9, 72 : from, ov, {,^
dying hard, struggling with death.—II.

act. bringing a hard, painful death,, Eur. Ion 1051. [a], , {,) that has

died a hard, painful death, Anth., ov, {,) ill to

look on. Aesch. Pr. 69., {,) to be weak
and poiverless, Hipp., ov, like, godless, un-
godly, Aesch. Ag. 1590 : ., a
thing hateful to the gods. Soph. El.

289., ov,{,~)
hard to heal or cure, hard to restore or
recover. Soph. Aj. 609., , {,) hard to

warm., ov, {,)
hardly warming. Gal., ov, {,) over hot,

parched., , , an ill state, bad
condition, 'prob. 1. Hipp. : ill disposi-

tion, peevishness, Erotian. : from, . to be in bad case, ill

disposed, in a bad temper, dissatisfied,

discontented, Diod. : but usu. as dep.

mid., c. dat. rei, Polyb. : in Xen. Cyr.

2, 2, 5, absol., to take a
thing ill, be disgusted, Lat. aegre ferre

:

from. ov, {,) in bad
case; ., badness, bad condition,

Joseph.—II. hard to set right, hard to

restore, Hipp., ov, {,)
hard to see into, to knoio thoroughly, to

understand, Arist. H. A.. ov, {,) hard
to catch, Plat. Soph. 218 D, with v. 1.., , , had hunting : from, ov, {,) having
bad sport, Opp., ov, {,-) hard to store up, hard to keep in

store,. Plat. Criti. 115 B.,=, but only
in part., Eur. El. 843, -, Eur. Rhes. 791. On the form
V. Lob. Phryn. 616., ov, {,) hard

to break, Diosc., ov, {,)
Imid ivailing, most mo^irnfiil. Soph. Ant.

1211 : ., Eur. I. T. 143., ov, {,) ill-sound-

ing, harsh, grating,, Pind. P. 4,

lil., {,) to be

dispirited, to despond, H. Horn. Cer.

363.,{)= foreg. , Hdt.

8, 100 : also in mid., to be inelancholy,

angry, Eur. Med. 91., , , despondency, de-

spair, distress, Hipp. : and, , , apt to despond,

melancholy, Arist. Phvsiogn. : from, ov, {,) despond-

ing, anj;ious, melancholy, repentant,. Soph. El. 550. Adv. -,
Polyb., ov, {, iaouai) hard to

heal or cure, ., an ill that none
can cure, Aesch. Ag. 1103. [i],. , , {,)
hardlq perspiring, Theophr., , {,) to be un-
lucky in an offering, to have bad omens

' therein, Lat. non litare, Plut. ; opp. to

i
7.7..

j

7.. ov. {,7.)
I dipped in the sea, Anth., ov, {,) hard to

wet or moisten, Hipp., ov, {,) un-
lovely, hateful, Ap- Rh.

—

. causing
unhappy love, Nonn. [t], ov, {,) hard to

ride in : -, parts unfit for cavalry-

service, Xen. Hell. 3, 4," 12.,, , (^) a sinking, dip'

ping under, esp. setting of the s^m or
stars, Aesch. Pr. 458 : . 7, the

ivest, Thuc. 2, 96 : hence without, Polyb., but so most usu. in
plur.. Id.—II. a place of refuge, a re-

treat, Opp. [v\, ov,{,) hard
to track., , {, ) hard to

bum, burning badly, Plut., ov, {,)
hard to take down, to throw down, or
overthrow, Philo., ov, {,)
hard to cleanse or puixify : hard to ap-

pease by offerings, inexorable. Lat. in-

expiabilis, ."7, Soph. Ant.
1284., ov, {,)
hard to hold back or in,, Xen.
Mem. 4, 1, 3., ov,{,) hard
to descend.-, , {,) hard
to bend, unbending, firm, Plut., ov,^ foreg., ov, {,) very
smoky, . , like Milton's
" smoky rafters," Aesch. Ag. 774., ov,{,)
hard to endure, Plut., ov, {,-) hard to struggle with, hard
to overcome, beat or take, Polyb.7., ov, {,-) hard to break., ov,{,)
=foreg., Theophr.7.—, ov, {, -7.3) hard to grasp : hard to un-
derstand, M. Anton./, ov, {,-) hard to reconcile, Ath.7, ov, {,)
hard to undo, put down, bring to an end,

Strab. p. 643.^, ov, {,-) hard to learn, to understand,
Plat. PoJit. 303 D. Adv.-, Isocr.

21 C., ov, {,-) hard to overcome, Diod., ov. {,-) hard to make out, Plut., ov, {,-) hard to make an end of scarcely

to be checked, 7., Aesch. Cho. 470,
restless,, Eur. Med. 109.7., ov, {,-
77.) hard tofrighten or keep in awe,

Polyb.7., ov, {,-7.) hard to conquer, Diod., ov, {,•) hard to irork out, hard to bring

about by labour, Arr.-, ov, {,)
hard to swallow down, Arist. Sens.. ov, {,-) hard to bring about, hard to

^ect, Xen. Cyr. 8, 7, 12.3, ov, {. -) hard to extinguish, Diod., ov, {,-) hard to get ready.
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, , (,-
ui) hard to restore or rally, Xen. Cyr.

5, 3. 43., ov, ((,-) not to be despised, Xen. Cyr.

8, 1, 42., ov, ((hg,-) hard to work, /., Stral).

:

hard to overcome, hard of digestion, I)i-

OSC.—2. difficult of accomplishment, in

coinpar. Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 7., ov. {,)
hard to see into or imderstand., ov, (('ff,-) hard to set right Or correct : hard

to attain, Gal.?, ov, {6.-) hardly forming a scar, Diosc... for , 3 sing. aor. 2

act. from, II.7, ov, {, ?.) ill-

sntinding, harsh, grating : .,
flight, ivith its wild cries and alarms, 11.

16, 357 :. 6., envy, with its tongue

of malice, Hes. Op. 194.

1., ov, , Dysceladics, an
island in the Adriatic, Ap. Rh. 4, 505., ov, (,) hard
to secrete. Gal., ov, (,)
hard to temper Or regulate, Plut., , (, ) with

ill gains, 0pp.?'/, , (.) full of
care, painful,, Od. 5, 466.^, ov. (, «//) past

remedy, Aesch. Eum. 825., , , diffictdty of mo-
ving, Arist. Gen. An. : from. ov. (.) hard

to move, torpid, sluggish. Plat. Rep.
503 D : also firm, steadfast, Plut.

Adv. -Tur, Plat. 1. c.-, ov, 6, Pans. 4, 27. 3
;

more correctly, q. v. [i], , (, /.) inglori-

ous, II. 9, 22, where is found poet.

ace. for ?^ : infamous,
shameful, Trag. Adv. -. Soph.
El. 1006. Hence7., , , ingloriousness, ob-

scurity, Dem. 1396, 18 : illfame, shame.

Soph. Aj. 143 ; an ill name, Eur. Med.
218.?-, ov, (,/)
of ill name, boding ill. Luc.'/., to be 6.7.7]. be iin-

lucky in drawing lots, esp. in standing

for a public office, to lose one^s lot or

chance, Plat. Legg. 690 C : hence in

genl., to be unlucky, fail. Hence7.,, , a piece of ill

hick, Polyb.

7.7], , , ill luck : from, ov, (, 7^) un-
lucky.7., ov, (,) of ill-

fame, infamous, Diocl. ap. Ath. 120 D.7, ov, (,) with

hard boivels, costive.—II. act. rnaking

so, binding, Plut.7]. ov,(,)
hard to live with, unsocial, Plut.,() to sleep ill,

to have bad nights, Hipp.,, , a sleeping ill: from, ov, {,) sleeping

ill.—II. act. causing bad nights, Aris-

taen.), f. -,() to

be peevish, discontented, annoyed, dis-

gusted. Ar. Nub. 36, Plat., etc. ; ,
at a thin?, Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 8./, , . (7.) discon-

tent, peevishness. Ar. Vesp. 106.—II.

of things, difficulty. Arist. Pol. 5. 7.7.7., ov, {, 7)
hard to glue or stick together, Gal. : ill•
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glued or fastened, loose, Luc. de Con-
scr. Hist. 11.7.-, ov, {7.,~) hard to bend: ., an
intricate flourish in singing, Ar. Nub.
971., ov,(,-) making one's bed uneasy,,
Ar. Nub. 420.7., ov, (, 7.) strictly,

hard to satisfy with food : hence in

genl., hard to please, never satisfied,

fretful, peevish, cross, Eur. Bacch.
1251. Ar. Vesp. 942, Plat., etc.— II.

of things, diseases, etc., harassing,

ivearing, Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon. : in

genl., unpleasant, Dem. 291, 21. Adv.-. Plat. Phaed. 84 E., ov, (. 7.) with

an informed womb, Anth., ov, (,) hard
to bear, scarce to be etidured,.
Soph. Ant. 1346., ov, (,) hard to

bruise, Damocrat. ap. Gal.,,=^, Opp., , ,() bad
temperament, of the air, Plut., ov, (, )

hard to overcome or master, Diod. [], ov, (,) of
bad temperament, aiip, Strab., , (,) hard to

distinguish, Plut., oi'.=^sq., Hipp., ov, (,) hard to

discern, read or interpret, Aesch. Pr.

458 : hard to determine, doubtful, vov-, Hipp. Adv. -, doubtfully,

darkly, Aesch. Pr. 602.7, ov, (,) hard
to reach or gain, Polyb., (,) to be un-

lucky at dice, Ath., ov, (,) in

Aesch. Ag. 653, 6., evils from
the stormy sea., , to be stone-deaf, Leon.
Tar. : from, ov, (,) stone-

deaf, Hipp.
Av7Javo, Dor. (, )

hard to pound or levigate, Archig.7., ov, (, 7) hard to

tell or to report, Lat. infandus, Aesch.
Pers. 702.7^, ov, (,) ill-

wedded.7, , (, •) hard to

shell, Nic., ov, (, )

hard to take or catch, Luc. : hard to

comprehend, Plut.7., ov, (, ?.)
hard to reckon or compute. Gal.—II.

act. misdirected, mad,. Soph. Aj.

40.7, ov, (, ?) hard for

the neck, hard to bear, }7^],,
Theogn. 846, 1018 ;. Aesch. Pr.

931.—II. adv. -, act., impatiently,, Eur. Tro. 303.7, ov, (, 7.) hard to

loose or undo, indissoluble, Aesch. Pr.

19. Adv. -, Xen. Oec. 8, 13.. , to be sloto at learning

or knowing, Aesch. Cho. 225: from
/'/, . (,, -) hard to learn, difficult, Aesch. Ag.

1255 : ., hard to know at sight.

Eur. Med. 1190: ., dificulty of
knoiving. Id. I. T. 478.—II. act. hardly

lenryiins. slow at learning, dull. Plat.

Rep. 358 A, etc. Adv.-, lb. 503 D., , , slowness at learn-

ing. Plat, Rep. 618 D, etc., , (,) thick,

sluggish,, Theophr.

, ov, (,)
hard to chew. Gal., ,() fight in

vain, struggle, or to fight an unholyfight
tilth, . Soph. Trach. 492, Herm.
the latter.— II. to fight desperately.

Pint. Hence, verb, adj., one must
struggle hard, obstinately with, .
Soph. Ant. 1106., ov,^^sq., ov, (,) hard
to fight with, unconquerable, irresistible,

Aesch. Pr. 921 : in genl., hard, diffi-

cult. Id. Ag. 1501.7, ov, (>, 7.)
hard to appear, implacable, Plut.,(/) to be ill-af-

fected, hostile, to bear ill-will, ,
against another, Eur. Med. 874:
strictlv a poet, word, but also in Dem.
300, 26, v. Schaf. Appar. 2, 297., , , ill-will, enmity,

Soph. El. 619 : from,. ov, (,)
ill-affected, bearing ill-will, hostile, Od.
2, 72 ; 20, 314 ; only found in masc.

^,&.^, v. sub., , (,)^-
:, enemies, II. 16, 521,

., 11. 5, 488 ; also in Hdt. and
Trag., esp. Eur. ; c. gen., .,
Soph. Ant. 187. Adv. -. Plat.

Theaet. 168 : f5. , or, to be ill-affected towards one, to

bear one ill-will, Xen., Isocr. : in Nonn.-,2, 85., ov, o,=foreg., Ael., , ,() like

an enemy, hostile, Polyb. Adv. ~,
Id.~7., ov, (,-) hard to alter, Hipj)., ov, (,-) not imparting freely , Strab., ov,(.)
hard to alter or change, Plut., ov, (,-) hard to shift. Adv. -.7., ov, (,-
k7mj) hard to move., ov, (,-) hard to change, Geop., ov, (,-) hard to convince., ov, (,-) hard to handle or manage, Xen.
Cyn. 2, 6 : hard to attack or conquer,

Hdt. 7, 236. Adv. -.. ov, (,p)hnrd
to measure, Antipho ap. Poll. 4, 107., , , ()=^, a sink-

ing, setting, ?/7., Hdt. 7, 115,

also without. Id. 2, 33 ;, Emped. ap. Arist. Poet. 21, 13,

and so usu. in plur., opp. to,
Blomf. Pers. 237. Dor. <5i'^/i//., , gen., in Anth. (,)7 ., vehement wrath., ov. (,) visited

by heavy wrath, Anth.,, , (,) in

Od. 23, 97,/ , my
mother yet no mother./,, , , (,)
in Aesch. Supp. 68, ., an ill

mother's wrath., , f. -, to he at

loss, not to know how, C. inf., Aescll.

Ag. 1360: from', oi>, (,) hard
to effect, hard, difficult, Epimen. ap.

Diog. L.—II. act. at a loss, Themist., , ,()=,
western, Strab., ov, (,>) hard

to mix : refusing to mix, without affirti•



ty, Plat. Tim. 35 A : of men, unsocia-

hie. Adv. -, Plut., ov. (, )

hard to imitate, Diod. [i], ov, {,) much
hated. Lye. [i], ov, (,-
VEUu) hard to remember, Arist. Rhet.
•—II. act. remembering ill, unmindful.

Plat. Tim. 74 E., adv. {) from the

west., ov, {,) illfated,

most unhappy. Soph. O. C. 327, v.-., , , hard fate, Anth.

:

from,,=^, one ivho

has a hard fate, ill-fated, ill-starred,

Horn. : and oft. in Soph. Adv. -,
Aescli. Theb. 837.

^, , , badness ofform,

ugliness, Hdt. 6, 61 : from, ov, (,) mis-

shapen, ugly, ill-favoured,, Eur.

Hel. 1204., ov, (,) like, not favoured by the Muses,

unmusical, '/, Anth., ov, {,) hard

to conquer, Flut.^77, ov, 6, Dysnicetus, an

Athenian archon, Dem. 1132, 25 ;

less correctly in Pans., and Diod. S.,.-~, ov, {, ~) hard

to wash, to wash out or off, . -. Soph. Tr. 683.', ov, {, ) snowed

upon. Nonn., .() to be ill af-

fected, -ivi, Pint. Hence, ov, hard to be understood,

Darius ap. Diog. L.

Avcvoia, , . () dislike,

disinclination. Soph. El. 654., , , lawlessness : a bad

constitution, had code of laws, Sol. 15,

31 : personified, Hes.Theog. 230 : of.

' from, ov, {,) lawless,

unrighteous, Anth., ov, contr.-, ovv,(,) ill-disposed, ill-affected, disaffect-

ed, TLvi, Soph. Ant. 212. Adv. Att.., ov, {,) in

Eur. Tro. 75, ., a return that

is no return., ov, {,)
disagreeable to marry. Anth., ov, (,) ill-

wedded, £ur. I. T. 216., ov, {,) inhospit-

able., ov, {,)
hard to dry. Theophr./., ov, (, ?,-
7m) hard to put together, hard to make
out, Dio C.

;37., ov, {, 37.?.)
hard to deal with, driving a hard bar-

gain. Plat. Rep. 486 B.--II.=foreg., ov, (,) hard

to understand, obscure, dealing in dark

sayings,, Eur. Phoen. 1506.

—

II. act. not understanding., ov, (,)
hard to put together, dub. 1. Plut., ov, (. ) over

heavy, burdensome,, Plut., ov,{,) hardly

passable, App., ,() to make bad

way. get on with difficulty, be in bad use,

Pliit. Hence, . , a had road : impas-

sable country, Plut.

, ,,=, esp. in

Ion., ov, Ion., and sometimes
Att. for, ill-smelling, stinking,

rank, Hdt. 3, 112.-~?.,.(,-
/.) hard, rough and steep, Aesch.

Eum. 387., ov, {, ) hard to

pass, scarce passable, Thuc. 1, 107.), to be distressed, sad, anxi-

ous ; 3, in Aesch. Ag.

1316, is used c. ace.,, much
like3, to be afraid of, tremble

at : and in Eur. Rhes. 805, the mid.. (Prob. from
and oi, as from olfioi.), ov, (,) bad to

dwell in, scarce habitable, Xen. Cyr. 8,

6,21., ov, (,-( ) hard to dispense : esp. hajrd to

digest, Diphil. ap. Ath. 70 A., ,=.,,= : .,
Aesch. Cho. 945., ov, (,) yielding

bad wine., ov, (, , )
hard to bear, insufferable, Aesch. Pr.

691. Adv. -.,,(,) augur

ill of a thing., , , (,-) an ill omen., , ov,=sq.,,(,)
ill-omened, Lat. inauspicatus, Luc., ov, {,) very lazy,

slothful. Adv.-, . Anton.

AiJaouai.fut. mid. from di'tj; though !

the part, has a pres. signf.,

Od. 1, 24, Hes. Op. 382: so also the

Ep. have, imperat.,
collat. forms of aor. mid.,
as of. [ii]3, ov, (,) very

rainy, .. Soph. Ant. 359., oi',=sq., Hierocl., ov, (,) hard

to live tvith, rude, or bringing evil in one's

train,, Aesch. Ag. 746. [£], ov, (,) scarce

seeing, Aesch. Eum. 388., ov, (,) unlike,

Stratt. Incert. 13., ov, (.) full

of ill dreains,, Plut.—II. act.

bringing ill dreams, Diose., ov, (,) hard to

see or know, Hipp. : ., gloom, dark-

ness, Polyb., ov, (,) hard to

see, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6. 40.,,,=:,.,,=:. Adv.

-, Dion. ., , , passionateness,

"•• ... .,, , (,) quick to

anger, Soph. Aj. 1017, etc., ov, {.) hard to

define, indefinite, Dion. H., , (,) to swear

falsely., ov, {,) =sq., ov, (,) with bad

anchorage, ., Aesch. Pers, 448 :

but Tu ., rough ground, where one can

scarce get footing, Xen. Cyn. 10, 7.

—

II. act. TTVoai ., gales that keep ships

at anchor, Aesch. Ag. 194.,, , ;/. (, opvif)=, ill-omened, boding ill,

Aesch. Theb. 838: ., Eur.
Hipp. 760., . aiov, (, -) dusky,, Eur. Phoen. 325.

, , , an ill smell, ill sa-

vour, Soph. Phil. 876 : from, ov, (,) ill-smell-

ing, v..—. hard to smell, bad

for scent, in hunting, oi, Xen. Cyn. 5,

3.—II. act. hardly smelling, having a

bad nose. Arist. Insomn./., ov, (,) hard

to heal.. {,) to have a re-

tention of urine, Aretae. : hence, , , retention of urine,

Hipp.,, ,={§. : from, .=, Diosc., , , .=^•, Cic. Fam. 7, 26.,. {,) driv-

en on by too favourable wind, Harm. O.

T. 1315.7., ov, (,)^, Telest. ap. Ath- 616 F., , , a hard fate, deep

affliction. Plut.—II. hardness in feeling,

steadfastness, firmness. Id. ; and, , to suffer a hard fate,

be in affliction, ^losch.—II. to bear tvith

impatience, Lat. aegre ferre, Polyb. in

Exc. Vat. p. 428.—III. to be hard of
feeling : from, , (,,)
feeling to excess, too easily moved, opp.

to, Plut.•—II. hardly feeling,

not easily affected, impenetrable, much
like, Id., and Lue., ov, (,)
hard, rough and steep, Nie./., ov, {, ?.)
hard to wrestle or struggle with, hard to

conquer, Epich. p. 82, ,,
Aesch. Cho. 692, Supp. 468., ov, (,)
using bad arts, treacherous, wily, or hard

to struggle with, like.
., Aesch. Eum. 846.—II. unable to

help one's self, helpless ; so adv. -,
.'/, to perish helplessly, Aesch.
Supp. 867., , {,) hard to

wrestle with,, Aesch. Eum. 559 :

in genl. hard, difficult, Pmd. P. 4, 488

;

c. inf.. Id. O. 8, 33 : dangerous, nox-

ious,.. Rh./., ov, {, -) incomparable, Plut.3, ov, (,-) hard to assist, Polyb.37~., ov, {,,
/.) hard to persuade, stubborn,-, Aeseh. Supp. 109., ov, {,-) hardly admitting advice, Polyb.

m Exe. Vat. p. 395., ov, {,,) hard to limit, Polyb., ov, {,)
hard to mislead., ov, (,-) hard to take in, admit, believe,

Clem. Al.—II. act. hardly believing.

Adv.- ; ., to doubt, Polyb./., ov, (,-) hard to assuage or soothe,

Aesch. Supp. 386.7, ov, (,-) hard to move by prayer, inexora-

ble, Aeseh. Pr. 34./, ov, {,-) inexorable./., ov, (, -) hard to follow, i. e. hard

\ to understand, Menand. p. 171.—II.

act. hardly understanding, dull, M.
1 Anton.

I

, ov, (,•
•) hard to carry along, Plut. :

1 ., a difficult vovage, Polyb.
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, , {,-) hard console or appease,

riat. Tiiu. 09 D. []--, , {,-) hard dissuade, . 1. Arist.

Physiogn.7-7?., , {,-
) hard to sail along, Stiab.7~?^, ovv,= toreg., Diod./, , {,-) hard to copy or forge./, , (,-) hard to observe., , {,-)) hard to seduce or bribe., , {,)

ill-niated: ., iU-assorted,

luckless marriage, Soph. Tr. 791., ov,= sq., Phit.
Adv. -./, , {, 7]-) hard to soothe or appease, Aesch.
Euin. 3Si., , {,)
an. unhappy maiden, Anth... , {,) un-
happy, ill-fated Paris, that bird of ill-

omen Paris, 11. 3, 39 ; 13, 769, cf. kivo-.,, {,) hard
to pass, Xen. ap. Suid.

•7(5(•, , {,)
hard reach or enter, Apoll. ap. Ath.
682 D., , {,) hard
to the feet,, Luc. [a], . {,) hard
to slop or appease, Gal. Adv. -., Dor. and Aeol. for -, q. v., , , ill discijjline, dis-

obedience, App. : Iroin, , {,.) hard
to persuade, not easily talked over. Plat.

Phaedr. 271 D. : self-willed, stubborn,

disobedient. Id. Legg. 880 A : ill-train-

ed, ill-broken. Kvver, Xen. Mem. 4, 1,

3. Adv. -, Plut., , , {,) diffi-

culty of learning by experiment, Hipj)., , {,) hard
to persuade or convince, stubborn, Arist.

Eth. N. Adv.—. ., to be in-

credulous. Isocr. 44 C, , {,)
dangerous to come near, Soph. Fr.

663., , {,) hard
to send away, Aesch. Ag. 1190.,, in II. 16, 748 Ce-
briones is likened to a diver, who
will jump into the sea, -, even if it be rough and
stormy : so in Hes. Th. 440, as a gen-
eral epith. of the sea,?. . : also. , stormy, dangerous pas-
sage, Hes. Op. 610 : metaph. like-, rough, rude, vncourteous, lb. 720.

(The signf of the word is clear:
though how this is connected with
the usu. deriv. from is not
equally so : perh. it may rather be
akin to.), , to be sore afflicted,

Plut. : from, , {,) bring-

ing sore affliction, most grievous,-. Pind. P. 12, 18.—II. Pass, much
lamented. (SoP.Of, lb. 11, 28., , {,)
hard to soften., , to digest with difficul-

ty, Diosc, in pass., , {,) hard
to digest : hard to ripen or bring to sup-

puration, Plat, Tim. 63 A., , {,)
=sq.
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. . {,) hard
to pass or get through,, Strab.

:

metaph.' ., Eur. Med. 645.,, {,)
hard to wheel about, Arr., , {.-) hard to overcome, Philo., , {,-) hard to clean, Theophr.', , {,-) hard to surround or encompass,

Arist. Pol. : hard to comprehend, Diod., , {,)
hard to conceive, Philo., , {, -) hard to overturn. Gal., , {,-) hard to cool, warm, Diosc., , to fall out ill.—11. act.

to bear impatiently : hence,, , a misfortune,

LXX., , {,,)
falling out ill, grievous : ., hard
to know. Soph. Aj. 1046. Adv.-.
Ion.-, hardly, with difficulty, Hdt.

3, 107.-, , ,{) indi-

gestion. Macho ap. Ath. 311 B., , {, /)
full of grievous evil, dub. in Aesch.
Eum. 481.7], , Dor. -(2;\_'•, umneas-
urable,, Sapph. Fr. 9.. . {,) squalid,

sorry,. Soph. . C. 1597., ,{) to mis-

trust, distrust,, Plut., , , incredulity, mis-

trust, Clem. . : from, , {,) hard

of belief, distrustful.—II. pass, hard to

be believed. Adv. -, .
. to be incredulous about a thuig, Plat.

Eryx. 405 B., , {,) wan-
dering in misery, Aesch. Pr. 608., , {,)
hard to frighten.. , {,)
hard to fill fulfil.},, , difficulty of sailing,

Anth. : from, , {,) danger-

ous for ships, lb., , {, 7.) hard

to wash clean.?, , {, )=-, Anth., , Ion., to

breathe with difficulty, Hipp.—II. to

smell ill, Anth., , ,{) diffi-

culty of breathing, shortness of breath,

Xen. Cyn. 9, 20.—II. contrary winds., ?/, , short of breath,

Hippiatr., , contr., ovv,

{.) short of breath, breathless.

Soph. Ant. 224.—II. hard or u7ifit to

breathe, ur/p, Theophr.—II. .,
contrary \vmds. Soph. Ant. 588., , {,)
hard tofight with, unconquerable, Aesch.
Supp. '619.,, {,) un-

lucky in war, Aesch. Pars. 1013., , {,-) hard to take by siege, Xen. Hell.

4, 8, 5., , {,-) unfit for governing or public bu-

siness, Plut. [i]/, , {,) toilsome,

troublesome, wearisome,, Od.

5, 493. Adv. -., , {,) hard-

earned, toilsome,, Soph. , C.

1614.—II. bringing toil and trouble,-, Aesch. Pens. 515., , y, toil and trouble

:

from,, {,) toilsome,

wearisome, grievous. Soph. Ant. 1276.

iAvvov, ov, , Dyspuntium, a
city of Pisatis in Elis, so called from<), a son of Pelops, Strab.
Hence^, a, ov, of Dyspontium,
Dyspontian ; oi, the Dys-
pontians, Paus., ov, {,)
hard to pass, impassable, , Xen.
An. 1, 5, 7., ,{) to have a
toilso7ne inarch, Joseph., , ,[) difficul

ty of passing, Xen. An. 4, 3, 7.'^, ov, {,) hard
to get, gotten with much tabor, Dion. H., ov, {,) hard to

pass or get through, scarce passable,

Plat. Crat. 420 E, Xen. An. 6, 5, 12

:

in genl.= U7ropof., ,{) to be

unlucky, Polyb., , , ill luck, ill suc-

cess, Dion. H. : from, ov, {,) un
lucky, ill-starred, unhappy, wretched

;

of persons and things, Trag. Adv.
-, Aesch. Pers. 272., ov, {,) hard to

drink, unpalatable,, Aesch. Eum.
266., , to be unsnccesfful, to

he unlucky or in misery, Aesch. Ag.
790 -. and, , , a failure,

mischance, [a] From, , {,) un-
successful, imlucky, miserable, Dion. H.
Hence, , ,=, An-
tiphon 20, 12., ov, {,-) hard to manage, intractable,

Plut., ov,{,) hard
to do. Hence, , , older form of-, ill success, ill tuck, misery,

Trag. : also in plur., Aesch. Eum.
769, Soph. Aj. 759., ov, {,)
hard to sell ; name of a play of Anti-
phanes., , , indecency, Jo-
seph. : from, , {>,) base,

undignified, Eur. Hel. 300., ov, {,) hard to

saw through, Theophr., ov,{,)
not easily runnhig out, Gal., ov, {,-) hard to approach, scarce accessible,

Thuc. 4, 129., ov, {,-) hard to approach., ov, {,-) hardly admitted, disagreeable,

Plut.—II. act. hardly admitting, M".

Anton., ov, {,-) hard to speak loith, repulsive, Dio
c.. ov, {,)
hard to get at, Id., ov, {,-) hard, to fight with : hard to at-

tack, Plut., ov, {,-) hard to get into, /.., ov, {,)
hard to get at, Thuc. 5, 05.



, , {,-) hard to deal tvith, morose, Soph.

O.'C. 1277., ov, [,,) hard to look on : of ill as-

pect, boding, Soph. El. 4C0.-, ov. (,-) hard to land on, havingfew ports,

Polyb., ov, {,-) hard to get at, Plut., ov, {,-) badforforaging in,, Aen.
Tact., ov, {,-',) hard to speak with., ov, {,)
of ill aspect, unshapely. Soph. O. C.

286, where the best MSS.-
TOV.~)], ov, {.) hard to

bring to suppuration. Gal., , {,) hard

to break, Luc., ov, {,) hardly,

i. e. slow flowing, Sext. Emp., ov, {,) hard

to break 0 break through, Dio C., ov, {,) hard

to speak: tliat should not be spoken,

Dem. Phal., , and, ov, {,) impatient

of cold, chiUy,. Hdt. 5, 10., {,) to flow ill, i. e.

to go on ill, to be unlucky, Epict.

Hence, , , leading to ill-

luck, Epict., , , ill-luck^ misfortune,

Epict., , ,{) impi-

ety, ungodliness, Trag. : a charge of im-

piety. Soph. Ant. 924. Also-, Aesch. Eum. 534., , to he, to

thitik or act ungodly, Soph. Tr. 1245 :

oi, Aesch. Eum. 910,

and Eur. Hence, , 6, an impious,

ungodly act, Dion. H./, , {,) ungod-

ly, impious, profane, of persons and
their acts. Trag. : also, . 7.,
Eur. I. T. 694. Adv. -. Eur.
Phrix. 11. (This family of words is

ircq. in Trag., but not found in Ep.
poets.),, , poet, for(5;•/3,
q. V.7, ov, {,) not

easily rotting,, Gal., ov, {, ) hard to

save, lost, wretched, Theocr. 3, 24 ; 4,

45.- : in compos, with a word
beginning with , , , , ,
the oldest MSS. omit the final of

-, to avoid the concourse of con-

sonants ; nor can this cause any am-
biguity (for should be pro-

nounced diif. from. and in

writing may be perfectly distinguish-

ed from it), and the analogy of ,, etc., is for it, though this can-

not be e.xtended to and .
Some modern critics however keep
to the strict form,-, etc., as Schaf. Dion. Coipp. p.

91., ov, {,)
hard to agree with, unsocial, Plut.3?, ov, and-, ov, V.., ov, {,)
hard to bring together, Joseph., ov, {,-
vai) with an ill conscience, Eccl.

, ov, {,,) hard to get a view of, hard

to see, Polyb.*, found in Gramm. as

root of', deriv. from,
like, Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 138.. ov, {,) hard

to arrange, irregular. Plat. Legg. 781 A.', atva, uv, gen., -,, {. ?.) very wretched,

most miserable. Soph., Eur., ov, {,)
hard to manage, Arist. Aud., ov, {,) very

stormy, [], , to be hardly able to

stand, to be unstable, Plut. : from^, ov, {,,)
unsteady, hardly able to stand., ov, {,-) hard to make out from the given

signs, hard to trace., Soph. O.
T. 109 : dark, riddling,, Aesch.
Pr. 497 ; ., Eur.
Hel. 712. Adv. -., , , want of children,

late : from, ov, (,) unfor-

tunate in one's children, ..
Soph. . . 1248., , {,) ill-

pleasing, i. e. very grievous, Aesch.
Cho. 277. Adv. -., ov, {,) hard to

melt, Hipp.', , , misery : from, ov, wretched, unhappy,
unfortunate ; oft. in Hom. of men

:

but Pind. P. 4, 478, has .,
Soph. El. 511, .:, sons of the unhappy, i. e. born
to misery, 11. 6, 127.—II. post-Hom.
like Lat. miser, in moral sense, wretch-

ed, profligate, abominable, e. g. Soph.
El. 121, v. Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 139.

The poets seem also to have used-. (v. : and on the
way of writing v. -.), ov, {,) hard
to keep or preserve, (Phocyl.) 205, or

Plut., ov, {,)
hard to trace, Plut., ov, {,-) hard to tame, Strab./., ov, gen. , {,
7.') suffering hard things, wretch-

ed, H. Hom. Ap. 532./, ov, {,) hard
to bear or endure, Aesch. Ag. 1571., , , one who has borne

a child tomisery, cf. :

from,, 6, {,) an
unhappy parent : ., Anth., , to bring forth with dif
ficulty, have a hard birth, travail hard.

Plat. Theaet. 149 D; metaph. Ar.

Ran. 1423: and
^, , , a painful delivery,

hard birth, Arist. H. A. : from. ov, {,) bring-

ing forth with difficulty. Eur. Incert.

118., , like and, to speak evil of another,

, Soph. . C. 986 : from, ov, {,) hard or
ill-mouthed; of a horse, Anth., ov, {,) hard to

cut asunder., ov, {,) lament-

able, grievous, Aesch. Theb. 984., ov, {, ,)
hard to guess or maL• out, Eur. Tro.
885., ov, {,-) hard to hit or to hit upon, DlOSC.

-€, ov, {,)fed
on horrid food, Eur. H. F. 385. [u], , , and

—t/.ia, , , difficulty of
turning or matiaging, impracticability,

Diod. : obstinacy : from-, ov, {,) hard
to turn, move : hard to deal with, hence
stubborn, unmanageable, implacable.

Soph. Aj. 914 : cf the opp.-
?., and the equiv.. Adv.
-/.0)c, awkwardly, clumsily, Xen. Ow.
8, 16. [u], ov, {,) hard
to bruise or grind, Artem., , , stubbornness ; and, , , of stubborn

mind : from, ov, {,) hard
to turn or move : hence stubborn, per
verse, unmanageable, . up, wo?nan^s wayward nature, Eur
Hipp. 161. Adv. -., ov, 6, Macedon. name for
March, ., Anth., ov, {,) hard to

rear, Theophr.?], ov, {,)
hard to bore through. Id.^, , f.-, 1 aor.-. pf. Lye. ap. Stob.
119, 13, {7/) to be unlucky, un-
happy, unfortunate, Hdt. 8, 105, and
Trag. : in a thing,, Eur. Phoen.
424, , Plar. Each. 183 C ;, Eur.. 13 -,, \. Ran.
1449;c.acc.,n-ax'Ta{5., Eur. Hec. 429 :

so also in pass.. Plat. Legg. 877 ;

of things, to fail, turn out ill, Plut.
Hence,,, a piece of ill-

luck, a failure, misfortune. Plat. Crat.
395 D. [i], , {,) unlucky,
unfortunate, fallen, Trag., Plat., etc.

;

' , Eur. Phoen. 1643. Adv.-,
Aesch. Ag. 1660. Hence, , . ill-luck, ill-fortune,

failure, Eur. Bacch. 387. Thuc, etc., ov, {,) scant of
water, Joseph., , to sleep ill, Plat. Legg,
790 D : from, ov, {,) sleeving

ill.. ov, {,)
hard to endure, Mel. 108., ov, {,)
=sq., Sext. Emp., ov, hard to abide,

Philo.\, ov, {,)
very suspicious, Philo., ov, {,-) hard to withstand, Diod.^, , in Plut. for,
(Wyttenb.) 2,431 F.?., ov, {, 7.7.)
very tottiring.,, {,) scarce

visible, dark, Plut. Luc. 9., ov, (,-) hard to imagine, Plut., ov, {,) hard to

tell, unspeakable, horrible, Aesch. Ag.
1152.—II. hard to explain. Lye., , {,) shi-

ning ill., , to be, to use
vile, abominable words : esp. words of
ill omen, Soph. El. 905.—II. trans, to

speak ill of, blaspheme, slander,, Aesch. Ag. 1078, cf. Soph. El.

1182. Hence//,, , a uvrd of ill

omen, Plut./, , ,{) vile,

abominable language : esp. u-ords of ill-

mi .



omen, lamentations. Soph. Phil. 10

:

blaxphemy, slunder, Phlt.—II. illfame,
obloquy. Soph. Fr. 185.

^.,.{(%,(^)=5^., ov, ((),) of ill

omen, boding, Hes. Op. 733 ; opp. to. Eur. Andr. 1144.— II. slati-

derotis. shameful,, Find. N. 8,

G2. Adv. -., ov, (,) hard
to spoil : not easily spoilt, Diphil.

Siphn. ap. Ath. 121 C., ov, {,)
harsh-sounding.., , {(^,) hatefid,

horrid, Acsch. kg. 1232. etc., ,{) to bear a
thing with pain and dijficully : hence
to bear ill, to be grieved Or oppressed,

Lat. aegrefirre ; hence to be disgusted,

angry, discontented, distressed, Hdt. 5,

19 ; at a thins,, Trag., tlvl,

Aesch. Theb. 780, , Hipp. ; ,
Isocr. : also in mid., Xen. Cyr. 2, 2,

5. Hence, ov, hard to bear, Eur.
Cycl. 341., , , pain hard to be

borne, excessive pain, Hipp., , ,() of,

belonging to disgust, anger.,, , , {,-) unlike the lyre, mournful, melan-
choly, Eur. I. T. 225., ov, {,) hard to

bear, insufferable, griet^ous, overpower-

ing. Find. N. 1, 85, and Trag.: also

=, Herin. Soph. Aj. 51.

—

II. act. making heavy, oppressive,-, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 17. Adv.
-, hence .,. Soph.
. . 770, 783., ov, (,)
hard to speak, or /, hard to explain,

my.'ttcrinus. Fiat. Tim. 50 C.—II. act.

speaking with difficulty. Adv. -,
Lye., , , anxiety, care,

Hes. Tn. 528, in plur. : from, ov, gen. ovor, {,)
sad, sorrowful,, 7~, Soph. .
C. 202, Eiir. Andr. 1013 : ,
melancholy, Aesch. Ag. 547 : -, sorrows. Find. . 2, 95.—II.

ill-disposrd, hostile, Aesch. Ag. 608,
834 and Eur.

—

11\.=, senseless,

insensate, Aesch. Theb. 874. Adv.~, foolishly, rashly, Aesch. Fers.
552., , {,) groxdng
or coming up slowly, Theophr. Hence,, , slow, difficult growth,
opp. to'3%. Id.'/., .=, to

have a hard tvatch : from', ov, (,)
hard to watch, keep or guard, Eur. Dan.
13.—II. hard to keep off, prevent, Eur.
Phoen. 924. [v],, , roughness ofsound

:

from. ov, {,) ill-sound-

ing, harsh, Dem. Fhal. Adv. -jjtjf., ov, {,) hard
to catch, detect, convict, Flut. with ir-

reg. comp. and superl.,, cf../, ov, {, ?.)
hard to rein, unbridled. Gal. [/], ov, (,)
thankless, Aesch. Fr. 128., ov, (,) hav-

ing a long, severe winter ; wintry, frosty,
stormy. Horn., only in II. as epith. of
Dodona : .,, Aesch.
Pr. 740., a corrupt form of-, V. Elmsl. Bacch. 15.
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, ov, gen.,=-. . Rh.,,=(. only
found ill superl., Diod.,

cf Schiif ap. Niike Choeril. 274.',,, (,)
thing hard to be subdiicd, a hard con-

quest, Soph. Ant. 120; cf., ov, (,) hard
to subdue or conquer, Hdt. 7, 9, 2., adv. part. pres.

from sq., with di.fgust, Arist. Rhet., fut. -(iv(7i,()
to be unable to suffer, endure or ]iut up
with, Lat. aegrc ferre, c. aCC, Isocr.

305 C : to feel dislike, disgust or annoy-
ance, to he discontented displeased, dis-

tressed, perplexed, , Flat. Rep.
475 C, , Isocr. 7 C, or,
Dem. 1274, 24. Pass., to be hateful,

. Flut.

—

. to

make a thing hard or difficult, ., to make difficulties, to be un-

fair in argument, Stallb. Plat. Gorg.
450 ; and so c. ace, . ,
App. : , annoy-
ing, vexatious words, Soph. O. C.
1281. Hence, verb. adj. one must be

annoyed, etc.. Plat. Legg. 828 D, etc., . , (.-) difficult, perplexing, . Anton.,, , (,-) peevishness, ill-temper. Fiat. Phil.

44 D., , , difficulty. Flat.

Rop. 502 D : a difficulty, Isocr. 84 D.
—II. annoyance, inconvenience, trouble.

Soph. Phil. 473.—2. of persons, pee-

vishness, ill-temper, emnily, cf Theo-
phr. Char. 19, and the opp.:
from, , (,) hard to take

in hand, difficult, hard to make out.

Soph. Ant. 254 annoying, distressing,

unpleasant, troublesome, discomfortable,

Trag. : , Lat. aegre

ferre, Thuc. 4, 85 : ., contra-

dictory e\^ress\oni^,yVo\il)pm.AQ\, 17,

so (, difficulties, logical sub-

tleties, Anst. Metaph.—2. of persons,
peevish, itl-tempcrcd, unfriendly, hate-

ful, Valck. Phoen. 393, cf.
Adv. -, ., Lat. aegre ferre,
Hipp. : ., to be annoyed, vexed,

. Plat. Frot. 332 A., ov, (,-) hard to shape orform., oi', troublesome, danger-
ous, fearful, Lat. horridus,,
Aesch. Theb. 503 ; also,
Aesch. Cho. 186,, Fers. 567.

(Frob. formed at once from -, as, from /: the usu.
deriv. iroxn, wintry, was favour-
ed by the reading, which
is now every where corrected, Elmsl.
Bacch. 15 : yet Blomf Fers. 573
maintains the latter, comparing ;^;iOf,,.), ov, (,) hard to

split, Theophr.?., , , had, shabby
clothing, Eur. Hec. 240 : from, ov, {,) ill

clad., ov, (,)
difficult from the expense, Plut., ov, (,) with

little grass or food. ., an inhos-

pitable dwelling, Eur. I. T. 219., , to be,
to cause difficulties, Folyb.— II. more
frcq. intrans., to fall into hardships or

diffirvllies, to be distressed or perplexed,.?, also tv or ,
, Folyb. : so also in pass.. Id.

:

of things, to be useless, Id. Hence

2, , , inconve

niencc, Lat. incor/imodum, Cic. Fin. 3,

21.. . , difficulty, per-
plexity, trouble, distress, Folyb. : froni, ov, (,)
hard to use or manage, nearly useless,

opp. to, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 26 :

intractable,, Id. Cyn. 3, 11. Adv.- ., to be in difficul-

ties. Folyb.,, , a bad colour, Hipp.

:

from, ov, contr., ovv, {,) Ath., and,, 6, , (,)
Hipp., of a bad colour, discoloured., ov, (,?) with bad
juices, ill tastitig, Xenocr. 12., , , an ill taste, Theo-
phr. : from, ov,{,)=-, id., ov, (,) very
lame, Lat. male claudus., ov, v.)., , , (,) diffi-

cult, i. e. rough, nigged ground, Xen.
Cyr. 1,6, 35.. ov, (,,) hard
to separate, inextricable, prob. 1. Folyb.
for., , (,) ill s7nelling,

stinking,, Hdt. 2, 94,,
Thuc. 2, 49.^, , Dysodes, masc. pr. .,
Hipp., , , () an ill

smell, stink, Arist. H. A., ov, (,) causing
grievous pangs, Anth., ov,(.) hard-
ly dying, tenacious of life, Theophr., ov, (,) hard-
ly, reluctantly swearing., , (,) to beat

dorvn the price, cheapen, Anth. : also in
mid., Ath. Hence, , , beating down the

price, a hard customer, Lynceus ap.
Ath. 228 C., ov, (,) bearing
an ill name, hateful to hear named, zin-

happy, abominable, II. 6, 255 : esp.

bearing a name of ill omen, such as, Soph. Aj. 914., , (, ) to make a
man change countenance, put him out

of countenance, put to shame, make
ashamed, Plut. : (5. , to dazzle,

Id. : also to put to shame by importuni-

ty, to get by begging, Eccl.—Better au-
thors used only pass,, to

be cast down, asliamed, fearful, shy,

or , Plat. Legg. 933 A,
V. Ruhnk. Tim., Lob. Phryn. 190.

Hence,, , a discourage-

ment from, shaming of,, Joseph.)7, , , ()
feeling ofshame, reverence : begging off,

entreating, Eccl., . ,() ft
to make ashamed : fitfor entreaty, Eccl
Adv.-., . , shame, shamefaced-
ness, shyness, Plut., \ .=., f.-, dep. mid.,

to keep a troublesome, painful V'atch,

}?, . 10, 183 : where Spitz-

ner reads in act., (from
and , , a watcher,.)̂, ov, , Mt. Dysorus, a

mountain on the confines of Macedo-
nia, containing gold mines, Hdt. 5, 17.



,,{,) xinseasonable.^, , , Dijteutus, son of

Adiatorix, priest at Comana, Strab.

~7], , 6, {) a diver, Hdt.

[] Hence/•, rj, , belonging to diving,

fond of diving.—II.{) towards the

west, western, Strab., Ion. for , two, Horn. : in

Att. very rare : a Dor. form like

kyuv is mentioned, Koen. Greg. p. 248., fut.: aor. act.,
pass,. Mid. : inipf.

: fut. : aor.-
U7]v, with coUat. forms, -, imperat., Horn., who also

uses part. fut. as part. pres.

Besides these tenses we also have in

intrans. signf. the active forms, perf
: aor. 2, imperat. ,, subj., part., inf..

The other pres. ', used also

by Horn., is always transit.—A. trans.,

Lat. duo, induo, but more fully ren-

dered in all senses by subeo ; we have
no equivalent word

;
perhaps to get

into comes nearest : and so—I. of

clo hes, etc., to put on,,• iv and ovvac, also esp.,, to put on one's armour, helmet,

etc., or to put them on another, Horn.,

who also uses aor. mid. for act., to arm
one^s self, though he usu. adds,

or' : also-
and, II. 18, 416;

also ,. 15,

G1 : metaph. -, if thou dost not arm thyself in

strength, put on strength, II. 9. 231,

of. .—II. of places

or countries, to enter, make one's way
into, in Hom. the most freq. use, e. g.

: also oft. in

mid., : so -, of a sta.r going into a cloud,

II. 11, 63: ],
to sink into the lap of ocean, II. 18,

140 ;
or , also -

uov'' and, to go into the earth, enter

the house of Hades, i. e. to die : to

enter, i. e. take part in divers condi-

tions or actions of men,,, and, to go into the fight, mix with

a crowd of men, so -, Od. 17, 276: more rarely c.

prep, , ' -, and -
: in II. 8, 271, a very uncommon

usage, , he got him-

self into Ajax, i. e. got behind his

shield. Absol. to go in, run in,', 11. 16, 340, cf. 8, 85.—III.

of other things happening to men :

—

1. to enter, steal into, come over or upon,, II. 5, 811: so

of states of mind, ,, -, Horn. : '.,
madness came over him, II. 9, 239 :

uiv, Mars, i. e. the spirit of war
'filted\um,l\. 17, 210, cf 19, 1(5-—B.

intransit.—I. to sink in, ?.,
the fat sinks or soaks in. where how-
ever ma.y,he supplied, II. 17,

392, cf A. II. fin.—II. to dive, Hom.,
who adds , etc. ; but later

it stood alone : hence.—III. to

set, of the sun and stars : in full -, II. 11, 63 ; but usu.

ahsol., though, etc. might
easily be supplied : very freq. in

Horn., ' up' ,
7//, '?: so too-^ , \ate-setting Bootes,' (to mark the

west) Od. 1, 24: metaph., -

, the light of sinking life,

Aesch. Ag. 1123. As in all these
cases an ace. may be supplied, some
call the intrans. usage merely elliptic.

[v in pres. and impf. act. and mid.,

Hom. ; but Ap. Rh. has,-, etc., and so esp. in part, :

aor. pass, always ; in the other

tenses always : hence, when it

is subj. aor. 2, as II. G, 340; 22, 99:
always.], , , . poet, for-, , twelve, Hom. This

double form is found in all the follow-

ing compounds ; poets preferred the
fuil form ., prose writers the
shorter., poet, for-, II., , poet, for-. Find.\, ,^,
Hes.
^, , =-, Anth.
\, , =,
. 1. Hdt.
i, , =-,.
f,=:, , Anth., , , =-, Hes.^, ,,=^, ,, Hom., , {,.,) holding two-and-twenty

measures, ., II. 23, 264., , {, ,,/) twenty-two cubits long,

II. 15, 678^, , shortd. . form for,
a house, dwelling, Hom. : only in noni.

and ace. As plur. for, only
Hes. Th. 933., 1 sing. subj. aor. 2 act. from

but , 3 subj., o'l, a'l, , {, )
twelve, Hom., , {,)
ivorth twelve beeves, poet,.,
II. 23, 703.,,{,)
with twelve altars,, Lyd., , {,) bent twelve times :., the post (in the race-course)
that has been doubled twelve tiynes. Find.
O. 3, 59.7,,{,-) twelve-fingered, Gal., , o,= sq., cf. -., , {,)

leader of twelve, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 11., , {, -), laws of twelve tables., ,{,-) sold at twelve drachmae,,
lem. 1045, 5., , {), -) running the course twelve times,.. Find. . 2, 92.,.{,)

twelve palms long, Anth., , {, )
u<ith twelve surfaces : ., dodeca-

hedron, . Wyttenb. Flat. Phaed. 1 10.?., ,(,)
conqueror in twelve contests, Anth., , , a cycle of
twelve years : from, ,{,) of
twelve years, ?., Ath. : also -,, , fern,,, , twelve years
old, Anth. : hence, , , a space of twelve
years, Diog. L.,,{,)

of twelve days : ., the time between
the Nativity and Epiphany, Eccl., , ,{,)

plant, . Plin. 25, 4 : -, a medicine (called after the
twelve greater gods) composed of
twelve ingredients, Faul. Aeg..,{) consisting

of twelve: ., at which twelve
animals were offered., {) adv., twelve

times, Ar. Plut. 852., ,{, ?.?/:
holding twelve couches, Anaxandr. Frot
1, 11., ,{,) with twelve springs, Cratin. Pyt. 7',,{,\
of twelve claxises {)./, , {,)
of twelve threads, Xen. Cyn. 2, 5., ,{,) of
twelve months,. Find. . 11,

11 : poet, ., twelve months
old, Hes. Op. 750.,,{,-) knowing twelve arts : appearing under
twelve aspects, (v. 1.)
of the sun moving tnrough the twelve
signs, dub. in Eur. Hyps. 10 : hence
TO ., the twelve devices, Ar. Ran. 1327., aia,.{,) ivorth tivelve mmai,^$211.20., ,{,)
divided into twelve parts, Anth.,, , ,{,) with twelve children, Anth.^, {, )
adv., twelve times, ever so long
ago, Ar. Eq. 1154, cf.,., ,{,)
twelve cubits long, Hdt. 2, 153.^, a, , twelvefold,

Flut.2, 1028C.?., , gen. ,{,) formed of twelve united states,.', Hdt. 7, 95., , ,, , gen.,{,) twelve feet long,

V. Meineke Menand. p. 129., , {), -) the twelfth, Nonn. [],,,^.,. ,{) the num-
ber twelve, Anth.— II. number of
twelve, Flat. Legg. 756 B., , {,)
with twelve signs, as the zodiac.,,{,-) twelve-oared, Flut., ,=-, of the twelve tribes of Israel, Eccl., , {, -) ., a ball of twelve differ-

ent-coloiired pieces of leather. Plat,
Phaed. 110 B., , {^,•) twelve stades broad, Strnb., , {, -
-) weii;hing twelve times as tnuch,

Flat. Hipparch. 231 D. [], , alov, on the

twelfth day. Plat. Rep. C14 : poet.-, twelve days old, Hes. Op. 749., , , {-,) twelfth part. Plat. Legg.
848 C., , , {) the

twelfth, Hom., , (,)
bearing twelve ti7}ies in the year, Luc.7., , {, ') with twelve petals,( ., 'The-

ophr., , (, ?.)
of twelve tribes. Or. Sib. : ., the

twelve tribes of Israel^ N. T.
3<?3



, , [,) of
twelve hours, Sext. Einp., , v.., , 6,=, because

held twelve cotylae., ,{,) with
twelve banks of oars, Ath. 203 D.

t,, 7/,=rsq., but only in

gen., dat., ace, Soph. Tr. 172: also5, in Simin. Rh. ap. Strab.\, a. ov, of Dndona, Do-
donean, ';, 11. IG, 233 : fern.-,, Hdt. 2, 53, etc. From
io}^r/, , ?/, Dodona, a town in

Thesprotia, alterwaifls assigned to

Epirus, the seat of a very early and
celebrated oracle of Jupiter, the old-

est in Greece, Horn. : hence-7] (in Find. Dor. -), from Do-
dona, Call. Del. 284.

and ^^, Ep. for, 3 sing,

subj. aor. 2 act. from, Horn., , , () a house,

dwelling, both of gods and men, Horn.,

Find., etc. ; also in plur. : ' -. the abode of Hades, the nether

world, Honi.—II. part of the house,

a chamber, room, csp. the chief room,

the frreat hall in which was the
or hearth, oft. in Od., cf. and -.—III. a house, household, Aesch.
Ag. 14fi8, Soph. O. T. 1226, etc., , dim. from, Ar.
Ran. 100., ov, b, fem. -,,
,() of, belonging to the house, ., Aesch. Ag. 968., , {,)
to rui/i house and home, as Schiitz for., Aesch. Ag. 948., , hence perf. pass, in

Aesch. Supp. 958,, I am housed in no scanty
way., ,() usu. as dep. mid.,=.. Rh., and Lye. Hence,, ,=./,, . Ion. for foreg.,,,^=., Dor. 1"'//, Epilyc.Cor. 2., . Dor. for,.\, , , the Doei. a nation of

Arabia, inhab. of, Diod. S., 1 pi. suljj. aor. 2 from -, Ep. for, II.,. Ion., , , gift,

present, Hdt. 3, 130 : esp. an hotiorary

gift, Isocr. 122 A, Dem., etc. Ace., like,, used
as adv., as a free gift, freely, Lat.

gratis, Hdt. 5, 23 ; si) ,
Polyb. : hence in vain, LXX., , to give, present,,
Hes. Op. 82 ; to present one with,

TLvi, Find. O. 6, 131 : but more
usu. as dep. mid.,, II. 10,

557 ; and . hke Lat.
donare aliquid alicui or aliquem aliqtio.

Hdt. 1, 51; 2, 126; 3, 130, and Att.

The aor. pass., c. pass, signf
in Hdt. 8, 85, and Att. Hence, , , that which is

given, a gift, present, Hdt. 7, 38. and
Trag. ; c.'dat. pers.. Soph. Tr. 668., , ,^^,
Dion. .,, , {) giver,

Leon. Tar. 14., , ,{) inclined

to give, open-handed, liberal, Plat. Soph.
223 C., , , {) open to

gifts or preseyits, to be appeased thereby,

11. 9, 526.—II. presented, freely given,

Soph. O. T. 381., f. -,=,
i, , , Doric. Orac. ap.

Thuc. 2, 54.
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^,, , Dorias, a female
slave, Antiph. ap. Ath. 338 E.',, , a Dorian, descend-

ant of: in plur. oi,
Att., the Dorians, Od. 19, 177:

also 01, as name of the me-
tropolis of the Dorians in Lacedae-
monia, Thuc. 1, 107; as adj. Dorian,,. Find. . 8, 39 ; F. 8, 29.

—II. as masc. pr. n., Dorieus, son of
Anaxandrides, king of Sparta, Hdt.
5, 41.— 2. a Rhodian naval com-
mander, Thuc. 3, 8. — 3. a poet,

Ath., Dor., f. -, to

imitate the Dorians in life, manners,
dialect, or 7nusic ; to speak Doric Greek,
Theocr. 15, 93 : to dress like a Dorian
girl, i. e. in a single garment open at

the side ; in this signf. is

most usu., cf. Anacr. 58.^, ?}, , Dorian, Doric, Hdt.
8, 43, etc. Adv. -, in the Doric
dialect, etc., Gramm., ov, , Dorium, a daughter
of Danaus, ApoUod. 2, 1, 5.—II. ,
a city in western Messenia or Elis.
in the dominion of Nestor, II. 2, 594.—2. a mountain of Elis, Fans., a, ov, Dorian : esp. in

poets with names of musical instru-
ments, etc., V.., , , strictly fem. adj.,

Dorian, //, Hdt. 5, 88 ; hence
esp.— 1. ,, etc., the

Dorian land, i. e. Peloponnesus, Soph.
O. C. 695 ; also ., in Find. N.
3, 6, of Aegina; sub. ), Do-
ris, a prov. of Greece, south of Thes-
saly, the early abode of the Dorians,
Hdt. 8, 31 ; also a tract of country
in Asia Minor, Hdt.—2. sub., a
Dorian knife used at sacrifices, Seidl.

Eur. El. 814 :.—3. sub.,
a Dorian female.—II. as fem. pr. n.,

Doris, daughter of Oceanus and Te-
thys, and wife of Nereus, Hes. Th.
241 ; also—2. a daughter of Nereus,
II. 18, 45.—3. mother of Dionysius of
Syracuse, Ath., etc. ; others in Ath.,
Anth., etc., Dor. for.,, ov, , a speaki?ig in the

Doric dialect, Dorism., adv. from, in Do-
rian fashion: 7/ ., the Do-
rian mode or measure in music, Arist.

Fol.8, 5,v. Muller Dor. 4, G, and cf.,: in Ar. Eq. 989,
with a play on. [], , (), a game
in U'hich the conqueror received a pre-

sent, Flut., cf,., ov, , Dorichus, a Syra•
cusan, Diod. S., ov,(,,)=., , , {,-) one that takes bribes, LXX., , to be a,
to accept as a present, esp. take as a
bribe, c. acc, , Hdt. 6,

72 : also absol., to take bribes, Hdt. 6,

82, Dem. 378, 12.—II. c. acc. pers.,

Hke. to corrupt by bribes, Diod.,
cf.. Pass., to have a bribe

given one, Cratin. Nom. 3 ; hence c.

acc, to receive as a bribe, Dem. :, the bribe,

Dinarch. 98, 34. Hence7), , , a present
taken as a bribe, a bribe, Dem. 236, 2., adv.{) in.

bribe fashion, in Ar. Eq. 996, with a
play on, whence some read., , ij, a taking of bribes,

openness to bribery, Dinarch, 96, 7 ;

bribe, Aeschin. 62, 4:, an indictment/or bribery, more
technically ., Att. Process
p. 351., ov, (,)
taking presents or bribes, corrupt,-

., Ar. Eq. 403, and Flat.—11.

act. bribing, cf. Ruhnk. Tim., ov, ,{,)
a giver of presents, Mel.^, ov, , Dorotheus, masc.
pr. n., Xen.,Dem., etc.,=, LXX., , to take presents :

from7?/, ov, , (,) one that takes presents, greedy
of gain, LXX. Hence2.7, , , a taking of pre
sents, Dio C., ov, TO,() a gift, pre-
sent, honorary gift, Horn. : a votive

gift or offering to a god, II. 6, 293

:

but , the gifts of another,
i. e. given by him, esp. , II.

20, 265, Od.^ 18, 142 : .',
the gifts of Venug, i. e. personal beau-
ty, etc. II. 3, 54, 64: ., the
blessi7ig of sleep, II. 7, 482 : ,
presents given as tribute, II. 17, 225.
From Hom. downwards, the usu.
phrases are ,,-—II. the breadth of the hand,
the palm, used like, q. v.,

as a measure of length, which must
have been known to Homer, v. -.

?/, , the indictment

of a, for bribing the judges to de-
clarehim an Athenian, Lys. ap.Hesych.,
cf. Att. Process, p. 348, sq., , , Ddrus, son of Hellen,
mythic progenitor of the Dorian race,
Hdt. 1, 56, etc. : acc. to Eur. Ion
1590, son of Xuthus.—2. a Thessa-
lian, Thuc. 4, 78./,, , to bring presents,
Orac. ap. Dem. 1072, 26., ov,(,) de-
vouring gifts, greedy of presents, Hes.
Op. 219, 262. [u], , to bring presents,

Tivi, Plat. ; to give as presents or
bribes, Tivi, Ar. Vesp. 675, Dind.,
ubi vul. : and, , , a bringing ofpre-
sents, Alciphr. : and, . , bringing pre-
sents. Flat. Soph. 222 D : also brought
as a present : from, ov,(,) bring-

ing prestyits. Find. P. 5, 116: tributary,

as the Mariandyni were called in re-

ference to the Haracleots, Euphor.
Fr. 73., Dor. for,
Theocr. 7, 43.,, , Doro, com. appell.. a
goddess of gifts and bribery, Ar. Eq.
529., , Lat. dos,—-L, only found
in nom., Hes. Op. 354., desid. from, to wish
to give, be ready to give.,, Ep. inf. fut.

from for, Hom.^, ov, o, Dosindcs, an his-

torian, Ath. 143 A.—2. a poet of the
Anthology., ov,(,) giving
one's self up to justice, abiding by a
.sentence, Hdt. 6, 42, Polyb. 4, 4, 3,

though Schweigh. writes
in both places., ov, (,)=.,, , part. fut. from, always going to give, always



promising, hence as a name of An-
tigonus II., Plut.^, a, , Dotadas, son of Isth-

mius, king of the Messenians, Paus.,, , (^) a giver,/, givers of good, i. e. the

gods, Od. 8, 325 : fern,, Arat.

Cf. ., , , rare form for foreg.,

Hes. Op. 353.~', f.-, to receive or col-

lect presents, Hdt. 2, 180 ; from, , . a gift, present, -
fiov, Horn., and Hdt. : the ace.-, adv., as a free gift, freely, for no-

thing, like, Hdt. 1, 69. [<]

tAwTioy, , ,, the Dotian
plain, in the vicinity of Ossa, and the
Lacus BoebeVs, H. Horn. 15, 5.—2.

Dotium, a city of Thessaly in this

plain ; hence 6. a Dotian

;

fem.., Soph. Fr. 439, and,, Rhian. ap. Steph. Byz.

tAw-of, 01', 6, Ddtas, a leader of the

Paphlagonians, Hdt. 7, 72.,, . Ion. for.
tAurtj,, . Data, a Nereid, II.

18, 43., , ,=^ :

is addressed to Mercury Od. 8,

335, H. Horn. 17, 12 ; 29, 8., 3 plur. subj. aor. 2 act.

from, Ep. for, II.

.
, , ipilov, the fifth letter of the

Gr. alphabet : hence as numeral c'=
and, but ^^^5000.

The ancients called this vowel ,
Plat. Crat. 426 C, 437 B. Dawes
Misc. Crit. p. 12, as also they called

0, ; in order that these, like all

the nionosyll. names of letters ,
7. , etc., mieht be long. "WTien
in the archonship of Euclides (B. C.

403) the Athenians adopted the
from the Samian alphabet, the
Gramm. introduced the name of^. i. e. e without the aspirate, be-

cause in the early Gr. character,
was one way of writing the spirit

asper; and so the vowel retained
this name.
As the sound belonged prob.

only to the long e, it passed from I. to : hence the various

forms of the same word, ^ai'ort/ai'oi',

lap ijp, and (since easily pass-

ed into t) OJm,. ,, are found in use together.

Not only was used as the syllabic

augm. of the historic tenses, but also

as a prefix in many old forms, e. g. in

Hom.,,.-, 7.,, and it then al-

ways has the spir. lenis, even if the

word without the prefix have the spir.

asper, as , except in one
case, for . It seems often to be
inserted between two consonants, as, /., Buttm.
Lexil. voc. 2.. usu. doubled, , also repeated
three or four times, an exclamation
of pain or grief : woe ! woe ! more
rarely I or : most freq. in Trag.,
and Ar.

"E, him- her- or it-self etc., Lat. se,

ace. sing, and plur. reflex, pron. of
3d pers. without nominat. and al-

ways enclitic : freq. in Horn., but
rare in Att., as there the compd.

is usu. taken as the reflex.

pron. : this appears in ,, « ipsum, him self, Od. 8, 396,
25

EANO
n. 14, 162. The Att. usage is con-
fined to such places as require no
emphasis on the pron. ; though it is

used in oppos., when in a speech
quoted inorationeobliqua the speaker
himself is meant : the plur. is more
freq. than sing, in Att. A rarer Ep.
form is , II. 20, 171 : it is never en-

clitic.—II. without reflex, sense, for,,, him, her it, freq.

in Horn., but never in Att. This
usage is more rare in neut., as II. 1,

236; as plur., only H. Hom. Ven.
268., exclam. of wonder or dis-

pleasure : sometimes doubled , ,
Lat. vah ! also . Prob. imperat.

from for, let be ! Also used
like,, , come then .' [oft.

by synizesis as monosylL, Erf Soph.
Ant. 95, Br. Ar. Nub. 932, Ran. 1243.]

(2, for, 3 sing, impf from.. 1 sing, imperf from , I
was, Ion. for 7/v : hence came the
other Ion. form f/a, and old Att. 7),

11. 4, 321. In Ion. prose also 2 sing.

and 2 plur.., and lengthd. Ep., 3 sing,

pres. from , II. : inf. , Ep., Od.. perf 2 of, c. pass,

sign , Hes. Op. 532., aor. 2 pass, of,
Hom. [ in Hom. except II. 11, 558.]

'(5, perf. 2 of, part.

: Hom. uses only ace. part..
?., 3 sing. aor. 2 pass, of,

II. : some write. []?.), perf., , aor. of7.. []'/, Lac. for -, inf.

perf of?., Plut. Lys. 14.', conj. (strictly ), if, if so

he that, in case that, followed by sub-

junctive : c. optat. only in orat. ob-

liqua, when the sentiments of an-

other are quoted, but this is a rare

case, Herm. Vig. n. 312 : c. indicat.

fnt.. only in very late writers. It is

distinguished from . in that ex-

presses a mere supposition, relates

to a real contingency, and so usually
implies something future, Herm. Vig.

n. 312. Hom. instead of this con-
junction uses or al : the Att.

contract it into (though this is

also in Hom.), and . — II. with
verbs of seeing and inquiring, it an-

swers to Lat. an, our if, whether,

y, see if it be
enough : but without any verb ex-

pressed, to try whether. Schneid. Xen.
Mem. 4, 4, 12.—III. ktiv , even if,

granting that, often separated, e. g., etc. : ' , if not, ex-

cept, unless, and , if per-

haps not: --, if at all eve>its :

.-, ..., in positive clauses,

be it that..., or that..., like ,,
sive..., sive..., for which is also found. Soph. Ant. 327; but in

indirect questions, whrther..., or...:

-; --, be it that..., or

not....—IV. after relat. pronouns and
particles stands for , e. g., whosoever, , wheresoever,

but this only in N. T., and very late

writers.', ov,{,) wear-
ing a thin light robe, epith. of 'Huf,
Antim. 85.

-', ov, TO, V. sq.', , , an old Homer, adj.,

known as such only from II., used of
all things^/ /or putting on or xvearing,

from their beauty, lightness, or con-
venience, fit for wear, hence the de-

EATT
riv. from is prob. right ;

?., with linen goodfor wearing, i. e.

fine and white, 11. 18, 352 ; 23, 254 ; so'-•, a fine or light veil, .
5, 734 ; 8, 3S5 ; and ,
tin beat out thin and so made fit for
wear, II. 18, 612.—B. hence neut. as
subst. TO, sub. or,
a rich state-robe, fit for goddesses,
ladies of rank, etc., to wear, 11. 3, 385,
419 ; 14, 178, H. Ven. 63, also',
11. 16, 9 ; the masc., sub.-, is found II. 21, 507. [in II. a in

adj., in subst. Clarke II. 3, 385,
Herm. Orph. Arg. 880 : later authors
u.se or a, as suits the metre.]

—

(Buttm. Lexil. in voc. is led by this

difference of quantity to assume a
twofold root : — 1. for the
subst. :—2. for the adj., which
would then have as its orig. sense
yielding, giving way, and SO flexible,

pliant, clasping. Nor is this very im-
prob., as the subst., like', has
the digamma, II. 14, 178; 21, 507;
whereas, the adj. has not, v. . 18,

352, 612; 23,254.)', aor. 1 act. of for, Hom.,, , Hom., and Hdt.

:

in later poets, as Theocr.,, -
: contr. ,, rare in nom.,

Alcm. 24, but in genit. and dat. the
only forms used in Att. prose, cf.

7/pi ." spring, Hom., etc.:. early spring, Od. 19, 519:, at the beginning of
spring, Hdt. 5, 31. Later poets use
it o{ anything early, young or fresh, the

prime, , the first down on
the chin,, , Anth.
cf Hdt. 7, 162.—II. the sap, which
rises in spring ; lap, oil, Nic,
and so alone, Call. Fr. 201

:

hence of men, blond, 0pp. (Strictly

', Lat. ver, cf. Pers. behar.)',—, ov, (, )
plucked in spring, Pind. Fr. 45, 7.', f. -, () to pass the

spring, Lat. vernare, Xen. An. 3, 5,

15, like, hiemare.—II. to en-

joy spring, to be green, etc., as in

spring, Philo : also in mid.7.. Plat.. 371 ., , , rarely , ,
Matth. Eur. Hipp. 76, () Lat. ver-

nus, of spring, ., spring-time,

Polyb. ; ?. -, the heat of spring,

Xen. Cyr. 8, 6. 22. In Hom. . :

Att.. [I], ov, (5, Earinus, masc. pr.

n., DioC., , (,) nour-

ished, flourishing in spring,Mosch.2,67., ov, (,) spring-

coloured.fresh green, Orph.',, a, ov, poet, for,
Nic., 3 plur. pres. from, Ep.
for, Hom.',, Dor. part. fem. from,
for., 3 plur. pres. from. Ion.

for, U. : so, imperf. fo

7), II., a, ov, verb. adj. from ,.
to be suffered, Eur. Phoen, 1210 ; to be

let alone, . , Hdt. 8,

109.—II., one must suffer, Plat.

Gorg. 512 E., , , identity, Pro-
clus : from', , ov, plur., etc.,

Ion., etc., Att. contr.,
etc., of himself etc.

; pron. reflex, of

3d. pers. ; but not seldom in Att. for

1st and 2d, and, in

cases easily determined from the con-
385



text ; though in all these Elms. He-
racl. 144, 814, would write. etc.

The usage of the plur., iav-, etc., for ///',, of
one another, is more rare. Erf Soph.
Ant. I.i4, Heind. Plat. Lys. 215 B,
Parm. 133 : this use was at first

prob. confined to the dual, Alb. He-
sych. 1, 1059. Both and -

are post-Hom. : in Horn, always
divisim. , , ,
etc.. Lat. SHI ipsius, etc., Wolf Hes.
Th. 470.—In many cases it is indiffer-

ent whether the pers. pron. avrou. or
the refle.T. be used, and so it is

often hard to decide, v. esp. Buttm.
Deni. Mid. p. 140., Horn, form, only found 11.

13, 543, and 14, 419, kTvl (V, '. Most follow Tyraiinio ap.

Schoi. Ven. in drawing it from,
3 sing. aor. 1 pass, for. in which
case it is upon him were fastened, i. e.

to him clung his shield and helmet,

—

i, e. they fell all together, whereas in

other cases the arms flew off as a
man fell. Aristarch. brings it from, shield and helmet followed
after, which would be quite irreg. in

point of form. In both cases the syl-

labic augm. before a verb not having
the digamma is objectionable. For a

full discussion of the word v. Spitzn.
E.xc. x.xiv ad II., fut. iaau : imperf. :

aor. ', poet, : poet. pres., , Horn. To let, i. e. to let

happen, suffer, allow, permit, Lat. sine-

re ; and so often absol., kda Kpo-
viihjc oft. c. ace. pers. ct inf., -pnv
' , Horn. : also with
collat. notion of carelessness,

la, leave them alone to per-

ish, 11.: , not to suffer, II. 4,

55, i. e. to forbid, hinder, prevent, Od.
19, 25, and freq. in Hdt. : also, to ad-

vise, persuade not to do..., Thuc. 1,

133: ..., ?..., where -' must be supplied with the lat-

ter clause, Valck. Hdt. 7, 104; c.

dupl. ace. ovK , will

not allow thee this. Soph. Ant. 538.

—

II. to let go, let alone, let be, Lat. oynit-

tere, c. acc, , II. 9, 200
;-, heed not the suit-

ors' plan, Od. 2, 281 : . to let

one alone, let him go about his business.

II. 24, 557, Od. 8. 509 ; ^ai; ,
to let a man of a thing, i. e. keep or
hinder him from it. Plat. Legg. 969 C.—2. in same signf., c. inf.,,,' will have done with steal-

ing, let it alone, II. 24, 71 ; also absol.' , have done, let

he, II. 21, 221 ; ,
d', he will give one thing, the
other he will let alone (i. e. not give),

Od. 14, 444 : , i. e. to let

alone, Hdt. 6, 23!— III. mid.
, give a thing to another,

Soph. O. C. 368.—Fut. mid.
in pass, signf. Thuc. 1, 142. [a in

pres. and imperf., u in fut. and aor.

in all good poets. From Horn, down-
wards 3 sing. pres. . and imperat.
pres. la, oft. as monosyll.. Hevne 11.5,

256 : so Att.. Erf. Ant. 95, v. sub ta.], Ep. -gen. plur. of for

b'luv. Hom. [a]

;3', 3 plur. aor. 2 of,
Aeol. and Ep. for, Hom.', Dor. for-.''. ,{, *yivtj))

horn on the seventh day ; Pint., as eplth.

of Apollo; cf. also sq.,which indeed is

preferred by Valckn. Aristob. p. 115.
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3, ov, ,(, uyu)
epith. ol Apollo, to whom tlie Spar-
tans offered sacrifices on the seventh

of even/ month, Aesch. Sept. 800 : cf.

Spanh. Call. Del. 251, Welcker Aes-
chyl. Trilogie. p. 05, n.. , ,{) he-

longing to seven : weekly, Gal.',,,,() on
the seventh day, Hipp., Thuc. 2, 49., adv., seven titne». Call.

:

from'^, , , () the

number seven.— II. a time of seven days,
a week. Arist. Pol. : also of seven years,

septenary, Plut.,,,=^, the sev-

enth. Hom.,() as pass., to

be horn on the seventh of the month and
called thereafter, Lys. ap. Harp.. , , , indecl.,

seventy. Hdt. 1, 32, etc. Hence',, adv., seventy
times, LXX., ov, a, -,, .(,) seventy
years old.',, ,, the seventieth,

Hipp.",, , ov,() the seventh.

—II. , () the seventh
day of the lunar month, Hdt. 6, 57 :

the Rom. Nonne : also in plur. in
same sign., , iiot=

., but at the seventh gate. Aesch.
Theb. 125, cf. 631, and Valck. ap.
Dind. ad v. 125.', , ov, of ebony : from'', ov, , the ebony-tree, ebony,

Hdt. 3, 97 : also, Theophr.
There were two kinds, the black
Ethiopian, and the variegated Indian
(]).
i',o, ov, 7},=', Dio C.
'., , , aor. 2 of. Aor.

mid., with Ep. collat. form, Hom., ov,,=.&, Aeol. and Ep. for-, 3 plur. aor. 2 pass, from-
).?., Ep. 3 sing. aor. syncop.
of, c. pass, signf., II.^, , , Ehura, a city of
Hispania on the Baetis, Strab., , , the Eburones, a
Celtic people, Strab.,. ov, , Ebusus, now Ivicn,

one of the Pityusae or Pine islands,

containing a city of the same name,
Strab.'., f. -. to speak Hebrew,
Joseph. : also='Iini(5a&, Eccl.

VYJpa, , oi',= sq.. N. T.,, a, ov, Hebrew. N. T., , , pecul. fern, to
foreg. Hebrew, N. T.', adv., in the Hebrew
tongue, N. T.', ov, TO, Ebrodiinum, a
town of Gaul, Strab.,, ov, 0, the Hebrus, a river of
Thrace, which empties into the Ae-
gean sea, Hdt. 4, 90.

"Eyj'Qior, a'la, ainv. also,
ov, (. ) in or of the land, native,

Aesch. Pers. 922.—II. usu. of proper-
ty, in land, consisting of land,.-, landed property, Xen. Symp.
4,31 ; . , Bbckh
Inscr. 1, 862: .,.
to'-', Dem. 893.15: .,
rent. ]. to common interest, Dem.^,^. f. -, to be calm, to

live quietly, Diog. L.', ov, (, .) giving
milk, in milk

Em, , (,) to marTy
into a family.'., f. -, (,) to

give in marriage., ov, (,) married.

["], ), , ij, (,,) one that prophesies

from the belly, cf.., , , comic
word in ilippon. Fr. 56, one who makes
havoc leith his belly., ov, (ev,,) a ventriloquist, one that prophe-
sies frorn the belly, LXX.',, ov, (,) in

the womb., (,) pGet. esp.
Ep. pert, of (v. *), to

be born in : to live in, '1?., Horn.,
only in 3 plur..', 3 plur. snbj. aor. 1

from in trans, signf.. to en•

gender or breed in, .. II. 19,

26. (No pres, i» found.)', ov, (kv,,)=-, Dem. 914, 9, etc. ; esp.—11. of
plants, sprung from the earth, Plat.

Tim. 90 A, opp. to.., or better'.,(,) horn in the land, indi-

genous, Theophr.,, ov,(,-
?Mv) having creeping foliage. Id.'.. ', , a mocker, scorn-

er, Eur. Hipp. 1000: from/., , f. -, (,)
to laugh one in theface, laugh at. inock,

jeer at one, c, dat., like Lat. irridere,

Eur. Med. 1355, etc. ; also -, Soph. . C. 1339 : absol. to mock,
jeer. Soph. El. 807, and Eur.— II. to

laugh in or among, -, gently rippling. Sosicr. ap.

Ath. 474 A : cf. ?. [], ov, , in-born, native,. i?h. : from, , (,) in-horn,

native, Hdt. 2, 47 : natural, Pind. N.
10, 95: ., gods of the race or
country. Erf. Soph. Ant. \m.—\\.horn
of the same race, kindred. Soph. O. T.
1168. Adv.-,=, or like

kinsmen. Soph. O. T. 1225.',, , (,) to gen-
erate or produce in,, Plut.

Jvoa, (,) to taste, taste

of,, Polyb.'/,, , the joy or de-

light of old age, Plut. : from, c. fut. -, [], (,) to groiv old in, -. Polyb. : mid. fut.-, to

grow old, wear out, Thuc. 6, 18.,. ,=., and later

[], fut., (,)
dep. mid., to be produced in, to grow in,

to take place, happen, arise in, OT among,
c. dat., Hdt. 5, 3.—II. to come in, in-

tervene, pass, of conversation, Hdt. 2,

121, 4 ; but most usu. of time : -
vov,, Hdt.
1, 190. Thuc. 1, 113, etc., cf. Heind.
Plat. Prot. 339 E.—III., it

is allowed, like. c. inf. Hdt. 1,

132 : 6, 38.—IV. for aor.,
v..', and later ., to

acknoivlcdge, avow, Aretae., f. -, () to bring

near, bring vp to, , Polyb.—II.

usu. intrans., to be near, come near,

approach,, and (like),
Polyb. ; also with and, LXX.

:

and absol. to draw nigh, be at hand, lb.,, v..



'•, , Hipp., and Arist. .
., comparat. ; and, , ,
most, f'req. neut. pi. as adv.,
Hipp., superl., from-/,^,, {iv,) Mice-

ish, blue, Diod,, , (,?)
somewhat sticky.. (,) to

sweeten, soften, Euseb./., , (,, ?.) sweet-

ish, Diosc.'/., , , (?)
carved work, Themist.'', {-/) to have a
sweet laste, Hdt. 2, 92.

'Eyy/.vou, f. -^»j, (, ?) to

cut in, carve, esp. m stone, Hdt. 2, 4. []?--, , , ij, =7.(~, Ar. . 195.'^ y , (,,
TV~T<j) to coin with the tongue, to be

always talking of, Ar, Eq. 782., {,) to bring

on by charms, rcvi Tt, Philostr,

'Eyyo/z0ow. , (,) to nail

en, Gal. Hence
'Eyyo/i^ijffif, , h, a nailing or

Jixing in, fastening, Gal.

'Ey)Oi/Of, ov, 0, usu, distinguished

from, as meaning a grandson:

but)=-; is read, Plat.

Rep. 361 E, ubi v. Stallb. : ,
a granddaughter, Artein. ; also -, Plut, : -<t, the fruit of
the icomb, Arist. Pol. Later

was used just like the older.^., , (, )

marked by letters, written, opp. to spo-

ken, Epict.-,,=, Polyb.?,, , a small fish, a
sprat, Ael., also.^, , ,() regis-

tering, registration, Dera. 996, etc: ?
inscxiption., , written in, written,

Polyb, : esp, of the written word,
Eccl. Adv.- : from, f• -/', {iv,) to

mark in or on. to paint ?»,

., Hdt. 1.203: xorite in

or on, /.y or ?.-,
Hdt. 4. 91 ; 2, 102 : and so mid.,

Aesch. Pr. 789; pass.,-
, having it written on. Soph. Tr.

157.—II. to enter in the public register

or accounts, to set down, Ar. Pac. 1180:

esp. in case of a youth when come to

manhood, -, Dem. 412,

25 : also to enter in the judge's list, to

indict,, Aeschin. 48, 1

:

7^, register-

ed among the state-debtors, Dem.
771, 6. _[«], f. -, (,)
strictly, to put into the palm of the hand

:

hence to put into one's hands, grant in

full, impart: Horn, has it nietaph.,,, but also,
; and Od. 16, 66. to giue over a

man to the care of another. Ep. word,

also used by Hegem. ap. Ath. 698 D., , f. -7/ .' when aug-

mented, usu., 7/y; ;;, but

in perf commonly, on
which and other irregularities of

augm. V. Buttm. Ausf Gr. § 8, Anm.
5, n. To give or hatid over, esp. as a

pledge, to plight, Lat. spondco : hence
to betroth, , Hdt.

6, 57, opp. to, to accept an

offer (cf infra) : to engage, promise, c.

ace. et inf , Ar. Plut. 1202.—B. mid.,

to pledge or plight one's self, to give a

pledge ; in full .
Plat. Legg. 953 : ?., a rogue's word

is poor surety, Od. 8, 351 ; hence
proverb,, rrupa ', cf. also

Epich. p. 91.—2. to promise under a

pledge : oft. joined with inf aor. or

fut., , Lys.

132, 2 : sometimes c. ace. et inf,

Pind. O. 11, 16: also c. ace. rei, to

answer for, , ap. Dem. 713, 3 ; more
rarely c. ace. pers.,, to give surety for one to another,

Dem. 901, 14 ; and in same sense -,
Heind. Plat. Phaed. 1 15 D. But—C.
pass., -, to accept an offer of marriage,

Hdt. 6, 130, cf Dem. 1311,20: from
'Eyyt;;?, , , (,) 'surety

given by putting a pledge in one's hand :

in genl. surety, security, bail, whether
received or given, Od. 8, 351, v. ev-

; , Aesch.
Eum. 893. — II. a betrothing. Plat.

Legg. 774 E. [v, later also v, Anth.],, ,() a giv-

ing bail or security, v. 1. Dem. 724, 6., ov, b,{) one who
stands bail, gives security, a surety,., Hdt. 1, 196, and ap. Dem.
712, 22;. Plat. Legg. 871 E.
Hence, ,, belonging to bail

or surety., , ,() pledged,

plighted : betrothed, legally married,

Dem. 1365, 18., adv.()from nigh at

hand, hard by, near, oft. in Hom., and
Att.: sometimes c. dat., ,
hard by him, 11. 17, 554, 11. 18, 133, also

c. gen., Aesch. Cho. 852.— II. of time,

7Ugh at hand, II. 18, 133 ; 19, 409. [], ', , and in Luc. -., a chest or case to keep things in,

Luc.—II. a stand for vessels, tripods,

etc.. Ath., Lat incitega. Midler Arch.

d, Kunst '^ 299, 9. Scaliger's read-

ing,, is not required : for,, are near akin., adv., hard by, near, in Hom.
usu. c. gen., seldom, as II. 22, 300, c.

dat., sometimes absoL, as 11. 7, 341,

and Hes.—II. of time, nigh at hand,

soon, II, 10, 251. [v], also', , (,-) to put into the hands.—II. to stretch

the li7nbs upon,, LXX., f-, (,)
to exercise in. Mid. to exercise or prac-

tise one's self. Plat. Phaedr. 228 E.

t'EyyiOv, ov. , or, En-
", a city of Sicily, Diod. S.: hence', , an inhabitant ofEngyum,
Plut. Marcell. 20,, ov, () giving surety

or bail : hence secured, under good se-

curity, Lys. 902, 3.—II. as subst.=, , a surety, Xen.
Vect. 4. 20, Arist. Oec.', adv., of place, near, nigh,

at hand; very. freq. in Horn., who
uses it either absol. or c. gen., hard

by. near to; later also c. dat., Eur.
Heracl. 37, for which construct. II.

II, 340, is sometimes quoted, cf -,.—II. of time, nigh at

hnnd, soon, II. 22, 453, Od. 10, 86.—
III. of numbers, etc., nearly,, Thuc. 6, 5, -, Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 28, ' -, not nearly, i. e. not by a great

deal, like , Plat. Symp.
198 , cf Wolf 463, 7: c. inf, -, all but expecting.

Plat., also without .— IV. com-

ing near, i. e. like, akin to, ol, Aesch. Fr. 146 : esp. in con-

struct, , Heind. Plat.

Phaed. 65 A : but also c. dat.—Post-

Hom. in comparat., ov, and-, a, ov, adv., nearer,

superl. and, adv., as near as possible, vvv, Thuc. 1, 13; also.
Comp. and superl. very freq. in last

signf., nearer, more like : coming very
near, most like. (Akin to, q. v.)

[i] Hence,, , nearness, neigh-

bovrhood, late, [], ov, (,) angular,

forming an angle, esp. a right angle,

Hipp. : ?. -, cut square,

Thuc. 1, 93., , = foreg., The-
ophr., 3 plur. aor. 1 from, Ep. for ., 11. 11, 45., ov, gen., (-,) rousing the mind., fut.: aor.:
perf. Pass, perf '-

: syncop. aor., inf-
: besides these, perf,

Hom., with signi. of pres.

pass. ; piqpf as imperf,
with signf ofimpf pass, (t rom•

came the Horn. part. pres.-, the later pres."), and
the N. T. form, all intrans.)

Ofthe act. Horn, uses the pres imperf.

and aor., the pres. and aor. of pass.— I.

act. to awaken, wake up, rouse, stir,

or, Hom. ; c. gen.,

., Eur. . F. 1050 ; but post-

Horn, often without any addition.

—

2. metaph. to rouse, stir up, il. 5, 208 :, 11 15. 242

:

also 7?, sa'r the fight; so,2, etc., Hom. : .~, Hes. Op. 20: ., to

wake up the flame. Aesch. Ag. 299

;

?. ., Ar. Ran 340 : and freq.

metaph., to ivake up the muse, the
song, etc., . ?., ?.,,
Pind. . 10, 39, Cratin. Troph. 10,

Soph. . C. 1779.—3. to raise from a
sick bed or from the dead, N. T.—4.

to raise, erect a building, Anth.—B.
pass, to ivnke, get upfrom bed, rise, Od.
20, 100, Hdt. 4, 9, etc. : aor. also to

keep watch, , II. 7. 434 : to

rouse, stir one's self be excited by pas-
sion, etc., Hes. Sc. 196, Dem. 439. 1.

Cf.—II. the act. in intrans.

signf. is rare and only poet., except
in perf, v. sub init. (Hence

: prob. akin to). . , Egelasta, now
Yniesia, a city of Hispania, Strab., Dor. shortd. for},
Hes. Th. 705, and Pind., ov,(,)
waking one by crowing, Anth.?.., , , (,
?.) laughter-stirring, Anth.. , (, -) exciting the theatre, i. e. the audi-

ence, Anth., ov, (5,= sq., Anth., fern, -, Anth.
Pal. 6, 122,(,) battle-stir-

ring, Anth., or,=foreg.. Opp., ov, () waking,

easily waked : ., sleep from
which one ivakes, opp. to the sleep Ot

death, Theocr. 24, 7., ov, contr., ovv,{,) soul-stirring, Nonn.., ,() a waking,

Hipp. : a rousing, stirring up, excite-

ment. Plat. Tim. 70 C : raising, a

building up, Joseph.. , (, )
light-stirring : ., the fire-stone,

flint, Anth.
387



. ,,)
ttirring or kading the dance, Opp., verb. adj. from,
one musi raise, Eur. Rhes. (390.

!',, , ,() an ex-

citemeiit, Ael.

'Eyt-p-t, adv.() stirring, eager-

ly, busily. Soph. Am. 413: ivakej'ul-

ly, Eur. Rhes. 524. [i]

'Eyeprt/cof, //, ',=, wa-

king, stirring, rousing, . Plat.

Rep. 523 D : in the gramin. cticiitics

are called, because they

change the solteiied acute of the

words that precede them into the

acute., ov, , Egertius, founder

of the city Chios, Strab.',, , , ()^=-, Anst. tjomn. 1, 12., , , Egesta, Lat. Seges-

ta, a city ot Sicily near Mt. Eryx ;

its ruins are near the modern Alcamo,

Thuc. 6, 2 ; ct. At}-. Hence, a, ov, of Egesia, Eges-

tlnn ; oi, the Egestlans,

Hdt. 5, 46./, Ion. for

/, 3 pi. plqpf pass, from.'7, aor. 1 act. of., f. -, (,-) fit in, . Lys. 082., f-, (, -) dep. inid., to sit in, settle one's

self. At. Eccl. 23, to encamp, Thuc. 4,

2:, Ar. Ran. 1523.., also- and -yvv-

, f. -, ,) to shut up,

enclose, confine, Plut., verb. adj. from
foreg.. one must shxU up, confine, etc.,

Clem. Al., ov,() put in,

a>pt:d, Hypend. ap. A. B. : esp. put

in secretly, suborned, Plat. Ax. 368 E.
Adv. -. Diod., f-, (,-) to sleep in, Arist. H. A. Met. to

sleep, to be inactive, Ar. Lys. 61 1.'-, f. --/, [/,)
to boil in anything. Hipp., , f. -, (,,
7/3) to pass one's youth in : in getll.

to live agreeably in. Eur. Hipp. 10i)6., (, )/) dep., to

sit in or on lie in ambush, Ar. Ach. 343., f. -, (, -) to place in, erect or set up in,

TL, Eur. I. T. 978. Pass., in

Philox. Symp., v. Com. Gr. 3, 636. [v], f. -' Att. -, {iv,,^) to scat in or upon. Plat. Rep.
553 C.— II. intr. to sit in or upon,,
Find. P. 4. 272 : mid., to take one's seat, Hdt. 5,

26., . -, (,)
to let down, Ar. Lys. 308, to transmit,

commit, Aesch. Fr. 79, to suborn, Plut.
Pyirh. 11.,, ,() a

fitting in a thing, esp, in a vapor bath,
Diosc.— II. a hesitation in pronouncing

difficult consonants, Dion. H.—111. late,

vmtching, lying in wait, Lat. insidiae., ov, <5,= foreg., f. -, (iv, -) to place, put or appoint in,, Eur. I. T. 982, of. Thuc. 1, 4

:

to put, place or set between. Mid. c.

aor. 2, perf., et plqpf. act., to stand or

be placed in or among others, Thuc. 1,

122., , (,) to

I'tew in : to direct one's eye to, watch,

Plat. Epin. 990 : to perceive or re-

mark something in one, , Plut., f.- Att. -, (,
38

) to bring into harbour ; USU.

in nud. to run into harbour, come to an-

chor, Thuc. 4, 1. Hence, , , a putting

into harbour, , Arr.-, (,3) to

riot, reeel in a thing,, Eur.

Tro. 957.', , , (,)
feast of dedication, LXX. Hence', to renew, dedicate, con-

secrate, LXX, and N. T.., , LXX. and, ov, b,() a

consecration, inauguration, LXX. : spir-

itual renewal, Eccl., , . a convenient, fa-
vourable tunc ; in gen!, that which is

fit, suitable or proper. Plat. Polit. 305
D : opp. to : from', ov, {,,) at a con-

venient time, seasonable, prover. Plat.

Legg. 928 A. Adv., Aret.', f. -, (,) to

burn in or at the end,'-, Eur. Cycl. 393.—2. to point in

encaustic, i. e. with colours mixed with
wax and burnt in. Lat. encausta pin-

gere, LXX., cf. Plin. 35, 11.— II. to

make afire in. prob. only in pass, -, heated chambers.
Luc., , (,) to behave

badly or cowardly therein.—II. c. ace., they omitted

through cowardice to send, Polyb., , fut. : perf', (,) to call upon,

esp. in the way of accusation. Con-
struct. : c. dat. pers. et ace. rei, to

brini: an accusation against one. charge

sometliing upon one. . Soph.
El. 778, , etc. ; also.
Tivl ., or .., Xen. An. 7, 7, 44,

etc. : c. dat. et inf , Thuc. 4, 123 • oft.

also c. dat. pers. only, to accuse. Plat.,

etc. : and in genl. of actions, etc., to

upbraid, blame, censure : c. aCC. rei

' only, to bring as a charge, Thuc. 5, 46 :

hence, ., to throw the

blame of anger, of quarrel on another.

Soph. Phil. 328, O. T. 702. Cf -
!.—2. as law term, to pro.iecule,

Dem. 907. 6,. , 1014, 8.

I

—3. of creditors, to call for, claim a
debt,, Isocr. 402 C, cf Xen.
An. 7, 7, 33.—B. in mid. like act. to

j

accuse,, Arist. Eth. N. : to bring

a charge, , Eur. Melanipp. 9.

' , , (,) to

roll a thing in. Pass, to roll about in,

wallow in, TTj-, Aretae. : hence
metaph., to be busied among;, Ath.'7., (v^-) as mid., to make a show %vith a

thing, pnde one's self in it,, Plut.

; Hence

j

,, , that of
which one makes a show or is proud

:

an ornament, decoration, Thuc, 2, 62.

i
?, , ,()

a covering, wrapping up,^vav-, Ar. . 1406., , , comic,
word opp. to, the veil-

ingfea.tt, Philostr. Soph.2, 25, 4: from', f -, (,)
to veil in, hide closely, Aesch. Fr. 269

:

to xvrap up. Ar. Ran. 91 1. Mid. to hide

one's self, esp. one's face, etc.. Ar. Plut.

707, esp. as a mark of shame, hence
to be ashamed. Plat. Phaed. 117 C,

(Dem.) 1485. 9 : and so in pass., Ar.

Plut. 714. Hence,, , a veiling : a be-

ing asliamed, Strab. []. f.-, (, -

1'(^ to toil, grow weary from toil, Jo-
eeph., f. -, (,) to

bend in, bend. Xen. Eq. 1, 8.)'4;, f -,()
to pour in, aor. imp., Ar.
Eq. 105.', (,) dep.

mid., to make a sound on a thing,-, to blow on a shell, Theocr. 9, 27.,, , (,)
hard tumour in the inner comer of the

eye. Gal., f. -, pf,
(,) to gulp m greedily, swal-

low, up, snap tip, Ar. Pac. 7, Strait.

Lemn. 2 : esp. jokingly of the Athen.
dicasts, who put the small coin in
which their fee was paid into their

mouth, Ar. Vesp. 791, Eccl, 815 ;., to hold one's breath,

Eur. Cycl. 629 : hence, q. v.', ov, (,) in the

heart, going to the heart, Democr. ap.

Stob. p. 310, 40, Diod., etc. : to .,
the heart, pith or core of wood, Theo[)hr., , . the brain, like -

: (froia and ,)
Lye. 1104., (,) to put
one in enjoyment of, fill one full of, -, late', ov, (,) of
fruit, containing seed within it, Hipp.", ov, (,) con-

taining fruit ,. Soph. . . 25

:

fruitful,. Plat. Phaedr. 276
.—2. fruitful, useful. Pint.— II.

., festoons of fruit on the capital

of a column, Lat. encarpa, Vitniv.,,, also later,,
cross, (,) transverse, oblique,

slanting, Thnc. 2, 76; metaph., ., Plut Adv. -., , (,) to

persevere, persist in a thing, .
iyv(jTf,Thuc.2,61 ; rirt, Arist. Rhet.,

, Plut.—II. to await, , Eur.
H. F. 1351.—III. absol. to hold out, re-

main firm under sufferings, Plut., adv., deep, down below,

Hipp. : from, , , (•) the inwards,

entrails, bowels, also, Lat. in-

testina, Horn, always in ace, except
in II. 11, 438, where is the dat.-
, so that the nom. sing, was prob., not., (,) to

go down i?ilo, put one's self in, C. acc., Pind. . 1, 58 :

c. dat. Diod. S., (,)
to throw down into,, . Rh., , (,) to

pass one's life in, Plut., (,) to

wet or soak with, Geop., (,,-
() to go deep into, to penetrate, Lat.

insinuare, Plut.. ov, v. I. for, and=., Aeschin. 64, 31., {. -,=•, to grovi old or inveterate in,

Dinarch. 105, 20. [], (,) to

write down among, Ael. [ypa]. (,) to lead
doum into. Mid. to pat up in or at. [a]. , (,)
to fame, overpower,'. Hipp., (,-) to sleep in, Plut.^, f. -. (,-) tn bind fast in, involve in,.
Plat. Phaed. 84 A.

and-, (,-



) to go down into, dive into, Hipp., f. -, (,) to join with, tie or bind

to, associate with, . Soph. Aj.

736., f.-, (,/) to die in, Ap. Rh.
'KyKaTaKoiij, f.-, {iv,-) to burn in, Luc.',, {,) to

lie in, c. dat., Theogn. 1191 : to lie

down, , Ar. Plut. 742., f.-, {,) to mix in. or among.[]?\., verb. adj. from, one must shut up in, con-

fine, Geop.2^, ov, shut up: from?., {,) to

shut up in., {,) to

lay down, put to bed in a place, Ar.
Plut. 621. Pass, to lie down in,,
Ar. Av. 122. [i], {,-) pass. c. fut. mid., to lie down
and sleep in, Hdt. 8, 134:., {,) to

beat or stamp in : ., to tread a measure, dance
among them, Ar. Ran. 330., f. -\pu, {,-) to hide in, Lyc., fut. -7..
{,) to lay hold of, hold

fast, Aeschin. 62, 17 : bind or tram-

mel, opKotc, Thuc. 4. 19. Pass, to be

caught m, Thuc. 3, 33.', f -, {,-
?.) to gather in, heap up among,
Thuc. 1, 93, in pass. : to count or reck-

on among, Luc. : to enlist soldiers, Anth.
Mid-, to lie in or on,

Ap. Rh.,, , a remain-
der, LXX. : from
^?-(,, £ -^, {, -,) to leatx behind, Ty

VTj(7(J, Thuc. 3, 51 ; to leave behind one,

Ttaiia, Hes. Op. 376 : to pass by, Hdt.
3, 119: to forsake, leate in the lurch,

Lat. derelinquere, Lycurg. 148, 7, etc.

Pass, to be left behind, e. g. in a race,
Hdt. 8, 59., t -» (, -?.) to anoint with, mijs in an oint-

ment,, Hipp.',, , , subst. of, a forsaking, leaving be-

hind, Eccl., ^. f/, {-) a catching, holdingfast, seiz-

ing in a place : a checking, suppression,

Hipp. : in genl. a catching ; a being

caught in a place, exit off from retreat,

Thuc. 5, 72.—II. the contents, purport

of a thing ; a notion, dogma.?,,=.?,
Hipp., f. -, dep.

mid., to reckon in, among, Isae. 88, 36.,, adv. part. perf.

pass, from, mixed up
together., {,) tore-

main in, Theophr., f. -, {, -) to mix in, mix up with,

Hipp. : to join to. Dion. H. 6, 2.,, verb. adj. from
foreg. ona must mingle in, Clem. Al.., aor. 1 -, {,) to make to dwell, settle in,

ovpavC) TLva, Ap, Rh.,,, {,) to

gporl with, to mock, £ccl

', f. -, (, -7/) to thrust firmly into,, Od. 11, 98: in genl. to put,

place, stick in,?, 11. 9, 350., . -, (,) to burn up or consume
in, Phal.,{,) as
mid., to drink among, Philo., . -, {,) to fall down into, throw
one^s self upon, ?... Rh.7, I.-, {, -) to interweave, entwine, Xen.
Gyn. 9, 12., , {,-) to number in with, Schiif. Dion.
Comp. p. 147.^^, f. -, (,^-() to sew in, Xen. Cyn. 6, 1.

and-, .-, {,) to quench
in a thing, Plut., in pass., . -, {, -) to make, prepare in,. Died., ov, {,)
prepared, wrrrught artificially : of Style,

flowery, rhetorical, opp. to,
Dion. H. Adv. -,, . -, {, -) to fall upon, burst into, of
epidemics, to break out, rage among,
Thuc. 2, 47.—II. trans, to throw, fling
or hurl in or upon,. Soph. Tr.
1087, , Aesch. Pers. 514.

Hence^,. , an assault,

bursting upon one. Diosc.

'Ey/taraa/cijopoo). , {,-
^) to inake hard : pass, to grow hard,

be engrained in, Hipparch. ap. Stob.

p. 575, 1., {,)
to sow, plant, scatter in or among. Plut., , , a sowing,
spreading among, Clem. Al., f. -, {,-) to fix in.', , f -, {,,) to implant as a prin-

ciple in out, cf.), Plut., {,-) as mid., to give back, run back,

Antiph. Incert. 7, ubr v. Meineke., . -. {,-) to slaughter in, ,
Plut., {.) to

cut i)L•, to lay open, Diosc.', {,-) as pass, to he completely disordered

in, Plut. 2, 592 B., Att. -, fut. -,
{,) to arrange, place in,

Clem. Al. : to approve, sanction. Id., {,) to

cut up among, in pass., Plat. Rep.
565 D., f. -, {,-) to lay or put in, hide in,,
II. 14, 219 ; C. ace. he caused to descend
into, . i. e. he de-

voured, swallowed, Hes. Th. 487 : me-
taph. of a girdle round the bosom,
Od. 23, 223 : but in aor. mid.-

^ ), he wrought
the sword-belt by his art, strictly in-

cluded it in, made it a specimen of his

art. Od. 11, 614: but -, do thou store, treasure

up these things in, Hes. Op. 27 ;-
voa^>o,stored\ntheirbIe^.st,
Simon. 100, 5, so .-, Theocr. 17, 14., f/, , {,-) cutting up of the foetus in the
womb, Hipp,

, aor. 2.-,
{',) to be practised in. [^
in pres. in aor.], f. -, {, a
7.^,) to burn in,, Geop.', {,)
to sow, plant in., f.-. {,-) to pour down on, shed, Epigr. ap,
Plut., f. -, {,) to heap over, overwhelm,, Dion. ., f. - Att. -,
{,) to place in., aor. 2 of,, , (, /.) to

wrap, involve iv, Arist. Mund.?., f.-, {,, /./.) dep. mid. to leap
into, Opp., .-, {,)
to hold fast, contain within it, Bockh
Inscr. 2, 184., Ep. for, 3
sing, imperat. aor. 2 mid. from-/, . 14, 219., 3 sing. aor. 2 mid.
from, shortd. for-, Horn.'.=^, Hipp.', f. -, {, -) to mock, scoff at, ,
Aesch. Eum. 113.,, ,{) like

the intestines : containing or enclosing

intestines,/., Nic. Ther. 580., , {,) to

dwell in, Hdt. 4, 204,, Eur.
Ant. 27., f. -, {,-) to fix, make to dwell in a place,

Luc. Asin. 25.',,{,6-) to build on a spot, Thuc. 3, 18.

—

2. to build in, immure, shut up, Aescll-
in. 26, 7., ov, {,)
dwelling therein, indwelling., {,-) to look at one's self in, ),
Artemid. 3, 30., Att. -. fut. -,
{,) to bury in, Dion. H., {,) to sew,

stitch into the shoe-sole, Alex. Isost.

1,8.. , {,7) to grow
to a stalk, put forth a stalk, Theophr., , , (}) a
mark burnt i?i, brand, Plat. Tim. 26 C :

a sore from burning. Luc.— II. an en-

caustic picture, Dicaearch., and Luc.,. ,{) a burn-
ing in, esp. of encaustic pictures, Bockh
Inscr. 2, 242 : a heating through, in-

flammation, Diosc.'?, ov, 6, {) one
who burns in, practises encaustic paint-

ing, Plut., , , of, belonging
to burning in; ., sub., the

art of encaustic painting, Plin. : from, ov,{) burnt in,

encaustic, Plin. : ., purple-red

ink, with which the Roman emperors
signed their edicts, Lat. encaustum

;

also encaustic painting, Plin.. {,).
mid., to pride one's self in, be proud,
boast of , LXX., ,() a mouthful,
morsel, Eupol. Incert. 53.-7., ov.{, •.) onion-eating, dub. in Luc.", f-, {,)
dep. mid., to lie in or on, be wrapped in

a thing,, of a corpse. II. 22, 513:
389



in genl. to sit in, he in, Hes. Th. 145 :

hence to be in, involved in. Lat. versari

in..., 3. Soph. Phil. 1318, -, Eur. Ion 181 : also -
Ttvi, to he wholly tlrrofrrl to tjiio,

desperately in love with..., Theocr. 3,

33.—II. to press upon, vr^e hy entreaty,

importune, attack,?. .
to be forward or vehement vn attacking,

Hdt. 7, 158 : absoL, to he urgent, Thuc.
4, 22 ; so also in hostile sense, to be

vehement against one, Ar. Ach. 309 : and
sowilhoul/^, to pre.vs one hard, pur-

sue, Lat. instare, urgtre,, Thiic.

1, 69 ; esp. of an arn^y pressing on a re-

treating enemy, Thnc. 1, 144, etc., {,) only in part,

perf. pass. , with

shorn head, Eur. El. 108, v. 'Schaf.

Mel. p. 78.

'Ey/it'AfifJof, ov, (.) sound-

ing, rumbling, buzzing, esp. =-. Hence, ov, , Enceladus, one
of the giants who warred against the

gods ; he was placed under Mount
Aetna, Eur. Ion 209.—2. a son of Ae-
gyptus, Apoliod. 2, 1, 5.' or,,,{) an encouragement, cheer,

Xen. Cyn. 6, 24.,, 7;,=foreg.,,,.., , o,= foreg., Arr., , , belonging to, cheering., ov, bidden, command-
ed, Xen. An. 1,3, 13: from^-, (,,) to com-

mand, urge, impel. Aesch. Pr. 72: to

call to. cheer on.. Xen. Cyn. 9, 7

:

also as dep. mid., Dion. H.: -
., to sound a charge, Plut., {kv,) to move into

or in, drive into.—II. intr. to move into,

lean on, fit into, Hipp., , , (,)
spurs., f. -, (hv,)
to goad, spur on, LXX.—II. of plants,

to stick into a cleft, inoculate, ingraft,

Theophr.,, , {,)
sting, Ar. Vesp. 427.—2. a spur, Pher-

ecr.,. 10.—3. a pointed stile

for writing.—4. a spike worn on the leg

for climbing trees., , , and-, ov, 6,() the inocu-

lation or grafting of trees, Geop.. ov, (,) fur-
nished itith a point or sting, Arist. H.
A. Hence, , to thrust in a sting

:

to iix firmly in., fut. -, (, -) to mix in, mix, esp. wine, ol-

vov, II. 8, 189 ;. Pind. : .. Plat. Crat. 427 C: also me-
taph. to concoct, coiitrive, plot, Hdt. 5,

124. ['} Hence, oi', mixed, blended,

Plut., , (h',) to

abuse, mock at, riv'i, Eur. I. A. 1006., {kv,) to make
hoarse, Hipp.,, , the cerebellum,

dub. 1. Gal., cf.?..?., ov. , belonging to the

head, or brain. Gal. : from, ov, (kv,) with-

in the head; hence k)'K.. the brain,

where^ is iisu. supplied, head-

marrou•, Hom., Hdt., etc., for which
Gal. : ct.-.—II. the edible pith of young palm-
shoots, Xen. An. 2, 3, 10.
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, perf. of.', v. sub.), f. -, (,)
to bury in, Joseph... , (l-v, /) to irax

over, rub with ivax, Lat. incerare, Hipp., f. -. {,^)
to play the harp among,, . Ilom.. 201, , . Hom. Merc.
17.,. Dor. for., dep. mid.,= sq.., (, .) to play the

Cilician to one, ., i. e. to act treach-

erously, infamously., (,) dep. mid.,

to disturb, trouble,, Ar. Fr. 56., Ep. pass, of foreg., Ep. and poet, for-, to mix in, pour in.^, , (v,t)tolng as

a woman with child.—2. to conceive,

LXX., pass, (kv,)
to twine round like ivy, Ttvi, Hipp.^, , , ()
impregnation., , , ear-rings., f. -, (,) to

break, break to pieces, hinder, Lat. in-

fringere, cf.. [«]', ov, , () a
shiittijig up, keeping close., verb. adj. from sq.,

one must shut up in, Geop.', Ion., o?d Att.-, Ep., (,) to

shut in, shut up in, confine within,, for . Soph. Aj.

1274. Mid. to shut up in one's self,

keep secret., Ion. for.,, ,() an
accusation, charge, complaint. Thuc. 3,

53, an objection, reproach, Xen. Oec.
11, 3.—II. a hill of indictment, Lat. fi-

bellus accusatorius, freq. in Oratt. ; al.so, Dem. 787, 9. Hence', ?/, , given to nccn-

.lation or complaint, litigious, Arist.

Pol. : belonging thereto. Adv. -., (kv,) as
pass.,= f/v\-?.., to shoot into twigs, ]-, Theophr., ov, blaming, accusing,

dub. ap. Leon. Tar. 52.", ov, (,.) having

a lot or share of a thing with another,

c. gen. rei, Soph Ant. 814, c. dat.

pers., lb. 837 : esp. having a share of

an inheritance, an heir, heiress,=-, Eur. I. T. 682 : ., a

marriage ivhich brings wealth. Id. Hipp.
1011 ; ., land possessed as an
inheritance, Id. H. F. 468.', , , (^) an
accusing, blame, Clem. Al.., a, ov, verb. adj. from?, to be blamed, Plut.', ov,() blamed,

to be blamed, Plut., adv. () bent

down, leaning, H. Hom. 22 : hence
sideways, aslant,? •, . Rh., cf Jac. . P. p. 110., , , that which is

bent or inclined, a slope, Polyb. : the

turning, rout of an army. Id., f.-,(,) tobend,

incline to or towards, . Plat.

Rep. 436 .—Pass, to lean over or on,

lean, rest or rveigh upon one, Xen. Symp.
3, 13; and so metajth., /?, II. 6. 78: ., to turn one's back towards, Eur.
Hec. 730.—2. to turn or put to flight,

Lat. inrlinare in fugarn, Polyb. -— II.

intr. to bend, incline, , Plat.

Rep. 436 : to incline towards,

, Arist. Pol.—2 absoi. to give way,

flee, Xen. Hell. 7, 2, 14, etc.—3. in

Gramni. to throw back the accent upon
the word before, Lat. inrlinare. [i,

e.xcept in fut. and perf.] Hence, . . a bending, incli-

ning, slope, Arist. Pol.

—

II. the declen-

sion, mood of a verb. Gramm.—2. the

throwing back of the accent, Lat. incli-

natio, lb.,, , , () in-

clined, inclining : in Gramm. of a word
u'hich leans or throws back (?')
its accent upon the one before, enclit-

ic, Iluttm. Ausf. Gr.
(J

14., pass., to be in flood,
swell in tvaves, Hipp. Hence., , , inwardly
xivelling and rolling like ivaves. Hipp., f. -, (, .) to

wash, rinse a thing, Diosc. : to treat by
clysters, , Diod.[] Hence,, , an injection,

clyster, Diosc.',, [kv,) to spin or
tie to.. f. -, (,) to

scrape or grate in, Nic.', poet,, (,) to sleej) in, Mosch., f -. (,-) to hollow, scoop out, Hdt. 2, 73.., ov, (,) in the

belly: hence as siibst. ..—1. the

bmrels, intestines, Diosc.—2. esp. the

ribs of a ship, belly-timbers, Lat. costae,

intcramentn navium, Theophr., ov, (,'?) hollowed

out, hollow,, Hipp. ;, caverns, Plat. Phaed. Ill C.. (,) as
pass., c. fut. mid., to sleep in or,, incuhare : esp. of those xvho slept

in a temple, to seek projihetic dreams,
Valck. Hdt. 8, 134 : esp. for the cure
of a disease, cf Ar. Pint. 659, sq
Hence,, , a sTeqjmg in oi

vpon : esp. sleep in a lemph, Lat. incu

batio, V. foreg., Diod./, ,,('
) for sleeping on., ov, ,(

.) counteipane.', . -, (,) to

lull to sleep, Anth., , ( , )

hence part, perf pass.,-. as luxurious as Coesyra (a fejnale

name in the Alcmaeonid family), Ar.

Nub. 48.,^-^/.,, , serving for a
couch or bed, Anth. : from, to sleep or lie upon or in,, Dio C..,,()
any thing engraven, . 1. in LXX., ,, engraven, sculp-

tured, LXX. : from, f -, (,)
to engrave, carve, scnlpt-ure upon, Plut., in Ar. Eq. 264, prob.

to gulp down like a., swallow

up. though others think it a pugilistic

term, like, to tread upon,

kick one in the belly. Moreover, the
reading varies between,?.,.., , f -, (, -) to glue on or to, join to, LXX.?, ov, (kv, ?) glued
on. Philo./., ov. ,, a local

wind blowinsfrom a bay, Arist. Mund., f. -, (,)
to sink into, press vpon the bosom : ta'



form a bay, , Strab.

Mid. to take in one's bosom, or lap, em-

brace, Philo ; h/K. rj, to catch

in (the bosom of) one's net, Alciphr. :

to form a bay or sivell, widen. Pass., a turgid,

sivollen sentence, opp. to the Lat. ora-

tio adstricta, Dion. H./.—, ov, (ev,) in or

on the bosom, tap : kyK., a jewel, etc.,

worn, in the bosom, late.',, , f. -, (, -) to make full and round, like the

folds of a robe on the bosom, Orph. :

pass. pf.€?.~, to be curved

in theform of a bay, Lat. sinuari, Arist.

Mund.,(,) as mid..

to bind a thing• on one's self, wear it

constantly, Apoll. Caryst. ap. Suid

;

also in pass., Epich. p. 3;=6$,7., Hesych. Hence,, , a sort of
smock-frock, worn esp. by slaves, to

keep the clean ; an apron.',, ,() an
incision : metaph. a hindrance., , {, koveu) to hasten,

he quick and active, esp. in service

:

Horn, uses only the part, pres., with
another verb, -, they made the bed in haste,

Od. 7, 340 : 23, 291, II. 24, 648.—II.

trans, to hasten, expedite, c. acc, like~), esp. in Aesch. : more rarely

c. inf., Opp. Hence, adv., in haste, hastily,

uith pains, by vigorous exertion, Find.

N. 3, 61., Lac. for., mid., (,) v.

L in Luc. for sq.', as mid., (,)
to roll in the dust or sand, combat there-

in, contend in the arena, sprinkle sand
over one's self, after anointing, and
before wrestling, Xen. Symp. 3, 8. [(

]

,, , a maid-servant, cf..',, ,() tool

for cutting stone, a chisel., . ,{) an inci-

sion^ cleft: metaph. a hindrance, N. T.

:

an interruption, Dion. H., ov, {,) wearied,

harassed, Anth. P. 6, 33., f. -t/, (,) to

hew or cut in, make iiicisions ; to fasten

in, /., Theophr. : metaph. to

binder, weary,, . . : to throw
obstacles in the way of,, Polyb.), , {,) to

wrap tip in coverlets, Ar. Nub. 10.

>/(?^,= foreg.

}'77, (,) to strike

oxbult at, aim a blow, /.. Lye.), , {,) to dis-

pose, arrange in a place, ,
Od. 15, 218., ov. {,) in or-

der.—II. in the world or universe. Adv.
-.,, f. -,{) to be

indignant at one,, Aesch. Cho. 41.

Hence-,, ro,=sq., , , anger at one,

hatred : late words.", ov, {,) angry,
having a grudge, spiteful, vengeful,-, Aesch. Cho. 392, 924.—II. Hdt.
uses, like, as subst., a

grudge, hatred, in phrase
Tiv'i. Hdt. 6, 73, etc., to bear a grudge
against one, for a thing,. 8, 29., . , {, ?.) an
Athenian game, the victor in which
was carried about kneeling on the

palms of the other players' hands,-
', Paus.,, , a painting on

the ceiling, Aesch. Fr. 132, Miiller Ar-
chiiol. d. Kunst ^ 320, 4., f. -, aor.-
yov, {,) to cry aloud at one,

esp. in anger,, Ar. Plut. 428.—/., , {,?)
to be drunk ivith a thing, act like a

drunken man, Hdn.", , ,() a

mixing in, mixture./., ov,{,?) with an infusion of bile.—II. as

subst. 0, , a small fish, like an oTicho-

vy, Arist. H. A., , ,{) mod-
eration in sensual pleasures, self-control,

Lat. continentia. Xen., etc., cf. Arist.

Eth. N. 7, 4 : abstinence from or in a
thing, and , Isocr. 6 C,
Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 1. [],, , an act or

instance of continence {).
Iambi, [a] From, dep. mid., to be -, to exercise self-control, N. T., , to fasten in, hold in.—1.=, Metop. ap. Stob. p. 7,

38 : from', , {,) holding

fast, stout, strong,, Aesch. Pr.

55 : , having the

firmest hold, Xen. Eq. 7, 8.— II. hav-

ing the upper hand, c. gen. rei, master

of a thing, having possessioii of it, Hdt.
8, 49, Soph. Phil. 75, etc. :"oft. also

having control or mastery over one's
appetites. ;., .,,, etc., Xen. : hence—III.

absol. master of one's self, moderate,

self-disciplined, Lat. continens, Arist.

Eth. N.—2. also in bad signf. unyield-

ing, harsh, stubborn. Soph. Ant. 715.

—

B. Adv.- . firmly, powerfully, Arist.

Pol.— 2. with a strong hand, strictly,

Thuc. 1, 76. —3. temperately. Plat.

Legg. 710 A.., ,{) a

holding, retaining, e. g. holding in the

breath, Diog. L., rarely, f.

-, {.) to hang in or
upon, LXX. [), ov, ,(,-
?) dealer in, Ar. Fr. 252., , (,) to enclose

as in a ring, bind as with a hoop, Hipp.', {,) to reckon in

or among, hence to choose, prefer, ap-

prove, opp. to, Plat. Legg.
936 A. : to regard as genuine, admit,

sanction, e. g. ai) author as classical,

Gramm. : hence—II. to reckon as,-, Eur. . F. 183.

—

. pass.

to be reckoned among, to be among, c.

dat., Ap. Rh. [i],, , a cake made with

oil and honey, also, Stesich.

2, and Att. Com.',, ,() appro-

val, admission, acceptance, esp. admis-
sion to a contest for a prize, Bockb.
Inscr. 1, 862., verb. adj. from-, one must reckon in or among,-, one must
under a class, make some account of,

Plat. Rep. 537 A, opp. to., a, ov,() for
approval ; , cham-
bers in which athletes were examined
for admission to the games, Bockh
Inscr. 1, 573.', ov,() approved.

Plat. Legg. 966 D : admitted, esp. to

a contest.

, , f. -, (,)
to strike into, strike against Or 07i, -, to knock at the door. Anth. : esp.
of a dance,, to heat time with the feet to
one tune, Lat. plaudere pedibus, The-
ocr. 18, 7. As pass., -, adverse fists, Lat. 7nanus
consertae, Eur. I. T. 1368., (.) to strike,

hammer in, Ar. V esp. 130 : to strike on
or agaiiuit, Mel.—II. to dance, like -

and, Ar. Kan.
374., worse collat. form of, Diod. S.',,, any thing con-

cealed, an ambuscade : from', f. •, (.) to

hide, conceal a thing in, /. -^,
Od. 5, 488, , to keep,
fire concealed, Ar. Av. 841., f. -, intr. to keep

one's self hidden, to act underhand, un-

fairly, Ar. Eq. 822.— II. transit.,

=

foreg., ov, ,, a loaf
baked in the ashes, Hipp., ov,=sq., Anth.<, ov, (,) hidden,

concealed in, ^onn.
'>';~/<<, (, KTUo.uat) dep. mid.,

to acquire possessions in a country, esp.

in a foreign one, Hdt. 5, 23., (,) to per-

formfuneral rites upon,, to com'
plete the obsequies, Ap. Rh. 1, 1060.', , ,()
property held in a foreign cmmiry, Dem.
87. 7. cf. Valck.'Hdt. 5, 23.', , ,() the

right of holding property in a foreign
land, Bockh Inscr. 1, 652 : the posses-

sion of such properly, Xen. Hell. 5, 2,

19, cf. also., ov, ,()
the price paid for the right of holding
property, Bockh ..iscr. I, p. 139., ov,() acquired

in. possessed. LXX.', f. -, (,) tofound,
build, in or upon, Plut.', . f. -, (, KVr') to steer, guide in, Diog. L., ,,^, The-
ophr., , (,) to mix or
stir up in, Ar. Ach. 939, in mid.?., , (,) to roll,

turn or wind in or on, Hipp., v. -
/.. Hence, ov,, and/,,,..', ov, (, /) circu-

lar, rounded, round,, Eur. I. .
429.—II. revolving in a cycle, return-

ing in a certain period, going romid in

sttccession ; esp. at Athens, /.-
., public services required of

each citizen in turn, Dem. 4C3, 13, v.

Wolf Prol. Lept. p. 86, sq. : so ., rights common to all citizens,

Dem. 792. 16: hence— III. general,

common, Lat. quotidiatius, Arist. Pol.

1, 7, 2 ; 2. 9, 9.—IV. later, as in Plut.,.. very freq. the circle of
those arts and sciences, which every
free-born youth in Greece was ob
liged to go through before applying
to any professional studies, school-

learning, as opp. to the business ot

life, v.'Vitruv. 1, 6, Quinctil. Inst. 1,

10, 1, Ath. 184 B, cf. III.:

hence 7«., instruction m ge-

nera/ knowledge. Strab. ; .-, the subjects of general knowl-
edge, Luc. : called also by philo-

sophers Tu and .
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', , , the eircle of
general education, . 1. for, Spald. Quinct. Inst. 1, 10, 1

:

hence the modern word Encyclopedia,

which is a sheer barbarism.,, {iv,) circular,

round.— II. ., a U'oman^s

upper garment, Ar. Thesm. 2G1, Lys.

113, etc. Hence', , also in Mid., Phit.

to siirround with a circle, e/icompass,

encircle: to more about or round in a

circle,, Eur. I. T. 76. Pass.

to be round about, go round ahont :

hence also in trans, signf. to come

around, surround,', Eur.

Bacch. 292,< -., a voice has echoed around me,
Ar. Vesp. 395. Hence.7,, ), , a surromiding,

encompassing, Strab., , to roll in, just like.. Hence''7, , , a rolling,

wallowing among, Plut.

',', f. -', {, )=1:-, to wrap in, involve,, Pherecr. Cheir. 7. Mid.

to roll wallow in, Theophr. [ i]'', ,{) to become

pregnant, Geop., , of a child,

ApoUod. Hence,, , impregnation,

Arist. Plant. : from, ov, gen., {>, kvu,) pregnant, with young, Arist.

H. A. : filled vith a thing, -, of the Trojan horse, Eur. Tro.

11 : also inetaph. of the mind, Plat.

Theaet. 148 E. [], ov, {, «iiw)=foreg., Hdt.

1, 5; 6. 131., f. -t/'w, (tv,) to

stoop down oi under a thing, Ar. Thcsm.
236 : to peep down into, peep at,,
but also ' , Hdt. 7, 152 ; and ab-

sol., Ar. Nub. 191, Thuc. 4, 4.', and), imperf.-
Kvpov : fut. : aor. :

pres. pass, : the regul.

forms. etc.. are more rare,

{,) to fall into or upon, light

upon, meet with ; usu. c. dat., Lat.

incidere in, <, he fell

in with the ranks of battle, 11. 13, 145,, having fallen into

misfortune, Hes. Op. 214 : so too

Hdt., yet also c. gen., ?) -. Hdt. 7, 208, where others pro-

pose or/, but v. ^i^-

: in Att. only in Soph. El.

863. Cratin. Del. 12. Hence, , , a falling upon
or in with, meeting with, Sext. Emp.'.,,, (,) a part

of a bow-net, v. Stallb. Plat. Tim. 78 B.',, , Lacon. for.', adv. {,) shaven,
shorn to the skin, to the quick, quite

bare, , like ,
Archil. 97. (Cf. cutis,.) []'., (,) to be pregnant, be

with young, [], f. -, Isocr., usu.-, Plat. Symp. 198 C, D, {-) to praise, laud, ertol, ,
one /or a thing. Plat. Rep. 3G3 D; also. Plat. Euthyphr. 9 .
Pass, to be praised, Hdt. 5, 5. Hence, , , verb. adj.

to be praised.', ov, 6,()
a praiser, panegyrist.', , ,(-) of, belonging to encomium, panegy-

rical, Polyb., , , (}')
ilOibe ipraised, Philo.
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, ov, ,(,) a writer of encomiums, Bockh
Inscr. 1, 767., ov, TO, v. sq. sub fin.^, ov. (,) at home,

of the same village, like,
lies. Op. 342, Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 84.

—II. (ei',) belonging to a Bac-
chic festival or revel, in which the vic-

tor was led home in procession with
music, dancing and merriment. Pind.

uses and of every

thing belonging to the praise or reward

of a conqueror,.,, etc.,

. 2, 85, P. 10, 82.— II. e.sp. .,
sub., was laudatory ode to a

conqueror, as were many of Pindar's :

hence—III. in genl., praise, encomium

,

eulogy, panegyric of a living person,

Ar. Nub. 1205, distinguished from
by Arist. Eth. N. 1, 12.^, ov, to, (,) the

spare between the oars, Ath. 204 B., , , Egnatia, a city of

Apulia ; its ruins are near the mod-
ern Torre d'Agnazzo, Strab.—2. 'Ey., the Egnatian way, leading from
Apollonia into Macedonia, Id., , , aor 2 of,
hence Pind. has, Ep. 3 pi. lor, cf.., f. -, (,) to scratch

or scrape, Eur. Beller. 11.7], (,) to dry
in, Hipp.,,—, Hipp, [], ov,(,-) rousing the din of war, strife- stir-

ring, Hes. Th. 925, epith. of Pallas.

[v], ov, o,= sq., Soph. O. C.
1054., , ov, (,)
exciting, rousing the fight, epith. of

Pallas, H. Horn. Cer. 424., ov, (,)
stirring strife,., ov, (,)
stirring up to revelry., to be awake, wake, watch,

perf. 2 ot, whence part }-. Aesch. Ag. 340, Eum. 706
;

plqpf.. Ar. Eccl. 32, 3 sing.. Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 20. For
these HouiPT uses the Ep. form-

m 3 pi., 11. 10,

419, 2 pi. imperat., II. 7,

371. inf perf. pass. eyp??voppat (which
however Wolf writes as

aor.), 11. 10, 67. From this perf a

new pres. was formed later -
: but the Ep. sup-

poses a lengthd. root : v.

Buttm. Catal. p. 79.,, only in Ep. part.-, V. ioreg., to be awake, watch,

later prose pres. form from the perf.. Hence,. , , wakefulness,

watch fiilne.'is. Eccl.^, v..?, , , ()
watchful, awake, ., one's

u'o/ci'ng- habits, Arist. Soinn.: the form, ov, is dub., and prob.

arose by mistake from the part,•, via, ., adv. part, of-, wakefuUy, awake, Plut., Ep. part., as if from
a lengthd. \ixes,., watching,

awake, Od. 20, 6: cf./., ov, watchful, keeping

awake, Pherecr. Incert. 9 ; rare word:
from,, ,() a

being awake, watchfulness, Hipp.

. adv., awake, watching,

11. 10, 182. [t], Horn., pres. from-, to watch, be auake or watchjul., shortd. pres. pass, from, to awake, ri.^e front sleep, arise,

Od. 13, 124, with the frequent, impf.

7/?< : in Honi. without angm... Some, and not im-

prob., wholly deny the pres., writing
in Od. 13, 124, for,
so that a syncop, aor. of is

everywhere to be assumed, Buttm.
Catal. p. 75 : in late Ep. however, as
Opp., Q. Sm., the pres. is

certainly found : is trans, in

Nic., f. -, (,) to

laugh outright in one^s face, grin at one,

Tivi, Ar. Ach. 1197, Eq. 13)3, m mid.

:

., taunt us tcith his hav-
ing escaped us, Ar. Ach. 221.—II. to

gape upon, hanker after, Alciphr. Also., , f. -, (,)
to relax, Plut. [], , (,) to

bridle, put the bit in the mouth. Pass.

pf' c-, tt. have
the bit in the mouth, Hdt. 3, 14.—II.

to keep in check, rein in, Plut., (,.) to beat

in, itnpress or design on brass, late., ov, (,) of cop-

per, brasen, mixed with copper 0 brass.

—II. moneyed, rich, Anth., (,
like aes, being used for coin.), ,() wide, ca-

pacious, Nic., ^ ,() an
incision, Apollod.,,,()
anything engraven, written, or cut : an
impress : a cleft, Polyb. [^\, verb. adj. from -, one must make incisimis into.., , a cutting in, en-

gratmig : scarification, cupping. Gal.

\_Xu\: from, Att. -, fut. -,
(,) to cut in, engrave, carve,

impress, Plut. Medic, to cup, scarify., i.-, dep. mid.=, Anth.. coUat. form of

I., Ar. Vesp. 721., f. -, also -,
perf, (.) Lat. incaco,

Ar. Ran. 479 : hence c. ace, to be in

a horrid fright at one, Ar. Vesp. 627., ov, (.)
., maid of the thundering

spear, Pind. O. 7, 78., , ,=, a spear,

lance, Horn., esp. in II. : hence skill

in the use of the spear,) •, II. 2, 530.^, 3 sing. subj. pres. act.

from, Ep. for), Od. 9, 10.

Jpavvo, ov,(,-) u'ielding the thunderbolt as a lance,

Pind. P. 4, 345., f. -, (,)
to winter, pass the winter in, late word.^, ov,=^., , (,) to put one's

hand to a thing, take it fn hand, under-

take, attempt, begin, USU. C. dat. rei,

Eur. Med. 377, Thuc, .etc. : also c.

inf, Xen. Mem. 2, 3, 12, etc. : absol.

to make an attempt or beginning. Soph.
El. 1026, Thuc , etc.—2. to handle or

martage, in hostile sense, to attack,

assail, •, Polyb.—3. to treat, as a
physician, Hipp.— 4. to handle in ar-

ginnent, discu.^s, Plut., in pass. "-
is more usu. : cf., sub

fin. Hence



', , , an undcr-

tahing, beginnitig, atlcmpt, Soph. O. T.
540, Isocr., etc.—2. esp. an argument

to maintain a proposition, Arist.', , .() a

taking in hand, undertaking, Thuc. C,

83 : a ?node of treatment, Gal.7], verb. adj. from -, one must put one's hand to or

attempt, Xen. Ages. 1, 1.'.7, , 6,{) one

who takes in hand, begins a thing, Ar.

Av. 257.', , ,)
enterprising, able, Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 22..,,^, Hipp., ov, {,) in the

hand, Aesch. Supp. 22: hence
-, a handle, haft, hill, Theophr. : a

hand-knife, dagger, Hdt. 1, 12, 214,

etc. : later also a manual, hand-book,

Epict. [pi, Meineke Menand. p. 160.]', ov, {,, oiou-) V. I. for., f. - Att. -, (,) to put into one's hands, TLVl,

Thuc. 2. 67 : to hand over, deliver up,

entrust . Hdt. 5, 72. 92, 8, etc.

Mid. t'.ke in hana take on one's self,

encounter,, Thuc. 5, 108., ov, {,,-
ui) put or delivered into one's hands,- Tivu, Hdt. 5, 106., , , a towel, late.',,, ,=-, livingfrom hand to mouth, Ath., , {,-) to choose among others, Dio C., ,{,)
to produce as by manual labour, Eccl., Ep. for, Horn., , oi, Polyb. 5, 108,

8 ;', oi, Steph. Byz.,= 'E7-.
'?.,, ov, , dim. from -, a little eel, Ar. Ach. 1043, un-

less- there be an adj. sub.., ov, {?.) of an eel.?., , ot, the Enchtlees,

an lUyrian nation, Hdt. 5, 61.,, , {) an
eel-basket, eel-trunk, Arist. H. A.,,.^,^.,, and 7.-, , ,. from ?:,
little eel, /^, Amphis Philet.

1. [win I.e.]?., ov,{,-) feeding, keeping eels, Arist. H. A., , , later also o,

Att. plur.., an eel, II. 21,

203, 353, where we have the old re-

gul. plur.: this is almost
solely poet. : v. however Luc. Anach.
1. Proverb,', to

be fond of fishinst in troubled waters,

Ar. Eq. 864, cf Nub. 559. (Akin to, Sanscr. ahi, Lat. anguis, angu-

ilia, whence, through French aiguille,

our eel.), , {, -)
eel-faced, Luc., ov,{,)
raging with the spear, cf sq.; name
of an Amazon, Tzetz., ov, wielding the spear,

Horn., epith. of the heavy-armed, who
fought man to man. (Some have
derived the terrain, from, as if

raging, furious with the spear, like )'-

: others from or

from, whose portion is the spear,

who has chosen it for his weapon,
and is practised in the use of it : cf.,,.)~?, ov, {,)
brandishing, wielding the spear or lance,

,, , ,{,) wielding the spear ; living by war,

like., ov, {, )
spear-bearing, Pind. . 3, 107.', f.- : aor., Ep.: Ep. subj./],
Od. 9, 10: 3 pi. aor., Od. 8,

436. To pour in, olvov. Od. 3, 40 ;

6, 77 :, Od. 9, 10 : and so absol.

to fill the Clip, Eur. Cycl. 569, Ar.,

etc. : also of dry things, to pour in,

shoot in. u/., Od. 2, 354 ; Horn,

mostly in tmesis : also. kv/aku,

Hdt. 4, 70. Mid. to pour or flow in,

be poured in, , Od. 19,

387, to pour
into the hands, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 9., ov, {,) inland.

—2. earthy, earthen, ?., Anth., {,) to clothe,

cover with a, Lyc.7, {, 7) to dissolve in

luxury, riot in a thing or among per-

sons, like/^, ?^.",
Aesch. Supp. 914. [], , to be of a greenish hue,

Nic. : from", ov, (ev. ;^;)=sq., Nic.", ov, {,) of a

yellowish sickly green, Theophr., ov, contr.,, downy,
Nic.', ov, {,) in

small crumbs or lumps, Lat. grumosus,. Diosc., ov, (,) stnnged,

with .strings., {,) to dance

in or upon, Plut., contd. , , a

spear, lance, very oft. \n Hom., con-

sisting of two parts, and,
head and shaft, II. 6, 319, where its

length is eleven cubits : the shaft is

usu. ashen, hence freq. in 11.. It served both for throwing
ana thrusting, but from its weight
was only used by the stoutest men,
and when near the enemy : hence
the most honourable weapon.—II. a

sword, oft. in Soph., as Aj. 287, 658,

etc. : in genl. a weapon, and so even
an arrow, Eur. H. F. 1098 : metaph., Soph. . . 170., ,=, Xen. Oec.

10, 2, Ameips. Apoc. 4., =, to dye

with.. , to heap or dam up. fill

up by a mound : late, and in prose,.
'Epaiv,=:sq.

and, {,,)
like). to bring one thing

violently against another, thrust or dash

against, Lat. impellere, irnpingcre,-.
he dashed his Staff in his face, Valck.
Hdt. 6, 75. The pass, from
occurs Hdt. 7, 145,

17. (sc.) there were violent wars on

foot also against some others ; but
many think this form to be syncop.
for from., fut -. to neigh in.,, , a spitting at a
thins, Plut. : from, {,)
to spit, expectorate, Luc.'. {, py)townnt, have
need, : hence tu^,
necessaries, Luc.',. , a stumbling,

stumbling-blnck : from-. {,) to bring

near to, make approach, usu. with coi-

lat. notion of force and speed, sinTre,

dash, push against, ,', to drive the horses close to,

sharp round the post, II. 23, 334 : SO
too. - ^, to bring
the boat to land, Hdt'. 2,' 60 : then
with the ace. omitted,. ai-/, to come to land. Id. 9, 98

;

and so in genl., to approach, .
Soph. El. 898 : but this is more usu.
exp'-'^ssed b<- pass., -^s,
hni'-'ng con.e >iear to iix.iault one. 11. 13,

1 i6 ;' . the
point driven to tne very bone, 11. 5,

662 ; , struck and
falling on his shield, 11. 7, 272,-. they pressed un-
ceasing on, II. 17, 413. (never in Od.)

:

so too later, to keep close to, approach,

Hdt. 2, 93, and Att. :.,
!ike77?si^'!ofsexualmtercourse,
Valck. Hdt. 4, 113; also in act.,. ?), 3, 85.— II.

later freq. intr. both in act. and in
pass., like, to fall upon, at-

tack, pursue, , Eur. Hipp., Ap.
Rh., IS'ic., etc., Ruhnk. Tim. The
word belongs chiefly to Ep. poetry
and Ion. prose., collat. form of foreg.,

Wessel. Hdt. 2, 60.', , , {) an
anointing, rubbing in, Hipp.—11. a
slight wound, scratch, bite, Ael.,, ,{) that

which is rubbed in, an ointment, Hipp.", ov, rubbed in, applied

as an unguent, Arist. Gen. An. : from, {,) to in, Anth.

:

to anoint, Id. : to stick in, to,
Ael. : hence like, to at-

tack, assail. Plat. Phaedr. 251 D, v.

Ruhnk. Tim. [i], f - Att. -, (,) to be long about a thing, to de-

lay, Thuc. 3, 27 ; , at a thing,
Arist. Rhet. ; rivt,in a thing. Polyb.

:

part. aor. pass,, become
inveterate, lasting,. Plat. Gorg.
480 A. Hence, ov, 6, a long continu-

ance : a delay in a thing., ov, (,) tempo-
rary.—2. still lasting for a time, App.
Adv. -, Eccl.,,. form of-.", ov, {,) con-

taining gold, Diod.. collat. form of sq., fut. -, {,) to rub in, stain : metaph.
to imbue the mind with, Arist. Eth. N.,
in pass.?, (,) to coniiert

into juice : to press, and so extract the

juire, Theophr.. ov, (•,?^) juicy, suc-

culent, Theophr.—II. savoury, Alex.
Leb. 5, 12. Hence", , , () that

which is poured in, an infusion, Gal.
Hence. f. -, to pour in, ,
Diosc. : to treat by infusions,

TLVL, Id. Hence, ov, b, an infusion,

Medic., verb. adj. from. one must pour in, Geop., . ,()
poured in, infused. Diosc.^'. ov, 'Jv,) juicy, suc-

culent. Plat. Tim. 74 1). Hence
Jyva., , and
";., . pouring and

distribution of juices through the whoh
body, Hipp., v.. []
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, later and inferior form for, Luc.},, ,{) a pouring

in, Plut., verb. adj. from,
one must pour in, Geop., ov,() poured in, in-

fused, Hipp. : i}X-, sub. 7•.,
a cake poured Or cast into a mould, Lat.

enchytus, Hippon. Fr. 21. Menand. p.

179, cf. Ath. C44 C, sq.—II. -,
sub.{)=, Hipp., f. -, to put into a

pot : esp. to catch the blood of expiatory

victims in a pot.—II. to expose children

in an earthenware vessel, v. Piers. Moer.

p. 138 : hence in genl. to kill, ruin, dish,

Ar. Vesp. 289. Hence'. , , a woman who
offers a victim at the tomb of a murdered
person, and collects the blood in a pot,

to cleanse the polluted with, Plat.

Min. 315 D, where Bockh. (p. 57)
takes it of women ivho gathered the

bo7ies from a funeral pile into an urn,

who managed the ossilegium : Solon
suppressed them.', collat. form whence some
tenses of^ are derived.,,, a dam, mound of
earth, etc., Polyb. : from^., f. -, (,-) later and prose form for, to

heap, dam up, fill up by a mound, Polyb., , f. -7/, (',)
to take in, give room or time to do, c.

inf., Xen. Eq. 12, 13, Lys. 175, 33.—
2. to make way for, yield, , Xen.
Hell. 2, 3, 16: hence—3. to concede,

allow, admit, permit, tlvl, Hdt. 2, 135,

Xen., etc. : hence impers.. it

is possible or permitted, c. dat. pers..

Plat. Xen., etc., , there is

yet time. Plat. Phaed. 1 16 E.', , lov, also , ov, {kv) domestic, native, of or belonging

to the country, Hdt. 6. 35. Adv. -:
-, any one in the country, Eur.

Ion 1167: ace. to A. B. not necessa-

rily indigenous, which is.. ov, (tv, jw/>a)=foreg..
Soph. Phil. 692., , ,() a

heaping up, damyning or filling up, e. g.

of a channel, Arist. .Meteor./, ov,() use-

fulfor damming or filling up, p.', Lat. EGO, Sanscr. AHAM,
Germ. ICH, our /, etc. : pers. pron.

of the first person, Ep. before
vowels: strengthd. by compos, with
enclit. yt,,,,-, Lat. equidem, I at least, for my
part, indeed, for myself, these forms
are much more freq. in Att. than in

Horn., (where note that the gen.
formed from does not change
its accent) : Dor. and,
Ar. Ach. 736 ; Boeot. and,
lb. 898 ; £>7;, Tarent. A diflier-

ent root ME appears in the olilique

cases, viz. gen. Y', enclit. MOT,
Lat. MEI, Sanscr. ME, Ion. and Ep.,,, also, 11. 1, 525,
and, Sophron ; Dor.. -

; Boeot. ; dat., enclit.

; Dor., Ar. Ach. 733, The-
ocr. 4, 30 ; Tarent. : ace. ^,
enclit. . Dual., nom. and ace,
2", rarely , also , Lat.

JS'OS, Ital. NOI : gen. and dat.,
Att. ; plur. nom. /. Ion.. Dor.. Aeol. a/^/itf 'also in

Od. 9, 303, and Pind.) : to this too
belongs the dual form or,
Ar. Lys. 95, etc. : gen.. Ion.. Dor. and, Aeol.- Dat. ^ (in Att. poets
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also or [<J, v. Dind. Ar. Av.

386): Dor. or, Aeol.

or (also in Od. 1, 384, Pmd.,
and Aesch.) : ace.. Ion. /.
Dor.. Aeol.. On all these
dialectic varieties, v. ApoU. Dysc. de
Pron. pp. 324-387.

Usage : oft. in answer, as an af-

firmative, esp. in form. Soph.
Tr. 1248, Plat. etc. : ;

Lat. quid tua hoc refert ? Ar. Eccl.

521, Thesm. 518: , Lat.

ille ego, , here am I, Pind. O.

4, 37, ana Att.

f, (, ) v., at begin-

ning., Att. contr. by crasis from. Soph., etc., Att. contr. by crasis for, Ar., etc.',,, collat. dia-

lectic forms of, q. v.. , , aor. 2 of, I have

learnt, I know, Hom., , , aof. 2 of,
Hes., , , aor. 2 pass, of -, II., , , {) eatable:

.food, Aesch. Ag. 1407, cf sq.', , , as epith. of oil, II.

14, 172, . Hom. Yen. 63, where the

best Gramm. derive it from ,,,, pleasant, grate-

ful, agreeable, precious, v. Heyne, T.

6, p. 557 : Buttmann however, Lexil.

V., makes an intensive form of. excellent: Others write -, eata-

ble, hence drinkable, in genl. savoury.?, 2 aor. mid. of, to

burn, whence subj., Hom.*,, , () orig. form
of, but not in use.

VEoap7]v, 2 aor. pass, from., aor. 2 of., transp. for, aor.

2 from., 1 aor. mid. of, to

divide.

'E(5(i0iC<J, f.- Att. -,{)
to dash to earth, level with the earth,

N. T. : to beat level and firm like a

threshing-floor or pavement, Theophr. :.' , land become hard,

Theophr.', ov, TO, dim. from,
[a], , , a seat, bottom,

foundation, base, on which a thmg
tests, Thuc. 1, 10 : esp. ',
the bottom, hold of a ship. Oil. 5, 249 :

later, esp. of the ground-floor, pave-

ment, ., Hdt. 8, 137, cf. Thuc.
3,68: metaph. the original text, origi-

nal, Gal. (Usu. referred to,-, but rather from same root as-, -.)', , , aor. 1 from,
Ep. for, Hom., ov, , in Persian, one

who tasted first, and named the order

ofdishes ; hence in gen\.=^aapo.
the seneschal of a prince's table, or the

carver, Ath. : cf..'7, Ep. syncop. aor. from-/, Od.',,. for £(it'f5fj'ro,3 plur.

plqpf pass, from, Hdt., -, -, plur. plqpf.

of, pf..7}, Ion. for -/i?/i.'ro, 3plur.
plqpf. pass. o(. Hdt., 3 smg. plqpf. pass, of
,}. II., 1 aor. pass, from..', ov, , Nonn., and'?, ov, . {)=,
Antim. Fr. 87 and Ap. Rh.

,, 1 and 3 plur.
plqpf. 2 from,, Ep., 1 aor. act. from Jf-^u.\", 1 aor. act. from., Ep. 3 sing. aor. from -, Od., cf. -}>/.,, , Eilecon, masc. pr.

., Polyb., Ep. inf from-, Ion. for, 1 aor. from., 1 aor. from..,, ,{) food, meat,
a dish, Batr. 31., ov, , dim. from
foreg., , ,{, -) larder, pantry., 7], , Edessa, a city of
Mesopotamia, Strab.—2. a city of
Macedonia, once the residence and
place of interment of the kings,
Strab., verb. adj. from, one

must eat, Plat. Crito 47 B.'. ov. , {) au eater, de-

vourer, Hdt. 3, 99.(5, , , {) to be eaten,

eatable, Eur. Cret. 2, 20.—II. eaten.

Soph. Ant. 206 : in genl. consumed,
Soph. Tr. 677.^,, unu. fut. (from ) of., perf. pass, of, -.", and, pf. act. of IJu,./, 3 sing. pf. pass, of,, Od. 22, 56., , , =,
Gramm. : from, part. pf. of,, II.

17. 542.?/,, , meat, food. Ion. : in

Hom. always opp. to, drink, ex-
cept in Od. 6, 250, where it is meat
and drink, 7iourishment in genl. [f)]

VEoiKov, V.., aor. without a pres.,

lengthnd. form of.', Ep. inf. pres. from ,
for, Hom.7'/, 1 aor. pass, oi.,=, Eur. Hel. 933.",, a, ov, {') bridal, 7mp-

tial,, a bridal dress.",. Ep. also (which
form prevails in Od.), nuptial gifts,

whether— 1. from the .fuilor to the girl,

to win her for his bride, in Hom. the

most freq. use, and so Aesch. Pr. 560;
or— 2. from the suitor to the girl's fa-
ther, to purchase (as it were) his

daughter, Od. 8.318 : or—3. a portion

or dowry, given to the bride by her

parents, elsewh. usu. or,
Od. 1, 277; 2, 196: or—4. wedding
presents to the wedded pair from
their guests, Pind. P. 3, 167. The
sing, is found late, as in Call.

Fr. 193, and Anth. (Prob. akin to,,, cf. from

7), (,) to bring

wedding-presents., , {''') to promise, be-

troth for presents : Hom. uses the mid.

of a father who portions off' bis daugh-
ter, ' ,
Od. 2, 53. Later, also in mid., to

marry, Leon. Tar. Hence', , , a bride betrothed, for.
'7'/, ov, 6, Ep., a

hetrother, father who portions a bride,

II. 13, 382.'. fut. from,, Hom.
5', 3 plur. aor. 2 act. from•



, for, like for-, for,. and Dor.,

Hes. Th. 30.,, ,{) thing sat

on, ft seat, stool, II. 1, 5.3t, 581 ; 9, 194.

—2. a seat, abode, divelling-place, esp.

of the gods, , '-, and.,. : periphr. '-
010, 11.24, 144: also of earthly dwell-
ings, /,,., and, the abode of Macar,
). 24, 544. Later, the abode of a god,

a temple, Ruhnk. Tim.—3. in genl.

whatever a thing rests upon, a bottom,

foundation, base, Hes. : esp. the pedes-

tal of the statue of a god ; also the sta-

tue of a god itself, cf Dion. H. 1, 47,

Pint. Pericl. 13, Pans. 8,46, 2, Ruhnk.
Tim.—-11. the act of sitting, time or rea-

son for it, , 'tis no time

now to sit idle, II. 11, 648; 23, 205:
hence a loitering, tarrying, delay, more
usu.. The word is rare in prose,

and there in genl. only used of tem-

ples, : is usu. prose
form., fut.., , , . and Ion.,,() any seat, a chair, stool, bench, II.

19, 77, Od. 3, 7 : ,
give onethe seat of honour. II. 8, 162 ; 12,

311, and so freq. in Xen.—2. a seat,

habitation, Pind., and Trag. : esp. of

the gods, a temple, altar, etc., Aesch.
Ag. 596, etc., cf — 3. that on which
any thing rests, a bottom, foundation,

base, Orph. : , out of its right

place, Eur. Bacch. 928:, to trip one up, Theophr.
Char. 27, v..—II. a sit-

ting still, being idle or inactive, delay,

like, Hdt. 9, 41, ubi v. Vaick.,

Thuc. 5, 7 : ovK . Soph.
Aj. 811. cf Bacchyl. 21, Eur. Or.

1291, and II : ,
kneeling, Eur. : also the place where a

weapon is forced in, Hipp. v. Foes.
Oecon.—2. a sitting, session,, to hold a sitting : also^, cf sub : in genl. of. who seek protection at an al-

tar, or in a house.

—

III. the seat, breech,

fundament, Hdt. 2, 87, and Hipp.',, fut. -. {) to make
to sit, in prose and.
Mid., to sit as suppliant at

an altar., . , poet. aor. 2 of-
for, Od.', , , also , ,() sitting, sedentary, Hipp.—II.

sitting fast, immovable,, Hipp.
Adv. -. Hence,, , firmness, fixed-

ness. Clem. Al..,,^, Luc.., , a foundation,

base, ground, N. T., , , aor. 2 of

for, Od.., , , aor. 2 of, II.". . 3 plur. aor. 2 from -
for.",, , , seat, abode,

dwelling, Hes. Fr. 18 : esp. in plur.,

Aesch. Pers. 4, Soph. Aj. 194, and
Eur.—2. a stay, support, said of an
anchor, Anth.",, , , ()—., Eur. Bell. 2.

"F.ofiTj. , , . and Ion. for,
Horn., and Hdt.,,,^=.

Ion. for, 2 aor. of •.
'¥., . for, aor. 1

fiom.

, , {) to seat, set, place.

Mid. to seat one's self, sit, Horn., but
only in Ep. forms,-

: the act. occurs, but in intrans.

signf , in Theocr. 17, 19., , , {) belonging to

the seat or the bowels. Medic, , , dim. from.'-, , b. {) a stranger or

suppliant sitting on the hearth, cf -
^., 6, {,)
wrestler who throws his adversary, Ar-
give fashion, by a cross-buttock, The-
ocr. 24, 109, V. HI., 1 sing, aor 2 of, but, 3 plur. aor. 2 Ep. and Dor. for, II. 4. 222., fut.. Od. 2, 123, and, more rarely : perf, perf pass, : aor.

pass,, v. Buttm. Lexil. v.

29 : is used as aor.

act., cf also : Horn, uses pres.

(in inf always in Ep, forms,)
Ep. Impf, part,, from
an old perf act., II. 17, 542, and
3 sing,, of a perf. pass,-. Od. 22, 56. The pres. is

only Ep., being used instead in

Att. ; but the fut., remained in

use.—I. To eat, as opp. to ,
Hom. : also of beasts, to eat, devour,

Hom., esp. in II. : of worms, to gnaw,
II. 22, 509. Od. 21, 395 : hence—II. to

eat up, consume, waste, esp. in phrases,

..,,, they eat up house and having.

Od. ; so too- -
, Od. 14, 417.—III. melaph.-?, , eat-

ing one's heart, i. e. wasting away
with trouble and sorrow, Od. 9, 75.

cf 10, 379, II. 24, 129. (The root is

met with in all the cognate lan-

guages, Sanscr. ad, Lat. ed-o, esse,

our eat. Germ, ess-eyi, etc., cf Pott
Etym. Forsch. 2, p. 242). Hence
?}. , , food, meat, victuals,

Hom., etc.—2. esp. forage, fodder for

cattle, II. 8, 504.—3. bait, Theocr.
21, 43. Hence, ov, eatable, Hdt. 2, 92 :

., eatables, provisions, Thuc. 7,

39.',, , () hungry, Hipp.
',7., f. -, to place on a

seat, rowing-bench, etc., L3'Curg. ap.

Harp. : from',. ov. TO,{) a seat, duell-

ing, abode, esp. in plur., like.
Aesch. Theb. 455, Soph. El. 13!•3.—

II. esp. in a ship, the seat of the roivers,

rowing-bench, Lat. transtrum, Wess.
Hdt. 1, 24: also the seat or socket of
the /nast, Lat. calx mali, Arist. Probl.

—III. in a theatre, a semi-circle of
benches, Lat. fori.', ov, , a bird in Gramm.,
but perh. only v. 1. for, or.̂, ov,,=. Lye.^, 2 aor. act. from., poet, for , him, ace. from ov,

II. 20, 171. «, , Ep. plur. for, Od.,
V..',-, Ep. for ., Od., ov, , Ep. for,, poet, for,
Pind.', ov,, --, -, . for,
etc., Hom.
',?., . for, from -, II., .=,. Rh. 1, 1033.

", , ,, , ,. for, etc.. Horn.,. for, Hes, Th. 145.', ,, part,-,. aor. for ., of, '-, Hom.',, for ., 3 dual aor. 1

mid. . from, to go, II. 15, 544., Ep. for, II. 5, 645, v..',, . for '/..,

Hom., ?., perf pass, of

?.,. II. ; hence ?., inf
a.:.!. 1, II., V. Buttm. Cat. v. /..', Ep. for '/., Hom., inf aor. 1 oi, 11.,,, -,,. for. ., II.',, part. perf. pass, of,
Od.,,. for, etc.,

Hom.',. 3 sing, plqpf pass, of, Od., Ep. 3 plur. plqpf pass,

of f/p}(j, Od., v.., 3 sing. aor. mid. Ep. of, Hom.", 3 sing, plqpf pass. Ep. of, II.. ov. , Ezekias or Hezehiah,
son and successor of Ahaz king of Ju
dah, N. T.. coUat. form of impf. of f«u,
for, Eur.
"EZOMAl, fut., to seat one's

self sit. Horn., who however has only
pres and impf : usu. with , also, , and : c.

ace. only, Aesch. Eum. 3, Soph. Aj.

249 : . they sank to

the earth, of a pair of scales, I!. 8, 74^

more rarely . , Mimn. 9.

In prose is more common.
There is no such act. as J, to set,

place, in Greek : though, as if from it,

we have the trans, tenses, mid.', fut. mid., perf. pass.

: v. and the supplemental
verbs and.
;/, Ion. for ?} 3 sing. subj. pres.

from'' Hom.
', iem. of , his, etc.", Ep. for , 3 sing. aor. ], II. 1,48,

;^, 3 sing, imperf from. Ep,
for t/v, Hom, : it occurs as first pers.

only once, II. 11. 762, in a dub. pas-
sage, v. Buttm. Ausf Gr. 108, Anm.
16.

',', Ep. for, 3 sing,

impf act. from•, Hom./. gen. niasc. of erf, good, excel-

lent, nnble. five times in II., twice in

Od. In four of these passages
was formerly written, and taken for

an irreg. gen. for the possessive : but
Damm, Wolf, and Buttm. Lexil. in
voc, with the best Gramm., have ev-

ery where restored, as the gene-
ral epith. ; is as easily ex-
plained as /.., gen. Ep. for , from pron.

relat. fern, , only II. 16, 208; but
gen. from, Hom., Ep. for , 2 sing. impf.

from, Hom.
'/, Ep. for >/, 3 sing. subj. pres.

from, Horn.", , , aor. 2 of•,
Hom.'., , ,{) accustomed,

Hipp.,. , Thuc. 2,44:
hence— II. tame, Theniist.^, 1 aor. pass, from,
Hdt.



, , , hair, in Horn, only

in II., and always in plur., either of

a horse's mane, e. g. 11. 8, 42, or of the

Jiursehair crest on helmets, II. IG, 795 :

in sing, of the hair of the head, Pintl.

I. 5, 11, Aesch., etc. : then of a lion's

mane. Theocr. 25, 244 ; a boar's bris-

tles, Opp., etc.—II. any thing tufted, the

tiift-like flower,, Mosch. 2, 68 ;

only poet. Hence', f.-, to wear long hair,

Theocr.,, .=(, once
read in Od. 16, 176, ior the beard: but

as early as Arist. was alter-

ed into, v. schol. Theocr.

1, 34., once in Horn., II. 21, 347,{) )
whoso tends, takes care of, tills the

corn-field : ace. to some from to

rear, and as it were to tame: others,

better from,, cherish,

take care of, cf. the opp. : perh.

akin to, esp. as the Greeks
thought so much of their hair as

even in Homer's time to be called

a.na, ci.

the connexion in,,-
: in Orph. Arg. 932, we have the

pass, ,
he is decked With golden scales., ,[,)
aiming at fashion, conceited, Heliod.', ov, {', ,)
bearing one a grudge, Cratin. Incert.

103. Adv. -uf , Dem.
1005, 15., ,() willing, vol-

untary, Hes. Op. 118., ov, gen. oi.Of,=foreg.

Plat. Crat. 406 A., , , {) willed,

voluntary, Herm. Soph. O. C. 527.

'Elh'Ao- from, in compos.,

signifies doing a thing,—I. as a volun-

teer,— II. gladly.?, , , willing slave-

ry, Plat. Symp. 184 C ; and',',, to be or become a

slave willingly, Dio C ; and^', ,,—-: from?, ov, {,)
willing slave, serving voluntariti/,

Plat. Rep. 502 D. Adv. -. iO.

., to endure slavery willingly, Plut.,, , will-worship,

superstitious observance. N. T. : from-,{,)
to choose a mode of worshipfor one's self,

Eccl., , to be :

esp. of soldiers, who let themselves
be beaten, to be slack in duty, play the

coward purposely, Hdt. 5, 78 ; 9, 67.

Hence,, f/=sq., Polyb., , , wilful neglect of
duttj, esp. of soldiers : from', ov, (,)
wilfully bad, neglectful of one's duty,

esp. in war, cowardly, treacherous, App.
Adv. -/cur., ov,(,-) courtiTig danger,fool-hardy . Adv.

~vur, App.', ti, to affect deafness,

Clem. Al. : from, ov, {,)
pretending deafness, unwilling to hear..{) adv. of free-

will, vo'untarily, spontaneously, Thuc.

8, 98.7/, {) adv. volunta-

rily, Hdt, 1,5.',, ,() a vol-

unteer, Od. 2, 292, in prose, esp. Att,

396

, Lob. Phryn. 4, sq.—II. as

adj. voluntary.', ov, , — foreg., Hdt. 5,

110., adv. =],
Thuc. 8, 2., , , love of work, la-

boriousness, prob. in Xen. Oec. 21, 6

:

from, ov, (,)
willing to work, zealous, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1,

22., ov,(,)
a voluntary, unseduced prostitute, An-
acr. 19., ov, (, -) one who unsolicited charges him-

self with the office of (q. v.)

to a foreigner or foreign state, and
looks after their interests, a sort of

honorary consul, Thuc. 3. 70., ov,(,()
fond of frequenting a place or of doing

one thing. Crates Incert. 8., ov,.(,)
given to change, Eccl.'?, , to work freely, in-

defatigably, Ael. : and, , , willingness to

work, Eccl. : from, , (, *)
10, 17.

willing to work, indefatigable, Xen. Eq.', ov, also a, ov, Xen.
Hell. 4, 8, 10,() voluntary, Xen.
Cyr. 4, 2, 11, Symp. 8, 13.—II. of

things, optional, e. g. -
love is matter offree choice.

Id. Cyr. 5, 1, 10. .-., ov, ,(,-) a would-be, pretended philoso-

pher, late., fut..: aor. -, perf. (v. fin.) To will,

be wilting, distinguished from ,•, ace. to Buttm., as expressing
U'ill combined with choice and purpose

;

while (q. v.) denotes mere
inclinatioiis.

Radio, signf. : To will, be willing,

ivisk, desire, Hom., etc. Construct.

:

usu. c. inf pres. or aor. ; also freq.

c. ace. ct inf. ; c. ace. only it does not
occur ; for in places like 7], ' II. 1, 554,

is to be repeated from the
context, cf. II. 9, 397, 7, 182, Od. 14,

172 ; so too,' -
(sc. ) Od.

18, 1 13 : often also ahsol., esp. in part.,

where the notion of wish or choice is

prominent : so in Att. : Hom. has freq., more rarely, II. 17,702, Od. 11, 566.-2. oft.,

esp. c. negat., almost=i5viia//rti, to be

able, have the power, as II. 13, 106, -
they ca-

red not to make a stantl, i. e. they

were imable : and, by poet, figure of

things, as of a stream,' -
,', it would not flow,

i. e. it could not, II. 21, 306, cf. Od. 8,

223, 316, H. Hom. Cer. 45, and:
also Hdt., and Att. Prose, Schjif,

Greg. p. 135: JJiere is a slight irony

in this signf. ^—3. of in signf. to

prefer (so freq. in) no in-

stance occurs except Od. 3, 324. 4.

After Hom. is found, like ?.-, c. inf., so as merely to give it a
fut. signf., like our will or shall as a
sign of the fut. tense, fi?.-, ti (6)-^, Hdt. 1,

109, 2. 1 1 , , Wessel. ad 7, 49, Stallb.

Plat. Rep. 370 : sometimes of
things, though more rarely, of per-

sons, Stallb. Plat. Rep, 375 A, though

this is denied wholly by others : hence—5. to be wont or accustomed, to do a thing
readily,, --, Hdt. 1, 74 ; 7, 50, 2, and so

Thuc. 2, 89, etc.—6. in Hdt., and Att.

prose, oft. in phrases,, ; Lat. quid sibi vult ?

what means it.,? Hdt. 1, 78 ; 6, 37

:

in full Ti ; Hdt. 2, 13,

cf. 4, 131.

The synon. shorter form nev
er occurs in Horn, or Ep., v. Inlerpp.
ad II. 1, 277 : and reversely is

never used in Trag. dialogue, except
indeed in impf. : in Ar. Pac.
852, we have the fut. : Pind.
follows the Homer, usage, Bockh v.

1. P. 1, 62 ; 10, 5 : the other Lyr. have
both forms, both of which occur also
in the Trag. anapaestics. Lob. Aj.

24. In Att. prose the form
prevails, except in such a combina-
tion as Lob. Phryn. p. 7 :

hence in Att. prose the only impf.
and aor. are /,, and
perf., regul. formed from-, while, occurs only in
very late writers. Lob. Phryn., p. 322.", Ep. and Att. poet. gen. for

io, ov, masc. and fem., his, her, of him,

of her, Horn., usu. in II. : Aeol. (from/).,,. Ion.

for,,, from., Poet, and Ion. for., Od., Ion. for -, 3 pi.

aor. 1 mid. from, Od.^, ,(,) to

gather customarily, Anth., 7/, , custom : from, ov, gen., () ac-

customed : well-known, Musae.
'>, aor. 1 pass, from ' : but, aor. 2 act. from-.
(^, f.- Att. -, Xen. Cyr,

3, 3, 53, perf. pass,, aor. -, () to nccu.<'tom, use to,

, Xen., seldom. , Luc.
Pass, to be or become accustomed or used
to, TL, Plat. Legg. 681 ; c. inf., Thuc.
I, 77, and Xen. ; also absol.. to become
accustomed, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 33 : m this

signf. the later Stoics use the act., 7/, ,() of, ansingfrom
use, custom, habit, Plut., ov, () accustomed, usu-

al : , customs, Diod. Adv.-, customarily, Gramm.",, ,() custom;
a habit, Plat. Legg. 793 D.', ov, , () an accus-

toming ; custom, habit, use, Arist. Eth.
N., verb. adj. from,
one must accustom, c. acc. et. inf., Xen.
Mem. 2, 1,28., , ,() accustomed

:

acquired by habit, Arist. Elh. N.', ov, 6, (,) an
ethnarch, Luc. In LXX. antl N. T.
a viceroy, a deputy governor. Hence, , , rule over a riation,

Byzant., () adv. by nations,
as a u'hole nation, late word.', , , () belonging,
peculiar to a nation, national, Polyb.

—

II. z.\mOfit^, foreign.—III,

heathen, gentile, N. T. and Eccl. Adv.-, after the manner of the heathen or
gentiles, N. T., ov, , and, ov,
, of the same nation : from,,, anumberofpeopU



living together, a company, body ofmen :

Horn. esp. in 11., has usu. -, a band of comrades ; also in plur.

and, and of par-

ticular tribes, ',-
UV, also , a host of war-

riors, II. 13, 495 : hence of animals,,,',,
swarms, flocks, etc., Horn.—2. Pind.

has also ,,, a race, fmnily, tribe.—3. in

genl. a nation, people, -, Hdt. 1, 101, and freq. in Alt. : but

in . and Eccl. tu, the na-

tions, Gentiles, i. e. all e.xcept Jews
and Christians ; of..—4. a

particular class of men, a caste, Stallb.

Plat. Rep. 351 C.—5. sex, /?~ .
Xen. Oec. 7, 26.—6. a part, number,

Hipp., of. II. (Ace. to some
from : ace. to others akin to.), . , Ethodaia, a daugh-
ter of Niobe, Apoilod., , , aor. 2 of,
Horn.,, , custom, usage,Tnan•

tiers, habit. Plat., etc. : hence
or , temper, dtupo-

sition. inherited from its sires, Aesch.

Ag. 728, yet not precisely =,
since the signf. of usage, habit, pre-

vails even here.', V.).,. aor. act.., aor. 1 pass, from,
Hes., aor. 1 act. from,
Horn., poet, for, aor. 1

from, Eur., to be accustomed, to be wont

:

the pres. is only found in II. 9, 536,' , much ill

he wrought habitually, i. e. was wont to

do so ; and so II. 16, 260,: the construct.

is like that of and vviih

finite verb. The Att. use as pres. the

perf Ion. (both aiso ni

Horn.) / am wont or accustomed, I am
tn the habit, I usually . . . USU. c. inf.,

as II. 5, 766, Thuc. 1, 90, etc. : but the

part, stands absol., accustomed,

customary, usuni, il. 5, 231, and Att. :

hence to, one's custom, Thuc.
4, 17 ; TU, ordinary thmgs,
Ar. Ran. 1. Perf Dor..

1 aor. act. from.
Dor. for, perf..

El, a conditional particle, in Horn,

and Dor. also ai.—A. if, distinguish-

ed from kav, as betokening a pure
mental supposition, without reference

to any real contingency, Herm. Vig.

n. 312 : most freq. c. optat. but also

c. indie, or subj.

I. With opt.^t., it states a thing as

supposed, but without giving any opinion

on the likelihood of its existence. 1.

with optat., followed by optat. with

UV, expressing simple uncertainty,-., if they should hear it, they
would rejoice, II. 1. 256.—2. with op-

tat., followed by indie, when the con-

clusion is peremptory though the case

is only supposed: with indie, pres.,

11. 9, 339, Wolf Lept. p. 283, fut., II.

10,222; also with past. Att., v. Matth.
Gr. Gr. «ji 524, 3.-3. with optat., fol-

lowed by subj. with >, II. 11, 386;
in Att. this, use is dab.— 4. the lirst

clause with is left out, when it

can be easily supplied from the eon-

text, II. 3, 52; 9, 245, etc. : or its place
is supplied by a part., II. 10, 246.—5.

with optat., without apodosis, to ex-

El

press a wish, If only.., that.., would
that.., II. 24, 74, Herm. Vig. n. 190

;

but, yap and al yap are more
freq. v. yap.—6. with Optat., as a

sort of particle of time, of repeated

actions, as often as, whenever, Thuc.
7, 79, usu. with impf or plqpf , some-
times with aor. —II. with indic,
where possibility is asserted, without ex-

pressing any uncertainty or question
;

if. si7ict.— i. with indic. pres., u'7., -, 11. 3, 67,where no doubt is thrown
on the supposition.—2. with indic.

past, esp. in oaths and prayers,

]>,
11. 1, 39, etc., . -.—3. with indic. fut., yva,^ ?.,

II. 2, 367, 379, 'where the fut. is look-

ed on as certain : Att. the optat. with

UV freq. follows, to soften the posi-

tiveness of the phrase, Soph. El. 244.

So the indic. often follows, even af-

ter the opt. expressing a simple sup-

posed case. e. g. ,, . 12,59, they tried whether

they could ; where they are represent-

ed as it were saying. We will try

whether we can... SO as to add vivacity

to the sentence : esp. oft. in Att.

prose. The indic. pres. or fut. is

also put after in protasis, when not

a mere probability, but a necessary

result on a condition is intended. H. 5,

350 ; 15, 213. In Att.. ft' with indic.

is used not only of probable, but of

actual events, to qualify the positive

assertion, and so much iike : most
freq. after, also after other

verbs, esp. expressing strong feeling,

e. g., ,, etc., Hdt. 1, 1.-5, Thnc. 6, 60.

Plat. Lach. 191 .—4. hi Att. where
with impf is followed by uv with

impf., the first implies that a condi-

tion has not been fulfilled, the second

that a result has therefore not taken

place ; e. g. . , if

he had it, he would give it... (but he has
it not )—5. with indic. aor., followed

by indic. aor. with «r, it expresses

the same thing in reference to a past

time, for which in Lat. both verbs

would have been in subj. p'qpf , fi, had he had it, he

would have !;ivenit,c(. . 21. 211,544.

In this case the impf. with av may fol-

low, . ,
had I obeyed, I should not have been

ill, Buttm. Giamm. '^ 139, 9, 4, and
10: sometimes, but not oft., this

is left out with the ii^pf , Thuc. 1,

37. More rarely the opt. with
follows fi and the indic. aor.. II.

5. 338 ; 17, 70.—III. with sub.iunct.,

is scarcely to be distinguished from, though an attempt has been

made to explain as expressing

greater probability in the condition,

suppose that. Kiihner Ausf Gr. § 818.

Anm. 1, Herm. Soph. Ant. 706 ; much
more rare than the former, but most
freq. in Hom., 11. 1,m Od. 5. 221,

etc. : with sut^Bret. being the

more freq. For the Att. it was for-

merly laid down that only or,
never was used with subjunct. :

but many exceptions are found in

Trag., as Soph. O. T. 198, 874, O. C.

1443, Ant. 710, 1032, cf Herm. Aj.

491 : also in comic wr., as Ar. Eq.
698, 700, Pac. 450 : nay it has been
admitted even in prose, as Thuc. 6,

21, Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 12, Plat. Phaedr.
234, Rep. 579 : in later authors fi

with subjunct. is very common,
Herm. Vig. n. 304 : cf. also ' .—

EIAP
IV. WITH P.4ET1CIP. instead ofindic,

where is usu. supplied, but rare,

Soph. Aj. 886, and Herm. ib. 179,

Bornem. Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 25.—V.
with infin., sometimes in Hdt. e.

g. 3, 105, 108, in orat. obliqua.—E/
from the first clause must sometimes
be supplied with each of several fol-

lowing clauses, even when these are

indifferent moods, Schaf Mel. p. 111.

B. ivhether, in indirect questions

and after verbs containing a question,

doubt, uncertainty, ',, know not whether he be

a god, II. 5, 183 ; in Hom. also freq.

in ellipt. clauses, where,, etc. must be supplied, e. g., -,(), trying whether

they could move Achilles, II. 23. 40;
where the optat. without is used,

because the action is past, cf. II. 10,

206 ; 20, 461; if present or future,

it would require ' or with
subj., II. 5, 279, though Att. f/ with
subj. is used even in this signf

—

C, Regularly begins the sen-

tence, and so is followed by the par-

ticles : hence all compds., as ,', , , ' , etc.. may,
be best referred to their own special

heads. It is preceded by one or two
conjunctions :—I. and if, even

tho^ifrh, implying that the case is not

so, il. 20, 371 ;
', Od. 7, 320 ;

also , which follows the

same rules as ft. Att. ,,: in Att. also \s oft. added in

apodosis {even though.., yet still), though
tnis word is sometimes attached to

the end of the conditional clause, to

which it adds force, Aeseh. Pers. 295,

('ho. 115: care must be taken not to

confound with ft , Herm.
Vig. n. 307.—II.' , nay vol if, not

even if II. 5. 645 ; 20. lu2,Od. 4', 293.

—Ill" and t'l or (as Wolf
writes it) , , as if as

though, in comparisons. Od.7, 36, II.

13, 492, 19, 366, Od. 19, 39: the Att.

also inserts or rrfp, ,
, or,

Heind. Plat. Gorg. 479 .- Dor. for and , cf... also pr'operisp., and poet,

trisyll. fta. Lat. eia. a cheeriug- or

stimulating exclamation, on ! up I

away! Trag., etc.: also come on

then ! Ac.«ch. Ag. 1650, and Plat.

;

, well now ! Ar. Pac. 459,

stronger than : also fta

: and are akin to it. [u al-

ways, whence Gramm. wrote , v.

Reisig de Constr. Antistr. p. 19.]
_

Em, 3 sing, imperf. act. from,
Hom., {. -, to cry , like

from al, and from,
V. Valck. Diatr. p. 20., , . a low, moist pa.iture,

water-meadow, , II. 4,

483. in . Rh. a flooded meadow.

(Usuderiv. from.,,, whence some Gramm. wrote, cf. : Buttm. how-
ever, V. , connects it with

.), Ep. and Ion. , q. v., is

contr. into and . But et...ai'

seems permissible both in Horn., and
Att., where some words come be-

tween, 11.2, 597, cf. Herm. Vig. n. 303., ?;,, Ep. for, II. 16,9.

Elap.,, poet, for. etc., ov, (,)
with youthful, swelling brea.<!ts, Anth.
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El, , (.,)
jot/i)ig in spring, Orph., 2 sing, imperl".,, , e,

aor. 1 act. Iroin., Ep. for eiuv, impf. from, Horn.

K'carai,, 3 pi. pres. and impf,
poet, for Ion., euro, and this

for yvrai. ), from ), Hoin.

Elaro, 3 plur. impcrf. mid. from> for 7/vTo, i. e. ?/, occurs only

Od. 20, 100, where Buttni. Ausf Gr.

^ 108, Anm. 14, n., would read e'i-.
Eiaro, 3 sing, plqpf. mid. from ev-

for tfvro, thfy had on.

'3{, ov, trickling : from
El'Bii, Ep. form of AttJw, to drop,

let fall in drops, Hom., who regul. uses
it in phrase ihieip and3, to shed tears. Mid.
(0 trickle or run doun, drip, Hes. Th.
910; but also as in act.,7}. Soph. Ant. 527.

Ei yap, for if..., II. 20, 26 : but usu.

—II. e.Kpressing a wish, if...,

that..., woald that..., Lat. xitinain ! c.

optat., el yitp' ?), 11. 17, 5C1, so ft rot,. 17,

513, and yap rrwf, Od. 10, 148.

But Honi. more freq. has al yap, al. ? , .
The following use c. inf is rare, a't

yap, ,.-. -, Od. 7, 313. , like

c< . ., 5, is used where the result of

the wish is more clearly indicated

than with, which expresses the

wish without alluding to its result,

Mtzsch Od. 1, 265.

Ei j'£, ifhouxver. adding a condition
which makes the thing dependent
upon it unhkeiy or impossihle e.g.,.• } -
', /'-
cat, '^. thou wishest to go home

:

t/et (7" thou didst know..., etc., Od. 5,

200.— II. if then, since, Lat. siquidem,

things which are taken for grant-

ed, 11. 1, 303, Od. 16, 300. Herm. Vig.

n. 310. Cf.
Ei, even, if, implying that the

thing will not be so, only once Horn.,

viz. II. 5, 258, ubi al. ' '.
', , used in cheermg, etc..

on then, come on ! oft. in Hom., who
also has plur., ei 6'., II. 22, 381.

He nsu. joins ei '. , ',

, ',,, or ',. Ibllowed by imperat., also ',, Od. 9, 37. For the imperat.

is found. II. 17, 085, and in

speaking to one's self the subj. aor.,

Od. 0, 37, or indic. fut., II. 1. 524 ; 9,

107. The phrase is elliptic, and
would be in full ' or, , but if thou wishest, come,

and so serves to qualify the imperat.,

like Lat. si'i vide, fac sis, agite sullis,

Nitz.sch Od. 1,270.. poet, lengthd. form of, to be like,, Nic., , ov, {) formed

;

hence shapely, Cornell/, Od. 24, 279.

—

II. like, looking like, Anth.?, =,-7.,,, {, as if lengthd.

poet, from) food, meat, viciuaU,

Horn.—2. of cattle, /oiiiier. forage. 11.

5, 309.-3. also a bait for fish. Od. 12.

252.— 1./. , of

honey-cakes, Theocr. 15, 115. Ep.
word.

Ei , with no apodosis, is elliptic,

as II. 9, 46, ,-, but if they (will), let them flee,
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where is to be supplied, as

in ft c5', : so too 9, 202, tl ,{). . ) II.

21, 487, and Od. 2, 115, the apodosis
is implied in the protasis.— II. in

complete sentences, but if, evai if,

oft. in Hom. It may be followed by
any particle which follows ft, v. esp.

f/ : on ft J' ov and ft ' ovv v.. We have the notion of ft

strengthd. in ft d' , if on the other

hand, Od. 10, 105.

Et'fSea, , , for, dub. in Ar.
Thesm. 438., opt., and, inf. of, q. V.

Et , V. sub ., , , an odious, ugly
look, LXX. : from, , {,) ofhate-

ful look, in genl. ngly, Polyb. : putrid,

fetid, Hipp., for, subj. from.
Et , expressing a supposition

which cannot be contradicted, if noiv,

seeirig that, II. 1, Gl, esp. after y, II. 1,

294, 574 : also in indirect questions,
tchether now, Od. 1, 207 : always c.

indicat.,, ,{) knoid-

edge., adv., with knowledge,

skilfully., ov, gen., {)
knotting, experienced, skilled, expert,, Clem. Al. Adv.-./, Ep. inf fut. for-, of * II., Od.,,. ,{) . knowing,

science, knowledge, intelligence, Sext.

Emp.,, fut. of*., , , {) formal, -, Plut. ; specific, . to,
Gal. Adv. -, specially, Bockh in-

scr. 2. p. 205.^, , Ep. -/, , , Eido-
thea, a sea-goddess, daughter of Pro-
teus, Od. 4, 366., , ^,=foreg., Dion. P.

Et(5()i'. , ai, the Roman Jdus.

Dion H., v. sub *., 7/, , EidOmSne, daugh-
ter of Pheres, wife of Aniythaon,
.\pollod. 1, 9, 11.—2. a city of Ema-
thia in Macedonia. Thuc. 2, 100., aor. 2 {*1, q. v.,,{) make an
image of a thing, figure, model, mould a

thing after another, Plut. Hence, , , and •., )7,=sq.,, , , the specific nature

nfa thing, Strab. : from, ,{,) speci-

fic, characteristic of a species., , , {*) that which

is seen, the form, shape, figure, Lat.

species : freq. oi human form in Horn.,

who usu. has the ace. ,,,?.,, etc.

;

sometimes . to the understanding,

sometimes t^bodilij strength, v. Od.
17, 454, II. 2^316: also of the ap-

pearance, look, as of a dog, Od. 17, 308,

cf. Esp. beautiful firm, like

Lat. forma. Hdt. 1, 109; 8, 105, etc.

In Traii. periphr. {or the person, Soph.
El. 1177.—II. in genl. a form, fianre,

fashion, sort, particular kind,, Hdt. 1, 91, ,
Thuc. 2, 50, etc. : esp. species, opp.

to ytvor, genus, hence also =;,
Plat., and Arist., cf Ritter Hist, of

Philos. 2, 265, sqq.— III. in later au-

thors Tu ft (5;; are spices, fine and costly

wares.

, adv. part, from 01

ot(5a, perf of *tt(5u.

Et ' ovv, V. sub ft.,, . {,) to re-

present, express, Dion. .\, , , Eidyia, wife of Aea-
cus. Lye. 1024., ov, TO, dim. from,
strictly little form or image : usu. a
short, highly wrought, descriptive poem,
mostly, but by no means only, on
pastoral subjects, an idyll, cf Phn. Ep.
4, 14.?,=^,-, Pemp. ap. Stob. p. 461, 9., ,=, also fem.,. , Call.*2, *, Lat. VIDEO, to

see, a root wholly obsol, in pres. act.,

which is supplied by : its tenses
form two families, one exclus. in
signf to see, the other, to know.

A. to see. behold, look at, mostly in

aor.. in Hom. and Ep. oft. with-
out augm. , inf, in il. and
Ep. also, subj. , in Hom.
and Ep. also, part, , in

Horn. freq. with an adv.,,,, eyeing with astern glance,

etc.: he also freq. has more fully7. . The same act. signf.

belongs to the aor. mid. /, in

Hom. more freq. Ep. 7], inf.. subj., imperat. :

with which Horn, has also'-, or more freq. ., to see bifore

the eyes: this tense alone is joined
with, in phrase,-

7/ (5//, well,I will make
trial and see, Od. 6, 120, cf 21, 159:
also without

; just our to

look and see, Od. 4, 22 ; 10. 44. But
Hom. also uses both aorists oi mental
sight, to see, perceive, as must be the
case in II. 21,61, -, , cf II. 4, 249, Od. 21,

112. This definiteness belongs
only to the oldest Greek : in later

poets to perceive by any of the sen.ses,

Jac. A. P. p. 189. In construction,

and are either absol.,

or u.sed c. ace. followed by a relative

clause, where the relative is to be
resolved by 6, so that the ace. is

not strictly the object, but belongs
to the verb in the relat. clause, e. g.

Od. 10, 195,...,, i. e. ftrJov

;

though in the remarkable passage,.-. , he saw, i. e.

enjoyed not the favour of his spouse,
II. 11, 243, is the object ; (this

phrase must not be coufounded with, v. infr.) : freq. also

, more rare , II. 23,

143, and , Od. 12. 244, to look
at or towards a thing. The imperat.

mid. , see, occurring iirst in Att.,

is mostly used as an exclamation,
lo .' behold! Lat. ecce : but it is then
written , or sometimes :

where it is a true imperat. it remains, e. g. , Eur. Hec. 808.

is used as pres., as
perf, as fut. (for be-
lungs to signf B, to know.) But to

the signf to see, belong— II. the Ep.
and Ion. pass, and mid.: aor., in Hom. also, ao,, in pass, signf, to be seen, appear,

seem, /,, the day,
the stars are visible, appear, 11. 8, 555,
cf 24, 319, Od. 5, 283: inelaph.,, for that
seems unto thee to be very death, that
is very death in thine eyes, II. 1, 228,
cf Od. 9, 11, etc.; and freq., avTii»



-

royt : hence—
2. to have the appearance or look of a

thing, take the appearance, make a show

oj a thing,' , he
j

made a show o/ going to Lemnos, Od.
|

8, 283 ;. ^', it had
the look as of a shield, Od. 5, 281

;

and C. dat., to make one'.s self like, be

like, '^, she
made herself like Polites in voice, 11.

2, 791. cf. 20, 81. Most usu. in part,

pres. and aor.,,,, besides which Horn, uses
only 3 sing. pres. and aor. ; and ouce
2 sing, and 3 plur. aor. An impf., he was seen, occurs first in Ap.
Rh.

B. to know: which signf. comes
from the perf.. for what one has seen

or observed, that one knows : hence
the word is mostly used of mediate

knowledge, whilst for such as is im-

mediate, is most usu.. Wolf
Dem. 461, 2. The tenses which be-

long to this signf. are these : perf.

used as pres., (in Alcae. 94 e,

p. 72, ) I know, c. part,,
inf., Ep. and,
imperat. . subj. , Ep. also, opt. : plqpf as iinperf.^ and ), Att. ], I knew :

fut.. more rarely and mostly

Ep. (also in Hdt. 7, 234) : aor.

and perf. are supplied from-
: thoush in later Greek we have

an aor., Aiist. Magn. Mor. 1,

1, 3, etc. The forms are so irreg. in

pres. and impf, that they can only
|

be fully treated of in grammars. In !

Honi., Ion., and Dor., is 2 sing.

perf. for, e. g. Od. 1, 337, (in

Att. also sometimes, Cratin.
'

Malth. 10, cf. Meineke Menand. p.

122) : 1 pi. for^ : besides

and, inf for :

subj. for, II. 14, 235.

2 pi. subj. for, Od. 9, 17, i<f5o-
^

for, . 1, 363, and
fern. part, for, but only in

phrase^— ." plqpf 2 ,

and 3 sing. 7/, for.
/. II. 22, 280, Od. 9, 20G, 3'
for ^, II. 18, 405, Od. 4, 772 ; yaav,
Eur. Cycl. 231. Lastly Hom.' uses
both futures, jet only in II. 1,

546, Ep. int., Od. 6, 257,
\

where it almost passes into si^nf. A,
j

to see, and so in the hymns. For the

rest V. Buttm. Ausf. Gr. % 109, 111,
|

and Catal. in voc.[ has usu. I,

as Od. 2. 211, but sometimes also i,
j

in arsis, as Od. 2, 283.]

In Hom. it must be rendered some-

'

times l)y to know, understand, have I

knowledge of, sometimes by to know,
\

discern, perceive ; later to come to know,

learn ; though it may be so taken
however in Od. 2, 10: very freq.

|

strengthd. by or. esp., I know well, and part, ,
also ; 1(7, knoiv well, be assured. It

is oft. followed by a clause with ,
or , and, in case of doubt,

with , whether, rarely with the relat.

pron. Also followed by ace, or in•

fin. Hom. has tlie peculiar usage,, , he is knowing,

skilled in wise counsels ; and so still

more freq. with adjs., -,'7,., /,-, , but usu. in

part,. In this signf to be skilled
|

in, the word also takes a gen. in

Hom., mostly indeed c. part., e. g. I, cunning with the bow,
[,,. etc.

;

but also in pres. indie, U. 15, 412.

The imperat. is freq. in protestations,
|

EIEN
like ",, vvv, let

Jove know it, be witness, Hom.

;

Dor. . : . to

acknowledge a debt to another, thank

him, first in II. 14, 235, Hdt. 3, 21,

but most freq. in Att., and prose.

Post-Horn., usages:— 1. to be in a

condition, be able, have the power, C. inf.,

Jac. Anth. 2, 1, p, 308.—2. ' on,', used absol. parenthetically

as a particle of affirmation, / know,

you know it well. Wolf Dem. 508, 17,

Heind. Plat. Gorg. 486 B.—3.'
oi'v ; freq. interrog. form, usu. an-

swered by , Valck. Hipp. 598.

—4. ', also' and'
, followed by imperat., gives a com-
mand Without specifying what, as if

this was known before, esp.', for,' , . sub.
(The word always has the digam-

ma in Horn.. , ¥, etc.,

which remains in Lat. videre, Sanscr.

vid scire, Germ, wissen, our to wit or

wot. On the diflerence of

from, v., iin.)', , , {) an
idol's temple, . ., , {>?^, )
sacrificed to idoL• ; as subst. .,
. ., , -, worship of
idols, idolatry, .. : and, , to worship idols,

Eccl. : from
/.'/., ov, 6, .{,/.) an idol-worshipper, idolater., ov,{/..)

formed after a likeness, like an image,

Geop.7.,,() a shape,figure,

image: in Hom. of disembodied spirits,

esp. ' : any
unsubstantialform, esp. « vision, phan-

tom, Horn., etc. : hence phantom of
the mind, a fancy. Plat. Phaed. 60 C.
— 11. an vnage in the mind, idea, Xen.
Symp. 4, 21 : esp. with the Stoics,

Cic. Fam. 15, 16.— I.I. an ima'je.

statue,, Hdt. 1, 51, G. 58.

—

2. esp. nf a god ; hence an idol, false

god, LXX.—IV. /., the

constellations, Lat. signa, Ap. Rh..~, , to form, model,

Heracl. : from', ov, {,/.) modelled : hence ideal. Lye., , (/~) to

make an itnage, /. .. Plat.

Rep. 605 C : to represent by an image

or figure, , Diod.— 2. to body,

image forth, depict by words, Longin.
Hence,, , a figuring

:

representation, Sext. Enip.'-, , ,—ioieg.. Plat.

Tim. 46 A.'—, , , (-) of, belonging to figuring or re-

presenting,. Plat. Soph. 235 A.,, {/.,)
figuring, forming, making figures or

pictures ; as subst. etd., Plat. Soph.
239 D.?., , ov. {,
*)=)'7. Plat. Soph.
266 D.)?.(, .{?,-) like an ima^e, Plut.,7... {(?,)
delighting in idols, Synes., Att. 3 plur. opt. from,
for. be it so, well, good, proceed,

or to proceed, Lat. esto : a very com-
mon particle, esp. in Att. dialogue,

in passing to the next point, Herm.
Eur. Supp. 795 : the phrases ''

EIKA
eiev, , are more tste

:

also to express impatience, Ar. Nub.
176.[ in Att. poets is sometimes
used as a spondee, Aesch. Cbo. 657,
Ar. Pac. 663.]', opt. aor. 2 act. from :

but, Opt. pres. from., adv., (^) at once, forth•
ivith. instantly, 11., and Ion., interj. I wish ! that! would
that ! Lat. utinam ! Od. 2, 33 : the
Dor. is more freq. in Hom. : on
aW '/. and ?, , , v.

: c. opt., of things possible,

but not likely ; with the past tenses
of indie, of things impossible : later

also the inf. follows, Herm. Vig.

n. 190, a, cf sub yap., f. -, poet, for., perf. pass, from., adv. part. perf. pass,
from, in the accustomed manner,
Diog. L., Att. for, q. v.. perf. from., ov, ,(,) a
lea/ler, commander of twenty., . , {) epith.

of the Epicureans, because they com-
memorated their founder's death on
the twentieth of Gamelion, Ath. 298 D.

EiKUCoi, f.-, Att. perf. pass,-, Dind. Ar. Eq. 230, Piers. Moer.
p. 182. and on the augm. in genl. v.

Buttm. Ausf. Gr. i^ 84, Anm.3,{).
make like to, represent by an image

or likeness, portray, Xen. Oec. 10, 1:

hence in pass., ?)-, a figure coloured to the life, Hdt. 2,

182 ; ., a figure like an
eagle. Id. 3, 28: hence—II. to liken,

compare, , Aesch. C!ho. 633; t'lK.

Ti , Hdt. 9, 34, etc. : hence to

compare and infer something, to con-

jecture, guess, Lat. conjicere, esp. in
phrase , Hdt. 2, 104, etc.

:

and c. dupl. ace. to guess to be, Hdt. 4,

31, Aesch. Supp. 288, Soph. Ant.
1244. Pass, to be like, resemble,

Eur. Bacch. 942, 1253 ; also -, Ar. Ach. 783., inf. of a lengthd. aor. •. from. to yield. Soph. etc.

;

for there is no such pres. as,
Elmsl. .Med. 186, Ellendt Lex. Soph,
in v.

Ei, even though, although, c. in-

die, Hom. ; c. opt.. 11. : distinguished
from by expressing that the

thing is really so, Herm. Vig. n. 307

:

cf. C.,,, rashness, Eccl.;
from?., ov,(, ?.)
rash, ill-advised, Eccl.?, ov, (, ?.(>)
talking at random, Philodem. ap. Vol.
Hercul. 2, 10., , to speak inconsider-

ately ; and, , , thoughtless talk-

ing, useless babble : from, or, {,)
talking at random or to no purpose,

Eccl./),,^=.., ,=-
: from., gen.,{-

,)=., , , without plan,

purpose: random, rash, hasty, nearly
=: Lat. tcmerarius, Soph. Fr. 288.

—

.^, casual, hence common,
worthless, Luc. Adv. -, Joseph.
Hence

, , thoughtless7iess,

Timon ap. Diog. L, 5, 11.
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EIKO,, ,=(., Philo-

detn. ap. Vol. Hercul. 2, 9./, ciJof, fi, (,) the number
twenty, for.— II. the ttventieth

dai/ (if the month, sub., Hes. Op.
7», 818: also pi., . Nub.
17. One of the days of the Eleiisi-

nian mysteries was also so called,

Eur. Ion 1076.

iEiKdaai 1 aor. inf. act. from-., Aeol. and Dor. for-, Sapph. 34., , ,() likeness,

image, representatwn, Xen.—II. com-
parison, Plut. : a conjecture, a guess-

ing. Plat. Rep. 534 A.,, ,{) a like-

ness, image, Aesch. Theb. 523.,, , b, a, conjecturing,

gucssi/ig. Plut., , ,() one who
conjectures, a gursser. diviner, -
'-', Thuc. 1, 138., , ,() of, be-

longing, suited to representing, guessing

OT inltrpreling : -, sub., the
art of copying or portraying. Plat.

Soph. 235 D, etc. : ru ., sub. -. adverbs of doubting. Adv.
-, by conjecture, by guessing., , ,() to be com-
pared, like, Soph. Tr. 699 : copied, rep-

resented., Dor. for.
Et , el, and ti..uv, if very

freq. m Horn., and Ep., the same as
euv, q. v., usu. c. subj., but. c. opt.

Od. 7, 315 : Att. c. opt., never c. subj..

Plat. Le.gg. 807 C, Xen. Ages. 1,1,
of. Matth. Gr. Gr. '5. 525, 7, a. On its

difl'erence from at v. Thiersch Gr.
Gr. § :j27, of. § 329, 330.

iEcKeiv plqpf. act. of.. ov,{,)
dream-like, Ar. . 687.?.. , ov,() like, after the

form or fashion of, Horn. : also'.?^, ov, (,)
of like voice, Anth., Att. inf for., Adv. of. without plan
or purpose, heedlessly, rashly, at ran-

dom, at a venture, Lat. temere, Hipp.,
Tragg., Plat., etc.—2. in vain, to no
purpose, N. T. Kom. 13, 4..3/..(,^/.,3?) to

aim or act at random, at a venture, Ar.
Fr. 519., f. -,() to mould,
fashion, Plut. : to copy., , ,() represent-

ing a figure, copiedfrom it, -, a" portrait statue, Callix. ap. Ath.
205 F.—II. counterfeited, forged, pre-
tended, Anth. Adv.-., ov, TO, dim. from,
a little image 01 figure, Polem. an. Ath.
574 C.,, ,() a
copy, image, Anth., ov, 6,() a de-

lineation, esp. by words, Lat. effictio,

Plut., , to delineate, de-

scribe, Philo ; and, , , a sketch, de-

scription, Strab. : from, ov, (,)
painting figures ; as subst., a painter,

Arist. Poet, [a], , ,(,7)
figurative speaking. Plat. Phaedr. 267,, , , a war against

idols or images, Eccl. : from, ov,(,)
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warring against images, assaulting im-
ages, Eccl. [(], , (,)
making figures or images ; as Subst.,

Arist. Poet., Ion. , . , that

which is like, esp. like truth, likely, prob-

able, reasonable, a likelihood. Eur., etc.
;

in Hdt. usu. , likelihoods, 1,

155, etc., TO ovK, Thuc. 2. 89:
KOTu To, in all likelihood, Thuc.
1. 121 ; also , Thuc. 6, 18 :

TcavTi , Hdt. 3, 103 :,
sub., it is likely, c. inf., Eur.,

Thuc, etc.—2., propositions

generally true, likelihoods, Arist. Org.—-11. reasonable, fair, equitable, ThUC.
2, 74. etc. ; , unreasona-

bly. Id. 2, 02: cf.. Neut.
part, from,. Compar.-., ov, poet. . (-
,) worth twenty oxen, Od., ov,(,) of
twenty sides Or surfaces, Plut., , (, ) of
twenty years. Hdt. 1, 136. Hence, , , a period of twen-

ty years, Phil.,, , pecul. fern, of, a u'oman twenty years old.

Plat. Rep. 360 E., poet..{) twen-

ty times, II.,,=., ov, (,)
of twenty clauses., ov, (,)
with twentt/ oars., ox>,(,) of
twenty months. Or so old, Anth.,.=^.,.
Chares ap. Ath. 538 D.?(. a. ov, and?, ov, Plut.()
twenty fold.,,,=,{,
Sext. Emp., ov,(,-
^') nf twenty stadia, Strab.\, ov, , the twentieth,

Tzetz., ov,(,?)
with twenty leaves,^, Theophr.\,, ,(,)
period of twenty years, Dio C., , fem. -,, ?;,=, Anth., , (,) with

twenty banks ofoars, Ath., like.(), poet,, ami het'ore

a vowel, , ai, , indecl.

twenty, Horn. : Dor., Sanscr.
vinrati, Lat. viginti.,,=^., or -, (, )
two and twenty.,,= ; -, nine and twenty, Ath. ; -, six and twenty ; and-, seven and twenty, Hipp., are all

suspected by Dind., who prefers-, etc.^, fem. -,, ,
=§) C., . , (,,) the twentyfourth, Anth., ov, (,)
with twenty coucltes or seats at table.

Died., ov, (,) (or

rather -. Lob. Phryn. 554) of
twenty minae, Lys. ap. Poll. 9, 57., ov, only II. 22, 349,. urroivn, a twentyfold ransom.
(From thioai and..
twentyfold without dispute ; Others from, i. e..)

^, ol, late form for,
Anth. append. 262.,(,) tweiUy•

I eight, Diod.,, , (-
I,) five and twenty years old,

Anth.,(,) twen-

ty-five, ap. Dem. 926, 4., ,{,) of
twenty cubits, Hdt. 3, CO., neut. a, (,) twenty four, Diod.^. neut. -, (,) twenty-three, Alh. 585 ., ov,{,)
of twenty fathoms, Xen. Cyii. 2, 5., ov, poet, ., with
ttventy oars, Od. 9, 322, cf.-., ,,()
on the twentieth day, Hipp., , , v. sub IL

i, ov,(, 13-

oo)thetwentyseventh,P[^lt.2,\02^E.. .,(, /.)
one who collects the twentieth, a tax or
toll collector, Ar. Ran. 303., . , poet,,
the twentieth, Hom.— II. , a
tax ol a twentieth, Lat. vicesima, esp.
one levied by the Athenians on the
imports and exports uf the subject
allies in lieu of tribute, . -, , Thuc.
6, 54 ; 7, 28, . Bockh . . 2, 38,
sq.

^^, , ,(,) the twenty-fourth, Plut., , ,(,-) farmer if the , like et-, Arr.,, , (,) to

infer from probabilities, guess, Strab.
Hence, , , a probability , or
an inferencefrom one, Archyt. ap. Stob.
Eel. 1, 724., Att. adv. part, perf from,, in all likelihood, probably,

as may be expected, naturally : fairly,

reasonablii, Aesch. Supp. 403, and
freq. in Thuc. : , 'tis rea-

sonable, Eur. I. T. 911, ct. Or. 737:
oft. followed by . Wolf. Dem.
Lept. p. 252., verb. adv. from, one
must yield, Philo., v. sq., 3 dual perf.,, 3 dual
plqpf.,, 3 smg. plqpf c. pass,
signf from *,, Hom.. , ,() readily yield-

ing, pliable, Thomist.*, a pres. which appears in

3 imperf, it appeared, seemed good.

only in 11. 18, 520 : for its deriv. ten-

ses v. sub., f. -, to yield, give way,
draw hack, retire, Hom., more strong-

ly' £i/ct7i', II. 5, 600: c. dat.

pers. et gen. lori, 7]' '-, shrink not frorn the
fight for them, II. 4, 509, cf. 5, 34

;, retire from the door,

Od. 18, 10, so. •, Hdt.
2, 80 : c. dat. pers. et inf ,Od. 5, 332 :

also absol., esp. of retreating, making
way, rising from one's .teat out of re-

spect. II. 24, 100, Od. 2, 14 : later

also with : hence metaph. c. gen.,, to uithdrawfrom passion,
give it up, Soph. Ant. 714, although
Herm. reads, with Aid., in next
signf.— 11. to sidnnit to, obey, follow,

very freq. in Hom. c. dat.,e. g.,,, , to give

xeay to, yield to passion, folly, sloth,



sense of shame, and freq. in Trag. :

hence also of any impulse,

€, foUouing his oivn bent, 11. 9, 593 :

so -^/^ . Hdt. 7, 18 : also /Ji??~. to give one^s self tip

to one's might and strength, trust

therein, Od. 13, 143,), bi-

assed, impelled by poverty, Od. 14,

157. As this implies a state of sub-

jection, hence—III. to be under, be

weaker or inferior, rivi , to another
in a lhing,'ll. 22, 459, Od. 11, 515:
also c. dat. rei, , to be

less swift oi ioot, Od. 14, 221 : hence
in genl. to be conquered, excelled by,

TlvL—IV• transit, to yield up, abandon,

'esign, Tivi , II. 23, 337 : in genl. to

give, grant, allow, Lat. concedere,

Tivi, Soph. Phil. 465 ; so too Id. O.

C. 172, Plat. Legg. 781 A. (
oft. has the digainma in Horn., so

that It is well compared to Germ.
weichen, Anglo-Sax. vican, and prub. to

our weak.), , gen., ace. ova, etc.
;

also poet, and Ion. gen. ', ace., ace. pi., but with no nom.
in use, Valck. Phoen. 457, (-) a figure, image, likene.^s, of a pic-

ture of statitf, Hdt. 2, 130, 143, etc.

:

of needlework, Eur. I. T. 223.—II.

anything like, a similitude, semblance,

phantom, Eur. H. F. 100^.—2. a simtle,

Ar. Nub. 55S, and Plat., cf Arist.

Rhet. 3, 4.—III., as adv. ajtf-r

the manner of, like, Lat. instar,-, Plat. Crat. 400 C., part, of, q. v.

iEl/.a,, late 1 aor. act. and
mid. of formed from 2 aor., v.

Buttm. Catal. p. 9., adv.{)=, Hdt.

I, 172.

f'•, ov, also wr. '1?, name
of a month among the Delphians,

Inscr., f. -.() to

feast, revel, esp. in a large company, to

be a guest, Od. 2, 57 ; 17, 536, and
Pind. Hence,, 6,afeaster,guest,

boon-companion, II. 17, 577.&~, , , a feast, given by a

single host, .. who distinguishes

it from and, hut com-
prehends all three in, Od. 1, 226.

(Usu. deriv. from '' :

ace. to others from.) [i],, , (/) orig. a cov-

ering, wrapping round : hence a protec-

tion, defence, , a
shelter/or ship and crew. II. 7, 338,

etc. : also a fence, defence against a

thing,, Od. 5,257, cf Buttm.
Lexil. V. 9.', , to command a squad-

ron of horse, Theb. word in Inscr., v.

Miiller Orchom. 470, sq. : from

?.(', ov, 6, {',) a

leader, commander of a troop or squad-

ron of horse, esp. at Thebes ; cf '.

^.[7.,='.. Pind.., 7j, oi',poet.'^,
of fir or pine, Hom.

for /., perf pass,

from 7^.,. . , Ilithyia, the god-

dess of child-birth, who comes to aid

those who are bringing forth: Hom.
mentions more than one, and calls

them daughters of Hera (Juno) in II.

II, 270 ; 19, 1 19 : Hes. Th. 922 speaks
of one, daughter of Zeus (Jupiter)

and Hera (Juno) ; in Pind. also'-
and '?.'. in Anth.,

Argiv. ''' ,=the Roman Luci-

na ; later made identical with Diana,
V. Bottigers Ilithyia, Weim. 1799.
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(A quasi-participial form, cf.,, from, ?^-
vai.) Hence'^ , , Ilithyiopolis,

a cityof Aegypt, Diod. S., Strab.'^, ov, TO, (') a

temple of Ilithyia.', ov, b, (etXew) a grievous dis-

ease of the intestines, Lat. ileus volvulus,

Hipp., and Aretae.—II. a lurking-

place, den of animals, v. /'• .—III.

a table or block used in slaughtering, a

dresser, v. 7.., ov, , Ilesium, a city of

Boeotia, II. 2, 499., Att. ?., lengthd. form
from, q. v.

Ei7J(j, ('/.) to sun.', , {,) ill of
the, Aretae.', , ,^=1.

EtZ?;, , , the snn^s warmth, Ar.

Vesp. 772 ; warmth in genl. ; v. ,.
and, adv. ()=

?^.—II. (') by rolling along,

Anth.,,=, to sun, bask in

the sun, Hipp. : from?., , (?.,) warmed
by the sun, warm, Hipp.

and'.., Hom.
Ep. perf and plqpf for/^,-
?., of : hence '..-, 1 plur. perf Ep. for..,
Hom.,, , {) a veil,

covering, wrapper, Lat. involucrum, ap.

Stob. p. 197, 55. 1.= I, Hipp.
—in. late, a vault. Hence'., ,, vaulted, groined,

arched.., for, perf. pass.

of/,'.,, , Att. .,()
winding, rolling, whirling : a vihirl-

wind.?-,. (/) a warming,
sunning, Lat. apricalio : in genl. warmth,
heat. Plat. Rep. 380 E./.,,, Att., rollingone's

self or others, , uriggling aTiimals,

Arist. H. A. : from?., , , Att. /,. (/)
wound, twisted, twined.—II. vaulted,

arched ; late.

17, for ., perf. act. of7., for ,, perf. act. of.}7 and, 6, later

forms of./,, , -, ov, 6, adj.-, , etc., poet, and Ion. for.̂., perf pass, from.',, , and '.-, .^/.7., , {7.,)
twisted, spiral,.7^, . , clearness, pure-

ness, genuineness, Theophr. ; and, . to purify, cleanse,

Arist. Mund., in Pass.—II. to separate,

distinguish, Buther. ap. Stob. Eel. 1,

16 : from, , {7.,) exam-
ined by the sun's light, tested, found
genuine : hence—1. unmixed, Plat.

Symp. 211 ; distinct, separate,?
Xen. Cyr. 8, 5, 14.—2. pure, clear, un-

cornipted, Hipp., Plat. etc.—3. perfect,

entire. Plat. Ax. 370 C.—4. distinct,

palpable, sheer,, Xen. Mem. 2,

2, 3. Adv. -, of itself, absolutely.

Plat. Rep. 477 A. The form 7..-/., etc., is more rare,

though etymology is for it, and the

EUT
best MSS. of Plato usu. have it. [cf..}', , , (7)=•, poet, and Ion.7.,=.7., Buttm.
Lexil. V..
17.,, , poet, for.,, , Arg. for., , , later form for sq., , ,,, gen.,

{7.,) trailing-footed, esp. trail-

ing the hinderfeet heavily along in walk-
ing, in Hom. (only in dat. and ace.

plur.) always epith. of oxen, which
trail along and plait their hind-legs
as they go, v. Hipp. 785 C : absol. of
oxen, kine, Theocr. 25, 131 ; Eupol.,
Col. 5, also uses it of women.., , , {7., •) blind-dizziness, Lat. vertigo,

elsewh..
tEi'/iiffadf, ov. , Ilissus, masc. pr.

n., Qu. Sm. 1, 228., poet, and Ion. for,
II. 12, 49.7, , epith. of the plant, Theocr. 13, 42, ace. to

some from and, stretching

or spreading through marshes ; others

from and, spreading by
twists and tendrils, like ivy ; the first

more prob. as is a kind of
couch-grass., Ion. 3 pi. plqpf pass,

from, for'.\7.. 1 aor. act. of ?>. from
a theme *.^, 1 aor. pass, and -, perf pass, of, v. foreg., 7., ,=1,,
dub.

^7., less usu. 1 aor. act. from
than 7..

and 17., aor. 2 act. and
mid. of', Hom., ov, , rarer form for..', Att. perf. from ^.7', ov, 6,() a lurking-

place, den, Nic.

7.,, , {.) a cover,

wrapper, dress, clothing, Od. 6, 179,

and Ap. Rh.^, perf pass, from., ov, ,=, a lurking•

place, den, Xen. Cyn. 5, 16.

'•,, ,=7., mire, a morass,

[v Valck. Ad. p. 248.]^7', 1 aor. pass. part, from
7..'•,, , Att. ., ()
=7, : also creeping.17,:=., for which
it is almost always a v. I., to wriggle

along, crawl like a worm. Hence7.,, , a worm-like,

wriggling motion.£/,=.', = 7., to roll along,

wind, whirl, . 20, 492.—II. intr. to

roll one^s self forth Or along, to whirl

about, of blazing torch-light, Hes. So.
275., <5,=foreg., E. 11, 156.', Att., .- : perf.

pass, : aor. pass. part,-. To wind or wrap a person or

thing round, enfold, enwrap, cover. \evf
rare in act., as only once in Hom.,
viz. II. 21, 319, •

(and this might be
referred to). Pass, to wrap
one's self round Or about, be concealed

or covered. Hom. esp. in part, perf -7 as /., buried ; also

/., 7^, covered with
shields, brass; 7.., 77,
veiled, shrouded in night, cloud ; also
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', . 16-, 640,

cf. Od. 5, 403.—II. also pass, to wind,

wriggle, creep or crawl along. Soph.
Phil. 289, 701, Metagen. Thur. 1, 4.

(Akin to,, etc. : Buttm.
Lexil. in voc, assumes that

had orig. only the signf. of wrapping,
enfolding,, that of twisting to-

gether or winding, which agrees with
Homer's use : but later they were
confused : v., fin.) [ in Hom.,
except in 3 pi. perf. pass. fi/.va-aL :

in pres., which is not found in Horn.,

v', in Soph. : in Melag. 1. c, cf.

Jac. A. P. p. 588.], also?, and sometimes
(q. v.). more freq., Att.. esp. in act., and in Theocr. ;

fut. : aor. 1, 3 plur.,
inf., Ep. /,, part ',
Hom. : perf. pass. 7, II. : aor.

pass. iuAijp, 11., inf u/S/vai, '/-
vac, II., part. ?.,, , Hom. ;

in prose, also aor. 1, but

prob. only in compos., cf. :

plqpf. 3 smg.. . Rh. : an
aor. 1 mid.', and a still more
strange aor. 2, are quoted
only from Simon, and Ibyc, v. sub
voce.

Radic. signf. of act. to roll or twist

tight up, hence to press hard or close,

e. g. of a warrior who presses the

enemy close, II. 8, 215 ; ?.abi', to force the host back to

the walls, II. 21, 295, cf. 225 ; so

or , II. 1, 409,

etc. : to force together : hence to coop,

block up, shut up in a thing, crowd to-

gether, ivl, , Od. 12,

210 ; 22, 460 ; c. dat. only, II. 18. 294:

metaph. of a storm, which drives a

ship along or about, II. 2, 294, Oil. 19,

200 : vi/a , striking the
ship with a thunderbolt, Od. 5, 132

;

7, 250. Ill act. Horn, has only',
never .—II. pa.?s. and mid. to

crowd, be rolled all up together, to throng

together, 11. 5, 782 : to be shut, cooped

up or !)!, of the besieged, II. 5, 203,, II. 12, 38, ' -, they were pushed into the
river, 11. 21, 8 : metajih.,^ ', sirailrned, held in

check by the counsels of Jupiter, II. 13,

524 : to throng together, assemble, croii:d

thickly together, / ('-, II. 5, 782 : this signf. is very
freq. in Horn, in aor. pass. ta},,ijv,

esp. of a routed army ; which how-
ever does not justify us in inferring

a signf to retreat, recoil, as some have
done in II. 5. 823, etc. : u/.h> vdup,
water collected, ponded, II. 23, 420

:

also to draw one's self together, crouch,

coicer, vTf ,'\\. 13, 508; 20,

278 ; also /.?/ , col-

lecting himself he waited the attack
of Achilles, 11. 21, 571 ; so of a lion

which gathers itself for a bound, II.

20, 168, cf 22. 308 ; so too

7., collecting all his powers, he
rushed, Od. 24, 538 : to wind or curl

around, '', Theocr. 1, 31 :

(V . -, Mosch. 4,
104.—III. post-Horn., to go to and fro,

go about, Lat. versari, iv '/(7.-, to be common or familiar, Hdt. 2,

76 : to be driven up and down,

«., Geop.
. a signf commonly attributed to

the verb is to turn, whirl round, revolve,

like', and so is commonly in-

terpreted ?.'' (or')
upurpuv . Soph. Ant.
340; though the simple signf. of ver-

sari will suit here very well (there is

also a V. 1.') : so loo is
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interpreted yi/. (or-) the earth turning on its axis,

Plat. Tun. 40 B, cf. Arist. Coel. 2,

13 : and oi

., the stars revolve, Luc. Buttm.
indeed maintains /, etc. to be ut-

terly distinct from, etc. ; but
if we consider that, etc., -, and, are all digammated
in Horn., and then compare Lat. volvo.

Germ, wdlzen, we can hardly doubt
that they belong to one root, v. Phi-
lol. Museum, 1, 405, sqq. (Akin prob.

also to^, ;, -
: ', : also

so far..., save only..., Hdt. 1, 45 ; SO el, Hdt, 1, 200: also, Hdt. 2, 20, strengthd., 11. 5, 080, '/ , un-
less perhaps, Att. ;

' y' el

.... Ar. Eq. 615: Alt. also (req., but if not so, but if othenviie,

absol., in opp. to an affirmative clause,

Herm. Vig. n. 308, for which Soph.
Ant. 722, has (5' ovv. But

is not rarely used loosely in opp.
even to a preceding negative clause,

and conseq. in affirmative si^nf., Hdt.
6, 50, Heind. Plat. Hipp. 285 E. Ei
(5 is more rare alter for ',, ; and perh. to «;;, Wolf Plat. Symp. 29, 8 ; ^a

or)
Ef,, , and '., ,

, fem. , , Helot, bondsman,
serf, of the Spartans, Hdt., etc., usu.

employed in agriculture and other
unwarlike labours, but sometimes
enrolled as soldiers, v. Thuc. 4, 80,

etc., and not without the capacity
of attaining civil rights under certain

restrictions, V. Midler Dor. 3, 3. (Ace.

to Passovv, from ", a town of

Laconia, II. 2, 584, whose inhabit-

ants were enslaved : but more prob.

a verbal, from the pass, of *, v.

Miiller 1. c.) Hence, , , the condition of a

Helot, slavery.—2. the body of Helots

at Sparta, Plat. Legg. 776 C : and7, to be a Helot, or in genl.

a serf. Isocr. 67 E.

E7(«f, 7/,, (Ei/.uf) of Helots,, Plut. : -, Plut., and simply ., the

Helots collectively, Paus.

., , , () a dress,

garment, cloak, oft. in Hom., who uses
it either in genl. for clothing, or em-
braces under it, and, as Od. 6, 214; 10, 542: in

Hdt., usu. ail over-garment, like -
TLov, 1. 155; 2, 81.—II. later also a

cover, rug, carpet, Aesch. Ag. 921, like., perf. pass, of, Od.

—

II. perf. pass, of .—. pf. pass,

of \, rarer form for.,', for, perf. pass.,

whence' impers., it is ordain-

ed, fated: part,, esp. -
and 70 -vov. fate, destiny, Trag. : -, plqpf. Horn., v. sub.',, ,(,,/) one who wraps his

cloak over him, comic word in Heges-
and. ap. Ath. 102 A.

E/. followed by 6. expresses
alternative conditions, sin-, sin rem,

Hom. ; but sometimes one is not ex-

pressed, e.g. II. 1, 135: Hom. oft.

joins yap and ., Ep. and Ion. for, 1 pi.

pres. from , Hom. : but, 1.

Dor. for.—2. contd. for ',
Att.^, 1 pi. 2 aor. opt. for'
of., part, perf pass, of,
Hom.
,', Dor. for, 1 pi. from

: but. Dor. for., if not, when not, unless, Lat.

nisi, Hom. : when the negat. applies

to the whole sentence : whereas in

.... exclus. belongs to a part of

it, e. g. oi -, if

thou obey not. i. e. (Zisobey, 11. 15, 178,

cf. 3, 288, Herm. Vig. n. 309 : Hom.
has it c. iiid., and opt. : also without
verb, except, Od. 12, 326, in which
case is sometimes found, as

Lat. nisi si, Stallb. Plat. Gorg. 480 :

esp. ei and , excejit

. ~ , nay, faith,

but I am Critylla, Ar, Thesm. 898,
as in vulgar English " yiay ! if it is

7iot so and so !"^, 2 aor. opt. mid. of '., from root *2. to be, inf.

: impf. : fut., poet.

: which, with the verb, adj, are the forms in genl. use •

from mid. we have 2 sing, imperat, Ep. and also Dor , and
I sing, imperf., of which the
other persons also are found, but
only in bad authors, and usu. with
fiv. Piers. Moer. p. 172: for

^y70, they were, is only in Od. 20, 106,

ubi al. 7. For the usu. fornia-

tiop of this very irreg. verb, v, the
grammars. The foil, forms are esp.

Homeric : 2 sing, pres. for also

Hdt., and also Dor. : in

genl. Ion. 1 plur. pres. for :

3 pi. pres, for . Subj.

for , besides which Hom. had an-
other and rarer Ep. subj.. /,
', freq. confoundetl with optat., v.

II.' 9, 245, Od. 15, 448, cf Buttm.
Ausf Gr. () 107, Anm. 33 n. Thiersch
^ 224, fin. : opt. for ehjv, etc.

;

but7 2 pl. for >] only once, Od.
21, 195: infin., sometimes, and : part, ,, etc. : imperf. 1 sing, for, only II. 23, 643, without the other
persons, also, . , etc.. very
freq., but in Hdt. always with fre-

quent, notion : lastly the strict Ion.

,, 2 pl.7 , lengthd. 7/, 3 sing., always with . But
as 1 sing, only in II. 11, 702, ubi

al. : but very freq. as 3 sing,

also sometimes, and 2 sing,

for, and very freq. also 3
pl. for, both Ion. and Dor. In
Hes. Th. 321, 825, .seems to be
plur. for 7/', but is rather a pecu-
liarity of syntax, v. IV. Fut.-

for, etc., also

from Dor., 11. 2, 393 ; 1.3, 317.

The whole of the pres. indie, may be

enclitic, except the 2 sing, , and
perh. /V. though Wolf Od. 4, 611,

makes this enclit. The other per-

sons are enclit.. when /// is merely
the logical copula ; when it is a verb
substantive, they retain their accent.

But is also written7 in cer-

tain cases of emphasis, e. g.7,
I have, , etc., Buttm. Ausf.
Gr. sS 108, Anm. 18. 19.

To ie, usu. followed by a subst. or
adj., but sometimes by an adv.,-, it went ill with them, II.

9, 551 ; so too with uKtoiV,.,
etc., Hom., and .<o in Att., though
is more freq. in this signf in prose. In
this case the word seems always to
keep the full accent.— 1. ' , to

be somcthmg. be of some consequence, oi

, those who seem,
pretend to be something, v. sub -

II. 4 : but also to be, in signf. of to



tt^ifif, amount to, import,

: so• •, twice nve are or

make ten.—2. of facts, events, to be,

iil the signf. of to take place, happen,

e, g. ?^, /./,
L Dind. Eur. Heracl. 838.—3. as

verb substant., to be, to exist, be in ex-

istence, opp. to oi'K, also or

'•, e. g.' er', Od.

1, ^87.', he is no more^ is

dead, Valck. Hipp. 1162. And so in

Horn. esp. live, e. g. in the phrase,

oi'K. ' , ',
there lives not, no nor will, Od. 16, 437 ;. they are still alive, Od. 15,

432, and reversely , he was
not long lived, II. 6, 131. So the gods
are aiev : and are,

those who are yet to live, Lat. posteri,

Horn. : but ^, to be about forty years old.

On 1~' , under III.

—II. c. inf., it is possible, laivful,

cr.ve can., II. 20, 246: '. if it be possible, Od. 4, 193 :

this, however, is usu. c. negat., e. g.

QVK, D, 13, 786,'. II.

19, 2•35, , II. 6, 267,

where it is}5=. as est=licet.

This is c. dat. pers. : also c. ace. et

inf. in Att-, and even Od. 2, 310.—III.

eiui C. gen., expresses descent or ex-

traction,— ( ', II. 21,

109 : , Od. 4, 61 1

:

also freq. in Alt. ; it need not be

taken as an ellipse, although a subst.

is often added, e, g., Od. 9, 519, etc. : cf. -
and -.— 2. the gen. of

dependence, obedience, eavTOV, to

be o/ie's own master, , to be

et one's mercy, in his power,?.. Soph. . . 917 : hence
too with signf. of property.— 3. the

gen. but partitively, e. g. ,
he belongs to the people, is one of
them,,, to reckon one among one's

enemies.—4. the gen. as in Lat.. of

tJie duty or property of a thing,, it is the part of a. man. befits, be-

seems him, , it is a

mark o/ temperance, etc.—IV. c. dat., Lat. est mihi, there is to me,
i. e. / have, possess, from Horn, down-
wards vei-y freq. : ;

what will become of us ? near akin to

signf. II. 2. We have even in Horn,

the pecul. phrase,

', II. 14, 203, just the Lat. est mihi

volenti, more freq. in Att., Xen. Hell.

5, 3, 13, esp. with the part,,/,,.
More rarely, ' ?) ';
of what use will it be to the state ? so

that it is really a dat. commodi, Dem.
In these cases and 7/i.• sometimes
stand with a plur., Hes. Th. 321,

Matth. Gr. Gr. (\ 303.—5. Hesiod uses

also the gen. for this dat.—V. Hom.
once paraphrases the perf. by the

perf. part, and,?.,
for7., 11. 5, 873 : in Att. this

is more freq. : even occurs,

Boisson. Philostr. Her. p. 522, 660.

—VI. the neut. part. c. artic. denotes

the real nature or tmth of a thing, hence. existing things, the universe :

also perh.= oi'CTia, property, fortune:

Tu , to speak what is,

i. e. the truth, Xen. ; 7. indeed,

in truth, really, SO adv.,, opp.

to TO : but . in very

truth.—2. - ' and in ap-

plying some remark to a particular

case, as ,

Xen. Hell. 7. 2, 9 (from . 6, 484), cf.

Stallb. Plat. Phaed. 66 D.—VII. with
a relat. 6, , Lat. est or

sunt qui, some one, some, many :

or ' , Lat. est quum, at times,

sometimes : laff ~ or, Lat.

est ubi, somewhere, somehow :~, in some way : ovK
'..., it cannot be but that..., it cannot

but be, i. e. necessarily, Ar. Pac. 188.

Also or occurs

through all its cases and genders in

the middle, as well as at the begin-

ning of a sentence, e. g. Thuc. 2, 67., etc., Ar. Eq. 333

:

V. Blomf. Aesch. Ag. 66.—. freq.

c. praepos., esp. tv, denoting a state,

esp. a passive state, , -
vy : so , ,, Lat. in ore hominum esse, to be

famous, }, •,
to be occupied with, given to a thing,

also with sundry other prepositions,

to be on one's side or of his party, assist,

support or favour one, etc. :, cf e/r.—IX. freq. left out, esp.

in 3 pers. sing, or plur. pres., e. g. II.

3, 391, 3 subj.. 14, 376, 3 imperat.. II.

13, 95.—X. oft. seems redun-

dant, e. g. TO vi'v, ,, Hdt. 7, 143,), Valck. Hdt. 7, 164, esp. in ne-

gat. sentences, e. g. Plat. Phaed. 61

C.

—

2. esp. after /.,, etc.,

as, ', Hdt.

4, 33. cf.- The impf r/v

with often has a pres. signf,

Valck. Hipp. 360, Heind. Plat. Phaed.
66 B. This appears esp. c. negat.

:

also simplv ; for, Ar.

Ach. 157, Plat. Crat. 387 C, cf Matth.
Gramm. ^ 405, 3. ( is in Dor. -
, of which we have a part. , -. In the kindred languages this

verb is strictly alike ; Greek,
or,. Dor. 3 pi. ; Lat.

s-um, es, est..., s-unl : Sanscr. asmi,

asi, asti...santi, and so forth, v. Pott
Etym. Forsch. 1, p. 273.). from root *2. to go, subj.

, opt. io</«and /otTyv, Xen., imperat.

Wi, , etc., also ', but only in

compos, ^, etc., inf. , part.,. : besides the pres. it

has only imperf, Ep. and Ion., Att. , and from mid. a pres., imperf.. together with
the verb. adjs.,, and,: for the formation, v. the

grammars. The forms of mid. are

indeed rejected by some critics, as

Elmsl. Soph. O. T. 1242, and L. Dind.

Eur. Suppl. 699, who write ,, etc. ; but cf. Schiif. Plut. 4,

p. 326. Irreg. Homer, forms :

2 sing. pres. for , II. 10, 450, Od.

19, 69, inf. , more rarely.
for ievai, for which Hes. Op. 351

perh. had, though Buttm. 1. c.

Anm. 28, disputes this ; 3 sing. opt.' for loi, II. 24. 139, Od. 14, 496.

Imperf from Ion. 3 sing, ',,
contr. , II. ; 1 plur. /, Od. ; 3

plur. r/iov, Od. ; besides 3 sing, lev,

, 3 dual, 3 plur., which
impf. forms have also an aor. signf.

Lastly Hom. has an Ep. fut.,
in signf. to hasten, and from an aor.

mid. ^, the 3 sing,,'^, 3 dual, 11. 15. 544.

The 3 plur. pres. or, for,
is only in Theogn. 716.

To go, to come, also modified ace. to

conte.xt, as for-, to go auay,Tra•

7.1V, to so back, and in case ofgreat-

er distances, to wander or travel, freq.

in Horn., and Att. : oft. with collat. no-
tion of hostility, to fall upon any one

,

EINA
HSU. with,,, Hom. ; also

or , Valck.
Ad. p. 300 C ; so -
7, ', , etc.,

to live in friendship or enmity with any
one : followed by ace. only in such
phrases as , to go a road,

Od. 10, 103 : by gen. in such as, going across the plain. II. 5,

597 ;
, it went through

the skm, II. 13, 191 : c. inf fut. -?.. they went to plun-

der, II. 15, 541 ; so c. inf aor., Od. 14,

496, and Att. c. part , , he

began to praise, Hdt. 1, 122 (where
nothing is to be altered)

; ,
I was going to tell, Hdt. 4, 82 ; and
so. . Plat. Legg. 909 D;
like French aller with inlin. On the
Homer, ', etc., v. sub.
It was used not only of walking or
running, but also— 1. of going in a
ship, esp. , oft. in Od.
—2. of the flight of birds, Od. 22, 304,

of flies, II. 2, 87.—3. of the motion of
things, e. g. ,
the axe goes, cuts through the beam,
II. 3, 61 ; of clouds or vapour, II. 4,

278 ; of the stars, II. 22, 317 ; and
even of abstract notions, ,
the year will pass or close. Od. 2, 89,

cf 106, sq. ; , the report
goes, 23, 362. In Att. freq. in abstract

signf, , to come to-

gether, agree : /.. to

come to conference : also ,
or : imp. . go then : usu.
ivell then ! good .' On the pres. it

must be remarked, that Hom. often

has it as a real pres., though even he
uses it also as fut. : but that in Ion.

prose and in Att. it is almost always
a true fut., I shall go, shall come, and
only in later writers, as Pausan. and
Plut., returns to a pres. signf ; though
strictly this only holds of the indie,

with the inf, and part.: the Att. use
it more freq. than and —o-, Valck. Hipp. 1065. For
single examples of as a real pres.

in the best Att., v. Herm. Opusc. 2,

326. (The orig. verb was *', *<,
cf. Lat. eo, ire, Sanscr. t to go, etc..

Pott, EtjTn. Forsch. 1, 202) [i, but
sometimes in Hom., in Ep. subj.

for, when it begins a
v«rse, and always in part. pres. mid.

metri grat. ; but Wolf always
writes from .]. poet. esp. Ep. lor, in. Hom.
In Trag. usu. admitted only in Lyr.
passages. Erf. Soph. Aj. 608 : but

seems genuine in Iambics, Ant.
1241, perh. from the Homer, -

: Eti'-is also found in compds., e.

g. ?., : more rarely-
. Cf , ., , {,) of nint
years, nijie years old: in Horn, only in
neut. as adv. nine years long.

Hence, poet, for-.̂ , inf from, to be.—II. for, inf from, to go, Hes. Op.
351, but this dub.

Elvai, inf aor. 2. act. from, to

send.,, adv. poet, for, niru

times, Od. 14, 230.?., , (, •
.) nine thousayid, Hdt. 3, 95, etc.,, ai, , poet, and Ion.

for.. Hdt. 2, 13.,, , ov, roaming in the

sea, Arat. for ?.., , , poet, for ?..
Od.
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10, , { )
wandering, moving in the sea, ot nets,

Anlh.', as adv.,{,){
nighis long, II. 9,470, like. []',, poet, for.,, -, poet, for,
Hcs. Op. 808., al, brothers' wives, or

«Hues of brothers-in-law, sisters-in-law,

11. 6, 378, etc. (never in Od.) : hence
Lat. janitrix, Scalig. Catull. 67, 3 : no
sing, is found. The corres-

ponding inasc. is afALOL ; but in an Ep-
itaph, ap. Orell. Inscr. Lat. 2, p. '^l,, 6, is the husband of the de-

ceased's sister.

tEiVaria, , Ep. , , , ep. of

Ilithyia, from,, acity of Crete.

Call. Fr. 168., , , poet, for,
the ninth, 11., and lldt.'',, gen. ',{,) with tune sails, Lyc., poet. esp. Ep. for.
on account, because of, first in Hoin.

:

Dawes rejected^ in Alt. Poets,

always substituting((\. v.), but

Ahlwardt (Beytr. it. zu Schneiders
Wurterb. 1813) has vindicated it ; and

is sometimes used, even in

Att. prose, as in Bekker's Plat., of
Wolf Dein. 49, 22'
only occurs in poets (hrst in Pind.),

and in Ion. prose, as lldt. 1, 2.^)/,,=, dub. 1. Call.

Dian. 14, 43.

', p. for , in, Horn., a Ep. ?/, ov, poet, for

ivoo., II. 16, 2(]0, Ae.sch. Pr. 487.''.,{,)
shaking foliage, quinering with leaves

:

hence woody, Horn epith. of moun-
tains, 11. 2. 632, 757. etc.

EtVi^.ui, II. 23, 135, cf. Buttm. .\nsf.

Gr. i) 108, Anin. 12, v. snh ., 3 plur. Boeot. and Att. fur, v.., Ion. lengthd. aor. from ei-

K(i), Hom.,, , () a yielding, giv-

ing teat/, Plut.

Ei'o, Ep. gen. for , , of him. of
her, 11. : a~b from himself, Od. 22,

19.

EloiKvlni, nom. pi. part. fem. Ep.
o{ for-, II. 18, 418.

Etof, old Ep. adv. for, Hoin.,
V. Henn. Elein. Metr. 1, 10, 19.

Buttm. Atisf. Gr. (} 116, Anm. 16,

thinks that was the proper form,
whence ion. and Att., also-, V. sub ., aor. 1 for the usu., I
said, freq. in Hoin., and Ion., mostly
used in 2 imperat. or ', 3
imperat. -,', part., v. ti-ov.. Ep. (or, Hom.^, if at nil evoits. if indeed, V.

Herm. Vig. n. 310 : freq. in Hom. c.

ind., oft. with a word between: he
also has /? , yap re,

, , , c
subj., much more rarely c. optat. Ei
is also used iikeiCrti ,eentfOd.l, 167:

so too, Od., 9, 35,,,
11. 10, 225. In Att. and

instead of a full clause, if so then,

Heind. Plat. Parmen. 150 B.

iEL- lengthd. poet. aor. foreZ-

trov.

Ei ~', if from any place, Hom. ;

also written, as Od. 1, 115.

Ei, if. whether any where, Od.
12. 96 ; 17. 195.

Ei~o)>, I spoke, I said, an aor. from
root* (which appears \-),
for Tvhich 7] is used as pres. : im-
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perat., part,, inf..
Besides we have an aor. 1. im-

perat. -07•, Bockh Pind. O. 6, 92

(156). yet th(i accent seems bet-

ter, Stallb. Plat. Meno 71 D, Mcineke
Theocr. 14, 11. This form of the

aor. is esp. Homer, and Ion., but also

freq. in Att., esp. in the forms
and : . like }. occurs
also for before a plur., esp.

freq. in Ar., v. Ach. 328, and so in

Dem.' 43, 7. In compos, also a mid.
form appears, as in lldt.

The fut. and perl', are supplied by,. Cf. also ^,. 'the aor. is sometimes used
absol., sometimes c. ace, e. g.,,, -, etc., Hom.: , so to

speak, for instance, Att. : c. ace, -
Tiva, to dfclare. tell or proclaim of

one, Pind. O. 14. 32.

1Et-oi', imperf. of §7ru in compos.
Hom.
lEtTTOf, o,= i~Of, a mouse-trap. Call., if ever, if al all, II. 1, 39,

strengthd. (W/, 11. 1, 51!3 : esp.

used m asking a favour of any one, to

call soinethmg to his mind.—II. Indi-

rect, if or vhethtr ever, c. optal., II. 2,

97.—hi pecul. Homer, phrase,'
, toe.xpress painful recollection

of what -luaa, but is no more, e. g. 11.

3, 10,/ ' -
Aor, ' / >. Even the an-

cients difihred in the meaning ol this

phrase : Wolf takes it as a wish,
would he were yet so! Herm. Vig^.

Append. XI. explains it, if he ever

was, which he is ?iow no more : cf 11. 11,

762 ; 24, izG, Od. 15, 268 ; 10, 315; 24,
289.

E? 701', if any where, if at ail, oft.

in Hom. : also , , .
} , ihj . Ellipt., if it is un / way possible, Od.
4, 193.

tEiTfJiit Ep. for, subj. from-, Od. 22, 392.

El, ifmall Ifby any mean.•;, Hom.
tEipff, ac, , Ira. a mountain and

city of Messenia Paus., , , epith. of Bacch-
us. H. Hom. B.icch., cf Weicker
Nachtr. z. Triiogie. p. 187. 195.. aor. form from,, Hoin., v. Ellendt Lex. Soph,
voc..\, perf. from., .4.tt. '^,, . 6, {tlp-) a shiMlni; up or in, Plut.— H. a

cage, prison. Plat. Rep. 495 D : a fet-

ter, bond. Iambi..,, 6, ,(,') jailer, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 8.

[]' and, more rarely

c. Sjir. let;i,=. to shut in or up,

the former in Od. 10, 238. in Ep. form. the latter in Andoc 32, 36.2 or, Att. for the ear-

lier form. q. v.. Ion. 3 pi. perf. pass, from
'. for.. , . bondage, slavery,

only in Od. 8, 529, prob. from to

tie together, bind ; as perh. servus

from sero, from the same root., , . () a rowing,.;, to row,. Rh.
—2. hence in genl. atiy violent motion.

e. g. /.7, Dionys. ap. Ath. 669
A : esp. of intermitting motion, throb-

bing, Eur. Tro. 570.—11. later

also a complement, cmi' of rowers. Lat;

remigium, as perh. in the phrase fi'i'ci-, to keep them to-

1
gether, make them keep time, Thuc

EIPH
7, 14 : rowing-benches, in pi., Poly'i). 1,

21, 2.— 2. a boat long, to which the

rowers keep time, Plut,— J II, Philo
seems to use it for an oar,

^Eiptalai, , al, Iresiae. city of
Thessaly Hestiaeotis, H. Hom, Apoll.

32.}, , , () a harvest-

wreath of olive or bay wmmd round
with wool and adorned with fruits,

borne about by singing boys at the\- and'. wmle ott'er-

ings were made to Helios and the
Hours : it was afterwards hung up
at the house-door. The song was
likewise called Eiresione, which be-

came the general name for all begging
soiigs, such as Epigr. Horn. 15, v. II-

gen Opnsc. Philol. 1, p. 129, sq,, Plut.
Thes. 21, Schol. Ar. Pint. 1055.—II.

the staff of Athenian heralds u'ound
round with wool, el.«ewh..—
III. crown hung up in honor of the
dead, Alciphr. 3^ 37.^, ^,=, fl. 2, 537,
y. sq., Ion, for, to say, only
found in part. fem. pres, Ep.,
Hes. Th.38, and liit mid. in

pass, signf.. Soph. Phil. 1276. cf.
E'tptj, !/r, , a place of assembly, as-

sembly =the usu. a}op«,gen. plur. /-. 18. 531, and (lat.,9.
Th. 04, probab. from to say :

but the word is dub.,' being a
V, 1. in Hom.. and in Hes.
tEip?;Ka v. sub .•,, , a Laced, youth from

his 20th year, when he was entitled

to speak in the assembly, (so prob,
from, to say), and to \e;v\

an army, like Att.)3 ; from the
18th to 20th year they were called'?^^, V. ' Hdt. 9,85
calls them. though the read-

ing is dub., cA'. Mhili. Dor. 4, 5, ij 2. n.,,,() peace-

ful,' TLVl, to line peacea-

bly with any one, Hdt. 2, 68, Thuc, 1,

29 : Tu', the fruits of peace,
Hdt. 6, 50. Adv. -, Hdt. 3, 145.^, ov, a, Jrenaeus, an epi-

grammatic i)oet of the Anthology,///, ov, b, (.,)
a justice if the peace. Hence, , , belonging to an'.,, ov, TO, a temple ofpeace.', , , a making of
peace. Iambi.: from,{/) to bring to peace,

reconcile. Dio C—II. intrans. to keep

peace, live peaceably. Plat, Theaetet.
180 : , Died.; ,
. .: aiswi as mid. in this signf.,

Polyb.,,^=., Diog. L., 7;, , peace, time of peace,

Hom. . ., peace is made,

Hdt. 1. 74 : opp. ,
Aeschin. 38, 12, or-, .'^ndoc. 21, 20; 25. 30, (5m-, Xen. Hell. 6, 3, 4, to make,

conclude, negotiate peace : -, to suefor peace, Xen. Hell. 2, 2,

13 ; to accept it, oft. in Xen. ;. , to make
peace betu'een two, Id. Cyr. 3, 2, 12;, to keep peace, heat peace

with one, Ar. Av. .386. ,
Plat. Rep, 465 ; but . to

enjoy pence, v. Xen. An. 2, 6, 6 : -
\(, profound peace: metaph. rest,

repose, also calmness of mind. As a
wish of happiness, used in saluta-

tions, N. T. Luc. 10, 5, etc.—II.

IrSne, the gnddr^s of peace, daughter oi

Jupiter and Theiiiis, Hes. Th. 902

;



Eipa
worshipped at Athens from 449, B.
C, Piut. Cim. 13.—2. also a fern. pr.

n., Ath. 576 E. (Prob. from «, lo

bind, join ; though the notion of
speech-, peacefiU converse, is not inad-
missible.) Hence, , , belonging to, con-

cerning pfoce, '.yo, Isocr. : peaceful,
peacenhle, Plat.,Xen., etc. Adv. -.^, , , Irenis, a fern. pr.

n., Lycurg.,, ,(,)
the Roman Fetiales, Dion. [?]•~(, , to make peace,
LXX., hence,/, , , a peace-ma-
king, Clem. Al., , {,)
making peace : b . a peace-m^aker,

Xen. Hell. 6. 3, ^.—1\.=., , to be a guardian

ofpeace, Philo : from?.,, , . {-,/) guardian of peace, Xen. Vect.

5,1.—ll.=the Roman /eiio/is, Plut.,

cf.- []. ov, Ion. for, weol-

len, of wool, Hdt. : from
Eipiov, OV-, TO, Ep. and Ion. for

Ipiov,, wooL, Horn., usu. in pliir.

;

so too Hdt. 3, 106.

Eiptf,, . worse form for., verb. adj. from -/,
one must prevent. Soph. Aj. 1250.', , . Ion.,{)
a shut place, inclosure. pri-wn, Hdt. 4,

146, 148, Thuc. 1, 131. Hence
iEipKT^, , , Hircle, {a fastrifss) a

fortified place in Sicily, Polyb. 1, 56.
—2. in pi., at. {the fastnesses)

a spot near Argos, Xen. Hell. 4, 7, 7.,/, -, to be a jailer,

Philo : from/.,, , , {',
/.) jailer, turnkey. Phiio. [£ij, ov, , {) a train, series,

Phit. : hke series from sero., ov,{,) dress-

ing wool, spinning : . , a wool-dresser,

IL 3, 387., loa. for, t« ask,

Hom., and Hdt.. cf to say., ov,,) weol-

fleeced, ir<ioUy,, Horn. : and-, ov,{,) v>ork-

ing in tcooL, TO, voool, Od. : cL. Ipiov,,.., , Irus, a mountain in In-

dia, Arr. Ind. 21, 9.. , {,) de-

lighting in wool, .Vnth., loa 3 pi. pert pass, from
for, Hom.

], poet. iii£ pres. for

: but nom. plur. fern,

part, pert from., v.., , poet. esp. Ep. for., ., poet, for ,. q. v., Hom.2, aor. and: perf.

act. in comp. only (e. g.) :

pass, perf part,, Ep.-, Lat. SERO, to tie, join, fasten

together in rows, string, .,
Lat. coronas nectere, Pind. N. 7, 113,

but rare in Act. ; cf. however,,. Hom. has only part, perf
pass. Ep./., bound,
set with pieces of electron, of a gold-

en necklace, Od. 18. 296, and in same
phrase 3 sing, plqpf pass, '?., Od. 15. 460, ubi al,

from. In Pass, also, -
?^, a continuous, running

Style, Ar. Rhet, 3, 9.

, to say, speak, talk, tell : the
pres. used only in first pers., in Od.
2, 162. 13, 7, and in some imitators.

Of mid, in act. signf. is found the impf.

and, II. 1, 513. Od. 11,

542. In Ion. the mid. has the signf

to cause to be told to one, i. e. to ask

:

cf.. (Some hold this

to be the same word with foreg. Pla-

to Crat. 398 D. says, ), cf. Lat. sero, sermo, sermonem
nectere: but this rare form musi,\vith
Schneider, be referred lo Att.

{), which indeed is strictly a fut.

from it : and under this word see the

remaining tenses, as fut. pass,-, pf, etc.)2, UVOC, , a dissembler, one

who says less than he thinks, opp. to/. by .\rist. Eth. N., to-
by Philem. p. 392, who calls

the fox. Hence, , . dissimulation, esp.

an ignorance purposely affected to pro-

voke or confound an antagonist, iro-

ny, used esp. by Socrates against the

Sophists, Plat. Rep. 337 A, cf Arist.

Eth. N. 4, 7 ; in rhet. the figure of

speech called irony.—II. any assumed
appearance, esp. a pretext, when a per-

son at first appears willing, but then
draws back, Dem. 42, 7.,, , an ironical ex-

pression, ironical language, Max. Tyr.
From, dep. to dissemble, esp.

to feign ignorance, SO as to tease or

confound. Plat. Apol. 38 A. Hence, , ,=, Timon
ap. Diog. L. 2, 19., , .^=.,=, Philostr.,-,{') dissembling,

putting on a feigned ignorance. Plat.

Soph. 268 A: to .=. Id.

Legf . 908 E. Adv. -. Id. Symp.
218 D, etc., also, Ep. and Ion.

for, Od., PEEP. C. ACC. ONLY, also ff ;

the former is the usu. form in prose,

being used regul. only when the
verse requires a short syll., so that it

is to . inversely as to :

however is found in the best prose,

and so usu. in Ion., and old Att. Rad-
ic, signf. : direction towards, motion to,

on OT into:—I. of PL.tfE, the oldest

and most freq. usage, though not on-

ly of lands, cities, etc., but also of

persons, , /.,', etc., . Spitzn. Esc.. ad . : from Hom. downwds.
with all verbs implying motion or direc-

tion., Schaf. Greg. p. 46, and so with

verbs of looking, as oft. in Hom.,, to look in the face, so, II. 24, 204 ; ,
he is like in face, where may be
supplied: but ?., to come before another's eyes :

more rare after a subst. as, Od. 22, 128, for which the
genu, is more usu., Kiihner Gr. Gr.

Si 522, Anm. 4. In Horn, never
got the notion of hostile direction, Lat.

contra, adversus,^ . which it prob.

has in Att., Valck. Phoen. 79.—2. in

pregnant usage, joined with verbs which

express rest in a place, when a previous
?nofion to or into it is implied, e. g., he put it in the
house, i. e. he brought it to the house,
and put it there, Od. 20, 96 ; -, they snt down xipon the

seats, Od. 4, 51 : ?. ,
the lion appeared in the path. II. 15. 376,

c£ Herm. Soph. Aj. 80 : so too in Att.

] and prose phrases, or, Hdt. 1, 21 ; 5, 38 ; also, ~',, etc. For the re-

verse usage of with verbs of mo-
tion, cf. ii'I.lO.—3. with verbs of say-

ing or speaking, relates to the per-

sons to, before, or among whom one
speaks, -, to speak to or before the people.
—4. ellipt. c. gen., in such phrases as' {), Att.' (in

full in Hom. ).
{•) to the temple of Mi-

nerva, {) etc. ; so
freq. in prose, , -
oiwcov, ',, to go to the philosopher's, to the

leacher\, Lat. ad Apollinis, Castoris,

Opts, sub. aedem.— IT. of ti.me, only
in particular phrases,

—

I. until,,,, Hom., till

the time when .
.

, till, Od. 2, 99 ; so
too ; until when ? how long ?

Soph. Aj. 1185; , till then,

meanwhile, Od. 7, 318 ; • ; like

: 11. 5, 465 ; , until, also

ov, Hdt. 1, 67; 3, 31, etc. : , up
to my time. Id. 1, 92: cf .—2. to

determine a period, jor, esp. fif-
TOv,for a year, i. e. a whole year, II.

19, 32, Od. 4, 495, within the year, Od.
4, 86 ; also , Od. 9, 133, -, , Od. 14, 384, for the
summer, etc., i. e. throughout it : but
also till summer : avpiov, Od. 7,

317 ; , for the future,

Od. 20, 199 ; , for ever : ,
up to our time : -, about this time : •, to the third day, i. e. in three

days or on the third day.—III. of an
EXD or purpose, ,
to speak for good, i. e. with a good
object, II. 9, 102 ; also, he will obey /or his good, II.

11, 789; , II. 23,

305, so too /., I

will arm me /or war, 11. 8, 376;-, to cause fear, II. 15, 310. It is

also used in N. T. lo express the point

arrived at, the consequence of any
thing, without notion of purpose,

TO /,
Rom. 1, 20, e4;c.—IV. with nume-
rals : , to resolve one
way, or in unison, to come to the same
determination, II. 2, 379, SO also Att.,. to agree together,, or

Valck. Hipp. 273, Wolf Dem. 460,

15: and with plurals, up to,, as many as ten thousand ;

also is added pleon., Bast Ep.
Cr. p. 283, App. p. 50 : also distribu-

tively, , the hundred, each

hundred ; , two deep.—2. also

of round nxwnbers, about, at most, and
so rather less than more, Blomf .\esch.

Pers. 345, Xen. An. 1, 1, 10.—V. in

genl. to express reference or rela-
tion, , in regard to which, i. e.

wherefore, Hdt. 1, 115 ; ,
as to this, Lat. quod attinet . . , Heind.
Plat. Lys. 210 B, cf Wytt. ad Jul,

p. 170 ; , like ., fit

It/, seasonably, Lat. opportune, Heind.
Plat. Phaed. 76 : but

/, to live for show or form, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 1, 83":

; for what .' why ?, in every respect : hence
periphr. for adv., for,
Ar. Ach. 686, /.., Ar. .
805, cf Matth. Gr. Gr. ^ 578, d.

B. POSITION. is sometimes
parted from its ace. by several words,-, II. 8, 115 ; the most remarkable
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'instance is Solon Fr. 18 : seldom (on-

ly in Ep.) put alter its case, II. 15, 59,

Od. 3, 137 : the notion is redoubled in

Od. 10, 351. If is ex-

pressed in the first clause, it uiuy be

either repeated or omitted in the sec-

ond, Schnf. Soph. O. C. 749.—II.

is strictly opp. to : hence such
phrases as } //paf 11•

14, 86, , •
from head to fool, top

to toe, II. 2•.^, 397, 23, 169 ;

II. 20, 137, -
Od. 7, 87, ,/

year year, Theocr. 18, 15.—Midway
between them stands , whence
prob. comes, . Cf. as prep.

C. In Horn, if is used as adv., there-

in, therefor, 11. 1, 142, though ace. av-

sc. may be supplied from
context.

D. In compos, etf retains its chief

signf. into, Od. 6, 91, and is usu. con-

strued with accus.,,, gen.,,,
(the root being -, which appears

in Lat. UNUS, Engl. ONE, etc. : the

fern. /' points to a second root,wliich

appears in Hom. also without the init.

, m the Ep. masc. , fem. la, cf.

Pott Etym. Forsch. 1, 223: they are

perh. united by , olvi], .)
Hom. strengthens it by ,
ola or oh), a single one, one alone,

Hom. ; so too ], Od. 23, 227 ;, is also freq. in prose, Schal.

Mel. p. 19, 20 : c. superl., ,
11. 12, 243, Soph. Aj. 1340 : in opi)os.

it is made emphatic by the art., ,
7/, 11. 20, 272, Od. 20, 110 -.tlr,
some one, Lat. iinus aliquis : -, each one, each by himself, Lat.

unusquisque : ' ', each
singly, piece by piece. is used,

as in modern Greek, for the indef ar-

ticle, like , a, one, some one, Lat.

quidam, nrst m Ar. Av. 1202 : ..,
6, the one, the other : also.-, Lat. unus, alter, Valck. Amm.

p. 49 : b, one and the

same, Lat. unus et idem, Schaf. Mel.

p. 54, in this case oft. c. dat. :

tivTjp, Lat. umis ojnnium, Elmsl. He-
racl. 8 : ' iv, by itself alone : on
', , cf. IV. Proverb.,, , one or none,

more commonly /;,, Valck.

Hdt. 3, 140, in Lat. vel duo vel nemo,

Persius, 1,3: , one bu one, sing-

ly, each by itself, through all genders,

C F. Harm., Luc de Conscr. Hist. 2,

p. 13 : also , Hdt. 4, 50,

Plat. Legg. 647 B.—2, ,
sub. jioAri, to have one throw.—II.

=>. Lob. Aglaoph. p. 878. [.
though in later Ion. prose also is

found.]

Eif. 2 sing. pres. from to be.

—II. 2 sing. pres. from to go., part. aor. 2 of^., / pit, placed, laid,, , ,, , seated them,
made them sit down \ipon.., Hom.

;

' , placed me with the

oxen, Od. 20, 210 ; , placed

a spy, II. 23, 359 ;}, they

laid an ambush, II. 4, 392 ;), settled them in Sclicria,

Od. 6, 8, cf. II. 2, 549 : imperat.,
Od. 7. 103, part, , Od. 10, 301.

Post-Horn, , inf. ', ',
only in compds., e. g.. Oth-

er tenses are not used by Hom., for

on ], Od. 14, 295, v.. The Att. however have only

the aor. mid., to found, erect,

Jn the strict mill, sense /or one's self,
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like, of building temples or set-

ting up statues of deities ; this occurs

as early as Theogn. 12, Hdt. 1, 66.

Ion. also are fut., Ep.-, and perf. pass,. The eith-

er tenses are sujiplied from.
This defective is usu. referred to the

intr. or.
tEi'f}'', adv. strengthd. for,

Procop.'., , {?.?)
one who announces ; esp. a sort of lord-

in-waiting at the Persian court, Hdt.

3, 84, V. Philol. Mus. 1, 373, sq.—II.

an accuser.",, , an announcement,

nnfs, Polyb.—II. an, accusation prefer-

red in the Athen. council for s'i?ne pub-

lic offence ; esp. in cases not provided

lor by law, an information, denuncia-

tion, Isocr. 185 C, Dem. 3)0, 4, cf.

Att. Process p. 260, Herm. Pol. Ant.
'^ 133, 6., f. -, {,-) to give in notice, go in and announce

;

the business of a, Hdt. 3,

118, cf. : in genl. to an-

nounce, report, bring news, tu-, Thuc. 6, 41 :

.., information having been given

that.., Thuc. 1, lie.—II. to accuse one

of a state offence, denmmcc,, Antipho 145, 27, v.

: , c. inf., Lys. 116,

17. Pass, to be reported of, esp. to be

accused, Thuc. 1, 131 : hence)',, 7/,^=,
Def. Plat. 414 C.', , , of or belong-

ing to an, ap. Dem. 720, 18.), (,) to gather

or collect in, assemble in, e. g.

vTJa, Hom. regarding it as separ.

by tmesis, but v. C. Mid., to as-

semble in, Od. 14, 248 ; and c. ace., he summon-
ed fresh courage, recovered himself,

II. 15,240; 21,417.^. f. -, (,,) to lead in

or into, esp. to lead into one's dwelling

in Hom. usu. c. dupl. ace, e. g.-'', he led his com-
rades to Crete, Od. 3, 191, -/ , 4, 43 ; also.
.., Hdt., etc. : also c. dat.,, Eur. Hipp. 526.—2. esp. -

or , to lead a

wife into one's house, Hdt., 5, 39, 40 ;

6, 63.—3. to import foreign wares, Hdt.

3, 6, and , Thuc. ; hence
., Xen. Ath.

2, 3.-4. in mid. to admit forces into a

city, Thuc. 8, 16 : also to take in with

one, to introduce into a league or asso-

ciation, Hdt. 3, 70; to introduce new
customs. Id. 2, 49 : but, -, to call in a physician, Arist.

Pol.— II. to bring in, bringforward, esp.

on the stage. Plat. Rep'. 381 D.—2. a.-,

political term, '. ,
etc., to bring before the Council, Xen.,
etc.—3. as law-term, . or, to open the proceedings, state

the case, Aesch. Eum. 582, etc. : to

prosecute, c. ace. (sub.) and gen. Plat.

Apol. 20 A.

—

III. in EccL, oi-, are the catechumens. [a]

Hence,, , one who leads

or brings in, Plat. Legg. 705 A : at

Athens, magistrates who received infor-

mations and brought the case into court ;

varying ace. to the nature of the case,

Herm. Pol. Ant. § 138. 4., , ,() a leading

or bringing in, introduction, importation.

Plat. Legg. 847 D.— II. as law-term,
an opening of the pleadings, lb. 855 D:

cf., II. 3.

—

III. in Rhet., an el

ementary treatise, principles oj art, Dion.
H. Hence, tj, , belonging to

bringing in or inlroduction, elementary,

Eccl., or. (') that can
or 7*101/ be imported, opp. to-, Arist. Rhet. : hence— 2. nlie7i,

opp. to ho/ne or native. Plat. Logg.
847 D : hence metaph., .
Eur. Incert.— ;. Tro/.t if, of col-

onies, Id. Erechth. 17, 10.— IJ.., a suit which is determined by
the archon to be u-ilhin the jurisdiction

of the court. Dem. 939. 12.^,, oi, the Isadici. a peo-
ple of northern Caucasus, Strab.

Eifati, ior f'if, forever..,=^, to take to one's

self, Theogn. 970 (954), like-., , (,) to lay eyct

upon, to see, perceive, behold, view, c.

ace, 11. 3, 450, in poet, form.
— II. to look at, consider.. (f if,) to lift in or iiito,

bring or carry in, Ar. Ran. 518., f. -, {,) poet,

for. to dart, spring in or i7ilo,

Ar. Nub. 543., opt. aor. mid. of*, II.

2,215.^, poet, for, to listen

or hearken to, C. gen., Ap. Rh. ; C.

ace, Anth., , ,() a listeTt-

ing, hearkening, Phllo.. f. -, (,-) to throw• or hurl javelins at,,
Hdt. 1, 43: ttf , Thuc. 3,

23 : absol., to dart or spoat, of blood,
Eur. Hel. 1588., f. -, (,)
to listen, hearken or give ear to, c. aCC,
11. 8, 97, H. Cer. 285 : «Iso c. gen.

;

hence to understand : and often simr
ply to hear,. Soph. Aj. 789, etc.

—II. to obey, comply, give heed to,,
Hdt. 1,214, etc.; also c. neut. adj.,. , to comply uiih one in a
thmg. Id. 9, 60., verb. adj. from,
one must bring in, Ar. Vesp. 840, v.

II. 3.,7., (,) to smear
or rub in, Hipp.?, f., (,) dep. mid , fo leap, spring or
rush at, hence in Hom. always c. ace.,,, ',
to take them by a sudden assault, by
storm : later,. , to leap

into it. Hdt. 2, 06 ; also to leap vport,

, Eubul. Damal. 1., (,) to go into

Aesch. Thob. 558., Ep. aor. mid. of. II.

4, 138, rpoof, it passed through

the skin, II. 13, ^191.—II. Ep. aor.

mid. of *,, J appeared,

seemed, Hom., aor. mid. oft/an, Att., fut. -', ('•) logo up to or into : in Hom.
always c. ace, to mount up to, ascend,

'l^iol••,,,, ex-
cept Od. 19, 602, fif.tva,J, f. -, (,-) to force into, constrain, Aesch.
Pr. 290., f. -. (,) to

lead into. c. acc., to bring into

slavery, Od. 8, 529. [a], f. -. (,•) to expend upon, Antipli. Stvat.
1, 10., , (,) to put



men into : fill with men, to people,.. Rh. i,874:puet.ef., (, , *. In.)

to louk up to or at, c. ace, ovpuvov, II. IG, 232., (/f,,) to go aloft

to,'ascend , c. acc, '7\,, the sun mounting high in

heaven, II. 7, 423.,), f. -, (,) to

raise or lift up to : usu. seemingly intr.,

sub., to rise up, tower, A p. Rh., {,) to rush

up to, c. acc,, Q. Sm., adv., right opposite, over

against : Hom. joins., to look

full at, look ill the face, and .-, to be seen right opposite.,, {,) to draw
into, fill in, Ath., adv. for ', alto-

gether, entirely, generally., adv. for , at once,

Hdt. 6, 125.—IT. already.>, f. -, {,) to go forth into, c. acc,
Ap. Rh., {,) to

shut up in., f. -, {, -
?.?) to send in or into, M. Anton., Att.-, fut. -, {,) to throw into or upon, -., to drive the enemy's horse
upon his foot, Hdt. 4, 128, of. 5, 116.,{},) to tear or

hurry into, Lys. 94, 16., f. -, {/,) to

join or fit into, , Hipp., dep. mid., {,)
to draw, Hipp.
^', part, from, q. v.,, v.,-

U7]V.', Att. for, q. v., {,) to U>ok at,

vietv, Anth., adv. for , hereaf-

ter, afterwards., adv. for ' avpiov, on
the morrow, Ar. Eq. 661., adv. strengthd. form of, Aral.', adv. Dor. and Ion. for.̂,, , violent hand-
ling, seizure, Aesch. Fr. 185 ; from, also, {,) to feel in or within :., to feel by putting in

the finger, Hipp., f.-, {,)
to send, throw in or into : to let in, ad-

mit, Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 14.

E£fa^i/i:ai'£j,=sq., Hom. [], f. -, {,) dep. mid., to come into or

to, reach or arrive at, usu. c. acc, e. g.', Hom.
;
yet also

c. dat., Hdt. 1, 1; 9,100.', {,) to draw
into. Ap. Rh., in mid., f.-, {,)
to go into, enter a ship, usu. absol., to

go on board ship, embark, Od. 9, J 03,

etc. ; but also- , Hdt. 3, 41

;

and c acc,., Eur. Tro.
681 (cf) : also.,
etc : , it comes into my
head. Soph. Tr. 298.—II. aor. 1-, trans., to make to go into, to bring

or take into, ' ,
II. 1, 310, but may here govern, understood or used as adv. v.

: cf Eur. Ale. 1035.?., f. -?., {,)
throw into, e. g. ?--, throw an army into the Milesian

territory, Hdt. 1,14; so .. Id. 2, 14: also c dupl.

acc, . to drive them
to the sea, Eur. I. t. 261.—In mid.
esp. to put on board one^s ship,, Hdt. 1, 1; 6, 95; or absol.. Thuc.
8, 31.—II. as if intrans. sub.,, etc (which is expressed
in Hdt. 1, 17), throw one's self into,fall

into, make an inroad into, ,
Hdt. 1, 15, 16, etc. : more rare c acc,
Eur. Hipp. 1198, Bacch. 1045: esp.

to land, Lat. appellere.—2. in genl. to

go into, enter : of rivers, to empty them-

selves into, fall into, Hdt. 1, 75 ; 4, 48,

etc (though sometimes,,
vcSwpis expressed, Id. 1,1 79, and Eur.),

cf. .—3. also to come
to, fall into accidentally, Lat. incidere in

aliquid,, Eur. Cycl. 99.—4. also

absol. to begin, late, as Gal. Hence,. , an entrance, Eur.
I. T. 101 : embarkation, Thuc. 7, 30., , ,{) access-

ible, rfj ^, Thuc. 2. 41., {,) to suck

in, Gal., f.-, dep. mid.,

{,) to enter byforce, force one's

way, burst into, Ar. Av. 32., {. -, {,) to

bring, carry, put or place in or into,, Hdt. 1, 60 ;. , to

put on board, lb. 6, 95.', {, ?.) to look at,

look upon one, c acc, Eur. Or. 105
;

but also '.., Hdt. 7, 147, 8, 77.', {,) to go into

or in, in order to help... ,{) a throw-

ing in Or into.—II. afalling in or into,

an inroad, invasion, attack, assault, Hdt.

6, 92; . , Id. 7, 1.—2. a

place for falling in, etc., an. entrance,

pass, gorge,.
TO, Hdt. 2, 75, cf 7, 173, and
V. Arnold Thuc 3, 112; so too in

plur., Hdt, 1, 185: in plur. also the

mouth of a river, 7, 182. Cf. ?..—3. /2 entering into a thing, beginning.??, Eur. Supp. 92; so too

of a play, Antiph.. 1, 20.'. , , a writing in or

among, Dio C. From, f. -, {.) to

write in, inscribe. Mid. -, to have one's self written or received

into the league, Poppo Thuc. 1, 31 :

to ivrite down for one's self, Soph. Tr.

1167. [], {',) to gain

by lending upon interest. Plat. Rep.
555 C.^,,,=, Eccl., (,) dep.

c aor. act., in Oiph.-, perf, to look at or

upon, behold, observe, c. acc, Od. 9, 146,

and Eur., f. -. Ion.-, {,) dep. mid., to take

into or in, receive, admit, USU. .., as

Hdt. 1, 144, cf 206 ; also c dat., Eur.
Cycl. 35 : very rarely c. gen., as -

to admit with-
in the walls, Valck. Phoen. 454 : c
dupl. acc, to admit one as.., Pind. Fr.

185. Pass. aor.', Luc.
Toxar. 30.

EiV(5i'cyij/U£, only used intr.. =eif/3aX-, . 2. of rivers, to flow into, ..,
Hdt. 4, 50, in Ion. form.\, ov, ,{) a

place of reception, Arr.,, , a taking into, receiv-

ing,' , a hospitable
house, Eur. El. 396., , , {') an in-

road, onslaught, assault : in Thuc. 2,

25, of one who throws himself into a
besieged place., , ,() an en•
trance, Arist. ap. Plut., (, \•,) enter into,

hence , great
fear came upon them, Lat. subiit ani-
mo, Hdt. 6, 138, also c. acc, cf Soph.
O. T. 1317. Usu. in mid.',
c aor., to go into, enter into, slip

into, penetrate, plunge into, .., Hdt.
2. 121, 123, Alt. : in Hom., c. acc.. thou wilt enter

into, engage in a contest of archery, II.

23, 622. [, .]/, V..,, fut. of*, Hom.., , . -, {,) to let

in, Geop. [], i. -, {',,) to

approach, dub. 1. Polyb.'(, 2. aor. act. of-., {,) to look on or at

aor. 2 with no pres. in use, its place
being supplied by, Ep. -

and, Hom., aor. of, Hdt.
2, 175, Ar. Ach. 379.. {,) to go into or m,
enter in, '-, 1 will not come before Achilles'
eyes, II. 24, 463, and so oft. c. acc,. to enter on an office, Dein. :

and so absol., Hdt. 6, 59 : freq. also
with a prep.,', among or to
the men. Od. 18, 184 ; ,
Hdt. 1, 99; but most freq. with ,
as Hdt. 1, 65. Thuc, etc. : absol. to

go i)i, enter, and SO esp. of actors com-
ing on the stage, Dem. 418, 13.—II.

as law-term is, to come before

the court, and that not only of the par-
ties, but also of the charges or ac-
tions, a'l, ,
also or , to

commence an action, Att. Process, p.
30, 706.

—

III. metaph. to come into one's

mind, , Hdt. 1,

116; also c dat., ,
Eur. I. A. 1580, cf Plat. Phaed. 59
A, and III.?., , .{) a
driving into or in. Plut. Hence, , •, belonging to a
marching in or entry, Lat. ludi iselastici,

games on triumphant entry, Plin. Ep.
10, 119.17., fut. •7. [], Att.

-?., poet, ', [, ).
To drive in, Od. 10, 83 ; to drive in or
over,, II. 15, 385 ; to drive to,

esp. a ship to land, to land, Lat. ap-
pellere, Od. 13, 113.— II. in prose
seemingly intrans., to go, ride, drive,

sail, march into or in, where,,,,, must be
supplied, Xen. An. 1, 2, 26, etc. : also
c. acc.., to advance, sail

into the harbour, Ap. Rh. 2, 672 : esp.

of triumphal entries, ,
and . to make a tri-

timphal entry, Plut. Mar. 12, Cat.
Min. 31., , ,{) a
going in or into, an entrance., (,) to draw, haul,

drag in or into, Xenarch. Pent. 1, 13.', (,) to go on
board, Anth., {, ,)
as Pass., to travel to as a merchant., adv. for ', for
hereafter, i. e. henceforward., , {,) t«

come or go to as a stranger. Plat. Legg
952 D.
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,, (!,-) shut up in, enclose in, Hdt. 2, 86.—, f. -iiffw,= sq., Plut., {, ep~ui) to creep into, in

or on.., (, ifipu) to go in, get in :

in iinperat. in with thee! perf. ^-
occurs Ar. Thesin. 1075, and aor./, Ar. Eq. 4.,, >'/, uic, tlpu to tie)

fas'f.ning, binding.,, (,) to draw into,

vTja, to draw up a ship into a
cave or cove, Lat. subducere, Od. 12,

3J7., fut. -?., ({,) dep. mid. : to go in or into,

enter, come into, go to : in Hom. usu. c.

ace. only, /',,, etc., more rarely with ,
'vhich in prose is the usual construct.

:

' , to come into

the treaty, Thuc. 5, 36 ; so,, Xen. An. 7, 1, 27 :, to enter, come to the age of

the Ephebi, Xen. Cyr. 1, 5, 1 ; ., to enter one's house, visit

him, lb. 3, 3, 13 : •, . Id.

An. 7, 3, 21 : absol. of money, etc., to

come in, , Id. Vect.

5, 12.—II. as Att. law-term, of the
accuser, to come into court, bring on the

charge : also c. ace,. -, to enter upon the charge, Dem.
201, 8 : of the accused, to come before

the court. Id. 260, 19. Cf. Att. Pro-
cess, p. 30 n.— III. nietaph. -, courage enters into the
men, 11. 17, 157 : where Att. the dat.

also is used, Plat. Rep. 330 D ;/ ai,{m\necoJnes upon the
people, Od. 15, 407: so too•

77., Hdi. G, 125. cf. Valck.

ad 7, 46: also ', c. inf , it

came into his mind to.., Id. 7, 46;, 8, 137 : also c. dat.,?. , 1, 86, cf. 3,

14. Cf. III.^ ap. Ath. 142. as fut. mid.
he will seat himself, not found else-

where, V. Buttm. Cat. p. IIH., adv., for fif, still further,

moreover, Theocr. 27, 18., , (,)
get or procure in plenty, Ty
'/., Diod., f. -, (,) to

send, let in., f. •, (,) to hold in.

—II. intr. to reach, stretch into or in,- -., stretching from the
north sea into .(Ethiopia, Wess. Hdt.
2, 1 1 ; with , as 7/, Hdt. 1, 193; -•, 3, 78 ;

ij?uoc, the sun shining

in, 8, 137., feoL of, the only form
used in Homer.. fut.-, (,-) dep. mid., to bring into or in, in-

troduce, advise, propo.^c, propound, bring

forward, USU. c. acc. rei, ,
Hdt. 2, 49, mlpav, Thuc. 3, 20

:

also. , to make a prop-

osition on a subject, Isocr. 76 C : more
.rarely c. inf, to propose to do. Plat.

*Crito 48 A : freq. in such forms as, at one^s proposal,

-en his rnoiion, Thuc. 4, 76.—II.-, to inform, instruct any one,

Thuc. 7, 73. Hence,, , that which is

brought in, a proposition, motion, Aesch-
in. 12, 3.-, , ,() a

:.^nging in, introduction, proposing,

4m

bringing forward, Thuc. 5, 30.—II.

motion, Lat. rogatio, Plut.,\'\). adj. from-, one must bring in, ?>iove, Thuc. 6,

90.
_, , ,() one

who brings in, a leader, mover, author,, Thuc 8, 48.,() of, fit for
bringing in,, Clem. Al., (,) dep.
to address, LXX., (,) to strain into :

also to inject by a syringe, Hdt. 2, 87.

,/, aor. ', (, j/) to

be come m, Ar. Vesp. 606 : to come in,

Aesch. Ag. 1181.,,7/,=, Anth.^, Aeol. and Ep. for , 2
sing. pres. from, II. 10, 450, Od.
19, 69., inf. perf. pass, from., (,) Dep., to

look into, contemplate, Trag. ap. Euseb., , ,() an in-

troduction, an interposition., f.-, (, ) to

run into or in, run up to, Ar. Av. 1169.?., (,) to squeeze

into. [<], aor.-, (,-) to spring, leap into or in, II. 12,

462; 21, 18 : but, is a vox ni-

hili, Blomf. Aesch.'Theb. 133, Buttm.
Catal. V..,, 3 plur. pres. from -,, 3 sing. pres. from., Ep., inf. aor. of, Hom., (,) to found or
build in ; hence perf. pass,',, Hdt. 4, 62., {,) place one's

self, lie down in,, to jjlace one's
self in ambush, II. 13, 285., f. -, (,) to send,

put, let into or in, ' , Hdt. 2, 87
;

3, 158: of a river, .
Id. 7, 109. Mid. to betake one's self

into,', Od. 22, 470 (not

to be derived from ') : more
rarely in act. signf , to admit, let in, in-

troduce, Xen. Hell. 1, 3, 19. [On quan-
tity. V. .'], , ,() an entrance,

Od. 6, 264., fut.-, (,-) dep. mid. go info, Hdt. 3, 108.

In Aesch. Supp. 557, as pass.,-, pierced through by an
arrow : but the reading is dub., and
this signf unlikely., (,) to ride

into, Diod., aor., (,) dep. mid.,=:,
fly into, c. acc, II. 21, 494; .. Ar.

Av. 1173: also of reports, Hdt. 9,

100 : in all these places in aor. mid.
but Plut. has also an aor. act.-., a, ov,() belong-

ing enlrance : () a
fesial sacrifice at the heginnins of a
year, or an office, Dem. 400, 24 : ., an inaugural speech, opp. to',., verb. adj. from,
one must go in., ,.() accessible., . Ion.-, (,) to gaze upon or at, Anacr. fr.

1, 5, acc. to Bergk.
El(i.,.-(!,a)tocall

in, , Ar. Vesp. 936 : to in-

vite. Mia. to have one called in,

Polyb., (,) to

go down into, c. acc,, Od. 24,
222.

Eraav,= oeg., Timon ap.

Diog L., f -'/, (',-) to bring in, put down into a
thing, V7jovv, uito the belly, Hes. Th.
890.. (,) to be put in,

lie in, Hdt. 2, 73 : to be put on board
ship,^ Thuc. 6, 32 : cf 1.2.?, f. -, (tlr, /)
push in or into : usu. as if intr., sub.

vavv, to put in, to land, hence-, Ar. Thesm. 877., f. -, (,)
to call in, sununon by a herald or crier,

Ar. Ach. 135 : esp. call into the lists

for combat, Soph. El. 690.. (, ') to wash in

or into, Strab., poet, for, Opp., , (,.)
to sivim into., , , a bringing into or
in, importation, esp. of supplies, Thuc.
7, 24 ; from, fut. -, Att.- (,) to bring into or in, carry in,

Hes. Op. 604 : to import : also in mid.,
Thuc. 1, 117. Pass,, to flee into a place, Thuc.
2, 100., (,) to choose in

or into, opp. to.—II. to bring

into: pass. to enier into, 'Philo. [i] Hence, , , a selection.—II.

an entering in, Plut.

EiV/fpoiiij, (,) to strike, beat

in, Pherecr.. 7., (,) dep. to

acquire, Eur. Archel. 10., , (,) to turn
in, esp. in a theatre, turn a thing in•

wards, and so withdraw it from Ihe eyes

of ihe spectators, by maclmiery , v. •
and sq., Ar. Thesm. 265.

Metaph.. -/, some spnit has
brought ill luck into the house, Ar.
Vesp. 1475. Hence,, , a revolving

scene in a theatre, opp. to',
q• "",,,, (,) to roll into,

entangle, involve, -, ..\\9. 651. [i], f. -, (.,) to

peep into, look into., to make like,/, he took ihe likeness of a beggar,

Od. 4. 247, cf 13, 313 : to ihink, deem
like, liken, , Od. 20,
362, cf. II. 5, 181 : and metaph. to com-
pare, . J deem thee
like, liken, compare thee to Diana, Od.
6, 152. cf 11. 3, 197 : hence, ov •, do not deem thee
like, i, e. take thee for a wise man,
Od. 8, 159 : also c acc. et inf, ov, Od. 11, 363,
cf. II. 13, 446 ; 21, 332 ; and so too to

guess, conjecture, c. accetinf ,Theocr.
25, 199 : absol., , as thou
deemest, Od. 4, 148 : cf. Buttm. Lexil.
in voc.—Ep. word. (From, -, hence also, q. v. : acc. to
others from, like.), f. -, (,)
to enter like a, i. e. like young
people, who after a feast dance and
sing through the streets : hence in
genl. to burst in upon, , Luc.
metaph. to pour in, 6, Ath., (,) shine in
Theophr.?., (,) to look in

to, Soph. Aj. 260.



*,. sub voc.-., fut.-,(,-) feet, put into to feel, to im-

press, imprint, . elg ~i Theocr. 17, 37.

Cf. also sub., also,
{,) dep. feel, kandU, -, Hipp., fut. -, {,-) to mix in., fut.-, {,)
to sivim into, Thuc. 4, 26.7/, {, voa)~oeg.,
Ael.,,{,) perceive re-

mark, recognise, Horn., only poet.', as pass.,{) to

come it,, of money, Lat. redire, Casaub.
Pers. 6, 79. Act. only in Eccl. to

gather in, to collect., ov, belonging to going in or

entry.—IJ. going in, coming in, Tu-, income, revenue, LXX. : from, , , {,) an tn-

trance, i. e. place of entrance, entry, Od.
10, 90, Hdt., etc.—11. a coming in, en-

trance, esp. of persons into the lists to

contend m the games. Find. P. 5, 156 :

so too ', lb. 6, 50, ubi v.

Schol. : also of the chorus into the

orchestra, Ar. Nub. 326, ubi v. Schol.
—2. a right of entrance, access, Hdt. 3,

118.—III. an area in front, fore-court.

—IV. income, revenue, Polyb. 6, 13, 1.\, {,) to swell

to, to swell up, Aret., , {,) to bring

in as afriend ; Pass, to become friend to

any one, gain his confidence, Xen. Hell.

5, 2, 25., , {.,) dwell in,

settle in, Anth. Hence, , , settlement : a
dwelling, . Soph. Phil. 534., fut. -' Att. -, (,) to bring in as a dueller or set-

tler, -ii>u , Hdt. 2, 30; 7, 171

;

to settle, establish, of colonies, etc.

Pass.=eifot/cf6j. But in mid. to es-

tablish one^s self in, settle in. Plat. Rep.
424 D. Hence, , , a bringing in as

settler, Heliod., , (.,)
to build into, , Thuc.
2, 75., a, ov, to be brought in,

'ntroduccd,, Dem. 707, 25..^ , {,) to go in-

«0, etiter, c. ace, Od. 0. 157; 9, 120.^, Dor. for sq., Bion.,,{ ) until, in

Horn., usu. c. subj., or ind. fut., Herm.
Vig. n. 381 ; yet also c. opt., 11. 15, 70 :

and ind. aor., Ap. Rh. 1. 820.—11. so

long as, c. subj., II. 9, C09. ., fut. of, v. sub*.
r-11. Ep. fut. of, 11.^, (,) to

impress upon : so also in mid., Chae-
'em. ap. Ath. 608 C., imperat. from, Od. 7, 163., {,) adv. back : c.

gen. , hereafter, in af-

ter time, Aesch. Supp. 617., {,) adv. in time

to come, hereafter, Horn. V'en. 104. [I], ov, (, fut. )-) looked upon : to be seen, visible,

Hdt. 2, 138., f. -,() to

reflect like a glass, Plut. Mid. to see

one's self in a glass. Id., , , {(—) of
or belonging to a mirror, Plut.', , , =,
Anth

, , ,{)
reflexion in a mirror. Plut., ,{, -) like a mirror or a reflexion, Plut., ov, TO, {,) a
looking-glass, mirror, Pmd. IS. 7,20, Ep. inf., part.

: fut. : aor.-. 'To look at or upon, view, behold,

Horn., who also uses mid. esp. in inf.,

e. g. , Od. ; in act.

with collat. notion of admiration or f4•-

teem, Lat. suspicere, hence to look up
to. revere, Od. 20, 166 ; also with ad-

dition of or ,
to revere one as a god, II. 12, 312, Od.
7, 71 ; hence to pay regard to, respect,

Eur. El. 1097 :. , to look

at, eye eagerly or longingly, Soph. Ant.
30 : in genl. to look at, gaze upon stead-

ily and without wincing, Aesch. Pers.
109 : but also of angry gods, to visit,

punish, Soph. O. C. 1370 ;. . .to

take care lest . . , Soph. El. 584., , (,) to haste,

press on, rush into : so also in mid.,

Soph. Tr. 913—II. later also trans.,

to bring hastily into, Anth., iut.- Att. -, {,) to bring into port. Pass, and
Mid. to run or put into port, of ships in

pass., Xen. Vect. 3, 1 ; of persons in

mid.. Plut.,,, [] poet, lengthd.

form from , alike, equal, Hom.,
though he uses only fern., and only
in these phrases:— 1. , the

equal banquet, i. e. equally distributed or
shared, of which each partakes alike,

used esp. of sacriticial feasts and meals
given to a stranger, lor on other occa-
sions the greatest men had the best
portions: in Hom. this is far the
most freq. usage.—2. /, the
equal ships, built alike on both sides.

and so lymg even in Ihp watej", also
oft. in Hom. : cf. /.—3.', theall-et'eii shield
on every side equal, i. e. having its rill)

every where equidistantJrom the centre,

and so qiaie round, freq. in 11.—4.-, an even mind, i. e. well-

balanced, calm, Lat. ?nens aeqtia, only
in 0(1 14, 178.

Ei'fore, for , until, v. II.. {,) to con-

duct into, Heiiod.

E'Vo^rii• ^>{) a liolloiv, re-

cess, opp. to, Strab.

Eifoi/;if,, ij, a looking upon : also
a spectacle, joined with^,
Eur. El. 1085: from, fut. of, '-.. 5, 212; 24, 206.—, f.-, Att. more usu.-, aor. reg.-, (f if,)
to burst, rush, dash in. Soph. O. . 1252., f. -, {,-) to slide gently into, Phllo.

tEifTTiAAov, , TO, more correctly", q. v. Strab., f. ->, (,) to

send in, bring in, let in, Soph. O. T.
705 and Thuc., , f. - Ion. -,
{,) to enter by passing over,

—.'. to pass over to Chal-
cis, Hes. Op. 653. []. {.) to fly
into. Dio C. : cf.._—, , iut. -, {,) leap in, , Xen. An. 1, 5, 8.-,^, dub.-, f.-,{,)
to fall, rush in or into, ,
vavv, Hdt. 5. 15, etc. ;: '-
/'/, to be thrown into prison, Thuc.
1, 131 : , it came

into his head to do it. Id. 4, 4.—II. to

fall upon, attack, Hdt. 1, 63, Soph. Aj
55.

EiV7rt'-j;(j,= foreg. Eur. Tro. 746.•7.,.-, {,'
to sail into, enter, Hdt. 6, 35 ; ,
Thuc. 2, 69 : usu. c. ace, as Soph.
O.T. 423.-, , {,7.) to fill,

fill full, piog. L.
'y J J

'-', ov, 6, contr. /.,
ov, {'/.) a sailing in of ships, en-
tering, Thuc. 7, 22.— II. the entrance

of a harbour. Id. 4, 8.

Ei'f^, f.-, {,) to

breathe in, inhale, draw breath, opp. to, Arist. Probl.— II. to blow,
breathe in or upon,, Ar. Ran. 314.
—III. Lacon., esp. to inspire with love,

hence the lover was called by them
or, the beloved,, but this was only of boys, v.

Bentl. Call. Fr. 169., a, , and17/, ov, , v. sub,, ,{) breath-

ing in, drawing breath, Plut., ov, {) inflated,

Hipp.-, , . -, {,)
to put in, give up, resign, hand over, as-
sign, esp. a son to be adopted by an-
other, TLvi, Plat. Legg. 878 A ;

so. , to

cause one to be adopted into thefamily
of some one, Dem. 1054, 20 :., to declare thyself the son
of Amnion, Plut. Alex. 50: hence in
mid. to make one's own, esp. to adopt as
a son : in pass,, to be receivedhy adoption into the

family of one, Dem. 1088, 28 : -. to intrude, thrust
one's self upon another, Dem. 402,
20, cf. Dinarch. 94, 23 : . -, to interweave
encomium into, Luc. Hist. Scrib. 9.

Hence, , r/, a making one's

own, adoption, esp. of a child, Plut.

:

and, , ov, adopted, Lys.
Fr. 33., , , {) a
sending into Or in, introducli:m., {,) to lead
into, Eur. El. 1285. Pass. c. fut.

mid., /«^omio, en/er, Xen. Cyr.2,3,21., ov. ,{) one
who exacts, a collector, LXX..,, an exacting, Thue.
5, 53.—II. receipts : from, Att. -, f. -Sii, (p/f,]- toget in. exact, collect debts and
taxes, esp. for the public treasury,

, Isocr. Ill lalsortTrapurtiuf, Li-
ban. Mid., to collect, exact for one's self,

Ti, Eur. I. T. 559. But "the distinc-
tion of act. and mid. is not uniform., f. -, {,) to

spit into, [], .-, aor. -^,
{,) to stream in or into, Eur.
1. T.260. Hence/., 7;,=sq., Ael., ov, , contr. -, ov. a
flowing in,.—, Arist.
Mund.,, 7/,=:foreg., 1. -, (ti'f,) to

draw into or to, LXX. [.]''. , f. -'. (.)
to receive into a class. Pass, to be re-

ceived into it, . Plat. Polit.
290 E.

fEiv, plqpf. ind. act. of -•
?, Eur.
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, f., (,)
to place, put info or in, ' 0, Hdt. 1, 208, etc. : -

rivu kg, Id. 9, 25 : also
with or without vavv, to put on
board ship, Lat. navi imponere. Hdt.
4, 179 : also ia mid., ,
to put their children on board, Id. 1,

164., (,) dep. to

enter in the census, Dion. H., v..
E/f^, {,) to s/ioot or

throw into, Dio C., (,) to turn to or
towards : so also in mid., Arist. H. A., fut. : aor.

2^, {,) to run in or
on, Thnc. 4, 67.,, , f. -, («f, -) to bore into.—II. intr., to glide

into.,, f. -, [,) to

inform, Fhilomn. ap. Ath. 75 A., . : aor. 1 '-, (,) to carri/ into or to,. 7,6 : -, Hdt. 1, 114:
to bring in or upon,, ^., Eur. Bacch. 367, Hel. 38.—11.

to bring in, contribute, , esp. of, Plat. Syinp. 177 C, Xen. Cyr.
7, 1. 12, opp. to, q. v. : esp.

at Athens, to pay an extraordinary tax
on property. V. II., Thuc. 3,

19, Plat., etc. ; . -, Dem. 565, 15.— III. to intro-

duce, bring forward, propose,,
Hdt. 3, 80, and Thuc. ; . ,-
Lat. legem rogare, Dem. 705, 26 : also. , like Lat. rtftrre ad
senalum. Plat. Legg. 961 B.— B. mid.
to carry with one, sweep along, 11. 11,

495 : also like act.,. >]•,
to introduce into poetry, Hdt. 2, 23 :

to apply, employ, Dion. H.

—

. to bring
in with one, import, Hdt. 5, 31.— C.
pass, to rush in, like, Thuc.
3, 98.— II. to be imported, Hdt. 9. 37., as mid. {,)
to plunge into ruin.1?, {,•) to crush or
press in, Hipp.. , f. -, (,)
to go into, visit. Eur. Atidr. 915., , .{') a carrying
or gathering in.—II. a bringing in, con-
tribution, esp. at Athens, a7i extra-

ordinary property-tax, raised to meet
the e.iigcncies of war : in full-
puv, Thuc. 3, 19, cf B(ickh
P. E. 2,227. Herm. Pol. Ant. l^ 162. 8.—III. a proposal, moving,, DioC.,=, Od. 6, 91 ; 19,
32., Att. -, f. -, (,) to fence in.^, imper. of sq., (for the pres., cf.- .)^ impf., Dem. 473, 6

;

f.-. Ar. Vesp. 892, and--, Dem. 93, 17 ; to let in, admit, Lat.
admittere, Ar. I.e.—2. to devour, Arist.
Miral).—II. intr. to betake one's self
into, enter v. 1. Ar. Eq. 4, and Polyb.
— B. mid. to bring in with one, Eur.
Tro. 647. The imperat. is,
cf,. (The root,
akin prob. to,, is found
only in compos, with-,-,-,
-.), (,) to mix in, Max.
Tyr. [d, f - Att. -=-, to put iiito one's hands, hand
over, entrust, . Soph. . . 384., .-, (,) to pour
in or into, Eur. Cycl. 389. Mid. c.

sync. aor., pour themselves

410
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into, to stream or rttsh in, , II.

21, 610.', more rarely, adv., {,) into, in, within, in Hom. freq. c.

ace, e. g.< ,
into the mansion of Hades,, unto llion, etc. ; but this

ace. is to be explained by the motion
toioards : usu. follows this ace,
put before it only 11. 21, 125: is

more freq. put first. In Od. 8, 290,, he went into and
out of the house, i. e. through it, where
the gen. does not really depend on

: but really c. gen., -, Eur. Cycl. 485.— II. therein, witli-

in, inside, Od. 7, 13, also only a seem-
ing deviation, to be ex])lained in same
way as f if, when it seems to stand
for , V. I.—2. of time, within, in.^', only in Hipp., rare form
for., , f. -// and -,
(,) to thrust in or into, Aretae.
Mid. to force one''s self into, press in,

Xen. An. 5, 2, 18., 6v, [, ) in sight of,

before the eyes, set over against, gen.

<•.)70 ' , they came
in front of the ships, faced them, hav-
ing before had them astern, II. 15, 653.

Later also c. dat., Arat. ; absol., Ap.
Rh.^
7, adv. Ion.,—I. of suc-

cession of time, then, afterwards, after,

thereupon, Lat. delude, soon, hereafter.

Soph. O. T. 452.— II. like Lat. ita and
iiaque (which are akin to it), of suc-

cession of thought, and so, then, there-

fore, accordinnly ; esp. in indignant
questions,' ; Dem.
16, 11 ; also in ironical questions, ex-

pressing disbelief, etc., Lat. itane?

itane rero ? is it so 7 aye really? in-

deed? Valck. Phoen. 549, Hipp. 1415:

; what next ? what
then ? '

; should one then yet lose

of one's own property ? Ar. Nub.
1214; also , Ar. Eq. 1036;.^, cf V.—.

often stands pleon. with the
finite verb after a part., where it may
be rendered straightway, or the part.

may be resolved into a finite verb,

and rendered and then, and there-

upon, as Soph. Aj. 468, Eur. El. 1058,

kr. .\rh. 24, 1197, cf Keen. Greg. p.

145: is much more rare before

the part., Herm. Ar. Nub. 857, Schaf
Mel. p. 124 : cf., 3 sing. perf. pass, of,
Od. 11, 191.

..., ..., Lat. sive..., sive...,

either.... or... ; whether..., or..., so that

several cases are always put as
equally possible or as equivalent : in

Hom. the first is sometimes an-
swered by 7/ , II. 2, 349. The
Trag. sometimes leave out the first, or put instead, Herm. Vig. n.

311 ; indeed fi..., ..., utrum..., an...,

occurs Hdt. 3, 35, and in second
clause only. Plat. Soph. 224 E, ubi
v. Heind. : ?/..., ..., Soph. Aj. 178.
'-. for, 2 pi. opt. pres. from, Od. 21, 195., Ion. for, like

for.
\EItt/v, 2 dual contd. for

pres. opt. from.
El Tir, , Lat. si qids, si quid, if

any one, if any thing, hence any one
who..., any thing which..., Horn.—II.

whether any one, whether any thing,

Horn.
tEiVo, 3 sing. 2 aor. ind. (also opt.)

mid. of i;7//i,incomp.,Xen. Hier.7, 11.

EK, Ep. for, 11. 4, 55., Ep. for , , subj. pres. from.—II. Dor. for , subj. pres. from, Sophr. ap. E. M., perf 2 in pres. signf of the
exclus. Ep., to be tvont or accus-

tomed, c. inf ; usu. of men, Hom.,
who also uses the Ion. : absol.,', (sub.) as it

was wont to be. Pint. Part, ',
Ovla, Our, wonted, usual : hence adv., in the usual way, Soph. El.
1456., imperf from, Hom.•, Ep. for, q. v., ,
constantly, cf.., before a vowel , Lat. e, ex,

(in Inscrr. ap. Bockh before and ,
and also before and //, sometimes
written instead of , betbre

f>

and sometimes tf), prep. c. gen.
Radic. signf, y>om oiitof,awayfroma
thing, directly opp. to .

I.OFPL•-\c, the mostfreq. usage,but
variously modified ;— 1. of motion, out

of, forth, from forth or out, ,, , .,
etc., Hom. : with all verbs of motion,
or such as express taking away, sepa-

rating, e. g. , chiet

from among all, of all : also :-, by itself, out of, above all, with
signf of distinction, 11. 4, 96, Sojih.

Ant. 1137, etc., like: -, from among mzny,
. 15, 680. , beginning from
the ships, II. 8, 213

; , aris-

ingfrom or by night, Od. 12, 286 ; esp.

in antithet., as ?.7 ,
v. IX., -, to turn his heart away from
wrath, II. 10, 107.—2. of position, like, outside of. beyond, only in early
writers in Hom. esp. , out

of shot : also , out of the
smoke, Od. 19,7, cf esp. Valck. Hdt.
2, 142. In this case some Grainm.
give it the accent, e. g., II. 18.210, cf Herm. Opusc.
2, 55, cf.—3. with verbs imply-
ing rest, e. g., he hung his lyre from. i.e.

on the peg, Od. 8, 67 ;, to fasten/rom, i. e. upon a thing,

Od. 12, 51, etc. ; hence, ])erh., to sit on the heights,

anil \ook from them. Soph. Ant. 411 •,

so too Hdt. 3, 83, cf' Ov-?., II. 14, 154. We find even
in prose , to

wear at, i. e. hanging at the girdle,, , to

take by the hand, the tail, etc., by a
pregnant constniction : cf a similar

usage of 1. 2, and the verbs,,.. Similar are

such phrases as, to carry off the furniture

from, or of the houses, oi/, taken at, and brought
from Pylos, Thuc, etc., v. Matth.
Gr. Gr. ^ 596, c.

II. OFTiME, esp.ellipt. c. pron. relat.

and demonstr.,, since, and in apod.
or,. 8,295 :freq.inOd.
alone, Lat. ex quo, II. 1, 6:
alone, II. 15, 69: Tolo,from

that time, II. 1, 493, where
must be supplied, if any thing: very
freq. .— 2. of particular
points of time, , from the be-
ginning, at first, Horn.,, II., , after clear
weather, II. 16, 365 : so, to have just finished sacri-

fice, etc., Hdt. 1, 50, cf II. :. to go to war after,

or out of peace, Thuc. ;



?., to turn at once to smiles from
tears, cf. Valck. Hdt. 3, 82 : esp. c.

part., to mark the point of time, e. g.,
the army arranged itself ?, i. e. from
the beginningof, their approach, Xen.
An. 1, 8, 14.

—

III. of origin,— !, of

physical origin, birth, descent, in

Horn., esp. in phrases ,, usu. of the immediate re-

lation of son to father, being

used of more remote descent : more
fully , thou comest

of me by blood, being the ace.

absol., 11. 5, 896 :, 11.— 2. of the materials of

which a thing consists, e. g.?, a cup of wood, cf C. V.

—3 of cause, motive, impulse,

?., from the heart, II. 9,

486 ; so , Plat. ;, to fight out of,

for hate. II. 7, 111 ; cf Od. 4, 343,

Buttm. Soph. Phil. 91.—4. of occa-

sion, inducement, means,7., at the gods' instance, II.

17, 101 : , as far as I can,

IL 1, 525 ; sometimes it may be trans-

lated arising from, through ;

67/, Od. 3, 135, and -, II. 9, 566: also with
verbs of hearing, learning, etc., as ex

in Lat., e. g. /. , Od. 19,

93, Hdt. 8, 80. More rarely of things,

// ':^ iojij, II. 11,308:, arising from, through the

heat, II. 5, 865 ; =^3. Soph. Phil. 563, c(. Heriii.

Soph. Aj. 27. In prose it esp. ex-

presses any result, , in.

pursuance of law, according to it ;/, according to the oracles,

Hdt. 1, 64: ; wherefore ! on
what ground? Seidl. Eur. El. 244.

Connected with this is—5. , like

'- and, with a pass, verb,?. , beloved of or by

Jupiter, II. 2, 669, etc. : esp. freq. in

Hdt., V. Valck. 7, 175, cf Wess. 2,

148 ; but this use is almost solely

Ion.—6. , c. neut. adj., as periphr.

for adv., in Hom. only once, -
uo/.ov for 7., II. 24, 352

;

from Hdt. downwds. very freq. with
or without the art., as -

and for,
etc., also with plur. ,, etc. : more rarely c.

adj. fem., as , ,
Hdt. 3, 127; 5, 116; . 6,

85, . Fisch. Well. 3, 2, p. 124 : so

Lat. ex facili, composito, improviso,

vano, etc. — IV. WITH NUMERALS,,
you give your vote as a third with
ours. Plat. Gorg. 500 A, cf SjTnp.
213 ; so , Eur. Or. 1178.

—B. is oft. separated from its case

by one or more words, e. g. II. 11, 109

:

it is put after its case in Ep., esp.

Hom. It takes an accent if it is pe-

cul. emphatic, as II. 5, 865, or if it

ends a verse, as II. 14, 472, Od. 17,

518. In Ep. only there is a redupl.,, ?., -
6ev, even from heaven, etc., II.,, Hes. Op. 763. is joined

with other preps, to make a signf
more definite, e. g. ' •, out

from under, Od. 12, 107 : cf ,.—C. In compos, the signf of

removal prevails; out, away, off; in-

deed in Hom. it oft. stands in this

signf without a case, either as sim-
ple adv., or, less naturally, as divided

from a verb by tmesis : it then ex-
presses a carrying out, fully accom-

plishing, like our utterly, cf,

,,,,,, -,,., , , Hecuba, daughter of

Dymas and wife of Priam. II. 16,718;

ace. to Eur. daughter of Cisseus,

Hec. 3.—2. a daughter of Danaus,
Apollod.,, , old form for-, from an old hero Hecademus,
Diog. L. 3, 7, 8.. , . Dor. -, epith. of

Diana, v. seq.—-2. Hecaerge, a daugh-
ter of Boreas, Call. Del. 292 : from, ov. , (,*) the

far-working, in Hom. sometimes as

subst., sometimes as adj , but always
epith. of Apollo, the far-shooting, far-

darting, and 8^3?,, :

so, fem.' of Diana, v. Spanh.
ad Call. Del. 292. [u]', aor. 2 pass, of, Hom.
[«], adv., () from afar,

from far away, Horn.—II. also =^,
far off, far away, Od. 17, 25., 3 sing. aor. from-

: late form., impf from., for, imperf from. Od. 16, 408, dub. 1.?. . from' or

'?., an old lady who entertain-

ed Theseus, and for this received the

yearly honour of the

: hence the epith. was given

to Jupiter as worshipped on the same
day, V. Bentl. Call. Fr. 40. []/..'',, , Hecale,

V. sub foreg.—2. an Attic borough
of the tribe Leontis ; hence/ -, adv. from the borough Hecale ;^, in Hecale; /,, to

Hecale.

f,, , v. sub-
?.., , , Coray reads in

Plut. Thes. 14, for., , , Hecamede, daugh-
ter of Arsinous, slave of Nestor, II.

11,624., adv., Att. , () far,

afar, far off. Hom. : he also freq. has

it as prep. C. gen. for from, far away

from, but -always of space.— II. of

time, , in a short

time, Hdt. 8, 144. [a; only in Call.

Ap. 2, in arsis ], adv. () every

time ; .^ tin. Inscr.. adv. superl. from,
farthest off, farthest away, U. 10, 113 :

c. gen., Hdt.', {) adv. every

where..() adv. from
even/ side,from all sides, Thuc. 7, 20.', () adv.—-, 0^1 every side, every where, Plut.,() adv. to ei^ery

side, every way, Plut. A. B. p. 1397., () adv. to

every side, every way, Thuc. 8, 55.', () adv. every

where, Thuc. 3, 82., adv. compar. from,
farther, farther off, Od. 7, 321 ; C. gen,,

"Hdt. : also, Theocr. 15,

7. Superl.-, adv., =,
Diog. L., adv. for each or ei^ery

one, Od. 3, 8, though Schol. Harl.

read : everywhere: from, , ov, every, every one,

esp. each, each one, opp. to a number
or a body, Hom. both in sing, and
plur. : the sing, from its collective

EKAT
signf is freq. joined with a plur. verb,

11. 1, 606; 5, 878; also Att., v. Br
Ar. Plut. 785. Hom. usu. puts the
subst. pron. or adj. plur., which ex-
presses the whole body, and so should
be in genit., in same case with -

; as /., for , II. 7, 215,

cf II. 15, 109 ; 18, 496, where-
is to be taken as in appos., fear

seized them everj• one, etc. : so in

Att. takes the plur. verb,, Xen. Symp. 3, 3

without a subst. phir. havmg srone

before ; cf Hdt. 3, 158, Ar. Plut. 785,

Heind. and Stallb. Plat. Gorg. 503 :

sometimes, but rarely, the chief word
takes the art., as 11. 18, 496, Thuc. 5,

49, never : ,
every one who,, ..., Hes
Th. 459. This notion of individu-

ality is still more definitely given in

prose by , Lat. unusquis-

que ; , ,, each and every one. all

and every one. , Od. 6,

265 ; oi', each one singly,

one after the other, Lat. singidi,', each singly, point by
point, Lat. singula qua'-que.' -, singly, by itself, alone, Lat.

singulalim : ' ()
every day, daily, so also with ,, etc., every month, i. e. per

month, Bockh Inscr. 1. p. 132. 4:, each by himself, freq. in Thuc.( and seem to he a
kind of compar. and superl., like

Sanscr. ekateras, ikatamas, from eka,

one ; cf, : perh.

is akin, in signf apart, by itself.)',() adv. each time,

always, Hdt. 1, 128, etc. : ,
wheresoever, Hdt. 8, 115.., adv. like,
compar. of, yet only in Theocr.
15, 7, and there snsp.

or, ov, , a
statue or chapel of Hecate, Ar. Lys. 64:

on Tu and '
v.].

f, a, ov,{') of be-

longing to Hecate, Soph. Fr. 651
;

where, however, Ellendt takes'-
tohe gen., a lengthd.

form of'., ov, 6, Hecatae^ts, of Mil-

etus, s(m of Hegesander, an historian.

Hdt. 2, 143.—2. of Abdera. a philoso-

pher.—3. a tyrant of Cardia, Plut., v. sub..^ . (po)at eac.

time, both tivies, Xen. C) r. 4, 6, 4.,, in dancingv•^ kick ti/t

rump with one heel after anothi'r : hence,, , a dance of this hind.. before a vovv el-, adv. for^ from each

side, from both sides, on bot h sides, Lat.

utrimque, Hom., who also lias it c. gen.

often of two opposed arn'iies.,, , v. syb., oi^,(,]) with sleeves hanging from
both shoulders., a. ov, each of two, each

by himself, each singly, firsi in Pind. I.

8, (7), 63. sometimes c. art., v. Poppo
Obs. Cr. ad Thuc. p. 28 : the signf one

of two, is very dub. (On etyjnol., v.

sub.) Hence, adv. from both sides,

on both sides. Hdt. 3, 102, Thuc. 2, 75,

who also has it c. gen., 3, 6.

—

III.

from one of two sides, dub, : and.. adv. on both sides, Pind.

O. 2, 124, Hdt. 2, 19.— II. on one of
two sides, dub, : and

411



EKAT", adv. m both ways. Plat.
—II. in one of two ways, dub. : and, adv. to both sides, both

ways. Plat. Phaed. 112 E.—II. to either

suZi-, dub., , ij, (prob. from '-) Hecuti, daughter of Perses or
Persaeus and Asteria, granddaughter
of Coeus and Phoebe, who had pow-
er from Jupiter, in heaven, earth, and
sea : she presided over purilying and
aloning rites ; was giver of riches,

honour, victory, and fair voyages; pro-

tectress of new-born babes, Hes. Th.
411 sq. H. Horn. Cer. 25, 52, where
she is represented with a torch. La-
ter she was held to be the same as
Diana, as goddess of the netherworld,
mistress of spells and magic, v. J. H.
V'oss in Nov. Act. Soc. Lat. Jen. p.

363 sq. ', also >, the things used to purify
the house on the 30th of each month,
eggs, onions, young dogs, etc. : they
were deposited for Hecate at three
cross-roads, and there eaten by pau-
pers or beggars, and also by Cynics :

this was called >,
Dem. 1269, 10 ; and he who partook
of this repast was held in abomina-
tion, [a]', Ep. ao, o,=sq.,
II. 1, 75.'.7., ov, (,)
far-throwing, far-shooting, in Hom. al-

ways as epith. of Apollo, cf ',,' : as subst. .
II. 15, 231./, ov,,=', a
statue of Hecate, Plut., , island of Hecate,
a small island near Delos, Ath. 645 B.", Dor. for, on account

of: but also in Att. poets, e. g. Aesch.
Pers. 337 ; and Pors. Or. 26, considers
it strictly Att., ov, {, yviov)
with a hundred limbs or bodies,.?, a band of a hundred maid-
ens. Pind. Fr. 87, 12.', ov, {, -) prob. 1. Aesch. Pr. 353 ; and'<, , 6, Pind. . 4,

11, ?, or, {, A:t(paX;/),=sq.
Eur. . F. 882, Ar. Ran. 473., or, {, -
t>0v) hundred-headed, Pind. P. 8, 20.',, , ,{,) with hundred-fold base, Ju-
lian.,, , ?/, Plut. ; and', ov, II. 1, 402, {-,,) hundred-handed.^, , , HecatodSrus,
masc. pr/. .. Polyl). 4, 78, 5 ; in 4, 47,
4, wr.'^.', ov, {, /)
with a hundred benches for rowers, II.

20, 247. (C)n form, cf, etc.), . , Hecatom-
haeum, spo\l in the territory of Dyme,
Polyb. 2, 51 , 3.

. '^, a, ov, {')
Hecatombean, epith. of several gods, to

whom hecatombs were offered: tu-{) a festival wherein hec-
atombs were offered, Inscr. Hence,, , the month
Hecatomb aeon, the first in the Att.
year, answering to the last half of
our July and the first of August,
Arist. H. A. 5, 11, 2 ; in It the-
Saia were held: called at Sparta.',, ,{,)
hecatomb, strictly an offering of a hun-
dred oxen : but even in Hom. the word
has lost its strict etymol. aigiif. : II.
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6,93,115, we find a hecatomb of twelve

oxen ; Od. 3, 59, of eighty-one : nor
does Hom. confine it to oxen ; for

hecatombs of oxen and rams often oc-

cur, 11. 1, 315, Od. 1, 25 : nay we find

liecatombs ivithout any oxen, e g. of
filty rams, II. 23, 146, 864, cf
A'alck. Phoen. 28 : therefore in genl.

a large sacrifice offered publicly : Hdt.
4, 179, reckons even the votive gifts

under the hecatomb; but 0, 129, shows
that Homer's
were really offered., ov, {,)
of or worth a huiidred oxen, 11.., , , Hecatomrms, a
king of Caria, Diod. S., ov, {,)
hundred feet long, ., hundred feet all ways, II. 23,

164, where some prefer t/caro//7roJof,

q. v. : but the Parthenon at Athens is

always tu, v.-., ov, b, Hecatompedus,
a spot in Syracuse, Plut.',, ov, gen., a

hundred-fold.,,^-, v. I. II.

23, 164, received by Spitzn., and by
Bekk. in Thuc. 3, 68 : ace. to Keen.
Greg. p. 270, and Lob. Phryn. 510.- is Dor. (as Pind. I. 6, 32) and- Att., ov,= sq., Eur.
Cret. 2, 4., , gen.,{,) With a hundred cities, /?;, II.

2, 649.', , ,, , gen.,{,) hundred footed.. '7, Soph. . C. 718, ace.

to EInisl. the hundred Nereids, (c{.), ace. to Herm. only ^na-

ny, countless.. ov, {,)
hundred-gated,, II. 9, 383.. ov, , Hecatompylus,
a region and city of Parthia, Strab., .{,)
a sacrifice for a hundred enemies slain,

sub., Plut.'', ol, al, , indecl. a

hundred, II. : in compos, olten loosely

for very mavy. (Sanscr. <;atan. which
is a Link between and centum.), , ai {, -, prop, the hundred isles) Hecatpnne-

si, a cluster of islands between Les-
bos and the coast of Aeolis, twenty
in number, or ace. to others forty,

Strab., who derives it from,
an appell. of Apollo, and, and
so Apollo's islands, but Hdt. 1, 151,

writes the name separately ; the mod-
ern name is Musconisi., ov, (,) worth orJor a hundred drachms.
Gal.,, . a period

of 07ie hundred years, century. Plat.

Rep. 615 A : from'.,{,)
of a hundred years, Orph.', . {,)
of a hundred years, centenarian, Pind.

P. 4, 502: also -, ov, . Hence', , . a period of a

hundred years, Schweigh. App. 3, p.

013., ov, Dor. -,,{, KUptjVOv) hundred-headed,
Pind, P. 1, 31, cf.,,=.,
Julian.,{) adv. hun•
dred times., ov,{,-

J7;) with one hundred couches, Chares
ap. Ath. 538 C.,, , the sum of
one hundred talents : from, ov,, -) worth one hundred talents,

- an action for dn?nages laid at

that sum, Ar. Eq. 442. [a], ov, {, -') able to fi^ht one hundred men,
oseph.

'¥Jaovv, v, {, /-) of a hundred cubits, Joseph.', a, ov,adv.-,
LXX. ; and, ov, gen.,
a hundred-fold, one hundred times as
much or many, c. gen., Xen, Oec. 2, 3., ov,{, -)=, Anth., ov, , Hecatonta-
pyius, a city of Parthia, Diod. S.—2,

a city of Libya, Polyb., , to be a centurion,

Dio C. : from, , ,{,-) leader of a hundred, Lat. centu-

no, Hdt. 7, 81, Aesch. Fr. 168. Hence, , , the post of a
centurion, Dio C., ov, 6,=^-, Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 41.,, , the number
a hundred, Hdt. 7, 184. 185.—II. a com-
pany of a hundred, Lat. centuria.', ov,{,-) with one hundred leaves or petals,, Theophr.,, ,^,^-, Plut., ov, contr. -,, {,) of one hundred
measures : esp. yielding fruit a hundred-

fold, Theophr., ,=^-., ov, {, -\) of one hundred fathoms, Pind.
Fr. 110., ov,=foreg., Ar.
Av. 1131. ace. to Dind., ov,{,)
hundred-oared., ov, .{,)
Luc, fem.-,, , Ath., contr.
for.", ov, , {) far-shooting,

epith. of Apollo. II. 7, 83 ; 20, 295, cf., : fem.,
epith. of Diana, Aesch. : cf'.', uia, ,^^-, Inscr.', ov,{,)
hundred-mouthed, Eur. Bacch. 404.', ,,() the hun-

dredth, Hdt. 1, 47 ;
', a

hundred-fold. Id. 4, 198.—II. -, the hundredth part, a tax Or duty
at Athens, Ar. Vesp. 658., , ,=^,
Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 34.,, , Hecaton, a stoic

philosopher, Diog. L.. , , Hecatonyinus,

ma.sc. pr. n. aninhab. of Sinope, Xen.
An. 5, 5, 7.,, f. -s". (,) to speak
out. declare, Aeach. Ag. 498., f. -, {,) to

overthrow from the foundations., 1.-, {,)
intr. to go or come out of, the
cavities of a rock, c. gen. II. 4, 107

;

to step out of, esp. out of a ship, to dis-

embark, land, 11. 3, 113, Hdt. 4, 196,

etc.—2. to go, come, or step off from,, Aesch. Ag. 906.—3. to go out

over, pass over, overstep, depart from,



Lat. espredi, c. gen., as. •, Plat. Rep. 380 D, some-
times also c. ace,. ,
lb. 461 , cf. Stallb. lb. 338 E.—II.

metaph.— 1. to come to pass, turn out

;

like(iTO,i?aiVw,Hdt.7,209,221,Thuc.,

etc. :

—

to be fulfilled, esp. of prophe-

cies, dreams, etc., Dem., etc. : also to

turn out SO and SO, as 3.
to prove a villain, Eur. Med. 229 : freq.

TO 3, Tu, the i^sue,

eiseiit. Dem. 12, 6, etc.—2. in speak-

ing or writing, to digress, Xen. Hell.

6, 5, 1.—3. to cease. A pp.—III. transit,

in fut. and aor. 1, both act. and mid.,

to lead out or down from, land from a
ship, jmship, Od. 24, 301.—2.-, to put out the foot, Eur.
Heracl. 802, cf., II. 4., (,) to ex-

cite tn Bacchic frenzy, to make frantic,

Eur. Tro. 408, and Plat. Pass, and
Mid. intr. to be transported, be frantic,

rage, Eur. Supp. 1001, Bacch. 1296.

So too mtr. in act., Alex..
1, 13.,=.', f. -', (,?) to

throw or cast out, e. g. out of a ship,

Od. 15, 481, Hdt. 1, 21 ; out of the

sea on land, Od. 19, 27»; to disembark,

unship, land, and so in mid., Hdt. 6,

101 : but also to carry out to sea, Hdt.

2, 113.

—

2. to cast out, throw downfrom,
in Hum. , also .—3.. to banish from the coun-

try : and so absol. to drive or chase

away, thrust out, banish, Hdt. 1, 103.

etc. : 3., to expose children,

Eur. Ion 964 : but v. signf. V.—4..
l<avv. to put a ship out of her course.

Eur. Cycl. 20.—II. to make something

fall out, strike out. Lat. excutcre,, 11. 14. 419, Od. 2, 396;. to fell trees, strictly to cut them
mt of the forest, Od 5, 244.-111.

metaph. >3., to let fait a word,
throw it out thoughtlessly, 11. 18, 324,

Od. 4, 503, and so Hdt. 6, 69, and Trag.,

cf.^/^ .• so too., to

let drop, shed tears, Od. 19, 362 : ., to cast, shed one's teeth, So-
lon 14, 2, Eur. Cycl. 644, etc.—2. Att.

also to reject, Ar. Nub. 1477, Plat. etc.

:

esp. of actors, to hiss off, Lat. explodere,

Dem. 449, 19; and so in Pass., Ar.

Eq. 525. cf..—I V^. to send nut,

get rid of, lose. Soph. Aj. 965, .Ar. Eq.
404.—V. to putforth, produce, of plants

or women, Hipp. : esp. in case of a
miscarriage, Id. p. 686, 27.— VI. to

put out, dislocate a limb, Id.—VII. to

put off, like Lat. rejicere, Polyb.— VIII.

seemingly intr. sub., to go out,

depart, Iv^ ? ', Eur. El. 96.—2. esp. of a river,

to empty, discharge itself. Plat. Phaed.
113 A, cf.,.', , {,)
to make quite into a barbarian, to make
quite wild or savage, Isocr. 192 E.

Hence, , , a growing

quite .lavage, Plut. [], f. -, {,)
to try, search, esp. by the question or

torture ; hence to put to the question,

torture, Joseph.',. ov, belonging to alighting

or landing, epith. of Apollo, Ap. Rh.

[] : from',, ,{) agoing

out, alighting : esp. from a ship, land-

ing, Aesch. Supp. 771.—II. a way out,

egress, 3., a landing-place, Od.

5, 410, and Xen.

—

2.=, the

xteps or ladder at a ship^s side, Polyb.

—ill. the issue or event of a matter.

EKBO.. , , Ecbatana, the

chief city of Media, the summer res-

idence of the Persian monarchs, Ar.

Ach. 64 ; Xen. Cyr. 8, 6, 22 : also wr.. now Hamedan.', a, ov, also , ov,{) belonging to alighting, esp.

from a ship, usual therevpnn, -, with or without , a sacri-

fice offered on landing ; hence, ., farr recovery from an illness,

Philostr.'-. Dor. for, in a Dor-

ic treaty, Thuc. 5, 77.,,{,) tocon-

firm, establish,, etc., Plut. ; like. Hence',3,, , aconfirmation,
Plut.

'

',, f. -, {,)
cough out or up. Hipp.

'.), {.) to force out,

thrust or drive away from, Plut.—II. to

wrest from, -. Soph. Phil. 1129.—III. to express

in a forced, elaborate way. of works of

art, Plut.,v. MuUer Archaol.d. Kunst,

% 135.—B. often as dep. mid. to com-

pel, force, Polyb. : the form
in Hipp., f. -, {,) to

make to go or step out, make to leave,, Ar. 662:.
?., to stop one from dis-

cussing the question of justice, Thuc.

5, 98 : esp. to land from a ship, disem-

bark, Id. 7, 39 : ., to turn the course of a river,

Hdt. 7, 1.30. Hence,, , a landing, bring-

ing out.'3, oO, ,{3) one

ii'hn lands, brings out., , ,{)
belonging to landing or bringing nut.', fut.-, {, -) to devour. Soph. Tr. 1053, in

tmesis.", ov, {,) deprived of
life. Artem.?, f-, {.-) to shoot out or forth, bud, sprout

out. Plat. Rep. 565 D. Hence,, . aneic shoot,

bud, sprout, Philo.,, , a shooting or

budding forth, Diosc."£3, {,) to look out,

look. Philostr.—II. to get the power of
sight, Ael.

«•/3/7/, verb. adj. from-. one must cast out, Plat. Rep. 377 C., , , {37.)
able, fit to cast out, get rid of, shake off,, Arist. H. A.', ov,{) thrnum

out. thrown away, Eur. Hec. 7C0 : re-

jected, despised. despicable, Emped.354.^, {,) to bubhle or

gush forth. Orph.— 11. trans, to pour

out or fnrth.

/?., f. -v={oeg. [v in Ap.
Rh., but .], , f.-. {,)
to call or cry out, Xen. Cyn. 6, 10.', . . a going, march-

ing out to aid. a sally of the besieged,

Thuc. 3, 18 : from'3, , f. -, {,)
to march out to aid,, Hdt. 6,

16 ; . Id. 9, 26 : to make
a sally. Thuc. 1, 105.

',3)/,. .{) a cry-

ing out or alnud, Philo.

',3, , , {)
thrown away, any thing thrown out or

away ; esp.—1.=, dross, Strab.
—2. ., Lat. vulva ejectitia,

EKBY
a Roman dish, Hipparch. ap, Ath.
101 A., {. -, {,) to

peel, as an onion of its outer coats,. , to peel, strip

one of hie stolen skins, Ar. Pac.
1123.,. ,{) a throw-

ing out, e. g. throwing the cargo over-

board in a storm, Aesch. Theb. 769,

Plat., etc.—II. a thrusting out, driving

out or away, etc.— III. a letting full or

drop,, Eur. H. F. 743: so., a casting or shedding

teeth, Hipp. :-, the fwie when
the corn shoots or comes into ear, Thuc.
4, 1.—IV. the bringing forth of a child,

Hipp.—V. the putting out of a joint, Id.

— 13. (from naid.) going out, outlet,

Lat. exitjts, ., the dis-

charge, mnuth of a river, Hdt. 7, 128,

but usu. in plur.,, Thuc. 2,

102 : so, , a defile lead-

ing out of a chain of mountains, a
mountain pass, gorge. Hdt. 9, 38, and. a pass into a coun-
try. Pint.—2.'/, a digres-

sion, Thuc. 1, 97.—C. from pase that

which is cast ov.t, ., earth

cast out or scraped up by a hoe or mat-
tock. Soph. Ant. 250 : ovptia,
children cast or exposed on the moun-
tains, Eur. Hec. 1078. Hence'/.,, alov, and, ov, thrown out or away,
rejected : of the fruit of the womb,
abortive, Arist. H. A., ov, TO, stib.,
a drug for procuring abortion, Hipp. :

strictly neut. from3', ,=3?.,,
wine for procuring abortion.

'E/c/io/of, ov, {/.) thrnum
out or awaij,, exposed, of a child,

Eur. Phoen. 104 : abortive. Id. Bacch.
92.— II. as subst. . a cape, pro
montory, Eur. 1. T. 1024 —2. To -
7^, that which is cast out, thrown up,, Eur. Hel. 422. .'3,, , {.)
shunting, murmuring in token of ap-

probation, Themist., f.-, {,)
to make to be eaten off. Mid. to eat off,

feed on, Lat. depasci,C. ace, !Sic.

',^, f. -, {, ^) to

throw nff or out by boiling, fermenting,

etc. : to throw up or to the surface, to

throw off humours, Hipp. : to cast up,

of the sea. Lye. Hence/, , , a throwing up,

boiling, foaming.3, , , {)
that tvhich is throv;n out or up by txj'lrng

OT fermenting, scitm : scurf, a cutaneous

eruption. Gal.,, ov.,=3.. Ion., {,) like. to thmv nut or
up. esp. of things, bmltng, frotldng,

etc. ; hence )iass., to be cast up, thrmc-n

on shore, of ships, Hdt. 7, 188. Hipp,
also has mid. in act. signf, , f. -, {.-) to thunder out or awny, strike out

by lightning, Aesch. Pr. 362, in pass..3, (.^'.
mid., to bellow out or aloud, Eur. I. T.
1390.'., ,{)
that which is eaten or sawn out,., saw-dust, Soph. Tr. 700.. (,) to fetch out

of the deep, Callistr., in pass., . {.) to make
to project jrom the skin.—II. to flay
Hence,,, Gal., and

4ia



,, , . prnjecling of

the bones out of the skin.- pres. part, from.
Dor. lor, ap. Thuc. 5, 77., , {, ?--) to turn into milk. Pass., to be-

come milk, of the seeds of plants :

both in Theophr. : hence, , , a turning

into milk. Id., v. sq.,{,) to give away

in marriage, of parents who give away

a daughter. Pass., to be given in mar-

riage, marry, N. '.
: SO also-, . ., and., . toreg., {,) as

pass., to be very haughty.— II. dep., to

be proud of, exalt in, magnify, exalt, Tl,

Eur. I. A. 101., poet. perf. of-
for, from *, to be

born of, i. e. sprung or descended from,, Horn., whether father or mo-

ther. Horn, has the forms e/cyeyu-

3 dual, Od. ; inf., 11.

[a] ;
part,,,-

vaui,' , Horn.

In . 10,3,, 2 . for wh.

Henn. from Suid. edits,
cf. Batr. 143 ; former like the irreg.

in H. Horn. Ven. 198, as

if from a pass, ; but

Buttm. regards the latter as fut.

formed without as, etc.,

Calal. p. 51.^', v. foreg., inf. aor. mid. from a

pres. not in use, to bring forth, Luc., . f. -, more
rarely -, {,) to lavuh out,

laugh load, burst out laughing, Od. IC,

354 ; 18, 35 : metaph. of a liquid that

rushes out with a laughter-like

sound, to burst out, Eur. Tto. 1176.

Hence",, , loud laughter./, , ',=^), Eur.', , {,) put oat

from one's f'amtli/. without kith or kin.

Soph. O. T. 1500, ace. to W. Dind.

iii sjteph. Thes., , f.-, (,')
beget : also to bring forth, Eupol.

Dem. 10., {,) to

take out the kernel, of a fruit, T)JV-
tpLOa, Diosc., later. [i], fut.-, {.) dep. mid.

:

to grow out of, spring from : to he de-

scended from, burn of, begotten by any

one: in 11. always in last signf c.

gen., only once c. dat., to be born to...,

11. 14, 115, and so Hdt. 1, 30.— 11. (iu-

trans.) absol. in aor., to be gone away,

to have gone by, ,
time having gune by, passed, Hdt. 2,

175 :
'/, to have de-

parted this life, Xen. Hell. G, 4, 23.—
2. freq. impers.,, like -, it is allowed, it is granted, C. dat.

et inf., and usu. with a negat.,, it was not grant-

ed me to do, so freq. in Hdt.. as 1, 78

;

3, 142 ; also c. ace. et inf., Ar. Pac.

340.'7., (, 7.) to

ceasefermenting, Hipp.. {, ?.)
to render viscous, Aretae.., 7/, , a hatching, Ael. :

from, f. -•, (, 7) to

scoop, carve, hollow out.—2. to breed,

to hatch, Tu, Ael. ; and so in

inid., TU 7., Plut. Tib.

414

Grac. 17. Instead of the rcgul. perf.

we find the irreg. -, Plat. Rep. 610 D, cf.-. []/, strengthd. for -, Joseph., ov,{) sprung,

descended Jroni anyone,, Horn.:

any descendant, son or daughter, grand-

son grand- daughter, and so on, hence

oi, Hdt. 7, 106, etc., and

Trag. : in Ath. law, lineal descendants

as opposed to, collateral

relatives: ), children, off-

spring, young, po.tterity, Trag., anil

Plat.: metaph., . -. Plat. Legg. 901 : ., the productions of the earth,

tfoph. O. T. 173 : cf.., f. --, [,) to

write out, copy : mid. to write oat or

copy for one's self, for one's own use,/ ?-, Ar. . 982 ; /}-. Ran. 151.— II. to

strike out, expungefrom a list, ap. An-

doc. 10, 37. [], {,) to search

out from old lumber.,, , {, ) to make re-

sinous : pass., to become so, Theophr./, strengthd. formol ?/-
vai, Ap. Rh.', f.-, (,)
to bite out, bite away, Anlh., [,) to burst

into tears. Soph. Phil. 278.—II. me-
taph. of trees, to exude drops of gum,
Plut. [ in pres. and fut.], (,) to lend

out at interest, , Arist.

Oec. Hence,, , a lending on in-

terest. Inscr., ov, ,{)
one who lends on interest, Inscr., , f. -, strengthd.

form of, Polyb., part. perf. pass,

from., , (, to be wanting)

defective, imperfect : hence", , . a falling short, being

in arrear, Kui, in tribute

and ships, Thuc. 1, 99., {,:) to .-ihoiv

forth, display, manifest, Soph. El. 348,

etc., strengthd. for-, Heliod. : and, , strengthd. for-. Plat. Rep. 381 E.,, strengthd. for,
to exaggerate, Joseph., , f. -, (, t-) to finish a meal.'', (,) to pay
tithe. Tivi, Diod., Ion. for,
Hdt.
t'EK(5eK7tOi', verb. adj. from-, one jnust receive, Ath. 189 D.', , ,{) be-

longing to taking, taking up or receiving,

to relieving or succession.,, ,{) one

who takes from another, .,
like, one ivho relieves another's

toil, Aesch. Fr. 180 ; though Plut. 2,

904 F, has.', , , {)
taking from, taking up, reception ; esp.

succession, 3, Hdt. 7, 3., to look out from, 11. 23,

477, ubi nunc , separately., {,) to flay,

skin., Ion. -, f. -, {.

) to skin, f-ay, strip off the skirit

Hdt. 2, 42 ; 7, 26. in full .,
Eur. El. 824: hence— II. to cudgel
soundly, hide, Ar. Vesp. 450., {,) to bind

fasten to or upon, Polyb.

(5//,=: forcg., ov, {) fastened to or
upon, , Antli.', Ion. ., f. -,
{,) dep. mid. : to take or re-

ceivefrom another, , 11. 13, 710

:

in gcnl. to takefrom, take up, catch up,

2. esp., . , -' , lidt. 1, 7, 26, etc.

:

hence absol., to follow, succeed, of
kings, Hdt. 1, 16, etc. ; but also of
events, tofollow, '-, Hdt. 4, 1, cf. 7, 211 : also
of contiguous lands, to come next, 4,

39, 99.-3. to wait for, expect, Lat. ex-

cipere. Soph. Phil. 123.— II. like Lat.
accipere,., etc., to take, un-
derstand in a certain sense, Polyb., f. -, {,) to bind

so as to hang from, to bind, fasten to 0
on, c. gen. , they

bound the oaks to the mules, i. e. they

yoked the mules to thein, II. 23, 121

;

also, . , cf. I. 3:, to fasten the door
with the , shut it fast, Od. 22,

174. Mid. to bind a thing to one's self,

hang it rmind one, -, Hdt. 4, 76., strengthd. for,
Aretae.^/, ov. 0, Ecdelus, masc. pr.

n., Plut. A rat. 5.?. ov, strengthd. for ?.,
very clear, quite plain, known to all

;

distinguished, II. 5, 2. Adv. -.
Hence?^, , to make plain or mant
fesf, sheiv plainly. Thenphr., , {,)
to win by the arts oj a demagogue, Dion.
H., ,{) go out of
one's country, go abroad, travel : to be

abroad or on one's travels, Hdt. 1, 30.

flence, . , a going out of one's

country, a going or being abroarl, a
journey, travel, Eur. Hyps. 15 : me-
taph. also departure from life, Anth., strengthd. for. Chio., ov, {,)^ home,
abroad, gone on a journey or travels, C.

gen., . , Eur. Hipp.
281 : ., service in foreign
lands, Thuc. 1, 1.,. , Ecdemns, masc. pr.

n., a Magalo|)olitan, Polyb. 10, 25, 2., strengthd. for-. Dio C, {,,) to go
through and out of, pass over, c. acc,, 11. 10, 198., strengthd. for -., as pass. (,';c.-) to depart from one's accustomed

mode of life, change one's habits, Hipp.

;

also in pass., . -, Thnc. 1, 132 : later also

c. acc, Philo, esp. to indulge in ex-

cess, degenerate. Hence, , , a departure

from one's accustomed mode oflife,cliange

of habits. Plut., strengthd. for -, to saw off, App.,, , prentice-work,

a sampler. Eur. Ion 1419. [t] : from, f. -, poet, -,
Pind. P. 4, 386, (,) To



teach ihcroughly, teach, Lat. edocere,

Trag. ; , Soph. El. 621 : to

teach one to be so and so, dvai,
lb. 396 ; also with inf. omitted,-

., Ar. Ran. 1019 : c.

inf. onlv, lb. 1026: . -, Hdt.

4, 118, Soph. O. T. 1370. Mid. to have

another taught, Hdt. 2, 154. Cf. -.(, Ion.-, f. --. Slot,, (,)
run out from, run away, escape, USU., Hdt. 3, 4, etc., and Thuc.

[«//7.]',, =, to pull off,

strip, despoil, Joseph., f.-, {,) to

give out, give or deliver up, esp. some-
thing seized and detamed unlawfully,

Lat. reddere, ?;', to give back the

stolen Helen, 11. 3, 459.— 1. also to give

up, surrender, without the notion of

unlawful possession, Lat. dedere, Hdt.

1, 74, etc. : so too, aor. 2

mid., seems to be used. Find. P. 4,

525.—2. to give out or away from one's

self ., to give one's

daughter in marriage, Lat. nuptui dare,

TLVL. Hdt. 1, 196, etc.. TLva, Plat.

Rep. 362 : freq. also in mid., Hdt.

2, 47, and Dem. : .,
to settle in marriage. Plat. Soph. 242

D.—3. to give out for money, farm out,

let out for hire, Lat. locare, Hdt. 1, 68 :. vibv , to apprentice

one's son, Xen. Lq. 2, 2.—4. to put

out money to interest, lend out, ap. Dem.
941, 8. etc,—5. to put out, publish, of

books, etc., Lat. edere, isocr. 84 D.

—

6. of land, to return, yield, produce,

Strab., and Luc.—II. intr. to break or

issue forth from a place, break out, of

waters, to pour out, empty themselves,. /, rtjv•,
Hdt. 1, 80 ; 7, 26, etc. ; cf.,/.', {,) to tell

out or to the end, tell in detail, LXX.:3, {,-) as pass, to sink into dithyrambic

bombast.,=, dub., f. -, {,) -
KijV, to see a lawsuit out, end, decide it,

of a judge, Ar. Eq. 50 ; and so in

pass., io be settled, Plat. Legg. 958 A.

Mid. to prosecute one's right against

another, isae. ap. Harp.—II. to avenge,

Eur. Supp. 154. Hence,, . Dor, for, Inscr.,, ov, h,{) one

who obtains right : an avenger, Eur.

Supp. 1153., , {) to revenge,

avenge, punish, , Diod. :, to avenge one on another, N. T.

Hence,,, vengeance taken.', , ,{) re-

venging, vengeance, ., to

give sattsfaction,'Po\yb., but.
Tivi, to avenge one on another, N. T.'., , , {) an

avenger, protector, Joseph.', , ,{) re-

vengeful.', ,,^.—•
^emission in rent. Dio C.', ov. {, ivilhout law,

lawless, unlawful, unjust, Trag., as

Aesch. Pr. fin.—II. carrying out or

maintaining right andjustice, avenging

:

hence ., an avenger, esp.—2.=, Lat. cognitor civitatis, a
public advocate, state counsel or syndic,

Cic. Fam. 13, 56. Adv. -., ov, , Ecdtcus, inasc. pr.

n., a Lacedaemonian, Xen. Hell. 4,

8,20., {,) to whirl

or toss out., {,) to knock

off the chariot seat, throwfrom the cha-

riot, Luc.', , f. -;/, to be very

thirsty, Theophr. : from', ov, {,) very thirsty,

Diod., verb, adj., one must

chase away, Plut. : from, fut. -, {,) to

chase, drive out or away, banish, Thuc.
1, 24. Hence,, , a chasing, driving

aiuay. [j],(),{,) to shake or

throw out, confound. Anth., , ,{) a stripping

off the skin, and so eradicating, Diosc.

Hence, ov, belonging to flaying :

Tu ., sub., medicaments
which take off the skin, blisters, etc.,

Diosc., ov, to be given out, let

out : from, , ,{) a giv-

ing out or up, surrendering, Hdt. 1, 159.

—2. giving in marriage, portioning

out, . ^^
2, Plat. Legg. 924 C—3. a

letting, hiring or farming out, Gockh
inscr. 1, p. 747.-—4. a lending money
on ships or exported goods, bottomry,

Bijckh P. E. 1, 176 —5. the edition or

recension of a book., verb. adj. of,
one must give up : one jnast give in mar-
riage, Ar. Av. 1635.", ov,{) given out

or up, delivered over, esp. betrayed, -, Hdt. 3, 1, and .. Dem. 618, 25, just like-.—2. given in marriage, Luc.—3.

let or hired out., ov, ,{) a

receiver, reservoir, tank, Joseph.', 7/, ,{) a re-

ceivingfrom or at the hands of another,

succession, alternation, Acsch. Ag. 299.

—II. receiving, holding, ), Jo-

seph.—III. expectation.—IV. a taking

or understanding in a certain sense, in-

terpretation,., Polyb., , {,) to

change into a serpent : pass, to be changed

into a serpent, become a very serpent,

Aesch. Cho. 549., inf. aor. 2 act. of -., ov, {,) of six

drachms., {, ~) to pluck,

break out, Aristaen. in mid.,, ,{) one

who has run outfrom the age ot youth,

Lat. ex ephcbis egressus, Eustath.', , ?/,{)) a run-

ning out, sally, charge, Xen. Hell. 3.

2, 4.—2. a band, party of skirmishers,=, Thuc. 4, 127.— II. a shoot-

ing or sprouting out, of trees, Theo-
phr. — III. a digression in speaking,

Aristid., ov, <5,{) one that

runs out or before, esp. oi .. troops

who sallied out from the ranks to make
a sudden charge, Thuc. 4, 125, Xen.
Hell. 4, 5, 16.', , , {) that

which is stripped off. a skin, garment,

etc. : also, Hf dyl. Ep. 1, 5.

VEkovusv. for/ 2 aor. opt.

1 phir. of, Bultin. Catal. p. 73,

and Lexil. p. 425.

,==, Od. [], ov, belonging to a putting

off: from',, ,{) a putting

off.—il. (from) intr., getting

out or away, escape, way out, opp. to, Hdl. 2, 121, 3: . -, to creep out, Hdt. 3, 109.,, to move, affect through
shame, inlreat earnesny, , Eccl.
Hence, , , earnest in-

treaty., also, f. -, {,,) to strip off, pull off,,, Od. 1, 437 ; 14. 460 _: also c.

dupl. ace. pers. et rei,. Od. 14, 341 ; and so

;n Att. Mid. to strip or put off' from
one's self, ', they put

off their armour, 11. 3, 114,,
Hdt. 5, 106 ; also absol. to strip, put

off one's clothes. Ar. Lys. 688. The
act. is used like mid. in Hdt. 1, 9,. , cf. Arist. . . 5, 15

(17), fin.— II. intrans. in aor. 2 -, pf., and in mid.-, to come, go out of a thing, c. gen.,, Od. 22, 334.-2. met'aph.

to get awny from, escape, C. acc,-). 11. 16, 99. (On the form
v. Buttm. Lexil. v. 8

sqq., p. 425 and n., Spitzn. ad 1.) [,
£•], as pass., {, -) to become a thorough Dorian,
Hdt. 8, 73., adv., there, at or in that

place, freq. in Att., opp. to :, what is or happens there, events

there, Thuc. ; in Trag. sometimes
as euphem. for ". Aesch.
Supp. 230, Eur. Med. 1073. Aeol.

: Dor., Theocr.—II. with
verbs of motion, for, as we
say therefor thither, Hdt. 9, 108, Soph.
O.C. 1019.-111. also, but rarely, of

time=-(3re, then, A. B. 188, Schaf.

Appar. Dem. 3, p. 531., adv.,fro7n thatplace, thence,

freq. in Att., opp. to : c. gen., on yon side of the
grove. Soph. O. C. 505. In Att. poets

a\so : Aeol.. Alcae.

:

Dor., Ar. Ach. 754, and
Theocr., Adv., at that place, Od. 17,

10 : there : Dor., Theocr.—U.
=!-, Aesch. Theb. 810.', V. under IX., , ov, {) of that

kind, of the same sort as that, like that,

Arist. Metaph.',,,,
which is the usu. form both in Horn,
and Att. poets ; Aeol. : Dor.

Att. also strengthd.,
demonstr. pron., (). The person

there, that person or thing, Lat. itle,

Hom. : strictly it refers to what has
gone immediately before, Wolf Dem.
475, 13 ; but when and-

refer to two things before men-
tioned,, like Lat. Hie, regul.

belongs to the more remote, i. e. the

former, cf I.—II. used esp. like

ille, to denote v^'ell-known persons,

etc., , II. 24, 90, .7/', Ar. Ach. 708: and so

slrengthd., ,',', freq. in Trag.—HI. like, for things, ofwhich one cannot
remember or must not mention the

name, Ar. Nub. 195, cf. I.

—

IV. with simple demon.str. force,^, Irus sits there, Od. 18,

239.—V. in orat. obliq. where regnl,

the relies, person, prfin. would stand,
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EKHB
Xen. Hell. 1, 6, 14.—VI. after a relat.

in the apodosis almost pleonast., Xen.
Cyr. 1, 4, 10.— Vll. when in Att. the
subst. has the article, pre-

cedes the art. or follows the subst.,

ace. as It is emphatic or not,

,() or .— VIII. adv., in that way, in. that cane, ThllC.

3, 4t>, Plat., etc. : Ion., Hdt. 1,

120, and m Att.— IX. the dat. fern., is used as adv.— 1. of place,

sub. , there, at that place, on that

road, Od. 13, 111.—2. of man-
ner, in that manner., strengthd. form of-, V. foreg.

VEKeivo)(,f. VIII., and in Att. poets,
adv. thither, to that place, 0\. to-.—Il.=i:i«et but late, Heind. Plat.

Phaed. 57 A.', 3 piqpf. from,
perf. of, Horn.', 3 sinjr. aor. rediipl. and
sync, of, Horn.'.', 3 plqpf. pass, from-
vu, il., Ion. for-
To, 3 pi. plqpf pass, from.., 1 pi. plqpf ind. from.,,, 1 aor. act.

and mid. of./, , ,{,) strict-

ly hoidnig of hands, and SO a cessa-

tion of hostilities, armistice, truce, .., Thuc,.,
to declare a truce ended. Id. 5, Zl

:

hence—2. in genl., the cessation of any
thin•;: vacation, re*7, Joseph.,, ,() any thing
Ihroinn off or out by heal. esp. a cutane-

ous eruption, pustule. Medic.', , , {) a boiling

out or oi>er ; hence metaph. licentious-'

ncss. Clem. 1.ta,, ,—., ,,—.',, , boiled out or down,
boiled,, Diphil. Sijihn. ap.

Ath. 371 A : from', f.-, (,) to boil out

or over : metaph. c. iron., ', ran over with worms, i. e.

bred worms and was eaten by them,
Uilt. 1, 205 : SO c. dat.,, Diog.
L., c. ace,, LXX.— 11.

\9.=, to throw out by heat.

Pass, to be heated. Aretae.^, {,) to seek, search
out, demand, require, LXX. ; N. T.
Hence,. , a seeking out., , , {7/) a
searcher out, LXX.,,{,)( quite

dark.

,,{,r))tnmake into an
animal. Pass, to become full ofanimals
or ivnrrns, Theophr., , {,) to

light up again, to light or slir vp a
smouhlering fire, rekindle, hence., Ar. Pac. 310. Hence, etj^, //. a lighting up
again, rekindling. Pint, []/, , , p. for, aor.

1 act. from, Hom.,', , 6, =,
Orph., , rj, skill in darting or
shooting from afar, in plur., II. 5, 54 ;

from, ov, {, ?.) far-
darling, far-shooting, far-hitting, like3)'/,, epith of Apol-
lo, both as adj., and subst., Horn.,
but only in 11., and Hymn. Adv. -?..
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'.7,,,^7., rest, peace:

from, ov, poet, collat. form of, at rest, at one^s ease, in peace
and comfort, freefrom care, danger, hin-

drance, etc., Lat. srcvrus : in Horn,
esp. of persons feasting and enjoying
themselves >n peace and comfort : yet

also, 7]?., ye shall plun-
der undisturbed, II. 0, 70 : and'
/), let him be oif in peace, jl. 9,

376 ; so that he plainly uses it of any
action pursued without hindrance or

disturbance ; so also Hes., and Find.

:

of mere inaction, still, quiet, only once
in Hom., , Od. 21, 259,

cf 309 : iK.. Soph. Phil. 7C9 :

neut. as adv.,.. Id.

El. 78(3.—H. metaph. of things, as of
a field lying at rest or fallow, H. Hom.
Cer. 451 ; more freq. in A p. Rh. Adv.
-'. (Piob. from the same root as, and,, being merely
a terniin. ; and, is to be derived
from '', not v. versa, Buttm.
Lexil. in voc. 6.). Att., q. v. prep. c.

gen., by memis of, by virtue of, by the

power of: Hom. only in Od., and al-

ways of gods, , ',', by the grace, help or
aid of Jupiter, etc., according to his

will, etc., Od. 15, 319; 19, 86; 20, 42 :

so in Hcs. In 11. we find, in-

stead. Pind. sometimes puts,
before the gen., and uses it also of
things, as= t'i'iTca, on account of. for
the sake of as oft. in Trag. : in Trag.
also as to. for Lat. quod altinet ad, e.

g. Aesch. Pers. 337, Eur. Cycl. 655.

(Prob. an old dat., from same root
with> and. and connect-
ed with, as with .)?, . {,) to

make into a sea. Pass, to become all

sea, Slrab.), {, ?<.) to warm
thoroughly, warm, Anth., , {,) to

be quite stunned or amazed, Orph.—II.

traris. to amaze, astonish, LXX : and
in Pass., N. T., ov, {,) quite

stunned, amazed, astounded, Polyb., (.'«:,) to root out,

extirpalL, At^sch. Theb. 72.,.5 >$.,{,)
to grow bushy, Theophr., Ej). for ., aor. 2 of, Od. 18. 100., f. -, {,) to

disinter, to untomb, Bockh. Inscr. 2,

p. 537.. Ion., strength-
ened for, to have much confi-

dence, 7nuch courage. Hence,, ?/, confidence, Por-
phyr.,, , a ground for
confidence, defence, Plut., strengthd. for-, to admire much, Dion. H., f. -. Ion. --, {,) Dep. mid., to sec

out, see to the end. Soph, [/^], f. - Att. -, {,) to bring out on the stage, in

genl., to make a public show of, dis-

grace utterly, gibbet, Polyb., (,) to make a
god of. treat as such, deify, ivorship, lit.

and metaph. Luc. To.\. 8 ; Plut., etc.

—II. of things,/» make matter of reli-

gion, Lat. in religionem vertere, Plut.
Plence, ov, b, adoration.—II.

(from pass.) in.<:piration.,, 2 aor. inf act..

6,,(,) tomake a goti

of, worship as such. Pass, to be deified,

I)ion. H.,, ,{) that

which is put out, a public notice or order,

edict, Polyb., or, Ep. for, inf. aor. 2 from 7/., ,=^, Oeiiom. ap.

Eus.—II. of temples or places, to con-

secrate,, A pp., strengthd, for-, to ait upon wholly, hence— 1.

to cure perfectly, Polyb. : mid. to get

one's self quite cured, Hipp.—2. to court

and gain by 7nnrked attention, gain over
entirely. Aeschin. 24, 15., i'.- Att.- {,-) to reap. mmv. cut completely, of a
crop, . Dem. 1253, 15: hence—2. metaph. to cut off root and hra7ich,

Eur. ap. Plut. 2, 104 B, in mid., -, {,-) to warm thoroughly, heat : in Pass.
to liecome hot xiith wine, Timae. ap. Ath.
37 B.—11. to make to evaporate by heat,

Arist. Probl., ov, {,) very hot,

Gal.,, rj,{) a put-

ting out, casting out, exposing, Hdt. 1,

lie.— II. a setting forth, exposition, in-

terpretation, Arist. Metaph.—111. the

stake at play, Philostr.—IV. in late

authors, a public notice, proclamation.

V. in Gramm., the conclusion of a play
or metrical system, freq. in Scholl., ov. (.) out of
law. lawless, 7t7ilmrful,ljat. exlex,Vhirit.

ap. Stob. p. 444, 37, cf..— II.

Adv. -., {,) to issue

an order, in pass. Joseph. Gen., , , belonging to,

ailaptedfor putting out. etc. From, ov,{) put out, ex-

posed, -, Eur. Andr. 70., .-, {, ) tr.

run or dart out, 7nake a .sally, Ar. Lys.
456 : to dash or rush forth,

., Plut. Marc. 16., , ,{) deifi-

cation, consecration, Philo., , , {) deify-

ing., {,7/) suck out,

Arist. . .7,, , softening, re•

laxiii);, 7naking quite soft and flabby,, Hipp, from', {,) to make
quite .toft, flabby, tender or delicate.

Hipp. : hence metaph. to enervate,

make weak, effe7ninate, timid, Polyb., (,) Dep., to

hunt out, i. e. catch, Xen. Cyn. 5, 25.

'E/i0?;p£i)(j,= foreg. Hdt. 6, 31.., , (,) to turn

quite into a beast, make wild or savage,

Lat. efferare : Pass, to become so, Eur.
Bacch. 1332., {,) to

exhaust a treasure, Phalar., {,) to press,

squeeze out, squeeze away, destroy,

Arist. H. A. : hence—2. metaph. to

oppress, distress much, Xen. An. 3, 4,

19. [i\ Hence.7, , , a pressure,
squeeze, crush, bruise, Hipp.77, , , {) a
pressing, squeezing out, Arist. Meteor.
—II. affliction, distress, LXX.—III. in

Gramm. the figure ecthlipsis. where-
by a letter is thrown out, as,-, fut.- : aor., {,) to be dying, be



at one's loft gasp. Soph. Tr. 568 :-
(in prose, ?., and ?), to be nigh dead with laugh-

ter, Od. 18, 100 : also of fear, terror,

etc., like ha-t. exanimari, emori, Valck.

Phoen. 1691.—II. to lie for dead, lie in

a suxton, opp. to ,
Plat. Legg. 959 .—111. In late wr. to

die, Dio. C. ; etc., f.-, {,-) Dap. pass. c. fut. mid., to eat up,

feast on, c. acc, Aesch. Pr. 1025., poet. aor. of, H.

16, 427., later collat. form for, . Anton.',. , ( /c,) todis-

turb, disquiet, Aretae.

'.^1},,,{.() abring-

iiig up, rearing, Ael.',,, (,) mourn,

lament aloud, Luc.,,( /c,) to speak out,

declare.

'.po,stengthd.opo,
to make clotted. Hence, , , a malting

clotted.—11. (from Pass.) a curdling,

clotting, Diosc.

'.7.(, or, {,
'/., /.) to chatter out.. fut.- : aor.-, {,) to leap, spring

out or forth from, c. gen.,, II.

16, 427; also, ,
the violent beatmg of the heart, 11. 10,

95: freq. absoL, to leap out orforth, II.

7, 182, etc.; to start up from sleep,

Luc. : also with the acc.,
Anth. Later also, but

there is no such pres as.,, , {) pus-

tule, pimple, Hipp., strengthd. for-., , ,{) spirit, ar-

dour, eagerness, Polyb., , f. -, (/c,)
to kindle, burn as incense, Eur. lon

1174. Pass, to pass off in vapour,

Diosc. [], ov, ( /c.) very spir-

ited, ardent.^ eager, violent. Plut. : also

frantic, senseless, like Lat. aniens,

Blomf Aesch. Pers. 378, cf Horn,
: though L. Dind. m

Steph. Thes. retains the usu. sense.

Adv. -, violently, etc. : hence ex-

ceedingly, beyond measure, Lat. improbe,

Polyb.^,,,,^.', {,) to sacri-

fice, Or. Sib., ov, belonging to atone-

ment, that must be atoned for, Lat. piac-

ularis. Plut. [v]: from',, ,{)—I. atone-

ment, expiatory rites, Lat. expiatio,

Plut.

—

.,, ,( II)

a breaking out, eruption, Hipp., f-, ( /c,) to offer up,

sacrifice, slay, Soph. El. 572 : to de-

stroy utterly, Eur. Or. 191.—2. mid., to atone for, expiate by offer-

ings, etc., Lat. lustrare, expinre,,
Hdt. 6,91, alsoii-fp-a'Of.Theophr.

:

but of a god,topropjitiate,appease,, Eur Incert. 103, 12. [v

usu. in pres., in fut., and aor., in

aor. pass.]—II. to break out as heat or

humours, break oui in pustules, etc
,

Hipp.',, Dio C : and', f. --. Soph. Fr. 730,

{,) to gaiii by flattery, wheedle
over... and. Dor. 1 aor.

act. as mid. from root *, q. v.
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EKKA', 2 aor. of., ( /c,) to burst

out into loud laughter, Xen. Symp. 1,

16, Arist. Eth. N., (/c,) to cleanse

out, clear out, II. 2, 153, Hdt. 2, 86,

etc. : to clear away, get rid of,.
Plat. EuthjTihr. 3 A : but, he clears this

land of monsters. Aesch. Supp. 264

:

metaph. to clear a thing ior dis-

cussion, Stallb. Plat. Rep. 361 D:
/c/c., to clear off an account,

Plut. Pass, to be thoroughly cleansed,

to be purified. Plat., and Xen.
'E/c/co0apiVw,=foreg., LXX., . -, ( /c, -) to sleep out, sleep away from one's

quarters, to keep night-watch, Lat. ex-

cubare, Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 24., at, , indecl. (If,,) sixteen, Hdt. 2, 13, etc., ov,{-, ?) sixteen fingers long,

Ath., ov,{,) sixteen palms long, II. 4, 109.,. , {-,) period of sixteen years.', ov, ,{,) of sixteen years,, Plut.', ov, {,
?.) consisting of sixteen threads,, Xen. Cyn. 2, 5.', , {,) 16 cubits long or high, ap. Dem.
256, 11.', ov,{,') sixteen stades long, Strab.\'/, ov, {-, ?) of sixteen syllables,

Hephaest.'?, ov, {-,) worth sixteen talents,

Menand. p. 143., , ov,{)
the sixteenth, Hdt. 2, 143.', ov, b,{,) sixteen years old, Plut. : lem.

-,, , Anth.',. ,{,) a ship of sixteen banks, Polyb.,, ,
{.,},) the six-

and-seventielh cycle of Callippus, v.

Ideler's Chronol. 1, p. 344., ov, {,) out of
season, untimely ; antiquated, Anth., Att., fut. -,
( /c,) to burn out, '/-, Eur. Cycl. 633, cf 657 : hence
pass., , to

have one^s eyes burnt out. Plat. Gorg.
473 C.—II. to light up, set on fire, kin-

dle, , Hdt. 4, 134, ft/,
Ar. Pac. 1133, and metaph., /c/c. -,, Polyb. Pass, to be set

on fire, be kindled, burn, blaze up, Lat.

flagrare. Plat. Rep. 556 A.—2. to scorch

up, burn, Theophr.', , ( /c,) to lose

spirits, be slow or sluggish, Polyb.', (/c,)
dep., to pull out with a, fish
out, Ar. Vesp. 609.',, , . -, ( /c,)
to call out forth, summonforth, Horn.,
Hdt., etc. : , Eur. Bacch.
170. Mid. to call out to one's self, Od.
24, 1, Hdt. 8, 79: hence metaph., to

call forth, elicit, excite, -7, Aesch. Ag. 270,, Aes-
chin. 28, IL',, (/c,7) to make
quite clean and nice.?',,,{)
that which is revealed : a token, Plut.,,,{)

adapted to disclosing, indicative of, C.

gen., Sext. Emp. Adv. -. Id.'•, f. -, ( /c,/.)
to uncover, strip, reveal, Hdt. 1, 112,
and Trag. Mid. to unveil, discover

one's self, Ar. Av. 1503 : to uncover
one's face, Plut. Dem. 29. Hence, , , a revelation,

Clem. Al.',, f.-, ( /c, -) to be tired out : C. acc. to grow
weary of a thing, ',
Thuc. 2, 51.', {,) to drink

out or off, Eupol. Phil. 8, and also in

Eur. Cycl. 152, c conj. Piers.,-.', (/c, 7)
sell out by retail : to adulterate as hig-

glers do.', , (,) to de-

prive of heart or sense., , {,) to grow
to seed, Hipp.-, {,) to gather

fruit from. Mid. to yield as produce,

Aesch. Theb. 601.—II. to deprive of
fruit, to exhau.1t, drain, Theophr.', as mid., ( /c, •) to gather or enjoy the fruit of,

/c/c., to have chil-

dren by a wife, Eur. Ion 815: me-
taph. to derive advantage from,,
Thuc. 5. 28, cf Dem. 700, 19. Hence,, , an enjoyment,

use.', strengthd for•. Soph. . C. 1562, e conj. Her-
mann!., {,) to look

down from, -, . 4, 508,

ubi nunc /c.', , , strengthd. for, the title of three speeches
of Antipho.?, , {,) to put

forth a stalk, run to stalk, Arist. Probl.

Hence',, , a stalk put

forth. Gal.?^, , ,{) a
shooting into a stalk, Theophr.?., {, '/.) to pull out

the stalk : metaph. ?. -
., to do away with them

root and branch, Ar. Eq. 824.',, , {) that

which is lighted or kindled : hence
wood for lighting fires, fagots. Soph.
Fr. 218.—II=sq., a kindling, lighting

up, Eur. Incert. 7.',, ,{) a kind-

ling, setting on fire, frurning^, Arist. Me-
teor. Hence,, ,, belonging to,fit

for lighting, kindling, etc. ; inflammato^

ry, Ael.'-, strengthd. for-, Eur. Bacch. 31.'., Att. for, Plat. Gorg.
473 C., nom. pi. 1 aor. part, of, Eur. Rhes. 97., {,) as pass., {•

lie out, be cast out or exposed, -, Hdt. 1, 110—2. to lie open ot

in public, to be set before one's eyes, to be

offered to view, Arist. Pol. : hence la-

ter, of public notices, decrees, etc., to

be put out, set up in public.—3. to be set

forth, supplied, Strab.—II. c. gen., to

lie out of, fallfrom out of, Soph. Ant.
1011. "Hence, adv., lying exposed to

public tneiv. openly, Philostr., , poet, for,
Aesch. Pers. 761.', {,) to shear com-
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fletely ; hence, -, shaven, cropt Scythian fashion,

Soph. Fr. 420, cf.-?.<, ov, {,) out

of the road ; TU ., lonely by-paths,

Lyc. 1102, ut)i Dind., i.

e. Kara ?../, , {,) to empty

out, empty, leave desolate, Aesch. Theb.

330, in pass. : -
'\.. pour out one's spir-

it into Charon's boat, i. e. give up the

ghost, Theocr. IC, 10., , (,) to

prick oat, put out,, Arist. H.

A.—II. to prick, pierce or stab, Polyb.

Hence,, , a pricking out,

Enseb., ov, {.) out

of the centre, eccentric. Math. : opp. to. Hence, /, , eccentricity,

Iambi.', , y,() an

emptying out., i^K,) to plun-

der, pillage, sack. Call. Deui. 50 : to cut

off root and branch, Anlh., {,)
pour out and mix, Alh,', adv. part. perf. pass,

from, profusely, extravagantly,

. />, like Lat. effuse vii>ere,lsocT,

Antid. () 222 ; ., Plat.

Eulhyphr. 3 D.^,, {,) to en-

feeble, exhaust, Aesch. Eum. 128.'7, ov, a. banishment by

pvijUc proclamation, and^, ov, banished by public

proclamation : excommunicated, Eccl. :

from7}, Att. -ttu, fut. -,
{,) to proclaim by voice of
herald, have proclaimed, declare public-

ly, c. acc. et inf.. Soph. Ant. 27.—II.

esp. to banish by public proclamation
;

in gcnl. to banish, Hdt. 3, 18.—2. to

excommunicate, Eccl., strengthd. for -, Dio C.), , {,) to move out

:

stir, rouse,. Soph. El. 567

;

raetaph., , Soph. Tr. 979.?, {,() to cry, scream

aloud, Eur. Ion 1201, in tmesis.«, f -, {, «) to

break off. Plat. Rep. 611 D.— II. to

break in pieces, crush, destroy, Lat. in-

fringere, Plut. [], Ion. : Att. fut.

«?/, Eur. Or. 1127, cf. Buttm.
Catal. V. ', {, ?.) to shut

out, Eur. H. F. 330, c. gen., /-, Hdt. 1, 114, , Polyb.:

metaph. to shut out, exclude, hinder

from, c. inf., Dem. 319. 5. Pass, -, being hindered by
(want of) time, Hdt. 1, 31., {, ?.) to steal

and bring off, remove cunningly or

secretly, purloin,, he stole away, rescued Mars
from his chains, II. 5, 390 ; so Hdt.

2, 115, Thuc, etc.?., Ion. for, Hdt., {, 7.)
as pass., to put forth, run to

wood, Theophr.?., , ,{) an as-

sembly of the citizens summoned by the

crier, the legislative assembly : at Athens
the ordinary assemblies were called

Kvpiai '., four in each:
the extraordinary, v. Herm.
Pol. Ant. 1} 125, 128, sqq. :.-,,, ?., -
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£, to call an assembly, Hdt. 3,

142, Thuc, etc. ; also, ?.
(as we say) to make a house, Thuc.
1. 130;. , Ar. Ach.
169 ; opp. to., Thuc. 8,

69 : ., an assembly tvas

held, Thuc. 6, 8 ;. ,
Ar. . 1030, etc.— II. in Eccl., the

Church, 1. the body, 2. the place,

(whence French eglise.) Hence'^<, to hold an,
debate therein, Ar. Thesm. 84,, Isocr. 161 C : also absol., to de-

bate, talk, Thuc. 8,77.—II. to sit in as-

sembly, Ar. Av. 1027, etc.—III. later

also trans., to summoii to the assembly,

convene, cull together, LXX. The
augm. is sometimes used,?-, etc., ])erh. a\so., somelunes
omitted, .: Buttui. Dem. Mid.

577, 4, thmks. also a real,

though, late and mistaken form : L.

Dind. (Steph. Thes. in v.) rejects it

altogether. Hence', ov, a, the holding

an, a debate there, Polyb., , , {•) place for the, Dion.
.— II. church, Eccl.'.'/,, ,{)
one who sits speaks iri the,
a member thereof, ecclesiast, Plat. Gorg.
452 E., , , {-) belonging to the, Dem.
191, 0: .{) the pub-

lic pay received by each Athen. citizen

who sat in the 7•., as compen-
sation for loss of time : orig. one obol,

aft.erwds. three, Bockh P. E. 1, 304
sqq.: cf.: ., the
votes <f the comiiia, Plut. Cor. 14.— II.

of belonging to the Church, oi -,
the clergy, Eccl.,, ,{) a call-

ing out, challenging, Polyb. : a calling

tip, evocation by magic arts, Plut.,^=. Aeschin.
37, 3, of. Att. Process, p. 072., ,, belonging to call-

ing out : provoking, alluring, exciting,, Diosc. Adv. -. From'', ov,{) called out

or forth, summoned, Lat. evocatus, esp.

selected to judge or arbitrate on a point,., an umpire city, Aeschin.

12, 39.— II. , in Sparta and
other aristocracies, a committee, of cit-

izens chosen to report on certain ques-

tions, called by Eur. Or. 612,.: oi, the

members of such committee, Xen.
Hell. 2, 4, 38 : also.',,,,==., , inclined outwards,

Arist. Physiogn. : from', f. -, {,) to

bend out or from, turn aside or out of
the way : to inflect as a word. Plat.

Crat. 404 D.-—II. to turn away from,
shun, avoid, decline, . Plat. Legg.
746 C.— III. intr. to turn away or aside,

draw back, , Thuc. 5, 73 :

also absol. to give ground, retire, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 4, 23.—2. to bend aivay towards
something, to bend doun, of stakes,

Xen. Cyn. 6, 10: . ?-, to incline towards an oligarchy,
Arist. Pol. Hence, , , a bending out or
aside, turning a^ide, dislocation, Hip]J.

:

a declining, turning awayfrorn, avoiding,

Plut.., verh. adj. from-, one must avoid, Ath. 120 D., , ,{) of
belonging to shunning or avoiding : opp.
to, Epict.

EKKO, ov, {) avoided,

to be avoided.', f. -, {,) to

rinse, wash out, wash away. Plat. Rep.
530 A.—II. intr. to stream out. []
Hence,, , that which is

washed away, filth, Plut.?^, {,) to hiss or
hoot at.', {,) to wear out,

destroy : metaph. of troul)!esome lo-

quacity, like Lat. enecare, Theocr. 15,

88, in Dor. 3 pi.., f. -7/, {,) to rub,

scratch, cut severely, Hdt. 7, 239, ubi
Suid..)^., {,•^) dep., to cajole, Irtck, cheat by jug-
gling tricks, flattery, etc., Ar. Eq. 271., 1. -', {,•) to hollow out, Polyb., {,) to disem-
bowel, Mithaec. ap. Ath. 325 F, ubi
Koen. Greg. p. 328.., as pass., {, ') to have done sleeping, awake. Plat.

Legg. 648 A., , {, )=^•, to sleep out, keep night-ioatch,

Joseph.',,, , {,) night-

watch, Philo., {. - and -, {,) to take out the seeds or ker-

nel : hence metaph., ov•, I have taken the kernel out of my
fortune, Nicom. ap. Ath. 58 A: and
in genl. to pull or put anything ant of
its place,., to put out one's
ancle, Ar. Ach. 1179; .,
to pluck out the hair, Ar. Lys. 448

;

. TO, to drive ouay old age,
lb. 364 : . , to sack, gut
the cities, Ar. Pac. 63. Cf.-., f. -, {,)
to scratch, scrape out, erase, obliterate,

Thuc. 1, 132 : to pick, peck out, and so
of eggs, to hatch, Arist. H. ., like,. Hence,, , a cutting out ;

a hatching, Arist. fl. A., , f. -7/, {, -) to swim out of, escape from by
swimming, c. gen., vaoc, Eur. Hel.
1609., , , a carrying out or

away, carrying off, Hdt. . 44 : esp.

of a corpse, burial, Lat. ehitio, Dion.
H. : from, f. -' Att -, {,) bear, carry or take out, Hdt.
1, 34 ; 3, 24, etc. : esp. to carry out to

a place of safety. Id. 3, 122 ; and so in

mid., 1(1. 8, 20, 32 ;. keep out of trouble,

Hdt. 3, 43.—2. esp. to carry out a
corpse, bury, Lat. efferre, Polyb.—3.., of a horse, to throw the
provender out of the manger, Xen.
Eq. 4, 2.— II. to endure, Eur. Andr,
1269. Hence, ov, 6, =,
Strab., strengthd. for •). Soph. El. 509.^, {.)
as dep. pass., to set forth in fair, plau-

sible terms, fjiir. I. A. 332.., {,) to reduce to

powdir, Hi [I p.

'E/c/coTTfvr, , , {) a
knife for cutting out. Gal.,, , a cutting out,

Paul. Aeg., where however L. Dind.
reads (instead of-) from, Steph. Thes. s. v.



, ^f, •() cutting

vat, deslruction., a cutting down, felling,, Polyb.— II. an. iucision.",, ov,{.~) much tired,

V. 1. for, Suid.,, {,) tochanse

of dung, empty, Hipp.^, Hipp. ; and
'Ek«o—, , Aretae., to have a

stool.—II.=. Hence, , , a cleansing

from dung ;. , an
emptying oi the Stomach, pnrging,

Hipp., f. -il'M, (,) to cut

out or off, stay, Hdt. 4, 110: pass, ^--, he had his eyes
knocked out, Ar. Av. 342: -, Luc. -2. to cut, hew dmvn, fell,, Hdt. 6, 37 ; 9, 97 : hence to

destroy root and branch, Lat. excidere,

exscindere, ,
Plut.—3. to beat offfrom a place, drive

au-ay, of soldiers, Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, !5.

—4. ., to break open ahouse,
Polvb.—5. to stamp money, Diod.', {,) to send to

the crows, bid no hang.—2. to pick out

the eyes, as crows do., , f. -, {.) to

sweep, brush, clean out : inetaph. to

sweep clean, empty,, Ar. Pac. 59 ; and with a

quibhle on. , ,
who has robbed you of your daughter ?

Ar. Thesm. 760 : in genl. to sweep

away, destroy, (TV , may
you be swept clean away, i. e. away
with you! Menand. p. 279. Proverb.,, boy. drive away
the croiv !—the opening of a wedding
song, because the crow was a prog-

nostic of widowhood ; but the matter
is obscure, cf. Herm. Opusc. II. 327,

sq. and a?ainst hirn Bockh Expl.
Pind. P. S.^'ie, Welcker Trilogie, p.

397 sq., (,) to clear of
bng.'s, Anth. : also sensu obscoeno,
Eupol. Pol. 5.', , (,) -, to tell a tale briefly, in substance,

summarily, state the main points, Hes.
Op. 106, like'., , (,) to deck

out, Aristid. Hence, , , decoration,

Diosc.', f. - Att. -. (,) to lift or raise up, exalt, Plut.
-^11. to relieve, Id.

—

III. to weigh an-

chor, sail, Ael. ap Suid., and, f.- : aor.-, {,) to cry. shout o-ut, Plut.',=: Id., {,) to hang
from, hang down, be suspended, Hipp. '

also to hans from. 0 upon, hang on by,

c. gen., Plat.. f. -, {,) to let hang down, hani;

from or upon, , Ar. Eq.
1363. Mid. like, to hang

from or upon, hang on by. keep close to,. Eur. El. 950. Hence,, , a hangingfrom,
depending, Hipp., , hanging from, down
or upon, Anth.',, =, c.

gen., Eur. H. F. 520: also in act..

Iamb.^. adv., apart, alone, prob.

I. Tr\ phiod. 224, Schaf. : and,, , that ivhich is se-

vreted ; a secretion, Theophr. : from, f. -', (,) to

choose or pick out, single outfor honour,, singled out as best, bravest.

Soph. Phil. 1425, cf. Thuc. 6, 31.—2.

to single outfor disgrace, expel, reject,

like Lat. iribu movere, Xen. Cyr. 1, 2,

14.—3. to separate, secrete, of vapours,

the animal functions, etc., Anaxag.
5 : and so 6 ^, Xen.

Cyr. 8, 7, 20: opp. to.
Hence,, , a picking out : se-

cretion, esp. of vapours, the animal

functions, etc., Anst. Meteor.— II.

=

, excrement, Arist. H. A., verb. adj. from-, one must pick out, Plat. Polit.303 B.', ,,{) fitfor,

capable of picking out, etc., Theophr.', ov, {) chosen or

picked out, set apart, Trag., and Plat.,

e. g.., a chosen ten, Aesch.

Pers. 340 :, as adv., above

all, eminently, Eur. Tro. 1241., ov, , Eccritus, masc.

pr. n., a Spartan, Thuc. 7, 19.,, {,) to heat or

knock out, , Joseph.

—

II. to

hammer out, form, educate, A. B., ov, {,) of

sound, very harsh or rough., , , {) a

beating out, thrusting 0 driving out,

driving away, Xen. Cyn. 10, 12., , ,{)fit-

ted to drive out, excluding, .\rist. Rhet., ov,{) beaten

or hammered out : of embossed work,
worked in relief, Aesch. Theb. 542

:

from, {,) to beat, hiock

or dash out, Ar. Fr. 372 : ,
Xen., but also ?.~, to dash
one from one's hope. Plat. Phaedr.
228 E.—2. to drive out, drive ba^k, re-

pulse, Thuc. 4, 131, -, lb.

128.—3. to put off, adjourn, -, Dem. 385, 26 : hence also to

defeat by putting off. elude, -, Plat. Prot. 336 C :, to

waste time, Plut.—i. to throw or shoot

out,, Dio C.

—

II. intr. to break

forth, break out., f. 1. Eur. Med. 585, ubi

Pors. ; cf. Bast. Ep. Cr. p. 81.., {,) toburst

forth with noise., (,) to play out

at dice : metaph.. ?.,, to stake one's all, Polyb.

—

II. pass, to lose at play, be gambled out

of,' ,
Plut., . f. -, {, -) tofling one's selfheadforemost ,, Em. Supp. 692:. , to throw a summerset

over a thing, Xen. Symp. 2, 11., , {,) to bringforth,

Anth. P.7, 385., , {, 2.) to turn,

w'heelout, esp. by means of the-
/., q. v. : hence in pass., c. fut.

mid.-, to be brought to sight by
this means,', come,
wheel yourself out ! i. e. show yourself,

Ar. Ach. 408 : opp. to, cf.'/. Hence,, , a theatrical

machine which served the purpose of

drawing back the scenes, and disclo-

sing the interior of the house, etc.,

to the spectators ; it was most freq.

used to exhibit murders after perpe-
tration: as in Aesch. Ag. 1372, Cly-
taeinnestra is discovered standing
over the bodies of her husband and
Cassandra : so too in Soph. El. 1466,

Ant. 1294; and by this means Aris-

EKAA
topli. exhibits Euripides in his study,
Ach. 408. The mode adopted is un-
certain : some think it was the same
with the, a sort of platform
on wheels, whichwas pushed through-
the great doors in the back-scene

;

others that it was a contrivance to
roll off or draw aside the back-scene
itself: v. MuUer Eumen. ^ 28, and
against him Herm. Opusc. 6, 2, p.
165 ; both appealing to Pollux 4, 128.\7.,, , {/.) a
wheeling out, a making public, Clem. Al.7.,=/., Soph...
812.7., , (, .), garland closely wreathed or
rolled together, Archipp. Rhin. 1, cf... [], (,) to roll out

or off, Pind. Fr. 2 : usu. in pass., to

be rolled, thrown, hurled out, Hom., but
only aor. 1,. , he
rolled headlong from the chariot, II. 6,

42 ; 23, 394 : to wind, twist one's self

out, , Xen. Cyn. 8, 8 : in

genl. to get out of any how, escape

from,, Aescn. Pr. 87 : metaph.,-/ , to plunge
headlong into love-intrigues, Xen.
Mem. 1 , 2, 22., {,) to go be-

yond, overflow in waves, and SO in
marching, to make the Hue uavy or un-
even, Xen. An. 1, 8, 18.•—II. trans, to

cast out by the waves, Dion. H.
'EKKi'/(iarti^(j,=foreg. II., Strab., .{) a technical

word for hounds which do not keep on
one scent, but keep questing about, Xen.
Cyn. 3, 10., , {,)
to pursue in the chase, hunt down,,
Eur. Ion 1422, and so prob. Aesch.
Euin. 231., ov, {,) of a hound,
questing or beating about, not keeping

on one scent, Xen. Cyn. 7, 11., {,) to peep out

or forth, prob. 1. Ar. Thesm. 790, for

}• : in genl. to come or get out, Ar.
Eccl. 1052.—n. transit, to put forth,

Ael., , (,) to make
quite curved, Philostr. jun., (,) topro-

claim by a bell, bruit 0 blazon forth,

Ath., opp. to ., {,) to go out, comeforth in the -
or other festive procession : to go

out or forth with rejoicing and revelry,

rush madly out, Eur. Andr. 603.

JKK,= sq., Ar. Eq. 312. Pass.
to be deafened, stunned, of tlie mind,,-
acr. ap. Cramer Anecd. 1, p. 288, 4.

Cf. sq., , (,) to deafen,

stun. Plat. Lys. 204 C : metaph., to

blunt, dull, in pass., .?. •.•-. their swords grew
blunt at her beauty, Eur. Or. 1288.

The form wronglv suspect-

ed, V. Pors. 1. c. (1279), Diiid. Ar. Eq.
312.^.. 2 aor. act. from .,
Theocr. 17, 71., f.-. (,-) to obtain by lot OT fate. Soph.
El. 760.7, f. - Att. -(, (,.) to kick, fling out behind,, Ar. Vesp. 1525 : metaph. to

spurn at, scorn,, Menand. p. 15 ;, to stand upon one's guard
against a thing. Hence.,, , a dance, in
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which the legs are thrown up behind,

aflin<r., ov, o,=foreg.,,[,) toapeak out,

blab, tell, divuh^c, Hipp. : ',
talkativeness, Eur. Antiop. 40. Hence7,, y, a speaking out,

uttering, [], f.-, {L•,-) take, choose out, tsoph. Phil.

1429 : to seize and carry off, Isocr. 273

: to get, have the use or cnjnyment ot

a thing, Id. 420 D.— II• to receive, hear,

prove,^, Eur. Ion 1335.—111. to

receiiie from another, accept,,
Polyb.— IV. to contract to do work, to

take it, Wess. lldt. 9, 95, opp. to -, to let or farm out.— V. in

granim. to take or understand in a cer-

tain sense, Lat. accipere, like-
11.— VI. mid.',=, Uinarch. ap. Harp.-, ov, (in,) very

bright, Arat. : , Ath., (,) to

make to shine, rnake splendid, Joseph.

Pass, to shine forth, Dion. H.,/, ( /c,) to shine,

flash, beam forth, Aesch. Pr. 1083.—2.

metaph., to shine forth in alt brightness,

appear in fall splendour, Hdl. 6, b2,

Soph. Fr. II : m genl., to show one's,

self plainly ; to appear fully, of a lever,

Hipp.—II. transit, to make to shine,

light up, kindle, Eur. Dan. 4. Hence. , ?/, « shining forth,

exceeding brightness, LXX., fut. -., Ep. aor., {,) to make

quite forgetjul of a thing, to make for-

get, V. dupl. ace. pers. et rei., they

made \i\m forget his harping, ll. 2, tiOO.

Mid., to forget, c. gen., Horn. ; also c.

inf , Od. 10, 557.'., f. -, {,) to

hew out, LXX., f. -, =:
but c. gen., to cast out, ,
Aesch. Theb. 45G.., 2 aor. pass, of., {,) to lap up:

to swallow down, to drink off, Xr. Ach.

1229 ; also in inid., Ar. Pac. 8«5., , {,) to

hew out in stone, hew, dig, LXX., {,) to dig,

hollow out, Ap. Rh., {,.)
dep. mid., to cut vegetables, Theophr.', f. -', {,) to

smooth out or away,, Plat.

Symp. 191 A: to wear away, bring to

nothing, Hipp.—2. to smooth .po/isA, and

somelaph., to smooth down,soften,¥i\it.', f. -, {,) to pick,

single out, Thuc. 4, 59, etc. ; esp. as

soldiers, rowers, etc., Xen. Hell. 1,

6, 19 : also in inid., to pick out for one's

self, choose out, Hdt. 1. 199; 3, 38,

etc. : esp. to pick, pull out, remove, e. g., Ar. Eq. 908. Fr. 3(i0.

— II. to collect, exact taxes or tribute,. Thuc. 8, 44,, Dem. 1199, 5: also in mid.,

Xen. Hell. 1, 1,22.., or. ov,

TO, {) medicine that is licked

away, i. e. melts in the mouth, Lat.

ecligma, electuarium, Diosc.\,, , ,{) S7dt-

ed to be licked up, to be melted in the

mouth, Hipp., , fut. -, {,., •3) to rub smooth, powder

very fine, Diosc.', , {,) to rub away
or to pieces.

4?0

, verb. adj. from -, one must leave out, Aristid.., , ,() be-

longing to, producing an eclipse, Piut.,, {,) to leave out,

pass by or over, omit, ?\.,
Aesch. Pr. 827 ; also c. part.,.. Id. Pers. 513; and so Xen.,

etc.—2. to forsake, abandon, quit, //,/, etc., Hdt. 1, 109;

0, 13, etc. : freq. in elliptic phrases,

as. , to quit

one city (and go) to another, forsake

one for the other, Valck. Hdt. G, 100,

Schiieid. Xen. An. 1, 2, 24 : also ab-

sol. -, (as we say) to

leave for a place, Hdt. 8, 50 : and even

without , to emigrate, quit, Wun-
derl. Obs. Cr. p. 161.—3. ti -

(of the Persian im-

mortals) it any one left the nmiiber

incomplete, Hdt. 7, 83.—II. seemingly

intrans. of the sun, etc., to suffer an

eclipse, be eclipsed, Thuc. 2, 28 : in

full, .. /,
Hdt. 7,37, ,. Nub. 584, cf.—2. to die, like Lat. decedere,

OL ., the deceased. Plat. Legg.
850 : but in full, ., Soph.

El. 1131, . , Eur., '/,
Polyb.— 3. to faint, Hipp.— III. really

intr. to leave off, cease, stop, Hdt. 7, 239 :

sometimes also c. part., to leave off

doing, Plat. Menex. 234 : tofad, be

wanting, Dioii. H. : so in pass., oi'ti-, the reproach disap-

pears, Aesch. Euin. 97. Part, -, that which is wanting., , strengthd. for, Isae. 67, 29.

','/., ,, .) to lick up,

LXX.— 11. to take as an,
Diosc.,, ,{) a for-

saking, abandonment, , Hdt.

G, 25.— ll. usu. (from intr.) a ceasing,

disappearance, esp. of sun or moon, an

eclipse, . y/uov, Thuc. 1, 23, -, Arist. Meteor. ; hence me-
taph.. ., Hdt. 7, 37., ,, verb. adj. from, to be chosen, out. Plat. Hep.

456 B.— !I., one must choose

out. Id. Rep. 412 D., ?/, (,{) choos-

ing, picking out, selecting, Dion. H. :; the Eclectics, philo.sophers who
selected such doctrines as pleased them

in every school, Diog. L., y, ,{) picked,

chosen or culled out, selected, Ibyc. 32

:

oi -, the elect, N. T., , , Eclectus, masc.

pr. n., Hdn., etc., Ep. aor. 2 redupl. of, to make quite forgetful of,

11. ;., Ep. aor. 2 mid.,

to forget quite. Hom... adv. part, perf pass.

from /•. loo.iely, carelessly, Isocr.

419 : freely, licentiously, Ath. 519 F.,, ,{) what

is peeled off, rind, Hipp.'.,. .{) a choos-

ing out. Plat. Phaedr. 231 D.", Ep. for, 2 sing, im-

perf from. II. 24, 202.',=^), to free from
shell or rind, peel : esp. of birds, to bring

their young out of the shell, hatch,

Hipp, cf. Hence.,, , a taking off the

shell : hatching.. ov, {, /) very

thin or fine, Hipp.', {,) to make
very thin or lean., , {,) to

strip off the bark : metaph, to strip, rob,

Lat. eniungere, Sophron. (i) ap. A. B.,

cf Bast. Greg. p. 313, sq..^, Hdt. 2, 68,

Ar. Av. 1108., {,) to

make quite white. Pass, to grow so,

Theophr., ov, quite white, white,

pale, Hipp., cf..',, ,{)—--., . -, {, 1]) to leave

off, cease entirely, Soph. El. 1312.7, Od. 7, 220, in tmesis .

and, poet, collat. forms for., aor. 1 pass, from.,, ,{)
one who undertakes or contracts for

works, Lat. exceptor, conductor.?7, , {,. ) to be very

foolish.—II. trans, to make a fool of,

Polyb.??, 1 aor. from, q. v.

'E/^^, , ,{/)
forgeifillness ; forgetting andforgiving,

"Od. 24, 485.'-, , . {.) a

taking out : collecting, Diosc./, , {..))
to clear by picking up the .stones, The-
ophr., , f. -/, {, /.)
to winnow, sift, empty, Lat. evannare,

LXX.. ov, and -, ov, ,=, Hipp., cf. Lob. Paral. p.

492.',, /, (,) exceed-

ing hunger, LXX., rarer form for sq.,

APP•
, ,, , {,.) to turn

completely into a pool or marsh, Dion.

H. l,Gt. n|)ass.', ov, {, .) starved

out, famished, Theoi)hr.',—^%.,..
Med. 800: intr., Id. El. 909.. , {,) to escape

out of the net.., {.•) to make

fat, fatten : metaph. to smooth, make
smooth or calm, ., Posidipp.

ap. Ath. 3.18 D..-, , {,) to

obtain by supplication or prayer, Plut. :

to move by entreaty. Strab. Hence., , , earnest en-

treaty, Joseph.'/, ,{) failing, de-

ficient, =-, Thuc. 4, 52.—II. omitted,

overlooktd. Id. 1, 97., {, .) dep. mid.

like, to excuse one's self,

defend one^s self on the score of any

thing, or : also to

plead in excuse, USU. C. acc. rei, but

also c. acc. et inf, A pp..,, , {.) a col-

lector, receiver of taxes, rents, etc.,

Bockh P. E. 1, 210, 238.', , ,{) a picking

out, choice, election. Plat. Rep. 536 C.

—2. a collecting, levying of troops, levy,

Polyb.—3. also of tribute, taxes, etc..

Lex Attica ap. Ath. 235 C—. that

which is chosen out. a choice collection,

esp. of passages in authors, etc., such

as the Eclogae or Elegant Extracts

of Stobaeus.('),, ij, an inquiry, Epi-

cur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 144., , ,^, dub. in

Dion. H.



'?, (,) dep.

mid., to compute, reckon, calculate : to

consider, reflect on, , Hdt. 3, l,Thuc.,
etc., , Thuc. 2, 40 : .
..., Uem. 555, 8.— II. =?.-, to exciise one's self, plead in ex-

cuse, App. Hence, , , and ?.-, , b, a computation, reckoning up,

Dion. H. : a calculation, inquiry.',,.{)
accountant, LXX ; a tax-collector, Philo.7.., , , a reckoning:
accounts, LXX.-, -, , {•) skilled in calculating, Muson. ap.

Stob.

'E«^oyof, ov,,=, Aesch.
Fr. 201., ov, (,) picked
out, choice, Philo.—II. foolish.?, ov, ro,=sq., Inscr.

Aegin.?, ov, TO, a washing ves-

sel : from, (, ) to wash out,

wash, Aesch. Fr. 25., {,) to form into

a hill.^/, {, ;^!) to bring

forth, Orph. : so in mid., Eur. Hel.
258. Pass, to be bmn, Eur. Ion 1458..7, {,) to pick mtt

of a cohort ; and in genl. to choose out,

LXX.?., strengthd. for-. to become a copse or thicket,

Theophr./., {,) to twist ex-

ceedingly, Porphyr., strengthd. for -, Liban.,, , {7.) a loosing,

release, deliverancefrom a thing,,
Trag. — II. a relaxing, xmnerving :

weakness, faintness, Hipp.— III. in

music, a lowering of the voice through

three-quarter-tones ()., , strengthd. for-, Joseph-, ov, of ox belonging to

release : ?.. a means of delivering

,

release. Soph. O. T. 392 : an expiatory

offering. Eur. Phoen. 969. From',, ov, () let loose, let

go. let
fly. of missiles, Eur. Andr.

1133.—2. loose, unrestrained, Lat. dis-

solutus,', Tim. Locr.—II. relax-

ed, unnerved, Eupol. Col. 11. Adv.
-.', , (,) to re-

lease on ransom. Hence•,. , a means of re-

lease, atonement, LXX.',, f. -, {,) to loose,

release, setfree, deliver, , one
from a thing, Aesch. Pr. 326, so Horn,

has the fut. mid. -, Od. 10, 286; also c. dat.

(pdSoiai, Soph. Aj. 531 : also in mid.,

Aesch. Pr. 235, etc. : but, to give a loose to his tongvie.

Soph. Aj. 1225.— II. to unloose, undo,

?.. Tofa, to unstring it, Hdt. 2, 173

:

hence to take arvay, put down, break

tip, put an end to. Soph. O. T. 35 : so

?.., Eur. Phoen. 695.—2. to

dissolve, relax, enfeeble : pass, to be

faint, fail, give ivay, Isocr. 322 A
;. Id. 72 A.—3. medic, ., to relax the bowels, Dioec.

—

III. intr. to break up. depart, LXX.
[y usu. in pres. ; in fut. and aor.

;

V in perf pass.]/., , f -, strengthd.

for : pass., to sustain grievous

injuries,?. , Soph. Phil.

330.

EKMA',, (,) to unveil,

lay bare, strip. Soph. Tr. 925.', ov, ,() like, that with which one

ivipes one^s hands, etc., a towel, nap-

kin. Plat.. Tim. 72 C.—II. that in which
an impression is made, as wax, gj'p-

sum., plaster, lb. 50 C : also—2. the

impression itself, an impress, cast, im-

age. Id. Legg. 800 B, sq. : a seal,

Arist. Metaph. : metaph.,, the impress of the cliffs, of a
fisherman who is always wandering
over them, Anth.",,,,() that

which is impressed, a lump of wax,
plaster, etc. : also an impression in

wax, plaster, etc. : cf.,., f. -, {,) to

drive mad with anger, fear, love, etc.,, to kindle pa.isionate de-

sire. Soph. Tr. 1142;, to drive one raving from the
house, Eur. Bacch. 36. Pass. c. perf
2 act., to go mad with anger, love, etc.,

to rave, rage, be frantic, -, to rage so against
one, Hdt. 3, 33, 37 : also c. ace, -, to be madly in love

with..., Anacreont.', strengthd. for-, to esteem very happy.". ov,() impressed,

express, Emped. 133.,,, an impress, Eur.
El. 535., Att.-, f. -, {,/) to soften, enervate, corrupt,

Pint., tj,=foreg.

2 aor. inf pass, of-., ,() raving
much, Ath. Adv. -., f. -, {,) to learn thoroughly, -, Hdt. 2, 154, and so
Plat., etc. : in past tenses, to have

learnt thoroughly, to know full well,

perceive thoroughly . Hdt. and Trag. :. on..., Hdt. 3, 134.— II. to examine
closely, search out, Hdt. 7, 28, Eur.
I. T. 667.—IIL to learn by heart. Plat.

Legg. 811 A.',, strengthd. for-, Joseph.,, ,() wip-

ing or clearing out, Arist. Insomn.*, supposed pres. from
root,, whence the Ep.
aor., , he devi.ted,

invented another art, H. Hom. Merc.
511 : cf,., f. -, (,)
to parch up, dry up : to make to fade,
wither or faint away. Theophr., , {,) to drive

raving mad: pass, to become so, Eur.
Tro. 992., , (,)
to testify, declare as a witness, bear tvit-

ness to a thing, c. ace,, Ae.sch.

Eum. 461, cf. Ag. 1196, ??.,
before many persons, Aeschin. 15,
19.—II. to make depositions when absent

from court, Isae. 40, 8, Dem. 929, 24.

Hence',, , , the deposition

of one absent, Isae. 40,5, Dem. 1130,

fin. ; of Att. Process, p. 670, sq., ov, , evidence, late

word., (,) to

chew thoroughly, in aor. pass., Philo., Att. -, fut. -, (,) to wipe out, off, away, cleanse

off,, with a thing, Soph. El. 446,

EKMI
Eur. H. F. 1400. — II. to press or
squeeze out, squeeze, Hipp. : nence

—

III. of an artist, to mould, model in
wax, plaster, etc., repre.^-ent, Lat. ex-

primere, , his very
image, Cratin. Hor. 5 : metaph. of a
writer, to represent or express in words., to mould and adapt
one's self to certain forms. Plat. Rep.
396 D : so of bees preparing wax, of
making pills, etc., Hipp.— 2. to im-
press an image, imprint, Theocr. 17,

122 : and so in pass., Plat. Theaet.
191 D. Cf., (,) to search

or seek out, track, ,
Aesch. Eum. 247., obsol. for., . -, (,)
to make quite drunk : in genl. to m>er-

charge with any thing, , The-
ophr., f. -, {,.)
usu. in mid., to appease entirely, Dio, (,) to have
a chief share in a thing, c. gen., Od. 5,

335, , Ep. perf. used
only in 3 pers., {,) to make
quite black, Clem. Al., . , {?.) a fail-

ure of tune, a false note, Dion. H.—II.

carelessness : opp. to/.., , f -, {,-) to practise, train, tench carefully,, Plat. Hipp. Maj. 287 A : also of
things, to practise, Antipho 121, 41 :

to learn perfectly, Lat. medttari, Plut., , {, ?.) out of
tune, dissrmant, Plut. : irregular, un-
bridled. Id. Cf ?.?., opp. to?. Adv. -/^., {,) to dismem-
ber, LXX., , {,) to fill

up.?., (,?) to

empty of ore or metal, Strab., , (,) to mea-
sure out, measure,, Eur. I. A.
816 : usu. in mid., to measurefor one's

self, measure out,, of measuring
distances. Soph. O. T. 795 : to take

measure of, tu , Xen.
Cyr. 6, 4." 2. Hence, , , a measuring
out, measxirement, Polyb.. ov, (,) out of
measure, measureless, boundless,/.
Soph. Fr. 324 : opp. to.
Adv. -./, strengthd. for,
Dion. H.^, 1 aor. inf act. of -., ov, {,) ofsix months,
half yearly, .. Soph. . .
1137: as subst., ., a six-month,

Plat. Legg. 916 B.'. (,) to inform of,

betray. Plut. [v usu. in pres., always
in fut.], (,) dep., to

wind out or off, like a ball of thread

:

to unfold an army, make it defile out,

to lead through or across, -. Polyb.— II. intrans. to defile,

Xen. An. 6, 5. 22. [f],, (,)
to contrive skilfully, Josepfl. Gen., (,) to pollute

thoroughly, defile, Ojip. Pass., effluxu

seminis pollui, Ar. Ran. 753., (,) dep.
mid., to imitate faithfully, copy, repre-

sent exactly, Eur. H. F. 1298.
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', , {,) to hate
much. Pint., ov, {, )=:-.',, , {,) to let,

put outfor hire, , Xen. Vect. 3,

14 ; also., c. inf., Aesclun. 2,
41. Mid., to hire. Hence, •, , a letting out

for hire., inf. of aor. 2,
Ep. 3 sing,, to go out, go forth,
II. 11,604: no pres. occurs,, q. v., being used instead.,), , (f/c,) toform
out, crpriiss inform, mould, Piut./', strengthd. for,
to teach fully, Ti, Eur. Bacch.825., , (,() work
out with toil, achieve, Lat. elnborare, ,
Aesch. Pr. 825,, Eur. I T.
1455 but also, to win hardly, gain by
great exertion, Eur. Tro. 873.', (,) to lift

out ivith a lever, Hipp.: to heave with
the lever, force one's way, Ar. Lys. 430 :

hence in genl., to force, compel, Plut.', (,) to deprive

of marrow, LXX., , f. -;}. Ion.,
(,) to suck out, II. 4, 218.
Hence, , . Gal. ; and,, , Diosc. sucking
out., (,)~, late.', , (,) to make
into a fable, Philostr.',, (,) to bel-

low aloud, Phalar.',, strengthd. for-), LXX., strengthd. for -., f. -, (,,) to

wipe out, in mid. Diosc., , (. )) be-

come quite torpid or sluggish, Plut.',, , and, ,
(,, and) to carry
out by sea, export.—II. to cast out or up,
wash on shore. Lye. 726., (,) to renew en-

tirely.—II. intr. to grow young oifresh,
Luc. Hence, , , a renewal., more freq. in mid.-, (,) tofeed off, eat dawn,
Lat. depasci, Theophr. ; met. to feed
on, consume, ri/v .,
Luc.—2. to take out to feed, and in
genl., to lead out or forth,

7(5, to depart, Soph. Aj. 369., (,) to

hatch, Arist. Mirab., (,) to cut the
sinews : metaph., to relax, unnerve,
Dem. 37, 3., ov, strengthd. for, Theophr.',, . , a turning the
head aside, bending down to shun a blow,
Plat. Legg. 815 A : in genl., a turn-
ing off or away : from, (,) to turn the head
aside, turn away, to shun blows, etc.,

of a horse,., to toss the head,
Xen. Eq. 5, 4 : also c. ace, to turn off,

away or aside, Orph.—II. to nod, fall
downwards, , Eur. Phoen,
1151 : to turn aside, , lb.

1268.—III. to give a nod. sign to do a
thing, c. inf.. Id. L T. 1330., ov, (.) burst-

ing forth from clouds, Theophr.', ov, , (,) sub., a hurricane, caused by clouds

meeting and bursting, Alex. Dem. 1 :
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, rain with sunshine,

Hipp.., as pass., (,)
to become a cloud, Theophr.

'E.Kvtu, fut.-. aor. 1, ^-, (,) to stvim out or away,
escape by swimming, Thuc. 2, 90

:

hence in genl., to escape, run off, Pind.
. 13, 163, cf. Valck. Hipp. 469., as pass., (,)
to become a child, Philostr.',, (,) to con-

tinue fasting, Hipp., f. -, (.) to sleep

off a drunketi fit, become sober again,

Lync. ap. Ath. 130 B: hence ro re-

corer from mental intoxication, be sober-

ed, Plut.7, fut.-, (,-) dep. \.,=, tosxvim out or
away, , Arist. Mund.',-, , ,() a be-

coming sober or cahn, LXX.',, f. -, (,) to wash
out, Lat. ehtere, dilnere, ,
Eur. 1. . 1224 ; also in mid., -, to get clear

of.., like Lat. diluere crimen, Dem.
274, 23.—II. to cleanse thoroughly, Eu-
bul. Kn/i. 1, in pass.', , f.-, (,) to

conquer completely : to achieve a point, tu

win, gai>i, carry by force, Lat. evincere,

Eur. Ion 629 : to prevail, carry one's

point, c. inf. Dion. H.—2. to give co-

gent proof, like Lat evincit ratio.—3.

intr. to gain the upper hand, prevail, be-

come the custom or fashion, come into

z'ogue or use,, among all, Thuc.
1,3; TO ,
to win i/s way to the fabulous, Thuc.
1, 21, like evalescere in suspicionem, in

cri?nen, in tmnultum, Tac. Hist. 1, 80.

Hence.,, , that which is

conquered, won, achieved, [tj'.]., ,() a con-
quering, achieving. [("]',, later form of, q. v.'., , (,) to wash
out. cleanse with, Alex. Agon. 2.',,, ,() a wash-
ing out.^, , f. -, (,) to

think out, contrive, Dio C.', , , () madness,
Lat. amentia, Arist. Somn., , ,() a gra-
zing, pasture, Dion. H.
JKvo,ov,=sq.,^musual, unwont-

ed, Pind. N. I, 86 : immense, prodigi-

ous. Adv. -. Ar. Plut. 981. Su-
perl., lb. 992.', ov, (,) zmusual,
unwonted : unlawful, aboininable, Lat.
nefastus, Diod. : opp. to.
Adv. -, Aesch. Ag. 1473, where it

prob. means, out of tune, discordantli/.,, ov, a, () and /c-, ov, TO, Mt. EcnSmus, a hill

near Gela in Sicily, Polyb. 1, 25, 8
;

Plut. Dion 26.',, ov, contr. , ow, (,,) tmwise, senseless, silly, Lat.
aniens, Plut., , f. -, (,) to

be all diseased, Arist. Gen. An., (,) to cure
completely, Philo.', dep., (,)
to steal from, take for oyie's own, Anth., strengthd. for, to

make all into wood, pass., to become all

wood, Theophr.',, &\.=.
/c, ov, 6, () a vohmteer,

rejected by Granun., who allow only, Osaun Philem. p. 49.

, adv. () freely, tvilling-

ly, of one's own accord, Pseudo-Phocyl.
14.',, f. -, dep.

mid.,() do a tiling of one's

self offerfreely, LXX. Hence,,, afree-will offer-

ing, LXX., a, ov, () also, ov,

Thuc. 6,44, and Plat.: of free-will,

by one's own choice, voluntarily,,
Soph. Phil. 1318, }, Eur. Supp.
151 : as adv. sub.,
also , and ',
= regul.adv.i/coi;ffi(.>f,v. Lob.Phrvn.4.. as pass., to be nsio-

ni.ihed or amazed. Hdt., usu. absol. m
part. pres. with another verb, with
great admiration. 7, 181; 8, 92 :-

.., 9, 48.—11. to wonder at,

admire exceedingly, c. acc, Aesch.
Cho. 217, Eur. Or. 890 : from. ov,()frightful,

terrible, terrific, fearful, in Horn. USU.
of warriors, but sometimes of things,
as ., a fearful storm, Od.
14, 522 ; esp. , and -

: also in superl.,-', II. 1, 146.

As adv. Horn., besides, has
also, and, terribly,

fearfully, though these freq. pass into

the general notion greatly, exceeding-

ly : hence he says not only,.,,
but also , to love be-

yond all measure, 11. 3, 415; 5, 423.

And generally in Horn, the word im-
plies neither praise nor blame, but
merely the notion of something mon-
strous, vast, tremendous, etc. Later
it signifies merely astonishing, wonder-

ful: not freq. in Att.poets, as Aesch.
Ag. 862, Soph. O. C. 716, ajul very
rare in prose, as Xen. Hier. 11,3., (,)
as pass., to be affected with violent pas-
sion, , Clem. Al., , , molent passion,

Longin. [] : from, , (,) very pas-
sionate, beside o/ii's self or transported

with passion,. , passionatelif

eager for a thing, Polyb.—^11. out of
harm, unhurt. Adv. -.,, , that which is

brought up or reared, a child, Eur. Cycl.
601 : from, (,) to bring

up, rear, and so claim as one's child,

Eur. Cycl. 276 : to educate, Plat. Crit.

45 D.—II. to teach, , Dio C. :

but—III. to impress something on an-
other by education, Lat. ingenerare,

, Eur. Alex. 16.', f. - and -,
(,) to make sport of, banter,.', (,) to

run furiously out, rush madly to thefray,

U. 5, 803., f.-, aor.,
(,) like, to throw or
cast out ofa thing, ', they have dashed me from my
expectations, Eur. H. F. 460, cf 780,
where it must not be referred to -.— II. intr. to burst, dash out, es-

cape, Anaxil. Neott. 1, 17, ubi v.

Meineke : cf."&, adv. for , for a
long time, Plut.?,, () to trans-

gress the laws of wrestling, Philostr., . (.) to urench
out, dislocate a joint : also of the joints,

(0 start out of the socket, Hipp. Hence
'EK7rdZ;/f, , out ofjoint.



^-, , ,() a

Hslncation, Hipp, [], (,) to shake

out. Pass., to spring, spirt out,/.6?• ?., (svncop. aor.

mid. c. signf. pass.) IL 20, 483., strengthd. for -.', adv. for , in

the U'hole, entirely, altogether.-. {, —) as

pass., to have a tuft or top (),
as the pine-apple, Theophr., {,) to

deflower. Luc./, , (,) to

denfen with noise, Themist.',, f. -, (,))
to strike, affiict, riva, Eur. H.
F. 888 : also metaph. like ~7-,, stricken in

mind, Od. 18, 327.',, , {,) to retire

from the road, to go apart, withdraw,

Diosr. L.
^, a, ov, {,) out

of Ike common path or course, excessive,

>', Aesch. Ag. 50, ubi alii aliter.

["],,, total rest : from-, (,) to set quite at

rest, put an end to,, Eur. Ion

144 : mid., to take one's rest, Thuc. 5,

75.', , , (, ^-) bvJjbling, boiling out or over, Arist.

Probl.', strengthd. for),
Theophr., strengthd. for -, to

persuade, over persuade. Soph. O. T.

1024, Tr. 1141., £ -, (,)
to tempt, c. acc, N. T. []'., (,) dep.

mid., c. aor. pass., to make trial of,

prove, tempt, c. gen. pers., Hdt. 3, 135:?. ; art thou making proof
of me In speech? Soph. O. T. 360.

—

2. to inquire, ask of another, ri.
At. Eq. 1234. [« m fut.]7),=>. q. v.',, , fut. -}. (, -) cut out or away with an axe,

Theophr., of which is used the im-
pers.,^. 'tis permitted

or allowed. Soph. Ant. 478./,-, fut. -i/>(j, (,)
to send out forth, lead or convey out,

bring out, Horn. c. gen. loci.. TLvd,, Od. 18, 336, II. 21,

598 : of things, to send off, export, II.

24, 381 : so also in mid., -, Od. 20, 361.—2. to

bring out by calling, call or fetch out,

send for, Soph. Ant. 19 : so also in

mid., O. T. 951.—II. to send out or

away, i. e. dismiss, II. 2t, 681 : to cast

out, drive away, USU. with collut. no-

tion of disgrace, . •.
Soph. . . 789, Aesch. Cho. 98, and
freq. in prose : hence esp. to divorce,. ywalaa, Hdt. 1, 59, Dem. 1364,

3.—Hence',-,, , a sending out or

forth,, Thuc. 4, 85.',, f. -, {,-) to make quite ripe or mellow, The-
ophr.., 3 sing. perf. pass.

oi, Hdt.'. 3 sing. perf. pass, of. Od. 22, 56., , , part,

perf. pass, of, expanded,

opm. Adv. -i>(JC, extravagantlv, Xeo.
Cyr. 8, 7, 7.

', later collat. form of-, Arist. Color.', f. -, (,)
to bring to an end. finish off, Aesch. Fr.

70. Pass, of oracles, to be fulfilled,

Eur. Cycl. 696., , , a going or

coming out,, Aesch. Cho. 658

:

from. . f. -, []. Ion -,
{,) to go through and out again.

BO or pass over, , to pass

the ocean wave, Od. : also sine casu,

of an arrow, to pass through, pierce.

Horn., where the thing pierced must
be supplied in acc. : metaph., to go

through, fulfil, accomplish,.,
Eur. . F. 428.—2. simply to pass, go

or come out of. c. gen.,.,
Eur. Cycl. 512.—11. f. - [], to

bring or carry out, fetch, LXX., (, (^) to escape

like a partridge, Ar. Av. 768., fut.-, (,)
to destroy utterly, lay waste , sack, plun-

der, of cities, oft. in 11., never in Od.',, {.) to lead

out round, Polyb. []', (,) to go out

and around, go all round, make a circuit

or compass, Xen. Cyn. 6, 10, etc..,=., Polyb.'.3, (,/-
vu) to encompass on all sides.'^, (,) to

go quite round, encompass, Sext. Emp.?., (.-, (,?.) to sail round out of a place,

Polyb.^',, . -7.. Ion. from
foreg., {,-) as pass. c. fut. mid., to go all

round, encompass, Joseph.'. , . (, -) an evolution in military tactics,

consisting of a right-about-face (-), followed by a right face,

Polyb.', {,) to

run all about., , (,,) to

put nut with the tongue of a buckle., Ep. for, aor. of, Hom., inf. for, 11.'—, Att. -, f. -, (,) to cook thoroughly : hence— 1.

of animals, to digest thoroughly, Hipp.
—2. of plants, to mature, ripen, The-
ophr.,^=, LXX., ov, {)
spread out, spreading., f.-, {, •) to fly out, forth or away, Hes.
Op. 98 : fut. in Ar. Vesp, 208., i.-, {.-) to spread out. unfurl, spread,

of a net, Orac. ap. Hdt. 1, 62, in pass.:

of the body, to stretch out., Eur. Cycl. 497., . ,()
spreading out, opening. Pint.',, , that which is

spread out or unfolded : the title of a
work of Democritus, Diog. L. 9, 48.', ov,() rea-

dy to fly out, fledged, Ar. Av. 1355:
metaph. of a marriageable girl, Ar. Fr.

500.,^=, -, Ar. . 788, in aor. 2.-.', . for-. II.', part. perf. from -, II.

/iif., ,() cook•

ing thoroughly : of plants, ripening,

Arist. Color.^,.-, {,)
to make firm, stiff, or torpid, esp. of
frost, to congeal, freeze, Theophr.
Pass., to become firm, hard, etc. : to be

frozen, frost-bttten, Id.',, Ion. -, f. -. (.) to spring, leap, jump out or

forth, Hdt. 1,24;' 8, 118: esp. make
sallies. Lat. excurrere, Xen. An. 7, 4,

16.— 2. to leap up, start. Soph. Tr.
175.—II. to burst out, escape, Polyb.

Hence,, , a leap out or

forth, -^ ,
too high to leap out of, Aesch. Ag.
1376., , ,() a
springingforth 0;7, Plat. Legg.815A.', , ,()
belonging to, capable of freezing, The-
ophr., f.- Att. -, {,-
viov) to unravel, reel off, wind out : Ar.

Ran. 578 uses also fut. mid.,-, to wind or twist some-
thing ottt of man.', , ,() a

stiffening, freezing, Theophr. like-.", , six cubits long, better.',,,,^=,.', dep.., (,) to

gush, spout, well forth, prob. 1. Aesch.
Pers. 815. [], f. -, (,) to

squeeze, press out, Hipp. : to thrust,

push out. Polyb. : ?.-, a sore that protrudes out of the skin,

Hipp. Hence', , , a sq-ueezing or

pressing out, a violent squeezing, Arist.

Part. An. [t], . , that which is

squeezed out, juice, Diosc. [i],,,=^, Arist.

Mund., ov, , sub.. an implementforpressing out, press.

Poll. 10, 135., -,,() pressed

out: . , logs cleft by the

wedge and mallet, Arist. Probl., 1.,=7-., (,)=•. in pass. Dion. ., ov, {,) very bit-

ter, ,\rist. Probl., , (,) to make
very bitter ; metaph., to tinbitter, pro-

voke. Pass, to become very bitter, Hipp., f., (,?.) to fill up, fill, fill fiJl.—2.
to satiate,., Thuc. 3, 82

Bekk., al. .—II. to fulfil, cause to

be fulfilled, e. g. a dream, Hdt. 1, 43.

—in. to finish, complete, accomplish,

Valck. Phoen. 174., (,) to set

on fire, burn up.', f. -, (,) to

drink out or off, quaff, drain, Od.,

though only in 3 aor. 2 act., and perf.

pass,,., the

last also in Hdt. 4, 199.—II. metaph.,

to empty out, drain,, Valck.

Hipp. 626. [], (,) to

sell out, sell off, Dem. 121, 6., f.- : aor. -: perf.. (,)
tofall out of or doumfrom,,-.. Hom. ; also c. dat. pers.

to fall or dropfrom one, e. g. oi
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, . 2, 266 ; to fall down, of
trees. Later, in various relations :

—

1. to fait from a thing, i. e. lose, be de-

prived of it, Lat. excidere, -, licit. 3, 14 ;, «p^z/f,
Aesch. Pr. 757, sq., ',
Thuc. 8, 81 : esp. to be banished from
one's countrj', Lat. excidere patria,

Hdt. 1, 150, etc., by a person, -, Hdt. 8, 111, , Aesch.

:

of sea-faring men, to be cast up, thrown
ashore, Eur. Hel. 40"J : of one's limbs,
to fall from the socket, be dislocated,

Hipp.: metaph., in-,, to lose

one's wits ; and absol.~>, to for-

get, Arist. Eth. N.—2. ., to

be wrecked, Hdt. 3, 138 ; cf 8, 13 : to

come out, get out of, escape, Thuc. 6, 95.—3. to come, go out or forth,, Hdt. 9, 74.

—

i. to go forth, be

made known, Polyb. : esp. of oracles,

issuing from the sanctuary,, an oracle is imparted to

me, Ael. : hence to spread, come into

vogue, prevail,, hence arises the proverb, Strab.—5. to fall out, issue, come to, pass into,

result in a thing, Lat. evadere in,-, Thuc. 7,

50.—6. of dramatic pieces, etc., to be

hissed off the stage, Lat. explodi, Dem.
315, 10, Arist. Poet. 24, 7 ; cf.-.2.'., poet, for foreg., Aesch.
Pr. 912.'., better, q. v., ,{) panic-

stricken, Polyb.', {,) to run
round and round, in a course which nar-

rows every time. Gal."', ov, {,) six

plethra long,.,—,
Eur. El. 883., strengthd. form of, to be superfluous, Lat. rc-

dundare, Arist. Probl., a, ov, Alt.•, ,
poet,, [,) filled up,

quite full of a thmg, c. gen., Eur. Cycl.

247, 416 : hence complete, entire, of a
number of soldiers, Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 7

:

al/undant, copious, lb. 1, 6, 7. Adv..',, ov, {',) six-

sided.?J, f.-? and--, ion. -, f. -, {,) to sad out, go out of port, weigh
anchor, Hdt. 6, 5, etc. : . -,
Hdt. 6, 22, etc., , in search of...

Id. 2, 44, 152 ; c. ace. cognat.,.
iioTtpov, Dem. 1186, 11 :

metaph., , -, to go out of one's mind, lose one's
senses, Hdt. 3, 155.— II. c. ace,.. out-

sail the ships into the open sea-room,
i. 6. to pass them and get there first,

Thuc. 8, 102. Cf.,-.., Att. for., adv.{) ter-

ribly.',^?.), Thuc.
4, 125.*, assumed as pres., from
which to form, and other
tenses of.', , , striking with
terror, astounding,, Thuc. 8,

92. Adv.- : from, ov,{) terror-

struck, astounded, Lat. percussus.—H.
astounding, strange. Adv. -., , {,)
to gush out and overflow, Philostr., , ,=:8^.
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I
?., , ,{)

striking with any sudden shock, hence
panic fear, consternation, Thuc. 2, 94 :., terror caused by mislor-

,

tunes, Aesch. Pers. 600.—11. any ve-

]
hement passion, lust, Polyb., , (, )^-, to fill i/uite up, complete,

make up, to a certain number, Hdt. 8,

82.—2. to man completely,. Id. 7,

186.—3. to fulfil,,.. Id. 5, 35; 8, 144.—II. ., to make one's way over,

Lat. emetiri, Eur. Or. 54.,, , that which is

filled up : a filling up, Hipp., , ,()
a filling up, completion, Diosc. ; N. T., ov, 6, ()
one who fills up, Dio C.', Att. -, fut. -, {,) to strike out of, bring out of
by a blow, , Aesch Pr. 300 :

hence— II. to drive out of one's sen.^es

by a sudden shock, to scare, frighten out

of one's jvits, astound : hence pass.,

usu. in aor. 2, in Horn. 3

sing, and plur. ?/,,
II. 16, 403; 18, 225: but also aor. 1, Eur. Tro. 183, to be pan-
ic-struck, amazed, > -, II. 15, 403 ; and freq. in Att. : -, to be astonished with a

thing, Hdt. 1, 116, etc., also rt. Id. 3,

148, Soph., etc. ; . Id. 3, 64
;, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 27:—but,-' •, to be .struck dumb be-

fore another, fear him 7nuch, Soph.
Pnil. 226.—2. in genl., of any sudden,
overpowering passion, as, •, Valck. Hipp. 38.—III., to bring one to a
thing by a sudden shock, Polyb.—IV.

Proverb., ,
fear thrusts out memory,Thuc. 2, 87., {,) to take

out bricks or tiles, Isae. ap. Suid., (,) to unfold

:

pass., to open, gape, Hipp., , , (,) an un-

ravelling, disentangling.^, , contr., ov,() a sailing out, leaving port,.=?, Thuc. 1,

65, etc.. cf I. :., the right ofusing a port, Bockh
Inscr. 2. p. 463 etc., (, ?.) to wash out,

Hdt. 1,203. [v] Hence,, , a washing out.'/, ov, (') to be

washed out,, Aesch. Eum. 281., Ion. for/., q. v. Hdt., Ep. for., , (,)
to blow out, puff out, Arist. Probl. : to

agitate, disturb by blowing.—II. to turn

into air, Theopbir. Hence,, , a breathing

out. Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 114.,, , a breathing out,

opp. to., Arist. H. A. ; from', f. -, Ep. -,
{,) to breathe out or forth,-, opp. to.. Plat. Phaed. 112

: to breathe out, make an end of, cool,, Eur. Bacch. 620.—2.., to breathe one's last, expire,

Aesch. Ag. 1493; and so«^, alone,
to die, . Soph. Aj. 1026.— II.

intr., to blow out or outwards, of a wind,
Hdt. 7, 30, Thuc. 6, 104 : to burst out,

Soph. Aj. 1148. Hence', . , a breathing out, ex-

piring, Eur. Hipp. 1438 : an exhalation,
Arist. Mund.^, , ,=, Arist.
Somn.

, ov, contr. , ovv, (,) breathless, lifeless, Stral).—11.() breathing out, exhaling. Hipp., adv. (,) away
from the feet, out of the waij, and in
genl., away, far away:^~-, to depart and get away,
Hdt. 8, 76 ; .,,
to stand aside, Trag. : so with,
Hdt. 0, 35,.,,, etc., freq. in Att. : also c.

dat.,. pylv, to get otu oj

his ivay, Eur. Hec. 52, etc. : but, -
or rt, to put

out of the way, make an end of.., Xen.
Cyr. 3, 1, 3, Isocr., etc. :, to be free from a thing,
Eur. Phoen. 978 : ,
to declare away or removed, Aesch.
Eum. 453. Opp. to., adv. from some place or
other, c. gen., Ap. Rh., , f. -, {,)
to make out of, make free from,

: to make away with, part with,

transfer, Dio C : hence—2. in mid., to

give away a child to be adopted by an-
other, cf..—II. also in mid.,
to produce, bring forth, Ar. Ach. 255.—III. to make completely, fijiish off, like, Hdt. 2, 125, 175 : -» Tu ,
they made all the front of Parian mar-
ble. Hdt. 5, 02.—IV. intrans., to be
sufficient, to suit, Theophr.— V. im-
pers., it is time, ii is fit, Hipp.
Hence, , , a making free,
Lat. emancipatio : an alienating, part-
ing with, e. g. ernissio semiais, Hdt. 3,
109.', ov,{), a
child given to be adopted by another,. , Isae. 05, 41 : the child
was so called in relation to its natu-
ral,, in relation to its

adopted father., aor. pass,-, (,') to diversify great-

ly, in pass., Max. Tyr., fut. Att. -, (, -) to pull out wool or hair, Ar.
Thcsm. 567., , (,) like
sq., to excite to, make ready for, war,
Thuc. 6, 91 : tu make hostile,

TLva, Schneid. Xen. Hell. 5, 4,
20.—II. to go to war with,,
Polyb.', , (, 7.) to

make an enemy, to make hostile, to in-

volve in war, , Hdt. 3, 66, and
Tiva. Thuc. 6, 77. Pass., to be-

come an enemy to, be set at feud with,

Tivi, Hdt. 3, 66 : - , 5, 73.

Hence', , , a making
hostile, Plut., strengthd. for,
to join to the city, Aristid.

'/, , (,?)
to force a besieged town to surrender, to

take by siege, Thuc. 1, 94, Xen., etc.

Pass., to be taken, to surrender, Thuc.
1,117., (,) to

change the constitution of a state, to

make it fall away and degenerate, LXX., (,) to walk
in state, to strut, Luc.—II. trans., to

rriake a show of, divulge, publish, Eccl.', , ,() a send-
ing out or forth, Thuc. 3, 51 : esp.
divorce, Antipho ap. Stob. p. 422, 2., , (,) to work
out, accomplish, finish, Lat. elaborare,

Sapph. 38 : also to make accomplished,

form by instruction, as Chiron did



Achilles, Eur. I. A. 209. Pass, to he

wrought out, brought to perfection,/(^-, Thuc. 6, 31 : hence. -
1,~, corn, arms preparedfor use,

Xen. Cyr. 8, 2, 5, Hell. 4, 2, 7 : prac-

tised, disciplined, Id. Hell. 6, 4, 28. In

pass, of persons,, to be in good training, prac-

tice, etc. Xen. Cnt. 3, 3, 57.—2. to

uork through, get through by great toil

and pains,.,, A'alck.

Phoen. 1642 : hence in geni. to en-

dure, go through, .
Find. P. 4, 421.—II. to earn by labour,

gain by toil and pains, Eur. I. A. 367:
also c. ace. pers., to prenail on,, Eur. Ion 375.

—

ill. to work oat

by searching, to search out, lb. 1355.

—

IV. to work up, wear out, tire out, Strab. :

of food, to digest by labour, Xen. Mem.
1, 2, 4.—V. to labour to shield off,, Eur. . F. 581.',~(, {,) to cor-

rupt, vitiate, Synes..,, ro,= sq., Eccl.'.~, , , a going out

frovi, procession, out-going, Eccl. : from/, {,) to make to

go out, fetch out, Eur. Phoen. 1068.

Usu. in mid.,-, c. fut. mid.
et aor. pass., to go out or forth, to go
away, marchout. Xen. An. 5, 1, 8, etc. :

c. ace, to go out of.., Polyb.,, {,•!)=-•) to sack, pillage, waste, Eur. Tro.
95: inetaph., to undo. So|ih. Tr. 1104.

—II. to plunder and carry off, Tu-, Thuc. 4, 57. Hence,, ?/, a sacking, wast-

ing, Strab.,, .{)
a waster, destroyer, Eur. Supp. 1223.'.7:, (,) to car-

ry away by sea : hence Eur. has pf.

pass.,~ , in

pass, signf., Hel. 1179; but in act.,~. , lb. 1517.), f. - Att. -, {,') to invent, discover, bring for-
ward, contrive,, Eur. Bacch.
1042; - .., Ar. Lys. 421.—II.

esp. to find means, money, etc., to pro-
vide, furnish, supply. Soph. Phil. 299,
Plat. etc.—III. to gain, acquire, pro-

cure,, Ar. Vesp. 1113: also in
mid.. Thuc. 1, 82, 125, etc.

\•—', {,) to be

given to fornication, N. T.
/c7roro^,=sq., Ion. for,•, to fly out or forth, e. g. of snow-

flakes, (•, 11. 19, 357
;

perf. pass, /—~(2/<, Sapph. 19:
inetaph. —-,
I fly aloft, 1. e. am lifted up, proud in

mind, Eur. El. 177 ; so too, 77t2 raf~ ; whither hast

thou fiown in thought? Theocr. 11,

72.-',, , , {,) six

feet long, Inscr.'•.. , an exacting, de-

manding, Diod. : from'), Att. -, fut. -, {,) to do completely, finish, com-

plete, accomplish, freq. in Trag. ; c.

dupl. ace, ,
to make one a prophet, Aesch. Ag.
1275 : hence

—

II. to make an end of,

kill, Lat. conficere, like,
Soph. O. C. 1659.—III. to exact, levy,., Plat. Legg. 774 E, and
Xen. ; also c. dupl. ace,.. Thuc. 8, 108.—2. to exact

punishmentfor a thing, to avenge. Soph.
O. T. 377, and Eur. : so also in mid.,, Hdt. 7, 158 ; also,. -

, to require it at his
hands, lb.',—, strengthd. for,
Anth. [i]-. {,) to tear

up by the roots, root up, Lat. excodicare,

Dern. 1073, 27.,,, excellence, Iambi.

:

from—, , {) distin-

guished, eminent, excellent, before all,''. II. 2, 483. In bad sense,

Thuc. 3, 55, beyond what is fit and
right {), unseemly, monstrous.

Adv. -, without reasonable grounds,
Thuc. 1, 38.^., , Ecprepea, iBM>cc.

pr. n., a Spartan, Plut. Agis 10».',—, adv. =,
Dio C. : from, (.,) to be remark-
able, esp. distinguished, excellent, in a
thing, Tiri, Eur. Heracl. 597.,, , a setting on fire,

inflaming. Plut., , , the seething of
water., Ion. for., (,) to buy

off, get rid of, Antipho 136, 36: only
used in aor. : supplies the
pres., etc.7:=7, Geop. : hence', , , a sawing out.

Medic.',,,,{) that

which is sawn out, Arist. Gen. et Corr., {,) to saw out,

Thuc. 7, 25. [i], . to be later than the

appointed day : from', ov, {,)
not keeping the set time, beyond the ap-

pointed day, and so corning too late

:

, seven days
too late, Luc. :. , past
the tune of i. e. too old for the games,
Id. Adv. -., f.-, aor. 2, {,) to spring out

or forth. Orph., strengthd. for-. Eur. Phoen. 1678./, {.) to let break

forth, pour forth, Eur. Ion 119. [ Ep.,
Att.], {,) to por-

tion, Phalar.,), , f. -, {,-?) to call forth. Mid. to call forth
to one's self -, Od. 2. 400., {,) to

choose out, select, Eur. Phoen. 214. [i]?., {, /.)
leave and desert, forsake,, Od. 8,

515. Theogn. li32., to go forth from, 7.-. . Rh. Poet, word used only
in aor. : /. supplies the pres.. f. -, {,) to fall out of, fall down,
Orph., f.-, {, -) to flow or stream forth, Orph.
/£~7«. , (,») to

honour above all. Soph. Ant. 913., {,)
show forth, show, Orph., in aor. 2 part..',, f. -, (,-) to bring forth., f. -, {, -) flee away from, escape, Orph.', f.-, {,)
to pour forth, shed, Orph., , (,) to make
winged or airy, Hipp.

EKPA,{,)
to move the expanded wings, Luc., f. -, to scare away
from, , Eur. Hec. 180.,,—foreg. : pass, tobe scar-
ed ; to be struck with admiration, Eur.
Cycl. 185.,, , (,)
spreading open, parting, ,
Aet.,, , Alex. Tral. : and^,, , spitting out,
V. ]. Or. Sib. ; from, f. -, {,) to spit
out, , Od. 5, 322:
hence to show disgust, be disgusted.

[, .]',,.() that
which is fallen out : a dislocation, Hipp.,, ,() a fall-
ing out of missing : a mischance, esp.
banishment, Polyb.—II. the dislocation

of a joint, Hipp., , (,) to bring to

suppuration, Hipp. Hence,,, a sore that has
suppurated, a boil, Id. [].. ,() suppu-
ration. Id. [] Hence, , , bringing to sup-
puration. Id.,=^, Id.—, f.-, {,) dep. mid., to search out,
to learn, hear, find out, . Soph. Al.
215 ; , to learn from.., Eur. H.
F. 529 ; c. part.,. ,
Eur. Hel. 817 : in II. 20, 129, Wolf
has written .,^, Diosc., (,) squeeze
out the kernel : hence to squeeze like a
kernel, to force OT drive mil, Arist. Phys.
Ausc. Hence,, , the squeezing
out of a kernel.,, , (-) bursting out like a kernel., , to heat, Hipp. : from. ov. (,) heated, burn-
ing hot, Theophr. Hence, , to bum to aske.t, con-
sume utterly. Eur. I. A. 1070 : to set on
fire, Arist. Meteor., (,) to set

onfire, inflame, Se.\t. Emp.—II. to light

a beacon fire, give signals thereby,,
Joseph., , , () a
burning utterly, confiagration, Arist.
Meteor, [i], ov, (,)
heard of, reported, discovered, Thuc. 4,
70, etc., f. -', (,) to

spit out. Alex. Mandrag. 1, 12., , , () a
drinking -atp, beaker, Hdt. 9, 41, 80,
Soph. Phil. 35., ov, , dim. from
foreg.. Strab., , , (,) cup-maker, a play ot Ale.xis.. poet, for,. Bahrius 12, 1., Aeol. and Ep. for -, aor. I pass, from., (,) to flog
out, drive out uith a rod, Ar. Lys. 576.}, /, ,^=7).() for, aor. 1 from, q. v., aor. 1 pass, from-. [], f. -, (,) to

scatter out of or firth,

., Soph.Tr. 781.
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, 1 aor. ind. act. from-, Afisch. Ag. 3()D./, 1 aor. ind. pass, from. Find. P. 4, 311., 2 sing, irapf. from -, 11. 15, 18., f.- : pf. ()-
/, {, ^) to flow out or forth, m
tmesis freq. in Horn., usu. of blood :

of rivers, . , Hdt. 2,

20.—2. of feathers, to mmilt, fall off,

Ar. Av. 104 : hence—3. to ynelt or fall

awau, disappear, Lat. efflucre, Plat.

Theag. 130 : he uses aor. 2 pass.) in same sense. Rep. 452 D.
—11. trans, to shed, let fall, Anth.

',//,, , that ivhich is

broken off, a piece, fragment, Hipp. :

the broken bed of a torrent, a ravine,

Polyb.— II. a breaking forth of a

stream, Theophr. : an eruption, Hipp.
From',, also, f.-,
(,) to break out or off, snap
asunder, II. 15, 469: c. gen.,, the water has broken

off a piece of the road, 11. 23, 421.

Pass, to break Or snap asunder, of a
bow, Hdt. 2, 173 ; of clothes, to be

rent asunder, Chacrein. ap. Alh. 608
B.—11. in pass, also, to break or burst

out, to break forth, of an ulcer, Hdt. 3,

133; , Aesch.
Pr. 367 : of a quarrel, ^ (•
f)ayil, it broke out in public, Hdt. 8,

74 : of persons, to break out into pas-

sionate words, . Id.

6, 129.— 111. sometimes also intr. in

act., . Soph. Aj. 775 ;, Arist. Meteor., Ep. 1 aor. from,
Od., , ,() a

breaking or bursting out, violent dis-

charge, Hipp., , (,) to root out,

uproot, N. T.—II. to produce from the

root. Hence, eug, , a rooting out or

up., oD, o,(,) a rooter

out or up, a destroyer, LaX.,, ,() that

which is thrown out, rubbish.,, 6, , (,) with a
high prominent nose, Aretae., , (,) tofile away,
conswne, Alciphr.^, i. -tau Att. -, (,)
to smell or snuff o^d, Luc.—, . -, (,) to

blow up a flame, light up, set on fire,

Arist. Meteor. : metaph., to stir up,

rouse, Plut. Hence. ov, b, a lighting up,
blowing up, Epicui ap. Diog. L. 10,

101., f. -\p(j, also,
Plut. (,) to throw out or aivay,

cast forth. Soph. O. T. 1412 : ?/
-, Aesch. Pr. 932. Hence,, , , a throwing out or

away., , , ()=,
Hipp., , (,) to

empty by gulping down,,
Mnesim. Hipp. 1, 17., , , contr., ov,) a flowing out or forth ; the

channel or mouth of a river, Hdt. 7,

.129: a passage, escape, Hipp.', , (,) to drink

out, gulp down, Ar. Vesp. 1118., ov, {,) out of
tune. Sext. Emp., (.-. (,)
to rescue, deliver, Eur. Bacch. 258.
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. (,) to wash or

rinse out, Philo., ), 7,=, Polyb.

—II. a miscarriage, Hipp.—111. a shed-

ding, loss of the hair, Theophr./, (,) to

let out of the net, to extricate frojn the

toils. Plut.J.J,(,oa)to shake

violently. Anth P. 5,235., (,) v. 1. Ar.

Lys. 1028, where now is read-., , f. -, Ep. form for, to rescue, II. 4, 12 :, out /" the sea, Od. 4. 501.., (,) to strip

off the flesh, LXX.^, , (,) to make
grow to flesh : pass., to grow to fiesh,

Theophr.— II. intr., = Pass., Diosc.
Hence/,, , a fleshy ex-

crescence, Diosc., , (,) to sweep
out., (,) to shake out, .
Hdt. 4, 64 : to shake ivell, drive out or

forth, Lat. excutcre, Plut., perf pass, :

plqpf, though this form is

sometnnes found as syncop. aor., for

in Od. 12, 36G, it must be aor., as in

Od. 9, 373, it must be plqpf., or in
signf impf (,). To driveforth.

Pass, to rush out, burst forth from a

place,,, Hom. : -' •. sleep fled awny
from his eye lids, Od. 12, 366 : absol.,, the point burst out, II.

5, 293.. f. -, (,)
to signify, disclose, express, Soph. El.

1191., (,) to make rotten.

:

pass., to rot, Theophr., , strengthd. for,
Mel. 125, in tmesis.Jvo),(,v) to empty
by the siphon, drain, LXX.., , . -/, (,-) to be silent, Arr. : also as pass.,

to be put to silence, Polyb.Jv, (.) to rake
out, pull away, Ar. Lys. 1028.^, f. -, (,) to

dig out, to excavate. Gal., f. -, (, -) to drive out and disperse, scat-

ter abroad, Ar. Eq. 795., f. -, and-,
(,) to disftirnish, strip of
tools and implements, Dem. 872, 11,

in pass. : in mid., Strab., ov, (, ?'/) without
equipment : tu ., the attendants
on the stage ; opp. to., ov, (,) off the

stage, Sext. Emp., ov, , (, -) a scattering abroad, Plut.,..-,(.) towipe
out. clean out, Hdt. 3, 148., , (,) to scare

awai/, Menand. p. 62./,,. -, (,) to

draw out, pluck out, II. 6, 65 ; also
mid. , 11. 7, 255.

["],.-,',)
to pour out as a libation, Eur. Ion
1193..=,1,., pass, (,-) to run to seed. Theophr., (,) to hasten
out or forth, Ar. Thesm. 277., f.- Att. -lu, (,

) to ivipe off with a sponge,

Eubul. Pamph. 4., ov, (.) out of
the treaty or alliance, not a party there-

to, excluded from it, Thuc. 3, 68 : c.

gen., Polyb. : in genl. with
whom 110 treaty can be formed, implac-

able, N. T.— II. contrary to a treaty,

violating it, Dion. H.
'«702'(5;, (,) to

break Ike vertebrae, LXX., ov, (,) six

stades long, Luc., , ,() any
displacement or removal from the pro-
per place, Arist. Gen. An. : esp. of the

mind, distraction, esp. from terror or
astonishment, Hipp. ; in full ., etc. : in good sense, entrance-

inent, astonishment, N. T. : also a
trance, N. T. Hence, , , inclined to move
or depart,, Arist. Eth. N.

:

esp. from one's senses, mad, distraught,

raving, Arist. Probl. : entranced, asto-

nished: in a trance.—11. act., able to

displace or remove,, Plut. : esp.
the mind, maddening, distracting, The-
ophr. Adv. -., 1. -, (,)

send out : tofit, deck out, Soph. O. T.
1209., f. -, (,) to

take off the crown : to empty a full CUp,
opp. to, q. .—II. to crown,
deck with garlands, in pass.. Soph.
O. T. 3.— 111. , he
poured it all round like a garland,
Opp.,^=.., ov, (,) very
bright, Heliud., (,) to shin«
forth, Heliod., (,) to

squeeze, strain out, DlOSC.,, ,() a
going out on service, Luc.,, , an army,
Memn. ap. Phot. ; and, , , =-

: from, (,) to

march out, , Thuc. 5, 54

:

to take the field, and so as dep. mid,,
Hdt. 1, 190; 4, 159, etc.: so perf.

pass, to be in the field, Thuc. 2, 12 :

but also, to have ended the campaign,
Thuc. 5, 55., (,-) dep. c. pf pass., to encamp
outside, Thuc. 4, 129 : later as act., f. --, (,) to

turn or tu'ist aside, overturn,, to root up a tree from the
trench it stands in, 11. 17, 58.— II. to

turn inside out, tu?., Ar. Plut.
721 : metaph., to change, alter entirely,, Ar. Nub. 88.— III. to per-
vert, corrupt, N. T. Hence, , , an overturning,

twisting to one side, Plut.', , (,) to

open a passage, like a pipe : m pass.,

of an abscess, to discharge itself by a
fistulous opening, Hij)p... Att. -, f -, (,) to whistle or hiss out, off the
stage, Lat. explodrre,, Dem. 449,
19, and in pass., Antiph. Pofe's. 1, 21., (, ) to drag out,

Anth. [y],, (.-, (,-) to throw as from a sling, hurl,
cast., f.-, (,)
to seat up. Mid., to lake an iiiiprexsion,

Lat. exs'gnare. Pass, to be shut out



from,, Eur. . F. 53, in tmesis.

Hence,, , an impres-

sion, copy, [pii], {, ^) '" cleave,

part, Anst. Mund.
lor from, f. -, (, ^) to pre-

serve from danger, keep safr, guard,

Hdt. 9, 107, Soph., etc. : ,
in save one from another, Eur. El. 28.

So in mid., Aesch. Pers. 360 : but

also to save one's self, Hdt. 2, 107 :, they sought for

safety in the island, Aesch. Pers. 451.

Ep., 11./, {,) to heap or

pile up, Eur. Phoen. 1195., Ep. 3 sing. aor. of,
Od. 11,410., , ,{) an order,

regulation., adv.{) outstretch-

ed, ., to lie outstretched,

i. e. dead, Valck. Phoen. 1691. [], , lov, Att., also , ov,{) outstretched, outspread,-
., a wide, ample cloak, 11. 10,

134. [], adv.—., Aeol. and Ep. for-, 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of,
Horn., 1 aor. pass, of., fut. 1 pass, of -.,, atov, {) on the sixth

day. Diod.— II., ., a

loaf of six choenices or cotulae., late pf of, for wh.

in good writers was used, v.

Buttm. Catal. p. 157, and n.', , {, 7•.) to

strip of money, -, Sopater ap. Ath. 230 E.. , ,{) that

which is stretched out : length., Ep. for, 3 sing,

aor. of, II., p. for, 1

pkir. aor. 2 from. Od.^, aor. mid. of-, Ep. and Ion. for -. 11., poet. 3 pi. aor. 2 of,
Hom., 3 sing. aor. 2 from,
Hom., 1 aor. pass, of,
Ep. and late prose.,,{--,=:: Hom.
has this form only, and always in

signf to stretch out, i. e. on the giound,

lay low, II. 17, 58. etc., Pind. P. 4,

430. In pass., to lie outstretched, II. 7,

271 : but H. Bacch. 38, to stretch,

spread out : for Soph. O. C. 1562, v.. [_v usu., but iJ Anacreont.

",,, ,() draw-

ing out in order, array of battle, Polyb.

'.,.. , strengthd. for-. Pint.',, , , calculated to

trouble or disturb, Hipp. : and',, , , a troubling,

agitation, Hipp, [u] : from', Att. -,, f -, {,() to throw into great trouble or

confusion, agitate, Plut. Cor. 19:—in

pass., tobe troubled ox confounded,\socT.

311 B.', , strengthd. for., strengthd. for-., , strengthd. for-, pi'ob. 1. Hipp.

',,,{) stretch-

ing or spreading out, extevsiov,, Hipp.

:

extension in space.—II. the lengthening

of a short syllable, Gramm.', Att. -, . -, (,) to draw out in order, esp. to

draw out an army, put it in array, Xen.

Mid., to post one's self, be posted. Id.., verb. adj. from,
one must draw out, lengthen, Clem. Al.', , ,{) capable

of extension. Plat. Tim. 44 E., {,) to dig

trenches, Joseph., Ion. for, -, 3 pi. plqpf. from., . - : pf. -,,
pass,-, {,) to stretch

out, , Aesch. Pr.

323 : to stretch along, ,
Hdt. 2, 107 : to lay low, Eur. Med.
585. Pass., to lie outstretched, lie along,

esp. of sleepers. Soph. Phil. 858 ; also

ofthe dead. Valck. Phoen. 1691 : also

metaph. to be on the stretch, on the rack,', Id. . .
153.—II. to stretch out, spin out, pro-

long, , Hdt. 7, 51 ; and
so,.,, etc., Trag.

:

of time, .
Soph. Aj. 1402.

—

III. to stretch, strai?i

to the uttermost,; to put forth all one's zeal, Hdt.

7, 10 : ., to put a horse to

full gallop, Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 5.—IV. to

lengthen a short Syllable, Gramm.
Cf.', f. - Att. -, {,) to fortify completely, Thuc.
7, 26 : ., to build it from the

ground, Ar. Av. 1165. Hence, OV, 6, fortification,

Arr., strengthened for. Or. ap. Euseb.', {,) dep.

mid., to beget children, generate,

., prob. 1 Eur. Ion 438., {,) to spring

from,, Emped. 42., , strengthd. for -, Theophr., in mid. Hence,, , strengthd. for, a bringing to perfection. Id., , {,7.) to

bring quite to an end, accomplish, Pind.

P. 12, 55 : also c. inf ,.,
to bring it at last to be. Id. P. 4, 33., , f. -, {,) to

bring to an end or consximmation, carry

out, bring about, Hom., etc. : esp. to

accomplish a wish, vow, etc. ;,,,,,
Hom.,', Hdt. 1, 32: also of

time, Hdt. 6, 09. Hom. has also the

Ep. impf ,., , {,) brought to

an end, perfect, Aesch. Pers. 218 : and
so ripe, '/. Hes. Op.
404 ; also of persons, .,
Aesch. Ag. 105, ., Eur.
Ion 780.', Ep. and Ion.,
f.- : a rare fut. 3/.
Plat. Rep. 564 C, {, ). To
cut out,, to cut the bones out
of the thighs before offering them,
Hom. : , to

cut an arrow from the thigh. II. 11,

829 : besides this Hom. only uses it

of trees, planks, etc., to hew out. hew,

shape: in pres. he has always the
form.—II. to castrate, Hdt.
6.32; 8, 105; in full, ..
Soph. Fr. 510.

—

III. to cut out, divide,

.. to divide the earth by zones,
Arist. Meteor.—IV. -. , to be disarmed and deceiv-

EKTI
ed by kindness, Polyb. 31, 6, 8, ubi
V. Schweigh., fut. from foreg., , , extension : USU.
metajih., attention, assiduousriess, Cic.
Att. 10, 7, 1 : zeal in prayer, earnest-

ness, Eccl. : also exuberance, abund-
ance, Hdn. : from', , {) stretched

out, strained : hence excessive, earnest,

stedfast, Aesch Supp. 983: also as-

siduous, attentive, ojficious, Polyb. :

earnest iti prayer, unceasing, fervent, so

., . . Adv. -, exces-

sively. Macho ap. Ath. 579 : mag-
nificently, Agatharch. ap. Ath. 527 C., , , {) child-

birth, Arist. Mirab., a, ov, verb. adj. from,
to be held, Ar. Ach. 259., adv. part. perf.

pass, from, in set order,, adv. part, perf pass,

from, outstretched : lengthened,

of a short syllable. Gramm.', pf act. from., fut. 3 of-, Plat. Kep. 564 C., , , {) the sixth

part {sextarius) of the, Ar.
Eccl. 547,, fut. -, {,) to

work out, produce, Hipp., , {,) to bum
to ashes, calcine, Slrab. Hence, , , a burning to

ashes. Id., {,) to

contrive, devise, , to play a trick,

Thuc. 6, 46., f. -, aor., (,) to melt out, melt away, , Ar.

Nub. 772.—II. to let melt away, let

pine, peak or waste away,,, ,, etc.,

Eur. Freq. m pass., cf pf.,
to melt, pine or tvnste away,, Eur.
Or. 860, etc.

—

III. in pass, also to slip

from the nuViii, opp.to, Aesch,
Pr. 525., ov,{,) of
a sixth part : hence ol .-=, those

who paid a sixth of the produce as rent,

Plut. Sol. 13: also :

., a sixth part : also a liquid mea-
sure. Poll. 4, 105.,,=-. Gal., , oi, the Ectgnes, an-

cient inhabitants of Bpeotia, in the

time of Ogygus, Pans., Lye.,, ,{) a making
to melt away : a wasting illness, Hipp., strengthened for-, to make quite tame., . -, {,) to

set out, place outside, Od. 23, 179: to

put out, expose. Soph. Phil. 5, esp. of

a new-born child, Hdt. 1, 112, Ar.

Nub. 530 ; in full,., Eur,
Ion 344.—II. to set up, propose for a

prise. Soph. Fr. 68 : to expose to public

view, exhibit, ap. Dem. 707. 13, etc.

:

also to set out for sale.—III. to set forth,

declare, Lat. exponere,, Polyb., , {,7]) to rear

up, foster, Plut. in mid.', ij, , {) habitual,

Epict.— II. hectic, consumptive, Gal,

Adv. -, habitually, Plut.. f.- and-, {,) to bring forth, give birth to,

Plat. Theaet. 210 B., , f. -, {,)
to ease one's self, Lat. cacare.. f. -, {, .) ta

pluck or ptdl out, Hippon. Fr. 60 : in

pass, . Anacr. 19.
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, , (. -, {,) to

honour, reverence very highly. Soph.
El. 04. Hence,, , high esteem : es-

timation, tjtrab. [], ov, {,) without ho-

nour : , to re-

strain the lament from showing honour
due, Soph. El. 242, ubi v. Herin.', ov, , a shaking out,

violent shaking, LXX. : and,, ;},=foreg. : from', f. -, {,)
to shake out, sliake violently, knock out,

Lat. excutere, Phit. : Horn, has it in

tmesis, II. IG, 348.— II. intr., to be

greatly moiieii, Hipp. 1170 E.' or.=,
Piod. : cf. Buttm. Ausf. Gr. ^ 112,

Anm. 19. [rt, Ep., , Att.], fut. -, (,) to pay

off, pay in full, . ,
Hdt. 6, 92 : .. Id. 3, 47,, Eur. Or. 453, and Plat. ; -
., to make a return/or bringing

one up, Aesch. Theb. 548 :

., to suffer full punishment, Eur.
El. 260 : .,,
Tivt, like dare poe.nns alicui, Hdt.

;, for a thing. Id. 9, 94. Mid., to

exact full payment for a thing, avenge,

like,, Soph. Aj.

304 ; to take vengeance on,, Eur.
Med. 267. Cf., [, Ep. ;, Att.]

Hence, , /, a paying off, pay-
ment. Plat. Legg. 855 A.,, , () that

which is paid, esp. as a penally, a fine,

Plat. Legg. 8G8 B.',=, to suckle,

Ari.st. H. A., , f. -, (,-) to bore through : also -., f. -, (, -) to cause a miscarriage,

., Diosc. — II. intr. to miscarry,

Hdt. 3, 32.,=, in pres. and impf
only Ep., bul supplies the other
tenses to. [l, Ep. ; , Att.],, , (/) that

which is cut out, a segment, . }7/f,
the zones, Arist. Meteor.,, ,() a cut-

ting out., adv. () also-, Ep. for, from without, c.

gen., Od. 1, 132 ; but Od. 9, 239,-, is not outside the court, but
outside in the court, so that is

a simple adv., being a gen. loci., adv. () out of, outside,

far from, like. c. gen., 11. 15, 391
;

22. 439. Only Ep., , (,-) to break into a house and rob it

:

hence in genl., to pillage, plunder,

Polyb.', ov,()=,
Ael.., . f.-, f. 1. for foil.

:

in Joseph, to make to dare.'.(,)-
ly to wind quite off, hence to get quite

throush, bring to an end,, Hes.
So. 44.,, , a door cut in a
gate, a wicket, Ael., , , () one

that cuts out., , to cut out, Joseph. :

from/, , ,() a cutting

out ; cnstralion, Hdt. 3, 48, 49.—II. a
place cut oat, a hole, Plut. Hence, ov, b, one that is cas-
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trated, a eunuch, Hdt. 3, 92: .. Id. C, 9., , , pecul. fem. of, that which cuts out or off,, Anth., , , a plant, black hel-

lebore. Gal., ov, () cut out:

castrated., pf. act. of, cf. -., late pf. act. of,
from a form."., ov, (,) out oftune,

Clem. Al.', (.) to shoot out,

shoot away, ,
Hdt. 1, 214: hence to waste, throiv

away. ., Ar. Plut. 34.—2. to

shootfro7n, Xen. An. 7, 8, 14.— II. intr.,

tn fall from, vanish away from,,
Eiir. Andr. 305.^,() to move from
a place, take off., Arist. Mi-
rab.—II. intr., to take one's self from a

place, change ojte's dwelling, migrate,

Arist. Pol.. a, ov, also , ,=-, ., to quench
and put away the fire, Soph. O. T. 160.', ov, a, () a
going away, viigratinn, Arist. H. A.

—

II. a being away, distance, Strab., verb. adj. from -, one must send away, Clem.
Al., -, ,()
disposed to go away, migratory, Arist.

H. .\.", ov, (, ) away
from a place, distant, out of the way, c.

gen.,. Soph. O. C.233: hence
in genl., foreign, strange. Soph. Tr.
1 132 : and metaph., out of the way,
extraordinary, Theophr., cf..
Adv. -., a, ov,=:sq., a, ov, of Hector, Hcctor-
ean, II. 2, 416., , (,) to bore

through, to kill by piercing, H. Horn.
Merc. 42.\. ov, a, patron, from "-, son of Hector, i. e. Astyanax, II.

6, 401., , (,) to turn

from the way, Paus.", , ov, () the sixth, Hom.', , , verb. adj. from,,
to be had in possession, that one can
pos.tess. Diog. L. 3, 105.', adv., () without, outside,

Hom. Hom. uses it mostly as prep,

c. gen., which may either go before
or follow ; in genl., out of far from,, Od. 12,

219. Proverb.,, etc.—2. , out of a
thing, free from it., Hdt. 4, 133,

and so Aesch. Pr. 330, Plat., etc.

:

also exempt from,. Plat.

Rep. 498 B.—3. , beside

himself, nut of his wits, Hipp.—4. out

of, beyond, Hdt. 3, 80:, etc..

Soph. Ant. 330, and Eur.—5. except,, Xen. Hell. 1. 2, 3. and
Plat. : also, •.., unless, Ljic.

—

6. 0(, strangers. Po yb. : also
the vulgar, the common herd, and Eccl.,
the Gentiles.—II. of time, ipv'""^> over,, Hdt. 3, 80.

Opp. to., adv., outwards; in Hom.
only once, c. gen. , Od.
14^. 277 : like. Only Ep.',, poet, also -, adv., from without, without, out-

side, in Horn., like, as prep. c.

EKT?
gen. : far from, apart from, Od. 1, 132 :., to bo beside one's self,

Hipp., but hardly to be found in Att.

Opp. to.', adv. for , from that

time, thereafter, since, Alh., , (,)
to deck out in tragic, i. e. high-flown,
sounding words, to itork up. exaggerate,

Polyb. : to talk big, Theophr.', ov, (,)
banishedfrom the table, Luc. [] •, , 6, ,(,) with an enor-

mous paunch, Lpich. p. 36., ov,() turning
from the common course, twisting, de-

vious, strange, Meineke ad Pherecr.
Chir. 1, 23 : monstrous, of huge chil-

dren, Plin. 7, 16. Adv. -. [a]], (,) to

throw the rider over its head, Xen. Cyr.
1. 4, 8 : hence in genl., to throw off or
down, knock down, Ar. Lys. 705 : pass.
to break one's neck, Ar. Nub. 1501, Plut.
70 ; metaph. to plunge headlong into

destruction, Dem. )24, 7.—II. to talk in

a big, break-jaiv style, Hermog.', (.) to make
rough, Lat. exasperare, Luc. [v], (. -. (,) to

turn out. off or aside, ,
Hdt. 1, 186 ; , Aesch.
Theb. 628 ; to turn one off the road,

order out of the way. Soph. O. T. 806,
cf infr. : but, -, to turn the shield and fly he-

fore the thyrsus, Eur. Bacch. 799:
metaph., to turn aside, dissuade. Sojjh.

El. 350. Pass, and niid., to turn off,

turn aside, , Hdt. 1,

104: c. gen., to lam aside from, dege•

nerate, also with .... Hdt. 1, 75 : but
,, to get out of one's

way, avoid him, Dem. 411, 12; and
absol., Ar. Plut. 837 : so . , to

avoid, detest a thing, Polyb.', {. ->, (,) to

bring up from childhood, rear up, Hdt.
1, 122, and Trag. : also of plants,

Hdt. 1, 193. Mid. to rear up for one's

self.. . Hom. Cer. 166, 221 ;

usu. of the, but also of the
teacher. Soph. El. 13., f.-, usu. -•. (.) to run out or forth,
II. 18, .30, in tmesis : to make a sally,, Thuc. 4, 25, and Xen.

—

2. to run "jf or arvay, Ar. Av. 991.—3.

of plants, to run or shoot up, Theophr.

:

metaph. of anger, to burst forth, Soph.
O. C. 438.,, ,() a hole,

Hipp., , (,) to

shake u-ith the trulent.,, The-
opomp. ap. Luc. Pseudolog. 29.

?'/, , .=- : from, f. -, {,) to rub
out, produce by rubbing, e. g., Xen.
Cyr. 2. 2, 15.—II. to rub much or long,. Soph. Phil. 296:
to rub completely, polish, Theophr.

—

III. to destroy by rubbing, rub to nothing,

destroy root and branch,

or, like a pine that never shoots
again from the root, Hdt. 6, 37, cf.

86, and, Valck. Hipp. 683;, Hdt. 4, 120;., Eur. Cycl.
475 : , to bring life to a
wretched end, Lat. conlerere vitam.
Soph. O. T. 248. [I] Hence",, , a sore caused
by rubbing, gall. Hipp.— II. a towel,

cloth, rubber, Philox. ap. Ath. 409 E., , (,) to deprivt

of hair.



',-,, ,() rub-

bing out, violent friction, DlOg. L..-, , , (-) a turn-

ing off aside,.. a turning

of waterfrom its channel, Thuc. 5, 65.

—II. (from mid.) a turning one^s self off

or aside, an escape,, Aesch.
Pr. 913,., a digressionfrom
the subject, Plat. Polit. 267 A :., the turn-off a. road, but in Ar.

Ran. J 13, the place to which one turns

from the road, a resting-place. Lat. de-

verticulum.—2. metaph., aberration of
mind., ov, 6,(),
sour, turned wine, Alciphr., ,=-, dub.
1. for., ov, , a disease of the

eye-lid, when it cannot shut, Cels., ov.() turning off

or aside, out of the way, Cic. Att. 12,

12, 1.—2. digressing.—II. immoral.,, ,{) a bring-

ing up, rearing, Anst. H. A.,^-—II. to run

over, treat of briefly, Diosc.', , to gather in all the

vintage, gather completely. LXX.,.{^) f. -,
to bore, hollow.^. intr., to escape

or slip out through a hole, Ar. Eccl.

337. Hence,,, the dust, etc.,

made by boring, Theophr. [], , , {)
boring through, Hipp, [], , '^,) to be

overliururious. Ath.;(, , {.) to wear
out, grind down, exhaust, hue. 3, 93

;

7, 48 : !), worn out

rags, Luc.,=.,. [], (.,) to wear out,

destroy, App., f.-, [,)
to eat up, devour, Ar. Vesp. 155.',, ,()
a child untimely born, an abortion, Arist.

Gen. An.

—

\\.=. Hence',, aia, alov, abortive,

Hipp.'., , ,()
miscarriage. Hipp., , ,— ioreg., Arist.

. .', , ,{)
of, belonging to abortion, Plut., (,) to un-
fold, develop, Tim. Locr.',-, , , {, -) swelling oat or up, like a

drum{), Strab.-, 3 sing. aor. 2 of,
Horn., ov, (,) expressed

in form, esp. worked in relief, Ion ap.

Ath. 185 A : ., gemma ectypa, a

cameo, Senec, cf. ~.—^11. formed
in outline, just moulded, , a

rough sketch, Marcellin. Adv.-.', . {,) to express

in form, model, mould, work in relief,

freq. in Plat., in pass. : also in mid.

:

Id. Theaet. 206 D. Hence',, , that which is

modelled, a relief. Plat. Tim. 50 C :, faces in re-

lief, Menand. p. 12. [i], , ,() a

modelling, Aresas ap. Stob. Eel. 1,

850.—II. a mould, image, Joseph.

—

III.

an allegory, Philo. []^, , {,?) to make
quite blind, Hdt. 4, 2. Hence?.,, , a making blind,

Hdt. 9, 94.

", ov, {.) puffed up,

empty, Oenom. ap. Eus.', , {,<) to turn into

smoke. Pass., to vanish into smoke,

Diosc. : metaph., to be all smoke, i. e.

to be vain-glorious, full of empty boast-

ing, Polyb.', f. --, (,) to

burn in a slow, smoky fire : hence me-
taph. in mid., , to

light a slow fire of love. Philostr.— II.

to make smoky or like smoke,/., I (my face) swelled up with
weeping, Menand. p. 66. [v, except

in aor. 2 pass.]",,, , , (,) hold-

ingfast, epitn. of Jupiter, Sapph. 107

;

also of a net, Leon. Tar. : cf. :

also keeping off, c. gen., Lye. : in Hom.
only as prop, n., v. sq., , , Hector, son of

Priam and Hecuba, commander of

the Trojan forces, and their main
support against the Greeks ; slain in

single combat by Achilles, 11. passim.

VEkvOov, 2 aor. act. from,
Od. without augm..,, , a step-mother, in prose
usu., II. 22, 451 : and,, - a step-father,e\sewh., 11. 3, 172 ; 24, 770. (Sanscr.

fva^ru, Lat. socer. [In one late writer

A. 14.9,1).], to eat up, devour, Ar. Eq.
698 : only used in aor.;, sup-

plying a pres., strengthd. for-, to make quite bright, clear away,

Ti, Eur. Bacch. 768.'. f. -, (,) to

show forth, bring to light, reveal,

-, of the goddess of birth, 11. 19,

104: to betray, make known, Hdt. 3,

36, also. ?.,,,
etc. : to set forth, declare, Hdt. : c.

part.,. . Hdt. 3, 71

:

/. . to

declare war against one, Xen. An. 3,

1, 16. More usu. pass., to shine out

or forth, II. 19, 17 : to show one's self,

appear, come to light, stand forth, be-

come plain or visible, Hom. (only in 2
aor. and Ep.),
and freq. in Att. : c. gen.,, he came up from, out Cha-
rybdis, Od. 12, 441., , (.) to

leave the phalanx, Dem. Phal.',, ^.\.^=, openly,

Philostr., ,() shining

forth, and so— 1. plain, manifest,

Aesch. Eum. 244, and Plat.—II., figures in alto relievo, Stallb.

Plat. Symp. 193 A. Adv.-, Polyb.,=., Hesych.,, ,{) a mak-
ing clear, known, plain, Synes.. {,)
to form in imagination, Alciphr., , , Ecphantides, a
poet of the old comedy, Arist. Pol., ,,() show-
ing forth, demonstrative, Iambi. Adv.
-, Plut.', , ,() a
revealing of secret things. Gal. Hence, , , revealing.

Adv. -.', ov,() shown
forth, revealed. Hence, ov, b, Ecphantus, a
Thasian, who restored Thasus to the
Athenians, Dem. 474, 26., , , () a
shower forth, revealer., inf. pres. mid. from -, Od.

,, , (() speak
ing out, declaring : a declaration, Hdt.
6, 129., (,) to throw
out of the manger : hence in gen!., to

throw away, Posidon. ap. Ath. 540 C.
Hence,, , that which
is cleaned out of the manger ; usu. in
plur., scraps, Ath.—II. a board of the
manger taken out in cleaning it.,, ,(,-)=, Aesch. ap. Poll. 7,

122. but V. Dmd. fr. 70., adv. {) either ex-

pressly, plainly : or beyond power of
speech, i. e. impiously, Aesch. Ag. 705.

["] -_ ,/, (,/.) to make
of small account, slight, Luc. Hence'?., , , contempt, Jo-
seph.?, ov, strengthd. for-. Heliod. Adv. -?.., for ,
to utter, promulgate a thing.'. {. : aor. 2-, (.) to bring out, carry out,

and , Horn., who
usu. omits the prep. : esp. to carry out

a corpse for burial, Lat. efferre, 11. 24,

780, Hdt. 7, 117: so also of things,, the path leads out.

Plat. Phaed. 66 B, cf infr. IV. : also to

carry away, take away, Od. 15, 470:
more rarely to carry off as prize or

reward,, II. 23. 785 : but freq.

in mid., Hdt. 6, 103, Dem. 178, 7, etc.—2. to put out, esp. out of a ship, to

land, Tivu ~~, Hdt. 1, 24, etc.

II. to bring forth, in various senses :— 1. of women, to bear children, Hipp.,
etc. : of the ground, to bear fruit, also

in Lat. efferre, Hdt. 1, 193: in genl.,

to produce.—2. to bring out, accomplish,

fulfil, TO, Pind. N. 4, 100.—
3. to bring to light, bring about, '/.,
II. 21, 451 ; to make known, esp. in

public affairs, to publish, proclaim, Hdt.

9, 5 : ,^/. , to

bring a project of law before the peo-
ple, Dem. 1346, 16; so in mid.. Aes-
chin. 71, 21 : also ./,
to deliver an oracle, Hdt. 5, 79 : hence
in genl., to report, tell abroad : and in

bad sense to betray, Hdt. 8, 132 : also

in mid., }, to declare,

express one's opinion, Hdt. 5, 36 ; also

to pronounce uords so and so, Ath.

—

4. to put forth, exert,, Eur.
Ion 1012 ; and in mid.,. Soph. Tr. 497.—5./., Lat. inferre bellum, to begin

war, Dem. 15, 10, ~, Hdt. 6,

56, . Xen. Hell. 3, 5. 1, etc.—6. to bear visibly upon one, bear the

marks of, show, like Lat. referre,-, Eur. Andr. 621.—III. to carry out

beyond bounds, usu. in pass., to be car-

ried away by passion,— -, Thuc. 3, 84 : . }, to

give way to passion, ooph. El. 628.—

•

IV. to lead, conduct, esp. in phrases,

(trparrof, ', -. Soph. Aj. 7, . C. 1424:
in which signf the pass, also is freq.

—V. intr. (sub) to ru.-<h forth,

to run out o/the course, of race-horses,

II. 23, 376, and of men, 2:i, 759 : also

to run away, Xen. Eq. 3, 4.— 2. in

Soph. Tr. 824, to come to an end., f.- and -,
(,) to flee out, flee away, es-

cape : Hom. joins it,— 1. c. gen., to

express merely quick flight from a
place, Od. 23, 236, esp. ol a dart, which
fliesfrom the ha.nil,/. -, .—2. c. ace, to express escape

429



from near danger,, H.,,, Od. : and so in Hdt., and
Att., esp. of persons acqititted : -, Hdt. 5, 95 : in Att. very

freq., lollowed by ••, ,
etc., as Plat. Parmen. 147 A, Soph.
235 B, cf. Buttni. Dem. Mid. Exc. II

;

sometimes also, c. gen., e. g.-, nar-

rowly escaped being slotted to death, Xen.
An. 1, 3, 2 : denied by Buttm. ad Mid.

1. c, but V. Kriig. ad. Xen. 1. c.

Hence
'.), , , an escaping, es-

cape.'/, (,) to say out, speak

out, speak: Hom. uses only inf. pres.

mid.. just like e\'())ui'ai,from, but this only in Od., {,) to destroy

utterly, jJcymn. Usu. as pass, -^, to be in sorry plight, undone,

ruined, Eur. Hec. 6(j9 : but,
begone f Lat. obi in malam rem ! Ar.

Pac. 72.', f. -iau, (,) in

Hom. only in 3 plqpf. pass,, the wme had all been con-

sumed out of the .ships, had vanished

from the ships. Od. 9, 103, cf 12, 329

:

so too, they have utterly

perished, Aesch. Pers. 679, 927. [for

quantity v. .], ov, {,) v.-
iV.

'7., strengthd. for ,
Anth., Att. for?,
Plut., , (,) to

change, turn into phlegm, Hipp., f. -, {.) to set

Oil fire .• ruetaph., to inflame, stir up,, Ar. Pac. 608.'3, Ion. for, Hipp.

',,^=./.— : pass., to

blaze up, Arist. Mir. Hence, , , a setting on

fire, confliigration, Diod.', , {,) to

treat as nonsense, jeer, hiss off.'vp,= treg., Plut.,?,=.,, transit, to spirt, shoot,

squeeze out : meiaph.,., to
give vent to a groan, Ap. Rh.
',', {, ') to burst, rush,

stream forth, [ii]'.3. , {,) to fright-
en out or away, affright. Aesch. Pers.
606 : TLvd . to fright one with a
thing, Thuc. 0,11. Pass., to he afraid,

to fear, c. ace. Soph. El. 276 , also
with (if... lb. 1426., ov, TO, a bugbear./, , , {) a
frightening : alarm., ov. {,) affrighted,

full of alarm, Arist. Physiogn. : N. T., Att. -, fut. -,
strengthd. for, to make red
or hl'iiidy, Eur. Phoen. 42., . Ion. -, fut. -,
{,) to go out or forth. Hdt. 3,

68, and Eur. : , Hdt. 4, 1 10.— 11.

to come out, get known. Hence, , , a becoming
known or public, Clem. Al.', . ,{) a carrying

out, esp. of a corpse to burial, Trag.,

etc., cf. Valck. Hipp. 294.—II. a hring-

iyig out, as of meats at a sacrilice,

Theopomp. (Com.) Incert. 8, et Mei-
neke ad ejusd. -. 4.—2. a blab-

bing, betrayal,., Ar. Thesm.
471.—III. (from pass.) of horses, a
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running away, Xen. Eq. 3, 5.—IV. a

projection in a building, Vitruv.— V. an

expression of the thoughts in words : a?i

expression., , {,)=^.
carry out, as a corpse for burial, Od.

22, 451. Mid. to takeout u'ith one, Eur.

Cycl. 234. Pass, to move forth, 11. 19,

300.—II. in prose, to carry quite out. leave

TiOiiefte/iiHii, of earthdugfromatrench,
Hdt. 2, 150 ; 7, 23.—111. in pass., to be

cast on shore, Hdt. 8, 12. Hence,, , that tvhich is

brought out OT forth.,, , , {) a

bringing out, Clem. Al.', , ,{) belong-

ing to pronunciation, -, the pow-
er of expressing one's self in words,
Plut., V., V. Adv. -., ov, , {) that

which is brought forth, fruit, produce,

V. II. 1 : also rent, tithe, -, Hdt. 4, 198, cf
Bockh P. E. 2, 6.

_. ov, {,) brought,

carried out : to be carried out, exportable,

Ar. Plut. 1138.—II. made known: to be

made known, told, divulged, Tiva,

Eur. Hipp. 295.—III. carried away by
passion, violent ; ., a run-

aivay horse. Gal.—IV.,
in Aesch. Eum. 910, is yet to be ex-

plained: ace. to SchiitZ, rather weeding

them out (cf in next line)

;

ace. to Miiller, rather carrying them out

to burial.— V. as subst., o'l.
reefing-ropes, elsewh., q. v., {,) as

m\d.=.— II. as pass., in Soph.
Ant. 1036, to be sold, betrayed ; inetaph.

from exported wares.', f. -, {,) to

say out, speak out, declare, tell over,

Aesch. Pr. 950.—II. to describe., ,,{) fit

for clearing obstructions : . open-
ing medicines.",, ,{) an ex-

plaining, recounting : description, Dion.
H., Att. -, f. -, {,) to remove obstacles, open,

Diosc.', ,,() able

to explain, describe : to -, the fac-

ulty of describing, Diog. L., poet,, Ar. Vesp.

125, i.-, also -, lb. 150, but

cf : {,) to let out, bring

out : pass., to go out. (The simple

not used.), , to be, act like

one, act foolishly, proudly, etc., Dio C
', fut.- Att. -, {,) to think out, invent, Lat. ex-

cogitare, Ar. Nub. 695., , ,{) mad-
ness., {,) to roast

thoroughly.", ov, gen. oi'Of, {.)
out of one's mind, beside one's self mnd,
Hipp. ; senseless, stupid, Dem. 426, 23 :

also frenzied, enthusiastic, of poets,

Plat. Ion. 534 B. Adv.-., , , {, -) an outgrowth, excrescence, like, Arist. . .',.=, Aesch.', . for,' 3 sing,

aor. 2 from, Hom.
',')'?}, , , an escape., , {, ) unnatural.

Adv. -.',{,) to watch
tcith care, guard securely, Soph. O. C.
285.

EKXE
7.,^=-7., , {,?.,-) to expel or condemn by leaves, used of

the Alhen. ?.?/, which gave their
votes written on olive-leaves, Aeschin.
15, 43. Hence', , , a sentence

passed by means of leaves, cf.•
-^, ov, {,) out of the

tribe, hence—11. not of the nation, for-

eign, Strab. (so it might also be deriv
from ?.)—III. metaph., strange,

unnatural, Plut. ; opp. to?.,, , {,-) an outgrowth, eruption of pimples^

Hipp.., inf. aor. 2 of.,,.^., strengthd., 1..
[]. , . -, (,)
to blow, puff, shoot out,, Aesch.
Pr. 721 : and so in Polyb., of ele-

phants s}muting water through their

trunks : metaph.., to blow
up a war from a spark, Ar. Pac. 610.

— II. to breathe out, .,
i. e. to snore loudly, Theocr. 24, 47,

—HI. intr. to ^ort. Lye. : to burst

forth, Arist. Mund. Hence,, , that ivhich is

blown out or up, npuslule : also=sq. \v\, , , {) a
blowing out or up, a breathing out, emis-
sion of the breath. Gal. [], poet, for.',, ,{,)
groivi/ig out or forth ; growth, increase,

Arist. Part. An.—II. that vMch has
grown out, a shoot, sucker, Polyb. ; also
like, an excrescence, ulcer, Arist.

Probl., {,) to plant
out : to graft, , Arist. Probl.

:

to plant land, Pldlostr., {. -.{,) to generate

from something, to beget, of the male,
Soph. O. T. 437 ; more rarely of the
female to hear, Pors. Phoen. 31 ; to

produce, pat forth, .,
Arist.—II. intr. in perf.,
Ep., and aor. 2 act. and in
mid., to be produced, to spring
up, arise, be born from. c. gen.,,. Soph. ; also in Ep.
part, perf.,? •, . 11, 40 : absol.,-, born tattler. Soph.
Ant. 320. [ in pres. ; in fut., aor. 1

and perf., v. .'\, , {,) to cry out,

call by names, pronounce, Philo. Hence,, , a thing called

out : a sermon, Eccl. ; and, . , a crying out,

pronouncing : an exclamation.—II. the

ending of the sermon. Eccl.,, strengthd. for,
Clem. Al.^7., , fut. -, {,-) to slack out, let gn.—II. intr., to be-

come loose, or slack, Hipp., , f. -, {,-) to unbridle, Plut. Pelop. 33.?, {,) to work
from brass, Joseph., , strengthd. for ;fa-, to scoop out a channel, form a
ravine, Polyb., strengthd. for -, Pherecrat. Crap. 17.

, {.) to puff
out or up, make vain and arrogant,.

Tro/.iiv ?, to ivin the gaping
crowd, Eur. Supp. 412., poet, col lat. form of •, Nic. ap. Ath. 683 E.



', f.-, ( /c,) to pour

out, oivov, 11. 3, 296 : to shed,, . .—2. to empty out, hence
to lai'ish, squander, throw away, o/.dov,

etc., Trag., cf. Plut. 2, 544 C, Valck.

Hipp. 626 ; and so in pass.,-, Theogn. 110.—3. esp. to

let fallfrom the memory, forget, Valck.

Hipp. 1062.—4. to pour forth, spread

abroad,, Soph. Fr. 668. Ep.
aor. mid. 3 sing,, in act.

signf., Od. 22, 3.—II. pass., used by
Horn, mostly in plqpf., as

also in aor. syncop. or-
To, part, : to be poured out,

to stream out or forth. Strictly of wa-
ter, as II. 21, 300, Od. 19, 504 : me-
taph., of men or animals, II. 16, 259,

Od. 8, 515 ; and in genl., to spread

out, spread abroad, Od. 8, 279 : cf -.—2. later, to give one's self up
to any passion, like Lat. effundi in.., tO

be overjoyed, Ar. Vesp. 1469 : .
TLva. , to be given up, dex-oted

to a person or thing, Polyb. : . -
?M-t, to burst out laughing : hence to

be unnerved, languid, Anth.), , ( /c,?.) to cover all

over with grass : ., land that

bears nothing but, Paus.',, strengthd. for ?.-.'?6, as pass, (,)
to be, become of a greenish-yellow colour,

to grow pale or sallow, Hipp.
',/., , {,) to make

bilious ; to enrage, LXA.'/, as pass., (,7)
to become bilious, to be changed into bile

or gall, Gal. : to be wrathful., {,) to make
into cartilage, Gal., {,) to break out

of the chorus or dance : in genl. to break

or burst out, , Opp.—II. as dep.

inid., to drive out of the chorus, Eur.

Hel.381.), {,) Ion. -,
like, to suf^ce, be enough for,

please, : mostly impers.-, Hdt. 3, 137,, 8, 70.'., . -, {,) to de-

clare nsaaoracle,tellout, S<J[>h. . C.87.. {,)
dep., to cough up, bring up, Hipp., dep., ( /c,-) to squeeze money from, levy con-

tributions on,, Thuc. 8, 87., f. -, {,-) to discolour, Theodect. ap.

Strab., {,) to squeeze

out the juice or liquor, Hipp. ; to suck

out: Ti, Arist. H. A.'/., pass, (/c, 7) to

he squeezed or sucked out, Galen.', , , {) that

which is poured out : .,
blood-shed. Or. Sib., part, of syncop. aor.

pass, of, Od. [C]',,^'/., knsi. H. A.',, {,) as pass.

to shed juice or liquor : esp. of the small

arteries, to shed the blood and leave it

extravasated just under the skin, Hipp.

Hence',,, , and-,, , bursting of small blood-

vessel, extravasation if blood, Hipp, [], coUat. form of,
LXX.',, ,{) a pouring

out, shfdding, spilling, Arist. Meteor., , , {) one who
pours out, a spendthrift, Luc. [i•]',, 3 sing. aor. sync. pass, of

for, Od.

,, ov,{) pmircd out or

forth, shed, Anth. : hence immoderate,

unrestrained, Lat. effusus, e. g. -,7..
—II. TO, a sort of liquid food,

Anth. ubi al.., ( /c,) to melt

down, coin anew, Dio C.',, f. -, ( /c,-) to raise by heaping up soil, Hdt. 2,

137, 138 : to earth up, silt up, of a riv-

er, Hdt. 2, 11., , {,) to go out

and away, depart, ~, Hdt,, etc. :

to emigrate. Id. 1, 56 : in genl., to leave

a country, Hecatae. p. 54.—2. to .ilip

out of,/. - ,
Hdt. 3, 129 ; hence to be dislocated.—
3. to give way, Dem. 1029, 17 : c. dat.,

to give place, yield to. Soph. Aj. 676 :. , to give up a thing to

another, Hipp., later also , Diog.

L. Hence,, , a departing.',,, {,) that

which is rubbed off, a particle, Clem. Al.-, f. -, {,) to give

vp the ghost, expire, Hipp, [i]

'Ea'gj, barbarism for , in Ar.

Thesm. 1197.2',,, willing, will-

ingly, offree will, with good ivill, Horn.,

etc.—II. knowingly and purposely, of
design, actively, Od.—III in Hdt., and
Att., the pieonast. phrase elvai,

is freq., as far as depends on my will,

asfar as concerns me, USU. C. negat.,

as Hdt. 7, 104, etc, v. Herni. Vig.

App. 111. ; but also affirm., as Hdt. 7,

164, and Xen. (Akm to.), , . Att., and, .
Ion. for, [ Att., !., cf
Ar. Ach. 550. Pac. 582, . 617, etc.,

Dobree Ar. Plut. 586. with ref to

Eur. Erechth. 46, Meineke Alex, In-

cert. 1.], Ep. inf from ?.,-, fox /, Horn.7., , , dim. from ?,
a young olive-tree, Alciphr.— II. dim.
from, a little oil, Arched, ap.

Ath. 292 F. [a], , , Att./. the olive-

tree, Hom., esp. in Od. : sacred to Mi-
nerva, who is said to have planted
the first at Colonus, Soph. O. C.701,
sq., cf ; or (ace. to others) in

the Acropolis of Athens, cf ;

and we have it called

as early as Od. 13, 372. Its epithets

are ;^; and, Pind. O. 11,

13, Aesch. Pers. 617 (Virgil's flava
oliva), but most freq., v. y7.uv-. Cf.. Proverb.,-

/., to run beyond the

olives, which stood at the end of the
Avhen. race-course, i. e. to go too far,

Ar. Ran. 995, ubi v. Schol.—II. the

fruit of the olive-tree, an olive, Ar. Ach.
550.—Ace. to Gramm. was the
proper form in this sense,/. in the
first.—III. as pr. n. -, the Mount of Olives, an eminence
a short distance east of Jerusalem,
N. T.
t'EZnta, , , Elaea, a city of Aeo-

lisnot far from Caicus. Strab., Polyb.—2. a city and harbour of Bithynia,
Paus../3?., , , and-
3/.. Heliogabalus, a Roman em-
peror, Hdn.,7. or 7-,, ov, b, a
Boeotian marsh-plant, perh. the vitex

agnus caslus, Theophr.7,, , {?) of the

olive-tree.—II. of the olive, oily, Soph.
Fr. 405. []7., , , {7.,)

whetstone used with oil, Lat. cos olea•

ria, opp. to cos aquaria.

7.7.,=7.7., LXX.•,,,=7 II.

VE.7miutic, , , Elaeatis, a re-

gion of Thesprotia, Thuc. 1, 46.

/,',{) to cultivate olives,

Ar. Fr. 107.—II. intr. to be olive-green7,, , Ion. for-.7,,,, {7.) oily, oiltd,

Hipp : glutinous, epilh. of bees, Pind.
Fr. 88.

i 7., , ,{) of an olive,

I

like an olive. Adv. -, Epict.

i 7.., a, ov,=sg., Od. 9, 320,
1 394.

]
7., , ,{) of the olive-

tree, of olive-wood, Horn., esp. Od./, , {, -)
dipped in oil.7., , Paul. Aeg. : and
'^'' , Gal.,= sq., ov. {7.,")
Ath., wtt with oil, soaked in oil.7, ov, {7,)=
foreg., ov, also 7.,
ov, {/.,) holding oil.7^,,^=. Aretae.7., ov,,{.)
the oiling-roi,m at the baths, \ itruv.

7.7., ov, {. 7)
feeding olives, Epigr. ap. W'elcker SylL
49, 6.7.~, ov, {7., <>)
oil-fed.7.?., ov, b,{,
77.) an oil-man, Liban, []/., , to rear or adtivatt

olives, and7., , , the cvltiration oj

olives, and7., , , belonging to7, from, ov. (7, )
rearing olives : an olive cultivator., , , {,)
powder made from olives, Lat. multa.

7.7., , to pick olives,

LXX. : from7, ov, {7.. 7..) an
olive gatherer, Ar. Vesp. 712.7.,, , {7. .)
sweet gum that oozes from the olive-

tree, Diosc./., , {?,)
to meaaure out oil, , to another,

Inscr.7., ov, , {) olive-oil,

tree-oil, oil : in Hom. mostly anointing

oil. used after the hath, (and usu.

scented, hence, Od. 2. 339,. II. 23, 186), or before and af-

ter gynmastic exercises, esp. wrest-

ling, hence 7. , prov. of
those who exercise much.—II. any
oily substance ; . . hog's lara,

Hipp. : .-, butter, He-
cat, p. 62.—III. at Athens, the oil-mar-

ket, cf..7., ov, . Mount Elatus, a
mountain of Arcadia, Paus.?.—, , {7,)
stained with, and so soaked in oil, Hipp.7:~,, , {7.,)
the making of oil./.-, ov, (,)
having the upperpart like an olive, Arist.

Phys. Ausc.7-7., ov, , (l/ioiov,) an oil-shop.

7.~7., ov, b, {i7Mtov,-) an oil-man, oil-merchant, Dem. 784,

18.

7.~7., ov, = 7.~-
?.., ov, ,~, the uild-
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o?tt'e, Lat. oleaster. Soph. Tr. 1197.—

11.?, 0, a Rhod.\=-
?, ov, f), Elaeus, a place in

Aetolia, near Calydon, Polyb. 4, 65,

6.—2. oxyt.•, a place in Messe-
iiia, Rhian. ap. Paus. 4, 1,6.', , , (,) sub., drink-offerings of
oil, of.,~.'?.., ov, , (,) an olive-press, oil-mill.',,,{,•
7ru)=foreg., Geop.
',•',', ov, b, {.,) the olive-gathering.'-•}.,,{,)

the lees of oil. elscvvh., amurca., ov, , a place for

making oil, oil-press, oil-7ndl, Diog. L. :

from',-., , {Dmiov, *1)
the making of oil.?.), ov,,=-
ov, Arist. Pol.,. 6, Elneiis, a city

in the Thracian Chersonese, Hdt. 6.

140, etc. : later wr., Qu. Sin.

—2. a city of Epirus.<, , . Elaenssa. a city

of Cilicia, Strab.—2. an island near

Rhodes, Strab.—3. an island near Co-
rytus.—In Opp. also wr.'.//., ov,{,?,') fond nf eating olives, Lpich.

ap. Ath."C4 .{<]. ov.{. pu)olive-
bearing, Eur. H. F. 117»^: 7.,
land tit for olives, Theophr.7.>, , {D.aia,) olive-

planted,. Eur. Ion 14S0.' , ov , {,', (->) eating olive-haves, of

binls, prob. 1. in Eplch. p. 102., , , a planting of
olives : from7. ov. {?.,) olive-

planted, Aesch. Pers. 884 : .-. set with olive-trees, Strab.

:

TO . an olive-yard, Lat. olivetum,

Plut...,{7.,)
an anointing with oil. Bud. in Diog.

L. 5,71,where1\\33.?.7,
the use of oil.

'E?.«io;^;poof , ov, contr.-, ovv,

{?.,) olive-coloured., , {,) to

anoint with oil.. ,() to anoint with

oil. to oil, Soph. Fr. 556.—II. {)
to gather olives.. , , an olive-tree : Att.

plur., Ar. Ach. 998., iiSor, , Ela'is, a city of

Phoenicia, Dion. P.,, , {/.) an olive-

gatherer.

iat, ov, 6. and, ,, of or belonging to Elaea. Elaitic,

Strab. : ol ., the inhab. nf Elaea.7,, , sub. , the Elai-
tic territory, Strab.', , {7.,) like

an olive : oil•/, slippery, Arist. H. A. :

olive-green, Diosc.7,, , (7.) an olive-

yard, Lat. olivetum, LXX.,, b,{7)^-., -, . (/) oiled.

VE/.aiiniot, , and7.. ,
. the Ela?nari or Elamitne. inhab. of
Elama'is, a province of southern Me-
dia, between Mt. Orontes and the
Eulaeus, Joseph., N. T.
'7.(), ov, {7.,) man-

slaying, destroyer ofmen, epith. of Hel-
432

en, ,,,
Aesch. Ag. 689.7, , , also 7., a torch,

Ath., V..--, , barbarism for-. Ar. Thesm. 1180., ur, . Elnra, the mother
of Tityus, Ap. Rh. 1, 762.

VE7.apiov, ov, 70, Elarium, a cave

in Euboea, Strab.

'7.,. , etc., poet, for^,
aor. 1 of 7., Horn. :,
poet, for /?^. II. 2, 199;,
for, 3 plur. opt. aor. 1 mid.,

II. 10, 537., , , an unknown bird, Ar.

Av. 886., Desiderat. from,
to wish to drive, ride, march, etc., Luc./, , ,=7^ : riding,

Xen. : a march, Joseph.'73, ov, (7.,-) thunder-hurling, Pind. Fr. 108.

—

II. hurled like thuyider, ., Ar. Eq.
626., a, ov,{) driving

away : n'l -, those who avert the epi-

lepsy, Plut. [u]7:, , {,)
horse-driving or riding, Pind. : elsewh.. [] Hence
'(77^, ov, , Elasippus, a

mythic King of Atlantis, Plat. Criti.

114 0.7,, ,() a driving.—\.adriving away, banishing, Thuc. ]

,

139.—2. sub., '.,
etc.. march, expedition, Hdt. 4, 1, etc.

;7.. Id. 7, 37; riding,

Xen. Eq. 9, 6; rowing, etc. '"',, . {7.) metal

beaten out with a hammer, a metal plate,

Diosc.— II.= foreg., ov, , dim. from fo-

reg , Diosc., ov, ,^7 I,

Diosc.

—

.=£'•., ov, , Elasus, a Trojan,
II. 16, 696./., poet, for 7, fj7.aaa,

aor. 1 of7, Horn.7-, adv. v. sub.., , Att. -, , {7.-) to ?nalce less, smaller, worse : to

lessen, diminish, damage, , Isocr. 162

C : to detract from,, Thuc. 3, 42.

Pass, to become smaller, diminish, Thuc.
2, 62, etc. : to come short, hare too tit-

lle,fo suffer loss, be behindhand in a thing,

7i,Thuc.4, 59: to be less thnn,inferior to,

c. gen. pers., Dem. 226, 13; inf mid.
toprove inferior, Hdt. 6. 1 1. Cf./,, . Att.-,
a being made less, loss, defeat, Polyb. :

a defect, fault, Dion. H.(2, neut., gen., Att.. ov, smaller, less, few-
er, worse, II. ; esp. in war ; hence -, to have the worse, Hdt. 9,

102 : C. gen. pers.. worse, inferior,

Thuc, etc. : . /., the smaller
number, Thuc. \, 49:, to consider of less account,
Hdt. 6, 6 : o'l .. the meaner sort, Isocr.

17 C. Adv. -, for which-, is very freq. It was from its

sisnf used as Compar. of.
Superl. : the orig. Posit.7, is found only in old Ep.
'?}, ,,^.
.7., worse form for 7.,

q. V., Ep. and Ton. for-, , they drove the
teams, 11. 18, 543 ;, Theogn.
599: to drive or row a ship, Hdt. 2.

158., fut. of. []

., , y, Elatea, a city of
Phocis on the Cephissus; its ruins
are at Elephta, Hdt. 8, 33.-2. a city

of Epirus, on the Cocytus, now prob.

Luro, Dem. 84, 23, also wr.,
and7.7, . , fem. of, a
(Dr,;rv.,epith. of Diana, Pind.
Fr. 59., verb. adj. of, in-

transit, one must ride, Xen. Hipparch.
2,7.

'E7mtj], , , the pine, Hom. : af-

terwds. distinguishen as - (, the

/<!ne, Lat. pinits abirs : -, the

fir, Lat. pinus picea, Linn.—II. an oar,

as being usu. 7nade of pine wood, Od.
12, 172, II. 7. 5 ; later also the ivhole

ship. Eur. Phoen. 208.—HI. the young
hud of the palm, elsewh., Diosc.

[a] (Perh. from, from its high
straight growth.)

'E/arr//f,, , like the pine, Nic.!/,, , {) a dri-

ver, esp. of horses, a charioteer, II. 4.

145, etc. ; also with, etc.,

Aesch. Pers. 32 : ., the

hurler of thunder, Pind. O. 4, 1 ;

7., the striker of the lyre, Anth.

—

II. one that drives away, expels. Call.

Jov. 3. Also.—III. a sort of
broad, flat cake, Ar. Eq. 1183, V. Suid.

in voc. Hence, a, ov, driving, driving

away, c. gen. -,
Aesch. Cho. 968 : /., with
or withou t, an opening med-
icine. Hipp.
'7., ov, ,=7,, Eur. Pha-

eth. [a], ov, , son of Elatus. Ap.
Rh. 1, 41, in Pind., P. 3,

55., ,,() of be-

longing to driving.

'E/artiOf, ,,() of thepine

or fir, Eur. Bacch. 1070: of pine orfir
wood,. Anaxil. Neott. 1, 17:

Hom. uses .—II. of the jyalm-bud,

e. g.7 Diosc. cf, 111. [a]', ov Ep. an., , son of
Elatus, i. e. Ischys, H. Hom. Ap. 210,

(prop. patr. from 7., son of
Elatus, and so grandson of EL, but
formed ace. to analogy of'•
, q. v.)'/, , , verb. adj. from -, driven or beaten out, esp. like

metal hammered, beaten, forged, Arist.

Meteor. : on the ., v. Miil-

ler, Archiiol. d. Kunst, ^ 306, 4.

\°7., ov, o, Elattis, a centaur.

Apollod.—2. son of Areas, founder ol

the Phocian Elatea, Apollod. 3, 9, 1 ;

Paus.—3. an ally of the Trojans from
Pedasus, II. 6,33.—4. one of the suit-

ors of Penelope.—5. Spartan pr. n.,

Plut. Lye 7.7, v.'.,, , thrice-forged iron,

V. III. 1., poet, , b, Elo-
treus, a noble Phaeacian, Od. 8, 111., Att. neut. for,
usu. as adv., less.7, adv.{) few-
er times, less often. Plat. Theaet. 146

A ; opp. to..',=7., LXX., , , being

smaller or less. Iambi. ; opp. to-
: from, ov, Att. for :

so also,7.. , , ()
making smaller or less, lessening, Del.

Plat. 412 : loss, defeat, Polyb. : a

fault, defect, Plut. Hence



EAAT
'?., , , inclined to les-

sen, or to give way, not insisting on his

full Tights, Arist. Eth. N.'. fut.; Ep. ?,-; aor. 1 act.;/. poet,/.,-, pass,, less good :

perf. 7?«, pass. '/,/. The
pres. f/.ctij is very rare, as in Eur.
Phaeth. 5 : but, inf. klr.av, is the

fiit. in Att. prose : this Att. fut. is

found resolved ., as early as Od.

7, 319. [ always]
Radic. signf. : drive, drive on,

set in motion, more in boilily than in

mental relations, esp.ofdriving• flocks,

Horn., who also uses aor. mid. ijAuaa-, in act. signf. II. 10. 537 ; 11, 682.

—1. very freq. of horses, chariots,

ships, ——Off,., or vavv t/,-, II. 23, 334, Od. 2, 47, 109,

etc. : so also, 7.•, to run

a course, Ar. Nub. 28. This usage
became so common that—2. the ace.

was omitted, as with, etc., and
the verb took the seeming intrans.

signf., to ride, drive, sail, row: very

freq. from Horn, downwds., e. g.-
', ( sub. -- ) he

whipped them to goon, II. 5, 366, etc.

:

' '/. -, he went on

drive over the waves, II. 13, 27: ota

/., to travel the night

through, Od. 15, 50 : often with the

direction or aim of the journey added
with etc.., or —... So also of sea-

voyages, '/., (vavv)

to sail very quickly, Od. 12, 124

;

/, to pass

the island, Od. 12, 176 : hence k'/.av-. the rowers. Od. 13, 22 : these

usages are freq. also in Att. In this

signf. it sometimes took a new ace,•^, to sail on a calm
sea, Od. 7, 319 : so too in Eur. El.

731, / ', to

urge the main with oars, Lat. pontum
leniis impellere, II. 7, 6.— 3. to drive

away, carry off, like ~/., Lat.

cuigere, in Horn, alwavs of stolen cat-

tle,, Od. 12, 353. i-rroi'f, H- 5,

236: also in mid., c. act. signf Od.

4, 637 : in Att.,,/,=, Aesch. Cho.
967, Eum. 283, Thuc. 1, 126, etc. :.-, Ar. Ach. 1188, etc.

—

i. to

drive into narrow compass, press in bat-

tle, press, II. 13. 315, Od. 5, 290:
hence freq. in Att., to hunt down, ha-

rass, vex. trouble, /., etc.. Soph.
O. T. 28, etc. : to attack, affront, in-

sult, esp. in Dem.

—

5.=:5, like

Lat. agitare, snbagitare, Ar. Eccl. 39.

—6. in pass.,? -,, to he driven, i. e. to be

mad,beside one's self.—7. really intrans.,

in expressions like ?-, they drove it so far, Hdt. 5, 50

;

where, must be supplied;, to push it

till disgust ensued, Tyrt. 2, 10, cf. 2 :

hence to push on, go on, iyyvc,
Eur. ; ., to go far in a

thing, Xen. But in Od. 5, 290,( .
mean yet to hunt him about even till

his misery satiates me, belongs to the

trans, signf. v. supr. 4, cf Hemi.
Opusc. 3, 298.—II. to strike (as the

best way of driving), to cut, push,

wound by cut or thrust, U. 2, 199; 5,

584, etc. : c. dupl. ace. .-, to hit, wound him on the shoul-

der, II. 5, 80 :. , a

boar gave me this scar, Od. 21, 219 :

hence of ifteoeaiing-ofthewaves, Od.

;

-, he strtck earth

with his forehead, of a falling man,
Od. 22, 94.-2. to cut off, II. 13, 614,

28

but this rare.—3. to thrust.drive through,./., Od. ;, . 5, 57, cf 20,

269 ; and in pass., logo through, 11. 4,

135. etc. Horn, uses only plqpf pass./., /.—. m various

inetaph. signfs. :— 1. to beat out metal,

because it is (so to say) driven out

on all sides, hence /.,
to make a shield of beaten metal, II.

12, 296 ; so too, to beat out

plates of metal, II. 20, 270 : later also. . to beat out metal.f—2. to

draw out, set in a certain direction, in

line,.., to draw

a breastwork, trench, etc., II. 7, 450;

18, 564, Od. 14, 11, and so freq. in

Hdt., e. g., the wall has its angles

carried dou-n to the river, Hdt. 1, 180 :

so too, .- to work one's ivay

down a ridge or swathe in reaping or

mowing, II. 11, 68,., Hes. Op.

441 ; ., to draiv a line

of vines, i. e. plant them in Hne, Ar.

Ach. 995 : hence in genl. to plant, pro-

duce, and so metaph., Pmd. . 3, 129.—3.., to prolong, keep up

the brawl, II. 1, 575.., ov, (.) of, belong-

ing to deer, e/,. , venison. Xen.
An. 1, 5, 2.—2. deer-like, and so cow-

ardly.

'..3/., , -,()
a shooting or hunting of deer, Soph.

Aj. 178.'..,,,(..)
sub. , a festival of Diana, Plut.

Hence.,, , the ninth

month of the Attic year, in which the

ElapheboUa were held (at Ehs .-
), answering to the last half of

March and first ol' April.., ov, {-,.)
hitting or shooting deer, a deer-hunter,

in genl., a hunter, II. 18, 319.

'.?,, , a young deer, fawn., ov, , ("prob. dim. from., mv little deer) Elaphium, fern,

pr. n.,'Ar. Thesm. 1172.', ov, —., v. also.3.., ov, , {.) a plant, eaten by deer, as an an-

tidote against the bite of snakes, Lat.

sium sisarum, Diosc., , (,* )

bom from a deer.

',./, , {,)
deer-like, Strab./, ov,(.,)
deer-headed. Id.'.., OV(,)
deer-killing. Eur. I. . 1113.', ov, , and , a deer,

whether male, a hart or sia^._ or fe-

male, a hind, Hom. : ., having a deer's, i, e. a coward's

heart, II. 1, 225. As gener. term, the

Att. always use it in fem., as Eur.

Hipp. 218," and oft. in Xen. (Akin to., and to Lat. lepus lepdris.

Pott. Etym. Forsch. 1, 233: prob.

also to Germ, laufen, our leap.), ov, , Elaphus, a river of

Arcadia, Paus./., , , {.,)
deer-hunting, Anth. : only poet.^,, ,(.) lightness:

and so thoughtlessness, Lat. levitas.—
II. a lightening, alleviation, Aretae.—III.

littleness., {) to lighten,

make light, Plut. : to alleviate, Synes.

—II. intr. to be light and nimble, Eur.

Meleag. 4.

^-, ov, (, yia.) of light soil, Geop.., ov, {/,)
light-minded. thoughtlcss,P»endo-Tlioc.'.~, 6, 7], 701•'. TO, gen.~, {., ) light-footed.

Poet. ap. Dion. Comp.', . , and in Pind.
N. 5, 38 of, , light in weight, 11. 12,

450, and Att. ; hence light, not burdrn-

some or troublous, trifling,. 11. 22,2b7 :' , not to

make light of a thing, to be distress-

ed by it, take it ill, Lat. gruviterfi-rre,

Hdt. 1,118. Adv. -, lightly, easily,

Otl. 5. 240.—II. light in moving, nim-

ble, quick, swift, ready, active, Hom.,
etc., esp. with the hands and feet,

handy, Lat. facilis, a^ilis : ., the age oi active youth. Xen.
Mem• 2, 5, 27 : but oi .. light troops,

Lat. levis armatura. Id. An. 4, 2, 27.

—

III. metaph. light-minded, unsteady,

thoughtless, Polyb. :. -, light-

headed madness. Eur. Bacch. 851.

Adv. -. (-.- is the Lat.

lev-is with euphon., cf.:
akin to.) Hence., , , =/.,
lightness. Plat. Legg. 795 £.,{.) to make light,

lighten... .=^.., , ov, super!, from., the fewest, smallest, least,

worst. H. Hom. Adv..
Hence comes a new comp. .-, yet smaller, superl.-, less than the least : v..
[«]., , , aor. 2 of .),
poet, also., Hom.,, , . {.,

) short-winged, shortfinntjd,

epith. of the dolphin, Pind. P." 4, 29.'', , , small, short,

low, mean, little: old Ep. positive,

whence., and, are

formed : it remains onlv in H. Horn.

-. 197, and as v. 1. Od. 9, 116; 10,

509, and there only as fem., and pro-

paroxyt. {-.-, is the Sanscr.
Ingh-u, our light, with euphon. ; cf...)., Ion. ., rare poet, pres.,

V. sub ..,, .^..
t'E/ itj. contd. •, , Elbo, an

island on the coast of Aegypt, Hdt. 2,

140...,(/[/, defect, dep.,

to rvish, long, c. inf , II. 13, 638, Od. 4,

162 : to wish for, long for. strive after

covet, desire,, 11. 23, 122. Od. 5,

210; Ti, II. 5, 481, Od. 1. 409. As
pass, only once, II. 16, 494. Hom.
most freq. uses the lengthd. form., but only in pres. and impf.

Ep. word, also in Pind. O. 1.6. (-
was prob. digammated, and so

==velle, ., cf will, would.)

Hence.., , and Ibyc. 44

, a wish, longing, desire, Hom. only in

resolved form. Poet. word.

/. poet, for, 3 aor. 2 of-, Hom.'. . . {) a kind of bird,

inhabiting marshes, Arist. H. A. 9,16.^, . , the city Velia in Lu-
cania, also wr. '. and, a

colony of the Phocaeans, now Castel-

amare della Brucca, Strab.

//), , v./., indeclin. and, ov, , Eleazar, a Jewish pr. n.,

N. T.
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t'E?.earai, , ,=/., Ath.

272 .?., poet, for, to take

pity, have compassion on,, Hoin.;,, 6, a kind of owl, Ar.

Av. 304, cf. Arist. H. A. 8, 3., ov, 6, fern.,
i(hg, , of Velia, Vdian. Polyb.,

Strab. ; o'l. the inhab. of Velia., .,() of Velia,

Velian, Plat. Phaed. 261 D.

'EAta-pof , 01», 0, (•) a manager

ofthe table, sewer, taster, Ath.

"t'EAf/it'a, or, , , Elebia,

daughter of Aegialus, Parthen.

'/., to be wrathful, wanton,

eiolenl, E. M., , , {7.) elegy,

i. e. any poem written in distichs {-
), V..', , , Elegea, a spot on

the farther side of the Euphrates,

Dio C.'¥,=, Suid.'?., , , {,) writer of elegies, []',,,, distich consisting

of a hexameter and a pentameter, the

metre of the elegy, Critias 3, 3, Thlic.

1, 132.—II. in pkir., 7nany distichs

forming a whole : hence=i-/fyfi'a, an

ilegiac poem, but vicrely in reference to

the metre, not to the subject, v. Miiller

Literat. of Greece, 10, 2.

—

III. a sin-

gle line in an elegiac inscription, Dein.

1378, 13: later, distich of two hexa-

meters, if on a mournful subject.

Strictly neut. from, and in

signf I., in signt. II. ,
may be supplied, Francke Callin, p.

53, 58.'?.7, ov, 6, and, , , {,) an elegiac poet, Arist. Poet., ,,{) of

the elegy, elegiac, e. g.,.
\7^, , , Elegg, daughter of

Proetus, Ael., uv, ol, a kind of fish,

Arist. H. A.,•\). adj. from7:•,
one must refute, Plat. Legg. 905 D.

—

2. also, ov, to be refuted,

Strab.', , ,() able,

rcadi) to refute, fond of arguing. Plat.

Soph. 21C : fond of reproving, Arist.

Rhet. Adv. -, Xen., , , verb. adj. from, fit to be refuted.

'//., ov,,^, LXX.', ov,{)
trying, proving a ivife's fidelity, nth., ov, 6, the wrangler, pun
on the name of the philosopher Alex-

inns, in Diog. L. 2, 109.', . 7;.=, a re-

futing, reproving, LXX./}, 01', , a song of mourning,

a lament : at first without reference

to metrical form, so that?. were
ascribed to the nightingale and hal-

cyon, Eur. Hel. 185, 1. T. 1091 : orig.

accompanied by the flute. Since the

distich was mostly used in these

songs, it got the name of the elegiac

metre (though it was constantly used
for poems of far diflerent subjects),

and so in later times was usu.

t.iken to mean a song of mourning in

distichs, Francke Callin. p. , 50,

58 ; ace. to whom the word arose at

Athens in Simonides' time. The
whole treatise may be referred to.

—

II. as adj.,^. mournful, rejected

by Seidler Eur. I. T. 1061. (Usu.
i leriv. from i ?., to cry woe !

woe ! cf Eur. I. T. 146 : ace. to Rie-
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EAEE
mcr akin to. : Passow refers

its origin to a simple cry such as.)',, . , {) re-

proach, affront, disgrace, Hom.
'¥/, .{) visited with

reproach reproof, shameful, esp. cow-

ardly, 11., always" of men. Irr. .sujjerl.. Hom. Only poet. On
v..', ov,=., Irr. superl. of-

?.7, , {, , -) like, the form of a refutation,

Anst. Org.,,, a reproach, insult,

disgrace, dishonour, shame, in Horn,

esp. shajneful coivardice, in the heroic

age the bitterest reproof: hence in

plur.,', base coivards, re-

proaches to your name, II. 2, 235., ov, 6, a proof, trial, Lat.

argumentum, eZ.^, to give

proof o{ thing, Pind. N, 8, 35;-, to make trial of it, Antipho
112, 40 ; ., the ordeal of sin-

gle combat, Soph. O. C. 1297.—II.

esp. of proofs used to refute or pxit to

shame, refutation, ,
it does not admit of refutation, Hdt.

2, 23, cf Thuc. 3, 53 : esp. a form of
logical argument, the reductio ad ab-

surdimi, Arist. Org.—III. a proof, ac-

count, as well demanded as given, ., to give an account

of one's life. Plat. Apol. 39 C, cf
Dem. 44, 15; .,
Isocr. 264 A : a question, inquiry, ac-

cusation., f. -, perf pass,-, to di.'igrnce, put to shame, disho-

nour, ., to treat a speech with

contempt, SO that the speaker speaks
in vain, 11. 9, 522 : ., to put one
to shame, Od. 21, 424. This usage
only Homer.—II. to convince, refute,

confute, and so put to shame, of per-

sons, Hdt. 2, 22, 115; ',-, Ar. Ran. 857, and freq. in Nub.

:

Tivu nf.pi, Ar. Plut. 574 : also

of arguments, to disprove, confute,

Dem. 805, 28, etc. : and so, to reject,

Luc. : hence also to accuse, reprove,

reproach, Aesch. Cho. 919, Soph. Ant.
260.—2. to inquire into, examine, ques-

tion, . Ttvu ..., Aesch. Cho. 851,

Soph., Xen., etc. : in genl. to prove,

make clear, attest, Lat. arguere, Thuc.
C, 86 ; hence to bctray.^U. in genl.

to overpower, conquer, Find. P. 11, 74.

(Prob. from ?..),,{.)
storming the couch, Aesch. Theb. 83

:

for which Herm. reads, (-) body-destroying, murderous, Dind.
proposes ' , etc.

or, , , kind

ofpoltfpus, Arist. . .,. resolved form,
inf aor. 2 of', Hom./'>', ,{, ,,)
to speak piteously. Hence, , Att. ., ,
speaking piteously, complaining. Plat.

Phaedr. 272 A., , , Att., q. v.,{) pitiable, piteous, Hom. : pitied,

U. 24, 309 : in genl. wretched, miser-

able, esp. in neut. sing, and pi., which
Hom, uses as adv. Adv. -., , fut. -, {) like/, to have pity on. take com-
jiassion, shew Tnercy upon,, oft. in

Horn. : also to pity, , one
for a thing, Xen. Ephes. Pass, to

have pity or mercy shown one. Plat.

Rep. 337 A. (Akin to,.)

VY/,-, comp.
and superl. of., , , {)
merciful, compassionate., , ?/, pity, mercy
Call. Del. 152 : esp. a deed of mercy,

a charity, alms (which is a corruption
of the word), N. T. : from, ov, gen. , {)
pitiful, mercifnl, cornpassionate, Od. 5,

191 ; c. gen., Ar. Pac. 425. Adv.-.,, , Elee's, now Alen/o,

a river of Lucania, flowing near \'elia,

Strab., ,,^,
Arist. Rhet.7], , , Ion. for,
pity. mercy,^Oa. 17, 451., , a'l, {) meadow-
nymphs, like,-. . Hom. Cer. 23, ace. to llgen's

prob. conjecture.

<'^,^,^,=<'<^<, Find.,

and Call., Cn<, ol, the Ellmialae,

a people of Macedonia, east of Stym-
phalia, Thuc. 2, 99, v.., inf aor. 2 of', Hom., , , Att. for,
Pors. Praef Hec. p. viii. (4 ed.

Scholef); also H. Hom. Cer. 285.

Adv. -. At. Thesm. 1063., ov, 6, {,)
walking the marsh, dwelli7ig in the

7narsh, Aesch. Pers. 39. []?.>, , {, *)
marsh-born: .=., , ', the Helli, a people
of Arabia, Strab., ?', {,)
dwelling in the marsh, marsh-frequent-
ing. Orph.7,. ov, and in Ar. Av. 244, a,

ov, {) marshy, dwelling or growing
in the 7narsh, Aesch. Pers. 494 : in

genl. of the 7neadow, Tneadowy, Ar.
Ran. 351, cf.

or '. ov, b, a hind of
mo7ise, perh. the dormouse, Lat. glis,

Arist. H. A. : ace. to others, the squir-

rel.— II. a kind of falcon. (The read-

ings var)' : prob. from 7, a nook.). ov, , Hellas, son of Per-
seus, Apollod. 2, 4, 5., ov, , {, -<) marsh-parsley, Theophr., ; ('•,)
bred or growing in the marsh, Ath., =. The-
ophr.)-, plqpf without redup).

for. . Rh. 1, 45, 824; v.

Huttm. Catal. p. 51, 165.\, 1 aor. from ; also

from, less usu. in good writers., Ep. syncop. form of aor.

pass, from ?., to lie down, Od. 19,

50.7 or?. like,
a war-cry, raised by the general in

the attack and taken up by the sol-

diers, Ar. Av. 364 : in genl. any loua

cry, e. g. of pain. Aesch. Pr. 877.', Ion. 3 sing, plqpf. oi

7'7' for7.7, f -. (A), lengthd. and
strenglhd., but only poet., form ot, to u'hirl, spin or twirl round,

Od. 5, 314, and 12, 416, in pass.—.
to turn 07ire rotind, turn about : in II.

always of an army, to leheel round or
about ; in act., 17, 278, in pass., 6, 100.

—III. in genl. to make to tre7nble or
quake, to shake from the roots, ''07-; of Jupiter, II. 1, 530, -

., to make its strings quiver,

Pind. O. 9, 21, and so in pass.,



?.}^, . 1, 7. Pass, to

qtiahe, tremble, quiver, /./.,
11. 22, 44S : so of the quiverin? of a
brandished sword, II. 13, 558 ;-, the robe fluttered. H.
Horn. Cer. 183 : hence also in mid.
of the nightingale trilling her song,

Valck. Phoen. 1517; transit. /./1-, Ar.. 213.—IV. pass.

to wind or ticisi one's self along, of a
serpent, 11. 2, 316 ; 11, 39. The pres.

is rare, H. Horn. 2S, 9, and Pind. 11.

cc. :, syncop. aor., II. 13, 558.

'•7.. i. -', (), strictly cry

??., and so. like /./., to raise

the battle-cry, Xen. An. 1, 8, 18,,
to a goil, lb. : in genl. to raise a loud

cry, of pain, etc., Eur. Phoen. 1514 ;

also in mid., so that here it comes
ver>- near the other /./. III., fin.

^''/., sj-ncop. aor. of /.?.
A.., il.

_'/./., ov, b,() wine

flavoured with sage, Diosc. [t] From/., ov, , Diosc. ; and, ov, b, Theophr., a
kind of sage().',,,,()

violent shaking.

',?.)>^ ov,,( ,) earth-shaking,, Pind.

. 2, 8 : in Soph. Ant. 153, Bacchus
is called 3?.' , because
the ground shook at the approach of

his dancing bands, cf. Call. ApoU. 1,

ubi V. Spanh.'. plqpf• 2 of?^.'', , («, . Dor. for, cf.) ship-deslroying, in

Aesch. Ag. 689, epith. of Helen, cf./..
t'E/.ev;;, , , Helen, daughter of

Jupiter and Lecia the wife of Tyn-
dareus (from whom she is called, q- v.). and wife of Mene-
laus ; her abduction from Sparta by
Paris, and the refusal of the Trojans
to restore her, were tiie causes of the

Trojan war, Horn. ; honoured sub-

sequently as a divinity in Sparta,

Hdt. 6, 61, Paus. Also a freq. fern,

pr. n., Ath., etc.—II. Helena, an isl-

and on the coast of Attica, oft" Su-
nium, now Macronisi^= Long-Island,

Eur. Hel. 1074, Strab.

'., , ,=^,, a torch or

firebrand.— II. (perh. from) a

wicker basket, to carry the sacred

utensils at the feast of the Brauro-
nian Artemis (Diana.)/^, . {7,) to

carry the bosket at this feast : oi .,
name of a play of Diphilus, v. Casaub.
Ath. 223 A. Hence'?., , , a carrying of the

basket at this feast.', uv, . the feast of
the Brauronian Artemis {Diana.)

/., ', , sub., a feast

in honour of Helen., ov, TO, a plant, perh. ele-

campane, Chaerem. ap. Ath. 008 C.''. ov, 6, Helenas, son of

Priam, a celebrated prophet of the

Trojans, 11.— 2. son of Oenops, a

Grecian chieftain, II. 5, 707.—3. son

of Pyrrhus, Plut. Pyrrh. 9.-, ov, (?.,)
like /., marsh-bred, growing

in the marsh,/, II. 2, 776 : yet

Wolf writes.', adv. like7., piteous-

ly, only in Hes. Op. 207.', ov, -o,=sq., Ar. Eq. 152:

also proparox..", ', , a kitchen-table, a board

on which meat was cut up, a dresser, II.

9, 215, Od. 14, 432.

EAEY
'E?-60f, 01', 6, pity, mercy, compassion,

II. 24, 44, more freq. Att. ; also in

plur. in Plat. Rep. 606 C : /.,,
pity for..., Eur. 1. A. 491 : in LXX.,
and N. T. also ?..—II. an object

of compassion, a piteous thing, Eur.
Or. 832. At Athens, Eleus,

god of mercy, was worshipped, Schol.

Soph. O. C. 261 : ApoUod. 2, 8, 1.

(Akin to., /..), ov, , v. 1. Thuc. 8, 26, for, an island near Miletus./, ov, 70,=.£2-
vov.-,, v. ''E?.atov.

VE/., , . Eleusa, a small

island near Attica, Strab.—2. an isl-

and on the coast of Cihcia, v.-., (, poet. ?.~,
and , [/., 7?.) city-destroy-

ing, in Aesch. Ag. 689, epith. of He-
len, cf. /..—II. , an engine

for sieges, invented by Demetrius Po-
liorcetes, Diod.., inf. aor. 2 mid. oi,
Horn.,, ,=, a marshy
country, marsh land^, a meadow, Ap. Rh.?., , , {) that can be

taken, seized, caught, II. 9, 409.., , ai, Eleutherae, a
town of .\ttica, on the borders of

Boeotia, once belonging to Boeotia

;

its ruins are on the site Gypto Castro,

Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 14, Strab. Hence^, , b, an. inhnb. of
Eleutherae.—2. an appell. of Bacchus,
Paus... . , {7.) free-

dom, liberty. Pind. P. 1. 119, Hdt. 1,

62. etc. : esp. the condition of a free

man, Aesch., etc. : freedom from a
thing, . Plat. Legg. 693 A,. Rep. 329 C— 2. licence. Id.

Gorg. 492 C.—3.\&=..'/. uv, , sub., the

feast of Liberty, tl. the national fes-

tival celebrated by the Greek states,

in honour of ', after

the battle of Plataea, for their deli-

verance from the Persians. Diod. S.

11,29, Plut. Arist. 19, 21, Strab. ; cf.

Thuc. 3, 53.-2. a festival in Syra-
cuse, in commemoration of their libe-

ration from the tyranny of Thrasybu-
lus, Diod. S. 11, 72.—3. a festival in

Samos, in honour of", Ath. 562
A, V. Diet. Antiqq. p. 397.?.,{) to speak

or act freely, to speak, art, live like a

freeman, to be free. Plat. Legg. 701 E.
Hence, , , free of
speech, etc.?.. ov, also a, ov. Xen.
Conv. 8, 16, {7.) .^peaking or

acting like a free man, free-spirited,

frank, Lat. liberalis. Plat. Gorg. 485
: esp. freely-giving, boxintiful. liberal,

Arist. Eth. N. ; of appearance, of
manly bearing, open, noble, lady-like,

Xen. Rep. Lac. 11. 3; 12. 5, Id. Mem.
2, 1, 22: also of the horse. Id. Eq.
10, 17, of the lion, Arist. ; also of

dress, etc., in good taste. It bears the
same relation to/. as liberalis

to liber.— II. as epith. of Jupiter, the

Releaser, Deliverer, Pind. O. 12, 1,

Hdt. 3, 142, etc. Adv. -, Xen.,
etc. Hence'?.,, . the character

of an. freeness of mind and
spirit ; esp. freeness in giving, liberality.

Plat. Rep. 402 C, and Arist. Eth."N.
'^?., . , fem. adj. from., of Eleutherae, ., the rock Eleutheris, a part of

Mount Cithaeron near Eleutherae,
Eur. Suppl. 759.^'. , . Eleutherna, a
city of Crete, Dio C. : hence -, an inhab. ofEleutherna, Ath.
638 B.?.7., uv, oi, {7.•,/) the Eleuthcro-Cihces. in-

hab. of a part of Cilicia, called'-., Diod. S.7', , , {/.-,) the Eleuthero-Lncones,

free inhab. of Laconia in the time of
the Romans, Paus., Strab.7.-,. . , {7.-,) having free children, and
so a free man, Anth.7.-, , (7.,) making free, Epict.7^-,.,{7.,) freeness in acting, licence. Or.
Sib.7.— , . {7.,) prosecution for
selling a freeman as a slave, Att. Pro-
cess, p. 229./., , . the dispo
sition of afreeman, duh. : from7:.~7. , {7,,~~) worthy ofa freeman. Plat. Ale.

I, 135 C. Adv. -.7., a. ov, and Att. . or,
Aesch. Ag. 328, Eur. El. 808, free,

Lat. Ither : hence free-spirited, gentle.

Hom. has the word only in II. in two
phrases,7-, the day of
freedom, i. e. freedom ; and/7., the cup (drunk) tofre-.dom,

II. 6, 528 : of persons, Hdt. 1. 6, etc.

:

TO k7.., freedom, Hdt. 7. 103, el.:.—2.

free, freed from a thing,,,3. Tras. ; also —. Plat.

Legg. 832 D.—II. like. fit

for a freeman, free. Lat. liberalis,-, Hdt. 1, 116: , tor-

tureSiSKc/i as misht be used to afreeman.
Plat. Legg. 940 C. : and so more
freq. in adv. -, esp. .,
Hdt. 5, 93, etc. {-7.- is prob.

the same as Lat. liber, with euphon.,
cf.7.)7., ov, , Eleutherus, a
river of Phoenicia, Strab.'7.. , to be free of
speech, Aesch. Pr. 180: and7.. , , freedom of
speech, Dion. H. : from'/•., ov. {'7.,) free-spoken. Aesch. Supp. 948.'. . {7.,
*) bearing himself friely. niibly,

of the horse. Xen. Eq. 10, 17.7.. , ('7.) to free

Hdt. 5, 62,, .\osch Pers
403 : to set free, release from debt,

Hdt. 6, 59,. Plat. Kep 506 :

to set free from blame, acquit. Soph.
O. T. 700, ubi V. Herm. Pass, to be

set free, Hdt. 1, 95. etc. to be acquit-

ted, Xen. Hell. 1, 7. 24• to indulge in

licence, Plat. Rep. 575 A. Hence'7.,, , afrecins. -"et-

ting free, Hdt. 9, 45, . Thuc.
3, 10.— II. licence. Plat. Rep. 561 A.', verb. adj. from7., one must set free, Polyb.

7.7'/. , b, (/)
a liberator, Dio C.,,.=7., in

Boeotia, Hes. Th. 54.-2. . Eleuther,

a son of .\pollo, Apollod. 3, 10, 1.

*'EAEY'9S2, assumed as pres.,

whence to form7, jf/.vOov,7., the fut., aor., and perf of.7.. oof contr., ,=?.•, Pind./^ or7.,, , -
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eusis, an old city of Attica, sacred to

Deineter (Ceres) and Cora (Proser-

pina) ; it contained a famous temple

of Ceres, and in it were celebrated

the Eleusinian mysteries ; lirst in H.
Horn. Cer., then in Find., Hdt., etc.

:

hence 'EXevolvuth, to Eleusis. Xen.
Hell. 2, 4, 21 :', in Eleusis,

Andoc. : ,7., from Eleusis,

Id. Hence^, , , Ekusiniati,

Strab., ov, , son or (hscend-

ant of Eleusis, H. Hom. Cer. 105.^', a, ov. of Eleusis, Eleu-

sinian, H. Hom. Cer. 266, Thuc, etc.,

esp. .,., epith. of Ceres, and Pro-

serpina, who were esp. honoured in

Eleusis, Hdt. 9, 57, Strab., Pans.,

Soph. Ant. 1 120. As subst. -b .-, the temple of the Eleusinian

Ceres, Thuc, Xen.— II. m pi., festival in honour oj the

Eleusinian Ceres in Athens;— 1. the

greater Eleusinia, celebrated in Athens
and Eleusis in the month Boedro-

mion (September) for days.—2. the

lesser Eleusinia, celebrated at Agra on

the Ilissus in Anthesterion (Febru-

ary), V. Diet. Antiqq. s. v. [iv- e.xcept

in H. Hom. Cer. 266, and Soph. Ant.

1120.], , .() a

coming, esp. of our LORD, the Ad-
vent, N. T.^,, , Eleusis, father of

Celeus and Triptolemus, Apollod.

ace. to Paus., son of Mercury, founder

of Eleusis.—II. v. ?../., fut. , Hom.', verb. adj. of,
one must come, LXX./., dep., (^;, -) old Ej). word, to cheat with empty

hopes, opp. to , said of

the dreams that come through the

ivory gate, oiii ',
Od. 19, 565, (there is a play of words
between/. and, but

no etyinol. alliance) : hence in genl.

to trick, overreach, 11. 2.3, 3S8 : and in

Hes. Th. 330, of the Nemean lion,

?,', used to

destroy, devour them.'', ov, , {?^,) an elephant driver.7., ov, , {7.,-) the commander of a squadron if
elephants with the men upon them, Plut.

Hence, , , the office of
the?../, ov, () of, be-

longing to an elephant, Diosc.'(?,,, Aretae.,also, , , cutaneous dis-

ease, esp. in .\egypt, so called from its

likeness to elephant's hide : from, , to sufferfrom ele-

phantiasis, Diosc., a, ,=7>,-. Anth.^7.,, , Elephantinl, an
island in the Nile, on the southern
borders of Aegypl, containing a city

of the same name, Hdt. 2, 17, Arr., , ov, (7.) Al-

cac. 67, of ivory, ivory :. Crates Sam. 1.^-, , , dim. from, Ael. . . 8, 27.'7^, , , an elephant-

driver, Arist. . .—. in .,
shield of elephant-hide.7., ov, {7»',)
bound, inlaid with ivory, Eur. I. A.

583, Ar. Av. 218., ov, , {7.,
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) an elephant-hunter, Agatharch.

ap. Phot.
7.7.7.-, ov, (.7.,77) inlaid uilh ivory, Clem. Al.-. ov, (/., -) ivory-handled,, The-

opomp. "(Com.) //.. 2.a^>oa, , , a battle of

elephants, Plut. : from7., ov, {, -) fighting ivith elephants, Strab.

t"J
, , ,, , ij, , ,

gen. -, (7.,) ivory-foot-

ed, Plat. (Com.) Inccrt. 8.7., ov,{, -) an ivory-cutter, Opp..,, sub.,
the art of working in ivory : from-, ,{, *-) working in ivory, Philostr.7., ov, (7.,-) an elephant-eater, Agatharch. ap.

Phot.7., , {7.,)
like an elephant, Aretae.'.,, 6 the elephant,

first in Hdt.—11. the elephant's tu.s-k,

ivory : Horn., Hes., and Pind. have it

is this signf only, for ivory was an

article of traffic, "long before the ani-

mal was known to Greek travellers :

Hom. brings false dreams through an

ivory gate, v.- — III.=?., Gal.— IV. a precious

stone, Theophr. (Eleph in Hebr. is

an ox : bos Lucas was the old Lat.

name of the elephant, Lucret. 5, 1301:

and Paus. 9, 21. 2, calls a rhinoceros

Tuvpov : v. Pott Etym.
Forsch. 1, lx.\xi.)7.,, , Elcphas, a moun-
tain of Arabia, Strab.—2. another in

Mauritania, Id.— II. epith. of the

Maced. Nicanor. Polyb. 18, 7, 2.

'^''7.?/,, , ElcphSnor, a

chief of the Abantes in Euboea, II. 2,

540.

t'EP.fw!', , , Eicon, a city of

Boeotia near Tanagra, II. 2, 500 ; in

Strab. 'E/fwi^.—2. a city ofThessaly,

II. 10, 266 ; v..
";?, ].= 17., 7, the heat or

light of the sun. (Root of /.. -,,,: cf. Germ.
Helle, brightness.)", 3 subj. aor. 2 of, II.

'//. Ion. for, 2 sing. subj.

aor. 2 mid. of./, , {7.,) warmed
by the sun, also., perf. act., and7}
perf pass., o(7../. /'/, 3 sing. perf.

and plqpf. jiass. of7, Horn.

t'EZr/iea-o, v. 1. Od. 7, 86 in some
MSS. for, approved by

Bnttm. Catal. p. 93.7.7, perf. pass, of 7..7.. 3 plur. plqpf of-
for /.7., v. 1. Od. 7, 86, iibi

Wolf', Bnttm. Ausf. Gr.
'( 98, Anm. 13. n., >;/'./, perf of : Hom.
has only part. 7.7., and this

has somewhat of the Aeol. '/.-, II. 15, 81./, 1 aor. mid. of-, Mosch.^/, 1 aor. pass, of7.,
Theocr.7£, Ep. 7,,
inf. aor. 2 o{, Hom.
'7,>, adv.. {) whirling,

spinning, Aesch. Pr. 882."/,. , () that

which is rolled, twisted, etc. ; hence

—

I. the fold of a garment, wrapping,

EAIK
Ephipp. Nai'ay. 1, 9.

—

II. a curl,

ringlet, Leon. Tar.— III. a bending of
the bone without fracture, Medic./, , =7,
tuisied.7, . . rollivg, winding,
twisting, turning, esp. of a winding
road or passage, Hdt. 2, 148.'•,, , Elieus, son of the
Cephisus, Plut.'., , . {7., -) leilh circlet round the hair, Pind.
Fr. 45, 18.7, , {i7.i^.) ivilh

circling rays,., Orph./, oi'Oi,-, , llelicuon, son of
Antenor, married Laodice the daugh-
ter of Priam, II. 3, 123.',, ,{) a winding, twitt-

ing, etc. : hence—I. the constellation

of the Great Bear, from its form or
from its turning close round the pole,

Arat. 37.—II. part of a shell- fish, Arist.

H. A.—II. in .Vrcadia, the willow, from
its pliant nature, Theophr. 11. PI. 3,

13, fin., cf. Lat. sali.r.^, ], , Helice, daughter of
Selinus and wife of Ion, after whom
the city Helice in Achaia was named,
ace. to Steph. Byz.—2. daughter of
Danaus.—JI. a city of Achaia. found-

ed by Ion, contaming a temple of

Neptune. II. 2, 575, Hdt. etc., hence'7, 01, theinhab. ofHelice, Paus.,

and/,, , Strab.—2. a city

of Thessaly, Hes. Scut. H. 381, 475., &.=/.}', twisting,

spirally, Theophr., adv. (from II. 1)

from Helice, Theocr. 25, 180, but=:
gen. with expressed.. ov, , forked lightning,

Arist. Mund.7, ov, {7,
pov) loith ever-moving eyelids, and so
quick-glancing, qvick-e^ed, eiiith. of Ve-
iiux, H. Hom. 5, 19, Hes. Th. 16: cf.'.7. ov, {, -) ivith curling hair, Ar. Fr. 314.'7.,, . {/.,) to

describe a winding line, to wind, twist,

Agathem. 2. 10./., ov, {7,)
running iti curves, twisting, prob. 1. Eur.
Bacch. 1067.

'77'/, , {,) poet.

'.., of U'inding, twistedforin, curved,

twisting, Aretae. Adv. -.', ov, (^, /)) with

winding stream, Orac. ap. Paus., , ,-=7., of water,
eddying, Call. Fr. 290.

^'7.'. , , Helicranum, a
fortress of Epirus, now prob. Crania,

Polyb. 2, 6, 2.

'E7.iKT)jp,, 6,(') anything

twisted or winding : an armlet, earring,

Ar. Fi. 309.7, , , {) rolled,

twisted, wreathed, -, . Horn. Merc 192 ; {.-, Chaerem. ap. Ath. 079 F : cir-

cling, twisting, winding, and so metaph.
tortuous, not straight-forward, Eur.
Andr. 448.,,=^, Nonn.7.,, ,{/) the thread

spun from the distaff to the spindle.— II.

7-,, . a n.ine-stnngrd inslru-

vient, Aristid. Quint. 3, p. 187, .MeJb.7.,, . Helicon, now Pa-
laeovouni or Zagora, a hill in Boeotia,
sacred to Apollo and the Muses, fam-
ed as the chief seat of the Muses as
early as Hes. Op. 637, Th. 2, 23 : sa-

cred also to Neptune, ace. to H. Horn.
21, 3 ; Epig. 6, cf. llgen ad 23 (21) 3.



—. pr. . also of men and of several

rivers, Plut., Ath., Paus.,etc. Hence/, ,, with or with-

out', the dwellers on Helicon,

the Muses, Hes. Op. 656, Th. 1 ; Find.,

etc., a, ov, Heliconian, of
Helicon ; ai , the

maids of Helicon, i. 6. the Muses, Pind.

I. 8, 127.-11. epith. of Neptune, II.

20, 404, ace. to old Interpp., from He-
lice in Achaia, where he was espe-

cially honoured, U. 8, 203, but v. H.
Horn. 21, 3 ; and' I. at end.

fE/AKO)vic,, , fern, adj.,/-
icon, {],., the fountain of He-
licon, i. e. Aganippe or Hippocrene

;

ai , the maids of
Hel., i. e. the Muses, Soph. O. R.
1103.—II. J/e&o«!s, daughter of Thes-
pius, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.,, , fem. of?-,
D. 1, 98., oi',=sq., Orph.,, , , (/', )
with rolling quickly-moving eyes,

quick-glancing, quick-eyed, as a mark
of youth and spirits, hence /.)~, II. 1, 389, etc. ; and as pecul.

fem./, II. 1, 98 : neither

form occurs in Oo. : in Hes. and la-

ter esp. as epith. of the Muses, Venus,
and young girls.

VE/., , , Elimea, a district

of Macedonia on the borders of Epi-

rus, at an earlier period belonging to

Illyria, Strab. ; in Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 38^ : oi', the inhab. of
El. Strab.-, , ^,=foreg. Arr.

An. 1, 7, 6. ^, ov, 6, () a tendril,

Philet. 43 : the vine itself, 0pp./, ai, also written,
days of rest, holidays : in Polyb. for

the Roman supplicatio. (v..)?., or ?.., f. -, to rest,

keep holiday, keep peace, enjoy leisure,

esp. Ion., Wess. Hdt. 1, 67: 7, 56;
also in Pind. ; hence to take rest, sleep.

—II. to slack from, work, be slack, lazy,

Aesch. Pr. .53. [v usu. in pres., always
in fut. and aor., Bockh Find. N. 5, 1

:

later we find, though I by
nature, Schaf. Greg. p. 502.]",, 6, , adj. twisted, bent,

curved, crooked, ivinding, spiral : in

Hom. also epith. ofoxen, ace. to some
from their crooked legs, others better

from their twisted, crumpled horns, (cf), the Lat. camuru^, Voss Virg.

G. 3, 55.

"',, , poet,, as subst.,(,') anything twisted, wind-

ing or spiral : in Horn, only once, II.

18, 401, an armlet or earring, like/-, cf . Hom. Ven. 87. Afterwds.

in various relations,—I. a twist, whirl,

eddy, whirlwind, Lat. vortex, . -, flashes of forked lightning,

Aesch. Pr. 1083: rov ovpavov,
the orbits of the heavenly bodies, Arist.

Metaph.—II. the tendril of the vine,

Theophr. : ., the grape.

Ax. Ran. 1321.—2. the tendrils of ivy,

Ar. Thesm. 1000 : also, a kind of ivy,

hedera helix, Theophr.—3. a curl or

lock of hair, Anth.—1. the voUiteoiihe

Ionic capitar, Vitruv.—III. the bowels,

from their twisting form, Arist. Part.

An. : also part of a shell-fish, cf.-
.—IV'. the outer ear, Arist. de Auiin.

—V, in Math., a spiral line.—VI. an
engine invented by Archimedes : a

screii}, windlass, elsewh.. k.\.\\.

—VII. later, a vault, arch, like^.
'/.,, . Helix, son of Lyca-

on, ApoUod 3, 8, 1,

EAKE",, ,() a twisting,

winding, of the bowels, Hipp./,, , >/, neut. ,(,) with crumpled horns,, Anth.?~, ov, (,)
going round and round, Procul. H. Sol.

48., ov, 6, Helixus, a river in

Ceos, Strab.—U. masc. pr. n., Thuc.
8, 80, Xen., etc.'/,, , Elisiis, a river

of Elis, Theocr. 25, 9.?, ov, , Elisha, masc.
pr. n., LXX.^?,, , Elissus, a

small town of Arcadia, Diod. S.', Att. -, f. -, Ep. and
Ion.',(,/.) to turn round

or about : the act. in Hom. always of

turning a chariot round the doubling-

post, e. g. II. 23, 309 : late, in genl.,

to turn, roll, wind, wrap, bend, twist,

twine : to whirl, spin, move quickly, .
, Hdt. 2, 38 ; 4, 34 ; -, to ply the oar quickly. Soph. Aj.

358 : , to clasp the

ajms around, Eur. Phoen. 1622 ; /.t-

vov, to spin threads. Id. Or. 1432.—2.

metaph. to turn in one's mind, revolve,

Soph. Ant. 231 : ., to speak

ivily words, Eur. Or. 892.—II. intrans.

in Eur. Or. 1292. B. pass, and mid.

to turn one's self round or about, turn

quick round, move from one side to an-

other, run to and fro, oft. in II. ; /.-, one who has turned to face the toe,

II. 12, 74; with , Od.
20, 24 : to wind one's way, ,
II. 17, 283 : to move ' in circling spires'

of a serpent, II. 22, 95 : to spin round,, the shepherd's

staff// is thrown so as to spin through
the air, II. 23, 846 : and pass.,-, whirled round in

the eddies, II. 21, 11 : but mid. in act.

signf ',
to whirl the head round like a sling,

II. 13, 204, so also in Pind. :, the circling hours. Pind.

O. 4, 5.—2. -
). to hare one's head rolled round

with a turban, Hdt. 7. 90. (Cf,
sub fin. . hence prob. our tvHy, for

is digammated.)\,, , Helisson, a riv-

er of Arcadia, flowing into the Pe-
neus, Paus. ; also='E/liaffoiif.—2. a
river of Elis, Strab.^7.., oi, the Helisyci, a peo-

ple of Liguria, Hdt. 7, 165./., ov, (,)
whirling the wheel round, .,
Aesch. Theb. 205.', Aeol. for ?., 3

plur. aor. 1 pass, from /.., ov, , (?,,) a
creeping plant with yellowflower OTfruit,

Alcm. 29, Ibyc. 7./.,() to be sore from a

wound, Aesch. Cho. 843.", ov, ,^=?., awotind.'7-..^.'~7., ov, (?,/)
trailing the robe, with a long train, epith.

of Trojan ladies in II. : only poet./., ov, (, )
drawing the hand after it,,
Anth. : only poet.,, , (., -) clonk-trailer, nick-name of a La-
conian, Plat. (Com.) Presb. 2. []?,, , (/,,)
trailing tke tunic, with a long tunic,

epith. of the lonians, II. 13, 635 : cf.., , f. -, strengthd. for, to drag, pull about, tear asunder.

: m impf II . 17, 395, in fut. 17, 558

,
(where however others).
22, 336.-11. to carry off captive, 11. 22,

. 62 : hence in genl., to treat roughly,

I misuse, esp. to abase a woman,
\ )7, he attempted violence to Lato-

i
na, Od. 11, 580. Verj- rare in pres.

and impf., cf/. : and in genl.

only in early poets, the later form is. Hence., adv., (?.) by dragging,

pulling, , with both

boxing and urestling, for iv ttu/.tj,

Hes. Sc. 302, Heinr., cf. II. 23, 715."

'7/, ov, 6,() a dragging

or pulling roughly : pass, a being car-

ried off, Tnisused, II. 6, 465., ov, TO, part oftheplough,

prob.^a, Theophr.
'/., , , (.) that

which is carried off, prey, '/..,

Eur. . F. 568.. f/, , {.) one that

drags : only in Anth., /.-. the harrow.'", 3 dual impf. act. from, and so for, Od. 13, 32.

But as this lengthening of is against

all analogy, it seems better to write}~ from /.., , to make wounds or

sores : metaph. to rip up old sores, Lat.

vtdnus refricare, Aeschin. 83, 37 : from/., ,(,) ma-
king wounds, having power to wound,

Aesch. Theb. 398.",, , a wound, oft. in

II., never in Od. : '?., the fes-

tering bile of a serpent, II. 2, 723:

hence later, sore, ulcer, Thuc. 2, 49,

Xen.. etc. : es]). a concealed sore, ab-

sce.is, Lat. ULCUS, Medic. Hence
'/-, , to wound sorely, Eur.

Hec. 405 : to make sore, bring to suppu-

ration, Diosc.7., verb. adj. of ?., otu

must draw, drag, Plat. Rep. 365 C.', . , (') drawing,

attractive. Plat. Rep. 523 A.', 7], ,() drawn : tha

can be drawn, Arist. Gen. An., ov, TO, dim. from. a. slight sore, Ar. Eq. 907.

'7-, ov, b, later form for.",, , (7.) draw
ing. jmlling, attraction, Aretae.

"7., , , (7.) tha

which is drawn, e. g. spun wool—II.=, the dross of silver, becausi

drawn off ivith a hook, Diosc.

'7., ov,6,=7., Philo7., f. -, frequentat

from, to drag, trail, II. 23, 187 :

cf..
«<777;, 7/, , (?.) an in-

strument for drawing : the miduife's

forceps. Gal.—II. as ad). .drawing, 0pp.'7.~, , , {7.) draw-

ing, attractive, DiosC.,,.=7..7, , , (7.) drawn,

to be draum : 7.. 7, refijied oil,

Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 486 : from
7., f. .=7.. q. v.. and

also e/.«E(j. [" in pres. : in fut. and aor.

usu.ii,bothin.\tt..and Pind. N. 7, 152,

cf. Herm. Ar. Nub. 536 (540).], f. - : aor. . but

only late, the deriv. tenses bein:

mostly formed from 7., viz. fut7. : aor., pass, '.
;

pf. pass,/. ; wherea
the pres. /. is only used by lat

writers : in early Ep., q. v., am
frequent. 7, : Hom. and th'

Ion. never use the augm., but alway/,, etc. To draw, trai
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drag, pull, both animals and thing's,

usu. wiih collat. notion of force or
exertion, to drag along, pull away : e?i-,•, to drag hirn

by tlie feet, etc., II., 13, 33, Od. 16,

270 : but, vnolo ', to

draw the plough llintugh the held, II.

10, 353, cf. 23. 518 :—very frcq. in

Horn, to draw ships down into the sea,

to draw carriages, to drag along a dead
body, to carry au^ay Captive, U, 22, 05 ;

of wrestling, 11. 23, 715, cf./ :

to draw after one, make to follow, 11. 8,

480, c. dat. instrumenti, Br. Ar. Eq.
306 : also to tear in pieces, cf. :

hence pass., •/}• ,
Hdt. 1, 110.— 2. draw bend & bow,
11. 4, 122, Od. 21, 419.—3. I,
to stretch, bend sails, Od. 2, 426.—4. to

draw or hold up scales, to weigh with,

II. 8, 72 ; 22, 212, cf. infr.— II. Post-

Hotn. in many ways :—1. to pull an
oar, Hdt. 1, 194.—2. ,,,
to let one's robe trail behind, Ephipp.
Pelt. 1, cf. Homer. ?.:','.—3.', etc., to

drink in long draughts, quaff, Eur. Ion

1200 : also absol., to draw the air,

breathe, Philyll. Incert. 1 : ., sub., to draw up with the nose,
smell, Theophr.—4. /.,
cf.,.—5. .,, to drag out a weary life, Eur.
Or. 207, Phoen. 1535 : .,
to keep making excuses, Hdt. 0, 86.—0.., ?,, to dance

in long, measured steps, Lat. pedem tra-

here, Ar. Nub. 540, Pac. 32S.—7. in

genl. to draw to one's self, attract, Hdt.

2, 25 : esp. of the magnet, Eur. Oen.
5.—8. esp. /., to draw down
the balance, i. e. to weigh so much,
Hdt. 1, 50; or absol., Id. 2, 05; -, it weighs more, Plat.

Min. 310 A : cf. supr. I.— 9., to mould bricks, Hdt. 1,

179.— 10. to turn in a wheel, /. -. Schneid. Xen. Mem. 3, 11, 18.

—

lll.intr. erri / /.-..., that the conflict

dragged on, lasted, Hdt. 7, 107, though
it may be taken trans,., that they pro-

longed the conflict. B. Mid.,, to draw one\ sword, II. 1,

194 ; . <1>?/, to tear

one's hair, 11. 10, 15 : L., to draiv one's chair nearer
to the fire, Od. 19, 500: to draw to

one's self, scrape up, amass,,-, Theogn. 30. C. pass.

in Theophr., to be drawn aside or twist-

ed, of certain phenomena, in the pith

of trees.—^2. to be drawn or to flow to a

place, of streams. Lye. 702., , {'7^,) like a
wound or sore, ulcerous,, Eur.
Hipp. 1359.', , , {) that

which is ivounded or sore : a sore, ulcer,

Hipp. Hence, , , causing sores,

ulcerating, Diosc."•,, ,() causing

of wounds or sores : ulceration, Hipp.,
and Thuc. 2, 49., , ,=,
Diosc.

t'E/., , , Hella, a commercial
city of Asia, Polyb. ap. Steph. Byz.
'?.3, poet, for, aor. 2 of

?.3. Horn.., ov, 6,(-,)
a certain Greek officer, Bockh Inscr. 1,

580.^7,,.(•) Grecian,

Xenoph. ap. Ath. 368 F., Strab.

t'E/J.a(5tof, . , Helludius, freq.

masc. pr. . in late writers.
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VE7.7.aOi, Acol. for, Simon, v.

Schneidewiti p. 103, sq./., f.--, (_h>, 7.•) to seize hold of: so in niid., C.

gen., Diosc.

t'E/Aa^fr?/, , ?}, Ilellamene, moth-
er of Phobms, Partheii.7.7, as pass., (,7-') to he .sjdendid or magnificent,

boast one's self, Dio C7./~, 7/, , serving to en-

lighten ; Irom, f. -, (,) to

shine upon. Archil. 42 : to shine or be

reflrclrd in, Tivi, Plut. : to enlighten,

itliiininc. Mid. to bcdistingvisheii, gain

gUiiy in a thing, Tivi, Hdt. 1, 80 ; 8,

74. Hence
'¥•7.7.),, , a shining in or

on, illumining, Plut.

t'E/i/luvi/iof, a, . Dor. for '^-, , .
¥,\7., , 6, Ilellanicus, an

early historian of Mytilone in Lesbos,
Ijefore the lime of Herodotus, Thuc.
I. 92, cf. Sturz's Hellan. [i ace. to

Cram. Anecd. 2, p. 00; cf. Bekk.
Anecd. p. 1369 in iud. Only late wr.
employed I, as Avien. Or. Marit. A3
—^. cf. Lob. Phryn. 070 and Paral.

59.]—2. other masc. pr. n., Paus., etc.

t'EA/.ui'iof, Dor. for 7.7.77., Dor. for7.7, Pind.,

etc.—II. as fem. pr. n., Hellanis, Anth.^, , , (/;!",
7) the nine chiefjxulgcs at the Olym-
pic games, Pind. O. 3, 21 (in sing.),

freq. in Paus.—II. at Sparta, kitid

of court-martial to try causes arising

among the allied troops, Xen. Lac. 13,

II. [l] Hence, , to be a judge at

the games, Paus.7,, , Hellanocra-

tes, masc. pr. n., Arist.

7^7,. , Hellas, a city of
Thessaly, said to have been founded
by Hellcn, II. 2, 083.—II. next, all that

part of Thessaly in which the Myrmi-
dons dwelt, also called Phthiotis,

Horn. : and so all Thessaly was also
designated, Hdt. 1, 56, Thuc. 1, 3.—
III. lastly, the mainland of Greece be-

yond Pclopoimesus to Thesprotia, ivith

the exception if Thessalif, Hes. Op. 651,
Hdt. 8, 44, 47: v. "E/J.^v. But ?/

7\.} ^, Magna Graccia, the
southern part of Italy, Strab., and in

opposition to this ^,
Old Greece, Plut. Tiniol. 37.-,, , , pecul. fom. of77, Hdt. 6, 98, and freq. in

Trag. : with and without yvv7f, a
Grecian ivoman.—II. as fem. pr. n.,

Hellas, Xen. An. 7, 8, 8.
_•,, , also,(,7)^^ : (hence7,),. for, 3 sing. aor.

2 from.'7., , () to

need hellebore, i. e. to be mad, Hipp.,
and Callias Incert. 10.7^. {7,?.3) to cure

ODie by hellebore, i. e. to bring him to his

senses, Hipp. Hence7^3, ov, 6, a curing by
hellebore, id., , , {7), wine prepared with hellebore,

Diosc.., >), (/,') drinkirig of hellebore, Hipp,
'E/./eJopof,, o.more rarely.,

hellebore, Lat. veratrum, a plant used
by the ancients as a specific for many
illnesses, esp. for madness, Hipp.

:

' 7.7., you are mad, Ar.
Vesp. 1489 : the best grew at Anti-

EAAH
cyra, in the Aegacan, cf. Hor. Sat. 2,

3, 83, and 160.

Juvof, ov, ,{7,, -) the band for binding corn sheaves,

II. 18, 553 : a straie-rope : always in
plur. Cf. Buttm. Lexil. voc. /• 21.,,,(-)/
which is wanting, defect, deficiency/,

Hipp.'7, ov, o,=foreg., , worse form of.-.,/-, adv. part. prcs. act.

from, incompletely, Plotm.'7., ?/, , wanting, defi-

cient : iu Gramm. elliptic^ v. DJitnpig.
Adv.- : from'•, f. -, {h>,) to

leave in, leave behind, , Enr. El. 609

:

TL Tivi, Ap. Rh.—II. to Uave out, pass
by, omit, . Plat., Xen., etc. : c. par-
tic,. 7<.7., he does
not forget to be thankful, ap. Dem.
257, 2; whence, . ,
(sc.) to omit paying in the
taxes, Id.—3. ~i, some-
thing/niVs me, Polyb.—111. most usu.
intrans., to lack, stand m need of, be
in leant of, like , c. gen.,-

?.7., Aesch. Pr. 341,
cf. Plat. Rep. 571 D, etc. : also im-
pers., , there is lack

o/ drink. Plat. Lcgg. 844 B: also to

come short of, , Thuc. 2, 61

:

. ye 7.7.,
like7:, Aesch. Pr. 901 : ,., to be inferior to a person in

a thing. Plat. Rep, 484 D : . ..
or .., c. inf., to fail of doing,
Aesch. P. 1056, Soph, Tr. 90.—2. of
things, to be wanting, lacking to.., C.

dat., Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 8, Dem. 326,
20.—3. absol. to come short, fail, H.
Hom. Ap. 213 ; opp. to,
Plat. Legg. 740 D ; , in a thing,
Thuc. 1, 120 : to ivant energy, fail in

duly, Xen. Eq. 8, 5, Hell. 7, 5, 8 : to', a deficiency, Thuc. 0, 09,
Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 39, etc. B. also in
mid., to fail of.,, Xen. Eq. 3, 8,
in.., Ti, Plat. Rep. 484 : to be infe-

rior to..,, Plat. Arnat, 126 A,
Hence,, , a leaving behind

:

a leaving out, ellipse of a word ace. to
the rules of grammar, v. Bos Ellipses
Graec. ed. Schaf., Herm. Vig. Ap-
pend.—II. ( from intrans.) a falling

short, leant, defect, Plat. Prot. 356 A,
etc.—III. the conic section ellipse, so
called because its plane forms with
the base of the cone an angle less than
that of the parabola.

said to be a dialetic word=, Eiist. II. 0. 181.'7., ov, {, 7^) in everg

body's mouth, the common talk, Hdt. 1,

153., , {j, Helle, daughter of
Athamas, and sister of Phrixus,
ApoUod. 1,9, 1; from her the Helles-
pont is said to have received its

name ; called by Aesch.??^-, Pers. 09, 70 ; ;^. Id.

875 : her grave was at Pact) a on the
Hellespont, Hdt. 7, 58.

7.77:,. 6, Hellen, son of
Deucalion. Hes. Fr. 28 : his descend-
ants "7., at first, dwellers in the

Thessalian liellas, II. 2, 684 ; later,

the common nante for all the Greeks,
V. Thuc. 1. 3, and cf..—II.

as adj. =7^. Thuc. 2, 36

:

also with a fem. subst., '7.7.7., etc., l<ob. Aj. p. 273. though
Elmsl. Heracl. 131, attempts to alter

all the passages.—III. in N. T. in
genl. for ? not of the Jewink religion.



Gentile, a pagan. Job. 7, 35, -
'>/.., for -
/.7; ; Act. 14, 1.

etc.—2. a Gentile having embraced
the religion of the Jews, a proadyte,

Joh. 12, 20 ; Act. 17, 4. Cf.•.
Hence'?., to imitate the Greeks,

play the Greek: to speak Greek, Plat.

Charm. 159 A .; in full /./. r^ ^.
Aeschin. 78, 23 : esp. to speak or urite

pure Greek, Arist. Rhet.—2. to favour
the Greeks.—II. /. , to

make Greek; and pass.. '/.?./-
vai y}M>anav , to he

made Greeks in language by anothjr,
Thuc. 2, G8.

'?./.}}, J], , Hellenic, Greek,'.-, Hdt. 7, 139,

etc. : pecul. fern. ',/., .
Adv. -, in Greek fashion, Hdt. 4,

108.7., a, ov,=foreg. : .
Hdt. 9, 7, 1 : ro '., the temple of
the Greeks in Aeg>pt, Id. 2, 178 : also

a spot in Sparta, the Hellenium, Paus.7., v. '^^'..—. in

. . Gentile, pagan. Marc. 7, 26.

'^.'/., ov, a, (;;7.) an
imitating of the Greeks, a playing the

Greek, LXX. : esp. the use of a pure
Greek style and idioms. Granim.
',7.7.. ov, h, (/'^) a

follower of the Greeks in language, etc. :

esp. in N. T. an Hellenist, a Greek-

Jew.
''.7,, adv. ()?^) in

Greek fashion, Luc. :.,
to understand Greek, Xen. An. 7, 6, 8.

^'7,7.'7,,. {'7,7.,) the Gallograeci. inhab. of Ga-
latia, in Asia Minor, Diod. S./-,, , less used Ion.

form of 7.7./})7, , (?,~)
to affect Greek fashions, play the Greek,

Polyb., cf.
'7.7., , , v. sq.77., , , {°2.7^,) the trustees of Greece, i. e. offi-

cers appointed by Athens to levy the con-

tributions paid by the Greek states to-

wards the Persian war ; their treasury

was first at Delos, but moved by Pe-
ricles to Athens ; their office was
called ''?, , Xen. Vect.

5, 5 ; and was first instituted 01. 76,

2, Thuc. 1, 96 : v. Herm. Pol. Ant.
ij, 156.

7.7.~.6, , .7v,='EAX?/f-, Xen An. 1, 1,9, with v. 1.

,7.7:7..
\'7,7., Ion. -, , b,() a wind blowing from the

Hellespont, Hdt. 7, 188 : Arist. Probl.

'7.7.~,, , pecul. fem.

from ',, 7.
'.. the Hellespont, Archestr. ap.

Ath. 278 D.

/,;/—otTiOf, a, ov, of the Helles-

pont, Hellespontic,•, Xen. Hell.

4, 8, 31 ; 01 '.7.7., the inhab.

of Hellespont (2), the Hellespontians

,

Hdt. 7, 95, Xen., etc. : ,-
(sc.) the regioii around the

Hellespont, Strab.^/-, , , pecul. fem.

to foreg., Soph. Fr. 446.

'7JJnvo, ov, , (''7.,-) the Hellespont or sea of Helle,

daughter of Athamas, who was
drowned therein ; now the Darda-
nelles : Horn. esp. in II.—2. also the
region around the Hellespont, Thuc.
2, 9 ; Xen., etc.'/, (,) to come
into port, Synes.—2. to exact the har-

bour-dues, Ar. Fr. 392. Hence

EAAO
'7,7, . , and .=:

sq.. Plat. Rep. 425 D.

'•7'., , lov, {, 7.7]) of
or in the harbour : . sub. /,
harbour-dues, Lat. porlorium, Bockh
P. E. 2, 31.7.7,, ,{7.)
a being in port.7, ov, 6, (.7.7.)
the collector of harbour-dues, Dem. 917,7, , , one who is in,

protects a harbour, prob. i. Leon. Tar.

57./'', (., 7^)) to form
a marsh or pool.

7.7.-.,(~) behind-hand,

wanting, defective, in a thing,,
Thuc. 7, 8 ; . !}, so

much lost which they reckoned upon.

Id. 4, 55 ; also , 6, 69, ,
Polyb. : ., a defect, Polyb.

Adv. -.
7,7., poet, for 7,

aor. from71, Od.7.7. poet, for ., impf.

from7, Horn.

?^, {,7^) toform pods.

'E7.7m,3iov, ov, to, {, 7.3) that

which is in the lobe of the ear, an ear-

ring, Lat. inauris, Luc.? 7.3, ov, {, 7.3) in a pod

:

., Theophr.'77, ov, {7.7,) ivith its seed in a pod. Id.

'•7^.3, , {7.7,)
like pulse, Id.

7JM,, {,7) to reckon in,

Bockh Inscr. 1, 850: to reckon, impute,

Ti Tivi, N. T.
'E?uO)'^,=foreg., Clem. Al.

}'^•, ov, {, 7.) whatev-

er comes into account or regard, {
7.0 ), worth reckoning, notable,

famous, like 7Myov, Hdt. 2,

176, Plat. Prot. 361 E, etc.—II. elo-

quent : learned, Philo. Adv. -.
7^., ov, {,7) reasona-

ble, endowed with reason, opp. to-, Arist. Eth. N. Adv. -./=, Pind.

7,7., ov, , Ellmnennm, a
harbour in the island Leucadia, Thuc.
3,94.
''.7-7, , or better-, the young of birds or serpents, Cra-

tin. Incert. 60^-,, , (Hdt. 8, 23,)
Ellopia. a district in the northern part

of Euboea, so called froiu Ellops,

Strab. : alsoappell. of the whole isl-

and, Id.—2. a region of Epirus near
Dodona, Hes. fr. 39. Hence
^'7.7.~,, b, an Ellopian, in-

hab. of Ellopia in Euboea
;
poet, for

Euboean, Call. Del. 20.,() to fish, The-
ocr. ] , 42.'-, ov, 6, more correctly,, b, EUopius or Ello-

pion, a Socratic philosopher of Pepa-
rethus, Plut.-, , V. sub 7.- II.', ov. , also written ., a
young deer, fawn,, Od. 19,

228.'. fj, . rmite : or quick,

only as epith. of fish, Soph. Aj. 1297,
(v. sub.)^•, ov, b, Ellus, masc. pr. n.,

Qu. Sm.^•, ov, (•, *)
fawn-slaying, epith. of Diana, Call,

bian. 190.^,, , f -. {. •),
to lie in an ambush Plat. Theaet. 165
D.—IT. to lie in wait for, , Id.

Symp. 213 B. Hence

7.77},, , a lying in am•
bush, Auct. ap. Suid. voc..7.7, {, 7.) to lie in am-
bush, Eur. Bacch. 723.—II. to lie in

wail for..,, Plut.
''.77-4),7:, Hes. Sc. 21 2, 7.7.-, V. Heinr. p. 107, also 7^7.,
, Emped. 363: by some explained
mute ; by others, quick, gliding, and so
perh. better, from its apparent alli-

ance to, f-7Jku, 7.,.—.
as subst. a fish, Nic—III. aparticular

sea -fish, perh. the sword-fish, ace. to

others the sturgeon, Arist. H. A. .

also, Epich. p. 39.,. b, Ellops, a son of

Ion, after whom Ellopia was named,
Strab.7.. ov, {,) in grief,

mournful, Plut., as pass., to have a
wick. Diosc. : from'/., , , {,7^)
lamp-wick, Hdt. 2, 62. Hence
',7.7., , , made oftvick-

cotton,)To.*, ..,3//, {, 7.) to

commit an outrage, , . Anton.', , or•,, ,
epith. ofMinerva, hence .
herfestival at Corinth, Pind. O. 13, 57.'7, ,) to suffer

from ivorms, Arist. H. A.', ov, TO, dim. from -, a little worm, Hipp.',, , {7^, )
like a worm, Arist. H. A.

°.7.,, , dat. plur. 7.-
, a worm, esp. a tape-worm or maw-
worm, Hipp. We also find ai 7.-. { From 7, ,,
from their wriggling motion, v.,
17.-.)
/., , , () plant with

woolly capsiJes, perh. parietaria 01 ur-

ceolaris, Diosc. [i]

"EPiftf, . , {) a drawing,

dragging, trailing. Plat. Rep. 391 :

attraction. Plat. Tim. 80 C—II. a
draught, Anth.
"^.,, opt. aor. 2 act.

and mid. of', Hom.',7, poet, for, -
7., aor. 2 act. and mid. of,
Horn.". € contd., , ivet, low
ground, a marsh, meadow. 11. 20, 221,
Od. 14, 474, with collat. notion of
richness and fitness for pasturage

:

nowhere else in Hom.—II. standing
u-ater, a pool, lake, like 7,, Wess.
Hdt. 1, 191. Hence
^',, contd. , , Helos,

a small town of Laconia on the Si-

nus Laconicus near the mouth of the
Eurotas, II. 2, 584 ; Thuc. 4, 54, etc.

:

ol, and -•. q. v., the in-

hab. of Helos, Helots.—2. a town or
district of Elis on the Alpheus, II. 2,
594.—3. a city of Argolis, Apollod.7., , oi, the Helvelii,

Strab.

VE7.ovoi, more correctly, '7,, oi, the Helvii, on the Rhone in
Gaul, Strab., fem. part. aor. 2 act. of, Hom.', , ./ III. Epich. p.
39.—II. also a harmless kind of snake., Ep. 3 pi. pres. from,7., for /., Hom.
^'7.7>,. . Elpenor, a com-

panion of Ulysses. Od. 10, 552.

t'E/—/oc. ov, , Elpias. masc. pr. n.,

a teacher at Athens, Dem. 270, 7.7-, ov, , {7.,-) giver of hope, Anth.
439



'E?.-iihKoni(j, , {?.,)
had hi/ false hopes, Sext. Einp., ,{,) to

raise hopes., flit, -, Att. -,()
mostly in mtrans. signf. of,
(q. V.) to hope, look for, e.rpcct : to think,

imagine: also /o /ear, Soph. Aj. 799.

Construct. : c. inf , to hope to.., hope

that.., of thinsrs present, c. prcs., as

Hdt. 1, 30; of things Int., c. int. vel.

aor. c. «), as Hdt. 3, 113, 151, cf.

Heind. Plat. Phaed. 67 : also l?.~.

UTj.., like, c. aor. subj., Hdt.

1, 77 ;. <!)''.., c. fut., Eur. Her-

acl. 1051, cf Schaf. Soph. O. C. 385.

El. 9C3 : C. ace, to hope, hope for, e.v-

pect, .Aesch. Theb. 589 ; ri -, Xen. Mem. 4, 3, 17 ; hence also

in pass.. Soph., etc.: c. dat.. to hope

ill.., Ty, Thuc. 3, 39. The word
is not'fouiiil in Horn., Hes., or Pind.,

but is the prevailing Att. form, v., ov, , Elpines. an Athe-

nian Archon 01. 100, 1, Diod. S.7.7, , , Elpinlce. sister of

Cimon, Pkit. Per. 10, Cim. 4. [ri], ^, , horn: Od. 19, 84,

Hope, personified, a goddess, Hes. Oil

96 ;, of a thing, Att. : -'—, and like it, c. inf .etc.,

Hdt. 0, 11: also, tv ,
Thuc. 7, 46, etc. ; .
Xen. Cyr. 4, 6, 7 ; also -,,, etc., to

raise, give, suggest hope, freq. in Att. :,, etc.,

to destroy it : also in plur., Phid., and
Att.—II. the object of hope, that from
which one hopes something, a hope,

Trag. : so Lat. spes, Casaub. Pers. 2,

35.— III. later, any thought onthe future,

expectntion, hoping ; also fear, Dissen
Find. N. 1, 32 (48), Plat. Legg. 644 C.

/ia,. , {) the

thing hoped for, Epicur., , ,{) of or

belonging to hope, Arist. de Mem.— II., asectivho made-hope
the only stay of life, Heumann. cle

Elpist.?, , , () hoped :

to be hoped for, Plat. Legg. 853 E., in act. to make to hope,

f)'
, she feeds all u'ith

hope, Od. 2, 91; 13, 380. But usu. in

mid., Ep., with
perf 7., plqpf 7., in pres.

and iinpf. sisnf To hope, indulge

hope, Hom.. Hes., Pind., and Hdt.,

though the latter as often uses the

Att. form ?., q. v. : in genl., to

have any thoughts about the future, to

look for, expect, suspect, think, believe,

Od. 6, 297, II. 7, 199; and in bad
sense to fear, II. 13, 8. Construct.,

like7. : but usu. in Hom. c. ace.

et inf., or c. inf only of all tenses:
sometimes also c. ace. rei., II. 13, 009.

15, 5.39; absol. to hope, II. 18, 194, .
Hom. Cer. 227. Hom. is fond of the

Pleon. phrases, , w( ?., II. 13, 8; |-, also -
: he uses impf without aug-

ment 7., except in Oil. 9, 419,

where at least Wolf and Dind. leave

',., 7/, ,= '7'., Od., c. inf

aor. and fut. : only poet., inf 7., part. aor. I of, q. v. Hom.
7.,, , {7) the tree or

stock of the plough, on which the share

was fixed, Lat. dentale, Hes. Op. 428,

434, Buttm. Lexil. voc., 3.

—

.= I., cover, case.
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EAi2P,, , Elymaea and 7-., , Eh/mdis, a district of

Susiana on the Persian Gulf, in the

modern Iran, Polyb. 31, 11. 1 : also

the capital city of the profince.

From
i'E7.vuntoi, , , the Eli/maci, in-

hab. of' Elymais, Polyb. 5, 44, 9, etc.

;

sing, as adj.',,, El-

ymaean,' ., App\\, a, , Elymas, from an

Arab, word signf wise, learned, ap-

pell. of Bariesus, N. T. Act. 13, 8.

\'., , , Elymia, a town of

Arcadia between Orchomenus and
Mantinea, Xen. Hell, , 5, 13..,,, Elymnium, a spot

in Euboca. or ace. to others an isl-

and near Euboea, Ar. Pac. 1126.

t'E/ii/iOt, , , the Elymi, a peo-

ple of Sicily, deriving their origin

from the Trojans, ace. to Thuc. 6,

2, Pans.

,7., ov, b, () a cover, case,

sheath, quiver.—II. a kind of flute of

box-wood. Soph. Fr. 398 : also t/.v-', Callias Ped. 7.—III. a kind

of grain, elsewh.. millet, Ar.

Fr. 351. [Drac. p. 68, 15.], ov, 6, Elymus, son of An-
tenor (or Priam) from whom the

Elymi derived their name, Dion. H.,
Strab., etc., ov, TO, () a cover,

covering ; as— 1. the case of a spear,

Ar. Ach. 1120.—2. the sheath, shard of

a beetle's wing, Arist. H. A.—3. the

capsule of seeds. Diosc.—4. the body,

as being the shell of the sonl. Plat. Rep.
588 E.—5. a place for holding writer, a

reservoir, Hdt. I, 185; 4, 173. Hence, , to cover, case, Hipp.. Att. , aor. pass, -, to roll about, wrap up, cover, cf
/.. Pass.to be rolled about, to wind,

tivist one's self, etc. Hom. has only
aor. 1 pass., [) yalav 1-7.-. the pole rolled, fell to the ground,
II. 23, 393 : ,-
7/, rolling before Achilles'

feet, II. 24, 510 :7 ', twisting himself up, crouched,

hidden, Od. 9, 433 : cf Buttm. Lexil.

voc.. [], subj. aor.2.
,(5?/, if. {'7,) marshy,

fenny, Arist. . .
t'E^ui (from Hebr.) Oh my God

!

N. T. Marc. 15. 34.

',, imperf from, Hom. :

but, part, from, aor. 2 of.",,, (.•) booty, spoil,

prey, esp. of wild beasts, in Hom. usu.

in sing., of unburicd corpses, which are

left to the enemy or given up to dogs
and birds : often joined with :

of things which may be stolen, Od.
13, 208.—II., ,7
17,, to pay for leaving

Patroclus a prey to alldishononr,\\. 18,

93, where it is needless to suppose a

pecul. nom. . Ep. word,
also used by Aesch. Supp. 800 (in

plur.). Soph. Aj. 830 (in sing.)^. , . (from) in

fem. ij /^, the Hdorine
Causeway, at the mouih of the He-
lorus, Thuc. 6, 66, 70 ; 7, 80., ov, ,=, . 1, 4,

in plur.'., ov, . a water-bird, Cle-
arch. ap. Ath. 332 E.
^"7., , HelOris, masc. pr. n.,

Diod. S.", ov, TO. V., II.

t"E?.wpor. ov. and', ov, ,
Heldrus, a river of Sicily in the south-

EMBA
em part, now Abiso, Pind. N. 9, 96,
Hdt. 7, 154.— 2. , a city on this

river, now Muri-Ucci."', , , aor. 2 of.
'E/iaiTpf•,. Ion.

or, -. reflective pronoun of

first person, of me, of myself: only
used in gen., dat., and ace. sing.,

both masc. and fem. : in jilur. sepa-

rated, , etc. : cf
and./ , shortd. Att. imperat. aor. 2
of^ for.'. . -, [iv,) to

interrupt,, prob. 1. Hippon.
38, for., 6, () a cobbler,

name given to Anytus, Theoponip.
(Com.) Strat. 5. [], to pace, measure by step-

ping^, (,) to walk on,

pace, Dio C. : to enter, Ael., ov, TO, dim. from -. [], , ,(,) belonging to the measuring of
surfaces., adv.() on foot
by land, II. 15, 505, like., ov, , a surface, area,

mat hem. term., ov, (iv,) on the

judgment-seat : ., the re-

gular judge.", , , a kind shoes,

cf., (,) to make
deep, hollow out, Alciphr. : to make to

sink deep in, to ingrain, Ttvi. Plut.

—II. intr. to go deep into, , Eccl.,

esp. of allegorizing., .- : perf -•
/3??/ca, Homeric part., : aor.

2, (,). To go in, come
in. step in, II. 10,94, with notion of

interfering: to go on, go quickly, speed,

of horses, II. 23, 403.—2. more freq.

to step into, to go or get into, enter, esp.

a ship, to embark, and iv ',
Horn. ; and without any addition,

Eur. Tro. 455 : to mount, esp. in perf.

t-o be viounted on,, II. 5, 199 : to be fixed or

fastened, , II. 24, 81.•— 3. to

tread upon, . Od. 10, 104, and so

Plat. Phaedr. 252 : but in prose
and ,\tt. usu.. , as ..
Hdt. 2, 29 : more rarely.,
to be upon, Soph. O. C. 400, cf•

: . , to mount, Enr. Hec.
922, Cycl. 92, Plat. Rep. 443 C.--II.

in aor. 1 transit., to make to

enter, bring in Or into, ,
Hdt. 1, 46.—2. . , to

enter a chariot on foot. Soph. Fr. 599,

Eur. Heracl. 108, cf II. 4.., (iv,) to rage

against,, Heliod.', f.- : perf-
: aor. 2, (, 7.) to

throw, lay, put ifi. Construct. — 1.

usu.,. , Hom. ; also. Od. 19, 10;. to put into

another's hands. Ii. 14, 218; but tu-
'77., she let

him fall into Achilles' hands, 11. 21,

47 ; (sub.)
to lay one's self to the oar, Lat. in-

cumbere remis, Od. 10, 129, also with-
out, to lay to, pull hard. Ar.
Eq. 602, Ran. 20C : esp. freq. of men
tal operations,,•. to put into a man's ininil

or heart, Hom. ; and so in mid., -, , lay a
thing to heart, II.' 10, 447 : /. -, to slide one's hand into
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inother's, Ar. Vesp. 554 ; and so., Dem. 553, 14 : ., to inspire with fear, Hdt. 7, 10,

5: . 7?:. , to inflict stripes,

Plut.—2. in Att. also,3
. e. g. Tivu , Ar. Ran.
574 ; , to throw one into a

suit, Ar. Ach. 686, etc., and so Hdt.

4, 72.—3. c. ace. only, to piu in,7
^. like Lat. injicere sermonem, Plat,

itep. 344 D. and Xen. : to graft a
tree, Dem. 1251, 22, in pass.—4. ., sub., to throw at another,

11. 12, 383.—II. intr. to break, burst,

rush in, sub., hence/, to betake one's self to

the agora, go boldly into it, Lycurg.
148, 24 : to enter in a hostile ivay, sub., , Hdt. 9, 13,

and Xen. : to fall on, encounter, run

against, Lat. illidi, , Hdt. 2, 28,

Plat. Rep. 563 C—2. esp. of a ship

thai falls on another with its?,
Hdt. 8, 84 ; -, Thuc. 7, 70 : in mid. also

c. gen., ?MYUuv,fall
upon the hare's flesh, Ar. Pac. 1312 :

of a river, to empty itself, . Plat.

Phaed. 113D. Cf.'.
^, , , {)

sauce, soup, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 4., , , dim. from
foreg., Anthipp. ap. Ath. 404 C.

'Ea^,=sq., Nic.', . -Tpcj, (,) to

dip in, , Hippon. 26, ,
Ar. Nub. 150: as dep. mid., Ar. Fr.

205., (,) to be

heavy,, Nic.',, ,() a kind

of felt shoe, Lat. solea, socctis ; used
esp. by the Boeotians, Hdt. 1, 195;
and by old men, Ar. Plut. 759, etc. :

a\so=, Jac. A. P. p. 230:, a woman's shoe of

white felt, Luc.^, 6, Embas, a leader of the
Armenians, Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 38.', , , (,) name of a, Ath.',, {,?^) to be

king in or over, c. dat., of lands or

men, Horn., ov, propitious to embark-
ation, epith. of Apollo, Ap. Rh. [] :

from',, ,() a going
or coming in, esp. a going on shipboard,

embarking, Polyb. : a place of embark-

ing, Id.—IL that on which one goes or

steps,-, a shoe, like,
Aesch. Ag. 945. — 2. the sole, foot,

hoof, Eur. Bacch. 740.

—

. a bathing-

tvi), bath, Diosc., ov, , (,) pot-visiter, name of a mouse
in Batr.', f.-, (,)
to bear in or on, carry, Luc.',, {,) to step in

or on, stand on, hence to dwell in or

on, frequent, haunt, usu. C. acc, esp.

of gods, like the Homer,,
to protect, watch, Trag., and Cratin.

Incert. 22, cf. Blomf Aesch. Peis.

455, Schaf. Dion. Comp. p. 428 : but
c. gen. in simple sense, to stand or be

upon. Soph. O. T. 625, cf. O. C. 400,

and Kiihner Gr. Gr. 523, 3.—II.. , to conie into possession

of, , as we say " to

come in to the property," Dem. 1080,

19 : , Isae. 74, 42.— III.

later, simply, to go into, enter, LXX.
//3,= foreg., Leon. Tar. 98,

3 : in mid., Lye. 642.', , , v. sub.

EMBA'., a, ov, also, ov, {-) belonging or suited to entering,

marching in, etc. : hence— 1. to -,
sub., the air to ivhich the soldiers

?narched, a march. Polyb.. cf Thuc.
5, 70 ; the anapaestic songs of Tyr-
taeus were so called, Francke Callin.

p. 131: .), the time ofmarch,

Plut.— 2. tu ., sub., offerings

made on embarking, before weighing

anchor, also , Piers.

Moer. p. 223., ov, ,{) he that

goes in or on, a sliip's passenger.—II. a

kind of half-boot of felt. Xen. Eq. 12,

10 : also the iMgic cothurnus, Luc.

—

III. the modulus or unit of measure-

ment in Greek architecture, Vitruv.

[a], ov, TO, Embatum, a strait

between Erythrae and Chios. Thuc.
3, 29 ; also , Polyaen.
From', , also , , to be gone
in or into, passable, Dion. H. : -, a bath, like III.

'.., ov,{) for dip-

ping in or mio : -, a flat vessel

for sauces, Lat. acetabulum, like off, Hippon. 93, Hdt. 2, 02. [a], Ep. perf of,
II.. but only found in part,,

: but, 11. 2,

720. 3 pi. plqpf act., syncop. for -.̂,, , to set fast and firm,
dub.' and?], , to

desecrate.', , (,) within a
dart's throw, within shot, Polyb.", Ep. for, 3 sing. aor.

2 of, Od. ;, dual for, II. ; and, 3 sing,

subj. aor. % for, II. 16,' 94.',. -, {ev,) to

set in or on, esp. to put on board ship,

embark, tivu ?, Thuc. 1, 53,

etc. : to lead, guide to a thing, e. g.

TO, Eur. H. F. 856 : cf. -.̂, verb. adj. from -, one must set in, Geop.', ov. {,) in life, tena-

cious of life, lively : of trees, etc.,

which will bear transplanting, The-
ophr. ; hence to . a taking root

and growing, Ael.— II. lasting one's

whole life, , punish-
ment/or life, Dio C...o,= sq., Aretae., , f.-, {,)
to live in or on : of trees, etc., to live

and grow after transplantation, The-
ophr.', ov, 6, Embisarus, msisc.

pr. n., Diod. S. dub.., ,{) a living

a>id groH'ing, Plut., ov, , {) a
place to live in, dwelling, Diod., , {,) hurtful., {,) to

grow in Or on as a graft, Theophr.
Hence,, , a growing in

or on as a graft. Id.,. , a looking at,

looking straight at, Xen. Cyn. 4, 4

:

from,, f. -, {,) to

look in or on, look in the face, look at,. Plat. Charm. 155 C, etc. ; also

..., Plat. Ale, 1, 132 E, etc. ; rarely, Anth. : also like simply,

to look. Soph. El. 995. Hence"., , , a looking at,

look, Hipp.

EMBO
'?, , , {)

that ichich is put in OT on, ?.. ?.,
the shaft fitting into the spear-head,
Plut. : jeiuels and ornaments in raised

U'ork, that could be taken from their set-

ting, Dio C. : perh. also a tesselated

pavement : a sole put into the shoe in

winter, etc., Philo., , , {) a
throwing in.—II. intr. a breaking in,

Hipp., verb. adj. from, one vmst throw in, Plat. Prii-

leb. 62B., . {hv,) to call upon,
shout to,, Xen. Cyn. 6, 17 : absol.

to shout aloud, Thuc. 4, 34. Hence',, , a shouting, Are-
tae.', {,) to make
a pit in. make holes, Philostr., ov, {,) like a
pit or hole, hollow, Theophr. Hence, , to dig into a pit,

Hipp. ^7.,, ,{ 4)

graft; , grafted fig-

trees, Plut., , b,{) any
thing put in : a peg, stopper : the sucker

of a .'squirt : a dibble, a stick for setting

plants, Anth., , ,{) a throw-

ing in : a putting in. insertion, Hipp.

—

II. intrans. a breaking or bursting in,

inroad into an enemy's country, foray,
Xen. An. 4, 1, 4, etc.—2. a falling on,

assault, attack, the charge made by one
ship upon another, Aesch. Pers. 279,

330, etc., where strictly. was the
charge on the side of the Other ship,?;, the charge prow to prow,
Thuc. 7, 70, cf 36 : ., to re-

ceive such a charge, Xen. Hell. 4, 3,

10 ;, to make it, Polyb.—3. an
entrance : place of entrance, pass, L.
Dind. Xen. Hell. 5, 4. 48 : the mouth
of a river, Dion. H. ; cf.- and -.— III. the head of a battering-

ram, Thuc. 2, 76 : but Aesch. Pers.

415,. are the shocks
of brazen beaks.'', , , Embolima, a
city of India, Arr. An. 4, 28, 7.,, alov, and', ov,{) thrown in,

inserted, esp. intercalated, .,
an intercalary month, Hdt. 1,32: ,
., interpolated verses, Arist. Poet.

;

also ., supposititious sons,
Eupol. Dem. 38.',,,{) some-
thing thrown in, a javelin. Died.— II.

an interlude in a play, an episode in a
writing, Cic. ad Q. Fr. 3, 1, 7.,, , that which is

put in, a piece or patch.', ov, 6, a putting in, in-

tercalation., , ro.= sq., ,
a tongue of land, Hdt. 4, 53 : cf Pind.
0. 7, 35.-2. a bolt, bar, Eur. Phoen.
114.—3. beam, the architrave or the

entablature. Id. Bacch. 591.,, 6,() like•/, anything running to a point and
so put or thrust in, a wedge, peg, stop-

per, etc. : esp. the brazen beak of ships

of ivar, which was drivm into the
hostile ship, Lat. rostrum navis, Hdt.
1, 166: hence/.—2.

hence oi, the rostra or tri-

bune o( the Roman forum, Polyb.—3.

the wedge-shaped order of battle, cutieus

or acies cuncaia of the Romans, Xen
Hell. 7, 5, 22.—4. a graft.—5. =7Teof,
Ar. Fr. 301. — 0. in late Greek, a

portico. Cf. foreg.
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EMBP, , {iv,) buzz

in, , Synes., (,) to feed m,
Fhilo., {,) to slop

in or upon, dwell on, Lat. immorur,

TLvi, Luc., , Lacon. for-, Sophron ap. E. M.
or, adv. (ti>,) in brief, shortly, in gmeral.

At. Vesp. 1120.—II. in'the least, esp.

after., , . (.)
that in which a thing is wetted : a lotion,

fomentation, like, Aretae., mid., (',) to

roar, bluster in, ., 11.

15, C27.

'EuJpe^Of, ov, {,) boy-like,

Anth.', f. -, {,) to wet

or soak in, to foment, Plut. : to water,

Nic., , , weight, dignity,

Lat. gravitas. [i] From', , (,) like, heavy, weighty, Hdt. 7, 30

:

hence—II. metapti. weighty, grave,

stately, dignified. Plat. Crat. 407 A;
and ironic, Plut. : i}nportant,'P\at.Fjp.

328 B.—2. of meats, strong, nourish-

ing.—3. in bad sense, heavy, weighing

down, grievous, Aesch. Pers. 693 : of

persons, violent, savage, fierce, Hipp.

E.xactly the Lat. gravis. Adv. -,
firmly. Plat. Phaedr. 252 C., f. -, {b;') to be

heavy, fall heavily, .\nth. [t]', {,) dep.

C. aor. mid., to be moved with strong

indignation, to be wroth at, threaten,

Tivi, N. T. : in genl. to be vehemently

moved or troubled, lb. Hence,, , that which is

spoken in wrath, threatening, [l],, alov, (kv,-) struck by lightning : rb ., a

place so stricken, which no one might

enter, the Lat. bidcntal, Died. : from',, , f -, {,-) to strike with lightning, Xen. Hell.

4, 7, 7 : hence to strike dumb, esp. in

pass, to be thunder-struck, astonied,

Dem. 413, 10. Hence^, , , a being thun-

der-struck : hence stupidity, Plut.', ov, ()
thunderstruck, and SO like Lat. atto-

iiilus, , thou thunder-

stricken wretch, thou gaping fool, Ar.

Eccl. 793.,, , a layer of the

vine, Lat. mergus, from,
Geop.. , , {)—-, Plut.— II. {,)
noose, halter, Luc., {,) to catch in

a noose., ov, {) wetted,

soaked.—11. {,) caught in a

noose., ov, ,() the

flesh of embryos. Ar. Fr. 470., {,) to bite at,

bite, Nic. [v]., ov, {, -) receiving the foetus,; Lilc.7., ov. 6,{,
7.) an instrU7nent for extracting a

dead foetus. Gal., ov, (iv,,)
divelling in sea-weed,, Anth.

[i], ov,{,-
yu) killing the foetus in the womb.^, ov, TO, V. sq. I.

EMET
',, ov, all that grows in an-

other body {to ) : hence
as subst., thefruit of the womb
bifon: birth, the embri/o, Lat. foetus,

Aesch. Euin. 915 : but in Od. 9, 215,

309, 312, a new-born lamb, lambkin or

kid.— II. act. genial, productive, vypo-. Theophr.—HI. ace. to some in

Noun, moss-covered, mossy, {,)
Dion. 41,29., ,{,)
to cut the foetusfrom the womb. Hence, , ?/, a cutting out

the foetus. Gal.'', , , the extraction

of the foetus, Gal. : from:, ov, 6, {,) a midwife's forceps. Gal.., , {,-) that which is bitten in, 3.-, a hollow in the teeth, iDiosc.

—

II. a bile, breakfast, Ath., {,) to throw or

sink to the bottom, Plut., a, ov, also, , ov, {,) at the bottom, Orph. [i], , {,) to

blow with the trumpet, eu/3.,

Dion. H., , {,) to sew

up in skins, Plut., f. -, {,) to stuff

in, stop, , Ar. \"esp. 128. [•], ov, {,) on the

altar, Jul., acc. of, enclit. , Horn.', poet. gen. for , in

Horn., and Att. : never enclit.'> Dor. for , as for ,-, 1 aor. act. from., Ep. gen. of for, in

Horn. : never enclit., v.., Ep. aor. 2 redupl. of?;, Od. 9, 439., Ep. for, mC from,
Horn, cf.
',, for. Call. : but in

Sopii. El. 21, very dub." and, poet, for,
inf aor. 2 from.', Ep. for, inf from, Horn., cf.', 7j, ov, part. aor. 2 mid. of., Ep. gen. of for. .
10, 124 : never encht. : Ep. strengthd.

form.
'ta,, , Emesa, now Hems, a

city of Syria on the eastern bank of

the Orontes, Hdn., also wr.,
and Til. Hence, , , of Emesa ; oi, the inhab. of Emesa, Strab.',. , , {) a disposition

to vomit, Hipp., , , {) a vomiting,

being sick. Id.,,,{) that which
is thrown vp.— II. r=foreg., Id., to give an emetic. Id., ov,^^, hence
., emetics, Hipp., or with-
out ., Diosc., , to feel sick, Arist.

Probl.', ", , {) provoking

sickness, ., an emetic,

Arist. Probl.— II. inclined to vomit,

going to be sirk, Hipp. : one who uses

emetics, like the Roman gourniands,
Cic., to make one's self

sick. Hipp. : from, , {,)
causing sickness.', cv, ,=1, sickness,

Lat. vomitus, Hdt. 2, 77.

EMME',,,{) vomited, thrown

up., . {,) like

sickness. Hipp. Adv. Ion. -, Id., Ep. and Ion. for, gen.

of), Horn. : enclit., Aeol. and
Dor..
'EME'i2, f. -, mid.,

Hipp., Att., Aesch. Eum.
730, perf, aor., Ar.

Ach. C,, Hcs. Th. 497 (both in

comp.), to vomit, throw up, cast up,,
II. 15, 11 : absol., to be sick, Hdt. 1,

133, Aesch. 1. c, Xen. An. 4, 8, 20

:

, to make one's self sick

with a feather, Ar. Ach. 587 : me-
taph. to throw up a flood of bad words,

Eunap. (Akin to Lat. vomn, Sanscr.
vam. Pott. Et. Forsch. 1. 202.), Ion. gen. for,
Hdt., perf. act. from.', 1 aor. act. of,
dub. V. sub., old form for,, Inscr.

Sigei., Ep. sync. aor. of

c. pass, signf , Od., Dor. poet, for, dat. of. [, but when enclit.. ], Dor. for., Tarentine for., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor.

2 act. of•, Od., {,) to be

mad at,, IS. T./.?, ov, {,.) woolly,

fleecy, Luc.., , { ) in

madness, frantic, raving, Hdt. 3, 25,

and Trag. : ., Eur.
Bacch. 1094, Bockh Plat. Min. 145.

Adv. -. The form is rare,

if not dub.'.. indecl. (from Hebr.)
Immanuel, i. e. God with us, K. T.
Math. 1,23.\, , Emmaus, a village

between seven and eight miles dis-

tant from Jerusalem, N. T. Luc. 24,

13.. only found in part, -, Nic. Alex. 137, where the
Schol. explains it by,
doing quickly. If not f. 1. for-, it is fancifully formed from. adv. forthwith, quick as

thought, hastily : only poet. : in Horn.
with, II• 5, 836, and with, Od. 14, 485: in Hes. with, Sc. 442. (Acc. to some
from - ~, no sootier said than

done ; others better from,~, clutching at, and so hastily,

Lat. prompte.), ov, {,) with

evidence, with testimony. Adv. -., .-,(,)
to press in or on, inflict, ?/,
Call. Dian. 124, and Anth., or•, to talk idly, make a fool of one's

self..{,,) to

feel with the fitiger, put the finger down
the throat to cause sickness, cf.•
)., fut. -/, (ir, -) dep. mid., to fight a battle in,- -, Hdt. 9, 7.

[]*,, supposed pres. of-, q. v., ov, {,) ac-

cording to rule or system : .,
systematic arrangement, Philo. Adv.
-.



EMME', {,) as

pass., to be drunk in or among, c.dat.,

Joseph., , f. - [], {,) to smile at or upon, tlvl, Xen.
Cyn. 4, 3./., , , {) pure

and perfect harmony in tntisic, hence
the fit modulation of the voice in speak-

ing, Dion. Comp. 408, 6 : in genl. all

harmony and fitness, gracefulness, Lat.

concinnitas, Plut. : wittiness, Longin.
—II. a kind of tragic and satvric dance
accompanied by music. Plat. Legg.
816 : hence the tune of this dance,

Hdt. 6, 129, ubi Schvveigh., cf. Dind.
Ar. Ran. 897 : Ar. Vesp. 1503 jokingly
speaks of. kovov7mv, the knuckle

dance.7., , f. -;/, (, /.-) to exercise, practise in, tlvl,

Plut. : absol. to teach, Plat. Phaedr.
228 E.

'.', , (, ?.) sounding
in unison, in tune, well-timed, harmo-
nious, melodious, Theocr. Ep. 19 ; in

genl. fitting, regidar, agreeable, Ar.

Eccl. 807 : but usu. in Att., in good
taste, elegant, graceful, well-bred, wittij,

Heind. Plat. Theaet. 171 A. Adv.

-, Ion. -?., Simon. 139,

conipar. -7, Plat. Phaedr.
278 D, -pov. Id. Rep. 471 .— II.

{, .) diligent, pains-taking,

Polyb.',,,,{7.)
that in which one is exercised, a practice,

Anth.?, verb. adj. from -/, one must exercise one's self in,

TLVL, Plut., , , {,)
pressing eagerly on, eager, hasty, hot,

of persons, Hom.,esp. inll. : of things,

as 7/, Has. Sc. 43Q ; and later c.

dat. , . Rh.
Only Ep.',, {,).,
the soul IS lost in passion, »oph. Tr.

98-i.',, rarer Ep. form for,, inf from, Horn.', Ep. for, inf. from, oft. in Horn., verb. adj. from-
V(J. one jnust abide by, tl, Diog. L., , , {) abi-

ding by, TLVL, Arist. Eth. N.', , , () to be

stooil by, endurable, Stob.',, , {,) abiding in,

Tivi : TO, sledfasttiess, Plut. :

Horn, has only the neut., as

adv., and always in phrase,, unceasing ever, II. 10, 301, etc. :

without , Arat. 83 : ., Id. 339. Adv. -, Ep. and
Ion. -, Hes. Th. 712., , , later form for-, Diog. L. Adv. -.^,, , the Emmenidae,
a noble family of Agrigentum in Si-

cily, Pind. 01 3, 68., f. -, {,) to

abide in a place, Eur. Erechth.20, 12 :

to abide by, stand by, cleave to, be true

to, c. dal.,. Hdt. 9, 106,-. Soph. . . 351 ;,
Lat. manere in induciis, Thuc. 5, 18,

V. Wolf Lept. p. 250 ; also -, Thuc. 4, 1 18: hence,7],
it continued as a custom, Thuc, 1, 5.

—

2. to acquiesce in, , Dem.
972, 18.'', (,) to con-

ciliate by mediation, Clem. Al.

'Kuu^cfOi, Jf> <ip.) in the mid-

die.

'. ov, {,) filled

full,, Ep. Plat. 338 D.', {,) to

cam/ up into, , Phdostr.', , {,) to mea-
sure by or according to,, Antlt. , , measure, propor-

tion, Vlat. Rep. 486 D : from, ov, {,) in or ac-

cording to measure, measured, propor-

tional. Plat. Phil. 26 A: hence—II.

moderate, fitting, meek. Id. Legg. 823

D.—III. in metre, metrical, Id. Symp.
197 C. Adv. -. Hence'.,, , proportion, fit-

ness, Aristaen., ov, {,) monthly:

Tu. the menses of women, Hipp., L, gen. , {,) in

wrath, an avenger, Inscr., ov, {,) in a month,

a month long, lasting a month. Plat.

Legg. 956 A :

—

11.=, month-
li/,. Soph. El. 281 : on the ., . Bockh P. . 1, 70., , poet, for /,
Denietr. Sic. 2, ubi v. Jleineke., ov, {,) in the

womb: but—II. ?. -, wood ivilh

pith in it, Antiph. Philomet. 1, and
Theophr... Aeol. for., also, f.-,
{,) to mix or mingle in, Plut.,

in pass. :, intrans. / will meet.

Soph. O. C.'l057.'?., ov, {,/^) painted
red, red, Diosc.',, poet, for, Em-
ped., ov, {,) in pay,

for hire, hired, Thuc. 6, 22. Adv.
-., ov, {,) partaking
in, Aesch. Eum. 890, e conj. Herm.,
sed alii aliter., , , {) an abi-

ding in, standing by, cleaving to,.
Plat. Gorg. 479 D., ov,{) abiding in or

by, stedfast, steady, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 52 :., abiding by a thing, lb. 55.

Adv. -., , , perf. 2 of,
Hom., but only in 3 pers., ov, {,) parta-

king in,, Od. 8, 480, cf.-.—II. (,) destined, esp. for-
tunate, Anth., ov, {,) inform,
corporeal, Plut., ov, {,) stopped

with lint, and so in genl., suppurating,

festering, having an open sore, Hipp. :

metaph.. ?. , an
open, unhealing sore for the house : or

(as others) one that clings like lint to

the house, Aesch. Cho. 471.—II., with or without,
salve spread on lint and so put on a
sore. Gal., ov, {,)—-.,, {,) in labour,

toilsome, painful, Eur. Supp. 1004.^, , f. -, {-,) to

initiate into, -
; were you initiated in the great

mysteries? Ar. Plut. 845., 1 aor. act. of,. dat. of, cnclit.//o£, Hom,, inf.. part,,
aor. of, q. v. and cf.., , , possess, adj. of first

per-s. from,, mine, Lat. meus,
Horn., contr. c, art., ,1\.
8, 360. Sometimes joined c. gen., to

Strengthen the possessive notion,

, mine own, Od. 2, 45, cf. 11. 3,

180 : used objectively, ,
a message about me, 11. 19, 336, cf.

Od. 2, 97 : ai 3?, slanders
against me, Thuc. C, 90, etc. In Att.

sometimes for dat.. Wolf Xen.
Hell. 5, 2, 33, esp. with words like,, Seidl. Eur. El. 668, so

say my wellwishers, for those who
wish me well : oi, Lat. mei, my
friends. Plat., Xen., etc. : ,
mine, my part, my interest, etc., Hut. 4,

127, and Trag. : also simply for.
Soph. El. 1302, etc., cf. 11. 9, 386 ; in

full, . Soph. Tr. 1217 :

freq. also in plur., , :, , for my part, as

far as concerns me, Hdt. 1, 108, Plat.

Gorg. 452 C, Soph. 237 B., Dor. gen. oi, Brunck
Ar. Ach. 911., adv., v..-, poet., esp. Ep., defect-

ive dep., to busy one's self about, take

heed of, care for, c. gen.,, etc.,

Hom. ; once c. ace. pers., Od. 16,

422. (Prob. akin to, q. v.), , , passion, affection,

[] from, , {,) in a state

of violent emotion, in a passion, passion-

ate, Plut. Adv. -, passionately,

Polyb..,, ,{) a
jest, game, trick, LXX.?},,, {a)^=sq.,
in many MSS and admitted by
Griesb. and others into the text of JS.

T. 2. Pet. 3. 3., ov, ,{) a jest-

ing, mocking, scoffing, LXX.,^= , to edu-

cate or bring up in,, Philostr., {,-) as pass., to be brought up in,,
Dio C., as mid., (,) to bring vp one's child-

ren on or by means of, , Dem.
1087, 22., f.- and-, (,) to mock, Lat. illudere, ,
Hdt. 4, 134 : hence to trick, deceive,

Soph. Ant. 799.—II. to play, sport in

or on,/., Eur. Bacch.
867 :., to sport in the dance,
Ar. Thesm. 975. Hence, ov, b, a mocker, deceiv-

er, N. T.,,{)^^, know-
ing, practised in, c. gen.,,
Od. 20, 379; 21, 400. An old poet,

word, not to be confounded with sq.

(Perh. akin to,. Pott. Etym.
Forsch. 1, 189: cf..) [at in

2d passage.], ov, (B) {,) burst-

ing in, sudde7i,., Aesch.
Ag. 187, 347 : only poet.,, 6, , (,)
with child.,, ,{) that

which is struck in : esp. embossed work.,, ,, the art of
embossing. Ath. : from, ,{) struck in

embossed., f.-, but usu.-•. (.) to strike in, stamp, em-
boss.— II. strengthd. for, intr.'. burst in upon my
soul, Soph. El, 902.,, , {,) toclose,

stuff, caulk, , Hdt.
2, 96.,,, ,^^,
from/, f. -^, {kv,)
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like, to entangle in, rivL,

Hdl. 7, 85 : absol. to entangle together,

Thuc. 7, 84.

'¥., poet, also. {iv,

iruAcv) adv., backward.•!, back. H. Hoin.
Merc. 78, Hes. iSc. 145.—II. contrary

to, c. gen., ^^, Find. O. 12, 15,

cf. Hilt. 7, 58 ; also foil, by .., Hdt.

1, 207, cf. Valck. Hipp. 388.—III. in

return. Soph. O. C. C37.—IV^. c. artic,

TO /, or /uv, contr.?,, the conlrari/,

the reverse, Trag. : but also euphein.

for TO, , Aesch. Pers.

223. iSo also tic, Xen.
An. 3, 5, 13, etc., . ., Thuc. 3, 22,

to or from the opposite side./, (,) to shake,

quiver in, Ap. Rh., ov, gen., (iv,-) in possession, the heir, [u]. adv., v., at end,, (,)
to holdfestal assemblies, Plut., f.-''/,
as pass., (, 7•7) to throw

one's self into, ~., into

punishment, Phalar. : but . rn

'4>vxy, ?omrtA;e I'tra/urc at risk ot lilo. Id.', (,-) to come upon,, LXX., ov,{)
laid in or on., {,-) to prepare, , Clin. ap. Stob.

p. 8, 19.', ov, (,?/)
prepared.-, (,) to

lay down or deposit in, TIVL.), f. -, (,) to

give into another's hands, give up, I'huc.

7, 56 : C. inf., to put in another's power

or allow him to do something. Id. 6, 12 :. , to give one's self

as his tool, Plut.—II. to afford, grant,

. Id.',, (,) to remit,

relax in. [l Ep., Att.]', (,)
set in or near : in aor. 2, to stand near,

Heliod., , (,) to

behave like one drunken, do absurd, mad,
aff^cTuive thitigs,, to another, Luc.
Hence',,, , an object

of drunken, offensive treatment. Long.[?, (,^-) dcp., to speak boldly and freely
against,, Polyb.', Ion. and Horn., adv.,

(strictly ) wholly, altogether,

utterly, at all events, at any rale, like, II. 12. 326, Od. 18, 354, etc.

—II. on the whole, i. e. nevertheless,

still, yet, like, freq. in Horn.,
though he usu. puts , or?, be-

fore it, as in II. 1, 562, Od. 16, 147,

but also , 11. 5, 191 ; and
strengthd.? , II. 2, 297,
or , Od. 5. 205 : Pind. . 4,

58 has . Soph. Aj. 563 af-

ter it.— III. when joined with the en-
clit. , it gains in force, however
much, ever so much, ?.-, it escaped
not Nestor, busy though he was with
drinking, II. 14, 1, cf. 98, Od. 15, 361,

etc. : always with partic.— 1.^,,, in like manner, II. 14,

174, Od. 19, 37, ace. to Grarnm., but
in both places it can be taken in its

orig. sense,= 7raiirwf, or ?, alto-

gether, cf. also Soph. Ant. 845. The
adv., never occurs in Att.

prose, but is found in Trag., as

Aesch. Pr. 48, 187, Soph. Ant. 845.

Besides, Pind. has the exactly
eiiuivalent Ibrms, and,
Biickh Pind. P. 5, 55, Jac. A. P. p.

355, the latter also Soph. Aj. 563,

Call. Ep. 13.",, , (,)=.', Att. -, fut. -,
(,) to sprinkle in or on. Plat.

Lys. 210 : in Hum. only metaph. to

weave in, of cloths with rich jiatlerns

on them, 11. 3, 126; 22, 441. [a al-

ways.]',, , (,) to

make a noise in, C. dat., Themist.',, fut. -, (,)
to tread in, walk into, enter, c. ace. like

Lat. ingredi,, Aesch. Ag.
1434.—II. transit, to tread trample

on. c. ace, Joseph.". adv., v.., . Ion. -, f. -,=:, to put in fetters, v. I. Hdt.

4, 69 ; and perh. Soph. Aj. 675, in

tmesis., ,=, only in

Hesych., but adv.,,
Simon. Amorg.',, , , Empedias, masc.
pr. n., a Lacedaemonian, Thuc. 5, 19., , , Empedion,
masc. pr. n., Diod. S.', ov,( 2,) like, ever fruiting,

Eiiiped. 287., ov, of Empedocles,
Empodoclian, Gal. : from
',7<., , , Empedocles,

a celebrated Pythagorean philosopher
of Agrigentum, about middle of the
5th century before Christ.', ov,( 2,) ever-circling, e. g.,
Nonn., , ,( 2,) ever hurting., , gen. ,(
1,/) stedfast of purpose,,
Nonn., ov,( 2,-) ever painful,, Pind. . 1, 96.', ov,( 1,-) stedfast to one's word,,
Nonn., , (,)
to abide by one's oath, Hdt. 4, 201., ov, (,) on the

ground, firm in or on the ground, fast
in its place, in genl. fast, stedfast, im-

moveable, unshaken, Horn. ; esp., Ir,

., strength unshakni.—2. of
Time, lasting, continual, unbroken, 11.

8, 521, Od. 8, 453.-3. metaph. sled-

fast, firm, undaunted, ^unu^n)•(ring,^>ov,

r/Top,, Hom. : so Pnam is al-

ways called,',
as 11. 20, 183. Also in Pind., and
Trag.—In Hom. the advs.,
and, are veiy freq. : esp.,-', to stand fast, stand
one's ground, II. ; /, to

run on and on, run unceasing, 11. :

strengthd. or ?-, also, , 11. 15,

683. Later also, fast, sure,

truly, certainly, absolutely, Aesch. Ag.
854", Soph. tr. 847, cf. .—11.
(.) in fetters, fettered, Luc./, , {, -) leith force urishakcn,, a
settled, unrufied life, Pind. N. 7. 98., ov, gen.,(-,) stedfast ofmind, Phalar.~, ov,(,-) ever-green, Emped. 287., ,() to fix in the
earth, or on the ground : in genl. to

make firm andfast, stablish, ratify, ob-

serve, esp. , Eur. I. T. 790, etc.. Plat., and Xen. : -, Xen. Cyr. 5, 1,

22. The impf. is sometunes-, sometimes. Mid.=:
act., Luc.,, , Empedon, masc.
pr. n., Aeschin.^, adv., from, q. v.

at end : also wr., poet, -, from/., , ,()
ratifying, observance,, Dion. ., (,) to make
trial of, c. gen. rei, Polyb., ov, poet, for-.,, Anth., ,() be expe-

rienced in, hare knowledge of, c. gen.
rei,, Polyb., , ,() expert

ence, Eur. Phoen. 529, Plat., etc.

k7ioivledge, skill, as the result of expe-
rience, C. gen. rei, experience, acquaint-

ance with it, Thuc. 3, 95,'-, Antiphon 129, 26 ; also

Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 4 ; ,
Thuc. 2, 3.—2. mere experience, with-
out knowledge of principles, esp. in

medicine. -, Plat. Legg. 857 C, cf. sq.

Hence', , , experienced, skU-

ful, Arist. H. A.—2. esp. oi ., a
sect of physicians, who contended that

experience lias the one thing needfd in
their art, which they called h-, empirics, v. Plin. H. N. 29, 1.

Adv. -, Alex. ap. A. B., ov, (,) experienced in war, veteran,

Dion. H.', ov, (,) experi-

enced, proved, practised in a thing, and
so acquainted tfilh it, skilful at it. USU.
c. gen., Hdt. 8, 97, etc., Trag., Plat.,

etc. : so also as adv.-, ,
to know a thing by experience, by its

issue, Xen. An. 2, 6, 1., ov,(, -) having experienced child-birth, hav-
ing borne one child, Hipp., f. -(, (,) to fix
on, in II. 2, 420 before Wolf: but dub., (,) to be

in or on the sea, Achill. Tat., a(lv.,r=sq., Nic.?, adv., near, hard by, c.

dat., Hes. Op. 732: from7, f. -, (,) to

bring near or close to,, to bring

up the war-chariots, Hes. Sc. 109.

Pass, to be brought, come near, approach,, but also . Soph. Tr.
17.—II. the act. also is usu. in this

signf., c. dat., H. Hom. Merc. 523,. Soph. Tr. 748. Hence',, , an approaching,

Sext. Emp.,.,=2.. , , —,
TT^.arif, Call. Fr. 170. [],-=, Nic., ov, {,) black

within, or blackish, Nic., (,) to send in,

make go in. like Lat. immittere, LXX.,.^, -, knowing, c. gen., Anth.', , poet, for,
Soph. Fr. 412., f- -, (,)
to bring round, Joseph. : to traverse.

[a]?., (,) to

embrace, comjirehend, Aristid.7., ov, (, ?.)



hung round w ilh ornament : of style,

ornate., fut. -, {, "•^) to embrace in. writing, Sext.

imp. [u]—, , ,(-)
able to compass, embracing,c. gen.,Cleia.

AL', {,)
dep., to go round and about, to visit,

Luc.', f. -, {.)
to compass in itself, comprehend, Arist.

Miind.7., {,/.) to en-

close on all sides.', {,-) to take in, compass, embrace, both

in act. and mid., Arist. Meteor.
Hence., . , embracing

or comprehending in itself ; and/.-., ), a compassing,

confimng, Arist. Meteor., , {,) to

comprehend in the mind. Epicur.',, ov, {,) in

periods, periodic, of style, Dion. H., -, ,{) an
inclosing, compassing, Cleomed., , {,)
to be greatly affected at a thing., , {,)
to walk about in,, Luc. : to

tarry among, , LXX ; and so

metaph. to dwell on, discuss.—II. to

trample on, spurn, Lat. insultare,,
Plut., {,) to

fix all round, to spit, Strab., f. -, {,) to fall upon,, Hipp.',, f. -?., {,) to sail in or on, dub. in Jo-

seph., f. -(), {,-) to break all round, v. 1.

Arist. H.' A., ov, zealously

frequented, of temples, Joseph., . f. -7/, {,-) to fasten with a clasp, buckle on ;

Hermipp. Moer. 2, in mid. Hence, Dor. ,, ,
that which is clasped, a garment fasten-
ed with a clasp on the shoulder, The-
ocr. 15, 34.,=,
Cic. Att. 1, 14, 4., , , poet. aor. 2 of-, for, Horn.7,. , a dish consist-

ing of cheese ivrapped in a leaf, {,-), Hesych.', also -, f. --
,- {,) to unfold and
spread in or on, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 40.

Pass, to be spread or hung,, with

cloths, Socr. Rhod. ap. Ath. 147 F.

Hence,,, a curtain, Jo-

seph., ov, {,) growing

on rocks : , a rock-plant, as

sa.xifrage, Diosc.^, , {,) bitterish,, Nic., Dor. for , . P. but v.

Jac. p. 786., also -vvu, fut.-,
{,) to fix, plant or graft in

or into, c. dat. Pass, with perf. and
plqpf. act., to be fixed or stick in.—II.

to make congealed, curdled OT frozen., , f. -, {,)
to leap or jump in, , Hdt. 3,

32 ; but usu. , as in Polyb.

Hence

, , , a leaping in or 1

upon, Hipp., verb . adj. from-, one must fix in or on, Geop.

'?/, ov, 6, {-/) the

person who stuck up the pvhlic notices,

etc., of the magistrates, Hesych.

7/., ov, {, ?) rather

muddy, Geop.7],, ,{) afix-

ing or setting m, Gal., ov, {,) crippled,

disabled, deformed, Hdt. 1, 167, 196., adv., Ion. and Horn, for, q. v., late form for-
ywfiai., {,) to press in,

confine, Hipp. Hence,, , a squeezing,

making an impression or dint, [t], f. -, {,-) to embitter. Pass, to be bitter

against, deal cruelly with,, Hdt. 5,

62., ov, {,) embit-

tered, harsh, DiosC./^, , {, ?.) to press

close together. Plat. Tim. 74 E_., ov, {, 7-) of a

fatty svJbstance, Xenocr. [t]', v. ?., sub

fin., v., sub

fin., , {,) soiled, dir-

ty, Antig. Car. ap. Diog. L. 5, G7., fut., {,)
to drink in, drink up, C. aCC. Epich. p.

15, Eur., etc. : . , to

drink of the blood, Hdt. 4, 64 : absol.,

to drink one's, fill, prob. 1. Theogn.
1125. [',), fut. [] : aor., pass,, {,-) to moisten, steep. Pind. Fr. 77.7., as if from ?.,
v. at end of.. , later and less cor-

rect form for, Dio C.^7., pres. imper. from sq.,

for-, II./, f. -7., {, -
7.) to fill, fill quite full of a thing., e. g. ,-, Horn. . more usu. in pass, and
mid. to fill one's self with, be full of.

have one's fill of a thing,, Horn.,

etc. : but in mid. also trans., to fill,

satisfy, 7., II.

22, "312, cf. Hdt. 5, 12 : metaph. to

have enough of, enjoy,, e. g.'7.7., to look my
fill on my son, to sate myself with
looking on him, Od. 11, 4.52 : so-77., II. 22. 504 :

and absol., Od. 7, 221: post-Horn,

also '7. Ttvi, to be filled

with.., Hdt. 1, 212: in Att. also c.

part., /'"7.,
Eur. Hipp. 664, cf. Ion 925 kr Ach.
236. In other points the prose and
Att. construction agrees with Ho-
mer's. (The pres. /. is

never used, because of the double .
Lob. Phr)-n. 95, but the augm. tenses,7., etc., are admissible : in

Hdt. 7, 39, we have a 3 sing,-
7..)',^=>-, aor.. {,) to kindle, set on fire,,
/. oft. in II., mostly with
added, also c. gen.,, to bum them bv
force of fire, II. 16, 82: the Att. pres'.

is, (not ., v. foreg.

sub fin.), Ar. Nub. 399, Lys. 311, 322.

Horn, has an impf. once,
II. 9, 589, elsewh. only aor..-, fut.-, aor.-, Ep., {,) to

fall on or in, to sink in, be thrown into,

in Horn, always c. dat., -. e\i\ fell upon, burst into the
house,' , v/.r/, etc.

:

, the shaft lighted

on, struck his neck : esp. of frames of

mind,,7. , fear,

anger, catne upon, seized the soul,

Horn. : so too later, but in prose, freq.. .., Thuc. 2, 48, etc. : later

also variously used,—1. f 3 light, chance

upon a thing, tofall in with, to meet with

anything unexpected, , Hdt. 1

34, etc. : also . Id. 7, 88 ; Lat.
incidere in.., . Plat., etc. : esp.. 7,, Dem. 244, 28 ; but
also) . a report, a con-
versation came in, arose, Ar. Lys. 858.
etc.—2. to fall into a crime, an illness,

and the like, .. Plat. Ep.
336 ; -,,
before the spasm seizes him. Soph.
Tr. 1253.—3. to throw one's self upon,. Lat. incumbere jaculo, Hipp.—4. to break in. burst in, Aesch. Ag.
1350; , Ar. Lys. 309

:

hence absol. the part,, vio-

lently, rashly, Hdt. 3, 81.—5. of cir-

cumstances, to happen, occur, -, whatever occurs, circumstan-

ces. Att. freq. with , also with, Hdt. 7, 88. [I by nature.], , , a mosquito, gnat,

Ar. Nub. 157 : rather larger than the.,, inf. aor. act.

and pass, of., {,) tobelieve,

trust in, .—II. to entrust, .
Pass, to have entrusted to one : all in
LXX., ov, {,) faithful,

believing., poet, for, to fall

upon,, Aesch. Ag. 1468, etc. Cf..7, f. -7^, {,.)
transit, to drive or chase about in,

Tivi. Pass, to wander about in, be at a
loss about. Emped.—2. intr. to wander
in. c. dat., Nic.7., f. -, poet, for-
7..7., Att. ---, f. -, {,7-) to plaster up, daub over,,
with a thing, Hdt. 2, 73.—II. to stamp,
make an impression on, Hipp.—2. to

stuff up, plaster up, , Arist. Probl.
Hence7, . , stopping the

pores, clogging, Diosc."/., ov, , v. sq.7, , , {7.)
daubed on or over : hence7.,, sub.. a plaster or salve,

Hipp, (ralen writes ,,
and Diosc.7., ., ov, . and /^•, . , . foreg. Hence',7., , to put on as a plas-

ter or salve, Diosc.7., , {7.,) like an7..'7.(, {,) to

spread, widen, extend iti, LXX. Pass.7. , to ex-

patiate, dwell on a subject, Strab.-7., adv.,{7,) in the

manner ofplaiting in., , ov, Ep. for,
Od., ov, 6,{) one
who curls or plaits hair, fem. ,7.-, .
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'~?., . {~?,) inter-

woven, plaited : ~., kind of »-
sonri/, in which two thin walls are run
up, anil the interval filled up with rub-

bish, Vitruv., , , fern, from -, q. v., f. -, {,) to

plait or weave in, iniveave, interweave,

Lat. impticare, . Arist. Eth.
. : .. to fold one's hanils

in another's clothes, so as to hold hmi,

Eur. Or. 2C3. Pass, to be interwoven or

entangled in a thing, rivL Soph. O. T.

1261, Ear. Hipp. 1236, also ,
Aesch. Pr. 1079: to be wholly engross-

ed, occupied, , Polyb.—2. rnelaph.,

like dolos ncctere, to weave by subtle art,., Aeschi. Pr. 610;.?., Eur. I. A. 936.—3. to 7nix

up, confound. Plat. Legg. 669 B. Hence'~,, , a twisting in, in-

weaving, Plat. Polit. 282 E.', {,7>)-
, to have or shed blood in profusion,

Heraclit., a. ov, Att. -. ,
Ion.-,,, also,
{iv,) quite full of a thing,,
Od., but only in the Ion. forms. Adv.

-., ov, {,) with

large sides, Philo, ubi al..?., . to strike one in the

side. Soph. Fr. 50.',, f.- and -7.-, {, 7?.) to sail in,,
V. 1.' Hdt. 7, 181: absol., Thuc, etc.

—2. to float in or upon. Nic. : hence
to remain undigested, Horace's innatare

stomacho, Aretae.

7?,;, adv.{!:)\-
ly, rashly, Lat. tcmere, opp. to TtlVV-. Od. 20, 132: of..
-'>}, .=->/, Nic.-/, adv.{-) fully,

as a whole, Nic.-, ,=7?., Nic., , ,{)
scaring, maddening, stupfying.— 11.

pass, easily scared,amazed. stupid, Plut.', ov,{) stun-

ned, amazed, stup'fled, as by a blow.

Lat. attonitus: hence, like-, stupid, senseless, Plut. : .\tt. f'Sp.

unsettled, fickle, unsteady, rash. Soph.,

and Eur., cf. Lob. Aj. 13j8, an^l -/. Adv. -tuc, madly, wildly,

Thuc. 3, 82.-', filled, a rare part, of

the syncop. aor. pass, of-,. Vesp. 984.^'-, opt. of sync. aor. pass.

of. Ar. Ach. 23G.~/, , (,7?.)
to v-eltir in, a'iuuTi, Philostr.

'E//~?.?;i', ailv., near, next, close by,

like, c. gen., -. 11. 2, 526 : before its case. Lye.
1029 ; without case, Hes. Sc. 372.

(Prob. from?. ; quite distinct

from sq.), adv. strengthd. for

or, besides, except, c. gen.. Archil.
57'. Call. Del. 73.

^',7,, . , (7.) the

state of an /^. anvize.ment,

Lat. stupor : hence—2. infatuation, sil-

liness, Aeschin. 84, 30,, in a

thing, Id. 50, 10.,, i7,= foreg., Ael.'?., , {,') to fill

full. Hence?.,, , a filling, ful-

filling, Eccl.
','',-, part. aor. 1

act. and mid. of -?,, Horn./., Ep. for ?.,
446

for, aor. pass. II.

21. 607.'?,, , ,=1•?.?'/,
Epict. ap. Stub. p. 72, 27./, Att. -, in Horn.., I. -{, {, ?.7/) to strike

against, stumble upon, fall upon or into,

like, c. dat.,., ot

birds in a snare, Od. 22,469 ;,
tofall, tumble into, II. 12,72.—II. trans.

to stun, amaze, stupify, V.'.
(In first signf, which is only poet.,

some needlessly refer it to ?..), ,, verb. adj. of

:/., to be filled with, ,
Plat. Rep. 373 B., v. sub., 7/, ,() an in-

weaving, knotting, Strab. Hence',, ov, , a fashion of
plaiting women^s hair. Macho ap. Ath.
579 D.?., f. -, {,) to

wash in, Clem. Al., Ion. for, Nic,
poet,, Opp., poet, for., II., , {,)
to blow up, inflate, Theophr. : m pass.

to be ivufled along, as a ship, Luc.
Hence,, , a blowing

up, inflation, : as medic, lei'in, flatulen-

cy, Hipp, [] Hence-, , , {) a

breathing, breath, LXX. : inspiration,

Eccl., ?/, , breathed, blown,

into :., wind-instruments
,

Ath. From,, f. -, poet, -, {,) to blow, breathe on

or in, c. dat.,, Hes. Op. 506,

and Att. ; , ol

horses so close behind that thfir hot

breath could be felt. II. 17, 502: c.

ace, ., to swell the sail,

H. Horn. Bacch. 331 : later, to breathe into, play the flute,

also, , to

play an air on it, Anth. : but absol. to

breathe, live, be alive, like=,
.Vesch. Ag. 671, Soph., etc.—II. to

breathe into, infuse, esp. into the soul,

, in Hoin., esp. or -, also : also c. in(.

pro ace,, breathed, put into my miiid

to... Od. 19, 138 : hence in pass, to be

inspired, Plut., cf., . -, {,)
to suffocate in,, Eccl., , ,{) breath-

ing, breeze, Strab., , , breathing in, in-

spiration, Luc. : and, , ^,=foreg., Ec-
phant. ap. Stob. 47, 22; from, ov, contr., ovv, {,) breathing, and so alive, living,

Hdt. 7, 181, Eur., Thuc, etc.^, read by Aristarch. II. 22.

475, where we now have, v.

sub, cf II. 5. 697., adv. part. pres.

pass., slowly, as iffettered. Plat. Crat.

415 C. From', f. -, {,) to fet-

ter, entangle the feet, Hdt.—II. in genl.

to hinder, stop, check,, Ar. Av.

905, Xen., etc : also, Arist. Pol.

4, 15, etc. :. , by a thing,

Aesch. Pr. 550, also , in a
thing, Isocr. 415 : c. gen., to hinder

from.., . Plat. Crat. 419 C.
— III... to tie figs by their

stalks on a string, Ar. Eq. 755., ov, {,) in the way,

ail obstacle,, to one, Hdt. 1, 153;

2, 158 : TO .= 5^.,, , an obstacle,

hindrance. Plat. Pollt. 295 B, etc., ov, , a hindering,

thwarting, Anst. lihet.—lI.=foreg.,

Arr.', ov, b,{) a
hindercr, Joseph.,, , . {)
hindering, trmnmeling, Arist. Eth. N., , , Empodus, a writer

mentioned in Ath. 370 C., , to be in the way,
LXX. : from

^',, ov, , {,) in the way. [u], adv. formed ace to anal,

of ^'/•705' for , before the

feet, in the ivay, in this simple signf,

Arist. Eth. N. : , to be
in the way, be an obstacle,, to put one's self in the way,

interfere, Trag., etc. Construct., c.

dat., . , Aesch. Theb. 1010,

and freq. in Eur. : also foil, by, c.

inf , as. .., topre-

vent a person's doing, Ar. Pac. 315,

Time. 6, 28 : also, ri.
; what prevents my doini; ? Xen.

Eq. 11, 13, cf. An. 3, 1, 13. With the

art., oi or , persons, things,

circumstances, which are in one's way,
). e.

—

l.ivhat meets one, is at hand, Hdt.

1, 80, like .—2. what meets,

opposes, hinders one, Hdt. 7, 183, .Ar.

Lys. 1161.—3. what lies before o-ie, is

immediately present, Eur. Phoen. 706 ;

TO ., Thuc. 2, 45.—II. also,

ojjen, manifest, plain, Andoc. 30, 16 :

openly, Ar. Vesp. 247., , {,) to make in,, 11. 7, 438 ; also

without prep, , Hes.
Th. 7: also . to put into, insert,

fust in,, Hdt. 7, 6.—2. to pro-

duce or crcatein, , Thuc.
4, 81,, , Xen.
Cyr. 1, 6. 19, Mem. 2, 1, 20: also c.

inf. pro ace,., to produce in one's mi)ul the. per-

suasion that.., Xen. Oec. 21,7: and
so foil, by ... Id. An. 2. 6, 8.-3. to

introduce, and so to produce, cause,.., etc., freq. in

Thuc. : . , to cause

one delay, Dem. 651, 26, cf. Thuc 3,

38. Hence^,, , practice, custom,

Dio C. : and
^, , , implanting,

producing,, Clem. Al., f -, {,-) to embroider upon a thing, Plut., ov. {,) liable

to punishment, ., that

ma If not be violated with impunity, In-

cert. ap. Stob., oi',= foreg.?,, aiov, {?^) of,

concerned in traffic, esp. epith. of Mer-
cury as god of commerce, etc., Ar.

Plut. 1155., €>, f. -, to gain by

traffic, Isae. 88, 26, ubi Bekk.. ;

and so in genl. to earn, gain, Soph.

Tr. 93 : and so in Hom. only once, in

mid., ?, they

had amassed much substance, Od. 15,

456.—II. absol. to be a merchant, deal,

traffic. Ar. Pac. 448 : hence metaph.,

Tu'. hav-

ing dealt in most things with success,

Aesch. Eum. 631 : and then in genl.

to fare well, prosper. Hipp.—III. to pur-

f/ifj.sf, bui/, Soph. O. T. 1025. Ar. Pac.

367.—IV. to sell, v. Ar. ap. Piers.

Moer. p. 156. (Akin to "-



was synon., but was thought

less Att.)-(), , (,) to

wage war in, Andoc. 26, 41./., ov, (, /.) in,

of, belonging lo ivar, hostile, Hut. 0, 56.', o)',=foreg.

'E/iTTO/.ttJf,, , a. merchant, traf-

ficker, Anth. : from/, Ion. for/..-, , , {,,-) any wares or merchandise. Pind.

P. 2. 125, Ar. Ach. 930 : also in plur.,

Soph. Fr. 499.—II. gain made by trajfic,

profit, money, Piers. Moer. p. 155 : esp.

a harlot's hire, Artemid.—III. a pur-

chasing, Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 39.
^'-, , , (/)

that which is bought or made by traffic,

., a ruinous bargain.

Soph. Tr. 538 : in plur. wares, mer-

chandise, Eur. Cycl. 137.-', >, ,{) a

buying, trafficking.-/. ,,() dealt

in, bought and sold. Soph. Phil. 417.', (,) to take into,

inclose ivilhinthe city, AOOQV, Dion. H.

—II. {kv.) lo fit with or to the

pole, Ptolem., like.^'-/. , {,)
to besiege in, Strab.-/,, b, , {, 7.) in

the city or state : . , one's

fellow-citizen. Soph. O. C. 1156.-, {,) to be

one of a state, to be a citizen, hold civil

rights, Thuc. 4, 103 : but so more usu.

in pass., as Isocr. 83 B.—2. -/.-, to talk politics with one,

Cic. Att. 7, 7, 7.—II. transit, to intro-

duce into a slate, -, Heracl.-, Ep. 3 plur. impf.

pass, from/, Od.', {,) to lead

out in procession, in triumph : hence,

to display one's self, shew off in or with

a thing,, Luc.-, , {,) to work in

a thing, Alciphr., ov, {,) patient of
labour, Incert. ap. Schol. Hephaest. p.

172. Adv. -, Eccl., , ,{)^, Eccl.

t'E.u—opf ta, uv, , and'.
Emporia, (prop, the mart) a district in

Africa along the smaller Syrtis, Po-
lyb. 1, 82, 6 ; 32, 2, I : also wr. 'E.u-, App., ,, dub. 1. in Po-
lyb. for.',, , ware, an arti-

cle of commerce, Xen. Vect. 3, 4, Hier.

9, li : from', {,) dep.

pass. c. fut. mid., to go or travel in or

to, be on a journey. Soph. El. 405, O.

T. 456, Epich. p. 26, etc.—II. as dep.

mid.,{) to travel for traffic or

business, metaph. , to in-

vade the art of healmg, Hipp. : hence
—2. to be a merchant, trade, traffic,

Thuc. 7, 13, Xen., Dem., etc.—3. c.

ace. rei to deal in. Dion. H., Luc, etc.

:

esp. to import, Ep. Plat. 313 : and
so freq. in late prose.—4. c. ace. pers.

to make gain of, to overreach, cheat,

Polvb. 38, 4, 3, in act., which Valck.

would alter, v. ad N. T. p. 408., or, verb. adj. from
foreg. one, or we must go, Ar. Ach.
480., , , {-
uai) belonging to commerce, skilled in it,

'mercantile. Plat. Pout. 290 A.,, ,() commerce

by sea, Hes. Op. 614, hence in genl.

.
traffic, trade, commerce, Theogn. 1168,

Hdt., etc. : , Isocr.

15 A.—II. goods trafficked in, mirchan-

disc, Xen. Vect. 3, 2. More rarely.,.,=
. 2, Menand. p. 243., , .=,
mercantile, ., foreign, im-

ported goods, Ar. Ach. 974 :

., a merchant's or traveller's talc,

i. e. a lie, Polyb. Adv. -, Strab., . , v..
and , ov, .

Emporium, in Liv., Emporiae, a city

of Hispania Tarraconensis, in the

territory of the Indigetes, settled by
a colony from Phocaea ; it is now
Ampurias, Polyb. 3, 37, 7 ; Strab.

:

hence, ov, b, an inhab. of
Emporium, Strab. The name of many
other commercial towns or marts in

Spain, Italy, Sicily, etc., Strab., etc., a, ov,() belong-

ing to commerce or merchants : esp. as

subst.— I. TO, Lat. empo-
rium, a trading-place, factory, entrepot

of merchandise, such as were made
esp. by the Phoenicians and Cartha-

ginians in Sicily, Spain, etc., Hdt. 1,

165; 2, 179, etc.— II. tu,
merchandise, Xen. Vect. 1, 7.^, , , v. sub-., ov, (,) one who
goes on shipboard as a passenger, Lat.

vector, Od. 2, 319 ; 24, 300, later -, opp. to the owner,.
—II. any one on a journey by land or

sea, a traveller, wanderer,^. Soph. . . 456, . C. 25, 203':

hence—III. a merchant, wholesale deal-

er, Lat. mercator, institor, Simon. 134.

Hdt. 2, 39 ; distinguished fiom the re-

tail dealer, 7., Lat. caupo, by
his making trading journeys and
voyages and importing goods which
the other buys of him for his shop.

Plat. Rep. 371 D, cf. Valck. Opusc.
2, 321 : hence—2. as adj. .=^-,. Diod.— IV. me-
taph., ,freighted, laden

with ills. Aesch. Pers. 597, cf.-, \'alck. Call. p. 207, though
many MSS. have., . Ion. -. (,-) to fix on with a buckle or pin.

Pass.,' (Ion. for

-), they wore garments buckled

over the shoulder, Hdt. 7, 77 : cf. Ly-
cur?. 153, 5. Hence, , , a garment
secured by a buckle on the shoulder.,^, in mid.,

LXX., ov, {,)
clad in purple, Lat. purpuratas.—II.

inclining to purple, Diosc., ov, () drinkable,

Aret'., , , Empusa, a hob-

goblin assuming various shapes, said

to be sent by Hecate, also-
?.,, the donkey -footed, Ar.

Ran. 293, Eccl. 1056. Ace. to others

Hecate herself, v.., , , efficacious,

operative, Diosc. : from/. ov,() effi-

cient, practicable,, Pind. P. 3,

110: of persons, acini•, , Diod.:

TO -, energy, effect, Longin.—II.

under bond to pay, Bockh Inscr. 1,

p. 741., , distinguished among
or above others,.-.-. , Anan. 1, 8.

—II. distinguished in, conspicuous for,

c. dat.,/. Soph. Fr. 706 : me-
taph.,., Aesch. Supp. 116,

cf. sq. From, {,) to stand

forth, be distinguished among,, Ar.
Nub. 005.—2. to be distinguished in,

conspicuous fur, ), Soph. El.

1187: also. , Hdt. 7, 07,

83 : aljsol. to be distinguished, excellent,

Eur. Heracl. 407.—II. to become, sit

well upon,, usu. impers., Pmd. P.

8, 39., f. -, (,) to

blowup, inflate, of the wmd, in tmesis,
' , II.

1, 481, .. Pass.,-, of bloated sow, Ar. \ esp.

36.—11. for], bum, v. sub. Hence,, , a setting fire to,

kindling ; a conflagration, Hdt. 8, 55., ov, o,=foreg., Plut., , b, an incendiary., f. -, (,) to sam
into,, Hipp. : hence to bile or

crunch, , Diod. ; hence. . to champ upon
the bits, Opp.—II. to gnash together,

., to keep the teeth fixed

in a bite, Diod.—III. iiitr. to bite, be

pungent, of mustard, etc., Nic. Reire

in prose. [«], adv., poet, for-, as,, ,
Theocr. 9, 6., ov, {,)
doing a thing, etc., within or in less

than the stated time, opp. to.,
Plut. Adv. -.. , , (,)
dower, portion, App./., , f. -, (,) to train one's self in be-

forehand,, Philo., adv. Dor. for sq.", and poet, -, adv.

—

1. of place, before, in front of, in the

way, like : c. art., b, ,
., the fiiremostf and --, the front, the fore-side. Hdt. 5, 62,

etc. : ., forwards, Hdt. 4,

61 ; 8, 89, opp to ., in

front, opposite,, Xen. Cyr. 2,

2, 6.—2. in Gramm. nearer the end of
the book, below. Lob. Phryn. 11.—II.

of time, before, earlier, of old, Plat.,

Xen., etc., o, , ., the former,

earlier. 15. also used in both signfs.

as prep. c. gen., before, just= Lat.

ante, as first in Hdt. 2. 1 10, etc.

:

. clvai , to be
beforehand with events, Dem. 51, 15

;

but, ,«7. , preferred be-

fore justice. Id. 1297, 26. Hence, ov, the former, fore,

esp. like, of the feet of a
quadruped, opp. to -,., Hdt. 4, 60,, Xen. Eq.
11.2., ov,(,) v.'ith a sting in front, of in-

sects, Arist. H. A., , , a drawing

of the head forward, esp. by cramp or
spasm: and, , , suffering

from : trom. ov,(,) bent, contracted forwards by
crainp, etc., Hipp. ; ., sub., a fit of cramp, etc., which
draws the head fonvard upon the chest,

Aretae. : opp. to., , , (-, ') 7naking water for-
ivnrds, opp. to., ,{,) appearing in front. Gill.
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, , (tv,)
before the eyes, in sight,, Phalar.-, , (ti',) pro-

posal reading in Polyb. lu, 4, 12, de-

pressed towards the prow.',,, ii, a spitting, Aret.

and-,, , spittle, spit-

ting, LXX. : I'roni-, f. -, (er,") tn spit

upon, fir Tiva, Plut.,, \.. [
usu. in pres., always in I'lit. and

aor.], , , (,) a

falling or pressure upon, Dion. H.'., , {-) falling

into, inclined, , . Anton.^-, , , dim. from sq.-,, , (,)
socket in ivhich a pivot, etc., works.~, {, ) to have ab-

scesses, esp. in the lungs, Hipp., etc., , , suppuration, an ab-

scess, Aretae.>, , , {) a

gathering, suppuration, Hipp. : n't ab-

scess, esp. an internal one. Gal. [v]7, rj, , {)
suppurating.

'¥,?,, ',=, Hipp., , ,{) caus-

ing suppuration, Hipp.',, ,,—,
Aretae., to cause an abscess

:

pass, to labour wider one, Hipp., f. -, {,) to

wrap up, coticeal in : pass.,, his mind is shrouded,

hard to make oM/,Mosch. l,15,cf. Ho-
mer's /., a, , also , , {,
nv7.rj) at the gate, epith. of l)iana

Hecate, Orph. [ii]

t'EyurrnZof, ov, 6, Empylus, a Greek
rhetorician, an intimate friend of M.
Brutus, Plut. Brut. 2., ov, {, ^)
with a bottom to it. [u]'^, ov, {,) sitjfering

from an abscess, esp. of the lungs,

medic. : in genl. discharging pus.

Soph. Phil. 1378.

= in pass.,

Hipp., , , {) a

prophesying from sacrificial fire.— II.

an oath by this fire.^, ov, {,) in

fever heat, feverish, Alex. Trail., , , a kindling,

heating, cooking.—II. a burnt fiavour

in meat or drink.— III. gathering

coal, coal to preserve a smouldering fire.

elsewh. : hence in genl. the

last relic, retnains : late word. [C] :

from, {,) to set on

fire, Ar. Pac. 1137, Lys. 372 : to in-

flame, excite, Arist. Resp. B. mid. to

catch fire, burn, Theophr.^/, ov, , {, ,) standing on or above the fire,

epith. of a, II. 23, 702, opp.

to., =, Diod.
Hence^,,=-, lamblich., , o,=,
but less Att., ace. to Phryn. p. 335,

who censures it in Hyperid., ov, {,) in, on or by

the fire, ., implements used

at the fire. Plat. Legg. 679 A : .\. trade of the forge. Id. Prot.

321 E, (but in Eur. Phoen. 954, the

soothsaying trade, v. HI) : prepared
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by fire, whether violten or cooked,

Anth.— II. exposed to fire or sun, hot,

torrid, Thcoplir. : scorched, burnt, fire-

scathed,, Eur. Phoen. 118.—
2. fiiierish, Hipp.— 111. as subst., rd

{) burnt sacrifices, opp. to, Pind. O. 8, 4, and Trag. :', to make trial of them,

Eur. I. T. IG: hence also{) the tokens or omens in them

by which the soothsayer{,) divined, described by Soph.

Ant. 1005, Eur. Phoen. 1255 :-
. -, to swear upon

the sacrifice, Polyb. : of Liv. 21, 1,

Virg. Aen. 12,201., ov,{, -) one ivho divines by.,=., , {,) ruddy,

Theophr., , ?/, {)=, Arist. Kesp. [], {,) to curdle

with rennet, ?., Diosc.?., , more correctly -', q. v., Ep. aor. of, q. v.', , ?/, the water tortoise,

Arist. H. A. : also written., {,) aor. 2, in-

die,, the pres. in use being
: to cat in, take in or take some

food, absol. or c. ace, Xen. An. 4, 2,

1 ; 5, 8.', f. -, {,) to

show, let be seen in, e. g. in a mirror.

Plat. Tim. 71 B. Pass., c. fut. mid.,

to be seen in a mirror, water, etc., Id.

Kep. 402 B, etc. : ,
images therein, Plat. : hence simply
to appear, sliow one^s self, become visible

to one, Arist. Physiogn., Polyb., etc.

—II. in genl., to present an appearance

of a thing, Eur. Dan. 15, 2.—III. to

point out, show, Diod.— IV. impers., like, it is mani-

fest, with or without, Cebes., , , an appearing,

manifestation, ., to bring

to light, Theophr. [a] : from', , {) showing

itself, appearing in or on a thing, visi-

ble, open, char, plain, manifest, dis-

tinct, Hdt. 1, 111, Trag., etc. ; esp. of

tiie gods appearing among men, Ar.

V'esp. 733, Plat., etc. : also, .
bpdv,,, etc.. Soph. Aj.

538, El. 1454, Ar. Thesm. 082 :/, res nutae, Hdt. 2, 33 ;-.=., Dem.
1294,15: , to pro-

duce in court, either the property or

the vouchers, etc., Dem. 1239, 5, and
subst. , Lat.

editio, Isae. 59, 22.—2. open, in public,

Lat. in propatulo, Hdt. 1, 203 :, to come into light,

come forward, Xen. Mem. 4, 3, 13.

—

3. palpable, real, actual, •.,
Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 10.—11. of bodies
with polished surfaces, m which, as

in a mirror, one can see things. Plat.

Tim. 46 A. Adv. -rwf. Ion. -,
openly, manifestly, Lat. palam, Hdt. 1,

140, Trag., etc. : also ^^ or

., as adv., Hdt. 3, 150 : 4,

120. Hence, to shotv forth, manifest,, Eur. Philoct. 10: ,
Xen. Mem. 4, 3, 4 : to make clear or

',= , like,
Plat., Xen., etc. ; also . ...,
Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 26 : to declare, explain,

indicate, Arist. An. Pr. 1,30, 4. Hence,, , a showing or de-

monstration, Arist. Org. [a]^=, Iambi.

, ov, ,{) a
declaration, indication, Dei. Plat. 413

D., verb. adj. from -, one 7nust explain, Plat. Tim.
65 c:, ov, , an informer,

Eccl., ?}, , {)
making knotvn, indicating, Del. Plat.

414 : expressive, Longin., as pass., to appear

as phantoms, M. Anton.—II. as mid.,

to fancy, .', , , =,
Polyb. Adv. -. Id.^, {,) to

dye in, to in or on. Gal., , ,{) ap-

pearance, seeming, outward look, Polyb.
—II. a setting forth, proof, Plut.—III.

anything appearing on the surface of a

body, a reflexion, image, Arist. Mund.,
of the rainbow.—IV. in rhetor., sig-

nificance, e7nphasis, esp. the force o{

expression, which means more than
meets the ear. Hence', , , significant, ex-

pressive. Adv. -., {,) poet., as pass., to be fed or
nurtured in,, Mosch. 2, 80., , , likeness, Diosc. :

from, , ansivering to, like,, freq. in Hdt., as 2, 76, 92, etc.

;

also in Trag., as Aesch. Emu. 412,
but rare in Att. prose. Adv. -,
similarly, just as, Diog. L. 6, 103

:

from, i., {,) to

bear, bring in : Jiass. to be borne or car-

ried in, Tivi, Hipp. : to be held or to

live in,, 0|)p. Mid. to carry in

or ivith one's self, tl, Aral.— II. to

bring up against one, cast in one's
teeth, Tl, like, Soph.
O. C. 989., {,) to flee away
in ; to betake one's self to, to take re-

fuge in, , Luc., dep., =
, to speak or co7iverse then or there,

Luc., , {,) lost, de-

stroyed in..., Nic.
•'/, , {, ?^/) to

take pleasure in,, . Anton., , {,)
to delight in, love.7, , {,)
to pursue honourable studies, Plut. '

also,. , to be engaged m such
a pursuit. Id..',=:., , {,)
to philosophise, study philosophy in...,, Philostr. Hence,, , that in

which one studies, an intellectual pur-

suit, Eccl.', ov, {,)
philosophical, befitting a philosopher,

Diog. L. Adv. -.',,{,^)
to bestow pains on...,., , {,)
to befond of dwelling in,, Alh.?., . -, Ion. for,
q.v.,^ ,
Hipp., f -, {,) to

kindle in...,, Anth."^, ov, {,) with a
bark, Theophr.^, ov,{7.,) having seed covered with



bark, or having seed in a pod, The-
ophr.(>,, , , {,?) with

fire ill it,, Anth., ov, {,) fearful,

terrible, hal. formidolosus , Soph. O. C
39.—II. later, 'pzss.

,
frightened, timid,

LXX., (_,) to kill in...,

TL Tivi, Geop., ov, (,,)
eating away, consuming,, jNlC., , {,) to put

on the flute-player's mouth-piece, {-) . . 861.,^, to bear or bring

in : to pour in, Diod. Pass, to be borne

about in or on, dat., -, Od. 12, 419. Mid. to fill, satiate

one's self with a tiling, make much use

of, indulge in the use of,, Hdt. 1,

55 : to be full of,, Isocr. Ep.
10 : and so freq. in late prose, as.,,, Plut.

Cic. 19, Sertor. 5, etc.: also c. ace.

rei, Diod.—2. toputupon,i7iflicton,ijat.

incutere,/, Diod. Hence',, , , eating and
drinking to satiety, late.', ov, {,) laden

with, full of,, 0pp. Hence), , to load; in mid., to

load with one's wares, Aesop. ] 64 De F.',, ,{)
a barrier, Isocr. 1-lS A.—II.=,
a stopping, stoppage, Hipp.,,,=, LXX., , ,{)
likely to obstruct, stop, Hipp.,, , a stopping, stop-

page, Arist. Probl.— II. =,
as a weir, dam, Strab. : from, Att. -, fut. -, (,) to bar a passage, stop up,

block up. Plat. Tim. 71 C ; ., Dem. 406, 5 : ., Lycurg. 165, 24.—2. to

bar the passage of, bar, stop, , Diod.,

and Plut., ,{) to be in or

come to one's senses, Hipp., , gen., {,-) in concern, solicitous, Themis t., , {,)
seeming sensible or intelligent, Hipp., , {,) to

keep guard in..., Thuc. 4, 110 : c. acc,
Dio C.", ov, {,) guard-

ing, on guard at a post, Xen. Hell. 1,

6, 13 : in genl. liable to serve, opp. to, Schneid. Xen. Lac. 5, 7.

—

11. pass, guarded, watched, garrisoned,, ap. Dem. 289, 10.—III. shut

up in, Tivi, Phalar.,= , Ael. [i]', ov, gen., {, /)
ill one's right mind, -, Aesch. Pr. 848 ; and

or, I came to

myself, Hipp., and Soph. Aj. 306.

—

2. possessed of reason, endued tvith in-

telligence, Xen. Mem. 1, 4, 4.—3. sen-

sible, shrewd, prudent, Theogn. 1122,

Thuc. 1, 84, Plat., etc. :.
, wise about or in a thing. Plat.

Legg. 809 D. Adv.-. Plat. Rep.
396 C., ,{) implanted by

nature, innate,, Pind. O. 10, 20,

of..7<.,,^, q. v.

?.?1, {, ') to graft

between the wood and bark,Geop. Hence'/, , , a grafting be-

tween wood and bark, Arist., Geop., ov, {,) leafy,

Geop.

29

EM-i-O, ov, and, ov,

{, '/.) in the tribe, i. e. of the same
tribe or race, ainjp /., Od. 15,

273 : , kindred blood,

Pind. P. 2, 57, Soph., etc. ; but-' , also a kinsman's blood,

L e. murder. Soph. 0. C 407.—II. in

or among one's people or family ; esp.., etc., intestine, civil or

family discord, Solon 15, 19, Hdt. 8,

3 ; so too ', Aesch.
Eum. 863,, Theocr. 22, 200.

Both forms occur both in verse and
prose., {,) to mix up, con-

fuse, Aesch. Fr. 29. [v]', , . -, {,)
to puff up, inflate, swell, Hipp. Hence,, an inflation, whether
of the stomach, peritoneum, or cellu-

lar tissue, Hipp. ; usu. of stomach, []!},, -,{) in

flatwn, Plut. 2, 1077 . []',= : raetaph.ie

cheer, LXX. : to elate.

i'Ei, , f. -, (,)
to implant in, to instil in, TO; Xen. Rep. Lac. 3, 4, v.

Haase in ind. s. v.f Pass, to be nat-

ural in, Hipp., ,{) a growing

in, Lat. ingeneratio.,, ,{) a plant-

ing in, grafting, Arist. In\'ent.,, 7/,=foreg.—2. on
signf. as law term, v. Diet. Antiqq.

s. V. Emphyteusis : from', {,) to plant in,

to graft one plant on another, ,
Diod. : metaph. of the soul, Plat. Tim.
70 C., ov, inborn, innate, Hdt. 9,

94, Tivi, in one. Plat. Symp. 191 C.

engrafted, implanted, N. T. Jac. 1, 21.

From, fut. -, {,) to im-

plant, create in, inspire, Tl, e. g., has planted them in my soul,

Od. 22, 348; so too Xen. Mem. 1, 4,

7 : but more freq.,—II. intr., in mid.,

with perf, Ep. in

3d pi. and part., and aor. 2,—
I. to grow, be, on or in,, e. g.-, (Ep. perf. for, with ,) II. 8, 84 :, Hdt. 3,

80 ; and so freq. in Att. : also-, Hdt. 2, 156 : hence—2.

to be rooted in, cling closely, -
(Ep. part. perf. for)

she hung on clingi?ig, she continued

clinging closely to them, 11. 1, 513 : so

too, Hdt. 3, 109 ; and c. dat.,

cling to, Id. 6,91, Soph. O. C. 1113,

etc. ; cf also ' or, she clungfast to his hand, clasp-

ed his hand tight, as a warm greeting,

II. 6, 253, etc. ; and, -, Od. 24, 410 : also, -<, sticking close to their

lips with their teeth, i. e. biting them
hard, in suppressed anger, Od. 1, 381

;

18, 410. [,]', {,) to have a
den, to lurk, Plut. : , in a place,

Aret., , {,) to call out

to,, Clem. Al.

'Jvo, ov, {,) with a
voice, vocal, Ael. : hud of voice, Xen.
Hell. 2, 4, 20., {,) to enlight-

en, Clem. Al.

//', . -, {,) to wipe
in or upon, Call. Fr. 121, in mid., , (,) to sound,
make a noise in, Hipp.

EN•, ov, {,) sounding
Anth.'-,, ,{) cooling,

refreshing, Aretae., , ,{) the hav-
ing life, animation, Plut.—II. {)
cold, Archel. ap. Stob. Eel. 1, 454.", ov, {,) in life,

having life, living, Lat. anunatus, ani-

mosus, Hdt. 1, 140, etc., Trag., Plat.,

etc. ; V. esp. Plat. Phaedr. 245 E.

—

2. of a speech, vivid, animated, Luc.

;

TO, animation, Id. Adv
~, Plut.—II. {,) cold, The
ophr., ,{ I.) to ani-

mate, Anth., f. -, {,) to cool,

refresh. Gal. [i], and poet,, scarcely except
in Ep. , q. v., cf. and , only
Ep. , II. 8, 199, etc. : Prep. c.

D.^T., Sanscr. AY-l, our /lY, etc.

Radio, signf., a beir^g or remaining with-

in, and so half-way between and
.

I. Of place, of all situated within
a given space, in, mi, at.—1. strictly,

within, ,,,, Hom., and so in geographical
phrases, /, II.,

whereas in Att. the prep, is omitted,

and the Ion. dat. used as adv., e. g.., also '/.,, etc., Kiihner Ausf Gr.

% 303, Anm. 5 : so and
only have the prep, in late poets, Jac.

A. P. p. 788 : , in one's hands,

11. ; hence , II.—2. on, upon,, ^, ,, on the mountains, etc., Hom.—3. enclosed within, surrounded by,-7.} , II. 15,

192 ; very freq. post-Hom. of clothing,,,,, Lat. coronis impeditus, Schaf.
Long. 342 : hence , in or
under arms ; also of particular kinda
of arms, ,, etc.,

equipped with them, Xen. Mem. 3, 9,

2.-4. on, at or by, , bv the
river, II. 18, 521, Od. 5, 466^ arid so, , ', etc.,

Hom., , at the wine, Lat. inter

pocula, Valck. Call. p. 15, 262 :

—

), to be with one's self,

one's own master, collected ; -, to come to one's self,

one's senses, Herm. \^g. n. 389 ; more
rarely , cf. signf VI.
-—5. in the number of, amongst, very
freq. in Horn., ,,,,,., also, II. 1, 398 : and with
verbs of ruling,,
/./., to be hrst or lord among
many, i. e. over them, II. 13, 689, Od.
19, 110. In the form , c. su-

perl., Hdt. 7, 137; the superl. is ra-

ther modified than strengthened, e. g., not first of all, but
among some of the very first, Thuc. I,

6 : it is doubtful whether here
stands for , or

should be understood, and the phrase
taken as having lost its definite em-
phasis so as to become a simple adv.

:

at any rate we find, from Thuc. 3, 17,

81, ..-, 1st, that does
not agree in gender with the same
subst. as the superl., but is neut.

;

and 2dly. that it means among, about

the most, for he goes on to say,7. , cf.

omnino Arnold 1. c. : of the double su-

perl. expressed we have no sure in-

stance ; for in •
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EN. Plat. Crat. 427 , it is reject-

ed by Bekk. and Stallb. So with
positives, tv ?.?., Thuc. 8, 90 : la-

ter also with^,,/, <^6,, Lat. ut qui maxime.—6. within

one's reach or power, in one''s hatids,

Lat. penes, 7]' iv
depend on them,

11. 7, 102 ; , Od.
10, 69 ; more freq. in Hdt., and Att.,

Valck. Hdt. 3, 85 ; ev , to

lean, depend wholly on him, Valck.

Phoen. 1256 ; so , Iv, it is in xny paiver, rests with
me, l-v y ,/ot, kv, or without
ye, so far as rests with me, thee, Lat.

quatittim in me, Hdt. 6, 109, etc. ; but

also, in my, thy judgment, Valck.

Hipp. 324.—7. in presence of, and
strictly with plur. among, iv,
among, before all, Lat. coram, Od. 2,

194 ; 16, 378, cf". Wolf Lept. p. 249 :

but in genl., in prese7ice of, before, even
with sing., or>, to speak before them : to

this some refer the phrases ^-,, as if before one's eyes,

but V. signf. IV.—8. in respect of kv, in point of age...

Soph. O. T. 1112.—9. 7>,
in accordance, unison with it. Find. P.

4. 105, iv ,
Thuc. 1, 77, cf. Eur. Ale. 732.—10.

Some hold that is put for with
verbs of motion : but in such cases

the construction is pregnant, since both
the motion to and the consequent posi-

tion in the place is implied, e. g., very

freq. in Horn., and ?,'?, to throw, fall to the

ground (and lie there in the dust)

:

so the Homer, phrases -,,, -, ,
II. 16, 258, .
11. 5, 161. ,
Od. 2, 349, , II. 23,

131 : but also , Od.
24, 498. For the reverse usage of

with verbs of rest, v.. 2.—But
is really put for in the Dor. and

Aeol. dialect, when of course it has
the ace, cf. Schaf. Dion. Comp. 305,

Bockh Find. F. 2, 11, 86; 5, 38, N.
7,31.

II. Of the ST.'iTE, condition, po-

sition in which one is : in this signf.

the prep, and subst. joinlly=an adj.

or part.—1. of outward circumstances,

//, , .
), ), Horn. : hence of oc-

cupations, pursuits in genl. 7•, , to study philo-

sophy or oratory, Heind. Flat. Fhaed.
59 A, oi iv , poets,

Hdt. 2, 82, oi , the sick,

fjv ^, in the prac-
tice of It, Soph'. O. T.'562.—2. of in-

ward states, of feeling, etc., ?,-, ooiy, II. 7. 302 ; 9, 230 : these
phrases are esp. freq. in Att., e. g.', to be in fear, afraid,), •, etc. ; also •, to make one the object ofone's
anger, , to blame
one, , to hai'e tlic blame,, to be connected with, belong
to: still more freq. c. adj. neut., , iv, ,, , for the advs..,, etc.. usu. with

or, Valck. Hdt. 3,

154, Phoen. 1282: more rare in plur.,

for. Soph. . . 287.

III. Op THE instrument or MEANS,
esp. Avith a verb, e. g. -, II. 7, 429, cf. 2, 340 ; 17, 739,
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, II. 5, 386, Od. 12, 54,

etc., and most freq. ,
strictly, to grasp it, so that it is in the

hands : and so in almost all cases the

orig. signf. is traced, to put in the fire

and bum, in fetters and bind, etc. : thus

hnav, to see with eyes,

i. e. take the object in with the eye,

Trag. : metaph. , ,
So])h. Phil. 60, 102 : in Att. esp. with
verbs of shewing, etc.,, it is revealed in, i. e. by the

sacrifices, so iv,
very freq. in Xen.

IV. Of time, post-Hom. : usu.

TO), strictly, within this

space or period ; so :

freq. ellipt. , sub., while,

during the time that, Hdt.'c, 89, so, , in this time,

etc.

V. Ellipt. c. genit., in such
phrases as , 11. C,

47, , Od. 7, 132, etc.,

esp. , II. 22, 389, Att., etc., where,, -
is understood : sometimes ex-

pressed, II. 22, 52, Od. 4, 834; 11,

02 : this ellipse is also freq. post-

Horn., Valck. Hdt. 1, 35; 7, 8, and in

all Att.

VI. Without case, as adveub,
very freq. in all its sigiifs. as prep.,

therein, thereat, thereby, thereamong ;

and hence moreover, and especially,

very freq. in Hom., where it is often

explained by tmesis, but cf. <5'-
'

/, Od. 5, 260, cf. Hdt. 2, 176

:

we usu. find joined in signf.,

moreover, especially, Wess. Hdt. 1, 18,

Elmsl. O. T. 27 : also . . Hdt.

3,39; v(5/c<..Hdt.2, 43.

VII. FosiTioN, sometimes Ep.
follows its dative, e. g. II. 18, 218,

Od. 12, 103, but most freq. in the form
'. then written by anastrophe,
II. 7, 221, Od. 5, 57 : nor is this rare

in Lyr., cf. Bcickh v. 1. Find. O. 0,

53. Several independent words some-
times come between the prep, and its

dat., e. g. Od. 11, 115, and so in prose.

VIII. The omission of ' occurs

as early as Horn., esp. with names of

places, v. Schaf. Bos. in voc.

IX. for only (written) is used.

X. In compos, with verbs and prep,

usu. retains its signf of being near,

at or in a place, etc., c. dat., e. g.-
pav TLvi TL, in translating \ve resolve

the compd., to remark a thing in one.

In compos, with adjs. it expresses

either a modified degree, e. g.-
Kpor,,, rather harsh,

whitish, etc., or else the possession

of a quality, e. g.,,
with blood in it. thorny, etc.—2. In

compos, becomes ,- before ,,
, , V'

• ^>- before , , . : ~
before : and in a few words Ip- be-

fore p.

"Ev, neut., and , ace. masc.
from, Hom.', (,) as

pass., to be conceited or vain of or in,/, Luc.,, (iv,) to admire
in. Philo.', ,-=-
.. q. v., Theophr.', (,) to collect,

gather together in or with, Ap. Rh.
'1(1?, dep., (,)

to asse^nble as a flock in, ,
Epict. ap. Stob. p. 74, 20.

'Evdyy/f, , (iv, )=, utider a curse or pollution, esp.

ENAE
blood-guilty, and hence cursed of the

gods and an outcast among men, excom-
municate : in genl. abominable, accurst,

Hdt. 1, 61, etc. : , an
offender against her and under her
czirse. Thuc. 1, 126, cf. Aeschin. 69,
13.—II. in Soph. O. T. 656, ivayij, ace. to Erf. who has pledged
himself under a curse in case of treach-
ery, Lat. saccr, cf. Aesch. Suppl. 123:
but ace. to Herm., quern criminis sus-

pcctum hahcs.', (,) to offer, sacri-

fice, esp. to the dead, Lat. jiarentare,

Tivi, Hdt. 1, 167 ; v. esp. 2, 44, where
it is., opp. to .'', , , of or belonging to

an,, Pint.',, ,() an
offering to the dead, Luc., ov, ,() an oj-

fering to the dead, Lat. parentatio, Flut.', (,)
as mid. to take in one's arms, Mel. 109.

Hence,, , that which
one embraces, a consort. Lye. [ah]'', , (, II.)

Xen., to fit rests or poises (>7.}
to javelins, for the purpose of throw-
ing them by, c. dat., Xen.
An. 4, 2, 28, cf.?.
'vav?Ju,=sq., Diod.', (iv,) to fit

with a poise, c. ace., Polyb. 27,

9, 5, by some transl. to fit with a thong
= Lat. amentare jacuhim, but v. Diet.

Antiqq. s. v. : cf., and'/ II.•} Ai/l06;,= foreg., Pint.'' (iv,) to lean

on the elbow.', (,) tobedeck.

More usu. in mid.=;3/(, late.,,, Ep. part.

of syncop. aor. pass, from-,
assembled there.',. adv. (,) jxist now,
even now, lately, Ar. Nub. 6.39, Ecc!.
823, yet more freq. in Att. prose,-,, being more
poet., Valck. Phoen. 204, Ruimk.
Tim.', f. -, (,) to lead in

or into, esp. to lead into a proceeding,

lead on, urge, persuade, Lat. inducere,, c. inf. Hdt. 3, 1 ; 4, 79 ; also

>'., Od. 5, 90, etc. : hence—2.

C. ace. rei, to propose, suggest, urge on,,, etc., Thuc. 1, 67;
2, 21. [«] Hence', , , a bringing into

court, accusation, late.'', (,)
dep., to contend, fight among, ,
Hdt. 2, 160, etc. : "-, favourable for

them to fight in, Thnc. 2. 74.'.,, ov, (, ') of, cem-

nected with a contest, fight Or game,. Find. N. 6, 23 ; and so freq. in

late prose,, Polyb.,,
Luc,. Pint., etc.— 2.., the gods who presided over the

games, esp. Mercury, Pind. P. 2, 18,

Aesch. Fr. 375.—II. in rhetoric, con-

teidions, debating, veheynent : struggling,

energetic, hence as epith. of the Iliad,

compared with the Odyssey, Argu-
ment. Od. Adv. -, Plut.', , to brood over, af-

flict one's self about, '. Joseph.). , to prate about a
thing, Philo : also.'.,=^, dub. 1. in Ap.
Rh.', ov, (, ,) of a
year old, Theophr., cf.,•



ENAK',=, to make
grow, nourish in, rivi, Nic,, {,) to lift in air.. ov, (L•, ) in the air,

aerial,, Tim. Locr, 101 C., ov, {,) tinted like

the air, Plut. [a],= , Diod. : also

in mid., Anth.',,=^ kv, to look search-

ingly on or in.', ov, {tv,) in upper

air, M. Anton., {,) to bum in,

TivL, Qu. Sin., ov, {,) « open,

air, I'heophr., , {,) to

tinge with blood, make bloody, Hipp.',,, £v,= sq., Anth.', ov, {,) tvith, pos-

sessed of blood, Hdt. 3, 29 : bloody,

Hipp., bleeding,, Diosc.

—

II. in or of blood, Plat. Tun. 81 .—. , a medica-
ment/or stanching blood, Hipp. Hence,, -, the having blood

in one, Hipp.07, , {, )
bloody, like blood, Antipho ap. Poll., ov, gen.,=,
Hipp.

, . T,, also, Batr. 275

:

fut.- ; aor. 2, Eur. Andr.

1182, also, Supp. 821 : aor. 1

mid., hence 3 sing, '-, Horn. To slay, kill, freq. in .,
always of slaughter in battle : also

in mid., just= act,, II. 5, 43, etc.

:

^, easier to kill, Lat.

leviores toUi, 11. 24, 244: in genl. to

make axiay with, destroy, even of

things, /.-, waste, disfigure it not, Od. 19,

263 ; tto/uv. Soph. O. C.

842. Only poet. , and used by Trag.
mostly in lyric passages. (Ace. to

Buttm. Lexil. v. 10, no
compd. with alpu, but deriv. from, akin to,, and
so strictly to send to the 7iether world.)', ov, {, ) fated,

sent by destiny
, fateful, hat. fatalis, 11.

2, 353, Od. 2, 159, 182 : esp. in good
signl., seaso)iablc, Lat. opportunus, II.

6, 519 : in genl. lucky, favourable,

boding good, Lat. faustus, Ap. Rh.

—

U. in harmony with fate or law, right,

seemly, just, .,,,
Hom. : . to, Od. 17,

3G3, of. Aesch. Ag. 775. Adv. -uq,

fitly, becomingly, Aesch. Ag. 916.

Poet, and mostly Ep., ov,=foreg., Soph. O. C.

1482., = ,
to be asha/ned of a thing, Dio C., {,) to fight
in, Lyc.', as pass., {, aicj-) to float, be tost, drift about in,/., Eur. Cycl. 700 : hence—2.

to be agitated, always i>i Tnotion,-
uoi, Hipp. Hence', , , that which
floats in or on a liquid, scum, Hipp., ov, (,) thorny,

prickly, rough, Theophr. []
t'Ei'a/cif, another form of, I

'>,= , to bloom in
\

or among, , the

flowers which bloom at each season, Ael.
j', ,= ^, in full \

bloom or strength./), fut.-, {,/.) to indulge one's lust in,

Tivi, Ath.
i

ENAA
'Eftt/coffiOt, , a, nine himdred,

better form than, Poppo
Thuc. 1, 46. Hence, , , nine hun-

dredth, better than., f. -, {,) to

hear in a place, c. gen. rei, Hemi.
Soph. El. 81.—II. in genl. to hear,

take in as with the ears, Hipp. : to listen,

attend to a thing, Hipp.'?., {,/-) dep., to boast, vaunt iti a thing,

Gramm.?., {,?^) to feed

up, rear in a thing 01 place, Nic. Pass,

c. aor. mid., to grow in,

Tivi, Id., {, *) dep., to

grow in, Nic.,,,{va?^.)any
ointment or smearing, Arist. Probl. \u\7.~, ov, anoinied with,

Hipp, [u] : from, f. -, {,) to

smear, anoint with, TlVl, Hipp./', , {, /.) true,

accordant with truth, Longin. Adv.

-, truly : like truth, probably, Luc.-,., ov, and in Ap. Rh. ,
ov, , ?^) like,, freq. in

Horn. ; in a thing, , e. g. -. Ep. word also in

Pind. I. 8, 82.,/., , {, ?.) to

roll iju Pass, to be involved in,-. Hipp.', a, ov, and , ov, Eur.
Andr. 855, Hel. 526: Ep. and Lyr.

also: {,) in, on, of the

sea, Lat. marinus, Od., Pind., and
Trag. : lying along the sea, Eur. Phoen.
6 : sometimes also in later prose, as

Arist. []', fut. -, aor. 7-,^ , Q. Sm.
'Eva/J.ayo>jv,\.=/., late./., , , {/.) an

exchange ; ', inter-

changeably, Tim. Locr. 99 .
'7'/.},,,(/.)

any thing given in exchange : hence the

price, vcdue of thing, LXX./., , , {/.?-) liable to change, changeable, Stob.

/^., adv.{) cross-

wise. At. Nub. 983.— 2. alterttately,

Lat. vicissim, Phid. N. 10, 103 ;-, .. to have alternations of for-

tune, Hdt. 3, 40, c. dat., .-- , to befall alternately icith...,

lb. : also c. gen., Diod. : but -, of two things that fit into

each other, Arist. Part. An.', , , =?,
Arist. Part. An. : from', Att. -, f. -, {,/.) to exchange, barter, receive

in exchange, , one thing for an-

other, Eur. Andr. 1028;/
., to undergo a change, Polyb. : c.

inf ,•3 /, to turn

aside his fury so as to fall upon the

cattle, Soph. Aj. 1060. B. pass, to be

changed, to differ from,, lb. 208

;

part. perf. '/, Lat. in-

versus ; but ))'), al-

ternating joints, Hipp. — 2. to have

trajfic, be in commercial relations with,

?.?}7/, Thuc. 1, 120.'/., , {, /./.) to

change, Philo.', f.-, {, -?) dep. mid., to leap in or on, to

rush at. 77v7aic. Soph. O. T. 12G1, cf,

Ar. Ran. 39 ; also . Soph. . .
263; absol.,Ar.Vesp. 1305: hence like

Lat. insidtare, to trajnple upon, tread

underfoot,, Aesch. Pers. 516.

",, ov, {, 7.7) changed,
contrary, Theocr. Adv. -, Plut., ov, {, ?.)=^?,. Horn. . 180.

i'E;'«/.of, ov, , Enalus, one of the
leaders of the colony to Lesbos, Ath.
466 C.',=^7. . [", v. sub.], ov, {,)
subject to sin, peccable, Eccl.

'37.,= , to blunt

or dull in a thing, Plut.,, f. -, {,) to

change, alternate, Hipp., f. -, {, 7^) to

milk into, 7., Od. 9, 223.7.7, =. ,
Themist. : from
7.7., ov, {,) in a

contest, rivalling : hence a match for
one, like, and . Plat. Prot.

316 C, Criti. 110 : more rarely, Schaf. Plut. 5, 150. Adv. -/.•, equally with, Isocr. 234 B. [a], , , {) a
thing bound or tied on, . 7.,
the Lat. amentum, Plut. : hence—2.

a garment, covering, ., a
deerskin cloak, Diod.,3.\.=, al-

ternately.. Rh., (,) to clothe

one in. Pass, to be clad in, 7<,".Philo,-, {,)
as pass., to lie, rest in or on, to submit
to, acquiesce in,., f. --, {,)
to tie in or on, Gal., (,)
to be conversant in or with,, Arist.

ap. Stob. p. 243, 47.^, ,, .) to

turn or roll back. Gal., , {,) to

put on man's nature, Eccl. Hence—,, . The Incar-

nation, Eccl.'—,:=77,., , , =:-, Eccl., (,) adv., opposite,

over against, and so in the presence of,

c. gen., . , 11. 20, 67 ;

and so absol., Pind. N. 10, 123 ; ./^-. Soph. Ant. 129S.

—II. on the other hand, on the contrary,

later., {,) adv.,=foreg.,

LXX. Hence,, alov, of contrary

nature, Hipp., ov, {,, )^^, opposing force with force,

struggling against, Horn., but only in

neut. as adv., -,,, to fight, stand
agai/ist ; also c. gen., . :?., II. 20, 85. Only Ep.

^/, ov, {,
/.) of contrary or wavering will.', , to be of con

trary opinion : from', ov, gen. ,{, ?/) of contrary opinion., ,(,-) to run different ways, and so to

tneet or cross, .7.7.?'/7., Strab. Hence
1•-•7<5/3,/<2, , , a running in

opposite directions, opposite course, meet-

ing, Stob., ov, {,) of opposite force or meaning,

Gramm. [i]'7., , to contradict,

Tivi, Plat. Soph. 268 : and
'EvavTio7.oyia, , , contradiction,

Plat. Soph. 236 : and
451



'?.<\, , , able, given

contradict, Gal. : from, oi>,{, -
}') contradicting.^, adv. and prep., v. sub., dep. c. fut. mid. et

aor. ])ass., {h'avriog) to set one's srlf

agaiiwt, oppose, withstand, witli arms,

argument, or in any way,, Ildt.

7, 49, etc. ; , about or in a

thing, Lvs. 131, 16; or sitni)Iy

Tivi, Time. 1, 1.3G, Xen. An. 7, C, 5 :

foil, by ov c. inf., to oppose one's

doing, Ao.sch. Pr. 7B0.—2. to contra-

dict, deny, Kur. Ale. 152; foil, hy

ov c. inf.. Plat. Symp. 197 A: also

. , Id. Crat. 390 .—3. of

the wind, or of circumstances, to be

adverse to,, Soph. Phil.6l3,Thuc.

8, 23.^, , to have contrary

properties or affections : from'', ,{,-) of contrary properties, etc. Adv.

-.', ,, {-,,) making the adver-

sary contradict himself, in argument.

Plat. Soph. 268 C, ubi al.-.', , {,) to hold with the opposite party,

Diod.', a, ov, {,) over

against, opposite, Lat. adversus, ., to come to meet, 11. 6, 251,

etc. : hence face to face, fronting, in

sight or presence of, Lat. coram, Od. 6,

329 : in Horn, always c. dat. :-, things open to one's sight,

Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 45.-2. in hostile

signf., against, opposing, esp. in fight,

II. 5, 497, etc., usu. c. gen. : -, an adversary, opponent, -, the enemy, Thuc, etc.— II. in

prose and Att., usu. opposite, contrary,

reverse, and ,
the contrary, the reverse : usu. c. gen.,

as TU ., the very reverse of

these things, Hdt. 1, 82, Plat., etc.

;

but also , Plat. Prot.

323 D : also foil, by f/...,. ?/, Ar. Plut. 14, and
so Plat., etc., cf. infr. III. : oft.

strengthd., , ,
quite, much the contrary, Plat., etc.

— III. very freq. in various adv.

usages :—1. from Hom. downwards,
the neut., very freq. as

adv., like, ,
against or presence of,',,, etc., c.

dat., when the local signf prevails

;

c. gen., when that of hostility ; later

however it is used much like a prep.

c. gen.,. ?^, coram aliquo

loaui, Thuc. 6, 25, etc. :, here to my face, Od. 17, 544 : so, to look
one in the face, Od. 23, 107 : so too
in prose, .,, Eur. etc., cf. : in Att.

also c. art., on the other

hand, Xen. Cvr. 8, 4, 9, ?/...,

Hdt. 1, 22, Plat. Rep. 567 D, etc.

:

also, as adv., Hdt. 6, 32.—2.

in prose freq. also , over

against, opposite, Lat. ex adverso, e re-

gione, Xen., etc. : also ,
Hdt. 7, 225, etc.— 3. the regul. adv.

-'•, contrariwise, c. dat., Aesch. Enm.
642'; c. gen.. Plat.; . ?/..., Plat.

Theaet. 175 D : ., to be ex-

actly opposed, Plat. Hence',,, ], contrariety

:

opposition, contradiction, Plat. Phaed.
105 A, etc.
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', rjr. , dub. for sq.., , ,{,) an opposite tendency or dispo-

sition, inclination, prob. 1. Heraclit. ap.

Diog. L. 9, 7.'., ov,{,-
17/) sounding against or in answer.', , v..
Hence,, , any thing op-

posite or in the way, an obstacle, hind-

rance, Thuc. 4, 69.—2. a contradiction,

disagreement, discrepancy, Plat. Rep.

524 E, etc. Hence, , , opposite,

apprised, quarrelsome.,, ,{)
a contradiction. Plat. Rep. 454 A.

—

2.

a disagreement, discrepancy, Isocr. 275
C, in plur..,,{)
opposed, c. dat., Stob., ,= , Philo.', 3 sing. aor. 1 act. from, Od. 21, 122.

^, (,) to fit with

an axle, prob. 1. Plut., cf. II.^', , =, dub. 1.

Nic, cf-.',,{,)
pass. c. fut. mid., to hang in a place., {,) to

begin in, to begin, Aesop. Fab.l75De F.', , (,) to

threaten in for a thing, Dion. H.', {,)
to dwell a year in a strange place, Par-
meni.sc. ap. Schol. Med. 277.',= ,
to create, produce, contrive in. ,
Plat. Polit. 273 C., f. -, (,-) to press against, make to lean OX

push against : SO in mid. ., Polyb.— 2. also in

mid., to struggle with, resist,, Plut.

Hence',, , that which
is leaned itpon : an impression, impulse,

Clem. Al.', (,) to

vomit forth, disgorge, Philo., adv. perf
pass. part, from, ex-

pressly, distinctly, Sext. Emp./, Ion. for, 3
impf from.', Ion. for, 3 sing,

aor. 1 act. from 7], Hdt.,, , {,) the

resolution of a. thing into its elements.', f. -, (, -) to dip quite in, , Hipp..}., (,) to

sputter, .spit out into,, Clem. Al.

'Jvanp, (,) to

steep, soak in,, Hipp., . (,)
to beget in,, Plut.', ov, inscribed, regis-

tered : from, {,) to

write down, inscribe, , Plut. Pass.

to be inscriberl, , Clem. . []'., {,)
to display, manifest in a thing, oft. al-

most =dei/ii't)/ii, so in mid., Polyb.
Pass, to be distinguished, become illu.i-

trious, , Hdt. 9, 58, and Polyb.
Hence, ov, vianifcst ; ex-

plicit, Arist.'—ofjf'u, f. -/, {,)
to bind, fasten up in a thing, Hipp., mid. c. perf. act.,

{,) to strip in a place,:
metaph. to exercise one's self there, v..

', aLso-j'^tj, {,•) boil in a thmg, Gal.'¥., f. -£CTw,= foreg.',, ?/,{)
a deposit, Sext. Emp.'/, {,-) to lay up, store up in a place,

Philo.?., {,) to

squeeze, press into, [i]/, lut. -duvoiuai, {,) to die in a place, ,
Thuc. 3, 104; absoL, Hdt. 9, 65: to

die in the midst of,, Alh.', (,) to

break a thing in, ,
Plut., , {,-) to build in, enclose by a wall,.», f. -, {,) be exhausted in, "•^,
Joseph., (,) as

pass., to lie, be stored up in,,
Plut.^,, {,-) to run a hazard in or with,,
Joseph.', f. -, {,') to break off short in a thing,

e. g. in a shield. Time. 4, 34. []', {,.) to en-

close in,.', {,) to lay

doum. in, , Philostr.

Imag., (, ?.) to

dip into, wash in, , Clem. Al., {,}
to hide, conceal in, Strab.',^,, Diod.', f.--, {,) to cut off and i?iclude,

TO. Plat. Tim. 84 D, ,
Arist. . ., {,) to en-

joy in a place, etc., Plut., {,) to

leave in, Tivi, Xenocr. 58. Hence'^-, , , a being left

in, rcinaining behind, xxsea in a rather
dub. sicnf. by Theophr. Sens. 62,

Plut. 2, 134 C.-, , , (?.•) an intercepting, catching, deten-

tion, Theophr.
and -, f. -,

Att. -?., {,?) to destroy,

kill in or among, Xen. Hell. 3, ], 4.'¥'?, {, ?.-) dep. mid. to defend one's self in,

Aeschin. 17, 18., {,) to wash
in a thing, Ath., , , a cast,

image : from',, f. -, (%>,-) to make an impression in or on,

Plut. : pass, to be stamped on,,
Plut.', {,) to re-

main permanently in, Tivi, Clem. Al.', (, <\•) to rub, wipe upon, and so to impart

e. g. colour to one, : also in
Ar. Ach. 843, ubi al.. Hence', , , an imbuing,
tinge, Theopbr.
Jvaov, or-, {,-) to blow the nose upon, ,

Plut., in mid.', {,) to

have enjoyment in a thing.', f. -/, {,)
to xvash clean in a thing,, Polyzel.
Dem, 4 : hence mid., to
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wash one's feet in it, Hdt. 2, 172 ; cf.

1, 138. Hence,, , a washing in a

thing., (, )) to scrape

into, Clem. 1. [], , (,, —~~)
ventrem exonerare in..., Ar. Pac. 1228.', (,) to

wash away in, , Anst. Sens., f.-, (,-) to expire, die in, Diod.,~, f.-, (, ~-) to suffocate, choke in, Ath. [i]', , (,) to be

in doubt, dub. ap. Polyb.
'/!>7-, (, ^)

to throw aside, Diosc.—2. to throw in,

as if by chance, of phrases.73, fut. -, (,) to quench in a thing,

Arist. Meteor., verb. adj. from
foreg. one 7nust quench in, Clem. Al., f.-,(,-) to indicate, point out in,,
Plut. Mid. to impress, stamp on a
thing, Clem. Al./, (,-) to lean, fix one's self in or on,

TL, Hipp., i. -, (,-)) to slaughter in among,,
Joseph., fut. Att. -, (,) to stamp, impress in or

on, TL , Joseph. Hence, , , an
impression, as of a seal, Clem. Al.

[pa], , f -, (,-) to accomplish in., . -, (,-) to place, deposit in, ,
Diod., , (,)
to pay (in goods) according to valuation,

TLvi, Dem. 1253, 9.~, (,) to pay
as a penalty, spend in litigation, in a
place, .,
Ar. . 38. [t in fut.]

^, , (,)
to stamp, iynpress upon, Plut. Hence, verb, adj., one

must stamp upon, Clem. Al., fut.-, (,,) to abuse,, Dem. 218, 4., L-, {,,)
to wipe in or on., f. -, (,)
to ease one's self in, euphem. for -, Hes. Op. 757.

—

. to give

up the ghost, expire, Anth. [0], f. -, (,) to bind

or tie in, on or to,, Eur. Ion 1491,

—, Xen. Cyn. 6, 8. In pass. c.

ace, to be fitted with, clad in, etc.,

(Ion. tor.)
Hdt. 7, 69, -, Ar. Nub.
72, etc. : also in mid., ...-, Ar. Fr. 249.— II.

to kindle, set on fire, Ar. Pac. 1225, in

pass.

—

IIL mid, to touch, reach, like, Arist. Metaph., , , only in plur.,

the arms, etc. of a slain foe, spoils, Lat.

spolia ; 0, m II. in genl-, booty, spoil,

like, 6, 68 ; 9, 188, Ep, word,
used also by Soph, Aj. 177. (Cf..), f, -, (,) to

gtrike, dash against, , A pp., impf. Dor. from
for/, Theocr,^, , ,() clear-

ness, distinctness. Plat. Polit. 277 C :

eep. iu Hhet., clearness, perspicuity,

ENAP
vivid description, Dem. Phal.

—

. a
clear view, Polyb./,, , a thing seen

clearly, phenomenon, Epicur. ap. Diog.

L. 10, 93 : from/, , clear, distinct, visible,

in bodily shape, Hom., esp. of the

gods appearing in their own actual

forms, II. 20, 131, Od. 7, 201 ; 16, 161.

cf : of a vivid dream or

vision, Od. 4, 841, Hdt. 5, 55, etc.—2.
bright, brilliant, splendid, Pind. O. 7,

76.—3. of words, etc., clear, distinct,

plain, manifest, of an omen or oracle,

Aesch. Pr. 663 : freq. in prose, .,,, a

clear, plain proof, etc.—II. act. clearly

showing, settingforth, revealing. Adv.

-, Ar. Eq. 1173. (.\cc. to some
from , , bright, others

from , real.) Hence/,, ,=., , also-, the Enarets, prob. a Scythian,^^ : esp. a band who
plundered the temple of Aphrodite
(Venus) Urania at Ascalon, and were
thus smitten by the goddess, Hdt. 1,

105, ubi cf Bahr : they asserted that

she had given them prophecy in com-
pensation, Id. 4, 67, as in the story

of Teiresias., , , Enarlte, daughter
of Deimachus, and mother of Sal-

moneus, ApoUod. 1, 7, 3 : from', ov, adv., () excellent, Hdn. [], via, , part. perf. 2 of^, fitted, Od., ov, (, )
ivearing the spoils, Anth. ; in Hes.. Hence, , , Enarephorus,
son of Hippocoon, Apolld. 3, 10, 5,

Plut. Thes. 31 for., ov, (,) limbed,

jointed, Aretae. : esp. of speech, arti-

culate, opp. to mere sounds, Diod.
Adv. -., f. -, () to strip,

spoil a slain foe, Lat. spoliare,,
II., c. dupl. ace. pers. et rei,,, to strip one of his

arms, II. 17, 187 ; 22, 323 : elsewh.

: in genl. to slay in fight,

Hes. Sc. 194, and in genl. to slay,

Aesch. Ag. 1644 : hence in pass,, night put to death, i. e.

brought to an end. Soph. Tr. 94., , (,) to

count, reckon, number in or among ; in

genl .. to reckon, account,', as noth-

ing. Soph. O. T. 1188. Mid.=ev -, to make account of,

value, Eur. Or. 623. Hence', ov, reckoned among,
counted, v. 1. in LXX., ov, (,) reck-

oned'in, to make up a number, Od. 12,

65 ; also counted among, i. e. among,, Theocr. 7, 86.—II. taken into ac-

count, valued, Lat. in numero habitus,

. ., II. 2, 202., ov,— foreg. II., Plat.

Soph. 258 C, Phil. 17 : poet, also. Call. Fr. 127.', ov, (, -) homicidal, warlike, Pmd., , f. -/, {,-) to make a breakfast, Hipp., and -, f. -, {,) to fit, suit, adapt, ,
Pind. . 3, 9 ; , Plat. Legg.
819 C : also to fix a. weapon in,,
Eur. Phoen. 1413, H. F. 179.—.
intr. to fit, suit, be convenient for,,
Ar. Rah. 1202, Plat. Legg. 894 C., , , and

ENAT, ov, (,) fit-

ting, in accord or harmony, Plat. Legg.
654 A, etc. Adv. -.—II. In Gr.
music the technical name of a partic-

ular melody, ox -
viov, or, differing irom
the, and, in the
intervals of the tones, Plut. : cf. Diet.
Antiqq. p. 645.', ov,()fitting,

neat, LXX., v. sub.^', Dor. for-, ,(,) destructive,

deadly, Aesch. Fr. 144.

"Evapov, TO, sing, of, but not
in use., ov, sjTicop. for-, Hes. Sc. 192, as epith. of Mars

:

for which others read,
but v. Buttm. Ausf. Gr. "^ 120, Anm.
11., f.-, (,)
dep. mid. : to beginwith,, Polyb.
—2. in sacrifices, -, or, to begin the offering, by
taking the barley (',) from
the baskets, (,) Eur. I.

A. 435, 1471 ; so . -, lb. 955, cf.—II.

the act.— 1. to begin, in LXX.—2. to

hold office, Bockh. Inscr. 2, p. 280., ov, {,) in office, in

authority, App.—U. in the beginning,

first, Eccl., fut. from.*, tofit in: only used in part,

perf /, with pass, signf.,

well fitted or secured, Od. 5, 236, and 3
sing.,, Arat. 453.,, , ()^, an
unit. Plat. Phil. 15 A.,=^?. , to

be wanton, insolent in or among, Diod.
S. Pass, to be treated with insult in a
thing, prob. 1. Ar. Vesp. 61., , (,) to train,

practice in, Phllo, in pass.—II. to stick

or fix in, Joseph.

—

. intr. to be train-

ed, practised in, Polyb., (,) to be
pleased with, to acquiesce in, Philo., (,) to

embrace, to submit to, Plut., as pass., (ev,)
to fit one's self with a shield, Ar. Ach.
368., Ep. 3 pi. aor. 1,
for, . Hom. . 298., . --,,-) to flash in or on, late., ov, (,) among
the stars, Achae. ap. Hesych., , (,)
to behave one's self unseemly in, ,
Luc.'^, dep., =
, to be busy, engrossed with., , aiov, () on
the ninth day, Hipp.: of nine days in

duration, Id. : cf. sub.', {,) to look

fixedly on, gaze on, Heliod., ov, {,) steaming,

full of vapour, Diod., , ov,() ninth, II. 2,

313: , v. sub : al,=^, Christod.: in
prose only late, Schaf Mel. p. 32;
yet others think,, etc.,

more Att. than, etc., Poppo
Thuc. 1, 46, 1 17 : poet, also, II., , (,) to be

or remain quiet in, Themist.,^ ..,-
', the

niglitingales smg in this place like

those of Attica, PhUostr.
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', f. -, {,)
[

to kindle, li^kt in, Lye.—II. intr. to

shine, be seen, Ael. Hence,,, a lighting vp,

illumination, Philo.',. , and', ov, {ti',) speaking, living.'?), ^, , {h>, av-,) wandering in the fields,

Anth.
'EiOi'ZiCiJ, f. -, (iv,)

intr. to dwell, alnde in... Soph. Phil. 33.

But more freq. in mid., to pass the

night, rest, csp. of .soldiers, to take up
night-quarters, Thnc. 3, 91, etc.: in\\\,?. If.. ,lidt.0,l5.', a, ov, Uv,) the in-

ner, inmost : if, the inwards,

Hipp.
^ ...,, , (iv, ?,) m or

071 the flute, .?, a mouthpiece.?.,,,[)
a dwelling place, abode, Artemid.-, ov,{?)
to be dwelt in, habitable, Anth., ov, , {, ) an

abode, Anth., , , (A) as subst. :—I.

(,) a hollow, conduit, a chamiel,

of brooks or torrents, a water-cmirse,

II. 16, 71 : also a torrent, mountain-

stream, II. 21, 283, 312.—2. said to be

used for? in Anacreont.—II. {,) a dwelling, shelter, but in Hes.
Th. 129, and H. Horn. Yen. 74, 124,

etc., only of haunts of the gods, in the

country, hence and-
: so 0pp. calls the sea, where both

signfs. are conjoined. The plur. is

more freq. than the sing., and the

word chiefly Ep., though it is used in

signf. II. by Eur. Bacch. 122, H. F.

371., ov, (B) as arij. :—I. {kv,) on or to the flute, esp. accompa-
nying or accompanied by it : USU. me-
taph.,, ., speech,

voice ringing in one's ears, still heard

or remembered. Plat. Menex., 235
;

so too, kv., fresh fear. Id. Legg.
678 : hence, ,
.., all had it fresh in memory,
that.., Aeschin. 81, 18: most freq. in

late prose, cf. Ruhnk. Tim.—II. (h>,)^=,, dwelling in dens, -, Eur. Phoen. 1573: in one's den,

at home, opp. to, abroad. Soph
Phil. 158., f. -, (,)
to increase, enlarge, Xen. Cyn. 12, 9.

Pass. c. dat. to grow in a thing, Hdn., cv, {, avpa) airy, expo-

sed to the air, v. 1. Theophr., ), ,{) a kindling,

Plut.,, , {) any
means of lighting a fire, a jnatch, spark,

etc., like. Hence metaph.
stimulant, impulse, Orph., ov, {,) in or

on the neck,, Anth.,, , {hv,) glory

in, Philo., {,) to kindle, iv.

ztvi, to light one a fire, give one a lisht.

Hdt. 7, 231, Xen. Mem. 2. 2, 12 : for

the, this was forbidden to be
done, cf. Soph. O. T. Mid. -, to light one's self a fire, get a

light, , from a place, Luc.

:

iv. TO, to kindle one's own cour-

age. Plat. Ax. 371 E., fut.- Att. -, {iv,) to make to vanish, esp. in

pass, to vanish or he lost in,, Plut-,{,) to tieup or

hang in a. thing, tl , Hdt. 1, 214.
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,, , that which is

boiled down in, a decoction, Aret. : from, f. -, {tv,,')
to boil or boil away in a thing, Hipp.,', f.-. Ion.., {iv,) to let loose in, let drop into, put

in, Hdt. 1,214., {iv,)
venerem exerceo in... KOprj, Aristaen.

'',=3., q.'v., Epich. p.

37.

or ye, in Ar.

Thesm. 640, by tmesis for

, cf. Lob. Phryn. 414, cf. kv., i. e. in fnll iv, the kneeler, a con-
stellation in the northern hemisphere,
Arat., ubi Biittm., Bekk.' :

Cicero keeps the Gr. name, Ovid
translates it genunixus, Vitruv. ivge-

niculatus, una geniculatus , Manilius in-

geniclus, Firmicus ingenicidus., as pass., of a pine, to

be choked by a stoppage of its resin,

Theophr., called by Pliny taeda fieri:

from, ov, [iv, ) resiumts

:

. TTfVKTj, a pine choked by the stop-

page of its resin, Theophr.,=^, to feast
on, Tl, Ath.,, , , {iv,) with
lighted torch, Aesch. Eum. 1044., {ii>,) to light, kindle in ;

metajjh., iv. , Pind. P. 4,

328. Mid. to bum, glow in, Od. 6, 132,

in tmesis., f.-, {iv,)
to bile into, esp. ivo., of horses,

to take the bit between the teeth, Eur.

Hipp. 1223: metaph. of sharp things,

to fix themselves firm in, , Math.
Vett., , gen., {iv,)
in tears, weeping, Liic., {,) to weep
in..,., Aesch. Ag. 541. [on

the quantity, v. sub.},. lov, native of the coun-

try, Mosch. 2, 11. (Ace. to Buttm.
from, and, like French de

chez sni : but prob. at once from,
as, from •.), , {,) somewhat
rough, hairy, Diosc., {,) dep.,

to divide, distribute : esp. to distribute

one's words,. ,
to fling about reproaches, Eur. H. F.

218 : hence—II. c. ace. objocti, to

speak of, either— 1. in bad sense, to

upbraid, reproach, revile, Aesch. Theb.
578, Soph. Tr. 791 ; cf. difl'erre verbis

in Plautus.—2. to tell of, Lat. celehrare,

Aesch. Fr. 266, Soph. "O. T. 205.—HI.
to tear in pieccs,devour, Lyc. 155.—B.

also as pass., in Nic., (iv,)
to show one's self a, to be libe-

ral in, late, adv. comp. from sq.,,{,-) wanting

or lacking in, in need of, a thing,,
Hdt. 1, 32, etc. :, not to net up to our powers,

Thuc. 1,70: absol. in want, in need,

Xen. Hell. 6, 1, 3 : lacking, deficient,

poor, weak, inferior, like, Hdt.
7, 48, Thuc, etc.; so of things, -, to leave noth-
ing unsaid. Soph. Phil. 375, ,
lack, want, defect,-=ivOEia, Thuc. I,

77. Adv., comp..
Plat., also -pojf, Thuc. 2, 35. Hence, . , want, lack,-. Thuc. 4, \%,, Xen. Rep.
Ath. 1, 5: hence absol. need, Lat.

egestas, Dem. 312, 24 : in plnr., wants,

needs, ai . Xen. Cyr. ,
2. 22 ; also deficiencies, opp. to-, Isocr. 177 ..,, {'•)
proof, Plat. Grit. 110 , .,
an i/islance, token ef good will, Dem.
423, 13.'. , Ep. fw., f. -, {iv,•) to mark, point out, Lat. indtcare,

Pmd. O. 7, 60, and Plat. : as Att. law-
term, to inform against, complain of, lay

an against. Plat. Apol. 32 B,
and Dem.— B. mid. to shmv forth one's

self or what is one's oiim, once in Horn.,

/( ifJy, ( where the
Gramm. supply ?ioym') I will declare

7ny mind \,o Achilles, lar/ myself open
to him, II. 19, 83, cf. \\.: so
too •', Hdt. 8,

141.—2. , to display,

make a show of a thing, Lat. prae se

ferre,,, etc., At. Plut.

785, Plat., etc. : hence—^3.-
Tcvi, Lat. ostentare or vcnditvcre se

alicui, to display one's self to one, ynake

a set ai him. court him, Dem. 375, 21,

Aeschin. 84, fin., etc.—4. alsoc. part.

to shew, give proof of doing. Enr. Ale.

154, Xen. Cyr. 1, 0, 10•. also, .
.., .., to shew that... Plat. Apol.
23 B. Hence, , , an informer, com-
plainant, Philostr. : and, , , indicative, -, Gal. Adv -, Id.', , ,{)
pointing out, indicating : esp. as Attic

law-term, a laying information against

one who undertook an office or busi-

ness for which he was legally disqual-

ified, Plat. Legg. 966 ; also the writ

of indictment in such a case, Att. Pro-
cess pp. 239-46.—II. a demonstration,

display of one's good will, ,
Aeschin. 85, 12.—III. a proof of inno-

cence, exculpatio>i,=.', , al, , indecl. [, -) eleven, Hom.

—

. oi, the

Eleven, at Athens the board which
had charge of the prisons, the police,

and the punishment ofcriminals. Plat.,

etc., cf. Herm. Pol. Ant. ^ 139.—In
N. T. the Elevc7i apostles after the
death of Judas, Matth. 28, 16, etc., ,{,) elev-

en years old, Bockh Inscr. 2, 258.,{) to keep the elev-

enth day as a feast, (Dem.) 1335, 7,

ubi al., or., {) adv., eleven

ti?nes, Arist. H. A.?, ov,{,)
with eleven couches : ., as

tongas eleven couches, Telecl. Incert. 6.', ov, {, /)
of eleven ?nonths, Hipp.7/, , gen.,{,) eleven cubits long, II. 6, 319; 8,

494., 6,, itow,, gen.-,{,) eleven feet long or
broad.,,,{) the num-
ber Eleven, Plat./.'. ov,(•,-?) composed of eleven syllables., , alov, {-, on or for the eleventh day, Hipp.,,,{) the

eleventh, Honi., , with eleven banks of
oars, Ath. {upu .''), Ion. for.,= it is

possible, may be.,, ij, continuance, can



staney, Lat. contimiatio, perenniias,

Choeril. p. 109, ubi v. Nake.—Oft.

confounded with?. (q. v.),

though quite unconnected with it

:

and?^, , to hold out, last, go
on, Choeril. Niike p. 173.—II. c. ace,
to prolong, coniinue. LXX. : from^, , coHtinuous, coiithm-

al, unceasing, constant,. Plat.

Legg;. 717 E, '/,, Isocr. An-
tid. ^ 167 ; also in Plut. : /.-, constancy, firmness, Plut. Mar. 6.

Adv. -, continually, constantly,

Critias 15, 5, Plat. Rep. 539 D, etc.,

and freq.m late prose. Oft. confound-
ed with /./, though quite a
diflereat word, v. sub',
and cf. Donald. N. Crat. p. 223.

?,),=^', intr.,

LXX. Hence6?.,,,^=7^,
LXX.',,,(, -) tiling

bound on or round, band, etc.', {,) to wall up, ri,

HdL 3. 117.

—

iL to build in a place,

Tin, Theocr. 17, 82.., (,) dep.,

to grasp with the right hand, clasp, em-

brace, Eur. L A. 1473.,, lov, {,) Horn,
has only the neut. plur., to-

wards the right hand, from, left to right,

usu. as adv.,, i. e. he filled for all the gods
yrom left to right, II. 1, 597 : so', II. 7, 181, and - '

,. 17,365. The contrary procedure
was avoided, as being unlucky ; as

indeed it still is by the Scots, who
call it going withershins, (i. e. widers-

hin, like Germ, rechtshin, etc.) : cf.

: hence, , right,

good omens, II. 9, 236, cf..
After Horn, it was used without

signf of motion=(5ef£Of, Valck. Hipp.
1360. ', was written sepa-

rately, where it was opp. to -, as Thuc. 1, 24, Alb. Hesych.
I, p. 1220.—II. as adj. clever, expert,

H. Horn. Merc. 454, and later, but
rare. Ep. word, also in Eur. Cycl.

6, but never in prose., .-, v., f.-.,, adv. {, -)
defectively, too little, GaL,, , , Endera, a city of

jEthiopia, Strab.",, , (,-)
tying on, joining : ajoint, point ofjunc-

tion, Hipp.,,,^., (,) to bind

to or upon, TLv'i, or , Diod.^,, u,=foreg., Diosc.',, ,() a tie, hand-

age, Diosc. : a bundle, hag, LXX.',, ov.{,-) bound

or lied to a thing, entangled in,,
Anth., (,) to dip, dye, soak

in,, ]\ic., in mid.'..-, .-,
(.) dep. mid. :

—

take upon

one's self, Lat. suscipere,,
Hdt. 6, 11 ;, v. 1. Dem. 352, 26.—
II. to accept, admit, approve of,3-
?., Hdt. 7, 51 ;, terms or

conditions, Hdt. 1, 60, and so Att.

;

but also, . ?., to believe, Id. 4,

25, etc... 6~.., to believe

that... Id. 5, 100; and absol. .
.., 7, 237.

—

. of things, to ad-

mil, allow of, Lat. recipere,/., Thuc. 4, 92 ; '

1, as much as our na-
ture admits of. Plat. Tim. 69 A, 90 C :

and c. inf.,. )2., to admit

of being otherwise, Arist. : hence—2., impers. it may be, it is pos-

sible, c. inf , Thuc. 1, 124, Plat., Dem.,
etc.—3. it frequently happens, huc. 1,

140: part,, , ,
possible, feasible, ., thingspossible,, by every possible

means, Xen. Mem. 3, 9, 4 ; -, the appropriate punish-
ments, Lycurg. 164, 38 : of events,

contingent, Arist., adv. from foreg.,pos-

sibly, ap. Dem. 283, 5.', f. -, {, ) to bind

in, on or to, , Od. 5, 260,

. Plat. Tim. 43 A: more usu. .
At. Ach. 929, etc. ; so too metaph./ uTy, he has bound me
to.., entangled me in it, II. 2, 111, cf.

Soph. O. C. 526 ;, Eur. Med. 163 ; and so in

pass., , Hdt. 3, 19 :

in mid. also absol., to tie or pack up.

At. Ach. 905., f. -, (,) to be in

want of, deficient in,, Eur. I. A.

41, Plat., and Xen. : so too in mid..

Plat. Polit. 311 A, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 26,

etc. : also to be wanting, to fail, be de-

ficient,, and absol., Plut. : hence
—II. impers., there is need or

want, there fails, c. gen. rei, /,/,, b'/lyov, etc.. Plat., cf :, there is an
utter failure of resources, Dem. 14,

23 ; c. dat. pers.,/. av-, he had need of, was wanting in

much, Xen. An. 7, 1, 41.

—

III. mid., to want, be in need of,,
freq. m Xen., Dor.,, . En-
dits, daughter of Chiron and Chari-
clo, was married to Aeacus, to whom
she bore Peleus, Pind. X. 5, 21,/., ov, (, )^}.,
manifest, clear. Soph. Ant. 405, Thuc.
2, 64. Adv. -, superl. -,
Thuc. 1, 139., ,() to live at or
in a place, Lys. 114, 36., , ,() a dwell-

ing, sojourning any where, Bockh. In-

scr. 1, 652.—II. in Eccl., the Incarna-

tion., ov,=, Opp., , =, to work, make or contrive in,,
Plut.', ov, (,) among
OTie's people, at home, Aesch. Cho. 570

:

a native, countryman, opp. to,
Hes. Op. 223, Theogn. 792, etc. : at-

tached to home, Thuc. 1, 70 : .,
intestine war, Aesch. Supp. 682.—II.

of or belonging to a state or people,, Thuc. 5, 47.—2. peculiar to a
people, endemic,, Hipp.7.7., (, /.) to

calumniate in a matter, Ctes., f. -, (,) snb., topass one's time, live, Anth.

[],, ov,(,,,) comic word, coined
by Ar. Pac. 831, in ridicule of the
Dithyrambic poets, of men that float

aloft inair: but the reading is uncertain.!^,( I.) to pass the af-

ternoon. Plut. Rom. 4., ov,(,) con-

ceived and residing in the mind : ., a conception, thought, opp. to

., an expression, word,

Plut. : hence applied to the Divine
Logos by Eccl. Adv.-, to

speak/rom the heart, to use no vain
words, Rhet.—II., a canonical
book, prob.=ij^ ry-, Eccl., as pass., (,,) to play the coquet with, trifle

with,, Theocr. 3, 36., Ion. -touai, f.-, dep. pa-ss. c. fut. mid., (,-) to live or dwell in a place, ..,
Hdt. 8, 41, , Thuc. 2, 43i

Hence',, , a dwelling-

place, Dion. H., adv. (,)=, Rhet.,,^ ,
to dispose or arrange in., Att. -, f. -,
(f J',/.'/) to change, alter, Arist.
Physiogn., (,) to remain
in a place, Dion. H., (,) to be
noted, distinguished in,, Diod., ov, (,), in Rhet., an elaborate highly
wrought statement. Adv. -., . -, {,-) to sow or scatter through or amone,
Plut.7.7, (,)
to explain, Stob.', Att. -, fut. -,
(,) to arrange in thorough
order, esp. to draw up,, Hdt.
7, 59.', f. -, (,)
to spend, consume,, Ar. Ran.
7] 4, Thuc. 2, 85 : but usu., sub. jpo-
vov or, to spend time in a place
or on a thing, to waste time, delay,

Thuc. 5, 12, Plat., etc. : -, to let one's
eyes linger on it, Xen. Cyr. 5, 1, 16.

[-pi] Hence, verb, adj., one must
dwell upon,, Luc., , ,(-) dwelling on, constant to, , .
Anton., f. -, {,-) to destroy in, as a child in the
womb, Hipp., f. -, (,-) to winter in a place, Strab., ,() to take the air,

repose in the open air : in genl. to lin-

ger in, haunt a place, c. dat. ; also in

H. Hom. 32, 6, in mid. ; cf Ruhnk.
Ep. Cr. 79.—II. trans., 7.. shepherds let their sheep
out, i. e. to feed, Theocr. 16, 38., (,) to teach,

dub.',^=, to put on,

, LXX. Pass, to wear, , . ., f. -, (',) to

give in, variously.—I. to give into one's

hands, give up to one, to surrender,

or , Eur. Cycl. 510, Plat. : etc.

:

, to give one's self up, sur-

render one's self, Eur. Tro. 087, Ar.
Plut. 781 : to surrender a city, Xen.
Hell. 7, 4, 14 : to give up as lost, throw

up, Thuc. 7, 48, etc.—II. like-, to afford, Lat. praebere,,
Eur. Hec. 1239. /., Ar. Eq. 847 :

also to admit, allow, grant. Eur. Andr.
965, , Isocr. 136 C : to cause,

7. . Thuc. 2,

49,; Thuc. 2, 87, etc.—UI.
to shew, exhibit, give proof of,-,
', Hdt. 7, 72, 7.!), to shew no sign of flagging,

Hdt. 3, 51, 105, ubi v. yalc£, Ar.
Plut. 488, cf Eur. Hel. 508 : hence—
IV. intr. to give in, give up, give way,
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surrmdcr, freq. in Thuc, as 2, 81, cf.

Hdt. 1, 91 : to flag, fail, Arist. Gen.
An.—2. of things, to cease, prob. 1.

Soph. O. C. 1075 ; and so freq. of fe-

vers, etc., to remit, Hipp., v. Foes.
Oecon.—3. of trees and the like, to

yield, be pliant, flexible, Arist. Probl.

—

4. to sink, fall in, of a funeral pile,

Theophr.—V. of a river, to disembogue,

empty itself, Hdt. 3, 117: cf..— Vl. to strike a note, prelude, cf. iv-.' for, 3 pi. im-
perf from, 11.

.,), (',) to pervade,

as the common essence does a whole
class of things, >, Sext. Emp., {,,,)
chase, pursue, like), : only in

3 pi. impf. for, U.

18, 581, V.. [], ov, (kv,)—I. ofthings,
according to right, fair, right, just, Pind.

P. 5, 138, and Trag. : legal, e. g. iv, a day of trial, court day,

Lat. dies fastus.—2. right, true, rovv-=. Soph. . . 1158.—. ofpersons, righteous, juJtt, upright,=, Aesch. Eiun. C99, Plat.

Legg. 915 D : so too, ., a

well-governed state. Plat. Hipp. Maj.
292 B.—2. possessed of right, -

; who has a better right, or

more reason ? Aesch. Theb. 673.—III.

Adv. -, right, with justice, fairly,

Trag. Comp. and--. Eur. ; superl.-, Id., (jv, , the entrails, Lat.

intestina, only in 11. 23, 806,. where others interpr. it, any
part of the body luhich is covered, as here
by the mail. (From ,, like.)'', and'', , {,) to roll, move
about,, Hipp.— II. to revolve, go
about, Theocr. 15, 82.?., ov, {,,) at-

tractive, Philo., , , a place of sojourn in

the open air, , of a grotto,

0pp. ; , seat of joy-

ousness. epith. of a wine-cask, Anth.
Only poet. [] Strictly neut. from',, ov, at midday, at noon, Iv-, Od. 4, 450 ; so too,, II. 11, 725; and more freq.

in later Ep. : , ,
noon. A]). Rh. 1,603; — ^',
Call. Cer. 39; hence .. [< in
Horn., and usu., but Tin Ap. Rh. 4,

1312, Call. 1. c.]—II. in the open air,

V. foreg. [t usu.] (From,,
Lat. sub divo or dio, Hor. sub Jove, the
lower region of the air being esp. his
province.), , , Endius, masc. pr. n.,

Thuc, Dem., etc.',, ov, {,) sitting

on the chariot-seat, or in genl. on a seat

;

hence, sitting at a table with one, a
messmate, Xen. An. 7, 2, 38., , {,)
born in the house, like, esp.

=Lat. verna, Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 828.', adv. {) from within

outwards. Od., and Att. ; esp. from the

interior ci/"the house, etc. : c. gen.,vo-—, from the in-

terior of the tent. Soph. Aj. 711 : also

—II. ivithin, c. gen.,. II. 6, 247,, Hes. Op. 521 ; and so freq. ab-

sol. in .\tt. : 01, those within

the house, the servants, Ar. Plut. 223,

964: , Thuc. 8, 71, -. Plat. Phaedr. 279 , within, at

home, etc.'>, adv., within, Horn. usu.
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: also, at home, Od. 5,

58 : sometimes c. gen., -, II. 18, 287,, Hes. Fr. 37.

Only Ep., Acol. for : cf..
The Syracusans accented v.

Herodian ap. Dind. Gr. Gr. 1, p. 7,

Buttni. Ausf. Gr. 116, 8 , Goettl.

Ace. () 36, 4.'), {Iv,) to be in

doubt, at a loss, Thuc. 1, 36, to waver.

Id. 6, 91 : also in pass., of things,-, to be matter ofdovht, Thuc.
I, 122 ; hut the same tense also c. act.

signf., Valck. Diatr. p. 109. (Ace. to

Buttm. Lcxil. voc. 2, not a
regul. compd., but a verb formed from
the phrase /.) Hence, ov, doubtful, Luc.
Adv. -,. , to be

in doubt about a thing, Joseph.',, , and,. ,{) doubt, uncertainty., ov, , {))
doubter, Phiio., , , ()
doubting, dubious. Adv. -., , , {)
doubtful, ambigumts, Hipp. Adv. -,
Hdt."7. 174, and Thuc., ov, b, Endoeus, an artist

of Athens, Paus..,,{) a dim-
inution, iexer. Gal., , , Dor. -, {-,) fighting, bold at home,

epith. a dung-hill cock, Pind. O.
12, 20. [uj, , , also,
Macedon. word, a stock of anything,

plenishing, Lat. supellex, Polyb. (From, or from .)), , (,) to build in,

Hipp. Hence,, , a thing built in,

esp. in the water, a mole or breakwa-

ter, Lat. moles, Joseph. : any building

or structure, N. T., , to lurk in the recess-

es of a house ; and, adv. in secret : from', ov, {,) in

the recesses, inmost part of a du'ttling.

Soph. Phil. 1457, Call. Cer. 88: in

genl. secret, hidden., adv. {hv) in, within : esp. nt

home, in the house, Lat. domi, elsewh., freq. in Hom. ; who has also

metaph. ,, etc. : in genl. at one's

home, in one's own country, of one re-

turned from abroad : c. gen., only in

phrases, , ,
in the house of Jupiter, of Zephyrus,
II. 20, 13; 23, 200. Pind. uses it c.

dat. as strengthd. for , . 3, 93 ; 7,

65, also Eur. Antiop. 13: oi,
those of the house, the family, esp. the

domestics. Soph. Tr. 677, etc. ; -
', family matters, household affairs,

lb. 334, etc.— II. compar.,,
etc., q. v. (Cf. the old Lat. mido,

indu.),=^ II., LXX., ,{,)
to speak forfame, Diog. L. : to glorify

in a thing, Eccl., ov, {,) of high re-

pule,, Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 56:. . famous in a thing, lb. 3, 5,

1 : esp., 01, men of note, rank
or distinction, opp. to uocH, Plat.

Soph. 223 : held in honour, honoured,, by one, Xen. Oec. 6, 10 :

also —2. of things, notable,-, Aeschin. 86, 42 : glorious,,
Plut. Adv. -fcji-, hence superl. --
-a, Dem. 246, 25; and

freq. in Inscr.—II. by co?nmon opinion,

probable, opp. to, Arist.

Org., Eth., etc. Hence,, , distinction, glo-

ry, late., , , {)=-, LXX., ov,{) sounding
a note, preluding . hence -, sub.^ or, a prelude,

Arist. Rhel. 3, 14, 1, Pol. 8, 5, 1 :

metaph. an introduction, occasion,., to give one the hint,

Plut. 2, 73 B, ubi v. Wyttenb.—2.

yielding, giving way, Lat. facilis, like. Plut.—II. pass, granted,

given into the bargain., , , {)=.—II. giving in, alleviation,

remission, Hipp., a, ov, compar. formed
from, with superl.,
, ov, the inner, inmost, the farthest,

farthest in, like Lat. intiis, interior, in-

timus.—II., farther m, or as
we say, farther on, lower down, in a
speech or writing, Diog. L., cf. Lob.
Phryn. 11., , ,{) yield-

ing, favourable, benign, like

II, Aristaen. Adv. -, Chrysipp.
ap. Gal., , f. -, {,)
to fall in with a hollow heavy sound,-', Od. 12, 443, cf. 15, 479., , ,{, )=^-, Polyb.,,,^=, Hipp., , {,) to run
in, fall into, Anth., , ,() a run-

ning in or upon, onset.—II. an air play-

ed during a wrestling-match, Plut. 2,
1140 D.,, , {,) a
sort of strong high shoe, esp. for hunt-
ing ; worn by Diana in the chase,
Spanh. Call. Dian. 16, Miiller Archa-
ol. d. Kunst. «^ 303, 6.—II. a thick

wrapper or cloak, worn by runners after

exercise, for fear of cold, Juven. 3,

102; 0, 145, Martial. 4, 19., ov, {,) bedew-
ed, deivy, dank, Aesch. Ag. 12., ov, , {, ) the

heart of oak : hence the strong oaken
peg or pin by which the yoke is fixed
to the pole{), being secur-
ed by a leathern strap {),
Hes. Op. 467., {,) to doubt, hes-

itate about a thing, like.
Hence, , 6, doubt, uncertain-

ty, Uke, dub.), ,,=^., as adv., v. sq., adv. zealously, eagerly,

heartily, earnestly, freq. in Hom. (esp.

in Od.), usu. with verbs expressing
kind or friendly actions, e. g. -, Od. 14, 337, , Od. 10,

65,, 11. 24, 438,., Od. 10, 450,

, Od. 15, 491,, Od.
15, 543,, II. 23. 90,,
Pind. . 5, 114, etc. ; but also,. to eat greedily, Od. 14,

109, cf. Hes. Sc. 427. The adj.--
*//(: is not found. Onlypwet. (Prob.
from and ,, piercingly,

in the dipth of tlie heart.), aroc, , () ajty-

thing put on, a garment, LXX. : iv3, clothed in gar-
ments made of sheep-skins, alluding
to the ilress of the early prophetSj N,
T. Matth. 7, 15.



', , , .., -, , Endr/mion, son

Of Aethlius or of Jupiter and Calyce,

beloved by Selena ; he received from
Jupiter the boon of perpetual sleep,

and reposed in a cavern of Mount Lat-

inos in Caria, where Selena visited

him, Apollod. 1, 7, 6 ; cf Theocr. 3,

50.{ from Selena's going down
each night to visit him, v. Keightley's

Myth. p. 440.). ov, (,) gifted

with strength, mighty, Themist. Hence), , to strengthen, LXX.
Pass, to acquire strength, in construct,

praegn.. , u-ere

made strong from previous iceakness, N.
T. Hebr. U, 34.', (,) to

reign, hare power in or among, ,
Aesch. Pers. 691, Plat. Rep. 516 D.

—II. to prevail, procure by authority,, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 42., 2 aor. part. nom. pi. of, Hdt.,=', q. v., II. [i],, ,() ayi enter-

ing in, entry, Plat. Crat. 419 C.—II. a

putting on, dressing, dress. Ath. 550 D., , (kv,) to

he unlucky in Or with.., Eur. Bacch.
508, Phoen. 727.

VEvovr?'/, /. , v. sub.',,, 6,() clothing,

to be put on,-. Soph. Tr. 674., , lov, ()^
foreg.. Soph. Fr. 473., , and , , Eccl. (,) put on, thrown over, hung upon,, Aesch. Eum. 1028 : hence
.. that which is put on, a garment,

dress, Simon. 108 ;
'^., a

dress of fawn-skin, Eur. Bacch. Ill,

138; . •, the skin, lb. 746:

Tj, /, the covering of the altar,

Eccl.—II. covered, clad with,, Eur.

Ion 224 : from' and, (,,)
trans, to bring in or on, esp. like Lat.

induo, to put on,, II. :.
, to put on. one, clothe one in. At.

Lys. 1021, Thesm. 1044.—II. intr.,

mostly in aor. 2, or in mid.,— 1. topiU

on one's self, put on, wear,, II.

5, 736, and so freq. in Hdt., as, -
-?., 1, 172 : and in mid.,

' , II. 2,

578,, to dress, accoutre one's

self in,, Hdt. 7, 218, and freq. in

Trag., etc.—2. metaph. -, to entangle one's self, of a hare in

the net, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 40, as in Cic.

dxun se expedire vult, induit se.—3. to go

in, enter, press into, c. ace. loci,-, thou wilt enter the

contest, II. 23. 622, though there

Wolf has ; but freq. also,. .., Ar. Vesp. 1024,~ , Hdt.

2, 95.—4. metaph. to undertake a mat-

ter, involve one's self in it,?. ^', Xen. Cyr. 8, 1,

12 : also c. dat.,., to insinuate one's self into

their minds, lb. 2, 1, 13. [On quanti-

ty, V..,,() to strike dumb, as-

tonish.,,=: , to pass the

spring in a place, c. dat., Plut.',, wrongly assumed for, v. Lob. Phryn. 155.', adv. (,) near, Q.
Sm.' and, inf. from, aor. 1 and 2 of :

Ion., Horn.', , , (, ^) silting

lying in or on, position, Hipp.—U. a

lying in wait, ambush, Lat. insidiae,

Thuc, Xen., etc. : .,
Thuc. 3, 90 : .—, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 5, 14.—2. in genl. treachery,

Pl'at. Legg. 908 D. Hence', to put or place in or on., , ,=, Epich.

p. 60.', ov. ,() an

ensnarer, plotter. Hence', , , give- to lying

in wait, treacherous. Strab.', () to lie in wait

for, plot against, Lat. insidiari,,
Dem. 1011, 3; hence in pass., to be

caught in an ambush, and in genl. to be

ensnared, of animals, Xen. Mem. 2,

1,5: absol. to lie in ambush in a place,

oft. in Xen. ; also. . Thuc.

4, 67.—II. to pUce in ambush, Joseph.', ov, ,=, . .', ov, (•,) an inmate,

inhabitant. Soph. Phil. 153., Ep. 1 aor. of sq.', .-, dep. mid., to

sit down in. have one's scat or abode in,

c. acc. loci, Aesch. Pers. 140 : cf.—2. Ep. aor. 1, he

seated or placed in.., Ap. Rh. The
act. was not in use.', Ep. for, 3 sing. aor.

1 of, Hom., 3 sing. impf. from,
Ep. for, Od.',, (,) to accustom,

use to a thing.', (,) aor. 2 with no
pres. in use, its place being supplied

by, to see or observe in, ,
Ep. Plat. 318 D, , Xen. An. 7, 7,

45 : absol. to observe, remark, Thuc. 7,

36., , . -, (,,) -, of a sculptor, to

produce form or shape in a Stone, mould

It. Mel. 12, cf. Grafe p. 56: Dind.

however reads ., inf. from. Ion. for, aor. 1 of, Hom., who
also uses,, for

f/, etc., (,) to form
or introduce a shape or i?nage, Stob.

Eel. 1, 334. Mid. to have bodied forth

or portrayed in a thing,,
Plut.'..='2,, Plut. Hence
''/.,, , wrapper or

cover, Joseph..?., (,)
to roll about in, Joseph., Synes., f. -. Ion. for ?.-.',, to wrap up in, tl ,
Thuc. 2, 76., Ep., 1 pi- pres.

from sq., II. 5, 477 : but is reg.

aor. 1 from.',, f., (, ) to

be in or at a place, to be xvithin, esp. to

be at home, Hom., usu. absol., but

sometimes c. dat.,, II. 24, 240, -
, Od. 10, 45 ; and so usu. later ; also

iv. , , to be in or among,
Hdt. 7, 112, 184, etc. ; rarely c. gen..

Soph. Phil. 048 : c. adv. loci,, is in this very place, Ar. Eq.
119,, Nub. 211, etc.—. to

be possible, . -, there's no denying it, Soph. O.

T. 578 : hence, c. dat. pers. et

inf , it is in one's poiuer. possible, allow-

ed, one may or can. Soph. Tr. 206,

Ant. 213, etc., cf Valck. Hipp. 1320,

cf, : is oft.

used alone in this signf., even in

ENE2
prose, as Dem. 19, 6.—2. part, absol., it being, seeing that it is, if it be

or ivere possible, Luc.—3. T<i,
things possible, . ', matter

for speaking, Isocr. 104 D, 229 :'', as well as one can under
the circumstances, Dem. 312, 20., also- and -,
(, ') to shut up, coop up in., (,) to knit to or on,

entxvine, interleave, Hdt. 4, 190.., aor. 1 pass. Ion. of., Ion. and Ep., poet,

also, more rarely, all

used by Hom. as his verse requires

:

prep. c. gen., in Hom. put both before

and after its case ; as also later, vfhen
they are sometimes separated by sev-

eral words, as in Hdt. I, 30, cf. Ar.

Eccl. 105, 106.•— I. on account of, for
sake of. for, answering to the Lat. gra-

tia, causa, orig. signifying to please or

gratify one, as afavour to one, and next
used of the motive or object of a thing,

II. 14, 89, etc. : that which has brought

on a consequence, II. 1, 214, \' \',
therefore, for this, Hom., cf.:?., Lat. dicis causa, merely
as an excuse, to have something to

say : so /io^f, Thuc. 8, 92,

V. III. 3, and ,
V.. 1.—II. with respect to, asfar
as regards, as for,z=oaov. . , as-, as far as depends on me, etc.,

e. g. '/., Hdt.
1 , 42 : , as for
monev, Hdt. 3, 122, etc., v. Valck. ad

6, 63,'Heind. Plat. Charmid. 158 E.
cf.,.—III. by means of,,, by force of art, Anth.
—B. as conjunct., for, because,

H. Hom. Yen. 200. (The origin of

the word is altogether dub.)

''?.,^' , to wash

off, e. g. dirt, in a thing, Polyzel. De-
mot. 4., aor. 1 from, .
',7., fut.- Att. -,

(,) to drive in or into, c. dat.,?. ', Pind. . 10, 131

;

metaph., , Pind. P. 8, 11.'7.. Ion., (,) to roll or wrap up, l-v ,
Hdt. 2, 95, in mid. : pass, to be xirap-

ped in,, Nic. : also,/'- , having one's feet

wrapt in.... Plat. Symp. 220 B.,.,() that which

is sent in, esp. lavement, clyster, Diosc.

Hence,, to administer a clyster,

Aet., , . -, (,) to

vomit in, , Hdt. 2, 172, ,
Anth., , , , indecl.

ninety, II. 2, 602. (The form. 19

dub., Bekk. and Poppo Thuc. 1, 40.), , contr. form—, ov , fern, -, ,(,) ninety years old,

Luc., ,(-) of ninety cubits, ninety cu-

bits long, Ath. 201 E.,, V. sub., Ep. redupl. 3 sing. aor.

2 from, Horn., but, accord, to

Buttm. Lexil. v., 18, f. 1. for.'., Ep. redupl, 3 sing. aor.

2 from, II. 23, 473 : yerj' dub.,,-. Ion. for-.-, from, Hdt.', . f. -, (,)
to vomit in,, Polyzel. Dem. 4., (,) to use

or abuse one'spowcr, . Dion. .
457



,=^(,> iv, to keep

holiday, to feast in. Strab., . , also written,
dumb, speechless, in Plat, and Arist.

usu. joined with, as Theaet.
206 D, Arist. H. A. 4, 9, IG : also

deaf, or rauier deaf-and-dumb, in Xen.
An. 4, 5, 33 ; ace. to Hesycli., of

?.-—2. like,
senseless, stupid (cf. Germ, dumm).
Plat. Ale. 2, 140 D, cf. Kuhnk. Tim.
—3. of things, xiseless, Hipp. (Prob.

the same word, e.xcept in pronunc.,

with, from *, .)', /, , {) dumb-
71CSS, Arist. Probl.', , gen., {,) stupid, prob. 1. in Panyas. ap.

Stob. p. 164, 55.•~, {iv,) to lead on

among: in mid. to make an irruption

among, Aesop.'/,^ iv.

'Eve-i(kiKvv,UL,= ,
to exhibit, make a display in or among,

c. dat., Plut.',, ,= , to

sojourn in a place, Ael., , (,) to

forswear one's self by a god, etc.

Aeschin. 75, 1.-, ov, {,)
even, level, Gal.-,, , an Athen.
law-process, v. sq. From, {,/-) mid. to lay claim tv property as

pledged or mortgaged, -
tlvi, Dem. 1197, fin.

;

198, 5, 15., and poet, lengthd.,
ooth in Horn. ; in Att. poets the latter

only : the pres. only of this form is in

use, and in the indie, not before Pmd.

;

the aor. being, fut. ?/-
ou or, V.. To tell, tell

of, describe, relate, details,-, Horn. : ,
tell of the man, Od. 1, 1 : so-, Od. 24, 214.—2. to speak

to, address, tlvu ?,
Hes. Op. 192, cf. Soph. Aj. 764.—
The signf. to upbraid lies not in the

verb itself, but sometimes in the con-

text, cf. Hes. Op. 192, Soph. O. T.
1033.—3. simply, to speak, say, absol.

II. 2, 761, Od. 23, 301, and, Trag.
;
just like (whence

Buttm., Le.xil. v. 15, thinks
it not a compd., but only a lengthd.

form of *-.)—4. e. inf., to bid, Pind.

P. 9, 171, Soph. O. C. 932., fut. -, (, -) dep. mid., to -make, create in,

ri Tivi, Xen. Mem. 3, 10, 6, Dem.,
etc.—2. to labour, work for hire in, ab-

sol. esp. of harlots, ai,
quae corporis quaestum faciuni, Hdt. 1,

93, ubi V, Valck., cf.,-: . Trj, to irade with
the property, Dem. 1087, 22., , - (/) an ac-

tion, operation, energy, opp. to, a
habit, Arist. Eth. N.
')', ,() to work, do,

he active, esp. of mental activity, Arist.:

in N. T. esp. of things spiritual.

Hence in pass, to be po-^ses-ned by an
evil spirit, , demoni-
acs, Eccl.—II. euphem. for, in

opere esne, Theocr. 4, 01. Hence)/,, , an effect, work,

doins, Diod., ,=, but seem-
ingly a later form, at work, active,

miiihty, Diod.7/, a, ov, verb, adj, from, to be done, Plut.
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ENET, , ,() do-

ing, active, Polyb. : in Gramm. of the

active verb. Adv. -., ov, ,() a way

ofplaying on the lyre., ,{,)
to step vehemently, to pass wonderfully

from one thing to another, ' ,
Pseudo-Luc., , {,)
tomakegain of, labour at, Aeschm.~5. 1.', , {,) at work,

working, active, busy, Hdt. 8, 26 : of

soldiers, ships, etc., on service, fit for

service, Tluic. 3, 17 : , -, Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 25, Hell. 4, 4, 1,

land in ivork, in tillage, and so produc-

tive ; opp. to, Xen. Cyr. 3, 2,

19: so too, , employ-

ed capital, which brings in a return,

Dem. 815, 15 ; hence, -, to put out (money) to interest. Id.

1291, fin. Adv. -', Xen. Mem. 3,

4, 11.), f. -, {,) to

push, press in, . , to

thrust it in his eye, Od. 9, 383 : me-
taph. to fix upon, , Plut.— II.

intr. to lean, press, lie in Or o?i, Diosc.

;

and so Ap. Rh., in mid. Hence, , , a pressing or

pushing in, pressure, Hipp., {,) to belch out

on one, ., Ar. Vesp. 913 : also

in mid., Nic., , {,) some-

what ruddy, Polyb.", before a vowel,
also,, () from be-

neath, up from below, Hom. : also with-

out signf. of motion, beneath, below,

under the earth, ol , the

gods below, Lat. dii inferi, II. 14, 274.

— II. c. gen. beneath, under, ''
'(5, II. 8, 16, and so Hdt.

:_
also

following its genit.,-, 11. 11, 234, 252, -
, Trag. : also . , Pind. .
9, 142.—2. below, in the power of, Soph.

Phil. 666.,, },=,-., , , Lat. inferi, those be-

low, those of the deep, beneath the earth,

used alike of the dead and the gods
. below, , -, II. 15, 188 ; 20, 01, etc. (The root

is , whence the supposed *, in-

ner, and from this,,
(shortened into,-) by analogy of,,, : so from Lat.

iti, with digamma, i?ifra, infer, inferus,

inferior, infernus, just like super, supe-

rus, superior, supernus : cf..), , b, , {,) cadaverous, Alciphr.,, .{) fitting

in, fastening, Thuc. 1, 6.', a. ov, comp. of,
deeper, lower, II. 5, 898.',,{,)—-, reddish, Aretae.", Ep. for, 3 plur.

imperf. from, Hom., , ,{) a suggestion,

counsel, only used in Ep. plur. dat. -, 11. 5, 894, Hes. Theog. 494.',, ,{) a putting or

letting in, cf.., v. ., {,) dep., to

feast, give an entertainment in, Luc.
'?), , , {)=, a

pin. brooch, II. 14, 180: strictly fern,

from., a. ov, of or belonging to

the Encti or Haneii, Henetian, Ap. Rh.

ENEX, -, ,{) a clyster-

syringe, cf. '.—II. an engine of
war to hurl missiles, late., , , of the Ileneti or

Veneti, Venetian, Strab. : ',
the country of the Heneti, Venetia . and, , , fem. 'Ei'criV, ,
of the Heneti, Venetian,, Eur.
Hipp. 231 : from, , ol, the Eneti or Heneti,

a people of Paphlagonia, Hom., Hdt.,
Strab. writes' ; a colony of

these subsequently settled on the

Adriatic, and hence—2. the Heneti or

Veneti, in Gallia Cisalpina around the

head of the Adriatic, Hdt. 1, 196;
Strab., in Polyb.,.', , , verb. adj. from

, sent in privately, esp. suborned, App., , {,)
to be happy in, Thue. 2, 44., , {,) to hover,

float in the clear sky, in Ep. part.,,. Rh., , {,) to

gain glory in, Dem. 294, 13 ; ,
Plut., fut. -, {,) to

sleep in or on,, Od. 3, 350 ; 20, 95.', , {,) to

prosper, be lucky in,, Plut.',^ , as

pass., to abound in.,=, Philo.,,^=? , LXX.. as85.^
, to sleep in, Nic., ov, {,) on which

one lies or sleeps, hence -
vaiov, a skin to sleep on, Od. 14, 51 :, for want of bed-fur-

niture, Od. 16, 35, where others take
it as masc. for want of people to sleep

there: in genl.= ei'ei;i'of., , ,=., , [,=:,.
'Ei'ii'iOf, , {,) in bed: be

longing to a bed., ,=: , Li-

ban., {,) to find,
discover in, Joseph.',, ,^= , to

sing sweetly in, ?., Philostr., ,=, Hierocl., , {,) to

refresh, amuse one's self in,, Luc.,,^ , to be

lucky, prosperous in, Aristid.', as pass.,= etiopat-

, to rejoice in, LXX., f.-, {,)
dep. mid., to pray, insert a prayer,

Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 361., pass. c. fnt. mid.,=
, to feast, revel in.', f., {,7.7) to leap on or into, Q. Sm., fut. pass, of,

v..,,,-, irnperat., optat., subj., inf.

aor. 1. pass, of., f. -,() to

take a pledge fro?n one,, Lex ap.

Dem. 518, 1 : later, LXX.—2.

c. ace. rei, to take in pledge, Dem. 762,

4 : hence in pass.,/, to have 07ie's goods seizedfor
debt, Ar. Nub. 241 :—in mid., to have

surety given one,, for interest,

Ar. Nub. 35 : but in Eccl. 567, to seize

as a pledge, unless it be here, to give

in pledge., ar, , apledging, Plat.

Legg. 019 D, Dem. 1162, 12,



ENHH, . , pledge,

thhig pawned, LXX. [0]', , =,
Plut.',, , , that may be

seizedfor debt, Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 365.,, , ,, , bad iorms for-,, q. ., , pledged, . Socr.,
from, , , (,,)
pledge, surely,.,-, to ofl'er one, Hdt. 2, 13C :.-, Xen. An. 7, 6, 23 : kv.

, to make a thing a pledge, put it in

pawn, Ar. Plut. 451 : . , it

lies in paivn. Plat. Legg. 820 E. On
the use of the sing, and plur. v. In-

terpp. ad Moer. p. 338.^, f. or, (,) to hold, keep fast within,, to lay up, cherish inward
wrath at one, Hdt. 1, 118; 6, 119.—
II. pass, to be held, caught, fettered, en-

tangled in, like Lat. teneri, c. dat.,, Hdt. 2, 121, 2; also, 1, 190;, Eur. I.

A. 527 ; freq. also , as -,,, Hdt. 4, 131 ; 6, 56,
ubi V. \ alck., etc. ; .
to be held in wonder. Id. : to be obnox-
ious to, subject to,. Plat. Legg. 881
D;,, Plut. : also in good
sense, /., to meet
with a message, Pind. P. 8, 70.—III.

intr. to enter, pierce into, , Xen.
Cyn. 10, 7 : to press upon, urge, ,. .,,,() thing
boiled or infused, Aretae.'-, verb. adj. from-
07ie must boil in, infuse, Aretae., , {,) a
play-thing, [ metr. grat., Nic]^, f. -), (,) to boil

in or among, Nic. Al. 71., aor. 1 of.. Rh., f.-, (,) to be
boiled in, very dub. in Aretae., .-, (,-) to yoke in, bind, involve in, 7?;,/-, Aesch. Pr. 578 : to bind, tie, -, Soph. O. T. 718 : poet,-,. Rh., , . -, {, -) to paint in or on, Bekk. Plat.
Phileb. 40 A.

or, , , ,
etc., . sub.
'7/, a dub. word, given by the

MSS. in Ar. Ach. 610, 7)-
ah7 ; where

some explain it last year, afore-time
(V. 1.) ; others, as Herm, Vig. n.

333, read ', the day after to-morrow,
joining it with ., , {,) to spend
one^s youth in: hence to flourish in,

Nic. ap, Ath. 370 A : to be joyful in,

Valck. Hipp. 1095. Hence
',37}, , , a place of

a7nusement, Valck. Hdt. 2, 133., , {.) youthful, in

the prime of youth, of,.',, {,) as pass., to

rejoice, deliglu in., , {kv,) in or of
enjoyment, late., {,) to cheer, grat-

ify., , = ,
Philo., , , {) kindness,
goodness, II, 17, 670,, 3 sing, impf. from,
Ep- for, II.,, kind,friendly, good-heart•

ed, . 17, 204; 23, 252, Od. 8, 200,
etc., always as epith. of dear friends :

Hes. Th. 651, has also^,
cf, opp. to. Ep.
word. (Xot from ,, but for, connected with and.)/, , ,{?) any
thing driven in or fixed together : hence, sub. 7., the four beayns

which make the frame of a bedstead,

Lat. spondae. Soph. F'r. 295, v. Lob.
Phryn. 132.—II. the upright poles or

shafts of a ladder, in which the rounds
are fixed, /., Phoen. 1179: but
also the rounds of the ladder fixed in

the uprights. Id. Supp. 729.—I'll,-, the pins driven into the

axle, linchpins, Eur. Hipp. 1235., , Plut. ; and, , , , {,) of
age, in the prime of mxinhood, like-.7, adv. part, perf
pass, from, reversely.7;, , {,) to nail in or
on, Cels.?., , {, ?. II.)

struck by lightning : hence, to . a

place set apart from ivnrkUy uses, be-

cause a thunderbolt has fallen there,

the Roman bidental. Aesch. Fr. 15./.,, , {') a nail-

ing on.—II. an ornamental nail stud,

Callix. ap. Ath. 205 B., {,) sit in, iV-, Od. 4, 272 ; also. -, Eur. Phil. 6. Cf.., {,) to spend
the day in,, Diod., ,, part. perf.

pass, from./. only found in the compds.,,,
all of which have the notion of being

upon or close to : in form it is perf 2
c. Att. redupL, but in signf a pres.,

or (sometimes) an impf. Buttm. Le.x-

il. voc., will not allow it to

be a compd., assuming an old form*,* as the root, akin to

: ace. to Voss H. Hom. Cer. 280,

from, like, q. v.',, perf act. and
pass, of, from a root*,-, Buttm. Lesil. v. 23 :

fut. pass,.',, 3 sing. aor. 1 mid. of, Hom.',,^ , Philo., , with oars,, Plut.,

cf. {* ?)',, Ion.{.—
. intimate, friendly, as if from-. Call. Fr. 127., aor. 1 from, to spin,

Batr., f.-,=^ ,
to be quiet in, Philo., , , fut. of•.. , {,) to sound in

or echo to, Plut.—2. to teach by voice,

word of mouth, like, Eccl.
Hence,, , a sound or noise

in a thmg, Iambi., , {,) sounding, as
opp. to, Ath,, {), adv.—I. of place, there,

here, Lat. hi",, ibi, first in Hom. : also as

relat. adv., for , where, on which
spot, Lat. ubi, II. 1, 610 : 9, 191 :

,,, as antec. and relative, there ^ ,

where, Lat, ibi . . ubi, Theocr. 8, 45
;

also , II. 2, 594 ; 5, 305 ; and, II. 13, 524, etc., but these
mostly poet., though Hdt. has-, q. v.—3. rare with signf. of Mo-

tion, thither, hither, cf, . 13,

23 ; 14, 340, Od. 3, 295 ; 6, 47 ; 12. 5.

In all these signfs. Hom. has also
redupl. , here and there,

hither and thither, thither and back, II.

2, 402, Od. 2, 213, etc.. also ', Od. 10, 574; ..,
.., in one place.., m another..,
Plat., and. Xen.—II. of time, then, jvst
then, the whilst, first in Hom. : he has
also ', and then, even
then, Od. 7, 196; 10, 516; ,
here then, hereupon, and so, Hdt. 1, 59.
The reference to time often disap-
pears, as in our then, and Lat. ibi,

e. g. Od. 1, 11 ; 2, 82
;
(on derivation

froin , v. Kenrick, Append, to 3d
vol. Arnold's Thuc.) Hence, adv., thither : hither, freq.

in Hom. : but also just—, there,

here, and of time, then, thereupon, not
only poet., but also in Att. prose :, one who is there, or here. Herm.
Soph. O. C. 42: esp. here, in this world,
alive, opp. to . q. v., Pind. 0.2,
104, Plat. Rep. 330 D : c. gen.,

at this stage of m\• sufier-

ing. Soph. Phil. 899 : Att. also more
emphat. written [], Ar. Plut
54, etc. The adj., , oc
curs in Byzaut., adv. Att. strengthd. for
foreg., ,=^, late, v.

sub., , {,) to sit in

or on,. Soph. El. 267, cf. O. C.
1293. Hence, , , a sitting in or
on ; a place to sit,., a scat of
the sun, i. e. a spot where the sun
shines long, or (as others) a .«eai in

the sun, a sunny seat, Soph. Phil. 18.

[«]^, Att. -, {,?) to be or live at sea, Ael., , Att. -, ,
= sq.. Soph. Fr. 379., , Att. -, {,) in, of, or by the sea, Diod.

'?., {kv,) to warm in,

Diod. Pass, , to

glow with love. Soph. Fr. 421, ace. to
Valck. Hipp. 468., , {,) to

condemn to death, Philoch. ap. Dion.
H., adv. there where, where,
stronger form of, Hdt. 1, 11,
Trag., etc., f. -t/'(J, (,) to

bury in, Plut. : aor. pass,.,. Ion. for^vrai-,., {,) to be inspired,

rapt, frenzied, Hdt. 1, 63 : also in mid.,
Plut. : cf. Hence, , , inspired, rapt,

frenzied, dub. ap. Plat. Legg. 682 A.
Adv. -, Luc., ,{) a thing put
in, a graft, Theophr. Hence, to graff in, engraft,
Geop.,, 6, a graffing in,

inserting, Clem. Al., , , the cabin, etc., in

the poop of a ship.,{) adv., thence,from thence

:

hence, from kence, Lat. inde, of place,
oft. in Hom. : also in tracing pedi-
grees, , , II.

4, 58 ; opp. to, on the one
side and the other, Od. 12, 235, cf.

59 : , on this side

on that. Hdt. 4, 175, etc.,, Thuc. 7, 81 ; '...,
459



---, on one side..., on the

other..., Xen. An. 3, 5, 7, cf. Hdt. 1,

72.—2. re'at., for, whence, where-

of, Lat. Mil'/'•,, , Od.

4, 220 : , Ivhfv, 0(1. 19,

62 : then oft. answering to the adv., as, 6 ,, in the spot frnm
which—, Od. 5, 195.— II. more rarely

of time, thereupon, after that, 11. 13,

741, TO.— HI. of cause, etc.,

post-Hom., as relat. xehencr, like Lat.

unde, Aesch. Eum. 689, Eur. El. 38.^,, v..',() from hence, aivay,

II. 8, 527, Od. 11, 69, anil Alt. : ,, ol, freq. in Att.—II. in

genl. hence, of all results whatever,
Seidl. Eur. I.T. 91.\', adv. Att. strengthd. form
for foreg., Ar. Lys. 429., ov, contr., ovv, {,) full of the god, inspired, possess-

ed, Trag. etc. : inspired by some god,

Tivi, Aesch. Theb. 497, , Eur.

Hipp. 141, . Plat. Symp.
179 A ; c. gen. rei, ,
ffted ofheaven with prophecy, Aesch.

lum. 17.—II. of the divine frenzy,

inspired by the god,, Aesch.
Ag. 1209,, Arist. Rhet. : to, iTispiration, Plut. Adv. -,
App., (,) to spend

summer in a place.^, (,) to

warm. Pass, ,
to gloiv with passion, Soph. Tr. 368,

cf., ov, (,) hot,

Hipp. Adv. -., ov, ,(,-)=, ap. Hesych.', , /, {/) put-

ting in, insertion. Plat, Crat. 426 C.

—

II. that which is put in, esp. into the

mouth, a slice, mouthful, Antiph. Strat.

1, 12: in genl food, Ar. Eq. 404.— 2.

a graft, Geop., ov, {,) lawful,

allowed, like, Plut. Adv.-., verb. adj. from,-, one must put in, Plotin.', , ,{) suit-

able to set in or implant, Stot)., ov,() put in, im-

planted, Theogn. 435.', as pass, (,-') to become a Thessalian, i. e.

wear the large Thessalian cloak (7-). Eupol. Marie. 24., adv. Ion. for., , ,() store,

capital, later word for., , (,, -) to be effeminate, Joseph., ov, (,) full of wild
beasts, haunted, infested by them, e. g., Eur. Rhes. 289.— II. me-
taph. savage, wild, rough,. Aesch.
Ag. 562: also ., of the foot

of Philoctetes, torn by cruel pain, or
perh. untended, undressed, in Soi)h.

Phil. 698, not for, as the
Schol. says ; cf Livy's effcrata cor-

pora, and., (,) to

treasure up,?, , , a dint, pressure

inwards, Ael. ; and,,,= foreg., Gal.

:

from, fut. -, (,) to

press in, indent, Hipp. : to stamp, make
an impression, Ael. [a], fut. -, (,) to

make an impression on, squeeze, Nic.

fil Hence
4G0

, ,, pressing. Adv.
-, by pressure, Sext. Emp.
•()4, , , (, 07.)

pressing, squeezing, Aret., f.-, (,-) to die in, Soph. . C. 790 : simply,

to die, Eur. Heracl. 500.—2. of the

hand, to grow rigid or torpid in, .
Id. Hcc. 216., ov, (,7) muddy., Ep. for, 3 sing.

aor. 2 of, Horn. : inf -.., ov, () impreg-

nat'd, 01 animals, Nic.•, , contr. for.
Hence, to be,,
inspired, possessed by the god. Plat.

Apol. 22 C, etc. ; ",
Id. Phaedr. 241 : to be rapt, in ecs-

tasy, be enthusiastic, ', Id.

Phil. 15 D : be frantic, frenzied, cf. Hence, , J7,=sq., Plat.

Phaedr. 249 E.,, ,()
inspiration, enthusiasm : in genl. any
wild pa-ision. Plat. Tim. 71 E., ov, ,()
a zealot, enthusiast, late word. Hence, , , inspired,

excited : ., exciteinent, Plat.

Phaedr. 263 D.—II. act. inspiring, ex-

citing, Arist. Pol. Adv. -, Pkit.,.—, Aesch.
Fr. 120, Eur. Tro. 1284., , (,)
possessed, Plut. Adv. -, Hipp., Att. -,^-- [ by nature.], inf aor. 1 mid. from, Hom., ,= , to mourn
in, Aristid., ov, (,) in-

spired, rapt, Soph. Fr. 489. [i], , (,) to wrap in

a -fig-leaf: in genl. to wrap, muffle up,

Ar. Lys. 664., (,) to place on

a throne ; in pass, to sit there, LXX., ,—-, ov, ,() an
enthroning, inauguration, Eccl., , ,()
inaugural, Eccl., ov, (,) on a

throne, belonging to it.', also written-, CI..,, ,^=-, . sub sq. Anaxandr. ap. Ath.
131 D.^>, ov, crumbled into some
liquid : TO -, a sop, morsel of cake,

Dem. 314, 1 : from, poet,, (,) to sop, crumble into liquid,

and, Nic, , Hipp.,, . 1. for., f.-, aor. -, ., (,) to

leap into, upon, among, C. dat.,, II. 21, 233 ;, II. 15,

623
;, II. 5, 161, in tmesis :•, leapt at and kicked his

hip, Od. 17,' 233: so ,
Synes., dep. c. fut. mid., f.•, aor. pass, .TYmc.
2, 02 (, ). To lay to heart,

consider well, ponder, , Thuc. 2, 40,

etc. ; also , to think much or
deeply of, Thuc. 1, 42, Xen., etc., cf.

Coray Isocr. 2, p. 15; .
Plat. Rep. 595 A : also freq. foil, by
..., to consider that.,., Plat., etc. : by

ENIA
..-, Isocr. ; by ..., hou'..-, Ar. Ran.
40, etc. ; more rarely by part., ovK, was not
con.^cious that he was becoming ex-

cited, Thuc. 1, 120 ; but c. inf., to

think of doing, Dem. :, C. subjunct ., to take heed, beware

that-.-, Lat. caoere ne.... Plat. Hipp.
Maj. 300 D.—2. esp. to take to heart,

be concerned, hurt or angry at, ,
Aesch. Eum. 222, cf. Thuc. 7, 18.—
3. to think out a thing, form a plan,, Thuc. 8, 68.

—II. to desire, long for, like,
Heyne Epict. 21. The act. form -

occurs in Aen. Tact. ; and -, as pass., to be excited, to be

desired, in App. Hence, , , a thought,

sentiment. Soph. O. C. 292, Isocr., etc.

—II. a device, stratagem, Xen. An. 3,

5, 12, etc.—III. an argument, called

by Arist. the rhetorical syllogism, i. e.

a syllogism of which the conclusion
is o?ily probable, not absolute. Anal.

Prior. 2, 27.—IV. the thought, sense

of a passage, Dion, [] Hence, , , belonging

to, consisting of, skilled in the use of, Arist. Rhet.', , , dim. from, v. 1. ap. Gell. 6, 13, 4., , ,()
consideration, esteem, Eur. Arch. 20., verb. adj. from-. one must consider, think, Epich.

p. 96, Dem. 40, 18.', , , thought, considera-

tion : suspicion, Thuc. 5, 16., , to fumigate,,= I., v. 1.

Thuc. 5, 32 : also in sigiif. II., App.

:

the act. is late., ov, (,) taken at

heart, thought much of, weighing upon
the heart, ,
let him not lie too heavy o?i thy soul,

take not too much thought for him,
Od. 13, 421 ; so, ol/ , he had great
trouble of heart for having done it,

Hdt. 8, 54 ; so too in Alt., .
/, Lat. religio est mihi. Soph. O. T.
739, ubi V. Erf, and Eur. ;

, to take to heart, to have a
scruple about a thing, Thuc. 7, 50

;

. , to make one have
scruples about it, Eur. Ion 1347, cf.

39 : also-, a marriage that

lies heavy on her soul, harassing, anx-
ious. Soph. Tr. 110. [v], , ,(). , to make a .temple

/ it, Valck. Hdt. 2, 175, cf. foreg., ov, (,) spirited,

Arist. Pol. Adv. -., (,) to sacri-

fice in, LXX.^,,, Dor. for,
etc., subj., opt, part., from,
2 aor. , Thcocr., .-, (-)
to arm, equip with armour, hence part,

pf pass,, mailed,
Xen. An. 7,4, 16., poet, for kv, poet, both Ep.
and Att., also in Ion. prose : but—II.. dat. from ., for, it is in-—. it is

allowed, is possible, can be, esp. in Att.,

V.., , alov, () single,

Diog. L.,, ov, ,() abode.,,,= sq. , Arist.

Org.', ov, also , ov, Hdt. 4,
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180: () of a year, one year

old,, Od. 16, 454.—II. yearly, year

by year, Hes. Op. 447.

—

III. /or year,

lasting a year,, a year's exile,

Eur. Hipp. 37 ;,,
etc., Thuc, etc. ; iv., Xen.

;

ev. (3, gone, absent for a year,

Soph.'Tr. 165.',, dep., to spend a year,

Plat. (Com.). 1 : from, ov, b, a year, Horn.

;

, because Jupiter or-

dered the course of time, II. 2, 134 :', yearly, every year. Plat.,

etc. ; , twice in the year,

Id, The word, though common in

all Greek, is most freq. in poets. It

meant any complete space, period of
time, V. Is'itzsch Od. 1, 16 : hence,} ivcavTUv,

as times rolled on the year came
round, Od. 1, 16; &wa', Ar. Ran. 347,

ace. to the Rav. MS., cf. Hdt. 1, 32

:

and so a period of eight years, Apol-

lod. 3, 4, 2; and ' of

the? of Meton,
Diod. 2, 37, cf. 12, 36; Plut. 2,

421 C : of a period of 600 years, Jo-

seph., cf. Ideler Chronol. 2, p. 588,

sq. : the compUtion of a woman's time

for being delivered, Hes. Th. 493,

Sc. 87 ; and Thuc. 3, 68, speaks of

. . Ace. to Herodotus ap. Schol.

Soph. Tr. 253, etc., an' con-

tained three. (From *ei^of, q. v. :

the deriv., tvl, self-contained, or

, lavu, are mere subtleties.)',, ,{,-) yearly seen., , to bear fruit

through the year before it ripens, The-
ophr. : from, ov,{, -) bearing its fruit throughout the

year., fut. -), (,) to

sleep in or among, , Od. 15, 557

;

with, Od. 9, 187.', adv.,{) in some places,
C. gen. loci, Hdt. 1, 199; 2, 19.—2.

sometimes, Ath. 478 B, Plut., adv., () in some or

many places, Plut.—2. on many occa-

sions, now and then. Plat. Phaed. 71 B.,^ ,.',', poet, for., ov, (,,) joined in

one body, of the Molionidae, Ibyc. 27., inf. of aor., q. v.,

rare, cf. Herm. Soph. Phil. 841., , (,) to sweat
over, labour at, c. dat., Lat. insndare,

Xen. Symp. 2, 18., and, fut. -,
{,) to put, place, fix or found
in a place, Plut. Also in mid., -,, Hdt. 1,

94 ; 2, 178. [,,, ..]', fut. -, to sit in or on,

likefviCtjII., V. 1. Jl. 20, 11.', or -, poet, for.',,, to,{) a seat,

Clem. Al.',, ,{) a sitting

in, , Aretae.', . -, {',) to put, set

? or ore.—. intr. like, to

place one's self, to sit in or on, , Eur.
Hel. 1108, TLvi, Plat. Symp. 196 B:
also in mid., Aretae.', f. -, {) to make one of,

unite, Plut.',, fut. -, aor. -, Ep.-, {,) to send in or into, e. g.

into the ranks of war, II. 14, 131,

ENin
among a number, Od. 12, 65 : to put

i)t, implant, inspire, c. acc. rei et dat.

pers., as oi , II. 20,

80 ;/, 11. 17, 570 ; and reversely c.

acc. pers. et dat. rei, vvv•, plunged him in,

inspired him ivith pride of soul, II. 9,

700 : so 7/(5e ' -/, sc. , shall

bring u's yet more to harmony, Od.

15, 198 : , plunged

him into toils, II. 10, 89, just like?., and Lat. immittere, conji-

cere : in genl. to throw, cast in Or

ammig, , e. g. VTjvalv, II.

12, 441, ', Od. 4, 233 :

of ships, to launch them into the deep,

m Hom. without acc,' -
(sc. ), Od. 2, 295, cf.

12, 293 : and metaph. to urge on, in-

cite to do a thing, c. inf., Mosch. 2,

153.—II. later also, . , Hdt.

8, 32, and Att.—2. to send in secretly,=, Thuc. 6,29.-111. intr., like, to give in, relax, Plut. 2, 437

A. [usu. -, Ep., -, Trag. : yet

Horn, has t.],, , ,=:, q. v.,

II. 2, 749., poet, for,
Nic., poet, for,
Nic., poet. 2 aor. of-,. Rh., poet. 2 aor. of-, . Rh., poet. 2 aor. of-., poet, for . :

hence, Ep. imperat. aor. 2
mid for,, Hes.
Op. 27., , , Emceus, a con-

queror in the Olympic games, Pind.

O. 10, 86., f.-, poet, for,
to break, snap, Lat. infringere : me-
taph. , , is

wont to break off, frustrate what I de-

vise, II. 8, 408, 422.

'7^, poet, for.',, ov, {,) moist, wet,

Theophr., f.-, {,-) dep. mid., to penetrate, Theophr.',,, poet, for.
VEviKOviai,, ai, Eniconiae, a city

of Corsica, Strab.,, poet, for,.
Rh.', , , {') single,

., the singular number, Gramm. Adv.
-.',, poet, for.?,, -,
look askance at, Clem. ., Ep. impf. from,^=.
'.?., , {,) to

poison,, Hipp.
",, . , some, once in Hdt. 8,

56, (v. 1. 7, 187) and once in Ar., viz.

Plut. 867; else first in Plat., and
Xen. (cf however ), and in

genl. only in prose. (Not from ,, but from ', , as

from ore, , Bockh
Pind. . 10, 1.), Dor. for sq.', adv. for , ,
St times, sometimes, Hipp., Ar. Plut.

1125, Plat., etc. : . ..., . ....
Plat. Gorg. 467 : v.. Not, cf ?.?,, etc.,, , Enlpeus, a tribu-

tary of the Apidanus, in Thessaly,
Hdt. 7, 129.-2. a tributary of the
Alpheus in Elis, Strab.—3. a river of
Macedonia, Polyb. 29, 3, 4.

'EiViKTJ, , ,{) a speaking
to, speech, address, always in Horn,
with signf reproof, II. 4, 402 : usu.
with an adj.,,,, II. 5, 492, etc.

;
yet also ab-

sol. for rebuke, chiding, Od. 5, 446 ;

abuse, Od. 20, 266 ; and so, the reproach of Ipng, Pind. O.

10, 8 : later of all violent attacks, as of
the sun's rays, thirst, Opp. Ep.
word., ov, Ep. for,
full, filled, c. gen., Od., poet, for.., -, -,
Ep. for; from, Od., poet, for,
Hom., poet, for, Opp., {,) =
sq., Arr., {,) to ride in,

Hdt. 6, 102., poet, for, II., poet, for Opp. [t], poet, lengthd. form for, . Rh., poet, for., fut., al.so-, strictly, to speak to, call upoyi, ad-

dress, c. acc. pers., but always with
signf of reproof which is usu.
strengthd. by a dat. modi, as-, ,, to attacks assail. upbraid

with abusive words, 11. 2, 245, etc.

;

and c. adv., ,
Od. 18, 321, cf 11. 23, 473 ; or sim-

ply, , to attack

with words, II. 3, 427, or in mild-

est signf.,pavvav,repro•
ved his soul with words, Od.20, 17:-, is not redundant, as the word is

sometimes used of actions, v. :

—used absol., /. -, were another to attack me, II.

24, 768, cf 15, 540, 552, and the ver-

bal subst..—Hom. has two ir-

reg..,,/[]
but only in 3 sing. ; for the former,

Buttm., withWern. Tryph. p. 355,
proposes everywh. to follow several

MSS. in reading, Lexil. v./ 18;, is a synon.
form.

—

.^,,,
to announce, give out, very rare, once
in Pind., , proclaim-

ing hopeful tidings, P. 4, 358, cf. Wern.
Tryph. p. 150.— Ep. word, also in

Aesch. Ag. 590, in signf I. (Root,

acc. to Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. 40,, akin
to, ; hence I in and' : Buttm. Lexil. ubi. sup. suppo-
ses a root Nl. The word's likeness

to, is proved by its different

usage and construction to be casual.), , ,, a slave,

mother of the poet Archilochus, AeL
V. H. 10, 13.^, poet, for/.., poet, for '., II., but
changed by Wolf into, v....,., inf aor. 2of'', Od., poet, for,.
Rh.. , , Enispe, a town of

Arcadia', all vestige of which had dis-

appeared even in the time of Strabo,
11. 2, 606., fut of, Od., aor. 2 of seq., fut., and more rare-
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ly : aor. 2,,
inf. : synon. coUat. form of, :

—to tell, vtler, an-

nounce, usu. c. ace. rei et dat. pers.,,,,,, , etc. ; freq. in

Horn, also absol., to say, speak, Od.
17, 529, H. Horn. Cer. f 1 : the ]iros.

occurs first Hcs. Th. 369, the other

tenses in Horn, with, as the

pres. : once, II. 23, 473, the rcdupl.

aor., ' , occurs

c. ace. pers., quite=t)^t>rij, where
perh. Buttm. is right in reading from
Od. 18, 321,, or :

Eustath. distinguishes the futures

'', / shall upbraid, and,
simply, / shall say ; but cf II. 7, 447.

Od. 2, 137; 11, 148.—Ep. word : also

in Eur. Supp. 435. (Akin to,, but not to': for,
V. Buttm. Lexil. v. 16.)', coUat, form of, to

attack, reproach, ?, or at-, oi'et(5EiOtf, 11. 15, 198,

etc. : but also of ill usage in deed, -
ij6i, maltreat him with words and

blows, Od. 24, 161, hence pass, tvta-, misused, Od. 24, 163.—Ep.
word., f., perf ivi-, {h,) to put, set, place in,, Hdt. 2, 102, and so Plat.—
II. the mid. is used in act. signf , to

place in, , . Rh.—2. to begin,

Ti, At. Lys. 268, Dem. 137, 2, and
Polyb.—B. but usu. in mid., with aor.

2, perf and plqpf act., intrans. to be

set 171, stand in or tvithin,, Hdt.,

etc.— II. to be appointed,, or, Hdt. 3, 67: 6, 59.—III. to

be upon, be close upon, Lat. imminere,, Hdt. 1, 83: absol. to be at hand,

begin, Ar. Nub. 779, etc. ; esp. in part,

pf.,, impending, im-

mediate, instant, presint,, Bockh
Inscr. 2, p. 476, •, Aeschin.

35, 27; ., the present tense,

Gramm.:—also,'..wounds
inflicted, Plat. Legg. 878 : of cir-

cumstances also, to arise, occur, Xen.
—IV. to stand in the way of, oppose, re-

sist,Tivi, Thuc. 8, 69, and Oratt.; also

, Plut. : hence as law-term, to

take exceptions, cf. : of the

Roman tribunes, to intercede, Plut.

—

V. to became solid, of fluids, to congeal,

curdle, Diosc., ov, {,) some-

what thin, slight, Nic.',, {,)
mid., to rely upon,, Dem. 1082,26., [,) to strengthen,

Hipp.— II. more freq. intr. to gain

strength, be strong, Arist. Eth. N. [ydl
(]^,,^^, Hdt. 4, 43, in

mid.',, poet, for, 11.

f'Ei'i rptJw, poet, for ivrpiju, Nic., poet, ior,
to graze, feed in or on.

VEvipvpu, poet, for. 0pp.
VEvixpavcj, poet, for, Nic., poet, for,
'/'(, poet, for, to wipe on.^', fut. of.?, for ., (,?)

to shut lip in a vault OT cloister, Byz.,

cf.~./,), {,?) to cut on

stone, to sculpture (wi stone, Anth., in

perf pass.^ , rare tmesis for, Metagen. Thur. 1. 5.

VEvva, , ?;, Enna, a city in the in-
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terior of Sicily, now Castrogivanne,

famed for a temple of Ceres, and as

the place whence Proserpina was
carried olfby Pluto, Diod. S., , ?}, feni. from sq.,

Anth.,. ,{) an in-

mate, inhabitant, Anth.',, ,{) a

period of nine years, Plat., cf.-., ov,= sq., nine years

old, Hes. Op. 434., , {, ) nine

years old: neut., as adv., /or

nine years, Hes. Th. 801 : cf.', ov, 6,{)=-
/.. Rh.),{) to be nine

years old, Call. Dian.' 179.^, , , pecul. fern, of, nine years old, Anth.—II.

also of, an inhabitant, Ap.
Rh., a, ov,{) ofor belong-

ing to Enna, Polyb. 1, 24, 12 ; Diod. S., poet, for, Batr., {,) to dwell in, -, Eur. Hel. 488 ; , Soph.
Phil. 472 ; . Id. O. C. 788 ; also

c. ace. loci, Mosch. 4, 36 ; to this be-

long the Ep. forms, fut... Rh., aor.,' pi.-, Id., Call. Del. 15 ; aor. pass. 3

sing,, . Rh., adv., ('-') nine times,

worse form for, or,
Anth. [u], ai, a, v.., Ep. 3 sing. aor. pass,

from,. Rh., Ep. for,
3 plur. aor. 1 mid. of.
VFji'vaaau, f. -, (,') to

stuff in, to pile up in, Geop. : peri. pass., in tmesis,

Theocr. 9, 9., uia, aiov, v.., , ov, ninth, Hdt. 1, 51 :, sub., offerings to the

dead wme days after the funeral, Lat.

sacra novcmdialia, cf.: but the

form, is the only good one,

and so in the derivs., v. Bekker and
PoppoThuc. 1, 46.^, , (,) to be

shipwrecked in., :),= ,
Dio C.,.= , to

have a sea-fight in, Plut., , {,) to

build ships in, Thuc. 1, 13, v. Poppo 1,

p. 244., v...", indecl., mne, Hom. ap-

parently a sacred number, as being
thrice three : hence oft. in Hom., Jiine

victims, heralds, judsjes, etc.. II. G,

174, Od. 3, 7, 8; 8, "258
; nine days

visit, II. 0, 174, cf/ : nine Mu-
ses, Hes. Th. 917, cf Od. 24, CO : la-

ter, nine Archons at Athens :—on this

V. Hiicks Kreta, 1, 246. sqq. : hence,
seemingly, as a roinid number, for

many, II. 16, 785, Od. 11, 577. (It

was orig. digammated, -^, cf
Lat. novem, Sanscr. nnram. Germ.
neun : these forms have a strange
likeness to the various words iurncw,
Gr., (rt'Fof), Lat. novus, Sanscr.
7iava, Germ. 7teu.), ov, {, '^
worth nine beeves, II. 6, 236./, , , , {,-) nine ages old. very old ; also -, ,, dnb. 1. Arat., ov, {, )

ENNE
\iith nine bands or joints, many-jointed,

Nic., , , {vv)of the

number nine, Lat. nonarius, Eeel., {,) to spend one's

youth in, c. dat., f/pi,
an early blooming rose, Philostr., {, ,)
indeel., nineteen, II.,, , {-,) period or cycle of
nineteen years, esp. the astronomies'
cycle of Melon, Diod. ; v. Clinton F
H. 2, p. 337., ov, , (^,) nf nineteen years,, Diod. : nineteen years old, Anth.', ov,{,) nineteen months, Anth., ov, gen.

', nineteen times as large as, c. gen.,

Plut., ,, on
the nineteenth day : nineteen days old.,,,{-) nineteenth, Hipp., ,=•, nineteen years old, Anth.77.•, adv., seven-hundred-and-twenly•

nine times. Plat. Rep. 587 E., ov, {, •
pov) with nine points or stings, Nic.', ov,{,
nine-headed, Alcae. 93., adv., =, nine

times., ov, {,)
xcith nine dining-couches, Phryn. (Com.)
Incert. 5., ov,(,)
with nine springs, esp. a well at Athens,
in earlier times (as at this day) called

7>{), Thuc. 2, 15, Polyzel.
Dem. 3., ov,(,)
in nine circles, Coluth.?., ov,{,) of
nine threads or strands, Xen. Cyn. 2, 4.,, ?,= sq., ov, {,) of
nine months, Hdt. 6, 69.7, ov, v..,(,),
which lives nine times mail's life, Arat.
1021, v. Lob. Phryn. 538 : al.-. , al, the Nine Ways, a
spot doubtless so called from the
number of roads that met here from
different parts of Thrace and Mace-
don : near it subsequently Amphipo-
lis vas built, Hdt. 7, 114, Thuc. 1,

100., , {, '/)
nine cubits long, Hom.', a, ov, ninefold, Ibyc.

'Ei'i'faf, , ?/, () the num-
ber nine : a body of nine, Theocr. 17,

84.—H. the ninth day ofthe month, Hes.
Op. 808., ov, (,)
of 71 ine stories, Diod..3, ov,{, '-?) nine-syllabled., ov ,(,))
of nine tones Or 7iotes, Incert. ap. Stob.

p. 520, 41., ov.(, >)=:
foreg., Theocr. 8, 18., ai, a. poet, for-, 7iine thousand, II. 5, 8G0.

Nonnus has sing, /,
noise as of 0000., ov. {,)
of nine strings : as subst., to, sub., Ath. 636, cf Chion. Ptoch. 1.'-, ov, {, ^'//)
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with nine lives, ivv. , •, was the

Greek proverb : we take the cat., Aeol. for.'^,, (,) to hill in:

pass, to die in,, Plut.', poet, for sq.

',), (,) to feed cattle in.

Die C. Mid. to graze, feed in, 0pp.', worse, if not dub.,

form for, 7iineii/ : so h-,-, for -, .
. p. 308, 52 : cf.., ton. for,,
from, Hdt., Ep. impf. from , to

swim, for, II. 21, 11.', ov. {,)
nine fathom long, Od. 11, 312. [.
as one sylL, cf..], , , dub. 1. for,
dumb.'), Att. -, {, -)) to make a nest, or hatch young

in, Tivt, Ar. Av. 1108: c. ace, to

hatch. Plat. Ale. 1, 135 ; and in

pass., to be hatched. Id. Rep. 573 E.', poet, lengthd. for,
q. v., both in Horn., and Trag. : in

Trag. even c. inf., Jac. A. P. p. 72., , , poet, for,
q. V., f. -, {,) to nod
to, to beckon, to make signs with the head,

to ask by signs, Luc, c. dat., N. T.

:

c. ace. et inf , Ar. Fr. 58.

VEvviu, {,) to swim in, Aristid., ov, {, ) nine

years old, or long, ,
Od. 19, 179. Some Graaim. took it

in n. 18, 351, for of one year {from,
Sv), and in Od. 10, 390, for nine sea-

sons, or quarters old ; so too Od. 11,

311, cf. Herm. Briefe iiber Horn, unci

Hes. p. 75, Hocks Kreta 1, 245. [In

Hom. always trisylL]', Ep. for,
Od. 19, 174., {,) adv., for

nine days, 11. 1, 53, etc. : only Ep.

On nine as a holy number, v. sub., , of nine banks of oars,

with or without, like,
Polyb. (*6; ?)',, ov, {, ?)
with nine sandal-straps.',, Hes., v. sub Til.'/, {,) to swim
in,, Pnilo., , f- : Ion. part. aor., pf•, {, )
To have in one's thoughts, think of, con-

trive by thinking. Plat. : to consider,

ponder, , Hdt. 1, G8, Soph. Ant. 61,

etc. ; TL . Plat. Rep. 595

A : foil, by .., Hdt. 1, 80, and Att.
;

by .., whether... Plat. Phaed. 74 A :

foil, by -, to take thought, be anxious

lest.., Xen. An. 4, 2, 13. And so freq.

in mid., c. aor. pass,, Eur.

Med. 900, Plat., etc. : c. gen., to have

thought of, Eur. Med. 47. II. to under-

stand, Aesch. Ag. 1088, and Soph.—
TIL to intend to do, c. inf. Soph. O.

T. 330; c. ace. rei. Id. Aj. 115.—IV.
devise, plan, invent, Lat. excogitare,

Xen. An. 2, 2, 10, etc.—', of words,

to mean, signify. Plat. Euthyd. 287 C.

Hence',,, a thought, notion,

Dion. H. ; and', , , in thought, in-

'ellectual.',, ,{) a thirik-

ing on, consideration, Plat. Rep. 407

B.
'Ei'vo??7eoi', verb. adj. from,

rme must consider, Plat. Legg. 636 C.

ENNT',,,{) thought-

ful, Arist. Physiogn.', . , {,) thought,

conception, notion, Plat. Legg. 057 A,

and Xen. : aii intent, design, Eur. Hel.

1026 : , to form
a design of a thing, intend it. Id.

Hipp. 1027, and Plat. ;, to put a thought into one's head,

Isocr. 112 D.—2. the faculty of thought,

Aretae.—III. in rhetor., a ihoughtpat

into words, a sentence.?., , ,{,-] prater about laws, Timon ap.

Diog. L. 2, 19., ov, {,) icithin the

law, lawful, right, Find., Trag., etc.,

like : usu. of things, words,
etc. ; but of persons, just, -upright,

Aesch. Supp. 404.—2. of persons also,

under the law, N. T. Adv. -, Ps.-

Phoc. 30.— II. [,)feeding in,

i. p. inhabiting,, Aesch. Supp. 565., ov. o, Knnomus, an ally

of the Trojans from Mysia, II. 2, 858.

—2. a Trojan, 11. 11,422., ov, contr. -, ovv (,) thoughtful, shreivd, sensible,

Aesch. Pr. 444. Compar.-,
sup.-, cf Lob. Phryn. 143.

or, ov, v. sub.), ov, , poet, for-. {, yr/) the Earth-shaker,

epith. of Neptune in Hom., a, b, Dor. for-, Pind. p. 4, 58.(, , Dor.
for }'/} .• or peril, formed as patronym.
from, like/,--. etc., in Od.)",, . poet, for././,,=>(?.',
poet, for '/./, with quivering

leaves, epith. of wooded mountains,
Simon. 117.',,, v. -, etc., a, oi',=sq., dub. in Eur.',, ov, {,) moist,

damp.'., = ,
like, to pass the night in,

Polyb.",, also, lengthd. from
root *" : f. ', Ep. : aor., inf : fut. mid., aor.

mid. : perf. pass,,,, etc. : hence 3 pi. plqpf,
II. 18, 596. Of the pass,,',
Hom. has 2 and 3 sing,,,
and 3 dual. The forms with
syllabic augm. and aspirate,.
and, are solely Ep. In Ion. it

is lengthd.,, II. 23, 135. The
temporal augm. is not found except
in perf : indeed Hom. only uses the
syllabic, because of the digamma.

Radio, signf : to put on another, as
clothes, Tt,e. g. x?.ai-, he will clothe

thee in cloak and frock, Od. 15, 338
;

16, 79, II. 5, 905. More freq. in mid.
c. ace. rei only, to clothe one's self in,

put on, Hom. : and so in pass., to be

clad in. to wear : yet the ace. pers. is

oft. omitted, and the act. is used in

signf of mid., ',,', Hom. : also of

armour, , II.

14, 383, etc. ; esp. freq. -, of tall shields which covered
the whole person, II. 14, 372 : also of

any covering, to wrap or shroud one's

scif in. , II. 14, 350,, II. 14, 282 : and by a
strong metaph., ,
thou hadst been clad in coat of stone,

i. e. buried, II. 3, 57 : so later,-
yfjv, cf. Pind. N. 11, 21, Soph.

EXOI
0. C. 1701, and: metaph.
also, ', II. 20,

381, cf.: and Pmd. P. 4,

303 lias, -, they entered it. In Att. Poets
mostly in coinpds., and so always in

prose, V. esp.., f. -, {,)
to nod, fall asleep over, sleep on,,
Eccl., like, to

sleep, lodge, dwellin,. Soph. Ant.

784, like excubare in, Hor. Od. 4, 13.8., a, ov, Hes. Th. 10, ,
ov. Soph. Aj. 180, {,) nightly,

in the night, by night, Hom. ; bv-, Od. 3, 178.—II.

dwelling in the realms of 2^'ight, of the
dead, Soph. O. C. 1558, cf sq. [v]',, ov,=^ioTeg., 11. 11. 716.

—II.=f6reg. II.,epith. of Hades,Soph.
Tr. 501.,-. Ion. for-,
-7/, aor. from, Hdt.',,, {,)
on the back., ov, ,=^, Xen.
An. 7, 4, 18.', , lov, Ton. , lov, in

Ep., Hom., {,) in or
on the way or road, ., wasps
that have their nests by the way-side,

II. 16, 2C0 : later usu. as epith. of cer-

tain gods, who had their statues by
the way side, or at cross-roads, Lat. tri-

viales, as of Proserpina and Hecate,
Soph. Ant. 1199, Fr. 480; but esp. of

(Hermes) Mercury, (who had his stat-

ues by the way-side), Theocr. 25, 4,

etc., cf Valck. Diatr. p. 138, 167.—
II. of or belonging to a journey,.-8, omens of a (good or bad) jour-

ney, Aesch. Pr. 487, cf. Horat. Od. 3,

27.,, 6, fern,,,
^,=foreg., Orph.". ov, {,) sweet-smell-

ing, fresh, Nic.'/, , (, ) single,

simple, Eccl. Adv. -.', , {,) to sivell,

Hipp., , {,) swollen,

Nic..,^, Aretae.', . =.—II.

intr. to be an, relation. Died., , {,) to dwell in,

c. dat. loci, Eur. H. F. 1282, ,
Xen. An. 5, 6, 25,, Ar. Nub.
95 : mostly c. ace. loci, to inhabit, Hdt.
1, 4, etc. : freq. also absol., oi -, Thuc, etc. Hence, ov, habitable., , ?/, () a
dwelling, living in a place, Thuc. 2, 17.',, ov, , an abode., ov, (,) of or in

a house, domestic, Clem. Al.^, fut. - Att. -, (,) to settle in a place ; to take into

a house, LXX. : metaph. to plant or

fix in, Aesch. Fr. 234. Pass, to be set-

tled in a place, take up one's abode there,

Hdt. 1, 68 ; and so in mid., Thuc. 6. 2./,, or,(,)
collecting house-rent, Artemid., ov, (,) in the

house, keeping at home, ., a
dunghill cock, Aesch. Eum. 866, cf..—II. as suhst.,— 1. -, house-rent, Isae. 58, 23, and Dem.—2. Tu, a dwelling, Dion. P., , (,)
to build in a place, Ti, Thuc. 3, 51,

etc.—II. to build up, block up, Thuc.
6, 51, in pass., ov, {,) dwelling
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in ; an inhahitant, Trag., Thuc, etc.

:

usu., of 3. place, Aesch. Pr. 415
;

but also, Tivi, in a place, PJat. Criti.

113 C.

'EvotKOvpi^u, , {,) to

keep house, Dion. H.,, {tv,)full of wine.

Long.

—

\{.:=, Bockh Inscr.

2, p. 409.', {h>,, () to

prate in one's cups, Luc. [v], , {,,)
pour in wine, but usu. c. ace. cognato,

oivov,, Od. 3, 4T2, II. 4. 3., f. -, (,) to

squat upon, , one's
haunches, of a dog, Philostr.

tI^o/.of, ov, {,) in pros-
pcrili/, rich. Maneth./., or -, f. -,
(,) to slip orfall in, Plut.

Pomp. 25 ; to gape open, -
~7., . Cim. 16.

'¥,}., , or . , {, 7,-) silling on the tripod, prophesying.
Soph. Fr. 875.7, ,=^ , joined,

Nic, cf. Meineke Com. Fragm. 2 p.

877.7,,= , Plut., , {,,) to

furnish with eyes, Philo.. f.-, {,-) to wipe off in or on : mid., to rub

offfrom one's self on, and so to impress

upon, make a stamp upon, , Plut.

',, par . pres. neut. from,
freq. as nom. absol., it being possible,

cf. sub.',, , ai, earrings, Soph. Fr.

51 : cf..
-7/, 7/f, , {~,) a

call, cry, as of birds, II. 3, 2 ; esp.

war-cry, battle-shout : hence
, II. 16, 216 : also of any

cry, a tvail, II. 24, 160 : hence, of per-

sons, «oice, Od. 10, 147, and of things,
a sound,? r' '/,
II. 10, 13 ; ., crashing of
bones, Pind. Fr. 150, 4 : cf Buttm.
Le.xil. in voc. Ep. word, also in lyr-

ical passages of Eur.
t'Ei'iJTr;;,, , Enope, a city of Mes-

senia, ace. to Paus.= rep7/ve£a, II. 9,

140 ; Paus. 3, 26, 8.'?., {,~) to arm. Lye.-, ov, {, 5ov)=sq.,
Call. Dian. 241. =11. , sub.^. Ath., music /or the war-dance,
the war-tune, Epich. ]). 39, Xen. An.
6, 1, 11 : also . ', Ath. : hence,-, Pind. . 13, 123

:

on the ', v. Herm.
Schol. Ar. ^'ub. 653.-, ov, {,) in arms,
armed, Alcm. 127, Soph., etc., , to unite, Arist. An.

:

from, , {,) inaking
one, uniting.',, ov, {,) visible

in a thing, Arist. Probl., fut. -, to reflect as
in a mirror. Pass, to look in a mirror
Plut.: and,, , a reflecting, re-

flection in a mirror : from
"YjVOTTTpov, ov, TO, {,) a

mirror, Eur. Hec. 925, Or. 1112, in
plur. : also, cf. Lat. spec-
ulum from specio.•., , a looking in or at,

Clem. Al. : from'•, . Ion. • : f.- :

aor., [,) to see, remark,
observe something in a person or thing,

Tivi, Hdt. 3, 53, Thuc, etc. : also
iv rivi, Hdt. 1, 89; c. ace. et part.
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\3., ovv,hcsau>
that vengeance would come, Id. 1, 123,

cf. 1, 170, Ar. Ach. 1 129 : but in Hdt. 8,

140, -, 1. e... Cf..—II. to look at

or upon, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 27., ov, (, ) in the

mountaiyis., Ion. for., f. -, (,)
to raise, lift up, Philo.', ov, (,) within the

bounds : i] . sub. , an empire, late.', ov,=sq., Pind.', ov, (,) having
sworn, bound by oath, .,
to bind one by oath, Soph. Phil. 811

;

c. dat. Iv. L, Lat. nulli addictus,

lb. 72 ; ii>. , bound by oath, Thuc.
2, 72.—II. that tuhereto one is pledged

OT sworn,. Soph. Ant. 369: }.-, to receive on secu-

rity of oath, Dem. 773, 5:=, , to swear
an oath. Plat. Phaed. 89 C ;, to speak on oath, Plut.

Adv. -. On the diff. of

and, v. Buttm. Dem. Mid.
Ind. in voc./, , (,) to rush in,

, Polyb., , (,) to be at an-

chor in a place, Polyb.', fut. - Att. -, (,) to bring (a ship) to land. Pass,
c. aor. 2 mid., <o fe ire harbour, Dion.
H. Hence.',,, an anchorage,

roadstead, App., ov, , {,) in

harbour, Anth.', fut.: aor.-
: 3 aor. 2 mid., c. pass,

signf. ; the only two tenses used by
Horn. To arouse, stir up in, esp. in a
man, c. dat. pers. et. ace. rei, 7). II. G, 499 ; so too, av-, II. 15, 62, cf.

Spitzn. II. 16,656. Pass. ?o ic rows«/,

to arise, (3 sing. aor. syncop.
mid.) , II. 1, 599.',, f. -, {,) to

spring, leap, hound in or upon, assail,

II., always of an assault, c. dat.,-
, II. 16, 783, , II. 10,

486., {,) to dig in,. Philostr.'.,^=, dance
in, Alciphr.',, ov,,^, Ar. Eq.
1385.—II.{) an appell. of
Bacchus, whose festival was celebra-

ted with dancing. Lye. 212.', , , (,) with

one testicle., , , ^,=sq., Hdt. 6,

32, etc., ov, (,) uncastra-

ted, entire, , II. 23, 147,

for wethers were excluded from the
altar : in Att. and prose also,.

or, 6, the Lat. AN-
NUS, a year, hence,,, like biennis, triennis, etc., cf.

: but as subst. (cf. sq.)

seems only to occur m Grimm.
Hence' or ', , ov, like-, a year old. last year's, ,
the last year's magistrates. Dem. 775,
25 ; , last year's fruit, opp.
to, this year's, fresh, Thcophr.
H. PI. 3, 4, 0, etc.: cf. also sub :

in genl. old, by-gone, hence—II., sub., the old and new

day, i. e. the last day of the month,
elsewh., Ar. Nub. 1134, sq.,

Lysias 167, 8, etc.—So called for this

reason. The old Greek year was lu-

nar : now, the moon's monthly orbit

is 29J- days, so that if the first month
began with the sun and moon togeth-
er at sun-rise, at the month's end it

would be sun-set, and the second
month would begin at sun-set. To
prevetit this irregularity, the latter

half-day was reckoned to belong to the
first month, so that this 30lh day con-

sisted of two halves, one belonging to the

old, the other to the new moon. This
would be the case every other month

;

the other six months would only have
29 days apiece, and in them properly
there would be no . Later
however, when the lunar year was
disused, the last day of the month in
genl. was so called. It is a question
whether the of Hes. Op. 768, is

the last day, or rather the first day of
a 30 days' month ; Scaliger and Herm.
l)refer the former, Gottl. the latter.

On the subject v. Buttm. Exc. in
Dem. Mid. (For deriv., v. foreg.)

B. In obhque cases of fem.,, etc.,

= Lat. perendie, the day after to-mor-

row, as avpiov (Ep. gen.
for ), sub., Hes. Op, 408

;

so too, 7], Ar. Eccl. 796, Dor.,
Theocr. 18, 14, , Ar. Ach.
172 ; also avpiov ry ), Antipho
143, 44. (In this signf. it seems to be
an old fern, of ,, cf. Lat. per-
en-die, i. e. per unum diem, and SO
should prob. be written, etc., .
Herm. Ar. Nub. 1137.), gen. from and , one.

fEpof, ov, , Enus, a river of Nori-
cum, Arr. Ind. 4, 15., supposed prose form
of, q. v.', , , a shaking, quake,
Hes. Th. 681, 849. (Usu. deriv. from
a supposed verb, supposed to be
akin both to, and, though
these are quite unconnected. Buttm.
Lexil. 5 assumes a root,*', *, to sliake.),, b,{,)
Earth-shaker, epith. of Neptune, oft.

in Hom., v.', : later, in
genl. earth-stirring, Euphor. 140.,, , () unity, Arist.

Part. An. : unanimity, Eccl., , b, Enudus, masc. pr.

n., Paus.',, , , (, ?) the

gums within the teeth.,', (,) to curl (hair).

Pass, to be curled or curly, Alciphr.
Hence'?, ov, b, a airli7tg,-, Clem. Al.?, ov, (,) curled,

curly, Anth.',, ov, (,) in

heaven, heavenly, Anth.', , (,) to m.ake

water in, , Hdt. 2, 172. Hence, , , a chamber-pot.

Soph. Fr. 430.',, ov, (,) in urine,

Hipp.',. ov, (,) actual,

substantial, Eccl.', (,) as pass.,

to be due upon a security,, to one,
Dem. 1197, fin.; 1249, 23., {,ba)to
be grafted, to ad7nit of grafting, Plut.7.,, to cast longing eyes

7ipon, Hyperid. ap. Poll., {,7)
to i7ioculate, graft, Theophr. Hence



', , , graffing,

budding, Theophr./, ,{) being bound,

responsibility, late.',, , f. - : in augmd.
tenses usu. with double augm.,-
\7lOvv,, Dem. 30, C,

Aeschin. 59, 39, but with vv. 11.2^ {, 6/.)- To trouble, dis-

quiet,. Plat. Ale. 1, 104 D, etc.

:

also c. dat., to give trouble to, Isopr.

42 C, Xeii. An. 2, 5, 13 : absol. to be

a trouble, a nuisance. At. Ran. 708,

etc. Pass.7., to be troubled,

teazed or annoyed, Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 31

:

, Diod. S. Hence'/^, , , a leazing, an-

noyance, Diog. L.'^, ov, {)=-, held or bound by, hence liable,

subject to, ,,,, etc., Plat., Xen., etc. : ., liable to the imputation of it,

Isocr. 160 A : -, liable to action for..., Plat. The-
aet. 148 : rarely , as ap.

Andoc. 11,5; but sometimes,
sub. Tzoivy, etc.. Plat. Legg. 914 :

. , . . Matth. 5, 22.', , , {,)=-, Themist.', ..', , fut. -. {) to unite,

Hermes ap. Stob. Eel. 1, 802: .
Ty yy, to inter, Philostr.-•-, fut. -, {kv,-) to

sew, stitch, in, , Hdt. 2, 146, in

mid. ; , Eur. Baech. 286, in

pass., (, /) to dash
against,, Joseph.', f.-, {,^])
to break into : pass, to burst, discharge

itself into, , Aretae.', ,=/5} , to shiver,

freeze in, Ar. Plut. 846.,, ov, {, ^) with a root,

Geop., , f. -, {,)
to strike root, thrive, Hipp., fut. -ipu, (,) to

throw in or on, Dio C. [i by nature.]', -, ov,=sq., ov, (,) in

rhythm, measure, metre ; also of orato-
rical cadences : in genl. accordant, in

harmony, Plut. : the form)
is more freq., Schaf. Dion. Corap.
136., (,) to put
into a sack, Nieet.',, (,) to sound
the trumpet in, , Gal., ov, (,) in the

flesh, incarnate, carnal, Eccl.', , (,) to sweep
about : hence in pass.,, Lye. 753.', fut. -, (,) to

stuff, Alciphr.',, .-, (,-) to quench in,, Diosc., (,) to shake in or at,

Lat. incutere, impingere, C. acc. rei,. ?., to dart the
thunderbolt. Soph. Tr. 1087 ;' . 7?., to

drive a shrill sound into their ears,

Id. El. 737 : also reversely, c. acc.

pers. et dat. rei, to plunge in, .
Tivu . Id. Ant. 1271.—2.

metaph. to shake or sift thoroughly,

Lat. excutere. Mid. to examine one's

self, Arr.—II. intr. to rush upon, at-

tack violently, Tivi, Diod., , Dion..', (, ) to sift in,

Aretae.

30

', (,) to shut up,

esp. in a cloister, Eccl.',, f. -, (,)
to mean, imply, contain a signification.

Plat. Crat. 395 A : more freq. in mid.

to give notice of, intimate, , Isocr.

399 A ; foil, by ..., Xen. Cyr. 8, 2,

3.— II. also in mid., to impress or

stmnp upon,, . Plat.

Theaet. 191 D, Rep. 377 B., ov, (,) somewhat
flat-nosed, in genl. somewhat flat or

hollow, Hipp», , (,) injured.,= , LXX.', poet,, to

dry, wither up, Nic. Pass. C. perf.

act.', intr. to be dry, wither-

ed, hard, Hipp., f. -, (,)
to get ready, prepare, like-,, Ar. Ach. 1090. Pass.
to be equipped, Hdt. 9, 22. Mid. to

dress oyii's self up, Ar. Ach. 384, 430., ov, (, /'/) equipt,

esp. furnished with a mask, opp. to., , (, -) to bring forward on the stage
;

pass, to come forward on the stage,

Alciphr., fut. -, poet, .,
(,) to hurl, dart in or upon,

6 , the god
darted his Lightning on it, Hdt. 4, 79 :

so , Lat. incutere, infligere

morbum alicui. Id. 1, 105, ef.—II. in-

trans. to break loose ujjon,fallin or on,- ?. . Id.

8, 39 ; also , esp. of diseases,

Nic. Then 336. Cf-., as pass, {,,) to live in the shade or out

of the world (Lat. vita umbratica), hence., to feed on sickly hopes,
Plut., fut. -, poet,.,
Ep. and Lyr. form of, {,) to dash in or upon,/, II. 17, 437 :

to fix, plant in, Ap. Rh. Pass, to stick

in, ?],!!. 16, 612.
— II. =—, --, Pind. . 3, 105, ubi
olim-., also, , (,) to harden : pass, to become
callous, inveterate, of diseases, Xen.
Eq. 4, 2.?., inf aor. 2 act. -

of., , (,) to step

proudly in or on,, Philostr., to lay in the tomb, late :

from, ov, , {,) a sar-

cophagtis, Inscr.', (,) to

conduct one's self as a sophist, to act

the sophist in, Philo., ,==, Anih., , (,-) to u-rap in swathing bands, Longin., . -, (kv,) to

sow among. Pass, to be sown or spread
among people, of reports, v. 1. Xen.
Cyr. 5, 2, 30., ov, (,-)=
sq., Phan. ap. Ath. 406 C.', ov, (,) with
seed in it, DiosC.', ov, (,) ashen,

of colour, Diosc.',, ov, (, /j) in-

cluded in a truce or treaty, opp. to,., Thuc. 3,

10 : hence iti alliance with,, Eur.
Bacch. 924 j Thuc. 1, 40 ; also,

Thuc. 1, 31.

—

II. under truce or safe•

conduct, Eur. Phoen. 171. Adv. -.,, (,) to be
busy or employed in, Liban. ; to deliver

lectures, Philostr., • -, (,) to let

drop or trickle in, Ti, Ar. Vesp.
702 : pass., ,
is instilled, infused into thee, Od. 2,
271 ; so ...ot', Hdt. 9, 3.', . -, {,;
=, Ar. Ach. 1034., , ^,=sq., , ,{)
beginning, plan, management,, Aeschin. 18, 35 ; 30, 30;, Polyb. : way of life,

with or without, Epict. 23.—II.

a hindrance, obstacle, objection to an
argument, Arist. Rhet. Hence, , ,() one
who stands in the way, an adversary.

Soph. Aj. 704. [a], , , ()
Lat. qui instat, setting one's self in the

tcay. stubborn, savage, of beasts, Arist.

H. A.— II. hindering,, . Anton.
—III. finding objections, captious, of
the gramm., who were fond of start-

ing difficulties in Homer : those who
solved them were called or, v. Wolf Proleg. p. 195.

Adv. -., (,) to straiten,

coop up in, Q. Sm.'', (, 7.) to dress

in, put on : pass. /.•/, clad in a horseman's dress,
Hdt. 1, 80.^, (,) =-, Eccl., , , ventrilo-

quism, Soph. Fr. 52, cf.., (, /) to lay up
in the breast or heart, Eccl.'?, , (, ?.) put
up on a post, /. ., Inscr., , , ()
like II., Sext. Emp., fut. -, (,)
to fix, fasten in : hence in pass., ^-, it stuckfast in

earth, II.' 21, 168., f -, (,) to stitch,

embroider in, Dio C., ov, (,) in the

mouth,, Diosc.,, , {,)
bit, curb, Joseph., dep.=-, to encamp in,,

Hdt. 9, 2, 85 : later in act., Thuc. 8,

20., . -, (,) to

turn a thing in : pass, to turn or 7nove

in, , II. 5,

306.—2. intr. c. acc. loci, -, to visit them, Eur. Ion 300.?, ,^/^., , ,()
place of resort, abode, Lat. diverticula,

Aristid.',=,0,.
Sm., f. •, {,) to be

bitter, astringent, Diosc. [], ov, (, )=:.̂',- , (,) to

round in, to spread around in, Nonn.,, {,) wedge
m, fill close, Diosc., (,) to bind or
fasten on, , Joseph., fut. -. Ion.

465



ENTA
., {iv,) to impress on,

as with a seal, , Luc, and met.,, Anth.^, adv. also kv, con-

tinuously, in a row, v..
t'Ei'ff,Yicrrof,oi',=(Tjiar(Jf,Theophr.

^.)7., f.•,=^ kv,

to spend time in a place, Arist. Pol.

:

spend time upon, , Cic. Att. 7,

11,2.^, ov, {iv,) bodily,

incarnate, Eccl. Hence/, , to embody, Clem.
Al. Hence^, , , an embody-

ing, incarnation, Eccl.., {tv,) to heapnp
in, late.

=?.7
kv, late., , , {?)^^,.., Ion. for., {. -, («',) poet,

and Ion. for, to stretch, strain,

Horn, (who also uses in 11.)

;

esp. freq. in Od. of bending the bow,

/',, . ; so too in

mid., Od. 21, 403 : also to stretch a

thing on or over another, Hdt. 5, 25

;

.2, Lat. ducere sulcos, Find.

P. 4, 405. []',, , ,{) put-

ting in, insertion., Att. -, f. -, {,) to make a disturbance in, ,
Aristaen. Pass, to be disturbed, scared

by a thing.,,,{) a stretch-

ing, distention, Hipp.', Att. -, fut. -, {kv,) to insert, enroll, register in,

TLvi, Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 493. In pass.

to be posted in battle, Xen. An. 3, 3, 18.

—II. =, , Eur.
Rhes. 492., ,,() stretch-

ing, straining, stimulating, Medic. :

kvT., a plant, a kind of satynum,

Diosc., ,,{kvv) stretched:., stringed instruments,

Plut., Ion. %>, adv. {ki')

=, but more freq. in pro.«e.—I.

of place, here, there, Lat. hie, Hdt. 1,

76, etc. : but freq. like, with
signf of motion towards, hither, thither,

Lat. hue, II. 9, 601, and so in Att., as

Aesch. Pers. 450, Soph. Tr. 1193,

etc. ; oft. c. gen. like all advs. of

place, kvT. , Lat. hie terrarum, cf
Aesch. Cho. (391 ; kvT., Stallb. Plat. Crat. 412 E.—II.

of time, at the very time, whether
past, then, or present, noiv, Trag., etc.

:

also c. gen. . -, Lat. ad hoc

aetatis, Plat. Rep. 329 B.—2. also=
Lat. deinde. thereupon, then, Hdt. 1,

48, etc.— III. of conditions, in this

state of things. Soph. Fr. 98. In Att.

also strengthd. [], Ar. Lys.4., adv. {kv) hither, II. 21,

122, Od. 18, 105 ; in Horn., only with
and, come and lie, come and

sit doim: also in Att., as Ar. Plut.

608, Plat., etc.—II. ace. to others=
Att., here, but seemingly not
Att., V. Elmsl. Iph. T. 1010, Dind.
Steph. Thes,',{) to bury : or

rather to preparefor the burial, Plut.', ov, b, burial, prepa-

ration for burial, N. T.', ov, , {kva)
one who is charged with a burial, an un-

dertaker, of the Bactrian dogs, Strab.

p. 517.
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ENTE(?7, ov, 6, {,) an undertaker, Lat. libitina-

rius., ov, {kv,) of, be-

longing to, used in burial, Dion H.—II.

as subst.— 1. TO kvT., a shroud, wind-

ing sheet, hence, Isocr. 125 .— 2. .,
obsequies, also their expenses, Plut. [], , , instruments, gear,

tools of any kind, 'kpifiu, Hom.,
who mostly uses it, esp. in II., simply

for fighting gear, arms, armour : esp. a

coat of mail, corslet, like, II. 10,

34: hence , II. 3, 339,

etc. : but also like, -, furniture, appliances lor a ban-

quet, Od. 7, 232, , rigging,

tackle, Pind. N. 4, 115; also,, trappings, gear, har-

ness, etc., Pind., who also uses
alone for chariots, O. 4, 34 ; also, Aesch. Pers. 194: -

periphr. for, Pind. O. 7,

22 ; but also alone, musical in-

struments, Id. P. 12, 37. Ep. and Lyr.

word. The sing, only occurs

in Archil. 3, 2. [Prob. from' :

from, come, >.'\^,, , Entcdide,a&wgh\.ex

of Thespius, Apollod.', fut.' : perf. kvTi-, perf. pass. kvTkTi^ai, {kv,-) to stretch, strain, tie tight or fast,

Kvviij' , .
10, 263 ; also kvTUTa-, is hung on straps, II. 5, 728 : to

bend and string a bow, Aesch. Fr. 78,

also in mid., to string ont^s bow, Eur.
I. A. 550; , Hdt. 2,

173, cf. : -, a bridge of boats with the

mooring cables all tajit and steady.

Id. 9, 106, cf 8, 117: to stretch or

cover with a stretched skin, Hdt. 5, 25 :, to raise it to a

higher pitch, Ar. Nub. 962: . vavv, to keep a ship's sail tight by the

sheet, hence, Eur. Or. 706 : tvT.. to lead a horse at full gal-

lop by the rein, Xen. Hipparch. 8, 3.

— II. to stretch out at or against, Lat.

intendere : hence ,
Lat. plagam inttndere, to threaten One
icith a blow, Xen. A n. 2, 4, 1 ] . also

without, Plat. Minos 321 A.
—2. to entangle in,, Eur. Andr.
720.—III. to constrain within, to con-

fine, limit, . Plat. Meno 87 A :

esp. to keep or put in ?netre,. , Lat. versu inchtdere, astrin-

gere, Pint. ; also by itself,

Heind. Phaed. 60 D.—IV. intrans. to

strain, be vehement, Lat. contendrre,

Eur. Or. 698, Diet. 6 : more freq. in

pass, and mid., Xen.. and Polyb.,^ kv, v. 1. Q. Sm., ov,=., fut.- Att. -, (kv,) to wall in, fortify, Diod. : but

in mid., to wall in, i. e. blockade, Thuc.
6,90., ov, {kv,) enclosed

by umlls, tvalled in, Dion. H., dep. mid., {kv,) to infer, Hipp.', ov, {iv,) having

children, opp. to, Luc., dep., to beget chil-

dren in, Plut.^, 1 aor.-, {iv,) to build or

construct in, Joseph.,= kv, Nic.', , , {kv) perfec-

tion.^, , fut. -, {, -

) to end in or with : intr. to die

in, sub. , Thuc. 2, 44.', , , the absoluteness,

actuality, actual being of a thing, as
opp. to simple capability or potenti-

ality() : a philosophic word
formed by Arist., who calls the soul
the. of the body, that by
ivhich it actually is, though it had a

or capacity of existing before,

de Anima 2, 1, cf. also Metajih. 8. 3,

and 6 : so also later, '-, actually, opp. to vir-

tually, potentially. Se.xt. Emp. R
is quite distinct from7:
though Cicero (Tusc. 1, 10) con-
founded them. V. Choeril. Nake pp.
174-177, Donalds. N. Cratyl. p. 418,
sq. (Prob. deriv. from kv ,
to be complete or absolute, on the an-
alogy of,/=: but the adj. kv no-
where occurs : for even the adv. kv-

in Plat. Legg. 905 E, should
no doubt be read.) Cf., -., , adv. -, v. foreg.., , (kv,) complete,

full. ., Ar. Eq. 1367, cf.

Thuc. 6, 45, etc. : full-grown, like, Aesch. Cho. 250, Soph. Tr.
700. Adv. -, -.— II. oi,= , magistrates,

persons of note, DioJ. ; cf.^"., , , Entella, a town of
Sicily on the Criniisus ; its ruins
still bear the same name, Diod. S.., only in Pind. 0. 7, 73,
Soph. Fr. 252: usu. in mid.,-., {, ^) to enjoin, com-
mand, , Hdt. 1, 47, etc.; c.

dat. pers. et inf. Id. 1, 53, eic: kV', to command
by ivord of mouth. Id. 1, 123. But iri

pass., Tu kva?J'a, commands.
Soph. Fr. 411, and Xen., ov, {-,-) with full pay, Dem. 1212, 12., i. -, {kv,)
to place within the., Ion., {kv,)
to cut in, engrave upon, esp.,, Valck. Hdt. 8, 22.—II. to

cut up : esp.— 1. to cut up the victim,

siicrifice, to a hero, Thuc. 5, II,

cf,.— 2. to cut in,

shred in, as herbs into a medical mix-
ture, Aesch. Ag. 16,ubi v. Blomf Gl.,,{) on the stretch,

intent, A p. Rh., {) to gut fish,

Archipp.. I.,,, dim. from-, Alex. Eret. 1., , , {) in the

intestines. Arist. Part. An., , , the inmostpart of a
thing : esp. the pith of plants, Theophr., , {,)
like intestines, Arist. . .,, ,(,)

scrotal hernia, rupture, Diosc.', ov, , {) an intes-

tine, gut, bowel, Horn., always in II.

and in plur., except Od. 21, 408, kv-', and so usu. in Att. ; but, Ar. Nub. 160:, earthworms, Arat.—II. a
paunch, bag, Hipp., the u'omh. Archil.

26, fin. (Fonned as a compar. from, ci., and our interior.)

Hence, , , ^= :

esp. '. Fir ], timber for the

ribs of a ship, belly-timber, Ar. Eq.
1185, not without a pun. (Some-
times, wrongly, written parox.- •, Dind. Ar. 1. c.)



ENTE', ,(,)
Co have a hnwel-complamt, JHipp.?.)/, , 6, {, )-) tripe-seller.',,( II., *))
working in harness, in traces,

., draught-mnles, II. 24, 277, ubi

al. male./ or .,, ,
skilled in arms, ap. Hesych.',,, perf. pass,

from: hence', adv., vehernently,

strongly, Hdt. 4, 14, etc.'(? adv., Ion., hence

or thence, Lat. hinc and illinc, Od. ; kvT.

Koi ivT. or h'T. , on the
one side and the other, LXX.—II. of
time, henceforth, thenceforth, aftencards,

then, also •., Hdt. 1, 9, 27, etc. :

but also TO. or ., that ivhich

follows, Trag.— III. causal, therefore,

in consequence, Eur. Att. strengthd.

[«], Ar. Av. 10, etc.', adv. v. foreg.', , ,{)
affable, Plut., , , dim. from sq.,

small petition, Arr., , ,() a

lighting tipon. meeting, c. dat. pers..

Plat. Polit. 298 C—2. conversation., with a person, Aeschin. 34, 19 :, to hold con-

verse iviih... Isocr. G : also sexual in-

tercourse, Plut.—3.. ?.. a pub-

lic speech, Dion. H.—4. apctition, Bockh
Inscr. 2, p. 539.—5. reading, study, Po-
lyb.',, for, barba-

rism in Ar. Thesm. 1212.

.7•.<, , {, ?.) to

dress, stew in beet, of eels, Ar. Ach.
894, cf Ath. 300 B.",, ov, {,) ash-col-

oured, Diosc., , , skill : from, ov, {,) according

to rules of art, artificial, systematic, reg-

ular, opp. to,, Arist.

Rhet.—IL of persons, skilled,. -, a cunning workman. Plat.

Legg. 903 C. Adv. -.', f. -^, {,) to pour
in while melted, Diod. In pass, and in

perf., usu. metaph. to sink

deep into one, c. dat.,, Soph. El. 1311, cf Plat. Mene.x.

245 D : but'/ . to

melt away with love. Soph. Tr. 463
;

and so . Lye., Dor. for karia-nd, 3 sing,

and pi. pres. from. [I]',, fut.&, {,)
to put, set in, bring m or into, ,
Horn., usu. of things, e. g. a ship's

cargo, and so in Att. ; but also Ttva
or TL , Hdt. 2, 73, Ar. Ach. 920,

Xen., etc. ; and then freq. c. ace. only :

hence metaph., . ',
Theogn. 430 ; , to in-

spire fear, Xen. An. 7, 4, 1. Mid. to

pat in for one's self, hence,, -
?.ov , he stored up wrath iyi

his heart, II. 6, 32G, Od. 11, 102 ; opp.

to , II. 9, 639 ; also, laid to his heart,

Od. 21, 355; ,
having put thee in her bed, H. 21, 124

;

also, .,
^. put not our fathers in like hon-
our, II. 4, 410 : absol., imperat.

aor. 2 mid., take it, eat it, Ar. Eq. 51,

cf..', f. -, usu.,
{,) to bear, produce in,,
Eur. Andr. 24 ; also . rt/v, Hdt. 2, 93.—2. to create or cause

ENTO
iti, , Ar. Lys. 553, , Eur.
Hipp. 642 ; ., /.-
av,etc.. Plat.—II. intr. part, perf -. inborn, innate, Ar. Vesp. 651.'., , fut. -, {,)
Lat. incacare, to squirt upon, ,
Ar. Ach. 351.^', , ,, a kind of
cake, prob. made with /. {-) q. v., Clearch. ap. Ath. 649 A., , f. -, {,) to

reckon at a price, value goods, Dem.
1036, 12, in pass. Mid. to take at a
valuation. Part, perf pass.,]-, valued, valuable, Sophron ap.

Ath. 48 C., ov, {, ,) in honour,

honoured, prized, opp. to,-. Plat., etc. ; , by a person.
Soph. El. 239, also c. dat. rei, with or

in a thing, Eur. Or. fin. : oi,
men in office, , Lat. hon-
orati, Plat. Rep. 564 D : -, what is honoured in their sight,

their ordinances or attributes. Soph.
Ant. 77 : ., to hold in hon-

our, Isocr. 74 A. Adv. -, Plat.,

and Xen. Hence,, ov, 6, Entimus, a Cretan
who led a colony to Gela, in Sicil)%

Thuc. 6, 4.—2. of Gortyn, a contemp.
of Themistocles, Ath. 48 D.',, ,{) hon-
our, rank, Arist. Rhet., , {,) to honour,, {,) to shake
in or into, Diog. L., . -, Ep. for,
Nic. ap. Ath. 72 B., , , {) a
cut. notch, Xen. Cyn. 2, 7.,, ,{) =-., 3 plur. aor. 2 mid. from,
in Hum. always in phrase -, . sub., , {,) on or at

the walls, Dion. H., ov, {,) with young.
Lye.?., , ,{) aninjunc-
tion, command, Pind. Fr. 167, Hdt., and
Att., in sing, and plur. :'-, ap. Dem. 250, 14,,
Hdt. 1, 157.', , .-,^? .'', , , insects, cf.-

III.,, ,{) cutting,

incision, Theophr. : nick or notch, as
in insects, Arist. H. A. : cf
.—2. a narrow pass, cleft. Diod.—II.

a sacrifice, v. II. Plut, , ,{) an eu-

nuch, late.,, , a cutting, gash,
LXX., ov,{) cut in, cut

up, esp. of \'ictims, . to

offer as victims. Hdt. 2, 119 ; 7, 191 :

hence ., victims. . Rh. :

also oaths etc. ratified by sacrifice.—II.

but , sub., Bast Ep.
Cr. p. 198.—2. , sub.,
Lat. insecta, insects, from their bemg
nearly cut in two, Arist. H. A., , , tension, force : from, ov, {) strained,

hence of persons, well-strung, sinewy,

Hipp. : hence—2. metaph. in earnest,

eager, Ar. Ach. 665 ; violent,,
Hdt. 4. ,,-?., Eur. ;

also adv.-vwf. violently,, Thuc.
5, 70,, Xen. An. 7, 5, 7.

—

II. , as subst., dub. 1. for, Plat. Legg. 945 G.

ENTP, ov, {, ^o)=sq.,. Plat. Phaedr. 262 D., ov, {,-) in or of a
place, Soph. Phil. 212, etc., {,) to work,
carve in relief on.., Plut.. {,) to turn
or carve in a thuig, Plut., ov, {,) made by
the lathe, turned. Plat. Legg. 898 A :

in genl. rounded, Arist. Coel., , sing,, , q. v.,

sub fin., adv., {) Lat. intus,—I. of
place, in, witliin, inside, betioeen. Hom.,
who esp. joins , and, or : in Att. -,, the part or parts within

:

also c. gen., which in Hom. it usu.
follows : hence , in my
senses, under my own control, Hdt.
7, 47 ; also ,
to come ?o himself, Hdt. 1, 119.—2. on
this side, Lat. citra, II. 2, 845 ; c. gen.,, Hdt. 1, 6.—II. of
time, within, i. e. in less time than, c.

gen. , -, beticeen this time and evening, i. e.

before evening, Xen. Cyn. 4, 11.—III.

of degrees of relationship, ?iearer,iciVA-

in, ap. Dem. 1068, ult. Hence, and before a vowel-, adv. from tvithin. Od. 2, 424 :

also^eiTOf, absol., II. 22, 237, or c.

gen., freq. in Hom., &\..^, ,
Hes., , , {) the i?t-

wards, entrails, Lat. intestina, like -, and. The form-, also occurs., ,,{) in-

ward: Tu kvT.=ioieg., Hipp., inf aor. 2 of,
q. v.<^,,^ , to

make a display among,, Luc., ov. {,) piercing,

keen, clear, of sight, NlC., ov, , -,, ,
a table-companion, parasite., , , {,)
somewhat rough Or hard, Diosc. [], , , fit for reprov-

ing or producing shame, 7\., Ael.
Adv. -: from-, fut. -//, {,) to

turn about, , to turn the back
Hdt. 7, 211 : metaph. to bring one to

his senses, reprove, make ashamed,
Plut. Pass, to be turned, turn, twice
in Hom. in phrase ' vv' , is not thy
heart yet turned or won, II. 15, .S.54,

Od. 1, 60: also to turn about, an^^ so
to delay, Herm. Soph. O. C. 1533.
Mid. , to turn to-

wards a person, give heed to, listen to,

reverence him, esp. in Trag., c. inf, as
Soph. Aj. 90, Plat. Crito 52 C, etc. :

to take care, see that a thing hap-
pens, Theogn. 400 : later also to dread,

c. ace, Plut., fut. -',^,
to bring up, train in, Eur. Ion 1428:
also in mid., , Hes.
Op. 779 : to be raised in,,
Eur. Phoen. 368,. Plat. Legg.
798 A ; also of habits, etc., to groiv up
ivith, become natural to, c. dat. pers.,

v. I. Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 52 : in II. 19, 326,
Wolf reads divisim ., , , skill, industry,

Lat. solerlia, Strab. : from, , skilful, ready,.
Plat. Rep. 537 A ; also in late prose.
Adv.- : from
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ENTY', f. -, usu. -(\m-, {,,) to run in, be active

in, hence to fit, suit, once in Horn, id', if they siiit the
armour, 11. 19, 395.—2. to be current

among, , Aral.—II.

to run in, slip in, enter, UIOSC.—HI. to

come in the way, intervcar•, Strab.

3?, , strictly rubbed in or

on : usu. by inetaph. from the touch-

stone, versed or practised in, c. dat.,, Soph. Ant. 177

:

niore rarely c. gen. : cf. :

from), f. -, {,) to rub

in, osp. vinguonts or cosmetics, Xcii.

Cyr. 8, 8, "20. Pass, to have them rub-

bed in, to be anointed, painted, Ar. Lys.

119, Eccl. 732 : c. ace,'
-, Alex. Isost. 1, 18: mctaph.,. , to bring ill iipon him,
Luc. ; so.', to give

him a drubbing, Plut., and Luc.—II.

to rub aivny, iccar by rubbing, Ar. Ran.
1070. [i],, , that which is

nibbed in, esp. a cosmetic, Plut., com. word .in Ar.

Eq. 1189, to third, temper with a third,

alluding to 7/.', ov, {, ) hairy,

Anth. : ., a wig.,, , {,)
the hair of the eye-lids, eyelashes.— II. a

hair-sieve or strainer, also, Plut.

,-,, ,() a rub-

bing in or on, esp. of cosmetics, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 3, 2.', ov, (,) trem-

bling, Mel. 77. 8 : Plut. Fab. 3.', frequent, from. as pass., only used in pres.

and impf., to keep turning round, keep

looking back, 11. C, 49 ; esp. of men
unwillingly retreating before an ene-

my, 11. 11, 547, etc., f/, ,[) a

turning towards, hence . ,
respect, reverence for one, like,
Soph. O. C. 299.—II. absol. a coming
to one's self, shaine, N. T.'^, , ?), = foreg., Hipp.:
but in H. Horn. Merc. 245,, are subtle twists and tricks,

artful dodges.', ov, 6,,:=., ov, () brought

up, trained, living in Or with, ,
Soph. O. C. 1362, Aj. 622 :.,
a nursling, Eur. I. A. 289.,', also, to

whisper in one's ear, , Ar. Thesin.
341., , f. -/, {,)
to delight, indulge, re^:el in,, Diod.

:

to sport, play in, -, Chaerem. ap. Ath. 608 :

aDsol. to be liiTurious, Xen. Hell. 4, 1,

30.—II. to make sport of, mock, ,
Eur. Cycl. 588. Hence, , , a pride or
pleajture, Eccl. []',, luxurious,wanton, late., as pass., {,)
to tvaste one^s self away, Dio C [v], f.-, aor. 2-, (,). To eat up greedily,

to gobble up, esp. sweetmeats, Ar. Eq.
51, Vesp. 612, cf..', fut.- : aor. 2: perf.,(-). To light upon, fall in with,

meet with, c. gen., Hdt. 4, 140, ubi v.

Wess. ; more usu. c. dat., Hdt. 1,

134: 2, 70, etc.—II. to converse ivith,

talk to, , Plat. Apol. 41 B, etc.

:

to have dealings with : esp. to have
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sexual intercourse with,, Solon ap.

Piul.— Hi. c. inf., to lutreut one tu do,

PUit. Pomp. 55.— IV. of books, to

meet with, and so to read, , Plut.,

etc.—V.= ' . Soph. Aj.

433, Eur. Beller. 29.', i. -, (,)
to roll, wrap up, Ar. Plut. 692.', , (,) to make
hard or callous,' and, fut. :

aor. 1. Of [ij, Hom.
has only iinperf. act. ; ot' [],
pres. mid., impf. act. and mid., aor.

act. and part. aor. mid. (). To
equip, deck out, get ready, like .'

in Horn.,., to harness them,
U. 5, 720 ;, to get it ready, Od.
23, 289 ; , to prepare the

cup, i. e. to mix the wine, 11. 9, 203
;/, to raise the strain, Od. 12,

183 ; , having
decked herself well out, 11. 14, 162 :

and for this in mid.,, to

get one's self ready, Od. 6, 33. But
Hom. more Ireq. has mid. c. ace, only
however in the phrases,,, to prepare

one's .letf a meal, 11. 24, 124, Od. 3,

33; 15,500: , to

provide what is needful, Hes. Op. 630:, to make one ready, urge

him on, 'I'heogn. 196, Pmd. O. 3, 51
;

also c. inf., to urge to do a thing, Pind.

P. 9, 117, N. 9, 86. Ep. and Lyr.

word also in Eur. Hipp. 1183,-' ., adv. (,) only in

II. 24, 163,, )-, of Priam, lying in grief on
the grounil, and after him in Ap. Rh.
1, 264; 2, 861, Q. Sin. 5, 530; ace.

to some, struck dow7i, cast on the earth
;

acc. to others, wrapt up so as to show
but the outline of his form, his general

form {), [u], ov, (,) impress-

ed. Hence, , to represent by stamp-
ing or moulding, to model, , Anth.

;

and so in mid., Arist. Mund. : to stamp
upon a thing, or, Plut.

Hence, , a piece ofcarving in

intaglio, Clem. Al. [v] : and',, , the socket of the

shoulder-bone, Theophr. [], as pass., {, -) to live binder a tyranny or ty-

rant, Cic. Att. 2, 14, 1., fut. -, (,) to

smoke, as one does wasps, Ar. Vesp.
459. Pass, to smoulder, be on fire,

Philo. [],,()=-, Plut..,^', q. v., Hom. [],, ov, , {') Enyalius,
the Warlike, epith. of Mars in 11., v.

esp. 11. 20, 69 ; but later thought to

be different from him, Ar. Pac. 456,
ubi v. SchoL, cf. Alcnian Fr. 41. Bat-
tle began with cries to him,,, Xen. An. 1, 8,

18 ; 5, 2, 14 : whence late, as in Poll.,

vvo,foawar-song,likeav.
—2. among the Romans = (Mars)
Quirinalis, Dion. H., Polyb.—II. as

adj. (in Opp. , lOp), warlike, furious,,, II. 17, 21 1.

—

2. as adj. to I. 2, ., collis

Quirinalis, the Qiiirinal hill m Rome,
Dion. H.—3. TO, the tem-
ple of Enyalius, in Megaris, Thuc. 4,

67 ; another built by Solon in Sala-
mis, Plut. Sol. 9. Cf. Lob. Soph. Aj.

p. 146, sqq. [« : in II. 17, 259, va as
one long sylL]

, fut. -, (,) to

insult, mock one in a Itiliig, tivu Tivi,

Suph. Phil. 342; , Eur.
El. 08: c. dat. pers., to muck at, in-

sult, Polyb. Hence,, , a laughing-
stock, Lat. ludibrium, Plut., (,) tomoisten.//, ov, ,(,)) one who seeks his prey in the

water, a fisherman. Plat. Legg. 824 C,7, , , {,) of, belonging to fishing, Plat,

Soph. 2) A, 221 B., ov, (,) in the

water, aquatic, Diosc—ll. wet, damp,
Anst. H. A. ; watery,, Diod.^, , , Enydra, a city of
Syria, Strab.\, ov, b, (,) sc. ^-, a wmtl accompanied with rain, or
ratlier,blowmg_/fo;rt the water, Callnn.
Fr. 35.,, , or,, ,
{,) an otter, Hdt. 2, 72 ; 4, 109.— II. water-snake, Lat. enhudris,

Plin. H. N. 32, 7.,, {,,) liv-

ing in the water, /, Anth., ov, (tV,) with water
in It, holding water,, Aesch. Ag.
1128.— 11. of icattr, watery,,, etc., Eur.—111. Uvmg in or
by water, ., water-nymphs.
Soph. Phil. 1454 ; , Ar. Ran.
234 : esp. . , aquatic anwjiais,

Plat., and Anst.

'

',,,() the temple

of Enyo, Dio C, Ep. , , Enyeus,
a king oi Scyros, slam by AcluUes,
11. 9, 668., ov, {,)=, ma
tcrial, Anst. An. Adv. -.^, , , En.yliis, a king oi
Byblus, Arr. An. 2, 20, 1., ov, (, 7,) ivith seeds enclosed in a mem-
brane, Theophr., fut. -,= ,
to be in, TO, the substance

ofa thing, ra ';;., the elements, Arist.
Metaph., (,) to act

as consul in or tvith,, Plut.,() to dream,
Arist. H. A. : m LXX. both as dep.
pass., and mid., c. acc. cogn. Hence, , , a dreamer,
LXX., ov, , (,) a
thing seen in sleep, in appos. with-, /-, a dreain from the gods came to
me in sleep, Od. 14, 495, 11. 2, 56.

Proverb., , " to
feast with the Barmecide," Ar. Vesp.
1218. Cf. sq.—2. later, a dream,, the vision, form of a dream,
Hdt. 8, 54 : so , Aesch.
Pers. 518 : and so freq., .,
Plat., etc. When distinguished, -

was mere dream, opp. to, a significant, prophetic one

:

stnctly neut. from, ov, (,) in sleep,

in dreams ajipearing, Aesch. Theb.
710 : hence some expl. in
Hom. as adv., in sleep, v. ioreg., ,(,)
dream-like, dreamy, unreal, Strab.",,=^, Trag. ap.
Plut., V. Pors. Or. 401.,^ , (,) to sleep

in,, Nic., (,) to

lie or be mider : to be substance of,
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', {,)
partly putrid, Hipp.', , (,)
substantial, real, Eccl.'~, {,) lean,

throw back upon, ry yy, Phi-
lostr.^,, f. -, {tv,) to

weave in as a pattern, , Hdt. 1,

203 ; and in pass., to be interwoven. Id.

3, 47. Hence', , inivoven, Theocr.
15, 83. [v] : and',,, , a pattern or

figure ttwen in, Diod. [0], fut.•7, (,) to put, place in. Mid. with
aor. 2, perf., and plqpf. act., intrans.

to stand, be in, Joseph.
'^', contr., , Enyo, god-

dess of war, answering to the Ro-
man Bellnna, II. 5, 333 ; daughter of
Phorcys and Ceto, one of the Graiae,
Hes. th. 273.-2. met. conflict, en-

counter, 0pp. ; hence.'•, ,,^, an ear-

ing. Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 232, 237., , f. - and- :

aor. ', {,) to drive in or
upon, c. dat., Ap. Rh., , {,) rather crude,

unripe, Diosc. : hardixh, Hipp.'•7], , 6, leader of an
(q. v.), Thuc. 5, 66, and

Xen., , , v. sq.,,,{) strictly

any band of sicorn soldiers : esp. a di-

vision of the Spartan army, first men-
tioned Hdt. 1, 65, but without ex-

planation : in Thuc. 5, 68, a subdi-

vision of the ?, which he says
contained 4 77/•, and each. 4, and an-

(on the average) 32 men : others
assign 25 men to it, so that 2 make a, 16 a mora, Schneid.
Xen. Hell. 6,4, 12, andcf wopa. The
leader was called. Cf.

Diet. Antiqq. pp. 98, 100.',, , {,) sworn,
bound by oath,. Soph. Aj. 1113.

—II. a conspirator, Plut. Adv. -,
on oath, Plut.', (ace. from a form */')
only in the phrase ', right

opposite, 11. 15, 320 ; usu. wr. -, v. Lob. Paral. p. 169.'.~, adv., v. sq., adv., {) in one^s

face, to one's face, Lat. coram, Od. 23,

94, ubi al. : also

occurs in Ap. Rh., and kvuizaoov in

Q. Sm.', adv., v. foreg.-, , , {, ) the face,

countencmce, Horn., only in dat.),
as adv., before the face, openly, Lat.

palam, II. 5, 374., . , {,) the inner

icalU fronting those who enter a build-

ing, opp. to the- which
front the street, Horn. : chariots were
set against it, II. 8, 435, Od. 4, 42,

also spoils taken in war, II. 13, 261,

cf. Od. 22, 121 ; in Horn, always-, because they were plas-

tered smooth: cf Interpp. ad Xen.
An, 7, 8, 1.—II. in Aesch. Supp. 145,, said to \)=,
but perh. it may be understood of

tlie temple-walL•, i, e. the temple, of Mi-
nerva.',, adv. v. 1. for-, q. v.',, in the presence of, before,

Lat. coram, c. gen., Plut. : strictly

neut. from

', , {,) in one's pre-

sence, face to face, Theocr. 22, 152., dep., {,) to

indulge one's self, indulge in a thing.

—

II. to pay court to, , Luc., , {,) well-timed

:

in the prime, blooming, Irreg. comp., more seasonable, Phy-
larch. ap. Ath. 142 C., 3 sing. aor. 1 act.,,
3 sing. aor. syncop. mid., of -, Horn.'. and', , Joseph.
Enos, masc. pr. n., N. T., Ion. contr. for

from.", , , {) union,

Archyt. ap. Stob. Eel. 1, 714.', dep. mid., {, )
to give ear, hearken to, LXX. As dep.

pass., Byzant.',, , , {) causing

union, Plut. Adv.-.', , , {, ) an ear-

ring, Aesch. Fr. 94.'7,, , {,,)
with ears large enough to sleep in, Strab.',, o=foreg., dub.^, , in Joseph.', ,
Enoch, masc. pr. n., N. T.', , {,) palish,

rather pale, Arist. Part. An., Lat. EX, prep., put for e/c be-

fore a vowel, both in a sentence and
in compos., sometimes even before

the cons, , e. g. , Schaf
Schol. Ap. Rh. p. 232, 659, cf.
"E^, oL, a'l, . indecL, Lat. HEX,

our SIX, Sanscr. SHASH, also

Hebr. SHESH, etc. : Horn., etc. On
its modifications in compos., e. g.,, etc., v. Lob.
Phryn. 412.3,, , {, 3?) of
in six books, Erot., , {,)
to be greatly enraged, ,
Joseph.,,,=.',, , an announcement

:

esp. secret information sent out to the
enemy, Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 23.?./, f. -?., {,)
to tell out, publish, m.ake known, report,

oft. with, collat. signf of betraying a
secret, II 5, 390, tlvI ti. Plat., etc.

;

Ttvl ..., Hdt. 5, 33 ; ....
Soph. . C. 1393 ; and so of traitors,

and deserteis, Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 42, etc.

:

cf sq. Hdt. uses the mid.-, just like act., , 3, 122

;

5, 92, etc. ; and so Soph. 0. T. 148

;

and c. inf, to promise to do, Eur.
Heracl. 531.—II. to narrate, Themist.
pass., it is reported

that..., c. inf, Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 18
;

also c. part.,, the king was reported to be

collecting, Id. Ages. 1, 6. Cf. -., , , , {,7.)
messenger who brings news out from

those within : esp. xvho betrays a se-

cret, an informer, Thuc. 8, 51.—11. on
the Greek stage ?. came to

tell news from a distance but -, told what was a-doing in the
house, behind the scenes, esp. mur-
ders, etc., as in Soph. Ant. 1278:
Aeschylus is said to have used the

first, Valck. Hipp. 776.', , , {)?.)
conveying information, Arist. Probl.

—

2. apt to tell tales, gossiping. Id. Rhet., , {?.) told

of, detected, Thuc. 8, 13., (e/c,) to pour out

of a vensel, Hipp.

, f. -, (.) to ex-

pel as a pollution from, hence in pass.,, Aesch. Ag. 624.', Ion. for, esp. of
merchandise, Hdt. 6, 128., , , a weight used in

late times, Lat. hexagium, Geop.

:

sometimes written -, i. e. ;•'., ,{) abomin-
able, accursed, Dem. 798, 6, Aeschin.
69, 34.—II. of things, devoted, mysti-

cal. Soph. O. C. i526., f.- Att. -, {,) to nudge, jostle with the

elbow, Ar. Eecl. 259, cf-.—II. to bind any one's hands be-

hind his back, Diod., f. -, {,) to

tear away, shatter, hence in tmesis,' , II. 5, 161 ; 17, 63

:

. Rh. 4, 1686 has irreg. aor. 2 pass,

part,, v. Buttm. Catal. v.., f -, {,)
to buy from one, , Poiyb. : to

release, redeem, N. T. Mid. to redeem

for one's self, , . ., , ,{)
teliiiig out, betraying, Dion. . : in

Eccl., confession., , , apt, fit to

tell, explain, Luc. : from, {,) to speak
out, make known, publish, Od. 11, 234 :

esp. of betraying a secret or mystery,
Hdt. 2, 170, Ti . Id. 9, 89,

cf.., {,) to make
savage, exasperate. Plat. Lys. 206

;

and in pass., Id. Rep. 336 D., , {,)=§.,
to make wild or waste : in pass, to be

so, Isocr. 202 C : hence like foreg.,

to make savage, exasperate, Hdt. 6, 123,
and Plat., fut. -, {,) to lead,

bring, carry out or auay, Horn. (esp.

in 11.) but in him only of persons,
usu. c. gen. loci,,,,, etc., or with ..., as
Od. 8, 100 : so '. , Hdt. 4,

148, etc. : of, to bring into

the ivorld, II. 16, 188 ; to sendfor from
a place, 11. 13, 379: ., Hdt. 1, 79 ; to lead out to exe-
cution. Id. 5, 38 : to draw off water,
Xen. Oec. 20, 12 : c. dupl. ace, odor, Soph. . C. 96.—2. of
thmgs, to carry out, export, esp. mer-
chandise. Aesch. Fr. 242, Ar. Eq. 282,
etc.: hence tu '•,, exports,

Xen. Vect. 3, 2, etc.—3. to draw out

from, free from,, Pind. P. 3, 91.—4. to drive out, expel, Lys. 117, 7,

Dem. etc.—II. to bring forth, produce,—, Soph. Fr. 717: to call forth,

excite,, Eur. Supp. 770,,
Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 15.—2. and of persons,
to lead on, excite, rouse, ',
Eur. Ion 361 ; , Thuc.
3, 45 ; and in bad signf, to lead on,

tempt, Theogn. 414 ; .~ -
67., Thuc. 6, 89.

—

.
pass, to be led on to do a thing, c.

inf. Plat. Rep. 572 B. etc. : to be car-

ried awayh\ma\^n^\.\on,elc.,Ome.xch.
92, 3. ftlid. to bring on, lead the way
to, -, Xen. Hier. 9, 11.—IV.?^ -
?^, to express in Greek, Lat. exi-

gere ad..., Plut.

B. seeminffly intr., sub.,, or the like, to go, march out,

• once in Horn., -, we madi! the mound as

1 we went out, 11. 7, 336, as Eustath.

;
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(others, as Ileyiio, take it trans.,

drnwiiis it out, but Hoin. never uses
the word of things) : and so verbal', one must march out, Xen.
Hell. 0. 5, 18.—2. later tay., sc. /, to depart from life, Synes.

[] Hence,, 6.7/,[) who
leirL• out, of the queen-bee, Arist. H. A., , , a carrying our,

drawing out, means of doing so, expor-

tation, of merchandize, etc., Hdt. 5,

C, cf. 7, 150: Hdt. 4, 179: the privi-

lege of exporting, Isocr. 370 B, and
Plat.—II. intr. a going out, and then
like Lat. exitas, the end of a thing,

Polyb. : esp. of life, Pint.—HI. as

law-term, nn ejectment, to try the right

ofprorvjrty, Isae. 10, 12, Dem. 1090, 23.'^, ov,{) act. lead-

ing off, carrying off, ., Dion. .— II. pass, carried

or that may be carried from place to

place, Lycurg. 151, 18: tu-, exports, Arist. Oecon. : hence—2.

unsettled, moving about, of people, V. 1.,

Eur. Erechth. 1710., , , {') a duty

on exports, Joseph., /, a drain, Math.
Vett.^, ov, 6,() an outlet

for water, Timarch. ap. Ath. 501 E.', fut. Att. -.,
(,, dep. mid., to fight,

struggle hard,, Eur. H. F. 155.', to be in sextUe, Astron., ov, {,) out of
the struggle : irrelevant, Luc., ov, (,) six-cor-

nered, hexagonal, Heliod.?, ov, {,)
six-fingered.—II. six inches long.', ov, (,) leader

of a body of six, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 11.; , , also, ,
a cou-sin-gerrnan, late, Lob. Phryn. 306,
cf..,, strengthd. for-, Pnilo. Hence',, , a being en-

tirety indifferent about, despising, Philo.',, ov, b, Exadius, one of the
Lapithae, II. 1, 201.', ov, (if,) of
six drachmae, Arist. Oec. : also as
subst. TO ., Id.^, , Geop.,,
Hipp., strengthd. for,.',, , strengthd. for, Arist. Gen. An., fut. -, usu. -,
(.) to sing away, . ,
to sing away one's life, end it m a song,

as the swan, Heind. Plat. Phaed. 85
A.—2. to sing away a spell, LuC.—II.

to sing of, laud, Lat. decantare, Eur.
Tro. 472.',, Ion. for.^, , {,) to make into

air, volatilise, , Ari.st. Probl. : in

pass., to evaporate, Hipp. Hence,, , evaporation, late.',, , gen., {,) six

years old, Bockh. Inscr. 1, p. 545 :

and so fern.,, , Theocr.
14, 33.—II. parox. 7, , of six

years,, Plut. : hence adv..-, for six years, Od. 3, 115. Cf. -. Hence', , , a space of six years,

Philo.7'/, ov, {,) of in

six days, Eccl.'', {,?.)=•. to milk, suck out, Hipp., ov, {,) past ser-

vice, Luc.
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, as mid., (tV,-) to seek for and collect, Eur. Phoen.
1169., , strengthd. for uOv-, Polyb., strengthd. for', Eur.
Tro. 198., {,) as

pass., ol the, or white poplar,

to degenerate into a black poplar{-) Theophr.', , {,) to change

into ether or air, Plut., {,) to ex-

pose to the sun and air, dry, cool, Hipp., Att. -, fut. -,
{,) to make quite bloody,' , Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 29., , {, ) to make
into blood, Arist. Somn., in pass.

Hence,, , a making into

blood, Gal. : and, , , making, pro-

ducing blood, Medic.",, ov, {,) bloodless,

drained of blood, Hipp., ov, 6, ExacnStus, an
Olympian victor, Ael. V. H.—Others
in Diod. S., etc., {,) dep., to

take out, takeaway, carry off,, Od.
15, 206. In II. always with, to

take away life, Lat. animam eripere, 5,

155, etc. : cf.. Ep. word., ov, {&,) with six

horses.', ov,{) that can
he taken out, ., a day taken out

of t/ie calendar SO that six months
were only of 29 days each, to make
the year come right, opp. to-, Arist. Oec, v. Cic. Verr. 2, 52.,, ,{) a taking

out or away, esp. of the entrails of
victims, Hdt. 2, 40 : hence the entrails

themselves, the offal, Ath.—2. a way
of taking out, Hdt. 2, 121, 1.—3. in

Rhetor., an exception, questioning of an
adversary's arguments.— II. a place

where cargoes were landed, a wharf,
Hyperid. ap. Poll. 9, 34.—III. as law-
term, , an action for
setting a man freefrom slavery.', verb. adj. from-, one must choose out, Xen. Cyr. 4,

5, 52.—II. one must take out, reject,

Plat. Legg. 942 C.', ov, taken out, picked, cho-

sen, Lat. eximius, II. 2, 227, Od. 4,

013, c. gen., and so in Hdt. and Att.

;

. , to set apart, like

Lat. exsors, Thuc. 2, 24, cf. 3. 68 ; also,

. ,, Hdt. 3, 84,

etc., cf. II.: but—2. reverse-

ly, to be taken out, rejected, expelled,

Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 23.-3. exempt, free

from., . -. Dion. . Adv.
-, especially, Plut.—-11. oxyt.-, ,. that can be taken out, Hdt.
2, I2I, 1. From, , f. -, aor.,
Ep., inf. 7., {,)
To take out, draw out of, in Hom. oft.

c. gen. loci,/, II. 8,

323, or with .., and so in Hdt. and
Att. : to take away, esp. by violence,

as booty, 11. 2, 690, Hdt. 3, 137 : also
to expel from their seats, ->^,=•, Hdt. 1,159, etc. In mid.,, c. ace, to take out for one's

self: esp. to unlade, discharge one's car-

go, Hdt. 4, 196 ; and in pass.. Id. 3, 0.

—Hom. uses the mid. only in the
phrases ^,, ?-, either c. ace. pers., to bereave a
person of life, etc., as,

ESAI, 11. 15, 460, cf. 17, C78, (which
is al.so Att., Valck. Diatr. p. 203), or
c. gen. >., as, -', II. 19, 137, cf. 21,751; or, rare-
ly, c. dat.., -, 11. 6, 231, cf.'Od. 16, 218 :

in pass, also, to be deprived of get rid

of, either c. ace, as Thuc. 6, 24 ; or
c. gen.—II. to takefrom among others,
to jnck out, choose, Lat. exsortent ducere,

sorti excipcre, Horn., etc. ; in act. for
another,, \\. IG, 5G ; in mid. for
one's self, Od. 14, 232. Pass, to be
picked and given,, to one, Thuc.
3, 114: but also to be dedicated, devo-
ted,, Hdt. 1, 118 ; 2, 168 : cf. -: but—2. in rnid. also, to take
out and reject, cast off.

—^3., Lat. vindicare in libtr-

tatcm, to claim as a free-man, Oratt., cf.

111.—III. to make away loith,, Hdt. 1, 36, cf. Xen.
Hell. 2, 2, 19, etc. : to destr»y, raze,

sack a city,, Hdt. 1, 103, cf.

Dem. 235, 27 : in genl. to do away with,

put out of the way, Valck. Phoen. 519.
—Oft. confounded with., as pass, {, aipa) to

become darnel, Theojjhr.',, conlr. from Ion. form -, fut., {, /) to lift

up, lift off the earth, in tmesis, II. 24, 266, cf Od. 13,

120 (elsewhere Hom. only uses mid.,
V. infr.) ; then in Hdt. 9, 107, etc.

later seemingly intr., torise, takeflight,
of a bird, Diod. ; . ,
to start, Polyb. : cf.—II. to raise,

exalt, magnify, Soph. Tr. 147 : esp.

by words and praise, ..,
Hdt. 9, 79.— III. to raise, arouse, stirup,

, Theogn. 630 ; and c. inf.,

Eur. Hipp. 322.—IV". to carry off, re-

move, Hipp.—B. mid. (which Hom.
U.SCS only in 3 aor. ), to carry

offfor one's self earn,, Od. 10,

84, , from Troy, Od. 5, 39.—2. to raise higher for one's self, Hdt.
G, 133.—3., to take a disease on
one's self, catch it. Soph. Tr. 491.—C.
pass, to rise, Eur. Med. 106.—2. to ex-

cite one's self, be excited, agitated,•
, Soph. El. 1461 : hence,
to be excited to a belief, c. acc. et inf

,

Eur. Rhes. 109. [On quantity, v.

sub .'\, ov, also a, ov, Xen. Hell.

4, 3, 8, {,) beyond what is or-

dained 01 fated : hence—I. ill-boding,

ominous, II. 15, 598.—II. outstepping

right and plight, lawless, Od. 4, 690

;

17, 577.— III. of things, monstrous,

huge, extraordinary, Hipp. : violent, of
a wind, Hdt. 3, 26 ; and so, . -
•, Plat. Legg. 732 C; .,
headlong flight, Xen. Hell. 4, 3, 8.', Att. -, f. -, {,) to rush forth, start out, 11. 12,

145, in tmesis ; an(i so in pass., II. 3,

368 ; also in Ar. Plut. 733.^), {,) to bring to

nought, tUterly destroy, Aesch. Pr.
668., , f. -, {.) to

drmand. ask for from another, -, Soph. Tr. 10, more usu. ,
Eur. Or. 1657, etc. : also, .. Soph. . . 1255 : esp. de-

mand a criminal for punishment, Hdt,
1, 74, or a slave for the torture, An-
tipho 144, 28, cf ; so too
in mid., Hdt. 1, 159 : but in niid. also,=^, to beg as a favour to
one's self, beg off, gain a person's re-

lease, Lat. exorare, Aesch. Ag. 662.

acc. c. inf, Eur. Hec. 49, etc. ; also,

Tivu , Schiif Appar. Dem.
3, p. 483, cf.). Heuce



, ,, demanding one

for pu.nishm.ent torture, Dem. 1200,

27.—2. a begging off, intercession. Id.

1385, 9.^'?., , (,)
to seek oat and assign the reason, Diog.

L., ov, () chosen,

choice, precious, like, II. I'i,

320, Oi 2, 307 ; or, ace. to others,=, sought for,—perhaps bet-

ter, ci.,.^, adv. {,,)
on a sudden, II. 17, 738, Hdt., etc. : cf.. Hence', ov, coming unexpected-

ly. Plat. Crat. 414 A.^•(7,, {,)
to make caplice, EccL, (,) to pick

out thorns, Cic. Att. 6, 6, 1./, , to niake prickly.

Pass, to be so, Theophr.',, fut.-, {, -) dep. mid. to cure, make amends,

II. 9, 507 : metaph. to appease, 7.,
IL 4, 30, Od. 3, 145.—II. to restore,

mend clothes. Plat. Meno 91 D.—III.

Co supply, , Xen. Cyr. 8,

2, 22. The act. only late. Hence
'•.,, , a thorough cure.

At. Ran. 1033. [] : and, ov, of ur belonging to

expiations, Dion. H. ; ., an ex-

piation. Id.

'., adv., (If) six times, Lat.

sexies, Pind. O. 7, 157, Plat., etc.:

also. Call. Fr. 120. [] Hence,{,) six-

ty thousand, Hdt. 4, 80.',{,) six

thousayid, Hdt. 1, 192, etc.',/, ov, (,) with six

couches or seats : . as subst.,

Martial. 9, 60.', f. -, {,) to

he past blooming : ill geal. to be gone by., ov, {,) six-

spoked., , (,)
to follow out, to follow up, pursue, c.

dat., Polyb., Pint. Hence,, , afollowing,

pursuit, Clem. Al.', , strengthd. for-, LXX.', fut.- Att. -, {,) to dart or hurl forth, launch,

. Tu or , Xen.
HelL 5, 4, 40, An. 5, 4, 25 :

-, to strike it home. Eur.

H. F. 1149.—2. metaph., oft. in Eur.,

as, . ?/, to dart one's

fool out of the country, i. e. run away,
Eur. Bacch. 605; also, ^., to stretch out the hands^Zo his

chin (m supplication), I. T. 326 : to

shoot forth from one's mouth, utter,

Tro. 444, Supp. 456, cf. Valck. Diatr.

p. 262. Hence, , , a thing

darted forth., ov, b, a darting or

shooting forth, as of a meteor, Arist.

Mund.^'^, , 6,{,) commander of six hundred, Po-

lyaen., ai, a, six hundred, Hdt.

1, 51, etc. Hence, ,, six hundredth.,?,, alov, {, -) holding six cotylae, Sext. Emp., ov, heard, audible,

Dion. H. Ad%'. -. [] from, f.-, {,) to

hear or catch a sound, esp. Jrovi a dis-

tance, c. acc. rei, Aesch. Eum. 397

;

EaAA
c. gen. pars., Ar. Thesra. 293 ; and, Soph, El. 553 : cf. :

to understand, Nic.', later form of sq., Jo-

seph., , {,) to

make accurately 0 carefully, finish off,

Arist. Eth. N.—II. to inquire accurate-

ly, , lb.—III. . 7^, to

speak positively, distinctly, Soph. Tr.

426.^^, (,) to reach the

top of, ., to skim the upper air,

Eur. Or. 275., V. sub ., ov, {,) six-

wheeled, Hipp., ov, {, 7) of six

members.?., , strengthd. for,
to blind utterly,, Od. 11, 103 : 13,

343 ; also, , to

put it out, Od. 9, 453, 504., f. -, {,)
to sack, storm, 7.,, ott.

in Horn. : also to empty a city of its

inhabitants, to receive new settlers,

Od. 4, 176 : in genl. to ruin, destroy,,, II. 13, 813: 20, 30: to

exhaust, of sickness, Theocr. 2, 85.

Ep. word., Ep. for,
inf aor. 1 mid. of'.,=/, 0pp.^?, verb. adj. fioni -, one must blot out, annul,, Lys. 104, 4,, , , {)
.suited to blotting out, effacing, Sext.

Emp., ov, , a box for oint-

ment, Ar. Ach. 1063. [] : from/^, fut. -, perf pass, -, Att. : subj. aor.

2 pass,), Plat. Phaedr. 258 B,

Bekk., {,) to anoint, rub

thoroughly,,', Hdt. 7, 69.

—II. to wipe out, Lat. oblitcrare, Ar.

Pac. 1181 ; opp. to, Thuc.
3, 57 : metaph. to destroy utterly, bring

to nothing, Lat. delere, Hdt. 7, 220,

Trag., etc. : usu. of things : but, .
Tivu /., to strike one's

name o^the list, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 51.

In mid., ,
to blot it out from one's raind, Eur.
Hec. 590. Hence•, , , a blotting out,

destruction, late, []', {,) dep., to

beware of, avoid, escape, in tmesis, ', II. 18, 586 : usu. in inf. aor.

I, c. acc, Hes. Op. 105,

756, 800, Ar. Eq. 1080 ; also c. gen.,

Ap. Rh. Poet., and mostly Ep. word,
cf sq..?, f. -,(_,)
= foreg., c. acc. Soph. Aj. 650.&, , , {?,) an
anointer, Hipp., , ,{):^-.', , {,) of six

pounds.*, of which we find only

part. aor./. [], perf,
to roll out or thoroughly,^, take him
away when you have given him a roll

on the, Ar. Nub. 32, cf
Xen. Oec. 11, 18; hence?.
—II. by com. metaph.,, you have rolled, tumbled

me out of house and home, Ar. Nub.
33. There is no res. or

;

the form here adopted is from the

analogy of,?, con-
nected through.

EaAM
'7<1, , , {?) a

changing. Plat. Phaedr. 205 A : ei'r, a changmg or degen-
erating, Theophr. : a difference, varie-

ty,, Arist. Poet.',, , a recreation,

Anaxandr. Thes. 2, cf V.',, , , =,
Strab. : from'?, Att. -, fut. -,
{,) to change utterly quite,

in genl. strengthd. for, Pmd.
1.3, 30; ?^., Eur. Hel.
1297

; , liic-

comes to a change as to its miseries,

i. e. changes them for good, Herm.
Soph. Aj. 469 : part, perf pass, -]'/,,, altered, strangi ,

unusual, Arist. Poet.—II. in genl. to

turn away, withdraw from, ,
Thuc. 5, 71: hence in pass., if

r

/}-, estranged from, , Isocr.

172 A : also intr.,., to withdraw froin it, Philostr.

—

III. to turn another way, to move back
and forward,, Enr. Tro. 200:
hence—IV. mtrans. to change one\v

place, -, which way shall I go,

Enr. Hec. 1001 : cf.— .=., to make a change, variety, and
so to amuse, Menand. p. 254, cf. -./^, , {,)
change utterly, Theophr., fut.-, {, /.-
?.) dep. mid. : to leap, spring out,

forth or away : Horn, has only part,

aor., c. gen.,, -, etc., springing out from the

midst of them, II. 15, 571 ; 17, 342,
(not in Od.)—2. to start from its sock-

et, be dislocated, of limbs, Hipp.—II. tu

leap up, of horses, to rear, Xen. An.
7, 3, 33, etc. Metaph. to be in com-
motion, Ernest. Call. Cer. 89., ov, {, •) different,

esp.— 1. distinguished, Polyb., etc.

—

2. strange, LXX. Adv. -, Polyb.^, , {,)
to sell out of the country, export, Strab.
—II. to alienate, Sext. Emp./.,, ,{) a
leap, bound in the air, late., ,{, ?) out of the sea.

-, a blow on a ship's hull
above water, Polyb., opp. to? :

at a distance from the sea, Strab.", , ?}, {) a
leaping out : a dislocation, Hipp., fut. •,=,
c. acc, Eur. El. 219 ; c. gen., Opp.,^=, . Hom. 6,

51 : only poet.', f. -, {.) to 7nistake utterly, error sin

greatly, absol., Aesch., etc. : .
Hdt. 1, 108, and Att. ; . Plat.

Rep. 340 C, , Isocr. 63 ,
193 D : c. acc. cognato, . , Hdt.
3, 145, Soph., etc. : c. part., Xen.
Cyr. 3, 3, 56.—II. in LXX. causal, tc

make to sin,.— III. in pass, to bi

mismanaged, wrongly treated,-, Xen. Eq. 4, 2.

Hence, , , a mistake, error.

Soph. Ant. 558., , {.) to ob-

scure utterly, Hipp, and Eur. Hence,, , a blotting out.

wearing out, Plut., . fut. -, {,)
to viow off or down, ., to finish.

the harvest. Aesch. Pers. 822, etc..

cf Soph. Tr. 33 : ., to

tear them out, Ar. Lys. 307 : also in

mid., Eur. Cycl. 236. In pass.,, (part.

471



EHA
pf.) }< all the race cut off. Soph.
Aj. 1178. Only poet. [v. /.]/•-?, 2 aor./, {,
{;)^=5(\., Acl.

',^', , f.-, {, -) to make miscarri/, Eur. Andr.
350.—II. to make abortive, Plat. Tho-
aet. 150 E: rnetaph.,' /-, you havr made my wit miscar-

ry, Ar. Nub. 137. Pass, to fail, be

disappointed. ?., Aei. : v. Buttm.
Catal. s. V.?.,{,) to blunt,

weaken, Diosc.',,,{?,)
an abortion, late WOni., , ,{)
a miscarriage, abortion, Hipp.',=', q. v.,

Diosc., v..', fut. -/;, (,)
to exchange, alter: hence, .', to put off. lay aside fear, Eur.
Bacch. C07. Mid. to exchange places

ivith, i. e. take the place of, follow close

on, , one la-

bour catne hard upon another, Eur.
Hel. 1533 : and so intr. in act.,, Id. Or. 816.—ll. of

place, to change one for another, pass
hy or oi'cr, leave, c. ace, Aesch., Pcrs.

130 ; and so, . . topass from
one country into another, Xen. Age.?.

2, 2; in mid. simply to pass,, Eur. Phaeth. 2, 2, v. 45.—III.

Jn mid., to requite, repay, ,
Aesch. Pr. 223. Cf. Hence^,, , a changing, ex-

change, alternation. Pint, [a]), f. -, {, ?.) to

7)Hlk, suck out,, Aesch. Cho. 808.

—II. to press as cheese, Eur. Cycl. 209., , strengthd. for-, to be utterly careless of,, Hdt.

1, 97., , r;, a division into six

parts, Stob. From^', , (,) cf six

parts, of the hexameter.', ov, {.) of six

metres, Hdt. : -, sub., the

heroic verse, Gramui. [a]'7], , ,^ sq., late

word., ov, {, /) of lasting

six 7nonths,, Arist. Pol. : /.,
sub., Xen. and Plat. ; also.. Hdt. 4, 25. []'7]<1, , f. -7/, {,-) get out of a difficult!/, find

one's ivay out of, , Eur. Heracl. 495., {,)
dep. c. fut. mid. et aor. pass. : to strug-

gle vehemently, c. ace. cognato,, having gone through
desperate struggles, Eur. Hel. 387 :

in Eur. Hypsip. 11, we have an act.

aor. in this signf., on which v. Valck.
Diatr. p. 214.—II. to drive out of,,
Eur. Or. 431 : to drive out of his wits,. lb. 38.

—

III. also aor. 1 in

pass, signf, to be rooted out, of the
(Jyclops' eye, Eur. Cycl. G28.'/,,,{) a thing

fastened on to hold by, a handle, Lat.
ansa, Themist.—II. , a
kindling, burning, Plut.'.,,, alov, and., ovv, {,) worth or
weighing six minae., , v..', ov, and, ov, {,) making
one-sixth ofa thing, Nic. [a]^',, ov, , Exampaeus, a

bitter fountain, and the country ad-

jacent to it, between the Borysthe-
472
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nes and Hypanis ; a Scythian term=

('}(hi, ace. to Hdt. .4, 52 ; Hiickh
considers it— , Corp. Inscr.

11.1,111., {,) to draw,

haul out, Ar. Lys. 289.^', ov, , Examyas, father of

Thales, Diog. L.', (,) as mid.,

to ward off from one's self, drive away,, Aesch. Pr. 483, cf. Eur. Or.

269. [v], {,) to drink

off at one draught.', f. -, (,-) to make ambiguous, . -, to put a question so that two op-
posite answers can be given to it,

Heind. Plat. Euthyd. 300 D, Ruhnk.
Tim., f.-. (,-) to get to the top of, Artem.',, f. -, (,^^)
to shoot or gush forth : hence poet, inf
aor. 1 in trans, signf, to

make shoot or gush forth, Aesch. Eum.
925, e conj. Herm. pro.
[, ']', f.-, {,) to read through or aloud.

Pint.', f. -«, strengthd.
for, to force, compel \dlerly.

Soph. El. 620. O. C. 603, Ar. Av. 377
;

and in pass., Hdt. 2, 3.—II. to force
out, drive away, Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 10.',, f -, (,) to

bring out of, up from, , Eur.
Heracl. 218. Pass, and mid., to put
out to sea, set sail, of persons, Hdt. 6,

98, etc., Soph. Phil. 571. [a]' and -. (,-) to rise out of, come from wider, as

a diver from the water, c. gen., .., Od. 4, 405; 5, 438 : in

genl. Zo escape, get free from, C. gen.,

Theogn. 1120. The mid. also in Plut., fut. -, (,)
to make to boil up or over : metaph.,-, to let his raging fury
loose, Aesch. Pr. 370.'., , (,) to take

out of., . Horn. Cer. 255.,,(,)
to be utterly without feeling, Porphyr.,, f. -, (,-
7.') to uncover.',, {,) to heat

back : mid. of ships, to retreat out of a
place by backing water, Hdt. 6, 115, cf.,. fut.-, more rare-

ly, (,) to con-

sume or destroy utterly, Aesch. Ag. 078.

—II. to exhaust in strength or wealth,

ruin, Dem. 174, 13, in pass.: cf -,',, f. -, {,)
to set quite free, , II. 10,

442 ; 22, 180.—II. to melt away, Philo.

\, ']?,, ,()
an exhaustion. Plut. ['], (,) toivin

over, persuade, Hemiesian, 5, .'-. .(,)
to supply, replace, Theophr., f.-, (,-) to breathe again, come to one's self.

Plat. Phaedr. 254 C..}', f. -, {,) to

hang from or by.Ti, Eur. I. T.
1351. Mid. to hang, attach a thing to

one's self, Id. Or. 829.—II.
to rekindle, Plut.', f. - and -, (,) to S7iatch away from, Eur.
I. A. 75.

', , f -, {,-) tear away from, ,
Hdt. 5, 85, also, Eur. Phoen.
1132.'.,, .()
removal, expulsion, Polyb.— II. intr.

a rising from bed, Hipp.—2. the resur-

rection, N. T.., strengthd. for uva-, to crorvn, wrap round with
wreaths. Eur. Bacch. 1055.', (,) to

turn over, turn upside doivn. : c. gen.
loci, to hurl headlong fro?n..,',
Aesch. Pers. 812.', {, ?) to

raise, stir up, , Telecl. -
cert. : to make spring up,. .
Rh.—2. intrans. to springfrom, Mosch.',, adv. strengthd. for, evenly, expressly, Od. 20,
48.',, f, (,-) to bring up to the surface, Plut.
—II. intr. to recover one's selffrom an
ilhiess, etc., bear up against it,

, or absoL, Id., , {,)
to go out of the way, withdraw, retreat,, , Hdt. 1, 207 ; 5, 101

:

.., Id. 4, 190, etc.—II. c. ace, -7], shrank from,
evaded his words. Thuc. 4, 28.', Hdt. 6, 94, usu.
in mid., . -,
Att.-, (,) to sell

for slaves, reduce to utter slavery. Id. 1,

60, etc., cf. : the Att.
fut..\\\\\ is usu.
trans., is pass, in Id. 0, 9. Hence

'Eiaj'flpttTTOJtaif, , , a selling

for staves, Hdt. 3, 140.JavpoL, ov, o,=foreg.,
Polyb.'^, as pass., {, •) to come to man's years, Hdt. 2,

64, Eur. Phoen. 32 :'-, having grown to men from
teeth. Eur. Supp. 725.. {,) to ex•

cite, stir up, Eur. H. F. 1069., {,) to rise and no
out, A p. Rh. : ovpavov, to go up the
sky, of stars, Theocr. 22,8.— II. tocome
back from,, . Horn. Pan. 15.'•. , (,) to blow

up with wind, inflate. Hipp., in pass.

—

11. to 7nake light as air, bring to nothing,

Lat. irritumfncere, Eur. Hel. 32.

—

III.

in pass., of corn, to be shaken by wind,

Theophr. : also of hair, to float in the

wind, Apollod.—IV. in pass, also ie

piffed up, elated,, Eur. Andr.
938.,= , Eur.
Tro. 748.', fut. -, (,) to find vut, invent, Soph.
Phil. 99', f. -, {,) to hold

up or out ; usu. intr., to stand up, pro
ject, Theocr. 22, 207, and Ap. Rh.—
II. in mid., to take on one's self, beat

up against, in which signf the impl.

and aor. have the double augm.,7}. Soph. . C
1174, Eur. Heracl. 907., , oi, {,)
children of, second cousins,

Polyb., cf..', , f. -, (,) to

put out flowers, Xen. Cyn. 5, 5 ;

bloom with, be covered with. c. gen.,. Eur. I. T. 300.-2. metaph. to

burst forth as flowers, flourish,,
Aesch. Pers. 821: to grow up,,
Arist. Metaph.,, Plut.—3. of



ulcers, to break out. Hipp. : so/, Thuc. 2, 49.—.
to be past its bloom, fade away. Plat.

Polit. 273 D.—in. trans, to make to

flower or put forth, '/., Plut.

Hence', , , a flower :

hence a breaking out, ulcer, Hipp., , , () a

flowering : breaking out, eruption, Hipp.
'

—

. a withering . fading . Tlieophr.', {,) to deck as

U'ith flowers, variegate, paint, Ar. Lys.
43.—-11. to gather flowers : and so in

mid., /or one's self, Plut.

—

\\\.=^-. Hence',,, ,^^,
Hipp., dub.^, verb. adj. from, one must adorn as with flowers,

with various colours, Clem. Al., , f. -, {, av-) to bum to ashes, Ion ap. E.
M. 392, 11.', (,) to

humanize : hence Socrates is said(^ ,
to have brought philosophy and reli-

gion down to men, Plut. Pass.,, adapted for maji's

use, Hipp., ov, {,)
inhujnan, degraded.—11. act. making

furious, maddening, Aretae., fut., {,-) to send out or forth, let loose,-
yujjv, astreamof air, II. 18,471, Soph.,

etc. : to send forth. Soph, and Eur.

:

C. gen., to send forth from, Pind. P. 4,

176.—2. to let go, dismiss, Eur. I. A.
372.—3. to slacken, undo. Id. Andr. 718,

in mid.—II. intr. to slacken, relax, Lat.

remittere. Soph. Phil. 705 ; also, ., Eur. Hipp. 900.—2. to burst

forth from, Ap. Rh. [vl. Ep., vl, Att.], fut., {,') to make risefrom one's seat,

bid rise. Soph, and Eur. ; also, -, Eur. Andr. 263.—2. to remove

from one's dwelling, make a tribe em-

igrate, expel, . vyrruv,, etc., Hdt. 1, 171 ; 5, 14, etc.,

cf. infr. II. 2.—3. to upset, overthrow,

destroy,, Hdt. 1, 155, etc.—II.

pass, and mid. c. aor. 2, perf and
plqpf. act., to stand upfrom one's seat,

Hdt. 3, 142, etc., esp. in courtesy to

one, like Lat. ossMT-^ere,

TLVL , Xen. Hiero 7, 7, cf.

Symp. 4, 31 : to rise from ambush,

Thuc. 3, 107
; from bed. Plat., etc.—

2.C.gen. ,Zo arise and departfrom a place,

Pind. P. 4, 86 : hence to be driven out

from one's home, ,
Hdt. 1, 15, etc.',=, to rise, esp.

of the sun or stars., {,) to lay open,

Ar. Ach. 391. Hence, , , an opening,

Strab., , {,) to set

upright, restore, Eur. Ale. 1138.', , (from,,
like,) not expo-

sed, hence unharmed, sound, whole,

Hipp. ; . Plat. Phaedr.

244 : c. gen., free from,, -, Ael.. etc., , f. -, {,)
fo draw out, as water. Plat. Legg, 736

: hence—II. metaph.— 1. to spend,

squander, Valck. Hipp. 626.—2. to en-

dure to the end, see out, Lat. exnntlare,

jovov, Eur. Cycl. 10, (5ai/ioz'n,Ib.llO., Att. for sq., Eur. Ion

1066, etc. [C]', f. -, {,) to ac-

complish, make effectual, -
?., 11. 8, 370 ; . Soph. Aj.

712.—2. to finish, or dispatch, i. e. kilt,

Lat. conficere, , II. 11, 365; 20,

452.—3. of time and distance, to bring

to an end, accomplish, ,
Eur. Med. 649 ; ,,,
etc., Id.: hence oft. absol., to finish

one's way to a place, arrive at it, etf Or, Hdt. 6, 139 ; 7, 183 ; and
in mid., Eur. Bacch. 131.—4. c. inf.

to manage to do, accomplish the doing,

Lat. eficere ..,., Eur. Hipp.

400.—5. in mid., tofinish for one's self

,

Eur. Andr. 536, Supp. 285., (,) to carry

away, Philox. ap. Ath. 147 E./.. ov, (,,)
of six hands-breadths, Hdt. 1, 50./.', Att. -, {,) to free from, removefrom,, , Eur. I. A. 1004,

Hec. 1108.—Mid. to remove one's self

from, get rid of, c. gen., Hdt. 5, 4., , {,) to

meet. v. 1. Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 24.', , . -, strengthd.

for, to cheat, deceive, beguile

thoroughly, Horn., Hdt., etc. : '., Ar. Pac. 1099 : but also

, one in a thing : to seduce a woman,
Hdt. 2, 114. Pass, to be cheated. Id.

9, 94, Thuc. etc. ; r£ of a thing, Ar.

Vesp. 60.—Xen. has the fut. mid. in

pass, signf.. An. 7, 3, 3. [ra], , , strengthd. for, Hes. Th. 205. [], , , strengthd.

for. [], verb. adj. from '-, Plat. Crito 49 .,, ,()
deceiver, Ft. Horn. 63., , ,{)

tricky, calculated deceive, -, Xen. Hipparch. 4, 12.?./, comic, dim. from, to cheat a little, humbug, Ar.

Ach. 657, Eq. 1144., Ep. form of-, Hes. Th. 537 : aor.,
Hom., part,, -, .
Hom. . 379, Ven. 38: Hom. also

has 3 opt. aor. mid., in

act. signf, II. 9, 376 : but the aor. 1, only m H. Ap. 376.,,=, six feet

long, etc., Hdt., ov, {^,) six-footed.

Lye., inf., aor.

without any pres., to refer

it to, to observefrom afar. Soph. O. C
1648.,, , , {,-) with six axes, i. e. fasces, hence', the office of Roman Prae-

tor, Polyb., , (,) six cubits

long. Hdt. 2, 138., adv.. later and rarer form
oi,^..

or, a, ov,=, Hipp, and Xen. Adv.

-. Thuc. ,3, 3 : from, adv., softer form for-, not only in Hom. and Hdt.,

but freq. in Att. prose. [], adv. =, only

once in Hipp., Lob. Phryn. 19.'7, a, ov, Ion.-,
sixfold, Hdt. 4, 81. [], ov, (', ?.) of
six, six long, Hdt. 2,

149., ov, {,) with

six sides.

?•., adv. six times.

/,/,,,.-7•.
^?., , , contr. •

?.. ., sixfold, Bockh Inscr,

2, p. 398.', , {,) to unfold,

roll out, Batr. 106, in pass.—2. to un-

fold, explain, Lat. explicare,Be^i. Emp.,
etc. Hence., , , an unrolling,

unfolding. Aretae., f. -, {,) to step, walk, go out of,, Od. 12, 306.', dep., {,,)
to chase away from, -, . 5, 763, ubi Wolf. [. in arsis.]

^, (,) to put

off,. Od. 5, 372.^, strengthd. for -, Ar.. 1656.7,, . strictly league

of six cities, esp. of the Asiatic Dori-

ans, viz., Lindus, lalissus, Camirus,
Cos. Cnidus, and Halicarnassus, Hdt.

1, 144.

'?.,{\.-/., Att.-,,
{,) to destroy utterly Tiag.,

as Aesch. Cho. 837. Mid. c. perf. 27., intr. to perish utterly, c.

gen.,, II. 6, 60, to perish out of
Ilion : so, . , II. 18,

290, , Od. 20, 357.', , , strengthd. for, title of three speeches of

Antipho : others, a second defence

or rejoinder . cf• But
Bekk. reads ?., as pass., to return

out of, II. 16, 252 ; 20, 212, ubi Wolf
divisim. [ in arsis, Ep.], f. -, {,)
to wash thoroughly, , Od. 19,

387., (,) to sharp-

en well, Eur. Cycl. 456., , strengthd. for, Hipp., , strengthd. for-, Polyb. : also in mid., N. T., c.

aor. pass., Plut. Ale. 5., , {,«) fut.

-. to draw out, away, [,]/., {,-?.) to

send out, away, Polyb. : pass, to be sent

off or dispatched, ap. Deni. 251, 5.—II.

to dismiss, divorce, LXX. Hence,, , a sending forth

or away, Polyb., strengthd. for-, to atone fully, 11. 21, 412. [t Ep.,

t Att.], , ,, , gen. -, (,) six-footed, Arisk Part.

An., strengthd. for-, Luc., strengthd. for-, Aesch. Pers. 404.. ov, {,) with

six poops, i. e. ships, Lye.', ov, {,) sue•

winged, Eccl.^, fut. -, (,) to tie

on, hang by, Hom. ; sometimes c. gen.

loci, , to make
the rope hang from a pillar, i. e. hang
it thereon, c. gen., Od. 22, 466, cf. II.

24, 51 ; so , Hdt. 1, 26 ;, Xen. Cyn. 10, 7: also c. dat.,

to attach or put to. Eur. I. A. 1216,
•£••, Id. Tro. 1208: metaph.

. , to let prayers//
from one's mouth. Id. Or. 383. B.

mid. to hang by, cling to a thing,-, all hang on, II. 8, 20.

—3. Co hang a thing to one's self, carry
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i^ suspended about one, wear, , Eur.
Hel. 1186.—3. later, to keep close to,

hang on, , Polyb., cf.~-.—II. iokindle, set fire /o, Tim.
Locr. : inetaph. to inflame with pas-
sion, Dion. 11. : .7, to kindle

a war, Strab.', ov, [,) with
six cases, Priscian.•,, , Hrxapyla. one of
the gates of Sj-racuse, Polyb. 8, 5, G.', , f.- and-,
(:,) to thrust away, Eur.
Rhes. 811.

',/., ov, {,^) with six

colts or horses,, Hdn.,, ,{) a
fracture, Hipp, [], , strengthened for, Hipp., Ion. part., (»•. Ion. 3 sing. perf. pass, from, Hdt., f. -. Ion. --,,) dep. mid., to dedi-

cate with solemn prayers, , v. 1.

Aeschin. 70, 5. [up, Ep., up, Att. :.]',, Att. -, fut. -, (-,) to dash or knock out, shatter,

Od. 12, 122, in tmesis : ., to knock his self-will out of him,
Ar. Thesm. 704: to smash, shatter,

burst open, ?., Ar. Eq. C41

:

mctaph., . , to assail

vith abuse, Ar. Nub. 1373., , {,) to he quite

torpid. Arist. Eth. N.—II. in pass, to

be quite neglected. Soph. Phil. 55G.

^•}', , ,()
the first offering made of the victim's

flesh, Ap. fih., {,) collat.

form of, Thuc. 8,81, Bekk.
— II. mid. , to

turn into money, oiicov, Isae. 55, 21

:

;., to plunder him, Polyb.', , (,) to

turn into money, sell, Hdt. 6, 8G, 1.,. (,) to

indulge one's self, Clem. Al., f.-, dep. mid.

(,) to make one's self accept-

able to, c. dat., . , Xen.
Oec. 5, 3 : also c. ace, pers. et dat.

rei, , to win
him over by gifts, (Dem.) 139G, 26,, , to be, be

dislocated, Hipp. Hence, , , dislocation,

Hipp., cf. ioes. Oecon. : and',,, 7/,=fore^,, Hipp,'/, ov, (,) dislo-

cated, LXX,—II, with distorted, clumsy
joints, Hipp., cf..), , to dislocate, Joseph.

:

to distort, Arist. Physiogn.,,-,,=:-,-, Hipp., , {,) to

count throughout, number, Lat. enume-
rare,, Hdt. 7, 59, GO, etc.

—

II, to count out, pay in ready money,', Dem. 832, 4. Hence'7, , , a numbering,
recounting. Polyb., ov, (?f,) six-

fold. Or. Sib. [a]',, , lut. -, (,)
to reach to, suffice for, he enough for,

Tiv'i, Soph. O. C. 1116, Plat., etc.:

hence impers. uoi, it is enough
for, satisfies me, c. inf., Hdt. 7, IGl,

cf. Valclc. Hipp. 700: also c. part.,

., Dem.
1155, 7.—II. to abound in, be content

with,, Pind. O. 5. 55 : c.

part., to be satisf,ed with doing, Ar,
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EHAP
Eq. 524, etc, ; and so a part, must be
supplied in Xen. Mem. 2, 4, 7, (init

Kiihn. ad loc. considers it unnecos-
s;iry, translating to supply amply.)—
III. to assist, succour,, Pind. N. 1,

47. Hence/, , enough, satisfactory,, Aesch. Pers. 237, cf. Soph.
Tr. 334., adv. part. pres. from, enough, sufficiently, Ar. Ran.
370.',, ,() a ri.<iing.

swrlliiig, Hipp. : m genl. a height. Plut.

—II. the meridian height of the hea-
venly bodies, Strab.',, f. -, {,) to

disarrange, Philostr.', ov, (,) dis-

cordant, Pherecr.. 1., strengthd. for-, Hdt. 3, 74, Eur., etc. Hence, , , a denying, de-

nial. Plat. Rep. 531 B. Hence7, , , good at deny-

ing, disowning, Ar. Nub. 1172.", ov, (,) deny-
ing, disowning, esp., .=-. absol., Ar. Nub. 1230 ;, Dem. 679, 20 ; also c. ace,
Plat, Charm. 158 C : but most usu.
foil, by , c. inf.. Hdt. 3, C6, Ar.
Plut 241, etc. Ci..', fut. - and -, also-, Ar. Eq. 708 : aor. 1,
as always in Horn., but in Att.-, (,.) To snatch away
or carry off from, sometimes c. gen.
loci, Od. 12, 100 : to rescue from dan-
ger, II. 3, 380 : and so in Att., .. Hdt. 8, 135; also .
Plat. Tim. 60 D.', , ?/,() a lifting

up, Cleonied.—II. taking away, de-

struction, LXX.',, , fut.-, (,)
to hang upon, , Polyb. : cf. -

: also in mid., Eur. Tro. 129.

B. pass, to be hung upon, hang upon,, Eur. Hipp. 325, also .
Id. I. A. 1226 : depend upon,. Id.

Supp. 735.—2. be attached to, border

upon, be next to,, Plut. Anton.
46.—3. be hung up or exposed to view,

Arnold Thuc. 6, 96, cf Strab. p. 290
R, where however Casaub..
II, to have hanging on one, be hung or
equipt with, esp, in part, pf, pass., c,

dat., , Aesch,
Pr, 711 (where Dind, would read -, cf,) ; c, ace. -

., Ar. Eccl. 494, like Ho-
race's suspeiisi loculos. Hence',, , a thing sus-

pended : an appendix, late word., , , {) a
hanging from, connexion of parts o{ the
body ivith one another, Arist. H. A.', fut. - Att. -, (,) to complete, make perfect, Luc.

:

finish, N. T.—II, to equipfully,,
Arr. Hence,, , and,
ov, , an equipment., , , a fitting out,

equipment : from, (,) to get ready,
Eur. El. 422: to fit out,,
Thuc. 2, 17: more freq. in mid., to

get ready for one's self fit out, Thuc.
1. 13. etc.: to prepare, set about, ,
Eur. El. 647 ; c. inf., Aesch. Pr, 908.
B. pass, to be got ready, Hdt. 1, 61.

—

2. to be furnished ox provided with, esp.
in perf. part,, c. dat.,,, etc., Hdt 1, 43 ; 2. 32 :

cf., at end, [On quantity,
v. ,]

,, , a draining, Hipp,

:

from, (,) to draw off, or
squeeze out, Hipp,, v. Foes, Oecon. []', adv. for , from
the beginning.', ov, {,) beginning:

usu, as subst,, a leader, beginner, Lat,

auctor, c, gen., , II.

24, 721.— 2. the first in rank. Lat.

frinccps, esp. the leader of tite chorus,

lat. coryphaeus, Spanh. Call. Del. 18,

Elmsl. Bacch. 141.^', ov, a, Exarchus, a Spar-
tan Ephor, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 10., f. -, {,) to begin,

start with, c. gen.,, ?, .
18, 51, Od. 4, 19, etc. : so loo in mid.,, Od. 12, 339:
alsoc. ace, ,
II. 2, 273.. Archil. 50,,
Eur, I, , 743 : more freq. in prose,, begin a hymn
to one, address it to him, Xen. Cyr. 3,

3, 58 : and reversely,, to address one with words.

Soph. El. 557; but in Eur. Tro. 148.

c. dupl. ace, . ?., cf.

Seidl. ad 1.—2. to be at the head of, to

be a leader of, , Joseph.',, , () the Lat. sex-

tans. Epich. , 4, Sicil, word, v. Beutl.
Phal. ^ 14.',, , () the number six,

Luc. ', ov, (,) consisting

of six times, (=6 short syllables) in
prosody, Hephaest.^', strengthd. for^,
Hipp.,, , (,) to adorn,

deck out. Soph. O. C. 1603, and Eur.,
cf Blomf. Aesch. Pers. 187.— II. to

train, exercise, teach thoroughly,,
Plat. Clitoph. 407 ; , in late

prose. Pass, to be well trained or
practised in, , Xen. Hipparch. 2, 1.

—2. to practise, learn, , Themist.
Hence, verb, adj., Nicostr.
ap. Stob. p. 447, 29., ov, (,) of
six stades, Strab. [a], , , the rmigh edge left

by tearing linen or cloth, also.
(Prob. from a form *, like

from ; rejected by
Lob. Paral. p. 441, who prefers •

and derives it from.), ov, (,) of six

lines, ver.'ies or rows, Gramrn., f. -•, {,-) to flash as with lightning, Tryph., ov, (,) with
six columns in front, of temples, Vi-
truv,, ov, {,)
of six syllables, Gramm,'<>?, strengthened for, Cic. Att. 6, 4, 3.', strengthd. for-,
Soph,

'Efar;/<M«,=sq,, Hipp,', {,) to make into

steam, to exhale, dry by evaporation,

Arist, Probl,—II, intr, to evaporate.', , strengthd, for-, Arist. . ., ov, {,) of six

to7ies, Plut.', ,,. sub., to strip of the Attic

form?—2. to speak Attic Grcek,=ur-. A. B,

'Pii«7-76j, Att. contr. for., aor.. {,) to dry up, icilher up,,, Hdt, 4, 151, 173, cf,.



, , {, avyi)) bright,

white, Eur. Rhes. 304., , fut. -, {,)
to speak out, utter aloud, II. 1, 363 ; 16,

19 : opp. to - Mid. in

same signf.. Aesch. Cho. 151., strengthd. for cd)-, Joseph., adv. Att. for.,, , {,) pipe

away. wear out by piping: of the mouth-
pieces of clarionets, ap. Poll., cf Ar.

Ach. 681.'?., (,?) dep.

pass.,/ teaue one's guariers, of soldiers,

Xen. An. 7, 8, 21.", ov, {, ) piped

away, worn out, of a fiute.', and-, fut. -,
Theophr., {,) to increase con-

siderably : in pass, to grow too fast, Id.,, , a fleshhook or

fork, to take meat out of a boiler, like, Aesch. Fr. 355. (Said to

come from a supposed =-.), adv. for /, sub., at the very point of time, at

once, Theogn. 231, Polyb., etc., adv. for, over

agairi, once more, ajiew, Hom.—II. ol

place, back again, backwards, Hom.?.(, , strengthd. for, Ar. Nub. 1104., , {,) to boast

loudly, c.)..,, Aesch..

Ag. 872 ; c. inf.. Soph., and Eur.), , {.) to suffer

from drought, Theophr.—II. trans, to

dry : in pass, to be dry, Diog. L., {,) to dry, burn, roast.

Plat. (Com.). 9., fut. -, {, >) to

Sireajn, cry out. Soph. Tr. 565. []',, , {,) to

take right away. In.,-, to take his life from him,
destroy him, Od. 22, 444, cf. Valck.

Hipp. 322 ; -, take one out / slavery, Lat.

vindicare in libertateni, Dem. 100, 8.,. strengthd. for'''.
Plat. Polit. 270 E., , {,,) to

get rid of by perspiration, Stob.', f. -,.{,) to

let go, send forth, discharge, ',
Xen. Eq. 12, 12 : to let loose, set free

from,, Soph. Tr. 72. [0i Ep.,
Att.], {,) to set,

put away. But prob. only used in mid., with aor. 2, perf. and
plqpf, act., intrans. to depart, with-

draw, shrink from,, Soph. O. C.
561, Eur. LA. 479.<,, , {,) porters

Vihn carry litters, etc, six together,

Vitruv., ov, TO, (,) a lit-

ter borne by six men, Martial., {,) to foam
away, Lat. despumare : hence in mid.,, to foam or fret away one's

Strength, Aesch. Ag. 1067, — II. to

makefoamy : pass, to become so, Diosc.
Hence^, , , a being made
foamy, change into foam, Clem. Al., ,= II., to turn

into foam, Clem. Al., {,) to draw
forth, olvov, Od, 14, 95 ; poet, aor,, c. gen,, Opp, [i]',, , , {,) six-

handed. Luc,], adv., in six parts, Plat.

Tiin. 3 D.

EaEI, ov, of, holding six., GOV, contr., ovv,

of, holding six, Plut., . and, ,
to take away chaff or husks., adv. =ay, Arist. Org.. , ,{) a tying,

binding on. Iambi.— II. a kindling,

firing. Plut., nom. fern. 2 aor. pass,

part, of.. Rh. v. Buttm,
Catal. p. 6., Aeol. and Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2 of.', 1 aor, act, of -. Hipp,-'/. , i.-, {,)
to free one by giving bail. Dem. 724, 6.

Pass, to be set free on bail, Lys. 167,

23, Andoc. 7, 1.?], , . rare form for sq.,

Isae. 50, 24., , , {)
giving of bait or surety, esp. to take
one out of prison, Dem. 725, 10.', f. -, {,) to

awaken. Soph, O, T. 65 : to raise from
the dead, Aesch. Cho, 495, and Eur. :

in genl. to arouse, stir up, Soph. Tr.

978, Eur., etc. : to kiiidle, as lire, Ar.

Lys. 315, 77., Diod. Pass, to be

aroused, to ivake up, get up, Hdt. 1, 34 :

SO too in syncop. aor., Ar.

Ran. 51, inf.. Plat. Symp,
223 C. Cf. Hence,, . an awakening.—
IL pass, a being awakened, rising.', {.) to rase to

the ground, demolish. Or. Sib.', . , {,) Lat. ex-

hedra, a covered tvalk or space in front

of a house, an open chamber, Eur. Or.

1449; cf. Vitruv. 5, 11: a hall or

building for meetings, etc., esp. the

hall in Pompey's theatre at Ro?ne, where
the senate met, Plut.\, 2 aor. of.',,, dim. from,
Cic. Fam 7, 23., ov, {, Mpa) away from
home, out of one's place. Soph. Phil.

212 : in genl. strange, extraordinary,

Arist. Rhet.—2. c. gen. out of, away
from,, Eur. I. T. 80 : metaph.
. , insensate, wild
words. Id. Hipp. 935.—II. of birds of

omen, out of a good, i. e. in an unlucky
quarter, Ar. Av. 275, ubi v. Schol., {, ) hence fut. -, Ar. Eq. 1032 and perf. //-. Id. Vesp. 925, assigned to .^-.

'Efez.imperat, from for., 3 sing, aor, 2 of-. II., inf, {,)
aor, without any pres. in use, and to

be referred to : to look out, see

far,' . he saw
far, saw well, 11. 20, 342: also imperat.
aor. mid.,. see well to it. Soph.
Phil, 851. Cf., adv, {,) poet, for, in order, in a row, one after an-
other. Hom., f, -. {,) to

make like : to adapt, , Xen,
Hier. 1, 38, Pass. esp. in part, pf
pass.,>] like,. Aesch.
Theb. 445, cf. Eur. Phoen. 102 : also
represented by a likeness, Ar. Eq. 230,
Hence,, , a representa•

tian, copy., {.) to copy.—II, to portray, Plut,, , f. -, Lat. evolvere,

EaEA
to unfold, search out, of hounds, Xen.
Cyn. 6, 15,= or ?., q. v.

Hence7.,, , a disentangling,

Plat. Legg. 796 A,'/., V. sub /..?.,, aor. 2 act. and
mid. of./., perf. act. of.',=. to roll out., V. sub.,2 sing, for,.
20, 179 : inf, {. ). To
go out, come out, esp. out of the house,
Horn, most freq. in Od. : also c. gen.

loci,, Od. 1, 374 ; so, Hdt. 1, 94 : but ., to leave the knights, quit

service as one. Id. 1, 67 :, to come forward to the trial,

Soph. Phil. 98 : also c. ace. cognato,. Soph. Tr. 159,-
., Thuc. 1. 15 : esp. to march

out with an army, Thuc, and Xen. :

to comeforward on the stage, Ar. Ran.
946.—II. of time, to come to an end,

expire, Hdt. 2, 139 ; and so. when the pain ceases.

Soph. Phii. 767., from, only used in im-
pers., q. v., inf fut. of., inf pres, of.', inf, {,)
to speak out, IL 9, 61 : to utter, avow,

proclai7n, Lat, effari, , 11, 24,

054, Od, 15, 443; with collat. signf.

of betraying secrets, like/.,
: . , to tell some-

thing of a person, Scph, El, 521 : to

tell in full, Thuc, 7, 87,^', 1 aor. part, from,
Hdt,, adv, part, perf.

pass, from, carefully, ac-

curately, fully, Plut., later form,^.,, Ion. for.', Ion. and poet, for,
Hdt.., {,) to stretch, put
out, Lat. exsero, , Hdt. 3,

87, TO, Ar, Vesp, 423,—IL to

pull out, Ar, Eq. 378., {,)
dep., to mock, ridicule, Joseph.—IL to

dissemble, Id.. 2 sing, pres, from
for iffi, Od, 20, ]79,, fut,-.^-, Arist, Oee, 2, 14, The MSS.
oft, give the faulty aor.

for the true one, from
/.., Buttm. Dem. Mid. 52, p. 1C2., , {,) to make
oily or into oil, Theophr. Pass, to be-

come oily. Id,, , ,{) a dri-

ving out cattle, etc, Polyb, : an expe-

dition, Vit, Hom.., , a driving out. ex-

pulsion, Hdt. 5, 76 ; 6, 88.-11. intr. a
marching out, expedition. Id. 7, 183 :

and^. a, ov, Julian., and e^•, Clem. Al,, verb, adj., to be

driven out, to be repelled : from?, fut.- Att. -,
perf.-/, Hom. has also the
poet. pres., inf /, {,) to drive out, chase, expel, c.

gen. alone or vith , Hom. ; .', to drive out of the country, Od.
16, 381, . , to

knock the teeth out of his jaws, Od.
18, 29 : also in mid.,"Thuc. 4, 35.-2.
to beat, hammer out, of metals, Hdt. 1,

50, 68.-3. metaph., like,
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tn repel, slight, Julian. Caes. 1, 22.

—

JI. - )-, to lead out an army,

Hdt. 1. 7 J ; 7, 38 : yet more usu. ab-

soL, as if iiitrans., so Horn, (though

in 11. 10, 49U he has- /-
vtv) has more ireq. '-

alone for to 7narch, U. 11, 3,
etc., so too Hdt. 4, 80 ; 8, 113, etc.

:

to ride out, sub. ', Thuc. 7, 27,

and Xen. [ in fut. and pcrf ], poet, for foreg., Horn., a, ov, verb. adj. from

sq., to be refuted, Plat. Gorg. 508 A.?^, f. -, strengthd. form

of?., to search out, test,-
av, Pmii. O. 10, 65, Aesch., etc. : to

convict, expose. Soph. O. T. 297,

, one of a. thing, Plat. Apol. 23 A.

:

esp. c. part., to coiwict one of being..,

. Tivu . Id. Gorg. 522

D ; and so in pass., Eur. Hipp. 944 :. ', to try one's luck, Polyb.

Pass, of persons, to commit oriels self,

be exposed, Polyb. : of tilings, to be

proved against one, Thuc. 3, 04.—2. ov
', I am not to

blame in this, Eur. Ei. 30./^,, inf. aor. 2 act.

and mid. of-, ov, , of the class of

frecdmcn or their offspring, Lat. tiber-

finus, Dion. H.—II. as').,.,
laws concerning freedmen, Dem. ap.

Poll. 3, 83: from, , , {,)
set at liberty, afrecdman, Lat. libertus,

libertinus, Cic. Att. C, 5, 1.^, , strengthd.

for., Soph. Aj. 1258.^., , {,) to

free, set at liberty,, Dio C.',, , , {,-) way out, late word for., fut., ?, inf.

aor., .,, ,{) an un-

folding, esp. military evolution, Arr., , , and,, , pulley or block, Math. Vett.',,, ,=.',, Att. -, . -, {,) to unroll, unfold, undo, Eur.
Hipp. 804 : metaph . to explain, Lat.

expticare,,?, Id. Supp.
141, Ion 397: ., of a dancer,

Id. Tro. 3 : , ?., to hunt
one round and round, Id. H. F. 977.—. milit.=7, Lat.

expticare, to expand the front by bring-

ing up the rear men, Xen. Cyr. 8, 5,

15, Hell. 4, 3, 18, cf. Liv. 44, 37 : also

of ships, Polyb., , {,) to wound,
tear, cause sores, Diod. Pass, to break

out m sores, to , Jo-

seph., verb. adj. from,
one must drag along, ,
Eur. El. 491./., , , a drawing, pick-

ing out. Medic. ; from
?,,—?>,, Hdt. 2, 70, etc., {,) to draw, drag

out, Horn. c. gen.,?. from its

hole, Od. 5, 432, ., to re.i-

cue from slavery, Lat. eripere, Pind.

P, 1, 140 : c. gen., to drag by the hair,

etc., Ar. Eq. 365, e conj. Pors.—II.

to drag out, prolong, Ar. Pac. 511.',, , , {) a
wouruling, tearing, Diod.', {,) to

purge by hellebore, . Arist.

',?^, {,?) to make
quite Greek, bvoua ., to trace it to a

Greek origin, Plut.
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ESEP, Ep. for, inf aor. 2

of, II.', Ep. for, inf. fut. of

(. 11., , f. -, {,) to

vomit forth, disgorge, of Charybdis,

Od. 12, 237, 437, cf. Hes. Th. 497,

where the strange aor. should

perh. be corrected/'/ ; metaph.
to disgorge ill-gotten gear, Ar. Acli. 6.

—2. absol., to be sick, lb. 580., 3 smg. perf. 2 of-, Od. 5, 335., , strengthd, for -, to keep fast or strictly observe,, Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 21.', , ( -. Ion. --, strengthd. for,
-, to drive a gainful trade. Soph.
Phil. 3U3 :, I am bought

and sold, betrayed. Soph. Ant. 1030.

—

II. to sell off, sell the whole stock, Hdt.

1, 1., strengthd. for,
inf. aor., Hes. Sc. 329.'., f. -, strengthd. for, to strip or spoil a foe, c. ace.

pers., Hom. : also, -, to strip

off his arms, II. : also to slay in fight.

In Hom. more freq. than the simple
verb., 1 aor. pass. Ion. of, Hdt., {,) to speak out,

proclaim, , Pind. N. 4, 53 :, declared Aeg. (to be)

his country. Id. O. 8, 26.', strengthd. for -, Diog. L.', {,) to take off,

as clothes.'., {,) to em-

bowel, take out the inside, i. 6. of plants

the pith, Diosc.', f. -, strengthd. for, to soften or appease by char?ns,

charm away. Plat. Phaed. 77 E.

Pass., , to be charm-

ed out of tfieir nature, Soph. O. C.

1194.',, strengthd. for,
to stir up, Ar. Lys. 623 : to puff up,

Plut., strengthd. for-, Polyb. 10, 11, 5, nisi legend, -
or.', strengthd. for-, to boast loudly that.., c. inf.,

So|ih. Phil. 668.', , ,^-. Anth., strengthd. for-
Tauai, to understand, know thoroughly

or'well, Ti, Hdt. 2, 43 ; 5, 93, etc. ; c.

part., . . Id, 1, 190; c.

inf., Sojjh. Ant. 480, cf. :

oft. with , ., Hdt. 3,

146, Soph. . C. 417, etc.—II. to know
by heart,. Plat. Phaedr. 228 C.',, {,-) as pass., to be stamped deep on,

Chaerera. ap. Ath. 608 C., adv. =, on
purpose, carefully, Ar. Plut. 916.^, strengthd. for -, Dio C.',, strengthd. for -, V. 1. Arat..7], 2 aor. pass, of -.', , {,) to

rain hard on. Soph. Fr. 470., 3 sing. aor. 2 of-,. Hes. Op. 98., and, v..,, , vomit, thing
vomited, . ., ubi al.., also, f.-, {,

) to evacuate, esp. by purge or
vo7nit. Crates -. 1, Pherecr. Pers.

2, Hipp., etc., cf. Lob. Phryn. 64.

—

2. metaph. to disgorge, get rid of,, Ar. Ach. 341 ; . ,
to take the ballots fro7n the urn, to

count them, Ar. Vesp. 993 ; to pour
out, TO, Dem. 963, 10.—The
form is dub. [, Ar.], f. -, {, -) dep. mid., to work out and
out, finish, make complete, Hdt. 1, 93,

etc. : to bring to perfection, -, Thuc. 1, 142.—2. to accomplish,, Xen. : to do, achieve. Soph.,
etc. : to make, work, cause,,
Xen. Eq. 9, 4 : also c. dupl. ace,-
-, Hdt. 6, 3.—3. to contrive,

manage that.-, c. inf, Lat. cfficcre ut.,,

Polyb.—4. to ivork at, esp., well cultivated lands,

Hdt. 5, 29, cf. 6, 137.—Both pres. -
and esp. perf

are used both in act. and pass, signf.,

Bornem. Xen. Symp. 4, 61.—II. to

earn-—III. to do away with, undo, de-

stroy, Lat. conficere, esp. of men, to

overwhelm, ruin, Hdt. 4, 134 ; 5, 19,

ubi V. Wessel. Pass,,
u'e are undone, Lat. actum est de nobis,

Eur. Hipp. 505 : ,
Lat. res confectae, desperate aliairs,

Wess. Hdt. 4, 164 ; 8, 94 ;
'-, when all is over, Valck.

Hdt. 9, 77, and Aesch. Hence', , , a working out,

finisit, Polyb.—II. labour at a thing,, tillage, App. Hence, , , able to ac-

complish, Xen. Mem. 4, 1, 4.', later and Att., to

shut out, excludefrom a place, liiit. 3,

51, etc. : to hinder, forbid, , Eur.
Andr. 176 ; to drive away,, Ar.

Ach. 825. Pass.,]-, to be forced to a thing, , or

c. inf Hdt. 7, 90, 139 ; so, -, Thuc. 3, 70., {,) to search

out, search, , Od. 12, 259 :

to inquire into or after, Hom. : metaph.
of a harp, to try its tones, time it, H.
Hom. Merc. 483. Ep. word., strengthd. for,
Pind. P. 8, 10., strengthd. for ,
Anth.', strengthd. for,
to prop up, Polyb., {,) to strike

down, , Pind. P. 4, 409.

—

II. more usu. intr. in aor. 2,
inf : and perf.,
to fall to earth, II. 14, 414

; -, the mane streaming

downwards froin the yoke, II. 17, 410 :, letting

their necks fall on the ground, Hes.
Sc. 174 ; to fall down, Hes. Th. 704,

in which line the pres. pass, of the
simple is used in same signf Most-
ly Ep., , , {) a
propping : a leaning upon, Polyb.,, ,{) a
prop, support, Longin.

mid., v.., {,) to disgorge.

Pass, to be disgorged, gush forth, Hipp.:
of rivers, to empty themselves, Hdt. 1,

202.', , f, -^, to search

out, examine. Soph, O. T. 258, El.
1100. Hence
'FJpvvr/,, , an inquiiy, in-

vestigation : and', ,, fitfor spying.

out, good as a scout, Strao.



, , , {)
belching, Aretae.. Att. contr., fut. of, I will speak out, utter aloud,

vToclaim, II. 8, 286, Od. 9, 365, etc.

:

Horn, has only sing. fut., al-

ways absol. Later we find pf. act.. Soph. Tr. 350
;
pf. pass, -, Id. . . 984 ; and fut.-, in pass, signf , Id. Tr. 1186.

Not to be confounded with sq.',, [,,) to in-

quire, search out, ask, only used in pres.,

just=iffpo,«at (of which it is the Ep.
form) and, Od. 4, 337; 14,

375 : the act. only in Od., but mid., both in II. also : f--, I will ask you of a man.
Soph. Phil. 439. Not to be confounded
\vith foreg., , strengthd. for -,, Eur. Andr. 597,.
Plat., etc. : to destroy utterly,.
Soph. El. 1010.,, -,() a purge
or vomit, Hipp.

',, (, ') to be contuma-
cious, resist, Plut., dep. {,)-', strictly, to make the
jOung oiie's comrades, esp. to attach

them to on^^s self by corruption, Polyb.^, f. -, {,)
to impregnate the cultivated fig by the

wild otte {) : nietaph. to ripen.

Soph. Fr. 190.', ov, b, {)) a sttib-

bnrn disputant, )', Eur. Supp.
894.',, {,) to in-

terpret, translate, Dion. H., fut. -, dep.

mid., to question, inquire of, c. acc.

pers. ; to search out, investigate, c.

acc. rei, both in Hom., always in

impf :—later c. gen. pers..

Soph. Phil. 439. Ion. pres.-
: in Hom. more freq. and

: akin to.',-, f. -,— sq., Arist. H.
A.', {, Sp—) to creep out of,, Ar. Nub. 710.• absol. to creep

out. Soph. Phil. 294.—II. later transit.

to make to come forth, produce,-, LXX.
',^, only in imperat., ^/5, away out of the land, Valck.

Hipp. 973., inf. aor. 2 of., to be very red, Hipp.

:

from',, ov,• {,) very
red, Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon.', {,) to ward off,

repel. Soph. Phil. 423. [f•]. f. -), {,) to draw
out of, e. g. , ,
etc., II. : 7,
Od. 22, 386 : also to snatch out of,, II. 23, 870 : but,

TLva ; to drag one away by the foot,

II. 10, 490 : absol., to tear out, tear quite

aivay, Od. 18, 87 : to draw out,', Hdt. 2, 38, in Ion. form ^'-.',, dep. c. fut.-2,,
aor. -7), usu. -i}?Mov, {, -) to go out, come out of, usu. c.

gen. loci, Hom. (who however has
only the syncop. aor.) : to go away,
march off, of military movements, 11.

9, 576 : usu. c. gen. loci, Hom., etc.

;

also -., Hdt. : very rarely c. acc,
like Lat. egredi, -
6a, Hdt. 7, 29 ; but c. acc.

cognate, to go out on, ., Xen.
Hell. 1, 2, 17,, Aeschin. 50.

34 ; and so . ?., to go through

them. Soph. Tr. 505 :

, to go away to, Xen., etc. ; but -, to come out of one
class into another, as ,
opp. to , Xen. Cyr. 1,

2, 12 : , to stand forth and
come to the trial, Eur. Ale. 640; ., to go in quest of.., Soph.
Phil. 43 : but . , to go
the greatest lengths, Thuc. 1, 70.

—

II. of time, to come to an end, pass, ex-

pire, Hdt. 2, 139, and Att.—III. of

prophecies, etc., to be accomplished,

come true, Lat. exire, evenire, Hdt. 6,

108: in genl. to reach its end, 7/?.. Id. 7, 137 : hence of persons,?, to come out, turn out

correct, Soph. O. T. 1011 : cf..
—IV. to be brought out, of an army, to

be brought together and march, Xen.
Hell. 1,2, 17.', V. the first.',, , fut. -, (,)
to swerve from the course, of shy horses,, II. 23, 468 : c. gen., -, Theocr. 25, 189., , f. -, {,)
to search out,, Pind. P. 9, 79 :

c. acc. pers.,<o question, Eur. Palam.4., f., perf. }-, (,) to eat out, to eat up,, . Eq. 1032, . ,
Id. Vesp. 925 : to eat away, cotisufne,

Arist. H. ., cf..,= {oeg., Aesch. Cho. 275., , , {) a sending

out, 7nission, embassy, Hom. only in

phrase ?, Lat. legationem

obire, cf , II. 24, 235,

Od. 21,20.',, ^,=foreg., esp. a dis-

77iissal:., divorce, Hdt.
5, 40.',,, impers., the
only person in use of {,) : also optat. : sub. :

int. : it is allowed, it is in one''s

power, is possible, c. inf., Hdt., 1, 183,

etc. ; c. dat. pers. et inf , Id. 1, 138,

etc. ; but also c. acc. pers. et inf, Ar.

Ach. 1079 : part, . Ion. ,
absol. nom., it being possible, allowed,

etc.. Since it is or was so, Hdt. 4, 126., sync. aor. mid. of -, Horn., , , v.., adv. part, perf
pass, from, reversely, strange-

ly, perversely.'), fut. -, poet, -.
Dor. -, Att. -, {,)
examine well or closely, of persons,

Theogn. 1010, Hdt. 3, 62, etc. : hence
to question, . Plat.

Phaedr. 258 D ; esp. by the torture,

Dem. 1124, 21 ; hence also,-
., to exarytine a7idjudge

strictly, Isocr. 152 D : of things, to

search out, inquire itito, Xen. Mem. 2,

2, 13 : and absol. to inqtiire. Soph. Aj.

586 ; foil, by a relative, . ,
Dem. 1126, 13.— 2. of troops, esp. cav-
alry, to inspect, review,,
Thuc. 2, 7, etc.—II. to prove clearly, to

test, as gold ; hence to estimate,

, one thing by another, Dem. 67, 16
;

hence to compare. Id. 1485, 17; esp.,

.

' 2.?. ., Isocr. 160 .—2.

to allow, admit, prove 07i trial ; usu. in
pass, to be proved or shown, -, Dem. ; to stand the trial, to be

proved u-orthy, , Eur.
Ale. 1011 ; to be proved, exposed, Dem.
795, 8 ; c. gen., ., to

be exa7nined. and SO reckoned a7nnng
them, Id. 434, 23 : hence to belong to

a party, Dion. H. ;'alsoin genl.=Lat.
,

ESET
censeri, Plut. : in genl. to present one^s

self, appear before the court, ,
Dem. 980, 5. Cf. the Lat phrases
versari, censeri, 7iumerari inter.. The
compds. more freq. in Att. than the
simple verb. Hence, , , a searching out,
examination. Plat. Theaet. 210 C : a
military inspection or review, hence .,', to hold a re-

view of.., Thuc. 4, 74 ; 6, 45 ;,
Xen. An. 1, 2, 14.,, ,=, Dem.
230, 14.', verb. adj. from -, one mtist search out, etc., Plat.
Rep. 599 A., ov, , a test, proof,
Eccl.', ov, 6,{) an ex-

aminer : ail auditor of ptiblic accounts,

Arist. Pol. : esp. at Athens, an officer

who checked the amoxmtpaid to the,
by the muster-roll, Aeschin. 16, 7, v.

Bockh P. E. 1, 389.', , ,() able

at examining into,, Xen. Mem. 1,

1, 7 : absol. i7iquiring, Xen. Oec. 12,

19.—II. TO ., sub. pvpov,the sal-

art/ of an, Dem. 107, 17.

Adv. -, Dem. 215, 9., ai, a, {,) others,

S07ne others, Nic, USU..', , or, , {,)
six years old, 11. 23, 206, 055 : also

fem.,, ., prep. c. gen. even 7i7itil now,
Hom. : -, even from the

time when.., 11. 9, 106 ; ^
even from the father's time, Od. 8, 245:
in full it would be, , as

is found in Call. Dian.
103.,^, Eccl., strengthd. for,
Plat. Legg. 945 D., , strengthd. for •, to fit together, e. g. set bones,

Hipp. : . , to treat them
systematically, Polyb., strengthd. for -7,, to beware, be very ca7ttious of,. TovTO .., Eur. Andr. 645 ; with

alone, Aesch. Fr. 181 ; and with-
out it. Plat. Legg. 905 A., [,) to make
light or easy, lighten, Eur. H. F. 18.

—II. in mid. to get ready, prepare, hat.
expedire, lb. 81.', strengthd. for-, Plut., strengthd. for-, Plut., , (,) to

contrive, get ready, , Plat. Legg. 918
C : absol. to be ready, lb. 861 : the
form, is barbarous, v.

Schaf. Mel. p. 7.,. ,{)^, . Lob. Phryn. 445., , ,{)
searching out, Hdt. 1, 07 : finding
out, invention, Id. 1, 94., verb. adj. of-, one must find out, Plat. Rep. 380
A., -, ,{) in-

ventive, ingenious, . Anton., , , thing found
out, an invention, contrivance, Hdt. 1,

53, 94, etc. From', f. -, aor.,
{,) to find out, discover, II.

18, 322: to invent, Hdt. 1,8; 4,61,
etc : c. inf, Hdt. 1, 196, Soph. O. T.
120.—2. to seek out, search after, Hdt.
7. 1 19.—3. to find out, win, get,,
Pmd. I. 8 (7), 8,, Soph. Tr. 25:
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also in mid.,^7.,
Theocr. 2t. 112.-, strengthd. for-, Plut. Hence, ov, d, strengthd.
for, Dion. H.'., , strengthd. for-, to be able to hold out, Arr.trp, strengthd. for-, Eur. El. 75.',, ,) dep., to

boast aloud, proclaim, . Find. O. 13,

85 : . () to boast that..,

Aesch. Ag. 533 ; also, ., ive boast to be Argives, Id. Supp.
275.—II. to pray, long for, Id. Cho.
215., ov, 6, {,) one

who is beyond the age of an.,
Cnnsorin.\, 3 plur. pcrf. pass, of, Aesch.', 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of, Od.,=, esp. in mid.-, to enjoin, urge, bid, c. inf.,

Soph. Aj. 795. [ Att.], ov, {,-) having the thyreoid cartilage (Ad-
am's apple), prominent, Hipp.'', ov, {,-) with prominent buttocks, Hipp./, ,( II.) standing out,

proininent, Aretae.

t'Effrpn, 3 sing. impf. from,
Sopk 0. C. 87.

^, {, ) to stand out or

project from,, Ar. Vesp. 1377 :

absol. to standout, Plat., etc. : esp. of

the sun, to shine out, appear, )', Ar. Vesp. 771, and
so proverb.,' ', shine

out, fair sun, Ar. Fr. 316 ; ., from, before sunrise, ap. Dem.
1071, 3 : so later in pass., LXX.—2.

metaph. to be distinguished.—II. mid.
to cling to,, LXX., f. --, {,) to boil

thoroughly, Hdt. 4, Gl. Pass, to be

boiled away, Arist. Meteor., ov, (, ) past one's

youth, (i. e. ace. to Hesych. 35 years
old), also, Aesch. Thcb. 11.', fut.-, (,-) dep. mid. To lead, command, be

leader of, c. gen. pers., II. 2, 800.—2.

c. ace. pers., to manage, govern, freq.

in Time, as 1, 76, 95, v. Poppo vol.

1, p. 130.— II. to go first, lead the way,
H. Horn. Bacch. lOi Hdt. I, 151, etc.

:

hence—2. c. dat. pers. et ace. rci, to

show one the way in a thing, Hdt. 6,

135 ; and so c. dat. pers. only, to go
before, lead, , Thuc. 3,

35, etc.; also to teach, Eur.; or c.

ace. reionly, to point out, . Soph. O.
C. 1284 ; to command, , Hdt. 5, 23.

—3. c. dat. pers. et gen. rei, .. Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 21.—4.
. ??. lead an army
into Greece, Xen. An. 6, 6, 34.— III.

esp. like Lat. praeire verbis, to prescribe

or dictate a form of words, Hdt. 2, 3,

Dein. 363, 18 : , dictate,

name them, Eur. Med. 745.—2. to ex-

pound, interpret, , Dem.
1160, 10; ', according to

which they expound things, Lys. 101,

9 : hence—3. absol. to give theform to

be observed in religious ceremonies.
Soph. O. C. 1284, etc.—4. c. inf , to

order one to do. Aesch. Euni. 595 : cf..—-IV. to tell at length, nar-

rate, describe, , Hdt. 3, 4 ; also foil,

by relat., . , etc.. Id. 3,

72, etc. : also, . , Plat.,

and Xen. Hence
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, , , an exposition,

declaration, etc. : and',, , a statement, nar-

rative, Thuc. 1, 73 : an explaining, ex-

planation, , Plat. Legg. 631

D : cf sq.', ov, 6,() one

who leads on, a guide, counsellor,-, Hdt. 5, 31 : in genl.

a deviser, plotter, Dem. 928, 20.—II.

an expounder, explainer, interpreter, Lat.

enarrator. esp. of oracles or omens,
Hdt. 1, 78 ; or in genl., as at Athens,
of sacred laws, rites, or customs, p. g.

of burial, Lat. interpretes rcligionum,

Isao. 73, 24, cf in.,lluhnk.
Tim., and Miiller Aesch. Eum. iji 74
sq.— 2. later the word was used of

the, or the Ciceroni.

Hence], , , interpreting, ex-

pository, Gramm.',,,()praise,

triumjili, LXX., , (,) to sift, filter,

purify, Theophr.,, ov, 6, Execestides,

father of Solon, Plut. Sol. 1.—2. a

barbarian who passed himself off at

Athens as an Athenian, Ar. Av. 11,

764. Prop, patron, from, . , Execestus, a Sy-
racusan, father of the commander
Sicanus, Thuc. 6, 73.—2. an Athen-
ian physician, Dem. 379, 16.—3. of
Lampsacus, slew Philiscus tyrant of
Lampsacus, Id. 666, fin., ol, at, , indecl. {)
sixty, Hom.',,{,)
sixty years old, Solon 1, 4. Hence,, , a period of six-

ty years, Plut. Cic. 25., and poet, -,.,
sixty times. Pind. O. 13, 141., ov, (,) with 60 couches or seats, Diod., ,(,-) <!ixty cubits long, Ath.,, , the number six-

ty.—2. a sixtieth part, Strab.',, ov, (,) of sixty siades, Strab.,, ,{-,) sum of sixty talents

raised by a body of men()
for the service of the state, Dem.
183, 8.',,^,
Plat. Legg. 755 A.., aiu, alov, on the six-

tieth day, Hipp.', , , sixtieth, Hdt. 6,

126., adv. part, perf

pass, from, stricthj.,. -, {.) to have gone

out, to have come to a point, where..,

Sojih. Tr. 1157; c. ace. cognato, .. Id. El. 1318.-II. esp. of time,

to have run out, expired, to be over, Hdt.

2, 111, Soph., etc.: so,, Soph. Ant. 896.—2. also of

prophecies, dreams, etc. to come to an

accomplishment, turn out true, Hdt. 1,

120 ; 6, 80, cf. III. The
pres. always has pert, signf, , , aor. 1 ?,
poet,, Hom., ov, () beaten

nut, hammered, of metal, in II. 12, 295,, explained by wliat

loUovvs, : the

v. I.. of six plates, is of no value., , , aor. 2 of.. {, ?.) to set in the

sun : to rrurifi/ or hang in the open air,

LXX., cf Hdt. 3, 124, sq.

^, perf. act. of,
Ar. Nub. 32.

'^?;<, , (,) to make
sunny, pass, to be sunny, light, Plut., adv. part. perf.

pass, from?\,, strangely, unu-
sually, Diod.,, ,() a go-

ing out : a way out, Hdt. 7, 130., ady.{.ap)for six days,

six days long, Od. 10, 80. Only poet., adv. part. perf.

pass, from , wrongly , to no
purpose. Plat. Legg. 891 D.', 1 aor. and,
3 sing. 2 aor. of'., , strengthd. forr/iiepou,

to tame or reclaim quite, YUpov, Hdt. 1,

126 : ., to Iree from wild
beasts, Eur. H. F. 20, 852 : metaph.
to soften, civilise, Polyb. Hence',, , strengthd. for, Plut.', aor. of, q. v./, , () quite

changed, ., changes of rai-

ment, Od. 8, 249.'] and, aor. 1

and 2 of.. ov, {, ,) unbridled,

uncontrollable, Plut., , , aor. 2 of-, Od., , strengthd. for^Trei-, Strab., {,) to

cheat utterly, Ar. Lys. 840., , to have,
!;, , to change into an, Hipp., in pass., perf pass, from-., 3 aor. 1 pass, from-, II., 3 aor. mid. from,

Od., ov, (,) of six

oars, Anth., , with six banks of oars ,

hence, , Polyb., also, , , a six-banked galley.{* '.), aor. 1 from, II., adv. (,) one after ano-

ther, in order, in a row, Od. 4, 449
(though more freq., and always in II.,

in poet.form), and freq. in Att.,

as, ,?,
etc. : post-Hom. also of time, there-

after, next, Aesch. Fr. 209 : .-, Plat., etc.—II. c. gen., 7iext to, -, Ar. Ran. 765, Plat. Rep. ,390 A :

and C. dat., , suitabh/ to.., Ar.

Lys. 633, Plat. Crat.399 D, "etc.—IIL

0, , TO. the next in order. Plat.,

etc. : TO, the grammatical order

of the words, Gramm. : but, and so forth, Lat. et cetera.',. part, perf pass,

from, accurately, M. Anton., {,) to filter,

Hipp., strengthd. for 7/-, Plut., , f. -, (,) to

sound forth, be heard, LXX : C. acc.

cognato... , TO ,
to sound forth the swan's song, i. e.

give vent to dying prayers, Polyb. 30,

4, 7.
_",, OV, (,) rudely sound-

ing : metaph. stupid., \\1.-. {,)
dep. mid., to cure thoroughly, Hdt. 3,

132, Plat., etc. : to make full amend.•!

for, 7.7]. Plat. Legg. 879 A.

[for quantity, v.-



, inf., q. ».'.^, as mid., (, ^)
to appropriate to one^s self, make one's

own, Diphil. ap. A. B., and Polyb., cf.

Lob. Phr>-n. 199., , , an appropriation,

seizure, Strab., —, Isocr.

241 D, Xen. Hell. 2,_ 4, 8.
_'.7,=('>,\.', f. -', (e/c,) to exiide

:

in Ar. Av. 791, euphem. for- \_], w,=foreg., Hipp.', f. -, ['.) to set

down to rest, Soph. O. C. 11.—Mid. to

establish one's self, also, .,
'Eur. Incert. 134. [,]',.,, {p)asweat,
perspiration, Plut.', f. -, (,) to send

out, dispatch, II. 11, 141 (in theunique
Ep. inf. aor. 2 act. for,
cf.-) ; . , Hdt. 3,

146 : ^., to let out the sail,

Find. P. 1, 177 ; . to

let out all the cable, i. e. take every

advantage, Eur. Med. 278, cf. H. F.

837 : but,? ,
the (loosed) cable lets the army start.

Id. Tro. 94 : to throw out or forth,-, Eur. Bacch. 1122 : to takeout of,

TL , Hdt. 2, 87.—II. intr. to

run. out, of rivers, to empty themselves,

Hdt. 1,6, (in 3 sing,,. Schweigh.

ad 1, 180.)—B. mid. to put off from
one's self, get rid of, oft. m Horn, (in

tmesis) in phrase, _
; so too,' yoov, II. 24, 227 ; ',

TheOgIL 1060.—2. to send from one's

self, divorce,, Hdt. 5, 39. [
Ep., Att.], {,) to make smooth,

straight,-] , II. 15, 410.

—II. to direct, [], strengthd. for,
Soph. 0. . 760., f. -, (,)
draw out the moisture of, dry thorousihhj.

Flat. Tim. 33 C, and Arist. : Eur.

Andr. 398 is corrupt. Hence, , , a. drying, late

word., f. : aor. eii-, (,) dlep. mid. To
reach, get at a place, Horn, always in

aor. and c. ace. : esp. to arrive at last

at, II. 9, 479.—2. of objects, to arrive

at, attain, come up to, c. gen., Seidl.

Eur. El. 607 : to be sufficient for,, Hdt. 4, 10.—3. of things,

to reach, of an arrow,. Hdt. 4. 139 ; of sight, ?.-
. Xen. Mem. 1, 4, 17.

—

4. . , to execute, accmnplish,

Thuc.'l, 70, cf. Plat. Prot. 311 D.', . -, poet, for : to

tnrn out, Orph., and v. 1. in Soph. O.

T. 1182. [i]^, , (,.) to cheer,

Ath.', . , an appeasing,

atonement, LXX. ['] : from', f.- [], dep.

mid. (,) To appease,

win over,, Orac. ap. Hdt. 7, 141.

Hence',. , an atonement,

expiation, LXX. [],,,^., LXX.

,^,, propitiatory, \ ], , ov,= ioveg. Adv.

-, Cornut.', , {,) to appease,

LXX. Also in mid., Strab. Hence?., -,•,=^-,-,-.

', {, ;) to unravel, dis-

entangle, seek out,. , of hounds
at a check, Xen. Cyn. 6, 15.—II. to

keep out from, / (or -'-

?.->]) , Dem. 976, fin.,

cf. ., , f. -, {,) to

draw out by thongs or ropes, [t], poet, inf pres. from-
, for, Od. [I] Macho has., {,) to take out the

sinetcs or fibres, Arr.', , {,,) to emp-

ty, Lat. exinanire, and so to destroy,

Lj-c, cf. [i ?], {,), to

shoot out hair. Soph. Fr. 653., {,) to cleanfrom rust,

Epict.^, (3, (, ) to press,

squeeze out, Diosc.—II. to press heavi-

ly, Ar. Lys. 291.', f. -, {, -) to ride out or away, Flut.', {,) ^=iOTeg.,

Plut., ov, ,) ivith six

horses, ., Pol)'b., f. : aor., {,) to fly out of,, Eur. El. 944 : absbl.. to fly
away. An act. aor., in Hes.

Op. 98, Batr. 215. Cf.., , ,{) press-

ing or drawing out,. Gal."., , (,) being in

a certain state, a pcrjnanent condition,

esp. as produced by practice{),
a habit.— 1. a habit of body, i. 6. of bo-

dily health, opp. to, Hipp.,

cf Foes. Oecon.^—2. a habit of mind,

moral or intellectual, and so opp. to, the natural dispositions or

faculties. Plat., and Arist. passim, v.

esp. Eth. N. 2, 5 : opp. also to,, Arist. ibid.—II. skill as the

result of experience, practice, Schfit.

Dion. Comp. 7, cf..', to make equal : mid. to make
one's self equal, LXX.—II. intr. to be

equal, Strab. [t Att.] Hence',, ov, 6, an equalling,

equality.

',. adv. for , sub.•
par. equally ; also, sub..', , [,) to make equal

ox even. Lat. exaequare, \\•. Soph.

El. 738, Tivi, to a thing^ Id. O. T.

425, , Thuc. 5, 71. Pa^s. to be

or become equal,, to a thing, Hdt.

2, 34, etc. : to be a match for, to rival,, Thuc. 2, 97.—2. to put on a level,, Ar. Ran. 688.—II. intr.

to be equal or like, ' -, Soph. El. 1194, and so Thuc. 6,

87, cf II. [ Att.]', f., [,)
to put out of its place ; change, alter,, Arist. Eth. N. : metaph.,-, to drive one out

of his senses, Eur. Bacch. 850 ; -of, Xen. Mem. 1, 3, 12: hence
simply, , to drive jnad,

to derange, Hipp., and Eur. Aug. 1 :

also, , to

set them beside themselves with rage,

Dem. 537, fin.: also to astonish. Volyh.;

to bewitch, N. T.— B. mid. with aor.

2, perf., and plqpf act.—I. to stand

aside from,, Hdt. 3, 76 ; and so

absol., to stand out of the way, Eur. I.

T. 1229: to make way for one,,
Soph. Phil. 1053, Ar.Ran. 354, etc.

:

also c. ace, to flee, shrink from, shun,

Lob. and Herm. Soph. Aj. 82.—II. c.

gen. rei, to retire from, give up ]}0sses-

sion of, , Thuc. 2, 63 : esp.,

, Lat. cedere bonis,

to become bankrupt, fail. Dem. 9.59, 28 :

hence in Ar. Vesp. 477, Tra•, to lose one's father, give him up.
—2. very freq.. , to

lose one's senses, Eur. Or. 1021, etc.

;

, Isocr. 85 : and then
absol. to be out of one's wits, be dis•

traught, Hipp., etc. ; be astonished, N.
T. : cf.—3., , to depart

from one's own nature. Plat. Rep.
380 D, etc. : hence absol. to degener•

ate, Theophr. ; , chan-

ged, sour wine, Dem. 933, 25.—4. in

genl. to give up one's pursuits, forget

them, , -, Plat. Phaedr. 249 D, Xen.
Cyr. 3, 3, 54.—5. absol. to change one's

state, Hipp. : to change one's opinion,

Thuc. 2, 61.— III. to stand out, project,

Arist. H. A., , {,) to

search out, inquire of, , Hdt. 7,

195., ov, {, ) with

prominent hips, Hipp., cf.., strengthd. for-, Themist., strengthd. for,, f. -, {,)
have strength, be quite able, Strab.—II.

in a rare usage,, fate prevailing over the chil-

dren, Ael. V. H. 6, 13. [v]', {,)= : once

in Hom., -, puts forth, lifts her heads
from.., Od. 12, 94.—. intr. stand

out. Pans.,, ,{) an equal-

isation, Plut. [tAtt.]', verb. adj. from,
one must make equal. Soph. O. T. 408.

'7}, ov, a,{) an officer

ivho apportions and equalises the taxes

among the payers, late.

',?, ov, {) going out,

disappearing, fading away,, Xen. Oec. 10, 3 : . -, of a family, to become ex.

tinct, Hdt. 5, 39 ; of acts, to be lost,

forgotten. Id. 1, 1 ; and so in Att. [], ov,{) of, belong-

ing to a departure,., afarewell

discourse, Eccl., ov, b, {) the six or size

on the dice, also (1). [], verb. adj. of,
one mv^st go or come forth, Xen. I\Iem.

1, 1, 14.', , ov,=sq., Alciphr.. , , verb. adj. from ', to be come out of,, where there is no coming out,

Hes. Th. 732., , , a tracing out,

Geop. : and, verb, adj., one must
trace out, Luc. : from, {.) to trace out,

Aesch. Ag. 368, Eur. Bacch. 352..=. Hence, ov, ,=;:.', . {,-) seek by tracking. Soph. Tr.

271 : so too in mid., Aj. 997., {, ) to demise

from humours.',,=.", .=7.., ov, {,) of,

holding six medimni, Ar. Pac. 631., , {,) to swell

rise above,, Hipp., , {,) to make
to swell: , to
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honour her by raising a tomb, Eur. Or.

402, cf. sq. Pass, to be swelled out,

Hdt. C, 125: esp. metai)h. to be pvffed
vp, elated, rivi, at a thing. Id. 0, 12C,
and Eur. ; absol. to swell, rise high,

Eur. Hipp. 938; ,
full-sailed prosperity, Id. 1. A. U21.
Hence',, , , any thing
raised or swollen, ., a mound,
cairn, Eur. H. F. 1332 : and,, , a raising, eleva-

tion.

'EiOfWo), , fut. -, {, (5) to

sell, Eur. Cycl. 267, cf.., , ,=^, LXX.

:

from, («,) to march out,

Polyb. : to walk in procession, Inscr.

Kos.
'K^oiUa, , , a marching out, ex-

pedition, Hdt. G, 50.',, f.- Dor. -^, {-) to spend upon., pay to, Tcvi,

LXX., cf.( IH. Hence,,,=^, Polyb.
—II. late, an outgoing, expense.', , , belonging to a de-

parture, Gramm. But adv. -/cwf./rom
beginning to end, thoroughly, uiog. L.',, or,{) of, belonging

to an exit ; esp.,., the finale of

a play, Cratin. Incert. 170," ubi v.

Meineke : hence— II. as subst., to
., sub., the finale of a tragedy,

Plut.—2. hence by the same metaph.
as our catastrophe, the end, conclusion,

esp. tragical conclusion of an affair or

a life, Plut.—3. at Rome, exodia were
burlesques acted after other plays,

like farces, or perh. travesties on the
subject of the play itself, like some
modern epilogiies, Liv. 7, 2, Juven.
3, 175., , (,)
to g-o out of,. Soph. El. 20., ov, 7/, a going out,/, Hdt. 1, 91.—2. a marching out,

mililary expedition, ., Hdt.
9, 19, 26, Xen., etc., cf. Valck. Phoen.
766 : esp. a sally. Thue. 5. 10.—3. a
solemn procession, Hdt. 3, 11 : esp. of
women of rank with their suite, Ar.

Lys. 16, Plat. Legg. 784 D, Theophr.
Char. 22 : a bridal procession to the
bridegroom's house, Schiif Mel. p. 53.

—II. a way out, Lat. exitus. Hdt. 2, 148,

and freq. in Trag.—III. also like Lat.
exitus, an end, close, Thuc. 5, 14, Plat.,

etc.—2. esp. the end of a tragedy, i. e.

all that follows the last choral ode,
Arist. Poet. 12, 6 : also—3. a piece of
music played at any o?ie's exit, Ar. Vesp.
582. — IV. an outgoing, payment of
money, Polyb. : hence.
. as adj., promoting the passage or

ejection,, Aretae. Hence', , strengthd. for -, Eur. Cycl. 661, in pass.^, fut.-. (,) intr. to

smell, (Dor.) to stink,

Theocr. 20, 10.—II. c. gen. to smell of
a thing., adv. for , sub.,
since when, Nic., not, Dor. for, like

for : cf.', f. -, {,) to open,

cut open, Hipp., pf. without pres. in use,

plqpf (cf. *), to knoiv tho-

roughly, know well, Tt, Soph. O. T.
37, etc. ; c. part., .. Id. Tr.
5: absol.. Id. El. 222, etc. ..., f. -,= sq.., , {,) to sirell,

be swollen, , Eur.
Cycl. 227.
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ESOK', {,) to make
to swell, Hipp.'.,{,.)5\.,
to appropriate, Strab.— II. as jjass.,, to be accustomed,

adapt one's self to one, Plut.,, {,) to leave one's

home, to anigrate, ., Dem.
845, 19.—II. to inhabit throughout or

thickly. Pass, to be so inhabited, Thuc.
2, 17. Hence, ov, habitable, inhabit-

ed. Soph. . C. 27 : and',,, , emigration, Plat.

Legg. 850 B.', , 7),=foreg., dub., fut.- Att. -, {,) to re?nove one from his home,
eject, Thuc. 1, 114 ;, Eur. Hec.
949; , Plut. Mid. and
pass, to go from home, remove, Ar. Pac.
197.—II. to dispeople, empty,, Eur. Hec. 887 : to lay waste,, Dion. H. : also in mid., Plut.

Hence., , , a removal, ex-

pulsion of inhabitants. Plat. Legg. 704,, , o,=foreg., Philo.'/, ov, b,{) one
who expels from home, an avenger, Cha-
rond. ap. Stob. p. 291, 30., , (,)
to buildup, buildfrom the ground, finish

a building, Hdt. 2, 176 ; 5, 62 : metaph.,
^., Pherecr.. 8 : also
in mid., Polyb.—2. ., to

make a road over it, Polyb.—11. to wi-
huild, open out, , Diod.
Hence, , , a building

up, Joseph.',, ov, {,) awayfrom
home, removed, LXX., f-, {,)
to wail aloud,, Soph. Aj. 317,/, Ant. 427., , {,) to be tipsy,

Hegesand. ap. Ath. 477 E.— II. to

sleep ojf drunkenness, late : and
'Eson'/a, , , drunkenness : from', ov, {,) drunken,

tipsy, Alex.. 3. Hence', , to make drunk: Eur.
Bacch. 814 in pass. part, drunk.', a, ov, verb. adj. of, from the fut., to be

brought out, Ar. Lys. 921.—II. -, one 7nust bring out, Eur. Phoen.
712. y'. , , verb. adj. of -, to be brought out, uttered, Sext.

Emp., , Ion. -, {,) to make wild, madden, Luc,
and Ael. : al.., , strengthd. for'. Plut., fut. of.}, ij.= sq., II. 9, 384., {.) dep. to go
out or away, II. 6, 379, 384, and Soph.,{,).
mid., to look OH as an evil augury, to

.'ihrink j'rom doing, c. inf., also c. ace,
Lat. abominari, both in Plut./, {, ') to drive

out of the course., esp. to run a ship
aground: hence intr. of the ship, to

run aground, drive ashore, Hdt. 7, 182,
Aesch. Ag. 666.—II. metaph. to run
a person aground, into difficulties,. Eur. Pass., -, the thing cornes to this, we are
brought to this pass, Aesch. Supp.
38.—2. also intr. to run into a mis-
fortune or difficulty,, Isocr. 143 C • to be ruined,

ESOM
Polyb. : to run into sin or excess,, Plut.', inf. aor. 1 of.^, , Exole, daughter of
Thespius, Apollod.,•,\ . Pors. Phoen.
1398, fut. -, {,) to

slip off, Hippon. 21 ; to glide off, as a
sword from a hard substance, Eur.
Phoen. 1383 ;, offa thing, Arist.

H. A.— II. c. ace, to slip out of,

Lat. eludcre,, Ar. Eq. 491.
Hence^,, , a slipping out,

Euseb., and-2vt), f.-, Att.- : aor. 1. (,') to

destroy utterly, Od. 17, 597, and in
Att.—II. mid. with perf. 2,,
to perish utterly. Soph. Tr. 84, etc., , , {-) utter destruction, LXX., , , = foreg.,

LXX., ov, , a destroyer,

Eccl. : and, , , destructive:

from', {,) to de-

stroy utterly, LXX.. f. •, {,)
to howl aloud, Lat. exululo, Batr. 101., strengthd. for -. to smooth or assuage, Hipp.3, . {,) to pour
out like rain, LXX.',o,= {oeg., dub., , , a demand or
seizure of hostages, Plut. From, {,) to take
hostages from, : hence- ., to bind slaves to
one's service by the pledges of wives
and children, Arist. Oec. 1, 5, fin.

Mid. to take as hostages,, Plut. :

to procure by hostages,, Strab., , {,) to have
intercourse, live with,, Xen. Ages.
11,4: metaph. to bear one company,
Eur. Cycl. 51'8.—II. c. ace, to win
over, to conciliate, ', Polyb.—IIL
mid. to be away from one's friends, be

alone in the crowd, Eur. I. A. 735., ov, {,) ojit of
one's society : hence foreign, strange,

Soph. Tr. 964., ov, {,)=•?.— II. without eyes, late.', , to give sight to, open
the eyes of ; pass, to be restored to sight,

(Soph, ap.) Ar. Plut. 635.-2. metaph.
to 7nake clear or plain, Aesch. Pr. 499.

—II. to blind, bereave of eyes, Eur. Oed.
2. On this double signf. v. Valck.
Diatr. p. 197. Hence, , , a cleansing,

opening of the eyes, [a], f.- : aor.--, {,) to deny, disown
upon oath, , Dem. 1310, 2, or absol.,

freq. in Dem. : foil, by ov, c. inf

,

Id. 1317, 8 ; also . .
Soph. Ant. 535.—II. to decline or re-

fuse an office bi/ an oath that one has
not means or health to perform it,, Aeschin. 40, 30, cf
Dem. 378, 18, Arist. Pol. 4, 13 : this

oath was called or-, v. Diet. Antiqq. in voc., = sq., Callicrat. ap.

Stob. 70, 11., , (,) to make
quite like, Hdt. 3, 24, Plat., etc. Pass.
to become or be like, , to one in

a thing. Soph. Aj. 549, cf Eur. Andr.
354. Hence, , , assimilation,

esp. of food, Theophr. : and



<», , , making like,

Clem. ., , strengthd. for-/, to confess, admit, esp. in mid.,

Plut. : (o agree, promise, N. T. Hence
o/J/}^l(nc<, , a confession,

profession, Plut. : and', adv. pres. part.,

confessedly, Clem. Al., fut., (i/c,] to wipe off from, ,
Eur. Or. 219. Mid. to vjipe off frovi
one^s self: to wipe, up wipe away,. wipe blood on or with your
gannents, Eur. H. F. 1399, cf. El.

502 : also to purge away a pollution,, with water. Id. Hipp. 653.
— 11. metaph., tlvi•, to wipe one's folly on another,

I. e. give him part of it, Eur. Bacch.

344, parodied by Ar. Ach. 843 : also:=., to stamp or imprint

upon, TLVL or ' ri. Plat. Gorg.

525 A, Legg. 775 D : cf. Ruhnk. Tim.
Hence, , , a wiping off.

—
II. an, impression, mark. Plat. Tim.
80 E.'., ov. {,) with

prominent navel, Gal.— 11. as subst.., a rupture, Diosc.', part, from the impers. -, q. V., fut. - Att. -,
strengthd. for, to reproach

one with, cast in one's teeth, ,, Soph. El. 282, Eur. I. A. 305;

hence in pass., /'/,
Soph. Phil. 382 : absol. to reproach,

Soph. O. C. 990; later c. ace. pers.,

Plut. Hence, ov, a, a reproach,

Joseph. : ana, , , abusive, .
Anton.,=, Hipp.,,,=,
Arist. . . 10, 6, 5. Hence. , , subject to, Arist. Probl.', f. -,==,
Hipp^, f. •, ,)

utter aloud, announce, . Hom.
Merc. 59, and (in tmesis) oft. in Hom.
in the phrase '' '-, spoke the word and uttered it

aloud, cf. Eur. I. A. 1066.—U. to call

by name, Plut. Cic. 40.^),{,) to name,
speak of by name, ', 11. 3, 166;/, to name,
tell it, Od. 6, 66., adv. {,,) by name, calling by name, with, II. 22, 415, with,
Od. 12, 250.^, (,) to pare

the claws off. and so metaph. to deprive

of power, oivov, Ath.— II. to try a

thing's smoothness, by drawing the

nail over it, hence to scrutinise closely,

like Lat. ad unguem exigere. Id., {,) to make sour

:

pass, to turn to vinegar, Theophr., fut. -, {,) to

squeeze out the juice, Arist. H. A., and, adv. poet,

for, backwards, behind, 11.

—

II. as prep. c. gen. behind, after, II., adv.=foreg. I., Aesch. Ag.
115., in Att. j\ist:=,
as adv.. Soph. Fr. 527, Ar., etc.—II.

as prep. c. gen., Ar. Ach. 868.', barbarism for foreg.,

Ar. Thesm. 1124., {,) adv.—I. of
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place (as always in II.), backwards,

back again, 11. 11, 461, etc.—2. prep.

c. gen., behind, II. 17, 357.— II. of

time (as always in Od.), henceforth,

hereafter, Od. 4, 35, etc. ; SO too Tyr-
tae. 3, 30. [t]', f. -, {,) to

arm, accoutre, Hdt. 7, 100: poet, also

., Aesch. Supp. 682, 702. Pass,

and mid. to arm one's self rush to arms,

go forth armed to battle, Eur. I. T. 302,

and freq. in Xen.—2. in genl. to pre-

pare, Ar. Pac. 566.— II. to disarm,

App. Hence *', , , a being under
arms, Ty, under arms,
Lat. in procinctu, Xen. An. 1, 7, 10:

and freq. in Polyb., , ,{) an
arming, getting wider arms,,, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 5, 9.', ov, o,=foreg., late.", ov, {,) disarmed,

unarmed, Polyb., , f. -, {,)
to hake fiercely, Ty, Hdt. 4,

164 : also - , to heat it

violently, lb. 163.—II. metaph. esp. of

love, Lat. torrere, exurere, Soph. Fr.

421. Hence", ov, well baked, Hipp., , {,) to look out.

—. to see from afar, Eur. Heracl.

675, in pass.—III. to have the eyes pro-

minent, , Hipp., cf-,., strengthd. for,
Plut., {,) to pre-

pare for solemn mysteries,., to purge the soul from passion,

Arist. Pol.', f.- Att. -, (,-) to enrage, , against

one, Xen. Mem. 3, 3, 7. Pass, to be

furious, Batr. 185., {,) to lift vp,

esp. the voice, to cry aloud, Aesch.
Cho. 271.—II. intr. to be erect, Plut., ov, {, ) up-

right.', ov, {,) = foreg.,

Ath. Hence, , {,) to set up-

right. Plat. Legg. 862 G : in pass, to

stand upright, Eur. Supp. 1083.—II.

metaph. to amend, restore. Plat. Tim.
90 D : and so in mid.,, Soph.
Aut. 83.', , , v..', .- Alt. -, {,-) to send beyond the frontier, banish,

Lat. exterminare, Eur. Heracl. 257,
etc. : to expose a child. Id. Ion 504 :

to throw away get rid of Plat. Symp.
197 D, etc.—^. c. ace. loci only•' ., singularly,

to wander from one to another, Eur.
Heracl. 16.— HI. in pass, to be an
exile : also to pass its bounds, come
forth, Eur. Hipp. 1381.^', strengthened for,
Aesch. Ag. 1631. [t], , lov, (,) out of
the bounds of 07ie's country : hence, , exile: sub. ,., ov, ,() a ban-
ishing, expulsion, Plut., a, ov, verb. adj. from, to be expelled, Clem Al.', , , () ex-

pulsory, Diog. L.', , () expelled,

banished, Dem. 548, 27
; from a place,. Polyb.', (,) to swear a

person, administer an oath to him,

ESOP
Dem. 1265, 6.— II. to exoictse, i.e.

banish an evil spirit, Eccl, Hence!;, , , a swearing, ad-

ministering of an oath, Polyb. — IL
Eccl. an exorcism.', ov, ,() one
who administers an oath, Anth.—II. an
exorcist, N. T., ov, (,) bound by
oath, Pind. O. 13, 140., ,=^ (v. Lob.
Phryn. 360, sq.), to make one swear,

bind by oath, c. ace. pers., usu. fol-

lowed by (Ion. ) c. inf.

fut., as Hdt. 3, 133 ; 4, 154 : also c.

,
ace. pers. et rei, to make one swear by

TO . Id. 6, 74. Hence, , , a binding by
oath, Hdt. 4, 154., , f. -, (,)
to set out, start, esp. in a hurry, of a
ship, Od. 12, 221 : so too in Att., c.

gen., to set o-ut from,, Eur. Tro.
1131. etc.: metaph. of pain, to break

out. Soph. Tr. 1089.—II. trans, to send
forth, send to war, Aesch. Pers. 46 :

. , to start the ship, Thuc.
7, 14 ; ., Ar. Thesm. 659 : in

genl. to excite, stir up, Thuc. 6, 88,

Xen., etc. The pass, is also oft. used
in the intr. signf , to set out, start, Hdt.
9, 51, and Att. ; also c. gen., Aesch.
Ellin. 182., (,) to shoot

forth into a stalk, Sopn. Fr. 296., , (,) to be out

of harbour, run out to sea, Lycurg. 149,
44 : metaph. . , to lose

one's senses, Paus., cf /'.., , , a going out, expedi
tion. Plat. Theag. 129 D.,, ,() a ve-

hement onset, attack, Dio C.—2. an
urging forth, an incentive, Arr. An. 3,

9, 14., fut. - Att. -, (,) to bring out of harbour, get U7i-

der weigh, vavv, Dem. 895, 8 : me-
taph., ., Eur. Phoen. 846 : to

let down, . Id. Hel. 1247.', ov, (,) sailing

from a harbour or coast, C. gen., Kp^-, Eur. Hipp. 156.,, f. -, in Ap. Rh. 1,

306, dub. 1. for ., strengthd. for, Q. Sm., ,=., (,) to spring, leap

forth, 11. 3, 325, in tmesis., ov, dub. for,
q• V.

_, (, /^) to clear the

curds from whey., ov, {,) cleared of
whey, or in genl. of moisture, Schneid.
Theophr. H. P. 1, 11, 3. Hence, as pass., to run into

curds, curdle, Clem. Al., Att. -, fut. -, (,) to dig out,, the earth
out of a trench, Hdt. 7, 23 : •, to put out the eyes. Id. 8,

113, cf Paroemiogr.—II. to dig out of
the ground, dig up,;, Id.

1, 64,, Ar. Ach. 763., fut.-, (, -) dep. mid., to dance out, dance
away, hop off, Dem. 614, 22.— II. a.

ace. cognato, ., to dance out

a figure, go through it, Philostr., cf.

Horace's saltare Cyclopa, Sat. 1, 5, 63,

ubi V. Heind.—III. also c. ace, to

dance out. i. e. let out, betray, -, prob. of some dance which bur-
lesqued those ceremonies, Luc. : so.

too, ., to mimic, mock hoiy
rites, Hdn. ; also, ., to 7iiock,
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disgrace by one's conduct, Plut., for

which App. has . TiVi,= Lat. insul-

tarf : and, . , to scorn

it. Phlt., cl..— IV. to leave

off dancing, ., to give up the

war-ilance, i. e. war, as Hom. calls a

battle the dance of Mars.;, Dor. for, Theocr.', , (,) like -, to dedicate, devote, Plut. Mid.

to avert by expiation, Lat. procurarc. Id.',, f. -, {,) to

take the joints from their sockets, Lat.

exossnre, Diosc.',, f. -, (,-) to banish by ostracism, Hdt. 8,

7J, and so, with a pun on broken pots,{) .
At. ap. Plut. 2, 853 C : in genl. to

banish, late. Hence, ov, , banishment

by ostracism, Diod.',, , {,)
diseased excrescence on the bone. Foes.

Oecon. Hipp., adv. (,)— ov, Call.

ApoU. 48, V. Lob. Phryn. 47., adv. {, sub.-) since the time when.', {,) to stimu-

late, stir up, Aesch. Theb. 692.', , LXX, and-, f. -, .,^=., , ,{)
scorn, contempt.', , {,) to set at

nought, mock, LXX., v. Lob. Phryn.
182. Hence, , , contempt,

LXX. ; and',, , a reducing to

nothing, destruction, LXX., ,=:), . .
Hence,, ,=-. LXX. : and', , , inclined to

set at naught, c. gen., , Diog. L., , Lat. actio rei ju-

dicalae, or unde vi, an action against

one who neglected the order of a court to

pay a legal penalty. Or to surrender pos-

session of property, or in genl. /or con-

tempt of court, Dem. 528, 12 ; 543, 27,

cf ."^tt. Process pp. 485, sq., 749, sq.,

Buttm. Mid. Ind. in voc. The nom.
does not occur., , {,) to pass with

the water, Arist. H. A. : to make water,

Ael., adv. for , v.-.
^':;, ov, {, ovpu) ending in a

tail or point, Hipp., cf.., , , () power,

means, authority to do a thing, .-=, c. inf , Soph. Fr. 109 :

so too, .,, to give

authority, power, permission to do..,

opp. to .,, etc.,

freq. in Att. : also c. gen., .,
power over, licence in a thing. Plat.

Gorg. 526 A, 461 ; , Legg.

930 .—II. absol. power, authority,

might, as opp. to right, Eur. Phaeth.

10, Thuc. 1. 38, cf 3, 45.-2. an office,

magistracy, hat. potestas. Plat. Ale. 1,

135 : also the body of the magistrates,

N. T., cf. Tt'Aof.

—

III. like,
abundance of means, resources,-, Thuc. 6, 31. Hence., to be in authority, have

voucr, Dion. H.—2. to have authority

over,, . . Hence, , , mighty one,

LXX. Hence', , , authoritative.

Adv.-, Polyb.
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, ov, {,) stript of
properly, Phllo.'', {,) to increase

exceedingly, ., to offer higher

and higher dowiy, Od. 15, 18.', ov, (,)
with prominent eyes, Xen. Eq. 1, 9,

opp. to.—II. manifest,

clear, Polyb., adv., v.., , ai,() external

piles or haemorrhoids, the internal be-

ing called, Medic., , , a drawing into

channels or sluices, Strab. : from^), {,) to draw

off, as water by a sluice, Hipp., , ,() any standing

out, elevation, prominence, opposed
to}, a depression, Soxt. Emp.

:

so of protuberances on the skin, boils,

warts, etc., Medic. ; the edge or brim of

vessels, Ath. ; the projectionof a rock,

Alciphr. ;npomi,Hdn.—Il.metaph.iiis-
tinction, excellence, Cic. Att. 4, 15, 7:

01', the chief men, N. T.', ov, {) standing out,

prominent, high, in strict signf. very

late : metaph. very freq. in Horn., dis-

tinguished, excellent,., II. 2, 188;

., , II. 2, 480, Od. 21, 266.

of things, only ., II. , 194 ;

20, 184 : oft. c. gen., ',,
eminent among or above them, II. 3, 227,

., U. 18, 56; and very freq.,, just like a superl. :

(in Pind. N. 2, 27, Aesch., and iiur.

we have the real superl.,
and in Pind. N. 3, 124 the compar.)

:

the dat. is used for gen., II. 2, 43,
Od. 15, 227 : also strengthd.' -, II. 2, 480, etc. He has also very

oft. the a(iv. neut. and,
esp. c. gen., e. g. , fur
above a//,= Lat. prae : also absol. with
verbs, es/iecially, .,,
Od. 15, 70 : , gave
me as a high honour, Od. 9, 551 : with
an ad]., ', Od. 11,

432: with the superl.,',
beyond compare the best, II. 9, 638,

etc. :—the regul. adv. -(.), Pind. O.

9, 104, and Eur., , strengthd. for -, Plut.",=, Lob. Phryn.
412. Hence, adv., of six cubits,

Soph. Fr. 876.', f. -, (,) to

break out into insolence, to run riot, wax
wanton, Hdt. 7, 5, cf Thuc. 1, 84 : ., Xen. Cyr. 8, 6, 1 : ., to come to this pitch of inso-

lence, Thuc. 3, 39 : c. adj. neut., ., to commit all kinds o{ violence

or extravagance, Hdt. 3, 126: c. acc.

pers., to treat with insolence or violence,

M. Anton.—2. of the body, to break out

from high feeding, Plat. Legg. 691 C :

of plants, to be over luxuriant, Theophr., {,) to heal thor-

oughly, Hipp.', to recover health, Hipp.

—II. transit.=foreg.. Id., f. -', {,)
to make quite wet : hence in pass, to be

all water, Foes. Oecon. Hipp.—2. to

make watery mid weak, Plut. : pass, to

be .to, of plants, Theophr.", ov, (,) watery,

liquid. Hipp., , (,) to make
watery. Pass, to become so, Medic., , {, p)=oreg.,
Theophr. Hence,, , a changing into

water, []

, ov, 6,, a ratny

wind, .\rist. Mund.,), , {,) t»

become dropsical, Arist. H. A.

'Ea,,{,va)tobark
out : hence to burst out in a rage, Plut.

;

c. acc, ., to yell it out, Lye., f. -, (,?) to fil-

ter out or through. Gal., (, ) to strip of tht

skin or membrane, Diosc. Hence,, , a knife for
flaying, or dissecting knife., , strengthd. for,
Polyb.

'^',, aor. 1 c. dupl.

augm. from for, -, Anacr. 116, and Alcae., , , an escipe,

Orph. [] ; from, f. -^, (,-
Ku) to fleefrom, escape, Orph., (, , , •) only in 11. 2, 267, -, a weal started up
from under the skin of the back.',=^., f. -, (,)
to boil over, effervesce., adv. =, from
above. Soph. Phil. 29. [v], , (,) to

assist to the ut?nost, Soph. Tr. 1156,

Tivi, Eur. Autol. 1, 7., (,) to awaken,
rousefrom sleep, LXX. : pass, to wake
up, Plut., Lob. Phryn. 224. Hence',, ov, , an awakener.", ov, (,) awakened
out of sleep, N. T., strengthd. for•, Arist. . . : . (sc. -
lynicis), to turn it over, take it to pieces,

Aesch. Theb. 577, cf. Ar. Eq. 21, sq., perf. part. pass, from, Ar.', (,) to finish
weaving, Lat. pertexere,, Hdt. 2,

122.— II. metaph. ., Pind. .
4, 71, , Pind.
P. 4, 490 : also like Lat. neclerc (dolos),

Polyb. Hence', verb, adj., one must
finish weaving, Clem. Al.',, ,() a

finished web, ., thy
"handywork, Eur. El. .539. [v],^=^/. Soph.
. C' 1025., , (, vrpou) to exalt,

LXX.
^, adv., (, as from )

without, on the outside, out of doors,

hat. foris, Od. 10, 95: hence, ,
the outside, Thuc, etc. ; , ck-

ternal things ; in late writers also,

exoteric knowledge, opj). to ,
esoteric : , sub. (in

Hdt. 1, 202 with added), the

main ocean, opp. to , the Me-
diterranean.—II. of motion, outwards,

into the air, or away out of the country,

Lat.floras, II. 17, 265, Od. 14, 526, etc.

;

sometimes c acc. loci quo.., e. g.?, out to the
Hell., Hdt. 7, 58, cf. 5, 103 ; c. gen
loci unde.., like , out of, II. 10, 94,

etc.

—

III. like, c. gen., outside

of', out of, clear of, esp. in Att., v. Lob,
Phryn. 128 : >, out of shot,

Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 69 : ,
tohefreefrom a thing, to have nothing
to do with it, Dem., etc. ;, ,
to speak away from the subject, Isocr

247 E, Dem. 519, 21 :

out of one's senses, Pind. O. 7, 85
also, ., Hipp., etc. Proverb.



(> 7^7. , to keep
clear of diiRculties, v. Aesch. Cho,
697,—2. also like, without, bat,

except, c- gen., Hdt. 7, 29 : but also( T/^-, Lat. praiterquam, H. 7,228.

—

IV, pleon, in such phrases as

>)(^<.•, Hdt. 3, 16, Comp,, superl..", fut. of, Horn.(^, adv. {)/. without or

tbroad, Trag.—2, also c. gen., . •
,.,from without the house. Eur. Med,
1312.—. freq. also=ei(j, Hdt. 1, 70,

Soph. El, 1449, Plat., etc. : hence, oi\ those who are without, Hdt. 9,

6,— III, in Gramm., -, to supply or understand a word,
Lat. subaudire; ru <^, foreign
matters, Trag,, , f, -^/ and -,
aor., (,) to push out,

strike out, II. 14, 491, in tmesis : to

tlirust out, drive away, Lat. ejicere.

Soph, Aj. 1248, etc, ; c. gen. loci. Id,

O. C, 1296, etc. Pass, to be tkrvst

eai, , Hdt, 4, 13, etc.

—

II. esp. to drive out of the sf'a, drive mi
shore, }', Thuc. 2, 90 : cf. Id, 8, 104 : so too in pass.,, Eur. Cycl,

279, cf.: metaph.,-
vai Ty , Thuc. 6, 34,

ubi V. Arnold. Hence',,, , a driving out, ex-

cretinn. Medic,&, f. -', (,)
to carry beyond the ocean, tj trab., ov, , a proceeding

beyond or froyn the ocean, Strab.',, {,) sleeping

mit: ~, iish which comes upon the

beach to skep, also called, The-
ophr.',^ , , uttrr destruction,'?, to swear with
a prayer that one may perish (if faith-

less), Dein, 55.3, 17; al-so,, ap. Eund, 747, 14

;

uvtov. Id.

1315, II ; ' .. to break
an oath of the kind. Id. 1305, 13 : from, ,() utterly de-

stroyed, ruined, Hdt. 7, 9, 2 : ^^. -. Ar, Pac. 1072.—II. act. most
destructive, ruinous, Ar. Plut. 443,
(Di-rn.) 1342, 7.—III. metaph. of per-

sons, abandoned, abominable, Lat. per-

ditus, Aesch. Supp, 741, Antiph. Mi-. 1, 12.', ov, b,() one with

nrms bare to the shoulder, Luc.—II. with

high shoidders. Id., , f/, the making oj

an, Xen. Mem. 2, 7, 6 : from'•<, ,{,)
making an., .,
to bare one arm up to the shoulder, wear
it as in an, Ar. Eccl. 267 : from,, , a man's vest without

sleeves, leaving the shoulders bare, v.

Gell. 7, 12 ; or ace. to others with one

sleeve, leaving one shoulder bare : the
usu. dress of slaves, poor men, cyn-

ics, and even of the rich when not
on ceremony, Ar. Vesp. 414, Xen.
Mem. 2, 7, 5, etc. : cf.,-. [] From'(, ov, {,) with a shoul-

der bare : stript for work.,,,,{1) a stoear-

ing off, getting off giving evidence or
other obligations bij an oath, Ar. Eccl.
1026, Dem. 1119, 26, cf.., {, .) dep., to

buy off, redeem, Arist. Oec. : in genl.

to buy, Hdt. 1, 196.—II. to compensate,
Arist. Pol. Hence

EOIK',, , redemption, pur-

chase.', ov, (.) out of sight

of, in genl, away from, a favourite

word of Eurip., as, .. Supp.
1038,, Ale. 546, cf. Ar.

Thesm. 881.', ov, {,) out of
doors, late word., (,) to leave otit of
one's thoughts, neglect, Aesch. Pr. 17,

ubi Pors.., ov, {,) untimely, out

of season, unfitting. Soph. El. 618 : too

early or too lale, but USU. the latter, as

in Plut., etc. : also c. gen.,,
too old for.., Luc. Adv. -, Phi-
lostr., ov, {,) with or

of six stories, Diod. : others, not so

well,, Schaf. Dion. Comp.
203.., 3 sing. aor. syTicop. pass,

of.',, tj,{) a putting

out, dislocation, Hipp.,, ,{) a dri-

ving out, banishment, LXX.',, o,= sq.', , ,{) one who
drives out: ., violent winds
which dn're ships out of their course

or on shore, Hdt. 2, 113, Aeschin. Ep.
659 fin., cf. II.. , , a stage-machine

somewhat of the same nature as the, v. Herm. Opusc. 6, 2, 105,

sq-^, . ov, superl. from.
adv., outermost. Plat. Phaed.
112 E.', , , {) external,

belonging to the outside,, foreigti

power, ., bu.siness,

Arist. Pol. 2, 10, 16 ; 7, 3, 8 : opp. to.— II. esp. of those disci-

ples of Pythagoras and others who
were not yet initiated into their highest

phdosophy ; ., popular trea-

tises, opp. to, the strictly

philosophical, Arist. Pol. 3, 6, 5, cf.

Cic. Fin. 5, 5., a, ov, comp. from ^,
adv., Aesch. Cho. 1023.', , , {) outward,

strange, foreign, Bockh Inscr. 2, p.

467. Adv. -., ov, {,) brought

out, published, Iambi., ov, {,) deadly

pale, Arist. H. A.

"Eo, Ep. gen. of the pron. pers. 3

person for ov, his, of him, Hom., esp.

in phrase from, away from
him : for, 11. 19, 384,

Od. 8,211., Ep. dat. sing, of pron. pers.

ov, for 01, to him, , Od. 4, 38 :

but Od. 4, 643, ', his own,
nom. pi. from., Ep. for, 3 sing. opt. pres.

from, Hom.", syncop. for, 1

plur. perf. 2 from. v. sq.', , , etc., perf. 2 c. pres.

signf , from root *", to be like, of

which Hom. has only 3 impf. , it

seemed good, 11. 18, 520
;
part,,, , Horn., and once the Ep.

lengthd., . 18, 418 : the

Att. preferred the form, esp. in

neut. : and we find in Hom. once, 11. 21, 254, and fre(j. the fem., inf. :
—, , ,

etc., is Ion., not Ep., subj., part.. Hdt.: plqpf., , ,
etc., Horn., and once 3 pi.,
II. 13, 102 : fut. ', post-Horn., Ar.

Nub. 1001. Ep. only are the forms ??«-

rov, 3 dual perf., Od.4, 27: 3
sing, plqpf. four times in 0<l., and
without aujrm., II. 23, 107 : -, 3 dual, plqpf., II. 1, 104, Od. 4,

662, etc. In Att. we find 3 pi. perf.

for, even in prose ; and
1 pi. perf. syncop. for-. Soph. Aj. 1239, and Eur. It is

dub. whether the perf. is good
Att., but cf.. Piers. Moer.
p. 148, Br. Ar. Nub. 185. (It occurs
in 3 sing, in some MSS. Ar. Av. 1298.)

— I. to be or look like,, Horn. ; and
so in Hdt., and Att. Construct. : c.

ace. rei, ,-., etc.

:

, is considered like,

1. e. hated like death, Od. 17. 500.

Made more emphatic by the phrases. ,, Horn.—II. to befit, to be bound,

c. inf , ,, am hound to sing before thee,

od. 22, 348, cf. Soph. Phil. 317.

Elsewh. Hom. has 3 pers. sing, as
impers., it is fitting, right, seemly, rea-

sonable, probable, USU. C. tiegat.,

', , II. 14, 212, Od. 8,

358. Construct. : usu. absoL, also c.

ace. et inf., and II. 4, 286, c. inf. only

:

if the person is mentioned, it is put in
dai., as II. 10, 440 ; nor is Od. 22, 196
an exception,^ -, , for here we
must supply the inf, {-).—2. Hom. has also the
part, in signf. fitting, right, deserved,

Od. 4, 239 ; ,
1, 46 : , suitable wife,
' a help meet for him,' II. 9, 399.—III.

in Att. to seem likely, have the appear-

ance of seem, oft. agreeing with its

person (though often we cannot ren-
der it so),- ', you seem
likely to soothe me, it seems as if you
will, Aesch. Eum. 900, -, methinks thou art delicate,

Ae.sch. Pr. 971.cf. Eur. Cycl. 99, etc.:

also c. part., , you
seem delighted, Xen. Hell. 6, 3, 8, cf.

Kuhner Gr. Gr. ^ 657, 2: hut most
freq.,, and , absol.,as it

seems, probably, as is fitting, or C. dat.

pers., , etc., Eur. Andr.
551, cf. Bornem. Xen. Symp. 2, 15:
also . Ion., (sub.)
Hdt. and Att.—On the neut. part, et-, v. sub voc., Att.. Ion.-. adv. of part,, similarly,

like,, Aesch. Ag. 915 : reasonably,

fairly, naturally, as tvas to be expected,

Hdt. 2, 25, Aesch. Supp. 403., , , Ep. and Ion. for, ', , opt. of, in 2 and
3 sing., Ep. gen. from for,
Hom., dat. pi. from, Hom., Ep. 2 sing. opt. from
for ', II. 9, 284., Dor. part. fem. from
for,., Dor. collat. form,
to make to waver, trouble,, as Bockh for in

Pind. P. 4,414 (2.33): Buckh refers

also (v. sq.) to the same root

;

but Buttm., Catal. v. and Le.xil.

v. 7, makes Pindar's
the impf. from, a lengthd. form
of ?.. Others write with ai
short before the vowel., was pressed, iveighed down,
Ep. plqpf of pres.' in Ap. Rh.,
cf Buttm. quoted in foreg., , , poet, perf with
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pres. signf. from fkmj, Horn. : plqpi..., only in 11. 23, C43, for ^v, 1

sing, iinpf. from ( ; but kov. Ion.
for bv. part, neiit. from.', ace. or nom. neut. from ,
Hom.
t'Eovruj' Ion. and Dor. for

3 pi. imper. of.
VEopCiKa for, v. Buttm.

Catal. p. 191 n., , , poet. perf. of,
Hom. : 3 pi. for,
Batr. : t)art.), Hom.
i'Kopriaia, , , Eordaca, a district

in the northwest of Macedonia,
Polyb. 18, 6, 3. Hence., //, , of Enrdaea, Arr.

t'Eoptii'n, , 7/,= 'Eopoaia, Thuc.
2, 9i). From
t'Eop(5o<', , ol, the Eorrli. dwelling

in the north-west of Macedonia, Hdt.
7, 185., in Ion. prose, f.- ; the augm. on the 2d syll.,-

: (). To keep festival or
holiday, Hdt. 2, 60, 122, Eur., etc. ; c.

ace. to celebrate by a festival,,
Pint.',,,=, fes-
tal, Dion. ., ov, of or belonging to

a festival,/, Plut. Fromp,cr, .) the cele-

hrntinn ofafestival. Plat. Legg. 657 D.,,, a festival, holi-

day. LXX.', ov, o,= foreg.. Pint., verb. adj. from -, one must keep holiday., ov, o, a fellow-reveller.

Hence', //, . belonging to a

festival. Plat. Legg. 829 B.', and in Ion. prose,,
, a feast or festival, holiday, On- 20,

156, and freq. in Att. ; ., Od.
21, 258 : , to keep a feast,

Hdt. 1, 147, 150;, 2, 40, etc.

;

, Thuc. 2, 15:
amuseincnt, play, Aeseh. Eum. 191,

i. , to make it their spnrt,

enjoyment, Thuc. 1, 70. Cf.
Hence, ov, () of, belonging

to a festival, solemn, Eccl.

"Eop-if,,,=^, Schol. Ven.
Vi. 5, 299, cf.'?, ov, , a calendar of
holid<n/s., ,(,) festal,

solemn., {, . Ion. and. for 6.
7], (IV, (, to,) possessive adj. 3 pers.
sing, his, her own, Hom., also in Dor.

;

, that his otvn

Podargus, II. 23, 295 : strengthd.,

nvTOV, in his own inmost soul,

Lat. suo ipsius animo, II. 10, 204 ;

avTov, his own labourers, Od.
4, 613 : whence the post-Hom. -,, was formed. It is not
merely reflex., but answers to the
Lat. ejus, as well as s^uiis. Hes. Op.
58. uses it for as adj. 3 pers.

pliir. their: and so freq. in Batr.,
and esp. in Ap. Rh., v. Ruhnk. Ep.
Cr. 178: he applied it also to the 1

pors., 2, 226, and the 2d, 3, 140. A
like confusion of persons is found in

Of, , 6v, and, even in Hom.
;

in in Hes.; and in Att. in

; cf Wolf Prolegg. p. ccxlvii.

sq. (On the supposed adj. , ,,—, v. Wolf Prolegg. p. ccxlviii..

Bockh Find. N. 7, 25.), Boeot. gen. of pers. pron. 3
pers. for , ov.
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, Ion. and Ep. part. fern,

pres. from for, Hom., (,) to

make a yet greater ass of,, Me-
nand. p. 140, (,) as

pass.. exult in, c. dat., Ap. Rh. :

also tofeci a malignant joy in a thing.

Id.
,'7?, {,)

as pass., to glory, exult, delight in. pride

one^s self on. c. dat.,7^ -, . 16, 91, of Xen. Uec. 4, 17.)'/,,(,)
to be indignant at a thing, Plut.,=^. Par-
then. 21. []', , ,()
an announcement : a command, demand,
summoiis, Polyb. — 2. as Att. law-
term, a denunciation, information., .
Tivl. Aeschin 9. 35,, Dem.,v. Ruhnk. Tim.—
II. (from mid.) a promise, Polyb.: an
assurance, ., Lycurg. :

from, fut. -, aor.-.. (.,) to tell, vroclaim,

anyiounce, Lat. denunliare, Od. 4, 775 ;

esp. in proclaim bi/ authoril^. vnake

kno^im, do to ivit. . ,
make them known by proclamation,

Thuc. 5, 49 ; -, Lat. .<!ociis mililes imperare,

Arnold Thuc. 7, 17 ; in genl. to let a

thing be known, prifess it. Ar. Lys.
1019: hence also—2. to give orders,

command, Tii'i, C. inf, Hdt. 1, 77, etc.:

also in mid. . , Hdt. 6. 9, and
Soph. El. 1018: to enjoin upon one,

demand, Hdt. 1, 70,—3. to offer,-. Find. P. 4, 55.— 4. to de-

nnrnnce, , Dem.
600, 92 : to threaten legal proceedings,

Tivi Ti. .\eschin. 1,9. B. (nid. to pro-

mise, offer, Ti or. , Hdt. 3. 135

;

6, 35, etc.—2. to make a show of. pro-

fess to teach, profess. '-:. etc.,

Xen. Mem. I, 2. 7 ; esp. of Sophists,
as in Plat. Prot. 319 A, Gorg. 447 C

;

c. inf,. . Plat. Theag.
127 ;( , Dem. 938, 8

:

absol. to make professions. Plat. Re[).

518 B.—3. to solicit for a thing, Dem.
401, 17: also in act., .,
Lat. petere Considatum, App. Hence',. , an announce-

ment, promise, profession. Plat. Euthyd.
274 A, etc. : and?.~, ij. ov, given to pro-

mising, Plut. : making bold or rash

professions, Arist. Rhet. Adv. -., (,) to gather

together, collect, of things. II. 1, 126.

—

II. of men, to assemble, Od. 11, 631,
in tmesis. Hence, , o,=sq. : and,, , a gathering, as-

semblage,, Hdt. 7, 19.

'7/, , , aor. 2 pass,-, 11. [],. and poet, for-, to bring to, make to approach, Hdt.
2, 2. ., ov, , a kind of
dance. Ath.?, (,) as
pass., to be vain of, pride one's self on,

exult in a thing,

(inf fut.) II. 18, 133:, dressed out, Cratin.
Incert. 9. The very rare act.-, to add honour, ornament, in

genl. to delight, occurs in Ar. Eccl.
575. Only poet, (,) to break,
Hes. Op. 532, in tmesis.", ov, (,) rustic.

—II. () given to the chase, (i birds

of prey, Anst, H. A. Hence, , , good luck in

htmling, fishing, etc., Theocr. ap, Ath.

284 A.. , (,,-)
to watch or brood over,^), Luc-

:

hence tn ivutchfor, labour for,, Diod, Hence,, , a watching

for a thmg, Anstaen., ov, (,)
sleepless, Aristaen.', poet, for,
Aesch., fnt, - : aor.,
(,) to bring or lead to, bring

upon, Tivt Ti, Lat. adducere, Od. 18,

137 in tmesis, Hes. Op. 210. Thoog.
170.—2. to set , let loose, as hunters
do dogs, (sub. -) Od. 19, 445 : hence in genl. to

set on, impel, Thuc, cf. : to

lead, on an army against the enemy,'. Aesch Pers. 85,,
Hdt. 1, G3, etc. : inetaph. to bring one
to a thing, lead on, urge on, Od. 14,

392. Thuc. 1. 107. Eur. I. A. 878, etc.

—3. /() briii^ in, call in aid, Hdt. 9, i,

cf illfr, B.—4. to lend, guide any whi-

ther. Soph. Tr. 378, Ar. Thesm. 365.

—5. to bring in over and above,, one thing upon or after another,

Aesch. Cho, 404 ; to add, intercalate

days in the year, like,
Hdt. 2, 4: and so ,
intercalated days, Diod, ; to-
vov, that which follows, Plut. : -
Tovn . to add brisk-

ness to the time, Xen. Symp. 2, 22
;., to lay on the goad, Lat.

impitiiere. Eur. Hipp. 1194; so .. Dem. 275, 4 : -, lay your teeth to it, Ar. Vesp.
370 : f. , to propose a
thing to be voted on, Thuc. 1. 125;
hence in pass.,// ,
the vote against a man has been pro-

posed, Xen. An. 7, 7, 57 : .-, to invoke the gods, appeal to theni,

V..— II. alsoasintr. tn march
on. approach, Jac. A. P. 776. B. mid.
to bring I one's self, procure one's self,,
Thuc. 1, 81 : hence metaph. / f/euise,

contrive, '.. a imeans ol

shunning death. Soph. Ant. 302, (5oii-, Thuc. 3, 10 ; so . -, to provide one's self with

them : to bring to Okie's aid, call in as
allies, Thuc ' 3 ; 2, 68, etc., cf..—2. to tempt, seduce, Schiif.

Dion. Comp. 33.—3. to bring on one's

self, incur,, Xep. Apol 32.

—

4. in writing, to adduce, quote, .. Plat. Lys. 215 C
;. Plat., and Xen.—5. to in-

troduce, insert, , Xen. Oec.
17, 15. [ti] Hence,, 6, one who brings

on. e.«p. a law-suit.', , , () a bring-

ing on, to or in : a march into or upon
a place, an invasion, attack,',
Thuc. 3, 100; , Polyb.—2. an
addition, increase.— II. also from mid. an
invitation, allurement, esp. an evocation

of the gods, esp. those below, v. Plat.

Rep. 304 C, Legg. 933 D, Ruhnk. Tim.
—III. in logic, the bringing a number
of particular examples, so as to lead to
an universal conclusion, the argument
from induction, Arist. Anal. Pr. 2, 23
'(25), called induclio by Cic. Top. 1.10.', , ,() induc-

tive,, Sext. IDmp,— II. from
mid. alluring, attractive. Adv. -,
Sext. Emp.



1^,,() imported,

Plut.'. , , () the

foreskin, prepuce, Diosc. Henre, ,/, sc., an
iiiftammation of ihe prepuce.~},,=~, bring-

ing on, productive of,, Aesch.
Fr. 54,. Plat. Tim. 45 D.—11.

tempting, alluring, seductive, Hdt. 3,

53 ; opp. to, of ex parte state-

ments, Thuc. 6, 8, cf.<^ : ~.
xpof , Xen. Oec. 13, 9 : hence—2.

sweet,dainty, winning, kniVfih.\ncexl.2S.^, fut. Att. -,
{.,) dep. mid., to contetid

with, Tivi, Phiiostr., for a thing, tivi,

N. T. ; absol., Sext. Emp. : -., to coTitend oh the strength
of them, Plut., ov, (,) pre-

siding over thegames or contests, Aesch.
Ag. 512; where however one MSS.
lias, whence -
i-iof has been ingeniously conjectured.',, Ion. and poet,, f.-, Ar. EccL 1153, very late, (/,) to sing to or over,

lidt. 1, 132. Tivi -I, Xen. Mem. 2, 6,

li.— 11. to lead tlve song, ,
Eur. El. 864.— III. to si>ig to, so as to

charm, , Plat. Phaedr. 267 D

:

hence to use charms or incantations.

Plat. ; and in part,, by
means of charms, Aesch. Ag. 1021.

—

2. to harp upon, incidcate, nvi Tl, Plat.

Phaed. 77 E, 114 D., poet, for.,{,) to make to grow,

prosper, Od. 14, 6., in tmesis. Pass.

toincreKte.grau), Simon, Amorg. 85 ; ic., , , {~,) the

prize of a contest, ?., Plut.

V,,, aor. 2 of- .Horn.^=, . Rh. 4,

<97, ubi V. Wellauer.~, {-,) to as-

semble ieKides. Plut., in pass., fut -, {,) to

cry' 'Ser bewail, . Luc, Tl,

Nie. : to join in Lke wail, Bion., adv. {) with

vehemence, impetuously, Opp.
','^/,, , , fern. -7.,, {,) on the beach.^, {, 2) rush

upon or over, twice in Horn, of a

stormy wind, ?.3-, 11. 2, 148, -",. 15. 293: in Opp.
also , of a stream
that has burst its banks ; and
7>\",the dolphin; ef.«:arai}t.,'a;.~«5. (,) dep.

c. fut. mid.-, et aor. pass. : to

be ashamed. Soph. Ant. 510 : e. ace,
to reverence. Plat. Legg. 921 A., f. -, {,)
to wave, shake, move violently, Opp., {,) to kindle, set

on fire, Anth.
',/., and, , ,

confects, sweetmeats after dinner, Dor.

for and, Ath-,

V..,,,{) praise,

Eur. Tro. 418.'-, verb. adj. from-, one must praise. Plat. Rep. 390 E.

'Erraii'eri^f, ov. h. () a
praiser. Thuc. 2. 4), Plat., etc. ; fem.,, .—11. a rhapsodist,

Plat. V. III.', , ,{) of
or given to praising, Arist. Eth. N. :" ., a laudatory speech, Luc.
Aclv. -.', , ,{) to be •

praised, praiseworthy. Plat. : the object

of praise, Arist. Rhet. Adv. -.,,, , Epaenetus, masc.
pr. ., Dem., Polyb., etc., , fut. -(, Xen. An. 5,

5, 8, but in good Att. more usu. --. Schaf. Appar. Dem. 1, 273; but

in Ep. from Hom. downwards f. -,
aor.^, {,) To ap-

prove, sanction, Hom., usu. absol., but
also c. ace. rei, ., II 2, 335 ;

c. dat. pers., to agree with, side with,, II. 18, 312 : to praise, com-
mend, show approval in any way, Alcae.

5, Hdt. 3, 34, and so usu. in Alt. (who
seldom use the simple) ;

, one for a thing. Soph. Aj. 1381,

and Plat. ; also , Dinarch.

111,9, and , Plat.Theaet.
145 A ; but . . to

praise one man to anotner, Id. Rep.
501 C : to compliment publicly, panegy-
rize, Thuc. 2, 25, Isocr., etc.—2. to

agree to, undertake, promise, Seidl. Eur.
El. 33.— 3. ^[so=^, to ex-

hort, advise, bid, Trag.—II. as a civil

form of declining an offer or invita-

tion, / thank you, I arn much obliged,

Lat. gratia est, benigne,'-, Ar. Ran. 508, cf. V'alck. Phoen.
406 ; • , to decline it,

Xen. Symp. 1,70.—HI. ofrhapsodists,
to recite, declaim publicly, Plat. Ion 536
D, 541 D.',, , v..', Aeol. for, Si-

mon. 139.',, Lacon. for, Ar.

Lys. 198.', ov, b, {,) ap-

proval, praise, laud, Simon. 16: ., Hdt. 1, 96 : and
freq. in Att., also in plur., Xen., etc.

— 2. a public encomium, panegyric.

Plat., etc. : . or. Id. ; also'.,
a speech in praise of.... Id. Symp. 177
D, also , , Phaedr.
260 , Legg. 947 ., , . in Hom. II. 9, 457,

569, Od. 10, 491. 534 ; 11, 47, and Hes.
Theog. 768, only in fem., and
always as Ep. epith. of

when mentioned in connexion with" : usu. taken as strengthd. for, exceeding awful, dread ; but this

Buttm., Lexil. v. 3, rejects as

contrary to analogy, and reads divisim,' , dread Proser-
pina besides. Others think that it is

short, for, euphetn., like, etc. No masc. or neut. is

found., adv. part. pres.

pass, of, praiseworthily.,,.-, {,)
to bathe, soak, wet, Nic, in mid., fut., {,)
poet, (as always in Horn.)
To lift up, raise,, II. 10, 80,/., Soph. . . 1276,.
Dem. 323, 1 : . ., to lift one on the wagon
or stand, i. e. lift up and set him on,

H. 7, 426 ; 9, 214. Also in mid.,-, ?. , Eur.
Bacch. 789, I. . 1484.—2. to take up
and bear away, carry off, Achae. ap.

Ath. 641 E.—3. to stir up, set on, rouse,

excite,, Hdt. 1, 204, Soph., etc.

;

, Eur. I. A. 125 : to induce,

persuade, (rather, to lead or cause one
to aspire) to do, c. inf., Ar. Nub. 42.

—

II. seemingly intr., sub., etc.,

to rise up, lift up one's leg, Hdt. 2, 162;
also in pass., Ar. Lys. 937.—2. sub., etc., to set out, .-, Hdt. 1, 90. . pass, to be

roused, led on, excited,, by a thing,

Hdt. 1, 90, etc., , Ar. .
1448 : to be puffed up. elated,, at a
thing, Hdt. 1, 212; 4, 130, etc. ; also

T/i , is on tip-

toe, Thuc. 2, ll': so 'as a stoic word,
to be under the excitement of pleasure.

C. in mid. to join with, help., f.-, {,) dep. mid., to have a per-
ception or feeling of, c. gen. rei. Soph.
Aj. 553 ; also c. ace. rei, to perceive,

learn, Aesch. Ag. 85, Soph. Aj. 996,
etc.; c. part., Soph. O.C. 1629. Hence, , , a perception,

Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 32 : and,, , a perceiving C"
feeling, sense, Diog. L. 10, 52., f. -, Att., or
-, f. -, (,) to burst,

break, rush out or upon, freq. in Horn.,
usu. absol., but also— 1. c. gen., -, to rush at or against
them, II. 5, 263 ;, II. 13, 687,
(never so in Od.)—2. c. dat. k.ipKy, to rush upon her, Od. 10, 295,
322, cf. Od. 14, 281 : in II. onlyc. dat.

instrumenti, as II. 5, 584, and so
sometimes in Od., as 14, 281.—3. c.

ace, to assail, assault,', II. 23,

64,, II. 12, 308, (never so in
Od.): m mid. also,,
to rush at, i. e. seize upon the prize, U.
23, 773.-4. in Alt., . .
Soph. Aj. 305. We find also a pass.

—II. later trans., ., to move
the foot hastily, rush vith hasty steps,

Eur. Hec. 1071, cf. at end : ., swing, brandish the sword at,

Ap. Rh. : but even Hom. has pass.,, they 7nove violent-

ly, II. 23, 628. [a, Hom., a, Att.], ov,{) heard of, de-

tected,. , Hdt.
2, 119 ; and so absol., 3, 15. ['], , {,) shame-
ful, Dio C., fut.-., {,) dep. mid. :

—

to

be ashamed of or at, like,, Hdt. 1. 143,. or Xen.
Hell. 4, 1,34, Plat. Soph. 247 C ; c. inf.,

Aesch. Ag. 1373 ; c. part., Hdt. I, 90,
and Soph. ; absol., Plat. Rep. 573 B., , f. -, {,)
to ask, beg besides or in addition, 11. 23,
593•. in genl.=ai'reij. Soph. O. T.
1416; and soin mid.. El. 1124: to beg as
a mendicant, . C. 1364. Hence,, , a beggar, DioC : and^,,. begging, Dion.., f.- [], {,) dep. mid.: to bring a charge
agairtst one, accuse,, Hdt. 2, 121,

2, and Att.; , one of a thir g,
Aesch. Pr. 974, Deni. 552, 1 ; al=o c.

inf., . ?.^, Ar. Vcsp. 1447,.

cf. Soph. Ant. 490 : also c. ace. rei,, bringing heav-
ier accusations, Hdt. 1 , 26., adv.{),
to play at begging, Theognost. ap. A.
B., nisi legend,., ov, {,) blamed
or in faultfor a thing, blameable, blame-
worthy,— 1. of persons,, II. 1, 335, -u'Of./or a thing,
Aesch. Eum. 465 and Eur.—2. of
things, Thuc. 5, 05.—II. ,
legal punishments, also,
Dem. 733, 5., {,) to leap
upon, attack,, Opp., also contr., Eur..
F. 772, {.) to give ear to, and
in genl. to perceive, take notice of, feel,. Hdt. 3, 29 ; c. part., Ar. Vesp.
516.—2. to take in, understand, c. ace.,

485



, Soph. Aj. 1263, cf. Plat.

Legg. 701 A ; c. gen.,, Luc.

;

also, ~. Tvtpi, or ri ,
Heind. Plat. Hipp. Maj. 289 E., , (~ ahopiu) to make
hang over, , Anth., ,
Nonn. Pas.s. tohang,flnat over ox upon,

Diosc.—2. melaph. likeLat. immincrc,

to overhang, threaten,, Plut.: absol.,

to impend, he imminent, Id., {{-,) to be

prickly or thorny, Theophr.'., 1. -, (e~i)
to come to bloom, or to a height, Luc.

—

IL to flourish or live after, , Dion.

H. Hence',, , , coming to a

height, of diseases, Medic.'^, ov, (, ) in the

bloom of age, Dion. IL—IJ. pointed,

keen, Diosc., , ,() a

hearing, understanding

.

',/^, ,(,)
to follow close upon, follow after, ,

Ar. Vesp. 1328, Plat., etc.; absol..

Plat., etc.—2. to pursue as an enemy,
Xen.—3. to follow mentally, i. e. un-

derstand,, Plat. Phaed. 107 B,

etc.

—

i. tofoUow,\. e.obey,olet,
Dem. 805, 24.—5. to follow a pursuit,

Plat. Rep. 370 C. Hence, , , that

which follows, a consequence, Piut.: and'..,, , afollowing,

. Anton. : consequence, ., by
way of inference, Plut.', verb. adj. from?., one must follow, Dem.
1402, 14., , , {-) that which usually follows :-, a conclusion, inference.—. act.

following, i. e. understanding well or

easily.',, ov, {,-) following, answering to, Aristid.

Adv. -./^. f. -, (,-) to dart at a thing : hence, , , a darting at

a thing., ov. Dor. for,
Pind. 01. 14, 21. [d]',, ,() listening

to, attentive, c. gen., Hes. Op. 29, Call.

Fr. 236, elsewh.., ov, to be listened to,

Emped. 330. From'.,.-,{,)
to listen, attendto,mgenl. to hear, Horn.,
usu. c. ace, but in II. 2, 143 also c.

gen., which is more usu. in Att. and
prose, as Hdt. 2, 70, Soph. Phil. 1417,

cf. sub :—of the sun, '', . 11,

109,11.3,277. Proverb., '), ',
as thou speakest men will speak to

thee, II. 20, 250. Later in genl. to lis-

ten to, take note of, c. gen., Luc.—II.

to listen to, attend, obey,, Hes. Op.
273, also rm, Hdt. 4, 141., , t), Epacria, one of the
twelve settlements of Attica m time
of Cecrops, afterwards united by
Theseus into the city of Athens,
Strab,: also, a region of Atlica, prop.

the hilly country, cf.., , (,) to

treat with care and accuracy, Epicur.

ap. Diog. L. 10, 75 ; and so Diod. in

mid., (,) to reach

the top of a thing, ,
he reached the farthest point in deeds
of blood, of Orestes, Aesch. Cho. 929., ov, and ', lov, {,

486

) on the heights: esp. epith. of, Polyzel. Mus. 1., .-,(, •) dcp.\}.,=,.
Plat. (Coin.) . 2. [} :

hence, , , listening to,

hearing, LXX., ov, {,) pointed

at the end, Hipp.,,,=^,•
. , ,, verb. adj. from,

one must lead on, Dion. H. : one 7nust

apply, , Luc.,, ,() hunt-

er, huntsttian, Od. 19, 435, .,
11. 17, 135; ot fisherman. . Rh. ;

in full, , , cf.

Od. 19,445. . word., -, ,() leading

on : hence inductive, opp. to'-, V., Arist. Metaph.
—II. () alluring, tempting,

Diosc. Aclv.-, Arist. Ausc. Phys.., ov, Eur. Sthen. 4, and
, lov, Soph. Tr. 1151, ()
on the strand, shore, or coast. As epith.

of Apollo,worshipped on the sea shore,

Orph., , though Schweigh.
Lex. Hdt. would write,(-
):—brought on or in, added, import-

ed, opp. to, Hdt. 7, 102 :• . Thuc. 6, 20: .=-.—2. esp. brought from abroad,

foreign, strange, Lat. adscitilius,-, oft. in Trag., as Soph. Tr. 250 :., a master of alien blood,

Pind. O. 10, 107 ; . /, for an
adulterer. Soph. Aj. 1296; and ., a false father, Eur. Ion 592 :

., an oath imposed by the oth-

er party, Isocr. 6 C :

—

. •, rain driving on one, Pind. P. 6, 10.-,,.=.,, ,() small
row-boat, skiff, Xen. Hell. 1, 1.11.,,,(',?) light piratical skiff,Ae&chin.21,9.", ov,,^, Nic., <(,-) dep. mid., to boast, triumph over,, Joseph., f. -^, (,.)
to raise the war-cry,, Xen.
Cyr. 7, 1,26.^aev,m(.0.2oCa., (,) dep. c.

aor. pass., to wander about, through,

over, c. ace. loci, Od. 4, 81, 83, in

part. aor. : in subj. aor., . \b, V)\.
^, , f. -, (.-) to be troubled at a thing, Od. 1,

252., , (,) to grieve

over,, Eur. Supp. 58., , (,) painful,

grievous, Strab. Adv. -.^, (,) to give

pain, to hurt, afflict, Q. Sm., and Nic.,, , that which is

rubbed on, ointment, etc. [] ; from., f. -, (,) to

smear over, in tmesis ', I smeared over all their ears,

Od. 12, 47, 177, 200 : to while-wash,

plaster. Pausan.—2. metaphor, from
anointing athletes, to prepare for bat-

tle, stir up, irritate, Polyb., cf. Foes.
Oecon. Hipp. Hence', , , a smearing,
anointing, [a]?^),, , an aid, help:
from
'7., f. -, (,)

defend, aid, help,, 11. 8, 365, etc.

—. ward, keep off. , II. 20,

315, in tmesis. Later Ep. have inf.

aor.. Poet. word., (,) to

grind at, c. gen.,/, . Rh., part. aor. of-, 0(1.', (,/ )

prove as true, substantiate, confirm,, ^, Thuc. 4, 85 : 8,

52.,=.?7, , {, '?) warm, or

act. i('rtr»iing^,Hes. Op. 491. [, against

analogy.], , ace. to others-,
f. -, (,) to heal, cure,

Nic. : also in mid.. Id. : hence,. healing,^ic.—. pass.

healed, curable. Id., . Rh., and-, Nic, (,) as

pass., to roll in or on., , (, ) stout,

strong, dub. 1. Aesch. Cho. 415., , , (7)=?, ^,
Hdt. 1, 74, like ,
in 2. 147.., adv.,=ev, Xen.
Eq. 1, 7.,, . an interchange,

exchange, alternation,. Lat.

micatw, Arist. Insomn.—2. an inter-

weaving,. Polyb. : from/, Att. -, fut. -,
(,') to change over, inter-

change : Horn, has it only II. 13. 359,-., ma-
king war's rope-end go now this way,
now that, i. e. lighting with doubtful

victory (the metaph. being taken from
a common child's game) ; but others

translate it by Lat. consereiitespugnam,
i. e. plaiting it, twisting it up like a
rope, so that it cannot be loosed :

—

.. interchange leaps, i. e.

one to jump as far as the other, Xea.
Cyn. 5, 20 ; ., to have teeth

that fit in like two saws. Arist. H. A. 2,

1,51, cf infr. Pass, lo be closely joined,/ , like Lat.

consertus, Eur. Heracl. 836:.). that it be not en-

tangled, perplexed, Xen. Mem. 3, 8, 1.

— II. intr. to be alternate,, zigzag teeth ( vide

supr.), Arist. Part. An. : to alternate,

fit into 07ie another like rows of teeth,], Arist. Gen. An.

—

2. to pass

from one into another, border closely upon,, Id. .. : also,.
Tijv, to be close upon, pass

easily into monarchy. Id. Pol. :, ambiguous, doubtful,

like Lat. altemor., , ,() a
sequence, -unbroken series.^], ov, (, /)
one up07i another : continuous, cf. Herm.
Soph. Ant. 57. Adv. -, again and
again, Diosc., ov, (,,) bearing fruit, as a creeper, on

another plant, Theophr., ov, (,,') clinging to another plant, like

a creeper, Theophr., for, part,

aor. 2 mid. syncop. of,
Hom., and Hes.', , , () a

mea7is of defence, and so the battlement

of a wall, usu. in plur., the battlements,

11. 12, 263, Hilt. 9, 7. cf.: in

sing. usu. the line of battlements, para-

pet, 11. 12, 381, etc. (never in Od.),

Thuc, etc.—2. in genl. a defence, pro•



(ecfion, Aesch. Ag. 381, Eur. Or. 1203,

etc. Hence',, ov, d,, a coping-

stone, [i],, ov, (,)
happy,, Find. P. 8, 120.~7, , , Epaltes, a Lycian
warrior, II. 16, 415., for, 3 sing. aor.

2 mid. syncop. of, II. :{ would be from for.)'', f. -LC<j,= Bq.'/., , (,)
olvoi), to mix it with barley groats or

meal (Lat. polenta), in the Persian

fashion : also, ' ,
Ath.',, , or ace. to Lob.

Phryn. 254,-., ov, {,)
one who drives the oxen in threshing, and

lays the corn for them, Xen. Oec. 18, 5.'.,, Ion. for., to tra-

verse with cars, etc.,. Soph.
Ant. 251.,, f.-, {,)
dep. mid., to sweep, scrape, heap togeth-

er,, leaves, etc., to form a bed,

Od. 5, 482 ; .,, esp. of a

grave or barrow, Valck. Hdt. 8, 24.

The act., first in Heliod., and
lamblich. [v. sub]',,, 6, poet. foreTra-,{) one who steps,

or sets himself on,, growing on the tiesh,

of leprous eruptions, Aesch. Cho.
280.".3], and,
adv., poet, for.?',=., f. -, {,) to

exchange, interchange, barter,

-'^, . 6, 230. Mid. to change

from one to aiwther, c. ace, -, II. 6, 339 ; so-
' ( so. -) Archil. 1, 9.,, o,= sq. 2, Ath., ov, , Epaminon-

das, the celebrated Theban comman-
der, Xen. Hell., Plut., etc.—2. an
Athenian Archon, Diod. S.^, , {,)
to be calm., acquiesce in, Tivi, Lob.
Phryn. 629.', ov, Dor. for,
Pind. [<2]/', laterandworse form
for'., Ion. for,
part. pL pass, from., poet, for., adv.,{) in-

terchangeably, .
grew with interwoven boughs, Od. 5,

481. [i], adv.,=:foreg.3, ov, = sq., . ,
traffic, barter, H. Horn. Merc. 516, ubi

tameii Wolf., ,{) in turn,

one upon another, Ap. Rh. ; in Hom., q. v.', f. -, aor. 2-, inf, {, -) to put on besides, or over all,.
-pjv Tivi, Eur. Tro. 1148 : to overwrap,

conceal, Plut. (The pres.

is not Greek.)^, poet, for., inf. aor. 2 of-.',, , helper, de-

feiider, Od. 16, 263 :_ from', {,) to come to

aid, defend, Ttvi, II. 18, 99, etc., and

freq. also absol., but never in Od. : so

too in Hdt. 9. 61, and Att.—II. c.

ace. to ward off or punish, , Anth., for ., to throw

upon a person, refer, ascribe to, ,
Solon 19, 2., {,) to put

on besides or over, prob. 1. Menand. p.

146.

avvv,=:ioeg., adv., taking

both sides, ambiguously : from,.- 1.,{,) to be inclined to both sides,, or , Arist. Eth.: to be be-

tween both,( ,
of the ape, Arist. H. A.—II. to be dou-

ble,— 1. of words and actions, to be

doubtful, ambiguous. Plat. Rep. 479 C.
—2. of persons, to play a double game,

or stand neutral, Thuc. 8, 85 ; to halt

between two opinions, Plat. Phaedr.

257 B. Hence, ov, , doubtful-

ness, Philo: ana, ov, , a double-

dealer. Id, ov, {,)
ambiguous. Adv. -, Philostr.,, , {)=6-, an attendant, prob. 1. Clitarch. ap.

Ath. 267 C. [a], conjunct, contr. from. Ion. and Horn. ?}, in Hdt. usu., whenever, so soon as, after that,

c. sub]., freq. in Hom. ; c. opt. only

—

1. in orat. obliqua, freq. in prose.—2.

in dependent clause after opt.. II. 24,

227 : 19, 208 : or in genl.—3. in in-

definite expressions, Od. 2, 105, etc.

(but this is rather in the mood itself,

than in the particle), cf. Kiihner Gr.

Gr. '?! 810, not. [a apparently. Jac.

A. P. 62.]', ov, 6, a step of a

stair, Plat. Symp. 211 C, ubi melius
: from', f.-, {,-) to get up, mount, , Ar.

Nub. 1487:, mounted

(on horsei)ack). Hdt. 3, 85.-2. of an-

imals, to cover after another, Arist. H.
A.—II. to go up inland, Thuc. 7, 29 :

—of causes, to mount up, -, Arist. Metaph., f.-, {, uva-

?.) throw on or over, hence in

mid., to put on,, Ar. Eccl. 276.

—2. to lift up,7., Clem. Al.

—II. in Mid., to put off, delay, Hdt. 1,

91., , ,{-)—., f. -, {, -) to make to mount upon, Thuc.
3, 23., , f.-, {,) to come to life again.'?., adv., {?.-) thrown or worji over another gar-

ment, Hdt. 2, 81.— [I. poet.7.-
and -, (from mid.) with delay,

ap. Hesych., , {,) to

cry out at a thing, Ar. Plut. 292., and later --, f.-, {,-) to read over, read out, Lys. 117,

40., f. -, (,-) to compel by force, Hdt. 8, 130:

hence, , , compul-

sion, necessity., {,) only
used in neut., and that

—

1. . () it is cnmpulstry, necessa-

ry, c. inf., freq. in Plat., etc., as, ., let there be no compul-

sion, Legg. 765 B.—2. as adv., usu. in

neut., on compulsion,^- -, wearing long hair by fixed
custom", Hdt. 1, 82 ; so too Dem.' 909,

8, etc., {,) to

proclaim publicly, Ar. Av. 1072.^, f. -, {,) to

bring up, and SO— 1. to stir up, excite,

(cf Germ, aufbringen)^ ,
Hdt. 7, 160.-2. to exalt, elevate,, Dem. 1391, 22.—11.

to bring up or back, . Plat.

Legg. 724 A.—2. to lead, draw back,, Thuc. 7.3: to bring back,, Xen. Mem. 4,6,

13: refer to one's decision, or

Tiva, Plat., and Arist.—III. intr.

to withdraw, retreat, Xen. C'yr. 4, 1,3.

—IV . to put out to sea, '. Id. Hell.

6, 2, 28. Pass, to put to sea against,, Hdt. 9, 98 : ansol. to put to sea,

Thuc, etc. : and so intr. in act., N. T.
—V. in pass., to be carried to a place,

Hdt. 4, 103, where however Schwgh.
conj. for-. [] Hence^, , . sailing out

against, a naval attack, Thuc. 7, 34.

—

II. a recall, return, Plat. Rep. 532 C.

'

and,, recalling, Dio C.',=^, Hipp., f. -, {,-) to increase more and more,

Hipp. : and in mid.. Id./., {,,-) to redouble questions, re-question,

Ae.sch. Pr. 817., , to repeat, Arist.

Metaph. Hence,,, a fold
doubling, Arist. H. A. : and'?,, , a folding

or doubling,, Arist. H. A. :

repetition or recapitulation, Id. An. Pr.,•, f.-,
{,,) to yoke or harness

for return, to return., fut. -, {,) to gird upon one : mid.

to gird on one^s self or one's own clothes,

Philo., fut.- [a],

{,) dep. mid., to visit,

see again. Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 11., {,-) to warm again. Pass, to receive

warmth again, Hipp., {,)
to leap upon, v. 1. for ., Aesch.
Pers. 359.', {,) as

mid., to take upon one, enter into, -. Plat. Lys. 219 A : esp. into a
profession,,, 7.,
Luc. : to enter upon a war, Polyb.—II.

to draw back,, to withdraw a bill,

Plut. — III. =;, to make
away with, destroy, Polyb. ; and so
App., freq., in act. Hence,, , slaughter, de-

struction, Polyb.», verb. adj. from-, one must make away with, Clem., act. in Diod. S. and
App.. v. sub., {,) ( lift

up. raise aloft, Xen. : SO in mid.. Soph.
O. C. 424 ; mid. intrans., to raise one't

self, to rise up, Ar. Eq. 784., {,)
to renew, LXX.?<., , fut. -, {,?.) to call back, recall, Aretae.', f. -, {,) to bend back ; but more usu.
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—II. intr. to tarn round, return to the
same spot, Arist. H. A. 3, 1, 15, etc., (,) as
pass., to tie, be imposed, as pun-
ishment, Tivi. Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 52.'. =-
7., to sum up in conclusion, Rhet., {,,-) as pass., to be rnixed up again.'?, {,, ?.•') to give tongue again and again,

Xen. Cyn. 4, 5.-, , , (-) recall, recovery. Hipp.~?.}, {,?) to

lay out, inake to lie down, Hipp, [t]

Hence/., ^, , a wheeling of
troops round.', , (,)
to communicate with,, Plat. Legg.
018 A., fut.- Att. -,
{,) to bring, carry back :

pass, to return, Dio C.

'FsTzavanpa^u, f. -, {,-
)) to call out, shout to one., fut. -, (,) to hang upon or by.

Pass, to hang from ; to be dependent,

Arist. Pol.',=. []',-, , , stoppage

or backing : a return : from, {,) to

drive back. Mid. to draw back, Ar. Av.
648., (,)
dep. mid., to regain, recover.,).}.:,
one must recall.'. , {.-) to bring round and round ngaiti, re-

peat. Plat. Rep. 617 B, in mid. Hence'!?7], , ), a revolu-

tion ; repetition.',,^-',-.', fut. -, {,-) to look or point upwards, to have

an upward direction, Xen. Eq. 12, 13.

—II. to rise against, oppose,, Joseph.',' , i.-?, {,?3) to take up again, re-

peat, Plat., and Xen. ;-. Plat. Phaedr. 228 A.

—

11. to revise, correct. Id. Legg. 781 B., {, ,)
to repeat, ci. Schaf. Appar. Dem. 1,

532.^-, , , {?•) in rhetor., the repetition of a
word, Dem. Phal. : in genl. =-.',?, f. -, {.-
7.) to spend, consume besides, Dem.
1219, 25., . {,)
to recount, v. 1. in Hdt. 1, 90, for -
7..7.-7, rare form of the pres...', {,) to

wait, stay on, Hdt. 8, 141.— ll. to wait

for one, , Ar. Nub. 804 ; also

TLVu, Id. Lys. 74 ;
'-, what !s there in store for

me to suffer, Aesch. Pr. 605 ; cf.

Pers. 807., f. -, {,) to re?nind one of, men-
tion again to one, TLVU Ti, Plat. Legg.
C88 A. Hence',, , a mentioning,

Dion. H.,, , {,) to

rcitew, revive, 7ioyov, Plat. Rep. 358 B,

m mid. Hence
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'',, , a renewing,

restoration., {.) to re-

fresh, revive, rest,, Ael. Mid.

to rest, lean, depend upon, LXX.., {,) to

send, drive up or backwards, Hipp., fut. -, {,) to fix, fasten in or on,

Orph., , fut. -, {,) to leap upon, against, Ar.

Nul). 1375., f.-, {,) to fall or lie down upon,, Ael.',, fut. -,—-7, Axionic. Chalc. 2., fut.-'. Ion.'. (, 7) to sail

out against, , Hdt. 8, 9, 16;

for a thing, , Xen. Hell. 4, 8,

35.— II.. ,
ill language floats up, rises to the
tongue, Valcli. Hdt. 1, 212, cf -.—III. to sail back again, Dem.
1292, 2.^,,, , {,) to fill up, supply, Theophr., iti

pass.,, fut. -, {,••) to recover breath, Hipp., {,)
recur to an examination. Hence', verb. adj. one

must examine again, Arist. Gen. et

Corr.',,=^7., Plat.

Phileb. 60 A./)^, fut. -, {,)^) to tear open again, Plut.

Pass, to burst open afresh, Hipp.

'¥.}1),=){>, Jo-

seph., and -,{,-, -) to throw up in the air

:

hence sub., to spring high in

the air, Xen. Cyn. 5, 4. [i]', , , a brandish-

ing,. Thuc. 4, 126 : from',, {,) to lift

up and shake, Hipp. ; to brandish, as
weapons : metapli., ., to

threaten one with it, Dion. H.^, , fut.-,
{,) to weigh, consider

again and again. Plat. Hipp. Min. 360
D., {,)
to sow again : hence',, , ij, a second sow-

ing.',,, /, . {-
7)) causing to rise up, overthrow,

destruction, met., Soph. Antig. 533.

—

—B.{) a rising up for
any purpose, Hipp.—2. a rising, dis-

turbance, revolt, Hdt. 3, 44, 118;,
against one. Thuc. 8,21.— II. a rising

spot, swelling, Hipp. — III. inetaph.. 7., elevation of language, Lat.
oratio assurgens, Dem. Phal.', fut. -, (,(7) to draw back, check, Arist.

Mund., , , {-) a rising, swelling., {,)
to turn back upon one, resist, Ar. Ran.
1102 : also in mid., to ivheel round, re-

turn to the charge, Ar. Eq. 244.',,, ,:= ,-

return.',,=:^., , , stretching,

holding out or up, /, Arist.

Pol.; metaph. threatening, Philo:
from

, (,) to

hold up, , as in prayer,
Diod.

; ., to hold out hopes,
Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 23 : but usu. in mid.,, to hold
over as a threat, Luc.
'>77., f. 7,=.•, to raise, lift up, Eur. : but—II.

usu. intr. to rise up, rise, of the SUn,
Hdt. 2, 142, etc. ; , from bed,
Aesch. Ag. 27 :',
the time which is coming to light, the
future, Pind. O. 8, 37., f. -, {, -) to cut into or open, Hipp.',, fut. -7'/,—•, to lay upon, TL, Ar. Vesp.
148, and Plat.', {,) to

turn back again, return, •, Cratin.. 1., . ••, {,-) tofeed up, recruit, nourish, Hipp.',, =, to run
back, , Luc.',, , fut. -, {,,) to glean after the vintage,

LXX.', poet. ,=, to refer, throw bach upon an-
other, Tt Tiva, Ar. Nub. 1080, and
Plat., ..., Hipp., .... Plat.—2.
to put into the account, Lat. referre in...,

Dem. 1034. 8.—3. to bring back a mes-
sage, Ti, Andoc. 27, 37 : and so in
mid., Xen. Hell. 2, 2, 21.—4. intrans.

to return to one^s self, revive, Hipp.—5.

in genl. to come back, return. Plat. Lys.
219 C.

—

II. in pass., to rise, as an ex-
halation, Xen. Cyn. 5,2; as the sun,
Phit., , ,=, a
bringing or being brought back, recur-

rence : in Rhetor., a repetition of a
word at the beginning of several fol-

lowing clauses, Plut. Hence', i], , belonging to., , f. -{/,{,-) to piny an air in accompani
meni. of the7} and,
Ar. Thcsm. 1175., {,) to make
to grow again, put forth again, Ael., , {,)
to pronounce in addition or after, Sext.
Einp., fut.-, {,-) to shed over or upon : to shed be-

sides.^,, or', promoting
expectoration, Hipp. : from', f.-,{,) dep. mid., to expecto-

rate. Hipp. Hence',•, , , expectora-

tion. Hipp.

Javap, , =, to

come or go hack again, retreat, return.,

Hdt. 9, 13, Thuc, etc. Hence'7], , , a return,

retreat,, Thuc. 3, 89.",, ov, {,) mascu-
line, manly, Diod. Adv. -, Sext.
Ernp.',, , to furnish with males,, v. 1. for .,.
Rh.'.=^, Hipp.'., {, >, ) to go
back, return, Thuc, Xen., etc. : hence
in writing, etc., to go back,7, Hdt. 7, 138 ; to re-

turn to, repeat, or . Plat.

—

II. to go up, trace a thing upwards,. Plat. Symp. 211 B.—III. to

arise, sound, of music. Soph. Tr. 642.

The pres, has a fut. signf.



.', {,) to

proclaim, promise openly, Ti, Thuc.

6, 60., Ion. for,
Hdt., , ,{-
uai) a return.

,(,) to draw

up, e. g. on shore, vavv. Arr.,, f.-,(,)
throw up, vomit repeatedly, Hipp.',, ov,{,) windy,

Hipp, [a], =,', Ion. -, {,() to question as,iiin and again:

in genl. to question, Hdt. 1, 91 ; 3, 32.', f. -7.. {,) dep. mid.c.aor. el pf. act.,

to go back, return, , Anacr.

21 : to go over, pass over, ,
Hdt. 2, 109 : to go to another subject,, Eur. I. T. 256 : in speaking,

etc., to return to a point, , Xen.
Hell. 1, 7, 31, etc.: also c. ace, to

repeat, Plat. Tim. 17 ; and absol..

Id.—2. to go up, ascend, , Xen.
Hell. 4, 8, 35., , fut. -), {,) to question again, .
Plat. Crat. 413 A : to examine into, ,
oft in Plat., , ,{') a re-

mission, abatement, Aretae.'..,{) remitting,

intermittent,. Medic., - -, {,) to

hold up, support : to maintain, keep,, Diod. : esp. sub., to fix

one's thoughts on a thing•, : to con-

tent one's self with,, Alciphr. Mid.

to take upon one's self, : and
so perh. in act,, ^/, Plut. Dem. 22.

'.., {,) to come

hack, return, Dem. 1156, 3.—II. to come

up, arise, Paus.', , f. -, {,)
to bloom, be in flower, sprout, Theocr.

5, 131 : metaph. of a salt crust form-
ing upon a surface, like Lat. efinrescere,

L• , Hdt. 2,

12; of down on fruit, /'/', Ar. Nub. 978 ; of hair

on the. chin, Ar. Eccl. 13; also of

hair just turnmg gre^'.Ar. Vesp. 1065:

in genl. to be upon the surface,-, Hipp. cf. :

then to be visible, appear plainly, Ar.

Nub. 1174, Plat. Legg. 710 A, cf.—2. esp. to flourish, abound,

overflow with, , like Lat. florere

opibus : and in bad signf , like-
in Aesch., cf Schaf Dion.

Comp. 269.—II. to flower after or late.

Hence,, ,--=,
Iambi. : and, , , a flowering,

bloom.',, poet, for,.
Rh., f. -, {,) in

genl. to cover with, make to abound in,. Aesch. Theb. 951 , so, Cho. 150

:

to adorn a composition, Philostr. : .
Tivl, to give one a blushing

tint, flush, Luc. Hence',, , any efflores-

cence which appears on the surface,

scum of liquids, etc., Hipp.',, ov, 6, cjlorescence, as

of metals, Diosc.',7, , {, ,) to plait of or with flowers,

Anth.

', , , {, - ') small fish for frying, small fry,

Ar. Ach. 670": from,{,) to broil

on the coals, Meineke Cratin. Od. 5.', {,) to

annoy one's self at,.', {,) to let go

back, relax, dismiss, c. ace,,
Dem. 287, 7.—II. intr. c. gen., to re-

lax from,, Xen. Cyn. 7, 1 ; c.

part., ., to leave occulting.

Plat. Phaedr. 266 A : absol. to flag,

Xen. Cyn. 4. 5 : also, like Lat. annona laxaverat,

Dem. 889, 9. [I Att],.=,. Thuc. 8, 57 ;. Plat. : pass.

to be made equal,. Id., f-, {,-) to make to stand up, set up, raise,

Plut. : to rouse, excite.—II. in mid. c.

aor. 2 et pf act., to stand up before,

in Hom. as a mark of respect, but

only in II. 2, 85 : in genl. to stand up

rise, Ar. Plut. 539, , Xen.

Symp. 4, 2 : also of things, to be high,

elevated, Ar. Av. 557.—2. usu. to rise,

stand up against one,, Hdt. 1, 89,

130, etc. : absol. to rise, revolt, Thuc.

3, 39, etc. : hence to plot against, lay

snares for, e.g., Ael.— 3.

Medic, to rise on the skin, to swell, Hipp.,, ,{) a

making even, equalisirg. Philo.',, verb. adj. of,
one must return, Plat. Rep. 532 D.', , , {,)
rising, ascent. Plat. : a return, Plut.', , {,) to

^well up, or on the surface, Hipp., to make to swell up :

pass.= foreg., Hipp.,, ), {,-) one who bursts open.', verb. adj. of-, one must refer, Polyb., , {,) to

set up or upright, Bijckh Inscr. 2, p.

656 : to set up again, set right,

7re77rij«Dtav,Thuc.7,77,andsoPlat.,

etc. : to correct, revise, '. Plat.

Legg. 769 E,, Isae. : in genl.

to amend, improve,, Ar. Lys. 528,

and so freq. in mid., Plat., Dem., etc.

Hence',, , that which

is corrected, a correction, amendment,

Plat., and Arist. : and', , , a setting

right, correcting, Arist. Eth. N. ; a re-

visal,, Dem. 707, 7 : improve-

ment, ^, Tim. Locr. 104 A : es-

pecially of one's circumstances, jjro-

fit, Polyb., a, ov, verb. adj.

from, to be amended, cor-

rected. Plat. Legg. 809 .—. -, one must correct, Plut., ov. b.{)
a corrector, restorer, Dion. H. Hence', , , of or fitfor
setting right, amending. To ~., Anst.

Eth. N. ' Adv. -., poet, and Ion. for?, Hdt.', . {,) up-hill,

steep : opp. to.', f.-, {,)
to fall in with, meet, H. Horn., Ap. 152.', , {, ?) to

pour in or upon, as water, .
Plat. Phaedr. 253 A ; ,
Eur. ap. Plut. 2, 502 C : to fill as with

water,, Phlt. Pass, to be

filled. Plat. Phaed. 112 D. Hence?,, TO,that which is

poured on, a fomentation, Diosc. : and

,, , a pouring on a
Uimg, fomentation, Hipp.,, fut.- (,) to

complete, accomplish,, the victory remained
undecided, lies. Sc. 311, explained by
the context, :

in mid., to procure for, . Soph.
Tr. 996, in tmesis, []', adv. [.) above, atnp,

on the upper side or piart, Ar., Plat.,

etc. : with art., , the

upper tower, Hdt. 3, 54 : sometnnes
c. gen., Hdt. 1, 179 : divisim,, Hdt. 1, 93.—2. above,

in a book, etc., Lat. supra, Xen. An.

—

IL oftime, fce/ori•, cf sq. [a] Hence
'FJvv, adv., from above, above,

Thuc. 2, 99 ; ., Eur. Ale. 463: c. gen.. Plat.

Tim. 45 A : oi ., men of former,

olden time, Theocr. 7, 5., adv. :=, ,
Anth., ov,{,)
amiable, Philo.', ov, and in Anth. a, ov,

{,) worthy, deserving of.., -. Pind. N. 7, 131 : c. inf.. Soph.
0. C. 461 etc.—II. ahso\. worthy, meet,

Pind. I. 4, 76 (3, 62), Soph. El. 971,

etc. : of things, ,
to meet with one's deserts, Aesch. Pr.

70.—2. worth mentioning, Hdt. 2, 79;
7,96. Adv. -ijf, Soph.

_

, , {,) to think

worthy, think right, c. inf.. Lat. dignor,

Soph. Phil. 803, etc. : and so—II. to

expect, believe. Id. El. 658. Hence, , , a valuing, esti-

mation, Dion. H., , {, II) to en-

roll in tablets, register, LXX., ov, {,) upon an
axle,, Theocr. 25, 249, with v.

1. '., Dor. for, 2 sing. aor.

1 mid. from. Theocr.^,, , (Dor. -,) poet,

and Ion. for, a magic song, in-

cantation, Od. 19, 457. Pind. P. 4, 386., , , later collat. form
of foreg., Luc.', 6, poet, for.', , {,) to

hold out a threat to one, threaten one
with a thing, , II. 1, 319. Od. 13,

127 ; , to threaten one, 11. 13, 582;
absol. to add threats, II. 14, 45., {,) to

prop, support upon. Pass, to be propped

by, lean upon,, Posidon. ap. Ath.
550 B., f.-, {,) Qep. c. aor. et pf. act., to

go away after., verb. adj. from sq.,

one must strip for,, Clem. Al.

and -, {.-) to strip one for combat against an
Other, set him rip as a rival to,. Plut. Mid. to strip and set to work
at athing., \r. Lys.ClS: tosetupon,

attack. Plut. [On quantity, v.-. f.-, {,) to die with or upon,.
Plat. Symp. 208 D ; ., to die

while yet speaking, Joseph,—2. to die

besides or in addition to the lirst, Plut.

Aem. P. 35., f- Att. •. {,) to colonise anew,, Dio
C., {.) to

kill besides, , Dio C.?.=^/., to en-

joy, revel in,, Diod.

a?J.vt, fut. - Att.
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, {i~i,?.) to kill in addi-

tion, Ael. Mlii. c. pi'. '2, to die besides,

with, or upon,, Dio C./., dep. (1.=-^/, V. I. Plut.

t'E-aTroTrvi'yu, aor. pass,-, {,}) choke, stran-

gle, in aor. subj. pass., Elms, and
Dind. in Ar. Eq. 940.

_,,{,) todouht

about a thing, Theophr., in pass.: to

start a doubt or question, Polyb. Hence'/,, , esp. anewly
started difficult;^. Hence, , , of, belong-

ing to doubts. Adv. -.',-,, ,()^/.~-,7/,,=:•.
Adv. -., {,)
to send after or against one, both 111

Polyb., Ion. for, Hdt., Dor. for.. , . Ion., {,) solemn curse, i?nprecatio7i, li. 9,

456 : , Bockli Inscr.

2, p. 409. [ Ep., ( Att.], f.-, Ep. -7/-, (.) dep. mid. :

—

to im-

precate curses upon, tlvl ', Hdt.

3, 75 ;', Lys. 121, 4 : c.

dat. only. to curse solemnly. Plat. Legg.
931 B, etc. ; ., to utter an
imprecation, prayer for evil, Soph.
El. 388. Hence, ov, to be accursed,

abominable, Pseudo-Phocyl. 16. []~. Att. -, f. -.;, {.
upaacjoi) to dash or clap to. rr/r.
Plat. Prot. 314 D.— 11. intr. to burst in

or on, late., ov,() accurs-

ed, laid under a curse, . ),
Thuc. 2, 17.',, ov, {,) of

the eye, with a white speck or film over

it (v.), blind, Arist. H. A.

—

. inetaph. dim, dark, Lat. caecus,-,, ?, Aesch. Pr.

499, Ag. 1113, Cho. 665., ov, (,) sil-

vertdover, inlaid with silver, Hdt. 1, 50.

Hence), , to silver over or in-

lay with silver, Bockh Inscr. 1 , p. 260.—. inetaph. to spend silver upon,, costly, Mnesim. Auf-. I.

~(5{•, •, , watering, Epi-
cur. ap. Diog. L. : froni^,—^, Nonn.^',, 2 aor. oi, Ar., ov, o, the Epardus, a riv-

er of Media, in the territory of the
Mardi, Arr. An. 4, 6, 12., (,) to water, irri-

gate, Arr. : in pass., Tim. Locr., f. -. [,) to

come to aid, help,, II. 23, 783, Od.
13,391. Hence,, , , a helper..
Rh. : and,, , help, aid.^, aor. 2 pass, from.
[«], 3 plqpf , II.,,
part, perf of., , {,) to

count up or in addition, Paus., ov. (,)
on the left hand, , Hdt.
2, 93, but V. Schweigh.— II. left-hand-
ed, aickwnrd. Theofnet. ap. Ath. 671
B, cf. Ephipp. Phil. 3. Adv. -,
Menand. p. 112 : cf Lob. Phryn. 259.
Hence
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,, , awkward-
ness. folly, Arist. Virt. et Vitt., , oi, the Epariti, a

name borne by the soldiers ot the Ar-
cadian League, (B.C. 371), which
Diod. 15, 62, seems to e.xplain by, cf Thirlw. H. of Gr. 5, p.

90., , , aid, help ; esp. a

supply of money or provisions, Polyb.,

cl..',, , aid, Jielp, suc-

cour. Soph. O. C. 447: from, , f. -, (,)
to ward off, keep off. . something
from one, Jl. 2, 873, hence— 1. c. ace.

rei only, to hinder, prevent, Od. 17,

568 : in Att. also, . ui/ ot'i.., Lat.

prohibere (juominus.., Acscn. Pr. 918.

—

2. c. dat. pers. only, to help, aid, pro-

iec/. Theogn. 869, Hdt. 1, 91, cf Buttm.
Le.xil. V. 4: rarely c. gen.

pers., Herin. So[ih. Aj. 353 ; as also

c. ace. pers., Eur. Or, 803, ubi v.

Schaf—II. hence to .<!upply. furnish,

impart, , Pind. . 6, 103, Plat.,

etc., Ti. Aesch. Ag. 1170: also ., to impart a share of, Xen.
Mem. 1, 2, 60; c. dat. rei, to supply
with a thing. Eur. Cycl. 301.— III. ab-

sol. to be sufficient, enough, -. Solon 20, 1. Hence>/, , assisting, liberal.—II.

sufficient. Dion. P. Adv. -, LXX.., ov, sufficient, /.,
Anth., adv. part. pres. from, sufficiently. Soph.., ,{] that

which is raised, a swelling, Hipp, and
Arist. H. A. : metaph. elation, vaniti/,., Sotad. ap. Stob. p. 189,

48 (not in Meineke)., ?;, ov, v../, ov, (,) on

the soil, attached to the soil as a serf or

villain, Od. 11. 489. [a]., .() a rising,

swelling, Hipp.—II. elation of mind,
Stoical word., , f. -, (,)
to hang on or over, attach to, ,
Orph., in mid. : metaph., ., to frighten. Aeschin. 25, 5. Mid., danger hangs
over, impends, Dein. 332, tin., , (,) ready,

equipt,, Od. 8, 151, etc., f. -, (,)
to get ready, prepare, . . Rh., ,,() making
to rise or swell, Aretae.

and, (,-) to piit,fit, fix on,, Od. 8,

417.— ll. to get ready, prepare, hence
mid., 7], they pre-

pared them a meal, H. Hom. Cer. 128 :', Opp. [, '],, , and-,, 7/, vesselfor pouring liquids,

esp. oil into a lamp, LXX. From. (. -, {,) to

pour in or upon, mix : and in mid.,

, Plut. []'¥,, , to be an,
B;i<-kh Inscr. 2, p. 74., , , the post or office of
an: a prefecture, province, esp.

a conquered one, Diod., , b, Eparchides, a
writer mentioned by Ath. 30 C.', . , of belonging to

in,, Dio C.—II. be-

loii^ling to an, provincial, Plut.', . ), fem. -.
',() native, inhabitant of
a jimvince, late.), ov, (,) a com-

wander,, Aesch. Ag. 1227 : gov-
ernor of a country, Polyb. : <i prefect,

prnconsul,jiropraetor, etc., Diod. Hence/,,,=.), 1. -, found earliest in
the mid.. (,) to

begin anew, afresh, Hom., but only in

phrase , to be-

gin with the cups again, hand them
round again from left to right in hon-
our of the gods, 11. 1, 471, Od. 3, 340,
etc., cf : later in genl.

to hand, supply, distribute,, .
Hom. .\. 125. Ace. to Bultm. Lexil.
voc., is strictly to

make an offering first or of the first,

while implies the handing to tht

guests by the cup-bearer ; so •
would be, to hand the goblets

after libation made ; cf. Nitzsch Od. 3,

340.—II. in act. to be an, gov-
ernor of a district or province,,
Xen. ; esp. to govern a conquered coun-
try, Hdn. ; c. dat., only in Ep. Ad.
142.—2. to rule besides or in addition to

one's hereditary dominion, Xen. Cyr.

1, 1,4.
*, like , not used in

pres., fut., to fit to or upon,

fasten : Horn, has aor. 1 act.,, on the posts, II.

14, 167.—II. pf.. Ion.]-
pa, intr. to fit tight or exactly,'. a cross-bolt was fitted there-

in, W. 12, 456: part, /, via,

or, close fitting or lying, fixed, secure,, firm on his feet,

Arat. : also, 1], ov, Ep.
syncop. as part. aor. pass, icell fitted

or prepared, in genl. ready, Hes. Op.
599, 625. [],, , ,() help,

aid, .\. .7, £f,= sq., Nic., ov, b, a helper, aider,

Od. 11,498: also jy, Ap. Rh./, 1 aor. o{., (,) to

breathe hard, pant in working, LXX., , . -, (,)
to labour, toil at. prepare or finish care-

fully,'7'/ -, Od. 17, 266.

—

. to adorn,', Pind. . 9, 23, cf—III. to

practise, practise one's self in, cultivate,

Lat. exercere,/, Hdt. 2, 77,, lb. 166, 7], Id. 3, 82,-, Ar. Nub. 517.—2. to train or set

on one against another, , Dio
C, cf.7/, verb. adj. from foreg.,

one must practise, Arr.",, ro,poet.,() an enchantment., (,) to

gasp, pant over or at,, Opp., as pass., (, -) to take as a shield, arm one's self

with, Ti. V. 1. Philo., a, ov, (,,) one upon or after another,. II. 4,

427 ;

fOovi, 11. 8, 277 ;, spies sat oyie after an-

other, i. e. at short distances, inter-

vals, Od. 16. 366; and in sing.,

., wave on wave, 11. 4, 423.—II. of

time, frequent, repeated, of a single

thing, in Ap. Rh., and Nic. fhe
word is a compar. onl.y in form, [], , (-.) --. blows following one on

the other, fast and furious blows of

the hand outstretched, Aesch. Cho.
426.



AT, verb. adj. from,
one must enchant. Plat. Charm. 158 C',~~, (,,) to

lighten upon or to, tlvl, Plut. : c. ace.

cognate, . TrDp, to flash fire, Aiith.-. • -', {,-) to gaze steadfastly at, Theophr.'. , {,) to

remain quiet, Hipp.), Att. for, q. v., f. -, (,)
to make light or bright ; metaph. to look

at by the light or carrfully, Lyc—2.

illtr. to shine, to be light, v. 1. Polyaen., , . -, {,)
to say besides. Mid. to call upon, in-

voke,. Soph. Phil. 395., fut.-, {,) to persist obstinately,

Tivi. Arr., , {,) to play

the flute to, accompany, ', Luc.
Pass, to be played on theflute, Eur. H.
F. 895., {,) as

pass., to lie, sleep, pass the night at a
place, Thuc. 4, 134 : to pitch a camp
at or near,, Plut., , , dim. from sq..

Call. Fr. 131, 4.—II. , the

night before the bridal, spent by the
bridegroom at his father-in-law's

house, Alciphr., cf.? and-
av?ua., , , {,)
place to pass the night, esp. for cattle,

Hdt. 1, 111, and Polyb. : hence a farm-
building, country-house, Diod.—2. in

military language, quarters, . -, to encamp. Plat. Ale. 2, 149

C, , Polyb.?2,, , and-,, -o,=sq.', , ,{)
passing the night.', , . {.) usu.

in plur.,'. Od. 23, 358,-. Soph. . . 1138, . C. 669. fold

for cattle at night, Od. 1. c, and Soph.
O. T. : in genl. a dwelling, home,
Aesch. Pers. h70, and Soph. O. C.',, f. -7/, also in pres.,. [,) to increase, en-

large, add to, Thuc. 2, 36, Dem. 38, 1

.

Pass, to grow, increase, Xen. Oec. 7,

43, etc. Hence
'.-, , /,=. Plat.

Legg. 815 : and', , increasing, growing,, Hipp. : and
',<}. (.>, , increase, growth.

Plat. Legg. 957 D.',, v..',-, v..',, ,{)
the fruit of a thing to one, good or bad
residt of a thing. Hdt. 7, 158 : enjoy-

ment
,
fruition, Thuc. 2, 53.., v..,, , dub. 1. for-.', . -, {,) to

breathe, blow gently, Joseph.', adv. for ', on
the inorrow, lo-mnrrow., II. 13, 733, dep.

mid., (the act. only in The-
ogn. Ill): fut., II. 6,

353 : aor. act.. Dor..
Find., of which Horn, has 3 subj.), and inf,. -{:
aor. mid.. of which Horn,
has only 2 subj., -y, 3 pi.-. while Hipp, has in iiif both

and collat. form -. No pres. occurs
;

and can only be subj. aor.,

the inf. being also very

dub. : but, from is

found Hes. Op. 417. The act. forms
only Ep. and Lyr. ; the mid. also in

Att. (Supposed root*, cf-)
To gain, obtain, partake of, share, -, 11. 18, 302, absol., Od. 17, 81 :

morefreq. of physical contact, <o reach,

touch, strike, esp. to graze, -
or '), to

wound,, H. U, 5•73
; 13, 649 ; ab-

sol., II. 11, 391 ; c. gen., -, to strike upon the stone, II. 23,

340: but Hes. Op. 421, says that the

dog-star . has

more share of the night (than of the
day) : whereas, is,

they lost by them, Find. JP. 3, 65, v.

infr.— B. in mid. very freq. to reap the

fruits of a thing, whether good or bad,

like', c. gen.;— 1. in good
signf , , II.

13, 733 ; so, ., Andoc.
20, 2 : more treq. in bad, though not
ironical, signf.. -., that all may enjoy their

king, i. e. feel what it is to have such
a king, II. 1, 410, cf Valck. Hdt. 7,

180: also absol., -, I doubt not he will feel the con-
sequences, 11. 6, 353 ; cf. Eur. Hel.
469, 1. T. 529, as also : ., Hipp.—2. c. acc.,= act.,

to obtain, bring upon one's self,. Od. )8, 107, and so in act.

pres., Theogn. 111. Cf.., v. foreg., imperat. aor. 1 from, [}, , {,) to shout
thereat, Theocr. 22, 91, Call.. 102 :

in genl. to make a noise beside, Hes.
Sc. 309, in tmesis, [i J. adv. for ', im-
mediately, Orph..?,, , {.-) to desert, pass over, . Ael., adv. for'-, Lat. in Ipso furto, in the very theft

or very act, N. T., sed. al. divisim'., ov, {,) on
for the neck,, Pind. P. 2. 172., , {,) to boast

of, exult in,. Soph. Ant. 483, Ar.
Av. 628 ; c. inf. Soph. El. 65.',, , {,) to be

dry or dusty.—2. ,
sending drought. Soph. Fr. 470.',, {, ) to shout over,

like,, Aesch. Cho. 828.

[ in fut.],, , a second taking
away, evacuation, esp. bleeding, Aret.

:

from, {,) to take

away again, Aretae.', fut. Att. -, {,) to obliterate, make to disap-
pear besides. Lysis ap. Iambi., as pass, {,) to be withered, .,
I was exhausted, spent with laughing,
Ar. Ran. 1089., , f. -, {,)
touch on the surface, stroke, caress,

Aesch. Pr. 849. More freq. in mid.,
Hipp., c. gen., Arat. Hence, , , a touch, handling,

Aesch. Supp. 18, and freq. in Plat.:
hence, a severe handling, punishment,
Plut. : and/,,, a touch : and, ,,=, Clem.., f. -, {,)
to throw at a thing. r«, Xen.
Cyr. 4, 1, 3 : (0 let loose upon, hound at,

Tiva, Philostr.—2. to let in, The-
ophr.—3. to emit, shed, Arist. H. A. ;., to utter, Arist. Mir. [t Att^
cf .'\, ov, 6, an epith. of Bac-
chus, Orph. [a in arsis ; but Herm.
wr. .'\
^',, ov, , Epiiphus, son of Ju-

piter and lo. a king in Aegypt, anil

founder of Memphis, Pind. P. 4, 25,
Hdt., etc.: cf Aesch. Pr. 851, seq.,, Ct, {',) in Ep.
part. -,= &(\. Nonn., {,) to foam
up, over or on the surface, Mosch. 5, 5.',, , , loveliness, ele-

gance, App. : from',, ov, {,)
lovely

, fascinating, Lat. venustus, Hdt.
2, i35, Xen. Symp. 8, 15.— II. the
equivalent word to Sulla's epithet /e-

lix. i. e. favoured by Aphrodite, prob.

metaph. from dice, Plut.—HI. as a
prop, name it is sometimes contr.', , v. Bentl. ad Mill. p. 82
(347). Adv. -, Dion. H.",, ov, {.) covered

with foam or froth, Hipp.', f •, {.)
to pour over, upon or in addition, Od. 19,

388. [fut. C], , , {) an-
noyance, offence.', , to load, burden with,. Try ph. : from,,{, o)heavy,pon-
derous,, Ar. Ran. 940: hurdcn-

suine. oppressive. Thuc. 6, 54 : in genl.

unpleasant, annoying. Plat. Phaed. 87
A, etc. Adv. -, Dion. H.',,=. Philo.'•,{',)85.,
to be troubled, annoyed at a thing, -. Eur. Hipp. 1260.'<), f -, {, 7^) to

be obscured, darkened, dim, Arat.—II.

trans, and in pass., late. \v, v. Ap. Rh.
4, 1480.]', a, ov, {,) ly-

ing like dust upon a thing, A nth.',,{,) togrieve

over,. Tryph.', Ion. foreTruz', Hdt. v.Koen.
Greg. p. 465., , f.-, (,-
/.) to laugh, mock jetr at. Soph.
Aj. 989, Xen. An. 2, 4, 27 ; also,. Soph. Aj. 969., ,=^, ap Lys.
117, 35., {,) to awaken,
rouse up,, Od. 22, 431, Soph. O.
C. 510: to stir up, excite,. So-
lon 15, 19,, Hdt. 7, 139. Pass.
to be roused, rise, Horn., only in forms,, (which are
prob. from shortened aor.',
but cf), II. 10, 124 ; 14, 256,
Od. 20, 57 : to be excited,, Hdt.
7, 137 : so too in pf act. 2-
pa, part,, awake, but
also=/ipa;^;i;t;7rvof, Schiif Plut. 6, p.
463. Hence, , , a being roused,

awaking, Hipp., verb. adj. from-, one must awaken, arouse, Clem.
Al., , 6v, {)
waking, rousing, , Plut. Adv.
-.', f. - Dor. -,
{. ,) to laugh loudly at., , f. •, {,) to bring charge against,, Lys
112,17., or -, (, ey-) to pouT in besides.
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, {,) to eat

up, devour, Ar. Eq. 493., shortd. form of-). Lye.', {, 7.) to

give an order or signal to others, Eur.
Cycl. 652., f.-, {,) to mix in with, Plat. Po-
lit. 273 D, and Plut., in raid.-?, , . -, {, •) twist together, compress, .,, to wink, malie

signs, , l)io C. [], f. -, (,-)) to engrave upon or besides, Lye.', or,
f. -, (',) to

hang up in,, Inic. ap. Ath. 372

E, in mid.',, , {,)
roll round, bring back again, Aristid., f. -', (,)

to roll about in. Pass, to roll one's self

in, wallow, [,], perf. 2 of,
c. intr. pres. signf., and, Ep.
sync. aor. pass, from : part., Horn., {,) to gape
upon, make mouths at, mock,, Aei., , f. -, (, -?) to loose, Nic. [], , and,,,-hx-', . -, {,)
to pour in upon or in addition, Ilipp.,?/{) ', Eur. Cycl.

423 : poet,. Hence, ,=:. Hence. f. -', to pour in

again or upon, Diose.

7)';;^', late form for -,-., ov, 6, a cup-hearer, so
called by the Hellespontines, Dem.
Seeps, ap. Ath. 425 C. [i], , , aor. 2 act of-, Horn. ; inf..', . Ion. for, Hdt.', Ep. for ', 3 sing, inipf.

from, () 11. 20, 276., and in Horn, also, ()
conjvmct., since, temporal or causal

:

—I. OF TIME, since, after that, when,
freq. from Horn, downwds. : less freq.

ever since, from the time u^ken,^^,
Od. 1, 2: most freq. in Ion. writers,

who usu. have , Valck. Hdt. 7,

8, 1 ; but also in Att., as Aesch. Ag.
40, Soph. Ant. 15, cf Pors. Med. 138.

In this signf of course with past tens-

es : but rare examples occur of pres.,

as in Hdt. 3, 117,, from the time they gamed and
have since kept the power ; and even
of fut. The verb is usu. in indie,
sometimes in subj., so soon as, when-
ever, where only a supposed case is

spoken of, e. g. Soph. O. C. 1226, Ant.
1025, when it ought to be followed by
UP, Ep. contr., Ion., Att., q. v. But we find , Jl.

6. 412; 9, 304, and more oft. ,
Od. 11,221; 17, 23, cf. Herm. Vig.

Append, x. p. 929 (744): rarely c. op-

tat, as II. 9, 304. stands regul.

in first clause of sentence, yet not al-

ways, cf II. 2, 16 : is freq. in apo-

dosis after, II. 1, 57, Od. 4, 212,

cf . In orat. obliqua, maybe
also used c. infin., esp. in Hdt., cf.

Wess, 2,32; 4. 10 ; 7, 3, 150; 8, 111.

Never used without apodosis for.—II. Causal, since, seeing that,

for that, very freq. from Hom. down-
wds, ; always in apodosis, though it
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may stand at beginning of sentences
as in Horn, after a vocative, where
the real protasis, / tell thee. 1 say, is

left out, 11. 3, 59 ; 13, 68, Od 3, 103,

Kuhner Or. Gr. «^,, : so too, Od. 3.211. There is a very

rare accumulation of similar particles,

ov , . Hom. . 464.

When it comes after a long protasis

it may be translated for, e. g. 11. 4,

269 ; and in Att. it is found quite=, e. g. Plat. Euthyphr. 5 E. In

Att. an interrog. sentence is oft. begun
with. when it presumes a nega-
tive answer, as in Ar. Kub. 688 : also,

elliptically, c. imperat., ,
for, else, teach me, i. e. if you know
better. Soph. El. 352, like ,
sin minus. This signf. also has regul.

a past tense, yet the pres. and fut. are

not rare.—III. with other parti-
cles:— 1. up, , when
then, since then, in continuing a nar-

ration, II. 6, 426 : also up , Od.
17, 185.—2. ovv, when then ; well

then, when.., in resuming an interrupt-

ed narrative, II. 1, 57 ; 3, 4.—3., since really, since at all evetits. II.

13, 447, Od. 20, 181.—4. , since

at least, Lat. i/uandoquidem.—5.

Toi,for of a truth; and strengthd.

Toi, Schaf Gnom. p. 88, 361. Cf..,,,,., . f/, , Epeigeus,

son of Agacles, a Myrmidon, who
accompanied Achilles to the Trojan
war, II. 16, 571.

'ETTf i'}, f. -^ .• impf,
with augm. first in Piiid. O. 8, 62.

To press upon, burden, u-eigh down,-, the weight
presses lightly on him, II. 12, 452.

Pass, to be weighed down, oppressed,-, II. 5, 622.—2. to press hard,

press upon, Lat. instare, urgere,, II. 6, 85,, 11. 23, 623
;

and c. ace, .' /, II.

10, 361.— II. to drive on, urge forward,
as a fair wind, , or i'f, Od. 12. 167, 11. 15, 382:
hence, '., to urge
the homeward course, Soph. Phil.

499.—2. in genl. to set forward, hasten,

e. g. the oars, Lat. properare, Od. 12,

205 ; and so in i)ass., 13, 115 : to hur-

ry on, hasten,, Od. 15, 445 : also

in mid., to urge on for 07ie's self,,
Od. 2, 97 ; 19, 142. Pass, to hurry

one's self, haste to do, c. inf , II. 2, 354,

Od. 5, 399 ; later also c. part., Hdt. 8,

68, 2, though just after, ^ 3, he has
the inf : and freq. absol , to hasten,

hurry, speed, make haste, as II. 6, 363,

and freq. in Hdt., and Att. : in Hom.
usu. in part,, as adj.,

swift, impetuous, eager, -, II. 5, 501, esp. with other verbs,

11. 5, 902, etc. : but as part in Od. 13,

30, '/v,, eager for its setting

:

somewhat similar are'-, longingfor the journey, Od. 1,

309, etc. ;", eager

for the fray, II. 19, 142 ; and,., II. 23, 437.

—

. intrans.=pass.,

to make haste. Soph. El. 1435, Eur.,
etc. ; to be at hand, Plut.—2. impers.,, there's no hurry, Toup
Longin. 43. 6.—3. , ne-

cessaries, Plut. Aeol.. (Orig.

uncertain.), temporal partic, c. sub-
junct.,( ) whenever, so soon
as, after that, II. 13. 285,' rarely, and
like, onlv in hypothetical clau-
ses, alsoc. opt'at.. Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 18:, Lat. simulac, as soon

1
as, the very moment that, Xen. An. J,

1, 9 : in same signf less. usu. .-. Plat. Prot. 32.5 D. [«],( '/) conj.—I. usu. of

time, since, after that, Lat. poslt/uam,

Hom., usu. ill the first part of a sen
tence, less freq. in second, as II. 16,

471 : sometimes like, it begins
an address, Od. 3, 211 ; 14, 149, cf.

II. Usu. with past tenses ; but
also c. pres., II. 14, 05, c. fut., II. 11,

478 : ct. I. In Hom. always c.

indie. : later used just like, in

hypothetical cases also c. optat.—II.

causal, seeing that, since it is clear

that.., because, II. 14, 05; 16, 471, as
if written divisim .—2. since,

for as much as, of any incident, Lat.
quoniam, Od. 3, 211 ; 14, 149.—.
with other particles, . since

at least, Thuc. 6, 18 ; also

... Plat. Rep. 348 C.—2.,
since really, since now, Ar. Ach. 437,
etc. {- sometimes lengthd. in arsis

at the beginning of a verse, 11. 22,

379, Od. 4, 13 ; 8, 452, etc ], inf., aor. 2, with-
out any pres. in use, being usu. refer-

red to, to look upon, behold, see,

c. ace, 11. 22, 61.—2. like,
to look carelessly at, overlook.—3. to re•

main seeing, i. e. to live to see, Tu-, Hdt. 6, 52, cf. Tacit. Agric. fin.

:

to experience,, Xen. An. 3, 1,

13.—4. to cast an evd eye upon, like,., = , . sub
III. 2.

'ETTfi?;, or (Spitzn. II. 1,

156, Thiersch Gr. Gr. 324, 2), conj.

Ep. for , freq. in Horn, in the
causal signf of, since, because.for

that ; always in apodosis, and almost
always in phrases -, -ov, -,, or. [, in
Hom.], 3 opt. pres. from, II.,, , fein. adj. from-, of belonging to the Epei, Epean,
Strab. p. 341., , , {,) the

daysbetween the 20th and the entiofthe
month., f. -, (,) to

make like to a thing : hence,' ; am I right in

identifying her with his wife ? i. e.

conjecturing that she is so. Soph. El.

663 : hence, -, as one may judge by comparing

their fates, Aesch. Cho. 976.—II. in

genl. to conjecture, infer, conclude,

Aesch. Cho. 14 : or',
so far as one may guess, Hdt. 9, 32,

Soph. O. C. 150.,,~, 0pp.,, or rather, , . for,,
temporal and causal partic, c. sub-

junct. et optat., v. 1., and., verb. adj. Irom,
one must struggle,endeavour. Plat. Legg.
687 E., ov, b,() one ivho

urges, esp. a collector of money, Lat. ex-

actor, late word.*'', not used in pres., v. -.
t7rtAf, via, , Att. part, of.-, perf. part, from., , {, ') to roll up

or on. Math. Vett. Hence,, , a rolling up or

on.?.,—, to roll upon.", inf.,..



1
(.) to be on, upon, at, of place,

11. 5, 127, Od. 2, 344, etc. ; c. dat. loci,

errfa/, 11. 2, 257 ; ex-

pressed later b\' preps. e~i, , etc.,

as Hdt. 5, 52.—2. of time, to be here-

after, remain, Od. 4, 756 : to be coming

on, to impend, Hes. Op. ] 14, hence,, generations

to come, Orac. ap. Hdt. 6, 77.—II. to

be upon, be fixed or set upon, of names,
OVK eirijv, Hdt. 6. 53 ; of

numbers, -, Hdt. 7, 170, cf. 191 : also of re-

wards and penalties,,-^. Aesch. Eum. 541, Ar. Av.

597; and so freq. in Att.— 111. tube set

over, Lat. praeesse,, Hdt. 7, 96, etc.

•—IV. to he added, be over and above,

Tivi, Hdt. 7, 184. On for -. V. — G., inf., {, )
Horn, has the Ep. forms 3 sing. impf., 11., 3 pi., and k~yaav,
Od., fut., 11., part. 'fern,

aor. mid., 11. 21, 424.

To go or come to or towards, in fut.

signf., though this is not so fixed in

Horn, as in Att.— I. to come upon, to-

wards, c. ace,, sooner even old age shall

come upon her, II. 1, 29 : c. dat., II. 17,

741 : also absol., to come on or near,

approach, Hom., Hdt., etc.—2. esp. in

hgstile signf., to come agninst, attack,

assault, c. acc. 11. 11, 367 ; 20, 454 ;

c. dat., II. 13, 482: and freq. absol.,

and so in Att. ; also ., or. Hdt., Thuc . etc. : hence -, an assailant, II. 5, 238 ; oi-, the invaders, Hdt. 4. 11.—3. ot

thmgs, etc., metaph. to come on, hefal,

happen, Xen. An. 5, 7, 12.—4. to come

on the stage, lb. 6, 1, 11.—II. of time,

to come on or after, to follow, hence,, , immediate, instant,

next in order. Soph.: ,
the coming day, Hdt. 3, 85, and Att.,

cf. Pors. Phoen. 1051 ; -,,, etc., Plat., etc. ;, contr. for . the fu-
ture, Eur. Incert. 43, 0. In Att., is like , the first cmner,

whoever he may be. Soph. O. C. 752,

O. T. 393 : TO, what occurs, to

one. Plat. Phaedr. 239 D, cf. Xen.
Me;n. 4, 2, 4 ; and so . and. c. hi{., it occurs, suggests itself to

me to... Plat. Rep. 388 D, cf. Vairk.

Phoen. 1378.— III. to traverse, go over

or on, c. acc, Od. 23, 359, Hdt. 5, 74,

and Att.—IV. to go over, \. e. count over,

Od.4. 411., Ion. for,-. Ion. for, to put on,

as clothes, Hdt. 4, 04.,, ,() anurging,

hastening, hurry, Pint., , oi, the Epei, an an-

cient people of Elis, dwelling in the

north next to Achaia, II. 2, 019, de-

riving their name acc. to Pans. : from, ov, b, Epeus, son of En-
dyniion, one of the earliest sovereigns

of Elis, Pans. 5, 1, 4.-2. son of Pa-
nopeus, constructor of the Trojan
horse, 11. 23, 664.-3. founder of La-
garia, Strab., for , conj. seeing

that, since, like, c. ind.,

Hom. always with a word between,, 11. 13, 447, Od. 20, 181.

'E/TtiAOV, inf., to say be-

sides, Hdt. 1, 123 : to add to what has

been said : Ti, to say a thing of
one, Aesch. Supp. 972.^, Ion. for-, Hdt. 3. 64.', loii. for, Hdt.

1^, Ep. and Ion. for,
Hdt. 4, 8., Ion. for, 3

plur. impf. from, Hdt.,{,)
dep., to speak ironically to or at, inock,

App.'.,. Ion. for. Hence^,, and-, , Ion. for., Hdt.', aor. act. from ,
Hom., , , any thing

brought in, added, from, read

by some in Soph. Phil. 755, for-.', f. -, {,)
bring in besides or over, -
, ap. Diod. In mid. to introduce be-

sides, become intimate with, -. Plat. Rep. 575 D.—2. to bring on
the .ttage besides, ,
Antiph.. 1. [] Hence, , ?/, a bringing in,

summoning besides, Hipp.—II. anieans

of bringing or letting in,,
thuc. 8, 92., ov, {)
brought in besides or in addition to a

country^s products, ., imported

wares', Plat. Rep. 370 E., ov,{) brought

in from without. Plat. Crat. 420 ; esp.

from abroad, alien, opp. to
,

like, Eur. Ion 590 : imported,

foreign,, Dem. 466, 21. Adv.-.', f.-, {,-) to go into, upon, -, to go upon a horse into the
sea, Xen. Hell. 1. 1, 6 : in genl.= eiV-, Thuc. 2, 90.',?., f. -, {, -
7.7) to throw, pour into besides,

, Eur. El. 498.—II. intr. to rush in,

invade again, Thuc. 2. 3, 13., ov,6,{) an
additional passenger, supernumerary on
board of ship, Eur. Hel. 1550. [u], f.-, [,-) dep. mid., to take in, admit
besides, Pint., {, ) to come
on besides, esp. in battle, Hdt. 7, 210.

to come on the stage. Aeschin. 75, 24.

— 2. to come in after, Hipp.—3. of
things, to come upon, befal,, Plat.

Tim 50 .,). adj. of ^TTfif-, one must bring in besides., f.-, {,-
^) to rush vi with ill luck to one.', (~,)
dep. c. aor. et pf. act., to come in upon
or over,, Thuc. 8, 35 ; esp. into a
family as stepmother, Hdt. 4, 154.

—

2. to come in after. Id. 1, 37 ; and freq.

in Att.—3. to enter, come into, c. acc,-, Eur. Ion 813 ; c. dat.,,
lb. 851: of things, to be imported, Thuc.
2, 38., {,')
dep., to introduce besides into, ,
Diod.,, , an introduction,

beginning, Gramm.,, ov, ,=., , f. -, (, -?) to call in besides, v. 1. Luc., as pass., {, -) to glide in, enter, Hipp.?.. , f. -, {,-) to roll in from without or in

addition, Luc. : to roll one upon another,

accumulate. Id., f.-,{,)
to stoop,peepinto,, Soph.Fr.257.

', f. -, {, '•) torush inlike reveller»
,
Plat. Rep.

500 .,, , . sq., , {,) com-
ing in upon : esp. in a composition,
prut in like a patch, episodic, adventitious,

Plut. : hence— II. in neut. as subst.
an episode

:

— 1. in Ep. poems, as e. g.
the Catalogue in the Iliad, Arist.Pnet.
23.—2. in tragedy, the portion of dia-

logue between choric song.s, as being
orig. mere interpolations, Arist. Poet.
12 : then all underplots or parenthetic

narratives in poetry, which might
form a distinct whole. Ibid.—3. lastly,

in comedy, an interlude, intermezzo,

Cratin. Pyt. 13, cf Meineke Com. Fr.

2, p. 750.—4. metaph. any unnrce.isary

addition or ornament, Plut. : ., a sport of fortune. Hence^, , to interweave as with

episodes, Arist. Rhet., ,{, -) episodic, incoherent, Arist. Metaph.—. abounding in episodes,. Id.

Poet., ov, , {,) a
coming in besides, entrance, approach,
Soph. O. C. 730, Fr. 259., f.-. {, •) to burst in, , Ar. Plut.
805.'¥JL, f. -. {,-) to send m or to, Dio C.'7/, , {,) to

rush, spring in upon, , Xen. Cyr.
3, 3, 64 ; , Philostr. : absol., Ar
Eq. 363., fut.-, {,) to fall or burst upon,-

TivL. Hdt. 7, 42

:

to burst in or into. Soph. O. C. 915,
and Eur. ; c. acc. , Eur
. F. 34: to rush in upon,, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 27.'7.. f.-/. or--, {,) to sail in after,

Thuc. 6, 2.—II. to sail at, attack. Id,

4, 13., f. -, {,) to breathe in again, Galen.^. fut. -, {, -) to exact besides, Dio C., f.-, {, ')
to flow in upon one. Or besides, 'I'rag.

ap. Arr., f.-. (,) to run in upon or after,,
Julian.^, f.-, {,)
to bring in besides or after, Aesch. Ag.
864 : TO ,;\\\.-
ever comes upon us, occurs, Hdt. 7, 50,

1. Mid. to bring fonvard besides for
one's self,, Thuc. 3, 53., , {,)
to be in the habit of coming in, entering

from uithout, Philo., fut.- and-,
{,) to bring in, introduce he

sides, , Eur. Ale. 1050, cf.

El. 1033 ; ., Ar. Thesni.
1 104 : to send against, , Eiir.

. F. 1262 : the aor. part,,
from, occurs in Eur.
Phaeth. 2, 50., f.-. {,)
to pour in, introduce besides, Philo.
Mid. to pour thf.-mselves in, to pour in

in crowds, Joseph., adv., {, ) marks
the sequence of one thing from an-

other, and strictly is to as reiat.

to anteced., just as is to f / ;

thereupon, thereafter, then, and referring

to something to come in continuation,

further, freq. from Hom. downwds.

;
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more rare without an antecedent,

just then, at the time, Od. 1, 106: in

thesp signis. it may either come first,

or after other words : in Horn. usu.

it corresponds to, also freq.

strengthens,, ^-
ra, and : freq. or

must be supplied before it. Like
not seldom put pleon. with a

finite verb to express eniphat. the
immediate sequence from what goes
before, esp. after a part., c. g,-

c5' ,
she smiled and then placed.it in her
bosom, II. 14, 223. cf. 11, 730, etc.,

Aesch. Eum. 29, also in prose. Plat.

Phaed. 82 C, cf. Blomf. Aesch. Pr.

802 : more rarely stands be-

fore the part., as H. Hom. V'en. 154.

11. in apoidosis it adds emphasis :— 1.

when a partic. of time goes before,

immediately afterwards, then,

Cipatfnj, or/, when they were done play-

ing at ball, then they danced, Od. 8,

378 : so after, U. 16, 247,,
II. 18, 545, , 11. 10, 522,. 11. 1,

478.— 2. after a conditional partic,

esp. , then sureli/, ', rot, if so, then of a sureli)

have the gods infatuated thee, 11. 7,

360; 10, 453, etc. ; so after I'/v. II. 9,

394. and tmjv, Od. 11, 121. Further,
Hom. has it anacoluth., where the
sense is the same as if ^ were ex-

pressed, e.g. bv \, '',
for £ ' ,
II. 1, 517 ; esp. c. part., dv '', -. for ' , II.

2, 392. The apoaosis becomes still

more emphatic by , ', ', but
itself cannot begin it.—HI. interrog.,

when the question is founded on
some supposition, after ^ e. g.

krapnv '', ' -
; how can I in. such a case .'

etc., 11. 10, 243, cf Od. 1, 65. where
refers to Minerva's words

just before. But in Att. it begins the
sentence with emphasis, usu. ironi-

cal. And so? Indeed.'' v. HI.,

implying a consequence overlooked,
So then, does it follow... ? If sn, how
comes it that... ? Kuhner Gr.Gr. \ 835,
6.— IV. then, therefore, much like ovv,
II. 15, 49. Od. 17," 185.— V. Att., like, and yet, nevertheless, still, esp.

in Ar.. as Ach. 126. 493, Av. 29. in

which signf and are
esp. freq.. Heind. Piat. Cratyl. 411 H,
Phaed. 90 B. Bornem. Xen. Symp. 4, 2.— V'l. 0, , T(),following, future,., the future, also To ., in

Soph. Ant. 607 Herm.. the immediate
future, opp. to , the more
distant : so ol, posterity,

Aesch. Eum. 672: .. Plait.

Phaed. 116 A., for , since, for that,

because, Hdt.',, Ion. for, thereafter,

Hdt. 1, 146, etc., v. Schweigh. Lex. :

also Dor. Herm. Dial. Pind. p. xxi.

;

cf.., i. e. TOl.for in truth,

nnce trull/, Pind., etc.—II. but since

:

also .3, f.-. (, -) to < out ., disembark,, Thuc. 8, 105: c. ace, . -
cor, to touch land, of waves, Anth.^, , f.-, {, -
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})=., to cry out against,

Dio C., , (,) to

rush out to aid, Thuc. 8, 55., f. -, (,-) to teach, explain in addition,

Plat. Prot. 328 E.

7:(5(5//£, f. -, (,-
l)togive out, publish again, Gramm.,(,)
dep. mid., to explain besides, Plat.

Phaed. 97 D. Hence,, , a fuller or

repeated narrative.^., , ,()
an excursion, expedition, Thuc. 4. 25., adv. for ', on
yonder side of, beyond, Lat. ultra, c.

gen., as ol ., those be-

yond the Eu., Xen. An. 4, 5, 3:, Att. ., the part beyond,

the far side, , etc., and so as
adv., Eur. Hipp. 1199:,
living or existirig on the farther side, Tu, thefar side of, parts beyond,

Hdt. 3, 115, cf. Aesch. Siipp. 257;
opp. to.—2. of time, ol ., the times beyond or before,

earlier times, Isocr. 124 B., 3 sing. aor. syncop.
of, II.',, fut.-, {, -)=:> to rush out upon or

against, Thuc. 4, 34, and Xen.'. {,) to offer

sacrifice xipon or for. Epict.',, {,) to

lighten, alleviate, Joseph., fut. -, {, -) to drink off after, Eur. Cycl.
327. [v. .]?, contr. -, , 6,

{,) sailing out against one,

attack by sen, Thuc. 8. 20.. fut.-, {, -) to breathe out repeatedly, Opp. to. Medic.. , , {, ,-) an outbreak, bursting, Qiog. L.', f. 1. in Ar. Eq. 701, v..., , {,) an

influx from without, Leucipp. ap. Diog.

L. 9, 32.,, ,{) an
extension, expansion : a lengthening,

e. g. of a word. Arist. Poet. Hence^, , . lengthening,

Gramm. Adv.- : from',{.) to stretch

out, lengthen,. Plut. : to in-

crease, make more burdensome, -, Strab.—2. intr. to extend, reach,

, late. Pass, to stretch, extend

beyond,, Theophr. ; to reach out

toivards, grasp at,. . . : to be

lengthened, of Words, e. g. for, for/, Arist. Poet.

;

opj). to., adv. part. perf.

pass, from, vehemently,

Gramm.. fut.-, aor.-, {,) to rush out

upon or against one, •. Xen. Hell.

4, 4, 17; absol., lb. 0, 2, 17; also c.

ace, Pans.^, f.-,{,)
to carry outfar, Plut., f. -, (,)
to pour nut upon. Pass, to rush upon,, LXX. : to throw one^s self upon,
lie upon,, Q. Sm.. , {,) to

advance next or afttr, Aesch. Pers. 401.?., , ^,= sq.. Diod. S./.,. , an attack, assault,

Luc, and Plut. : from

?, fut. -), Att. -,
{,) to drive or jnit upon, ae
a plate of metal on a shield, II. 7,

223, in tmesis; so too •. 7, much brass had been

draum. over it, II. 13, 804 : •' , to force an oath upon
one, Hdt. 1, 146: to drive chariots

upon a surface, as on ice. Id. 4, 28

;

to lead on or against, hence—2. usu.

seemingly intr., sub., etc.,

to march against. Id. 1, 17, anil Att. ;

to sail against. 7, 183 ; to charge, 9, 49., {,) to

7nakf: lighter, lift up, Philo.',=, dub.,

v.)., v. 7..'?^,=?, Diog. L.'?., , ,{)
coming to a person or place, advance,

attack, Luc.—2. an impulse of the mind
toivards a thing, Chrysipp. ap. Plut.

2, 1045 D., fut. of,
Od.^, , ,{?)
cojning to or towards, touchivg on a
thing.—2. eriren/iVioii.v, Stoic, ap. Plut., 3 sing, piqpf. pass, of, II.^., perf. 2 of,
Od., 3 sing. aor. 1 act. of•., Od.-'^, inf. aor. o{.-'. Ion. for.
'/., Ion. for., poet, for, 3

sinff. aor. of.^'?, {,) to bring to

hope, buoy vp with hopes, -, Thuc. 8, 1 ; esp. with false

hope, Luc—II. =^, Eur. Hipp.
1011, Thuc. 8, 54 Bekk./, {,) to have
hopes of. to hope, Aesch. Ag. 1031 : in

Horn.,?, c. inf., II. 1, 545;
c. ace. Od. 21, 126: in genl. to ex-

pect, Telest. ap. Ath. 616 F. Poet,
word., adv. by ascending, step

above step, Anth. : from'^. f.-, {, /i-) to step, tread upon, to go upon:
to stand on, esp. in perf c. gen.,, II. 9, 582, .,
Hes. Sc. 324 ; and so absol.,/-. mounted (on a chariot), Pind.

N. 4, 47: alsoc.dat., -. Aesch. Theb. 634, and freq.

later : c. ace,.,, Eur.
Bacch. lOCl, Rhes. 783; and, Eur. I. . 049.— II. but c.

dat also to trample upon, spurn, Lat.

insultare. Lob. Soph. Aj. 977 ; also. Soph. El. 836.—HI. ., to seize an oppor-

tunity against one, Dem. 579, 22., int. -7, {, •) to throw, put, lay upon, ,
Hes. Op. S8. — 2. to throw against,, Eur. I. T. 290.— 3. to put in be-

sides, insert. Lat. intrrcninrc, Hdt. 2, 4,

Plat. Crat. 399 A ; * , lb. 414 D :

of fruit-trees, to bud, graft them : also

in mid., to put in beiiveen. Id. Polit.

277 A.— 4. to put forward,.
Soph. O. C. 463. — 5. to thru.'it on,

Xen. Cyn. 10, 11.—II. intr. to flow in

be.iides, of rivers, Xen. Hell. 4.2, 11., , ,()
an attack, incursion, Dion. H., ov, ,() one

mounted, as— 1. a horseman, Anacr.
Fr. 79.—2. a warrior in a chariot, Eur.
Supp. 585. [], verb. adj. from



/^. one must put in, uiseri,

add. Plat. Tim. 51 D.

'E-f/U;3oa(j, . fut. -, (/, -3) to shout against at one,,
Nic.

~//.,. ,()
of a fruit-tree, Intdded or grafted, Ath.'. , , () an
insertion, J>arenthesis., ov, (,) men•
strunus, dub., Joseph.-, f. -, (,-) to sprinkle, strew over, Medic,

[], , (~,) to

spring upon, insult, ., Ar.

Nub. 550., fut.-, (,) to fall in or tipon besides, to

attack furinusly :

TLvi. Soph. Aj. 42. like ,
ci. sub fin.—2. to fall to, set to

work, Lat. incumbere, Ar. rac. 471. [i], f. -, {,)
to bring in besides, add, TIVL, Hip-
pod, ap. Stob. p. 554, 55.', [,) to mix in,

dip in, Tivi, Clem. Al. [].- -.=, Soph.
. C. 1733. ace. to Ehnsl. and Herm.'', f. -, {,-) to give over and above, . -. I put in yet a third blow, Aesch.

kg. 1.3S6.',, , an upper gar-

ment, Plut.',=^. Hence',, ov, , a tunic worn over

another, Pseudo-Thesp. ap. Poll. 7,

45, Soph. Fr. 391 ; also -.,
Nicoch. Heracl. 1. [ij

^E-ei/.,, ro,=foreg.,

Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 456. (From foreg.

and Lat. pallium.)., or -, {,)
to put on over, Hdt. 1, 195: also in

mid., TivL, Plut. [On quantity v.

.'\^,,, ,{,-) an adding to.'^, ion. for, inf.

aor. 1 o(, 11. 19, 261., 3 sing. aor. 1 from-, Horn., imperf. from. 11.'.^, is, lies upon, is close to

:

only Ep.. and in Hom. thrice ; of

Thersites' head,, a thin coat of downy hair

grew thereon, 11. 2, 219; of a cloak., a thick warai
pile teas on it, II. 10, 134 (both times
ahsol.) ; and c. ace, of the ambro.sial

unguent,, such as is on and belongs to

the gods, Od. 8, 365 : whence also in

H. Horn. Ven. 62. Cf./.
Used of time in Ap. Rh. 4, 276,-^. a long space

was thereon, i. e. had passed since.

The signf. is something between pres.

and impf. ; the form is perf., v. -.,. .{) in-

sertion n.t of a letter, Gramm., aor. 2-, inf.•, {,) to sprin^^,

hap upon, ?., .Resell. Pers. 359 ;

ti TLva, as an enemy. Soph. 0. C.

469 ; ., to leap up into, Id. Tr.

919., {.)
dep., to insert or add an enthymem.
Hence',, , an inserted,

added enthymem. [ti]', f.-, [\ Ep.-,

2^, to stretch to, fasten upon,

Od. 22, 467.,{.) tostretch,

extend to, upon or over,,
stretched upon his sword, Soph. Ant.

1235.—II. intr. to press on, exert oree's

self, Ar. Pac. 515: to gain strength,

increase, of a report, Theophr. Char.

9, 2.?,{,) to com-

mand besides. Soph. Ant. 218.', , v.-., f. -, {,-) to insert, Gramm., cf.-., f. -, {,)
to rub in besides : to inflict, [l]. ,{,) to

be wanton in a thing., f.-, inf aor.•, {,) to eat be-

sides, esp. sweetmeats or stimulants

after a solid dinner, Philo., , ace. to Epicur.

ap. Ath. 546 E, dainties, meats. [Prob.

far : others

from, v. Em. Call. Dian. 133.]

'ETeyrpijaif,e&)f.)7.=foreg., Philo.

and -, {,,
-) to set right, get ready,, II. 8, 374 ;

-, to arm it for the fight.

Soph. Aj. 451. Mid. to prepare, train

one's self for a thing, c. ace,,
Od. 24," 89 : in Ap. Rh., c. inf. pro

ace. [, '\, {.") to lead orit,

as a general his army, Thuc. 2, 21.

and so seemingly intr. to march out to

a new position. Id. 5, 71.—2. to ex-

tend, lengthen, Plut. : esp. to discuss at

lensth, Dio C. [a] Hence, , , a drawing out

against, lengthening, , Thuc.

8, 105.',, f.-. (,) to sin, err yet more, Dion.

H. ; against one, , Joseph.

Hence, verb. adj.. one

must sin, err yet more, Dem. 595. 10.. aor.',
{.) to ri.se besides, Philo.', . (,)
to deceive yet more, Mnesim. Dvsc. 1., {, ,) like -, q. cf , to go out, march out

naninst an enemy, Hdt. 7, 223 ; ,
Thuc. 6, 97 ; . . Id. 2, 13,

etc.— II. to proceed against, prosecute,, Dem. 583, 23 ; c. dat. pers. et

gen. rei. . , to prosecute

and convict him of murder. Plat. Leeg.
I S66 ; also . Id. Euthyphr.
I 4 : but also c. ace. pers., Eur. Andr.

735, ap. Dem. 549, 25 : c. dat. rei, to

avenge. Plat. Legg. 866 : also c. dat.

modi, ., to attack by action, lb.

754 ; but in Aeschin. 40. 27, .. to follow up an indictment, cf.

Plat.'Lys. 215 E.— III. to so over,

traverse, go through, c. acc, Clearch.

ap. Ath. 619 C : hence in argument,
tn go through all, ,
H'lt. 1, 5, 3,
P!at. Rep. 437 A ; and absol.. Id. Lys.

215 E.—2. — . , to

go through with, carry out greater ven-

geance. Thuc. 3. 82.'. f. -7. Att. -,
{, ?.) to drive, ride or send

on to the attack, , Xen.
Hell. 5, 3, 6.—2. also intr.,, sub.,,.-/, . , further or

additional. Plat. Phaedr. p.

266 , ubi al.?^.

,, //,{)
an nttack, punishment., , , avenging.

Adv. -., to draw on with one, or
besides, Hipp., fut.-, dep.

mid., to effect, do besides or !>?. addition^

Dem. 274, 18 : to accomplish, cons~um-

mate, opp. to v. Ion ap. Sext.

Emp. 294, 3 : hence—2. to slay over

again,, Soph. Ant. 1288.

Hence, , , a finishing,

completion : and^, ov, 6, one who ac'

complishes : a plenipotentiary.', ,,{-) of, fit for finishing. Adv. -., (,) to creep

out. advance to, c. acc, Hipp., f.-, {,) to go out against an enemy,
make a sally, Hdt. 3, 54 ; and in genl.

to attack, . , Thuc,
5, 9 ; and absol.. Id. : hence—2. to

proceed against, prosecute,, Thuc.

3,38, Plat., etc. ; also. .
Plat. Legg. 866 : also .,
Antipho 115, 9.—II. to go through or

over,, Hdt. 4, 9 ; 7, 166.—2. to

carry, out, accomplish, . Thuc.

1, 120.—3. to discu.is, relate, examine

accurately or fidly. Lat. orntione per-

seqai, . Aesch. Pr. 870, and Plat. :

absol. Hdt. 8, 99.—III. to proceed to

an extremity, i'Spiv,
Hdt. 3, 80 ,

'.. to reach

such a pitch of boldness. Soph. Ant.

752.,. ,{,}
repeated review, muster, Thuc. 6. 24.. fut. -. (,) to invent besides, Hdt. 2,

160.,{,) dep.

mid., to recount, explain in detail . Plut.

Hence, , , a detailed

narrative. Hence', . , of, like, be-

longing to an .,. .{)
detailed account, narrative.. verb. adj. from •, one must detail, Clem. Al.', Ion. for. Hdt., {, ,)

to shotU in triumph over..., Aesch.

Theb. 635., ov, of, belonging to a

march or expedition: Tu, sub., sacrifices before the march of an

armu, v. 1. Xen. An. 6, 5, 2 : from', ov, , {,) a

march out against an enemy,
Tiva, Thuc. 5, 8.—II. revenge, punish'

ment, Philo., (,) it is like, looks

like, . II. 4, 341.—II. it is likely,

reasonable, fittiiig, proper, ireqAn Hom.,
usu. absol. or c. dat. pers., but also c.

acc. et inf, II. 10, 146; c. dat. pers.

et inf.. Pmd. N. 7, 140 : in Od. 6. 193,

ov must be supplied.—2. it

is agreeable, satisfactory, \\. 9, 392.

—

3., seemly, fit,, Aesch.

Cho. 669. (No pres..), 1 pi. plqpf• 2 from
for, 11.'?, 2 sing. aor. 2 sync. Ep.

o{, Od., 3 sing, plqpf 2 from, II., 3 sing, plqpf. 2 of. Od.', 3 sing. aor. 2 act. from, Od.
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, 3 sing. aor. 2 of ^-,,.-, 3 sing, piqpf. pass, of', II.

--», Ion. for.. , (,) lovely,

amiable, Luc, cf..
'Errtp) ttCo/uat, f.-, {, ip-^) dep. mid., lo work upon, till

land', Plat. Legg. 813 C ; esp. to en-

croach on another's property, Arist.

Pol. : in pf. also as pass.,-
'/.). is wrought, sculptured on

a tablet, Paus. Hence, , , a working, tilling

of another's land, an encroachment,

Thuc. 1, 139, cf Plat. Legg. 843 C.

—11. esp. the right of mutual tillage on

each other's territory, Xen. Cyr. 3, 2,

23, cf., , {, *) active

in a thing,., (,) to irri-

tate, sfunuldle. Plut. : t'-., to

touch the lyre, Anth. Hence'.(, ov, , irritation, ex-

citement, Plut.•(5, fut. -, {.)
to thrmt on or into,, 11. 5, 850: '. he put vast strength to it,

pill forth force, 11. 7, 209, Od. 9, 538.

Mid. to siipjiort or xtay upon or by,

ri Tivi, Eur. Hec. 114 : /o /ean or

push against a thing, Ar. Ran. 1102.

Hence
7£(7(• ,,. thrusting against

a thing, ., gnashing ol

teeth, Diosc.']:., o,= foreg.,Epicur.

ap. Diog. L. 10, 50.'., as pass., {,-) to be disgorged : of water, to be

poured upon,. . Rh.
'E-f/jfi/xj, fut. -, {,) to

put a roof upon, in genl. to build,. 11. 1, 39, cf./, perf pass, from..', f.-. Ion. --
: aor... :

the place of the pies, is supplied in

Att. by, but in Hdt. we
have. as if from a pres., cf. To ask, es[>.

for counsel, to consult, question,, Hdt. 1, 19; , one about

a thing, 7, 101 ; , 1, 158;
foil, by a relat., 3, 22 ; absol. 4, 101,

etc. : rare in Att., as Soph. O. C. 557,

cf. Reisig.(, 3 pi. aor. 1 from, 11. 1, 529.', , . -, (,-) to blush for or at a thing,-[], fut. -, {,) to

draw on. pull to,, . 1, 441 : to bring togelhrr

or to a place, ?.,
setting up a stone, Od. 12, 14. Mid.
to draw OT put on one's clothes,•. Hdt. 4, 8. [, cf], fut.-, dep.

mid., c. aor. act. -f/?.6ov,-. pf-, {, .) To come
upon or over, pass over a space, like

Lat. obire, c. ace. II. 18, 321, Od. 10,

27 ; • ,
overflows it, Hdt. 2, 19: also to traverse,

travel over, Hdt. 1, 30 : to walk upon,

as on ice, Thuc. 3, 23.— II. to come

upon or to, reach, arrive at a place,

freq. in Horn. usu. absol., but also c.

ace, esp. in signf of to come upon
snddenlt/, surprise, Od. 19, 155 ; so], Od. 4,

793, etc., cf. Hdt. 2, 141 ; also c. dat.
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pers., Od. 5, 472 ; 12, 311 : the dat. is

in genl. found in Hoin. when the

signf is simply to come to or nmr, II.

12, 200, 218: he also has it with ,
Od. 7, 280, cf Thuc. 3, 47; with

and, II. 24, 051, Od.

14, 139 : later also with ,-/, >,
to come before them to speak, Hdt. 5,

97 ; 9, 7, so , and freq.

absol. in Thuc, cf. Gottl. Arist. Pol.

p. 20, 2. The Att. prefer the dat.,

yet use the ace, as, having visited the clubs,

Thuc. 8, 54 ; so , also

, it happens, occurs to me, Hemst.
Luc. Soinn. 17, Valck. Phoen. 1378,

either with a uoin. before it, as '-, Hdt. 1,

30 ; or c. iiif only, as o'l/. Id. 6, 107, cf Soph. Tr. 135 :, like ,,
the first comer, whoever c<mies up,, just as it occurs, on

the spur of the inomcnt.— 111. in hostile

signf, to rush upon, go against, attack,

Horn., usu. absol. : sometimcsc.dat.
pers., II. 20, 91, and so Thuc. 6, 34,

or c. ace, ', 11.

7, 202. in prose also c. ace, as Thuc.
2, 30.—IV. to come on, in Ilom. esp.

to come about, return,/,
the season ca.me round again, Od. 2,

107, etc., and so freq. later, to come
on, bd at hand, as in Theogn. 528, 728,

etc. : of time in genl. to come on, Pind.
O. 10, 9; TO, that which
is coming, but has not come, i. e. tlie

future. Aesch. Pr. 98.—2. to come in

after Or over another, of a second wife,

1 Idt. 5, 4 1
.

—

\ . tu pursuefur vengeance,

hence in genl. to visit, avenge, punish,, hence also ,
to avenge it.— VI. to go through or over,

treat of, discuss, recount, \l\ie,
e ace, Hes. Fr. 14, 4, Ar. Eq. *618.

—2. to go through, execute, Thuc. 1,

97., , f. -. Ion..,
{,) to consult, enquire of,

question, , ,
etc., Hdt. 1, 53. etc. ; .
Id. 1, 32 ; . , to ask a thing. Id. 1,

30, etc. ; but also to ask about a thing.

Id. 7, 100. So too in Att. Pa.s. to

be asked, Ti, a question. Plat. Soph.
250 A. Hence,, . Ion. .,
a question, lidt. 0, 07 : and,, . Ion. ., a
questioning, consulting,, Hdt.
9, 44; Thuc. 4, 38.', rare aor. 1 o{, in a
lyric passage of Eur., 3 pi. impf from,
Ep. for, Od.
'Exff//', i. q..'•?, , to utter violent lan-

guage. Lye : and/', , , a throiving about

words, violent, unseemly, language, in

plur., ., Od. 4, 159

:

later esp. abuse, Anth. P. : from', ov, {,)
throwing words about,/ ., an
unbridled, fold-mouthed fellow, II. 2,

275 : esp. abusive,,. Rh. 4,

1727., f., {,)
to eat after or in addition to, ,
Eur. Incert. 98, Xen. Mem. 3, 14, 3.,' poet, form of foreg.,

Epich. p. 22., 2 aor. pass. 3 pi.

from of., , , aor. (, Horn., , , inf, aor.

of, Od.

'-, . for, 3
sing. lut. from, Od.^, -, jioet. 3 sing

impf act. and 3 pi. impf. mid. from. Hom.', adv. part. pf. pass., violently, Aretae., 3 sing, pf, pass, ol, part,, Hom., poet, lor, 3

sing. aor. sync, from., Ion. part. peri, of-., 3 sing. aor. 2 from-, II., Ion. for,-, dub., Ion. for, Hdt., ov, {,) mi

or at the hearth, Leon. Tar. [], , , and-, aor.

2 act. and mid. of, Hoin. and
Hes.^, 1 aor. pass, of•., ov, {,) bearing yearly fruit. Theojihr, ov,[,-) with an annual stalk from a peren-

nial root, Theophr., ov, also , ov, Hdt. C,

105, though elsewh. he has it , ov,

as 2, 92 : also. ov, Id. 3, 89 :

{,) annual, yearly, every year,, Hdt. 0, 105,. Id. 8, 108

:

hence metaph., ,
changeful as the seasons, or ace to

others, like birds of passage, Ar. Eq.
518: ., the yearly revenue,
Hdt. 5, 49, also .—2. an-

7iual, lastingfor a year, of plants, Hdt.
2,92., , to bear fruit every

year, Theophr. : Irom, ov,{,)
fruiting every year, Theophr.'?, OV,{.7-) losing the leaves yearly, Theophr., Ion. for, Hdt.. ov, ,{) a follower,

attendant, Pind. P. 5, 5 : fem.,.. Rh., ,=,
.,from year to year, lasting the whole
year, Od. 7, 118.— 2. occurring each

year, annual,?, Call. Apoll.
'77..,, , fem. from., Dor. aor. of, lor., part,,^ Dor.
aor. form without any pres in use,=. vv,fell in or met with,

, (for is very dub.), Pind.

P. 4, 43 ; e ace, P. 10, 52 ; not found
elsewh. Cf., Ion. imperat. from
for ', Hom., Ep. aor. 2 of,
Musae., {,) to shout over,, Orph.,,=, toapprote

of, acquiesce in,., , {,) to

rejoice at a thing, LXX., {,) to guide,

Xen. Cyn. 5, 32 : to direct, administer,, Aesch. Pers. 8C0, -, V. 1. Aeschin. 76, 13., {,) to glo-

rify, make illustrious,, Simon.
71., a, ov,=isq., Clem. Al., ,,{) long-

ed for, to be longed for, LXX.?, {,)
dep., to beware of, be afraid of, LXX.



or-,, , and
kvEVvanTOL,{ or ,) chil-

dren begotten by slaves on their mis-
tresses in the absence of their lords,

Theopomp. (Histor.) ap. Ath. 271 C,
V. Thirlw. Hist. Gr. 1, 353: such
slaves were themselves called ~-

or, , ., Ion. for,
Hdt., , (,^ to

shout assent, to testify by a shout o)ie's

assent, to do, c. inf , II. 1, 22 ; Ap. Rh.
4, 295.—11. c..,'., toglorify,

sing praises to her, Musae. : c. acc.

rei, ., to accompany
in singing the strain, Aesch. Pers. 620

:

c. dupl. acc, . ,
to sins tlie paean in praise of her, Eur.
I. A. 1468., = foreg. — II. =-, dub., Lob. Phryn. 597., , ,=^,, dwelling on the banks of

the Euphrates, Luc.', , , a prayer, vow, Plat.

Legg. 871 C. From, {,) dep.

mid. : to pray to, beseech, make a vow
to a deity, c. dat.,, , Hom.,
Hdt., etc.,. , c. inf., to pray to

one that..., Od. 14, 423, and Att.

:

later, . , to pray for a thing

to one, esp. in bad signf, like Lat.
imprecari, Aesch. Ag. 1000, etc. : in

genl. to wish, pray for,, lb.

1462 ; and c. inf., lb. 1292, etc.—2. to

vnw, . c. inf, Aesch. Theb. 276,

Plat. Crit. 119 E.— II. to exult, triumph,

glory over,, U. 11, 431 ; and c. inf,

H. Horn. Ven. 287, and Att. ; also.' (sc.) Eur. I. .
508 : absol. 11. 5, 1 19, etc.',, {~,) to make
cheap, lower the price of a thing. Dem.
687, 24, V. Hemst. Luc. Nigr. 23.', {,) as
mid., to feast in or upon, Dio C.', 3 sing, plqpf pass. from, Hes. Sc. 166.', , , Ep. redupl. aor. 2
of the old root *(^, (not found in

pres.), whence comes the usu. -. Hom., 3 sing, plqpf. act. of, . Hom. Merc. 105.', , , Ep. redupl. aor.

2 of, Hom. : unless it be rather
from.̂, Ep. 3 plur. plqpf from. for, only Hes. Op.
148, Th. 152, 673, Sc. 76, as if from
a pres. formed from the pf, which however never oc-

curs., aor. 1 pass, from.^, fut. : aor.,
inf, {,) to have on, at,, he had his feet

on the stool, Od. 17, 410, II. 14, 241 :

so in tmesis, - ,
II. 1, 219, cf Soph. A]. 50 : in genl.

to hold, lay upon, by, etc., .
Pass, to hold on by,, . Rh.

—

II. to hold out, present, offer, o'lvov, Od.

16, 444, II. 9, 489,, II. 22, 83 :

in genl. to supply, furnish, , usu..—III. to keep directing, driv-

ing at or on, (v. 1.

for ), II. 16, 732, more freq., II. 5, 240: this

comes from the signf of keeping a

bow pointed at, in full, Pind. . 2, 160 (but Hoin.
has the mid. for to aim,3 , Od. 22, 15) ; usu. simply, and hence even in

Horn., ' ; why thus
32

attack me, launch out against me ? Od.
19, 71 ; and in tmesis, ' -, Od. 22, 75, where we
may supply and, cf Hdt.
6, 49 ; this use of the \erb, as if in-

trans., became very fieq. . ,
sub., etc., to aim at, hence to

attack ; more rarely : ,
Hdt. 9, 59, , 9,31 ; but also

c. acc, /, -, etc.,fronted them, were facing
them in the line of battle. Ibid. : also
— 2. (sc ,) to turn one's eyes or mind to,

to intend, purpose, c inf., -?, Hdt. 1, 80, ubi v. Wess.,
cf. 1, 153; 6, 96: to attend to, be intent

upon, Lat. animum advertere, C. dat.,

r?}., etc., Polyb., cf ?.-
7„ . 3.—IV'. to keep in, hold back,

check, (cf^), 11.21, 244:, to keep him down
with the stick, (or better perhaps, to

lay on, beat him), Ar. Pac 1121 : to

confine, as the earth a corpse, Mel.
121, cf : ,
to stop him, hinder him from it, Eur.
Andr. 160, Ar. Lys. 742 : to detain, de-

lay, stay proceedings, -, Thuc. 5, 46 : and—2. again,

sub., very freq. as if intrans.,

to stay, stop, wait, pause, Od. 21, 186,

Hdt. 1, 32, etc.. Soph. El. 1369, etc. ; al-

so. or , Hdt.

:

hence to command one's self, be patient,

wait. Plat. Charm. 165 C: and then in

genl. to leave off, cease to do, like-. c. inf, Xen. Mem. 3, 6, 10; and
so in mid., Thuc 7, 33 : alsoc. part.,

to cease doing, Eur. Phoen. 449 : also

c gen. rei, to cease from,, Ar. . 1200, ,
Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 12 ; also ,
Thuc. 5, 32.—2. hence as technical
term of the sceptics, to suspend one's

judgment, (cf Hdt. 1, 32), to doubt, v.,, and cf. Ritter Hist.

Phil. 3, 391.—V. to reach, extend over

a space, , II. 21, 407

;

, so far as the
fire reached, 11. 23, 238 ; 24, 792, cf
Thuc. 2, 77 : in pass, to be stretched,

stretch one's self out, lie at length, Hes.
Th. 177: hence—VI. to have power,
predominate over, command, occupy a
district, Hdt. 1, 104, cf 108; absol.

to prevail, of a wind,. Id. 2, 96 : to occupy,

engross one, .,. 4,

199. /,. for, Hdt. 6,

83.,,{,?.) having
reached, hit, attained gained a thing,

c gen., /,, Od. 2, 319 :

esp. having gained one's end, Hdt. 9,

94, and freq. in Plat. : also7?, Lat. mentis compos, Aesch.
Pr. 444, etc. : also in bad signf, -, possessed by it, Aesch.
Ag. 542, cf Hdt. 8, 111.—II. fitting,

belonging to, befitting,, Theocr. 28,

2 ;. .. Rh.
3,1272: conx^enient. suitable, \. (Acc.
to Wess. Diod. 1, 19,, is he
who has hit, reached a thing, /,,
he who aims at it : see further Ruhnk.
Tim., Blomf Aesch. Pr.453.) Hence?, , , Epebolus, a Mes-
senian seer, Pans., aor. 2 oi, Od.'7], , Od. 5, 253, the

long planks nailed along the upright

ribs{) of the ship, and forming
with the inside stays() the
whole ship's side : v. , and
Nitzsch I. c (Prob. from,.) [r]

, 2 aor. mid. of,
Aesop. Fab., or acc, to some bet-
ter, {,) to say
against one, throw in his teeth, ,
Hdt. 1, 90 : hence to complain of one,
accztse hun, like., , v. foreg. Hence, . , accusation, blame,
like, Dio C., impf. from {)
to go to., Ep. for, 3 sing. impf.

from {), Hom., , and in Hes. , ,
{, )^, for the whole
year, from year to year, Od. 4, 89 ; 7,

128, etc.: hence sufficientfor the jear,

in genl. abundant, Od. 7, 99 ; 8, 233,
etc. cf : hence -, thick, fall fleeces, Hes. Op. 515,

[(£ ; in H. Horn. Merc. 113, and Hes.
Op. 605, quadrisyll., as if .'], Ep. 3 sing, impf from

() to come upon J\. 17, 741:, 3 plur., Od. 11, 233.^', 1 aor. act. from ',
Hdt. 9, 93.', Ion. for, 3 plur.

aor. 1 act. from, Hdt.'^, ov. Dor., {-) that hears or can hear, within

hearing, of place, , within
hearing-distance, Xen. An. 2, 5, 38.

—

2. that hears, listens to, knows from
hearing,, Aesch. Ag. 1420, etc.

:

listening to prayer, of gods, Pind. O.
14, 21 ; also, . . Plat. Legg.
931 B.—II. pass, heard, audible, listen-

ed 10, Plat. Legg. 931. B.

t'E—;;?a, ] aor. act. from7., , , aor. of,
Hom.

and,, . Ion.

for, a cover, lid.—. a mote in
the sun-beam. Soph. Fr. 877.7., adv. part. perf.

pass, from., chayigeably,

uncertainly., {,) to over-

shadow, cover, Ael.: hence in mid.,7\., to throw a shade

over, i. e. disguise one's own fear, Thuc,
6, 36 : in genl. to conceal, Hipp.—II.

in mid. also, to put over one's self as a
covering, , Arist. H. A. ; hence al.so,., to put before one as a screen,

Plat. Lys. 207 : cf Ruhnk. Tim.?}.,, alov, {,•) shady, dark., v. 1. for(,
in Plat. 1. c, etc.7., , , Ep. aor. 2 of-

for, Hom., '), , , {, 7.)
overshadowing,

7.3, to take the rock as a screen

or shelter, Eur. Cycl. 680, cf.-
II., , , , {)

one who comes to a place. Soph. Phil.

1 190 ; esp. an incomer, a stranger, for-
eigner, opp. to, Hdt. 1, 78

;

4, 197, and Att. : also in neut. plur.,7. Id. 8, 73.'/., . Ion. -, , ,
coming over one, esp. by spells, be-

witching, witchery, H. Hom. Car. 228,
Merc. 37.7,, , {^) an ap-
proach, assault, Anth., , ,^=, Thuc.
1, 9. [] Hence'7', ,=7., Dion. .. ,. (.) by
day : day by day,. Rh. [], , late, as in Opp., ,, {,) in turn, alteriuUe,
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Lat. nltcrtuis, jnvtuus, oxij^C' tings fif-

ting into one another, II. 12. 45C,-
., changes of raiment, Od. 11,

513., (-7'.^//«; to bend bmv

down. 11. 2, 148 in tmesis, Nic, etc.

[v 11 su. in pros, and iinpf'., but in

0pp. : but m fut. and aor. v, until

late, cf. Werniclvc Trypli. 15.]

'/, Hom. and Hdt. for , q. v., ov,{,} windy.

—2. melaph. 7,•).'',, Ep. impf. and-

aor. from, Hom., aor. 1 of'/, II.

'Emjoi'ioc, ov, (, /) on. the

beach or shore. Anth.

'E~;/opof, ov, {,, ')
floating or suspended on high, aloft, Ap.

Rh.-, (, -) to shmit to,

cheer by shouting, rivi, II. 18, 502. [], dub. 1. in Orph. for-., ov, (,, ipud) beloved,

hi'cly, pleasant, in Hom. of places and

things, never of persons : Hes. has

.,. Op. 63, Th. C7, of god-

desses : ., Aesch. Euin.

959 : cf. Nitzsch Od. 4,

606, explains it spiry. high-tojipcd (as

if from a'lpu .')• but there is no etymol.

reason, and phrases like ..
Od. 8. 366, :, are mcon-
sistent with it. Hence
fET7/purof, 01-, 0. Eperatus, a Spar-

tan ephor, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 10. Oth-

ers in Dem., Polyb., etc., {) to threaten,?.-, Hdt. 6, 9.

—

. to

deal despitefully with, abuse or insult

wantonly, Tiri. Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 31,

and freq. in Dem. ; also, . . :

absol. to be insolent, Xen. Symp. 5, 6.

Pass, to be insulted, Dem. : cf..
Hence'. ov, , wanton abuse or

insidt, defined by Arist. Rhet. 2, 2, 3,

sq. : and, , , given to or

belonging to.,-, , , a threat: w-anton

abuse or insult, Lat. contumelia, Dem.
522, fin. ; ?.' ., to order

haughtily or by ivay of insidt, Thuc. 1,

26 : ., the capricious deal-

ing of the god, Philostr. (Prob. from
the Homeric : but ace. others

from,.)-, , {,) to rest

from or after,, Luc.',, ov, [,) at

the onr, rowing,, Od. 2, 403 :

elsevvh. oi' , Od. 12,

171.—2. U'ith oars or sweeps, equipt

with them,, Od. 5, 16, etc., tr, {,) cover-

ing, shading, sheltering,, over-

hanging rocks, Od. 10, 131 ; 12, 59
;

so too, .. II. 12, 54 : also. Od. 13, 349, for.—
II. pass, covered, sheltered, 3,
Hes. Th. 598.', , {,) equipt, pre-

pared, Arr. : furnished with,./'/, ov, and-, ov, {,) contended for.. ov, b, Eperttus, a name
assumed by Ulysses, Od. 24, 300., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 from), 11., Ep. for,-, 3'plnr. impf from {),
to go to, Od., Ion. for, 3

plur. opt. aor. 1 from.,, poet, for,
q. V.
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''/, , /,=,. Rh.

:

from, ov, 6, ace. to some also,() able and willing to con-

verse, and so rational, or kind, getitle,

Od. 13, 332; , Od.

18, 128. . Rh! has /, .
Cf., , ,{) given to

follow, Metop. ap. Stob. p. 11, 22., w, {,) orig.

woven on or to, thick; hence close,

thronged, like, /-, torch upon torch, 11. 18, 211, so

i-, H. 18, 552 ; but, ?U7]V

'/'/ , too

many one after another, 11. 19, 226., , , {) kind,

friendly arldress or conversation : in

crenl. courtesy, kindness, Od. 21, 306.' and-, aor. act. and
mid. of, Hom., etc.7}, , (,) to resound,

reecho, Eur. Cycl. 426 : to accompany
one in shouting, Id. I. A. 1584., , {,)=.
~<', prep. c. gen., dat., et ace.

Radic. signf upon.

A. WITH GE^f.—I. of place, in all

sorts of relations, but which may be
chiefly classed under these two :— 1.

a being or staying, i. e. rest at a place,

on, upon, in, by, near a place, from
Hom. downwds. very freq. with verbs

of resting, standing, etc. : also with-

out verb, e. g. -
{sc.) II. 10, 153:

strictly Hom. uses it only of real tan-

gible objects, as ',,,, ',, etc.

;

more rarely of the names of places,

in which case the Att. distinguished

between the ' and , as -
, in Thrace, , near

Thrace, on its borders, cf Th^c. 5,

34. Also, esp. post-Horn., of many
relations not strictly local :— a. with
the person, pron., as ', by

yourselves, alone, II. 7, 195, where-
yij is added: very freq. later, esp. with
the third pers. ',,
Valck. Hdt. 8, 32; 9, 17; '-, themselves alone, their own in-

terest only, Thuc. 1, 17 : also as mere
periphr. for the gen., ' -. Soph. Ant. 789, cf Pmd. O.

7, 133.

—

b. with cardinal numbers,
Tpujv,, etc., by three or

four, esp. in order of battle, three deep

or in file, Thuc, and Xen. : also ', in single line, , in sin-

gle file, lb. : cf infr. C. 1. 4.

—

c be-

fore, i>i the presence of, Lat. coram, as,, cf I'alck.

Hipp. 213.

—

d. over, of any one set over

a special business, ol -, Dem. ; ,
the executioner at .\thens, who had
to throw traitors into the,
ap. Lycurg. 165, 4 : so too

?., , ,, etc., cf Lob. Phryn. 474
;

much more rarely c. dat., as in Xen.
Cyr. 2, 4, 25.—2. motioyi towards or (as

we also say) upon a point, in Hom.
esp. with.,,,,,, etc.

:

also, ' 7.,
to shout to Ajax' tent, 11. 8, 224 :7. , etc., to sail /or Chios,
Hdt. 1, 164, etc. ;' ' -, to go homeii'drrfs, go home, Hdt.

2, 121, 4: also in much the same
sense c. ace, cf Hdt. 9, 47. where
one/ , the oth-
er —£ , cf C. . 2.—II.

of time^l. like the simple gen. of

time, to express the time in or m the

rour.ie of which something happens,'. in time of i)cace, Hom. ;

esp., , 11. 5,

637: ^, Ki-, Hdt. 1, 134 ; 8, 44 ;
',

in my time. Id. 1, 5, etc. The time
is olt. taken, esp. in Att., as the

foundation on which an event rests.—111. of the occasion or grounds on
which a thing happens, whether it

be inclination, advice, assistance, etc.

of another, or mere circinnstances, v.

Wolf Dem. 473, 8 ; 495, 6 : '-, of one's own accord, Lat. sponte,

Schaf Mel. p. 21 : , on
evidence, ', Hdt. 9,

11 : also,7. , to be
called after one, , -

or ,
Hdt. 1, 94; 2, 57, etc., cf. C.
Vlll. : ' , on what ground,

wherefore, Hdt. 4, 45 : the signf of,

concerning, on a subject, with verbs of
speaking, Lat. de, is rare,7, to speak of, about one, Hcind.
Plat. Charm. 155 D.—IV. also as

periphr. for an adv. ', ', with full confidence, pow-
er, etc., Schaf Mel. p. &3.

B. WITH.—I. of place, answer-
ing both the questions where and
whither, just as with gen. in all the
signfs. : so that the poets use one or

the other, metri grat. : but in prose

the dat. is more freq. Special phrases

from Hom. downwds. : ', at

work, Lat. in opere, Od. 16, 111, etc.,, throughout, II. 4, 178 ;, to put in one's mind,
suggest, 11.1,55. The dat. is also

esp. used where hostility is implied,

whether over against, opposite, II. 2,

472, or moving agaiwst, attacking, the
latter the more freq., II. I, 382, Od.
22, 8, etc., and later : so even in prose,

Hdt., Xen., and Dem.—II. of time,
in, on or at which a thing happens,. in the nighl, II. 8, 529, ", on this very day, II. 13,

234 ; but',', day by day, every-

day, Od. 2, 284 ; 14, 105 ; tij rt-] , at the end of life.—2.

after, upcm an event, '-, Lat. re pcracta, Hdt. 4, 164, etc.—111. of an accumulation, addition of

things, one upon, another, ,
besides, Od. 24, 277 ;', over and abuvi: his beau-
ty he was' fleet of foot. Od. 17, 308,
cf II. 9, 639, etc.. Has. Th. 153 : rare

with compar., as in, •^, more
shameless, above or inore than the bel-

ly, Od. 7, 216 ;} ''^,-
7., pear on pear, etc., Od.

7, 120 ; so, , etc.

—

\.for an object or purpose, with a view,, for heir to his
wealth, II. 9, 482, cf 5, 154 : -, for supper, Od. 18, 44 ; -
7., for Patroclus, in his honour,

11. 23, 776 : also (7., to
strucrglc for a prize, e. g. ,, II. 10, 304 ; 21, 445;', for mischief to man, Hdt.
1, 6S ; , to get wisdom, Xen.
Symp. 1, 5: ; wherefore?, therefore.—2. of depend-

ence upon one, and consequent inferi-

ority, , to be in his hands,
depend 07i him, Lat. es.se penes aliqucm

:

' ',
'tis at our discretion to.., Hdt. 8, 29,

cf Stallb. Plat. Rep. 460 .—V. of
the ground or occasion of doing a
thing, e. g.7 ', to laugh
at one, II. 2, 270, Od. 20, 358, so



Em
/.//~, have borne

much for thee, II. 9, 492, etc. ;

rtvi, to be proud at or of
a thing, Plat. Prot. 343 D : /.~ Tin. to give a name nfier another,
Stailb. Plat. Rep. 470 B.— VI. of any
condition upon which a thing hap-
pens, kni, or ..,
conditionally, that.., Hdt. 3, 83 : more
briefly, 0' or ', Hdt. 1, 2-2,

etc.; etr', on no condition, Id.

3. 38. So in various relations, as,, to live wiih, i. e. have
a famil}',) ~, to fiee,

leaving one's children, Herra. \'ig. n.

397 : i—t , with strict

justice. Wolf Dem. 4'^, 27 :',
on reasonable terms : ~1 .ia-?,, >' /., to eat
with something/or relish or sauce, Ar.

Aeh. 835, Eq. 707, cf. Donalds. N.
Cratyl. p. 220.

—

VII. sometimes seem-
ingly only as periphr. for the simple
dat., e. g. (5//=;;-^, Od. 22, 427.

C. WITH 'acccs.—I. of place : I.

with signf. of extending, stretching
over, " , over

nine acres he lay stretched, Od. 11,

577 : - •//.« /., over many
lands I wandered, Od. 14, 120 : so,, 7.,, k~i -— ', Horn. ; /.", glory spread among
all men, II. 10, 213, cf. 24, 202, 535,
Hes. Op. 11, Th. 95.—2. much like, c. gen., I. 1. b, denoting motion

tomards or to a place, /. ~' --, etc., Hdt. ; but c. ace. oft. in

hostile sense, upon, against, like ~,
c. ace, Horn. ;

TLva... freq. in Hdt. : ', so far

as, II. 3, 12 ; also, so long as : k-i, so far, Od. 5, 251; '
~1 . as far as to half of
the whole ship, Od. 13, 114 ; -, Od. C, 117. Metaph.,',
-'. to labour, to an enterprise,

11. 3, 422, Od. 4, 434 ; -,
to venture on all, try every way :

—

esp. like, c. ace, denoting ex-

ertion to gain or get something, for,
after, in quest of,~?. ~''-, to send for tidings, II. 4, 384 ; -£. let him a:o after (i. e. to
fetch) an os, Od. 3^, 421, c£ Valck.
Hdt. 7, 193 ; more rarely of persons,

i—' , Od. 5, 149 :—hence
also to denote a purpose, end, or mo-
tive, ; for what ? wherefore ?—
3. of rest upon or in a place, in answer
\o the question where ? prob. only in
such phrases as, ~1, -'-, on the right or left, 11. 7, 238

;

12, 240, etc. : on the difference of the
forms~ and, v.-. fin. ; and for , v. sub-'.— 4. with cardinal numbers,
like , e. gen., I. 1. 6, esp. of men
in battle order, as, t—' -, five and twenty deep
or in file, Thuc. 4, 93 ; so too, -=, Xen. Rep. Lac. 11, 9 :

but with numbers also, vp to a cer-

tain number, i. e. nearly, about, Hdt.
4, 190.—II. of time,—1. for or during

a certain time,~, for a time,

n. 2, 299 ;
'/'., Od.

12, 407; so too, , . 9, 415.—2. up to or till a certain time, ', Od. 7, 288; , Od. 8.

226.—III. in general relations, of
manner or agreement, as, ~-, by the line or rule, Lat. adamus-
sim, Od. 5, 245 ; ?, for me,
i. e. as far as concerns me, Lat. quod
me special , Herm. Vig. n. 398.—IV . as
'eriphr. for adverbs,' for,

. 12, 436 : much more freq. in later

Greek, /.,—', ~1-, etc., Jac. . . . 172, 306 : also,, Hdt. 3, 71.

D. POSITION. — (' may always
follow its case, but is then written
anastroph..
. WITHOUT case as adv., in

older Greek, esp. Ep., in the chief
signfs. of the prep., Horn. : in many
cases however it cannot be taken as

an adv., and must be regarded as
separated from the verb by tmesis,

e. g. II. 1, 462 ; 15, 467, Od. 1, 278
;

2 316. As adv. it is not w^ritten with
anastr.

F. IN COMPOS, denotes most
usu.— I. relations of place, whether
of rest at a place, as in, ~-, or motion upon it, esp. in a
hostile sense,,-.—II. sequence in time, as in, /., to over-

live, sprout after.—III. increase, ad-

dition, as in.—IV. accom-
paniment, as in'.—V. cause
or motive, as in-,-.—VI. repetition or renewal, as

in and.—VII.

sometimes a reciprocal action, cf.-.—VIII. with numeral's, an
integer and so much more, as-, |,=one and a third, Lat. sesqui-

teriius, Herm. Vig. n. 63.—IX. aiso,

like , to strengthen the compar.,
as in?.?.-/., etc. Oft.

it is hard to render it at all, at least

when it merely expresses a closer re-

lation between the verb and its ob-

ject. ']
G., i. e. anastroph., freq. for, it is there, ready, at hand, re-

maining, WIM. c. dat., II. 1, 515, Od.
11, 367, etc., sometimes c. inf, as,, Od. 2, 59 : v. D.

}')?, , , {,)=--, bend.

~/.?., . for ?.?.,
of which Hom. has part. aor. 2 syn-
cop.777.7., II. 7,

15, Od. 21, 320.—/,, f.-, aor. -?., {,',) to send upon or at, stir up one,
Lat. immittere, Od. 22, 49. [In aor.

<7;?..],, ,,^7., Aeol.^,, poet, for ., to

please, gratify, Hom. only in 3 pers.,, . 7, 407 ;-, Od. 16, 406.,, . ~(.-, {, lavu) to sleep among,
c. dat., V. 1. for. Od. 15, 557.], {,) to shout to or
at, to applaud, cheer, 11. 7, 403 ; 9, 50 :

also merely to shout out, cry aloud.

=

simpl., II. 5, 860, etc. [. except by
augm. i.]

'E-(i(x, imperat. aor. 2 of-, for, Theogn. 845.',—, , , (,)
ladder or steps to ascend by : a scaling

ladder, Diod. : a ship's ladder, gang-
way, etc., Id., cf. Spanh. Call. Del.
22 : hence—2. metaph. a step, step-

ping-stone towards any thing. Polvb.

;

or , Plut. : hence^, to climb by an -^ Clem. Al.', ov, , the fare of an, passenger's fare, Lat. nau-
lum, Od.'lS. 449, cf. Spanh. Call. Del.
22 : in Plut. in genl. rent, payment for
any thing.—II. , siib., sacrifices at embarkation, Ap. Rh.—111. a standing or resting-place, ., a roost, perch, Anthr»

',. fut.- : pf. •3•
: aor. : aor. mid., (for which however Hom.

has always the Ion. form,
miperat.) {,)—.
intrans. to go upon

:

—I. c. gen. to set

foot on, tread, ,, Hom. :

hence to remain, lie upon, e. g.,
of a corpse, 11. 4, 99. More freq.—2.

to go up to or -upon, mount, get upon,,.,,,
Hom., esp. in aor. mid. : to arrive at,

come to, reach a place, c. gen.,',
II. 16.396, cf. Od.4,521, etc.—3. also

in various metaph. signfs.,*-, , to arrive

at, reach unto.., Od. 22. 424; 23, 52:
so.,,. Hom. Merc.
465, Hes. Op. 657 ;

—.. to

keep to, observe it, Soph. O. C. 189
;

hence to set to work upon, undertake a
thmg, Ruhnk. H. Hom. Cer. 211.—II.

c. dat. to mount upon, get upon,,
Thuc. : also — , or, Hdt. 7,

118, 120:—hence metaph., .-, Pind. . 3, 34.—2. c. dat. pers.

to set ttpon, attack, assault,, Xen.
Cyr. 5, 2,26, cf. inf. 1IL2.—HI. c. ace.
only twice in Hom., viz., II. 14, 226,
Od. 5, 50, ,,
either touards. into, Pieria, or across,

through it, cf. Pmd. N. 1, 27, Hdt. 7,

50, Soph. Aj. 141.—2. rarely c. ace.,

to attack, like, and onh'
poet., as Soph. Aj. 137. El. 492; so
too,". , Phil. 194.—3. c.

ace. cognato, ., to mount a
horse, also , Hdt. 4, 22 ; and
absol.,, mounted, Hdt. 3,

84 : but., of the stallion, to

cover a mare, and so,— ro /,
Arist. . .—IV. absol.. to step for-
icard or on, II. 5. 666, Od. 12, 434

:

hence—2. to go still further, advance in

one's demands, Polyb.—B. transit, in

fut. and aor. 1 act., to set one upon,
make hiin mo^mt, , II. 8,

129 : hence to lay, place upon, '-
/.oif, II. 9, 546 : to bring one
to. into,, Od. 7, 223, and me-
taph., as in 1.3,/.,,
to bring one to, give him fame, etc.. II.

8, 285, Od. 23, 13 : /.-/., davi'n set them on
their way, Hes. Op. 582.', (,) to

rush on like a bacchanal, Nicostr. An-
tyll. 1.

'?.7, fut. -.7., aor.-
/., {, /3?,?.)—I. trans., to

throw, cast upon a thing, , first

in II. 11, 846 (in tmesis) ; to put on, ,
II. 23. 135 : ., to affix a
seal, Hdt. 3, 128, , Ar.. 559,, lb. 1215.—2. to lay on,, Od. 6, 320; so/., Xeu.
Rep. L.ac. 2, 8 ; ', .\r. Nub. 933 :

hence in prose, to lay on as a tax,
tribute, , Hdt. 1, 106; 2, )80;
as a fine or penalty,,^., Hdt. 6. 92 ; 7, 3 ; cf. :

—and then in Trag., ., -,., etc.—3. to add, . Find.
P. 11, 22.—4 to add tn, increase, .
Plat. Crat. 409 B.—5. to bring against,

ri,Polyb.—II. seemingly intr.ans.,/., sub., to throw
one's self upon, go straight towards, c.

occ, , Od. 15. 297

:

later c. dat. loci, Polyb., .
Id., like III.—2. sub.,
to fall upon or against, . Plat.
Phaedr. 248 A : esp. in hostile signf.
to set upon, attack, Lat. irrurre, Diod.

—

3. sub. vovv, to set upon a thing,yb/Mit•
it up, devote one's self to it. c. dat.. rotr

., Lat. capes.irre

rempublicam, Plut. : in genl. to ire
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one's attention . think on, Lat. animum
advatere, N. T., cf. III. 2.—4.

to fall, light upon, as by accident: and
of events, in happen, occur, Arist. Pol.

2, 6.—5. to follow, come next, Polyh.

—

6. impels.,/. , Polyb.,

and7. , it fulls to me,
comes to my share, Hdl. 7, 23 ; hence,
TO'', (sc.) one's prop-

er portion, Id. 4, 115: &\•60,, it belongs to, concerns, befits me,
Arisl. Pol. : sometimes also c. ace. et

inf., lldt. 2, 180, Theopn. 35C, very
rarely c. gen., Sch.if. Schol. Ap. Kh.
p. 219: also absol.,, it is

right, meet,fitting.— 13. mid.— I. to throw

one's selfupon a thing, seize, grasp at,

struggle for it, c. gen.,, 11. 6,

G8, hence in genl. to grasp at, be eager

for,.—2. metaph. to give one's

self u'holly to a thing, derate one's self

to it, (as supr. 11. 3), Sapph. 71, and
Polyb ; also c. ace., to undertake,

Plat. Tim. 48 C ; and c. inf., to design,

purpose to do, ap. Dem. 282, 14 and
27.

—

II. to throw, put upon one's self,

put on, of clothes, c. ace, Od. 14, 209,

111 tmesis : and hence metaph. to take

upon one's self, assume, or submit to,

6. g. , Thuc. 6,

40.—C. in pass., to lie upon, be put
upon,/, archers
ivith their arrows on the string, Xen. An.
4, 3, 28 ; 5, 2, 12., ov, , the heel, Hesych., (iwi,) to dip,

drench over again, Joseph.',, ov, steeped in, ,
Theophr. ; from), f. -, {,) to

dip into, , Hipp.', , {,) to bur-

den, to weigh down, to oppress, Dion.

H. 4, 9 ; 8, 73. Henco'7],, , a burden, lb.'•, {,) to lay

a burden on, LXX : pass, to be burden-

some.., , (,) op-

pressive,, Theophr.',, , ?}.= sq. 2, and so=, Hyperid. ap. Poll. 2, 200.'•., , , ()
stepping upon or upwards, ascent, ap-

proach, Polyb.—2. metaph. a step or
approach towards a thing. Plat. liep.

511 B: ., to

Jnake a handle against, a 7neans of at-

tacking one, Hdt. 6, Gl, cf..—II. of the male, a covering, Lat. coi-

tus. Pint.', poet, for, in

irans. signf c. gen., only in II. 2, 234,',
lead them into misery, cf. II., f. -, {,-) to bear, weigh in the hand, Eur.
Cycl. 379., {,) intr. to

take one's stand upon, occupy, c. gen.,,
usurping it, Hdt. 3, G3, 67 ; so too,., to occupjy Syria, Plut.

—

'

II. esp. to be an, passenger
soldier on board ship, . •,
Hdt. 7, 96, 184 : c. dat., Ar. Ran. 48
with an obscene allusion, cf HI. 2.

—

III. to mount, get upon, c. gen., Plut.

—

2. of male animals, to cover, Lat. inire :

cf. A. III. 3.', ov,fit for mounting,
climbing,, Joseph. ; or for en-

tering a place,, Rhet. : -, sub. , sacrifices on en-

trance, or embarkation, cf.
From', , , {) one
who mounts, e7nbarks, etc.—1. esp. ol
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, the soldiers on board a ship,

the fighting men, as opp. to the rowers
and seamen,{), Lat. classiarii

milites, and something like our ina-

riius, Hilt. G, 12, etc. : on the number
cf. Arnold Thuc. 3,95.-2. the fighting

j/iiiii in a chariot, Plat. Crili. 119 B.

—3. a rider, Arist. Elh. N.—4. a stal-

lion, [u] Hence, f/, ov, of, belonging to

an : ., the comple?ncnt

of on board sliip, Anst. Pol.

Adv. -., , ,{) that

can be climbed, accessible, Hdt. 4, G2

:

melaph.,, accessible to a bribe,

Plut., , , the day after a festi-

val, esp. a bridal, Lat. repolia: at

Athens esp. the day after, or rather the

foxirth day of, the Apaturia,—2. new-
year's-day, Aristid., v. Ruhnk. Tim.
Proverb., -, to come to a hard reckoning (on
the day after the feast), Pind. P. 4,

249 : cf Cratin. Incert. 51. (In plur.

also written, which estab-

lishes the deriv. from, and,
not from .)'¥-., {, ?^) to milk

afterwards.',^, , {,) to

add proof, Theophr. : to ratify,',
Plut.^',, Ep. 1 plur. 2 aor.

subj. for of, Od.
6, 262.',, Ep. for, inf.

aor. 2 , Horn.,, ,{) one

ivho mounts, ., a mounted
horseman, Od. 18, 263 : later esp., '.,=, Aiith.—II. of male
animals, e. g. a boar, -,
Od. 11, 131.—III. one who has reached,

is conversant with,, Maneth, f. -, {,)
to put one ujwn, vavv, Thuc. 4, 31.

i,—oreg., Arist. H. A., fut.-, {,^) to eat besides or with a
thing. Call. Jov. 49, in tmesis., ov, {,) surviving,

Isae. ap. Poll. 3, 108., ,.-, (,)
survive, Dem. 1033, 15 : in Thuc. we

have an irieg. 3 iinpf., as if

from, 2, 65 ; 5, 2G.', , {,') hurt-

ful, Clem.. Adv. -}., f. -, {,) to grow or sprout on,.
—II. to grow in addition, Theophr.
Hence, ),, an additional

grou'th, Theophr.?, , ,{?-) apt. able to shoot out or grow afresh,

Theophr. Adv. -., , {,) to heap reproaches upon, Joseph.-, verb. adj. from sq.,

one must look at a thing, Arist. Org.', fut.-, later -1>,

{,) to look upon, ... Plat.

Phaedr. 63 A ; .., Arist. Eth. N.
;

Ti, Plat. Legg. 811 D ; , Luc—
2. esp. to eye with envy, Lat. in-videre,. Soph. O. T. 1526, like-/.., ov, on or of the

eyelashes : from,, , {,-) an eye-lash./,, ,{)
looking at or on, examination, Arist.

Org., adv.,{) by

throwing or laying on, urgently. .
Rh.,, , {?./.)
that which is thrown on or over, a gar
mtnt, cloak, Bockh. Inscr. 1, p. 246 :

a cover, ISicostr. . 1.—2. that

which is added, a superfluity, ornament,

esp. tapestry, hangings, Plut.—3. a

piece, a patch, to be sewed on, N. T.?, -/, ,{) a
bolt or bar fixed in or on a door, II. 24,
453.—II. as aelj.^sq., ov, {) put,

set upon : added., (,) to well or
gush forth, Leon. Al. : hence, adv., abundantly, redund-

antly, Pherecr. Pcrs. 1, 4.',=.. Rh., , f. -, (,)
to call upon or to, cry out to, rivt, Thuc.
5, 65 ;., c. inf., to call on one
to do... Id. 4, 20.—2. to utter or sing

aloud, , e. g. •, Ar.. 898.—3. to utter aloud,

shriek out besides, to, Aesch.
Pers. 1054.—4. to cry out against, cf..—. mid., fut.-.
Ion.- (also in Horn.), to in-

voke, call vpon,, 11. 10, 463, Od.
1, 378, and so in Att. :

—

to call to aid,, Hdt. 1, 87 : also to raise the war-
cry. Id. 5, 1., -, ,=, Diog.
L.', , , a helping, com-
ing to aid, succour, Thuc. 3, 51, and
Xen. : from, . Ion.-, {,) to come to aid, succour,,
Hdt. 3, 146 ; 7, 207./,, ,()
call, shout to one, Thuc. 5. 65., , ,() a
calling, shouting to, or besides, Dion. H., ov, { ) cried

out against, til spoken of, ,
Thuc. 6, 16 : ., Aeschr.
ap. Alh. 335 C, in Ion. contr. form, cf. Anacr. 59., ov, (,) in or
at the trench, Aristid., ov, , a covering,

wrapper, garment, LXX.
'/,, '/, , ( ) a

throwing or putting on, esp.,
Thuc. 2, 49; . Id. 7,

62:

—

7. '/, layers or
courses of bricks, Thuc. 3, 20.—II. an
imprcssioii, e. g. of a seal.—2. an inflic-

tion, imposition, penalty, Ar. Vesp. 769,'/', Lys. 159, 12,

etc., cf. Ruhnk. Tim., and Diet. An-
tiqq. :—in genl. an i7npost, public bur-

den, Plut., V. I. 2.—III. a
setting upon a thing, attempt, underta-

king, purpose, v. 1. Thuc. 3, 45,,
Polyb. : esp. a hostile attempt, attack,

assault, Thuc. I, 93.—2. also a thing

put on for defence, like, The-
ophr-—IV. a fixing the attention on a
thing, attention ; cf U. 3.—
V. an addition, accumulation of similar

tvords.7, ,^=?., q. v.

Adv. -., , (,) to

roar in answer to or after,, Luc./,, . a feeding upon
a thing, Theophr. ; and, , , of insects,

=

, Arist. . . : from', f.-, (, -) to feed cattle upon : in pass., to be

eaten, Lat. depasci, Theophr. Mid. to

graze: in genl. to feed upon,,
Batr. 54 : to consume, , Call./., ov,,^=, a



cowherd, Od. 3, 422, etc., always in

pleon. phrase,.̂ ,, , {-)) plot, attempt, scheme, Thuc. 3,

45, etc.3,,, aplnt, treach-

ery. Plat. Legg. 872 D. : and',, ov, b, a plotter, -, against one, Soph. Aj. 726 : and',, , , treacherous,

dub. in Luc. : from, {,) to

plan, contrive against one, esp. to con-

trive treacherously
,
plot against, c. dat.

pers., et ace. rei, e. g.

TLVL, Hdt. 3, 19, etc., also ,
Wytt. ad Jul. 185 ; c. dat. pers. only,

to plot against one, lay snares for him,
Aesch. : c. ace. rei only, to plan, plot,

Hdt. 3, 122, Thuc. etc. : also c. dat.

rei, ?}-, to aim at something great, Hdt. 3,

122: c. inf. praes. vel int., to fonn
plans, design to.., Hdt. 1, 24; 6, 137

;

c. inf. aor., Lys. 130, 38, etc. ; also,. .., Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 13. Pass.7^, to have snares laid for
one, Thuc, etc.,, /,{,) plan
against another, plot, Hdt. 1, 12,

Thuc. 4, 76, 86 ; against one,

TLva, Xen. An.l, 1,8: ,
by treachery, treacherously, Thuc. 8,

92, etc.,5'?. Plat. Legg.
867 A.'., , ,=,
Pind. . 4, 60.', ,{') plot-

ting, treacherous, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 27,

and Plat. ; tlv'l, against one, Plat.

Symp. 203 E. Adv. -, Dion. H.',, {,) to

tarry, loiter at a place, Luc.^', inf. aor. 2. from sup-

posed pres., to echo, resound,

Ap. Rh., adv. for , for
a short while.^,, ,()
a wet application, lotion, etc., Ath.',, (',) to make to

roar, , . 17,

739. Mid. to roar,, Ar. Ran.
680 : but usu.—IL intr. to roar or cry

out with or to, tlvl, Eur. Bacch.
151., f. -, {,) to

pour water on, to water, Theophr. ; to

bathe, Diosc., , falling heavy upon,

awful, Aesch. Eum. 965 : from, f. -«, (,) to

be heavy upon, weigh down, '-, when the shower
comes heavily down, 11. 5, 91 ; 12, 286 :

in good signf.,, when the sea-

sons weigh down (the vines), i. e, make
the clusters heavy and ripe, Od. 24,

344 ; of sleep, Anth.—. metaph.
like Lat. incumbere, to press heavily or

with all one'» weight. II. 12, 414. \_\', (,) as

pass., to be angry at.',, , {,) to

roar, make a noise upon or over, of the
sea and of birds, Ap. Rh. ; of lions,

Opp. Pass., ,
to ring with the noise, Ap. Rh.'.,,--7', (,-
tOm) to thuruler thereupon, Plut, Hence, ov,=,
astonied. Soph. Aj. 1386., , ,() a wet-

ting, bathing.,, f. -, (,) to

snap at another, Archipp, Plut. 2. :

—

., to gnash the teeth, Anth.

[]
'E7ri/?pi;^:uo^ai,=sq., Aristid., f. -, {,) to

burst forth or over, as water: of flow-

ers, to sprout, burst forth, Theocr. 22,

43 :. ?^, Alciphr. [], (,)
dep.. to bray at : to be furious at,.
Call Del. 56., {,) to dip in

water.,, , any stopper, stop-

page, ,\0. : from., f.-, {,) to stop

up, TO, Cratin. Pyt. 7, Ar. Plut.

379. [ in aor.], Ion. for,
Hdt., ov, {,) on or

at the altar, Aesch. Fr. l9, Eur., etc.

:

as subst. Tu, ]ike, sac-

rifices, victims, Theocr. 16, 26., , as if from
subst., to stand sup-

pliant at the altar, Eur. Heracl. 44., , ,{)
one who- attends the altar, Joseph, [i], Ion. fut. from-, for, Horn., Ion. and Dor. for, to shout to, call upon,,
Theocr. 12, 35.', ov. Ion. for.,, ,=, -, herd, shepherd, ?, Od. 13,

222, cf.,., , {, ,) upon
the earth, , the parts on or

near the ground, Hdt. 2, 125. Hence',, , to make earth of, to

make into land,., , , affinity, con-

nexion by marriage : from, {,) to

make one a connexion by marriage,., to take to wife . .—II.

intr. to be connected, intermarry with,, LXX., , ,=^.', , f. -, fut. att. --, {,) to marry besides, ., to wed one husband after

another, Eur. Or. 589 ; ./-
Ty, to marry the mother

after' the daughter, Andoc. 16, 46;. , to marry and
set a stepmother over one's children,

Eur. Ale. 305. Hence', ov, nuptial, late.', , , {,) an

additional marriage, Ath. : but usu.

—

II. intermarriage, hence esp. like Lat.

connubium^jus connuhii, right of inter-

marriage, between states,, Hdt. 2, 147, Dem., etc.,cf.. Wolf Dem. 475, 10: also,

a marrying out of one family etc. irito

another., ov, {,) mar-
riageable, Hdt. 1, 196., , {,) to make
shine, make handsome, varnish over, gar-

nish, Alex. Pon. 1.

,=foreg.—. mid.-, to exult in, rivi. [a], ov, (,) of,

belonging to the stomach : to ., the

region of the stomach, from the breast

to the navel, all below being the-, Aretae.— II. metaph. de-

voted to the belly, Lat. ventri deditus,

3, Clem. Al.', , {,) to

elate, make to rejoice, Plut. Pass, to be

proud of, rejoice in,, Xen. Cyr. 2,

4, 30., Ep. for.

hence in tmesis, '
", 1• 11? 45.,,,^, . sub.̂,{) to be on or of

the earth, Herm. ap. Stob. Eel. 1, 1074.,^^,\'.\.
10, 71., ov,{,-) with a stalk creeping along the

ground, Theophr.', ov, {,,) on or

of the earth, . Plat. Rep. 546 A :

terrestrial, mortal, Anth.; ,
a stern-fast, extending from the-
va to the land, Ar. Fr. 51, 371, v..?, ov,{,-) with its leaves on the ground,

growing immediately from the root,

Theophr._^',, , fut.- [], {,) to laugh at a thing, Xen. : to

laugh to or with,, Theophr. Char.

2, 3 : to smile upon, be gracious to,, Ar. Thesm. 979 : oft. absol. to

laugh. Plat, and Xen. : metaph.,?, breaks with a plashing sound,

Arist. f'robl. 23, 24 ; and so, of rivers, Strab.',, {,) to lay as

a burden, Tl , LXX.,', , , {,-, *) creating in addition ; pro-

ducing, creative, Clem. Al.,, , v.., ,{) grow-

ing after or resulting.,, , Eptgenes, son of

Antipho, a friend of Socrates, Plat.

Phaed. 59 B, Xen., etc.—2. a poet

of the middle comedy, Meineke 1, p.

354.—3. a tragic poet, lb.—4. son of

Crito, a pupil of Socrates, Diog. L.

2, 121. Others in Ar. Eccl. 932. etc.—, , f. -, {,-) to make grow in ; pass, to grow
after, Ath. 653 D., , , that which

grows upon a thing, Hipp.—II. that

which is produced after a thing, a re-

sidt, consequence, Polyb. : esp. a philos.

term of the Stoics, Diog. L. 7, 86.

Sometimes wrongly written-. Hence',, , , of the na-

ture of an, following, re-

sulting. Adv. -.,{,) to give

honour to,, Xen. Cyr. 8, 6, 11.', as mid., {,)
to taste of,, Plut.,, o'l, those after the, ihe artisans, A. B.', , f. - : perf. -,{,) to rejoice, triumph

over, , Aesch. Pr. 157 : to exult

in,, Opp.,, , Epigethes, masc.
pr. n., Plut., f.- [] {,) to grow old one upon another,

Julian., cf. Od. 7, 120., Ion. and later -
[} ], fut. : aor., {,.) he-

come or be after or besides, of time,, spring comes

next, 11. 6, 148 : to be born after, Hdt.

7, 2 ; hence o'l, pos-

terity. Id. 9, 85 : 01, those uho came after him, Id.

2, 49: T)j ,., the following, the next...,

Thuc, etc. : but, -, after the lapse of some time,

Hdt. 1, 28.—2. to come upon, fall up-

on, Lat. supervenire, of death, night,
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storms, etc., c. dat., HcU. 8, 13 ; but

also m good sense, tojidlow,, Id.

7, 157: ubsol. If• come on. Id. 3, 65,

etc. : also to fall upon, attack, rivc,

Thuc. 4, 93, etc. ; and so of diseases,

Hipp.—3. to happen after, TtVL,

licit. 8, 37 : in geul. to come to pass,

Plat. Hop. 574 A : i-iyiyvtrai ,
it occtirs to me, strikes me.',-, Ion. and later-
ylvaaiiu, t'. : aor.-
vuv: pert", (trri,)
to lank upon or at, witness, behold, Tii'a,

Od. 18, 30, more rarely,. Find.

P. 4, 497.—11. to recognise, know agaiyi,

Od. 24, 217 ; hence to find out, dis-

rortr, detect, Aesch. Ag. 1598, cf.

Thuc. 1, 132: to become conscious of',

come to a sense o/ one's deeds, c. part.,-, Soph. Ant..
—111. to come to a judgjnent, decide,, Thuc. 3, 57.—IV. to esteem,

honour, fa, for a thing.-/,{,)
to make slippery or clammy, Hipp.', (,) as

pass., to be eager for a thing, Clem.
Al. []

, , , ,, (,)
intr. to be sweetish, Theophr.—2. later

act., to sweeten.', , , {,?)
somewhat sweet, sweetish, Theophr.), (,) to carve

on the surface, LXX. [ij',', Att.,-, f

-7/, (,) dep. mid. to

throw out ill language, utter abuse,

—., Acsch. Cho. 045 : to vent re-

proaches against one, ', Aesch.
Pr. 928, , Ar. Lys. 37., Att. -, , ?/,

(,) the epiglottis, Arist.

. A., , , curved, twist-

ed, . Horn. Van. 87 : from, f -, [,-) to curve, bend, crook,, II. 21,
1'8, to turn round.—II. metaph. to bow
or bend to one's purpose, -, 11. 2,

14 ; so . , to bend, curb

one's spirit, 11. 1, 569 ; . -
?, to guide, win the mind of the

good, 11. 9, 514.', . -, (,)
to scour,full a dirty garment: metaph.
to clean up, Liic. Hence, ov, scoured, fulled, of
clothes, cf., , y, Att. for.', 3 opt. aor. 2 of-, Od.,,,^.,/,,=',
LXX.,,,,{.)
judging, deciding upon ; an arbiter, um-
pire, judge, 0. gen. rei. Plat. Legg.
828 B, etc. ; . /, an appraiser,

Dem. 978, 11.—II.==, par-

doning, TLVL, Mosch. 4, 70.— 111. at

Athens, an overseer of the sacred
olives, chosen from the Areopagus., f -, Att. -, {,/) to make known, announce, sig-

nify,( , Xen. Cyn. 6, 23.',, /,()
an examination, scrutiny, Polyb.—2.

knowledge, acquaintarpce with,,
Plut.—II. an acknowledgment,,
of a thing. Diod., and N. T.., ov,()
known, LXX., Ep. for-. 3 pl.

sulrj. aor. 2 of, Od.^^, [,)
murmur at a thing.
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., , , (,)
the knee-pan, Galen. ; also.—U.

tt'oman's garment, reaching to the knee., , , a musical in-

strument with 40 strings, in pairs,

as in the ; named from the

inventor Epigonus, Ath. 183 C, cf
Poll. 4, 59., , , increase, esp. of

animals by breeding, Plut.— 2. off-

spring, breed,, Diod. Hence.,() grown,

born besides, of superletation, Hipp.

—

2. born, groic?i after, esp. of a second
marriage, Plat. Legg. 740 C : in genl.

offspring, posterity, Aesch. Tlieb. 903 :

breed (of bees), Xen. Oec. 7, 34.

—

II. oi^, the Afterborn, sons
of the duels who fell in the first war
against Thebes, v. Hdt. 4, 32, Bentl.

ad Mill. p. 62 sq. : also of the suc-
cessors to Alexander's dominions,
Diod. 1, 3, et. ibi Wess., , 6, Epigonus, masc.
pr. n., an Athenian, Ar. Eccl. 167.,, ?/, Ion. for-, Hipp., ov, {,,-) on, set upon the knee,, Find.
P. 9, 107., , , (, ,) the region above the knee, the

fieshy part of the thigh, -, he would grow a stout

thigh, Od. 17, 225 ; obiv, Od. 18, 74.

—

11.=,
the knee-pan, Hipp., adv.() scra-

ping the surface, grazing, Lat. strictim,

II. 21, 106.^,, ,()
an inscription, esp. of the name of the
maker on a work of art, or the dedi-
cator on an offering, Hdt. 5, 59 : and
as these were usu. in verse from an
early time (cf Hdt. 5, 59; 7, 228,
Thuc. 6, 54, 59),—2. an epigram, a

poem of a few lines, mostly in ele-

giacs, being a summary statement of
some single event or thought. The
Greek Anthology contains about 4500
by about 300 authors.— II. in genl.

the title of a paper, heading of a legal

document, Isae., and Dem. Hence, to make an epigram
on,, Diog. L., ov, , dim. from, Plut., ov,(-,) writing inscriptions or epi-

grams., ,(-,) making inscriptions or epi-

grams, Diog. L., , ,()
an inscriber : esp. at Athens, a clerk

ivho registered })roperty, taxes, etc.,

Poll. 8, 103, A. B. 254, 3.',, /, , an inscription,, on tablets, Thuc. 2, 43 : a
title, official name, rank,.,
Polyb. : the title, name of a work, Id.

—2. Gsp. as opp. to the thing itself,

an appearance, outumrd show.— II. at

Athens, a registration of property,
taxes, etc. : also the burden or tax con-
sequent on such registration, Isocr.

367 A. ^,, f. -, (,) to

i7iark the surface, scrape, graze,, II. 4, 139 ; and c. dupl. ace,. , to graze me on the
heel, 11. 1 1, 388, cf Od. 20, 280: hence., to put a mark on a lot,

II. 7, 187, but without any notion of
writing; cf. But later most
freq.—1 1, to write upon, inscribe, put a
name or title on, Hdt. 1, 51 ; (

(Dem.) 1378, 1 : hence in pass., of the
inscrii)tiun, to be inscribed upon,,
Hdt. 3, 88, etc. ; but also)-

()', to have an inscription

put on their clubs, Xen. Hell. 7, 5,

20 : and in part,, if,

ov, with an inscription, name or title on
it, Polyb. ; sometimes c. ace, oi Hv•.,'hn hear his name,
are called after him, like Virgil's in-

scripti no?nina regiim. — III. to write

doivn, enter in a register, .-, for punish-
ment, Diod. : in genl. assign a
jienalty, name it in an indictment, -

), Ar. Pint. 480: esj). at
Athens, to register the citizens' pro-
perty, with a view lo taxes, to lay et

public burden upon one, ',
Isocr. 307 A, cf. Arist. Oec. 2, 30:., to enter, lay the damages
at so much, Ar. Plut. 280 ; hence in
pass., , the
damages laid, Isocr. 350 D, etc. Mid.
to have one\^ self enrolled, to register

one's self, . , as
guardians, Isae. 59, 42 : but,-, to choose a patron,
and enter his name as such in the pub-
lic register, as all at Athens
were obliged to do, Ar. Pac. 084, cf.

Soph. O. T. 411 ; hence, Ar. Ach. 1095 : .7, to enter them upon the regis-

ter, admit them, Thuc. 5, 4 :•, to give in a list ofone's witnesses,
enter them on the back of the bill, Dem.
1206, 17. [e], ov, (,) some-
what hooked or curved, of the beak of
the ibis, Hdt. 2, 76, of the raven,
Arist. Phys. 6, 21, who applies-

to the eagle : of men, somewhat
hook-nosed. Plat. Phaedr. 253 D,
Euthyphr. 2 B., i.n>,, ()='., as pass, (,-) to take exercise in or at,-, Hipp., , dub. form for-, V. Elms. Soph. O. C. 1493., dep., (, II.)

to distribute :, to offer an oath,
H. Hom. Merc. 383, where Herm.
prefers . Hence, ov, assigned, allotted,. Call. Jov. 59.', ov, , (,)
an additional dish, dainty, Ath., f -/, (, -) gnaw, corrode, JSic. : hence of
any thing pungent, ,
Arist. ap. Stob. p. 17), 14.,,(,)
gnawing., a, ov, to be lamented,

weptfor : verb. adj. from, (,) to be•

wail, weep for..., ', Plut. ; absol.,

Ar. Vesp. 882. [ usu., always.], a, ov, of or belonging

to Epidamnus, Epidnmnian, oi 7(5.,
the Epidnmnians, Thuc. 1, 24 : from^, ov, , Epidamnus, now
Durazzn, a flourishing and pov*'erful

city of Illyria, founded by the Corcy-
reans ; by the Roman writers it was
usually called Dyrraehium, Thuc. 1,

24, etc., ov, Dor. for.. .-,(,)
to lend money on. property already mort-
gaged, /, Arist. Oec. Mid.
to borrow on a second mortgage,. Dem. 908, 26., , , the festival on
the eighth day of the Eleusioia, V.

Diet. Antiqq. p. 39G.



^, . , of Epidauriis,

Epidaiurian ; 'E/Tirf., the Epidaii-

rians, Hdt. etc. : , the

territory of Epidanrus, Thuc.-, , , fern. adj. to

foreg.^, adv., froyn Epidau-
rus, Pmd. N. 3, 147.

t'ET/Jai'pof,. , Epidaurus, a city

of Argolis on the Saronic gulf, said

by Strab. to have been called at first^, famed for the temple of

Aesculapius ia its vicinity, II. 2, 561.— 2. r), Epidaurus Limf.ra,

noviT Palaeo Emvasis,, a city of La-
conia on the Argolicus Sinus, con-
taining a harbour (whence),
and a temple of Aesculapius, Thuc.
4, 56.—II. a sou of Argus, from whom
Epidaurus in Argolis was said to he
named, ApoUod.-?€,(^,).
to abound, be abundant, Ister. ap. Atb.
650 C: but more usu.—II. as dep.

micL7., to lavish upon
a person, give freely^ rivi , Hdt. 5,

20, also TU'i ', to give luiu freely

of it, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 15.—2. intr. like

act., Tivi, Dion. H.', poet. 3 sing. perf. 2
of, Od./, ,() in want

of,, Hdt. 4, 130, Xen., etc.;

Att. neut. pi-,.— Adv. -,
Plat. Legg. 899 D.,,,()
a specimen, Xen. Symp. 6, 6 : an ex-

ample, lesson, ,
Xen. Cyr. 8, 2, 15.

',7., ov, (,) at

even, about evening ; hence,
neut. as adv. towards evening, Hes.
Op. 808, 819; sometimes written, cf. Buttm. Lexil. voc.) 6.^, and -, f. -,
{,) to exhibit, strictly as

specimen of one's art : hence in genl.

to show forth, display, give a specimen

of, 0iav, Find. N. 11, 19, cf. Plat.

Lach. 179 E, Xen. Symp. 3, 3 : esp.

of elaborate compositions, to display,

show off, . (-, etc.. Plat.

Legg. 658 B.—2. to show, point out,

Tivi TL, Hdt. 1, 30, etc., and .\tt., cf.

foreg.—3. to prove, demonstrate, ...,
Ar. Av. 483 : and so—4. as law-term,

c. part., TLva, to prove,

co>ivi£t hi?n oi lying, Lys. : also,., . Id. . mid. to

display one's self, show one's self off,

like' , or',, Heind. Plat.

Gorg. 447 A, cf Phaedr. 235 A : freq.

also c. ace. rei, yet in mid. signf
;

., to give a specimen

of his art..., Pind. Fr. 8, cf Hdt. 7, 146,

where =. (though

in 1, 11, it seems to be just=act.):

and so freq. in Plat., esp. of qualities

or habits,,,,
etc., where the act. is al.so used:

/., to exhibit 07ie's

speech, i. e. display o7ie's self in an
oration, Plat. Lach. ubi sup., and then

absol. of speakers, to make a speech

for display, cf. Hence, , dcsiderat., to uish

to display one's self, Eccj.', ,,{)
fit for displaying or showing off, Plat.

'Soph.224 : esp.. ?io>oi,speech-

esfor display, i. e. elaborate eulogiums,

set orations, such as were frequent

among the Athen. rhetoricians, and

of which Isocrates gives the best ex-

amples : cf Arist. Rhet. 1,3. Adv.

•, Isocr, 43 B,

, inf. aor. 2,.', , . Ion.,() an exhibition, display,, Thuc. 6, 31 ; ?. , to come to display one's

self to one, Ar. Nub. 269 : hence,. , to come with-

in one's view, to his knowledge, Hdt.

2, 46 : ., to make a di.s-

play, show off one's powers, Thuc.
3, 16, cf 42 ; but also to make a decla-

matiofi,=%oyov .. Plat. Phaedr.
99 D : . , to dis-

play an accomplishment, etc., Dem.
319, 9.—2. an example, Lat. specimen,/., an ensample to

Greece, Eur. Phoen. 871., , f. -/, (,-) to eat after dinner, to eat dainties,

Hipp.—II. to feast upon, eat as a dainty,

Ar. Eq. 1140, Eccl. 1178.,, {,)^,
at or after dinner, Luc.', , 7/,=sq., Mart.

U, 32.',,, a second course,

dessert, Philo., , ov, (,)
containing an integer and one tenth,

1 + -j^o
= yjy , of.—II. one in

ten, tenth, tithe, Xen. Hell. 1, 7, 10

:

., interest of jg ,= 10per cent.,

Arist. Oec., verb. adj. from-, one must take, Polyb., , ,()
fit to hold, containing, Strab. : capable

of, Plut.,, 6,{)
a receiver.—II. as adj. gifted with ca-

pacityfor,, Aresasap. Stob. Eel.

1, 850.'7^^, {,) to put
on as a bait, Diod., ov, {,) in

or on the bed, , a bed

made with cushions, etc., Pors. Hec.
921, cf Od. 7, 336., {,) to build on:
so in mid., 0pp.', ov, {,) on
or in the tree., as mid., to enter-

tain one another, Anaxiin. ap. Diog. L.

2,4.', ov, {,) Horn.
has only the neut. plur. as
adv., right about, from left to right, to-

tvards the right,' -, in the order of your places, begin-

ning with the left hand man, as the

wine is served, Od. 21, 141, cf Valck.
Hipp. 1360, Plat. Symp. 214 B, ubi
V. Bast, Lob. Phiyn. 259, and cf

: hence auspicious, lucky, an-, e.xplained by
the next words, /'/, II. 2, 353. Pind. P. 6, 19,

has : post-Horn, the
signf of motion towards died away
(cf however Ar. Pac. 957), and the
word became^(^•, on the ri<>ht

hand,, the right side, Ar. Av.
1493 : when esp. opp. the left, usu.
written divisim , as in II. 7,

238, Hdt. 2, 93, etc., cf.— II. of persons, handy, dexterous,

skilful, elegant, Arist. Eth. N. : opp. to

: hence adv. -, dex-

terously, Polyb. Cf.. Hence, , , handiness,

cleverness, Arist. Eth. N.,/. for,., v. sub.', (,) dep.,

to look upon, behold,, Hes. Op.
266 : in Horn, only as v. 1. Od. 11, 16.

Hence

^, ov, to be seen, visible,

Emped. 330.,, ^,= sq.,, , (,) the
outer skin, epidermis, Hipp. : the web of
water birds' feet.^,,,=.',,, ,() bind-
ing up, wrapping round, Hipp.,, ro, v..,{,) to bind
up, Anth., u,=foreg., , ,,, ?/, . sq., , , {,)
band, bandage, Hipp., and Ar. Vesp.
1440; with heterog. plur..
Medic, who use also the forms, , t/,
and dim. , v. Lob.
Phryn. 292, Intpp. ad Thoin. M. 502., , {,) bandage-loving, epith. of gout,
Luc.^, f. -, {, -) to lord it over,, Aesch.
Pers. 241., , poet, and Ion. for, in need or wa?it, lacking, c.

gen., ,, etc., Horn.

;

3 ,
lacking not scathe nor scorn, II. 13,

622 ; , Hdt. 4,

130: absol., '/, whoever
is ill want, U. 5, 481.—II. lacking

, fail-

ing in a thing, c. gen., cva-/, II. 19, 180: so,/, failing in strength, Od. 21,

185 ; and as compar., p'ii/f, wanting in his strength, i. e.

inferior to him in strength, Od. 21,
253 : and absol., '
/, far too weak were we, Od. 24,
171 ; from \, f.\, {,) poet, for', to be in

ivant of, to lack, c. gen. rei, II. 2, 229,
Od. 15, 371, cf Hdt. 1, 32: to need the

help of, c. gen. pers., 11. 18, 77.—^11. to

be lacking in a thing, /«i7 in it,, c. gen.
rei, , to be inferior

in fight, 11. 23, 670 ; also c. gen. pers.,, thou art no ?natch

for them, II. 5, 636 ; or both together,

ov Ti '', II. 24,

385 ; later c. ace. rei,.. Rh.
The act., occurs only in

Sapph. 2, 15, and dub. ap. Pseudo-
Phocyl. 130., f. -, {,) to

moisten : to fill with liquor, Orph., .-, {,-
uai) dep. mid., to receive, admit besides

or in addition, Hdt. 8, 75 : to take on
one's self, incur, Lat. admittere,-, Dem. 139, 1 ;, Po-
lyb. : to allow of, admit of, Lat. recipe-

re,, Arist. Categ. 5, 28.', f. -, {,) to bind,

fasten on, , Ar. Ran. 1038;
and so in mid.,^, to fasten their

crests on.., Hdt. 1, 171.—II. to bind
up, bandage : Pass.,, with one's wounds bound
up, Xen. Cyr. 5, 2. 32; also -, lb. 2, 3, 19. Some refer hither, II. 22, 5, which is from -., f -}], {, ) to

want, to lack of a number, c. gen.,

Hdt. 7, 28 : also iinpers., there

is need of besides.., c. gen.. Plat. Legg.
709 D. Mid.=poet. 7(5/, io6e

III want of. Plat., and Xen., , , {)
biting, Clem. .
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'-, , {, 7.) seen

clearly, manifest, Hdt. 2, 159 :-
~.. ". Eq. 38 : upen, knoivn to all,

Theogn. 4 12 : c. part.,. elvat-, to be delected stealing. Ar. Eccl.

C61 .—2. distinifuished, remarkable, Xen.
Oec. 21, JO.—11. like, rexemblins, Tivi,

Ar. Pint. 368. Adv. -'/, Hipp.7?., , {,) make
known, indicate, , Philostr., (.) live

in the toien, among the people, Od. 16,

28: in geiil. poet, for sq.^-, , to he, he at

home, lire at home, opp. to (~,
Thuc. 1, 130, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 69; to

sojourn, iv. Plat. Crito 52 :

to be present at, , Dem.
571, 22: in genl. to live, Inscr.

—

2. to

be among a people, of diseases, etc., to

be prevalent, epidemic, Hipp.—II. to

come home, , Xen. Mem.
2, 8, 1 ; cf. Plat. Parin. 120 B;, Aeschin. 84. 42.—III. to be on

one's travels, stay, sojourn as a foreign-

er, , , Heind. Plat.

Phaed. 57 A./, , (,-) to harangue the people over or

about one, pp.',, , ()=.. Plat. 330 .', , ,()
fond of slaying at home, keeping to one

spot or country,, Arist. H. A.', , , a staying at home,

sojourning, stay in a place. Plat. Parm.
127 A, (Doin.) 1357, 9; . .., ar-

rival at.., Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 389.—II.

prevalence ofan epidetnic, Hipp. Hence, ov, {,) among
the people, II. 24, 262, dwelling at home
or among one's own people, Od. 1, 194

;, Call., Ap. Rh. :- -, a civil war, II. 9, 64 : native,., Hdt. 2, 39 : in genl.

common, common-place. Pint.—II. pre?>

alent among a people, e. g. of diseases,

epidemic, Hipp.—III. sojourning as a
foreigner in a place./.), , (,-) to complete, finis/i, make. Hipp./,, , magistrates
sent annually by Doric states to their

colonies, Thuc. 1, 50.—II. later=
simple.',, ov,^, .-. popular, current report. Soph. .
. 495.

and, adv. for. , Lat. diu.^, fut.-, {,) to cross over besides, with or

after another, Hdt. 6, 70 :, in pur-

suit of one, Strab. : . , to

cross a river to attack an enemy, to

force the passage, Polyb., later form -[-, fut.-, (,-) to debate or consider afresh,

Hdt. 1. 1.33., , , an additional

will, codicil, Joseph.—II. a pledge, se-

curitv, Lys. ap. Harp., cf-
. Mid., , {,) to di-

vide again, subdivide, distribute, Polyb.

;

.. Dion. . Mid. of

several, to share, distribute among them-

selves, Hdt. 1, 150., , , {,-) continued regimen or diet., (.) to

lie, be set, staked, deposited on a thing., (,-) to risk, hazard in addition,

Tivi. Joseph.., {,) to

arbitrate, mediate between others. Plat.

Gorg. 524 A. [], {,.) to

shine out or through, Theophr.-, Att. -, (,.) to bring to a reconciliation,

Tin, Joseph., {,) to re-

main, persist at or in. Hence. , , a remaining,

continuance, M. Anton., (,) to dis-

tribute besides, Philo.', (,)
dep. mid., to think on, devise,, Hipp.', . -, (, -) to send over besides, Dio C., (,.) to sail

across besides, v. 1. Xen. Hell. 1, 2,

15., (.) to sa%v

through besides, App. [])1), lut. -(), (,) to tear asunder after.

Pass, to burst with or in consequence of
a thing, Ar. Eq. 701., , (,)
to declare further, make understood.

Pass, to become clearly understood, Po-
lyb.•, f. -, (,-) to revise over again, esp. a
book, Hipp.,, , a revision

and correction, new and altered edition

of a book.—, , {,-) to deliberate further, Dio C., (,) to drag
out and e.vpose again, [f], {,)
to ordain, command besides, N. T., (,) intr.

to .'spread far, Polyb.',, . -, (, -) to arrange afterwards or besides.

Dio C Mid. to deposit as security for

one's doing a given act, -, Dem. 896, 22 : v.-., f. --, (.-) to spend time,', after

an interval, Arist. Meteor. [\', (,) as

pass., to go across after, Thuc. 8, 8.

Bekk., (,) to

destroy, ruin besides, Philo., . -, (,)
to give, teach besides, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3,

17.,, , {,
.) the outer membrane of the testicle,

Galen., f. -, (,)
to give besides, . II. 23, 559 ; ., to give along with her, as

dowry, II. 9, 148 ; also in Hdt. 2, 121,

4, etc., and Att. : but in mid., to as-

sign as one's ivitness in a thing,, let %is take the gods to wit-

ness, sub.. II. 22. 254, cf., and Herm. H. Horn.
Merc. 383, (unless\) from, let ms raise our eyes in ap-

peal to the gods).—II. to give freely,

for the purpose of supplying state

necessities or relieving friends. Wolf
Dem.469, 28: cf Boeckh P. E. vol.2,

p. 352.— III. , to give

one's -self up, devote one's self, ,
Ar. Thesm. 213, , Bockh Inscr.

2, p. 119: and sub., e. g.-, , Lat. ef-

fundi in delicias.—iV'. intr. to increase,

advance, , Hdt. 2, 13, cf Thuc.
6, CO ; , Thuc. 8, 24 ;, Isocr. 33 , and

absol. Thuc. 7, 8: absol. also, to im-
prove, prosper, Thuc. 8, 83, Plat., etc.,

cf. —2. to give in, give way,
yield,, Plut., (,) to go
through, examine carefully besides, Plut.., dep. mid.,= sq.-'.-, f.-., (,'/) dep. mid. c. aor. 2 ct pf 2
act., to go over, crplain, declare besides.',, (,)for mure
than two years, above two years : perh.
only in I'orinula, ol -. those who are more than two
years above, i. e. twenty years
old and upwards, v. 1. ap. Dem. 1135,
2, cf., (,) dep.
mid., to seek, ask besides, to go on to in-

quire, Hdt. 1, 05 : to .<!eck for, demand,
want besides. Id. 5, 100., rare form of foreg.,

Mosch. 2, 28., f. --, {,) dep. mid., to recount, relate

again, repeat, Aristid. Hence, , , a repetition,

repeated account, Quintil.', . -. {,) to

adjudge litigated property to one,•
-, Dem. 1171, 17 ; of the judge.

Mid. of the claimant, to sue for, claim
a thing at law, c. gen., esp. row .-
pov, Dem. 1051, 6, for another,,
Isae. 80, : . , to

claim the marriage of an heiress, Dem.
1008, 16; and so in pass., -, an heiress claimed in mar-
riage, Diod.,cf.: but c. ace,
to obtain by such claim, a suit, <.-
pov, Isae. 85, 34 : absol., ap. Dem.
1055, 1.—II. also in act. in genl. to

lay claim, make pretensions to a thing,, Arist. Eth. N., and later -, etc. Hence, , , an action for an
inheritance, Isae. 42, 8; etc.,() disputed
or to be disputed at law ; in genl. to be

contended for, Joseph. : much sought
for, Luc. [a]., ov, {, )=oreg.,
but esp. , anheiress for whose
marriage her next of kin are claimants
at latv, Isae. 38, 12.—2. in genl. sub-
ject to a jtidicial decision, -, commit
myself to the people's decision, Dion.
H. : ., a disputed victory, Plut., , b, Epidxcus, masc.
pr. n., Stob., ov, (,)
containing one and two thirds, 1+ |,
Clem. Al.', later form for sq., Opp., , f. -, {)
to whirl about, esp. to swing round be-

fore hurling or throwing, II. 3, 378, Od.
9, 538. Mill, to turn over in one's

mind, revolve, Lat. volvere animo,', Od. 20,
218. Pass, to wheel about, as birds in
the air. Od. 2, 151./), , f. -, (, -) to revise or correct afterwards,
Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 409 : to arrange, set

in order further, N. T. Hence,, . in Rbet.
correcting an expression ivhich went be-

fore. Hermog. Hence, , , serving to

amend, corrective, Hcrmog., , (,) to

pass with the urine besides, Hipp., f. -, (, •) to make double, Hdn. : to rt•

peat., fut. -, also*



?., {, /.') to redouble,

Aesch. Eum. 1014, ubi v. Herm.
^--'/., , f. -oaiJ,=foreg.,

Arr. Hence
t'E-i(5<rrA(jffif, , , a doubling,

Philo.
_), f.-,{,)

to doubt, hesitate about a thing, The-
ophr.~(>,, , {~,)
the rail round the top of the(,=. II. 10, 475., ov,{,) sitting,

placed on the car, Od. 15, 51, 75.—II.

one who sits at his work, a shop-work-

man. Dion. H. : ~., a sedenta-

ry tfade, Lat. ars sellularia, Artemid.'-, adv. for-.
'Etdii/'iof ,^.',, ov, , a continued pur-

suit,, Polyb. : from', . -, {', ,) to

pursue after,, Hdt. 4, 1, 160: to

prosecute again, Isae. ap. Poll. 8, 67.

Hence, , ,^^,
Strab. []~, {~,) to make
double : hence metaph. to turn over and
over, meditate, Ap. Rh., cf.., , f. -, {~,)
to think besides, dub. ap. Andoc. 32, 43.-,, ,{) an
addition. Ath.',, dub. 1. fe;.^^^, , {~,) to sound
or rattle atop, , Antiph. Pa-
rasit. 2.—, {,) to think,

suppose besides, Theophr.', ov, {,) of which
there is an opinion, likely, expected to do

a thing, usu. c. inf., -, -
/, likely to prove so. Plat. Theaet.
143 t) : but in pass, signf , . -, in danger of meeting with a

thing, Hdt. 6, 12 ; so . ,
Antipho 115, 22; . , he
was expected to gain... Isocr. 117 :

of things, likely, probable, c. inf-, Hdt. 1, 89, cf. Valck. ad 4, 11.—
II. well-knoivn, famed, illustrious, Pirid.

N. 9, 110. and in late prose, cf Lob.
Phr>-n. 132 sq. Adv. - in signf II.,

LXX.,, , {,) the

tip, point of a lance, spear-head, Polyb.,

cf.-, , =,
dub.'~, ov, =—,
Anth., {,) dep.

mid. to eat in the second course or for
dessert, n, Diphil. ap. Ath. 040 D.. ov, {,) for,

belonging to the banquet,, Theocr.
13, 36, cf : for dessert,

Ath.,, ^,= sq., Ath.,, ,{-) second course of game, sweet-

meats, etc., Philippid. ap. Ath. 640 C :

also dessert., , , like foreg.,

dessert, Arist. ap. Ath. 641 E., ov, given oiier and
above, Alex. - 1 : ., sub., a banquet to which unexpected

luxuries have been added, Ath. : from, , , {) a

giving over and above, Polyb.—2. a

present. Deal. 285, 19, etc. : esp. a
vohintary cotitribution to the state, v.

II.—II. a givins up, giving

way, relaxation, Hipp.—III. increase,

growth, advance, progress, . Auu ?
V£iv,lxeiv,toir.ciease, advance. Plat

Sj-mp. 175 E.Legg. 769 B, etc.: hence
[—2. finish, perfection,, in a thing,

Dion. H., , ,{)
ready to give. Adv. -,, inf. aor. 2 from-, 11., , {,) to

make a noise or clashing, , with a
thing, Pint. Ep. also ly,
II. 11, 45, in tmesis.,, ij,{) the re-

ception of something new, Thuc. 6, 17 :

in genl. reception, Joseph., inf aor. of :, 3 dual. Hence, verb, adj., one must
run over, Clem. Al., Att. -, fut.-, {,). mid., to lay

hold of,, Plut., cf Wytt. Ep. Cr.

238.',{,) to do, perform
besides, in addition, Phllostr.',, as mid. (-,)
to cull, and so enjoy besides,,
Clem. Al., adv.()=^, Orph. [u]', , ,{,-) running over or through, -, Arist. Mund.—II. a sudden in-

road, attack or sally, Thuc. 4, 23, 56 :

. , plunder got by

a sudden inroad, Hdt. 1, 6-. hence .
., on the sudden, on the spur of the

moment, off-hand, . -. Plat. Rep. 619 D.—. a j^ace

to which ships run in, a beach, Eur.
Hel. 401.—ill. an overrunning, flux,
Foes. Oecon. Hipp., , ?),^foreg., an as-

saidt, Ap. Rh.
'il-, ov,{, -) that may be overrun, reached, at-

tained, ., that may he scaled,

II. 6, 434 : but ., on
which chariots can run, Anth. :., a frequented road, Plut.—II.

act. running over : metaph. over-hasty,

rash,,, Paus.—III. 6-, the cord which runs along the

upper edge of a net. Poll. 5, 29, cf Plin.

X. H. 19, 1.—2. the sail (or, ace. to

Poll. 1, 91, the mast) in the after part

of a ship, V. Isid. Etym. 19, 3., {,)
to reign next to, after,., , {,)
to give one an ill name,, Arist.

Eth. N., and -, f. •, {,) to go down, set tipon,, LXX.,
Tivi, N. T. : in genl. to set, in

tmesis, II. 2, 413, '?. -. [On quantity v. .], , {,) to build

upon a place., v. sub., , ,{) the

Bountiful, epith. of gods, esp. Jupiter,

in Paus., and Plut.', , ,{) likeli-

hood, plausibility, reasonableness, Hipp.
—II. reasonableness, fairness, Thuc. 3,

40 : 7nildness, clemency, lb. and 48

:

also natural mildness, goodness, Eur.,

Arist. Eth. N.—2 esp. equity, as opp.

to strict law, cf II. 2., ov,^=, like,,
the masc. freq. in Hom. (esp. II.), but
only in phrases., and. : so in Hes., to be, so in

nid., LXX : from/,,,,)fit-

ting, meet, suitable, ov?, ?' , not

h;ige, but meet in size, II. 23. 246,

iouv', fair
recompence, Od. 12, 382' Elsewh.
Hom. has only the neut., as
adv., either jiarenthet., ,
as is meet, II. 19, 147 ; 23, 537, Od. 8,
389 ; or c. inf, ov ' ,
whatever ismiet for you to hear, 11. 1,

547, oi' ' ,
such as is meet they should be, 11. 19,

21, cf n. 23, 50, Od. 2, 207,, , a fine
boy, but dumb, Hdt. 1, 85.—II. hence
in Att., fair, reasonable, .,
a fair plea, Thuc. 3, 9, and in Hdt.
2, 22, fair, p/««.5/iZe, though wrong

:

of persons, /(jiV, kind, good, gentle, .,, . Plat.

:

, goodness. Soph. . C.
1127.—2. esp. opp. to, not in-

sisting on strict justice, making allow-

ance, Arist. Eth. 5, 14 (10) : hence,
., .^' 2, Arist. Rhet.

1, 13, 13: tirst in Hdt.,', 3, 53;. . Plat. Legg.

757 D: ingenl.= iierpiOi',Deni.915,fin.

—II. adv. -, Ion. -, fairly, tol-

erably, moderately, Lat. satis, . ?.-, Hdt. 2, 92 : mostly, usually, pret-

ty much, pretty well, and SO nearly=:
Lat. /ere, Schaf Plut. 4, p. 340, Wyt-
tenb. Plut. 148 A : , to

be pretty well, Hipp.—2. probably, rea-

sonably. Plat. Rep. 431 E, etc.—3.
mildly, kindly, Plut., etc.. , , Epiecia, a town in

the neighbourhood of Sicyon, Xen.
Hell. 4, 2, 14., , , {,') yield-

ing : Ep. Word, in Hom. always,, that will never yield, hence,, , unyield-

ing, dauntless might, II. 5, 892 ; 8, 32,

Od. 19, 493 ; so too, -, unceasing, II. 16, 549 : but.•, not giv-

ing xvay, ceaseless, and so perh. vexa-

tious, Od. 8, 307, ubi cf. Nitzsch., , ov. Ion. part. perf.

pass, of,,-, Hom., , ov. Ion. part. aor.

1 mid. of, {) II., Ion. fut. of,{) Hom.', poet, for ?.,
to desire, long, c. inf, Ap. Rh.,, , {,')
one who rolls round, late./., poet, for ?.., q.

v., Hom. Hence?., ov, to be hoped or ex-

pected. Archil. 16.', Ion. for, to

lay or put on besides or over, '/., we threw, spread cloak
over him', Od. 20, 143. Elsewh. Horn,
has only the Ion. part, perf pass,-, in metaph. signf c. ace,-, ., clad in strength,

shamelessness, II. 1, 149 ; 8, 262, etc.:, has brass upon it,

Hdt. 1, 47. Mid. to put on one's self

besides, put on as an upper garment,?., Hdt. 4, 64 ; in genl. to cover,

shroud one's self in, in Imesis,/., II. 14, 350, -, or., i. e. to be buried

Pind. N. 11, 21, cf Alb. Hesych. 1,

1352 : so later,, /.,,
etc. : but also c. dat. rei, ., to wrap one's shoulders ivith

it, Pinct. N. 10, 82. Cf..—\
Att. form, is rare, for even
Xen. Cyr. 6, 4, 6, uses.,, poet, for,.

SOS



, 1 plur aor.-., 0(1.,, , {~, ) of this

year, Polyb.-/.oc, ov, Dor. for -?.,
Bacchyl. 1,2.,', =3, in Eur.
Phoeu. 45. ubi v. Valck. and Pors..

and in Rhes. 441 : cf., and
V. sul) Z. {, does not seem to

have existed any more than the pres.

(.)
'^?.€, ov, vehement, violent,

7., II. 9, 525 : also adv.--
', (as if from, which
never occurs) vehemeiilly, furiously, ijT.,, . 9, 516,

Od. 6, 330 : and., .
Horn. Merc. 487 : also',. Rh Only Ep. and al-

ways of passionate anger. (The siin-

iile ?), never occurs : it is plain-

y connected with the intens. prefix

-, ace. to some strengthd. by 6•
7m.) [a]

^, (^-,) to overlive, sur-

vive, Hdt. 1, 120 (in Ion. form),
Plat. Legg. 6G1 C.

',-, poet, for.-,, , {~,) boil-

ing or a bulled liquid.',, zna-vvu, f. -,
(,.) put or fasten to or

vpon, Lat. adjungere : in genl. to tie,

bind together, Hdt. 7, 3C ; k~.

/.. Aesch. Eum. 405 ;, Theocr. 22,3: metaph. -'.' , Arist. .
.— II. inclose, Polyb. : hence in

pass., ~(//•, to have

one's mouth closed up, shut, Aesch. Cho.
1014, like,'. Hence
~6'/~7/,, , band ; and
'.-,, , fastening togeth-

er, joining, Theophr.^.—, ov, {,)
on (the promontory) Ziphyrium, Epi-

zephyrinn, esp. epith. of Italian Locri,

Pind. O. 10, 18, Hdt., etc.

'.'7:, ov, (,) lying

touards the west, western, Euphor. G8.

'E-is'f'w, f. -, {',) tc boil,

seethe, be hot, boil up like water. Freq.

metaph. e. g., my youthful spirit boiled, was
hot within me, Hdt. 7, 13 : so of any
passion, , Ar. Thesm.
468, . ', Ar. Ach. 321

:

also' i-, of the poison
\vorking out, Soph. Tr. 840 ; '~, Eur. Hec. 583.—II. act. to

make to boil, heat. c. acc,~ -, Eur. Cycl. 392, doubted how-
ever by Lob. Aj. p. 226, ed. 1 : and in

Eur. I. T. 987,] -).— ',
the acc., prob. belongs to

only.', ov, (,) that

which is the object of emulation or envy,

envied, Bacchyl. 1 : hence in genl.

fortunate, prosperous, Aesch. Ag. 939.
•—II. act. envious, late.

//?., ov, a, EpizHus, an Athe-
nian inasc. pr. n., Hdt. 6, 117.//. ov, (,) bringing

loss upon, hurtful, Thuc. 1, 32, ,
Xen. Mem. 2, 7, 9.—II. ,=, a punishment, penalty. Plat.

Legg. 784 E.—III, liable to punishment

,

lb. 705 A, Aeschin. 7, 13. Adv. -.
Hence, , to punish,, Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 22.

Hence, , , a penalty,

punishment. Tab. Heracl., , {,) to seek
' 06

for. seek after, ask for, tiish for,,
"Hdt. 3, 36 ; 5, 24 : to hunt about, beat

for game, o'l, the beaters,

Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 25. Hence, , , a question,

thing soughtfor, Clem. Al./, ov, sought for or to

be souglitfur, missed : from, , ,() a

seeking, longing after, Joseph.. verb. adj. from-, one must inquire, Arist. Eth. N.v,,= sq. ; but in Nic. ap.

Ath. 683 C, seemingly in pass, signf,

to be joined., , {,) to yoke

to : esp. of doors, to close, opp. to uva-., f. -, (.,-) to gird, bind on. Pass,,
with their clothes girt on SO as to leave

the breast bare, Hdt. 2, 85., ,,^/, abelt,

girdle., Ion. for, Hdt. 1,

120.

-7/, 3 sing. aor. 1 from-, Od. []', Ion. for, Hdt., Ep. for, 3

sing. impf. from, Od.^, twice in Horn., II. 1, 572,

578, , also Soph.
. . 1095, just=7/pa , or, to bring one ichat is dear or

pleasant, to be kind, favourable to him,
take his side,= the prose.
Neut. plur. from, agreeable,

grateful: the neut. sing, is found in

Lesch. (Fr. Horn. 56), masc. in Em-
ped. 208: \., and sq. (Buttm.
Le.\il., voc. 8, rejects the word
entirely, reading always :

but his reasons are not satisfactory.), ()v,= foreg., pleasing,-, Od. 19, 343. Post-Hom.
the signi. varies between agreeable,

suitable, and that of ruling, possessiyig,

(in connexion with,,)
e. g., Emped. 421, later warding

off, repelling, , Anth.:

also act., , strength-

ening, giving tension. Plat. (Com.) Pha.

1, 19. Cf. Buttm. Lexil. voc. ijpa 12./, . Ion. for., ov, v. sub.'?, ov, (,)
belonging to a bridal, nuptial, Luc. :

hence ro ., suh.?^, the tniptial,

bridal song, usu. sung in chorus be-

fore the bridal chamber, v. Theocr. 18,

Himer. Or. 1. [a] Hence/, ov, 6, epith. of Mer-
cury, [i]',?, ov, Att.-,
=sq., Thuc. 4, 76.',, Att.-, , tov,

also, lov, Xen. Hell. 3, 4, 28, {,) lying on the shore or coast,

Lat. maritimus, Hdt. 1, 154, Thuc,
etc. : in genl. marine, Epich. p. 55.-, ov, Att. -, rarer

form for foreg., App.

/,7/, , warm : from,. .-, {, /^,) to

uarm, esp. on the surface,, Xen-
ophan., and Pint., , {,) to

marvel at. admire, Nonn., ov, {,)
condemned to death : in genl.^sq adv.-=. []'.., ov,{.) sick

to death, hard at death's door, Dem.
1225, 1.—II. deadly, of poisons, The-
ophr. Adv.-, to be sick unto

death, like • []

, , {,)—-., f. -, {,)
to bury again, Philostr., , and, esp. Att.. -6/^-

^, , {,) to put confidence,

trust in a person or thing,, Plut.

—II. to take heart to resist, •, App.
and Att. -, {,) to cheer 07i, excite, stir up, c.

acc. pcrs., II. 4, 183., {,) topay
honour to, compliment, esp. by giving a
honorarium 0 fee, ',
Ar. Nub. 1147.',^=, to invoke

the gods against,, Pherecr. MjTm.
10, cL Blomf Aesch. Cho. 843.', .-, {,-) look upon, to view.', f. -, {,)
to be under divine influence, be in.'^pired:

toforetel, Dion. H.—II. to call vpon in

the name of the gods, to adjure, conjure,

Lat. obtestari per dcos, -. Thuc. 2, 75 : . .
Id. 8, 53 : cf. Buttm. Lexil. ,-

6, and cf..—III. to in-

spire,, Plut.—IV. to glorify, Plut.

Hence, , , inspiration, ex-

citement, Philo.—^2. =sq. : and, or, , an appeal to

the gods, Thuc. 7, 75, in plur.^, shortd. 2 plur. opt. aor.

2 from, for, Hom.
''?., . -, {,) to

soothe, assuage, Plut.,, ,{) thai

which is laid, put upon a thing.—1. an
external application, Diosc.—2. a lid,

cover, Philo.— 3. a gravestone, momir
ment, Paus., {,)
be diligent about, work zealously for,

T)iv, Thuc. 8, 47, cf 84.—IL
to apply a second remedy, Medic., , , Epitherses,

masc. pr. n., Pans.,, ov, , Epithersides,

prop, son of Epithersus, masc. pr. n.,

Diod. S., , -, {) a
laying or putting on,, IS. .:
application,, Plut.—2. an
application of epithets, Arist. Rhet.

—

11. (from mid.) a setting upon, attack,

Xen. An. 4, 4, 22 : .
"?.?., Plat. Legg. 698 : an at-

tempt, plot, Tiva, Arist. Pol. : in
genl. a setting to work at,, Polyb., {,) of an
oracle or god, to give sanction,,
Dion. H. : but—II.. ,
to prophesy upon the tripod, give the

oracle's answer there, Hdt. 4, 179,

Hence, ov, 6, the sanction

of an oracle, etc., Arr.^, verb. adj. from-, one must lay vpon, impose,,
Plat. Gorg. 507 D.—II. one must lay

one's hand to, set to work at,, Plat.

Soph. 231 C., ov, b, {) a
plotter, impostor, Luc., . civ,{) flt,

ready to attack, Xen. Mem. 3, 1. 6:
stirring, active, . Arist. Pol.—
II.() added, Lat. adjectivus,

esp. Gramm. ; and so ., the ad•
jective. Adv. -., ov,() added,
annexed, attached to,, IVIenand. p.
192: hence— 2. adventitious, Arist.

Eth. N. : far-frtcht, foreign, Isocr. 145

C ; fictitious, Theojjhr., of..



.—. as subst., -, an
epithet, Arist. Rhet. Adv.-, Strab., f.-. {,) to

upon at, Hilt. 9, 107 : to chase,

pursue, Xen. Cyn. 6, 10., , {,) to

e-xamine over again or carefully, ,
Hipp. Hence—, , , a gazing up-

on, contemplation, M. Anton.-, , rj.= {oteg.'~, fut. -, {,) to

whet, sharpen, Ael. : nietaph. to stimu-

late, excite, Plut.'., ,{) an ad-

dition, increase, Hes. Op. 378 : some-

thing given in or over in a bargain, Ar.
Vesp. 1391.,, ,^-, -, lids of chests, II.

24, 228 : a gravestone, Isae. Hence, , , of, belonging

to.~, , ,{,
*) making of lids, covers, roofs,

etc., Plat. Polit. 280 D.?, ,() to cover,

put a lid upon, Tt, Antlcl. ap. Ath.

473 C., , , office of an, v. 1. Ael. : from-, , , {,-) the chief commander of the ele-

phants.^, {,) to

store up. Hence, verb, adj., one

must store up, Clem. Al.-}', aor,, {,&}) to touch, Theophr., f. -, {,) to

press upon, rub the surface, Diod. : me-
taph. to annoy, Plut. [/.] Hence/.-, , , pressure on the

surface, Aretae.', {,) to die

afterwards, Dion. H., in Aesch. Cho. 856,

Eur. Med. 1409, usu. mterpreted, to

sit as a suppliant at an attar, to pray
tlte gods for aid, pray passionately. Irom
the supposed orig, notion of sitting

suppliant at an altar (cf. II.),

and so much like, which
Bloinf. would read ; but cf. Buttm.
Lexil. voc. 6./., , to make muddy, ob-

scure, Luc.,, inf. aor. of :

the pres. only verj' late.., (,) to

cover, of male animals,, Luc.
Amor. 23., , (,) to im-

pregnate, Clem. Al., , (, 3) to

shout to or at, esp. i7i token of appraisal,

Xen. Hell. 1,7, 13; 2,3,50., Att. -, contr. for. [a by nature.]-, (,) to break,, Anth.-,, , part. aor. 1 of, II., or, (,) well-

fed, corpulent, Hipp.-, , (.) to

lament over one, Plut. Hence,, , a lamentation,

Plut,, , (,) to

make to curdle : pass, to curdle, Js ic,, (.) to break

%ip: metaph. to enfeeble, Philostr.', f.-, aor. --
pov,(.) to spring, leap upon,

C gen.•, II, 8, 515 : also c. dat.,3,
like Lat, insultare, with coUat, notion

'of insult, II, 4, 177 : c. adj. neut,,. so far do they
spring, II. 5, 772, so too .,
Hes. Sc. 438.—2. to spring up, arise,

ascend,, Musae. 113., , (,) to set

one's heart upon a thing, long for, aim

at, desire, c. gen. rei, Hdt. 2, 66, and
Att. : c. gen. pars., to love, or rather

lust after, Lys. 96, 40, and Xen. ; and
so c. ace. ners., Menand. ap. Clem.
Al. 605 D:'c. inf., Hdt. 1, 24, etc. :

absol. to lust, covet, Thuc. 6, 92, and
Plat.: TO=,]..
6, 24. Hence,, , the object of

desire, Xen. Hiero 4, 7 : yearning, de-

sire, Hipp., Plat., etc. [] : and, , , a desiring,

longing, desire, Isae. [v]/, , , fem. of sq.,

Call. Dian. 237.', , ,() one

who longs for or desires, -, Hdt. 7, 6, and so in Plat. : a

lover, follou-er, Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 60., . , ()
desiring, lusting, coveting, .,
that division of the soul which i.•' the

seat of the desires and affections. Plat.

Rep. 439 E, Arist. Eth. N. 1, 13, 2.—
II. act. inspiring desire, dub. Adv.-,=. Plat. Phaed.
108 C.', , ,() de-

sired, to he desired : ., objects of
desire, Arist. Eth. N. Adv. -.', , ,() de-

sire, yearning, longing, Hdt. 1. 32, and

in Att. prose ; ., longing after

a thing, as,, etc., Thuc,
and Xen. : , c. inf.,

Xen. : usu. in bad sense, desire, lust,

Tiva, towards one, Xen. Lac.

2. 14 : opp. to, desire, passion,

Thuc. 6, 13.—II.=, Pittac.

ap. Stob. p. 46, 6.,, , incense, an

incense-offering. Soph. O. T. 913: from, , fut. -, (. -) to offer incense, Plut. [], ,=. [],, , wreath offlow-
ers for the neck, Hesych., cf. -.— II. , , thyme,

Diosc., , (,) eager for dinner, Plut., . , a parasitical

plant on thyme,: or the flower

of thyme, Diosc.,=, Soph. Phil.

1059. [f.], , to offer incense,

Sophron,', fut. -, (, ) to

rush eagerly at,, by violence,

Od. 16, 297.^-2. C. inf., to strive vehe-

mently to do a thing, II. 18, 175 : to

drsirc, long to do, c. inf., H. Hom.
Merc. 475. Cf,. [Ep.-, whence some reject the com-
mon deriv. from ,, and refer

it to ': but then it should be
written, for has always

V : the sense does not demand this,

V. sub , and is easily lengthd.

in arsis, as in,),, v. Spitzn. Vers. Her. 85,

86.], fut. -, (, A) to

offer sacrifice besides or after,., Aesch. Ag. 1504,-2. in genl.

to offer sacrifice, , Ar. Plut.

1116.—II. to offer incense. Wees. Diod.

12, 11, etc. [C usu. in pres., always
in fut,]

I, , , [, -

<') tunic tabard worn over the. Plut., as mid., (,-) to arm, put on harness, Xen.
Cyr. 3, 3, 27., f. -, (,-) to arm, equip against one. Mid.
to get ready for the fight, Ap. Rh., f. -, (,)
to shout, call out, , Aesch, Pr,

277,, Eur. I. T. 1127 ; and absol.,

Aesch. Pr. 73.—II. to cheer on, c. ace,
Synes., , gen., (, -)=,, Anth., Ion. for.,, , , (,)
skilled, practised in, c. gen.,/., Od. 21, 26, and in late Ep.

—

2. conscious of, acquainted ivith, ., witnesses of, . Rh. 4,

89., {, aui) to

laugh loud at,./.,,(.,)
to triumph, exult in,, Q, Sm., , (,)
to pull down, destroy besides, Thuc. 8,

20., {,) to

purge yet more, Hipp., fut.-, (,) as pass,, to sit down upon,

Tivi, Ar, Plut, 185,, f.-, (, •) to sleep upon,, Luc. ; to

sit on eggs, Ari.st. H, A., Ion.-, (,) to sit upon,, Hdt. 0, 72

:

to press -upon, be heavy on, tlvi,

Ar. Ran. 1016 : also c. ace, App. : to

brood, sit upon eggs, Arist. H. A.—^2.. -<j/of, sii /, of a money-chan-
ger, Dera. 1189,20.—II. to sit down,

against a place, besiege it, Thuc. 7, 27..^, ,
Antiph. Strat. 2, 12., (,) to set,

put upon, Tivu , Hipp.—II. intr.

to set one's self, sit, -
/., Eupol. Dem.

6.— 2, to sit down against, besiege,

/., Polyb,, (,) to let

down, set upon, , Ephipp.-. 1 : to let down, shut, /., App.
[On quantity v. .],,,()

sitting, place to sit on.,.-,(,) to place, set on or over,. Plat. Tim. 72 .—II.

to place, appoint besides or after, ., to appoint as suc-

cessor in command, Poljb., (,) to re-

neiv. restore, LXX., (5,= sq., , (,-) to plot, contrive novelties, Democr.
ap. Stob. 4. 39., , (,) -, to innovate upon, change rashly,

Aesch. Eum. 693., , , an occasion, fit

time or place, Hipp, : from, , (,) sea-

sonable, suitrihle, Lat. opportunus : im-

portant, needful, Xen. Oec. 5, 4 ;

., vital parts. Tim, Locr, 102 D, and
so oi .. the most important, chiefper-

sons of the army, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 12,

etc, : e. inf., oi -, those whose cure, health is

all important, lb. Cf. sq.—II. later,

lasting for a time, perishable. Adv.
-, conveniently, Plut., oi^^lOreg., Pind.
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4, 488, Thnc, etc. : ,., im-

portant .stmpioms, Hijjp. : h' i-~i-, in the most vital part,

Xcii. Eq. 12. 7 : ra ex., advantageous
positions, Xen. Hier. 10, 5 ; so in.. Dem. 231, It: c. gen., fit, use-

ful, proper far. Soph. Aj. 1406: c. inf.,

irr./, 7nost convenient to

use, Thuc. 1,68.
^, Att., f.-,

{, Kaiu) to light tiji, kindle on a
place,, . Hoin.. 401 ; to burn

on an altar, 11. 22, 170, etc., in tmesis.

—II. to burn on the surface, scorch,

Hipp. : in genl. to bum, Arist. Meteor.^,(,)
to glean, Luc.~?., , f. -, (, 7^)
to call on, call to, appeal to,, Hdt.

2, 39, etc. ; , to use a god's

name ta adjuring one. Id. 1, 199, cf. 3,

65: so too in mid.. Id. 1, 87.—II. to

call in addition, besides, give a suryiame

or nickname to : in pass, to be called by

surname, Hdt. 8, 4l; or to be 7iick-

luimcd, Xen. Mem. 1, 4, 2, Hell. 2, 3,

30.—HI. lilve 7., to bring an ac-

cusation against, , Thuc. 1, 139
;

also. , c. inf., Thuc. 2, 27 : c.

ace. rei, to throw in one's teeth, Ar.

Pac. 663 : hence in pass., -, the money that was
imputed to him, i. e. which he was
charged with having, Hdt. 2, 118:. , to quarrel, dispute with one,

Plat. Legg. 766 E. B. mid. to call to

one's self, cull to aid, and, Hdt. 5, 63 ; 8, 64, etc. : in

genl. to invite. Id. 1, 187, etc.—2. to

call on, V. supr. I.—3. also to challenge,

Lat. provocare.—4. to summon before

one, Id. 5, 39.'', (,) to

cover tvith ornament, deck out., , , {-/^) cover, covering : a veil, means

of hiding,, Menand. p. 33.— II.

the tail of a crab, Arist. H. A. [a]

',,,,,^^&^.\.,
Arist. Part. An. : strictly neut. from., a, ov, covering,

hiding : from', f. -ipu, (,?-) to cover up, shroud, darken, Hes.
Th. 798 in tmesis : to cover up, hide, as

snow a track, Xen. Cyn. e,l:to shut,

close,, Arist. Sens.—II. to put
over, , Eur. . F. 642. Hence~?., , , a covering,

concealment, [uj.-, f.-, {,-
vu) to labour, grieve at or after,, Ael., /, ,() a

bend: the return of a building, Hdt. 1,

180: ., to wheel «o right

or left, Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 6, cf. -.?'/, , curved, curling, ov-

paiov, Luc. Adv.- : and •, ov, collat. form for

foreg. : esp.- a curved, i. e. con-

vex line of battle, Polyb. : from, f- -, (,)
to bend, curve, crook, Hipp. : in pass,

of troops, to wheel round the wings, so

as to take the enemy in flank {). Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 5, cf Hell.

4, 2, 20.—II. to turn round ; nietaph.

to win over, persuade : cf.., ov, {,)
crooked, curved, the shoulders,

H. Honi. Merc. 90. [i]', , , ^=,
Dio C.,,,~., adv.• head-wards, head-

foremost, II. 10, 392, V. : opp. to.
508

, ,=^, Nic., , , Epicurus, ace. to

Strab. an early name of the Argolic', p. 374.', , , {)
the usufruct of a property, incomefrom
it. Plat. Legg. 9o5 D, Arist. Pol 1,

11,3: in genl. profits, -, Isocr. 184 C. Hence', ov, (,) in

or on fruit,, Anth., (,)
to draw the nutriment from, exhaust,, of crops, Theophr.', ov, (,)
hringer guardian of fruits, epith. of

Jupiter, etc., Arist. Mund. : .,
pedicles orfruit-stalks.—II.( II.)

on orfor the icrist,., bracelets

in the shaj)e of snakes, Pliilostr., dep.{,-) to glean, , Jo-

seph., a, ov, {,)
like, strictly headwards, i. e.

head downwards, vr/' -, of ships in a stormy sea, Od.
9, 70. In Hdt. always opp. to,
cross ivise, at an angle, usu. at a right

angle, as of the streets of Babylon,
opp to., 1, 180 ; so too .,
the country measured at right angles

from the coast, opp. to ,
along the coast, 4, 101 ; and c. gen.,
fornung an angle with the Pontus,
7, 36 : so ., cross planks,
Polyb., etc., , , Epicaste, mother
of Oedipus,=':?/, q. v., Od. 11,

271.— 2. daughter of Calydon and
wife of Augeas, Apollod.—3. daughter
of foreg., mother of Thessalus, Id., f.-, {,) to go down to a place,', Hdt. 9, 25, ,
Thuc. 6, 97 : to go down, extend down-
wards, , Hipp.— II. like-, to come down upon, punish an
act, Tab. Heracl., fut.-, (,) to throiv down on one,

DlO C : to let fall down, droop at a

thing, Tu, Xen. Cyn. 4, 3., , fut. -, {,) to laugh at besides, dub.

in Sext. Emp. [], f. -, {, -) to break besides, in addition., (,) to bring

down or to land besides. Pass, and
mid., to come to land along with or

afterwards, Thuc. 3, 49. []', f.-,
{,) to sleep, fall asleep

at or upon, Thuc. 4, 133, Plat. Rep.
534 D., f. -, (,-) to tie down, bind upon a thing,

^W•
, ^ ^,, (,,)

to dive after.—2. to set., fut.-, {,, ) to run down -upon, attack,

DioC.,.-,(,)
intr. sink down upon,, Plut., f.-, {, -) to burn besides., {,)
to make bend doivn upon, . [f]', (,)
to overflow, inundate, Hdt. 1, 107.

'E77/«arrt«ot,u(io/.<a<,dop. pass.,(,) to sleep at or upon a
place, Hdt. 4, 172,', , {,-) to follow after,.

7, fut. -/,
(,) to follow and
catch up, overtake, dub. in Hdt. 1, 79,

but certain in Thuc. 2, 90, Xen., and
Plat., /, , {, -') money paid for exchange,

discount, Theophr., {,) to

stay, delay longer, , Xen. Cyr.

1,2,11., =-., =-.', , {,-) to leap upon, into, , Joseph., {,-) to set fire to over or besides,,
App., f.-, {,) to fall down upon, throw

one's self upon, Luc.,{,?^•) to put on a plaster, Hipp., f.-, {,) to come to land in addition

or after, Diod.', {,-) dep., to imprecate curses on,,
LXX., f -^, {,-) to dash, smite or against.

Pass, to fall with a crash, Dion. H., ov, like,
accursed, N. T. l^upl'^, .-, (, -) to run down, Hipp. : to fall

down upon,, Plut.'[)>/, f. -, {,/) to break on or over,

. Pass, to burst forth, break out

upon,, Plut., , and -,
{,) to throw down be-

sides or upon, Xen. An. 4, 7, 13., {,) to

shake, dash down oti one, Joseph.', f. -, {, •) to dig down, pull down by
digging over one, Ti, Dion. H., fut. -, {,) to build upon a thing,

, Dio C., , f.-, {,) to draw down, to convulse

besides or after, Hipp, [], .-, {,) to pour as a libation, ,
Joseph., f.-,(,-) to turn down, upset over.'<, and, fut.

-, (,) to .ilay, kill at,

upon, or over, , Hdt. 1, 45., (,)
to cut, mine beyond one's boundaries,

Dem. 977, 7., f.-,{,) to rush down upon one,

Dion. H.,, Dio C., f.--
/lai. {,) as pass., to rush

down upon, fall upon, , Joseph.
Hence

Kara^opof, ov, leaning, prone to

a thing, Ath.-, {,) to

scratch on the surface, harrow lightly,, Strab., {,--/) to lie, tell lies besides, in addi-

tion, Hdt. 3, 63.'/, {, -)
to smooth down afterwards, A]ip,, inf.-. (,) aor, without pres. in use,

to look down upon.



-, inf.-, {,,) to go down upon or i?ito,

TC, Thuc. 2, 49., , (,) to

pour ojf liquid on a thing, Medic.'.=~,.^, f.-,(,-
^) to detain still, Luc.',,(,)
to accuse, denounce besides.—II. to pre-

dicate of a thing, , Sext.

Emp. ; attribute to..., tlvl, Plut.

Hence,, , an addi-

tional predicate, epithet, name, Dion. H.,,,=^., Sext.

Emp., , {,)
to live at, inhabit.^, f. -, {, -) to name a thing after, con-

secrate it to, Clem. Al., , {,)
to set right again, Hipp.~£'-, {,) patch

up, mend, A. B.^•, ov, (, ?^-
?,?) icith leaves on the stem, with

sessile leaves, Theophr., , , {)
something burnt on the surface : esp.

—

I. a pustule, pimple.—2. a spot on the

cornea of the eye, Medic., , , (.) a
burning, inflammation of the surface.—
II. =foreg. 2, Diosc., ov,{) burnt at

the end,, Hdt. 7, 71, 74.^,, {,)
to boast, glory over one or in a thing,

TivL Hence, , , a boasting,

triutnph over or in a thing./, {, /) to

plask, break with a plash upon,.. Rh.',, Att. for. [], inf.-, {,-) dep. mid., to lie or be laid upon,

fitted to, absol., Od. 6, 19,, Theogn.
19 : hence metaph. /.), Theogn. 421, of/.-—2. in genl. to be placed, to be in or on,

c. dat.,/,, Hes. Th.
143 : to lie over against,. lying off Lem-
nos, Hdt. 7, G, also ?)/, lb. 185,

and )^, lb. 235: hence
absol., ai /, the isl-

ands on the coast, Thuc. 2, 14, etc.

:

hence—3. to hang over, impend, Lat.
imminere, , Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 5.

—

II. to be laid on, press heavy upon,-, II. 6, 458 ; to press

upon, be urgent, Hdt. 5, 104 : to press

upon as an enemy, continue assaidting,, Hdt. 5, 81, etc. ; and absol., Ar.

Vesp. 1285, etc.

—

III. so of penalties,

to be laid on, imposed,, Hdt. 2, 38, cf 6, 58 : so, Thuc. 3, 70.

. as pass, to have lying on one, to

have on, wear, esp. in part,-, sometimes c. ace, .,
Dion. . ;, Luc., fut.- Ep.-,
{,) to cut down, mow down,/., II. IC,

394 ; , to reap, Lat. attondere,

Theophr.— II. metaph. to cut short,

baffle, , Lat. praeci-

dere, II. 15, 467 ; 16, 120, in tmesis,

V.., adv. part. perf.

pass, from, secretly, darkly,

Clem. Al.'?,, , f. -, {, -7) to shout at, shout in applause,

cheer, ?, II. 8.

542; 18,310.?.,, , cheering on,

exhortation, Thuc. 4, 95 : and/^, ,, cheering on,

exciting : from?., also in mid. ;«-7, {, ') to exhort, en-

courage, cheer on again, excite, esp. ro

add one's exhortations, opp. to-/., . dat., Eur. El. 1224,

Thuc. 4, 28, in mid. ; but also., Thuc. 3, 82

:

absol., Eur. Bacch. 1088., f. -/ct, {, ?.?.)
to run upon, dash upon, of ships,, to run them aground or

bring them to shore, Lat. appellere

naves, Od. 9, 148, c. dat. loci, ., Od. 13, 114 ; later or

. F*req. also absol., as if intr., to

come to land, come ashore, Od. 9, 138,

and even of the ship itself, Od. 13,

114; V../., {,) dep.,

to call to or zipon, invoke,, 11.

9, 454, where the 3 sing. aor.-
7^ occurs ; and so/.
Alov, Aesch. Supp. 41 : also

c. dat. in late Epic., w,=sq., {,) to

apply the spur to, spur, Anth.—II. to

bud, graft trees., ov, {,) on
the point ; esp. in astron. on the centre-

point, Sext. Emp.',, fut.-, {,) to mix in, pour in again,

decant anew into a vessel which has
been emptied, once in Horn., Od. 7,

164, olvov, inf. aor. for, cf : pass in

tmesis,;;; ' '-, have been covered, inlaid with gold,

Od. 4, 616; 15, 116., , {,) a plant,

elsewh. '. Gal., >/, , (,-) tempering the humours. Me-
dic., {,) to

make a gain by,, Plut., , , and-, ov, (,=, q.y., dub.

11. ap. Philostr./,,{,) gainful,

advantageous., , , Epicerdes, a
Corcyrean who gave large sums of

money to the Athenians in their ef-

forts against the thirty tyrants, Deni.

469, le, sq., , , {,)
profit on traffic or business, prob. 1. Hdt.
4, 152. The later word was -

and 70., , {,)
to viake a mock of, insult,, II. 16,

744, Od. 22, 194 : in milder signf to

laugh at, make jokes on, II. 24, 649,

Hdt. 8, 92 : to teaze, plague, Theocr.
20, 2. Hence,, , a sneer,

sarcasm, Dem. Phal.: and,, ^,=foreg., ov, {,)
mocking, cheating, Q. Sra.,, f. -, {,) to

conceal, hide ; in Horn. usu. absol. c.

negat., in phrases Like,', etc. ; c. ace. rei,-, Od. 4, 744

:

and in Aesch. Ag. 800, c. ace. pers.,

yap ', I will not hide it

from thee.', a, ov, also , ov,

{,) of, belonging to the head

:

TO ., a poll-tax, Arist. Gee. : also

TO, [] **.,[,?.)
to bring under particular heads, sum up,
treat summarily, Poiyb., Dio C, in
pass., ov, , v.-
?.., , part. perf. of-, used as a mock-name for a
bird, Ar. Av. 68.',/, ov, {,) of or
at a burial, funeral, -, a dirge,

Plat. Legg. 800 E'; also to ., a
dirge, elegy, cf Francke Callin. 125.7/, ov, {,) of, be-

longing to a garden,., {,) to be

hostile to one.

'E~i«:^p£Of,= sq.,Heraclit. ap. Luc., ov, (,) subject to

fate or death, perishable,opp. to-, Arist. Mund. : tveak, infirm, Plat.

Ax. 367 B. Adv. -, .-. Isocr. 230 .,{,) to wax over,

rub irith wax., , ,{-) the sending a herald or embassy
to treat for peace : in genl. a negotia-

tion J'ur peace, Ttvu, Dem. 01, 23,,, , a message
or demand by herald, Eur. Aled. 738

;

[i] from, dep. mid., {,) to send a message by a her-

ald, or , Hdt. 6, 97 ; 9,

87 ; . . Id. 4, 80 ; later; c. inf , Thuc. 8, 80: and .
.., to send a herald to one to ask,

to ask by herald whether.., Hdt. 1, 60 :

also, . ', Id. 1, 69 ; esp.

to send a flag of truce, make proposals

for a treaty, Thuc. 4, 27 ; in genl. to

proclaim publicly, , Ar. Thesm. 1163.

—II. absol. to go as herald or ambassa-
dor, Polyb.', ov, verb, adj., public-

ly proclaimed upon or against, App.

;

and, , , the offering a
reward publicly, Philo : esp. the setting

a price on one's head : from, Att.-, f -,{,) to announce, make known by
proclamation, Arist. Oec. : esp., ., Xen. Hell. 1,1,

15, c. inf, . , Lys.
104, fin. : also c. dat. pers.,,. , to set a price on his head,
Hdt. 7,214,, lb. 213: but later,. , to offer a re-

ward to.., Dio C. Hence-. an outlaw, proscribed person, Dio
C.

—

.^, to announce,
proclaim by a herald, -
, Lat. rex renunciatus, Aesch. Theb.
634.—III. to put up to public sale, like/, Strab., and Plut.., {,) poet,

word, to spread over, -, spread your spirit over

your ills, Orac. ap. Hdt. 7, 140. Horn,
has it (only in 11.) always in pass, to

be extended, spread over, c. dat.,

alav, is spread over the
earth, II. 2, 850:, far as the morning light is spread,

11.7, 451,458.,, , {, -) lewd deed or word, Clem.
Al., {,) to

run a risk : pass.,, the risk is

with the lender, Dem. 915, 14., ov, {,) in

danger, insecure, Hdt. 6, 86, 1 : .
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7., Id. 7, 230 : h,. to ', Thuc. 1, 137.
—11. dutigcroua, joined with.
Plat. Lefju. 73« C, Xen. Mem. 4, 6,

10 : , 'riiuc. 3, 51. Adv. -I'Wf, in

an insecure stale, i~., Soph. Phil.

502, Eur. Scyr. 1 : at one's risk, Thuc.
3,37./, ,{,
EiJof)=toreg., , {, Ktvitj) to move
touards. Pass, to gesticulate at a thing,
Epict. : to be moved, zealous, rivt,

LXX.,—., as pass., Q.
Sm.

and, poet,
and Ion. for.
.-'/., al, a poem ascribed

to Horn., so called from, field-

fares, cf. Ath. Co A, 039 A, Beutl. Ep.
Mill. p. C3.-, (,) to lend
more money, Plut. ?, f.-, (,)
to cry aloud, titter, send forth,

Tivi, Pind. P. 4, 11, in tmesis.//, Att. -, f. -7.,
{,) to weep beside, after or re-

sponsivelu. At. Thesm. 1063: , at

a thing, Nonn. Hence?, ov, tearful,, Ar.
Ran. 684./., f. -, (,) to

bend round, esp. iiietaph. to bow one's
heart, turn it to jiity, Plut. Pass, to

be bowed down, won to pity, rij ',
Thuc. 3, 59 : but also to be 'broken, 'in

spirit, lose courage. Lat. frangi animo,
Thuc. 4, 37, and without], Plut.

:

TO' , effem-
inate, unmanly music, Luc. []., Att. for. []/, , {, ic/Jor) fmned,
famous. . Rh., , for a thing,

Opp., who has the shortd. ace. -/, as if IVom/-/, a, b, Epiclldas, bro-

ther of Cleouienes III., king of Spar-
ta, Pans...-,{,- A)
to shut up, close, Ar. Pac. 101 : Ep.
aor., Tryph.^, (, ) to extol,

praise the jnore, Od. 1, 351.

—

2. to tell

of, sing of,. Rh.: to call, rtva Ti,

Arat.—3. to call upon, invoke,-.. Rh./, adv.{)^-, formed after,
Opp.'"-, Ion. for,
contr. -kZ/;C(j, to call, App../.,.{) an
accu.vation, charge, like.. Soph.
O. T. 227, Eur. Or. 570, Xen. Oec.
11,4.., adv.{.) by sur-

name, or in genl. byname. Plat. Soph.
221 C: .], la.'Yim.
58 D : also -(roc., call-

ed after... Id. Phil. 48 C : strictly ace.
from an obsol. nom. ?], and so
we have., in Plat. Tim.
38 C, and Anth. : of..,, , , of, concerning

an,;, Dion. .^/, , , f. -,,
Isae. ap. liarp.,= sq., ov, {, .) suc-

ceeding to a patrimony, an heir: esp.

as Att. law-term, ?'/ ., an only daugh-
ter and heiress, who must by law mar-
ry her next of kin, freq. litigated by
several claimants, Ar. Av. 1653, V'esp.

583, cf. esp. Isae. Pyrrhi et Cironis

Haered.,andcf. Diet. Antiqq..in voc:
in this sense called also, q.
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V. : c. dat. r/} ), heiress to the
kingdom, Dion. H.'., , {,) to as-

sign, distribute by lot, , Dem.
519, 1 : , C. inf., to appoint one to

do, Call. Dian. 23. Pass, to be assign-

ed by lot,, Plat. Legg. 700 B.—2.

to have assigned one, tl, Dio C. Hence, , , an assign-

ment, esp. by lot., v..^, Ion. /, 6, Epicles,

an ally of the Trojans from Lycia, 11.

12, 379.—2. an Athenian, father of
Proteas, Thuc. 2, 23., , ,{) a
surname, to-name, or additional name ;

Horn, has only ace. in phrases-, bv .,
so called by or as a surname (his name
being Scamandrius), 11. 22, 506 :-, ( -
, which they call also the Wain, II.

18, 487, e\l. 5, 273, etc. : but, in 11. lO,

17, "-, , she
bare him to Spcrcheius, but under the

assumed, fcigmd name of Borus : in

Hes.^ Th. 207, .'
1), named them Ti-

tans, after their endeavouring..,.—2. in genl. a name,-, by name, Hdt. 4, 181, and
Xen. Cf...—II. a calling upon,
invocation,.—III. a reproach,

imputation, Thuc. 7, 68, cf.,., Ep, for^.. ov, {.) called

upon, called in as allies, Hdt. 5, 75 ; 7,

203.—2. summoned, ., a

special assembly, Hdt. 7, 8 : hence oi., privy-councillors. Id. 8, 101

:

9, 42.—3. an additional, supernumerary
guest, Lat. umbra, Ar. Pac. 12CG.—II.

accused or to be accused, blamcable, Lat.
notandus, Polyb.', ov, {.)
at or presiding over the oven, Camead.
ap. Sext. Emp. 592. [«]-'/•, ,{) sloping,

Thuc. 6, 90 : leaning downwards, The-
ophr. : metaph., .; to

thrust out headlong, whip away, Ar.

Lys. 575. Adv. -, Philo.[
in Ar. 1. c]',, ov, 6, leaning sideways,

t-Ti/cAiVrai, earthquakes that
move with a horizontal motion, opp.

to, vertical, Arist. Mund. 4, 30

:

and, ov, , a leaning-

place, esp. the head of a couch or bed
;

in genl. a couch, arm-chair, Ar. EccL
907, cf Lob. Phryn. 132 : from',., f. -, {, .)
to lay upon Or over : to close : hence
pass, to be put upon or to, be fitted close,

like,.-, closed doors, II. 12, 121, (not

elsewh. in Horn.)—II. to bend towards,

TO, ., to prick the ears. Xen.
Cyn. 6, 15: in pass, to be inclined at

an angle, Thuc. 2, 76 : hence part,

perf. pass.,, sloping,

oblique.—2. intr. to lean upon, .
Plat. Amat. 132 B.—3. to incline, turn

towards, , Dem. 30, fin. ,

, Chrysipp. . Plut.

—

III. in pass.

to lie over against or near,, Eur.
Tro. 797. [i in pres., elsewh. i.]

Hence', , , a sloping, lean-

ing, inclination, Plut.., , {, .) to

slir up, e.Tcite stormily 01 violently,

Ap. Rh. Pass, to rush like a tide upon,
hence in II. 18, 7, /-

, \vhere however Wolf writes, are driven
upon the ships., , , trickery, Nonn.

:

from
77{•, ov, [,,.) thievish, given to stealing,

tricksy, wily, Od. 11, 364; 13, 291,
Hes. Op. 67. Sometimes also c. gen., cunning in speech,
Lat. callidus, peritus, II. 22, 281, and
so prob.., cunning in

archery, Od. 21, 397, where however
others make it=. Adv.
-., f. -, {.) to

overflow, flood, Thuc. 3, 80, and in

pass. Batr. 09 : metaph. to overwhelm,
ruin, Eur. Tro. 1328: also to wash
over, wipe out debt, Aeschin. 78, 29.

—II. intr. like Lat. affliure, redundare,

to abound, be plentiful. Hence', , , an overflow,

flood, Thuc. 3, 89./'/-, oO, o,=foreg.,Helicd.. ov, flooded, Strab.'..,,{,v)faMed,., for wealth. . Rh.., {,)=,
to hear, perceive, listen to, c. ace, II.

23, 652. also c. gen., Od. 5, 150. [v], f. -, {,)
to spin to one. in Horn, always metaph.
from the Fates who spim the thread
of men's destiny, to assign or allot,

: not however only of these
goddesses (the) them-
selves, but of all powers which in-

fluence men's fortunes, e. g. oi, Od.
3, 208 ; 4, 208, etc. ; and so in mid.,. ,
Od. 20, 196, cf. 8, 579 : sometimes c.

inf. pro ace, oi,'. Od. 1, 17, cf. 11. 24,

525 (the only place in II. where it

occurs), and so Aesch. Eum. 335.

Poet, word, used in Plat. Theaet.
139 C, cf. Nitzsch Od. 1, 17.',, Att. for., {, kvuoj) to scrape,

grate upon a thing, 11. 11, 639, m
tmesis, Ar. Av. 533, 1582., Ion. for.'//,=.,, oi, {,), the Locri Epicnemidii, i. 6»,

dwelling on Mt. Cnemis, Strab., {,) to scrape,

scratchon the surface, Thcophr. Hence, , , a scratching,

scraping, Theophr., fut. -, {,.) to excavate., , ,=.., {,) hollow

at top, hollow, Hipp.', {,) as

pass. C. fut. mid., to fall asleep over a
thing, Lat. indormiscere. Plat. Euthyd.
300 A, , Luc.—II. metaph. to be

lazy, negligent about a thing, Polyb.

Hence, , , a sleeping or

lying upon, e. g. one ear, Hipp., {,) to Ml to

sleep, hush., adv. for , in

connnon.'., ov, {,) com-

mon, promiscuous,. ,
Lat. nuptiae promiscuae, Hdt. 4, 104 :

belonging equally to, (, Plut. :

Hdt. has the neut. as adv.,

in common, . ' 1, 216•.

6. 77: cf..—II. in Gramm.
rornmnn. epicene, of nouns used alike of
both genders.



',,{, KoivOQ)lomake
common, communicate, , Lat.
commiunicare cum aliqito, Dio C. ; and
SO in mid., to consult, .
Plat. Prot. 313 ., , {,)
to have in common viith,. Plat., etc.,

Tivt, Aeschin. 59, 37 : to share

in a thing with one, . Plat.

Gorg. 464 C. Pass, to be shared with,, Id. Legg. G31 D., , , commumty,
communion. Plat. Soph. 252 D : from''•,,^/'•, Hipp.//•, ,=^, like.':,=5^., Arist. . .', , {,) to

sleep, lie, watch at or on,, Polj'b.',. ov, {,) at bed

time, ., an evening song or

hymn.'',, to mock, Eustath. Od.
1761, 26. Hence, , , a mocker,, err., Ar. Thesm.
1059, ubi al., a cnckoo-

imitator : but v. foreg./, {, 7) to

cut, carve as on stone, , Bockh
Inscr. 2, p. 574., , {,) to

glue, solder, fasten on. Pass, to cliiig,

holdfast. Hence/./.,, , that ivhich

is glued or soldered on, Theophr./., ov, and—?., ov, {,) in

or on the bosom, Ael./•, ov. {,7.) on,

over a hill,, Diod., , {,) to wear
hair.,,{,)^
tied up in little linen bags and thrown
among the people on certain festivals

by the Byzantine emperors, patri-

archs, etc. : sometimes virritten -, V. Ducange., f.- Att. -, {,) bring, carry to a person or

place, Arist. ap. Diog. L. 5, 14, in

pass. Mid. to bring with one, Dio C., , {,) to

paint, adorn leith cosmetics., ov, {, ) with.,

wearing hair., {,) to

boast besides, add boastingly. Eur. H. F.

981 : to boast, exult in a thing. Call.

Dian. 263., (<i,=foreg., Thuc. 8.

81 : to boast of, , Id. 4, 126.', {,) to

deck out, ', Joseph., ,= foreg., ov, ,{) a

chopping-block, =, Menand., , .{) cut-

ting close, lopping, Theophr. : m genl.

a blow, stroke, Dio C.'., ov,{) cut short,

of trees, lopped, pollarded : to-=, Liic.'., {,) ti

manure.'.,, 6, a satirist, censor,

snarler, Thnon ap. Diog. L. 9, 18 :

from',, {,) to strike

upon, i.e.from above, knock down,,
Od. 3, 443 : hence later, of trees, to

lop, pollard, Theophr. : metaph. to cut

short or small, keep down, Lat. accidcrc,,. Pol.:

in genl. to check, reprove, Plut. Cic. 24,

of.,.—2. ., to

stamp, e. g. coin, Arist. Oec, Diog.

L.

—

. Mid. to beat, smite one's breast,

and so wail for, Lat. plangi,, Eur.
Tro. 623., ov,, and,
ov, b, {,)=., {, )^) to strike

or peck on the head, Schneid. Arist.

H. A. 9, 8, 8. Hence'()(, , ov,with one's ears

boxed., ov, {,) the

side of the head, on the temple., {,) to

arm one's self against, contend with,. Pint.', , , {) Epic, of, he-

longing to Epic poetry, oi, the

Epic poets. Adv. -., , {,) to

deck out, adorn with,, Arist. Pol.

;

to celebrate, Ar. Ran. 383. Hence,,,, an ornament./-,, f.-;=;0, Nic,
in tmesis.',, ov, (,) angry,

hostile, venqeful, Pind. Fr. 228, Aesch.

Pr. 602. Adv. -, lb. 162.— II. pass.

hateful. Soph. Fr. 386.', to play the cottahus,

throw at or to a thing, v.,., a. ov, {')
of or belonging to Epicurus, Epicurean,

Anth. : oi',, the followers

of Epicurus, Luc.'., , f. -, to be an-, come to aid, help in icar, in

Hom. only II. 5, 614, cf. Hdt. 4, 128 :

in genl. to aid, help at need, c. dat. rei,, to remedy them,
aid one against them, Xen. Mem. 1,

4, 13 : so .,, Id. : -
, to keep off from one,

Xen. An. 5, 8, 25; but in Ar. Fr.

302, 8, to afford, give, ,
V. (signf II.). Hence,, , help, pro-

tection,, against snow, Xen.
An. 4, 5, 13 : and,, , aid, protection,, against evils, Eur. Andr. 28

;

. Plat. Legg. 919 B.,. , aid, succour, Hdt.

6, 108 : a defence, protection against,.—II. an auxiliary or allied force ;

esp. mercenary troops, Hdt. 5, 63 ; 6,

100, cf. II.', , , auxiliary, al-

lied, Thuc. 7, 48 : e-T-.=foreg. II.,

Id. 4, 52 : and, ov,=foreg. : esp. epith.

of deities, Paus. : from', ov, helping, aiding de-

fending : Horn, only in 11. and always
as subst. an ally, csp. the barbarian

allies of Troy," ',' :

as fern. II. 21, 431 : the ncut. first in

Eur. Or. 211 : construct., c. dat. pers.,

II. I.e., Pind. O. 13, 137, and Att.;

c. gen. pers., , .
Hom. Mart. 9 ; but c. gen. rei, defend-

ing against,. Xen. ]\Iem. 4, 3,

7 ; hence . , helping one
against.... Soph. O. T. 496, Eur. El.

138 : , a patron,

protector, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 61.—II. in

Att. esp. o'l, inercenary troops,

opp. to the national army, also called, and literally, hire-

lings, a less honourable name than, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 12: also^, the hired body-guards of

kmas and tyrants, Hdt. 1, 64 ; 6, 39,

cf. thuc. 6, 58., ov, , Epicurus, masc.
pr. n., in Thuc. 3, 18, Ar., etc., esp.

—2. a distinguished philosopher ot

Gargettus, founder of the sect called
after him', Luc, Diog. L., f.- Att. -, {,) lighten a ship by throwing
out part of cargo, Hdt. 8, 118, m pass.:
hence metaph. ., Xen. Cyr.
1, 6, 25,, Deni. 643, 11:
also c. gen. rei, to relieve of a burden,, Eur. El. 72.— II. to lift up.

Soph. Aj. 1411, Xen. Oec. 17, 13.—
2. metaph. to lift up, encourage, -, Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 18: ., to puff up, in bad sense,
Theogn. 629.', , , relief, Inscr., {,) to

wave, brandish on high., ai,=foreg., Ap. Rh.', fut. -, {,)
shout to or at,, Luc., Ep. for sq., f. -, {,)
to bring to pass, accomplish, fulfil,

: Hom. (only in II.) uses of this

form only the opt. aor.

upijV, may he fulfil it, II.

15. 599, but of the Ep. lengthd.-
the impf oi -, he fulfilled, granted it not, 11. 3,

302, cf. 2, 419, and imperat. aor. 1,' ', grant
me this prayer, fulfil it. II. 1, 455,
etc. : in genl. to achieve, effect, Aesch.,
and Soph — II. to direct, govern, guide,

c. ace. only H. Hom. Merc. 531,
where it is dub.', , , the membrane
of the cerebellum, also,
Plut.',, , , {,)
that which is put on the head, a head-

dress, cap, Eur. Hipp. 201 : also a
scull-cap, helmet, Strab.— II. the capital

of a column, elsewh.,
Pind. Fr. 58, 7, Eur. I. T. 51.',, ,{)
a tefnpering, sweetening the humours,
Diosc.', , {,)
to add strength to, confirm, LXX., in

pass.', , ,{)
mastery, dominion, Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 28 :

victory, superiority, Polyb.— II. esp.

the extent ofone's power, do7ninion, Xen.
An. 7, 6, 42. []', , f. -?;, {, -) rule over, goi'ern, command, c.

dat.,, II. 10, 214,'/, Od.
1, 245 : also absoL, to have or hold

power, fir' uv', Od. 17, 320.— 2. to prevail

over,, 11. 1 1, 98 ; but more freq.

C. gen., to prevail over, get the mastery

of an enemy, iisu. in battle, as Hdt.
7, 155, etc., but also at law, as Id. 4.

65 : to get the 7nastery over, possession

of, Lat. potiri, , etc.,

Id. 4, 164, etc. : esp. . Uu?Aia-. Id. 1, 17, etc.— 3. absul. to pre-

vail, /. Id. 4, 187 (with v. 1,.), , Thuc. 2, 93

;

and C. inf., they carried the point that...,

Id. 5, 46 ; 6, 74.— 4. later also c. acc.

esp. in signf., to master, conlrol,, Isocr. Hence',, {,) master

/ a thing: in compar.-, superior, ] 7}, Thuc. 6, 88.

Hom. has only' the adv. -, with

I

overwhelming might, impetuously, II. 16,

67, 81 ; 23, 863, never in Od.

I
,, , Epicriites, masc.

pr. n., esp.— 1. an orator and states-

man in the time of Thrasybuhis. Dem.
430, 4.-2. a liiend of Lysias, Plat.

227 B.—3. a poet of the middle com
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edy, Ath., Meinpkc 1, p. 4U. Others

ill Deni., Ar., etc.., ,{)
a masteiiii^. conquest of,, Thuc.
1,11: supreme power, ,
Dio C.-.], verb. adj. from•, one mast get the better of,,
Clem. Al.'., /, , restraining,

astringent, ftledic.,, al, {,,) a kind oihead-dref!<,cL-. or a towel, v. Foes. Oecon. Hipp., ), ,(-)=7, Medic., (~,) to

cry out to or at, Epict.

and -, f. --
[«], Att.-, (,-) to hang over, aTijV, Theogn.

206, so, Polyb. Pass, to

overhang, of a rock, H. Horn. Ap. 28 1

:

to float, hover over, esp. metaph. to

hang over, threaten, Lat. imminere, -, Simon. 14, 5, ,
Find. I. 8, 28. Hence, , overhanging, sus-

pended, Anth. : in suspense., imperat. aor. 1 from, v., II.'-, ov, (,)
precipitous, steep, Pherecyd., 3 sing. opt. aor. 1 from, II.-/, Ep. inf aor. 1 of --

lor-, Od. 7, 164.-, adv. {) by

choice, Ap. Rh.',, , a decision, de-

cree, Bockh. Inscr. 2, p. 493 : from', f. -, (,)
to decide, determine. Plat. : to adjudge,

inflict,, LXX.— 2. to select,

pick out. Diod. : to sanction, approve,

Hdn. [<], ov, TO, {,) the

sailyard upon a ship's mast, Qd. 5,

254, 318.', , , {) a

judgment on,, Strab. : sanction,

approbation.', ov, a,() a de-

cider, arbiter, Polyb., ov,() approved,

chosen, Joseph., ov, , a woman^s gar-

ment, either from its saffron colour() or its thick pile (.)
-£^pot',= sq., Noun., , (,) to rat-

tle on or over, ,
rattling over the ground : c. ace. cog-

nato, t - , to clap the hands :

and so absoL, Menand. p. 274 ; hence. , to applaud one, Plut. : but. , to have one's teeth

chattering, Luc. ; ', to

snap the fingers, Lat. digitis crepare,

and so absoi., Aristob. ap. Ath. 530 15.

Hence, ov, beaten or trodden

hard, esp. of paths or roads, Xen.
Hipparch. 3, 14 (with v. 1. .) :

TO . , its sounding sub-

limity, Philostr.,, , a thing struck

against. Soph. Fr. 270 : and, , , a striking or

whipping : from', {,) to hatmner

upon or in, /, Ar. Thesm. 1004.

—

11. to strike or smile upon, -, with their sceptres on the

earth, Aesch. Ag. 202, so ?), Plut.

—

III. in genl.=£n-i/cpo-, LXX.
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', verb, adj., one must
conceal, Clem. Al. : and',, r/, ov, hiding, con-

cealing : from, to hide, conceal, esp. to

throw a covering or cloak over,, Aesch. Euni. 317: hence

also in mid. to disgiase,. Soph.

Fr. 109, and so Xen., etc. : ., to conceal a thing from one,

Polyb. Pass, to conceal or disguise

one's self, Thuc. 8, 92 : ., to

elude his observation, Lat. fallere. Plat.

Theaet. 402 C. Hence, ov, hidden, secret, like, Pind. O. 8, 92 : and, , , hiding, secresy,

Plut., (,) to caio or

croak at one, Ar. Eq. 1051.',(,) to gain,

win besides, Hdt. 2, 79 : ., to

extend one's empire, Thuc. 1, 144 : c.

dupl. ace,. , Aosch.

Eum. 671, . Soph.
Ant. 840., (,) to kill be-

sides or again, , to slay

the slain, Soph. Ant. 1030., ov, , (,)
the tow which remains in the heckle,

Hipp.—II. like Lat. pecten, the hair of
the pudenda, Hipp.')/,, ,()
an additional acquisition.7].,, ,()
making further acquisitions, a gaining.

Soph. Phil. 1344 ;, Arist.

H. A.\, a, ov,()
of Epictetus, JBpictetian.', ov,() gain-

ed besides or iti addition, . , ac-

quired land, which was formerly un-
der water, as the Delta of .lEgypt,

Hdt. 2, 5 : in Plat., added to one's

hereditary property, Legg. 924 A, cf
Lycurg. 154, 1: £-. jvv?'/,. a. foreign

wife, like, or neivly acquired,

Hdt. 3, 3.—11..?, newly acquired

friends, opp. to, Xen. Ages.

1, 3C : artificially acquired by culture,

etc., Lat. adscititius, opp. to,
Plat. Rep. 618 D : cf, -. Adv. -. Hence, ov, , Epictetus, a na-

tive of Hierapolis in Phrygia, in early

life a slave ; afterwards a distin-

guished philosopher of the Stoic

sect, Luc, etc., (,) to build,

found in addition or anew, Strab. : to

build in or among,, Plut., , f. -, (, -) to make a noise upon or with,. Tolv, to stampwith the
feet, Ar. Eccl. 483 : to resound with:

re-echo, respond, Ar. Av. 760., (,) to

be proud of, exult in,, Dio C., ov Ion. , , soyi of
Epicydes, Hdt. 6, 86 ; from
t,, , Epicydes, a Spar-

tan, father of Glaucus, Hdt. 6, 86.

Others in Polyb., Arr., etc. [v], , (,) glorious,

distinguished, Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 36 : bril-

liant,,?, etc., Polyb., , =,
V. 1. . Rh., a, , Epicydidas, a
Spartan commander in the Pelopon-
nesian war, Thuc. 5, 12 : patronym.
in form, v. Lob. Paral. p. 5., , (,) to become
doublypregnant, Lat. si<per/beiare,Hipp.

Hence

,, , that ivhich is

conceived besides, a superfetation, Hipp.

[v] : and, , , superfetation,

Hipp.-, [,) to im-

pregnate again or besides. Pass. =e7ri-, Hdt. 3, 108., , (,) intr.

to roll round, revolve, come in turn to,

in tmesis,, Soph. Tr. 130 : so too in

pass., Dion. H., ov, (, ?.) cir-

cxdar : esp.—2. as subst., sub. -, a round Sicilian cake, Epich. p.

13.,, , (,) an
epicycle, in astronomy, Plut.',, ui, (,)
the upper eye-lids, v../, ov, (,?) said

or done over one's cups (cf. Lat. inter

jjocji/n),prob.l.Plut.,cf Diog. L.4,42., , {,)
to roll upon, down upon, ,
Xen. Hell. 3, 5, 20.— 2. intrans. to

roll on,, Luc.,,(,)
to flatten, bruise by rollers, Theophr.,=, Plut., ov, TO,=sq., the upper

eye-lid.,, v..', . -,=^,
Polyb. 3, 53, 4. [,]', . -, (,-) to How in waves over, rush like a

wave upon, , Plut.— 2. trans, to

cause to rise in waves, ,
Joseph., (,) to

float upon the waves, on the surface,

"Philo.,, , (,-) flowing in waves, fluctuation, .
Anton., f. -•, (,) to

bend one's selfforwards, bow, stoop, Ar.

Thesm. 239";' , over..., Xen. Cyr.

2, 3, 18 : . 7, to pore over

a book, Luc. : to lean upon,. Id.

:

in part, pf,, habitually

stooping, Anaxandr. Pandar. 1.', , impf, fut.- and-, {,) to

fall, light upon, fall in with, like-, Lat. incidere, in tmesis c.

dat. , II. 3, 23 ; but

also ' -, Hes. Op. 753 : also c. gen., Pind.

O. 6, 10: but c. gen. rei, to gain or

have a share of, partake, Aesch. Pers.

853., a, , Epicyridas, a

Spartan^'.^^ in Thuc.
and Xen., Paus.',{,) to dash

violently against, strike violently, ot

storms, like, Theophr., , (,) to con

firm, sanction, ratify, Thuc. 3, 71, etc.

'to determine. Soph. El. 793 ; c. inf.

Eur. Or. 862., ov, {,) ben.

fnnvard, gibbous, hump-backed, Plut
Hence, , to bend forward. Hes. Sc. 234 : to make crooked.

Pass, to be arched, Luc., , ,() a

ratification, coufirmati07i. [y], ov, (, ):=-, btmt over, crooked, LXX.?,, , (, 7^)
guardian of beehives, epith. of Pan.-, , , () a
bending or stooping over a thing.



', (-t.)
to drink more, go on drinking, Critias

27.', (,)_ lament

over,, Soph. El. 283, 805. [vu,]',, , a hindrance:

from~, f. -, {~,) to

hinder, check, Thuc. 6, 17, ,
one in a thing, Soph. Phil. 1242.—, t.-, {e~i,)
to march in agains-t, in genl. to

make a riotous or furious assault,~
Tiva, Ar. Ach. 982, -. Plat.

Legg. 950 A ; absol., Call. Ep. 44.', adv. =.,
q. V.~,,, {~,) of,

at, belonging to a or festal pro-

cession : hence^, panegyri-

cal, laudatory, Pind. P. 10, 9, N. 8,

85 ; 6, 56 : v..-, , later form of foreg.,

Plut.^,, , Epicomus, father

of Carneades, Diog. L.~, , (,) to

make a jest of in comedy, Plat. Apol.

31 D.
'Eot'/c«~o£•, ov, (,) at the

oar, a rower, Joseph.—2. of a boat,

furnished with oars, Moschio ap. Ath.

208 F.—3. of a weapon, up to the very

hilt, through and through, Ar. Ach. 231.
-—1. on Aristias ap. Ath. 086 A, v.

Friebel Satyrogr. p. 62.

'1~'/.3, 7/, , {—/3) a
taking hold, grasping, /., Aesch.
Supp. 432.—2. a handle, Hipp./., fut. -'/., (,
7.-/) to draw lots or receive by

lot afterwards 0 in addition, Aeschin.

62, 31.—II. intr. to be assigned by an
after-lot, hence to fall to one, come af-

terwards. Soph. O. C. 1235./., a.dv.=i?.aoop, by troops,

in numbers, Dion. Per.', (,) to lay

hold of, hold tight, stop,, Eur.
Andr. 250. Only poet.•,, , v. 1. for7.,
in Arist. H. A.
\',~7,, , Epilais, a daugh-

ter of Thespius, Apollod.'.~, ov, b, {,) the

upper part of the throat.-/., , (,) to in-

terrupt in speaking.— 2. to say of a
thing, Tivi.'/, fut. -?J/\pouai, aor.

-i/.uiov, (,') toTake, ac-

quire besides, Arist. Pol.—II. to lay

hold of, seize, attack, as a disease, Hdt.
8, 115, Thuc. 2, 51 ; to come upon,

stop, interrupt by one's coming, -)7. , Thuc. 4,

96, cf 27 : hence in genl. to succeed,

come next, Lat. excipere, Theophr. : to

attain to, come within reach of, reach,

Xen. An. 6, 5, 6 : and so

., to live over eight years, Thuc. 4,

133 ; but c. gen. partitivo,

., to live over part of it, Arist. H. A. :

to seize, stop, esp. by pressure,, Ar. Plut. 703 : .
', to stop from getting back, Hdt.

2, 87 : . , to stop the water-
cluck, (when an orator stopt speak-
ing while witnesses were examined
or documents read, v. ?.,)
Lys. 166, 43, cf Att. Process, p. 713,

sq.

—

-111. metaph.' -, to master, i. e. get over much
ground, traverse it rapidly, Theocr.
J 3, 65, cf. ^ irgil's corripere campum,
spatia.—. mid. C. pf. pass, to hold

one's self on by, lay hold of, c. gen.,

Tuv, Hdt. 6, 113, etc. : hence
33

., to lay hold of a pre-
j

text. Id. 3, 36 ; so ., Ar. Lys.

596 : ., to get, obtain a

chief, Hdt. 1, 127.—2. to attack, Xen.
Hell. 4, 2, 22.—3. to make a seizure of,

arrest a person, Lys. 98, 1, etc.: to

seize goods on distress, Dem. 558, 18 :

to lay claim, to, seize as one's property,

claim at law,. Plat. Legg.

954 C.—4. to come up to, reach, C. gen.

loci, Xen. Hell. 6, 5, 52 : metaph.,. }.., Lat. ratione assequi. Plat.

Phaed. 79 A. C./. al-, seized, disabled, Lat. sensibus

captus, Plut., cf, -/.,-,
-/.'?~, ov, (, 7.)
brilliant, illustrious./, {,') to

brighten, make splendid, adorn,,
Plut. : —. , to make the

sound clear or loud, raise it, Schaf
Dion. Comp. 166.', ov. Ion. for ?.-, c. part, ,
caught in the act of feeling, Hdt. 3, 69.'., (, ?.) to shine

after or upon, , there-

upon the sun shone forth, 11. 17, 650.

So the moon, H. Horn. Merc. 141

;

/., when day had
come on, broken, Hdt. 7, 13, SO

8, 130, cf./. :

in genl. to appear, become visible or

?nanifest, usu. of propitious deities,

etc., c. dat., like Lat. effulgere.—II.

transit, to make shine upon, ,
Pind. Fr. 158, -«, Ap. Rh., f.-, aor.--,
(, ?.) to make to forget, c.

gen. ., sleep

laps one in forgetfulness of all, Od. 20,

85.—II. intr. to be hidden, escape no-

tice, aor. 2.—III. mid. -?, f. -/., c. pf 2 act.

-/., Hdt. 3, 46, and Pind., and
pf pass. -7.', Plat. Phaedr. 235
D, to let a thing escape one, to forget,

lose thought of, c. gen., Od. 1,

57 ; ovK 7., Od. 4,

455 : also c. ace. Hdt. 3, 46, Eur.
Hel. 265, etc. ; c. inf Ar. Vesp. 853,

etc. ; also c. part, .7.,
forgot that I owed, Pind. O. 10, 4, cf
Eur. Bacch. 188 : also. ,
Andoc. 19, 16 ; also to leave disregard-

ed, to neglect,, Cebes.—2.

more rarely, to suppress, say nothing

about, u-ilfully forget, ., Hdt. 3, 147, so ., Aes-
chin. 22, 39, cf./., ov, 6, Epilaus, son of

Neleus and Chloris, Apollod. 1, 9,

9., , , the command of
a double /, i. e. of 128 horse.,7.,, , Dor. for 7.-, Pind./.',(, 7j:aivo) to smooth
over : ,
smoothing over the opinion of Xerxes,
i. e. making it plausible, flattering,

Hdt. 7, 9, 3, cf 8, 142, and /..
Hence',., , , a smoothing
over, Philo.., f. -, (,) to say
moreover or in addition, to add to what
has been said, e— . 7:, Hdt. 2, 156,

etc. ; or absol., 2, 35, 64, etc. :7., to say while or after

doing it, Id. 4, 65, cf Ar. Eq. 418 : to

call by name, Hdt. 5, 70 : . ,
to say, assert of one, Arist. Pol. 7, 1,

7.—2. to choose, pick out, select, Hdt.
3, 81. Mid., to read, read

through, /, only Ion., as Hdt.

1, 124, etc., copied by Paus. 1, 12, 3.

—2. to choose, pick out, 7•/., he chose certain of
the B., Id. 3, 157.—3. to think upon,
think over. Id. 5, 30, etc. : . / , to

consider, i. e. doubt, fear lest..., Hdt. 3,

65 ; cf..., f. -, (, .) to

pour out upon, 7nake a drink-offtring or
libation over a thing, Od. 3, 341, and so
in tmesis, 11. 1, 463.

7.t,,=7.av,tosmoolh
over, Dio C.., (, 7,) to fail one,

like Lat. deficere, c. ace. pers., as7, the water failed him,
Hdt. 7, 21, cf 2, 25, 174, Ar. Av.
1102; 6, time
fails me, Lat. dies me deficit, Isocr. 4
A : freq. also of rivers,. ,
to fail their stream, i. e. leave it unfill-

ed, be dried up, Hdt. 7, 43, 58, etc.

;

and so without, to fail. Id. 7,

127 : also absol. of other things, tofail,

lack, be wanting, as of fruit. Id. 3, 108 ;., a deficiency of it,

Thuc. 3, 20; tu . Xen.
An. 4, 7, 1.—II. to leave behind, Xen.
An. 1, 8, 18, in pass.: and so, in tmesis,

Od. 8, 475.—2. to leave undone or un-

said, . , Heind.
Plat. Plot. 310 : c. part., .
-},. Phil. 26 .^, (, 7.) to lick over,

to lick.'•,, ,()fail-

ure, lack,, Thuc. 2, 50./., , , (7,,) the commander of a picked com-
pany, Plut.

'.7^, ov,() chosen,

picked, oi, picked soldiers,

Xen., and Polyb. Adv. -, by
choosing or picking.^7.7., adv. perf part.

pass, from., with reflec

lion, considerately, Clem. Al.

'.7.,, ,() choice,

selection, App.'•7., (, 7.) to

cover, smear over with a thin coat of
something./., f. -, (,) to

peel, strip of bark, , . Horn.
Merc. 109.^, (,) to

be white on the surface, Arist. Part. An.
Bekk.., ,,=, Plut.

'7.,,(., 7.v)whitish,
white on the surface, Theophr., f. •7., (,7.-) to look towards or at,7., one can only see so far

before one, II. 3, 12.',, ,() caus-

ing to forget,'/., ov,(7) caus-

ing to forget, bringing forgetfulness, C.

gen., ?., Od.
4, 221

.

',, a rarer mid. form for., Hom. has only impf
mid., in signf , to forget, Od. 4, 455 :

5, 324 ; in Hdt. 4, 43, . , to

suppress, say nothing about, cf./.-.
',7.,, ,(,) obtain-

ed as booty or plunder, gained in war,

7,, Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 23.', , {,7.) to make
a noise or sound at a thing, esp. to ap-

plaud, and hence in Od. 8, 379, to beat

time, give the time to dancers.., , ,,
comic nickname of the tragic Muse,
the bombastical, Anth., cf., 7.•., ov,-, ,
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.- ,. for-, -1-, -;/'£•, Hipp.
','.^., , {,) of, be-

longing to a ti'i7ie-press or the vintage,, Ath.—2. o, Ep. of Bacchus, as

god of the wine-press, Orph.-, verb. adj. of?,-), one must assn?nc, Arist. Color.

',?^7,=^8^., LXX.
~£/77-7,{) to be epi-

leptic, Piut.^?.7, ,,=^,
of, belonging to epilepsy, Hipp. : ill of
epilepsy, epileptic, Arist. Mirab. Adv.
-.
'7?.-,=77?., v.

I. in LXX.'7], ov, {?3)
caught or detected in any thing, Lat.

deprchensus. Soph. Ant. 406, cf.-
: laid holdof, blamed, pmiiah-

ed : OT punishable, blameworthy, Philo.

—II. sufferingfrom seizure, i, e. from
epilepsy, epileptic, Hipp., in Ion. form.

Adv. -, culpably. Hence, , , a rebuker,

blamcr, censor, Timon ap. Plut.?., , , Dor.?,{) aforgetting,forgetful-

ness,, Pind. P. 1, 46.'.,,{7)^-
gelfulness, Alex. Incert. 68.), , ^,=foreg., LXX.',! , ,,^^,
Cratin. Incert. 147, cf. Lob. Phryn.
383.', ov, gen. , {-\' ) forgetful, having a bad

memory, Ar. Nub. 129, Plat., etc. : c.

gen. rci, Xen. Apol. 6, in comp.-, whereas Ar. Nub.
790 has theirreg. superl.-
TOc.—II. act. causing forgetfulncss or

oblivion, . , an oblivious

charm., fut. mid. of-, Horn.', , , making to for-

get —U.forgetting ; late.', . ,=^?., a

seizure, stoppage. Arist. Probl., esp.

—

II. the falling sickness, epilepsy, Hipp.

',~?.{, ov, that may be laid

hold of, blameworthy, Luc. : in genl.=. Adv. -. From?,, ,() a

laying hold of. seizure : hence in law,

a claiming property by seizing. Lat.

manus injectio. Plat. Legg. 954 :

hence a point open to attack: in genl.

an attack, finding fault, blaming, Isocr.

17J C.—2. a convulsive seizure, falling

sickness, epilepsy, Lat. morbus comitial-

is, Arist. Probl., cf. /.., (,) adv. gra-

zing, Lat. sirictini, like,
II. 17, 599.,{,\) to graze lightly.',, (, ) to

m>erflow, Lat. stagnare : in pass. : -, flooded, Piut.',, , {,) to set or
watch nets, to hunt. fish.'., oi\ b. one ivho nets, a
fisherman, hunter, Anth., acc. to Jac.

A. P. 144 : from, (~, ?-)^:.?-., {,) to

make fat or sleek. Pint.',., , ()^ ..-, Plut. Adv. -.,, {,)=?.-.
, Philo, and-.:=.

'.-.)^, =/., Philo :

also in mid.. Id.
'

.
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+,. (or,.
Rh. 1. 1133., {,) to wink

with the eyes, to tnake signs to One by

winking, , Od. 18, 11 : to ivink

roguishly, H. Horn. Merc. 387, and
Ap. Rh. : in genl. to contract the eyes

in looking hard at a thing, and so to

distort the eyes, Nic.

"/', ov, {,) leering,

squinting, Lat. strabo,paetus. Hence',, w,=sq., {,) to

wink, leer, look askance at, Plut.

?.,3, , , {,)
lobe of the liver.'., , ,{) choice,

selection, Lysiin. ap. Joseph., fut. - Att.-. {,?) dep. mid. c.

aor. and pf. pass., to reckon over, think

on, conclude, consider, .., Hdt. 7,

177, Dem. 1090, fm. : to make account

of, , Lat. rationcm habere alicuj-

Jts, Xen. Hell. 7, 5, 10.^1. to ascribe., , , {?.) of,

belonging to the epilogue, conclusion of
a speech, Gramm.—II. {-'/)
belonging to reckoning. Adv. -.', , ^,=sq., Epicur.
ap. Plut. 2, 1091 B., ,,{^)
a reckmting over, calculation, Arist. Pol.

:

a thinking vpon, considering, Plut. cf.

Foes. Oecon. Hipp., verb. adj. from-, one must reckon, consider.

Pint.',., -, , calculating,

prudent, Clem. Al., ov, ,(^) a con-

clusion, inference, like,
only Ion., e. g. Hdt. 1, 27, and Hipp.

:

usu.—II. the concluding speech of a

play, epilogue, Arist. Poet. : the pero-

ration of a speech, Lat. cpihgus, pero-

rntio, Arist. Rhet., opp. to.
(Never used for, v. Seidl. Eur.
El. 719, where however should be
written .', ov,{,) barbed,

3., Eur Hipp. 221.,,,(?^) drink

offering, Lat., usu.?, Orph.
Hence', ov, serving or vsedfor
libations,, Anth., , {,.) to

cast reproaches on, Polyb., , , {,), incantations orhymns to drive away
pestilence., ov, {,) still

left, remaining, Hdt. UsU. in plur. C.

gen., . ,'. -, 4, 154 ; 6, 33 ; but also -, etc., Eur. : of time, to

come, future,, Hdt. 2, 13,-
., Pind. . 1, 53.., ,=, Anth.', ,,{,)

the price of a bath, Luc., -, -,
rare, but not suspicious, forms for., Ruhnk. Tim., Piers. Moer. p.

163. Schaf. Long. 349.., {,) to have the

hiccough by or be.tides. Nic.^',, , , Epilynis, an
Athenian masc. pr. n., Andoc, etc./., {,.)
to infest, harass, destroy. Plut.'. , {-,) to trou-

ble, annoy, offend besides,, Hdt. 9,

50.•., , trouble, grief, Zeno
ap. Stob. Eel. 2, p. 100 : from',, ov, {,) troubled.

sad, in low spirits, Aretae. : morose,

Plut.., , ,() a free
ing, releasefrom,, Aesch. Theb.
134.—2. unloosing, unravelling,-, Sext. Emp. solution, interpre-

tation, Heliod.

t?Lvov,yerh. adj. from,
one must unloose, solve, Clem. Al.^, a, , Epilytidas, a
Spartan masc. pr. n., Xen. Hell. 5, 4,

39.

'.7., ,,{) belong•

ing to, fitted for solving difficulties., ov, (,) set at

liberty for ransom, ransomed, Strab..,. -, (, v)toloose,
untie,, Theocr. 30, 42 : let

slip dogs, Xen. Cyn. 7, 8 : in genl. tt>

free, release. Plat. Crito 43 C—2. to

solve, explain, N. T.—B. pass. c. fut.

mid. to flag, give in, Lys. 174, 38.

[On quantity v. sub ?.i3u.]', (,) as
pass., to be mocked, insulted, damaged., {,) lomock,

scoff, banter, jest at a thing, Od. 2, 323., , (, /.) injuri-

ous, mischierovs, Nic.'7, ov, (,)
insulted, degraded, Lyc., ov, {,)=-. Anth.',,, ,{)
learning after or too late, []., , . Dor. for-, Pind. P. 5, 35.',, , {,) to

long earnestly after or desire,, Lyc., (,) as
pass., but also c. aor. mid., to be mad
after, c. inf, II. 6, 160 (wherelhc dat.
belongs perh. to) ; but also
c. dat., to be passionately in Icrve with,
mail after, like Lat. insanire, cf. Ar.
Vosp. 744, 14C9, Mosch. 6, 2 : also
sometimes c. acc, Huschke Anal. p.
30: c.dat.in9tram../oo<-?/)nf<ti'iVA,Aesch.
Ag. 1427.—II. tofly at, fall upmi, Anth., poet. f. -,
and aor.', v. sub *»-. {,)., to strive after,

seek, endeavor to obtain, aim at. usu. c.

gen.,., make for,
steer for the rock, Od. 12, 220 : me-
taph. -., strive after a return,

Od. 5, 344 : ,
his mind %vas set upon presents, II. 10,
401.—II. c. acc, to lay hold of, grasp,. >, he clutched his
sword-hilt, Od. 11, 531: and less

strong, to touch, feel, c. acc, .. Od. 9, 441 ; but ".,
Hes. ap. Ath. 498 : more freq. -' up' ', she
touched sharply, ?r^/;)pfi/thehor.'?es, II.

5, 748, etc. : inetajih., -, Lat. arteni tractcnnt, H. Hom.
Merc. 108. Only Ep. and only in

pres. and impf. : the fnt. and aor. are
taken from the cognate *t-7ri/iao/iai,

which again is not used in pres. or
impf. : cf. also., ov, {,) ob-

long, Hipp.?, adv. for ,
still more.^, ov,,{,-) a la.'icivious kiss, in which
the tongues touch each other, like, Ar. Ach. 1201.'/, ,() mad
after a thing, or : in genl.

mad, Polyb. Adv. -., fut.•0.,{,) to learn besides or after, ,
Thuc 1, 138: c. inf., Hdt. 1,131;
ft'.., Id. 2, 160.



', (~,)
dep., to prophesy besides, App.*,=-, which
gives the pres. and iinpf., while the

Ep. fut. and aor.,-, are to be referred to this

obsoL pres. rather than to,
z(.* : these two lenses are

used by Horn., = U. to

touch, AatidL•, feel, c. acc, iij-, 11. 4, 190 ; cf. Od.

9, 44 ; uiv .. Od. 13, 429;
*lsoabsoL, Od' 16, 172; 19,468 : and
strengthd.,;);e/p''J.e.;{;£ipt.v.>i'itzsch), having seized, grasped

witli the handj Od. 9, 302 ; thus also

19, 480 (where the gen., be-

longs to) : . Rh. has both
gen. and acc, Tijv -, she touched her by the hand

:

metaph.. , he touch-
ed my heart, Ap. Kh., (,) to

be mad after,, Aral., ov, {,) mad
after a thing.-, v.-.—, , {_~,)
( bear witness to a thing, to depose to,. 7/ -,,
Plat. Crat, 397 A ; c. dat, rei, ?luU
Hence-,, ^,=sq., Sext.

Enip. [v]^^, a£, , a witness, testi-

mony ; ., for a witness, Thuc.
2,74.', (,)
dep. mid., to take to witness, to call on

as witness, appeal to, c. acc, esp. ., Xen. Cyr. 8, 5, 25 : absol.

to call witnesses, call evidence, Ar. Nub.
495, cf. Vesp. 1437 : hence—2. to call

on earnestly, to conjure, Lat. obtestari,

Hdt. 5, 92, fin. ;. , to

call on one not to do, lb. 93, Thuc. 6,

29.-3. c. acc. rei, to say a thing be-

fore witnesses, to affirm, declare, ..,
Dem. 915, 12, cf. Plat. Phaedr. 244
B. [C]'.7, ov, b,(,)
a witness to any thing, II. 7, 76, Od. 1,

273 ; in Hom. and Hes. used only of

the gods., , (,)=-, Ar. Lys. 1287., or-, {,) to chew, eat in addition to or

afterwards; ., is the later

form.///, Ep. fut. of-,, for'., Att. -, f. -», {,) to knead again, knead well.

The mid. forms, fut.,
aor., belong to*-, q. v., ov,{,) on

or at the breast, not yet tceancd, Aesch.
Theb. 349, Eur. I. . 231.

^), {,) to whip
or flog besides., ov, {,)=.'/,=, Nic. [t]',,,{) seeking

after or for, hence ,
a begging vagrant, Od. 20, 377.',,, , {,) to

stand by, help one in battle, r/j-, to make a league for

the mutUEil defence of their coun-

tries, Thuc. 5, 27. Hence',, , , a defensive alli-

ance, opp. to (an alliance

both offensive and defensive), Thuc.
1, 44; 5,48.',, ov,.) that

1
mat/ easily be attacked, esp. of fortified

places, assailable, like, and, Hdt. 1, 84, Thuc, eic. ; of

a country in general, open to attack,

Hdt. 9, 21.—II. Also said to be used
later for ; and in Thorn. M.
it signifies, ready or equippedfor battle.

— 111. in Heliod., contended for, contest-

ed, cf. Coray t. 2. 374, 381.

*'E7ri//utj,obsol. pres.,\.,.', ,.-,{,)
to smile at or upon : in Hom. always

in phrase ' ,
he addressed him wtth a smde : also

of a scornful, savage smile, II. 10, 400.^,,, , a smiling at

one, Plut. : from, , f. -, {,-) to smile at, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 16.

[],,.,.
for, still larger greater, De-
raocr. ap. Stob. p. 66, 37., , , v. 1. II. 9, 147,

289, ' , for-, .., {,) to

blacken on the top. Pass, to become

black atop, Theophr.,-, /., {,) black on the top, Theophr., , ,[) care,

attention, diligence. Thuc 2, 94, Xen.,

etc. ; in plur., like our pains, Xen.
(3yr. 6, 1,4: ., attention paid

to a thing, ,, Thuc. 2, 39, 40 ;, Isocr. 144 D, etc. ; also, Thuc. 7, 56, . Plat. Rep.
451 D ; , Dem. 618, 8 ; esp,,,
etc., as, Hdt. 6, 105, IJem.

1414, 10: opp. to?-, to have attention paid one, Isocr.

113 D, etc.:, with dili-

gence, also ' 7•., Xen.
Cyr. 5, 3, 47, Hell. 4, 4, 8., dep. c. fut. et aor.

mid. ; but also c lut. pass, (in act.

signf.), Xen. Mem.
2, 7, 8 : aor., lb. 1, 3,

11, {,?.) To take care of,

have charge of: to have the management

of, c. gen. rei, Ar. Vesp. 154. Thuc,
etc. : to pay attention to, study, culti-

vate,, etc.. Plat., and Xen.
;

also , Ep. Plat. 311 E, -
, Legg. 932 15 : also c. acc. et

inf., to take care that.., Xen. Mem. 4,

5, 10, and Plat. ; foil, by, c. in-

die, fut., Thuc. 4, US, etc.: also c
neut. adj. in acc, to take care with re-

spect <o a thing, Thuc. 6, 41, and Xen.:

c acc. cognato, .. Plat.

Prot. 325 C. The shorter form-
/., is less freq. in Att., but the

only' form in Hdt. as c. gen., 1, 98,

etc. ; absol., 2, 2; also in Thuc. 7,

39.",, , {, ?.) to

exercise over and above. Hence'1£?,, , additional ex-

ercise.'?, , , {7-) an object of care, a care, anxiety,

Xen. Oec 7, 37., ,(,?.) caring

for, anxious, careful about,. Plat.,

and Xen. : absol. careful, attentive, Ar.

Nub. 501.—II. pass, cared for, an ob-

ject of care : esp. in neut.?, c.

dat. pers., e.g. } -, it was a care to him, made him
anxious, Hdt. 1, 89, cf. 3, 40, etc.

;, I have to carefor it.

Id. 2, 150 ; C. inf., it is my business to..,

Thuc. 1, 5;?, c.

1
inf., to make it one^s business to.., Plat.

Siymp. 172 : alsoeT. /.-, Lat.

caveaturne... Plat. Legg. 932 D : also

uoi , Plat. Legg.
763 : TO . , the

charge of the execution of orders,
Thuc. 5, 66. Adv. -. Plat., etc.

;

Ion. -, Hipp. : Superl.-, Plat. Ale 1, 104 D., verb, adj., one must
take care of, pay attention to a thing,. Plat., and Xen. : . ,
Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 70.

^, ov, b,{)
one who has the charge of, a trustee,

manager, Ar. Plut. 907, Xen., etc.

;

. , Polyb. : esp. of offi-

cers appointed to the charge of any-
thing, an overseer, superintendent,,, Dem. 612, 21,,
Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 169, etc., , , fitted for care,

management, etc.', , . Ion. for-, \ it. Hom. 5, 7./, fut. -/^, {,) to delay or tarry still longer./., dep. pass.,=e7ri//£Ae-, q. v. sub fin., {,) to sing to,", Aesch. Theb. 869., , {,) to

sing to, accompany by singing, Aristid.

Hence,, , that which

is sung or chanted over a thing./^, Ep. syncop. perf.

pass., c act. pres. signf, of-, for, Q. Sm., v./..', Ion. and poet. perf. 2

c. pres. signf., to aim at, desire, c. inf.,

iSoph. Phil. 515 : it belongs to the
root,., oi',= sq., Gramm..,, blamed, blameworthy,

Nic. : from, f. --, {,-) dep. mid., to impute to one as

matter of blame, cast in one's teeth,

, Od. 16, 97, Hdt. 1, 75, etc. ; c dat.

pers. only, to blame, Hdt. 4, 159 : c.

acc. rei only. Id. 2, 161 : rarely, ., to blame one for a thing.

Soph. Tr. 122, on the analogy of ai-: absol. to find fault, Hdt. 1,

116.—II. intr. to blame one's self for a

thing, to accuse one's self of, c. gen. rei,

II. 1, 65; 2, 225 ; also^, 11.

1, 94: absol. to be sorrif afterwards, to

repent, Hdt. 2, 129, cf."7, 169; alsoeTT.

.-, Hipp. Hence,, , blame, complaint,

Dion. H.,. , Epimeiies, a Ma-
cedonian, Arr. An. 4, 13.^, ov. of Epimenides,
Epimenidean, Theophr. : from, , , Epimenides, a
seer and poet of Crete, who visited

and purified Athens, to pave the way
for Solon's legislation, Plat. Legg.
642 D, cf. Arist. Pol. 1, 1, 6; Diog. L.

1, 109.', aOT.,{,)
to stay on, to tarry or abide still, Horn,
and Att.; ^,, Od. 4, 587;

avpLov, Od. 11, 351; c.

subj.,, , wait let

me, i. e. wait till I put on my armour,
II. 0, 340 ; also iva.., H. Hom. Cer.

100. Post-Hom.. rOTTCJOr,
also 6•-. /, Xen. An. 7,

2, 1.—2. to continue in a pursuit,. Plat. Rep. 490 A

;

. Dem. 727,

27 ; also c. part., .. Id.

Meno 93 D.—3. to abide by, -
515



<^1,. Hell. 3, 4, 6.—. to umit

for, aivait, Lat. expectnre, v.. acc, Soph,
. C. 1717 with V. 1.. ; c. inf.,

tK. Ti '/, Thuc. 3, 2, cf.

Soph. Tr. 1176. Cf.~./, , v.-, Philo., {,) to reckon

part by part.—II. to impart, Dion.

H. Hence', , , an adding or

reckoning part by part :, in

Grainin., are those syllables ot a word
which are of doubtful sound, cf. Bois-

sonade Herodian praef. ix.

'•<, ov, {tni,) in the

middle, ?'/ ., a deponent or middle

verb, Granim.'•, ov, {,) filled

vp full. Call. Cer. 134.', as mid., (,,) to sendfor hack again to

one's self, Thuc. 6, 21.—2. to send for
besides, send for a reinforcement. Id.

7,7., , (,) to

measure out to, assign to, Hes. Op. 395,

where it seems to be used of lending

:

in pass., , Hdl.

3,91. Mid. to have measured out to one,

receive to one's portion.—II. to add to

the vieasure, give over and above : hence,
to add something to the truth, to exag-

gerate, Polyb. ; ~. -, to prolong one's magistracy,

Plut. : in genl. to do moi-e than is usu-

al or ought to be done.—III., to measure the shadow on

the sun-dial, to see what hour it is.

—

IV. inlr. toform a corollary or addition,, Polyb.'], ov,, something added

to make good measure ; excess, The-
ophr. : tv, over avid above,

into the bargain, Polyb.^',, , Epimedes, one of

the Dactyli Idaei, Pans. 5, 7, 6., (,) dep.,

to imagine, devise or contrive a thing
against one, 6()7i.ov, Od. 4, 437.

,/'/, , ,() after-

thought, with collat. notion of regret

:

opp. to.'7], dep., to think of af-

terwards or too late : opp. to ?]-
: from',, , , (,)

Epimelheus, brother of Prometheus,

Hes. Op. 85. Th. 511, After-thought

and Fore-thought ; which characteris-

tics of the two brothers are recorded
in various proverbs, e. g.-, -, Luc. ; ',/, , Synes.

;

etc.'.], , (,) late-

thinking, improvident : but—II. in The-
ocr. 25, 79, thoughtful, careful, like.', , (,) long,

longish, Democr. ap. Sext. Emp. ; it

has an irreg. superl./,
Philo.,(.) tolength-

en, prolong, Polyaen.

'.!]/-,, al, (,)', protectors of sheep, or flocks

and herds in ixenl, Valck. Theocr. 1,

22, Long. 2, 27, A. B. p. 17, 7 : acc.

to others, nymphs of the fruit-trees, v.,'.., , , Epimeltdes,

founder ofCoronea in Mcssenia, Paus.

4, 34, 5., ov, ,(,) pro-

tector of sheep, etc., cf. ;

appell. of Apollo, Macrob. ; of Mer-

cury, Paus. 9, 34, 3.
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1',, , (, /•.)
kind of medlar, Diosc.,/. to present monthly of-

ferings, Buckli Inscr. 2, p. 364 : from', ov, (,) monthly :

hence, oi, they who hold of-

fice for a 7nonth, \nscT.•. Tu,— 1. sub. , 7no?tthly offerings, like, Ildt. 8, 41.—2., pro-

visions for a month, a jnonth's stock,

Polyb., and Juvenal : and as this was
the usual stock given out at once, in

genl. a supply of provisions, provisions.

—3. 7u, the monthly courses

ofvmmen, Arist. H. A., (,/) to be angry
with, Tivi, II. 13, 460: . , to

be angry loith one for a thing, App.
\yl],,,=7/, App./, , (,) to

think on any thing, Ap. Rh.', dep. mid., (,) to contrive, devise, use arts

against a person or thing, Od. 4, 822,

in tmesis: to devise preventions, lldt. 1.

94; 6, 91.—II. to devise besides, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 8, 16. Hence'^,, , a means
or device towards a thing, Hippodam.
ap. Stob. 249, 3

; [a] and',,, , a device, con-

trivance .• ., on purpose, artificial-

ly, Chrysipp. ap Stob. Eel. 1, 378.', verb. adj. from, one must devise besides.

Gal., ov, (,)
craftily devisi?tg ;, contriver of ill deeds, Orac. ap.

Hdt. 6, 19., , , a mingling together,

an intermixture, Sext. Emp. : from, and -, fut. -,
(,) to add to by mixing, to

mix in or 7filh, , Pind. P. 2, 59;. , to fight with them.
Id. N. 3, 107 ; also,. ,
lb. 9, 74. Pass.,, to miii-

gle with, esp. with other persons

;

hence to have intercourse or dealings

with one, 7,?, Xen. Cyr. 7, 4, 5,

for which Thuc. 1, 2, has the act.;

also, '. Id.

2, 1 ; . Xen. An. 3, 5, 16.

Poet, also of place,, to haimt, frequent a place,

Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 99. The earlier

form was, q. v. Hence, ov, common to,, Strab.—2. mixed, Timon
ap. Diog. L. 9, 52., f.-, (,-) to put in mind of, to remind.

Usu. in pass.,, c. fut.

mid.-, more rarely-
: aor. usu., but

also. perf.,
to remind one's self of, to thiiik of a per-

son or thing, to remember, think of, c.

gen., Horn, (only however in aor. 1

mid. opt., and aor. 1

pass. part, : he has not
the act. at oil): -, let us think of battle, II. 17, 103 ;

80 too later, to make mention of, Hdt.

1, 5, 85, etc. : c. n«ut. pron. in acc. Id.

1, 14, cf. 2, 3 ; but with both gen. and
acc. m 6, 136, etc. : rarelv ,
Hdt. 2, 101, Plat. Tim. 18 C. Ion. there

was a pres.,.',, poet, for, to

abide, tarry any where, Od. 14, 66

;

15, 372.',, adv.,{) mixedly,

confusedly, pile-m^lc, of horses and
warriors' mixed up together, II. 11,

525; 21, 16: ,

Mars rages without respect of persons,

Od. 11, 537: thus also,, there were killed all alike,

without distinction, II. 14, 60. Only Ep.', , ,() a
m.ixing, union : intercourse ; dealings
between states, Lat. cornmercium,p, Hdt. 1, 68, ' 7.,
Thuc. 5, 78 ; also c. dat., Plat. Legg.
949 E.,, i),= {oreg., Theogn.
297., (,) poet, and
Ion. for : Horn, uses only
the mid., and that in metapli. signf.

to have dealings with one,, Od. 6,
205, 241, and Hdt. ; absol. to associate

together, Hdt. 1, 185: in II. always in
hostile signf., aki -, I have always to be dealing with
the Trojans, am always clashing with
them, 11. 10, 518 ; cf. 5, 505 ; instead
of dat. Hes. Tb. 802 uses it also of

place, c. prep, or , ",' -
: later c. acc. solo,

, to draw nigh to a place, Call. Jov.
13. Also in Alt. prose, as Thuc. 1,

13; 4, 118.. ov,(,) work-
ing or engaged for pay or hire : pecul.
fern,,.'..,,( ,-) extraordinary pay, Dio C., , to let a thing one,

. dub. 1. in Ael.,-, Ion. for-.',^.', opt. aor. 1 mid. of, Horn.', part. aor. 1 pass, of, II., verb. adj. of-, one 7nust mention. Plat. Tim.
90 E.

'

, , (,) to give

or assign by lot, . Mid., to re-

ceive by lot as one's own share, to par-

take in, share, c. acc, as,, earth
enough for a grave, Moschio ap. Stob.
2. p. 244, cf. Pseudo-Phocyl. 93 : also
c. gen., Philo., ov, (,) ap-

pointed by fate, destined, fatal,,
Leon. Tar. 93., ov, (,) par-
taking in, like', c. gen., Eu-
rypham. ap. Stob. p. 555, 42., (,) to com-
mit adultery besides, , with one,
Luc., inf aor. of obsol. -, to come upon, befall. Soph.
Tr. 855. Hence, ov, approaching, inva-

ding, Aesch' Theb. 029.', /, , =-,
Pind. . , 12.,.=, (Eur.)
Rhes. 327.

—

. blameable, unlucky, of
omens, Aesch. Ag. 553.., , ,() a staying
on, tarrying: delay, Thuc. 2, 18: but
also steadfastness. Plat. Crat. 395 A.
In Rhet. a dwelling on a point, treating

it elaborately : hence'-, ov,= sq.', ov, () .staying

on, ., with permanent
command, Polyb. : -, to tlelay their payment,
Polyb. Adv.- (Plat.) Ax. 372 A.', ov, (,) con-

taining an integer and one part more,
larger by one part : hence .,
the ratio in which one mmher contains

the other and a fraction of it , see -



: if instead of one part there

be several, the proportion is called'.', {,) to

murmur at, c. dat., Dion. P., in tmesis.

[v], ov, {,)-, the husbandman who tills afieldfor
a certain share of the produce, Hesych.

:

. , land cultivated on these

terms, isolon ap. Poll. 7, 151., {,) to take

the shape of, counterfeit, Lat. simulare,

/?}, etc., Philo., , t. -, {,-) toform, fashion.), , to work or toil at,

like : from, ov, {,) toil-

some, like, LXX.. Adv.-., f. •, {,) to mtct-

ter, murmur, groan at or after, 11. 4, 20 ;

8, 457, cf., {,) dep.,

to say besides.—II. to speak to, comfort,

TLVl.), also -, dep.

mid.,=:foreg., Arist. H. A., ov, {,) that be-

longs to or accords with narration or

story : ., the moral of a fable,

Luc. [], {,) to

turn up the nose, mock at, Menand. p.

210.^, ov,{) mocked,

scoffed at, Theogn. 269 with v. 1. -..7, ov, {,) at or on

the mill, ., the upper milt-stone,

LXX.—II. belonging to the 7nitl, sub.

(5//, a song sung white grinding, Try-
pho ap. Ath. 618 D. [ij]',,,{, V.) the

knee-pan, Hipp.,, ,{) mut-

tering at : ct..), {,) to smear,

anoint over, , Theophr., {,) to wail,

make moan at a thing : in Ap. Rh. 1,

938, of the hollow sound of the sea.

[i],, ,{) a closing

of the eyes or mouth, Clem. Al., Att. -,^,
Luc.',, f. -,{,) to close

the eyes or mouth at a thing ; also c.

ace, to close,, 0pp. : absol. to

wink hard, Polyb. : to wink at, in token
of assent, Ar. Vesp. 934. [,],{,2).
mid., to rtiock at., Ion.-,{,) dep. mid., to findfault with,

Tivi, Dion. Per. Hence, , , blameworthy,

hlameable, , Hes. Op. 13 :,
Theocr. 26, 38., ov, {,) blamed,

censured, blameworthy, Heliod.,=^., Att. -, f. -, (,) to fill up with., ov, {,) taken

as a stranger into a country, sojourning

i)i a country, like, . Rh.,, , ,^, Ps.-Plut.Vit. Hom.'., , (,) feel-

ing nausea, sickish, Polyb.',, Dor. for-, The-
ocr.^, {, ) to take

youthful pleasures in a thing., {,-
uai) dep., to do what one need not,from

excess of youthful spirit : to show off,

Plut.
^, ov, , (,,)

the sea-port where the navy of a coun-
try lies, the state sea-port, Hdt. 6, 116,

Thuc. 1, 30; 2, 84.-2. in genl. a sea-

port, Strab. (Smaller than ?.,
Hesych.), fut.-, old

form of., , , an assigning,

distributing, Hipp.—II. (from mid.) a

spreading,, of a fire, Plut. : and, verb, adj., o?ie ?nust

parcel out or distribute among a num-
ber, Plat. Legg. 737 C : from, iut.- and :

aor., {,) to allot, as-

sign, 11. 9, 216 ; 24, 625 ; also to divide,

distribute among several, c. dat. pers.,

Od. 20, 254.—II. to make to pasture or

feed upon a spot ; esp. to turn one's

cattle out to graze on another^s land,

Dem. 1274, 27, cf. . mid.
esp. of cattle, to go on grazing, to feed
over, to pass the hounds in grazing

:

hence metaph. to spread over, .
TO, the fire spreads over the town,
Hdt. 5, 101 : so of an infectious dis-

ease, '-, Thuc. 2, 54 : so too absol.,/, goes

on and on to over credulity, Aesch.
Ag. 485.—2. in genl. to approach, Pind.

O. 9, 11.—3. to feed after,, Arist.

H. A., perf. pass, from-.,, , nodding to or

at one ; approval so signified, Joseph.

:

from, {,) to nod to, in

token of command, approval, etc.
;

' , with my head
I nodded, i. e. to ratify a promise, II.

15, 75; so too in tmesis, ', II. : to umk, ?nake a sijn to an-

other to do a thing, c. inf, II. 9, 620,

cf H. Hom. Cer. 169, 466; so too c.

dat. pers., Xen. Cyr. 5, 5, 12.—2. in

genl. to nod, },
he nodded with it, i. e. it nodded, 11.

22, 314.—II. to incline to or towards : in

genl. to give a sign by nodding, nod or

wink, Ar. Ach. 115., ov, {, ?.)
clouded, overcast, ,
the weather being cloudy, Wess. Hdt.

7, 37., , to bring clouds over

the sky, Arist. Probl.—II. intr. to be

cloudy, Theophr. : from,', , {,) clouded,

cloudy, dark, Theophr., ov, {,)
over, at, upon the kidneys, 11. 21, 204., , , {) a
clouding over, Arist. Probl.. (A), f.-, {, C)
to spin to, esp. like, of the
Fates, , II. 20, 128 ; 24, 210 ; in

both places /,
allotted him. with the first thread of

life.

(), v. sub.,
fin.

(C), f. -, {,
) to swim, float on the top, Arist.

H. A.',= (A), to spin to.,, ov, {,,) on
board ship, belonging to it, Anth., also -, - and-, to heap or pile upon, c. gen. loci,', II. 7,

428, 431.—11. to heap up, load with a
thing, c. gen. rei, ,
Hdt. 4, 62, in form ': part. pf.

pass.,, piled vith, -, Ar. Ecci. 838.., ov, , {, )
prob. a distaff, Gramm., {,) to be or re-

main sober at or for,, Luc., f. -, {,-) dep. mid., to swim upon, Batr.
107 : to come to the top, Theocr. 23. 61.—2. to suim to or over to, c. acc. Call.

Del. 21.,,=, Orph.,—, q. v.',, f. --, v..,,{,)(, belong-

ing to victory,, Pind. . 4, 127.

—II. as subst. TO ..— 1. sub.,
or ?., a song of victory, Irimnphal

song or ode, such as Pindar's, Aesch.
Ag. 174, in pi. — 2. ,
sub., a thanksgiving sacrifice for
a victory, or feast in honour of it, Plat.

Symp. 173 A, cf Ar. Fr. 379. [vl], oi',=foreg., Pind. O. 8,

99, Stratt.. 1, cf. Bockh. Schol.

Pind. p. 460.'^', ov, b, Epinicus, masc.
pr. n., Dem. 1491, fin., a comic poet,

Meineke 1, p. 481.,, , {,)-, cup handed round at table after

hands ivashed, i. e. at the end of din-

ner, the grace-cup., {,) to moisten

on the surface, Schneid. Theophr. C.

P. 5, 9, 13., fut. -, {,) to go, come to, upon or over,

c. gen.,. Soph. O. C. 689, also

c. acc. in Ap. Rh. [i by nature]', {,) to snow over

or upon, Xen. Cyn. 8, 1.—II. trans, to

cover ivith snow, Theophr. [vl], , {,) to have in

one's mind, to think on or of, contrive, ,
Hdt. 1, 48: so too c. inf, -

; Ar. Eq. 1202 : but

—

2. c. inf, USU. to purpose, intend, Hdt.

3, 134 ; 5, 24. etc.—3. absol., to form a
ptan,T\mc. 1,70.—B. Exactly=the
Act. is also the mid., c.

aor. pass,, Hdt. 3, 122;
6, 115. Hence,,, a thought, pur-

pose, contrivance, Hipp.,, ,{) a con-

sidering, contriving , etc., ov, , {) one

who considers a thing, M. Anton., , , {) in-

ventive, of an orator, Longin. : . -, shrewd at plans for a thing, Ath., , , {,) tlwik-

ing i?i or of a thing, thought of,,
Thuc. 3, 46 : power of thought, invent-

iveness, invention, Ar. Eq. 90.—2. an
invention, device, lb. 539, Vesp. 346,
Xen., etc.—3. a purpose, design, mean-
ing, Ar. Plut. 45, Vesp. 1073 : also a
purpose, wish, desire, Elmsl.Med.744.

—

II. after thought, reflection. Soph. Ant.
389, cf7.-. in genl. in-

telligence, ., Polyb./, , ,{) go-

ing over in grazing : hence metaph.., the spread of fire, Plut., , .[) gra-

zing, pasture on another's lands: hence—2. esp. a mutual right to it, "ested in

the citizens of two neighbouring
states, Xen. Cyr. 3, 2, 23, cf Poll. 7.

184, Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 653, and-.., , {,) an
addition to a law ; name of a work as-
cribed to Plato : in genl. an appendix,
addition; a new j'ear's presetit, =z the
Lat. strena, Ath. 97 D.
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2', ,{,)
to make additional laws, Plat. Legg.
779 D., ov, (,) joined,

asanciated tilth, like, Pinil.

P. 11, 13.— II. (,) lawful,for-

mal, like', Ajip.',, , to be xtill ill, Hipp.', ov, {,) subject

to sickness, unhealthy, , Arist.

Eth. N.—2. unwholesome. Adv. -•,
like one who is sick, Hipp., (, '/') wet,

sprinkle on the surface, Diosc.', [,) to

pass the night at or in, Plut.

'FJ^lvvo, ov, (knt,) by night,

in the night, nightly, Leon. Tar.,. pecul. fern, of-.—1). as Siibst.— 1. a pustule

which rises and is jnost painful at night.

—2. a night-book, opp. to, a

day-book, journal., ov, (,)
of, belonging to a bride or to marriage,

bridal, nuptial, ., a bridal-

song. Soph. Ant. 81 1.'), Att. ---, f. -^. {~,) to prick on the surface, LllC., lut. -, and -,
{,) to nod, go to sleep at or

<yver, Plut.', , f.-(,)
to guide, bring to, apply to, /ca-

Tivi, Soph. Phil. 168: esp., ., to turn the foot ; and then,

without, to traverse, pass over,

, Eur. Phoen. ISOl.—II. to

distribute, assign, Aesch. Eum. 311,

Theb. 729, Soph. Ant 139.',, , a kindnfshark,

Epaen. ap. Ath. 294 D, called by

Arist..'^, ov, {,) on

the hack. Anth., {,) to put on

the back of a thing, to cover with a

thing, , Eur. . F. 302.',, ov, {,) on the

back, Batr. 80., {,) to scratch

on the surface, exasperate a sore., {,) to broum

over by toasting, Pherecr. Metall. 1, IC., ov, {,) yel-

low-brown, tawny, of hares, Xen. Cyn.
5,22.', Ion. and poet, for-.',=.', ov, {,) as a

stranger, in a strange land, Clem. Al.', , {.) to enter-

tain as a gufst : hence pass., to he so

entertained, Arist. Pol.: hence ro Ace//

abroad, Isocr. 418 A ;, in a city,

Luc. : but in Aesch. Ag. 1320,-, I call you to witness this

for me, as a stranger, of. Hesych. in v.

Hence',,, . arrival or stay

in a strange place, Diod.',, i. -,{.) like-, to scrape, scratch on the top or

surface. Aretae.', , , {,)
chopping-blork. like : also

the executioner's block, Aesch. Ag. 1277,
of. Ar. Ach. 318.',, fut. -, {,-) to dry on the top, Hipp. Hence', , , that dries on

the surface.',, , , dryness on the

top, Hipp., ov, {,) dry on
the top, Hipp., ov, poet, for,
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., a common field, in which
several persous have rights, 11. 12,

422. Hence^', poet, for, to

make common, communicate, Nonn. : SO

also in mid., Ap. Kh.,, w, {,) of, be-

longing to a razor, [v], f. -,{,) to shave

on the top : to skim the surface, of a

thing, Arat. [i, but in late poets some-
times C], ov, {,) seven

and a half, Lat. sesquioctavus, V.-.', ov. also a, ov, {, -) at, belmiging to the wine, Theogn.
905.', (, )

poet., to pour out winefor. hand wine to,, . Horn. Ven. 205.

t'ETTiov, ov, ,=', Hdt. 4,

148., ov, 6, poet, for,
Ep. Horn. 11., ov, poet, for,
received, observed., , f. -,{) to

sivear falsely, forswear one's self,, by a deity, II. 19, 188 : c.

ace. of tilings sworn by ; cf. -,, to swear

falsely by the royal hearth, Hdt. 4, 08;

so . , Ar.. 1609, Xen.
An. 2, 4, 7 : cf. : opp. to-.—II. just =, to swear,

Solon ap. Lys. 117, 34, q. v. Hence']., , , given to per-

jury., , , a false oath, Lat.

perjnria, , Xen. An. 2,

5, 21 ; sir., Dem. 409,

21 : from, ov, {,) sivearing

fidsely, forsworn. ,. perjurus. II. 19,

264, Hes. Op. 802 ; elsevvh. Hom.,
and Hes. use only the neut as subs.,

in the phrase, , to

take a false oath, swear falsely, II. 3,

279, Hes. Op. 280, Th. 232 : m full,. , Ar. Ran. 150, cf.. : but in II. 10, 332,.-, he swore a vain, bootless oath, i.

e. which he meant to fulfil, but the

gods willed otherwise. Adv. -,, 7/, , =,
Anth.',, {,) to have

bifore one's eyes, look upon : metaph
to consider, foresee, II. 17, 381., , formerly read in II.

10, 351, where now , cf. sub
ovpov., ov,,=, a watcher,

guard, perh. strictly overseer,^,
sometimes c. dat., ,
guardian, chief oi}er Crete, l\. 13,450:
morefreq. c. gen., , chief

swine-herd, Od. 13, 405 ; 15, 39, form-

ed like,,-.—W.awoodenpeg.pin. Philostr.', , . ])art. pres. fem.

from ., {) sub., the

coming,following day, the nc.Xt day ; v.

sub. {). Hence, ov, on orfor the coming
day : hence sufficientfor the day.,
(////(/or-eniZ, . .', poet, for,
Hom., ov, ,{) a

congealed crust on the top of a thing,

Diosc. : a scum or skin, also.', adv. strengthd. for-, Theocr. 17, 101: 11. 10,99,
Hes. Op. 202,, does not belong to, but is separated by tmesis
from the verb.

',{,) to svi^

a paean at or about a thuig, Diod
Hence', ov, , a paean, song

of victory sung k'^i viKtj, Strab.,ubi al.-.',, f. -, {,)
to mock, deride ; to sport upon or in,-
'/.iiTTij, Philostr.,, , {) a
stumbling-block, cause of offence,-, also.', , ,()
iokimi, droll, merry, Clearch. ap. Ath.
448 0.', f.-, {,) to

knockagainst, Lat impingere, like-, also., ov, , v. 1. for-, q. v.-,, , a plant, called
also', Diosc., , to put to, shut, close.',.},&,=,
dub. in Luc., to smear on, stam
with a thing., {, ?.) to poise,

brandish at or over against one, ',
Aesch. Cho. 161.',, , an added pos-

session, acquisitioji, Schol. Theocr. 15,

114, where, is vrongly
read.',, pecul. fem. ol.,{,)
to look, glance over, Ap. Rh., ov, gen., {,-) Dor. for : pecul.
fem.,.'', adv. upo>i the whole, in gen-
eral, Hdt. 4.86:, coninion-
ly, usually, 2, 08 ; also ,
7, 50. ]. [ Att., Meineke. Menand.
p. 51.]^, adv., V..',, ov, , {,)
a gratidfniher's grandfather, Lat. ata-

vus : or sometimes a grandfather's fa-
ther, Lat. proavus : both in Gramin.) <•)',, (,-) (iep. mid., to come in upon,
succeed one in a command, Polyb., {,) to lead,

bring in upon, , Hipp.', f. 1. in Xen. Hell. 5,

4, 51, for ., and,
{,) to heap up still more, to

heap up, Thuc. 2, 77., {,-) to prepare besides. Mid. to pro-
vide one's self xvith besides, Xen. Cyr.
0, 3, 1., {,, ) to

come upon in flank or march parallel

with, c. dat., Thuc. 5, 10, c. ace, 4,

94; andabsol.,4, 108, etc.', {,,) to be

present in the neighbourhood, Xen. An.
3. 4, 23.—II, to be present besides or in

addition to, Thuc. 1, 61 : to come to., {,-) to throw, lay, push into besides or
in addition,, to put it in ar-

ray again, Polyb. 11, 23, 4.—II. intr.

to be arranged besides or with, to fall in-

to line with others. Id.,{,,,)
to pass away by degrees, dub.',.-: aor.-, {,) dep. mid.,
to go past, on the way to a place, DioC, , /, a second-, q. V.. {,'>) to

stir up, incite still more. Pass., of ])er-



sons in fever, to sufferfrom successive

accesses of fever, Hipp, []^, , (,)
to stir up still 7nore, , Protag.

ap. Plut.2, 118 F., Att. •, fut. -,
{,) to spriiikL• upon or over,

Jl. 4, 219, iu tmesis: , Hdt.
4, 172. [] Hence
',~~, oi>, scattered, sprinkled

on or over : rb ., a kind of cake witli

comfits or the like upon it, Ar. Eq.
103, 1089 ; also a plaster, Hipp., The-
ocr. U, 2.',), , to make a noise at.', lut. -a^cj, (,-) to beat, strike upon.

'Eui—UTup,, , {~,)
a step-father, dub. [aj, as pass., (,)
to cease, desist, Q. Sm,', (, ?) to

boil in or upon., (,) to make
still thicker. Pass, to become still thicker.^, , {,) otl the

ground, or on a level with it, hence level,

flat. Plat. Crit. 112 A: h',
on a level, Xeu. Hell. G, 4, 14.—II. in

geometry, plane, superficial, opp. to

solid. Plat. Phileb. 51 C,
Tim. 32 A ; so/ ., a square numberas 4, 9, etc.,

Theaet. 148 A ; ., a plane
angle, formed by two lines in one
plane, Tim. 54 : ro ., the surface,

superficies, Rep. 528 D : tu ., also

., plane iigures. Irreg. Comp.', Xen. Hell. 7, 4, 13., . ?'/, confidence, Lat.

persuasio, Simon. Amorg. C : from, , obedient, compliant,, Arist. Eth. N. : from, .- as pass.,

{,) to be persuaded, c. inf

,

II. 17, 154 ; c. dat., to trust, put faith
in, esp., . (plqpf 2
for7•t?/u^')Il. 2, 341,and Aesch.,

but others take this from, by
redupl. : absol. to yield to persuasion,

Od. 2, 103.—2. to ear to, obey,,
freq. in Hom.—The act.,
to persuade, convince, is rare and late :

the prep, expresses the end gained by
the persuasion., , to attempt besides,

dub.,=:., (,) to bring

near to, v. 1. Eur. I. T. 881, in tmesis., (,) to come
towards, approach, c. dat., Od. 13, 60 ;

15, 408, in tmesis : also in Ep. syn-

cop. part, aor,, as in

phrase,' -
/?^,\1: eighlh

coming year was nigh. Od. 7, 2G1 ; 14,

27, cf.:—. Rh. uses it

also in hostile Slgnf , attacking, as-

saulting, just like.—The
act., seems not to be used.^, ov, (,)
containing an integer and -g.

., interest at the rate of -| of the

principal, or 20 per cent., and so,

vavTiKov ., Xen. Vect. 3. 9, cf
Bbckh P. E. 1, lti4-186, cf.—U. =,, one

fifth of the votes in a trial, Ar. Fr. 17.,(. ) tosend af-

tr ( again,, .,
c. inf, Hdt. 1. 160; 4, 83.-2. of the

gods, to send upon Or to,, Id. 7, 15;. Pind. Fr. 45 : but esp. by way
of punishment, to sendupon or against,

let loose upon, Lat. imnittere,, Eur.

Phoen. 811, cf. Lys. 105, 9.—II. to

$end besides , Thuc.

7, 15.—2. to send by way of supply,
Ar. Eccl. 235. Hence,, , a sending to a
place. , Thuc. 2, 39.'-,= : pass, of
the\'>',=, dub., adv.=, v. 1.

for, Pind. ap. Plat. Theaet.
173 E., (,)
to convert to a purpose, M. Anton.^, (,) toturn

dark, strictly, of fruit ripening; nie-

taph. , to begin to

get a dark beard, Anth.,, ov, {,) some-
what dark, strictly of ripening fruit :

hence of the colour ofcertain hares, in

Xen. Cyn. 5, 22, ci. Poll. 5, 67: also

written.^,^., . -, '{,) to spread over, Xen. Cyn.
5, 10., (, .) only
found in aor., inf-,=^, 11. 4, 120 : c. ace.

tofly aver,, Eiir. Hel. 1486
;/', Ar. . 118 ; so too in

Plat., and Xen. : metaph.,., to fly over, come to

the knowledge of by flying, lb. 1471 :

cf., ov, , (,) a
rock-plant, Hipp./, (,) to make
to flow, Clem. Al.,, , that which is

fixed upon : from~, and -, f -,
(,/) to fix upon: to make to

freeze at top, Xen. Ven. 5, 1. Pass, to

congeal, coagidate, Theophr., , f. -7/, (, -) to jump, spring upon, attack, as-

sault,, Ar. Vesp. 705, Plat., etc.

Hence'7}, , , a springing

upon, attack, assault, Plut.7/, , , (/)^, esp. a graft, Geop.,^^., , {,) above the

elbow., (,) to press up-

on, Od. 4, 267, in tmesis. Hence, ov, , a pressing., (,) to

make still more keen or bitter, Hipp., ov, (,) some-

what harsh or bitter, Joseph., , f. -,^=-, Emped. ap. Diog. L. 8, 76., (,) dep.

used only in pres. and impf, to ap-

proach, come on, ., Od. 6, 44.?.7, (,.) to

fin up with a thing, , Ar..
975.,.-, perf-,
aor., (,) to drink af-

terwards, besides,.9

,

291 (in tmesis),

Ar. Plut. 1133 : in Att. esp., to drink

from large cups after the meal, oivov,
Xen. Cvr. 6, 2, 28 ; olvov. Plat.

Rep. 372 B, cf. [On
quantity v. .'\', fut.- : perf

: aor.-, (,)
To fall tipon, as a wind,/, Hdt. 7, 189 : in hostile

signt. to fall upon, attack,. Id. 4,

105, and Thuc, Xen., etc. ; also,?^, Hdt. 7, 10 : of acci-

dents, etc.. to befal one, , Eur.
Andr. 1042, Plat., etc. [i], (,) to en-

trust or confide to, Joseph.

,,,(,)
ratification, confirmation; an addi-

tional in rhetoric, cf. Plat.
Phaedr. 206 E., , implements, utensils,

furniture, inovable property, as opp. to
fixtures, Lat. supellex, Hdt. 1, 150;
7, 119, etc., cf Isae. 72, 41, and esp.
Xen. Oec. 9, 6. No doubt contr.
from. (from ), which is

read in Hdt. 1, 94 ; ace. to some, such
things as can be taken on board ship

:

others simply from , as /,/., from . The sing,-
/,0V is not found., f. -., (, .-) to drive, hunt about, make to wander
over. More freq. in mid. and pass., fut. -/, aor.. , to wander about over, c.

ace, Horn., but only in part, aor.,/., Od. 8, 14. Also
act. in same signf , Nic. Al. 127./, dep. =:-, Democrit. ap. Clem. Al. Hence., , , a wanderer,

Inscr., part. aor. from -., Hdt.', , the application of a
plaster, Aretae. : and.,, that which is

spread on, oint7nent, plaster, Aretae. .

from, Att. -, fut. -,
(,) to spread a plaster on
Ti, Hdt. 2, 38 ; , Theophr.

.

to plaster up, stop,, Arist. Probl.[] Hence., verb, adj., one must
plaster : and^?, ov, overspread, beplas-

tered : metaph. feigned, false, like/., Luc. Adv. -, . Anton., (,) to

applaud by clapping,, Theocr., (,) to

make broad, expand, Arist. Mund., iu
pass., , {,) broad

at lop, flat, Archirned., V. Lob. Phryn.
539.',.=., ov, Ep. for.., ov, gen., strength-

ened for, still more.^, f. -^, (, /.) to

plait or braid in, Mel. : to unite, con-

nect, Polyb. : in pass, to have sexual

intercourse with,, Diod./', adv. for ., still

more, more fully, Hdt. 5, 51.., , , (,)
quite full of& thing,, Hdt. 1, 119,

etc. : also Ep., and Att..̂, ov, (,.) at

or upon the side.,,, a sailing against,., to have the power of at-

tacking by sea, opp. to,
Thuc. 7, 36 : from', Ion. -, f. -?.-, {, /) sail over to, iii

Hom. always c. ace. ; to sail upon or
over,,' ,, II. 1, 312. Od. 9, 227. etc.

He has also the Ion. form.—2. in genl., to float upon, ',
Hdt. 3, 23.—II. to sail right upon or
agaiiist, to attack with a fleet,, Hdt.

5, 86, etc. ; ,. Hell. 1, 5,

11 : absol., Hdt. 1, 70, etc.—III. to

sail with Or in charge of...,, Thuc.
3, 76, , Dem. 1285, 9

:

in genl. to be on board of ship, Hdt. 5,

36 ; 7, 98, etc.,, Att. for.
519



?,, strengthd. for ?-, LXX.''/, , 7/, pecul. fcm.
from si[., Aiilli.-/, /, (J,=sq.-/, , , {^/.)

striker or corrector, ilence'-', ,,(/,^)
given to striking, chastising, rebuking,

Clem. A I. Adv. •, Diod./, {,) to

overjlow, . Opp. [ii]/, , /,=^~'.
',-/./, , ,{)

chastiseinen/, blame, Hljjp.

./?;, , {, ^) to

fill up, to full,, Eratosth.

ap. Ath. 482 li : to heap up in addition,., Sext. Linp.—Mid.,., to man it afresh, Tliuc. 7, 14.

Hence?./,, ), an overfilling.

Medic.
-?.//, Att. -ttu, f. -, (,

7<.>'/) to strike at, 11. 10, 500.—11.

to punish, chastise, esp. with words, to

rebuke, reprove,, 11. 23, 580, Plat.

Prot. 327 A ; but also in. tlvl, to cast

a reproach upon, 11. 12, 211 ; and SO in

Plat. Legg. 805 B, etc., as with -: also. , to cast a thing

in one's teeth, Hdt. 3, 142, Aesch. Pr.

80, Plat., etc. ; and then c. aec. rei

only, Sojsh. O. C. 1730 ; and also c.

dat. rei only, Isocr. bE: also=a7z--/.— ill. intr., to fall \ipon, c.

dat.., , fuller form for-, Hdt. 1, 94, of. iin., and., /, ?/, () a

plaiting together ; hence in genl. union,

intercourse, society, Polyb. : sexual in-

tercourse, Diod.',', r/f, i], (,) a rupture of the omentum,, scrotal

hernia. Medic. : hence -, ,
one wlio suffers from it.', , ov, Ep. syncop.
part. aor. from, for-, Od.', , v..', imperf of an obsol.*? for, dub. 1. in Hes.
So. 291., , , () the

caul of the entrails, Lat. omentum,
Hipp. : also , Hdt. 2, 47.',, ov, contr.,
ovv,[) strictly, belonging to

the equipment ofships : hence Tu-, utensils in genl., household furni-

ture, Hdt. 1,94, cf.—II., a ship sailing right down
upon the enemy, Polyb. Hence', ov, , contr. -, a

sailing against the enemy, bearing down
upon him, the attack, onset of a ship,?, =.,
Thuc, and Xen. : and in genl. a

naval expedition against a place, c. dat.,. ) /, Thuc. 8,

30 ; but •, lb. 63 : -
to fit

out one hundred ships for the expe-
dition. Id. 2, 17., ,=, q. v.', Ion. and Ep. for-, Horn.,, 2 sins. aor. 2,

Od. 3, 15,? part., 11. G, 291 :

but also aor. 1 occurs,, II.

3, 47 : and freq. in Hdt., Ep. for, Horn., {,) to

furnish ivith the spiritus, Gramni., , ,[) a

breathing upon, inspiring, inspiration,

Lat. afflatus, Strab. Hence
520

, y, ov, breathing

upon , inspiring., JEp., as always
in Hom. ; fut.-, [, ).
To breathe upon, to blow freshly upon,

so as to revive, II. 5, 098 : esp. of a

fair breeze, Od. 4, 357 ; 9, 139 : to

blow against, , Hdt. 3, 2G : me-
taph., to rage against, Aesch. Theb.
343, Sojih. Ant. 136, (for places like

11. 17, 447, Od. 18, 131, belong to,.)—II. mctaph.— 1. to ex-

cite, inflame, Tlvl. One against an-

other, Eur. Phoeii. 794 ; ',
one to slaughter, lb. 789.—2. to sug-

gest by inspiration, . Plat.

Phaedr. 262 D : to further, forward,
promote,, TTJr ,
Lat. adspirante furtana, metaph. from
the wind, Ap. Kh.—111. to blow after,, Theophr.,[,) to suffocate,

choke, stifle, . ., , , [)
breathing upon : metaph. inspiration,

Aesch. Supp. 18, 576, and Plat., ov, poet, for sq., ov, contr. -,,[) breathed upon : meta|)h. in-

spired. Plat. Symp. 181 C, etc. : .
or, gifted with pro-

phecy.—II. act. breathing xipon, inspir-

ing., , lov, [, )
upon the feet, ., fetters. Soph.
O. T. 1350: formed like f//7rotSiOf and., , f. -, [,)
to wish in addition to, besides, Hdt. 5,

93, Plat. Prot. 329 D.—II. to long af-

ter, desire, miss, Plat. Legg. 855 E.
Hence, , , a longing for,
desire after, N. T. : and, ov, lousedfor, desired,

loved, N. T.',,,,^,^.., , f. -,[,)
to make in addition to, add, ,
Philostr. Hence, , , an additioji

:

and, ov, made up, feigned.,, , ,^^, a

shepherd, shepherdess, perhaps the chief

Od. 12, 131, in fem. : cf., ov, [,) covered

with wool, ivoolly, LXX.,[) to he at the

top, lie on the surface, Xen. Oec. 16,

14 : to float at the top, Arist. H. A.
;

on a thing,. Id. Meteor. : of food,

like Lat. innatare stomacho. to remain
crude in the stomach, Medic.—II. to

rise to the top, USU. metaph. to be upper-

most, to prevail, Epich. p. 84 ;-, Philip has the upper

hand, Dcm. 117, 10, cf Isocr. 181 B:
hence to be prevalent, popular, Arist.

Eth. N. ; to be frequent, common, Arist.

H. .. etc. : of habits, to be fashion-

able, Polyb. : of wine, to get the upper

hand, to intoxicate : c. dat. pers., to

burst forth against, treat arrogantly,

Plut.^, , al, EpipSlae, v.

II.), ov,[,) with roots which run along the sur-

face. Theophr.', ov,[) on the

top or surface, Diosc. ; hence promi-
nent, projecting, Hipp., so of eyes, pro-

minent, Xen. Symp. 6, 5.—II. striking,

manifest, evident, Arist. Rhet.—III. .su-

perficial, slight. Hipp. — 2. ordinary,

cnmmo7i-place, Lat. quotidianus, -, Isocr. Antid. § 203.—3, tlmighi-

less, superficial, frivolous, opp. tO•. Adv. -, Hip[)., , ,[)
floating, being on the top, Hipp., ov, a, a floating, be-

ing OH the top. Medic. : a rising, of un-
digested food.— II. arrogance, wanton
insolence, Dion, il., cf.., ,.[)
floating or swimming on the top, rising in

the throat, cf food, Hi|)p.—2. insolent,

arrogant.—3. commonplace. Adv.-
in signf 2, Polyb.,^.•', to be on,

rise to the top, Ael.,. , [,) sur-

face : little used, except in genit.-. as adv., at the top, atop, Hdt.

2, 62, 69, and Xen. : in Hdt. 1, 187,

C. gen. on the top of, above, cf Thuc. 6,

96 : also with other preps.,, Hdt. 4, 201

;

we find also , Luc, '', Ath. : also ,
Strab. =the older: with
art., TO, the upper surface,

Plat. Phil. 46 D, 47 C—II. al '-.', Epipolae, a piece of ground
near Syracuse, rising with a flat sur-

face from the sea, and on the other
sides precipitous, added to the city

by Dionysius, Thuc. 6, 96.., [,) to build

upon.^, as pass., [,) to begin to grow hoary, to have
gray hair,, Arist. Gen. An., ov, [,) grow-
ing hoary, grizzled, DoTn. 1267, 21.,,=^, Soph.
. . 1322., adv. for , very,

very much, for a long time : •, for the most part, mostly, com-
monly,= . Degrees of
comparison, , -, Heind. Plat. Prot. 345 C., [,) to

triumph over,, Plut., , ,[) a
visitation : esp. a spell, enchantment., , [,) to toil

on, continue one's labour, persevere, Xen.
Cyr. 5, 4, 17, and Plat. : from, ov, [,) painful,

toilsome, 7], Thuc. 2, 39
; -

£~(, Xen.: wearisome,. Soph.
Tr. 654 : of persons, laborious, pains-

taking, patient of toil. At. Ran. 1370,

and Plat.— 2. of omens, portending

suffering, Xen. An. 6, 1, 23.—II. sen-

sitive to fatigue, easily exhausted, The-
ophr. Adv. -, Lat. acgre, Thuc.
1, 22 : superl. ->, Xen., , lov, [,)
upon the sea: epith. of Venus in
Hesych., , pecul. fem. of
foreg., dep. c. fut. --, aor./, [,)
to go, travel, march,, Polyb.: to

march over,c. ace, Id., c. dat., Plut.:

also ofarmies on thoir inarch : metaph.
to go, run through a tenting. Hence, , , a going over

or towards.^,, ,=-
q. v.. Plat. (Com.), dep., c. pf.-, [,) to buckle on

one's self buckle an,, Polyb.,, Diod. Hence7/., , like-, any garment buckled over the

shoulders, esp. a cloak, mantle
; part ol

the dress of a musician. Plat. (Com.)
ai '. 2, cf..



'-,, , Call. . 32,

ace. to some =, others

=777;, cf. Jac. . P. p. 192.',, {,) to

prepare for one, offer, supply, Nic.-, {,) =
foreg., Q. Sm., to have a tinge of
purple, Theophr. : from, ov, (.)
with a purple tinge, Theophr..~, , ov, also , ov,

{,) on or by a river, []'',.{,).
lengthened for, to fly or

hover over, , Aesch. Eum. 379
;

absoL, Pers. 669, in tmesis: to float

upon, acpL, Diosc., as mid.,(,-) to exact over and above from,
.',,,=., , , any thing fit or

becoming, propriety, suitableness, Polyb.:

from, , fitting, becoming:

TO c7r.= foreg., Luc. : from, {,) to be con-

spicuous, strike the eyes,'
-, nothing slavish

meets the eye in thy form and sta-

ture, Od. 24, 252 : cf. Pind. P. 8, 63

:

hence to beseem, fit, suit,, Xen.
Cyr. 7, 5, 83., (,)
dep., to go as ambassador any ivhither,

like, Dion. H. : but

also—2. to send an embassy, Plut.7/, , {,) lean-

ing towards, in front of, Ap. Rh.,, , , of a full

year or more, a year old.'], Ion. for,=, Dion. P. 1052., {',),-, to gnash, grind the teeth at a
thing, Anth. [}', adv. {, ) right

through, onwards, Ap. Rh.'', fut.-/, {,) to advance before, project,

Dion. P., f.-, (,-) to throwforward upon,

Tin, Plut., , , Ep. for -
7/, aor. 1 of, Horn., Ep. for -, inf

aor. 2 oi, II. 4, 94.^, {,) to hold

otit over. . to stand out, project over,

Ap. Rh. : and so sometimes in act.', fut.-, {,) to run on, proceed farther, Ap.
Rh.',, {,) to

set out, place before one, -?^, II. 11, 628: but in

. Honi. Cer. 327, -, he sent them out one after another.', {,) to send

forth towards or at,, (Ep. aor. 1), 11. 17, 708,

cf. 9, 520 ;' ,
(Ep. inf. aor. 2 act. for.)
to s/ioot an arrow at him, II. 4, 94 ;

-., . Rh.— II. seemingly
intr., , \\e steered,

made for them (sub. vavv, Od. 15, 299.)

[in penult, t Ep., I Att.], ov,(,) belong-

ing to a dowry : ., a woman loith a

dowry, a co-heiress, as opp. to -/.', inf. aor. of obsol.', to go forth towards,

Ap, Rh.

'E7rt7rpov^o^at,=rforeg., Ap. Rh., {,) to

nod. leanforward towards, Nic., f.-, {,) to fall forwards, Nic. [t]'?, fut. -, {,) to turn in, direct one's

course towards, intr. A p. Rh., f.-. {,,) to beg still more, Parthen., -, {,)
adv. of time and place, before,., , to put before

one as a screen, Eur. Or. 408, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 4. 24 : ., to be in

the ivay. Plat. Gorg. 523 D.— II. c.

gen., .. Plat., etc. : -., to prefer one before

another, Eur. Supp. 514 ; ., to be better than.... Id. Or.

641.,, ,{-) an addition, dub., , ^,= foreg.,

Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 92, etc., but

susp.' (A) f.-, {,,) to run at or to., () fut. -}, {-) to be before, be in the way,

Theophr. ; c. dat., Plut. : ., to be in a line with them, so

as to cover one with the other, Polyb.

1, 47, 2. Hence, , , a standing,

being before or in the way, a covering,

Arist. Meteor., f.-, {,) to sail to or towards, c. dat.,

Strab.. fut. -, {,) to add besides or 7nore-

over, Hipp., {,) after, at

the end, Aretae., {,)
adv. J'arther, of motion, Ap. Rh., {,) to

exhibit any where. Pass, to appear any
where, Ap. Rh., fut.-, {,) toinove on forwards, Ap. Rh., f. -, {,-) to pour forth over : in genl. to

pour forth,, . Hom. 18, 18., , {,) to

push furtherforward., strengthened for, yet earlier., ov, {,) at the

prow of a ship., {,) to sneeze

at,' ,
he sneezed as I spoke the words—

a

good omen, Od. 17, 545 : hence me-
taph. of the gods, to be kindly to,favour,, Theocr. 7, 96 ; 18, 16.,, ,=-

: from,=.\, 1 aor. part. mid. of., dep. mid., =-. poet., inf. aor. 2 of-. II. 4, 126. Hence,, . a flying towards.,=^, Aristid.,,,()
an over-fold, a flap : esp. the tail of a

crab, Arist. H. A. cf.., , , a folding over,

covering : from, f. -, (,)
tofold over, cover byfolding over. Pass.

to be foldtd over, to cover, Hipp.

I

, ov,{) to be

I spitten on, abominable.

, , ,=,-, Plut., f. -, {,) to

spit into or upon,, Call. Fr.
235.—II. metaph. to abhor, [,], , ,{)
falling out,, Plut. ; a chancing,
chance, Strab.,, . {,) an
after-festering, Hipp, [], , {,) to

thicken. Pass, to become dense, Arist.

Color.,{,)
dep. mid., to inquire after, investigate., , , {,)
protectress of towers, epith. of Hecate
in Athens, Pans. 2, 30, 2., {,) to

have a fever afterwards, Hipp.
vpav,={oeg., Hipp., ov, , {, ) the

hearth of an altar., ov, (,) rather

red, ruddy, Arist. Physiogn., , , a repeated signal

by fires. Polyb. : from, {,) to

give a second signal by fire.7., {,) 3
pass., to go about, visit, Lat. obire, c.

ace. : in Hom. only in II., and in

phrase, ,
usu. of the general inspecting his
troops : but in II. 11, 264, 540, of an
enemy, to reconnoitre. Hence,, y, a going round,

visiting : esp. name given by Gramin,
to the latter half of II. 4., (,) to cover

with or as with, a lid, Hipp.,-, and in The-
ophr. ^7//rtb,=foreg.., ,,{)
serving to close up.^, .(,) tomake
callous on the surface. Pass, to become
or be so, Hipp. Hence,,, a callus, esp.

where abroken bone is uniting, Hipp.

:

and, , , the formation

of a callus, Hipp.: in genl.=foreg.,
Aretae.

oa,=o.,q.\.,k.x\i\., f. -, {,•) to smite with a rod again, Hesych., , (,^-) a word in Xen. Eq. 7, 11, applied
oy some to the rider to urge a horse
by shaking the whip (cf.) ; by
others to the horse, to canter gallop,

V. Donalds. N. Cratyl. p. 224., , in adv. -, v.-., and, v.(., ov, {,) some-
what withered or shrivelled., , (,)
to be careless about a thing, Luc...(,) to sprinkle,

shed upon, , Arist. . .,, Theophr. : to besprinkle, c. ace,
Arist. H.A., or, ,{/) dashed on or doirn :., a trap-door, Plut., cf.-.,, .()
that which is sewed or stitched on.,^^.,{,) to smite

:

hence to strike ivith any thing wet, be-

sprinkle, Dion. H. : metaph. to rebuke.

Hence, , . Ion. -,
Ion ap. Ath. 004 ; and
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^:/), , , sinUing

:

metaph. reproach, abuse, Polyb.^, (,, [)) to seiv,

stitch on, Ti Ttvi, N. T., Att. -, f. -^^, Att.

for t-7n()fnJGGG>., =, Nonn.
[]^, , {,)
to recite to, at or against one, tL tivi,

Philostr., f. -, {~, [) to do,

esp. to offer sacrifices at a place, Od. 17,

211, ill Ep. impf..—2.

also to sacrifice afterwards or besides,,, Theocr. 21, 97.,, (~,) roving-

ly, carelessly, Stob.^, , , a leaning to-

wards : Irom,,, leaning towards, Lat.

proclivis, , Luc. : -, favourable, Polyb. Adv.•: from, {, /'-) to lean to-

wards,/ -:, 11. 14,

99, melaph. from the balance, cf 11.

8, 72 : hence in genl. to iveigh upon,

fall upon, , Aesch. Ag. 707;

absol., lb. 1042.—II. trans., kir.-
Tov, to force down one scale, Theogn.
157 : hence to weigh out to one. allot,

esp. of ill fortune, ./,
Aesch. Eum. 888, cf. Ag. 250, and)1)./), f. or-
uai : aor., {, ). To
flow upon the surface, float atop, of oil

on water, II. 2, 754.—2. to flow to or

into, Ar. Nub. 1294, Plat., etc. : hence
of large bodies of men, to stream on or

towards, , II. 11,

724, cf Hdt. 9, 38 : -, onward-streaming time, i. e. the

future, Aesch. Eum. 853.',=^, Att.

^7/?, adv. {,, -) by name or surname, as k~i•

and/., usu. joined with, Arat. — II.^^,
distinctlii, positively, openly, Ap. Rh.',, , {, (/)
that wliich is said besides or afterwards

:

hence— I. in old comedy, a speech
usu. of trochaic tetrams., spoken by
the Coryphaeus after the Parabasis,

Ar. Nub. 575, Eq. 565 : in tragedy, a

speech after the Antistrophe, answer-
ed by the.—II. the ad-

verb. Dion. H. Hence/, , , belonging to

an/, adverbial.,, , {,) re-

buke, re/yronc/ijPlut.—11. spell,charm,

Luc. Philops. 31.>/, fut. -, Att.-
•), {,) to dash upon or to,, 11. 24, 456,.
Soph. . . 1244 : to drive along vio-

lenlly, of wind. 0pp.: to tear, Aesch.
Pers. 1028.— II. intr. to burst upon or

f,>rth, of lightning. Soph. O. C. 1503.^, verb. adj. from ,. one must say or add besides, Plut.',, {.,) to

speak as an orator to or over, ,
Luc,, ov, {,) ex-

claimed against, infamous, like -, Xeii. Oec, 4, 2., , and, ,
to shiver afterwards, both in Hipp., ov, {, ) with a
nose, esp. ivith a long one, Luc,. {,) to fan,
blow up with a fan, etc., (j,=sq., Xen. An. 5, 2,

33.
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', fut. -, (,)
to throw, cast to, upon, over,, at me, Od. 5, 310; ., Aesch. Pr.738.—II. intr.

to fling o/ie's self upon, fall upon, Xen.
Cyn. G, 22., /, ,{) usu. in

plur., an influx, Aesch. Eum. 694, opp.

to : a flow, flood,.
Id. Ag. 1510, etc. : increase,,
Eur. Andr. 349 : theflood tide, opp. to.•, , f. -r/, {,)
to roar at, itrictly of waves: hence to

sound, ring with,, Aesch. Cho.
427 : to shout applause at or after a
thing, Eur. Hec. 553, Or. 901, hence
to reecho, second a prayer, Aesch. Cho.
459 : but . to

rage against, abuse)\\m. Soph. Tr. 264.

Hence, ov, blamed., ov, hasting to the rescue,

aiding : a helper, c. dat., II. 4, 390 ; 23,

770 : in Horn, always of succour in

war, but usu. in poet, lengthd. form, q. v. : in genl. helping in

need, Aesch. Theb. 368.— II. .,
reproaches bandied back and forwards,
abusive language. Soph. Ant. 413, cf
Valck. Hipp. 628: hence blameworthy,
mean. Soph. Fr. 517, v.., , , poet, for., , {,) to

croak so as to forebode rain, of a raven,
Theophr.—II. trans., . 7,,
to shoot a whizzing arrow at..., Q. Sm.

;

cf., adv., like,
with noisy fury, Eur. H. F. 860., , {,) to

croak to or at, of a raven, Theophr. : c.

ace. cognato,. , to shriek

flight at hhn, Aesch. Eum. 424.—II.

to fly whizzing at, of arrows, Nonn., , f. -, {,-) to riish at with a whizzing noise,

dub. 1. Sapph. 2, 11., ov, , contr.,{-) an influx, redundance, Hipp.', , ,{) a
leaning to one side., and, .
Ion. -, {.) to gulp down,
swallow besides, both in Hipp. Hence,, , that which

is gulped down.,, , {,)
the hooked part of a bird's beak., f. -^. {,) to set

a dog on one, , Ar. Vcsp. 705., {,) to

bring into rhythm, polish,.
Plat.

{,) dep., to

save, preserve, Aesch. Theb. 165., {,) to

soil, make filthy, Plut., , , =.
Hence, ,, {,)
strictly, flowing lou-nrds : but in De-
mocrit. ap. Sext. Emp. 7, 137,, an epidemic, popular be-

lief,. ov,{)^ in

or to,. Theophr. : hence coming

from without, adventitious. Plat. Rep.
508 B.—2. metapli. abundant, Aesch.
Eum. 907.

—

'. overflowed, moist, Xen.
An. 1 , 2, 22. Adv'. -.,^•^. {,,,) to glean grapes, LXX., cf..
_ and -',.-,{,) to add slrensth to, strengthen,

encourage, cheer in a thing, Hdt. 8, 14,

Thuc. 4, 30; to stir up, excite, ,

1
Polyb. Pass, to recover strength, be cf
good cheer, Thuc. 7, 17, and Xen. ;

, Thuc. 7, 7 : -
(impers.) they took courage to

speak. Soph. 0. C."fi61., as pass., c. fut. mid.-, {,) to flow, roll

downwards on a thing, -'-, his locks /Zciu'tri, waved one upon
another from his head, 11. 1, 529, cf.

Ap. Rh. 2, 677.

—

\\.^=^,
to summon up all one's strength for a
thing, c. dat.,, worked with

jnight and main at the mill, Od. 20,

107 ; so',\\] Lut.

incumbere remis, Ap. Rh. 2, 661, etc.

;

but in Hes. Th. 8,'-, moved nimbly with their feet,

danced gaily, where both signfs. seem
united. In Anth. we lind an act., to set in rapid motion; v..',. ,{)
strengthening, encouraging, Ael., v..,, ,{)

saddle-cloth: pack saddle, hliX.: me-
taph. ., a burden of dis-

ease. Soph. Phil. 755., {,) to show
one's teeth at a thing.', {, ?.) to ride

at anchor at a place : metaph. to flout

or wave over, , Philostr.',,{,)floating,

tost in the sea : hence unstable., {,) to ac-

company on the trumpet,, Joseph.', , , {) a

heaping on or up, making a mound,
Theophr., ov, {,) rot-

ten at the ends, rotting., {,) to

sneer, mock at a thing., . -, {,) to

heap up, pile a load uj)on, ,, Hdt. 1, 194 ; 3, 9 : to heap

up and make firm or solid,, The-
ophr.—II. to load, c. dupl. ace. : but

., simply, to saddle it, Xen.
Cyr. 3, 3, 27., {,) to

make still more plain or clear, Clem. Al.', {,) in

pass., to be extinguished upon, Luc.
Jup. Tr. 15., ov,, the pubes, pudenda,
Hipp., also written, Lye,
and, Arist. H. A., ov, shaking or tvaving

over : hence , a comic
mask with hair hanging on the fore-

head, and so ., Liie. cf Mid-
ler Archaol. d. Kunst, 330, 4 : from, Ep. ., and so al-

ways in Horn, {,) to shake at

OT against, , esp. with the view
of scaring, -/ -, II. 4, 167, cf. 15,

230, , like Lat.

incutere timorem, also,-
., Joseph. : to shake a horse's

reins and so urge him on : hence to set

at or upon one, in hostile signf, ., Eur.
Or. 255, cf So[)h. Fr. 159. Hence',. , a streamer, en-

sign of a ship : akin to., ov, (,)
moon-shaped : esp. ^nva,cakes
of this shape. Plat. (Com.) Pha. 2, 10./, {,)
as pass,, to pride one's self on a thing,

be puffed up with it, Philo.—II. to be

still more proud.



', adv. part. perf.

pass, from, lazily, carelessly,

Epict., Ep. ., as ahvaj's

in Horn. {~,) to put m motion

against one, set on, , Od. 5, 421

;

14, 399 : metaph.,, sent evil upon me, Od. 18,

256, cf. 20, 87. More freq. in pass.,

to hurry, hasten to or towards, 11. 2, 86:

but U.SU. in hostile signf., to fall upon,

rush at, attack, assault, c. dat.,,
II. 15, 347 ; also c. ace, vr/, Od. 13,

19 ; and riva, II. 13, 757 : esp. in

pert', pass.~, c. pres. signf.,

and the plqpf as impf.,

(which last is also syncop. aor.,

whence part,), c. dat. II.

5,459; c. ace, ,
II. 12, 143 ; c. gen.,, upon, at

the wall, II. 12, 388 (unle.ss the gen.

here depends on, iiung them
from the wall :) but -, raging, hurrying over the plain,

II. 14, 147 ; 22, 26, cf.) :, II. 18, 575 : metaph. of the

fury of the elements, II. 17, 737, Od.

5, 314. Without any hostile signf.

expressing merely rapid motion, c.

dat., Od. 4, 841, c. ace, Od. 6, 20 ; c.

inf, , he hasted on

to follow, II. 21, 601 : absol.,-
'/3, clasped his knees

eagerly, Od. 22, 310 : metaph. to be in

excitement or agitation, freq. in 11. in

phrases ,-, Lat.

fert animus. Chiefly Ep., but also in

lyric passages of Trag., as Aesch.
Eum. 786, Eur. Phoen. 1065.

',-, {,) to dredge,

sprinkle upon, , Joseph.,, 70,=7//, Simon.
76.', {,) to set

a mark upon a person, hence of dis-

eases, to leave their mark, Thuc. 2, 49.

Mid. to mark, distinguish. Plat. Gorg.

526 B, etc. Pass, to be marked, bear

a mark, Eur. Ion 1593.—II. to give a
sign, give signs or symptoms, as dis-

eases, Hipp., and Anst. H. A. cf.

Foes. Oecon., and of the weather,
Theophr. : hence— 2. intr. to show
itself, appear, Paus.—III. esp. to give

a sign in token of approval, to sign ap-

proval, Tivi, c. inf., Xen. Hell. 4, 7, 2:

to praise, tl, Polyb., more rarely in

bad signf to disapprove : esp. of the

gods, to mark their pleasure or anger by
portents,, Plut. : and in mid.,

give one^s approval to a thing, Ti, Dem.
310, 21 ; esp. of a speech, to applaud,

Isocr. 233 : also, distinguish one by re-

wards, Polyb.—IV. in mid, to form a

conception of a thing, TL, Plat. Legg.
744 A. Hence^',, ?7,= sq,, amark-
ing: hence -iff., the touch,

stroke of lightning, Arist. Probl. : and, , , a marking, dis-

tinguishing, iwtice, -, Polyb.

—

II. a showing, appearance, e. g. the rise

of a star, Polyb.—2. in genl. a sign,

token, as of weather : show of symp-
toms, and hence access of an illness,

Hipp., V. Fogs. Oec., , {,) to

put a mark upon, distinguish, Tl, Plut,,

in mid. : cf.- Hence', , , a remarking

upon a thing, a note or comment, Diog, L., ov, to, v. sq. II., ov, {,) marked,

bearing an inscription,, Hdt.

1, 51 (ace. toothers remarkable): esp,

of money, stamped, coined,,
Hdt, 9, 41, Thuc, etc,: hence— 3.

distinguished, noted, famous, Lat. in- I

signis,, for wisdom, Hdt. 2, 20 ;
;

/., Thuc. 2, 43 : also for evil,, Eur. Or. 543. Adv. -.—. , as subst., any mark

of distinction, a device, Hdt. 1, 195; a

badge, bearing on a shield, 9, 74 ; the

ensign orflag of a ship, 8, 88.', for ' so., v.

sub IV.^,, 6, Episthenes, lead-

er of the peltastae from Amphipohs,
Xen. An. 1, 10, 7, etc.—2. an Olyn-

thian, Id. 7, 4, 7., (, ) to have

strength, be able, Q. Sm., ov, (,) on the

neck : ., a ?tecklace, collar./,, , a hounding or

setting on of a dog : from, {,) to hound on,

set on, as a dog, Ar. Vesp. 704., ov, {,) some-

what flat-nosed, cf., , {,) to turn

aside, bend, Ael.—2. seemmgly intr. to

bend, turn aside one's course, Xen. Hell.

5, 4, 50., . {,) liable

to injury, Theophr.—II. act. injurious,

Id.^, ov, mischievous : from, {,) dep. to

do hurt to, iNic. []',, , v.., ,=, dub., ov,() set on,

urged on., f. -, Att. -, {,) to furnish provisions : but usii.

in mid. to furnish one's self with food
or provender, Thuc. 8, 101 : to forage,, Hdt. 7,

176 ; . , Thuc. , 94 ;, to pro-

t)!Sion one's army, Xen. An. 1,5,4: c.

ace. cognato, ., to provide

one's self ivilh..., Thuc. 8, 95.—II. =, Pherecr. 1., ov, {,) working

for victuals alone. Plat. Rep. 420 A

:

€= : ., provision-

money, Lys. ap. Harp. 11, Ar. Fr. 382,

cf. Ath. 247 A.,, , and,, TO,=sq.', ov, b,{) a
furnishing one's self with provisions : a

stock, store of provisions, Xen. An. 1,

5, 9, and Dem., ,^. Crates
Tolm. 1.,=7., {,) to limp,

halt upon, Ap. Rh.), (,) to rise

at, as a fish, Ael.?., , , (, 7,•) the part of the rowlock on which the

oar rests., (,) to dig

superficially, Anth.— II. to dig over,

harrow in, as seed, Lat. inoccare, Geop.
Hence,, , he who harrows
in the seed sown., f. -. rare form of

sq,-, fut. -, (,) to scatter, sprinkle, spread

upon, Tl Ti, Plat. Tim. 85 A,,
Plut.,, , {,)
the first spring., start, in a horse's gal-

lop, Xen., cf. Herm. Opusc. 1, 73,

t'E—, {,) to dry
up in addition; perf. intr. /.-, in part., -, to become completely

dried up, Epich. ap. Ath. 60 F, where
Naeke reads'/.., f. -, {,-) to cover up, hide, conceal, LXX., ,(,) covered
over ; shady, Anst. H. A., ,, verb. adj. of, to be considered, ex
amined, Thuc. 6, 18, Plat. Phaed. 107
B.— II., one must con-

sider. Plat. Rep. 598 D.', , ,=—,
App. : from', a pres. rarely used,
which furnishes a fut., aor., etc. to.',=^, to cover

up, Anth.', f. -, (,-) to get ready,, Ar. Eccl.

1147, in pass. : to equip, fit oat, vavv,
Thuc. 1, 29, etc., and in mid., Id. 7,

36 : to repair, restore,, Thuc. 7,

24,, Dem. 30, 17 : .,
to saddle, equip them, Xen. Hell.5, 3,

1. Hence', , , one who re-

pairs, rebuilds, Dem. 618, 4, etc., , . repaired, re•

stored. Plat. Polit. 270 A.?}, , , a repair, restora-

tion,, Hdt. 2, 174 : materials for
repairs, stores, . Thuc. 1, 52 ;

and so in plur., Dem. 819, 25.-,, ,()
a looking at, inspection,. Plat.

Legg. 849 A.—2. consideration, thought,

reflection, Hipp. : investigation, inquiry.

Plat., and Xen./, , , (,)
in a theatre, that which is upon or
above the stage, the scenery. Vitruv. 5, 7., ov, (,) at, in,

by a tent, Herm. Soph. Aj. 570 : ol

-, Lat. contubemales, the staff of a
commander, Plut.— II. On the stage

:

esp. ., as subst. =:,
V itruv. — III. external, adventitious,

Dion. H. Hence, , to lodge in a tent;

in genl. to be quartered in, Polyb., f. -, (,)
to make to lean upon, . ')), to bring their bur-

den upon him, Aesch. Pars. 740.—2.

intr. to fall, dart upon, like lightning,

Lat. ingruere, invadere, Tl, v. L
Hdt. 7, 10, 5, for. Me-
taph., '-, it

has come to this point, Aesch. Eum.
482.—3, in mid,7/, to lean

upon, rely upon, c. dat., Dem. 1139,
7.—II. to place upon one, enjoin solemnly

upon, Tivi Tl, Hdt. 3, 65, 73 ; to im-

pose upon, . Soph. Aj. 566

:

and c. dat. pers. et inf., to command
one to do, Hdt. 7, 1 58. Aesch. Pr. 604

:

also c. ace. et mf., Eur. Ale, 365, ci.

vv. 11. ad Hdt. 4, 33 : also c. dupl. ace.

pers. et rei, ',
thus much / command thee. Soph.
Tr. 1223 ; , I be-

seech thee this, Eur. I. T. 701 ; also.() ,\\). 1077.—IV. to

press hard upon one, hence to prose-

cute or indict, esp. in cases of murder
or false witness, c. dat. pers. : some-
times in act., as Plat. Theaet. 145 C,
and hence in pass., -Qy-. Id. Legg. i937

, cf. Soph. Ant. 1313 : but usu. in
mid.,' , to

prosecute for murder. Plat. Euthyphr.
9 A,, Aeschin. 18,

27 ; also . , Lys. 99, 38.

Cf. Att. Process p. 385.,=, poet,, ,() a
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leaning upon.—II. mi injunction, Pint.

— III. a prnsecution, inriictment,es[). in

cases of murder or false witness, Plat.

Ijegg. 937 B, and Dem., cf. Arist.

Pol. 2, 12. 11, and IV., . -, ('^,)
to throw a shade upon, overshfidow, Lat.

ohumhrare, c. acc, Hdt. 1,209; c. dat.,

Theophr. : hence in pass.,'], keeping a hidden
watch. Soph. Tr. 914.— II. to stand >>;

one's light, obscure him,. Hence', , , a shadow
thrown on a thing. [(]', , , a shading,

covering.7,=, Arat., ov, (,) shaded,

dark, Plat. Rep. 4.32 C : nietaph.; a still, retired life, Lat. vita urn-

bralil's or umbratica, opp. to one oc-

cupied in public business, Plut.—II.

act. shading, c. gen.,/• . Soph.. C. 1650. Adv. -.;, , f.-, {,-) to leap, bound towards upon,

Plut. : metaph.. -
oai,, Anth.', ov (,)
somewhat hard or hard at top, Hipp.', , ,[)
the residence ofa bishop ; also his juris-

diction, Eccl., to be an,
Eccl.—ll.= sq., LXX., , fut.,
{,) to look upon or at, in-

spect, examine, Hdt. 2, 109 : to ivntch

over, c. acc, Trag., as Aesch. Eum.
296 : followed by relat. particles,

..., 1. c, «'..., Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 22

;

Ti—, Id. Symp. 1, 12 ; . —, to

take care lest..., N. T.—2. to go to see,

visit, Xen. Cyr. 8, 2, 25: in pass.,

ovK koovov,v^Xvisit-
ed by dreams, i. e. sleepless, Aesch.

Ag. 13.—3. to consider, reflect,, Plat., and Xen. : hence mid. to

examine o)ie's self, meditate, Heind.

Plat. Phaed. 91 D. Hence, . , an overseeing,

charge : esp. the office ofan,
. . : also his residence, Byzant.,, ,()
an inspection, examination., , ,{, ov)

skill in hitting the mark, dub., , , episcopal,

Eccl. : from, ov, b,{) an
overseer, watcher, guardian, II. 24, 729

;

C. gen., ., watchers over

compacts, of the gods, II. 22, 255
;., a supercargo, Od. 8, 163
;

80 too Pind. O. 14, 5, and Trag. ; ., an archer, Theocr. 24, 105,

like .—2. the Athen. used
to send public officers called-
Tioi to the svibject states, Ar. Av.

1023, Herm. Pol. Ant. <i 157, 8.-3. an
ecclesiastical superintcndnnt, in N. T.^ : in Eccl., a bishop.—
II. a scout,ivatch,c. dat.,.,,, set to watch

them, U. 10, 38, 342., ov, {,) hit-

ting, reaching the mark, . ,
Aesch. Eum. 903, where however
Herm. reads : so - ,
reaching to, suitable to the calamity.

Soph. Ai. 976 :, as adv.,

successfully, with good aim, . -. Hdt 3, 35, Wytt. Ep. Cr. p.

160. cf,,- (Acc. to

Herm. Aj. 955, the signf. of the adj.

and subst. is the same : which how-
ever is only true in the very general

sense of looking towards or at.)

'.-,=^<\., Hipp., , (,) to

throw darkness or shadow over,,
Isocr. 2 C, Dem. 23, 27.— II. to stand

in one's light, -, Dem.
505, 25 : to stand tn the way, hinder

one from, Tivl, Plat. Euthyd.

274 C. Pass, to be hindered, thwarted,

Polyb. Hence, , , a darkening,

making dark or blind, Plut.

'VJLoi, (.,)—-. Polyb. Hence, , ,=-.,, {,) in the

dark or shade, darkened, Plut. Paul.

Aem. 17, acc. to Reiske and Coray,
susp. by Schaf.'. f.-,^,
Schaf. App. Demosth. 1, p. 200, and
Dion. Comp. p. 148., as pass., c. fut. mid.-, {,) to be angry,

indignant, brood over a grudge, II. 9,

370
;
, Od.

7, 300., f.- Att. ,{,) ply with drink like a Scy-

thian, i. e. with unmixed wine, a

Spartan phrase in Hdt. 6, 84.',, fut. -, {,) to look savage, Xen.
Cyn. 3, 5. *, ov, , the skin of the

brows which is knitted by frowning,

or raised in expressing contempt

;

hence . ', of a lion,

II. 17, 136 ; and so . of

Aeschylus, Ar. Ran. 823 : hence like, Lat. supercilium, used for super-

ciliousness, arrogance, ajfcctation, Anlh.

:

in Polyb. 26, 5, 6, simply austerity,

gravity of deportment. \v\, ov, b, a certain game at

ball., ov, b, a sneerer, satir-

ist, dub. ap. Sext. Emp. : from, f. -, {,)
to laugh at, quiz, make game oj,,
Xen. Mem. 4, 4, 6, more rarely .
Id. Symp. 1, 5 ; also , Plut.

:

iih^oX.to joke, sport, makefun, Ar. Ran.
375. Hence',,, mocking, railleri/,

Plut., , (,)
to sound, rattle, echo again, Opp., f. -, {,) to

rub, smear on, like : nictaph.,

yap /j ;

what mischief is there that he does

not lay upon US ? Ar. Thesm. 389, cf.

Cratin. Cleob. 9., {,) less Att.

form for foreg., Opp.',, , , {,-) shameful, sad,tles. Sc.2C4: Horn,

has only the adv., •, sadly did he pay for it, Od. 3,

195; , at his

peril, to his misfortune doth he sail,

Od. 4, 672.,=. [iJ], , (,) to .tend

whizzing at, , Alex. Pann.
5.—II. intr. to strut about, cf.--, ov, for' ,
of equal measure or si'jc, dub. in Strab., ,=, Polyb., .{,) to make even

or alike, dub. in Plut., adv.,{) at one

drnnsht,, Hipp, []'., {,) to pant,

be in alarm, , Plut.

, , ,{)
drawing , up or together, Theophr., ov, ,= foreg., csp.

drawing in the breath hurriedly, Hipp.'.)/,, b, ()
the latch or handle by xvhich a door is

drau-n to, Valck. Hdt. 6, 91 ; cf. -.', , ,{)
drawing to one's self, attracting, Strab.

:

esp. of drugs, calculated to draw out

peccant humours. Adv. -, Sext.

Emp.'., , ov, {)
drawn xipon one's self, .. Od.
18, 73 ; 24, 462.— II. ., a

stretched, tight-drawnnoose, Eur. Hipp.
783., ov,, that by which
one draws to one's self, e. g. a rope,

Diod. : esp. = : also

fowler's snare.—II. that which is drawn
over, a curtain, hanging, LXX., fut.-, [], {,) to draic, drag after one, Hdt. 2,

121, 4 ;, by the hair, Eur. Tro.
882 : hence to bring on, cause,,
Aesch. Pers. 477 ; to pull to,/ -
pav, Xen. Hell. 6, 4, 36. Mid. to

draw to one's self win,, Hdt. 3,

72 ; and so even in act.,. Soph.
Aj. 769 : in genl. to get for one's self,, toget one a beard,

Luc. : of liquids, to drain off at a

draught, Luc. : but in pass.,, Thuc. 3, 89,

acc. to Schol., returning with a rush

after having retired.—II. to lead on,

draw on, -. Plat. Crat. 420
A : and so in mid., Plat. Legg. 803

;

in mid. also C. inf., to lead on, persuade,

oblige to do. Thuc. 4, 9 ; Xen. Cyr. 5,

5, 10. Pass, to be drawn or led on, en-

ticed forward, v. 1. in Thuc— III. to

overturn, hence proverb.,, Lat. plaustrum per-

culisti. — IV., in N. T.,

and Joseph., to draw the prepuce for-

ward, become as if uncircumcised., inf. aor. 2 act. of,
Hoin., f. -, {,)
to sowwith seed,, Hdt. 7, 115 :

to soiv upon or among, metaph. ./, Pind. . 8, 07 : to

sow after, Theophr., , ,{)
a libation over or at a sacrifice, Hdt. 2,

39.,, , that ivhich is

poured upon a thing, esp. a libation

over an offering : metaph. in Plut.

:

from, f.-, {,-) to pour out, upon or over, esp. as a

drink-offering, . olvov, ,, Hdt. 2. 39 ; 4. 62 ; 7, 167 : ab-

sol. to make a libation. Id. 4, 60, Acsch.
Fr. 147: also ., Theocr. 23,
38.—II. in mid., to make afresh treaty,

Thuc. 5, 22., , hasty, hurried:

earnest, Arist. Physiogn. Adv.- :

from, {,) to urge

on, hasten, Od. 22, 451 : . ['\. II. 23, 430 : varrv.. lih. : . , Aesch.
Theb. 689; , Thuc. 4, 12.— II.

intr. to hurry on,, Od. 5, 304.', inf. aor. 2 mid. of, 11. 14, 521.', {,) to urge

on, help, further, opp. to),
Hdt. 7, 18; . . Soph. El.

467 : c. dat. pers.. -•, whom nature hath not help'



ed, Plat. Legg. 810 .—. intr. to

hasten onward, Eur. Tro. 1275 : ,
to be zealous for, aim at an object,

Bornem. Xen. Symp. 7, 4.', fut. -,
{tiii,) dep. mid., to

have compassion on one, LXX.', ov, (,') dis-

eased in the spleen, splenetic, Hipp.', , ov, part. aor. 2

mid. of, Horn., and Hdt., , ,(-)
a renewed or renewable truce, Thuc. 5,

32, in plur., , ,{) a

sowing upon or m something else, The-
Opbr. : an after-sowing., , 7j,—ioreg., Hes.
Op. 444., ov,() sown,

engendered afterwards, oi -, posterity,

Aesch. Eum. 673 ; tu ., vegetables

sownfor a second crop, Theoplir.), f. -, (,-) to urge on, firther, LXX.—II.

intr. to haste, make haste i?i a thing, Luc., ?, 7j, and -, ,
, subj. and opt. aor. 2 act. of,
Horn.',',, , part. aor. 2
act. of.', ,=., He-
catae. p. 76, of.., Ep. for, II., Ep. for, Horn.', ov,(,-
uai) hurrying on, rushing, oi tears,

Aesch. Ag. 887 : violent, vehement,,(, lb. 1150, Eum. 924 : also

c. ace, rushing upon, , Eur.

Hipp. 574.
, r. . ,, ov, to, Ep. for-, 11., 2 sing. pres.

for'. Find., and Aesch., , b,{) a

dripping ; a dropping or bleeding at the

nose, Diosc.',, adv.() at-

tentively, zealously, earnestly, Od. 12,

392 ; 13, 54 ; nor need -, 16, 453, be explain-

ed otherwise.—II. ^?/, one after

another, in order, Ap. Rh.', f.-, (,)
to drop, make to drop upon a thing

:

mctaph., ere., to shed delight or

honour, Pmd. 1. 4, 124. Pass, to be

dropped on or m,, Diosc.— II. in-

trans. to drip, trickle, Hipp., {,)
dep., to weigh well, ponder, Aesch. Ag.
164., , , v. 1. for -, Diod., etc. : from, {,) to

put up, lodge with one, to be billeted or

quartered upon him, Plut.—II. to as-

sign, allot as quarters. Pass, to have

quarters assigned one, Polyb.—2. to be

allotted one as quarters,, Plut., , , a lodging, Diod.

—II. a liability to have persons quarter-

ed on one, Cic. Alt. 13, 52, 2., ov, {,) at,

belonging to a lodging. Anth. : .
a quartermaster, Isocr. 65 : also=

2, . Id. 74 D.

—

2. quartered on one, Polyaen.— 11. TO
.. a station.', fut. -, Luc, and•, Leon. .,^^.',, ,(.,)
that which is appointed, directed : a

commission : also present. Hence'?,, , , belonging to

commands, commissioTis or letters. Adv.
-lidr.

', 2 pers.- in Att., I

but sometimes, and ?,
Theogn. 1081 : imperat..
Ion., Hdt., Att. : im- I

perf, in Horn, without
augm.: dep. c. fut. mid., aor. pass,.
To be versed, skilled in a thing, and so

to be able, be in a condition to do, C.

inf , in Hom. the usa. signf., U. 21,

320, Od. 13, 207 : he has it both of
mental ability, with jai, II. 14,

92, Od. 8, 240, or, Od. 4, 730

;

and ofbodily skill or power, with-, II. 5, 60.— II. to fix one's attention

or thoughts on a thing, like Lat. ani-

mum advertere, and so to understand,

know, be acquainted with, C. acc. tpya,

II. 23, 705, Od. 2, 117 : but this much
more freq. later : so in Hdt. usu. to be

assured of a thing, believe, as 3, 140 ;

6, 139 : but in Att. usu. to know for
certain, knoivirell (whence) :

oft. strengthd., ., Hdt. 5, 42,

., Aesch. Pr. 840, etc. : con-

struct, — . or , to know a per-

son or thing, Eur. Ion 51, Plat. Phaed.
61 B, etc. ; also . , Hdt.

2, 3, Thuc. 6, 60 : foil, by relat. .
..., ..., freq. in Hdt. : c. part., to

know that one is, has, etc., as .. Hdt. 5, 42, , Soph. Aj. 1399,

ct. Thuc. 2, 44 ; but c. inf, to know
how to do, Eur. Hipp. 99G, cf Kiihner

Gr. Gr. ^ 657, Anm. 2. We must esp.

notice the part. pres., ,
ov, used quite as an adj., knowing,

skilful, wise, in Horn. usu. c. inf ; even
of a dancer's feet, II. 18, 599 : also c.

gen. /.-.. skilled, versed in them, 11.

2, 611,Od. 21, 406; and c..,,
where' peril, should be sup-

plied, II. 15, 282: more freq. absol.

knowing, wise, Od. 14, 359, etc., like/ : in Hdt. it remains as a

mere part., with the construct, of the

verb, 1, 122, 156 : hence adv. -, skilfully, expertly, in a 7nas-

terly way. Hom. ; strengthd., II. 10, 265, Od. 21, 161

:

also inprose, Xen. Cyr. 1,3,3. (Since
the Att. use voiv, like, to attend, and observe, etc.,

some, as Passow, incline to consider

as an old mid. form of. Buttm. however assumes
a distinct ,^, with
prefixed.)'^' v., at end., , ,=, as? for, (cf Lob. Phryn.
528), attention, care, v. 1. Arist. Phy-
siogn.—II. oversight, a command, ojjice,

Plut., {,) to

be restless about a thing. Sext. Enip., ov, , '-, the
Roman Jupiter Stator in Plut. : from, he that makes to stand firm.,,, .{) a

stopping, bringing to a stop, checking,, Hipp. B.{) a rest-

ing, staying, stopping, esp. a halt in a

march, Xen. An. 2, 4, 26 : hence—2.

attention, care, charge, Xen. Mem. 1, 5,

2 : diligence, thought, Polyb. ; anxiety,

., pressing, anxious
thoughts. Soph. Ant. 225: attention,

respect, ., Polyb.—3. a begin-

ning, Id.—II. the place or dignity of.—III. a standing upon

;

hence scum. Foes. Oecon. Hipp.', , ,()=^ II., and III., v..
'.,=^•&(\.',, , to be an,

have charge or care of a thing, to be set

over,. Soph. O. T. 102S.—II. to be

chief president in the assembly. At,
Thesm. 373, Thuc. 4, 118, cf-.—. to stand by. be present,-

.. Find. . 7, 71, also

c. acc, .. Soph. Fr. 163 :

and so to kelp, Aesch. Ag. 1248.', ,,= .,
Gramm.,, o,=sq.,, ,{) orig.

07ie who co7nes near, stands by, and so,

like, one who approaclics as a

supjpliant, ., Od. 17, 455.—2. in

battle-order, one's rear rank man, the

man behind, (as, the right

or left hand man,, the front
rank man), Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 59, etc.

—

II. one u-ho is set over, a chief, command-
er, Aesch. Theb. 815 : a master, lord,

c. gen.,,, etc., like, Trag. : in prose, esp. a manager,
superintendant, overseer. Plat., and
Xen. ; . 7., president, steivard

of the games, Plat., and Xen.—2. in

genl. a cliief inagistrate ; esp. at Ath
ens, the chief President of the ?., Xen., and Dem., cf'
an overseer, commissioner of any pub-
lic works or offices, Oratt., v. BiJckh
P. E. 1, 2.—1\1.=7, the

caldron for the hot bath {which stands
over the fire), also/., Ar. Av.
436 ubi V. Schol. ; though others say
it is a clay image of Vulcan placed
there as tutelai-y god, cf Casaub.
Theophr. Char. 9 : acc. to Bockh
Inscr. 1, p. 20,^,-
701•, the tripod on which a vessel for

liquid stood. B. {)=:-, dub. []', verb. adj. from, one must ordain, command.
Plat. Rep. 401 B, where some MSS
read, cf Lob. Phryn. 766., , ,{)
standing quiet.—II. of, belonging te

government or majiagement ; -, Sub, Plat. Polit. 292 B. Adv.
-.',, , fem. from-, [],,,=111., {,) to shoot,

sprout out, strictly of corn ; metaph.
of the beard, Ap. Rh. [], Ion. for.', f. -, {, -) to cover, roof over, Ctes., {,) to tread

upon, stand upon,. Soph. O. C. 56., ov, {,) on,

or at the., {,) to go to,

along or over./., f. -?., {,)
to send to, tell by letter or message, ,
Eur. I. T. 770, Thuc. ; in genl to bid,

enjoin, command, , Thuc 5, 37 ;, Xen. Cyr. 2, 4. 32 ; also c.

inf, ejr. , Hdt. 6, 3,

Thuc, etc. : also, e;r. ,
Xen. Cyr. 5, 5, 1 : in pass.,-
TO oi.., C inf., he had received orders

to do, Hdt. 4, 131, cf Ae.sch. Ag. 908 :, orders given. Id. Cho.
779, etc.—2. to order by tiill, Xen. Cyr.

7, 3, 14, cf Valck. Hipp. 858.-3. in

genl. to announce, give information,, Thuc. 8, 38 ; also . .., lb.

99.—II. later, to write letters,. Plut.,cf.—.^'-
7'/., to draw in, tighten,, Anth., f.-,{.)
to groan over,, Aesch. Pers. 727., =, Hes.
Th. 843.
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'E-iaT€vax(j,= sq. : and in mid., II. 4, 154. []-, ov, {-,) some-

what narrow, small, Alist. H. A., {,) to groan,

sigh over or at, Hes. Th. 679.^', , (,)
to deck with a garland, to crown, C. acc,
Find. O. 9, fin.-, , in Horn, only in

phrase, olvoio,

goblets crowned tvith ivine, i. e. full to

the brim, brimming over, II. 8. 2.T2, Od.

2, 431, cf.: Archil. Fr. 21,

calls Thasos /./ /, full,

covered with wood : from', {,) strictly,

to surround ivith or as with a chaplet : in

Horn, always in mid., -, filled them brimming

high with wine, li. 1, 470, Od. 1, 1 18,

etc., cf. Ath. 13 D, 074 E, for it has

nothing to do with the later practice

of crowning the cup with flowers, as

Virg. seems to take it, Aen. 3, 525

:

metaph., . , to offer liba-

tions as an honour or ornameut to the

dead. Soph. El. 441., Ion. 3 plur. subj.

from, for^., 2 sing. pres.,
for.7], as pass, {,-) to lean one's breast on, LXX.', ov, {,) on or

close to the breast, of a bosom friend,

Eccl., , {,) to

erect as a column on a place, Leon.
Tar. 92.,,,() any

thing set up or erected, e. g. a monu-
ment over a grave. Plat. Legg. 958 E.', , ,{) ac-

quaintance, positive knowledge. Soph. O.

f. 1115: understanding, skill, experi-

ence, e. g. in archery, Soph. Phil.

1057, in war. Thuc. 1, 121 : in genl.

skill, knowledge, wisdom. Soph. Ant.

721.—2. scientific knowledge, science,

opp. to, Flat., and Arist., v. esp.

Eth. N. 6, 3 : and in plur., the sciences,

oft. in Plat., Ion. for.—, , to be master

of science : from, , 6, (-,) a master of science.', , , of, belong-

ing to, connected ivith knowledge : pos-

sessed of or busied with it, Arist. Eth.

N. Adv. -.,,=, know-

ing, skilful, c. gen. rei, Hipp.', , ], poet, for-, and somelimes found even in

prose, Diog. L. 4, 13 : from', ov, gen. , {-) wise, prudent, .)
, Od. 16, 374 : skilled in, ac-

quainted with a thing, c. gen.,,
Soph. Fr. 514 ; '/, Thuc.
1, 142; also or .
Plat., , Xen. : in genl. learned, well

instructed; able, c. inf., Xen. Oec. 19,

16. Adv.-, Plat.^,, , a support

;

from, f. -, {,)
to make to lean, prop on, , Opp.

:

usu. in pass, to lean upon a thing, Arist.

Probl., , LXX., verb. adj. from -, one must know.', , ,{)
of, belonging to knowledge, Clem. Al., , ,{) that

;) be scientifically known, Plat. :
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., that which is the subject of sci-

ence, opp. to, Arist. Eth. N., , , a point or dot

upon a thing: froni, f. -, {,) to

mark loith dots or spots on the surface,

to speckle : pass, to be spotted or speckled,

Theophr.—II. to put a point or stop in

writing., {,) to glis-

ten on the surface, Plut., ov, {,) Ion. for, q. v. : hence—2. ., sub.

7., a kind of cup or drinking vessel,

Bergk Anacr. Fr. 90.— II. ,
as subst., in Horn., a dock or shed where

ships were laid up, v. Nitzsch. Od. 6,

2G5.=^.,, , {,) to

mock, jeer, scoff at, Ap. Rh., {,) to

heap, pile up, pack together, LXX., adv.,{
III.) girt up, neatly, of dress, Hes. Sc.

287, usu.. [a], , 6, {7.) a

letter writer, secretary, Xen. Hell. 1, 1,

23.—II. an admiral second in command,
vice-admiral, lb. 2, 1, 7: he was prob.

also the secretary, and had his power
in virtue of this office, cf.7-., , ,{) any
thing sent by a inessenger, a messa<^e,

command, commission, whether verbal

or in writing, cf. Thuc. 7, 11, \vith

7, 8, and cf Thirlw. Hist. Gr. 4, p. 419 :

in genl. a command, injunction, intima-

tion, Wess. Hdt. 4, 10 : esp. a dying
injunction, last ivill, V. Valck. Hi[>p.

858 : 7., by command, Hdt.

6, 50 : but most usu.—2. a letter, Lat.

epistola, Thuc, etc. ; also in plur. of

one letter, like , Lat. lit-

erae, Eur. I. A. Ill, etc., cf. Schiif.

Plut. 6, p. 4G6.', ov,{?,) bringing letters.-—II. as subst.^
II., Xen. Hell. 6, 2. 25.?., , , {)

epistolary, of. belonging to letters, Dem.
Phal., ov,{?) in,

by letter or u-riting : ., pa-

per-armies, forces that seem formidable

on paper, Dem. 45, 12., ,^^/-
: from

J?.ov, ov, , dim. from-.?(1, , , belong-

ing to, used in. writing letters, Clem. .,
of .(Egyptian writing, prob. the demo-
tic of Hdt. 2, 36, cf. Miiller Archiiol.

d. Kunst (^ 216, 4 : from'.. ov, {?•,,) writing letters, 6., a sec-

retary, Polyb. [a]Loa,= sc[., Philo., f.- Att. -, {,) to bridle, and so manage a horse

:

metaph. to curb or muzzle, silence, check,

Ar. Eq. 845, and in pass.. Plat. Gorg.
482 E.— II. of flute-players,,
to put on the (q. v.).—III. to

trip, throw down on his face,, Luc.,,{,-) the bit of a bridle.— II. the cock of
a water-pipe, also, Vitruv.^,, ^,= foreg.,, ,^-
ULov : in genl. a muzzle, restraint, Jo-
seph., verb. adj. from, one must stop the mouth,
Clem. Al.^, , =:, of

the waves, II. 24, 79

1
'E7rt<TToa'uy4"u,=foreg. with v. 1.-, Hes. Th. 843., shorter-, also, f.-,
{,) to strsv, spread out

upon a thing, Od. 14, 50, in tmesis., rare form for-, Nonn., , Ion. -., , a

march, expedition against one, Hdt. 9, 3., , 7;,=:foreg.,

Hdt. 3, 4 : from, {,) to

march, makewarupon,, Eur. Bacch.
784 ; absol., Aesch. Pers. 780, Soph.
Aj. 1056. But in prose usu. in mid.,', Hdt.
3, 107 ; but usu. c. dat., Eur., Thuc,
etc.,, , {,-) chief commander, Bockh Inscr.

2, p. 236.',, , . Ion. for -, Hdt.,,, an encamp-
ing over against an enemy, marching
against hitn, Polyb. : from, {,-) strictly, to encamp over against

an enemy, Polyb. : in genl. to make war
upon,, Xen., ov, a, Epistratus, an
Acarnanian, commander of cavalrv,

Polyb.',,^=, dnh.,, ,{)
that makes one turn and look, striking., ov,() to

be turned towards, looked at and admired,, Aesch. Cho. 350 ; .-. Id. Supp. 997.— II. that can be

turned round, versatile. Math. Vett., , , the character of
an, attention, diligence, ac-

curacy, Eccl. : from, , fixing one's eyes on
a thing : hence attentive, careful, sharp,

shrewd, Xen. Adv. -. Ion. -,
earnestly, sharply, ., Hdt. 1, 30,. (, Acschin.
10,30,cf. sq. \\,.—II. turn-

ed, twisted : metaph. crafty, Dion. H.
—2. turned, modulated, varied,,
Arist. H. A.', f. -, {,)
to turn, draw, direct towards, only once
in Hom., 11.3, 370:.-, to turn one's attention to one,

Theogn. 213.—2. to turn about, turn,, Orac. ap. Hdt. 7, 141,.
Eur., etc.—3. to turn, convert, esp. from
an error, to correct, make to repent, Luc.
-—1. to curve, twist,?.' , Ar. Plut.

1131 : and so in pass, of hair, to curl,

Arist. Probl.—II. mid.,
c. aor. 2 pass., to turn one's self round,

Hipp. : to turn and look about, Eur.
Ale. 187: to go back and forwards, H.
Horn. 27, 10, et c. acc, -, xvanders orcr the earth, with
collat. signf. of observing, studying it,

Hes. Th. 753, Theogn. 618 ; so, ., Anacr. 2, cf.-.—2. to turn one's self back, come to

one's self, Hdt. 1, 88: also to return,

retract or repent, Dem. 665, 5 ;'. Soph. Ant. 1111.—3.

to turn back the head, look back, Hdt. 3,

156 : hence to pay attention to, regard,

Lat. observare, Tivor, Theogn. 440,

Soph. Phil. 599; '. Dem. 133,

24 ; c. acc, to attend, allude to, mean,
Eur. Andr. 1030.—4. to tvrn into, visit,

Lat. deverti, , Xen. Oec. 4,

13.—III. intr. in act., to turn about, turn

one's self in any direction, Hdt. 2, 103,

5nd Att., and "freq. in N. T. both in



strict and metaph. signf. : where-
is usu. supplied.—IV. part. perf.

pass, —ear,,,=~->, earnest, pressing, vehement,

y.byoL i-, Wess. Hdt. 7, 160; 8, 62,

cf.-,.'-, {, ?,-
/) to make round, ^^ic., in pass., ov, {,-
yv'/) rounded, roundish, Arist. H. A.)]!', adv.,{)
turning this ivay and that tcay, all round,

in Horn, with and,
to deal blows on every side, 11. 10,

453 ; 21, 20, etc., or, ace. to others,=, zealously, furiously : but

in phrase, err., to wander
about, back and forwards, H. Horn.
Merc. 210. [a]-, , , strictly the

turner, pivot : hence thefirst of the ver-

tebrae of the neck., , y,{) a

turning towards, wheeling about, return

to the attack, esp. in military evolu-

tions. Soph. O. C. 1045, cf. 537 ; also

of ships, a tacking, putting about, Thuc.
2, 91 ; so, , Hipp.—II.{) a turning out, result,

end. Polyb.—2. attention, care, notice,

-. Soph. . . 134 :, lest some notice

be taken, esp. by \vay of punishment,

Thuc. 2, 91.—3. amoving about, up and

down in a place, usu. in plur., ^-. the occupation oii\ien\,

Aesch. Theb. 648 ; but of duties of

hospitality, Eum. 548 : -, men who have no business

here, Eur. Hel. 440: hence,

., places where the cattle wander,

pastures, meadows, Aesch. Fr. 233.

—

4. a straining, intentness, vehemence,, opp. to, Philostr., , , a turning,

revolution, xncissitude, Onat. ap. Stob.

Eel. 1, 94.,, , epith. of Aphro-
dite, Venus Verticordia, Paus., , , curls, twisted

hair.',, ov,{~) hav-

ing dealings, conversant xvilh, C. gen.,.-, Od. 1, 177 : and so v.

I. for, Od. 8, 163 : so, ., concerned luith or in it, Aesch.
Ag. 397. In&\.^, esp.

curved, Ap. Rh. Adv. -, diligent-

ly, Ephipp. Geryon. 2, 10., ov, a, Epislrdphus,

son of Iphitus, leader of the Phocians
in the Trojan war, 11. 2, 516.—2. an
ally of the Trojans from Alybe, II. 2,

856.—3. son of Euenus, king of Lyr-
nessus, II. 2, 692.—4. an Epidamnian,
Hdt. G, 127.,,, that which is

spread or laid on a thing : from, and. f. --, and in Luc. -,=:-, to spread, strew over, yy, Luc : to saddle, , Jo-

seph., , poet, for-. In Horn, only like mid.ip-, C. ace, to visit, frequent a place,'?, haunt them,
ud. 17, 486, H. Merc. 44. In mid. to

go in and out, occupy one's house, Aesch.

Ag. 972: also to come to, Eur. Med.
666.,,{,) abom-

inated, odious, Clem. Al., {.) to

he sorrouful, annoyed _at a thing.—II.

trans, to annoy, vex.

''~?:, , , {,)
the lintel which joins the tops of pillars,

the architrave, or the whole entablature,

Plut. [v]', f. -, {,) to

draw up. contract, as some things do
the mouth,, Nic. : metaph. to

be harsh or austere. [C], as mid., {,'/.) rival in fun and non-

sense, Tivi.,, , Epistor, a Trojan
slain by Patroclus, II. 16, 695.,{,)
to bend together, curve at or in a place,

Hipp..,{,)
to collect again, to rally soldiers, Joseph., fut. •, {,-) to strike together upon, to come
in contact with, Dio C.^, f. -, {, -) to pour together, mingle, bleivd,

besides, in pass., Philo.'^,=,3.1.
Hence, , yoked together, uni-

ted, Tivi, Iambi., . (,-) to harass yet more ivith frivolous

accusations, Hyperid. ap. Poll. 8, 31./.7, {, 7.?.) to

draw together besides or to a place, LMosc.

?.?.7-•,, ,{,7.-) second conception, Lat. super-

foetntio. Medic., f. -, {,'^) to happen besides or ajlcr,

Arist. Rhet. Al.^, , , {,-
.) an alliance against a common ene-

my. Epist. Phil. ap. Dem. 160, 13., {,) to close

up, shut upon a thing, Theophr.',, f.-, {,) to fall out, chance besides or

in addition to,, Joseph, [i], f. -, (,)
to gather together again, collect and bring

to a place, Polyb. [a] : hence, /, ?/, gathering

together to a place, ]N . T., {,)
to collect besides.',, , {,)
to give one's assent, adJiesion to,,
Joseph., {,) to

join on, subjoin, Tim, Polyb.—2. =,, Diod.^, {,) to

begin along with, Hippod. ap. Stob.,, ,{)
a joining, conjunction, Plut., f.-, {,)
to bind, tie up the fa.^ter,7. ., to increase the difficulty,

Theophr., f.-, {,-) to sprout, burst forth into one

place, Plut.,{,,) to come
together again or to a place, Dion. H., {,,) to be

together at a place., , {,)
to help to effect, contribute, ,
Eur>-pham. ap. Stob. p. 556, 30.,{,),
to take to one's self wife, LXX., , , {-) putting together upon or besides,

an addition.', , , adapted to

putting together, uniting. Gal. Adv.
-, Sext. Emp. : from', ov,{)
put together, compound, like,
Clem. Al.}, , , {,)

an additional article to a treaty, USU. in

plur., like, Polyb., f. -. {,) to set together or against,

Tivi.—II. mid. c. aor. 2 et pf.

act., to conspire and resist, Plut.—2. to

come together, finite.— 3. to grow to-

gether, come to a head, Diosc., and-,{,)
to pile up, lay together, Dio C., {,) to

bring new colonists into a place, Strab.^, {,) to

put together in order against, to form
against,, Joseph., {,) to

extend, distend exceedingly, Hipp., in

pass., f. -, {,•) to add besides, Clem. Al.',, {,) to

run together to a place, N. T., ,^, Epi-
cur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 104.J,= sq. Ael., Att.-, f. -, {,) to hiss, whistle at a thing, to

make a signal by screaming, Arist.

H. A.,,,{) any
thing trailed after one ; a trail, train of
a svaktf. Hipp. : the furrow or track

made by dragging a thing, Xen. Cyn.
9, jy.—II. drawling, laziness., ov,,{) a drag-

ging, trailing.—II. laziness, negligence,

Polyi).—III. mockery, satire., f.-.{, cru/i-

/)) to flow together, Strab. : hence'/,, , and,, a conflux, Ael., {,) to drag or
trail after one, in a lazy, listless way,

., of a sick horse, Arist.

H. A. : so too in mid., of young hares,

T(i 07. a (sc.),
Xen. Cyn. 5, 13 ; -, Luc. : hence—II. to do any thing

in a slovenly, careless way, hence to

slur over, evade intentionally, Lys. 175,

1 8 ; and so abso].. ,
will speak confusedly, that they may
not be understood, £)eni. Lept. p. 496,

23, ubi v. Wolf: also intr., ., to be negligent, .
Anton. : in this signf. esp. in part. pf.

pass., , sloven-

ly, hastily written, Luc. : but -. , flowing, diffuse style,

Lat. fusa et tracta oratio, Cic. Adv., carelessly, Epict. [i"],, ,{-) gathering, riotous meeting,.. :

faction, Joseph.7.7., {, 77.) to

draw together to a head, Arist. Rhet., {,) to

gather, collect to one head, LXX., ov, {,) suffi-

ciently often, Hipp., , , v. 1. for-, Hipp.,^, susp.,, , {,)
the hollow in the neck where the butch-
er's kr,ife is put in, also,, f. -, {,) to

slaughter, offer over or besides, esp. of

sacrifices at a tomb, , Eur.
. F. 995; . Id. El. 281

:

to kill over again, . Diog. L., , , [,)
the leather cases of the weights used in

the, to deaden the blows,
Plut. In Poiyh., ', swords tipped with buttons,

like foils.
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'7?., (,)
to become gaiigretio^is, mortify, Hipp.

:

hence',, , , gangrene,

caries. Hipp.
VEiTTta^a/.tia, , , unsteadiness,

uncertainty, Polyb. : I'lom

'70;/•, , {,)
prone to fall, unsteady. Plat. Rep. 497

D, Dein., etc.

—

. (''/) making
tofail, dangerous,, Hipj). Adv.• (, to be in danger, i'olyb.-, {,) to trip

up, make to fall, Joseph. : to deceive.',-, I'ut. -fw, later Ibrm of./, , {, ^) to

bind, wreathe on or to, Nonn.
'.7], ov, [, /'/) wedge-

shaped : ., a sucker or sprout,

Clem. Al., (,) to bind,

tie tight, fasten, Anth.—11. ~. rr/v

VTjTTjv, to screw it tighter, to tune the

instrument, Ael.), (,) to

make strong or rigid, Plut., f.-, Att. -, (,() to put a seal on, seal up.—
2. to confirm, ratify, , Anth.
But more usu. in mid. to fix a name
or definition, TLVL, Stallb. Plat.

Phaed. 75 D : also in pass, to be so

marked. Id. Phil. 26 D.— 2. in mid.

also to have ratified and sanctioned for
one, Polj'b. Hence',, , a sealing,

signing, [pd]',, , one who seals

or sigtis, Luc., ov, , in Horn, al-

ways m plur., bands, clasps Or hooks,

which fastened the two plates of the

greaves() over the ancle, 11.

3, 331 ; 11, 18, etc. ; in Horn, always
of silver : ace. to others, a covering

for the ancle.—2. later the Lu?ta ivorn

on the senators' shoes at Home : also

a woman's garter,, Anth.,

where however others take it for the

leg above the ancle, cf. Opp. Cyn. 4,

434. [i] strictly neut. from, ov, (,) on

or above the ancle, esp. worn there ; ot

the senators' Luna, Philostr. []—, ov,=^iQreg., Anth., {,) to

say or do a thmg off-hand, ,
Philostr., like.'•~, adv. ?iear al hand, hard

by,(), . Horn.. 3 : in . Rh. c. gen., et c. dat.',, poet. aor. form of, Aesch. Theb. 453: cf. EUendt
Lex. Soph. V..'^, inf. aor. 2 act. of^.^^, adv. {,) in a

row, one after another, like and, 11. H, 668; 18, 68.— II. of

time, one day after another, by degrees,

Theocr. 14, 69 ; c. gen. Ap. Rh.', , ?'/,() a thing

held out, a pretext, ,
Od. 21, 71 : also=sq.,, ,() a check-

ing, stoppage, hindrance, Hipp. : delay,

Thuc. 2, 18 : in genl. reluctance, join-

ed with, Od. 17, 451., verb. adj. of,
one must refrain. Plat. Phaedr. 272 A., , , checking, re-

pressing, Ath. 666 A.., (,)
to change into the form of, to form,

Tiva, Joseph., f. -, (,) to

split, cleave at top,. . Rh.', fut. -, (, -
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) to make thin, dry, lean, Hipp.,

ubi al.', , , verb. adj.

from foreg.., as mid., (,?) to delay. Soph. Fr. 296., (,) to

strengthen, dub., (, ) to make
strong, Xen. Oec. 11, 13.—II. intr. to

be, grow strong, Thcophr. : to prevail,

LXX. : be urgent, N. T. [,]", strcngthd. for, to

restrain, hinder, check,, 11. 17,

465 ; and so Thuc. 3, 45, and Plat.
;

(Od. 20, 266, and Hes. Sc. 446, 350,

rather belong to aor. of.)—2. intr. to leaveoff, stop,,
from a thing, Plat. Parm. 152 B., (,)
as pass., to grow together into a body,

Diosc., ov, (,) em-
bodied.-—2. bulky, fat., , , a heaping,

piling up : from', (,) to heap,

pile up., ov, , Ep.., (as

always in Hom.) the hoop round a
wheel, the tire, 11. 5, 725, etc.

•7], , ,() an in-

junction, like, imposition of
tribute, Polyb.', , ,()
an injunction, command. Plat. Legg.
722 £.— 2. a condition of a treaty,

Polyb.—II. a reserve or subsidiaryforce,
Polyb. Hence'^, , , belonging to

an, subsidiary.

t'ETTiraoaf, a, 6, Epitadas, a Spar-
tan leader in Sphacteria, Thuc. 4, 8,

31, etc.', adv. for , on this

side, opp. to., Dor. for., /, ,=: sq., Xen.
Cyr. 2, 3, 4., ov, ,() a
commander., , , ()
given to command, imperious. Plat.

Polit. 260 B, sq. Adv. -, Diod.'. ov,() enjoin-

ed, commanded, Pind. P. 4, 421.—II.

draivn up behind : , the

reserve in an army, Thuc. 6, 67., , (,-) to labour, suffer for a thing,

labour yet more, Thuc. 1, 123., ov, (,)
ivith a basket, ., the Ro-
man Venus calathina, Plut.^, , , an inhab. of
Epitalium, Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 25: from\', ov, , Epitalium, a
city of Triphylian Elis on the Al-
pheus, Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 29.,, ,() an
extension, Plut., Ion for.,=^, to stretch or
spread over, Tl, II. 16, 567, Od. 1,

442, in tmesis., adv.,() in a row,

like/, Arat.', , ,() an
injunction, . , the fixing,

arrangement of the tribute, Hdt. 3, 89.., i). disturbance : con-

fusion. Plat. Rep. 518 A : [ni] from. Att. -, fut. -,
(,) to disturb, strictly, on
the surjace : in genl. to disquiet, harass
yet more, Hdt. 2, 139 : y, Hipp.
'.)(), , poet, for

, helper, defender, ,. Horn.
(esp. in II.) ; always of the gods that
help in fight : hence more definitely,, 11. 12,
180 ; as fem., 11. 5. 808' 828 : also c.

gen., -, Orac. ap. Hdt. 1,

67. (Formed from, as
from, though Lye.

lias adopted) as the simple
form.), , , () a
stretching, . -, tightening and slacking of the
strings, Plat. Rep. 349 : hence in-

creased vehemence, access of illness,-, Hipp., opp. to.—II. the

part of a play wherein the plot thickens,

opp. to., Att. -, f. -^, (,) to set over, put in command,
Thuc. 5, 72, in pass.—2. to enjoin, or-

der, put upon one as a duty, ,
Hdt. 1, 155, etc., and Att.: . c.

inf.. Id. 3, 159, etc. Pass, to receive

orders, Eur. Syl. 3 : -, orders given, Hdt. 1, 115 : also

—

II. to place behind, in rear or reserve,

Hdt. 1, 80: to place next, beside, in
mid., Thuc. 6, 67 : , Xen.
An. 6, 5, 9., ij, , ()
stretching: intensive, Gramm., ov, (,) on, at,

belonging to a tomb,, a funeral
game, Diod. : esp., ., a fune-
ral oration or eulogy, such as was spo-
ken at Athens yearly over the citizens

who had fallen in battle : we have se-

veral examples, as that in Thuc. 2, 35
sq., that in Plat. Menex. p. 236 sq., one
ot Lysias, and one under the name of

Demosthenes, [], (.) to hast-

en on, hurry, urge forward,, Thuc. 4, 47. [j)] Hence,, , a hurrying on,

Diotog. ap. Stub, p' 33J, 19.',, (,) to pour
liquid upon, moisten, Philostr. Hence, , , a moistening,

softening, Hipp.',, ady. part. perf.

pass, from, enthusiastically., f.-, (,) to

stretch out, upon 01 over, , Hdt.
1, 186; , 4, 201. Pass, in

tmesis, II. 17, 736, Od. 11, 19.—2. to

stretch as on a frame, tighten, Opp. to
or,. Plat. Lys.

209 : hence to increase, heighten,. Plat. Legg. 645 D : to urge,

excite, c. inf , Xen. Hipparch. 1, 13.

Pass, to be stretched as on the rack,, Hipp., . Plat. ; and
then in genl. to be tortured, Luc. : to

be on the stretch, screiced up to the utter-

most, Plat. Phaed. 98 C. Mid. to strain

after, devote one's self' to, , Xen.
Cyr. 7, 5, 82.—3. in pass, also, -', to last, hold
out for a longer time, of men, Id. Rep.
Lac. 2, 5.— II. intr. to reach out, ex-

tend, increase, prevail , Hipp., and Arist.

Pol.— 2. to struggle towards, aim at,, Arist. Pol.^, str-engthd. for ,
Orph., (,) to build

a fort, make a strong hold against one,
esp. as the basis of operations against
a city, and generally on the enemy's
country, Thuc. 1, 142; 7, 47; ., Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 11 ; c. ace. loci,

to occupy with such a fort. Id. Hell. 7,

2, 1 : metaph., '., to plant them like such forts in

a country, Dem. 99, 2, cf. 133, 22.

Hence



1^, , , the building a

fort on the enemy's land or the frontier,

the occupation of it, Thuc. 1, 142, etc.

:

and, , , a fort or

strung/told placed so as to command an
enemy's country, Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 2:

Isr. , to hold strong-

holds which command the country,

Dem. 41,20; -. and ~, . 106,

3; 248, 13: but, . ,
bidwark ( them, Alcid. ap. Arist.

Rhet. 3, 3, 4., ,,=,
Thuc. 7, 18: metaph. ., Dem. 254, 20., =,
Arat., , (,) to be-

get afterwards, Joseph.',, (,) to

devise against, 0pp., in mid.'?., , ,{) per-

fection, completion., and -, to offer an7?. : in genl. = :

hence, or rather -,, , something offered after or be-

sides the usual sacrifice : and-?., and -, , ,
an after-offering, esp. the festival on
the birth of a child, Plat. Legg. 784 D.

—II. an accomplishment, completion., v.7^.'., , , {)
completion, perfection, Arist. Probl.'',, verb. adj. from-, one must accomplish, Isocr.

240 B.
^',, ov, b, an accomplish-

er : and, , , accomplish-

ing, effectual, late : from, , f. -, {,)
to accomplish, complete, finish, , Hdt.

1, 51, etc., to fulfil, effect, -. Id. 1, 115; it is used esp. of

the fulfihnent of an oracle, Id. 1, 13,

etc. ; also of vows or promises, 1, 86:

hence—2. in genl. to offer, celebrate a

religious service,,, Hdt.

2, 63, 122, cf. 1, 167, etc.—3. to pay
in full, discharge,,,
Hdt. 2, 109 ; 5, 49, etc. : metaph. in

mid., , to

have to pay, be subject to the burdens of

old age, Xen. Mem. 4, 8, 8 ; so ., to pay the debt of death, Id.

Apol. 33.— 4. to impose upon,, Lat. poenas irrogare alicui, Plat.

Legg. sub fin.', and -, v. -, etc.', , {,) brought

to an end, accomplished, -
=, to accomplish,

Hdt. 3, 141, etc. ; . . Id.

1, 124. etc. : .. Plat. Legg. 931

.—II. act. effective, M. Anton. Adv., Aretae., a. Dor. and-, , , Epilelidas, and Epitelides,

masc. pr. n., Thuc. 4, 132, Dion. H.',,.-^. : aor.:
perf., pass,,
{,) strictly, to put upon

;

hence to lay upon, enjoin, entrust to,

command, . and
freq. in Horn., who also freq. uses the

mid. just like the act.

Construct, usu. or -
, -, to admonish much, warn

iolemnly, Od. 3, 267 ;
-, II. 11, 840 : esp. in tmesis,, ' , to add a
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speech ofcommand to her, Od. 23, 349,

cf. II. 1, 25: freq. also c. dat. pers.

only, to give orders to, 11. 10, 63, etc.
;

and c. ace. rei only, to prescribe, or-

dain, ',, Od. 1, 327; so,, Pind. . 10, 145 ; and so,., Aesch. Pr. 100 (where
others take it intr. to ari%e) : c. dat.

pers. et inf., to order him to do, U. 2,

802, Od. 21, 240: c. ace. pers. (sub.

inf ) ' ', II. 24,

780, unless it be here absol., as in

Od. 17, 9.—II., intr. to

rise, of sun or stars, Hes. Op. 381,

565 : esp. of the constellations which
mark the seasons, v. Lob. Phryn.
125; and so intr. in act., Hipp. 553, 8:

also metaph. of love, Theogn. 1275.', Ion.-, fut.-,
{,) to cut upon the surface,

make an incision into, gash, -, Hdt. 1,74.-11. to cut short:

metaph. to abridge, epitomise, Luc.,cf.
." ., to cut short his

speech, silence, stop him, Polyb. Pass.

to be cut off, perish, Philo.,, , {',, -) at the birth, about bring forth,

Hdt. 1, 108, 111 ; in genl. fruitfid,

Hemst. Thom. M. p. 357 ; esp. Ion.

cf.., dep., {,-) to invent more wonders, to exag-

gerate. Pans., ov, {,) on, at,

over the end or limits.',, , pleasing, delightful,, . Horn.. 413.

—

. devoted

to pleasure, Plut. Adv. -. Id. :

from, f. -, {',) to

please, gratify by a thing : usu. in

pass, to rejoice, delight in a thing,,
Od. 14, 228, H. Horn. Ap. 146 ; also, . Hom. .
204., {,) to

dry the top of a. thing., from, in-

tensely, Diosc,, ov, {,)
containing one integer and a fourth, or

L•, cf.., adv. from perf

pass, of, succes.'fally, hit-

ting the mark, Diog. L. : and, adv. from part,

perf pass, of, studiously,

Dion. H., adv. from part,

perf pass, of, briefly, Strab., , ov, perf. part,

pass, from, Thuc., 3 sing. perf. pass,

from, II., Ion. 3 plur. perf.

pass, from.',,,()
fortunate, sjtccessful event, Diod.—II.{) a work, dub., ,,{)

successful, convenient,, Polyb.

:

from, , ,{)
an attaining, hitting the m.ark, Det.

Plat. 413 C.—II.=:, a conver-

sation, axib. in Theophr. Char. 12., f. -, {,) to

make, prepare upon or for, TlVl,

Pind. O. 8, 42, in tmesis.

',=5(\., Opp., fut.-, {,) dep. to devise, contrive

against another, or to contrive to meet

a difficulty,/or a purpose, Hdt. 1, 63,

123, etc. : to contrive against. Id. 2,

119 ; , Luc. Hence

1, , , invention,

contrivance, Ael. H. A. 12, 16 ; and, , , contrivance

against another for a purpose, Thuc.
1, 71 : and, , made by skill,

artificial, =, Luc., , {,-
.0)) to add to the rules of an art.,,, , ov, Ion.,{) made on pur-
pose for an end or purpose, fit. adapted

for it, convenient, ,, Hdt., etc.

Construct,. , Hdt. 1, 115, etc.;

. Plat. Rep. 390 ; but freq.

c. inf, . vvu,fit to

ride in, Hdt. 6, 102, cf 3, 134, etc.
;

so., convenient to be
put out of the way, Thuc. 8, 70 ; ., a pleasant person to live

with, Eur. Andr. 206 ; .-
va,fit, deserving to..., Andoc. 34, 2:

also () c. inf, Hdt. 4,

158, etc.—II. useful, serviceable, neces-

sary, , the necessaries of
life, provisions, etc., Lat. commeatus,

Hdt. 2, 174, Thuc, etc.—2. of per-

sons, serviceable or friendly to, allied

with, , Hdt. 3, 52, Thuc. 4, 78,

etc. ; . , to favour it, Id.

8, 54 : also as subst. c. gen., a close

friend, near comiexion or dependent,

Lat. necessarius, Thuc. 7, 73 ;-
., Lys. 93, 41. Besides the

regul. Compar., Suid. has an irreg.•. Adv. -. Ion. -,
suitably, serviceably,, Hdt. 1, 108,

Thuc, etc. Hence,, , fitness, suit-

ableness, convenience for a purpose,

. Plat. Legg. 778 A : hence, , all material, etc.,

for carrying on war, Polyb. 2, 23, 11.

—II. relationship, Lat. necessitudo., , {) to

make fit, accommodate.', adv., as much as serves

the purpose, enough: in Horn, only,, II. 1, 142,

and ', Od. 15, 28. Post-Hom.,
esp. Att., who write it proparox.

;

. Dor., (cf ?.,), usu. on purpose, advisedly.

Lat. consulto, de industria, Hdt. 3, 130,

etc., Ar. Pac. 142, etc. : hence cun-

ningly, deceitfully, Eur. I. A. 476 : of-, fittingly, as best may be,

Plut. : later also. No
such adj. is found as. The
adv. in Hdt. is from-

for-, q. v. (Ace to Rie•

mer from,,, Buttm.
Lexil. in voc. from ,=.
Passow conjectures as a coUaL
form of,.),,,{)
that which one studies or labours at, a
pursuit, business, or custotn, just like

Lat. studium, inslitutum, freq in Thuc,
as 1, 138: ' .,wayof
life, Thuc. 2, 37: diet, etc.. Foes. Oec
Hipp. : ., practice of it. Plat.

Legg. 711 B.', , ,{)
devotion, attention to a pursuit or busi-

7iess, Thuc. 2, 36 : cidtivation of a habit

or character, , Thuc. 7, 86,. Plat. Legg. 853 : care, pains,

premeditation, Dion. H., verb. adj. from-, one must study, pursue, prac-

tise, Plat. Legg. 858 D., ov, 6,{)
one who practises or pursuer, Joseph., , ,{)
studied, done with pains : artificial, Opp.

to natural, like : from
529



, usu. in past tenses
|,. etc., {-) To pursue, practise, devote

one's self to a tiling, make it one's Imsi-

jiess, Lat. studvre rei, c. ace, H(Jt. 1,

J35, etc., and Att. : also to invent,

ri, for a purpose, lii. 6, 125 : c.

inf., to use, take care to ilo, Id. 3, 18,

etc. : also foil, by .... Id. 3, 102 :

absol. to exert otie's self, Lycurg. Pass.

to be practised, . in a thing,

Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 40.— II. in bad signf.,

to effect, ape, put on what is not natural.', v..
///, , , a great-grand-

mother, Lai. abavia,Theo\)omp. {Com.)
Painpli. 3, cf..~//, ov, melted, luted on or

to, esp. of inlaid or overlaid work as

opp. to solid, like Lat. sigilla, emble-

mata, Alex. Hipp. 2, cf. Bockh Inscr.

1, p. 236, 239.—JI. metaph. superficial,

hence counterfeit, unreal, false, trr., Mel. 02 : also fleeting, short-

lived, cf Cic. 7, 1,5; from
-7//, (~,) to melt upon,

pour when melted over a thing,-
, Hdt. 7, 239.,, //, with husk or

pod, Nic., , -r/, {,) to

look out, ivatch for,, . Hoin.

Cer. 245,, Ar. Ach. 922 ; .
?3, to watch to detect it, Ar.

Kan. 1151 : esp. . ..., ...,
Ar. Eccl. 033, Xen. Hence,, , a watching, re-

garding, looking out for, a thing : and',, , a watcher, guar-

dian, late : and,,, disposed, prone

to watch for an opportunity^ esp^ to do

ill, Pint./, f. -, {,)
to lay, put, place on or by, in Horn,

most usu. ot offerings laid on the al-

tar, as in tmesis,', Od. 21, 207 ; or meats on
table, Od. 1, 140, also put covering

0(1 the head, '-, Od. 5, 232 : and so construct,

usu., £7. , like Lat. impouere,

but also , as ., II. 24, 589 ; and so Hdt. 7, 183:

c. ace. only, ., to apply

medicine to a wound, 11.4, 190; later,

. , Hdt. 2, 121, 4.—2. to

set upon, turn ioioards, in tmesis,-, II. 10, 40.— 11.

to lay upon or before, to put to, as a

door, covering or lid, Od. 9, 240, 314
;,, Od. 13, 370; 23, 194;

hence ?.1', to roll back the cloud

and put it to, i. e. open and shut hea-

ven's gate, 11. 5, 751, cf. Od. 11, 525,

and V. '/. \\. — III. to put to,

besides, to add, , II. 4, 111, Od.

22, 62 ; hence pvOu or ', to put an end to them,
finish, Lat.^nem imponere, II. 19, 107,

etc. : also . , to

put on a top to it, put a finishing

stroke to it, Dem. 520, 27.—IV. to im-

pose, inflict, esp. a penalty,, Od.

2, 192 ;', Hdt. 1 , 144, etc. ;. Id. 1, 120, Eur., etc.: and so

of burdens, grievances in gcnl., in

tmesis,' , II. 2, 39; ., Lat. incuterc, Xen. Cyr. 4, 5,

41.— V. like, to give an

injunction OX message ; in genl. to send

by mes.^age or letter, . -, Hdt. 3, 42, cf. 5, 95, and-.—VI. to give a name, Hdt.

5, 68; but more freq. in mid., as

Arist. Poet, to apply, use as ayi epithet,

Gramm. B. mid., in
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tnieiiis, ' -, laying one's hands
upon..., 11. 18, 317, and so in All,

much like act. ; also absol., to make
an attempt upon, full upon, attack, in-

vade,, Hdt. 1, 20, 102, etc.—2. to

set one's self to, apply one's self to, em-

ploy otic's self on or in, c. dat.-. Hdt. 1,1; ttj, }•,
Tl'iuc, and Xen.: in Hdt. 1,90, -

7/, the ace.

belongs to and. is absol.

attending to it, cf 6. 60.—3. like act.,

to enjoin, lay commands, , Hdt.
1,111; also c. inf., 3, 03. From Pint,

downwds. the aor. pass, is found as
well as the aor. mid., f.-, {,)
to bring forth besides or afterwards,

Hipp., ov, ,{ .
2), fault-finder, nickname of tne Sici-

lian historian Tiinaeus, Ister ap.

Ath. 272 B. [tI], . Ion. -, {,)
to lay a value upon, Lat. aesti7nare

:

hence—^1 . to value, honour, show honour

to,, Hdt. 6, 39.— 2. to raise di

price, olvov, Diphil. ap. Ath. 228 ;

pass, to rise in price, of corn, Dem. 918,

20; 1208, 2.— II. to lay the value, (i. e.)

penalty on a person,, Hdt. 4, 43,

cf..—2. to object to one as

blamcnble, I, Plat. Phaedr. 237
C, and freq. in Oratt. : then c, dat,

only, to blame, reprove, find fault with,

Isocr. 170 A ; absol., Thuc. 3, 38./, , , Epitmiedes, a
philosopher of Cyrene, Diog. L.,, ,{)
a punishment, Inscr.—II. a blame, re-

proof: esp. a criticism, Arist. Poet, [], , .{)
reproving, criticism, Thuc. 7, 48.—II.

rising in price, dearness,, App.
[ri], verb. adj. from-, one must reprove, blame, Polyb.,, o,= sq., Opp., ov, ,{) an
estimator, valuer, Lat. taxator, M. An-
ton ^11. a punisher, chastiser. Soph.
Fr. 478; ., an examiner, judge
of what has been done, Aesch. Pr. 77.

Hence, , , of, belonging

to reproof," ., a rebuke, Def.

Plat. : given tofindingfault, Luc. Adv.
-./,, , in Od. 9, 270,. , , the avenger,

protector of all such, said of Jupiter,, V. Nitzsch.,, , , the condition of an, the enjoyment of all civil

rights and privileges, opp. to,
Aeschin. 39, 42, Dem. 329, 12, ubi v.

Dissen.— II.^^, LXX.—
III. the pudenda, Artemid., ov, {,) done for,
tending to one's honour.—II. to-

or , as subst., the

value, price or estimate of a thing

:

hence— 1. the honour due, honours paid

to a person,, Soph. El. 915.

—2. the assessment ofdamages, penalty,, Hdt. 4, 80

:

opp. to ., Aesch. Theb.
1021 ; ., the wages of

ungodliness, Soph. El. 1382., ov, {,) in honour:

esp. ire possession of one's, full

rights and privileges as a citizen,

opp. to (q. v.), Thuc. 5, 34,

Xen. Hell. 2, 2, 11 : hence
., property not confiscated, though
the owner was in exile, ap. Dem. 034,

13. Adv. -, honourably, Clem. Al.

. ov, {,) still at

the breast, sucking, 'I'heocr. 24, 53., w,— foreg.,, , fut, -, {,) to bore through, esp. from
above., fut. -, {,) to wound the surface,

A nth,, fut. -, to lay a penally

upon, punish, c. acc, prob. 1. Batr. 98.*/., obsol. pies, from root

TAAS2, irr. aor., inf. ?.•, to bear, endure ; also illtr. to be

firm, enduring in or under,, II. 23,

591 in imperat. aor. : also,
listen patiently to them, 19, 220., f. -, Ep. for-, Ap, Rh., Ep. and Ion. for -., , , additional, com-
pound interest, Philo : from, ov, {,) at the

birth, near child birth, Antiph. Incert.

80, V. Lob. Phryn. 333, who says that
should be used : in gen\. fruit-

ful, bearing children, Hipp.— II, {,
.) bearing additional interest,, compound interest,

Plat, Legg. 842 D.', /, ,{ II,) the

rising of a star or constellation, Eur.
Phoen, 1116 ; esp, when it is visible,

i, e. happens after sunset : hence the

season of a star's appearance in the hea-

vens,, Thuc. 2, 78.—2, the

rise of a river, Inscr.,, f.-,{,}
to take courage, resolve, C. inf.,/. -, Od. 1, 353, cf Theogn. 445, like

Lat. sapere aude : absol.,',
he stood firm, Od. 17, 238: later also

c. dat. to inustcr courage for a thing,

Tij, , Plut. Hence, verb, adj., one must
take courage, Philo.', . ,() a cut-

ting on the surface, into : an incision,, Aeschin. 60, 43 : a cut-

ting down : esp. an abridgemejif, as of
Livy, Dio C, etc. ; , Cic.

Att. 5, 20, 1 : hence Rome is 'called. , Ath. 20 .', ov,{) cut off,

shortened, Theophr. : , sub., the short, direct way, hai. compen-
dium viae, Philo, . ,
Paus. : .. timber cut m short

lengths for the joiner, Theophr., ov, ,{) an
instrument for stretching or straining

:

metaph., ., Plut. : esp. the

key by which the strings of an instru-

ment are tightened to tune it, Ath.—IL
=, a pilch-pipe., ov,{) stretched,

on the stretch, strained, Diod.—II., as subst. sub.. a rope,

cord or thong wilh which a thing is

stretched or tightened, esp. the halyard
by which the yard is kept in its place
on the mast or the sail stretched tight,

Od. 12, 423.-2. the tight cordage of a
bedstead, on which the bedding rests,

Ar. Lys. 922.— III. oi, the

great sinews of the shoulder and arm.
Plat. Tun. 84E, and Arist. H. A. [In
Horn. I. c. err., mctri grat.]. dep. (fTrt,)
to shoot, aim al, c. dat., II. 3. 79., {,)=.,
DioC.,, , the nick in a cross

how, etc., where the arrow lies, dub. in

Vitruv.



'EsrtroiT^fi,», (,) to be on the

Tpot, dwell there, opp. to., /,, -
7?.€, also ~~—'/., adv. for~ TO ', ?.,,-, in general, for the tnost part, com-
monly, mostly, V, sub,., Dor. part. aor. 1 from, q. v., Piad. P. 10, 52., {,)
to serve up as a dessert, Julian., , , epith. of Venus,
Plut. Thes. 17, from a she-goat which
was changed into a he-goat (,.), , , {,)

kind of fish, which is very lat, but
has no roe, and so is barren, cf.-, Arist. . . : frona^, , , and-
J'Of, (,) over luxuriant,

and so barren, v. : hence oi, or, long, waste-

ful shoots of a vine, []'^,, , {,)
to jRake a tragic stiiry of thing, exag-

gerate. Theophr. — II. to produce an-

other or second tragedy.. oi',=sq., (,) at,

belonging to the table, Luc.^^•, 01" .=foreg., Theophr.,,,{,-^) dish set upon the table, served

up. Plat. (Com.) Menel. 1., Ep. 3 pi. pres. for, II. 10, 4"21.'.>, Ion. for, Hdt.

3, 81 ; 7, 52, etc., the usu. tbrm in

Hdt, ; also aor. 1,. Id. 4,

202 : and fut, mid.. Id.

3, 155. [], 1 aor. pass. part,

from foreg.. Hdt. 1, 7.,{,)
to wound in addition, Eccl.

'Errt-pi^v/Atof, ov, {'-
/.) on or belonging to the neck., {,) to

make rough on the surface., verb. adj. from-, one must commit, perimt, Hdt.
9 58., , , hortatory,

Aristid. : from, Ion.- : f. - :

poet. aor. 2, Horn., who
however has also aor. 1,
but of the mid. only aor 2-, cf. : Ion. aor. 1 pass.7/, part,, Hdt.
{,.) Strictly, to turn over,

throw upon, , Luc. : but most
usu.—2. to give over, commit, entrust

to one's care or charge, ,
Od. 2, 226, cf : esp.,. , to commit it into their hands,
Od, 19, 502, etc. : also c. mf, pro ace,, he left it to

you to work, II. 10, 116: c. dat. only,

to put all things into ayiother's hand, en-

trust one's self to, rely upon him, II. 10,

59 : so too oft. in Att., as Ar. Ran.
81 1 ; esp. . rivi (sub. ),
Thuc. 1, 28, etc., cf Heind. Plat.

Lys. 210 ; so too in mid., Hdt. 1,

96 ; 5, 95, etc. In pass,,
to be entrusted,

(3 plur. perf. for )
to whose charge they are committed,
II. 2, 25; -

(3 sing, perf) heaven's
gate is committecf to them (to open
and to shut), II. 5, 705 ; 8, 394 : also

c, aec. rei, , I am en-

trusted with a thing, as, Hdt. 1, 7 ; -
?./,\€. 1, 126.

—II. to transfer to one's heir, leave, be-

queath, , Od. 7, 149.

—

III. to give up, yield, , II. 21,

473 : in Att. also . , c. mf , to

permit, suffer, usu. c. negat., Ar. PI.

1078; and so absol., Ar. Nub. 799,

Thuc. 1, 71, etc. : also seemingly
intr., ovK , he did not
give way to old age. II. 10, 79, where

is usu. supplied, cf. Lat. con-

cedere : . , to give

way to one's passions. Plat. Legg.
802 ; ry, Dion. H.— IV. me-
taph., c. ace. pers., to turn one round,

convert him, change his views. B. mid.
to turn, lean, incline towards a thing, C.

inf ,
you had a mind to ask, Od. 9, 12.—2.

to entrust one's self, put one's self, Or

one's cause in a person's hands, Hdt. 1,

96, Xen. An. 1, 9, 8 : cf. supr. I. sub
fin., , , Epitrephes,

masc. pr. n., Dem. 1221, 11.. f.-, {,)
tofeed up, rear ; to support, maintain,

Hdt. 8, 142. Pass, to grow up after,

as posterity, Lat. succrcscere,, Hdt.

4, 3 ; and absol., 2, 121, 1 : in genl. to

grow up, 1, 123., fut. 1, -^,/ ." rare

form of aor. 1,, II. 13, 409;
tut. 2, : aor. 2,-, Horn. ; pf, poet., Od. {,) To run
to, at, upon, whether to attack or de-

fend, freq. in Horn., but in this signf
only in aor. 2 : so too in Att. to assault,

attack one suddenly,, Thuc. 4, 32,

J 04, etc.—II. to run over, graze as a

lance does a shield, II. 13, 409: to

overspread, be shed abroad, be diffused,

/., Od. 6, 45,., Od. 20, 357.—2.

c. ace, to overrun, as an army does a
country, .,, Hdt. 1,

161 ; 8, 32 ; also. ^-
, Lat. labro percurrere, Long. 1, 19.

—3. to run over, treat lightly of, Lat.

oratione percurrere, Xen. Oec. 15, 1,

Dem. 217, 7.—III. to run upon, run over,

of chariots which seem to be coming
upon their horses,, II. 23, 504.

—IV. to run after, aim at, seek for,-. did not catch greedily at them,
Hdt. 3, 135., , ,{) a
piercing downwards., 7/, , a rubbing or fret-

ting : hence, affliction, Eccl. : from, 1. --, {,) to

rub on the surface, rub away, grind down:
usu. metaph. to wear, waste away, rf/j.--... 4, 184 ;

'., Ar. IS'ub. 243, cf 438,, Ar. Lys. 888.

Pass, to be utterly destroyed, undone,

Solon 25, Ar. Ach. 1022 : hence,-, be hung ! Ar. Av. 1530.— II.

in mid. to rub pamt on one's cheeks, of
women, A. B.— III. in App. to excite,

infiame, as by friction, . ,
to aggravate or lengthen it. \_], , two years old and
upwards, in the third year ; cf.-., , {,-) to be trierarch beyond the legal time,

Dem. 1214, 16 :-/ , three months
beyond my fair term of oflice having
elapsed, and my successors not hav-
ing relieved me, Id. 1212, 27, and cf
the whole speech, (adv. Polyclem.)
Hence',,,, the bur-

den of a trierarchy continued beyond the

legal term, Dem. 1206, 11, cf. foreg.

, , ,{)
anything rubbed or smeared on : me-
taph. anything rubbed, worn

,
practised,

e. g. ., of a prostitute, late

:

cf.., ov,{) rubbed,
worn away : esp. worn, practised, hack-
neyed, hence of a rogue in grain, -, Soph. Aj. 103 ; .'-. Sannyr. 1 ; and freq. in Ar.,, the rogue, unless it be, curse-worthy, cf.

II.,, {,) adv. unto three

times, Diosc.. ov, {,) con-
taining an integer and one third, 1 + J,
or ^ : hence, m the ratio of 4 to 3, Lat.
sesquiterlius, .. Plat. Rep.
546 C : so too of the other ordinal
numbers,, as 5 to 4,•, as 6 to 5,, as 7 to 6,

and so on : hence of the intervals of
the tones in music. Plat. Tim. 36 A.
— II. as subst. epitrite, the name of a
metrical foot, so called as being com-
pounded of a spondee with either an
iambus or a trochee, since the spon-
dee contains 4 times, the iambus and
trochee 3 each (ace. to the position

of the short syllable it is called 1st,

2d, 3d, or 4th epitrite, ^ , -
,— - -, -), Aristid. ap. Gaisf

Hephaest. p. 192.—III. in usury,-
(sub.) was a loan of

which J is annually paid as interest, i. e.

33J p. cent., Xen. Vect. 3, 9 ; hence,, Arist. Rhet. : so,-, at 12J^ p. cent., etc.,

Dem. 1212, 3, cf oninino Bockh P. E.
1, 164-186: v. also-/zopiof and-., , ,{)
rubbing, wearing away : in LXX., of
waves., , to be in fear of, ,
Q. Stn.: Irom, ov,{,) in fear,
alarmed., , aiov, {-) entrusted to one, hence, .,
delegated sovereignty, regency, Hdt.
4, 147., , ,()
charge, guardianship. Plat. Phaedr.
239 ; also -, as in Legg. 928 C,
etc.,), )7,=foreg., Plat.

Rep. 554 C. Hence, ,, fittedfor the

office ofguardian or steward, Xen. Oec.
12, 3,, to be an,
to be overseer, guardian, governor, usu.
c. gen., Hdt. 1, 65 ; 3, 15 ; 7. 62 : but
trans, c. ace, -, Hdt. 3, 36, Ar. Eq. 212 : c.

ace. pers.. ., to be guardian and
regeiu for him, Thuc. 1, 132. Pass.
to be under guardians, Plat. Legg. 928
C., u,=foreg., dub., v.

Lob. Phryn. 590', , ,{) a ref-

erence of a thing to another,, Hipp. : . . refer-

ence of the question to another's ar-

bitration, Thuc. 5, 41 : hence absol.

an arbitration, Dem. 897, 7.—II. the

office or power of a guardian, steward,

or governor, Plat. Legg. 924 : -, an action aga nst a guar-

dian brought by his ward within five

years alter coming of age, Lat. tute-

lae judicium, Att. Process, j). 454.

—

III.=Lat. deditio infidem, an uncondi-
tional surrender, Polyb., , ,=,
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hence-,,^^, Fiat. Legg. 928 C.~£7', , , belonging to an
.~<;, his power or oj/ice ; esp.., the law of guardiauship, Plat.

Legg. 927 : iioin, , ,{) one
to llie charge or direction of any-
thing is entrusted, ti governor, steward,

c. gen., . ildt. 1, 108 ; >, 3, U3 ; and t ., Lat.
procurator Caesarts. Plut. : and so

—

2.

csp. a guardian, Hdl. 9, 10, Thuc,
etc.—3. in genl. a governor, ruler,. . Find. . 1, 171., 7/, ,() nour-

ishintnt, sustenance, Joseph.', adv. {)
rwuiingly : m Horn, only ni phrase,

i~. uyoptvetv, to speak flueniti/, or
(as others) briefly, 11. 3, 213, Od. 18,

20. [aj, {,) to run
upon or after: to touch tightly, treat

bnejly, Dion. H. Hence, ov,() run-

ning, rolling : esp. metaph. glib, flow-
ing. ?^, Dion. H., ov, 6,()
a running ouer : esp. in Khet., a hurried

accumutatioii of several points.,,=^. ., ov, =.
rounded, easily moving, Hipp. : nietapll.

voluble, Luc. Adv. -, Ael.',, (,) to iniirmitr,

buzz to, beside or over,, Euphor.
76., , <,) to

luxuriate, rtvel in,, Fhiio.', f.- : aor.-. [,) to eat to, as sauce

to or after, Luc.', , poet, for-.', f.- : aor., (,) to light,

fall upon, meet with, usu. C. (lat. pers.,

as Ar. i\ub. 195, 533, Thuc. 8,34:
also c. dat. rei, Hdt. 1, b8 ; so, ., find them
open, Plat. Synip. 223 B: so too c.

gen., Ar. Flut. 245, Thuc. 3, 3 ; hut
c. gen. rei, to hit, reach, attain to, Xeii.

Mem. 4, 2, 28 ; rarely c. ace, to meet,

find. Plat. Rep. 431 C : c. part., to suc-

ceed in domg, Hdt. 8. 101, 103; also

C. dat. modi, /.j be lucky, successful in

a Ihnig,), Aeschm. 737, l(j : usu.

m pass, to turn out welt, , Po-
lyb. : absol. m part, aor., ,
like , tlie first one meets, hence

coinnioii, undistinguished person, any
one, Hdt. 2, 2, Ar. Ran. 1375.—11. to

converse, talli with one,, like •. Flat. Legg. 758 C : also,. fil:iAiij), to take it up and read.'/, {,) to turn
over, open a book. Diog. L. 9, 114., a, ov, (,3)
at, belonging to a tomb,, AescI».

Cho. 342.—IL in The-
ocr. 7, 23, a name given to the crested

larks {'), from the fable

that they buried their parents in these
mound-like crests, cf. Ar. Av. 475

;

ace. to others, in genl. with a crest or
topping., ov,^foreg.,,
Aesch.,. Soph.—2.',
ij, appell. of Venus,=L•at. libitina,

Plut., , , a confection made
of olives, Cato R. R. ss 119.

'E7ri7i'0/i,o(j, , (,) to

blind.—2. to stop up, of the pores,

Arist. Prob.

532

', ,=., {. -, {,) to

kindle, injlaine. Pass, to be inflamed

by love,, for one, Ar. Lys. 221

:

to be furious, raging, rabid,•. Plat. Phaedr. 230 A, ubi oliin. [i)J/,,() hitting

the mark, 'ffeclive,, Aesch. Supp.
744 ; succes.-ijul, lucky : c. giin., .. that always hits

the right nail on the head, Isocr. 239
A. Adv. -. Plat. Phil. 38 D.', , , the gaining of
one's ends: success, Folyb., i. -, {,)
to mock, jest. Plat. Ax. 3G4 C ; to mock
at, jeer, and, App. Hence, ov, , mockery, rnil-

tery. Folyb.', inf. aor. 2 of,
to eat to or after, esp. as a remedy or

antidote, Trophil. ap. Stob. ]>. 511, iin., {,) to

make bright : to wash, rub, clean, Ap.
Rh., f. -. {,)
to shew forth, display, like-
, Theogn. 35'J.—2, also, like,
as il inlr., to shine out, shew tight upon,, . .—. pass, and mid. to shno
one's self, come into tight, shine forth,

appear. U. 17, C50 in tmesis, Hdt. 2,

162, etc. : of sudden attacks or inva-

sion. TO lp)ov, Xen. Oec. 21, 10;, Thuc. 8, 42 : to present one's self

to, visit, Hdt. 4, 97 : 7a-, symptoms which follow or supervene,

Hipp., ov, ,(,) a
kind of ."o'tg and dance to tlie music of
the ilute, Tryph. ap. Ath. 018 C., , , the appearance,

manifestation, e. g. , the

iLiwn, Polyb. : esp. of tlie appearance

of deities to aid a worshipper, Dion.
H.— II. a superficns, surface, pari ex-

posed to view. Anst. II. ., and IVlath.

Vett. : and hence—2. opp. to -, appearance, pretence, Polyb.—3.

outward show, fame, distinction, esp.

arising from something unexpected.
Plat. Ale. 1, 124 C, Isae. 64, 34, [u]
from,,{) coming
to tight, appearing, Hdt. 3, 27 : in full

view, ., a place commanded
by another, Thuc. 5, 10, etc.; .
Id. 7, 3.—IL metaph. famous, Lat. tl-

lustris, Hdt. 2, 89, etc. : of things, re-

markable. Id. 5, 6. Adv. -, Thuc.
1, 91 : superl.-, viost manifest-

ly. Id. 5, 105., , , sub. , the
festival of the Epiphany, the manifesta-

tion of Christ to the Gentiles, Eccl.

:

cf. \., ov,() vi.'ri-

l/le : like , in the light of life,

alive, Soph. Ant. 841 cf. Valck. Phoen.
1349., (,)
to countercharm, dissolve a spell, dub. 1.

ap. Menand. p. 73., f. -, (, -) to apply medicine again to, ., , ,^^, a
becoming visible, coming to light. The-
ophr. : in genl. appearance, esp. opp.

to reality, Polyb.— II. an indication,

display,, Polyb.^, (,) to say in

addition, to give out, Philo., ov, (, ') at

the manger, belonging to it,,
Xen. Eq. 5, 1.', ov,=toreg.,=^, to shine

out, of the sun or moon, LXX,—IL
also in pass, form, lb.,=6. L, to shine vpcm,, JN. T., (,) to make to

feed upon a thing. Mid. to feed upon,

Ti, dub. in Phanocl. 2, 2., lut. : aor. 1-: aor. 2, (,)
to bring, put or lay upon, Hoin. only iu

phrase, ,
shall lay heavy hands upon thee, Lat.
graves manus tibi inferet, 11. 1, 89: 0
merely, , Od. 10, 438 ;

except in tmesis,.'/, II. 3, 1 32: - in

prose , Lat.
bellum inftrre, make war upon him,
Hdt. 5, 81 ; ', Thuc. 4, 10, etc. :

and hence absol., to attack, assad, Ar.

Eq. 837.—2. to lay, throw a charge upon
one, .', Hdt. 1, 08, etc.

;

, Thuc. 1, 70 : so, . •
pi'jv, , to impute it to him,
charf^e it vpo/i him. Lat. cxprobrnre al-

ictii, Hdt. 1, 131 ; 6, 112.—3. to bring,

i. e. confer or impose upon, in good OT

bad sense, as .. Find. . I,

50,, Thuc. 4, 85 ; but also, etc., Id. 3, 56 : also to offer,

Thuc. 2, 34.— 4. ,
to minister to, gratify his passions, C'ra-

tiii. Xfi/j. 12, Thuc. 8. 83, ubi V. SchoL
—5. to add, esp. as an epithet, like•

Vi., in Gramm. B. mid. to

bring ivith or upon one's self, bring as

dowry, , Lys. 153, 12, cf. Dem. 1014,
4. C. pass, absol. to follow, come after,

Hdt. 2, 96 : of events, to happen after.

Til, Hdt. 1,209.—2.-, to rush upon or after,

attack, pursue, Hdt. 8, OO: in genl. to

assault. Thuc. 3, 23 : to attack v^ith

words, Hdt. 8, 61 : ', a great sea .\tnkes, dashes
against the ship, Xen. An, 5, 8. 20.

—

3. C. inf. to rush on, be eager to do, Po^
lyb.,(,) to agree, assent,

Einped. ap. Plut. 2, 820 F., (,) utter

words of good or evil omen to one in an
undertaking, cf. Hdt 3, 124, in mid.,
V. Eust. aj). Gaisf. ad 1., cf.-.,.—. -

or , to

give the name or authority of the gods to,

ascribe to them, Plat. Legg. 771 D. cf.

Wolf. Dem. 495, 10 : but usu. with
collat. signf. of doing it for luck's sake,

— 111. to jnuke knoivn by some mysterious

means, intimate, Plut.

—

.=•,
to promise, agree, Eur. I.. A. 130:
freq. confused with. Lob
Phryn. 590. Hence, , , a sign,

omen of good or ill luck, esp. a word or
prayer of good or bad omen, Thuc. 7,

75., ov, 6, a naming omi-

nously, esp. a naming in honour of
god, etc., Strab., f. -, (,) to

arrive at, reach first, hence part. aor., Batr. 217. [, Ep.,
Alt.], f. -, (,) dep. mid., to utter with or

m accordance, join inwhatissaid, Aesch.
Cho. 457 : to soy after or in addition.

Plat. Phil. 18 D. Hence,, , any thing ut•

tered in answer : a clamour, threat., (,) to perish,

die in or upon,, Nic. ap. Ath. C84
D. [t in Ep.]',, , f. -, (, •) to grudge, withhold from jealousy.



, Od. 11, 149.—II. to bear hate

against,, Hdt. 9, 79., ov, {,) ex-

pose<L liable to envy or jf.alousy, Aesch.
Ag. 921 ; kiz., looked on with envy

or jealousy by one, Eur. Med. 304,

etc. ; so too , Hdt. 4, 205

:

TO ., envy, ., Thuc. 2, 64.—II. act. bear-

ing a grudge against, jealous of, hating,, Aesch. Ag. 135 ; hence working

mischief. Id. Eum. 376. Adv. -,. , ,
Thuc. , 75, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 10., , {,) deadly., Dor. for,
which however is not found,= -/-, to spit at, Theocr. 2, 62 ; 7, 127,

to avert a spell of witchcraft, Lat.

despaere, cf Tlbull. 1, 2, 54. The
only simple verb in use is.', , {,-) and in mid., to labour willingly

and earnestly at,, Xen. Oec. 5, 5,

With v. 1.., ov, {,) with

veins on the surface, prominent, Hipp.', ,{) fiery,, Arist. Physiogn.',7., {,)
to be in a state of infiam?n(Uion, Hipp.

',?J, L -, {,) to

kindle, set on fire, burn up, -
?\.,, IL 2, 455 ; 23,

52 : metaph. to inflame, excite, Aesch.
Pars. 395 : also to light up, make bril-

liant or illustrious, lite Lat. illustrare,. , Pind. . 9, 34.

—

II. inLr. to blaze up, be brilliant. Id. P,

11, 89.',7, {,) to kin-

dle, inflame on the surface. Hence^?^/,, TO,aninflamed
part, pustule, Hipp.', ,{, -) inflamed looking, dub. in Hipp./, as pass., to

have pustules on One. Hipp., {,) to sputter at

;

metaph. to rail at,.. Rh. []',, ov, {,) fright-

ful, terrible, Aesch. Ag. 1152.— II.

j»Lss. in fear, timid: hence adv. -,
App-/', {',) to

get, have a purple titige, Theophr., f. -^, (,-)( tiKike red on thesurface, Luc,— II.

intr.= foreg. : esp. to be red of a rud-

dy complexion, Arist. Physiogn. : and
so in pass., lb., , Ion, -, {,-) to come habitually to, visit again

and again, absol., ,, the comers, the visiters,

Hdt. 1, 97; 9, 28: . , to have

dealings with. Id. 2, 73 : of visions, to

haunt a person, \. 7, 16; .., Thuc.
1, 135 : of a disease, to recur, cling to

one, Hipp. : ,
which is regularly imported, Hdt. 3, 6.

t'E7r£(^oi7eia),= foreg.,,,{) a

coming upon one, approach .' esp. of a
god. inspiration. Joseph., ov, 7nurderous., ,{) a bring-

ing to or upon. : hence— 1. a donative,

addition made to one's pay, Thuc. 6, 31 :

in genl. an additioyi.—II. (from pass.)

a rush upon, sudden attack, viole/ice,

Lat. impetus, Polyb. : hence, - -,, a sudden burst of rain,

of tears, Polyb. : esp.—2. .-, a disease, defluxion ofhumours, Me-
dic. — IV. in logic, an inference, the

conclusion of a syllogism, consequent,

liion. H.

', , {,) 1 to

feed, . Horn. Merc. 105,, where however it

may also be the plqpf from
'Eop,,=p,toputupon,, Hdt. 4, 201, etc. ; yf/v, Ar. Pac.

167. Hence,,, usu. in plur.,

that which is served up in addition or af-

ter ; dessert, Hdt. 1, 133, Archipp. Her.

4, etc., , ,{) im-

petuous, esp. of style., ov, {) bearing,

urging on, esp. of a fair wind, Thuc.
2, 77 : in genl. favouring, helping,

Aesch. Gho. 813.—II. leaning, prone to

a thing, Hipp.

—

2. descending . sloping,

declivitous, Plut. Flam. 8.—III. preg-

nant, esp. frequently conceiving, Hipp.

Adv. -, Strab.', {,) to load

heavily besides, Joseph.,,.{)
a covering, lid. Math. Vett.,{) adv.,

advisedly, carefully, Ap. Rh., , >j, v. 1. Hes.

Th. 658, for, q. v., f. -, (,) to

say besides, Hdt. 1, 179 (for,
V. sub) :—but more usu.—B., dep. c. fut.- : aor.

mid., and (in same signf

)

aor. pass,, Od. 5, 183. To
reflect upon, make up one's mind, resolve,

c. inf, , II. 5,

665. so,, Od. 5, 183.— II. to think on,

devise, contrive, , Od. 15,

444;, II. 13, 741;,
Hes. Th. 160 ; and so oft. in Hdt.—
III. to be aware of.perceive,, Od. 8,

94, 533 ; to recognise, Od. 18, 94 : foil,

by .., II. 21, 410.—IV. to acquaint

one's self with, take cognisance of,-, II." 2, 282., , , a blocking up,

obstruction, Plut. : from, Att. -, f. -, {,) to stop, block up, Theophr., , ov, rough, bristling,

Nic. : from, Att. -, f. -, (,) to be rough, bristling on the sur-

face, like Lat. horrere, Dion. P. : esp.

of water,~ -
), they make a ripple on the calm
sea. Opp., , { ) to be

shrewd, prudent : Hom. has only part.

fern,,^, Od. 19,

385., , ,() fore-

thought, thoughtfulness,., Od.

5, 437, ., Od. 19, 22.—II.

observation, Arat., ov, {,)
watching by, guarding, Tivi, Eur. Or.

1575., ov, gen., {,/)
poet., shrewd, sensible, thoughtful, ot

persons, Od. 23, 12 : ,
sage m council, Od. 16, 242 ; but also,, , Od. 3, 128

;

19, 326, and Hes., but never in II.', , al,{) suck-

ers, shoots from the sides of a root,

Theophr.
a,a.o,,^=^a,awatch-

man, Long, [v]', Att. -, f. -^,
{,) to keep guard upon,

watch, Plat. Legg. 866 D., ov, {, 7.) in tribes:

divided into or among them, Eur. Ion
1577. [ii], to glean the grapes in

a vineyard: metaph. to search out dili-

gently, LXX. From,, , {,)
the STnallgrapes leftfor gleaners, LXX.

:

hence Ar. Ran. 92, calls paltry poet-
asters,, whose names
are not mentioned, until the list of
true poets is exhausted.,,{',,) bearing itsfruit upon among
the leaves, Theophr.,,,{) agrowth,

increase: in jilants *• Theophr.
—2. in Medic, a portion of bone grow-

ing on another, but separated by a car-

tilage., {,) to plant

over or upon a thing, Ar. Pac. 168., f. -, [] {,) to

make to produce on or besides, Theophr.
—II. intr. in pass., c. perf.,
and aor. 2 act., to grow upon or

over, , Hdt. 4, 34, esp. as an ex-
crescence, Arist. H. A : hence to ad-

here, cling closely to, c. dat. instrum.,, Polyb. : esp. of

dogs, . . to stick close to

them, run them hard, Plut. :—and so
metaph., . . Id., cf.

: to attach one's self to, -, Plut.', , {.) to call

to : to say, speak of a thing, Fr. Hom.
42, in mid. : to tell of, mention, ,
Soph. : to say in addition, add, subjoin,

Plut. Hence',, , a thing utter-

ed besides or in addition : in rhet., a
sentence added to finish with, a vwral,

I'envoy, Dem. Phal. Hence, , ov,of the na-

ture of an. Adv. -,
Dem. Phal.', ,, dim. from, Epict.', , ,{)
acclamation, a cry, Plut. : an enchant-

ment., , f. -, {, -) to discover in a thing, detect,

Synes. [], like, to

grow towards daylight, N. T., ov, , {,)
an illumination, illuminating light., {.) to gape, be

greedy for,, Lat. inhiare, Luc., ov, {,
uya^of ) taking delight in what is good,

Strab. [a], . to enjoy anoth-

er's evils, be spiteful, and', , , joy at one's

neighbour's ilL•, spitefulness, Arist. Eth.
. : from, ov,{,-) rejoicing in one's neighbour's ills,

spiteful, Anaxandr. Incert. 8, Alex.

Diapl. 1.

7;^;</c«Of,ov,=foreg.,Lob.
Phryn. 770.', {,) to rejoice in

or over a person or thing, whether
kindly or spitefully, but usu. the lat-

ter, c. dat., Dem. 558, fin., very rare,

c. ace, as Soph. Aj. 136, tv' : absol., Ar. Pac.

1015 ; and, in aor. 2 pass,-
vai, ld.Thesm.314: cf Valck. Phoen.
1549., , {,7) to

hail, shower hail upon,, Luc.'?:, ., {,)
somewhat loose, Hipp.?, , f.-,{,?,)
to loosen, relax, Polyb.—II. intr. to

yield, soften in a thing, Aesch. Pr.

179. [}
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'Emxa7.Kevu, (, ?.) to

Jorge, hammer a thing upon a place,

Aescli. Fr 2' . metaph. to hammer
upon a given xuhject,go over \togain and

agnin, Arist. Rhet.— a. metaph. toforge

to one'x purpose, of a man, Ar. Nub.
422.'¥., ov, {, ^.) cov-

ered with copper or brass, brazen,,
Hilt. 4, 200, Ar. Vesp. 18 : also, ,
in., sub., Memeke Ameips.
Sphend. 3.-, ov Dor. u, , Epichnl•

cus, masc. pr. n, Theocr. 14, 53.',, , that which

is stamped or i/npressed, e. g. On a coin.] : from', Att. -ttu, f. -,
(,) to cut into, hence,-, a notched or serra-

ted leaf, Theopnr.—2. to stamp, impress

upon, Tivi, of coins, Plut., ,[) rejoiced

at, glad of a thing, LXX.— II. act.

gratifying, agreeable, Aesch. Pr. 160.,, , Epichures, masc.

pr. n., Oratt., more rare in

act.,, to make sport oj

a thing, Luc., f.-, Att. -lov-, (trri,) ilep. mid. :

—

to

furnish besides, make a present of, ,
Xen. Eq. 6, 12 : intr.,

(Dor. for) , be civil

to him, Ar. Ach. 884.,, , , neut.,
(,) pleasing, agreeable, Aesch.
Theb. 910, Xen., etc. : ivinning, neat,.. Plat. Rep. 474 :

giving pleasure, Xen. Cyn. 5, 33:

—

, pleasatitness of manner. Id.

An. 2, 6, 12., oj', (, )=
foreg., ireq. in Xen., cf. Bornem.
Symp. 3, 9 ; 7, 5. Adv. -, Dor.

ace. to Elmsl. -, Ar. Ach. 867., Dor. nnperat. tor-, Ar. Ach. 884. [], Dor. adv. for -,
V. sub.,,,() an
object of sport Ol joy, esp. of malignant

joy, Valck. Phoen. 1549," Theocr. 2,

20., , , Epicharmus, a

comic poet of Cos, but who passed

his life at Syracuse, Xen. Mem. 2, 1,

20 ; Theocr. Ep. ; Ath., etc.,, , joy, esp. malig-

nant joy at a thing., ov,() wherein

one feels joy, delightsome. Soph. Tr.

1262 ; Tivi, to one, Aesch. Ag. 722.

—

2. esp. exulted, or to be exulted over in

calamity, , matter of
triumph to my enemies, Aesch. Pr.

158 : oi -, to see people justly punished is

a satisfaction, Thuc. 3, 67., to be open, gape at top., [,)
to yawn at a thing, Heliod., [,) to ease one's

self again, Ar. Lys. 440.

7£;^, , to fill to the brim :

from, , (,) on or

at the lips,() ., phrases at the

tip of one's tongue, common phrases,

Lat. quae nntant in labris: .,
a tongue which will not be hej)t within

the lips.—II. almost full, near the brim,

but not quite running over, like-, Ar. Eq. 814: but—III. later,

brimfall,runningover, like.
—IV'. with the lips drawn in, like old

people, Alciphr. 3, 55.
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, f. -, (,)
to umter. spend the winter at a place :

to stay the winter through : 'i'luic. 1, 89

unites both signfs.

—

II. to be stormy

afterwards. Hence,, , a wintering at

a place.— 11. a storm which follows some-

thing, Plin., , , v.., , f. -, (,)
to put one's hand to a thing, c. dat.,,, Od. 24,380, 395 : hence
in genl., to put one's hand to, set to

work at, attempt, ipyu), ,,
etc.. Hdt., Eur., etc! ; much more
rarely c. ace, , Theogn.
75, Plat. Crito 45 C : to intend, at-

tempt to do, c. inf, Hdt. 3, 38, 65.

Xen., etc.— 2. to make an attempt

on, and so freq. in hostile signf, to set

upon, attack, , Hdt. 1, 26, etc. :

absoL, to act on the offen ve. Id. 8, 108.

— II. to handle a subject philosophically,

argue on it, Arist. Coel. Hence',, , an underta-

king, attempt, Thuc. 7, 47, Xen., etc.

—II. in logic, kind of argument, de-

fined by Arist. Top. 8, 11, 12 as=. Hence', , , belonging

to an', argumentative, Arist.

Memor. Adv., Aristid., , //,()
an attempt upon, attack, Hdt. : in. genl.

an attempt. Id. 3, 71.—II. aniode of ar-

guing, Polyb.

tpov,^veh. adj. from -, one must attempt, try, attack,. Thuc. 2, 3, in plur., ov, o, an etiterprising

person, lliuc. 8, 96, Plat. Tim. 69

D., , ,(-) of, belonging to formal argument

:

, -, sub., the art of argument-

ation, Arr. Adv.-/itjf..,=, dub., , , dub. form for

sq., in Hipp., ov,, (,) strict-

ly, wages of matiual labor : hence in

genl. wages, pay. whether of reward,

Ar. Ve.sp. 586, Trag. ap Clem. Al. p.

586 ; ftr more usu. of punishment,. , Aesch.
Pr. 319 : ., i. e. to be
slain. Soph. Ant. 820., , (,-) to confirm, ratify a proposed de-

cree, esp. by show of hands, Dem. 48,

17, etc.—ll. in Eccl. to ordain besides

or after. Hence', ,?;, adecreepass-

ed by vote of the people, esp. by show of
hands, ap. Dem. 706, 7, etc.()'), (. [)(•-) to be of a peninsularform, Strab., Ep. inf aor. i act. of-,, Horn., f.-, and Att.,
Ar. Pac. 169 : aor. 1 : Ep. pres., aor. 1, inf-
, Horn., who nowhere has the com-
mon form, (, ). To pour, throw

orer or upon, e. g. water to wash the

hands, , Od. 1. 136,

etc., in full, , II.

24, 303, ana so Att. ; also, ., Xen. Oec. 17,9 : metaph.,
'' , II. 5, 618.

—

. mid.

to have poured, throum, spread for one,

or to do it for one's self,,. Od. 5, 257,487.—2. <o_^ Art i-e

pnured out for one, to drink, .-, to drink it to any one's

health or honour, esp. of lovers' toasts,

Theocr. 2, 152; 14, 18; also simi)ly

: for which we have

, Pint.
Pass, , one which
has been pound or put into the general
argument. Plat. Legg.793 B: metaph.
to come as a torrent, lo stream, i e.Jlock
to a place,, Ep. syncop. 3
plur. plqpf. pass, for. 11.

15, 054 ; vi/, II. 10, 295 ; so, to

come like a stream over, . ol an ar-

my of mice, Hdt. 2, 141 : hence also,

to spread, become common Or usual. Plat.,(.) lo remain
in widowhood, Joseph., ov, and later a. ov,

(,) on, itpmi the earth, earlhlt/,

Ireq. m Hom., both as epith. of mor-
tals, and as subst.,-, earth-

ly ones, i. e. rnen, cf. : opp. to

: so,. >>,
Pind. Fr. 232, 3. Only poet., (,) to

make a mock of, or Tivi, Plut.

av,(,uv)townrm,
esp. at the surface. Pass, to grow
warm, Hipp. [], ov, (,) with a
green surface, Opp.••, , (, ^) to bt

downy or mossy on the surface,,. Rh.
J

'
f I', contr. -', , (,) a woolly covering, Hipp., 7/, ?/,=^. Strab., ov, (,) full of

gall or bile, bdious, Hipp. : hence sple-

netic, ill-tempered, Pint.

—

II. act. pr»•

ducing bile, ), VVess.

Hdt. 4, 58, where some would lead

().,, ,(,) the

mesentery. Aretae., (.) to danct
to, in honour of a thing, Ar. Pac. 1317

:

to dance, come dancing on, Xen. Svmp.
9, 4 : and so of things, Diphil. ap. Ath.
157 A, 230 F.—II. trans. f/> add a cho-

rus or choral song, Pliiloslr./, , (.) to

furnish, supply besides ; in genl. tofur-
nish, supply, Dion. H. Hence, , •^, an addi-

tional supply: hence

—

2.:=7:(>,
dessert, sweetmeat, Ath.. , , =^ foreg. : in
genl. a s-iipply, H. T., f.-,{.)
to feed besides, Sosith. ap. Herin.
Opu.sc. 1, 55 ; unless here it be from.'', (,) to stam,
colour, Luc.*, (,) (A) to lend

besides, hence aor.. Pint.

—

. as dep. mid.,, f. --, to make use of, esp. like Lat. uti,

to have dealings, be friends with one,, Hdt. 3, 99, cf. thuc. 1, 41., () poet., to lay hands on,

attack, c. dat., of wild beasts, ho.stile

forces, etc., II. 16,352, 356;/, they did her m-
olence by their unwelcome wooing,
Od. 2, 50.

—

II. later also to handle,

touch, c. gen. : seems only to be used
in impf. [u], poet, for sq., A p. Rh.. (,) to

neigh, whinny to, .,{.}
dep.. to! upon or at, c. dat., Luc., , [, ,)-) to prophecy of or upon, TlVl,

Philostr., (, ) to

make to approach, bring upon, ,
Bacchyl. 36.,, ,() an an•

oiniing, smecuring, Strab.



^,,, ungutnt or

pltster, Diosc. : and', ov, smeared on : esp.,

., salves, ointments, Plut. : from, {, '^) to aytoint, be-

emear, «^, Od. 21, 179;. Od. 18, 172. Mid. to anoitU

one's self, Od. 18, 179. [pi].,, , Ath., and,. , Clefn. ., a colounng, tinge.',. -- Att. -. (,<>) to last long, become ingrained,

Arist. Probl. Also in pass., lb., , lov, (,)
lastingfor a time, long, Cic. Att. 6, 9, 3.

'..(), oi',= foreg.^,, ov,{,) cover-

ed, overlaid with gold ; gilded : cf. -, Hdt. 1, 50, etc. Hence', , to overlay with gold

:

to gild.), Theophr., and-, Plat.,= sq.', and-ftrw,.-,
(,) to rub or smear over ;

esp. with a colour, to stain, colour, Luc.
Hence^.,, , a spot, stain on

the surface, Theophr.-, , , () that

which is spread over, a suffusion., late form for,
Herm. ap. Stob. Eel. 2, p. 1092.,, ,() a pour-

ing in or upon: hence an overflow,

flood. Plat. Tim. 77 D : metaph., .'/, Plat. Legg. 740 E.—II. re-

dundance, lb. 841 A.—III. a filling of
cuDs/orntooi/, the wine-bearer's duty,

Plut.—IV. a beaker, or wine-pitcher,

Menand. p. 175 ; ., Ar. Fr.

12.. verb. adj. from 7_^;,
one must pour in or over, Diosc.,, , (^) a ves-

sel for pouriiig in, a tube, v. i. LXX., ov, ()) poured or

spread over : esp. ., (sub. ?.)
a kind of cake, like, Nicoph.
Cheir.2.—2. also a coin, or cast of sil-

ver or lead, Hesych.,, (,) to melt

on, to solder, Philo.~, and -vi'U, f. -,
{~,) to heap earth upon, fill

with a mound,, Theophr.
VEnoa,i^.oua)tobeangry
at, Tivi, Ap. Rh. 3, 367.',, , {,) to yield,

grant, give tip, . Soph. Ant. 219,
cf..— II. intr. to come to-

wards, join one's side, Lat. accedere,

Thuc. 4, 107, , Xen. Hell.

2, 4, 34 : to advance (as) against the

/oe. Id. An. 1,2, 17. Hence, , , a concession,

permission, Arr., {,) to be

customary, be the fashion in a place,, Strab., ', Arist.

Pol., Tivi, Polyb. Also in pass,

impers.,, it is the cus-

tom orfashion, Arist. Pol.—II. of per-

sons, to visit often, to be in the habit of
coming to, Lat. ventitare,.,
Heind. Plat. Phaed. 57 A.~, It, ov, also , ov, Ar.
Nub. 60 i, and Plat, (,) in, of,

belonging to the country, Pind. P. 4,

209, etc., of persons, ol .. the people

of the country, Hdt. 1, 78, etc. : of
things, of. used in the country,-
uara, 1, 195, etc. ; peculiar to a coun-
try, -., 1, 35, etc. : ., the

custom of the country, and then in genl.
cuxlom, Ar. Nub. 1173, Plat., etc.

A<\\. -, Ar. Vesp. 859. Cf-. 1

',, , ,()
heaping up, esp. the choking of a chan-

nel, Polyb. : metaph. exaggeration,

Gramm., (~, ') scrape,

skim the surface of a thing, 0pp./', old Att. for-, Ar. Pac. 1141.

-/'/.',,, a curb-chain, [a]-?,, (,) to accom-
pany on a stringed instrument. Soph.
Fr. 79., adv.(-) lightly,

skimming the surface.,, , a touching light-

ly. Plut. : from.{,) to touch light-

ly, reach, c. gen., Hes. Sc. 217, Hdt. 3,

87, and Att. : later also c. ace. : in

genl. to touch, handle,. Soph.
Phil. 1255: Hom. has it only once,

and that metaph., " ~^, who can feel

however little in his heart, Od. 8, 547,
like : hut. <>7.,
to reach out towards, seek for love. Pind.

P. 4, 164 ; metaph. to tovch lightly on,

Lat. strictini attingere, Hdt. 2, 65.', and old Att. -,
{,) to drop, pour by drops

in or upon. Xen. Symp. 2. 26 :-, he rains upon..., Ar. Pac.
1141, where it is not really intr.', ov, ,—7?.,
Anth.-,{,\1)).,
to lie still more, Xen. Hier. 2, 16.— II.

to attributefalsehood to, c. ace, Plut.

;

Tivi, Luc.,, , (,)
scrapings or scum, Diosc.'.*?, , {,)
to touch lightly, . Plat. Rep. 360 A

:

c. gen., to feel for. Id. Prot. 310 C., f.- Att. -, {,) put a question to the vote

in a popular assembly, put the ques-

tion, the office of the chief president

{7/), Lat. sententias perrogare,

in suffragia mittere. Thuc, etc., cf
esp. Xen. Mem. 1, 1, 18 : in full, ., Aeschin. 71, 7 : also./., Thuc. 1. 87; ., to put the question for, at the in-

stance of any one, Hdt. 8, 61 : but., to a.ik them their opinion, Plat.

Gorg. 474 A. Mid. of the assembly
itself, to confirm, decree by vote, C. inf

,

Xen. Hell. 1,1, 34. Pass, to be ap-

pointed by vote, of a magistrate, Arist.

Pol. Hence',, , the proposing

;

or (from mid.) the voting a measure.', , to paint over.'., ov, {,) exposed
to blame, blameworthy, Xen. Lac. 14,

7.— II. act. blaming, censorious,,
Aesch. Ag. 611.', , {,) to clat-

ter, rattle at or with a thing. Call. Dian.
247.— II. act. to utter, ri, Clem. Al.',, {,) to cool, re-

fresh. Ap. Rh. [i], {,) to eat a
morsel more.., ai, {,) places

where the force of the wind is broken,

roadsteads, Od. 5, 404.. aor. 1 pass, of?.?., 1 aor. pass, of.?/, 2 aor. pass, from,
but V. Buttm. Catal. p. 214.

'7., poet. ?., aor. 1

from ~/../.'. 1 aor. pass, of,
but V. Buttm. Catal. p. 202. sq., 3 sing. aor. from, Ep.
sync op. for ?., II. 12, 11 : and in

EHOI
like manner from aor. mid.?. for,, 11. 1, 418; 22.281;' for, /., II. 9, 54,
etc.,/. for/. very freq. in

Hom.-, 1 aor. act. and '/.', 1 aor. pass, from.., 3 plur. aor. sycop. pass,

of, only 11. 4, 449 ; 8. 63.

fE~?.vOrjv, 1 aor. pass, of '/., 1 aor. pass, of.•;, ov, {,) con-

taining 1 + |, or |, V. sub.., ov, {,) swollen

:

esp. pregnarit, Iambi., {,) /.,
to draw a circular/itrrou; or line, Tryph., ov, {,) watch-

ing, presiding over the furrows, epith.

of Ceres, Anth., , . Ion. for,
Hdt., Ion. for, Hdt.
9, 99., ov.=., {.) to join

in wailing, lament over a thing, Anth., f. 1. in Aesch. Pers. 656;

which some strangely make 3 sing,

plqpf from a verb, as if Ion.

for., fut. -, {,) to be-

come stinking, LXX., 1 aor. pass, oi.-, or, {,)
to shut up : but only in II. 12, 340, and
here it has always been doubted, v... {,) to swell

up, Nic. Hence, a, ov, swollen, Hipp.,,=^, Hipp.

70(5/, {,) to make
to swell. Pass.^ e7rot(5a<vij, Hijip., , {.) f -,
to go as settler or colonist to a place :

to settle in a place, inhabit it, c. acc,
Eur. Ion 1583; . -y, Xeu.
Cyr. 6, 2, 10.—II. to occupy against;

in pass., ;) ) -, D. is occupied as the seat of of-

fensive operations against their country,

"Thuc. 7, 27 ; cf '6, 86, where -
is seemingly intrans., like. Hence', , , a colony : but the

classical lerm is, with refe-

rence to the mother-, rather than the

dau shter-country

.

, a, ov, {.) in

or presiding over the house, domestic., fut.- Att. -, (,) to settle in a colony, Tivu,
App. : to colonise, people with a colony,

Dio C, in pass.

—

2. =,, Paus., ov, , {,) an

out-house,farmstead, etc., Bockh Inscr.

1. p. 849.— II. house-furnilure, dub.., , ), () a

colonisi^ig, settlement of a colony, App., , (,)
to build upon, raise by building,,
Thuc. 7, 4 ; , Xen. An. 3. 4,

11.—II. to build again, rebuild, Xen.
Hell. 6, 5, 12.—HI. to build against,

rni.<:e afortress on another's layid, Polj'b,

Hence
'E7roiKO(5ou7},^f,^,= sq.,Clem. Ai.::

and, , , a hmiding.

up: hence metaph. an accuntiUniion

;

in Rhet., a climax, Arist. G«a. An, 1,.

18, 34., , ^ v.-., , (.<)
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to provide in a thing, dub. in Arist.

Oec., , , apportionment,

Ipyuv , rhetorical treatment ol

them, Longin. 11, 6, unless-
(q. v.) be read., ov, {tni,) settling,

sojourning amongforeigners , in aforeign
' land, Acsch. Pr. 410.— II. as subst., a sojourner. Find. O. 9, 105

:

hence=, a stranger, one who
has no civic rights. Soph. El. 189.—2.

a colonist, settler in a colony, Ar. Av.
130T, Thuc. 2, 27, ubi v. Schol., cf..— 3. neighbour, one near.

Soph. . C. 506.-),{,) to pity,

have coiiijjnssion on, Xenoph. 6, 3 Bgk,,
TLva, Soph. Aj. 121, etc.^. (, or)={oeg.,, Soph. . . 1296 : to bewail, la-

ment, Joseph. Hence', ov, lamentable, wretch-

ed. Aesch. Ag. 1221.,,^, oZ/crof)=foreg.,

Aesch. Ag. 1614.', 1". -, {,-) to wail, lament over,, Aesch.
Cho. 547.', ov, (,) at the

witie ; bacchanalian, Nonn.
'ErroifOf, oi',= foreg.', verb. »dj. of,

one must bring in or to, Polyb.', , , fut. of,
L•. 1,89, Od. 16,438.70',= sq. , Anth.^,, {,) dep.

mid. : to go toivards, approach, c. ace,
Od. 1, 324 ; esp. to approach as a beg-

gar, Od. 17, 346, 351 : -
., to draw near to the gods with

sacrificial feasts, Piiid. O. 3, 72.—2.

to approach with hostile purpose, set on,

attack, c. ace, ', II. 5,

330, cf. 10, 487.— II. to go over, go
through, visit one after another, esp. of

one who hands round wine, Od. 1,

143; of a general, c. ace,' , 11. 15, 279,

cf. Od. 4, 451 : also . uva, II. 1, 383; -, II. 5, 508: esp. also of Apollo
and Diana risi/i/ig^ persons with death,

(or -), as Od. 5, 123,

cf. II. 1, 50.—2. to go over, get through

one's work, absol., II. 5, 720 : usu.

c. ace, ipyov ., II. 6, 492, Od. 1,

358; ., to set about preparing

it, Od. 13, 34 ; most freq. of women,
., to ply the loom, Lat. per-

eurrere telam, 11. 1, 31, Od. 5, 62, etc. :

later c. dat., ., Theocr. 25,

32.— 3. to go along, traverse,, . 15, 676.^,, {,)
dep. mid., to forbade, Gramm., cf.-., {,) =-, to run a ship ashore,, Hdt.

6, 16 ; 7, 182.—2. of the ship, to run
aground, be wrecked, Thuc. 8, 102., ov, , Epocillus, masc.
pr. n., Arr. An. 3, 19, 6. etc.

'.7., {,) to cower

with bent knees at or upon,, He-
liod.', , (,) to be

rough in or upon,, Nie^,,, , {,-) uneven, projecting. Anth./3. . -, {, ?.)) to

call happy,, Nonn., ov, , night-bird, perh.=?..̂. or-, f.-,
(, 6?>) to slip in or upon, C.
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dat., esp. metaph., ex.?,
Anth.?, f. -, {,^)
to holla, shout for joy, triu7itj>h at. ab-

sol., Aesch. Ag. 1236, Ar. Eq. 616,

Tivi, at or to one. Id. Theb. 825. cf., and. — II. to

howl, shriek for woe, later.'., {,)
dep. to lament over, c. dat., Joseph, [], to follow, dep. mid. from, q. v.

'/^/3', , {,) to wet

with showers, rain upon; in pass., Anth.
—II. intr. to be rainy, wet. Hence,,, a watering, esp.

with rain., , ,() abun-

dance of rain, Hipp. : in genl. abun-

da7ice of wet or moisture, Aesch. Fr.

290 ; wet weather, opp. to ',
drought, Ar. Nub. 1120., f. -, {,)
to shower, pour down as rain, Clem. Al., ox',= sq., Theophr.', ov, {,) rainy,, Hipp.,, Theophr.: wet,,
Theophr.', adv. part. pres. from, in consequence ; in accordance

with,, Plat. Legg. 844 E, e conj.

Stephani.
and, fut.-

: aor., {,)
To swear to or upon, v. 1. Od. 15, 437,

c. ace , swore a
fahc oath to it, II. 10, 332 ; and c.

dupl. ace ., to swear
a false oath by the gods, Theogn.
1195, cf. Hes. Th. 793: hence m
prose . ^, , to

sivear by..., Hdt. 1, 212 ; 5, 100 ; .
.../., Xen. Cyr. 6, 4, 6, like

Lat. deos jurare, cf. '. but c.

ace rei, to swear to a thmg, Ar. Lys.
211.—II. in part., with another verb,

esp. , he said with an
oath, said upon oath, Hdt. 8, 5, Xen.
An. 7, 8, 2.',, f., {,) to wipe off upon a thing :

hence to leave an impression upon it.',, , lov, {, <^-) on, upon the navel, hence/., in the cen-

tre, on the boss of the shield {-, Lat. umbo), 11. 7, 267 :., a fig with a navel-like stalk,

Anth.—II. TO, the umbi-
lical region, esp. the uterus, [a]', f.- Att. -, {,) toreproach,abuse,Vs.-Vh.2\2

.

, ', tn be reproached,

disgraceful, Isocr. 254 D ; , to one,
Xen. Symp. 8. 34.—II. act. blaming,

reproachful, Eur. I.T. 689. Adv. -,
shamefully, Plat. Legg. 633 E., {,) to give

an additional name to,to surname,h\^C

.

2, 29, . Plat. Crat. 406 A,
, Heind. Theaet. 185 C : sometimes
with, pleon., Id. Parmen. 133 D,
V..—2. in genl. to call by a

name, give an epithet to, Thuc. 1, 13:. TO , to call upon, in-

voke by name, Hdt. 4, 35 ; .-, as a solemn appeal, Thuc. 7, 69.

— B. pass, to be named,' or, after one, Eur. H. F. 1329,
Thuc. 6, 2 : -p apxy -, the title of is given it,

Hemd. Plat. Phaedr. 238 A: ., to receive a name, Id.

Lpfig. 620 D : absol., to be infamous.
Soph. El. 284., , , a surname,
name., verb. adj. from

, one must call by a name,

., Plat.

Legg. 828 D., ov, named. Adv.
•, by name, dub.',, fut.- Att. -, {,) to grow sour, turn acid.,, {,) to sharpen,

Eccl.—2. to accelerate,, LXX.',, , {,) sharpened

:

sharpish in taste, as o.xymel, Hipp.,, {,) dep.,

only used m pres. and impf., to look

towards : hence to regard, reverence,

fear,, /, Od.
5, 146, . Hom. Yen. 291.,{,) adv.,iie-

hind, coming after, but prob. to be read
divisim, ' ., with Gaisf., Dind.,
etc., in Hes. Fr. 42., a cry to mimic that of the
hoopoe (/;), Ar. Av. 58.', , , {) a
writing of epic poetry : the epopee, epic

poetry itself, Hdt. 2, 116, cf. Arist.

Poet. 24, sq. Hence', , , of, belonging

to epic poetry, epic,, Arist.

Poet.', , ,{,) writ-

ing epic poetry : ., an epic poet,

Hdt. 2, 120.', , {, (mrad)) to roast,

broil besides or after, Od. 12, 3G3.', , , inspection.—.
the highest grade of initiation at the

Eleusinian mysteries, Plut., but cf. sq.

:

from', {,) to look

over, overlook, watch,, Od. 16, 140,

Hes. Op. 765 : in genl. to observe, take

charge of, , Aesch. Cho.
1 : hence to look upo7i in wrath, visit,

punish,, Id. Eum. 220.— II. to

become an/, be initiated into the

greater mysteries, used proverb, of at-

taining to the highest earthly happi-
ness, Ar. Ran. 745, Plat. Phaedr. 250
C : yet Synes. used the word of the
lesser mysteries, and Lob. (Aglaoph.
p. 127, sq.) questions the graduation oi

mystae altogether.'/,/, o,=sq., of tutelary
gods, ', Aesch. Th. 640.', , ,{, -) strictly, looker on, an eye-wit-

ness, spectator,, Aesch. Pr. 299.
—2. an overseer, guardian, esp. of a
god. Find. N. 9. 12.—II. one initiated

at the greater mysteries, Bockh Inscr. 1,

p. 107; but cf.. Hence^, , , belonging to an
or ; hence .,

the most secret mysteries of any thing,

Plat. Symp. 210 A ; cf.•.,, , fern, of., ov. (,) visible,

within sight, Strab. : the poet, form
is in Opp., , , Eporacdia, a co-

lony of the Romans, in the territory

of the Salassi in N. W. of Cisalpine
Gaul, now Ivrea, Strab.', Ion. for, Hdt.', {,) to hola
orgies, revel in or among, c. dat., Anac
reont., {,) to be
angry at, LXX.', fut. -, {,) to

hold out to, offer, give, . 11. 5,

225, in tmesis.— B. more usu. in mid., fut.-, to stretch one's

self out towards a thing, reach at it : in
Horn, once, II. 5, 335,,
reaching forward to strike, more usu.-, v. Heyne, II. 4, 307.—11.

to hold out, offer besides, Solon 20, 2.—



III. metaph. to be desirous ofmore, rise

in one's demands, Hdt. 9, 34 : in genl.

to desire,, Plat. Rep. 437 C, etc., loa. lor, Hdt. 1,

124., {,) orig. to

set upright,. ., to prick the

ears, Philo : but usu. absoL, sub.

(pijvr'/v, io lift up the voice, shout at, C.

dat., -yoe', Aesch. Ag. 29
;

but., to lift up the voice in

wailing, Pers. 1050.', , (,,)
to utter with a loud shout, ,
Seidl. Eur. El. 143., (,) to rise

early: esp. to sing early «i the morn-

ing, late.', and in mid.,=foreg.,
late. Hence^, ov, a, a rising early,,
the morning soutids of the Iioisy ta.^C-

gatherers, Plut.,, ,^=6, the

early singer, i. e. the COck.'~},=,]\6, {,) to urge, set

on, dub. in ISic., Ion. for, to

adjure, Eccl. Hence, , . Ion. for•, an adjuration, Eccl. : and, ov, a, one who adjures,

an exorcist, Eccl.), Ion. for, Hdt.

8, 81.^ and -, fut. :

aor. 1, {,.) stir

up, arouse, excite, ,
who called up my might, 11. 20, 93 : so

too in mid., 11. 23, 689 in tmesis,

Aesch. Supp. 187.—2. to rouse and

send upon, to send upon or at. Od. 22,

429 : to set on, esp. in hostile sense,

to set on to fight, , 11. 5, 7G5,

etc. ; also c. inf., olov", II. 7, 42: to send

misery upon one, Od. 7, 271 : so oi, U. 15, 613 :', Od. 5, 109, cf
Eur. Cycl. 12. Pass, to rise against,

assault, fly upon one, c. dat.,
'., 3 sing. aor. syncop., 11. 21,

324 : and so plqpf. act.,.
II. 23, 112. in tmesis., {,) to nish vio-

lently at or upon, to attack, assault ;

always in hostile signl'., in II., or

absol. : but in Od. (only 23, 343) of

sleep, to come suddenly on ; once c.

ace. rei, ', II. 17, 481.

Only poet.,,{,) to put on

as a roof or cover., imperat. aor. 1 act. of, II. 5, 765., {,') to dig up,

to tear open,, Achill. Tat., (, dep.,

to dance on a thing, to dance about,

Dem. 313, 26: to trample upon,,
Plut. : metaph. to triumph over, Lat.

insultare,, App.
'EiTOf,, . (from root -, or

rather FEH-, which recurs in ^^).
— I. a word; hence Alt., ',
word by word, accurately, .\r. Ran 802 :. Id. Psub. 1375, cf

Aesch. Eum. 586 : in genl. that which

is s])oken, uttered in words, whether
few or many, a speech, tale, very freq.

in Horn, (who does not use the later

synonym,' for this), just like•, with which he joins it, Od. 4,

597 ; 11, 561. Hence also sometimes
a song, when the words are more im-

pel tant than the music, minstrelsy,

lays accompanied by music, like those

of the troubadours, Od. 8, 91 ; 17,

519. The following are the most pe-

culiar usages, esp. in Horn.—1. word

worth listening to, , II. 3, 83.

—

2. a pledged word, promise, 11. 8, 8 ; -, to fulhl, keep one's word,

II. 14, 44.—3. a word in season, word

of advice, counsel, bidding ; also freq.

in Alt.—4. the word ofa deity, prophecy,

an oracle, Od. 12, 266 : later also saw,

proverb, 7naxim, like,, Hdt. 7, 51 : hence freq.

in Alt., , so to say, as

the phrase goes, where one is not sure

that an expression is allowable, Wolf
Lept. p. 361, Herm. Vig. n. 154:

speaking loosely, vaguely, opp. to -, Piat. Legg. 656 : but also, to

speak boldly, speak out, without peri-

phrasis or mincing the matter, Trag.,

etc.—5. word, as opp. to deed, i. e. any-

thing vain and futile, ,
words of none effect, opp. to,
Od. 19, 565 : hence and
freq. opposed, 11. 15, 234, Od. 2, 272,

etc. ; and in Att. just as and, are contrasted. Moreover
Hom. uses as opp. to, II. 15,

106, and to, II. 1, 77.-6. that

which words express, the meaiiing, sub-

stance, subject of a speech, etc., almost

like, a thing or matter, II. 11,

652 ; 17, 701, etc.. cf Br. Soph. O. T.

1144, O. C. 443: hence,, nothing to the purpose. Plat.

Euthyd. 295 C, to no purpose, Ar.

Eccl. 751. Hom. freq. joins -,,,,-.,-— 11. from
Pind. . 2, 2, and Hdt. downwds.,
Tu, epic poetry in heroic verse, Opp.

to '/. or lyric poetry, etc., cf. Miil-

ler Literal, of Greece, 4, i^ 3 : then

transferred to elegiac verse ; and
thence to other kinds, in genl. verses,

poetry, as even, , Hdt. 4,

14 : to lyric poetry, Alcm. 4, Pind. O.

3, 14 : of tragic or comic iambi. Ar. Ran.

802, Eq. 39, cf Francke CalUn. p. 77

sq. : also,, a verse or line of po-

etry, epic or other, Hdt. 4, 29, Ar.

Ran. 956, 1161 ; even a line in writing

of any kind,/ii'pi'a)i' , Isocr.

201 A, cf Schaf Dion. Comp. p. 30 :

and in Luc. of a painter,'>, in seven strokes or lines., {,) to

send potsherds skimming over the water,

to play at ducks and drakes. Hence, , , a game at

ducks and drakes. Poll. 9, 119., {,) to yell

out, utter lamentably, , Eur.
Phoen. 1033., {,) almost
wholly poet., to stir up, excite, urge on,

freq. in Hom., who oft. joins-, also -, etc. : and more rarely in hos-

tile signf, to set on, excite against, C.

dat., .', to stir up war
against one, Od. 22, 152 ;,

., to urge on, hasten, Od. 8,

31 ; 24, 355: usu. c. ace, but also

freq. c. inf, ., '-, etc., 11. : rarely c. dat., as

Hes. Op. 595, Hdt. 7, 170: and c.dat.

et inf,, ., to

urge them to do a thing, Od. 10, 531,

II. 15, 258. Pass, to press on, hasten,

Aesch. Theb. 098., and, ov,

{.) on earth, terrestrial.?, , , {,)
gum-boil. Medic, cf.'?., ov, (,) some-
what curly, Theophr.

?., , {, r) to scar

over, heal a wound, etc., Hipp. Hence
'~£•,, , a s:arring over,

healing. Medic. ; and', , , promoting the

healing of wounds, etc.. Medic.,, aiov, {,)
in or on the tail, Anth., a, ov, {,)
in heaven, heavenly : in Horn, only of

the gods, .,, Od. 17, 484,

11. 6, 129, 131, 527.• . -, Pind. Fr. 97, 4.—2. in plur. as

subst.,= 6'fOi', Theocr. 25, 5. [u], , {,) to make
water upon; in genL to make water,

Arist. Part. An.
op,^=sq., Luc., {,) to blowfa-

vourably upon, of a fair wind, :

avpa , filling

the canvas ; so,, wafting them on their way,

Luc. : but, -, (of the Erinyes) to breathe

bloodily on him, i. e. to inspire him
with mad fury, Aesch. Eum. 137.

—

II. metaph. to help onward, in genl. to

direct towards a point,/
-, Eur. Andr. 610.—111. intr. to sail

with a fair wind, sail merrily, ironical-

ly, -, Ar. Thesm. 1226, cf. :, safe, pros-

perous sea, Strab., ov, blowing favourably,

avpa. Soph. Tr. 954 : sailing before the

wind ; hence metaph., borne along,,
by a thing, Clem. Al. Hence, , to have a fair wind,

Polyb. Hence',, , a dub. word in

Arist. Rhet. 3, 13, 5, prob. going•

straight on : al..', , {,,)
added to the essence, and SO non-essen-

tial. Adv. -.?, {.) to remain

a debtor, continue in debt, Thuc. 8, 5., {, ,) to in-

crease still more., , Plut., and -
oa/.,^=sq./., ,{,?.)
to cast longing glances at, leer at,,
Ael. : usu. metaph., to covet, be greedy

after,- Plut., also .
Id.; ct. Dorv. Char. p. 86, Schaf.

Long. p. 350.

'Eoa?.i,= foeg.', ov, {,')
upon, over the eye., {,)
to owe still more, .^, , , bringing water

to a place for irrigation ; a sluice or

channelfor the purpose, Strab. : from, {,) to make
a channel, bring as \vater to a place,

Lat. derivare. Plat. Gorg. 493 E.

Pass, to be so brought, Hipp. Mid. to

draw to or upon one's self,, Plat.

Phaedr. 251 E.,, 6,{) the drag,

break on a uheel : also, and.', (,) to spring

upon : esp. of the male animal, to cov-

er, Arist. Gen. An.. . f. -, {,) to

carry towards or upon. Pass. c. fut.

mid. to ride or drive upon,, II. 17, 449, just

like Lat. vehi : so even, ., to

float upon it, Philo.

?'/, , ,[) a check, hin-

drance, cessation, 7., Po-

lyb.—II. a suspension of judgment,
537'



technical term of the sceptical phi-

losophers, Plut-, cf. Cic. Acad. Pr. 2,

18, V. IV. 3.—III. pause, stop,

in the reckoning of lime, point where one

period closes and another begins, an
epoch.— IV. , the places

of stars in the heaven, Plut., a, ov, (, //) on
or of the mountains, Anth.'-, (,) to groan,

grieve for, rivi, Opp.',, , ,=~, the

drag, break on a wheel, ap. Alh. 99 C.', (~,) to hold

hard, Opp.~, ov, TO, the saddlecloth, hous-

ing, Xen. Eq. 12, 9 : t'rom~, ',() sitting, mount-

ed upon, esp. on horses, chariots ami
ships, c. gen. vel dat.,,, Aesch. Pers. 45, 54 : metaph.,?. ., words mounted on.

borne on by madness, i. e. frantic words,
Eur. Hipp. 214, cf-.
—2. absol. well-seated, mounted, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 4, 4 : keeping one's seal, {-. ei-

vat, to keep one's seat, Id. Eq. S, 10,

cf. Ar. Lys. 677.—II. pass, tu be rid-

den upon, etc., .,
navigable by ships, Plut..~, ov, 0, Epochus, son of Ly-
curgus king of Arcadia, Apollod.'^, , {,) to for-

tify still more, Diod.), V..,, , the hoopoe, so call-

ed from its cry, as in Lat. npupa,

Epich. p. 105 : cf Aesch. Fr. 291 for

another fanciful deriv., -., {,) dep.

mid., to eat with or to bread, as,
Plut., adv. for , until late,

till evening./,, ,{)
that which is eaten with bread or 7neat,

Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 791.,, ^,= foreg., Ath.',, ,,^., ov, (,) serving

for oipof, us a relish to bread, etc.,

Leon. Tar. 55., ov,() to be seen,

that can be looked on. Soph. O. T.
1312.-, ov, also a, ov, Aral, {,
OTpir) visible, seen afar, conspicuous.

Soph. O. C, 1600, Ant. 1110: hence,
illustrious,, . Horn. . 496.

—II. act. overlooking, watching all

things, epith. of gods, esp. of Jupiter,

Soph. Phii. 1010. As subst. -
\1).=:.',, , (,) vieiv

over, . , the view from, com-
manded by the temple, Hdt. 1, 64 ; so,

-, our view, circle of vision.

Plat. Rep. 499 C : in genl. the view of
a thing,, Thuc. 7, 71 : iv, within view, Strab.'.-, fut. of, with no
pres. in use, Horn.

[], aor. 1 pass, from."., aor. 2 of, Horn., Ep. shortd. for /,
aor. from, only Hes. Th. H5G.

'7/, Ion. aor. 1 pass, from.',, , . Ion. aor. 1 from
for, II., , , aor. 1 from,

., , , . indecL, SEV-
JEA'.Germ. SIEBEi\,SanscT. SAP-, Lat. SEP EM, (the Semitic
languages, Uke the Teutonic, drop
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I the /) ; 6 , the number
seven, [a], ov, (,) of
seven bulls'-hides,, H 7,220, 222,

etc. : hence in gcnl. stout,, Ar.

Ran. 1017., ov, (.) worth

seven oxen.—lI.= foreg., Soph. Aj. 576., ov, Att. -, [_-,') seren-longiied, with seven

chords,, Pind. N. 5, 43.}, ov, (,-) of seven letters., ov, (,) sev-

en-cornered : of numbers, raised to the

seventh power. Math. Vett. : tu-. certain musical instruments, ov, b,[,)
a sevenfold slat^e, Hippon. 80., ov, (,)
uvrth, costing seven drachms, Theocr.
15. 19., ov, formed after-, seven-fold ; seven at a birth, Strab., ol•',= sq., ap. Hesych.//, , (, ) seven

years old. Plat. Gorg. 471 C.— II. pa-

ro.x.,, ofseven years : hence
neut., as adv.,for seven years,

Od. 3, 305. etc. Hence, , , the period or age

of seven years. Plat. Ax. 366 D., ov,(,) seven-

zoned, of the planetary system, Jac.

A. P. p. 13.', , (,/) of
seven days, DiO C. : also lon..,
Hipp.',,,,\) on the

seventh day ; very dub. in Hipp, for., ol, at, , indecl.

seventeen, Hdt. 1, 50, etc.',/, ov, ,=-, Diod., adv. seventeen

times.',,.,.,
gen.,(.) sev-

enteen feet long. Plat. Theaet. 147 D., , , on
the seventeenth day. Hipp : from', , ov, seventeenth,

Hipp./, ,(-,) seventeen years old. Polyb., ,(-, ) twenty-seven years old,

Dion. ., ov, twen-

ty-sevenfold, Plat. Tim. 35 E.', ov, {,)
seven-stemmed.. adv. seven times, Pind. O.
13, 56, Ar. Lys. 698: also,
Simon. 74, 2., at, a, (,) seventy-thousand, Hdt. 4, 86.

[i•]?., ai, a,(,-
7.101) seven-thousand, Hdt. 2, 43. []
Hence, ,, the seven-

thousandth, Eccl., ov, (, )
with sei'f« couches or beds,, Phryn.
(Com.) Incert. 5, Xen. Symp. 2, 18 :

hence a measure of space, Anst. H. A., ai, a, seven-hundred,

Hdt. 2, 140, etc. Hence, adv. seven-

hundred times : and',, , , seven-hun-

dredth, Diog. L., ov, (,)
holding seven cotylae, Ar. Fr. 399.,. , ,(,)
with seven rays, v. Hemst. Luc. 1, 165.

', ov, (,)
seven-toned, with seven chords, Pind. P.
2, 129., ov, (,)
seven-memberrd : of seven verses., 2 aor. act. of, in
comp.,, , (, •) the HeptacomPtae, Lat. Septem•
pagani, a name given to the tribes in
Pontus. Strab., ov,(,}) of
seven lances, i. e. bodies of spearinen,. Soph. O. C. 1305., ov, (,) sev-

en-hilled, Cic. Att. 6, 5, 2.', ov, (,)
with seven branchesfor lights./, aor. mid. of, cf.., , , (,
/v)=sq., Plut.', ov, (,) seven
months old : born in the seventh month,

., a seven-months' child,
Hdt. 6, 69 : , a period of
seven months, Plut.,, ,(,)
mother of seven children, Joseph., ov, (,) of
seven strings or chords, Luc., ov,,(,)
a district of seven parts, Plut., ov,(,) with
seven recesses, Call. Del. 65., Dor. 3 plur. aor. 1 from, for., ov, (, -
?'/) seven palms long, Sext. Emp., ov,(,) sev-
en times shorn, . , name of a
burlesque poem sometimes ascribed
to Homer., ov, (,•) of the size ofseven plethra,,
Nonn., , gen. , (,) seven cubits long, Hdt. 1, 68,
etc., a, ov, seven-fold,

Ep. Plat. 332 A. Adv. -, LXX.., ov, genitive,,
=fbreg.., ov, (,)
seven-sided: having seven ribs, Arist.
H. A., ov, contr., ovv,
seven-fold., ov, , (, )
seven feet long,, II. 15, 729,
Hes. Op. 422., 6, , neut., (-,) containing seven cities, the

Heptapohs, a district of ./Egypt, Dion., ov, (,) with
seven tracks or paths, of the orbits of

planets, H. Horn. 7, 7 ; of the Plei-
ads. Eur. I. A. 7.', ov, , Heptaporus, a
river of Mysia, II. 12, 20., 6, , neut., gen., (,) seven-footed ; sev-

en feet long, Ar. Fr. 564., ov.(^,) seven-
gated, freq. epith. of Boeotian ''rhebes,

cf Od. 11, 263, Erf Soph. Ant. 101,—
Thebes in ^gypt being-., ov, (,)
seven-towered, of Boeotian Theoes,
Eur. Phoen. 245, etc., ff, e, aor. 2 from-, Od. 17, 541./^, ov, contr., ovv,(,) with seven channels or beds,

of the Nile, Aesch. Fr. 290, ubi Herm..



,, , {) the number
seven, Arist. . ., , {, /) of
seven marks, notes, or, in metre, times.', ov, {,)
seven stades long, ., a space of
seven stades, Strab. [d], , {,) of
seven stars, Clem. Al., , (_,)
of Ot in seven rows., ov, {,)
consisting of seven bodies of men : old

reading in Eur. Supp. 1221 for sq.',, ov, {,)
seven-muuthed : ., of Boeo-
tian Thebes, Eur. Supp. 401 ; but

also.,. Id., and.
Soph. Fr. 778., , {,)
with seven walls, ., the seven

outlets of the walls, Aesch. Theb. 284.",, 3 sing. aor. 2 of,, Hom., ov,{,) hav-

ing given birth to seven,, Nonn.',, ov, {, rovor) sev-

en-toned, Eur. Ale. 446, I. T. 1129.',-, ,{,) seven-

fold shining, Orph., ov, {,)
seven-toned,, Eur. Ion 881.

',(?., ov, {, ^)
sevfn-leaved,. Hippon. 21.'., ov, (, //) sev-

en voiced ; esp. of a colonnade with a

sevenfold echo at Olympia, Luc, cf.

Plin. N. H. 36, 15., adv. in seven parts, Od.

14, 434.

or, adv.=foreg.,

Dio C. ', ov,{,) sev-

en-stringed.', =, seven years

old, Chionid. Her. 3, Ar. Ran. 418

;

nom. pi.; Plat. Ale. 1, 121

: fern,, , Ar. Thesm.
480., ov. Ion. form for -., q. v.

\',, aor. act. of, from*., , {,*) fitted

seven ivays ; esp. with seven banks of
oars, Polyh.',, ov, (,)
seven fathoms long,, Sapph. 38.",, ov, {, /.) of

a sandal, with seven straps to lace or

clasp over the foot, A. B. 16, 11.', ov,{,) sev-

en stories high,, Diod., cf. Lob.
Phryn. 709., ov, Ion. for, Hdt.
4, 198., 3 plur. aor. 2 of-, II.-. ov, , dim. from,
esp. a versicle, scrap of poetry, Ar. Ach.
398.*, radical form to which,,, and, are usu.

referred, to speak, say, v., and
also., poet, impf : fut. :

aor., (not ,) inf.,
part.. Mid./^,-
7), and poet, without augm.:
fut.. : aor. indie, with aspirate, inf., imperat..
Ion., Ep., 11. 10,285. The
aspirate is retained by Hom. in all

the moods of the aor. of the simple
verb. subj., '., Od.

12, 349, opt., Od. 19, 579,

etc., imperat., II. 12, 350,

part,, II. 12, 395, etc., inf., 11. 5, 423 : but not in the
cornpds., e. g.,-, insteadoi, cf Spitzn.

E.xcur. X. ad II.—The act. of the sim-

ple verb belongs solely to the old po-

etry, only some compels., esp.,
and TrepieTTWjhaving established them-
selves in prose : Hom. has of this

act. only pres. indicat. and part., poet,

impf ; the fut. and aor. act. only in

the cornpds. The mid. is also very
freq. in prose, esp. in pres., impf., and
fut.

A. act., to be about or with, c.

ace . rei, '' ?-?', him he found
handling, busy with, his aniiour, II. 6,

321 :—all other places, as'-, II. 11, 483,^, II. 10, 516, ', II. 15, 555, are better refer-

red (by tmesis) to,,.
. dep. mid., to follow,,

Hom. : very freq. c. collat. signf. of
obeying, hence in Hom. the usu. word
of troops under a commander : hence
also to sta7id by, support, help or avenge,

Od. 3, 376, II. 15, 204: also to attend,

Lat. prosequi, of a guard or escort, II.

1,424: metaph. in genl. to be led,

guided by the ivill orjudgment ofanother,
Od. 12. 349.—II. in these signfs. Hom.
freq. joins , and ,
also , sometimes
doubled, ' ', Od. 11, 372, cf. 15, 541, to go
along with ; more rarely, ,
Od. 1, 278 ; 2, 197 ; ., II.

18, 234, ., Od. 7, 304: but,, followed after

him, II. 13,492: Att. vAso,, Hemst. Ar. Plut. 824. The
signf of hostility is rare in these
phrases : but we find it II. 17, 753. oi

t5' ', they pursued.—III. in

hostile signf. to pursue,, only II.

11, 154,165,754; absoL, 21, 256, etc.,

but never m Od. :
' ', they pressed upon him, II. 11,

474.—IV. toga step by step, keep pace
with,, II. 16, 154, Od. 6, 319 : me-
taph. of a man's limbs or strength,',, they dn his bidding, II. 4, 314,

Od. 20, 237, cf II. 8, 140.— V. in genl.

to come towards a person, only in im-
perat., , come on nearer,

Od. 5, 91, II. 18, 387, differing but lit-

tle from the literal come /- .'—VI.
to cling, stick to a thing, so as to follow

its motions, , II. 12,

395.' pt,^vent with

his hand, II. 3, 276 : so, -, II. 12, 398 : more freq. metaph.
to belong to, be inseparable from, ',, etc. ,l\. 4,415, etc.:

to belong to a class, be of the same tia-

ture with,, Herm. H. Hom.
Ven. 200 :—in genl. to follow, suit,

agree tvith, freq. in Pind., v. Bockh
Expl. O. 2, 22 ; 13, 45 : also in Plat.,

as Legg. 632 C, 934 C ;, the like to these. Id. Rep.
406 D, etc. : to follow on a thing, be its

effect, Tu , its conse-

quences, Plat. Polit. 271 E.

—

VII. to

follow up to, reach by following, Lat.
nssequi : esp. mente assequi, to follow
in vi^.d, understand, freq. in Plat., as,

err. , Prot. 319 A ; and absol.,

Euthyphr. 12 A. {"-, is the
Lat. seq-uor, s taking the place of the
aspirate as in ?., sylva ; and q that
of 7 as in, (Aeol. for-) quatuor ; cf., sub fin.)',, ov, {,) on, i. e.

outside the egg, hatched, V. 1. for-. [], .-, {,) to sit,

brood upon eggs, Arist. H. A.—II. trans.
to hatch young birds, , but
by art, as in ^gvpt, Died., cf Hem•
sterh. Thorn. M. p. 362. Hence,, , and, , , sitting on eggs,

brooding ; both in Arist. H. A.\,,,{) adapt-

ed to Kilting upon eggs, or hatching, in

compar. Arist. H. A. 6, 2, 12., , , {, ?~) an
assessment of an obot in the drachm, 0
one sixth of the sum at which the

damages were laid, to be paid as com-
pensation to the defendant by any
prosecutor in a firivate suit, who fail-

ed to gain one fifth of the votes. Dem.
834, 25, cf Bockh P. E., 2, 87. sq,,

Att. Process, pp. 641, 729 sqq.—Plat.

Legg. 921 C, uses it of a rate of inte-

rest, g- of the principal,= TOA:of-, 16| p. cent. : but here also it is

simply as a penalty on such as do not
discharge their contract debts within
the year, that he imposes this as

monthly interest,= 200 p. cent. p. ann., , , {) strictly, a
song to or over somewhat : hence an
enchantment, charm, spell, of the Sy-
ren's song, etc., Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 10,

sq. : esp. a charm to lullpain, heal sick-

ness, etc., Trag. ; poet,. Od.
19, 457, also Pind., and Aesch. ; and
so in Hdt. 1, 132 :

—

., a charm
for or against.., Aesch. Eum. C49.

Often confused vvithtjrcjdof, v. Schaf.
Dion. Comp. 261./, .{) rank smelling,

fetid,^, Hipp.',, ,, of, beloTiging to an, epodic, Hephaest., {,) to give ad-

ditional pain, Plut., ov, , dim. from&,
or., ,{) siuc\\y, sing-

ing to or over : hence using songs or

charms to heal wounds or soothe pair»

:

C. gen., a charm for or against. GpyiCi-, Aesch. Ag. 1418: in

genl., having magicpower whether over
body or soul,, Plat. Legg. 903
B.— 2. sung or said after : -, called after this form, Eur. Hec.
1272.— B. very freq. as subst.—1., also , an enchanter, sorcerer,

Eur. Hipp. 1038
;.. Id. Bacch.

234 : hence. Proverb, -, a sick man is a sick
man's charmer, i. e. comforter.—II. if, also, but very rarely, , He
phaest. p. 129, Gaisf,,— 1. an after-

song, epode, the strain of a lyric ode af-
ter the strophe and antistrophe, Dion.
H. : of such odes, called,
most of Pindar's and the Tragic cho-
ruses consist, Dion. H.— 2. a verse or
passage returning at intervals, a chorus,

burden, refrain, e. g. in Theocr. 1, 2,

Bion 1, jViosch. 3 : metaph.
., the old tune,

the old story over again.—3. a lyric

poem in couplets, usu. of Iamb. Trim
and Dim., but also of any longer and
shorter measure, except Elegiac : in-

vented by Archilochus, used by Ho-
race, Plut., , , pain, anguish

:

from, ov, {.6) painful,, Hipp. ;, Ar. Ach,
1205., {, ) to cry oh I or
wail over, Aesch. Fr. 149, Ar. Av,
266.
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, or (:,= ,, Epich.

. 80,'Cratin. Neiii. 2.. . fut.-, and-,
{,) to push, shove, poke to or

into, ¥\\lt.,toimpcl,].a.—II. miT.torush

onwards.-,=., Luc.',^=.
^',, , {,) somewhat

sour, only in compar.,
^^^P-

, . , ,, {,) to hasten,

, Hipp., ov, (,) de-

structive., ov, (,) upon

the arm, . Horn. Merc. 433, 510., ov, {,) on the

ehoulders,, Theocr. 29, 29., adv., on the shoulder,

Ap. Rh.,,, dim. from-., {,) to put on the

shoulder. Mid. to put on one's own
shoulder, Luc.'.,,^^, Luc., , , {,) the

upper part of the shoulder, Hipp., and
Xen. : in genl. the neck and shoulder,

Eur. I. T. U04 : hence—2. the upper-

most, high part of a ship, etc., Anth.

—

II.&{woman's boddice with sleeves,

Chaerem. ap. Ath. 608 B, opp. to ^-., , ,{) an
oath: 3:=., .{) on oath,

sworn, .. Soph. Aj. 1113 ; .". Id. Tr.'427.—II. pa.ss. epith. of

Jupiter, as the witness of oaths, sworn

by, like, lb. 1188., , , {,) duty

paid on goods bought and sold, Bockh.
P. E. 2, 37: but ace. to others— II.

something given into the bargain in a sale.', , ,{) a sur-

name, name given after some person or

thing, Lat. cognomen, Hdt., etc. ; .,, to take a surname,

Hdt. 2, 42 ; 4, 45 ; . ,
to have name after one, 1, 14, etc.,

and sometimes , 7, 121, etc.:

—but, .^, to have the

naming of it, i. e. have it named after

one, Thuc. 1, 9 ; so, . '. Id. 1, 3.-2. in Aesch.

Theb. 829, a name prophetically signifi-

cant.—II. in genl. a name, Hdt. 2, 4,

etc.,, ro,=foreg., Plut.', a, ov, poet, for sq..

Find. P. 1,58, etc.; also in Hdt. 2,

112. [v]', ov, {,,)
named after some person or thing,

with some particular object: so in

Horn., , a name^iiien

advisedli), an auspicious or ominotis

name, Od. 7, 54 ; 19, 409, cf H. Horn.

Ap. 373, Hes. Th. 144, 282: hence in

II. 9, 562, -, Alcyone they called her/or her

name, 61/ name, (where the reason fol-

lows), cf : in genl. surna-

med, called, Trag. : c. gen., .-, called after it, Pind. 1, 6, 78, cf

Hdt. 7, 1 1, and so Trag. ; ,
Hdt. 4, 184 : also c. dat.. Soph. Fr.

408 : but, ., call-

ed bi/ names manifold, Soph. FV. 078,

2.—il. act. giving one's name to a thing

or person : esp. at Athens the first

archon, ., who gave his name
to the current year, Bockh Inscr. 1,

p, 437, etc. ; ., his rank or

office ; cf Thuc. 2. 2 ; '/ ., the

beit»es alter whom the Attic^
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EPAM
had their names : usu. absol., ol .,
Isocr. 382 D, and freq. in Oratt.-III.

70 f 7., as subst., a surname.,, , Epunymus, masc.
pr. n., Isae., {, )^-, to look on, inspect, watch, Lat. in-

spicere, c. acc, Aesch. Cho. 693, Eum.
275.,, b, Epopeus, son of
Neptune (or Aloeus, Pans.) and Ca-
nace.a king of Sicyon, .\pollod.— 11.

Mt. Epopeus, now Epomeo. or Monte
Sannicolo, a volcanic mountam of
Pilhecusa, Strab., , , { ) a spot

which commands a wide view, a look-out

place, Aesch. Supp. 539., , , a watcher.,, , {.) female
attendant, companion. Lye. 1176, ubi
V. Tzeiz. p. 940 Miill., {,) to be concern-

ed, anxious about a thing., 3 sing. aor. 1 of/,
Horn., 3 sing. aor. syncop. pass.
from, II. 21, 324., {,) to howl at a
thing, Anth. : also in mid., LXX. [uj, , ,{) an im-
pulse. Hence,, , one who shoves
to help another on, dub., as pass.,(t7r£,-) to be scarred over, Arelae.,, ai, {,) beams
on each side of a ship's bows like ears,

whence the anchors were let down,
Eur. 1. T. 1350 : sometimes strength-
ened to resist the charge of a hostile

ship, Thuc. 7, 34, 36, ubi v. Arnold.'?., , , help, advantage,
Democr. ap. Stob. p. 452, 22., , f -, {, -) to help, aid, be of use in a thing,. Soph. O. C. 441 ;. Soph.
Phil. 605; absol.. Soph. O. C. 511,, ''/., where the Schol.
takes it 3=?, but Herm. and
Reisig wish to retain the usu. signf,
a gift, to gain which from the state 1

never earned by service, i. e. never de-

served, V. EUendt. Hence,, , a help, aid,

store,. Soph. Phil. 275.', , helping, useful, late

word., , , =,
Anth., ,^=., 3 plur. plqpf pass. Aeol.

and Ion. from. II. 12, 340, -
{.) , all were shut

to. There is no doubt of the signf,

but a good deal about the deriv. :

prob. it belongs to,,-, akin to. : others wrote, as if from, others, or,
they, he ran to all the gates, as if from. hut v. Heyne T. 6, 335, sq..

Toll. Apoll Lex. Hom. p. 753., ov, {,) pallid,

sallote, Hipp.*, , the Lat. terra, earth,

Germ. Erde ; only found in Gramm.,
and in sq., adv., on, upon, to the earth,

esp. with, and ^, Hom., and
Hes.

VEpai, , al, Erae. a town of Ion-
ia. iiearTeos, Thuc. 8. 19.', Ep. lengthd. 2 pi.-. like. II. 16, 508 : impf
7//)/^7/', Sapph. 14, Pind., and Theocr.:
fut. pass,, Aesch. Eum.

EPAN
: 852; aor., Hdt. 1,8, 90: but
m Ep. and Pind. c. aor. mid.-, hence^,/, Horn.,. Hes., and Find. : perf ?)pa-, Parthen. To love, desire, long

after, c. geii., Horn. : freq. transferred
from persons to things,,-
7/, 11. 9, 64; 16, 208: later also c.

int., , 1 wish not
to be rich, "^I'heogn. 1151 ;, (Dor. conj. for) Sapph.
50, Pind. P. 4, 164. The usu. prose
form is, q. v.

t'Epara, , , Erana, a city of Tri-
phyliati Elis, Strab., , ,{,)
the president of an, collector and
manager of the contributions to it, Diog.
L., ov, {,-
?) one who lives by contributions., f.- Att. -,{)
to ask for contributions or sub.icriptions

from one,, Dem. 1484, 2; to col-

lect by way of contribution, , Aeschin.
00, 4 : absol.. Plat. Legg. 915 E. Mid.
to collect subscriptions, etc. for one's self,

live by such 7neans.—II. to contribute to-

wards, give in charity,, Dem. 999,
24 ; and so prob. the dat. should be
read in Antipho 117,33. Pass, to be

supported by charity,, Diog. L., , , of, belonging to an, of the nature of one, etc., ., an action arising out of the mat-
ters of an, Att. Process, p. 540,
sq. : but ., lectures paid
for by fees, Ath., ov, TO, dim. from.^, . Plat. Legg. 915

; and, , , Diog. L.,{) the collection of contribu-

tions., verb. adj. from-, one must scrape together, collect by
begging, Clem. Al., , ,{) a part

ner m, contributor to an, or club,., to give a club-din-

ner, Ar. Fr. 355.', , , fern, of-, Osann Syll. Inscr. 1, 173.. , Erannoboas, a riv-

er of India, Arr. Ind. 4, 3., .,{) lovely, pleas-

ant, m Hom. only of places, e. g. II.

9, 531, 577, Od. 7, 18 ; also, tpavhv, Simon. 140 : later in genl.=,, Dion. P. ; seldom of
[)ersons., ov, b, a meal to which each

contributed his share invictuals OX money

,

a feast of contribution, Od. 1, 220 ; 11,

4i5 ; also?, Lat. cocna collati

cia : in Pind. in genl. a feast, festival,

O. 1, 59.—2. any subscription or contri-

bution, Lat. symbola, esp. such as .Athe-

nians were held bound to pay for the
support of the poor, Ar. Ach. 615, ubi
v. Schol. : hence in genl. an accommo-
dation by loan, gift, etc., .. Plat. Syinp. 177 C, Dem., etc. :

in genl. a kindness, service, Isocr. 212
A : a favour, esp. one which will be re-

turned, Eur. Supp. 363, Thuc. 2, 43,
cf Ale.x. Incert. 47.— II. a club or soci-

ety of sub.icrihers to a commonfund for
any purpose, social, commercial, charita-

ble, or esp. political, cf. Dem. 329, 15:
they were often corporations possess
ed of real property, and were some
times very influential in the Greek
democracies; on the various i'paj^oi,

v. Bockh P. E. 1. 328, Att. Process,

p. 540, sqq.•— 111. ,
to borrow money on pledges, opp. to ,-, or, to



EPAT
redeem these pledges, Tayl. Lycurg. 8,

2,^. 150, 8. (Deriv. uncertain.), Dor. for, Theocr. 7,

146., , , Erasiclea, fern,

pr. n., Luc. : from,, b, {,)
Erasiclts, masc. pr. n., Dem. 929, 13., ov, (,)
delighting in song or of beautiful song,

of Ihalia, Pind. O. 14,22.^,, , b, (prop, son of
Erasmus) Eraslnides, one of the Athe-
nian commanders in the battle at the

Argiiiusae insulae, Lys. 162, 17 ; Xen.,
etc. — 2. a Corinthian commander,
Thuc. 7, 7.

^, , , Eraslnus, a river

of Argolis, joining the Phrixus,
Aesch. Suppl. 1020, Hdt. 6, 76.-2. a

river of Attica, Slrab.—3. another in

Arcadia, Id., ov, 6, (,)
Erasixinus, masc. pr. n., Ath. 436 D., ov, {, -) decked with love-locks, Ibyc. 15., , . {.)
Eritsipjms, a son of Hercules, Apol-

lod., others in Anth., etc., ov, [,)
of beautiful wing, Nonn., , , ( ) love,

Graium., a, ov, of or be-

longing to Erasistratus, Ath. 87 B.

From sq. 3., ov, .{,-) Erasistratus,a.n Athenian, father

of Phaeax, Thuc. 5, 4.—2. one of the

thirty tyrants, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 2.-3.

a distinguished physici?n, born in

Ceos, but residing in Alexandrea,
l.iic.,, 6, Erasiphon,

ma.sc. pr. n., Lys., ov,{,-) loinng money, covetous, Xen. Mem.
1, 2, 5.', a, ov, Anacr. 18, also

Of, or, () lovely, beloved,,
Aesch. Ag. 605 ; also in Plat., and
Xpn., ov, b, Erasus, son of Tri-

phylus, Paus.
'Epaartiiu,=, to love, desire,, Aesch. Pr. 893., G),= foreg. : from', ov, , {) a lover,

Eur., etc. ;, of one, Id. ; but al-

so of things,, Hdt. 3, 53 :

Tf/r(h, an adherent of, Soph. O.

T. 601 ; ep. rov,fond of work,
Ar. Plut. 254; also . ,
TLVL. Plat. Symp. 203 C, Meno 70

;

used also as fein. by Philo ; and cf
Jac. A. P. p. 85.

')), , ,=:, beloved,

lovenble, lovely, in prose the usu. form,

as Plat. Symp. 204 C ; also prob. in

Simon. 60.^,, b, Erasius,a. Socratic

philosopher, of Scepsis, Strab., etc., . , fem. of.
a lover,, Perictione ap. Stob. p.

487, 31.', , , lovely, beautiful,

charming, in Horn. usu. of places, but

also of things,,^, <pi-,,, and so oft. in

Pind. : of persons only, Od. 4, 13, and
9, 230, , a

welcome. glad sight to his comrades ;

also H. Horn. Cer. 423. Only Ep.
and f'yr

t'EpaTiSni,, Dor. dv, ol, the Era-
tidae, a noble family of Rhodes, Pind.

O. 7, 172.'',^, c.gen., Horn, al-

ways in phrase, ,
greedy after it, U. 11, 551 ; 17, 660, H.
Horn. Merc. 64, 287. Only Ep.., b, Eratoclides, a
Heraclid of Corinth, Thuc. 1, 24., ov,(,-)=-, Orph., ,,{) poet, tor•
-, beloved, yearned after,' '-, II. 3, 64 ; ., Tyr-
tae. 1, 29.—2. lovely, charviing, inHom.
only of places and things, and so in

Theogn., Pind., and Att. Poets : of

persons, , Theogn.
242. The prose forms are

and., ov, , Eriitus, a son of

Hercules, Apollod.—2. a king of Ar-
gos, Paus.—3. a Pythagorean philos-

opher, Iambi.,, b, Eratosthenes,

one of the thirty tyrants, Lys., Xen.
Hell. 2, 3. 2.—2. a celebrated gram-
marian and geographer, who flourish-

ed at Alexandrea under Ptolemy Eu-
ergetes, Strab.—Others in Lys., etc., ov, contr. -;^;;^, ovv,{,) fair of face, Anth.. , , Eratyra, a city of
Epirus, Strab.,, . loveliness, very dub.
conj. in Ep. Ad. 664.', Dor. for, Soph.
O. C. 164.',, , Erato, the Lovely,

one of the nine Muses, Hes. Th. 78.—2. also one of the Oceanides, Hes.
Th. 247. Others in Apollod., Paus.,
etc., , b, ErSton, masc.
pr. n., Lys.,. ,{,) of
lovely look, v. 1. in Ep. Hom. 1. 2, for

: found also in Welcker Syll.

Epigr. 55, 9.

'EPA'i2, only found in pres. and
impf

,
just like poet.,, (q. v.)

To love, c. gen., usu. of the sexual
passion, , Hdt. 9, 108,

etc., and so distinguished from 0i-, as Lat. aino from diligo ; c. ace.

cognato, , Valck. Hipp.
31 : also of things, to long for, desire

passionately,. Archil. 10, 3,,, Aesch. Theb. 392, Fr.

147 ; cf. inf., . Soph. Ant.

220, and oft. in Eur. : absol.,, a
lover, Pind. O. 1, 128, and Xen. ; opp.

to , the beloved one, 7nistress,

Hdt. 3, 31. cf Ar. Eq. 737.— B. of a
dep. in same sign!., there is

only one certain example, viz., The-
ocr. 2, 149; for, II. 16, 208,

is Ep. lengthd. for. But the
prose writers used the pass. aor.-, exactly in act. signf , as Hdt. 1,

8, 96 ; and c. inf., -, Xen. Ages. 10, 4. Cf..*', to pour out, a form only
found in compds. like, -,,,,., , , Erbessus, a city

of Sicily, west of Syracuse, Polyb. 1,

18, 5 : hence, , , an
inhab. of Erbessus, Id. 1, 18, 11...,,^^, laboxtr-

ers, ace. to Plut. Sol. 23 : but v.-: from', dep. c. fut. -,
peri,, Ion., though
this pf. olt. has a pass, signf , v. sub
fin. {*). To be busy, work, set to

work. II. 18, 469, Od. 14, 272 ; esp. of
husbandry-work :

',
the matter works, i. e. goes on, Ar.
Eccl. 148. More fieq.—II. like

transit., to work, do, perform, fpV'i
11. 24, 733, Od. 20, 72, etc. •. and so.,, Od. 17, 321 ; 24,
210: c. dupl. ace, to do something to

another, , Hdt. 2, 26, etc.
;

esp. to do one ill, do one a shrewd
turn, ., like.-, Thuc. 1, 137, Xen., etc.—2. to

work, work at,., to work in
gold, Od. 3, 435 ;-, to work the
land, Hdt. 1, 17, etc. : to digest food,
Lat. snbigere, Arist. H. ., cf Hes.
Th. 440 : . >, to practice an
art, Lat. exercere. Plat. Phaed. tO E,
etc.—3, to work out, earn by working,, Hdt. 1, 24, Ar., etc.

;, Andoc. 18, 42, cf. Hes. Op.
43, 297 : to deal in, , Dem. 794, 22 :

esp. of courtesans, .. Lat.
quaestum corporis facere, Dem. 1351,
21, cf..—4. like, to

make,,, Pind. : to

build,,, Ar. Nub.
880, Thuc. 2, 76, etc.—5, to mnke,
produce, cause,. Soph. Ant.
326; , Dein. 1404, 18.—.
the Ion. and Att. use the perl. pass.. usu. in the act. signl. of

the aor.', as Hdt. 3, 155,
cf. Valck. Phoen. 1069, Lob. Soph.
Aj. 21 : but it also oft. occurs as a
true pass., e. g., ,
Hdt. 1, 179; ,
Hdt. 7, 53 : freq. in Trag., as-. Eur. Or. 284, etc.

;

. wrought out
of rock, Aesch. Pr. 242 ; so, /,, wrought stones, Thuc. 1,

93. The fut. pass,, as
a true pass., as in Soph. Tr. 118,
Isocr. Epist. 6, is rare. Cf-., Ep., poet. aor.
inf. of, to sever, cut off,-', -, II. 5, 147; 11, 437.,, . Ion.,(*) tool, instrument, Hdt. 3, 131,
Thuc. 6, 44., , b, Ergamenes, an
Athenian, Isae.—2. a king of the
.iElhiopians, Diod. S.', . , a worker, also-

: esp. as epith. of Minerva, the
goddess of diligent labour, esp. of
woman's work, Lat. opcrosa Minerva,
Soph. Fr. 724. [],^, LXX., desiderat. from•, to long, he about to do. Sojih. Tr.
1232, Phil. 1001.', , ,{) work,
toil, Lat. labor, H. Hom. Merc. 486,
Pind. O. 8, 56 ; esp. daily labor, busi-

ness, employment. Plat., etc. : -, take pains, c. inf, N. T.

—

II. a working, working at, esp. husband-
ry, tillage,.., Ar. Ran.
1034, Isocr., etc. ; also, .
Plat. Min. 316 E: . '/.7,
working of mines, Thuc. 4, 105 : .,, a icorking in iron,

brass, Hdt. 1, 68. Plat., etc. : also ^-
gestion of food, Arist. H. A.—3. work-
manship, art, craft, e. g. of the lapida-

ry, Theophr.
; . , the

guild or company of dyers, Inscr. : also
work of art, production, of the Her-

mae, Thuc. 6, 27, cf 7, 6.—4. gain,
earnings, maintenance, profit, Xen.
Mem. 3, 10, 1 ;., Arist.

Eth. N. : esp. a courtesan's earnings

or way of life, Hdt. 2, 135, cf. Valck.
ad 1, 93.—II. a making,,-, etc.. Plat.: metaph., ., production of pleasure, Id.

Prot. 353 D.', ov,{) to be
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Worktd, that can be worked, esp.

., tillable, arable land, Plat. Legg.
958 D.—2. ipy., a work-day,

LX X . : also—II. act. working far a
livelihood, csp. of courtesans, later.,, , Ergasion, prop.

a labourer, name of a countryman m
Ar. Vesp. 1201.'., verb. adj. from•
uat, one must do, Trag.—2. one must
work the land, Xen. Hipparch. 8, 8./, 7/, , workman, esp.

in husbandry, Xen. Oec. 5, 15 : more
usu../,, , handicrafts-

men, Polyb., , 6,{-
(HOi•, upxu) the master foreman of a

shop, manufactory, etc., ov, ,()
a workshop, manufactory, Ar. Eq. 74 1

:

esp. a brothel, Dem. 1307, 26 ; v. -
II. 3: metaph.,

that , Xen. Hell.

3, 4, 17.—2. of a inme or quarry, Dem.
967, 17.,,,=, . ., , , ()
toorking hard at a thmg,. Plat.

Polit. 281 A : absol. diligent, busy,

Hipp., and Xen.,,, at Athens, g-iV/s

who wove the peplos of Minerva.,, ,=, LXX.

:

from, to work hard, labour,

Dioii, in mid.)/, ov. b, {*) one who
does a thing, a doer. Soph. Ant. 252 :., Xen. Cyr. 4, 1, 4.—2.

a workman, esp. a hired workman, day-
labourer, esp. a husbandman, / .,
Hdt. 4, 109; freq. also absol.. like -. Soph. O. T. 859, Eur. etc. :

of..— il. as a.dy, hard-working,

strenuous,., Xen. Cyr.
I, 6, 18 : Archil. 40, has -, a labouring OX, cf..—ill.

sort of capstan or windlass, Lat. erga-

ta, V. Mtruv. 10, 4. Hence/}, , ov, also of, ov,=.— 11. producing an income,

Xu/ja, Plut. : and, ?'/, , given to labour,

bti.'iy, diligent, active, Plat. : Hdt. 2, 11,

Uses it ol the Nile, with reference to

the quantity of its alluvial deposits.

Adv. -, Plut., ,,^, a la-

bourer, esp. a husbandman, Theocr.

—

II. as adj. labouring, industrious,.. lib. : c. gen. rei, Aiith. : joined
with subst. fern., Ep. Ad. 194. [],, Icm. from,
a workwoman : so a hireling,', Pind. I. 2, 10 :,
Aesch. Pr. 461.—2. epith. of Mmerva,
like.—. as adj. laborious, in-

dustrious, active,. Soph. Phil. 97 :., a courtesan. Archil. 125., 6, {,(')= III. [], Att., lodg-

ing-rooms of the slaves in the rural dis-

tricts, Lat. ergaslula., ov, ,{,)
one ivho urges on the work, a task-7nas-

ter, late., , , superintend-

ance of works, Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 516 :

from, , to be superintend-
ant (if the works, Bockh Inscr. 2, p.

604 : from, ov, 6, (, -) superintendant of public works,

Epich. p. 109. [a]
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, ov, , Ergias, a writer of

Rhodes, Ath. 360 D.

t'Epyivof, ov, 6, Erglnns, son of

Clymenus, king of Orchumenus, H.
Hom. Apoll. 297, and one of the Ar-

gonauts, Pind. O. 4, 31. Others in

Plut., etc., , , Ergisce, a city of

Thrace, Dem. 85, fin.,, , {*) poet.=, a work, deed, business, H. Hom.
27, 20; 32, 19, Epigr. ap. Hdt. 5, 77

;

then in Pind., Theogn., and Att. po-

ets. In Pind. always written '.",, ,(,)
fence, enclosure, dub. in Soph. Ant.

848 for' : a fence, guard, Hipp.
'Y.pyvvu and -, poet, ',, to inclose, Od. 10, 238.)(5/, , to urge on the

work, be a taskmaster, LXX. : from^, , , (, -) taskmaster, LXX.. , to let out or appor-

tion work : from', , , (,)
one who lets out work, Xen. Cyr. 8, 2,

5 : cf.., , , v..,, , Ergocles, masc.
pr. ., Dem., etc., , ,=l,
Alciphr. [] ; from,, , to be an,
to contract for the doing of work, c. acc,., Lat. statuas conduce-

re faciendas, Xen. Mem. 3, 1,2: hence
—2. to do a thing /or lucre, make money,
Dem. 608, 12, etc. : also in mid., Po-
lyaen.', , {], a contract for the

doing of work, -, to write by contract, for gain,

isocr. 87 C.', ov,{,)
contractingfor work,for a job ; usu. as

subst., a contractor, Lat. conductor, rc-

demptor. Plat. Rep. 373 C, Plut., etc.

— II. as adj., for gain, gainful, Polyb.

["]', ov, , (, -
,i3(£vw)=foreg., later.

'Epyoi', ,,(*,) a deed,

work, esp. work of duty or necessity, 11.

2, 436 ; 6, 492 : hence a man's busi-

ness, employment, etc.,, mind your own business, Hom.
Esp. in the following relations :— 1 . in

II. usu. of works or deeds of war, rro-, or alone, II. 2, 338,

439 ; also, , . 6, 522.

—

2. works of industry, and that—a..,, men's doings in

genl., but esp. works of husbundry,

hence Hesiod's" :, or alone, esp., in Hom. freq. the tillage,

tilled land itself, , their

father's estates, Od. 2, 22 ;
-, the tilled lands of Ithaca, Od. 14,

314 : , the fields which the
oxen plough, Od. 10. 98, cf. Virg.

hominumque boumque lahores :, to go to your own homes. Od.
2, 127, 252 : and hence naturally,

in genl. property, iveallh, possessions,

Od. 14, 65, , 11. 2, 751 :

—hence,, a hus-
bandman, and,, orig. one

who tills not.—b. , ivo-

mcn s work, handiwork, esp weaving,

also simply, usu. in Hom. in

phrase ' : whence
Minerva, the patroness of such works,
is called,.-—c. of oth-

er occupations in Hom. only in Od. 5,

67, , fishing, as a way
of life : hence later in genl. maritime

pursuits, also . Later of
all kinds of works, as in Xen.
for mines, (as we say iron-worA-s, etc.)

Vec.l. 4, 44.—3. esp. a heavy labour,

severe work, (cf. our to irk, irksome) : in
Horn, : and so,, in II., but in Od. asu.=KuKOv, a terrible, audacious deed, Lat.
/acinus ; and so, . :

and on tlie other hanil, ,
noble deeds.—4. a deed, action,/, his doings. II. 3. 130 ; 5, 876,
etc., , Hdt. 1, 16,

etc.: of the gods, II. 16, 120.— 5. very
freq. in Hom. as opp. to, deed,

not word ; so too, and, II.

9, 443: but in Att. usu. and -, as Soph. El. 358, Eur. Ale. 339,
in which signf. one clause of the an-
tithesis is oft. left out, Wolf. Lept. p.

270, sq.— II. a thing, viatter, just like

and, even without ref-

erence to action, where might stand
alone, e. g. II. 1, 294; 13, 366; esp.

in Hom. in phrases ,, -
: so, ,

Soph. Tr. 1157.— III. pass, that which
is wrought or made, ,, 11. 6, 89; 19, 22; metal-
work is called >^, Od.
4, 617 ; , Od. 22, 422 :

later also, works of mental labour, as
books, Jac. A. P. p. 715 : also,, , II. 5, 429,. 11, 240 ; and so freq. in later po-
ets, ', or', . Hom. Ven. 1, cf. Jac.

Anth. 1, 2, p. 194 : cf. also-.—2. the result of work, -, intercut or profit on money,
is.ae. 88, 24, Dem. 816, 10.—IV. the
following pecul. Att. phrases arise

from signf. I.

—

. ', his conduct, way of act-

inn : , to

act like a man, etc., where is

as freq. left out as expressed, cf.

III. 4.—2. , c. inf., it is hard
work, troublesome, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 27 :

also , c. inf., it is your
business, fulls to your share, Aesch.
Pr. 035, also c. Artie,, Hdt. 5, 1 ; so too,, there is no
use in thein, this is no time for them.
Soph. El. 1373, cf. Aj. 12, Valck.
Hipp. 911 ; ,
there's no use in Standing still, Ar. Lys.
424.—3. , to give

one trouble.—4. ,
to be his deed or sacrifice, i. e. to be
slain by him. like, Lat.

confici, Jac. A. P. p. 277, first in Plut.
—5. , to make a
work about it, attend diligently to it,

Heind. Plat. Phaedr. 232 A, Xen.
Hier. 9, 10.—('Epyov was usn. di-

gammated, Ffp)Oi', Germ. Wtrk. our
u-ork, Aeol. Fiipyoi'. cf. Bockh Inscr.

1, p. 11 ; V., and cf Buttm. Lexil.

V. 5. But it stands without
digamma, 11. 1, 395, H. Cer. 140, 144

,

cf. our irk, irksome, modem Germ, arg,

with A. Sax. weorcsam.). ov,(,) a
husbandman, labourer, Leon. Al., ov. (,)
urging on work ;= .,. , Ergoteles, a vic-

tor in the Olympic games from Hi-
niera, Pind. 0. 12.,,, Ergophilus, masc.
pr. n., Dem., etc., ov,(,) car-

rying on work, busy, of bees, Ael., , , Ergochures,
masc. pr. n., Aeschin.



, fut. . in Horn. usu., old Ep. forms for the Att. elp-

yut or ')', cf sub fin. : Att. fut.

in pass, signf., Soph. O. T.

8i)0 : Hoin. uses or as

suits his verse, only in 11. 23,

72 : pf.•, 3 pi. : plqpf., 3 pi. or :

part. aor. : also and, q. v.

To shut in, coop up, confine, usu.

with iv, 11. 21, 282, Od. 10.283 : also,, to enclose, bound, II. 2,

845, etc. : , he was
fenced, guarded by shields, 11. 17, 351

:

but, , to close, shut it up,

Od. 7, 88 : , like, well-fixed, compact, II. 5,

8'J : and so in Att., as Eur. Hel. 288,

and freq. in Thuc.—II. to shut out,

keep or drive off, 11. 23, 72, etc., Od. 9,

221, , II. v. III :

so, , Od. 12, 21') ;,
/iOrti a thing, 11. 17, 571, Hdt., etc.:

esp., . Hdt. 3, 48 ;,,, etc., like

Lat. interdicere izni, etc. : also,-, Aesch. Theb. 416;, 11. 4, 130, etc.—2. also to hinder,

prevent from doing, c. et inf. }, Hdl. 8, 98 ; so

too, ,
Eur. He'racl. 963 : and c. inf only, in

Soph., as nolov',
. . 129, cf Phil. 1408 ; also,.
/.., or .., c. inf, Xen. Hell.

7, 2, 13, An. 3, 3. 16. Mid. to keep

oyie's self, abstain from,, Hdt. 4.

164. etc., and Att.—III. in genl. to

force, drive bi/ force, '-, drive theni to the left side, II. 12,

219, so , 11. 16, 395. (Akin
to Lat. arceo. hence, :

Buttni.. Catal. in voc, thinks that

the Att. distinguished signf I. from
II. by the rough breathing, so that

would be to shut in,, to

shut nut : in Horn. ¥>.)*, do, work, ohsol. root, for

which in pres. and
are used: hence Ep. and Ion. fut., aor. : also the perf.
plqpf. of, q. v. Hence, with its family, and the Lat.

crco, erceo in exerceo., ,[,) irksome,

toilsome, Hipp. Adv.-. Id. Hence. , , irksomeness.

''', ov, . (.,)
contractor, like }.3, B()ckh

laser. 1, p. 747. Hence
'Epycjvia, , ,—;3, Po-

lyb., fut. : perf:
plqpf :—Att. , .
To work, do, accomplish, biTuc, II. 4, 37 : opp. to, Od.

8, 400 : more freq. c. ace,, iSiaia. Od. 2. 236; 19,

92; so,. /,,. etc.. Horn.,

who also has pf. and plqpf e-sp. in

these phrases ; orig. c. dat. pers.

, Od. 14, 289 as also in Eur. Med.
1292 ; but even in Horn, more usu. c.

dupl. ace, esp. in pf ; and that of

doing one some harm, ..
II. 3, 351 ; 9, 540. and so Hdt. 1, 137,

Aesch. Pers. 230, etc. ; and so .
Tiva, Hdt. 6, 85; also absol.,., to do one harm. Soph. Phil.

084—2. also like Lat. sacra fncere,

'. , make,

offer sacrifice, freq. in Horn, (but not

in pf. and plqpf), and Hdt. ; later

also without or, as faccre,

operari in Lat., v. sub /5{\. (Cf 1),
which is merely a transposed form of

epJoj, and v. Buttm. Catal. in voc,

and Lexil. v.7. 5. Akin also

to *.)
'•, , , wool, cf ,,,.'^, , , {') dark,

gloomy, freq. in 11. (never in Od.), usu.

as epith. of night; also of clouds:

only Ep.',, v. sub-., ov, of the

kind, belonging to it, made of it : and',,. alov, of the size

of the, Diosc. : and, , ov,= :

from, ov, , a kind ofpulse,

chick-pea, Lat. cicer, 11. 13, 589 : -, were eaten raw or roasted

(like chestnuts) in the dessert, freq.

in Ar.— II. metaph. pudendum virile,

Ar. Ran. 545, cf,. (Akin
to, Lat. ervum, Germ. Erbse,

perh. from .)Jpv, ,{,)
like, of the kind of chick-peas, Tneophr., ,{,) to

seek, pry into the darkness, Ar. Nub.
192.3, adv., from nether gloom,

Eur. Or. 178: from, , contr., . Horn,

and Hes. have the Ion. gen.

and,, (to

which however Buttm.. Ausf Gr.

^ 56, Anm. 2 n., prefers,
cf Franke. H. Horn. Cer. 350) : Ere-

bos, a place of nether darkness, just

above the still deeper Hades (v. om-
nino, II. 8, 36S) ; and which must be

past in going to Hades or reluming
thence, Od. 10, 528; 12, 81, II. 9, 572,

etc.— II. in Hes. Th. 125, a mythical
being, son of Chaos, and father of

Aether and Day by his sister Night.

—Hi. in general nether gloom,, of the sea. Soph. Ant. 5S9.

(Prol). from, to cover : akin to, prob. also to Hebr. Erev

or Ereh, our eue-ning : cf jEgypt.

Amenii Hades, from Encnt the West,
Wilkinson's ^Egyptians, ii., 2, 74 ; v.

also, and . Soph.

O.T. 178.)3, adv. to. into Erebos, Od.

20. 356., , , {,) she that walks in Erebos., .[,) dark

as Erebos. Poet. ap. Plut. 2, 169 B.,, ,{,)
Erebos-eyed, i. e. gloomy looking, Orph.,, ,[ bruised

or pounded beans, Theuphr. Hence, , ov, made of bruised

beans,'. Diosc., ov, ,=^.. () like, to

ask, freq. in Hom. c. ace. pers to ask

of one ; or c. ace. rei to ask a thing
;

or c. dupl. ace,. 7i,0d. 1,220;

4, 137; , to ask about one,

Od. 17, 305. Mid. vna,= ihe

act., only in Od. 24. 262.— II. to say.

speak, only H. Hom. Merc. 313. Only
Ep., Dor., fut. -,{) to stir, rouse, esp. to ariger. in

11. always in this signf ; hence to

rouse to fight, II. 17, 658 : so in Od.,

except 19, 45, where it is to rouse to

curiosili/, make an.vious or inquisitive.

— It. later in genl. to excite, stir vp,

kindle,/. .Ar. Ach.
069;^, of one who
has run till he is out of breath. Eur.
Med. 1119: hence ,

1 to set them a dancing, Eur. Bacch. 148

:

EPEl
., to bring out its tones,-
lest. ap. .Alh. 0.37 A., Dor. for foreg., Theocr.
Hence,, , a rousing, stir-

ring up, -, A r. Nub. 312: and, ov, b, irritation, esp.

medic, Hipp., verb. adj. from-, one must irritate. Plat. Tim. 89 B., , , a quarrelsome per•

son, LXX. Hence, ,, irritating. Adv.
-.', = its more usu. deriv., to stir up, rouse, Hom., in II.

always to stir to anger, 3, 4)4.-, 1, 519 : but in Od. of

cares, passions, and all sources of

disquiet, 4, 813; 19, 517, cf Ap. Rh.
3. 618, 1103, Mosch. 3, 85, where the

augm. aor. first appears. (Akin
to .), ov, ,{)—., f. -: in the augm,
tenses, Hom. uses the augm. only in

3 plq. pass,, while Hes.
Sc. 362 has. To make one
thing lean against another, whether
as a prop or in hostile signf., to lean,

press, force \t against, -, II. 22, 112 J -,
Od. 8, 66, 473 ; ,
II. 22, 97 : Att. in this signf some-
times c. dat., sometimes or •,
Valck. Hipp. 1206: ., to

inflict it severel•'. K:ir. .Andr. 845.—2.

to prop. stay. Lat. sustinere, '', of close ranks of men
at arms, 11. 13, 131 ; 16. 215 ; so"-', Tyrtae. 2,

31 ; . , Aesch. Pr.

350 : metaph. . , to con-

firm, support it, Theocr. 21, 61 —3. in

genl. to fix firm, plant, ,
Pind. P. 10, 79 ; ?. ,
Soph. Ant. 1236: -, hat. figere

oculos, , Eur. I. A. 1123; ., Lat. figere I'estigia, to plant the

foot firm. Anth.—4. to press hard upon,

as in wrestling. Pind. O. 9. 48.—5. to

dash, hurl, .Ar.Eq. 627.-6. of wagers
or matches, to vmtch, set one jiledge

against another, Theocr. 5, 24, Lat.

deponere, Virgl. Eel. 3, 31 ; 9, 62.—7.=, Ar. Eccl. 616.—11. intr. to

lean against, set one's self against, op•

pose, 11. 16, 108; ?./?.-, jostling, crow'ding one another,

Od. 22, 450 : more freq. in Att. to set

upon, attack, press hard on, Tii'a,

At. Nub. 558 : so of an illness, to set-

tle upon a particular part. Medic.—2.

in genl. to set about a thing briskly, go

to umrk, Ar. Ran. 914: esp. of eating,. fall to {to eat), Ar. Pac. 31, cf.

25 ; where, ace. to Schol. and Suid.,

it is metaph. from rowers, remis in-

cumbentes. B. pass., and mid. to prop

one's self, be propt or lean on a thing,

c dat.,, ,, freq. in Hom. ; also

7., II. 22, 225: even c. gen.,. leant with his

hand against the earth, II. 5, 309; 11,

355, cf Hdt. 4, 152: and absol.,, having set himself firm,
taken firm stand, like , II.

12. 457, cf 16, 736; so -, II. 7, 145 ;' •
(3 1. piqf ) the hair rested on

the ground, 11. 23, 284.-2. to befixed

firm, planted, /-. had been fixed, II. 3, 358 ; lat
(3 pi. 'perf), 11. 23, .329,

cf Od. 7, 86. C. strictly in mid. to

strive one with another, contend, II.

23, 735 ; and then c. ace,
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EPEI- rrpbc,. Nub. 1375. (Akin
to, V. Buttm. Lexil., v. ,
and cf..)!/, , , heath, heather, Lat.

erica, Aesch. Ag. 295 ; but a taller

and more bushy species than our
coiniaon heather, Eupol. Acg. 1,

Theocr. 5, 61 : also- Hence,, ei^, contr. -,', -•, heathery :'
or -, , one of the Aeolian
isles : c(..', . , bruised, pounded

:

also: from, fut.; 2 aor. ;
pf.

pass,, to break, tear, rend,, tore it axundcr with
the plough-share, Hes. Sc. 287 ; -
?.ov tp-, Aesch. Pers. 1060. Horn,

has only the pass.,^', rent, pierced by the spear, 11.

13, 441. Later esp. to bruise, pound,

esp. of pulse, Ar. Fr. 88 : m genl. to

dash, ', Aesch.

Ag. 055.— II. intr. only in aor. 2 ypl-

Kov, to shiver, - -
?). 11. 17, 295.'.7. .(,) like

heath.—2. abounding in it.',, ,{) tearing,

grinding.

'., . imperaf. from,
for,, 11. 11. 611.

'Epttoi, oi, a dub. word in Theocr.

15, 50: we only know that it was a

term of insult to the Egyptians, v.

Interpp. ad 1., Ep. for, 1 pi.

subj from, II. 1, 62., a,,^, LXX.
'KiJUJiiov, , TO-() a fallen

ruin: almost always m plur.,,
ruins,, Eur. Bacch. 7:

., urecks, pieces of wreck, Aesch. Ag.

660; and so absol., pers. 425: .', rags, pieces of garments,
Soph. Fr. 400, cf. Eur. Tro. 1025:

dead carcasses. Soph. Aj. 308.,, . a place full of
ruins, collection of ruins, Bockh Inscr.

2, p. 399., f.: pert. pass./, : aor. 1. Horn,
does not use the fut. or aor. 1. To
throw or dash down, tear down,,, . 12, 258 ; 15, 356, cf. Hdt.

1, 164: hence metaph.,, some god bears down their

race to ruin. Soph. Ant. 596. Pass, to

be torn down, fall in ruins, fall,

(Ep. plqpf. for) II.

14, 15 : /io/lof,
the thunder comes crashingdown. Soph.
O. C. 1462 : Pind. 0. 2, 76, has also

a part. aor. pass,, dat. -, fallen, where some needlessly

read.—II. intr. like pass, in

aor. 2, Ep. also. pcrf.

2, to fall down, tumble, very

freq. m Horn., esp. in 11. of men,, to fall on the knee ;-,, kv ),
etc.: also of trees, II. 21, 243. etc.

Horn. has not thepf. (Akin^.),, ,{) pushing
on, Dion. .',, , {) that

which is fixed or set, so as to support a
thing, prop, stay support,, Eur. . F. 254

;

,^=1:-, lb. 109 : metaph. of persons,

Qijpuv'' Kpuyavrof, Theron
pillar of Agrigentum, Pind. O. 2, 12,

cf. Soph. O. C. 58, and Homer's'
: but also ,

supports, reliefs of care, Aesch. Fr.

371 (but with v. 1. ), cf. ipua
544

. hn. — II. = ', a sunken rock,

Theocr. 21, 12., ov, thrown or fallen

doivn, in ruins, Eur. I. T. 48: from-, , ,{) a throw-

ing down, ruin, Inscr.^-4, ov,{,)
overthrowing walls, Aesch. Theb. 884.. , , the Erembi, a peo-

ple whom Homer names along with

the Sidonians and Aethiopians, Od.

4, 84 : ace. to Strab. a Troglodytic

nation of Arabia., a, ov,= sq., Qu. Sm., , , syncop. from -, black,, Od. 24, 106, .
Horn. Merc. 427 : more freq. dark,

gloomy, dismal,, ,,
Hom. ; .' ,
bloodshed, Aesch. Ag. 1390;, a dark (i. e. uncertain) rumour,
Soph. Ant. 700. (Cf. '-), aor. 1 from, Horn., Ep. and Ion. form of,, to ask, q. v., Horn., , , (f'pin) contr. from, V'OoUen, made of wool. Plat.

Polit. 281 C, 283 A, cf. Lob. Phryn.
147 sq., dep. used only in pres.

and nnpf., to eat, feed on, in Hom.
(who only uses part, pres.) usu. of

granivorous animals, ?., '-, , II. 2, 776
;

5. 196, Od. 19, 553; of men only in

Od. 9, 97. Ep. word, also in Simon.
107, 2, and metaph. in Ar. Eq. 1295.

The act. ,=, is a lig-

ment of the Granim. (Kather akin

to than, and perh. to, rupio. carpo. to crop, feed

greedily, cf.,,. Pott Etyni. Forsch. 1 , 258.)Jp,=p, to crown, for-

merly susp. in Pind. P. 4, 427, but

now establii^hed by Bockh., 3 sing, plqpf. pass. Ep.
from, II. 14, 15., inf. aor. 2 of the Ion. and
poet. pres., which in Att. is

only found in this aor., inf., in signf. to ask, with
for its pres. (To be carefully distin-

guished by the accent from the Hom.
inf. pres..)',, , , poet,, q. v.,, a, ov, of Eresus, Eresian,

Thuc. 8, 23 : from,, ov, , also wr.',
Eresus, now Eresso, a city of Lesbos,
Thuc. 3, 18.— II. 0, masc. pr. n.,

founder of foreg., Steph. Byz.', Att.^, f.:
aor. 1 /, poet, and-. to row, in Hom. always absol., II.

9, .361, Od. 11, 78, etc.— 11. trans, to

speed by rowing, hence in pass.,, Aesch. Pers. 422: metaph.
of liirds, -, Aesch. Ag. 52, V^irgil's re-

migio alarum, cf. Eur. I. T. 289.-2. in

genl. to put in quick motion, ply, urge,, Eur. I. A. 138: metaph.
.'. Soph. Aj. 251;.,
Lat. consilium, curam volvert. Soph.
Ant. 159; (cf.), Aesch. Tneb. 855 ; and so, absol. prob. = Lat. plange,

Pers. 1046. Pass, of a bow, to be

plied, handled. Soph. Phil. 1135. Cf.,,.., , to jest, talk lightly,

opp. to . Plat. Rep.
545 E. cf. Phil.' 53 E, Legg. 885 C—
II. trans, to jest upon, quiz, tease,.
Id. Phaedr. 230 : to frighten, scare,

Luc. (Akin to and. An-
other form, 7]', is adopted by

PET
Rekk. in Plat., e.\cept only Phil. 53
E, and preferred by Piers. Moer. p.

159, Buttm. Phaedr. 1. c.) Hence, , , sport, raillery,

late., , v. sub., rare coUat. iorm from., ov, , {) nsu. in

plur.. rowers, Hoin., and Alt.— II. oars,

Leon. Tar. Hence, Tj, , of, belonging to

rowers or rowing, , sub.,
the art of rowing, Plat. Legg. 707 A.
—II. TO, the creiv, Lat. re-

migium.^, Ep., ,{)
Eretmeus, a Phaeacian noble, Od. 8,

112., ov, , rare Ep. form for. art oar, Od. 11, 121. etc., al-

ways with adj.: more freq. in

Od. in plur., which some take
as heterog. pi. from sq., , ,() the Lat.

remus, an oar, the USU. form in Horn,
in sing., while in plur. the neut. is

usu., V. foreg. : of the wings of birds,

cf II. Mostly poet.,

being the prose word. Hence^,, , to furnish with oars,

set to row, to exercise at the oar,,
Eur. Med. 4.— II. to lay on the oar,, Orph.—HI. to row, make way
through, c. acc, Nonn.\, , , poet, also ,-
pia, Eretria, an important city of

Euboea. on the western coast, oppo-
site the mouth of the Asopus, II. 2,

537, Hdt. 1, 61, etc. —2. a city of

Thessalian Phthiotis, Polyb. 18, 3, 5., a, ov, = ;. sub., the territory

of Eretria, Thuc. 8, 95., , ,=',
Strab.

f'Eppr,, , in gen. pi.-
contr. ', Bekk. Thuc, an Eretnan ;

01., Hdt., -, Thuc, the

Eretnans., , , Eretrian, Hdt.,

etc., 7/, sub. , =, Strab. : oi .. the dis-

ciples of the Eretrian Menedemus,
Strab., V. Ritter Hist. Phil. 2, 141 sq., , , , a kind of
clay, from Eretria, Hipp., cf Diosc. 5,

171., Att. for., , , ()
like, vomiting, etc.,.(,)
causing belches, Hipp./, , , like ,=^, Hipp., ,=,
Hipp., dep. mid. : to spit

or spew out, to disgorge, Lat. eructarc,

c, acc, ,
II. 16, 162 : absol., to belch, Lat. ruc-

iare, , Od. 9, 374,

and so in Hipp.—2. metaph., in Horn.,

always of the sea splashing and foam-
ing against the land,, II. 17, 265, more fully-, Od. 5, 403, so -, Od. 5, 438 : in Pind. of Etna,, P. 1. 40:
later, poet, or rivers, to discharge

theinselves, Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 150;
and even of the sun, -.. Rh. : in genl. of any vio-

lent burst, e. g. of loud talking, shout-

ing, LXX., like Lat. ructare and vo-

mere, Hor. A. P. 457, Jac. A. P. p. 50:

I cf also.—U. in aor. 2 ijpv-



EPEX, mf., part,, to bel-

low, roar, esp. of oxen, 11. 20, 403 sqq.,

ct'./ : also ol men,
7/, to the lull depth

of his throat or voice, Theocr. 13, 58

:

this signf. is only found in aor., but

it follows at once from the orig. signf.

The act. occurs in no good
writer : still less a pres. : but

the Att. form for is-, kpvyyaLvD. (Prob. onomatop.)., a, ov, () rud-

dy, Nonn. [a], ', , Ereuthalion,

leader of the Arcadians against Pylos,

11. 7, 149, cf. 4, 319., , , madder, Lat.

rubia tinctoria, Hdt. 4, 189.'', , {) to be red,

Luc. Hence,, .. Rh., and, , Arat., red., , to be, .become red,

Hipp. : in prose usu.., , , redness, bloom,

blushitig, Hipp., u,= sq., fut.,() to

make red, stain with red, ,
11. 11,394 ; 18, 329.-2. llitr. to become

red, to redden, Hipp., and SO in pass., , , HretUho, iem. pr.

n., Anth., ,,() pro-

moting eructation., , , an inquiry, search,

. ,^. Soph...
50G : an inquisition, search by torture.

Hence), , fut. -, to seek out,

search into,, to track an animal,

Od. 19, 436 ; so ' ', II. 18, 321 : to seek or look

for, search after,, Od. 22, 180:
to examine, Hdt. 5, 92, 4, and so freq.

in Att. ; also in mid.. Plat. Theaet.
174 A.—2. c. inf , to seek, attempt,

try, Theocr. 7, 45. (Akin to,.) Hence, verb, adj., one must
search, Xen. Symp. 8, 39.,, , Nonn., and,, , Joseph., an inquirer,

searcher.^,, , fem. from foreg., , , () a
vomiting, belching, Hipp./,,{,?})
vomiting bile : metaph. ill-tempered., inf. aor. 1 from,
II. 18, 329.', f. -Tpu, to cover ; esp. to

roof in a building, as always in Horn.,

Il."24, 450, Od. 23. 193:' , if 1 ever
roofed, i. e. built from the ground to

the roof, II. 1, 39.—II. esp. to cover,

wreathe with coronals. Soph. O. C. 473,

cf. ipk~TU. Mid. to crown one's self,

Eur. Bacch. 323. (Hence :

akin prob. to 3.), ov, , the Erechtheum,

or temple of Er.echtheus, on the Acro-
polis at Athens, Plut., Civ Dor. , , the

Jirechthidae Or descendants of Erech-
theus : esp. a general epithet of the
Athenians, Pind. I. 2, 28, Soph. , etc.

:

also in sing. Ar. Eq. 1015, 1030., . , , Erech-
theiis, an ancient hero of Attica, first

in II. 2, 547 Od., 7, 81, same as-
; later writers distinguished

between this one and the son of Pan-
dion, grandson of foreg., Thuc. 2, 15,

Apollod. 3, 14, 8.-2. an epithet of

Neptune, Lye. : strictly the Render,
from.

35

EPHM\, aJof, , fem. adj. from
foreg., Erechthean,, a spring

on the Acropolis at Athens, Apollod.

3, 14, 1: as subst.— 1. daughter of
Erechtheum, Ap. Kh. 1, 212.— 2. an
Attic tribe, Oratt. : from, to rend, break, metaph.,/ /., breaking his very
heart wir.h weeping, etc., Od. 5, 83,

157 ; and so in pass., ciovvyaiv-, . Hom. . 358 :' but in U.

23, 317, a ship is -
, dashed hither and thither by the

storm, shattered. Cf Spitzn. Excurs.
ad II. xxxiv. ^ 3. (Akin to,,.), ov, of. for, belonging to

a roof or roofing, .
Plat. Criti. Ill C: from-, , , () a roofing,

Theophr. : a roof, Plut., Ion. and Ep. for, fut. of

the rare pres. (q. v.), to say : v.

also sub., only Ep. pres. for,
(q. v.), to ask, seek, Hom., iterat. imperf. from

sq., Theocr., f -,{) to be left

lonely, Theocr. 22, 35., aia, aiov, poet for-. . Rh. : c. gen., Anth., , , pecul. fem. of, alone, lonely.—2. C. gen., reft

of Anth., , sub., v. III., , ,{) solitude,

desert, wilderness, Hdt. 3, 98, Aesch.
Pr. 2, etc.— II. solitude, loneliness,

Eur. Bacch. 609 : hence of places, a

being or being laid waste, Lat. vastitas,

Id. Tro. 26 : of persons, abandoned
estate, destitution. Soph. O. C. 957.—2.

in genl. want of..., ?., Xen. Mem.
2, 2, 14 ;, Thuc. 6, 102 ; even
the want of,

freedom from eviio,,
Eur. H. F. 1157; in genl. absence,, Hec. 1017.,,,=^,&(:..
27, 62., , , {) of, be-

longing to solitude, living in a desert,

LXX., , 6, a solitary, eremite,

hermit, Eccl., ,{,) void

of hair, bald, Anth.7., ov,{,)
chattering in the desert,, Anth., or-, ov,{,)feeding, dwelling in the wilder-

ness : haunting the wilds,,. Rh.-', ov, o,^sq., Orph.~?, ov,{,?.-) wandering alone or in the wilder-

ness, ap. Dem. Phal. [a]—, , (/,)
laying waste.~, , gen.,{,
?.) reft ofone's city, Eur. Tro. 599., , ov, Ep., but in Hdt.,
and Att. , ov ." and Att. usu. propa-
ros. : of places, lonely, lone,

desert, desolate, Od. 3, 270, II. 10, 520,
and freq. in Hdt., and Att. : of per-

sons, lone, solitary, esp. also destitute,

helpless, II. 5, 140; and so Aesch. Ag.
862, etc. : of birds, etc., solitary, not
gregarious, Plut.—Proverb.,, (sc.,) you'll strip
unwatched vines, v.. At. Vesp.
634 : also, , to look
vacantly, Ar. Fr. 393.—2. c. gen., reft

of destitute of,, Hdt. 2, 32

;

abandoned by, ,,
Hdt. 7, 160, etc. ; and so in Att., as
Soph. 0. C. 1717, cf. 0. T. 57; -

EPIB? -, void /" friends, Id. El.
1405: and then sub.,. , a descried city, t'p•, a house
without heirs, Isae. 66, 29.—] l.as subst.,, a solitude, desert, wilderness,
sub. ,, Hdt. 3, 102 : elsewh.
Tu, as 2, 32.—111., , sub., a trial in which one party does not
appear, and judgment goes against
him by default, as contumacious,
Thuc. 6, CI ; '/., to
get judgment by default, Dem. 540,
21,, to let it go by default, 542,
4. Hence, , , solitude, Anth.//., , , Anth., and-., ov, {, .) loving

solitude., ,() to make solita-

ry or desert, lay waste, destroy, Thuc.
I, 23, in pass.—2. c. gen., to bereave of,, Pind. I. 4, 27. In
pass., to be bereft, deprived of,,
Hdt. 1, 164, etc.—II. to leave, abandon,
desert,, Pind. P. 4, 479 :

., merely to step out of it, Aesch. Ae.
1070. Pass, to be left alone, deserted,

waste, Hdt. 7, 171. Hence,, , abandonment . a
laying or being waste, Arr. : and,, 6, one who lays waste,

a ravager, Anth.

_
, Ion. for, 3 plur. perf pass, from,

II. 23, 284, 329, Od. 7, 86, 95 : Ap. Rh.
has., perf pass, from •., 3 sing. perf. pass, from, Hes., Ep. iterat. imperf,Ap.
Rh., and, aor. from-, Hom., V. sq., i. -, (,,) to hold back, restrain, . /.,, to make them halt, Hom.

:

in genl. to keep in check, repress, as-

suage, Hom.;, II. 1, 192; 9,

462, ; 13, 280 : esp. freq. in Horn., .~ : the mid. for act., 11. 15,

723. Ep. word, used also by Soph.
O. C. 164. [ before , and metri
grat. before a long syll. : also in Aeol.
aor. pass,, because this is

for, II. 2, 99, 211 ; but
before a short syll., e. g., ?/-.'\,, indecl., shortd. form from, wool, Philet. 18.-, insepar. particle, like upi-,
used as a prefix to strengthen the
signf of a word, very, much. Mostly
Ep. and Lyr., ov, 6, Erianthus, masc.
pr. n., a Theban, Plut. Lys. 15.—, a, , Eriaspidas, masc.
pr. n., Anth., , (,) very bril-

liant, Orph.,, , , (.)
with high arching neck, in II., cpith.
of high-bred horses : never in Od.

:

opp. to., , (,) heavy
laden., ov, , {,) loud.thouf-

ing, riotous, of Bacchus, Pind. Fr. 45,
10., , , Eriboea, wife of
Telamon, and mother of Ajax. Pind.
1. 6, 65.

_, ov, (,) loud-
buzzing. Orph., , , (,)
of Jupiter, loud-thundering, II. 13, 624

:

in genl. loud-roaring., ,=, Anth.
545



EPIZ', , {,) very

hen /, .̂, , {, () lovd-

shouUiif;, roaring, etc., of 13acchus, H.
Hoin. Bacch. 56, Anacr. 14, Pind.'¥, Ep. , o,= sq.,

Hes. Th. H32. [v], ov, (,) loud-

bellowiii<:,n. Hoin. Merc. 116./^,, , , and-, 01', (',?,') with large

clods, of' rich, loamy soil, which docs
not crumble away like sand under the
plough, hence fertile, rich-soiled,—
both, esp. the first, very freq. in 11.

;

each, once in Od.>>, , , Erihdtes, son of
Tele on, one of the Argonauts, Ap.
Rh. 1,71.£)', , 6, , {, -
7/) pot-bellied, Nic., , to rattle loud ; from,,^, (q. v.)

loud-sonnding, crashing, thundering, in

Honi. u.s>i. as epith. of Jupiter, ip.": but in II. 11, 152, of
horses' hoofs, . ., , (,) very joy-

fid, Orph., •, (,) with
large eyeballs, full-eyed,.
'>),, ,=.

t'K/u;,, , Erigyiiis, a Mytile-
nean, a general of Alexander the
great, Diod. S., Arr.

t'Ep<}^, and, b, the Eri-

gon, a river of Macedonia, Arr. An. 1,

5, 8, Strab. : more correct, ace. to

Thcognost. ',.., .,{,)
to wrangle, quarrel,, II. 2, 342 :

to strive as for a prize, -, Od. 2, 206 ; , with one, II. 16,

765 ; also, , against one,
Od. 1, 79 : not used of war in Horn.

;

who has it only inprcs., except in II.

23, 792, ,
which is iiif aor. 1 mid. (c. signf.

act.) from, cf, from?.,, , etc.

Hence
'Fav,(JJ,,a^vrangler, dispu-

tant, Dcinocrit. ap. Clem. Al. 279, fm.'7}, ov, o,= forcg., Timon
ap. Diog. L. 2, 107.?., ov, (,) very

manifest or conspicuous., , (,) whirling,

eddying swiftly, Tryph., ov, TO, dim. from,
Luc.,=:, to provoke to

strife, irritate, II. 16, 260.'/, ov, ., in
Aesch. Ag. 1461, prob. by a violent
metaphor, strongly built, (from ip;, -) i. e. strong, excessive, cf.-,.., (,) sound-
ing, roaring loudly : Horn, has this form
always of things and places, but the
Ep. form, of living beings.
Only poet., ov, (,) rich in

gifts, abundant, 0pp.', Dor. : fut.,
Ep. also. Dor. . To
strive, wrangle, quarrel, usii. of wordy
contests, , Horn., also, II. 1, 277 : in Pind. ,
P. 4, 507 ; and, P. 2, 162,
and so in Hdt. 7, 50, 1, Theocr. 5, 23.

2. to rival, contend with,, II. 3, 223 ;

sometimes , as, kp-', II. 9,389, cf Od. 5, 213, Hcs.
Sc. 5 ; also, TTFpl.,,
11. 12, 423 ; 15, 284, Od. 8, 225, and
30 in Hdt. 5, 49 ; also (when no dat.
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pers. is expressed), , -, II. 5, 172 ; 13, 325,

Od. 15,'321 : c. dat. pers. et inf , ipi-/,
Od. 18, 38 : absoL, ,
kept the contest up, contended, II. 2, 555

:

and so it is taken in Od. 8, 371 : hence,

to be equal, a viatch, cf Xen. Cyn. 1,

12. Horn, sometimes uses the mid.

quite like the act., II. 5, 172, Od. 4,

80, cf lies.. 534,. (From : hence Lat.

rixn, rixari.), ov, {, ) long-lived,

Lat. vivax., ov, {,) keen of
ear, Orph.', ol, v. sq., ov, {,*) fitting ex-

actly ; hence— 1. esp. as epith. oi-, loving, faithful, trusty, Horn., but
in sing, only U. 4, 266 ; elsewhere al-

ways in metaplast. plur. -, ace. , ci. . 3, 47,

378, Od. 9, 100, 172, 193.—II. as epith.

of, Od. 1, 346; 8, 02, 471,^ it

means rather, loved, cf.* II, -, and.',, [,) loud sound-

ing,.',, , , bee-bread or bees-

wax. Arist. . ., also, and. [],,,= , fe-

male day-labourer, Theocr. 3, 35: fby
some regarded as a fern. pr. n., Erl-
thacis., ov, 6, a solitary bird,

which could be taught to speak, Arist.

H. A. ; also,, and,

ace. to some, the same as the-.', ,{) like-
or the in a dub. 1. Epich.

p. 31. [], , Dor. for.,, , an unknown plant., .— sq., v. 1. in.'.7, ov, (,) grow-

ing luxuriantly, flourishing, of plants

and trees, Simon, ap. Plut. Thcs. 17,

cf?.', , ,{) labour for
wages.—-11. canvassing, intriguing, Lat.

ambitus: in genl. party spirit, faction,

Arist.Pol.5,2,6;3,9:fon?ra?i07i.N.T.',, ,=, Arat.', more freq. as dep. mid.,,{) to serve, work for
hire.— 11. in mid. of public officers or

characters, to court popular applause,

Lat. ambire : ol, party

men, Lat. ambitum exercentes. Arist.

Pol. 5, 3, 9: cf: so,-, to inveigle them into

parly-measures, Polyb., of.-.?., , {,,)
very luxuriant, flourishing, of ])Iants,

etc., II. 10, 407 ; 17, 53 : of corn-land,

fertile, II. 5, 90., ov,= foreg.. Or. Sib.

",, ov, , also , a day labour-

er, hired servant of any sort : in Horn.,

ol . are mowers or reapers, II. 18, 550,

560 ; and al . esp. spinsters and wea-

vers, ivorkers inwool: the latter in Dein.

1313, 6 ; hence of spiders. Soph. Fr.

269. (Hence some derive it from:
othersfrom, or.)
—II. , Lat. crepittis

ventris, .. Mere. 296, ubi ,
Herm., ov, (,) passion-

ate : or in gen!, high-spirited, Q. Sm., inf. aor. of.', .,^. [t.], , , () bruised,

pounded barley, also^piAcaf and,
usu. in plur. Hence, ,, bread, pounded
barley, Seleuc. ap. Ath. 114 B., ov, , {, /.)
loud sounding, Pind. P. 12, 38.',? and -, ov,

{,) much weeping, sorrowful,

Anth.— 11. pass, much wept, bewailed.. ov, (,) much
renowned, Orph., , , contr. -,,, heathy: hence, , /, Ericusa, one of
the Aeolian islands, strictly the heathy,
Strab.', ov, {, )
wealthy, Ojip.',, ,,-=, pounded,
bniised.', ov, (,) loud
or deep-.tovnding, in Hes. Th. 456, 930,
epith. of Neptune.',, , {,) very fa-
mous, glorious, epith. of the gods and
their descendants, II. 14, 327, Od. 11,

576, 631 : also of things connected
with them, , II. 3,

65: 20, 265, ., II. 11, 225, Hes.
Th. 988 ; besides this Horn, only joins
it with, a splendid festival, II. 24,
802, Od. 3," CO, etc.. and even here it

is strictly a sacrificial feast. Ep.
word., ov, gen., {,•) full of young, big with young, ., Aesch. Ag. 119. [ii]', ,{,) heathy,

like.',, 6, , (as parody on), a city of toad-eaters,

read by Bentley (Corresp. 1, p. 222)
in Cratin. Drap. 3., , {,) bright

shining., ov, o,=sq.,. Call.

Fr. 452.',, ov, {,, -) loud bellowing, of oxen, Horn.,
and Hos.

'Ep/"i(is(j, fut. - Dor. -, to

impregnate, apply the wild fig,()
and so to ripen the cultivated fig, (which
takes ])lace by insects from the wild
fig piercing it,) Lat. caprificare, The-
ophr., cf Hdt. 1, 193 : from,, , the wild fig-tree,, Nic.—11. the fruit of the 7fild

fig-tree, a wildfig, Amer. ap. Ath. 76 E.^%>, ov, b, the process of cap-

rification, Theophr.', , ,{) ripened

by caprification, Theophr.,, 6, Ep. for, Hes., ov, TO, the fruit ofthe wild

fig-tree, the wildfig : 3.\5:= : v.... ov, b, the wild fig-tree, Lat.

caprificns, freq. in Horn., in Hes. also.—1I.=.', a, ov, (Ipiov) ofwool, wool-

len, Hipp., [t], , , { Strab. 476) Eri-

neus, one of the cities of the Dorian
Tetrapolis, Hdt. 8, 43; Thuc. 1, 107.—2. a city of Thessaly near Larissa,

Strab.—3., a liaven of Achaia,
assigned to Rhypae, Thuc. 7, 34.—4.

a place on the banks of the Cephisus
in Attica, not far from Eleusis, Plat.

Theaet. 143 B, (where gen. 'Epn'oj").

—5. a spot near Troy, Strab.— 0. a
river of Sicily, Thuc. 7, 80.', ,{,) like

the wild fig-tree : of a place, full ofthese

trees, Strab., ov, ,=:6, a late

unripe fig, Alex. Leb. 1.



EPIO

'Epivoc, , ,=., Epich. p.

7] :. Soph. Fr. 190. As adj.,, , , Eur. Scir. 3., (for so it is written, not, in the best MSS. and in In-

scriptt., V. Dind. Steph. Thes.), gen., t'l
.• plur.',- The

Erimjs, an avenging deity, like the
Roman Furiae. in Horn, in sing, only
in II. 9, 571 ; 19, 87, Od. 15, 234

;

elsewh. in plur. : the Trag. also oft.

have them in plur., but quite as frcq.

in sing., in which case the Erinys is

often conscience impersonated : but

the number Three is first in Eur. Tro.
457, and the names Tisijihoyie, Meg-
aera, Alccto, only in late writers, as

Apollod. 1, 1, 4, etc. In the oldest

Ep. they visit for perjury, II. 19, 259,

Hes. Op. 801 ; homicide, 11. 9, 571
;

undutiful conduct to parents. II. 9,

454, Od. 2, 135 (hence '-
, those who avenge a mother, Od.
11, 280, 'Ep., Aesch. Theb.
70, etc.) ; ill-treatment of suppliants

or beggars, Od. 17, 475 ; disrespect to

elders, 11. 15, 204 ; and in genl. offen-

ces of presumption : they silence the

horse of Achilles, when about to re-

veal too much. II. 19, 418 ; they lead

men to mistake evil for good, like

'At-?/, II. 19, 87, Od. 15, 234. Their
abode was Erebus, hence the epith.<, II. 9, 571 ; 19, 87 : hence
too their vengeance reached beyond
the grave, II. 19, 260, Od. 20, 78. Ace.
to Hes. Th. 185, they sprang from
Gaea and the drops of Uranus' blood.

For their worship at Athens and the

Athen. notions of them v. Miiller

Aesch. Eum. ') 77 sq., and cf.-,.—II. as appellat.,, curses from one's mother, II.

21, 412, and so conjoined with',
Aesch. Theb. 70 : also blood-gvUtivess,

Hes. Th. 472 : , distrac-

tion, Soph. Ant. C03, cf El. 1080.— III.

epith. of Ceres, when distraught by the
pursuit of Neptune, Paus. 8, 25, 4,

sq. (Deriv. uncertain : ace. to Pott,

akin, to, q. v. ; ace. to Herm. to, Opusc. 6, 2, 200, sq.) [ in

all trisyll. cases, Pors. Med. 1254,

in quadrisyll., which however are

sometimes to be read as trisyll., Erf.

Soph. O. T. 639.]), to be angry, indignant, ace.

to Paus. 8, 25, 6, an Arcadian word,
from, or the same root., ,{,) like

the', Plut.

"Eptoi^ ov, TO, tvool, Od. 4, 124 :

elsewh. Horn, uses the form,
as does Hdt. : in Att. usu. : also

in plur., as ?, Ar. Vesp.
1147, etc. : hence—2. any woollen icork.

—3. Ipia ~ ?^, cotton (Germ.
Baumwolle, tree-wool), Hdt. 3, 47, cf.

106, and 7, 65. (From,,
: dim. only in form.), ov, TO, {,)

the cotton-plant., ov, 6,(, 'k7.vvu)

a woollen-cleaner, fuller, Diosc. [i]\, C>, {,) to

sell, deal in wool. Hence, ov, b, a dealer in wool-

lens. Hence, adv. like a wool-deal-

er, cheatingly, Ar. Ran. 1386 : and, ov, , the wool-mar-

ket, Joseph., ov, {,)
wreathed, wrapt with wool,,
Aesch. Supp. 23, ubi al.., , v. sq., ov, . Homer, epith. of

Mercury, prob. from- and,

, the helper, luck-bringer,,, II. 20, 72 ; 24, 457,

679 ; so, , II. 20, 34,

Od. 8, 322 : also absol., II.

24.360,440. In Ar. Ran. 1144,, is opposed to ; cf.., ov, ,{) a

woollen manufactory., , to ivork in, manxifac-

ture ifool, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 7 : and,, , the manufacture of
woollens : from,,{,*) work-

ing in wool, Dio C., , to bear, wear wool

;

from, ov,(,) bearing

wool, ., cotton-plants, The-
ophr.

^, inf. aor. of.~7\.,, {, vp)with
sturdy .iidrs, stout, Pind. P. 4, 419., , , also, a broken

cliff, scaur, Eur. El. 210 : hence any
sheer ascent, a wall or toiuer, ?^-. Id. Phoen. 1168. (From, as rapes from nimpo.), ov, (, ?) very

gray, Simon. Fr. 124, Schneidw., ,=, late., ov, (, )

scared, terrified, Nonn., part. aor. of.',, , ace., and,, being the strict Att., which
Hom. also has four times in Od., but

he usu. has. Strife, quarrel,

esp. rivalry, contention. In II. USU. of

battle, coupled with ?,,,-, as synon., passim : more
closely defined by an adj., -,,, or by a gen.,', 11. 14, 389, etc. (so, Xen. Cyr. 2, 3, 15)

;

also, . II. 5,

861, etc. : , II. 17, 384.

Other freq. usages in II.,, or,\\. 1, 8, 7, 111,, II. 20, 66 ; but, -, to set them a-fighting :

' (}}, they let

strife break forth among themselves,

II. 20, 55. In Od. it is usu. contention,

rivalry, in or for a thinir, -^,, Od. 8,210; 18, 366; also,, Od. 18, 13, peculiar phra-

ses, , and-, Od. 6, 92 ; 8, 210,, Od. 10, 292 ; 19, 11. Hesiod
distinguishes a good and a bad .
Op. 11 sq. hater in gen\. quarrel, dis-

cord, jealousy, Trag.: Aesch., Theb.
429, calls lightning : but

in Eum. 975, is zeal for
good, for the best.—II. as pr. nom.,

Eris, in 11. a goddess who excites to

war, 11. 11, 3, 73, sister and compan-
ion of Mars, 4, 440, joined with Kv-, and , 18, 535 : ace. to

Hes. Th. 225, daughter of Night.

Later in genl. the goddess of discord.

(Perh. akin to Sanscr. riis/i,=Lat.

iras-ci
)?•,-,, , ,{--) loud trumpeting, dub. name of a

bird.

or, Dor. for•., , , Eristhenla,

daughter of Aristocrates, Diog. L.

:

prop. fem. from'.,(,) mighty,

powerful, in Hom., and Hes., always
as epith. of Jupiter.,,,() that which
is strivenfor, cause of quarrel, II. 4, 38., ov, {,)

loud crashing or thundering, epith. of
Jupiter, Hes. Th. 815., ov, 6,=, Timon ap.

Diog. L. 2, 107., ov, {epi,) well

sotv7i, ala, 0pp., ov, {, ?.)
large-clustered ; as epith. of wine, -made

of large grapes, Od. 9, HI, 358.—II.

rich in grapes, of Lesbos, Archestr.
ap. Ath. 92 E., ov, 6,{) a wrangler,

litigious person. Hence,,, given to strife,fond
of wrangling or arguing, captious. Plat.

Lys. 211 B, etc.: -, sub.,
wrangling, Id. Soph. 231 : ., reasoning for argument's sake

only, Arist. Org. : o'l -, the philoso-

phers of the Megarean school, who
were devoted to dialectics, Diog. L.
Adv. -, Plat. Rep. 454 B., , , {) contested

:

doubtful : , to

come to strife with him, Soph. El.

220., ov,=,
loud sounding or roaring, epilh. of

Neptune, H. Hom. Merc. 187. []', ov, {,)
shaking, overthrowing much, epith. of

Hercules, Stesich. 05., ,=^/.,-/.. ,^, Par-

then, ap. . . 374, 50, Piers. Moer.
p. 159., ov, {, ) highly

prized, precious, in 11. used of gold,

and of the Aegis : never of persons.—II. a kind fish, Arist., ov, , Eritlmus, masc.
pr. n., Pind. O. 13, 42, Bockh!,, , Eriphunes, masc.
pr. n.,Ath. 019 C., , (,) very

brilliant, late.. ov,{) of, belongirig

to a kid, Pherecr. Pers. 1, 9, Xen.,

etc., , , a young she-goat, kid.

[], ov, TO, dim. from,
Athenio ap. Ath. 661 B. [t], ov, {,) with

thick bark, Agathocl. ap. Eust.?., ov,{,?^)
a stealer of kids, v. 1. in 0pp., ov, b, also , a young goat,

kid, Hom. : on the fem. v. Jac. A. P.

p. 910.—11., o'l, Lat. hoedi, a
constellation which brought storms,

Theocr. 7, 53 ; it rose on Octob. 6

:

hence ', in stormy weather., ov, , Eriphus, a comic
poet, Ath. 58 B.,, , Eriphyle, daughter
of Talaus, and wife of Amphiaraus,
Od. 11,326, Pind., etc. [v]?. ov, {, ?) with

many or icith large leaves., ov, , Erichthoniiis,

ace. to some a son of the Earth,

others make him son of Vulcan and
Minerva; an early king of Attica,

honoured with a chapel on the Acro-

polis at Athens, Apollod. 3. 14, 6.—
2. son of Dardanus and father of

Tros, 11.20, 219., ov, {,) rich

in gold, wealthy, Anth.-, -^, for ,/5, -,
Mosch., 3, 32, Orph.//, , {,) woolly,

like tvool, .irist. . ., ov, {,) very

painful.

'?., , or 7., , (Keen.
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Oreg. p. 570), ijy a whirlwind, hurri-

cane ; applied to Cleon by Ar. Eq.
511, cf. jiupadpov : in Vesp. 1148 he
puns upon it as if derived Ironi ipiov

and /., uool-consumption ; but

the deriv. I'roni' is very dub., ov, , 1cm., ,
(,) large-eyed, full-eyed, in iem.,

Ep. Horn. 1,2., , , Eridpis, wife of

Oileus and mother of the Locrian
Ajax, 11. 13, 697.-2. daughter of

Jason and Medea, Paus. 2, 3, 9., 7/f, T], {,) a

fenre, inclosure., ov, Att., ov, and
in Aesch. Cho. C53, a, ov, belonging

to the ' or front court ; hence,, as the household god,

because his statue stood in the,
Od. 22, 335, Hdt. C, 68, and Att.,

Heind. Plat. Euthyd. 302 D. Ovid
retains the Gr. woxa. Jupiter Herctus

;

elsewh. in Lat. it is penetralis : .
TTvAui, the gates of the court, Aesch.
1. c. ; ., the court itself,

Soph. Aj. 108. The form is

rejected by Herm. Soph. Aj. 108,

Seidl. Eur. Tro. 16., ov, TO, a fence, inchsure,

n. 9, 476, Od. 18, 102 : later also a
dwelling, Ap. Rh. : from, but a

dim. only in form.°, ov, very dub. form for, q. v./, ,, and-, , , (,,)
belonging to netting, hunting with nets.", , , [,) an
enclosure, hedge, fence, tvall, ill Horn,

of fields, II. 5, 90, or more freq. of

court-yards before houses: lience

court-yard, front yard, esp. in Od., cf.

: wall for diftnce, Od. 15,

566: periph., ayyccji' ,
Pind. . 10, 68 ; .
Soph. Tr. 615 : and so freq. in Horn., usu. in jihrase

! cf.

Od. 10, 328, 11. 9, 409 ; which some
understand of the lips, as fencing in

the teeth, but of course it means the

ring or ivall uthich the teeth make, v.

Heyne II. 4, 350, and cf. Solon 14, 1.

—II. from the signf. of enclosure,

confinement, also a net, snare, Od. 22,

469, and so in Pind., and Trag. : in

Hdt. 7, 85 (ubi v. Wess.) of the coils

of the Sagartian lasso : ,
a fishing-net, Pind. P. 2, 147.—III.

jnetaph. any fence or defence,, against javelins, to Keep
them ofl", 11. 15, 646 : a hero is called, II. 1,284, cf.

4, 299 ; but also ', ofthe
Greeks, 11. 3, 229, cf..", ov,{,) watch-

ing an enclosure, Mel. 129., . y. Ion. for '), Hdt., , ,^, feasible,

dub.,, , {*) doer,, Antim. 37.,, , and". Her-
cyna, novi" Libadia, a Stream of Boeo-
tia near Lebedea ; and the nymph
of the same, Paus. 9, 39. Plut.—2.
daughter of Trophonius, from whom
Ceres derived the appell.",
Lye. 153., ov, a,, the Her-

cynian forest, (now the Harz) in Ger-

many. Diod. S.: Strab. 207; cf. Ap.

Rh. 4, 640. [i]",, , a prop, support, to

steady a thing : esp. of the stays,

bca7ns or stones by which ships were
kept upright, when hauled ashore
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(cf. ), II. 1, 486; 2, 154,
Ilerm. H. Horn. Ap. 507 : licnce

mctaph. 7,. prop, pillar of
the slate, of men, 11. 16, 549, Od. 23,

121, like,, and Lat. cola-

men, cf..— 2. post-Horn., any
resting-place, foundatitm : b\it esp. a

sunken rock, reef or shoal, on which a
vessel may strike, Hdt. 7, 183, Thuc. 7,

25 ; more fully, , sunk-
en reefs, Anacr. 36 (ubi v. Bergk),

., Aesch. Ag. 1007, cf.

Eum. 565: hence in Eur. Hel. 854,
a mound, cairn, barrow on the land,

and so Herm. reads for in

Aesch. Cho. 154.—3. also post Hom.,
that which keeps a ship steady, ballast

;

and so Arist. H. A. 8, 12, 8 ; 9, 40, 46,

uses it of things which cranes and
bees are said to carry to steady them-
selves in their flight, cf. Ar. Av. 1429:
from this signf of ballast within a ship,

comes the metaph. in Aesch. Supp.
580, , having con-
ceived and become pregnant by Ju-
piter.—11. there is an obscure me-
taph. in II. 4, 117,? '(^. of a sharp arrow, the sup-

port or foundation of pangs, i. e. the

cause, author of them : the whole
verse was rejected by Aristarch., but
it seems to have suggested the ])hrase

(though in a con-
trary signf., supports, comforts in woe)
Aesch. Fr. 371.—HI., earrini;s,

II. 14, 182, Od. 18, 297: proh.'of
strung pearls, akin to : hence
in genl. a string of beads, necklace,

band : in Ael. a chain, \vhich pnrh.

returns to the first signf. of fi.xing,

securing. (In signlf. I. and II., usu.
derived from *, , cf.

: in signf. III., prob. from*,. Lat. sero, to string, cf.

Buttm. Lexil. in voce.), , , a herdof Hermae,
Anth.. ov, b,= -, a Hernial statue in the agora
at Athens, Luc. — 2. masc. pr. n.,

Strab.
^,{) to make firm, secure,

support, Hipp.—II. to fill with ballast., . , {',)
Hermathcna, Cic. Att. 1, 4, etc. ; a
figure conjecturally described in three
ways:— 1. a terminal fiirure as of
Hermes (Mercury), but with the head
of Athena (Minerva).—2. a like figure,

with a Janus-like head both of Mer-
cury and Minerva.—3. an hermaphro-
dite statue of the two deities, cf.

MiiU. ArchSol. d. Kiinst, . 345. The
same doubt belongs to the forms',,,
all works of late art., , , and with.
Hermaea, the eastern promontory of

the bay of Carthage, containing a

city of the same name, Polyb. 1, 36,
11," Strab., {') to imitate Her-
mes (.Mercury), cf. '}.7., , , {') of, be-

longing to Hermes (Mercury) : '-, Horace's viri Mercuriales, literary

characters, late.", ov, , a windfall, a piece

of luck, rare discovery, Mercury being
the reputed giver of such gifts. Soph.
Ant. 397, cf. sub II.—II- in

the palaestra, the exercising ground
by the statue of Hermes (Mercury).
Strictly neut. from ; ace. to

some properisp.,. Schol. Ven.
II. 13,791, Lob. Phryn. 371.,, alov, Att.,
ov, {) of, belonging to, coming

from Hermes (Mercury), 6. 7.6, the hill of Mercury, in Ithaca, Od.
16, 471 : so /^.,, a
promontory of Lcmnos, Aesch. Ag.
283, Soph. Phil. 1459.— 11. -, sub., a festival in his ho-
nour. — III. 0, Argive name of a
month, Polyaen. : also among the
Cretans, from Oct. 24th to 22d JNov.,

Ideler Chronol. 1, p. 421 sqq., ov, , Hermatscus,msiSC.
pr. n., Ath. 473 D., ov, , Hermaeondas,
Theban masc. pr. n., Thuc. 3, 5.", , , {) heaps of
stone, such as collecte<l on the road
sides by the custom of each traveller

throwing a stone as he passed (perh.

at the base of a statue of Mercury),
Nic. Ther. 150: in form like.,. , {',-) Hcrmaniibis, composed of Her-
mes (Mercury) andAnubis, cf.-, Anth., ov, , dim. from ;»-. Dor., like., ov, , Hermarchus, the
successor Epicurus, Cic, Diog. L.,

etc. Others in Ath., etc.., , a sand-bank, dub.
form. cf.,., , . Dor. for.—2.

Hermas, masc. pr. ., Strab., esp. one
of the Apostolical fathers, N.T. Rom.
16, 14?', , , {) a sup-
porting, steadying.',,, a prop, sttpport,

Hipp,, cf...^, to ballast,-
Tivi, Plut. Mid. -, they take into their

houses as ballast, Eur. Ion 14. Hence, ov, , a supporter, stea-

dier :, ballast. Lye. [t], ov, , an Hermaphro-
dite, Diod. : hence an effeminate per-

son, catamite, Anth. : so called from
Herinaphroditus, son of Hermes (Mer-
cury) and Aphrodite (Venus) Ovid.
Met. 4, 368, sq. Such mi.xed figures

were favourite subjects with Greek
sculptors, from Polycletus downwds.,
cf. Miiller Archaol.'der Kunst, ^ 128.,, , poet. esp. Dor.
for', Hes. Fr. 9, 1. [a], ov. , poet. esp. Ep. for, but Hom. has only dat. -, II. 5, 390; and . Merc. 413,
Ven. 149, and gen.., ov, , Ep. for,
Hom. oft. vises the nom., the ace., and the voc. : the
gen. only in II. 15, 214, but
oftener in form ; never the
dat. The form is not Ep.,
Schaf. Hes. Op. 68 : yet in H. Hom.
18, 28, 36, there is the dat.)
and ace..—II. also as pr. n.',

Hcr7mas, Plat., Strab., etc., , v. foreg., ov, , a shrine of Hermes
(Mercury), Strab., a, ov, v. sub'./, ov,, occasionally v. 1.

for., , ,() inter-

pretation, explanation, Diog. Apoll. Fr.

1, Plat. Rep. 524 B.—II. the expres-

sion, symbol of a thing. Plat. Theaet.
209 A : esp. of thoughts, power of
speech, Xen. Mem. 4, 3, 12 : hence in

rnet., style, Lat. elocuiio.,, ,()
an interpretation, explanation, Eur.
Phoen. 470.-—2. a sign, symbol, monu-
vient,1\, Eur. Andr. 46., , , an interpreter,



EPMI
csp. of foreign tongues, Ildt. 2, 125,

Xen., etc. : in genl. an interpreler, ex-

pounder, Find. O. 2, 153, and Trag.

,,, ,() an
interpretation, Dio C,,,=, Plat.

Polit. 290 C.', , , ())
of, belonging to, skilled in interpreting

:

, sub. . Plat.

Polit. 2G0 D.', , , fem. of-,-, to interpret, esp. foreign

tongues, Xen. An. 5, 4, 4 : hence to

put into words, give utterance to, Thuc.
2, GO, Plat., etc.— 2. in genl. to ex-

plain, make clear. Soph. O. C. 398,

Eur. Polyid. 1 ; . tl ,
Philyll. Pol. 3.,, , 6, Hermenius, masc.
pr. n., Plut. Popl. 16., , , (,) a mixed figure of Mercury
and Hercules, v., Cic. Att.

1,10.', , , besides the nom.,
Horn. oft. has the ace., never
the gen., once the dat. ?/, Od. 14,

435 : the voc. ' only in the

Hymns, cf. and '.
Hermes, the Lat. Mercurius, son of

Maia and Jupiter, ace. to Hes. Th.
938. Horn, mentions no father, but

calls his mother Maias, Od. 14, 435.

In Horn, as messenger of the gods,

II. 24, 334, Od. 5, 28, he is,
q. V. : as giver of good luck, II. 14,

491, Od. 15, 319,,,
cf. : with esp. reference to

increase of cattle, Hes. Th. 444, so

that he is later a pastoral god,:
as god of all secret dealings, cunning,
and stratagem, Od. 19, 397, :

from his golden rod with magical pro-

perties, Od. 5, 47,- : as

conductor of defunct spirits (in Horn,
only in Od. 24, 1, but later very freq.).-. Later, tutelary god of

all skill and accomplishment, e. g.

gymnastics, and all arts and sciences:

also of traffic, markets, roads,,, and of heralds. Usu. repre-

sented as a slightly made youth. An
older Pelasgic figure of him was
bearded, without hands or feet, mem-
bro erecto, Hdt. 2, 51 : hence, as

technical term, any four-cornered
post ending in a head or bust was
called ', such as were freq. in

the public places of Athens, Thuc. 6,

27, (in which signf. Winckelmann,
Lessing, etc., derive the word from.) — II. Proverbs: — 1., to make a last effort, from the
parting cup at a feast being drunk
in his honour. — 2. ,
half shares in your luck ! Arist. Rhet.

2, 24, 2, cf.'. — 3. -?, Hermes (Mercury) is come in,

when conversation suddenly ceases,

Plut.,, , Hermesian-

ai, an elegiac poet of Colophon, Ath.

597 A.—Others in Pans., etc./., , and-, , ,
Hcrmesilaus, masc. pr. .. Ion ap. Ath.

603 F.^, ov,6,=, Dion. H.,,, dim. from,
a little figure of Mercury, Ar. Pac. 924:

also as term of endearment, my dear

little Mercury, lb. 382. [], ov, 6, Herminus, a Peri-

patetic philosopher, Luc., , ,— .,
Orph.', , , Hermioneus,

masc. pr. ., Ath.— II. an inhabitant

of Hermione, Hdt. 7, 6, Thuc. 1, 27.\,, , ii?r?wone, daughter
of Menelaus and Helen, Od. 4, 14,

Hes., etc.—II. a town in the south of

Argolis, opposite the island Hydrea
;

its ruins are near Kastri, 11. 2, 560.

Hence, , , of Hermione

;

TO -, the promontory

of Hermione, and ., the

gulf of Hcrmio7ie, Strab., Plut.

fem. of, of
Hermione, Hermionean,, Thuc. 1,

131 ; 7/. sub. '/, the territory of
Hermione, Id. 2, 56., a. , Hermippidas,
masc. pr. n., Plut. Pelop. 13., ov, b, Hermippus, masc.
pr. n., an Atarnean, Hdt. 6, 4.—2. an
Athenian poet of the old comedy, Ar.

Nub. 557. Others in Ath., etc.

or, , , () a
prop, support ; esp. a bed-post, Od. 8,

278 ; 23, 198., , , = II.,

Eur. . F. 615.—II.,, ,
Hermion, son of Europs, founder of
Hermione, Pans. 2, 34, 4.3, . , Hermobius, masc.
pr. n.; Ath. 598 A.,, , Hermogenes, an
Athenian masc. pr. n., freq. in Plat.,

Xen., Dem., etc., ov, , a statuary's

shop, Plat. Symp. 215 A : from?, , , (,
?.>) carver of Hermae : in genl. a
statuary, Luc. Hence, , , of, belonging

to a statuary : '/, sub., the art of statuary, Luc., ,,^,
Luc.,, , Hermodumas,
masc. pr. ., Diog. L., , , Hermddotus,
masc. pr. ., Anth., Stob., , , Hermodorus,
masc. pr. n., Arr., etc., esp. an Epi-
curean philosopher, a contemporary
of Lucian, Luc., , , Hermus,
Ca'jcus, and Xanthus, a comic name
in Arist. Poet.\', , , Hermoclides,

masc. pr. n., Anth.?.,, , Hermocles, masc.
pr. n., a poet, Ath. 697 A.. , ,{,,-) one who mutilates the Hermae, Ar.

Lys. 1094, cf Thuc. 6, 27, 53.', , , Hermocratia,

fem. pr. n., Anth. : from, , , Hermocrutes,

son of Hermon, a leader of the Syra-

cusans in the Peloponnesian war,

Thuc. 4, 58.—2. a pupil of Socrates,

Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 48.—Others in Plut.,

etc.,, 6, Hermocreon,

a statuary, Strab.—2. a poet of the

Anthology.,, , Hermolaus, a Ma-
cedonian, a pupil of Callisthenes, Arr.

An. 4, 13; Plut., only found once in

Anth., , built it of
stones() : peril, better referred

to...,, Hermolycus, masc.
pr. . an Athenian, Hdt. 9, 105., , , and-, the Hermunduri, in Germany
on the Elbe, Strab., ,(,) a mix-
ed figure of Mercury and Pan, v.-.

EPaI
~?., rro/.if,-, and ,, , Her-

mopolis, name of several Aegyptian
and Grecian cities, Hdt., Strab., etc.
Hence, , , an inhab. of
Htrinopolis, Strab. : and-'/., , , of Hermo-
polis, Hermopolitic, Strab., ov, , Hermus, a son of

Oceanus and Tethys, a river-god,

Hes. Th. 343.-2. son of .4egyptus,
Apollod. 2, 1, 5.—3. an Athenian, a
companion of Theseus agauist the
Amazons, Plut. Thes. 26. — II. the

Hermus, a celebrated river of .\sia

Minor, emptying into the gulf of

Smyrna : it is now the Sarabat, 11. 20,

392, Hdt. 1, 55: adj., a, ov,

of Hermus, Hermean,, (Hdt.)

Vit. Horn. : , near
Cyme, Strab.,, , Hermos, a deme of
the tribe Acamantis, v. 1. Plut. Phoc.
22., ov, , Hermotumts, a
eunuch of Xer.xes, Hdt. 8, 104.—

2

an Ionian philosopher of Clazome-
nae, Arist., , , the Hcrmotu-
bies, part of the Aegyptian warrior-
caste, Hdt. 2, 161; 9, 32: in Steph.
Byz.., , , Hermophantus,
masc. pr. , Hdt. 5, 99, etc.? and=-, Thuc. 1, 65.,, , Hermon, masc. pr.

li., a Syracusan, Thuc. 4, 58, etc. : a
prince in the Thracian Chersonesus,
who gave his territory to the Athen-
ians, on the invasion of them by
Darius ; hence the proverb-, a compulsory present., , , Hermonax,
masc. pr. n., Dem., Ath., etc., , , Hermonassa, an
island with a city of same name in

the Cimmerian Bosporus, Dion. P.,

in Strab. .., , Hermonthis, the
capital of the Hermonthitic nome in

Upper Aegypt, Strab.,,, Hemiotum, a city

of Tioas, Arr. An. 1, 12.--7.,,(,)
clothed, wrapt in foliage, Orph., and, , , the

Hernici, a people of Italy, Dion. H.,
Strab., ov, (, )
tending young plants., , , a young sprout,

shoot, scion; in Hom. always strictly

of tall young trees, esp. the olive and
palm, II. 17, 53, Od. 6, 163: as a
simile, , he shot
up like a young plant, II. 18, 56, Od.
14, 175.—11. later nietaph. offspring,

a child, as we say a scion, Pind. N. 6,

64, and Trag., cf Valck. Phoen. 88.— III. fruit, of an apple, Jac. A. P. p.

860., , , = foreg., Herm.
Arist. Poet. 21, 17., , (,) like a
young sprout., ov, , Erxandrus, masc.
pr. n.. Hdt. 5, 37.

or. , in Hdt. 6, 98,

as a translation of the Persian name
Darius (q. v.) ; ace. to some from
*, () the worker, doer :

others from,, Lat. coercilor.

occurs in a verse ap. Heph
aest. p. 34, 5.

XEpiiac, ov, , Erxias, masc. pr. n.

Ath. 561 F.
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^', , , Erxiclides, an
Athenian arclion, Paus.,,, , Erxion, masc. pr.

., Ath. 408 C.^, int. of, *: aor., part,, inf. tpia', Honi.

'Epotif,. tv, (^) poet., /••-

ly, charming, ?., Hes. 'l"h. 215•. in

the Homer, hynnis, of jjlaces and
things, Ven. '24, Merc. 3i.

VKpoiuthjg, ov, 0, an inhabitant of
ilroeadae, a denie of the tribe liippo-

thoontis, in Attica, Dein. 135H, 27.

'EPOiVlAl, f. : aor. -, inf., subj., opt., iniperat. , Ep. eptio,

part,', as u must be taken
in Thuc. 4, 40

;
yet the lut. occurs ai

Plat., and Xen. The pres. is dub. in

good Alt., and even in lloin. the pres.

is only found in inf., which again
"night be written parox. as aor. ; the
defective tenses are supplied by-. Jn Iloin. and Ion. we have also

the collat. forms, pres., lut., aor. : besides it,

Horn, and Ep. use in pres. the forms,, which must not be
confused with, , the lut. of-—I. to ask, inquire, setk, Hom.

;

Ip. ,. , 402 ; learn

by inquiry, , 11. 7, 127, Od. 6, 298:
to ask after or for,, II. 0, 239 ; 24,

390 ; and so (but very rarely) in act.

pres.,', asking, seeking

for them, Od. 21, 31.—11. to question,, 11. 1, 332, 513, etc., Hdt. 1, 32:
to ask advice of,, 11. 1, 62, cf.

Od. 16, 402: c. dupl. ace, to ask one
about a thing, , Od. 3, 243

;

more freq. tlvu , Od. 1,

135, etc. ; also . and, Od. 11, 570; 19, 95. Cf.,,., 6, the oldest, but merely
poet, form of, love, desire ; only
found in Ep. in nom. and ace,,, 11. 14, 315 : but in

Horn. most. freq. in the phrases quoted
sub ; sometimes also in

Trag., esp. Eur., cf. A^alck. Hipp. 449.

—II. as nom. pr. Eros, the god of

love, Hes. Th. 120., TO, wool, cf.,,.
and , , Aeol. or

Cyprian for and, afeast,
festival, Seidl. Eur. El. 620.'^,, , {,)
creeping thorn, a plant, Diosc. [a]', ov,{,-
Vu) bitten by a reptile, Diosc.,, ^ of, belonging

to reptiles, 0pp. ; from', ov, , () a creeping

thing, reptile : esp. a snake : but in Od.
4, 418, in genl. any thing that moves on
the earth, (since means to walk,

as well as creep), cf. Xen. Mem. 1, 4,

11 ; hence, opp. to.
Hdt. 1, 140, cf. Valck. Aden. p. 399
C, Call. Jov. 13: in Pind. P. 1, 47,
the hundred-headed monster Typho-
eus is so called, v. Dissen. Strictly

neut. from, , , creeping, movin/r., , {, )
like a reptile.—2. tortuous, Aretae.,, ,=:^, Nic.

—

II. creeping., ,,=^.,,,^.', . {,) of
the nature of, Philo.

",,, 6, {^) herpes, a
cutaneous eruption, that runs on and
spreads, esp. round the body, Foes.
Oecon. Hipp.
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EPPH',, , Orph., and -, ov, , Anlh., a creeper,^-, a reptile., , ,{) made or

fit for creeping, crawling., , ,—.", , said to be an .(Egypt,

word for wine, Hippon. Fr. 8, Sapph.
ap. Ath. 39 A, Tzetz. Lye. 579.

'EpTrrof, ?/, ,=, susp.',,,=- : from', {') to creep, crawl, in

Horn, always of the very aged or of

persons in deep distress, Od. 1, 193;

13, 220, 11. 23, 225. Hom. uses it only

in pres. : the Att. only in aor.-, Ar. Vesp. 272, cf Lob. Paral. 35.

or, , Lat. serpn-

la, a creeping thing, reptile : al.-. '', cf. 'Nuinen. ap. Ath.
306 C.?2,, ivov,{')
made of serpyllum,, Eubul.
Steph. 4..',, , Herpyllis, fern,

pr. n., Ath., 589 C.
', TO, dim. of sq., Aretae.

''7\, ov, , and , also tp-', , and', ov,, creep-

ing thyme, Lat. serpyllum, an ever-

green herb used for wreaths, and sa-

cred to the Muses, Cratin. Malth. 1,

Ar. Pac. 168. On the rare fern, form,
V. Jac. A. P. p. 44.'•,, , Herpys, masc. pr.

n., a Theban, Hdt. 9, 38.', ov, 6,{) a creep-

ing.',= : from, /, , Opp., and -, , ,=, reptile:

crawling child, Anth., ,,^,
Hipp., a compd. fut.,
(q. V.) occurs, otherwise only Dor.^ in Theocr. : the aor. is sup-

plied by (q. v.), like ','. To go slowly, hence to creep,

crawl, Od. 12, 395 : elsewh. Hom. has
it only of men, to creep, glide, slink

about, Od. 17, 158 ; in genl. to move
about, go, Od. 18, 131, II. 17, 447 : this

signf was esp. Dor., Valck. Adon. p.

400, but also Trag., Br. Eur. Hipp.
561,' , Eur. Cycl.

423 : and c. ace. cognato, '.,
Soph.Aj. 287; pova,moving things,

like, Pind. 0. 7, 95.—2. mc-
taph. like Lat. serpere, to creep on,

spread, go on, Pind. I. 4, 68, Soph. Aj.

157 ; , Ar. Lys. 129.

Poet. word. (The Lat. serpo, repo,

Sanscr. srip, whence sarpa, = Lat.

serpens.), aor. 2 pass, from()7./^, Ep. 3 plur. perf pass.

oi, Hom. []", ov, , a ram or wild-boar,

Tjyc. : also written 1()() and.
(Prob. from. Ion.,,
the male animal in genl. Pott com-
pares Sanscr. varaha, Lat. verres

;

Sanscr. arviga, haruga, Lat. aries.)>,^=, Dion. H.[, adv. part. perf.

pass, from, carelessly, neg-

ligently., adv. formed from a part.{*=>), like ?.-
. prob. it) the sense o{ utterly, Alcae.
ap. E. M. 377, 19.. , the Errhenysis, a riv-

ei of India, Arr. Ind. 4, 5., aor. 1 pass, from,
of., , poet.= Trpo/5a-, Soph. Fr. 589.

EPTA', perf. 2 c. pres. signf., oi, Horn., , , (, ) an en-
hine, sternutatory medicine, Medic., perf., and, 2 aor.

pass, of.., adv. part. perf.

pass, from, ge7itly,vtodtratdy,

DioC., ox', in rhythm, time oi

measure : also., fut. : aor.^ .

pert,, the Lat. erro. lo waih-

der, roam purposeless, Od. 4, 367 :

strictly of slow, halting gait, whence
11. 18, 421, Vulcan is culled,
limping.—II. more freq., (esp. in Att.)

to go or co7nc to a place to one's own
loss or harm, , 11. 8, 239 ;

9, 364 ; , gone, fallen

from a snip, Aesch. Pers. 963, cf.

Eur. I. T. 379: esp. in imperat.,
a curse, like Lat. ahi in malam rem,

go with a plague on thee, II. , 164,
etc. : strenglhd. t'/i/i", II. 22,

498, also , Lat. aufcr te

hinc ocius, Od. 10, 72 ; so, e/>-, freq. in Hom. : in Od. 5, 139,, away uith him, I will have
nothing to do with him ! so,. Archil. 3, 4 ; also,, Ar. Pint. 604:

—

hence in Att. of persons and things,

to go to ruin, be lost, perish, disappear,

like ',,,
Aesch. Ag. 419, etc. ; e. g., Lat. actuvi est de me !

Xen. Symp. 1, 15; ,
the luck is gone! Id. Hell. 1, 1, 23,
etc. The act. signf to destroy, is very
dub., as is mid. for .
(Akin to, and Lat. ruo.)',, perf. 2 of/.. , ov, part. perf. pass.

of, used as adj., active, stout

:

adv., stoutly, Aesch. Pr.

65, etc. Att. irreg. compar.-, also in Hdt. 9, 70 : superl.., 3 pf. impf.),
3 j)lur. aor. from, Horn.

'E/i^iitJOf , o,=i/)/5aof, V. 1. in Lye. 1316.. imperat. perf. pass, from, fare-well

!

,, atov,{)=.", , ,., and later, dew, Hom. ; also in plur. drops

of dew, II. 11, 53;^,
11. 14, 351, , abundant,
fresh-looking (not act. refreshing) dew,
Od. 13, 245.—II., in Od. 9, 222,

are metaph. new-born Imnbs, by a freq.

transfer of the signf fresh, ynoist, to
young, tender : SO Aesch. calls young
animals. Soph,, cf.. In signf I., Hom. always has
the Ep. form. Ep. word, the
Att. form being. (Usu. deriv.

from, *, Buttin. Lexil. v.

III.),. , HcrsS, daughter of Ce-
crops, ApoUoci.—2. wife of Danaus, Id.',, , p.,
dewy, dew-besprent, hence, 11.

14, 348 : and so metai)h. of a corpse,

II. 24, 419, 757 : Hom. has both forms.

?;', , 6, Ion. for,, freq. in Hdt.

/•, , , also, ()
a binding, band, v. 1. in Thuc. 1, 6, for, cf. 111., () to bedew, moisten, like, Nic. Hence
';^, .=.', ov, , ErySlus, a Trojan

masc. pr. n., II. 16, 411. Heyne reads
on account of the unusufj

quantity of the penult.



'Epwyycii-ij, common prose and Att.

form ot, Hipp., Eur. Cyc).
523, Cratm. Drap. 2, etc., inf. aor. 2 of ;

hence, , , a, vomiting, belching,

Aretae. : in prose usu..,, 70,=foreg., Hipp.
Hence,^:^,-., , (,)
causing belches or vomiting, Hipp.,,^,-, Hipp., ,,{ .,) loud bellowing,, II. 18,

580, like.—II. productive of
belching., , ,=/., part. aor. 2 ot., iut.-, aor. ipvd/jva

in. Rh., poet for, to red-

den, make to blush, Ap. Rh. In Hom.
only in pass, to become red,.-
TO , II. 10, 484 ; 21, 21 : in

act. he uses., , , Erythea, an island

on the coast of Hispania famed in my-
thologv as the residence of Geryon,
Hes. th. 290 ; Hdt. 4, 8 ; etc.—II. a

daughter of Geryon, from whom the

island was named, Paus. 10, 17. 5.

—

2. one of the Hespendes, ApoUod.,,, Erytheis, a nymph,
Ap. Rh. 4, 1427.,, ,() red-

ness on the skin, Thuc. 2, 49 : a blush,

Chaerem. ap. Ath. 608 D.—II.= epy-, Hipp, [v], dub. 1. for., , Rhodian for '-, Strab.

0,',,^'']/'. a mount-
ain-district, or town in Paphlagotiia,

II. 2, 855 ; or ace. to Strab. two hills

afterwards called, p. 545.', , ,=, 0pp.,,,^.,, , ui, Erythrae, a city

of Boeotia on the Asopus, at the base
of Mount Cithaeron, II. 2, 499.-2.
one of the 12 Ionian cities of Asia
Minor ; its site still bears the name
Ritre., Hdt. 1, 142, Thuc. 8, 24., f. -,, {)=, Theophr. Pass, to become
red, esp. to blush, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 4., , alo,^,
esp. .. /., Dion. P.., Erythraeiim prom., a
promontory on the north coast of
Crete.

t'Epi^paf, a, 6, Erythras, a son of
Hercules, ApoUod. Others in Strab.,

Paus., etc.,, , dub. 1. for-., ov, , one of a ruddy com.•

plexion. opp. to, Arist. Categ., Ion.-,, , rud-

diness, a blush, Hipp. : from, , . -, [) to

blush, colour, [, Ar. Nub. 1210.]',, , , a red kind of mul-

let, Arist. H. A., , , a red ointTiieiit,

Medic.. ov, , Eryihrius, son of

Athamas and Themisto, ApoUod.-,,(,)
red-dyed., ov,{,-) with red lines, Ath., ov,(,-?) red fingered, Arist. Rhet.',, ov, , madder, Lat.
riihia. Hence

, , to dye with mad-
der, dye red, LXX.',, , (,)
of a ruddy look., ov,(,-) with red heart or pith, Theophr., ov, (,)
red-haired ; with red down, Plm., aiva, av, (,?) red and black, or blackish red,

Ath., ov,(,-
?.) spotted with red, Epich. p. 105., 6, , neut. -,
gen. -,(,) redfoot-

ed : in Ar. Av. 303, the name of a bird,

as if the Redfoot.—, ov, (,) of ruddy look.', , , red, Horn., in

Od. always of the colour of wine, in

II. of nectar and of copper.—II.-7., in Hdt. the Erythraean
sea, our Indian ocean :'/,
in Hdt. 2, 111, a city of ^Egypt, Ery-
thrabolus, prop, red soil. (Sanscr. rud-

hira. Germ, roth, our ruddy, red : cf.

Lat. rufus, ruber.), , , Erythrus, a son of

Rhadainanthus, Diod. S.,,(,)
red-spotted.,, , redness, ruddi-

ness., ov, contr. ,(,) of a ruddy colour, Dio., , ,(p,= oeg., Cratin. Troph. 1.,,=^. Ath.', , ,. poet,-, aor. 2 of for,
C. . redupl. in middle, like yvina-, Hoin. There is no pres.-

or., , poet, for, to

restrain, confiiu, Od. 1, 199., u.= foi"eg., dub.', poet, for, to re-

strain, Od. 10, 429. [a], , ov, ofEry, Erycinian,, Hdt. 4, 45 ; as subst., 'Epv-, Erycina, goddess of Eryx, appeli.

of Venus, Paus.7}, , o'l, a class of freed-
men at Sparta.', i. -: aor. 1 ),
Aesch. Theb. 1075, Ep., 11. 3,

113, Od. 17, 515, etc. : aor. 2-
Kov, II. 5, 321 ; 20, 458, Ep.-, Hom. inf ,, Ep.-.
To keep in, hold, Horn., esp. in follow-

ing meanings:— 1. to keep back, re-

strain, check, hinder, Od. 19, 16 : to con-

trol, curb, rein in, oft. in II.
;

laov, II. 24, 658,cf 15, 297, etc. ; also,, to curb passion, Od.
11, 105 ; but, ,
another mind checked me, Od. 9, 302,

opp. to ; to keep the enemv in

check, II. 15, 297, Od. 22, 138 ; .-, to restrain him, II. 8, 200 : yij-
, eaith confines (the dead), il. 21,

62, 63: c. gen., ; ,
keep me not/ro7>i fight, II. 18, 126 ; so
too c. inf, Pind. N. 4, 54, and Trag.

:

absol. to prevent, hinder, IL 11, 352.—2.

to hold back, in Od. esp. of a host, Lat.

hospitio detinere, cf II. 6, 217 ; but also

of detention by force,, II. 21, 59, cf Od. 1,

14, etc. : also in mid., -, II. 12, 285, ', Od. 8, 317 : also to stop

fugitives, make them stand, 11. 21, 7.

—3. to ward off, tlvi, hunger
from one, Od. 5, 166 ; later,, Xen. An. 3, 1, 25.—4. to keep

apart, separate, divide,? ', II. 10, 161. . pass,
be held back, detained : hence to stay,
Od. 4, 373, 466 ; 17, 17 : to delay, loi-

ter, 11. 23, 443.—2. to be kept away,, Hdt. 9, 49.—3. to be guarded,
safe, . Soph. Phil.
1153. Horn, has also the forms -

and (like-
from) once each. (Akm

to.) [],, ,() fence,

guard, like, , of de-

fensive armour, 11. 4, 137 ; in Hes. Op.
534, of clothes : esp. a fortification, bul-

wark, stronghold, Hdt. 7, 223, and
Trag. : in genl. a safeguard or defence,

Aesch. Eum. 701., a, ov, Erymanthian,

of Erymanthus, Soph. Tr. 1097 : from, , , Erymanthus, a
mountain-range in Arcadia on the
borders of Elis ; now Olonos, Od. 6,

103, etc.—2. a tributary of the Alphe-
us, rising in Mount Erymanthus ; it is

now the Dogana, Callim. Jov. 18.

t'Epi^a^•,, , Erymas, masc.
pr. n., of two Trojans, II. 16, 345, and
415.,, ro,dim.,
Luc., , , Erymnae, a city

of Tliessaly on the sea coast, Strab.,, , Erymneus, a Pe-
ripatetic philosopher, Posid. ap. Ath.
211 E., ov,(,)
with fenced back, of a crab, Anth., , ,() fenced,
secured, safe, Hes. Fr. 15: of placjs,

fortified, abrupt, steep, strong, Thuc. 5,

65 : , Xen. An. 5, 7, 31, etc.

Hence,, , a being forti-

fied : strength, security of a place, Xen.
Cyr. 6, 1, 23 : impassableness, Polyb.

3, 47, 9., , () to fortify,

make strong,,, , Erymnon, an
Aetolian, Diod. S.

t'Epi'f,, . Eryx, a son of Nep-
tune, king of the Elymi in Sicily,

ApoUod. 2, 5, 10 ; or son of Botes and
Venus, Diod. S. : Paus.—II. a mount-
ain of Sicily, near the promontory
Drepanum, having on its summit a
famous temple of Venus ; it is now
St. Giuliano, Polyb. 1, 55, 6 : Strab.

:

also . Theocr. 15, 101, a city near
this mountain, of the same name,
Thuc. 6, 2, etc., ov, , Eryxias, an Athe-
nian physician, Dem., a, , Eryxidaidas,

Spartan pr. n., Thuc. 4, 119.. ov, , Eryxinmchus, an
Athenian physician, Plat. Phaedr.
268 .—Others in Dem., etc.,, ,=, Hipp.,. , Eryxis, masc. pr.

., . Ran. 934.\., , Eryxo, wife of Ar-
cesilaus II. of Cyrene, Hdt. 4, 160., poet,, mid. from, q. v.,, , v. sq., ov, {, )
chariot-drawing : Hom. has only the
metaplast. plur., ace.-, II. 15, 354 ; 16, 370 : and so
Hes. Sc. 369. Later there occurs
also the sing,,, ., , to sufferfrom mildew,
Theophr! : from, , , mildew, Lat. robi-

go, esp. in corn. Plat. Rep 609 A, etc.

I ('fpt'i'por, from its colour. ) [<] Hence
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', . . . sq._, , , and,,
, averliiig mildew, epith. of and
Ceres at Rhodes, etc., like liobigus,

to whom the Robigalia were dedicated

at Rome, []/3, , () to cause

mildew : pass,, to be mil-

dewed: both in Theophr.(^, , (, )
like mildew, Arist. . .—. mildewed.,, , .(,), a comb /br the hair, Anth.'', ov, , a garden plant,

Lat. irio, Theophr. : also'). []',, ;/,[, varc)

holding or preserving ships,,
Anth..,,, a red inflam-

mation of the skin, erysipelas. (Prom
and,=, of..)'—, ,{,) of the nature of,

Diosc.77?, ,,{, 7?)
protecting state city. e\iiih. of Mi-

nerva, 11. 6, 305, . Horn. 10, 1 ; 28, 3.,, , () drawing,

Philo., . carrying shep-

herd's staff, Alcm. II., cf. Arcad. p. 43.

Others write it properisp.-
, as a prop. n., , , Erysiche, a city of

Acarnania, earlier name of,
Strab., , , gen.,(,) dragging, tearing the earth, of an
ox ploughuig, Strato ap. Ath. 382 E.

Hence, , , Erysichthon,

son of Cecrops, Plat. Crit. 110 .
;

ApoUod.—2. son of Triopas, Call. Cer.

33 ; or of Myrmidon, Hellan. ap. Ath.

416 B.
'Epv,o,.=pva,asafeguard,

esp. agamst witchcraft, H. Hom. Cer.

230., , ,{) drawn,. Soph. Aj. 730.,, , one that draws,

Nic. : and, , , Erytus, a son of

Mercury, one of the Argonauts, Pind.

P. 4, 31» : from, fut., Ep.,
but also, 11. 11, 454 : perf pass.

: poet and Ion. pres., .. md so throughout. To draw,

Hom. : variously modified by accom-
panying preps., e. g. Ik, ,,, TL : ., to pull

back, II. 5, 830, cf : of ships,

,' and .,.,
. ~, to draw the bow-

strmg at him, 11. 15, 4G4, cf Hdt. 3,

30 : but , Lat. ducere

lateres, like, Hdt. 2, 136. In II.,

the phrase or ., is

very freq., either of the friends, to drag

them away, rescue them, or of the en-

emy, to drag them off fur plunder, ran-

som, etc., cf : to drag about,

misuse, e. g. as Achilles the body of

Hector, II. 24, 16 : so of dogs and birds

of prey, II. 11, 454, etc. : hence to drag
away, carry off violently, Od. 9, 9D ; 17,

479 ; to tear off or down, -. 11. 12, 258 : c. gen. partis,-, to pull hiin by the

cloak, 11. 22, 493.— is in genl.

synon. with '. . mid.,
{.-, but old Ep. fut., II.

9, 218 ; 14, 422 ; 20, 195, cf Buttm.
Catal. in voc. : poet. pres..

draw to one's self, to one's own side :

very freq. in Horn., much like the act.,
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as,, ,', ,
to draw one's sword, etc., II. 4, 5:J0

;

21, 200, etc.: , they

drew all their food oil', freq. in Hom.
;, to string a bow, Od.

21, 125 ; . /, to launch them ships,

II. 14, 79 (but in pass, it is usu. of the

ships, to be hauled ashore, e. g. II. 14,

75) : also of persons, to draw towards

one's self, Od. 19, 481 ; c. gen. loci,, , out of
the press, II. 5, 456 ; 17, 161 : esp. of

the slain,, , just

as in act., II. 14, 422 ; 17, 104 ; but, ., to rescue, recover It from
him, II. 5, 298.—II. from the signf of

rescuingfrom the press of battle, in genl.

to rescue, deliver, bring under one's own
vrotection, II. 5, 344; 11, 363; etc.:

nence joined with,,
II. 10, 44, Od. 14, 279 ; also of cap-
tives, to redeem, release, ransom,,
II. 22, 351, though others explain it

to weigh, Heyne 11. Tom. 8. 314, Jac.

A. P. p. 812.—2. of course the orig.

signf often vanishes, and
means in gen. to protect, guard, II.

4, 186; 6, 403, etc.—III. oi that from
which one protects a thing, to keep off,

ivard off, ovK /}-
pa, by no augury could he

ward off black death, II. 2, 859 ;

', it kept not ojf the
spear, 11. 5, 538 : hence in genl. to

thwart, check, , 11. 8, 143 ; to

repress,, II. 24, 5S4, like :, having kept off a
return, i. e. remaining, Pind. N. 9, 54,

II. 4, 138.—IV. hence to keep guard
upon, watch,, Od. 23, 229,-
Tiv, Od. 3, 268: to lay wait for, in pf
pass., Od. 16, 463, ., to

search, spy them out, Od. 23, 82
;-, to keep carefully, con-

ceal, Od. 16, 459 ; ., to

maintain them, II. 1, U39 : hence to

support, hold in honour, with notion of
obedience, -, II. 21, 230, cf 1, 216.—;-

in Hom. freq. has a syncop. aor., II. 22, 507, and,
and, not to be con-

fused with peri. i)ass,,', plqpf/ : this is only once in signf to

draw, Od. 22, 90, but very freq., esp.

in Od., to guard or to watch. The
common Att. collat. form (), q.

v., is always to guard, protect.

[v always in , and,
though some moderns make vm signf
to protect : but where the syll. is long,

it is by redupl. of,,,
etc. : but in syncop. aor., which is

thus distinguished from pf and jilqpf

:

in, and. is soine-

times, e. g. II. 14, 30, 75 ; 15, 654, Od.
16, 463, but only metri grat. In -, usu. V, but not always.]", , , a skin, hide, Nic. :

usu., and.",, 3 ])lur. perf and
plqpf. pass. Ion. of•}',, Horn.,
who has also&., to fence in, shut or
coop up, Hom. only in pass., -, Od. 14, 15,,, , like a hedge:
from", ov, h,() afence, inclo-

stire, liedge, like

t'EpYf.i'a, , ?;, ErchSa. an Attic
deme of the tribe Aegeis ; hence
adv., at or in Erchea, Plat.

Ale. I.. 123 C. :, , , an
inhab. of Erchea, Dom.. part. aor. 1 pass, from -,, II. 21, 282.

: with (from root--,-) fut. ; aor.
j'/, but from Horn, downwds.
and in Att. more usu., and so
in all moods, Dor. ; perf-, in Hom. always Ep.,
, , whence 1 pi., 11. 9,

49, Od. 3. 81, part,', and
once, II. 15, 81,' : of the

I)lqpf he has only 3 sing,,
II. : perf. syncop. ?.7}?.,,
Achae. ap. Hephaest. p. 18.

To come or go, (cf,)
very freq. from Horn, downwds. : in

Att. esp. in indie, present and aor,
whereas for the other moods, and the
fut. and (post-Hom.) impf they use
f/<, as also in compds., Elmsl. He-
racl. 210, cf Lob. Phryn. p. 38 ;-, however, occurs Aesch. Pr.

854, Soph. O. C. 1206, etc., and the
impf, is used in compos,
with -, -, by Thuc. 4, 120, 121.

Special signls. nsu. arise from the
preps, joined to the verb : but oft. also

from the mere construction:— 1. to

come to a place.—2. to go away, both
freq. in Hom., esp. in imperat. ; which
also is used like our come !, and,
merely as a hortatory exclam.—3. to

come back, return, Od. 2, 30, more freq.

in full, atp, .— 11.

c. ace. in Hom. usu. only of cognate
signf, as,, or ,
II. 1, 151, Od. 9, 262 ; hence also poet., and ', as wc
say, to go a message, etc., II. 11, 140,

24, 235, Od. 21, 20 : c. ace. loci, once
in Horn., , II. 1, 322.—2. c. gen. loci, ?,
through or across the plain, II. 2, 801,

cf.—3. in Att. oft. c. dat.

pers., to come to, Pind. 0. 1, 161, Thuc.
8, 19, etc.—III. c. part, fut., to show
the object,, ,, to fetch, to see ; but
in Hdt. like an auxiliary verb,-,, I am going to tell

you : very rare so c. part, pres.,

Heind. Plat. Phaed. 100 B.—2.c. part,

pres., aor., or perf, in Hom. to

show the manner of moving', -, came running, i. e. ran thither,

II. 11,715, etc.; ,
he fled thence. II. 10, 510, -, II. 23,779. 11. 18, 180 is remark-
able, -
, for )], should
came to be, become mangled or insulted,

as if for, like iwnias iorfias

in Virg. G. 1, 29 ; cf, for the reverse

usage, II. 1 ; hence the Alt.

freq. signf to end in being, come to he,

turn out, Lat. evadere, exire, prodire.—
3. the part. aor. ., is oft. used
merely to add fulness to the signf, II.

16, 521, 668, Schiif Soph. Aj. 1183.
— IV. of any kind of motion, e. g.,, to rise out of the sea,

Horn. : hence sometimes qualified,. to goon foot, Od.
6, 40 ; . by land, II. 5, 204,
etc., , Od. 2, 265, etc.—2.

also of things, to move ; of events, to

come to pass, happen ; of feelings, to

arise, come upon one, etc., etc. ; which
need not be particularised.—B. post-

Hom. phrases:— 1. -, to come to speech, converse
with, Hdt. 6. 86, 1 ; in gerd. to have
dealings with him.—^2. ~ ,
to try everything, Xen.—3. (5ft-, Til , to come inta

danger or pain, Thuc. : also, -, to be numbered. Id. 2, 72.—4. , c. inf. to come
within a lil/Ic of, be near a thing, Elir.

Heracl. 296, el. Thuc. 3, 49.-5. with



EP2E, and gen., as emphat. periphr. of
a verb, e. g. , ,
for , -
',, for~,. -, for ,, for-, ,

-, to slav, burn, etc., Valck.
Phoen. 482, Br. Soph. O. T. 773, like

Lat. grassari rapinis,fcrro, igne, ira, cf.

: 7. 7.•7<, who have gone through the
whole circle of duties, have fulfilled

them all, Xen. Cyr. 1, 2, 15 : cf.—6. /., v. sub.—
7. ,, of sexual intercourse, to go in

her, him. Hdt. 2, 115.—8. c. gen. to

go at, attack, like,3-?., Aesch.
Theb. 158.

^',, , . or , Kriiger

Xen. An. 2, 5, 37, Poppo Proleg.

Thuc. cap. 8, name of',
perhaps to be read in Hes. Fr. 15, cf
Schol. Arat. Phaen. 45, and Bockh.
Inscr. 1, p. 742.

"Ecn/zif, , , () a creeping.

Plat. Crat. 419 D., or, dat. from, Od.
18, 211, cf., ?..", Ion. and Ep., fut. of, with perf, pass,-, (as if from *), aor. pass, -. and. (though^7]
IS the better, and is always written by
Bekk. in Plat.), inf, whereas, ', are not Att. : fut.

pass,. Hom. uses the fut., both perfs., the part,, in

the one phrase ,
Od. 18, 414 ; 20, 322 ; and the fut.

pass. There is no form , but
Hom. has', and, forwhich
the Att. use -—1. / U'iU say,

speak, c. acc. rei, et dat. pers., Hom.

:

/.. he will say nothing
against it, . 9, 56 : also c. acc. pers.,, Eur. Ale. 705 ; and
0. dupl. acc, , lb. 954.

—

. I will tell, proclaim,, ?.-
-, II. 1, 419, etc. ; in II. 2, 49, and
freq. in Od., Eos is mentioned as, , announcing it

:

hence / will promise, Hdt. 6, 23, cf
Schaf ap. Seidl. Eur. El. 33 :

oU c. inf, had been told him to do,

Hdt. 7, 26, etc. ;, absoL,
when it had been agreed, Thuc. 1, 140.

—B. for the mid., to ask, v.

sub voc.—C., occurs in Hom.
sometimes as a pTes.=, to ask

for or after, , U. 21, 30. (Hence
come ',,,,, and perh., :

also, from the perf pass.,,/,
1>, etc.), for, to knit, tie, very dub., ov. , the hernshew, heron

or hern, Lat. ardea, II. 10, 274, men-
tioned as lucky when seen flying on
the right hand : also(), in Hip-
pon. 37., , f. -7/, to flow, stream,

burst out. a'lua . II.

1, 303. Od.'l6, 441 : hence the subst., of any quick motion, but the verb

has this signf only of sudden checL• :

hence—2. to retreat, withdraw, cease, c.

gen.,7,, II. 13, 776 ;

14, 101, etc., 10. . Hom. Cer.

302, and more definitely,. II. 23, 433 : but also seem-
ingly absol,, ', the

cloud never leaves it,{, be-

ing supplied from the context), Od.
12, 75 : to ceajie, leave off. Wl VVV', ', (scil.

.) II. 2, 179

:

Theocr. 13, 74, has the acc. for the
gen., as if it was trans, to leave, cf. 24,
99.—II. trans, to drive or force back,

only once m Horn.,., . 13, 57 ; but found in later

Poets. Ep. word. (Root, to flow

:

akin to, but prob. not to,.) Hence
'., , , any quick, violent mo-

tion, in Hom. esp. , the

rush of a spear. II. 11, 357 ; 15, 358 ;/., II. 4, 542 ; 17, 562 ;-, a spear's throw be-

hind, II. 23, 529, cf. 21, 251 :-, the force or sicing of the
winnower's (shovel), II. 13, 590 ; so,. II. 3, 62, cf. 14, 488.-2.
later, an impulse, inclination, desire,

Anth.—II. a withdrawal, retreat,, restfrom war, 11. 10, 302 ; 17,

761 ; so, ., Theocr. 22, 192,

exactly the reverse of signf I.; but
easily explained from signf II of the
verb. Ep. word, but never in

Od.'., , to be mad for love,

madly in love, 0pp. : from, , {,)
madly m love, Diod. Adv. -.
Hence, 2, , madness for love,

mad love, Anth.', ov,, alittle love, dar-

ling, Anth. : dim. from', ov, 6,, , ,
part. pres. pass, from, a loved

one, love, Lat. amasiws, amasia, Hdt. 3,

31.',, . Wolf has restored
the heterocl. dat., or the apoc., for, in Oil'. 18, 211 : later

poets have also acc., for,
Jac. A. P. p. 459. cf ^/.. An old-

er, but only poet., form, q. v.{) Love : in II. only in

phrase, /., love

wrapt his senses, 3, 442 ; 14, 294 ; in

Od. only once, 18, 212, '/. : in Hom. always of
the sexual passion, later in genl. desire

for a thing,, Aesch. Eum. 865
;, Hdt. 5, 32 ; also,, Aesch. Supp. 521 ;, c. inf. Id. Ag. 341,

Thuc. 6, 24 : plur., vehement
desires, but esp. amours, Lat. amores,
Ath.— 11. as prop, n., the god of
love, Eros, Amor, Cupid, Anacr. 64

;

and in plur., Simon., etc. Hence', ov,, dim. from,
a little love or love-god, Anth. [], , f. -, Ep. and Ion.

.. to ask, , something / one,
Od. 4, 347 ;_9, 364, Soph. O. T. 1122,
etc. ; , Eur. Ion 236,. Plat. Theaet. 185 C : foil.

by a relat. word,. , Od. 15,

423 ; . .., or .., to ask whether..,
Hipp. : it is the usu. word in Att.,

supplying the defective tenses of-, q. V.—II. in dialectics, to argue, '

elicit your conclusion by questioning,

also, Sext. Emp.. cf in-

terrogo, Cic. Fat. 28.— III. in N. T.,=
j, to ask, solicit,. Hence,, , that ivhich is

asked, a question, Thuc. 3, 54 ; ., the challenge of soldiers,
'

Id. 7, 44 : a question or problem propo-
j

sed for solution, Plut. Hence I', to arrange and put
questions, sB as to elicit your conclusions

'

from your opponent, Arist. Org. 1', , , interrogaiive,
|Gramm. Adv. -.', ov, , dim. from
'.,, ,() ques- 1

.
tioning, question. Plat., etc. ;

.. Isocr. 171 A ; c. gen. rei, abovt a
thing. Plat. Theaet. 147 C.

'Epcj7;77£ 01^, verb. adj. from,
one must ask, enquire, Arist. Or».,, , pecul. lem. of, Anth.'), , to be lovesick.', , , a young Eros
Cupid, formed from, as ?., from : plur.

Anacreont.,, , sub., afeast

of Eros, Ath.',^, Gramm., , , () of or be-

longing to love,,, Thuc. 6,

57, 59 ; .. a love affair, lb.

54 ; ., a discourse on love.

Plat. Phaedr. 227 C : given to love,

amorous. Plat. Rep. 474 D : hence in
genX.fotid of a. thing, . , Plut.,

, Luc. Adv. -, Thuc. 6,

54 ; - , to be very fond
of.. Plat. Symp. 222 C—IL -, the feast of Eros or Love, Plut., ov,,=:^, Luc.
Philops. 14., ov, , Erotius, masc. pr.

n., Anth.',,, , a loved one, darling,

Theocr. 4, 59.—U. as adj. .,
islands of love., ov, (, ?.?.)
struck by love, smitten., ov, (,)
writing about love, Mel. []/., ov, , , (,/.) teacher of the art of love,

Ath.?.,,{,)
love-smitten, Lat. captus amore., , , a being love-

smitten.,,^=, to be

madly in love : from',.^, mad-
ly in love, Ath. 599 E. Hence,, ,=, ra-

ving love, Plut., ov,, (,•
yviov) a love-play, OTnatory poem./., ov,(,)
beguiling, soothing love,, Mel.
—II. inconsta7tt in love, [uj'?., , (, ,,
?.) to sail on love's ocean, Mel., , (,) to

excite love., ov,(,) pro-
ducing love, Musae., ov, (, )
the nurse, mother of love, i. e. \ enus,
Orph.?., ov, , dim. from,
a darling, sweetheart, Theocr. 3, 7.

—

II. as adj., . to sing
love-songs, Bion 3, 10. Dor. word, [f], ov, -, Erochus, a city of
Phocis in the valley of the Cephisus,
Hdt. 8, 33.

'Ef, Ion. and old Att. form for,
q. v. : and so in all the compds., ex-
cept those of Horn., and Hdt., which
are given here.

", imperat. aor. 2 from.
'.-•,, /', for -., Hdt.'. v., in Hom.

orily 3 impf, and 3 aor.
mid.., v., . 6, 252, and
Hdt.'', adv., /or ever.',, v. sub -., Ion. for,
Hdt. 1, 43., for?., 3 sing. aor. 2
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S5Ticop. of., II. 12, 4CC ; 13,

679.

',,. and Ion. for {/, from, Ilom.'., v., Horn.-, Ion. for, at once,

Hdt.'~, aor. 2 pass, from.',, Ion. for^-, Hdt., v. sub ., Hdt.
'Efapri, adv. for , until now,

late, Lob. Phryn. 21., adv. for , until, c.

gen.
• ',', 3?.?, v. sub.
'•3, 3 sing. aor. 2 act. of-, in intr. signf., Horn.;3,, v. sub e/f/?.<^, Ion. for ei'foe;^;., Hdt.^,,, v. sub

-., , Esdrajs, Hebrew masc.
pr. n., LXX., , , aor. 2-, Horn./, V., Hdt.-, fut. and if5/l<?£tv,

inf. aor. of, Horn., an aor. 1, of which
the poet. 3 sing occurs in II. 17, 561,' yap -, where Ihe form seems to refer us
to*, but the sense to-, to touch : so loo Hipp, has -, freq. in signf. to put in the

hand and feel, as he also uses-, and, v. toes.
Oecon.^,,, v.., 3 sing. aor. 2 mid. from., Ion. for, to

shut in, enclose, Hdt. 2, 86,, v., Hom.^, 3 pi. plqpf. pass, from., Ep., aor. 1 act.

from )., 3 pi. aor. mid. syncop., they poured themselves, flow-
ed, streamed in, of a crowd, II. 12, 470

;

21, 610.,, v. sub -, Hdt.//, 3 sing. aor. 1 mid. of /f-?, II./, , 7,=?..", inf. aor. 2 mid. of.—2.

also perf pass, of., ,() to clothe. Pass,
and mid., to clothe one''s self, be clothed,

dressed : usu. in,, c. ace,, Hdt. 6, 112 ; also
c. dat,[. Id. 3, 129,,
Eur. Hel. 1539. Hence,, , a garment, dress,

Trag., usu. in plur,, 3 dual, plqpf pass, of iv-, II. 18, 517., 7/ror, ij, a garment, Od.,
USU. in collective signf., clothing,

dress, clothes, seldom of a single gar-
ment : in sing, also a carpet, rug, to
Bleep on, Od. 23, 290. (From',, so that strict analogy would
require, of. Sanscr. vas, Lat.
vestis, and .),, , () clothing,

Soph. El. 268.,, ,() eating, Cte-
sias, nisi leg.., strengthd. form of ,
only used in pres. and imperf.,
other tenses being supplied by,
and the aor. being : to eat,

Hom., (esp. in Od.), etc. :, together, Od. 2, 305 ; 21

,

69 : usu. of men., but metaph.,-
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, the fire devours all, II.

23, 182 ; of an eating sore, Aesch. Fr.

231 ; and so in mid.. Foes. Oecon.
Hipp. : ., to vex one's self,

like Homer's ov , Ar.

Vesp. 287 ; also. 7., to

bite the lip, like, lb. 1083.

Pass, to be eaten, , the

house is eaten up, we are eaten out of

house and home, Od. 4, 318 : cf./.,, , fern,-,,(,) giver of good.', ,. Dor., poet,

word just=aya0of, good, in Horn,
alike of chiefs, and of a swineherd,
Od. 15, 557 ; of horses, II. 2, 348 :

?.. , good in or at a thing, II.

15, 283 ; hence in various relations,

— 1. of persons, from the common no-
tion of goodness in early times, ^ooii,

brave, stout, Hom., esp. in II. ; opp. to: also, rich, wealthy, Hes. Op.
212 : and then, 7ioble, Welcker The-
ogn. praef. p. xxii. : also kind, good,

Tiva, Soph. El. 24.—2. of mental
and moral goodness, e. g.,,
?., etc., Hom.—3. of things, etc.,

: so of,,?, etc., Hom.—4. good, fortu-

nate, lucky,, Od. 24, 311,,
19, 547.— 5. as subst.,, goods,

Od. 10, 523: but more usu.,
good-luck, II. 24, 530:, c. inf.,

it is good, expedient to.., II. 24, 301.

(Ace. to Herm. the root was,
akin to the Germ, edel, Bockh. Not
Grit. Pind. O. 1,99.) Hence,, , goodness, Chry-
sipp. ap. Plut. 2, 441 B.,, , a dress, garment, .
24, 94, Ar. Av. 940, rare form for -.' , for , Lat. est

quum, there is a time when.., i. e. noiv

and then, sometimes, formed like-
, c. indie, Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 20 ; '
.., ... Soph. Aj. 56 sq., for ., II.', poet, form of, to eat,

in Hom. usu. with : of beasts,

to devour, Od. 13, 409: metaph., .^, to waste, consume one's
means, Od. 2, 75: also in Att., as
Aesch. Ag. 1597, etc. Poet, word,
also found in LXX./, , , in some dialects, esp.

Italian Dor., for : also written, Heind. Plat. Crat. 401 C., for, Hom., fem. part. pres. mid.
from, Od. 22, 470., for, from-, II. 13. 285.,,, for, etc., Hdt.", , , () an impulse,

tendency, only in Plat. Crat. 411 D,
420 A : but the compound is

found. *, v. ., Od. 24, 222., for, 3 sing.

aor. 2 mid. from, Hes.
Th. 890., Ep. and Ion. for, 3 sing,

impf. from, freq. in Hom., adv. part, perf pass,

from, deliberately, Dem.
749, 8.', intr. perf. of?.., , . {?.) con-

voked assembly, cf' II.J7, ,,={,', . and Ion. for , impf
from, Hom. only II. 7, 153:
very freq. in 3 pers., never in 2., adv. part. perf. pass.

from,^.

•, Dor. for, q. v.",, .=^, a stalk,

pedicle, Arist. ap. Eust.', ov, , also, anything
let out, Lat. scaliirigo : esp. a swar?n

of bees, Hdt. 5, 114, Plat. Legg. 708
: hence any swarm or flock,-, Aesch. Supp. 223

;,
Ar. Lys. 353, etc. : also of things, -, streams of milk, Eur.
Bacch. 710, ubi v. Elmsl. ; anil rather

strangely, /.,
i. e. honey. Epinic. ap. Ath. 432 C,
cf Soph. O. C. 481, Herm. Opusc. 2,

252 : also,., Aesch. Supp.
684,. Plat. Rep. 450 B. (Prob.
from, and so rightly aspirated,

cf.: others from, or

even, v. Schiif Plut. 6, p. 414.), ov,(,) pro-

ducing sivarms of bees, Anth.,, ,(,.)
the watcher of a swarm of bees, []/, adv., v..,, for -, Hdt., ov, for, Hdt., for', . ., ., for,, Hom. ., Dor. fut. from , for.',, ',() internal

piles, Hipp., cf., , , Lat. vespera, strict-

ly fem. from, sub. /, eve-

ning, Hdt. 1, 142, Pind., etc.:, after evening, at nightfall,

Thuc. 3, 112, etc. ; or -
pav, towards evening. Plat., Xen., etc.

:

in plur. the evening hours, eventide,

Dissen. Pind. I. 7, 44.—2. sub,,
the west, Lat. occidens, like Germ.
Abend, Eur. Or. 1260 ; -

or , the
west country, Hdt. 1, 82; 8, 130: so, western regions,

Thuc. 6, 2 ; Xen., , , Hespera, one of the
Hesperides, Ap. Rh. 4, 1427.—II. an
island of the Amazons in lake Trito-

nis, Diod. S.', , ,() sub. .
Hespena, i. e. the ivestern land, esp. of

Italy relatively to Greece, Dion. H.'^,() to eat the eve-

ning meal, sup, late.', xj, oi'j^sq., Xen. Lac.
12,6.^, a, ov, and , ov, Eur.
H. F. 395 :() of time, toward.•^

evening, in the evening, at eventide.

Horn., esp. in Od., usu. with a verb.., Od. 15, 505;. .,
Od. 9, 330 ; -, Od. 2, 385.—II. of place, west-

ern, Lat. occidentalis, Od. 8, 29, Eur. 1.

c. : opp. to, : . .,, of the Mediterranean, Dion.

P. : 7/ .=, .
Rh. 3, 311 : , the western

land, Plut. : the west, Luc., , , pecul. fem. of

foreg., at evening.—2. western, Dion. P.

— II. as subst. , the night-

scented gilly-flower, Theophr.—2. eis

nom. ])r. ai, the Hesperides.

daughters of Night, who dwelt on an
island of the ocean, on the western
edge of the world, and guarded a gar-

den with golden apples, Hes. Th. 215.

275, 518 :—later their number wai-

said to be three, or sometimes seven,

their names were given, and Her-
cules was said to have carried off

their apples.— 111. ai -, the islands of the Hesperides, acc.

to Strab.= a/ •\\, or=
ai, acc. to Dion. P.—

2



earlier name of the Cyrenaic city Be-
renice, Strab. in pi. ; Steph Byz. in

sing.-.', , ,{)
supper, Ath., , , an inhah. of Hes-
peris or Hespcrides. v. III. 2.

—2.. , the Hcsperltac, dwelling

in a-est Armenia, Xen. An. 7, 8, 25.,-,, , fern. adj.=;'Eff-, western, Diod. S., adv. from evening, or

fro?n the west, Aral. From,^ ov, 0, Lat^ VES-
PER, evenins, k~l /., Od.
1, 423 ; but ~', to be
near even, Od. 4, 786 : heterog. plur.

neut., , the hours of evening,

eventide, i-, Od. 17, 191.—II. as

adj. of or at evening, H. Hoin. 18, 14 :

esp., e. .?}, the evening-star, 11. 22,

318: also as subst., without,
Hesperus, Eur. Ion 1149: . ?-. Find. . 10. 90 : e., the

god of darkness. L e. Hades or death.

Soph. O. T. 178, cf. '3..
—2. western, ., Aesch. Pr. 318,. Soph. Aj. 805 : ,
the west country, land of the setting sun ;

also without -, Arist. H. A. (By
some supposed to be contr. from-, as if its first signf. were Luci-

fer, the evening star.),, b, Hesperus, a brother
of Atlas, Diod. S. 4, 27.-2. a son of

Atlas, Id. 3, 60.-, Ep. imperat. of for, 2 pi. aor., four times in Horn.,

but only in II., and in phrase,

vvv, £•<.', adv. part, perf pass,

from~, in haste, Dion. H.", later Ep. collat. form of

e-ouat, Dion. P. 43C, 1140.

',-, inf., aor. 2 of

: Homer retains in all the

moods, inf, II. 5, 423 ;
part., II. : imperat., II.

;

subj.-, Od. 12, 349 ; opt. -, Od. It is a mistake to as-

sume in early Greek a pres.

for.. (not) inf., aor.

2 of, Hom., only in compds., adv. part. pcrf.

pass, from, seriously, in ear-

nest. Plat. Sisyph. 390 : zealously,

Strab., , , aor. 1 act. of,
Hom. ;, poet, inf, Od. ;-, part. aor. 1 mid.. Hom.+, , , Essa, a city of Syria,

Joseph.', ,,='., v. sub.'/, f/, , at Ephesus a priest

of Diaiw, like Lat. rex sacrificubis, sa-

crorum, Pausan. 8, 13, 1 : in Callim.

Jov. 06, king : ace. to E. M., orig.

the king (queen) bee, as if akin to -, and it may be added that-
(q. V.) was a name of certain priest-

esses, esp. of Diana.. , oi, and, the

Esseni, or Essaei, a Jewish sect, Jo-

seph., Ep. and Dor. 2 sing. pres.

from,, for or , strictly

Dor., but freq. in Hom., , v. kaia.

",, Ep. imperat. from,
for or .—II. 2 sing, plqpf
pass, from, II. 3, 57, Od. 16,

199., Ep. fut of, for -, Hom., who also in II. uses-, 3 sing, from Dor.-, Ion. for,, to

overcome, master, freq. in Hdt., but
mostly in pass.,, aor. -, to be beaten, , 3,

100 ;, 5, 46, etc., perf. pass,, Hom.:
whence and, 2 and 3

plqpf ; but these are also syncop. aor.,

Hom., , ov, part. pass, of

(ace. to signf and accent a pres.,

but redupl. as if perf), driven, vrged

on, hurried, vehement, Hom. : eager,

yearning-foT , c. gen. TTO/.iuov,,
11. 24, 404, Od. 4, 733 : also c. inf,7,, /., 11. 11, 717, Od. 4,

416. [i] : hence adv., has-

tily, vehemently, Hom. (Though anal-

ogy is in favour of the parox. accent, it is without authority,),, 2 and 3 sing. aor.

syncop. pass, from.,, Ion. for, v..", ov. Ion. for, Hdt. 8,

113. etc.*", pf. 2 of with in-

trans. pres. signf, to stand : but only
in the following syncop. forms, dual,.,,,
inf., Ep.,,
part,, Att. contr.,.
Ion. and.", transit, perf. of, I
have placed, prob. not before Polyb., Ion. for', 3 pi. plqpf pass, of,
Hes. Sc. 288. [],, Ep. for-, inf. perf syncop. from,
Hom. [a]", 1 pi. perf. syncop. of -, Od., Aeol. and Ep. for,
3 pi. aor. 2 act. of, they stood,

Hom. [a], plur. from, v., Hom.", 3 pi. plqpf syncop. of, they stood, Hom. : carefully

to be distinguished from sq., 3 pi. aor. 1 trans, shortd.

for, they set, placed, or had
placed, 11. 2. 525, Od. 3, 182 ; 18, 307,

cf esp. II. 12, 55, 56, cf., -., 3 pi. perf s3Ticop. of-
, II., 2 plur., and, 2

and 3 dual perf. syncop. of, 11., conjunct,, tilt, until, Lat. do-

nee, c. indicat., Aesch. Pr. 457, etc. :

but in dependent clauses after an inf,

Arr. : also c. subj., Soph. Aj. 1183;
but then more usu.', as Hdt. 7,

141, etc., cf Valck. Hipp. 659 ; and in

orat. obliqua, c. optat., Xen. An. 1, 9,

11.—2. so long, so long as, Schaf Soph.
Aj. 1183, with same construct, as for-

mer signf—The Dor. form is re-

stored by Kiessling and Gaisf in The-
ocr. 1, 6; 5, 22, cf E. M. p. 382. 8:
but the inference that it comes from

is rightly rejected by Valck.—II.

adv. even to, Lat. nsque, , c.

ace, like Lat. usque ad, Xen. An. 4,

5, 6 ; and sometimes so without ,
Arr. (From , , as

from : we never find :

nor have Hom. and Hes. .)", V. foreg.^, adv. part, perf pass,

from, scantily.",, perf and plqpf
act. from, always in intr. pres.

and impf signf, 1 stand, stood, Hom.
?;', v. sub.,, intr. fut.-, J shall, will stand, Att. formed

like, from •., aor. 1 act. of,
trans. I placed, set, Hom.: but,
aor. 2 intr. I stood, Hom. The aor.

1 mid., is also always
trans.', , . Ion., , the

hearth of a house ; the shrme of the
household gods, and hence a sanctu-
ary for suppliants, who were called

: hence an oath by it was
specially sacred : in Hom. only in Od.
14, 159 ; 17, 156 ; 19, 304, always in

solemn appeals, and in Ion. form -
: Hes. Op. 732, uses : -, a public altar, Arist. Pol.

:

hence—2. the house itself, a du-elltng,

house, home (as we SAy fire-side), Hdt.
5, 40, and freq. in Pind., and Trag.

;

hence any home, as the grave, Soph.
O. C. 1728.—3. the members of the

house, the household, family, Hdt. 1,

176 : ' , to begin
with the nearest, i. e. at the beginning,

and go through with a thmg. Ar. A'esp.

846 : but others refer this to signf 11.

—II. as nom. pr. Hestia, the Roman
Vesta, ace. to Hes. Th. 454. daughter
of Kronos (Saturn) and Rhea, guard-
ian of the hearth and home, both of
families and states, and so always
first invoked at all offerings and fes-

tivals, H. Hom. 23, 29, in the form.—2. one of the Hesperiries,

Apollod. (Prob. from , .)
[ in Od. in the appellat., in H. Hom.
m nom. pr. ; in Hes. exactly the re-

verse : £ always in Att.]. , , Ion., Ep.. Hestiaea. a city of Euboea,
the later Oreus, II. 2, 537 ; Thuc. 7,

57 ; Paus.—2. a city of Thessaly at

the foot of Mt. Olympus, Apollod.
Hence,, , an inhah. of Hes-
tiaea, Thuc. 1, 114; etc.,, ,() an en-

tertainment, banquet,/.-, Eur. I. . 387.^', ov,, Hestiaeum, or tem-

ple of Vesta, Dio C., ov, 6, Hestiaeus, masc,
pr. n., Ath. ; Diog. L.,, , Ion.-
Tir. HestiaeStis, a region in Thessaly
between Olympus and Ossa. ace. to

Strab. so named from the Euboean
Hestiaea, p. 430, sq.—2. the territory

of the Euboean Hestiaea, Hdt. 7, 175
in Ion. form., , to be, Lu<v
From, , , Plut., and,, ov, 6,(,)) the master

of a house, or of one^s own house : also^^ II.,, . {') ^'estal

virgin, at Rome, Plut.,, ,() feast-

ing, banqueting, entertainment, Thuc. 6,

46 ; ., a ' feast of reason,'

Plat. Tim. 27 B.—II. esp. at Athens,
one of the regular?., Bockh
P. E. 2, 221, V.., ov,. a dining room,

banqueting-hall, Philostr.', , , a feast, LXX.

:

and', ov, , =-
piov) Plut. : from,, , ove who gives a
banquet, a host, Plat. Tim. init.—II.

esp. at Athens, the citizen on whom the

liturgy fell to give a dinner to his tribe,

Dem. 463, 15 ; 996, 24 : v..
[] From,, , f.- [], (,) to
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receivr. on one's hearth, into one's home,
to entertain hospitably, to feast,,
Ar. Nub. 1'21'i; tlvu, one on
somethin^j. Plat. Rep. 571 D; also

Tivi, lb. 404 D : also c. ace. cog-
nato, , to give a mar-
riage feast, Eur. H. F. 183; so,., Xen., etc. Pass. c. fut.

mid. (Plat. Rep. 345 C)

:

—to be a guest, be feasted, Hdt. 5, 20 :

C. ace. rei, to feast on..,.,
to have a visionary feast, ' feast with
the Barmecide,' Ar. Vesp. 1218; also

c. dat., •>(, Xen. Syinp. 2, 3., ov, , Hestiodorus, son
of Aristoclides, and a leader of the

Athenians. Thue. 2, 70., ov, gen.,{,) a householder.^, a, ov, belonging to the -. Heliod.), , to preside over the

home, house, or state,/., Pseudo-
Charond. ap. Stob. p. 290, 12 : from', ov,(,) guard-

ing, keeping the house or state, c. gen.

loci, Eur. Supp. 1.—2. having an altar

or hearth,,. Aesch. Pers.

511, Soph. Ant. 1083.—3. on the hearth

or altar,. ?.. Aesch. Fr. 265

(ace. to Musgr.), , Plut.—II. an
entertainer, feaster, host, Ar. ap. Poll.

6, 11.£, , {') tofound a hearth,

house. Pass., , the

house, family is founded, i. e. by chil-

dren, Eur. Ion 1404, Lat. dumus con-

stituta, ftindata est., Ep. 3 pi. impf. mid.

from, II. 4, 432., uv, oi, the Estiones, a

race of the V'indelicii. Strab., ov, , fern, -, ,() of, in, belonging to the house or

family. Soph. Tr. 954., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of evvv-

, Hom., adv. part. perf.

pass, from., ?/, ov, part. perf.

pass, from, . Hom. Merc.
411., adv., wniiZ three times, thrice,

Find. O. 2, 123, P. 4, 108., , ov, part perf. pass,

from,, . Hom.
Yen. 159., 3 sing, plqpf pass, from,. II. 10, 155.',, ,() Dor. for,
siosiarice, as. to form,, Ar-
chyt. ap. Stob. Eel. 1, 714.,, , a peg or 7iail at the

end of the pole, on which the ring,-, for fastening: the harness was fix-

ed, 11. 24, 272, cf Arr. Anab. 2, 3, 13,

Plut. Alex. 18. (Prob. from or

from : others in Hom. read '-
from., for, aor. 1 c.

dupl. augm. from,., adv. for ,
for the future, hereafter, Hdt. 5, 41.'?, adv. part, perf pass,

from ?., erringli/, amiss, Anth.
'Ec-(ifpcj.v.£iVoepij,Hom.,andHdt.

'Efi^/ufftf,, , a pressure, push-
ing imcards : from/., .- [u]. (, ?.) to

drive, press inwards, in Hipp., for -) or., v., Od., , . Ion. : .
gen. et dat., ' . or

k~' ., Od. :

—

the hearth, fire-place,

like, Horn., esp., in Od. : the
sanctuary of suppliants, hence, •') ev Kovirjaiv, Od, 7,
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153,cf. 1 GO, 169 : used both forwarmth,
Od. 6. 305, and for religious rites, Od.
14, 420.—2. hence, -, the watchfircs of the camp, 11.

10, 418, ubi alii aliter.—II. an altarfor
burnt offerings, thus distinguished from
the more general term, Aesch.
Pers. 205, Soph., etc.—III. a grate,

pan of coals, or gridiron, Ar. Ach. 888.

—IV. in medic, the scurf, scab, eschar

on a wound, esp. by burning, Hipp.,

and Plat. (Com.) Incert. 2.—V. pzi-

dendum muliebre, Ar. Eq. 1286. []
Hence,, , a ship's cook.,,,^ I. and
II., Theocr. 24, 48., , , dim. from-
pa : esp. a pan of coals, gridiron, Ar.

Fr. 435.—2. a stand for any thing, Po-
lyb. [a], ov,() of, on the

hearth, Anth. [a]
.,, , () a pan
of coals, or gridiron, Ar. Fr. 435.,, ,, bread baked
over the fire, Ath., ov,(,-) cooked on the hearth, Hipp., Ep. gen. and dat. sing,

from, q. v., Od., ,( IV.) to cover

with an eschar or scab,, Diosc. Hence,, , theformation of
a scab, Arist. Prob. [a], -, , forming an
eschar, escharotic. Medic., ,() to he at the

edge, in Hom. only in Ep. Part, -,, of men,, straying about

the edge of the camp, II. 10, 200: else-

where of states, '7],'., lying on the border, II. 2,

508, 616 : not in Od., to be the last, be at the

end., Theophr.', , , () the

furthest part, the edge, border, esp. of a

place, Hom., and Hdt., etc. ; as., Od. 5, 238, etc. ;.?,
the mouth, Od. 2, 391 : but. -, i/ifsAiV/s of battle (i.e. furthest

parts of the field), II. 11, 524; 20,

328 : also the edge of a funeral pile,

II. 23, 242.— II. afar-aicay, sequestered

spot, on the edge of a plain, near the
sea, etc., ., Od. 4, 517, etc.,

cf. 3. 294, II. 9. 484 : also. alone,

Od. 14, 104, Hdt. 6, 127, and freq. in

Att., as Soph. Phil. 144, Dem. 1040,

13, cf. Bockh P. E. 1, 86.— III. dat.), as adv., finally, Nic., , rare poet, form for., to be last, too late, LXX.
—II. in gen\.=., ov, poet, for,
Nic.,,,,).-,,
on the frontier, as pr. name of a tribe.

Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 268., , also, ace. to

some, -, ov, (,)
in extreme old age, Strab.&,, , poet, for sq., , ov, also , ov, Arat.

625: the furthest, uttermost, extreme, in

Hom. only of place: ,
of the Aethiopia)is, Od. 1, 23: hence
the farthest each way.—I. the highest,

Lat. summus, esp. metaph. of rank,
the highest, noblest. Find. O. 1, 181.

—

2. the lowest, Lat. imu.•), Theoer. 16,

52 : and of rank, the loicest. meanest,

Lat. extremus.—3. the innermost. Soph.
Tr. 1053.— II. esp. of actions, inis-

ETAI
fortunes, sufferings, etc., uttermost,

utmost, last, ivorst, .,. Plat. : esp. as subst. to-
Tov, Tu, the utmost, last,

to., to hold out to

the last, Hdt. 7, 107 ; . -~. Id. 8, 52 ; ' .. Soph. . C. 217: so .,, etc.. Plat., and Xen.:
., from worst to

worse, Hdt. 7, 100 ;", worst of possible evils. Soph.
Phil. 65, cf Philem. Incert. 87
(Meineke p. 423).—III. tu ., are
also used in Arist. Org, for the terms

of a proposition. — IV. of time, the

last, Plut.— V^. adv. -, to the utter-

most, exceedingly, Hipp. : esp. to give

a superl. force to an adj., Xen. An.
2, 6, 1.—2. We have also neut. •

as adv., /or the last time. Soph.
O. C. 1550: and so .. Plat.

Gorg. 473 C : and a superl. adv. -, most utterly, Xen. Hell. 2,

3, 49 ; and a comp.,
more extreme, Arist. Metaph. : cf /. (Prob. from, liuttm. Ausf.

Gr. 22, Anm. 3, n., like :

others from,, to be

hard by, at the boundary.),, 11. v.., , , poet. aor. 2 of,
for, Hom., for, Hdt., adv. part. perf.

pass, from, figuratively,

Gramm., , , inf, aor. 2 of
: aor. mid., Hom., adv. for, q. v., Hom., and

Hdt. Though' is the more usu.
in all dialects, yet,-, never take the i, and
only in Hipp., prob. on account of
the correlative, etc. Hence

and -, adv. from within,

Hdt. 8, 37 : within, inside. Id. 2, 36

:

c. gen. ., Aeseh. Cho. 800:
cf., , , (,) appearance,
look, poet.-, , EsOpis, a hill near
Loeri in Italy, Strab., , or, superl. from,
the inner, innermost, Lat. iritimus. Adv., Hipp. : opp. to

cf.., , ,() in-

ner, intimate, esoteric, Luc. : esp. of
those disciples of Pythagoras, Aris-

totle, etc., who were scientifically

taught, opp. to those who had mere
popular views(), Clem. Al.', ov,, also,
an inner garment, Lat. interula, Salmas
Tertull. Pall. p. 409 : from, a, ov, comp. from,
the inner, Lat. interior: adv.,
Hdt. 8, 66: opp. to: cf.., f. -,() to examine the

truth of a thing, test it, Polus ap. Stob.

p. 105, 47, cf. Plat. Crat. 410 D : the
word in gen. use was the compd,., , if, fem. from,
q.v., , , Ion. -, also, () a companionship,
association of tico or more comrades
union, club, brotherhood, /-, Hdt. 5, 71.—II. esp. at Athens
a private political club or union for
party purposes. Plat. Rep. 305 D : so
too, Thuc. 3, 82, and-. Id. 8, 54, ubi v. Arnold.—2. at
Carthage a public association or union
for the maintenance of law and liberty,

Kluge, Arist. Pol. Garth, p. 3G sq.—
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. in geu\. friendly connexion, friend- I

ship. Soph. Aj. 633.—IV.=,
|

Anduc. 13, 27. (Bremi distinguishes
!

between the two forms, giving to

the signification of compan-

ionship from, to a

political signf. from, Ex-
curs. I. ad isocr.) Strictly fern, from'.,,. Ion. -, of,

belonging to companions or comrades,

., presidingoverfellowship, Hdt.

I. 44.

—

11. of, belonging to an :

hence amorous, £-. (pi/.uT/jg, H. Hom.
Merc. 58., to be an, com-

rade ; but usu.—2. to be an,
cvwrtcsan. — II. act. to make one an

or : hence usu. in

pass. = signf. I. 2, Theopomp. ap.

Folyb. 8, 11, 10.', . to be an, Aesch-
in. 2, 42, etc., cf.., ], , and,
7, rfiov. Ion. for -, -, etc.'/, , .() un-

chastity, Aeschin. 2, 43.', , , . sub., , , sub., the

festival of at Magnesia,
Heges. ap. Ath. 572 D.

'EjTaipiolov, , , dim. from, Plut., fut. -iou, to be any one's, comrade, fellow, companion,

brother in arms, c. dat. -, II. 24, 335 : also of the Graces,

H. Hom. Ven. 90.

—

2.=, to

be a courtesan, in act., Luc. ; and mid.,

Ath.—II. trans, to make one a comrade

or friend: hence mid.,
to choose any one for otters comrade,

have fellowship with him,, II. 13,

456, where the Ep. form
for is used, cf. jSaumach.
55., , ,^, of,

belonging to, like an, Ar. Eth.

N. ; ofan, Philostr. : .=, Thuc. 3, 82:-'/,
a body of horse-guards of the Macedoa.
kings, Polyb., cf.. Adv.

-, Plut., ,=-,\.\., Luc., , , =, Xen,
Hell. 5, 4, 6, but ace. to Thom. M,
357, not Att.', , ,{ 1. 2),

harlotry, Ath. Hence', , , a lewd man.', , , a lewd woman,

.=!3, Plat. Syinp. 19 E., , 6, Ep. and Ion.-, a. comrade,fellow, mate, companion,,7 ., ,
Hom. : esp. in Horn, a brother in arms

or a shipmate : a messmate, 11. 17, 577

;

a fellow-slave, Od. 14, 407 : freq. as a

kind address to followers or servants,

II. 1, 179; 3, 259; 9, 658; 10, 151,

Od. 13, 266 : and so later as a com-
mon way of addressing people,', my good friend, like, Ar.

Vesp. 1239, etc. : , .
Hom. Merc. 436 ; so -, messmates, Theogn.
115: but also . . Id.

IIG ; also ., Od. 8. 534 : me-
taph. in Od. 11, 7; 12, 149, a fair

wind is called . : Socrates
applied the name to his disciples.

—

2. oi, the guards, a body of

horse in the Maced. army, Polyb.

—

3. as adj. associate in, , Plat.

Rep. 439 D : hence in superl.-. Plat. Phaed. 89 1), Gorg. 487

D.— II., , Ion. ], Ep., a female companion, helper,

friend, II. 4, 441 : metaph. flight is

ETEO
called3, II. 9,2; and the 1

lyre, , Od. 17. 271, cf.

Hor. Od. 3, 11, 6, H. Hom. Merc. 478.

(Nowhere else in Horn., who has the

form [] only II. 4, 441.)—2. in

Att. usu. opp. to a lauful ivife, and so

with various shades of meaning, from
a concubine (who might be a wife in

all but the legal qualification of citi-

zenship) down to a courtesan, harlot,

strumpet: prob. first in Hdt. 2, 135,

and freq. in Ar., etc. ; also . ?'/,
Hdt. 2, 134. In this indefiniteness

of signf. it were best to retain the

word hetaera. (No doubt from the

same root as .) Hence',, , ov, friendly, a

friend, Anth., Ep. for ., II., v.

II.', 6, Hom., , II. ,

Aeol., Ep., and Ion. for,.•, ace. pi. of., , , and, ,() both in LXX., very rare forms

for,-. So, ?;,, for ., tested., Dor. for. [],, , 6, Elearchus, an
ancient king of Crete, Hdt. 4, 153.

—

2. a king of the Ammonians, Id. 2,

34.

',, V. sub.'-, Ep. plqpf. for-, from perf., Od. 6, 166.',,,{) yearly, an-

nual, Pind. I. 4, 114, Aesch. Ag. 2

:

cf..—II. of one year, yearling,

cf. Valck. Diatr. p. 6.,, , aor. 2 of, Hom.
/., , a kind offish, Arist.

H. A. ; also and/., , , Etenna, a city of

Pamphylia ; hence oi ',, the

iiihab. of Etenna, Polyb. 5, 73, 3.,, oi,{,-) strictly the genuine descendants

of Bates, V., Dem. 573, 10., , , {,)
good honest slave./., a, ov, of or belonging

to Eteocles (1),, because he
introduced their worship, Theocr. 16,

104: and}., , ov, poet, form of

foreg., '.?., the might of
Eteocles, i. e. the mighty Et., II. 4,

386 : from
t'Ereo/vZr/c,, , Eteocles, son of

Andreus or Cephisus, king of Orcho-

menus, Strab.— 2. son of CEdipus,

brother of Polynices, with whom
he agreed to share the kingdom of

Thebes year and year alternately

;

but his refusal at the end of his year

to resign the throne to his brother,

led to the Theban war, in wMch the

two brothers perished by each other's

hand, Tragg.—Others in Paus., Plut.,

etc., , , Eieoclus, one of

the seven chieftains against Thebes,
Aesch. Theb. 458, Soph., etc.,, oi,{,)
true Crttans of the old stock, the prim-
itive inhabitants of the island, as

distinguished from the Grecian colo-

nists who subsequently settled there,

Od. 19, 176. Strab., , {,) good
bnrley, Theophr., , , Eteonlcus, masc.
pr. ., a Spartan, Thuc. 8, 23 ; an
Athenian, Lycurg., Dem. 238, 5.', . , true, real, genuine,

Hom., but only in neut., usu.

as adv. in truth, really, verily, Lat.

ETEP
revcra : more rarely, truly, . 2, 300 :, II. 15, 53 ; as
adj. only II. 14, 125 , and in plur.
'/.', II. 20, 255 : most freq.

in Hom. (esp. in Od.) in phrase tt

ye, if 'tis so indeed. Att. usu,
in ironical questions, ; so .' in-

deed ^ Lat. itane ? Ar. Av. 393, Ach,
609, and Plat., cf7. III. Seem
ingly never found as masc. or fem
adj. The Ion. also use the dat. fem,/ as adv., in truth.', V..^., ,{,) giv-

ing strength to one of two, hence -/. •, to give victory in fight, deciding

itself for the Danaans, 11. 7, 26 : and
so viKJ] ., a decided, decisive victory,

11. 8, 171, Od. 22, 236,, Aesch.
Pers. 951 : so too ., a body
of men which decides the victory, II. 15,

738 : but others take . as a

general epith. of victory, inclining first

to one side then to the other ; and so

certainly . in Hdt. 9, 103 is

anceps pugna ; as also, ancipiti Marie pugnare,

Hdt. 8, 11, ubi v. Valck. ; cf.-., , {-, )
loaded, and so leaning on one side.',{,-
?.) to suffer in one half ofthe brain, cf..—2. to be crazy, Ar. Fr. 611.,,^, Nic.

??, adv. v. IV,, ov, {,)
on alternate days, day and day about,", of the Dioscuri,

Od. 11,303., , {, )=-., . dat. fem. for,}, from, II.', , , leaning,

tveighing down to one side : and', , to lean to one side:

from', , {,)
weighing doum one side. Adv. -.',,,{,?)
change of will., ov, {,-) by anotiier venter,ofanother mother,

opp. to}'., , to be of another

kind, heterogeneous, Arithm. : from
'7';, ,{,) of

another kind or race, heterogeneous,

Arist.: , in gramm.,
nouns ivhich change their gender in the

plur., e. g. , /.
etc.'?., ov, {,-) ivith one eye grey and one of an-

other colour, Arist. Gen. An.^,, Att. -.{-,) of other, i. e. foreign,

strange tongue, Polyb., N. T. : Opp. to/..', ov,{,)~7 ., a horse with one side of its

mouth more manageable than the other,

and so not safe, Xen. Eq. 1,9; 3, 5
;

6,9., , , difference

of opinion, Joseph. : from', ov, gen. {-,) of a different opinion.,,=./., , {, -/.) to teach otherwise {than is

right), to teach errors, N. T., , to be of another

opinion {than the right one), v. Plat.

Theaet. 190 : in Eccl. esp, to be

heterodox, heretical : and
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ETEP, , , another, esp. a
wrong opinion. Plat. Theaet. 193 D

:

in Eccl. heterodoxy, heresy : from, Of, {,) of
another opinion., differing in opinion,

opp. to, Luc. : hence—2. of
another than the right opinion, heterodox,

heretical, opp. to, Joseph.,
and Eccl. Adv. -^, Philostr.

'•->, , (,) of
another tribe, foreign, Strab., , (tripof,) of
anotherform or kind, Arist. H. A./., ov, zealous for oyie side,

partial : adv. -Aa)f, unfairly, Hes. Th.
544.— II. devoted to another pursuit,

etc., Anth., , to be,
i. e. prob. to be yoked with an animal of
other kind, and so be at variance with,, . . Hence',, , , and-, , , discord., , (.)
unevenly yoked; different, LXX.— II.

of the balance, leaning to one side,

Pseudo-Phocyl. 13.,, , ^,=foreg.—II.

without its yokefellow, mctaph.,
without a sister or rival state. Pint., cf..?~, , {, 7.)
flourishing on one side: nietaph. of
children of the same stock or parent
on one side, but not on the other

;

opp. to.',, , (,) of
different will., ov, (,)
whetted, sharp on one side., ov,{,) of
another language, Nonn., a, ov, () of other

nature or kind, Ildt. 1, 99, etc. : poet., Dion. P. Adv.-. Hence'/],. , difference in

kind. Plat. Parm. 1C4 A., , () to make
otherwise, change, alter, Plut. Pass, to

become changed, alter, Hdt. 2, 142, etc.

Hence, , , a changing,

alteration, Arist. Mund. : and',, , , changing, al-

terative, Sext. Ernp., ov,(,)
bearing different fruits, of grafts, Hipp.'^, ov,(,)
moved by another, incapable of self-mo-

tion, opp. to.
', , to lean to one side ;

from'., , (, /)
leaning to one side, uneven, Hipp.

;

., sloping ground, Xen.
Cyn. 2, 7. Adv. -, ., to have a propensity to it,

Arr.7, ov, (,)
otherwise, i. e. irregidarly declined, of
nouns, Gramm. Adv. -., ,(,)
to shake to one side, or first to one side

and then to the other, Opp.', ,(,)
half-dark, in twilight, opp. to -, cf..', , ,(,-) pain oil one side of the head,

megrim, cf.., ov, (,)
deaf on one side, dub. v. Lob. Phryn.
137,'7., , ,(,)
another expression for the same thing,

a synonymous phrase.

'.?,'. ov,(,)
woolly, shaggy on one side, Strab.
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I ..7\., ov,(,-]) ., a frock tvith one hole

! for the arm, i. e. ?iot coming over both

j

shotddcrs, a servile garb, opp. to-
' ., cf. Miiller Archuol. d. Kunst,

[

'5i337,'3.

I, , , an inclination

to one side : Irom

! , , (,)
leaning to one side, unequal, Crito ap.

Stob. p. 44, 8., , , a difference of
metre, Hephaest. : from, ov,(,)
of different metre. Id., , (,)
with sides of uneven length, i. e. oblong,

Arist. Mechan. : not sjunre, of a num-
ber, as 6 = 3 X 2, Plat. Theaet. 148 A.
— II. one half Ionger

.

,, , 6, , (,) born of another mother., ov,(, ?), a trial where only one of the two
parties appears, also, i],

cf., ov, (,)
of different form, Ael.

'1'-.7.,, , v.?., , , suffering in

another place ; in medic, counter-irrita-

tion. Diosc. : from, , (,,) suffering in one or anotJier

part., , (,)
unevenly thick.?., ,{,)
wandering hither and thither, Nic.~?, ,(,?)
of iineven breadth, broader on one side

than the other., ov, v. 1. in Dem. for

sq.'.7., ov, contr.-, ovv,(, ), -, with or with-
out, money lent on bottomry,

with the risk of the outward, but not
thehomewaril, voyage, Dem. 12'Jl, 25,

V. Bockh P. E. 1, 178., , (,)
breathing differently, <7 ., of the
uneven, double flutes, Anacreont. 49, 4., ,{) to go
lame of one foot., ov,(,)
clasped on one side, i. e. with one^s dress

halffastened. Call. Fr. 225., , , neut. -, gen.•,(,) with unevenfeet,

lame, Alciphr. : cf.7.., , to differ inper-

son, Gramm. : and
'E7eporrpof6J7ri/cof, , , of, like

an. Adv.- : from, ov,(,-) in another person, in the words of
another, Gramm.7, t. gen.,(,

/f) of another city. Erinna., , to lean to one side,

Plut. : from',, ^. sub-.')(), ,=^ :

from, , (,,) leaning to one side, inclined to

one side, Hipp. : Aesch. Supp. 403,

has the form , in

act. signf , who makes now one side and
now another preponderate., ov. Dor. -,(;) of different rhythm., , , (on the
forms v. sub fin.), Lat. ALTER, the

other, one of two, Hom. :, the

ancestors on one side, Lat. alterutri, II.

ETEP
20, 210

; , in one of
his hands, Od. 10, 171 ; and later usu.

7/ , or absol., , or, the other hand, i. e. the left, opp.
to the better hand ; in Hom. esp. in
Ep. dat. 7), 11. 21, 71, etc. : but
later usu. c. Artie, as lldt. 1, 34, etc.

:

oft. ' 7.-, Alcae. ; ,
the one the other, Thuc. 2, 64 ; repeat-
ed, in same clause,, one upon the other, Xen., etc.

In double clauses, is usu. re-

peated : sometimes , even
without , II. 24, 578 : ,, II. 22, 151 ; -,

-, II. 9, 313, 472 ; and re-

versely, .., .., II. 13, 731 :

.., 7. u/J.a..,

Plat. Ale. 1, 116 : and in late prose,

.., .. : 7.,
are joined, Eur. Or. 346, Supp. 573 :

strengthd., , or ', again
another, Ar. Lys. 66, Pac. 295 ; later

often, ., other such, first in

Hdt. 1, 207 ; 3, 47 ; but -, other so many, i. e. as many more,

Lat. alteram tanttim, Hdt. 2, 149 ; cf.

Heind. Plat. Phaed. 58 D, Prot. 326
A : also, ., ., yet

a second, etc., Dem. 643, 19 ; 644,
17.—2. also like Lat. alter, strictly=:, second, II. 12, 93, Xen. Cyr.
2, 3, 22 : 7/, sub., the sec-

ond day, i. e. day after to-morrow, lb.

4, 6, 10.—II. exactly=aAZof, Lat. ali-

bis, opp., not to one, but to many, 11. 4,

306, Od. 7, 124, etc., and freq. in Att.,

esp. Ar., . , Pac. 274 ; as v. ver-

?a 7.7. was used ior : hence—

•

III. other (than good), and so euphem.
for, like Lat. alius, sequior, our
strange. Pind. P. 3, 62, Aesch. Ag.
151, cf. Valck. Diatr. p. 112: other,

different, Od. 9, 302 : of other kind, like7., sometimes c. gen., or ..,
other than.., Hdt. 4, 126, Thuc. 1, 28,
as having a compar. force.—IV. adv., otherwise,. 1, 234: hence
as compar., c. gen. : but, ,
like, in other such way, i. e.

likewise, Hipp., Plat., etc.—2. also as
adv. in dat. fern.,, r?},-, otherwise, in another way or place.

Soph. Tr. 272, Ar. Eq. 35 : so,^-
. Has. Op. 214.—3. also neut., , with various preps.,

as, , one or the other way,
.., .-,

Hipp., and Plat. : ,
from the one side, Thuc. 7, 37, and
Plat. ; opp. to , Id.

1, 87: also, , Hipp.

—

The Dor. used [] for,
whereas in Att., [] was (by
crasis) for , gen.,
dat., etc. :, for ,
neut.. Ion., Simon.
Amorg. 113 ; and in Dor., -, Epich. p. 39, and Theocr,
Less correct writers u.sed also-, and , Monand. p. 253,
cf. Valck. Hipp. 319, Piers. Moer. p.

432, and even as fem. . (The
root o{-, is the same as Sanscr.
ant-aras, Goth, anth-ar, Germ, and-er,

Lat. alt-cr, aut, French aut-rui, our
eith-er, oth-er.),,(,-

) of other, different signification.

Adv. -.7., ,(,)
with uneven legs.', ov, (^,) with
a shadow only falling one way (at noon),
of those who live north and south of
the tropics, Posidon. ap. Strab., opp.
to, and.



ETEP, ov.(,)
dartingfrom the other side, Nonn., ov, {, -) belonging to the other line or row.', ov, {,)
with an edge only on one side, of axes,

etc., ov, gen., (-,) of different shape oi form,
Theophr.',, , {') differ-

ence in general, whereas is

specific (iifference,^vov,
Arist. Metaph.'.—, ov,{,)
of different sort or fashion, Ar. Thesm.
724 : of different habits or temper.—II.{,) turning another way :

and so uncertain, Anth. Adv. -.', ov, {,)
differently nourished or brought up.,, , , ,{,) one-eared.', ,{,) of
different essence or substance, opp. to, Eccl., ,{,) light

on one side, partly bright, opp. to-, cf..', , , an inequality,

difference between one^s two eyes: from, ov,{,-) one-eyed, Lat. luscus, Dem. 744,

18, Arist. Rhet.—II. with different eyes,

cf./.., ov,{,-
}) of different voice or tone.', as pass.,{,)=()~., , , difference of
thoxight or opinion : from, ov, gen.,{,) thinking differently.—2. thinking

strangely, mad, Tryph., ov,{,-) watched, guarded by another.', ,{,) dif-

ferently or elsewhere bred.—II,{,) of different nature.?., ov, {. ?.)
of another nation, tribe or breed, Ael., ov,{,)-

-, a grafted tree.,. , difference ofvoice
or tone, Plat. Legg. 812 D., ,{,) of
different voice or tongue : hence foreign,

Aesch. Theb. 170.'7, cv, {, 7.))
with unequal hoofs, cf.., , to be, of
a different colour, or ofdifferent colours :

from, , , a difference of
colour, Xenocr., , ^,= foreg.,

Diog. L., ov, contr.-, ovv,{,) ofdifferent colour, The-
ophr.—2. variegated, Nonn., ,^ :

from, ov, and-,
ov,=., , , ,=-.—2. of different body, Luc, 3 sing, aor 2 mid. of, II. 11,267, 84S., () adv., from the

other side, Horn. : also -. Hes. So.
281.—3.=/.(?>, Plat. Legg. 702
C.

—

. more rarely, and only poet.,=, on the other side, hence oppo-

site, Horn.,{) adv., on the other

side ; elsewhere, Horn. ; as opp. to -, 0(1. 12, 235 ; so too Hdt. 9, 58,

•ind Plat. : . ?., in another

part of my story, Hdt. 6, 19
another time. Id. 3, 35., ov, (,)
with different name, Clem. Al. Adv.
-.

^,() adv., to one side

:

to the other side, Horn. : hence to another

place, elsewhither, II. 23, 231 : in Ap.
Rh. with., Aeol. for, at

another time, Sapph./., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, from
?., Hom./., sync. 1 pi. plqpf. for', from *?..', Ep. aor. without pres. v.

sub., 1 aor. act. from-, Ar., 3 pi. plqpf. pass. Ep.
from', II. 11, 808., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, from
.'. Hom., non -Att. 1 aor. pass, of, Hipp., Ion., , Eleon-
cMs, sonof Boethoiis, an attendant of
Menelaus, Od. 4, 22., ov, , Eteonus, a city of
Boeotia, on the right bank of the Aso-
pus, the later Scarphe, II. 2, 497

;

Strab., 01', , one connected by
blood or friendship : a comrade, mate,

fellow, Horn., of distant relations, e. g.

members of the same tribe, clansmen,

cf Nitzsch Od. 4, 3 : in Hom. only in

plur., usu. , also, II. 9, 464,, II. 7, 295, ,
Od 4, 16.—II. Att. freq. more defi-

nitely for, or, a towns-

man, neighbour, c{. Thuc. 5, 79 : a pri-

vate citizen, opp. to those who hold of-

fice, Aesch. Supp. 247 ; opp. to the
whole, Id. Fr. 302, cf Eur. In-

cert. 158.

—

ill. for , or ',
v. sub. (Prob. from same root as, cf., and 7/.)', , , () suh.,
(which is added in Hdt. 6, 140), peri-

odical ivinds, in Hdt. esp. of the JEgyp-
tian vionsoo7is. which blow from the

north during the whole summer : so

too of northerly winds in Greece,
which blew in the Aegean for 40 days
from the rising of the dog-star, Hdt.

7, 168, cf. Dem. 48, 28 ; hence dis-

tinguished as , by
Arist. Probl. : but also of a south
wind in Arr. An. 6, 21, Indie. 21.', . pecul. poet. fern,

of sq., epith. of, Nonn.', or, and in Hipp, a, ov,() a year long, for a year, Eur. Alc.
33G.—2. every year, annual, Hipp , and
Thuc., , , truth, Anth. :

from/, ov, true, genuine, real,

Lat. sinccrus,, II. 22, 438, -, Od. 3, 241 ; . ,
Aesch. ('ho. 948 : esp. neut.-, as adv., like, Od. 4, 157,

etc^ ; also ., Ar. Pac. 119. Adv.
-. Aesch. Ag. 1296, etc. ; also, -
.. Soph. El. 1452. (Poet, lengthd.
form for, as, for.)', adv.,—I. of the present, yet,

as yet. .''till, Lat. adhuc, Hom., etc :

freq with \-rti', as ,1\. 1,

455, and Hdt. ; ,
Thuc. 7, 77.—II. of the future, yet

longer, still, henceforth, II. 1, PC, Od.
15, .305, cf. Seidl. Eur. El. 636 : but
this usu. c. negat. no more, no longer,

e. g. ' , II. 6, 139, etc.,

. at
I

cf.,, and also
III. in genl. yet, still, besides, further,
moreover, Lat. praeterea, ins^uper. Soph.
O. T. 272, Soph. Ant. 218, etc., esp.
in prose, , nay more, Plat.
Phaedr. 279 A ; so , or,
Aesch. Pr. 987 : , or,
Dem. ; or in full,. Soph. Phil. 1339, Ar. Nub. 720 :

hence also, ' /.?., yet another,
Hes. Op. 150, and Att. ; and oft. to
strengthen a compar_, ?., vet
more, II. 14, 97, 362, , Hdt.
7, 6, as adhuc in late Lat., \. Passow
ad Tac. Germ. 19 : in this and other
cases it is oft. confounded in MSS.
with, vv. 11. ad Hdt. 6, 97. [r,

yet Hom. has i in arsis, e. g. II. 6, 139.]',, , aor. ofthe root*,
Hom., Aeol. 3 plur. aor. 2 pass,
of, for., 1 aor. pass, of., 1 aor. act. from., , ,{) of the na-
ture of fit for soup,, Phanias
ap. Ath. 406 C.,, ,{,)
soup-ladle, Ar. Ach. 245., , ,,=/.,
Ath. [t], ,(,) stir-

ring .soup,, Leon. Tar. 14, 6., , , thick soup of
pulse, esp. ofpeas or bean-t, soup, pud-
ding. Ar. Ran. 62, etc.', f. -, () to

make or get ready, prepare, Il.'l, 118;
19, 197, Hdt, etc. : so also in mid.,
II. 10, 571, Od. 8, 24; 13, 184: but
Att. in mid., , to pre-
pare one's self something, make one's

arrangements, e. g. Thuc. 4, 77 ; c. inf.,

to make one ready to do, Xen. Apol. 8., ov, 6, Hetoemaridas,
a Heraclid in Spaita, Diod. S., , , =,
Hipp., , ,() one
who prepares, jnakes ready for another,
a harbinger, Clem. Al., , gen.,(,) easily jnoved to tears.', ov,{, -) readyfor death, Strab. [^a]/.,, , Hetoemocles,
masc. pr. n., Luc., ,{,-) ready to obey.', ov,(,)
easily weighed doivn, inclined.', , ov, but in Thuc, Plat.,
and later Att. , ov, and usu. in Att.
proparox., at hand, ready, pre-
pared,, Hom. : .,
to make ready, Hdt. 1, 11 ; ., to have in readiness. Id. 1, 119:
also, , at once and uifhout
hesitation, immediately, offhand, -, Isocr. 101 C, and freq.

in Xeu., who has ., for-, Oec 14, 3 : also, Polyb., etc. :. tears that came more readily

than.., Kesch. Cho. 448: tu,
Lat. quae in promptu sunt,' tu-/?., Thuc. 1,20;
but, TU '-, also, one's property, what
one has, hat. parata,. Id. 6, 9.—2.

of persons, ready, active, zealous, Lat.
promptus,. in a thing, Pind. O. 4,
24 ; , for a thing, Hdt. 8, 96 ;, Xen. Mem. 4, 5, 12 ; also c
dat. pers. ready to assist, go with him,
etc., Hdt. 1, 70, Pind. N. 4, 120.— 3.

of the mind, ready, quick or bold, Lat.
omnia paratus, Ar. Nub. 458 : trui
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ETYM, (flui) to be ready, c. inf.. Aescli.

Ag. 791. Soph. Aj. 813, cf. Valck.
Phoen. 976.— II. of lacts, occurrences,
etc.. real, a<:tuai, done, past, -, 11. 14, 53 ;, JJ. 18, 90 ; true, actual, cer-

tain, ' up' , Od. 8,

384.—2. with ready, immediate effect,

efficient,/, II. 9, 425.—III.

adv. -,. 1, 80, Plat., etc.:

but the Att. more usu. say
and , v. supr. : superl.. Plat. Polit. 290 A. (Prob.

akin to.) Hence,,, , a being prepa-

red, readiness, , Dem. 1268, 7 :

., power of speaking off

hand, Plut.—II. readiness, inclination,

Id., ov,{,)
read 1/ for cutting,, Anth.,,(,)
easily turned or guided.',, ,{,)
inclined to run, easily impelled.

'Eropov, , , aor. 2 of, II.

11, 2,•!.',, , year, Horn., etc.

:

, every year, Thuc. 4, 53
;

so too, avu TTUV, ' -, every fifth year, Ar. Plut. 584 :, year after year, Soph.
Ant. 340 ; and other phrases which
may be found in the Grammars un-
der live genit. and dat. of time.•—II.

also ill plur. indclinitely for time, II.

11, 691 : , the proper sea-

son, Plut. Mar. 11, 14, cf..
(To this the Lat. vetus is referred, cf..)'', adv. =•,,
tvithout reason, for nothing, in vain,

prob. only used c. negat., .,
Lat. non frustra, non temere, non sine

ratione, Plat. Rep. 414 E, 568 A : so in

questions, ' '
; it was not for notlting

then, was it? Ar. Plut. 404: so

up' ) ; Ar.

Eccl. 245, cf. Plut. 1106. The con-
trary signf., truly, really, as akin to, seems a mere mistake of cer-

tain Gramm., cf. C. Schneider Plat.

vol. 1, p. 321.

,,,, verb. adj. oi, what
is, i. e. real true : but only assumed
by Gramm. as radic. form of., ,, verb. adj. from ',
srjtt. throimi, missile.", aor. 2 of.',. 2 of, Horn.', >/, aor. 2 act. and
pass, of, Horn./, Att. 1 aor. pass, from, Xen.
VFjTpovoKoi, uv, o'l, Lat. Etrusci,^=, Strab.

VFjTpv.p7iv, 2 aor. pass, of.
f'FjTvOriv, 1 aor. pass, from, [•]

i'FJTvnvpo, , , Etymandrus, a
river of Drangiana, Arr. An. 4, 6, 6.

'F-, ov,{,)
apenking truth, Orph.', ov,=foreg., Nonn.',,, , {,)
the genuine, fine oak, i. e. the one with
sweet acorns, Theophr.^,, (i,Etipnocles, masc.
pr. n., a Spartan, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 32.', ,{) to

analyse a uord and find its origin :

hence verb, adj.,, one
must do so, Clem. 1. Hence

'Err/ioZo) ', , , the analysis of
a word so as to find its origin ; its deri-

vation, etymology, translated notatio by
Cic. Top. 10, by others, originatio.

Hence :
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EY^, , , belonging to?., Varro L. L, : ., an
etymological dictionary. Adv. -.', ov, {, )
studying etymology : as subst. ., an
etymologer, V'arro L. L.", , ov, Att. also , ov,{) true, sure, real : Hum. only has
the neut.,, truths, the truth, opp.

to lies, , Od.
19,203, 567, Hes. Th. 27 : so,-

fj,, 11. 10, 534, Od. 4,

140 : so too, ". ', a true tale,

Stesich. 44, and Pincl. ; .,, Trag. :, in Hom. is adv.,

like, indeed, of a truth, truly, ac-

tually, II. 23, 440, Od. 23, 26 : so too,; Anth. Hence—II. ,
as subst., the true literal sense of a word
according to its derivation : the deriva-

tion of it from its root, Diod. Hence7/,, , the truth : the

true and literal meaning of a word,
Strab.

—

ll.=.,, , Etymon, father

of Demaratus in Elis, Pans. 5, 5, 1., ov, poet, for., ,{,*)
working in vain: in Hes. Op. 409,
working sluggishly, .slothful., ov,{ II) in vain, to no
purpose, fruitless, Hom., esp. of a spear
hurled without effect : hence useless,

unprofitable, ,
II. 18, 104.— 11. later also vain, idle.

Adv. -. Ep. wonl.
Ev, adv., strictly neut. from, in

Ep. also (when the ult. mav be long
by position) , II. 3, 235, Od. 4, 408,
etc. :

—

wdl in its kind, opp. to,
from Hom. dovvnwds. : oft. joined
with another adv., -, well and workman-like, 11. 10,

205, Od. 20, 161, cf. ,
II. 10, 472 ; , Hdt. 1,

59 ; , or, Ar.

Eq. 379, Thesni. 656 : more rarely

luckily, happily, well off, Od. 3, 188,

190 ; 19, 79 : still more rarely morally
well, honourably. post-Hom. Usages :

—I. withverbs. esp. verbs of knowing,
as in Hom. , , -, etc. : , colloquially

as one word in Att., v. Ar. Pac. 1296,, etc., Aesch. Pers. 784

:

,^=, to benefit, II.

5, 050 : , to speak well

of him, Od. 1. 302.—In prose, ,,?, to be well off, in health,
wealth or condition, Hdt.. etc. : c.

gen., / , Hdt. 1, 30,

cf. Kiihner Gr. Gr. § 537 d : -, well born, Hdt. 7, 134.—II. with
other adverbs, ,, Od. : later,

iit'iV ,' , Schrif. Soph. . .
958.—III. to strengthen adjs., -, ', all at once, toqether, Od.
8, 37, 39, etc. : cf. .—\. as subst.,

70 , good luck : but also the right,

the good cause, to ', Aesch.
Ag. 121.—V. as the predicate of a
propos., () this is well,

Aesch. Cho. 116, cf. 337 : so ',
may it be well. Id. Ag. 216 ;, well be with thee, Eur. Tel.
16.—VI. in compos, it has all the
signfs. of the adv., but usu. implies
greatness, abundance, prosperity, or easi-

ness : thus its compds. are freq. =:

the compds.7. opp. to those of, and -. When a double con-
son, follows in compos., it is in Ep.
usu. dissyll., and always, e. g. -,,, etc.,

Herm. . Hom. . 36. Ep. some-
times insert 77, metri grat., e. g. -,/.—Scaliger truly re-

marks that it is always compounded

with a noun, never with a verb : foi

in,, etc., the
participle has become an adj., v. om-
nino Lob. Phryn. 561, sq., Ion. and Ep. for ov, gen. of the
reliective pron. of 3d pers., in Hom.
only II. 20, 404: in 11. 14, 427; 15,

165 ; 24, 293, 611, it is enclit., being
used for.

j

Eva, a cheering, encouraging exhorta

I

tion, like ', cf..
I

tEia, , , or, o,^Lat. ovatio,

> a lesser triumph, Plut. Marcell. 22 :

1
V. Diet. Antiqq. s. v. Ovatio.

I

tEia, , . Eve, the mother of the
human race, N. T., w,= sq., quoted from
Plat. Rep. 432 D, by Phrynichus for}, v. Lob. p. 632.^, dep. {^)
to bring good news, announce thejn,Tlvi,

Ar. Eq. 643 : , Dem. 332, 9 ; -. , Lycurg. 150,7:
esp.—2. to bring the glad tidings of the

gospel, preach it to, or, . .:
also absol., lb. So m act., sometimes
in N. T. : hence pass, to have the gos-
pel preached to one, lb. : also, to be
preached, , lb./, , , of, belonging to

good tidings, esp.—2. to the gospel, evan-
gelical, Eccl. Adv. -.,,,{) the

reward of good tidings, given to the
messenger, Od. 14,152, 166: hence,, to make a thank-
ofi'ering for them, Ar. Eq. 656 ; and
so, ., Xen. Hell. 4, 3,
14 : ., , to
crown one for good news brought,
Ar. Eq. 647, Plut. 765.-11. good ti.

dings, good news, Plut., etc.—2. esp. in
Christian sense, the glad tidings, i. e.

the f;ospel {Saxon gode-spell), IN'. T., ov, =,
Clem. Al.?, , , {?•) the bringer ofgood tidings :— 1. an
evangelist, preachir of the gospel, N. T.—2. a?i evangelist, writer of one of the

four Gospels, Eccl., , , fem. of fo-

reg., Eccl., ov, {,) bring-

ing, announcing good neivs, Aesch. Ag.
22, 262, etc. :., lb. 646.^, ov, , Euangelus, a com-
ic poet, Ath. 644 D.—2. a writer of a
treatise on, Plut. Philop. 4.

—3. a slave of Pericles, Id. Pericl.

16.—Others in Luc, etc., , , purity, sanctity [] ;

and, , to be pure, holy, Theocr.
26, 30 : from, , . {,,)
guiltless, pure, like,, Lat.
castas, opp. to, of persons,

Lex Solonis ap. Andoc. 13, 8 ; and of
actions. Soph. O. T. 921, Ant. 521,

Dem. 122, 16. Adv. -, poet. •-, . Hom. Cer. 275, 370.—. as
epith. of the sun, ,
Parmen. ap. Clem. Al. 5, p. 732 (like, q. v.), prob. bright, clear : for so

it must be in Leon. Tar. 28,(
: but Theocr. 20, 30, Call.

Del. 98, have it in this same signf.

with : Plat, also has it in this signf.,

as epith. of liquids, opp. to,, Legg. 952 A. Tim. 58 D.—
HI. as epith. of things far sec7i or con-

spicuous, like,, Eur.
Supp. 652, cf. Bacch. 062 : ., a seat iyi full view of the
army, Aesch. Pers. 460, [The a
seems to have been used long by the



early poets, tnough of the root was
short, Nake Choeril. p. 179 : indeed
we do not find before Theocr.
26, 30 ; for, m H. Horn., may
be a trisyll., and the places quoted
from the Trag. prove nothing :—nor
need we for this reason read tvavyr/
in all the places where this quantity
is found, as Hemsterhuis proposed,
and Dind. ap. Steph. Thes. seems in-

clined to do. WTien a is long it is al-

ways in an hexameter in ttie arsis,

when short in thesis.] (Signf. III.

seems hardly referable to the same
etymol. as I. and II. ; but here again,

though Bekker, in Arist. Mund. 5,

9, reads, with MSS.,
there is no authority for doing so in

Trag., V. Elmsl. Bacch. 6G0.) B.

(prob. from and, ay?/, cf/,-) easily bending, .flexi-

ble, lithe, supple, of men, Hipp. 3G3,

34 ; of the eyes, Aretae. : and so perh.

when epith. of bees, as in A. P. 9,

404, 7, [thoughhere ais short ; whence
others refer it to, to bring.} Cf..,,^=, . II., pure,

clear, bright, Ar. Nub. 276: others
take=7/ . []', , {, ',) easy

to bear in the arms, ova -,
Aesch. Pr. 350.', , , the having beauti-

ful vallies, ., the sweet
glades of Pindus, Call. Cer. 83 : from, , {,) ivith sweet

vallies or glades, Pind. X. 5, 84.?.,, or i<5of,{but v./)
6, , {,) ., a head ot

garlic consisting of many or fine cloves

{/.), Mc. A. 432.^, Ion. , , Euagoras,
a son of Xeleus, Apollod. 1, 9, 9.—2.

a son of Priam, Id. 3, 12, 5.—3. a king
of Salamis in Cyprus, a contempora-
ry of Conon, Xen. Hell. 2, 1 , 29.—Oth-
ers in Hdt. ; Xen. Hell. 1, 2, 1, etc., ov, {,)
easily bought, cheap.', Dor. for'.^, , , Euagore, a Nereid,
Hes. Th. 257., , , good sport in hunt-

ing, etc., Theocr. 31, 1 : from, , {,) to have
good sport in hunting,fishing, etc., Anth.,,^^, 0pp., , , good sport in hunt-

ing, fishing, etc., Anth.: from, ov, {,) lucky in

hunting, etc. : opp. to.', , , a good leading or

guiding, good education, Aeschin. 48,
20.—II. easiness of being led, docility,

pliability, Arist. Virt. et Vit. : from, ov, or ox)1;.,, BeKk. Isocr. 224 A (,)
easy to lead or guide, tractable, docile.

Plat. Rep. 486 E.—II. of a place, u-
good, easy access, convenient, isocr. 1. c.

:

hence in genl. agreeable to dwell in,

Strab. Adv. -', easily, at one^s con-

venience, Cic. Att. 13, 23, 3. [u],, , , {{•,) of,

belonging to prosperous and honourable

contests,, Pind. X. 10, 71. [u]'',, , Euagon, masc. pr.

n., Ath. 508 F., Aeol. and Ep. 3 sing. aor.

2 of (•(5• for,, it pleases,

is agreeable, Hom. : also in plur.,-, Ep. Ad. 250, 2 : not used in the

other persons., , {,) easily

UTonged, exposed to injustice, Andoc.
31. 7. [i]^, , , Euadni, daughter
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ofNeptune and Pitane, and mother by
Apollo of lamus, Pind. O. 6, 50.—2.

daughter of the Strvmon and Neaera,
wife of Argus, Apollod. 2. 1, 2.-3.
daughter of Iphis, and wife of Capa-
neus, Eur. Suppl. 985.—Others in

Anth., etc., , ,{) fresh, healthy

air, Ath.,, ,freshness, tvholesome-

nessofair.—2. fineness of weather, Plut., ov, {, ) with fresh,

good air, Strab. [u], also, {) to cry

in honour of Bacchus, Soph. Ant. 1135,

Eur. Bacch. 1035. Also in mid. ''-, c. ace,, Eur. Bacch. 68.', , {,) uell ventilated,

fresh, airy,, Hes. Op. 597.—II.

act. prosperously, favourably blowing,

Hdt. 2, 117. opp. to.—III. me-
taph., in genl. prosperous, favourable,

rtii, Soph. Phil. 828. [<2, Schaf. Gnom.
p. 239.]?^, ov, {, ?.) successful

in contests, Pind. I. 6, 3.

^/., ov. , Euathlus, masc. pr.

n., an Athenian sycophant, Ar. Ach.
710 in pi.—Others in Plat. Theag.
129 A, etc.

fEvai, a cry of joy, cf. , ,
Ar. Lys. 1294., ov Ep. ao, 6, son of
Euaemon 2, i. e. Eurypylus, II. 5, 76.^,, , Euaemon, son of
Lycaon of Arcadia, Apollod.—2. a
Thessalian prince, II. 2, 736.—3. son
of Neptune and Clito, Plat. Criti. 114

B.—Others in Diog. L.^, . , Euaenelus, son of
Caranus, a Lacedaemonian of the roj'-

al race, Hdt. 7, 173.—2. an Athenian
archon 01. Ill, 2, Diod. S. 17, 2., ov, {,) much ex-

tolled. Pind. P. 4, 315.

iEvaloi, , , the Euaei, a people
of Canaan, LXX., ov, {,) easy to

be taken,, Hdt. 7, 130 : easy to be

chosen, selected, Xen. Mem. 3, 1, 10:

cf., , , vigour of the

senses. Plat. Tim. 76 D : and, , to be:
from, ov, {,)
with quick, vigorous senses, sensitive,

Plat. Legg. 812 C, etc. Adv. corn-

par,- , to have
keener perception, surer knowledge
of it, Plat. Rep. 527 D.—II. of things,

easy to be felt perceived, Arist. Coel.^, ov, 6, Euaephnus, masc.
pr. n., Paus.^., , Euaechme, daughter
of Hyllus, Paus.,, , , {,) hap-

py in life, of persons, Eur. Ion 126 :

in genl. happy, fortunate, ,
Aesch. Pers. 711,, Eur. I A.
551 : also, '',, blessed sleep,

Soph. Phil. 829.^, •, , Euaeon, an Athe-
nian orator, Ar. Eccl. 408.^,,. the Euacae. a species

of Persian cavalry, Arr. An. 7, 6, 3.', ov, {,) easy

to heal or cure, Hipp, []', {•, = foreg., rare form.
Adv. -, Aretae.'',, ov. Dor. for.,, , , {,) with

beautiful rays.

iEva/., ov, {,?-) in xfhich one can easily glory,

Arist. Rhet. 2, 15.'/.. ov, Dor. for. .,
Theocr.

ETAN
t•, a. , Eualas, masc. pr. u.,

a Spartan, Thuc. 8, 22./., , {, /.) well•

grown, luxuriant, Anth.—II. act., fer
tilising, Arat. 217. Adv. -, Hipp.'/., , {,) easily heat-

ed, Hipp.—II. act. healing, Nic, where
Schneid. /..'/, ov. Dor. for7.. Eur
[\

^ ^/., , {,) stout, Clem..̂
'/.,, , Eualces, an Athe-

nian, a favourite of Agesilaus, Xen.
Hell. 4, 1, 40.—Others in Dem., etc.

1Eva/, a, , Eualcidas, masc.
pr. n.. Paus., Dor. for', ov, , Eualcides, masc.
pr. n., Hdt. 5, 102.

\Eva7.Koc, ov, b, Eualcus, masc. pr.

n., a Sparfan, Plut. Pyrrh. 30.'/., ov, {,)
easily changed.?., a, ov, compar. of/., as if from , '/../, , {,) with beau-

tiful groves, Strab.'/.,, {,/.) ofgood
groats or 7neal, Leon. Tar. 55./., ov, {,/.) easy
to be taken or caught, Xen. Cyn. 9, 9,

Plat. Phaedr. 240 A : irreg. comp.?.. []^. , , Euamerion,
masc. pr. ., Paus.~/., ov, (its —/.)
abounding in vines, with fine vines,

Strab.

Evav,evan,a cry of the Bacchantes,
like and. Ace. to Hesych.
an Indian name for the ivy, which
was sacred to hun. [], ov, {,-) easy to be read, j3l3/.iov, Arist.

Rhet.
', ov, {,) easy

to bring up or expectorate, Diosc. [tt], ov, {,)
easy to distribute or digest, Diosc., ov, {,?)
easy to call back, recall, of dogs, Xen.
Cyn. 7, 5 : hence metaph., easy to win
over, win back, Plut. Adv. -, .
Anton., ov, {,)
easy to bring back, recover, Plut./.—, ov, {, ?.•) easily recovered, Strab.—II. act.

easily taking in, of good capacity for,, Stob./., ov, {, 7.)
easily consumed, Arist. Plant, [a/.], ov, {,-) easily remembering.'—, ov, {,)
easy to breathe in, ?. ., one ivhich

does not put one out of breath, Arist.

Rhet.7~, ov, {, 7.•
7.) easily, readily recovering from ill-

ness, Hipp., ov, {,)
easy to be upset, overthrown, Cic. Att.

2, 14, 1., ov, {,)
wellfed, nourished., ,{) to be well

I

off for inhabitants, populous, Strab. :

I also in mid.—II. to be manly, stout,

I, . . Euandre, an Ama-

I

zon, Qu. Sm. 1, 43.

I

, , , abundance of men,

j

populousness. esp. ofgood men and true,

I Wytt. ad Jul.
J).

203 : hence at Ath-
ens, , Dinarch. ap.

Harp. ; /./?/.
1, nowhere else such wealth of
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valuable men, Schncid. Xen. Mem.
3, 3, 12, cf., etc.—II. manli-

ness, courage, spirit, Eur. El. 367, An-
doc. 34, 29 : from, ov,{,) rich, abound-

ing in good men and true, Tyrt. 9, Pind.,

etc.—II. prosperous to men,,
Aesch. Eum. 1031_.'\•, ov, 6, Euander, son of

Mercury and an Arcadian nymph
(Carmenta), led a colony from Pal•

lanteum in Arcadia into Italy and
settled on the Palatine hill, Strab. p.

230, etc., Paus. 8, 43, 2.-2. a son of

Priam. ApoUod.—3. asonofSarpedon,
Died. S.—4. an Athenian archon OI.

99, 3, Dem. 743, 18.—Others in Dam.,
Pint., etc.', ov. Dor. for, q.

v.. Soph. Aj. 197. [a, but Crinag.

23.], ov, {,) easy to

dissolve, Diosc. [u]', Ol••, {,) flow-

ery, blooming, Pind. O. 1, 109.,, , to be flowery or bloom-

ing, Luc. : from, , {,) blooming,

sprouting,, Od. 11, 320.—II. rich

in flowers, flowery, Theogli 1200, etc.

:

metaph., flowery, gny, Pind. P. 2, 62.

—2. metaph. also, blooming,fresh, good-

ly,, Pind. I. 7, 48 ;
".- I. 5,

16 : also, ., agoodly, noble tem-
per, Id. P. 1, 78.^,, , Euanthes, son of

Bacchus and Ariadne and father of

Maron, Od. 9. 197, cf Schol. ad Ap.
Rh. 3, 996—2. founder of Locri Epi-

zephyrii, Strab.—Others in Plut.,

Ath., etc.', ov, {,) taking trouble

easily, opp. to. [], ov. Dor. for. {(x], ov, {,) easy

to be opened., , ,.,
Pind., . , Euanoridas, masc.

pr. ., Polyb. 5, 94. 0.), , . -, meet, receive

kindly, he propitious, c. dat.,Call. Dian.

268; from, ef,=sq., opp. to-.. Rh., ov, {,) pleas-

ant, agreeable to meet : hence propitious,

Orph. : in genl. acceptable, ,^, a, , Euantidas, masc.
pr. n.. Paus., ov, {,)
easy to be spoken against, refuted.,, , . {,) of

a chariot, with beautiful : me-
taph. of a building, Anth.

Ei'uvup,, , . Dor. for -
vup. [], ov, {,) easily bro-

ken.77., ov, {,-) easy to get rid of, Arist. Probl. : to

find a purchaser for, -, Xen. Eq.

3, 1. Adv. --•., , , affability,

Chrysipii. ap. Plut. 2, 441 : from, ov, (,)=^, Clem. ., ov, {,)
finished, perfect.-, ov, {,)) easi-

tily cheated, Plat. Phaedr. 263 B.-, ov, Ion. for-, Hdt., ov, (,)
convenientfor landing, Thuc. 4, 30.

-37.-, ov, {, 37.?.)
easily lost.
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EYAP', ov, {,-) easily proved : probable.', ov, {,)
acceptable. Adv. -., ov, (,)
easy to be returned or repaid.— II. easy

of digestion, v. 1. Diphil. Siphn. ap.

Ath. 356 B.—2. easy of solution, ex-

planation, Strab., ov, {,)
easy to answer. Adv. -., ov, {,?-) easy to be excused, Strab., ov, {,/.) easy

to be loosed or separated, or

Tivoc, Hipp.), ov, {,//) ea-

sily flowing away, Hipp., ov, {tv,-
VVUl) easy to be extinguished., ov, {,)
easy to be shaken off or out. Adv. -,
ChVysipp. ap. Plut. 2, 1036 _E., ov, {,)
easy to be torn away or off,, Arist.

H. A.., ov, {,-) easy to be walled off or blockaded,

Thuc. 0, 75., ov, {,)
easily escaping, slippery.^, , or, lor, , Eu-
arde or Euardis, fem. pr. n., Ath. 583

C., ov, in Xen., f 1. for-. Lob. Phryn. 621.,,{) to please,

be well pleasing. Pass, to be well pleased,

content. Died., with a thing,. Id.

—II. intrans.=pass., Plut. Opp. to. Hence, , , a being well

pthased, contentment, Diod. : and, verb. adj. one must

be content, acquiesce, Philo., , , likely to satisfy,

M. Anton. : from, ov, {,) welt-

pleasing, acceptable,, . . Adv.

•, coinpar.-, Xen. Mem.
3, 5, 5., ov, {,) easy

to be counted, i. e.few in number, Hipp.,

Plat., etc., o^^=foreg., Byz.. ov, {,) easy to

manage, obedient,, Aesch. Pers.

193., ov, {,) with good

or beautiful chariot : esp. victorious in

the chariot race, Pind. P. 2, 9., , to be,
be well tempered OX arranged, Hipp. : and, , -, good arrange-

ment, Isocr. Antid. '. 203 : of men, ac-

commodating or social disposition, readi-

ness,versatility. Plat. Rep. 400 D : fiom, ov, {,) fitting,

suiting well, ivell accommodated or adapt-

ed. Plat. Rep. 413 E, etc. ; -, Isocr. 239 C.—II. well-tuned, harmo-

nious,, Eur. El. 702, and Plat.

Adv. -, Isocr. 223 E.^, , . Euarne, a Nereid,

Hes. Th. 259: from_, ov, {.) rich in sheep

or lambs, Leon. Tar., ov,{,) well-plough-

ed, or easy to be ploughed, Ap. Rh. 2,

810. [], ov, {,) well-

seasoned, of meats, Ath.,, ,{) good guid-

ance or government.^, ov, b, {. -) Eunrchippus, a Spartan ephor,

Xen. Hell. 1, 2, 1. ^, ov, {,) governing

EYBA
well.—2. pass, easy to govern.—IL {ei,) beginning well, ?^, Luc.
—2. making a good beginning, of one's

first customer in the market, Anth.^, ov, , Euarchus, a tyrant

of Astacus in Acarnania, Thuc. 2, 30.

—2. founder of Catana, Id. 6, 3.—3. a
Spartan ephor, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 10.

Ei'fir,. . one who cries, i. e.

a Bacchante. Nonn.— II. as adj. 6, 7/,

Bacchic, Bacchanalian,, Anth.

tEiaf, , Euas, a hill ot Laconia
near Sellasia. Polyb. 2, 65, 8., , , a Bacchanalian
shout, Eur. Bacch. 129., ov, 6, () the cry of. a shout of revelry, esp. Bacchic:

of the Eleusinian mysteries, lierme-
sian. 5, 18.—II. the ovatio, lesser tri-

umph of the Romans. Dion. H., who
derives ovatio from it, as triwmphus

from., , the EuaspL•, a river

of India, Arr. An. 4, 24., , , fem. from-
-^

, ,, , {,) rich in

stars, starry, Arat.,, , Anth., and-, ov, , also parox., {-) one ivho cries '. esp. in honour

of Bacchus at his revels, a Bacchanal,

Orph. Fem. and .
Hence, . . Bacchanalian.',,.?'. []^^, , {,) . 1. for, q. . III., lin.', , {,) well,

quick growing, Arist. . ., , {,) with good,

pure air.,, , -, {,)
with beautiful neck., , (,)
easy to be taken away, Theophr., , ,{) softness to

the touch, delicacy, Ath., ov. Ion. ., (,) easy to (Uscribe, Hdt. 7, 63.,, (,,) soft,

yielding to the touch, delicate, Theophr.
—II. act. gently touching. Adv. -.
Hence, ,,^. Anth., ov, , {) an un-

guent or drug which heals by external

application. Medic., ov, (,) con•

venient, opportune, ready, late., ov, [a] Dor. for .,
fine or clear sounding, Eur., ov, (,)
easy to carry or bear, Hdt. 2, 125.^, ov, 6, Eubatides, masc,
pr. n., (in form patronym.) Luc.. ov, {,) accessible,

Xen. Hell. 4, 6, 9 : ., pass-

able, Aesch. Pr. 718: opp. to -., ov, and, ov. both
in Arist. H. ., {,) xrell-living,

well-managing, esp. of animals skilful

to find their food.— II. of men, re-

spectable, Dio C. [i]

iEviior,, , Eubius, son of Meges
and Peri'boea, Q. Sm. 6, 611.—Others
in Paus., etc.^3, ov, 6, Eubiotus, king of

the Machlyes, Luc.,?., ov, {,?) easily

hurt, Arist. Gen. An.',, , v. 1. for?.•, Theophr. : and, . to shoot out, grow
luxuriantly, Theophr. : from/, , {,)
luxuriantly growing, Theophr. — U.



ETBO
act. making to grow luxuriantly, Id.

Hence',, , abundant growth,

Thedphr.,,=7, I. and
II., both in Theophr.,, ov, (., /)
with beautiful eyelids, Anth.

.3?,, ov, (, ,3?) easily

kit, exposed to blows, App.^, , ,=13, Hdt.
3, 89.'3, Ion. , ,=-, Hdt. 8, 19./,, (,) easily

assisted or rescued, Arist. Pol. : easily

healed, Hipp.

El' 3ota, Ion. , , Eabnea, now
Negropcnt (i. e. Egripo, Evripo, Eu-
ripus), an island lying along the coast

of Boeotia and Attica, Horn., Hes.,

etc.—2. a city in the west of Sicily

founded from Leontini, destroyed in

wars between Carthaginians and Si-

cilians, Bahr ad Hdt. 7, 15G, Strab.

;

others in Strab.—II. a daughter of

Thespius, ApoUod.—2. a daughter of

Laryninus, Ath. 296 B.—Others in

Alh.. etc.^3, , , an inhab. of Eu-
boea,Euboean; MX.-,, the Euboeans, Hdt., TluiC.

tEiJ3, adv. from Euboea, Cal-

lim. Del. 197.,, , , of, Eu-
boean, Hdt. 7, 192 ; in Tragg. -: though Dind. reads- in

Eur. Hel. 767.^ more correctly,, , fem. adj. foreg.,. Soph.
Tr. 237 ; , Id. 74

;

36, Hdt. 3. 89.

^,', , , of Euboea, ,., Strab. [i]'3, , to make a good throw,

esp. with the dice, Luc : from
3(•, ov. (, /./.) throwing

bickity. either in the chase, 0pp., or

with the dice. Adv. -/,,.,
to be prosperous, well off, Aesch. Cho.
696., , ,() good pas-

ture,, Arist. . . : in genl.

good nourishment. Id. Gen. An., ov, (,)
with beautiful locks, Anth.
tEr3oraf, . , Eubotas, masc. pr.

n., Xen. Hell. 1, 2, 1., to have good pasture,

Strab. : from
Ei iorof, ov, (,) abounding

in pasture, with good pasture, Od. 15,

406.—II. wellfed, thriving, Theocr. 5,

24.-, ov, Anacreont., and3, , gen. . Soph. Phil.

548, (•,) rich in grapes.•3, . b, like 3?.,
he nf the good counsel, epith. of several

gods. Diod., etc.

'3?., , , Euhxdeus, son
of Trochilus and brother of Tripto-

lemus, Paus., or son of Dysaules,

Orph. H. 40.

\Y.v3ov/.ii, , , Eubftle, one of the

Danaides, Apollod.— 2. daughter of

Leus in Athens, Ael. V. H.—Others
in Anth.
3?., , , good counsel: pru-

dence. Aesch. Pr. 1035, etc.,', , , EubfiUdes, an
Athenian masc. pr. n., Dem., Diod.

S., etc. : from, ov, (,) of good
counsel, full ofpractical wisdom, shrewd,

pnident, TYieogn. 329, Hdt. 8, 110, etc.

—II. consulting for one's good. Adv.
•.

\3?., ov, , Eubuhis, an Athe-
nian commander in the Peloponne-
sian war, Thuc. 8, 23, Xen.— 2. son
of Mnesitheus, of Cyprus, an Athe-
nian orator, Dem. 249, 13.—3. an-
other, a distinguished orator (sent on
an embassy to Philip), Id. 232. 14;
235, 17, etc.—Others in Dem. 401, 1,

Diod. S., Ath. 8 , cf. Meineke 1, p.

355, sqq., etc., ovv, gen. , (,)
rich in cattle : the ace. occurs,
H. Horn. Ap. 54, al..', , (,) well

steeped or soaked, Nic.3, ov, (,) well-

noosed, well-knit,, Anth., ov, (,) good
to eat,, Ath.•3, ov, an obscure word,=, v. Meineke Euph. 92.', ov. (, 7.-) easy to plough, Eust. Hom.
1431,53., acc., (,) v.3.^3-, , . 1. for, Xen.
Hell. 1, 2, 1.

tEi'iJijr//, . , Eubote, a daughter
of Thespius, Apollod., , and, ov,
Dor. for., q. v., ov, (,)=.}/., ov, (, ya?.a) yielding
good milk, Alciphr. lyu]/., ov, (, ?.) very
calm, serene. Lye. Adv. -., , , a happy marriage :

from. ov, (,) happily
wedded, Nona.
}', Adv. for , Lat. euge,

good ! well done ! well said ! exclama-
tion of approval. Plat., etc. : also
with verbs, right well, capitally, ',, Ar. Pac. 285: oft.

ironical, capital/ Ar. Av. 1692; and
so , Eur. Or. 1602., ov, (,) of or with good
soil, Theophr., , ,() nobility

of birth, high descent, jierh. in this

signf., Aesch. Pers. 442, Epich. p. 87

:

but mostly—II. nobility of sold, high

spirit to match high birth, generosity,

Eur., etc.— III. of animals, plants,

etc., goodness in their kind., ov, (,) ii-ell-

bearded, Plat. Euthj-phr. 2 : of a
lion, well-maned, II. 15, 275 ; Ep.., o,= sq., Eur. Andr. 771, , m Horn,,
q. v., and in H. Hom. Ven. 94,-, (,) well-born, of noble

race, high descent. Soph. O. C. 728 ;

of external appearance, noble, .. Eur. Hel. 10 : also

a Tnark of nobility,, Hdt. 5, 6 : but it is difficult

to separate this signification from
—II. noble-minded, generous, high-spirit-

ed, Trag., etc. ; cf..^—Ui. of
animals, high-bred, spirited, esp.,
Theogn. 184, Soph. EL 25. So the
Lat. nohilis, generosus.^,, , Eugenes, a poet of
the Anthology.^, , , Eugenia, fem. pr.

n., Anth., , . Ion. for., ennoble,-. Philem.

p. 423.,,^.—. -,
. name of a kind grape.,, pecul. fem. of-. Joseph.,, ov, (.)
well-bridged : easy to throw a bridge

over,, Polyb. [v]

^, , Eugeon, an historian.
Dion. H., ov, (,)
well-ctdtivated

; fertile., ov,= foreg.,,—, Att., , Eur. . F. 792, and, ov, Eur. I. T. 212, (,) Dor.., joyous, cheerful.\, , () to pass a
happy old age, Stob., , ,() a happy,
fortunate old age, Arist. Rhet.,,^=.}, , (,}) sweet-sound
ing., Ar. Ran. 213.7/, , (,') happy in

old age, a fortunate old man, Arist.
Rhet., also, in Hipp., ov,= sq., Luc.7, ef, Nic, and,
ov. Lye, (, ju/i.a) fall of, abound-
ing in milk : there is a nietapl. dat./., as if from, in Leon.
Tar.^ [a]/.. ov, (,) bright
eyed, of wild beasts, Opp., ov, (,) well
carved or engraved, Anth./., ov, Nonn., and -
/., , Anth.,=foieg., , , Att. -, flu-
ency of speech, Ar. Eq. 837 : from9, ov, Att. ?.,
(, /.) with good, fluent tongue,
ready of tongue, Aesch. Supp. 775.

—

II. act. loosi>ig the tongue, making elo-

quent, ; but, acc. to others, ^ou>-
ing with a musical sound, gurgling,

Anth. Hence, , to be fluent : and7., to make fluent or talk-

ative, Philostr., , 6, , (, -) well, keen-pointed, Opp., , , () like, boasting,' -, Od. 22,
249.

—

. = , prayer, wish, Aesch.
Theb.267,Spanh. Call. Lav. Pall. 139., ov, Ep. ., (^,) well-bent or tiuisted,7., Od. 18,294.—II. easy to

bend, flexible,/., Opp., , to be fair and hon-
est, Plut. : and, , , the conduct or
character of an, candour, in-

dulgence, fair>iess, Aeschin. 78, 8 : from, ov, gen. , (,) oj good, kind feelins, indulgent,

fair, charitable, Xen. Mem. 2, 8, 6,

Aeschin. 78, 6 : friendly, Anth.—II.

wise, prudent : hence adv. -,
prudently, Xen. Ages. 2, 25., ov, (,)
easily recognised., ov, (,) well-

known, easily recognised. Soph. Aj.
704. Adv. -.^', ov, , Eugnostus, masc.
pr. n., Arr., ov, Eur. I.T. 1286, and, ov, (,) Opp.,
well-nailed or fastened., ov, (,) with good
knees OT joints.^,, to befruitful, Theophr.

:

and, , , fruitfulness. Plat.

Rep. 546 A, Xen. Lac. 1, 6: from, ov. (, ) fruitful,

productive, Joseph.. , , good, clear draw-
ing. Ath. : from, ov, (,) well-

drawn, accurately defined by lines, Luc.

:

of graceful contour. Strab., , (, .) well-
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written, drawn or painted, Anth.—II.

act. uriting or drawing well, 11).,, or, (ti),) well-round-

ed:, "pGih.. twisting, Ani\\.
'•, ov, (fv,y(jvia) regular, '

Xen. Oec. 4, 21 : in Eur. Ion 1137,

Dind. now reads, ., ov, {ev, .)
beautifully ivrought,, Bacchyl. 21., , t. -yaoj, {'.>)
to be prosperous, well ojf, happy, Hdt.

1, 170, Soph. Ant. 5uG, Eur., etc.

Hence,, , a piece of
good fortune, Liic.,, ij,() pros-

perity, good fortune, H. Horn. 10, 5,

Hdt., etc. : happiness, Hdt. 1, 5, 32,

and freq. in Alt. prose.,), () call,

account happy,, Eur. Tro. 268,. Soph. . C. 144., , , of, belonging

to happiness, -, Arist. Eth. N.

:

of persons, happy, Ar. Eccl. 1134,

Plat., and Arisl.—2. esp. -, philosophers trim make hapjn-

ness the chief good, Diog. L. Adv.
-, Ar. Pac. 856.,,, ,(-) that which is thought to be a hap-

piness, Ep. Plat. 354 C., , ,(-) thinking happy, Arist. Eth. .8=., verb. adj. from', one must think or call

happy, Arist. Eth. N.— 2. -, ,, to be called happy, Arr., 7/, 7,^=,
Archyt. ap. Stob. p. 13, 30, etc., ov, gen. , ivith a

good genius or destiny, hence fortunate,

prosperous, blest, Lat. felix, ', in

respect of a thinir, Hes. Op. 824;., Theogn. 1007 : like -, well off, ivealthy, Lat. heatus,

Hdl. 1, 196 ; 5, 8, etc.": also of places,

as al'7 -, Id. 8, 111 : freq. in Xen. An.

—

2, happy, Trag., Plat., etc. : to -
=, Thuc. 2, 43.

Adv.-, Eur. Or. COl, Ar. Pint.

802, Plat., elc. The word is not in

Horn., once only i» Hes. 1. c.^,., , Eudaemon, a

son of Aegyptus, Apollod. 2, 1,5., ov, (,) tear-

ful, lamentable, Aesch. Cho. 181.—II.

beautiful in tears, Philostr., ov, (tv,)
with beautiful fingers, Alciphr.^, a, 6, Eudamidns, a
Spartan, brother of Phoebidas, Xen.
Hell. 5,2,24.—2. son of Archidamus,
brother of Agis, Pint.—The name of

two Spartan kings (23d and 30th of

the Proclidae), Polyb. 4, 35, 13, Plut.

Agis. 3.\-, ov, 6, Eudamippus, a
friend of Theocritus, Theocr. 2, 77.^, ov, b. Dor. form for masc.
pr. n.,, Plut. Eum. 16.^, , , Eudanemus, a
hero honoured in Athens, Arr. An.
3, 10,8., poet. Icngthd. for.
Lye., ov, (,) of
much expense, liberal, Arist. Virt. et

Vit.—II. of easy, i.e. moderate expense,

Dion. H. []?, ov, (,7,)
very clear, distitict, easily seen, exposed

to the eye, Hom. (only in Od.) usu. as

epilh. of Ithaca, Od. 2, 167; 9, 21,

•etc. : also nf islands in genl. Od. 13,

234 : prob. from the distinctness wh.
5C4

1
they have, as standing out of the sea,

esp. of Ithaca with its high dill's : so

Pmd. O. 1, 178, calls tlie hill of Cro-

nos at Olympia,', far-seen:

but in P. 4, 130, of the sea-port lolcos,

some take it uimecessarily as me-
taph., like Lat. conspicnus, illustris,

distinguished, far-famed. (Acc. to

some Gramm. from 7, eventide,

hence western, which suits Ithaca,

but not all islands, and certainly not

lolcos, which was on the east coast

:

Strabo takes it, when used of Asple-

don, to mean on the western, sheltered

side of a hill. The interpr. lying

beautiful in the evening sun, is modern
and untenable. Others derived it

from and with inserted,

sunny, which is the sense approved by
Buttm. Lexil. v. 7-9, derived

however from, open to the after•

nooji's sun, and so it seems to be in

Euphor. 54.),,,=^,,
dub., , , happy festival,

dub. 1. in Harmod. ap. Ath. 479 D :

from., ov, (,) well

entertained : of the manes, honoured
with rich offerings, Aesch. Cho. 484.

—

11., cosily, luxurious feasts, Eur.
Med. 200., ov, (,) rich,

abounding with fair trees, Pmd. O. 8,

12, etc., and P^ur., , , Euderces, masc.
pr. n., Dem. 688, 11., (,) with good,

stout hide., ov, (,) well

tanned, well suppled, Hipp.7., ov, (,) clear, open,

manifest, Hipp., Aesch. Pers. 1009,

etc. : . (), all may see

him doing..., Ar. Ach. 1 130, cf. ?^.
Adv. -, Plut./, , , Eudelus, masc. pr.

n., Pans., a, ov, of Eudemus, Eu-
demean, Arist. ; from sq. 3.^. , , Eudenius, an Athe-
nian punished with death for an of-

fensive law proposed by him, Dem.
743, 17.—2. another, in favour with
the people. Id. 1482,—3. a Peripa-

tetic philosopher of Rhodes, a \m\)\\

(if Aristotle. Strab.—Others in Diod.

S., Plut., etc., , , () fair, clear,

fine iveather, Pind. 1. 7, 52 ; and in phir.

opp. to, Plat. Legg. 961 E.
—2. metaph. tranquillity, undisturbed

prosperity, Pind. O. 1, 158, Xen. An.
5, 8, 19 ; cf..,,(,) easy

to be passed, crossed, forded, Xen. Hell.

4,2, 11.3?., 01',= sq., Chrysipp.

ap. Plut. 2, 1040 B., ov, (,)
exposed to calumny, easily misrepre-

sented. Plat. Euthyphr. 3 B. Adv.
-, Dem. 1400, 10., ov, (,-) easy to distinguish.', ov, (,)
gratifying, agreeable, Philo.—II. pass.

gratified, [a], acp..=,. Plat.. 370 ) : rare in act.., ov, (,)
well arranged or disposed : hence kind,

amiable. Adv. -, Joseph., ov, (,)
bruised, crushed : contrite, Eccl.

or,, 6, an open•

ing in a ship^s timbers, for the water
to run off, a sink, drain, elsewh.•. Hence Uietaph. of a clyster-

pipe, etc., ov, (ev,) well

divided: easy to be divided, Arist. Part.
An.

^, a, ov, irr. comp. of, q. v., ov, (,,) easy

of decision, Strab., ov, (.) living

moderately, temperate, Xen.Apol.9. []', ov, (,')
easily broken., ov, (,)
easy to be conveyed, transported., ov, and,
ov, (.) easy to cut through,

both in Polyb., ov, (,•) easy to be arranged, Polyb.

Ei(5i(i/cpirof, ov, (,)
easy to distinguish. Adv. -.?, ov, (,-) easy to be reconciled, placable, Dion.
H. Adv. -, Plut.. ov, (,) easif

to be dissolved, destroyed, etc, Arist.

—

11. easy to reconcile, Polyb. (^,
Arist. Eth. N.,, ,(,)
king, ruler of the air, Llic. V. H. 1, 15., , ,=, warm:
and so a cloak is called, . 9, 146, cf. Bockh' ad P. 5,

10., ov, (,)
=sq.. Theophr., ov, contr.-, ow,
(,) easy to blow through or

to air. — 11. easy to evaporate, Arist.

Part. An., ov, (,)
well-jointed : compact, of style., ov, (,)
easily robbed 0 stolen.(, ov, (,)
easily shaken : easily disproved., ov, (tv,)
easily torn asunder, wrenched open,

Polyb., ',= sq.. Plat. Legg.
845 1)., ov, (,)
easily destroyed or corrupted, Arist.

Pol.', , to be excellent,

Geop., ov, (,)
easily evaporated, passing off at the

p)ores.— II. act. easily perspiriiig, Medic., ov, (,)
easy to be escaped., ov, (,) easy

to be dissolved, Plut.; easy to digest,

Arist. Probl. 1, 42., ov, (,)
of meat, easy to digest and pass., , Ep. part,, (-) be cal/n, warm, fine, esp. of air,

sea and weather,.. Rh. : of
persons, to enjoy such weather, etc.. Id., ov, (,) do-

cile, Diod. [i], . , =, Plat.

Legg. 919 A : the form ia

dub. Adv. -, Hipp., ov, (,) with

an easy exit, easy to go out of, Hipp.—
II. easily going out. Id., ov, (,) easily

washed away, disappearing, Diosc., ov. (, /)
easy to tell, quoted from Isocr.,, , (, ) righteous

dealing, in plur. ,
Od. 19, 111; and so in Plut.



^, , , Eudicus, a Spartan,
Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 39.—2. an Athenian,
son of Apemantus, Plat. Hipp. niin.

init.—Others in Dem., etc., ov, {,) easily

turning or turned, Anth. [i]

Ehdlvoc, ^'.=foreg., ov, {,) easy to

go through, open, loose, Arist. Probl., ov, {,) easy

to be disposed of., ov, {,, -) easy to see through., ov, {, o[})easy
to be remedied, healed, Hipp., ov, {,) easy

to be defined, Arist. Anim., ov, {-,, gen.)
calm, fine, clear, of air, weather, sea,

etc., Theocr. 22, 22, Ap. Rh., etc.

:

warm, Hipp. : of persons, cheerful.

Irr. comp. and superl.,-, Hipp. 288, 48 :,
Xen. Hell. 1, 6, 39. [?, except in Arat.

Dios. 259.]

tEDcSiof, , , Eudius, a Spartan
- ephor, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 1 : more cor-

rectly., ov, (,) well built

or fashioned, of stone work, Horn.,

always in Ep. form ., except in

Od. 20, 302., , f.-, and more freq.

as dep.,, {,) to be

content, well pleased, to approve, ac-

quiesce in a thing,, Polyb. : also

c. part, to be glad of doing. Id. : c. inf.

to consent, determine to do. Id.—II. '-, as pass, to be agreeable, be

approved of. Id.—III. impers.

, it seems good, Lat. placet, Id.

Hence,, , contentment, sat-

isfaction, approval, Diod. : and•, ov, welcome, well-pleas-

ing, acceptable, Diog. L.,,,^, LXX.,
etc.), , f. -r/, to be-, to be of good repute, be honoured,

famous, popidar, Theogn. 587, Hdt.,

and freq. in Att. : . , to be

distinguished for a thing, Thuc. 2, 37 ;

so, , Plat. Hipp. Maj.29I A;, Dem. 1425, 5 :?, to have with him,
Hdt. 8, 87, of. 88 ; 9, 20. Later also

in mid., Diod. Hence,, , a being ofgood
repute, credit, reputation. Plat. Rep. 358
A, 363 A, in plur. [], , , praise, estimation,

credit, Plat. Phileb. 58 D., ov, {,) in good
repute, admired, honoured, glorious, fa-
mous,, Aesch. Pers. 857, -, Eur. Heracl. 621 : . ' ,

, Plat. Apol. 29 D, Legg. 878

A., adv. part. pres. mid.

from, satisfactorily, c. dat.,

Polyb., ov, {,) well-built., a, ov, of or belonging to

Eiuloxus 2, Strab. p. 103., , to be, to be in

good repute, be thought well of, famous,
Xen. Mem. 3, 6, 16, etc. : and, , , good report, a good

name, credit, honour, glory, Pind. P. 5,

9, N. 3, 70, and freq. in Att.—2. ap-

proval, good-will. Plat. Menex. 233 D.

—II. right judgment, opp., as subjec-

tive, to the objective' (sci-

entific knowledge), Plat. Meno 99 B., ov, {,) of good re-

port, fionoured, famous, gloriotis. Find.

P. 12, 10, etc., Thuc. 1, 84, etc. :

, ships of best repute or
character, ^ crack' ships, Hdt. 7, 99.

—

II. of good judgment, judicious. Adv.
-. Plat. Hipp. Maj. 287 E.
f, ov, , Eudoxus, a philoso-

pher of Cnidus, a pupil of Archytas,
a celebrated astronomer and mathe-
matician, Strab. : Diog. L., who men-
tions others of the name.—2. of Cyzi-

cus, sent on a voyage around Africa,

Strab., ov, {,) good,

kind to one's slaves, Achae. ap. Ath.
207 D, Pherecr. Incert. 72.. , {,) sharp-

sighted, Soph. Phil. 847.

and, , ,
boddy strength, health, etc., LXX. {-' is only found in Gramm. : the
root is.), , to be, to run
well, be swift, Menand. ap. Stob. Ap-
pend, t. 4, p. 13 Gaisf., , ?/,{) swift-

ness, Hipp., ov, , a good runner : of

a fish, Eratosth. ap. Plut. 2, 981 D., ov, (,) running
well, swift, Orph.^, ov, , Eudrdmus, a stoic

philosopher, Diog. L., ov, (,) dewy,, Eur. I. A. 1517,, Ar. Av.
245.

Evvo,ov,{v,vaa)mighty,
Orph. [i]], ov, {,)
soon put out of countenance : hence eas-

ily worked upon by entreaty, Plut.

Adv. -., impf. (but not in

Hom.) : fut./, to sleep, lie doivn

to sleep, freq. in Hom. : c. ace. cognat.,, Od. 8, 445, lor

which Soph. O. T. 65 has -
: ',

Od. 8, 337, 342 ; so, /,
Theogn. 1059 : also of the sleep of

death, II. 14, 482, Soph. O. C. 621.—
II. metaph. to rest, be still.'-, II. 5, 524 : and so

freq. later ot the hushing of storms,

sorrows, etc., , Simon.
7, 17 ; , Eur. Supp. 1148 :

also to cease, , Pind. I. 7,

23 (6, 17) : , a mind at

rest, or listless, in Soph. Fr. 563, cf.

Valck. Theocr. 2. 12G, Schaf. Soph.
O. C. 307, cf.. In prose-

is more usu., though we find

in Plat. Symp. 203 B, Xen. Cyn. 5,

11. (The root is the same as that of,, viz. *,, , to

breathe.)^, , , Euddre, dauijhter of

Oceanus and Tethys, Hes. Th. 360.

—2. a Nereid, Id. 244.7, ov, (,)
abundantly, kindly given, Opp.), ov. {,) liberal,

generous, Opp. : in Hom. only as prop.

n. : v. sq.

iEvpo, ov, , Eudorus, son of

Mercury and Polymela, one of the

leaders of the Myrmidons, II. 16,

179.^, ov, {, ) richly-

robed., Mosch. 4, 75., ov, {,,-) easily awakened., ov, {, ^) firm, well-

placed : with a beautiful seat, stately

throne, Aesch. Theb. 96.—II. pass.

good, convenient, easy to sit upon, e. g.. Xen. Eq. 1. 12.—III. in a right,

lucky place : e. g. , a bird

of augury appearing in a lucky quarter,

Ael. Adv. -.

, ov, {,\ beautiful-

haired, Anacr. 80., , (,) well-shaped

or formed, graceful, -, II. 3, 48, of
female beauty, v. Eustath. ad 1. ; and
so, Hes. Theog. 250, Hdt. 1. 32, Pind.,
etc. ; but also of men, Aesch. Pers.

324, Eur. Hel. 1540, Xen. Hell. 5, 3, 9., ov, (,) easy to

surmise or conjecture., ov, {, ) yielding,

obedient. Adv. -., ov, (,) sunny, warm,
Lat. npricus,, Eur. Phoen. 674., , be well dressed,

Arist. Rhet. Al. : from, ov, {,) well dress-

ed.,,^ : from, ov,gen.,=,
Aesch. Pers. 181., ov, {,) with or of
good wool, Hipp., and Soph. Tr. 675,

where Elmsl. Heracl. 693 reads -.7, ov, (,?.) easy

of entrance, Strab. : exposed to invasion., ov, {,) easy

to get out of, Hipp., ov, (,) of

food, easy to digest a?id pass, Xenocr., ov, {,) easy

to wa.ih out, of a colour.', ov, {, )=:
foreg.—II. act. cleansing, scouring,

purging, Hipp.-, ov, (,)
easy to be burnt or warmed, Strab. [], ov, (,) easy

to be washed, cleansed., , to be of a good habit of
body, be in good case or health, Cebes,
and Plut. : from, , , {,) of a good
habit of body, healthy, Polyb., opp. to.,,,=, Archyt. ap.

Stob. p. 14, 17., ,,=,-. Plat. Legg. 684 C.—2. conducive

to, Arist. Eth. N. Adv. -.,,=^, late., ov, {,) bring-

ing forth timely births. Arist. H. A.

—

II. pass, easy to bring out or utter., , (, ?) rich in

olive trees.—2. (,) rich in oil,

producing good oil.', ov, {, /.) easy

to be refuted, exposed, detected, Stallb.

Plat. Apol. 33 C.

iEhv,, 6, Euelthon, a king
of Salamis in Cyprus, Hdt. 4, 162., ov, {,) well

rolled or rounded.?, , (,) with sores

easy to heal, opp. to, Hipp.

^?•., , , Euelpides, masc.

pr. n., in Ar. Av., formed from, 6, , neut. ', gen., {, ?.) of good hope, hopeful,

cheerful, , Thuc. 1, 70: c.

ace. et inf. fut.,. . Aesch.
Pr. 509; c. inf,.6'7;^, Thuc.
6, 24; . Plat. Apol. 41 C ; c.

gen., Diod.—2. causing hope, cheering,

Dio C.—3. well hoped of the subject of
hope or good expectations, Polyb. : neut.,

TO, good hope, Plut. Hence?., , to be of good hope., adv., hopefully.7\.,,, hopefulness, cheer-

fulness, Polyb., ov,{) easy of
entrance, Hipp., ov, (, ?.)
easy to put in. of setting bones, Hipp.3/., ov, {, 3?) ex•
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posed to invasion, Arist. Pol.—II.

=

foreg., Hipp., ov, or, (,) easily causing sickness, v. 1. in

Hipp.
^ ^, , (, ) vomiting

readily, Hipp., Lob. Phryn. 706./7, , , a proneness, lia-

bility to a thing, Stob. Eel. 2, 182.

—

H. in medic, of illnesses to which peo-

ple are commonly liable, colds, etc.,

Diog. L. : from, ov, (,)
prnne, subject /o,Gal. Adv.-r(jf,Diosc.', ov, (,) easily

yielding, soft, Strab., ov, (,)
easy to accost, affable.^, ov, (ev,) easy

of export, Strab. [«],/., ov, (.)
easy to wipe or blot out, Xen. Hell. 2,

3, 53. [a], ov, (,-
Ku) easy of consumption, of digestion,

Hipp, [], ov, (,)
easily deceived. Plat. Rep. 409 A, Xen.
Hipparch. 7, 15. [u], ov, (, II.)

easily kindled or lighted, M^ Anton./., ov, strengthd. for, Plat. Hipp. Maj. 293 D.', ov, (, ')
easy to roll cnit, disentangle.—II. act.

skilful in unfolding a body of troops,

Strab.^, ov, (,) easy

to investigate, Arist. de An., , ,() a good hab-

it of body, good state of health, full

health, Hipp. : in genl. good condition,

good stale,/, Plut. : of a state or

city, Xen. Lac. 8, 1.?, ov, (,)
placable.^, ov, (,) easy to

get out of. escape from, .,
Aesch. Pers. 688.—II. act. easily es-

caping,, Arist. Probl., ov, (,) easy

to lead on, TTpof Tt, Polyb. [u]], ov, (,-) easily feeling perceiving ; sensi-

tive, tender, Hipp.—11. pass, easily per-

ceived., ov, (,-?^) easy to follow, of a train of ar-

gument, Arist. Rhet., ov, (,-) easily corrected, Hipp., , , () beautiful

language or diction, eloquence. Plat.

Phaedr. 267 C.

—

1.=, auspi-

cious language, good wishes, etc., Soph.
O. T. 932., ov, (,)
easily iyijured, exposed to harm or dam-
age, Epict., , (,) well-speak-

ing, eloquent, melodious, ., Xen.
Cyil. 13, 16.—2. making eloquent, in-

spiring,, of Helicon, Anth.

—

.
})ass.', well-spoken, Hdt.
5, 50, ubi al., v. Schweigh.
Adv. -, Dion. H.
'-', , . Ion. and poet, for, Hipp.3, ov, (,)

easily ascended,, Strab.3?, ov, (,)
easily seen, manifest.

73?., ov, (, /.)
well-aiming, hilling the mark : hence
shrewd. Adv. -./., ov, (,-
/.) exposed to treachery or stratagem,

Xen. Cyr. 3, 4, 3.
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EYEP. ov, or -'^, ov,

(,) easily known., ov, (,)
easy to be set upon, attacked,, Thuc.
6, 34 : ill genl. exposed. Plat. Polit.

306 A. Adv. -., ov, (,-
) forgetful., , (,?.-

uai) easily reckoned: easily inferred,

Sext. Einp., ov, (,)
well-suited for traffic or intercourse ; ac-

cessible, Strab. Adv. -., ov, (,-) easily turned, ,., ,= foreg., , (,)
easily put in order, docile, Anth., ,,= II., an
inrlinalion, proneness : from, ov, (,)
easily carried towards a thing ; hence
mctayjh. inclined, prone, or

, esp. of authors who are fond of

particular phrases, etc. Adv. -,
Strab., ov, (,)
easy to be attacked: easy to be attempt-

ed or achieved, easy. Adv. -.^', ov, (,)
easily formed or moulded, ,
Clem. Al., . ,() well-

doing, good conduct, opp. to,
Od. 22, 374, Theogn. 548, etc.—II.

doing good to Others, a good deed, kind-

ness, , Od. 22,

235, cf. Hes. Th. 503; so,,
Hdt. 3, 47 ;, Thuc. 1, 128 ; so too, .-, Hdt.,, Xen.,-, Plat. ; opp. to .,
Isocr. 307 D.—2. -, to vote him the title of-. Wolf. Dem. 475, 11.^, , oi, Euergelae, i. e.

the benefactors, an appell. given by
Cyrus to the Ariaspae, Strab. 724., , f. -, to be an-, to do luell, do good, Soph. Phil.

070 : esp.—II. to do good, show kind-

ness to one, c. ace. pers., Aesch. Eum.
725, etc. ; also c. dupl. ace. pers. et

rei. Plat. Rep. 345 A : hence in pass.,

, to have a kindness

done one, Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 3 ; also,. Plat.

Symp. 184 . Hence,, , a good deed,

esp. a kindness, benefit, favour,, Xen. Cyr. 8, 2," 2., ov, 6, a well-doer, esp.

to others, a benefactor, Pind. P. 2, 43 :

a title of honour of such persons as

had done the state some service, ?.-, Hdt. 8, 85, ubi v. Valck. and
Wessel. ; also c. dat.. Id. 0, 30 ;.. Lys. 159, 38, cf. Plat.

Gorg. 506 C.—II. as adj. kind, benefi-

cent, Pind. O. 2, 171,, verb, adj., from -, one must do good, show kind-

ness to,, Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 28.}, ,, dub. 1. for sq., , , ()
ready, disposed to do good, kind, charita-

ble, Arist. Rhet. Adv. -.,, fern, of,
Eur. Ale. 1058,, , (, *<) well-

wrovsht, well-made,m Horn. usu. epith.
of ships in Od., and of chariots in 11.

:

also of garments, Od. 13, 224 : of gold,
finely, skilfully wrought, Od, 24, 274.—II. well-done .• hence in plur.,-. good deeds, benefits, Od, 4, 695 ;

22, 319.—III, act, well-doing, beneficial,

EYZY
post-Horn.—2. working iyidustriously

or skilfully.^, ov, b, Euergides, masc.
pr, n., Ar. Vesp. 234., , {,*) doing good
or well, upright, of women, Od. 11,

434, etc., always in phrase, '
/.—II. pass, well-wrought,

well-tilled, .—2. easily wrought, easy
to work in, of soft woods, Theophr., ov, a, Euergus, masc. pr.

n., Dem., 1139, sq., ov, (,) easily

excited, irritable., , , () finentss of
ivool,wooliness, Viat. (Com.) Hyperb.5.', ov, coUat. form of ',
rejected by the Gramm., Lob. Phryn.
146., , /, a being wellfenced,
security. Plat. Legg. 778 C., , (,) well fenced,
well protected,, 11. 9, 472, Oil. 21,
389, etc. : shutting close, Ovpai, Oil. 17,

267 (ubi al.) : later of cities

and countries, well fenced or guarded,
Aesch. Supp. 955,, Plat. Legg.
760 E.— II. act. girding in, surround-
ing, of nets, Opp. Adv. -/cwf. Pint., ,,=^., , 6, poet for-, Anth., , to be in luck : from, , (.) favoured
by Hermes, (Mercury) the god of good
luck, in luck, fortunate. Hence, , , good luck, A el., , [,) sprouting

well, flourishing, Eur. I. T. 1100: of
men, etc., well-grown, Posidon. ap.

Strab., ov, of or with fine wool, Att.

collat. form of Ion., Ar. Av.
121, etc.^,, al,—'Ecrp,
Hdt._4, 171.,,,=,
in Cyrenaica, Hdt. 4, 198 ; Thuc. 7,
50., ov, (,) with beau-

tiful home or situation, of Delos, Call.

Del. 325.,, , well-being, tranquil-

ity, prosperity, Hdt. 1 , 85, Aesch. Theb.
187, Ag. 647, 929 : the forms
and are very dub. (From
and, cf.. Dor. for,-,.), , , (,) goodness

of season, fruitfulness, abundance of
fruits of the earth, Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 4,

Plat. Symp. 188 A., , ,= foreg., Anth.,, 6, Huetion, a com-
mander of the Athenians, Thuc. 7, 9.

, dub. for : perh., like,. Ion. for-., ov, (.) easy
to find, ., a place in which it

will be easy to find things, Xen. Oec.
8, 17, ubi al.., ov, (,) easy to

come at, to reach, v. 1. Thuc. 6, 66.-, ov, (,) easily boil-

ed: or easy of digestion, Theophr./, , , a good, honest emu-
lation, zeal, opp. to, Plut.

:

from^, ov, (,) emulous in

good.—2. enviable. Adv. -?,, Anth,, ov, Ep. -, (,)
well or easily yoked : hence in Od. 13,
116: 17, 288, of a ship, well-joined,

well-built, or ace. to others, like •, well-benched.,, , , (, -^)
well paired or matched, Anth.



, ac, if, Dor. for. Find.

P. 4, 233.', , to be, to live well

or happily, opp. to, . An-
ton. : hence, , . happiness, a good state

of life, Aiist. Eth. .,, , , a plant, the seeds
of which were used Uke our mustard,
Brassica erwuL, Theophr. Strictly

iieut. from, ov, {,) making
good broth Or soup., ov, Ep., (,)
teell-girdled, Hom. (only in 11., and H.
Cer.) always as epilh. of women, who
are also called,/-
vol, /.~, from the or

lower girdle (v. sub voc.) : cf. MuUer
ArchaoL i Kunst,

<J
339, 3.—II. later

ot men, girt upfor exercise, dressed for
walking, active^ Horace's alte praecinc-

tiis, Hdt. 1, 72, 10-t, and Att. : metaph.
ujiincumhered,, Dio C. Adv. •,
Alciphr., ov, {,) living well or
long, Theophr.. ov, {.) quite pitre,

unmixed, of wine, Eur. Ale. 757, and
Comic, cf. Ath. 423 D, sq. ; irreg.

compar...-, ov, {,)^-., ,. for, .
11,427; 23, 81.

^,,,, (,) good,

happy government, //, Od.
19, 114., , to speak icell of,

praise,

Find. 1. I, 73, in pass. : and, , , good uords, praise,

Call. Lav. Pall. 139 : from, ov, {,) speak-

ing well or auspiciously, like,
Eubul. Odyss. 1, unless it be there a
n. pr. Adv. -.^, ov, 6, Euegdrus, masc.
pr. n., an Athenian. Dem. 517, 24., {,) very agreeable,

opp. to., . Ion., goodness of
disposition, guilelessness, simplicity

:

also in bad sense, simplicity, silliness,

Wess. Hdt. 3, 140, cf. Thuc. 3, 45 :

from, , (,) good-hearted,

kind, honest, simple-minded, guileless,

Archil. 44, Plat. Rep. 349 : -=, Thuc. 3, 83 : in bad
sense, simple, silly, Hdt. 1, 60 ; 2, 45,

Thuc, etc. ; and as subst., a simple-

ton, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 16, cf. Ruhnk.
Tim, p. 132 : metaph. of wounds, ill-

nesses, etc, mild, easily healed, Hipp.
;

opp. to. Adv. -€. Plat.

Phaed. 100 D. SuperL-, Eur.
Andr. 625.), , . Ion. for./, as pass., to be act

like an, be foolish, play the fool," '/.>. Flat. Rep. 336 C : to

be merry, jest, Philostr., , , of, befitting, belong-

ing to the, kind, mild, gentle.

Plat. Charm. 175 C : silly, foolish,

Arist. Phys. Ausc. Adv. -, Ar.

Nub. 1258., , {,) well pointed,

sharp,, 11. 22, 319., , to be, be obedi-

ent : hence,, , , obedience, Diod., ov, {,) hearing ivell,

clear of hearing, Hipp.—II. hearing ivil-

lingly, listening, obedient, Arist. Eth.
N. Adv. •,.
r/-, Polyb., Dor. 7.., ov, {.

7.~) with good, nimble spindle,

spinning beautifully, epith. of women,
Theocr. 28, 22.—II. with beautiful or
good arrows, epith. of Diana, etc. []'/., ov, {,/) easy to

ride or drive over, ., a plain

fit for cavalry operations, Xen. Cyr. 1,

4, 16.,, , , {,) of
good growth.OT figure, late ., ov, Dor. '., {, ?.)
well sunned, sunny, Lat. apricus, Eur.
Hipp. 129, Xen. Oec 9, 4 ;,
Ar. Ran. 242.—II. of persons, /o/id of
the sun,fond ofbasking, Philostr. Adv.
-, with bright sunny weather, Aesch.
Eum. 906.

/., ov,=foTeg., dub. 1. for -
/.., , {) to spend
the day cheerfully, live happilyfrom day
to day. Soph. El. 653 : in genl. to be

happy and prosperous,}3^
ruTrpof, your relations with Thebes
are prosperous, Soph. O. C. 616 : to

win, be successful in a thing, gain one^s

point, Aeschin. 36, 18 : also like,
c ace. e. g. , to

bring it out successfully, Ath. Hence,, , a prosperous

event, success, Polyb., , , fineness of the day,

good weather, like, Xen. Hell. 2,

4, 2.—II. good times, health and happi-

ness, health and wealth, Eur. El. 196
;

honour and glory. Find. I. 1, 56 : from, ov, (,) of, belong-

ing to a good or lucky day, ., a
happy day. Soph. Aj. 709.—2. enjoying

a lucky day, cheerful, happy,,
Ar. Av. 1322,. Plat. Tim. 71 D.
—II. (,) tame, gentle.'^, ov, q. Euhemerus, an his-

torian and poet of Sicily in the time
of Ptolemy Lagus, Polyb. 34, 5, 9.—
2. a grammarian of Cos, Ath. 658 C.
—Others in Plut., etc., ,^=', Hipp./, , , (,) skill in

throwing or hitting., , , a fair wind, Luc. :

from, ov, (,) with fair

u'ind, serene, calm, , Eur.
Dan. 3.—2. sheltered, peaceful,,
Soph. Aj. 198 ; '/, Eur. Andr. 749.^, , , (fern, patronym.
from) daughter of Euejius, i. e.

Marpessa, II. 9, 557 [l], ov, (,) obedient to

the rein,, Emped. 343 : in genl.

obedient, docile. Flat. Legg. 730 : of

a disease that easily yields to medicine,

Hipp. Adv. -. Plat. Soph 217 C.^, ov, 6, Euenius, a soothsay-
er of Apollonia, Hdt. 9, 92., , , () manli-
ness, manly virtue, Eur. H. F. 407

;

and Find. O, 5, 21, in plur.^, Ep. ao, 6, son of
Euenor, i. e. Leiocritus, Od. 22, 294.^, ov, b, Euenus, son of Oce-
anus and Tethys, god of the Euenus
in Aetolia, Hes. Th. 345.—2. son of
Mars and Demonice, king of Aetolia,
father of Marpessa, Apollod. 1, 7, 8,

cf. II. 9, 557. — 3. son of Selapius,
king of Lyrnessus, II. 2, 693.—1. two
Elegiac poels of Faros, Plat. Phaed.
GO ; Phaedr. 267 .—II. the Euenus,
now Fidari, a river of Aetolia, the
earlier Lycormas, Soph. Tr. 559

;

Strab. 327, 451.—2. also a river of
Mysia, Id. 612., ov, and, ov,( ,) easy to achieve.,, , , {, ^^) strict-

ly majily : in Horn, only in Od. as

epith. of wine and of arms, 4, 622 ;

13, 19, where some make it act., giv-
ing manhood, inspiriting : acc. to Oth-
ers good for man, befitting the manly.—2. in Find, of cities, etc., well man-
ned, aboundins in brave men, like-. . 1, 37 ; 6, 136.\,, 6, Euenor, an autoch
thon. Plat. Cnti. 113 D.—2. father oi

the painter Parrhasius, Ath. 543 D—3. a physician. Id. 46 D.
-'/.,, (',.) well off,

well disposed, ap. Hesych. Hence~/-, , , a being well off,

prosperity. Call. Cer. "136., ov, (,) much
loved, lovely. Find. O. 5, 21 ; 6, 165

:

, is not used.^, , 6, sonof Eueres,i.e.
Tiresias, Theocr. 24, 70., ov, (,) well

fitted to the oar,/., Aesch. Fers.
376: well-rowed,, Soph. O. C.
716:, Eur. Ion 1160., , {, *) wellfitted or
put together, Hom. (only in Od.) al-

ways epith. of, and,
well poised, easy to handle.—II. (as if

from)^, convenient

for rowing : but prob. only Gramm.

:

for the other signf. suits in all places,

cf., and.^',, , Eueres, son of Her-
cules and Parthenope, Apollod. 2, 7.

—2. son of Pterelaus, Id. 2, 4, 5.-3.
father of Tiresias, Id. 3, 6, 7., ov,(,) easy to till

or cultivate., ov, {,) easy to draw
out,, . Hom. Cer. 106.,,(,) with good
OTfine thread, finely uoveri, •, Aesch. Fr. 42., , (,) wealthy,

V. 1. II. 23, 61, for, cf.{)-,, (,) well-sounding,

tuneful, Find. P. 2, 25., ov, (, )^oeg.,
Eur. Ion 884 : loud. Id. Hi p. 1272., ,=^, Ath./., ov, (,) bless-

ing ivedlock, Nonn. [a]', ov, (, .)
prosperously placed by the sea, prosper-

ous by sea, Soph. O. C. 711.—II. of
one who is a good sailor, can stand a
voyage, Alciphr. [0a],, ,() the bloom,

flower of a thing,, Archyt.
ap. Stob. p. 13, 38. []', , to bloom, flourish, Nic.
ap. Ath. 683 C : metaph. to flourish,
prosper: from/., , (, ., ?.)
growing well, flourishing, Aesch. Fr.

290 ; and so metaph., in Anth. Cf.
sq. ^., . Dor. for 7., q.
V. : on the quantity of this and the
foreg. V. Seidl. Eur. Tro. 221, Jac. A.
P. p._ 508, 528./., . (,^^) warming
well, genial, Q. Sm., , , an easy, happy
death, Philo : and, , to die well and happi-
ly, Polyb. : from, ov, (,) dying
well, i. e. easily or happily :.-=, Menancl. p. 10. Adv.
-, Cratin. Incert. 106. [], , ,() good
courage,., , to be ofgood courage,

Aesch. Theb. 34, etc. : from, , {,) of good
courage, . Hom. 7, 9.—2. safe, opp.
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to, Xen. Hipparch. 4, 11. Adv.
•cur, Arist. Elh. N.
iEvdapaia, , 7/,=, Plat.

Defin. 412 A., ov, (,) easy to

be seen., , y .., , y, Att. for the Ion.
and Hellen./ : frwn, , Alt. for the Ion. and
Hellen. t uf/z/i'tw, to be liicki/, jirosper,

flourish, Aesch. Euin. 895, 908, 914 :

from?/. . Att. for the Ion. and
Hellen.•, of. Lob. Phryn. 465,
sq•, ,,^., ov, {,)
easily healed, remedied.—11. easilt) won
by kindness or attention, Xen. CvT. 2,

2, 10. [], ov, {,) easily

viown : ., kind ofbalsam, Diosc., ov, {, )

easily warmed, Theophr., ov, {,) very
warm. dub. in Hipp.

EvOtpor, ov, {,) pleasant in

summer, sunny., , , good condiiion, habit

of body, Hipp. : from, ,{) to be well ar-

ranged, in giiod order, convenient, The-
ophr. : to be provided with, abound in,

Tivi, Id.—2. transit, to set in order, ar-

range well, Luc. Hence, , , good arrange-

ment, situation.,{) to set in order,

arrange orderly, Hes. Th. 541.^,, , Eathetion, masc.
pr. n., Dem. 1356, 15., ov, {, .) well ar-

ranged, conveniently placed, Hipp : easi-

ly stowed,, Aesch. Ag•. 441

:

well fitted, convenient for wear or uie,

Aesch. Theb. 642, Fr. 238. Adv.
Tuc , Diod., ov, {,) easily

seen, Arist. H. A. : easy to perceive, Id.

Rhet., adv. from.,,=.—II. act.,

sharpening well, Anth., ov, {,) well sharp-
ened, sharp, keen, Lyc., , {?.) to suckle,

nourish; in pass, to be suckled, fatted

vp,, Aesch. Fr. 309. Hence?, ov, gen. , well

suckled,fed leell on milk,, Leon.
Tar. : rare form for sq.'/, fV, Dor. -?, , {,) well suckled : in genl. well fed,
plump ; meta])h. thriving, prosperous,
Pind. P. 9. 128, in Dor. form, Eur.
Tro. 217, Ar. Av. 1062.)', ov, {cV, ?'/) with dis-

tended udder, Eur. I. A. 580., . and in mid.-, {/) to set or keep in or-

der. Plat. Legg: 758 B., /. , good order, good
management, Hes. Op. 469 : a habit of
good order, tidiness, Xen. Cyr. 8, 5, 7 :

from, ov, gen. , {,-
ui) well arranged, compact, neat, of an-
imals, Arist. H. A.—11. act. orderly,

setting things in order,

•.,_ Aesch. Cho. 84., , ,{) flour-

ishing state, health, plenty, etc.— II.

cheapness, icealth., , to be well off, flourish,

prosper, Lat. florere, vigere, of a coun-
try, Hdt. 2, 91, 124; and so in aor.

pass,, Id. 1, 66 ; of animals,
568•

Hipp., and Arist. Pol. ; of trees. The- f, ov, Att. -, (-
ophr., etc. : . , to cound in a

|
,) straight forward speak-

thing, Arist. Gen. An., like hat. \
ing, honest of tongue, Pirn] P. 2, ISl.

abundarc. Thom. .M. prefers the (orm , ov, {,), q. v. (Peril, best derived, rectilinear, Arist. Coel.
like, from/ : otliers from i \, ov, , Euthydemus, a, as if : others from leader of the Athenians, in the Pe-,.), , in good case,flourishing.

Hence',,,=, esp. rev-

enue, ivealth, Arist./,, b, , {, )~-, . .,,, , {,) easily

taken, caught or won, Aesch. Supp. 86 ;. ', Arist. Eth. ., ov, {,) v. 1.

for foreg., 0pp., , , a good catch or prey,
successful hunting, fishing, etc., Ael.:
from, ov, {, ) lucky in

hunting, etc., Eur. Bacch. 1253:,, Anth.—II. {,) abound-
ing in game, good for hunting, ,
Strab.\, ov, a, Euthlrus, an Athe-
nian, a friend of Socrates, Xen. Mem.
2, 8., Alex, {', LXX., ov, {,)61
stored up, precious, Anth.^, ov, , Euthias, masc. pr. n.,

Ath., etc., , ,{) straight, -, Sext. Emp.', ov, {,) easily touch-
ed.—II. act. easily touching, hitting, stri-

king accurately, Philo : hence .tharp,

clever, quick, of a bird, Arist. H. A. :

witty, Polyb. Adv. -. Hence,, , expertness, cleverness,

Philo.^, ov, 6, Euthippus, masc.
pr. n.. Pint.,, ov, {, ) easily

broken, Arist. Meteor.
Evvo,or,=vvao,k.csc]\.

Ag. 1293., ov, {, ) eating
hugely, epith. of Hercules, Pint.—II.., a rich offering, cf.-, Aesch. Cho. 257., ov, {,) easi-

ly confused, frightened by tumult, Plut., ov, {,) easily

broken. Plut., ov, {,) well
coped or corniced, Eur. Hel. 70.,, , , {,) teith

beautiful hair, in II. always of horses,
fine-coated or with flowing mane, and in

Ep. form . 23, 13,

301, 351.—11. made of good stout hair,

of a fishing line, Anth., ov, Ep. ., {,-)fair-seated, with a beautiful sent or
throne, in Hom. always in Ep. form,
as epith. of', II. 8, 561, Od. 6, 48,
etc., ov, {,) sweetly or
loud sounding, 0pp., and Anth., ov, {,) ca.iily

broken or crumbled, , Strab. : in
genl. easily divided,p, Arist. de Anim

.

— II. like hat.fractus, dissolutus, ener-

vated.

EMv, neut. as adv. from, q. v.'?, , to throw, send right
forward, Plut —II. intrans. to dart, go
right forward, Id. ; and

EvOvio?Ja, , , a straight, direct
throir. aim. Plut. : from
•.->?., ov, {,)

throiving straight at. hitting: .,
the exact name, Philo. Adv. -, Id.

loponnesian war, Thuc. 5, 19.— 2.

of Chios, a Sophist, who taught in

Athens. Plat. Crat. 386 D.—3. son ot

Cejihalus of Syracuse, brother of the
orator Lysias, Id. Rep. 1.— 4. -, son of Diodes, a pupil of Socra-
tes, Id. Conv. 122 B.— 5. ofPhlya, sent
on an embassy to Pliilip at Elatea,
Dem. 282, 22. Nameof several Athe-
nian archons, Diod. S., Ath.—Others
in Dem. 567, 20 ; Strab., etc.. ov, prob. 1. in Aesch.
Eum. 312 for, strictly, se-

verely just.\, , , Euthydice, daugh-
ter of Miltiades, Diod. S. 20, 14 : in
Plut.., , , an open, direct

trial, without evasion or quibble,-', Dem. 908, 7;. Id. 1103, 11, or,
Isae. 60, 32, to bring the cause to a
fair issue, of a defendant \\\\.o availed
himself of no legal objections or hin-
drances, such as, •., etc. : from, ov, {,) deci-

ding, judging strictly : in genl. just,

Aesch. Ag. 701, cf. also.^, ov, , Euthydicus, a
physician, Dem. 1018, 10.—2. a citizen
of Chalcis, Luc., , to run straight, esp.
of .ships, to sail in a straight course,

Philo, and N. T. : from, ov, {,,) in a straight course, Strab., ov,{,)
with a straight intestine, Arist. H. A., , , straightforward
speaking, truthfulness : from, ,{,,)
straightforivard, /tones t in speech., ,,=., ,{,*) accu-
rately uTonght, Luc., ov,{,)
suddenly killing, mortal,, Plut
[«]',, , ,{,)
ivith straight sleek hair, Arist. Gen. An.. ov, {,)
strni;ht-stalked,heo^ph.^?., , , Euthycles, a
Spartan envoy to the king of Persia,
Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 33.-2. an Athenian
archon 01. 110, 2, Dem. 206, 16.—3.
an Athenian for whom Demosthenes
wrote the oration against Aristocra-
tes, Dem. 622, 27.—Others of this

name in Thuc. 1, 46 ; 3, 140, etc.

t.,, , Euthycrdles, an
Olynlhian, who betrayed his native
city to Philip of Macedon, Dem. 99,

22 ; 426, 2 ; v. Thirlvv. 5, p. 316.—
Others in Isae., Arist., etc.^. ov, b, Euthycritvs, a
native of Plataea, Lys. 167, 2.—2. an
Athenian archon, Diod. S., ov, {,,)
easy to get at, to procure.?, ac, , =
from?, ov,{,?)—.', , to fight boldly : from', ., (,)
fighting slraightfanrard, i. e. unflinching,
resolute, Pind. O. 7, 27. [] Hence',, , an open.,fairfisht.



, ,=^, Si-

mon. 21. []^. , , Euthymachus,
masc. pr. ., Dem. 10S3, 4.^/,, , Euthymenes, an
Aeginetan, celebrated by JPiniiar, N.
5, 75.—2. an Athenian aiclion 01.

85, 4, Diod. S.— Others in Paus.,

etc., , to be, to be of
good cheer, enjoy one^s self, Eur. Cycl.
530.— II. trans, to make cheerful, cheer,

Aesch. Fr. 266 : hence again-, as pass, in signf. I., Xen. Hell.

7, 4, 36, Ttvi, Cyr. 4, 1, 19.

Hence,, verb, adj., one must
make merry, be cheerful. Xen., , , cheerfulness, joy,

festivity, Find. I. 1, 88 and Xen. ; also

in plur.. Find. 0. 2, 63.,, ov, {,) well-mind-

ed, well-disposed, kind, Od. 14, 63.—II.

USU. ofgood cheer, cheerful. Find. O. 5,

51, and Xen.—2. of horses, spirited,

Xen. Eq. 11, 12.—3. of things, agree-

able, Aesch. Supp. 959. Adv. -,
with good cheer, cheerfully, Batr. 159,

Aesch. Ag. 1592: Compar. -,
Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 27 : Superl.,-,
lb. 3, 3, 12., ov, , Euthymus, a cele-

brated boxer of Locri, in Italy, Strab.

255., or, , , v. sub
fin.,{) usu. in plur., judicial

investigation, inquiry, esp. at Athens,
a scrutiny or passing of accounts, audit,

Ar. Eq. 825, Plat., and Oratt. : -
vai -, etc., an account of

one's embassage, etc., Dem. 367, 2 :-, to call for one's

accounts, call one to account ; opp. to,, to give

them in. submit to a scrutiny, Ar.

Pac. 1187, Lys. 183, 21:, to be bound to do so, Lys. 118,

25 ; but also, to be found guilty of

malversation, Aeschin. 55, 17. Cf.

Bockh. P. E. 1, 254.—If. correction,

chastisement. Plat. Frot. 326 E.

—

-, has been supposed to be only a

late form, and that of true

Att. Greek, so that the plur. should
be : but Gottling ad Arist.

Pol. p. 359 rejects, as contra-

ry to analogy, quoting Phryn. 23, and
Ruhnk. Tim. on.. ov, , an investigator, scru-

tineer, auditor, who examined and
passed the accounts of magistrates,

etc. : at Athens there were ten : on
them and the?, v. Bockh. P.

E. 1, 254, sqq.—II. in genl. a correct-

or, chasliser. like, Aesch.
Pers. 828, Eum. 273.^,, ov, , Euthynus, father of

Hermolycus. Hdt. 9, 105.—2. an ath-

lete, Dem. 537, 14, v. 1..—
Others in Ath., Arist., etc.^, , 6, Eythynous, an
Athenian against whom Isocrates

wrote an oration.—Others in Flut.,

etc., , , ( ) a

straightening, opp. to, Arist.

Meteor., -, , and,
ov, . ()) a director, giiide, ruler,

corrector, judge,3 /, a

chastiser of violence, Tlieogn. 40.—2.&.=, signf. I., Flat. Legg.
945 A.—II. as adj., , the

guiding rudder, Aesch. Supp. 717., , , the part ofa ship,

ivherein the rudder was fixed, Eur. I. T.
1356 : strictly fern, from, a, or, making straight:

hence directing, ruling,,
Aesch. Pe/s. 7154 : from, , ,=^, Plat.

Legg. 945 ., , ,^=,
Arist. Pol., , , drawn straight,

Arist. Meteor. : from, fut.-,()=1^ Ho-
meric ), to lead or guide straight,

as a horse by the bit, etc., Aesch. Pr.

287, etc. : ., Ar. . 1738

;

to steer straight,, the bark, Eur.

Cycl. 15 ;, Hec. 39.-2. to di-

rect, govern. Soph. Ant. 178, Eur. Hec.
9.—3. to keep straight, preserve, o'aSov,

Find. P. 1. 88 ; so, •. ovpov, to send

a straight fair wind, Id. O. 13, 38.—II.

to make or put straight, as a bent piece

of wood. Plat. Frot. 325 D.—2. me-
taph., . ', to fnake

crooked judgments straight, Solon
15, 36 ; and so. . Find.

P. 4, 273.—III. esp. at Athens, to call

to account, scrutinise the accounts, (-) of a magistrate. Plat. Folit.

299 A : hence in pass, to be called to

account, and so to be corrected,,
for a thing, Thuc. 1, 95.—2. intrans.

to serve as. Flat. Legg. 946 C., , , a clear, distinct

dream, Arist. Insomn. : from, ov, (,)
clearly, distinctly dreaming, Arist.

'/.), ,() to sail

straight, , Strab. Hence',, , a straight voyage,

Strab., , ,(,,/.) straight weaving, even7iess of
texture. Plat. Folit. 283 A.-?-, ov, contr. -7?., ovv,(, ') sailing straight.~, ov, contr.-. ovv,(, )) straight blowing, Find.

N. 7, 42.—II. breathing freely, Hipp.—~7], ef,=;sq., ov, (,)
guiding straight. Find. N. 2, 10., ,() to go
straight forward, ,
unsiverving, inflexible fate, Aesch. Ag.
1005 : c. ace. cognato, . ,, to go a straight course, Find.

O. 7, 107, I. 5, 76., , , straightness of
course, progress in a straight line, Plat.

Legg. 747 A : from, ov,(,)
going straight, Theophr. : metaph.
straight forward, honest, , Plat.

Legg. 775 D. Adv. -., , to speak plainly,

or to speak off-hand, Flut., , , the character

or language of the', open-

ness, plainness of speech, Sext. Emp.

:

from7'/, ov,(•[)) plain

of speech, honest. Adv.-, Clem.
Al.

^()^, ov,(,) straight-

rooted, Theophr., , b, , (, )
straight-nosed., ov, (,) with

beautiful thyrsus, Eur. Bacch. 1158.'',, ''',= the older

and Ion. form (as always in II.,

Od., and Hdt.), adj., straight, direct,

whether perpendicular or horizontal,

opp. to or -/. Flat.

:

... . 6, 177.—2. in

moral sense, straight-forward, open,

honest,, Tyrt. 8,. Find. N.
10, 22. cf. II. 2 ; ; -, Eur. Hipp. 492.—3. in adverb,

usages, , to look

straightforward, Xen. Eq. 7, 17: «
'/., to speak straight

out, Valck. Hipp. 491, . ,
atonce, immediately, hastilyJThwc. 1. 34,
etc. : hence unconditionally, in short : SO
too, un') (sc.ooov '\\\..¥\3.2•.

also, , Eur. Med. 384.—II.

asadv. ,{\.,, .straight

to. '/, ', . Horn.
Merc. 342, 355 ; so , Xen.
Cyr. 5, 2, 37 : also c. gen. straight

towards..., as ,. Ar. Eq. 254,. 1421, cf.-—2. of time, straightway, forth-

with, at once. Find., Trag., etc. ;, at the very
beginning of summer, Thuc. 2, 47 :

hence, ace. to Gramm., suddenly,

hastily, rashly. In these signfs. both
and are freq., v. Jac. A. P.

p. Ixxvi : yet in the local signf. the
form was Att. the more usu.,

Heind. Plat. Lys. 203 E,Buttm. Ausf.

Gr. <) 117, 1 ; and in later Greek,
prevailed, Lob. Phryn. 144.— 3. for
instance, to take the first example that

occurs, Ruhnk. Tim., cf. II.

Freq. pleonast. with, q.^.,

and the like, cf. Wolf Lept. p. 235,

Schiif. Mel. p. 61.—III., adv.,

is used just in the same way. Soph.
Aj. 31, etc. ; cf. also.—
IV. , as subst.—1. sub.-, a straight line, Arist. Mund., and
Polyb.—2. sub., the nomina-

tive case, Lat. castts rectus, Gramm.
(Nothing to do with as the collat.

form abundantly shows.), ov, (,) well-

fringed, Leon. Tar. [],,(,) stretch-

ed out, straight, Ael.,, , () straight-

ness, a straight direction, Arist. Meteor.
—II. metaph. honesty, justice, LXX., ov, (,) cut-

ting straight : but—II. proparox. -, ov, pass., cut straight, straight,

Fmd. P. 5, 120., ov,(,)=-.—II. ., catapults, to shoot

darts with, v.7., ov, (,)
bored right through., ov,(,)^-, Arist. . .<, ,(,) going,

running in a straight line, Plat. Legg.
815 B.^. ov, , Euthyphhnus,
masc. pr. n., Dem. 1324, 10.,,(,) to carry

straight. Pass to go, be moved in a
straight line. Hence.,, motion in a straight

line, Arist. Ph3^s. Ausc. ; opp. to-?.., ov, gen. , (,
/) right, straight-minded.—II. well-

disposed, kind, dub. in Aesch. Eum.
1034.^,, , Euthyphron, an
Athenian, after whom one of the dia-

logues of Plato 38 named.,, . .(,)
with straight nails, clau-s. talons, Arist.

H. .. V. Lob. Phryn. 708.•, , to go straight for-

ward : and, . , a straight course or

direction. Flat. Rep. 436 : from, ov, also , , in a
straight direction : esp. in neut. -

as \.,=^, Xen. An. 2,

2, 16. (Usu. deriv. from bpu, but
never found of time : perh. better from

onlv .)

sog



,, 6, , {,)
well-mailed,., Anth.^. , , Euia, a city of Mace-
donia Diod. S. 19, 11., v... , , () Bacchic,

Anth. : as fein., uthg, v., ov, {,) easily

healed, curable, Hipp, [t], , , , {,)
easily perspiring, Arist. Probl.: a neut., in Theophr. Fr. 9., ov, {,) very holy,

Lat. sacrosanctus, Anth. [tj. to be very propitious,

merciful, LXX. :
from?., ov, ,) very

propitious, merciful, LXX. [ij. ov, {, ) with stout fibres,/, 'I'heophr., ov, , Eaios, Evius, epith. of

Bacchus, Soph., and Eur., from the

cry , ; hence—II., ov,

as adj. Bacchic, inspired by Bacchus,

Soph., Eur., etc.

tEiiOf, 01', 0, Eu'his, of Chalcis, a

pipe- player, Ath. 538 F.

tEiiTrrr;/, , , Euippe, daughter of

Danaus, Apollod. 2, 1, 5.—2. daughter

of Leucon, Pans. : prop. fern, from, ov, (.) of per-

sons, delighting in horses, well-horsed,

H. Horn. Ap. 210, Find., etc.—2. of

places, /amecZ/or horses, Find., Soph.,

etc.\, ov, 6, Euippus, son of

Thestius, Apollod. 1, 7, 10.— 2. a

Trojan, slain by Fatroclus, 11. 16,

417.—3. son of Megareus, Faus.

—

i.

an Athenian archon, Diod. S., ov. Ion. for., ov, {, ^), desire of knowledge, acc. to

Jacobs; dub. in Ep. Ad. 1C8., ov, {,) with good,

beautiful hips, Anth.., V, gen. , {,)
abounding in fish, Diod., , , {) Bacchic

;

fern,, , Mosch. ap. Stob.

Eel. 1,212.\,, , Eucadmus, a statu-

ary. Faus., , {,) easily burnt,

Diosc.,, ov, {,)
easy to pull down, overthrow, overcome,

Thuc. 7, 18., ov, {,) with

good seat or bench,z=.v7>.o., ov, {,) easily

kept under, restrained, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5,

C9., , {) to have

good opportunity, leisure or time, Polyb.

;

c. inf., Plut.—II. . , to devote

o/it's leisure to a thing, occupy one's self

with it, N. T.—III. to enjoy good times,

be well off, prosper, Folyb. ; ,
lb. Also, as dep., in

this signf., Posidon. ap. Ath. 275 A.
Hence,, , a thing sea-

sonably done, Stob. Eel. 2, 101., , , good season, fining

time, an opportunity, Isocr. 239 E, Plat.

Phaedr. 272 A.—II. stdtableness, ap-

propriateness, Plut. — 2. convenience,

good situation,, Folyb.—III.

wealth, prosperity, Folyb. : from, ov, {,) in season,

teasonable. Soph. O. C. 32 : to-=. Dion.,—II. of places,

convenient, well-situated, Polyb.—III.

(tt leisure. Adv. -. Hipp. : compar.'. Plat. Phaed. 78 A: auperl.-, Polyb.?-,, Dor. for.
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ETKA, ov,{,) ofeasy
labour, easy,, Eur. Bacch. C6:

tvell-wrought, Anth. — II. of persons,

laborious, Anth. [a], , . flexibility : from, , {,) well-

bent or curved,,,,
Od. 18, 308 ; 21, 6, . Hom. 27, 12.

—II. easy to bend, curve, turn, Plut.

iEvaa, a, , Eucampidas, an
Arcadian, charged by Demosthenes
with being gained over by Philip,

Dem. 32 1, 9 ; cf. Folyb. 17, 14, 2., ov, {,) easily

bent, flexible, Hipp. Hence, , , flexibility, Arist.

Gen. An., ov, {,) good of
heart, stout-hearted, brave, Lat. egregie

cordatus, Soph. Aj. 364, and Eur. : of

a horse, spirited, Xen. Eq. C, 14.—II.

strengthening, good for the or

stomach, Hipp. Adv. -, Eur. Hec.
549., , to be, to

abound in fruit, Theophr., , ,{) fruit-

fulness, abundance of fruit, Theophr., , , Eucarpia, a city

of Greater Fhrygia, Strab., ov, {,) rich in

fruit, fruitful, of women, H. Hom. 30,

5 ; of trees, corn, land, etc.—II. act.

fruitful, fertilising, Theophr., ov, {,-) blameworthy., ov, {, -) easily conquered, Polyb.,, ov, {,-) easy to be transported,, Strab.

—II. easily led Or pro7ie to a thing., ov, {, -) easy keep in subjection or

retain, Folyb. []/, ov, {,-) easy to take in, comprehend., ov, {,-) easily appeased, placable, Arist.

Rhet. Adv. -., ov, {,)
easy to overthrow, Xen. Hell. 3, 5, 15., ov, {,-) easy to understand, Hipp, [a], ov, {,-) easily conquered, [], ov, {,)
easily intelligible., ov, {, -?/) easily scared., ov, {,-) placable, [], , {,-) easily kindled, set on fire.], ov, {, -) easily frightened., ov, {,-) given to falling down., ov, {,-) easily sealed.,,{,-) easily visible., ov, {,-) easily constructed., ov, {,)
= foreg.^•, , {,)
well-fixed, firm.,, {,-) well-turned, of a period, Dem.
Phal., ov, {,)
easily held fast, Hipp., ov, {,-) easily overrun, easily attacked

:

hence of persons, exposed to attack or
blame, Strab., , -fj, a leaning, in-

clination, Diog. L. : from

EYKl, ov, {,-) leaning downwards, prone towards

a thing, esp. of passions, etc., Lat.
proclivis.pronus, , Arist. Eth. N., ov, {,-) easy to be despised, contempt-

ible, despicable, Xen. Hell. 6, 4, 28.

Adv. -., ov, {,-) safe to tell lies about, Strab., ov, {,,
pf) easily broken., ov, {,•) easy to be wrought, , Tne-
ophr. : easy of digestion, Xen. Mem. 4,

3, 6.—2. easy of accomplishrnent , Anst.
Rhet.— 3. easily subdued, conquered,

Xen. Hell. 6, 1, 12., ov, {, 7•) easy to be blamed, open to accusa-

tion, Thuc. 6, 77., ov, {,)
convenient for inhabiting., ov, {,)
easily seen, clear., ov, {,)
easily effected. Adv. -TWf.

Ev,,{,';=•., or -, , {,) easily burning, Theophr., ov,= sq., dub. in Plut., ov, {,) easily

cleft or split., ov, poet, for foreg.,-, Od. 5, 60., ov, {,) sound-

ing well, melodious, Ar. Nub. 312., ov, {,) point-

ed, Anth., ov, and, ,
gen., {,) with beautiful

horns. Soph. Aj. 64., ov, {,)
well mixed, loell tempered, of the atmos-
phere, Plut., , {,) gainful,

.,̂ , {,) to be

moneyed, rich in money., , v.., ov, {,) with a
good head, Arr.—II. good for, strength•

ening the head, cf., , , {7}) she

that lulls, soothes,, Hes. Op.
462.

^,, , , quiet : from7, ov, and Ap. Rh. , ov.

Dor.', Ael. lengthd. form of, quiet, calm, gentle, II. 1, 554:
free from care, quiet, like Lat. securus,., Od. 14, 479,.
Soph. £1. 241 ; but also careless, idle,

Od. 3, 263 : undisturbed, xmintermpted,, 11. 17, 371 : with confi-

dence, bold, Hes. Op. 669, H. Hom.
Merc. 480. From Theocr. and Ap.
Rh. downwds. also of things, as

., still, silent, Theocr. 2, 1C6; un-
interrupted, unceasing,, .
Rh. ;, 0pp. Adv. -. (No-
thing to do with : prob. from the
same root as, of., and
Buttm. Lexil. in v.))], ov, {,,) easily

burning. Ion ap. Phot.,, , easiness of motion,

agility: from, ov, {,) easily

moved, Lat. vnohilis, Hipp., and Plat.

Tim. 58 E.— II. easily stirred or roused,, Arist. Rhet. Adv. -., ov, {,) ivied,

Anth., ov, gen., {,)
with beautifulpillars, Eur. Ion 185. [i]



ETKN, ov, {,?) with fine
twigs., ov, (, ?.) easily

broken.?., : for the ace.,
contr., poets have also',
as if from ?4, plur., Si-

mon. 31, 1, and Find. ; Horn, has the
lengthd.., 11. 10, 281, Od. 21,

331 {,.) Ofgood report,famous,
glorioxis, Horn., etc. Adv. -, in

Horn, -, 11. 22, 110. Hence
and, , , good

fame, renown, in Horn, always in poet.

form, 11. 8, 285, Od. 14, 402:
Ion.. Dor.. Hence
tEv/tAeta, , , Euclla, an appell.

of Diana at Thebes and Cormth,
Pans., Pint. Aristid. 20.— 2. fem. pr.

n., Ath.—II. , the Euclla, a festival

in honour of Diana Euclia, Xen. Hell.

4, 4, 2.^^, , 6, Enclldes, Euclid,

a Zanclean, founder of Himera, Thuc.
6, 5.— 2. son of the tyrant Hippo-
crates of Gela, Hdt. 7, 155.—3. one
of the thirty tyrants in Athens, Xen.
Hell. 2, 3, 2.-4. Archon, 01. 94, 2,

B. C. 403, the year of the restoration

of the exiles, of a general amnesty by
which no prosecutions were to be com-
menced for acts previously commit-
ted, and of the re-establishment, with
slight modihcations, of Solon's laws,

Dem. 713, 19, etc. ; hence the prov.

Tu , Luc.
Catap. 5 : of Wolf Lept. p. 72.—5. a

Phliasian, a soothsayer, Xen. An. 7,

8, 1.— 6. of Megaia, a pupil of So-
crates, and founder of the Megaric
sect, Plat.—7. a celebrated mathema-
tician of Alexandrea, in the time of
Ptolemy Philadelphus.— Others in

Pans., etc.?, Ion.?^,{)
topraise, laud, Sapph. 137, Tyrt. 3, 24./,, Ep. for/, adv., 11.22, 110., ov, {,) much-
famed, Anth./, ov, (,-) well-

shut.?, also, , ,
more rarely oxyt.,, Ion.

for foreg., well-closed, close-shutting,, II. 24, 318. []
^?., , {,) to grow

luxuriantly, of vines., , to be, to be

fortunate, have a good lot. Teles ap.

Stob. p. 577, 35 ; c. ace. cognato,, Anth. Hence
??'/7,,, apiece ofgood

fortune, Strab.,, , good fortune, Dion.

H. : from, ov, (,) fortu-

nate, prosperous, Anth.

tEi'KPi^f,, , Eucles, an Athe-
nian archon, 01. 88, 2, Arist., Diod.

5. has, 12, 53: an Athe-
nian commander, Thuc, 4, 104.—2. a

Syracusan commander against Ni-
cias, Id. 6, 103, Xen.—Others in Paus.,

etc.\, ov, b, Euclus, masc. pr. n.,

Paus-.^, ov, , EucnUnius, masc.
pr. n., Plut.7, ov, Ep. ,, (,) well-spun, . Horn.. 203., ov, Att. for., ov, (tv,) well-

fulled or cleaned, of cloth.',, , , (,)
well-equipped with greaves, with well-

vrought greaves, well-greaved. freq, in

Horn., in nom. and ace. plur, in Ep.

ETKO
form,/, in II.,

always epith. of 'A;^;ct(Oi', in Od. some-
times also of, [i always.], ov, (,) with beau-

tiful legs, of. Plin. N. H. 34, 8, 21.—II.

with fine sprouts or joints, of a plant,

Nic., ov, (,) irritable.,,(,) with good
healthy bowels.—II. goodfor the bowels,

relaxing them, Diosc, cf.., , , {,,) deliberating well for the public,

or taking common counsel,, Aesch.
Supp. 700., , , the character

of the' : good state of
social relations, M. Anton. : from, ov, (,)
easy to deal with, social, reasonable in

one's dealings, Arist. Eth. N., , ,() strictly,

goodness of digestion, contenttdness with
one's food. Pint. : in genl. contented-

ness, good lanper. Id.—II. also facility

in usitig the limbs, etc., activity, Plat.

Legg. 942 D.?., ov, (,) easy

to glue, fix together./, ov, (, ?) gluing
well, sticky, Anth./., ov, (,) of good
digestion, easily contented tvith one's

food : in genl. taking things easily, con-

tented, Lat. facilis, a good, easy man,
said of Sophocles, Ar. Ran. 82 ; opp.
to?.— II. also nimble, active

in body ; of things, easy. Plat. Legg.
779 E. Adv. -, Isocr. 239 B./, ov, (,) with

beautiful bosom, Anth.—2. with beauti-

ful bays, of a country, Archestr. ap.

Ath. 285 C., ov, (,)
swinnning or diving well., ov, b, (,)=-.

^, , (,) well-

cared for, Hdt. 4, 53., ov, (,) =
foreg., ov, Ep. /., (,)
fair-haired, beautiful-haired, Horn.,, ,^ foreg., Q.
Sm. : but there was no such verb as, v. sub fin., ov, (,) loud-

sounding, ?.7], of dancing,
Eur. Tro. 152., , , easiness of work,
Diod. : from, ov, (,) with easy
labour, easy, Polyb. Adv. -, Ar.
Fr.615. , ^ ^', , (,,)
hence, , healthy evac-

uation, Hipp., ov, (,) well-

helmed, with beautiful helmet, Opp., ov, (,) with

beautiful top, Herm. ap. Stob. Eel. 1,

992 : inetaph. of sentences, well wound
up, ending well, like.', ,() to behave
orderly, LXX., ov, (,) well-

adorned, . Horn. Merc. 384., , ,() orderly

behaviour, Eur, i5acch. 693, Xen., etc., .\'.=., ov,{,) decorous,

orderly, Thuc. 6. 42 : ovK -,=, \esch.. Pers.481.

—

. well-

adorned, graceful, Eur, Bacch. 235.
Adv. -, in good order, Od. 21, 123,
cf. Hes. Op. 626., ov, b. Eucosmus, 80n of
Lycurgus of Sparta, Paus.

ETKP, ov, prob. well-shorn, (eif), Hegem. ap. Ath. 698 E., ov, (,)
easily brandished, well-poised., ,=, from -, well-mixed, tempered, moder
ate, in Hom., and Hes. v. 1. for•

: later of a gentle breeze., ov, also a, ov, (,•
pa) UHthfine horns, esp. of oxen, jiov-, . Horn,. Merc. 209
Later of snips, with beautiful beak,,, , Eucrante, a Nereid,
Hes. Th. 243, also wr., of.

Apollod. 1, 2, 6.,, b, ,=^, well-

mixed, tempered, of spring-water, Plat.

Grit. 112 D: of climate, temperate,

mild, Theophr. : moderate, tolerable,, Eur. Melan. 25.—2. as subst.

paroxyt.,, , wine mixed for
drinking, Eur. Antiop. 46., , ,() a good
temperature,. Plat. Tim. 24 C :

good temperament,, Arist. Part.

An.,, ()=^^, , , Eucrutes, an
Athenian demagogue, Ar. Eq. 254,
Oratt.—2. father of Diodotus, Thuc.
3, 41.—3. brother of the commander
Nicias, Lys. 149, 27.—Others in Dem.
1354, 12 ; Luc, etc.^, ov, , Eueratides, a
king of Bactria, Strab.—Others in
Luc, etc. In Dor. form -, Eucra-
tidas, son of Anaxandrides, Plut.

iEiiKpaTLOia, , and -, , ,
Eucratidia, a city of Bactria, Strab., ov, {,) well

teynpered, temperate, Eur. Phaeth. 6

:

hence of liquids, tempered, lukewarm.
Medic : of wine, mixed for drinking,

whence, to ,=: II.

—

II. metaph. temperate, mild,,
Arist. Pol. Adv. -.^, , b, EucrHtus, son of
Strommichus, Aeschin. 30, 10., adv. (.) firmly,
fast, , Arist. Probl., as if from
an adj.., ov, (,) well-

struck, well-sounding, of stringed in-

struments,,. Rh. : also of
threads in weaving, ,
Anth., ov, (,) with

fine cliffs, high-peaked, Opp., ov, {,) with a

fine well, ivell-watered, Anth.,, , , (,)
well-shod: in genl. well-based, firm,
Anth., ov. Ion. for., ov, (,) rich in bar-

ley, Theocr. 7, 24.,, ,() distinct-

ness, Def Plat. 414 A.'. , to keep distinct and in

order, Xen. Hell. 4, 2, 6, cf., , (,) distinct :

hence pure, clear,, Hes. Op. 668.
—II. clear, intelligible, Isae. 79, 12.

—

III. well-arranged, in good order,, Hdt. 9, 42.—IV.
in good case, esp. after afavourable cri-

sis, of bodily health, Isocr. 415 E: in
Att. also, ace. to Gramm., euphem. of
the dead.

—

2. oi iilnesses, easily brought
to a crisis, Hipp. ; and so, adv. -.
Ion. -, v. Foe's^ Oecon. Hipp., ov, (,) easy to be
judged or decided,, Aesch. Supp.
397 : easy to be judged of,,
Hipp. : easily discerned, clear, plain,

manifest, Plat. Polit. 272 C.
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ETKT
tEvKpirof, , , Eucrltus, of Cos, a

friend of Theocritus, Theocr. 7, 1.

—

Others in Luc, etc.>), ov, {,) grav-

elly or saiidij, of the shore, Nonn.
Et)/i"po"(i/.of, ov, (ti.)

livelij, rattling, accompanied by castanets,

Anth., ov, {,) well-

beaten, Itammered, wrought, of metal.

Soph. Ant.430.Eur. E1.81<),cf. Valck.

Adoil. p. 358 C—It. much-applauded,

popular., •, {,) well-

sotindiiig. Adv. -.. ov, {tv,) easy

to be hidden. Hipp., and Aesch. Ag. 623., ,—(&.. &. li. ., trequentat. of,
to wish, pray, long much, iroin,
as Lat. dicto, from dictus.,,,{) of,

belonging to prayer,votive,, \esch.

Theb. 811,. Id. Ag. 1387: tu, wishes, praiiers, vows, Aesch.

Supp. 031. Soph. '. 239.-2. esp.

epith. of iods, invoked in special prayer,

Aesch. Theb. 721, etc. : Tivi.hy one,

Eur. Or. 214.—3. in genl. wished, de-

sired: desirable. Plat. Legg. 687 E,

with V. 1.. Adv. -., ov.(,) wealthy,

Aesch. Pers. 897./, ov, or, ov,

gen., {•,) with straight

fibres, hence easily cleft, splitting, of

wood, Theophr., , , wealth : from. ov. gen., {,-) wealthy. Find. . 7, 135.\, , 6, EuctBmon, a

commander of the Athenians in the

Peloponnesian war, Thuc. 8, 30 : ar-

chon,Xen. Hell. 1,2,1.-2. an Athe-

nian name, occurring frequently in

Oratt.—Another archon, 01. 120, 2., ov,{) of, belong-

ing to prayer : , an orato-

ry, Eccl.7], ov, {,) tvellor

easily acquired, Anth., , , [) wishing,

expressing a wish : hence in Gramm.,
ij, the optative mood. Adv.

-.', , , {, -,) well, beautifully built,

lying beautifully : also well-inhabited,

populous, m Horn. freq. epith. of cities,

islands, etc. ; in Od. even of houses,
threshing-floors, gardens, etc., cf II.

20, 490 ; 21, 77, Od. 24, 226, 330. The
common form occurs lirst

in H. Horn. Ap. 36. [] Cf.-,., ov, poet,, {,
/C£'C)=foreg.', ov, . and Ion. for

foreg., II. 2, 592, . Ilom. . 423., ), , () wished,

hngedfor, desired, acceptable, II. 14, 98.

—2. to be wished. Adv. -.,, ov, {,)
clattering, Q. Sm. (only found in this

form.)^, , (,) to be lucfiy,

successful, esp. with the dice, Amphis
Gynaecom. 3., ov, {. ?) wcll-

turned,xvell-rounded, in II. always epith., in Od. of am'/VTj, where some
refer it to the wheels, cf. 6, 58, 70

:

later, . .], Eur. Ion 1391,, Xen., etc.—II. moving in a

circle, circling,, Ar. Thesm. 968.

Adv. -/. Or'ph./. ov, {. ''>=
foreg., Eubul.. I.
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EYAE, , , {,) suit-

ing the banquet, convivial,, Leon.
Tar, 85, 8.?., ov, {,,-) easily rolled or turned, rounded.

Math. Vett. Adv. -. [], ov, {,)
stormy, swollen, [tj]-, ov, {,) well-equip-

ped with oars, 0pp.':, . Ion., ,
Theogn. 118, , the character and con-

duct of the, considerateness,

discretion, caution, Tlieogn. 1. c, etc.
;, against a thing, Hipp. : ., Ar. . 377 :

..,— ... Plat.

Prot. 321 .—2. reverence, piety,

or , Diod., and Plut. : and
so absol., N. T. []?, dep. c fut. mid, --
yuat, and in LXX. pass,-:
aor. ^. To behave like the, have a care, be cautious, cir-

cumspect, to beware,fear, ^, etc.,

Soph. Tr. 1129, Eur., etc. ; -.
Plat. Phaed. 91 C ; , c. inf., Eur.
Or. 1059, etc. ; c. inf. only. Soph. O.

T. 610, Plat., etc. : also,. -
or .' hence—2. to beware of shim,

c. ace, Aesch. Fr. 181 ;. ,
'ware the dog, Ar. Lys. 1215, etc. : but
—3. to watch for. await quietly,,
Eur. Or. 699, cf. Phoen. 1411 : from

Ei''Auii;/f, tV,{,,)
taking hold well and surely : i. e. under-

taking prudently, cautious, careful, cir-

cumspect. Plat. Polit. 311 A: timid,

scrupulow!, Plut. : . ,
keeping from... LXX. : pious, reverent,

N. T. Adv. -. Plat. Soph. 240 :

compar. -, Eur. I. T. 1375

;

also comp.-, Polyb., superl.-, Ael., verb. adj. from-, one must take care, beware, c.

inf., Plat. Rep. 008 A : one mu^t be-

ware of, shun, c. acc, lb. 424 C., , ,{)
circumspect, Def. Plat. 412 A., , , v.., , {,) abounding
in hares, dub. in Orph. Arg. 107., to plotigh, v..,, , , {,)
l)oet.=.[, , 6, Eulaeus, a river of

Susiana in Asia, now prob. the Ka-
rum or Kerah, Strab., Arr. An. 7, 7

;

regarded by some as=Xoaa7r?;f, Hdt.
1, 188, cf. Biihr ad loc., , in Orac. ap. Thuc. 5,

16, ?, shall

plough with silver ploughshare. Neither
verb nor noun occurs elsewh. : they
are prob. old Lacon. forms akin to.—Others, not so well, from?. The sense is clearly, ' that

there should be a great dearth, corn
being (as we might say) worth its

weight i)i silver.'

?.?., ov, {,?^) siveet-spo-

ken, Anth. : also prattling., , and, ov,

{,?) bright -shining.', ov, {.) fruit-

ful in herbs, Anth. [ul, ov, and7., ov,

{,) easily bruised, ground
small,, Arist. Part. An.., ov,=SQ; Eur. Bacch.
1084., ov, gen., {, -) with goodly mradou-s, Od. 4, 607.?,, ov, {. '') well-

bedded : esp. of the bride, happy or
bringing happiiicss in marriage, Soph.
Ant. 795.

, , {,) with good
choice of words,, Luc, who how-
ever blames its use, cf. Lob. Phryn.
628.?.. ov, {,) easily

peeled or shelled, Diosc., , {, )=7--, Anth. : prosperous childbed, lb., 7/. , worm, maggot, Horn,
only in II., ami always of such as are

bred in flesh, 11. 19, 26 ; 24, 414, Hdt.
3, 16; cf. sub? I., and ;

and so, quite distmct from.
(Acc. to some from, as bred in

festering wounds ; others from
II., from their shape : others from -,. from their motion.), ov, {,')
liable to lethargy., ov, {,) soon ceas-

ing, Luc, , {,) to be of
good heart, spirited, Aesch. Fr. 97., ov, (,) fleecy., ov, {,) easily

taken hold of, /,
Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 8: easy to be taken,

seized, conquered, ThuC. 6, 85 : intelli-

gible, comprehensible. Adv. -. so

that one can easily take hold : superl.-, Xen. ubi supr.

?., , , . word=^via,
reins, a bridle, II. 23, 481, Q. Sm. 4,

508 : Dor., Epich. p. 107, and
as V. 1. in II. (Deriv. uncertain : no-

thing to do with, for this is

merely the Lat. lorum borrowed by
the later Greeks.)7., ov, {,) rich

in frmikincense, Orph. [i]., ov, {,) stony, Orph.
made offair stones, Joseph.. , , Eulimine, a Ne-
reid,_Hes. Th. 246., ov, {,.) ivilh good
harbours. Itarbouring, sheltering,,
Eur. Hel. 1463 ;. Plat. Legg.
704 : -, places with good har-

bourage, Arist. H. A. [i] : hence',, , goodness of
harbourage.'\, ov, {, 7) with good
lakes, abounding in lakes, Arist. H. A., , {,) very fat.

Lye, ,{) to speak well

of, praise,, Aescn. Ag. 580, freq.

in Eur., and Ar. ; ., to
praise him justly, Ar. Ach. 372 : pass.,. Soph. . C.
720.—2. in LXX., and N. T., to bless.

Hence7., , , blessed, . .,
and Philo.

'}', , , {) good
speaking, good words, Plat. Rep. 400
D.— II. praise, panegyric. Find. N. 4,

8, Thuc. 2, 42 : good fame, glory, Si-

mon. 29.—2. in N. T. blesfing ; and
hence thanksgiving : also abnsgiving,

a collection of alms for the poor bre-

thren.—III. probability, Cic. Att. 13,

22, 4, cf.., ,{) to be-

have cautiously, , Diog. L.,

, Plut. : and, , , consideration,

prudence, Def. Plat. 412 E. : from, ov, {,)
easily reckoned,, Arist. Sens.
—II. rightly reckoning or thinking, pru-
dent, thoughtful, Arist. Rhet. Adv.
-, Dion. H.?., ov, {,) rea.ionnhle,

sensible,. Aosch. Pers. 830.
—2. reasonable, probable, [,
Thuc. 3, 82. and so freq. in Plat., and
Cic. : TO; a fair reason, Thuc. 4,



ETMA
87 : hence, , in all

probability, Polyb. Adv. -, Ar.
Vesp. 77 i.1?, , , an appearance

ofprobabdity : from
!,](^, ,(,-) seeming probable, plausible, lato.

., , to he lucky : from, ov, {,, -^) furtunate, propitious, Pint., , , (,)', a city with fine baths, Anth.
'/., ov, {,) with a fine

j)hime or crest of the helmet, well-plumed,. Soph. Aj. 1286.—II. taking the

yoke tccll, tame,, Lyc, opp. to7. Adv. -)., ov, {,,) helping

in childbirth, of Diana, Eur. Hipp.
166.?, ov, {, 7.) easily

bent, flexible.>, ov, 6. Dor. -paf,= sq., Eur.
Ale. 570, Ar. Thesm. 9G9.•, ov, {,) with beauti-

ful lyre, playing on the lyre beautifully,

Eur. Licymn. 4.

?\,(7, , , easiness, readiness in

loosing: in genl. facility, Diog. L. 6,

70 : '-, a healthy degree of

laxness, Cic. Fain. 16, 18, 1 : from, ov, [,) easy to untie,

to loose,, Xen. Cyn. 6, 12 : hence,
iMsed, relaxed, Hipp.

—
"2. nietaph. ea-

sily dissolved Or broken,,
Eur. Hipp. 256. Adv. -, Hipp.,, , , easiness, quickness

in leanang or comprehending. Plat. Rep.
490 C.—-11. the easiness, intelligible na-

ture of a thing, [a] : from, , ^,,)
ready or quick at teaming, Lat. docilis.

Plat. Rep. 486 C, , Dem. 705,

; c. ace. rei, as if for .
Soph. Tr. 614.—II. pass, easy to learn

or kyiou; intelligible, Aesch. Eum. 442 :

also, tcell-known,. Soph. Aj.

1 5 : opp. to. Adv. -,
Aeschin. 16. 29 : coinpar. -.
Plat. Legg. 723 A.\, , , EamQthes, masc.
pr. n., Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 2, etc., , and -/, ?/r,,—-, strictly Ion. and poet., but also

Plat. Charm. 159 E.^, ov, a, Eumaeus, the faith-

ful swineherd of Ulysses, son of Cte-
sius king of two cities of the island

Syria ; he was carried oti'and sold by
Phoenicians to Laertes ; he proved of

service to Ulysses in effecting the
recovery of his palace and power from
the hands of the suitors, Od. 15, 402
sqq.—2. a commander of Alexander
the Great, Ael. H. A. 3, 23, where
Perizonius reads., ov, {, ?.))
easy to soften, work or knead, [a]?., ov, {,) offine,
or finely wrought wool, Pind. I. 5, 79., ov, (tv, )
abounding in fennel, Anth. [/zu], ov, {,)
soon witlicring.^, a also , 6, Eumaras,
masc. pr. n., Theocr. 5, 10, 73 ; Anth.

[upcic]
_,, , . Ion., or

-,, Hdt., easiness, ease, convenience,

a good means, fair opportunity,,
for doing a thing. Soph. Phil. 284 ; so

too, TLvi, Eur. Antiop. 1 :, to pro-

vide ease or comfort against the sea-

sons, Plat. Prot. 321 A ; so,. -. Id. Legg.

733 D :'. to be easy,

be in comfort. Soph. Tr. 193 ; but also

r^Lat. alvum exonerare, to ease one's

self, Hdt. 2, 35. cf 4, 113 :.{)
c. inf. 'tis easy, pleasant, convenient to...

Plat. Lys. 204 D, Xea. Oec. 5, 9. []-.

from, , easy, convenient, with-

out trouble, like, except that

it is usu. of things, not persons (but

V. infr.), iirst in Theogn. 843, who has
also the adv. -, 463 :.,
an easy victim, Aesch. Ag. 1326, etc.

:

{) c. inf , 'tis easy, Eur.
Ale. 492 : so too {) Id.

1. A. 969.—2. rarely of persons, easy,

gentle, Hipp. 24, 52, Soph. El. 179.

(Ace. to Schol. Ven. II. 15, 37, from
obsol.=, cf /.) [,
except in Epicli. p. 22.]^,, , Eumares, an Athe-
nian, father of Agoratus, Lys. 135, 38., , and -,, , Ion. and
poet, for.,{) to lighten, make
easy., , , Ion. for,
Hdt._4, 113.,, , but ace.,
in Aesch. Pars. 660, an Asiatic shoe or
slipper: hence,3 ., Eur.
Or. 1370 ;;3 ., (yellow
being the royal colour in Persia),

Aesch. 1. c. ; they had thick soles,

hence 7., Anth. (Ace. to

some from/, but prob. the word
is foreign.) [d in Aesch. and Eur.,
in Anth.], , , =:,
Callistr., ov, {,) easy to

fuchl against, assailable.^, ov, , Eumuchus, a Co-
rinthian leader, son of Chrysis, Thuc.
2, 23.—2. an historian of Naples, Ath.
577 A., , {,) ofgood
size, very large, Ar. Plut. 543, Eubul.. I., ov, {,) well-

arranged. Adv. -.^,, , Eumule, a daughter
of Thespius, Apollod., , {,) smiling,

amiable, propitious,. . Rh., ov, and ?.,
ov, {,) easily appeased., ov, {, ?) well-

blackened, inky, Anth.?, , , melody, good modu-
lation, Diod. : from, , {, ?.) melodious,

musical, Arist. Pol. : in genl. agreeable.

Plat. Ax. 371 D. Adv. -. Macho
ap. Ath. 577 D.—B. with stout limbs,

Ael. ap. Suid.?, , , poet, for,
ace. to Herm. in H. Horn. Merc. 325,
for-., , {, ?.) to make
much or good honey, Arist. H. A., , ,{) the char-

acter or behaviour of the, kiyid-

ness, good will, favour, grace,, Hdt. 2, 45 ; cf. Thuc. 5, 105 :

kindness, friendliness, Soph. O. C. 631,
Eur. etc.^, , , Eumenia, a city of
Greater Phrygia, founded by Eume-
nes, brother of Attalus, Strab., ov, , poet, for,
a well-wisher, friend, .. 6, 185, fem., Anth., , to be, to be pro-
pitious, kind. Pseudo-Phocyl. 134,
Anth., etc.—II. c. ace. to be kind to,

deal kindly with, only Pind. P. 4. 225
;

to which Dind. compares the use of, and, c. ace. : from, , {,) uell-dis-

posed, wishing well, kind, favouring,
gracious,. to one, of gods, H. Horn
21, 7 (nowhere else in Horn.), Pind.
P. 2, 45 : of men, friendly, Trag., etc.;
also acceptable, Hdt. 7, 237.-2. of
things, favourable, friendly, ., Thuc. 2, 74 ; also
bounteous, Lat. benignus, liberal, abun-
dant, of a river, Aesch. Pers. 487.—3.

of the air, mild, soft, Theophr. : so too
of medicines, Hipp. Adv.-, Aesch.
Ag. 952, opp. to.'\, , , Eumenes, a brave
Athenian at Salamis, Hdt. 8, 93.-2.
a general of Alexander the Great,
who wrote an account of that mo-
narch's campaigns; after Alexander's
death governor of Cappadocia, Plut.
Eum., Alex., etc.— 3. name of two
kings of Pergamus, Strab., Polyb. .etc., , , poet, collat. form
oi, Pind. P. 12, 8., , , sub. ,
strictly the gracious goddesses, eu-
phem. of the Furies, for ',
which the Greeks avoided, v. esp.
Soph. O. C. 486, Eur. Or. 38, cf.

Midler Eumen. 87.,{) to make propi-
tious, propitiate, esp. in mid., for one's

self, to one, 7/, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 22., , , belonging to the/^ like him, of his luUure, Arist.

Virt., ov, {,) easily

divided, Theophr., , ?'/, changeable-
ness : from;3?, ov, {, ?.-
.) easily changed, Arist. JRhet.—2.

esp. easy ofdigestion, Hipp. Adv.-.3, ov, = foreg.. Plat,
Rep. 503 C., ov, {,)
readily imparting, liberal, N. T.— II.

pass, easily given or imparted. Adv.., ov, {,)
easily changing, Plut., ov,{,)
easily removed, Arist. Metaph., ov, {,-) easily transported., ov, {,•) easy to roll over, Galen., ov, {,-) easily persuaded, Arist. Eth. N., ov,{,)
easily altered, Hipp.
',«-7-•, ov, {,-) changeable, Diod., ov, {,•) easily removed, uncertain, unsteady,

Plut., ov, {,-) changeable., ov, (,)
easily removed., , , a being
easily handled : from, ov, {,-) easily handled or managed,
vianageable, of persons, Isocr. 410 D,
Plat. Phaedr. 240 A. Xen. An. 2, 6,

20: of things, Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 15.-2.
easy to deal with or master, Thuc. 6,

85. Adv. -.,, , moderation, Aretae.
—2. goodness of metre, Gramm. : from'\, ov, {,) moderate,

Aesch. Ag. 1010.—2. ofgood inetre., , , Eumedcs, son of
the Aetolian Melas, Apollod. 1, 8, 5.—2. a herald of the Trojans, father
of Dolon, II. 10, 314.— 3. a priest of
Minerva in Aigos, Call. Lav. Pall. 37.—1. founder of Ptolemais Epitheras,
Strab.
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, , {,) of good
length, tall, Plat. Parm. 127 : hence
great, Eiir. 1. A. 596.^, , , Eumelides, masc.
pr. n., Dem. 1187, 21., ov, {tv,) rich in

sheep^, Oil. '15, 406, H. Hom. Ap. 51.

'\?^, , , Eumilns, son of
Admetus, leader of the Thessalians
before Troy, 11. 2, 711.—2. of Corinth,

one of the Cyclic poets, Apollod.—3.

an epigrammatic poet, Pans.—4. a

king of Patrae, Id.—Others in Ath.,

etc., ov, (,) with beau-

tiful thighs., ov, (,) easy to

spin or draw out, LllC.//, , , Eumetes, a son of

Lycaon, Apollod. 3, 8, 1./, , , , (,) of
good counsel, shrewd, prudent, 0pp., , , skill, art, esp. in

d^visi7tg means for a thing, c. inl.,

find. I. 4, 3.

—

\\.=: from, ov, (,) skilful

in devising, contriving, inventive,c. gen.,, Plat. Crat. 408 : absol. of

persons, ready, active, efficient, Aesch.
Eum. 381 : ingenious, -, Ar. Eq.

759, -ivoiat, Plat. Rep. 600 A. Adv.

•, IMut., ov, (,) affable,

social., ov, (,) easily

imitated. Plat. Rep. 605 A., ov, (.) exposed

to hatred, Xen. Cyr. 3, 1,9., ov, (,) with good,

i. e. either or stout threads, Eur.

I. T. 817., ov, (,) with beau-

tiful (q. v.), Mosch., . Ion. gen.

and). Dor. ?, (,), wielding a spear with tough

ashen shaft, armed with good ashen

spear, in Hom. epith. of warriors : the

prose form7 only occurs in

Gramm., adv. v.-., ov, (,-) easily remembered. — II. often

mentioned, easy to speak of, Plat. Tim.
18 D., ov, (,) obsol.

as adj. : lience compar. Adv.-,., to be easier

to remember, Xen. Ages. 11,1., ov, (,)
well-remembering, mindful. Soph. Tr.
109.—II. pass., often thought of, much
remembered., ,=, on\y in

Tim. Locr. 99 E., , to be, to be

lucky, fortunate, well off, in a thing,, Anth. : and, , , good fortune, good
disposition or condition, Philo : from, ov, (,) lucky,

well off, fortunate. Plat. Symp. 197 ).

Adv. -).), ,() to sing

well, . Hom. Merc. 478.

^!<7.-,, , i^MmoZpe, a Nereid,

Apoliod.

7<.•, , ,() sweet

sons.^7.7, ov, b, prop, son or de-

scerulant of Eunwlpus ; in pi. -, the Eumolpidae, a noble family

in Athens, from which the priests of

Ceres in Eleusis were chosen, Thuc.
8, 53.—2. masc. pr. n., Eumolpides, a

leader of the Plataeans, Id. 3, 20,

where Bekk..
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ETNA•, ov, (,) sweetly

singing, Anth. : as pr. n. in H. Hom.
Cer. 154 : v. sq.^, ov, b, Eumolpus, son of

Neptune and Chione, a Thracian,
celebrated as a singer ; in connection
with the Eleusinians he attacked

Erechtheus king of Athens ; intro-

duced into Eleusis the mysteries of

Ceres, Thuc. 2, 15, Lycurg., Strab.,

etc. ; ace. to H. Hom. Cer. 154, he
was a prince of the Eleusinians.

Authors distinguish from this one

—

2. the son of Musaeus, and—3. the
son of Philammon, the teacher of

Hercules in singing, Theocr. 24, 108., , ,() beauty

ofform, symmetry, Eur. ro. 936., , lov, =,
Welck. Syll. 85, 2. ^where l.\, ov, (,) fair of
form, shapely, comely, goodly, Sappho
42, Hdt. 1, 196, Aesch., etc., ur, . a being,
accomplishment in,feelingfor beauty and
art, taste ; skill in the fine arts over

ivhich the Muses presided : in genl. ac-

complishment, cultivation of the powers

of the soul, Eur. Antioph. 25, ap. Plat.

Gorg. 486 C : opp. to : from, ov, (,') skilled

in the arts of the Muses, accomplished,

esp. in poetry, viusic, and dancing

;

opp. to : hence musical, har-

monious. 7.., Eur. I. T. 145 ; ., Ar. Thesm. 112. Adv. -,
gracefully. Plut., ov, (,) indus-

trious, laborious, Anth., ov, (,) eloquent,

Anth., ov, (,) loud-

bellowing, Anth., , , an unintelligible

word in H. Hom. Merc. 325, for which
Heyne would read ', Herm.

or7.^, , , Eumon, a son of

Lycaon, Apollod.,,,, ace. to Herm.,,, ov, (. vuoj) fair-flow-

ing, liquid,, Aesch. Fr. 38, cf.., f. -, () to lay. dis-

pose as in aynbush, Od. 4, 408 : later

esp. to lay in bed, put to bed, put to

sleep, Ap. Rh. : also of animals, to lay

their young in a form, Xen. Cyn. 9, 3

:

hence metaph.—2. to put to the sleep

of death, Soph. 0. T. 961.—3. in genl.

to lull, soothe, assuage,. Id. Tr.
106. Pass. c. aor. (Pind.),

to go to bed, lie asleep, sleep, Hom. but
only in Od., as 20, 1 ; 23, 299 ; and
so Hes., Soph., etc. :, roosted, Od. 5, 65 : also of

sexual intercourse,' -, Od. 5, 119, later with
or dat. alone, e. g. H. Hom. Ven. 191.

—II. intr. like pass.. Soph. Tr. 1005.

Mostly poet. Cf.. [],, ov, (,-) well-peopled, or well-built, lying

well, like, freq. in this

pass, signif. in Horn., . ,, and. No such verb as

: cf. sq.,,, (,)
well-peopled, etc., like foreg., freq. in

II. as epith. of7 (» 7.1 ;

with a prop. n. only in II. 16, 572, Od.
13, 2S5. We find no such verb as

or, cf. foreg., also
and sub fin., , alov, [) in one's

bed or couch,., a hare in its

form, Xen. Cyn. 5, 9, cf. Soph. Fr.
184: but usu. .,.

ETNH
etc., wedded, a bedfellow, freq. in Eur.

:

., sickening, making one keep
one's bed, cf., Aesch. Ag.
1449, Eur. Hipp. 160: tvv.,
of a bird brooding upon her nest, Anth.
—II.( II.) of, belonging to anchor-
age or mooring : hence in genl. steady»

ing, guiding a ship,, Eur.
I. T. 432 : hence—2. as subst. -,^?} U., stene used to moor a
ship by, an anchor, Ap. Rh., who has
also 7.., ov,() convenient

for sleeping in, Xen. Cyn. 8, 4. [u],, . Lye.,
ov, ,., , also,, . Dor.,, , Aescli.

Supp. 665, and Eur., fem.,, . Soph. Tr. 922, and
or, , , Aesch. Pr. 895,
Pers. 157, (,) a bed-fel-

low, whether laufully so, as a husband
or vife, or unlawfidly as a paramour.—
II. one who sleeps : hence—2. as adj.

of belonging to sleep. Cf.,. [] Hence,,, or,
ov, , sleeping-place, bed, bed-cham-
ber, Aesch. Pers. 160, Soph. Tr. 918 :

hence—II. like, for a bedfellow,

Eur. Or. 590.

EvvUTup,, , v.. [], , -, () like-, to set, lay as in ambush, Od. 4, 440:
to lull to sleep, metaph. to soothe, as-

suage,, Od. 4, 758 : later esp. to

put to bed, put to sleep. Pass., like, to go to bed, go to sleep,

Besides the aor. act., Horn,
has only the aor. pass. inf.,, usu. of sexua
intercourse, and freq. more fully

and ^7
II. 3, 441 ; 14, 314, etc. :, , brought
come to his bed, . 2, 821 ; 16, 176.
Hes. Th. 380, like : also
of lulled storms, Od. 5, 384., , , Eunice, a Nereid,
Hes. Th. 247, Theocr. 13, 45, also
written, Apollod. 1, 2, 7., ov, , fem.,,
, () =,,
Eur. Or. 1393, etc., , (,,) well

furnished with ships.

EY'NH', , , Ep. gen. sing, and
plur., Hom. A couch, bed,

freq. , to bed, Od. ; also in
genl. any sleeping or resting-place, II.

iO, 408. 464 ; 24,615 : the lair of wild
animals, II. 11, 115, Od. 4, 338; of
cattle, Od. 14, 14; a nest. Soph. Ant.
425 : post-Hom. also one's last bed, the

grave, Aesch. Cho. 319, etc., cf. II. 2,
783.—2. more rarely of separate parts
of a bed, the bedstead, Od. 16, 34 : the

inatress, bolster, etc., Od. 23, 179.— 3.

esp. the marriage-bed, Od. 4, 333, etc.

:

hence in genl. of sexual union, wed-
lock, etc., freq. in Hom., esp. in phrase

: hence', Eur. Ion 150.— 4.

hence a bedfellow, husbayid, wife, Eur.
Tro. 831.— II. in plur.,, stones

used as anchors in the times of Hom.
and Hes., and thrown out from the
prow, while the stern was made fast

to land (cf.,),
' 7. ', II. 1. 436, Od. 15, 498, cf. Od.
9, 137, et ibi Nitzsch ; vft ' ', we will ride at

anchor in deep water, II. 14, 77. Tlie
same name was often used even
when they were of iron, Nitzsch I.e.:

he here retracts his former hypothesis
(ad Od. 2, 414), that were not



altichors, but stones to which the
ship was fastened when drawn up.
There does not seem to be any colour
for taking - , Thuc. 6,

67, in the Homeric sense. (Akin to.) Hence, Adv. from, out of bed, Od.
20, 124..',, , ()^^,
marriage, Eur. lon 304., , , Ion. for,
Eanhis, son of Jason and Hypsipyle,
ruler of Lemnos, II. 7, 468 ; also wr..,, ,,,
6,,, , fern,,, , and, , ,{):=, etc., , ,^, etc.,

Eur. Med. 159., >,.,, (,) well spun or woven, ,,-, Horn., always in Ep. form.,, , fern, from,
Soph. Trach._ 922.,, Ep. gen. sing,

and plur. from, in Horn, always.
Eirta, , , beds, bedding.', . , Eunice, v..

—2. mother of Tmiothy, N. T.^, , , Eunlcus, masc. pr.

n., Dem. 1312, 13, etc.,, , , gen. : in plur. usu., Aesch. Pers. 289, but,
Emped. 411, reft, bereaved of..., like, c. gen., , II. 22, 44,, Od. 9, 524.—II. absol. widoived,

orphan, desolate, Aesch. 1. c.,Cho. 247,

etc. (Prob., as Damm., from, and
so:=.),.,=, from,
a bedfellow, wife, etc., Soph. Tr. 563,

Eur. Or. 929. The accent,,
does not seem so good, Sch-if. Or. 1. c., ov, Ep. for,
Horn.
fEvvoa, , ,, a female

slave, Theocr. 15, 2.', , to be, to be well

incliiied or disposed, favourable, ,
Hdt. 7, 237, Soph. Aj. 689 ; absol.

Hdt. 9, 79. Pass, to be kindly treated,

Menand. p. 245. Hence, , , a thing well

thought of, opp. to, dub. in

Stob. Eel. 2, p. 192.,, ov, {,) easy to be

understood., , , poet,, Anth.{) good will, favour, kindness,

good feeling, Trag., etc. : .,
/ore/father-land, Aesch. Theb. 1007;', out of kindness- or good
will, Hdt. 6, 108 ; so too, Xen. An. 4, 7, 20 ;

',
Dem. 20, 22;, Hdt. 7, 239,

-)) ay, for the love of you, Plat.

Gorg. 486 A : ,
ap. Dem. 243, 19 : in plur. impulses

or deeds of kindness or favour, Aesch.
Theb. 450, Supp. 489 : hence—II. a

gift or present in token ofgood will, esp.

of customary presents to the Athe-
nian commanders from the subject

states, like our old benevolences, in

plur., Dem. 90. 10, cf Thirlw. Hist.

Gr. 0, 49. [Poet, also sometimes, Herm. Soph. Phil. 129, cf.,.] Hence, , ov, of, belonging to the, of kind, benevolent character,

Luc. : in genl. =, Amphis
Atham. 1, Dem. 1299, 12. Adv. -,
Isocr., etc.,, ov, , v.., . Plat. Legg. 927 ,
more usu. as pass,, c. fut.

EYNO
I

mid., Hdt. 1, 97. 1o
have good laws, a good constitution, to

be orderly, Hdt. 1, 65, d'', Thuc. 1, 18,, Anst. Pol.—II. to

be, behave orderly, Aeschin. 1, 26.

Hence,,, a legal, orderly

action, Ohrysipp. ap. Plut. 2, 1041 A.'., , , Eunomia, v. sq. I. 2., , , good order ox govern-
ment, orderly conduct, . to,
Od. 17, 487 : goodness of government,
laws, etc., H. Hom. 30, 11 (in plur.),

Hdt. 1, 65, etc. : ace. to Arist.-
comprehended good laws irell obey-

ed, Pol. 4, 8, 6.— 2. personified by
Hes. Th. 902, as daughter of Themis,
and so as title of a poem of Tyrtaeus.—3. goodness of measure 0 modulation,

in music. Longus.—II. good pasturage,
diligence i?iforaging, metaph. of bees,
Philostr. From, ov, [tv,) dealing or-

derly, uprightly,. Pind. N. 9, 70;
and so Aesch. Fr. 189, Plat. Legg.
815 B.— 2. binder good laivs,,
Pind. I. 5, 28, and Plat. : well ordered,

orderly,, Pind. O. 1, 61.—II.

(,) of places, good for pasture,

Longus.
iEvoo, ov, 6, Eunomus, son of

Architeles, Apollod.—2. son of Pry-
tanis, king of Sparta (6th Proclid)
and father of Lycurgus (ace. to Hdt.
8, 131, father of Charilaus), Paus.
3, 7, 2, Plut. Lye. 2.-3. an Athenian
naval commander, Xen. Hell. 5, 1,5.—4. a poet and citharoedus of Locri
in Italy, Strab.—Others in Dem., etc., ov, Att. contr. -,,
pi., (,,) well-minded,

well-disposed : kind, benevolent, Hdt.,
Trag., etc. : ., Hdt.
5, 24, but on its difference from ?.
V. Arist. Eth. N. 8, 2, 4 : comp. -. superl.. also

uncontr., in Hdt. 5, 24,
cf. Lob. Phryn. 143. Adv.,
Att., Plut., ov, , a tutelary genius

of corn-mills. Lob. Aglaoph. p. 973.

—

II. , a port of Alex-
andria, strictly, harbour of happy re-

turn, Strab.^, , 6, Eunous, masc. pr.

n., Strab., , 6,() like

a eunuch, impotent, Hipp. : m genl.

enervated, womanish. — II. a kind of
gourd or melon ivithout seeds, opp. to. Plat. (Com.) Lai. 1.,() to make a
eunuch of,, . . : metaph. to

weaken., ov,, a kind of lettuce,

thought to be an anti-aphralisiac.

also, Plin. H. N. 19, 8., , , castration., ov, b,() a
castrater..,(,)
like an eunuch, Hipp., ov, , (,) a cas-

trated person, eunuch • employed in

Asia, and later in Greece, to take
charge of the women, and in genl.

as chamberlains (whence the name oi), Hdt. 8, 105. In
the Asiatic and Byzantine courts,

they were often of high oflicial rank.

—II. metaph. of fruits, ui/hout seed

or kernel, cf..—III. as adj., said to mean watch-
ing sleepless eyes, i. e. prob. literally

watching and guarding the couch,. Soph. Fr. 880.—IV. Pythag.
name o{ salad, cf.., ,=.

, Dor. for,, neut.
pi. from part. ., , , (, .'•)=•, swiftly or steadily m</ving,
ceaseless, epith. of, Soph. Aj.
004, where formerly was read, against
the metre,, from a Dor. -=, carefully distributed,
portioned out., Att. adv. from, •, q. v., ov, (,) stout-back•
ed, Arist. Physiogn., ov, 6, Euxanthius, son
of Minos and De.xithea, Apollod. 3,
1, 2., ov. (,) well-card-

ed, of wool, Anth.^, , 6, Euxenides, a poet
of the old comedy, v. Meineke 1, p.
26.—2. in pi. oi. , the
Euxenidae, a distinguished family in
Aegina, Pind. N. 7, 103.^, ov, , Euxenippus, an
Athenian archon 01. 118, 4, Diod. S.^, , b, EuxSnus, a Lace-
daemonian, a governor in Asia, Xen.
Hell. 4, 2., ov. Ion., ov, kind
to strangers, hospitable, friendly, -

-, the guest-chamber, Aesch,
Cho. 712,, Eur. Hipp. 157., ov, ,, the Eaxine,
now the Black sea, Hdt., Eur., etc.

:

called before the Greek settlements
upon it,, the inhospitable, from
the savage tribes surrounding it, v.

Ovid. Trist. 4, 4 : ro .,
Pind. . 4, 79 : J7 ., Dion.
P. Adv.—FiJi", Ap. Rh. 1 , 963., ov, also , ov, Ep. -, ov, or , ov, (,) well-

planed, smoothed, polished, of carpen-
ters' work : in Horn. esp. carriages,
also of household furniture : cf. •.—II. easy to plane, smooth, polish.—III. well-carved, of works of art in
wood., ov, (,) easily

drying or evaporating. Anst. Gen. An.'[,, . Eujcithius, an Elean,
a dependant of Philip, Dem. 324, 10.—2. son of Thucritus ; delivered the
speech of Demosthenes against Eu-
bulides, Id. 1299 sq.—Others in Dem.,
etc.', .,, fern. ur. .,
Plut., ov, Ep., ov, in gemt.
also contr., II. 10, 373, ubi v.

Spitzn. (,)=, Hom.
(only in Ep. form), esp. of chariots,
bows, lances, etc. . but in Od. 5. 237,, an axe of polished
metal ; though some here make it

act., polishing., ef,= sq., dub. in Theophr., ov, (,) of good
wood or timber, Theophr. : abounding
in timber, App.,, Att. for.̂ , ov, , EuxynthStus,
masc. pr. n., Strab.,, (,)=., , , being,
moderate in size or bidk, Democrit. ap,
Stob. p. 553, 16 : from, ov, (,) of good,
1. e. sufficient bulk, massy, solid, Arist.
Meteor.—II. ofgood, i. e. moderate bulk,

compact, small, easily handled or dealt

ivith, Eur. Syl. 2.—2. of herbs, light,

easy of digestion, Ath.—3. ofthe voice,

fine, delicate, Plut.

fEi'-ofStiV,, , v. 1. for,
Xen. An. 7, 4, 18., , to be, to have a
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ETOP
pood, convenient co-urxe or way, of nin- I

nin<i water, Dcin. 1274, 19 ; of roots

under ground, Theophr. : nietaph. to

fare uT.tl, prospur,' Kfvooei, (on a

gravestone), bockli Inscr. 2, . 50.

'/,,=, very dub., , .() good jour-

ney, prosperous course, Aesch. (Fr. 31)
ap. Ar. Kan. 152rt, where . -, must mean good wishes

for one's prosperous course, or in genl.

nuccess,

tEuoJi'a, , , Euodia, fern. pr. n.,

N. T., to put in the right way.

Hence., , , a putting in the

right icay.

F,Loa,a,,fragrance,heophr.:
from, ov, {,) sweet-smell-

ing, fragrant. Find. Fr. 45, 14.

.6, ov, {,) easy to travel

through, of countries, Xen. An. 4, 8,

10 : in genl. easy, without trouble, sim-

ple, Epicur. ap. Plut. 2, 1127 D : pros-

perous. Adv. -ijf. Hence', , to put in a right or good

way, help on the way,further, Theophr.:

usu. in 88.,=), to prosper, be

successful, Hdt. 6, 73.—2. intrans.,=

pass., Arist. Gen. An.

Ei'oi, Bacchanalian exclamation,

Lat. evoe, like ,. Soph. Tr.

219, etc. (No compd. of , or the

like.), ov, {,)
easij to arrange: also easy to digest,

Diphil. Siphn. ap. Ath. 54 D. Adv.

•, Ath., ov, {,) convenient to

inhabit, comfortable, Opp.—II. hospita-

ble, Dio. C.—2. kind to servants, {-) Achae. ap. Ath. 267 D., ,{) to abound in

wine, grow good wine, Strab., , , abundance of ivine

:

a good vintage., ov, {,) with or

of good wine, of a libation, Orph.,, ov, {,) abounding

in tvine, producing good wine,,
Hermesian. 5, 55., ov, {, ?) tvealthy,

prosperous, Eur. I. T. 189.-, ov, {,) slip-

pery : metaph. unsteady, hazardous,, Phil., ov, {, ) easily

drawn, ductile, sticky, Hipp.,, , abundance of rain:

from, ov, {,) abound-

ing in rain : in genl. ivell-watertd,

Strab.', ov, {,) agreea-

ble in conversation, M. Anton.•', ov, {,7)
easy to be confest, indisputable. Plat.

Rep. 527 B.,, Arcad. for,
of the rose, acc. to Tirnach. ap. Ath.
G82 C, V. 6( III., ov, {,) having
pleasant dreams, Strab. : ., pleas-

ant dreams, Plut.,, , , {,) with

strong claws.', ,{) to be well-

armed, well-equipt, Philo. Hence,, ?}, a good state of arms
and equipments, Xen. Hier. 9, 6.-, ov, (,) well-arm-

ed, well-equipt, Ar. Ach. 592.

—

W.pros-
pcroiis in war.-, ov, {,,)
easily seen, conspicuous. Long., ov, {,) =foreg.
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ETO*, , . gentleness, mild-

ness oftemper, Eur. Hipp. 1039, Bacch.
C4 1 : from',, {,) good-tem-

pered, of an even temper, moderate, mild,

prob. i. in Hiiip. 228, 40, cf. Eubul.

Dion. 1, Valck. Hipp. 1038. Adv.

-, with good temper, opp. to-, Thuc. 1, 122.— II. of strong, vi-

olent temper, passionate, Plut., ubi

Schiif.., ov, {, opv7/)=foreg.., ov, {,) appe-

tising, giving an appetite, Plut., ov, (,) easily de-

fined, Arist. Meteor.—II. easily divided

into its parts, loose., , to swear truly, take a
true oath, Isocr. 7 A: to keep one's

oath when taken, Thnc. 5, 30 ; -, regarding one's oath, Xen. Hell. 1,

7,26: and, , , faithfulness to

one's oath, good faith, cf. Valck. Hipp.
1038 ; and, , {],={oxeg., Pind. O. 2,

119 : irom, ov, (,) keeping

one's oath, keepingfaith, faithful, trusty,

Hes. Op. 188, 283, Orac. ap. Hdt. '6,

86, 3, Xen., etc. :, () c.

inf., it is no breach of oath to do..,

Thuc. 5, 18 : opp. to. Adv.

-, Aesch. Cho. 979.,,, a faithful oath,

Aesch. Cho. 901., ov, (,) easily

moved, prone to a thing., ov, {,) with good
mooring-pluces, hence of a harbour, se-

cure, II. 21, 23, Od. 4, 358, Soph., etc., , , a good augury.

Soph. Fr. 881 : from,, , , {,) of
good augury, auspicious, Dion. .—II.

abounding in birds, esj). poultry, epith.

of Tanagra in Anth., ov, {,) well-roof-

ed, Anth.,, b, -, {,)
with fine branches., , to smell well, be fragrant,

Theophr. ; and, a,j,=voa,fragrance,
perfume. Soph. Fr. 340 : from, ov, (, 6)=,
sweet-smelling, fragrant, Achae. ap.

Ath._641 E.7, ov, (),)
sharp-nosed, keen-scented., ov, (,)
with beautiful eyes, Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 41.

—2. keen-eyed.—II. pleasing to the eye,

Ath.—HI. specious, only seeming good,

hence even, , spe-

cious to hear, Arist. Pol. 2, 8, 16, like. Adv. -., , {,) with fine
eyebrows, Anth.'^, {,) to treat well, take

good care of, , Xen.
Hipp. 8, 4.—II. (,) to guide,

rule ivell.', , to be in plenty, Hes.
Op. 475. ubi al. : from
Evo(h), ov, abundant, rich,, Ep.

Hom. 7, 2';, Bacchyl. Fr. 32,, Eur. Ion 1169. (Prob. from, sustenance.), ov, {,) holding firmly,, , Hipp. — II. pass.

firmly holdtn., , to abound in, esp.

to abound in fish, Strab. ; and, , , abundance of,
esp. of fish, Alciphr.—II. {,,) good looks, Alex. Gal. 3:

from

Eioi/'Of, Of, {,) abounding in, esp. in fish, ay, Anaxandr.
Od. 1, 10., , {,) well put
together, well-built, stout, of the body,
Hipp., etc. ;, Xen. Cyn.2,8.^, ov, , Eupagium, a city
of Elis, Diod. S., , tj, Ion. -, Hdt.,{) the enjoyment ofgood things,

comfort, Xen. Ages. 9, 3 : esp. in plur.

enjoyments, luxury, hence in Hdt., iv7, (sic leg. pro-, cf. 8,

99), to enjoy one's self, make mer-
ry, 1,22, etc. ; so, 1:•. Id. 1, 135.

—

. sejisitiveness to ex-

ternal impressions, a being easily affect-

ed, Plut. [u], , to be well off, enjoy
one's self, make merry, .,
Hdt. 2, 133, 174 : to indulge one's self,

live comfortably. Plat. Rep. 347 C—II.

to be sensitive, easily affected, Plut.

:

from
Ei'TTuer/r, , {,) u-ell off,

enjoying good things, comfortable, luxu•

rious,. Crates Ther. 4.—II. sensi-

tive to external impressions, easily affect-

ed by them, , Arist. Probl.,

TL, Theophr.,, . Ion. for,,, , being-, goodness of training or educa-

tion, Eur. ap. Poll. 9, ICl : from, ov, {),) well

brought up, well educated, learned, Hipp.
Adv. -., , ,() having
good or fine children, happiness in one's

childrin', Isocr. 229 C.], a, o, Eupaeidas, masc.
pr. n., an Epidaurian, Thuc. 4, 119:
also wr..,, , , (,) blest

with children, i. e. with many or with

good, fine children, H. Hom, 30, 5, Hdt.
1, 32", and Att. : but in Eur. I. T.
1234, , good as a son, il-

lustrious.•, ov. Dor. for., ov, (,) easy

to strive with and overcome, Epich. p. 82., ov, {, -) skilled in the palaestra ; in genl.

skilful, dextcrousincontests, Longin. []'?, ov, dub. 1. for sq., ov, {,) han-

dy, skilful, ingenious ; esp. metaph. of
intellectual power,, Aesch.
Ag. 1531,, Cratin. ap. Ar. Eq.
530.\7., ov, b, EupalSmus, fath-

er of Daedalus, Apollod.-, , {,')^=•,.. Rh. : in genl. easy,

Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 222. Adv. -,
poet. -/J, Ap. Rh.^?., ov, , Eupalinus, a
Megarean, constructor of a famous
canal in Samos, Hdt. 3, 60.

iEvOV, ov, TO, Eupalium, a city

of the Locri Ozolae, north from Nau-
pactua, Thuc. 3, 96, Strab. : hence,, , an inhab. of Eupa-
lium, Strab., ov, (,)
easy to lead or tttrn aside. Hipp.—2.

usu. metaph. easy to lead by the nose,

Ar. Eq. 1115; easy to lead astray. Plat.

Tim. 69 D.—II. act. seductive, alluring,

Philo. [a], ov, {,-) easily received, acceptable, agreea-

ble, like, Polyb.—II. re-

ceiving readily,, Philo.7], ov, (,-) placable, Plut.



7., , (tr,-
?.«) easily won, conciliated, . Plat.

328 ., , {,-) ensy to follow, to understand,

of a narrative, argument, etc., Polyb. :

TOEv-., assubst., Anst. Etli. N.—II.

act. quick in understanding. Adv.-,
Dion. H.-, ov, (,-
)) eaxy to be moved, transported

;

"/.. , ivith convenient

access for the suppli/ of wood, Arist.

Pol. 7, 5, 4.—II. easy to brin^ over, to

convince,'
., Plut., , (,•) easily cheated, Polyb.,,{ ,-) easily appeased,, Plat.

Legg. 888 C : easily comforted, admit-

ting of easy consolation,, Plut., ov. Dor. for -,^=-, Pind. P. 12, 28. []-, ov, (,-) easily persuadedor ledaside,(f?^Ol,

Xen. Ages. 11, 12.

• ~?., ovv, (, -
TrAeij) easy, safe to sail round, Strab.,, ov, {,-) easy to turn or persuade., ov, (,-) easily receiving false impressions,, . Anton, [], ov, (,)
easily led astray, Eccl.—II. easily dis-

tracted.^, ov, (,) as-

siduous, diligent in a thing., ov, {,) with

fair cheeks. Dor. -, q. v. [a], ov, {,-) liable to slip into a wrong place,,, ov, (,)
easy to console, Adv. -.', ov, (,) of

countries, famed for fair maidens,

Nonn.—II.., Dirce, happy
maid ! Eur. Bacch. 520, cf.. ov, (,) easy

of access, Strab., ov, {,)
irritable, , Plut., ov, {,)
easily moved, excited, Arist. Rhet., ov, (,) read-

ily offering one^s self, tractable., ov, {,) with

a fine border or stripe round the edge,, Plut. : as this was worn
by people of rank, they were call-

ed. Id., cf. Lat. praetexta-

ti, from praetexta. Cf,,., , {,) rat-

tling loudly, [], , , {)
daughter of noble sire. Horn, epith. of

Helen and Tyro : in genl. belonging to

a noble father,. Eur. Hipp. 68.•, ov, {,) easily

or much trodden, [u]^, ov, , (in Ptol. -) Eupatorium, a city of the

Tauric Chersonese founded by Dio-

phantus, a commander of Mithradates
Eupator, Strab.—2. a city of Pontus,
later Magnopolis, Id.,, ov,, an herb, Diosc,
ace. to Sprengel agrimonia eupato-

rium., ov, a, {,) of a

good or noble father, of noble family.

Soph. El. 162," Eur. Ale. 920.— II. at

Athens in the old time the-, Lat. optimates, nobles, were the
37

first class, the, the second,
the, the third : when the
democracy was established, they, liice

the patricians at Rome, retained the
priestly offices, and care of sacred
things, cf Xen. Symp. 8, 40, Thirlw.
Hist, of Gr. 2, p. 10, sq.,, 6, , {,) of
noble descent, sprungfrom a noblefather,^, Eur. I. A. 1077.—II. {, -) devoted to one's country. Soph. EI.

1080., , 6, , =foreg. I.

Aesch. Pers.969.—II. Eupiitor, appell.

of the celebrated Mithradates, Strab.,

Luc. [a]?., ov, {, 7.) well-

sandalled ; hence nimble, light offoot,, Plut.. ov, (,) level or
with good soil, Q. Sm.,, ov, (,) with beauti-

ful feet., , ,{) obedi-

ence, Tim. Locr. 104 ., , to be disposed to obey,

to he obedient, Charond. ap. Stob. p.

290, 10 : from, , {,) ready,

disposed to obey, obedient, yielding to

persuasion, , Aesch. Eum. 829

;

also c. gen.,.. Plat. Legg.
632 ;. or ' , in regard to a

thing. Id. Legg. 718 C, Phaedr. 271
D.— II. act. persuasive, convincing,

Aesch., and Eur. Adv. -.^, , , Eupithes, an Ith-

acan noble, father of the suitor Anti-

nous, Od. 16, 126, slain by Laertes,
24. 522 sqq., ov, {,) of

persons, easily persuaded, Arist. Eth.
N. : of things, of which one is easi-

ly persuaded, readily believed, Herm.
Soph. Aj. 151, ubi al..,,^.. , (,) lying

fairly by the sea, dub. in Orph., ov, {,)
easy to work with the hatchet, of wood,
Theophr.., , (,) easy, dub., ov, (,) gen-

tle, mild,, Aesch. Eum. 476

;

opp. to... ov, {,) with,

of a good father-in-law, Theocr. 18,

49. ^, ov, {,) ivilh a

beautiful peplos, beautifully attired, of
women, 11. 5, 424. Od. 6, 49, etc.,. , to have a good diges-

tion, Hipp. : from, ov, (,) light,

easy of digestion, Arist. Eth. N.—2.

well-ripened, dub. in Hipp.—II. act.

having a good digestion., ov, {,)
easily turned round, Luc. [u], ov, (er,)
easily stript off. Theophr., oi',=sq.., ov, (,)
easy to sketch out or describe.—2. u'ith

a good outline or contour, neat, pretty,, Luc., ov, (, -) easily broken, Plul.,,,, {,-) easily concealed, Trag. ap. Stob.

p. 563, 28. [a]. ov, {,)
striking off all useless forms,.. affable, Polyb.-?., ov, {,-) easily embraced or comprehended

:

hence contracted, trifling, Polyb., ov, {,)

well-thought about, well-composed,-, Bockh, Inscr. 2, p. 487., ov, {,)
well-defined, clear., ov, {;)
walking well.—II. that allows one to
walk easily, Luc., ov, (,)
easy to be pulled round or away, Xen.
Cyn. 2, 7., ov, (,)
in . ., ., sin which easily

besets us., ov, (,)
easily turned about, uncertain, going

from one to another, LuC., ov, {.)
easily detected, observed, Plut., ov,(,) easily

poured round, spreading itself, Plut.', af,)7,pecul.fem. of sq./., ov, {,) witk
beautiful leaves, leafy, Ar. Thesm.
1000., ov, {,)
easy to spread, stretch.,, , ease, ',
easily, Eur. Phoen. 262 :.,
to give leave, be indulgent, Plat. Rep.
364 C.—2. easiness of getting ox having,

Lat. copia,, Xen. Dec. 5, 5

:

hence., Hdt. 5, 20.—3.

easiness of character, Hipp. : from,,, (,) easy, with-
out trouble, Lat. facilis, Hdt., and
Trag. : esp. c. inf., easy to do, ., Hdt. 3, 120, 145: in
abundance: hence adverb, -. Ion.-, with numerals, /«//y,-, it

easily holds 600 ainphoreis,]. e. Zens/,

full 600, Hdt. 4, 81, cf 1, 193. Adv.
Comp.. Id. 3, 143 ; also-, Hipp.—ll. easy, careless,

thoughtless.—III. the literal signi. fall-

ing well, appears in Rhetor, writers,, of a good rhythm or cadence,

Schaf. Dion. Comp. p. 3)0., ov, {,) of good,
hard stone, Anth.-, , , () good
digestion, Arist. Part. An., , (, 7r77yvv/zi)=sq.,

once in Horn., ' -, well-built, stout, Od. 21, 334:, Hipp., ov, (,) well

put together, well-built, strong, in Horn,
epith. of houses, tents, etc., esp. in

11.: cf,: iwell-

compacted, ., Theocr. 1.

128|.—II. of liquids, eanly congealing,

Arist. de Longaev., and Theophr.',, , , {,.)
with beautiful helmet, Anth., , dub. I. in Cratin. In-

cert. 118; cf., ov, (,) offine tex-

ture, Eur. I.T. 312.,, ,{) compact-
ness., , {,) with beau-

tiful arms,, Eur. Hipp. 200;
epilh. of Minerva, Rhian. 1, 14.', , , , {,)
abounding in fountains, Anth.,,^ : from,,=, Aesch. Pr.

333, . 982.'\., , {,) easily

compressed, Arist. \], , , goodly crust of
antiquity, translated by Auct. ad He-
renn. 4, 46, nitor obsoletus, and used
of the style of ancient writers, sim-

plicity naivete, Toup. Longin. 30 : V.

sq. 11. [i], , {,) strictly,
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with goodly dirt upon one, like an ath- 1

lete in the palaestra, Cratin. Incert.

118.—II. with goodly rust, as of age,

Strictly of old statues, and then of the

style of the old writers, simple, naive,

chaste, Cic. Att. 12, G. 3 ; and so adv.

-. lb. 15. 17. 2.—^ Schaf. Dion.

Comp. p. 301, 329, Ernesti Clav. Cic.

in V. ; cf. foreg., and.,, , , confidence : credu-

lity, . Rh. : from, ov, {,) easy to

be believed, trusl-ivorlhy, trusty, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 2, 12.—II. act. easily believing,

trusty, credulous,Meiiand. p. 134, Arist.

khet.— III. in Xen. I.e. ace. to others,

readily obeying, and so tncsty. Adv.

-. Ar. Thesm. 105.,, ov, gen.. (,)
very fat, rich, Leon. Tar. [I]', , {, .)
wandering,.--of, ov, {,) easy

to mould, readily taking a form, Lat.

dvctilis. Plat. kep. 588 D.—II. well

moulded, well formed, Aristaen. : well

feigned, plausible. Adv. -.^-, , (, /.) ofgood
breadth, broad,, Xen. Cyn. 10, 3.?., a, ov, (,) quite

full, well filled, ", Od. 17, 467.^^, , Ep. '/, ,
(, !7A£/cw)=sq.,,, II.

2, 449 ; 23, 436, in Ep. form, as also

Hes. Sc. 306, 370 ; of cords, 0pp.

;

of baskets, Anth., ov, Ep. ?.., ov, {,) well-plaited, twisted, ., 11. 23, 115;., a

chariot with sides of wicker or basket-

work, II. 23, 335 ; later of nets, Eur.
Bacch. 870 ; of hair, Anth., ov, (,) with

food, stout sides, esp. with strong lungs,

lat. bona lalera habens, Arist. H. A.,/, ov, {,) easily

struck, esp. so as to sound, Plut./., ov, {,) easily

filled: fall.,, . () to have a

good voyage, vita Horn. 18, v. Dorv.

Charit. p. 599. Hence,, , . Ion. and Ep. -oi?},

or -, a fair voyage, II. 9, 362, Aesch.,

Soph., and in prose.

ov, sailing prosperously.•.(, , , , {,-)= 8^., formed like,
Horn, only in Od. 2, 119; 19, 542,., ov, {.)
with goodly locks, fair-haired, freq. in

Horn, in Ep. form /:., as epith. of
goddesses and women, esp. of Eos
and Diana ; later also of boys and
men, e. g. Mosch. 1, 12: also., Eur. I. A. 791,, Mel.,, ov, {, )=:-..,, ov, contr. 7, ,
{, 7.) sailing well, tij—.,=7., Corinna(?) ap. Ath. 283 D.7, ov, (,)
tveallhy.

'77., , (, 7.) well-

washed, clean, pure,, Od. 8, 392,

425, etc., in Ep. form.7, ov, {, 7) favour-

able to sailing,, Anth.., , , lightness, free-

ness nf breathing : from., ov, (, )=^-., , i], easiness, freeness of
breathing, Hipp. — II. a well aired or

ventilated, airy situation, Arist. Probl.

—•III. fragrance, Anth. : from, ov, contr. -, -, {,
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) breathing well or freely, Arist;

Part. An. : hence good to blow or

breathe through,/, Xen. Eq.
1. 10;/, Longus. — 2. trans.

?naki>ig one breathe freely, relieving op-

pression of the breath, Hipp.—II. well

ventilattd, airy, Lat. perflabilis,,
Arist. Probl., cf. Plat. Phaedr. 230 C,

—III. good to breathe, fresh and pure,

of the air, Strab.—IV. breathing vut a
sweet smell, sweet smelting, ,
Mosch. 2, 32, f)ooov, .\nth. Compar.-. but also-, both in

Hipp., cf. Lob, Phryn.^ 143., , , {) strength,

goodness offont, Xen. Eq. 1, 3,-), , {) better di-

visiin .,,, better divisim., , ,{) dis-

posed to be kind, charitable, beneficent,

or ', Arist. Rhet., lb. : ., beneficence, Chry-
sipp. ap. Plut. 2, 1052 B.,/, ov, in Od. 3, 434 : ;;,

ov, II. 5, 466 ; 10, 636,{) ivell

made or wrought, of metal, leather,

wood, etc.,,, ,{) beneficence,

well-dning, Luc.7.,,{,) much
varied, variegated, Anth.., , {,)=-., , {,) rich in

wool, fleecy,, Aesch. Ag.
1416., ov, {,)
easy to be conquered.>7-, ov, (,) good
at war, H. Horn. 7, 4. Adv. -,
Dio C.

iv7,o,ov, 6, Eupolimus, masc.
pr. n.. Plat. Crat. 394 C, Dem., etc.7, , , , (,)
abounding in cities.

ivo7u,, , Eupolis, a poet of

the old comedy, Ar. Nub. 553 : cf.

Meineke 1, p. 104 sqq.

^7., ov, , Eupolus, masc. pr.

n., Paus.
iEvu.,,upompe,a Nereid.

Hes. Th. 261., ov, {,) tcell,

propitiously conducting, Aesch.
Eum. 93, cf. Soph. O. T. 697., ov, {.)
easy to go through, pervious.—II. act.

easily passing., ,{) to have a

good journey or voyage, Thuc. 6, 44 :

in genl. to prosper, thrive, be well off,7., Thuc. 6, 34 : to

be wej^ off, abound, be rich in a thing,, Plat. Legg. 791 D :, Poiyb.

:

in genl. to procure, become possessed of

,

, Xen. Hell. 1, 1, 10.—II. to

supply, furnish, provide, , Deni.

891, 19, cf. Lob. Phryn. 595 ; hence
in pass.=:signf. I., to prosper, abound
in...,, Arist. Oec. ; , Polyb.

;

absol., Luc.—III. as philosoph. term,
opp. to, to have one's doubts

resolved, gain clearer knowledge, Arist.

Metaph. Hence.,,, advantage, help,

Alcidam., ov, {,) easily

destroyed.,., ,{) a facility,

faculty, easy means, c. inf., Emped.
253 ; convenience : hence means, re-

sources,. Plat. Prot. 321 E,', Thuc. 3, 82 : so .
Tf/, lb. 45.—2. abundance, good
store,, Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 28

:

and absol. wealth, Cyr. 3, 3, 7.—II.

opp. to, the solution of douhta

or difficulties, positive knowledge, Xen.•
Occ. 9, 1,^=7. ,
Aj-ist. Metaph. 2, ] , 2.•, , a being easily pro-

cured ; from, ov, (,) easy

to procure, Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10,

144 : hence of common, family me-
dicines, Diosc.,, ov, (,) easy to

pass or travel through,, Aesch.
Supp. 470 ;, Plat. Rep. 328 ;

in Thuc. ., easy to tra-

verse, 4, 78,—II. in genl. easy, ready,, Aesch. Fr. ;, Xen.,
etc. :, things easily gotten, Eur.
Alcm. 12.—2. of persons, yuW of re-

sources, or devices, ingenious, contriving,

Eur. Hipp. Fr. 3, c. inf. Ar. Eccl. 236,

, Vesp. 1112.— III. abounding,

rich in a thing,, Thuc. 2, 64 ; ,
Isocr. 162 Y^,, .\rist.Oec.: absol.

plentiful, Hdt. 4, 59 ; and of persons,

well off. ivealthy, Dem. 1045, 23. Adv.
-, Thuc, etc.., ov, (,) ofa

beautiful purple.,, , to be lucky, fortunate,

Plut. ; and,, , , goodfortune, Xan
thus, p. 182 : from.~, ov, (,) happy,

prosperous,, Aesch. Ag. 254., ov, (,) easy, agree-

able to drink, pleasant to the taste, Aesch.
Pers. 611.. . ,-,, gen.-,
{, ) with good, active, strong

feet, Xen. Cyn. 3, 2., , (/) =^ -, to do well, be well off, flourish,

Thuc. 2. 60.,, , a prosperous

event, success, e. g. in war, App. [], , {,) doing

well, flourishing. Hence, , , good fortune or

success, prosperity, freq. in Thuc,
Plat., etc., also in Pind. O. 8, 18, P.

7, 17 ; though is the more
usii. old form., ov, {,) easy

to be done, Xen. An. 2, 3, 20.—II. doing

well, prosperous, Opp. [a by nature.]. , . Ion. ,=:, of which it seems the older

form, Hdt., Trag., and old com.—II.

good conduct. Xen. Mem. 3, 9, 14;
Ari.st. Eth. N. 6, 5, 4,,, , poet, for-, Aesch. Ag. 255., ,:, ov, (,) with

good or fine stem., , , good look, credit-

able appearance, ,
Thuc. 6. 31 : beauty, comeliness.—II.

colourable appearance, speciousness,

plausibility,. 7, Thuc. 3, 83.

/'/, , (,) well-

looking, goodly, comely, freq. in Eur. ;., Eur. Hec. 269 : hence

—

2. decent, seemly, fitting, becoming,

Aesch. Cho. 664, , Hdt. 2, 47 ;

splendid, Thuc 2, 38, glorious, ^-
Tr/, Id. 2, 44.—3. specious, plausible,

opp. to 7/, Eur. Tro. 951, and
very freq. in Thuc. ;

}^>,= foreg. II., Thuc. 3, 44. Corn-
par,-. Hdt. 1. c. Adv. -,
Ion. -, Hdt. 7, 220, Aesch., etc.

:

compar.-', Eur. Rhes. 841;
superl.-, I'huc. 8, 109.

E~p7rrof, ov, {,) con-

spicuous, Aesch. Supp. 722., -. Ion. for-, -, Hdt.



', hence, they arranged, ordered things

well, Od, 8, 259. In signf. to be well

off, it should be written divisim,^, and so perh. in Horn. too.7}, ov, {,) ., the vehement blast ol the bel-

lows, 11. 18, 471 : ace. to others,

kindling the fire,,, , , (,)
trilh fair promontories or peaks, rocky,

Anth.
EvrrpitTTta, etc, , a being easily

sawn through : from-, ov, (, ) easily

satV7i through, split, Hipp.,-, ov, (,)
forming a right choice, upright in heart.~€, ov, {,^-) acceptable, Plut-, and N. T..76, ov, =',. .,, , , affability,

Isocr. 6 : from^-, ov, {,-
(/) easily, readily addressing, i. e.

affable, courteous, Eur. Hipp. 95, uhi
V. Valck. ; ^.. Id. Ale. 775

:

ovK -., miseries that forbid

my being spoken to. Id. H. F. 1284, cf.

Muller Eum, ^ 50. Adv. -, Dion.

H.'-, ov, {,')
eas it procured,, Hipp..~, ov. {.-) ac-

cessible, Strab. : metaph. affable.-, ov, {,)
=sq.,, ov, {.) of
persons, accessible, affable, Lat. qui

faciles aditiis habet, Thuc. 6, 57.—II.

of places, accessible, Xen. Hell. 6. 5,

24, Cyr. 6, 1, 23. Adv. -^.,~~, ov. {,)
easy to be got: metaph. attainable, Eur.
Med. 279.—II. from 3.85.=7-.., ,^=0.., ov, {,-) convetUent to land on, run into,

Diod., ov, and-,,-=-.., ov, {,)
easily uttering, fluent, eloquent, Hdn.

—

. pleasant to eat or nutritious, of food,

Xenocr. ; cf..-, ov, {,)
easily growing to, joining, Theophr.~)~, , to be,
to make a fair show, look well, N. T.
Hence, , . a good look,

fair, plausible appearance, Dion. H.-, , ov,(,-,) hence -, to fall i'metaph. from
dice) in a lucky posture, with a cheerful

posture of fortune. Aesch. Cho. 969,

as corrected by Herm.•, ov, {,) of
good countenance, well-looking, comely.

At. Plut. 976, etc. : metaph. fair in

outward shore, specious, Hdt. 7, 168,

Enr. Phoen. 13.36.— 2. cheerfid.friend-

ly-lonking. Soph. Aj. 1009. Adv. -n-wj-

,

Philostr.^-, ov, {,-) with a good pretext, excusable,

plausible,, Thuc. 6, 105. Adv.. [a].~, ov,{, npo(!>ipu)ready,

easy to bring out, produce, Dion. H., , {,) ~., Aesch. Supp. 989, is usu. ex-

plained, well-grounded, well-secured ho-
nour.

ETPE, ov, (,) with
well-built, hcmdsome stern or poop,,
11. 4, 248., ov, {,) with

well-built, handsome prow or head,-, Eur. I. A. 765.—II. metaph., ov, (, nraltS) easily

stumbling, hence unsteady, unsafe,

Hipp., ov, {, well-

winged or -feathered, Soph. O. T. 176 :

metaph.. -/, high-plumed,

highflying ladies of quality, Ar. Nub.
800., ov, {.p)oeg.,-, , , {,-, rut.) expertness in flying.-, ov, {,) easily

scared.

~~/.^, ov, poet, for-., ov. {,-) with

fine branches : of horns, branching,

'Anth.~, , , fine shape in the

hinder parts, Alex. Isost. 1, 11.~, ov, {,) well-shaped

in the hinder parts. Hermes ap. Stob.

Eel. 1, 992, cf.'-.~, ov, {,)
well-bottomed, of a cup, Luc. []
'••}•. or, (•,) well-

towered, epith. of fortified towns, II.

7, 71, Hcs. Sc. 270.~, ov, {, 7rrpo{-)=sq., ov, (.)
fertile in corn, dub. in Strab., ov, {, rrvpou) easily

set fire to, Theophr. [], ov, gen., {,-
yojv) with a fine beard, bearded, Leon.
Tar. 61., ov, (,) strictly,

with fine foals : in genl. abounding in

steeds, breeding fine horses, Hom. al-

ways as epith. of Troy.,, , , {,^-) dripping, wet. []', , at, the iron tips of the

axle, on which the wheels run. Poll.'?.,, , v.<7., part,, for -/, aor. 1 mid. of, first

in Alexandr.', adv. from one side, sideways,

I!. 11, 251 ; 15,541.—IT. ,
an exclamation in Ar. Av. 1258, strict-

ly to frighten away birds. (Ace. to

Damm from /. for ?..
perh. rather from ', as we say,

broadside on.)

Ei•, . Ep., {,))
well-stitched, tight,, Od. 2, 354,

380, in p. form : in genl._^rm/t/^erf,

fastened together., , Ep. -, {, ()) fair-

flowing, abundantlyflowins. Horn, (only
in II.) always Ep. gen. -. contr. for. . 6, 508,

etc. ; '. Hes. Fr. 12, 2, (but ill

Strab.) : cf.,-,.,., inf aor. 2 act. of, Ep., Hom.', ov, . Ep. tvp-, {,)
=?}, q. v., 11. 0. 34, Od. 14, 257., ov, Ep. ... Rh., and,, ov, Ep..,=.',, ,{) worse
form of, q. v., Anth., , . invention of
XDords, fluency, liite: and', , to befluent or wordy

:

from-, , dub. or late form
for, q. v.

ETPI, ov,{,)
inventive of evil.7.-/, ,{) to

invent words, to multiply words, esp.
without reason, Polyb. ; and7-/, , , skill in finding
words, command of words, fluency, lo-

quacity, Polyb.—ll. subtle, sophistical

use of words, power of playing with
them, Plut. : from?., ov,(, ?.)
inventive of words, having a great com-
mand of words, Diog. L. : wordy, chat-

tering., ov, b,() epith. of

Japilet. as the god ofdiscovery , Dion. H., , , better than-. Lob. Phryn. 446(). afind-
ing, discovery, Plat. Rep. 336 E, Crat.
436 A : of writings, invention, concep-

tion. Dion. H..,(,)
inventor of arts, Orph., , , verb. adj. ot, to be discovered, found out,

Thuc. 3, 45: not, Lob.
Phryn. 446., ov, 6, () an in-

ventor, discoverer. Plat. Lach. 186 E.
Fem., . On the diff. ac-
cent. V. Buttm. Ausf. Gr. ^ 119, 31., , ,() inven-

tive, ingenious, Plat. Synip. 209 A,
etc.,, fem. , q. v..

Soph. Fr. 88., , , verb. adj. of-, discovered : discoverable, to be dit•

covered. Soph. Fr. 723, and Xen., , ,=. Died., ov, , the reward of dis-

covery.[,, , Eureis, a river
and village of Scepsia in Mysia,
Strab., perf. of.,,, better than-. Lob. Phryn. 446, () that

which is found, a prize, windfall, like, ., Hdt. 7, 10, 4 :

hence in genl. a gain, advantage, Thuc.
5, 46.—2. of a child, afoundling. Soph.
O. T. 1105.—II. an invention, discovery,

thing discovered not by chance but by
thought, Soph. Fr. 379, Eur., etc., , , fluency, elo-

quence : from, ov, gen., (, ())
fluent, eloquent.,, 6, , and, ov,
Ep. -, {,) abounding in lambs
or sheep, both in Ap. Rh.', ,(,) in-

ventive of tivrds, knowing in their use,

fluent, Pind. O. 9, 120 : wordy, sophis-

tical, Ar. Nub. 447.?., ,=(.,, , worse form of, q. v., fut. of, first in H.
Hom. Mere. 302., ov, (, (), */5)
easy to tell, Ael.,, 6,=, Anth., ov, (, ^) well, strong,

deep rooted, Nic.

Evpiv,, , , worse form for., ov, (,)=. Opp., ov, (.) of good
leather. . Rh. 3, 1299., to Aristo-

phanise Euripides, i. e. lampoon him
like Ar., comic word in Cratin. Incert.

155.\:, a, b, (Dor. form of•:6) Euripidas, an Aetolian
leader, Polyb. freq.
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PI^, , of or belonging to

Euripides, Ath. 600 : from
;/)7(5//, , , (formed as a pa-

tron, from EupiTOf) Euripides, sou of
Mnesarchus and Clito, one of the
three great Athenian tragic poets,

born in the island of Salainis, Ar.

Ach. 101, etc. freq.—Others of this

name in Dem. 12i7, VZ. Ar., etc.— 11.

nickname given to the cast (40) of the
dice, from one Euripides who held
office with the Forty at Athens, Ath.
217 A, Poll. 9, 101. []
tEpt^i(5^o^, ro,dim. from foreg.,

my dear Euripides, as a wheedling ap-

pell.j Ar. Ach. 404.,, ov, {,) easili/

driven hither and thither, unstable, Cic.

Att. 14. 5, 2. [pi], , , any strait or part of
the sea, where the ebb and flow of the tide

is remarkably violent : esp. of the strait

which separates Euboea from Boao-
tia, the E'lripus, now by corruption

strait of {Euripus, Erripo, E;^ripn) Ne-
grnpont, first in H. Horn. Ap. 222 ; the

ancients believed that this ebbod and
flowed seven times a day : hence
proverb, of n;i wmtable, wavering, weak-

minded man, cf. Aeschin. GG, 27, Arist.

Eth. N. 9, C), 3.—II. in genl. a water-

course, canal, ditch, etc., Schiif Long,

p. 328. (From and-, pLnKu).),, . {¥—, )
like an Euripus,, Arist. Gen.
An. : living in such a place. Id. H. A.

Euptf,, , , and later tvpiv,

{,) with a good nose, i. e. keen-

scented,. Soph. .Aj. 8: metaph.
of Cassandra, sharp at tracking out a

thing, .\esch. Ag. 109;}., (root- as in aor. 2)

:

lut. tijpi/ : perf. : aor. 2 -
•, iini)eiat. , inf.' : aor.' only late : aor. mid./,
for which Ale.xandr. and later-
ur/v. Wolf Dem. 457, 7, Jac. A. P. p.

8S0 : perf. pass, : aor. pass., al.so c. augin., es[).

in old Alt.. Elmsl. Heracl. 305, Med.
191. Iloin. has only aor. act. and
mid., and the fut. is found m Hoin.
Merc. 302.-1. To hit, light upon, find
by chance, meet with, of persons and
things, freq. from Iloin. downwds.. iu

Hom. usu. of persons : also, -, thil he find not,

fall not into a self-iiicurred mischief,
Od. 24, 402 : so,>. brought

it on himself, Od. 21, 304 : -, as far as I can see, Hdt. 1. 60:
c. part.,. 6. to find that a thing
is, etc.. Hdt. 1, 50, cf. 3, 95 : so too,. (sc.) Soph.
Phil. 452.— II. to find out, discover : in

Ho'n. esp. and :

so in mid., ot'oii'. think of a name
to give him, Od. 19, 403 ; and, irai-'~, Od.
9, 421 : c. acc. cognato, .,
Hdt. 7, 10, 4 : c. inf., to find, discover

that one ought to do, Hdt. 1, 79, 125.—2. to devise, invent.— III. to find, get

gain, win,,, Pind.
; -. Soph.,, Eur. etc. : ,

something/ifr another, Plat. Prot. 321
D. Mid. to findfor one's self, procure,

obtain, ri, Hdt. 9, 6, 20, etc., Pind. P.

3, 190.—2. esp. of merchandise, etc.,

fo^nri a purchaser, io/e/c/i, carii money,» , havingfetch-
ed a. large sum, Hdt. 1, 190; hence,
fo be worth, to sell for, usu. c. acc. pre-

tii, Isae. 72, 39 ; sometimes c. gen.,, sells for
vital it will fetch (as if for thn pass.), Xen. Mem. 2, 5, 5, cf.

Aeschin. 13, 41, and>.
580

. , {) to flow well,

beautifully, abundantly, Theophr.

—

II.

meta|)h. to no on well,, Aesch. Pers. 601, and so Po-
lyb.,'ctc.—III. to be fluent, glib, Plut.,, jj, a good flow,free course,. Plat. Legg. 779 C.

—

U. fluen-

cy, ,. flumen orntionis, Plat. Phaedr.
238 C.

—

III. successful progress, Id.

Legg. 784 : prosperity, Polyb.', ov, {.) sent

whizzing along, of an arrow, Anth.,. . a tempestu-
ous wind in N. T. Act. Apost. •^^, 14:

the name seems to mean a storm from
the East, but the readings vary re-

markably, and the most prob. is -
(as in Lat. Vulg. Euro-aqui-

lo), i. e. a N. E. wind : it is now call-

ed Gregalia. the most violent wind in

the Mediterranean, usu. blowing in

the early spring., . , inf., aor. 2 act.

of, Hom., and , a wind in the

quarter between, and, S.
S. E. , Lat. Phoenix, acc. to Gellius,

\ iilliirniis., ov, contr. , . {•,) flowing well or plentifully, fair-

flowing, II. 7. 329; 21, 130. in Ep.
form ).—II. in medic, of the body,
with tlic pores nnd passages open, Hipp.— 111. of words, etc., flowing, fluent,
glib,, Eur. Hip|). Fr. 12, cf.

Schiif. Dion. Comp. p. 268.—IV. of
business, etc., prosperous, thriving.

Coni[)ar. or -.
Lob. Phryn. 143., ov, {.) easily bend-
ing coming together. Anth. Adv. -•,
easily. Anlipho 138, 20, Bekk., , , and -,
Hdt. , 99, the South-East wind, Lat.
Earns, Vullurnus, Hom. (.Acc. to

some from avpa, others from ,, the morning-wind, as the op[). -
from, the evening-wind.)

Eupof. , . {) breadth,

ividlh, Od. 11, 312, opp. to:; absol., in. breadth, opp. to,
Hdt.l, 178.-,, , , {, ^)
with beautiful staff., Ep. for, Od., Ep. for^.. Ep. gen. sing, contr. for. fiom-, 11.', Ep. for, Hom.', . for., and, Ep. for -

and.^^, ov, {,) very

prickly, Nlc.'', Ep. for.. Ep. for, II., neut. from, also freq.

as adv. In compos, it very freq. is

prefi.xed to words, adding the notion

ol wide, broad, spacious. (.Acc. to

Buitm. akin to tpi-.) [], via,,(, -) with wide, roomy streets, in Hom.
epith. of great cities, in II. almost al-

ways of Troy and Athens : but of My-
cenae in II. 4. 52 : ,^^. . Hom. Cer. IG. Horn,
has only the fem.. [] Cf.,.
iEpu, , , Euryiides, one of

the suitors of Penelope. Od. 22, 267., gen. Dor. a, 6, {,
!./) with broad, stout lance, warlike,. Pind. Fr. 160.1(, , Dor. a, , , Eu.ri/-

I'llr, one of the Gorgons, Hes. Th. 276.—2. daughter of Minos and mother of
Orion, Paid. P. 12, 35.

. ov, and, gen, , ij, {,) with wide
threshing-floor, of a country, level,

champaign, both in Nonn.'^. ov, 6, Euryulns, son of
Mecisteus, leader of the Argives
under Diomede, II. 2, 565 : also acc.
to Apollod. an Argonaut, and one of
the Epigoni, 1,9, 10.—2. a Phaeacian,
celebrated in wrestling, Od. 8. 115.

—

3. a son of Melas, Apollod.—Others
in Paus., etc.^., . Euryanax, son
of Dorieus, a commander oi' the Spar-
tans at Plataea, Hdt. 9, 10., , h, {,-) far-ruling. Call. Cer. 122. []^, , , Euryanassa,
mother of Pelops, Apollod., dep. to deal like

Eurybatus, (v.3 3) to cheat.^, , , Euryhales, a her-
ald of Agamemnon, 11. 1, 320, sq.—2.

a herald of Ulysses, Od. 2, 184.-3. v.3].—4. a commander of the
Argives. Hdt. 6, 92.>3,,{,) wide-
stepping : hence spacious, Q. Sm.^,, , EurybulHs, a Coi
cyrean naval commaniler, 'I'luic. 1,

47.

—

2. a Spartan, first Olympic victor

in wrestling, Ol. 18, Paus. 5, 8, 7.

—

3. a noted traitor, whose name (with
that of Phrynondas) became prover-
bial, Plal. Prot. 327 D ; Aeschin. 73.

12 : (some read.) : cf. Gaisf.

Paroein. B. 141.

fEi'piiJi'rt, , . Eiirybia, daughter
of Pontns and Gaea, wife of the Titan
Crius, Hes. Th. 239.-2. a daughter
of Thespins. Ajiollod.

^,7), , , Enryhiades, the
Spartan admiral of the Grecian fleet

at Arteinisium, Hdt. 8, 2.^,, , , Eurylniv;, son ot

Euryslheus, Apollotl.—2. a son of
Neleus and Chloris, Id.,, . Ion. and Ep. -,,{, ) of far-extended power,
mighty far and wide, lies. Th. 931, H.
Horn. Cer. 295, like. [t]:, , , (,) far,
i. e. loud-shouting.^. a, , Eurybotas. a Cre-
tan, leader of the archers in Alexan-
der's army, Arr. An. I, 8, 8.^, , , EarygHnia,
daughter of Hyperphas. second wife
of Oedipus, and mother of Ismene,
Apollod. 3, 5: Paus. 9,5,11.

E(;pt>y(i^r(,)p, , b, , {,) big-bellied., ov, {,)
broad-chinyied, Opp. : with broad beard,

Nonn.

—

II. {,) of many
a^es, very dub., Nonn.\,, b, EurydSmas,
son of Aegyptus, Apollod.—2. an Ar-
gonaut, son of Ctiinenus, Ap. Rh. 1,

07.—3. a Trojan prince, skilled in in-

terpreting dreams, 11. 5, 149.—4. a
suitor of Penelope, Od. 18, 297.-5.
a celebrated athlete of Cyreiie, Ael.
V. H.—Others in Dem. 1382, 6, etc.^, , , Eurydame, wife
ofthe Spartan king Leotychides, Hdt.
6, 71.^, a, b, Eurydamidns,
son of Agis, king of Sparta, (27th
Proclid). Paus.\<1,,, Eurydamus, masc.
pr. n., Paus., Dor. for^,, , Eurydemus, masc.
pi. n., Hdt. 7, 213.^, , ;/,=sq., Mosch.
3, 129.^, , . Eurydice, a Dryad,
wife of Orpheus, Apollod. 1, 3, 2, etc.



EYPT
—2. one of the Danaides, Id. 2, 1, 5.—3, daughter of Adrastus, wife of

Ilus, and mother of Laoinedon, Id. 3,

12, 3-

—

L daughter of Lacedaemon,
wife of Acrisius, Id., Paus.—5. daugh-
ter of Ciymenus, wife of Nestor, Od.
3, 452.—6. wife oi Lycurgus, mother
of Archemorus, Apollod.—-7. wife of

Creon, king of Thebes, Soph. Ant.
1180.—A common name of the fe-

males of the royal house of Macedon,
Strab., Ael., etc.\, , , Eurydxais, an
Epicurean philosopher, Diog. L.

Ei'pi;Jii7/f , 01', 0,(,) wide-

eddying, Bacchyl. 5. [<],, ,(,) spaciotis,, Simon. 139, like.^/., , , Euryelus, (in Liv.

Euryulus) a fortress at Syracuse, a
part of Epipolae, Thuc. 6, 97.,?., ov, {, -7) poet. -,=€., Anth.^. , , Eurythemis,

wife of Tnestius, Apollod., , , good rhythm, time,

proportion. Plat. Rep. 522, A, etc.

:

esp.,. /-, Isocr. 87 .—2.

of persons, orderliness. Plat. Rep. 400

F.—3. '., delicacy of touch,

a surgeon, etc., Hipp., of. Foes.

Oecou. : from,, ov, {ev, ()) Lat. nu-

merosus^ coiicinnus, rhythmical, in good
time or proportion,, Ar.

Thesm. 121,, lb. 985,/le/u)C, Plat.

Legg. 655 ..— 2. of persons, orderly.

Id. Prot. 3-26 B.—3. also well-propor-

tioned, well-made,, Xen. Mem.
3, 10, 10 : in genl. comely, graceful

:

., ' the nice conduct' of a
cane, Antiph. Ant. I. Adv. -,
gracefully, Eur. CycL 563.', ov.(, KUpijvov)

broad-headed, Opp- [a],,, , , {, -) with broad, spreading horns., of

deer and oxen, Opp.\.-, , , Eurycupys, a
son of Hercules, Apollod.,. , strictly pr. . of

a famous ventriloquist : hence as ap-

pellat. ii ventriloquist, ct Ar. Vesp.

1019, SchoL Plat. Sophist. 252 C., ov, {,)
with wide paunch, Hipp., ov, {, ?^)
tcitk wide, spacious bosom,, Pini
N. 7, 49, e£.^, , , Earyce, a daughter
of Thespius, Apollod.', , , EuryclXa, daugh-
ter of Ops, nurse of Ulysses, Od. 1,

429.\7., a, , Euryclidas,ma.sc.

pr. n., Polyb.\?, ov, , Euryclides,

masc. pr. n., Hdt. 8, 2.'\, , , Eurycdon,

masc. pr. n., Q. Sm., epith. of night, prob.

from and, when one can

hearfar through the stillness : but in

Euphor. 86, epith. of the sea-goddess

Ceto, the far-sounding, cf.\'. Ion. , , Eury-

eratides, son of Ana.Yandrus, king of

Sparta, Hdt. 7, 204.,, , {,-) wide-ruling, in Horn. (esp. in 11.)

always as epith. of Agamemnon, ex-

cept in II. 11, 751, where it is of Nep-
tune.\, , , Eurycyde, daugh-
ter of Endymion, Pans.<?., ov, gen.,{,^) with broad meadows or plains,

Pjod, P. 9, 95.

ETPY
'\7,, , Euryleon, masc.

|

pr. n., Hdt. 5, 46 : esp.. a commander
of the Achaeans, Polyb. 10,24, 1.

iEv'v, , , Euryleonis,

fem. pr. n., Paus.\<7, ov, , EurylSchus, a son
of Aegyptus, Apollod.—2. a compan-
ion of Ulysses, Od. 10, 205.—3. a

commander of the Spartans at Nau-
pactus, Thuc. 3, 100.—4. an Arcadian
from Lusi, Xen. An. 4, 2, 21.—5. a

commander of Philip of Macedon,
Dem. 126, 1.—Others in Arr. An. 4,

13. 7 : Strab., etc.^., 6. Ewrymachus, one
of the suitors of Hippodamia, Paus.

6, 21, 3.—2. son of Polybus, a suitor

of Penelope, Od. 1, 399, etc.—3. son
of Antenor, Paus.—4. a Theban,
son of Leontiades, Hdt. 7, 233 : Thuc.
3. 2 : grandfather of the same, Hdt. 7,

205.—Others in Xen. An. 5, 6, 21

;

Andoc, etc.\, , , Eurymede, wife of

Glaucus, mother of Bellerophontes,

Apollod. 1, 9, 3.{, , , Enrymedusa,
a female slave of Alcinous, who at-

tended Nausicaa, Od. 7, 8.',, ,=<,
wide-rvUng, Pind. . 8, 41 : only as pr.

n. in Horn., and so in fern.-.
iEvv,, , Eurymldon,

father of Periboea, king of the giants

in Epirus, Od. 7, 53.—2. charioteer of

Agamemnon. II. 4, 228.-3. an Athe-
nian commander at Corcyra and in

Sicily, Thuc. 7, 52.—Others in Strab.,

Uiog. L.— II. a river of Pamphylia,
now Caprisou, famed for Cimon's vic-

tory over the Persians, Thuc. 1, 100.\, , at, Eurymenae, Ap.
Rh. 1, 59, V. sub.,, , wide, spacious, Orph.^',, 6, Eurymenes, son
of Neleus and Chloris, Apollod.'. , ov, poet, for,
dub. As pr. n., o.xyton.,',
, a town of Thessaly, v. Ruhnk. Ep.
Cr. p. 196., ov,{,)
broad-browed, of o.ten, Honi., and Hes.
Th. 291.\', ov, 6, son of Eurymus,
i. e, Telemus, Od. 9. 509.\, . , Eurynome, daugh-
ter of Oce'anus and Tethys, II. 18, 398:

ace. to Hes. Th. 908, mother of the

Graces : she with Ophion ruled over

Olympus before Saturn, Ap. Rh. 1,

503.—2. wife of Lycurgus, king of

Thrace, Apollod.—3. a housekeeper
in the palace of Ulysses, Od. 17, 495.^, ov, 6, Euryndmus, son
of Aegyptius of Ithaca, a suitor of

Penelope, Od. 2, 22.', f. -, {) to make
wide or broad, '., to make
room for the contests, Od. 8, 260;'. to leave a wide space

in the middle, Hdt. 4, 52. [v], ov,{,) broad-

backed, i. e. stout. Soph. Aj. 1251., , , {,) with

broad ways or streets, in Horn, always
of the earth, that may be traversed, open

to wanderers, as of the sea :

cf.,.,,^=. dub., 6, {, -) the far-
glancing, far-seeing, or perh. better

(from, dip) thefar-sounding, thun-

dering, freq. Homeric epith. of Jupi-

ter, for-. esp. in nom. and
voc. at end of a verse, ,

: used of the sun in Orph. Lith.

18, 60. In II. there is also an ace,

EYPT, ,
from the synon., or -oip.

(Voss H. Horn. Cer. 3, defends the
deriv. from ; which ?nust be ta-

ken in Orph. I. c). [. as in-,, etc., but in Hexam. a
by position or caesura.], ov, {, ?.)
broad-sandalled : in genl. broad, Opp., ov,{,) with

broad surface, spacious,, Anth., ov, {,) with

broad, open ways, in Horn, always
epith. of the sea, roomy, open, where

all may roam at will, II. 15, 381, Od.

4, 432; 12, 2: cf. ';(5£0£;., , , a being-, the character of such an one,

Ar. .\ch. 843.-, ov,{,)
wide, loose-breeched, strictly pathicus,

catatnittis : also a caught adulterer, from
the nature of their summary punish-

ment{), ireq.m Aristoph.

applied to the Athenians collectively,

as Nub. 1084, sq.^?., ov, 6, Earypfolemus,

an Athenian, son of Pisianax, Xen.
Hell. 1, 4, 19., ov, {, (-) well-

cleansed, easily-cleansed.\!7, , , Eurypyle, daugh-
ter of Thespius, Apollod.—Others in

Anth., etc.

7:7., ,{, 7.) with

wide gates, wide-gated, II. 23, 74, Od.
11. 571, of the nether world.\?, , b, Eurypylns, son
of Euaemon, ruler of Ormenium in

Thessaly, one of the Greek chiefs be-

fore Troy, II. 2, 736 : ace. to Pind.

P. 4, 58, and Call. H. ApoU. 92, son

of Neptune, who passed from Thes-
saly into Libya, and became king of

Cyrene.—2. son ofNeptune and Chal-

ciope, king in Cos, II. 6, 676.—3. son

of Hercules ;—also,asonofTemenus,
and one of Thestius so called, all in

Apollod.—4. son of Telephus and As-

tyoche, king of Mysia ; came to the

aid of the Trojans, and was slain by
Neoptoleraus, Od. 11, 520.^,, , the Eurypon-

tidae, one of the royal houses of Spar-

ta, so called from sq., Paus.;',, , {=)
Eurypon, son of Sous, grandson of

Procles, from whom were descended

the Eurypontidae, Hdt. 8, 131, Paus.,

etc., ov, {, {')
broad-flowing, with wide bed or channel,

of the Axius, II. 21, 141, cf. sq.,, ov, {,)
broad-flouing, like foreg.. oft. in II.,

mostly of the Axius. There is no
such verb as, cf. , fin.'',, : gen. ,, : ace. sing, in Hom. both -, and sometimes Ep., when
joined with and ?.- : Ion.

fem., Hdt. 1, 178, where one
MS. has : Dor.. Asius

Fr. 2, has gen. as fem. for -, cf and/, but v. Nake
Choeril. p. 74. Wide, broad, freq. in

Horn., esp. of heaven, earth, and sea:

also in genl.. ., Od. 5, 163,, II. 3, 227, Od. 18, 68, etc. : -, II. 12, 5; ., wide,

loose boots. Hdt. 6, 125 :

—

,
a wide-spread report, Od. 23, 137 ; so,., Simon. 20, 6, ti.-, Anth. Conipar., II. 3,

194; 23, 427. Adv. : compar., Ar. Lys. 419. [], . {,) with

a broad, huge shield, [a] hence
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ETPY^,, , Eurysaces, son
of Telainonian Ajax and Fecmessa,
Soph. Aj. 3J0, rf. 574, sq..:, ,{,) of
fnr-e.clcndcd might or sv/iy, mighfi/, in

Hoin. always epith. of Neptune, II. 7,

455, Od. 13, 140.^', , , Eurysthenes,

son of Aristodemus, brother of Pro-

cles, founder of the family Eurysthc-

nidae (called also Agidae), Hdt. 6,

.52 : Strab., etc.

iEipvaOtig,. , Ettrystheuf, son

of Sthenelus, and grandson of Per-

seus, king of Mycenae, who imposed
on Hercules his twelve celebrated la-

bours, 11. 15, 639, Pind., etc., ov,{,) with

a wide bier or tomb,, Anth., ov,{,)
broad-breasted, Theocr. 18,36: but in

genl. wide, broad, yala, Hes. Th. 117,

of..', ,{,)=
foreg., Arist. . .,, i/.wideiiess ofmouth,

broadness, fulness of speech.—2. bigness

of words. From, ov, {, )
wide-mouthed ; with wide opening, Hipp.

.''/, ,{,) wide-

extended, Nonn.^,, , (•. Lye. 799)

USU. in pi., . the Eiiryta-

nes, an Aetoiian people, dwelling north

from Naupactus, Thuc. 3, 94.

tEi'pv-ftof, a, ov,of or belonging to

Eurytus, 7/ ?.. Soph. Fr.

260, i. e. Oechalia ; in Paus. ai-., adverb compar. from.
fRpr], , , Euryte, daughter of

Hippodamus, wife of Porthaon, Apol-

lod.^,, ,{) widenesx,

breadth, Hipp.—II. broadness of souiid,

Grainm. []
\-107, ov, , son of Eurytus,

i. e. Iphilus, Od. 21, 14., ov, {,) wide,

far-honoured,, Pind. O. 1, 67.], , , Earytimus, a Co-
rinthian, lather of Archetunus, Thuc.
1, 29.

fEypuTMjv,, 6, Eurytion, a cen-

taur, Od. 21, 285.—2. son of Mars and
Erythia, herdsman of Geryon, Hes.
Th. 293.—3. son of Irus and Demo-
nassa, one of the chiefs at the Caly-
donian hunt, ApoUod.—Others in

Arist., etc., ov,{,^) well, full-

flowing, Pseud-Eur. 1. A. 420.

fEvpiTOf, , . Eurytus, a giant,

Apollod.—2. son of Mercury and An-
tianira, an Argonaut, Id. ; also >-, q. V.—3. son of Actor and Moli-

one, of Elis, II. 2. C21 ; ace. to Eur.
leader of the Epei before Troy, 1. A.
282.—4. son of Melaneus and Strato-

nice, king of Oechalia, father of lole

and Iphitus ; slain by Apollo, because
he challenged him to a contest in ar-

chery, Od. 8, 224, sqq.—Others in

Jldt. 7, 229 ; ApoUod., etc., ov, {,)
with wide holes,, Diosc., ov,{,')=
foreg., Democr. ap. Theo[)hr.>, , , strictly the far-

shining, wife of Hyperion and mother
of Helius, H. Horn. 31, 2, 4. [a]/, ov, 6,{,-) witU ivide, spacious quiver, Pind.

P. 9. 45, of Apollo., .{,) growing

widely, spreading,, Od. 4, 604.
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Arist., , , —,
fulness, broadness of sound : irom, ov, {, ])=., ,{,,-,, ^) wide-gaping,

wide-mouthed, of cups, Luc, and Anth.', ov, !>, {,)
with wide, 1. a. Jluating, streaming hair,

epith. of Bacchus, Pind. I. 7, 4.^., ,=?, Opp.
i"'pi>,\;opof, ov, roomy, spacious, freq.

Homer, epith. of great cities, etc.

(Not as if shortd. for : but

from,, with open spots for
the choral dances, cf..))7),,,) wide,

roomy, prob. 1. in Hipp. : compar. --, Arist. . ., , , free space, room,

kv , sea-

room, Hut. 8, 60 : an open space,/. Id. 4, 71.—2. metaph./rec space,

room, opportunity of doing a thing,. Plat. Min. 315 D : from¥>, ov, (, )
roomy, spacious, Arist. H. A. : cf. -., or -,, , , . sub.̂,, , Euryops, a son
of Hercules and Terpsicrate, Apollod., {,/)) rich in, xvith many
grapes, Anth.^, , poet, for, Herm.
Soph. Aj. 1191 ; ace. to otliers=sq., , , ()
mouldy : hence dank and dark, in

Horn, of the i^ether world, with a no-

tion o{ festering, decay aiid rottenness,, 11. 20, 05 ;, Od. 10, 512 ; and so,., Od. 24, 10 ; so too Hes.
Op. 152, and Soph. Aj. 1167,. But in Hes. Theog. 731,

739, of the Titans' prison in the cen-

tre of the earth, prop, dark and drear,

like. Herm. indeed (ad
Soph. Aj. 1146) assumes that-

is merely poet, lengthd. for,
cf. Apollon. Lex. p. 374, Hesych. 1,

1528, and E. M. p. 397, 57 : but the

tone of the passages in Hom. and
Hes. implies a notion of abhorrence,

and that it was so taken appears from
the later subst., q. v. : in so

late a writer as Opp., Hal. 5, 3, the

usage=it'piif may be allowed with-
out implicating Horn. : cf. Heyne II.

Tom. 8, p. 23.^, ov, , Euromtts, a small
town oi Caria. at the foot of Mt. Ori-

on, Strab. ; hence , ,
an inhab. of Euromus, Polyb. 17, 2, 3.',, , part. aor. 2 act.

of.̂', , . Dor. for,
Pind.^, a, ov, of or belonging to

Europe, EuropSan, Strab-, ,,=,.9}.
2, 7.^, a. ov. Ion.-, ,
ov, of Europe, European, Hdt. 7, 73 ;-, a European ; fern.,., , , Europa, Europe, as
a geograph. name, first in H. Hom.
Ap. 251. 291 : in its earliest applica-
tion limited to the mainland of
Greece.— II. as fern. pr. n. first in
Hes. Th. 357, of a daughter of Oee-
anus and Tethys.—2. daughter of
Agenor and Telephaessa, Apollod. 3,

1, 1: or of Phoenix, 1. 14, 321 ;

Mosch. 2, 7 : carried off by Jupiter

under the form of a bull, and became
by him mother of Minos and Sarpe-
don, V. Hdt. 1, 2, 173; 4, 45.-3.
daughter of Tityus, mother of Eu-
phenius, Pind. P. 4, 31., 7/,=^• -, Soph.
Fr. 37 : prop. fem. from, ,,^^., , , pecul. fem. ol

foreg., , ,=', Eur. I. .
020, Opp. Hal. 3, 40 ; 4, 525, opp. to

poet, : ace. to others=:ti»

: cf. Eust. ad Dion. P. 270, and
Hesych. 1, 1528.^, ov, (also) ,
Euro]/us. a city of Macedonia in Eiiia-

thia, Thuc. 2. 100 ; Strab.—2. a city

of Syria on the Euphrates, Luc.—3.

a city of Media, cf.', Strab.

—

4. a city of Caria, Hdt. 8, 132, v. Ew-.,, , mould, dank decay,

Lat. situs, sipialnr : hence rust, rotten-

ness of any kind, first in Theogn. 452,
Simon. 16, 6., , to be, opp.
to^1> : and,, , stmttness, strength .

from, ov, {,) stout,

strong. Xen. Hell. 4, 3, 6 ; dp. *•. Id. C, 1, 6,, Isocr. Antid.

^ 123. Adv. -, Xen. Ages. 2, 24., ov Dor. a. a, Enrotas, son
of Myles, grandson of Lelex, father
of Sparta, Paus. 3, 1, 1 : ace. to
Apollod. son of Lelex, king of Lace-
daemon, 3, 10, 3.—II. now Basilipnta-

mo, and (near its mouth) Iri. the chiel
river of Laconia, emptying into the
Sinus Laconicus near Gythiuin,
Theogn. 783, Thuc. 2, 139 ; etc.—2.
a tributary of the Peneus in Thessa-
liotis, Strab., the Honreric ?}-.—III. in Anth., pudendum inulie-

bre, with allusion to.. , {') to be, hicome
mouldy or rotten, to decay, Theopbr. :

hence in genl. , the
lile of the great unwashed, Ar. Nub. 44.\,,. , Euroto, a daughter
of Danaus, Apollod.\,, , Europs, a son o!

Aegialeus, Paus.—2. son of Phorone-
us. Id.'. 6, good, hrtve, noble, old Ep.
wonl freq. in Hom. in nom., once in

ace,, II. 8, 303, and in the irreg.

gen.— 1. gen. sing,, q. v., twice
in Od., five times in 11., with,,, and .—2. gen.
plur. neut., [] as if from nom.

I'd, good things, good fortune, II. 24,
528,, , Od. 8, 325,
cf. 335, , and Hymn. 17»

12 ; 29, 8. Elsewhere the word is

always masc. in Horn. : but from the
Ion. form, q. v., he has also the
neut. , whereas H, as well as the
common , is always an adv., Dor. part, from, for-.., , e, aor. 1 act. from,
Od.

_, ov, {, )=-?, well-planked or benched, of
ships, Gramm. [<], , , fulness of flesh,

portliness, Arist. H. A. : from, ov, {,) fleshy, in

good case, Hipp. : plump, of meat, Am-
phis 1., , to make :

hence,, , good condiiion

of body, Hipp.:=.
Eiae.dcta, , , {) rever-



eitce, reverential love and behaviour, usu.

towards the gods, Lat. ptetas, piety, re-

lision, Trag., etc. ; cf.: also,

like pietas, towards parents, etc..

Plat. Rep. 615 C.—2. credit or charac-

terfor piety, , you will

have the honour of it, Schaf. Soph. El.

968 : cf., sub fin., opp. to-3. Cf..'\3, . , Eusehia, a city of

Cappadocia,=Tuava, Strab.—2. near
Mt. Argaeus ='«:, Id.^, , to be, to live or

act piously and religiously, Theogn.
145 ; also, . tl, to be pious in a

thing, Soph. Phil. 1441 ;.,
to be reverent towards... Id. Ant. 731 ;, Eur. Ale. 1148, and Plat.:

so too, c. ace. pars., to reverence,

Aesch. Ag. 338, etc., in which case
some critics would write ,
divisim, as Valck. and Pors. Phoen.
1310, but this distinction is rejected

by Herm. Soph. Ant. 727, and L.
Dind. in Steph. Thes. : cf..
Hence,, , a deed ofpiety,

Dem. Phal., , {.) Lat. pius,

piojis, religious, reverent, Theogn. 1137,

Hdt 2, 141, etc. : dutiful, esp. dischar-

ging sacred duties,, or TLva,

Aesch. Supp. 339, Eur. EL 253 :—c.

ace. modi, ., Aesch. Cho.
141 : rrapu, of an act,

holy before the gods, lb. 122 : of

things, holy, pious,, Eur.
El. 1272, etc.:

—

.=:,
Soph. . C. 1125. Adv. -/3•, ^Att.

-, Pind. O. 6, 133 : ,
for , Soph. . . 1431.

Opp. to. — These words
are not Ep.. but freq. in Att., esp.

frag, , . Ion. for,
Theogn. 1138, also in Att. Poets,

Soph. Ant. 943, O. C. 189, cf. Schkf.

Mel. p. 42.:, ov, 6, Eusehius, a distin-

guished church historian, flourished

at the beginning of the 4th century., ov, {,) easily sha-

ken, esp. by earthquakes, Strab.?., ov, (,) of the

bright moon,<po,Polog. Eur.Rhes./., ov, Ep. ., (,-
ua) well-benched, with good banks of
oars, well-rowed, Hom. always in Ep.
form, as epith. of ships., ov, {.,) right

reverend., ov, (.) much rev-

erenced, holy. Soph. O. T. 864., ov, {,) ofgood,

full tveight.—II. well-puised., , ^,not -, a good sign

or prognostic, Hipp. ; cf :

from, ov, (, ) of good

omen, prosperous, favourable. Soph.

Ant. 1021.— II. manifest, clear to be

seen, easily known, Aesch. Ag. 818.

Adv. -, Arist. Meteor.^, , , EusSne, a city of

Pontus, Arr.-, ov, (,) easily pu-

trefifing, Arist. Gen. An. Hence', , , tendency to decay

or putrefaction, Theophr., , , strength, firmness,

Theophr. : and, , to be strong, healthy,

Eur. Cycl. 2: from, , (,) stout,

lively, Q. Sm. : strong, firm, Anth.
Adv. -, Philo.\,, , Eusthlnes, masc.

pr, JJ., Theocr.

, ov, (,) well-

ironed, i. e. bound with iron., ov, {,) with full

bread-basket, pantry, Anth., opp. to'., , to have a good appetite,

Hipp. : from, ov, (,) with good

appetite, Hipp., ov, (, 7.) with

good/., dub. in Anth.,, 6, , {,)
abounding in chervil, Anth., ov, {,) swift-

springing, bounding,, 11. 13, 31., ov, (, )=^
foreg., Gramm. []/., , (,) with

strong legs. Plat. ap. Poll. 2, 194., ov, (,)
well-covered: hence super\., serving as

the best covering or fence, Thuc. 5, 71.—, , {, a)^oreg.,
Theophr., ov,(,) easy

to be considered, weighed, examined,-. Plat. Phileb. 65 D., to be well equipt, Soph.
Aj. 823 : from, ov, {, ) well

equipt., ov, (,) well-

shaded, dark, gloomy. Soph. O. C.
1707. [iT, ov, {, ) = foreg.,

Pind. P. il, 33.', ov, (,)
rocky., ov, Ep. ., (, -) sharp-seeing, keen-sighted, watch-

ful, Horn., always in Ep. form, as

epith. of Mercury, II. 24, 24, Od. 1, 38,

etc., and once of Diana, Od. 11, 198,

(cf infr.)—2. of a place, far-seeing, i. e.

commanding a wide view, Xen. Cyr. 6,

3, 2, and so prob. Ar. Eccl. 2.—II.

{,) shooting well, of unerring

aim, as some explain Od. 11, 198, so

in Orac. ap. Hdt. 5, 61 ; -,
Aesch. Cho. 694 ; and so later-/.,, etc., cf-. Adv. -, Philostr.. , , quickness in

jesting or repartee : from, ov, gen. , {,) of ready wit, esp. in bantering

or repartee. Adv.-.,, 6, , (,-) thick-haired, shaggy., ,(, 7•.) well-

chiselled or polished. _, , , being well off, good
condition, prosperity, Soph. O. C. 390 :

from, ov, contr. , ovv. Dor.,, (,) well-secured, secure,

Theocr. 24, 8., , and, ov,

{,) well-turned, wreathing,

winding, both in Anth.
Evayvia, , , good heart,

firmness, Eur. Rhes. 192.— II. good-

ness of heart, compassion : from?^, ov, (,/)
with healthy bowels, Hipp.— II. metaph.
good, stout of heart.—2. compassionate,, ov, (,) well-

sown,, Ar.. 230.?, ov, Ep. for7.,
Hom., ov, Ep. for,
Hes._,, , Ion. -, steadiriess,

Plut. : good constitution or health,., an Epicurean phrase in Plut.

[a] .• and, , to be steady, firm,-

, Dion. . : to be healthy in body
and mind, esp. an Epicurean word,
Plut. : to be calm, tranquil, of the sea,
Luc. : from
;;^. -,. ., as always

in Hom., (,) well founded or
based, stedfast, firm, Horn., (esp. in
Od.) usu. as ep"ith. of, also
o{, Od. 23, 178.—11. metaph.
steadfast, steady, firm. Plut. : of the
body, sound, healthy, Epicur. ap. Eund.—2. ., easily cured, not seri

ous, Hipp., cf Foes. Oecon. Adv.., , . Ion. and poet, for, q. v., Hipp.^, ov, b, Eustathius, masc.
pr. n., Anth., adv., accurately meas-
ured by the, Hipp. 588, 43, but
V. Foes., , , Ion. -, light

equipment, agility, Hipp, in Ion. form,
and Plut. : from, , (,) well

equipt or prepared,, Aesch.
Pers. 795 : esp. lightly equipt, active,

of light troops, Thuc. 3, 22 : in genl.

ready for action, nimble ; hence neat,

trim, small, Arist. H. A.—2. decent,

correct in habit and manners, well-beha-

ved, mannerly. Plat. Meno 90 A, cf.

Diodor. (Com.) Epicl. 1, 17. Adv.
-, signf 1, Hdn. ; 2, Luc.,, , Ion. for,
q. V.7., ov, (,) rich

in grapes, [a], , (,) rich in

ears of corn, Jac. A. P. p. 115., , (,) well-cov-

ered., ov, and in . Rh. a,

ov, (ri,) with good keel., ov, (,) wUh
stout breast or chest., ov, (,) Ep.., (as always in Hom. and Hes.)

epith. of Diana; II. 21, 511 ; in Od. al-

ways of Cythereia ; in H. Hom. Cer.,

and Hes. Op. 298, of Ceres : in all

these places ace. to the old interpp.

not well-crowned, garlanded, (as in later

poets) but well-girdled, with beautiful

cincture, like. In II. 19, 99,

Hes. Sc. 80, Th. 978, Thebes is -, crowned, circled with walls

and towers, v..,, , (tv, o)=oreg., ov, rare poet, form for, Anth., ov, ( , )

firm., , (,) well-trod-

den, much frequented, haunted, ,
Anth. : opp. to., ov, (,) variega-

ted, Opp.,,=3 : hence., either closely woven or well-

fulled. Ap. Rh. 2, 30.?., ov, (, 7.)^-',. Soph. Phil. 516., adv., . II. 2., , , good tone of
stomach.—II. goodness for the stomach,

tonic qualities : from, ov, (,)
with a good, healthy stomach,— II. good

for the stomach, tonic, wholesome, Diosc,
cf.. Adv. -, Cic. Att.

9, 5, 2., , to be, to sing

stveetly, of the nightingale. Soph. O..

C. 18.—II. ingenl.=<;7/^J, Aescb..
Cho. 997, Ar. Nub. 833., , , goodness of sound,

euphony, Plat. Crat. 404 D : sweetness-,
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ttj speech, beauty of language, Dion. H.
—11. pleasantness to the mouth, goodness

of taste, TUeophr.: from. ov, {,) with good
mouth, mouth ofgood size, ofdogs, Xen.
Cyn. 4, 2 : of horses, well-mouthed,

well-bitted, opp. to, Plut.—2.

of good countenance, well-looking, cf.

Lat. OS.—H. speaking or singing well,

Anth. ; fluent, Ibid.—2. speaking aus-

picious words, like, cautiously

avoiding words of ill omen, and so keep-

ing silence : esp., nniit. plur.

as adv., , and' , on
this lot me keep a religious silence,

Hdt. 2, 171, ubi V. Wessel., cf. Piers.

Moer. p. 475 ;', peace, be

still ! Soph. Phil. 201.—111. good to

the mouth, of good taste, Theophr.^,,, Eastorgius, masc.
pr. n., Anth.,, , , {,-) from or with a good stem, trunk,

Anth.., , to be, hit

the ?nark, c. gen.,. -, , to hit tlieni ex-

actly, Polyb. : absol. to be successful,

Id. Hence..,, , a lucky hit,

Diog. L. 5, 34., , , skill in. shooti^ig at

a mark, good aim,, Eur. I. T.

1239 ; ., periphr. for bow,

Eur. Tro. 811.—U. nietaph. quickness,

readiness in extempore reply or repartee,

teit, ckverness, Lat. acumen, Arist. Eth.

N. : from, ov, {,) aiming

well, h'tting the mark,, Eur. H.
P. 195.—2. pass., of the thing hurled,

well-aimed, Eur. Hel. 76.—II. inetaph.

making good shots, i. e. guessing well,

hitting the right nail on the head, Arist.

Divin. : seizing the opportunity. DlO C. :

ready at answer or repartee, Plut. ; in

genl. sharp, clever. Neut. plur. -, as adv., esp. .,
etc.', Luc, and Anth. Adv. -^•. Plat.

Legg. 792 D., , , () the place for
sirigring slaughtered swine, Ar. Eq.
1230.—II. roasted, scorched barley, from
which were made. In Ar. I.

c. the form, is preferred ; cf

E. M. p. 398, 31 :, properisp.,

is quite wrong..•3, , {,) easily

bent or turned.,, , {,)—-., , . ., {,) easily turned, twisted, pliant,

of leathern ropes, Od. 2, 426; 15, 201.. , . ., as al-

ways in Horn., {,) either

well-twisted, and so strong ; or easily

twisting. pliable,flexible, ofropes, withs,

etc., II. 15, 463, Od. 9, 427 ; 10, 167,

of the bowstring, Od. 14, 340, of a

liarpstring, Od. 21, 408.—II. in genl.

supple, nimble,, Anth., , , , {,) well-wreathed, curly, of

hair, Anth., , , suppleness, ex-

periness, of body and mind. Plut., ov, Ep. ., {,) well turned or twisted, 11. 13,

599, 716, curved, curled: easily bent,

supple : hence ready, nimble, quick,, Eur. I. A. 293. Adv. -,
Anth.^, ov, 6, Eustruphus. an

Argive, t nvoy to Lacedaemon, Thuc.

5., 40,—2. an Athenian, Plut., ov, (, )
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well spread or covered ivith rugs, etc.,

Lat. benestratus, ?., . Horn. Ven.
158, Cer. 286.7^, ov, {, ?) with

goodly pillars, Eur. I. T. 128 : with

pillars at the best distances. On which
V. Vitruv. 3, 2, 1.,,{,)
easy to be concealed, Aretae., ov, {,-) exposed to calumny, Plut., ov, {,) easily

robbed, [ii], ov, {,?-) easily taken or caught.—II. act.

easily receiving, C. gen., Geop.?, ov, {, ,-) adapted for argument, conclusive,

Arist. Rhet. 1, 1, 12.—2. easy to be in-

ferred, Polyb. 12, 18, 8., ov, {,-) easy to put together, consistent, suit-

able, [t], ov, old Att. ., {,)=5^. I., Wess. Hdt. 7, 57,

Aesch. Pr. 775., ov, old Att. ., {,
?\,7}) easy to be itiferred by putting

two things together, easy to guess, make
out or understand, Aesch. Cho. 170, cf
foreg.—II. easy to deal with, honest, up-

right, Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 5 ; .,
Aesch. Supp. 701.—2. readily contrib-

uting one's/.— III. afl^ording a

good omen, auspicious , Plut. Adv.-., ov, {,-) easy to live with, accommoda-
ting, agreeable in society, Diog. L., >{.,-) easily growing together., ov, {, 7?^-] easy to fill up, reach to, Epicur. ap.

Diog. L. 10", 133., ov, {,)
easily growing together, Theophr.', ov, {,})
easily collected together: hence rO/TOf

., a place conve-

nient for a commercial mart, an em-
porium, Ari.st. Pol. [u]?.,, {,7-) easy to deal with, Plut. Adv.
-, LXX., ov, {,-) easily fitted together, Arist. Gen.
An. Adv. -., ov, {,-) easily carried off. Adv. -., , , a good con-

science, Clem. Al. : from, ov, {,)
with a good conscience, M. Anton.
Adv. -, Clem. Al.', , , shrewdness, Criti-

as 64, and Arist. Eth. N. : from, ov, old Att. ., {,) quick of apprehension, clever,

shrewd, .\rist. Eth. N.—II. easily un-

derstood, intelligible, Eur. I. T. "i092.

Adv. - : Compar., signf.

I, Thuc. 4, 18., , , good arrange-

ment.—II. good faith in treaties, etc.,

Philo : from, , to be of good faith,

observe it, Polyb., ov, {,) ivell

piit together, well compounded, Arist.

Khet. : well-fitting. Adv. -rwf., ov, {,)
easily taken in at a glance, seen at

once, Isocr. Antid. ^ 183.—II. metaph.
easily seen or detected, manifest, Arist.,

Rhet., etc. Adv. -., ov, {,)
well-arranged, orderly,, Arr.—2.

withgood syntax, clear, ofstyle, Gramm.
Adv. -.

EYTO, ov, (,,)
easily broken, Polyb., ov. {,) with a
good pulse, Aretae. Hence, . ?/, goodness, healthi-

ness of pulse, Aretae., ov, Ep. ., {,-) with beautiful ankles, Hes. Sc.
16, Th. 254., ov, {,,) easily

held, kept in its place, Hipp.7/, , to he, to

behave with grace and dignity, Plat.

Legg. 732 C. Hence, , , an act of
decorum, Stob. Eel. 2, 194., ,=7/. Adv.
-, Lur. Hec. 569./, , , decorous ap-

pearance, grace, elegance of figure and
bearing. Plat. Symp. 196 A : from', ov, gen., {,-) wellformed or arranged, ofgood, fig-

ure, mien, and bearing, graceful. Plat.

Rep. 401 C ; decent, becoming, Ae.^chin.

70, 39,, Eur. Hi()p. 490: hence
in worse signf.—2. with an outside

show of goodness, specious, Eur. Med.
584. Adv. -, like a gentleman,

Ar. Vesp. 1210: Compar.-,
Plat. Epin. 981 A., ef,^sq., Anth., ov, {,) easily

split. Theophr.?^, , to hare abundani lei-

sure, Diod.,, Pseudo-Luc.?.,, , leisure, . Anton.

:

from7., ov,{,) at leisure,

unoccupied, esp. by war, Polyh., , to be,
Eur. Andr., 765 : and, , , strength, good
habit of body : from, , (,) well or
.•sound in body, strong, stout., oi',=fureg., dub.^, ov, a, Easorus, father of

Aenete the wife of Aeneus, Ap. Rh.
1,959., ov, Ep. ., {, -) u'ith good fellies ; in genl. it'iiA

good wheels, running well,], Hes.
Sc. 273, v. 1. in II. 24, 578.

iEvToia, , , Eutaea, a city of
Arcadia near Mantinea, Xen. Hell.

6, 5, 12., , {,) easily melt-

ed, or softened by heat, Luc., , to be, to be

orderly, behave well, Thuc. 8, 1 : esp.

of soldiers, to obey discipline, Xen.
Mem. 3, 5, 21. Hence,, , an act of or-

derly behaviour, Stob. Ecl. 2, 192., ov, {,) well-

arranged, uell-behaved. orderly, ',
Ar. Av. 829,, Thuc. 7, 77 : esp.

of soldiers, orderly, well-disciplined,

Ar. Vesp. 424, Thuc. 2, 89. Adv., Aesch. Pers. 399.

.. ov. {tv,) well-

husbanded, cared for ; hence inoderate,

convenient, Hipp., , ,{) good
order, discipline, Thuc. 6, 72 : orderly

behaviour, correctness of conduct, freq.

in Deft". Plat.—II. as philos. term, the

power of doing all just as it ought to be

done, good practical judgment, cf. CiC.

Off". \, 40., ov, {,)
easily humbled., ov, {.)
easily disturbed, startled, Plut., •, {.) delicate-

footed, of the grasshopper's leg, Anth•,

,

?>., lb.



ETTE, Ep. adv., also sometimes in

Hdt., and Trag., of time, like ore,

ivheti, at the time when.— 1. c. indie,

beginning the sentence, without any
particle in apodosis, ?,-

?), 11. 11, 735: but usu.

followed by a particle, as by, II.

6, 392, // , Od. 13, 93, ,
Od. 22, 182, KUL (), Od. 24,

149, , Od. 20, 73, alone,

. 12, 373, Od. 17, 359. Sometimes
the clause to which belongs is

put last, e. g. "', ,
Od. 20, 50, cf. II. 5, 396, etc.—2. c.

aor. indie, seeing that, since. Soph.
O. C. 84.—II. c. subj. et uv, ' ,
like, so oft as, whensoever , in the

case that..., II. 1, 242. Od. 1, 192, etc.:

so sometimes in Eur.•— 2. c. subj.

sine uv, once in Horn., Od. 7, 202,

freq. in Epigr., Jac. A. P. p. 106.— B.

as adv. of comparison, for, as,

just as, as if, once in Horn. U. 3, 10,

c. indie, with in apodosis,

and so Aristarch. once read U. 19,

386, but in his second revision he
wrote, as Wolf also has done

:

so too sometimes in Lyr., and later

Ep. ; but Buttm. everywhere prefers, cf. /. (Either an old dial,

form of, Buttm. Lexil. in v. ; or,

as some, an Ion. form of, from, cf Lat. qaum from qtii.), ov,(,) well-wall-

ed, well-fortified, strong, of cities,,, II.: in 1. 16, 57, the

ace. fern,, from the accent,

must be a metaplast. form from -, not from.
.?'/, , {,:o)={oreg.,

Pind. , 6, 1, etc.7, ov, {, o)--=oreg.,, . Horn. Ven. 112.,,,^, dub., ov, (,)
easily guessed or inferred.^, , to be happy in children,

Eur. Meleag. 9 : and,, , . the blessing of chil-

dren, whether of number or goodness,
Eur. Ion 470, etc. : from.., ov, {,) happy
in children, with a flourishing family :

also with many children, fruitful, of
women, Eur. Hec. 581, etc.; also,., (but of lo), Aesch. Supp.
275 ; and of the earth, Eur. H. F.

1405 : ., an oracle that

gives promise of fair children, Id. Ion
423 ; out, fir., a pair of fair
children. Id. Phoen. 1618., , , Ion. ?/, the

having little to pay, cheapness,7, cheaply, Hdt. 2, 92 ; so too,

., Antiph.. 1.
;., a goose rudely,

vilely pamted, Ar. Av. 805, opp. to.—II. sparingness,frugality,

simplicity of living, .-
and, to cut down

to an economical standard. Id. 8, 1,

86 ; , for economy, Ar.

Ran. 405 : hence simple good taste,

prob. opp. to, Thuc. 2, 40.

cf Midler Gr. Lit. 1, p. 285.-2. mean-
nes.•!, shabbiness, Plut. : from, , {,) easily paid

for, cheap, Hdt. 2, 86 : slight, easy.

Plat. Legg. 649 D.—II. mean, paltry,

worthless,, Aesch. Theb.
491;s/infe6!/,,5iOf,Plat.Legg.806A,cf

Arist. Pol. 2, 11.—III. sparing, frugal,

Xen. Mem. 1, 3, 5. Compar.-,
Thuc. 8, 40. Adv. -, Xen., etc.

i,va. a, b, Eutelidas, masc.
nr. n., Plut.. Paus., etc.

ETTP
^., to hold cheap, despise,

Plut. Hence, ov, 6, meanness, vul-

garity of style, Longin.//, , , Euterpe, the muse
of music, Hes. Th. 77: from, , {,) delight-

ful, charming, Pind. . 6, 180.7], ov, {,)
artificially wrought, Anth., , , skill in art, etc.,

Anth. : from, ov, {,) skilful,

ingenious, of persons, Hipp. : of things,

Anth., ov, {,) easily

melted or dissolved, Arist. Probl.,, , a being easily melted,

Arist. Mirab., ov,{,)
easily tamed, Strab., ov, gen., {, 7.-) much-enduring

, firm, bold, Aesch.
Pers. 28. ubi al. ., ov, Ep. ., {,-) well-cut, in II., of leather-work,

10, 567, etc., 7, 304,

etc.—II. easily cut., ov, {,) with

good ivalls., , bring forth easily,

prosperously, Hipp. : and, , , propitious, happy
child-birth. Call. Ep. .'56.-2. of the

child,. Leon. Tar. : and, ov, aiding in child-birth :

from, ov, {,) bringing

forth easily, prosperously, Arist. H. A.
—II. pass, happily born, dub., , to be daring,,
Dio C. : and

EvToA/iia. , , courage, boldness,

Eur. Med. 469: from, ov, {,) brave,

spirited, courageous, Aesch. Ag. 1302,

always in good signf ,, being

used in bad signf. Adv. -, Tyrt.

9, etc., ov, {,)=-. Arist. Pol., , be powerful, effica-

cious ; c. inf., to have power, faculties,

Hipp. : to have courage, ,
Plut. : and
EvTOvia, , , strictly good ten-

sion : hence force, Hipp. : firmness,

strength, Diod. : and
''^, to give strength oi force to

a thing : from, ov, {,) on the

stretch ; hence stiff, sinewy, brawny,

of bodies or limbs made muscular by
e.xercise, etc., Hipp. : in genl. strong,

powerful, forcible, vehement, ,
Polyb. Adv. -, with main strength,

Ar. Plut. 1095., , , skill in archery,

Hdn. : from, ov, {,) with, be-

longing to a good bow,, Anth.

—II. skilled in the use of the bow., ov, {,)^
sq., Anth., ov, {,) well

turned, rounded, circular, Eur. Tro.
1197.—2. easy to turn or work, of wood,
Theophr.', as pass., to live

su7nptuously : from
EvpCo, ov, {,) with,

at a good table, hospitable,,
Aesch. Ag. 243 : living well, luxurious,

Eriph. Slhen.A: sumptuous, of meats,
Pint, [a], dep., {-) to be witty, lively, Polyb., , y, the behaviour of

EYTP
the, wit, liveliness, Lat.
urhaniias, Hipp. ; defined by Arist.

Eth. N., : but
ixe(^.=, as Plat. Rep. 563
A, cf../, =? :

from, ov, {,) easily

turning, freely moving, changing,, Ael. : ., a
well hung, glib tongue ; hence
., a dexterous, ingenious, ready

plea, Ar. Vesp. 469 : esp.—2. of per-

sons, ready with an answer or repartee,

witty, lively, Lat. urbanus. facetus, le-

pidus, cf Arist. Eth. N. 2, 7, where?. is the mean between
and ?. : but fre-

quently in bad signf.=?,
jesting, ribald, as Isocr. 149 D, cf Ep.
Ephes. 5, 4.— 3. tricky, dishonest, Pind.

P. 1, 178; 4, 186. Adv. -, readily,

without awkwardness, Thuc. 2, 41., , to be well noiirished,

thrive, Theophr. : from, , {, ) well

nourished, thriving, Eur. Med. 920,
Plat., etc.—II. act. nourishing,,
Aesch. Cho. 898. Adv. -. Ion., Hipp.,, 7/, good nurture, thriv-

ing health, v. 1. in Arist. H. A., , {,) ready to

turn to a thing, in genl.prepared, ready,

like, freq. in Eur. ;, Bacch. 440 ; .-
vat, lb. 844. Adv. --, App. Hence, lo make, gel ready, pre-

pare,, Aesch. Ag. 1651 ;

Tivi, to make friendly, conciliate, Xen.
Hell. 4, 8, 12 -.lor/ store, Tu, Ih.

2, 2, 4. Pass, to be prepared, ready,

Eur. I. A. 1111. Mid. to get ready,

prepare far one's self, or something of
one's own, Thuc. 4, 123. Hence, verb, adj., one must
prepare, Heliod. : and, ov, 6, preparation., ov, , one who pre-

pares, gets ready., ov, {,) easily

turned, changeable, Plut., , Ep. ., {,-) like, wellfed, fat, Od.
9, 425 ; 14, 530, Eur. Cycl. 380.

Eo^l)a,a,,{vp)change-
ablrness, Clem. Al.

iEvpo, . , the Eutresii, in-

habitants of a district of Arcadia,
Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 29, Paus.\, , , Eutresis, a \l\]age

near Thespiae in Boeotia, II. 2. 502.. ov, Ep. ., {,-) well-bored or pierced, 7., II.

14, 182.— II. of great bore, with wide
opening, Hes. Th. 863: with many
holes or openings, Q. Sin. 9, 429., ov, o, {.)
with goodly trident, epith. of Neptune,
Pind. 0.1,117.
.3?/. , {,) well-ruh

bed, powdered fine, Nic.—^11. well-worn,

easy lo trace., ov, {,) well

rubbed or pounded. Medic., nom. pi. from,
Xen., ,~, Eur. . F.

934.-,. h,,=, Nic,
but V. Lob. Paral. . 117., , ,{) versa-

tility, quickness, cleverness, Lat. ver-

sutia, Theogn. 218.—II. esp. a good

direction or disposition, good natural

turn. Democr. a p. Stob. p. 494, 5.. , , , {,)
with good keel.
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, , {,) active,

ready.—II.{) well-disposed.—2.

of diseases, vuld, Hipp. Auv. -., , to thrive well, flourish,

Arist. Grn. An. Also in micl., Tlie-
ophr. : and, , , plentiful nurtvre,

i. e.— 1. nourishment.—2. a heinff well-

nourished, Plat. Prot. 351 .: from•, ov, {fv,) nourish-

ing, healthy, Theophr.—11. pass, well-

nourished, thriving, Hipp., ov, Ep. . (,) running, or in genl. moinng
well, speedy.— 11. . ', Hes. Op.
597, 801, V. I. 11. 20, 496, ace. to some,
even for moving upon ." Others, well-

rounded., ov, Ep. ., (, -) well-wheeled, or, ace. to Others,

well-rounded, ,, like -
/., Hom. (esp. in 11.)— II. in

genl. easily turned round, Xen. Cyn., ov, {ev,) con-

venient in the vintage,, The-
ophr. [fi], ov, rare form for sq., well-

built, Aesch. Supp. 959 ; metaph.
ready, lb. 974, 994 ; tl, Pratin. ap.

Ath. 633 A..), ov, {,) well,

skilfully made, Hom. esp. as epith. of, and' : but also of
building, wood-work, tents, &c.—11.

well-prepared, made ready, of meat,.,, Hdt. 1,

119.^, ov, {,) easily

moulded, easily taking an impression,

Pint.

iKirvxeta, , ?/,=, Soph.
Fr. 882., , to be /, to be

well off, successful, lucky, Tivi, in a

thmg, Epich. p. 86, Hdt. 1, 171, etc.
;

but more freq. c. ace. rei, Hdt. 1, C5;

3. 43, etc. ; also, tl, Eur. Or. 542;

iv TivL, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 5 : c. part, to

succeed in doing. Eur. Or. 1212, Xen.
HelL 7, 1, 11, and freq. absol., Hdt.,
etc. ; also, e. ace. cognato,.-, Xen. An. 6, 3, 6.—2. of things,

to turn Old well, prosper, succeed, Hdt.
3, 40 : so too in pass.,7/•', they have had suc-
cess enough, Thuc. 7, 77 :.
as ironical negat., good lack to you ! I
wish you may get it ! Valck. Phoen.
406, cf 6'? II. Hence',, , a piece of good
luck, a happy issue, succesSjKui. Phoen.
1356, Xen., etc., , (,) well off,

successful, lucky, fortunate, prosperous,

of persons and events, Hdt. 1, 32,
Trag., Plat., etc. : opp. to,
Hdt. 1. c., to, Eur. Med.
1229: TO,=, Thuc.
2, 44. Adv. -. Ion. -, Hdt.
3, 39, Pind., Frag., etc. : eompar.-, Eur., etc. : superl.-,
Hdt. 7, 6.

'[., , , Eaiyches, son of
Hippocoon, Apollod.,, , ,{) success,

good luck, prosperity, Hdt. 1, 32, etc.

:

in plur. pieces of good luck, successes,

Thuc. 2, 44.\,, a, 6, Eutychidas, mase.
pr. n., Anth. Dor. form of^,, , , Eutychides, a
statuary of Sicyon, a pupil of Lysip-
pus, Paus., ov. {,) with, of
good gla.ts, Anth. [], , to abound in water,

Strab. : and
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, , , abundance of water,

Stral). : from', ov, {,) well-water-

ed, abounding in water, yy, Hdt. 4, 47,, Pind. P. 1, 152 : also of a river,

with beautiful water, Eur. I. T. 399.%', ov, {,) rich in

hymns, celebrated in many hymns, H.
Hom. Ap. 19, 207., , {,)
easily stept over : hence, of a socket,

out of which the end of the bone easily

slips, Hipp., ov, {,-) easily overcome. Arist. Eth. N.,, ov, {,) sleeping

well or soundly, Hipp.7], ov, {,) of a

shoe or sandal, easy to be bound on the

foot.
_, ov, {,)

easily endured, tolerable., ov, (,)
easily giving way, yielding, Herm. ap.

Stob. Eel. 1, 1086., ov, {, vav)^sq.
[]

^/, , {, )==:'^1, beauti-

fully woven. Soph. Tr. 602. []', , {,) very high./, , {,) very bright,

Nonn.\, , , Euphaes, son of
Antiochus, king of the Messenians,
Paus. 4, 5, 8..&,. Dor. for.'\.>, ov Dor. a, b, Euphd.-
mtdas, Dor. pr. n., son of Aristony-
mus, leader of the Corinthians, Thuc.
2. .33.\, ov, 6, Dor. for,
Pind., , {, )=^-/.\, , 6, Euphanes, an
Aeginetan, ancestor of Timasarchus,
Pind. N. 4, 143., ov, {,-) one whose imagination can accu-

rately realise or embody notions, Lat.
qui sibi res, voces, actus secundum vc-

rimi optime fingit, Quinct. Instit. 6, 2,

30.^, ov, 6, Euphantus, a wri-
ter whose is quoted in Ath.
251 p., ov, 6, Dor. -, {,) with beautiful quiver, Soph.
Tr. 208.,, ov, {,)
abounding in drugs, whether lor medi-
cine, Theophr., or for dyeing., , (,) bright,

brilliant,, Aesch. Pers. 387 :, brightness, light.

,?], ,() to use words

of good omen, and so—^I. to avoid all

that are tinlucky, as was esp. required
during sacred rites, Horace's male
ominatis parcere verbis, II. 9, 171, Hdt.
3, 38.-2. hence, as the surest mode
of avoiding them, to keep .silence, hold
the toug'ue, esp. to preserve an awful,
religious silence, Lat. favere Unguis, Ar.
Nub. 263, etc., opp. to :

most freq. in imperat. /, -, hush ! be still ! Lat. bona
verba quaeso, favete Unguis, Aesch. ap.

Ar. Ran. 1274, freq. in Ar., and Att.

dialogue, as if to avert an omen ; and
so, , Ar. Nub. 263 : also
m mid.,(^ ,
Aesch. Supp. 512. Cf Jac. A. P. p.
xxxiv.— II. to shout in praise or honour
of any one, or in triumph, Aesch. Ag.
596, Eum. 1035, Ar. Plut. 758 ; later
c. ace. to honour by .fhouts, applause.
etc., Plat. Epin. 992 D.—III. to sound

auspicicrusly, triumphantly, Ae.ich. Pers.
389. Ag. 28. Opp. to.^', , ,() Eupheme,
the nurse of the Muses, Paus. 9, 29, 5., , ,{) the use of
words of good omen : and so—I. ahsti

yience from iyiauspicious language, -=, Soph. Tr. 178 :

hence—2. silence, esp. solemn silence

during religious rites ; and so, the pro-

clamation of silence, cf Ar. Thesm.
295.—3. the use of an eupheynism, a
mild naine for a bad thing. Plat. Legg.
736 A, cf..— II. praise,

and in plur. songs of praise, lauds,

Pind. P. 10, 54: later applause.—2.
praise, favour, Soph. Fr. 206.^, Ion. , , son or
descendant of Euphemus, Hdt. 4, 150., to receive, salute with ac-

clamations, Hdn.^, , , Euphemius, an
Athenian orator ridiculed by Aris-
tophanes, Vesp. 599.,, .{) later

word for.—II. in Gramm. esp.

the use of an auspicious word for an in-

auspicious one, e. g./ for, for vv!;, etc., ov, {,) sounding
well, of good omen, in genl. auspicious,, Aesch. Ag. 636,. Soph. El.

630, etc. : then of persons—I. abstain-

ing from inauspicious words, silent,

Trag. : , like,
Lat./njje lingua, Eur. I. T. 687 ; -, Ar. Thesm. 39.—II.

euphem. for, Stanl. Aesch.
Ag. 1227, Heind. Plat. Phaedo 60 A.
—HI. speaking well, praising, extolling ;

TO .. praise, M. Anton. Adv. -,. Hom. . 171, etc.^, , , Euphemus, son of
Neptune and Europa, ancestor of Bat-
tus, an Argonaut, Pind. P. 4, 39, 79,

sqq. ; Ap. Kh. 1, 179.—2. son of Troe-
zen, leader of the Cieones, an allv of
the Trojans, II. 2, 846.-3. an Athe-
nian envoy to Syracuse, Thuc. 6, 75.

—Others in Andoc, etc.

tEi5(i!>7?pof, OV, o. Euphsrus, in MSS.
for, father of Callicrates,

Dem. 611, 25.', , , Euphetes, prince
of Ephyrc in Elis on the SelleVs, II.

15, 532., ov, (,) easily

destroyed, Arist. Coel.— II. easily di-

gested, Dipli. Siphn. ap. Ath. 68 F., , to sound, sing well

:

from, ov, {,)
well-sounding, cheerful, gay,,
Aesch. Cho. 341 : of good voice, sing-

ing tvcll, of birds, Strab., , (,) beloved,

Aesch. Ag. 34.— II. act. loving, fond,. Id. Eum. 197., ov, also , ov, Aesch.
Theb. 107, (,) well-beloved.

^^/, ov, o, Euphih.tus, ati

Athenian, father of Charoeades,
Thuc. 3, 86.—Others in Dem. 934,

28; 1353, 1; etc.,, , rj, {, -,) fond of children : or

—

.
pass, beloved of children,, Aesch.
Ag. 721.?., ov, (,)
of, proceeding from ambition,-. Arist. Eth. N., ov. (,) well-bitted,

well-bridled.—II. astringent, styptic,

Nie., ov, (,) easily

squeezed or crushed., ov, {,) easily



Inndled or burning, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5,

22.

EvipopiSia, , , (.3) good

feeding, high condition, Soph. Fr. 727.

•;3, ov, , an African plant

with an acridjuice, Euphorhmm, Diosc.

:

Spurge is our equivalent name.,3, ov, {tv,^) well-fed,

Orph.—11. ^ct. fertile.', ov. 6, Euphorbus, aTro-
jan, son of Panthoiis, slam by Mene-
laus, 11. 16, 806 : Pythagoras main-
tained that, in the Trojan war, his

soul had animated the body of Eu-
phorbus, Luc. Gall. 4, cf. Hor. Od. 1,

28, 10, sqq.—2. an Eretrian, son of

Alcimachus, betrayer of Eretria, to

the Persians, Hdt. 6, 101.), ,() to bear well,

be productive, Hipp. : hence, ov, easily borne, endura-

ble, Aesch. Cho. 353., , ,{) the power

of bearing, enduring easily, Hipp.—II.

a bearing well, fertility, Philo.\,, ov, , Euphorides, masc.
pr. n., an Acharnian, Ar. Ach. 612.

tEu^opiU)•',. 6, Euphorion, an
Athenian, father of the poet Aeschy-
lus, Hdt. 2, 156.—2. father of Lapha-
nes. Id. 6, 127.— 3. a poet and gramma-
rian of Chalcis in Euboea, Paus. 2,

22, 7 : Ath. 477 E.,, 6, /, (, -) with beautiful lyre : playing beau-

tifully on it, Anth.— II. pass, of lyrical

music, beautifidly played or accompa-
nied, 0pp., ov, {,) patiently,

firmly borne,, Pind. N. 10, 45.

—2. easily borne or worn, convenient,

-?, Xen. Cyr. 2, 3, 14.—II. act.

bearing, carrying well, of a breeze, fair,
favourable, Xen. Hell. 6, 2, 27.-2.
bearing, 1. e. enduring well : hence-
-, active, nimble, in genl. healthy,

Xen. Symp. 2, 16.—3. hearing, i. e.

producing well, fruitful, fertile, Arist.

H. A. : metaph., . -, rich in manly virtue,

Dion. H. Compar. irreg. in Aretae.-. Adv. -, Hipp., etc., ov, (ev,) well-

freighted or ballasted, /, Anth.

:

hence moving well, active,, 0pp., , b, Euphragoras,
masc. pr. n., .\nth.,, , , correctness of lan-

guage or style : from,, , {,) speaking
well or correctly.—2. pass, well-worded

:

Horn, has only the adv. in Od. 19,

352, ' iiyo-, to speak all things wisely in

good set terms, eloquently ; others take
it to be shrewdly (from), but
this is contained in.,. , . Ion. and poet, for, Anth., (. - ; aor.,
also, Xen. Cyr. 4, 2. 39 : Ej).-, but Horn, also uses the com-
mon form, as 11. 5, 6S8, (ft),, -). To cheer, delight, gladden,, . 7, 297, Od. 20, 82, etc.—
II. pass. c. fut. mid., to rejoice, make
merry, Od. 2. 311 :, Ar. Ach. 5, iv rivi. Xen. Hier.

1, 16 : c. part.,', is

rejoiced at seeing, Soph. Aj. 280.-,, ov, , Euphraeus, masc.
pr. , a disciple of Plato, Plat. Ep.
321 C.—2. a banker at Athens, Dem.
948,16., , , ()
cheering, delightful to,, Ath.
Ei'<>payro7roiof,ov,=foreg.,Gramm.} , >, pleasant.

\,, , Euphranor, a

celebrated painter and statuary, a
contemporary of Praxiteles, Paus. 1,

3, 4 ; Plut.—2. a Pythagorean phi-

losopher, Ath. 182 C, etc.—Others in

Diog. L., etc. [tt],, ,() delight,

mirth ; esp. good cheer., ov, (,) easy to

say or speak, Arist. Rhet. : clear, dis-

tinct,), Dion. P.^, a, b, Euphratas, masc.
pr. n.^, ov. Ion., ,
, the Euphrates, a celebrated river of

western Asia, rising in Armenia, and
emptying into the Persian gulf, Hdt.
1, 180, etc., Ep. -, (,)
well-meaning, and (at the same time)
well-judging, with kind and prudent
mind, oft. in Hom., but always in the
verse. No such verb as -

occurs, v. , sub fin., , , () night,

Hes. Op. 558, Pind., and all poets,

but also not seldom in Hdt. and
Hipp. : strictly euphem. for , the

kindly, or acc. to Others the balmy, re-

freshing one, as if from,
which is less prob.

—

.^).
Hence, ov, b, son of Night,
Anth.^, ov, , Euphronius, a
rich citizen of Sunium in Attica, Plat.

Theaet. 144C—2. a poet, Strab.—3. a
Greek grammarian. Ath. 495 C.—4. a
Peripatetic philosopher, Diog. L. 5, 74., adv. from., , , Ep. -, (-) cheerfulness, mirth, esp. of a
banquet, good cheer, Od., H. Hom.,
Hes., both in common and Ep. form :

also in plur., Od. 0, 150, Aesch. Pr.

540, and Eur. : poet, word, used by
Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 32, in plur. [i•]'^, , , Euphrosyne, one
of the three Graces, Hes. TL 909., . ov, poet, lor -), cheerful, Orph—II. act. cheering,

making cheerful, Diosc. Adv. -,
Theogn. 764., ov, (,) watch-

ful,, 0pp.^,, , Euphro, fern. pr. .,
Anth., ov, Ep.., both in Hom.,
(,) cheerful, merry, II. 15, 99,
Od. 17, 531, and Trag.—2. act. cheer-

ing, making glad or merry, comforting,, II. 3, 246 ; and so, ftoal-, Soph. Aj. 420.—II.

later, well-minded, kind, kindly, like, opp. to, freq. in

Pind., and Aesch.—2. prudent.—lU.
adv. -, in signf I. 1, Pind. P. 10,

63 ; in signf. I. 2, Aesch. Ag. 849 ; in

signf III. 2, Aesch. Ag. 351.^,, , Euphron, a citizen

of Sicyon, who obtained supreme au-
thority in that city, Xen. Hell. 7, 1,

44.—2. an Athenian banker, Dem.
948, 17.—3. a poet of the new come-

|

dy, Ath. 7 D.—Others in Paus., etc., , {, ) well-grown,, II. 21, 243 ; so too,.-
\, ivy, Eur. Alcraen. 2 ; of good

figure, shapely, comely, goodly,,
il. 4, 147 : also graceful, of the dance,
Ar. Thesm. 908.—^11. of good natural
parts, like French d'un bnn naturel,

Arist. Eth. N. 3, 5, 17 : clever, sharp,

esp. witty, droll, Isocr. 149, D : well-

fitted or suited, . Plat., Isocr.,

etc. : also of good moral disposition,

Xen. Mem. 1, 6, 13, cf. sq.—2. of an-

ETXA
imals, easily trained, docile, good-tem-
pered, Xen. Mem. 4, 1, 3. Hence, ar. ^,=sq., Alex. Incert. 78., ar, , goodness of shape,
etc., shapeliness, Hipp.—II. gijod natu-
ral parts or ability, natural cleverness :

ancf hence morally, goodness of dispo-
sition, usu. in both signfs. at once,
Arist. Eth. K. 3, 7, 17, as in French
un bon naturel : of places, fertility, fa-
vourable situation, etc., Theophr., and
Polyb.?., ov, (,/.) well

or easily guarded, Aesch. Supp. 998,, to be on one's

guard, Eur. H. F. 201 :, it was easier foi

them to keep a look-out, Thuc. 8, 55.

—II. (,?.) easy to watch,

guard one^s self against, Dio C. Adv.
-. []?.?, ov, (,) well-

leaved, leafy, Pind. I. 6, 89, and Eur., ov, (,) easily

blown up, e. g. into a flame, fv], ov, (,) well-plant-

ed, goodfor planting., , , goodness of voice,

Xen. Mem. 3, 3, 13 : goodness of
rhythm, Dion. H. : in genl. goodness

of sound, euphony, Quinctll. : from, •, (,) loud, clear-

voiced, Ar. Eccl. 713 ; sweet-voiced,

musical,., Pind. I. 1,90;
.. of the

Furies, Aesch. Ag. 1187. Adv. -., ov, {,) easily

detected, Plut. : besides the regul. -, there is an irreg. comp.
and superl.,-, as
if from, Schaf. ap. Nake
Choeril. p. 274., ov, 6, (.) with

beautiful, flowing hair. Call. Ep. 56:
with flowing mane ; of plants, leafy.

Anth., ov, 6,=foTeg.7.1, ov, (, ?:) well-

bridled, [], ov, (, 6)^=.
foreg.7., ov, (,) wrought

of fine brass, or well-wrought in brass,

il.'7, 12, Od. 15, 84.?., ov, (, 7.)^=.
foreg., Anth.\, ov, , Eucharides, masc.
pr. n., Ar. V'esp. 680., neut., gen. -,
(,) pleasing, charming, winning,
Eur. Med. 632 : in genl. ctgreeable,

pleasant, Lat. gratiosus, esp. in socie-

ty : ., Xen. Cyr. 2, 2,

12 : popular. Id. Hell. 4, 8, 22: -, popularity, urbanity. Id. Ages. 8,

1:11,11. Adv. superl. ei;);apiarara,

Polyb. Excerpt. Vat. p. 402, nisi leg.-. Cf., ,() to be

thankful, return thanks, Bockh Inscr.

1, p. 52. Pass, to be thanked, Hipp.
—II. to wish joy, congratulate one,

Tivi. Hence7), ov, of, belonging to

thanks or gratitude,, Dion. H.

:

Tu, sub., a thank-

offering, Polyb.,, , thanks, gratitude,

Hipp.—2. a giving of thanks : hence,
the Holy Eucharist, Eccl.—II. grace-

fulness., adv. thankfully, with

thankful mind, Philo : from, ov. (,,-) also, ,^^,
winning, agreeable, Xen. Oec. 5, 10:

of things, agreeable, pleasant, elegant,

/-oyot, id. Cyr. 2, 2, 1 :?,?



, to die happily, Hdt.
J , 32.— il. favoured, dr.ar, popular, Lat.

gralioxus.—-III. loving, esp. grateful,

thankful, Lat. gratas, Xen. Cyr. 8, 3,

49. [ij\, , b, Eucharistus, an
Athenian archon, Diod. S., ov, freq. v. 1.-.,, , (,,) health}/,

convenient, to winter in, Arist. Pol.—II.

act. bearing the winter or the cold well,

Arist. H. A. : opp. to .,, b, , {,) with

good hands, i. e. handy, active, dexter-

ous, Pind. O. 9, 1C5 : ingenious, clever,

of a sculptor, Soph. O. C. 472 : hence
as name of the iir.st Greek artist, Eu-
chir, V. Plin. H. N. 35, 43. Hence',, , , quickness of hand,
dexterity, cxpertness, Polyb.

tEvrfipof, ov, 0, Euchirus, a statu-

ary of Corinth, Fans. G, 4, 4 : v. at

end of., ov, (,) easily

mastered or overcome, Aesch. Pers. 452

:

in Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 30, and Theophr.,
is a superl. for-, but Dind. would correct

it ; cf. however Schaf. ap. Nake Choe-
ril. p. 274, and., , , quickness of hand,

dexterity, readiness, skill. Plat. Rep.
426 D ". in genl. activity, 7iimbleness,

Plat. Legg. 912 D.—2. proncness, m-
clinationfor a thing, c. gen.,,
Plat. Rep. 391 ; or tl,

Plut.—3. in bad sense, license, reck-

lessness, Aesch. Eum. 495, and Po-
lyb. Oft. confused with.
From, , (ev,) handy at a
thing, doing it without trouble, dexter-

ous : hence in bad sense, licentious,

reckless. Dem. 547, 28.—II. pass, easi-

ly handled, Hipp. : easy,, Plat.

Polit. 206 C : TO, the easy,

careless use of a thing. Plat. Theaet.
184 B.—2. of persons, manageable,

accommodating, kind, yielding. Soph.
Phil. 519, Valck. Phoen. 393 : opp. to/. Adv. -, Plat. Phaed.
117 C., poet, for, dep.,

only m pres. and impf., the latter in

Horn, without augtn. To pray, be-

seech. II. 8, 347: 15, 309, to a god,, Od. 12, 356, II. 6, 208 : in genl.

to pay one's vows, do reverence, give

thanks, to a god or man, II. 11, 701,
Od. 8, 407.— II. to boast one's self, pro-

fe-!s, c. inf., -, Od. 1, 172, etc. : to brag, Lat.
gloriari,., II. 12, 391, and
strengthd., -; II. 17, 19 ; 20, 348 ;-' , to

glory over them, Od. 22, 412. Ep.
word. The act. occurs in
no good author., 7/, ,() a prayer, en-

treaty, wish or vow, Hom. only in Od.
10, 526 (his usual words being
and ), Hes. Th. 419:, Lat. vota persolvere, Hdt.
1, 80,, Xen. Mem. 2, 2,

10 ; ^, Lat. votis potiri,

Plat. Legg. 088 ; ,-, to make a vow
of a thousand goats, Ar. Eq. 061,—2.

a mere wish, an aspiration, a visionary

thing, as opp. to the reality, hence, to build castles

in the air. Plat. Rep. 499 C, cf. 450
D, ubi V. Stallb ; so,', as

one would wish, not expect, Arist. Eth.

N. ; so too, ,
like a boy's wish. Plat. Soph. 249 D.

—3, a prayerfor evil, i. e. a curse, im•

488

EYXO
precation, Valck. Phoen. 70.—II. vain-

boasting, proud-speaking./. ov, gen., to be tvish-

edfor, Hesych.^',, 6, Euchlnor, son of

Coeranus, of Megara, Pans. 1, 42, 5.

—2. son of the Corinthian seer Po-
lyidus, II. 12, 663.-3. son of Aegyp-
tus, Apollod.,, ov, (,) rich in fod-
der.—II. of a horse, v)ell- thriven, in

good condition, Xen. Eq. 1, 12., ov, {tv,) rich in

goals, Allth. [i]', ov, contr., ,
(, ) Tnakins; fresh and green,

epith. of Ceres, Soph. O. C. 1600, cf..— 11. verdant, blooming, Opp.?., ov, (.) fresh

and ureen, dub. in Theophr., ov, , a prayer-book,

Eccl.

ET'XOMAI, fut. : aor.-, 3 aor. syncop. , Ep.
^ragm. ap. Schol. Soph. O. C. 1375:

plqpf.. Soph. Tr. 010. In

Att. usu. with augm., in Hom. never.

De]). mid. To pray, pay one's vows,

Lat. precari, vota facere, ', to one,

as., very freq. in Hom., etc.:

but c. dat. commodi, for one, II. 7,

298 ; also,. , Xen.
Mem. 1, 3, 2, Dem., etc.; and so c.

ace. cognato,. ,
etc., Dem. 381, 10, etc. ; .,
to utter it in prayer, Pind. P. 3, 3 : in

Anth., also c. ace. pers., to pray, be-

seech one. Hom. is fond of joining

?.',', to

pray aloud and earnestly, make many
prayers.—2. C. inf., to pray to.., pray
that.., wish to.., as, . -, 11. 2, 401 ; , Pind.,

etc. ; also,. , to pray
him to.., Ar. Thesm. 351, etc.—3. c.

ace. objecti, to pray for. long or wish

for,, Pind. N. 8, 03, and so

Att. ; . , to pray for some-
thing for a person, as So|)h. Phil.

1019 ; but also to pray for a thing

from.., as, -, Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 10, cf. Cyr. 2. 3,

1.—4. Sojih. O. T. 1512 is usu. quoted
as a (singular) pass, usage, tout' -, receive this prayer frotn me,
—but this is needless, indeed impos-
sible, V. Ellendt.—II. to vow, esp. in

prayer, i. e. to vow or promise to do..,

c. inf., , II. 8,

526 ; ', 11. 18,

499 : and so in Att. ; . ,, to make a vow over an
ox, o\)er goats, i. e. vow to ofl'er them,
as if they were before the altar, and
the vow made over them, Inlerpp.

Ar. Eq. 000. In this signf.

has both fut. and aor. inf., Herm.
Opusc. I, 282.—2. c. ace. rei, to vow
a thing, Lat. vovere, Aesch. Ag. 963,

Ar. Av. 1619, etc. From the signf.

of vowing or pledging one's self to do a
thing.—II. in genl. to speak confident-

ly, proudly of one's self, boast, c. inf.,

very freq. in Hom., esp. -, not necessarily of empty boast-

ing, but usu. of something which one
knows to be matter of glory, and
claims as such : hence often, little

more than to profess, maintain, cf., 11• 14, 360 ; also, ., 11. 8, 254, and
80 Att. : very rarely with the inf.

omitted, as, -, (sc.) I 6.5< my descent,
claim it.., Od. 14, 199.• yet not rare in
Hom. to boast vainli/, bras, and so
strengthd., , li. 11, 388,
of. poet,. (The common

notion is prob. that of loud speaking,

for the word is clearly akin to,
: which was thefrst sense

is uncertain.),.-,. mid.,(,) to make a prayer., ov, (,) tvell-

strung, musical,, Pind. N. 10, 39., ov, {,) of cattle,

thriving on its fodder, Arist. H. A.—
II. rich in fodder, fertile.

Ei'^'or,, , the thing prayed for,
object of prayer, ,,, to grant one's prayer, II.

285 ; 22, 130, Od. 22, 7 ; -,, to obtain it, 11. 7, 203

:

15, 462.— II. that of which one is proud,
one's boast, glory, etc., as in 11. 21, 473

;

but this, though freq. in Pind., as O.
10, 75, is not needed in Hom.

—

III.

later,— 1. vow, votive offering, Anth.—2. boastfulness, vanity.,, , to be :

and, , , wealth. Poll. 6,
196 : irom^, ov, (,pa)weallhy., , =.
Plat. (Com.) ap. Poll. 6, 190., , to be, to

be jiseful. serviceable,, Polyb.,, Diosc. ; absol., Bockh Inscr. 2, p.
226.—II. pass.,, to receive assistance from, be ac-
commodated, served by him, Diod.—2.
to be in common use, of words, Gramm.
Hence, , , advantage
received., , -, accommodation,
utility, Polyb., . Id. : from, ov, (,) easy
to make use of useful, serviceable, freq.
in Xen. ; , Plat. Legg. 777 B.
Adv. -, Polyb., ,=, dub. 1.,

Xen. Eq. 1, 17, where L. Dind. would
read., , to be of a good, healthy
or handsome look or complexion, Ar.
Lys. 80 : I'rom', , rare poet, form for •, offine complexion, beautiful,-, Od. 14, 24., , , goodness of coinplex•
ion. healthy look, Hipp. : from,, ov, contr. , , (,) of a good, healthy look or com-
plexion, fresh-looking, healthy, Hipp.,
and Xen. Compar. -. Xen.
Cyr. 8, 1, 41 ;-, Arist. Probl.,

cf. Lob. Phryn. 143., ov, (,) rich in

gold, of the Pactolus, Soph. Phil. 394., , =, Ar. Eq.
1171, Thesm. 644, and Plat.7, , , goodness, healthiness

of the juices.—II. good flavour, Ath.

:

from, ov, (,) with good,
healthy juices.—ll._;?/;cy, well-flavoured,

ace. to Valck. in Hdt. 4, 58. Adv.
-, Hipp.,,,— I., Hipp.;
=11., Theophr. : from, ,=^?, Aretae.

:

yet cf.., '/, , ()^,, vow, 11. 1, 65, 93 : prayer,
11. 9, 499, Od. 13, 357: both times
joined with ofl'erings.—II, in genl.
wish, longing : also that which is pray-
ed, longed for, II. 2, 160; 4, 173; 22,
433 ; , Hdt. 2, 63.
— II. also, that which one boasts of ; in
genl. boasting, exultation, II, 8, 229

:

esp. a shout of triumph or victory,

coupled in II. 4, 450 ; 8, 64, with ot



. Poet, form, once in Hdt.
Hence, ,. bound by,

under a i-ow, Hdt. 2, 63, who explains

it by?. : Strabo
gives it as a translation of the Keltic

Soidurii or devoti of Caesar, B. (J.—2.

votive, , Dio C.

—

il.=,
yearned, longed for,, ov, {,) easily

separated, Theophr., ov, {,) spacious., ov, {,) easily

dammed or ?nounded up., ov,(,) sandy,

Anth. [rpii], , , , {,)
with many pebbles, shingly,., ov, {,) easily

cooled or chilled, Arist. de Sens. 5, 16.,, , to be, be of
good heart, good courage, JN. T.— II., farewell, freq. inscr. on
tombs, like Lat. have pia anima ! v.

Jac. A. P. p. 939.

.•7], , {,) cool, re-

freshing, Hdn., , , goodness of spirit,

courage, bravery, Aesch. Pers. 326,

Eur , and Thuc. : from,, ov, {,) of good
courage, courageous, brave, Lat. ani-

mosus, Aesch. Pers. 394, and Eur.

:

TO=, Thuc. 2, 43.

Adv. -, Xen. Hipparch. 8, 21.—II.

{,) refreshing, Theophr.
ET'il, f. : aor., without

augm. : Ion. , etc., but not so in

Hom. To singe, in Horn. usu. of

singeing swine's bristles ofT before

they are cooked, Od. 2, 300 ; 14, 75,

426 ; ihi, II. 9, 468 ; 23, 33 : aLso of the

Cyclops' eyelids, etc., while his eye
Vias burnt out, Od. 9, 389 : metaph.
of a shrewish wife,, Hes. Op. 703.— II. to dry by

fire, in genl. to dry up. (Akin to,, and to .), , {, , pf. oSoj^a)

sweet. Sinelling, Horn., Pind., and Att.

:

opp. to. Hence,', , , a sweet .'smell, Xen.
Symp. 2, 3, Plat. Tim. 65 A. Hence,, to perfume. Pass, to be

perfumed, grow fragrant, Strab.

Eu(5'.=foreg., Sext. Emp.,, , , {,) happy
as a parent, Op'p., fruitful, Nonn.—II.

pass, happily born, Nonn.
1?., ov, {, 7^) fair-

armed, Pind. P. 9, 31 ; also, .,
Eur. Hipp. 605.,, ov, {,) easily

bought, cheap, Strab., , ,{) cheapness,

Polyb.', to cheapen, hold in no es-

teem : from, ov, {,) offair price,

cheap, Epich. p. 14 : irreg. cornp.-, Id. p. 67. \.-, Buekh
Inscr. 2, p. 381.^,, , Euonymia, an Attic

demus belonging to the tribe Erech-
he'i's ; hence, , , an
tnhab. of Euonymia, Aeschin., ov, (,) ofgood
name, honoured, Hes. Th. 4()9 : esp.

of good omen, sounding lucky, I^at. bene

ominatus, opp. to ., Plat. Polit.

302 D : hence most freq.—II. =<'i.pi-, left, on the left hand, Hdt., and
Att. ; , Hdt. 7,

109 ; also, ^. (sub.) Id.

1. 72: very freq. as military term,/, Hdt. 6, 111, etc.

(Eupheiu., to avoid the word left, as

bad omens came from that quarter,

of. ; cf. also,,
and itself.)

iK>o. , , Euonymus, son of

Uranus and Gaea, or of the Cephisus,
Steph. Byz.—II. , the smallest of

the Lipari islands, now Salini? Strab.,, ov, , fem.,, {,) fair-eyed, in genl. fair to look on,

beautiful. The fem.,,
Od. 6, 113, 142, . Cer. 334, Pind.,

etc., 6, ?7,=foreg., but v. Erf.

Soph. O.T. 190.
^,,,=, Eur. Or. 918

;

., friendly gates, Id. Ion 1611,

cf..
EiiJTrof, ov, , a sea-fish, Opp., ,{) to be careless,

negligent. Hence
Evojpia, , , carelessness, negli-

gence.— II. {,) fineness of the

season, Longus.,,=, v. 1. in Aesch.
Pr. 17., ov, {,) careless, un-
concerned, almost^o/*,<y6jpof, Euphor.
102.—II. {,) , fruitful

land : , Lat. maturae
nuptiae, dub. in Soph. Fr. 200.. ov, {,) well-

roofed, also., , to feed well ; esp. to en-

tertain hospitably, feast one, always c.

acc. pers., Hdt. 1, 126, Ar. Vesp. 341,

Xen.. etc. Pass., c. fut. mid. --
fiui (Ar. Eccl. 717), to be well enter-

tained : hence to fare sumptuously,7•, Hdt. 1, 31 ; sometimes
c. acc. rei, , enjoy your
meat, Xen. Cyr. 1,3, 0, (which may
be regarded as an acc. cognat.)— II.

metaph. of ' the feast of reason,'-', to entertain

him with them, Theophr. Pass, to

relis/i, enjoy, c. gen., -. Plat. "Rep. 352 , v.'lleind. Lys.

211 D, and cf.. (Like -
from and, .) Hence. ov, , a banqueting

house, cf.., ov, , a reveller, a guest,

like '/.., , . good fare, feasting.

Ar. Ach. 1009, cf. Ran. 85.-2. in

genl. a supply of provisions for an
army, Polyb. Hence,=.., . , {, ')^•. Soph. Ant. 530: metaph., .
'/. friendly, kindly aid. Id. . .
189, cf.., Dor. for , 3 sing. impf.

from.. poet, for, 3 sing,

aor. 1 pass, from., , Dor. forc9?;;'-?of,Theocr.,:^, q. v.^, {, -,) to

observe, perform sacred rites over a
thing. Soph. Ant. 247., {,) to dedicate,

make an offering of, esp. over a grave, to

perform the obsequies, Soph. Ant. 196.,, , , aor. 2 act. of,
Hom., {, ') as

pass., to be chosen in addition, esp. to

be chosen or appointed to succeed an-

other, Thuc. 4. 38, cf. Bockh Inscr.

2, pp. 21, 93.,' ov, {, ,)=::=.

?., iut., {,(') dep. mid., to spring -upon,

esp. m assault or attack, -ivi, Horn.,
esp. in II., rtva, Pind.: also, with-
out hostile signf., c. gen., . ',

to leap upon, (i. e. into) the chariot, ,
7, 15 : so absol,, -, he kissed him leaping upon
him, Od. 24, 320. Ep. word, ofwhich
Hom. has only 3 sing. aor. syncop., 11. 13, 643 ; 21, 140, and most
freq. part. aor. sync. kvor,V\c\\
in two places, without hostile signf.;

is in fuller form?., ov, {, ') steept in

brine, salted, TheOphr., ov, {,) on or by the

sea, marine, maritime, epith. of sea-

ports, II. 2, 538, 584., . Dor. for ?..., , , {?.)
springing on one, attack., Dor. for, impf.

mid. oi. [], {,) to

err, sin in a thing.—11. trans, to seduce

to sin, LXX., Dor. for -, Pind.

[]', ov, {, .) a

match for, equal to, Tivi, Xen. Mem.
3, 3, 12, Isocr. 4 C : ro ^., equality,

eve.nnes.s, Plut.— II. pass, thai is the

object of rivalry, to be striven for, Dem.
488, 13. [(!],,,=,\^\)., ov, {,) sandy,

Theo[)hr., Aeol. and Ep. for,
3 pl. impf. from, Hom., f.-, {.-) to please, be grateful to, ', only
once in Horn., ?. [ta, II. 7, 45: but he has the

poet, form in 3 res.-, 11. 7, 407, and in Od. freq.

the 3 impf./., 3 sing. aor. 2 pass, from, Hom. []', {, )'\\., oncefor
all. Eupol. ap. A. B. [/]/., , to spread, stretch out

or over, Orph. Hence'?., , , any thing

stretched out as a covering, a rug, cloak,

etc., verb. adj. one must at

tach to, Clem. Al. : an(l,. , also ,
a soldier's upper-garment, Lat. sagum,
Polyb. ; from', f. -, Ion., {,) to bind, fasten on or /o. hence
. -'jOV, perh. like/. to begin tlie work. Soph Tr.

133: also to fix upon, assign for one,, Pind. O. 9, 91. Hom. has
only pass,, to he hung over,

fixed as one's fate or doom, and only
in 3 perf. and plqpf.,,
like imminct, usu. of evil ; c. dat.

pers., ', 11. 2,

15, etc.. and' -', 11. 7, 402, Od. 22. 41,

etc., also -, II. 21, 513, cf.,.—. mid. to lay hold

of, grasp, touch,, Theogn. 6; to

clai7n,. Plat. Legg. 915 C.— 2.

to reach, attain to, Lat. attingere, oncc
in Hom., ', Od. 5, 348: and prob. so

metaph. in part. perf. pass. c. gen.,, possessed of a cer-

tain degree of beauty, Hdt. 1, 199,

ubi V. Bahr, cf. also 8, 105.—3. later,

like Lat. contingere, to touch, border on,

Schiif. Dion. Comp. p. 171.— 4. in

genl. to hold to, adopt, Pind. ; rarely

It dat.,, 7., Id-

. 1. 138, . 8, 78.— II. in act., tn

kindle: hence to inflame, stir up, Herill•

Soph. Ant. 40. Hence
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^/5,. , also h, laying

hold of, seizing, j^ivaiuVy Aescn. Supp.
728: one who fondles, caresses, lb. 312,
535.', , , a fitting, joining
together, agreemeiii, Plut. : from, f. -, (,) to

fit OH or to, suit, Tivi, of weapons,/^ nl<, II. 19, 385:
later . - or , Arist. Pol.,

and Eth. N.— II. transit, to fit one
thing to another, fit on, put on,

Xpoi, Hes. Op. 76 : to suit, accommo-
date, 6•.', Xen. Ag.
8, 8: 7. itp-, to give fitting
assurance. Soph. Tr. 623. Hence, , , =,
Tim. Locr. 95 C.', verb. adj. from-, one must suit, adapt, Tivi Tl,

Polyb.
+//~(•, ov, , Epharmostvs,

di'; Ol ,rnpian victor of Opus in Locris,
Find. O. 9, 6, 130, etc.^, Att. for., poet, for.,, , but ace.,
Aesch. Supp. 46,{) a touching,

handling, a caress, Aesch. I. C.'3., ov, (,3) con-

taining eight sevenths, i. e. 1 + j, v..,,/, Ion., a sitting

by or at a tldng : hence siege, block-

ade, Lat. ohsessio, Hdt. 1, l7, etc.;. Id. 5, 65.— 11. a

sitting upon, Lat. insessio. Plat. Polit.

288 A. Hence, to set upon, ri Tivi,
Sext. Emp.
<5/9', , , that which is

sat upon, the scat, hinder parts, Arist.

H. A.— II. in genl. a sent, resting plan•., , f. -7/,=,
c. dat., Anth.', , , a sitting, resting,

Tivi, Arist. H. ., near a place,

Polyb.— II. silting by, waiting for
one's turn. Plat. Legg. 819 B.—III. a
lying in wait, Lat. insidiae : a post,

guard of .soldiers, garrison, Lat. praesi-

diu7n, Polyb. : from, {) to sit upon,
rest upon, , Eur.
El. 55 : to sit or brood on eggs, Arist.

H. A.—II. to lie htj, lie in wait, Thuc.
4, 71, Tivi, Eur. Or. 1627 : in gen. to

watchfor, , Arist.
Pol., , Polyb.—III. to sit

by and wait as, metaph. to

watch that another does not transgress,
Isocr. 186 C.. poet, for,
Jac. A. P. p. 251, Bekk. Coliith. 63.5£,= 8., Coluth. 15., Dor. -,() to

sit, ride upon, esp. in a game, wlierein
the loser carried the winner on his
back, V. Meineke Philein. p. 305.
Hence. ov, , the game ex-
pressed by the forcg. word : and,, also -, ov, 6,
the ti-inner in the above-named game., ov, {~, ) sitting,

seatrd on or by, c. gen., .,
of Cybele, Soph. Phil. 500; c. dat.,., Eur. Tro. 139 : siting•

fast, hence, 70, a steady seat,

bench, Hipp.—II. ivatching, looking out

for, or , one
jc/io.seisesopportunities, Polyb.: watch-
ing, lying in u-ait for, as an enemy

;

in genl. an enemy, avenger, Pmd. N.
4, 150.—III. lying by, waiting, esp. of
a third combatant, who sits by to

fight with the conqueror of two, like, Ar. Ran. 792 in Martial
530

suppositiims ; also, by a sort of anti-

phrasis in Aesch. Cho. 860,, i. e. with two ad-

versaries, and no one to take his

own place, if beaten, v. Peile I. c.

(p. 346) : hence in genl., one who waits

to take another's place, a successor, ., Hdt. 5, 41 : also one who is

left, still remaining. Soph. Aj. 610., f.-, {,)
dep. mid., to sit upon, by or at, c. dat.,,, , Horn.,
only in pres.. and impf. : also c. gen.,
Pind. N. 4, 109: absol. to sii by, sit

down near, Od. 17, 334, cf. Aesch.
Eum. 446: c. ace. perh. in Aesch.
Ag. 664 (cf ), though vavv
may be better joined with? ;

but so certainly in Eur. Hel. 1492.

The act. is only used in aor.,
q. V., , , Ep. for/, aor.

1 , Hom., , , opt. aor. 2 act. from/, Hom.', , , inf., I set,

placed, put on, by, at. Mid.,
imperat. : I set a Ihing down
for myself on..., , also .
Of the act. Hom. has only the poet,
inf for, to put ashore,

Od. 13, 274 : of the mid. the poet. fut., II. 9, 455; part. aor. 1,

(for)
yovvuoiv, having set me on his
Knees, Od. 16, 443, and imperat. aor., Od. 15, 277. Od.
14, 295, ' -

belongs also to this, for-. The poet, augmd.
form for' is distin-

guished by the loiis from,
aor. Ep. of. (On the defective
tenses v. sub .), , y, Ep. subj. aor. 2 act.

of for,, Hom., ov, {,-) rontaiyiing seventeen sixteenths,

i.e. l+yV» Plut•

t'Eijte/frfoi', verb. adj. oi, one

must check, withhold, suspendjudgment,
in Scept. phil., Sext. Emp. p. 143.', , , {) able to

check, stop,, Diosc. : astringent.

—II. the Sceptic Philosophers were
called, from their always
suspending their judgment, and refusing

to affirm or deny positively, Gell. 11,5,
V. 4, and sq. Adv. -, Stob.
Eel. 1, 78., , ,{) held back :

to be held back, withheld : ,
as philos. tenn, subjects on which to

suspend the judgment, Sext. Emp., cf.

foreg.', ov, {,) contain-

ing seven sixths, i.e. 1 -+• ^, Vitruv. 3,

I, 12: ., when, besides the
principal, ^ icas paid as interest,= lG^
p. cent., Dem. 914, 10; cf..'?., {,) to mil on,

Anth. Mid. to trail after one, Nic.?.,, , {, .) the

scab of a .tore or wound, Aretae.'?., as pass., {,)
to break out into sores, Hipp.?., , ,{) at-

traction, Gramm., , , one who draws
on, attracts.'?, , >, drawn along,

dragged after, sufficed, as, in gramm.,?..— II. act. drawing
on, attractive,, Hippodam. ap.
Slob. p. 249, 52. Adv. -, in signf.

II, Luc. : from, fut. -, from which
usu. aor. to sq.,-.

, Ion. ., fut. • : latct, {,). To draw, bring
mi or towards, Eur. Ion. 1149 : to drag,
trail after one, . , of long-
tailed sheep, Hdt. 3, 113 : to lead after

one, as a horse by the rein, Id. 5, 12

:

so. to tow after one, Eur. H, F, 632,
cf Thuc. 4, 27.—2. to draw or drink

off. The act. is not in Hom. : but he
has— B. pass., ?.,
feet dragged or trailing along, II. 23;
696; and so, ol, the

stragglers of an army, Hdt. 3, 105 ; 4,

203 : also— C. mid. to draw to or after
one, drag along with one,, of a
wounded man, II. 13, 597 :/, the steel attracts men,
i. e. tempts them to use it, Od. 16, 294

;

19, 13:. evpav,to pidl

to the door, Luc. ; Lys. 92, 42, has
. 7.~ .—2.

also to drag oyie's self along, Plat.

Legg. 795 B, and Polyb.—3. to bring
on consequences, ?.',, Eur. Med. 462, Xen., etc.—i. metaph. to claim to one's self, reach

after. Plat. Gorg. 465 B.—5. also to

drink off, Luc.'?., , ,{) ul•

ceration, Hipp.?., , , =,
Arist. Inc. An., Ep. iiiT. aor. 2 of,
for.,=^\ freq.,
q.v.;, adv., Ion., poet.. in order, one after annther,

Hdt. 5, 18, etc. : . , Plat, Phil.

34 D,, Tim. 55 A : ,
regular order, Arist. H. A.—II. more
rarely of time, successively, -, Hdt. 2, 77., , , {) holding
back, reserve.—II.^, an ex-

cuse, pretext, '
; like

; Ar. Vesp. 338.,., Ep.:
fut. .• aor., inf. -, part,, {,).
go after, follow, pursue, , 1. 11,

177, etc. : also absol., II. 11, 496, etc.

:

in genl. to set upon, press, urge, II. 20,

357, 491, to drive on,, 11.24,

326 ; and c. dat. pers., 17.', against
him, as II. 16,732:, imperat.
in same signf., II. 16, 724 : later

in genl. to follow, and so to imitate,

. , Pind. P. 1, 97.
—11. to follow a pursuit, busy one's

self about it, c. ace,, to follow
the chase, Od. 12, 330 ; -, II. 20, 359 : to seek out, exjAore,

Lat. obire, , of hunters,
Od. 9, 121 : to haunt, frequent, of gods,

Pind. P. 1, 57.—III. the most freq.

Homer, phrases are ~,
., and

., to follow, seek out

one's fate or death, bring it on one's

self, incur it : so , 7.•
piov or ., Od. 3, 134,

II. 19,294; 21, 100.—. mid.-, impf. : fut./ :

aor., inf. {also

as imperat., Theocr. !), 2).

Tu follow, attend,. II. 13, 495, Od.
16, 426 : to obey, attend to, ,
Od. 3, 215; 16, 96, ,, giving the reins to their passion,

Od'. 14. 202 ; 17, 431 ; and so in Att.,

as Aesch. Eum. 620 : also, absol.., opp. to , Thuc.
3, 43 : metaph. to follow, understand an
argument. Plat. Legg. 614 D : later,

to agree with. Hom. has most freq.

the act., more rarely the mid., and



always in aor., which with him never '

has the hostile signf. of the act.

:

though it has this in Hdt. 1, 103 ; 3,

54, etc. In Att. the act. is more rare,

but cf. Aesch. Pers. 38, 552.'?,, explanatory,

Gramm. : from, (,) to

explain jurther.

'-,^(\., in aor. -,
At. Pi. 675.-, {, ~() to creep upon,, Anth., or towards, , 0pp. :

but more freq.—II. Dor. and poet, to

come upon, esp. gradually, stealthily,, Aesch. Eum. 314; ', Eur. Ale. 269 : absol.,, Pind. . 6, 164., imperat. aor. 2 from,
II.', , , the festival of
Diana at Ephesus, IThuc. 3, 104.—II., , , appell. of Diana wor-

shipped at Ephesus, Paus. 4, 31, 7.

—

2. the Ephesian territory, sub..
Strab., ov,, a suit, in which

there laas the right of, or ap-

peal to another court, Dem. 78, 28

:

from
t'EOEfftOf, a, ov, of Ephisus, Ephe-

sian, Strab. : ', the Ephesian

territory ; oi', the Ephesians,

Xen. An. 5, 3, 4.., ,(,) a throwing,

hurling at a thing. Plat. Legg. 717 A.
—2. metaph. as Alt. law-term, an a;>-

peal to another court, (as we talk of

throwing a. cause info chancery),

TLvu, Dem. 1301, 3, cf. Att. Process,

p, 770.—II. () an aiming at a
thing, appetite, desire, . Plat.

Legg. 864 B, Arist. Rhet. 2, 4, 31.,, , , Ephisus, a city of

Ionia in Asia Minor at the mouth of

the Cayster, contaming a celebrated

temple of Diana ; it now bears the

name Ayasaluk, Hdt. 1, 142 ; 2, 10.—
II. 6, son of the Cayster, from whom
Ephesus received its name, Paus. 7,

2, 7.',,{,) to spend
the evening awake.',, ov, {,) of,

about even-tide : hence— 2. western,

Soph. O. C. 1059., poet, for., poet, for , inf.

fiom, Od. 13, 274.. imperat. aor. 1 mid. from. Od. 15, 277., poet. fut. mid. of-. 11. 9, 455., ov, {,) on the

hearth, i. e. at home, by one's own fire-

side, Od. 3, 234 : at home, settled in a
place, having a house and home, a house-

keeper (in the legal sense), II. 2, 125
;

with verbs of motion, to the hearth,

home, -, Od. 23, 55 : also to

the home of another, Od. 7, 248, imply-

ing that one comes as a supplicant,, V. Wess. Hdt. 1, 35 a lodger,

sojourner in a house, Ap. Rh. 1, 909.

—II. in genl. of, from the house or

household, Lat. dnmesticus. /.?,7/,
Soph. Tr. 206 •. hence ,
Ion., a household,family , Hdt.

5, 72, 73 : -, the household gods,

Lat. Lares or Penates, to whom the

hearth was dedicated ; also of gods
presiding over hospitality, Soph. Aj.

492., ov,, dim. from sq.,

Luc., , ,() an
upper garment, wrapper, cloak, Xen.
Svmp. 4, 38.

', ov, 6, (/) a leader,

commander, Aesch. Pers. 80.—II.-, , , at Athens, court specially

appointed to try criminal cases, ap. An-
doc. 10, 43, cf. Herm. Pol. Ant. ^ 103,

11., verb. adj. of, one

must allow, Cic. Att. 9, 4, 2.', , ,{) desirous :

in gramm. desiderative, of verbs in-, Lat. -urio., adv., to play at

catch-ball, also and-
: Cratinus (Crates ?) Incert. 25,

uses it with a pun on the, as

Ar. puns on., , ,{) an injunc-

tion, commarid, esp, of the goas or

one's parents, IL 1, 495 ; hence ad-

vice, exhortation, Horn. (esp. in II. ),

Pind., and Aesch. Poet. word.',, ,,{) to be sought

for, desirable, Arist. Phys. Ausc. Adv.
-.'1,=:7, to shout, tri-

umph in a thing., , , a discovery,

invention., , ,{) a

discovering, discovery.', ov. , an inventor, Ana-
creont. : a contriver, N. T., , , = ;

from', fut. : aor.', {,) to light upon,

meet with, find anywhere, Horn. : in

genl. to discover, invent,, Pind.

P. 12, 13, and in mid., lb. 4, 466, -' , Eur.
Ale. 699 : c. part, - ,
to detect one doing, Od. 24, 145, Soph.
El. 1093 ; and so in pass, --, Hdt. 9, 109 ; so too

(sc. ) Soph. . .
1421., . -, {~, ) to boil

or roast besides, v. 1. ISic. ap. Ath. 61 A., {.) dep.,

to muck, scoff at, , like Lat. illu^

dere, Od. 19, 331, 370., f. -,{,) to cook

over again, Ath.',, Ion. impf. from.'., ov, , [, ) the

pudenda, Lat. pubes, Diosc., , to be,
Inscr., ov, ,{,)
an overseer of the youth, a magistrate
in some Greek cities, Epict.',, , f. -. Ion.,
{,) to come to man's estate,

grow up to manhood, Hdt. 6, 83, and
Att., , ,{) puberty,

man's estate, Anth. : in legal sense, v.

Diet. Antiqq. s. v. Ephebus., ov, , a place for the

youth to exercise themselves, Strab. :

lience as an architect, term, Vitruv.

5, 11, 1 : V. Diet. Antiqq., p. 482 A.,,,{) youth-

ful,, Anth., to be an, to arrive

or be at man's estate, to groiv tip : also
to spend one's youth, Paus.
'.3,, .-=.., , . Dor. -, of,

belonging to an, Theocr. 23,

56; ,=, Luc: also

the place in the theatre assigned to
the youths.

'Eo7/;3of, ov, {, 3) arrived at

puberty, come to manhood or woman-
hood, {'/) i. e. at Athens, of boys 17,

of girls 13 years old, Xen. Cyr. 1, 2, 8,

cf. 1,5, 1 : <;f I. Hence

', , ?}, the age, position

of an, puberty, Anth.,, a7,=foreg., {,) dep.
mid., to lead against one, II. 2, 687, in
tmesis.—II. to lead to a place, c. dat.
pers. : esp. as Att. law-term, to lead
the magistrate to a house where a
criminal lay concealed, whom the in-

former durst not seize himself, Dem.
601, 20. Hence, , , at Athens, an
action against one who harboured a cri-

minal, V. foreg. II., cf. Att. Process,

p. 246, sq., {,) pass., to

exult in a thing, or usu, over a person,, Xen. Hell. 5, 3, 20, like -. Valck. Hipp. 1285.', {,) to sweeten,

give a relish to,, Plut. : metaph.
to sweeten, season, ,
Plut,

^, {, ^/) to come, to have
arrived, freq. in Soph.—2. to extend,

reach to, Xen. Lac. 12, 5.,, , ,^=, Anth.
'?.,, also ?.,, .

Ion., {, ?.) cover : an
iron rim or ba7id on a box's cover.— II.

in plur., spots freckles brought out by
the sun, Hipp., etc. (In this signf.

perh. from ?..)', ov, {, ?) nailed on
or to.—•. {, ?) sun-burnt or
freckled, cf. foreg. II.,, , a white speck on
the eye. Se.xt. Emp.
'•?., , {, ?.) to nail on,

nail firmly : metaph.,'/, i. e. it is fixed, deterniined,

Aesch. Supp. 944.', ,^?. II.?., , ,{) nailed

on.", {,) to sit , at, of
by, usu. , Od. 6, 309; 12, 215;
but in Aesch. Eum. 409, also c. ace,, sitting on or at the
shrine, cf. 410, 446, cf ,-.,. , daily watcher,

loaiter or minister, Philo : from, {,) to de-

vote the whole day to a thing, Polyb., , , a daily order ot
course, LXX., , , =sq., Alex.
Incert. 34., ov, also a, ov. Find. N.
6, 10, {,) on the day, for or
during the day, the whole day through,

ov ?.,
Od. 4. 223, cf Pind. 1. c. ;, to take no thought for the
morrow, Od. 21, 85. Freq. of men,, whose life is but frr a day,

Aesch. Pr. 546, At. Av. 687 : hence
in genl. short-lived, fleeting, Theogn.
656, 900.— II. daily, every day, Plut.

Cf... , , {)
diary, journal, day book. Pint., cf. Pro-
pert. 3, 23, 20 : esp. a military or his-

torical record, as Caesar's Commentarii,

Plut.—2. later, a calendar,^=^u(po/M•-—II. ^^, Joseph.', ov, , an ephemeron,
short-lived insect, Arist. H. A.— II. a
poisonous plant, Nic. : strictly neut.
from, ov, {, )=-

(for which it is the usu. form
in prose), living, lasting but a day,
'short-lived, Pind. I. 7, 57, cf Thuc. 2,

53 ; esp. of men., beings of a
day, Pind. P. 8, 135, etc.—II. t/oiVi/, Hipp.
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', , , they who live

only for the present day.,, ?/, (.)^~-, « command, injunction, Hom., Ep. and Aeol. for

from, Hoin., and sometimes in

common use.', fut. -, {, -) to acquiesce in a thing, V. 1.

rolyb. : to be quiet, Aretae.

0(•, ia,, (t^pu) cooked.',,, {) to be cooked,

Nic., ov, {, /) of
seven days, lasting that time,,
Plut.,{,) con-

taining seven lialvcs, i. e. 3^, esp. in

metre, of three feet and a half, lisil. of

the lirst 3
J-

feet of a hexameter, or

Iambic trimeter : cf.., , , aor. 2 of,
Hom., Ton. for, aor.

syncop. pass, of,, II. 1,

251.'.~, ov, ro,= sq.^,,,{,)
cook-shnp, place where dressed meat is

sold. Posidipp. ap. Ath. 94 C., , , verb. adj. from -,
boiled, dressed, Hdt. 2, 77, Ecphantid.
Satyr. 1 : hence',, , , a being boiled.

—II. metaph. a being dissolved, lan-

guor, Hipj).'',=?^., q. v. : hence?, ov, , the night-mare,

Dat. incuhn, strictly one mho leaps upon,

Strab., also'. q. v. Hence^, ov. Ion.,,
, Ephialtes, a giant, Apollod.—2. one
of the Aloidae, son of Neptune and
Iphimedia. 11. 5, 385, Find.—3. a Tra-
chinian, son of Eurydemus, who be-

trayed to the Persians the path over

the mountain by which they attacked

the Greeks in rear at Thermopylae,
Hdt. 7, 213.— 4. son of Sophonides, a

celebrated Athenianorator and states-

man, Dem. 1482, 0: Ael. V. H.. etc./., , , or', ov,

,() an herb supposed to

make oiie proof against night-mare., , [,) to per-

spire at or with a thing : Medic, to per-

spire : hence, , , a perspiring,

perspiration, Hipp.', [,) to sit on. at,

or by,, aWovoyniv, \\. 10, 578;
20, 11 : metaph. ,
II. 10, 26 : not found in Od., and in

II. only in impf ; v. also., Dor., --, {,
t'(J)=foreg., esp. to sit on,, Od.,
but only in impf. ; never in 11. :

, Critias2, 11. ., Ion., fut.:
aor. 1, Ion. and Ep.,
{,) — 1. Hom. uses, of the
act., part. pres. ; fut. ; aor. 1

indie. ; aor. 2 imperat. , subj., ??f, Ti ; of the mid., pres. part.,

and fut'. iie also has a 3 impf,
as if from, cf. To send

to one, ^Ipiv, . 24, 117: to

set upon, slir up against, , Hdt.
9, 49, cf 7, 170: m this signf Hom.
always adds the inf to stir up. excite

to do, 11. 1, 518, Od. 14, 464, etc.—2.

of things, to throw, launch at one, e. g.

Tin very freq. in Hom.,,, 11 20, 346; 21, 170,-, to lay hands on him, Lat.

injicere manus, very freq. in Hom.— 3.

of events, destinies, etc., to send upon
one, , II. 4, 396,,
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. 1, 445, ?, Od. 19, 576; ^., to grant one a return,

Od. ; and so in Att., esp. Trag.— II.

to let go. loosen, esp. the rein, Lat. re-

mittere, metaph., .. Plat. Prot. 338 A, give a

rein to,. Eur. Andr. 954 :

hence to give up, yield, ,
Thuc. 1, 95 ;', Eur. Ocn.
2 : hence— 2. to permit, allow,, Hdt. 1, 90; 3, 113: and so

., Soph. El. 554.—3. seemingly
int.r., sub., to give one's self up
to,, a fair wind, Plat. Prot. 338
A : and so i/oopy, etc., V'alck. Diatr.

p. 233, cf.— ill. to put the male
to the female, Lat. admittere, Hdt. 3,

85; 4, 30.—IV. as law-term, to refer

to a higher judge, to appeal,

TO/, Dem. 913, 23, cf
1024, 22.—B. mid., .-, to enjoin, command, , 11.23,

82, Od. 13, 7, etc. ; . .
Soph. El. 1111, Ar. Vesp. 242; and
so c. ace. ' (i. e. )
Soph. Aj. 112 : . ... to send orders

to..., Thuc. 4, 108 : to commit, intrust

to one, , Aesch. Pr. 4, etc.— II.

to aim at, long after, desire, c. gen..

Soph. El. 143, Xen., etc. ; also c. ace.

Soph. O. T. 766, Xen. Ages. 11. 14:

c. inf Soph. PhU. 1315, Thuc. 6, 6.

Ep., Att. : yet in the Homer,
forms,., except
in, Od. 24, 180.]. Dor. 3 sing. pres. for -

from, Pind. Isth. 2, 15., f. : aor.-, {,) dep. mid. To
C07ne upon, reach an end, in genl. to

reach, attain to, c. gen., 7., 11. 13. 613, so too in Att.,

cf Valck. Opusc. 2, 180 ; and of

things, to hit, win,, Isocr. 203,

etc. : also metaph. of words, to hit or
touch the right points, Lat. rem acu
tangere, Hdt. 7, 9: cf Dem. 301, 25,

and Polyb.—II. to reach, arrive at a

place, c. ace, v. 1., Od. 8, 202 (but
Wo\{'). . .... Hdt.

3,9; }7/v,'Xen. Cyr. 1, 1,5.-2.
strangely c. ace,' '•?., to visit

the . with blows, Hdt. 7, 35.—111.

absol. to be enough, avail, suffice, Plut.

Hence, Tj, ov, easily reached or got

at, attainable. Theojjhr. ,
or ., ., to the

best of one's power, Lat. pro virili,

Arist. Mund., etc. : ^i', within

reach, Theophr., and Plut.— 2. me-
taph. intelligible. Polyb.?., Aeol. and Ep. 3 plur.

aor. 1 pass, from from-, 11. 2, 668.. strengthened, c.

ace, Nic. ap. Ath. 683 P.; c. gen.,

Nonn. ; c. inf, Musae.', ov. Ion., {.) longed for, desired, Hes. Sc.

15 : hence delightful, agreeable, Archil., {, ,)
dep.. to ride a tilt at, hence .,
Cratin. Incert. 131, cf.-

: to ride upon, , Luc. D.

Marin. 6, 2., , , a double-, consistmg of 1024 horse, Arr.], /,,=^,
Apollon. Lex., ov, dub. 1. for-.', {,) to ride

against or towards,, Diod.—2. to

ride upon,, Opp.—II. to cover the
female of animals.

, ov, {.) of, be-

longing to a horse or to riding, Xen.
Cyr. 8. 3, 6: ., a course of
a certain length so called, whether
on foot or on horseback, v. Plat.

Legg. 833 B: to ., sub..
Lat. ephippia, a saddle-cloth, Xen. Eq.
7,5.^, ov', TO, a car with one
horse, cf., dub., ov, {,) on horse-

back, riding, Phlt. : ., an.

equestrian.itatue, Id.—2.?^-, a rushing wave of horses, Soph.
El. 733., ov, 6, Ephippus, a poet
of the middle comedy, Ath. 28 D ; v.

Meineke 1, p. 351.— 2. a writer o!

Olynthus, Ath. 120 E., ov, ,=~, a mounted archer, v. 1., Diod., aor. ?, (,.) (lep., to fly upon, towards or

to, Hom., but only in aor. 3 sing., ol, 11. 13, 821,

Od. 15, 160, 525 : the pres. only late,

as in Mosch. 1, 16., Dor. for.., Dor. for, Theocr.
5, 97.^, rare late form for sq..

Diosc., Ion.,.-,{,)—. in pres., fut. .and aor.

1 trans.— 1. to set on, over, of things, to

place upon, . Thuc. 2, 75,. Plat. Crit. 116 A,

, Dem. 1029, 29: hence metaph.
. , I^at. finem imponere.

Plat. Rep. 498 C: also like Lat.

prarficere. to set over, , Hdt. 5,

27 ; . Polyb.—2. metaph. tc

set one person over another, as a
watch, , Aesch. Supp.
303 : aayov '. Xen.
Rep. Lac. 2, 1 ; , Dem. b07,

3 : to appoint to,, Aesch. Ag.
1202.—3. , to

institute it in honour, commemvralinn of
him, Hdt. 1, 167 ; 6, 38.-11. to set by

or near to, Hdt. 1, 59. etc. : .
TO (= .), Hdt.
4, 72 : . .
bring one into affairs, let one have a.

hand in them, Dem. 351, 25.—2. to

stop, check, make halt, Lat. inhibere,. Xen. Cyr. 4, 2. 18 ;,
Polyb.; , Arr.— 3., ,
to apply one's thoughts to, attend. Hipp.,

etc. ; , to a thing, Isocr. 203

; so too. , Polyb.

.

but more freq. absol.,, tp

attend, like,. dat. rei, Arist

Mund. ; , Polyb. ; -??, one must
read wilh more care and accuracy, A rist.

Pol. 7, 16, 12 (whence the word.-,, qq. v.) : alsc•

, to call his at-

tention In, Polyb., absol., Plut.— B.

mid. and intr. tenses, perf, plqpf
aor. 2 act. (the transit, are not founc
in Hom.) to stand on, over, , II. 6,

373. etc. ; to place one's self over, take

one's post at, , onct^

in Horn., II. 11, 644 ;

Hdt. 3, 77, etc.—2. to be set over, Lat
praees.se,, Aesch. Theb. 53S. Eur. Andr. 1098,. Plat. Rep. 460 ; esp. ol, Att., those in au-

thority, Hdt. 4, 81, and Att. : hencp
to be urgent, urge on a work, etc., Dem
70, 16.—II. to stand by or near, come
near, Hom.,, 11. 13, 133,

also or , 11. 12, 199 ; 23,

201, etc. ; esp, of dreams or visions,



to appear to,, Hdt. 1, 34, cf. H. 10,

496: absol., to stand by, .7^.7.,.,
Od. 22, 203.—2. in hostile signf. to

stand against, oppose, 11. 5, 624, uTJ.ij-

AOLCl, 11. 15, 703 : to come upon by

surprise, or err/ , Isocr. : me-
taph. to impend, be at hand, Lat. instare,-, II. 12,

326,, Dein. 287, 5.— 3. to

stand, float on the top,, i. e. cream, Hdt. 4, 2.—4. to halt, stop, as in a march, Xen.
An. 2, 4, 26, cf. A. II. 2 : hence in

genl. to wait, and in Luc,, he dies shortly

after.—5. to be posted, stand after, be-

hind others, Polyb. — 6. to fix one's

mind on, give one's attention to, ,
Isocr. 213 D, cf. A. II. 3.—C. Polyb.
uses the perf.< sometimes
as trans. : and we once have-, Lat. sislere gradum. Soph.
Tr. 339.', , to inquire, searchfur-
ther.

(>?., aor. 2 from., Aeol. and Ep. 3 plur.

aor. pass, for'3, from •., , ,{) the going

the rounds, keeping guard: also the

guard, watch, patrol, Wessel. Diod. 20,

16., verb, adj., one must
set upon, attempt, Sext. Emp. : and7'], ov, 6, one who goes the

rounds.—2. a spy : from, (,) to visit, go
the rounds, to see that watch is kept
right, etc.,', Ar. .
1160 ; in Xen. Cyr. 8, 6, 16, of an of-

ficer who yearly visited all the satra-

pies of Persia : hence in genl. to su-

perinteyid, watch over, }, Aesch.
Cho. 728.—2. to visit as a spy, spy out,

yf/v, LXX.—II. metaph. to examine,

lift an argument, etc., Epict., , v.., Ion., f. -,
Co furnish with supplies, equip for a

journey, Hdt. 9, 99 : metaph. to fur-
nish u'ith, train tip or educate in,

Tivt, Plvit. Pass, to be supplied with,

Ti, LXX. Mid. to supply one's self

with, receive, for one's supplies, Tt, Xen. Hell. 1, 6, 12., ov, {,) of, belong-

ing to a journey : neut. -, Lat.

viaticum, supplies, money or necessaries

for travelling, esp. supplies nf an army,
usu. in plur. ru, Hdt. 4, 203 ;

6, 70, and Att. : of an ambassador's
travelling allowance, Ar. Ach. 53 : in

genl. maintenance, support, Dem. 1204,

22.—2. in genl. a store, resource, sup-

port of any kind, Arist. Probl. ;-
'-, Epich. p. 98:

hence=uoo/jM;;, Dem. 917, 14.', , , {, ) way
towards, approach, freq. in Thuc, etc.

:

a channel, passage, Hipp.—2. metaph.
way to, a means of reaclting. a plan,

attempt, Theophr. and Polyb.— 3.

communication, access for traffic and in-

tercourse, .' ?.?}7., Thuc. 1,

6, ., , 35.—II. an onset, at-

tack, assault, .\esch. Eum. 376, Thuc,
etc., // ,
Thuc. 3, 11: , at the first

assault. Polyb. : hence of ships,, of burden and of

war, Polyb. 3, 25, 4.—2. hence in

Hipp., an attack, access of fever. —
[II. the rounds, visit of the outposts,

Polyb.', ov, 6, one tuho goes the

rounds, Xen. Cyr. 8, 6, 16, and Polyb.

;

cf.,
38

, ov, accessible, Thuc. 6, 66,

in superl.-., . Ion.. {,)
to bring on the way, escort, only in Ion.

form, for, dub. in

Aesch. Pers. 656., Dor. for, 3 sing,

impf. from., ov, TO,{) a rud-

der, Od. 14, 350 : ace. to others,

cock-boat, like sq.

'.?Jcov, , TO, (?.) a small

boat towed after a ship, Plut.—2. in

genl. a?i appendage, Plut., and Anth.

:

cf. sq.

',?.,, >;,^foreg., esp. a bur-

densome appendage, , Eur. Andr.
200, H. F. 631, 1424._

'?-, , {/.) drawing on

or towards, enticing, alluring, like-
)'cj}of,Thuc. 4, 108.—II. ^». '',
drawling, tedious, Aesch. Supp. 208 :

in genl. a laggard, Ar. Vesp. 263.,, , f. -?/, {,-) to follow, press close upon, absoL,
11. 8, 191, etc. ; c. dat., Ap. Rh.., , {,') to com-
pany ivith. live with or among, c. ace,
dub. in Hermes. 5, 52 ; c. dat., Nonn./, {,) to equip,

get ready, in Hom. either -,,,,,
also :

—to arm against, ,. Mid. to get readyfor war with,, lb.

'FJopa, , , looking to or to-

tvards, watchful of,,, Xen. Oec.
12, 19 : from, . Ion. ., fut.-, Ep., cf. Buttm. Ausf.

Gr. Gr. 2, p. 258 Lob., {,) to

oversee, observe, c. ace. in Hom. always
of the gods, as of Jupiter,, Od. 13, 214 ; more freq. of He-
lius,' ',
II. 3, 277, Od. il, 109, etc., and so

Trag., as Aesch. Ag. 1246 : of a gen-

eral going his rounds, Xen. Cyr. 5, 3,

59 : pass., ,
as much of it as was in vietv, Thuc. 3,

104.— II. to look out for, pick out, choose,

II. 9, 167, Od. 2, 294".—As aor. we have, q. v., , , {) super-

intendence. : esp.—2. the office or digni-

ty nf, the ephoralty, Xen. Lac.

8, 3., ov, TO, the court of the

ephori, Xen. Ages. 1, 36.',,^, c ace, Aesch.
Supp. 678, Eum. 530 ; c. gen., Pers.

7.— II. to be an ephor, Thuc. 8, 6, and
Xen.., Ion. and poet, for,
Aesch., 7J, , of, belonging to the

ephori, Xen. Lac. 15, 6.', a, ov, (,) on the

harder, confines, frontier,, ap.

Dem. 631, "fin.'. {,) rush

on, attack, Aesch. Pers. 208 : c. dat.,

',, f.-, {',) to

stir up, rouse against one. /.,, II. 3, 165, Od. 7, 272

:

', Hdt. 9, 93.—II. intr. to rush

upon, attack, , Eur. Hipp. 1275

:

but so more usu.—B. in pass, and
mid. to he stirred up, roused, in Hom.
oft. c. inf., -,,,,
etc.—II. to rush furiously on, absol. II.

17, 465, usu. in part. aor. pass,-, without hostile signf, to hur-

ry, rush forward, Od. 11, 206. In

mid. also sometimes c. ace, to rush

upon, dash at, attack,

, n. 15, 691, cf. 20, 461 ; so,/., Has. So. 127

:

later also c. dat.', . Ion. ., f. -/,,) to lie at anchor, lie at or
over against a place, esp. to watch or
blockade an enerny, Hdt. 8, 81 ; ., Thuc. 7, 3, ,
Xen. Hell. 6, 2, 7 ;, the blockading squadron, lb. 1,

6, 36 : in genl. to lie by and so to watch.

Soph. O. C. 812. Pass, to be blockaded,

Thuc. 1, 142.—2. in genl. to keep in

check, be a hindrance to, ,
Dem. 30, 18., , ,{) an en-

trance, approach, Od. 22, 130.—II. an
attempt upon a place, attack, Thuc. 6,

90, cl. Goller ad 6, 49. Oft. confused
with, Herm. Soph. Aj. 28a', , , {}==.
foreg. II.

—

.{) an anchorage,

convenience for lying at anchor, Thuc.
6, 48 : watching with ships, blockade,

Id. 2, 89, ubi v. Arnold., , ,{) ex-

citing., {,) to bring a
ship to its m/jorings : () and so in
mid. to come into harbour, come to an-

chor, , Thuc. 4, 8 : more
rarely c. aor. pass., Poppo Thuc. 6,

49. Hence, , , a bringing or
coming to anchor., ov, {,) at anchor,, Thuc. 3, 76.—II. with a harbour,

ancliorage, etc.'. ov, ,= II., a
blockade, Thuc. 4, 27., ov,) overseeing,

watching.— II. usu. as subst., ,
a watcher, gtiardian, ruler,,, Aesch. Pers. 25, Supp. 674.—2.

at Sparta, o<, the Ephori, over-

seers, a body of five magistrates, who
controlled all the rest, even the kings,
Hdt. 1, 65 ; 6, 82, cf Arist. Pol. 2, 6,

and Muller Dor. 3, 7. Hence^, ov, o, Ephorus, a celebra-

ted historian of Cyme in Aeolis, a pu-
pil of Socrates, Plut., Strab.', ov, {,)=.', adv. for ', in sofar
as., , , Ephftdion, a
pancratiast from Maenalus in Arca-
dia, a victor at the Olympic games,
Ar. Vesp. 1191.^, ov, , Ephraeus, of Oreiis,

a pupil of Plato, more correctly-, q. v., {,) to insult

over one, add insult to injury, absoL, II.

9, 368; latere, dat.. Soph. Aj. 1385
;

c. ace, Eur. Phoen. 1663, Heracl.
947 : . , give vent to insulting
language, Thuc. 6, 63.—II. like-, to exult maliciously. Soph.
Aj. 954. Hence, ov, 6, an insolent per-

son., ov,{) wanton,
iyisolent, Hdn., {,) make
healthy., Alexandr. for,
from., {,) to moist-

en ; pass, of the bowels, to be relaxed,

Hipp., ov, {,) moist,

Theophr., a, ov, {,) on or

of the U'aier,'.. Rh. [ii metri, {,) to water,

, Theophr. : from
393



, a(5of, , of the water,', Anth., Ion., ov, {hri,

/)) ivet, inoist, rainy, epith. of the

west wind, Od. 14, 458, like Virgil's

Orion aquosris : abounding in water,., Hdt. 4, 198., 6, . e. <> f' , the

keeper of the water-clock,{) in

the Athen. law-courts, dub.'/, , {,) to

bark at., Plut.

(1>, ,{,)( sinf;OT

chant one thing after another,

], Aesch. Pers. 393 ; and so Plat.

—ll! to chant or idler good or evil

Avishes over, Tivi, Euin. 902, Soph.
Ant. 1305 : to sing a dirge or mmir}}ful

strain, , Aosch. Cho. 385, Soph. O.

T. 1275.

—

III. c. ace. pers., to sing of,

laud,, Soph. Ant. 658., TO, {,) the bur-

den, refrain, of a hymn, Ap. Kh., -, adv., abirve, on the

top or surface, Od. 9, 383 : later .some-

times c. gen., Simon.—^11. over and
above, besides, [i]',, ov,{,) sleepy,

lulling to sleep, dub. in Leon. Tar.^.<, {,) to

sleep, lie upon in sleep.

',,, . Ion., Ephyra,
old name of Corinth, II. 6, 152.-t2. a

Pelassian city of Elis on the Selleis,

11. 2, 659 ; 15, 531 ; Strab. p. 338.-3.

a city of Thesprotia in Epirus, after-

wards called Cichyrus, famed for the

production of poisonous drugs, Od. 1,

259 ; 2, 328, hut others refer this to

the Eph. in Elis, v. Strab. p. 338. —
4. a city of Phthiotis in Thessaly, the

later Crannon, Strab., hence,
q. V.—Other cities of this name arc

mentioned in Strab. ; their sites are

involved in much doubt, v. Strab. tl.

c, Nitzsch ad Od. 1. c. [v], , ot,=sq., Pirid. P.

10, 85.

t'E^i'pOi, ov, OL, the Ephyri, inhab.

of Ephyra (4), II. 13, 301 ; acc. to

Stral). 330, 338, 342.', Dor. for, 3 sing,

impf from. []>, {,) to he

later, come after another, Thuc. 3, 82.', {i~i, voaivu) to inter-

weave : metaph., , 0pp., in

tmesis., , , the woof. Plat. Legg.
'34 E.

'«, (-, vui) to rainuptm. : pass.

to be the rain, exposed to li,

Cyn. 9, 5.—2. impers. , ,
Theophr. []

^',' , ' >, ). e.. on the condition that..., ov, (, ) mature,

Anth.
'FjXudov, , , aor. 2 of,.,, ,., Hem.

[], , , aor. 1 act. of, II., , , acc. to 1.,=^., ,{,) ffiv-

ing securiti/, pledged and able to redeem

one's pledge, responsible : hence in

genl. trust-worthy, faithful, secure, -, Eur. Med. 388; ., to be

relied on, (for the prevention of crime)

Thuc. 3, 46; ., Eur. Andr.

192 : ., Lat. ratwn facere,

Id. Phoen. 759.—II. that has receiv-

ed a guarantee, under pledge of securi-

ty, , Soph. . C
284.',, , , {,)
a word coined by Lucian after -
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, armistice, as we might say lin-

guistice.,, , {,) the

disease of cattle, when they are hide-

bound, Lat. coriago.,, , acc. to Dicaearch-,

and PkU. Thes. 32, old name of the

AcadcTuia, after a hero Echcdemos.^, or, . Ion.,
the Echedonis, now Gallico, a river of

Macedonia, emptying into the Ther-
maicus Sinus, Hdt. 7, 124., ov, {,) master

of one's passions, under self-control, Od.
8, 320, cf..^, , a'l, Echeae, a city of

Laconia, Strab. :, , , dim. from,
a little adder.,,{,) ruptured.^, and -, . , Eche-
cles, son of Actor, one of the leaders
of the Myrmidons, U. 16, 189.—2. a
philosopher of Ephcsus, Diog. L.
("/•, ov, , Ech^clus, son of

Agei'ior, II. 20, 474.-2. another Tro-
jan, slain by Patroclus, 11. 16, 692.

',?./, ov,{,) sticky,, Plut.,,, h.Echecrute.i. fath-

er ot Eetion, grandfather of Cypselus
in Corinth, Hdt. 5, 92.—2. a friend of
Socrates, of Phlius, Plat. Phae<ir. 57
A.—Others in Poiyb., Luc, etc.^, ov, , Echecratidcs,

father of Orestes, king of Thessaly,
Thuc. 1, 111.—2. an Athenian, father

ofTimon,Luc.—3. a sojihist, a friend

of Phocion, Ael.—Others in Anth., etc., ov, {,)
ivith great posse.'isivns, Khian. 1.^, for -, a, , Echelas,

son of Penthilus, Paus.^, ov, 6, Echembroins,
masc. pr. n., Paus.^, 6, Echevienes, a writer,

Ath. 601 F., ov, b, Echlmus, son of

Aeropus, grandson of Cepheus, king
of .Arcadia, Hdt. 9. 26: Pind. 0. 10, 80.^, Ep., ovoc, ,
lic/i««ioit, son of Priam, II. 5, 160 Wolf

;

Heyne/.',, , to hold one's peace, be

silent, Luc. : and, , , silence, reserve,

Plut : irom, ov, (, ) taci-

turn ; from the Homeric^.,, , {,) hold-

ing ships back, detaining them,,
Aesch. Ag. 149;, Anth.—II.

small sea-fish, supposed to have the

power of holding ships back, Lat.

echeneis, remora, Arist. H. ., cf. Pun.
N. H. 9, 25., ov, , Echmeus, one of
the fhaeacian nobles. Od. 7, 155.',, , {(,) in

Horn, epith. of a dart,, II. 1, 51 ;

4, 129, acc. to Gramm. hitter, but (acc.

to Buitm. Lexil. in v.) sharp, keen,

piercing, cf.,',-., w,=foreg. in Gramm., ov, b, Echepdlus, a Tro-
jan, son of Thalysius, il. 4, 458.—2.

son of Anchises of Sicyon, who gave
to Agamemnon the mare Aethe, to be
released from accompanying him to
Troy, II. 23, 296.', , ,= :

from^^, ov, gen. , {,
)=.',,{,) clinging

close to the body,, Ath.

EXGO
'', . , Ion. impf. from, lor', Horn., w, {•,•) bring-

ing sorroji's, Theocr. 25, 213., , , Echestriitus, son
of Agis, king of Sparta, (4th Agid)
Paus. 3, 2, 2., ov, ,==, a man of
substance.^, a, , Echelimidas,
masc. pr. n., Thuc. 4, 119.'^, , , Echella, a city of

Sicily, Polyb.., , , () the plcntgh-

tail, handle, Lat. slira, Hes. Op. 465.
—II. any handle. Hence,, , cf, betcmging

to an, Anth., ov, , {} the hold of
a ship, Nic.^', ov, 6, Echcilus, an Attic
hero, Paus. I, 15, 3.

t'E^Yfrof, ov, . Ech?tvs, a barbarous
king of Epirus, who cut off the ear.s

and noses of strangers and cast thein

to lus dogs. Oil. 18, 83-., , , a plant, the

u4iite bryony, Hipp., , , Ep. aor. 1 of,
Horn, r mid., I(. 5, 314., , to be, Anth.,: , , prudence, sense,

shrewdness, Anth., or, gen. , (,) icith one's wits abmit one, cfgood
judgment, snsible, Horn. esp. in Od.,
usu. as epith. of Penelope, as 4, 111.

Adv. -, Diod., , b, Echephron, a
son of Nestor, Od. 3, 413.

—

2. a son
of Priam, Apollod.
t'Ejr)«(tW, , V. stib., f. : aor. } /'

pa,{) to hate, be an enemy to, C.

acc. pers. vcl rei, Hom. et Alt. : c.

acc. cognato, , to bear

hale. Soph. Phil. 5i), El. 1034. Pass•-.. Soph. Ant. 93.

Mostly poet-, (cf.&) but also

in Hipp., and late prose., .-?'/, aspas3.,=, usu.., a, ov, verb, adj., to be

hated. Soph. Aj. C79, ubi al.-, cf sob:'. 3.\.,^=(^, yesterday, So^h.
Ant. 450 ; hence', , ,=^', yes-

terday's, ofyesterday, Alifh., Tf, ov,{) hated, Sopfc.

Fr. 590.'^, , ov, most hated, mmt
hateful, II. : later also most hating, ko3•

tile: irreg. super!, of &: Luc.
has also., ov, gen. wof, more hated :

more hostile: adv. -, Xen.:—ir-

reg. compar. of.&, , f. -, to become

an enemy to, quarrel, wrangle with,, only in II. 1,518; from, ,, also, '. Plat.

Legg. 810 D, hateful, hostile. Soph.
Aj. 932, Ar. Ach'. 226, cf. Ruhnk.
Tim. (.\cc. to Biittrn. Lexil. v. -, from, *>, otl'o-, i. e. hostile-looking ; Others from, or even, but prob. it is

only a lengthii. form of, like,, etc. : which
is confirmed by the accent.),, , hate, hatred, Od.

9, 277, in plur., 11. 3, 410 : .,
hatredfor one, Hdt. 9, 15, and Thuc.

,

', to incur his

hatred or enmity. Id. 3, 82 ; so ' .', Eur. Phoen. 879: cf. •. Cf. also sq., wluch, in prose,



1
is more freq. (Ace. to some, akm
to, gravis ; others, as Outtin.

Lexil. V., I'm., from , ,, just as the orig. signf. of Lat.

iwstis was stranger.)

',, , }j, haired, enmity, Hdt.

5,81, Pind., and Att. : ,
hatred for, enmily to one, Thuc. 3, 10

;, Hdt. 1, 5; , Thuc.
2, 63 : f5i' 7.,, Eur. Fhoen. 479, Hipp. 1164:, tohecome euemies,
Dem, ; opp. to~7,, Hdt. 7, 145, /,,
Thuc, 4, 19 :—strictly feni. from -.',, f. -, {)=-, (which is the onlv form used
by Trag-, Pors. Or. 292, Med. 555), to

hate,, Xen. Ages. 11, 5.

—

2. to be

at enmity icith, be hated by, .— II.

to make hostile or odious,,, Or.

Sih. Hence',, for, q. v.. to be at enmity with,,
LXX.^•, J],,{) hostile, of
OTfrom an enemy.',. ov, gen., hated

of the gods : hence, =;,
miserable, Soph. O. T. 816.'•, ov, {,)
wifriendly to guests, inhospitable,,
Aesch. Pr. 727.^,, to make hostile,

ran, prob. 1. Stob. p. 510, 2 : from, , {,)
causing emnity, App.

,•, , , {) hated, hate-

ful, of persons and things, freq. from
Hem. downwds. : (though he has it

only in this pass, signf.) esp.,, Hes. Th. 766, etc.—. act.

hating, hostile, at enmity with, ,
Thuc. 8, 45, Xen., etc.—. freq. as

subst-, , one''s enemy, where
the act. and pass, senses oft., orusu.,
coiiicide, Hes. Op. 340, Find. : ., Thuc. 4, 47; ol . Id.

6, 89, etc.—Ace. to Ammon.,
is one jcho has been /., but is alien-

ated, Lat. inimicus ; /./, one who
is at tear, Lat. hostis ; /, one

who becomes a mortal foe to his former
friend.—Besides,-, the irreg. comp. and super!, -,, (qq. v.) were in com-
mon use. Adv. - : compar. -, Dem. 61, 26., ov, gen.,{,) hostile in disposition.',, ,{,) like

an enemy, hostile. Adv. -., to hate, Trag., as Aesch.
Fr. 287, Soph. Aj. 459. Horn, has it

only as pass., :(. q. v., to be ha-

ted, be hateful,, Od. 4, 502, 756,

etc. : usu. only in pres. and impf., but
a part, pf pass, occurs in

Lye. 827.

t'Ei-t(5{0i', ov, TO, dim. from ,
Arist. H. A.',, , an adder, viper, Hdt.

3, 108, and Trag. ; esp. metaph. of a

treacherous wife or friend, Aesch.

Cho. 249, Soph. Ant. 531 : earlier, as

in Hes. Th. 297, 301, only as pr. n., v.

sq. : V..,, -, Echidna, a monster,

having the upper half of a beautiful

female, the lower parts of a serpent.

offspring of Chrysaor and Callirrhoe,

or of Tartarus and Gaea, Hes. Th.
297, 301, Hdt. 4, 8, sqq.'•, ,.{) of
or like a viper. Call. Fr. 161.,, Ev,= foreg., Nic., ov, to, dim. from.

,,,{., (^)
bitten by a viper.^, , {, )
viper-shaped, snake-like./, ov,{,-
2.) snake-headed.'',, , {,)
snaky-haired,.''., ,{,)
delighting in, playing with snakes.')], ,=.',, , ,=, Nic.,, , young adder, viper,

dim. from, Nic. Ther. 133.^',, uv, a'l, the Echinudes,
five or nine small islands in the Ionian
sea at the mouth of the Achelous,
Hdt. 2, 10, Thuc. 2, 102, Strab.,

ace. to whom Dulichium also be-

longs thereto, p. 453 : in sing. 'E^i-,, .', , ', the islands in the

Ionian sea, afterwards called '-. q. v. II. 2, 625.^',, a,,^? Nic.
Ther. 230.^',,, , an inhabitant of
Echinus, Polj'b. 9, 42.^, , a kind of mouse with

rough bristling hair, in Libya, Hdt. 4,

192, ubi al.., , , dim. from.077,7,,{,7)
a kind of prickly plant. Strictly urchin-

footed. Poet. ap. Plut. 2, 44 E.'.. , , sometimes also (ace.

to Dind. Ar. Fr. 251) paroxyt.,
[], the urchin, hedge-hog, Ar. Fac. 1086,

Ion. ap. Ath. 91 : also the sea-urchin,

Epich. p. 26, Plat. Euthyd. 298 D.—
2. the crust or shell of the sea-urchin, of-

ten used as a jar, cup for holding med-
icine, Hipp. 682, 25, etc. : hence—II.

like Lat. testa, a pot, jug, pitcher, Lat.

echinns, Horat. Sat. 1, 6, 117.—2. esp.

the vase in which the notes of evidence
v?ere sealed up by the. in

cases of appeal from their decision,

Ar. Vesp. 1430, Dem. 1160, 24, cf. Att.

Process, p. 691.—III. the husk of cer-

tain seeds, as of the chestnut, rough

like the sea-urchin, Xenocr.—IV. the

true stomach of ruminating animals,

Arist. Part. An. 3, 14, 8, prob. also

from its rough coat, cf lb. 4 : so too,

the gizzard ofbirds, Ael.—V. part of the

bit of a bridle, which made it severe,

whence prob. the name; Xen. Eq. 10,

6, calls them.—VI. in architec-

ture, tite vioulding along the top of the

Doric and Ionic capital, prob. from its

form, and so now usu. called ovolo,

V^itruv. 4, 3. (Perh. akin to,-, etc. ; some would derive signf. II.

from , but the connexion given
above is more prob.)

t'E^irof, ov, (5, Echinus, now Echi-

non, a city and promontory of Phthi-
otis in Thessaly, Dem. 120. 3 ; Strab.',, o,=foreg., Ar.

Lys. 1169.', ,{,) prick-

ly, like a hedgehog, Arist. H. A. : in

genl. rough, Strab., ov, {,)=.. ov,,{) a plant, echinm
rubrum, Sprengel Diosc. : our eckium
is Viper^s Bugloss.^. ov, , Echius, a Greek, fa-

ther of Mecisteus, II. 8, 333.-2. ano-
ther Greek, slain by Folites, II. 15,

339.-3. a Trojan slain by Fatroclus,

II. IG, 416., <of, and , . the viper,

adder. Plat. Symp. 217 E: the',
ace. to Nic, is the fem. of, others
think and two distinct

species: Opp. hast^'iffem. (Sanscr
ahi : akin to anguis. anguilla.:
perh. also to, Pott Et.Forsch. 1,

144.), ov, , kind of stone, {ad-
derstone .''). [],, , Echlon, one of the
men sprung from the dragon's teeth
sown by Cadmus ; he married Agaue
and had by her Pentheus, Eur. Bacch.
213.—2. son of Mercury and Antia-
nira, an Argonaut, Find. P. 4, 318

;

Ap. Rh. 1, 56. [i]

',., , {) that which
holds, and so—I. a hindrance, stoppage,

11. 21, 259.-2. c. gen., a bulwark, de-

fence against, ~7]?,, . Horn.
Merc. 37,. . Rh. 4, 201.—
II. a hold-fast, stay, ,
the bands of the earth-fast rock, 11.

13, 139 : so, , stays,

bearers of the towers, II. 12. 200 : also,, props, cradles for the

ships, to keep them upright on land,

II. 14, 410: so Ap. Rh. I, 1200,-, of the ball of earth grasped
by the roots of a tree. Hence'., to hold, hinder.—II. to hold

firm: cf.
'Ero.uei'oc, , ov, adv. -, v. erut

V. 2.
^, , ?/, {,)=. a pretended orig. form of,

cf. Heind. Plat. Crat. 414 B., adv. part. pres., only
in resolved forms, e. g.

for, q. v., Plat. Phil.

64 A., 1 aor. pass, of ;^;.
t'Ejv/i7;v,sync. aor. pass, of^, Ep.^,, , , {) firm, strong,

secure, of place, Thuc. 4, 8, etc.,=o;j;ii-: hence in genl., , to

be i)t safety. Id. 7, 77 : trustworthy,-. Id. 3, 83, 7.-, 7, 41. Adv. -.
Id. 5, 26.',, , strength, firm-
ness, , v. 1. Polyb.^, ov, gen.,{,) strong-minded, steady.^, , to make secure, fortify,

like, v. L Isocr. 107 B.',, TO,afortification. [], 2 sing, in Theogn.
1316: impf., Ep., freq. in

Hom. : fut., and in Horn, more
freq. (which is referred to), rare 2 sing.}, Francke
H. Hom. Cer. 366 : fut. mid.-, Ar.. 1335 : perf, post-

Horn. Ep. perf.,, found however
hi conipd., 11. 2, 218 : aor., never, even in Horn., without
augm., inf, part,, subj., opt., imperat., Att.

sometimes in compds. also , as, Pors. Hec. 830, Or. 1330.—
Pass, and mid.- impf -

: fut. mid. and:
aor.; only twice in Hom. in

Ep. 3 sing,, II. 7. 248; 21,345,
inf., part,, imper.. Post-Horn. aor. pass,/ :

pass, and mid. much more rare in

Hom. than act.—From the inf aor.

arise two collat. forms
and, in special signfs., v. sub
voce.

A. Act. Radic. signf. to have, hold.

—I. to have in the hands, in Hom. very
freq. :—hence in various
usages,— 1. to have, hold, possess : of
outward goods, property, etc., the
most common usage, Hom. : later

(sc. xpimaTa), a wealthy or power-

ful man. Soph. Aj. 157, Valck. Fhoen.
408 ; o!: the wealthy. Eur. Ale.

57. Pass, to be possessed ovi belong to,
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, . 6, 398.—3. esp. to have and
manage, look afirr, take charge of, as

masters, ipya, Od. 2, 22 : to

have to wife, with or without,
as,' 'E?Ji'/ii',

/of, Oil. 4, 5(39, cf. Jl.

3, 53, etc. ;tand', to lake one's daughter to wife,

Hdt. 1, CO:till gcni. to have in one's

house, to entertain, Od. 17, 515 ; 20, 377

;

c. acc. loci, to dwell in, inhabit,-, '0?.7,, etc., Horn.—3.

the pres. part, is often joined with a

verb, ahnost pleonast., but so as to

make it more vivid, e. g. II. 24, 280,

UTiTuAXr, kept and made
imich of, i. e. kept with special care,

cf. Hdt. 2, 115; this is esp. freq. in

Att., in such phrases as ifie, etc.,

where it is best translated, he went
with .., Hdt. 3, 128, cf. Jac. . P. p.

334,-.^, keeping to, on

board their ships, Eur. Hec. 35 ifesp.

in histor. prose of a general uith his

troops, etc., as, , Hdt.

7, 8, 4 : more rare in poets.—4. of

place, ^7' () ,
keep it on one's left, i. e. to keep

to the right of it, Od. 5, 277 ; 3, 171.—
5. of habits, states, or conditions, bod-

ily or mental ; e. g. in Horn. esp.

and '/, to have reached old

age, /lauercceiueii wounds, etc. periphr.

for simple verb, tobe old, wounded, etc.

:

so•, , etc., Horn.

:

^, 'tis done, II. 18, 378 ; so,, etc., for which we find

also,, to practise it ha-

bitually, Od. 1, 3G8 ; so,,, , etc. : so in Hdt.

3, 157 ; C, 136, or,, to keep always in

the mouth, be always talking of. . ;

Tivu bpyy as we might say, to hold

him in despite or at feud.—N. B. : as

we say to possess and to be possessed of
a thing, the subject and predicate are

often e.xchanged in these phrases

;

and we have equally ,
evil is upon me, and , I a?n

in evil plight ; Hom. has thus,?,,,,
; so too, /, Hdt. 6, 135: and

so of external objects, -, Od. 12, 70
;

7/', Od. 10, 100 ; , of a

corpse, Od. 23, 40. In all these cases
the notion is that oUiaving full posses-
sion of a thini; : hence to overwhelm, lay

low. oppress, ,
. 11, 269 ; and in pass,,-, etc., like Lat. icneri, Hom.—3. to have mentally, to know, under-

stand,/, II. 17, 470 ; -
VT)V, Hes. Th. 770 ; esp. in Att.,

; like Lat. lenes ? d'ye understand /

d'ye take me ? Ar. Nub. 732 : to know of
a thing. Soph. O. T. 311, Eur. Or. 778.
— II. to hold, keep :— 1. to hold fast,

Strictly tvith the hands, to hold up, Hom.

,

, to hold it for him, as his

helper, II. 9, 209 ; -, Krt-lptot'i/v, to hold him by

the hand, the foot, 11. 4, 1 54 ; 10, 703 : cf.

infr. B. I : so perh.^,,?, as we say to keep

watch, keep guard, II. 9, 1, Od. 8, 285,
302.—2. to keep with one, retain,-

., to keep one in obedience,

Xen. Cyr. 7, 2, 11 : to detain, in pass.,

II. 18, 197 ; to hold tight, grip, grasp,, to grip one by the

middle or waist, strictly of wrestlers,

Ar. Nub. 1047 : as so hi pass.,, Ar. Ach. 57 1 , Eq. 388, Ran, 469

:

. keep it yourself, a civil form
of dechning a thing Eur. Cycl. 270.
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—3. to hold up, ., II. 6,

509, cf Od. 6, 107 : hence to'hear up,

holdup, Lat. portare,, Od. 1, 53,

cf: in genl. like,,
Lat. gestare, most froq. of arms, and

clothes, to bear, wear, Horn. : cf also

B. II : esp. of a woman, to be pregnant,

Lat. utero gestare, Hdt. 5, 41 ; in full

-— 1• io hold out, bear up

against, support, sustain, esp. an attack,

Lat. sustinere hoslem,\\su. c. af.c. pers.,

II. 13, 51 ; 20, 27, once c. dat., to re-

sist, oppose, II. 16, 740 ; c. acc. et inf

,

II. 17, 182; Hom. uses the fut. -, usu. in this signf ; also fut. mid.,. acc. like act., II. 12, 126;

17, 639.—5. to hold, keep fast or close,/ , II. 12, 456 ;', II. 21, 453.—6. to

Itold, keep in a direction, like, to

aim,, II. 23, 871 : more luUy,, II. 5, 569

:

esp. to guide, urge on, drive, steer, '-, II. 3, 263, etc. ; '/, Od. 9, 279

;

10, 91, etc., usu. or c. adv.

loci, whither: and sometimes without' or, as if intrans. to go,', they held on to Pylos,

Od. 3, 182 : hence, esp. in fut./
and aor., to land, Ar. Ran. 188,

Thuc. 2, 25, etc. Later also,

vovv, attend to this, Eur. Or. 1181
;

so, ., Thuc. 3, 25,,, or .—7. to

hold in, check, stop, 11. 23, 720
;, Od. 19, 502 ;, Od. 10,

191, . to allay, assuageihem,
11. 11, 848, ci'. 271 ; , Od. 5,

451 : c. gen., to stop, hinder from a

thing, TOO , Xen. An. 3,

5, 11.—8. to keep, ward off, ,
11. 13, 687,, Lat. abstinere ma-
nus, Od. 22, 70, cf B. IV.—9. to hold

in guard, keep safe, save, II. 24, 730 :

hence of armour, to protect, II. 22, 322.

— 10. to keep doing or making, cause,

make,,/ ., 11. 10, 105;

18, 495.

III. to have means power, to be able,

very freq. from Hom. downwards,
c. inf, esp. of aor., as II. 7, 217 ; but

also of pres., as Od. 18, 364, Herm.
Eur. Supp. p. xii: so Lat. habeo dicere,

etc. : rarely with the inf omitted, as, he could not, II. 17, 354

:

also Att.' uv, I could if I would,

Wytt. ad Jul., p. 141.-2. post-IIom., foil, by (,),,, etc.,

/ know not how . . , whither . . , C. sub-

junct.,^ -. Soph. Tr.

705 ; by indie, fut. '. Id. . C. 1743 ; c. indie.

.

.

, Id. . C. 1710.

IV. Intrans. to hold one's self, and so

to be (as we say), to keep so and so,7., they kept balanced, II.

12, 433, more freq. iti Att. than Hom.
—2. very freq. with various advs. of

manner, , Od. 24, 245,, , Att., like Lat. bene

habet, inale habet, it is, is going on well,

etc. ; to which phrase a gen. modi is

oft. added, , to be uell

off for a thing, abound in it,

7/, to be pretty well

drunk, Hdt. 5, 20: so too,

., to be busy with sowing,

Id. 8, 109, cf III., and Valck.

Hipp. 482 : so with , etc., -, as fast as they could go,

Hdt. 0, 1 16, cf 8, 107 ; in full,. Hdt. 6, 10, but this very
rare, cf Kiihner Gr. Gr. § 537 d, and
note:, , etc.,

for ', , etc.,

Hdt. 1, 86 ; 9, 27: , No, I

thank you. Com. : freq. Att. phrases,

: how is . . ? , as it

is ; , etc. : also ',, as it ivas, at once, Duk.
Thuc. 3, 30.—3. in genl. to be the case,

be so and so,?, the story goes,

prevails. Bast. Ep. Cr. p. 239,-4. to

keep in one place, keep one's ground, IL
13, 679: hence to be firm, stand to a
point,, ,

will be firm as a rock, Od. 19, 494,
cf II. 24, 27 : and so in genl. to stay,

stand, remain, ', II. 13,

557 : Plato has Ireq., ^' (5?/, stay now,
also ', '/, etc., also
simply, Heind. Gorg. 400 A, Prot.
319 D.—5. to stand up, jtit out,

i'Tpoc', Od. 19, 38,', II. 13, 520.— 6. to point

towards, be directed, tend towards, or

, e. g. -, Hdt. 5, 81,, what concerns them, 6, 19,, 6, 2, etc. : also
of place, to extend, reach unto,'- , Hdt. 1 , 04

;

, Aesch. Theb. 102, or
less freq. , to be about, i. e. busy,

occupied with it, Xcn. Hell. 7, 4, 28.—
7. post-Horn., and most freq. in Att.,

esp. Trag., is joined with part,

aor. of another verb, e. g.

for, lies. Op. 42;
for,

Hdt. 1, 37, ubi v. Schw., cf Valck.
Phoen. 712, Hdt. 6, 12 ; gives a
jierf signf to the aor., cf Herm. Vig.

n. 183, Kiihner Gr. Gr. § 603, .x : rare-

ly with the part, of other tenses, as
of the perf. Soph. O. T. 701, Phil.
600.—This seems the first step to-

wards the modern use of the auxiliaiy
verb to have : cf V. : but—8. the
part, with the pres., adds a no-
tion ol duration to that of present ac-
tion, as ; why do
you keep poking about there '! Ar.
Nub. 509, ;
why then keep wasting time ? Id.

Eccl. 1151 ; or simply
,, you are always a chatter-

ing, you keep trifling. Plat. Gorg., 490
E, 497 : others explain these phra-
ses by a supposed exchange of verb
and part., for ,: but neither construct, nor sense
suitthissowell, cf Heind. Plat. Gorg.
497 A, Kiihiier S^ 608, Anm. 1.—9. ple-

onast. , Hdt. 1, 80;, etc., for ,, Aesch. Cho. 237, Ar. Pac.
334.

. Mid. to hold one's self to, hold oil

by, cling to,, II. 1, 512, Od. 4, 222

;

9, 435, etc. : hence to lay hold on, take

advantage of,, Hdt. 6, 94 ;

take possession of, .'. Id. 2,

17: of place, to be close, touch, border

on,, Hdt. 4, 109: hence ab.sol.

in pass, signf, //-, they hold together, Od. 5, 329;
(al. .) standing

opposite, Od. 6, 141.—2. to hold to or
by one, be closely connected with him

:

hence to depend, , Od. 2, 197;
11, 340, c. gen. , II. 9, 102!

Hence in part, mid., , that
comes next or nearest, to . ,
Thuc. 0, 3 ; c. gen., tu -/, all that pertains to them : in lldt.

esp. freq. periph. tu ,,, , in

i'act=ra, etc., Hdt. 1, 120,

190 ; 2, 77, etc. Adv., next,

immediately: a\so in accordance.—II. to

bear, wear, carry for one's self, or ivhat

is one's own, Od. 1, 334, etc.,cf A. II.

3.—III. , man yourself.

II. 16, 501 ; 17, 559.—IV. to linp one's

self back, abstain, refrain from a thing,



. 2, 98 : and absol.,,,
hold! cease! II. 21, 379; 22,416: in

Horn., most freq. in fut..', 1 aor. inid. from-, 11. 1, 64.?], I aor. pass, from,
Hdt.'2, 137./, Ion. 3 plur. perf. pass.

from -'/..'^, a, ov, (eipu) boiled, fitfor
boiling, Nic.", , , [eibu, /) cook-

ing up men, epith. of Medea, from her
renewing old Aeson, Anth., , , {)=:}.
[], , boiled, Hipp.

'E-ipuu,=:eip(j, dub., adv. part. perf. pass,

from, falsely , wrongly, Plat.

Legg. 897 A.-, V. sub. Hence",, , anything boiled,

seethed, Arist. H. A. ; esp. wine boiled

down, like Lat. sapa or defrutum, Hipp.^, , {, )
like, Diosc."/, , , (-) boiling,, Hdt. 4, 61 : in genl. cookery.,, ,() dish, pan
for boiling, Anth., ov, ro,=foreg., , , one who boils or

sevthes :=•). Hence-, , , of, for boiling., , , {} boiled, sod-

den, Xen. An. 2, 3, 14.—II. -,, , little fishes which ivere boiled, cf.., , . Ion. -, 7], also --,, and i-, (,) strict-

ly, agame played with pebbles : in genl.

a sport, game, Nic. : amusement, pas-

time. Soph. Fr. 4. Hence, dep., to play with pebbles

:

in genl. to play, disport one's self, pass

the time in mirth and talk, Od. 17, 530

:

to entertain one's self with, C. dat.,-
m), Od. 21, 429.—II. ace.

to Schol. Ap. Rh., 3.\^?.,
as if from; but this is very
dub. Hence, adv. part, perf
pass, from, with paint, cos-

metics., perf. act. from., 2 aor. pass.;, 1

aor. pass, from., fut.: in Hdt. 1, 48
we also find a 3 impf, as if from. To boil, seethe, opp. to,
of meat and the like, Hdt. 1, 119, etc.;

but also EiL•., (as we say) to

boil the pot, Plat. Hipp. Maj. 290 D :

of metals, to smelt, refine, hence-, Pind. . 4, 133, cf.: mid. , to

steep aiid dye it.—2. uietaph./, to cherish an inglori-

ous age at home, Pind. O. 1, 133, ubi

V. Dissen (83) and cf.. (Akin
to eiiu.), Ion. subj. pres. from, . 1,

119, Od. 9. 18, Att. contr. ., contr. for kau, Att, also II. 8,

428.. contr. for tuot, opt. from luu),

Att., also Od. 20, 12., dat. from, Horn.
", Ion. subj. aor. 2 of, Att.

contr. .
', gen.'and ace. sing, from ',

the dawn./, perf 2 , to open., perf pass. o(.', Ion. perf. 2 of. in pres.

SJgnf, to be wont, accustomed, 11. 8,

408, 422, Hdt., etc, : part,.

(strictly, contr., dupl. augm..)", adv.() from morn, at ear-

liest dawn, Ar. Plut. 1121, Xen., etc.

:

avptov ; to-morrow early, Xen. Cyr.

4, 2, 6 ; and so,, alone. Plat.

Theaet. fin. : cf the Homer. 7/., ?'/, , {) in the morn-

ing, early, £. i/', Hdt. 3, 104 ; .. Soph. Fr. 445 ; to, as

adv. , early in the morning, Hdt. ib. ; so.=, Ar. Thesm. 2.

—

2. eastern, Dion. P.

oc, ov, also a, ov, poet, for,. . Rli. : also eastern,

riioii. P., 3 sing, plqpf from,
freq. in Hom.
'/., {7) to keep till next

day, esp. of meat, etc., to keep till too

late. Gal.',, ,{,)
7nixture of all the dregs, heel-taps,

etc., with which the drunken were
sometimes dosed at the end of a revel

by their stronger-headed companions

:

hence metaph., k. -, to empty the accumu-

lated nasiiness of his rascality on one,

Dem. 242, 13, (de Coron. ^ 50, ubi v.

Dissen), cf Plut. 2, 148 A.

"?., ov, (prob. from, , and
so) a day old, kept till the morrow : of

food, esp. fish, stale, Antiph. .,
1, 6, Axionic. Chalc. 1, 15 :, the day after a feast, esp. alter

a wedding, when the scraps were eat-

en, Axionic. Chalc. 2: in genl. stale,

out of date, obsolete,, Dem.
551, 13,, Porph. :—of mo-
ney, lying by without use, hoarded, Phi-

letaer. Cynag. 2, 10 : of men, like, on the day after a debauch,

i. e. sufferingfrom its effects, Lat. hes-

ternus, Plut./., 3 sing, plqpf 2 from,
Horn., for/, from,.,
and Att., II. 19, 402, ', when we have enough of, are

tired of the war, also written.
or : a subjunct. form, referred

by the old Inlerpp. to . in signf

of, but bv Buttin., Lexil. v., 6, 7, to, or,=:,
to be satiated. But the truth can hard-
ly be ascertained, v. Spitzn. Excurs.
xxxi. ad II./, Att. for, opt. from

.•' also Od. 16, 85., Hom. and Ion. part. pres.

from , for :, pres. part,

from , but , Ion. imperf. for, from.',, perf and plqp .

and, aor. pass, from-., 3 sing. impf. act. c. dupl.

augni. from, II. 4, 3, Od. 20',

255.", aor. 1 act. of., a, ov, Aesch. Pr. 25, also,
ov. liur. Phoen. 1C9, poet,. Ion.

and in Hom., q. v. () in the

morning, at early dawn, Trag.—2. east-

ern, Lat. Eous, Xen. Hell. 4, 4, 9., , , collat. form of,
a being suspended, hovering, oscillation.

—II. any thing suspended, a noose for
hanging. Soph. O. T. 1264 : a swing,

Arist. ap, Ath. 618 E, cf Interpp. Poll.

4, 55., 3 sing, impf act. from.
6;«/, perf act. from., 2 sing, plqpf 2 act. of

*1,, for, Od. 4, 693 ;

14, 289.

, , collat. form of,
whence. as Wunder and
Dind. in Soph. O. C. 1084, for-, cf. Diod. 18, 42, Hesych. in v.

Hence,, , collat. form of,= II.; esp. a machine on

the stage to represent flying., , , collat. form of, dub., collat. form of,
whence., impf act. from., 3 sing, plqpf pass, from, for., , Att. form of the Ion.,
q. V., Ion. and Ep. . A. as

conjunction,—I. while, so long as, hat.

donee, in protasis, answered in apodo-

sis by, Ep., II. 20, 41. etc.

;

by, II. 18, 15, Od. 12, 327 : the

apod, is often resumed by , 11. 1,

193 : in this sense usu. at the begin-

ning of the sentence and with Indi-

cat.—II.= rewf, for a time, without
any apodosis, ' ., bpvvov -
Tcip .., II. 12, 142, cf Od. 3,

12G.—III. till, until, in apodosis,— 1. c.

indicat., usu. aor., relating to a cer-

tain event, II. 11, 342, Od. 5, 123, and
in Att. : in Att. when an impf with

uv, precedes, the event is conceived

as hnpossible, Plat. Gorg. 506 B,

Crat. 396 C, cf,.—2. c. sub-

junct., until such lime as, relating to

an uncertain event in future time, in

which case iv, is strictly joined with
it, as Aesch. Ag. 1435, Dem. 135, 1 ;

so too , or, II. 3, 291 ; 24,

183 : though in Trag. the is oft.

omitted, as Aesch. Pr. 810, cf Pors.

Or. 141.—3. c. optat., in same sense

in regard to time past, ,
by , Od. 5, 386 :

and so in Att., as Ar. Ran. 766, etc.

:

in orat. obliqua and the like we also

have . or, c. optat., as Od.

2, 78, Soph. Tr. &'6~.—\\.=,6,
', that, in order that, Horn, only in

Od., as 4, 800; 5, 386, etc.—B. as

adv., like,, Lat. usque,— 1.

with advs. of time, , Lat. usque

dum, till the time when, c. indicat.,

Xen. Cyr. 5, 1, 25; so too, oi,

freq. in N. T. : ; Lat. qua-

usque ? how long ? N. T, : also, till late, Thuc, 3, 108 ; ,
. ,—2. with advs, of place,, ', or . , .—3. c
gen., up to a certain point, Lat. usque

ad... Lex ap. Aeschin. 3, 18 ; but not

freq. till late Greek.

[, with its natural quantity,^-,
only once in Homer, Od. 2, 78, in

signf III. ; elsewh. as monosyll., 11.

17, 727, Od. 2, 148, etc, in signf II.,

and III : when it begins a verse, as

in signf, I,, .., it stands for a tro-

chee, as if ; and so, , Od.

4, 90, cf: in signf 111. again, it

begins the filth foot with ?.•, Od. 7, 280 ; the second with•
/., Od. 9, 233, or with inov-

TO, ', Od. 15, 109; 19, 367:

fin these cases Thiersch would al-

ways write, q. v., Gr. Gr, ^ 168,

10, Anm. : cf, fin.], , , aor. 1 of, with
augm. syll. for., Ion. for , 3 plur. pres.

subj. from, Hom., contr. for, 3 plur.

pres. from, Att., and Hom.^'. perf and, aor.

pass, of, Xen.", strengthd. for , even

until, Thuc. 7, 19, Xen., etc.
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', , (•,) '-, the Morning-star, Lat. Lucifer,

1. 23, 220, in Mylh. son of Astraeus
and Aurora, lies. Th. 381, cf.-. [in Horn, always trisyll. by Sy-
nizesis.]',, Ion. for,.
, , }, , indecl., sixth letter

ofGr. alphabet: as nnmeral'=,
and, (for the obsol. ;•' is re-

tained in the alph. to represent tf)
but ,C=7000. The old Grauun. re-

garded as a rni.xed sound, composed
of , and ,=, and so Aeol. and
Dor. ",,,
etc., are written for,,), etc. ; while in Ion. (5, chan-
ged into , V. III. It cannot be de-

termined, whether or was most
strongly marked in pronouncing, or

which ought to be placed first.

Probably each dialect, perhaps each
word, had its peculiarities; but most
likely the Dor. with their fondness for

hissing sounds made the most prom-
inent, while the Ion. dwelt on ,
somewhat like the Italian g before
e, I. Certainly, like the Zita of the
modern Greeks, it had a much softer

sound than our Z, which is expressed
in modern Greek by the barbarous -:
for the ancients boast of its pretty

sound, Dion. Comp. 11, p. 172 Schaf.
How easily it passed into i? shown
by , and,

and, and/~, zeta, ceta, , cf.

Buttm. Lexil. v. 3, note
;

for ', ace. to Plat. Cra-
tyl. 418 C, D : the change into is

seen in ?], Sa-
giintum : it also melted into i, e. g.,,, cf. /'-, Ital. ge-

losia, French jalousie, Janus, -
jugum, V., sub fin. In Ar-

cad. it sometimes stood for , e. g., for ?.,, for-,, Pors. Phoen. 45

:

lastly it was, like a mere breathing,
put before some words beginning with
a vowel, v.?,, ?.-,.

Zeta being a double conson. in all

dialects, made a short vowel at the
end of the foregoing syllable long by
position

; yet in hexam. poetry there
are some few piace^ where the vow-
el remains short. Homer took this

license only in two prop, names,
which could not otherwise come into
the hexam.. 7., II. 4, 103,

121, and ol ,, etc. But the negligence
of later versifiers made it notunfre-
quent, Harm. Orph. p. 761, Spitzn.
Vers. Her. p. 9D.

ZA'- insep. particle with intensive
signf., like api-, tpi-, -, and the
less freq. (5a-, which is only a dialec-

tic variation, and is sometimes, with
-, derived from : Horn, uses it

in },,,, -,', and, perh.
also in 7?., always in adjec-

tives : ill Hes. also in deriv. verb..\, , , Zabatus, a tributa-

ry of the Tigris, Xen. An. 2, 5, 1 ; cf..̂, , b, Zabdiblhts, a

commander of the Arabians, Polyb.
5, 79, 8.
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, ov, (-,)= :?.-3, '7., ap. Hesych.
'\7., gen.. Joseph., ,
Zebulon, son of Jacob and Leah ; met.
the tribe of Zebulon, N. T., , ace. to some for -, cf., ace. to others for-, Hesych., and Suid.

|>'•(/, , ol, the Zanclians,
inhab. of Zancte, Arist. : from
"^/.,, . Zancle, earlier name

of Messana in Sicily, Hdt. 7, ICl

;

Thuc. 6, 4 : from,, , ^,= sq., Nic., , , a reaping-hook or
sickle, Lat. falx, Thuc. 6, 4 : acc. to

Strab., or', \8=-
7, and so akin to (/, but
Tliuc. says it was a Sicilian word.

tZu)'«?.of, ov, 6, Zanclus, a mythic
king, Diod. S.,, 6, a name ofthe first

Bacchus, Call. Fr. 171, and oft. in

Nonn. (Acc. to some from,
acc. to others for.)^, , , Zagrus, a mountain
of Media ; Polyb. 5, 54, 7 : also, Strab.^, , , Zadracnrta,
capital of Hyrcania, Arr. An. 3, 23, 6

;

but. 3, 25, 1 Kruger.?,^?., I dis-

coursed with, tlv'l, Sapph. 53., , {-,) strong blowing,

stormy,,. 12, 157, Od. 5, 368;
the irr. acc. /, for, //, Od.
12,313: cf. also '. Only poet., ,, also , ov, Eur.
Tro. 1075, {-,) very divine, god-
like, lordly, majestic, Horn, (but not in

Od.), Hes., and Pind. ; of places, as
cities, hills, streams, frequented by
the gods, V. esp. Hes. Th. 253 : also

of the winds as connected with the
gods ; but never in these poets of

persons
; just like. []/, , (-,) very hot,

Anth.
iZapav, , , Zathraustes, a

lawgiver among the Ariani, Diod. S., for, Att. , 3

plur. opt. pres. act. of (as if from
/'/)., , {-, 7) very

beautiful.\, , , the Latin Sagun-
turn in Spain, Polyb. 3, 17, 1 : hence
fZaKavOaloi, , ol, the inhab. of
Sagimtum, Polyb. 4, 28, I., to be a, Bockh
Inscr. 1, p. 913 : from, , , and , a priest or

priestess : in genl. a servant. Men and.,

p. 106. (Some take it for)
and -, for : Buttm. Lexil. v.-, takes it to1)6=,-
KTopoc, a high minister, chief priest.

[a], ov, {-,) very angry,

wrathful, 11. 3, 220. [a],, a'l, fruitsfrom Za-
r.ynthas.^, , , Zacynthus, now
Zante, an island of the Ionian sea,

opposite Elis, under the dominion of
Ulysses. II. 2, 634, Od. 1, 216, etc. :

hence, a. ov, Zacynthinn
;

01, the Zncynthians, Hdt.

3, 59.—2. a town of the same name
on the island, Strab.

—

3.=,
Steph. Byz. [on quantity v. fin.]

—

II. son of Dardanus, founder of the
town Zacynthus, Pans., , , Zacchaeus, a Jew,
chief collector of the taxes in Jericho,
N. T.
Zu7 a'lv,=^, Hesych., prob.

from.

ZATH
2?., , {7.]) to storin, surge,

Nic. in Ep. part,.7, , , Zahucus, a cele-
brated lawgiver of the Locri in Italy,
Arist. Pol., Diod. S., etc.

?/, , , the surging of the sea,
surge, spray, Acsch. Ag. 056 : also a
storm, hurricane: meta^h.greal trouble,

distress, Pind. O. 12, 16. Only poet.
(Akin is /., Lat. salvm, used esp.
of the sea : prob. from root i^a-, v. also

/.) [u]17, Ion. , , Hdt.,
and 7., , , Strab., -
moxis, or Zamohis, a celebrated phil-

osopher and lawgiver among the Ge-
tae, reverenced as a deity, Ildt. 4, 94,
Strab., etc.7.,, , surging, stormy,

7., ov, ,=^, ,
muddyfoam, Nic., cf. 7.. [u\

ZdZof, /.,, Dor. for

f/}Zof, etc., , , Zama, a city of By-
zacium where Scipio defeated Han-
nibal, Polyb. ; acc. to Mannert to be
distinguished fiom—2. a strong oily
of Numidia, Strab./', , f. -?/, to put forth all

07ic's strength, use all one's inight, lies.

Th. 928 : from., (-,) very strong,

mighty, Hom., (only in superl.-, . Merc. 307) Pind., and
late Ep. : later in genl./oT-ce/ui, violent,

raging, 0pp. . 7, words of vio-

lence or enmity. Soph. Aj. 137. Only
poet. Hence, a, o, Dor. word for-, [i],, . Dor for,-, usu., q. v., not freq. in nom.,
though this occurs Ar. Av. 570.
Hence Lat. Jamis., , , fem. from, the
Lat. Juno : susp., , ro,= (5«ir£(5oiiXenoph.?., ov, (-, :7) very

fat. []^7., , {-,) very

full, ., thick, full beard,
Aesch. Pers. 316., , to be very rich : from—7, ov, {-,) very
rich, Hdt. 1, 32., , , {-,) hard
drinker.. , {-,) very fiery,
Aesch. Pr. 1084. Only poet, [a]
iZapu, 6, Zara, masc. pr. n., N. T.—2. , a city of Armenia, Strab.'^, , Arr. An. 3, 25, 8,

or, , ol. Id. 6, 17, 3, the

Zarangaei, or Zarangi, a Persian peo-
ple, cf..^, , ZardHces, masc. pr.

n., Strab.^, 6, Zarzas, masc. pr. n.,

Polyb.

tZupaf,, , Zarax, a mountain
in Euboea, Lye.—2. ?/, also,, ;}, a city of Laconia, Polyb. 4.

36, 7., ov, , a bird of prey, prob,
for 7.., , and -, , ,
Zariadris, or -dres, masc. pr. n., a Per-
sian, Strab., , , and -, ,
, Zariaspa, a city of Bactria, Strab.,

etc.,,. Dor.
for, etc./, , {-,) well-fed,

fat, goodly,,, 11. 7, 223,
Od. 4, 451. Only poet.^, , ol, the Zauiccs, a peo-
ple of Libya, Hdt. 4, 193.



ZEIA, ov, (^,)
tenderly reared, delicate., , (-,) very

bright.?^, , (,-, 7.) very

iiery,fidloflife andfire, ofmen at their

prime, ia II. 21, 465, opp. to-
CIV am'iptoi: of horses. H. Horn. 7, 8.

Later hi the strict sigaf. biinii/ig, bril-

liant.^, ov, 6, Zacharias, a. priest,

father of John the Baptist, N. T.,

Luc i, 5, sq. ; 3, 2.—2. another, of
whom nothing certain is known. Id.

Matii. 23, 33./., ov, {-,') eery angry,

like, Alcae. 5, ace. to Bergk
Anacr. p. 22. [i]/, , v.., ov, {-, ) very

ne^dy, c. gen., ., one wlio

Hxzntf la know the vsray, e*fes eagerly

after it, Theocr. 25. 6., if, pressing ciolently on.

storijty, ragmg, of winds, II. 5, 525 ; of
warriors, eager, fiery, .',
I!. 12, 347 : Hojn. always in plur.

(ZVo doubi from xpuu, to

pres.s eagerly on; some explain it by
~'•.). , (-,) rich in

gold, Eur. Ale. 498., ,—7., a storm, Cratin. Jun.
Incert. 2, Euphor. 2., contr.,. Cy. inf.{)
contr. ], imperat. ', Herm. Soph.
Ant. 1154, and, opt. : impf.,, , and also a 2d impf., as if from, which is prefer-

red by some Atticists : the fut.,
and, aor., perf.,
are rare, these tenses being supplied

in good Att. by ihoo) : Honi. always
uses Ion., and an inf., oc-

curs in Simon. Amorg. 17.—I. orig.

of animal life, to live, breathe, Horn.,

etc. ; ?., vilest of

living men, Od. 10, 72 : -, to be burnt alive, Hdt. 1, 86:

then in genl. to live on a thing,-, Theogn. 1152, Hdt. 1, 216,

etc. ; , Isocr. 211 D, ,
Dem. 1390, 11: c. ace. cognato,,, Hdt. 4. 112, Eur. Med.
249 ; also . , Soph. El. 650 : oi, they who enjoy life, the rich,

happy, in Homer .—II.

metaph. like Lat. vivere, valere, vigere,

to be itifull life and strength, to befresh,

to abide, 7.7 , Aesch. Ag.
819, cf. Erf. Soph. O. T. 45 ;., living fire, Eur. Bacch. 8 ;-, the present. Soph. Tr.

1169 : pleon., ,, and . versa, Schaf. . Dem.
4, p. 603 ; so,/ , Aesch.

Ag. 677. (Sanscr. jiv to live, ;"and^'

changing, v., : and so perh.

also akin to viv-ere, etc.. Pott Et.

Forsclb 1, 265 : cf.. .)
-, insepar. enclitic Particle, de-

noting motion towards a place : it is

found for -, only after the syll. ,
and is in fact nothing but, being

written forcrfi, e. g.,,, for',, -., .=, Dion. .^, , , Zebedaeus, Zehe-

dee, father of the apostles John and
James, X. T., without mark of gender

in Hdt. 4, 192, a Libyan vvord=,Joi)-

voi, a kind of viice.

ZEIA', . , a sort of grain, esp.

as foflder for horses, prob. a coarse

barley or rye, Lat. far 0 adoreum,

Horn, only in Od. 4, 41, 604, and both

ZErr
times in plur,, the same as 7.,
Hdt. 2, 36, also in plur. (Sanscr,
yava barley, cf., fin., ^opf,.)
Hence, ov, {,) zea-

giving, frnil-bearing, fruitful, olt. in

Horn., and Hes.,bul always as epithet

of the earth, and usu. -
pa, fruitful corn-land; only poet.

(Xo doubt it means life-giving by im-
plication, but the best old Gramiii.

forbid us to write, from=., , , wide upper garment,

girdea about the loins and hanging to

the feet, used esp. by Arabians, Hdt.
7, 69, and Thracians, lb. 75 : distin-

guished from the/. as covering
the feet of the rider, by Xen. An. 7,

4, 4. Others write, also

or , Alb. Hesych. 1, p. 1581,
Valck. Adon. 224 B. It cannot be
understood of trowsers, as ace. to Hdt.
the wearer tlirew it round him. (The
word, as well as the thing, was of
foreign origin.), ov,(,) wear-

ing a, Antim. 88., poet, for, as- for:.7., , , Zelea, a city of Tro-
as, at the foot of Mt. Ida, 11. 2, 824.

[For short vowel before this word v.

at end.] Hence
tZ?/,fi77/f. ov, b, an iiikab. of Zclea,

Dem. 121, 7.

/'/, ace. to Hesych., and E.
M., for 7,., Arcad.

tZeAuf,, , Zelys, a Gortynian,
leader of the Cretans, Polyb. 5, 79,

10.

Zf.ua., , () that which is

boiled, a decoction, Diosc.', -,=, to seethe, boil.~, , , a kind of grain,

between and, Diosc., ov, , Arcad. for-,, Strab.,, , {) seething, boil-

Flat. Tim. 66 , etc. : ,
up to boiling heat, Plut., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor.

1 from, Horn.7, , -,(,)
ivashing in hot water. Gal., , , {) boiled. Diosc.

—II. boiling hot, hot, Strab. Hence, , , boiling heat,

Paus., ov, , dim. from -, a small, poor pair or team, esp. of

oxen, Ar. Av. 585 ; also, ..
Id. Fr. 163. []}, ,=, dub. 1. Jo-

seph., ov, ,=^, dub. 1.

Joseph.7., ov, , {, /.-) the driver of a yoke or team of oxen.

["],, , to drive a yoke of
oxen, Xen. An. 6, I, 8 : from7., ov, ,=^7,
Soph. Fr. 545, and Xen.
-,/,, , poet, for-, Call. Apoll. 47., i. -,() to yoke in

pairs, unite.--, ov, , (,)
one uhofightsfrom a two-horsed chariot,

Diod.^, ,.-, the rating or prop-

erty of the at Athens, Bockh
P. E. 2. 260 : from, ov, , fern,,,() yoked, yoked together, joined

in pairs : 7. -, a reed of which
were made the double flutes, (),

I Theophr.—II., o'l, the third
of Solon's four classes of Athenian
citizens, so called from their being able

j

to keep a team () of oxen, V.

!
Bockh P. E. 2, 260, Thirlw. Hist.
Gr. 2, 38 : cf. foreg. []
7.., . poet, for sq., Anth.

I

7.. /, !/. the strap or loop of
1 the yoke, through which the beasts'

I

heads were put, so that the
had two7., II. 19, 406 : hence
in genl. the yoke, in sing, or plur.,

I
Hdt. 1, 31, Aesch. Pr. 463.—11. the

: thongs with which the 77. were
I fastened, Eur. Hel. 1536, cf-
I, fin.

I

/., adv. for -
I , . Rh.

I

7^)>, Ep. gen. and dat. sing.

j

from., , , (,)^.,, , (•}') that
tvhich is joined,fastened together, a band,
bond, . 7., boom or chain
across the mouth of the harbour,
Thuc. 7, 70; bridge, Polyb.—2.

metaph. ., the straits of ne-
cessity, Eur. I. A. 443.—II. in Gramm.,
a figure of speech, wherein two sub-
jects are used jointly with the same
predicate, which strictly belongs only
to one, as in 11. 1, 533. where
must be supplied with, cf-
7.-. Hence^,, . Zeugma, a to\vn
in Cummagene, the chief crossing
place on the Euphrates, now prob.
Tschesme, Strab.,, v. sq., also -, Hdt. 1, 205 :

fut. : aor. : perf pass.

: post-Horn. aor. 1 pass.
only in Trag., in common

language aor. 2 []. Horn,
most freq. uses aor. act. (but in II. 16,

145 must be remarked the irreg. form, or, ace. to Buttm.,-, inf pres. act. for,, but with v, which is a
singular exception to the rule that
occurs only in smg. indie, pres., cf.

Buttm. Lexil. voc. 9.) To join,

fasten on, put to, yoke, —~, /•,, Hom. ; sometimes with
the addition ',',', : in Hom.
also (esp. in Od ) is 'found mid. c.

ace, , to put to one's

horses, ptit them to for ont's self, Od.
3, 492, etc., 11. 24. 281 ; so of camels,
Hdt. 3, 102 ; and of riding horses, to

saddle, bridle, Ar. Pac. 128, 135.—II.

in genl. to join or fasten together,-. fastened, close-shut

doors, II. 18. 276 (elsewh. in Hom.
only m signf I.): hence esp.—2. to

join wedlock, marry,

; Eur. I. A. 698 ; but mid. of
the husband, to wed,, Eur.
Ale. 994: pass, to be married. Soph.
Tr. 530; also ^. Id. .
. 826, Eur. I. A. 907.—3. to join op-
posite banks by bridges,.-. Hdt. 1, 206 ; 7, 33, etc.

;

but also, . Id. 1, 205,
etc.—1. to undfTsird ships with ropes,

Thuc. 1, 29, ubi v. SchoL, and cf
: but also to furnish them

with cross benches, which joined the
opposite sides, Hes. Fr. 37, and so
some take Thuc. 1. c. (The root is-, which appears in the aor. 2-, and the subst. -, and
recurs in the cognate languages, as
Sanscr. yuj (cf, fin.), Lat. jung-
ere. Germ. joch. our yoke, etc., Pott
Et.Forsch. 1, 237.)
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2.evyvvu,=foTeg., Hdt. 1-, , I/,{,)
the making of a pair, esp. the making

of the double flute, Thcophr.
Ztfyof., ,{) a yoke

of beasts, ttco mules, oxen or horses yoked

together, 11. 18, 543 : hence—2. the car-

riage drawn by a yoke of beasts, a char-

iot, plough. etc., tidt. 1,31, 199, Aesch.

Fr. 357, and Xen. : any pair or couple,', Hdt. 3, 76 ;. lb. 130;, Ar. Eq. 672 : absol. a mar-

ried couple, Valck. Phocn. 331, like

Lat. conjugium from jugum :

or -,, in pairs, Plut.:

vvas used esp. for the double

flute, Lat. tibiae pares.—II. also of

7nor- than two things or persons joined

together, e. g. ,
three maiden sisters, Eur. Erechth.3:

cf. , Anth., , to keep a yoke of

beasts: from, ov, (,)
keeping a yoke of beasts, Plul.. , , fern, from sq.

:

esp. epith. of Venus, Orph.,, ,() one

who joins, yokes, etc. : hence the strap

of the yoke. Hence, a, ov, fit for. belonging

to joining, yoking, etc.,

., Aesch. Pers. 736 : hence,, a yoke. Id. _Ag. 529 :=. II., . ., , , verb. adj. from-, joined, yoked, fastened : joined

%n pairs, hence, -, a body of soldiers,

tuo in a line.^, Ion. -, ov, a,

Zeuiidamus, son of Leotychides, fath-

er of the Spartan king Archidamus
II., Hdt. 6, 71.—2. son of Archida-

mus, grandson of Theopompus, 11th

frociid, Paus., a. 6, Zeuxidas, a Spar-

tan, Thuc. 5, 19., , ,(,)
yoking Or subduing men. [], , , Zeuxippe, wife of

Pandion, Apollod. 3, 14, 8.-2. wife
of Sicyon, Paus. : prob. fern, from^~-, ov, a, Zeuxippus, son

of Apollo, king of Sicyon, Paus.—2.

a Spartan ephor, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 10.

—3. a painter of Heraclea, Plat. Prot.

318 B.—4. asceptic philosopher, Diog.

L.,, , (-'/') a joining,

yoking, fastening, as by a bridge, Hdt.

7,35., idor, 6, Zeuxis, the celebra-

ted painter of Heraclea, a contempo-
rary of Socrates. Plat. Gorg. 453 C.

—Others in Polyb., etc.

"^,, , Zetixo, a daughter
of Oceanus and Tethys, Hes. Th.
352.', , voc., but gen. ?,
dat. (, ace. , as if from *^ :

but in a more poet, form Zi/vor, Zr/i'/,, Dor. Zat'of, etc., as if from*, : Aeol., : the

ace. only occurs as v. 1. in an
epigr. of Aeschrion or Simon., A. P.

7, 345, 5, V. Jac. p. 300 : Hom. uses the

oblique cases both from *'- and*, but the former most freq.

—

Zeus, Jupiter, king and father of gods

and men, son of Kronus, (Saturn) and
Rhea, hence often called /,, husband of Juno : Horn,

makes him rule in the lower air {u/'/fi)

:

hence rain and storms come from

him, Zfi'f vti, hence alone, it

rains, cf sub. vu. The oath or;

Z^vfi, in Hom. only II. 23, 43, Od. 20,

339 ; but very freq. in Alt., oi> ,
GOO

ZHAA
Ala, , also with the art., oi

. For the attributes of Ju-

piter V. Miiller Archiiol. d. Kunst. ^

349, sq.—II. by the tlatlery of court-

iers became a name of the Ro-

man emperors, Dion. P. 210, 0pp.
Cyn. 1, 3, cf. Suet. Domit. 13, Mar-

tial. 5, 8, etc. (On the root, v. :

from the same comes also Lat. Ju-

piter. 1. e. . Pott Et. Forsch.

I, 100; the oblique cases Jovis, Jovi,

Jovem, bcing=Aiof, (., by the

same change of letters as in,
jugum, and dies dmrniis giorno jour.),, pecul. fem. of-, Posidipp. ap. Ath. 318 D., , , sub.,^-, the west wind, Od. 7, 119. [•
long in arsis, cf,., ,,=^, Arist.

Meteor., ov, TO, Zephyrium, a

promontory on the south-east coast

of Bnittium, near Locri, now Capo di

Bruzzano, Strab.—2. a promontory
and small town of Cilicia, Id.—3. an-

other on the west coast of Cyprus,
Id., also.—4. a promontory of

Aegypt, with a temple of Arsinoe', Id.—Others in Strab., etc.

Hence, a, ov, of Zephyrium, Ze-
phyrian,, Pind. O. 10, 18, cf

: pecul. fem.,, of Zephyrium, in Aegypt, Ath.
318 D., ov, sometimes also ,
lov,() of or belonging to the

West or west wind, -, a wind-egg,

Arist. H. ., elsewh., and
: cf. [], , 6, fem.,

/(5of,= foreg.,+l•'p, Orph.—2. -, goddess of Zephyrium (4),

appell. of Venus, Call. Ep. 5, 1., , , Zephyrus, the west

ivind, strictly the north-west, and SO

like Boreas blowing from Thrace, II.

9, 5 ; but also joined with N070f, II.

21, 334 : hence in Hom. for any west-

erly trind, opp. to, Od. 5, 332
;

19, 206 : oft. represented as stormy,

Od. 5, 295, and rainy, Od. 14, 458 ;

but also as clearing, II. 11, 305: as

soft and gentle, Od. 4, 567, and so

usu. in later poets. It was the swift-

est of all winds, II. 19, 415 ; and so

—

II. as a person, son of Astraeus and
Aurora, Hes. Th. 379, was married

to the harpy Podarge (swift-font), 11.

16, 150. (From, as Ei'pof from, cf. Buttm. Lexil. v. 8.)

ZE'i2, fut., to boil, seethe, bub-

ble, be boiling hot, of water, 11. 18, 349,

Od. 10, 300 : also, , the ket-

tle boils, II. 21, 362; in genl. to boil

or bubble up. e. g. of springs, but,, the earth loas hot. Hes. Th. 695,

847 : metaph. of boiling passion, like

Lat. fervere, Aesch. Theb. 708, cf

Interpp. ad Ar. Ach. 321 : alsoc. gen.,

to boil tip with a thing, -, Plat. Phaed. 113 A,',
Luc, cf : also c. dat.,-
Ti, Aristid.—II. trans, to boil, heat,?. .. Rh. 3, 273.

(Cf our seethe. Germ, sieden : hence, .), imperat. for, v.., ov, v. sub./, imperat. from.
7.7/, ov, , Zetkus, son of Jupi-

ter and Antiope, brother of Amphion,
Od. 11, 262.

+Z?}/a, , , Zela, a city of Pon-
tua not far from Amasia, Strab.

:

hence f/ '/., sub., the terri-

tory of Zela, Id.

ZHMI,,,() jealous,

Anth., ov, , Zelarchus, masc.
pr. n., Xen. An. 5, 7, 44.

+Z/p.af , , Zelas, father of Prasias,
Strab., , ,=/ : from

Z7//'.ft}(j,= i^/;/lo(j,Democr.ap.Stob.

App. p. 14, 7, Gaisf,,^^., , , poet, for,
Q. Sm. : from. ov, gen. , ()
jealous, Od. 5, 118.

tZ?/Aif, J], Zelis, a city of Maurita-
nia, Strab.,, 6,{,)
causing jealousy, or happiness, Anth.
cf /., , (,)
mad with jealousy, Anth.

Z^Aof, ov, b, and later, , cf.

Jacobson Patr. Apost. 1, p. 20, sq.

:

—eager rivalry, zealous imitation, emu-
lation, a noble passion, opp. to

(envy). Plat. Menex. 242 A, cf Arist.

Rhet. 2, 11 : but in Hes. Op. 193,=, and so prob. in the dub. pas-

sage, Soph. O. T. 1526, v. EUendt.—
2. in genl. any eager, vehement passion,

esp. jealousy, Eur. Hec. 352 : ermdous
desire for a thing, Soph. O. C. 943 .

zeal, N. T.—II. pass, the object of em-
illation or desire, happiness, blessedness.

Soph. Aj. 503.

—

III. personified, Ze-
hts, as son of Styx, Hes. Th. 384.

(From for, cf.,-
.), r]r, , poet, for foreg.,

. Hom. . 100., , to be, to

eimdate, rival, be jealous of, USU.,
as Plat. Symp. 213 D, but also,
Dem. Phal.—2. to envy, hate, Aeschin.
84, 15 : and, , , rivalry, jealousy,

envy, Aeschin. 65, 10 : from, ov,(.) jeal-

ous, Ar. Plut. 1016. Adv. -, .. Diog. L., , (0//.) to rival, vie with,

imitate, Lat. aemulari,, Thuc. 2,

37, 64 : but also to envy, be jealous of,, Hes. Op. 23, H. Hom. Cer. 168,

223 : and in milder sense, to esteem or
pronounce happy, admire, praise, USU.,, one for a thing, Soph, El.

1027, Fr. 516, cf Valck. Amnion, sub
v., et Annott. Ined. ap. Thom. M. p.

162 Tittm. ; more rarely, .
Soph. Aj. 552 : in Eur. Med. 60, fi/, I wonder at you, perh. I admire
your simpleness, cf Valck. Phoen.
406, Thuc. 5, 105. Hence',, , that which is em-
ulated : hence m pi., high fortunes,

Eur. I. T. 379.—II. an emulous effort,

rivalry, Lat. contentio, Aeschin. 27, 13 :

and, , , emulation, imita-

tion, Thuc. 1, 132: eager desire, pur-
suit, Philo., ,, verb. adj. from, to be emulated, Diog. L. 5, 74./, ov, b, () a rival,

zealaus imitator,. Plat. Ptot. 343
A, Isocr. 4 : zealot, . . : hence?., , , of belonging to

a, emulous. Philo., , , also of, , Eur.
And. 5, (./) tobe emulated or envied,

worthy of imitation. Plat. Hipp. Min.
368 : hence—2. enviable, happy,
blessed, Aesch. Pers. 710, Eur., etc.

Adv. -.^, ov, 6, Zelotiis, a poet of

the Anthology.

I
Z?7/^£'a, , , loss, damage, Lat



damnum, Epich. p. 91, opp. to,
Arist. Eth. N. 5, 4, 5. sq. :, to sustain loss, Soph. Fr. 834 ;

but .. At. Plut. 1124, or -. Plat. hegg. 835 B, to cause one
a loss, do one harm.—II. usu. a penal-

ty, esp. in money, a fine, etc.,, Hdt. 2, 65,/., 3, 52:
so, . ?.,, Dem.

:

,-, Thuc. 2, 24 ; 3, 44 ;;
Dem. 498, 7, to make death the penal-

ty ; and so in pass, signf.

.-, Hdt. 2, 38, cf. 65.—III.

a word of reproach, but always with
an adjec, as, oavtpu, a mere
good-for-nothing, a dead loss, Ar. Ach.
737 ; so, , Alciphr. 3, 21 . (It

seems to be connected with
through the Cretan, Lat. dam-
num.) Hence, , to cause loss, do damage
to any one, Plat. Legg. 846 A, etc.

:

—hence usu. to punish, Thuc. 3, 42,

rivu, Hdt. 3, 27 ; esp. in mo-
ney, to fine, /.>]^. Id. 6,

21, and so freq. 'in Att. ; but also, .
riva . Id. 6, 136 :

also, Tivi, Hdt. 7, 35. Pass, to

defined, , Valck. Hdt. 7,

39 ; but more usu. , as in act.

:

fut. raid, always in pass,

signf., Hdt.' 1. c, though we also find/, Xen. Slem. 3, 9, 12,

Isae. 81, 24, Lys. 181, 37., , {],) causing
loss, hurtful, ruinous, Plat. Legg. 650
A, etc. Adv. —., , , () that

which is lost, a penalty, fine ; ., let them have the right

of imposing penalties, FM. Legg. 76,,, , {) a pun-
ishing, fining., , , {) one who
punishes, an executioner.*, , gen., poet, for,
q. V.

tZnvac, d, b- Zenas, masc. pr. n.,

N. T.^ or, 6, Zeneus or Ze-
nis. a historian of Chios, Ath. 601 F.

'/, , Zenis, masc. pr. n., Xen.
Hell. 3, 1,10."(, , , Zcnobia, a celebra-
ted queen of Palmyra—II. a city on
the Euphrates, built by this queen.,, , {Zr'iv,)
=;/, Anth.^, , , Zenodotus, a eel-

,

ebrated grammarian of Ephesus, had
charge of the Alexandrean library,

Luc, etc.—2. a Stoic philosopher,

pupil of Diogenes. Diog. L.'[, , , ZenothSmis,

masc. pr. n., Dem., etc.

fZvo-ov,, ,(,-,) Jupiter-Neptunus, Ma-
cho ap. Ath. 337 D.\). , , Zenophanes, a

writer, Ath. 424 B.—Others m Strab.,

etc.'\7, ov, b, Zenophanius,

masc. pr. n., Luc.^?.,, , Zenophtlus, masc.
pr. n., Anth., ov, gen. , {,) knowing the mind of Jupiter,

epithet of Apollo as revealing Jupi-

ter's will in oracles, Anth. : so too.̂,, , Zeno, the founder
of the Eleaticsect of philosophy, born
at Helea or Velia in Lucania, taught
at Athens, Diog. L.—2. founder of

the Stoic sect, born at Citiuin in

Cyprus, Id.—Many others of this

ZIZA
name in Diog. L.—3. of Phlya, an
Areopagite, Dem. 272, 5. Hence
^Zvvo, a, ov. and-,
, , of or belonging to Zeno, Zeno-
nean, Ath. 158 A ; 160 F.^, ov, , Zerynthus, a city

of Thrace with a cavern of Hecate,
near Aenos, Lye. 77, where
is also used : hence, a, ov,

of Zerynthus ; ., appell. of Ve-
nus, Id., ov, 6, {,) com. word in Anth., a virtue-

seeker, virtut-aucupida (as Scaliger

renders it)., poet, for sq., Hes. Op. 398,

H. Horn. Ap. 215., , f. -, to seek, seek

out, in Hom. only . 14, 258 : esp. to

search after, seek for, Aesch., etc. : to

ask for, Diog. L.—2. to search out, iri-

quire into, examine, C. acc, esp. of ju-

dicial enquiry, Dem.; and philosoph-

ical investigation, Plat. : also, . -, Dinarch. 91, 20.

—

3. c. inf., to seek to..,, Hdt. 3,

137, Aesch. Pr. 776,, Ar.

PI. 370 ; also c. inf. fut., ava-', lb. 573. Hence, a~oc, , that which is

sought : an inquiry, question, Soph. 0.

T. 278, Eur., etc.,,, dim. from foreg.^, . Dor., a, , Zetes,

brother of Calais, winged sons of Bo-
reas, who drove the Harpies from the

tables of Phineus ; they were both
Argonauts, Pind. P. 4, 324 ; ApoUod.
3, 15, 1., ov, to be searched out, tu,

., places to be beaten for game, Xen.
Cyn. 6, 6 : from,, ,{) a seeking,

seekingfor, searching after,, Hdt.
I, 94, etc. : a searching out, esp. a ju-

dicial inquiry, Aeschin. 6, fin.—11. a

searching, search,, to search the ships, Hdt.
6, 118.—2. a philosophical inquiry, in-

vestigation, Lat. quaestio, Plat. Apol.

29 C., ,, verb. adj. from, to be sought. Soph. Aj. 470.

—

II., one must seek, Ar. Nub., , ,{) a seeker, in-

quirer, examiner. Plat. Rep. 618 C :

esp.—II. at Athens, the were
a special commission to inquire into state-

offences, esp. cases of embezzlement,
like Lat. quaesitores. x\ndoc. 3, 6, Lys.

163, 6, Plat. (Com.) Presb. 5, cf.

Herm. Pol. Ant. ^. 133, 2., ij, ov,\) belonging

to, fit or inclined for inquiry : inquiring,

examining. Plat. Meno 81 D., , , verb. adj. from -, sought, sought for, longed for, de-

sired. Soph. .'. 389.

or, , , a

place of punishment for slaves, Eupol.
Incert. 46 : also written,-,,,,
and so most prob. to be derived from., ,,^^, LXX.

ZiSvviov,, , dim. from foreg.), , , an Arabian
spice-plant, the root of which was
used in medicine, prob. ginger, Diosc.

(Acc. to Pott Et. Forsch. 2, 36, the
Sanscr. gringa-vira, antler- shaped.)

Zi}iif,^ 2 kind of lizard in

Arist. H. ., ubi al^ or )•.
\Ziyxa, , , Zincha, a place in

Numiuia, Strab.,,, a weed that grows
in wheat, elsewh. alpa, Lat. zizanium,
lolium, N. T.

, ov, TO. a tree, the fruit of
which is the jujube, Lat. rhamnus
jvjuba, Linn., Ital. Giuggiolo, Franz.
gigeolier.

Zipd, , V.., , .. for, oft. in Hdt.
^U. (from) the skin on milk, etc.,

like- II.

Zola, , , Aeol. for, Theocr.
29, 5.^, ov, TO, and, ,
, Zoeteum, a town of Arcadia, Paus.

;

founded by'\, , , Zoeteus, son of
Tricolonus, Paus., , V./ III., , , Dor. for, Theocr.
2,5.,, ,^=, Hdt. 4,
1*^2 : also,, .^, indecl. and-,, Jos., , Zorohabel, masc. pr. .,
. .1;, , , the Zumi, a people
of Germany, Strab.

'\•, , , Zuchis, a city

and lake of Africa near the Syrtes,

Strab., , ov, collat form of sq.,

Nic., .{) dusky, gloomy,

Hes. Th. 814, and Hipp., ov, collat. lorm of,
Anth.~, ov, , {, -
rrov) supping in the dark, i. e. in secret,

or with low company, epith. of Pittacus,

Alcae. 6.?., ov,{,) dark-

like, dusky, gloomy, Nic., , and,,, Nic.,= foreg., Hipp., , , {, )=3.', , , darkness, gloom,

Od. 3, 335, opp. to , esp. the

gloom of the nether world, Od. 20, 356

;

hence the land of gloom, the nether-

world itself, 11. 15, 191, Od. 11, 57,

and oft. in H. Hom. Cer.—II. in Hom.
who divides the world into a light

and dark side, the dark or night side,

the west, (as in Germ. Abend, evening,

is used for the west), Od. 12, 81 ; opp.

to, Od. 10, 190;
opp. to 77pof r' , Od.
9, 26, II. 12, 240. The form
in. Rh. (Akin to-),,, cf. Buttm. Lexil. v.

9.) Hence, , to darken. Pass, to be

dark, Luc.,,=, Anth.,, , darkness.,. ,() darken-

ing : darkness, gloom., rare poet, and Ion. form for, Hdt. 7,46 Gaisf, Simon.(Amorg.)
231, 17. A. P. 13,21., adv. {) jointly, m
pairs, [u], , . zygaena, a kind of
shark, Epich. p. 29. [v]

••/, , ,=^,.^, , , the Zygantes, a
river near Philippi, App., , , Dim. from sq., , , a chest or box,

of board, stronglu fastened together.

Soph. Tr. 692. "(From, -
yvvui.) [], pari. aor. 2 pass, of•., , to be or stand in the yoke

:

usu. of soldiers, to stand by one an-

i
other, tuo in line, Polyb. ; as

i means to stand behind in file.

I , ov, poet.' for .,
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zrro
bearing the yoke, yoked, Aesch. Fr. 330,

and Eur., , , () born in

the sign of Libra, cf..,, 7/, ,{) ofor belong-

ing to a balance., ov,{,)=. ^v]

"Lvyiov, ov, TO, ciiiu. from., a, ov,{) belonging to,

fitfor the yoke, ', a draught-

horse, Eur. 1. . 221, Ar. Nub. 122,

esp. as opp. to the.—11.

epith. of Juno as patroness of mar-
riage, Juno jugalis, Miisac. 275 : also

of other divinities.

—

III. ,=. []", ov, , the rower who sat

on the mid-most of the three banL• or

benches, cf. and-
[I],, , v.,., , , yoke-band (cf), 11. 21, 270, cf., , o,= foreg., , , {, )=
foreg., , {,) like

yoke: -, os jugale, so called from
Its shape, Gal.

tZC} oi,, , the Zugi, a people on

the Cimmerian Bosporus, Strab., etc.,, 6,{,)
one who luies a false balance., ,{,) to

struggle with one's yokefellow, to be

restine or qjuirrelsome, to quarrel,, Dem. 996, 16 : also to struggle

against an enemy, , Me-
nand. p. 234.,, , quarrelling, strife,

Aristaen.', , , Lat-jugtim, (cf

fin.) any thing which joins

two bodies, and so— 1. the yoke, or

cross-bar tied by the to

the end of the pole, and navmg-
(collars or loops) at each end, by

which two draught horses, mules or

oxen were put to the plough or car-

riage : in Hom. the horse-yoke is

often defined as , 11. 5,

799 ; 23, 392: ,
Hes. Op. 813 (in tmesis), opp. to

?., 11. 24, 576

:

inetaph., ., the yoke of

slavery, Hdt. 7, 8, 3, Aesch. Ag. 1226;. Soph.

Ant. 291 ; and so freq. : ,
yoke-wise, in pairs, Theocr. 13, 32.

—

ll. the cross-har, Lat. lranstillu?n, join-

ing the two horns of the, and
along wliich the pegs and strings

were fastened, 11.9,187.—III. in plur.,

the cross-planks of a ship, joining the

two opposite sides, the beiiches, Lat.

iranstra, Od. 9, 99; 13, 21, Hdt. 2, 90;

oi =, Aesch. Ag. 1618.
.—IV. the beam of the balance, . -, Aesch. Supp. 822, in plur.

also the balance itself, Dcm. 784, 10.

—

V. the cross-straps of sandals, Av. Lys.
417. Cf the post-Hom..?, ov, ,{,-) one U'ho uses a false balance., , to vmke yokes, v.

Dobree Ar. Plut. 513 : from, , {,) a

maker of yokes, Pherocr. Pers. 1,1.

iZv^ro7u,, , ZygopOlis, a city

of Pontus, Strab., , 6, {) like the

older, but less freq,, and in

plur. very rare indeed : H. Hom. Cer.

217, elsewh. '., , =
from, ov, ,{,]
the balance, Plut.
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, , , weighing:
from, , {) to

weigh by the balance, to weigh.—II. to

keep in equilibrium, balance, Polyb.

Hence,,, the balance., ov, ,{,)
one who weighs : esp. — II. a public

officer, who looked to the iveights. [], , , the balance, [],,{,.) draw-
ing the yoke,, Moschion ap. Stob.

Eel. 1, 244., Ep. gen. sing, from,
II. 24, 576.

^, , to weigh.—II. to bear

the yoke : from, ov, {, )):=-
7•, , {) to yoke, join to-

gether, ., to put the cross-bar

to the lyre, Luc.—II. to bring to the

yoke, subdue, Aesch. Fr. 106.,{ IV.) to ivcigh, ex-

amine, Ar. Nub. 745.—II. to bar : from,,,{) the cross-

bar or bolt of a door, [],, ro,= foreg., Polyb.
—11. the bench ofa ship.— 111. in mcdic.
the OS jugale, cf //. [],, ,{) yoking.

—II. balancing, Callix. ap. Ath. 204
. [], , ,{) yoked, har-

nessed, ., Lat. biga. Soph. El.

702., ov, , and, , ,
both in StralD., a kind of beer, so call-

ed by the Aegyptians, cf Hdt. 2, 77,

V. also., , , leaven, Arist. Gen. An.
(Prob. from, because it produces
fermentation.) [] Hence,. , leavened., to belike leaven, Diosc., ov, , {) .,
leavened bread, Xen. An. 7, 3, 21., , {) to leaven, make to

ferment . \-. fermentare : pass, to fer-

ment, Hipp., cf Foes. Oecon.,,^^ : hence,
mouldy, sound, Arist. Gen. An., , , {) a fer-

mented mixture, hat.fermentum. Plat. :

Nic. calls a fungus or mushroom-. [\
^,, ,{) ferment-

ing, fermentation. Plat. Tim. 66 :

i/, a swelling of the
liver, Hipp, [v], , , {) causing

to ferment, blowing up,, Ath., , ,{) fermented,

leavened, LXX., , , {,)
reward for life saved in battle, or in

gen. for preserving any one alive, Od.

8, 402, Hdt. 3. 36: in Hom. with
and, like,

reward for nursing and rearing one, U.

18, 407 : also offerings to Aesculapius
and other gods for recovery from ill-

ness : the sing, occurs only in Orac.
ap. Plut. Aral. 53 : cf II., , , dim. from,
an animalctde., , {,) support-

ing or assisting life, refreshing, cheer-

ing, A nth., ov, {,) ruling,

guiding an animal, name of an ele-

phant-driver, Ael. •^, , , Zobia, fem. pr. n.,

Dem. 788, 5.

7.7.<>,,=., , ,{)
painter's studio.

1, ,{) to paint,

esp. from life, Plat. llep. 598 B, etc.

Hence, , , a picture,

Plat. Phil. 39 D. [a] : and, , , painted.,. , the art of painting,
painting. Plat. Phaedr. 275 D., , , skilled in paint-

ing. Plat. Theaet. 145 A : ., sub., the art ofpainting, Diod. Adv.- : from, ov,[,) paint-

ing animals, painting from Uj'e or from
nature : ., a painter. Hdt. 2, 40,

and Plat. : metaph. one who paints in

vivid language, Aristaen. [], , , {)=^,
Polyb., , , place to keep

animals in, a cage, den, aviary, stew-

pond, etc., Plut., , . -,{,)
to take alive, take prisoner in war in-

stead of killing, 11. 6, 40; 10, 378,

Hdt., etc. ; for which
occurs Od. 14, 272 ; ,
to give no quarter.—II. {?/,)
to restore to life and strength, revive,

like^- 5, 098., , . Ion. -, a taking

alive, taking prisoner, ?.-,, to take alive, Hut. 6,

28, 37., ov, , one taken alive : some
refer to this the phrase '/-, Ctes. 3, and LXX., cf Dind.
Steph. Thes. v.., ov, , and, ov, ,
later Ibrms for., , , dim. from,
a little animal, as an insect, Alex. LyC.
2, Arist. H. ., v.., , ,{) of or be-

longing to animals : esp. ,
sub., the Zodiac, also -
?'/.?., ov,{,)—, Plut., , , dim. from,
little animal : a small figure, painted or

carved, Hdt. 1, 70.—II. in plur. esp.

the signs of the zodiac, Arist. Mund., ov, {, )
bearing anijnals : .= -., ,,{)=.
?'/,, . Ion. and poet,, {)
living, . e. ?neans of life, goods, pro-

perty, like,, Od. 14, 90,
208.—II. in Att., life, opp. to death,
Trag., adv., {) in the manner
of beasts, Polyb., , , {) living, and
giving life, Eccl., ov, {, ) life-

bringing, Eccl., ov, giving the bloom and
freshness of life, Pind. O. 7, 20, cf./,?,.
(Prob. from , : others de-
rive it from, others from'.), , {,) warm-
ing or cheering life, Nonn., , pecul. fem. of
foreg.. Id., , , a small rornn or
closet, wherein to rest by day, opp. to
dormitorium, the bed-room, Plin. Ep.
2, 17, cf 5, 6., a, ,=^, Arat., , , {) of or belong-

i?ig to animals, , a history of
animals, Arist. Part. An.', ov, , Zo'ilus, a Greek rhe-
torician and grammarian of Amphi-
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polis in Macedonia, called-

in consequence of his severe

censure of Homer, Plut., Ael., etc.

—

Others in Diog. L., etc.", ov, TO, poet, for, like

for, Simon. 214.

-Of, , , Zo'ippus, masc. pr.

n., Polyb., , , {) that

uhich is girded, and SO in Horn, the

girdedfrock or doublet worn under the
armour, II. 4, 187, Od. 14, 4S2.—II.

later also=: ^•;;,. a girdle,

belt. Soph. El. 452: thoush some
take it in II. 23, 68.3, for the drawers,

Lat. subligaculum, worn in wrestling,
V. Heyne Iliad. T. 8, p. 491., , , and-, ,,=.,, , broth, soup : put
by way of joke for .
At. Eq. 279 : from
,/', {) to boil for broth,

seethe, Hipp.'/, , , {,)
soup -ladle, Philem. Jun. p. 432,

Meineke., , , dim. from,
a little sauce, Ar. Nub. 389.~, , to make broth or

sauce : from, , (, )
making, preparing, spicing sauce, Plut., . Dor., q. v., broth,

soup, esp. sauce to eat with meat,
fish, etc., Ar. Pac. 716, etc.—2. comic
name for a fat, greasy fdlou; Anax-
andr. Odyss. 2, 5.—II. metaph. blood-

shed, Casaub. Theophr. Char. 8, 2, cf
in Aesch. Pers. BIG. (Prob.

from .), ov,[,)
fond of sauce rrcade from salted or

pottedfish, Alex. TvvatK. 2. []'\, a, ov, of Zone, Zonean,, Nic. Th. 461.,,. from, Hdn.^, , , Zonaras, a late

Grecian historian., , ,[) a belt, girdle,

in Horn, strictly the lower girdle worn
by v;omcn just above the hips, over

which the gown was drawn and fell

in folds, II. 14, 181, Od. 5, 231 : the

man's belt was usu., but Aga-
memnon's is called, 11. 11, 234 :

the upper girdle of the women{
or) was worn under the
breasts.— Phrases: /., to

loose the maiden girdle, of the bride-

groom. Od. II, 245; ., of

the bride herself, Anth.
; . is

also used in later authors of Diana,

as assisting in child-birth ; also of

men on a march, ., to halt,

rest one's self, Hdt. 8, 120 :

vno and ,
to bear or nourish under the girdle,

i. e. in the womb, Aesch. Cho. 992,

Eum. 608 ; also , Eur. Hec,
762.— Proverb, ,
to be given /or girdle-money, or, as we
should say. pin-money, of Oriental

queens who had cities given them
for their small expenses, Schneid.

Xen. An. 1, 4, 9. Later the girdle

was used, as now in the east, to

keep money in, N. T. : hence zonam
perdere, to lose one's purse, Horat.-^
II. the part round which the girdle

iassed. the ivaist, loins, so, as early as

1. 2, 479, .\gamemnon is called'
.7..—III. any thing that one

girds on. a garment, cuirass, armour in

genl., esp, that of officers, hence,, as we say, ' to get one's

epaulettes,' Anth.—IV. atiy thing that

goe$ round like a girdle, and so— 1. in

Z20K
' architecture, the frieze, Vitruv.—2.

the zones of the heavenly sphere, Lat.
cingulus, Strab.— 3. in medic, wri-

ters, herpes zoster, shingles, (i. e. cin-

gtdujn), so called from its running
round the body, Plin.^, , . Zone, a city and pro-

montory of Thrace on the Aegean
sea, Hdt. 7, 59, Ap. Rh. 1, 28.

Zojviov, ov, TO, dim. from foreg.,

Plut., ov, (,)
plaiting, embroidering girdles., , , fern. , ,
girded, having girdles, a kiiid of cake,

Diosc., and -, f. : aor.. Mid., f. :

aor. : perf. pass,.
To gird. esp. to gird or tuck up for
battle, Od. 18, 76 (the only place
where Hom. has act.) : to gird round,

gird, buckle or put on. Mid. to gird

one's self, gird up one's loins,,
gird thee, Od. IS, 30 ; esp. to gird one's

self for battle, II. 11, 15; 23, 6S5

;

hence to arm, Od. 24, 89 ;,, to gird one's self with

a belt, with rags, II. 10, 78, Od. 18,

67 ; also c. ace,,, ?.-, to gird on one's belt,

sword, II. 5, 857 ; 14, 181 ; 23, 130
;

cf.. (Akin to, -
yfjvai, as to,,
Lat. cingo.), lengthd. 3 sing, impf
mid. from foreg., II. 5, 857.,=^., , , and-,, , , {,) gird-

ed round the loins., , {,) like

belt or girdle., ov, , v..7), ,(, *) born of
an animal, animal. Plat./,, ov, {, ?.) car-

ving ani7nals : ., a sculptor, Mel.
11. [], , () to pro-

duce, propagate, engender anijnals, esp.

worms, maggots, etc., Theophr.—II.

to preserve alive, LXX. Hence,, , the propagating

of animals, esp. worms, etc., Lat. ver-

niiculatio. Hence, , , able to propa-
gate, prolific., , , =,
Theophr., ,,^,
Philo. Adv. -., , (, *) pro-

ducing propagating animals, genera-

tive, Aretae. : epith. of the number
seven, because children are often

born in seven months., ov, poet, for .,
Theocr. 15, 81., , , fern, from-,, , and, , ,
{,) giver of life, Eccl., ov, (,) life-

giving, Eccl., , {,) like an
aiiimal, Geop., €>,{,) to make
aline, bring to life, Archel. ap. Antig.
Car. 23., , , () a catching

animals alive. Plat. Soph. 223 B.,, , belonging to-, lb. 220 W, 222 A., , , animal sacrifice,

Eccl. : from, {,) to sacrifice,, , , slaughter of ani-

mals : from

[. ov,(,) slay-

ing animals, Philost., ov,{,) in the

form or shape of an animal, Pint., ov, TO, {) a living being,
animal, like Lat. animal for animate,
Ar. Vesp. 551, Plut. 443, etc.—II. in
painting and sculpture, strictly the

figure of an animcd done from life, but
also any figure, iynage. inst=,
Hdt. 2, 148: hence,

and for,
m Hdt. with a second ace. of the
thing painted, as,^, to have the pas
sage of the Bosporus painted from
life, or in genl. painted, Hdt. 4, 88.

(brig. neut. from, and by change
of accent made into a subst. : in
MSS. oft. written as if contr.
from , and so Dind., Staph.
Thes., would always keep it, though
he does not propose in the adj.

form, or- in the deriv. words.)~'/., , to mould to the

life, make into statues, analogous to, Lycophr. 844: from~7., ov, , (,-) one v;ho forms animals : hence, the
Creator, Philo., ,() to produce
animals, esp. worms, grubs, etc., like, Arist. H. A. Hence,, , a making alive,

bringing to life. Hence, , , able to make
alive: to ., generative power, Plut., ov,(,) making
alive, generative, Eccl./., ov, , {, ^,)
selling animals, esp. for sacrifice.-/.,, , sub., the

beast-market.,,,{) alive, living,

Horn., etc., opp. to, Od. 17,
115

;
'/., to take pri-

soner, II. 6, 38,?, Xen. Hell. 1,

2, 5, cf.. A rarer form is,
II. 5, 887 ; 16, 445, Hdt. 1, 194 (ace.
to best MSS. ; though some write, wrongly comparing, which
IS contr. from .), ov, {,) wise m
life, Anth., , , {,)
standfor beasts, stall, stable, [],, , {) ayiimal na-

ture, formed like, and joined
with it, Plut. 2, 1001 B., , to be viviparous, Arist.
Pol. 1,8, 10: and, , , a being viviparous,

Arist. Gen. An. : froni, ov, (,) pro-
ducing its young alive, viviparous, opp.
to, Arist. H. A., ov, , a place for
keeping animals : from, , to be, to

keep animals, Philo. Hence, , , a feeding, keep-

ing of animals. Plat. : and, , , fit for keeping

animals : . sub.,:=.
Plat. Polit. 263 E, 267 A., ov, (,) feed-
ing, keeping animals, Clem. Al., ov,{,—) mould-
ing or modelling animals from life,

Nonn. \v]
^, , to live on animalfood,

Arist. H. A. 8, 2, 16 : and, ac, , a living on animal
food, .\rist. H. A. : from>, ov,(,) living

on animal food, carnivorous, Arist. Pol
[a], ov, {.)

603
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with animal eyes: , a

plant, elsevvh., Diosc., , , the act of a -). Eccl.

Zfcwpfopof, 01», (sCJOV,) de-

stroying ani/itals.—2. dtfiling one's self

therewith, Eccl., . to hear alive, to bear

a live fetus, Arist. H. A. : of plants, to

bear fruit, Geop., ov, {,) bringing

life, life-giving, Anth.—II. (,)
bearing ani?nals, and so— 1. bearing

thefigures of animals, scidpturtd, Dioil.

:

hence zophora, the frieze, Vitiuv.—2.. snh.?.,=, Arist.

Mund.), , (,) to put

forth live shoots, Ath., , {,) a

living being, v..— II. {,) a zoiiphyte, i. e. an animal-plant,

the lowest of the animal tribe, such
as polypi, Arist. H. A.,,{) to make alive: pass., of plants, to be filled with

uorms, maggots, etc., Theophr., cf.^',., , , (,) the

pitch and wax scraped off old ships,

Diosc., , to represent alive, Anth.^, , ?/, Zopyra, fern. pr. n.,

Alex. ap. Ath. 441 D., ,{) to kindle to

live flame, make to blaze up, usu. nne-

taph. to set on fire, stir up, kindle,-,, Aesch. Theb. 289, Ag.
]0;M: ; to provoke, Ar. Lys. 682.,,,=^ I.

[], , , ()
lighting up, kindling, []\, verb. adj. from-, one must kindle, Philo.^, ov, b, ZopyrXnus, a
poet, Ath. 662 D.~, , , kindling up, re-

viving, Julian.,, , Zopyrion,xidinie

of a slave, Theocr. 15, 13., ov, TO, {, ) a

spark, a piece of hot coal, a match to

light up a fire with ; whence Plato

calls those who survived the flood,,
Legg. 677 .—II. act. a pair of bel-

lows.—III. a plant, also?~.,
dub. in Diosc. Strictly neut. from
adj.., ov, (,) kindling,

lighting up, rousing, Philostr.

fZUTzvpor. ov, , Znpyrus, a cele-

brated general of Darius Hystaspis,
Hdt. 3, 153. — 2. grandson of the
foreg.. Id. 3, ICO.—3. , a slave

of Pericles, instructor of Alcibiades,

Plat. Alcib. 1. 122 .—4. a physician,
Plut. — Others in Plut. Pyrrh. 34,

Diog. L., etc.,,,^^.^, , , Zoroaster, the
celebrated Persian sage and law-
giver, founder of the Persian reli-

gion ; son of Oromazes, Plat. Ale. 1,

122 A., , to drink sheer wine,

he drunken, Ath. : from, ov, b, (,)
drinking sheer wine, drinking hard,

drunken, Hedyl. ap. Ath. 497 D., ov,pure, sheer, hence strong,

hot, usu. of wine without water ; also

as neut.,, like , Lat.
merum, sheer wine ; Horn, uses only
comp., , mix purer
wine, i, e, pour in less water, II. 9,

203, where also it must be taken as
6C4

neut. subst. As it was reckoned a
drunken habit to drink the strong
Greek wine without water, the post-

Horn, jihrase came
to mean not only, as in Hdt. 6, 84, to

drink purer winj• than coinmon, but in

genl. to drink hard, be a drunkard, like. But in Emped. 148,
has e.xactly the contrary mean-

ing, mixed, as opp. to. (Prob.
for from .)
tZwpof, ov, , ZOrus, founder of

Carthage, ace. to App. Pun.—2.-, ov, b, a Trojan, Q,. Sm. 3, 231., neut., gen. , rarer form
for <'), q. v., II. 5, 887., impcrat. aor. 1 mid. of-, Od. 18, 30., ov, () capable of life,

Lat. vitalis, Theophr.
iZo, ov, b, Zosimus, an epi-

grammatic poet of Thasus, Anth.—2.

one of the Byzantine historians.,, }],{) a girding./,, , :=, ace. to

Thorn. . p. 411, not Att.,, ,{) a belt,

girdle: freq. in II., where it always
means the warrior's belt, which passed
round the loins and secured the bot-

tom of the cuirass{) ; fastened
with a clasp or hooks of gold. II. 4,

132 ; and prob., to make it stronger,
covered with metal plates, hence

and, II. 4, 135,

etc. : in Od. the belt with which the
swine-herd girds up his frock, Od. 14,

72. Later also the women's girdle,

which Hom. calls.—\].=
IV. 3, Plin.—III. the stripe or band
xvhich marks a certain height in the ship,

which may be illustrated by Eur.
Cycl. 505, 6.—IV. a kind o[ sea- weed.

—V. as adj., girded. Call. H. Ap. 85.

Hence;/, 7}, b. Zoster, a pro-
montory of Attica, consisting of se-

veral slender points, between Athens
and Suniuni, now Halikes, Hdt. 8,

107, Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 9./, a, ov, of, belonging to

the 7/., ov, , {/,) one who steals belts. Lye.
7?;•, , b, {) one who

girds.—2. a girdle., ;/, ,{) girded., ov, , a belt, girdle, Od.
6, 38., ov, , v. 7}., ), , {) belonging to,

giving or preserving life, Arist. Gen.
An.

—

II. ftdl of life, lively, Lat. vii'a.i\

Plat. Rep. 610 : also" of works of
art, true to life,] ; how
do you give that look of life to your
statues? Xen. Mem. 3, 10,6: -, to paint to the very

life, Plut. Adv. -, hence, -, to be fond of life, unwil-
ling to die, Plut.+•, 01', , or, Zotus,
masc. pr. n., Paus., ov, TO, dim. from,=^, Ath. [], ov,{)=, q. v., ov, {, ) giving
life to plants,fruitful,fertilising, Aesch.
Supp. 857 : cf.., Ep. and Ion. for, to live,

the only form in Hapi., but only in
pres. and impf. : ,
Od. 15. 491 : freq. joined,. (It never occurs
as root of.), , (,) like an
animal, animal Plut. Hence

,, , animal ?!n?i;rc•. Iambi., , , {,) the

naming after atiiinals, as in the zodiac., , i/, () a making
alitie.—II. pass, a being alive, anima-
tion., , , ( ) worked, em-
broidered with figuT , Ath., like Plau-
tus' belluata tapcu i, cf..

.
, ,, , indecl., seventh let-

ter of the Gr. alphabet ; as numeral'= and, but ,7/=8000.
The oldest form of Eta (^) was
plainly a double , and prob. it was
pronounced as a lengthd. , cf.'
/'/., from ?.. The old
alphabet had only one sign (t) for

the e sound, both long and short, till

the long vowels 7; and were form-
ally introduced from the Samian into

the Athen. alphabet in the archon-
ship of Euclidcs, B. C. 403. But the
sign H, before it represented the
double e, was used for the sjiiritus

asper, as, i.e. , which usage
remains in the Lat. : also before
the introduction of the aspirated
consonants, , , , it was placed
after the tenues , , , to represent
these, KH= X, =, =.
When it became a vowel, the sign
was cut in two, so that I- represent-
ed the spir. asper, the spir. lenis,

whence came the present signs for

breathings. ?/ was most in use among
the Ion. ; with Att. it often passed
into (i, as in , Att.

: though this change
was much more freq. in Aeol. and
Dor. In later Att., and were
not seldom changed into -, e. g.7,'^,
Valck. Phoen. 208., and poet. esp. Ep., lengthd. ,
conjunction with three chief signfs.,

disjunctive, interrogative, compara-
tive.

I. 7/ nisjuNCTivE, or, Lat. aut,

Hom. : it may oft. be rendered or
else, i. e. ire the other or opposite case,

cf. 7/7rcp, ?/Tot, 7/.—2. ..., ..., re-

peated at the beginning oftwo clauses,
to mark a strong distinction or oppo-
sition, either..., or..., Lat. aut..., aut...,

Hom. : but oft. only to denote two
parallel cases, like ..., ...,
the Lat. sive..., sive..., whether..., or...,

mostly in Ep., as II. 1, 27, 138, Od.
14, 330, etc., but sometimes also in

Trag., Elmsl. Med. 480 : so too Hom.
uses /..., ..., q. v. : Pind. joins

..., f/ToL..., N. 6, 8, and later writers,
esp. Trag., oft. have ..., ?/..., and
..., 7/.... Seidl. Eur. El. 891, Lob.
Soph. Aj. 178.

II. 7/ interrogative:— 1. mostly
in indirect questions, as ...,
say whether..., Od. 16, 138, cf U. 8,

111, for which the Att. say f < : and
in double indirect questions, jj..., 7/...,

ivhcther..., or... ? Lat. utrum..., an... ?
II. 1, 190, Od. 6j 142, etc., for which
the Att. say or ..., ?;...,

Valck. Hipp. 276: -..., f/..., is also
used in clauses, which do not strictly

express a question, but only a doubt,

II. 5, 072.—2. also with such direct
questions as follow a general ques-
tion and suggest tho answer thereto,
like Lat. an, '

; if

toy' ; why
hast thou come ? is it that thou mav'st
see..., 11. 1, 203, cf. 5, 468, Od. 4, 710.



The jiiterrog. ?/ is used in just the

same way : indeed Passow proposes
always to write in direct, only in

indirect questions.

III. 7/ COMPARATIVE, OS, like Lat.
quam, after a compar. first in Horn. :

also after positive adjs. which have
a compar. notion, esp. after 7.7.,
q. v., uAP.oiOf, Od. 19, 267,.
Hdt. 1, 22 ;

', Theocr. 9, 21,

cf. 9, 34, 35, etc. : so too after verbs
which have the same notion, esp./ .... to wish rather than...,

T.3 II., and ;/..., to

come sooner than..., II. 23, 445, Od. 11,

58 : but sometimes is used without
any compar. word, as in Hdt. 9, 26.

—2. ?) sometimes joins two compar.,
when they both refer to the same
subject, '' /,-,,
Od. 1, 165 ; ,
Hdt. 3, 65 ; also in Att., as Ar. Ach.
1078, cf. Heind. Plat. Theaet. 144 :

so too in Lat., non libentius, quam
veritis, Cic. Mil. c. 29.—3. is some-
times put pleon. c. genit. after a com-
par.. Plat. Legg. 765 A, cf. A^alck.

Adon. p. 340 C, Fasi in Friedem. u.

Seeb. Misc. Crit. 2, 4, p. 697, sq.—4.

very rarel)^ after a superl., as, -, .
Rh. 3, 91, 92: in Ar. . 823, the

old reading/. /.
has been altered into/ief ovv

from the Rav. MS. The disjunc-

tive and compar. particles are found
together in 11. 15, 511, /.,', /, ?/, 'tis better either to

die once for all or live, than long to

tarry doubtful.

[When ov, ij come together
in a verse, the two words coalesce

into one syll., always in Att. poets,

and usu. in Ep., e. g. II. 5, 349, Od.
I, 298, cf. fin. : so too ii,
Hes.], an exclamation, to call one's

attention to a thing, , ,-, Ar.

Nub. 105 ; and so should be written,

Ar. Ran. 271, . ; ,-! Where's Xanthias? ho, Xan-
thias

!

, adv., with two chief signfs.,

strengthening and questioning.

I. TO STRENGTHEN Or CONFIRM,
an assertion, in truth, truly, verily, of
a surety, etc., Hom., etc. Though it

is by no means seldom put alone, yet

it usu. is strengthd. by the addition

of one or two other particles : the

commonest combinations being 7/,, up and up .
and ^ ur, , ,, ,, , .
, . Ion. , and
strengthd. yet again 7} , also, , ( , ,, , all in Horn. : post-

Horn, and esp. in Trag., ?).
Valck. Hipp. 1028. It is impossible

to give the nice distinctions of these

phrases in our language : the strong-

est is . Ion. , this being

used to introduce the very uvrds of an
oath, by Hom. mostly in oratio recta,

but also c. inf. in oratio obliqua, as, ,, II. 1, 77, and so usu. in his-

torical prose, as Hdt. 4, 154; 5, 93,

etc., Xen. An. 2, 3, 26, sq.

II. in iNTERROG. sentences,=Lat.
an and num. usu. only to be rendered
by the question, as in Od. 10, 330, 11.

II, 66G; 15, 132, 504, 506: some-
times it may be rendered, pray ? or

can it be ? as Od. 13, 418, II. 7, 26, cf.

7/ II. 2 : so /, 7/ , tj ^ , all

in Hom., and freq. in Att. : but
this last phrase stands sometimes for

a second question by itself, 7) ;

is it not so ? eh ? Lat. nonne ? so 7/

ov ; Heind. Plat. Phaedr. 266 D,
Gorg. 468 D. This interrog. signf. is

only in direct questions, and is in

gen. less freq. than signf I, cf II.

fin. In both 7) always begins the
sentence, except in Att. poets now
and then, as Eur. Hec. 1013, cf.

Herm. lb. 991., for, 3 sing. impf. from,
q. v., freq. in Hom., for, 1 sing. impf. from,
old Att., contr. from Ion. , but rare,

Heind. Plat. Prot. 310 E.

<, 3 sing. subj. pres. act. from., fcm. from artic. 0, q. v. : in

Hom. as personal or demonstr. pron.
for, or., fern, from relat. pron. , q. v.,

Hom., dat. sing. fem. from possess,

pron. ^], ov, his, in Hom. usu.,
dat. fem. q}., dat.' sing. fem. of relat. pron.

, , , Hom. : freq. in adverb, signf
— 1. Ep. of place, u-hich way, v:here,

ivhither, in or at what place, freq. in

Hom.—2. Att. of the manner, how, as,

in which signf. also it sometimes oc-

curs in Horn., as II. 2, 73, or, V. sub : in 'Fhuc. also

wherefore.—3. joined with superl. fi

or 7/ ', as
much, as far as possible, y,
as quick as possible, y, -, etc., like or /.,
oft. in Xen., cf Jac. A. P. p. 901., for, Ep. 1 sing, impf from' to be, Horn., esp. in Od., but
only in 3 sing. /.<, Att. contr. from, for ^,
Ep. impf from, to go.

IJaTo, Ion. for 7/rro, 3 plur. impf
from ?iuat, to sit.

'3, Dor. for, Pind.. , . Ion. , little,

small, poor: in Horn. usu. c. negat., as, ov oi ,',
no sense is in him, no, not the least,

II. 14. 141, Od. 21, 288 ; so too, ov o'l,', Od. 18, 355 :

most usu. in neut. as ad'., ', not in the least, not at all,

Lat. ne tantillum quidem, 11. 2, 380,

386, etc., Od. 3, 14 : without negat.,, a little from the
cave, Od. 9, 462. (Prob. strengthd.

from.)', f., () to come
to ?nnn's estate, come to one's strength,

Lat. pubesccre, Xen. An. 4, 6, 1 : me-
taph.,7/, Eur. Ale. 1085,
as Dind. for3. Cf sq.

'HJau, , fut. -, {.) to be at

man's estate, to be iii the prime ofyouth,
at one's full size and powers, Lat. pii-

bescere, Hom., who best explains it

in the often-repeated line '', :
—

7. 3, a man in the prime
and pride of life, II. 12, 382 ; and so
of plants, , a young,
luxuriant vine, Od. 5, 69. Also of the
outward signs of manhood, to get one's

beard, etc. : 3, to be j'oung
and strong, Eur. H. F. 436.—II. me-
taph. to be young, fresh, vigoro^ts. etc.,3 , learn-

ing is young even for the old, i. e. 'tis

never too late to learn, Blomf Aesch.
Ag. 567, cf Supp. 606 ; ^, the people rage

.
like a passionate youth, Eur. Or. 696,
cf. : also to be full of youth•
fuljoy, Theogn. 1229.—As r/Jaw de-
notes the state, so '.> the coming
to that state. Piers. Moer. p. 180, sq., , . Dor., Pind.,UJa,
Theocr., man's estate, vianhood, esp.
at its beginnmg, and so the freshest,
most beautiful and active time of life,

youth. Lat. pubertas, II. 24, 348. Od.
10, 279 : the strength and power of man,
the strength and freshness of youth, II

23, 432, Od. 8, 181 ; 16, 174 : later3
was the time just before manhood, from
about 14 to 20 years of age, at Spar-
ta it^ was fi.xed at 1 8, so that oi' were men of 28, oi-' . men of 58, and so on,
Xen. Hell. 3, 4, 23 ; 6, 4, 17.—2. me-
taph. of any condition, fresh and happy
like that of youth, freshness, joy, Pind.
P. 4, 525, ct. : also youth-
ful passion, fire, spirit, lb. 6, 48.—3.

body of youth, the youth, Lat. juvenilis,
Aesch. Pers. 512.—4. the outward signs

of manhood, the beard, parts about the
groin, Lat. pubes, Ar. Nub. 976.—II.

as femin. prop, n.., Hebe, daugh-
ter of Jupiter and Juno, wife of Her-
cules, Od. 11, 603, Hes. Th. 950 : cup-
bearer of the gods, II. 4,2: but, in
later allegorising legends, goddess of
youth. (From same root prob. comes.) Hence, adv. in the manner ofyouth

:

but usu.—2. , all from
the youth upivards, Hdt. 1. 172 ; 6, 21., 7/, . Anth., 7/,
ov, , Eur. Heracl. 858, and 7/-,, , Matro ap. Ath. 136 C,\)
a youth, youthful, Lat. puber. Hence

/jpiov, ov, TO, a place where
young people meet, to eat, exercise and
amuse themselves, Plut.', ov,^ , v. sub., , , {3) of or be-
longing to youth, youthful, Lat. juveni-
lis, Xen. Hell. 5, 3, 20., ov,,=./,, , v../., ,=^3?., prob. only
used in compd..
t;3f, , . Dor. ',=,, ripe, . Theocr.

5, 109, as W. Dind. reads instead of, Thes. s. v. : others render
young, lender, wliile many reject the
word, v. Interpp. ad loc./?., , comic dim. from, to be middling young, youngish,
a rare word in Ar. Ran. 516, Pherecr.
Metall. 1, 29., opt. from.., opt. pres. from, Ep.: part,,
Ep. lengthd. form for,-. Hom., Ep. lengthd. for,
2 plur. impf. from. Od. 5, 122.
[where 2 syll. is long metri grat.], , . and -, aor. 2
act. and mid. of, c. redupl., Hom.', , , {, )
poet., very divine, most holy, often in
Hom., but, as also in Hes.," and Pind.,
only of places immediately under di-
vine protection, cf.' (Certain-
ly akin to, but essentially
different in signf) [«]} «Zeof, a, or, {•) broken in
pieces. Poet. ap. E. M. [a], TO, Ion. for,
Anacr. 24.7., ov, , Hegelochus, a
player at Athens, derided by the com-
ic poets for his mispronunciation of' in the Orestes of Euripi-
des v. 279, Ar. Ran. 303.—2. a com
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mandor of cavalry under Alexander
the Great, Arr. An.—Others in Dion.

H., ov, , HegemSchtis, an
Athenian archon, Dion. H.}, less usu. form of•
uovia, q. V., , f/, fern, from 7/} -,=7/, Orph.,,,(/)

leading: but in Enr. Phocn. 1194,

\3.={', cf. Schol. ad 1., Ep. /, , poet.

for 7/, 0pp. C. 1, 22i.', logo brfore, , Od.

3, 38G ; 8, 4, etc. ; also, ip/-, Od. 22, 400, and/-
Eiv >, Od. 6, 2C1, etc. : hence to

shoiv the way, guide on the way, in lull

•1, Od. 24, 225

;

so too, /, to

show or make a course or channel
for the water, II. 21, 258, (the only

places in Horn, with both dat. and

ace.) : from the notion going before

and guiding, came signf.—II. to lead,

esp. an army, hence to rule, cmnmand,

c. gen. pers., like and other

such verbs, II. 2, 527, 552, etc. ; but

c. dat. pers. only once in Horn., II. 2,

810, cf. Kiihner Gr. Or. () 538 : also

absol. to he ruler, to hold command, jjy.

iv. Plat. Rep. 474 C—Signf.

II, never occurs in Od., and signf. I.

hardly ever in II. Cf.. ', , to be 7, have

authon'iy, Plat. Tim. 41 C.

'7}, , ?/, fem. ofJ/, a

mistress, queen, epith. of Diana, Call.

Dian. 227, and Pans., , , a leading the way,

going first, Hdt. 2, 93.—II. supreme

power, chief command, Hdt. 3, 65,

Thuc, etc. ; /. ?., Hdt.

6, 2 : esp. in the constitution of Greek
states, the supremacy of one state over

a number of subordinates, as of Athens
in Attica, "Thebes in Boeotia, Herm.
Pol. Ant. § 33 sqq., and for a full dis-

cussion, cf. Groen van Prinsterer,

Leid. 1820 : hence, '. '^,
the supremacy of Greece, Thuc.—III.

a division of the army tinder its officer,

a command, Plut.—IV. the chief thing,

principal part, . /, Diphil.

ap. Ath. 132 D., , , of or belonging

to an 7/, practised in leading or

commanding, chief, leading, Lat. prin-

ceps, 7/., Philolaus ap. Stob.

Eel. 1, p. 8 ; /. , Plat.

Phaedr. 252 ; ., \d Phileb.

55 D : hence 70, reason,

the leading principle of action, Heyne
Epict. 29, 3S. Adv. -, Plut.', a, ov, of or belonging

to an, hence ,
epith. of Mercury, as the guide of de-

parted souls, Ar. Plut. 1159 ; elsewh.,.,, , fem. of^,
mistress, queen,.', , , = :

Tti, sub., thank-offer-

ings for safe conduct, Xen. An. 4, 8, 25.'., h, one tcho goes or is

bifore, a guide, leader, esp. a chief com-

7iuinder, general, oft. in II. ; opp. to,, II. 2, 305 ; 11, 304: in

Od. always a guide to show one the

way, Od. 10, 505 ; 15, 310 ;
later also

. , Hdt. 8, 31, and Xen.

:

—in gcnl. one who does a thing first,

and so is an authority to others, Lat.

princeps, dux, auclor : -
TLVL, like/ ., to guide

one, show him the way, Hdt. 1. c.

;

, to give occasion
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to a thing, be the cause thereof, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 5, 12; but also . -j. the

chitf or king of the land, Soph. O. T.

103: as fem. , Xen. Cyr. 1,

2, 7, and as adj., ., Acsch.

Supp. 722 ; also as neut.,/, Plat. Tim. 91 E.— II. in pros-

ody.='//5';, Schiif. Dion. Comp.
p. 218.—III. ai, in architec-

ture, the coping tiles of (he roof, Inscr.,, , Ilegemon, father

of the archon Chaerondas, Dem. 253,

11.—2. an Athenian archon, Arr., f.-/,. mid.,()
to go before, freq. in Hon)., sometimes
absol., opp. to, as in Od. 1,

125 ; sometimes c. ciat. pers.,

TLvi, to go before another ; so too ;/}'., but less freq. : also, II. 24, 96 ;
,

to go before on the way, Od. 10, 263 ;

also,. , Hdt. 9, 15 (cf.

infr.): and so to show the way, guide,

/.,,, to

«uirle one to the city, etc., Od. 0, 1 14
;

7, 22; 15, 82: whence came, as in, signf—II. to lead, esp. an
army or fleet, and so to command, rule,

oft. in Horn., c. dat. or gen., . -,, .,,
etc. : with dat. prevails the orig. signf.

of goirig before, with gen. the derived
one of leading, commanding :—not oft.

c. dat. pers. et gen. rei, . •', to lead the dance for one, of

the singer, Od. 23, 134, and so, .,, Pind. P. 4, 442,

Plat. Ale. 1, 125 C : in genl. to be the

first, . , to inake the

first step to friendship, lies. Op. 710:
absol., to be a guide, leader, ruler, chief,

and , Hdt. 1, 95, etc., cf.

Kiihner Gr. Gr. § 538 ; rarely c. ace,
for in .
Soph. Phil. 99, is adverbial,

but cf. I. 2 : also absol.,, a ruler, chief So])h. Phil.

386.—III.'post-Hom. like Lat. ducere,

to suppose, believe, hold, . ,
Hdt. 1 , 126 ; 2, 40, and oft. with
omitted, . , to hold or

regard as king, Hdt. 0, 52, i/., to hold everything
else secondary, Soph. Phil. 1442, etc.

;

so, . ??, Hdt. 2, 115 :

c. ace. only, ., to believe in

gods, Pors. Hec. 788, cf. \'alck.

Aristob. p. 4 : but in Att. prose the

perf. used as pres. is more
freq. in this signf.—2. perh. also to

think right, deem fit, C. mi., ,\rnold

Thuc. 2, 42.—The act. form) is

prob. found only in compds., like -, Schaf. Mel. p. 11-3, which are

best derived from adj., etc.

:

so that it is dub. whether/ was
ever in use, notwithstanding the obss.

of Toup. on Suid. v.., Ep. form of-, as pass., to gather, come together,

Hom., though only in 3 plur. pres.

and impf. and-
: V. also sq., and., Ep. form,

to gather, come together, but only II. 10,

127, in inf. pres.., Aeol. and Ep. for-, 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, from,
Hom.
\'\1, . , Egeria, a nymph,

the spouse and instructress of Numa,
Plut. Num. 4., , , (,)=-../.,,=, q. ., , , Hegestrdius, a
ship master of Massilia, Dem. 883.

—

2. an Athenian archon, Plut. Sol. 32.

, , ,() a lender,

Orph.,, fem., Anth.. v., sub fin./., Ep. coUat. form of ?)-, to guide, lead, /-
7., Od. 17, 217 ; but,

., to lead, pass a wretched life, Od.
11, 618; so too, ... Kh.", , , (.)
thought, plan, LXX., , , Hegemon, an
Athenian orator, who favoured Phil-
ip, Dem. 320, fin.—2. a poet of Tha-
sus, belonging to the old comedy,
Ath. 406 ; cf. Meineke, 1, p. 214.. , , Hegesaeus, of Si-
nope, Diog. L.''., a, 6, Hegesandrldas,
a Spartan naval commander in the
Peloponnesian war, Thuc. 8, 91(-.), Xen. Hell. 1, 1, 1 : prop,
patronym. from, ov, 6, Dor. '.-, Hegesander, father of Hecataeus,'
Hdt. 5, 5, 125.-2. a Spartan, father
of Epitalidas and Hegesandrldas,
Thuc. 4, 132,-3. a Thespian, a com-
mander of the Boeotians, Id. 7, 19.

—

4. one of the leaders of the 10,000
Greeks, Xen. An. 6, 3, 5.—Others in
Ath., Arr., ete.

il(va,, 6, Hcgesiiinax,

an ambassador of Antiochus to the
Romans, Polyb. 18, 33.—2. a poet and
historian of Alexandrea, Plut., Strab.,
etc.

^, ov, . Dor., He-
gesias, an Athenian archon, Arr. An.
7, 28, 1.—2. a philosopher of Cyrene,
contemi)orary with Plato ; whence
his followers were called,
Diog. L.—3. a player of Alexandrea,
Ath. 620 D.—Others in Luc, etc.', , o,= Dor.-., contr. -, , 6,

= Dur. '7., Hegesicles. king
of Sparta with Leon, Hdt. 1, 65.'', , , =',
epith. of the god of the nether-world,
wlio gathers all people.', ov, , Hegesilochus, a
Rhodian, Ath. 444 E.. , b, Hcgesinous,
masc. pr. n., Paus.,etc.'^., , , leader of the

state, Diog. L.', 6, Ion. for'A}?;ai7r., ov, , Hegesippus, a
Greek comic poet, Ath. 290 B, Mei-
neke 1, p. 475.—2. a celebrated orator
of .Athens, a contemporary of Demos-
thenes, Dem. 75, fin. ; 129, 18, etc.—
3. a poet of the Anthology.—Others
in Ath., etc.', /, , Hegesipyle,
daughter of the Thracian king Olo-
rus, wife of Miltiades, Hdt. 0, 39. [v]",, ,() a leading,

rule, like, LXX.'., ov, , Hegesistrutus,

Dor., a tyrant of Si-
genm, Hdt. 5, 94.—2. a seer of Elis,
of the family of the Telliadae, Id. 9,
37.—3. son of Aristagoras of Samos
Id. 9, 90.—Others in Arr., etc.,-, , Hegeio, fem. pr. n.
Anth., , , fem. from,-, Anth., verb. adj. from,
one must lend, Xen. Hipparch. 4, 3.

—

2. one must suppose, Plat. Rep. 361 A.,,,=, q. v., , , also,



, , mass of dried figs, borne in

procession at the Attic, in

memory of the discovery of this food,

which ivas considered the first step in

civilised life : Strictly fem. from an
adj. 7/7'/,/,
being usu. supplied., ov, ,=~, q. v.?, , v./., Ion. , , Hege-

toridcs, a citizen of Cos, Hdt. 9, 76

:

prop, patron, from?/.',,^.,,,^, lead-

er, commander, chief oft. in Hom., who
usu. joins ?} -/,
chiefs in the field and council. Aesch.
has the form, ov, Supp. 239,

and Soph,, /, . C. 1521,

both in signf. of guide., ov Ion. , . Ion. for'Ayt-

, brother of Tisamenus, Hdt. 9, 33.

t'Hytf, , Ion. for ^-, adv. part. perf. pass.

from ,, reasonably.', adv. part. perf. pass.

from, chastely.

'HyopoGjiTo, Ep. and Ion. lengthd.

for, Hom.
t'H}Of, Tj, Boeot. for , Bockh

Inscr. 1, p. 725.

'., conjunct., (Jj, ,) that

is to say : usu. to introduce the ex-

planation of words, e. g. .,
-., Hipp.,

and so freq. in Gramm. Cf.. ,,^, dub. form.

', and, joining two words just

like , freq. in Horn. : sometimes
with re before it, r' -, . 9, 99 ;", '',
11. 12." 01 : and may also have
a word between them, us in II. 5,

822 : if follows , it takes the

signf. also. e. g. , and also, 11.

1, 334, Od. 2, 209 ; / , and it

may be too, Od. 1, 240 ; ', and
forthwith, II. 7, 302

;
' , and

still also, II. 2, 118.—II. if ', as

well, goes before, is as also, like

.., .., oft. in Hom. : cf. -
The Trag. use in their lyric pieces,

and (less freq.) in Iamb., as Aesch.
Cho. 1025, Eur. Hec. 323, H. F. 30 ;

and it occurs in two places even of

Com., Eupol. Aeg. 1, Alex. Leuce 1.

Cf Ep. .", fem. from, q. v.", Ion. resolved of, Att.

for sq.. 11. 14, 71 : the 3 pers. for, 7), yoei, II. 2, 409, Od. 23,

29, etc.', , , Hedea, fem. pr. n.,

Plut.", , , plqpf. of with
impf signf / hicw, usu. 2 pers. sing.

: . Rh. uses also as

3 phir. for."-, perf. of, to eat, only in

Gram.m., adv. from part. perf.

pass, from, brother-like, like,

=, Hipp.', adv. from, q. v. sub
fin.

',, adv., like Lat. jam, already,

hy this time, before this : now, soon,forth-

with, straightway, from Hom. down-
wards very freq. : even in a local re-

lation, «7 , di-

rectly after this is Aegypt, Hdt. 3, 5,

cf. 4, 99, Eur. Hipp. 1200: the Att.

are fond of using it between the arti-

cle and noun to denote the immedi-
ate presence of a thing, ,
present favour, Dera.. etc.—11. oft.

joined with other particles of time,

vi'V, , now already, at

some time already, Hom. : and so,, Eupol. Pol. 9 : ,
Aesch. Ag. 1578: or,, Soph.

Ant. 801 : , Soph. . C.

440, . Plat. Rep. 417 : even

then, then already, Lat. jam turn, turn

deminn. It may be joined with all

the tenses alike, with fut. it may be

rendered by now, with perf. some-
times at length : with superl. it is

used like , , Thuc. C,

31.",, , Att. for,
plqpf with impf signf I knew :

Hom. freq. uses 3 pers. , and 2

pers. once, Od. 19,' 93, v. also.', , ov, superl. , Od.", dep. c. fut. pass,-
: aor., the mid. form-
only in Od. 9, 353. To de-

light, enjoy, satisfy, refresh one's self,

only once in Horn., , Od.

9, 353. Construction: with partic.

as Od. 1. c, but also in prose,, he was glad to have heard,

Hdt. 3, 34 ; and m Trag., as Aesch.
Pr. 758 ; so, -
. was glad to hear you praise

my father. Soph. Phil. 1314 : often c.

dat.. , to delight in or at a

thing, Hdt. 1, 69, etc , Soph. Aj. 1085 :

very rare c. gen., , he

enjoyed the draught. Soph. Phil. 715
;

sometimes also c. ace, Eur. Dan. 7,

Ar. Ran. 756, 748 (ace. to Rav. MS.),
Pac. 291, cf Wessel. Hdt. 3, 34. and

III. : Plat, uses it c. ace. cog-

nato, : also, Xen., : and c. inf,' , we delight in being,

Aesch. Eum. 312 : .., Ar.

Nub. 773 .• ,
I am well pleased at the thing hap-
pening, Hdt. 9, 46, like,-.—Act., to please, delight,

only occurs in later writers, first in

Ephipp.,. 1, 5, Plat. Ax. 366
A ; , joys, pleasures, for

which Plut. has ra. (Akin
to,, /,,,,, , to satiate.) Hence, adv. part. pres. from
foreg., with joy, gladly, Xen. Cyr. 8,

4, 9. ^/, , , {,,-
Vij) delight, enjoyment, pleasure, esp.

pleasurable sensation, Lat. voluptas. first

in Hdt. : a'l or, the lusts of the fiesh, sen-

sual pleasures, Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 22 ; 6,

1,4: 7/(5., pleasure from or in it,

Thuc. 3, 38
; 7},-, to give way to pleasure, Thuc.

1. c. Plat., etc. : freq. with diff. preps,

in adv. signf., pleasurably. esp.

or' , like -
', to speak so as to please another,

not the truth, Hdt. 3, 126, cf. Valck.

7, 101, 102, Aesch. Pr. 261, Thuc. 2,

37, and freq. in Oratt. ;
',

Thuc. 4, 19 ; kv , it is

a pleasure or delight to another, Hdt.

4, 139, Thuc, etc. ; so too,, Pherecr. '. 1, 2: but,, to take pleasure in,

Thuc. 3, 9. —II. in the early philos-

oph.,) is used of the sensible qual-

ity of a body. prob. its taste and smell,

flavour, for it is found joined \vith

Xpoiij, Panzerbieter Diog. Apoll. p.

04 ; whereas Schaubach, Anaxag. p.

86, would take it in a more general
signification ; but cf Arist. Part. An.
2,''17, 6, Mnesith. ap. Ath. 357 F,
where Casaub. needlessly takes it=

II., or. Hence", , , belonging to.

pleasant, Chrj'sipp. Tyan. ap. Ath.
647 D : the Cyrenaic school of Aris-

tippus were called o'l, the vo-

luptuaries, Ath. 588 A.'', , , , {,?7'/) stricken, drunken in enjoy-

ment, Timon ap. Plut. 2. 446 C.',, ,{) delight, en-

joyment, pleasure, , enjoy-

7nent of the feast, II. 1, 576, Od. 18,

404; , our delight, 11. 11,

318; ; what delight

have I there-/ro7ii II. 18, 80 ; so too,'; Od. 24, 95.—In

this signf merely Ep. and only in

nom. sing.

—

11.=, vinegar, Casaub.
Ath. 67 C

;
prob. as serving to give

a flavour or relish, cf,.
—In this signf. some Gramm. write.

' , for , .., ,{,) liviiigfor
enjoyments.—II. act. sweetening life,

., a name of certain cakes, Chrysipp.

T. ap. Ath. 647 C. [v in this and all

compds. o[ : it can only be long

by position,]', ov, . Dor. -, {,) sweetly sounding, sweet-strained,, Eur. Bacch. 127., ov, {, ) of sweet,

good soil, Heracl. a p. Ath. 74 B.', ov,{,) sweet-

ening marriage,, Anth.', , gen. , {, •
?) sweetly laughing, . Hom. 18,

37.'., ov, {, ?.)
swect-tongued,. Find. . 13, 142.', , gen., {,) of pleasant mind,. to /-, Xen. Symp. 8, 30.', , , old poet. fem. of

sq., epith. of the Muses, Hes. Th.
965, 1020.^{, , {, ) sweet-

speaking, 11. ], 248: sweet-sounding,

Soph. . . 151., or,contr.,,{. upooc) sweet-strained,,
Eur. El. 703.', ov, {,)
with sweet fruit,, Theophr..,{,) with

sweet grains or seeds, poia, Theophr.,, gen. ,{,)
of sweet flesh, Arist. H. A., ov, , {,) a

pleasant party, Ath.-, ov, TO, (in Plut. Syll.

16) Mt. Hedylius, a range
of hills in Phocis extending to Orcho-
menus in Bocotia ; and Hedylium, a

town of Boeotia near Chaeronea, on
or near Mt. Hedylius, Dera. 387, 11., , , Hedyle, fem., pr. n.,

Ath. 297 B.?., ov, {,?)
taken with pleasure, Anth.
'?.,{?.)=7:, Lat.

adulari, Menand. p. 16. Hence, >, , a flattering.

(5'/}, , to speak sweet things,

to flatter,. Phryn. (Com.) -. 1,4: and
'HJi'/o)i'a,, , a speaking siveetly,

Ath. : from7, ov, {,) sweet-

speaki7ig, sweet-voiced,, Cratin.. 1 : flattering,fawning, Eur. Hec.
134.

'HJiZof, or, dimin. adj. from.
as from. []
\'\{'. ov . Hedylus, a Grecian
poet of Samos, Anth.—2. an Atheni-

an, Dem. 1015, 18.'., , 6,{, 7.) sing-

ing sweetly to the lyre, Anth. [y]
607



/, £c,(.y(hjg,) full

of sxuecl frenzy. Noun.
17.{, , {', ?) swcei-

strained, Sapph. 'J(i, Soph. Fr. 228.', ov, {,-) <if honci/-sweet voice, Allth.'/,, (/,) sweet-

ly mixed, Leon. Tar.

(5//0", ov, poet, for ijdvg, sweet,

pleasant, epilli. of slccp, li. Hom.
Merc. 241, 419, cf.' : irreg.

coiiip., superl.-,
Alcin. 102./,, 6. {^') one who
sweetens, seasons : as ailj. seasoning.

Hence', a, ov, sweetening, sooth-

ing., , , {) fit for
sweetening or sca.^oning : i}, -, sub., the art ofseasoning. Plat. Soph.
223, A.

^ ^', , , seasoned : in genl.

prepared,, Hipp. : from', /) to siveeten, season,

five a flavour or relish, Epich. p. 104,

'lat., etc. : even of salt, Arist. Meteor.

:

and metaph. of music, Plat. Rep. 007

A.—II. metaph. to delight, coax, soothe,

Diphil. ap. Ath. 251 : pass, to enjoy

oiu's self, Timon ib. 281 E.', ov. Dor. ,^=/, Simon. 118.', , ?/, a sweetening of
wine, Geop. : from', ov, {,) produ-

cing sweet, good wine, Xen. An. 6, 4, 6.', ov, {/,)
causing sweet dreams,, Herm.
Phorm. 1, IG.',, , a sweet smell : and, ov, , a sweet-smelling

herb, mint, Theophr. : from, ov, (,,)
sweet-smelling, fragrant, Ar. Fr. 116.

—

II. )>/£5.= foreg., Diosc. [as trisyll.,

A. P. 11, 413.]', ov,{,)
sweet-eyed., , , pleasant living,

luxury, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 74. [u], , (//^) to live

pleasantly, enjoy one's self be luxuri-

otis, Xen. Cyr. 1,5, 1 ; like -. Hence',, , enjoyment,
Anth. []/, , {,,-
p[(j) living pleasantly , enjoying one^s self,

dainty, luxurious, Antiph. Dodon. 1.'", ov, {,)=, Anth.', ov, contr.-,,{,) sweet-breathing, snft-breathing,, Eur. Med. 8 10: ofmusical sound,
Pind. O. 13, 31 : of happy dreams,
Soph. El. 480.,« and, also, ,^,) dear to the people. Soph.
O. T. 510., , , {,-) shell-fish that produces fine purple,
Ath.,,{,) fond of
drinking, Anth. Hence',, , cup that makes
drink taste pleasant, E[)i,!icn. '[l/»,)/;•.

2.—II. ati onion, so called for the same
reason., ov, {,) pleas-

ant to drink,, Od. 2, 340, etc., ov, {,-) of .vucet countenance, Matro ap
Ath l'3G F.,., but once in Hom.
in fem. , Od. 12, 369 ; irreg.

Dor. ace. sing.. for, Theocr.
20, 44, Mosch. 3, 83 (cf. Ofp.vg), Ion.
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fem. and. Comp.,
Superl., Od. 13,80; later, but
not Att., also regul.,-, as in Pseudo-Phocyl. 183, and
Anth.—1. sucet, pleasant, first prob. of

taste, likcOd. 3, 51, etc., usu. in Hom.
as cpilh. of wine ; next of smell, Od.

4, 446, etc. ; and of hearing,/, Od. 8, 04 ; then of any pleasant

feehng or outward state, esp. of sleep., oft. in Horn., also, Od. 19, 510, , Od.

4, 809 : so too or-, it is pleasant to me, pleases me
well, II. 4, 17, Od. 24, 435 : ,
enjoyments, pleasures. Plat. Gorg. 495
A, etc. ; but

To}, to open pleasanter

view of the future, Plut. : metaph.
of feelings and the like, sweet, pleas-

ing, happy, in II. esp. freq.,)',
to laugh sweetly, i. e. softly, opp. to

loud, boisterous laughter.—II. post-

Horn, of 7ncii, pleasant, kind, dear, glad,

Lat. suavi.<<. Soph. O. T. 82, Phil. 530 :

but also like ?, and/ in

laxcr sense, pleasant, merrtj, Lat. jace-

tus. Plat. Gorg. 491 D.—III. Adv., gladly, with pleasure, e. g. .. Soph. Tr. 175, ,
Eur. Cycl. 453 ; . , to be
pleased with a thing, Hipp. 1089 G ;. , Isocr. 6 ; ,
Dem. CO, fin., to be kind, well-disposed

to one : . Soph. Ant. 70,, it pleases me well,
Heind. Plat. Hipp. Maj. 300 C : in

Hom., is used as adv., cf. supr.

(Akin to,,.), ov,, a leguminous plant,
Theophr.", , , {) that

ivhich siveetens, esp. in cookery, that

which gives a relisli or flavour, season-

ing, spice, sauce, Ar. Eq. 678, Vesp.
496, cf. II : hence metaph. of
music, Arist. Poet. : also in plur. un-
guents, sweet oils, Hipp., ov, , dim. from, Telecl. Amphict. I, 11., , , a spice-box.', , ,{) season-

ing : also siueet savour, LXX., ov, (,) of
sweet, fair form, opp. to,
Xen. Symp. 8, 30.,, , {) sweetness.

/, , {,) sweetly

shining, Anth., , , ?/, {,) sweet, pleasant to the throat,

Philox. ap. Ath. 147 B. [a],,(,) sweet-

ly speaking., ov,{,) ofsiveet,

gentle mind, kind, epith. of Apollo,
Anth.,, b, Hedyphon, (in

Plin. Hedypnus) a river of Assyria,
Strab., , , sweetness of voice

or sound, Alciphr. : from', ov, {,) sweet-

voiced,, Pratinas ap. Ath. 392
F. Adv. -., , {,) sweet-

ly joyous, Anth.', ov, contr., ovv,

{yovc,xpoa)ofsweet complexion, Anth..:

TO . a kmd perfume, Cic. Tusc.
3, 19., f., v., sub fin.

I

t'lWui'pr, , ,=^'., Thuc.
4, 102, 109.^'. , , of or belonging to

the Etioni, Edonian, thuc. 1, 100.
',, , fem. adj.^foreg.,

HEPO
in genl. Thracian, Aesch. Pers. 495.

—

As subst. 1. sub., an Edonian
woman, Hdt. 5, 1 1

.—2. sub., the ter-

ritory nf the Edoni, Edonis., , . the Edoni, a people
of Thrace, dwelling on the river Stry-
mon, Hdt. 7, 100, etc., also wr.-

and', Thuc. Hence, , , as adj. Edonian,
Thracian,, Eur. Hec. 1153.

'He, poet., esp. Ep., for , or, oft. in
Hom., Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. from, to go, contr. from Ion., II. 12,

371, Od. 20, 89.', 3 sing. impf. from, to go,
Hom.', 3 sing. impf. from, Od., Ep. lengthd. form,
plqpf with impf. signf., fknew,
in Hom. only, II. 22, 280, and
3 sing,, Od. 9, 206, as if from an
Att. form, cf.. Moeris has
also 3 sing,., , poet, and Ion. for^AiOf,
very freq. m Hom. (who uses the
pro.se form only once), and in
Hdt. 4, 40.?, ov, , fem. -, ,
poet, for -, of, belonging to the sun,
Anth.

», Ep. for, 3 sing. impf. from, to be, oft. in Hom., poet, for, Hom., Ion. and Ep. ace. of,
Hom.', as pass., to hang, float,
wave in air, of the tassels or fringe of
the Aegis, II. 2, 448 ; of locusts, II. 21,
12 : metaph., -, young men's minds turn with
every wind, II. 3, 108 :—never in Od.
This verb, only found in 3 plur. pres.
and impf., -, is a
lengthd. Ep. form of, cf.. The form only
in Gramm., Ion. and Ep. dat. of ,
Hom.',, , poet, for',
Eriboea, the second wife of A locus,

stepmother of Otus and Ephialtes,
11. 5, 389., a, ov, Ep. for, from
?'/ : early, at morn, at day-break, ivhen

all things are yet u-rapt in mist (),
II. 1, 497, 557 ; 3, 7, Od. 9, 52, as Voss
first rightly explained it : Buttm.
Lexil. V. af/p, ., derives it straight

from , early, and connects this

with :—the interpr. airy, in or
through the air is quite foreign to this

form., , {,) wheel-

ing in mid air, ', Anth. [i],. Ion. and Ep. forafp.,

which will hardly be found, {,) ofdark and cloudy look : in Hom.
(esp. in Od.) usu. epith. of the sea,

with the dark deep shadows of pass-
ing clouds ; also dim, murky, of a cave,
Od. 12, 80 ; 13, 103 ; cloud-capped, of
hills, Od. 12, 233 ; dim, gray, of the
distance, II. 5, 770. Ep. word.,,. Ion. and Ep. for

., which will hardly be found,
cloudy, dim, dusky, vmrky, in Horn.
USU. epith. of and,
hence also, , the

dim, dark road (i. e. death) Od. 20,

64., adv. Ion. and Ep. for.,
from air, Anth., , Ep. for .,
{uf/p,) high as heaven, Orph.'?, ov. Ion. and Ep.
for; {',?) tvander-

ing in mid air, Orph.



hght-, ov, , Ion. for.-, Ion. and Ep. gen. of, 11.

(1), , Ep. for -, shining

in air.,,,=7/, Ep.
for., Orph.',, , (,)
walking in cloud or darkness, coming un-
seen. ',, II. 9, 571.

—

II.=sq. II.,

Ps.-Phoc. 159., ov, (, >)=:
foreff., like afpoo.—11. air-wandering,

of hirds, Pseudo-Phocyl. 117.

'HfpocKJVOf, ov, {,) sound-

ing through air, loud-voiced,, II.

18, 505. Ep. form.', .3 pi. impf. from, to go.^, ov Ion. , . son of Ee-
tion, i. e. Cypsehis, poet, for-, Orac. ap. Hdt. 5, 92 : from sq. 4.,. , Eetion, king ofthe

Cilician citj^ of Hypoplacian Thebe in

Mysia, and father of Andromache, II.

1, 366 ; 6. 395.—2. son of Jason, king

of Imbros, 11.21,40.-3. a distinguish-

ed Trojan, father of Podes. 11.17, 575.

—4. son of Echecrates, one of the La-
pithae, father of the Corinthian Cyp-
selus, Hdt. 5, 92.—Others in Theocr.,

etc., , , EeVi'oTjeii, a point

of land in Attica, enclosing the Pirae-

us on one side, Thuc. 8, 90., , , dnut^hter of Eetion,

i. e. Andromache, Q. Sm. 1, 115.', poet. 3 sing, plqpf. of,
V.'., Ep. for,, 3 sing, impf
from, to be, Horn., , also , a new Ion. nom.
formed after. , , the

Ep. and Ion. cases of, q. v. : the

more freq. form in Hipp., but never

in Hdt., ov, poet,, 0pp. [a],, alov, Dor. for 7/,
Find. I. 2, 69., a, ov, () wonted, ac-

customed, 0pp. [a]', ov, TO, Ion., dim.

from, a small sieve or strainer,

Hellan.'ap. Ath. 470 D, (Fr. 2, Sturz.)

["],, b, i). Ion. for,( II.) itserf, accustomed to a thing,

acquainted with it,. Soph. El. 372.

—H. wonted, accustomed, Hipp. : also

as neut., , Eur. Cycl,

250, cf. Ar. Eccl. 584.',,, trusty, dear, hon-

oured, r/SeiV, II. 6, 518; 10, 37; 22, 229,

239. In all these places it is used by
the younger brother to the elder, as

by Menelaus to Agamemnon, Paris

and Deiphobus to Hector, so that

doubtless it is a term expressing at

once brotherly love and respect, my
lord and brother : so also periphr.,^(9ei'7, II. 23, 94. But in Od. 14,^ 147,

the swine-herd says of Ulysses,

uiv , I will give him an
elder brother's title, call him my dear

lord. (Acc. to some from, god-

like, excellent, as from,
or rather from, uncle : rather, as

others, from,. knoivn, trusty.)

1?., , , impf. from ',
Hom., but also Att. from."', , , Att. for, q. v.), , f. -, () to sift,

strain : pass, to be strained, Plat. Crat.

402 C, trickle through, Tim. 59 E.
Hence,,, thatwhich issifted., . Ion. for, but
V. Lob. Pathol, p. 186.'-,,,^.', ov, fit for sifting or
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straining: hence ,=:-, a. strainer, sieve, Strab.', ov, f), one who strains, also..^=., , ,( II.) of belong-

ing to morals, ethical, moral, opp. to

intellectual{) Arist. Eth.

N.—II. showing morals or moral char-

acter, expressive thereof, ?, Arist.

Rhet. Adv. -, hence, -
or, to laugh expressively^

Coray Plut. Brut. 51.,. ,() a sifting or

straining off, Arist. Probl., ov, TO, dim. from., ,{,) like a

sieve or strainer : to . ', the

perforated bone at the root of the nose,

through which its secretions pass.

Gal.. ov. 6, (,) a sieve,

strainer, Eur. Eurysth. 1.

—

1].=
III, Cratin. Nom. 13.—111= -, Gal.—First prob. in Si-

geian Inscr., where it is written.',,=.), . to paint or describe,

character. Vita Thuc. : from, , (, )
painting, expressing character : 6 .
one whose pictures are full of character,

Arist. Poet, [u]^?.,, , Ethocles, masc.
pr. n.. Luc.), , to express character

or something in character, Longin. : and'?.. , , a painting of char-

acter, esp. by mimic gestures, elsewh., Senec. Ep. 95 : from, ov, (, ?.) paint-

ing manners or character by mimic ges-

tures and actions, like

and3?, and so esp. of dramatic
and mimic poets, Diod., ,() to form
manners or character, Plut. : also to ex-

press them. Hence', , , belonging to,

fitfor the forming of character. Adv.
-.', , , a forming, express-

ing of manners or character, Strab. :

from, , (,) form-
ing, expressing character, Plut.

'Hffof, , , an accustomed seat,

hence in plur. seats, haimts. abodes, II.

6, 511, Od. 14, 411, but in Hom. only
of the haunts of beasts : of the abodes

of men first in Hes. Op. 166, 523, Hdt.
1. 15, cf Koen. Greg. p. 494;—acc. to

Heind. Plat. Phaedr. 81 E, never used
by Att. in this sense, but v. Aesch.
Supp. 64, Eur. Hel. 274, Arist. Mund.
6, 16.— II. usu. custom, usage, Hes. Op.
136 : hence the manners and habit of
man, his way of speaking, acting, or ex-

pressing himself, disposition, temper,

moral nature, character, first in Hes.
Op. 67, 78 ; freq.,,. also 6 ontv/ardhear-
ing, , Xen. Symp.
8, 3, and later (in this sense

is almost always in sing.). Lob.
Phryn. 364: but generally ofjtianners,

freq. in plur., Lat. mores. Hes. Th. 66,

Hdt. 4, 106, Thuc. 2, 61. 7'
joined, Plat. Legg. 963 D : also

of animals, Eur. Hipp. 1219: of things,

nature, kind, ,\.—2. any
characteristic expression, such as is

shown in the features, mien, etc., Lat.

affectns, differing from, in that

the latter denotes violent, the former
calm affections of the mind, Dion. H.,

cf, Quintil. 6, 2. (Prob. a lengthd.

form of e^of . by some referred to e'Cu.)

, adv. part. perf. pass,
from, in a mass., rare collat. form, q.v.,
Hipp. ap. Gal. Also written to
refer it to the root *',, but really
akin to., , {, impf. Ion., Att.
ya) provisionsfor a journey, Lat. viatica,

in prose, Od. 2, 289, 410, etc.

:

in genl. food, meat, , food
/orwolves, II. 13, 103.—II. chaff, husks,
elsewh., only in Od. 5, 3C8. [In
Hom. t usu. long in arsis ; short in
thesis, Od. 4, 363 ; 12. 329, in phrase

: besides this, the word is

found in dissyll, Od. 5, 266. 368; 9,

212. where Wolf writes^io, Dind.:
so, the gen. would be better writ-

ten, cf Pherecr. Incert. 14, and
v. .'\, Ion. for, impf. from,
to go ; Hom. uses only 1 sing.. Od. 4,

427, 333 ; 3 sing, , and 3 pi.

or. [t], 3 plur. impf. from, to
go, for which Hom. uses., , Att. contr. , the

youth come to manhood, but not yet
married, a bachelor, answering to the
feminin., cf. Plat. Legg. 840
D, and Ruhnk. Tim. : hence-

joined, II. 18, 593 ; 22.

127, cf Od. 11, 38: later also as real
adj. , etc., Plut. The fem.

or ,=,
is rare, 7/, Nic. (Prob. another
form of, and so from, ;

acc. to E. M. from ; Riemer from.) [t Ep. : as trisyll.^ in
Att. poets.], 3 sing, plqpf. of, Od., 3 sing. aor. 1 from,
Hom.,, . (,, and
so strictly it should be) ivith

banks, high-banked, sleep-banked, esp.
epith. of the mountain-stream Sca-
mander, ' , II.

5, 36 : , in Q. Sm. 5, 299,
is taken for a meadow in which geese,

etc. feed; whence Buttm. concludes
that the word had the signf. grassy,
which should also be received in li.,

Scamander ivinding through grassy
meads, v. Lexil. in voc. [?], Ep. for. 3 plur. impf.
from, to go, Od. [i]^, , , (lit. the banks)
Eidnes, a town of Argolis, near the
promontory Scyllaeum, II. 2, 561.^, Ion., , E'idneus,

a Greek, 11. 7, 11.—2. a Thracian
prince, father of Rhesus, II. 10, 435.,, , Eidne, a Nereid, Hes.
Th. 255.,,=. Ion. [], , , epith. of Phoebus,, II. 15, 365 ; 20. 152

;
(either

from the cry , , cf,, or
from,, Franke . Hom. .
Del. 120 ) [], Ep. for, 3 plur. impf.
from, to go, oft in Hom. [], Ep. for, 3 plur.

impf. of, only' in Ap. Rh. in
comp.. []', 3 sing. aor. 1 pass, from, II. 3, 368 ;

plur., II.

16, 404.,, , Att. yuv, Dor.,
asea-bank, the shore, beach, coast, Horn.,

and Hdt. 8. 96 : later also of a river-

bank, Ap. Rh. 2, 659 ; 4, 130. []•,, , () a hearing, re-

port, the reading of Zenodot. for. in Od. 2, 42.

f,, , Eton, a city of Mace-
donia at the mouth of the Strymon,
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2
the port of Amphipolis ; on its site

stands the mod. Co?itessa, Hdt. 7, 25,

113 : Thuc. 1, 98., adv. of sound, stilly, low,/
'''/., II. 3, 155.

—li. of place or motion, slishtli/, a lit-

tle, vk' ', a littU to the

left, 11. 23, 33C ; -/ -, Od. 20, 301 ; hence in genl.

so/ill/, gently, / i'/MVViiv, Od. 18,

92, 94 : , 11. 21,

508 : , 11. '-, 440
;

7/, Od. J 7, 254, cf./.
—HI. of sight, softly, smoothly,/, with oil soft shi-

ning. 11. 18, 59G.—IV. ol time,*]/ little

and little, Jac. A. P. p. 110. (Hence
the radic. signf. is not much, slightly,

and it must be akin not only to /-, but also to /,, be-

ing in truth their positive : also to,,, Buttm. Lexil.

in voc.)/, aor. 1, 3 sing. ?7Kf,freq.

in Horn.', a, 01', and*«, ov, adj. fiorn, and in

same signf , but only in Gramm. (Its

likeness to, is accidental.), 3 sing. aor. 2 formed from, q. v., Horn.', . ov, (for. from) ungoaded, of bullocks which
have never yet been worked, such as

were used for sacrifices, in Tacit.

nuLlo mortali opere contacti, 11. 6, 94,

275, 309.
^

'•

', , . Ion. for,,
Archil. 41, V. Valck. Hdt. 4, 196., , ov, superl. adj. from
adv., only in II. 23, 531,, the gentlest, i. e. slowest, in

driving : where however Dind. (in

Steph.) and others write, as

superl. of, the worst to drive ;

but as, is never found in

Horn., it is belter to keep, as

an okl form.", , ov, superl. of compar., the worst, least, poorest, mean-
est. Adv., least : /,
not least, i. e. 7nost. very jmich so. Hdt.
4, 170, Soph., etc. : very freq. in re-

ply to a question, nay not so, not at all.

Soph. O. T. 623, etc. ; so too, lb. 1386, and Plat. : cf. Ruhnk.
Tim. (The root is, but in signf.

and usage the positive is, or.), Ion. and Dor. for^, q. v.);, adv. part. perf. pass.

from uKpiiiou, exactly.

"HKiZ, impf : fut. f/i<j, no
other tenses in use. / arn come, am
here, am arrived, (cf) only
twice in Horn., 11. 5, 478, Od. 13, 32),
elsewh., so too PincL, v. Bockb
V. 1. O. 4, 18: very freq. in Att., of
whom the more accurate did not use
the impf I came, since this sense was
already in the pres. In less exact or
not Att. writers it is used for,
to come, go, esp. to come back ; so^
even in Ar. Pac. 265, Thuc, etc.

;

g«f, iniperat., Ar. Pac. 275. Con-
struct, mostly with. trri., or
adv. of motion to a place, e. g. :

but, i/KEiv TO, Xen. An.
7, 6, 2, is not, as usu., to come to the
army, but to come for it, like, c.

ace. ; in poets also c. ace. only.— II.

to concern, relate or belong to, like the
USU. 7'/, '. Soph. . C.
738 ; TTol / ; what do the
words relate to? Seidl. Eur. Tro.
155; also, . ..., Ar. Plut. 919,

..., Hdt. 7, 157, .... Soph. O.
C. 734, all c. ace. : and so,—2. to de-
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pend upon, -, salety depended upon the em-
bassy. Dem. 350. 14.—111. to come to,

reach a point, arrive at it, raise one's

.Si// there/0, like, mostly with, /.,,,
etc., cf Soph. . . 953, . C. 1030:, ' , Aesch.
Supp. 475, Soph. . C. 905, cf

.—2. esp. freq. c. gen. and an adv.,

esp. in Hdt., , to be well

offfor a thing, have great store or plen-

ty of it, e. g., Hdt. 5, 62

;

., Eur. Ale. 291 ; also,

., to have an equal

share of a thing, Hdt. 1, 149 ; so,\ ; how have we sped in

the contest ? Eur. El. 751 ; also,, sine gen., to be well off. flour-

ishing, Hdt. 1, 30: less freq. c. gen.

sine adv., e. g. ah?, thou art in great power.
Hut. 7, 157, nisi legend, ^:
cf IV. 2.— IV. ,
to be come to the same, i. e. to agree to-

gether, Valck. Hipp. 273.— V.

vi'V , which commonly
happens now too, Polyb.— VI. c. pari,

fut., (,, etc., like, 1 am going, I intend to say,

Valck. Phoen. 257, 713, 1082; but, I am bringing. Cf.,.=)), Euphor. ap. Strab. p.

364, v. Buttin. Ausf Gr. Gr. 1, p. 213

ed. Lob. ; Lob. Paral. 70, 116., Ion. and poet, for,
to wander, stray : metaph. to wander in

7nind, be mad. Call. Dian. 251 ; also in

mid., Theocr. 7, 23., , , the wool on the

spindle, the thread spun from it, yarn,, to spin yarn, Od.

0, 53, also 7/.', Od. 18,

315. Only used in plur., cf sq. [], , , a distaff, Lat. co-

liis. II. 6, 491, Od. 1, 357, etc. : also a

spindle ; cf foreg. Hom. has it only

in first sense, but later it was used,

like, of many things spin-

dle shaped, hence—II. a shaft, stalk,

esp. the joint ofa reed or cane, Theophr.
—HI. an arrow, like, but

dub., cf?..— IV. the up-

per part of the mast, which was made
to turn round.—V. windlass, lodraw
up heavy nets, etc., elsewh. .
(Perh. akin to, so that the

distaff got this name from being tur/i-

edround, which agrees vvitli signf IV.

and V^, while the spindle s/!«;)e agrees

with signf II. and III. Ace. to others

from.) [] Hence'?,,, a large sea-fi.th,

eaten salt, and so called from their

spindle-like form, Mnesim. ap. Ath.

403 B., ov, , supposed sing,

of, q. v.

'1\7], /., aor. 1 mid. from//., , , aor. 1 of,
Hom., v. sq., Ep. form of7.,-, to wander, stray, roam about,-', II. 13, \04,.. II. 2, 470 : hence a lengthd.

poet, form^ of men, II. 18,

281, cf. H. Hom. Ap. 142.
_
But Od.

9. 457. c. ace, kov ,
he flees from, shuns my wrath, unless
it should be ?.. Ion. for-, cf Herm. Orph. Arg. 439.-, 3 sing. impf. from,
Od. 3,302., 3 sing. aor. 2 from-, Od.

f, , ,=^'•11, Thuc. , 88

;

Polyb. 4, 08, 4.',, , {?) from Elis.

— II. oi, the school of Elis,

the disciples of Phacdo, Diog. L. 1,

17; 2, 105, 126., a Ep. and Ion. . ov,() of Elis, Etean, ?/,
Hdt. 4, 30: oi', the Elians, 11.

11, 671 sqq. : cf.', ov, 6, EUus, son of Nep-
tune, king of the Epei, Pans. 5, 1,8., , v.. init., , , Electra. daughter
ofOceanus and Tethys, wile of Thau-
mas, mother of Iris and the Harpies,

H. Hom. Cer. 418, Hes. Th. 349.-2.
a daughter of Danaus, Apollod.—3. a
daughter of Atlas, one of the Pleiades,

mother of Dardaims and Jasion, Id.

3, 12, 1.—4. daughter of Agamemnon,
andClytaemnestra, so called from her
beauty ; her proper name was\•. She married Pylades ami bore

him Strophius and Medon, Trag.—

5

sister of Cadmus, after whom the, (Aesch. Theb. 423)

in Thebes, were said to be named,
Pans. 9, 8.—H. a small town and riv-

er of Messenia, Paus. (i"or deriv.

at end o(.),. Dor.,,
Pind., /,, the Ekctran gale, one
of the gates of Thebes, Aesch. Theb.
423. Eur. Phoen. 1 129, v. foreg. 5.?.,, v. sub'-., ov, made of7.,
shining like it, Call. Cer. 29.^,, . (prop, the beam
ing) Electris, epith. of Luna, Orph.

—

2. in pi.'', , al,,
(sing, in Ap. Rh. 4, 580) the Electrides,

the (i?iiicr-!.«/rtii'/s of the ancients, said

to have been situated al the mouth of

the Po in the Adriatic, purely mythic
even ace. to Strab. p. 215, etc.', ov, , and,
ov, a, and even , (for there is a great

diversity of gender ; in Hom. and
Hes. nothing can be determined ; but
it is neut. in Hdt. 3, 115, masc. in

Soph. Ant. 1038. fem. in Ar. Eq. 532,

though here some write', as

from')—electron, thrice in Od.,

viz., 4, 73, where it adorns the walls

of Meneiaus' palace along with cop-

per, gold, silver and ivory, and 15,

460 ; 18, 296 in plur., where of a gold
broach or necklace is said,'/-.7•., jointed or set ivilh pieces of elec-

tron : so in Hes. Sc. 142, we have a
shield enriched with gypsum, ivory,

electron and gold: but in Ep. Hom.
15, 10, where the rich bride stands on
electron, there is nothing joineil with
it: Soph. Ant. 1038, speaks of rovTrpof...

: Hdt. 3, 115, merely says it

was brought from the extreme west.

So far we have nothing to tell us what
it was. Now Pliny (H. N. 33, 23;
37, 2, 11) distinguishes electron into

—

1. amber (as it certainly is in Plat, and
all later authors), and—2. a metallic

substance compoiindid offour parts gold

and one silver, cf Paus. 5, 12, 6 ; for

which latter Passovv and others

would take it in Hom., and Hes., ar

going that amber was unknown till

the Phoenicians brought it in at a la-

ter period, to which he thinks the

place of Hdt. may refer ; while Bultm.
Mythol. 2, p. 337, sqq., maintains the

orig. signf. of o/HOfr, arguing from tho

old legend of the origin of amber.
The place of Soph, seeins certainly



HAIA
10 refer to the gold-ore washed down
by the Pactolus.—II. in Ar. Eq. 532,

it is said of the aged Cratinus,-/?.", where the Schol. in-

terprets it of/Aeoe6i-/eei, i?ilatdvith elec-

tron, later Interpp. of the pegs {-€) of his lyre ; at all events it

must here mean something inlaid or

enriched with amber or electron, v.

Buttm. p. 346. (The word is usu.
connected with, the sun, to

which Horn, compares his electron,

so that it would mean any thing bright

and beaming, wh, notion runs through
the prop, names, and^'. and .?., one of the
gates of Thebes. Buttm. 1. c. p. 354,

sq. derives it from, from the at-

tracting power of amber, as it were
tknTpov, i/Jii/Tpoi',.), ,^/,)
amber-gleaming, }(, Eur. Hipp. 741.

i'H'/^KTpvuv,' and, , also,, Eler.tryon, son of Per-
seus and Atidromeda, king of Myce-
nae, and father of Alcmena, Hes. Sc.

82 Eur, Ale. 839. Hence
'W/xKTpvuvn, , , daztghler of

Eleciryon, i. e. Alcmena, Hes. Sc. 16.^, ,{/ ,)
amber-like-, Hipp.--,, , the beaming sun,

. 6, 513 : also as adj., ?^',
beaming Hyperion, 11, 19, 398, of., fin.'-, , ov. Dor., (, 7)?.-

of) idlf, vai/c, trifling, Theocr. 15, 4, e

coiij. Stephani. Adv. -. . Rh.
'{/., , , {) antray, dis-

traught, crazed, '/., Od. 2,

243.—11. act. distracting, crazing,,
Od. 14, 464.

'U'/., Ep. for, 3 sing,

aor. I mid. of/., II.', 3 plur. plqpf. pass, of, Hes. Sc. 143./-, 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of-, 11. 5, 400./^, plqpf. pass, from (1«'-, •, . aor. 2 , from
Horn, downwds./, 3 plur. for '/., Alex-
andr.'^, , , child of the Sun,
Luc. :+in pi o'l 'iDuadai, children of
the sun, appell. of the Rhodians,
Strab.t : fern.?,.
/-(),:=/., to warm in the

still.— II. mid.7?. to sit in the

court, Ar. Eq. 798, V^esp. 772,

with a play on the word : so/.
Dor. 2 sing. fut. mid., Ar. Lys. 380.

'H/^iaia, , , at Athens, a public

place or hall, in which the chief law-

court was held, for the trial of state-

offences, Ar. Eq. 897: hence this

court itself, Oratt. : in the same place

was also held the. Cf Herm.
Pol. Ant. 1^ 134, Att. Process, p. 144,

500, 1000, 1500. Vomel de Heliaea,

Frankft. 1820. (From /..,
uAta.Siebelis Paus. 1, 28, 8, A. B. p.

311.)., , , {.) of or belong-

ing to the sun, . /, the sun's

orbit, Diod., cf. Meinske Com. Fr. 2,

p. 747.,, , a daughter of the

Sun, usu. in plur.., the Heli-

ades, daughters ofthe sun, the sisters of

Phaeihon, changed into poplars, Par-

menid. Fr. 9 ; +Ap. Rh. 4, 603.-2. as

adj. : of ot belonging to the sun,,
Luc; appell. of the island Rhodes, Id./, , , (/)=-, exposure to the sun, Dio C.—II.

HAIK
(from mid.) the right of sitting in the. Jusjur. ap. Dem. 747, 8./., , . (/) a
place for taking the sun, Strab./., . ,{?.) a ju-

ryman in the court, a Heliast,

Ar. Vesp. 891, etc. : hence., , , of or belonging

to a Heliast,, Ar. Vesp. 195,. Id. Nub. 863.

/., ,{) to be like the sun,

Philostr.

/.;3, ov, steep, abrupt, freq.

in Hom., both 11. and Od., but only as

epith. of ?], U. 15, 273, 619; 16,

35, Od. 9, 243, (where it simply means
high, huge, as applied to the mass with
which the Cyclops closes his cave;

10, 88 ; 13, 196 : so in Hes. Th. 675,

786. Sc. 422, Theogn. 176. Find. O. 6,

1 10. Aesch. Supp. 351 ; epith. of,
and. in Ap. Rh. ; of the Olym-
pian throne of Jupiter in Ar. Av.

]<32: in H. Hom. Ven. 268, if the

passage is correct, even of high trees.

The word is poet., yet occasionally

found in prose, ., Xen. An.

1, 4, 4 ; TOTTOi, Polyb. ;, Strab.

—II. by the usual reaction of signfs.,

like Lat. altus, also deep, abysmal, av-

tv^, Hes. Th. 483 ; -
., Stesich. ; . -, Eur. Hipp. 732. (The readiest

deriv. is from, and, tra-

versed only by the sun, and so steep,

lofty : but, if so, could it be transfer-

red to,, ?

More prob. therefore, with Buttm.
Lexil in v., from 7/,•,,-, and, synon. with,
or, hardly to be trodden, and
so impassable, steep and sheer, whether
up or downwards : in which case-

is a shortened form for.-, cf. •, :

Dciderl. considers it a simple deriv.

from a?uil>, which is quoted by He-
sych. as—. Others from .-.) [], ov, ,{) temple of
the Sun.,=?.>, dub. 1.., adv. {.) enough, suffi-

ciently, in Hom. always /,
very much, a great deal, Lat. satis mut-

tatn, 11. 11, 677, Od. 5, 483, etc.— II.

of time, suddenly, at once, like.. Rh.

—

III. {,) in vain,

like. Call. Lav. Pall. 124, cf./. II.'/, to speak or act idly, fool-

ishly. Ar. Eq. 1124: from', a, ov. Dor. .., (.,) idle, trifling, vain, random, -. Find. P. 3, 21,, Aesch. Ag.
366 : foolish, silly, like, Hdt.

1, 60, Eur. Cycl. 537, etc., cf
111. Adv. -. Plat. Theaet. 180 D :

also, as adv. Ar. Nub. 872.

[/.t] Hence^.,, , folly, silliness,

Cratin. Pyt. 9.

'/., to make foolish, to distract,

craze. Aesch. Pr. 1061.., ,{,) like

a fool. Philostr./., , , (.) time of life,

age, Lat. aetas, 11. 22, 419, where old

age is meant ; cf. to ?^.,
Thuc. 2, 44: elsewh. usu. the flower
or prime of life from about 18 to 50,

man's estate, manhood, also of women,
womanhood, Hdt., Hipp., etc. : 7^-

to be of age, c. inf , e. g., for service, Hdt. 1,

209, cf. Dem. 42, 9 ; so too,, //.. Plat. Euthyd.
306 D, Theaet. 142

; -

, Thuc. 7, 60 : kv, men
of serviceable age, Thuc. 8, 75 : -

.., maturity, Thuc. 2, 36 :

-^^-, Hdt. 3, 134,; Arist. Pol. ;/.
., Xen. Hell. 6, 1, 4.-2. youthful
heat and passion, Hdt. 3, 36 ; 7, 18 :

hence—II. as collective subst. ,=:ot, those of the same age, fellows,
esp. all fit for service, Lat. juventa, 11.

16, 808 ": ?,,. Aesch. Pers. 914,
cf Thuc. 3, 67.

—

III. ingenl. age, time,

uv ,
about the age or time of Laiiis, Hdt.
5, 59, cf. 60, 71 : and later an age, Lat.
saeculum, Dem. 1392, 13.—IV. of the
body, stature, growth, as being a sign
of age, Hdt. 3, 16, Dem. Iu24, 26.

Hence, as pass., to grow to

manhood, Hermes ap. Stob. Eel. 1,

1098., , , fem.,,
an equal in age, fellow, friend, Lat. ae-
qualts, Hdt. 5, 71, Ar. Nub. 1000 : ., contemjiorary history, Plut., , ov, as big as, as tall as,

Ar. Ran. 55 : in genl. as great as, how
great, strong or pouerful. Lat. quantus,
Dem. 07, 1 : also how old, at what age.
Soph. O. T. 15 ; as old as, Ar. Ach.
703 : esp. in expressions of wonder,
usu. .. extraordinari•

ly great, Dem. 348, 24, as in Lat. mi
rum quantum. Also used in oral, obli-

qua. In questions, answer-
ed by -/., or usu..
[] .• from^, , b, , in the flower or
prime of life, of age, of the same age,

Lat. aequalis, Od. IS, 373: hence—2.

a fellow, comrade, Hdt. 1, 34, etc.
;, Aesch. Pers. 681 :

so too, .., Ar. Tliesm. 1030.
Proverb, . ~. Plat.,

and Arist.—3. later c. gen., like, resem-
blir.i•, VV'ern. Tryph. 637.'/., 01-,= sq., Eur. Bacch.
14.'., ov, (.,. )
sun-stricken, sun-burnt, scorched, The-
ophr., , , Helioddra, fem.
pr. n., Antn./., ,, Helioddrus, masc.
pr. n., an Athenian, Dem. 927, 23.

—

Others in Ath. 45 C, etc./,,{,) like the

sun, bright and beaming. Plat. Rep. 508
A. Adv. -.., , f. •, to su?i one's

self Gal. : from, , (f/.,) warm-
ed in the sun., , (, ,)
burnt in or by the sun, sun-burnt, Luc.'. , , a being sun-burnt., , , {.,-) room exposed to the sun for xvin-

ter time, Plin. Ep. 2, 17, 20. [a]., ov, (/,-
poc) the dung-beetle, called sun-beetle,

because it was the jEgypt. hierogly-
phic for the sun.'., ov, (, )^=, Theocr. 10, 27.'., ov, (.,)
sun-stricken, sun-burnt, as should be
read with Wellauer in Aesch. Supp.
155, for., , (,)
sun-mad, madfor love of the sun, epith.
of the Cicada, Ar. Av. 1096., ov, (.,)
sun-shaped. Poet. ap. Ath. 542 E.,,,=.-,
Diosc.

"., ov, , poet,, ()



theaun: Horn, always in poet, form,

except Od. 8, 271, where it is usu. ta-

ken as a prop. n. For the sun's ri-

sing he uses, ai^'ievat, uvopnvtiv, and,, Otl. 10, 192 ; ot the set-

ting. and, mostly in

parlic. : ijeAcoio, is with him
sometimes daylight, sometimes the

light of life : 7' 'Ht/.' re,

toward the nwrntagrtd and rising sun,

opp. to , for llom. only

marked two points of the compass,

E. and W., andcalleil tlieni the rising

and setting, light and darkness, inorning

(Vid evening, Jl. 12. 23!l, Od. 9, 26; and

eo, Hdt. 7, 58 opposes ijCi Tt

7. to /, so

that /. still remained^Trpof

{]: these old authors called the .
the upper, and the S. the lower parts :

so too, oi arc" If/.iov ?.•, the

eastern.., Hdt. 7. 70 : later, i/'/uov

was the South.—2. day, like Lat. sol.

Soph. El. 424: aday. Find. O, 13, 51,

Eur. El. 654, etc. : but later also a

year, ap. Stob. p. 501, 32, of. Sillig ad

CatuU. , 4 ; 8, 3, 8.—3. oi y'/.ioi, the

fsun-beanis. hoi sunny days, like Lat.

soles, Thuc. 7. 87.—11. as prop, n.,

iDor. "A/iOf) Helms, the sun-god, oft.

Hom., though it isolt. dub. wheth-

er he means the sun or the god:
Wolf mostly prefers the prop, n., even

in -() / , because of

the loudness the Greeks had for im-

personation : fson of Hyperion and
Euryphaessa, Od. 12, 176. H. Hom.
31, or Theia, Hes. Th. 371 sqq.t La-

ter Helms was identified with Apollo

or Phoebus, but certainly not before

Aesch.'/., ov, , {, -) strictly that ivhich looks to the

sun. hence —ifMorpu-niov, Diosc.), , {,)
depririiig of sun, and so sliadmg from
the sun, epith. of the Thessaiian hat,

Soph. O. C. 313.37, , (,)
stin-tTodden, i. e. sun-hurat, Aesch. Pr.

791.', ov, , (, -) the heliotrope, a plant whiclifidlows

the sun with Its flower and leaves,

herba Solaris, solslilialis, Diosc. : also

and /.. — II. a

sun-dial, Moschion ap. Alh. 207 F.

—

HI. gem, used as a lens to look at the

fure, PI in.

*'\{'-., ov, TO, Heliotropium,

a place in the vicinity of Thebes in

Thessaly, Polyb. 5, 99, 8./., , . lit. city of the

stm, Helwpdtis. city of lower Aegypt,
(the On of the Bible) containing a

celebrated temple of the sun ; in

LXX. /-, now Aiu Shems,
Hdt. 2, 3, Strab. p. 805.—2. a city of

Coele- Syria, some distance north of

Tyre, now Baalbeck, Strab. p. 753.

Hence/.77. ov, 6, an inhah. of
Heliopolis, oi', the Heli-

opolVans, 6 ., the Heliopo-

litan nnnte, Strab.', , (,)
beaming like the sun.—II. pass, lighted

by the sun., ov, , a name for the

yeiv, Diosc., C), () to warm in the

sun. Pass, to sun one's self, he lighted

and healed by the sun, Xen. Oec. 19,

18 : also to he snn-burnt, to live in the

sun, i. e. in the open air,/,
opp. to, Flat. Rep.
556 D.

t'H/.£f,, ij, Dor. £•, EUs, one
C12

of the western provinces of the Pelo-
ponnesus, 11. 2, 626. divided itito three

parts, Elis proper, or , ;, and , Hdt.,

Thuc, etc. : also, Thuc. 6,

88.-2. the capital city of fori-g., on
the Peneus, foruied into a city in the

Persian war, Hdt. C, 70, Thuc, etc.

Ace. to Gramni. the ace.. Od.
13, 275 is used ol the country,^
(Dor.), Pind. O. 1, 126 only of

the city: but latter of the country,

Apollod. 1. 9, 7., ov, 6. dim. from ?, a

little and, Ar. Fr. 296., 3 sing. aor. 2 of,
11. 9, 375, Hes. Sc. 80./, , , (^) of or like

nails, lem. ,, •, iron that

scales offfrom nails, Diosc. [iJ'/, ,(',)
mis.'tng the uork, fading in one's end

or aim, Anth., cf. sq., ov, {,, )
missing the right month, i. e. untimely

born. U. 19, 118. v...'., ov. , a plant useful

to s/aiinch blood, Timag. ap. Stob. p.

541, 23.,, , said to be Dorian
shoe, V., Schol. Theocr. 4,

56., , (, )=^-/, Chaerem. ap. Ath. 608 C.
'/., ,-. ('/) a being

sunned: the sun's heat.. ov, a, fein. -, ,
poet,; () of, belonging to the

sun. the suns light or heat, Soph. Tr.
697 : ?.., Anth. : oi ?.., the in-

hubitiinls of the sun, Luc.—ll. /-, was an Ion. name for the moon,
as if fein. of : whereas at Car-
rae the sun was worshipped as I/u-

nus, or masc. of Luna./, 3 sing. aor. 1 from,
Od. 11, 580., , (.,) nail-

shaped.

1/., . Helothales, father

of Epicharinus of Cos, Diog. L./-, , (,) nail-

smith., , (,)
fixed with nails., ov, 6, a nail: in Hom.
never u.sed to fix or fasten, but only

for ornament, on the sceptre, 11. 1,

246. the sword. 11. 11. 29, etc., so that

rather nail-heads, studs are meant

:

hence— II. any thing like a nail, a wart,

knot, callus on the hands or feet : also

on plants, esp. the olive, Theophr.
'/., , ov, distraught, crazy, silly,

/., II. 15, 128.— II. later also

idle, empty, vain: cf.. (Hence',,.. : the

root is ?/,.,.) Hence', ,,=^, INic.'-, ,(,) fixed

or pierced by nails, Nonn.
'W/, . () to nail, Clom. Al.

'HATTero.inipf. from[,./. aor. 1 mid. oi ', wh.
has a still stranger aor. 2,
unless Simon. 219 be corrupt, cf
Buttm. Lexil. v. 8. Hom. has
only /. and of the aor. 1 act.', lyr. aor. 1 mid.,
Schncidewin Ibyc. 29.. () to overshadow,
only found in compd. 7/.'., aia, alov, shadowy, dark

:

from
1?.), , , shadow, shade, dark-

ness : metaph. , the dark-
ness, intricacies of a law-Suit, Ar. Ach.
684 ; cf. 7. []

HMAI,^^. Hence, ov, , an irvershad<no^

ing.', , , Ep. aor. 2 of-. lor which /. i» more usu. in
prose : this form seems to be used
only in indicat., }, , ,=., only
found in compd. '/, (.formed by
a prefi.x either from // or from the
root ., lux,', Kuhnk. Tim.
Piers. Moer. p. 163.), , , aor. 1 from u?.vcku,
Hom., ,-=..',, , the Elysian
fields, Od. 4, 563: later also without, Elysium. Hom. |)laces it on
the west border of the earth, near to
Ocean ; favoured heroes passed thi-

ther without death, and lived happy
under the rule of Rhadamanthys, Od.
4, 504 : Hesiod's Elysium is in the. Op. 169 ; and so Pin-
dar's, 0.2, 129, From these legends
arose the labled Atlantis.— II. later. and. were
places .struck by lightning, ami so de-
voted to some god, Lat. bidmtuUa,
Casaub. Pars. 2, 27.

'H/DCTiOf. , lov, coming : or Ely•
sian, avpat, Anth. [] : from', , ,=: also
.step, motion, Eur. Hec. 67. — 2. in
Aesch. Ag. 231, that tvhich is crnning,
the event : but v. Dind.'', v., sub fin./, aor. 2 of, 11. 21,
79., Ion. syncop. for Att.,
3 sing. aor. 2 of, Od. 22,
230.., impf. from, Od.
4, 91.. , , Eldne, a city of
Thessaiian Phthiotis near the Eu-
rotas, 11. 2, 739, afterwards,
Strab. p. 410., , ,() nailed, nail-

shaped.,, , (/) that which is

sent or throivn, a deft, javelin,, best at darting, 11. 23, 891

;

hence, q. v.\", , , Emathia, a district

of Macedonia between the rivers

Erigon and Axius, 11. 14, 226 ; in late

^oel.= Macedonia, Anth. Hence,, , fem. adj. Emalhian,
Macedonian, Anth.., 6, Emathion, son
of Tithonus and Aurora, Hes. Th.
985.,, ,() Ion.

lor ., sandy, in Horn, always epith.

of the Elean Pylos. Hv/.oto-, etc., so that if /. be (em.,
we decline it, -otv. Strabo
derives it from a river Amaihos, Elis
not being sandy : but Pylos was not
far from the coast, and the epith.

refers to the sand-hills of the shore.

^Huai, ., 3 pi.,
inf, part,, imperat.,, etc. ; impf..,, 3
pi. (these being in fact a pass,
perf and plqpf of) : Hom. has
the usu. form of 3 plur. only once, 11.

3. 153, elsewh. the Ep,,
and in 11. sometimes the Ion.,'. To be set, laid, placed, and so
to sit, lie, stand, very freq. in Horn.,
the compd. being more usu.
in prose.—11. oft. in Hom. with collat.

signf. to tarry, linger, stay, rest, as we
say to sit stdl: also to he hid, Od. 8,

503, 512.—III. later also of things,

as buildings, votive offerings, etc., •



He, stand, Hdt. Jac. A. P. p. 932 :', like ,, a low,

sunken place, Theocr. 13, 40. Con-
struct. : usu. with i-i, . and
other preps, expressing at a place,

but sometimes in pregnant constr.

with , cf. : rarely c. ace,, to sit on a bench, Aesch.
Ag. 183, of. Elmsl. Bacch. 38, and., , v../,, , Emalion, masc.
pr. ., Qu. Sm.
//,-, . poet, for,

day, esp. in Horn., though sometmies
he also uses. Pecul. to him
are the expressions,-,, , the day
of destiny, of death;,-
7.10V , the day of freedom, of

slavery, i. e. freedom, slavery itself

;

so , oft. in Od. v.

Nitzsch 1,9: ^, II. 22,

490: also of the seasons,/',', autumn, winter time,

L 16, 385; 12, 279: ', day
by day, daily, Od. 12, 105 ; but in 11.

19, 229, all day long : so too, ", Soph. . C. 688 ; ', Eur. Tro. 392 ; but',
to-day. Soph. . C. 1079: e-if,
by day. Id. O. T. 199 : ',
every other daij, Lat. alternis diebus,

Herm. Soph-'O. C. 1454, Aj. 470:
also. as adv., opp. to, by
day. Hes. Op. 174.,. part.perf. pass.

from, xerongly. faultily, ., to be infault. Plat. Legg. 670 D., a, ov, {) poet, for, by day, Od. 2, lOt; 19,

149 : day by day, daily, 11. 9, 72. [a], , , inf.3,
poet. aor. 2 of, Horn.', , , () of our

land or country, natix-e, Lat. nostras.

At. Pac. 220, and Plat. : opp. to-, cf.,{ is a
mere termin., nothing to do with-, V.. D)'se. de Pron. p. 268 sq.,

and eC.), ace. or (in Od. 16,

372), etc., cf. sub.'. loiL, to be moved by feel-

ing : only found in compd.-.̂, adv. part, pert pass,

from ^, carelessly, .,
Xen. Mem. 3, 11,4.'., , . Att. for.,
also in Hes. Th. 478.

'..., ..., () poet, for ...,
..., as well..., as also..., Lat. et...,

et..., conjunctive in Horn. But some-
times disjunctive, if..., or if... whe-
ther..., whether..., Lat. vel..., vel..., or

five..., sive..., like ..., ..., in Hom.

:

is oft. omittfid, v. : but is

rare with for following, 11.

12, 428 : more freq......., II.

15. 664, 670, etc., 1 pL impf. from, Horn., , . Ion. and Ep., , day, only a few times in

Horn, who usu. has poet, : in

poets also the light of day. light of life,

life,-,.,\ age, Soph. Aj. 623,

., youth, Eur. Ion 720.—Con-
struct, with preps., etc. : '
or , with dawn of day,

with day-break, or in full ')), Hdt. 3, 86: ,^' -, to begin to drink in open

day, like Lat. de die yotare : -, the whole day long, Valck. Hdt.
6, 12, but, ., every third

day, Lat. tertio qnoque die. Id. 2, 37 ;' ., at a distance of many

HMEP
days, Thuc. 2, 29 ; iv -, in 30 days ; also in dat. or

gen. without prep. :—am .,
every day, Hdt. 7, 198; , by
day. Soph. El. 780 : ', on

orfor a day, Hdt. 1, 32 ; but also day
by day, Eur. Cycl. 336 : ',
day by day, Seidl. Eur. El. 426 ; also,

TO ', Ar. Eq. 1126, cf
:', by day, Lat.

interdm, Hdt. 2, 150 : ' ,
late in the day, Xen. Hell. 2, 1, 23 :, towards day, near day,

Lys. 92, fin., cf.: for the gen.,

dat., and ace, to denote time. v. the

grammars.— II. as prop. n. Hemera,
the goddess of day, daughter of Ere-
bus and Night, Hes. TL• 124. Hence, to pass, spend the day, kv, Xen. Hell 5, 4, 3 : .., to rest the day after a long
journey, Aesch. Cho. 710.—2 to pass
one's days, live. Soph. El. 787.', a, ov, also , ov,() for the day, by day, Hipp. :

of, or as of the day,, Aesch. Ag.
22.—II. a day long, . , a day's
journey, Hdt. 4, 101, etc. : .,
a speech lasting a whole day, Isocr.

345 C.— III. in genl. belonging to a
day, TO ., sub., a day's

hire., , , in Soph. Aj. 208,
ace. to 80,= : to others fern,

from, sub.^ : others read.', ov, b,{) tame, esp.

of wine, mellow, Lat. mitis, Plut. :

also epith. of Bacchus, as patron of
the cultivated vine (). Id.', cv,, dim. from.', , ,=^, esp.

by day, opp. to, ).
., a day-messenger, Xen. Cyr. 8,

6, 18, cf.
; .,

Plut., ov, also la, .=-, ., men of a day,

who live but for a day. Soph. Ant. 789,
so,., Eur. Phoen. 130. Poet,
word. : for in Xen. Oec. 21, 3,-

should be read, Lob. Phryn. 63., , , fern, of,
tame, cullti-ated, opp. to, wild :

hence, usu. for the vine, Od. 5,

69, opp. to, sub. : but
also any fruit-tree, Ar. Ach. 997., ov,{,) living

for a day, like : hence epith.

of beggars, etc., living from hand to

mouth.,, ov, 6, {,) one who lends money on daily

interest, Diog. L., , to be an-, Strab., ov,(,)
running the day through, e. g...—
II. as subst. one that can run all day,

a courier, Hdt. 6, 105, cf.. , , {,)
an oak with eatable acorns, v.., , (,) of
the nature of day, Sext. Emp.., . Dor. forsq., .\nth.?^, , (, ..)
gently-sprnuting, Griife Mel. 1 , 53.,,,(,)
belonging to the hunting of tame beasts

:

, -, sub., the art of hunting
them. Plat. Soph. 222 C., , , Cratin.
Malth. 1, and ..,, ,
Diosc, a kind oi yellow lily, that bluo?ns

but for a day.', ov, o.=sq., Opp., ov. (, )
sleeping by day, epith- of a thief, Hes.

Op. 603 : also of a fish, perh. iAe seal,

v. foreg./., adv.,(,)
counting every day, i. e. day by day,
every day. Aesch. Pers. 63.—II. to the

day, exactly, Arist. H. A. (On the
accent v. Dind. Aesch. 1. c.), ov,,=•

: Irom, , (,) to

count by days, register, ,
Hdt. 1, 47. Hence., ov, , a calendar,

Plut., ov,,(,)=.,,=., , also , , Hdt. 5, 82,

tame, tamed, reclaimed, of animals,
opp. to wild, savage, . Od.
15, 162 : Tu, with or without, tame, domestic animals. Xen. Cyr.
1, 3, 6 : also of plants and trees, cul-

tivated, opp. to, Hdt. 8, 115;
and so alone. Plat. Tim. 77
B.— II. metaph. of men, gentle, kind,

Lat. mansuettis, civitis, Hdt. 2, 30,

Pind. P. 3, 12, and Att. : also-, level, tcell-made, peaceful

roads. Plat. Legg. 761 A. Adv. -,
Polyb. (Pott refers it to the Sanscr.
root yam cohibere ; if so, it is the

same with Germ, zahm, our tame, cf.

fin.), ov, , a place for
watching by day, Strab. : from, , to keep day-watch

:

from, ov, 6,(, •') watching by day, Aesch. Theb.
66 : and as subst. a day-watcher, Hdt.
7, 182, 192, etc.,, , () tame^

ness, Arist. . . : geutleness, kind'

ness. Plat. Rep. 410 D., , . -.(,) to produce eatable fruits, Philo., ,(,) shi-

ning by day., ,(,)
i-isible by day,, Arist. Org./, ov, =:,
Aesch. Ag. 82., ov, (,)
wandering by day.',, ,=:-, Xen. Hell. 7, 2, 6. [], , (,)
epith. of the cock, herald of day, Si-

mon. 130 (v. Dind. Ath. 374 D), ubi
Gaisf., , fut. -, () to

tame, make tame, sincUy beasts.

Plat. Rep. 493 : of plants and trees,

to reclaim, cultivate, Theophr. • -?/, a land cleared of robbers,

wild beasts, etc., Aesch. Eum. 14.—2.

metaph. of men, to soothe, soften. Plat.

Rep. 554 D : also to tame, subdue, con-

quer, Hdt. 7, 5; and so in mid.,., Id. 5, 2.',, , that which is

tamed, etc.—II. =sq., Theophr., , ,{) a tam-
ing, cultivating, Theophr. : of men,
civilising, Plut.7/, ov, b, tamer, civiliser., Dor. for, inf. oi,
to be., ,. Ion. -,
,,-=, Anacr. 75., , ,() our, Lat.
noster. oft. in Hom. : ,
sub., Od. 2, 55 : later also for, Jac. A. P. p. 627, as indeed
some expl. Od. 2, 262., Ion. and Ep. for

Horn.
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, a very rare Att. form for

jyv, 1 sin», iinpt'. mid. from , to

be, Lob. Fhryn. 152.

"H/i^f, impf. from 7Ja, Horn.
'H/u, the same as, with the

first letter omitted, to say, Lat. m-
quam, common in Att. dialogue to

repeat something with emphasis,
Trai, -, , boy, / say, boy ! Ar.

Ran. 37 : it does not occur in the

other persons of pres. Impf 1 and 3

pers., ijv 6' , said I, and lY of,

«Old he, freq. in Att. in repeating a

conversation ; also with the sul)ject

repeated,//', Plat. Rep.
327 B, etc., of Hemd. Plat. Charm.
161 C, Koen Greg. p. 144. Hom. has
only 3 impf ?/, always after a speech,

which is immediately followed by
something else, ?;, /cat'..., he spoke and
then..., 11. 1. 21i), etc. : also, // f>a, II.

3, 355 : only once with its subject

expressed, , 11. 6, 390,

unless should l>e read here: in

genl. less freq. in Od.-, from, freq. in com-
pos., half-, Lat. semi—.3, , , {-.)
half iambus., , , half--, Joseph., , , dim. from,,, {/-,>) half-

man, eunuch, Hippon. 72., , Luc,),, , [],,, , Ctes.
= foreg., , , {-,)

half-roll, Epich. p. 37.. , , (/-,-) half-as, Lai. semissis, Polyb.?, ,, {r/-,-) half-pay, Arist.

. .', , , . 1. for

foreg.,, (/-,)
half-barbarous, Strab.. , {//-•) half-

dipped, half-dyed,., , 0/-,) half-alive., , and, ,
{-,) half-wet, half-watered,, Theophr., , (-,) half•

man,- /., a centaur,., ,=^^/, The-
ophr.,, 6, 7},=sq., Epicr.
Dyspr. 1.', {-,) half-

eaten, half-devoured, Xen. An. 1 , 9, 20., , {/-,) half-

married, i. e. a concubine, Philostr., , {-,) but

half-bearded, Theocr. 6, 3., , {-,) half-

produced, imperfect, Plat. Tim. 66 D.', ovror, , , {-, -) half an old man , Longus., , {-,) half-

written, Menand. p. 289.,, {-,) half-
naked, Luc.{'.), 6, , {-,) half-woman, Simon. 10, in ace.

'Hui'}i)i'Cf, 01',= foreg.',,{-,) half-burnt,

II. 16, 294.—. half-divided, half-man-
gled, Nic.', , (-,) half-

slain.. []~?,,, half

finger Inn or broad. Sext. Emp. : iVom^'/• lor, . , {-, -) half-finger, Polyb. []^, , (-,) half-

tamed, dub. in.
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'H/ii<5a7r;/f, , {-,)=•
II., susp., , , (-,-) half-daric, Xen. An. 1, 3, 21.

'lL). , {-, ) wanting

half, half-full. Xen. An. 1,9,25,, . . and Att.

contr. -oifJioi', {.-,) a half-

shawl or kerchief, Ar. Eccl. 318.

'\\'/., . {-,) a

half-slave, Eur. Andr. 942., , {-, '?) half-ex-

posed to the sun, Theophr., , r(),= sq., Ar. Nub.
638. 015, Plat. (Com.) Pha. 2, 12.', , , half-,
Theophr.',, , . {-, "-) half Greek, Luc./, , {-, *) half-

made, half finished, Luc., '.= foreg., Hdt. 4, 124., , {-,) of half a

year : hence, , a half-year., , {-, >) half-boil-

ed or roasted, Luc., , {-, <^) half-alive., , {-,) half-

green, Anth.'-, , {-, ?.7)
half-warmed./, , {-,) half-

dead, ., cf., , , {-,)
demi-goddess,.', , , half-god, demigod,? . II. 12, 23, Hes.
Op. 159 : later also // i/o.= {oreg..,. Hemitheon, masc.
pr. ., a Sybarite, Luc./, , {-,) half-wo-

man. Anacreont.,, , , {-, &) half-

beast, Philostr., , , ,=,
Ar. Nub. 504, Thuc. 2, 52.', , {-,)) half-

mortal, epilh. of the Dioscuri, Lye., , {-, )
half-hrnken. Eur. . F. 1096., ,, (•,)
the front plate of the. Plut. [],, ,{-.)
half-Jeu; Joseph., , , also written, half-., , {-,) half-

evil, half a villain. Soph. Fr. 885.

Adv. -, Ar. Thesm. 449., or-, , {-,) half-burnt, Ael., etc., , {-,) half-

empty., , {-,) with

half tail, usu..?.-, and -,, , (-,) the sinciput.,, {-,) half-

broken, Plut.',, , , rare collat.

form of sq.,, {-,) half-

shut./., , . {-, ?^/)
half the inheritance, Isae. 04, 2, and
Dem. ; also pleon., ,
Isae. 86, 18., , {-,) half-

mangled., , , {-,)
half-., , , {-,)

half-KOTi^Tf, Hipp, [] Hence, , . as inuch as a
hrilf-KoTv/ ,, Diosc., ,,=^,
Ari.st. . ., , , (-,)

half the head or face, Ar. Thesm.
227., , , {-,)

on one side of the head or face :

hence French migraine for hemicraine.

Hence. ,, of or belonging
to: .=.., , {•,)
half-Cretan, Lyc., , , {-,)
half-vutio, Aretae. []?. , (-,)

semicircular : ., semicircle, henco
in plur. the seats in an amphitheaire,

Plut. : and so, ., for any place

of meeting, any public place, with seats,

etc., an orchestra, Schneid. Vitruv 5
1 : also a semicircular seat, arm-chair
Cic. Senect.], ,{, -) semicircular, Strab.', , , =;,
dub./, , , and-, , , half-cylinder, []-, , , {-,
III.) measure, Hippon. 102., gen. -, 6, (-,) half-dog, name of a fabulou.'»

nation, elsewh.AviOKs'ipa^ot, Hes. and
Ap. Rh. ap. Steph. Byz. [i<]/. , {-,) half-

peeled, half-hatched, Anacreont.?., , {-,) half-

white, Luc., a, , {-,)
weighing half a pound, Strab., . , Epich. p. 4,

and, , , Plut., (-,) halfpound.'', , {-,) half-

washed, Cratin. Incert 113., , , {-,)
half-Koxor, = ; also-, . Ael., , , leader nf a-, Ael.'. ,{•,) half-

learned, Philostr.,.{-,) half-

mad, Aeschin. 24, 25., , {-.-) half-Withered, Luc. []7), , (-,}
half-chewed. Crates Incert. 14., <w, , {,-) half-, Plut., , {-, )) half-

drunk, Anth., , {-, &)=^
foreg., , {-,) halved,

half,, {-,) half-

full., , , (-,)
half-measure./,,, {-,])

half-inonthly..,, {-,) of
half-mina: , hatf-mina,

Xen. Mem. 2, 5, 2 : the form -, contr. -, is also found.
Lob. Phryn. 554.,,, {-,-) equal to half a degree., , , Hipp., and,, , {-.) half./, , {•.)
half-evil, half villian. Plat. Pol. 352 C.', ,() half the,
and so=/7), Epich. p. 124. [quan-
tity undetermined in 1. c. : in Lat.
hemina.^, ov. contr. for-, half-fresh, and so of fish, half-salt-

ed, like, Xenocr.



, , , and -,
, , half-, Diosc.'^, , ,-,) half-

dry, Antli.',, {-,) half-

shorn, Diog. L. []
'H/ito/ie/of, , o,=sq., Inscr.

'^3/., , , half-63o-.7, , , cf. sq. .'/, , also ,, Hdt. 5,

88, (-, /.) one and a half, half as

much again, Hdt. 1. c. :, one half more than before,

Xen. An. 1, 3, 21 : hence—11. as

subst. /.. one and a half, the

ratio of ^ to 1, also ij ^/, Plat.

Theaet.' 154 C : so too m musical
sounds, 7/?., Plat.

Tim. 36 A : m metre, ., a verse

consisting of one foot and a half.—2.

/., sub., a light vessel, esp.

a privateer, or pirate, so called from
having one and a half banks of oars,

Theophr. Char. 25, 1.—3. ai 7/uio?uai,

interest half as much again as the cap-

ital. 150 per cent., a, ov,() of, be-

longing to a mule : in Hom. .,
a car drawn by mules, Od. 6, 72, II. 24,

189 ; ., II. 24, 208 : later esp.

., a pair of mules :,
, sub. ~,=., , {, )
mule-drivmg : muleteer, Strab.', ,,^,.
An. 7, 5, 1., , , = III.,

Diosc., , , mule-dung, like. Hipp., cf... , , fem. -,,
of, belonging to a mule :~ -,
a mare in foal of a mule, Strab.—II.,, , a kind fern, sco-

lopendrium kemionilis, Diosc. From, ov, . as in Hom., except
when the gender is undetermined, as

II. 17, 742, but later more usu. , (-,) a half-ass, i. e. a mule, oft. m
Horn., as a beast of burthen and of

great endurance, hence ?.,
but also , 11. 23,

654 ;
preferred to oxen, II. 10, 352,

Od. 8, 124: , a kind
of wild ass, the Pers. jiggetai. Cf.,.— II. as].^,, a young mule, mule-

foal, 11. 23, 266.—III. the scaly harts-

tongue {scolopendrium, or grammitis),

ceterach, Theophr.-, ov, [-, ~) with half
its holes,~ av7.oi, small flutes

with only three holes, Anacr. 18, Aesch.
Fr. 85./', ov, {-,) half-

roasted, Alex. Pann. 4., ov, , a kalf-
or ounce, semuncia, Epich. p. 4.,, (-,-) half-

congealed, half-hardened. Plat. Tim. 59
: , half-hardboiled eggs,', ov, {-,)

half-taught, Synes.'-, , {-,) dub.,

V..'[~?.. , ,(-, ?.-) half-axe, i. e. one edged, II. 23,

851 : opp. 10.—?.. («doubled
metri grat.)—, ov, halfripe., ov. {-,) half-

cooked, Plut. : half-ripe, Gal., ov, , {-,)
a half-cubit, Sext. Emp.'-,. a'tov, {-, -) half a cubit long, Diosc.

'?, ov,, (-,)
a half, Hdt. 7, 176.'/., ov, {-,/.) half-

plaited, Philyll. Incert. 10.^?.,, , , {-, /.-) half-stricken, stricken on one side,. Rh. Hence, , , a stroke on one

side, a kmd of paralysis, now called

hemiplegia.',, (-,/.) half-

full, Aretae.', ov, {-,)
half-filled., , , (-, ?.-) half-plinth, brick, Lat. semila-

terium, Hdt. 1, 50., ov, {-,) half-

choked., ov, contr. -, ovv,

(-,) half-breathing, half-alive,

Batr. 255., , , {-,)
half-font, Theophr.'-, , , {-,?-) half

the sphere., , {-,)
half-evil, half-villainous, Arist. Eth. ISI.,-, , (-,)
half-foot.',, {-,) half-

fallen., , , {-,)
half-tower, Philostr., , (-,) half-fire,

half-burning, Arist. Mund., ov, {-, })()) half-

red, reddish./., {-,) half-

burnt, Anlh. []3, , , . ., , {-, (>)
half-crushed or smashed, Aristld., adv. {-,) half-

turning the scale, and so lightly, gently,

Hipp.', ov, {-,() half-

dirty, Hipp.', ov, , {-,)
a half-sack, [u], ov, {-, -)
half-shaken, [u]-, , {-,,-) half-putrid, Hipp., , , half, fem. of-, q. V.,, ro,=foreg., v..,, , half: from, () to halve.—II.

intr. to be halved.', gen. from./., ov, , {-, 7.)
a haf-'n, Joseph., ov, (-, (1)) half-

wise, Luc., ov, {-,) half
pulled down, Strab.,,, of half a

stadium, Luc. : from, ov., (-,)
a half-stadium, Polyb. [a],, , a half-., ov, , {-,)

half-line, half-verse, Dion. ., , . (-,-
7/) half-soldier, Luc.^^, , {-,-
/.) half-round, Luc.", and,-, fem. Ion. and : the

[

usu. gen. masc. and neut. sing, is-
j
. more rarely, Hdt. 2,

I

126, hence later, which contr.

gen. is sometimes used for fem.-
!. Lob. Phryn. 246 sq. : on the

diff. forms, esp. of fem., v. Buttm.
' Ausf Gr. 2, p. 409 : half, Lat. semis.

i —Hom. mostly uses nieut., c.

gen., a half, , IL 9, 616 :

though in plur. he sometimes makes
., agree with subst. . as ,
11. 21, 7, Od. 3, 155 : in Att. the subst.

is usu. in gen., yet gives its gender
and number to the adj., as ai, Thuc. 8, 8 ;, Xen.. Cjt. 4, 5,

4 : , Plat. Phaed.
104 A ; but also the subst. in same
case as adj., '/., Aesch.,

Eum. 428 ; , Thuc. 2, 78 :

and like Hom. as subst. , Ar.

Lys. 116, Thuc. 4, 83 : but also -
(sub. ) .

Plat. Legg. 956 D ; ', up
to one half, Dem. 430, 8. (Ace. to

Coray from, as dimidius from
medius.)'., ov, , a third half,

i. e. one and a half: but better as two
words.',, (-,) half-

slain.,., {-,)
hemisphere, Alex. Incert. 1, 7.,,, (-. ?.•) half-talent, as a weight,-, II. 23, 751 : oft. in Hdt., with or-

dinal numerals, as, 7.-, two talents and a half, (cf. Lat.

sestertius. Germ, anderthalb, i. e. 1 J^)

;

but, /., three half-tal-

ents. 1, 50, ubi V. Schweigh., ov, (-,)
half-salted, Archestr. ap. Ath. 117 A.'7., , , (/.) a re-

missio7i of half the tribute, .,
Luc.
''}., a, ov, dub. 1. for -

/., Dion. .7. ov,{-,.) half-

finished, Thuc. 3, 3.7., , (-, 7.) half-

ended, half-finished : ., house
but half complete, i. e. wanting its lord

and master, a widowed house, . 2,

701. Adv. -7., Longin.', ov, {^-,) half-rectangular, Tim. Locr.

98 A., ov, {-, )—., . , and,, , (-,) half an euiaich,, , , half, Diosc.', , (-,) half

cut through, cut in two, hence ., a

half, Hdt. 7, 39 ; 9, 37.—II. as subst.

70 7/u., a kind of bandage, also called

from its half-lozenge

shape, Hipp. : in genl. a hemisphere,

., Alex. Incert. 1, 10.,,, consisting

of half-tones : from, ov, TO, (-, rovof)
a halftone, Plut.'., ov, {-,)
half-lts]iing., , {-,) half
worn out., ov, (-,)
half-triangular.',,, half three-

daily,, a half-tertian fever,

Hipp.
or-, ov, , a

strong linen cloth, towel, napkin, Hipp.,

and Ar. Plut. 729. (Prob. an Aegypt.
word.), ov, , {-,)
a half, i. e. small grave.'-, ov, {-, -) half beaten to-death. []', ov, (-,) half-

asleep., , (-,) half-shi-

ning, half-bright, Leon. Tar. 67,
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,, {.•,)
half-bald, Anth. []',, {/.-,) half-
visible, Strab., , 6, {-,)
half robe, Aristaeii.,, half, fornieil like -.,, (-,) half-

knavish, Luc.•}, , and ?.,, {-,) half-burnt,., , {,-,)
half-fenced.., {-,) half-grown,
Menand. p. 289., , {-,) half-

sounding : , semivowels,

e. g. , , Arist. Poet., cf.., , , a kind of
garment, Ar. Fr. C16, v..',, {-,) half-

green., , , holding

half-, Theophr.,,,{-,)
half-, Hipp.', , holding half-

: /-, half-, The-
ophr. From',, 6, (-,)
half-, Hipp., , (-, ?^) half-

gall, half-bile, Hipp., , contr. -, ,
(-,) holding half- :

9]., half-, Hipp., , . {-,)
half-chorus, semichonts. The form-

is not Greek, Seidl. Eur. Tro.
153., , {-,)
halfsood. .\rist. Pol.', . {-,) half

of gold : hciice ., a half-staler,

Anaxandr. Anchis. 2., , {-,)
half in ruins., , Diosc, and-, , Strab., {-,) half-

cooled.'11?, , , worth

half an ohol, Ar. Ran. 554. From, , , also-,
=sq., Xen. An. 1, 5, 6.

')\3. . , or -2of, , 6,

{-,) a half-obol, Theophr, {) a half-hour,

Strab.^, perf pass, from.^, Ion. and poet, adv.. Dor., for which the Att. used :
—

I. of past time, when, as, after, oft. in

Hom., always in protasis ; the apo-
dosis is strictly introduced by/,
but also by ',
6, , II. 1, 475; 8, 68, etc.;

so too by alone. Soph. Tr. 156
;

also by and , Od. 2, 1 ; 19, 428,, Od. 4, 400 : the apod,
without any particle is rare, as Od. 3,

491 : Ap. Rh. has joined,
Schaf. Greg. p. 367.— II. with pres.,

while, so long as, Soph. Tr. 531., , , for, prob.
only assumed by Gramm. as orig.

form of .\eol., which Hom. and
Pind. always use., , , {/) skill in

throwing or shooting., , , bowing down,
sinking, Nic. : from, f -, {) to sink, bow
down, , his head dropped,

of a dying man, II. 8, .303 ; also,, bowed with his head,
of a horse, II. 19, 405; so of a corn-
field, , it bows, waves
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with its ears, 11. 2, 148 : nietaph. of
cities, to nod, toller, II. 2, 373 ; 4, 290;
and so of a house. Soph. Fr. 742 :

honce later in genl. to fall, perish,

Anth. Only poet. [In Ilom. in

pics., in fut. and aor. 1 ;
later re-

versely, V in pres., in fut. and aor.,

Jac. . P. p. 512, Wernicke Try ph.

15, p. 57.], , . Ion. for,
also Att. ace. to Mocris. Hence, Ion. for.', , ,. and in pi., the E/nodi Ulnntis, a

range of mountains in Scythia, Dion.

P. 748, Strab. 089., iinpf. from, II. 18, 551,
Hes. Sc. 288., , 6, () a thrower,

darter, slinger, , II. 23,

886 : hence/ and., conjunction with subjunct.
mood, contr. from euv : if, in case

that ; , unless : and in indirect

questions, like , whether, Hom., who
never uses: he also joins ?/v,, if or whether at all ; ,
if then ; and , if al-

ready, even if:—with opt. in Thuc. 3,

44, init very dub., v. Herin. Vig. n.

291, though examples are given by
Schaf. Mel. p. 87 :—never vvith indie.

Cf., uv.

'Hv, as interject., set ! see there

!

Lat. en ! also , Ar. Pac. 327,
cf. -,.
-, 1 and 3 sing. impf. from,

Hom.
'IL•, 1 sing. impf. from for.
"Hi', ace. sing. fem. from pron.

relat. of, Hom., ace. sing. fem. from pron.
possess, ., Hom.'', impf. from,
II. 18, 450.', adv. part. perf.

pass, from, perforce, Dion.
H., like, aor. 1 of., , , aor. 2 of,
post-Hom., , , aor. 1 of, Od.:
mid., II. 9, 127., , {*,)
strictly bearing or leading to a point.

hence far-stretching, continuous, and
of time, long, Nic. : cf.
Adv. -. like, continuous-

ly, without break, Emped. 381. (Re-
lated to,, much as Lat.

latus. wide, is to fero, latum.), ,,=^, Diosc.,,,{) windy,

airy, and so high, in Hom. epith. of

hills, etc.,esp. of Ilium; -, windy ravines, Od. 19, 432 :

but, rising into air, ,
airy, winged thought, Soph. Ant. 354., , ,=., ,(,)
walking on the wind,,.',,() sounding
like the wind., 3 impf. pass, from ,
Hdt., Att. perf. 2 of., , . Dor. for, aor.

2 of.. interject.,^^, cf.. [], , , the reins, oft. in

Hom., who uses this neut. form only,
and always in plur. : the sing,

is late ; strictly the bit : cf. sq. (I).\, , , the bitted bridle in

riding, the reins in driving, first in

Pind., V. foreg. : usu. in plur., but

also sing. Soph. Aj. 847: the sing,
for one rein. Id. El. 743 :, Aesch. Pr. 1010;, Eur. Ino21 ; and so inetaph.,

/). Plat. Prf)t. 338 A : as a mili-
tary term, ', wheeling to the

left, Polyaen.— 11. any leather thong,
esp. a shoe-string, Ar. Eccl. 508., interject., (,) see ! see

there ! Others write, as Greg.
Cor. p. 286, Kiessl. Theocr. 1, 149.

[r], adv., when, at ivhich time,

at the time when, mostly c. indie, only
once in Hom., Od. 22, 198 : later also
C. optat., whenever, So]>h. Phil. 705,
and Dem. : ' , like, c.

subj., freq. in Ar. Relative to.
interrog.. []>, , v., ., . , , Enio

feus, son of Thebaeus, charioteer ol

lector, II. 8, 120., , , a saddler's

shop, Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 8 : and, , to make bridles 01

reins : from, . , (,)
bridle-maker, saddler., , to guide by reins,

to drive, Eur. Phoen. 172 : from, , (,}
turning or guiding hy reins : b .,
charioteer. Soph. El. 731., , ,() chariot-

driving. Plat. Gorg. 516 , etc., Ion. , 6, poeL
for. II. : from, to be, to hold the

reins, drive, absol., II. II, 103, Od. G,

319.—II. with case, to bridle, govern,
sway, c. gen., . ^\;,
Anacr. 4 ; but usu. c. ace,,
Anth., cf. and sq., , prose form for foreg.,

usu. c. ace, as Hdt. 4, 193 ; but c.

gen. in Plat. Phaedr. 246 B. : abso).

Xen. Mem. 1, 1, 9., /, , Heniochl, wife ot
king Creon in Thebes, Hes. Sc. 83.,,,=. Plat.

Phaedr. 246 . '' '
"^, , , Strab. and-, Heniochia, a region of Asiatic

Sarmatia near the Euxine, Strab.

:

also a city of foreg., 7/, ,() fit for
driving,, Plat. Phaedra 253 "C
skilled therein, hence -, sub.,
the art of driving, coachmanship. Id.

Ion 538 B.,, ol, the Henidchi, inhab.
of Heniochia, said to be descended
from the charioteers of Castor and
Pollux, Arist. Pol., Strab. p. 496., , .(,) holding
the reins, i. e. a driver, charioteer, oft.

in I!., where is sometimes
opp. to {the w.irrior by the

side of his chariot), II. 2.3, 132 ; hence
the latter as subordinate was callecl, II. 5, 580, etc., not that
he was a slave, but a free soldier, in-

deed often a hero, as Meriones is

charioteer to Idomeneus, Patroclus
to Achilles ; nay in II. 8, 89 Hector
is called, cf. II. 18, 225; 23,
460 ; and so in genl., one who goes in

or fights from a chariot.— II. a rider,

Thcogn. 260.—III. , the

helmsman, Valck. Hipp. 1223.— IV.
metaph. one who guides, sways, governs,

directs, itv., Pind..
6,111., , , Henidchus, a comic
poet, Ath. 271 A, etc., lengthd. form of 3 sing.



aor. 2 trom, to chide, rebuke,

Horn, [i]',, . nom. pi. /, {.)
a year old, yearling,, 11. 0, 94, Od.

3, 382. [ace. sing, in Od. I.e.]

^'0^^ iinpf. from, Od. 3, 496.^, , b, son of Enops, i. e.

Satnius, 11. 14, 444.', Ep. and Ion., ,
(uvj/p) manhood, manly strength and
tpirit, Horn., esp. in 11.0,. , , in Horn. 11. 16,

108 ; 18, 349, Od. 10, 360, always in

phrase ', with glittering

brass. (Aec. to some ancients=,
too bright to be looked at : Others from

ivoTTzpov, mirror-bright : or=,
rinsing, sounding: cf. the kindred

word- : Suid., voce, ^,, quotes it as epilh. of

and of, u-heat.)',, 6, Enops, a Trojan,

11. 14, 445.-2. a Greek, father of

Clytomedes, II. 23, 634.

'YlvTo, 3 pi. impf. from, U. 3,

153.'", ,, (•) thefourth

stomach of ruminating animals, in wh.
the digestion was completed, Ar. Eq.

356, 1179.', Ion. plqpf. from,
q. v., Od., 3 sing, plqpf. from(),
Horn.^, aor. 1 from,.
^, 3 sing. aor. 1, Horn.

'Hfif, ^-, -, () a coming, ar-

rival., dat. sing, from. Hom.. a, ov, Ion., (^•)^, in the morning : toward morning,

eastern, Lat. orientalis, Od. 8, 29 ; opp.

to.— II. as subst. /,
sub., the morning, ,
all the morning, Od. 4, 447, cf Hesych.
in voc.—III. ai '-, was a poem
of Hesiod. so called because each
sentence began with ..., 1 pi. impf from, to go,

Od., a, ov, (,) contr. from, on the shore, Anth.'', , and —, , to be

in want : a rare Dor. word, akin to, , ,,. Hence', , , want, Anth., cf.

Jac. . P. p. 108.^, V. sub.,, , the liver, Hom. :

regarded as the seat of the passions,

esp. anger and love, and so with us
equiv. to the heart, freq. in Trag., v.

Valck. Hipp. 1070; esp. as a vital part,

ovrdv Tiva ' '}rrap, II. 20, 469
;?. '. Soph. Tr. 932,, Eur. Or. 1063 : also ', to be pregnant, (as the

Germans say unlerm Htrzen tragen),

Eur. Supp. 919.— II. like ,
fruitful land, Agroetas ap. Schol. Ap.
Rh. 2, 1248.'', , , and in Hipp.,,,,=^.',, , ,=..'. () to be Itke the liver,

liver-coloured, Diosc.•, , ,{) of, in, or

belonging to the liver : esp. afflicted in

the liver, ill of a liver-complniiLt, Diosc.', , , dim. from,
Ar. Fr. 421.,, 6, fern,, ,^=^ : ^, the vena

cava ascende/ns, Hipp.', , {, )
shaped like the liver, DiosC.", ov, , a fish, so called,

HIIEI

perhaps from its colour, Eubul. La-
con. 2.'&, , to inspect the

liver for soothsaying, LXX., , , an inspecting

of the liver, soothsaying,, , , =-.',, {,)
inspecting the liver, soothsaying, Lat.

extispex, Artemid.', , {, *)
dividing the liver, for soothsaying.

Lye. 839., , fut. -,{,) to eat the liver, Sext. Emp.", 3 sing. aor. 2 act. of-, Od. 14, 488., , , weak, weakly, in-

firm, of Nestor's charioteer, U. 8, 104

:

unsound, halting, as Vulcan calls him-
self, Od. 8, 311, cf Suid. in voc. : in

Hipp.,. ', a slight, trifling fever,

V. Foiis. Oecon. (The ancients derive

it from ,, whence the read-

ing in Opp. ; but Schnei-
der better from /.) Hence'), , to weaken, disable,, ov. TO, Xen. Hell. 3, 2,

30;, Hdt. 4, 148;,
Polyb. 4, 77, 9 ; Epium or Epiinn, a

small town of Elis Triphylia be-

tween Heraea and Macistus.', ,{,*)
born or living on the mainland, like7/, of the Persians, Aesch.
Pers. 42., adv. from the mainland,
Arat.", , , the mainland, main,
in Hom. usu. of the land, as opp. to

the sea ;, to the main, Od.
18,84: ', by land. Hdt.
4, 97, etc. : hence in Od. 5, 50, even
an island is called : but—II.

in Od. 14, 97, 100, it is the mainland

of Greece, as opp. to its islands, and
esp. to Ithaca, which parts were af-

terwards called as n. pr.

:

so too Hdt. 1, 171. Thuc. 1, 5, etc.

:

Asia was esp. called , the

continent, Hdt. I, 90; 4, 91, Xen.
Hell. 3, 1, 5, cf. II., but
also Europe, hence Soph. Tr. 100,, the two continents,

Europe and Asia, aec. to the oldest

division of the world by which Aegypt
was made part of Asia, cf. Schaf
Mel. p. 37, and on Bos Ell. v.,
Voss Virg. G. 2, 116.-III. the inland

parts, as opp. to the coast .• hence, q. v. (Usu. deriv. from
sc. yfj.) Hence

f, ov, ?/, Epirus, a province
of Greece lying between Macedonia,
Thessaly, Aearnania, and the Ionian
sea, prop, first in Thuc. 3, 114; for

Horn, notion v. foreg., ,() to make into

7nainland: pass, to become so, Thuc. 2,

102 : opp. to?.,, . fem.-,,() of the mainland, born or liv-

ing thereon : esp. living in the inland

parts, as opp. to the coast, ?, a city on the main, opp. to

the island, Hdt. 1, 151 : .,
alliance ivith a military power, opp. to

., Thuc. 1, 35.—II. esp. of
or 072 the mainla/id of Asia, Asiatic,

Eur. Andr. 159, cf. II.—2. ojf

or belonging to Epirus, an Epirote,

Strab., ,, of belonging

toantp, continental, Xen. Hell.

6, 1, 4.—II. of Epirus, Epirotic, Strab., poet, for, once
found in several places of Hom. and

Hes.. where is now read
for (5': yet Gaisf. Hes. Th.
562, Bekk.,Plat. Legg. 7J9 A, retain.', poet,, () than at all,

than even, after a comparative, Hom.,
and Hdt., in the same way as, just as,

cf. 9•, , , {-) cheat, Critias 7, 3., > Ion. , , =, Od. 11, 364.,, , cheating.., , , cheat, de-

ceiver, II. 3. 39 ; 13. 769 : from, to cheat, cajole, deceive,

mislead, Hom., usu. c. ace. pers., as

n. 5, 349 ; but}. Od. 15, 421. (Prob. from,,,, to talk over,

not from.) Hence., , pecul. fem. of, ., cheating arts,

Poet. ap. Strab., to inend, patch up, re-

pair, Ar. Fr. 28 : a rare word, but also

\n Gal., and Aristid. : the pres. would
be,=>. Hence', , , a mender, cobbler,

and in genl.=:u/ctff7^f, Batr. : a very
rare word, for which was
used, Lob. Phryn. 91., , , fem. of foreg.,

=

., also-, , , a
needle for mending, patching./., , (/.) to have a

fever or ague, Ar. Ach. 1165.,, b, the night-mare,

Sophron ap. Hdn., elsewh..
[]'', ov, 6, with and without, a fever attended with violent

shivering, a sort of hot ague, Theogn.
174, Hipp., etc. : ,
an. ague to nightingales, com. name of

a bad poet, Phryn. (Com.) Ineert. I.— II. =^, the night-mare, so

prob. in Ar. Vesp. 1038. [j] Hence/,. , {,)
like the /., aguish, Hipp., , , an assuagingf

soothing application : from, . f.- or -, {")
to soothe, assuage, [], ov, , Ion. for', Hdt.', ov, (,)
softly-rolling,. Anth., ov,(,) that

gives soothing gifts, southing by gifl\

fond,, II. 6, 251., ov, ,(,)
= foreg., Orph., ov,{,) soft

of mind, Anth./., ov, 6, ?., d,=s/., . . p. 42..,, b, a moth, Arist.. A,
8,27, 2; ace. to others /.:
hence some derive the Lat. papiho., ov, {,) of
kirullyfate. Poet. ap. Ath. 542 E., ov, soft-speaking... , (the soothing) Epione,

wife of Aesculapius, goddess of the

healing art, Paus. 2. 27,5, Anth., etc.', , lov, but in Hes. Th.
407, and usu. Att. , ov, soft, gentle,

mild, kind. Hom. ; , kind or good
to one, II. 8, 40. Od. 10, 337, etc.

;, to have kind feeling

towards one, oft. in Hom., and mostly
of a father, prince, or judge ; hence
calm, impartial, mild: also of things,

as Hes. Op. 785, . c. inf.,

is a day lucky or favvurabU to do or
(U7



undertake a thing on, just as he also

uses : of heat and cold, 7)iiW.

less i7iie>ixe, Plat. Phaedr. 279 ;
ami

so ., of a fever, Hipp.

—

II. act. southing, assuagini^, calmnig,

7/-ia, 11. 4, 218; II, 515;
opp. to, Hdt. 3, 130 ; so,/
<1), Soph. Phil. 098. Adv.-,
coinp. 7/7-, Dein. (Piob. to

be referred to "-,,.)-,, /, gentleness, 7niUl-

ness, Hecatae. Abd. ap. Joseph.,, , i], (,/,)
gentle-minded, Emped.^,, 6, ,[,)
with southing hand, Anth.', oz',= foreg., Orph.-, ,=7/-. — II. intr. to

feel easier and better, Hipp., or as Wolf ,=7/, in

both signfs. or and as, modiiied by, or perhaps, as perhaps, etc., 11. 6,

438, Od. 11, 459.', or with Wolf in Horn,, of a truth, doubtless, I suppose, I

ween, usu. to add a confirmatory sup-

position, U. 3, 43; 16, 830: after a

negat., ynuch less, Goller Thuc. 8, 27.

— II. in a question it increases its

force, IS It then/ Od. 13, 234: or put

alone, is't not so ? nonne ? also 7/
ov

;

, , Ep. for, which
however is not found,{) calling,

crying, /, the loud-voiced

herald, II. 7, 384; ., the

shrill pipe, Q. Sm. : liJie, etc.. ov, , son of Epytus, i. e.

Periplias, a Trojan herald, II. 17, 324

;

cf. Virg. JEn. 5, 547 sqq., 579.', f. -vau. Dor., {,) to call, call on, call out or forth,, Od. 9, 399 ; 10, 83.— II. to call

aloud, cry, sound, Horn., not of the

human voice, but of the wind, to

howl, roar, II. 14, 399, of the lyre, to

sound, Od. 17, 271. [v in pres., except
in Mosch. 2, 120 : in fut. always ,
e.g. Eur. Hec. 155, Supp. 800,]

'HP, TO, poet. nom. for iap, q. v.,

spring, Lat. ver, Alcm. 24: the gen.

and dat.,, are the only cases

used in prose. Piers. Hdn. 434, Schaf.

Mel. p. 35 : strictly the early year or

day, and so morning, but this only in

the adv., q. v.

t'Hp,, 6. Er, son of Armeni-
us, who pretended to be dead for ten
days, and reported wonderful things

he had seen in the other world, Plat.

Rep. 614 B.—2. one of the ancestors
of Christ, N. T., 3 sing. impf. from., 1 sing. aor. 1 from aipu., four times in Horn., -, 11. 14, 132 ;

or , Od. 3, 164 ; 16,

375 ; 18, 56 ; and later ijpa, Orph., to bring one what is agree-

able, pleasing, welcome, to do one a kind
service, to favour, gratify, please, assist,

relieve ; and SO mostly like the prose. Hence later writers took, as equiv. to, and joined it

C. gen., for the sake of. on account of,

for ; but prob. first in Call. Fr. 41, v.

Jac. A. P. p. 876. (Herodian makes
it ace. of a suhst. , Aristarch. iieut.

pi. of an adj.. but prob. the true

root is* ; so that it is akin to -, 7/,, and equiv.

to the fonipd. : all these ibrms
have the common notion of fii, suita-

ble, agreeable.)

"H/ia,. Ion.'., , Hera, the
T.,at. Juno, queen of the gods, daugh-
ter of Kronos (Saturn) and Rhea, sis-
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HPAK
ter and wife of Jupiter, II. 16, 432;
and in lloni. usu. represented at strife

with him. (Peril, akin to 7/, Lat.

herns, hera.) Hence
VHpuia, , ?/, Hcraea, a small city

of Arcadia on the borders of Klis near

the Alpheus, now Agiani, Xen. Hell.

3, 2, 30 : 'llpaitvc,, an inhob.

of Hcraea, Thuc. 5, 67: fem. adj.,, of Heraea, Paus.

t'HpaZa, •, ,, Junonii Monies

in Sicily, Diod. S., , , Heraecus, son of

Lycaon, Apollod.

fWpalov, ov, TO, v. sub', a

temple of Juno, Hdt., etc., esp. a cele-

brated one in Argolis between Argos
and Mycenae containing a colossal

statue of this goddess by Polycletus,

Hdt. 1, 31, etc.—II. Heraeum, a point

of land in the Corinthian territory op-

posite Sicyon with a temple of Juno,
Thuc. 3, 95: Xen. Hell. 4, 5, 5.—III.

a citv of Thrace near Perinthus, Hdt.

4, 90.',,, (") of or be-

longing to Juno : , []
the temple of Juno, Heraeum, Hdt. 1,

70, etc. : Tu, {') festival of
Juno, Ath. 525 E.', contr./, . Ton.

gen., contr.',
in Horn./ : Ion. dat.-
7.. contr.', '?., in

Horn.? 7ji : Ion. acc.'Hpa/c/ffu,
contr./. in Hom. '//,
rarely with double contr. /?;,
Soph. Tr. 476, Plat. Phaed. 89 C, la-

ter also : voc.,?., in later prose also-
'. Lob. Phryn. 640: Nom. plur., only Plat. Theaet. 169 B.

With poet, and Ion. elision of one
vowel, /'•,, 'Upa-?, Hdt. :

—

Heracles, Lat. Hercules,

son of Jupiter and Alcmcna, from
Hom. downwds. the most famous of

the Greek heroes : the vocat., esp. in

forms, and ", is

usu. an exclamation of surprise, an-

ger or disgust, like Lat. Hercle and
Mehercle, Ar. Ach. 184, Nub. 24.— II.

the luckiest throiv with the dice was call-

ed '/, as well as'.
and, cf., [, freq.,

even in Att., Pors. Med. 675.] Hence/., , , (sub., Her-
cules' city) Heraclea : I. in Greece,— 1.

a city of Thessaly in the territory

of Trachis, (about six stadia from
Trachis, and sixty from Thermopy-
lae) built by the Lacedaemonians in

conjunction with the Trachinians,
hence called 'Hp. rj ,
Thuc. 4, 78, and , Xen.
Hell. 1, 2, 18.—2., a city

of Macedonia on the confines of llly-

ria, Strab.—3. a town of Elis (Pisa-

tis) on the Cytherius, Strab.— II. in

Asia,— 1. tlovTiK//, a celebrated

city of Bithynia on the Pontus Eux-
inus, a colony of the Megarians, now
Erekli, Xen. An. 6, 2, 1 ; Strab., etc.

—2. a town of the Mytileneans on
the Mysian Acte, Strab. p. 607.—3.

Latmi, a city of Ionia at the foot of

Mt. Latmus, its ruins are near the

mod Oufa Bafi, Strab.—4. a city of

Caria, Iil.—5. a city of Media, built

by the Macedonians, Id.— 6. a city of

Syria near Antioch, Id.—Others of
this name in Strab., etc.—111. in Italy,

a celebrated city of Lucania near the
Siris,also called/£•, now
Cnlicoro, Strab.+'/, o)V, , festival of Her-
cules, Thuc, etc., V. sub 1., Ep. ao, Ion.-.

HPAR
, 6, son of Hercules, i. e. Thessains,
II. 2, 679.—2.Tlepolemus, lb. 653 ; 5,

628 : in genl. descendant of Hercules,

esp. in pi. oi,, the He-
racUdae, descendants of Hercules, who
overran the Peloponnesus 80 years
after the Trojan war ; from these
were descended the kings of Sparta,
Htlt., Thuc, Xen., etc.— 11. as pr. n.

HernclUle.'i, of Mylassa, a general oi

the Caiians, Hdt. 5, 121.—2. a Cy-
maean, Id. 1,158; 5.37; writer of a
work on Persian affairs, [)
Ath. 48 C, etc.?—3. son of Lysima-
chus, a leader of the Syracusans in
the Peloponnesian war, Thuc. 6, 73,
103.— 4. son of Aristogenes, a Syra-
cusan, Xen. Hell. 1, 2, 8.-5. of Cla-
zomenae, a leader of the Athenians,
Plat. Ion 541.— 6. ', Arist.

Pol.—7. , a philosopher, a
pupil of Plato and Aristotle, Diog.
Laert., who mentions many others
of this name.-—8. a comic poet, Ath.
532 E,—Many others in Ath., etc.^', Ion. -ifiov, ov, , the

Heracleum, temple ofHercules ; v. sub. As prop, n., HeraclHum,
a city of Sicily, elsewhere,
Strab, p. 266.—2. Hercidaneum, a city

of Campania, Id. p. 246.—3. a city at
the outlet of the Maeotis, Id.— 4. a
city of Syria, Id.—5. a city of Crete
near Cnosus, Id.—6. a city of ^gypt
near ('anopus. Id p. 788 ; cf. Hdt. 2,
113.—II. of promontories,— 1. prom.
Herculeum, in Bruttium, the southern
point of Italy, now Capo di Spartiven-

to, Strab.—2. in Pontus, near Ami-
sus. Id.. ov, , {'-,) . Hercules-Xanthias,
comic appell. in Ar. Ran. 499., a, ov, also, ov. Soph.
Tr. 51, Ep.', 7/, ov ; of or
belonging to Heracles, ]'?77,
for Hercules himself, the powerful Her-
cules, Hom., cf. Hor. Od. 1,3,36 : 'Hp.

7., the pillars of Hercules, the op-
posite headlands of Calpe in Europe
and Abyla in Africa corresponding to

Gibraltar and Apes' Hill near Tan-
gier, Hdt. 4, 8 : TO /., Ion.

-ifiov, sub., the temple of Hercides,
Id. 2, 44, etc. : , his fes-
tival, Ar. Ran. 651.—II. -
., the epilepsy, Hipp.— 111.-, hot baths, Ar. Nub. 1051.

—IV. ?, the magnet,

Plat. Tim. 80 C, v. II.—V.
70, a medicinal plant, He-
racleum, Theophr. tAdv. -, in the

manner of Hercules, Luc., v..', a, ov, of HeraclUiis,

HeracUttan, Plat. Rep. 498 A., to be a follower ofHe-
raclitus the philosopher, Arist. me-
taph. : formed like, etc.

Hence, , 6, afollower of
Heraclitus./., , , Heraclitus, a
celebrated philosopher of Ephesus, of
the Ionian school. Plat. Symp. 187

;

Arist., etc—2. a poet of Halicamas-
sus. Strab.—3. a juggler of Mytilene
in the time of Alexander, Ath. 438 C ;

also a harper of Tarentum, Id.—Oth-
ers in Diog. L., etc..,, HeracleodOrus,

masc. pr. n., Arist.^, 6, Port of Her-
cules, a port of Alysia in Acarnania,
Strab.—2. a port of Etruria near Cos-
sae, now Porto d' Hercole, Id.—Others
in Strab., , , Heracleon,



HPHP
fdther of the Syrian prince Diony-
sius, Strab.—2. a grammarian of Eph-
esus, Ath. 7G ., etc./.,,, Ep. lengthd.
form for Hpa/cAeiof, q. v.

VHpnK/., o. Ion. for-
6. Hdt.

t'Hpu/cP.^i'of, tri,, Ion. for 'Hpti-

7., Hdt.

t'Hpa«?L7?if,, , the Heracleid, a

poem relating to Hercules, Arist.', , contr. from,
q. V.

t'HpUK£jv,, 6, Heracon, a Mace-
donian, Arr. An. 6, 27., ov, a, Heramithres,

masc. pr. n., Luc.', , V. sub., , , =,
Diosc.

'Hpavof, ov, , a guardian, ruler,

master, acc. to Gramm. : Hermesian.
16, 2'3, cafis Musaeus and Hesiod, ,
friend of the Graces, master of all wis-

dom. The verb, only in

Gramm., who explain it by,. (From, not without
a play on, cr.-.), 3 sing. aor. 2 act. of,
Hom.
t'Hparfu/f, Heratemis, a canal in In-

dia, Arr. Ind. 39, 1.', 3 sing. aor. 1 mid. of,
Hom.

'Hpuro, 3 sing. impf. from,
Hom.
t'Hpeaf, ov, 6, Hereas. masc. pr. n.,

a Megarian. Plut. Thes. 20, and before a vowel,
adv. stilly, gently, quietly, calmly, soft-

ly. Ar. Pac. 82 ; . /MV, Plat.

Phaed. (52 A : a little, slightly, opp. to^. Plat. Theael. 152 A : by de-

grees, opp. to, Id. Rep. 017

A. The adj., from which it

is usu. derived, is found as positive

only in Gramm.,, being used
instead : but the irr. conipar.-, is used in the above senses,

Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 63 ; with adv.-, lb. 3, 1, 30. Cf. .
(Perh. akin to,, perh.

also to.) Hence, to be still, silent, esp. from
grrief, LXX..,, adj. of,
soft, still, gentle, easy, slight, first in

Hipp. Adv. -, Xen. Eq. 9, 5.

Jlence,, , rest, Hipp., a, ov, irreg. comp. of, v..', , to be still, quiet, calm.

Plat. Gorg. 527 B. Hence,, , a becoming still,

quiet, calm, a calming. Tim. Locr., [l] adv. for, now read

in Ar. Ran. 315, from the Rav. MS.,
where a second hand gives., , , {) stillness,

calmness, rest, Dem. 168, 15., () to calm, cause to

rest : hence pass, to be still, at rest,

Arist. Org. : but also—II. intr.=;)pe-

), Xen. Lac. 1, 3.', ov, v..^,. .^=., , , the priestess of

Juno at Argos, E. M., cf. Miiller Ar-
chaol. d. Kunst ^ 69., Ion. for ypovv, impf from, Hes. Sc. 302'.

"Hp;?, Ion. for, Hom., 3 sing, plqpf 2 of", II.

12, 56., 3 sing, plqpf. pass. Ion.

oi, 11.

^, ov, TO, Eretum, an ancient
Sabine city, now Rimane, Strab., adv., early, at early morn,
Horn., who usu. joins,' , or, II. 9, 360, Od. ID, 320 ; in

Thuc. itua , early in

the summer. (It is taken to be orig.

a dat. of , lap, spring ; prob. akin
to/ as twilight, and -.)}., . (,*•}') early-

born, child of morn, in Horn, always
epith. of: some take it act.,

mnru-producmg, mother of morn : also

without, as prop. n.,
Od. 22, 197 ; 23, 347., ef,^foreg., •, .
Rh.,, , early old. name
of a groundsel, from its hoary down,
Lat. senecio, Theophr., , . Erigdne. daughter
of Icarius, beloved of Bacchus, Apol-
lod.—2. daughter of Aegisthus, Pans., ov, 6, Eridnnus . a river

famous m the old legends, said to flow
into Ocean from the N. W. of Europe,
first in Hes. Th. 338, cf. esp. Hdt. 3,

115. Later authors took it mostly for

the Po, as first in Eur. Hipp. 737

;

others also for the Rhone or the Rhine,

and some have even tried to identify

it with the Radaune, near Danzig, v.

Bahr ad I. c.—2. a small stream of

Attica falling into the Ilissus, Paus.. 6, a grave-digger ; and, , , a corpse : (from, q. v.), ov, or ., ,
mystic epifh. of a god, prob. of Bac-
chus or Priapus, Orph. Hymn. 6, 4, v.

Lob. Aglaoph. p. 479. (Usu. deriv.

from , : others from -,-, V. Lob. 1. c.), 3 sing. aor. 2 act. from-, 11. 17, 295.\, poet.,, , Erin-. a Grecian poetess, a contempo-
rary of Sappho, A nth., ,,{)~, Pind.

P. 9. 82., ov, . a mound, barrow, II.

23, 126 : rare in prose, though it oc-

curs in Dem. 1319. 27, Lycurg. ap.

Harp. V. . (Usu. deriv. from
.), 3 sing. aor. 2 act. from-. Hom.7., , . {,) early-

walking, and so like, the

morn, dawn, Anth.

ipia, a, , Herippidas. a La-
cedaemonian, Xen. Hell. 3, 4, 6., 3 sing. aor. 1 act. from -, Hes. Th. 928.. . sub.\,, , Eriphunis, a Ly-
ric poetess, Ath. 619 C., adv. part, perf pass,

from, filly, properly, Diod.. ov, 6, Herodicus, of Se-
lymbria, at first a teacher of gymnas-
tics, afterwards a physician. Plat.

Phaedr. 227 D.—2. of Leontini. a
brother of Gorgias, Plat. Gorg. 448
B.—3. an Athenian historian, Arist.

—Others in Ath., etc.^. ov, ofHerodotus, Hero-
clotean, Strab. : from, ov, , Herddotns, the
celebrated historian, born at Halicar-
nassus in Caria, B. C. 484, Hdt., etc.

—2. a Theban, victor in the Isthmian
games, Pind 1. 1 —3. sonof Basilides,

an Ionian, Hdt. 8, 132.—4 a jihiloso-

pher of Tarsus, a follower of Timon,
DioGT. L.—Others in Ath., etc.'', Of, , Herodorus, '•, a Greek grammarian of Hera-

clea II. 1, a contemporary of Aristo-
tle, Arist.. Plut., etc.,, , Heromenes, masc.
pr. n., a Macedonian, Arr. An. 1, 25., ov, , Heropt/thus, ofAb-
dera, Hipp.—2. an Athenian archon,
Dem. 282, 7.— 3. an Ephesian, Arr.. ov. , Hirosca-
mandrus, an Athenian, Plat. Theag.
129 B.\, ov, 6, Herostratus, an
Ephesian. who, to acquire a perpetu-
al name, set fire to the temple of Di-
ana at Ephesus, Strab., , , Herophanes,
masc. pr. , Paus., ov. . Herophanlus, a

tyrant of Parnim in the time of Dari-

us Hystaspis, Hdt. 4, 138.

t'Hpoipi'AfiOf, ov, of Herophilus, Gal.,

Strab.?., , , HeropMle, name of
a Sibyl, Paus./^, ov. , Herophihis, a cel-

ebrated physician of Chalcedon, Gal.,

Plut.—2. a Cynic philosopher, Luc., ov, h, Herophytus, a Sa-
mian, Plut. Cim. 9.

t'Hp-a, Htrpa, a small town of Cap-
padocia, Strab., aor. 1 from., ov, , dim. from-

Plut.., , of or belonging to

the, Nic., ov. 6. Plut., and-, , , Nic. Th. 5. mn^o., 3 sing aor. 2 from,
II., cf ., 3 sing. aor. 2 from,
"• f^'i .... , -', 2 sing. impf. from,
Od. 18. 176., poet, for. dat. sing.

from, II. 7, 453. Od. 8, 483

t'Hpo, . . Hero, the beautiful

priestess of V'enus at Sestus, beloved
of Leander, Mus., .\nth., u, , Herodas, a Syracusan,
Xen. Hell. 3, 4, 1.. ov, , Herddes, 6 \\•, of Marathon, an Athenian soph-
ist, Luc.—2. Herodfs, Hrrod, name of
several kings of Judaea, in the time
of Christ, and the apostles, Jos.. N.
T.— 1. Hernd the Great, made king of
the Jews by the Romans through the
influence of Antony.—2. Herod Anti-
pas, son of foreg., tetrarch of Gali-

lee and Petraea.—3. Herod Agrippa,
grandson of Herod the Great.—4.

Herod Agrippa, sumamed Minor, son
of foreg., last king of the Jews. Jos.,

in N. T. iinder the name of Agrippa
alone. Act. 25, and 26., , oi, the partisans of
Herod, N. T. Matth. 22. 6, etc.. ov, 6, Herodian, an his-

torian; also, a grammarian of Alexan-
drea.,, , Herodias, grand-
daushter of Herod the Great. N. T.\,, , Herodion, masc.
pr. n., N. T., ,,=:(^., ov, , sub.

or, a distich, consisting of an
hexameter and a pentameter., ov, , sub.,=:
foreg., () to urite heroic verse

or an epic poem., .,() of, belonging

to a hero, heroic. Plat. Crat 398 :., the heroic verse, hexameter,

Arist Rhet., and poet. Adv -«air., , , contr., fern,, a heroine, Ar. Nub. 313. [<]
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^, , ,=/, /,
Find. . 13, 71.

_,, ,=7'/. Find. .
11, 13.—3. as adj. pecul. iem to //-. . Rli. 1, 1018.', 7/, , cuntr. ,^=., impf. from, Od.

12, 337.

t"Hpi.Ji',,, /7croi!. a celebrated

mathematician ol Ale.xandrea., a, 6, Hemndns, iiiasc. pr.

11., Plut. ; esp. a writer of iambics,

Ath. 86 .\, , , contd. for,
Ar. Nub. 315.', , , (/,)
the descent of heroes, a poein of Hesiod

'Hpuo?iO},,{/,) to sing,

tell, uriie of heroes, Strab. Hence.?, , fj, a tale of heroes,

Ath., OV, TO, the temple or chapel

of a fiero. as the Heracleum, etc.,

where, , or, is usu.

supplied, Hdt. 5, 47, etc.— II. an hex-

ameter, sul)., Plut.— III tu, the festival of a hero, sub.,
Fiut. : strictly neut. from', , . or, ,.—, esp '/-, c aut sine

&>}, the heroic measure, hexameter,

Plat. Rep. 400 : so too, fjp-,

Dem. Phal. : -, the dactyl.

Flat. : from", a, gen.. (for which
some read. 0.1. G, 303, but Wolf
prefers pronouncing) in Faus-
an. 7/ : dat., poet, coiitr. /,
. 7, 453, Od. 8, 483, Ar. Av. 1485 :

ace. sing, and plur.,, Att.

contr.,.
In floin., is a title of honour,^

given not only to u'nrmr-chiefs and'
their followers, esp. to the Greeks
before Troy, {avfipac,,, : -,), II. 2, 110; 19. 34, Od.
1, 101, etc. ; but also to men who had
nothing to do with war or conuiiand,

as Od. 8, 483, to the minstrel Demo-
docus, and Od, 18, 423, to the herald
MuUus, cf. Hdt. 7. 134 ; nay in Od.
7, 44, the unwarlike Phaeacian peo-

ple, are so called. So that, was
orig. applied to any free-man. oi' the
ante-Hellenic age, respectable by birth,

or for skill in any pursuit, esp. in war ;

this ase was called the Hemic, cf \p.
Lex. Hom. p. 403 Toll., Serv. Virg.

Aen. 1, 200, Thirlw. Hist. Gr. 1, 123,

sq. The Germ, herr,
( Sir) in its

earliest usage, e. g. in the Nibelun-
genlied, may be compared with,
and is perh. akin to it:, too,

and Lat. hems, hera, seem to belong
to the same root.— II. as the heroic
age gained dignity by antiquity, the

heroes were exalted above the race of
common men. There is a trace of this

in Hom. himself, for II. 12, 23, the he-
roes are called :
it was fully carried out in Hes. Op.
170, where the Blessed Hiroes are the
Fourth Age of men, who fell before
Thebes and Troy and then passed to

the Islands of the Blest. These must
not be confounded with the.
who stood one step higher, between
them and the gods.— III. but heroes,
as objects of worship, occur first in

Find., who makes them a race be-

tween gods and men, demigods,-. Tilt! term was so first used of

such as were born from a god and a
mortal, as Hercules, Memnon : then
of such as were honoured for services

done to man kind, as Theseus, Hence
620

—IV. later, esp. in historical writers,

the heroes are inferior local deiiies. pat-

ron.* of tribes, cities, guilds, etc. : so

at Athens the , were
the heroes after whom the

were named : esp. the founders of a

race or city (, )

were worshipped under this name:
they had small temples or chapels
dedicated to them by the state, {,). with offerings and festivals,

but always distinct from the national

gods, V. Hdt. 1, 168; 5, 66. Thuc. 4,

87 ; 5, 11, etc.—V. late Greek writers

used , to express Lat. diviis

:

hence— VI. in genl. for,
the late, the deceased, Alciphr. 3, 37,

cf. Jac. A. F. p. 341., , (city of heroes)

HeroiipoUs, a City of lower ^iEgypt,

Strab.

'Hf. Dor. for , 3 sing. impf. from. to be., aor. 1 from., aor. 1 from., 2 sing, from, 11.2, 255., ov, 6, lesaias, Isaiah, a

celebrated prophet of Israel, N. T.. ov, 6, Hesaenus, a moun-
tain of Faeonia, Arist., 3 pi. impf from , Hom., Att. for {/. 3 pi. phipf
c. impf signf from, Eur. Cycl.
231.— II. for,, 3 plur.

impf of f/ui, rare and only poet., in

Hom. only once in compd.,
Od. 19, 445.

"Haaro, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 from, Od. 9. 353., , indecl. Esau, elder son of

Isaac, N. T.", inf fut. of, Od.', Aeol. for. 2 sing, impf of, to be, oft. in Hom. : and not un-
usu. in common language.

'

, inf from )., adv. part, perf pass,

of, with a sense or feeling,.", , , aor. 1 of,
Hom., , {,) throwing

liwrds, i. e. babbler,

f, ov, of Hesiod, Hcsiodian,

Plat. . from, ov, 6, Hesiod, a celebra-

ted Grecian poet, born at Ascra in

Boeotia, though commonly said to be

of Cyme in Aeolis, Find. I. 6, 98: v.

G.ittl. praef ad Hes. p. VII, sq., ed. 2., , , Hesidne, daughter
of Oceanus. wife of Prometheus,
Aesch. P. 560.—2. daughter of Lao-
medon, given by Hercules in mar-
riage to Telamon, Apollod.

'Haif,, ,{) delight., for, 3. sing. impf.

from, II. 3, 388., , 6, , also',, , •,= Lat. Esqaili-

nus collis, the Esquiline hill in Rome,
Strab., Att. for, 1 plur.

plqpf ( impf ) of oliia, Aesch. Ag.
1099, cf Piers. Moer. p. 174: like, for,., 2 sing, imperat. from,
Hom., , , Att.. a defeat,

discomfitare, opp. to. Flat. Legg.
638 ;, in war. Id. Lach.
196 A : c. gen. rei, a yielding, giving
may to a thing,,.
Plat. Legg. 869 : from', f., some-
times also, Lys. 180. 19,
from Att. : Ion.,
contr., Hdt., {) : as

pass., to be less, i. e. tveakcr, than alio

ther,, hence to be unequal, infe
rior to him, to be beaten, worsted, de-

feated by him, Hdt., and Trag. : to give
tony, yield, submit to one, esp. to one's
passions and desires, rov,
Thuc. 4, 37, , Xen. Ages.
5, 1 ; absol. to be beaten or defeated,), Hdt. 5, 46. etc. : . •, to be broken m spirit, Id. 8, 130;
also ', Thuc. 6, 72 : as
law-term, like Lat. causa cadere, to

lose one''s cause, opp. to. V^llck.

Diatr. p. 261. Construct.: stricllv

and in Att. always, c. gen pers., as
derived from conipar., Valck.
Hipp. 458 ; but in Hdt 3, 106, like a
regul. pass, , also. Id. 9, 122.

—

. the act.,, to beat doivn, weaken,
is rare, and never in good Att., first

in Polyb., cf Valck. Schol. Eur.
Phoen. 1380. Hence",, , Att. ., a de-

feat, LXX., a, ov, verb. adj. : neut.
plur., one must be beaten,, by a woman, Soph. Ant.
678.

t'Hffffof, Of), , Hessus, a city ofLo-
cris near Oeanthe ; hence oi.,
the in/tab. ofHessus, the Hessians, Thuc.
3, 101.,, gen. : Att.

: Ion., Hdt. : less, lower,

ineaner, esp. less inforce, weaker, Horn.,
etc. ; 01, the weaker party,

Aesch. Supp. 203 ;, "to make the worse
appear the better reason," Plat. Apol.
18 B, cf. Ar. Nub. 114 : hence—2. c.

gen. pers.. weaker than another, inferi-

or to him, like Lat. minor, Hor. Epist.

1, 10. 35, Horn., etc. ; ,
'• second to none," Thuc. 2, GO : ,
in a thing, Hdt. 3. 102 ;, not so good at running, lb. 105:
esp. giving ivay, yielding to a thing,, Soph. Tr. 489 ;. Ar.
Plut. 363

;. Plat. Prot. 353 C :, as adv. less, -, not

the less, just as much, notwithstanding,

freq. in Att. : regul. adv.,
Att.. (Used as irreg. corn-

par, of positive : but its true
etymol. positive is prob. , superl..), 3 sing, from, Hom.', Att. for, 2 plur. plqpf.

(impf) o(.
^, for, 3 dual impf. ot, to be, II. 5, 10, Hes. Sc. 50., 3 sing, impf of, Hom.^, for ^roj^, 2 dual mipf. ol, to be., , , verb. adj. from 7/-, delighted. — II. to be delighted,

cheerful.", adverbial neut. pi. from, like.,{) to be still, quiet,

at rest, Trag. ; usu. in part., as,-. Soph. . . 620 :

TO , the dead ot

night, Thuc. 7, 83.—II. trans, to still,

lay to rest, Flat. Rep. 572 A.', aia, aiov, poet, for•, Soph., and Eur. ; but also in

prose, as Flat. Polit. 307 A., a, ov, irr. coinp. of,^., , ,{)
the retreat of an., . ,{) one

who leads a still, retired life ; esp. Ot

relisious contemplation, a quietist., , , fern, of foreg,, , , or ;,^•, Hesy•



chm, daughter of Thespius, Apollod.

:

—also, fern. pr. n., Plut.}. Dor. , adv. still,

quietly, softly, gently, Pltid. P. 11, 84,

Eur., etc. ; hence by stealth, secretly,

Plut , V. Thuc. 8, 69, and.
(Others write /^.)',, Dor.., , stillness,

rest, quiet, ease, peace, Od. 18, 22, H.

Horn. Merc. 356 ; and in Pind. P. 8,

1, personifted : ., opp. to ev -
7., Thuc. 3, 12 : so too, '-, Ar. Vesp. 1517 ; ', qiaite at one's ease, Hdt. 1,

9; 7, 208: esp., or, to keep quiet, be at pence or at

rest, first in Hdt. 1, 66; 7, 150, etc.;

also, ' , Id. 1.206 ; for

which Dem. also or -
-, :—

c

gen. objecti, ,
rest from the siege, Hdt. 6, 135.—2.

rest, leisure, Lat. otmm,',
at kisure, Thuc. 3, 43, etc. ; opp. to-, Xen. Hell. 6, 2, 28.-3.

stillness, silence, Hdt. : hence solitude.

a sequestered place, Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 21., , , as pr. ., v.-.',, Dor.., poet, for,, Pind. . 2, 58., , rarely . , poet,

for : still, calm, quiet, at rest,

at ease, 11.21, 593 : but also in prose,

as Hdt. 1, 107. Antipho 121, 12,

Thuc. 1, 120, etc. Adv. -, .
Horn. Merc. 438. [v] Hence,,.=. Plat.

Charm. 159 B.

',^, , still, calm, quiet, at

rest, at ease, easy. Hes. Th. 763 : at

peace, pe,iceful, Hes. Op. 119: silent,

soft, gentle,,, etc., Trag. ;

leisure : lonely : ', keep
quiet, keep siilU Hdt. 8, 65. Eur. Med.
558: TO.=. Theusu.AU.
comp. and superl. were irreg.-, -, as in Thuc. 3, 32,

Plat. Charm 160 .\ ; but- is

also found. Soph. Ant. 10-^9. Adv.

-, also and or -, q. V. (Prob. from : ace. to

Doderlein from or), . , part. perf.

pass, from, II. 18, 180., fut. of. II.

'Hre, or also, connecting, but so as

to distinguish, II. 19, 148. cf. Buttm.
Lexil. V. 3., or, as Wolf in Horn., ,
sureli/, doubtless, v. sub y.-, for, 2 pi. impf. from, to go., 3 dual. impf. from .
to be.',?/.3 dual. impf. .4tt

from, to go, Huind. Piat. Euthyd.
294 D.

t'H-tUf., -, Ettas, daughter of

iEneas, Pans. 3. 22. 11., conjunct. (//, ) now, and
so. trull/, indeed, used in passing from
one clause to another, also to begin

the apodosis, , II. 3, 213 :

strictly it begins the sentence, yet

Hom oft. puts it after one or more
words, either— 1. a pronoun, 11. 2,813,

Od. 12, 86, in which case 6 is oft. in-

serted, 11. 12, 141, etc. ; also f)a, as

[t', II. 18, 237 : or—2. a par-

ticle, u7Ji, II. 1, 140, etc. ; '. II. 10, 395, Od. 3, 126, etc. ;'
iirni, II. 23, 52. Od. 3, 419 ; •,
Od. 5, 24; more rarely «at
and vi'v ', Od. 4, 151, II. 19, 23,

Herm. H. Horn. Ven. 226.—II. when
it has the explicative signf. of,
Lat. scilicet, some write, as also

HYTE
when it is used in confirmation : in

'

this case it is better, with Wolf, to

write divisim, II. 6, 56. . Hom.
Merc. 368.—111.=^ : its strict usage
is .., , either.., or, and SO most
freq., as in Aesch. Cho. 497, Plat.

Phaed. 68 C ; freq. also ., ye,., ,
Hdt. 1,11, etc. : .., occurs once
in Pind. N. 6. 8 : and .., for

;/,., 7/ in late authors as Gal., cf. Schaf.

Greg. Cor. p. 643., TO. in Hom. always in nom.
or ace. ; but dat. occurs Simon.
7, 7.— The heart as a part of the body,

only in II. 22, 452, -?. , my
heart beats up to my throat : usu. the

heart, as the seat offeeling, for the sen-

sitive part of man's nature, much like, (only this is mostly used of the

heart as the seat of life and passion)

:

—also for the thinkipg powers, reason,

in II. 1, 188, cf. 15, 252; elsewh. al-

ways for the seat of feeling, as of joy,

hope, sorrow, fear, etc., esp. in phrase. being

here taken for the seat of hopes and
wishes. II. 19, 307, Od. 19, 136. etc.

That Hom. regarded it as something
tangible and corporeal, appears from

the places, where is placed

or . in II. 20, 169, it

is placed ). which here must
ha^-e a wider signf, though in genl.

It is just=f/-rop. (From II. 21, 380,. it is inferred,

that has for its root, and
so, like animus and anima, strictly de-

notes the breath.). aia, alov,() of, be-

longing to the stomach : ,
the stomach, paunch. Ar. Fr. 302 ; also.'.. , TO, the warp in a web
of cloth. V'alck. Phoen 1727, (the

woof being) : hence, -u,
a thin, fine cloth, such that one could

see between the threads of the warp,--, Eur. Ion 1421 : hence
a siene : , leaves made
iif fine strips of papyrus joined cross-

wise, Leon. Al. 25, cf. Ruhnk. Tim.
.\kin to,, utaau, not to). , . {) the part of
the hndii below the navel, the bellij, Lat.

abdomen. Hipp., V. FoiJs. Oecoil. : alsO

metaph. o( a pnt, Ar. Thesni. 509..,,,, Att for. etc., lor, 3 sing, imperat.

from ,. . . ; dub in Plat.

'Hi', neiit. from . In compds.
with - or -, this is oft. lengthd.

Ep. into- ; for all words so com-
pounded, V. sub -., neut. , Ep. for . good,

brave : Horn, uses niasc. only in nom.,

and ace.. usu. in phrase

; neut. in nom. and ace, but

only in phrase . [0], 3 sing. aor. 1 from avu,
to shout, Hom. esp. 11. [v\

'Hi}re, Ep. particle,=•, as, like

as, freq. in Hom. in similes for

orf.—11. as real compar. particle for

, than, only once in Horn., II. 4. 277,> (>-
, blacker than pitch ; as in German
ivie {as) is sometimes used for als

{than) : this usage is followed by Ap.

Rh. 1, 269.—That 7/ii-£ cannot be put

for is proved by Buttm. Lexil.

V., ; but is once found
for, II. 3, 10, and as v. I. II. 19,

3-<6, in both which places Buttm. de-

clares for a contr. form [ ],

which he is also inclined to prefer in

HXET
Od. 16, 216. (Ace. to Buttm. ijire,, arose from y, or from ^.),,, of belong-

ing to Hephaistos
( Vulcan) : To•

or (sub.

the temple of Vulcan. Hdt. 2, 121 :, (sub.ifpa) his festival, the
Lat. Vulcanalia ; also.\, . , son or de-

scendant of Vitlcan. Nonn., , ), Hephaesfin.nchy

in the island Lemnos ; hence -, >, the inhab. of Hephaestia,

Hdt. G, 140.—2. a deme of the Attic

tribe Acamantis ; hence -, . an inhab. of Hephaestia, Isae.

V. 1.-., , , prop. patr. from'. daughter of Vulcan ; wife

of Aegyptus, Apollod.,, , Hephaestion,

a friend of Alexander, Arr.—2. a

grammarian of Alexandrea, who
wrote , Ath.. etc., :, . Hcphaestodo-

rus. an Athenian, .\ndoc.', , . HephnestO'

pdlis, father of the Samian ladmon,
Hdt. 2. 134., , (,) uTought by Vulcan,, Eur.

I. A. 1072., oi>. . Dor.-, Hephai-

stos. the Lat. Vvkanus. son of Jupiter

and Juno, lame from birth, II. 18. 397,

cf./ and. god of

fire as used in art. master of ail the

arts which need the aid of fire, and
so esp. of working in metal : hence
he makes the thrones of the gods,

Jupiter's sceptre, the Aegis, the arms
of Achilles, etc. ; all works in inptal

are called his works, II. 8, 195, Od. 4,

617, Hes. Sc. 123. etc. ; hence fire i»

in Hom. ', and he
himself is,/
or/. . 15. 309. For his ill-

starred marriage with Venus, v. Od.
8, 207, sq., ov,=sq., '/.,
Soph. Phil. 987., , {,) wrought by Vulcan, ^,
Aesch. Fr. 64. where however Herm., metri grat.. . Forum Vul-

cnni, Vulcan's Market, a place in Cam-
pania near Puteoli, now Solfiiara,

Strab., Dor. for, 3 sing. aor.

1 pa.ss. from ~., poet. esp. Ep. for
fi,

II. 22,

107.. impf from ?;/.' much
more rarely., . ,=7, poverty,

want. dnb. in .\nth., cf-. Suid.

has, Lat. egeo. (Cf Lat. ege

nus. .),, . poet, for,
Archil. 16, ace. to Meineke Quaest.

Seen. 3, p. 63.', , , {) a kind of

loud kettle-drum or gong, Plut. ; like. also/. : vessels of

like kind were let into the walls of

the theatre, to strengthen the sound,

Vitruv. ; also to imitate the noise ol

thunder.—II. the metal sounding-plate

of the lyre., , , Ep.. {[^(^)
clear-sounding, musical, shrill,,
Aesch. Pr. 575 : esp. as epith. of the

grasshopper, , Hes. Op.

580 ; hence, , the grasshopper,

Anan. 1, Ar. Pac. 1159; esp. the

larger kind, Arist. H. A. 5. 30.
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', •, , always sounding,

mtlKical., , Dor. [«], f. -,
intr., sotmdy ring, peal, Hes. Th. 42

;. 27, Hdt. 4, 200.-11. also

not unireq. c. ace. cogiiato,, Aesch. Theb. 8u8 ;,
Sopli. Tr. 8(j6, to let sound, send forth

a hymn or wail : hence was I'ortned

a mid. in intr. signf., Soph. O. C.
1500; from',

;/f, ;;, a sound of any sort,

in Horn. esp. of the confu.sed noise of

a crowd, the roar of the sea, of trees

in a wind : in Trag. usu. like,
a cry of sorrow, wail, v. Elmsl. He-
racl. 752 : mostly poet., but also in

Plat. 'I'iin. .'$7 B. Cf. /. Hence
!/,,, sounding, ringing,

roaring,, II. 1, 157 ;,
high, echoing rooms or halls, ud. 4,

72, cf. Wolf Hes. Th. 707, and -.,, , sound, sound-

ing, singing, Eur. I. A. 1045.'^,, , a sounding : .^ound.//, ov, , and, ,,=^,, Gramm., p. for ?, adv., where, Horn,
(in dd.. Wolf still writes .), , , (7/}=7/*),
Epigr. in Welck. Syll. 230, 4. ^ i. , y, -, , {,) with sounding foot, Lat. sonipes., ov, ,=^, a sound, noise,

esp. a rinaing in the ears, Hipp. :^
is more freq. in prose.

|

,^, , gen., contr., '

:=,, a sound, noise, esp. a re-

turned sound, echo, H. Horn. 18, 21,

Hes. Sc. 279, etc.—II. later as prop.

n., Echo, an Oread, Bion 1,

38, who was supposed to repeat

sounds by her voice, Ov. Met. 3, 357,

sq.', , {,) sounding,

esp. ringing in the ears, Hipp.

'HiiWev, adv.,() from morn, . e.

at dawn, at break of day, 11. 18, 136,

Od. 1, 372, etc. Att.., adv., () at morn, in Horn,
always , before dawn, before
day-break, 11. 11, 50, Od. 5, 469; 6,

30., ov, {,),
mnrning-sleep.,,, contr. from, q. v.', , , Eone, daughter of

Thespius, Apollod.•,,, at morn, at break of
day, ti. Horn.' Merc. 17. Hes. Sc. 390.—. ea.s/frra, Anth. : from-, //, gen. , contr./ :

dat. contr. : ace. contr.. Ion. and Dor. sometimes ',
/, Schiif. Mel. p. 94 : in Horn, only
in contr. forms : Att., , gen. ,
ace. or ', like' : Dor. :

Aeol. (i. e. ), not .
The morning-red, day-break, dawn, esp.

the morning as a time of day, opp. to

and ', II. 21, 111, and
oft. in Horn. ; ace,, the whole morn-
ing long, Od. 2, 434 :, Hdt. 7, 167 : ' . tciih, . e.

at, day-break, lb. 219. and so in Att.' or ^ , Thuc. 2, 90 ; 4,

72: , Id. 4. 31.—2. since

the Greeks counted their days by
mornings, as reversely the old Ger-
mans did by nights, 7/. oft. denoted

day, II. 1, 493, Od. 19,92 , also the

light of day, esp. in phrase, ', II. 7, 451 , so esp.

in later authors, Wern. Tryph. 210.
—3. sometimes also the East, Hdt. 2,

8, etc., cf..— II. as prop. n.,
Eos, Aurora, the goddess of morn, who
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rises out of ocean from the bed of
her spouse TUhonus, very freq. in

Hoin. ; on the phrase ''. , . sub. Ace. to .
Horn. 31 she is daughter of Hyperion
and Euryphaessa. but ace. to Hes.
Th. 372, of H. and Tlieia. (Prob.

from the root *, ;, Sanscr. ,
cf. Lat. aura, Aurora: akin also to, lap, and,, cf. Buttm. Lexil.

voc. 8.)

, ,, , indecl., eighth let-

ter of the Gr. alphabet: ;:s numeral
0'=,, but ,6/= 9000.

Tne true pronunciation, as kept by
the modern Greeks, not found exact-

ly in any other European language.
It comes nearest to the English th,

but so that t is followed by a very
soft s sound : hence in the broader
Doric, was often changed into ,
e. g. Lacon. for-

: so sometimes Ion.,

e. g. for. In other
words, was changed Aeol. and Dor.

into 0, e. g. for, and so Lat. uher came
from, Koen Greg. p. 614. The
Aeol. change into is rarer, v. IV,

Lastly sometimes stood for the

spiritus asper, e. g. for.-
for.—On the ballots, used

in voting for life or death, stood

for, Casaub. Pers. 4, 13,

Martial. 7, 36 ; and on Roman grave-

stones was a common cypher, Orell.

Jnscript. Lat. 2555,4471, sq. It seems
not to occur in Greek inscriptions.

-, insep. affix in adverbial forms,

e. g.. On the false assumption
that was an old ending of some
second persons of act. voice, v. sub
-.), Ep. radic. form of,
to sit, II. 9, 194 ; 15, 124, Od. 3, 336,

only in pres. and nnpf. Cf.., imperat. from, Leon.
Tar. 37. [a]. Dor. for Att..
Ion,, Valck. Hdt. 7, 146.

Hence, , Dor. for, kio7u-, Theoer, 1, 56. [, un-
less with Pors. we omit ri.], , , Dor. for, -, Pind., ov, v. sq., ov, , the hinge of a door or

gate, II. 12, 459.— II. in a chariot,-
were the beams in which the sides

and bottom ?neel, and on tvhich the axle-

tree is fixed, hence,= uf(jv, Soph. Fr.

538 : , wood usedfor-.i, , , Thais, a celebrated

courtesan at Athens, from Alexan-
drea, Ath. 576, etc.—Also fern. pr. n.,

Ath. 174 E.
v(,J,= sq.. Plut., ,() to sit, Aesch. Pr.

313, esp. to sit as a suppliant. Soph. O.

T. 20 : c. ace. cognato, -, to sit on royal throne,

Aesch. Pr. 389. Also, and-, qq. V.,, , a sitting. Soph.
O. C. 1100, etc. [a],,, a sitting, seat. Soph.
O. C. 9, e conj. Seidler., cf.-. [], ov, , a seat, Soph. Ant. 999,
Ar. Nub. 993; sitting-place, abode.

Aesch. Pr. 280 ; and eo in plur., Eur,
H. F. 1097 : also a priry, like.
Bckker Plat. Rep. 510 E, Polit. 288,
A, writes, prob. by an over-
sight, V. Bullm. Lexil. v. 1.

Cf.. (Akin to..), , , Thataea, fcm. pr. .,
Plut.^, , , Thalamae, a for-

tress of Elis, Xen. Hell. 7, 4, 20.—2.

a city of Messenia near the sea, Po
lyb. 16, 10, 3..,,^=-, Ar.
Ran. 1074. [],, ,()
=., dark, shtit dwelling-place,, Eur. Bacch. 120. [], , ,=,

briilesinaid : from,() to lead into

the, . e. to take to wife, He-
liod. Pass., to be in the, of women, to be shut up, kept

at home.,, , , a lurking-place, den,
hole. usu. of fish that live in rocks,, Od. 5, 432, cf. Valck.
Phoen. 938, and II.— II. the

chamber or ventricle of the heart, Arist.

de Sornn. 3, 28.—III. ai, the

nostrils. [//], , {, )
having a : esp. ., an
uiiltiyptian state-barge, having a cabin,

Lat. navis cubiculala, Strab., , iov, {) of
or belonging to a/, fit for build-

ing one,, Hes. Op. 805 : strictly

Ion. for, which is not in
use.,, , to be a-. Ojip. : from, ov,{,-) wailing in the?., attending

on the lady of the house, the Inily's maid,
as early asOd. 7, 8 ; 23, 293.-2. esp.

a bridesmaid, Aesch. Theb. 359.—3,

later, a eunuch of the bed-chamber, Plut.

Alex. 30.

—

II. rarely -, a bridegroom,

Soph. O. T. 1209.—HI. as adj., in

genl bridal,, Nonn., a, ov,{) belong-

ing to the, also.
As subst.— 1. .=-, Thuc. 4, 32 : but— II. ?/.
Ion.. sub., the oar of the, Ar. Ach. 553 : also, sub., the hole in the ship's side, through
which this oar ivorked, Hdt. 5, 33

:

hence inetaph. in Ar. Pac. 1232. [a], ov, . also/ arid,( III.) one of the

rowers on the lowest bench of a trireme,

who had the shortest oars and the
least pay, Schol. Ar. Ran. 1071, cf.,. Others wrongly
understand it of the rowers in the fore
part of the ship, [i], adv. to the. or
bed-chnmher, Od. 21, 8, etc.,,(,)
preparing the bride-chamber, name of a
play of Aesch.', , b, an inner room
or chamber, surrounded by other build-

ings : freq. in Horn., and in a three-

fold usage,— 1. the iL<omais apartments,

inner part of the house, II. 3, 174, Od.
4, 121, etc., behind the, II.

9, 469 : in genl. any inner living-room,

the dwelling-house, house itself, II. 6,

248, Od. 2, 5 : so too Pind. O. 5, 30

;

0, 2.—2. a bed-room, esp. of the lady

of the house, elsewh. and, 11. 3. 423, Od. 10, 340,'ctc.

:

esp. the bride-chamber, II. 18, 492:
vvhich signf. became later almost uni-

versal, so that is used also



for the bridal-bed., the marriage-bed, even

for marriage itself: but also the bed-

room, oft-hr, unmarried sons, Od. 1, 425 ;

19, 48.—3. the store-room, in which
clothes, arms, valuables, also wine
and meat, were kept, usu. under the

care oi the, U. 14, 191, esp. Od.

2, 337. etc., of. Xen. Oec. 9, 3 : in

this signf. freq. with epith.,
high-cieled.—-11. any covered, hidden,

dwelling-place, a lurking-place, den, hole,

cf./. : afold, pen, ., Eur.

Cycl. 57 : metaph., .,
of the grave. Soph. Ant. 804 :

-', of the sea, Id. O. T.
195.^111. the lowest, darkest part of the

ship, in which the sat, Ath.

—IV". certain mystic shrines OX chapels,

sacred to Apis, Plin. 8, 46., , , Att., the

sea, Horn., etc. : when he uses it of

a particular sea, he means the Medi-

terranean, for he calls the outer sea', and holds it to be a river :

Hdt. calls the Mediterranean i'/oe?, or ', ,'/. (as the Latins called

it nostrum mare) ; and the ocean
or , 7., Larcher

Hdt. 1,1: 7}0(•. .
Rh., V. sub : metaph. . -, "asfaof troubles," Aesch. Theb.
75S : , by sea, opp. to, by land, Hdt. 5, 63. and Plat.

—2. well of salt water, Hdt. 8, 55 : in

genl. isali water, Diosc. and so in mod-
ern Greek.—II. as feni. pr. n., Thalas-

sa. esp. as wife of Oceanus, Luc.
(Prob. from, sal, so that is a sub-

stitute for the spiriius asper or a, cf..) [] Hence, , ,= ?.-. Pind. . 2, 92.,, ,=.
Or. Sib., ", , fisherman

:

from?.,() to be in or

on the sea, to be at sea, -, Thuc. 7,

12.&7.,,{,*)
sea-ixjm,.,,=?., f. -',{) to

taste nf sea-water, Ath.— II. trans, to

make like sea-water , , Xenoc.,, lov. also. ov, Eur.
I. T. 236,() of in, on or from
the Sfo, belonging to it, Lat. marinus :

in Hora. oaly , sea-

affairs, the sea, 11. 2, 614
; fishing, Od.

5, 67 ; ?.,, the sen-nymph
Thetis, Eur. And. 17 : opp. to,
by land, Aesch. Pers. 558: of animals,
opp. to, Hdt. 2, 123 ;-. to throw one
into the sea. Soph. O. T. 1411.—2.
skilled in the sea, nautical, Hdt. 7, 144,

Thuc. 1, 142.faai ^, , Thalassis, fern,

pr. n.. Ath. 586 B., ov, 6,, wine mix-
ed with sea-water, to give it an old

taste, Plin. : opp. to, Hor-
ace's maris expers. \l\3. , (7..-) to dye in genuine purple, Phiio.?, ov, (,) living on or by the sea, A pp.?.,,(,* )
sea-horn, Archestr. ap. Ath. 92 .,,('.*'^)
like the sea, sea-green, Democr. (Eph.)
ap. Ath. 525 D.&, , {?\,,-) to strike the sea with the oar, splash

it about: hence metaph. to make a great

ftiss about nothing, Ar. Eq. 830, cf.•.
, . ,, , to be master of

the sea, Hdt. 3, 122. Pass, to be beaten

at sea, Demetr. (Com.) Sic. 2 : and, , , mastery of
the sea, Strab. : from, , , , (-?.) master of the sea, Hdt.

5, 83. [], , , mistress of
the sea. Dor., Ale-

man 35 ; fem. of sq.?.,. 6,(,) lord of the sea, Nonn./,, ,(?,) sea-water mixed with honey, (a

drink) Diosc.7., ov, (?., -) fighting with the sea, Nonn.?, ov, (7., -) dwelling in the sea, Emped. 237.',, , ,(-,) child of the sea, Lye., ov,(,?.) wandering o'er the sea, sea-

tost, Aesch. Pr. 407, Eur. Hec. 782.&}, ov, (,
7.^J)sea-strichen, sea-beaten ,A.esch..

Pers. 307.?, ov, contr.

—

?,
ovv,{, /) sailing on. the

sea.. , to pass, traverse

the sen. Call. Ep. 62 : from, ov.(,-,) sea-traversing, Anth.?,,='-, dyed in sea-purple.?~, ,(7.)
to he busy with the sea, Polyb.7,, , business on the

sea, esp. fishing, trade, etc., Hipp. :

from/,, ,(, *-) strictly working on the sea. and so,

. a trader. fisher?nan, etc., Charon,
p. 121. Xen. Oec. 16, 7.7, ov,(,)
sea-green.. ,() to make or

change into sea,, Anst. Mund.
—II. in pass., , she
leaks, Polyb.—III. to mix u-ith sea-wa-

ter, hence ,=^7, Theophr.—IV'. to cleanse

by lustrations of sea-water.., ,=7../, , (7-)
making into sea, an inundation, Philo.,-, -. etc., Att.

for-,-,-, etc., , only in 11. 22, 504, -
7(7.. having filled

his heart with joys of life, delights :

also, ,
Auct. ap. Suid. (As the ancients

interpr. by /, the deriv.

from 7^, and kindred to

7.. is pretty certain.) [a]7.. poet, lengthd. for 7,,
to bloom, Od. 23, 191 ; of men,. Od. 6, 63; also -', srcrUing, wantoning

in fat. II. 9, 467,' v. 7.'/., . , blooming, luxuriant,

rich, goodly : used by Hom. always in

phrase ) and -
7., a rich and goodly feast, II. 7,

475: just like :

esp. of saciifices, Od. 3, 420; 8, 70;
so too. opr^, Anacr. 53: but
Pind. N. 10, 99,/., a good-

ly portion.
—

'n all these places7
is plainly an adj. : but both quantity

and accent forbid its being fem. from
7^. It belongs then to the small
class of independent fem. adjectives,

.

like : its masc. must have
been 7.. which might be regarded
as an old collat. form of 7. : this
was replaced by: later, we
have7. as a subst.= 0a/ta, q. v.

[- : in late poets the penult, was
made short, Jac. A. P. p. 580.] Hence, , , Thalia, strictly the

blooming one, one of the Nereias, [1. 18,

39 ; in''Hes. Th. 245, where
some write. — 2. one of the
Graces, Apollod. 1,3, 1: cf..—
3. one of the Muses. Hes. Th. 77 ; later

esp. the Muse of Comedy, also pat-

roness of feasts.—4. fem. pr. n., Anth.7.,,,=, poet.,

cf., []7, ov,(,)
with blooming, i. e. bright clear eyes,

Orph., also7..7, , , (7.,)
blooming, and so fresh, young, youthful,

not used by Hom. in its orig. sense
of plants, but freq. of men, /.', . or', . -: also, ., the marriage
of a youthful pair, Od. 6, 66 ; 20, 74

;

also of the limbs, ., strong, ac-

tive legs, 11. 15, 113.— II. from the
signf. blooming, coines that of Ivxnri-

nnt, rich, copious, large, in Horn. esp.

., the large, swelling tear ; SO
too, ., the thick and frequent sob,

Od. 10. 457 ; ., thick, fall.flow-
ing hair, II. 17, 439 : ., rich,

luxuriant, fat : . (also freq. in

Horn.) may be either the. fresh, strong

voice, or its full, deep, swelling tones :

but,7., a more ge-

nial wind, opp. to a storm, Aesch.
Theb. 707.—ill. act. in Hes.Th. 138,

but prob. the line is spurious. [Ou]7,, , (/., &)=7., Anth.
7., Dor. for.
7/, . Ion. gen. ;. dat.^, ace. 7. : but also .•,., and later : Tha-

les, of Miletus, the celebrated philo-

sopher, one of the seven wise men of
Greece, Hdt. etc.—Others of this

name in Diog. L., etc.\7.. , , Thalestris, a
queen of the Amazons, Diod. S.^7, ov, 6, Thaleias, a poet
and musician of Crete, about 70O
B. C , Ath. 768 C.

7.,, . (f?a/.?.w)strictly bloom

:

but usu. the bloom of life. i. e. joy. plen-

ty, good fortune, etc., 11. 9, 143 : esp. a

feast, festal meeting, in plur. Od. 11,

603. Hes. Op. 115 ; /,
Hdt. 3, 27 ; and in Trag.^, ar, Ep. -. , , Thalia,

one of the Graces, Hes. Th. 909 : v.

also/.
\7,, ', Thaliudes, aplace

in .\rcadia. Paus.^, (7.) to enjoy one's self

at a feast, make merry. Plat.\7., ov, 6, Thaliarchus, masc.
pr. n., Lys., ov, , an unknown
plant, Diosc,}7, ov, b, Thalius, a Trojan,
Qu, Sm.7., , ,=, Diosc., , ov, {7.7.) of twigs

or shoots.•, ov, b, () a young
shoot or branch, twig, Od. 17, 224',

. the olive-branch which was
ivorn as a u-reoth at festit^als. Plat.

Legg. 943 C; hence simply 7.7, Aeschin. 80, 37 ; also used
in supplication, hence . the
suppliant branch, Eur. Supp. 10 : Pro-
verb. 7.7. , to entice,
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as one dops cattle, by holding out a

erevn Imugli, Plat. Phacdr. 230 D, cf.

Kiihiik. Tim.— 11. oi, thepnlm-

leaves, which were plaited into bas-

kets, etc.

teuA?,of, Ov, 0. Thallus, masc. pr.

n.. Pint. Phoc. 13.^',, , Thalliisa, fern. pr.

n., .\th. 57 F.', ,(,)
to eat young shoots, esp. of the olive,

Ath.', . to carry young nlive-

branches, Dicaearch. ap. Schol. Ar.

Vesp. 542 : i'rom?.?, ov, (7., ))
carri/ing young olive-branches, as the

old tnen (lid at the Panathenaea, Ar.

Vesp. 511, cf. Bornem. Xen. Symp.
4, 17., fut., also-: aor. 2, of which Horn,

has 3 sing, , . Ham. 18, 33:

perf.. Dor., of which
Horn, uses only part, in pres. signf., fein., and 3 sing,

plqpf. r/ (Od. 5, 69), but Hes.

has also 3 sing, itulic.. Op.

225. bloom, sprout, shoot out, and
so to swell, abound, he rich in a thing,

c. dat. : strictly of trees, as

?/., Od. 5, 69.>-, Od'. 12, 103 : the part, is also

freq. nsetl absol. as adj., swelling,

rich, full, abundant, //,', ; so,1}'/(, 11. 9. 208, ci.,-.—2. nictaph. to bloom, flourish, be

happy and fortunate, Hes. Op. 234 : to

be ill bloom, i. e. in perfection, to he at

the hf'L'ht, in bad sense, /.
m/, Soph. Phil. 259, El.

260, cf..— II. '" ninke to bloom,

make to grow, flourish, prosper, Pind.

O. 3, 40 : but in Aesch Pers. 615, the

ace., though in all MSS., is now
rejected ; Dind. proposes. (The
root is .\-, which appears in the

other tenses, and : akin to,,, and to .)+/,, , Thallo, one of the

Hours, Paus.+,. , Thallmi, name of

a dog in Xen. Cyn. 7, 5.', , , like ., a

yotmg shoot or branch, twi^, esp. an

olive-branch : Horn, has it only of men,

a youth, stripling, With the notion of

freshness and beauty, Od. 6, 1.57, 11.

22, 87 : hence poet, in genl. a scion,

offspring, Lat. stirps, germen, Valck.

Phoen. 88, cf.. (Root. -,
V. at end of?.), rare poet, form for -, of which only 3 sing, is

found. Bacchyl. 20. 2., , (^.) to be or be-

come tvarm, warm one^s self, .-, Od. 19, 319.^, ov, , Thalpius, leader of

the Epei before Troy, 11. 2, 620.'", , , ivarming, giving

warmth, Pind. O. 1, 8 : from,, , icarmth, heat. esp.

swnmer-heat, opp. to, Acsch.

Ag. 565 ; also, ., Soph. Tr. 145

;

Tu, the smi's rays, Lat. soles,

Aesch. Theb. 446.—2. metaph. a sting,

smart,, Soph. Ant. 1086.

(Akin to,, q. v.)/, ov. warming, cherish-

ing, protecting, Anth. : from/ ru, f. -i/itJ. to warm, make warm,

heat, Od. 21, 179: hence in various

senses:— 1. to warm at the fire, dry,

Soph. Phil. 38.—2. to burn, scorch,

inflame, distract, 7..
Aesch. Pr. 878, cf Soph. Tr. 1082,

024

Ant. 417 (where it seems to be in-

trans.): and in.,/, Aesch. Pr. 650.—3. tofos-

ter, cherish, Theocr. 14, 38 : and so in

bad sense, to cozen, cheat, Ar. Eq. 210.

(.4kin to.,,.,.)
Ilcnce, , , strictly tvnrming:

in Horn, always metaph. a cheering,

comfort, hope, joy, II. 6. 412 ; 10, 223,

Od. 1, 167: so too in later poets.. , , hot.., ,, warm, hot, glowing.

Anth.,, , v. ?..,, , sub. . (-) the firstlings of the harvest, offering

of first-fruits, made to Diana, II. 9,

534 ; but later, it seems, only to Ceres,

Theocr. 7. 3, cf. Spanh. Call Cer. 20,

137: , bread made from
the first-fruits, Ath. [ti]\?.,, , son of Thalysius,

i. e. Echepolus, II. 4, 458.,, . pecul. fern, of

sq., hence boor, journey to the .-, Theocr. 7, 31., ov, v. snh. [0],..,7-,=, but only found in

Gramm.• ,, ,() warming,
fostering., adv. () toseiher. in crowds,

close, thick, II. 15, 470.—^11. usu. of

time, often, oft-times. Horn., esp. in

Od., and Pind, cf Bockh. 0.7, 11

(21). Hence.,-., etc. \/], adv.= 6'auu II., Pind. .
10,71. \]
iOanrun, , , the Thnmnnaei.

a people of Persia, in the neisrhbour-

hood of the Canluchian mountains,
Hdt. 3, 93.

jQaunp, , indecl. Thamar, fern. pr.

n., N'. T.\. ov, , Thamasius, masc.
pr. n., Hdt. 7, 104.

3}'<0. like3. to be aston-

ished at. H. Horn. Veil. 84.—II. trans.

H. Horn. Merc. 407, nisi leg.-., a, ov, astonished, Nonn.

:

from, , f. -, {) to be

astonied, astounded, amazed, Lat nhstu-

peo, Hom.—2. C. acc, to he astonished

at a thins, look on with astonishment,, Od. 2, 155 ; 16, 178. and so

Aesch. Supp. 570.—II. later also act.,

to surprise, frighten, LXX. : hence
pass,, to be astounded. Pint.

Hence,. , a monster : and., , astonishment., , . the fearful one

;

epith. of the Eumenides. Orph., ,,) astonish-

ing. Lye.3.,, astonishment, amaze-

ment, Lat. sttipor, Hom., who uses in

same signf.. q. v. (From root, akin to and .)^^, a. , Thamlrndas, a

leader of the Sacae, in the army of

Cyrus the elder, Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 38., oi, at, dat., acc., poet. adj. only used in pliir.,

^=sq., crowded, close, thick, Hom. The
sing, might be either or -.,,.{) crowded,close,

thick, like, Horn., though he
uses only fein. phir. nom. and acc.

:

it answers to Lat. frequens, in local

sense. Com^.,^':. Only
poet.

, adv. of,=,
Hipp.

^,{) to come often, be-in

the hnbit ofcoming, IjHt. frequentare. 11.

18, 386, Od. 5. 88 : later with preps.

. (!. Plat. Hipp. Maj. 281
;, Xen. Cyr. 7, 3, 2.—2. to be

often 171 a place, to frequent, 1•'

. Emped. : . , to live,

keep company with another, Plat. Kep.
328 C. : so too in mid..>
Tivt, Soph. Fr. 440: in Soph. O. C.
672,' ', mourns most often, or in great-

est numbers, like, or Lat frequens.^. , Thamimasndas, ep.

of Neptune among the Scythians,
Hdt. 4, 59., neut. plur. from,
used as ^\•..=, Pind. . 1,85,
and Xen. An. 4, 1, 16., adv. -::^,,
Hipp. : from, , ,—. Adv.
-., ^, Lat. lora, wine madefrom
pressed grapes, Geop.,, h,()=^).
tea/ii'i'i'f, , Thamncus, masc.

pr. .. Ath. 262 F.\, , , Thamneria, a
town of Media, near the Cadusii,
Xen. Hell. 2, 1, 13., ov. TO. and,
ov, , Diosc, dim. from., . . fern. -, ,{^ bushy, shrubby, Nic./. . (, )
shrub-like, shrubby, Diosc., , (,). stick cut from a bush,

Ion ap. Ath. 451 D., ov. , () a copse,

thicket, hii.ih, II. 22, 191 ; also in plur.,

Od. 6, 127: a single shruh, a pollarded

tree, ., a pollard-olive, Od. 23,
190.. ov.(,)
eating shruhs,Sext. Emp. [a],,^=, Theo-
phr.\. or, , Thnmus, an old my-
thic king of Egyptian Thebes, Plat.

Phaedr. 274 D.
and,=,

only in Gramm., ov, b, Thamyras,^sc[..

Plat. Rep.' 620 A.^, and , acc. iv, ,
Thnmyrts. an old Thracian bard, son

of Philammon and Argiope, vanquish-

ed in a contest with the Muses, and
deprived by them of his eye-sight and
art, 11. 2, 595, Eur. Rhes. 925, Apol-

lod., v.., ov, (,)
act. deadly, death-bringing, destroying,

Trag. : ., deadly poisons, Diosc.

—

2. of, belonging to death,- (as

we say) the /(/e-blood, Aesch. Ag.
1019.— II. pass, subject to death, mor-

tnl. Plat. Rep. 610 E: also dead. Soph.
A). 517, O. T. 959. Adv. -, 0.-, Antipho 127, 32. [],, desiderat. from,
to wish, desire, long to die, Plat. Phaed.
64 B., , (, )
death-bringing, dub. Timocl. Diony-
sus 1., or -, , , and, ov, dub. forms,= 0af«-., , , a causing cf
death, Anth. : from7, ov,(,)
death-bringing, deadly, , Aesch.



Cho. 369 ; causing death by contagion,

Soph. O. T. 181 : murderous, Xen.
Hell. 2, 3, 32., , desiderat. from -.=', Luc.'&, , .() of, be-

longing death, . '//, capital

charge, Diod., , , ()
causing death, deadly, Soph. Ant. 1262,

like., ,(,)
causing death., , , () death,

whether natural or violent : oft. in

Hoin. ; , Od. 11, 412:

in Att. also death hyjudgment of court,

execution, . , to

pass sentence of death on one, Thuc.
3, 81 ; , to be tried

for oiie's life, Id. 3, 57
; ,

sub., execution, Schweigh. Hdt.

1, 109 ; so, -, Id. 3, 119 ; cf. .
Id. 3, 14.—Plur., kinds of
death, Od. 12, 311 ; but strictly of «i'o-

lent death, as Aesch. Ag. 1572, Soph.
El. 206, cf. Seidl. Eur. El. 479 : exe-

cutions, oft. in Dem.

—

. as prop, n.,, Death, the twin-brother of

Sleep, 11. 14, 231 ; 16, 672 : ace. to

Hes. Th. 759, son of Night.—III.=, a corp.se, Anth., v. Burm. Pro-

pert. 2, 13, 22., , , sub. , a

feast of the dead, Luc., , to put to death, slay,

murder, Hdt. 1, 113: hence metaph.
to mortify, N. T.—II. to condemn to

death, Xen. An. 2, 6, 4, in pass., ,(,)=, esp. indicating death, Hipp., , ?/, () a

putting to dealh,\condcmning to death,

Thuc. 5, 9,+Plut. []&, inf. from, aor. 2 act./, to die, for which Horn, (ex-

cept in 11.7,52) uses the resolved form
: hence fut.. inf., Horn,. There

is no pres. : is subj, aor.

(Root. -, V., akin to,, like caedere, occidere.)'\, ov, 6, Thannyras, son
of Inarus, a king in Africa, Hdt. 3,

15., f.. Dor. :

inf, dep. mid. To wonder
at, admire, Hom. has only 3 pi. opt.

aor. for, Od. 18,

191.— II. later also to look on, gaze on,

see, esp. in Dor., e. g., imp. aor.

1, Epicharm. ;, used by the

Megarian in Ar. Ach. 770 ; but also

in Att., as, Ar. Pac. 906,,
Thesm. 280, cf. Koen Greg. p. 222.

Only poet. Hence came three length-

ened forms. Ion. and in Hom.-, the usu. Att., and Dor., q. v. (Akin in root to

and: not to be confounded
with *0, to suck.) [prob. a in pres.]

and, said to be dia-

lectic forms of,., verb. adj. from sq., one

must bury, Soph. Aj. 1119., fut. : perf. :

aor. pass, [], more rarely, Hdt. 2, 81, etc. ; 3 perf. pass., Hdt. 6, 103 : 3 piqpf. pass., II. To pay the last dues to

a corpse ; and so at first to burn it, as

in Od. 12, 12, II. 21. 323 ; hence also, Jac. A. P. p. 445: then,

as the ashes were usu. inurned and
put under ground, to bury, inter, en-

tomb, as Od. 11, 52, Hes. Sc. 472 : ., Hdt. 2, 41 ; . ;, to

40-

carry out to burial from a house, Isae.

71, 13. (The root is -, which
appears in aor. 2, perf,, etc.)\, , Thara, father of Abraham,
N.T.^, , -, Thargelia, fem.

pr. n., Plut. Per. 24., , , a festival of

Apollo and Diana, held at Athens in

the month Thargelion, Hippon. ap.

Ath. 370 A, Archil. 124. Hence?.,, , the eleventh

month of the Attic year, from the

middle of May to the middle of June./^,,, etc.,

Att. for.. q.^, ov, 6, Tharrelldes,

masc. pr. n., Ar. Av. 17.^, -, , Tharrex, masc. pr.

n,, Dem. 401, 1./, a, ov. Ion. and old Att.

for new Att.'.() bold,

ofgood courage, ready, daring, undaunt-

ed, Hom. : also in bad sense, over-

bold, forward, saucy, Od. 17, 449 ; 19,

91 : TO .. confidence, safety, Thuc. 2,

51 : of things, cheering, bright, -, Aesch. Pr. 536.—II. that which

may be easily ventured on, safe, opp.

to. Plat. Prot. 359 C : comp.-, II. Adv. -, Od. Hence?., , , and new
Att. ?.., boldness, confidence, Plut., new Att., , fut.

7/, {) to be of good courage,

take courage, take heart :, take

courage ! cheer up ! oft. in Hom. : also

in bad sense, to be over-bold, confident,, ., Plat. Meno 88 ,
Theaet. 189 D. Construct.: in Hom.
usu. absol. ; once c. ace,

' ?., take heart for this

struggle, Od. 8, 197: so,^ ,
to venture a thing, Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 9

;

and in Plat., . , Prot. 350 ,
Rep. 574 : c. ace. cognato, .-, Phaed. 95 C : also, .
to rely on some one or something,
Hdt. 3, 76 ; but also c. ace, Eur.
Andr. 993, cf. Heind. Plat. Phaedr.
239 D: . or , to be

confident about a thing. Plat. Rep. 574
B, 566 : c. inf to believe confidently

that.... Soph. Ant. 668 ; but "also to

have confidence to do, Plut. : and SO
in part., , ye have
a good right to vie..., Hdt. 5, 49.

Hence,, , =7,
Nonn., , , confidence : c.

dat., reliance on a thing, ,
Thuc. 7,49.^, r'l, , new-Att.-
., bold, confident., , , new Att.,
courage, good courage, boldness, readi-

ness, confidence, Hom. ; also in bad
sense, over-boldness, daring, II. 17. 570

;

21. 395: . ', courage asainst....

Plat. Legg. 647 ; but, ,
Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 15: .^, to

take courage, N. T. ; but, . 7.-, Thuc. 2, 92 : plur.,, grounds ofconfidence, Eur. I. T.

1283, and so Plat.—The metaplast.

form is, later at least, usu. in

bad sense. (Perh. the Germ. Troiz

is akin in root.), adv. from gen. of part,

pres. from, new Att.-, boldly, courageously, Xen. Symp.
2, 11., ov, new Att.,
=, II. 16, 70; also c. dat.

relying on a thing, II. 13, 823., new Att., to en-

courage, cheer up, make ofgood courage,

Horn., Hdt. 2, 141, and Att.—. intr.

=, to be ofgood courage. Soph.
El. 916. [ii], , , very rare for the
usu., formerly read in Thuc.
7. 77.ip, 6, Tharybis, of Lyma, a
leader of the Lydians, Aesch. Pers.
5] , 323.,, , Tharyx, masc. pr.

n.. Pans.^, , , Tharypas, a king
of the Mo'iossi, Thuc. 2, 80, in gen.. where vulg. 1. is

from.—2. a favourite of the

commander Menon, Xen. An. 2, 6, 28.,. , v. 1. lor foreg.. Dor. for, imperat.

aor. mid. from, q. v., Theocr.

;

also for, lb.[, b. Dor. for, Theocr., . iov,from Thasus, Tha-
sian : oi, the Thasians, Hdt.
6, 44 : , sub., al-

monds ; and , sub. ,
pickled sea-fish, hence -, to make this pickle, Ar. Ach.
671 : from^, , , Thasus, an island of

the Aegean on the coast of Thrace,
containing a city of the same name,
now Tasso, Hdt. 2, 44 ; 6, 47.—II. ,
Thusu-s, son of Neptune, or, ace. to

Pherecydes, of Cilix, leader of a
colony of Phoenicians, who settled

Thasus I, and hence its name, Hdt.

6, 47. [], Att., v..'2, fut., Ep.,
q. v., to sit, rest, sit or lie idle, Eur.
Supp. 391 ; also . or .
Id. Hec. 36, I. T. 1253; more rarely

c. ace, . Soph. . .
161 ; c. ace. cognato, ./. to sit in wretched posture,

Eur.'H. F. 1214. Cf.,,. [Prob. by nature, cf. Buttm.
Lexil. V..], neut. -ov, Att.,
ov. comp. from, quicker, swifter,

Hum. :, as adv., more quickly :

V. sub, [ by nature.], V., sub fin.\, . 6. the Thates, a river

falling into the Palus Maeotis, Diod.

S., Att. for., , . Ion. or, Hdt. : whatever one regards with

wonder or astonistunent, a wonder, mar-

vel, wondrous thing, work of wonder,

Horn., and Hes. always in sing., esp.

in phrase , a wonder to

bphold, Od. 9, 190, etc. ; so too,, Pind., .,, Eur. : ,, things more than wondrous,
Eur. Bacch. 667, Hec. 714: later,

TU, juggler's tricks, sleight-

of-hand. Plat. Rep. 514 B, Ruhnk.
Tim. ; but also mountebank-gajyibols,

tumbling, Xen. Symp. 2, 1. cf. 7, 2,

Casaub. Theophr. Char. 6, 2, and
Ath. 22 ; hence, ., a
wonder, trick of sophistry. Plat. Soph.
233 A.—II. wonder, surprise, astonish-

ment, Od. 10, 326 ; ,, worthy of wonder, Eur.

:

,, etc., to be

astonished, ., -
, to wonder at a thing,

all in Hdt. (From root .)
Hence, f. -, poet, --, very rare in act. form-, Xen.
Hell. 5, 1, 14, v. 1, Cyr. 5, 2, 12 : aor.

: Ion. or.
—I. absol. to wonder, be astonied, Horn.

625



—II. trans, c. ace, to look on with

wonder and amazement, to wonder, mar-

vel at a thing, Horn. : later, like Lat.

mirari, to regard trilh ivondcr and reve-

rence, to esteem, honour, admire, praise,

TLva knl, one for his wisdom,
Xen. Mem. 1, 4, 2; though Hoin.
gives one example of this sense, Od.
16, 203, cf. Valck. Hipp. 106 —HI. c.

gen., to wonder, man-el at..., Xen.
Hell. 2, 3, 53, Isocr. 27 ; rarely so

c. dat., as Thuc. 4, 8t : but this con-

struct, is usu. joined with sq.—IV.

followed by relat. adj., , ,
e. g.' .7.,
, . 24, 629 : also freq. with con-

junctions ft, or ~, ,, I mar-
vel that..., I wonder how... ; also, .
-.., Lat. minnn ni...,\x. Pac. 1292

:

—fi is used when the thing is con-

ceived as yet uncertain, on, etc.,

when it is a matter of fact : this

construct, is oft. joined with the

foreg., e. g. . ei, I wonder at men in power
supposing, Isocr. 76 B, cf. supr.—B.

pass, to be looked at liith wonder

:

sometimes c. part.,, men wonder that I am not pre-

sent, Soph. O. T. 289., hit. -, . -,^
II., Od. , 108, Find. . 3,

57, esp. in Dor. Cf3•.
iaaa, , . , , , Thau-

macia, a city of Magnesia in Thessaly,
II. 2, 716.\, , o'l, () Thati-

muci, a city of Thessaly, now Tho-
moco or Thaumakon, Strab., ov, ro, the money paid
to see conjurors' tricks, Sophron ap.

E. M., cf 1. tin., but very dub.

(From Dor. fut. o{.), a, ov, ^vondro^ts.^,, , () Thau-
mas, sun of Pontus and Gaea, father

of Iris and the Harpies, Hes. Th. 237,

265., , , wonder.\, ov, , Mt. Thaxnna-
sius, a mountain of Arcadia, Paus., . . Ion.. or

: icondroits, wonderful, mar-

vellous, II. Hom. Merc. 443, and Hdt.

;

c. inf., .. Pind. P. 1, 49;
oft. c. ace, as, . , marvel-

lous for beauty, Xen. An. 2, 3, 9 ; ., wonderfully much, Plat. Symp.
217 A, cf.—II. admirable,

excellent, ironical in Dem. 375, 24 :

freq. in addresses, , like. Plat. Rep. 435 C, etc.

Adv. -. Ar. Nub. 1240: also, ., marvellously wretched, Plat.

Gorg. 471 B. Hence,, , disposition to

ivondcr, marvelling, Hipp., , =-, restored by L. Dind., Xen. Symp.
7,2., ov, ,{) a mar-
velling, Dem. Phal., verb. adj. from -. one. must wonder, marvel, Eur.
Hel. 85., ov, , Ion. ., an
^dmirtr, Vit. Hom. 5., i), ov, inclined to won-
der or admire, Arist. Eth. N. Adv.., , ,{) won-
drous, iconderful, marvellous, strange,

unwonted, first in H. Hom. Cer. ,
Hdt., etc.: , 'tis

nothing wonderfd, Soph. Phil. 191

:

. freq. as adv., esp. in Att.,

. , , Lat. mirutn quantum,
pude, Plat.Theaet. 150 D, etc. : cf.-

^6

: also followed by '..., Xen. I

Symp. 4, 3, cf.' \^ —II. ad- \

mirable, excellent. VmiX.V.^A'iG. Adv. I

-, Plat.. esp. with, . <,
Ro]). 331 . Hence., , to regard as a icon-

der, marvel or prodigy. Pass, to be so

regarded, Arist. H. A., dep., to mantel much.,,,-=.-, , {,)
strictly to do leondrrs, and so usu. to

play jugglers' tricks, sleight-of-hand,

etc., Luc.-, , , the trade of
a, conjuring, juggling.

Plat. Rep. 602 D : and, , avi inggling:

-, sub. rfYi;?;,=ioreg., Plat. Soph.
224 A : froi'n—, , {,)
wonder-working : hence as subst. or

// -, a conjurer, juggler, Plat. Rep.
514 B, etc., , , poet, for-, . Hom. Merc. 80, 440, Bacch.
34, Heinr. Hes. Sc. 1C5, Bockh Pind.

0.1,28(43).(,,=7,
Xen. Symp. 7, 2 : -, jugglers' tricks, Plat. Tim. 80
C Hence,, , a won-
der-work., , J7t=-. Plat. Legg. 675 A : from, ,{,*)^^, Ath., , , platform for
seeing. (From and prob.-.)", ov, , an inhab. of
Thnpsacus, Xen. An. 1, 4, 18: from

f, ov, , ThnpsScun, a city

on the Euphrates, the Tiphsach of

the Bible ; it was the usual crossing

place of the river, by Seleucus Ni-
cator called Amphipolis, now 'Anezeh

or Bedwins, Xen. An. 1, 4, 11., , ,=:, Diosc.-, , ov, yellow-coloured, yel-

low, sallow, yvvij, Ar. Vesp. 1413

:

from', , , also, a plant

or ivood used for dying yellow, brought
from the island of Thapsus, Interpp.

Theocr. 2, 88.', ov, , Thapsus, a peninsula

containing a small town of the same
name on eastern coast of Sicily near

Syracuse, now Magnisi, Thuc. 6, 4,

etc.— 2. a town of Africa Propria,

Strab.—3. ace. to Schol. ad Nicand.,

one of the Sporades, where the plant

was found.
* S2, Ep. defective for prose

7.. Of act. we only find inf

aor. 1, to siwkle, feed, and that

only in Hesych. : but of mid. Hom.
has inf pres., to suck, mdk,?, milk to

milk the year round, Od. 4, 89 ; and
3 sing. aor. 1 mid., , he

sucked the breast, II. 24, 58, cf Call.

Jov. 48; part-,'. sucking, H.
Hom. Cer. 236. But in H. Hom. Ap.
123,/' , in

trans, signf , Apollo did his mother
|

suckle. (Akin to, '/, -
j,,, all which words re-
|

tain the notion to feed, give to drink, !

drink.)
I*, Lacon. , to see, only

used in mid.. q. v. I

-. a suffix, v. -.. . , fern, from, a god-
dess, Horn., who also joins it with
another subst., , U. 1, 280, I

' 24, 615; opp. io \',
11. 14, 315: - are always Ceres
and Proserpina.—The Att. form,, etc. is used even Ep. and Ion.,

except in a few places of late epics:
dat. plur. ^ is read in 11. 3, 158,

but V. Heriii. H. Hom. Yen. 191.

[~-, but in Att. poets sometimes as
monosyll., Eur. Andr. 978 ; and per-

haps so in Horn., v. sub : cf.

flfor.], , , (for from :

hence) a seeing, looking at,

view, , Hdt. 1, 25;'/, to take or get a view, Soph.
Phil. 056 ; inl /., to go to

see. Plat. Lach. 179 E.—11. that which
is seen, a sight, Aesch. Pr. 211, etc. :

later esp. of the games, theatre, etc.,

Lat. spectaendnm, Plut. In H. Ilom.
Cer. 64, , usu.
taken, revere me by thy countenance,

as an adjuration ; but prob, with
Voss and Herm. should be
read.avr, ,(,)
one who proclaims a festival,^, ov, . fiy•;,
Theagenldes, an Athenian archon,
Diod. S.fv, nvr. b. {9. *'')
Thenglnes, a tyrant of Megara. father-

in-law of the Atbetiian Cylon, Thuc.
1, 126.—2. an Athenian envoy. Id. 5,

19; also written. — 3. a
lochagus in the army of the ten
thousand, from Locris, Xen. An. 7,

4, 18, where now.—Others in

Luc, etc. : cf.).
tGE(t)7/f, ot'f, 0, Theages, an Athe-

nian, son of Demodocns, a pupil of
Socrates, Plat. Apol. 34 A, etc., , , {, ) an
evoking of gods., fnt. -, () to he a god,

to be divine.—II. irans.^ fie.. said (in Eust.) to be
used by Antiphon for :

others read., , f/, poet, for, a god-
dess, Hom.:, .=, Pind. . 10,

45 (24 Bockh.)', , , Theaenetvs, son
ofTolmides, a seer of Plataeae, Thuc.
3,20., ov, (,) obtain-

ed from the gods. Luc. : hence
fato. ov, , Theaelitus, an

Athenian, son of Euphronius, a pupil

of Socrates, Plat. Theact.—Others
in Diog. L., etc., , , () that

which is seen, a sight, show, Aesch. Pr.

C9, Soph. Aj. 992., ovoc, , , {) a
spectator, Anth. [a]

favpia, , , the descend'inta

of Theirndrus. the Theandridae, a family

in .Aegiiia, Pind. N. 4, 118., . , composed of God
and man, Eccl. : from, ov, , {,) and... the God-man. Ecc).

IGfui'tJ, , , Thermo, a Danaid,
Apollod.—2. sister of Hecuba, wife
of Antenor, II. 6, 298, etc.—3. wife of
Pythagoras, Diog. L., f.- [] Ion. -^/-: perf. : dep .. ,-) to see, vieu<. behold, Hdt. 1, 8, etc.

:

oi. the spectators in a theatre,

Ar. Ran. 2: foil, by a relat., to look,

watch, —, Dem.
—From aor. pass,, the par-

tic. TO, in pass, signf, occurs
as a V. 1. for. in Thuc. 3, .38.

Of an act. there are only a few



examples m Lacon. dialect, Valck.
Adon. p. 279 B. Cf.,., ov, {,)
phasing to God. Adv. -rof, Eccl.'^^, and , , Thenridas, a
Boeolarch, Paus. Others in Plut, etc.

Qtaftiov, TO, Dor. for •-, wh.
is not used : the place where the

met, a building sacred to the Pythian
Apollo, in Aegina, Pind. N. 3, 122,

and elsewhere : strictly neuL from

—

II-, , epith. of Apollo, Paus.

f«i
, ^ -

t9fopt'(JV, urof, o, Thearion, sn
Aeginetan, Pind. N. 7, 10.—2. a cele-

brated baker at .Athens, Plat Gorg.
518 : Ar. Fr. 199.

fOtupKtic, . , TkeoTces, masc.
pr. n., Poiyb. 2. 55, 9., . Dor. for., , , (,) the

supreme Deity., EccL Hence. /, , belonging to the, Keel. Adv. -.^, ov, , Theastdes, son of
Leoprepes, a Spartan, Hdt. 6, 85.. , ,() inspired., . , verb. adj. from, to be seen. Plat. Phaed. 66 D.

—II., one must see. Id, Kep.
390 D., ov, a, () one who
sees, a spectntor, Eur. lon 301, Ar.

Nub. 575, etc. ; ., Thuc.
3, 38. Hence, , , of, belonging to see-

ing, ., a discerning power,

Epict, rj, ,{) to be seen.

Soph. .\j. 915, Plat., etc.. ov,,^.^, , , fem. of, v.., ov, , dim. from-
rpnv, Varro..() to be or play

on the stnge.—ll. trans, to bring on the

stage: hence to make a show of, hold

tip to shame, y,. T., , ,() of, be-

longing to the theatre, theatrical, Arisl.

Pol. : hence pompous, showy, Hipp.
Adv. -., ov, , () a
player., , (,)
like it ihnaire, Strab. Adv. -.^, , to court applause :

sind, , , a courting of
applause, A rtemid. : from, ov, (, -) courting applause: cf.~., , , (,) theatrical goi'emment, abso-

lute power exercised by the spectators in

a theatre, like our ' O. P.' affair. Plat.

Legg. 701 A : formed like --, , (,-) to be mad after stage-plays. Philo.^, ov, (,-)=, theatre-shaped. Lye., ov. TO, Ion.., (-) a. place for seeing, esp. a place

for dramatic representation, a theatre.

Hdt. 6, 67, Plat, etc. : also used as

<j place of assembly, Ath. 213 D. and
N. T.— 2. collective for ,
the people in the theatre, the spectators,

as we say the house, Hdt. 6, 21.—3.

for, the piece represented, a show,

N. T.—Cf.. [i by na
ture in and all its compds.]-, ,(,)
making a theatre, Anasandr. Od. 2, 9... ov, ,(,-):=, Ar. Fr. 475.

.,,=-, stage-pounder, epith. of Melissa,
prob. a heavy, clumsy dancer, Sch-
weigli. Ath. 157 A. \v'\, , , {, -) the lessee of a theatre, at Athens
a person who received the money
paid for seats (), for which
he paid a rent to the state and kept
the theatre in repair, Casaub. The-
ophr. Char. 11,3, Bockh P. E. 1, 294:
also/^ and.,, . and. ov, ,
late words for, brimstone..,(,16)=., , , poet for, sul-

phur. Od. 22, 481, etc., . . . for ,
divine, . 1. in Mosch. 2, 50., poet, for, to smoke
with brimstone, Od. 22. 482., , ov. Ion. for,
part, from, prob. f. 1.-, part. pres. from., . Ion. for., , poet, for,
Orph., , to speak of God, Eccl.:

from, ov, (, )

speaking of God, prophetic, Orph. : like., ov, or -, poet, for, Nonn./, ,. Ion. for,-
, divine, Bion 6, 9..., , the dwelling of
a, Paus. : from, ov, for?., a priest,

Paus., , , (?.) a visi-

tation of God. destiny, Soph. Tr. 1237.?. as pass., to complain

of God^s risitations, Helioil.

''/.. ov,(, 7.) driven

or hunted by a gnd. maddened, .,
Aesch. Ag. 1297.—II. sent, caused by a
god. only of things bad in themselves
or consequences,,,-,, Soph., cf. Thorn. . p.

437., . Ion. for-, , r/.and in Anth.,-, ov, poet, for., , , contemplation.—
. pass, problem. Anth.,, . //, Ion. for.-7,, , and, ,
poet, for -^./, ', . Ion. for.,,^=, poet., , . Ion. for., , , Ion. for.,, . Ion. and poet, for.. , fj, fem. from 6, one^s

,
father''s or nwther^s sister, aunt, Lat.

amita and matertern. Hence, , , Thia, a daughter of

Earth, mother of Helius and Selene,
Hes. Th. 135.,() to make divine, deify,

Clem. Al.—II. it seems to be intrans.

in Thuc. 8, 1. --, as many as made
them hope by divinations, omens, etc.,

though it might be taken trans, byfill-
ing them with enlhusias7n.\, ov, , Thineus, ( Bockh) Theaeus, son of Ulias of Ar-
gos, victor in wrestling, Pind. N. 10,,, , Thias, a king of
the Assyrians, father of Smyrna,
Apollod., ov, .() inspiration,

enthusiasm : Nicias is said by Thuc.
7, 50, to be •

I, much attached to divinations or to

i
superstitioti.•! observances.

j

,.—.^., Boeot. for -
I
,, Ar. Ach. 862, 868.-, 3 1. opt. aor. 2 act. from -, II. 4, 363./, =/., Ar. Lys.

I

1252., ?/, ,=, late form,
Clem. . Adv. -., to warm, dry in the

sun, Diosc. : from:, ov, , (/,)
a sun-shiny place, where things were put
out to dry : in Horn, only Od. 7, 123,
where it is a sunny floor or area in the
vineyard, on which the grapes were
spread to dry, to make the vinum
passum., for, 1 pi. opt. aor.

2 act. from, Od., inf aor. 2 act. for:
also inf aor. 1 from., , or,= Wfiof, late form.', fut.: aor. 1:
aor 2 (), prob. used only in inf., part,. suhj., and
imperat. Tostrike, wound, Horn,
v^ho joins it, like- and /-, with,,,•

, //, also absol. II. 1,

588, Od. 18. 63 :^', dashed to earth, Od. 9,

459, Aesch Pers. 301. Only poet.

(In the edd. of Pind., etc. is also found
a pres., but this only arose from
writing the inf aor. with a wrong ac-
cent,, and part,, Bultm.
Catal. in voc, Blomf Aesch. Theb.
378, Elrasl. Heracl. 272. cf. Eur.
Cycl. 7, etc. : in Theocr. 22, 66, -, must be pres. : akin to

and.), . poet, for'.^., , Thiodamas, a
king of the Drvopes, father of Hylas,
Ap. Rh. 1, 1213.—Others in Arist,
etc., ov.(,) taming
the gods : hence pecul. fem. ij-. [], ,(,) built by
gods, At)th., . for,,
plur. subj. aor. 2 act. from,
Horn., ov.. brimstone, Lat. sulftir

:

Hom. only uses poet, and once/. (Orig. prob. neut. from,
divine, because brimstone was suppo
sed to have a purifying and averting
power, II. 10, 22S, Od. 22, 4S1, 493,

cf : ace. to others from .), ov, , neut. from, q. v.~, , to make a god of. Or.
Sib.,,,() of the gods,

Lat. divinus. Horn. :— 1. of divine race

or origin, , II. , 180 : sent

or caused, worked by a god., II. 2,

41 : , , by di-

vine intervention, and so much like, Xen. Cyr. 4. 2, 1 ; so ^ -
Xy, Hdt. 1, 126, etc. ; ., -. Soph., etc. : appointed of God,., Od. 4, 691 : inspired, -, often in Od. (though these perh.
better in ne.xt signf.)—2. belongmg or
sacred to, in honour of a god. holy,,, 11. 7, 298, Od. 8, 264 : under
divine protection,-, II. 21, 526,
and so perh. .,,, V. foreg. signf —3. like Lat
divinus, of anything more than human,
extraordinary, wondrous, esp. of any
thing excellent in its kind, hence not
only of heroes, as Hercules, Ulysses»
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etc., (where it might be sprung from

the gods) hut also ot things, es[). tidop, oft. Ill Od. ; and so in lUlt., ., rnarvellous things, "i, u6,

V. 7, 137, cf.,> :, as a title of distiuciion, esp. at

Sparta, Plat. Meiio 90 I), or more
strictly, Arist. Eth. 7, 1, 3.— II.

rent. TO Qdov, as subst., Ihe divine

Being or Essence, the Deity, first in

Hdt. 1, 32; cf. (5iof.—2. , di-

vine thin};s, the acts and attributes of Ihe

fods, the course of providence. Soph.

*hil. 452, etc. : religious observances,

Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 2.— III. adv., in

divine manner, by divine providence, like. etc., siipr. 1. 1, Plat., etc. :, by special providence, Hdt.

1, 122. For compar., v.

III., ov, 6, one's father's or moth-

er's brother, uncle, Lat. patruus and
avunculus, fein.: first in Eur. I.

T. 930, Ar. Nub. 121, etc., and Xen.
Before this/, -,, and-/,?. were used.— II.

in Cic. Att. 2, 2, 1, like pnlruus. strict,

harsh, but v. Orell. (Prob. akin to

7/.), compar. adv. from -
, V., fin.,, , () dinine na-

ture or origin, divinity, Plut./, ,(,^) shown

forth, sent by the gods, Ale.x;. Olynth. 1,

14, but with vv. 11., and., ov, contr., ovv,(,) brimstone-coloured, Luc., ,() to stnoke ivith brim-

stone, fumigate and purify thereby, cf.

ami II. iMid., -, he fuiiiiguits ln.s house, Od. 23,

50 : (both times in Ep. form)
hence in genl., to purifi/, halloiv, Eur.

Hel. 860, V. Herin. ad. 1. (882)—II.() tmnahe divine, dedicate to a god,

like. Plat. Legg. 771 B.+, , fj, Th'^on, the nymph
that reared Jupiter, Paus.

—

II. a city

named after her in Arcadia, Id.

Hence-, a, ov, of Thisoa, Thlso-

an, Paus.

«, poet, for, to run, Horn.

+Gftw, Ep. for ,, , subj. aor. 2

act. from /, Horn.^, , Thlodas, a philosopher

of Laodicea, Diog. L.&, ,(,) brimstone-

like, Lat. sulfureus, Anth.—II. ()
divine. Eccl.\, , 6, Thectamenes,

masc. pr. n., Plut., ov, (,)
soft-speaking, Anth.], ov,, (7^) a charm-

ing, soothing, appeasing : a charm, VTf-; Eur. Or. 211.

.')-', ', , V. ?..,,,=^., f. -. Radic. signf to

stroke, and so soothe, appease, esp. by
sorcery, to chann, enchant, etc., like

Lat. viulcere, of any soft, overpower-

ing emotion, but mostly such as have

an evil influence over the reason.

Horn, uses it esp. of Mercury, who
with his magic wand, lays men in a charmed sleep,

Od. 5, 47 ; 24. 3, II. 24, 313 ; so too of

Neptune, 7. where it is

used rather of an irresistible force, 11.

13. 435 ; also of the sorceress Circe,

Od. 10, 291, etc. ; of the Sirens' ma-
gic song, Od. 12, 40 : then in genl. of

any gentle, imperceptible means of
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doing a thing, to overpower, enchain,

V(')ov,, II. 12,255; 15, 322, cf.

Od. 17, 521 : and in bad sense, to en-

trap. cheat, cozen, flatter, blindbi/flattiry,

Od. 16, 298; 14,' 387; oft. c.'dat. mo-
di,, Od. 3, 204;', Od. 1, 57; 18,

282,, , 1•_21, 276,

604. Also in pass., tpu ', by love's witchery iferci/iey

entrapped. Od. 18, 212. In later wri-

ters the same sense remains ; so '-, Aesch. Pr. 805 ;,
Eur. I. A. 142; and c. inf., viv, Soph. Tr.

355., , only in Aesch. Supp.

1027, , of the Nile,—

a

very dub. word, interpr. by Hesych.
o'iiiTp()v,.', ov,{) willing, volunta-

ry, Aesch. Supp. 875.

7],, , () will, .
. Hence, =, very late

word.?., ov, and, ov, gen., xvilling, voluntary., , , () a willing,

will, . .7],, ,() one who wilts,

of a soothsayer, LXX., ?/,,() willed, wished

for, LXX.,,=:.,, 6,() soother,

charmer.?, . .
15, 4, cf.. Hence/, , , charm, en-

chantment, and so of any thing which
has a soft and silent influence, 11. 14,

215;7}, sowgs which

charm or enchain men's minds, Od. 1,

337 ; , a means of
sootliing or appeasing the gods, Od. 8,

509 ; , vieans ofliuht-

ening toil, Aesch. Cho. 670 : also-, and : strictly neut.

from!/, ov, () soothing,

charming, enchanting, c. gen.,,
Aesch. Supp. 1004; absol., Eur.
Hipp. 478., , oi',= foreg.?^, ov, ,=7..
Soph. Tr. 585., , ij, a charming, en-

chantrnent, .. Rh.?, contr. , , fern, of

/)'/., , , }},—,
?,?}, Aesch. Supp. 1040, ace.

to Bothe's emend, for., ov,(,)
charming men, ], Orph., ov, contr. -, -ovv,(,) charming, enchanting, lu-

ring the heart,', Anth., ov, (?^,)
dcliciously bitter,], Anth., ov, gen., (,)=?, Eur. Bacch. 402.',, , Thelxion, son of

king Apis of Argos, Paus. 2, 6, 7

;

but v. Apollod. 2, 1, 1.\, , , Thelpusa, a
nymph, district, and city of Arcadia,

Paus., , ,^=, the

foundations, elements, beginnings of
things, the semina rerum of Lucret..

only in Emped. 73, ace. to the cer-

tain emend, of Peyron and Gaisf. for. The sing, 7\.,
only in Gramm.. whence to derive, and?..'2, fut., Alexandr.
perf.. Lob. Phryn. 332:

merely shortened form of ?, q.

v. at end.,, ,() that which
is placed, laid down, proposed, esp.— 1.

money deposited as a pledge, a deposit,

Plut.—2. something proposed as a prize,

a prize, Inscr.—3. a proposition or case

for discussion, the tlieme of an argu-

ment, Cicero's propositum, Quintil.

—

4. in Gramm., primary word, root.—
5. a horoscope.— 6. very late, a depot of
soldiers. Hence, f. -, to place, lay down,
propose : take for a theme or primary
word, Sext. Einp.—2. to draw a horo-

scope., ,,() ofor belong-

ing to a.—II. that in which a prize

OT reward is proposed, e.g. -,
opp. to and.—
III. /> ., a primary word, Gramm., ov, ,() a

placing, laying down, proposing,,
Lat. positio : esp.— 1. of a casefor dis-

cussion.—2. of a root or primary word,

Sext. Emp.,,(,) always,
it seems, in plur. the foundatioivi, and
so the lowest part, the very bottom : so
twice in Hom., ., the very

bottom, roots of the eye, 11. 14, 493,
and -, II. 17, 47 ; '-

., Hes. Th. 816; ., the

place where Amnion stands, i. e. his

temple, Pind. P. 4, 28 ; .,
the roots of Mt. Pangaeus, lb. 320.,,=, like it

only in plur.. ,-, they laid the foundations, 11. 12,

28 ; 23. 255., ov,,^, only
in Byzant. Poets, Jac. A. P. p. 012., adv., from the bottom:

froin, ov, , as sing, of the
poet,. Xen. Eq. 1,2: -, fro?n the foundations, Polyb., ov,() belonging to the

foundation,, Ar. Av. 1137.—II.

., as subst., sub.,=,
Macho ap Ath. 316 A :' .. Thuc. 1,93./., ov, (, )
upholding the foundations., , (') to lay the

foundation, found. C. acc, N. T. : pass.

to be founded, Diod. Hence7, , , a founding,
foundation, LXX., ov. , a founder.. Dor. and Ep. for, inf.

aor. 2 act. o[, Od.. Ep. for, inf. aor. 2
act. of, Horn.,,=, grave, serious.

(Perh. from, settled, steadfast.). ov, gen., (-,) nf grave and serious mind.,^=.,, ?/, (, )
of grave and serious countenance, honest,, Aesch. Pr. 134; also, .-, Emped. 12., ( ) to judge, punish,

like. Mid., prob. ruling our wills, Pind. P.

4, 250.?, ov. (,)
rightly woven or plaited. .,
a riglilly-made or well-earned ClOWn,
Pind. N. 9, 125., 7/, old and Ep. gen.,
and in Hom. the only form ; acc. •
/itF, Aesch. Ag. 1431. etc. SotooHom.
declines the prop. n.,,
acc. ; but Att., acc.

: common Gr.. Ion.

: voc., II. 15J 93 : (prob.



from root -,, and so)—I.

that which is laid doan or established,

law, like, not as fixed by stat-

ute, but as established by old usage,

Lat. jus or fas, as opp. to lez : esp.

freq. in Hoin. in phrase, ,
lis meet and right, hiit. fas est, C. dat.

pers- et. inf. rei. e. g. ov', Od. 14, 5, cf.

II. U, 386 ; 23, 41 : also y ,
as 'tis right, as the custom is, 11. 2, 73,

Has. Op. 139; sometimes c. gen., y—, as man's cus-

tom is, II. 9, 134, but c. dat.,,, which are due

to strangers, 11. 11, 779: in the same
way nom. , for y, and Spitzn. Exc. li. ad 11. would
always so read it. Very rare,
fitness, seemliness, like , .
Thiersch Ar. Nub. 295. In Att. the

appellat. is used mostly in phrase -, where it seems to be used
as neut. or asindeclin., (paai -, / . Soph. . C.

1191, Plat. Gorg. 505 C, though the

readings vary, and the point is dispu-

ted, v. Ellendt Lex. Soph. The strict

Att. word for it is.—II. plur., in Horn. . setitences which have

theforce of law, , the will

of Jupiter, as declared by oracle, Od.

16, 403, Find. P. 4, 96: also any thing

established by fate or the will of gods.

Soph. Phil. 34'6.—2. rights, esp. of the

judge or chief, and so prerogative, au-

thority, 7/~ 7/, join-

ed, II. 2. 206 : hence the dues, tribute,

etc., as being the right of the king or

lord,7~ , II.

9, 156, 298.—3. existing laws or ordi-

nances, /.,, who maintain the

laws, II. 1, 238, cf. Hes. Th. 235 ; oi-, joined, rights and
laws, Od. 9, 215.—4. questions of law,

law-stiits, in cases where old usage is

disputed, and the king or judge must
decide, hence, , II.

16, 387, Hes. Th. 85: hence \% ju-

dicial sittings or sentences,',, Od. 9, 112, as also in

sing. II. 11, 807.

—

., as prop.

n., Themis, goddess of law and order,

patroness of existing rights, lastly jus-

tice personified. But in Hom,, who
mentions the goddess only thrice, she
is the officer of Jupiter, to call the
gods to assembly, II. 20, 4 ; but also

to convene and dismiss assemblies of

men, Od. 2, 68; and lastly II. 15, 87,

sq., to preside and keep order at the
banquets of the gods : in these three

places the deriv. from, is very
plain. Hes. Th. 16 names her along
with the great gods

; fand makes
her daughter of Uranus and Gaea, Id.

135, mother of the Hours, and Fates,

901. 904;tv. plura ap. Welcker, Aes-
chyl. Trilogie p. 40., ov, {,)
seeing to law and order, keeping order.

Find. N. 7, 69.,, ,{,)
reigning by right, Pind. P. 5, 38.\, ac, //, Ion. -, Themis-

cyra, a city of Pontus, on the Ther-
modon, in a plain of the same name,
the abode of the Amazons, Hdt. 4,

86 ; Aesch. Pr. 724. Hence^. a, ov, of Themiscy-

ra, Ap, Rh. 2, 995 : ., the

promontory of Them., near that city,

Id. 2, 371 ; elsewhere, and ., Ep. ace.

eing. and pi. from, Hom,^, , , Themistago-

Tos, masc. pr. n,, Ath.

\, ov Dor. a, 6, Themiste-

as, masc. pr. n., Plut., , , a giving oforacles,

Strab., eia, eiov, ()
lawful, right, righteous, Pind. O. 1, 18., , , ordered by law

or custom : from,() to give laii;

declare law and right,, Od. 11,569:

hence to order, rule, govern,, Od.

9, 114.'—II. to give answers or oracles,

c. acc, . , .
Hom. . 253 ; so in prose, Lys. ap.

Harp., also., Ep. gen. pi. from,
Hes. Th. 235., ov, patron of law and
right, epith. of Jupiter, Plut.^, ov, , Themistius, an
Aeginetan, Pind. N. 5, 91.^, , , Themisto-

genes. a Syracusan. who wrote an ac-

count of the expedition of Cyrus the

younger, acc. to Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 2.^/., Ion. and. 6. Themistocles, son of Neocles,

of the demus Phrearrhi, the distin-

guished statesman and commander,
conqueror of the Persians at Sala-

mis, Hdt., Thuc, etc. : --
'/., the tomb of Themistocles, Arist.

H. A.—2. grandson of foreg., Paus.

—

Others in Polyb., Plut., etc.^. , , Themistonoi,

daughter of Ceyx, wife of Cycnus,
Hes. Sc. 356., ov, {,)
ministering law and right, epith. of

kings and judges, H. Horn. Cer. 103,

like., , , {) agreeable

to law and right, allowed by the law of
gods and men, lawful, right, Aesch.
Theb. 694 ; more usu., q. v.

Hence, , , poet, for,
Orph., ov, {,) up-

holding the right,7.. . Rh.\, , , Themisto, one of

the Nereids, Hes. Th. 261.—2. daugh-
ter of the Lapith Hypseus, wife of

Athamas, Apollod. 1, 9, 2.—3. acc. to

Paus. the mother of Homer, 10,24, 3.iv,', 6, Themison, a The-
raean, Hdt. 4, 154.—2. a tyrant of

Eretria, who took Oropus from the

Athenians, Dem. 259. 10.—3. minister
of Antiochus Sidetes in Cyprus,
Polyb., Ael. V. H.—Others in Ath.,

etc.\, ov, , Themisonium, a

small town of Phrygia. Strab.,=^, -, keeping lawful orgies, Eur.
Bacch. 79, e conj. Musgr., , , poet, for,
. Hom. Cer, 207, and Pmid. : but
also in prose, ov {) c.

inf., Hdt. 3, 37 ; 5, 72, Plat. Apol. 30
D. Adv. -., , {, )
oracular, Orac. ap. Euseb., , to place, establish, i. e. to

make -necessary, compel, force, c. inf.., he forced
the ship to come to land, Od. 9. 486,

542. (Usu. deriv. from=-, but this is only in Hesych. It

belongs, with, to the root -,.)
-, insep. particle, affixed to

substs. or adjs., and, like the prep,, denotmg motionfrom a place, opp.
to -, e. g.,,-, etc., from another place, from
home, from heaven : more rarely of

persons, as in Hom.,,
from Jupiter, from the gods. The
poets sometimes add or, as'. 11. 8. 19, ,
Od. 9, 38 ; and indeed- may best
be considered as merely the old genit.
termination, retained in, -,. In some words, as,,, ~,,
the poets might change into:
but, except In these Homeric forms,
this license was rare in later au-
thors.

tOevat. , , Thenae, a spot in
Crete between Ida and Cnosus, Cal-
lim. ad Jov. 42.', upor, , (,) the

part of the hand with which one strikes,

the flat or hollow of the hand, 11. 5, 339:
hence , the hollow on the

plane of the altar, for laying the offer-

ings in, Bockh Expl. Pind. P. 4, 188,
sq. ; U7.0C ., the hollow or depths of the

sea, Pind. I. 4, 97 (3, 74) : also the

sole of the foot,. Hence, to strike ivith the hand

:

hence=., a pres. which has been con-
sidered doubtful, v. sub., Ep. for,, 2 imperat.
aor. 2 mid. from, Od.'/., . ,{)
the state or behaviour of a /.,
madness, blindness, Aeschin. 72, 32.

[a] •

^, , to hurt the gods. i. e.

sin against them, Aesch. Pers. 831.

—

II. neut. to be, Themist.

:

from, , {,)
stricken of God, esp. in mind, blinded,

distraught, foolish, Hdt. 1, 127, v.

Heyne II. 9, 116, Ruhnk. Vellei, 2,

57, 3. Adv. -.'/., ov, {,)
willed or appointed of God. Eccl.

fopov, ov, TO, an appell. of
the evergreen, Lat. sempervivum, Diosc., , , {,)
the marriage of the gods, esp. a least
of Proserpina in Sicily.,', , Theogiton, a The-
ban, partisan of Philip, Dem. 324, 16., , , divine birth, re-

generation, Eccl. : from, , {,*) bom of
God : hence^/,, , Theogenes, one of
the thirty tyrants, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 3.—2. a poor Athenian of rude man-
ners, Ar. Pac. 928, etc.— Others of
this name in Dem. 832, 2 ; 1369, 15,

etc., Xen., where formerly,
q. V. ^, ov,=^, regene-

rate, Eccl., , {,) begot-

ten of a god. Soph. Ant. 834., ov, {,) with
the eye of a god, Nonn., ov, {, ?.)
with the tongue of a god, Anth.ivo, ov, , Thengnetus, an
Aeginetan, victor at the Olympic
games, Pind. P. 8. 49.^. and, , Theognis,
an old gnomic poet of Megara in
Sicily, who flourished about 540 B.C.,
Theog. 23, Plat. Legg. 630 .—2. one
of the thirty tyrants at Athens, Xen.
Hell. 2, 3, 3.'— 3. a tragic poet at
Athens, who received the sobriquet
of' Snow.' from the freezing character
of his plays, often ridiculed by Aris-
tophanes, Ach. 11, 140, etc.—^Others
in Ath., etc., ac, , the knowledge of
God, Eccl. : from
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, , {,)
hnown of God.,. , the birth, generation,

enealogy ot the gods, the litle of lle-

sioti's poem : from. ov, (,*) born of
God, divine, Eur. Or. 31C.\, , 6, Theogonus, masc.
pr. n.. Pans., ov, {,) writ-

ten by God, Eccl., ov, gen. {,-) divine, Archestr. ap. Ath. 320 15.

ioo,ov,ofTheodectes,Ast.
Rhet. : from/, ov, o, Theodcctes, a rhe-

torician and tragic poet of Phaselis

in Painphylia, a pupil of Isocrates,

Arist. Pol.

—

"i,.
son of Aristarchus,

Plut.,, 6,,^=./, ov, {,?)
., mnrder by which the gods

are injured, Antll.\/, , 6, Theodirrms, v.., ov, {, ))
taught of God, N. T. [I], , (,) ivhirled,

driven round by God. Nonn., , {, )) seeking

God. Synes.^, a, ov. Dor. for sq.. ov, also a, ov, Piiid. O.

6, 100, Fr. 58, 1, {,) gnd-

built, raised, jnade or Jounded by the

gods,, II• 8. 519., , -, {) the

glory of God, the Divinity, Clem. Al., , ,{) a gift

or offering to the gods, Strab. : hence
jooa, , , and, in

Dem. 467, 10, etc., Thcodosia, a city

of the Tauric Chersonesus, prob.

same as Panticapaeum, Wolf. Dem.
467, 10, Strab. p. 309., ov, {,) given

by God.^, ov, , Theodo.iius, masc.
pr. n., Strab.^, ov, b, Theoddlas, a Rho-
dian, a general of Antiochus king of

Syria, Luc\, , , Theodote, an Athe-

nian courtesan, who accompanied
Alcibiades, and performed the funeral

rites for him when slain, Xen. Mem.
3, 11, Ath. 574 E,, ov, {,)=-.ioo, ov, , Theodotus, an Athe-
nian archon, Diod. S.

—

2. a pupil of

Socrates, Plat. Apol. 33 E.—Others
in Dem. 912, 28, Lys., etc^, ov, {.) re

ceiving or conceiving God, epith. of the

Virgin, Eccl., , to ivalk in God's ways,

Eccl. : from, ov,{,) walk-

ing in God's ways, Eccl.^, ov, of Theodoras ; oi., the followers of Theodoras (3),

Ath. 252 C., ov, {,)
given by God, Clem. Al.\, , , Theodoridas, a

poet of Syracuse, .\th. 229 B, 475 F.
—2. one of the poets of the Antho-
logy.(5(• , , , v. 1. for,
Dem.^'. ov, , {, )
Tlieoddrus {Theodore) an Athenian
archon, 01. 85. 3, Diod. S. : father

of the Athenian general Procles,

Thuc. 3, 91.—2. son of Telecles, a

celebrated artist of Samos, Hdt. I,
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51 ; 3, 41.— 3. a sophist and rheto-

rician of Byzantium, Plat. Phacdr.
265. — 4. a sophist of Cyrenc, who
lived at Athens, iii.structor of Socrates

and Plato, Plat. Theaet. 145 A : Xen.
Mem. 4, 2.— 5. a celebrated tragic

actor at Athens, Dem. 418, 4.-6. of

Eretria in Euboea, who with Themi-
son deprived the Athenians of Oro-

pus, Dem. 259, 10.—Others in Dem.
908, 26, Ath., Diog. L., etc., , ?), likeness to God,
Iambi. : from, , {,) godlike,

divine, in Horn, always of outward
form, divine of form, beauttons as the

gods, usu. of young heroes, as Paris

and Telemachus, but also of aged
men, as Priam, 11. 24, 217 : Hes. Th.
350 fust uses it of females. Later
also in moral relations. Super!., q. v. Adv. -. .
Kh. Cf.., ov,{,) god-

like, Hom., who uses it exactly

=

foreg., , {, )—-., , ?/, {,) dub.
1. for sq., , , being hated by
the gods, Luc. : from, ov, {,) hated
by the gods., adv., {) from the gods,

Lat. divinitiis, Od. 16, 447., ov, {,) offered to

the gods : ., a victim, Cratin. In-

cert. 132., ov, TO, the temple of the

wine-god ; , with and with-
out, the feast of the wine-god, ap.

Dem. 1371, 24., ov, o,{,) the wine-

god, Bacchus,, Aesch. Fr. 339., ov, (, ')
trafficking in sacred things, Eccl. [a], ov, {, -) made by God.,, , (,/)
divine herald./,,{,) roused

by the gods.\, , . TheocUa, fem. pr.

.. Lys. Fr., Ath._583 E.^,, , Theocles, an Athe-
nian banker. Dem. 1249, 10.—Others
in Ath. 497 C, A nth., etc.77), ov,{,) called

of God : also—II. act. .,
the house wherein God is invoked, both
in Nonn.
io?.vvo, ov, 6, Theoclymenus,

son of Polyphides, descended fiom
Melampus, a seer, Od. 15, 256.—2.

son of Proteus, Eur. Hel. 9., , to call the gods to aid,

call on the name of the gods, to invoke

divine vengeance, Aesch. Pers. 500 ; to

call on, c. ace. pers.,, Elmsl.
Med. 204 : in genl. to call aloud, de-

clare, c. ace. rei,, Plut. : and, , , a calling on
the gods, invocation, c. ace. rei, Polyb.

:

from, ov, {,) calling

on the gods, . ?., Aesch. Theb.
143.— 11. pass, heard by God, Joseph., ov,{,) made,
wrought by a god, Q. Sm.', , to be a priest, Inscr.

:

from, h, , a priest, priestess, cf.. (from and, Lat. coto,

which is not in use.), ov, (,) ac-

complished, wrought by theeods, Aesch.
Ag. 1488.

, , i/. {,) a
mingling with God, Iambi., , i/. (,)
the rale of God, Theocracy, Joseph./, , founded by God,
Nonn.^, , h, Theocrines, a
celebrated Athenian tragic actor,

Dem. 329, 26./, ov, 6, (,)
judge of gods or goddesses, of Paris,

Anth. [], ov, {, Kpivu) chosen

of God., ov, , Theocritus, a ce-
lebrated jiastoral poet of Syracuse,
who flourished about 272 B. C—2. a
rhetorician of Chios, Plut., Ath. 21 C., en',{, KTii.'u)found-

ed, ynade, created by God, Poet. ap.

Arist. Poet. 21., oi'r=foreg., Anth., , ij, a killing of God,
Eccl. : from, ov, (,) hill-

ing God, Eccl.

'\7),, , 'JTieoci/des, father

of Dicaeus, Hdt. 8, 65. [i], ,,=^-./., , {,) di-

vinely shining, Eccl.?7}, as pass., to be in-

spired, Philo.,-,, belonging to ent
possessed : 7/, sub.-,—, Sest. Emp. : froni?, ov, (,)
seized by God, posscfsed, inspired, su-

perstitious, Plut. Hence, , i/, inspiration : super-

stition, Plut.., ov, , a place above

the stage where gods appeared., , to be a, to

sjjeuk of God and of the divine nature,

to speak theologically, , Arist.

Mund. : tu^, enquiries

into the divine nature, Plut. Hence, , , a speaking or urit-

ing on God and the divine 7iature, the

science of things divine, theology. Plat.

Rep. 379 A : esp. the origin of things., , . belonging to a
: i], with or with-

out /,^^', Arist. Me-
taph. From, ov, {,) speak-

ing, writing ew God a7id the divrne na-
ture : hence, ., a divine, iheolnginn ;

in prolane writers, Homer, Hesiod,
Orpheus were esp. so called, cf. Cic.

N. D. 3.21.^7. , , Tlieoli/te, fern. pr.

n., Ath. 471 A, etc.'^, ov, o, Theolytus, an
Acarnanian, Thuc. 2, 102.—2. a poet
of Methymna, Ath. 29C A., ov, {, ,)=.'\, , , Theonumdtr,
masc. pr. ., Ath. 507 .^,. , Theomcstor, a
tyrant of Samos, Hdt. 8, 85.', , to be: from/,,(.() mad-
dened by the gods, Aesch. Theb. 653:

., madness caused by the gods,
Eur. Or. 79., , ij, madness caused by
God, inspiration, Philo.', , i), a spirit of pro-
phecy, Dio C., , fut. -, to have a
spirit ofprophecy ; from, , , {,)
one who has a spirit of prophecy. Plat.

Apol. 22 C ; opp. to.



, , to iigltt against God
or the gods, Eur. Bacch. -13, 323

:

and^, , , a battle of the gods,

as certain books of the IL were call-

ed, esp. the 19th, Plat. Rep. 378 D.
•—IL a fighting agai)tst God: from, ov,(,)figta-
ing sgaiyist God, N. T. [ij, ,, , (,) t!u

tvralk of God.,, ,{,)
like the gods iii council, Aesch. Pers.
655. like Homer's
~?.~.
}/<, , ,(,) divine-

ly wise, NoiiB.?},, , (,)
the mother of God, EccL^, , , an. imitatiag of
God, Ecci. : from^ ov, EccL [], and-, ov, Diotog. ap. Stob. p. 331,

20, (,) ixutaling God,
divine., , [,) abomi-
naled isy the gods. Ar. Av. 1548, and
Plat : but, , act. haling

God, nnlusly.,,=, EccL []'/, , , Theomnestus, an
Athenian against whom Lysias de-

livered an oration. Lys.—2. a statuary

of Sardis, Pans., Luc., ov, (,) par-
taking of the divine nature.. , lov. Dor. ., .
Rh., collat. form of sq., ov. Dor. ., {,) assigned, destined by the gods,

Pind. 0. 3, 18. —IL blessed by the

gods, P. 5, 6., ov, {,) of
form divine, Anth.//, , {,) unclean,

abominable before the gods, Aesch. Eum.
40.

iQov, , , Theonoe, daughter
of Proteus and Psammathe, earlier

called , Eur. HeL 13 (Horn.)., ov, , epith. of Apollo
and Mercury, Paus. ;, ,
a festival in their honour, Id. ; also a
festival of the Dioscuri at Agrigentum,
V. Bockh Introd. Pind. O. 3, p. 135.'^, , , Thtoxenus, masc.
pr. n., Pind. Fr. 2, Dem. 611, 23,
etc., , {,)
sporting tcith the gods, Nonn.—atf,, , , [,)
child of tlie gods, divine, Archestr. ap.

Ath. 311 A.—IL having a divine child,

epith. of the Virgin, Nonn.\&-., ov, {,)
produced by God, Eccl.-/), , . [,)
father of a divine child, EccL [], , , obedience before

God, EccL : from, , {,)
obedient before God, Nonn.. ov.(,) sent

by the gods, Arist. Eth. N., ov, {,) -
",,, heaven-sent wanderings, e. g. of

lo, prob. L in Poet. ap. Dem. Phal. 91.

+07», , ij, TheupB, fein. pr. n.,

AeL V. H.7?., , to make into a god,

Heliod. : from, ov, 6, [-, ?.)
a maker of gods, or of their images, Ar.

Fr. 617.—IL the divine Creator, Philo.

Hence7.,, , a making ofgods

:

the incarnation, EccL

©EOF
07(•, ov, {, .)

made of God, Eccl., ov, (, /)
stricken of God, like:?.-', , , =,
Oenom. ap. Euseb./, ov, {,) of
divine texture., ov, {,) in-

spired of God, Pseudo-PhocyL 121., , {) lo make
into gods, deify, Luc. Ilence, , , able to make
gods : Tj -HTj, sub., the art of
making statues of gods.^, ov, {,) made
by the gods, Isocr. 152 C.

Geo—Oiitt, , , a making of gods,
esp. of their statues : from, , {,) making
gods : 7/ .=^, Anth.
—II. a making into gods, deifying.', , to be a ?,
Plat. Legg. 909 D : from?, , , {,?)
priest, also.. , [, )=, Pind. . 4, 123: hence'\~, , , Thcopompus, an
Athenian archon, Diod. S.— 2. a Mi-
lesian pirate, sent by Lysander to

Sparta to convey the result of the
battle of Aegos Potainos.Xen. Hell. 2,

1, 30.—3. an Athenian in the army
of the ten thousand, v. 1. Id. .'Vn. 2, 1,

12. — 4. the celebrated historian of

Chios, Luc. — 5. son of Nicander,
king of Sparta, (10th Proclid) Paus.

4, 4, 4.—Others in Plut., etc./, ov, (, )
wrought by a god, Eur. Tro. 053., . , divine magnifi-
cence or ?najesty, Diod. : from, , {,) be-

coming a god, divine, Diod. : •~=, Philo. Adv.
-, Luc., ,{) pro-

phesy, but only in part. masc.-, . 1, 109, Od. 2, 184,

Pind. P. 4, 339., , , a prophesying,

prophecy, oracle, Hom. : and, ov , a prophecy, ora-

cle, II. 1, 85; 6.438: e/c,
- according to the oracle, Hdt.

1, 7, 68: from, ov, foretelling things by

a spirit ofprophecy, prophetic, II. 13, 70,

Soph. Tr. 822 ; hence as subst., .,
a seer, prophet, II. 12, 228, Od. 1, 416.

—II. a public messenger sent to inquire

of the oracle, elsewh., II. 13,

70, Hdt. 6. 57 ; 7, 140. etc. (Ace. to

Buttm., Lexil. in voc, from,-, one who interprets a sign given

by the gods.), ,,=^ : from, ov, , {,,-) seeing God, Eccl. Hence, , , seeing of God, di-

vine vision, Eccl. Hence, , , belonging to a

or to a, .-, the power of visions, Hermes ap.

Stob. p. 138, 10 : oi ., the priesthood,

Eccl.,,{,)8-
ed by the gods, Aesch. Theb. 604., ov, {.) kindled

by the gods, Eur. El. 732./, ov, {, 6)=•., ov, {,, ()-\ spoken of God, Nonn., ov. {,) flowing,
shed from the gods,, 0pp., ov,{,) sprung

from the gods, divine, celestial, Pind.
0. 2, 67., oC, , with a softer pro-
nunc. in Lat. JDcus, God, Hom. as well
in genL signf..', God will grant... Od. 14, 444,
cf. IL 13.730,asin particular, ,
a god, Od. 9, 142 ; so . etc.

In philosoph. language the Deity, Di-
vine Essence, like to. Homer
represents God (tfeof or) as ruling
mankind, and attributes to Him all the
good and evil of life, all sudden, unex-
pected events, so that the notion invol-

ved is not only of Destiny, but also of

Chance; things are said to happen
not only , , -, Lat. sine diis. by the will

of God, Hdt. ], 86, etc. : but also. against his will. Later phrases

:

), Ar., ,
Luc. . Lat. diisfaventibus. Horn, takes
the gods as the measure or standard
of human virtue, wisdom, beauty,
etc., hence the phrases ,, or, /-, etc. As an oath, , by
the gods, in God's name.freq. in Trag.
— IL as fem., r/ for ,,
a goddess, oft. in Hom., who\5', , II. 8, 7 ;

also in Att., esp. in phrase ,
the goddesses, viz. Ceres and Proser-
pina, Valck. Hipp. 53, cf. : so
too, Tj.—III. as adj. in corn-

par,, more divine: -, gates /nore used by the gods, Od.
13, 111

; . Call. ApoU.
93. cf Buttm. Ausf Gr. § 69, 4.—IV.
in late writers, . translates Lat.
diviLs, as a title of the emperors, ., Strab. (Like forms occur
in most of the kindred languages,
Sanscr. deva, Lat. deus, divus, etc.,

and is no doubt orig. the same as,, ; so that we can-
not admit the Greek deriv. given by
Hdt. 2. 52, -— ,
cf. Wess.. or that of Plat Crat. 397
C, from, to run, because the
first gods were the sun, moon, etc.

Cf Pott Etym. Forsch. 1, 40, sq.)

[In poets not rare monosyll., 11.

1, 18,, . Cer. 55, 260,,
Theogn. 171 ; and esp. in Att. poets,

Pors. Or. 393 ; cf. .]^7], ov, . prop, son of The
osdotus. pr. n., Theosdotides, an Athe-
nian, Plat. ApoL 33 E., ov, {,) poet.

for, given by the gods, Hes.
Op. 318; but also in Arist. Eth. N. 1,9, ov, poet. [or., . , the service orfear

of God, Xen. An. 2, 6, 26 ; and, , to serve God: from, . {,) serv-

ing or fearing God, religious. Soph. O.
C. 260, Plat., etc. Adv. -, Xen.
Cyr. 3, 3. 58., verb. adj. from -, one ?nust serve God. Clem. Al., ov,{, oa)fear-
ed as a god, Ar. Nub. 292., , ,^,
Eur. Hipp. 1364.. , , {,)
hatred of the gods, ungodliness, impiety,

Ar. Vesp. 418., , , a sign from the

gods, miracle, Eccl., , to worship the gods:
from, , worshipped as a god,

cf.., , , knowledge of things

divine, Eccl. : from
631



, , {,) wise in

the things of God, Eccl. Adv. -^)., ou.{,) sown
by a god, divine, Eur. Ai. I.. ov, jioet. for,, Aesch. Pr. 643./,, {,) crown-

ed by God., ov, (,)
supported by God, Eccl./. , {,) trod-

den by God, Eccl., ov,(,) lov-

ing God, Nonn., ,(,) haled

of the gods, abominable, Eur. . 1213,

Cycl. 602.-11. act. haling God, N. T.
Hence, ov,= forcg., Aesch.
Cho. 635 ; and, , . hatred of God.7, ov, 6, (.) rob-

bing God, sacrilegious, Ael. ; usu.-, [] Hence, , i/, sacrilege, Ael.', ov, (,)
gathered or united by God, Eccl., or, (,)
commending God, Eccl.

crvor, ov, (.) sent by

the gods, Ae'sch. Pr. 116, 596, cf.-., ov, .(,) the

god-bull, a name for Jupiter changed
into the bull, Mosch. 2, 131., , (.) walled

by the gods, of Troy, Anth., , (,) divinely

perfect, Eccl.

\7\,. , , TheotSles, masc.

pr. ., an Athenian, Dem. 1018, 4., . (,) pleas-

ing the gods, Philo.K. ap. Ath. 117 A., ov, (,) made
by God, Eccl., Ef,=foreg., Eccl.&,. ,() Godhead, di-

vinity, divine nature, Luc., ov, (,) hon-

oured of God, Aesch. Ag. 1337.', ov, (, )=.,
Find. Hence'\, , , Theotimus, a La-

cedaemonian, a friend of Theognis,

Theogn. 877.—Others in Dem. 1259,

1, etc., ov, (,) bearing

God : esp., 7] ; mother of God, of the

Virgin, Eccl., ov, (,) turn-

ed, i. e. sent by the gods. Aesch. Pars.

905, though the reading varies, v.

Dind., ,(,)feeding

the gods,', Anth., , , (,) like-

ness to God, Eccl., , , the fear of God, ho-

liness, Ap. Rh. ; from, , fearing God, godly,

holy, Lat. pivs, ',, Od. 6,

121 ; 19. 361, etc. ; also^,. 19,109: never

in II. (Usu. regarded as contr. from

; but then analocy would re-

quire, nor does this signf. suit

the sense: so that Buttm., Lcxil. in

voc, is prob. right, in deriving it from

and, fear, and regarding it

as a poet, metaplast. form of an older

form,.. However la-

ter poets, as Qu. Sm., use/
just like.), , ,() divine

work, miracle, Eccl.—11. art, magic,

sorcery. Porphyr. Hence, . , befitting a-, priestli/, Eccl.
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, , (, *) doing

the works of God : ., a priest. Iambi.,, ,(/) the ap-

pearance, manifestation of God, esp. of
Christ in the flesh, Eccl. [a]', , , (,-)=^ 11. [], , (,) re-

vealed by God, or as God. Auv. -,
Eccl. Hence'[, , , Theophunes, an
historian of Mytilene, a friend of

Pompey, Strab. p. 617. [a], uv, , (,)
sub., a festival at Delphi, at which

the images of all the gods were shown to

the people, Hdt. 1, 51, ubi-.— 11. in Eccl., the festival of the', the Nativity., ov. (,) re-

vealed by God, Metrodor. ap. Plut. 2,

1117 B., ov, &,^^-,.}, , (,) di-

vinely bright, Eccl.[., , Theophcmus, ma.sc.

pr. ., an Athenian, Dem. 11G3., , , (, /) mes-
senger of God. prophet, Eccl., ov,(,)
uttered by God., ov, (,)=
foreg.^. , (•,) dear to

the gods, highly favoured, Horace's
Diis cnrus, Hdt. 1 , 87

;, Aesch.
Eum. 869 ;. At. Ran. 443. Adv.
-?^, .. to act as the gods
W'i//, Plat. Ale. 1,134 D., , ov, (,)
loved by the gods, Phint. ap. Stob. p.

445, 42., , , the love, favour of
God, Oenom. ap. Euseb. : from?,,=. Hence[, ov, 6, Theophxlus, name
of an individual to whom St. Luke
inscribed his Gospel, and the Acts of

the Apostles, N. T.—2. an Athenian
archon, Dem. 908, 1 : and^,, , a being loved

by God., Ep. gen. and djit., sing, and
plur. from, Hom., esp. in phrase, where it

is dat. plur., ov,(, ooa)fear-
ing God, Eccl., ov, (,) driv-

en by divine frenzy, epith. of Cassan-
dra, Tryphiod., ,() to bear the

image or impress of God.—II. USU. in

pass., to be borne, possessed or inspired

by a god :, name of

a play of Menander. Hence,,, inspiration, Dion.

. : anff, ov, inspired, possessed,

Aesch. Ag. 1140.—II. act. carrying a

god or goddess, Luc. Adv. -.,,7},=,3.:
from, ov, (,) bearing,

carrying a god,, .-\esch. Fr. 210 :

but—II., ov, borne, possessed

by a god, inspired, .. the painS

of inspiration, Aesch. Ag. 1150., , (.) speak-

ing from God, prophetic. Orph.—II.

pass, spoken by God, Nonn., , , a divine saying,

Oracle., ov, gen. ,=•
/'/ I, Philo.[, ov, 6, Thenphrastus,
an Athenian archon 01. 110, 1, Diod.

S. 16. 77 and 01. 116, 4, Id. 19, 73.—
2. of Ercsus in Lesbos, the celebrated
philosopher, i)upil of Aristotle, from
whom he received the name. in-

stead of his own, Diog. L.,

etc.,, ,() godli-

ness.. ov, (,)
guarded by God, Eccl., ov, gen.,(,
godly-minded, holy, Lat.pius, Pind.

0, 70.

.

, ov, (,?)
guarded by God. [£i], ov, (,) planted
by God.[,, b, Theophon, masc
pr. n., Isae.. , to speak from God,
prophesy, Heliod., ov, (,)
graven by God, Eccl. [u], or, , and -,
, , the wrath of God : from, oi', (.) un-
der God^s ivrnth, accursed, Epict., ov, (.) -. uttered, delivered by God, Philo

:

cf.. Hence[, , , Theochrestus,

masc. pr. n., Paus., ov,(,) anoint-

ed by God, Eccl., , () to make into God,
deify. Pass., to become a God,. Call. Dian. 159.—.=,
Araros Camp. 4.[, ov, in Hdt. a gen., , Therambus (or Thramhus,
Stpph. Byz.) a city of Pallene, in Ma-
cedonia, Hdt. 7, 123.,, , fem. of,
a waiting-maid, Itatidtnaid, Hdt. 3, 134,
Xen. Cyr. 6, 4, 11. [a], ov, , dim. from
sq., Plut.., ],^^.
Plat. Legg. 808 A., , i/. Ion.,() a waiting on, service, at-

tendance ; and so, the body of attend-

ants, a king's suite, retinue, Hdt. 1, 199 ;

hence invariousrelations,— 1..,
service done to the gods, divine worship,
Plat. Legg. 716 ; also

., Isocr. 226 A ; and then absol.,

Plat. Phaedr. 255 A.—2. a fostering,

tending, nurture, care, ,. Plat. Gorg. 464 , Lach.
185 .—3. service doyie to gain favour,
a courting, paying court, Lat. obsequinm,, to court one's fa-

vour, Thlic. 1, 55.—4. service done to

the sick, tending, Thtic. 2, 55 ; a reme-

dy, cure. Plat. Prot. 345 A, etc. : of ani-

mals, rearing, bringing up, keeping;

and of plants, cultivation. Id. 149 E.,, ,()
a service done to another, and .so— 1. at-

tention, service. Plat. Legg. 718 A.—2.

divine worship, Dei. Plat. 415 .—3.

care, nurture, esp. a cure, remedy, Plut.

[], , , rarer form for, but ace. to Lob. Phrv'n. 5,

to be written, cf.-, etc. Hence, ov, curable., verb. adj. from-, one 7n?ist serve, cultivate,, Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 28: one must
cure, Plat. Rep. 408 B., /, ,—sq., Xen.
Cyr. 7. 5, 65., ov, 6,() one
who waits on a great man, an attendanit

servant, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 7.-2. o?i«u'Ae



effPA

attends to any thing, c. gen., Plat. Rep.
369 D ; otte who serves the gods, a xvur-

shipper. Id. Phaedr. 252 C : hence in

Philu, and later in Eccl., ol-, a name given to certain ascetics.

Hence, , , indined to

serve, attentive, obedient, Xen. Hell. 3,

1, 28 : a courtier, Plut. ; and c. gen.,

paying court to, '/., Plut.

—

2. inclined to take care of, tend. etc. :-=-, Plat. Polit. 282 A.

Adv. -. Piut.—,,.=.~. , (^) that

may be fostered, reared, cultivated. Plat.

Prot. 325 B.—2. curable, Arist. H. A., , >), and. , , fern, from, Philo.,() to wait on, at-

tend, serve: Hom. has it only in Od.

13, 265, to be an attendant, do service,

and in mid. H. Hom. Ap. J90, both

times absol. It was then used in va-

rious relations, much like Lat. cnlere:

— 1. to do service to a superior, and
prob. first to serve the gods,-, , Lat. colere

deos, Hes. Op. 134, Hdt. 2, 37, cf.-
: to serve a master, obey, etc.,

but also without any notion of sub-

jection, to serve, honour, attend, foster,

cherish, as a son his father, like Lat.

colere, observare.—2. freq. in Att. prose,

to court, pay court to. and in bad sense,

to flatter, TO -?.7/, Thuc. 1,9: to

conciliate, , lb.

137 : also of thmgs. to consult. Lat.

inservire commodo, , Thuc.
3, 56 ; ., to indulge one's love

of pleasure, Xen. Cyr. 5, 5, 41 :

-, to wait at a great mans
door, lb. 8, 1, 6.—3. c. ace. rei. to take

care of, look to, provide for. . ,
to look to. providefor the present. Soph.
Phil. 149 ; . ,
Thuc. 4, C7 : also esp., . , to

take care of one's person, to dress, ivash,

etc., Lat. cutem curare. Plat. Gorg.

513 D : also ., to observe a
day, keep it holy, Hdt. 3, 79 ; .,
Lat. sacra procurare, Thuc. 4, 98.-—1.

esp. to take care o/the sick, tend them,
Thuc. 2, 47, 51 : also to heal, cure, re-

store,. Isocr. 390 B.—5. of ani-

mals, 6. g. .. to rear, keep

horses, Plat.—6. of land, to cultivate,

till it,, Xen. Oec. 5, 12 ;

., to train, manage a tree, Hdt. 1, 193,

and Theophr. Construct. : in Hom.
absol. : later usu. c. ace, and so first

in Hes. : also followed by inf , to take

care that..., Lat. operant dare ut.,., .
TO 3,]\•. 6, 61 ; . ...,
lb. 29. (Ace. to Doderlein akin to,?., answering to hat. faveo,

fovea.), , Ion. for,
Hdt., , ov. Ion. and poet, for, -, Anth.,, /,=,

-, favouring the weaker side,

Plat. Menex. 244 E.^, ov, of Therapne (1);

also an appeli. of Apollo, Ap. Rh. 2,

163.(, , , poet, contr. from, a hand-maid. H. Hom. Ap.
157.—II. in Nic. a dwelling, abode., , , Hdt. 6, Gl ; Dor., , at, Pind. P. 11, 95,

The.rapna or Therapnae, an old Lai'Oii.

city, with a temple of Menelaus and
Helen, and of the Dioscuri, whence
they arc called ; it is now
prob. Chrysapha.—2. a city of the

Thebans, in Boeotia, Strab.—II. a

daughter of Lelex, from whom the

city (1) is said to have derived its

name, Pans. 3, 19, 9.,, , poet, contr. from, Anth., , , dim. from, Diog. L. 4, 59.,, , of, belonging to

a ivaiting-maid, ., Aesch. Supp.
979.,. , a waiting-man,

attendant, servant, Hom. esp. in Od. :

in Hom. and old authors it always
differs from?, as implying free

and honourable service ; Hom. oft. in

signf of,, a companion

inarms, comrade, though usu. inferior

in rank or name, so Patroclus is-
of Achilles, II. 16, 244, Meriones

of Idomeneus, II. 23, 113, Eteoneus
of Menelaus, and yet called,
Od. 4, 22 : in other places the chario-

teer is esp. so called, ., II. 8,

119 ; also the, Od. 18, 424 : fur-

ther, it was used esp. of the servants

of God ; so kings were -, Od. 11, 255; warriors-
oft. in II. ; minstrels and

poets , . Hom.
32, 20, cf Nake Choeril. p. 106 ; hence
in genl. a worshipper.—II. however in

Chios, was the name for

their slaves, Arnold Thuc. 8, 40. (v.

fin.) [],, , rare poet, form
for, prob. only used in obi.

cases, nom. pi., Eur. Ion 94,

Supp. 762 ; ace. sing,, .4nth., , . summer, v.., ov,{,) ser-

ving for a summer-pasture.,,{,*) grow-

ing in summer, ?sic. : hence hot, Nonn.7^, ,{, 7.)-
., a plane-tree to sleep under in

summer, Nic., ov, {,) feed-

ing in summer, ., summer-pasture,

Dion. H., a, ov, also , ov, Ael.,{) of, belonging to summer, in sum-
mer:-, summer-droaght, Em-
ped. 404 :. Ion., with
or without,^, summer-time,
summer, Hdt. 1, 189 ; also in plur., ai, Pind. I. 2, 61. Irreg. superl., very hot, Nic. In prose, is the most usu. form., ov,{,) water-

ed in summer, yvai, Lyc., v.., later poet, form of,
Nic., , ,{) a summer-
abode. Hipp., Ep. for, subj. aor. 2
pass, from, Od. 17, 23., ov,, contr.,() the wicker-body of the harvest-

cart. (Nothing to do with .)\, , 6, Ther'tdas, masc. pr.

n., Paus.^. Dor. inf for, Ar., f. - Att. - : shortd.. -, aor.. Aesch. Ag.
536, (). To inow and gather in

the harvest, c. ace,.,-
., to mow. reap, cut it, Hdt. 4, 42,

Ar. Av. 506, and Plat. : also in mid.,
Ar. Plut. 515.—2. metaph. to mow
down, i. e. slay,, Aesch. Supp. 638.—3, to cut

the hair, ^. had
her crop of vellow hair cut off, Soph.
Fr. 587 ; cf.—4. metaph.
also to pack tip, Ar. Ach. 947, in Dor.

inf.^.—II. intr. to pass the sum-

mer, Xen. An. 3, 5, 15. Cf.,., ,,=., ,,=, .-. the summer solstice, i. 6. 21 St of
June, Hdt. 2, 19,. ?}, , more usu, prose
form for, Plat,, etc., but also

in Pind. P. 3, 87.. a,,=., , , () maw-
ing.. . ,=, Eupol.
Mar. i{.—-f2.thetime of mowing, har-

vest, . .—3. the crop to be mowed,
LXX., met., N. T._,, ,() a mow-
er, reaper, Lyc. Hence, a, ov, belonging to mow-
ing or reaping: , sub., a reaping-hook, also plough-

share, LXX., , ,=, Dem.
242. 23 : also name of a satyr, play

of Euripides., , ,-= :, crop. Strab., , ,{) reaped, to

be reaped : ., a kind of balsam,

Diosc., , ,() harvest or

harvest-time, Spohn Niceph. Blemm.
40, cf.. , , fem. from-, Ar. Fr. 618., ov, , a light summer
garment, opp. to, Theocr.

15,69, ubiv.Wiistem.: ace. toWinck-
elm. Gesch. d. Kunst 6, 2, 2, a light

kind of veil, cf also Muller Archaol.

d. Kunst 'js 394, 1., ov, ro,=foreg., LXX.
—II. a reaping-hook.\, ov, a, Therites, masc. pr.

n., Luc.. , in Menand. p. 37 for-, heat, fever, but v. Lob. Phryn. 331.

•fOfp.ua* ,, ov , and,, , Therma or Thermits, a
large and opulent city of Aetolia, the

place of the general assembly of the

nation, having warm springs in its

vicinity, whence its name ()
Polyb,'5, 6, 6, etc., Strab. p. 463.', , , ,
Thermae, a city of Sicily near Hime-
ra, with warm springs in its vicinity,

Polyb., f. -,=,^., f. -, pert. pass,-, Hipp.,() tvarm, heat,

II. 14, 7: in the dub. 1., Aesch. Cho.
1004, ?. (which
Passow explains by-) Dind. now reads'

(from, to accomplish). Pass.

to become warm 0 hot, grotv hot, Od. 9,

376 ; also to be in a fever, Hipp. Freq.

metaph., , to glow
with hope, Soph. Aj. 478 ; -, to have one's heart
warm with joy, Eur. El. 402 ; so, Ar. Rau.
844. Also.
ipao, , , ?., the Ther-

ma'icus Sinus, or Gulf of Therme. noW
Gulf of Salonichi, Hdt" 7, 123.—2. as

adj. of Therme, oi -, the Thermae
arts., , , () a
warming, heating, Hipp.,, ,() a
warmer, i. . a kettle, potfor boiling wa
ter, etc. Hence, a, ov. good for warm-
ins, promoting warmth, Hipp. : to-, with or without.
Gal.
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.,,,=^:7,
C. gen.. Plat. Tun. 00 ., , ,[) wann-
ed, heated, Arist. Metaph.,,.,,. :

less Att. for, Thoin. . p.

4-iI.,, ,()
warm application or lotion, Hipp., ,,^^
II.,, ,—/., , , an oven, furnace,

a.L•otpavrp,q.v., Call. Del. 141.

Adv./. from the furnace., v. 1. 2.,, ,)-
toiifcs, tongs used by smiths to take hold

ofhot metal : hcnct! in gonl. pincers, pli-

ers, \).=', Arist. Meclian.
—2. also violent sort of dance, a kind

of entrechat or caper, in which one

jumped up with the legs closed tong-

fashion : hence the verbs-.(, to dance thisdance.

— II. a sort of pill or nail.—1\\.=^-, LXX.— Also,
q. V., , ,,
Critias 29,-,=,
etc. (Merely another form, not compd.
with or.)],, through
from, v. sub, Horn., . , {.) heat, esp./e-

vcrish heat. Thuc. 2, 49 ; in new Att.,

ij. Menand. p. 37, but v. Lob.
Phryn.331.— II. ai, hot-springs,

Lat. thermae. Hence
f, , ?), Thcrme, a city of Ma-

cedonia, the later Thessalonica, at the

head of the Thermaicus Sinus ; it is

now Salouichi, Hdt. 7, 124 ; Thuc. 1,

61., ,{,)
speak warmly, hotly, Orac. ap. Luc., , at,{, -) hot days, summer-time, Hipp., ?/, ov,{) of lupines,

Diosc., , , dim. from,
Diosc., , ,() Thermis-
sa, one of the Lipari isles, now Vol-

cayio, Strab., , (,)
dyed hot, opp. to, The-
ophr., ov,(,)
hat-bahbling,, Anth., ov, (('>,)
hot-tempered, rash, Eur. Incert. 177., , ,(,)
one who brow^ht the hot water {calda) at

baths or sacrifices, Lat. caldarius.,, fern, from foreg.,

Anth., ,^=, cf.

Dind. Acsch. Eum. 500., ov,(,)
hot-stomached, Hipp., , . a leguminous

jplant, prob. of a kind between
and. Diphil. ap. Ath. 55 D.7.. , , a bathing in hot

water, hot bath, Theophr. : and, , to use hot baths,

Hipp.': from)?, , b,(, 7.)
one who uses hot baths,, , ),—/.,
Hipp.7., , =,
Arist. Prob., , (,)
half-hot. Pint.,,(,) heat-

ed in mind, Aesch. Ag. 1172.
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7., . , (,)
an inflammatory disease in horses^ hoofs., ov, 6, (,)
one who drinks hot ilrinks, Ath. Hence,, , a cup for mix-

ing hot drinks in, Ath.7?.,, al,(,)
literally Hot-Gates, i. e. a narrow
gate-like pass, in which were hot

springs ; Thermopylae, name of the

famous i)ass of Mi. Oeta from Thes-
saly to Locris, the key of Greece,

Strab. ; also called simply,
Hdt. 7, 201. [], ov, , (, -
},) seller of hot meat and drink.

Hence, , , a cook-shop,

Plant., , , also poet, , ov. .
Hom. Merc. 1 10, Hes. Th. 096.[) :

warm, hot, boiling, glowing, Horn. ; of

hot baths. ., II. 14, 6 (after-

wards called -, v. also

signf III.) ; of tears. Od. 19, 302 ; of

boiling water, lb. 388 ; of sun-heat,

Hdt. 3, 104, etc.—II. metaph. hot,

hasty, rasli, headlong, like Lat. calidus,

e.sp. in Att., as Acsch. Eum. 400, Ar.

Plut. 415.—2. eager, active, fresh, Luc.
—111. TO ,^. heat, hat.

calor, Hdt. 1, 142, and Plat.—2. sub., hot drink, Lat. calda ; v. Bockh
P. E. 1, p. 104 n.—3. , sub., Hdt. 4, 29 ; but sub.,
hut baths, also in sing, to,
Meineke Philem. p. 375., , , the lupine, esp. lupi-

nus nlhus : used at Athens to coun-
teract the effects of drink, Coinici

ap. Ath. 55 C., , ,=., , . (, -) hoi ashes, Diosc. v. Lol). Phryn.
003.,, .() warmth,
heat, Lat. color. Plat. Rep. 335 C,
etc.—II. metaph. heat, haste, passion,

Philostr., , (,)
to eat lupines, Luc., , to do hot, hasty acts :

and, , , a hot, hasty act

:

froni, , (, *)
doing hot, hasty acts, rash, headlong,

Xen. Mem. I, 3, 9., ,=, whence pass,

pf int., dub. 1. Ar. Lys.
1079., , , also -,,(, voojp) place with hot

.iprings : name of a harliour of Rhodes., () to warm, heat, make
hot,, Od. 8, 420. Pass, to grow
hot, Od. 8, 437. II. 18, 318. Ep. word,
oidy found in forms and-., ,(,) luke-

warm, Arotae.^, , , ThermSdossa,
an., Q. Sni. 1, 40.^,, , Thermodon, a

river of Cappadocia, that empties into

the Pontus Euxinus, now the Ther-

meh ; on its banks dwell the Ama-
zons, Acsch. Pr. 725, Hdt. 2, 104, Xen.
—2. a small river of Boeotia near
Tanagra, Hdt. 9, 43., , ij, heat, esp. feveri.ih

heat. Hipp.
tOt'p//(j/',, , T/ier/non, a Spar-

tan, Thuc. 8. 11.,, iv, of, or in summer,
Nic. : from,, ,() summer, sum-
mer-time, Horn. ; hence also summer-

heat, as, winter-cold : to -, rot), absoL, during, 171 the

summer, Hdt. 1, 202 ; 2, 24 ; -, Xen. Hell. 5, 3, 19, -, about jnid-suminer,

Luc.—II. summer-fruits, harvest, a
crop : metaph.,? ,
Aesch. Pers. 822, ci. Ag. 1C55.

ipapa, . , Thersagoras,
masc. pr. n., Dem. 000, fin.\,, , Thersander, son
of Polynices of Thebes, Pind. O. 2,

76, Hdt. 4, 147.—2. son of Si.syphus,
Pans.—3. a distinguished citizen of
Orchomenus in Boeotia, Hdt. 9, 16.

—Others in Aeschin., etc.^, ov, , Thersilochus, an
ally of the Trojans, II. 21, 209.

ipo, , , Thersius, masc. pr.

n., Paus.'\, ov, , Thersippus, a
Macedonian envoy to Darius, Arr.

An. 2, 14, 4.-2. an Athenian, Plut.
Sol. 31.—Others in Ath. etc.^, , , the Thersitae, a
people of western Hispania, Polyb.
3, 33, 9.'\, ov, of Thcrsilss, like

Thersiies,, prov. of any thing
exceedmgly ugly, Paroem. C. 259:
from, cv, , Thersites, the ug-
liest and mvjst abusive of the Greeks
before Troy ; he spared in his revi-

lings neither prince nor chief, but
chiefly did hs direct his abuse against
Achilles and Ulysses, untd smitten
by Ulysses with the sceptre, 11. 2,

212, sq(i. ; ace. to Apollod. son of
Agrius ; he was slain by Achilles for

deriding his grief for Penthesilea,
Cyclic. Fr. p. 583 Didot. [i],, .^=, Hesych.'. fut., to warm, heat,

make hot, dry, burn. But Hom. uses
only pass,, c. fut. mid.-, Od. 19, 507, aor. 2 in subj.

for, Od. 17, 23: to become
warm, grow hot, warm 07ie's self. Od. 19,

64 ;, at the fire, Od. 17, 23 ; but, to be burnt by
destroyingfire, II. 6,331 ; 11,677.-11.
=. , dressing a
wound, ha.t. fovens ulcus, Nic. Also. Act. rare and only in late wr.
(Root hence,,-,,,, also,, for which
is used, V. supr. As was changed,
Aeol.and Dor.,into0, it isplainthatto
this family belong h-.xi.ferveo and fe-
bris, cf Of/p.fera : prob. too torreo, with
our dry. Germ, dorren, dorre?i, etc.), imperat. aor. 2 act. from-, Hom.,, , () setting,

placing, arranging : , set-

ting of words in verse, poetry, Pind.
O. 3, 14, cf. Alcae. Fr. 100 : . vou^v,
law-giving : ., a giving ot

names, Plat. Crat. 390 D : .,
institution of games, Diod.—II. a de-

posit of money, preparatory to a law-
suit, Ar. Nub. 1191, in plur., cf -

: money paid iti advance on a
sale, a deposit, earnest, Dem. 896, 6.

—

III. adoption as the child of some one,, Lat. pater adop-
tivus, cf, III. : hence m
genl. adoption, e. g. admis.tion to the

freedom of a state, Meineke Enphor.
p. 5.—IV. in philosoph. language, a
position, conclusion proved or to be

proved. Plat. Rep. 3.35 A^etc. : esp.

generator universal principle. Lat. quaes-
tio infinita, propositum, Cic. Top. 21,
Quintil. 3, 5.—V. opp. to,—I.

\i\ dancing, the raising ofthefoot, hence



—2. in metre, the last half of the foot,

in which the voice falls, opp. to the

firat half, in which it rises—3. in

rhetoric, affirmation.—VI. in Gramm., Lat. positume, are the stops./., ov, {,,)
orig. godlike, Lat. divimis : but as early

as l^Ioin. this sense was confined to the
lull form/, so that?
was only used in genl. for supernatxi-

rut, marvellous, ivondrous, and always
of things, as v. versa,?. al-

ways ol per-sons :? t'pya, deeds
or works of wonder, 11. 3, 130, Od. 11,

CIO : as adv.. '.
he was wondrous like him, II. 23, 107.

O.-ily Ep. Cf.,,-,, and Buttm. Lexil. in

voc., a, ov, also , ov. Dor.,) according to law, law-

ful, Aesch. Ag. 1564 : hence ra-, as subst., laws, customs, rites, Hdt.
i, 59, and Trag. ; also in sing., Eur.
Tro. 2C7., , (,)
to receive, accept a law., , , Orph., fem.
from,, , {, -) law-giver., , -,{)
law giving : writing law, Eccl., ov, , {, -
.) the hall in which the

met, Lat. basilica Thesmothetarum, also, cf. Lob. Phryn. 519., , be a-, Isae. 67, 2 : later, to give laws :

from, ov, a,{,)
a law-giver.—II. the. at

Athens were the six junior archons,

Herm. Pol. Ant. ^ 138, 10 : after their

)'ear expired they became members
of the Areopagus, Id. ^ 109, v. -, fin., ov, ,=-, Plut.,, , to administer jus-

tice, late worci., ,{,) to

make laws, Eur. Phoen. 1645.^,, , Thesmopolis, a
Stoic philosopher, Luc., ov, (,)
=?, Anth., , . Dor. : poet.,

also from Soph, downwds., with het-

erog. plur. tu,(). That
which is laid down and established, a

law, rule, ordinance, Lat. institutum, as

well in things divine as human, hence
a rite, form. Horn, only in Od. 23, 296,7-/ , i. e.

they fulfilled all the established rites of

wedlock, like Lat. consuescere cum ali-

quo : besides this in H. Horn. 7, 16,'. the order and regxdarity

of peace: oi 77arpiOi0.,Hdt.3.31 : also

freq. in Trag.—2. at Athens, Draco's

laws were esp. called, because
each began v,rith the word,
(whence the revisors of the law were), while Solon's laws were
named vo/wi, Andoc, 11, 19, 26,—3.=^, Bergk Anacr. p. 179.

—

II. an institution, as the court of Are-

opagus, Aesch. Eum. 484, 615. Hence. , , justice, like Ji-, Anth., ov, {,)
law-producing, Nonn.,, ,{)
the The.t7nophoria, an aricient festival

held by the Athenian women in honor
ofCeres{{.):
it lasted three days from the llth of

Pyanepsion : first in Hdt. 2, 171 ; also

at Ephesus, Id. 6, 16: hence, to keep tlie Thesmo-
phona, Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 29 : -, a well known play of

Anstoph,, ov, , the temple of
Ceres, Ar. Thesm. 278,
880: from, ov,{,) law-

giving : esp. epith. of Ceres, as having
introduced tillage, and so given the
first impulse to civil society, lawful
marriage, etc., Hdt. 6, 134: -a -, Ceres and Proserpina, who
were worshipped together at the
Thesmophoria, Ar. Thesm. 303.',, , {, -) USU. in plur.,, like, guardians of the law, a
magistracy at Elis, Thuc. 5, 47. [Cj, ,{, )) to de-

liver oracular precepts : -, oracles, Philo.^, , , Thespia, daughter
of the Asopus, from whom the fol-

lowing town is said to have been
named, Paus. 9, 26, 6.—II. a city of

Boeotia=eeff-dOi, II. 2, 498., , tov, also, ov, Eur.
Andr. 297, and Luc, (,,) : strictly of the voice, divine-

ly sounding, divinely sweet,, II. 2,

600 :, ucf. 12, 158.—II. that

can be spoken by none but God, and
so unspeakable, inrffable, unutterable

:

hence— 1. in most of the Homer, pas-
sages it has the genl. signf. of,
divine, 11. 1, 591, Od. 13, 303; dat.

fem. (sub. ') as adv.,

by the will or decree of God', II. 2, 367 :

most freq. as epith. of any thing greai,

wondrous, ?narveUous, excellent of its

kind, e. g., ., -,, marvel-

lous fine wool, brass, Od. 9, 434, II. 2,

457 ; ., a smell divinely sweet,

Od. 9, 211 ; so in Hdt., -, 3, 113:—m regard to

man, it usu. has the notion of mighty,

prodigious, esp. in Hoin., .?.
and, . ,, : but
—2. also of any thing sent, caused, pro-

ceeding from God, and so unspeakable,

awful,fearful, whether of natural phe-
nomena, as,,,,
II. 15, 669, Od. 7, 42 ; 9, 68 ; or inci-

dents in man's life, as,,,
II. 9. 2 ; 17, 118 ;, II. 2, 670

;

and so the ., so freq. in Od.,

may be understood. Adv. -, ., they trembled unspeakably,

II. 15, 637. Ep. word, once in Hdt.
1. c, cf.,, and
Buttm. Lexil. in voc.ia, , , but usu. in pi.-, , , Thespiae, an ancient city

of Boeotia at the foot of Mt. Helicon,
celebrated for its brave and noble
conduct in the Persian war, and for a

beautiful statue of Cupid by Praxite-

les ; it is now Eremo Castro, v. 1. II. 2,

498 ; Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 14, etc. [Wolf
has-. for which Heyne and Spitz.

•,.] Hence^,, 6, an inhab. of Thes-
piae, Anth. , fem.-, ov, {,)
poet, for., . {, .)
kindled by a god: in Horn, always,, furious fire, such as
seems something more than natural .•

Ep. word. Cf. Buttm. Lexil. v.-
4.,{,) oracular,

prophetic. Soph. . . 463 : as if-
cul. fern, of a form, .^,, , an inhab. of Thee-

piae ; ,, the Thespians,
Xen. Hell. 4, 2, 20 ; 5, 4, 45, etc., fut. - Att. -. Ion.
inf. fut., Hdt. 8, 135 : to de-
clare by oracle, prophesy, fortell, divine,
Ti, Hdt. 1, 47, etc. ; , Aesch.
Ag. 1210: later also to decree, order,
Julian.i, , , of or belonging to

Thespiae, Thespian; ^,
the Thespian territory, Thuc. 4, 76.,,=^, Hes. Fr.
54, Orac. ap. Ar. Av, 977, v. Buttm.
Lexil. V.,^, , , Thespius, a prince
of Thespiae, of the family of Erech-
theus, Paus.,, 6, , and in Nonn. gen., etc., {,,) .fill-
ed with the words of God, inspired,-, Od. 17, 385,, Od. 1, 328;
8, 498, Eur. Med. 425,—always in
ace..—II. in genl. for,
divine, wondrous, awful, ,. Hom. Yen. 209 ; like,
q. V. Ep. word (though never in \\.),

used also by Eur. 1. c. Cf. Buttm.
Lexil. V.'. Hence^, , , Thespis, the first

Tragic poet at Athens, a contempo-
rary of Solon, Ar. Vesp. 1479.—2. a
celebrated flute player of Ptolemy
Lagus, Luc.,, ,{) that

which is given as an oracle, an oracle,

Hdt. 2, 29, and Trag., , , a prophet., , to be a,
to prophesy, sing in prophetic strain

Aesch. Ag. 1161, Ar. Plut. 9. Hence,,,^, ,{,) sing
ing in prophetic strain, prophetic, of per
sons, Eur. : i?.^o;5of,Aesch.Ag. 1134, a prophet, Lat. rates.^, , , Thesproiia, a re

gion of Epirus along the coast, S trab.
•

andip, , , of or belonging

to Thesprotia, Strab. : and^,, , pecul, fem. to, , Thuc, 1, 40 : from,, , the Thesproti, o(
Pelasgic origin, the most ancient ol

the nations of Epirus, dwelling along
the coast, in Hom, extending inhuid
also to the borders of Thessaly and
the banks of the Aous, Od. 14, 315,
Hdt. 8, 46, Thuc. 2, 80. Hence'. , , of the Thesproti,

Thesprotian,, Aesch. Pr. 831,-, Eur. Phoen. 982.^, , , ThesprGtus, son
of Lycaon, Apollod.+{', , Att.?, ar,

, Thessaly, a province of northern
(jieece, between Macedonia, Epuus,
Aetolia, Boeotia, and the Aegean,
Hdt. 7, 128, Pmd. P. 10, 2 : and?, Att.?, f--,
to imitate the Thessalians, esp. to speak
like them, Ael. : andia, ,, Att.-, Thes-
salian, Hdt. 7, 128. Adv. -, in

Thes.^alian fashion, Crates ap. Ath.
418 C: and,^, a, ov, = foreg., Eur,
Andr. 1170: from?, ov, 6, Att. ?.,
fem., a Thessalian, Hdt.,
etc. ; also as adj., of, , . Plat,,

Eur. : proverb., , a
Thessalian trick, from the faitnless

character of the people, Eur. Phoen.
1407 ; hence also, ., i. e.

false money : fr/?., a Thessa•
linnfemale, esp. a sorceress. Plat. Gorg.
513 A : cf. Ar. Nub. 749 where yvvii



1^ is expressed.t-ll. -, a Kind of shoe, Lysipp. Hacch. 2.^, ov, , 'Thessdliscus.

niaso. pr. n., Arr.

—

.- in Arist.

Rhet.•,, . TkessaliOtis,

a subdivision of Thessalv adjacent to

Mt. Pindus, lldt. 1, 57 ;'Slrab.^, ov, {,), ., a lump of meat
suck as i/nii icoiild cut for hungry Thes-
salinii, Philetacr. Lanipad. 1., liite, to pray

for, seek by prayer, desire: a defect.

poet, aor., ol which we find only 3

plur.. Find. N. 5, 18, and
part,, Hes. Fr. 23, Archil.

82, Ap. Rh. 1, 821, v. Schaf Schol.

Par. ad 1. Hence, ace. to Graintn.,

the verb. adj., whence the

Homer. and'.
(Perh. from, first in signf. of, to sit as a suppliant, and
then in act. sense, to implore, pray for :

cf Buttiu. Lexil. v. 7 not.)

iOtCTr/, , (or) , Thtste, a
fountain in Africa, Hdt. 4, 159.'\,,, son of Theslius, i. e.

Iphiclus, Ap. Rh. 1, 201 : -
(, the descendants of Thestius, Strab.•,, , daughter of Thes-
tius, i. 6. Althaea, Aesch. Cho. 005

;

Leda, Eur. I. A. 49., , , The^tius, son of

Wars and Demonassa, king of Pleu-
ron in Aetolia, ApoUod. 1, 7, 7 : ace.

to Paus., son of Agenor, and father

of Leda, 3, 13, 8, cf. 9, 27, 6.^, , v. 1. for in Hdt.
4, 159.io, a, ov, of Thestor, ., the prophetic son of Thestor,

i. e. Calchas, Soph. Aj. 801.\. ov, a, son of Thestor, i. e.

Calchas, 11. 1, 09: Alcinaon, 12, 394.,, , Thesiylis, name
of a female slave, Theocr. 2, 09.\,, , Thestor, son of Id-

mon, father of Calchas, an Argonaut.
—2. son of Enops, a Trojan, II. 10, 401

.

', ov,{, -) prophetic, Aesch. Ag. 1442., ov, {, ) spoken

by God, and so decreed, appointed, des-

tined, Lat. fatalis, , 'tis

so appointed, II. 8, 477 ; also c. dat.

pers. et inf., ' oh . ,
'tis not appointed thee to die, Od. 4,

561 : as subst., tu, the divine

decrees, oracles, Od. 9, 507 ; also in

sing., Eur. I. T. 121.—11. in genl. like, sent, made by God,, Od. 7,

143, cf.,, and Buttm.
Lexil. in voc., ,, verb. adj. from -, to be laid down or assumed,—.., one must lay down. Plat. Legg.
832 E.&, ov, 6,{) one who places,

lays down, . 6~, one who gives

a name, Plat. Crat. 389 E.—II. one
who makes a depoiit or pledge, Isae. 82,

18, cf. II.— III. one who adopts a
child, cf. III., ov, TO, the tertipleof Thetis,

Eur. Andr. 20 : also. Polyb., , ,() placing, lay-

ing down, positive, -, Arist. Pol.

:

hence in Gramm., to ., the positive

degree of comparison.— II. belonging to

a or general principle, . ?},
a general inquiry, Strab,, cf. IV.
Adv. -., and , ^, Thetis, one
of the Nereids, wife of Peleus, mother
of Achilles : oft. in Hoin., who uses

for dat., but for vocat., H.
'24, 104 : cf. Hes. Th. 344, 1000.
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, ), , verb. adj. from-
, placed, set, Pseud-Kur. I. A. 251.
—II. taken as one's child, adopted, -, Hdt. , 57.— III.

as subst. TO, part of a woman's
hearl-dress.. Dor. and Ion. for,, im-
perat. aor. 2 mid. from.\- Dor. contraction for - ;

words thus commencing not put
down here are to be looked for under
-.
fvv,, . Dor. for,
Thengenis, fein. pr. n., Theocr. 28, 13.i, u, , Theudas, a man who
raised an insurrection among the

Jews, and was destroyed with his

followers, N. T., v. Interpp. ad Act.

5, 36.^, ,,^, Dem.io, ov, ,=?(5., Anth.

iQ, , Theuth. an Aegyptian god,

corresponding to the Grecian Hermes,
the Roman Mercury, inventor of the
letters of the alphabet, etc., Plat.

Phaedr. 274 C; Phileb. 18 B; also

written.'\, a, , Theomaridas,
masc. pr. n., Theocr. 2, 70, v. 1.-, a, where Valck. considers7. a fem. pr. n., , . Dor. for,
destiny. Call. Ep. 32, 4.—II. as adj.

lem., appointed by God, ...
Rh. : from, ov. Dor. for,
assigned, granted by God, divine, -
oai.Pmd. O. 3, 18.—In genl. the Dor.
were fond of changing initial- into

-, esp. in proper names, as-,,,-, for, etc. ; Call. Cer. 58
ventured even for: later

Ep. and Epigramm. poets adopted
these Dor. forms. The Att. contract-

ed iiiit.- into -, as,
for., etc., Maitt. de

Dial. p. 16, 217 Sturz, Bockh Inscr.

I, p. 353, 13.ioo, . Dor. for., Anth., , and . Dor. for. Call.

V. sub., I will run, fut. of, 11., , /. Dor. for.
ivapa, a, , v..', Ep. also, fut..

Dor., only in Lye.
119. To run, Horn.; also -, -

; , to run over the

plain, II. 4, 244 ; 22, 23 ; ',' , II. 20,

227, 229 : , to run

for a tripod, II. 11. 701 ; hence me-
taph., ", to

r\m, contend for Hector's life, II. 22,

101 ; later also, . -
(sc.) Valck. Hdt. 7, 57

;

, Plut. Cf..—
II. of other kinds of motion, as— 1. of
birds, tofly, Ar. Av.205.— 2. of things,

to run, fly, etc., most I'req. like Lat.

currere, of ships, II. 1, 483 ; later also

c. ace,,, -, Jae. . P. p. 22, 642 : also of

the running wheel, II. 18, 601 ; of a
rolling stone, II. 13, 141 ; of a quoit,, Od. 8, 193.— 111. of

things which (as we too say) run in

a continuous line, though not actual-

ly in motion, as i'lvii -, II. 13, 547 ; esp. of

anything circular, which seems to run.

round into itself,,, II. , 118 ; so too,-, teeth running in a
white line, Heinr Hes. Sc. 146, cf.? III. 2.—IV. as part, with an-
other verb it takes an adverb, signf.,

fjiiirk, swift, rpiirhly, ,, etc., Horn. ; and,

(as we say) she came running,

II. 6, 394 ; , of a i)erson on
Khip-l)oard, Od. 3, 288.—On Homer's. v. I. (Hence

: akin to, where the j; or F

appears as in[}.,{. Sanscr.
d/tav.), for, imperat. from '.\, ov, b, Alcibiades uses for

in Ar. Vesp. 45.. Ion. for, 1 plur. subj.

aor. 2 from.",, , Theon, a painter of
Samos, Ael., , al, {,)
the na7nes or attributes of God, Eccl., , f.-,{) to look

at, vieu), behold, , Hdt. 4, 76, Aesch.
Pr. 302 : esp.—2. to be a spectator at

the publicgames andjestivals, '-
., Hdt. 1, 59 ; also, . •, Thuc. 3, 104.—3. also of the

mind, like Lat. contemplari, to con-

template, TL, Plat. Gorg. 523 : to

consider, Dem. 12, 24, etc. : also, tl

., to compare one thing with

another, Dem. 230, 26.—II. to be a -
or state ambassador to the oracle

or at the games, Thuc. 5, 18 ;,/ Jiapov ., Ar. Vesp. 1188, cf.

II.— III. in Soph. O. C. 1084,

it has usu. been taken trans,-, having made my
eyes behold, Herm., who refers to
Thuc. 8, 10 ; Dind., with Wunder,
reads, cf.. Hence,,, that which is look-

ed at, viewed, a sight, spectacle, like-, Schiif. A pp. Dem. 2, p. 106—IL
of the mind, Ihat which is contemplated,

and so a principle thereby arrived at, a
rule. Lat. praecepium, Polyb., and
Cicer. : also «, the arts

and sciences. Id.—2. in mathematics,
a theorem, Eucl. Hence, , , of, belonging

to, using them, and so prob.
dogmatic, epith. of Metrodorus, the
disciple of Stilpo, Diog. L. 2, 113., ov, , dim. from, Epict., , ,{) a view-

ing, contemplation. Plat. Phil. 48 A., ov,, a seat in a thea-

tre, etc., Plut., verb. adj. from,
oyie must contemplate. Plat. Legg. 815 B., ,, of or belonging to

: ., a contemplative, as
opp. to a practical life, Arist. Eth. N.
Adv. -., , ,{) that may
be seen, Diod. 14, 60. Adv. -., ,, the presents made
by the bridegroom to the bride, when she

first unveiled herself., , , {) a looking

at, viewing, beholding,

for the purpose of seeing the >vorld,

Hdt. 1,30: esp.—II. the being a spec-

tator at the public games and festivals.

Soph. O. T. 1491.—2. also freq. of
the mind, conte/nplation , reflection, spec-

ulation. Plat. Legg. 951 C ; and in

plur., Rep. 517 D: theory, as opp. to
practice, and so in genl. science, Po-
lyb.—III. the .'iending of or state-

ambassadnrs to the oracle or games,
cf. Plat. Phaod. 58 C : iuso the

themselves, as we sav cm embassy,
Xen Mem. 4, 8, 2, and'ap. Dem. 256,
14: also—2. the office of, dis-

charge of that office, Thuc. 0, 16: it

was one of the lesser,
Bockh P. E. 1, 286 sq.—IV. pass.=i



, sight, spectacle, Aesch. Pr.

802, Achae. ap. AtK. 277 B., , , of or belonging to

(in both signfs.) : -,
the tent used by the, Heniocn.
Incert. 1, 8 : esp.—II. ra
(sub.) the jnoney, which,
from the time of Pericles, was given

from the treasury to the poor citizens,

to pay for their seats at the theatre, (at

2 obols the seat), but also for other

purposes, Dem. 31, 13, etc., cf Bockh
P. E. 1, 289, sqq., 227, etc. : also in

sing., TO . ap. i)em. 243. fin., etc., , , also, epith.

of Apollo, as god of oracles.,, , with and without, a sacred ship, which carried the

(cf II) to their destina-

tion, but was also used for other state-

purposes, Hdt. 6, 87, cf Piat. Phaed.
58 : the Delian, said to have
begun with Theseus, was esp. famous
at Athens, Spanh. Call. H. Del. 314,

Bockh P. E. 1,286, sq.'-, , Theoris, a priestess

at Athens, styled from her
wicked deeds ; she was guilty of the

most infamous crimes, and was put

todeath byDemosthenes on the charge
of impiety, Dem. 793, 26, Plut. v. I

for.—2. a female of whom
Sophocles was enamoured, Ath. 592

., .
^,, ,=,,

spectator, Aesch. Pr. 118: one ivho trav-

els to see men and things, Plat. Legg.

951 A, 953 C : ., viewing or

present at the festivals, Eur. Ion 1076.

But usu.— II. an ambassador, sent by

the slate to consult an. oracle. Soph.

O. U. 413 (cf II) ; or to pre-

sent some offering or perform sn?ne reli-

giom rite at the public games, Dion. H. ;

whwe the were crowned and

maJeificenlly dressed. The Atheni-

ans sent to the Delphic oracle.

to Delos, and to the four great Hel-

lenic games, v. Valck. Amm. p. 92,

Bockh P. E. 1, 286 sq., G. F. Schu-
macher de Vett. Legatt. Theoricis,

Schlesw. 1827.—2. a magistrate at

Mantinra, Thuc. 5, 47. (The deriv.

from and is maintained by
Harpocr., Hesych., Phot., Etym. M.
among the ancients, by Miiller Aegin.

p. 135, Welcker Theogn. p, XVII,
among the moderns, and agrees with
the analogy of,,,. But then, it has
been thought necessary to derive the

word iti its first senxe from
only, which can hardly be true. May
we not rather suppose the name-
(,) to have been first giv-

en to the sacred deputies, and then, as

these were the chief spectators, applied

to spectators in general, and from its

likeness to to have become
equiv. thereto ! Cf. the anecdote of

Pythagoras in Cic. Tusc. 5. 3.),, ,{)=
Eccl., a, , compar. of,
more divine, v. III., , (, *)
sprung from Thebes, Theban, Hes. Th.
530 ; the form7 is also

good. v. Lob. Phryn. 648., to or towards Thebes : from

7/3, , , poet also ,. Dor., Thebes, the name of

several cities, of which the most fa-

mous are-fl. the ^sryptian Thebes,

the capital of Upper iEgypt, the The-
ba'is, on the Nile, stvled {--
loc, the hundred-gated, II. 9, 381, Od.

4, 126 only in pL, Hdt. 2, 15, etc. In

later wr. it is called- -.—2.

an ancient city of Boeotia on the Is-

menus, ace. to ancient fable founded
by Cadmus, but Horn, makes it to

have been built by Zethus and Am-
phion, Od. 11, 262-5 : called-, seven-gated, II. 4, 406 ; it is now
Thiva ; Horn, uses both sing and pi.,

sing. II. 4, 406, Od. 11, 263, etc., pi.

U. 5, 804 ; 6, 223, etc. : Hes. also both

sing, and pi. : Pind. ; Tragg., etc.—3.

usu.. Thehe, a city of the Cili-

ces in Mysia, the capital of Eetion

father of Andromache, situated at the

foot of Mt. Placos, and hence called',?, II. 1.366; 6,416 in sing.

;

pi. only 22, 479 : taken and destroyed

by Achilles, 2, 691 : it did not rise

from its ruins, but the name remain-

ed attached to the surrounding plains.

Hdt. 7, 42, Xen. An. 7, 8, 7.—Others
in Polyb., Strab., etc. Hence7]3, ,=, Eur.
Supp. 136., Ion. , 6, epith. of

Jupiter, the Theban, Hdt. ], 182, etc.^, ,, Theban ; -, the Theban territory, Strab. : ., the Theban name, in jEgypt,
Hdt. 2, 4.^^ , 6, Thebaeus, masc. pr.

n.. a Trojan, II. 8, 120.^, a, ov. of Thebes, Theban,

Od. 10, 492 ; Hdt. 5, 79 ; etc.. , , prop. fern. adj.

Thehan, Thuc. 3, 58 ; sub. , the

Thehais, i. e. territory of Thebes in

^gypt, Hdt. 2, 28.—il. the Thebaid,

a poem on the siege of Thebes, which
formed one of the Epic cycle, Palis.

[-•.]3, . b, a Thehan, ol-. the Thebans, Strab., , , a name for the

. wind (.) in Lesbos.tblow-

ing from the Theban ^Zii!Vi,tArist. de
Vent. 2.3, poet. adv.=:0^,5a^e, II.

23, 679.3, ,, -t.3.—II. a daugh-
ter of the Asopus, after whom Boeo-

tian Thebes was said to be named,
Hdt. 5, 80 ; Paus.. Aeol..3.
Ar. Ach. 862, 868. from Thebes., or better3, poet.

-. adv. at Thebes, II. 6, 223, Od. 15,

247., a, ov. () pointed,

sharp, Anth.— II. act. sharpening, C.

gen. rei, Anth., , oi',=foreg. [ct] : from, /, , a whetstone. Soph.

Aj. 820 : metaph. any thing to whet, an

incentive to fury, Aesch. Eum. 859. [], , ,=..=7}), Aesch. Ag. 1535.

/. , , softer form of, as

Gains of Caius, ap. Hesych.2, f, to sharpen, whet,

Horn, (only in 11.).. 11, 416,

so ., Eur. Phoen. 1380 : and
so, .. etc., Trag. : also in

mid., , let him whet his

spear, II. 2, 382.—II. metaph. to sharp-

en, provoke, like Lat. acuere. i/'f", Xen. Cyr. 2, 1,

11. /, sharp, biting

words. Aesch. Pr. 311. (Cf Sanscr.

tij acucrc, which points to a connec-
tion with)., etc.), f -. Ion. form of,. Dor. : to look

on, gate at, c. aut sine ace, Horn.

;

nsu. with collat. notion of wonder,
and so to gate at, admire. II. 7, 444,

Od. 2, 13. etc.
;
joined with,

11. 23, 728 :, Ion. 3 pi. impf

for, oft. in Horn. ; also

for, Od. 9. 218 ; and, rare form for,
Od. 18, 191.

7}/}, Ep. for ], 2 sing. subj. aor.

2 act. from, II. 16, 96.,, . Ion. for,{) one who gazes at, an admirer,

. ), Od. 21.397./, , , Ion. for,
gazed at, wondrous, admirable, Lat.

speclandus, Hes. Th. 31 : Dor.,
as freq. in Pind.,, 6,=, Nonn.,, poet, for, brimstone,

Od. 22, 493., Ep. for, diviTie : cf^.,, alov, like a chest or

coffin(), hence, ., a burial

vault, Hdt. 2, 86 : from, , .{) a case to put
any thi7ig in, a box, chest, ., a
money-chest, Lat. iheca. Hdt. 3, 130,

ubi v. Biihr, cf 9, 83 : esp. a place for
putting corpses in, a grave, vault. Hdt.
1, 67, etc., cf Blomf Aesch. Ag. 440
(453). Hence, , , dim. from foreg., ,, verb. adj. from,
sharpeyied, whetted, Aesch. Theb. 944,
and Eur.7,\.- .-,{?,?})
to give suck, suckle, ot the mother or

nurse, Lys. 92, 29. Mid. to .luck. of
the child, Lob. Phryn. 468 ; but also

in act. signf , Plat. Rep. 460 D. Pass.
to be sucked, Arist. H. A.— II. the act.

is also used like mid., to suck,'/, Theocr. 3, 16 ; so too Arist.

H. A. 6, 23, Plut., and Luc—Used
both of man and beast. Hence]., , , a suckling, ap.

Hesych.?,, ,=?, a
mirse. Sophr. ap. Ath. 288 A., ov, b,() a suck-

ing. Plut.,, ,() one who
suckles, a nurse. Soph Fr. 85.

7//(. Ion. for sq., Hdt., fern, from. Horn.
In Arat. also neut. plur. as if from/ : besides which a poet. adj.

seems to have been in use.

7], . Dor. ,, (7.)=
?^, to flourish, abound, c. gen.,-, /, the
meadows tvere rich with violets and
parsley, Od. 5, 73 : later also c. dat.,, Pind. . 4, 143, cf.

10, 78.
^?, , , the part of the breast

which gives suck, the lent, nipple, Eur.
Cycl. 56. and Plut. (From,?,,, Plat. Crat.

414 .)]7., , {,) nipple-

shaped., , {. *) of
female sex, womanish,, Aesch.
Supp. 29 ; and so Eur., and Plat.

Adv. .?.?, ov, (?.,?)
with woman's tongue, Anth./^, , f. -, to beget girls,

Philo : and,. , a begettins nfgirls,

opp. to, Hipp., to-, Arist. . .— II. kin by the mo-
therms side. Hdn. : from?.). ov, {?., *) be-

gettins girls, Hipp.

7?., ov, b. Ion.-, {-) a 7voma7iish, effeminate person,

Hdt. 7, 153.?^..{,)
ofwomanish kind, effeminate,, Ar
Thesm. 131. Adv. -.
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7., (if p., to behave like a
woman, Clein. 1. : Irom
)?., , , {') womanish :

esp. in Grainin., of thefeminine gmdir,
Dion. H. : so Adv.-, Arist. an. Ath.
499 D.?., , , thefemale-, Theophr., , {?',)
swaying women, Aescli. Cho. COO.., ov, {.,)
slaying women : or rather slaying by
women'i hands,' -, Aesch. Fr.

860.

&7.77, ov, {, ??)=:
7.'<,)., , to be mad after ivo-

men ; from?.>, , (,)
mad after U'omen, Mel. 54.— II. act.

maddening women, - ,
Antim. 94./.,(,) sing-

ing in soft strain,, Anth., ov, , (',)
with a icnrnan's head-dress or cinlhes,

Luc. : fern,-,, , //, Id.7, ov, {.)
woman-shaped, Eur. Bacch. 353.7., vnov, contr. -, ovv,

of weak, womanish mind, Aesch. Pr.
1003., f. -, {7) to make
weak and womanish. Pass., to become
so, . Theocr. 20, 14 ; c. ace,''/. I became woman-
tongned. Soph. Aj. 651.7.,, , {7,)
having borne a girl. Lye.-, . ,, , gen. -, {7<,) ., the tread

offemale foot. Pseud-Eur. I. A. 421.7.~7, , {7^,)
befitling a wo?nan : tnomanish, Anth.,7,7, Horn., though
he also had for fern.,

//,/., etc., so too Hes.,
and Traor. ; Ion. fern, /., gen., Hdt., cf. Bnttm. Ausf. Gr. *

C2, Aain. 3, not. : offemale sex, female,
opp. to [), as , a god-
dess, II. 8, 7 ; , mares,
Horn. ; /, sows, Od. 14,

16: in genl. of or belonging to women,, a wornan's voice or cry, Od. G,

122; 70 /., the female sex, Eur.
H. F. 536 ; also thefemale. Plat. Criti.

HOC: Tj/, a woman, Eur. Andr.
181 : also of plants, ., Diosc.
— II. also applied to things, as parta-
king of the fruitfulncss. delicacy or
other properties of the female sex :

and so—-1. fruitful, nourishing, life-

giving, , Od. 14, 16:, Od. 5, 467, cf Heinr.
Hes. Sc. 395.-2. tender, soft, delicate,

Eur. Med. 928; also in laad sense,
womanish, weak. Soph. Tr. 1062, 1075.—3. in building, etc.. those parts were
called female into which, others fitted,

like our 7nalc amifemale screw.—4. in
the Pythag. language, the even num-
bers were female, the odd male. Plut.

—

Hom. and Hes. seem to use the coin-
par./., a, ov [], just like the
positive, but only in phrases-
pui, or, where Passuw
thinks we may keep a compar. sense,
the gentler, softer beings. (From-,, cf Plat. Crat. 414 A.)7-, ov, (7•., ))
born (f woman ; but ., a family
offemales, Aesch. Pr. 855.

?/77/., , to wear womeii's
clothes, Strab. : from77?, ov, {,)
did in women's clothes.., a, ov, v., sub fin.
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]7-,, . {07}) woman-
hood, female 7iature, Arist. Gen. An.

;

opp. to (^'?.—2. wo7nanish na-

ture, effeminacy, Plut./, , to bear girls, Hipp.

;

and7, , , the bearing of a

girl. Joseph. : from0)], ov, {7) bear-

ing girls, Theocr. 25, 125.— II. ace. to

some, proparox., ov, pass.

female-horn,, Arist. Pol it. 7,

10, C, where however Bekk -.7., , {7',)
like a woman, womanish, Plut.7, ov, {7.,*) kill-

i7ig wo/nen. : hence to ., the aco7iite, so
called from certain supposed proper-
lies, Theophr.
7/7., ov, gen.. (,) of woman''s mind, Ar. Eccl. 110.

7.(), ov,{,) with

a ivnman's voice, Ael.?.,, ,,(,)
icith woman's hand./, gen., , . {>~/7,() with woman's frock. Anth. [t]

7., contr. , . {/)
7inrse, prob. 1. Plut., Valck. Phocn.
458. e.xtr., TO,{)=.\&.. or . Thrmncns, an Attic
deme of llie tribe Erechthe'is, Andoc.

;

, an inhab. of Themacus,
Id., , (/.)
collect ill a heap, dub. 1. Anth./, . ,^=.,, .(/) like,

heap, Od. 5, 368 ; also in Arist. Me-
teor. Hence, or -, J7,= foreg., , (,)
to put in a, heap.

?/•, an enclitic particle, used chief-

ly in Ep., rarely in Att. poets, Dind.
Aesch. Pr. 928: akin to , express-

ing strong conviction, surely now,

sometimes used ironically, as. 7\1-.], you will leave the ships
then, II. 13, 620;, . 17, 29, cf 21, 568. Od.
1 G, 91 : strengthd., 7', in very truth,

11. 1 1, 365 ; 13, 813 : ov, ov /', sure-

li/ not, II. 2, 276; 8, 418, Od. 5, 211 :

strengthd. ov , Od. 3. 352. (It

does not seem ever to be used as=, though there may be radic. con-
nection, V. Spitzn. II. 8, 418.),, //,() a sharpening,

uhelting., Ep. for, 2 sing. opt.

pres. from, ll. 24, 418.'. ', Ep. dat. pi..
, a wihl beast, a beast nf prey, esp. a

lion or wolf, Hom. ; opp. to fi.sh and
fowl, Od. 24, 292, Hes. O]). 275 :

later joined with a subst., ,
Eur. . F. 465 ; also with femin.,

., Anth. : then—2. any ?non.

.iter, as the sphinx, Aesch. Theh. 558:
esp of centaurs. Soph. Tr. 568, 935,
etc., cf , which, like Lat. fera,

arose from by the Aeolo-Dor.
change of into ; also of satyrs,

Eur. Cycl. 624.—II. a lame beast, any
beast. Soph Aj. 366. In prose the
form seems to have been the
more usu., though is found in

Hdt.. 3. 129, and in Plat. (Cf Germ.
Thicr, our deer : and with, Geim.
E-lxr, our bfiar, bear.) Hence, , . Ion., a hunting of
wild beasts, the chase, 11. 5, 49, Od. 19,

429 : , Hdt. 1, 37 ;

? , Id. 4,22.—2. metaph.
eager pursuit of any thing, as truth,
pleasure, money, Plat.—II. like.

the beasts taken, the spoil, game, qitarry,

Od. 9, 158, Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 25, cf.

Schiif Greg. Cor. p. 126.^, , Ion., , , Thera,
now Santnriii, one of the Sporades
Insulae, at first called7.7. de-
rived its name from the Spartan The-
ras, the leader of a colony thither,

Hdt. 4, 147, Pind. P. 4, 35.-2. a city

of Caria, Arr. An. 2, 5, 8., ov, 6, (,)
a hunter, Eur. Bacch. 1020., ov,(.) catching

wild beasts or game, Ion. ap. Ath. 451
E., , , or. ov,

a dress worn in the satyric drama at
Athens, prob. iiwenled m the island

Thera : from^, -, , of or belonging to

Thera, Theraea7i, Ath. 424 F.^, a, ov. of Thera, Theraean,
Pind. P, 4, 17, Hdt. 4, 150., , , () that

u'hich is caught, spoil, prey, game, Eur.
Bacch. 869.

'\(1, , b, Theramenes,
masc. pr. n.. a Spartan, Thuc. 8, 26.

—

2. a distinguished general and states-

man of the Athenians, one of the
thirty tyrants ; from his frequentr

changes in politics he received the
appell., Thuc. 8, 68 ; Xen.
Hell. 1, 1, 12; Ar. Ran. 541, etc.^, to Thera. Pind. P. 5, 100., , , the office of•

: from, , {,) keeper

of wild beasts, esp. elephants, Ael.., , fem. adj^ from,
Theraean, ai , Thera
and Therasia, Ath. 432 C. : Dind.
Steph. Thes. s. v..— II. ], , 77!., son of Autesion,

;

tan, who led a colony to Thera,
J

4. 147.'\, , . Therasia,ox\co{\.\\e

Sporades near Thera, still retaining
its name, Slrab., ov,() to be hunted
down, caught, won, Aesch. Pr. 858. [a]. . , verb. adj. from, to be caught, won. Soph. Phil.
116.— II., one must catch, win,

Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 10.,, b, poet, for•, Philostr., a, ov, =,
Soph. Fr. 421., , b, () a hunter,

hunter after, , Ar. Nub. 358.

Hence, , , of, belonging to the

chase, fit for it: -
7., the artsfor winning friends, Xen.
Mem. 2, 6, 33., , , verb. adj. from •. III be caught, taken, wo7i, Polyb.. , , an instrument of
the chase, a 7iet, trap, etc., Xen. Mem.
2, 1, 4.,, ,=. []
f,, 7/, Theraphone, daugh-

ter Dexamenus, Pans., , f -. Soph. Phil. 958,

though ace. to Moeris, is

better Att.(,). To hunt wild

beasts, to chase, pursxie, catch, take,

also of men. Soph. Ant. 433, cf. Phil.

1005.—2. freq. metaph. like Lat. vena-

ri, la hunt after a thing, p)/?sne it fa^-er-

ly or greedily,, Soph. O. T.
541 ; so too, 7, Eur. I

A. 960; so, . . Id. Hel.
63 :/ . have I miss-
ed or hit the quarry ? Aesch. Ag. 1 194

:

also c. inf ,7, Eur. Hel.
63, cf Soph. Aj. 2.

'^,
, a iitar-

ra, Bdt.



. the micl., is xised just

like act., esp. metaph. to hunl after, seek

for,5, ,
Hdt. 2, 77 ; ., Eur. Or.
568: but., is alsofreq. as pass.,

to be hunted, pursued, ,
Aesch. Pr. 1072, ', Eur.
Bacch. 732.—Cf.,., ov, also a, ov, Plat. Phaedr.
24 D, ( ) of, belonging to wild

beasts, hat. ferinus, "-, Panyas. 8 : -, periphr. for

/, the centattr, Soph. Tr. 1059 :, game, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 6.-, ov. b, Lacon. name of

Mars, Paus. : also.,, , (/)^-, spoil, Eur. I. . 1162.

—

II. hunt-

ing. Plat. Legg. 823 ., ,=^(.,. ,[) htcnt-

ing, the chase, Plat. Legg. 824 A : also

metaph. a hunting after. Id. Theaet.
166C
f7!pvov, verb. adj. from,

one must hunt, seek after, Poly b. 1,35,8.,, (3,=sq.,, b,{)=,
a hunter ; Horn, (only in II.) always
in phrase, -^, hounds and huntsmen, 11.

12. 41, cf. 11, 325, and Hes. Sc. 303,

388 : also of a fisher, Hdt. 2, 70 : ., a decoy partridge, Arist. H.
A. 9, 8, 8.— 2. metaph. one who hunts

after outward show, rather than truth,

Plat. Rep. 373 B. Hence, , ,()=-, esp. ., hounds, Ar. Plut.

157. and Xen. : hence -, with and
witlu[ilt, the art of hunting, the

chnsi,\V\a.\.. Polit.289 A,"and metaph.,
Eutll'd. 290 B.

GwE^ruf, , ,=, Arist.

Pol.lSverb. adj. from^. usu.z^Oiipuu, first in Od.
19, 465. Hdt. 4, 1 12, 172 : -?, it hit, struck him, Pind.

P. 4, 161 : in Att. most freq. metaph.,
to hunt or seek after,, Pind. N.
11, G2,, Aesch. Pr. 858, and
freq. in Att. So loo in mid., Plat.

Gorg. 464 D, Euthyd. 290 C. Pass.
to be hunted, Hdt. 3, 102 : also to be

preyed upon, 3, 108., Ion. and Dor. for., . Ion. for., , , huntress. Call.

Del. 230 : fern, from,, . Ion. for :

a hunter, 11.. where also 7)-
are joined, II. 12, 170.,, , poet, and Ion. for

foreg., .,. 9, 544., , , () of wild,

esp. venomous beasts, hence -, an account of them, such as Nican-
der's poem.— II. made from wild beasts,

6., antidotes against the bite

ofpoisonous animals, opp. to.-. Gal., ov, (, ?-) cau.ght by wild beasts, [u], ov. {. )=6-, eaten or torn by wild beasts,

Pseudo-Phocyl. 136., ov, TO, dim. from,, in plur., like Lat. animalcula,

Theophr., , sub., also, or- at, sub.-, broad drinking-cups, of black clay

or wood, called after sq. v. Bentl.

Phalar. ^\U.^7.,, 6, Thericles, a cel-

ebrated Corinthian artisan in clay and
wood, Ath. 470 F.—2. an Athenian
archon, Diod. S.

, ov, (, )

fighting with wild beasts, []\, ov, . Therimuchus, a
son of Hercules and Megara, Apollod.

2, 4.-2. a Spartan, Xen. Hell. 4, 8. 29., ov, {,-)=, Diod.,, , the bite of a
wild beast, esp. of a serpent, Diosc, v.

Lob. Phryn. 304 : from, ov,{,)
bitten by a wild beast, esp. by a serpent,

Diosc., ov, (,)
=., , to fight with wild

beasts, Diod., ov, , (,-) one who fights ivith wild beasts, esp.

in the Roman amphitheatre, Lat. be-

stiarius, Diod. [u] Hence •, , , a fighting with

wild beasts, Philo., ov,=^, Luc.
[a], , (.)
half man half beast, as Scylla., ov,{,'/) in

the form of a beast, Eccl., ov, , in form dim. from, but in usage equiv. to it : a u<ild

animal, beast, Od. 10, 171, 180, where
a stag is called ;

(never
in II.) ne.xt in H. Hom. Ven. 4, Hdt.

3, 108, where it is a beast, brute, as

opp. to birds and men ; hence pro-

verb, f/, , i. e. either be-

low or above the nature of man,
Arist. Eth. N.—2. a savage beast, any
beast that is htmted, game , Hdt. 1, 119,

and Xen. : later esp. an elephant,

Polyb.—3. any animal, even of fishes,

Arist. H. A. : esp. a poisonous animal,

reptile, Diosc.—11. also as real dim.
little animal, in plur., of bees, Theocr.
19, 6 : also wor?ns in the bowels. Hipp.
— III. as Medic, term, ^,
Hipp.—IV. as a term of reproach,

beast! like Lat. bellua, or French Aeie,, Ar. Plut.

430, etc. This was the form in prose,

cf : the Trag. seem never to have
used it, Herm. Soph. Phil. 184., , (,)
beast-tike, Eccl.. a,,^=, dub.,, ,(, the na-

ture of a beast, savageness, brutality,

Arist. Eth. N.
, ov, , a place where

wild beasts are kept, menagerie, Varro :

from, , to keep wild hea.'its :

to keep as a wild beast, Tivd, Alciphr. :

from, ov, (,)
feeding, abounding in wild beasts, ol a

country, Strab.—II. proparox.-, ov, Tpass., feeding on wild ani-

mals, Gal., ov,(,)^., , f. -,=^(>) to

make wild. Pass,/, to become

w'ild, savage, brutal. Plat. Legg. 935 A.
— II. to be infested with little animals,

u-orms. etc., Theophr.—111. as Medic,
term, ^^,
Diosc.\. ov, , Thcrippides, an
Athenian, one of the guardians of De-
mosthenes, Dem. 814, 16.^, , , Theris, a Cretan,

son of Aristaeus, Anth., ov, .=7?, q. v., , .=--., ,(,) full /
wild beasts, infested by them, Lat. bella-

osus, of countries, Hdt. 2, 32, etc.

;

also, .. Id. 6, 44.—II. beast-
like, brutal, ivild, savage, Lat. bellnintts,, Eur. Supp. 202.. Plat.
Rep. 591 C, etc.: '.=,
brutality. Plat.—HI. as Medic, term,
eating, malignant, of ulcers, sores, etc.,

Diosc. Adv. -, ., Isocr. 226 C. Hence, , ,=, Arist.
Eth. . 7, 1, 2./,. , malignant sore,

Cels. ; in Hipp.,.., ,() turning
into a beast, Luc., , to strike, kill wild
beasts, Soph. Phil. 165: from, ov, (,) killing

wild beasts, dub. 1. for sq., ov,(,) eaten by
wild beasts, Pseudo-Phocyl. 136., ov, (,) where
ivild beasts feed,, Anth., ov, (,)=, Strab., , , (,-) taming of wild beasts., , {,) having
theforms of wild beasts., ov or a, , (,)
a hunter. Lob. Phryn. 627., ov, (,) with
brutal mind, brutal, Anth., ov, (,) keeping
wild beasts.,, , (,)
lord of beasts, [], ov, (,) kill'

ing wild beasts,, Eur. Hel. 154., ov, b, {,) a
slayer of beasts, Anth., ov,(,?) slain

by beasts., , , (,)
fight with beasts, Inscr., , Opp., and -,
ov. Lye, (,) half-beast.,, , T/icronice, a daugh-
ter of Dexamenus, Paus.., (.) feeding,
tending wild beasts, Anth.— II. propa-
rox., pass. /erf on by them.—?, ov,(,) clad
in the skins of beasts, Orph.?., , to make beasts •

from, ov, (,)
making beasts, changing into beasts,

epith. of Circe, Lye. 673.,, {.) look-

ing out for wild beasts, H. Hom. 27. 11., , , the chase, Opp., ov, (,) produ-
cing beasts,, Anth., , =,
Aristaen. : from, ov, (,) feed-
ing ivtld beasts, Eur. Baccn. 556 ; but
—II. proparox., pass, fed
by beasts, feeding on them,,
Eur. Phoen. 820. Cf., ov, (,) in the

form of a beast, Orph.,, , (,)
slayer of beasts, Opp., ov, also , ov, Theogn.
11, (,*) slaying, killing beasts

or wild beasts, 1. c, Ar. Thesm. 320.7,, ov, {,) clad
in the skins of beasts, Lyc.^,, , Thero, nurse of Mars,
Paus.\,, , Theron, son of Ae-
nesidemus, king of Agrigentum in
Sicily, Hdt. 7. 165, Pind. O. 2, 8.-2.
a Boeotian statuary, Paus.,, , orig. a serf, villain,

who is bound to till a piece of land for
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his lord, Lat. ascriplus gkbae, Od. 4,

644 : cf.. But as early as
Hes. Op. GOO, « freeman, who has in-

deed no land of his own, but can hire

himself to any master, and so a hired

labourer. When Solon divided the
Athen. people into 4 classes, he call-

ed tlie fourth and last : it took
in all whose property in land was un-
der 150 medinini (the lowest rate of

the) : like the c/ipite ceitsi at

Rome, they were commonly engaged
as hired labourers ; and, though free

citizens, were excluded from all pub-
lic service ; but they were soon em-
ployed as light-armed and seamen,
and, in case of need, as heavy-armed,
Bockh P. E. 2, 259 sqq., Herm. Pol.

Ant. ^ 108.—U. fern. 0>'/, Att. /-
>/, a poor girl, who was obliged to

go out for hire, opp. to 7??, an
heiress, Pint.—2. as '}.=,, a menial's fare, Eur.
Ale. 2. ( Ace. to Buttm. Lexil. v.

7 ., from root -, -,, like our settler, from to set, sit

down, cf. Gerrn. Sasse, Insasse, Land-
sasse.)/, Ep. for/, ?'/-, 3 pi. opt. aor. 1 from,, Od. 18, 191., part. aor. 1 mid. of root

)./, 3 sing. aor. 1 mid. of root. 11., {) to store,

treasure up, '/, Hdt. 2, 121
;

freq. of fruits, to lay up in store, pre-

serve, pickle, etc., ei',
Soph. Fr. 464, and Theophr. Hence,, , that which is

stored lip. a store, treasure. Soph. Phil.

37.

—

. axtore-hoiisrytreasnri/, Democr.
ap. Plut. 2, 500 D.

., , , a storing up,

laying zip in store, Arist. Pol.,, ,{) one

who lays up in store., , ,{)
inclined, wonted to lay up in store,

., e. g. ants, Arist. H. A., , to make stores :

from,,{, .-) making stores, laying up in store.

Plat. Rep. 554 A., , , store laid up,

treasure. Hes. Op. 717.— II. a store or

treasure-house, magazine, etc., Hdt. 2,

150 : esp. the treasury of a temple, Id.

1, 14, etc.

—

III. any receptacle for valu-

ables, a chest, casket. Id. 7, 190. (From
-,: the ending is said to be
from '', aurum,—but?), , to be a-, Diod.7, , , a .•store-

house, treasury, Artemid. [a] From?.,, ,{,
{<?.) store-keeper, treasurer, Diod., ,{,)
filled uith treasure, Philostr.^^, , poet,, ,
, son or descendant of Theseus,], the two sons of I'heseus. i. e.

Acamas and Demophon, Eur. Hec.
125 ; esp. ., the Athenians,

Soph. O. C. 106G. Eur. Troad. 31.. , , the temple of The-
seus, a sanctuary («/') for nm-
away slaves, Ar. Eq. 1312, Fr. 477:
also,. to Dind., in Pherecr.., 11, but V. Meineke.—II. -, snli., the festival of The-
seus, Ar. Plut. 027. Prop. neut. from'^, a, ov, of or belonging to

Theseus.
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,, ,{,-) one who is always in the Theseium,
1. e. runaway slave, Ar. Fr. 394, v.., desiderat. from, I
wish to place, etc.. Dor. for,, fut. mid. of., poet, and 7/05•, ,
Dor., Theseus, son of Ae^eus
and Aelhra, the most famous of the

ancestral heroes of Athens, first men-
tioned 11. 1,265: then in Hdt., Soph.,

etc. Hence
+;///, a, ov, of Theseus, poet,

for.̂,, , fern. adj. of or be-

longing to Theseus ; in genl. Athenian,, Aesch. Eum. 102G.t

— II. as subst. the Theseid, a poeni on
Theseus, Arist. Poet., inf pres. pass, from root*, to milk, Od./, r;f, , Att., fem. of, V.] II.

7], fut. of, Hom., , indecl. v. ; but De-
mocr. used a gen. /^, like -, . . 781,24., .,{) hired service,

service. Soph. . . 1029, Isocr. 300., {) to be a , or hired

servant, servefor hire, II. 21, 444, Od.
18,357;, Od. 11, 489: also, ., Hdt. 8, 137., , , of or belonging to a. hireling, menial, Arist. Rhet. : to,= , the class of., , Att. for., , , {,) hire,

7vages.', , Mt. Theches, a mountain
on the borders of Pontus and Colchis,

from which the Greeks under Xeno-
phoii beheld the sea (Euxine) ; now
K6p Tiigh, Xen. An. 4, 7, 11.

-, insepar. affix of several substs.,

adjs., and pronouns, to which it gives

an adv. signf., denotmg the place at

which,,,,,-,, etc., freq. as early as

Hom.— II. sometimes also as genit.

ending, like -, as '1?, r/. II. 8, 561 ; 11, 50, etc., ov, , {,)
thu chief or leader of a, Luc.. Ofj /}, the act of a,
revelling, Anth.. to celebrate, honour with a, and its accompaniments,

Eur. Bacch. 378, cf Ion 552. Pass"., he gets initialed into

the Bacchic. Id. Bacch. 77., , ,=, Inscr.

[, , , band or company,
that marches through the streets, dancing,

singing, etc., i« honour of a god, Eur.
Bacch. C80, etc., cf omnino Dem.
313, 23 : hence—2. in genl. any parly,

company, troop, as of soldiers, Eur.
Phoen. 796, ., Id. I. A.
1059.—II. the feast or banijnet of such

companies, Plut. (Prob. from ,, : the word belongs esp.

to the Ionic tribes.) [] Hence. , to make into a,
dub., V. Ehnsl. Eur. Bacch. 557., ,{,) like a, festal, Nonn.,. , the m.eeting-place of
a, ap. Hesych.,, , the member ofa -, also c. gen., "-, tforshippers, followers of Love,
Xen. Symp. 8, 1 ; ^ ., Eur.
Bacch. 549 : later in genl. a follower,
disciple, Themist.

, , , of or belonging to

a, Arist. Oec.,, /,&\. from-, Opp.

], . ?'/, a wicker basket, ark,

LXX ; though, is a v. 1., , , Thibrachus, an
Athenian, Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 33., ,. Dor. for, iSic.

:

also written, Euplior. 97 :

hence the Laced, name, or

; v. sq.^., , Thibron, masc. pr.

n, a Spartan, Xen. An. 7, 6, 1, etc.

—

2. a ruler of Cyrene, Strab.—In many
places is read., lengthd. form of root-, which appears in aor. ;

fut., Elmsl. Heracl. 652. To
touch lightly, ju.it touch, less strong than, with which it is joined in

Eur. Bacch. 617: also to reach, gain,

first in Pind. Construct. : usu. c.

gen. ; also c. dat., Pind. P. 4, 528; 8,

33 ; 9, 75 ; but . , to reach to

a thing, v^o-fh Aesch. Ag. 432.

Examples of the pres. forms,, which still remain in some edi-

tions, must always be corrected into

the aor.,, Elmsl. and
Herm. Soph. O. C. 470, Elmsl. Bacch.
304, Schaf. Greg. C. p. 990. {-,
-, answer to Lat. tango, te-tig-i, our
touch, etc.) Hence, 70,= sq., as Valck. would
read in Aesch. Pr. 850.,, that which is touched, also

contagijn., V., sub fin., , , v.., , and y, v. .
ivn, , , Tfnnae, a city of

eastern India, at the further exiuenu-
ty of the habitable world, Stralj^f, , {) to fill, chokitivith

sand. J7/. , {.) like a sandy
beach, sandy, Strab. ; -, an anchor on the sand. Poet. ap.

Plut. 2, 446 A.., ,{) a touching,

touch, Arist. Gen. An., gen. , later also ,
(like ,?^ ?,
f>iv)

:

—a heap, 7. ,
Od. 12, 45 : esp. of the sand-heaps on
the beach, links, hence in genl. the

bench, shore, and so in all the other

places of Horn., but always in gen. or

dat., with, or added,

except three times, viz. ,, Od. 7, 290 ; 9, 46 ; ' -, II. 23, 693 ; which last, togeth-

er with the first quoted, are the only

passages in Hom. to determine its

gender. Hence the old Ep. form
seems to have been , and its gen-

der masc. : Callim. and late prose-

writers, as Plut. and Pans., use it

also as fem. From Hdt. downwds.
usu. in plur., o'l, sa7id-hcaps, hut
mostly with some word added, as, Hdt. 3, 26;,, Plut.

;

Aesch. however has ,
heaps of dead, Pers. 818 : of the sand-

sieppcs, of Libya, Ap. Rh. In Att. esp.

the sand-heaps in the sea, sand-banks,

and so in genl. the bottom, the muddy
deposit of the sea or rivers, -, Arist. . . 8, 13 ; also in fem.?. Soph. Ant. 591 : metaph., i. e. trou-

ble the very bottom of my heart, Ar.

Vesp. 696, v. Schol. In Bockh Inscr.

2. p. 33, we find the form ; and
in LXX,. (Passow makes -,. the root, and the first signf.

that of deposit. But it is no doubt



the same as Germ. Diinen, our downs.)

[l always.]\, , »/, 11. 2, 502,,
, Xeti. Hell. 6,4, 3, Thisbe or This

bae, an ancient city of Boeotia, near

Mt- Helicon, famed in ancient as in

modern times for its wild pigeons ; it

is now Kakosia, II. I. c.—11. a Boeo-

tian nymph. Pans. 9, 32, 3./, , . (') a eunuch,

cut elisi su?it testicuii, Philo.

QXaoiac, , o,= foreg.,, h, (') a crushing,

bntisitig, Arist. Meteor, [ ; only long

in Paul. Sil.],, ,{) a bruise,

Diosc, of.., , , dim. from, Diosc., 70,= sq., Gal., Ion. , , (,7)
sort of large cress, the seed of which

was bruised and used like mustard,
Hipp., also., ov, , () a crusher,

esp. a medical itistrwnent =-, Gal., , , () goodfor
bruising., , , () crushed,

braised, '/, Ar. Fr. 345, . to, broken, Arist. . ., late form of sq.. Gal.

'2, f., to crush, bruise,

pound, II. 5. 307, Od. 18, 97, Hes. So.

140, where it is opp. to :

part. perf. pass, or •, Theocr. 22, 45.

—

is

another form. (Akin to,,
and -, as also to,-..) [ in all tenses: hence
in Ep. the aor. becomes, etc.

metri grat.], , ,() squeezed,

close., , 6,=, Strab.

:

from, fut. : perf. pass.

: aor. pass, : to

press, press hard, rub, gall, Ar. Pac.
1239 : so, ! Ran. 5. Mid., he will rub his shoul-
ders, Od. 17, 221.—2. metaph. to op-

press, afflict, distress :,
when Fm hard put to it, Ar. Vesp. 1289.— is another form. (Akin to, cf. also .) [i, except in

aor. pass.
J Hence, , , that which is

pressed out, juice., , ,=^, LXX., , , {) oppres-

sive. Adv. -, Sext. Emp., (not ,) . , {-) pressing, pressure, Strah. : but—2. usu. metaph. oppression, affliction,

N. T.^, , Thmuis, a city of lower
Aegypt between the Tanitic and
Mendesian branches of the Nile, near
Temay, Steph. Byz. : hence, , ,, the Tmuttic
nome, Hdt. 2, 166., ov, and, a,

ov, (/) Lat. morticinus, mortal

;

Tu ., carcases, LXX: '/, clothes from the skin of a

beast that has died, Philostr., lengthd. form from root-, which appears in fut. and
aor., cf.: fut.:
aor. : perf., whence
the common syncop. forms,,: 3 pi. plqpf.-

: inf perf. [], Horn,
and Ep., [], in

Aesch. also, Ag. 539 ; and
Aeol., Sapph. 2, 15; opt.

41

: imper. : part,-. gen., fem., neut., but in Hdt. 1, 112 also (and
perh. better), cf from, Hom. and Ion. masc. and
neut.,, in Hom. some-
times in gen., etc., Od. 24,

56, II. 13, 059, etc. ; once too, Od. 19,

331, he has the usu. dat. as

trisyll. ; but as fem. only,
Od. 4, 734 : (this form is

adopted as Homer's by Wolf after

Aristarch. : Buttm. prefers the Boeot., Wern. Try ph. p. 193.)

From arose in Att. the col-

lat. future forms,,
the former in old, the latter in new
Att., Dawes M. C. p. 151, sq., Elmsl.
Ach. 597. To die, be dying, as well

of natural as of violent death, hrst in

Hom. : , Od.
11.412. Perf. / am dead,', Od. 4, 834 ; so too aor. 2

;

pari,,, the dead,

also 7. or, 11. 18, 173,

Od. 12, 10 ; so too :—after

Hom. the pres. is sometimes used in

perf. signf., as Soph. O. T. 118 ; esp.

in part., Schiif. Theocr. Ep. 7, 2,

Soph. Phil. 1085: ,
fall by another's hand, be destroyed

ftv'him, Pmd. O. 2, 36.— II. metaph.
of thmgs, to die. fall, perish, Pind. Fr.

86. Soph. O. C. 61L,, ,(,)
marriage with a mortal., , {, *)
born of mortals, of mortal race, Soph.
Ant. 835, Eur. H. F. 799., , {,) of
mortal nature. Plat. Phaed. 86 A., 7], , also , , Eur. I.

A. 9UI, 1396: Dor.,{)
liable to death, mortal, opp. to-
Tor. oft. in Hom. : oi, mortals,

Trag.. ; also, ., Hes. Th. 907.

—2. of things, befitting mortals, human,, Eur. Bacch. 394.—II.

dead, ' Ahhj, Eur. . F. 491,

ubi Elmsl. : Dind. proposes to

join , retainmg the

usu. signf.,{) trans., to move quickly,

hurry on, hasten,, Eur. Or.

335, I. T. 1142 : -, to dispatch it

quickly. Id. H. F. 382.-2. mtr. to move
one's selfquickly, hurry along, rush, dart,

like, Eur. Or. 1542, Bacch. 219,

etc. : but— 11. in Aesch. Supp. 595,' (), and in Soph. . . 2,' ; it^,
to sit, Buttm. Lexil. and Dind. Steph.

Thes. in voc. : however Er-
Airdt and Herm. interpr. Soph. 1. c. in

signf. I. 1, why do ye hurry on this

sitting, i. e. why come ye here to sit ?

(Buttm. assumes a twofold root for, viz. for signf. I., and -,
-, for signf. H.) Cf.-.,, , in Strab., v.

II., Od. 15, 299.\,,. daughter of Thoas,

(2) i. e. Hypsipyle, Ap. Rh. 1, 637.\,, , Thoantium, a part

of the coast, and a promontory of

Rhodes near Camirus, Strab.

tOoof,, 6, {) Thoas, son
of Andraemon, king of Calydon and
Pleuron, II. 2, 638, cf. Strab. p. 255.

—2. son of Bacchus and Ariadne, king
of Lemnos, fatherof Hypsipyle, 11. 14,

230.—3. son of Icarius. brother of Pe-
nelope, ApoUod.—4. a Trojan, II. 16,

311.—5. a king in the Tauric Cher-

1 sonesus, Eur. [. T. 32, etc.—6. a ty-

rant of Oreus in Euboea, a partisan
of Philip, Dem. 126, 4.-7. son of Or-
nytion, grandson of Sisyphus, Pans.
2, 4, 3.—Others in Arr., etc —II. ear-
lier name of the Achelous, ace. to
Strab. p. 450.,, . () a place

for dancing, etc., Orph.,, . {?}) Thne. a Nereid, .
18, 40.—2. daughter of Oceanus and
Tethys, Hes. Th. 354., Att. contr. from to, dim of sq. [, Ar. Plut.

985.,. Att. contr.

from TO. ., , .. sub fin., rarer form for,
Xen. Ages. 8, 7. Hence, , , a meal, feast,

Eur. Or. 814, Ion 1495., , , the lady-pres-

ident of a feast, Lacon. Inscr. ap.

Biickh In.scr. 1. p. 682 sq.,, ,{) one who
gives a feast, afeasier : ., lord

of a horrid feast, Aesch. Ag. J502., ov.{) of or be-

longing to a feast : TO .=^, Eur.
Rhes. 515., , oi',= foreg., Xen.
Oec. 9, 7.,.,=,,.-
Ion 1206, 1217. [], , f.-, to feast, feast on,

eat, c. ace, , Hes. Sc.
212; also to feast, entertain, ?,
Eur. Ion 982, cf.. More freq.

in mid., f.- or -. Lob.
Phryn. p. 204, with aor. pass,-, usu. absol. to feast, dine, once in

Hom. -. he led them on to feast, Od. 4,

36 : but c. ace, Eur. Cycl. 547 ; also

c. gen., lb. 248 : from, , , a meal, feast, banquet,

dinner, Hes. Sc. 114: and in jMur.,

Aesch. Pr. 530 : in genl. /oorf, for man
and beast : in, after dinner,

Epich. p. 98 ; .', Eur.
Ion 1140 ; , Plat.

Phaedr. 247 . Later form.
Piers. Moer. p. 183. (Akin to,-,,, and Lat. coena.),.,=:, Posi-
don. ap. Ath. 153 B., , , eatable.,,=,,
Anth., {) ( feast, entertain,

Hdt. 1, 129, with v. \.'.^,. , Thoenon, a Syra
cusan, Plut. Pyrrh. 23., for, 3 sing. opt. aor. 2
mid. of.,,.{) muddy, dirty,

foul, thick, troubled, opp. to or, strictly of troubled water
Hdt. 4, 53, Thuc. 2, 102.—II. metaph
like Lat. turbid-us, troubled by passiwt

rnadness, etc.,7^ 7., the trou

bled words of passion, Aesch. Pr. 885, a dark, thick storm of

madness, Soph. Aj. 206. Att..
Adv. -. Hence,., muddiness, Hipp.. . {, )
dub. 1. Theophr. for/., , ij, () round hat

with a broad brim to keep the sun oft',

or perh. a parasol. Theocr. 15, 39.7/, , (,) like a.,, ,() poet, for, dub. in Opp. . 3, 164.-;, , {,)
mixed teith mud CV dirt, Onat. ap.

Stob. Eel. 1, 98.
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, , }], dome or domical

roof, vatdl : in genl. any round budd-
ing, a rotunda : as early as Od. 22, 442,

sq., where it is a round building on
pillars, to keep provisions and kitclien

utensils in

—

a vaulted kitchen, ace. to

Voss.—2. at Athens esp. the round
chamber, in which the Prytanes dined,

Herin. Pol. Ant. ^ 127, 13.— 11. -, in public baths, the vaulted va-

pour-hath, Vilruv.—2. a bandage put

round the head. Gal., , , mud, dirt : esp.

—

II. the thick, dark juice nf the cuttle-fish

(sepia), which it emits to trouble the

water and so hide itself, Lat. loligo,

Ari.-;t. H. A. Att. /., and adj.-
ior. Hence, , f. -. to make muddy,

foul, thick, strictly of water, Antiph.'. 1, , Philyll.

Incert. 1 : also metaph. like Lat. per-

turbare. ?.1 , it troubles

my heart, Eur. Ale. 1067.', ,(,) like mud,
muddy, Hipp.',, ,{) a making
muddy, troubling, Arist. Part. An.•, 7), , quick, nimble, active,

esp. quick in act, ready, Horn., who
prefers or for qidck in mo-
tion, swift ; the two are joined Od. 7,

34 : c. inf., , 11. 5. 536.

Also of things, es[). as constant epith.

of ships, , perh. ships of war
as opp. to merchantmen ; .,-,, : also , 11.

10, 394, Hes. Th. 481, night in her

sivift chariot, quickly-passing night, cf.

Herm. Soph. Trach. 94 ; but ace. to

Buttm. Lexil. in voc, awful, terrible

night : , a hasty meal, Od. 8,

38 ; applied by Pind. to, P. 8,

37 ; to, Fr. 58. Adv. -,
quickly, in haste, Horn. : soon, Od. 15,

216.— II. sharp, pointed, ,
the Echitiades, with their pointed cliffs

(like the Needles) or sharp promonto-
ries. Od. 15, 299 : hence, .,,.. Rh.,..
Poet. word. (Prob. from , to run,

akin to. to rush, cf. and, and our sharp meaning both
pointed and quick.), , f. -.( If.) to make
sharp or pointed, like, Od. 9, 327.

It does not seem to have been used in

signf. to quicken, hasten.

fQopai, , al, Thorae, a deme of
the Attic tribe Antiochis ; ,
an inhab. of Thorae, Strab., ,, {)=-

: , epith. of Apollo as the

God of growth and increase. Lye.
Bopclv, inf. aor. 2 of, q. v.

;

, Ep. 3 sing., II.—A pres.

does not seem to have been used,
even by later authors, Buttm. Catal.
voc..
^, , }),=. Hdt. 3. 101.^, a, , of or belonging to

Thoricus, Thorician, Dem. 996, 23.—
2., a rock in Colonus, not of
the deme Thoricus, v. Herm. ad Soph.
O. C. 1595. [], adv. to Thoricus, H.
Hom. Cer. 126 : frorn

f, ov, and, ov. 6, Tho-
ricus, one of the 12 ancient cities of

Attica ; later, a deme of the tribe

Acamantis, on the east coast near
Sunivun, Hdt. 4, 99. Thuc. 8, 95., , .() of belong-

ing to the seed ; , partes sem-

inales. Arist. Gen. An. ;• -, the

seminal passages, Arist. H. A.^,, 6, Thornax, a village

and mountain of Laconia near Sparta,
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containing a temple of Apollo, now
Thornika, Hdt. 1, 69, Paus. 2. 36, 1.—
11. , fein. pr. n., Paus. 8, 27, 17.

Nic, and,
Hdt., dep., collat. form of, to

leap esp. to pair, copulate, Hdt. 3, 109.., , () in seed,

embryo, ., Orph.,, , the semen genitale of the

male, Hdt. 2, 93 : also. (Of same
root as,..)
ipo, ov, , the Thorsus, a river

of Sardinia, Paus.. , f. -,() to

make a noise or uproar, iisu. of a crowd-
ed assembly, Ar. Vesp. 622 : hence
esp., like Lat. acclamare, to shout, etc.,

in token either of approbation or the con-

trary : hence—I. to cheer, applaud,?, Isocr. 281 C,
cf. Arist. Rhet. : to groan, murmur at

one, usu. c. dat.. Plat. Apol. 20 E,
Dcin. 60, 27 ; also . , Thuc.
6, 61 : so too in pass., to make tainidts,

Thuc.— II. trans, to confuse by noise or

tumult, to trouble, disturb : hence pass.

to be troubled,~, Soph. Aj. 164 ;

to be in disorder or confusion, Hdt. 3,

78; 4, 130: hence, ,, inclined to make
a noise, uproarious, turbulent, Ar. Eq.
1380., , to make an uproar,

Diod. : from3~. ,(,)
making an uproar, turbulent, Plut., ov, , a noise, usu. the con-

fused noise of a crowded assembly, an
uproar, tumult, first ill Pind. O. 10, 88,

Soph., etc. : esp. as token of approba-
tion or the contrary, applause, cheers,

Ar. Eq. 547, Dem. 519, 19: groans,

murmurs. Plat. Legg. 876 B. (Akin to

and to,,-. Lat. turbo.), , (, )
noisy, uproarious, turbulent. Plat. Legg.
67. Adv. -•.-, Att. for-, sub/.^, , 6, v. 1. for ,,
an Athenian archon, Dion. H.'[',, , Thudippus, masc.

pr. n., an Athenian, Isae.—2. another,

condemned to die with Phocion, Plut.

Phoc. 35.

fo?.r,. , Thucles, masc. pr.

n., an Athenian, Thuc. 3, 80.—2. of

Chalcis in Euboea, Id. 6, 3.^. , , prop, son of
Thucritus, as masc. pr. n., Thucritides,

Dem. 1304, 27.^, Att. contd. for-
Toc, ov, a, Thucritus. an Athenian,

father of Euxitheus. Dem. 1311, 18.\. ov, . Thucydidrs, son
of Melesias, of Alopece, a commander
of the Athenians at the beginning of

the Peloponnesian war, Thnc. 1,117.

Ar. Ach. 703.-2. son of Olorus, the

celebrated historian of the Peloponne-
sian war, in which he also was a com-
mander.—3. grandson of No. 1 , a pupil

of Socrates, Plat. Lach. 179.—4. a

Thessalian of Pharsalus, Thuc. 8. 90.\. , . Thuli, the northern-

most land known to the ancients, ace.

to Ptol. one of the Shetland isles, to

others Iceland, Strab. p, 104, 114.\, , , Thumanlis,

masc. pr. n., an Athenian, .\r. Eq.
1268.^^, , , Thumdicu^, son
of Arminius, Strab.^, , ol, the ThunStae, an
lilyrian people, Strab.,,,() leap-

ing, raging : esp. like Lat. salax, lustful.,, , fern, of foreg., Nic.

GPAK, , to rush or leap upon, C.

ace, Lye. 85.,,,=., , , the male, Lat. admts•
sarius.^,, , Thuria. a city of Mes-
senia, ace. to Paus. and Strab.= the
Homeric Anthea or Aepea ; hence^,, , v..^, ov. , of Thuria. Thu-
rian, o'l ., the Thurians, Thuc. 1, 101

j., the Thurian gw//=, Strab. [], , ,=.'^, , , Thurii, a city of
Liicania in Italy on the Tarentinus
Sinus, founded by a colony of Athe»
nians near the site of the earlier Sy-
baris, Thuc. 6, 01 ; 7, 35 : named after

a spring ace. to Diod. S.",, , of Thurii, Thurian,, Strab., , , (,) Thurian prophet, and in

g-enl. a soothsayer, Ar. Nub. 332, perh.

in allusion to the who had
gone with the recent colony to Thurii., a, ov, of Thurii, Thurian,
Thuc. 7, 35; Xen. Hell. 1, 5, 9:-, and ,, an inhab.

of Thurii, Arr. An. 2, 22, 2 : in fcm. ^
and -, with or without yj),

the Thurian i(Tn?orji,Thilc.6, 61 : 7,35., a, ,=.,, , fem. of sq., Hom., ov. 6, leaping, rushing, ra-

ging, ivipetvmis, eager, resistless. Horn.,
but only in II., always as epith. of
Mars. Fein,, , , oft. in

II., only once in Od., 4, 527 ; mostly
as epith. of?. : also -,
prob., the shield with trhich one rushes

to the fight. II. 1 1, 32 ; 20. 162 : so too
Pind. (From,

: also akin to .)fov,, , Thvphunes, masc,
pr. n., an Athenian, Ar. Eq. 1103.^, ov, b, Thuphrastus,
masc. pr. n., Ar. Vesp. 1302., ov, , Ep. lengthd. from, a seat, Od. 12, 318: a sitting,

assembly, Od. 2, 26, cf. Buttm. Lexil.

v. 7.

fv,, , Thoon. a giant, Apol-
lod.—2. son of Phaenops, a Trojan,
11. 5, 152—3. another Trojan, II. 11,

422.-4. another Trojan, II. 12, 140,

slain by Antilochus, 13, 545.—5. a
Phaeaclan, Od. 8, 113., , , (,) speed, haste:

but only found as prop. n. in Od.,

Thodsa, a nymph, daughter of Phor-
cys, mother of Polyphemus, 1, 71,

Emped. 13.fo. ov, b, voc., Thootes,

herald of Mnestheus before Troy, II.

12, 342., , , a crackling or crash-

ing, Se.xt. Einp. (Prob. from,
ace. to others from.), , , Ep. and Ion. ;,
but also in Trag. ; and so trisyll.

in Hdt.,t7Virnfi>, a province

of northern Greece, e.xtending from
Macedonia to the Euxine along the

Aegean and Propontis, II. 9, 5 ; Hdt.

4.99, etc.

—

. ', liithynian

Thrace, a district of .Asia Minor, from
the Bosporus Thracius to Heraclea,
Xen. An. 6, 4, 1.

and, v. /^-•, etc., , ol, tht> Thracidae, a
division or family of the Delphians,
Diod. S., f. -, () to imitate

the Thracians.^, ov, TO, the Thracian square,



» spot in B)-2aiitium near the Thra-
cian gate, Xen. An. 7, I, 2i; Hell. 1,

3, 2a, , or,) Horn, and Ion., Trag. QpriKLO[,iThracian,
11. 10, 559. Hdt. 1, 108, etc. : -, the Thraciati sea, the up-

per part of the Aegean, 11. 23, 195 ; ro

/3., the Therma'icus Sinus,
as far as Saniothrace, Hdt. 7, 176., adv , in Thracian fash-
ion: i.e rwrfe/y, coarse/y, Theocr. 14, 46., ov, a, {, -) one who keeps going lo 'Thrace,

like 'AitJo^oi'rnf, Ar, Fr. 198.

Qpiivevu,() to stretch on the

fanner's board, to tan : hence-, mid. fut. c. signf. pass., to be

tanned^ Ar. Eq. 369. (Not to be con-
founded with and.), ov, ,=, Anih., «, , dim. from-, . Fr. 352., ov, , dim. from,. Ran.',, , the sword-fish, also, Xenocr,^, ov, , (,) in plur.,

the rowers on the topmost of the three

benches in a trireme, who had the
longest oars, and most work, and so
sometimes received extra pay, Thuc.
6, 31, Schol. Ar. Ran. 1101, Ach. 161.

Cf.,7].—. as adj.,

of or belovguig to the topmost bench,?. ., the topmost bench, Po-
lyb, : l<;m. , the oar of a

: v. supr. [l] Hence, , , of ox belonging to

a, Ath.,, , fern, from-.̂ , ov, , a bench, form, Ar.

Plut. 545: ubi leg.. pro -
: esp. the topmost of the three

benches in a trireme, the seat of the

: also a close-stool, Hipp.

—

II. , the woodenframe-work of
brick house. (Akin to Ion. and

: from it, through a dmi.-
> not in use, conies Lat, tran-

stritm,' is regarded as the root.)

(,), , to break in pieces, only
found in compds., cf,-.,,=, Corinna ap.

A. B. 1381.

Qpuvvaou, to break in pieces, smash,
Lye, (usu., like, referred to

root : it must not be confound-
ed with from.),, , a Thracian : Hom.
n. 4, 519 and Ion.,, Hdt. 1,

28 : al«o Hom. and Trag. ^, .
Fern,, q. v. [t but in Ap. Rh.
I, 24, 632.],, cf. sub.
fpLo, ov, , Thrasius, a Trojan

slain by Achilles, 11. 21, 210., ov, , the wind from.\ W., Arist. Mund. : prob. be-

cause it blew from Thrace; and SO

for, which form is found
Theophr. Fr. 6.', , , () me-
tath. form of, confidence, cour-

age, boldness, II. 14, 416: but later

mostly in bad sense, over-boldness,

daring, rashness, audaciousness, impu-
dence, , Hdt. 7, 9,

3 ; .~, ' -. Soph., etc. (Cf. Lithuan. dra-

sus, Germ, dreist, etc., Pott, Etym.
Forsch. 1, p. 270. [], , ?/, Att,. Ion.

and' Trag.. Dor., a

Thracian woman, Ar. Ach. 273, etc.

—2. iem. adj. Thracian, Eur. Ale. 967.

, Att., fut. -, Att.

contr. from, to trouble, dis-

quiet, Pind. I. 7, 56, Aesch. Pr. 628,

but most freq. in prose, v. Ruhnk.
Tim. [a seemingly, hence the part,

neut. pres. must be written,
not, aor. not,
Buttm. Catal. v., v. ?/-
T« 3.]

_

ipav3ov?.o, ov. 6, Thrasybfilus,

a tyrant of Miletus, a contemporary
of Periander, Hdt. 1, 20.—2. a tyrant

of Syracuse, brother and successor
of Hiero, Polyb.—3. son of Xenocra-
tes of Agrigentum, Find. P. 6.—4. an
Athenian, son of Lycus, who deliver-

ed Athens from the thirty tyrants,

Thuc. 8, 75 ; Xen, Hell. 1, 1, 12.—5.

son of foreg., Dem. 431, 12.—6. an
Athenian commander, Xen. Hell. 5,

1, 26.—Others in Dem., Aesch., etc./., , /, boldtiess of
tongue : from/, ov,{,-) bold of tongue., ov, (, )
strong of limb, c. inf. . vtKav, trust-

ing lo his limbs for victory, Pind.

8,52.^. ov, 6, Ion.,
Thrasydaeas, son ofAleuas of Larissa
in Thessaly, Hdt. 9, 58.-2. a Theban,
a victor in the Pythian games, Pind.
P. 1 1. 21.—3. an Elean popular leader,

3, 2, 27. Cf../., ov, 6. {/,{,-
?•.) an impudent coward, braggart, pol-

troon, Arist. Eth. N.—II. name of a
gem, Plut., ov, {,)
bold of mind., ov,{,)
bold of heart, bold hearted, II. 10, 41 ;

13. 343.

'\?^>/, , , Thrasycles,

niasc. pr. n., an Athenian, Thuc. 5,

19.—Others in Luc, etc.'\7., ov, , Thrasylaus, a
Thessalian, a partisan of Philip, Dem.
324, 8 ; V. 1..'\?^,, , Thrasyle.on,

masc. pr. ., Plut.^, , , Att. for-
?. and in Hdt., an Athenian, Hdt.
6, 114.'\, ov, , or,
Thrasy lilts, a leader of the Argives,
Thuc. 5, 54.—2. one of the ten com-
manders of the Athenians at the Ar-
ginusae insulae, Thuc. 8, 73 ; Xen.
Hell. 1, 1, 8.—Others in Dem. 1241,

27; Plut.; etc.'\7, ov, a, Thrasylochus,

a Messenian, a partisan of Philip,

Dem. 324, 12.—2. an Athenian of

Anagyrus, brother of Midias, aided
the guardians of Dem. against their

ward, Dem. 539, fin. ; 841, 3.—Others
in Dem. 1210, 17; etc.^, ov, of Thrasyma-
chus, Dion. H. ; 261 C. From'^, ov, , Thrasymclchus,

a sophist of Chalcedon, Plat. Phaedr., ov, gen., {-,,) bold of spirit, bold-

spirited, epith. of Hercules, II. 5, 639,

Od. 11, 267., , {, /)
bold of thought or plan, daring, resolute,

Pind. P. 4, 254 : in Hom. only as pr.

n. : V. sq.^', , b, Thrasymides,
a son of Nestor, II. 9, 81.—2. an Athe-
nian, son of Diophantus, Dem. 925,
15.—3. a statuary of Paros, Pans.\, a, , Thrasymelidas,

a Spartan, son of Cratesicles, Thuc.
4, 11.

7)?., ov, , "ThrasymUns,
chaiioteer of Sarpedon, II. 16. 462.,, , ,=•, Anth.-, ov,{,-) bold in contriving or plamting, dar-
ing, Pind. O. 6, 114.. ov, {,)
bold of tongue, saucy, Pind. O. 13, 13., f. -', 1 aor.,{) just like, to make
bold, embolden, encourage, Aesch. Ag.
222 : ., lending
courage to their ignorance by number,
Thuc. 1, 142 ; also . , to brag of
a thing, Polyb. Pass, and mid. to be
bold, ready, take courage, Aesch. Ag.
1188. etc.; to speak boldly, Isocr. 43
C : c. dat., , to rely

on one. Soph. Phil. 1387., , ,{,)
the boldness, impudence of a stranger,

Plat. Legg. 879 E,-, ov,{,-) poet,, bold in war,
Anih., ov, {,)
bold or ready at work, Pind. O. 1, 156-''. tla. v, bold, spirited, of
good courage, in Horn. freq. epith. of
horses : also ., 11. 6, 254,
Od. 4, 146 ; and oft.

in Hom. ; so too in Hdt. Later most
usu. in bad sense, over-bold, rash, ven-
turous, desperate, Lat. audax, Aesch.
Pr. 178, cf Plat. Lach. 197 B: and
it might be so taken even in Od. 10,
436.— II. of things, to be ventured, safe,', Pind. . 7, 74,
cf. Soph. Phil. 106. Adv.-: comp,, more boldly, Thuc. (Cf..), ov, {,/.) bold-hearted, Eur. Hipp.
424. Adv. -, Aesch. Pr. 730., , to be overbold of
tongue, impudent, Aesch. Supp. 203,
Soph. Phil. 380 : and, , , impudence,
Mel. 34 : from. ov,{,)
over-bold of tongue, impudent, Aesch.
Theb. 612, Ag. 1399.,, , {) over-

boldness, rashness, audaciousness, Thuc.
2, 61, Plat., etc. [v], ov, gen. , {-,) bold of mind. Opp.,,,=^ :

from, ov,, )=., , ,{,•) bold in fight, Qu. Sm.,, . , {,) bold, ready ofhand, Anth. : hence, , , boldness of
hand.. contr., , boldness,

a name of Minerva, Lye.^,, ,{) Thraso,
an Athenian in whose house Aes-
chines had an interview with the en-
voy of Philip, Dem. 272. fin., Aeschin.,

etc.-r2. a statuary, Strab.—Others in

Ath., etc. Hence—Il.asappell.iiine'w

comedy, braggart, Lat. miles gloriosus.^, ov, , Thrasondas, a
Theban, Diod. S.^. ov, b, Thrasomdas, an
Elean, who restored the democracy
in Elis, Xen. Hell. 7, 4, 15.—Others
in Plut., etc.,, , a small- sea-fish, Arist.

H. A. ; also., , , Att. for.—
II., , Thratta, fern. pr. .,
Dem. 1356, fin.
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',, , dim. from-, Anaxaniir. Lycurg. 1., AtL. for., , ,{) broken : to

be broken, fraiifriblc, brttlU, Incert. ap.

Suid. : cf..,, , {)=-, P;ius.~, , , kind of shrub,

perh. the privet, liiustnini, Tlieophr.•,, )/, a little bird, like

the ifolilfinch, Lat. carduetis, Arist. H.

., but with V. 11., . ,=.,, , , (,>) hreukinfr wheels, Ar. Nub. 1264.,, ,() breaking., , . () that

which . broken, a fragment, piece,

Aesch. Pers. 425., , , a breaking,,, , Thrnustus, a small

town of Tripliylian Elis, Xen. Hell.

7, 4, 14., , , broken : to be bro-

ken, brittle. Tim. Locr. : from
'12, tn break, break in pieces,

shiver, licit. 1, 174, Trag., etc.—11.

metaph. like Lat. fran'.ere,=zp-,
to weaken, soften, Ar. Av. 6. (Akin
to,, : is

deriv. from an obsol. coilat. form
: V. also)

*12, to set : but only found in

aor. mid., to set one's self,

sit, Philet. Fr. 21. (Held to be the

common root of,,-
.)

^,. Dor. for, Opya-, Theocr. Ep. 18, 1., , , () able to

run, sii'ift.,,,() that which

isfed, bred, reared or tended, a nnrsling :

mostly of tame animals, cattle, esp.

sheep and goats, Xen. Ages. 9, 6, Oec.
20, 23 ; but in Trag. also of men,
Aesch. Tlieb. 182, Soph. Phil. 213;
of birds, Plat. Legg. 789 ; of wild
beasts, a lion. Id. Charm. 155 D : ., periphr. for Mpa, Soph. Tr.

574 : in Mel. of a swarm of gnats.

Hence-, ov, , dim. from, [], ,(, -) to keep cattle, Strab., 3 plur. aor. 1 of,
Ep. Icngthd. for., fut. ot., ov, (,)
old reading in Anacr. 1, for which
Bergk tirst read^, but now,
with others,., v. sub.1, dep., used only in

pres. and impf : to .ipeak, esp. in a

wailing, piteous tone, to cry aloud,

shriek out, ],, Aesch. Theb.
78, Ag. 1165, etc., and Etir. (Hence, ,, : and
some make it akin to, like

Germ, sprechen, brechen, cf -
jvvvat), , , later and softer

form of, Qu. Sm., , , fem. from-, Eur. Tro. 195, and Anth., verb. adj. from,
one must feed. Plat. Tim. 19 A : but
—II. from pass., '-, one must live on what
has been earned, Xen. Hipparch. 8. 8.,, 6,() a feeder,

rearer, Mel. 72. Hence, ov, able to feed or rear,

feeding, nourishing,, AeSch.
Cho. 515: hence—II. tu-,
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rewards for rearing, such as are made
to nurses by the parents, H.IIom Cer.

1G8, 223. cf., but also the re-

turns made by children for their rear-

ing, lies. Op. 186. Att..—2.=, food, nourishment. Soph. O.

C. 1263.— II. pass, reared, tended, cher-

ished,, Aesch. Cho. 6.^, ov, , Threpies, a servant

of Theopnrdstus, Diog. L.(), , , () able to

feed or rear, feeding, nourishing,,
Plat. Polit. 267 : -, sub.-, the nourishing principle, Arist.

Eth. 2., ,, verb. adj. from-, fed, reared, brought up : esp. as
subst. , , a slave

bred in the house, Lat. verna, Meineke
Pherecr. Myrni. 12., , like/, the

returns made by children to their parents

for their rearing, gratitude and
duty, 11. 4, 478; 17, 302: later also

TU, as Voss alter Zenodot.
would read in H. Hom. Cer. 168.

The sing, seems not to be
in use. Cf.., , , like,
fem. of., -, -, .,
etc.&^, sound imitative of the

cithura, as tra lira of the horn, Ar.

Pint. 290., , only in Ar. Eq. 17,

IvL TO, ace. to Schol.=: ro',, the spirit's not in

me: prob. a barbarism., poet, for, aor. 1

from :', Hom.. , , =,
Apollod.t as pr. ., son of Hercules
and a Thespiad.,, . () a feeding,

nourishing, nourishment, Sext. Einp./, V.7(. , poet, for, II., 1.7],. poet, for,, 11. and Hes. [/, but Alex-
andr. and later also in, Ruhnk. Ep.
Cr. p. 3U0 ],, 6, poet, for,,
II. ; later also,, Jac. A. P.

p. 585.,, poet, for^,-., . Ion. for, 11., and
Hes. ' Ilence^, aav.from Thrace, 11. 9, 5., adv. to Thrace, Od. 8,

361. '

'^, , lov. Ion. for., , , , (,) qnerulons lover, cf.., ,() to wail, lament,

Od. 24, 61. Construct.: c. ace. cog-

nato,(, to sing a dirge

or lament, II. 24, 722 ; so, yoov .,
Aesch. Fr. 412: but also c. ace. ob-

jecti, vel rei, ., Aesch. Pr.

615; vel pers., . , Eur.
Cresphont. 13. Hence,, , a lament, Eur.
Or. 132, etc., verb adj. from,
one must lament, Apollon. ap. Stob. p.

617, 55., , 6, () a

mourner, mailer, Aesch. Pers. 937., ov, o,= foreg., Id. Ag.
1075. Hence, ,, inclined to wailing

or mourning, knst. Eth. N. Adv.-., , r/,fem. from-. a v'oman-7nourner, Lat. prarfica., npor, ,^=?'., ov, ,() a wailing,

lainenting, Csp. a funeral-song, dirgf,

lament, like the Gaelic coronach, 11,

24, 721, Hdt. 2, 79, 85, and Trag. ; a
complaint, sad strain, H, Hom, 18, 18,

and so usu. in prose: cf, Franeke
Callin, p, 125 sq,,— sq., Euphor, 35,, , b, (,) a
footstool, elsewh., olt. in

Hom.—II. in 11. 15, 729 >.-. the seven-foot bench, is the seat

of the helmsman or the rowers., , to sing a dirge or la-

ment : hence,, , a dirge, la-

ment., ,(,) like a
dirge, mournful. Plat. Rep. 411 A.,, , a lamenting, mourn-
ing. Plat. : from, , (,) sing-

rng a dirge, lamenting : also as subst.,

a mmirner, Alciphr., /, . Ion, for, 11.

;

fem. 7/, jy, q. v., or -in, , ,()
religious worship, service, observance or
usage, Hdt. 2, 18, 37 : religion, N. T.,, , ()
religious worship, Eccl., ov, of, belonging to

worship, Eccl./, , , a place of
worship., ov, 6, a worshipper,

Eccl. : from, () to inlrotluce

and hold religious obsenmnces, observe

retigwu-ily, Hdt. 2, 64.— II. m gcnl. to

worship, adore,, Hdn,, or as Sch\v, prefers -,, Ion. for, Hdt., >, religious. , .: also
in bad sense, fanatic, imper.ttitiovs.

(Ace, to Phit. Alex. 2, from,
because of their mysteries : others
from, full of religious ferir; or
from. muttering forms of prayer,

cf. Pers. 5, 184, and our Lollards;
hence also written, etc.:

certainly akin to.)•, , . Ion. for., () to be m prophetic

rapture, Soph. Fr. 415,—II,() to

gather fig-leaves.\, , and,, ff, Thria,
an Attic deme of the tribe Oenei's

;

adv.,, in Thria ;, to

Thria or the Thriasinn plain, Thuc.
I, 114,., a'l, (he Thriae, Parnas-
sian nymphs, the nurses of Apollo,
who invented a kind of soothsaying
by means of pebbles drawn from an
urn, llgen and Herm, H, Hom, Merc.
552: hence—2. the pebbles or lots

themselves, (Lat. sortes) : and—3. the

divinations drawn therefrom, oracles,

Callim. Cf Lob. Aglaoph. 2, 814,

sq. The Thriae are said to have
been three, whence some think to de-
rive their name., ov, b, one who enjoys

a triumph : from,() to triumph,, as in Lat. trinmphnre de
alitjHo, over one. Pint.— II. to lead in

triumph, Plut., and N. T.—HI. to make
to triumph, N. T., , ,() of,

belonging to a triumph, Plut.,. pecul. fem. of-, Auct. ap. Suid., ov,(,) epith. of Bacchus. Pra-
tin. ap. Ath. 617 F, cf. sq., and-., ov, , a hymn to Bacchus,



sung in festal processions to his Vion-

our, Cratin. Didasc. 1 : hence as a

name for Bacchus, v. foreg. (Whence
the- or Opi- comes we know not

:

the- is prob. from ,,-, as in, q. v.)—11. used to

express the Roman iriumphus, which
seems to be akin to it, Plut. [ij\, a, oi•, of Thria, Thria-

sian, TO Qpiiatov, the Thria-

sian plain, a fruitful plain of Attica

between Thria and Eleusis, Hdt. 8,

65 ; 9, 7., -,-, later and soft-

er forms for, etc., , , dmi. from sq.',, , the topinast course

of stones in a wall, which projected
over the rest and kept off the rain,

the coping, eaves, cornice, like,
Od. 17, U67 : usu. of outer walls, but

in Od. 7, 87, , a cor-

nice of blue metal, on the inside of the
room.—2. metaph. the topmost, finish-

ing point of a thing, the top or last

stone, Plat. Rep. 534 E.—II. later, the

wall itself, a fence oi any sort, Plut.

Hence, , to surround with a-
or coping, ahXijv .()-, he fenced it at top with thorn-bush-

es, Od. 14, 10.—11. to build even to the

coping stone, and so metaph. to put an
end to, make an end of, ,
Aesch. Ag. 1283: -, to bring the house to the height

of misery, Eur. H. F. 1280.

}£;, ,{,) like

a coping or fence.,, , a coping, cor-

nice, Eur. 1. T. 74: afence., , f/, () a
feTicing with a.,, late forms of, etc.,, pecul. fem.-, Nic. Th. 838. [where < is

short.], /, , the garden lettuce,

Lat. lactuca sativa, Hipp. : strictly

however the Att. form of Ion. and
Dor.. Lob. Phryn. 130.—II. a

kind oi cake, Ath. [-v-—^ as Amphis
lal. 1, ubi v. Me'neke ; who considers
the passage of Eubul.. 1,

where it is, to be corrupt.],, , dim. from -. Strait. Incert. 1, 6., , ov, () of let-

tuce, Luc. [a], , , dim. from-, Alcm. 18., ,{,) let-

tuce-like, Diosc.,, . Ion. and
Dor. for : lettuce, Epich. p.

102,Hdt.3.32. [i seeminglyin Epich.,
cf. A. P. 9, 412 ; 12, 295. v.,

: hence in Hdt,. Thom. M.,
etc., written: but ace. to

Draco p. 76, 10 I, and so Lob. Phryn.
130 always writes.], poet, syncop. for,
Aesch. Ag. 536.^/, adv.=epiaatv,v.sub0pia,
Ath. 255 C.

17,=:7, Gramm., , , Ep. for sq., Od. 11,

107, etc., , , and,, , {) strictly the trident-

land, sub. or, an old name
of Sicilj"• from its three promontories,

Lat. Trinacria.,, 6, (,,,
for) trident, three-pronged

fork, eep. to stir grain with, also

written. ll, Ar, Pac, 567, INic,

POM
Th. 114: but later also t, Arith., cf.

Draco, p. 121.]', . gen.,. pi.:
the hair, both ofman and beast, Hom.

;

the hair of the head, but also with-
added, Od. 13, 399 : sheep's wool,

11. 3, 273, Hes Op. 515: pig's bristles,

11. 19, 254, Od. 10, 239: later also

feathers, plumage. Gal. ap. Lob, Phryn.
339.—Proverb, , only

a hair^s breadth, Theocr. 14, 9. Horn,
and Hes. use it only in plur. : from
Aesch. downvvds. also in sing., ov, (Qptai 2, ')
throwing pebbles into the divining-urn :

hence ., a soothsayer, of. Lob.
Aglaoph. 2, 814., ov, TO, afig-leaf, Ar. Vesp.
436; also in genl. a leaf Nic.—2.

metaph. of things like a tig-leaf, as a

leaf-like membrane, ,
Ar. Ran. 134.— II. a mixture of eggs,

lard, honey, flour, etc., a kind of stuff-

ing or forcemeat, SO called because it

was wrapped in fig-leaves, Schol. Ar.

Ran. J 34, Ach. 1100. (Prob. from,, from the three lobes of the
fig-ieat.) [I, Ar. Eq. 954, cf. Ach. 158,

1102: but I, Theocr. 13, -10, Ep.
Adesp. 222, 2, nisi ibi leg., Jac.

A. P. p. 622.]02., 6, usu. in plur. oi,
the reefs or little ropes on the lower part

of the sail, used to take it up and
make it smaller, elsewh., cf.

Ar. Eq. 440, and. [], ov,( 2,) car-

rying the divining pebbles, divining

therefrom, cf., Lob. Ag-
laoph. 2, p. 814., oy,dub. forsq., Luc., ov, (.) worm-
eaten, ., Ar. Thesm. 427,
were prob. at first pieces of worm-eaten
wood used as seals, and then seals cut

in imitation of them, Miiller Archiiol.

d. Kunst, '{> 97, 2., ov,{,
= foreg.. Lye., ov, (,') eat-

ing wood-worms, Arist. H. A. [u]], , (),) worm-
eaten: hence, The-
ophr. . P. 3, 9, 5, ubi Stephan. -., , , Att., fish,
elsewh., and so from ,
Arist. . ., ,,=, Anth., gen.. , worm, esp.

wood-ivorm., Lat. cnssus, Theophr. :

prob. also . Lob. Phryn. 400.

(Prob. from, cf. .), ,() to cry aland, shriek

forth, and in genl. to speck, declare,

Trag., as Aesch. Pr. 608: also in

pass, form c. act. signf., Aesch. Eum. 486.

—

.=/3,
to frighten : hence in pass, to be fright-
ened or tro^led, N. T., ov, . Ion.,
dim from, a little lump, Nic., ov, TO, dim. from-, like foreg., Diosc., , (,)
like a, full of, curdled,
clotted, Hipp., ov, b, a lump, piece, Lat.
grumus, as of asphalt, Hdt. 1, 179 :

esp. of blood, a clot or gout, Aesch.
Cho. 533, Eum. 184 ; of milk, a curd,

Antiph. Aphrodis. 1, 8 : also of things
made up ofsmall 'parts, ,
like ?.., coarse salt. (Prob.
from,.) Hence, , to make curdled or clot-

ted. Pass,,, to become so.

Nic.

, , =/,
Soph. Tr. 702., , . {)
making clotted or curdled.—II. (from
pass.) a becoming so, .,
curdled milk, Diosc., () to scat upon a
throne: pass, to sit on one, LXX., , , dim. from.
iOpoviov. ov, TO, Thrdnium, the cap-

ital city of the Locri Epicnemidii near
the river Boagrius. 11. 2, 533, Thuc
2, 26.-2. a city of Thesprotia in Epi-
rus, Paus. Hence', a, ov, of or belonging to

Thronium (1); pecul. fem.,, ., Eur. I. . 264.,, ,^=-, Themist.,, ,{) seat-

ing on a throne, enthroning, Synes.7/, , , {) one
who erithrones. Id.

ipovLT,,,=^. Lye.

;

V. sub., , , only used in plur.

Tii, flowers, etc. embroidered on
cloth, II. 22, 441.— II. later

are flowers or herbs, used as drugs and
charms, Theocr. 2, 59. And so the
word, like, is first a means
of colouring and then of charming., , (, )
making thrones., ov, , a seat, chair, esp. a
large, easy chair, oft. in Hom. as the
seat both of gods and men : his-

must have been high, for they
who sat on it had a footstool{/) ;

it was often adorned with gold and
silver, hence,,
also spread with carpets or Heeces,{,,/,.)—II.

later throne in our sense, a chair of
state, ., Hdt. 1, 14; and
so alone, freq. in Xen. ; the chair of a
judge, teacher, orator, etc. : hence oi, the throne, i. e. the king's es-

tate or dignity. Soph. Ant. 166. (From*.,.) Hence,,,=^, eisj).

of the enthronement and installation of
the newly initiated, at the mysteries of
the Corybantes, Heind. Plat. Euth)d.
277 D., , Att. contr. , ov,(,) a noise as of many
voices, in Hom. only once of the cries

of a number of people, II. 4, 437 ; a
murmuring of discontented people,
Thuc. 8, 79.—II. a report, Lat. rumor,
Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 37.,,, dim. from-', Luc./.,, , wick, Ar. Nub.
59, 585.—II. a plant which, like our
rush, was usedfor making wicks, Nic., or -, , also-, ., to tap at the door, only
in Ar. Eccl. 34., , ov,() rushy. []?.., or?. [], cf.-

: to make a great noise, talk con-
stantly, babble, Ar. Eq. 348.—II. c.

ace. rei, to be always talking about a
thing, make it the common talk, . Plat.

Phaed. 65 B, Isocr. 282 : hence in
pass, to be the common talk, to-

vov or, a common top-

ic, what is in every one's mouth, Isocr.

419 C, Dem., etc. (Akin to /zai,,.) Hence
7\.',,, , also

[], that which is much talked about,
the common talk, LXX.,, , also-,() thai wh>eh is broken,
a fragment, Lyc. 880. []7,,.-,(-
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) to inahe a false, ill sound in play-
ing on the cithara, H. Hoin. Merc. 488.. f. -fw, to break in pieces,

shiver, , 11. 23,
396. (Akin to,,.)?, , or, . like

and, noise as of many
voices, a shouting, tumult, murmuring,
Balr. 135. Ju the Edd. this family
of words USD. has .• but severaL

graniin. prefer single , e. g. E. M. p.

456, 39, Eust. 11. 1307, 42, cf. Scliiif.

Dion. Comp. p. 122, and so Bekker
always writes it, being long by na-

ture.), , ,) that

tvhich is broken off, a piece, bit, Ar. Fr.

208. Hence, , , a sort of cake,

Antiph. Parasit. 5.,, , {) rushy,

Nic.\, ij,,=, II. 11,

711., , , msh, Lat. juncus,

II. 21, 351.

—

\\.=,
Diosc.

+', , , Thryum, a city of

Elis on the Alpheus, in the domin-
ions of Nestor, 11. 2. 592, which some
consider same as later',
Strab. p. 3t9 ; at this place was a
ford, H. Horn. Ap. 423 ; v. Ugen ad
loc. (H. Ap. Pyth. 245 ), , , able to break or
crush, breaking, crushing,. Gal.

—II. pass, easily broken, hence me-
taph. soft, delicate, effeminate, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 8, 15. Adv.- : from, fut. : fut. mid. c.

pass, signf. : aor. pass, krpij-

<j>T/v [] To break in pieces, crush,

shiver, in which orig. signf. it is chief-

ly used by Gramm. ; but also Theocr.
17, 80, and pass,, to be

broken, Plat. Parm. 1C5 : and so
freq. in compds.,-, etc.—II. much more freq. in moral
signf, like Lat. frangere, to break,

crush, and so weaken, enfeeble, unman,
esp. by debauchery and luxury, in

act., only in Tim. Locr. 103 B, and
late authors ; but in pass., c. fut. mid.

(Ar. Eq. 1163), to he enfeebled and en-

ervated, ?., Xen.
Syrnp. 8, 8, cf. kuhnk. Tun. : absol.

to be weak and wanton, and SO—III.

raetaph.— 1. to live a wanton life, riot,

Luc. Piscat. 31, Gymn. 29 : adv. perf.

pass., wantonly, effemi-

nately, Plut.—2. to play the woman, be

coy and prudish, give onf:s self airs, bri-

dle up, esp. when one is asked to do
sometliing, like Lat. delicias facere.

Plat. Phaedr. 228 C, Xen. Syinp. 8,

4 ; or when one declines an offer, in

order to have a better one made, Plut.,

cf Br. Ar. Eq. 1163, Dorv. Char. p.

472 : sometimes joined with the
equiv. or, Eu-
pol. Incert. 23, cf. Ruhuk. Tim. p.

19 : , to give

one's self airs toward another, Plut.

Flamin. 18, Luc. Dial. Meret. 12, 1 :

hence in genl. to be conceited, grow
conceited, Ar. Eq. 1163, cf. Dorvill.

1. c. ; . to be proud of a
thing, Anth. : to boast, brag, Lat. glo-

riari, Heliod. (Hence and
: akin to,, q. v.

signf. II.) Hence,, , a breaking in pieces,

crushing, dissolving, Arist. Anim.—II.

metaph. softness, iveahness, debauchery,

Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 16., ,(,) full of
rushes, rushy, Strab., lengthd. from root -,
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which appears in fut. and aor. : fut.. Ion. : aor.,
subj. (hence in Od. 22, 303

write for Wolf's faulty-
), inl. Ooptlv. To leap, spring, II.

10, 528, etc. of the arrow which leaps

from the string ; also freq. in 11. of

the lot leaping from the helmet ; also

ol beans tossed from the winnowing
shovel, II. 13, 589.-2. foil, by prep.,

. , to leap or spring upon
one, i. e. attack, assault him, Horn.

;

also, , II. 5, 161, though perh.

this place belongs to : in

this signf. Horn, always uses aor., in

the former he has pres. impf and aor.

The word is rare in Od.— II. transit,

like, to mount, impregnate,

Aesch. Eum. OGO, Fr. 13: hence, , , a height or hilt, as

it were springing frotn the plain, hence
., II. 10, 160; 11, 56,-, . Rh. 2, 823., , .. [], () to burn incense, esp. to

celebrate Bacchic orgies, henC6 to be

mad : late word.^, , , Thyamia, a fortress

near Sicyon, Xen. Hell. 7, 2, 1.\,, , Thyamis, a river

of Epirus, separating Thesprotia from
Cestrine,now the CV/a/nn.Thuc. 1,40.'\, ov, , Mt. Thyamus, a

mountain of Acarnania, branching off

from Pindus, Thuc. 3, 106., , , wantonness, debauch-

ery, Epich. p. 98 : Lacon. word, also. (Prob. from.), ov, 6,=^atpa II., Diosc.&,, y, {)^^, q. v.,

Ap. Rh.&, ov, 6, worse form for -, Elmsl. Bacch. 670.

'\QvaTtipa, , /, Thyatira, a city

of Lydia on the Lycus, a branch of

the Hyllus, anciently called Pelopia,

now Akhissar, Strab., Polyb. : one
of the seven churches of the Apo-
calypse, N. T., , Lat. subare, of swine in

the rutting season, Arist. H. A., , , =,
Anth. : from,,,^, q. v.

QvyUTijp, , gen. contr., dat.,,
ace., but .,
voc. : Hom. has both forms,

the irisyll. only is used in prose: a

daughter, Hom.: Pind. calls his Odes', . 4, 4.— II. in

genl. a girl, maiden, as is both
son and iov, Br. Soph. O. T. 1102.—
III. a maid-servant, slave. Lob. Phryn.
239. Of same root with Sanscr du-

hitri, Goth, dauthar, Oiir daughter.

Germ, tochter.) \y strictly, but in Honi.
and Ep. metri grat. in all quadri-

syll. cases, even when the 4th syll. is

cut off, as Od. 15, 361.] Hence&,, , a daughter's daugh-
ter, grand-daughter, Andoc. 17, 2: and, ov, , Ion.-, Hdt.
5, 67, a daughter's son, (;rnndso7i., f.-,() to call

daughter.,,, , dim., from-, a little daughter or girl, Macho
ap. Ath. 581 C., ov.(, -) married to one's daughter, Nonn.(, ov,(, *-
V(j) begetting or bearing daughters,
Nonn.', , , a mortar, Ar. Nub.
676 : also and as dissyll. ,
on which different forms v. Lob.
Phryn. 165. (Prob. from , be-

cause of the beating and bruising.)

Hence^, ov, TO, dim. from,
Ar. Plut. 710.??, )/, , a storm, of the most
violent kind, a hurricane, whirlwind,

hence in Hom., :
he also joins ?<, -, -. : but (> are prob.

thunder-storms. C)d. 12, 68: also in

Trag., metaph., , Aesch.
Ag. 819. (From. as from
*, .) [] Hence?, , .= &\., Orac.
ap. Suid. voc..,, , stormy, storrr^-

like, Nonn., , ,, , gen., (?, ) storm-footed,

storm-sivifi,. : moreuavi.'., , {,)
producing storms., ,(,) to

carry auiay in a storm : pass, to be so

carried away, Diod., , (, )
storm-like, stormy,^, a, ', of or belonging to

Thyestes, Thyestean, Ar. Ach. 433., ov, , () a pestle,

more usu., Dionys. Tyr. ap.

Phot.^, , , Ep. also Gtirirrfr,

Thyestes, son of Pelops, brother of
Atreus, and father of Aegisthus, 11.

2, 107 ; Aesch. Ag. 1242, etc.fvt, oi>, 6, son of Thyestes,

i. e. Aegisthus, Od. 4, 518., , , a drink extracted

from bruised spices, like Lat. moretum.,, , () smoking or
smelling with incense, fragrant, in Honi.
always epilh. of, II. . 48. Od.
8, 363 : but in Hom. ll Merc. 237, of
Mercury's swaddlmg-clothes., ,=, Inscr.&, v.., , , () the part of the

victim that teas burnt, II. 9, 220 : in
genl. an offering, cake, incense, etc.,-", . e. the blood of the slain,

which was an oflTering to Mars, Soph.
El. 1423.— II. the offering itself, and
divination therefrom.,, , v. I. for ?•, Theophr.,,,()=. []?, , to be a,
busy one's self with sacrifices. Soph. Fr.
468.—2. trans, to make an offering, .sac-

rifice, Ti, Soph. Fr. 132, v.

Ruhnk. Tim. p." 193., , , a making of offer-

ings, sacrificing, Ap. Rh. : and, ov, , an altar, Dor.
ap. Ath. 413 .: from, ov, also , ov, Suid.,(,) one who busies himself
about offerings, a priest, Ar. Pac. 1 124., ov, o,=foreg., Nake Choe-
ril. p. 229., ov,(,) eating

or devouring offerings, 7, Aesch.
Ag. 597. [fi], , , also, and []
(from to smell) : an African tree

with sweet-smelling wood, used for ma-
king costly furniture, Lat. ciiru.t, The-
ophr. : seemingly just the same as
Homer's : it is disputed whether
it be a kind of cedar, or the savin, or
the African arbor vitae : perh. in very
late authors the citron.—\.=^, v.

sq., , 7;,= foreg. I.—IT.= ^iifta,

also. v. Lob. Phryn. p. 165. [---,
for Elmsl. Ach. 193, is wrong in sup-



posing to be long : when the penult,

was to be long, was used.]

', (Ji•, , () a Bacchic feast

at Elis, Paus. 6, 26, 1,

tOvia, , , %!/, daughter of the

Cephisus, Hdt. 7, 178: in Paus. of

the Castalius, 10, 6, 4.— II. a place

near Delphi named after her, Hdt. 1. c.

Qvlau,,^^, Strab., and
so Bockh Soph. Ant. 1152.,, , more rarely

[], and, Bentl. Hor. Od. 2, 19,

9, Blomf Aesch. Theb. 498, () :

a jnad or inspired U'oman, esp. a Bac-
chante, Aesch. 1. c.—II. as fern. adj.

raving, frantic, and in genl. passionate,

mad for love, Lye. 143: more rarely

as masc, Jac. Del. Epigr. 4, 45., ov. TO, dim. from ,
Damocr. ap. Gal. [], , ov, made of the wood of
the tree, Lat. cilrinus, Callix. ap.

Ath. 205 B. [vl], ov, ,=:, dub., tooc, ,=, Damocr. ap.

Gal.
^, 7], , a censer, LXX./, , , sub., an Aethi-

opian stone, Diosc. [i],^, to rage, he inspired, H.
Horn. Merc. 560, where it is prob.. [" '^ -]?, f. -,{) to put
scraps in a sack : and so to beg., , , dim. from-, Hdt. 3, 105 ; also the seed-vessel

of a plant, Diosc. []/,, , dim. from-, Ael., , ,-, , ,
and -, , , Ar. Fr. 464, dim.
from : also a seed-vessel, like, Diosc., , 6, fem.,
l.= sq.??'/, , (,)
like bag or sack, Arist. . .,, Ei',=foreg., Nic., , , bag, sack, pouch,

nsu. of leather, Hdt. 3, 46.— II. in

plur., the loose trowsers of the Persians
and other Orientals, Eur. Cycl. 182,

Ar. Vesp. 1087. []'^, ov. , Thylacus, a statu-

ary, brother of Aneathus, Paus. 5,

23, 5.?,, , f],{,
rpuycj) gnawing sacks., , to carry a sack or
pouch, Ar. Fr. 619 : from<) , ov,{,)
carrying a sack OX pouch, v. 1. for foreg.,

lb.,, =, The-
ophr.,, , and,,,=., .-, dep. mid., to

offer, prob. 1. for. Hence,, , that which is of-

fered, usu. in plur., cakes,

incense, etc., Ar. Pac. 1040. [ Phe-
recr.. 1, 5, ubi v. Meineke.]., •,,^^.,, , () that which is

slain or offered, a victim, sacrifice, offer-

ing, Trag., as Aesch. Ag. 1310, Soph.
Phil. 8 : usu. of animals, but also,

., offerings of all fruits,

Soph. El. 634., ov.{,)
rude or boorish of mind., f -, () to he

wroth, angry, Hes. Sc. 262 ; , at

one, Ar. Nub. 1478.^, . , Thymnetidae,
an Attic deme of the tribe Hippotho-
o/Jtis, so called after a hero-

, Plut. Thes. 19 : less correctly. : hence\.,, , of the deme Thy-
maetidae, Ar. Vesp. 1138.,, ,{,.) heart-

grieving, paiiiful, freq. in Horn. : opp.

to,.., ,=/, dub.-,, , piece of burn-

ing wood or charcoal, a hot coal, Ar.

Ach. 321. Thesm. 729. (From,
so that it should strictly be-

• for the termin., cf.- and

?.<. [], , to be well-pleased, The-
ocr. 26, 9 : from, , {, ) suiting

the mind, i. e. well-pleasing, dear, de-

lightful, ?., II. 9, 336, Od. 23,

232 ;, Od. 17, 199 : also -, -. Od. 10, 362, in neut. as

adv. Ace. to Schol. this form should

be written. the other-. and so Wolf. Cf. Eust. Od. 23,

232. [a]

ivar/, ov, Dor. for-,
{), of thyme, mixed with thyme,

Ar. Ach. 772., , dim. from. [], . , a bitter, pungent
herb, Satureia Thymbra, savory, Diosc.^, . , Ep. and Ion. -, , Thymbra. a town and plam
of the Troad on the river Thymbrius,
from which the camp of the allies of

the Trojans extended to the sea, II.

10, 430., ,=, Hipp.^, a, ov, of Thymbra,
Thyinbraean, epith. of Apollo, who
had a temple at Thymbra, Eur.
Rhes. 224 ;. Id. 508.

'\'3, ov, , Thymbraeus, a

Trojan, II. , 320.\, , , Thymbrara, a

city of Lydia on or near the Pacto-

ius, not far from Sardis, Xen. Cyr. 6,

2, 11., ov,{,,) eating savory, i. e. living

meanly and poorly, Ar Nub. 421.^,, . Thymbria, a village

of Caria near Myus, Strab.,, , a nymph of the

Tiber{) ." also., , ,—, Hipp.^, , , Thymhrmm, a

city of Phrygia towards the south-

east, containing the fountain of Mi-

das ; it is now Ishdkti, Xen. An. 1,

2. 13.^, ov, , the Thymbrius, a
river of the Troad flowing by Thym-
bra, Strab., , , name of several

rivers, esp. the Tiber, Leon. Al. : also, Jac. A. P. p. 903 :t the Thym-
bris, in Sicily, Theocr. 1, 118.— II. a

nymph, mother of Pan, Apollod. 1,

4, 1., ov, ,, wine fla-

voured with savory. Diosc., , ,=, The-
ophr. . P. 7, 1,2, though Schneider
doubts the neut. form., ov,{,)
eating savory, ,
to look as if one had eaten savory, make
a savori/ or (as we saj') a verjuice face,

Ar. Ach. 254. [], ,{,) like, Theophr.. , , shrub, the ber-

ries of which{) are

a strong purgative, Diosc., , , {) orig. place

fur sacrifice, an altar, temple, Aesch.

Supp. 667, Eur. Supp. 65:

, explained to be the Cy-
clopian masses of wall at Mycenae.
Eur. I. A. 152.—II. in the Athen. the-
atre, an altar-shaped platform with
steps up to it, in the middle of the
orchestra, on which stood the leader
of the chorus to direct its move-
ments : hence for the orchestra or
stage itself, Pratin. ap. Ath. 617 C

:

also the theatre and its business. Lob.
Phryn. 164. Hence/, , , of, belonging to the

thymele, scenic, Plut. : oi,
they who dance round the thymele, i. e.

the chorus, opp. to, the regu-

lar actors, Lob. Phryn. 164.\, sync. part. aor. mid. of
., f. 1. for, Valck.

Diatr. p. 231., , {,) to

collect one's mind, take heart, come to

one's self, only in part. masc.-, Od. 7, 283.?/, , to be glad-hearted, Si-

mon. Amorg. 103.,,{,) well-pleas-

ing, dear, Od. 16, 389. Hence, , , gladness of heart,

mirth, Pint., . Ion. for, q. v., ov, v. '..,, , ion. -, {-) that which is burnt as incense, a
preparationfor fiimigating , incense, etc.,

Hdt. 1, 198, etc., cf.., , ,{) fumi-
gating.—11. evaporation, Arist. Meteor.,, , censer., , ,. ,=:
foreg., Hdt. 4. 162., f. -,^=, Geop., , , {) good
for fumigating, quickly evaporating, vo-

latile. Plat. Tim. 61 C., , . able to be burnt, vo-

latile, Arist. Meteor. : verb. adj. from<, , f. -, {,) to

burn so as to produce smoke, ., Hdt. 3, 107. Pass,-, to evaporate, Arist. Meteor.—2.

esp. to burn as incense, ti.., -, Hdt. 3. 107 ; 6, 97 : c. ace.

cognato, ., Id. 8, 99 : then
mtr. to burn incense,, in honour of

any one, Ath.—II. to smoke, fumigate,
as bees, Arist. H. A.,in pass, [ainfut.], ov, TO, dim. from,
Ar. Vesp. 877 [],,. Ion. for,
Hdt.. Ion.,2%\.
pres. pass, from, Hdt., ov, . Ion. for-, Hdt., , ,{) high-spirited,

courageous. Arist. . .—2. passionate,

hot-tempered, Arist. Rhet. Adv. -.', , ov,{) made of or
with thyme, [], ov, ,^.—1.=-.—III. a large tvart, Hipp, [v], ov, a, () prepared or
flavoured with thyme, , Ar.

Ach. 1099 ;, Diosc., .{,, -) heavy in heart, Anth., . cut, gnmo or vex
the heart, Hes. Op. 801 : from, ov, (,,) eating or gnawing the heart, II.,

always as epith..>/, . {, )

biting, stinging the heart, Od. 8, 185., , {,) high-

spirited, courageous, Lat. animostis.

Plat. ; opp. to ^/. Plat. Rep. 441
C ; to, Xen. £q. 9, 1.—II. pas-
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sionate, hot-tempered, opp. to,
Plat Rep. 375 C : also of horses, rest-

ive, wild, opp. to, Xen. Mem.
4, 2, 25. Jn Plato's philosophy, to, was that part of the soul

in which resided courage, spirit, anger

and the like, superior to rd-, Stalib. Rep. 410 B. Adv. -.,, , () thymy,
Poet. ap. Suid. \c>c..^, ol, v. '/(5.
teu/ioirif, more correctly,

q. V., ov, , Thymoetes, a Tro-
jan, one of the elders of the people,

II. 3, 1 IG.—2. son of Oryntas, king of

Attica, Paus.

+9i'/io\/t;/f,, 6, Thymocles, a poet

of the Anthology.', , , fern, of sq.,

Anth.,, ,(,)
lion-hearted, ., like.?.7, , {,) =,.,, ,,(,-) prophesying from one's own soul

without special inspiration, and so en-

dowed with a spirit of prophecy, Aesch.
Pers. 224 : so too, and-, opp. to., ,{,) to

fight hotly and obstinately, to be despe-

rate, Polyb. : to have a hot quarrel,, Plut. Hence, , , a hot, desperate

fight, Polyaen. 2, 1, 19., ov,,^, thyme, The-
ophr. [],, , , a drink made of
thyme, vinegar and brine,{,,), Diosc., , {,)
wrathful, furious, Aesch. Theb. 686., ov, b,{, ^)
life-destroying,, II. 13, 544

;

, II 16,591., , , the soul, as the princi-

ple of life, feeling and thought, esp.
as the seat of strong feeling and pas-
sion, and so prob. rightly derived from, by Plat. Crat. 419 E,

?). Very
freq. from Horn, downwds. ;—I. in
purely physical signf, the soul, life,

breath, Lat. anima, esp. freq. in Horn,
in phrases, ,-,,, to take
away, destroy the life, so too-, Od. 22, 388 ; ,, life left his body or
him, cf. Od. 10, 163 ; -, to expire ; but , to
collect one's self: in this signf. also
of animals, 11. 3, 294 ; 12, 150, etc.—
II. the sozd, as shown by the feelings
and passions, the heart, Lat. aniynus,

and so— 1. of the feeling of desire,
wish, etc., in Horn. esp. desire for

meat and drink, appetite : Horn, phra-
ses,,, -,?., c inf., my heart bids
me, would do so and so; but also, and , Lat. fere-
hatur animo, and in Hdt. 5, 49,)7. : usu. , 1

have mind, I will : , after

my heart's desire, , and, against one's ivill or plea-

sure .• hence in genl. the mind, temper,

will, e. g. ., to be of one
mind, also, ,, Horn. ; -

(V' , it

pleased them to be of this mind, to be
so minded, Od. 10, 415.—2. of any ve-

hement passion, esp. anger, wrath,
rage, and in good sense spirit, courage

;

differing from ?/, as being the act-
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ive principle of anger, etc., whereas
opyi], strictly is the passion :, to stir the soul, call its pas-

sions into play ; iv . to calm
and soothe ii : but, ., to

take courage, Od. 10, 401. Plato di-

vided the lower part of the soul into, and, spirit and appe-

tite. Rep. 439 E.—3. of the softer, gen.
tier feelings, just as we say the heart,

e. g. , or), to love

with all one's heart, with one's whole
soul, Hom. ; cf. Valck. 'I'heocr. 2. 61

;, my heart's be-
loved, Hom. ; and reversely, -, to be alien from one's heart,

I. e. not beloved, 11. 1*502; -, to lose one's love, 11. 23,

595, cf..—lll.thesoulas the

agent of thought, the mind, thought, re-

solve, , his mind or pur-
pose wavered, Horn. ;, another purpose held me back,
Od. 9, 302 ; ., 1 bring
him not into my 7nhid or thoughts.

Soph. £1. 1347. With any verbs,
that denote an operation of the soul,

Hom. puts <1>, as dal. instrumenti,
more rarely , and iv :

with the same verbs he oft. uses-, as the subject or object,

yap , , and, all which are exactly
equiv. ; so too, ., Od. 9,'3.},. Heusesdy/iof,
as synonymous with',

., with, and.
The seatof the fli)^()f, IS with him some-
times the breast, sometimes the mid-
ritl, , .
The plur., is never in Hoin.,
but is found in Att. Prose, esp. for

bursts of passion. Lob. Soph. Aj. 710., , , Diosc, or, ,, [] thyme, Lat. thymus. (From, because of its sweet smell, or be-

cause it was first used to bum on the
altar.)—2. a mixture of thyme with hon-

ey and vinegar, much eaten by the
poor of Attica. Ar. Plut. 253; where
others take it for a kind of onion, else-

where.—ll.awarty excrescence,

so called from its likeness to a bunch
of thyme-flower. Gal. ; also.—
III. a glandular substance in the chest of
young animals, in calves the sweet-

bread, Gal.i, , b. Thymus, name of a
dog, Xen. Cyn. 5, 9., , to be a., , ', of or belonging

to a, clever, Ar. Vesp. 1280 :

from, ov, {,) wise

from one's own soul, 1. e. of one's self,

naturally clever, inventive, Ar. Nub. 877., , to torment the soul,

break the heart. Soph. Tr. 142 : from, ov,{,) ha-

rassing the soul, heart-crushing, heart-

breaking,, Od. 4, 716 ; ,
Hes. Op. 715 ; of persons, troublesome,

annoying, Od. 19, 323 : .,
letters or words which ordered the bear-

er to be put to death, deadly characters,

II. 6, 169 ; ., drugs that rob-

bed one of reason, or else merely poi-

sonous, deadly drugs, Od. 2, 329.'\,, , Thymochures, a
leader of the Athenians in the Pelo-
ponnesian war, Thuc. 8, 96 ; Xen.
Hell. 1,1,2; v. 1.., , {) to make angry,
provoke, LXX. Pass, to be wrath or
""gry, Tii'i and , Hdt. 3, 52 :

and , to be wralh
with one for a thing, Eur. Or. 751

;

also c. dat, rei,, to be angry at a thing,

Ar. Ran 1006 : rd, angrt
ness, passion, Thuc. 7, 68, v. Schaf.
Dion. Coinp. p. 205., .{, )==-
'/, in both senses, Arist. lihet. and
Part. An. Adv. -., ,{, )—-, like thyme, Theophr.,, , () wrath,
passion, Aesch. Eum. 860. [],, ,() becoming
angry, Cic. Tusc. 4, 9. [t)J,,^, to rush, dart along,

of the dolphin, Hes. Sc. 210.^,, , fern. adj. Tliynian
;

Qvv. ,=^. . Rh. 2,
350 : , ., the shore of Thyniae,
Id. 2, 548.\, , , sub. , T/iynin, the

land of the Thyni, v..— 2.,
=, St.rab.^,, , fern. adj. Thynian,

of the island Thynias, Ap. Rh. 2,485.
—2., the island Thynias, an
island in the Euxine on the coast ol

Bithynia, sacred to Apollo, and hence
also called ApoUonia, lb. 073, sq.—3.

sub. , and , Xen.,
the country along the coast of the
Euxine from Apollonia to Salmydes-
sus, where the Thyni dwelt, Strab.\,, ^,=6wiaf 1, . Rh.
2,460., f. -,() to spear

a thumiy-fish, strike with a harpoon, Ar.
Vesp. 1087., ata, aiov, =,
Ath.,, , dim. from>.,, , dim. from,
Antiph.. 1 ; also., , , {vvv)of, belong•

iyig to the thunny-fish : ^
sub., Clearch. ap. Ath. 049 A,
or ., sub., Ar. Eq. 354., , , goodfor thunny-

fishing,, Luc. : from, , , thefemale of the thun-

ny-fish, Antiph. Koi'p. 2.,.-,^=, cf.-.,, ,^^, Epich. .
30 : also=(^i)i'i'af., , ,{,)

thunny -fisher, title of a Miine
Sophron, Ath. 300 D.

fvvoao, ov, {,-) thunny-headcd, COinic appell. oif a
people in Luc., ov, , the thunny-fish, Lat.
thunnus, a large fish, comprising sev-

eral species, much used in the Med-
iterranean countries : first in Orac,
ap. Hdt. 1, 62, cf. Ath. p. 301-<103.

Also , though-the more usu,
fern, is. (From,, be-

cause of its quick, darting motion,
Opp. Hal. 1, 181 : hence some Avrite, and so oft. in MSS., e. g. Hdt,
1. c.), ov, , a place to

watch thunnies from, Strab. : from, , to ivalch thunnies^

Ar. Eq. 313, v. : and, , , a viatching of

thunnies : and SO metaph. a sharp look

out, Strab. : from,,{,)
watching for thunnies, Arist. H. A.
This was a regular business, esp. on
the Sicilian coast ; a man was posted

on a high place, from which he could
see the shoals coming, and so make
a sign to the fishermen to let down
their nets, like the hooer in the pil-

chard-fishery., ,{,) like a
thunny-fish, i. e. stupid, Lnc



fOuvot, 3, oU the Thyni, a branch
of the Thracians, dwelling at nrst

near Sahnydessus, whence they pass-

ed into Asia, and settled on the coast

of Bithynia, Hdt. 1, 28; 7, 75 ; Xen.
An. 7, 2, 22., , V., sub fin.', () to rushfast and furious,

dart along, , .
11. ; , . ; esp. of

Avarriors rushing over the field or

through the fight : c. part., /, they darted to and fro or-

dering the ranks, 11. 2, 446. Also. [], ov, (,) re-

ceiving incense, full thereof, odorous,

Eur. Ion 511, etc.,, , () laden with

incense, odorous, fragrant, 11. 15, 153

:

in Horn. Cer. always epilh. of Eleu-
sis : of... ov,, {) a tree, the wood
of which was burnt as a perfume, Od.

5, CO. (Prob. the same with, v.

Voss Virg. Georg. 2, 126.)

—

11.=,
lisu. in plur. , cakes, incense,

etc., V. 1. Eupol., V. sq. [v], , , () incense, Lat.

thus, 11. 6, 270.—2. in genl. an offering,

sacrificial cake, 11. 9, 499; and the

whole sacred rites, Od. 15, 261. In

Horn, and Hes. always in plur. ; in

sing. Aesch. Ag. 1409.—3. in genl. a

cake, Eupol. Dem. 22., , {.,) only

Aesch. Ag. 87, -
etv, (al.) to have offerings sent

round to all the shrinet., , . the priest who slew

and offered the victim. Od. 21, 145, etc.

;

expressly distinguished from
and, H. 24, 221 : sometimes
written: also .
(From and niu,, burning the

offerings: Others from. Ion. for

'.), ov, 6, {,)
the priest who inspected the entrails, Lat.

aruspex., ov, {,) bringing

offerings, sacrificial., , {) to fill with sweet

smells : in Horn, only part. perf. pass.,,fragrant, perfumed
oil, II. 14. 172: ,
Call. Lav. Pal. 63.', , , Ion., . Germ.
THUR.Sanscr. DVA'R,o\irDOOR,
etc., whether of a room or house :

Hum. has it mostly in plur., to mean
double or folding doors, but he adds-. to express this, Od. 17, 267 :

is its freq. epithet, which
may refer to polished wood or to met-

al ornaments, as gold, Od. 7, 88 : -, to put to the door,

opp. to?, Od. 22, 157 ; also,^, Hdt. 3, 78 ;-,,,-, Lat. januajn pulsare, to knock,

rap at the door, Ar. Nub. 132, Ran.

38, Plat. Prot. 310 A : km and, at Priam's door,

i. e. close before his dwelling, II. 2,

788; 7, 346: hence, ,
at the door, i. e. close at hand. ~', Xen. An. 6,5,

23, cf. Dem. 140, 17. From the

eastern custom of receiving peti-

tions, etc., at the gate, -, became a phrase, as we
now say the Porte : hence, or,, etc.. to go to the Persian court,

wait at the king's door, Hdt. 3, 119,

Xen. An. 1,9, 3, a'l, dangling after the court,

Xen. Hell. 1, 6, 7 ; hence metaph. in

Plat.,,, Phaedr. 245 A : later ap-

plied to disciples waiting on lainous

teachers, to lovers, etc.. v./,
II : Proverb., 7.) -, Theogn. 421, cf.-.—2. the door of a carriage, Xen.
Cyr. 6, 4, 9.—3. , a

trap-door, Hdt. 5, 16.—II. in genl. an

entrance, e. g. to a grotto, Od. 9, 243
;

12,256; 13, 109, 370, m plur.—III.
boards put together like a door, a raft,

Hdt. 2, 96 : hence, an oblong
shield.—IV. Arist. calls the valves of

the muscle-shell. Cf.,,,^, 7/. []
Hence, adv., strictly, to

the door, and so out of the door, outside

the door, II. 18, 29, Od. 15, 62 : but

usu. in genl. signf. out, Lat. foras,

Horn., e. g. ,
he thrust the spear out of his thigh,

U. 5, 694 ; ?., a
way of getting out of the sea, Od. 5,

410. cf. 11. 21, 237 : also in Att., as

Eur. Or. 604, Ar. Vesp.70, Ran. 748.

[C], Ep., adv., from
without, and in genl. without, outside,

Od. 14, 352 : o'l•, foreigners, the

enemy. Aesch. Theb. 193 ; ai .-. [],,, also , , {-) of, belonging to the door : esp. out-

side the door, without, absent, Aesch.,

and Soph.
;
foreign, hostile, Eur.^, , , Thyraeum, a city

of Arcadia ; , an inhab. of
Thyr., Paus.
fvao, ov, {,)

fighting in front ofthe gates, Pratin. ap.

"Ath. 017 D., adv., () at the door,

without, Ar. Vesp. 891 : abroad, Lat.

foris, Elmsl. Soph. O. C. 401. []?, , to be a, to

be out ofdoors, go abroad, live in the open

air. Plat. Legg. 695 A, etc., and Xen. :

esp. in war, to keep the field, Arist.

Pol.—II. to wait at another's door, esp.

of lovers waiting on their mistresses,

Plut., V. Ruhnk. Tim., , ), a living out of doors

or in the openair, keeping thefield, Luc:
and, , , belonging to a?. or, Philostr. :

from, ov, {,) living

out of doors or in the open air. [i]^, . Ion. -,, , Thyrea,

a city and district of Argolis on the

borders of Laconia (in Cynuria), Hdt.
1, 82, Thuc. 4- 56 ; also in pi. ai -, Isocr.,, //,{,)

large door-shaped shield, Leon. Tar.,

cf II.'{, ,, of Thyrea. Thy-
rean,, garlands (in reniein-

brance of the victory) of Thyrea, at

Sparta. y\th 678 ; also,
b, fern,,, ., the

territory of Thyrea, Thuc. 2. 27., ov, =,
Polyb., v. Lob. Phryn. 057.,,{,) shield-

shaped. Gal., . , {) great stone,

put against a door to keep it shut, Od.
9, 240, 313.—II. later a large, oblong

shield, the Lat. scutum, Polyb., ci.

III. (Cf. targe.)'. , to be a,
Polyb. 10, 13, 2: from, ov, (, )

bearing a, large oblong shield,

Lat. scatatus, Plut., ov, ,{,-) a door-opener : the philosopher
Crates was so called, because all

doors were open to receive him, Diog.
L. 0, 80., , .=, a door, in
good vvr. only in plur., Horn., Pind.,
etc. : sing, first in late wr , Luc,
Anth. [ii], , Ep. and Ion. for,
Hom. and Hdt./, adv., Ep. for,.
14, 352.

7], Ep. dat. from, but
used as adv., without, Od. ; opp. to, Od. 22, 220. [*], , , Dim. from.^, , . Thyrides, a steep
projecting point of Taygetus near Ta-
enarus, now Cape Grosso, Strab.'^,, , an inhab. of Thyri-
um, , the Thyrians, Xen.
Hell. 6, 2, 37., ,, also written,
dim. from, a little door, wicket,

Ar. Thesm. 26.^, , , Thyrium, a city of
Acarnania near Leucadia, Polvb. 4,

25, 4 : V. 1.. Id. 4, 6, 2 ;'-
piov, 17, 10, 10; and ',.\\.\.,, , dim. from, esp.

a window, Plut.], , {,) like a
door : ., the opening in the os pubis,

Gal.,,{,) a door-

keeper., , to knock at the door,

esp. to rap at doors as a drunken feat,

break them open, Ar. Vesp. 1254, An-
tiph. Incert. 71 ; and, , , a knocking at the

door, Diphil. ap. A. B. 99, 17 : and, , , of or belonging

to : ., a kind of dance,

Ath. : from, ov,{,) knock-

ing at the door, esp. begging, Aesch. Ag,
1195.

, {,)=., . ij, {,)
making of doors, Theophr.,,{,) making

doors., , (.) furnish with

doors, shut up close, Ti,
Ar. Av. 617., Lacon.,-,{) bearing, brandishing

the thyrsus, Ar. Lys. 1313., ov, , dim. from -. Plut., , {, )
laden ivith the thyrsus, Horace's uravi

thyrso metuendus, epith. of Bacchus,
Orph. H. 44, 5, ubi Herm.,
, {) having the thyrsus for a
spear.^,, . Thyrsis, name of a
herdsman, Theocr. 1.. ,{,) thyr-

sus-like, Diosc., ov, {,)
taking care of the thyrsus, a play of Ly-
sippus.?., ov, 6.{.)
a thyr.'^us-lance, Callix. ap. Alh. 200 D.
— II. as adj. , ov, . ., thyrsus-

like arms, Strab., ,{,)
he who maddens with the thyrsus, epith.

of Bacchus. Eur. Phoen. 792.

vpo7J/,, , i>,(,/) thyrsus-stricken, frantic,, , , in late poets with
61'J



heterog. plur. , Jac. . P. p.

24 : orig. any light, straight shaft, esp.

the stalk of iimbellferous plants, like, and Lat. thyrsus and ttirio

:

but usu. the thyrsus, a wand wirathcd
with ivy and vine-leaves, with a pine-

cone at the top, carried by the devo-

tees of Bacchus, lirst in Eur. Bacch.
80. (Ace. to some from *riipw, Lat.

turgeo, to swell, shoot up ; whence-,,, Lat. lurris, tniver:

Others better from, as the symbol
of Bacchic frenzy.) Hence, ov, ,{, -) the thyrsus-shaker, Orph., , to bear the thyrsus,

Diod. : 0., to assemble compa-
nies with the thyrsus, Eur. Bacch. 556:

and, , , a bearing of the

thyrsus, Plut. : from, ov,{. (bipu) thyr-

sus-bearing,, Eur. Cycl. 64.'. ,) to make into

thyrsi, Diod.,, ,() a room

with doors to it, a rhamber, Hdt. 2. 109.—1.=, a door, 'Ihuc. 3, 68: in

plur., folding-doors or door-

posts, LXX.', , , () strictly

door-ivay, and SO a hall, ante-chamber,

Lat. atrium, vestibulun. Soph. El. 328,

O. T. 1242. Cf.., ov, , the porter's room,

Vitruv., , to be a, Luc.

:

from, ov, 6, ^, {, or

Olipor) a door-keeper, porter, Hdt. and
Sapph. 38.

tOi'f., , Thys, a king of the

Paphlagoiiians, Ath. 144 F; 415 D.

Qvnai, , a'l, () like ,,
Bacchantes. Lye. 106., adv.,() fringe-

like. Ael.,, , furnished ivith

.fringed, tasseled, tagged, Horn,
only in II. as epith. of, and al-

ways, metri grat., in Ep. form-
: from, ov, b, a. tassel, tag, usu. in

plur. tassels, fringe : in Hom. who lias

it only in 11. of the lassels of the al)

and, II. 2, 448 ; 14, 181, cf. Hdt.

4, 189 : ofthe tufts ofthe golden iieece.

Pind. P. 4, 411 : of the long arms of
the cuttle-fish, 0pp. (From from
their constant motion.) [C] Hence, ov, (,)
with a rough, tagged tail./, .(,)=, tagged,, Theophr., y,. (as if from a verb),=^,,,
Hdt. 2, 81 ; 4, 189., . , () the sacred
irriplements of Bacchic orgies, the thyr-

sus, etc., borne by the -, II. 6, 134.—II.

later in sing, the Bacchic festival itself,

Plut.— III. in genl. any sacrifice, ., Lye., , , () an offering or
sacrificing, the mode of offering, Hdt. 4,

60 : usu. in plur., offerings, sac-

rifices, in gen\. sacred rites, firstin plur.,

Batr. 176^ and freq. in Hdt. and Att.

for Homeric: either

or . was used, Seidl. Eur. El.
1132.— li. the victim or offering itself,

Luc. Hence, {. -, sacrifice, slay as
ail offering, like, Strato, ap. Ath.
382 : ., to keep holy-day in ho-
nour of a god, esp, Bacchus, Diod.
Hence
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,, ,= , a

victim, LXX.. ov,, a place for of-

fering, altar, LXX.
Oi;ffia7//pioi',oii,TO,=foreg.,Bockh

Schol. Pind. p. 312., ov. () fit for sacrifice,

At. Ach. 784. [fi],, .() a raging, storm-

ing, .. Plat. Crat. 419 . [], ov, , dim. from sq., , , a vessel for incense.

iQvaa, , ol, Thyssagetac, a
Scythian people on the Taiiais and
the Palus Maeotis, Hdt. 4, 22, 123.,, Ep. for-.̂ , ov, , Thyssvs a city of

Macedonia, Hdt. 7, 22, 'I'huc. 4, 109.,, ,( A) of. belong-

ing to sacrifice, adj. fem.,,
the cry uttered in sacrificing, Aesch.
Theb. 209 ; ., the prayers of-

fered with a sacrifice, Soph. Ant. 1019.—.^, frantic, and as subst.

Bacchante, prob. 1. Lye.'[, ov, TO, ( A) the place

of sacrifice, near Delphi, Bremi ad
Aeschin. 70, fin., verb, adj from A, one

must sacrifice, At. Av. 1237, and Plat., f/, 6,( A) a sacrificer,

slayer. Aesch. Ag. 225, and Soph.
Hence, , 6,=, Eur. I. .
243.

—

\[.=, Lat. ara, the
name of a constellation, Arat., a ,^=., ov, 6,=, Hdn. [], , ,( ) of, belonging

to sacrifice : -, sub., the art

of the aruspex, Ath., itif. aor. 1 act. of.,, ,() burning.. fut. of.
(), fut. [] : aor.-

: perf. [Drac. . 46, 26 ;

87, 25] : aor. pass, [].—.
transit, to offer, sacrifice, to slay or burn

a victim, . to offer the
firstlings to the gods, Od, 14, 446:
also, sine ace, . II. 9, 219,

Hdt., etc. ; and absol., as Od. 9, 231,

Hdt., etc. ; rarely c. dat. modi, as ., to sacrifice with horses, v. 1.

Hdt. 1, 216 : later to celebrate with of-

ferings or sacrifices, c. ace, as, -
., Hdt. 1, 118;. Seidl.

Eur. El. 1127;, Plat. Ale.

1, 121 C : also c. dupl. ace,-
. ,, to sacrifice a hun-

dred oxen for the good news, Ar. Eq.
650.—II. mid., to cause to be

offered, to have a xnctiin stain in order

to take the auspices, and so to take

the auspices, or' against

any one, Hdt. 9, 10; 5, 44 : rarely c.

inf, , I consult the auspi-

ces about going, i. e. to know w hether
I may go or not, Xen. An. 2, 2, 3.

(Hence come,., also,,, ; and
also prob., : cf also

sq. sub fin.) [tJ even in pres. and
impf , except in trisyll. cases of part.,

when metri grat.,. Od. 15,

200,, . Hom.. 491 : later

we have a few other exceptions,,, Pind. . 10, 09 ; 13, 98 ;,
at the end of a line, Eur. El. 1141,
Ar. Ach. 792 (spoken by a foreigner),

cf. Meineke Menand. p. 254 ;,
Hippon.]

(B), f, like and, q. v. intrans., of any violent
motion, to rush on or along, of a rush-
ing wind, . or, Od. 12, 400, 408 ; of I

swollen rivers, II. 21, 324, Od. 13, 85

;

, rushing with swollen
stream, II. 21, 234, Hes. Th. 109; eo
too ', the ground
boiled with blood, Od. 11, 420, etc.:

hence in genl. to storm, rage, of a man
distraught with passion, II. 1, 342,, II. 11, \•.— and He-
siod's are equiv. There is a
part. aor. mid. (\\^c)
[] in Pratin. ap. Ath. 617 D.
(The Sanscr. root is dhu, to agitate.

Hence, also,,,, Lat. fumus : also,, : akin to the
same root are,,, -,,,,,-,. Passow makes this

verb one with the foreg., the original

sense being, he thinks, to burn or fire ;

the former trans, to burn in sacrifice,

the latter intr. to flare up, rush like

fire. But this is more than dub.) [
always, as in.], , (,) like in-

cense, sweet-smelling, fragrant, ',,
Od. 5, 204 ;, Od. 4, 121 ; and
oft. in the Hymns.., ,^^, Hedyl.
ap. Ath. 486 C.,, , () that which
is burnt as incense, spice, Hdt. 2, 86. [v],, and, ov, 6,

V. sq., , , epith. of Semele, H.
Hom. 5, 21, Herm. Pind. P. 3, 177,

V'alck. Diatr. p. 154 ; hence Bacchus
himself is,^,
0pp. Cyn. 1,27.| (Plainly from .)^', ov, , Thyonichus, masc.
pr. n., Tneocr. 14, 1., , , sub., a
table for offerings, also. Hence, ov, , one who serves a, a monty-clianger, and in genl.

a prnver, examiner,.. Lye.), ov. , () sub.,
a table fir offerings : and in genl. a hos-

pitable board. Call. Dian. 134.

—

II. a
perfumer, Nic., , . a penalty, -
vai, Od. 2, 192; ', a pen-

nlii/ fixed, imposed by them, II. 13,

669. (Prob. from *,.)
+(/=.^, q. v.

>/,7/•, ;5i,=foreg., cf, Archil.

93.,() Ion. for, to

sit, Hdt. 2, 173.\, , , Thocnin, a city of
Arcadia, Paus. : , an inhab.

of Thocnia, Id. : from^, , 6, Thocnus, a son of
Lycaon, Paus. 8, 3, 2., ov, 6. Ion. and Ep. for-, a scat, chair, Hom.. and Hdt. 1,

181 .—II. a sitting, assembly, Od. 2, 26
;

15, 468, Hdt. 6, 63:, to the

sitting, Od. 5, 3 : cf. Buttm. Lexil. v.. Ep. lengthd., Od.,,. Ion. for., Hdt. : cf also.\, . , Thomas, (from Hebrew
= Greek) one of the Apostles
of Christ, N. .\,() to heap up., , , a cord, string,

twine, Hdt. 1, 199: esp. a bow-string,

Ae.sch. Pers. 401, Eum. 182. Also
written and. Hence, f. -, and perh. also -, to bind.— II. to irhip with small

cords, scourge, Anacr. 19., contr. from, Hes.
Op. ."iS?.,. ,=p,nhenp, Aesch.
(hke/ from*,, cf }.)
-•,, ,, a distinguished



Aegyptian at the Canobic mouth of

the Nile, who kindly received Mene-
laus and Helen. Od. 4, 223 ; in later

wr. a king of JEgypt.

fOuvig, , , Thonis,={orpg., H<U.

2, 114.—II. ^, a city of J2gypt, on the

Canobic branch of the Sue, called

after foreg., Strab.

iQuvlng,, ,, the Thoni-

tic lake, in Armenia, Strab., ov, 6, {) vnder penalty,

guilty.~,, .{) aflattering,

flattery, Eur. Or. 670 ;~ -; Plat. Legg. 906 ., , , {)
flattering word, flattery, Eur. Supp.
1103, Ar. Vesp. 563.

<J~v-ov, ov, , dim. from, a bit of flattery, Ar. Eq.
783.•, , , disposed to flat-

ter, fawning. Plat. Legg. 634 A. Adv.

-: from, {) to flatter, fawn on,

TLva, Soph. O. C. 1003, etc. :

-, like , to be a time-

server, Pseuiio-Phocyl. 87.—II to de-

ceive by flattery, wheedle, Ar. Ach. 657., , , {-)=.-, Ar. Lys. 1037.

/., Att. contr. for -?.,
Ar. . 449., f. -,^, c. ace,

Aesch. Prom. 937, Fr. 217.-,^=-, only in Gramm., ov,,^ II, a

breast-work, bulwark, Aesch. Theb. 32., f. -, () to arm.

with a breast-plate or corselet,-, Xen. Cyr. 8,

8, 22 ; oi, cuirassiers,

Thuc. 2, 100.— II. in genl. to cover

with defensive armour,/., Xeu. Cyr. 6, 1, 29.

—

III. in genl, to arm, prepare for fight,

., of wild boars. Anst. H. A.

QupaKiov, ov, , dim. from,
and in genl. defence, covering, guard :

esp.—1. a defence for those who worked

the battering-ram, Lat. pluteus, Diod.

—

II. the tower on the back of elephants, or

rather a part of this, Polyb.—III. part

of the cross-trees of a ship, Lat. carche-

sia, Asclepiad. ap. Ath. 475 A. [<2], . ,{) an
arming with breast-plates, LXX., ov, 6, a soldier armed
only with a breast-plate, Polyb., ov, {,-) armed with a breast-plate, [], , {,;
making breast-plates, Xen. Mem. 3,

JO, 9.\~, ov, 6, {,-) a seller of breast plates, a charac-

ter in Ar. Pac., ov. Ion..,{-,) wearing a breast-plate, a

cuirassier, Hdt. 7, 89, 92.,, . Ion. and Ep. -,
7), a breast-plate, cuirass, corslet, oft.

in 11•, never in Od. : it is usu. called/., and from the rich work on
it —/,,,-
/., etc. ; also of linen in Hdt. 3, 47,

etc. : (5i—?-oof 7}, a double-plated

cuirass. Or the double cuirass, i. e. con-

Eisiing of breast and back piece join-

ed with clasps {), Lat. hrica, II.

4, 133 ; 20, 415: later of armour in

genl., cf II.—II. the part

covered by the breast plate, the whole

fore-part of the body, from the neck to

the middle, Hipp. : but—2. in later

medic, the breast properly so called,

the chest. Gal.—III. the breasl-work of

a wall, like : but also the

strong outer wall or curtain, Lat. lorica

moenium, Hdt. 1, 181.—IV. a bust,^, Ion. -, , .
Thorax, masc. pr. ., a Thessalian,

Pind. P. 10, 100.—2. of Larissa in

Thessaly, Hdt. 9, 1, 38.-3. a Spar-

tan, Xen. Hell. 2, 1, 18., ov, Ion. for-., ov, ,{) armed

with breast-plate or cuirass, II. always

in plur. and usu., ttvku ., armed with

stout cuirass.,, . Ion. and Ep. for, W., , , the wearing of a

cuirass.—II. a drinking ofunmixed wine,

drunkenness, Hipp. : from, f. -, like, to

arm with a breast-plate or cuirass, and
in genl. to arm, harness, II. More usu.

in pass,, f.- : aor., inf. : to arm
one's self, put one's harness on, oft. in

II., once in Od., 23, 369 ;
-

: in II. usu. -
: , also

for war, II. 20, 329 ;, Ar. Ach. 1134, cf. sq.—II.

Ion. and poet., in act. also to make
drunk, Theogn. 840 : usu. in mid., to

drink unmixed wine, to get drunk, like, with or without, Theogn.
413, 470, 508, 880, and Hipp. ; and so

too Ar. Ach. 1135. This sense is

prob. metaph. to arm, fortify one's self

against the cares of life, cf. Hor. in

praelia trudit inermem.^,, , Thorycion. masc.
pr. n., an Athenian, Ar. Ran. 363.',, , also , a beast of

prey of the wolf kind, perh. the jackal

or lynx, , II. 11, 474;
named with leopards and wolves, II.

13, 103 : there was another larger

kind, which the Greeks usu. called

tiger. (Prob. akin to.)
,".,= signf. , in

pass. Soph. Fr. 183: and -
or are quoted from

Aesch. Fr. 41, in signf. oi.,, ,{) bark-

er, roarer, crier, Anth., , not,,,,,
Ion. for., Hdt ; cf. also., . -, of a dog, to bark,

bay, Hom. : of a gnat, to buzz, Aesch.

Ag. 893 : in genl. to cry aloud, shcntt

out, c. ace. cognato, ?io} ov,?.,
Aesch. Pr. 393, 1041 ; Eur. Hec.
115: ., to shout to dogs, Eur.

Hipp. 219. (Perh. akin to .), , , Ep. for,, wondrous, Hes. Sc. 165,

ubi al.. []', gen. -, , a flatterer,

faumer,false friend, Hdt. 3, 80.—II. as

adj. , fair false words
Plat. Theaet. 175 E, v. Ruhnk. Tim.

I

I. I,, , indecl., ninth letter

of the Gr. alphabet : as numeral t'=
10, but ,«=10.000.
Always pronounced as a vowel

:

even when poet, it coalesces with a
following vowel like y, it is not deem-
ed a consonant, for it has no influence

on the length of the foreg. syll. This
crasis occurs with in Od. 4, 126 ; 8,

560, etc., v. Spitzn. Vers. Her. p. 187,

190, more freq. later, v. Jac. A. P. p.

585, SeicU. Dochm. p. 385. The i

subscriptum vas called by the Gt.
gramm., adscrrp-

turn, and was so written, e. g., not
: the present mode came into use

iri the 13th century.
Changes of t

;—I. I was easily ex-
changed with , whence forms like' and, '. and 17.7] : I was
sometimes exchanged vith , e. g.

and : but more freq. it is

inserted to lengthen the syll., e. g.,,,,,,,, for , ,,,,,,.— II. in form-

ing words, and are sometimes in-

terchanged, Butlm. Lexil. v. ainjvo-

30.—III. some words have pre-

fixed, as .—IV. others take
before i, , .
The quantity of t varies. It is a

common termin. of adverbs, but even
here no law has yet been obtained,

Spitzn. Vers. Heroic, p. 47, Gottl.

Theodos. p. 74. 229.

-i, iota demonstrativum, which in the
language of Attic conversation is at-

tached to all cases of all demonstr.
pronouns, to strengthen their force,

and as it were point out the individ-

ual, e. g.,,, Lat.
hicce,, , ,,.,, etc. :

also with demonstr. advs., as,.,, •. Of these
such as end in take the ?.-

before a vowel, as,.. In all these, the
last syll. is long, and has the accent,

whereas a long vowel or diphthong
in penult, is shortened, e. g.,
OVTOU.
, or I. asnom. of the reflex, pron.

ov, sui, of which we have nom. c.

Soph. Fr. 418, dat. iv (or Iv),
sibi ipsi, Hes. Fr. 66. cf. Bockh Pind.
P. 4, 36 (62) : ace. 'iv or a•, Schneid.
Ibyc. \.. 103, which ace. to Hesych.
was Cyprian. The fullest discussion
on the word will be found in Ellendt
Lex. Soph. Compare the forms,,, ',.
', . Ion. ,^, , voice,

cry, Orac. ap. Hdt. 1, 85, Aesch. Pers,
936 :/ Eur. Rhes. 553

:

also written la. \]
'\a,. ), lav, old Ion. fern, of

for, one', freq. in 11., in Od. more
rare. Besides the fem. only the dat.

neut. occurs ; v. . {la is to,
as to mola, and eo to meo.) [nom.
and ace. ^ "], . heterog. plur. of, an ar-

row, II. 20, 68. [I]

'la, . plur. from lov, a violet, H.
Hom. Cer. 6. [i]

:'1,, , ladmon, a Samian,
who owned Aesop as a slave, but gave
him his liberty, Hdt. 2, 134., ov, , lairus, one of the ru-

lers of the synagogue at Capernaum,
N. T.,, ol, the lazyges, one ot

the parent stems of the Sarmatae in
Europe and Asia, Strab., Arr. An.
'\, . -, ('luf) to speak, dress,

etc. like an Ionian ; to favour the Inni•

ans : also. []
,', {lov) to be of a violet colour,

Heliod., exclam. of triumph, Ar. Lys.

1292, Eccl. 1179.

'laiSoi. comic exclamation for al-, Ar. Vesp. 1338. []', fut., aor., aor.

pass., to warm, heat, /., Od. 8. 426,, Od. 10,

359.—2. to melt, soften, strictly by heat,, Od. 12, 175 : hence
631



IAAA
metaph., , to melt the
heart, 11. 21, 119.—3. more usu. in

Hoin. {0 warm, cheer, refresh, II. 19, 174,

H. floin. Ccr. 43.5, zXso iaivtiv
Tivi, Od. 15, 379 ; esp. in pass, iv

'//, kvl-
civ, also, /.

and : c «at. to

take delight in a thing, Od. 19, 537,, his brow grew calm,

11. 15, 103, cf. hat. fovere. Later, as
in Q. Sm., is used 5=:,
to which it is prob. akin. Mostly
Ep., but also in Alcm., and Pind.

[t except in augm. tenses, e. g. Od.
16, 165 : once however at the begin-
ning of a verse i without augin., Od.
22, 59, and so freq. later.]

floioa, , , laera, a Nereid, II. 18,

42., , , Ciuf) Ionic, Ath. 440
B.. , sub.,, the Ionic

dialect, Jac. A. P. p. 76. Adv.- []'\, , , Sicyonic name a

perfumed kind of garland, Philet. 45., , (, )
bearing the image of Bacchus on his ies-

tivals, Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 470. [I]',=^'1, to shout•
Yoc, also c. ace. cognato,. auvi/v,
Bdt. 8, 65. [i]',,, Bacchanalian,, Philet. 22. []^, , , the temple of Bac-
chus, Plut. Arist. 27. [r]',=1. : hence in genl.

to shoal, cry aloud, v. sub. [], , , . sub.,, , lacchos, mystic name
of Bacchus, Valck. Hdt. 8.'65.—2. the

Bacchanalian shout. In Eur. Cycl. 69,

the word is found as if an adj.,'], the latter word is prob. a
gloss tointerpr.. (From,,, stricily the god of noise

and revelry.) \l]

flojiuS, indecl., (in Joseph.-, ), , Jacob, masc. pr. n., the
patriarch, LXX., N. T. : in Rom. 11,

26, for the Israelites, the descendants of
Jacoh,—2. the father of Joseph the
husband of Mary, N. T. Matth. 1, 15., ov, , James, the son of
Zebedee, one of the apostles, N. T.
Matth. 4, 21, etc.—2. the son of Al-
phtus, an apostle, Id. 10, 3, etc.—3.

the brother of Christ, by many com-
ment, considered same as No. 2, Gal.

1, 19., f. -. Ion. ., {-) to bewail. Call. Hence,. Ion. ., ij, a wail-

ing woman, restored to Aesch. Cho.
424, by Heriii. Opusc. 4, 338, from
Hesych.'7, ov, 6, Ion.7^, a wail,

lament, dirge, Aesch. Supp. 116, Eur.
Phoen. 1034, etc. Proverb. ?., of something tedious and
dull.— II. as adj., hapless, melancholy,
Theocr. 15, 98. (Prob. from the cry

, .)[], f.', aor., inf. ..,
to send forth,%> ', II. 8,

300: in Horn. usu. in phrase e-'-, they put forth their

hands to the dishes ; and so, .
Od. 10, 376 : but

/.7., laid hands upon them, Od. 9,

288, cf./ : also,' ?, threw chains over, put
chains on thy hands, II. 15, 19 : more
frcii. (' ', Od.—2. rarely c.

ace. object!, ,
astail One with insults, Lat. iguo-

minia petere, Od. 13, 142, cf. 2.—3. Later, simply lo send, ..,
Aesch. Pr. 659, cf. Cho. 45 : /,-
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IAMB, to give tongue, howl, A nth.
;

/., to imprint, set down the loot,

Nic. The Lat. miltrre and imrnittere

usu. answer to it.—II. intr. sub. -, to send, dismiss o)ie's self, i. e. lo

flee, run. fly, Hes. Th. 269, in genl.

to hurry, like Lat. milti and ferri, cf.. Ep word, also in Aesch. 1. c.

:

if used in Att , it should be written/ ace. to Arcad., cf. '.
(Prob. like -, a causative formed
from- i-re.) [I except in augm.
tenses : and these are never found in

Horn.]

t'luA/ZflOf, ov, 6, lalmenus, son of
Mars and Astyoche, ruled in Boeotian
Orchomenus, II. 2, 512; 9, 42; also

an Argonaut, Apollod., ,, verb. adj. from,
sent, dispatched, Aesch. Cho. 22. [ij+)• , a, ov, oflalysus, lalysian,

Dion. P. : ij, the territory of
lal., Diod. S. [v]', , . Ion. '7), laly-

sus, son of Cercaphus and Cydippe,
Pind. O. 7, 136 ; founder of

—

. a city

in the island of Rhodes, laliso, II. 2,

656; Thuc. 8, 44, in Ion. form ; also

written ?;'{•, Hdt. 1, 144, and
so in Hom. I. c. by some edd., because
the is elsewhere short.,, . Ion. (.)
a means of healing, remedy, medicine,

Hdt. 3, 130, and Plat.3. ov, ,{,-) a writer of iambics : v. sub-. [], ov, () in iambics,

TO, iambic verse, At. Ran.
1133, and Plat, [], ,(,)
glutton at iambics, as Dem. (274, 6.)

called Aeschines, who had formerly
been a player : formerly read-., oii, , an asynarlete

verse, formed by substituting an iambic

petithemimerfor the former halfofa pen-
tameter. Hephaest. p. 91, Gaisf., , , lambe., a slave of Ce-
leus and Metaneira at Eleusis, who
by her jests extorted a smile from
Ceres when distressed for the loss of

Proserpina. H. Hom. Cer. 195, said to

have given name to the iambic metre.

in, f. -u(Tt;,= sq., A nth., f. -,() to assail

in iambics : in genl. to lampoon,,
Arist. Poet., ?/, , iambic, Dion. H.-^/, ov, ,() one who
writes iambics, or lampoons. Ath., ov, , lamblichus, a cel-

ebrated philosopher and writer.^', ov,,^=-. [], ,(,) like

an iambus, Aristid. Quintil., , to write iambics,

Arist. Poet. : from, ,(,) a

writer of iambics, Arist. Poet., ov, , an iambus, a metri-
cal foot consisting of a short and a
long syll , --, Plat. Rep. 400 B.— II.

an iambic verse, esp. the trimeter or sen-

arius, first used by the sarcastic wri-
ters Archilochus and Hipponax, Hdt.
1, 12, Ar. Ran. 661, cf Horace's cri-

minosi Iambi; and then in the Attic

Drama.—III. an iambic poem, esp. a
lampoon, Strab. : but when so, usu. in

phir.. Plat. Legg. 935 : hence—2.

a drama, esp. a kind of extempore play
got up, acc. to Ath. 622 B, by-?., who themselves had the
same name. (Referred by Riemer

lAON
and Pott to, to attack, assail,

as being the foot or metre first used
by satiric writers, v. supr. The term
recurs in -, -,
words of which the origin is quite un-
certain.) cf..?,, ov, 6, lambftlus, an his-
torian, Luc./, ov, a, lambres, an jEgyp-
tian magician, who with lannes op-
posed the authority of Moses, N. T.. 7/r, , a musical instru-

ment, used lo accompany, Ath.:
distinct from the. []. ,(,) iam-
bic, satirical, Philostr., , , wet low land, mead-
ows, marshes, late form of.
[i], ov, b, laminus, a Trojan,
II. 12. 139. [],, ol, the lamidae, the de-
scendants of lamus in Elis, a cele-
brated family of seers, Pind. O. 6, 121,
Hdt. 5, 44: v.., ov, , lamites, inasc. pr.

n., Strab.,, , lamnia, a small town
of Phoenicia, Strab., , ,=, Nic. [t], , , lamus, son of Apollo
and Euadne, a seer, Paus. 6, 2, 5, cf.

Pind. O. 6, 50, sqq., 82-87., gen., , esp. in plur.. contr. for,, an
Ionian, Aesch. [i], , , lunassa, a Nereid,
11. 18, 47., , , lanlra, a Nereid, II,

18, 44.—2. a daughter of Oceanus, H.
Hom. Cer. 421, Hes, Th. 356., , , lanthe, a daughter of
Oceanus, H. Hom. Cer. 418, Hes.
Th. 349., , , aor, 1 pass, from, Hom.^'. . ov. (,) violet-

coloured, Plin. : Hesych. has also a
subst.,=. [«1. ov, . laniscus, a king of
Sicyon, Paus. 2, 6, 6., 6, indecl., lanna, masc. pr.

n., N. T. ^', ov, 6, lannes. an .Egyptian
magician, N. T., v..^^\. , . Injcarles, a river of
Sogdiana falling into the sea of Aral,

now the iSi>, Dion. P. ; Strab. : Hdt,
confounds it with the Oxus, v. Bwhr
ad Hdt. 4, 40 ; and later wr. with the
Tanais., fut. Ion. and
Ep.. aor., Dep. mid.,

to heal, cure,, II. 12, 2. H<it. etc.

;

, Od. 9, 525 : absol. Od. 9,

520 : from Pind. downwds. also, -
: orig. only of wounds

and outward hurts : then metaph.,

i.,, Eur. ; and
proverb., , to make
bad worse, Hdt. 3, 53. cf. Aesch. Fr.

409, Thuc. 5. 65. In aor. /•. also

as pass, to be healed, to recover ; and SO

in pf.. . . (Akin to .)[ always in Hom. : later, esp. iu

Anth.], barbarism forsq., Ar, Acli,

104., , . lengthd. for "],
the lonians, including, acc. to II. 13,

685, H. Ap. 147, the inhabitants of

Attica and Megara, v. Heyne II. T. 6,

p. 287. In Persian it wa8="E/?i?;-, Aesch. Pers. 178, 563. [lu] The
sing. is more rare, Theocr. 16,

57.

f\aovi%, , /, fem. adj. Ionian,

Nic. ap. Ath, 683 B.



', , , Ionian, poet, for*. Aesch. Supp. 69.~•. , , son of lapefiis,

i. e. ProuiRtheus, Hes. Th."528 ; Ap.
Rh. 3. 1087. (formed as from a pre-

vious patron, 'la-trioiv, instead of

£7<<5//•, V. Buttm. Ausf. G. 2,

^ 119, anm. 29, ed. Lob.)-, , . nf lapetus, de-

scended from lapetus, Pind. O. 9. 81., , , lapetus, a Titan,
son of Uranns and Gaea, husband of
Clvmene. and father of Prometheus
and Epimetheus, 11. 8, 479 : Hes. Th.
507.—Met. of an oWmnn, irrev. ofone's
father, old lapetus. Ar. Nub. 998.-2.
a hero, father of Buphagus, Paus.
T'lciaofSff., 01. the Lipodes, a Cel-

tic race in Illyria, Strab. Hence, , , of the lapodes,

Strab., a burlesque exclama-
tion of pain, Ar. Thcsin. 945.', f -/',=:<(, to send,

drive, as in Horn, : he only
has the simple in the phrase~-, sub., to

put forth (her hands) against her fair

Dody, i. e. smile her breasts, etc., for

grief, like, Lat. plangere,

Od. 2, 376 ; 4, 749 : later esp. of mis-
siles, to send forth, shoot, /., Aesch.
Theb. 544, cf 525 : in genl. to set in

motion, hence even,—-. to begin, lendtte dance, Soph. Aj.

700.—2. rarely c. ace. objecti,, to assail one with words.

Soph. Aj. 501, cf II : hence,

esp. in Alexandr. poets, to handle

roughly, wound, hurt, injure, and so in

pass., , Theocr. 2, 82
;, Mosch.. etc.

(Ace. to some from : but like?, is prob. a causative

formed from a neiit. verb of motion,
V. Pott Etvm. Forsch. 1, p. 195)— II.

intr., like iu?,?jj, sub., to rush,

ktirry, Aesch. Supp. 547; and,

e~' , aiming at him,
meant for him, Id. Ag. 1549, thou eh
there some read alvov. [], , . Ion., the

I'lpijges, lapugians, inhab. of lapygia

in Italy, Hdt. 7, 170. Strab. 279. [
V. Spitzn. Pros. . 59, 2, a, note.],, . Ion., lapy-

gia, a region of Magna Graecia in

Italy, corresponding nearly to Messa-
pia, or in genl. to Apulia, Hdt. 3, 138.

Hence
+'7'')'(•, a, OV, of lapygia, Inpy-

gian ;, the Inpygian promontory,

at the south-eastern point of lap.,

now Cnjio di Lcuca, Thuc. 6. 29.',, . Ion. 'If/nv^.ilipyx,

son of Daedalus, who settled in south-

ern Italy, and ace. to fable gave name
to the land, Strab. p. 279, etc.— II. an
Iapygian.\—2. the north-west, or strictly

westturrth-west wind, as blowing from
that quarter, Arist. Mun. [a], a, ov, of or belonging to

larbas ; /3. a union with

Jarbas. Anth.'^, ov, o,^=:sq. 1, Strab., ov. , the lardanus, a

small river of Elis, II. 7. 135.-2. a

river of Crete. Od. 3, 292.—II. a king
of Lydia, father of Omphale, Hdt.

1,7.^, , indecl., lared, masc. pr.

n.. N.T.
'luf,. , adj. fern., Ionic, Hdt.

5, 33, etc.—II. as subst.— 1. an Ionian

woman, sub. -, Hdt. 1,92.—2. the

.Ionic dialect. Luc. sub. ?. or, [], 3 pi. pres. from, to go,

lATO
II. 16, 160. [r«]—II. [la], for

from to be, Nic. Fr. 2, 2 ; but
this is dub., 3 pi. pres. from for., ov, , son of lasius. i. e.

Amphion, Od. 11, 283: or Dmetor,
Od. 17, 443 : in genl. descendant of
lasius, Strab. p. 371., ov, () to be cured,

curable, Aesch. Pr. 475, and Plat.

:

appeasable, Eur. Or. 399. [<a]?], ,,=.,, , lasius, king of Orcho-
menus, father of Amphion, Od. 11,

282.—2. son of Lycurgus, the Arca-
dian, father of Atalanta, Callim. H.
Dian. 215 : in Apollod., and
Ael.., Ion.,, , {)
healing, a cure, remedy, Hipp., and
Soph.'El. 876.',, b, lasion, son of Ju-
piterand Electra, a favourite of Ceres,
Od. 5, 125 ; Theocr. 3, 50 : in Hes.
Th. 970' ; cf also 2./, , , a plant of the con-

imlrnlus kind, Theophr., either the
bindweed itself, or sheepsbit, which is

now called iasione. [la]. ov,, and,,
, a Persian perfume, perh. oil of jas-

min., ov, , Ep. and Ion..,
son of Jason, i. e. Euneus, 11. 7, 468

;

21.40., a ov, of or belonging to

Jason,, Theocr. 22, 31 : hence^', the Insoninn promon-
tory, in Pontes, between Cotyore and
the Ins, wh^re Jason is said to have
landed with the Argonauts, Xen. An.
5, 10, 1, now Yasun Burn ; ,
Strab.—2. <)'. Mount
Insniiius, in the north of Media, Strab.

t(£of, nv, . Iasus,=lo 2.—2.

son of Argos and Euadne, father of
Agenor, .Vpollod. ; from him ".\)
was called, Od. ]^, 246—3.
son of Argus Panoptes and Ismene,
Apollod. 2, 1, 3.-4. son of Sphelus,
leader of the Athenians, II. 15, 332.
Hence, ov, nf or belonging to lasus
{2-, Od. 18, 216. [i]'• and. ov, . lasvs, a
city of Caria, now Asse?n or Assan,
Thuc. 8. 28 : hence, , ,
of lasus, lasinn.. Gulfoflasus,
now Assem-Kalessi, lb.

^,), f. -, to be like a jasper,

Diosc. • [i] from, '^,, a precious stone, jas-

per. Plat" Phaed. 110 D, cf Diosc. 5,

160. [], adv., () in the Ionic fash-
ion. Plat. Lach. 188 D: in the Ionic

mode (of music). Id. Rep. 308 : in

the Innic dialect, Luc. [la] Hence, a, oi•, Ionic. [], contr. , i], [)
laso, the goddess of healin", and health,

daughter of Aesculapius, Ar. Plut.

\. Ion. '\., , Jasm,
son ofAeson. leader of the Argonauts,
II. 7, 469; 21, 41 ; Pind. ; etc.—2. a
king of Pherae in Thessalv, Xen.
Hell. 6, 1.—Others in Isocr.,' Polyb.,
N. T., etc. [a], Ep.,, , poet for, a chirurgeon, surgeon ; later, a
physician, Horn. ; i, Od. 17,
384. [i, in Anth. also t.] Hence. a, ov, healing, ,
sub., the healing art, medicine,

Aretae. [id],, oi',=fureg., Diosc. [m], 3 impf. from, II. [/"]

lAXfi, , ,() snb; ^',
the art of medicine. Soph, Tr. 1002. [], , .{) curable, Plat.
Legg. 862 C. [,-]',,,=1. []'1?.~,, ,{,-) surgeon who practises by anoint-
ing, friction, and exercise, Plin. Hence, -, f/, 8\ib,,
the practice ofan. Id., , ,{) a healing,

means of healing, Arist. Eth. N. [iu], ov, ,{) a sur-

geon's shop, surgery. Hipp.—II. a medi-
cal man's fee, expense of a cure, LXX.,, ,=, Plat.

:

from,{) to heal, cure,.
Plat. Legg. 857 D ; and in pass., to be
under medical care. Id. Rep. 357 C, etc.—2. intr. to practise medicine, be a sur-
geon or physician, Diosc. [id], , , fem. from, a
female surgeon or physician, Alex. In-
cert. 80., ,, of ox belonging to an, or to medicine, Hipp. : skilled

in medicine. Plat. : ^ -, sub.,
surgery, medicine, Hdt. 2, 84 ; 3, 129,
etc. Adv. -., , }.=, esp. a mid-
wife, late, Lob. Phryn. 651.'.,, , lalrocles, masc.
pr. n., an Athenian, Oratt.^/, , {,) to

speak or treat nf medicine, Diog. L.,. oi, those who
practised medicine in conjunction with
astrology, as was esp. the case iu
^?ypt._, , , a midwife, Inscr.'., ,{,-) physician and seer, of Ajiollo and
Aesculapius, Aesch. Supp. 263. cf.

Eum. C2. Ar. Plut. 11: in genl.=, Id. Ag. 162.3.', ov, ,= II., ov. . Ion. and Ep.,{) surgeon. Horn ;/^,
II. 11, 514 ; also//, Diogen. ap.
Ath. 636 A. [l, Att. also t]. ov, 6, a professor of
medicine, late word.. ov. ,{,)
a practisrr of medicine, Ar. Nub. 332., and, interj.

alas, ah, woe is me ! Ar. Nub. 707, etc.,, . Ion., poet,
for, [m]

'lav, a shout in answer to one call-

ing, ho! holla! Ar. Ran. 272.—IL
Uke Inv, a cry of grief, ah ! \], ov, , {) a sleeping-

place, esp. of wild beasts, den, lair,

Lye— II. .^ep. [i], exclamation of joy. ho!
Ar. Ran. 1029. [r], {) sleep, Horn. ; also in
genl. to lie, lodge, pass the night, wheth-
er sleeping or awake, Horn. ;, II. 9, 325 : of wild
beasts, Od. 9, 184, etc. : hence in gen),

to be, dwellin a place.— II. trans., to rest the foot, Eur. Phoen.
1538 ; I., to enjoy the
night's sleep, Herm. Soph. Aj. 1183 :

c. gen., like ^, Lye. [t], ov. , {',) an
archer, Anth. [/]. ,.()glad-sounding,

as Br. and Ellendt read in Soph. O. T.
1219., . (.-,^, . Horn.
Cer. 20, and so in late Ep. and Trag.
[In Trag.,,, etc. freq. in
MSS.. as Soph. O. T. 1219 ; in such
cases some would read/,,
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IBYK
V. Pors. Or. 95 1 : but Markl. Eur. L A.

1036, and Elinsl. Soph. 1. c, delend

u before ;f,
cf. sub I'm. : nay Elinsl.

aftervvrds. asserted that in Att. the a
was always Ions, v. ad. Heracl. 752,

Med. 147, et ibid, llcrin., cf. also Jul-

lendt Lex. Soph. v. .^, , , {) cry, in II. the

shout both of the victor and the van-

quished : a wnil. shriek, Od. 11, 43:

later usu. oi joyful shouts, Eur. Med.

147, Bacch. 14'J: in getil. a loud sound,, Pind. P. 3, 29 ; also, i. -; Poet. ap. Plut. 2, 1104 E. [^•

fbreg], , ?/, lache, a nymph, com-
panion of Proserpina, H. Horn. Cer.

419. [<a].,, , , (.) a cry,

shout'. Eur. H. F. 883. [], ,=, dub. ap. Orph.., mdtid, softened: metaph.

at ease, tranquil: akin to', q. v. []^', part. perf. fein. from sq., f., perf, to cry,

shout, in Horn. csp. of battle-shouts

and wailing: later usu. to shout joy-

fully : in late poets c. ace. cognato,

I.,, to utter..., Nonn.

—

IT. of things, to resound, as of an echo,

Od. 9. 395 ; of the waves, to roar, II.

1, 482 ; of a shield, tu ring, Hes. Sc.

232 ; of hot iron in water, to hi.is, Od.

9, 392. (Prob, from la, akin to,,,,) \y • sub

(.\,,, 7},=^1, . 2, 712;

Find.; etc.

'lawp,, , ..—11. the, a tributary of the Alpheus in

Elis Pisatis, Call.Jov. 21. [ta]-., ,{) the rope

of a draw-well., , to draw water, like-
: from

'13, . , and, , , water-bucket or

pitcher, cf. 137/. [']13?, , . Ibandli.i, masc.
pr. ., of Mylassa in Caria. Hdt. 5, 37.. 6, a plug in a ship^s bottom,

which can be taken out to dram the

hold, Eustath. 525, 34 ; 858. 38., ov, , =,,
hence,3.
Xljhjp,, , the tbcrus, now Rbro,

a river of Spain, Polyb., Strab.— II.

an Iberian, a Spaniard, oi/, the

Iberians, Spaniards, Hdt. 7, 165
;

Strab.—2. the Iberians, inhab. of Ibe-

ria ill Asia, Strab. Hence]3. , . Iberia, Spain so call-

ed from the Iberus. Hdt. 1, 163, etc.,

more strictly iii Greek wr. only the

seacoast from the pillars of Hercules
to the Pyrenees.—2. a region in .\sia

between the Poutus Euxiiius and the
Caspian, Strab. : and, , , Iberian, Spanish,

Strab. ;
pecul. fern., ,

Anth.
'13, , , a kind of cress,

Diosc. ( Prob. from its place of
growth.)

'\, gen. Ion., Att.,
ace., , the ibis, an ^Egyptian bird,

feeding on worms and aquatic ani-

mals, to which divine honours were
paid. There were two kinds, Hdt. 2,

75, 76., , , Lat. hibiscus, a kind
of marsh-mallou:.^=(L?\.6aia, Diosc.

'^, and, , to sound the

trumpet : hence, 6, and -,, a trumpeter, only in Gramm.
[Akin to, Lat. buccina.'\, ov, o//6ycus, Plat. Parm.
137 A. From
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, , 6. Ibycus, a lyric poet

of Khegiuni, lived in Sainos, a con-

temporary of Croesus, Ar. Th. 161.

'lv(5;/, , , a mortar, Hipp. : also. HeiiCC. f. -', to pound in a inortar.

'lyoiov, ov, TO, dim. from.". . oldest Att. fonu lor,
Solon 30, cf Lob. Phryn. 165.,, ,[)) apound-
ing.— II. a dance, in which there was
much stamping.. , ol, the Ligures In-

ganni, a people of Liguria in the
neighbourhood of Genua, Strab.

•)/(, part,, perf. of-
; Soph. : most usu. in compd.., .,:=, Lat.

indigenae, Rhodian word.-,, . Ion. and Ep.,and even
Att.,, the hollow or hinder part of
the knee. Lat. poples, II. 13, 212 :-, in wrestling, a stroke
behind the knee making the joint

give way, cf. II. 23, 726. (Formed
from, liKe and—- [.
but prob. only by necessity of the
metre, cf. sq.], [], ^,= foreg.,. Hom.
Merc. 152. Theocr. has the ace. ty-

vva. for lyvvv., , poet, and Ion.,, Ida,

a mountain in Phrygia near Troy, II.

;

Trag.; etc.—2. a mountain of Crete
on which Jupiter was reared, Dion.
P. ; Strab.; etc. : hence,^,
. 16. 605, and Trag.— II. in Ion. Gr., as appellat., any wqpdy mountain,

and ,0^=, a thick wood, wood, copse,

usu. in plur., e. g. Hdt. 1, 110 ; 4, 175
;

7, 111 ; but also in sing., 4, 109; and
so, ~. timber for ship-

building, Hdt. 5, 23.'[i]

t'ltiaiu, , , Idnea, daughter of

Dardanus. wife of Phineiis, Apollod.

3, 12, 1.—2. a nymph, mother of Teu-
cer. Id.\, ov, b, Idaeus, a herald of the

Trojans, II. 7, 276.-2. a son of Dares,

a Trojan, II. 5, 11.—3. a charioteer of

Priam. II. 21, 325, perhaps same as

No. 1.—Others in Pans.\', a, ov, of Ida, Idaean, II.,

Trag., etc. : v. sub-. ov, . Idaeus, a place in

the Thracian Chersonese on the
Hellespont, Thuc. 8, 104., ov,() causing sweat or

perspiration,, Hes. Op. 413.

[]—\\.=. [], . , Idalivm, a prom-
ontory and city of Cyprus with a

temple and grove of Venus, Theocr.
15. 106. [], ov, , Idnnthyrsus, a
king of the Scythians, Hdt. 4, 76.', , , {,) exist-

ins only in conception, ideal, Tim. Locr.
97 D. [r], , {.) fair, comely,

Call. [6]

\'\<\ar, a Ep. , b, Idas, son of
Aphareus of Messene, one of the Cal-
ydonian hunters, Pind. N. 10, 112
sqq.— 2. son of Aegyptus, Apollod.

—

Others in Pans., etc.

(5, conjunct.. Ion. and Ep. for, and. Horn., only once in Trag.,
Soph. Ant. 909. [--, but in Hom.
always with ult. long by position and
caesura.]

(5, or , imperat. aor. from f-. , behold, Hom. [t], 3 sing. aor. 2, Ep. for. he saw, Hom. []
'l(5t'a, . , Ion., Ci^eiv)form,

outward semblance, look, Pind.—2. in

genl. the look, appearance of a thinj,
as opp. to its reality, Lat. species,•', outward appear-
ances clieat the mind, Theogn. 128.—
3. a nature, species, kind, sort, (^''.

., Hdt. 1. 203, cf. 0. 119 : a
way, manner, lb. 100, ,
manners of death, Thuc. 3. 81, cf. lb.

83 ; 2, 51 : ;^ ,
having tried every way, Thuc. 2, 19

;, to bring in
new fashions, Ar. Nub. 547.—4.= et-, a class, species, under which indi-

viduaFs or smaller species are ranged

;

an idea or general principle for such
classification : but in the Platonic
philosophy the, were not only, but something more, viz. the per-

fect archetypes, models or patterns (Lat.
formae), oi which, resi>ectively, all

created things were the imperfect
anti-types or representations, v. esp.

Rep. 596 sq. ;, therefore might
be used for, but not for -, Stallb. I.e. A, hot v. Ritter Hist,
of Philos. 2, p. 266. note.— 5. the

leading idea, Ital. mol'ivo, after which
a speech is composed, [t][, inf. aor. 2, Ep. lengthd., Hom., Dor., Pind. [i], , . Ion. and Ep. lengthd.
for,, II. 3, 217. [I], Ion. for, subj. aor. 2 act..—II. Ep. subj. perl, of, for, to know, II. 14, 235, where others
read, as dissyll. [], , , .='(5.—. .
., 2 sing. subj. aor. 2 mid. -. Ep. for, Hom. []'\^1, , , Ideessa, a small
town of Spain, Strab.. aAwfrom Ida. II. 3, 276.^, for, Dor. fut. oi,
Theocr. 3. 37. []', v. V'f., adv., apart, privately,

Sext. Emp. : from, f. -, {) to be apart,

live retired, Hipp. : to be peculiar, dif-

ferent from others. Diod.— II. to devote

one's leisure to.. ,, A. B.—III. mid.
to appropriate to orie's self, procure. [],, comp. and
superl. of, prob from., , ,[) peculiar-

ity. Iambi., , , {) recluse,

Diog. L., , , () late form of, q. v. Adv. -., to follow one's own
counsel, take one's oiC7i way, Hdt. 7, 8,

4: but. Lob. Phryn. 621, corrects '(!., Dind. Steph. Thes.',
which occurs in Dio C., , {, ?.)=
foreg., q. v.,,{,) peculiar

in kind. opp. to. Plat. Po-
ut. 265 E.', ov, {,)
cf distinct, peculiar tongue, Strab., . to hold one's own
opinion, Dio C. : from/, ov, gen., (,) holding one's own opinion, firm,
obstinate, Arist. Eth. N., . ,{,) sepa-

rate generation, breeding only jvith one's

own kind, of species that will not breed
together, opp to, Plat. Po-
lit. 265 D., ov, (, )

written with one's oiim hand, . an
autosTaph, Gell.'\, , (,, •) to die in a peculiar way.



, , , {,-
') hunling alone for one's self:

-, private hanting, Plat. Soph. 222 D.'. . , (.) pri-

vate hunting, Plat. Soph. 223 ./, or, (idiOf,)
possessed as private property. Hipp.

'WtO/,o>/, dsp., tospeah, converse

in private with,. Plat. Theag. 121

A ; and, , , a private conversa-

tion. : a special discussion, Epicur. ap.

Diog. L. : Iroin, ov, (,) mana-
ging special affairs, name ol a magis-

trate in Aegypt under the emperor,
Strab., , {,) of
their own length, i. e. of the same length

each way, of square numbers, Arith-

met., ov, (iJiOf,) of
peculiar, strange form, Strab., , , v. sub.., , , privatefriendship :

from, ov, (^,) a pri-

vatefriend, or a friend in a private ca-

pacity, opp. to, Diod., for

which Andoc. 19, 3, has .-,, , peculiarity offeel-

ing; also opp. to. Gal. []:
and'), , be peculiarly affect-

ed ; in genl.= Lat. aegre ferre, Lob.

Phryn. 620 : from-, , {,, -
affected in a peculiar way.~, ,{,) to make

a person's own. Mid. to appropriate,

gain to one's self, like,,
Diod. Hence,, , an act of ap-

propriation ; and-,, , a making one's

own, appropriation.', , {,—) to

act independently and alone, Polyb.—2.

to mind one's own. affairs. Hence
'loto-jpayia, , , a minding one's

own affairs and interest, selfishness.

Plat. Legg. 875 B., ,=~ :

from-, ov, gen..{,) minding one's own business,

Diog. L. ; opp. to 7?.:.'~(~>,,,)
to have a peculiar look, Astrol., , , a peculiar way
of life : from, ov, {,^) liv-

ing in one's own way. Adv. -., ia, lov, Att. also , ov

:

oipn, one's own, private : in Horn, only
twice, -, Od. 3, 82,. Od.

4, 314, private business, opp. to public{) ; so too in Hdt., and Att.,

Avhere it is usu. opp. to or, in same signf. ; so too, ,
like, opp. to a public niati

{7.). Wolf Dem. 485, 14: also

ipu , Valck. Hdt. 6, 9.

—

II. own, one's own, in property, opp. to, Pind. N. 6, 55, Hdt. 7,

147, and Att. ; , or ,
private property or concerns, opp. to. -, Thuc. 2, 61, etc. ; ace.

to Phryn., less Att. than ,, etc. ; but we oft. iiud both
joined iti Att. prose, -, , ., ,
Oratt. ; and even,-. -, Andoc. 28,9; on which v. Lob.

Phryn. 441: , to mind
one's own affairs, treat on One's accou nt,

Eur. I. A. 1363, of. VI. 2.—III. pecu-

liar, separate, distinct from all else, -, Hdt. 4, 18 ; also foil, by ., peculiar and diflferent from
others, Plat. Gorg. 481 C : hence
strange, unaccustomed, Eur. Or. 558.

—

W .peculiar, appropriate, e. g.,
proper, specific words, opp. to ~-. general ones, Arist. Rhet. 3,

5, 3.—V. ., humble prose, as

opp. to, perh. from signf. 1.,

Plat. Rep. 366 E, of infr. VI. 3.—VI.
besides the usu. adv. , (Plat.

Legg. 807 B) we have ioia. Ion. ioiy,

oft. as adv., by one's self, privately,

opp. to, Hdt. 1, 132, 192, and
Att. ; also c. gen.. , apart

from, Ar. Ran. 102.—2. on one's own
account, Ar. Eq. 467.—3. in prose, opp.

to . Plat. Rep. 3G6 E, cf.

V. sub fin.—VII. the regul. comp.
and sup.,, only

occur late ; good writers use-,, prob. from, cf.

Thom. M. 466. []', ov, {, /.. )

equipt at one's own expense, /,
Plut. : but, i'd., in his own
ship. Id., , , {,,
Kpttffif)=sq., , , apeculiar tem-

perament or habit of body, idiosyncrasy,

Diosc. : from^^, ov, {,-) peculiarlif composed or tempered,

Hermes ap. Stob. Eel. 1, 938., ov, {,-) of its own independent substance.

Adv. -.
'I(5£0r;;f,, . {) a peculiari-

ty, Polyb. : private nature, -. Plat. Polit. 305 D.,, , a peculiarfashion:

from, ov, {,) ofa
peculiar fashion, sort, kind, Strab.

Adv. -., ov,{,) feed-

ing on particular things, opp. to-, Arist. A., ov,{,) ofpe-
culiarform, Hermes ap. Stob. Eel. 1,

938., , {,) shi-

ning by its own light, of the moon, An-
tipho ap. Stob. Eel. 1, p. 556., , {,) ofpeculiar
nature, Dlod., ov, {, ) with

one's own hand, ., the original man-
uscript. Adv. -.
'\, , {) to make a person's

own, appropriate. Mid. to make one's

own, appropriate to one's self. Plat.

Rep. 547 B, Legg. 742 B.", , , a sweating, perspi-

ring, Arist. Probl. \] from'. t. -, {) to sweat, Ar.
Pac. 85 ; of the cold sweat of terror,

Od. 20, 204 : in prose usu..
[ , except in Od., where penult.

short.],,,{) a property,

peculiarity of character, etc., Polyb. :

peculiar phraseology, idiom, Dion. H.
Hence, , , peculiar, charac-

teristic, Clem. Al.,, , {) a claiming

a thing as private property.— II. a sepa-

ration, distinction between things, opp.
to. Plat. Rep. 462 B., , . private life or busi-

ness, in Plat. opp. to, Legg.
696 ..—1.= : from, to be an, live re-

tired, i. e. withoutpublic business, or with-

out political power, opp. to, Xen.

Hier. 8, 5.—IL to be without any profes-
sion, be a layman. Plat. Pollt. 259 A

:

hence c. gen. rei. to be unpractised, un-
skilled in a thing, Plat. Prot. 327 A

;

so too, ., .—2. esp.
to be unskilled in gymnastics, . to

: from, ov, , () a private per-
son, one in a private station, not engaged
in public affairs, ., Hdt. 1, 32,
59, etc. ; opp, to, Id. 7, 3 ; to. Plat. Polit. 259 ; to-. (Dem.) 150. 8 ; to-, a private soldier, Xen. An. 1, 3,
ll, etc. : also an individual, as o; p. to, Thuc. 3, 10, Plat, etc.—2. as
adj., ., the life of such people, a
private station, homely 3\' of life,

Plat. Rep. 578 C.—3. oneof the common
people, a plebeian, Hdn.—II. one who
has no professional knowledge, whether
of politics or any other subject, as we
say a layman, e. g. ,
Thuc. 2,48; , a
poet or a prose-uriler. Flat. Phaedr.
258 p, ubi v. Heind. ; .', Id. Prot. 327 C ;

hence, c. gen. rei, unpractised, unskill-

ed in a thing, Lat. expers, rudu',-. Id. Prot. 345 .\ ; also, ,
Xen. Cyr. 1,5, 11 : hence in genl.

—

2. an ignorant, lU-informed man, opp.
to, Xen. Mem. 3, 12,

1, and Luc.—3. esp. one who is unprac-
tised in gymnastics, an awkiiard. clumsy
fellow, opp.to,, Luc,
cf II. 2.—IV., one's

countrymen, opp. to, Ar. Ran.
459. Hence, f. -, to put into common
langimge., . , belonging to an, or private man, opp. to what
is public property{), Hdt. 1,

21 ; 4, 164.— 11. rude, clumsy. Plat Eu-
thyd. 282 D. and so adv. -, lb. 278
D ; cf. III.—2. esp. neglecting

gymnastics, etc., hence -, to neglect them, Xen. Mem.
3, 12, 1, and Plat.,, , fern, from,
App., ov, , {) the

way or fashion of a private Or low per
son : esp. in language, a homely phrase,
Longin. : vulgarism., , {,) pri-

vately profitable, opp. to,
Stob.. Ion. and Dor. for', 1 pi,

from, Hom.—II. Ep. (or,
inf. oi, Hom., but this is usu.., Ep. for, inf of-, Horn., , r},=sq., , , knowledge, skill,

Hes. Th. 377, in plur. : from, ov. gen.,(. -) practised, skilled,, in a thing,
Anth., and Nonn.,, , Idmon, son of Apol-
lo and Gyrene, an argonaut and seer,

Ap. Rh. 1, 139.-2. a son of Aegyptus,
Apollod.—3.=(5//', Plut., , f. -, to crook, bow.
Pass, to crook one's self, double one's

self up, e«p. for pain,, of a
wounded man, II. 2, 266, Od. 8, 375,
etc. ; but he only uses aor. pass. 3
sing,. and part,., Aeol. and Ion. for,
Hom.
f, Ep. and Ion., 6,

Idomeneus. son of Deucalion, grand-
son of Minos, king of Crete, 11. 2, 643,
etc.—2. a son of Priam. Apollod.—3.

a historian of Lampsacus, Ath. 532 F,
655



, , V, Idomlne, two high

hills in Acarnania near Ambracia,

Thnc. 3, 112.

MiJoi», Ep. without augm. forsMov,

1 siiiiz. and 3 pi. aor. 2, Horn.,, , sweat, perspiration,

Hipp. : hence—2. violent heat, as ol

the dog-days, Hes Sc. 397. (Sanscr.

svid, Anglo-S. swat, etc : akin, to, .)
(SoI^ Alex,, LXX, like

7/, for, 3 plur. aor. 2.; iinperat. aor mid..
—II. but. as adv., lo ! behold ! see

there! esp.— 1. in giving or otlering a

thing, like , there ! take it .' Lai. en

tibi! as Ar. Pac. 2, 5, etc.—2. well!

as you please! Ar. Eq. 121, 157.—3. in

repeating another's words quizzingly,

as, ! y', oh yes, wine

!

wine, qiioth'a! wine, marry ! Ar. Eq.

87. 311, etc.,,, Idilbeda, now Sierra

d'Oca, a mountain of Spain. Strab.. , . Idt'imaea, a region

in the southern part of Palestine bor-

dering on Arabia, Jos., N. T. Hence, a. ov, of Idumnea, Idu-

maean; o'l. ., the Idumaeans,

Strab., , . Ion.. ()
knoiilcdee, practice, skill, TToAtpoiO, m
war 11. 16, 359.

<5£. , . Ion. U^pi7i,= {oreg.,' ?), Theocr. 22, «5, ubi al. v. 1.

tJpft'?). oin. ''.,, , Idrias, a region of

Phrygia' on the borders of Caria,

around the Maisyas. Hdt. 5, 1 18 : also

a town uf the same, .the eaiier

; hence'\, , an mhab. of

Idruis, Strab. From,, . Idrieus, son of He-

catomnus, king of Caria, Strab., Plut.,

etc., gen., Att., ,
], neut. , {. •.)
experienced, knowing, skilful. /,
Od. C, 233 • also c. inf , Od. 7, lOH ; c.

gen. rei, Hes. Sc. 351, and so Pind.

O. 1, 167. and Trag.: ahsol. in lies.

Op. 776,, the provident creature,=, the ant, as in Op. 522,-, the boneless one, for '/.-, cf.., ov, , poet, for, dat., 11. 17, 385, cf.,. [I by

uatiare.] Hence, .. -, to sweat, perspire,

Horn. (esp. in 11.) ; from toil, 11. 18,

372: from agony, II. 11, 119; c. ace.

cognato, ', ov , II.

4, 27. This verb, like its oppos. -, is contracted irreg. into and

cj, inst. oi ov and oi, hence fern. part., 11. H, 598 (also lengthd. «5-, lb. 119); 3 p\., 0\>t.. Hipp. : this however is appar.

only Ion., for in Xen. Hell. 4, 5, 7, the

bestJEdd. have', not.
[i by nature.],, , () a thing

set fast, founded, built by a person, -, Strab. : esp. a temple, like,, Hdt. 8, 144 ; and even a statue,

., Aesch. Pers. 811, cf.

Dion. H. Ant. 1,41: ,
the stay, support of the City, of the

chiefs, like Lat. columen rei, Eur.

Supp. 631., V. '., supposed pres. whence
aor. pass., of.,, ,() a founding,

foundation, buildins. esp. of temples,

etc., Plat. Rt-p. 427 B, etc. : a settle-

ment, Plut. [("', later v, Jac. A. P. p.

242.]
656

, verb. adj. from, one

inust fix, found : esp. one must inaugu-

rate a statue. Ar. Pac. 923.—II. pass., one must not sit, loiter,

Soph. Aj. 809.

(5;, f. -, aor. pass,

or, v. sub tin. To sent, make
to sit down, II. 2, 191, Od. 3, 37 ; .'/, to encamp an army, lidi. 1,

124, cf 203. Pass, to be sealed, sit still,

be quiet, II. 3, 78 ;
'

)VV7], Eur. Hipp. 639:, seat-

ed, steady, secure, Hdt. 6, 86, 1.— II. to

place firm, fix, found, esp. to set up and
dedicate \.emyi\'es. statues, Valck. Hipp.

31, trophies, F]ur. Heracl. 786 ; hence
at Athens,/ ?-, the heroes vho had statues erected

to them, Lycurg. 147, 43 : also in mid.

c. pi. pass,, to fmmd, set up for

one'sself./pov, Hdt. 1,105, but Hdt. has
also in pass, sense, 1, 69.—111.

in genl. like Lat. figcre, to fix, settle, es-

lubtish persons in a place, ,
Hipp., and Eur. Ale. 841 ; -

., to give footing to, i. e. ex-

cite intestine war, Aesch. Eum. 862.

Pert. pass,, to be fixed, placed,

situated, to lie, Lat. situm esse, ol a city,

Hdt. 2, 59 ; of nations, Id. 8, 73 : also

of local diseases, '^ '-, like, Thuc.
2, 49 : , to settle in

a place, Thuc. 1, 131 ; hut alsoc. ace,.. Eur. El. 1130. From this

pres. signf. of some assume
an act. '. which is not found.

Mid. to found, erect, establish for one's

self, Hdt. (From, as from.)
[seemingly, by nature, Eur. Heracl.

786, though Horn, makes it short in

thesis, II. 2, 191, Od, 20, 257 : in fut.

and aor. 1 act. : pf., Enr.

Heracl. 19, Hel. 820, Theocr. 117.21,

so that the inf should be written ((5-. not : aor. )7/ in

Horn, is usu. written, but

perh. (as Dind. thinks) only through
i.<;norance. cf however Lob. Phryn.
37. Late poets, as Nonn., made
even in fut. and aor. 1 act., Jac. A. P.

242.]. acc. from for,
and, dat. for. Horn.' or, , {) heat-

spots, pustules, Lat. sudamina, aestates,

Hipp., , {,) apt to

perspire, Hipp.., , {) sweat, perspi-

ration. Hom., lesp. in 11.) and Att., cf.

: also the exsudation o( trees,

glim, resin. Ion ap. Ath. 451 I) : in

genl. juice, moisture, -
of wine, Antij)h. Aphrodis.

1, 12.—11. metaph. any thing earned by

the sweat of one^s brow, Ar. Eccl. 750.

Hom. in II. has an acc. as well

as the legul., and in II. 17, 385,

the dat. for as if from -- [ by nature.]

f./,{) a pcrspirins;.. , .() sudorific,

Hipp.—-11. apt to perspire. Gal. Adv.
-, Arist. Probl., in signf. II., ov, TO, dim. from., , to make to perspire,

Arist. Probl. : and, , , a sweating, Id.

:

from,,{,) su-

dorific. Id., Ep. lengthd. and Ion. form
for.,, . Ep. part. fern, from
for. m Hom., and Hes. always
in phrase . []
t'liJi'ia, , , Idyia, a daughter of

Oceanus and Tethvs, Hes. Th. 352,

959.,()=^,
in Alt., Eustath. p. 1 154, 35, Ar. Fr. 1.

'IJw, subj. aor. 2.", Ep. subj. aor. 2, foi, 11.,, , part. aor. 2
of, Hom., , Ep. 3 sing. impf. of,
Hom. [t]^•-, indecl. «7, (and,
7/•, Jos.) Jczahel, fem. pr. n., wife of

Ahab king of Israel, LXX.
', 3 sing. impf. Ion. and Att. of, Hom. [t, rarely I, II. 3, 221 ; 16,

152.], 3 sing. opt. pres. from ,
Ep. for lot, U. 19, 209, others wrongly. [],, , part. pres. from. [t in Od.], 3 plur. pres. from, II.', pres. pasa. and mid. from
'-, /t'//;;!', present and impf. mid.
of, to hurry, hasten, cf. init., Ep. inf. pres. from ' for

'', Hes. Op. 594. [t], Ep. inf. pres. from for, II. 22, 206. [/], , ov, part. pres. pass, from, Hom. [i], V. .
'Itr, Aeol. for, 3 pi. impf. from. II. 12, 33. [], inf. pres. from, Hom., inf. pres. from ', later

Att. Ibrin.

t'ltOii, (if, ^, () Hiera, one of
the l..ii)ari islands, Thuc. 3, 88 ; also, Strab.—2. one of the
Aegates insulae, Polyb. 1, 60, 3.?., ov. ()
one uho proclaims a festival., , (,) eon-

ducting, carrying offervigs, etc. Polyb.,,,() the young

of the fnlco7i or hawk, an eyass. [], f -.() to scream
like a hnuk, Theo[)hr., ov, , hawkweed, hiera-

cium, Diosc. [a], ov, . dim. from,
Ar. Av. 1112.', ov, 6. a stone of the colour

of a hawk's neck, Plin. [i], ov, (,)
one ivho feeds hawks, a falconer, Ael., ov, (, )
hawk-eyed., ov, (, ),
hnwk-shnpcd. of the Aegypt. god Phre
(the Sun), represented with a hawk's
head, Miill. Archaol. d. Kunst, i« 232,

3, A., , (,) hawk-
like.

ipu., , Hieracnme, a town
of Caria, Polyb.^, , Hiernconnlsns,

Huivks' island, an island on the coast
of Arabia, Strab., , 6, HieramSnes, a
Persian, Thuc. 8, 58 ; Xen., , , Ion. . and
contr. '., as always in Horn.,
and Hdt., the latter with the spir. le-

nis, : a hawk or falcon : acc. to

some from , because, like all

solitary birds() it was a bird of
augury. Cf..— II. a kind of

fish, Epich. p. 37. [tf],, , Hierax, masc. pr. n.,

a Lacedaemonian, Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 3.

—Others in Dem., etc., Ion. /p., as pass., ()
to be a priest or priestess, Hdt. 2,



SS,37; also; and absol., Thuc. 2,

2, cf. Ruhnk, tim.'/., , to be,
Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 590./,, y, Hierapolts, a city

of Phrygia Major on the Maeander,
famed for its warm springs and Plu-

tomum ; its ruins are now Bambuk-
kalessi. Strab.—2. a city of Syria, the

earlier, Id. Hence/, , , of or belong-

ing to Hierapolis, HierapoUtic , Strab.~~, , , {,)
the chief priest ill some Greek states,

Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 4.,, , (in Dio C.-, .) Hierapytna, a city of

Crete, Strab. : oi, the in-

hab. of Hier., Id., , to be supreme in sacred

things : from, ov, 6, {,) a

steward or president of sacred rites,

Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 749. Hence, , , the power or post of
a, hierarchy : esp. the episco-

pate or patriarchate, Eccl., , , of or belonging to

a or. Adv. -,
Eccl. . ^, , , () the

priest's office, priesthood, Arist. Pol.,,, a sanctuary, Eccl., , ,=,
LXX. Hence, , , priestly,

Schaf. Plut. Marcell. 5., and pass.,
to be priest or priestess,, Inscr.,

^, Hdn. : EccL to be bishop., , .() belong-

ing to the priest's office, Arist. Pol.—II.

devoted to sacred purposes, esp. of the

hieratic writing of the Aegypt. priests,

Clem. ., v.. Adv.
-., , , the bearing of the

holy vessels : from', ov,{,) bearing

the holy vessels, Plut., , . Dor. for, Pind.
P. 4, 9, where however Bockh reads, Dind., cf. sq., , , fern, from, a

priestess,, II. 6, 300, and in Att.
;

esp. Trag., who also use the form. Soph. Fr. 401, Eur. Or. 261,

etc., cf Elmsl. Bacch. 1112., , ,{) a sacrifice or

festival, LXX.,,. Ion. or-
lov, the former always in Horn., the
latter in Hdt. : a victim, sacrifice : in

genl. a slaughtered animal, Horn. : Od.
11, 23, used of an offering for the dead,

for which, ace. to SchoL, or

was more correct : of cuttle

slaughteredfor food, esp.' in plur., Hdt.

2, 69, cf. Poppo Xeiy Cyr. 1, 4, 17.

[', Att. ^-, , . the

Hieres, a tribe oi/Thessaly, Thuc.
3, 92. /, , ,-=, a priest., ov, b, Jeremias, Jeremiah,

one of the greatest of the prophets of

Israel, LXX. ; N. T.
'Ifpeiif, kur Ion. / 6, Ion. nom.

in Hdy, which form is also used
bv Horn. (£) : a priest, sacrificer, II.

i;62; 16,/(J04, Hdt., etc., to whose
office the fJivination from the victim's

entrails also belonged./, ov,fitfor sacrifice, Plut.

:

from /
^, () to offer, sacrifice,, , etc., Horn., who

has the^mid. oncei Od. 19, 198.—2. in

genl. l(f kill, slaughter, esp. for a feast,

42

Od. 2, 56 ;, in honour of a guest,

Od. 14, 414, etc. ; also, -, Od. 24, 215.—3. to make sacred,

consecrate, devote to a god or to his ser-

vice, Paus.—II. intr. to be a priest.

[In Od. 14, 94, must be pro-

nounced in four syll. -], , ,=, a priestess,

Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 150 ; cf.,., , , Ion. for,
Horn., Ion. for., , , Att. poet, form of, a priestess, q. v.', f. -', to consecrate ; to pu-

rify.,, ,=, a priestess,

Plut., ov, 6,{) a purifier.,, , a suppliant, Aesch.
Fr. 83., , indecl. and,
o^'Of,Joseph.,/^cAo, a city ofPales-

tine, northeast of Jerusalem, near the

Jordan, LXX. ; N. T.. , , lernc, a name of Ire-

land, Arist. Mund. 3, 12. Hence
t'lepvtf,, , fern. adj. of lerne.—. vo,=ioeg., Orph., , ,{,)

literally, holy-wort, a name of vervain,

Lat. verbena, because used in sacrifi-

ces, purifications, and as an amulet,
Diosc. ; also called. [«J/., ov, b, {',)
an engraver of hieroglyphics. Hence?., , , hieroglyphic

:

Tu ., with or without,
the mystic way of writing on monu-
ments practised by the Aegyptian
priests, Clem. .. and Luc: these
records were copied on papyri in a
different character(), Clem.
Al. : and this again simplified, for

common purposes, into the
(Hdt. 2, 36), which Clem, calls the, v. Miiller

Archaol. d. Kunst
(J
216 : the

of Hdt. prob. comprehend-
ed both the first two kinds.',,^=. []', ov, (,)
of holy, prophetic tongue, Epigr., , , a sacred

scribe, a lower order of the Aegypt.
priesthood ; their duties were to keep
the sacred records, teach the forms
and rites, and take care for their ob-

servance, Clem. Al., and Luc.,, , {) repre-

sentations of holy things. Hence, , to represent, depict

holy things :, ,=
foreg. Hence, , , a sketching out,

representation of holy things., , gen. , (,) epith. of frankincense, with

hallowed tears or gtim.'?., ,(,)
a teacher of holy things : at Rome, the

Pontifex, Dion. H., ov, (,) re-

ceiving sacrifices, Aesch. Supp. 363., ov, , , (',)
a temple-slave : esp. of the votaries of
Venus at Corinth, Strab., poet, for.,, to institute sacred rites

:

from, ov, , (,) an
ordainer of sacred riles, Eccl., , , (,) de-

pository for holy things, shrine, sanc-

tuary., ov, , a place of sacri-

fice, Paus. ; and

,, to offer sacrifices : from, ov, b, (,) a sa-

crificing priest, PaUS. [], ov, (,) devoted,

offered to a god, i., smoke /rowi
the sacrifices, Ar. Av. 1265 ; /.,
devotion to death for one's country or
any holy cause, Pind. Fr. 225 :, victims, sacrifices, Anst. Opc., , {',) to sa-

crifice as a burnt offering. Pass, to be

burnt as a sacrifice, Diod., , , Hierocepis, a

place in Cyprus, called also-, Strab.,, , (,)
the herald or attendant at a sacrifice,

(Dem.) 1371, 16.

contd. ,, b,Hiero-

cles, a seer at Athens, Ar. Pac. 1046.

—Others in Strab., etc.., , Hieroclla, fem. pr.

n., Ath. 567 F., ov, b, Hieroclides,

masc. pr. n.. Anth., b, (,) one

who takes charge of a temple., ,() to dis-

cuss sacred things, Luc. : esp. to give

the benediction, Eccl.

'1?.. , , sacred or mystical

language, Luc. : a blessing or benedic-

tion, Eccl. : from?., ov, (,) one
who gives the blessing, Eccl., , , religious frenzy,
Clem. Al., , , (,)
=-., , , Pind. . 3, 4, or., Thuc. 5,54,(,,) strictly, the holy moon, or the

holy-day of the month : hence in genl.

afestival: cf Buttm. Dem. Mid. p. 174., , , Hieromneme,
daughter of the Simois, wife of As-
saracus, ApoUod. 3, 12, 2./, , to be,
Ar. Nub. 623, Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 823 :

from, , b, {',-) mindful of sacred things : hence
esp.—II. the sacred secretary or recorder

sent by each Amphiclyonic state to their

council along with the,
(the actual deputy or minister) Dem.
276, 22, sq., cf. Herm. Pol. Ant. ij 14.

—2. in genl. a recorder, notary, Arist.

Pol. 6, 8, 7.—II. esp. a magistrate who
had the charge of religious matters, min-
ister of religion, as— I. at Byzantium,
ap. Dem. 255, 20.—2. at Rome, the

Pontifex, Dion. H.,, b, Hieromnlmon,
an Athenian archon, Diod. S.,,=, Diosc., ov, b, (,) one

who initiates in sacred things., , v. sub' I. 4., ov, TO, Hieron, a height in

Bithynia near the entrance of the
Thracian Bosporus into the Eusine,
with a temple of Jupiter Urius, Hdt.
4, 87: (v. sub /epof II. 2.), ov, . Sacrum
Promontorium, now Cape St. Vincent,

a promontory of Hispania, Strab., ov, b, (,) a
conqueror in the sacred games, Luc., ov, , (,)=', Dion. ., , , Mons Sacer,

(Hieron oros) a mountain in Pontus, on
the coast of the Euxine. not the same
with. . Rh. 2, 1015.-2. a
mountain of Thrace near the Cher-
sonnese, with a fortress, Xen. Hell.

7, 1, 14.
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, ,,=^.
'\tjjo~7.aa~a, , {,)

z=uooypa^a., ,,^=., , to be a, to

offer sacrifices, Plat. Lys. 207 D : c.

ace, ;./, L)em. 552, 2.—2. to

make holy, Clem. Al. : and, , , the office of-, Joseph. : from

'IfpoTOiof, , [,) look-

ing after, 7nanaging sacred rites: esp.

at Athens, ten magistrates, one from

each tribe, who took care that the vic-

tims, etc. icere without blemish, Dem.
47, 13 ; 552, 6, etc. : called also•.—II. sacrificing, Dion. H.-, oO, , {,)
one who sends or conveys the sacred tri-

bute, Philo., , (,) be-

seeming a sacred plare, person or matter,

holy, reverend, Xen. Symp. 8, 40, Plat.

Thoag. 122 D. Adv. -, Strab./, ov, , {,)
one who divines by sacrifice, Lat. ha-

ruspex, A. B., , , very rarely of, ,
Hes. Op. 595, 803, Orac. ap. Hdt. 8,

77, : Ion. and Ep. also, , : of, belonging to or con-

nected tvith the godf, Lat. sacer, Hom., Hes. Th. 21,

of Jupiter, 57, ,
the gilt of God, 93 : Upor, a

holy war, in punishment of sacrilege,

crusade, Ar. Av. 556, Thnc, etc.

—

2. holy, hallowed, consecrated, of earth-

ly things devoted or dedicated by man to

a god or to the service of one,,, II.: esp. , Hom.

:

.', sacred covvs, etc., freq. in Hdt.,

like : i,=?•-, q. v., Hdt. 2, 36: sometimes

Opp. to, as sacred to profane:

but this in Att. is more commonly
expressed by , v. sub.—3. of any object in nature,

which was held sacred to a deity, as

I.,., Hom. ; so

too, i., : and so in II. 16,

407, the phrase, should

be taken, as peculiarly Nepttme's

own; so , explained how-
ever as great by Valck. Hipp. 1206,

like,, anil infr. 5.—i. of any countr>', island, slate, etc.

under a tutelary god's protection, in

Hom., -,,,
etc. So too in II. 18, 504, -, the circle of the court vndcr the

vrotection of Jupiter, , the

sacred olive of Minerva, Od. 13, 372.,, because sacred to

Ceres, 11. 5, 49'J, etc. : Hom. joins

it c. gen., Iftov, '^,
Od. 6, 322 ; 13, 104, which is after-

wards the usu. construction, as Hdt.

I. 80; 2, 41, elc, cf Wolf Lept. p.

289.—5. of kings, heroes, etc.. from

a notion of ' the divinity that doth

hedge a king,' we have such phrases

as ,?., Od. ; unless we take

these, as, in Pind., lepol .,
kings ' by the grace of God,' and hence,

kingly, illustrious ; thus, ,, a glorious, mighty band,

II. 10, 56, Od. 24, 81 ;, a splen-

did chariot, II. 17, 464.— II. as subst.

—1. Tu, Ion. ipa, offerings, sacri-

fices, victims, freq. in Hom., and Hdt.

:

esp. , Lat. sa/:ra facerc,

oprrari,l\. 1, 147, etc.,. Hes.

Op. 334, also, Od. 16, 184 : so

also freq. in Hdt., etc.. ipd,

Hdt. 1. 59,, 2, 63; ,
Soph. Phil. 1033 : rarely in sing., as
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10, 571 : post-Horn., the inwards of the

victim, and so the ajispices, L, Xen., etc. ; so tu I., Hdt. 5, 44, cf,-. Also in genl. sacred things

or rites, Lat. sacra, Hdt. 1, 172 ; 4, 33.

—2. post-Horn. TO. Ion. ,
is usu. a temple, holy place, sometimes
= i'aof, sometimes distinguished from
it, when it is \).=, Valck.

Hdt. 6, 19, Arnold Thuc. 4, 90.—III.

special phrases, post-Hom.— 1. ., prob. the epilepsy, Hdt. 3, 33 ;

also called and',
Foes. Oecon. Hipp. v. .—2. I., the sacred road to Delphi, Hdt.

6, 34, ubi V. Wess. ; also that from
Athens to Eleusis, Cratin. Drap. 15,

V. Harpocr. in v. ; and that from Elis

to Olympia, Paus.—3. /., os

sacrum, the last bone of the spine.—
4. proverb., ' , v.

sub- III.—IV. adv. -, holily,

Plut. [t usu., Att. always : but Horn,

lengthens it in arsis metri grat., as in

the endings of hexameters,,,' .
and so later Ep. Always in contr.

: this has been everywh. adopted

in Trag. dialogue by Dindorf, to avoid

the use of resolved feet. In compds.
also i, unless metri grat., cf.-
vof-]

^ , , ,
., ov, o,{,-) the trumpeter at a sacrifice,

Inscr., , to inspect the victims,

divine, Polyb. : and, , , divination, Lat.

haruspicina, Diod. : from, ov, {',)
inspecting victims : esp.—II. a diviner,

Lat. haruspex, Dion. H. 2, 22., , , -, ,
, and, , indecl. all in

. ., Hierosolyma, Jerusalem, the

celebrated capital of Judea, Strab.,

N.T., Joseph. Hence, ov, 6, and fem.-, , of Jerusalem, an in•

hah. ofjfrusalem. N. T., Joseph. : also

in Or. Sib.., ov, , {,)
one who has charge of, presides over the

sacrifices, LXX., ov, {,)
wreathed in holy fashion, as some read

jn Aesch. Supp. 23, for., ov, 6, {)^=
sq. ^6?., ov, , {,)
an Aegyptian priest who had charge of
the sacred vestments, Plut., , {') to rob a

temple, commit sacrilege, Ar. Vesp. 845:

also c. ace, /. , to steal the

sacred arms, Dem. 1318, 27. Hence, , , a sacrile-

gious theft, LXX. [v]: and,, , temple-robbery,

sacrilege, Dlod. [ii], , ^,= foreg., Xen.
Apol. 25, and Plat. : from, ov, {', 7.) a

robber of temples, in genl. sacrtlesious

person, Lat. sacrilegus, Ar. Plut. 30,

Plat., etc.—II. of things, got by sacri-

lege,, Eubul. Amalth. 1, 4., , , v.., ov, , {,)=^, esp. in Eccl., Christ-

ian priest., , , the solemnisa-

tion of sacred rites., ov,{,),
a sacred car, Orph., , {') to per-

form sacred rites, i. , to

minister the gospel, N. T. Also at
dep., , Pint.

Hence,,,= sq., J oseph., , , Ion., sa-

crifice : in genl. worship, religious ser-

vice, Hdt. 5, 83, bis (,in Ion. form),

Plat. Legg. 774 E., , {, *1) sa-

crificing, worshipping : esp. a sacrificing

priest, Call. Fr. 450, in Ep. form '-., , v. sub-, . ., ^ to be a,
Luc.—II. trans, to expound as a hiero-

phant, Philo.', , , Ion. Ip., {,) teaching the rites and ceremo-

nies of sacrifice and worship, Mke-
: hence sacrificing priest

:

esp. the presiding, initialing priest at

Eleusis, Isae. 64, 18; and so of Ceres
and Proserpina in Sicily, Hdt. 7, 153:

fem.,, Plut. Hence, , , the office of hicro-

phant, Plut., , , of belonging

to, becoming a,,
Plut. Adv. -, Luc., , , fem. of-, Inscr., ov, {, ) v.

—

-

, ov, , a depository

of sacred vessels, Dion. H. []'\?,, , {,)
keeper of a temple, or of the sacred

vessels in it, Lat. aedituus, Eur. I. T.
1027.—II.8=1,-. [],, h, Hierophov., a
naval commander of the Athenians,
Thuc. 3, 105., ov,{,) of holy

voice or song, .Mem. Fr. 12, but perh.. [I in 1. c. metri grat.]

'(), gen. , , , {',) of hallowed soil or earth, Anth., ov, 6, {,')
a holy singer, psalmist, Joseph., ov, {,) of
holy, pious soul, Joseph.', , {) to hallow, cmrse-

crate, dedicate, devote, Thuc. 5, 1, Plat.

Legg. 771 B. Hence'\. , , a thing conse-

crated, LXX.,, . Hiero I. son of Di-

nomenes, king of Syracuse, Hdt. 7,

156; Pind.—2. Hiero II. son of Hi-
erocles, king of Syracuse, Polyb.—3.

one of the thirty tyrants, Xen. Hell.

2, 3, 1.—Others in Ar. Eccl. 757;
Xen. ; etc., ov, {',) of
halloived or mysterious name, Luc., ov, , Hieronymus, an
Olympic victor of Andros, Hdt. 9,33.
—2. an Elean, one of the officers of

Proxenus, Xen. An. 3, 1, 34.—3. son
of Xenopliantes, a tragic writer, often

derided by Aristophanes, Ach. 389,

Nub. 349.—4. a historian of Cardia,

Ath. 206 C—Others in Alh., Strab.,

etc., adv. in holy sort, piously,

Anacr. Fr. 118., , , Ion. ., the off.ce,

rank, revenue of a, ipriesthood,

Hdt. 3, 1 12, etc.—II. a sacrifice., , ov, prie.itly i; esp.. TU
-, the priest's share of lh« shcrificr, in

genl. theparts offered, hallowed, Ameips.
Conn. 3. \,, , {) a goin\g. Plat.

Crat. 426C. ', , indecl. (and,



m, , Joseph.) Jesse, the father of

king David, N. T.
t'leroi, , , litcx, a fortress in

Sicily. V. 1. Thuc. 7, 2., an ironical exclamation,
whew.' Lat, hui,' At. Vesp. 1335.

$8(?, , indecl. Jephtha, one of

the judges of the Israelites, N. T.,
LXX., , 6-, (in LXX.
and) fechonias, a king of Is-

rael. N. T., () to make to sit, seat, II.

23, 258.—II. intr. to sit, settle one^s

self, Lat. sedere, Horn.—2. of soil, to

settle down, sink in, Lat. sidere, Thuc.
2, 76, cf. sub fin.",, , a settling doxcn,

sinking, e. g. of a mound, etc., Strab.

:

from
"I '. impf, which tenses alone

are used in flom. : for the aor.,
trans., v. sub v. : an aor., intr.,

occurs in late writers, as Dio C.— I.

trans, to make to sit, seat, place,, II. 24, 553 ; and so II,

2, 53,{?. be read ; Aesch. Eum.
18 ; cf: but, more freq.—II. intr.

to sit, sit domn, Horn. : -
, sat in the midst, II. 20, 15 :

Sfjovov, to iil down, place one's self

on a seat, Lat. sedere, Od. 8, 469. so

too rt, Lat. sessum ire ali-

<pco, Valck, Hdt. 8, 71 ; 5, 25 ; also

COT, Od. 17, 339; but . '7«, to sit down to dinner, Od. 16,

365, Hdt., etc. ; so . kuttjjv, ...

Ran. 199 : of soldiers, to put themselves

in ambush, II. 18, 522 ; to encamp, U.

2, 96 : also to sit still, be quiet, H. Horn.
Merc. 457. Horn, has also pass, in

same signf., II. 3, 162, and this is far

most freq. in Hdt.,[, or , 4, 145,

146; also ~ , 4, 203: of

an army to take up a position. Id.—2.

of things, to seitk (foicn, svik in. Lat.
sidere. Plat Tim. 25 D. KaW^'w was
the common form in Att. prose. (The
root is-, which occurs in -,
Lat, sed-eo, whence also -,
which is alvfays intr., and al-

ways trans.), iof exclam. of joy, esp. in

phrase, , Ar. Pac. 453 ; also,

repeated, lb. 195 ; cf .—.
rarely of grief, Aesch. Pers. 1003,

Supp. 115. [t strictly, yet also , Ar.

Pac. 453, cf .]
^, . Ion. for , voice, sound.

'hj. Ion. for ia, i. e. , one, only
in late Ion. prose., , , {) joy, late

word, formed like.^, a, ov, also , ov, (If;) wail-

ing, mournful, sad, ,
Soph. . . 174 ; 3,, a wail, lament, dirge, Eur.
Phoen. 1036, El. 1210.—II. epith. of

Apollo, cf: prob. the god in-

voked (as Paean) with the cry h/, q. v.,

Aesch. Ag. 146, Soph. O.T. 154,1096:
not from Uiouai, the Healer, or (writ-

ten) from ., the Archer : but
cf Ei'iOf. [], ov, Ciij,-) in Aesch.
Fr. 125 some interpret it sadly-smiting,

others vanquishing woe: but it should

prob. be read divisim, , -, cf

Cho. 860, and v. Herm. Opusc. 5, p.

138.^, inf., aor. from 7.7.,
Hom.. 6,,^.,
, Ion. for., etc.

7?., and 7.6, Ep. and
Ion. for 'la?.., ,=^1, Ion., Hdt.

IHMI,,, 3 pi.,,, only the last in Hom. : inf -
vai, Ep., Hom., and,
Hes. ; part,, subj. , opt.,
imperat. . Impf and low, of

the first Horn, has only lev, Aeol. for, 3 pi. ; of the other 3 sing,

is more freq. Fut. :5'7"• Aor. 1.»/«,
Ep., 11. Aor. 2 plur., ,, and c. augm.,,,
the sing, not used, supplied by aor.

1. : inf tlvai : part, : subj. ; opt.

: imperat. . (Hom. has not

the aor. 2 of the simple.) Perf :

plqpf, both post-Hom. Pass,

and mid. pres.: impf :

aor. 1 pass,, more rare c. augm.

:

: aor. 1 mid. : aor. 2

mid., c. augm. : perf -
: plqpf : of the pass, and

mid. Horn, has only pres., impf, and
3 pi. aor. 2 mid.. In conjuga-
tion, agrees with : there

are several peculiarities in the com-
pounds, V.,,,,.

Radic. signf : to set a going, hence
the phrase, , II. 21, 120,

Od. 12, 442 : this passes into various

shades of signf :— 1. to send, send

away, let go, Hom. ; esp. of living be-

ings ; a rare phrase is, )-
< , he made him^o in the

traces, i. e. put him to, II. 16, 152:

also esp. of what is sent by the gods,

ovpov,,,, Hom.—2. of sounds, to send

forth, utter, i., II. 3, 152, Od. 12,

192 : I., II. 3, 221 :, Hdt.
I, 57 : '/2. Id. 9, 16

;

. Soph. Aj. 851, etc. : in late

authore the ace. was omitted, Wytt.
Ep. Cr. p. 253.-3. of bodies at rest,

to set them in motion, send, shoot, throw,

hurl, like :,,,
etc., Hom. : c. gen. pers.. to throw at

one,, II. 13, 650, Soph. Aj. 154
;

also like 7.7., c. dat. instrumenti.

Tj) ), he throws (at him)
with his axe, Xen. An. 1, 5, 12. In

these cases the ace. is oft. omitted,

so that alone is seemingly intr.,

to throw, shoot, hurl, Od. 8, 203 ; 9, 499,

II. 2, 774 ; 17, 515, etc. : also in prose,

Wytt. Ep. Cr. p. 161.—4. of water,
to let flow, let burst or spout forth, ., II. 12, 25:, 21, 158: and
seemingly intr.,, (sub.) the river floios\
the land, Od. 11, 239; so too, Od. 7, 130 : also of tears, to let

fall, i, Od. 16, 191, cf Od.
22. 84, II. 12, 205: hence metaph.,, she let her
ha.ir flow down from her head, Od. 6,

231 : so too 7,
II. 19, 383 ; 22. 316:. let two anvils

hang from his two legs, II. 15. 19.—5.

in genl. to put, -,
Od. 10, 317.

—

. mid. to be in motion,

hence tofeel an impulse towards a thing,

long for, yearn after, wish, desire, oft.

in Hom.. either absol., or c. inf, esp.

and : also c.

gen., esp. in part... longing for,

etc., II. 11, 163; 23, 371: also of
place, to go eagerly towards, make for

:

but in /5, Od.
10, 529, It seems to mean turning to-

wards, looking after, cf Nitzsch Od. 1,

58 : elsewh. with advs.,', -. . Hom : -, Od. 19, 187 : in Hdt.,

, or~, 2,

70 ; 6, 112 ; 9, 78—2. the 3 1. aor. 2
mid. is used by Hom. only in the

freq. phrase

, when they had put away
the desire of meat and drink, i. e.

eaten and drunk enough, Virgil's-
quam exemtafames epulis : some would
take in the same signf II. 19, 402,

' ~7., but v. sub
voc.. [In genl. in Hom. and
Ep., in Att. : yet even in Hom.
sometimes I metri grat., e. g., II. 3,

221, etc ,, Od. 12, 192, inf -
and, and throughout in

pres. and impf forms of mid. and
pass. Cf Dobr. Ar. Plut. 75. So
too in compds., cf Heyne II. T. 7, p.

409, Maltby's Thesaur. p. 938, 6.], aor. 1 act. from. Hom.. ov, , leaysus, a city of
Syria on the borders of Arabia, now
Kan-Iones, Hdt. 3, 5.

\7], ,, Ion. for, a,

ov.',, , epith. of Apollo,
from the cry , . Hom. .
272 : also a hymn sung to hirn, H.
Hom. Ap. 500, 517. [?] Hence', f -. to cry

or ! Ar. Eq. 408.,, etc., Ion. for. etc., inf aor. Ion. from iao•, II.. Ep. for Iri, 3 sing. subj. pres.

from, II. 9, 701.,, Ion. for, etc., ^, Ion. for-,., gen., dat.,
ace./, voc. /, Jesus, i. e.

the Saviour. N. T.—2. Joshua, the
successor of Moses, Id.—3. a Jewish
convert to Christianity surnamed the

just. Id.^, , . Ion fem. from sq.,, . Ion. for, Hom.,,, Ion. for, etc., ov Ion. , , latra-

gdres, a Milesian, Hdt. 5, 37., e'f.poet..{,) of honest birth, i. e. born in law-

ful wedlock, legitimate, Od. 14, 203, in

the form ^/, and without
subst., opp. to: of a nation,

genuine, from the ancient stock, like av-,^'. to/.,.,
Hdt. 6, 53.— II. of some mouths of

the Nile, naturally formed, original,

opp. to, Hdt. 2, 17. On the
two forms v. Lob. PhrjTi. p. 648. [t

in Od.]\-,, , Ithagenes, son of

Crithon, Vit. Hom. 1.—2. a Samian,
Plut. Pericl. 26., , , Ithaemines, a
Trojan, II. 16, 586., . , Ithaca, the home of

Ulysses, an island on the west coast

of Greece, Hom. passim : on the ques-
tion whether the modern Thiaki is

Homer's Ithaka, v. Nitzsch Praef ad
Od. xviii., sq.t—2. a town of same
name in middle of the island at the
base of Mt. Neion, Od. 3, 81. [- - -]
Hence, adv., to Ithaca, Od. 1,

163: and
f,,, of Ithaca ; .,

an inhab. of Ithaca, an Ithacan, Horn., ov, 0, Ithacus, an ancient
hero, from whom Ithaca was said to
l)e named, Od. 17, 201.—II. an inhab-

itant ofIthaca, Ithacan, Eur. Cycl. 103.., , Ithamitres, a Per-
sian naval commander, left by Xer-
xes in Europe to conduct operations
against the Greeks, Hdt. 8, 130 ; 9,

102.-2. another Persian, Id. 7, 07,
with V. 1..
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', . Ion. fern, lor, v..
'I^f, sub., straightway, right

on, V. 16-
'\, adv. from, q. v. [i]

"Wl, iniperat. Iroin, come, go,

begone, Hoin.— 11. like, as adv. uf

encouragement, come ! uell then ! II.

4, 362 : also, forward ! march ! []
'\,, , {') sttp, motion,

II. , 778, . Hom. . 114, in plur., , runuch, Jac. . . .
175. (8aid to be Irom.), neut. from Wvg, used as adv.,

V.. sub fm.^, ov,{.?.) straight-

shooting, straight, direct., ov,{,) rec-

tilinear, Byz. []
'\17/. , , (,) giving

\

simple justic»; Hes. Op. 22S, opp. to
](. []
{', oi',=:lorcg.
j, .{,) -nm-
j

ning, going straight forwards, Anth. [{],-, . , (,)
straight-haired, Udt. 7, 70, opp. to ov-, woolly-haired, {], ov, (,)
straight going. Nonn. []'7/,, , Iihycles, an Athe-
nian archon, Diod. S., V.., , {,) bent,

curved right outwards, /, Hipp.[ if from, prob. ii if from, ov,=foreg., ov.{,) curved

right inii'ards,, Hipp, []), , to fight fairly, ,
Byz. [<] : and, , , a fair, stand-
fight, Hdt. 4, 102, 120. [f] : from', ov,(,)fight-

ing fairly and openly, tiimon. 33. [iWi],', ov, 6, a Bacchanalian song

or dance., ov, {, ) honest,

Anth. [iv], , , ()=-, guiding, directing, Hipp, [], adv., snperl. from,
II. 18, 509.^, . ij. fern, from sq. [(], f/. ,() a suide,

director, pilot, Ap. Rh. [i]. Hence. ov, directing./. ov, and in Orph.,,. 6,=^. [], Ion. and . for,
make straight, straighten, ,
by the rule, Od. 5, 245, etc. Pass.

to become straight or even, '-, they came or ran even with one

another again, 11. 16, 475.—2. to guide
in a straight line, shool straight,,, and in mid., ,
Od. 22, 8 : -,, to

drive them straight, Hoin. ; but in

mid. also c. gen., /.?-
vuv, as they set their spears
straight at or against each other, II. 6,

3, cf. as adv. Pass, of a boat, to

he guided, steered, Hdt. 1, ]'J4.—3. to

guide, direct, rule, ^,
11. 17, 632; of a judge,< -, to put straight, rectify unjust
judgments, Hes. Op. 265, cf. Call.

Jov. 83 : also to correct, chastise,-, Hdt. 2, 177, cf.. In Att. the
word seldom occurs without a v. 1.-, as Aesch. Pers. 411, Eur.
Hipp. 1227. [: only once? in Anlh.], , to go straight on, Hipp.
"i] : from, ov, (,,-
ouai) going straight on, Anth. [i] : but
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1, ov, {,) u-ith

straight openings or passage, Noun, [i],, , , only in 11. 21,

16'J,?.'-, as epith.

of an ashen spear-shafl ; derived from, straight flying, cf. I.,

and Jl. 20, 99: others from *,, Aristarch. read,
from ,, straight -fibred.

[Ti]'>, ov, (, ()) sinking

straight downwards, Hipp, [i]',,. fern, also,
Hdt. 2, 17, though in the fem. obi.

cases he uses, -ri. -i]v : Ion. and
Lp. form of the Att., straight,

— 1. of motion, straight-aimed, straight-

fll/'"g< ',, 11. 14, 403 ; 20,

99 : also straight up, sheer, steep, Antll.

—2. in moral sign!, straight, upright,

just, true, (sub. ,), 11. 23,

580, a fair decision, cf. Hes. Op. 36,

222. Opp. to' : so -, to give sentence the most

fairly, of a iudge, 11. 18, 508, where
Heyne is quite mistaken. Usu. com-
par. and super!,,,
Theogn. 1020.—3. in adverbial usage,

ace. fem. (sub. «5()'),

straight on, Lat. recta, sub. via, Hdt.

7, 193 ; so, i/f , straight-for-

xvard, openly. Id. 2, 161, so -^ -
/. Id. 9, 57 : ' , to be
right over against, opposite. Id. 9, 51.

—

II. as adv., straight at, right at,

freq. in Hom. usii. c. gen. objecti,,, right at

thein ; also, . , 11. 12,

137 ; f ffi -, Wess. Hdt. 5, 64
;, like . to re-

solve to go on, il. ; ,
to fight fair, sturdily, hand to hand, 11.

17, 168: also of time, straightway,

Hdt. 3, 58.-2. post-Hom. was
used in the same way, as "-
rpov, Hdt. 4, 89, cf. 6, 95, etc.— 111., adv., is used in Hdt. just in the

same way. 2, 121. 2, etc. ;^/-, 8, 108. [- -], , , but used by Horn,
only in ace.. a direct impulse, pur-

pose, II. 6, 79 : in geul. a plan, vnder-

taking, Od. 4, 134: wish, endenvnnr.

Od. 16, 304 : but in II. 21, 303, Od- 8,

377, ',=', straight up
warils. on high. [ ], ov, (,)
bent, curved, not to one side, but straight

back andforwards. Hipp, [t],, , extension in length,

extent, [] : from, ,(,) stretched

out, extended, straight, Anth. Adv.
-. []

, . ,?,, ?;, () slraightness,, Aretae.,, . i7!=sq., Nonn. [t], or, (, ) cut

straight, straight, [],,=^, . . [<], , , plur. from -, ,, Hephaest., and, ov, dub. in Dion. .,
llhyphaltic, of, belonging to the-
?. : from
''(?., ov, ,— I. fascinum

erectum, Cratin. Archil. 12: esp. the

phallus carried in the festivals of Bac-
chus.—II. the nde sung in honour nf it,

the verses ofwhich were strictly Tro-
chaic Dimeter Braehycatal, Herm.
El. Metr. p. 94.—2. the dance accom-

panying such ode, Hyperid. ap. Harp.
—111. one who danced in such dance,

Prot. ap. Ath. 129 D : hence metaph.
a lewd, lustful fellow, Deia. 1261, 17,

etc. ]

, , , (,)
direct light, Heliod. [<\, . -, () to go straight,

press right on, Hom. : / -, the tide of war set this
way and that, 11. 6, 2 ; c, gen., drove right against the ship, 11.

15, 093; also , 11. 12, 443;
, Hdt. 4, 122 (ijever so in Od.).—11. to be eager, to strive, strui'gle U)

do, c. jnf, Od. II, 591 ; 22, 408 (nev-
er so in II.) : hence to demre, pvrpose,

intend,, Hdt. 1, 204 ; 7,

8, 2. (It seems to be an intr, form of

; perh. also akin to.)[ :

but V in fut. and aor.], , y, like, a
straight line or direction. Hipp., a, ov. oj Ithome, llhomae•
an. Pans. : , the festival

of Jupiter at Ithome, Id., , , Ithome, a fortress in
Thessaly (Pelasgiotis) near Metro-
polis, II. 2, 729.— 2. a stronghold of

Messenia on a mountain of the same
name, with a temple of Jupiter, lldl^

9, 34 ; etc. Hence, ov. Dor., a,

0, of Ithome, Ilhomaean ; )•-, Thuc. 1, 103., , ?}, Iihoria, a fortress of
Acarnania, Polyb. 2, 64, 9.

'liCw, {) to be rusty, or likt rusi,

ferrugineous, Diosc. [ii], . , security, bail.

Lat. satisdatio : from, ov, ,(,)
one who gives security, late word : from, ,. \^1,) befitting,

becoming : hence usu.—1. of perscns,
states, and the hke-, sufficient, able,

strong or .tliilful enough to do a thing,() c. inf., Hdt. 3, 45 ; and
Att.; Ik.. sufificient to
prove a point, 'I'huc. 1, 9: . ^
Hdt. 4, 121 ; or . Plat,

Rep. 371 , Prot. 322 : ./,
a man of sufficient prutlence, Iblt. 3,

4 : ., sufficiently rcr.%ed in

medicine, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6,15: absol.

considerable, respectable, wort/iy, as We
say 'a very sufficient man,' Isocr. 260
A.— 11. of things, etc.. in amount, suf-

ficient, enough,.. Phoen. 554.,

etc., in size, large enough, Thuc. 1,2;
of ume/iKayov, a longtime, Ar.
Pac. 354, etc. ; ui number, considera-

ble, many, Hipp., etc., and so on ac-
cording to the content :, to take secmity or bail,

Lat. satis nccipere, N. T., opp. to L, Lat. satisdnre, Diog. L.— III.

Adv. -, sufficiently, enough, Hipp.,
etc. : hence, ., to be sufficient,

Thuc. 1, 91 ; or . in a
thing. Plat. Theaet. 194 D, Charm.
158 ; , for one. Id. Gorg. 493
C. [t] Hence,, , sufficiency, fit-

ness. Plat. Lys. 215 A.

—

2. sufficiency,

supply. Id. Legg. 930 C. [i] : and', , f. -), to fit, make fit,

qualify, N. T. Pass, to be satisfied,, Dion. H. ; absol., Teles ap. Stob.

p. 523, 34. [i].. lengthd. for, to come,
arrive at, reach, hit, very oft. in Horn.,
usu. c. ace. pers. vel loci, sometimes
also, . ..., but more rarely i-i ,
II. 2, 17. In like manner he uses
the mid.^- 10, 118, Od. 3,

92, etc. Cf,. [t(2], , , Icaria, an island of
the Aegean sea, earlier,
named from Icarus son of Daedalus,
Apollod.. Strab., etc. cf..—
2. an .4ttic deme of the tribe Aegeis

;

also, Ath., Paus. : hence



IKET, , an inhab. of Icaria,

Lys., , lov, Icarian,,
the Icarian sea. name of that part of

the Aegean sea which is betw. the

Cyclades and Caria, where Icarus

the son of Daedalus was said to be
drowned, 11. 2, 1 15 : also ro, Hdt. 6, 95, Soph. Aj. 702.

[], ov, , Icarius, son of Pe-
rieres and Gorgophone, father of Pe-
nelope, Od. 1, 276 ; 2, 53 : in ApoUod.'', >, 3, 10, 4.—2. an Athe-
nian hero, father of Erigone, Apoilod., , , daughter of Ica-

rius, i. e. Penelope., ov, 0, Icarus, the son of

Daedalus, Strab., etc.—2. of Hype-
resia, a victor at Oiympia, Pans.—II.,^ ; the more usual form,

Aesch. Pers. 890: Thuc. 3, 29.-2.

an island in the Persian Gulf, Dion. P.', , ov, poet, form for -
?., like, resonbling,, Horn. Adv.
--. [] Hence', , to make like, Anth. [t], , i],() the prayer of
a suppliantfor protection., Anth.— II. as

fem. from,=, Eur. [i,

but metri grat. in Anth.] Hence',=, late word., a, ov, also , ov. Soph.
Phil. 495, () of, belonging to,

presiding over szippliants, esp. as epith.

of Jupiter, Soph. Phil. 484, Eur. Hec.

345, cf. L•))ao.—II. suppliant, ?.-, , Aesch. Supp. 360, Eur.

Supp. 39 .= or -, . '/la-. Soph. Ant. 1230. [, except

metri grat. in Anth.], ov, 6, Hiclsius, masc. pr.

a., Andoc-, etc-, ov, (,)
receiving, protecting .suppliants, Aesch.
Supp. 713., , , son of Hicetaon,

e. Melanippus, IL 15, 546., a, , Hkitas, father of

Aristocrates, king of Arcadia, Paus.

Vluv,, 6, HiceiHon, son of

Laomedon, a Trojan, II. 3, 147; 20,

238.-2. a ruler in Percote, Strab.—
3. father of Critolaus, Paus., , , early form of-, Thuc, V. Poppo, T. 1, 1, p. 243.

Ui,, ^ a supplication :

., the most solemn mode

of supplication, Thuc. 1, 137. [], a, ov, verb. adj. from,, to be besought or entreated,

Luc,', , , supplicatory.

Adv. - : from', () to beseech, sup-

plicate,, Od. 11, 530, (where
must also be supplied before the inf

)

esp. for purification after homicide,

freq. in Od., and Trag. : ., c.

inf., Hdt. 1, 11, and Att. : also in mid.,

Ar. EccL 915.—2. c. gen. pers., ., to beg of one that.., c. inf, Eur.

I. A. 1242.—II. to come as a suppliant,

Tiva, II. 16, 574; and so, Hdt. 5,

51. [t], dab. in Eur., , , v. ., and sync., «,

01',() of, belonging to, connected

with suppliants, =-, Soph. . C. 923 ; .. Id. . ._3. Hence esp.—II., sub./ or, an

olivK branch which the suppliant held in

his ha)ul as a symbol of his condition

and claim, .,,
Hdt. 5, 51 ; 7, 141 : ., An-
doc. 15. 2 ; 50 too .,

Ael.—2. hence, in genl. supplication,

entreaty, V. 1. in Isocr. 186 D. [i], , , pecul. fem. of. [], , , () one who corjies

to seek aid or protection, a suppliant

or fugitive, who lays his on
the altar or hearth of a house, after

which his person was inviolable : esp.

one who comes to seek for purification

after homicide, , 11. 24, 158.

He vvas now under the protection of

Jupiter, Od. 9, 270; and was an ob-

ject of awe and respect(), Od.

7, 165 ; enjoymg the sacred privileges

of a, Od. 8, 546, etc. : .,
etc., Hdt. 2, 113, and Trag. ; even ., Thuc. 3, 59 :-

and-, were equiv.,

but post-Horn., words : see on the

whole subject Miiller Eumen. § 51,

sq.— II. the protector of the suppliant,

Od. 16, 422, cf. the twofold signf. of,, [], ov, , Hicetes, masc. pr. .,
Plut., a, ov, () Ep. of

Jupiter, as tutelary god of suppliants,

Od. 13, 213 ; later. [t], , , —. Adv.

-, Philostr. [I],, , fem. from,
Hdt. 4, 165, and Trag. [], ov,=., , ov, =,
hence , sub., puri-

fications of homicide.
^, 2 sing. subj. aor. 2 from, Ep. for, Horn, []^',, b, Icesia.s, masc. pr. n.,

Polyb., ov, , Iccus, of Tarentum,
an athlete and sophist, Plat. Prot,

316 D, etc., ,(,) moist,

wet.,= sq., Nic., () to moisten, soak,

supple, cf. laivu : Ap. Rh. has the

mid. c. ace, , to an-

oint one^s body., ov, , () epith. of

Jupiter, as god of rain, also,
like Lat. Jupiter pluvius, Ap. Rh., a, ov,() damp, wet,

Hipp., ov, , Icmalius, an artist

of Ithaca, Od. 19, 57.',, , moisture of any
kind, e. g. of oily leather, II. 17, 392

:

of the body, Hdt. 3, 125 : of the earth.

Id. 4, 185, 7/, Xr. Nub. 233., , ,=:.,^... only in the phrase,-, a fair breeze for sailing, U.

1,479, Od. 2, 420, etc.: prob. from

and, q. v., smooth, soft-

ly gliding, opp. to a rough, boisterous

wind, but not to be compared with
(Od. 5, 478), cf.

Nitzsch Od. 2, 420 : others write '-

from, a foUowmg, and
so favourable, wind, Lat. ventus se-

cundus., , ,() a plant growing

in moist places, Theophr., ov, moist, Nonn., , (,) moist,

wet.. lengthd. form from"
[], which is the common form in

Hom., who only uses the pres.-
twice (Od. 9, 128 ; 24, 339), but

he oft. has the fut. and aor.(> [t, except when lengthd. by
augm.] : perf., part,,
Soph. Phil. 494. In prose most usu.

IKTH
in compd. : cf . To
come, to go, arrive at, r-.ach a place,
Hom. c. ace. loci rei vel pers., more
rarely or . also ', tp
his house, Od. 20, 372. In prose sel-

dom c. ace. sine prep. Special uses :— 1. to come as supppliant () to
one, to beseech, entreat hi?», , II.

22, 123, Soph. . C. 275, Eur. Oi.
671 ; hence, .
to approach a god with offerings and
prayei, Theocr. Ep. 7, 3. usu. in
pres. and impf., except II. 1. c.—2. to

reach, live until, ,
Od. 17, 497.—3. only in pres. and
impf, like, to become, befit,, it becomes us, c. inf.,

Hdt. 9, 26 ; ,
whom it most concerns, Id. 2, 36, but
also, , to whom it be-

longs. Id. 6, 57 : . that

which is fitting, proper, Hdt 6, 84 : SO,., the fit, proper time. Id.

6, 86, 1 ; TO. 7-, the propor-

tionate expense, Thuc. 1, 99 ; cf sq., Ion. ., .,
adv. part. pres., fittingly,

aright, only ill Ion. prose, as Hdt. 6,

65, and Hipp.
t'lKOi^ioi', oil, TO, Iconium, a large

and opulent town of Lycaonia on
the borders of Phrygia; ace. to Xen.
in Phrygia, An. 1, 2, 19, Strab. : it is

now Koniyah., ov, , Icus, a small island of
tho Aegean sea near Scyrus, now
Skiphe, Strab., , also written, the

ribs of a ship, Od. 5, 252, v. sub.—2. usu. the hatches, or
partial decks, at the poop and prow,
which stand on the tops of the ribs,

Hom., who also joins , -
pia vz/of 01 ' : they
were the sleeping-place of the sai-

lors, Od. 3, 353 ; 13, 74 : in genl.

planks, boards, Hdt. 5, 16.—II. later

the sing. or also occurs :

—1. anything set straight upright, a
post ; the stake, the cross.—2. any scaf-

fold or hustings, esp. a bench in a the-

atre, Cratin. Incert. 51 et ibi Meineke,
Ar. Thesm. 395 : though these were
soon replaced by stone.—3. a tower,

Strab., ov, TO, dim. from foreg., ov, TO, V. LKpia II., , (,)
a maker of scaffolds or benches., ,() to build with scaf-

folding or benches, Dio C., adv () at one bloiv, at

once, close together,, Hes. Th. 691.—II. of
place, close to, hard by, c. gen., Aesch.
Ag. 117. Eum. 998 : oud' -, does not strike even near the
mark, i. e. fails utterly, Ael.,,^=., ov, ., a yellowish

kind of stone, Plin., ,() to be ill of
the jaundice, Diosc., , . Gal.,,
, Hipp.,,, , Nic,
jaundiced.,5 >53., to be jaundiced,

have the jaundice, Hipp. : from, ov. , the jaundice, Hipp.
—II. a bird of a yellowish green colour,

by looking at which a jaundiced per-

son was cujed ; the bird died ! Plin.

30, 11 : the same was believed of the., ,:=, Hipp.. , o,=sq.—II. the pro-

tector of the suppliant, Aesch. Supp.
479.—ilL=ri/£-epof I, LXX., Vat

661



, , ,— : hence
1, , or, ... , , {) of iveasel,

of weasel-skin, in Horn,. q. v.

—11. as subst.,, , conlr.- '

, sub. (5, weasel-skin.
\, (or ace. to others -) , , a kite or hen-fHtrrtcr, Lat.

titilviis, Hdt. 2, 22.— II. a kind of wolf,

Opp. In Ar. Fr. 525, Plat. (Coin.)

Incert. C9, we have ace. sing.

(not ), ace. lo Graniin. a nie-

tapl. foriu for -Irov : they

do not acknowledge the collat. form,, which is still found in a

few dub. passages of later authors.

f,, , Iciinus, a celebrated

architect in the time of Pericles,

Strab. p. 395; Plut. Pericl. 13.",',—, Aesch. Supp.

385, ace. to W. Dind.',, . a kind of weasel

ferret, Lat. mustela. (Ace. to some

-if, -l(hr, in Ar. Ach. 880 : but Ehnsl.

corrects,,, cf. -
.}

'I/cro, 3 sing, plqpf. of,
Hes.', () poet, for -. Soph. Fr. 56.?, , ol, Ictimulum, a

spot in the northwest of Gallia Cisal-

pma containing gold mmes, Strab., , 6, also in Aesch.

Supp. 652, and (ace. to Herm.) Lye.

1161, ,=, poet, for,-., impf., aor. : root of, used in Ep., and Pind.

;

never in Hdt., and very rarely in Att.,

as Aesch. ap. Macrob. Sat. 5, 19.

Hom. has usu. and its deriv. /-, rarely : the aor.

in all moods, Horn., but not in part.

;

} is rare in Hom. As the signf. of

all the forms is identical, they are

here classed together as far as re-

gards Hom.
Radic. sign!. : to come, go, arrive,

come to an end or point, whether of

place or time, freq. m Hom., who
mostly has it c. ace. loci pers. vol rei,

with or without prep., to come to, ar-

rive at, sometimes also with the adv.

forms,,', etc., II. 9,

393 ; 24, 338 ; also with -., more
rarely with ,,,,
, and still more rarely e. dat.

pro ace, II. 12, 374, Od. 21, 209 : re-

versely, IK. , i'K, , to

come from : also absol., like >,
to retjirn, Od. 11,104. Special usages:
— 1. of men, come to one as a suppli-

ant {), to supplicate, implore, just

like, and , 11. 14,

260, Od. 16, 424 ; esp. ', yovva (because

the clasped or tuuchedihe knees
of him from whom he sought protec-

tion), Od. 3, 92 ; 5, 449, etc. : also to

come to ask for help, II, 18, 400; but

also in hostile sense, -, II. 10, 448: and in various me-
taphors, as Ik., II. 24, 728 ;3. 11.225, Od. 11, 317; -', Od. 15, 240 ; / --. II. 6, 143 ; , II. 9,

56.—2. or ,, logo up, reach to heaven, e. g.

oi,, but al.so of fixed

objects, e. g. a towenng rock, Od. 12,

73 : then in genl. of any thmg that

spreads far and wide, esp. light and
eound,,, and \},-, , : metaph.,,
violence and force are reaching even
to heaven, i. e. reaching their height,

€62

Od. 15, 329.—3. of ships, Od. 9, 128;

12, 66: of treasures, /, are brought thither, II. IH,

292 ; 6, Ti , whatever
cajne to hand, Od. 12, 331 ; ai>-', it reaches to the neck, 11.

13, 547; ', II. 11,

352, etc.—4. of circumstances, condi-

tions, , necessity is upon

me ; also absol. sine ace, needs must.

II. 10, 142;,, -
, come upon or over me :-, they strike me, i. e. are

fulfilled upon me, Od. 9, 507 : esp. of

thoughts, feelings, etc. which come

upon, seize, possess one,, etc.,

, , -, very freq. in Horn., more rare e.

dat. pers., as Od. 20, 228. Sometimes
Hom. adds a part., ,
etc., to come in flight, etc., also c. adj .,, il. 6, 501, etc. [t usu. in

/'«, in Horn., and so Aesch. Fr. 5 ;

but i always in, unless with
augm. : so in, except by

augm. in aor. indicat., which
however Hom. freq. leaves out : ace.

to Bockh v. 1. Pind. P. 2, 36, t might
be short even in, cf. also Donalds,

ad 1.]

'\, . Dor. for. []', , , a harbour of Persia,

Arr. Ind. 38, 2., adv. () in troops, in bod-

ies, Lat. turmatim, II. 2, 93, Hdt. 1,

172 (where it is) : in genl. in

abundatue, in a mass, Hes. Op. 285, cf.

Buttm. Lexil. v. 21. [t]'\, , , the moon, Emped.
(Prob. from.) [],, , Hilaxra, a daughter
of Apollo, Paus.—2. a daughter of

Leucippus and Philodice, Apollod. 3,

10.", V.., rare collat. form of-,, . Hom. 20, 5, cf.. []', . for, 11. 2,

550,. Rh. 2, 847 [-] : Att. -, Aesch. Supp. 117, 128; also., , Hom., and Pind., as

also in lyric passages of Trag. : but
Att. /^, , as also in Hdt. 6, 91 :

nom. pi. lAitf), neut. ' (Plat.

Phaed. 95 A) .• soothed, appeased, Lat.

pacalus, hence of gods, propitious, gra-

cious, II. 1, 583 ; and so usu. in Att.,

as Soph. O. C. 44, Plat. Legg. 712
;

of men, kind, kindly, mild, gentle, II. 9,

6.39, etc. ; also cheerful, gay, like-
(which is post-Horn. j, H. Hom.

Cer. 204, Plat. Symp. 206D. [«always
Ep. and Att. : sometimes even , prob.

on the analogy of ?,-.], , ,{')=,
Luc. [],, , sub., festival

of inirth, revel, Lat. hilaria, celebratetl

at Rome as soon as the vernal Equi-
nox was past : from, , .{) cheerful, gay,

joyous, Lat. hitaris, Ar. Kan. 455. Xen.,
etc. Adv. -, Xen. Apol. 33. []
Hence,, , cheerfulness, gai-

ety, Lat. hilaritas, Plut. [], , , (,) tragedy travestied, invent-

ed by' Rhinthon. [], . LXX., and >,() to make cheerful, exhilarate, [t]'), , , {,) the

commander of a troop of horse, Lat.

[
alae equitum praefectus, Polyb. [<"]

i Hence

?,, , the office or ranJc of., , b, Ilarchus, an ephoi
in Sparta, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 10., . , the art or song of a, Aristoi. ap. .\th. 621 C. [t]'[, , . {, fcj(5/y) the

singer of joyous (not ' comic') songs,

described luUy by Aristocl. ap. Ath.

.^'• t'T
, r, a. , Has, of Age-

sidamus, Pind. O. 10, 21, i3or.= 'Io-., , , Ilasanis, a king of
Arabia, Strab., aor. imp. pass., v.-

III., , propitiatory, Byz.
[(] : froni, rarely, q. v.

:

fut. [], Ep..
Dor.: as mid. but without
act., (). To appease, soothe, in
Hom. always of gods, .,-
f3ov,, to make him pro-
pitious to one, reconcile erne's self to him,
win his favour;, ^, by
sacrifices, by song, II. ], 472, cf 2,

550: with part.,

, by presenting, Pind. . 7, 15:
also of men whom one has injured
and wishes to conciliate, esp. by pay-
ing divine honours after death, Hdt.
5, 47 : but also simply, to conciliate,. Id. 8, 112.—II. in N. T.,
to expiate,(.—III. in N. T.
also, we have an aor. imperat. pass.,, be gracicus : in which sense
Hom. uses the act. forms,,. qq. v. [t regularly: yet II. 1,

100, 147, cf H. Hom. Cer. 204.]
Hence,,, a propitiation \\•.

and,, , a means ofcepprctsmg,

Plut. : (I propitiationt, sacrifice, 5t.T. [t}/, a. ov, propitiatory ; esp.—11. as subst./, , , an
ex])iatory sacrifice, propitiatien, N. '.
—2. sub., the mercy-sent, cov-
ering of the ark in the Holy of Holies,
LXX.,,, v. £?.»-

and. [], ,=. L, and II. []"-,, poet., and',, Att.

for. [], , , Strab., and,, , Polyb. the Ilergetae,

a people of Spain near the Iberus.

\'l?i.fpoa, , , Ilerdn, now Lerida,

a city of Spain on the Sicoris, Strab., , L•, poet, for,
Hes. Fr. 3., adv. from ». []

or . -, , the latter in

Hdt., the former usu. in Att., (,) crowd, bwid, troop of men, Hdt.
1, 73, 202: esp. a party at a feast,

Pind. N. 5, 70: also, ,
Eur. Ale. 581.—2. as a military term,
a troop of horse, Lat turma. ala, strictly

of 64 men ;
'.^^, Xen.

An. 1,2, 16: in genl. a troop of sol-

diers, Soph. Aj. 1407.—3. at Sparta,
a certain division of the youths, Xen.
Lac. 2, 11, cf Muller Dor. 4, 5,2.
(For deriv. v. fin.)

v,adv.= ia<'>v,Q. Sni. [t]

"I ^w(^i, imperat. from .., () to be gracious, pro-
pitious, of a god, Od. 21 , 365, in sub-
junct. : elsewh. only in optat.. [f]

"I/ir/Aii,= fureg,, but perh. used only
in imperat., in prayers, be gra-
cious ! Od. 3, 380 ; 1 C, 1 SL; liter,
Theocr. 15, 143, and Anflk. {\



lAAT, a, . Dor. for/, 1

, son. of OUeus, Find. O. 9, \20

Bockh (167); cf. Donaldson iiew
Crat. p. 210., ov, 6, a Trojan, Eur.

Andr. 1022. []1?., , , Trojan,,
Strab.,, , pecul. fem. of-, Trojan, Hdt., and Trag.—II. as

subst.— 1. ''/, sub. yfj, the Trojan

land, Troy, Hdt.—2. sub. yvv^, a
Trojan u-oman, ai, Eur.
Andr. 302.—3. /., sub. /,
the Iliad, of Homer: Proverb., an Iliad, i. e. an endless string,

of woes, Dem. 387, 12. [--'^]

'l?uyYlaoj, , to have a dizziness in

the head, Ar. Ach. 581, 1218 : to lose

one's head, as when one looks down
from a height, Plat. Theaet. 175 D

;

as when drunk, Id. Phaed. 79 C. [] :

from
'I/.iyyQf, ov, 0, (, ') a

spinning round, esp. a swimming or

dizziness in the head, Lat. vertigo, a

swoon. Plat. Rep. 407 C—2. a whirl-

wind, etc., Ap. Kh. [i]

'/,,, a whirling, whirlpool,

Diod.—2. agitation, perplexity of mind,

Luc, V. foreg. []', (jv, , the Ilica, Trojan

festival, Ath. 351 A.

^'/, (, , an inhab. of Ilium;

ol '., the Trojans, Strab., a.dv., from Troy, Hom., adv., at Troy, Hom. v. sub.

'1/..
?.?•., 7/, , Iliocoldne, a city

of Pariana, Strab.

\'\/.iov, , TO, V. 7.... Ep. and Ion., ,
llioneus, son of Phorbas, a Trojan, II.

14, 489.'1?.. , , {/,)
the destroyer of Troy, Anth.. OV, i], Ilios, the city of Ilus,

Ilium. Trny, Hom. ; seldom in other

poets : 'V/.iov, , only in II. 15, 71

:

common in prose ; hence the advs.,, from Troy, Horn. :,
at Troy, always in the phrase, 'l?.io(h

irpo. Id. : also, , II. 21,

295. []
yV/.i-a, , Ilipa, a city of Spain, on

the Baetis, Strab.

+'{•, , , the Ilissus, a river

of Attica, flowing from Hymettus,
Hdt. 7, 189 : in Pans., 1,

19, 5. [i], (•) to look awry,

squint,^^ '/., Hipp., , , (, )
rope, cord, band, II. 13, 572, in plur.

;

cf. Buttm. Lexil. v. 14: also.—II. a gregarious kind thrush,

Arist. H. A.
/., f. -', {?.6) to look awry,

look askance, leer, ci./.
/./.,, , fem. -, , , (/) squinting, [?.-

/.Of, to get a sq^uint, Ar.

Thesm. 846 : ace. to Moer., Att. for3, Lat. strabo.

'\'/.7., ov, , the eye in Ion. dialect,

ace. to Poll. 2,54: no doubt iroml/./.u,, Lat, volvo, hence/.
W/'Avpin, . , sub. , Illyria.'., , , of belonging to

Illyria, Illyrian, 6p}j, ), Strab. ; •.. Rh. : as subst.?.',
ov, TO, Illyricum, a country of Europe
lying along the eastern shore of the

Adriatic from Macedonia to Noricum,
Hdt. 0, 7.'/.,,, the Illi/rians, inhab.

of Illyria, U^t. 1, 196; Ar. Av. 1521.

'i'l,^o, ij, fem, adj. Illyrian,

IMAN
ala, Dion. P., also without ala, Illyria

\

= 'l?,/iVplKOV./., , , Ulyrius, son of

Cadmus and Harmonia, after whom
Illyria was said to be named, Apollod.
—11. an Illyrian, Hdt.

'L\A£2, V. sub.—II. esp. of the

eyes, to squint, look askance ; though
this signf. is perh. only found in the

compds. and derivs., '/,-, etc.

'/./., , {'/,) squint-

ing, distorted,, Hipp.

/.), , /., ?./.,
=^/,}, to squint : to be short-sighted.

(Acc. to some from' and, bet-

ter simply from, Lob. Phryn.
607.),•,, ,() distortion,

esp. of the eye, Hipp., ov, , Ilus, son of Dardanus
and Batea, ruler of Dardania, 11. 11,

166 ; Apollod.—2. son of Tros, found-

er of Ilium, II. 20, 252, Find. N. 7, 44.

3. son of Mermerus in Ephyra, Od.
1,259./., , , Ilurgla, a city of
Spain, Polyh.',, , (.) muddy,
slimy. . Rh. : in genl. impure, [i], o,= e/Afof II., a lurking-hole,

den, lair. Call. Jov. 25 : also '. [i]',, /, mud, slime, dirt, II.

21, 318, Hdt. 2, 7: sometunes for?. (q. v.), dregs, sediment, Hipp.
;

of wine, Arist. Gen. An. : so opp. to

loam, clay. (Prob. from,.
[- -, gen., Horn., later Leon,.
39.]'.,=17,
or wriggle like a worm, Plat. Tim. 92 A.'.,, , uriggUng motion,

as of leeches, Arist. H. A.'., , , a wriggling

movement.

/,, (/>) to cover with slime or

dirt.—1.=. [']/., ,^='.. Gal. ["\, ,=', Arr.

Ind. 6, 4., , , () of, connected

icith dratving water, /., songs

of the draw-well, Call. Fr. 42, v. Ilgen

Praef. Scol. n. 5; so,, songs of the water-drawer, Ar.

Ran. 1297. [i]
^\'\,, , Itnaeus, a Persian,

Aesch. Pers. 31,/,, , abundance of meal: in

genl. plenty.', a, ov, plentiful.?. , , a Syracusan epith.

of Ceres, Polemo ap. Ath. 109 A.—II.

song sung at the mill. Dor. word., ov, , dim. from,
naval term.,, , (,-) twister of ropes : metaph. a puz-

zling, knotty sophist, Democr. ap. Plut.

2, 614E., ov, , dim. from., , ov,() of leathern

thongs, Hdt. 4, 189. [], ov, , dim, from., ov, ,(,)
a leathern band., , ij, (,) a

leathern band : metaph. the feeler of the

polypus, Anth.,, , (,)
like Lat. loripes, crookshanked : esp.

—

1. nameofatribeof Aethiopians, Plin.

5, 8.—2. kind of water-bird, Opp.
Ixeut. 2., , () to bind with

thongs., ,{,) leather-

like. Plat,',, , band, tie.

,, ^,() bind-
ing with thongs.—II. piece of timber
used instead ofa bond-stone, in building,
LXX., ov, ,(,) one
who sings the..,,[&.',,
and in Ptol., Mt. Imaus, an ex-
tensive range of mountains in Asia,
branching off to the east now the Altai,

and south-east now Mustag, Strab,,, others, , Ep.
dat. pi. : a leathern strap or
thong, II. 10, 262, etc.: in various
usages, as in plur,, the straps, hames.t

of a chariot, Lat. lora, II. 8, 544 :

rein, II. 23, 324, etc. : the thong or lash

of a whip, II. 23, 363 : in plur. also,

the caestus of boxers, being straps put
round the hand, II. 23, 684, in later

times loaded with studs, etc., and
then called : the chin-strap

of the helmet, 11. 3, 371 : the magic
girdle of Venus, Lat. caestus, 11, 14,

214, 219 : in Od. a latchet or thong, by
which the bolt was shot home into

the socket, and which was then fas

tened to the, v. Nitzsch Od.
1, 442, cf. 4, 802 ; 21, 46 : post-Horn,
also the rope of a draw-well, elsewh.: a shoe-latchet, N. T. Pro-
verb., /. , he's as tough
as a piece of dogskin, Ar. V'esp. 231.

(The root is rather to be found in the
Sanscr. si (to bind), than in, acc.

to Pott Et. Forsch. 2, 174, cf. Old-
Sax, simo, a bond : hence also•,, and with - omitted,.) [--, but I, II. 8, 544; 10,

475 ; 23, 363, Od. 21, 46 : in deriv, and
compds, always t.]/., . , (,) the

thong or lash of a whip, in genl.

whip, Hom. : later, any thong, Opp. \t], fut. [], () to

flog, scourge, —, etc., Hom, :.. , II. 15, 17 ;,. Horn. . 340 : metaph., .,
to smite it with lightnings, 11. 2, 782. [], ,(,,)
loaded with apparel,, Theophr. [], , , dim. from, Ar. Fr. 64. [-], , , dim. from -, Ar. Plut. 985. [-], . -',() to clothe,

. . [m], , ,(,)
clothes-chest, w-ardrobe. [], , , (,
'/.) clothes-seller, Luc. [-\

, , 6, (,/.) one who steals clothes, like. Diog. L. [i], ov, .(,-) one who lets out dresses., ov, b, {,)=., ov, , in form as if dim.
from (i. e. ), a piece of dress :

e.sp. an outer garment, a cloak, mantle

worn above the. Homer's?.-
va, Hdt. 2, 47, Epich. p. 88 : it was,
in fact, a square piece of cloth thrown
over the left, and brought round over
or under the right shoulder, Muller
Archaol. d. Kunst <i 337; cf. also, : , in genl.

clothes, Hdt. \, 9: kv, ot

civilians, in the robe of peace, Lat,

togati. Plut. Camd. 10.—II. in genl.

a cloth, Hdt. 4. 23. []
^, ov, ,(,-

.) a dealer in clothes, Criti. 54. [lu],, , fem. of foreg,,

. uyopa, the slop-market, [], , , of, skilled in

making clothes : -, sub., the
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IMEP
tailor's art, Plat. Polit. 280 A, ubi olim

|^ : from, ,{, *)
making clothes : as subst. a tailor., , to take care of
clotltts, Luc. [i/z] : and'?, ov, , a clothes-

chest, tvardrobe : from,, , f),{,) one who has charge of the ward-

robe. [-],, b,{) clothing
,

apparel, Polyb.',,'.., , Att. inf. /. {} to

draw with a strap or cord, esp. water

from a well, Ath. ; also to draw, suck

out, ?., Arist. H. A. [I]

i, , , son of Jmbrasus,

i. e. Pirous, 11. 4, 520.

i'lpo, a, ov, of belonging to

Jmbrasus, Ap. Rh. 2, 866 : pecul. fern.'3, Nic. Alex. 150: from, ov, , the Imbrusns, a

river of the island Samos, earlier

Parthenius, Strab.'^, ov, a, Imbrius, son of

Mentor of Pedasus in Caria, an ally

of the Trojans, II, 13, 171, 197.—11.

adj. of Imbrus, Imbrian., . 6, Imbrus, son of Ae-
gyptus and Caliandis, ApoUod.— II.

ij, an island on the coast of Thrace,
\vith a city of same name, celebrated

for its worship of the Cabiri ; now Im-
oro, II. 13, 33; 21, 43; Hdt.5,26; 6,41., Aeol., Sapph. 1,27,() to long, yearn for or after, de-

sire,, Od. 10, 431, 555, Hes. Sc.

31, Ar. Nub. 435; but c. ace. Soph.
O. T. 59 ; c. inf , to long or wish to do,

Solon 5, 7; also absol., Soph. El.

1053. More freq. in same signf., as dep. c. aor. mid. (II. 14,

103), and pass, (Hdt. 7, 44) ;

c. gen., Od. 1, 41 ; c. inf, Hdt. 1. c.

;

esp. of sexual desire, II. 14, 163, etc.

Very rare in Att. (v. 11. cc.) ; though
Plat. Crat. 418 C has it in part., just

like . [i], 1 plur. pres. from., Ep. inf from for,
freq. in Horn. [(]", Ep. inf. from for,
Hom. [], , old collat. form of,
ace. to Plat. Crat. 418 C, D.. , , Himf.ra, a city of Si-

cily on the Himeras, a colony of the

Zancleans, Pmd. O. 12, 2 ; Hdt. 6,

24; 7, 165; Thuc. 6,5.,,, Himeraeum, a place

in Thrace near Amphipolis, Thuc. 7, 9.. a, ov, of or belonging to

Himera, Himeraean, Polyb. : pecul.

fern.,.^', ov, , Himeraeus, brother
of Demetrius Phalereus, Ath. 542 E.
—II. an inhab. of Himtra, v. foreg., a, b, the Hbueras, the name
of two rivers of Sicily which rise in

Mt. Nebrodes, the one running north,

now Flume Grande, Pind. P. 1, 153
;

Theocr. 5, 124 ; Polyb. 7, 4, 2 ; the
other south, now Fiwne ISalso.

t'l/^f'ptor, Of, (5, i/imerzKs, an Athenian
against whom one of the orations of
Dinarehus was directed, Dion. H./, , {',)
Haoking siveet or longingly, Anth.',. ,{') exciting

lor,e or desire, lovely, delightsome, in

Hom. always of things, ,
II. , 429, etc. ; of the song and the

dance, Od. 1, 141 ; 18, 193 : so^, II. 18, 570: also, '
. , Od, 10, 398, of. sub v., [i]
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', , {,)
Dor. for^. sweetly growing

or blooming,, Anth. [i],,{,) love-

ly of soul, Orph. [(]', as pass., of a female,

to have sexual intercourse with,,
Hipp, [i], ov, b, a longing, yearning

after a person or thing, Lat. desideri-

um,, Houi. : absol., usu. love,

desire, as 11. 3, 44.6 ; hence,
joined, 11. 14, 198 : and so

in Pind., and Trag., much like,
though usu. a mere animal passion,

Lat. cupido, cf. Luc. Dear. Judic. 15,

who distinguishes, ',-
: the phrase , freq. in

Horn., the yearning after tears, i. e.

the yearning of the soul to disburden
itself in grief (see Genesis 43, 30)

;

hence even c. gen. objecti,'' , yearning to

weep /or his father, Od. 4, 113: in

Hdt. usu.,'^,
c. inf., 5, 106, etc. ; cf. sub v.-. [\

^, ov, (,) of
lovely twice or song,, Sapph. 36,

and 60 W. Dind. Alcm. 12, for. [\^, Aeol. for, Sapph.
I, 27. [I], , , {') longed for,

much desired, lovely, epith. of a river,

II. 2, 751 ; and so of places, Solon 5,

52 ; 16, 1 ; ., Pind. P. 3, 177
;. '.7, dear life, Simon. 90, 2.

Only poet, [i], , {,)=-, Callistr., ov, , Imeusimus, son of

Icarius and Periboea, ApoUod.'1,=, dub., , , {) a rope to

draiv water, [i

}

, , ,{) draum out as

from a well. [],,. Himilco, a Cartha-
ginian, Polyb. 1, 42, 12.', , b, Jmmarudus, son
of Euinolpus, Pans.. poet, for,,
inf. from, II. 20, ^C5., , , (not), ')
the rope of a draw-wdl, in genl. rope,

Alex. Pann. 3 : , absol., a

rope's length, i. e. as long as a bucket
taltes-to go down and come up a well,

Ar. Eccl. 351. [], ov, {,-) drawing water at a well, cf. sub. [\, dat. of the old pers. proa. I, ,
, Cretic for , cf. Lat. in, intus., o,= if, Lat. vis, very dub.

'Ivu, A. as conjunction ;

—

that, in

order that—I. like all final conjunc-

tions— 1. with subjunct. mood after

tenses ofpresent time, as Od. 2, 307, II,

1, 203. Its supposed Ej). use with
the indie, in such cases, for the sub-

junct., is founded only on jiassages

where the long vowel of the subj.

mood has been shortened metri grat.

e. g. for, II. 1, 363,

for-, II. 21, 314,

etc.—2. with optat. after tenses of past

time, II. 5, 2, etc. : also after a pres.

where the purpose or intention is spo-

ken of rather than the fact asserted,

Seidl. Eur. El. 59, Henn. Soph. El.

57.—3. but with the past tenses of the in-

dicat., to imply a con.sequence which
is now impossible. Monk Hipp. 643,
V. Kuhner Gr. () 778. (The strict rules

of these constructions are freq. viola-

ted by later and lax writers, v. Herm.

Orph. p. 812.)—II. ' , that not,

lest, Lat. ut ne : in same constructions

as ', Hom.—2. ace. to Hdn., ira ,«//

is put for in II. 7, 353 : but the
verse is prob. spurious, v. Heyne T.
5, p. 369. However, the use of '
for seems established by evi-

dence of Gramm. ; but perh. rather
from its adverbial force, as ubi and si

in Lat. Hence' is kept in Dinarch.
even by Bekk.— 111. with other par-

ticles,' , II. 7, 26, ', H. 24,

382, and Att. : ' ; sub.,
to what end ? either absol. as a ques-
tion, e. g. Ar. Eccl. 719, or with a
verb following, e. g. Ar. Pac. 409.

—

B. as adv.—I. of place— 1. of rest in

a place, in ivhat place, where, oft. in

Hom., and Att. : also like other advs.
of place, c. gen. loci, ',-,
etc., Lat. ubi terrarum, Valck. Hdt. 2,
133, etc. ; , ''

; in
what a depth of woe thou art. Soph.
Aj. 386, cf. O. T. 367, cf Jelf Gr. Gr.
' 813.

—

2. of motion to a place, to

what place, whilher, Od. 4, 821 ; 6, 55,
also in Soph. O. T. 1311 : yet 'iva in

this signf, seems only to be used in

exclamations.— II. of time, when,
as some take Od. 6, 27, cf. Schiif.

Soph. O. C. 621, Tr. 1157; but
Doderl. Soph. O. C. 621 is right in

referring these places to the signf ol

place, cf. Nitzsch Od. 4, 821. (From
the old person, pron. iori; as the
conj. ' answers to the conj. ~,
so the adv. ' to the advs.,,, Lat ubi, quo, quando^) [tj, /,=1., . , Inarux, son of Psam-
mitichus, a king of Aegypt, Hdt. 3,

12; Thuc. 1, 104., a, ov, of or belonging to

Inachus,, daughter oj Inarhns, i. e.

lo, Ae.>ch. Pr. 590,, Id. 705.

X\, ov, , son of Inarhus ; in

pi. 'lvax.,the descendants nfInachus,

i. e. the Argives, Eur. I. A. 1088., a, ov, of or belonging to

Inachus, Inachian, Callim.,, , daughter ofInachus,

i. e. lo, Mosch. 2, 44., , y,=^{oreg., Callim.
Dian. 254. ov, 6, Inachus, son of Occa-
nus and Tethys, a river god, founder
of Argos, father of Phoroneus and lo,

Aesch. Pr. ; ApoUod.—II. a river of
Argolis, flowing into the Argoiicus
Sinus, now Xeria, Eur. El. 1.— 2. a
river of Acarnania, falling into the
Ambracian gulf, or, ace. to another
account, into the Achelous, Strab.
('.,^=.-, adverbial termin. of words

signifying a game or sport, hence
usu. joined to, Poll. 9, 110,

A. p. 1353., , b, Indathyrsts, a
Scythian, Arr. Ind. 5, 6.

(5(//, dep., only used in pres.

and impf ,{,',-) to appear, esp. to appear like, -''-. Od. 3, 246: also c. dupl. dat.,. he seemed
to them like the son of P., II. 17, 213:
absol. to appear, seem, II. 23, 460 ; and
so, , as my
memory seems, i. e. as the matter
seems in my memory, Od. 19, 224.

Ep. word, also used by Ar. V'esp.

188, Plat. Theaet. 189 E. Hence,, , a form, appear-

ance, Lat. species, Ael. Hence',=^?, Li-

ban., , ,^^, name



of a poem by Timon of Phlius, Diog.

L. 9, 65, 105.

t'lfJia, , , India, Luc. cf.-./, , , the Indicetae, a

people of Hispania Tarraconensis,
Strab., , , {',) the Jndian-voyager, name of

Cosmas., , , Indian, Soph. Ant.

1038 : , Hdt. 3, 98 ;

without, 3, 106 ; usu. form:
India.—II. ', sub.-, a kind of pepper, Hipp.—2. a

dark-blue dye, indigo, Diosc., in the Indian language,

Ctes. ap. Phot./, , {', *)) In-

dian-born, born in India, Joseph.', , b, {', ?)
the Indian-killer, epith. of Bacchus,
Anth., ov, , Indopatres, masc.
pr. n., Luc., ov, , an Indian, first in Hdt.

3, 97, etc. : o'l', esp. of the drivers

of elephants, Polyb.—II. asadj.='Ii'-, Indian, Anth.—III. the Indus, a

large river of India, Hdt. 4, 44., ov, 6, =,
Nonn.'), a,,^, Anth.

'INE'Si, also ), to empty, Hipp.

Ion. word, connected with Lat. inanis,

[I?] Hence', ov, b, an emptying, purging,

Hipp. : and", Etjf,-?/,= foreg., Erotian., , . Inessa. a small town
of Sicily at foot of Mount Aetna, the

later', Thuc. 3, 104: hence, a, ov, of Inessa, Thuc.
6, 94., ov, TO, {) the sinews between

the occiput and the back : in genl. the

back of the head, nape of the neck, II. 5,

73; 14,495. [iv]

'Il'if, , a son, child, Aesch. Eum.
323, and Eur. : also , a daughter,

Eur. I. A. 119. Only poet. (Prob.

from if.)

Vlvva, , , Inna, a fountain in

Thrace, Ath. 45 C.",, , and, ov, ,^, q. v.

'^"Ivvvui, V. in compd..'\, , {, )=./,. , and,
»=sq.. Pint. Marcell. 4, 6.^, , , the Insiibres, a
Gallic people, in Upper Italy on the

Fo, Strab., , , Intaphernes, a
distinguished Persian, Hdt. 3, 70., tdv, oi, the Intemelii, a
race of the Ligurians, Strab.

ivpavu, , , Interamna, jiow
Teriii, a city of Umbria, Strab., , , Interamnium,

now Terano, a city of Latium, Strab.\'\, , , Intercatia, a city

of Spain, Strab., , , Interocrea, a city

of the Sabines, Strab.-', , ov, of Inychiis, Iny-

chian, Plat. Hipp. Maj. 283 C : from,, , Inychus, a small town
in south of Sicily, now Calla Bellota,

Hdt. 6, 24., contr., , Ino, daugh-
ter of Cailmus, mother of Learchus
and Melicertes, antl afterwards wor-
shipped as a sea-soddess by the natne
of Leucothea, Od. 5, 333, and Hes.

Th. 970 : Proverb., , Zenob.

(ap. Paroemiogr.) 4, 38.

',, {,) sinewy,fibrous,

Xen. Cyn. 4, 1, and Arist. [i]

t'h'iJTrof, ov, , Indpiis, a fountain

and stream in the island Delos, H.

Horn. Ap. 18; Callhn. H. Dian. 171 :

styled from its rising and
subsiding like the Nile, Anth., Strab.

['J
or , , gen. , a worm or

grub that destroys the vine-buds, prob. a

coUat. form, Alcm. 124. [where
Welcker, for t is long.]', , , (not ') a goat's

skin, Hipp. : esp. used as a stage dress

for satyric dramas ; others corruptly, Poll. : cf.,,
etc. : from', ov, epith. of the wild goat

or chamois, , 11.

4, 105; explamed as = 7r7;(5;?rt/cof,, bounding, darting, spring-

ing, and usu. derived from, as

if?., cf.,.,, o,= sq., ov, belonging tofowling ;

like birdlime, Lat. viscatus, as epith. of, Plut. 2, 281 E./, ov, o, () a. fowler,

bird-catcher, , Bion. 2, 1.

Hence, ,,^=., , , fem. from,
as epith. of ?], Plut. 2, 321 F, cf.., {) catch birds by bird-

lime : in genl. to catch., , , Lat. viscum,=,
Theophr.—II. the plant,
esp. the white, Diosc.

—

\\l.:=,
', ov, o, a poisonous plant, pern.

= iim II., Diosc.3,,=^., , , plant of the thistle

kind, from which niastich was made,
Theophr. [iv],, . made, prepared

from the plant, Nic., a, ov, of or belonging to

Ixion, 11. 14. 317." or . , . () a going,

line of motion, Hipp.; esp. in phrase', in a straight line.,,^.,, , Ixion, a mythical

king of Thessaly : his name prob.—', for he was the first homicide

(Find. P. 2, 59), and therefore the

first suppliant, v. Welcker Aesch.

Trilog. p. 547, MuUer Eum. vN 53. [, , to be an, to

catch birds with lime-twigs, Anth. : from, ov, {,) setting

lime-twigs : as subst. a fowler., ov, {,.-) eating missrltoe-berries : hence

—

II. as subst., the missel-thrush, Arist.

H. A., ov, , {, *) one

who uses birdlime, a fowler, Anth.", fut. of, Horn.'. , , Ep. aor. of, Hom.', ov, b, Lat. viscum, niisseltoe,

a parasitic plant, also .— II. the

misseltoe berry.—III. the birdlime pre-

pared from the last, Lat. viscus, Eur.

Cycl. 433 : hence—2. metaph. a close,

miserly fellow, Ar. Fr. 020, v. Lob.

Phryti. 399. (Akin to, perh.

from, the grasper, holder.)'{, ov, {, ')=:•, Arist. ap. Ath. 05 A. [u],. o.= sq., Anth.', ov, {.) having

mis.'^ell',e growing on it,, Soph. Fr.

354 : limed,, Opp., adv., from the loins, Arat.

:

from

lOAA,, , the waist or small of

the back, 7^'
(poet, contr. dat. for ), Od. 5, 231 ;

10, 544, of. women's girdles : but in
Hipp, the plur., loins, v. Foes.
Oecon. (Piob. akin to, like, cf. Cic. latera et vires.) \_ in
nom. and ace. sing. ; in trisy 1 1 . cases.], , {,) like bird-

lime, sticky, clanimy. Hipp.— 11. me-
taph. stingy. Luc. cf.?., , , a festival in ho-

nour of Bacchus, ap. (Dem.) 1371,24:

from, ov, 6, Bacchus invoked

with the cry of , Anth.—2. a hymn
beginning with , cf. Archil,

ap. Heph. p. 94. [I]. a, b, and, luba, king
of Numidia; name also of a son of
same, Plut. Caes. 55; Rom. 14; Strab., ov, b, Jubates, king of Ly-
cia, Apoliod., , {,) violet-

coloured, Democr. ap. Ath. 525 C

:

dark. Ath. [], b. lobes, son of Hercules and
Certhe. Apoliod., ov, {lov,)
dark-eyed, black-eyed,Tmd. Fr. 113. []/, , to shoot arrows, dart,

Ap. Rh.—II. to emit poison, Geop. [i] :

from, ov, {,) shooting,

darting.—II. venomous, Arist. H. A. [i], ov, {',,)
poison-eating, [], ov, {loVy)
dark-haired, Pind. . 6, 50, 1. 7, 33. [], , ov, {lov,) with

dark eyeballs ; in genl. dark-eyed. \t], ov, {lov,) violet-twined,,. Fr. 45. [], , {,,)
violet-dark, in genl. dark, black, ',
Od. []',, , quiver,. Rh. []:
strictly fem. from^, ov, {,) holding,

containing arrows,, Od. 21, 12.

—II. containing poison, ^
poison-fangs, Nic. [i], . {lov,) ^noTet-colour-

ed, dark, in Horn, always of the sea,

whether calm, II. 11, 298, etc., or
stormy, Od. 11, 107 ;, Hes. Th.
3 : in later Ep. also metaph., .-,, Nic. [t]',, , {) violet-coloured,

i

dark,, II. 23, 850, (ace. to
others from , either rusty, liable to

rust, or good for arrows: but { must
come from cov, not from, cf.-

: moreover, Nic. has «.,
Al. 171.), , , loessa, fem. pr. n.,

Luc., ov, {lov,) with purple
girdle, ap. Hesych. [t]

or-, , {,-) blooming with violets, Philox. ap.

Ath. 409 E. [i]
^, , , (in Hom. '•) locasta, daughter of Menoeceus,

sister of Creon, mother and wife of
Oedipus, Trag.. , , locastus, son of
Aeolus, Callim., .=>, Alcae. 15.

f'^
. r,, , the lolaes, moun-

taineers in Sardniia. Strab. : from. , ,, a place in

Sardinia, Paus., ov, . prop, .son of Inlai/s ;

as pr. n., lohn'das, a general of the
Thebans at Mantiiiea, Ael., ov, 0, Dor. ?, PincL,
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Att. 'lo?.£Wf, Eur. Heracl. 478, lolaiis,

son of Iphicles and Autornetliisa, the
companion of Hercules, Hes. Tli.317;
Pintl. N. :i, C2.—2. a commander of
the Macedonians, Thuc. 1, '^.—3. a
cupbearer of Alexander, Plut. Alex.

74, 77. In Arr. An. 7, 27, 2,.), /. . Idle, daughter of king
Eurytus of Oechalia in Euboea, be-

loved by Hercules, and afterwards
wife of Hyllus, Soph. Trach.
i'ltj/Jiac ,='' 3.—2. brother

of Cassander of Macedon, Diod. S.^', of, (,) born

of tienom, [i], Ep. for, 1 pi. subj.

pres. from //, let us go, Horn, [t,

but sometimes l in arsis in Horn.], , {, ') mixed
with poison, poisoned, Anth. .[/"], ov, in plur., 11. 4.

242 ; 14, 479, as epith. of the Argives,

ace. to some from , fighting with

arrows, as opp. to ; but

t, whereas i in all conipds. of .
Others from Uvut ,
rushing on their fate. Others from la,

a voice, a.nd,/ or, all

in signf. of }nen of big ivords, braggarts,

which would suit II. 14, 47'J very
well. But the best deriv. is from lov

and, men of the destiny of a vio-

let, i. e. shortlived, or still better, violet-,

L e. dark-fated, cf. fin.

'ION, ov, TO. the violet, Od. 5, 72

:

cf.. There seems however
to be some doubt of its identity : for

in Od. it is mentioned as a marsh-
plant ; moreover, the or

lencoium, snow-flake, is of the narcissus

kind, and the lov prob. is the

narcissus, v. Schneid. Ind. Theophr.,
. P. 5, 144, 147, and cf.. (Orig.

no doubt it was Fiov, Lat. vio-la.)

[lov, cf. fin.],, i], lone, a Nereid, Apollod.,, , shaggy, hairy, epith.

of the wild-goat, Od. 14, 50 [] : from, ov, b, the root of a hair,

young shooting hair.—II. an eruption on
the face, which often accompanies the

first growth of the beard, etc., Hipp.
;

hence also called. (Prob. akin
to.) [I], a, ov, () of concerning

Jo ; esp. .? or,, the Ionian sea, the
sea between Epirus and Italy, at the
mouth of the Adriatic sea, across
which she was said to have swum,
Hdt. 6, 127, etc., cf. omnino Aesch.
Pr. 837, etc. []', Att. 3 pi. imper. of for, Thuc, Xen.
t'lOTT?/ and?;,, , Joppa, now

Jaffa, a city of Judaea on the Medi-
terranean, Strab. ; Dion. P.— II. lopa,
daughter of Iphicles, wife of Theseus,
Plut. Thes. 29., ov, (lov,)
with violet-locks, dark-haired, Pind. P., ov, (lov,) weaving
violets, Alcae. 42: but— II. proparox., ov, pass., woven with violets.

t'T
, r, , , lura, a mountain of

Gaul, Strab./, ov. , the Jordan, the
chief river of Palestine, Strab., N. T.

:

in Paus.—Ailj.,
and-, a, ov, of the Jordan.", ov, .(,) an ani-

mal of the deer kind, Opp.
•, of). 6, (A) also with heterog.

plur. Tu la, 11. 20, GH : an arrow, Hom.,
and Trag. (Prob. from t'trat, i-re, to

go, like Sanscr. ishu, from ish. Pott
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Etym. Forsch. 1, 2G9, cf. .) [,
whereas m lov a violet.], oi; b, (B) ritsi, Theogn. 451,

esp. that of iron or brass, verdigris,

Lat. aerugo. Plat. Rep. 9 A. [i]

'lof, ov, , (C) poison, esp. of ser-

pents, Acsch. Ag. 834, and Eur.

:

hence Pind. O. C, 79 calls honey

//,. []
'lof, la, Ep. for,, v. la, be-

sides feiii. only the dat. neut. for

occurs, /, II. 6, 422. []'

flof, , , los, now Nw, one of the
Sporades, where Homer was said to

be interred, Strab.

',,{,<)()=([. \], ov. (lov,)
violet-crow n.ed. epith. of Venus, H.
Hoin. 5, 18, and others : esp. ofAthens
and the Athenians, Ar. Eq. 1323, Ach.
637. [i], ], , will, resolve, inclina-

tion, in Hom. almost always in dat.,

as, , by the will or hest of

the gods, just like -t, II. 19, 9,

Od. 7, 214, etc. ; more rarely of men,, at her will or hest, II.

18, 396, cf. Od. 11, 384; 18,234, 11.5,

874 : in ace. only in II. 15, 41, ''
for e//;;. Hesych. ex-

plains it by,, opyy,. (Prob. the same as Sanscr.
ishta. from ish (cupere), cf. (A),

and Pott Etym. Forsch. 1, 269.), ov, { C,) pro-

ducing poison, venomous, Opp. [i], , (,) struck by
an arrow, or by poison, Anth. [i]

'lov, a wild cry of woe, a howl, Lat.

heu ! Trag., usu. twice repeated :

seldom, like , a cry of joy, Ar. Eq.
1096 ; or of surprise, Aesch. Ag. 25,

cf. Heind. Plat. Gorg. 499 B. The
usu. accent, Dind. Ar. Pac. 345 :

Suid. says that lov lov is of woe, lov

of joy. [i], a, , Jugurlha, king
of Numidia, Strab., , i], Judaea, a region in

Syria, Strab. In the time of David
that part of Palestine occupied by
Judah and Benjamin ; after the divi-

.sion, Judah, Benjamin, and part of

Dan and Simeon : afterwards, the
southern part of Palestine : finally

after the exile, all Palestine, N. T.~
2. collect.= iAe inhab. of Judaea, N. T.
Matth. 3, 5. Hence\,, to imitate, conform to the

manners ofthe Jews, N. T., Plut. Cic. 7., , , of or belon'ging to

Judaea, Jewish, Strab. : N. T. Adv.
-,. , to live after the man-
ner of the Jews, N. T., a, ov, Jewish, Strab..

N. T. : as subst. , a Jew,
N. T. : in pi. ol, the Jews,
also the rulers of the Jews, the Sanhe-
dWm, N. T. Joh. 1, 19, etc.(), ov, , {') the

being a Jew, Judaism, the Jewish reli-

gion, etc., N. T.\, adv., in the Jewish lan-

guage, LXX., a, , Judas, Judah, son of
Jacob, founder of the tribe of Judah,
N. T. : inetaph. the tribe of Judah,
the kingdom of Judah, Id.—2. (Isca-

riot) one of the apostles, the betrayer
of Christ, Id.—Others of this name
occur in N. T., , ?), Julia, Rom. fem. pr.

n., N. T.
^'lov?.ia, , Julia Traducta,
now Tarifa, a city Hispania Baetica,
Stral).

?.(,), f. -ifffj, (?) to become
downy or hairy, Tryph. []

,, , Juliopolis, the
earlier Gordium in Phrygia, Strab.

f, ov, b, Julius, niasc. pr. n.,

Ar. Eq. 407, esp. as Rom.,, , a kind of red fish,
Arist. H. A. [r],, , lulis, capital of the
island of Ceos, Strab. : /,
an i>ab. of lulls, ajiplied to Simon-
ides who was born there, Ael. V. H., ov,(,) foot-

ed like the centipede, i. e. many-footed,
many-nared, of a ship, Lyc, cf.

IV• [i], ov, b, down, the first growth

of the beard, USU. in plur.,, the cheek hair, whisk-
ers, opp. to, Od. 11, 319.—IT.

corn-sheaf, also 7.. whence Ceres
is said to have the epith. ,

: hence, a song in her

honour, v. Spanh. ad Call. H. Car.
init., Inscr.— III. the male floiver of mo-
noecious plants.—IV. an insect, the sco-

lopendra or centipede, distinct from
the, . (From.) []
+(,•, , 6, lulus, an early king

of Latiuin, Strab.',, ,{ II.) epith. of
Ceres, the goddess of sheaves, v. foreg., ,( IV.,)
scolopendra-like, Arist. Part. An. [], a, , Junius, masc. pr. n.,

N. T.

t'loioTOf, ov, b, Justus, a Roman
cognomen, N. T., exclamation of aversion, bah !

faugh.'[], ov, (/of C,) poisoned,

poisonous, Opp. [i],, b, lophon, son of
Sophocles, .Ar. Kan. 73.—Others in
Dion. H. ; etc., , ,( A,) she

who delights i)i arrows, the arrow-queen
;

or perh. (from, like signf. II.)

pouring, showering arroics, freq. epith
of Diana in Hom., II. 5, 53 : also as
subst.,. II. 21, 480, Od. 11,

198.— II. { C), poisonous, of ser-

pents, Nic. [i as in : yet in Pind.
P. 2, 16.]

floi/),, b, lops, a Spartan hero,
Paus..( ), to rust, corner with r^tst;

pass, to become or be rusty, Arist. Color.,() to dry, roast in the

oven.

"Itti't?, , , a bird of the woodpeck-
er kind, also and., a, ov,() of, belonging

to the oven.—11. of the dung hill. Call.

Fr. 216., ov, b, () baked or
dressed in the oven,, Hipp., L)V, ol, Ipni, prop, ovens, v., a rugged place at foot of Mt.
Pelion, Hdt. 7, 188 ; in Strab. -,., , {,) baked
in the oven, Luc., ), , a boiler, cal-

dron, Luc.'?., ov, , dim. from
foreg.", ov, TO, a marsh-plant. Theo-
phr., ace. to Sprengel Hippuns vul-

garis., or -, ov, b,

(',) one who bakes or
works in an oven or furnace, a potter,

etc.. Plat. Theaet. 147 A, where-
is a v. 1. ; analogy seems to

require either- or •?.~ ;

cf.



*177, , 6,{,•) . foreg.—oiof ,, (iVvof,) work-

ing in an oven, a potter, maker of casts,

Luc., , , an oven or furnace,

Lat. fitrnus, Hdt. 5, 92, 7 : esp. for

heating water for the bath, Ar. Vesp.

139, Av. 436.— II. the place of the oven,

i. e. the kitchen, Lat. cidina, Ar. Vesp.

837.—III. a lantern, Ar. Pac. 841, Plut.

815, elsewh..—YV.^=., a

dunghill privy, Ar. Fr. 132. (Prob.

from.), , , Ipnus, a place in Lo-
cris ; hence , the inhab. of
Ipnus, Thuc. 3, 101.,, , v. 'Invot., , {Ixp,) killing

the worms or gntbs in vines, Stiab.

-, 0, sometimes , {)
strictly in a mouse-trap, the piece of
wood that falls and catches the mouse

;

in genl. mouse-trap. Usu.—II. any
burden, heavy pressure, press : esp. a

fuller's press, Archil. 1 17 : and me-
taph. Pind. O. 4, 11, calls Aetna, the weight that holds Ty•
phoeus down., cf. sq. Hence), , to press down: pass, to be

pressed or weighed down, At-, of Typhoeus, Aesch. Fr.

365, cf. foreg. : metaph., Ar. Eq. 924. []", {/, V.., a, , Hippagoras, masc.

pr. ., Ath. G30 A.
_

^,, , {.,-) three officers at Lacedaemon,
who chose 300, the flower of the-, to serve as a body-guard for the

kings under the name of (cf. •
II. 2), Xen. Hell. 3, 3, 9.", , ,=^', a

wild horse, 0pp.', oVi(,) car-

rying horses ; esp. of ships used as

cavalry-transports ,., Hdt.

6, 48, 95, Thuc, etc. ; also ai-
(sub. ), Ar. Eq. 599, Dem.

46, 5.
^, , , {,)

horse-eagle, gryphon, [], fut.-, Dep. mid.,() to drive or guide a horse, to drive

a chariot. It. 23, 426 ; later, to ride, Hdt.
4, 110, 114, etc. Pass, of a horse, to

be driven or ridden. Plat. Ion 540 D ;

also to be broke in for riding, Xen. Eq.
3, 1 ; 11,7., , 6, Hippaeus, masc. pr.

n., Anth., , , a cavalry-action :

from",,{, ai')fight^
ing on horseback, equestrian, Pind. N.

1, 25.,,, <« (Scythian) mare's

milk-cheese, Hipp., and Aesch. Fr. 189.

— II. a leguminous plant, dub. In

Gramm. also. [],,, a horse-lancer,

Arr.,, 6, an inhab. of Hip-

pacra, a town of Libya, Polyb., , , (,() horse-cock (we say cock-

horse), gryphon,fabulous animal, Xesiih.

ap. Ar. Ran. 937., a, ov, poet, for,
0pp.', ov, 6, poet, lengthd.

form for. Theocr. 24, 127,

like for, Schif.

Mosch. 1,3. [], ov, 6, Hippalcimus,

fc->n of Boeotus, Died. S.

^', ov, , Hippalmus, father
of Peneleus, ApoUod., , , Hippana, a city

of Sicily near Panormus, Polyb., , , (, -) centaur., formed after the sea-

man's cry in Ar. Eq. 602,

as if the horses were plying the oars., ov,,(, (JJo)
the camelopard, giraffe, Arist. H. A., , , Hippdreie, daugh-
ter of Callias, wife of Alcibiades,
Plut. Ale. 8.', ov, , Hipparxnus, father
of Dion of Syracuse, Ael. V. H.—2.

son of the elder Dionysius of Syra-
cuse, Arist. Pol., etc., ov,, dim. from,
a little horse, pony, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 19.

["], , , the Hipparis, now
Carina, a river of Sicily near Cama-
rina, Pind. 0. 5, 27., , , Hipparmodo-
rus, masc. pr. n., Lys., , ,(,-) Laced, for', a com-
mander of cavalry, Xen. Hell. 4, 4, 10., a, ov, of or belonging

to Hipparchus, Plat. Hipparch., , to be a ',
command the cavalry, c. gen., Hdt. 9,

20, 69., ov, 6,(,) a

commander ofcavalry, Dion. H. Hence, , , the office, rank of, Xen. Ath. 1,3.— II. a squad-

ron ofhorse , such as he commands, Polyb., , , Hipparchia, wife
of Crates, Diog. L., , , cf, fit for, be-

longing to a' or the-
: ., it is part of his duty,

Xen. Hipparch. 5, 1.", ov, , {',) and. ruling the horse, epith. of

Neptune, Pind. P. 4, 79, cf'.—
II. a general of cavalry, Hdt. 7, 154 :

at Athens two were elected, Ar. Av.

799, cf Dem. 47, 11: Xen. wrote a
treatise on his duties.', ov, b, Hipparchus, son
of Pisistratus of Athens, slain by
Harmodius and Aristogiton, Hdt. 5,

55.—2. an Athenian from whom one
of Plato's dialogues was named, Plat.

—3. a tyrant of Eretria, Dem. 125,

27; 324, 16.—4. an actor, Dem. 13.53,

15.—5. a celebrated astronomer of

Nicaea in Bithynia, Strab.— Others
in Plut., etc.,, , strictly pecul. fem.

of, ?., a riding-

dress, Hdt. 1, 80.— II. as subst.—1.

sub., the class ofknights(),
hence, (or ) /., to

belong to this class, Isae. 67, 23.—2.

=?)', cavalry, Opp.,, ,() riding,

horse-exercise, Ar. Ach. 1165 : .,=, to takea ride,

Xen.—2. chariot-driving, \j\iC.—II. the

cavalry.\'\, ov, 6, son of Hippasus,
i. 6. Charops, . 11, 420 ; Socus, Id.

11, 427 ; Hypsenor, Id. 13, 411 ; Api-
saon, 17, 348., , ov,() fit,

convenient for riding or the use of cav-

alry, the character of a country, Hdt.
5, 63 ; opp. to, Hdt. 2, 108

:

metaph., giving himself to be rid-

den, i. e. governed by flatterers, Plut.

Alex. 23. [], , ol, the HlppasXiii, a
people of Dalmatia, App.

, , , the Hippam, a
people of India, Strab.",,, a ride.', ov, , Hippasus, father of
the Argonaut Actor, Apollod.—2. a
Trojan, 11. 11, 450; another, father of
Hypsenor, 13,411; another, father of
Apisaon, 17, 347.—Others in Paus.,
etc.,, , Anth., and, ov, ,{)=^•.—11. as ]., fitfor riding, Xen.
Eq. 10, 17., adv. like a horseman., , ,{) that

can he ridden, Arist. H. A.'\ '/., al, dromeda-
ries, Plut. Eumen. 15.,, ,(,)
the starting-post in a race-course, Lat.
carceres, Polyb. [], , rj, Hippaphesis,
fem. pr. n., Lys. ap. Ath. 586 E., , , () the riding

or driving of horses, horsemanship, esp.

racing. Soph. El. 505; and in plur.,

Eur. H. F. 374.—II. cavalry, Xen. An.
5, 6, 8.—III. the breed and training of
horses, Strab., cf.7.", a, ov, () of, belmig-

ing to a horse,,,, etc.,

II. ; , . 4, 40 : '.,
the horse- hair ciest, II. 15, 537: also in

Att. poets, though is more
freq. ; as, in prose,., , fem. from sq.,

Orph. []'\7.,, , and?,, , ,(,)
driver, rider of horses, Opp. [a], ov, 6,(, /.)

the horse-deer, like the nilghau?Arist.
H. A., ov, ,(,) a
lover of horses, Ael.", ov, b, a horse-fever, form-
ed alter,, etc., with a
pun on (the old form for),
Ar. Nub. 74.",, ,() a ride,

expedition on horseback or in a chariot,

Eur. I. T. 1428, and ap. Ar. Thesm.
1066., Ion., ,() a
horseman, Horn, (but only in II.) as
opp. to, II. 2, 810, and ahvays
of a driver of horses, charioteer, or of the
hero who fights from a car (II. 12, 66,
etc., cf.) ; or of one who drives

in a chariot-race, II. 23, 22 : of a horse-

man, i. e. rider, first in Hdt. 3, 88, and
Att.—II. in political sense,— 1. ace. to

Solon's constitution at Athens the, Att. , horsemen or
knights, were the 2d class : they were
required to possess 300 mediinni, a
charger, and a hackney for their

groom(), and in war form-
ed the Athen. cavalry, Ar. Eq. pas-

sim, cf Bockh P. E. 2, 262, Thirlw.
Hist, of Gr. 2, p. 37.-2. at Sparta
300 chosen men, who formed the king's

body guard, but icerinoi (or had ceased
to be) horsemen, Hdt. 8, 124, cf. 1, 67,

and Miiller Dor. 3, 12, § 5 sq., also cf..—III. a jiimble kind of
crab, Arist. H. A.—IV. a kind of comet,

Plin., , , Hippeus, son of

Hercules, Apollod.—2. a commander
of the Samians, Xen. Hell. 1, 6, 29./,, o,= sq., Anth., ov, , a rider, horseman,

Pind. P. 9. 217, and Eur. : from, to be a, he a horse-

man, rider, to ride, Hdt. 1, 136, etc..

also, ', Luc. Hdt. also uses
mid. in same signf., 1, 27, 79. Me-
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laph. of the wind, •. Lat. equitare, Eur. Phoen.
212, cf. Hor. Cann. 4, 4, 44.— II. to be

a horse-soldier or trooper, serve in the

cavalri/, Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 4.— III. of a

horse, as we say ' the horse rules (i. e.

carries his rider) well," Xen. Eq. 1,

6; 10, 3. In same signf. also ia mid., Hdt.

}], , , Hippe, fern. pr. n.,

Ath. 583 A./,, ,{,)
guider, driver of horses, epith. of Nep-
tune, Lye.. ,(, )=^1-

Died., adv. like a horse, Aesch.

Thel). 328.— II. as on horseback, like a

horseman, Ar. Pac. 81.', ov, . the driving,

riding of horses, strictly neut. from sq., a, ov,(,)
like iao,fitfor riding or driving,. , a chariot road, II. 7, 340., , Ep. form for/-, freq. in Horn, []'~7/, , to ride or drive, Ar.

Av. 1443 : from/, ov, i,{', ^.)
a driver of horses, one who fights from a

chariot, Horn, (always in Ep. form-/, and only in nom.), as an
epith. of honour, like our knight,

Germ. Ritter, etc., cf.- []?, ov, {',?) fit

for horsemanship or driving,, Od.

4, 607 ; 13, 212 ; in prose., , ij, a milking of
mares, Scymn. : from, i^ oi,{,-) the mare-milkers, a Scythian or

Tartar tribe, II. 13, 5 : hence, as adj.,

milking mares, Hes. Fr. 17.,, f. -, to behave like Hip-

pias, ape Hippias, Philostr. : v.-
2., , king, chief of

Imrsemen, Aesch. Pers. 997., ov, Ion. /, , ,
Hippias, son of Pisistratus, driven

from Athens ; aided the Persian army
in its invasion of Greece, Hdt. 1 , CI ; 6,

J23.— 2. a celebrated sophist of Elis,

who taught at Athens, a contemporary
of Socrates, Plat. Hipp.—Many others

of this name in Lvs. 134, 38 ; Dem.
929, 18 ; 1351, 5 ; Xen. Hell. 7, 4, 15 ;

etc.,, , veterinary surgery,

farriery : from, ov, , {'.) a

veterinary surgeon, farrier, [i], , , dim. from,
a pony, later than.— II. a

kind oifish, Epich. p. 42., ..{') of, belonging

to a horse, ., a horse or char-

iot race. Hat. 1, 167, etc.; and freq.

in Att., cf '., fin.—II. of. belong-

ing to riding or horsemen, equestrian,

Xen. Hell. 5, 3, 20: skilled in riding,

opp. to, Plat. Prot. 350 A.

—

2. ?) -, sub., horseitiariship,

riding, Ar. Nub. 27, etc. ; Xen. wrote

a treatise on it : so too, tu,
Plat. Ale. 1, 124 E, and Polyb.— 111.

TO, the cavalry, Hdt. 7, 87,

Xen., etc.—2. also a course or space of

four stadia, Plut. Sol. 23.—IV. adv.

,like a horseman: superl.--
, with best horsemanship, Xen. Oec.

21,7.", a. ov. also of, ov Bockh
V. 1. Pind. 0. 1, 101.{')=,
of, belonging to a horse, rider, riding,

Piud. P. 2, 22. and Trag. : esp. of

A'f.'ptune, Aesch. Theb. 130, Ar. Eq.
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551, etc. ; of Minerva, Pind. O. 13,

115. Soph. O. C. 1070.
_, ,, {',)

shagsrywith horse-hatr,, II. 6, 46'J./, ov, ,{,-) one who fightsfrom a chariot, II. 24,

257. Od. 11, 259: later, horseman,

Aesch. Pers. 29., , b, dim. from,
name of a play by Alexis., a, . Hippiias, a friend of

Cleomenes, Polyb. 5, 37, 8 : in Plut..', ov, gen.,{,) going on horseback, equestriaii,

Aesch. Pr. 805, and Soph. :

., trotting like a horse, Acsch. Supp.
284 : hence—2. metaph., /i^/iarn '.,
high-trotting WOTOS, bombast, Ar. Ran.
821, like Lat. equestris oratio. [a]. ov, b, (',)
a horseman, Aesch. Pers. 26.—II. -.',, a stallion horse or

ass, Strab., like. [d], ov, b, (',)
comic distortion of the pr. n.-,=:, Ar. Ran. 429., , {',)
feeding horses, Ael•., ov, b, {',)
a feeder of horses, in the Euboean
Chalcis of a class,= t7rf, like Lat.

equites, the knights, nobles, Wess. Hdt.

5, 77 ; 6, 100, cf. .
^, ov,{,) fed

on by horses, goodfor their grazing, rich

in cattle, Hom. ; esp. as epith. of Ar-

gos, from the rich meadows of Lerna.'., ov, b, {',-) a horse-herd, hnrsekeeper. Soph

.

Fr. 891, yet cf. Valck. Phoen. 28., ov, like,
Lye., ov, {',-) eaten by horses.,, oi, {',-) crane-cavalry, Luc.. ov, (',)
with, like a horse's tongne., ov, gen., (',
.7) a judge of a horse : hence in

gen!, knowing, skilful in,, Aesch.
Fr. 224, cf..—II.=., , , {, )
vulture-cavalry, Luc.',, b, {', -) Hippodurnas, son of the Ache-
lous, Apollod.—2. son of Priam, Id.—
3. a Trojan, in II. 20, 401.

_, ov.,^=6., , ,{)
Hippodiimia, daughter of Adrastus,

wife of Pirithous, 11. 2, 742.-2.
daughter of Oenomaus of Elis, wife

of Pelops, Pind. O. 1, 113 ; Eur. I. T.
825.—3. daughter of Anchises, wife

of Alcathous, 11. 13, 429.-4. wife of

Amyntor, II. 9, 448.—5. ace. toSchol.

ad 11. 1, 184, prop, name of.
—6. a handmaid of Penelope, Od. 18,

182.— 7. a daughter of Danaus, Apol-
lod. [], ov, Xen. Hell. 2, 4,

11, and, a, ov, Andoc, of
or belonging to Hippodamus (3).\, ov, , Hippodamium.
a spot in the grove of Jupiter at

Olyinpia, so named from '-
(2), Paus., ov, {,)

tamer of horses, Horn., epith. of he-
roes, esp. Nestor, cf. : of the
Trojans in general, II. 4, 352, etc.

;

and, in Hes. Fr. 22, of the Gerenians.
I Hence, ov, 6, Hippddiimus, a

I Trojan, II. 11, 335.-2. a magistrate

at Sicyon, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 45.-3. a
celebrated architect of Miletus, in

the time of Pericles, son of Euryphon,
Arist. Pol.—4. a philosopher of Thu-
rii. Stub.—5. an Athenian Archon,
Diod. S., as fern, without any
masc.- in use, v. Lob. Phryn.
538 ; in Hom. always epith of,
thick with horse-hair, with bushy horse-

hair crest, [], , , {, )
horse-bands, reins, prob. only in Eur.

Hipp. 1225., ov, b, {', ) a

rein to lead Or tie up a horse, Soph. Aj.

241 : esp. as epith. of Hercules at

Thebes and Onchestus, Paus., ov, , Dor. -, {-,)=, a driver or

rider of steeds, Theocr. 14, 12.. , , Hippodoce, a
danghter of Danaus, Apollod. 2, 1, 4,, . ,{) a

horse-race or chariot-race, Pind. P. 4,

119 : ., Thuc. 3, 104 : later

of the sham-fight (described by Vir-

gil, Aen. 5, 545, sq.), Plut, ov. ,^=,
the course: strictly neut. from -sq., ov, of, belonging to the

horse-race,, Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 735.

— II. epith. of Neptune, like,
Pind. 1. 1, 78: froni, ov, b,{,,) a race-course for horses and
chariots, 11. 23, 330, Plat., etc.: on the
Olympic course, v. Paus. 6, 20.—II.

the race itself., , b, {,) a horse-courser, light-horseman,

Hdt. 7, 158, cf. Schaf. Greg. Cor. 31,

870., ov, b, Hippodromvs, a
son of Hercules and Anthippc, Apol-
lod. 2,7, 8., ov, , Hippozygus, son
of Hercules and Hippocrate, Apollod.

2, 7, 8., , , a brood-mnre, ap.

Hesych. — II. the part just behind a
horse's fore-legs, Hippiatr./, , b, Hippolhules,

masc. pr. n., an Athenian, Plat. Lys.
203 A., adv. () forth from
the horse, esp. the Trojan horse, Od.

8, 515, etc.'/, ov, ,{,)
an ass which has been suckled by a mare:
such were kept for the stud, ace. to

Arist. H. A. 6, 23, nit.,, , Hippothoe, aT!iereiii,

Hes. Th. 251.—Others in Apollod., ov, (',) swift-

riding : in 11. only as prop. n. : v. sq., , b, Hippothdvs, son ot

Lethus of Larissa in Troas, 11. 2. 840 ;

17, 217.—2. a son of Priam, II. 24,

251.—Others in Apollod., etc., ov, b,(,)
covering mares, esp. of a he-ass for

breeding mules.—II. as adj.-, a tune played to a mare,

while she was being covered, Plut.

Yl(Jv, b, Hippo/hdon,

an Athenian hero, son of Neptune
and Alope ; from him the tribe 'I-

derived its name, Dem. 1398,, , , the tribe

Hippothoontis. in Attica, v. foreg., , {',) to ofer
horses,, Strab., ov, b, =,
Anth. : Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 49., Ep. dual from ', foi, Hom,



^, , , also -,, ,[',) monster, with

a horse's body and fish's tail, on which
the sea-gods rode, Philostr. — .
small sea-animal, used ill medicine,
Gal. cf.., , , dim. from, prob. 1., Epich. ap. Hdn.. ., p. 10.—II. a kind of earring., , , v.., , .{,-) horse-beetle, comic word in

Ar. Pac. 181.':, , (,) travelling by meatis ofhorses, hence
a driver of horses, charioteer, II. 16,

126, 584, 8.39, as epith. of Patroclus,

opp. to, like,,
: others write'

', urger of horses.,, 6, {,-) horse-centaur, half-horse half-

man, opp. to, q. v.,

Plat. Phaedr. 229 D, Xen. Cyr. 4, 3,

17 : later in genl. of any fabulous mon-
ster : jj. Luc. : v. ., , , Hippocleas, %
Thessalian, son of Phricias, Pind. P.

10. 8, sqq., 8S., .,{,)
pudendum muUehre, Ar. Fr. 621.7.6, , , Hippocltdes, an
Athenian, son of Tisander, Hdt. 6,

126, 129.

contd. -2., gen.,
, Hippocles, an Athenian naval com-
mander, Thuc. 8, 13.—Others in Ath.,

St rah., etc.

+'l7rrro/cAof, ov, 6, Hippoclus. a ty-

rant of Lampsacus to whom Hippias
gave his daughter in marriage, Hdt.
4, 138 ; ThucT 0, 59., , to keep or groom
horses, like, hence /.-, to groom one's beetle, Ar. Pac.
74 : from, ov, {, )

keeping or grooming horses. — II. as
subst. a groom, esp. otie who attended

the in war, Hdt. 3, 85, etc., ov, {, )

horse-haired, decked with horse-hair, as

epith. of . like-. II. 12, 339, etc : never in Od.. , , {', -) equipping, arming horses, or as
pass, equipt, furnished with horses,

which latter is supported by the an-

alogy o{ ; hence, '-, 11. 2, 1, etc. ; esp.

as epith. of the Paeonians, 11. 16,

287; 21,205:—others write-, ov, {) with horse-haired

helmets., ov, , Hippocorystes,

masc. pr. n., Apoilod., Hippocorona, a place

in Adramyltene, Strab.., ov, , Hippocoro-

7iium, a place in Crete, Strab.,, , Hippocotin, a

Thracian, an attendant of Rhesus, II.

10, 518.—2. son of Oebalus, and Ba-
tea, brother of Tyndareus, Hdt. 5, 60

;

Apoilod. —II. ariverof Sicily, Theocr.
10,16.\'\, uv,, the Hippocra-

tea, an Arcadian festival, Dion. H.^, ov, of or belonging to

Hippocrates, Gal.—Adv.-, after the

manner of Hippocrates., ,(,) to

be superior in horse, Polyb. : pass, to be

inferior in horse, Thuc. 0, 71.',,, {',)
Hippocrates, father of Pisistratus the

tyrant of Athens, Hdt, 1, 59.—2. son

of the Athenian Megacles, Id. 6, 131.

—3. a tyrant of Gela in Sicily, Id. 6,

23 ; 7, 154.—4. the celebrated physi-

cian, born in Cos, practised at Athens
during the plague? Plat. Prot. 311 B.
—5. son of Ariphron, a commander of

the Athenians, Thuc. 4, 66.—6. a
commander of the Spartans in Ohal-
cedon, Thuc. 8, 35 ; Xen. Hell. 1, 1,

23 ; 3, 5 —Others in Ar. Nub. 1001,

Dem. 1380, 22 ; etc.
^, , ,()

superiority in horse : victory in a skir-

mish of horse, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 24., ov Ion. , , Hip-
pocratides, son of Leotychldes, of the
royal line of the Eurypontidae, Hdt.
8, 131., ov, {',)
tremendously steep or rough, . ^-, a neck-breaking word, Ar. Ran.
929, cf.., , v.., , , Hippocritus,

masc. pr. ., Polyb. 30, 7, 10., dep., to sound with

the trampling of horses, Synes. : from, ov, {',)
trampled on by horses, sounding ivith the

trampling of horses,, Pind. P. 5,

123,, Eur. Hipp 229.?, ov, , {', ?.-) horse-sorrel, a large kind, ru-

mex hydrolapathum, Diosc. [],, , {',-) sort of moss or lichen, used in

farriery., , {', ;{•) hav-

ing given birth to a horse, Orac. ap.

Paus. 8, 42, 4.7^, i], promontory of
Hippotaus, in European Sarmatia be-

tween the Borysthenes and Hypanis,
now Stanislaus-cap, Hdt. 4, 53 : v.

Btihr in ind., , , a horse's mane

:

from?, ov,{',) with

a horse-hair crest,. Anth.?., and -. ov, , Hip-
polochidas, masc. pr. n., Thuc. 4, 78

;

Isae. Prop, patron, from'/, ov, a, Hippoldchus, son
of Bellerophon, II. 6, 119; 12, 309—
2. son of Antimachus, a Trojan, II.

11, 122.—3. one of the thirty tyrants,

Xen Hell. 2, 3, 2.—Others in Polyb.

;

Ath. ; etc.?, ov, of or belonging to

Hippolytus, Luc., , , Hippolyte, wife of
Acastus king of lolcos, Pind. N. 4,

92; cf. 5, 49 (in Apoilod.-).—2. daughter of Mars, queen of

the Amazons, A p. Rh. 2, 968 ; ace. to

Eur. mother of Hippolytus.^, ov, . Hippolytus, a gi-

ant, slain by Mercury, Apoilod.—2. a
sim of Aegyptus, Id.—3. son of The-
seus and Hippolyte (2), Eur. Hipp., , v. IV., , to be -horsing, as
mares. Arist. H. A. : hence in genl.

to be lustful, lb.—II. metaph. to be mad
after horses, madlyfond ofthem, Synes.:
from, , {,)
mad after horses: esp. of mares, and so
in genl. lustful, cf' IV.: and so,

., Soph. Aj. 143, is prob.
merely a luxuriant meadow, v. Lob.
ad 1. ; though others take it as ' bv
ol ' :—hence—II. as
subst.,, , , an Arca-
dian plant, of which horses are madly
fond, or which makes them /nad, Theocr.
2, 48.—2. a small black fleshy substance

on the forehead of a new-born foal, sup- I

posed to be usu. eaten off by the |

dam, and eagerly sought to be used
as a, Arist. H. A. 8, 24, 9, cf.

Virg. Aen. 4, 516.—3. humour let drop
by a mare a-horsing, used for like pur-
poses, Arist. lb. 6, 18,' Virg. G.
3, 280. Hence, , , a mad love for
horses, for racing, etc., Luc., ov, , horse-fennel,

a large kind, in Theophr. .,
V.' VI., , tofight on horseback,

Thuc. 4, 124: and, , , a horse-fight,

skirmish of horse, Thuc. 4, 72 : from, ov, {',)
fighting on horseback, a trooper, Bocllh
Inscr. 2, p. 38 : Luc. Macrob. [«J, ov, 6, Hippomiichus, a
Trojan, Jl. 12, 189.—2. a seer of Leu-
cadia, Hdt. 9. 38.-3. one of the thir-

ty tyrants in Athens, Xen. Hell. 2, 3,
2.—Others in Paus. ; etc.. , , Hippomedusa,
a daughter of Danaus, Apoilod. : fern,

from,, , Hippomedon,
son of Aristomachus, (ace. to Soph,
of Talaus) one of the ' Seven against
Thebes,' Aesch. Theb. 488 ; Soph. O.
C. 1317.—2. son of Agesilans, Polyb., , , Htppomenes,
father of Megareus, king of Onches-
tus, Apoilod.—2. grandson of foreg.,

conquered Atalanta in running, and
obtained her- hand in marriage,
Theocr. 3, 40, cf Apoilod. 3,9,2.-3.
one of the ten-year aichons, a Codrid,
Nic. Damasc., , , {',)
skilled in horses or in riding, Pind., , {',)
partly a horse, half-horse half-man, Ael./, -/^,—., ov. {', )

horse-shaped, horse-like. Plat. Phaedr.
253 C.,. ,{,-) horse-ant, Arist. . . : . Luc.
V. . 1, 12, 16., , , Hipponicus, son
of Callias. a rich Athenian, Hdt. 6,

121.—2. grandson of foreg., son of
Callias, a commander of the Athe-
nians at Taiiagra, Thuc. 3, 91.—3.

a commander of Philip of Macedon,
Dem. 125, 24.,,'), Hipponoe, a Nereid,
Hes. Th. 251., a, , Hipponoidns, a
leader of the Lacedaemonians, Thuc.
5,71., , b, {',)

horse-keeper.,,, Hippondme, daugh-
ter of Menoeceus, Apoilod., ov, {',) keep-

ing horses., ov, , Hipponous, a son
of Priam, Apoilod.—2. father of Ca
paneus and Periboea, Id.—3. a Gre
cian hero before Troy, II. 11, 303., ov, , {',]
guiding, driving horses, Eur. Hipp.
1399, Ar. Nub. 571, and so Pors. m
Soph. Aj. 231, ubi Herm.., v.., , . {',)
horse-fetter.—II. kind of cj/rne, Procl.. , , {,)
saddle-bags, Seneca.io, , , {,]
the Hippopodes, {horse-footed), a people
of European Sarmatia, Dion. P., ov, {',)
made or caused by a horse,, Anth., ov, {', ?)
busied with horses, a rider or driver o,
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horsesf epilh. of the Thracians, II. 13,

'

4; 14,227.
j•, ov, , ,(,- ;) nt ejtcessive prostitute, Alciphr.,

cf. and VI.

'iTTTo.TOru/iof, ., {~,•
() the river-horse of Aegypt, hippopo'

tainiis, Strab. : in Hdt. 2, 71, and
Arist. H. ., .'{,, , ,[,)

horseiiealcr., , . horse, , mare,

hrst in. : he uses both genders,

but most freq. fem. ; lor, as the an-

cients did not cut their horsps, the

mare was most vised : to mark the

gender strongly, he says in full, •
i.. 11. 5, 26'J, or i. diptiai, 11. 11,

681, and I, Od. 13, 81 .—the
plur. in Horn, is the pair of
horses in the chariot, and hence also

the chariot itself, e. g. '', from,

the chariot, 11. 5, 13 ; so, '7, 3, II. ;, in intent to mount his

chariot, 11. 5, 40 :—opp. to, Od.
14, 267. cf. 9, 49 ; re -, II. 2, 551 ; '/. , 18,

153 :—in all such cases heroes in

their chariots are meant, opp. to those

on foot with their shields ; for horse-

men or cavalry are never spoken of

by Horn. : later, ,
horse and foot.— II. r/, the horse,

Lat. equitaiiis, first in Hdt., and very

freq. in Att. ; always in sing.,,,eveii
|

with numerals, e. g. , as

we say ' a thousand hor.se,' etc., Hdi.

7, 41 : , Aesch. Pers.

315: . Thuc. 1, 61.

— III. a sea-fish, Antim. Fr. 18: but,, the hippopntanms,

Hdt. 2, 71.—IV. a lewd woman, Ael. :

also (oTpudenda mulicbria 01" virilia.— V.

a complaint of the eyes, such that they

are always winking, Hipp. ap. Gal.

—VI. in compos , it expressed any
thin^g large or coarse, as in our horse-

cheslniit, horselaugh, v.,-,-', -rvoia,-,
cf. fiov: (Through the dialectic form

we trace its identity with
Sanscr., Lat. eqtius ; the Pers.

esp also is between both ; Pott
Etym. Forsch. 2, 256.), ov, !>, Hippus, a river of

Colchis, a tributary of the Phasis,

Strab., ov, .(,-) horse-parsley, a large kind, The-
ophr. ; hence, ,
Pherecr. Pers. 2., , , Hipposthines,

a Spartan, the first victor in the
wrestling of boys, 01. 37, Pans.—2.

an envoy of Hieronymus of Syracuse,
Polyb., ov, . (,)
driver of horses, Pinil. P. 2, 119, I. 5,

40., a, ov, (, )~
foveg., Pind. O. 3, 47, in fein. form., , , App. ; and,, To,=sq., Lys. ap.

Poll. 9, 50.., ,{,-) stable, Polyb. : hence metaph.,, the dark
stable of the sun, i. e. the west, Eur.
Ale. .')94

; but conversely, -. ', of the cast,

Id. Phaeth. 1., , , Hippostrutus,

inasc. pr. ., Apollod. ; Arr. ; etc., , .{) the art of
driving and using the war-chariot, m
genl. driving, II. 4, 303 ; also in plur.,

11. 16, 776, Od. 24, 40 : later, riding.
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mno
—\1.=: ., the horse of an army,
Orac. ap. Hdt. 7, 141 [v] : hence, ,,=^, Eur.

Or. 1389, though Pors. seems to m.ike

Dor. gen. from a nom. -., , Ep. form for,
oft. in II.^', ov, , son OT descendant

of Hippotes, i. e. Aeolus, Od. 10, 2.,, ,{, -) the maker of the Trojan horse, Lyc., , ,{) a driver or

rider ofhorses, a horseman, kjtighl, Hdt.

7, 55, etc., and Att. ; Hom. always
uses Ep. form as epith. of he-

roes, esp. of ISestor:—also as adj.,, the horse, horsemen,

Aesch. Theb. 80, Soph. O. C. 899., ov. b, Hippotes, father of

Aeolus, Ap. Rh. 4, 778 : v.-.—2. son of Phylas, Apollod.,, .{,)
large kind of tiger, Dio C., ov, , {,)

diarrhoea of horses., , fem. of,
Tryph.,, , Hippotion, a
Phrygian, II. 13,792: 14, 514., ov, b,{,-) a mounted bowman., horse-archer,

as the Persians, Hdt. 9, 49 ; of the
Scythians, Id. 4, 46 ; the Getae, Thuc.
2, 96 : seemingly also kind of light-

horse among the Greeks, v. Ar. Av.
1179., ov, , {,, ') a horse-goat-slag, a
fabulous monster, Ath. 497 F., ov, , a place for
breeding or keeping horses, a stable,

Strab. : from, , f. -, perf. -, Lycurg.,(,)
to breed or keep hor.ses.— II. to use as

fodder,., Diosc., , y,() a

breeding or keeping of horses, esp. for

racing, Simon. 147 ; -
iv, Pind. I. 2, 55. cf Thuc. 6, 12:

also for the service ofthe state, Heind.
Plat. Lys. 205 C., , , of, belonging

to a : hence, -, sub.,=^, Clem. ., ov, , =-., , {,)
horse-feedins, abounding in horses, Hes.
Op. 505 : of persons, breeding and keep-

ins race. horses, Pind. I. 4, 23, Dem.
331, 18., , , {,)
horse-pride, i. e. excessive pride or con-

ceit, Luc., , ,{,)
Hippocrene, the horse\^ well on Hslicon,
sacred to the Muses, said to have
sprung out where the hoof of Pega-
sus struck the earth, Hes. Th. 6., ov, ,=, a
horse-tail. A rat.. ,,= II.

I, Hices. ap. Ath. 304 C.

Tnrroi'ptr, , , {,)
as adj. fem., horse-tailed, decked with a
hor.ie-tail, freq. in Horn. (esp. II.) as

epitli. of, and?,,
but only in noin. and ace..—
II. as subst., a horse-tail, Ael. : nence—2. a water-plant, mare^s-lail, equise-

tum, Diosc.—.3. a complaint in the groin,

caused by constant riding, Hipp., but
dub.\'\, , , Hippfiris, now
Hermonisi, one of the Sporades near
Thera, Ap. Rh. 4, 1712.

-, ov,{,) hont•
tailed.—II. as subst. .— 1. a sea-
fish, hippurus, Epich. p. 35.—2. Me
squirrel, elsewh..—3. kind
ol insect with a bushy tail., or , , an un•
known plant, Hipp., ov, , an unknown
plant, Diosc., , , \.,=()., , , large kind
mullein, or -verbascum, Plin., , , {, ') fear of horses, name of a fabu-
lous plant, Plin.3,,,=3., , ?/,=,
Plat. Polit. 299 D., , , =-, stable. Eur. El. 623.—II.

troop of horses, Hdt. 4, 110, Xen. Hell.

4, 6, 6., ,{, )=:, horse-keeper. Plat. Polit.

261 D: ., a flute used by.', ov. ,[,/)=, Pind., , i. -,{) to make
into a horse : pass, to have the concep-

tion or impression of a horse, opp. to
really seeing one, Pkit. 2, 1120 D.^, ov, . Hippylliis, masc.
pr. n., an Athenian. Ar. Vesp. 1301.., b. Hippys, a historian
of Rhegium ; in Ath. 31 B.,, , , Hippo, a daughter
of Oceanus, Hes. Th. 351.—2. an Am-
azon, Callim. Dian. 239.—3. daughter
of Scedasus, Paus., , {,) horse-

like, Xen. Eq. 1, 11.,, , a place for horse»;

and so— 1. .stable, Xen. Eq. 4, 1.•~

II. a posting-house, station, Id. Cyr. 8
6, 17.,, , Hippon, a philos-
opher of Melos, Anst.—2. a physi-
cian, Phit.— II. Hippo, a city of Afri-

ca west of Utica, Strab.—2.'a city of
Numidia, .. Hippo
Regius, near mod. Bona, Id.". , the horse-goddess, Lat.
Epona. Orell. Inscr. Lat. n. 1792-94,
also Equeias ; cf. Juv. 8, 157.,, ,, a
lyric poet, of Ephesus, a writer oi

iambics, Ar. Ran. 661.—Others in
Plut., etc., , f), a buying of horses,

Xen. Hipparch. 1, 12; and, , to buy horses, Xen.
Hipparch. I, 14, Eq. 11, 13 : from, ov, , {,)
a buyer of horses. Hence,7,=1., ov, , 7^, Lat.
Vibonensis Sinus, gulf of Hipponium,
now di St. Eufcmia, a gulf of Brut-
tium, Strab. [u] From, ov, , Hipponium, af-

terwards Vibo Valentin, now Monte
Leone, a town of Bruttium, Strab.;, the inhab. of Hippo-
nium, Diod. S., a, ov, of or belonging to

Hipponium, Lyc.—2. of or belonging to

Hippon, Ath. 654 A.", fut. : aor. •
aiin, ciep. mid. c. aor. 2

act., to fly, Att. I^orm o(, q. v.,

and freq. in Luc, and later writers,

V. Lob. Phryn. 325., f., dep. mid. :

—

to

press hard, press down, afllict, distress,

usu. in metaph. signf., 'npao

?,^, heavily hast thou press-

ed upon them, II. 1, 454 ; 16, 237 : so



IPO

too, - , II. 2,

193 : in genl. to hurt, harm, like 7,--
Tb>, Theocr. 30, 19.—Act. seems
not to be used by any good author.

(From the root',-, hence-
rw,, q. v.), /,^, Lob. Phryn. 301., , , () a pressing

hard or tight, Hipp, [i], ru, Ion. and Ep. for ,
Horn, [t], Ipat or Ipat, , , v. 1., II.

18, 531, for, v.- [i]",, , contr. lor- [i\, Ion. for. [t]

f'lpuffa, , ~(, Irasa, a beautiful

region of Africa, south of Cyrene,
Hdt. 4, 158 : ace. to Pind. also a city

of the same, 9, 185., , . Dor. for, a priest-

ess, Bockh Pind. P. 4, 5, nisi scri-

bend. Ipia from. [i], -,, . Ion. for -
: all three m Hdt.", , v. 1. for. [t],, , Ion. and Ep. for -, Horn, [i], Ion. and Ep. for, Od.

IT, 181, etc. [i], , , better, Ire, a city of

Messenia, II. 9, 150 : ace. to Paus.

the later. ; ace. to Strab.= E<pa, r/, . Ion. for, Hdt.

2,53., , , Ion. for.,, , Ion. for, Hdt.

9,85.',, . Ion. and Ep. for -, Hom., and Hes. [l], , V.., , ,=, Nic., , (,)
mixed with iris-oil, Philox. ap. Ath.

490 C. [ip]", , ,{ III.) made from
the iris,, Alex. ,. 1. []'. and , , the Ins, a

river of Pontus emptying into the

Eusine near Amisus,now</)e Tokaila,

Xen. An. 5, 6, 9 : Ap. Rh. 2. 965.

'-, , ace., voc. :
—

Iris, the messenger of the gods among
themselves, II. 8, 398, or more freq.

from gods to men, II. 2, 786, etc. ; but
conversely in II. 23, 198, she is the

earner of Achilles' wishes : she is the
helper and attendant of Venus in II.

5, 353, 368 : her epithets all point to

swiftness,,,-, , •' in

Od. she is never named, Mercury be-

ing there the sole messenger of the

gods : Hes.,Th. 780, calls her daugh-
ter of Thaumas and Electra: later

the attendant and messenger of Juno.

(Usu. deriv. from,, the speak-

er, announcer, cf. 'Ipof ." Herm. derives

it from, sero, as if Sertia.) Hence
'Iptf,, also and, late, ;) ;

ace. ipiv as well as : the rainbow,

in Horn., as in Old Test, a sign to

men{ ~), II.

11, 27; also impersonated as mes-
senger between God and man, v.

foreg. ; in II. 1. c. serpents are, from the play of colours in

their skin.— II. any bright-coloured cir-

cle surrounding another body, as the

iris of the eye, Gal.

—

III. the plant

iris, a hind of lily with an aromatic
root, from which the Ipivov
was made, Theophr. :—in this signf

some of the ancients wrote it oxyt., ioor. Bust. 391, 33. [i], , (,) like the

rainbow, Arist. Meteor, [ip]

'Ipo-, Ion. and Ep. contr. for -.
[hence i.]

, , , {ipo-,) 1

poet, for ., running in the sacred

races, Anth. [t], , . Ion. for. [t], , . Ion. for,
Hdt. 5, 83, ubi al..

^ |

'Ipof, , . Ion. and lip. for,
Hom. ; and so in all compds. [i]

'Ipof, ov, , Irus, a name given by
the suitors to the Ithacan beggar Ar-

naeus, Od. 18, 5 sq. ;
prob. from,

the messenger, servant : hence later as

appellat., an Irus, i. e. a beggar.—2.

father of Eurytion, Ap. Rh. 1, 72.—
II. in Lye. 905, a city of Thessaly., . Ion. for. [t], and-, , ol, the

Hirplni, a people of Italy, Strab.', , , Irrha, daughter of Ar-

rhabeus, Strab., adv., Ion. for, in

sacred fashion, Anacr. 118., , , Ion. ior,
priesthood, Hdt. 4, 161.

'If or , old demonstr. pron. he or

she, hence Lat. is, v. sub I.

'12, , gen., ace. Iva, nora. pi., dat. Iveai

:

—strength,force, nerve,

Lat. vis, oft. in Hom., with strength-

ening epithets :—very freq. in periphr.

like, etc., esp. /,-, the strong I^elemachus, Od. ; so,, 11. 23, 720 ; and
in twofold periphr. if ?.-, Hes. Th. 332 : so too, if-

freq. in Hom., I'f, II.

21, 356.—II. the seat of strength or

force, a sinew, inuscle, esp. of the strong

sinews of the neck, and so the neck,

II. 17, 522, hence iviov

:

— elsewh.

Hom. uses in this signf only plur., II. 23, 191, Od. 11,219; he also

has ', II. 16, 316; and this be-

came the usu. phrase.

—

III. in Hipp.,

and Arisl. are the fibrous vessels

in the muscles, Lat. fibrae ; also the

fibrin in blood, dub. : in Theophr.
also the vessels or fibres of plants.

(Orig. it had the digamma, Fi'f, as in

Lat. vis, and so prob. it is akin to, vivere : also to , .) [t

always.]

+'if. , Is, a town of Babylonia, on
the Euphrates, Hdt. 1, 179: near it

a river of same name, a tributary of

the Euphrates, famed for asphaltum.

—In Lye. also a river of Italy, 724.,, neut. plur. of,,
q. v., used as adv., Hom., indecl. and, ov, Jo-

seph., , Isaac, masc. pr. n., son of

Abraham, N. T.. ov, {,) like

an angel, N. T., ov, , Isagoras, an Athe-

nian archon 01. 68, 1 : son of Tisan-

der, a leader of the aristocrats in

Athens, Hdt. 5, 66, 69, sqq., a, 6, Isadas, a Spartan,

Plut. Ages. 34. ^, ov, {,?) like

a brother, Eur. Or. 1015. []^, f -, {) to make equal,

II. 12. 435. Mid. to make or hold equal

to another, c. dat., ,
II. 24, 607.—II. iiitr, to be equal. Plat.

Legg. 773 A. [t in Hom. ; Att., and
in later Ep., as Nic], , , poet, for,
Call. Jov. 63. [I]

t'Jffuiof, ov, 0, Isaexis, a celebrated

orator at Athens, teacher of Demo-
sthenes, Plut., etc., poet, for, Nic. [t], adv. from , the same
number of times, as ynany times. Plat.

Rpp. 516 C, etc. [], Dor. for, q. v.

'?,?., ov,(,) eqtuP

in the race,? ,
Anth.: in genl. e^ua/. []'\, they xveni, 3 plur. impf. Ep.
of, oft. in Hom.—II. thei/ knew,
3 plur. plqpf Ep. of, II. 18, 405
Od. 4, 772. [t], ov, {,) like a
man., , 6, Isandrus, son of

Bellerophon, 11. 6, 197, 203.. ov, {.,) twift

as the wind, Eur. 1. A. 206. [a], , 6, Isanthes, a Thra-
cian king, Ath. 536 D.,, 6, Isanor, a Spartan
ephor, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 10,, ov, (iffof,) of equal

worth, Eccl.

fiCTup, apof, and, , the Isar,

now Isere, a tributary of the Rhone
in Gallia Lugdunensis, Strab., ov, {,) like

silver, worth its weight in silver, Aesch.
Ag. 959, Achae. ap. Ath. 689 B., ov, {,) equal

in number,. Plat. Tim. 41 D. [u]

t'lcapof , ov, 0, the Isarus, now Isar,

a tributary of the Ister in Vindelicia,

Strab., ov, {,) in

equipoise, Philo., ov, , Isarchidas, a
leader of the Corinthians, Thuc. 1,

29 : prop, son of Isarchus, from

t'lffap^of, ov, , Isarchus, father of
foreg., Thuc. 1, 29.—Others in Diod.
S., Ath., etc., 3 plur. from, Hom.[], [t] Ep. for, 3
sing, impf mid. from, 11. 24,

607., ov, (,) like a
star, bright as a star, LXX., indecl., and,
ov, Joseph., 6, Isaschar or Isnchar,

pr. n., one of the sons of Jacob ; met
the tribe of Isaschar, N. T.,, , a plant producing
a dark dye, woad, Lat. isatis tinctnria,

Hipp. Hence, , {,) like

woad, Hipp., , (,) speaking

or sounding like., uv, , Isaura, a city of

Isauria, Strab., , , Isauria, a region of

Asia Minor between Cilicia and Ly-
caonia, usu. considered a part of Pisi-

dia, Strab.: also , Id.;

/., in Diod. .^-
pa : , the I-iaurians., ov,{,*)
Isaurian-slaying, Anth. P. 9, 656, 19., adv. {) in the same num-
ber of ivays, in as many ways as, ., Arist. Eth. N. [t]

i'la• ov, , Iseas, a tyrant of Ce-
rynea, Polyb., ov, , a temple of Isia

Plut. [i], uv, , a feast of Isis, Diod., (,) to be of the

same age, v. 1., Hipp., , usu. in mid. -,(,) to speak like, esp. with

the same freedom as another, LXX,
Hence, . , equal freedom of
speech, opinion, etc.. Hdt. 5, 78 : hence
at Athens in genl., like, equal-

ity, , Dem. 555. 16., , o^•,= sq., Math. Vett.

/.,, , , (. /.) of
the same age with,, Xen. Synip. 8
1.—II. of the sarne stature or size.
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,, , , (? ,) the

equinoj.; . kapLvtj and-,
Arist. ..,, Pint. Hence', ,, equinoctial,

., wheat sown at that time, The-
ophr. : ia., the equinoctial

line or equator, Pint., ,, lasting an equal

time, Soph. Fr. 692., ov, (, )—-, Tlieophr., I know: hilt of the prcs.,

we only find Dor. form in Pind.,

and 'I'lieocr., 2 sin;?. ?, 3 sing.-
, 1 pi.. Pind. . 7, 21, part., Pind. P. 3, 52. For other lorins

which seem to belong to this, v. -
utv, ^,,,, v. sub

*e((!(j . [t], , (iffof,) tvith

as many oars as, . rivi, Eur. I. A.

242., , {,) equally fit-

ted: hence in genl.=;iaof, la- -,
Eur. I. T. 1472., ov, poet, for,
Lye., know, imperat. of oUa, Od.

,

freq. Att. in elliptic form ' ,
be assured of it, certainly ; also

is often found as a mere parenthesis.

—II., be. imperat. of tli'i. Eur.

Or. 1327: Hdt. 1, 118hascompd. -., , , . III.

Hence,- -, to attend the Isth-

mian frames.', , , —,
Strab.:tro, a species of

garland so called, Ar. ap. Ath. G77 B,

Fr. 11 f.,, pccul. fem. of foreg.,

Pind. I. 8, 5 : hence —-, Pind. . 13, 4:\-, Isthmian traces, i. e.

truces which continue as long as the

games were celebrating, Thuc. 8, 9 :

7/. an Isthmind, i. e. a space

of three years, the interval between

two successive celebrations. Apollod.

— II. Isthmias, fem. pr. n., Dem. 1351,

16., ov, a, () a

spectator at the Isthmian games., , , {'\/) of, be-

longing to the Isthmus, lsthmi.an, Paus.", ov, TO,() any thing

belonging to the neck or throat, esp. a

necklace, Od. 18, 300: also a kind of

crown or wrentk, cf. Ar. Fr. 414 and.—11. the yicck of a luine-jar :

in genl. any narrow passage : also a

big-bellied bottle with a long narrow neck.

Panofka in Nieh. Rhein. Mus. 2, 3,

p. 451.— III. Tu. sub., the

Isthmian games, holden on the Isth-

mus of Corinth, .\r. Pac. 879 ;
for the

time of year when they were held, v.

Arnolil Thuc. 8, 9. (Strictly neut.

from.), ov, 6,[,)
a conqueror in the Isthmian games., ov, o, Isthmiomcus, an
Athenian, Thuc. 5, 19., a, ov, also , ov, Eur.

road. 1098, of or hflonging to the

Isthmus, Isthmian, Pind. O. J 3, 4,

Soph., etc. : cf., ov, , Isthmius, son of Te-
jTienus, Paus. 4, 3, 8 : also son of

Glaucus, Id., ,{,) like

(jji Isthmus., adv., frorn the Isthmus,

Anth.. adv., on the Isthmus, Anth., adv., on the Isthmus: also,
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., Simon. 67, 4, cf. Jac. A. P. p.

837., ov, 6, a neck, any narroxu

passage or entrance, Plat. Tim. 69 :

hence metaph., ,
Soph. Fr. 146 :—2. 7ieck of land be-

tween two seas, an isthinits, e. g. t., Hdt. 6, 36 : esp. as

prop. n. the Isthmus of Corinth, as

fem. in Pind. O. 8, 64, Hdt. 8, 40, etc.

Tlie dat. is used as adv., as

well as {\. e.), Thuc.
5, 18, cf. ,?. In

Dion. P. 20, also a long narrow ridge,

with the sea only on one side. (From., as, from .), ,—', Thuc.
7, 26., poet, for, 3 plur. from, to go, Theogn. 716, ace. to

Brunck, but v. Buttm. Ausf. Gr. 2, p.

429., , , of or belonging to

Isis, and as subst. ., a priest of
Isis, Diosc. [i],. , fem. of foreg., Jac.

A. P. p. 96. [id], ov, , Isias, an ephor in

Sparta, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 10., ov, , Isidorus, b Xapa-, a historian of Charax in Bab-
ylonia, Luc.—Others in Diog. L., etc.'{, ov, TO, or, ov, , a

dish of meat minced very small, formed
from Lat. insicium, Jac. A. P. 11,212.

[], , Isionda, a city of Pisi-

dia ; ol, the inhab. of Ision-

da, Polyb.\, ov, , Isius, appell. of Alex-

ander, an Aetolian leader, Polyb., , gen., Ion.,
dat. ", ace. », Isis, sister and

wife of Osiris, an Aegypt. goddess,

answering to the Greek Derneter

(Ceres), ace. to Hdt. 2, 59, 156:

by later wr. the same as lo, Apollod. •

sometimes wrongly written paroxyt..,, , fungus which grows

on trees., ov, 6, Iscariotes, Ca-
riothensis, i. e. of Kerioth, a town of

Judah, N. T.
/Cf, he spake, v. sub 111.'. ov,.=., to make like, Tivi ri, e. g.-

(for -
), she made her voice like (the

voice of) their wives, Od. 4, 279 ;

TJjevOEa'' ,
speaking many lies she made them
like truths, i. e. seemed to speak truth,

Od. 19, 203.—n. to make like in one's

own mind, i. e. to hold or think like,, thinking ine like, i. e.

taking me for, you, 11. 16, 41 ; so too, II. 11, 799 : absol.,-
'/. every one raised a

likeness or image in his mind, i. e. fan-
cied, supposed. Od. 22, 31 : cf. ,
and the collat. form from.
—III.,,^=, he spake,

said it, Ap. Rh., Theocr., Lye, and
later poets. In Horn, this sense was
once given to two of the places quo-

ted above, Od. 19, 203: 22, 31; but

the Schol. and Eust. long ago de-

clared against this, explaining the

former place by, and holding

the latter to be interpolated : many
modern critics have adopted these
views ; so that the later poets seem
to have introduced this usage by a

misinterpretation of the Homer, pas-

sages : Buttm. Catal. in voc, Lexil.

voc. 6, would read as an old

impf. of.

10,,,() that which ts »et

or established, afoundation, seat, Lye., ov, , Ismandcs, the Ae-
gyptian name of Memnon, Strab.', , , of or belonging to

Ismarus (II.),, Archil, ap. Ath.
30 F., , , pecul. fem. to
foreg. sub., lake of Ismarus,
near Maronea, Hdt. 7, 109., ov, , Ismarus, son of As-
tacus, a Theban, Apollod.—2. =-, q. v.— II. , a city of the
Cicones in Thrace, Od. 9, 39, 198., 1 plur. of olou, for which
Hon), always uses.^, , , Ismene, daughter of

the Asopus, wife of Argus, mother of
lo, Apollod.—2. daughter of Oedipus
and Jocasta, Soph. Ant. ; Eur. Phoen., , , Ismenia, a Theban
female, Ar. Lys. 697.', ov, , Ismenias, a cele-

brated flute player of Thisbe in

Boeotia, Plut. ;'Ael. V. H.—2. a

Theban, at the head of the demo-
cratic party, Xen. Hell. 3, 5, 1 ; 5, 2,

25.—3. in Ar. name of a slave, Ach.
861, V. .—0\.\\8 in Plut.,

Ael., etc., a, ov, of or belonging to the

Ismenus, Ismenian, appell. of Apollo
who had a temple by the river Isme-
nus. Hdt. 1, 52 : 5, 59 ;,,
a hill near Thebes with a temple of

the Ismenian Apollo, Pind. P. 11, 10., , , pecul. fem. to

foreg., Paus., ov, . Ismenichus, a
Theban, Ar. Ach. 954, and now read

by Dind. in 861 instead of,
Steph. Thes. s. v.^, ar, , Ismenoddra,

fem. pr. n., Luc. : prop. fem. from, , , {', -) Ismenodorus, a Theban, Luc.^. ov, , Ismenus, a son of

Apollo, Paus.—2. son of Aethra, Eur.

Supp. 61.—3. son of Amphion and
Niobe, Apollod.—4. son of the Aso-
pus, god of the Boeotian stream Is-

menus, Id.— II. the Ismenus. a small

stream flowing near Thebes, Pind.

N. 9, 53; 11, 46;^Trag., , (,.) of equal

depth., ,{,) of equal

weight, Luc.,, , , {,-) equal to a king, Plut.

oo,ov,{o,ov)worthanox., ov, Att., The-
ophr., (, ,) like the land., , {,) equal in

kind, Eccl.,, gen. , v..?.,, , , {, --) equiangular,.,, ,{,) equal-

ity of kind. Plat.

or, ov,(.) writing like, c. dat., . -, whose writings are as musical, of

Plato, Timon ap. Diog. L. 3, 7., ov, (,) equi-

angular, Arist. Metaph., ov, gen. , {.) godlike, Aesch. Pers. 633.

—

11. equal in fortune or happiness, ., Pind. . 4, 136., ov, , {,) di-

viding equally, giving to all alike, epith.

of Bacchus and Pluto, Plut., ov, (,) like

a tree, Pind. Fr. 146., ov,(,) living

alike, on equalfooting, Tiva, Thuc.

1, 6. []



10, , ij, Isodice, fern. pr. .,
Plut. Cim. 4., ov, (, ) built

alike : esp. in architecture, built in

equal courses, opp. to,
Plin., and Vitruv.

'IffoJoiiPkOf , ov, {,?.) like a
slave., , to run equallj/ with,

keep up with, , Arist. H. A.

:

from, ov,(,,-) running equally, keeping up with,. Plat. Tim. 38 D,, Anst.
Mund., , to have equal force

power, , Polyb. : and, , , equal force or

power, Tim. Locr. 95 B. : from^, ov, {,)
equal in force Or power, . Adv.

-. [], , {,) equal in

weight, Nic., {,) equal

in plane surface. Iambi., , {,) equal in

years,., Ef,= foreg.—II. ., an
annual plant, Plin.', , {,) equal in

breadth., , to make equal in weight,

Nic. : from. , {,) equally

paired : evenly balanced : in geni. equa-

ble, eqiml, Nonn., ov, and , gen., b, ^,=foreg. Nonn.^,{.) equal to the

gods, godlike, freq. in Hoin. as epith. of

distinguished heroes ; and in Trag.
esp. of kings, Pors. ap. Blomf. Aesch.
Pers. 81. Hence, , to make equal to the

gods, Aesop., ov,{,) sounding
like,, Nonn., ov, {,) equal in

spirit., ov, {,-
?.) ending alike, Gramm., ov, {,)
walking alike, keeping up with, Nonn., ov,(,) like-

headed, dub. I., Ibyc. 27.", ov, equal in danger.—
II. equal to the danger or risk, a match

for it, Thuc. 6, 34., ov, {,-) like cinnamon, Plin. []?, , {,) equal in

glory, Eccl., ov,{, ?•.) equal

in lot, condition or property, Plut., , {,) incli-

ning equally, evenly balanced, Arist.

Mund.,,{,) equally

hollow throughout, ', Plut., ov, {,)
equally high or emiiient, Dion. H., , {,)
equally mixed, prob. 1., Hipp., ov, {,) with

equal horns, Nonn., , , equal might or

power [a] ; and&. , to have equal power,

be equivalent, Sext. Emp. : from, , {,) of
equal might or power, possessing equal

rights with others, . Hdt. 4, 26 :

in genl. equal, Arist. Probl. Adv.-.
i,, , Isocrutes, a lead-

er of the Corinthians, Thuc. 2, 83.—
2. the celebrated orator at Athens,
pupil of Gorgias, Plut., etc. : adj.
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', ov, and, ,, ofOT belonging to Isocrates. Dion. H., , , =,
Tirn. Locr. 95 C—II. in Hdt. 5, 92,

1,^, equality of power and
rights, opp. to., ov, {,) equal to

barley in price, Polyb., ov, {,) made
alike., ov,{,) equal-

ly round, Philox. ap. Ath. 147 A, in

loco corrupt©.

'\7, , , equality of limbs or
parts : from^, ov,{,) ofequal
limbs or parts: ., a sentence con-

sisting f equal clauses, Dem. Phal., , , {,) like-

ness of words, Gramm.
'7., , {,) with the

same bed., , , {,)=, Polyb., , , Isoldchus, father
of Pytliodorus, an Athenian, Thuc. 3,

115: Plat. Ale. 1, 119 A., ov, {,)
like the gods, Philo.—II. like the Olym-
pic games, Inscr., ov, {,) like the

lyre.?, ov,{,) equally

level, nearly equal,?, Xen. Ages.
2, 9, where Dind. Steph. Thes. would
read.̂,, 6, Tsomantu^, a river

of Boeotia, Phit. Lys. 29.^, ov, {,) equal

in the fight, Dion. H.', , , —",
Polyb. 7, 17, 4.,,{.) equal

m size, Xen. Cyn. 5. 29. Adv. -.,,=^, Ath., ov, {,) of
equal measure or size. Plat. Phaedr.
235 D.,, , equality ofmeasure,
Plut. : from, ov,{,)^=-, Ephipp.. 1. Adv.-., ov, {,)
with an equal forehead, or front, Xen.
Hell. 4, 5, 16., , {,) equal in

length or height, Plat. Rep. 546 C.,, b, , {,)
like one's mother, Theocr. 8, 14., ,{) to have
an equal share, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 17,

Diog. L. 8, 26 ; to go shares in a thing
with another, , Thuc.
6, 16, cf. Isocr. 90 A.,,^., , , Ion. -, sharing
equally, equal share or communion, -, Hipp., and Thuc. 7, 75 : from, ov, {,) having
an equal share of a thing,,
Xen. Cyr. 4, 6, 12, etc. : hence, earth's equal partner

air, i. e. dividing space with the earth
so that their whole surfaces are in

contact. Soph. El. 87, cf Hes. Th.
126 : also in genl. equal, like : hence, light that's just

like darkness, a day of perpetual dark-
ness, Aesch. Cho. 319. Adv. -., ov, {,) of like

j

fortune, II. 15, 209 : in genl. like, Antii.
j,,(,) dream-

like, empty, Aesch. Pr. 559.',, b, , {,)
dying by the sa?ne death, Eur. Or. 200., as pass, to have equal

rights, , Thuc. 6, 38. Hence

, , , an equal distribu
tion, equilibrium, Epicur. ap. Cic. N.
D. 1, 19.—II. esp. equality ofrights.in
genl. the equality of a Greek demo-
cracy, Hdt. 3, 80, 142; ., to
establish democracy. Id. 5, 37, cf.
Thuc. 4, 78, in full, .. Id".

3, 82.
', , , of, belonging to, ., a democrat, Plat

Rep. 561 E. Adv. -.', ov, {,) equally
distributed.— II. esp. having equal rights,

free, Scol. Gr. 10, Ilgen.^', ov, 6, Isonomus, masc.
pr. n., an Athenian, Andoc. 3, 17.,, , , {,)
like child, Aesch. Ag. 74., ov, equal to a -, a span long, Anth. [a], , to be a matchfor : from, , {,) equal in

the struggle, well-matched, Hdt. 1, 82 :

5, 49 : hence in genl. equal, Parmenid.
ap. Plat. Soph. 244 E. Thuc. 2, 39

:

. . Id. 4, 94. Adv. -{•., , —.ioTeg., prob. 1.,

Xen. Ages. 2, 9, for., , {,) equal
in thickness, Arist. . ., ov,, level ground, aflat,
first in II. 13, 142: strictly neut.
from, ov, {,) of even
surface, level, flat, , even
with it, Hdt. 4. 201., ov, {,)
of the same number of., , {,) in

equal distress., ov, {,•/)— sq., ov, {,-) of equal perimeter, late., ov, {,) like a
rock., , {,) of the

same number of cubits, Opp..,{,) equal
in breadth, Archimel. ap. Ath. 209 C :. , Thuc. 3, 21.^, ,—', dub.
in Ath.,, 6, {,-) another Plato, Anth. [], ov, {,)
equilateral. Plat. Tim. 54 ., , {,) equal
in number or quantity, Hipp. ; C. dat.,

Thuc. 6,37.,, , equality of civic

rights ; esp. a treaty between two states

for a mutual participation ofsuch rights,

V. Niebuhr Rom. H. 2, at n. 101

:

from, ov, , {,)
a citizen with equal rights : esp. having
the same rights as a Roman citizen :

hence , a city with the

jus civitatis, App. [], , ?/, a faring equally,

like condition.,, ,, v.-?.., , {,) like

an old man, Aesch. Ag. 78., ov, {,) swift
as flight.', ov, {,) with

like cases, Gramm.. ov, , a plant, perh. a
kind of corydalis, Sprengel Diosc. 4.

121.^^, ef,=)^, Nic., , {^) to be

equally balanced, be in equipoise. Plat.

Legg.' 733 D, 794 E. Hence,, 7/,= sq.
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, , , equipoise, equilib-

rium, Plat. Phaed. 109 A : from^, ov, {, () equally

balanced, Aesch. Pers. 346 : ia. rivi,

in equipoise with a thing, Hipp. ; so too

iff. r<vof,Thuc.2,42: IVeq. inetaph.,iff., Eur. Supp. 70C
;, Thuc.

1, 105: hence equal in weight size,

strength, elc,, Hdt. 5, 91 : in genl.

equal, like . Adv. -, Hipp., laij., Att. usu. ,,, Ep. also : equal to, the

same as, in appearance, size, strength

or number, Horn. ; also sometinies=, like, 11. 11, 297. Construc-

tion : usu. c. dat. ;
yet oft. used

absol., e. g. . to have

(or be of) like mind, 11. 13, 701 ; 17,

720 ;
post-Horn. c. gen. pro dat., but

this always rare, Thom. M. p. 649,

Valck. Hipp. 302, Herm. Soph. Ant.

485, of. and Lat. similis : also

post- Horn, with a conj.. for, Soph. El. 532,

..-, or (.., Eur.,

vulv, Ar. Eccl. 173, or -..,
Soph. . . 1187 : the word is freq.

repeated to denote equal relations,^ , measure for measure,
Wess. Hdt. 1,2; so. ,
Soph. Ant. 142 : , strictly of

wine. -
: hence in geiil. of any thing

moderate, fair, reasonable. Interpp.

ad Ar. Ach. 362: note further an el-

liptic mode of speaking pecul. to the

Greeks, where the real object of com-
parison is omitted and the subject or

person possessing it substituted, as

01» (for), 11. 1, 163
;

(for -), II. 17,

51 : so too in later authors, and not

rare in prose, v. Schuf. Mel. 57, 134,

Dion. Comp. 170.—II. equally divided

or distributed. , 11. 9, 318
;

also alone (sub.), Od. 9, 42,

cf' I., and: and, an equal share, fair measure, e.

g. , to ham an

equal share with another, Xen. Cyr. 2,

2, 20 ;, to be as far advanced in

Tiding as another, lb. 1, 4, 5 ;-' , to obtain fair tenns,

oph. Phil. 552 ; , an upright

man, lb. 685, cf. Erf. O. T. 673.-2.

esp. at Athens, of the equal division

of all civic rights, hence, an absolute

democracy, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 1:

,, equality, V^alck. Phoen. 541
;

also (sub. '),
Thuc. 4, 105; liut , sub.-, punishment equal to the offence,

adequate punislinient, Soph. O. .
810 ;, sub. /, voles equally

divided, Ar. Ran. 685.— 111. of place,

even, level, flat, Lat. aequus,, of an army, Lat.

in aequum descendere, Xen. An. 4, 6,

18 ; but, iv , to advance
with ecpial step, lb. 1, 8, 11 ;, to meet any
one on fair ground. Id. Cyr. 1, 6, 28 :

', at an equal distance.—IV.

adv. , v. sub voc. :—but there

are many other adverbial forms, esp.

the neut. sing, and pi. from Horn,

downwds.. , even as Death,

II. 3, 454 ; ^. be king
like me, 11. 9. 616; more freq., II.

5, 71, Od. 1, 432, etc. ; so too in Att..

except that with them in genl.

means equally,, perhaps, v. sub

: also ..., like as, as if, Lat.

teque ac, Soph. O. T. 1187; so,
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:., Thuc. 2, 60 : ,, II. 11, 330; 12. 436, of an
undecided battle, for which Hdt. 1,

74 says, -
: also , Hdt. 7, 135, Soph.,

etc. ; so too , Plat., ',
Dcm. — V. Att. comp.,
Thuc. 8, 89. [t always in Horn.,

once in Hes. Op. 750, though the

reading is dub., and in Theogn. 678 ;.

and so always in Pind., and usu. in

Att., but i Aesch. Fr. 200, unless this

be dub. : in Alex, poets, and later :

in some Homer, epithets, e. g.,
the Trag. sometimes use i, v. Aesch.
Pers. 80. Soph. Ant. 836, Pors. Or. 9.], , 6, Isus, a Trojan, son of

Priam, II. 11, 101.— II. , a small town
of Boeotia near Anthedon, Strab.,, , equalforce, Diog.
L. : and, , f. -, to be in equal

force, Gal. : from, , {,) equal

in force, , Democr.,, 0pp.
Adv. -.,,,^, Clem.., , (,) with

equal legs, hence, ., with

two sides equal, Plat. Tim. 54 A
;

hence of numbers, that can be divided

into two equal p(irts, even, (e. g. 6,^
3 + 3) opp. to (e. g. 7,= 4 +
3), Id. Enthyphr. 12 D. Hence, , , a having two sides

equal, Procl.,, {,) bean-

like : ., an insect that rolls itself

up like a bean, called also,
Soph. Fr. 334.', adv., {,)
equally matched, [a]', , to be equal in weight

:

from', ov, {,)
equal in ueight, evenly balanced. Gal., ov, {, )^
foreg., hence in genl. equivalent, worth

as 7Huch as,, Hipp, [a],,—-, Clem..^, ov, {,)
equal in rows, and so^ :

also with even, regular rows., ov, {,)
equally twisted, even,, Iambi.

—

II. {.) of equal strophes., , to have the samf
number of syllables ; and?,?., , , equality of syl-

lables ; from, ov, {,)
having the same number of syllables,

Plut._ Adv. -.^, ov,(,)formed
alike., ov, {,) of a

like body.'], , to be of like weight

:

from, ov, (,7)
of like weight, equally balanced.. , to go equally swiftly

with,, Phllo., , (.) equally

swift, Polyb. Adv.-, Id.,, , the condition of an, equality in tax and tribute,

Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 25, cf fin.', ov, {,) in

Soph. O. C. 1220 (e conj. Herm.)
Death is called ., man's
only helper=7raiai', that comes at last

tn all alike ;—V. Dind. who now joins

'AtrSncwith= in

Aesch. Pers. 917. EUendt keeps the
old reading ' , though
against the metre, v. Lex. Soph, in voc.

, , {,) paying
alike, esp. bearing like burthens : at
Athens the were a favour-
ed class of, who enjoyed
all civic rights except those of a po-
litical nature ; they ranked after the, and needed no,
paid no, and in return tor

these privileges, were subject to the
same burthens as the citizens, Biickh
P. E. 2, 310, sq. : however they were
not put on the list of citizens, nor
enrolled as members of a demos or
phyle ; on the general relation of-, V. Niebuhr Rom. Hist. 2, after

n. 101., , {,) equally

stretched, Anth.',,,{) equality of all

kinds, numerical, physical, moral, etc.,

Plat. : fairness, impartiality, Polyb.,, ,{) equality

of honour or privilege, Luc.', , , Isotimidcs, masc.
pr. n., Andoc. 2, 10., ov, {,) held in

equal honour : having the same privi-

leges, Plut. Adv. -., ov, {,) with
equal walls., ov, {,) equally

strained or sirelcked, Anth.—II. with
the same accent. Adv. -., ov, {,)
equal to the table, i. e. large enough to

fill it,, Antiph. Paras. 1. [a], , {,) c. gen.
(e conj. Pauw.

pro .) pressing the benches,
sleeping on them like others., ov, {,) shaped
alike., ov, {,)
like a despotism, tbsotule, Arist. Pol. [], , to dn like things ; from', , {,*) doing
like things.

'7'/, , {,) equally

high,, with, Polyb. 8, 6,4., , {,) ap-
pearing like, on., {,, and so for) to make one^- self equal, to

match one's self with, vie with,, II.

6, 101 ; also c. ace. rei, . ,
to vie with one in accomplishments, II,

9, 390: hence in genl. to be equal to,, 11.21, 194, Hes. Op. 488.— II.

trans, to make equal, Nic. ; cf.-., ov, {,)
sounding equally., ov, {,) bearing

or drawing equal weights, equal in

strength, , Od. 18, 373;
., wine that will bear mixing,

strong wine., , {,) of the same
nature or substance, Arist. H. A. Adv.
-.'7, , {,) level

with the tip, edge or brim, hence,, malt up
to the brim of the vessels, Xen. An. 4,

5, 26.'7, ov,=foTeg., ov, {,) equally

woolly with,, Anth., ov, {,) with

like or the same strings., , to be as old as,,
Luc.— II. in Gramiii., to have the same
number of times ; and, ov, - sq., Theophr.
Adv. -: from^, ov, (,) equal

i'na^-eoriime.Theophr.—II. inGramm.,
consisting of the sami number of times.



^, , contr. -, ,
{<.) like-cotoured., , (,) like

gold, worth, its uieigiU in gold, Archipp.
Incert, 8., , , equality of votes,

Dion. H.— II. equal right to vote, equal

franchise, Plut. : from, ov, {,) having

era eqiutl number of votes, about whom,
the votes are divided, Aesch. Eum. "41

;

also ., lb. 795.—II. having an
equal vote with Others, equal in authori-

ty, hue. 3, 79, Plat. Legg. 692 A:
heace of whole states, equal in fran-
chise, and in genl. free, independent,

-, Eur. Supp. 353.

—

111. -, verba vel carmina, quorum litterae

ratione valorts nutneraiis unuin ejjiciunt

etuidemque mimerum., , , equanimity : from-, ,{,) of equal

spirit or soul: hence ., Aesch.
Ag. 1470. Adv. -., , f. -, {) make
equal, , hence in Soph. El. G86,

. to, to have made
the winning-post even with the start-

ing-post, i. e. to have run the whole
course. .Mid,' -. they made their nails and
bands alike, i. e. used them in like

manner, Hes. Sc. 263. Pass, to he,

become like or equal to, Ttvi /.,
Od. 7, 212, though in mid. form -. [i Ep.]^'—, , . Hispalis, a city

of Hispania Baetica, now Seville,

Strab.', , , Hispania, the mod-
ern Spain and Portugal, Strab., usu.,.
{/?^ indecl. ; ?/{•,, Jo-

seph., . Israel, a name given to the
patriarch Jacob, LXX.—2. met. the

house, diesceadants of Israel, the Israel-

ites, N. T. Hence^/, ov, , an Israelite,±.. :

in pi. oi '7//2~, /, the Israelites,

LXX., an exclamation of spiteful

triumph over another's distress, Plat.

(Com.) Lai. 4, cf. Mein. Menand. p.

563. (Prob. onomatop., cf. .)
t'Iff<Ta, , . Issa, ancient name of

the island Lesbos, Strab., cf. Lye.
319.—2. an island of the Adriatic on
the Illyrian coast near Pharia, now
Lissa, Ap. Rh. 4. 565. Hence. and, ov, of ox be-

longing to Issa (2), Issian, Polyb.
;

Strab., , , the Isseddnes, a
people of Asia, north of the Araxes,
opposite the Massagetae, Hdt. 1, 201

;

4, 26 : from',, , Issedon, a city

of Asiatic Scythia ; also, a city of

Serica, Ptol., ,, oflssus ; esp. ., / ?-, and. ^7ao.the gtdfof Issus, Strab.

:

now gulf of Iskenderoon. From, ov, , Issus, a city of Cilicia

on the sea, near the mouth of the Py-
ramus, Strab. ; Arr. An. 2, 7, 1 : also

in pi. oi, , Xen. An. 1, 2, 24.^', ov, , Issorium, a moun-
tain of Laconia, Plut. Ages. 32 : from
it Diana was named. Paus., , Histanes. son of Oxyar-
tes, V. 1., Arr. An. 7. 6, 4., a rare collat. form of-
, only used by later writers., ov, , dim. from,
Menand. p. 54., rare collat. form of,
in 3 sing. }, Hdt. 4, 103.

, 2 plur. from,, a. ov, verb. adj. of, to

be known, Ath. 699 E.—2., one

must know or see, Plat. Symp. 217 C.,. ,=.
(lengthd. and redupl. from

root -, which appears in the

deriv. tenses, etc., v. sub fin.) : impf.. 3 sing. Ep., Od. 19,

574 : fut. : aor. 1 vi-ith

3 plur. Ep. for, like,- 12, 55, 56, etc.,

(to be carefully distinguished from 3

plur. piqpf.) : perf :

piqpf. 7/ and Att. sometimes
with strengthd. augm. :

from Hom. downwds. the syncop.

dual and plur. forms of perf. are very

freq.,,,. or in

II. 4, 243, 246,,, subj., opt., imperat. ',
inf, for which Hom. has Ep.
forms and [],
part,,., though
the neut. is prob. the better

form, as is silently acknowledged by
Herm. Soph. O. T. 632, and Bekk.
has adopted it in Plat., cf. Dind. Ar.

Eq. 564, but is defended by
Alb. Hesych. 1, p. 503 (v. also-
). gen.. Ion.,,
of which Hom. does not use nom.,
but gen., ace.,
nom. plur., as if from-: so also in piqpf. dual,. plur.,,-, V. Spitzn. Excurs. V. ad II. : aor.

2 with Ep. collat. form -, , , II. 3. 217, with 3 pi.-, or more freq. in Hom.,
[] : of subj. he has 2 and

3 sing,, for, OTy,

also 1 pi. (as dissyll.) and
for : lastly inf-

for-— Pass,,
impf : fut. : aor.

[] : perf. : piqpf.

: fut. mid. : aor. 1

: fut. 3 in older

Att., and in later, Elmsl.

Ach. 597, cf.,
from : fut. and aor. 1 mid. are

as early as Hom. ; fut. 3 is later : no
aor. 2 ever occurs :,
q v.. is a defect. Ep. collat. form: adj.

verb,.
The tenses of are divided

into trans, andintrans.— A. transit, to

make to stand, set. place, in pres., impf.,

fut. and aor. 1 of act., with aor. 1 of

mid.—B. iiitrans. to stand, in aor. 2,

perf.. and piqpf. of act. and
with pres. and impf signf

,

lires. and impf. pass. c. fut. mid., and
later c. fut. 3, also aor. first

in Sapph. 56. But the pres., impf.,

and fut. mid. have both intr. signf. to

set one's self, and trans, to set.

A. transit, to make to stand, set,

Hom. ; to set men in order or array,

II. 2, 525 ; 4, 298, etc.—II. to make to

stand still, stop, check, arrest in its

course, in Hom. esp. ,,, ?. ; so too,', to stop

Uie mill, Od. 20, 1 1 1 : sometimes Hom.
omits ace. , -, etc., e. g.

Od. 7, 4 ; 19, 188, where seem-
ingly takes intr. signf. of, to

stand still, stop, whence even Damm
Lex. p. 2246 wrongly concluded that

aor. 1 was sometimes intr. ; cf ?.-
vcj I. 2 : later in genl. to make fast, fix,

e. g., .—III. to set

up, set upright,, II. 15, 126 ; .
Trpof, to lean it vp against

the pillar, Od. 1, 127 : to set up, raise,

in Hom. usu.,., to set up the

loom for weaving, but also to raise the

]

mast in a ship, in the former case
i usu. in aor. 1 mid., of the mast in aor.

I

1 act. and mid.
; ,

1 to prick up the ear, Soph. EL 27 : -, to set up bowls, as
1
a sign of feasting. Od. 2, 431 ; , in

[
honour of some one, 11. 6, 528 : later,

esp. in aor. 1 mid., to raise buildings,
' statues, trophies, etc,.,
I

Hdt. 2, no,, Soph.Tr. 1102,

!
, Ar. Eq. 269, etc. ; hence in

[

Att., /^, to set up
I

a person in brass, raise a brazen sta-

!
tue to him, Dem. 493, 17 ; and so in

I

aor. 2, , he had a marble

I

statue of him set up, Hdt. 2, 141.—2.

I

to raise, rouse, stir up,'/.,
II. 13, 336;, 21, 313, /.,
Od. 12, 405 ; metaph.,./.,
to begin the fray, Od. 11. 3)4, hke intr.', the fray begins. II.

18, 172: also in aor. mid.,., Od. 9, 54, /., Hdt. 7,

9, 2 : so too, , Aesch.
Cho. 885,, Eur. Or. 1529:
also of passions and states of mind,
ipiv, to rai.\e, begin a quarrel,

Od. 16, 292 ; so too, /., etc.. Erf. . . 692.-3. to set

up, appoint, /., Hdt. 1, 97 :

and so freq. ,•, to establi.<!h, institute them, Id. 3,

48, so . Id. 2, .35.

—

IV. to place in the balance, weigh, II. 19,

247 ; 22. 350 ; , to weigh
one thing against another, Hdt. 2,
65.

B. in intrans. tenses, to stand, be set

ox placed, freq. in Horn., e. g. of men
standing in opposite ranks, or, II. : proverb, of criti-

cal circumstances, '-, II. 10, 173 : oft. merely a
stronger form of, to be there, to

be. exist, as Od. 7, 89 ; so too
for, Soph. Aj. 1084 : Att. also c.

adv., to be in a certain state or condi-

tion, ox ,
in what case or need tve are, Soph.
Tr. 1 145, O. T. 1442 ; later also,-,, ?.:3, to he-

have wrongly, etc., Polyb.—2. to set

one's self towards, go to, c. acc. loci,, Eur. Supp. 987: so,

.:, Hdt. 9, 21.—3. to lie, be situated,, Thuc. 6, 104.— II. to

stand still, stop, halt, II. 11, 348, Od.
6, 21 1 ; esp. freq. in aor. 1 mid. ; also

to remain fast, be fixed, ,
II. 11, 574; also,/.,
Od. 19, 211 : in genl. to slop, cease, be

still, II. 5. 485 ; c. part.,

(Dem.) 134, 4 : metaph. in

part.,, fixed, firm, constant,

Polyb.—III. to be set up or upright,

stand up, rise up, ,
II. 12, 55 ; , 11. 24, 359 :

also, , II. 2, 151.,
21, 240; of a horse, ,
to rear up. Hdt. 5, 111.— 2. in genl.,

to arise, begin,, '-
,\\. 13, 333; 18, 171, cf . Ill:

esp. in marking time,, as spring teas just begin-

ning, Od. 19. 519 ;, the seventh month began, II. 19,

117; and, ,• ', as one month ends
and the next begins, Od. 14. 162, cf.

Hes. Op. 778, where, as in Hom., the

month is plainly divided into two

parts /i7/v and ; but

in Att. calendar it fell into three de-

cads, , and -, first in Hdt. 6, 57, 106.—3. to be

appointed, , Hdt. 7,

105 ; . Id. 3, 80. (The
root sta- becomes trans, in the pres.
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by redupl., like sisto in Lat. : cf.

Sanscr. tt-shiami from sta, Pott Et.
Forsch. 2. p. G91.)

i'lariata,,, -
Tuitf/rtr, ami, Ion. for, etc.

t'lffrtata, , , Hisliaea, an Attic

deine of the tribe AegeVs; -, the inhab. of Histiaea, Strab.

Henot;^'{, from Histiaea, Dcni., ov, , Histiaeus, son of

Lysagoras, tyrant of Miletus, Hdt. 4,

137 ; 6, 3ii.—2. sun of Tyiiines, tyrant

of 'rerinerns in Caria, Hilt. 5, 37.

—

Otlu^rs in Hdt. 8, 85 ; Luc, etc.,, , strictly Ion. for, itt Ephesus llie chief offerer,

Lat. epulo, rex sacrorum. [u], , . Ion. for, q. v.,

Od. ; sonielimes also written.—
11. ). 7/, . for', Hes., and in Hdt. 4, 35, -, ov, , Ion. for.
'\<^)//, ,(,)

to rit7i underfuU sail, Hipp., ov. 7i3, dim. from in

form only : any ueh, cloth, or sheet, in

Hom. a sail, . 1, 481 : he usu. has
the plur. r«, the sails of a ship

with verbs','-,,. to spread

or hoist sail, also. Od. 2, 426
;

and /,,',
to lower or furl sail: this signf pre-

vailed also in Att., ^, to keep the sails reeled, Ar.

Ran.. [] Hence, , to furnish with sails,

vavi', Strab.^. ov, (,)
sail-palchin ^, hence nietaph. a med•

dling. tricky, cheatingfellow, A r. Thesm.
930. [], ov,{,) car-

ryina sails,, Anth., ion., , (,) the plough tree or pole, Hes. Op.
433. Proverb. ,/
-.-/.. ho put a new lip

on the old plough, of an old man mar-
rying a young wife., 7/, ^,=foreg., dub. in

Anth., , , (,)
the mast-huld, a piece of wood stand-

ing up from the stern, on which the

mast rested when let down, 11. 1, 434,

ubi V. Schol., , ,(,)=
foreg., , . Histi, a harbour in

the island of Icaria. Strab.,. , a sail-yard, Orph.. , , a piece of wood set

in the keel to which the mast was hound,

or a hole in the V.ee\ for fixing the mast
in, Od. 12. 51, 162.

_, , , weaving, Clem.
Al. : from, ov,(, TTm'£<j))work-

ing at the loom, u-enving, Anth.,, , esp. in plur.,,=>. the long beains

of the loom, between which the web
was stretched, Anth., , f.-,() to learn

or knoiv by inquiry, and SO in genl. to

know, Aesch. Eum. 455 : to ask, in-

quire of, question, freq. in Hdt., who in

1, 24, uses mid. for act.

:

c. ace. pers., to axk, inquire of a per-

son, Hdt. 2, 19 ; but also, . . to

inquire about something, lb. 2, 113
;

hence examine, survey, Strab.— II.

to give a written account of what one has
learnt, to relate as fact, opp. to '-, Plut.— III. to vouch, give one's
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word for the truth of a thing, c. dat.

Hence., , that which is

known by inquiry, a subject for inquiry,

question, Anacreont.—II. a narrative,

Dion. H.
'(), . , a learning know-

inn by inquiry, hence the knowledge so

obtained, information, Hdt. 1,1: an in-

quiry, examination, Hdt. ; . -. Plat. Phaed. 96 A ; whence also

Arist. named his treatise on animals,. ..— II. setting forth
of one's inquiries Or knotvledge, a written

account of them, a narrative, history,

Polyb. ; strictly, ace. to Verr. Flac-
CUS, an account of things seen by one's

self, Lat. rerum cognitio praesentrum.
Hence, ,. belonging to knowl-
edge or inquiry. Plat. Soph. 267 E.

—

II. belonging to history, historical, Plut.

:

., as subst., a historian, Plut.
Adv. -, Arist. Gen. An., . to xurite history,

Dion. ., , ,=-
II. : from', ov, , (,) writer of history, historian,

Polyb. [u], ov, , () a fact
learnt by inquiry : hence a positivefact

,

authentic proof, Hipp.,, ,=:-
pio), Luc... ,^=^^., Paus,,, , Historis, daughter
of Tiresias, Paus., ov, 6, (/) a ship'smnst,,.,
to set up the ma.<t, Horn. : in genl. a
rodorpole. 2, Hdt. 8, 122.

— II. /he bar or beam of the loom,
which .itond upright, instead of lying
horizontal as in our looms ; and .so in

trcnl. the loom. Horn., mostly in Od
;

hence /. to set up the

beam, and so begin web, lies. Op. 777

;

, to go about the beam,
and so to ueav. II. 1, 3! : later, when
the horizontal loom was come in, this

knid was called : the ver-

tical loom is still used in India for

tapestry, as also at the Goheuns man-
ufactory. Hence—2. the warp that

was fixed to the beam ; and so the web,

o(t. in Hom., esp. in Od.. usu. in phrase., so too II. 3, 125 :

Theocr. also has . to

take down the tveb when finished ;', the veh begun : in

Polyb., the

whole web or piece rearly for cuttirig

out. Hence, the warp : for

the several parts v. sub ///-of..,,.—3. a spider's

web. Bacchyl. Fr. 12.—4. a honey-comb,
Arist. H. .—III. the shin-bone, leg,

Opp. Hence.,(,) stretch-

ed on the web-beam,], Ar.
Ran. 1315.. ov. ,= : from), , f. -, to work at the

loom, weave. Soph. O. C. 310. Hence, , , weaving. Plat.

Symp. 197 A; acid, , , of, belonging to

weaving: . (sub. v)^oeg.
Adv. -: from,.(,*) work-
ing at the loom : as subst., 6 OT .,
a weaver. Jose[)h.,, y, Istria, a country lying
on the Adriatic, west of Libumia'and
Illyria, Strab. : oi and "-

I

TpiOL, the inhab. of Istria, Id. i

/, a, ov, of or belonging to the
Ister ; , the country
around the later, Pind. 0.3,46. From, ov, , the Jster, Danube, m
Germ. Donau (the name Isttr applied
by the Romans only to the eastern
part from the junction of Savus to the
mouth), one of the largest rivers of
Europe, falls into the Enxirie, Hes,
Th. 339 ; Hdt. 2, 23, Find. O, 3, >.—
2. , Istrus, also, a city of
Lower Moesia at the mouth ot the
Danube, Hdt. 2, 33; in Strab. also.— II. son of Aegyptus,
Apollod.—2. a historian of Cyrene,
pupil of Callimachus, Plut. ; Ath.", 3 sing, imperat. of ,
Hom., esp. in protestations ; cf,.,, ,() a weaver's
room, Lat. textriua, Varro ; also ia-., , , Istone, a mountain
in the island of Corcyra, Thuc, 3, 85

;

4, 46,, or as in Hes. Op. 790,
opof . , 7).() kytoieing, arquaint-
ed with, skilled in. c, gen,,, .
Hom, 32, 2 : as subst., one who knows
law and right, a judge. 11. 18, 501 ; 23,

486; auitness, Aristid,

—

11.:=-
,, Clem. .', a, , Ischngdras, a com-

mander ofthe Lacedaernonians,Thuc.
4, J32; 5. 19., ov, , dim. from,
Ar. Plut. 798. [a], ov, ,(, -
pvov) a mixlurt of figs and almond*,
Aristid., who also has it in plur.-, ov, a, (, -^ dealer infigs. Pherecr. Agath. 3.~, icJof,lem. fromforeg,,
Ar. Lys. 564., ov, eating figs., ov, 6.{,)
a buyer offigs. Pherecr. Agatb. 4,, ov, (,) quench-
ing blood: TO -, a styptic, Luc.'., poet, for,, to

check, refrain, assuage. Eur. Or. 292,
ace. to Pors. softened for,
as if to reduce a swelling by emollients,
cf Aesch. Pr. 3!^0., , ov, poet, for,
dry, dried,, Od. 10, 2.'i3.. Ep. lengthd. collat. form
from, to hald, hold hock, check,

hinder. II. 5, 89. Od. 15. 346. Pass.
to hold back, check one's self, 11, 12, 38

:

hence to loiter, tarry, 11, 19, 234, Od.
7, 161.

—

II. iiitrans. to hold mi by, cling

til a thing, and so to long after, de.s-ire

caeerl•/, c. gen., , -. 11. 23, 3(i0, Od. 8, 288 ; also
c. inf. -'. 11. 17,

572, cf and. (The
glosses of Hesych. recognise a form.). ov, , Isehandrus, a
player at Athens, Dem. 344, 7.', poet.^iffyniau. to check,

hinder, !1. 14. 387; 17, 747, Od. 19,

42 ; c. gen. to keep back from a thing,

Hes. Oj. 493 [u], , () a dried

fig, Ar. Eq. 755.-2. the plant spurge,

so called from the shape of its root,

Theophr.—II.() that which holds,

an anchor, Soph. Fr. 699.

'\'],, , Ischas, fem, pr. n.,

Ath. 587 E., ov, , Ischenous, father

of Pytheas. Hdt. 7, 181.?.,, , Jschepolis, son
of Alcathons, Pans., , civ, () subject

to pains in the loins,.. Hipp.



—. good for such pains, ?-,
Diosc.,() to stretch the legs

far apart, stride, and in genl. to part.

Gal., in Pass., ,,^=, The-
ophr.',, , sub., pain in

the totns, Hipp.—II. a kind ol thorn.

Gal. : from, ov, TO, strictly the ?.
or socket in which the thigh-joint{)
turns, the hip-joint, 11. 5, 305.— 11. usu.

the hips or loins, esp. the upper part,

11. 11, 339, Od. 17, 234 ; also freq. in

plur., as II. 8. 340, Hdt. 6, 75. (Prob.

from, ; akin to.) Hence, ,,{,)
with broken loins, in genl. lame, limp-

ing, hence in prosody, ., an
iambic line that has spondees against

rule in the 2d, 4th, or 6th places, cf.

(7..3., {) to mahe thin,

shrivelled, withered, lean, dry, Hdt. 3,

24; and pass, to become so: metaph.,, to weak-

en, reduce, Aesch. Pr. 380, where -/ is a v. 1., cf. Pors. Or. 292./,, a, ov, later form of., , , {)
making tliin lean., verb, adjective from, one must reduce, Arist.

Probl. ?• , .() fit

for reducing, Arist. Probl.., ?/, thinness, leanness,

Arist. Metaph., , , =,
Hipp.•:, ,(,) to dis-

pute suhtlely, Eccl./, , {,-,) with dry reed.'?, ov, , subtle dis-

puter.',,=~,:
and?, , , subtle dispuia-

tion: from'/., ov,{,^) dis-

puting stotlely, Eccl., , {, )=-?. Hence', , , =?),
Eccl'., ,{,)
with lean, withered cheeks,, Epigr.

ap. Chaudl. Inscr. [a], , {,)
making lean., , , thin, lean, withered,

meagre, haggard, Ar. Plut. 561 : light,

small, Hipp. — 11. metaph. of style,

thin, dry, simple, plain, exact, opp. to'/ and,/,. -. the Lat. tenu£ dicendi genus,

t)em. Phal. : freq. in adv.,

«TTtZf , to speak plainly, drily, Pofyb.
;

also , Lycurg. 157, fin.

(No doubt from,, and
so strictly for, compressed,

squeezed up. shrivelled : hence-,,.)/., .{, ?.)
thin-legged, Diog. h.,, , {) thin-

ness, leanness, Arist, . .— II. of

style, plainness, exactness, Lat. tenuitas,

Dion. H., cf. II., , {,* )

finely wrought., , i], thinness, weak'

ness of voice.—II, stuttering, stammer-

ing, Hipp., cf. sq. II: from, ov,{,) thin

or weak voiced, opp. to7.,,.—II. checking one's

voice, stuttering, stammering, ., Arist. Probl. :

first in Hdt. 4, 155, where however is

av. 1. -, V. Schvveigh. ad. 1., , {)^,
Arist. Probl.^', ov, , IscholHus, a Spar-
tan, Xen. Hell. 6, 5, 24.\'\, ov, , Ischomachus,

masc. pr. n., Andoc. ; Lys. ; etc., adv. part. pres. pass,

from, with checks or hindrances.

Plat. Crat. 415 C./.,, , Ischopolis, a city

of Pontus, Strab., ,{', ovpov) to suffer

from retention of wine. Hence, , , retention of urine.

Gal., ov, {,) v.. IL', desiderat. from sq., to

long to affirm. Gal., f.- Att. -lov-

: aor.', dep. mid. : to

use one's whole force, contend stiffly or
stoutly, , against one, Arist,

Eth. N. : to persist, continue obstinately

doing..., c. part., Thuc. 7, 49 : esp. by
word of mouth, to affirm, maintain

stffiy, obstinately, , Thuc. 3, 44;
also,. ..., •..., Thuc. 4, 23 ; 6,

55, Plat. Theaet. 172 ; .
Plat. Soph. 249 C.—II. to putfirm trust

in a thing, hold fast by it, c. dat.. Plat. Gorg. 489 C.— B. as
pass, to be strengthened, gain greater

force, Xen. Cyr. 6, 4, 18., , , like an,
strong, stout. Plat. Theaet. 169 B, and
so Meineke reads in Alex..
I, for., verb. adj. from-, one must maintain stoutly.

Plat. Rep. 533 A., , , obstinacy,

Joseph. : Irom, ov, gen. ,{, •) stiff in mind, obsti-

naXe, Dlog. L. 2, 24., ov,{,)fast
bound.,, , ,{,) with strong breastplate., , {, -) stout-hearted.,.=., , to make strong, con-

firm, \\ke, Polyb. : from, ,{,)
confirming.,, ,{,)
hard drinker., , gen. .{,) doing mighty deeds., , {,)

with strong root., , , { ) strong,

mighty, powerful, opp. to, of

persons and things, first in Alcae. 1,

and then freq. in Hdt., and Att.—2.

firm, lasting,, Plat. Phaedr. 233
[C—3. hard,. Aesch. Pers. 310 :

j

and of food, indigestible, Hipp.—4. ob-

stinate, severe, great,,.
Hdt. 1, 94 ; 4. 29;, Hipp. : '),
Thuc. 2, 49 -. , by vio-

lence, force, opp. to '/., Hdt. 4, 201;

9, 2,— II. adv. -. strongly, very

much, exceedingly, Httt. 4, 108 ;., lb. 183, . •, Xen An. 1, 7, 15 ; .,,. . : in an-
swers, , ?nost certain-

ly, Lat. maxime vero, Id, Oec. 1, 15.

Hence

ITAB, ov,{, oQ*•) sirong-bodted.,, , strength, might,
Dion. H.,, , . {,) strong-minded, Dio C., , {,)
strong -voiced.,, , ,='.,,{,)
strong-souled., , f. -,{) to

make strong, strengthen, Joseph., , , {1,) strength,

force, might, esp. of body, Hes. Th.
146, 823 : but also in genl. might, pow-
er, Trag. ; Plat, joins^ .,
Symp. 190 : ', perforce,

opp. to '/., Aesch. Pr. 212; also,. Soph. Phil. 594 ;, Epicr. Antil. 2, 10.

—

2. esp. force of soldiers, Xen. Cyr.
1, 4, 19. [y in genit. etc. ; in nom.
and ace. sing, in Pind. N. 11, 41,
but always in Att., e. g. Aesch.
Theb. 1074, Cho. 721, Soph. Aj. 118.],, , Ischys, son of Ela-
tus, lover of Coronis, H. Hom. Ap.
210 ; Pind. P. 3, 55., , , {) power,
Philo., a, ov, strengthening,, Hipp.', f. -,{) to be strong,

mighty, powerful, Trag. : to have one's

full powers, be in health, Xen. Cyr. 6,

1, 24 :,/ ., Eur., etc.

:

. , Thuc. 3, 46 ;

.. Id. 1, 143 : . , to

have power or influence with One, Plut.
[ii always, cf. Ar. Vesp. 357. Av. 488,
1607; except in Anth., sometimes
in pres. and iinpf

], a form of, only found in
pres. and impf, at first with
limited signf , to hold, check, bridle, oft.

in Hom. ; . ..., Hdt. 1, 153
;

also intr. to stop, and of ships to lie at
anchor, Thuc. 2, 91 ; but for intr.

signf. the mid. is more freq., to hold
one's self in, stop, Horn., esp. in ex-
clam.,, hold ! be still ! also to be
silent, Od. 11. 251 ; c. gen.,, to desist from a thing, Od. 18,
347 ; but , impers.
here it stopped, remained as it was,
Xen. An. 6, 3, 9.—II. later it is some-
times used in genl. like, to hold
or have in possession, Hdt. 3, 39 ; to

have to wife. Id. 5, 92, 2: of women,
to be pregnant, Hipp., also to have a
child, Hdt. 5, 41 : also intr. to be, ,, Plat., etc., , , (, }) sameness
of price ; a fair price, Ar. Pac. 1227., , . sameness of name., ov, {,) bearing
the smne name, ., Pind.
. 9.96.'. adv. fromiaoc, in like manner,
equally. Plat. Legg. 805 A, etc. : more
rarely=o//Oi'w<•.—II. fairly, equitably.

/., Dem. 59, 19.

—

.
according appearances, probably, per-
haps, Hdt. 6, 124, and Trag. : in Att.
oft. joined with or', c. opt.,

e. g. Soph. Aj. 691 ; and ace. to
MSS. in Aesch. Supp. 727, Eur. I.

T. 1055, c. opt. pro ;. but this is

dub., V. Ellendt Lex. Soph. v.,
fin. : ... ..., perhaps so
or so, Xen. Cyr. 4, 3, 2 : repeat-
ed, Ar. Nub. 1320.—IV. with numer-
als, about, Ar. Plut. 1058., , , {) a making
equal, comparison.,, ov, , Itabelius, a leader
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of the Persians in Comania. Xen. An.

7, 8, 15 : V. 1. and-.\'{3, , . Itabyrium, Mt.

Tabor, a mountain of Galilee, Joseph.:

in Polyb..
t'lraAt'a, , , Italia, Italy, Hdt. 1,

23 ; Thuc. G, 2 ; etc. [---_; ir. in

arsis in Call. Dian. 58, and later

poets.] Hence, f. -, to live in Italy.?^, ov, o, poet, for-
TTjCt Anth.
t'lruAi/ce, . , Italica. a city of

Hispania Baetica on the Baetis, now
prim. Sevilla la Vieja, Strab.//, -, , Italica, tlie name
given by the allies to Corfinium their

capital in the social war, Strab.

From, . , of ox belonging to

Italy, Italian, Flat. Legg. 659 :, Italian affairs, history, Polyb., , pecul. poet. fein. of, Anth.^'-, ov, , fem.,, an Italiote, one of the Greek in-

habitants of Italy,i in genl. Italian,

rr/tf, Thuc. 8, 91 ;, Strab.

;

etc. Hence, /,, Italiotic, Italian,

Latin, Luc. Hist, scrib. 15.'-, adv., from Italy, Or. Sib.'/, oil. , Italus, an early king

of the Pelasgi. Sicu li, or Oenotri, from

whom Italy was said to have derived

its name, Thuc. 6, 2.—II. adj. Italianf;

subst. ', an Italian, [t natu-

rally, but long metri grat., Jac. A. P.

505 ; as also in, /.]. ov, , Lat. vitulus, whence
Italy is said to be called, []7,, , Itnmane.^, a Per-

sian. Thuc. 3, 34, V. 1.., dep. mid. :— be an, [
, , ,', , ,—, LXX.

[]: from', ,.{,) headlong,

hast /, eager, Ar. Ran. 1292: bold, wi-

pudent, readi/ for any thing, lisu. in bad

sense, like Lat. audnx. Dem. 777, 3 ;

It. . Plut. Adv. -, Alex.

Kvid 1. [t] Hence,, , headlong bold-

ness, Lat. audacia, Plat. Polit. 311 A.

cn, , ; Itanus, a city ol

Crete, Hdt. 4, 151., , , Ion. ?) and,
a willow, Lat. salix, II. 21, 350; cf..—II. a wicker shield, cov-

ered with gypsum, ox-hide or cop-

per, a target, Eur. Heracl. 376, etc.

(Orig. with digamma, FiTta, which
appears in our with, withy. Lat. intex,

etc. ; cf also ; v. Pott Ktym.
Forsch. 1, 120.) [i] Hence, 1}, ov, of belonging to wil-

low. It. ()3', Hdt. 4, 67 ; made of
willow, wicker, ., Theocr. 16,

79. [it], veib. adj. from, one must

go. Plat. Eep. 394 D., , , (') a willow-

ground, [] .

'I-?;Aof, f), ov, ace. to Hesych.=, , in Aesch. Fr.

34, but v. Herin. Opusc. 2. p. 04.

3 dual impf. Ep. of,
Horn, [i], ov, 6, (, =, Ar.

Nub. 445, and Plat, [i]}],=, Ar. Nub. 131. [t], , >,^=,/-, Arist. Eth. . [],,, Ion. for.
i'lTiov, , , Partus Itius, a protn-
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ontory and harbour of Belgic Gaul,

now WitsaTid. Strab.. ov, TO, a kind of mushroom,

Theophr., J/, , () passable, Leon.

Tar., . , Iiuraea, a region of

eastern Palestine, N.T. :'-
01, , the Ituraeans, a Syrian race,

famous robbers, Strab., ,, likeiTpia, Anth.

:

from
or, , , a kind of

cake, made (ace. to Ath.) of sesame
and honey. Anacr. 16, ubi. v. Bergk:

—

the accent is dub., Elmsl. Ach. 1092./., , , {,)
dealer in., Boeot. for, 3 sing, im-

perat. of, esp. in phrase, Jupiter be witness.' Valck. Phoen.
1671, Heind. Plat. Phaed. 62 A ; also,", Ar. Ach. 860.', , ^,the Lat. l^iica, a cele-

brated city of Africa, northwest of

Carthage, Polyb. ; Strab. : adj.-, a, ov, of Utica, Polyb.', ov, 6, Itylus, son of Ze-
thus and Aedon, Od. 19. 522,='•.', Ion. /, , Ilymd-

neus, son of Hyperochus of Elis, II.

11, 672.—Others in Ap. Rh. ; etc., , , the edge or rim of a

round body, in Hom. (only in 11.) al-

ways the felly of wheels, II. 4, 486
;

5, 724 ;

—

the outer edge of the sbield,

Hes. Sc. 314. Hdt. 7, 89 : and so the

round shield itself, Eur. Ion 210, Tro.

1 197 : , the arch of the

eye-brows : also a rih, Galen. (Ace.

to some from, that which goes

round ; but prob. connected with
.) [], , , Itys, son of Tereiis

and Procne, Aesch. Ag. 1144 ; Soph.;
etc., also in trisyll. form 'IrwZof, q. v.;

Od. 19, 522. [Usu. --,Blomf. Aesch.
Ag. 1113 ; but in dactylic metres also

V, Soph. El. 148, Dind., Ar. Av. 212.], 3 sing, imperat. from, let

him or it go, Horn. Att. used almost^. let it proceed f go on ! Soph.
Phil. 120, Elmsl. Med. 780. [i]., , Iton, a city of Thes-
salian Phlhiotis near Larissa, con-

taining a temple of Minerva, II. 2,

696 : in Strab. also, ov, ., , , or -,, /, or, , , Itonian, name of
Minerva, Polyb. 4, 25, 2 ; Call. Cer.

75 ; Plut. Pyrrh. 26 : prop. fem. from, a, ov, of or belonging to

Iton, Itonian, Plut. ,
the Itonian gate, one of the gates of

Athens; Plat. Axioch. 365 .; v.

Leake Topog. Ath. 371., t)c, , Itone. a city of Lower
Italy ; hence,, an inhab.

of Itone, Thuc. 5, 5., ov, , Itonus, son of Am-
phictyon, Paus.,,=, •
/., r/, ,^=, howlirig,

shrieking, yelling, as of men in pain,

Orac. ap. Hdt. 9, 43, Soph. Phil. 752 ;

the hissing of snakes, etc.. Nic, and

0pp. (Prob. from an interjection, v.

sub.) [iv Ep.. Att., Soph. 1. c], , . () a shouting,

shout ofjoy, 11. 18, 572 : also a cry of
pain, scream, shriek, Aesch. Cho. 26,

cf. [i]"., also , , {)
the wryneck, Lat. iynx torquilla, SO
called from its cry : the ancient wiz-
ards and witches used to bind it to a
wheel which they turned round, be-

lieving that they drew along with it

and charmed men's souls; it was
esp. used to recover unlaithful lov-

ers: hence— 11. the mnnic wheel itself,, to set it going
against some one, Xen. Mem. 3, 11,

17, ubi v. Schneid.: cf. Theocr. 2, 17.

— ill. metaph. a love-charm, wilchtry,

.ttrong desire, Find. N. 4, 56, Ar. Lys.
1 1 10. [i Ep. and Pind. ; Att. e. g.

Ar. I. c], fut., to shmit, holla, .
17, 66, Od. 15, 162, in both places of

people shouting to scare away a wild
animal : later fo cry out in joy. or more
freq. in pain, to howl, shriek, yell. Pllld.

P. 4, 422, Aesch. Pers. 280, etc.

(From an interject, sound, like ,
iov, . whence also subst. la, , the
voice.) [{, Ep.. and Pind. : t Att., e. g.

Soph. Tr. 787.],, , and, ov, , {) one who shouts

or cries : also a singer, whistler, piper,

Theocr. 8, 30, in poet, form. [\
f'lvpnai, , oi, the lyrcae, a Scyth-

ian people in Asiatic Sarmatia, Hdt.
4, 22.\, Ep. , , Iphtus, a
Lycian, II. 16,417. [t]. , , Iplithvne, a sister of

Penelope, Od. 4, 797. [t] from, , ov, also , :
—strong,

mighty, olt. in Horn., usu. as epith. of

heroes ; esp. of bodily strength, 11. 3,

336 ; 18, 204, etc. ; epith. of a strong
stream, II. 17, 749 :—also in a genl.

signf , of women, goodly, .-,, ;, etc. :

—

Hom. uses it , ov, of persons ; but

he says Tpv^at,.
(Prob. directly from, so that -0t-€ is a mere termin.)

1, Ep. adv., strongly, mightily, with

might, force or power ; oft. in Horn.,

but only with four verbs, viz., to rule by might; ioi -, to fight valiantly : ,
to be tamed by force ; and so, •. II. 3, 375.—Freq. in compos, in

prop, names, e. g. '•.,-. (In Hom. it has the digamma
Fifiit, and so prob. is an old poet. dat.

from : ace. to others ueut. from an
old adj. .)
\'1?]. ov, , Iphiudes, masc. pr.

n., Dem. 679, 18; etc.

i'loiavaaaa, , . {,)
Iphianassa,^^Trag. Iphigenia, Schol.

II. 9, 145: distinct from her. Soph.
El. 157.—2. daughter of Aetohis, wife

of Endymion, ApoDod.—3. a Nereid,
Luc. [.], , , {}, /) Iphia-

nlra, daughter of Megapenthes,
Died. S.,, , Iphias, fem. pr. n.,

Ap. Rh. 1, 32., , ri, {,*) Iphi-

genla, daughter of Agamemnon+and
Clytaenmestra, ordered to be sacri-

ficed to Diana at Aulis, but preserved

and carried away by that gotldess to

be her priestess in the Tauric Cherso-
nese, Hdt. 4, 104; Aesch. Ag. 1526;
Pind. P. 11, 35.f Trag. for Homer's, q. v. [ : once -,
Aesch. Ag. 1526, cf. Dind. Ar. Fr. p., ov, {,.) pro-

dured by might,, Orph. ['\, . . Ihigne,z:=•
vf/u, Eur. El. 1023.,, , {,)

hidamns, son of Antenor, I). 11, 221.'\?, ov, , son of Iphicles,

i. e. lolaus, Pind. P. 11, 91 ; Hes. Sc
111.



17./, contd. /.,, ,
Ipkictes, son of Amphitryon, brother

of Hercules, Hes. Sc. 54 ; Find. P. 9,

155; I. 1, 40, gen.'lipiK/., , ov, of oi belonging to

fyhtclus{2), Od. 11, 289.

i'll?.o,ov,,Iphicl^s,=:'l}J,
Apoilod. — 2. son of Phylacus and
Cleomene, of Phvlace m Thessaly,
an Argonaut, II. 2. 705; 13, 098.—3.

son of Thestius, an Argonaut and one
of the Calydonian hunters, Ap. Rh.
1. 201.—4. son of Cephalus, Pans.

f, , , (,)
Iphicrates, commander of the Athe-
nians, Xen. Hell. 4, 5, 13.-, , , a kind of

shoes, called from foreg., Diod. 15, 44.

['>]^,, , Iphimedia, daugh-
ter of Tnops, wife of Aloeus, mother
by Neptune of Otus and Ephialtes,

Od. 11,304., , , (ioi,)
Iphimedusa, a daughter of Dunaus,
ApoUod.^',, b, (_1,)
Iphimedon, son of Eurystheus, Apol-
lo<L^^, , , Iphinde, fern. pr. n.,

Apoilod. ; Paus. ; etc. : fern, from

t'l^iiOOf,, , (,) Iphinous,

son of Dexius, a Greek, 11. 7, 14., a, ov, () strong, mighty,

Ep. adj., oft. in Horn., but only in

phrase,&/., large, goodly sheep.

tn^if, , , ace., Iphis, a

Trojan, II. 16, 417 : cf. Buttm. Ausf.

Gr. § 51, Anin. 1.—2. son of Alector,

father of Euadne, Eur. Supp. 986

:

father of Eteoclus, Paus., Apoilod.

—

Il.gen. iof andiJof, iy.daughterof En-
yeus, slave of Patroclus, II. 9, 667.—2.

daughter of Thespius, Apoilod.^'. , , son of Iphilus, i. e.

Archeptolenms, IL 8, 128.

'\'\, ', , Iphition, son of

Otrynteus of Hyde, an ally of the

Trojans, II. 20. 382.^•, 01', , Iphilus, son of Eury-
tus of Oechalia, brother of lole, an
Argonaut, Od. 21, 14; Soph. ; etc.

—

2. son of Naubolus of Phocis^ an Ar-

gonaut, IL 2, 518.—3. son of Haemon,
king in Elis who again restored the
Olympian games, Paus. 5, 4, 5 ; etc.:

or ace. to Strab. founded them." , TO, a kind of pot-herb,

Ar. Thesm. 910. [i]^, , , Ion., ()
the dried, rough skin of the fish,
like our shagreen, Hipp.), f..=, Anth.,, , dim. from,
a little fish, [a]^', , , Ichthyas, a Megari-

an philosopher, Ath. 335 A., , f. -, {) to fish,

angle, Od. 12, 95 ; Ep. impf.-, Od. 4, 368: also in mid., Lye., , ,=,
Nic.'3, , to strike fish, har-

poon them, Anth.'3, ov, (, 7.)
striking fish, ., of the tri-

dent, Aesrh. Theb. 133: ., a

harponntr, Leon. Tar. Hence
"t'l-., , IchthybOlus, masc.

pr. n., Ath. 173 A,, ov, (,, -) fish-eating, Leon. Tar.

']3€, ov, (,) fed
on by fish, Opp, H. 2, 1.\, ov,(,*) pro-

ducing fi^h., ov, TO, dim. from,

little fish, Ar. Fr. 344, 8. [Ace. to

Dawes Misc. p. 214, , but so only in

Archestr. ap. Ath. 311 C, eisewh. al-

ways , Meineke Menand. p. 160.]', ov, (,)
holding fish, Leon. Tar.

'>, , , ion. for-, , , () fish-

scales : hence any small substances,

filings, Hipp., , ,() of, belong-

ing to fish, fishy, L e. foul,

Ar. Pint. 813, Fr. 449.,. ,()fishing, Procl., , , LXX, and-. , , \.,=1.,,,,)
afish-goad, . e. trident, harpoon, Paus.,, , king offish., ov,(,) ruling

fish, Opp., ?.,-
?-,=^., , (,-
)fed on by fish, Plut., , (,) fish-

shaped, fish-like, Hdt. 7, 61.,, ,() full of

fish, fishy, Hom., esp. as epith. of, also ?., i. e.

the sea, Od. 3, 177.—II. consisting of

fish, 3/. ., Anth.,, ,(,)
fisherman., , , (, -)— ioreg.,, ,=•, Anth. . 7, 702., , ,()
fishing., , , of, belonging

to fishing: ij ., sub. 7e;j;i'7;.= foreg., , , or -, , ,
=?., a plant used for taking

fish, Diosc., , , , (,) fish-centaur, half-man
and half-fish., ov, ,^-.'7^, , , (,)

sluny kind of fish, Plin. ; or the

slime from the belly of that fish, Diosc.?.,, , (, 7.)-) , stealer of fish, Leon. Tar. 91,

where MSS., which
is defended by Lob. Phryn. 687./., , ,(, ?^) an
angler.?., , {,) to

speak, treat offish./., , 6, (,)
the plague of fish, comic epith. of a

fish-eater, Ar. Pac. 814, Horace's
pernicies macelli. [],, ,{,)
one who prophecies by meayis offish, Ath., fem. of-, Pherecr. Ipn. 1./., , , the fish-mar-
ket, Plut. : from'?^, ov, ,(, ?.)
a fishmonger, Antiph. MiffOTr. 1, 10.

Hence
'7?., , , fishmongering,

Ath. : and, ov, ,=-
7,.
^\07:7.,, fem. of-
/., sub.,^/,
Plut.

'()^>, , contr. -, ,(,) running ivith fish, full of
fish,, Timocl. Icar. 1., , . a stew, fish-
pond, Moschio ap. Ath. 208 A : and, , , fit for, de-

lighting in keepingfish : from

IXNE, ov, (,)
feeding or keeping fish : full of fish,

fishy, Plut.', ov,,=:., , live on fish, Arist.

H. A. : and \
^, , , a living onfi^h :

from, ov, (,)
eating fish, oi ., the Ichthyo-
phagi, the Fish-eaters, a tribe of Africa
on the Sinus Arabicus south-east
of Syene, Hdt. 3, 19.—2. a tribe in

Gedrosia on the Erythraeum Alare,

Strab. [], , to produce fish

:

from, ov,(,) pro-

ducing fish., , (,)
piercing fish,, Anth., , , fish, Hom., etc.

metaph. of stupid fellows, Plut. 2, 975
B.—II. in Att. plur. oi, the.

fish-market, Ar. V'esp. 789, Antiph.*. 2. For ace. later is

found: the nom. and ace. pL,, are contr. into,
as early as Od. [nom. sing,,
with II. 21, 127; ace. sing,

with V only in Find. : short in genit.

and in all compds.], , . Ichthys (promonto-
rium), a promontory of Elis between
Pheia and ChelonataS, now prob.

Catacolo, Thuc. 2, 25 ; Xen. Hell. 6,

2,31.-11. masc. pr. n., ap. Ath. 346 E..,, 6, v.-?.., ,(,) pro-

diici?ig fish, iNonn., ov, (, )=:, Anth. [], ,(,*) kill

ingfish, Opp.', ,(,)=, Hdt. 7, 109. Adv. -, Arist.. .^',, , Ichthyon, masc.
pr. ., Ath. 335 .,, ,=1, Hesych.,, , Ichnae, a city of Ma-
cedonia in Bottiaea, at the mouth of
the Ludias, Hdt. 7. 123.-2. a city

of Thessalian Phthiotis, where The-
mis was especially revered, Strab.

:

adj., a, ov, of Ichnae, Ichnae-
an, V. sub sq.—3, a town of Meso-
potamia, Plut. Crass. 25.,, alov,() tracking,

following on the track, epith. of The-
mis and Nemesis, H. Horn. Ap. 94:
yet the ancients derived it from Ich-
nae ill Thessaly, where was a temple
of Themis, Jac. Anth. 2, 2, p. 79., dep..^, Plut., , , () a tracking,

casting about for the scent, of hounds,
Xen. Cyn. 3, 7., ov, , =7.,
Anth. []',, , track.,, ,() strictly

the tracker, hence— 1. an Aegypt. ani-

mal of the weasel-kind, U'hich hunts out

crocodile's eggs, Nic.—2. wasp, that

hunts spiders, Arist. H.T^., , y,() a track-

ing, Xen. Cyn. 3, 4.,, , Welcker Syll. ,
32, 9, fem. of., , , verb. adj. from, to be tracked or searched out,

Philostr.,, o,:=sq., Opp., ov, , a tracker, hunter,., a hound that hunts by nose

:

was the title of a satyric
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play of Soph.—II.= 1, the

ichneumon, Hdt. 2, 67 ; and', , , good at tracking,, Epict. : from', f. -tvau, () to track,

trace, hunt after, seek out, Soph., etc. ;- , Eur. Cycl. 130 ; cf.

Plat. Legg. 654 : in Find. P. 8. 48,

Bockh now reads metri grat.,

but Hermann's ot'.^'i't'iJi'is prob. best.

'Ijt'fw, V. foreg.
_'\7.. , , a foUowing on the

track, better form of7., Lob.

Phryn. 507 : and/, . to follow on the track,

seek out, Philo : from/.. ov, , {,)
one uho follows on the track, a tracker,

seeker, Plut. [u] Hence,, , a following on

the track., , , y..'{, ov, TO, dim. from
only in form, a track, trace, footstep,

Horn. ;
' , to

follow on one's track, Od. 5, 193, also' ,. Rh.7, ov, , (,)
going on the track, [], , ,{,-)

tracing or sketching out, Vitruv., , , {,)
kind oi'fetter or trap, Anth.

'\,., track, footstep, Od.

17, 317, Hes. Op. 678 : hence nietaph.

a track, step, trace, mark. ,, Trag., etc. : -, shoe-soles, Hipp., hence, I. -, Lat. vestigium ponere,

Eur. Or. 140,234, Phoen. 104. (From,, as from .)'], ,{,) to

look at the track or traces, Aesch. Cho.
228. Hence,, , a looking at the

tracks, Plut., , , Ichnusa, earlier

name of Sardinia, Paus.,, , ichor, the etherial

juice, not blood, that flows in the veins

ol gulls, 11. 5, 340 : irreg. Ep. ace.

for, only II. ), 416, like

for, and for-.— II. the watery part of the blood or

of milk, Arist. H. A. ; lymph, Lat. se-

rum ; but also of corrupted or impure

juices, dischi

[t] Hence
juices, discharge, matier, Lat. ;jus, Hipp

upted

,Lat., , (.,) like

ichor or serous matter, Hipp, [i], , {, ) to run

with ichor or serous matter, Hipp. [?]^, ,=, Hipp.

tfJ, , gen. , nom. pi. ,{) a wor?n that eats horn and
wood, Od. 21, 395; also that eats the

vine-htds, Theophr. : also=if. [i in

all cases.], 2 sing. aor. 1 from,
II.

"•, ov, or, ov, 6, the cork-

tree, Theophr. ; ace. to others, ivy,

and so prob. akin to., ov, , Ipsjis, a city of Phry-
gia, App. ; in Arr. 'Ii/'of, An. 7, 18, 5.

'lij, subj. from, Horn.

1, contr. for, imper. of ido-. Hdt. 3, 53., io ! .' an exclamation, csp. of

icy, as in Lat. io triumphe ! Trag.
;

but in Att. drama also very freq. of

fear, sorrow, etc., oh .'—11. sometimes
merely a call, ho! holla! [t; yet
sometimes i, Seidl. Dochni. p. 277.], , usu., Ar. Ach. 898,

:and, Boeot. for h/, ,.
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1
,, . , daughter of Ina- 1

chus, changed into a heifer, under
which form she wandered to Aegypt,
and was there worshipped as Isis,

Hdt. 1,1; Aesch. Pr.,etc.—II. a name
of tlie moon at Argos. [(], indecl and, ov,

Joseph., 0, Jotham, a king ol Judah,
N. T.\, 7}, , Jolianna, Hebr. fern,

pr. n., N. T.\, a, h, Johannas, Hebr.
masc. pr. n., N. T.\], ov, , Johannes, John, sur-

nained the Baptist, the forerunner of

Christ, N. T. Matth. 3, 1, etc.—2. the
apostle, son of Zebedee and Salome,
N. T.—Others in N. T., etc.

i'luS, , indecl. Job, masc. pr. n.,

LXX.^], ov, , lobares, a river of

India, Arr. Ind. 8, 5., , , poet, word like -, shelter, ', under
shelter from the north-wind,' Od. 14,

533, cf.. [], , {, ) violet-like,

smelling like violets, Diosc. [<], , (,) rust-like, rust-

coloured, DlOSC—II. acrid, Hipp. : poi-

sonous, Ath. [i]

//, , , {, ) any lond sound,

as the cry or shout of men, II. 10, 139
;

t/ie sound of the lyre, Od. 17, 261 ; the

roaring or whistling of the wind, II. 4,

276 ; the sound of footsteps, Hes. Th.
682. Ep. word, used also by Soph.
Phil. 216. Cf. sq. and.', indecl. , Joel, a Hebrew
prophet, LXX., V. sq., , , the battle-din, or the

rout, pursuit, II. 5, 521 : '/ is per-

sonified along with and
',

11. 5, 740 : there is also a metaplast.
ace. for, as if from .
II. 11, 601. (Usu. like and, deriv. from,, cf. -, : others from the in-

terject, . [t]. ov, b,Iolcius, an Athenian,
Thuc. 5. 19.

t '[/., a, ov, oflolcos, lolcian, -,. Eur. Med. 7, 551 : lem. also[, . Rh. 1, 572: from', ov, Ep., Dor.', , lolcos, a city of Thessaly
in Magnesia, on the Pagasaeus Sinus,

the gathering-place of the Argonauts,
Hes. Th. 997 ; Pind. P. 4 ; Ap. Rh. 1,

906, etc.,, v. ,.,, . Ion, the son of Xu-
thus or Apollo and Creusa, from
whom sprung the Ionian race, Eur.
Ion ; Hdt. 7, 94 : hence ol, the

lonians, v..—2. a tragic poet
of Chios, Ar. Pac. 835.—3. a rhapso-

dist of Ephesus after whom was
named the Ion of Plat.—II. a river of

Epirus, Strab. [i], indecl. , lonan, masc. pr.

n., N. T., a, . Jonas a Hebrew pro-

phet, LXX.—2. father of Peter the
apostle, N. T.\, , oi, cbntd. from,
the lonians, one of the four main races

of the Greeks, from I. 1 ; in the
historic period esp. the inhab. of the
Ionian colonies in Asia Minor, Hdt.
1, 147 ; V. Clinton H. F. 1, p. 53, sq., , , also, () a
violet-bed, Ar. Pac. 577. [t]

f'lvia, , , Ionia, the country of
the lonians, esp. the region on the
coast of Asia Minor between Caria
and Aeohs, Hdt. 1, 142, 109; Aesch.

Pers. 771 ; Thuc. 1, 2, etc.: ace. to
Strab. this name was also applied lo
Achaia. and lo Attica from the loni-

ans dwelling therein.', ov, o, lonias, masc. pr. n.,

Andoc.,, , fern. adj. Ionian,, Ath. 681 1).,, I. -. to speak Ionic ; to live

in the Ionian fastiion, i. e. effeminately.', , ov, Ionic. Ionian,^
SO effeminate, Ar. Pac. 40 ; Ath. 620
C ; etc.f Adv. -, in the Ionic fash-
ion, 1. 6. softly, effeminately. At. Thesm.
163.,, pecul. fem. of foreg.,

Ionian.— 11. as subsl.— 1. (sub.)
an Ionian woman.—2. (sub. ) Ionia,, oi>, , a sea-fish, Archestr.
ap. Ath. 328 C, elsewh.., adv.() m Ionic, like., ov, ,(,-) one w/io sings with soft Ionic mod-
ulations, Plut.. cf..
'lvvo,ov,,adebauchee,Crdn.

Incert. 68, cf..
i'lvo,, , Ion6p6lis, a city

of Paphlagonia, Luc.",, ,=.^, ov, , loxus, son of Melan-
ippus, grandson of Theseus, Plut.
Thes. 8.

1, indcl.,, ov, Joseph,
, Jiiravi, son of Josaphat, N. T.
^'], , lorim, masc. pr. n, N. T./, ov. , {) a keeper, watch-

man, hence proverb., or

tivai, to be in or out of safety.^', indecl. ;, ov,

, Josaphat, a king of Judah, LXX.^, , v..^, -, or -, , Joses or Jose,

masc. pr. n., N.T.^, indecl., '{, ov, Jo-
seph., 0, Joseph, Hebr. inasc. pr. n.,

son of Jacob and Rachel, LXX.

:

met. the descendants of Joseph, of the

tribe of Ephraim, N. T.—2. name of
three of the ancestors of Christ, Id.

—3. husband of Mary mother of
Christ, Id.—4. of Arimathaea. who
entombed the body of our Saviour,
Id.— 5. one of the followers of Christ,

who is called Barsabas and Justus, Id.

t'lwffiar, ov, 0, Josias, a king of Ju-
dah, LXX. ; N. T.. V. sub :+from its size, met.
of any thing \e\-y small, an iota, a jot,

N. T. Hence', f. -, to lay too much
stress upon the i, e. g. to say Troiia,

Maiia, Spald. Quinctil. 1, 5, 32.

Hence^, ov, b, the above fault
in pronunciation.',, . lotapata, a city

of Syria, in Joseph., .
|~77/. , , lotape, daughter of

Artavasdes, Dio C.

and, , (,) to write with an iota., oii, .=^, 11. 8, 89, 158,

in phrase, ', in chase ; Hes.
Th. 683. [i]', , h, an unknown fish,

Dorio ap. Ath. 300 F.

, ,. , indecl., tenth let-

ter in Gr. alphabet: as numeral «'=
20, but /,-= 20,000.— I. is near akin
to and , differing only by a harder
pronunciation ; hence the older AU.



changed into,
into ~, ()) into : so

the . into,
into, etc. ; so from )

came our knee ; of. Lob. Phryn. 173,

307.—II. the change of into is

more rare, as in, Lat. taheo : it

sometimes also interchanged with ,
esp. in Ion., as ,,, etc.,

for 7Z0V, , -, etc. : cf. also

sub tin.

—

III. also akin to Teu-
tonic h, e. g., heart, nap, hair,, han-est,, herald, /-. Germ. Halm, etc., v. Buttm.
Lexil. voc. 4, note.—IV.

before (as also before , , ), is

pronounced like our ng. Cf., Dor. for the Ion. K£-.=the Att.

uv, as . Dor. for , oft. in Theocr.

fOn the v. Elmsl. Ach. 6.]. ov, 6, Caanthus, son of

Oceanus, Paus., , ,() a glutton-

ous fellow, Cratin. Malth. 7.

'\3/, , oi, the Cabales, a Lib-

yan nation, Hdt. 4, 171, V. 1.•.
tKo/ia/.t'f,, , Cabalis. a small

district between Lycia and Painphy-
lia, with a city of the same name,
Strab. : oi/./.,
the inhab. of Cabalis, Hdt. 5, 90 ; 7, 77.

('3//•, , , a horse, nag, like

Lat. cabaltus. Germ. Gaul, Pint.^'/., CabalUon, a city of the

Celtae on the Druentias, Strab.3', , , Cabalusa, a fic-

titious island, Luc.33, poet, for. : Alcm.
Fr. 34, has even3.
33/., poet., Ep. for?.

aor. 2 of, Horn.,^, , ,()
for, good throwing, a

good wrestler, Plut. : -. sub.,
the art of throwing or wrestling, Galen.
Lacori. word.

]^., poet, for part,

aor. 2 from, Pind.

ilia3eipa,. . Cabira. a city on
the Euxine the later Diospolis or

Sehaste, Strab.—II. KaStipa, , ,
Cabira, mother of the Cabiri by Vul-
can, Strab.3,, alov,{)
Cablric., f. -, dep.

mid. : to hold the Cablric orgies., , pecul. fem. of3., , ,() Ca-
hiric.^, , , the Cabirium,
temple of the Cabiri, Paus. 9, 26, 1.,, pecul. fem. of-., . oi, the Cabiri, divin-

ities worshipped by the Pelasgians

in Lemnos and Samothrace, whose
very ancient and mysterious service

spread over all Greece, and was
found even in Aegypt: they were
represented as dwarfs with large

grenitais, and were called sons of

Vulcan, as bein? masters in the art

of working metals, Hdt. 2, 51 ; 3. 37 :

the origin and progress of the Cabiric

worship has been closely examined of

late. esp. by Lob. Aslaoph. p. 1202 sq.,

\^elcker Aeschyl. Trilogie, etc.^, uv, b, Mt. Cablms, in

Berecyntia in Greater Phrygia, from
which the Cabhi were said to be
named, Sirab., , , worse form for

7).^:3, adv. from Cnbisuj!, a
city on the Hellespont, or in Lycia,
II, 13. 363.

, ov, b, a corn-measure, an-

swering to the Greek. (Prob.

from Hebrew Kab.)1;, , , Kabyle, a city of

Thrace, Dem. 100, 22.^, , , Cabillonnm, a

city of the Aedui in Gallia Lugdu
nensis, now Chalons siir Saone, Strab., Ep. for before ,

for . II. 20, 458 ; also,, Sapph. 25 : but very rare.,. v.., a, ov, arxi,
a, ov, V.., ov. , an Arabian gum
used for fumigating, Diosc., a, ov, v. sq., ov, {) fit for burn-

ins, dry, '/., II. 21, 364,

Od. 18, 308 ; , . Horn.

Merc. 112 : and'-
are later and less certain forms :

««j'Kai'Of itself remained a rare poet,

word, V. sq.

*, to parch, dry: this word
with its coilat. forms and

seems to have been coined

by Gramm. as root of and, which may come di-

rectly from, as and 67.
from., fut.- Dor. •, v.

sub. Hence', , to laugh almid, exult,

Horn. : also to laugh scornfully, mock,

II. 10, 565 : later c. dat., to be glad at

a thing.,, , the laugher, mer-

ry andrew. a comic person on the Do-
rian stage, Lat. cachinno, Miiller Dor.

4, 7. 3, cf also., ov, ,() loud

laughter. Clem. ., v.., ov, 6, a loud, rude

laugher. Hence. , , disposed to

loud, rude laughing.,^=, Ath.,,,=^, Diosc., ov. .) of
toasted barley. Poll.—2. a kind of

wheat, V. 1. for. in Theophr.. , . usu. in pliir

,

the chaff() or husks of toasted

barley(), Arist. Probl. [r],, , belonging to, like it : from. , , roasted barley,

from which pearl-barley (/.,
Lat. polenta), and barley-water were
made.—H. a husk upon the cafkcns

(amenta) of nut-trees and other mo
noecious trees.

—

III. the capside of
rosemary and like plants, Theophr.,
and Plin.. ov.(,)
bearing capsules, like rosemary., ,(,)
like .. contr. from , first in

II. 21, 108; most. freq. in Att. [], Ep. for before . very
freq. in Horn., but only before ,. and only when is used as an
adv. : but Hes. Op. 334, has also

: the writing,-, as one word, is wrong.
(5(5/, Dor. for-.,(,) to choose

or reject by vote, hence perf. pass, -,,-. Lacon. word.
Kaf5('ioi',oi',ro,=«:uf?<oi'.esp.Laeon.. . , () corn-

measure holdingfour., , b,^o, vessel for
collecting votes in. Lacon. form.

, Ep. for', 3 dual aor. 2 act. from-, Od. 15,494., v. sub fin., Ep. for. nom.
plur. fem. part. aor. 2 act. from-, II. 19, 25... , Cadena, a strong
city of Cappadocia, Strab., ov, , dim. from,
LXX. [a], ov, , dim. from sq.,

Nicoch. Gal. 1.. ov, b, dim. from,
Cratin. Pyt. 16 : esp. the balloting-um,

Ar. Vesp. 853, and Oralt., , , also, cad-

jnia, calamine, Diosc., a. ov, Ep. and Ion.-, , ov, Cadmean, Hes. Th. 940 :

oi, the Cadmeans or ancient
inhabitants of Thebes, Horn., and
Hes. : in genl. the Thebans. Trag. :, the citadel of Thebes, Xen.
Hell. 6, 3, 11. Proverb., a victory won by one's own
destruction, a dear-bought victory

(from the story of Polynices and Ete-
ocles), Valck. Hdt. 1,' 166.,, , a descendant of
Cadmus, Theban, II. 4, 385, in plur..̂, , , daughter of Cad-
mus, i. e., Semele, Anth., , ov, Ep. and Ion. for.,, pecul. fem. of Ked-. Semele, H. Horn. 6, 57, Au-
tonoe, Callim.

; ., i. e. Thebes,

Hes. Op. 161., ,,^=.^, , (, *)
sprung, descendedfrom Cadmus, Soph.
Tr. 116., ov, , Cadmus, Od. 5, 334 ;

and Hes. Th. 937 ; son of the Phoe-
nician king Agenor, brother of Euro-
pa, founder of Thebes in Boeotia
about 1550 B. C. : he is said to have
brought from Phoenicia the old Greek
alphabet of sixteen letters, hence call-

ed (Hdt. 5, 58,59),

which was afterwards increased by
the eight (so called) Ionic, . , , ,
, , , , cf Wolf Proleg. p. Lll.. sq.

—2. son of Scythes, a ruler in Cos,
Hdt. 7, 164.—3. a historian of Mile-

tus, son of Pandlpi, the elder ; anoth-

er, the younger, son of Archelaus,
Strab. : cf Suid. s. v.—II. a mount-
ain and river near Laodicea in Great-
er Phrygia ; the Mt. is now Babadagh,
Strab.

tKu(5o<, , oi. Cadi, a city of Phry-
gia on the borders of Lydia, Strab.<5•, ,(,) ma-
king pails or vesseL•., . , or, a pail, jar,

cask, vessel for water or u-ine. Lat. ca-

dus, Anacr. 16, Hdt. 3. 20, Soph. Fr.

479 .• all in first form, but the other

afterwards prevailed.—II. an urn ox

box for collecting the rotes, like (7•, Lat. situla, Ar. Av. 1032. (Ion.

word from,,,
to hold, contain.) [ti]^, . Dor. for.. a. b. Cadutdns. brother

of the Scythian Anacharsis,Diog. L.

or', , oi. boys

used in the irorship of the Cabin, com-
pared by Dion. Hal. to the Rom. Ca-
milli.^. . oi, the Cadurci, a
Celtic race in .Aquitania, Strab.'[, , oi, the Cadusii, a
nation of Asia, dwelling on the south-

west of the Caspian between the
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Araxes and Mardus, Xen. Cyr. 5, 2, 17, Lat. coelo deducere lunam,

25, sq. Ar. Nub. 750: in genl. to take down, ov, , a parasitic plant, any thing suspended
:_
hence in niid.,

dodrfer, Lat. cuscu/a, Theophr.
" -" -^ •- ' -^,, , Cadylis, a city of

Palestine, Hdt. 2, 159; 3, 5, ace. to

most interpp. Jerusalem, it being a cor-

ruption oi the Hebr. Keduschah, i. e.

sacred city, which is Its pres. Arabic

name, El Kods ; others make it=GaiA
or Gaza: v. Bahr Exc. XL, vol. I., oi, V. ?^., , , fern, from , a

Carian woman, II. 4, 142.—IL adj.

fern, for, e. g. Kutipa,
Hdt. 5, e8., part. aor. 2 pass, from,., Ep. for, inf. aor.

2 pass, of,, H. 23, 198, 210., adv. used for' a, accord-

ing as, just as, as^ Polyb. : more USU.. also, and, q. v.,= 5(., very dub., f. -, {,)
to devote, dedicate, esp. by burnt sacri-

fice, Tivi TL, Hdt. 1, 86: hence— II.

to burn as a sacrifice, burn as incense,

Hdt. 1, 183 ; 7, '167
: also to burn a

dead body, Plut. ; and so in genl., to

bury the dead, f/u ,
whom dogs have buried, l. e. eaten up,

Soph. Ant. 1081, ubi libri-
aav, but Schol. interprets it, while Dind. ap. Ste-

phan. follows Wunder, in supposing

vv. 1079-1082 spurious.—IIl.= /ca6'a-

I; dub. Hence, , 6, a devoting, dedi-

cation.—II. a burning, esp. of a sacri-

fice or dead body, hence in genl. fu-
Tieral rites, Luc., f. -,{,)
to make pure, cleanse, hallow, Eur. Or.

40.—II. to offer as an expiatory sacri-

fi.ce,.' . Id. Ion

707 : hence absol. to make offerings,

TLVL, Luc. : on Soph. Ant. 1081, v.

II.

tKutfoia, Cathaea, a city and terri-

tory of India, Strah. : hence^. a, ov, of Cathaea, Cath-

aean ; oi, the Cathaeans, Arr.

An. 5, 22, 1 , sq., , bloodstainted,

bloody, Eur. Or. 1358 : from, f. «, {,-) to make bloodU slain with blood,

Aesch. Euin. 450.^, , = foreg., Eur.

Phoen. 1161, Ar. Thesm. 695.•, ov, {,) bloody., , ij, {) a

putting down, destroying, killing, slay-

iiig^, Stesich. ap. Suid. : a pulling down,

razing, Thuc. 5, 42, Isocr. 153 B.—2.

in Medic, a bringing down superfluous

flesh, lowering, Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon.
—3. a deposal from office., verb. adj. from -. one must take down, reduce, de-

stroy, Thuc. 1, 121.—2.,,, to be put down or destroyed,

Thuc. 1, 118.?, ov, ,{) a
putter down, destroyer, overthrower,-, Thuc. 4, 83. Hence, , ov,fit for putting

down : ., lowering metli-

cines. Gal. Adv. -.. , Ion. : fut.- : fut. 2 : aor. 2-, iuf. {, ') to

take down,. Od, 9, 149 ;,'. close the eyes

of the dead, II. 11, 453, Od. 24, 296,

for which Horn, says also ' -? : to bring down,.
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, to take down
one's bow, Hdt. 3, 78.—2. to take down

by force, tear or pull down, overpower,

slay, kill, Od. 2, 100 ; 3, 238, etc. : in

genl. to overturn, destroy, raze, Thuc.

5, 40, and Plat. : also in a milder

sense, to put down, lower, humble, re-

duce, ., Hdt. 1, 71, cf. 95, etc. : esp.

to depose, dethrone, Id. 1, 124, etc. : to

cancel, rescind,, Thuc. 1, 140 :

as law term, to condemn, Musgr. Soph.

Ant. 281 ; ;) , a

verdict of guilty, Lys. 133, 12.—3. to

fetch down as a reward or prize, -
or, Plut.

;

hence inelaph.,. achieve, accomplish great

feats, Hdt. 7, 50, 2, cf Lur. Supp.
749.—4. more rarely like simple, ai-, to take and carry off, seize, Hdt.

6, 41, cf 5, 36., fut. : aor. 1 /-, later -, inf -. Lob.

Phryn. 25{). To make pure

or clean, cleanse, clean, purge,,,, etc., Hom. ; opp.

to, to dirty, soil, Od. 19, 263 :

but also,—2. to cleanse aiuay, wash off

or away,,. 11. 14, 171,

Od. 6, 93 ; also ., to purge

the land of monsters, Soph. Tr. 1061.

Pass., esp. medic, to be purged by
medicine, Hipp. : hence, I am purged of old age, Aesch.
Fr. 39.— II. in religious sense, to

cleanse, purify, , to puri-

fy by fumigating with sulphur, 11. 10,

228 ; . , to purify him
from blood, Hdt. 1, 44 ; but in pass.

c. acc, , 1,43. Mid.

to have one's self purified. Plat. Phaed.
114 C; also, , to

keep one's tongue pure, Aesch. Fr. 365 :

metaph. in Theocr. 5, \\9,—-, like our vulgar phrase to rub one
down, cf.—2. c. ace. rei, to

cleanse aivay. alone for, expiate,,
Aesch. Cho. 74.?, fut. -?,{,) tlep. mid. : to spring, leap

down, Xen. Eq. 3, 7 : metaph. of a

storm, to rush down, 11, 11, 298., , {,) salt,

saltish., ov, {,) very salt,

salt, Diphil. ap. Ath. 132 E., (,) to

wear with wheels : hence strictly of a

road worn with wheels ; and then like

Lat. tritus,, , ov,

hackneyed, stale, ., a com-
mon prostitute, Ael. ; ., (sub.) stale jests, Lat. convicia de

plauslro, Dion. H., v..,, ,{) any
thing tied, a knot.. ,
toloose a knotty point, Eur. Hipp. 671., f -, {,)
to sand over, Arist. H. A. 9, 37, 5., Att. for, v. 1. in

Soph. El. 1451.. adv. for', on the

whole, Lat. in universum., {,) adv. once

for all, Od. 21, 349 : in genl. altogeth-

er, Dem. 377, 7 ; , not

even once, Polyb., adv.= with enclit., even as, just as, like as, freq. m
Hdt. (in Ion. form), and^Att.

Sometimes still further lengthd. by
and ,,-, like as if, just as if, Plat. Phileb.

59 E, Legg. 684 C.

, , (,) to

unfold, let flow, Aristaen., , , laying hold of,

attacking, offensive ; from, , , or, tied

or fastened on : ., bound
with, clad in skins, Eur. Hjps. 1, cf.

Ar. Ran. 1212: from, late act. of,{,) to tie, fasten or fit on,

put upon, Tivi Ti, Soph. Tr. 1051 ;

, Xen. Cyn. 0, 9 : also in pass.,. Soph. Ant. 1222.

—II. rare as, to lay hold

of,, . .
., fut. --, dep.

mid. : to lay hold of. in Hom. always. to fasten
upon, accost, address one with words,
mostly or .-

; but also, . or-7., to assail, attack with
harsh and angry words, Od. 20, 323,

Hes. Op. 330 : also simply,-
Tiva, to address, accost one, Od.

20, 22 ; ana so absol, 11. 16. 421, Od.
2, 39.—II. post-Hom. usu. in the bad
signf c gen. pers., to assail, attack,

upbraid one, Thuc. 6, 16 : also, ., to attack him with a
scourge.—2. in Hdt. 6, 68 ; 8, 65, to ap-

peal to one as witness, Lat. antestari.—3.

to lay hold of a thing, apprehend, per-

ceive it,, Hipp. Cf., ov, =. Adv.

-, Eubul.. 1.,, ,=., one must keep clean,-, from a thing, Luc. ; verb. adj. from,{) to be clean or

pure. Plat. Phaed. 58 : .,
to be clean or free from a thing, esp.

from guilt in the eyes of God, Heind.
Plat. 1. c ; and so, , lb. 67

A : also, . , to be clean m a

thing, Ar. Ran. 355 ; , Plut.
;

, Polyb.— II. in Gramm. to be

pure, as words which have one vowel
before another., to be, dub., v.

Valck. Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 22, Stallb.

Plat. Phaed. 58 B., fut.- Att. -, later

form for, to cleanse, N. T., ov, {) cleanly,

neat, nice, Lat. mundus, ot persons,

Posidon. ap. Ath. 550 A ; of things,

Menand. p. 175 : ., opp. to, Ath. : of words, pure.

Adv. -, Amphis Philet. 1. []
Hence, , , cleanliness,

neatness, Lat. munditiae, Hdt. 2, 37,

Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 22 : purity, Arist.

Eth. N., ov, b, {)=, Luc., ov, , a place for
purifying.,, ,{) that

ii'hich is thrown away in cleansing, USU.

in plur. offscourings, scum, defilement,

Aesch. Cho. 98 : hence— II. metaph.
worthless fellow, scum of the earth, out-

cast, Lat. purgamentum, Ar. Plut. 454,

Eupol. Dem. 15.

—

\\\.=^.—
IV. in Ar. Ach. 44, ,
within the purified ground, cf. Diet.

Antiqq. p. 385.. {,) to join

or fit to, Tivi Ti, Eur. Hipp. 771 ;. Id. Bacch. 929., ov, ,{) a cleans-

ing, . Soph. . . 1228.

—2. an atonement, expiation, an expia-

tory sacrifice, -. to take him in atone-

ment for his country, Hdt. 7, 197 ;•



/., like•(, Aesch. Cho. 968 : also ap-

plied to the lowest step in the Eleu-
sinian mysteries.—3., songs

of purification by Empedocles, Ath.
620 D.— II. also metaph. like-

11., Plut.?., ,{, 7.)
to speak purely., . to purify.'', , , clean, pure,

spotUs.'i, unsniled,, Horn, (only

iu Od.), etc. : opp. to,-.—. clear, open, free, esp. kv -
(sub. TOTCOj), in a clear, open

space, in 11. esp. of a space clearfrom
dead bodies ; , to

leave the way clear, Soph. O. C.

1575 ; .. to live in the open

air, Plat. Rep. 520 D ;

(ihiv, of a river whose course is clear

and open, Hdt. 1, 202 :

il'Aiu, in the open sun, opp. to.
Plat. Phaedr. 239 C : opp. to',.—III. in moral sense, clean-

handed, pure, clean from guilt or defile-

ment, ., Hdt. I, 35: also c.

gen., clear, free from.., Hdt. 2, 38 ; esp.

K.,, etc., Horace's
sceleris purus. Plat., etc. :

i/, Lat. dies fasti, Id. Legg. 800

D : but in Horn., ., an hon-

ourable death, by the sword, not the

halter, Od, 22, 462 : opp. to.
— I v. pure, unmixed, bright, clear, esp.

of water, Hdt. 4, 53, and Att.
; -, Pind. P. 9, 159 : hence genuine,

true,, a real, genuine saying,

Ar. Vesp. 1015 ; ., a very Ti-

mon, Ar. Av. ; also of language, /jwrp,

unadulterated. Dion. H.— V'. in genl.

without blemish in its kind, spotless,

faultless, a. ., also -' , the souiid portion of
the army, Hdt. 1, 211 ; 4, 135 ;-
pal/, a clear, complete reckoning,
1. e. without any remainder, Dem. 303,

22: K. ', a slave perfect in his

part, expl. by~3, Antiph.. 10.

—

. Adv.-., . Horn. . 121, Hes. Op.
335 ; , to be of
pure blood, Hdt. 1, 147.—2. with clean

hands, purely, honestly, Dem. 127. 5.

—

3. clearly, plainly,, Ar. Vesp.
631.—4. entirely, Dio C. (With the
root- of. Sanscr. udh (purificari),

Lat. cast-US, Germ, keusch. Buttm.
Lexil. V. 10, connects also..-, -.) Hence,. , cleanness, pu-
rity, esp. in moral sense, Plat. Legg.
778 C.

—

II. clearness, brightjiess, opp
to mistiness, Hipp., , , made pure,

sifted, Geop. : from,,{,*)
making pure.-, fut. Att. -, usu.

•, (,) to tear or snatch

down. Eur. Andr. 813., ov,() act. cleans-

ing, purifying, esp. from guilt or de-

filement, atoning, expiatory, Trag. ; C.

gen.,., Aesch. Eum. 578.

—II. as subst.,— 1. , sub.

.an expiatory sacrifice, also the vic-

tim,. I.. 1225 : hence picrificdtion,

expiation, Hdt. 1, 35.—2. sub.-
KOi', opening medicine, a purge. Medic.,,,{) a cleans-

ing, purification, mode of purification,

Hdt. 1, 35.—II. Medic, a clearing off

of humours, purging, Vl\pp. [], verb. adj. from-, "'!' must clean or dear., , 6, =,
Plut. Hence

",,=^, ex-

piatory, Dion. ., ov. ,() cleans-

er, purifier, esp. from guilt, defilement,

etc., Hipp., and Soph. El. 70., , , () of,

fit for cleansing or purifying ; -,
sub.. Plat. Soph. "231 : but

esp. as medic, term, purgative, Hipp.

;

but\&=, Arist. Pol., ov, dim. from-, cleanly, pure, unmixed. Plat.

(Com.) Nvf 1. Adv. -, Cratin.

Del. 7., , (^,)
clean, clear,, Hipp., Att. for., for', of itself, by

itself, absolutely., or better divisim ', by one's self, alone, singly.—II.

of one's self, voluntarily., , , a seat, .,,
a hare's seat or form, Xen. Cyn. 4, 4:

esp. a bench for rowers, a professor's

chair or pulpit : also a privy.—2. the sit-

ting part, posteriors, Hipp.

—

II. a sit-

ting, the state, posture of sitting, Plut.

:

hence a sitting still, lounging, delaying,

Fv , to keep
him idle, Thuc. 2, 18., fut.-, 3.]50--, Diog. L., dep. mid., of which
Buttm. Calal., v., doubts the use

of pres. in early Greek, but v. Od. 10,

378. Eur. Heracl. 33, Lys. 133, 11 :

cf. : to set one's self down, sit

down, Hom. ; to hold a sitting or meet-

ing, Od. 1 , 372 : to sit, sit still, with
collat. notion of rest, Od. 10, 378 ; and
so to lounge, loiter, linger, Od. 6, 295 :

to sit as suppliants, Eur. Heracl. 33 :

to sit down in a country, encamp, Thuc.
2, 18, etc. is never found,

the deficient transit, tenses being sup-

plied by,,., . and Ion. for,
aor. 1 from, 11.,. lor, 3 plur.

impf from, II., to be ordained byfate

;

esp. to one's misfortune, Epict. : part.,, , ov, ordained by fate,
Plut., adv. part. perf. pass,

of. remissly, languidly., Att. for,
aor. 1 -, to shut in or up, enclose,

confine, iinprison, first in Hippon. Fr. 13., Att. for ,^=
foreg. Hence, ), , Att. for-, a shutting in, enclosing, confining,

Plut.

Ka^tif, for ' , also -, one by one, one after another, N.
T. : this anomalous phrase for' , was prob. Ibrmed back-
wards from the neut. .,. 1 from a pres.,
which is not used, (, ) I
made to sit down, set or put down, Tivu~, 11. 18, 389 ; in genl. I made
to sit still, lounge, loiter, tarry, 11. 5, 36

;, he set a spy, Od. 4,

524 ; -, Pind. P. 5, 55

:

also in mid.,, Anacr. Ep.
10. (The deficient tenses are sup-
plied by.), for' -, as adv.,

., each particular, Strab., as adv., used for', day by day, daily,,,=, LXX., verb. adj. from-, one must keep, Plut., , , () a trap-

door.

, , , holding, contain-

ing,, Arist. . . : holding in, re-

tentive. Medic. : from,,,() held back:
to be held back or checked, Plut. Adv.-, Philostr.., inf. aor. 2 act.,
of.,{,) to wrap,
wrap round, , Hdt. 7, 181 ; also
in Ion. plqpf. pass, for,, lb. 76.,.(,) to make
sore, ulcerate, Hipp., in pass.?^, ov, , a drawing doum,
launching, M,oschio ap. Ath. 207 A;
from, v. sub. [On
quantity, v. '/..'], f. -, (, ?) to

draw down, esp.. , to draw
down the ships to the sea, launch them,
Lat. deducere naves, Ar. Ach. 544 ; SO
too ., Hdt. 7, 100,
Thuc. 2, 93.,, , or, (-) something let down or suspended,

e. g. a necklace, collar, etc., Antiph.
Incert. 78 : also., to clothe, v../, adv., the more usu.,
Plut. : also poet.,, Opp., in
tmesis.,, ,() a holding,

keeping hold of, preservation, ,
Thuc. 3, 47 : holding in, -, Arist. de Somn. 2, 17., fut. of, as early as
Hom.,,,= III. , A nacr.

19., f. -, (,
)^5^., to creep down, ..., Ar. Kan.
485., (,) to creep,

steal down. Soph. Fr. 110 : metaph.
of the first down, to steal over the

cheek. Xen. Symp. 4, 23, cf. Ascle-
piad. Ep. 1., imperat. aor. 2 from -.̂ , fut. pass, from -, non-Att.,, ,() a putting

down into, Arist. Meteor. : esp. a britig-

ing of plays upon the stage, SchoU.

—

II. () sitting down, seat,

dwelling. ^, adv. part. perf. act.

from ,fixedly, steadily, calm-
ly, Arist. Pol. 8, 5, 22., via, , part. perf.

from., fut. 3 from,
with intr. signf., , , syncop. neut.
plur. part. perf. from, q. v., , v.., , ,() any
thing let down or put in, esp.—1. a plug
of lint, pessary, to put into a wound,
Hipp.— 2. a surgical instrument for
emptying the bladder. Gal.—3. a fish-
ing-line, Artemid.

—

i.—, Clem.
Al. Hence, ov, a, a putting in of
the., ov, o,= sq. I. 2., ov, () let down,
put down or in : as subst.—I. -, sub., a perpendicular line,

Procl. : hence also—2. a mason's /«'ei

or plumbline, itruv.—3. perpendicular
height, Strab.

—

-4. a fishing-litie, Opp.—5. sub., a trap-door.—ll. -, sub. or, an animal
let down into the sea as an offering to
Neptune, Lys. ap. Harp, in voc,

6S3



, one must sleep. Plat.

Phaedr. 259 D. : verb. adj. from. iinpf. Horn. >,
Alt., and : fut., perf./, late, lo

sleep, slumber, Od. 6, 1, Hdt. 2, 95 ; in

genl. to lie down to sleep, lie, csp. to lie

a-b,d. II, 1, 611, Od 4, 304, etc. ; kv, Od. 8, 313 : .. Plat. Synip. 219 : me-
taph. to rest, be at rest, still, quiet,. _n;ept, Aesch. Ag. 1357: ace. to

Schleusn., in N. T., of the sleep of
death, like, but all the in-

stances prove the reverse, except

1 Thess. 5, 10, where there is a ver-

bal reference to its usu. signf in v. 6.,,,(.)
an inrention, LXX.¥, ,{,) to have a fertile invention, speak

fluently, Polyb. Exc. Vat. p. 397.
_, f. -, {,-) to find, discover. Soph. Ani,. 395,

in pass., Of,() boiled down,

well-boiled, Achae. ap. Ath. 368 A: ., refined gold.'/, ,= ieg., Nic.

()•,, ,{) a L•il-

mg dotrn, Hipp., f. -, (,-) dep. mid. : to mock at, Lat.

illudere,, Od. 19, 372., fut. •, (, ')
to bod down, boil trell, boil away, digest,

Ar. Vesp. 795.—II. metaph. to soften,

temper, joined with, Xen.

Eq. 9, 6, cf. IV.

?!, Att. for, 2 sing.

pres. from., ,—/:
from,. b, .=7/,
leader, esp. a guide., Hdt. 7, 128 ; .
6, Polyb.,.-,{,-
uai) dep. mid. to go before, lead, be

guide, Tivl , Hdt. 4, 125;
also, . , 9, 104 ; also c.

part., Hdt. 7. 8, 1 : hence to go before

and teach a thing, Lat. praeire verbis,, Hdt. 2. 56 ; also, ., begin the discourse. Plat.

Symp. 199 C ; to be the first to do, to

establish, ordain, , Hdt. 2, 49 ; in

genl. lo show, point out the way, Wess.
Hdt. 7, 183 : to be tOlcher of any one,, Strab. : construct, much like

that of the simple verb. Hence/, , , Orph. : fein.

from sq., /, , and, , ,=,
leader, guide, teacher, Plut.,{,) sweet-

en much, Titake too sweet, Ath. : in genl.

to sweeten, please, [fi], , , a liucurious

life : from^, , (,-) to squayider, lavish in luxury and
pleastcres, c. acc. Xen. An. 1, 3, 3.^/, impers. v. sub II.,, , v. sub

II., adv. part. pres. from

sq. : v. sq., fin., f. -,(, i/) to come

or go dnini, go down to fight, attack.

Aesch. Cho. 455.—2. to come doun to.

come or reach to, or , . g,'. Hdt. 2. 32 : to come to any
one, ?/ kc b \, the

turn of speaking came to us, Aeschin.

31, 27 : of time, ., the time

it come, Ariel. H. A. : .
TTjv, the festival falls or-

pens on the day, Plut.

—

. to siiffice,

be enough fur a thing, ; hence to

be inecl, fit. proper, 6 .
Soph. 0. . 75 : at -
pai. the regular, proper days, (Dem.)

1372, 8 : also impers.,/, it

belongs to me, beseerns or behoves me :

hence in part., to,, and
Tu, that which is meet, fit

or proper, one^s due, duty, Xen. Cyr. 1,

2, 5 ; and esp. as a technical term of

the Stoic philos., Cic. Off. 1.3: but

in Hdt. 1, 97 ; 5, 49, ^:, the present state of
things, circumstances. Adv. part. pres., meetly, properly, Polyb.?.,(, >/') to bring

the sun in upon, to illuminate, Luc.., , (, ') to nail

on or to, Ti , Plut. : pass, to be

nailed with,, Polyb. Hence,, , a nailing on or

to : and, ov, 6, one who nails on

or to : and, , nailed., inf, impf.-, (,) to sit still, sit en-

throned, as if perf pass, of,
to be seated, and so to sit, sit down,

Horn., cf Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 159;
strictly, of judges, to take their seats

in court, be seated. Ar. Nub. 208, v.

Wolf Dem. 507,25, cf Thuc. 5, 85 : in

genl. to sit still, tarry, abide, sojourn,

dwell: also with bad signf, to sit, lie

idle, sit doing nothing. Hdt. 3, 134; to

lead a sedentarij, effeminate, unwarlike
life, Valck. Hdt. 2, 86 : but also of an
army, to lie in a place, encamp, Thuc. :

to lie in wait, lie in ambush : of districts

and countries, to lie, lie low. Lat. subsi-

dere. Eur. Cresph. 1 .v. Jac. A. P. p. 561

.

Construct., ,
TI.VL, or rn-'of, Horn., and
Eur. ; also . , Od. 21, 420,

cf 1. 3 : but also c. acc. cognato,. ^, Eur. Heracl. 55. More
freq. in Att. than the simple., adv. part, perf
pass, from, worn like a

road, hence in a stale, hackneyed way,

v.., adv. better divisim,', daily., , , the passing of
the day, daily business, Polyb. : from, (,) to

pass the day., , , a later form for

sq., Theophr., v. Lob. Phryn. 53, who
however confounds it v/ith-., a, ov, also of, ov, hap-

pening every day ('), daily,

., Soph. El. 1414., ov, living only for
the day, Lat. qui in diem virit., inf,, part. aor. 1

from, Horn., f. -, strengthd.

form oi, Polyb., v..,,=, LXX., , to throw into a violent

sweat.,,^.,, ,=.,(,) to set down,
make to sit down, Od. 20, 257 : to estab-

lish, restore, heal, Hipp. ; but also to

consecrate, dedicate, Eur., who uses
aor. 1 mid. (I. T. 1481). and pf pass,

in act. signf (Cycl. 318) : . ftiov,

to mnke one pass his life, settle him in

a place. Id. Bacch. 1339 ; hence in
pass, to sit down, settle, Ar. Av. 45.

[On quantity v. .']

,, , ,(,)
sweatirig much, tired., pass, from., {,) to sacri-

fice, slaughter, Arist. Eth. ., u,= foreg., Diod., . (, ('>) dedi-

cate, devote, hollow, Hdt. 1, 92;, Plut. : v. Lob. Phryn. 192.

Hence, , , a dedication,

Dio C., , , verb. adj.

from, to be dedicated, Plat.

Legg. 809 ., (, ) to seat

one's self, sit down,, Od. 5, 3 ;

also, , Aesch. Eum. 29;

. Isocr. 13 : cf.,, , sitting : from, impf or,
as Wolf writes it, and no doubt right-

ly, if (which is used in Od.
16, 408) be allowed as the orig. form

;

Buttm. however is against this, Ausf.

Gr. "^86, Anm. 2, cf Lexil. voc.-
12 : fut., Dor.,

Att. : aor. 1, but also, Ar. Ran. 911, and Thuc. 6,

66: Ep. part,, Horn.; cf.

also (, ). To set

down, make to sit doum, o(t. in Hom.

:

later, ., to encamp, Eur.
Heracl. 664, Thuc. 4, 90: .,
to make an assembly be seated, i. e. hold,

open one, Od. 2, 69 ; and so later, ., to hold a court, Ar. Vesp.

305 ; but, K. , to appoint

a judge to try a person. Plat. Legg.
873 ; and so in genl to appoint, con-

stitute.—2. to place or settle in a place,, Eur. Ion 1541.—3. to

put into a state or condition, make, ren-

der one .SO and so, e. g.

-, to set him doiMi to weep, 7nake him
weep. Plat. Ion 535 ; but also,

.. Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 14.

—

II. intr. to sit doum. be sealed, sit, oft.

in Hom. : esp. to sit at meals, Lat. dis-

cumbere, Xen. Cyr. 8, 4, 2 ; to sit as

judge. Plat. Legg. 659 : to sit doum
in a country, encatnp, , Thuc.
4, 93 ; also to settle, sink in. Plat.

Phaedr. 254 : of ships, to run aground,
Polyb. Later also in mid., Valck.
Hdt. 8, 71 : . , Hom., ,
Ar. Ran. 197, , Hdt. 5, 25, to

sit on a thing ; but also c. acc, ., Eur. El. 980,, Id. H.
F, 48, as we say to sit a horse.

B. the pass or mid. is also freq. in

this intr. signf, first in II. 19, 50, in

tmesis., fut. : aor. 1-, Ep. (, ). To
send down, let dotvn, let fall, 11. 8, 134,

in tmesis ;'",
I have sent the wine down my throat,

II. 24, 642 ; but, ', sink them in the stream, as an
offering to the river-god, 11.21, 132:
so, K., Hdt. 7, 36; .-, to let doum a sounding-
line, Hdt. 2, 28 ; and absol.,,
to reach by sounding, to sound. Plat.

Phacd. 112 ; hence metaph. to put
fonrard by way of trial, to attempt,.. Ar. Vesp. 174; .,
to make an attempt, Ael. : «.,
to let one's hair floro loose, Eur. ; but
K., to let one's beard grow,
Dio C. : K. . to kneel
down, Eur. Hec. 501 : also to lead

doum from the hill to the plain, and
in pass, to march down, Aesch. Thcb.
79, with v. 1, (:. : also in iiass. to

reach or stretch down seawards,

-, Plat. Criti.



11 A ; so too, , were

carried down tu the water, Thuc. 4, 103,

cf. 5, 52 : so. , Eur.

1. A. CO.—HI. K. (>,
um?ji.av,elc., send down in to the place

ofcontest, Lat. demittere adcertamtn (cf.

descendere in camputn, aretiam), and SO

absol., Thuc. 6, 16, Isocr. 353 D;
hence also seemingly intr., to come

down upon, attack, Ar. Eq. 430 : mid.

to prepare for attack, put one's self iti

motion against any one,~, Hdt.

7, 138, cf. Lob. Phryn. 398. [On quan-

tity V. .], s^trengha . for,
to entreat earnestly, re. Eur. Hel.

1024 : but c. dat. pars., Hdt. 6, 68

:

also in mid., Eur. Or. 324.,^., fut.-, aor. --, {,) dep. mid. : to

come down, come tu, reach to : hence to

reach, touch, esp. to touch painfully,

, sorrow touched

me sore, Od. 1, 342;
evtrry, thou hast touch-

ed me nearly, 11. 14, 104, where the

ace. is to be explained from the motion

towards, not Irom a transit, force of

the word, cf. Soph. O. T. 809 : in

prose the gen. was more freq.-3,,-. etc., like, to touch,

strike, smite one with a rod, e^c, Plut.

;

also. , to reach, gain

one'.? purpose, Polyb., strengthd. form of'. [fi].,(,) to let down

by a rope, Ar. Vesp. 379, 396. [i]

Hence, ewf, , a letting down by

a rope, Plut..=.., mid., also

written,=-,, Hipp. The simpl.

oidy in Gramm., f. -, {,) dep. mid. : lran«. to ride

down, ride over, overrun with horse,.//, Hdt- 9, 14: hence in genl.,

to trample down, trample under foot,

like , Aesch. Eum. 150,

731, 779 : later c. gen., ..
Diog. L.— 11. to ride up and down, nde,

Macho ap. Ath. 581 D, sensu ob-

scoeno.,, , a riding down
upon or against, Dion. H. : from, (, -)^-, to ride down, trample un-

der font, , Eur.
Phoen. 732. Pass, -', the frozen rivers are ridden

upon, Hdn., , f. -, and, , f. -, to con-

quer with horse., , f. -, (,) spend or squander in

keeping horses, Isae 55, 22., v..,, ,() sitting,

lying, Plut.,, , seat, Diosc., later and worse form
for sq. (, ). — .
trans, tenses, pres., impf., iut.-, and aor. 1 : also pres., impf.,

fut., *knd aor. 2 mid ; imperat. pres., II. 9, 202, and for. To set, put down,-
pa, 11. : so ,
to bring one down to Pylos, Od. 13,

274, K. \, Hdt. 1. 64 ; and
so, K. VTJa, to bring a ship to land, put

in, Od. 12, 185 : and ., to stay

or stop it. Soph. El. 710.—2. to settle,

ordain, appoint, establish, confirm, ., Hdt. 5, 92, 1, cf. 94;
.,, etc. Xen.

;

esp. of political constitutions, - -,, etc., like Lat.

ordinare, constituere rempnblicam. Wolf
Dem. 460, 15: in genl. to set in order,

arrange, tu, Isocr. : also to

restore, Eur. Alc. 362 : in this sense

freq. also in mid., esp. aor. 1, Aesch.

Eum. 706, Ar. Vesp. 502 ; strictly to

appoint for one's self, choose, e. g. a

leader, Xen. An. 3, 1, 39—3. esp. to

bring into a certain state, ., to

prepare the body for medicine, Hipp.

:

freq. K. , e. g. ,
Thuc. 1, 82,, Isocr. 134 C; to

bring to power or dignity. Plat. Rep.
569 A : also sometimes c. inf. : in

genl. to make or render so and so, .
-^. Soph. Ant. 657, ., Thuc. 2, 42 ; and c. part.,. , to bring

one. to tears, Eur. Andr. 635.

B. in pass, and intr. tenses, i. e.

aor. 2, perf., and plqpf., of act. : intr.

to be placed, set, set one's self down, set-

tle, , Hdt. 3. 131.—2. intr. to

be settled, established, OT appointed, Hdt.,

etc.—3. in a physical sense, to settle,

deposit a sediment, Hipp.—4. also to

stand quiet or calm, e. g. of water,. a calm, Ar. Ran.
10*13 ; 6 . Hdt. 3, 80 :

metaph. of persons, to become calm and
composed, Soph. Aj. 306 ;.
composedly, Blonif. Aesch. Pers. 300.

—5. to be ill a certain state, -, to come to a good issue, Hdt.

7, 132. etc.—6. to be usual or custom-

ary ; and m genl. to be or become, Hdt.

1, 94 ; 2, 84, Soph. O. T. 703 : hence. Ion., existing,

established, ordinary, Hdt. 1. 65; 3,

89
;
. Cicero's con-

stnns aetas. middle age. Thuc. 2, 36 :, the present state, exist-

ing laws, customs, usages, esp. the es-

tablished construction of a State, Wolf
Dem. 402, 3. Adv. -. q. v./, ov,. ') a seat., , strengthd. for --, adv. in use for' ,=.
in so far as, according as, Arist. Me-
taph. : .w that, Plat. Soph. 267 D.. , f. -.()
to lend show the way, Plut.,, .C\em. .,•&, , , Strab., a leading,

guidance : from, ov, 6, (,)
a leader, guide, shower, Orph., ov, , (.) a go-

ing down, descent, Plut.

—

. a coming

back, return, esp. of an exile ()
to his country, Hdt. 1, 60, 61, etc.,

freq. in Thuc, and Xen.., , , (7.) gen-

eral, universal, Polyb. : unchanging, per-

petual,. Philo : catholic, Ecci.
Adv. -, Polyb./<., . ,() one

that draws down.—2. a kind of bandage.

Gal.. , ,(.) a draw-

ing down, esp. of ships to sea.. ,() drawing
dou'n : .-=. Gal. : v.

Lob. Phrjn. 316., as adv., on the whole, in

general, generally, for', Xen.

;

., a universal proof, opp.

to , Arist. Org. : ;;

. , universal his-

tory, Polyb.

, f. -, (,-) to make quite level or even; metaph.
to soften, refine, civilize, Plut., f. -.(,-) to describe after the manner of Ho'
mer, Aristaen., , f. -, (,-) to engage, conciliate by daily in-

tercourse, to suit one's self to, court,, Arist. Pol. Pass, to be used in

daily intercourse, to pass into a proverb,

Diosc. Hence part, perf/.•, every day, common, current,. . Polyb.., , f. -, (,) to confess, allow, esp. wrong-

ly. Plat. Crito 49 C—II. to promise,

engage, vow, Luc. : to betroth, Plut., in

pf pass. c. signf act.,, late words =., f. -,(,)
to equip, fit out, arm, Herm. Soph. El.

1074,Aeschin. 75. 33. Hence,, , an arming, mode

of arming, Polyb.

Kfi^o-rXiCT^o(:,oi),o,=:foreg,, Polyb.. ,, able to see into :

hence keen-sighted : from. , fut.^ : aor., inf. : perf.-(. ). look down,, II. 7. 21 ; 11, 337, ,
Hdt. 7, 44.— II. transit, to look down
upon, in which signf Horn, uses only
mid., as, aiav, 11. 13,4;
hereto is referred also 11. 24, 291,

(for•) : not found in Od. ; but Hdt.
has also the act., 7, 194, 208.-2. in

genl. to view, .see, Hdt. 9, 59 : and then
to perceive, observe, Pind. P. 9, 87;, to perceive or ob-

serve something therein, Plat. Legg.
905 ; in Ar. Eq 803 is not gen.

after, but joined with, as if it were
: also . .... to look and see whe-

ther..., Hdt. 2. 38., {. - Att. -.(,) to bound, define. Hence, , , bounding, de-

fining, determining, Clem. Al., , f -,=,
Anth., f.- Att. -, (,() bring a ship into harbour,

bring to anchor : and hence in pass.,

C. aor. mid, to come into harbour, put

in. . Thuc. 3. 32, etc.—2. in

genl. to bring, plunse in or into, aavTov, Aesch. Pr. 905., ov,,=, a neck-

lace. LXX.. , like, to

offer, sacrifice, Ar. Plut. 661, m pass.

;

also in mid.. Eur. I. T. 1320.—2. to

consecrate, hallow, Plut. Hence, , -, a dedication,

hallowing, Eccl., used adv. for ',
in so far as, itia.tmuch as., used adv. for ' ,
how. in what manner, Thuc. 1 , 82, etc.

:

so far as, Polyb. : but better written

divisim., for, imperat. aor. 2
mid. from., f -, (,)
to treat despitefully. to inmilt, affront

wantonly, usu. c. ace, as Soph. El.

522, etc. ; but also c. gen.. Soph. O.
C. 960, Phil. 1364; and. rarely, c.

dat.. Soph. Aj. 153.—11. absol. to wax
wanton. Soph. O. C. 1535. Hence, verb, adj., one must
insult wantonly, Clem. Al.,, , a cure. [v\
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, {, iypnlvu) to

xnet, moisten, wet through, Theophr.
Hence
KadvYpaanoiiOifofaxvetting through.

Kudvypor, ov, {,) very

wet or moist, Theophr., ov, (,) very

watery,full of water,^,
a cup of water, periphr, for water itself,

Soph. O. C. 158.', , f. -, (,) to bark at, , riut.

:

also./, f. -, (,) to

strain or filter, Ath.

fKaOvAKOi, , ol, the Cathylci, a

German people, Strab., , f. -, (,?,) to shoot into too luxuriant

foliage, run all to wood, Hipp., , f. -, (, •
() sing of much or constantly,

Clennth. 6., strengthd. for-. Plut., strengthd. for.,=, to in-

dicate slightly., strengthened for., f.-, strength-

ened tor. At. Av. 825., f. -, strengthd. for, Polyb.,., strength-

ened for., and before a vowel, adv., (,)
from, above, down from above, II. 3, 337,

Od. 12,412; c. gen., Od. 8,279.-2.
over, on the top or upper side, above, oft.

in Horn. ; , upper

Phrygia, II. 21. 515 ; also c. gen.,-, above Chios, i. e. north

of it, Od. 3, 170: opp. to,
Od. 10. 353 ; hence, tu k., the upper

country, i, e. further inland, Hdt. 2, 5,

etc. : also ,
to get the upper hand of one, strictly

of a wrestler who falls atop of his

opponent, Hdt. 8, CO, 3 ; 8, 136 : also,

K. :.. Id. 8, 75.— 11. of time, before,

c. gen., Hdt. 5, 28, of ^., , f. -,^-. Hence-7,, ,=-., ,, compar. from, upper, higher, above: ol

persons, having the upper hand, . -, Hdt. 1, u5, C7: superl.-. , ov, highest, uppermost, Lat.
supremus, Hdt. 4, 199., , f.-, strengthd.

for., strengthened for, Luc., ,=, Nic., ov, (.) hap-
pening in sleep, Oenom. ap. Euseb., ov, (,) fast
asleep, sleepy, apt to sleep, Arist. Probl.
Hence, , f. -, to be fast or
sound asleep,fall asleep, Hdt. 7, 12, 15 :

also in mid. Hdt. 7, 14. Hence,, , afalling asleep,

Arist. Probl.

:3??., (,)
to subject, subdue.—2.=., f. -, strengthd.
for.'^, -, -,
strengthd. for.?., f. -, strengthd.
for.,(,)
dep. mid. : to deceive one by dramatic
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arts, or by assuming a masJc, ,
Dem. 449, 16, cf.,-.— 11. thai

or , to pretend to be other than

one is, personate some person or thing,

Luc. [i], strengthd. for-. Long.,=, to sus-

pect, Arist. Rhet. Al., -, -,
strengthd. for., Att. -, (,) to make quite subject, Clem.

Al.,-, strength-

ened for., , f.-, strengthd.

for., f. -,—'-, whisper to in secret., , (,) to

come far behind another,, Hipp. ;

hence to be inferior to another,.
Strab. : also absol. to be behindhand,

come too late. Polyb., f. -iaG),=foreg.,LXX.,, , submission : esp.

fnl.'ie submission , collusion with the ad-

versary, Lat proevaricntio : from/, tut. -, (.-) to .slacken, let loose, let go, hence

to give up, betray, Ttv'l , Dem. 343,

3 : in a lawsuit,. , to

conduct the contest treacherously, be in

collusion with the adversary, Lat.

praevaricari, Dem. 202, 12; 563, 19:

also intr. to slacken one's exertions

in a thing, tofall back from it, c. gen.,

Luc. Mid., , to give

way, give in. yield to any one, Xen.
Hell. 2, 4, 23; ,
to slacken in a thing, e. g. ., strengthd. for -.,='., adv. part. pf. pass,

from, definitely, Clem. Al.. adv.,= Ka^u, Hdt. 9, 82,

ace. to .MSS.; but the word seems
later, and is at least never used by

good Alt. authors. Lob. Phryn. 426.

K.\r. conjunct., and, also, Horn.

Its great variety of usage has been
very scantily explained, so that what
follows is little more than a first

sketch.— I. joining vvonls and sen-

tences, like Lat. et, while enclit.

answers to Lat. que: by anacoluth.

it joins a partic. and finite verb, II.

22, 247, , . for. , where others

wrongly suppose a pleonasm of ,
Thiersch Gr. Gr. i^ 297, 5; while

Doderlein takes for also in all

these cases, Lect. Horn. 2, p. 9, 10 :

anacoluth. also in apodosis, after rel-

ative particles of time in protasis, e.

g. Hdt. 1, 79: when in prose two
words or clauses are to be closely

combined, and -.. are oft.

used, as, , bears

and lions, both as creatures of one kind,

ravenous beasts ;,.
they are admired both as wise and
fortunate, i. e. as wise, and therefore

as fortunate : but in Horn, when
these two conjunctions come togeth-

er, belongs wholly to the word
following, being not the copulative

ami, but the emphatic al.<o, II. 4, 160 ;

21, 202; and the same holds of, and also, Od. 1, 210, and ,
II. 1, 521, etc., which is simply Ep.,
also repeated ..., ..., Od.
14, 405 ; in the last case does not
combine, like but merely adds.

KAl

Herm. on Elmsl. Eur. Med. p. 3C0:
also Att. in one sentence, kuL.te,
and. ..also. Poppo Xen. Cyr. 1, 4. 17,

Herm. ub. Bockh's Behaiidl. Griech.
Inschr. But the common repetition

Kui.-.Kai, both. ..and. as well. ..as also,

partly. ..partly, Lat. et...et or cum. ..turn,

is unknown to the Ep. : they use in-

stead, ....— II. also, not merely
joining words or sentences, but also
emphatically distinguishing a single

word or clause, which notion we ex-

press sometimes by n/so, sometimes by
even, sometimes by the pron. self as,

11. 5. 685, ,
then let life also forsake me, i. e. life

as well as all other goods ; so too,

he would
charge the innocent also, even the in-

nocent, 11.11, 654, etc., cf. 4, 101 . This
usage IS also very freq. in prose, esp.
in antithesis, as ov...?.,
not only. ..but also : the Att. however
even in strong emphasis omit after'. Wolf Dem. 467, 17: so Lat. 7wn
modo or non sohim....sed, for scd etiam,
V. on Tac. Germ. 10, 15.—2. with
participles or adjectives in tliis same
emphat. signf, often forms an
antithesis to the chief verb, and may
be rendered by though, although, albeit,

as,, , -, strictly, Hector, even
raging, will I keep away, i. e. how
much soever he rage or although he
rage, II. 9. 655 ; so, ., ; how canst
thou say this how brave .soever thou
be, or although thou be brave, II. 16,
627, cf. 13, 787, Od. 2, 343, Valck.
Phoen. 277 ; and -, they fiy, although they are
many: in all these cases
might be used, but this need not
make us say that is put for-, for does not quit its funda-
mental signf. ; in Xen. An. 1, 6, \,?., could
not stand. In Att. it really passes
into the signf of, when it be-
gins a parenthet. sentence, Wolf
Lept. 463, 9.—3. in genl. as a parti-
cle increasing or diminishing the
force of words and clauses,—a. in-
creasing, esp. with a compar.. as,' //.•, II. 10, 556 ; so, -, II. 23. 551, cf'. 19, 200;
23, 386 ; in which cases strictly (-

is omitted, so that in full it would
be '?. ,-. etc. : also with
a superl., , Lat. vel max-
ijne, Xen. This increasing use of
which may usu. be rendered and in-

deed, and that, etc., is also very freq.

in prose ; it answers to the Lat. etis,

isqne, idemqiie. and is very oft. used in

this way before, Hdt. 1. 147;
6, 11 ; most freq. with neut. pi., and that, and indeed, and be-

sides, especially. Wolf Dem. 466. 20 :

also sometimes combines a part
with its whole in order to give it a
strong emph.isis, as, ,
the gods and above all Jupiter,, Aesch. Pers. 750, etc.

:

closely connected with this is the
freq. Att. phrase /. /.,
usu. taken as pleonast. many others,

but which is really the same as -?, others and they many,
so that here has a limiting or ex-
plaining force, and is quite necessary

:

so also in other cases the thing as
limited or explained is put first,'-, he went to Olympus and even



to the house of Jupiter, . 5, 398

;

whereas in strict logical order it fol-

lows, as -, ... 1 7, cf Aesch.
Ag. 63, Soph. Tr. 1277: the foil, forms
are very commoti, ,, ,
also in sing, , Heind.
Plat. Phaed. 58 D, 66 A : for

re ..., V. sub.—b. diminish-

ing,, -, he longs to see even

the smoke rising, were it but the

smoke, Od. 1, 58 ; so too,, with whom 'tis sweet even to

speak, only to speak, Ar. Nub. 528, a

rare usage.— III. at the beginning of

a speech, /cat must refer to something
gone lietore, which it takes up and
pursues ; not as Horn., with whom
the discourse is usu. taken up by

7, as ' -
(for ' viw), we will save thee,

and that completely, 11. 19, 408; so

also Od. 1. 46 ; 3, 203 : cf supr. II. 3,

a : yet Homer uses it also esp. in

phrase , , ', at the beginning of a narra-

tive, where the time is more strongly

marked than by alone, 11. 1, 92,

Od. 2, 108, etc. : in genl. very freq.

in transitions, as in Oratt.,

--., ..., and now
tell me, etc. : but sometimes like/, it also introduces a formal ob-

jection, Soph. Aj. 462 : esp. in form
«at -, q. v.—IV. in a question, /cat

imparts some indefiniteness, admit-

ting a number of possibilities, which
we can only express by pronuncia-
tion, as, ; wilt

thou be angri/ at me ? Od. 1, 389: it

also strengthens the question, Pors.

Phoen. 1373.— V. alter.,, stands for or,
as ^ ,
they had the same opinion as you,
Val'ck. Hdt. 7, 50, 2, where strictly it

should be, . ouoiyai
?].—-2. likewise used with ad-

verbs of time, where however on ac-

count of the different notions, is

usually added, as, vvv .,, , for, , now as

heretofore, now as at that time, Schaf
Soph. Ant. 181, Heind. Plat. Soph.
230 D, cf. CatuU. 12, 17: here
marks perfect agreement between
the present and past, so that vow and
at that tune appear as one.—3. also

before verbs, where , etc., might
stand, as, ...-, it was the second day...(i?if/

I came to land (i. e. when I came).
Soph. Phil. 355 : and with going
before,

(for ). Hdt.

4, 181, cf. 3, 108; 4, 139.—VJ. in

Att., freq. alter and the relat.

pron., to connect the thoughts more
closely, where to us easily ap-

pears pleonastic without being so,

Steph. Dial. Att. p, 33, Wolf Dem.
461,2: V. Pors. ad Eur. Phoen. 1373:
Schaef. ad Dem. 1. c.

—

V^II. when
joins an afhrm. clause with a negat.

one, esp. in the phrase , also

7/. etc., it seems to take the

signf. of an adversative particle, as if

it were /' ov or , but the op-

position strictly lies in the negation,

(jf Ti .
Soph. Tr. 160 : it also carries on the
negat. to a second member of a sen-

tence, and so stands for, Jac. A.

P. p. 697.— VIII. in loose definitions

of number, about, ,-, Hdt. 2, 60, 68.—IX. as

to its position,, and, is sometimes
poet, put after another word, as,,
for Kul , Aesch. Pr. 51

:

so Lat. et.—2. , also, sometimes
goes between a prep, and its case,, Pind. . 2, 51.— 3. as

always belongs to what foHous, it

is very seldom put at the end of a

verse, but it is so Soph. Phil. 312, Ar.

Vesp. 1193.—The coinpds. and com-
binations of, as , ye,

, etc., are placed m alphabet,

order., ov Dor. a, , a gulf in the

earth, or underground cavern at Sparta,
into which state-criminals or their

corpses were thrown, like the Athen., Thuc. 1, 134: also writ-

ten,,, Buttm.
Le.xil. V. 4. (Akin to

and sq.)

Katop,,, a gulf or chasm in

the earth.— II. the hollow of a sling, in

which the stone lies, also. (Cf
Buttm. Lexil. v. v. foreg.)^, ov, ,. Sinus
Ca't'etanus, gulf of Ca'iela, now Gaeta,

in Italy, Strab.^, a, 6, Caiaphas, a Jewish
high priest, mainly instrumental in

effecting the dea^h of Christ, N. T.

;

Joseph.

Kat , for truly, to confirm a
prop, which of itself even is tolerably

certain. 11. 3, 188, Od. 18, 261 ; which
notion is strengthd. by ',
fur of a surety, 11. 16, 810 : also sim-
ply poet., , . 1, 113 ; and
in Att., , ,, Lat. etenim prnfecto.

..., and indeed, Lat. et...quidem,

to introduce an emphatic addition,'
(for, 7 ), Od. 1, 46; un-

less with Wunder, .4dvv. in Soph.
Phil. p. 46, be better referred to, and Aegisthus thereby op-
posed to Ulysses, cf. Od. 11, 181 ; 15,

155, II. 1, 553, and so like fol-

lowed by. for indeed, Od. 9, 357.

— II. in Att., also to imply condition

or limitation. Fe is always separated
from by one or more wcrds.

Kat , and yet, but also, 11. 14, 364,

Od. 12, 116, cf Jac. A. P. p. 217;
also, , II. 20. 28, and, II. 22. 420. The Att. put one or

more words between and ,
Herm. Vig. n. 345; so Lat. '../<,
Schaf Long. p. 350. Its usage in

Trag. is denied by Pors. Or. 614, but
V. Wellauer Aesch. Pr. 975, Seidl.

Eur. El. 1112,, like foreg., and also.

Kat, imdeven. also even, II. 1, 161,

which Att. also express by
and , and indeed also, and
certainly also.-— II. and indeed, certain-

ly, allowing or conceding, 11. 15,251

:

hence used by the Att. in strong af-

firmation, esp. in answers, yes indeed,

by all 7neans, Lat. et eerie, et vero.— III.

like Kttt fortiit^vf, even nou; just

now, with pres. and int.,Wolf Lept. p.

285, Herm. Vig. n. 301, Id. ad Soph.
.\j. 49.—IV. supposing or granting it to

be the case. Lat. t'nc,fac ita esse, Valck.
Hdt. 7, 184, Pors. Med. 1115, cf.

Herm. Vig. n. 331.—V. ..., and
indied, with one or more words be-
tween, freq. in Att.— VI. .
and therefore, and so, also at the he-
ginning of a second clause, when the

first begins with, Lat. quitm..., turn
eiiam, Hdt. 5, 28, etc., cf. Wolf Lept.
p. 212 ; and after , Plat. Rep. 618
A so also freq. after?, Hdt. 1,
I, cf Schaf Dion. Comp. p. 386: in
the same sense Hdt. 5, 67, makes

follow.
, even if, although, supposing

that, where it is left uncertain wheth-
er the thing assumed really exists or
not, with the same moods as , II. 4,

347 ; 13, 316, etc. ; whereas with ft, the thing is supposed as exist-

ing, cf. Stallb. Plat. Gorg. 509 A.,, , {,-) full ofgulfs or caverns,-
was read by Ze-

nodotus in Od. 4, 1, where Aristarch.
gave, as we now read,
Buttm. Lexil.^, , , Ca'ieta, now Gaeta,
a city of Latium in Italy, Strab.

tit , , Ep. for ,, Horn., ov, 6, the north-east wind,
Ar. Eq. 437.', ov, b, the Rom. Caecili•

us, A nth.^, ov. o. the Caecinus. a riv-

er of lower jtaly near Locri. now the
Ancinale? Thuc. 3, 103, v. 1.-, and in Ael. V. H. [t]

tKui/cof, ov, , the Caicus, a river of
Mysia falling into the sea opposite
Lesbos, Hes. Th. 343 ; Hdt. 2, 47.—
If. masc. pr. n., Theocr.<, ov, , the plain of
Caicus, in Mysia along the Caicus,
now prob. Knmakli, Hdt. 7, 28.^, ov,, Caecubum, (Cae-
cubus ager) a marshy plain of Lati-

um, famed ibr its wine, Strab. : hence.., , aye and
very much., with an answering, and
in truth, 11. 9, 632 : usu. with one or
more words between.—II. in Att.,

>/, , moreover
besides., and verily, and certainly,

certainly too, with coilat. notion of

confirmation or asseveration, Lat. et

vera, el sane, Od. 11, 582, 593, cf L.
Dind. and Bornem. Xen. Conviv. 4,

15 : in Att. Dram., oft. to call atten-

tion to the approach of a new person,
and see, but see, e. g. Eur. El. 339.

—

II. introducing a proof of the contra-
ry, but, but now, yet, however, Lat. at-

qui, Herm. Vig. n. 332.—III.

and what is still more, Lat. qiiin,

V. Jell Gr. Gr. ^ 728 c.

tKiiii', indecl., and, , Jo-
seph., , Cain, first-born son of Adam,
N. T.
fKaivuv, indecl., 6, Cainan, niasc.

pr. n., LXX. ; N. T.
^Kaivai, , al, Caenae, a city of
Mesopotamia on the Tigris, now
Senn, Xen. An. 2, 4, 28.^, ov, , son ofCaeneus, i. e.

Coronus, II. 2, 746 : and in Hdt. 5, 92,

2, V. I./. From^, Ep. and Ion., 6,

Caeneus. son of Elatus, king of the
Lapithae, 11. 1,264; Hes Sc. 179.-2.
sonof Coronus, an .Argonaut, ApoUod.
iKatv?/ '/., , {new city) Caenepo-

lis, later name of aenarum.-, Paus.— 2. Carthago Nova,
Polyb. 2, 13, 1.

Kaivi^(j, f.- Att. -, {)
to make new : most examples must be
translated by resolving into, , etc., as,, the house has some-
thing new or strange about it, Soph.
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Tr. 8G7 ; liiit , bear Ihy

new yoke, hnnml it, Aesch. Ag. 1071
;

(j) a', the net

in whicli ihei/ iri-aled you so strangely

(not perh. without a play upon),
Id. Cho. 492 : .(, to offtr strange,

neiv-faiigled prayers, Eur. Tro. 889,

which others take as^^Kaivow II, to

dedicate, offer: -
viatv, first hanscl'd the buU(of Peril-

lus), Call. Fr. 119.^, , ij, Caenina, a city of

the Sabines ; oi Kaivivr/rai, the inhab.

of Caenina, Plut., ov, , (,) innova-

tion.. ov, b, an irmovator.^, ,{,)
written in a new style, Philic. ap. lle-

phat'st. p. 53./, ,(.,) in a

new form.

tKaii'ot, , ol, the Caeni, a Thra-

cian people, Strab.., ov, (,)
new-fangled., (, , new, strange Ian-

guasie, Polyb. : i'roin, ov, {,)
using new phrases., , as and-, to suffer something new or

unheard of. Plut. : from', , (,)
new-suffered, never before suffered, hence
unheard of, //, Soph.

Tr. 1277.,, ,(,)
newly fastened together, n»w-made,

Aesch. Theb. G12./, ov, gen.,(,) newly, lately suffering, neu> to

misery,, Aesch. Theb. 363., , (,) to

make new, renew, Polyb. : to invent

anew, give new life to, -, id. :

pass. -{/ ; what
new phrases art thou using ? Soph.

Tr. 873. Hence'/, ov, b, a renewer, in-

ventor, esp. of new enjoyments or plea-

sures, Xcn. Cyr. 8, 8, 16., , , a renewing : a

cmnplete change, Polyb. : from, ov, (,)
makiug new, changing.. ,(,,)) to do new or strange things.

lience,,, innova-

tion : and, , , innovation: a

desire for innovation, Diod., , , a new or

strange look, newness, novelty : from, , (,)
looking new, novel.— II. of persons, /i'/re

novice, Plut. Adv. -. in a new-

fangled manner, Arist. Metaph., in

comp.-.'. . 'ir, new, fresh, Lat.

recens, first in Hdt. !t, 26,, and then freq. in Trag., as,

K.. Soph. Tr. 613 ; -
(sub. /), anew, afresh, Lat.

de'novo, Thnc. 3, 92.—II. esp. newly

invented, strange, unusual, (hoi,

strange gods. Plat. Euthyphr. 3 ; /t., Id. Rep. 405 D :, innovations, .-, he intro-

diced nothing of a more novel nature

than others, Xen. Mem. 1, 1, 3.

Hence to kuivov tov, the un-

foreseen turn which war often takes,

Thnc. 3, 30. Adv. -. Plat. Phaedr.

267 B, etc. (Ace. to Buttm., Lexil.

V. 10, akin to.)
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, ov,(,-
/|)fond of novelty : -,fondness for
novelty, Longin./, ov, (,) and/, ov, gen., (-,/) newly or strangely formed.

["J ' - ,, ov, . lor -' , Arith.,, . () new-

ness, freshness, Philostr. : novelty,-, Thnc. 3, 38., ,() slnc.l-

ly to cut fresh into, esp. in mining to

open a new vein, Xen. Vect. 4, 27, sq.

—H. USU. metaph. to begin something

new, institute anew, , Ar.

V'esp. 870 : to change, make changes or

innovations, esp. in the state, Ar. Eccl.

584 ; so, K. . Plat. Legg. 797

; also, . . Id. Euthyphr. 3

: also to make changes in the lan-

guage, Granim. Hence,, , something

begun new, an. innovation.,, , a beginning some-

thing new : innovating,. Plat.

Legg. 715 C ;, Polyb.—11.=^. Id., ov, (,)
beginning something new, innovating,

but— II. proparoxyt.,, ov,

pass., new begun, to k-, freshness, nov-

elty, Arist. Pol. Adv. -., , ij, strangeness

:

from, ov,(,)
tiew-fashioned, strange, unusual.', , () to

make new.— 11. usu. to begin something

new, innovate, change, . , to

speak new, strange words, Eur. 1. A. 2,

838; usu. in bad signf., Xen. Hell. 6,

2. 16. Hence,, , an innova-

tion., ,—.7/,. , and, , ij, making new,

changing, innovation, Isocr. 125 C.,^=. Hence.,,=^., , , made new,

renovated., , (, *)
making new, changing: ., novelty,

new invention. Luc.,,(,)
aj penring new., ov, (,)
fond of any thing new: often changing

one\-i friends., , (,)
new-fangled., , (,) to

use new words., , ij, novelty ofa word
or phrase : from, ov, (, )

neiv-sounding, of WOrds new-fangled., , () to make neiv,

change, innovate, Thuc. 1, 71. Pass.

to become fond of novelty or innovatioii,, to have their

minds revolutionised, Thuc. 3, 82.— II.

to consecrate, dedicate, Hdt. 2, 100.

Kai vv , and now perhaps..., c. in-

die, et , in apodosis, and now so

and so might be, unless..., II. 3, 373,

Od. 24. .50 ; also vv ?), 11. 17,

530. Also with ti for ?], in apo-
dosis, Od. 11, 317 , and, Od. 11,

630.— II. Kui vv , c. opt. without
apodosis. andnow perhaps one might...,

Od. 14, 325., dep. without fut. and
aor. ; to surpass, excel, c. acc. pars, et

KAIP
inf. modi, ', he stirpassed mankind in
steering, Od. 3, 282 ; also c. dat. rei,, Hes. Sc. 4. But much
more usu. in | and plqpf,. Dor., c. pres. et

inipf signf., which are usu. derived
from a root KA'ZU,
Tivi,toexcelone in a thing, II. 2, 530,

Od. 19, 395, etc. : c. inf. pro dat., only
in Od. 2, 158.— II. is not
seldom used c. dat. rei sine acc.

pers., and then answers to our intr.

to excel m a thing, 11. 4, 339, etc., Od.
9, 509, etc. : also to be excellent among
others, Od. 4, 725 ,^,.
19, 82 ;

', II. 24,

535 : hence later also to be distinguish-

ed, adorned with a thing,. Hes.
Th. 929, Pind. O. 1, 42. Sometimes
with mere inf., to be skilled or able to

do. Ap. Rh. (Though so like -
in form, it seems rather to belong

to a root KAZ-, which appears in the

pf. and plqpf, etc.)

Kai vvv. and now, even now, Hom.,
usu. when he wishes to subjoin an
example to something expressed gen-
erally, e. g. II. 1. 109, Od. 1, 35;
vvv, Od. 4, 151.^, , ij, also wr.,
sub., Caenys, a promontory of

Biuttiuia opposite Messana in Sicily,

Strab., fut.: aor. 2,
inf, pf. Soph. Fr. 896;
collat. form from« or :

to kill, slay, poet., esp. in Trag., but
also used by Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 24 ; and
the compd., not seldom in

prose, (v., sub lin.)'',, , Caenon, a dog's
name, Xen. Cyn. 7, 5.,, ij, () innova-

tion, Philo., although, albeit, oft. in

Hom. ; who, as other poets, usu. in-

serts a word between : esp. freq. c.

part., as /,,?!, etc. ; also c. adv.,, , like Lat. quo
te cunque, etc. Uiiseparated in Horn.
prob. only in Od. 7, 224 : in prose
never separated : , answered
by, Aesch. Theb. 712, also, Lycurg.^,, , the Uom. Caepio.

Kai ; and how ! but how ? l. e.

imjiossihle ! freq. in Att. Dram, as a
question of astonishment, v. Pors.

Phoen. 1373.

Kai 1)0,, Ep., to make an easy tran-

sition, and then, and so, 11. 1, 360, 569,

etc.^, , , the Caeratus, a riv-

er of Crete, flowing by Cnosus, Call.

H. Dian. 44.—2. an early name of the
city Cnosus, Strab.^, , , Caere, a city of

Etruria, Strab. : adj., ,, of Caere, oi, the Cae-
riles, Id., , ,() of, belong-

ing to time, temporal., , ,^=, dub., .(,,) to use a word in season., a, ov, Att. also-, Luc,() : strictly hunpening at the

right time, in season, seasonable, fitting,? , Trag. : hence—II.

of place, happening at the right place,

hittmg the right spot, esp. of wounds,
deadly, fatal, mortal, also of the parts

of the body where the wounds are
mortal, vital: cf., sub fin.:

Hom. has it (only in II.) always of



KAIP
place and in neut., a vitalpart,

11. 8. 8-t, 326 ; ev and -, II. 4, 185 ; II, 439 ;, with
or without ?., a mortal ivound.

Hdt., and Trag. : ,
Hdt. 3, 64 ; ,
Aesch. Ag. 1343 ; ??} -, lb. 1265 ; so too, -,, Hipp. : and in genl., casualties, accidents,h^\c. 4, 10.

— III. in genl. chief, priiicipal,TheophT.

Adv. -, seasonably, Aesch. Ag.
1372 ; mortally, lb. 1344. Horn, never
uses the subst., nor the adj. in

its primary sense., ,{,)
dub. in Bianor, Ep. 4, 4,, thou inspiredst it

seasonably for thy art, where prob.

should be read, thou

didst guide it seasonably to thy art.

Koipof ,, 6, strictly the right meas-
ure, the right proportion (Lat. modus),

of one thing to another, measure, pro-

portion, fitness, hence proverb.,
' . Hes. Op. 692,

Theogn. 401 ; , beyond
measure, unduly, Aesch. Pr. 507

; -, Xen. Symp.
2, 19 ;, , Plut.,

etc.—II. esp. fit measure of time, the

right point of time, fit, proper lime, the

season of action, Lat. opportunitas.

Find., and Trag. : more fully, .-. Soph. El. 1292: hence in genl.

propriety, fitness, and so advantage, pro-

fit, . Soph. Phil. 151 ;, the best times, best

season or prime of a man's body, Arist.

Pol. 7, 16, 11 ; cf: -, jnost critically ibr good
or ill, Thuc. 1, 33.—2. time appointed, a

fixed, particular time, e. g. /£.,
the winter-seoA-ore, Plat. Legg. 709 0.
•—3. in plur. o'l, Lat. tempora,

the times, or circumstances of the times,

state of affairs, mostly in bad sense,

Cicero's gravissima tempora, Xen.
Hell. 6, 5, 33 ; also in sing., Xen. An.

3, 1, 44 ; ., e-xtreme danger,

Plut.—4. special phrases :, c.

inf., it is time to be about something,
Hdt. 8, 144; freq. with preps.,. Soph. Aj. 38, also absoL, /tat-, Soph. Aj. 34, 1316, at the right or
Tproper time, in season, Lat. opportune ;

so, ', Eur.
Hel. 479, cf Med. 128, Wolf Lept. p.

308 ; so too, , ,-, Hdt. 1, 30:, or, to assist any one
at the right lime, hence in genl. to help,

be useful to him, Hdt. 1, 206 ; so,. , c. inf , Id. 4, 139
;

and so, oi yv, id. 1,

30 ; but alio, or ,
and Tiapu, out of season, at an
ill time, Lat. atieno tempore. Plat. Po-
lit. 277 A, Plut., etc. :=^ «', Thuc. 1, 4:2:-, on the spur of the moment, Lat.

ex tempore, e. g. .7 : ,, , sometitnes

so, sometimes SO..., Plut.— 111. of place,

the right point, rigid spot, Thuc. 4, 54,

90 : also a vital part of the body, like

70, hence, ,
Eur. Andr. 1120. (Perh. from same
root as,, as we say the head
and front, chief thing, cf, Lat.

capitalis : and so tempora, the temples,
corresponds to Gr. , vital

parts, where wounds are mortal.), also, , usu. in plur.

threads, slips or thrums on the beam of
the loom, by which the threads of the

warp are fastened, Lat. licia, TibuU.

1, 7, 85 : the verb, is ; the act

44
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of fastening,, ; the thing
so fastened,, ; hence Cal-
lini. called a female weaver,
or, cf. Lob. Phryn. 257.( is usu. taken to be a neut.,

but v. Hesych. 2, p. 110.) Hence, a gen. plur. in the line,

Od 7, 107, -', Irom the close-

tcoven, close-warped linen trickles off

the liquid oil, i. e. the linen is so
close that oil does not ooze through,
but runs off: it is said to be gen. plur.

from for : some
of the ancients seem to have read., , to watch for the

right season., ov, {, -) woven on the loom-threads, close-

woven, Hermipp. ap. Suid. voc. -,, , {,) to

observe the right time, ., to

observe the seasons of change, Dlod., ,{,)
to watch fur the right time, ,
Lat. tempora urbis observare, Dem. 678,
17 ; Tijv, Arist. Pol., , later form for

foreg., Lob. Phryn. 575., , () to fasten the

loom-threads, and so to weave closely.

Hence,, , a closely woven
web.,, , a close interweav-
ing of a web.,, , or,
^, , female weaver. Call., cf Lob.
Phryn. p. 257., , , Caesar, at first

prop, n., Julius and Augustus ; later,

imperial title, the Caesar.\, , Caesaraugusta,
a city of Spain on the Iberus, now
Saragossa, Strab.^, , , Caesarea, name
of several cities,— 1. in Palestine on
the coast, north of Joppa, N. T.—2.

Philippi or Paneas, in Palestine at

the foot of Mt. Panius near the
sources of the Jordan, now Belinas,

Id.— 3. a city of -Mauretania, Strab.

—

Others in Steph. Byz. : and^, ov,, and,
Caesareum, or temple of Caesar, Strab.:

from\, ov, of or belonging to

Caesar, Dio. C., () to play the

Caesar or emperor, Dio. C.'\, , Caesena, a city of Ci-
salpine Gaul, Strab., contr. for,
Buttm. Lexil. v.., and that, and besides, es-

pecially, chiefly, \. II. 3, a : but

//, concludes a
narrative, so then was it, Lat. hcec hue-

teaus,

Kui , V. I. 2., also, as a single

word, and yet, yet, Hom., who also
puts one or more words between :

the same notion strengthd. in

, and ye, Herm. Vig. .
333 ; so, . Hdt. 8, 53.—II.

ahsol. like Lat. quamquam, referring

to something foregone, although, Eur.
Cyc'. 480, cf. ad Tacit. Germ. 18., v. V. 2., Att. [] impf.,
Att. : fut. post-Hom.

;

aor. 1. pass,'' post-Hom. : aor.

2 [a] Hom. The Ep. have a
double aor. 1 act. and mid.,-

and,, of which

Horn, has a 1 pi. subj., . 7,
377, 390, and many parts of both forms
with regu lar aor. inflexions, v.Spitzn.
Excurs. XV ad 11. ; Att. Poets have
also a shorld. form part,
Soph. El. 7.57 (where before Herm.
the Ep. stood), Ar. Pac. 1133:
verb. Adj.,,.
Also the Ep. impf. has already-
been changed by Wolf, Od. 9, 553,
into.— I. to bum. light, kindle,
set on fire, ,, Hom.—II. to

burn, burn up..,,,., etc., Hom. :

to burn, scorch, of the sun. Hdt. 3, 104.— 111. metaph. like Lat. urere, to burn,
parch or wither up, esp. of frost, to
pinch, nip. Valck. Adon. p. 224 C, cf.

Virg. G. 1, 93.

B. mid. to kindle fires for one's self,

Hom. C. Pass, to be lighted or burnt,
to take fire, be set on fire, burn, be in

flames or on fire, Horn., etc. : metaph.
to be inflamed with passion, Pind. P. 4,
389. Ar. Lys. 8 : . sub.
IpuTi, to burn with love /or one, Her-
mesian. 5, 37, v. Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p.
291. (The Sanscr. Root is ^-ush, to
be dry, cf. fut.- : hence fushka,
Lat. siccus.), for, abbrev. before
K. in Hom. usu. kuk, and kuic

?7/, also besides kuk, IL
1

1 , 351, and , 11. 8, 83, cf.

and., contr. by crasis from ,
Hes. Th. 447, esp. m Att. [d]. , ,, , ,-, ,=., , {?:) to

bring evil tidings, Trag. ap. Dem. 315,
23 : opp. to., , , ill tidings, evil

report, calumny, v. 1. for. in
Hipp. : from, ov,(7)
bringing ill tidings, /. .,
Aesch. Ag. 636.?, ov,(?.)
of, belonging to ill tidings, . , the
sorrow of ill tidings. Soph. Ant. 1286., Dor. for,
Pind.,, Aesch. Fr. 152, which
Hesych. and Phot, explain by •
?., , , a plant, perh. colts-

foot, Lat. tussilago, Diosc., . , (, )
unmanliness, Soph. Aj. 1014., , in Plut. 2, 235 F, .
4>, to sharpen, excite them, where
prob. should be read.,, , (, -) with -noxious, poisonous blossom., dub. for.\, by crasis for ., , {, ')
to have ill hopes, fear something evil,

Ei)ict., ov, {,)
ill-sounding ; hence esp. of words,
used in a low, improper, or equivocal

sense, v. Quinct. Instit. Rhet. 8, 3, 44.

—II. of ill-repute. Adv. -.,, , cunning, craft,

Polyb. : from, ,(,)
nimble in evil, cunning, crafty, wily,

Epich. p. 124. Adv. -., , , (,-) bad working, dub in Theophr.
for., , 6,(,*)
an evil-doer : hence fern.,, , Themist., , ,(,) ill-

being, opp. to.
669



KAKK, ov,{,)
extremely bad.

\/, 7], }],() badness of dis-

vosilion, bad conduct, baseness. Eur.

Hipp. 1335, Ar. Av. 541, and Plat.

:

esp. cowardice, ., Aesch.

Theb. 192, and so in Eur. []),.{?/)) to speak

ill of, abuse, slander,, Plat. Legg.

934 E; , Pseudo-Phocyl.
213., , ,{) evil

speaking, abuse, slaitdcr, Pind. P. 2, 97 :

K., abuse of one, Plat. Phaedr.

243 A :"esp. , an ac-

tion for dcfa7nalion, Dem. 524, 22, cf.

Att. "Process, ]). 481, sqq. Hence7,= foreg., ap. Uem.
544, 18 : not used in nom., ov, { ))
speaking evil, abusive, slanderous, Pind.

O. 1, 85, and Plat. Irreg. comp. -/-, Pherecr. Crap. IG, Su-

perl. -, Ecphant. Incert. 4.

Adv. -pwf., , poet, for,
Hipp.
7]~?., , (,)

to be had or ill, be badly off, only used

in part,, vvhicli Nicand.

formed after the Horn,.
Hence, ,, a being ill, Nic.

:

opp. to., 6, an Aegyptian bread, dub.

in Strab.

/', , , () moral bad-

ness, vice, depravity. Plat. : fanltincss,

tvickcdness, baseness, like the Homer., Lat. malitia, Soph. 0. T.

512, and freq. in Plat. : esp.

—

coward-

ice, faint-heartedness,l''\\UC. 2, 87, Plat.

Crito 45 E.—11. hence ill-repute, dis-

grace, dishonour, Thuc. 3, 58.—III. a

bad case, misfortune., ov,(,)
finding fault with icorks of art, never

satisfied with them, epith. of Calliina-

chus, an artist known for the painful

laboriousness of his finishing, Siebe-

lis Pans. 1, 26, 7, cf. Plin. H. N. 34,

19; but MS S. have
or/, of which the for-

mer would seem genuine, i. e. one who
melts, dilutes or enfeebles art, cf Dion.

H. T. 6. p. 1114 Reiske, H. Sillig

Catal. Arlif p. 128., f -', () to make
bad, . e. to blame, reproach, accuse, Hdt.

3, 145 ; but pass, to make one^s self bad,

i. e. behave badly, basely or cowardly,

play the coward, II. 24, 214 ; and so

Eur. Mod. 1246 has aor. pass,): Thuc. however has-
', to be ivorstcd by fortune

alone, 5, 75., irr. compar. of

for, Strato., ov, o,() blame, re-

proach, Strab., , ov, irr. superl. of -, Horn, [], ov, gen. oror, irr. compar.
of, Horn. [I in Horn, and Ep.,

in Att. poets, or in later poets
metri grat.], , , a partridge, else-

where, so called from its voice,

V. sq., Ath. : the Sanscr. knkubha is

said by Wilson to be the pheasant ; but
also—II. a three-legged pan, Ar. Fr. 20,

etc., cf.. [(] Hence3, f. -, to cackle, of the

cry of partridges and some other birds,

Arist. H. A. ; also, cf. -., ov, . dim. from-, Eubul. Ion 1. [/i]

U80

, , , collat form of, a hen partridge, Alcni. 22.^, ov, , or , like-
11. a kmd of pot, Antiph. Parasit.

1, (ubi V. Mein.) : not approved by the

Atticists, Lob. Phryn. 427., f. -, v..
KaKKi'iu, , cacare, Ar. Nub. 1384., Ep. inf. aor. lact. forKrt-, from, Od. 11, 74., . part, for-. from, Hom., worse form for kuk
'/., Ep. tor .,, , htcman ordure.. Pac.

162., v. 1. for, q. v.,, worse
form for kuk -. Ep. for ., Ep. for., Hes.
Op. 469.,, , for .,
read by Wellauer in Aesch. Eum.
231, where Herm. has corrected /cu/c-.- in compos, began very early

to be used,= the simple adj., e. g.-,= ", as was the op-

posite ?- in?, etc.

So Hom. uses, uipor. The
usage was afterwards extended, cf.,, etc.,(,-) of bad conversation : opp. to-.

^, ov,^ -., ov, (,) living

badly. Hiring a hard life, Hdt. 4, 95,

Xen. Cyr. , 5, 67., , to bttd, sprout bad-

ly or with difficulty, Theophr. : from, ,(,-) budding, sprouting badly or with

difficulty, Theophr.,,=.?., ov, (,)
badly thrown, missed., ov,(,) eat-

ing bad food, Ael.^, as mid., to be a, act unwisely or impru-

dentiij, Eur. Ion 877, but v. Lob.
Phryn. 624., , ?/, ill-advisedness,

limviseness, Joseph. : from/, ov,{,') ill-

advised, untvise, foolish, Eur. Bacch.
399, Ar. Eq. 1055. Adv. -•. Hence7,, , poet, for-. Or. Sib., ov,(,), for her wretched brother-in-law,

Eur. Rhes. 260., , an action for

forming an unlawful or improper mar-
riage, Plut., ov,(,) ill-

married., ov, gen.,(,) a bad neighbour : in Soph.
Phil. 692, usu. joined with, of
til neighbourhood, i. e. which are ill

companions to the groaner himself;

but Lessing, Lack. IV. 2, takes it

separately, a neighbour in ill, Welck-
er, a neighbour of low estate, opp. to

below, cf. Donaldson
N. Crat. p. 402., ov,(,)
with a bad, thin beard., , (,) ill-

born, low-bom, Dio C. : opp. to-., ,?), ill-tongucdncss,

slanderousncss : from/,, ov,(,)
ill-tongued, foul-mouthed, slanderous.—

II. betokening ill, lamentable,, Eur.
Hec. C61., , to be ill-dis-

posed : and,, , an ill-dispo-

sition, Aesop. : from
. ov, gen.,(,) ill-disposed. — II. ill-advised,

bio G., ov,[,*) bom
to ill., ov, (, )
bringing ills to iLOmen. \v], ,() to

be tormented by ay>. evil genius, be like

oneposscsstd, Ar. Plut. 372, Xen. Mem.
2, 1, 5, cf. sq. II, and Lob. Phryn.
79., ,()
be unhappy or unfortunate, Xen. HierO
2, 4.—IJ. in Dem. 93, 24,= foreg., ace.
to MSS., and so Bckk. : Wolf and
Schiif read.,, ,()
unhappiness, nusfortune, Hdt. 1, 87,
Xen. Mem. 1, 6, 3, etc.—II, a being

possessed by a demon, raving madness,
Ar. Plut. 501, Xen. Mem. 2, 3, 19., f. -, Att. , to

deem unhappy, Strab. : opp. to-., , bv, bringing

misfortune, Diog. L. 7, 104., verb. adj. from, one 7rMst deem unhap-

py, Philo., ov, b,(-) one who summons evil genii, or
blasphemously puts himself under their

protection, in genl. an abandoned char-

acter, Lys. ap. Ath. 551 V : cf.-., adv. v. sub., ,,^
, ap. Stob.

—

\1.=

via II, Ael. : from, ov, gen.,(,) having an evil genius, i. e. ill-

starred, unhappy, tcrelched, Eur. Hipp,
1362, and freq. in comics : also in mo-
ral sense, wretched, like 7.>. Erf.

Soph. O. T. lies. Adv.-. Luc.—11. as subst. an evil genius, Ar. Eq.
112.,,(,)
miserably bewailed., ov, (, )
tvith a bad skin.!?, , (,-) instruct in evil, Se.\t. Emp., , ,(,) had
or unjust judgment, Plat. Legg. 938 B., ov. (,) Ion,

for, Hipp. [«], ov, disapproved, dub.
1. Epict. p. 22./^, , to be in had repute,

Xen. : and^,, , bad repute, infamy,
Xen. Apol. 31, Plat. Rep. 3C1 C—2.

a bod, perverted opinion : trom, ov,(,) in ill

repute, i. e.— I. without farne, unknoivn,

Theogn. 195.—II.z/)/a?/iojii,XenAges.

4, 1.. , ,(,)
bad slave, Cratin. Thratt. 7., , ,(,)
bad passage, A nth.), ov,{,) ivith

ill or unfortimate gifts., . (^,) ill-

lonkivg, ugly, Dio C., , , bad clothing:

from, ov, gen., (;) ill clad,, Od. 18, 41.



?.,,{, i/.) badli/

festering., , dub. for.. ,,{,)=-, LXX.-, , ?/, {, )
faulty language, , to -,
Gratnm.

—

. language, blaspkemv,
Eccl.

_

» . . i' i/,, ,,^.,,^&, poet., ,=, poet., , , poeL for -, ill-doing,. to. Od.
22, 374 [where is used long] : from, , {/<. *Epy(j) doing
Hi, an iU-dne.r, Pseudo-Phocyi. 125 : .. the belly that treats the hun-
gry til, i. e. troihsome, vexatious, like

liaiL fames improba, Od. 18, 54, cf, -.,, , , a bad, unhappy
imitation, Polyb. : esp. of Stlyc, the im-

itation ofbad authors badphraseology,

affectation, Luc. : opp, to :

from, ov,{,) imi-

tating badly or unhappily : esp. of style,

affected, .=^', Dem.
Phal, : opp. to. Adv. -.
Gal., of,^, poet.forsq.jSapph.
139.^, , , a poor, unhappy
life : from<, ov, {, ) living

unhappily., , ,{) bad-

ness ofdisposition, maliciousness, malice.

Plat. Rep. 348 D, Isocr. Antid. ^ 303
;

more fully, , Democr.
ap. Stob. p. 132, 44.—II. had manners
01 habits, Xen. Cyn. 13, 16.,, , a malicious

deed, Plut. : from, Dep., to be ill-dis-

posed, jnalicious : from/, , {,) of ill

habits, ill-disposed, Tnalicious, wicked.

At. Thesm. 422, Dem. 229, 27 : -, an ill habit, itch for doing a
thing, Lat. scrihendi -, Juvenal. : also

of sores, malignant, Hipp. v. Foe's.

Oecon. : opp. to. Adv. -,
Plut., , }, v..,.^,
Epict.—II. trans, to disparage, degrade,

Stob. Eel. 2, p. 40.,, , , evil-hearted.

Or. Sib., , and, ov,{,) ill-sounding, dissonant., , {, ?—)
warming badly., , , bad, horrible

death : from, ov,{,)
dying badly or miserably, Plut.,?^, ,,^.?, , {,) ill-

xoilled, ill-disposed, averse, Lat. malevo-

lus. Adv. -. Hence, , i], ill-will, malevo-

lence, dub., ov,{,) having

bad gods.—II. evil towards the gods, im-

pious., , , a bad cure,

Hipp., , , disorder, dis-

orderliness, carelessness. Hes. Op. 470.

Opp. to' : from, ov, gen.,{,) ill set or placed, ill ordered, dis-

orderly, careless.—II. of persons, in a

bad state : opp. to., , to be in a bad state,

be weahly, barren, poor, Arist. H. ., v.'., ov, contr.-, ovv,{,) speaking ill,2..,
slanderous words. Soph. A). 138., , , bad disposition,

makvolenjce, malice, Plut. : opp. to -
: from, ov,{,) ill-

disposed, malicious : opp. to., ov,{) offering

bad sacrifices, Theophr., ov, , {, '.)
evil or unhappy Ilium, K. OVK bvoua-. Od. 19, 260, 597, cf- [A], , , unfruitfulness,

Theophr. : from-, ov, {,)
unfruitfuL?, ov,{,?.)
ill-sounding, dissonant., , , bad, base gain

:

base love of gain, Theogn. 225 : from, , {,)
making base gain., , {, ?^) ill-

famed., , Dor. for sq., , {, )
weak-legged, thin-legged. Call. ap. .
. 1188., ,(,-) sleeping ill., , , bad judgment,
Anth. : from, ov, {, ))=. Gal., , (, •^) meatdy buried, unburied.(?.,,{,)^,., ov,=sq.., , (, 7•.)
with bad harbour. []'} eu, .('/.) to speak
ill, i. e. to revile, abuse, Lat. maledicere,

Plut. Hence/. , , evil-speaking, re-

viling, abuse, Hdt. 7, 237..,7., ,, disposed to evil-

spenking, slanderous : from/., ov,{, ?.) evil-

speaking, slanderous, abusive, Pind. P.

11,44,, Arist. Eth. N., , {,)
learning ill, unlearned, Anaxandr.
Achill. 1.,. , ,{,-) prophet of ill or evil, Aesch.
Theb. 724., , {,) to

behave ill in light, to be base or treach-

erous in fight, Plut./. ov, in Aesch. Pers.

936,. . as usu. explained, an ill-

sounding voice or cry, i. e. a dirge :

but the word cannot be formed anal-

ogously from, or, indeed, from
anything else., ,{) to

give bad measure, Luc. Hence, ov, ill-measured, un-
metrical., , , a bad measure,

false metre : from, ov,{,)—, Plut.—II. act. giving

bad measure., ,{,) con-

triving ill, cunning, crafty, deceitful, H.
Horn. Merc. 389., ov, 6, Eur. Or. 1403;
and, , , ,(, -
7if)=foreg. Hence, , , cunning.,, 6. ,{,•) mother of ill, nisi leg.-=.

,.,=(.,.,
and Clem.. : but the form is against
analogy, and in Plut. is a v. 1.., V. Lob. Phryn. 026., .{) to
practise bad or 6ase arts, -., Polyb.,, , , practising of
base arts, ingeiiious mischief, Luc
Adv. -. From, ov,{,)
contriving evil, mischief-plotting, in genl.
mischievou.s, malicious, II. 6, 344, Od.
16, 418./, , , for ., bad
intercourse or society, dub. v. Lob.
Phryn. 677, who would write•., ov,{,)
imitati/ig ill. Adv. -, Arist. Poet., ov, ill rewarded., , //, an unhappyfate,

I
Hence, ov,^sq., ov,{,) of
evil lot or fate, unhappy, Anth., ov,=foreg., , , an ill shape,
ugliness : from, ov,{,) ill-

shapen, inisshapen, ugly, .-Vnth., , , bad or corrupt
music, Plut. : from, ov, {,)
vn7nusical., ov, {,)
labouring ill OT fruitlessly, LXX., , to be or ill-

disposed, bear malice, Lys. 182, 18

;

opp. to)., , ,{) ill dis-

position towards others, dislike, ill-

will, Lys. 165, 33; opp. to, as pass., to be hard•
ly governed, Ocell. Luc.., , a bad system of
laws and government, a bad constitution,

Xen. Ath. 1, 8; opp. to:
from, ov,{,) with
bad laws, ivitli a bad constitution, ill-

governed, Hdt. 1, 65 ; opp. to., ov, contr. -•, ovv, Att.
plur..{, ) ill-

disposed, disaffectal, Ar. Pac. 496,., Thuc. 6, 24; bearing malice
against one,, Xen. An. 2, 5, 16,

and 27 ; opp. to : superl. -vov-, Lys. 110, 38, Dem. 623, 4.—
Adv. -, Att. -, but rare, Lob.
Phryn. 141., ov, {, -
v)=sq., ov,{,) ill-

married, ., inauspicious wed-
lock, Eur. Hipp. 758.—II. as subst.

-, an ill or Jinhappy bridegroom, Eur.
Med. 206, 990, cf. siib -., ov, {,)
with afoul back, of fish, Antiph. Kovp.
2, 7., , . Ion. for•
via : from, ov. Ion. for,
the irreg. Ep. compar.-, Od. 20, 376.., , inhospitality, Cha
rond. ap. Stob. 289, 40 : from, ov. Ion. -, ov,{,) having ill guests, unfor-
tunate in guests, Od. 20, 376 : but usu.—11. tmfriendly to strangers or giiests,

inhospitable, ., Eur. Ale. 558,
V. 1. for., ov,{,)
ill-ivise, wise for evil, opp. to,
Thuc. 6, 76. []
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^ , ?/, {,)
bad qiiulily of ivine, opp. to ''.-, , ,{)
siiff'erins; of ill, distress, Thuc. 7, 77,

Isocr. 127 C. [], . suffer ill, suffer,

Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 17: ., to suff/tr

6i/ or from a thing, be distressed bi/ it,

Thuc. 4, 29 ; and , \>\. 2,

41 ; but also, ., to suffer in

body, Isocr. 24 A : Ironi, ,(,,-
() suffering ill, distressed, Philo.

Adv.-, miserahty, Arist. Pol. Hence-, , , exposed to

distress, unfnrlannte, Arist. Eth. E., ,=// : also

laborious, toilsome, Posidon. ap. Ath.

233 E.', ov, ,(,-) an evil or unlucky viaiden, Mel.

124, cf. sub-.—II. , , unhecom-

ing.a maid.^, , v. 1. in Thuc. 7, 80

for., q. v.,, b, ,{,-) having a mean, low born father,

Theogn. 193, Alcae. 5, opp. to-, , {,)
flying badly, Arist. . ., Of,{,/) with

a bad knapsack or scrip./. ,{,) most

foul and filthy, Soph. Aj. 381, cf. Ath.

565 E. , , , faithlessness:

from, ov, {,)
faithless.?. ov, {,-) ill-formed, ill-conceived or contrived.', to sail badly, Strab.

:

from, ov, contr.-, ovv,{, ?.) sailing badly., Ion. and poet, for -., ov, Att. -, ovv,(,) breathing ill or with dif-

ficulty., ,() to do

ill, play the knjive, Aesch. Fr. 102,

, At. Pac. 731 : to manage one's

affairs ill, Xen. Oec. 3, 11.—II. trans.,

to make bad, spoil, ivaste, lay waste,

pillage, , Xen.
Mem. 3, 5, 26. Hence/, . ,=,
LXX.'.—], ?/, , inclined to do

ill or spoil., , , a doing harm.,

hurt, damage, Isocr. 7 C, 257 :

from,,() doing

bad, doing harm or damage, mischievous,

hurtful,, Pind. N. 8, 56., ar, , bad govern-

ment or constitution, Polyb.'. , ,{, -) unfit for toil, Arist. Pol.. ov, {,)
ill-fated, ill-starred, Aesch. Ag. 1136,

Eur. Hel. 694.. , ,-,. gen. --,(,) with had, weak feet,

weak in the Jeet,, Xen. Mem. 3,

3, 4, Eq. 1, 2.&, , f -, (-) to be ill off. fare badly, esp. to

in an enterprise, Thuc. 4, 55.

ence,,, ill-success.

—II. ill-doing, []/, , (,)
unlucky.—II. doing ill. Hence, , , ill-success, ill-
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luck, failure, Thuc. 2, 60, Arist. Pol.,

etc — II. ill-doing : a misdeed, Joseph., , to do ill, in-

tend ill, be ill-dusposed, Polyb., , , evil-doing,

Dem. 800, 17 : from. ov, gen., (-,,) doing evil, wick-

ed, mischievous, Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 36,

Isocr. Adv.-., ov,(,-) ugly-faced, ugly, Posidipp. ap.

A. B. 104,"l9., ov, (,)
with bad, ivcak wings, AriSt. H. A.—II.

ill-omened, ill-starred, Anth.)[), , to contrive evil ; and, , , a contriving of
ill, love of mischief, mischievousness, 11.

15, 16, Od. 2, 236 : also ill contrivance,

unskilfulnrss, Od. 12, 26 : from>, ov, (, ())
contriving evil, mischievous, [a], , , Or. Sib. ;

fern, of^, , ,(,)
an evil-doer. . Rh.^, , , evil-speak-

ing : bad, foul language, Polyb. ; from^, ov,(,()) evil-

spenking, TO K.,=foreg., Archil, ap.

Suid.—II. telling of ill, ill-omened,

Aesch. Ag. 1155./, , (, )=, to speak evil: but usu. c.

ace, to speak evil of. abuse, revile, Eur.
Hipp. 340, Ar. Ach. 576. Hence), ov, (, ^)
making ugly Aloises, prob. 1. Epict. lor.̂̂), 7/,^=., ov, (, ^)
in bad time, ill viodulated, Joseph.^^), ov, very filthy, []''. , , bad', evil—1. of

outward condition, bad in its kind, bad.

worthless, useless, in Horn. esp., bad, sorry garments : ugly,

hideous, II. 10, 316, opp. to ; of

persons— 1. bad at one''s trade, sorry,

useless, but without moral reference,

e. g. K., Od. 17, 246 ; . -, a bad beafgar, Od. 17, 578. cf Od.
8, 214 ; 17, 217 : esp. however of war-
riors, and men in genl.= (5ft/.of, cow-

ardly, faint-hearted, feeble, very oft. in

Horn., who also joins it with-
and.—2. bad by birth, low,

mean, vile, Od. 4, CI, Lat. ?nalus or vi-

tiosus, opp. to, in Hom. also

to, Od. 6, 187 ; v. I.—
3. in moral relation, had, evil, ill-dis-

posed, esp. base, wicked, mischievous,

etc., Hes. Op. 238, and Trag.—II. of

outward things, circumstances, etc.

taken in relation to man, Hom. ; ., to act badly to-

wards one : hence both act. bad, evil,

mischievous ; and pass, unhappy, wretch-

ed, pitiful, very freq. in Hom. with-,, :, :,, : ,,
etc. : esp. of omens and the like, un-

lucky, ill-boding, Lat. infaastus, male

ominatus, in Horn, with,,
: also of words, evil, abusive,

'

foul, K.. Soph. Ant. 259, Tr.

461.— B. TO and , as

subst. evil, ill, mischief, also woe, dis-

tress, loss, ruin, Hom., etc. : also, bod-

ili/ ills, diseases, wounds.—2. also in a

moral sense, evil, vice, badness, wick-

edness, , cowardice, Xen. An.
3, 1, 25: esp., or, to do evil or ill to any
one, II. 2, 195 ; 3. 351, etc. ; also,
Od. 14, 289: so in prose,, more rarely : to suf-

KAKO
fer evil from one,.—C. adv., Hom., etc.:

—

Att. phrases, , to

treat one ill, ill-use, maltreat, misuse,

, to hurt, harm, dam-
aue a thing, but ,
to do one any evil or harm, -, absol., to be or fare ill, be in bad
case, more usu. , more
rarely . The Att. are
fond of joinmg the adv. and adj., -, , etc., Bergl.

Ar. Eq. 2, 189, 190, Enr. Cycl. 268:
superl., Ar. Han. 1456. D.
degrees of comparison :— I. reg. corn-

par,. Hom. : superl.-, post-Hom. : never found in

prose.—2. irreg. compar., ov,

sup., , ov, Horn., and Att.

;

, thou most worthless !

or , the worst,

the refuse of a thing. Compar.-
only in Strato, 6, 6, cf Jac.

A. P. p. 733. Also,
and. are used as com-
par. and superl. of. . in com-
pos, i: sometimes, like Lat. 7nale, ex-
presses a fault in the e,xcess of a prop-

erty, and so stands for. Lat.

nimis : usu. however it denotes sim-
ply that a thin^, which could also be
good, is bad, and so is nearly=(k'f-,
giving a coUat. notion of hurtful, un-

lucky, as : but oft. also it

denotes merely that a thing exists in

too small measure or proportion, ;'.s., ov, (,) ill-

omened., ov, (,)
very hurtful, Hipp., , , want of appetite

:

from, ov,(,) eat-

ing biiilly, having no appetite, Eubul.
Ganyrn. 1.—II. eating badly, i. e. fas-
tidious. Plat. Rep. 475 C., , {,)
with bad, weak legs,, Xen. Mem.
3, 3, 4., , (,)
of a had, mean body, Anth., , , a bad smell, stink:

from, ov, (, ) ill-

smelling, slinking, Aesch. Fr. 166,
Soph. Fr. 147., ov,(,)
with bad seed, Theophr., ov, (,?\) faint-hearted, cowardly,

Aesch. Theb. 237., , , (,-) bad sowing or crop, Anth.. f. 1. II. 1, 105, for

', i. e. . from -, grim looking, v. Lob. Phryu.
560., , to stand ill, he un•

steadi/ Or in tttid case, Nic. : from, , (,)
standing badly, unsteady, opp. to -/., ov, (, -) sighing much., , f. -, to have

a bad, weak stomach, Sext. Emp. :

from, ov,(,-) with a bad, weak stomach, fastid-

ious, Epict.— II. act. vteakening the

stomach, unwholesome, Ileracl. ap. Ath.
120 C ; opp. to.,. to have a bad mouth

:

c. ace, to speak evil of one, abuse him,
Soph. El. 597 : and, , , foul-mouthed-

ness, abuse : from



, , {,)
tvil-speaking, J'oul-mortthed., , {,-) ill spread or strewed, i. e. rugged,

Aesch. Ag. 556.

iKaovo?^o, ov, {, -) advising badly, giving bad
counsel, Joseph., ov, v. sub-
-., , , bad compo-
sitioa : in Hesych. and other Gramm.
as expl. of : from, ov, {,-) ill put together, badly composed,, Luc.—II. ill-joined, ill-contrived.

Adv. -).. , ,{,)
bad pulse, Gal.), ov, gen.,{,/) of a bad mien, or air, unbecom-

ing, unseemly. Adv. -. Plat.

Legg. 728 B., dep.,=:sq.?.(, , . -, to use one's

leisure ill : and?,,, a bad vse of one's
leisure, idle sports or jesting, Plut.

:

from?, ov, {, ?)
using one's leisure ill, Epicl.—2. inac-

tive, idle, Anth.—II. act., .,
winds' wear men out in idleness,

Aesch. Ag. 194, Jac. A. P. p. 73.. -?.., , . . to-
%•, the having bad children., ov, {, -
?.) ending ill., ov, gen.,{,) ending ill or with difficulty.^, ,{) to use

bad, base arts, play tricks, act basely or

vieatily towards one, , Hdt. 6,

74: , (Dem.) 1136, 24; and
absol.. Id. 942, 26: esp. to bear false

testimony.—2. to be over-much wrought
and refined, Clem. Al.—II. transit, to

mislead by evil arts, Aristaen. Hence^, , , =-, Eccl., ,=^., , ,{{)
bad art : esp. bad or base arts, evil

practices, etc., esp. as law-term, for-

gery, falsification, false evidence and
the like. usu. in plur.,, Plat. Legg. 936 b, cf.

(Dem.) 1201, 7 ; also in sing.—II. cor-

ruption of art, over-great refinement,

Dem. Phal., f. -, =-) Alcae. (Com.) Ganym. 7.,^,
Lys. ap. Pol. 8, 37 : not used in nom., ov, {, )
using bad arts or evd practices, artful,

wily, ?., II- 15. 14.— II. without

art, awkward. Adv. -. Att. irreg.

corapar.-, as from -,
but in superl. again-.,, ,{) badness,

unfitnessfor a thing, uselessness, hence
of men and esp. warriors, cowardice,

IL 2, 368, Od. 24, 455.— II. moral bad-

ness, vice, wickedness, worthLcssness,

baseness, 11. 3, 366, Hdt. 2, 124, etc.

—IIL usu. evil, xcoe, distress, loss, suf-

fering, oft. in Horn., and in Hdt. 2,

128; esp. loss in battle, IL 11, 382;
12, 332, Hdt. 8, 109., ov,(,-
?tOf) with a bad, weak neck., dep.,=sq.,

Tiva, Polyb.
^, , f. -.(-) to act badly, deal perversely, Hipp., , , bad habits, mis-

j

chievousness, maliciousness, in genl.

j

wickedness, Thuc. 3, 83 : from

j

, ov, (,,)
mischievous, malignant, Dio C. Adv.
-.), , to nourish badly.—
II. intr. to have bad food, live badly : so

also in pass., hence part. aor. 1 act.

and aor. 1 pass,-, in same sense, both in

Theoi)hr. : and, ; , bad food, The-
ophr. : from, ov,{,) ill-

fed., , to be unfortunate,

Thuc. 2, 60 : from, , (,) un-
rrtana "

-- •
--

Hence
fortunate.

-,
e, Eur. Med. 1274, Hipp. 669., , , misfortune., ov, sleeping ill., ov, {,-) bad to guess.. , f.-.()

to do evil or mischief. Plat., and Xen.

;

. Plat. Rep. 416 C ; but more
usu. c. ace, to do evil or mischief to

one, to hurt, harm, Aesch. Fr. 243
;

esp. to ravage a country, . .-, Thuc. 2, 32, cf. 3, 1 ; Plat.

Rep. 416 A has -, but there the dat. may fol-

low. : in disputation, to contend
with captious artifices. Wolf. Dem. 491,
16. Hence,. , an ill deed,

misdeed, esp. a knavish trick, fraud,
Plat. Rpp. 420 E, etc., , , the character and
conduct of a, ill-doing, vnck-
edness, villany, ThuC. 1, 37.—II. hurt-

fulness, Diosc., , , like a-. knavish, Arist. Rhet. : from, ov.{*) doing

ill, mischievous, knavish, villnnous, de-

ceitful : an evil-doer, bad fellow, knave.

K. /-, Hdt. 1, 41 ; . (iii'/p. Soph.
Aj. 1043 : an offender, criminal in the
eye of the law, Thuc. 1, 134, cf. Att.

Process p. 76.—II. doing harm to any
one, hurtful, c. gen. . , to

hurt any one, Xen. Mern. 1, 5, 3.

Adv. -. Piut., ,{,) to treat

ill, wrong, hurt, injure, '. Teles ap.

Stob. p. 522, 18. Pass., to be in a bad
case, despair, c. inf., Plut. Hence, , , ill-treatment, ill-

conduct, Plat. Rep. 015 B:.,
maltreatment, devastation of it, Aesch.
Theb. 668.— II. the bad state caused
thereby, disease, faintness : wretched-

ness, misfortune, Polyb.,, rj, sounding ill, ill-

omened,, .^esch. : from, ov, {,) ill-

sounding, of an offensive or unseemly
import, like, q. v. : .,
an ill sound, word of bad import, word
of offence, Quilltil., , , bad fame—II.

act. slander, Ael. : from, ov, (,) of
bad omen : of tniil report.—II. act. bring-

ing into bad fame, dej'amatory, Joseph.
Adv. -., ov,{,)
very corrupt.,, 6, po€t. for sq.,

Nic., ov, {,)
very destructive, deadly, Nic.?, ov, (, /)
with bad, stinking rind or bark, Nic., ,(,)
bad in counsel, thoiighlless, foolish, 11.

KAKT
23,483: neut.. as adv.,
foolishly, Euphor. Fr. 50. Only poet.
Hence, , , badness of de-
sign or purpose, inconsiderateness, care-
lessness, H. Horn. Cer. 227, in plur., , T/, = {oteg.,
Demon, ap. Stob. p. 437, 3 : from, ov, gen. ,^-: ahso .,\\\\\(:\\
Meineke would read e Cod. Harl. in

Theocr. 4, 22, for., ,=., , to be, to

bear ill-uill or malice, Aesch. Ag. 1174.

—II. to be foolish : opp. to., , , the disposition

of a, malice, LXX
; folly,

Opp. : from, ov, gen., (,') evil-minded, malicious, wicked,
Pind. Fr. 230 : ., distracting
care, Aesch. Ag. 100.—II. imprudent,
thoughtless, heedless. Soph. Ant. 1104,
Eur. Or. 824. Adv. -., , (, ) of bad
nature, of bad natural qualities. Plat.
Rep. 410 A.— II. (,) produ-
cing badly or icith difficulty: growing
ill, Theophr. Hence, , , a had nature, bad
natural qualities, Def. Plat. 416 D., , , a bad or unpleas-
ant sound, harshness of sound, Strab. :

from. ov,{,) with
a bad voice.—II. with a harsh, unpleas-
ant tone, ill-sounding, Dion. H., ov,{,) re-

joicing in the ills of others, malicious,

Hes. Op. 28, 194.—II. at which bad
men rejoice., ov, gen. oi'or,=eq.,
dub. in Theocr., v.., ov, gen.,(,) in bad case, poor., , to be of a bad colour,

Diosc. : and,, , a bad cohur, Gal.

:

from, ov, contr. -, ovv,{,) of a bad colour or com-
plexion, e. g. sallow, pale, etc., Hipp.}., ov,(,/.) with
bad juice or flavour, /, Diphil.
(Siphn.) ap. Ath. 80 E., , , badness of the

juices, Gal. : from, ov,(,) with
bad juices or fiavour.—II. act. genei-a-

ting bad juices, Ath.', ov,(,) ma-
lignantly blaming, Theogn. 287.

KUKOipvxia, . rj,faint-heartedness,

meanness of spirit. Plat. Legg. 791 C ;

opp. to' : from, ov,(,') cow-
ardly,faint-hearted, mean-spirited ; opp.
to., , f. -.{) to treat

badly, use ill, maltreat, afflict, hurt,

Hom.. always of persons : later also
of things, to harm, destroy, corrupt,

Hdt. 2, 133. Pass, to be ill-feated,

distressed, or destroyed, to suffer, Od.
4, 754 ; also, ), dis-

figured by brine, Od. 6, 137., Ep. for-
vai,, inf. aor. 2 of-, Hes. Sc. 453., Ep. for, im-
perat. aor. 2 of, II. 6, 164

;

but also for 3 sing. ind.
aor. 2., Ep. 3 sing. impf. from), for., ov, , a prickly plant, the

artichoke (acc. to H. Stephan.), The-
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ophr.—II. KUK-nr, , , the edible

leaven of Uiis plant, Ath.
•(>,=, to make bail, cor-

rupt, spoil, Thpophr. Pass, to become
bad, behave badly, act basely, Eur. Ilec.

251 ; esp. of soldiers, to be viutinoits,

Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 27.

—

11.=<^, to

revile, reproach, abuse.

tKa/ilJTapif, ecjf, 6, the Cacyparis, a
river of Sicily near Syracuse, now
Casibili, Thuc. 7. 80; V. 1..\,=-, . for, inf.

aor. 1 Iroin., ,{,) ill-smell-

ing, stinking, Hipp. Hence
KtiKuoia, , , a bad S7ncll, stink,

stench., ov,(, 6?.)
very destructive.., Q, to call by an ill

name : from, ov, (,)=., , ,() ill-treat-

ment, abuse : a wasting, distressing,

harassing, Thuc. 7, 4, 82 : of wives,

parents, heiresses, etc.,, an action /or ill-usage, Oratt. ap.

Harpocr., v. Att. Process p. 287 sq.

:

damage, misfurtmie, Thuc. 2, 43. [«], , ,() inclined

to treat ill, hurtful, noxiotis,.,,, a Laconian fes-

tival, celebrated with peculiar dances
in honour of Diana, Paus. : from
KaAaJif or/, , , a

Laconian dance, sacred to Diana, but
at Athens a wanton dance, hence, to tread a meas-
ure in this dance, Eupol. Col. 17.

Hence, f. -, to dance
this dance.-?, , , Calabria, a dis-

trict of southern Italy from Tarentum
to the lapygian promontory, Strab.,, v. -.?,, , fern. adj. Calab-

rian, ..=, Dion. P.,,, the Cutabri, inhab.

of Calabria, Strab., ij, later form for-
potp., ov,,=^,
LXX.^, ov,(,)
basket-carrying ; ol ., name of a
play of Eiibul., ov, TO, and (?,, //,=:sq.?,. , dim. from«-, Ar. Thesm. 822, Lys. 535.—II. a
kind of dance, Apolloph. ap. Ath. 467
F : V. sq., ov, o,=foreg. II, Ath.
C29 F, and perh. this should be read
in 467 F., , (?,)
basket-formed, like a basket, Cleomed.
Adv. -..,,(,)
7naking baskets.- OV, , a basket, esp.

wicker hand-basket, Lat. calathns, Ar.
Av. 1325.—II. a cooling-vessel, cooler,

iisu.- : also a kind of cup,

Virg. Eel. 5, 71.—HI. a mould for cast-

ing iron.—IV. the solid part m the cn^i-/ co/(;7i!?!, round which the leaves,

volutes, etc. are put, Callix. ap. Atii.

206 B. (Perh. akin to ?, and
the same as Lat. corbis, Pott Etym.
Forsch. 2, 275.)[(i]\7, ov, h, Calaedes, mase.
pr. n., ap. Ath. 342 C, where Meineke
oroposes.

G94

^^,, ij, Calaethis, name
of a female slave, Theocr. 5, 15., , or, also ?.?.,
7nade or consisting of the '.—.
coloured like the 7., shifting be-

tween blue andgrcen, of changeful hue,
K., Mel. 123.

Ka/.aij;, , also, a precious
stone of a greenish blue, perh. a topaz

or chrysolite, Plin., v. Salmas. in So-
lin. p. 713. [«]

tKu/laif,, , Calais, son of Bo-
reas and Orithyia, v.,, Pind. P.
4, 324.^., , , contd. from".,. ,(,) reed-grass, Diosc., ov, . {') full

of reeds or rushes.-,, , Ccdamat, a town
of Messenia, Polyb.•,, aiov, (:/) be-

longing to the stalk, living among corn-

stalks.— II. , a kind of
grasshopper, prob. the same as the, Lat. ryianiis oratoria, or reli-

giosa, Theocr. 10, 18., dep., () to

gather stalks or ears of corn : in genl.

to glean, LXX ; hence nielaph.,., to glean what is left from
Asia, opp. to, Plut. 2, 182
A., ov, , (?.) a
reed-case, pen-case, [], ov, ,(, -
7) one who plays upnn a pipe of reeds,

Ath. 176 D., ov, b, = foreg.,

Hedyl. ap. Ath. 1. c., , b, an angler, Pan-
crat. ap. Ath. 305 C., ov. o, a reaper, mower,
Theocr. 5, IIL II.= foreg., Anth.

;

as if from, which however
is not used.,, b,^.'', , . stalk, esp. the

stalk of reed or corn, Lat. calamus sti-

I
pula, 11. 19, 222 ; . ', wheat-
straw, Hdt. 4, 33. Proverb, of a
greedy farmer, ), to

till land /or sioZA-s only, i. e.'to e.xhaust

it by continual crops, till at last it

jiroduces only stalks, Lys. ap. Suid.
v. ?].—II. the stalk vnth the

ears cut off, stubble, in genl. the residue,

remnant, hence nietaph. of an old

man,? -, thou niay'st still, I

ween, perceive the stubble (i. e. the
residue) of former strength, Od. 14,

214, cf. Arist. Rhet. 3, 10; so Orac.
ap. Polyaen. 6, 53,',
the retnains of Rhesus, i. e. his corpse :, to

judge from the remains, Luc. Ale.x. 5.—\\l.=^^voa,C^\\. Fr. (cf. suh.) [] Hence^, adv., like a reed, shiv-

ered like a broken reed ; hence a kind
of fracture was so called, Medic.?.(, . , a cutting of
stalks, reaping : Anth.: from7.], ov,(,)
cutting stalks, reaping, Ap. Rh./^, , .,()
a gatherer of stalks, gleaner, Plut.,, ^,=fareg,/,, ov, {, -
~/) devouring stalks, i. e. jnowing or
cutting them,, Anth. []?., , to carry straws.—
II. to bring a corn-token (Lat. tessera)

in order to get corn upon it, Themist.,
V./ IV : from?., ov,(/,)

carrying reeds or canes, Xen. Hell. 2,
I, 2, ubi olim7., f. -', () to

pipe 0)1 a reed, Ath., , , Ar. Eccl. 648

;

and, ov, ij, (),,
mentha) mint, J\ic.

_}, , (,) like mint, full of it., ov, , Minty, comic
name of a frog, Batr. 227.7, 7), ov,(•)»
of retd or cane,, Hdt. 3, 98,, 5, 101,,, 7„ 61, Ca.'', , , dim. Irom-

ami.,, ij,() reed
fishing-rod, Lat. aruiulo piscataria.—
II. fi stick used in bird-catchi^ig with
bird-lime.—III. a reed-bed, Lat. arundi-
netum ; also a bed jnade of reeds.—IV.
a casefor a writing reed, pen-case, Lat.
calamarium: also a ivriling-reed, pen.— V. a tooth-pick, Diosc.—VI. a curt.

ing-iron, because it was hollow and
shaped like a reed : also an iitstru-

mentfor dressing the hair of v/omen, a
comb or hair-pin—VII. in pi.-, reeds or .s7rajo put in layers to
strengthen buildings.—VIII.=j; -..
|/{•, , b, Calamis, a cele-

brated statuary, Strab.?, ov, b, dim. from .•7 and, Ar. Ach. 1034., , , —7 :

fern., 7., .^^ :

also a kind of locust, Leon. Tar. 65.'[7, ov, b, an Attic hero,=", Dem. 419, 22, ace. to
Schol. appell. of Aristomachus., ov,,(,)
noisy with the reed or pen, nickname
of Antipator, vvho dared not argue
with Carneades except with the pen,
Plut. 2, 514 D.77, , to cut reeds or
pens : from7,^, ov,(, y7iV-) cutting reeds or pens, [y], , ij, (7,) a writing with a reed or peti.7, ov, , (,
>) a kind of bird, perh. the reed-

sp>arrow, Ael. [y ]7, ,(,)
like a reed.7,, ,() of
reed, ., the sound as of a reed,

Eur. I. A. 1038./., , , CalQmi, a place
in the island Samos, Hdt. 9, 96; Ath.
572 F.-, ov, TO, (^,) a reed-bedfor cutting.'',, , Lat. calamus, a
reed or cane, of which some kinds
are so large that ono joint makes a
boat, Hdt. 3, 98, whence Virgil's /«-
vialis arundo : on the diflerent kinds
Y. Theophr. H. PI. 4, 11, 10: hence,
ace. to its chief uses,—1, a reed-arrow,

for which not the hollow reed but
that tilled with pith was used : hence
this was called and, also and•, and from its native country-, calamus Gvosskis, Herat,, cf.7..—2. a reed-pipe, reedflut^,

Eur. El. '702 I. T. 1126: also the

bridge of the lyre, Soph Fr. 34.-3. a
writing-reed, which was long used as
a pen ; hence in genl. a pen.—1. also

I

sometimes a ftshing-rod,t']at. (Com.)
«£ ' . 3, Theocr. 21, 43,—5. a
7neasuring rod : hence a definite meas-
ure,=;63~.—G. a surgeon s probe.



—.= <//77, the hollow stalk ofgrain,
like a reed, also its straw, used esp.

i"or thatching, hence in genl. thatch.—
III. any plant which is neither shrub
nor bush, [), nor tree {),
Xen. An. 1, 5, 1.—IV. in the 4th cen-
tury A. D. a token, by which corn was
obtained, Lat. tessera, cf.?-. (Cf. Lat. culmus. Germ. Habn,
etc., and even Arab, kclem, Pott Et.

Forsch. 1, 119.) [a]', , (.,-
YU) crowned, covered with reed, Batr./.5, ov,(, --) catching with reeds, i. e. with lime-

twigs, [v]?, , 6,{,) sounding on a reed or pipe./, ov, {,) = foreg.— II. played ot

blown on a reed, Ar. Ran. 230., ov, cf...76, ov,{,-
?lOv) reed-leafed, Theophr., ,{) to bind a

fraclured bone with a splint ofreed, Gal.

—II. pass,, to grow into

stalk, Theophr.?, , {,)
like reed, rtedy, full of reeds, Arist.

H. A./,, , a reed-bed, also, Lob. Phryn. 1C7.', , , a fence or edging

of reed.?.,, a'l, the Roman Cal-

cndae, Dion. Hal., and Plut., , i), also,
ov, 0, a kind of lark, 0pp., for, barbarism in Ar.

Av. Iti78.

iKavo, ov, 6, Calanus, a Brah-
min, Strab., Arr. An. 7, 2, 4 : in Plut.

Ale-t. 65,? .-—Another in Arr.

An. 3, 5, 6.[,',=^, Hdt. 3,

97., , ?,=-., , , Calas, son of Harpa-
lus, Arr. An. 1, 14, 4.+', Calasarna, a spot in

Lucania, Strab.? , , , a long Aegyptian

garment edged at bottom with tassels

or fringe, Hdt. 2, 81 ; also a Persian

garment of like kind, Ath.—II. in pi.?., o'l, a portion of the

Aegyptian warrior caste, Hdt. 2, 164.^, ar, , Calatia, a town of

Campania, Strab.

fKaAartat, , ol, the Calatiae, an
Indian race, Hdt. 3, 38,^,, , ^,=sq... Rh. 3,

1243., , , Calauria, now
Poro, an island before Troezene,

Dem. 1188, 7 ; hence, a sort of litharge of sil-

ver, prob. obtained from thence,

Diosc—IL coUat. form of',
Calabria., ov, ro,<lim. fromsq.,

Artemid.', , -, a shepherd's

staff or crook often thrown so as to

drive back the cattle to the herd. II.

23. 845 : later also written?.3.\3, , the Calbis, a river of Ly-

cia, Strab.

Ku/JeaKov, , , iterat. impf. from, 11. ; mid.?, II. 15,

338.,, , a class, Dion. Hal.,

V. .. III. [«], ov, poet, .,(,) callingforth the dance,

calling to the dance,, Orph.

~, , , the Caletes,z peo-
ple of Belgic Gaul, Strab.

^
', ; fut., mid.7, Ep. and poet,,, Att. and mid. •?. : aor. 1?, poet,-, mid., poet,-7 : perf., pf. pass,-, opt.?) : aor. pass. 7^-

.• fut. pass.7] : fut. 3. Ion. and Horn. impf./..—I. to call, Horn., etc. :

of many, to call together, call, summon,?. , etc., also-,,, Horn.

;

and so c. ace. only,, (for

-riVTo) j3ov?.!}v, they had been summon-
ed to the council, 11. 10, 195 : c. inf.,

to call on, summon to do a thing, .-7], II. 10, 197. Hom. freq.

has also aor. mid. tlvl,

to call to one's self, II. 1, 51, 270, etc.

—Pass, to be called by fate, be appoint-

ed, destined or chosen, only Od. 6, 244.

In various special relations :—1. to

call to one's house or to a repiast, to in-

vile, Od. 10, 231 ; 11, 187, but never
in II. ; later often with a word added,, Hdt. 9, 16, Lat. vocare

ad coenam.—2. to call on, invoke,, Hdt. 1, 44, and Trag. : as was
esp. done in sacrifices, Schol. Ar.

Ran. 479.—3. as law-term, of the
judge, rb, to

cite, summon before the court, Dem.
406, 27, etc. ; hence also simply -, Id. 407, 5, Ar. Vesp. 851, etc.

:

also7. , to call o?i the

case •. but of the plaintiff, in mid.,-
nva, to sue at law, bring be-

fore the court, Lat. vocare in jus, Ar.

Nub. 1221, Vesp. 1416, v. Att. Pro-
cess p. 576.—II. to call by name, call

or address by name, hence in genl. to

nayjie, Horn.,7
and7,, to call by surname, or

merely to call by name, Hom., v. sub,: also c. dupl.

ace, ri7, II. 5, 306 ; and', , 7., the

name, by which they called thee, Od.

8, 550, cf. Pind. O. 6, 94, and so in

Att. ; also, ?: , to call

one by a name, Eur. Hec. 1271 ; hut,

K. or, to call one after

another, Pmd. P. 3, 119, O. 7, 140:

Att. also in mid.,. to call by

name, address, Aesch. Cho. 201, Eum.
508, cf. Herm. Soph. Phil. 228. Pass.

to be named, receive a name, and in pf.

pass., to have been named, bear a name,

hence to be called, often in Hom. ; Att.7, the so called, .-. Plat. Phaed. 86 D : in poets the

pass, has freq. the signf. to be, be-

cause one is named according to what
one is or seems to be, II. 4, 01, Od. 7,

313, and elsewh. : ,
she would have been thy daughter

and so called, H. Hom. Ap. 324 ; so7., Pind. P. 3, 119,

Soph. El. 366.—Ill of things, to re-

quire, demand. (Prob. akin to,
q. V. : no doubt to 7.•, old Lat.

cal-are, and its frequent, clamare, our
call, also to,, clams, and
prok to Germ, hell, cf. Pott Et.

Forsch. 1, 214.), ^.. Dor. and Att. for

., Lob. Phryn. 639. []
|7/,, the beautiful shore, also

wr., Calacta, a tract along

the Sicilian coast east of Himera, with
a town ofsame name, Hdt. 6, 22 ; Ath.

273 F. : adj., , ov, of
Calacta, Diod. S., poet, for 7, inf.

pres. act. of?., II. 10, 125.

, ov, {7\.6,) with

fair or fortunate days.Anth. P. 9, 508./, Aeol. for /., Sapph. 1,

16 ; also written /^, but not so
well., , , of or belonging to

Calcs, in Campania, Calenian, Poiyb.
tKuA?/f,, , corrupt reading in
Thuc. for sq.

tKalz/f,, , the Cales, a river of

Bithynia, iallmginto the Euxine east

of the Sangarius, Arr.: ace. /.
in Thuc. 4, 75 for }.?..—II. a ha-
ven on this river, Arr.

'\?., , , Calesius, masc. pr.

n., 11. 6, 18.7, , . Dor. and Att. for.7., ov, b, son of Caltlor,

i. e. Aphareus, II. 13, 541./.,, {7) a crier,

Lat. calator, II. 24, 577. Hence^,, . Caletor, son of

Clytius, a relative of Priam, II. 15,

419.—2. a Greek, v..,, ij, Ion./,, aivooden

house, cabin, cot, Hes. Op. 501 : esp.

barn, granary. Id. 299, 305 : in genl. a

dwelling, abode; a bird's nest, Theocr.
29, 12, Pseudo-Phocyl. 79 : also a
wooden eiicioswre containing the image
of a god, Jac. A. P. p. 808. [usu. i;

yet in Theocr. and Pseudo-Phocyl. t.]

(Prob. from, notwithstanding
the a..)

iKa?.v,, , Cn/iande, anymph,
ApoUod. ; Heyne reads?.
7., , ,=^7, esp.

chapel, Plut., ov,, dim. from 7.,
Eupol. Autol. 5., , the Lat. calcei,

Polyb.

'\Ka7.iKOivoi,, ol, the Calicoeni, an
Illyrian people, Polyb. 5, 108, 8., , to roll: usu. m Pass.7, c. fut. mid. -,
also7.,=^7, from
which it differs only in sound : to roll,

roll about, lie rolling or wallowing,, Hdt. 3, 52, cf. Thuc. 2,

52 ; metaph. to be continually busy unth

a thing, pass one's time in a thing, Lat.

versari in aliqua re, , Xen, Cyr.

1, 4, 5, ubi alii. ; , Isocr,

295 : also, . , Lat,

inforoversari. Id, 98 C (ubi Bekk, ,),
cf, Buttm, Lexil, v,7.. Hence, , ,=7/, a

place for horses to roll after exercise, cf., Ael., , ,=7.,
esp, a throw of dice, Alciphr,, ,, or,{7)
wooden, Lyc,
£•. ov, or, , , a ca-

bin, cot, Epich, p, 19 : also a chapel,

Dion, H,

—

11.=,,
a prison.,, f.-^, Ep. strengthd.

for, Call. Dian. 67, Cer. 97.

7;3,, , v.., , . cock's ivattles,

Lat. palea, Ar. Eq. 497 : also a cock's

comb, Arist. H. A. : and the tail-fea-

thers, Ael. Dionys. (prob. so called

from their changeful hues, cf.-
.)
iKao, , ol, the Gallaeci, a

people in N. W. of Hispania, Strab.

KaA/uaiVof. -/•, , 7,-.+/•, ov, , Callaeschnis,

an Athenian, father of Critias, Plat.

Charm. 153 C— 2. son of Diotimus,

sent as one of the envoys to the The-
bans to induce them to join the Athe-

nians aaainst Philip, Dem. 291, 8;

565, 13!^—3. an iiidiviihial against
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whom Dinarchus delivered an ora-

tion, Dion. H.', Aeol. for,
V. Neiic Sapph. 15.'-, , ,] cod-fish,

also', 0pp.+•. , , Callanii, name of

a slave, Dam. 1280, 20.^,, o,the Catlax, a river

of Euboea, Strab.—II. Callas, masc.
pr. n., Diod. S.

\/.'3, . , Callatefms, a

city of Lydia on the Cogamus, Hdt.

7, 31, tiovv, Alla-ScheliT, ace. to Bahr
Hdt. 3, p. 822.

iKcU/MTir, fi, Callatis, a city of

Lower Moc'sia on the Eu.xine, Stiab.

:

adj. '/.', ?/, , of Callatis,

Caltaimn, Arr. An. G, 23, 9., , conlr. 7.7.,—-
^., . for,
Horn.-, the first part of the word
in many compds., in which the no-

tion oi beautiful is added to the chief

or simple notion ; 7.- is much le-ss

freq., and later: cf vi/u-.—2. ''-
is sometimes like a mere adj. with its

subst., as-=, cf-., , , Calliades, an

Athenian archon 01. 75, 1, Hilt. 8.

51 ;Thuc. 1,G1.—Others in Plat. Ale.

1, 119 A. (prop son of Calliai•).

^7'>,, , Calliunax, a

Rhodiau, father of Eucles, Pind. O.

7, 171./,, , , Callianassa, a

Nereid, 11. 18, 46.

iKa?JuavFipa, , , CalUanira, a

Nereid, II. 18, 44.
^'•, . , Calliarus, a city

of Locris, II. 2, 531.?, , , CalUarchus, an
Athenian archon Ol. 119, 4, Dion. H.

KaZZt'nf,, . an ape, elsewh. -
: esp. at Athens, a tame ape,

Dinarch. ap. Suid.,, ?/. a synonym for

the plant, Phi/salis Alkeken-

gi, Sprengel Diosc. 4, 72.

iKa?SAa, . Ion. /•, , ,
CaZ/irts, sonof thefleraclidTemenus,
Apollod. 2, 8, 5. — 2. Athenian ar-

chonsOl. 81, 1, Diod. S. 11, 84; 01.

92, 1, Id. 13, 34 ; 01. 93, 3, Id. 13. 80

;

01. 100, 4, Id. 15, 28.-3. father of

Hipponieus, opponent of Pisistralus,

Hdt. 6, 121.—1. son of Hipponieus,

grandson of foreg., famed for his

ivealth, Id. 7, 151.—5. grandson
foreg., brother-in-law of Alcibiades,

fond of the company of sophists, and

of dissolute habits, Ar. Ran. 428,

Plat. freq.—cf resjiecting this fami-

ly Bi>ckh P. E. 2, ]). 242,sqq.—6. son

of Calliades, an Athenian command-
er, Thuc. 1, Cl.^7. of Aegina, famed
for his victories at the Pythian games,
Pind. N. 6, 63.-8. an Elean sooth-

sayer, who aided the Crotoniats

against the Sybarites, Hdt. 5, 44, sq.

—9. son of Ilypercchides, Thuc. 6,

55.— 10. a Euboean, son of .Mnesar-

chus, tyrant of Chalcis, Aeschin. 65,

38.—Others in Dem. 265, 6 ; 272, 5

;

Xen. ; etc.7, ov, (.7,-,7) with a fine ankle, Arist.

H. A.

^17,, ov, , Callihins, tlie

Sjjartan harmost at Athens under tlie

thirty tyrants, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 13.—

2. a leader of the democratic ))arty at

Tegea. Id. 6, 5, G.

'.7;(, ov, {Ka7.7u-, ?.-) with beaulifid eye-lids, beav'iful
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eyed, Eur. lon 189.—II. ro ., sub., a dye for the eyelids and
tyHaxhes, Plin.

(7.7., ov, 6, (7.7-, )
beaittifidly sounding,, Simon.l 15., ov, (?-,)
ivith fine pastures, Nonn.7.7, , gen.,(-,) beautifullt/ clustering, -', Soph. . C. 682./, or, (7.-, 7.)
with a fine, rich soil, Eur. Or. 1382..^, ov, {7-,-) beautiful and still,, Eur.
Tro. 837. [)a]7.7, ov, {-,)
happy in marriage,, Anth
^?,,('), Cnlligiius, masc.

pr. n., a Megarian, Thuc. 8, 6.^,, , CalligUon, of

Byzantium, Polyb. 4, 52, 4.., ov, [-,-
07jj) beautifullyformed, Poet, de Vir.

hab. 104.—II. act. having a fair off-

spring, Corinn. ap. SchoL II. 2, 498.77-, , , the bearer of a

fair offspring, mother if glorious things,

the name by which Ceres or the Earth
was invoked in the Thesmophoria,
Ar. Thesm. 299 : ace. to others a
priestess of Ceres, Apollod. Fr. p.

1057, Heyn.—II. also pecul. fern, of7,7.
7.7.',,, the festival of

Ceres, Alciphr., V. foreg., ,(-,*) of
noble birth., ov, (-,-) ivith beautiful bridges, Eur. Rhes.
349.?7, ,=,
Nic. ap. Clem. Al.?7, ov,(-,*) of
noble race.?, , f. -, to write

elfi^antly, Diog. L. : also to paint beau-

tifully, but V. Lob. Phryn. 122 : and7, . , beautiful wri-

ting or painting, Plut. : from, ov, («-,)
writing or painting beautifully, esp. co-

pying books beautifully . [u]

(.7.7.), gen. , 6, ?/,

(«-,) with beautiful women or

maidens, abounding U'itk such, as epith.

of Sparta: Horn, uses only the ace.7 ; Sapph. 135 has the

gen., and Pind. P. 9, 131 the dat. : the

nom. seems never to have been used.

Lob. Phryn. 659 : the word is poet, [v]7.7, ov,(-, tUvopov)
with fine trees, Polyb.

iKa?.7l(h/, , , Callidemides,

Athenian archon 01. 105, 1, Diog. L.

;

in Diod. S./..—2. a masc.
pr. n., in Luc., ov, , Collides, an Athe-
nian, Andoc. 16, 39:,
Reiske.

iKn7.7,,, Callidlce, (\\<:}-
ter of Danaus, Apollod.— 2. a daugh-
ter of Celeus in Eleusis, H.Hom. Cer.
109..7, ov, , (7.7-,)
the beautifully eddyini; or flowing, H?/-, Eur. H. F. 368. [(]7.7-, op, {7.-.)
with beautiful chariot,', Eur.
Hee. 407.

^,, 6, ?/, with beau-

tiful reeds,, Eur. Hel. 493.'^/. . ov, , Mons Calli-

drSmns. a mountain near Theritiopy-
Ise, the highestsuminit of Oeta, Strab.

p. 428 ; Pint. Cat. Maj. 13 : also-.7.£, , , Nonn. : pecul.
fern, of

7,, ov, (-,)
with beautiful hair, Orph.

/of, ov, (-,)
rich in fine oil: hence, -, the garden
olive, opp. to., Arist. Plant., , ,()
beautiful language..., , f. -7/, to speak
beautifully , speak in high-flown phrases,

K. . . , Thuc. C, 83, in mid. : -7.7] , high-wrought
speeches. Plat. Apol. 17 : from
7.7'/, , (.-,) beau-

tifully speaking, elegant, Ar. Thesm.
49, of Agatho./, , to work beautifully :

from7, ov, (7-, *)
beautifully wrought, Plat. ap. Philon.7.1, , . -, {^-, -) to havefavourable signs in a sacri-

fice, to obtain good omens for an under-
taking, Lat. litare, perlitare, of the
person, Plat. (Com.) . 4 : and
c. inf , ov 7^,
as he did not obtain good omens for

crossing, Hdt. 6. 76, and so in mid.,
Hdt. 7, 113, Xen. An. 5, 4,22: but
also—2. of the ofl'ering, to give good
omens, befavourable,7^•' (sc. ) the
sacrifices would woi give good omens,
were constantly unfavourable, Hdt.
7, 134, opp. to which in 9, 36 he has

; in full,'-, when the sac-

rifices were all favourable, Lat. litato,

perlitafo : also in Pass., Hdt. 9, 19,

Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 17. Hence
Ka7Jpa, , , an auspi-

cious sacrifice.., (7.-,)
beautifully-yoked, Eur. Andr. 278., ov, (7.-. (uvii)with
beautiful girdles, epith. of women, 11.

7, 139, Od. 23, 147.7.?., ov, (77-,-7) with beautifulfoundations, dub.\7^,, , Callithoe. a daugh-
ter of Celeus in Eleusis, H. Horn. Cer.
110..7,. h, , (7.7.-,) with bcautijul hair, Hom. ; epith.

of horses, 11. 5. 323, Od. 3, 475, etc.

:

also of she(>p, withfine wool, Od. 9, 336., , to offer a beautiful

sacrifice ; to offer in an auspicious sacri-

fice, c. acc,, Anlh. : from, ov, (-,) with
beautiful sacrifices, ., an altar

OH which beautiful sacrfices are offered., , to bear beautiful

fruit, Thfiophr. : and7.7, , , beauty oxgood-
ness offruits, Theophr. : from, ov,(-,)
with beautiful fruit, rich in fine fruit,, Aesch. Pr. 369.,.
Baech. 108.., ov, (-,-) beautifully smmding.

7.?.),, b, , (icaPJ,<-,) with beautiful horns. Gal.^, . , Callicles. an
Aeginetan, uncle of Tiinesarchus,
Pind. N. 4, 130.—2. son of Epitre-
I)hes, of Thria, Dem. 1221, 10.-3. an
Athenian of the borough of Acharnae,
Plat. Gorg. 495 D., ov, (-^)
withheautifu!kemehorgrains,'r}\eo^hr.

7?.<7>•, /, . Fair-hill, a
district near Troy, 11. 20, 53, 151 : from'7('), </v, (-,-) with fair hill, Demetr. Seeps.7, , . Dor. -.=>].
Eur. I. A. 1080.7^., ov, (7•, ^)



beautiful-haired, epith. of women, II.

9, 449, Od. 15, 58.

/•/.~),,=?-- to play well, win at the cotlabus.

Soph. Fr. 482.

///., gen.-, , (/-
7u-,) beautiful, savoury flesh.iKatp,, , Callicrutes, a
Spartan, lamed for his beauty, slain

at Plataea, Hdt. 9, 72—2. a naval
commander ofthe Corinthians, Thuc.
1, 29.—3. son of Euphemus, an Athe-
nian, Deni. 611, 25.—i. brother of
Callicles, Id. 1272, 10.—5. an Achae-
an leader who betrayed the inte-

rests of his country to the Romans,
Polyb.—Others in Ath. ; Plut., etc.^?.?.,, , Callicratidas,

a Spartan naval commander, Xen.
Hell. 1, 6, 1., ov, (--) with beautiful fillets or hair-

bands, '/, Od. 4, C23.?, ov. Dor. -,
(?-,) with a beautiful sprinj^,

Find. Fr. 211.'\7], , , better-, CaliicrVe, a nymph, daughter
of Cyane, Plat. Theag. 125 D.
'\''/., ov, b, CallicrUus, a

Boeotian, Polyb. 23, 2, 8.'?, ,=7.7., /, , Callicter, a poet
of the Anthology.

Ka7./UKTiror, ov, (-,)
beauiifiilly built, Nonn.//, , , (Ka7Ju-,) beautifully shining, "H/liOf,

Anacr. 25.

Ka7J.i7.eKTeu, ,(-, ,) to

speak elegantly, Sext. Emp. Hence'7.,, , elegant language./^^, , («,-, 7^) to

say, express a thing elegantly, Dion. H.
Mid. to conceal a bad meanmg under

fair words, Luc. Hence
?.77, ,?}, elegant language,

eloquence, Dion. H.
iKa7.to, 6. , of belonging

to Callimachus ; a follower or pupil of
Callimnchus, Ath. 272 B.^•. ov. {?-,)
fairly, bravely fighting Liban.: hence
iKaiao, ov, , Callimachus, an

Athenian archon, Diod. S.—2. an
Athenian polemarch, who gave the
casting vote in favour of joining bat-

tle at Marathon, when the generals
were equally divided, Hdt. 6, 109, sq.—3. an Arcadian, a lochagus in the
army of the ten thousand, Xen. An.
4, 1, 27, etc.—4. a celebrated gram-
marian and poet of Cyrene, educated
at Alexandrea, where he afterwards
taught, Strab.—Others in Ath : etc.^,, , CallimSdon,

an orator at Athens, a partisan of

king Philip. Ath. 100 C, D.'\7,, , v. '.7-.7.?, ov. {?.7.-,,
with beautiful hips, or thighs.7.. ov, {-,)
beautifidly shapedoxformed, Eur. Andr.
1155," H. F. 925.

^:Via7^J?dopo, ov, b, Callimorphus,

a surgeon and historian, Luc./, ov, poet, for /., beau-

tiful, Od. ;. Od. 4, 130,,
Od. 1 1 , 640,, , Od.
11, 529.7^., ov,(-,) beau-

tifully flaidns,, Eur. Med.
835, cf. Ale. 589.

fKa7.?.v. ov, , Callines, masc.
pr. ti., Arr. An. 7, 11, 9.'/.. ov,{7•,) with

a glorious victory, gloriously triumphant,

' first in Archil. 60 ; c. gen. -
'•., over one's enemies, Eur. Med.
765, cf Plat. Ale 2, 151 C: esp. as

I

epith. of Apollo, MuUer Archaol. d.

Kunst, ) 361 : also, of Hercules.

I

Apoilod. ; later of heroes, as Seleu-
cus Calliniciis, Polyb.—II. adorning

or ennobling victory, -, Eur.

I

I. T. 12 ;, Find. N. 4, 26 ;7. the glory of victory, Pind.
N. 3, 31 : cf../, ov, 6, Callinlcus, father
of Pythocritus, Pans.

tKaX/iiOf. ov, b, Callinus, ati ele-

giac poet of Ephesus, Strab.—2. a
commander ofcavalry , Arr. An. 7, 11,6.

&.7.7, , , Callixena, fein.

pr. n., Ath. 435 A. : from7^7., ov, b, Callixenus, an
Athenian demagogue, who proposed
the decree by which the death of the
generals at Arginusae was brought
about, Xen. Hell. 1, 7, 8, sqq.—2. a
Rhodian, who wrote concerning Al-
exandrea, Ath, 196 sq. ; 387 D., etc.

Ka7.7.to/.via, , , {-,)
goodness or plenty of wine.7, neut. from ?,
compar. of, used also as adv.,

viore beautiful, glorious Or excellent,

finer, Hom. ; in Alt. also?,
Plat. Theaet. 169 E.
iK7.ov, ov TO, Callium, a city of

Aetolia, beneath Mt. Cora.x, Paus.

:

called 7^/7 in Polyb. 20, 11,

11 ; ?-)•,, an inhab. of Cal-
lium, , Att. -, Thuc.
3, 96.,, , (-,) Cal-
liope, strictly the beautiful voiced, the
first of the nine Muses, presided over
Epic poetry ; she was the mother of
Orpheus and Linus, Hes. Th. 79, H.
Hom. 31, a: also, Anth.•, ov, b, like /., a
song of praise to Ceres.
7.7, , {7•.) to make

more beautiful, beautify, LXX.,, , the having beau-

tiful children : from
7.7.,, 6. , {7.-,) with beautiful children, blessed

with fair children, Aesch. Ag. 762 ; .^ 7\.,
Eiir. . F. 839.—II. a beautiful child,

Eur. Or. 964, cf sub -.7.7,, ov, later form for

sq., Anth. [a]77:, ov, (,-,)
beautiful-cheeked, freq. in Hom., as
epith. of beautiful women, []7^ . ov, {a7^,-,-) with beautiful maidens ox nymphs

,

Eur. Hel. 1 ; . thenecksq/'feenji-

teous maidens, Id. I. A. 1574.—2. later; , as subst.,=KaAi7.
Lob. Phryn. p. 600.

/ti-e, Ep. for, 3 sing,

ind. aor. 2 from, Hom.
;

inf7, Od. 16, 296.

7.[7,, ov, («--, -
7lOv) with beautiful sandals Qx shoes, H.
Hom. Merc. 57 : only poet.77., ov, {7•,)
with beautiful robe or veil, in genl. beau-

tifully clad, epith. of women, Pind. P.
3,43., ov,,(-,-) the beautiful-leafed plant, name
of the cinque-foil, Diosc.7^7., ov, (-,-
7) with beautiful leaves or petals,

Anth._, , gen. , (-,) ivith beautiful elbow, .-, Eur. Tro. 1194.iKaa, , better7^-, q. V.

7,77,. ov, (7.?.-, 7.-) tvith beautiful lochs, epith.
women, Hom.', ov, (KaA7u-,-) adorntd with riches, 7., Pind
O. 13, 159./, ov, contr.-, ovv,
(7-,) beautifully breathing,/, Telest. ap. Ath. 617 B.7.7.,, . (7.?.- 7.)
beautiful city. Plat. Rep. 527 C : hence
7.7.~, , , Callipotis. a

city on the eastern coast of Sicily,

near Aetna, Hdt. 7, 154.—2. a city on
the Thracian Chersonese, opposite
Lampsacus, Strab.—3. in Aetolia, v.

KU7./U0V, Polyb. Hence77, ov, b, an inhab. of
Catlipolis ; oi7, Hdt. 7,

154.7, Ep. for, aor.
2 oi7., Hom.7', ov, («-,)
beautifully wrought, Anth.., ov, (77,-,-) ofbeautiful rivers, Eur. Phoen. 645.-;, , , Callippe, fern. pr.

n., Isae. 57, 26.7., , , the Callippi-
dae, a Scythian people in European
Sarmatia, around the Hypanis, Hdt.
4, 17.7., ov, b, CalUppides, an
Athenian masc. pr. n., Ar. Nub. 64.
—2. father ol Callicles and Callicra-
tes, Dem. 1272, 18.—3. a celebrated
tragic actor, Plut.—Others in Ath.

;

etc.\, ov, , Callippus, an
Athenian, against whom Dem. deliv-
ered an oration.—2. of the borough
of Paeania, proposed a decree injuri-
ous to the Athenians, for which he
was prosecuted, Dem. 87, 9 ; cf. 76,
4—3. brother of the one who deliver-
ed the oration against Olympiodorus,
Id. 1173, 4.—4. a disciple of Plato,
murdered Dion and made himselt
master for a time of Syracuse, Plut.
Dion 28 sqq.— 5. an astronomer of
Cyzicus, Arist.—Others in Pans., ete.7.7, , (Ka7J.i-,)
of beautiful appearance.7.3, ov, (/.-,-) with beautiful sheep.7.. ov, (7.•,-) with a beautifulface, Philox. ap.
Ath. 564 E.7.7., ov, (-,)
with beautiful prow, of ships, Eur.
Med. 1335 : metaph. ofmen, with beau-
tiful face, beautiful, Aesch. Theb. 533,
Ag. 235., ov,(-,) with
beautiful, Cercid. ap. Ath. 554
D : a famous statue of Venus, now at
Naples, was esp. so called, Miillei
Archaol. d. Kunst (; 377, 2.77, ov, (7^7.•, 7.)
with beautifitl gates,, .4nth.7.7, ov, (7.7.-,)
with beautiful tower.<i,UGTV, Eur. Bacch.
1202 : high-towering, lofty,, Ar.
Nub. 1024.7<.7, ov, (-,-
ydij)— foreg., 7rf, Eur. Bacch. 19.77, ov, (7.-,)
with beautiful steeds, Pind. O. 14, 2.7.7, ov, (7.7.-, •) beautifully flowing,, Od,
10, 107..'•, ov, (-, (>) poet,
for«/joof, q. v.,Od. 5, 441 : also
in fern., as name of one of
the Oceanides, H. Hom. Cer. 419,
Hes. Th. 288.!), ov, with beautiful

wand.
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>, , to speak beauti-

fully.

'.'7[), , , beautiful

speaking, elegant language, Dion. . :

froiu?^), ov, gen., (-
?.L-,) beautifully speaking, elegant,, Dion. H.', , , Callirrhoe, (also

wr.) a daughter of Ocea-
nus and Tethys, wife of Clirysaoi•,

motlier of Gcryon and Echidna, Hes.
Th. 351, ApoUod.— 2. daughter of the

Scamander, wife of Tros, ApoUod. 3,

12, 2.—3. daughter of the Acheloiis,

wife of Alcmaeon, Id. 3, 7, 5.— II. a
spring at Athens, v. sub.'''), ov, contr. -, ovv,

(-,() beaalifullyflowing,,', 11. 2, 752 ; 12, 33 : mctajjh. of

the ilute, ., Piud. 0. 6, 143

:

/./, Callirrhoe. a famous
spring at Athens, later '^-, (l)ut now again) Thuc.
2, 15.?', , (-,)
adorned with strength, poet.

'[?.?', , b, Callislhlnes,

an orator at Athens, sou of Eteoni-
cus, a friend of Demosthenes, Dem.
238,5.-2. aSphettian, Id. 541, C—3.

an Olynthian, a relative and pupil of
Aristotle, Arr. An. 4, 10, 1 ; Plut.—
Others in Piut. ; etc.'/., op, (-, -) u'ith a fine race-course, Eur. I. T.
437. [], ov,,()
the prize of beauty, Eur. : also the prize

of moral beauty or virtue : -ix . a con-

test of beauty : but also in genl.= upi-, the meed ofvalour, Soph. Aj. 435., ov, (-,-
') beautiful-breasted, Nonn.,,, the prime of
beauty, Eur. Or. 1C39: the first-fruits

of beauty, or the viost beautiful, Id.

Phoen. 215 : from),{) to be the

most beautiful, be considered so, Hdt. 8,

124 ; c. gen. to be the most beautiful

among others, surpass them in beauty,

Hdt. G, Gl ; 7. 180 : also in mid., Eur.
Hipp. 1009, ubi V. VaLck.?., ov, (-,-) beautifully crowned, epith. of
Ceres, H. Horn. Cer. 252, 296: of
cities, crowned tvith beauteous towers.—
II. K., the wild olive-tree at

Olympia. /rom which the crowns of vic-

tory were taken, Paus.\??, , , Calliste, strictly

viost beautiful, one of the Sporades
insulae, later Thera, Hdt. 4, 147

;

Find. P. 4, 459.—II. appel. of Diana,
Paus.'', , , Callistium, fem.
pr. n., Ath. 486.
i\s.'A(nlo, ov, 6, Callistontcus,

a TUeban statuary, Paus.^, , ov, superl. of,
Horn.\., , , Callistrate,

fem. pr. n., Ath. 220, F., ov, 6, Callisirati-

das, a Spartan, Arr. An. 3, 24, 7.\/, ov, , CalUstratus,

an Athenian of the tribe Leontis,
Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 27,-2. son of Calli-
crates, of Aphidna, an Athenian ora-
tor anil commander in conjunction
with Iphicrates, Id, 6, 2, 39; Dem.
301, 18; etc.—3. son of Empedus,
commander of a body of Athenian
cavalry under Nicias in Sicily, Paus.— 1. au Elean, sent as ambassador to
Antiochus the Great, Polyb.—Others
in Plut. ; etc.
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KAAA?., , , , name of

a kind of^^, Ath.,, , a name of Diana,
like', Paus. : also as fem.

pr. n., Calltsto, a daughter of Lyca-
on, mother of Areas, changed into a

she bear, Eur. Hcl. 375, v. Miiller

Proleg. zu einer wiss. Mythol. p. 75.

—Others in Ath. ; etc.?.?., ov,(-,)
beautiful-ankled, hence in genl. with

beautiful feet, epith. of women, Horn.,
and lies.}, , , the beauty of
children, Orph. : from, ov, (-,)
with beautiful children.^?.,, , Callitlles, masc.
pr. n., Anth., , to work beautifully

:

from, ov, 6, a beautiful ar-

tist, Anacreont.?,, , , beauty of art or
workmanship, Plut. : from, ov, (-,)
making beautiful works of art, StralD., , , pecul. poet,
fem. of sq., ov, (-,)
having beautiful children, like-, Christod. Ecphr. 132., ov, (-,)
with beautiful bow, Eur. Phoen. 1102.~, ov, (-,-) with beautiftd, well-spread table,

Callias ap. Ath. 524 F. [a], ov, ,==?,-, Diosc.?., ov, later form for?, 0pp.' for, i. e.-, II.iKav, , 6, CaUiphanes,
masc. pr. n., Ath. 4 C.', , (-,)
beautifully shining, , "Eof,
Eur.Tro. 8G0, Hipp. 455., ov, (-,-) beautifully sounding,,, Eur. . F. 350, Ion 169.?.,, , , (-,) beautifully blazing, ?.,
Eur. Ion 706., , (-, ) of
beautiful growth or shape, Nonn., ov, TO, jnaiden-hair, a

plant, Hipp. : also and
: from, ov,(-,)

with beautiful leaves, Anacreont., ov, (-, -) beautifully planted, [], ov, (-, )=^
foreg., Nonn. []'\,, , Calliphon, a
painter of Samos, Paus., , pronounce ele-

gantly : and, , fi, beauty of sound
or pronunciation, Dion. H. : from, ov, (-, )
having a fine voice,, Plat.

Legg. 817 C.,, 6, , (-,) with beautiful ha7ids,,
Chaerem. ap. Ath. 608 B., ov, (-,-) with a beautiful tortoise,,
Kupol. Hel. 4, cf. VI., and
Miiller, Aegin. p. 95.

'.7.,, , (-.)
the beauty-fish, a 8-5],^:=
ace. to Ath., but distinguished from
it by 0pp., ov, (-,)
with fine pigs, , Xnst. . .., ov, (-,)

,

KAAA
tvith beautiful dancing-places, epith. of
large cities or fair countries, Od. 11,

581, Pind. P. 12, 45, Simon. 48, cf..—II. of, belonging to beau-

tiful dances,,, Eur.
Phoen. 787, Crcsphont. 15, 7 : hence,
., and ?•., Calli-

chorus, a sacred spring near Eleusis,
the fount of goodly dances, H. Horn.
Cer. 273; Eur. Ion 1075.\?, ov, , the Callichoi-us,

a river of Paphlagonia near Heraclea,
Ap. Rh. 2, 904.—2. v. foreg. II., ov, gen., compar. of, Horn., ov, (-,)
with a beautiful name : also as subst.

., a kind offish, Hipp.?., , , (?) beauty,

Hdt. 3, 100 ; 7, 36, Eur., and Plat.

:

rarer collat. form of sq.', Att. , , (,)
beauty. Horn. , both ofmen and women

:

post-Hom., also of animals and things :

in Od. 18, 192, (,' , Minerva made
Penelope's face bright with ambrosial
beauty, such as Cythereia anoints
herself withal,—where the verb-

has led even Voss to take-
for a sweet unguent, H. Hom.

Cer. 277 ; but Hom. regards beauty
as something substantial or external,
which the gods could put on or take
oft" at will ; so?, II. 3, 392, cf. Od. 6, 237

;

cf..—. a beauty, i. e. a beau-

tiful thing, of a woman, Luc, as Te-
rent., Eun. 2, 3, 70, says /on/ia for/or-

mosa puella : also in plur. /,, beauties, beautiful things, as
garments and stuff's, Aesch. Ag. 923,
cf. Hosych. in v. ; ,
beautiful uorks of wax, i. e. honey-
combs, Mel. ; and so, ',
Dem. 35, 15 : cf. ?,.,, , poet, for?,
Eur. Or. 1388, Hel. 383., , , Callydium, a
fortress of Phrygia, Strab.,, ,() one
that beautifies, adorns. Hence?., ov, belonging to beau-

tifying, adorning, Tu., a festival

on the 19th Thargelion, when the

statue of Minerva Polias was fresh
adorned, cf..
?7'/, ov, ,=., ov, , any impleme-nt

for beautifying or cleaning, esp. a
broom, brush, Plut.—II. an ornament.
— III. a shrub, elsewh.,
Arist. H. A. : from,() to beautify, adorn,

dress, tri?n, clean, esp. to sweep, brush,

Arist. Probl. : metaph. to gloss, colo-ur

over. Soph. Ant. 49C. Mid. to adorn
one^s self, to pride one's self in a thing,

foil, by ..., Plat. Apol. 20 C, cf..',, , Callon, a statu-

ary of Aegina, Paus. 2, 35, 5.—Others
in Id. 5, 25, 4 ; etc.

iKa/.v, , , Callomtis, a
region of Media, Polyb./., f. -,(,)
strictly to make the face beautiful

:

hence to give a fair appearance to a
thing, beautify, Plat. Crat. 408 B, cf.

409 C. Mid. to adorn one's self, make
one's self fine. Plat. Symp. 174 A

:

but USU. metaph., to pride one's self,

boast, glory in a thing, or .
Plat. Phaedr. 252 A, Rep. 405 B;
also,. .... Id. Crito 52 C ; and
absoL, to make a display, show off. Id.

Prot. 333 D, Xen. Eq. 10, 5. Henee



'. a~0Q, , ornament,

embellishment, Plat. Gorg. 492 C : an
ornament nf speech, Dion. H.
'/./., ov, 6, an adorning

rnie's self, jnaking a display. Plat.

Phaed. 64 D : <i showing off.—II. also

^foreg., Hipp.•, , , verb. adj.

from, to be adorned, Clem.
Al.

2.?.), ov, 6,{)
one who adorns himself much, a fine-

dresser, opp. to, Isocr. 7 D.

Hence?^7, , ,=^-, Epict./, , , fem. of-
^.--. Plut.

/.'), , gen. \],
and, , , [], (•,) going on stilts, Lat. grallator.

?.7],, , , with afinevnice.?}, ov,gen.,{,) nnhte-mindcd., , ,{,•) teacher of virtue, . .,, , ,{,)
' finely clad.?,, , good disposition

:

from, , {, ?;) well-

disposed opp. to //, . Anton.7,, , //,=^..\,, , the Fair Havens,

a harbour on the southern shore of

Crete, west of Lebena, now Caloli-

mene, N. T., ov, {?,-) of good omen., , , the character

and conduct of a, up-

rightness, honourableness,.,. Fr. l._?., , , belonging to,

becoming a, honourable,

Polyb. : also=sq., Plut. kav. -,
Plut..7., 6v, i. e. -, beautiful and good : a name
first used of the nobles or gentlemen,

Lat. optimates, like the old French
prudhommes. Germ, giite Manner, etc.,

Welcker praef Theogn. p. xliii. : and
later, as in Arist. Mag. M., applied to

a perfect man, a man as he should be,. In early Greek,
as first in Hdt. 1, 30, it is always
written riivisim ,
nay Lob. Phryn. 603 suspects the form?. altogether, and rightly

remarks, that, if it is used, it should
be written proparox..,, ij, a happy state of
affairs., ,{,) to

cut wood., , ^,=,
dub.), ov,{,)
contriving well.?.,,=7..', , , wood, esp. dry wood,

fire-wood, Or seasoned wood for joiner's

work, H. Horn. Merc. 112, Hes. Op.

425; usu. in plur. : adj.. Cf.

also Kr/7.op. (From,, strict-

ly the combustible, as if, Like, from .)', , {the beau-

tifulpromontory) a promontory of Zeu-
gitana, near Carthage, Polyb. 3, 22, 5.'\, , , Calonice, fem. pr.

n., Ar. Lys. 6^ [i]

tKa/.oi' , , {the beautiful

vwuih) the southern mouth of the
Danube, Ap. Rh. 4, 306., beautiful Paris, quoted
from Alcae,, cf. sub •.

?., , ,( -) strictly wooden shoes, being
prob. piece of wood tied to a cow's

legs to keep her still while milking,
T'heocr. 25, 103.', , , dim. from-, Gal., , to do good, LXX. :

from, , {,) do-

ing good.,-, 6,{,)
wooden foot, shoemaker's last. Plat.

Symp. 191 A ; also.7., , ,-, , gen. --, {/.,) with beautiful feet.7^,, ,—?>,•.', , , beautiful, from
Horn, downds. a very freq. v^'ord, of

the outward form of all visible things

;

hence strictly beautifid to behold, -, bemitiful of form, Horn.

;

and so in prose, . : not rarely

c. inf., K., etc., Horn.
When Hom. uses it of men, he oft.

joins it with, but otherwise
has it as epith. of parts of the body,
clothes, arms, places, etc. : it may
often also be rendered by /air, lovely,

graceful, delightful, etc. : in Att. -
very freq. subjoined to the name

of a person,/. .,
?.. Plat. ; hence esp. lovers used

to write the name of those they loved

on walls, trees, etc., ?>,,
.7, . Interpp. ad Ar. Ach. 194,

Vesp. 98, Creuzer Plotin. Pulchr. p.

97 : 7 or7 was also a

name of Diana, cf ;., like 7^., beauty, Eur.

:

hence, kv 7, world-

ly beauties ; and esp. in Att.,

are the enjoyments and elegancies of
life, V. Schneid. Xen. Cyr. 7, 2, 13 :

hence , like ,
to be well off.—11. serving a good end or

purpose,fair, good, . ?^, Od. 6,263:

later also ironically, e. g. Soph. O. C.
1003 : freq. also Att., esp. in foil, phra-

ses: , sub. or, in

good time or'place, well, Xen. ; also c.

gen., 7^. goodfor or towards

something, 5Cen. Hell. 6, 2, 9 ; so too,

, Xen., . Plat.

;

also in same signf , and
Ka7JuaTov, Soph. O. T. 78, Plat.

Euthyd. 275 ; and later

as adv.= ica?„ijf, Theocr. 3, 3, Call.

Ep. 56 : cf infr. IV.—2. of sacrifices,

good, auspicious., Aesch. ; hence
the phrase in sacrifices,, all sacred duties are rightly

performed, Ar. Pac. 868.—III. of man's
inward nature, morally beautiful, right,

noble, Hom., only in neut. /. and
ov , it is or is not right and
proper: later of all high qualities,

hence ?., moral beauty, virtue,

Cicero's honestum ; hence proverb.,

TO 7., first in Theogn. 17

:

also 7 and , noble

deeds, opp. to , :

but , one's advantages.

Cf?.—. Adv. /^,
beautifully : but usu. in moral signf,

ivcll, rightly, Od. 2, 63 ; elsewh. Hom.
uses7 and 7. as adv., esp. in

phrase : very freq. Att.

in many phrases^ as,— 1. . or, like , to be in good case,

be well off, Trag. ; also c. gen., «., to be well offfor a thing,

like , Hipp. ; so,7., Thuc. 1, 30 : . ^,
it is good, c, jnf, Xen,^2. 7.=^, right well, altogether, .-
uuv, Aesch. Fr. 280 ; ., Soph.

KAAII
O. C. 209.—3. K., to be well
spoken of, Lat. bene audire, Plut.—4.

K., c. part., you do well in...,

Xen.—5. in answers to approve the
words of the former speaker, well

said ! Lat. euge, Ar. Ran. 888 : but
also to decline an offer courteously
or ironically, thayik you ! like Lat. he-

nigne, USU. in superl., 7., Ar.
Ran. 508, v. Bentl. Terent. Heaut. 3,

2, 7, Horat. Ep. 1, 7, 16, and 62 : also,,7. /., v. Interpp.

ad Ar. Ran. 511, 515:
are oft. joined : freq.also 7. /.,
Ar. Ach. 253, etc., Lat. btlla btlle.—
C. degrees of compar. ; comp. -, ov, Horn., v^-ho oft. joins it wit'

,

and : superl. /., , ov, Horn. : in Thuc. 4, 118
a comp. 7.7., was once read
but V. Lob. Phryn. 136, who will al

low it only in very late writers.—

D

for compds. v. sub Ka7Ju-. (Ace. tr

Duderl. Lat. Synon. 3, p. 97, akin to, as Lat. recens to candidus.)

[a in Ep. and old lamb, poets, but
in Hes. Op. 03, Th. 585 ; in Pind.,

and Att. always , except a few Trag.
passages, as Aesch. Fr. 308, v. Herm.
Soph. Phil. 1287 ; in Eleg. Epigr. and
Bucol. poets a', as the verse requires,

but in thesis usu. a, Jac. A. P. p. 761.

Always in the few compds. of •
.-]^
KaAOf, oil, , usu. Att. /., ,

, q. V. [].7., , . sub./., , {7., •7.) giving good counsel, Procl.7,, ,^7., beauty,

Chrysipp. ap. Plut. 2, 441 ; a rare

word, V. Lob. Phryn. 350./, ov, {7,)
well-reared./, ov, {7.,) =
foreg.^, ov, , (,)
the woodpecker, ap. Hesych. []'^'•, ov, {7.,)
beautifully woven., ov, (,) a
wood-carrier, one of a soldier's attend-
ants, Lat. calo, Dosiad. ap. Ath. 143 B.7., ov, gen.,{,)=7.., , {7, ^) =-., . -, {7.) of a
horse, to trot or prob. gallop.', ov, . the Calpas, a river of
Bithynia west ofthe Sangarius, Strab.:

also/;, hence/. /ju7/v,the

port of Calpe near the river C., now
'>/)6•, Xen. An. 5, 10, 13 ; 6, 1, 2.-•, jj, V..?;,,, a trot, amble, oi(aayeT•
bum) gallop : hence 7.7),
a race in the Olympic games, where-
in the rider when near the goal sprang
otfhorseback and ran alongside, Paus.
—II. =/, a pitcher, Hdn.
tK7^7, , , Calpe, one of the

Pillars of Hercules, a mountain of
Spain, with a city of same name,
now Gibraltar, Strab.-', . dim. from sq., Pam-
phil. ap. Ath. 475 C,/^,, ij. ace. .-, Od.
7, 20,, Pind. O. 6, 68, a ves-

selfor drawing iratcr, apitcher, Od. 1. C,
H. Horn, Cer. 107 : a drinking cup

:

an urn for drawing lots, or collecting

votes, Jac. A. P. p. 309 : also citier-

ary urn. Later form /., .—II. a
racing-marc, ap, Hesych., v. ?/.
(Usu. taken quasi 7.7, from

; but very dub.), ,= foreg., dub.
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,, . Roman shoe, Sicil.

form of Lat. calceus. also' and/ : the proper Greek word for

this shoe was~ ?..:, 7/f, »/, (/) a hut,

cabin, cell, Lat. tugurium, Hdt. 5, 16,

Thuc. 1. 133, []
tKa?Lii(3?;, 7/f, 7}, Cnlybe. a nymph,

mother of Bucolion, Apollod.—II. a
city of Thrace, Strab.

Ku?iv3tov, ov, TO, dim. from foreg.,

Plut.

7.3~, ov, 6, (?) living

in a hut, Strab.?3-. as mid. : to make
one's self hills or cabins, Strab.

iof , CI, —?3, Hesych.
iKuAvovac ., ai, the Calydnae

{islands), two small islands on the

coast of Troas, between Tenedos
and Lectum, Strab., Qu. Sm. 12,

453 : Tenedos itself was earlier-.—2. a group of islands near

Cos, belonging to the Sporades. of

which the largest was called -
?., afterwards, 11. 2,

677 ; cf Strab. 4S9, etc. ; some e.xpl.

it as the name of one island ; the an-

cients themselves were in doubt re-

specting its application.

fKa'Avovioi, , oi, the Calydninns,

iiihah. of the Calydnae (2), Hdt. 7, 99.

tKaZu(5uv,, h, Calydnn, son ol

AetoliKs and Pronoe, Apollod.^/,, , Calydnn, an an-

cient city of Aetolia on the Evenus,
famed for the hunt of the boar in its

vicinity, II. 2, 640; Thuc. 3, 102:

also the territory of Calydon, II. 13, 208.

Hence?.. a, ov, of Calydon,

Calydonian,, Callim. Dian.

218: ., the Calydonians, Xen.
Hell. 4, 6, 1.

'\}\., ov, 6, Calycadnus, a
river of Cilicia Trachea, Strab., ov, , a kind of

honeysuckle, lonicera periclymenum, or

caprifoinim, Diosc.

\KaAv|,,],Calyce,em..\.,x.
Lys. 322.—Others in .\pollod. ; etc.

Ka/vKtov. ov, TO, dim. from '/.., ov, {',-
(pavog) crowned with floioer-buds, Anth.,, , {?<,) like

a budding flower, Theophr.. , , (?., )
like a budding flower in face, i. e. gen-

tle, retiring, or blushing, roseate, H.
Horn. Cer. 8, 420, Ven. 285._^

^/^, , , (/.) a

covering: esp.— 1. a head-covering of

women, a hood or veil, hiding all the

face, except the eyes and falling upon
the shoulders ; ., a dark
veil worn as mourning instead of the, U. 24, 93, H. Horn. Cer.

42; also worn esp. by brides, Aesch.
Ag. 1178, cf.—2. a round

fishing-net shaped like a sack, 0pp.—3. the eye-lid.—4. the shell of fruit.

—5. a grave, tomb, [], ov, , dim. from, esp. a sort of tile, Ar. Fr.

54, V. Mtiller, Archaol. d. Kunst, >S263., ij, Calymna, one of the
Sporades insulae near Cos, v. -

2 ; hence ?), an
inhah. of Calymna, Ath. 474 : cf.

Strab. p. 489.

iK?.vra. , Calynda, a city of

Caria, Strab. : hence 7\.,, an inhab. of Calynda, Hdt. 8, 87 :

hence ,

iKa?Vv. y, of or belonging

to Calynda, Hdt. 1,172.,, ,() strictly

any covering, husk, shell, esp. the cup
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[
or calyv ofafloiver, a foiver-bud, poet,

usu. rose-bud, H. Horn. Cer. 427
;'?. tv ./, at the time

when the ear is hlling, Aesch. Ag.
1392, cf. Soph. O. T. 25: inrtaph.,

K. ?), Ar. Fr. 74.— II. in 11. 18, 401,>, are women's ornaments, of

which no more is known than that

they were of metal and the work of

V'ulcan, perh. earrings shaped like a

flower-cup or bud, also in H. Horn.
Ven. 87, 1C4. [u],. ;;,= foreg. in Hesych., , , like,
a veil, Anth. : sliictly fern, from sq.,, ,() a

covering, sheath, Arist. Probl. : also

tile, Dion. H. Hence, to cover with tiles,

Inscr., ov, , a covering., , bv, verb. adj. covered,

Soph. Fr. 479. Ar. Thesm. 890.— II.

(from II.) wrapped orfolded
round something else, Lat. circumdatus.

Soph. Ant. loll, where Br. wrongly
takes it in act. signf., covering., , , Ion. -, a
covering, esp. a woman's veil, II. 22,

406, Od. 5, 232, cf. and-
: metaph., -, the

dark shroud of night, Aesch. Cho. 811.

—2. any cover, ol a quiver, Hdt. 4, 64., f. -,— I. to cover with

a thing,.?, II. 10, 29 ;'.,
II. 5, 23 ; and then simply to cover, as,?, ,
Horn. ; , his

hand grasped a stone, II. 16, 735 ;, II., etc.
;

and metaph.,, cf. 11. 11, 249. Mid. to cover one's

self,, II. 3, 141 ; and absol.,

Od. 10, 53 : so too in pass.,,., II.—2. to

cover until dishonour, throw a cloud over,'. Soph. . C. 282.

—

3. to cover, conceal. Soph. Ant. 1254,

Eur. Hipp. 712.— II. to put over as a
covering, put over or around, Lat. cir-

cumdare, oi '?., II. 5, 316 ; so, oi -, will put mud ontr him, II. 21,

321 ; so too, and —-
., II. 17, 132 ; 22, 313.

(The root is- or-,
which appears in 7.. .vc,
-., and perh., Lat.

oc-cul-ere, clam, clupeus : also to .-, Lat. clepere : KPYB-,
(q. V.) is merely a different form of
the root, and ^, is akin, ace. to

Pott. Et. Forsch. 1, p. 27.), contr., . Calyp-
so, a nymph, daughter of Atlas, ace.

to Od. 1, 52. who lived in the island

Ogygia, and detained Ulysses on his

way back from Troy, freq. in Od.

:

ace. to Hes. Th. 359 daughter of Oce-
anus and Tethys. (So called perh.

because she hid,., LTlysses.),() strictly to make
pirrple, and 80 Nic. Ther. 641, has it

in pass., to he purple: hence— II. to

make dark and troublous like a stormy
sea : and metaph. to turn over in one's

mind, like Lat. volvere, voliitare, to

search out, «•. . Soph. Ant. 20

:

absol. to he in doubt, trouble or alarm,

Tivi, Eur. Heracl. 40 ; also c.

inf , to long, desire. Lye. 1457, cf.-.,, , Calchas. son of
Thestor, the Greek Seer at Troy, II.

(.No doubt from same root as foreg.,

i
and so strictly the Searcher.)

KAMA
KA'AXH. . , also, the

murex, purple limpet, elsewh.,
Nic.— II, purple dye, Strab.— 111. a
kind of shell or volute on the capital of
some columns, Borkh Inscr.— IV. a
kind oi'herb, ^\s.O(fpurple colour, Alcm.
30. (Akin to Lat. cochlea, prob. also
to concha, Sanscr. fayikha.)'\=..
iKa/.,, ,^\..,, ,=/., dub.(5', , , dim. from -, small cord or rope, Ar. Vesp.

379.•, , , (, ) with
beautifulface., adv. from., q. v.

KA'AS22,o, gen., ace.,
Ep. and Ion., ov, 0, Od. 5, 260,
and Hdt. ; but Ap. Rh. has also a pi.

: a rope, esp. ship's rope, sail-

rope, Od. 1. c, and Hdt. ; .,
Hdt. 2, 36 ; also a cable,

., Eur. Med. 770; ,
to have the ship towed, elsewh. -., Thuc. 4, 25 : -
vai. to let down a sounding line, Hdt.
2, 28 : hence proverb.,, they go all lengths, strain ev-

ery nerve, Eur. Med. 278 ; so too,

.. Plat. Prot. 338 A,, Luc, cf. Valck. Diatr. p. 233,
Kuster Ar. Eq. 766.^, ov,(,)
twisting, b K-, a rope-maker, Plut., Ep. shortd. form for, be-
fore , , Od. 20, 2. Hes. Op.
437, , 11. 11, 172.. ov, () made from
a pole, or perhaps /rom the reed
(v. III), hence brittle, .,
Xen. Eq. 12, 12., ov, TO, dim. from sq.'., /;, also , any lo?ig

piece of wood, a pole, stake, esp. a vine-

prop. II. 18, 563, Hes. Sc. 298: also—
11. the shaft of a spear, Aesch. Ag. 66,
connected with which prob. is the
signf. in Hesych., a reed or cane.— III.

0/, a palisade, Lat. vallus,

e\sev/h., Joseph. Ace. to E. M.
it was masc. only in signf. III., but cf.

Jac. A. P. p. 155. (Hence.)
[], , ;, Lat. camera, any
thing with a vaulted roof or arched cover-

ing, a covered carriage, Hdt. 1, 199 ; a
covered boat or barge, Strab. : a tester-

bed, etc. : as medic, term, also the
hollow of the ear. [jUa] Hence, to heap one upon another
like a vault, dub.

iKnpapiva,,, Cnmar\na, a daugh-
ter of Oceanus, Pind. O. 5. 9 : from
whom was said to be derived the
name of—11. a city on the southern
coast of Sicily, a colony of Syracuse,
now Camarona, Hdt. 7, 154 ; Pind. O.
4, 21 : near this was a lake of same
name emitting pestilential vapors,

forbidden by the oracle to be drained,
hence prov. //, iuv,
Luc. ; cf. Virg. Aen. 3, 700, sq.

Hence
iKaapvalo. a, ov, of ox belonging

to Camarina, Hdt. 7, 156.

iKanapivov, ov, , Camerlnum, in

Uinbria, Strab., , , dim. from-, [], , (,)
like vault, vaulted., , , ... , f. -,() to

vault or arch over, Bockh. Insor. 1, .
573. Hence,, , that which is

vaulted, a vault, arch, Strab. [«]



-, , , (.) .

vaultins, arching over, [], »/, >, verb. adj. from. vaulted, arched, Ath., (or ?), oi,

a kind of fish ; but used by Einped.
235, 285, fish in genl., to shake, brandish, from

IJ, as from .
Hesych. also hints at the forms, and., adv.() labori-

ously., , , toilsome, trouble-

some, wearisome,, . Horn. Ven.
247.—11. pass, bowed down with toil,

broken down, worn out, Hdt. 4, 135, of

sick persons, whom he had just before

called: from,, b,() toil, trouble,

hardship, distress, Hom., Find., etc.—

•

2. weariness, weakness, freq. in Hom.

—

II. that which is earned by toil, hardly

or painfully earned, ,
our hard-won earnings, Od. 14, 417,

cf Hes. Th. 599.-2. that which is

made by labour, ., a thing

wrought by the lathe, Aesch. Fr. 54

:

like , and Lat. labor. [ ]

Hence,,=,-, , (, )
toilsome, wearisome, weariful, ,
Hes. Op. 582 ; /.,.
Find. . 3, 28, Fr. 239., . for,
Bion 4, 9, where3 is now
read : this like all the other words
in which before ,J is changed
into is very dub. : it should be33. etc.

iKuu3a7.u. , , Cambala, a city

of Greater Armenia. Strab.3/., ov, a, Cambaules, a

leader of the Gauls, Paus.

fK,3, /, , Ael. V. .,-^, , Ath. Cambes or Gambles, a

ing of the Lydians.^/., ov, , Cambylus, masc.
pr. n., Polyb.

tKa/z-, , , Cambysene, a
district of Gi eater Armenia between
the Araxesand Cyrus, Strab.^, ov Ion. . , Camby-
ses. a Persian, father of Cyrus the
Great, Hdt. 1, 46.—2. son and suc-

cessor of the elder Cyrus on the Per-

sian throne, Hdt. 2. 1, etc.: respect-

ing an earlier Cambvses, v. Bahr
Hdt. 7, 11., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2
of. Hom.
tKu/ by crasis for .\, a, ov, of Camirus ;., an inhab. of Camirus,

Slrab. : from sq. .\, ov, a, Camirus, son of

Cercaphus, grandson of Helius, Pmd.
O. 7, 135 : by him was said to be

founded— II. . a city in the island

Rhodes, now Camiro, II . 2, 656 ; Hdt.

1,144., 3 sing. fut. of, 11.

2, 389./,,,() of
or belonging to a camel.'/., ov, , (,) one who travels or carries his

wares on a camel, of merchants, Strab./., , , a driving of
camels or nding on them : from
/.'/., ov, b,(, 7.-. '/.) a camel-dnver, camel-

ridf-r. []/, f. -, to be like a camel

Heliod.
_'/., ov, ,^^^,

Arist. H. A.

KAMI2., ov. 6, (,) a camel-rider, Clem. Al./., ,(, -) feeding, keeping camels, Strab., ov,(,)
keeping camels.

7?.07/.,, ,(,) camelopard, giraff, Aga-
tharch. ap. Phot. 455, 4., , ,(,)=^—, kind horehound,

Diosc.,, , and , camel, first

in Hdt. ; but also ., like -,
the camels in an army, as one might
say the camelry, Hdt. 1, 80, v. also

—

II. /. (Found m all the Se-

mitic languages, v. Gesen. Lex. Hebr.
voc. Gamal.) [a], , (?., -) to feed, keep camels, Diod.?., , , sub., a cam-
el's skin, or garment ofcamel's skin, like

/..+, ov, , and, ,
oL Camicus, a city of Sicily near
Agrigentum, Hdt. 7, 170; Strab.

^.'/., ov, b, the Lat. Camillus,

Polyb.—2. son of Vulcan and Cabira,

father of the Cabiri, Strab. p. 472

;

ace. to others one of the Cabiri., ov, , ace. to Suid., and
Schol. Ar. Vesp. 1030, a rope: but
prob. invented merely to explain
away the well-known passage in the

N. ., for a camel to go through the eye

of a needle, etc., where a rope might
seem to us a more prob. image than
a camel : but the Arabs have a pro-

verb, like an elephant going through a

needle's eye ; and to sicalloio a camel

occurs in N. T. ; so that this is need-
less., a,,^',.,,,() workper-

formed by means of afurnace, Theophr., , ,() one

who works at a furnace, esp. a worker

in metal, a smith or potter, Diod.,, ,= foi eg. ,

K-, the pipe of a smith's bellows, Anth./,,.=, Luc.,,, feni. of-,() to melt, bum,
bake in a furnace, Theophr., ,,^.,,, of, belonging

to a ftirtiace, LXX., ov, TO, dim. from-. []. ov, b., bread baked

in an oven, Diosc. [-], adv., from a furnace,

Nic., ov, b, (,) one who heats afurnace or oven :

pecul. fem.., ov, , an oven, a furnace
kiln, for melting metals, for baking,
burning earthenware, etc., Ep. Hom.
14: never a fire or stove for heating

rooms, for the ancients did not know
the use of these. (Perh. from,, though : Lat. caminus, chim-
ney.) [] Hence, , , ., an old

furnace-woman, Od. 18, 27, acc. to

some, an old woman who worked at a
furnace, others, one uho healed it, oth-

ers, in genl., an old woman covered

with dirt and soot : prob. it was proverb,
for an impudent, noisy fellow., ,(.,) like

an oven OT furnace, sooty, Strab., , , Camisa, a fortress

ot Pontus, Strah. : from it the terri-

tory was called, Id.

KAMN,, ,() a baked
pie or cake which was supped up with, Ath. 141 A.^, , Camma, fem. pr. n., Plut., ov, , a kind of crab, lob-

ster or shrimp, also written
and, Epich. p. 32 ; Maced.

and, Lat. cammarus,
gammarus,ci. also,., , al, the bay leaves

in the baked dish, Ath. 141 A., wrong way of writing, £p. for kut, i. e. ,
hence , for, Hes. Op. 437,
v.., Aeol. and Dor. for •, i. e. .^,. , Cammes, a tyrant of
Mytilene, Dem. 1019, 19.

iKaa, Ep. for, part
aor. 1 from, v. 1. II. 24,

529, ubi Wolf k', for-. from., , ,. for,
staunchness in battle, the fruits of such
conduct, II. 22, 257 ; 23, 661., ov, Ep. for,
subject to destiny, i. e. ill-fated, ill-star-

red, Od. 2. 351 ; 5, 160, etc., always
of men : never in II.—II. -
pov, a cooling medicine, perh. hcniluch-

juice., Hipp.: also= u/iovtrov,
Nic.—III.,,^.. Ep. and poet, tor-, m Att. only used by Xen. Cyr.
8, 3, 28, (where Poppo .) and
Alex. Incert. 71 ; v. Phryn. 339., lengthd. from root KAM-,
which appears in the other tenses :

fut., 2 sing., Soph. Tr.
1215 : aor., inf., Ep.
subj. redupl.,^,-, Hom. : aor. mid. :

perf >/, which Hom. mostly
uses in Ep. part,.,, but also acc. pi.'.— I. intr. to work one's self weary,
tire one's self, be weary, tired or worn
out, Hom. ;, yvla..
be tired or distressed in limb, hand,
etc., Hom. ; . , Hdt.
2, ill : also very freq. c. part.,^,/.'.,-., one is weary oftighnitg,

rowing, etc., Hom. ; and in prose with
coUat. notion of annoyance or vexa-
tion, or, never
be tired of doing or saying, i. e. do not
cease to do or say. Plat. ; so also

poet., , Eur. I. A.
1143.—2. to feel trouble or distress,', I found no trouble in

bending the bow, i. e. did it without
trouble, Od. 21. 426.-3. to give over

fighting with another, be worsted or
beaten, Find. P. 1, 151, 156.—4. to be

sick or ill, sitffer under illness, and in
genl. to be nffiicted, distressed, harassed,

c. gen., . Soph. Phil.

282 ; c. dat., - . Pmd.
P. 8. 68. cf Hdt. 1, liS; c.' acc. ., Eur. Heracl. 990 ; also, .. Id. Hec. 306.—5. ,
and Ep.. or more Ireq. -. the dead, those who have
done their work, Lat. defuncti, Horn.,
in Att., oi, e. g. Aesch.
Supp. 158, but also in prose, as Thuc.
3, 59, Plat. Legg. 718 A: acc. to

Buttm. Lexil., v., it is rather
the weary or ueak, euphem. for-,. cf. ; and so
oi, the sick, Hdt. 1, 197:
but in Eur. Tro. 96,, are
the spirits of the dead, Lat. dii ma?ies of
the Romans. The perf is always
iutr.

—

II. transit, to work or execute with
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toil and fnxible, to work hard at, esp. of

working ir< metal, Horn. ; also/, II. 2, 101 ; 8, 195.—2. to tvork

out, earn, win or gain bi/ toil, in which
signf. Horn, has aor. mid., to earn, u-in

for one's self, 11. 18, 341 ; -, they worked, tilled the islandybr

themxelves, Od. 9, 130.—3. to effect tvith

labour.[, by crasis for .^, , Camun, a city of Sy-
ria. Polyh. 5, 70, 12.^

tKn/ioi5i'Oi, (jr. , the Cami'vii, a

Rhaetian tribe, Strab.~?., a, ov,{•)=-
~k-

, ^\.', , , Campatua, a pro-

vince of lower Italy on the west coast,

between Latium and Lucania, Strab.^-, ,, of or belonging to

Campania, Campanian, Strab.

+Ko/z7r(ir£f, , , pecul. fern, to

foreg., Dion. H., Civ, ol, the Campanians,

Strab., ov,(,)
bending the knees, cf.,, ov,{,)
bending the limbs, ., puppets,

Orph.', 7JC> Vi a bending, winding,

as of a river. Hdt. 1, 185.—11. the turn-

ing in a race-course, turning-post, Lat.

flexus curricidi, Ar. Pac. 904 : hence
met^yh., -, to

bring a speech to its 7niddle or turning

point, Eur. El. 059, cf. II,

.—III. in music, of turns,

tricks, sudden changes, -, Ar. Nub. 9G9, cf. :

also in rhetoric, the turn of a sentence,

Deni. Phal.—IV. the bend of a 7),
joint, Arist. H. A. : v..-, , , paroxyt., a cntrrpillnr,

so called because it bends !i.?f//'up to

move, Hipp., cf foreg.—II. also afab-
ulotis Indian monster, Diod., cf.-., , ov,() bent, turn-

ing,, Eur. I. T. SJ : in Gramm.
also and.'[, ov,. Campodfinum,
a city of Vindelicia, Strab.

iKo,, , a sea-monster. Lye., 7/, ,() a bend,

an angle, Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 6: esp.—II.

the turning-point in a race-course, like

IL Arist. Rhet. : metaph., -, the turn of life, Herod, ap. Stob.

p. 591,34 ; but, ., life's last

turnOY course, Mel. 129 ; cf. II., , , readily bending,

flexible, ., a bending m.ovement,

Arist.,, 6v,() to be bent,

flexible, Arist. Meteor., i], v.., lengthened from root-, which appears in -:
fut.. To bend, crook, curve, II.

4, 480 ; 24, 274: esp., and -' -, to bend the knees so as to sit

down and rest, hence in genl. to rest

from toil, II. 7, 118 ; 19, 72 : also, ., he bent his arms
and legs, i. e. he let them rest from
toil, Od. 5, 453 ; so too, . .
Soph. . C. 19, and then
alone, to sit down, rest, lb. 85 : .,
to bend the knee in prayer, N. T.
Pass, to bend one's self, turn, Theophr.
—II. to bend, turn 0 guide a horse,

etc., round a post, etc. : then freq. ab-

sol., to turn round a point or post, esp.

K., to turn, double a headland,
where must be supplied, Hdt. 7,

122; also . , Ar. Arh.
96 ; also . ?., to wind round the
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bay, Hdt. 7, 58 : hence metaph. (from
the double race-course,, with
a turning-post,, at the end),, to turn the middle point

of life, i. e. to draw near to its close,

So])h. O. C. 91 ; also, . ,
Eur. Hipp. 87.

—

III. in music, make a

siiddrn turn or change, v. III.

—

IV. metaph. like Lat. _/?eciere, inflcctere,, to bend one, i. e. to

move by intreaties, change in purpose,

soften, in genl. also to bend, humble,

Pind. P. 2, 94 ; and so in Pass., Aesch.
Pr. 306. (Akin to,.), , , , crook-

necked., Ion. for, dub., , , crooked staff, v.

II., f. -,= sq., Ion. for, to

bend, crook, Hipp., in Pass., ov,(,) consisting of crooked lines or
strokes., , (., -) appearing crooked.., , , poet, for..?, ov,(,) with crooked stern..,, , , and -jj^l-, ov,{,) crook-nosed.., , , [) bent,

crooked, curved, esp. as epith. of a bow,
K., Hom. : meatph., :,,
an ode of varied metre, Simon. 43
Schneidewin.—II. ?, sub., a crooked staff, crook, Lat.

lituus. [] Hence^, ov, , Campylus, a river

of Aetolia, Diod. S.,, ,()
crookedness, curvature, Arist. Categ.', ov,(,)
with, of bent wheels, -

(Lob. for-)=^,
Orph. ap. Clem. Al., , , also written
and, a xvicker basket ; in genl.

a case, casket. Lat. capsa. Not from, but from, to contain,

cf. Lat. capio, cava.)'., 1/, , Campsa, a city of
Macedonia on theThermaicus Sinus,
Hdt. 7, 123., , , also,
(•77)= foreg., ., LXX. :

also a liquid measure=^\ sextarii., ov,(,-) turning the post and r^mning the

whole, in genl. running quickly

up and down, hence metaph. of a harp-

player, ;(; ; Telest. ap. Ath. 637 A., f. -, to speak broken

language, usu., ap. Hesych., ov, , dim. from., ov, (, )
bending the tail, esp. epith. of the squir-

rel,, q. v., , , -, , gen.-,(, ) bending the

foot or knee, and so throwing one to the

groiind, or, as others, rapid, overtaking,

K. ',, Aesch. Theb. 791., //, () a bend-

ing, winding, curving. Plat. Tim. 74
A, Arist., etc., ov,(,)
bent with pain., , ,() crooked,

bent, like.,,=, poet, []
tKiwwi', 2 aor. part, from.. (not)—I. for , Hes.

Op. 355, and freq. in Att.—2. in Att.

/»«!' is sometimes used before ft ellipt.,

SO that a verb used in the preceding

clause must be supplied, as in Plat.

Legg. 046 B,
;[^,, , for

must not be taken together, cf.

Heind. Plat. Soph. 247 E.—11. for, and if, Ar. Ach. 957, 1021
;

even if, although, with the same moods
as.—2. ... .., or ..,
ijv .., whether.., or.., Lat. sive..,

sive...—III. for , and in, it should
be written, without accent, [], i. e. shortd. before v,

Kuv, for KUT, •, Pind. . 8, 103.

tKai'd, 7/, Cana, a village of Galilee
near Capernaum, N. T., , , a model, v.

11. [], , ov, belonging to a
model or sketch, hence -, wax
for modelling, -, a body so lean,

as to be a mere skeleton, [a] From, , , the ivooden figure
round which artists moulded wax, clay
or plaster, etc., a skeleton-figure, hence
— I. a model, sketch, rough draught for

sculptors and painters to work by,
elsewh., cf. Miiller Ar
chiiol. d. Kunst, '^ 305, 7. (Hence,
they say, comes canvass, French can-
evas.)— II. an anatomical delineation of
the human frame, displaying the
veins, etc., Arist. H. A. 3, 5, 3, Gen.
An. 2, 6, 18.

—

III. metaph., a lean per-

son, as we say, a skeleton, Stratt. Oin.
3. (Prob. from.) [««], ov, , or,() the seat or body of a cane or
wicker carriage, and SO a carriage of
this kind, Ovid's plauslrum in quo scir-

pea mattn, Xen. Ag. 8, 7. and Plut.

iKuvui, , , Canae, a city on the
coast of Asia Minor in Aeolis, Strab.'\, . , Canace, daughter of
Aeolus, Callim. H. Cer. 100.'\, ov, , (Hebr.)=Z?7Au-, appell. of Simon, N. T.', f. -, to make a sharp,

gurgling sound with water, as in the
throat or in pouring into a vessel

:

prob. only found in compds. -, -,
he-, and these do not seem
to be used in the pres. : hence-, -, -, etc.^, a Ion. , ov, of or be-

longing to Canastrum, Canastraean,

Lyc. ; as subst. to.=,, ov, , ()=:•, a wicker basket, Lat. canistnim.

—II. an earthen 7'fsse/, dish, elsewh.., Ep. Horn. 14, 3 (where
Wolf writes parox.), Ni-
coph. Incert. 2.

iKavaOTpov, ov, , Canastrum, a
promontory of the peninsula Pallene
at the entrance of the Toronaicus
Sinus, now Paillari or Canistro,

Strab. : sub.-. Thuc. 4, 110 : ;;, Hdt. 7, 123., , f. -, to ring, clash,

as metal does, Od. 19, 469 ; also to

plash, like water, Cratin. Pyt. 7.—II.

trans, to make to ring or sound, .-
AOf, . Rh. : from, , ,() a sharp

sound, esp. the ring or clash of metal,

II. 16, 105, Soph. Ani. 130; the tramp

of mules, Od. G, 82 ; ., the

gnashing of teeth. II. 19, 365, Hes. Sc.

164, in plur. lb. ICO ; ,
the sound of flutes, Pind. P. 10, 60, cf.

Soph. Tr. 642. Hence&/, adv. w-ith a sharp, ring-

ing vois'e, Hes. Th. 367, Pind. N. 8,

25. [(5a]



?, adv.=foreg., Dion. P.//-, , 77,-, , gen., {},) with sounding

feet, epith. of the horse, Lat. soaipes,

Hes. ap. Plut. 2, 154 A., ,{) making a
sharp, ringing noise : o( the falling of
viaXer, plashing, ., Aesch. Cho.
152., f.-,=, II. 12,

36, Od. 10, 399, Hes. Sc. 373., , ,^^, noisy,

., Is'ic.

^)., , , CanSchus, a statu-

ary of Sicyon, a pupil of Polycletus,

Paus. 2, 10, 5.

iKavSaioc- ,,^=, Lye.

tKavJuii?;,, , Candace, an Aethi-
opian queen ; it was a name common
to all the queens of Aethiopia, N. T.
+'(5, , , Candasa, a city

of Caria, Polyb.

tKai'tSaiZr/f, ov Ion. , , Candau-
les, son of Myrsus, king of Lydia.

Hdt. 1, 7, sqq.—2. another. Id. 7, 98.\., , , Candavia, a
mountainous region of lUyria, Strab./ , , also?,
, and. . a kind of Lydian
dish, of which there were several

varieties, Comici ap. Ath. 516 D, sq.

iKavuv,, , appell. of Mars,
Lye., ,,^=./^, , , and
'?•., , , ..,, , Median doublet

upper garment with sleeves, Xen. Cyr.

1, 3, 2, An. J, 5, 8, v. Miiller Archaol.

d. Kunst % 246, 5 : in Gramm. also

or rather.'/.,, , also-
?.,,, clothes

press, Hesych.. , . Ion. for sq., Od.
10, 355.—II. the lid of a vessel, Hipp,

ta]
^, , , more rarely -, q. v., Att. contr.,[)

strictly a basket of reed or cane : then
any vessel in which any thing was served,

a bread-basket, dish, Lat. canistrum,

Horn. ; made of bronze. II. 11, 630, of

gold, Od. 10, 355 ; also earthenware :

it was used for carrying the sacred
barley, oh'/.ai, at sacrifices, Od. 3,

442. []
^, , a rarer form for. []

tKuv;/, , , Cane, a promontory
on the southern coast of Aeolis, op-

posite Lesbos, Strab. : also to, Hdt. 7, 42.
^^, , , CanSthus, son of

Lycaon of Arcadia, Apollod.—2. son
of Alias of Euboea, Ap. Rh. 1, 78:

after him a mountain in Euboea was
named, Strab. : in Plut., father of

Sciron, Thes. 25.^,, , {) a mat of
reeds, such as the Athen. women took

with them when they went out.

—

.=, Crates Her. 5., ov,, dim. from., , to be, to

carry the sacred basket in procession, Ar.

Lys. 646, 1194, v.., , , the office or duty

ofa. Plat. Hipparch. 229 C.

From, ov, (,) carry-

ing a basket.—II. usu. ., the Basket-

bearer, at Athens a maiden who car-

ried on her head a basket containing

the sacred things in processions at

the feasts of Ceres, Bacchus and Mi-
nerva, Ar. Ach. 242, 260 : she was to

be above 10 years old, wore her hair

powdered and carried a string of dried

figs in her hand, and had a parasol

held over her : this office, which was
highly honourable, was called-, and the verb. Fe-
male figures of this kind, supporting
a basket on their head with both
hands, were freq. subjects for works
of art : the most celebrated were the
Canephoroe of Polycletus and Sco-
pas, cf. Muller Archaol. d. Kunst
§ 422, 7., 6, name of a kind of
rme from which was made -, Theophr., where there is a
V. 1.., f.-,=^, to

tremble, Gramm., ov, TO, dim. from -
II., small drinking-cup, Plut.,,,=,\\>., ,, the prom, of

Caniharus, in Samos, Strab.,, , name of several

kinds of beetle, esp.— 1. the Spanish

fly, Lat. cantharis, Hipp.—2. a beetle

hurtful to corn. Plat. (Com.). 2.

—II. a kind of fish, Numen. ap. Ath.
326 F., ov, , () wine
made from the vine, Plin., ov, , Lat. cantharus, a

kind of beetle, worshipped in Aegypt,
Ar. Pac. 81, ubi v. Schol.—II. a sort

of drinking-cup, also in Lat. cantharus,

Phryn.. 1, cf. ap. Ath. 473 sq.

—

III. kind of JVaxian boat, Ar. Pac.
143, cf. Meineke Menand. 122, v.-

III.—IV. a sea fish, also in Lat.
cantharus, Arist. H. A.—V. a mark or
knot on the tonsrue of the Aegyptian
god Apis, Hdt. 3, 28.—VI. a kind of
woman's ornament, Antiph. Boeot. 4 :

prob. a gem, like the scarabaei so com-
mon among the ancient Aegj-ptians,

Miiller Archaol. d. Kunst ^ 230.\, ov, b, Cantharus, an At-
tic hero, from whom one of the small-

er bays of the Piraeus was said to be
named, 7, Ar. Pac.
145.—2. a statuary of Sicyon, Paus.
—Others in A'.h., etc./., 6,(,-) death-to-beetles, as a mountain-
ous part of Thrace near Olynthus
was called, Arist. Mirab., ov, , {) Lat.
clitellae, a pack-saddle for loading
beasts of burden, also the large panieis

hanging at the sides of a pack-sad-
dle, Ar. Vesp. 169 : hence any large

baskets, tubs, etc., for carrying grapes
at the vintage, etc.—II. the tvooden

frame that rises in a curve at a s/tip's

stern, Hesych.?,, , ,() a large

sort ofass for carrying burdens, apack-
ass, Lat. cantherius, Ar. Lys. 290 ; also

as adj. with. Plat. Symp. 221 E,
cf. Ruhnk. Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 37.—II.

metaph. an ass, blockhead, Lysipp. ap.

Dicaearch.,, ,^=?, Arte-
mid.,, , a small she-ass, He-
sych. ; dim. from, ov, , an ass, a pack-ass., , , the corner of the eye,

the apple of the eye, Moschio ap. Stob.

p. 561, 43.—II. thefelly ofa wheel, Lat.
ca7tthus, Persius., ov, 6, Canthus, son of Can-
ethus (2). an Argonaut, Ap. Rh. 1, 77., , , a swelling, Aesch.
Fr. 202.,. ,()=:-
7.L0C, a pack-a.is. Ar. Vesp. 179 : hence
Trygaeus, in Ar. Pac. 82, calls Ids

KANT
beetle, with a play on-., ov, 6,—, Hesych., ov, , dim. from
ov, Ar. Fr. 208, Crates ap. Poll. 10, 90
KA'NXA, , , also, strict

ly a reed or cane, Lat. canna : usu. nnj
thing made therefrom, esp.—1. a reed
mat, Lat. cannea storea, Ar. Vesp. 394—2. a reedfence round statues, shops
tents and the sides of ships, elsewh^,^,.
iKavva, , , and, , ',
Cannae, a town of Apulia, where
Hannibal defeated the Romans, Po-
lyb. 3, 107, 2 ; etc., to smoke ivith hemp

:

pass, to take a vapour-bath by means of, q. v., ap. Hesych., , ov, hempen, made
of hemp, Lat. cannabinus, Anth. [u] :

from, , gen. tof, Hdt. 4, 74,
but ace. ioa. Ibid. : later also gen.,() hemp, Lat. cannabis, Hdt.
—II. any thing made of it, tow.—2. a
hempen garment, Lat. stuppa. (Germ.
Hanf, our hemp, is the same word,
and so in the Slavonic languages.
Pott £t. Forsch. 1, p. 110, Winning's
Compar. Philology, p. 58.), ov, i/,= ioreg., ov,,^., Ep. for,
V. 1. Od. 15, 464, received into the
text by Wolf., 7],^=., ,(,)
making mats of reeds, Hippon. 104., worse way of writing
Kuv, i. e. . Find.
iKvvvo, , , Cannonus, an

Athenian statesman, Ar. Eccl. 1089 ;

Xen. Hell. 1,7,21.. , ,() made of
reed, also., ov, , ., one
as straight as a, a straight, slight,

well-made man, Lat. ad amussiin fac-
tus, Hipp., f. -,() to make,
form by rule, to measure OXjudge by rule,

to rule or establish, Arist. Eth. N.—II.

in Gramm. to range under a rule : hence
in pass.,, it follows the

rule.—III. in Eccl., to receive into the

canon of Scripture., , ,() made by
nde, regidar, esp. in Gramm.—II. in
music, K., theoretical nrusic, in
which the notes of the scale are mea-
sured ace. to the different:
also prosody.—III. in Eccl., canonical,

regular. Adv. -., ov,, dim. from.,, , ace. to Suid.=', prob. a
ruler, Anth.,, , poet, for -, a nde.—II.=foreg., Anth., ov, , a building by
nde.—II. part of a building, perh. the

frieze, Maneth. 1, 299; 4,"l51., verb. adj. from -, one mtist regulate or rule, Luc., , , a giver of ndes.

tKoiOf, , , Canus, a flute plaj^er,

Plut., TO, Att. contr. from -., ov, , =,
dim. from, Lat. canistnim.; inf. aor. 2 of.
fKavTO'Spia, , , Cantabria, the

country of the Cantahri in Hispania
Tarraconensis, Strab. : and
iKavraSpl, , , Cantabrian,

Strab.: a.\so : from
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^),, , the Cantabri, a

powerful nation in north of Hispania,

Strab.\3, . , Cantabaris, a

Persian, Ath. 410 B., , ,{)
Cauiium Pronwntorium, the eastern

point of Britain now North Foreland,

Strab.

fKavvah'OC, , ov, ofCanu^ium, Ath.

97 E. From, , , Canusium, a city

ofJuaunia in Italy, Strab., fut. of.^3. , ; of belonging to

Canobus ;, Hdt. 2, 15, 113, etc.,. Strab.

tKawj.Jif, loor, 7/, pecul. fern, to

foreg.,, PliU. Sol. 26.

iKa'3, , , and },3,, , an tnhab. of Canobus, Paus.
;

former also &}.=, Anth.

:

from, , , also, ,
, Canobus, a town m Lower Aegypt,

near one of the mouths of the

(which received its name fioin itj,

notorious for its lu.xury, Aesch. Pr.

846 ; Hdt. 2, 97 ; etc. : hence-. tire like a Canobian, live lux-

uriously, and, , , lux-

urious living, Strab.,, , {,) any

straight rod or pole, esp. to keep a thing

upright or straight, to regulate and

order it : hence— 1. in 11. 8, 193 ; 13,

407, are parts of the shield,

either the diaaoaal rods round the ends

of which ran the rim, or two cross rods

at top and bottom to which the hold-

ing-strap (£//) was fi-xed. instead

of the later or handle.—2. a

rod or bar used in weaving, acc. to some

tne breast-beam, acc. to others, the shut-

tle or qvill for unrollmg the yarn, 11.

23, 761, Ar. Thesm. 822.-3. any rod

xtsedfor measuring, a cnrpenter^s rule,

also a rulefor finding vertical OX hori-

zontal position", a plumb-line or level, v.

Valck. Hipp. p. 218 sq.—4. the beam

or tongue of the balance, Anth.— 5. a

curtain-rod. Chares ap. Ath. 538 D.—
6. were the keys or stops of

the flute, A. P. 9, 365.— II. metaph.

like Lat. regnla and norma, any thing

that serves to fix, regulate, determine

other things, a rule, Lat. norma, Eur.

Hec. 602, El. 52 : so the

of Polycletus was nailed, as a

rule or model of beautiful proportion,

V. Mliller Archuol. d. Kunst '§. 120, 4 :

so too in music the inonochord was
called, as the basis of all the musical

intervals : also in Gramm. and Rhet.,

were general rules or princi-

ples : and in chronology,
were chief epochs or eras,

which served to determine all inter-

mediate dates, Dion. H.—2. esp. in

Alexandr. Gramm., collections of the

old Greek authors were called-, as being models of excellence,

classics, Ruhnk. Hist. Grit. Orat.

Graec. p. xciv., cf. Quinctil. Inst.

Rhet. 10, 1, 54, 59 : and so in Eccl.,

the books received by the Church as

the rule of faith and practice, the ca-

nonical scriptures., ov, , the clder-floteer,

Lat. sambucus., , , v.., . , .., conlr. from .^, , , the Cabares, a

people in Gallia Narbonensis, Strab., shortd. Ep. for .,, II. C, 201, and before ,, 11. 16, 106.
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,, , {) the

uiooil (it tite sides of a chariot-seat. [~a]^-, Ep. and Ion. /,
. Cupaneus, son of llipponous, father

of Sthenelus, one of the Seven against

Thebes, il. 2, 561; Aesch., etc., 7, , {?/) strictly a

crib or manger : also Thessalian char-

iot, for, Xenarch.. 2 : and
the cross piece in a chariot-seat. Poll.

—

II. a felt helmet, ap. Hesych.. []
tKu7rav;/ia(5//f, , , son of Cupa-

neus, i. e. Sthenelus, 11. 5, 109.^, , of Capaneus,,=
foreg., 11 4, 367., , , () be-

longing to a Thessalian chariot : hence
inetaph. splendid, stately,, Ar.

Fr. 413.

iKa~v,, 6, Capaton, a Lo-

crian, Thuc. 3, 103.^,, , , Capediinum, a

city of lllyria, Strab.

KuTTEtra, contr. from ,
and then, i. e. and secondly, and further.\, , and,
, Capernaum, a flourishing city of

Galilee, N. T.,,,=, Polyaen.,

cf.., , ,{, for-) dileh, irench, II. 15, 350; a

vault, grave, 11. 24, 797 ; in genl. a hol-

low, hole, II. 18, 504, also in Soph. Aj.

1403 : in Hipp., a hole to receive a

bolt. Foes. Oecon.^,, v.-. etc.', , , crib for the food

of cattle, manger, 11. 8. 434, Od. 4,40,

both times in dat. ])lur.^ : -/, away from the crib, Lye. (v.

sub.) [], , ,{?) retail

trade, esp. a dealing in provisions, tav-

ern-keeping. Plat. Legg. 849 D.7/, , , the shop of a/, esp. a tavern, Lat. caujiona,

Ar. Ecci. 154, Isocr. 149 D., , ,{)=,-'. Hence, ,,^.
Plat. Legg. 842 .7/', to be a2., or re-

tail dealer, drive a petty trade, sell by

retail, absol. Hdt. 1, 155; 2, 35: c.

acc, K.. Id. 3, 89 : hence

metaph., . , to sell learn-

ing by retail, higgle in philosophy.

Plat Prot. 313 U; and so in Aesch.

'I'heb. 545, ., to make a trade

of war, play petty tricks in war, En-
nius' betlum cauponari : also to adul-

terate, as tavern-keepers do wines,

. '. : to give out as genuine, palm off,

hke Lat. venditare, Valck. Hipp. 952.'?, ,, belonging to a-', like one, and so tricky, knavish :

-in), sub. ,=, Plat.

Soph. 223 D. Adv. -, hence ., to play roguish tricks, play the

knave, Ar. Plut. 1003., , ,=./, , , also -. ,
fern.?., Lat. copja, Ar. Thesm.
347, Plut. 435. [], , , {,) tavern-lounger./, , , {,)
strictly one who sells provisions : then

any retail dealer, petty tradesman, huck-

ster, higgler, Lat. caupo, propola, Hdt.

1, 94, etc. ; opp. to, the

wholesale-dealer, importer, Lat. mer-

cator, Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 42 : esp. a tav-

ern-keeper, publican : freq. in compds.,

'-, -,.—II.

from the popular character of-

, a cheat, rogue, knave : hence—2.

as adj. of, ov, cheating, knavish, ., Aesch. Fr. 328. [], ov, , {) fodder, in

later Lat. cajntum., contr. Irom ., , , onions, Lat. caepa,

Hesych.. , ,{) a measure
containing two. esp. in Per-

sia, Xen. An. 1, 5, 6. (Perh. akin to, to contain, like capis from ca-

pio. cf..^,, , the Capitolium,

Capitol, in Rome, Polyb. ; also -. Hence^, a, ov, and., of

or belonging to the Capitol, Capiloline,

Polyb. ; Dion. H. : and

j-,, , pecuL fern, to

foreg., in Anth.'.
Ka-j.'fi'(j, poet, for, to turn

into smoke, burn, Nic.'/', ov, , an oily resin

flowing naturally from trees. Gal.

or -, . =,
Arist. Gen. An , and Theophr.,,—, Ar. Vesp.

143.^', , smoky, tasting or

smelling of smoke, Nic., ov, , {) smoky,

full of .3?noke.—II. ., , a wine
that had a smoky taste from having

been long hung up in smoke : hence
old wine, Lat. vinum fmnosum : or,

better perh., wine made from the vine, Pherecr. Pers. 1, 0, etc., v,

Nake Choeril. p. 52., , to smoke, 6. g. .-, to smoke a bee-hive, Ap. Rh.^, f. -' Att. -, {•) to make smoke : and SO to make 0
light a fire. II. 2, 399—11. to .-smoke,

blacken u-ith smoke, Dem. 1257, 15,

Sopat ap. Ath. 100 F: pass,-, to be affected by s?noke, suffer

from it, Arist. Probl., ov, , dim. from-., , , smoky., ov, , also ,
. aut sine, a kind of vine

with S7noke-coloured grapes, v.

and.— II. ., a plant, fu-
mitory, hat. fu?naria, Diosc., , , {) a
.smoking, Anth.,, , an offering of
smoke, i. e. incense., verb. adj. from-, one must smoke.,,,{) smoked,

Ath. 153 C.—2. 7nade fragrant, Aet.,.= II, Diosc., ,{,),(,) one ivho lives on

smoke, dub. in Strab. for -/. []. , ,=^.
Ion. and Att.. Hdt. 4, 103 ; 8, 137, cf.

Lob. Phryn. 307., ov, ro,= sq., , ,{,-) strictly smoke-receiver : a hole in

the ceiling or roof for the smoke to pass

through, Hdt. 8, 137., ov,{,)
receiving smoke.,.(,) like

smoke, smoke-coloured, Ael., ov, 6, v.., , {,)
making S7nnke, smoky.'. ov, , smoke, vapour,

Hom. : metaph. . Soph.
Ant. 1170, for things worth nothing,

cf Ar. Nnb. .320, Plat. Rep. 581 D.

(In the Lat. form vap-or, is dropt.



and appears ; both of which are

found in some Slavonic languages,

Pott Et. Forsch. 2, 205.)
^, , , (,) one who snuffs up smoke,

epith. of a miser, Alciphr., ov, {,)
causing smoke., , () to turn into

smoke, burn : pass, to be burnt to ashes,

Find. P. 5, 111, Eur. Tro. 8.-(^, , {,.) like

smoke, smoky, Theophr. : in genl. dark,

dusky, Luc. Adv. -., ,, Dor. for., , Aeol., breath,\
in Gramm., . v. sub ., ov, , a CappaJocian,

Hdt. 5. 49 ; 7, 72 ; usu. later-.. , Xen. ; etc.

iKaaoa, , , Cappadocia, a

country of Asia Minor between Pon-
tus and Cilicia, Strab.,, to favour the Cappa-
docians, App.— II. to play the Cappado-

cian, i. e. play the coivard or knave,

Anth-, in pass. : and
iKaao, , , Cappadoeian,

Dio C. : and\. , , fern, to-, Strab. : from,, . later usu. form
for Kaa,f aCappadocian.— II.

the Cappadox, a tributary of the Halys,

on the borders of Cappadocia and
Galatia, Luc. [\, , , dim. from sq.,

Poet. ap. Plut. 2, 668 A.,, , the caper plant

:

also its fruit, the caper. Lat. capparis,

Antiph. Bomb. 3. (But the Sanscr.

caphari is our ginger, Pott Etym.
Forsch. 2, p. 4-23.), , , Ep. for .,
aor. 2 act. o(, Hom.', ov,{,) of

a horse, marked with a, cf

; some read,
Luc., for, to

catch, take fire, only in Theocr. 2, 24,

where indeed V^alck. would read-
^Jp instead of,
but without sufficient grounds., a, 6, v.., , , contr. for,
lewdness, Hesych., cf. Bach Philet.

32., , , fern, of, a

wild sow.—II. metaph. a lewd woman,
Phryn. (Com.). 3., , {) strictly of

sows, to tvant the boar, Lat. suhare :

hence in genl. to be lewd or lecherous,

Ar. Plut. 1(124 ; also,-,., , , or better,
, , the ovary of a sow or camel,

may be cut out to prevent

their breeding, Arist. H. A.{, , at, or, Cap-
reae, now Capri, an island on the coast

of Campania, Strab., a, ov,{) belonging

to or like a wild boar, Lat. aprimis, Nonn.
Kapi, , v..

tKa-pifi, , , Capria, a lake of

Pamphylia, Strab., , and,^-, Arist. . ., , , poet, for,
wild boar, II. 11, 414; 12, 42; also,. 11, 293; 17, 282.—
II. as auj., ,^,
like wild boar,, Hdt. 3, 59., , , dim. from -

45

: hence=sq. II, Crobyl. ap. Ath.
107 F.', ov, b, the boar, esp. the
wild boar, Horn., who also has.—II. a sen-fish that makes a

grunting noise, Philem. p. 384.

—

III.

Lat. membrum virile ? (Cf. Lat. caper.

Germ. Eber ; though the Lat. caper is

a goat, both perh. so called from the

notion of, which is common-
ly attributed to both.)^, , , the Capr>is, a tribu-

tary of the Maeander in Greater
Phrj'gia, Strab.— 2. a river of Assy-
ria, the lesser Zab, Id.—II. the har-

bour of Stagira in the peninsula
Chalcidice, and a small island in front

of it, Strab., ov,{,)
eating boar's flesh, epith. of Diana,
Hesych., ov,{,)
killing wild boars,, Anth.,=, Scler. ap. Ath.
402 B.,, 6, in Theophr., an
earthen tube : but prob. a mistake for?.., (lengthd. from root-,
which appears in, Lat. capio)

fut., to eat quick, swalloiv or gulp
down, of solids, Ar. Av. 245 ; and of

liquids, Xenarch. Porph. 3 : for its

expressing still greater greediness
than, cf Ar. Pac. 7. (Cf also

Germ, schnappen, happen, our snap.)

fKaa, ,=, Strab.',, o,=Kavvo,Po]yb., 7}, i], the city Capua in

Campania, Polyb. 2, 17, 1.\7], , o't, the inhab. of Ca-
pua, the Capuans. Polyb. 9, 5, 6 ; also, oi. Id. 7, 1, 1., , , and, ,, a kind of cakes,

Ath., f. -, {) to

breathe dry, warm air : in genl. to en-

joy one's self, live luaniriously, Strab.

Hence, ov, b, a debauchee,

Strab., , , dried by the air,

dry, dried, ., Antiph. Parasit.

2 ; ?. 7. ., Arist.

Probl.—2. act. drying, parching, --, a parching, burning sickness, of

love, Theocr. 2, 85.—II. metaph. of

sound, , to laugh loud,

Anth., etc. : so also poets are de-

scribed as having ., a loud,

clear-sounding song, Theocr. 7, 37

;

Mosch. 3, 94 : ., to play
clearly on the Sj'^rinx, Luc. ; .,
rude comic songs, opp. lo-

; cf'. (Not for, but from,,
from the drjing effects of wind,
like from *, , but cf
Herm. de Emend. Gr. Gr. p. 59.)

Hence(), a, to dry, parch : pass.

to become dry OT parched, Strab., , {,)
of a dry nature, dry. Phot., Aeol. for.^, , b, Capys, son of As-
saracus, father of Anchises, II. 20,

239., f. -, {) to breathe,, she gasped
away her soul, II. 22, 467, (where
however it is not meant of expiring,

but of the death ruckle in the throat,

like Lat. animam agebat, cf Q. Sm.
6, 523) ; a rare poet. word. perh. akin
to, vapour, cf, -. [ in all tenses.]

7., worse form for Kin' for ., only II. 16, 106,. , a capon, Lat. capo,, for before p, ,
II. \2, 33, pa, II. 20,421.

', seemingly an old word=, the hair of the head, akin to,
hence II. 9, 378,, 1 value him not at a hair's
worth. Deriv. uncertain, but prob.
from same root with, so that) answers to the Lat.
nee hili : some ancients made it Dor.
for, I esteem (i. e. hate) him as'
death, like -, II. 3, 454 ; others wrote

), hold him as a Carian,
i. e. lightly : but this refers to a later
proverb (cf sq.), and in both these
cases, it would have .—II. also for,, head, in phrases ,
head-\on%, like, II. 16, 392;
and ' upwards, Hipp. But
these are now usu. written,., b, gen., plur.,
a Carian, II. 2, 867 ; in later times de-
spised as mercenaries, Valck. Hdt. 5,

60, Hemst. Ar. Plut. Arg. p. 6, sq.

:

hence proverb., Kapi or, to make the risk
on a Carian, Lat. experimentum facerc
in corpore vili, Musgr. Eur. Cycl. 047;
cf Schol. Plat. Laches 187 ; so too,
Polyb. 10, 32, 11 ; hence in full,•, Aristid. 1, . 163;
but the same proverb meant also to
undertake a risk with the help of
others, Ruhnk. Praef Hesych. 2. p.

7, Cic. Flacc. 27. [ only in very late

writers, Jac. A. P. p. 441.] Fern.

[].
tKup, gen., b. Car, son of

Phoroneus, brother of Mysus and
Lytius, from whom Caria was said to
be named, Hdt. 1, 171.

KA'PA", TO. Ion., and in Hom.
[], indecl. : the head, of men

and animals, oft. in Hom., only hi
nom. or ace. sing. : the face. Soph.
0. C. 285, El. 1310 : also in genl. the

head, top of anything, e. g. a moun-
tam, Hes. Th.'42 ; of a tree. Soph.
Fr. 24 ; the edge or brim of a cup,
Soph. O. C. 473, Eubul. Kv.S. 1,6;
but rare in such signfs. : in Att. poets
it serves, like and Lat. caput,

as periphr. for a person, ',
for,-, etc. Later writers supplied the

defect, cases, as if were of decl.

1, VIZ.,, },, Theogn.
1018, Mosch. 4, 74, cf Valck. Fr.
Callim. p. 130 ; so too we have
as dat. of in Soph. O. C. 564,
Ant. 1272, but that is neut., not fem.

:

ace., Aesop. 94, Schneid. cf.

Mehlhorn Anacr. 50, 9 : lastly in H.
Hom. Cer. 12, we find the regul. contr.

Ep. nom. plur. (for in II.

10, 259, and, in Soph. Aiit. 291,
need not be taken as plur.) The Ep.
gen. and dat., [], li.

15, 75. Od. 6, 230, must be taken as
supplementary to , and from
these again came the fuller forms-,, plur., II.

;

for there is no need to assume a nom., being formed by
anal, from as from, from. etc. : add
to these the cases formed from*,, qq. v. and cf the lengthd. form. (Prob. akin to Sanscr.
fiVas, cirsha, cf : also prob. to, hair, as also to cerebrum. Germ.
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KAPB
Gehirn, as also to, eoniu, horn,

and to.)
Kupudiof, ov, TO. dim. from-

in alt signfs. [pu], , ,=: : esp.

a kind nf crab. Gal., ,{3,)
likf a, Arist. Part. An., ov, {,) with the face of a,
Luc.', ov, 0, a kmd of beetle,

the stas-beetle, Lat. scarah-aeus, also3.—II. a prick-

ly kind of crab, Lat. carabus, locusta,

Epich. p. 27, Ar. Fr. 302, etc.—III. a

kind of li'^ht ship, still called,
cf.,. (CI. our

crab, Oerin. krebs, Lat. scarabaeus

;

also Grem. krabbeln, to crawl : in

Sanscr. (nrabha is a locust, [],,^, like

a, Arist. . .,,{, o)str\ct-
ly, to watch with outstretched head, watch

eagerly or anxiously, , Hdt. 7, 163,

168, cf 8, 67 ; also . , to look

eagerly at one, Ar. Eq. 663. Hence, , ;/, eager expectation,

V. 1. N. T., ,=, dub.?., also,
ov, TO, a hood, Lat. caracalla, cucul-

lus.

fKpa, , Caralis, a city of Sar-

dinia, now Cagliari, Strab. with v. 1..̂, and, , Caram-
bis, a promontory of Paphlagonia,
Strab. ; Ap. Rh. 2, 301.

iKupava, , , Carana, a city of

Galatia, Strab.,, 6,{) touch-

ing the head, beheading, ., Aesch.
Euni. 177..>), ov, b, {KUpa)={oreg.,

K., Eur. Rhes. 817.{,, , fern. adj. from
Jiapava, of or belonging to Carana,, Strab., ov, TO, Dor. and Att. for., ov, , head, chieftain, chief,

Xen. Hell. 1, 4, 3. (Akin to«, as

to) [«] Hence\,. ov, 6, Ion.^, Ca-
ranns, a Heraclitl of Argos, founder
of the Macedonian kingdom, Plut.

—

2. a Lacedaemonian, Hdt. 7, 173.—3.

one of the commanders of Alexander,
Arr. An. 3, 28, 2., ,{) like-, to accomplish, achieve, Aesch.
Cho. 528, 705., Ct, to cut off the head,

behead, Eur. Rhes. 586 : hence,, , and-, , rj, a beheading., ov, {,) be-

headed,, Eur. Ale. 1118: ., . e. tl-^ir slaughter,

Id. Tro. 564.-2. cut offfrom the head,

K. &, one's shorn locks, Soph.
El. 52.—II. parox., ov, act.,

beheading, c. gen. K. ',, Lye.
[pa], and

.=. He sy ch.-, uvor, , .=:,, dub. in Aesch. Supp.
118.

,/?',=/3,3 , Hesych.

:

from^,,=, outland-

ish, foreign, AescK. Supp. 129, Ag.
1061., , , linen sails, can-

vass, Lat. carbasa, v..
706

', , , also.-
VUL, shoes of undressed leather, brogues,

Xen. An. 4, 5, 14, and Lat. crepidie

carbatinm of CatuU. : strictly fem.

from,, ivov, made of un-

dressed leather. [], •, , an engine for
throwing 7nissiles, Math. Vett.-3?, ov, , the Lat. Carvi-

lius, Piut.

iKpva, , Carhina, a small town
of Apulia; hence oi, the

inhah. of Carbina, Ath. 522 E.
jKpv,, , the Lat. Carbo,

Strab.

iKpa,, , v. sub., , , also

or, a kind of Persian loaf

or cake made of, Ath., f. -,{) to

be like cress, hence meta[)h., like-, to look sharp or sting-

ing, but ; Why chatter

sn much about cresses (i. e. about no-
thing) ? Ar. Thesm, 617., r/,= sq., Diosc., , . () a
cress-tike herb, also 7,
or, Plut.?, ov,{) cress-

scraping. [£i], ov, to, a kind of cress,

Lat. nasturtium, both the herb, and tlie

seed, which was bruised and eaten
like our mustard, esp. by the Per-
sians, Xen. Cyr. 1, 2, 8 : used also in

plur. : metaph., ., to look
cress, i. e. to look sharp and stinging,

Ar. Vesp. 455, cf., -., ov, , {-,) cress-seed, Galen.\, , , Cardamyle, a

city of Messenia, under Agamemnon,
assigned to Laconia by Aug\istus,

now Scardamoula, II. 9, 150; Hdt. 8,

73 ; Strab.—2. a town in Chios on
N. E. coast, (or a small island near),

Thuc. 8, 24. [],=., , , the spice car-

damom, Lat. cardamomujn, Theophr.

[],, , usu. in plur.,/or-

eign mercenaries among the Persians,

tArr. An.2, 8, 6; cf. Polyb. 5, 79, Uf;
cf.., , ^, poet,, Ion,] and in Horn. usu.,-

being found only in the lino II. 2,

452, though this is twice repeated.

—

I. the heart, as the seat of life, 11. 13,

282, 442 : hence—II. metaph. like

Lat. cor and our heart, as the seal of

feeling, passion, impulse, etc., esp.

of anger, 11. 9, 646; of courage, II. 1,

225 ; 2, 452. etc. ; of joy and sorrow,
II. 1, 395, Od. 4, 548. etc. : also the
seat of thought, like, the mind,

II. 21, 441 ; hence Horn, often joins, and so,

, Eur. Ale. 837 : -, like Lat. ex animo, to

speak /ref/y, Eur. I. A. 475. Cf the

equiv..—III. the cardiac extremity

of the stomach : in genl. the stomach,

Thuc. 2, 49 : hence—2. in genl. any
vessel or hollow, . ',
Arist. Probl.—IV. the heart in wood,

pith, Theophr. : also. (Cf.

Sanscr. hrid,{) Lat. cor, cord-

is, Germ, herz, our heart, etc. ; ,
is a shortd. form.) [sometimes

used as a dis.syll., Aesch. Sept. 288,
Supp. 71, cf. Herm. El. Doctr. Metr.
p. 54.]\, , . Ion., Cardia,

a city in the Thracian Chersonese^
Hdt. 0, 33; 9, 115., , ,() belong'

ing to the heart, hearty. — II. =-, Diosc. Adv. -, Sext.
Emp., , to have the heart-

burn or the stomach-ache, Hipp.: fron^, , {,)
having the heart-burn or the stomach-

ache, Gal. Hence, , , the heart-burn or

the stomach-ache. Hence, , , belonging to,

accompanied by, or causing a stomach-

ache, Hipp. Adv. -.', , . Ion.,
(Knp(5t'a) of or belonging to Cardia,

Cardian, Xen ; Dem. ; etc. : // Kap-
()7\,,=, Dem. 105, 10.,, , a Pythagorean

name for the number /ini,, ,=^, Nic,, as pass., to be

stricken in heart, to be very sad, Hesych.

;

from, ov,(,)
striking the heart.—2. medic, operating

upon the heart or stomach, e, g.•, Aretae., ov, , {,) Knower of hearts, . .
ov,{,)

gnawing or grieving the heart,,
Aesch. Ag. 1471.)'/,,(,) like

the heart.?, ov, 6, {,) one who pierces the heart., ov,{,-) heart-stricken, panic-struck,, , to suffer at heart,

esp. trom fear, Eccl, : from, , , {,) pain at heart, Galen., ,{, ') to

draw the heart out of the victim at a sa-

crifice, Luc. Hence, , , the act of-, Clem. Al.), ,-=?., , to eat the heart

:

from, ov,{,)
eating the heart.,, 6,(,') breast-plate, Polyb. [], , to strike to the heart,

LXX., ov, ,=^,
Hipp.,. 7;,= foreg : from, Att. ,^=-, to have the stomach-ache, Hipp, and
prob. 1. Ar. Fr. 329 : in Dor. Greek=., ov, , the cover of a

kneading-trough,.—.=-, a muzzle, Ar. Fr. 280.

iKupov, , , Cardopion,

masc. pr. n., Ar. Vesp. 1178., ov, (,) hollowing out kneading troughs

or other ivood-utensils, Crates .
3. Iv], ov, , a kneading-troxigh,

or in genl. any wooden trough, Ep.
Hom. 15, 6; equiv. to, At.

Ran. 1159., , , the Lat. carduus, a
thistle, Alh.^, a, ov, of the Carduchi,

Carduchian, Xen. : from, , , the Carduchi, a
race of mountaineers on the left bank
of the Tigris on the borders of Arme-
nia and Assyria, the modern Kurds,
Xen. An. 3, 5, 15.



API

IKepiiif, , , Cardys, father of
Clymenus, Paus.

Kupciev, Of, TO, poet, for,, dub. in Nic.^, trfof, , Careotis, name
of a fabulous fountain, Luc., TO, Ion. and Horn, for,
q. v., ike kfod, 11. [tt]*, a noin., assumed for the

Ep. forms,,, but needlessly, cf.., , , heaviness in the

head, head-ache, Hipp. : also-
and : from, , f.-, l<o be heavy in

tke head, kape a bad head-ache : hence
to hang the head, also, (7 .,
Arist. Part. An. : Att. -puu, Theophr.
Odor. 46, cf. : from, ,{,) heavy
in the head, Syiies. Hence,, , and-
pta, , ,=.3, ,=, .
Fr. 625,' where Lob. Phryn. 80 reads/.7), , , {^)
heavy in the head.—11. caKsing head-

ache,, Hipp,., ov, , malcing ihe liead

heavy,., , {,)
with hair on the head, long-haired, freq.

in Hom. as epith. of the Achaians,
who let all their hair grow, opp. to

the Abanles, who wore theirs only at

the back of the head, and so were
called . (There is

no verb in use to this

part- : so perh. it should be written

di%'isim , cf..), inf. aor, 2 pass, from.)̂,, , prob,=-, Strab.,,, in Hom. always in

plur., {]) the head, Horn,,

who also uses it periphrast.. , II. 11,500; and
so, , Od. 10, 521,, as we say, so many head of

cattle, II. 23, 260.— 11, metaph. a
monntain-top, peak, Hom., esp. in plur.,

: also of a town,
the highest part, i. e. its fortress, or cit-

adel,i\. 2, 117 ^ 9, 21, el-sewh.-7. []'\'., -, ,() the territo-

ry of Caresus, Strab. : from sq. 2,\, ov, , the Carlsus, a branch
of the Aesepus, in Mysia, II. 12, 20.

—

2. ii, a city on this river, in ruins be-

fore the time of Strabo, Strab. p. 602.,, gen. and dat. of, Horn., v.., , . Carthata, a city on
the west coast of the island Ceos,
Strab. : , an i)ihab. of
Carthaea, Polyb,

\Knpda7.uv,, h, Carthahn, a
Carthaginian commander, Polyb.

fKapia, , , Caria, a country in

the south-west of Asia Mnior be-

tween Lydia and Phrygia, Hdt. 1,

142; etc., ov, TO, dim. from -, Ana.Kandr. Lycurg. 1, ubi v.

Meineke., , , dim. from,
Arist. . A. [pi], , f-,[) to wrig-

gle, twist about like a shrimp, Anaxandr.
Pandar, 1. [i prob. in 1, c, but uncer-

tain.], barbarism in Ar. Thesm.
1210, for xapifv., barbarism in Ar. Thesm.
1195, for.

KAPK, f. -, () to act or
speak like a Carian, Strab.'•^, ,{,*)
of Carian tiork, Anacr, 91, ubi Bergk., jj, , Carian,, Hdt.
I, 171 ; etc.: said by Hesych. to be
used for /., common, worthless,

K.. Soph. Fr. 485.—II, -, a kind of salve, Hipp. — III.,,, akind oifuneralsong,

a wail or dirge. Plat. Legg. 800 ; and
so, K., Ar. Ran. 1302, v.

Francke Callin. p. 124, and cf, sq,^, , , a Carian woman, but
Usu. a troitian hired to sing Carian
dirges, like Lat. praefica, Meineke
Menand. p. 91, cf. foreg. HI.- II. Ca-
rine, a town of Mysia, near Atarneus,
Hdt. 7. 42, [<], a, ,=, Hdt, 1,

171. [a]
(for gen. v. sub fin.), . Dor.

also or, a kind of small
lobster, prob. a shri7np or prawn, Lat,

squilla, first in Anan, 1, and freq. in

Comici ap. Ath. [a always : in

Anan. 1. c, Ar, Vesp. 1522, Cratin.

Incert. 26, Eupol, Aeg, 3, Dem, 21

:

but later I, gen., Araros, Alexis,

Eubul., etc. ap. Ath. 105 sq. : cf.

Spitzn. Vers, Heroic, p. 49, Lob,
Phryn. 171.]. adv., (-) in Carian
fashion or language. Strab.',, , (dim, from)
strictly a little Cariiui soldier: then
usu. the name of slaves in comedy,
Carion, e. g. in Ar. Plut., and Plaut.

Alil. Glor.'\, ov, 6, Carcabus, son of
Triopas, II. 4,88.\, , , Carcathio-

certa, the capital city of Sophene in

Greater Armenia, Strab., to ring or quake^ of the
effect produced by the trampling of
men and horses, like Lat. tremere,,
II. 20, 157., , , pri.<:on, Lat,
career, Diod. ap. Phot. 38, 33,]:, , , v. 1, for,
Xen. An. 7, 8, 18.,, ^y, dim, from-, Opp,, , , a crab-catcher., , , a plant, poly-

gonum aviculare, Diosc., , . dim. from-, Dorion ap. Ath. 300 F.^, ov, , / (the race of)

Carcinus, son of Carcinns, with allu-

sion to, a crab. Ar. Vesp.

1505, cf. 1507.—il, .,
the Carcinttic gidf, a gulf of European
Sarmatia, Strab.^,, , {Tvayuc) the city

Carcine in the Tauric Chersonesus,
Hdt. 4, 55., , , (,) walking like a crab, Aristonym., 1, where however the metre
requires or -,
Meineke Menand, p. 183. [], .(,)
crab-shaped, like a crab. Xrist. Part. An., ov. , with heterog.

pi., Tu in Phanias Ep. 3, 5 :

a crab, Lat. cancer : hence proverb,,,. Pac. 1083.-11. the Crab
or Cancer, as a sign in the zodiac,

Arat.—III. an eating sore or nicer, a

cancer, Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon. : else-

where.—\Y. a pair rftongs,
Anth. P. 6, 92 ; used as an instrument
of torture, Diod. 20, 71 :—metaph. in

KAPN
Eur. Cycl. 609.—'. a kind of shoe,

Pherecr. Incert. 75: also a kind of
bandage. Gal. [Always!: cf. E. M.
p. 488, 4 : yet some Gramm. as e. g.
Arcad. de Ace. p. 65, 16, strangely
write.]^, ov, , Carcinus. son of
Xeiiotimus, leader of the Athenians,
Thuc. 2, 23.-2. a tragic poet in the
time of Aristophanes, Ar. Pac. 781

;

Nub. 1261.—3. another tragic poet,
prob, grandson of foreg., v. Meineke
1, p. 505 sqq..,(,)
with crab's-claws for hands, Luc., , . -,() to

make like a crab or lobster, hence to

crook, K. ?., Antiph,.. 1, 15, v. Meineke Com. Fr.

2, p. 180 : pass. esp. of roots, to be-

come tangled, Theophr.—II. to cause
the disease cancer : pass, io sufferfrom
it, Hipp., . =,
Arist. Part. An.—II. cancerous, Diosc., , ,()
= III., Hipp, []'^?, , the Carmalas, a river
of Cataonia, Strab.

fKapva, , , Carmania, a pro-
vince of Persia on the Indian sea,
Strab.^, a, ov, Carmanian ; ol

and, the Carma•
nians, Strab. ; Dion. P.^. ov, , fern.,o,= oeg., Strab. ; Dion. P.^, , , Carmenta, mo-
ther of Euander, Strab.^, ov, b. Ml. Carmel in Ju-
daea, Strab,\?., and -, ov, ,
Carmylessus, a city of Lycia, Strab,\,, . Camion, a city of
Hispania Baetica,nowCan7iOiia,Strab.
\Kapva, , , Carna, a city of

Arabia Felix, Strab.

Kapva3ov,ov,,=po,cumin.
tKapi'fiffiOJ', ov, TO, Carnasium, the

earlier Oechalia, Paus.^, ov, , Carneades, a phi-
losopher of Cyrene, founder of the
New Academy, Luc.—2, an elegiac
poet, Diog, L,, , Pind. P. 5, 106, also,, Theocr. 5, 83, the Carnca,
a festival held in honour of Apollo-

l5y the Dorians of Peloponnesus,
esp. by the Spartans. during nine days
of the Att. month Metageitnion, our
August, called by them
;, Eur. Ale. 449. Thuc. 5, 54; so
that it fell in with the Olymp. games,
Hdt. 7, 206 : the conquerors in the
national games then performed were
called, MuUer Dor. 1, 7,

> 2: prop. neut. from^, ov, , and,
CarnSan, an appell. of Apollo among
the Dorians from. Schol. ad
Theocr. 5, 83; Callim. H. Ap. 71.—
II, Carnius, a cjTiic jjhilosopher ot
Megara, Ath. 156 E.
iKdpviov, ov, TO, a temple of the Car-

nean Apollo, Polyb. 5, 19, 4.\. ov, 6, of Came, a city ot
Phoenicia, Lye. [i\\,, , the Camion, a
branch of the Alpheus, Call. H. Jov.
24.

iKupvci. , , the Carni, a people
of Cisalpine Gaul, Strab., ov, TO, and, 6, the

Gallic trumpet, Lat. cornu, Diod.^, ov, 6, Carnxis, son of Jupi-
ter and Europa, favourite of Apollo

;

or an Acarnanian soothsayer, slain by
Hippotes, who to atone for his death
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instituted the. Paus. 3, 13,

3: V. Miiller Dor. 1,3, ^8.

K'ipoii'Oi', 01', TO, a sweet wine boiled

down, Lat. caroenum or caTenum, also

KajiVLVov and.', , also,, , cu-

min, Lat. carturn, Ital. caTo, Freijch

carvi, Diosc. [a], , deep, heavy sleep, lethar-

gy, Galen., like : also diz-

ziness, Arist. Probl. []+, (jv, , Ciinira, a city on

the borders of Phrygia and Caria,

Stral)., , f.-,() to plunge

into deep, hinvy sleep, to slupify, make

dizzy, of wine. Aiiaxandr. 'Aypoi/c. 2.

Pass, lobe torpid, feel heavy in the head,

Arist. H. A.\7, a, ov. Cnrpalhian,., so called from sq.,

Strab.

KuoTra^of, 01», , Carputhvs, an

islaml lietwcen Crete and Rhodes
(now Scarpanto), for which Horn., II.

2. 670, writes» metri grat.

:

the iisu. form first in H. Hoin. Ap. 43.. , , a mimic dunce of

the Thessalians, in which a peasant

scuffles with a cattle-stealer, Xen.
An. 6, 1,7., ov, (from, of.

Lat. cnrpo) tearing, swift, Lat. rnpidus,

epith. of the feet, II. 16, 342, 809 ; but

Horn, much more freq. has the adv.-. ivilh tearing speed, rap-

idly, II. 1, 359, etc.^ []\. . , Carpasia, a city

in the island Cyprus, with a port,

now Carpas, Strab.—2. as adj. in pi.

ai vi/, the Cnrpasiae

insulne, a group of small islands near
Carpasia, Id.-. , ov, made of-. Strab. [], ov, , with heterog. pi., Jac. A. P. p. 557 : a fine

flax grown in Spain, Lat. carba.ms,

Dion. H. (but the name is derived

from the Sanscr. karpasa, i. e. cotton.)

— II. a plant with a poisonous juice,

Diosc. ; also, cf.-., , ,() mak-
ing iLseof,use : in genl. produce, Buckh
Inscr. 2, p. 3C3, 5., ov, ,=, Nic.),, , fruit, Sosib.

17, Heeren : from,() to m.ake use of,

f"}"!/' X<^pov, Hyperid. ap. Poll. 7,

149.,, ol. the Carpesii, an
Iberian tribe in Hispania Tarraco-
nensis, Polyb. 3, 14, 2 : also called/, Id. 10. 7, 5., ov, , and-, , . an aromatic wood, chiefly

brought from Asia, Galen.

fKapavia, , . the country of
the Carpetani or Carp'sii, Strab. : from\,, ol,^,
Polyb., , ,=, Polyb., 1. - (), () to

pluck gather fruit, Diosc. Mid. to

enjoy the fruits of, make use of, like, Theopomp. ap. Ath. 2t)l

A ; but also, /, to ex-

hau.1t the soil, Theophr.—11. to make
fruitful, fertilize, Eur. Bacch. 406,

Hel." 1328., f. -, (), to enfranchise

a slave by touching him with the,
Lat. vindicare in libertatem.. , ov, () bearing

fruit, fruitful, Aesch. Pr. 455, and
Eur. : esp. of trees, opp. to:
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hence metaph. of rich men, Ar. Eq.
326.,, , (,)
the vindicta orfestuca of the Romans,
the rod with which the praetor enfran-

chised a slave.

tKupTTif, , 6, the Carpis, a river

flowing through the northern dis-

tricts of the Umbri into the Ister,

Hdt. 4, 49 : V. Niebuhr, Rom. Hist. 1,

p. 144., ov, 6, (A)() a
gathering of fruit, reaping the fruit,

hence, a-, }7/, a reaping too much
fruit from, exhausting the Soil, The-
ophr., ov, a, (B) the enfran-

chisement of a slave by touching him
with the, Lat. emanciuatio,

Clem. Al., , ^,= foreg. : from, , ,() one tvho

emancipates a slave, Lat. vindex, for. Epict.?, ov, , the fruit

nf the balsam. DlOSC., ,(,)
haded with fruit., ov,(,-) iviih eatable fruit,, LXX.}, ov,(,-
6)=, Anth.}, , to bear fruit, The-
ophr. : and, , , a hearing of
fruit, fruiifulness, Theophr. : from, ov, (, *)
bearing fruit, Diosc., , ,( ,) chains for the arms, armlets,

Luc. Hence, ov, wearing armlets., . ?/, fem. as if

from, giver offruit, Orph.,, givefruit, Synes.

:

from, ov, 6, (,-) a brin'jer offruit., , to gather fruit, cf.

?.. : and?., , , a gathering of
fruit : from, ov,()
gathering fruit, Polyaen., , (,-) running wildly to fruit, hearing

luniriantly, like'/, cf. Ellendt
Lex. Soph., , (,)
making or bearivgfmit, epith. ofCeres,
Eur. Rhes. 964.', of, 0, (A), fruit, usu.
of trees, but also of the earth, though
the latter is called in full

by Horn, (who always uses
smg.), and . by Hdt. 1,

193, etc. ; but, . also of
wine, II. 3, 246: the plur. oi,
usu. of the fruits of the earth, com, but,. ., tree-fruit and
corn. Strab. In genl. any produce,

hence— I. the fruit nf the body, chil-

dren, Ruhnk. H. Hom. Cer. 23.-2.
of the mind, as Pind. O. 7, 15, calls

poetry K..— 3. in genl. the

fruits, result, profit nf a thing, Hdt.

;

K., etc., Pind. ; !, if the oracles shall bear
fruit, i. e. be fulfilled, Aesch. Theb.
618 :/ ., the first beard, Pind. O. 6,

97, but n\so maidenhood,. P. 9, 193:

K-, wool, Opp. (Perh. from
same root as,. and so
strictly that which is dry and so ripe.)', ov, 6 (B), the joint of
the arm and hand( and),
the wrist. Lat. carpus, Hom. (cf.-

sub fin.)

KAPP, ov,(,)
sowing fruit., , (, >)
bringing fruit to perfection, ripening it:

in gen\. fruitful, Aesch. Supp, C89., , , pecul. poet,
fem. from, Nonn., , to bear fruit, The-
ophr. : and, , , a hearing of
fruit, Theophr. : from, ov, (,)
bearing fruit, Anth., ov,(,)
rearing or ripening fruit, Orph., and
Lye: in Eur. Ion 475,
is a prob. emend., , to live on fruit,

Arist. FL A. ; from, ov,(,)
eating, living on fruit, Arist. Pol., ov,(,)
spoiling fruit, Anth., ,() to

bear fnut, Xen, Vect. 1, 3 : hence,,, fruit borne.

Long., , , a bearing of
fruit, friiitfulness, Philo : from, ov, (, )
hearing fruit, fruitful, first in Hdt. 1,

193; 2, 156, and Pind., , (, )
produce fruit , Theophr., , , (,') ^catcher offruit, Anth. [], , f. -, () to

make or bear fruit : metaph.,>. Aesch. Pers.
821, cf. Theb. 601, where-

is used in the same way : later to

bring or offerfruit, LXX. More freq.

in mid., to get fruits from^
reap the fruits of, enjoy a thing, c. acc.
rei, I'lpnvpar, Hdt. 2, 168,,
Aesch. Pr. 851 ; cf. Valck. Hipp. 431,
1423, Wolf Lept. p. 289; without
acc. exp. Xen. Mem. 1,1,8; metaph.,' -, Aesch. Theb. 593 ; but,-

, also to use it up, exhaust it,

Dem. 419, 19: also in bad sense,

/•, Hipp.,,
Aesch.,, Plat., etc., like ---?. Pass, to come to or ripen into

fruit., , , an Indian plant,
Clitoph. ap. Stob. p. 541, 35.(), v..^,, . Carpo, one of the
Hours, Pans. 9, 35, 2.,,(,)fruit- .

fill, useful.,, ,()fruit,

esp. ripe fruit, Aesch. Supp. 1001:
produce, profit.— \l. an offering, LXX.,
cf. 11., ov, yieldingfruits, pro-

fitable, Ath. : from,. ,() use or

profit, Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 16.— II. the of-

fering of fruits on the altar ; in gerd.

offering 01 sacrificing, LXX., cf.-
., ,( ) reaching

to the V!rist, ., a coat rtith

sleeves doivn to the ivrist, LXX., cf..
fKup^ai, , al, Carrhae, a city of
Mesopotamia not far from Edessa,
now Harran, Strab. Hence
\)[). a, ov, and^, ,, of Carrhae, Carrhaean, Ath. 252 D.[), Ep. for,

II. 5, 424, V..
Kuf)l)ov, ov, TO, a car or chariot,

LXX.^), ov, gen. , stronger.



KAPT
letter, Epich. p. 95, Alcm. 83 ; Dor.

compar. for Ion., Att.•, coming from,,
with superl..\~. ov. . Carrhdlus, a Cy-
renean, who gained the prize in a
chariot race in the Pythian games,
Pind. P. 5, 34.

ihlapaeic, suv, oi, Carses, a place in

Mysia, Polyb., , , Carseoli, now
Carsoli, a city of Latium, Strab.

*.., crosswise, Grnnm.,
only used in compds. and.., ,() shearing,

clipping, Theophr./.,, , Carsulae, a city

ofUmbria,now Casigliano, Strab. 227. ', adv. () very, very

much. Lat. valde . chiefly Ion., but not
rare in Trag. : strengthd. -, very much indeed, in Hdt. ; the very

truth, really and truly, Hdt. 1, 191 ; 6,

52 : freq. also in strong

affirm., sure enough, really and truly,

6. g. Soph. O. C. 65, Eur. Hipp. 90.

To belong and-.
tKapTO, Carta, a city of Hyrcania,

Strab.\), ov, , an Indian ani-

mal,, AeL N. A. 16, 20.,=,
Hesych.—, 6, , -rrovv, . gen.•7.=~, q. v., Pind.?, ov, , dim. from?..
fKapaa, ov, b. Cartalias, a city

of Hispania near Saguntum, Strab.

Kapra/./.oi•, ov, , and/>, ov, a, a basket with a
pointed bottom, LXX.,•,=^., , .•,() to

be. steadfaMOT patient. Soph. Phil. 1274,

etc. : K.. '/., Thuc. 2, 44.

—

2. C. ace. to bear, endure manfully, to

be patient under, e. g., Sopll. Aj.

650-—3. c. praep., . , to hold up
against a thing, e. g.~
7-, Plat. Rep. 556 ; so too,—, Isocr. 125 D: but, - , to

be patient or temperate m a thing. Plat.

Legg. 635 C; and, . ~, to

refrain there/rom, Ael.—4. c. part., to

persevere in. doing, e. g. .?., Plat. Lach. 192 ,,
Aeschin. 88, 19. Hence,, , an act of pa-
tience, endurance, Plat. Meno 88 C.,, ], a bearingpatient-

ly, steadfastness, patience. Plat., etc.,, ^,= foreg., Plat., and
Xen. Hence, f.-, Lacon.-, dep. mid., to be iteadfast or
patient., fj, ov, belonging to en-

durance or patience, capable thereof, en-

during, steadfast, patient, Plat., etc. ;

K., Xen. Mem. 1,2, 1 : opp. to, Arist. Eth. N., cf. Xen. id.,

1, 2, 2. Adv. -, Arist. Eth. N.-, ov, .{,) thundering mightily, Pind. Fr.

127, 2., ov.(, -) strong-hearted. Horn., as epith. of

Hercules, Achilles, etc. : alsoof/-,
Hes. Th. 225 : in genl. strong, mighty,

Hes. Th. 378. 476.7?.,, , , (-, ~7.//) striking fiercely, Diod., , , {)=-, strong or staunch, brave, bold,

Horn,, c. inf. II. 13, 483 ; also iv -

KAPT
7., II. 9, 53 : in Hom. usu. of per-

sons, but also K., deeds of might
or force, IL 5, 872; ., II. 19,

108 : -, II. 16, 517 : so too, ., Hdt. 1, 76 ; hence of any thing
great or vast, e. g. . ., Pind. .
1, 92.—2. esp. of places, strong, steep,

defensible, freq. in Thuc.—3. later

usu. c. gen., possessed of a thing, lord

or master of it, like .
Archil. 85, Theocr. 15, 94 ; but also

absol. in same sense, mas'er of one's

self or one's passions ; hence steadfast,

patient, , Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 25;
also obstinate. Plat. Phaed. 77 A.
Adv. -, strongly, etc., hence, ., to sleep sound, Hdt. 3,

69 : is also used as
adv. like, Hdt. 1,212, Aesch.
Pr. 212, etc. The usu. compar. and
superl. are and,
qq. v. : but the regul. forms-,-, occur now and then in

Att., Aesch. Theb. 517, Soph. Aj. 669,
Plat. Phaed. 1. c., Adv. part. pres.

from, strongly, patiently,

Plat. Rep. 399 B.,, ,,{,) strong-handed, epith. of Mars, .
Horn. 7, 3., . to strengthen, Hermes
ap. Stob. Eel. 1, p. 1086.,, , , and-^,,=., , , . for-, q. v., Hom., , , () chopped,
sliced,., Lat. seclile porrum,
Galen. ; hence to, absol., in

Geop., , , . and Ion. for, q. v., strensth, vigour, courage,

Horn., and Hdt. Hence, . for, to

strengthen, make strong. Phanocl. ap.

Stob. p. 399, 53 : Horn uses only aor.

mid. in phrase, /.-
} ac, they strengthened or reinforced their

ratiks, II. 11.215; 12,415; so loo ;^;(-, they strengthened or
armed their hands, Theocr. 22, 80.

Kupvu, , , the walnut tree, the
fruit of which is. Soph. Fr.
892.,, al, Caryae, a town of
Laconia, near the frontiers of .Arca-

dia, containing a temple of Diana,
Thuc. 5, 55; Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 28:
hence, ov, 6, an inhab. of
Caryae, Paus.^, , Caryanda, an island

on the coast of Caria, with a city of

same name, Strab. : 6,
an inhab. of Caryanda. Hdt. 4, 44.,, ro,dim. from., , , () the

women of Caryae ; esp. the priestesses

of Diana there, Meineke Euphor. p.

94.—II. in architect.. Caryatides are
female figures used as beanns-shafts,
Vitruv. 1. 1, cf Miiller Archaol. d.

Kunst, ^ 279, Museum Crit. 2, p. 400,
and v. sub/.,.. []
Hence, f.-, to dance the Car-
yatic dance at the festival of Diana in

Caryae., f.-,() to play
with nuts., ov, TO, dim. from
and, a small nut-tree or nut.() likeanut, hence
K-, a fracture like a broken
nut, Galen., , .() of ot be-

longing to a nut. nut-like, Theophr., , v..

I

, ,,=, The-
1 ophr.

I , ov. , dim. from
and.—II. drinking-cup, LXX.

I . ov, o,[) bearingfruit

j

like nut, /./. ., Euphorbia
I Myrsinites, Diosc. [;].^.

Kpva,a,7/,(apv(v)acooking
I

with the sauce : hence in genl.
rich cookery, a rich dish, like sq., Ath.,,, a rich, savoury
dish [f] : from, ov, , a cook who makes
thesauce,, Clem. Al., to cook with the sauce-

: in genl. to dress with rich savoury
sattce, k\ex. 1 : . to

make up into one sauce, Menand. p.
179 : hence metaph., to dress up a story,
season it well, Plut. : from, , , a sauce invented by
the Lydians, composed of blood and rick

spices, Ath. : hence any rich savoury
souce ordLih dressed therewith, Plut. [v]
Hence, , ov, of the colour of-. blood-red, dark-red, Xen. Cyr. 8,

3, 3. [f

]

, ,(,)=
foreg., Hipp., gi, to make a
or rich savoury sauce. At. Eq. 343 : from-, ,(,)
making a, Achae. ap. Ath. 173, Dor. for., ,(,)
stained u-ith walnut-juice., ov, ,(,-') nutcracker, Pamphil. ap.
Ath. 53 : hence the nut-hatch, a bird.

KA'PTON, ov, TO, any kind of niu,

distinguished into various kinds, as,

K. or, the walnut,
Diosc, also called simply, by
Epich., etc., v. Ath. 52 A : . EvjSot-, the chestnut, Theophr., cf.-

: . or /., the fil-
bert, Diosc.—II. the stone, in stone-
fruit : the kernel in a pine-cone, Diosc.
—III. in mechanics, a kind of pulley,

in which a rope moved round a sheaf
or nut. [/capi-], ov, 6,(,-) one who sails in a nut, Luc..., ov, TO,(, ?.-
.) strictly nut-leaf, an Indian plant,

the clove-tree, Lat. caryophyllum., ovv, (,)
nut-brown., Dor. , Simon.^,., Carystius.SLGreek.
grammarian of Pergamus, Ath. 640 F.\~, a, ov, of Carystus (1),
Carystian,, Eur. I. T. 1451 ; oi. the Carystians, Hdt. 8, 112;
Ar. Lys. 1058.—2. of Carystus (2),-, Strab. From^, ov, ?), Carystus, a city
on the southern coast of Euboea
at foot of Mt. Oche, now Carysto or
Castel Rosso, II. 2. 539 ; Hdt. 4. 33 ; 6,
99.—2. a town of Laconia, famed for
its wine. Alcm. ap. Strab. p. 446., , (,) like

a walnut, Theophr., ,,=., , , a kind of date
shaped like a walnut, Lat. caryotis,

Diosc. : also, , palmula caryo-

ta. Galen.?., a ov, () dry,
parched, thirsty, Od. 5, 369, 11. 21, 541 :

of sound,.~, the
shield rung dry, i. e. hollow, II. 13. 409.
—II. act. drying, parching, —vp, Nic•
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, , , (,) an instrument for reaping or col-

lecting the dry or ripe ears of corn, Lat.

merga, Hesych., , , dim. from «-
.—11. in plur.=/cap7rof, Nic. Al. 1 18., ,,^: hay, Xen.
An. 1, 5, 10. Hence, , ; () of dry

straw, Eur. Ion 172 : also., , , dim. from-, Galen.,, /,=.. , , (,) built of

drii straws,? ., a nest, Anth.'/, , {,) like

a., ,{,) to

gather chips or dry lu'ii;s, . ,
to pick such off the trees, Theophr. :

also to pick bits of straw, wool, etc. oif

a person's coat," Id. Char. 2. Hence, , ij, a gathering of

straws, dry twigs, etc.. Galen.,, ,() any small

dry body, esp. a dry stalk, Lat. palea,

festuca, slipula, and so Hdt. 3, 111,

calls the dry sticks of cinnamon-
(which word bears a curious

likeness to its Arabic name kerfat,

kirfah, cf. Steph. Byz. v./') :

also dri/ twigs, straws, bits of wool, such

as birds make their nests of, Ar. Av.

C12, cf. Aesch. Fr. 19 ; in plur. iisu.

like, husks, chaff, rubbish,

Lat. quisqutliae.—II., i], q. v.

—III. a small piece of wood on which
the watch-word was written, Polyb.

—\\.=7:, ripefruit, Nic. (Prob.

/capTTOf and «:up(/<orboth come from the

same root, for itself is strictly

ripe fruit or grain, cf.) Hence, , and,=., , , Carphyllides, a

poet of the Anthology., , ,=, dub.', fut.), a poet. verb,

used by Horn, only in the phrase,

?', to make the fair

skin ivithered and wrinkled, Od. 13,

398, 430 ; so too, ',
Hes. Op. 573 : hence m genl. to make

to wither, and in pass, to wither. Archil.

27; so too in Euphor., Ap. Rh., and

Nic. : metaph. in Hes. Op. 7,7-
vopa, Jupiter blasts the proud

of heart. (Prob. from same root as,. and Lat. carpere, rapcre,

radic. signf. being to draw up, like

Lat. contrahere ; and so to wither, dry,

which appears distinctly in,
and more remotely in. Hence
too Passow would also explain-, turist as connecting the seizing or

grasping part with the arm, Lat. car-

pits, cf. carpo : akin to is-, and also. The iorm

is not in use.), ,=., a, , (), sharp, -/ 7., rough

in the throat with' thirst, 11. 21, 541,

Virgil's siti asprr, with v. 1.-
01.— II. rough, fierce, Lat. asper, . -. . Rh ,, Tryphiod., but

vith V. 1.., , , . foreg. sub fin., , 6, kind of shark,

so called from its sharp teeth, Soph-

ron ap. Ath. 306 D, Plat, ((^om.)

Phaon. 1, 13.,, , , (-,) with sharp or jagi^ed

teeth,, II. 10, 3C0 ; 13, 198 ;,
Hes. Th. 180 : in Arist. Part. An. opp.

to.,, , ^,= foreg.,

Theocr. 24, 85.
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,, strictly sharp-pointed

jagged: esp. ivith sharp oi jagged

teeth, . Lye. : in gcnl. raugh,

sharp, pointed, like, and Lat.

asper : heuce inelapli. of criticism,

Luc. (Prob. akin to.), f. -, to side with

the Carthaginians, Plut. Marcell. 20,

ubi Schaf> : and-, ?/, , aiKl -,-, ij, , of ox belonging to Carthage,

Carthaginian, Strab. : Diod. S.: and\, a, ov,= foreg.,

, the Carthaginian ter-

ritory, Strab. ; oi%, the

Carthaginians, Hdt. 3, 19 ; etc. : from, , //, Carthagei in

Africa, opposite Rome, and long the

rival of that city, Hdt. 3, 19 ; etc.— 2.

K. ^ , Carthago Kova. New Car-

thage, now Carthagena, founded by

the Carthag. on southern coast of

Hispania Tarraconensis, Strab.t-II.

a sort of precious stone, a carbuncle., , , a Jrinking-cup,

narrower in the middle than the top

and bottom, Sapph. 70, as Virg. uses

the plur. carchesia : cf MuUer Archaol.

d. Kunst § 299 A.—II. the mast-head

of a ship, through which the halyards

worked, usu. in plur. as Eur. Hec.
1261, cf. sq.—III. the upright beam ofa

crane, Schneid. Vitrnv. 10, 5., , , usu. in plur. ol, the halyards of a ship.—2.

surgical bandages, Galen.,, oi, the Carchi. inhabiting

Mt. Zagrus in Media, Polyb., ,{,) drowsy,

heavy, Hipp.,, ,{) heaviness

inthe head, drowsiness, Hipp, [] Hence, , al, the carotids, the

two great arteries of the neck, Arist.

H. A., , ,() stupify-

ing, soporific, Galen.—II.,=^., , , carrot, Ath., contr. for or ,
. g. Ar. Ach. 184 : no contr. form

occurs., {) behave

like a prostitute : hence— II. trans., ., to abuse them in

strumpet fashion, Ar. Eq. 355.,, i,= sq., Ar. Eccl.

1106. Fr. 402.

/^;/, , , a conrtesan, whore,

strumpet : kindred forms are,. Hence, ,~.-, , , Casambus, son of

Aristocrates of Aegina, Hdt. 6, 73., , ,=^.
Medic., , 6, also written or, a horse^s caparison or housing, a

carpet or skin to sit upon, Xen. Cyr. 8,

3, C, prob. akin to., whence,,., , , and,, ,—. Hence^, ..,,.,. . . sub.\.,, Casthanaea, a city

of Magnesia in Thessaly, v. 1.-, Hdt. 7, 183, 188., , . Ion.. cassia, a

spice of the nature of cinnamon, but

of inferior quality, brought from Ara-

bia ace. to Hdt. 2, 86 ; 3. 110. It is

sometimes written, as with us,-. cf ; but the Lat. ca.sia,

and, q. v., u.'sed by poets,

require , and therefore a single a.^, also ., and .,,, Casiana, a city of Syria, Strab.

, , , a sister, Hom.;
fern, from., , , brotherly

sisterly : from,, ,{,))
brother.—II. in genl. blood-relation,

esp. nephew or niece, II. 15, 545 ; 16,

456.— 111. as adj.,. , ,
brotherly, sisterly, So]ih. Ant. 809, and
so II. 9, 507 may be taken : nictaph.,?.., llippon.

19. cf,.\, , , CasilVuwt, a
city of Campania, Strab.

iKualvov, ov, TO, Casvium, a city of

Latium, Strab.

iKlvo, ov, , Cas'mus, a river of

Latium, Strab.'\, ov, TO, Casium, a town at

the base of Mt. Casius in Aegypt,
Strab.

jKuaiov , , Mt. Casius, a

mountain in Lower Aegypt on the

borders of Syria, now El Kas, Hdt.

2, 6; 3, 5.—2. a mountain of Syria

near Antiochia, Strab., ovv, gen. ov,{,) breathing or smelling of eassia,

Antijih. Aphrodis^ 1, 14.^, ov, , Casius, masc. pr. n.,

Ath. 593 F.—2. adj., appell. of Jupi-

ter from Mt. Casius (1), Strab.', , or ij, a brother or

sister, esp. in Trag. : vocat. .
Soph. O. C. 1410.—II. like, in genl. a blood-relation, esp. a nt-

pheiv or niece : metaph.,

.,? .. Aesch. Theb. 494,

Ag. 495.

—

III. in Sparta, a boy of the

same class in gymnastic exercises,

or. []\, , . fern. adj. from', of Ca.iius, . .^=^-
(), Dion. .^,, , Hdt..;, , Thuc. 6, 5, Casmhiae, a city

of Sicily, Hdt. 7, 155.

•f- , ov, ?/, Casvs. one of the Cy-
clades insulae, II. 2, 676; adj.,
a, ov, of Casus, Casian, Strab.\, ov, , a city of India

on the right bank of the hidus, Hdt.

3, 102; 4, 44; now ace. to Ritter

Kaschmyr.^, ov, , CnspTrtis a city

of the Parthians on the borders of

India : whence Reiz reads

in Hdt. in place of, 7, C7.^, ,, Caspian, Luc.^,, , fern. adj.=foreg.,

Dion. P.;,,. the Caspii, dwellers

on the coast of the Caspian, Hdt. 7,

67; cf. sub.•, u, ov, Cospicm ;, Hdt. 4, 40 ; ^
Strab. ; and . Id.,

the Caspian Sea, esp. the western purt,

in opp. to the Hyrcanlan Sea, which
was applied to the eastern part : at^, the Caspian gates or

pass, a mountain pass between Media
and Hyrcania. Polyb. 5, 44, 5 ; Strab.

;

TO . Monies Casp'i, the

Caspian mountains, a branch of Mt.
Caucasus between Parlhia and Me-
dia, Strab. [i whet) final syllable is

long in Ep., Ap. Rh. 3, 859.]^, , , pecul. fern, to

foreg., Dion. P., .=2. Lye. 131.^.,, Cassandane. wife
of Cyrus, mother of Cambyses, Hdt.
2, ] • 3, 2.•\. , , Cn.tnrl•dra,

daughter of Priam and Hecuba, re-

ceived from Apollo the gift of prophe-
cy, U. 13, 366 ;0d. 11, 421, etc.



^, or ., , ,
Cassandrea, a city of Macedonia in

the peninsula Pallene, the earlier Po-
tidaea, so called from its being rebuilt

by Cassander, Strab. ; hence -, an inhah. of Cassandrea, Ath.^, , , Cassandcr, an
ally of the Trojans, Q. Sm. 8.81.—2.

son of Antipater, king of Macedon,
Polyb. ; Arr.—Others in Polyb., etc., , y, v. sub.
tKaoffif~,, , Cassiepea, daugh-

ter of Arabus, wife of Cepheus,
Apollod. ; Luc., f. -',() to look,

tasfe or smell like cassia, Diosc.', ov, , Cassinddrus,

masc. pr. n., Anth.—A late writer.\.~, , , Cassiope,=^Kaff-, Anth.^, ov, , the Roman Cassius,

Plut., , , the Cassite-

rides or tin- islands, (v. soVj-
), Hdt. 3, 115, of. Strab. p. 120,

129, etc., rj, ov, Att. .,
made of or tin, Plut., ov, b ,[,)=^, a tinman., , Att., tin.

Freq.in II. (though never in Od.).usu.

as an ornament of armour, e. g. 11. 11,

25, etc. ; or of chariots, as II. 23, 503 ;

it was usu. melted and cast upon the

liarder bronze, hence, -. a plating of tin, 11. 23, 561 ;

but was also worked with the ham-
mer, as in II. 20, 271, where we have
a shield of five layers (rr-ti^YCf), which
the smith had forged or beaten (/}).
Sometimes also greaves{)
were of tin, as II. 21, 592, and in II.

18, 613, of}. c(. :

but as our tin seems too weak for de-

fensive armour, some have supposed
Homer's not to be com-
mon tin, Lat. plainbum album, but
rather a compound of tin and other

metals, like our pewter, and Lat. stan-

num : however it is better with Arist.,

to take the greaves not as actually

of tin, but tinned, plated xiith tin : cf.. (The Sanscr. name is kas-

tira, from kash, (lucere) ; and as much
tin is found in the islands on the
coast of India, it is supposed that the
Phoenicians first got the name with
the metal from thence, and after-

wards gave the name of
to Cornwall and the Scilly Islands,

when they began to bring tin from
them, Lassen in Ritter's Erdkunde
5, p. 439 : the Arab, name is kasdir,

prob. from the same source.) \\, ov, , {-, *) a tinman., , f. -, {-) to cover with, to tin,

Diosc.,, , Att, ., any
thing stitched of leather, esp. the sole

stitched under a shoe or sandal : and in

genl. leather sole or shoe, Hipp., and
Ar., cf. Schol.Ach. 300.—II. metaph.
a cunning trick, Lat. sutela dolorum,

machinatio, cf. sq. II : from, Att., to stitch, sew
together like a shoemaker. Plat. Euthyd.
294 ; and so in mid., Pherecr. Incert.

75.—II. metaph. like', tostitch

up a plot, intrigue, like Lat. dolos suere,

Ar. Eq. 314, with esp. reference to

Cleoii the tanner. (Prob. from
and root -, Lat. suere, our seir.)-, 7/f, . Cnssope, a city in

the territory of the Molossi, 6-, a Cassopaean-, Strab., who

places the town in Thesprotia and
calls it- .'., ov. , and,,,^^, Lye.\?., , , Castabala, a

city of Cappadocia, Strab.

iKaa'a, , , Castalia, a foun-

tain on Mt. Parnassus, Hdt. 8, 39

;

Soph. ; etc. Hence
fKaa/,, , fern. adj. Casta-

lian, )/), of the Muses, Theocr.

7, 148.\7, , , Castulo, a

city of Hispania Baetica, capital of

the Oretani, Polyb. 10, 38, 7 ; Strab.

;

V. 1. and.,,, chestnuts, Mnesith.
ap. Ath. 54 : also called -, Theophr., and
in Nic. ., from,
?/, a city of Pontus, called also Ka-: the sing, , etc.

is rare.\., y, v. 1. for,
q. V. Hdt. 7, 183.,, 6,{) a
chestnut grove.

fKavpa, , -, Caslianira,

mother by Priam of Gorgythion, 11. 8,

305.^, Att. contr. for ,
Ar. Nub. 97.\, ov, Castnian: an appell.

of Veuus from Mt. Castnius in Pam-
phylia, Lye., Att. contr. for ,
Ar. . 326., ov,{) of, be-

longing to Castor : ., a warlike
air for the flute, mostly used in Sparta,

accompanying the, Bijckh
Expl. Pind. P. 2, 57, sq., Id. Metr.
Pmd. p. 276., ov,{)=-, . a famous Laconian
breed of hounds, said to be first reared

by Ca.stor: also /'•, Xen.
Cyn. 3, 1, and in Nic.—II. a kind of

sea-beast, sea-calves or seals, LXX., f. -, to be like castor,

Diosc. : from, ov, , castor, Lat. cas-

toreuin, or (in phir.) castnrea, a liquid

found near the hinder parts of the
beaver, in two bags, but not (as was
believed) in the scrotum, Hipp., etc.

:

strictly neut. from, a, ov,()=-, Od.—2. cf. I.

—

.{) of or belonging to the beaver,

Hipp.^,, ij, fern. adj. Casto-

rean, Paus.\,, , Castorion, a
poet of Soli, Ath. 454 F.', Ep. for,
part. fem. pres. from,
Od. 17, 32.\?., ov, ?/, Castohis, a town
of Lydia, Steph. Byz., in Xen.-
tu7mv. Hell. 1, 4, 3, a gather-
insr place for the troops of the satrap
of Lydia, Id. An. 1, 1, 2.,, . Castor, son of Ju-
piter, or Tynnareus, and Leda, brother
of Pollux, Hom.—2. a leader of the
Gauls, son-in-law ofDeiotarus, Strab.;
the father of Deiotarus ali^o bore this

name, Id.—3. a writer of Rhodes,
Plut.,, , the beaver, Hdt. 4,

109.^, ov, , Casijstes, a port of
the Ionian Erythrae, Strab., ov, b, also, a
Syrian plant., Ep. for, -

KATA, lengthd. 3 pers. sing. aor. 2 oi, 11. 11, 702., to whore. Lye. : and, ov, , a brothel, stews,
Ar. Eq. 1285, \vith 1.:
from,, ,{)=•. Lye. 1385.,,,=?.,\-. 81.', prep: . gen., vel. ace.

:

(never c. dat., though some attribute
this usage to poets, as in Od. 10, 238

;

2, 425 ; 15, 290, -
>->, ,
which is merely tmesis for, .)
Radio, signf. down or doivnwards : a
poet form is mentioned only
by ApoU. Dysc, though it is found in
some poet, compds. with, as. [--]

A. c. GENiT.— I. denoting motion
from above, down from, Hom., esp. in
phrases jiy '/.-, , ,", also /.-

: so too ', down
from the top, i. e. from top to bot-

tmn, utterly, II. 13, 772; others, as
Schweigh. Hdt. 6, 18, take it to
mea\\, from the citadel downwards, i. e.

entirely, but v. Od. 5, 313, cf.-
and.— II. denoting motion

to below,— 1. simply down upon, down
into, in Hom. esp. of the dying, /car*

', a cloud set-
tled upon the eyes : so too ' -/. '/., ' -, also -, to fix the eyes
upon the ground: of a dart,-/, it went down into the
ground': so of a departed soul, xpvxy, II. 23, 100, cf.

Soph. Ant. 24': hence, /,
one dead and buried, Xen Cyr. 4, 6,

5 : , water (to pour)
upon the hands, Ar. Vesp. 1216;
hence, . (sub. ),
Apollod. 2, 7, 6, cf. .—2.
later in gen., towards a point, like
and, c. gen., ,, etc., to shoot at (be-
cause the arrow falls dowti upon its

mark) : also, , to
strike at one, etc. : or-, to vow or swear j^oa
a thing (because one holds out the
hand over it), Thuc. 5, 47 ; but also
to make a vow towards something,
i. e. make a vow of offering it, In-
terpp. Ar. Eq. 660.-3. metaph. upon,
in respect of, concerning, Lat. de,-. Plat. Phaed. 70 D ;, praise bestowed
upon one, Aeschin. 22, 31 : but usu.
in bad sense, , to
speak about one, esp. to his prejudice,
and so-. , Xen.
Apol. 13 : , Lat.
oratio in aliquem, but , Lat.
adversus aliquem, Woll Lept. p. clii:

hence the corresponding compds. •,, etc.. are used
c. gen. pers.— III. periphr. for an adv.,

esp. in' b/.ov and , for

and, in general, altogether.

B. C. .4.CCUS.—1. of motion down-
wards, >, down ivith the
Stream, opp. to fioov, Hdt. 2, 96,
cf. and .—2. of motion or
extension 07i, over, throughout a space,
to a point, on, in, among, at, about,

over, etc., very freq. indeed in Horn.,
e. g. Kara,.,,/, /., , /, esp.,/,, usu. in: signf.,
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throughout, all along, ,
all through the city, etc. : so in de-

scribing the exact spot of a wound,'',, /,, etc., in, on the breast : also

/.?^:', /, etc.,

7/, struck

upon a mortal part, U. 11, 439. Also
very freq. in Horn., , in

heart or soul, also

(cf. however signi. IV.);

in prose vovv. Even in these

local signfs. the signf. dowmvards is

more or less traceable.—3. in genl. of

place indefinitely, of space in which
no point is esp. marked out, oi

TLva, those who are with or about him,

where is usu. supplied

:

Kara >7/v , by land

and sea : ovpavov, ce-

lestial pherwmena.—II. distnbutively,

of a whole divided into parts,

?., , by tribes and
clans, II. 2, 362 : , by

themselves, separately, II. 2, 366

;

and so in prose, ', ', Thuc. 1, 138, cf. Wessel.
uiod. 13, 72; ', man by
man, singly, Hdt. 6, 79.-2. so of

parts of time,', year by

3'ear, '/, Herm.
Vig. . 402.—3. of numbers,, by threes, ', one at a

time, Hilt. 7, 104,', Wess.
Hdt. 8, 113 ; and so with neut. adj.,,, little by little,

gradually, etc.—III. of direction to-

wards an object, purpose, esp. freq.

in Horn, , on busi-

ness, for, or after a matter, Od. 3,

72 ; 9, 253 ; ,
to rove in search o/ booty, Od. 3, 106

;

?, to come after, to

seek a response, Od. 11, 479, etc.

;

like~ and. c. ace, Wess. Hdt.

2, 152 ; 8, 30, etc.—IV. of fitness,

suitableness, conformity to a thmg
(as if attaining and reaching the ob-

ject aimed at, and so arising from
signf III.), according, agreeable, ansiver-

ingto, , very freq. in Horn.;

so, ' , after our
liking, II. 9, 108, , as is

meet and right, freq. in Horn. ; also

in phrases «a-' and -,. to ,'.
Also, , what belongs to,

beseems one ; , accord-

ing to the standard of a man, v. signf.

IX.: , naturally ; -, by chance ; , to

tne best of one's power ;, skilfully ; -, to speak to the purpose ;
'

evvoiav, of good will, •, , according to

the terms agreed upon, ,
Lat. non sine numine, Valck. Hdt. 3,

153 : freq. iti relation to, concerning,, all that belongs to war,
military n)atters, ,
public aflTairs, political relations :', as far as concerns you,
Hdt. 7, 158 ; , according to

this way, in this view, ,
in the same vay,', so far as :

hence—V. of likeness, correspond-
ence of fashion or manner, •, like the coat of a leek,

Od. 19, 233 ; . an-

swering to the description of him, Hdt.
1, 121 ; ov , none of your sort,

Chionid. Her. 1 ; , very
like an oven, Ar. Av, 1001.—VI. of
loosely stated numbers, nearly, about,. 600 years more
or less, Hdt. 2, 145, etc. : hence also,', next to nothing, Hdt. 2,
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101.—VII. of periods of time, through-

out, during, for, less definite than,
c. gen., , during or

in the course of the war, Hdt. 7, 137 ;. about tlie time of Ama-
sis, Id. 2, 134 ; also,, 1, C7 : '
or, our, their contempora-
ries, Xen. ; oi ,
etc., cf. Schaf. Dion. Comp. Verb. p.

264.— VIII. with an abstract subst.

used in periphr. for adverbs, as ', , etc., for-,, Hdt. 1, 9, 124 ; 7, 178.

—IX. the compar. is followed by
..., when the qualities of things,

not themselves, are compared, Lat.

quam pro, e. g. '-, greater than is suited to man,
above human nature or powers, esp.

freq. in Plat., Wess. Hdt. 8, 38 ; -, too great to weep
for, Thuc. 7, 75

;, deeper than was common
among the Thracians, Hdt. 4, 95

;

if
' , too

great for me or you to find out
;

..., and ij , c. inf., are used in

the same way, cf. . I. 3.

C. POSITION : may follow
both its cases, but is then written
with anastr..

D. absol. AS ADV. in all the above
signfs., esp. like, downwards,
from above, down, freq. in Horn. : of-

ten we cannot render it by an adv.,

and must then attach it to the verb :

when used as an adv. after its verb,

it is written with anastr., e. g.

II. 17, 91, Od. 9, 6.

E. IN COMPOS.—I. dowmi'ards,

down, as in,,.— II. doivn upon, and so in

genl. over against, in answer to, Lat.

oh, as in, occino,-, : hence—111. agairist,

in hostile sense, like A. 11.2, as in•,, more rarely

with a subst., as-— IV. oft.

only to strengthen the notion of the
simple word, as in,-,, etc. ; also with
substs. and adjs., as ^^.—V.
sometimes to give a trans, force to an
intr. verb, like our be-, as,
to Afwail.

F., as a prep, was sometimes
shortened, esp. in old Ep. poetry, into, , , , ,, ,
before, , , , , or . , re-

spectively ; see these forms in their

own places. In these cases some
join the prep, with the following

word, as,.•,,,,,, etc., cf. Buttm. Ausf
Gr. ^ 117, Anm. 4, n. In compd.
verbs, sometimes changes into,,, , before , , ,
respectively, as,,, : before and

the second syll. disappears in -,. However these

are all rare cases, mostly in Hom., Ion. for ' , Hdt., cf.

Koen Greg. p. 400, Struve Quaest.
Herodot. 1, p. 34.^, contr. from , and
then, and afterwards, usu. to strength-

en the interrog. sense of f./3, for, imperat.

aor. 2 from, Ar. Ran. 35., adv.(),going
down ; below, down-stairs, or with the

feet down, opp. to, Ar. Ach.
411,ubi V. Schol. [],, ov, , a descending, de-

scent: hence the Catabathmus,{n.o-viAka^

bet-assalnm)n^n\c ofthe steep .t/opewhich
separates Aegypt and Libya, Aescl).

Pr. 81 1 , in Att. form: from, fut.- : pf. -•
: aor., hence-, Ep. subj. for, 11. 10,

97 ;, Att. imperat. for-
/, Ar. Ran. 35 ; aor. mid.-
}}, of which Hom. uses, as well as the Ep. and Ion. -, imperat., 11.{,) To step down, go or
C07ne down, Lat. descendere, opp. to, Hom. Construction : in

full, K. or , to go down
from..., and , to a place : but
also in the former case c. gen. only,
as, K.,, II. 5, 109 ; 24,
329 ; and in the latter, c. ace. only,
as, , Od. 2, 337 :

also c. ace. in quite a diflf. sense, as,

(as we say), to

come down, descend the ladder, Od. 1,

330 ; again, , she
came down (from) the upper-chamber,
Od. 18, 206; 23, 85; and, Od. 14, 350.—II.

with pecul. reference to the relative

position of two places,— 1. to go down
from the inland parts to the sea, Hdt. 1,

94, etc.—2. to go doum into the arena,

tofight, wrestle, race, etc., .',
Hdt. 5, 22 ; and absol., like Lat. in

certamen descendere, Soph. Tr. 504,
Xen. An. 4, 8, 27 : cf..—3. of
an orator, to come downfrom the tribune,

rarely with added.
Wolf Lept. p. 500.—111. melaph.,— 1.

, to come to a thing
) the course of speaking, Hdt. 1, 116 ;

but more usu. c. part.,', Hdt. 1, 90, cf.

1, 118 ; 9, 94.—2. . , to come to

the same point, agree in a thing, as, ., to agree in age, Arist.

Pol.

—

3.lolet one's selfdoum, be lessened,

fall.—B. transit, to make logo doicn, to

lower, Pind. P. 8, 111.—C very rarely
alsoin pass, , the
horse is di.'<mountedfrom,ji.en. Eq. 1 1 ,7., {,) to

fill with Bacchic frenzy : USU.-, as pass, like sq. : but
also as a dep. : only in late writers.

3/;^:/, as pass., {,) to be full of Bacchic frenzy,
K. /., to wear oaken
wreaths and rave with Bacchic rage,
Eur. Bacch. 109.?., fut.- : aor. -, 3 sing, in Hom. ?..{,?) To throw down, cast

down, overthrow, lay low, Hom., Hdt.,

etc. ; metaph., . , Hdt.
9, 79 : to let fall, drop doivn, II. 5, 343 ;

8, 249 : hence of a fawning dog, ova-, Od. 17, 302 ; also, Eur. Cycl. 107
;

cf. ; but, ', to have the
first young hair falling from his tem-
ples, Theocr. 15, 85 : also simply to

lay or put down, Lat. dejionere, 11. 9,

206, Ar. Ach. 165.—2. to strike down,
esp. with darts, and so to kill, slay,

Hdt. 4, 64, etc.—3. to bring, carry down,
esp. to the sea-coast, ., Hdt. 7,

25, where others take it to lay in stores

or depots.—1. to put down, pay down,
yield ox pay, Hdt. 2, 149 ; hence also

to off, pay, discharge, Lat. persol-

vere, Plat. Legg. 932 D, Dem. 727, 4,

cf. 2.—5. to put down into a
place and leave there, /,
Hdt. 4, 146: hence also, . /,
to put in seed, cf. : so
too Schweigh., Hdt. 1, 122, explains

K., by spargere rumorem, but it



is rather to found, give rise to a report,

like -37., cf. Eur. H. F.
1261.—6. to cast off, reject, Lat. proji-

cere :/., abandoned fel-

lows, Lat. homines projectae audactae,

Isocr. 234 ; and so, -, common education,
Arist. Pol. ; adv. ,3?.,
contemptibly, Isocr. Antid. ' 326.

—

.
mid. to lay down as afoundation, ground,

found, begin, Eur. Hal. 164, Plat.

Legg. 803 A..—~, fut. - Att. -,
(/caru,) to dip or plunge in,

drown, Aiciphr. Pass, to be drowned.

Hence, ov, 6, one who dips

or drowns., f. -,(,)
to dip down or into, , Luc. : also

to dye, hence, dyed,

coloured, Medic., , f. -, to weigh

down, overload, Luc. : from, , (,) very

heavy, dub. and prob. always to be
altered into. Lob. Phryn.
540.,, ,()
a weighing down., :=, The-
ophr., , v. sub., f. -, strengthd.

for, Hipp., ov.,^,
a way that leads downwards, the en-

trance to an underground cave, Suid., , ,,—-, dub., , ,()
going down, descending,. to-.—2. way down, a descent, Hdt.

1, 186 ; 7, 223 : the entrance to a cave.

Id. 2, 122., f. -, strengthd.

for, Plut.,, , cf.., verb. adj. from-, one must descend, Plat. Rep.
520 C., to tread or walk upon., , b,() a

chariot-fighter who dismounts and fights

on fool, Plat. Criti. 119 B.—.=«-. [], , , inclined to go
down. Adv. -., ,, descending, steep., f -, (,)
to bark at,, Aiith.?,,(,?.)
to sing or lull to sleep, Ael. Hence/^,, , a singing

or lulling to sleep, Ath.,, f. -, =^-/..—II. (,) to

gulp down, Sopat. ap. Ath. 781 B.^. dep., strengthd.

for/., to detest utterly., {,)
dep., to affirm, Plut. Hence,, ?/, affirmation,

Plut., v. 1. for-., q. v., in Ar. Plut. 325.?., v.?,
sub fin., Ep. for, 1

pi. subj. aor. 2 of, Jl. 10, 97.,,{.) strick-

en by many arrows, Dion. H.'/, Ep., inf
aor. 2 of, Horn., 2 sing, imperat. aor.

mid. from. II.,{\1.{,.,(,) to force,

Philo : more freq. as dep.,-, pass., to treat with violence,

Plut. : and intr. to become violent,

Hipp. p. 303, 46., f. -, (,-) to make to go dnwn, put Or bring

down, Hdt. ], 86; 8, 119 : melaph. to

bring down, lower, . -, Dion. . Hence, ov, , bringing or

letting down, towering., ,, verb. adj.

of, to be brought down.
Plat. Rep.' 539 E., fut.- : aor., {,) to eat

up, devour, H. Horn. Ap. 127, Hdt. 3,

16. (the aor. in Dion. P.

604, must be altered to,
q.v.), , f. -, =,
Ar. Thesm. 1215, dub.}, , f.- : aor. •. Plat. Prot. 355 A, also-, Polyb., and Plut. : (,) to bring life to an end, pass life.

Hence,, -, a passing life,

living, Diod. [i]/, (,?) to

neglect, treat carelessly,, Hipp. Pass.

to be careless or slothful./., f. -/., (,/.) to hurt, damage, H. Horn.
Merc. 93.?-, f. ^, (,
/.) to look down at, look into, exam-
ine, Plut.}, , , {7<.-) any thing thrown, let, put down ;

esp. a curtain, the drop-scene of a thea-

tre.—2. a basement.—II. that which is

put upon or over, a covering. Galen.

?.7/,, , (?^)
=^~', bolt./, verb. adj. from -
/./., one must put down or into,. Plat. Theaet. 149 E././, ?}., (/.?.)
belonging to. fitfor throwing doivn, over-

throwing, Xen. Eq. 8, 11 ; c. gen.,

Dion. H., f. -, dep.

mid. : strengthened for '/.,
Theocr. 5, 42.'7., fut. -?., aor.'/., poet, for, to

go down or through, pass through,,
Od. 16, 466., , fut.-. Ion.-, {,) to cry down,
cry out or inveigh against,, Hdt.
6, 85, hue. 1, 67 : also to outcry, si-

lence,, Ar. Ach. 711, Eq. 286, cf.—II. to implore by crying,, Plut. Hence/, , , a cry or outcry

against anv One, c. gen. pers., Thuc.
1, 73; 8, 85., , , a crying out

against, Plut./,, , a founder.—II.

one ivho pays : from', , , {?.) a

throwing down : hence— 1. a laying

down : a foundation, ground, beginning,

hence, ?.!/. from the found-
ations, anew, afresh, Lat. dcnvo, Polyb.
—2. paying down, esp. by instal-

ments,?. ., Dem.
1353, 22: hence—3. a periodical attack

of illness, a fit, Lat. accessio. Plat.

Gorg. 519 A' Dem. 118, 20: and so

in genl. any disease, e. g. a cataract in

the eye, Plut. Timoi. 37. On the
form 3?., which Hipp, is said

to use in this signf , and Eur. Temen.
22 in signf. 2, v. Lob. Phryn. 699.

?.. ov, 6, (?.?.) a
place for putting any thing in : hence—I. u stew-pond, oyster-bank, Xenocr.
—II. a naval station, roadstead, G[amm., , to hum or murmur
loudly.^, , (,-) to soil with mud. Hence,, , a soiling

with mud, or wallowing in it, Plut., ov,{,)=
sq., Theophr., ov, protected towards
the north, hence facing the south, opp.
to7[), Plat. Criti. 118 B, ubi
V. Stallb., fut.-,(,) to feed flocks upon a place, c.

ace. loci, Theocr. 15, 126. Mid. to

feed upon, of the fiock, Lat. depasci:

in genl. to devour, consume, of a pes-
tilence. Call. Dian. 125., ov, (, -) with long flowing locks,-, Eur. Phoen. 146. Hence\., , to furnish with

longflowing locks.1.?., , to lead astray,

beguile, Themist., (,) to

give jztdgmenl against one as,
and so to deprive one of the prize, prob.
with collat. notion of cheating, hence
in pass, to have an unfair decision given
against one, , Dem. 544, fiu., adv. for ,
little by tittle, gradually. Also-. Lob. Phryn. 540., dep., only used
in res. and imp f., strengthd. for-. [£>], f.-, {,-) to wet through, drench, soak, .\.

Nub. 267 : metaph.,/.-, like'1), Pind. .
10, 119; ^ ., to steep

boasting in silence, i. e*. to be silent

instead of boasting, Pind. I. 5, 65 ; so,

ffiyp for to be siletit, id. Fr.

269., f.-,(,)
to fall asleep., f.-, (, -) to weigh or press down : metaph.
to outweigh, surpass, '/., The-
ocr. 17, 95. Perf, to be

heavily laden, weighed down by a thing-

Tivi, Hes. Op. 236, also intr. in pres
Theocr. 7, 146. [t], , f. -,() thunder at,, Longin, 3 sing. opt. aor. 1 act

of an obsol. pres. (akin to), to gulp or swallow down,, Od. 4, 222, where however
the Schol. connects it with-

: so also, Od. 12,240.
The corrupt forms in

Dion. P.. and- in Ap. Rh.
2, 271, which some have wroni;ly re-

ferred to, must be
corrected, cf Buttm. Catal. voc. -

: part. aor. oc-
curs in Ap. Rh., and there is a part,

aor. pass, in Lye., , .() a
soaking, softening, Galen., f. -,{.-) to gulp or swallow down, Hipp.,

and Ar. Av. 503, v. foreg. Hence, ov, b, a gulping
down, Clem. Al.(), v.., f. -, {,)
to bile in pi'ces, eat up, Hippon. 26.. dep. c. fut. mid., et aor. pass., (,-) to roar at, roar loudly.
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, f. -<,=6., dub. 1.

in Anth. for. [], (.,) to be over-

grown,, Eubul. Ki',<i. 1, ubi

Mcineke post Pors. ,
coll. Soph. O. C. 474.,,,(-
CKu) that uliich is eaten, food, LXX.^ in A p. Rh.wh. Buttin.

corrects-, Catal. p. 41, v. sub,., v. sub.,, }}, (^-
Cinj) an eating up, devouring, LXX., fut. of-., f -,{,)
to plunge xinder water, make to sink,

Hijip. : hence, ov, 6, a making to

sink., . (,)
to cover quite with hides, Thuc. 7, 65:

to sew up in a skin. Plut. Cleom. 38., ,^=, Hdt.

2, 150, etc.—II. on the ground, ., birds that run on the ground

instead of flying, ostriches, Biihr Hdt.

4, 175., , strengthd. for -, Clem. Al., , f. -, strengthd.

for, Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10,

94, 116, cf. Schiif. Plut. 5, p. 28.•}?, f. -, strengthd.

for^., , , =-, . ., , , an announce-

ment, proclamation, Plut.—II. an ac-

cusation : from7., f. -, {., -
yiTiku) to annoxuice, proclaim, declare,

K-, to declare war, Lys. 174,

28 : /£. ', Lat. litem intendere,

Luc. : to tell, disclose, betray, ,
Xen. An. 2, 5, 38, cf.?..?, , , , (.-
?) m.essenger, proclaimer, Plut.

Hence, , , announcing,

c. gen. rei, Heliod.?, ov, {2.)
announced, betrayed, .,
Thuc. 7, 48., f. -, {,)
to put into a vessel, Diosc., ov, (, , ) in

or under the earth, underground, ol-. Plat., and Xen. : also-, q. v., cf. Lob. Phryn. 297., ,{,?) comic
name of a supposed town, with a play

on the Sicil. Gela. -, At. Ach. 606., scoffingly., ov, to be ridiculed,

ridiculous, absurd, Ar. Nub. 849, Plat.,

etc. : K. , ridiculous in another's

eyes, Hdt. 8, 100. Adv. -. Plat.

Legg. 781 C : superl. -, Id.

Soph. 252 : from, , f.- and-,(,) to laugh down, jeer or

mock at, c. gen., Hdt. 5, OM, Ar. Ach.
1081, and Plat. : but in Hdt. also c.

dat., e. g. 3, 37, 38, cf. Schweigh. ad

7, 9 : also absol. to laugh scornfully,

mock, Eur. I. A. 372.?,, ,(,)
mockery, Aesch. Ag. 1264 ; .,
sheer nuickery, Ar. Ach. 1126; -, the absurdity

ofthemalter, Stallb. Plat. Crito45E., f. -,{,)
load heavily, Dio C., strengthd. for ,

only used in pres. and impf., to be
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very full of, overloaded with, ,
Polyb., (,) dep.,

to taste carefully, examine,, Chi-

rurgg. Vett., , (,)
to bring into tillage, Strab.7'/, , ,(,()
who puts under-ground, a grave-digger,

ap. Hesych.\], 2 aor. inf. pass, of -., ov, =,
dub.,= 5^., to grow old,

Od. 19, 360., , fut.-,{,) to grow old, Hdt. 2, 146 ; 6,

72 : to grow old or pass one's old age

among,, Od. 9, 510., , gen. ,{, -) grown old : very old., f. -,{, -) to take out the kernel : in Ar.

Ach. 275, metaph. for stuprare.. older and Att. form
for which the later [l],{,) to stay, abide, [v Tivi, ap. Dem. 521, fin. : also to busy

one's self in or about a thing, ,
Polyb., , Galen., ,
Epict.— II. to go or come, come down to,, Plut., older and Att. form
for which the later,{,) to remark, find out,

discover, esp. to remark something
against one or to one's prejudice, e. g., Ar. Eq.

46 : hence—2. to give judgment against

a person : in genl. to be of opinion,

judge, hut always with the notion of

unl'avoiirable judgment, «•. ,
Hdt. 6, 97 : hence—3. to judge some-
thing of a person, lay something to his

charge, usu. c. gen. pers. et ace. rei,

as, K. , to lay a charge

of cowardice against him, accuse him
of it, Hipp. 293, 30 ; so, . -,,, etc., Plat.,

and Oratt. ; but also reversely c. ace.

pers. et gen. rei, . , to ac-

cuse him of murder, Lys. 94, 32 ; more
rarely, . Lob. Aj. p. 341, and, Lob. Phryn. 475: also c.

gen. pers. et inf.. - ,
to charge one with doing. Lys. 158, 26,

K. , Thuc. 3,

45 ; and so in pass.,, being thought to be doing,

Hdt. 6, 2 : so too, . or. Plat. Meno 70 C, Crat 410 C :

lastly c. gen. pers. only, to accuse any
one, Id. Demod. 382 E.—4. to give as

judgment or sentence against a person,

also c. gen. pers. et ace. rei, usu., ., to pass sentence of

death on one, Lat. aliciuem mortis dam-
nare, Thuc. 6, 00 ; so . ,
Lys. 143, 19 : j)ass.,, Antipho 137, 34: also

c. ace. rei only, ., to adjudge

or decide a suit, Aesch. Eum. 573.

Cf,., f. -. Ion. for-, Hdt. 1. 86., Ion. for, to

bring, lead, carry down, Od. 10, 104:

to bring back, Hdt. 6, 75., -, later

forms for. [i]?.. f. -, strengthd.

form of, Anth., f. -, strength-

ened formof }',^;««, Hipp. : from, ov. {, -
Xpor) very glutinous, Alex. Trail., f. -, (,

) to make very sweet, esp. to

make sweet sounds, Chionid. Ptoch. 1,

in aor. mid.
'/.?!, , , {,)

an incision, hollow, Hipp., , strengthd
for., f. - Att. -,{,) to bill, kiss wantonly
by joining mouths and tongues ; hence,, a wanton,

lascivious song, Ar. Tliesm. 131, where
others take it to be a song, composed

of rare and farfetched words{'
v.), cf.—II. to use the

tongue or speak against another,-
., Ar. Ach. 380.—III. ., to

talk one down, talk him dumb, Ar. Eq.
352, where irreg. perf. pass, -

is used, as also in

Thesm. 1. c. Hence,,, a billing

kiss, Ar. Nub. 51, v. foreg.—II. the use

of rare,farfetched words, v.7 V.', , o,= foreg., ov, (,)
talkative.— II. ., poems
written in'rare far-fetched language,

like Euphorion's,v. Meineke Euphor.
p. 47.,, (A),{)
wool drawn or spun out, worsted, else-

where ', Lat. tractum laneum.

Plat. Polit. 282 : in genl. a piece of
wool. Soph. Tr. 695.,, (),(-) Ion., breakage, fracture,

Hipp., V. Foes. Oecon. Hence'\, , , of, belonging

to a fracture. Gal., f. -,{,-) to scratch in pieces.,^, Yalc^.
et Schweigh. Hdt. 3, 108, cf.-, fin., later Att.

fut., also, by way
of distinction from the fut. of-

: aor., part, ;

and in Hes. Op. 664, 091 here old Ep.
form is 2 sing. opt. for •

(for orig. had the di-

gamma),cf sub : perf.. Ion. in pass, signf.:

aor. pass, [] {,-
). To break in pieces, shatter, II. 13,

257, Od. 9, 283, both times in aor. : to

break, weaken, enervate, Xen. Oec. 6,

5 ; esp. in pf part,, like

Lat. fractus, Dion. H.—II. in pass,

and pf act., to be broken, Hdt. 7, 224
;

esp., or, to have the head broken, Ar.

Plut. 545, Lys. 99, 43, etc.; so too,. Plat. Gorg. 515

, of pugilists, cf Winckelm. 5, 5,

^ 30, sq. : but also c. gen., - -', Ar. Ach. 1160, Vesp. 1428,

Eupol. Incert. 30, Plat. Gorg. 469 D,

where Elmsl. Ach. 1. c. would supply, but cf. Jelf Gr. Gr. ^ 522, 3., , to weaken, cf. •, and v.., , ,(-) thinking ill of a person or thing,

low opinion, . , opinion

oj one's weakness, Thuc. 3, 16 : blame,

censure, Polyb.— II. judgment given

against a person, condemnation, Thuc.
3, 82.

iKaavov, verb. adj. from-, one must decide against,

condemn, Luc.,',{)
condemned : damnable., f. -. {,-) to murmur at or against one, Lat.

obmurmurare,, LXX.



, (,) to
|

enchant, bewitch, in genl. to cheat or i

bliiid by trickery, ~tva, Xen. Cyr. 8, 1,

40, An. 5, 7, 9., ov, ()) deep
laden, heavy laden, Polyb.), , to nail fast. \, f. •, (,, -) to but/ with borrowed money,-, Dem. 908, . Hence,. 6, a buying, esp.

with borrowed motiey, Diod., , ,^-
: in genl. declaration, Plut. ; and, ,, declaratory,

Diog. L. 7, 70 : from, {,) to

denounce, give information of a thing,

, . Pac. 107, Vesp. 932.-11.^, to accuse,, Ael.-, verb. adj. from-, one must describe, Strab.-, ov, {)
drawn or painted on, variegated, Geop., , ,()
a drawing, drawing out, delineation,

Diod. ; esp. a drawing ofmaps, Ptolem.
—2. a marking out, Lat. designatio,

Dion. H.—11. like,-, a writing

in full, a list, register, Plut. : esp.—2.

a levy or roll of soldiers, Polyb., ov, =,
Luc., f. -,{,)
to draw, paint, delineate, Pausan. : to

describe. Dion. P.—2. to paint over,

Luc.—II. to write down, Eur. A!c. 969 :

to enter, register, enroll, esp. as a sol-

dier, Polyb.—2. to assign by a legal

writing or conveyance, Lat. mancipare,

Plut. : hence in genl. to assign, as-

cribe, , Aei.—III. to mark or

scratch,., Ael. V. . 10, 3,

et sic vulgo Hdt. 3, 108, ubi Schweigh.
ex uno cod.., (,) to catch,

overtake, Sapph. 40., , to curl the nose.

Hence —-, severe, scornful, Plut. 2, 753 C,

like YiordiCe's nasus adunciis : Schneid.

however reads~, cf..,, strengthd. for,, fut. -, {,) to exercise very much, accus-

tom by exercise, Luc.—II. to squander

in gymnastic exercises and the games,

ap. Hesych., ,{,) to

strip quite naked, Aristaen., ov, and,
ov. o,= sq., ov,{,) much
given to women, Arist. Mirab. 88, ubi

dim., {.-^.{.) to

strangle : met. to extort moneyfrom, Plut., f. - aor.,{,) to lead, lake or carry down,

Lat. deducere, Horn., esp. into the neth-

er-world, as Od. 24, 100: in genl. to

lead, carry to a place, II. 6, 53. Od. 20,

163, where the prep, loses its force,

though in all such cases a relation of

lusher and lower is implied : hence
esp.— 1. to bring doion to the sea-coast,

. 5, 26 ; 21, 32.—2. to bring downfrom
the high seas to land, vavv, to bring a

ship into port, Lat. subducere navem in

poriurn, Hdt. 8, 4 ; esp. for purposes

of exacting toll or plundering, Dem.
63, 19 : in this signf. Horn, uses only

pass,, to come to land, land,

opp. to, of seamen as well

as ships. Od. 3. 10, 178 : also -, Od. 10, 140, Hdt. 4, 43;

hence later, ,
to turn in and lodge in a person's house,
Lat deversari apud atiquem, Eupol.
Incert. 62, Dem. 1242, 14; also,. Id. 1190, 25.—3. to draw
down or out, spin, Lat. deducere filum,

Plat. Soph. 226 : hence,
a woollen thread.—i. -3, like

Lat. deducere triumphum, Polyb.—5.

to derive or trace from certain ancestry,

Plut.—II. to bring back, Lat. reducere,

esp. from banishment, to recal, Hdt.
I, 60 : hence in genl. to restore. Id. 5,

92, 1. [ay] Hence, , , a leading, taking

or carrying down : intrans. coming

down, in genl. arrival.—2. a putting a

ship into harbour, landing, Thuc. 6, 42 :

also a landing place : hence in genl.

a resting place, inn, port, Lat. statio,

like, Hdt. 1, 181 ; 5, 52.

—II. a tracing down from ancestry, -
., a genealogy, Plut.—III. bring-

ing back, esp. from banishment, re-

storation, Polyb. : also intrans. return.

—2. drawing back or straining, esp.

of a bow, catapult, etc., Math. Vett., ov, ro,=sq., Antiph.
Aphrodis. 2, 5., ov, , a place to lodge

in. resting-place, inn, Thuc. 3, 68, Plat.

Phaedr. 259 A.—II. ,
the festival of the return, opp. to uva-.,, , a rope for put-

ting down or drawing : esp. the string

of a bow, catapult, etc., Math. Vett.

:

from, ,{) bringing

down, metaph. lowering, degrading.

Iambi.—II. iit for ships to come into,

affording refuge, of a harbour., fut.- Att.-,(,) dep.mid.

:

to struggle against, prevail against, con-

quer,, Polyb. Hence, , , a struggling

against, conquest., ov. o,=foreg., f-,(,) dep. mid. : to devour, con-

sume,, Phryn. (Trag.) ap. Paus.

10,31,2., fut. -, {,
) to divide, esp. into smallpieces,

tear and devour, ,
II. 22, 354

—

. to assign. Tab. Heracl., fut. -. {,) to bite in pieces, Batr. 45., , a wrong
way of writing ,
followed by Heyne in II., (,) to be-

wail, , Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 31 : also

absol. to weep bitterly, Eur. Hel. 673.
—-11. to make weep, move to tears, App.
[On the quantity v. .']/., . -,'.-/, like/., to feel with the

finger: and so sensu ohsc.^a-. Hence/, , , of or be-

longing to 7., prone
thereto., f. -,{.-) to tame, subdue utterly, Thuc. 7,

81, in aor. mid..,=., . Horn.
Merc. 137., ov, {)
in debt, Diod. [], , f. -, {,~) to spend, squander, lavish,, Hdt. 5, 34 ; . , to

spend upon a thing, Xen. Cyr. 6, 2,

30 : in genl. to waste aivay, consume,

as hunger, Sotad. ap. Stob. p. 52S, 21.—, ?/f, , expense, waste.

-, f. -,{.-) to tear in pieces, devour, II. 22, 339,
Od 3, 259 : metaph.,, Od. 16, 92, like .-, lengthd. for fureg., fut.- :

aor., poet, by metath.-, Hom., which, aor. in later

writers takes a pass, form-, hence 3 pi. in Ap.
Rh. 2, 1227,, Ar. Plut.

300, where however Pors.-
: pf, Plat.{,.) To sleep soundly,

fall asleep, Od. 5, 471, etc : of sexual
intercourse, Od. 8, 296 :-

for, Od. 15, 494,, subj. aor. pass. Od. 5,

471, Hom. eisewh. prefers, aor. act., , {, -)
wanting, failing in something, lacking

of,, Hdt. 2. 121, 2; hence of
persons, poor, needy. Plat. Legg. 719
E, Dem. 141, 1 : but usu. in compar.,, weaker inferior, Isocr.

16 B, etc. Adv. -, Isocr., comp.-, . , to be very

ill off m a thing, Dem. 1182, tin., impers., there is wanting,
V.., f. -, (,) to fear very much, , Ar. Pac.
759, and Thuc.—II. to put into great

fear, scare, only in Phalaris.

and -, f. -.
Ion. aor.. {,)
to show clearly, make known, p^lish, re,

Hdt. 1, 163, also c. inf to show how
to do, Hdt. 1, 171, cf Ar. Ran. 1032,
where both constructions are joined

:

to establish, prove, c. part. Hdt. 7, 215./. , f.- [],{,) to show signs of fear or cow-

ardice, Xen. An. 7, 6, 22, . f. -, (,) to dine off, eat , c. ace,
Plut., ov,,=., ov, (,)
abounding in trees, woody, Nyinphod.
ap. Ath. 265 D., f. -, {,) dep. pass. c. fut. mid., to want
or need very much, hence to entreat

earnestly, Lat. deprecari, c. gen. pers..

Plat. Apol. 33 E, cf.,-., {.) dep.

pass., to look or gaze down, H. Horn.
Cer. 70 : trans, to look down upon,

watch from above, Od. 11, IG: poet, lor., , ^, ()
binding fast. Plut.

—

. a binding by
magic hiots. Plat. Legg. 933 A, cf. -., {, >)
bind fast, bind up, as a wound, LXX., <j,=foreg., ov, 6, {,)
a tie. band, Theopomp. (Com.).
2.

—

. magic tie or knot, a bewitch-

ing thereby, Plat. Rep. 304 C, ubi v.

Stallb., cf.,., ov, {) tied,

bound.,{, v)towet much,
Hes. Op. 554 ; to drench, soak with a
thing, , II. 9, 490.—II.

to let get wet, Hes. Op. 544.,{,) dep.

mid. : to receive, take, esp. of food,, Hipp., &. Plat. Tim. 84
B.—2. to receive back, esp. from ban-
ishment, Oratt., as Lys. 104, 22, An-
doc. 23, 42,—3, to take upon one's self,

undertake. Luc.—4. to altoiv, stiffir,, (A).f-,{. (^)
to bind on or to, bind fast, l»nd. Hum,,
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hr /, Od. 15, 443 :

esp. put in bonds, imprison, Hdt. 3,

143 ; and . (sub.-) Id. , 72 : hence—2. uietaph. to

convict and condemn of a crime, c. inf.,

K. Tiva tivat, V^alclv. Hdt. 2.

174 ; and so in 4, 68 opp. to.
— II. to lie down, shut up, close, stop,

check, , Od. 5, 383
;

10, 20 ; so too, -, Od. 7, 272, ci. 14, 61.— III. to be-

witch by magic knots, Dinarch. ap.

Harpocr., of. Wyttenb. Plut. 2, 378

F., (), f. -, (,) to want, lack, need : usu. for-, C. gen., to be wanting or

lackinK in a thing, esp. of numbers,

as -, Hdt.

2, 7, of. 134 ; 9, 30 : in 8, 82,

is usu. taken impers., vijuv -, there was a lack of two
ships, but 70 may easily be

supplied with Schweigh. Cf.-.̂, adv. v. sub., , contr. -dj?o(j, , to

ravage, waste, Dion. H.', {,)
dep. mid. : to injure, violate, Bockh
Inscr. I. p. 26, in Dor. form-., ov,{, 7.) very

plain, quite evident or manifest, . yiy-, to become so, Hdt. 1, 5; •-, to make so, 3, 88.

Adv. -., , fut. -, to

conquer in the arts of a dcningogue,

Plut. : also simply as strengthd. for. Id., , f. -,(,) to consume publicly, II. 18,

301., , fiit. -,
strengthd. form of, App., , contr. for., dep. strengthd. for, U. 16, 96, ubi nunc divi-

sim ., , f. -, {,) to distribute, Dion. . Mid.
to distribute among themselves, Polyb., ,{, II)

to decide as against one, give

arbitration agaiiuit, opp. to -, ., Dem. 542, 6 ; 1013, 21 :

mid., to be the cause of an arbitration

being given against one, Lys. 172, 38,

cf. Reiske Dem. 1013, 23, and-.7^,, Att. -, fut.

•,{,,) to reconcile

again, Ar. Vesp. 1284., , strengthd. for., strengthened for, Eu[)ol. Avitol. 10.,{,) to dif-

fuse completely, Arist. Spirit., f.-,{.•) to give away, give, Dion. H.—II.

seemingly intrans., sub., of

rivers, to flow into, Hdt. 4, 85, cf. -., strengthd. for-., f. -, (,-) to give judgment against a person,

pass sentence upon him, and absol.. to

condemn

:

—Construction : c. gen. pers.

et ace. rei, . , Hik. !,

45 ; 80 too . ,.
Lex ap. Dem. 733, 5 ; later also in

pass., ox-, to be condemned to death. Lob.
Pliryn- 475. Cf.,•

71

. In mid., to have sentence

given against another, procure his con-

demnation,, Lys. 167, 41 ; so,-, Thuc. 5,

49, Dem. 571, 21, cf..
Pass.,, one who has
judgment given against him, Isae. 82,

18. Hence, verb, adj., one must
condemn, Clem. Al., ov, a, he who gives

judgment against one. Iambi., , ,(,) judg-
ment given against one, condemnation,
sentence, Epich. p. 98 : esp. a fine,

Thuc. 5, 49, 50, and Dem. [] Hence, ov, having judgment
given against one, found guilty, con-

demned, c. gen., e. g.,,
to banishment, death, Diod., ,{,)
to cover over with skins, Plut., , f. -, to make
thirsty., f. -, (,)
to follow hard upon, pursue close, Thuc.
I, 49, etc., , f. -, {, -) to think agaitist one, i. e. suspect

him, but also in genl. to think, suppose,

like, . or, to suspect one of doing or being

so and so, Hdt. 3, 27 ; 6, 10 : and so
in 1, 22, 111 ; 3, 69, etc., an inf. is

easily supplied from the context : the
ace. pers. becomes a dat. in 9, 99, ubi
V. Schweigh. : the pass, is also u.sed

c. inf., , Antipho
116.32., , f. -, {,') to chatter at one, weary
one 6^ chattering,, Plut., fut. -,=:-, Xen. An. 7, 7, 30.?., and-,
dep., to reduce to slavery., , ,=-.?., , {,) to

enslave, reduce to slavery, Hdt. 6, 109,

etc. : also as dep. c. fut. et aor. mid.,
et perf. pass., Hdt. 7, 51. Xen., etc.

—

II. to enslave in 7nind, break in spirit,/, Hipp.,
and Isocr. 270 C. Hence?.,, , enslavement,

Thuc. 3, 10.. , f. -, {,) to fall with a loud heavy sound,

Anth.,,, the Cataracts of
the Nile, also the parts of Aethiopia
in which they are, Hdt. 2, 17, called
by Cicero Catadupa as neut. pi. (Usu.
derived from foreg. ; but it is curious
that was also the name
of an Indian town, Arr. Ind. 4, and
Katadv'ipa in Sanscr. means a flood

of rain.

)

, , ,{) a
receiving, allowing, admitting. Plat.

Legg. 867 E.—II. a place for receiving,

receptacle. Gal., s\ibj. aor. 2 of-, Od. 5, 47J., inf. aor. 2 of-., fut. -,(,) as mid., to lay fast
hold of, c. gen., Dii>sc., f.-, {,-) to pluck or strip off,, Hdt.
8, 115., , ,() a
running at or over, an inroad, Thuc. 1,

142, etc.—2. metai)h., an attack with
ivords, an invective, Polyb., and Dion.
H., cf. Emesti Lex. Rhetor., and-

KATA.—II. a hidden way or lurhiixg

place, Ael. Hence, ov, overrun, wasted as
by an inroad, ., Eur.
Tro. 1300.—II. as subst., «., a course,

lists for exercising in, Sueton.,,,(--) tearing or rending, Eur. Supp.
52., ov, (,)
very ivoody. Strab. [i)']', f. -, {,~) to tear in peices, rend ; hence
in mid., ' ,
they tore their cheeks, Hes. Sc. 243,
Jac. A. P. p. 62., f. -, to hedge or

fence in, Lyc., , , the exercise

ofpower against one, oppression,LXX.

:

from, {, -) to exercise power against one,
overpower, oppress,, Xen. Symp.
5, 8,, Diod., — in intrans.

signf., H. Horn. Merc. 237, freq. in
prose.,, ,{) ago
ing down, descent, Luc. : of the stars,

a setting.—II. a hiding-place, hole, Ath., , strengthd. for, to 7nake to blush, put to the

blush, esp. by earnest entreaty,,
Luc., also- : fut.- :

aor. 1 ; aor. 2,(, ).—I. intrans., in which
signf. the act. pres.', or the
mid., with the aor. 2,
perf., plqpf. act. is used, to go under,
sink, set, esp. of the sun, Horn., al-

ways in aor. 2 act., ,,' -, later also -, . Horn. Merc. 197 ; of ships,
Thuc. 7, 34, etc., cf infr. II.—2. in

genl. to go under Or into. usu. with a
collat. notion of secrecy, to steal or
creep into, but also to get deep into, get

into the throng or thick of a thing. Lat.
subire, in Horn, always c. ace. usu.?, more rarely in aor.

mid., , II. iO,

517, ', 11. 18,

134 ; so too, ?, -,, Horn. ;, to put on armour, 11. 6,

504, Od. 12, 228, and,
II. 7, 103 ;' . .
Horn. Merc. 237 ; and once,/ca-ar5i'CTO-' , ire will go down
into..., Od. 10, 174: so,

/., Hdt. 9, 37, . Id.

4, 132.— 3. esp. to keep hidden, lie hid,

esp. in perf. Plat., and
Xen.—II. trans., in which signf the
pres., fut., and aor. 1 are
used, to make to sink, Lat. mergere,

submergere, esp. . vavv, to sink or ra-

ther disable a ship, v. esp. Hdt. 8, 90,
Thuc. 1, 50: metaph. ., Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 37. [On the
quantity, v. : always in Horn.], fut. - usu. -.
Ion., {,) to sing to,

Lat. occinere, and SO,— 1. to charm or
appease by singing, and absol. to sing
a spell or incantation () to ano-
ther, Tivi, Valck. Hdt. 7, 191, cf Eur.
I. T. 1337.—2. K., to enliven

a repast by song, Ael.— II. to deafen by
singing, Luc., , . -,(,) to take presents or bribes,

Ar. \^esp. 1036, Lys. 17S, 6 ; so too
as dep. mid., Ar. Ran. 361., Ion. for.



, , , part. perf. pass.

of,,, clothed,

clad, covered, Od.—II. part. perf. pass.

of, let down, hanging down., Ep. imp. from-, ]1. 23, 13.5., Ep. for, 3

sing. aor. 1 mid. from, IL 11,

358., poet, for:
impf., II. 23, 135, as if

from a pres. or, which
occurs in the inf. in Hdt.

clothe, cover, .. - 1. c.

pass., v?.y, Od. 13,

351; 19,431.,(,) tomake
quite dry, parch quite up, Od. 1

1 , 587,

in Ep. aor... inf.,(,)
to live one's life out, Eur. Ion 56.

and -, f. -,{,) to tie, yoke together,

yoke. Find. P. 2, 21 : in genl. to bind

fast, pass, to be so bound, be straiten-

ed, •, Hdt. 8, 22, cf. Plat.

Legg. 753 : to be confined, imprison-

ed. Soph. Ant. 917.— II. intr. to fix
one's quarters, opp to ;

and so to rest, encamp, Polyb.'/,, .-,{,}.^) to squander money on

teams of chariot horses, Isae. 55, 23.,, ,{)
a yoking together, Plul.—11. opp. to, a resting, encamping. Id., poet, lengthd. aor.

from, Od.

}!},,,—., . f. -, to por-

tray., to sup up.

and -, f. -,(,) to girdfast : pass, and
mid. to gird one's self or for one's self,

Eur. Bacch. 698. Hence. , 6, a girth, strap./., , to throw into the

sea.7,~. f. -, strengthd. for, Diog. L. 7, 152.3, {,)
dep. pass., to be astonished or astound-

ed at, Ti. Plut., inf. aor. 2 act. of -/., f. -, {,)
to bury, 11. 19, 228; 24, 611., , new Att. -/),
to be bold, behave boldly against one,, Strab.—II. to rely upon, trust

in, Tivi, Polyb., {,) to

embolden, encourage against, Tt,

Plut. : in pass.=^foreg., Luc., f.- [], (-,) dep. raid., to look down:
to look down upon, watch from above,

Xen. An. 6, 5, 30 ; , lb. 1, 8, 14.

—II. in genl to contemplate, Philo., 2 sing. opt. aor. 2 mid.

of, Hes., Ep. for-, --, subj. aor. 2 mid. of,
Hom., Ep. for-, --, plur. subj. aor. 2 of,
Od.'7>., f. •, {, ?.)
to soften or soothe completely, esp. to

subdue by spells or enchantmetiis, Od.

10, 213. Hence/.'- •, ], enchantment,

Luc., , , an accursed

thing, like, and, to curse, like-, as the critical edd. of N. T.

read in Apocal. 22, 3, Matth. 26, 74,

'

for., ov, (,) godly,

pious, Philo., strengthd. for-., strengthd. for., ov, ,()
a placefor depositing : also^sq., very

late,, ij,{) a

pulling down upon : hence— 1. a paying

down, discharging.—2. a putting in or

planting, Diod.—3. a laying down or

affirming, an affirmation : also a depo-

sition or confession., f.-. (,)
to ruti down, /., Thuc. 3, 97 :

of ships, to run or put into port, e. g., Xen. Hell. 1, 1, 35.—II.

to make inroads, , lb. 5, 2,

43: but also c. ace, . -, over-

run, plunder by inroads, Thuc. 7, 27

:

hence—2. metaph. to attack in argu-

ment, (as we say) to run down,,
Plat. Theaet. 171 C : cf.., , f. -, {. •) to view or contemplatefrom above.

Plat. Gorg. 465 D., f. -, {,) to

sharpen, whet, Anth., , ,() that

which is laid down, a deposit, bke -, Isocr. 364 B.', {, /,) to

make womanish, Luc. : in genl. to soft-

en, Hipp.*, obsol. pres. of-. q. v., f. - [], {,
?.) to crush, break in pieces, Clem.
Al., , f.-,{,)
to overcome in contest, Plut.—II. to ex-

ercise one's self very much. Id.?.3, f. -, {,)
to press down, cr^ish, oppress, Plut. [i]

Hence17,,, apressing down,

oppression., fut.- : aor., Ep. : pf.--, part,-, in Horn, always, , inf. -. Ep., II.{.). To die

away, be dying, 11. 22, 355 : in aor. and
perf. to be dead, Horn., most Ireq. in

part. plur., as subst.,

the deid, but also and
: the word is freq. in

Trag., but only in syncop. fut.-, and unaugm. moods of aor.., , , mortal, Hom.

:

the fem. only in H. Yen. 39. 50., . f. -. also -,{.) to feast upon, devour, c.

ace, Aesop, []?., , (,) to

make very dark or muddy, defile,

Anaxag., inf. aor. 2 act. from., , f. -, {,) to cry down, stop a speaker
by noise. Plat. Prot. 319 C. in pass. :

in genl. to disturb or annoy much, Nu-
men. ap. Euseb. Praep. 14, 6., another form of-., ov, broken in pieces,

Diosc . : from.{,) to break

in pieces, shatter. Plat. Polit. 265 D., , f. -,(,)
to look down onfronx above, c. acc, like., , f. -, {,

) to bewail, lament, mourn,,
El. 1326; c. acc. Diod.,, , t. -,=-.

or better -'/., ,
f. -,=^., •, very mincing or
effeminate, Eubul. Sphing. 2 : from, f. -,{,•) to mince up, crumble, break in pieces,

soften, Nic., fut.- : aor.

2, inf.-,(,-) leap down, II. 4, 79, in tmesis

:

c. acc, K. , to leap down
{from) the wall, Hdt. 6, 134, cf. -

; but also, . '. Id.

3, 86., , f. -, strengthd.

for, to be quite cast down, to

lose all heart, Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 7., ov, also , lov, Hdt.
5, 39, (,) in or upon the

mind, at heart, usu. with , as,
let not death sit heavy on thy heart,

11. 10. 38.3, cf. 17, 201,Od. 22, 392.—
II. according to one's mind, welcome, ac-

ceptable, Theogn. 617, 1082, Hdt. 1. c.

Adv. -. [], , fut. -,
strengthd. for, .,
Pythag. ap. A'it. Horn., (,) to sacrifice,

Hdt. 8, 19 : in genl. to offer, dedicate,, Xen. An. 5, 3, 13.—II.

mid. , to overpower,

compel to love by magic sacrifices. The
ocr. 2, 3. [On quantity v.., f. -, strengtlid.

for, to cover tvith a coat of
mail, arm at all points, Xen. Cyr. 6, 2,

17.

Karat, rare poet, form for,
ApoU. Dysc. Synt., p. 309, 28., , ij, poet, for•, Q. Sm.— 11. in plur.-, descending Uahtnings Or meteors,

VV'yitenb. Plut. 2, 555 A, cf.-., ov, poet, for•, descending, darting, epith. of
Apollo.,, , poet, for•, Anlh., ov. , poet, for•,() one who comes
down or de.scends. esp. epith. of Jupi-

ter as descending in thunder and light-

ning, Jupiter Elicius of the Romans,
Ar. Pac. 42 : also of the thunder-bolt,

Aesch. Pr. 359.—2. epith. of Mercury,
who led souls down to the nether
world, Schol. Ar. Pac. 649.-3. as

epith. of, that to which one

descends, downunrd, Eur. Bacch. 1300,

cf. sq., and3. [],, , fem. from fo-

reg.. Lye—2. with/. or,
a steep, downward path, Ap. Rh.—II.

act. that brings down, -, that

brings down the moon by spells, So-
siphan. ap. Schol. Ap. Rh. 3, 553., , ov, poet, for•, descended, by ivhich one de-

scends, -
, gates by which men descend, Od.
13, 110., adv.() ntsh•

ing violently against, Tlvl, Ap. Rh.
1, 64.6, ,(,)
like a storm, tempestuous., f. -, to rush down like

a storm, ., a rushing, roaring

sound, Aesch. t'r. 181 : in genl. to be

or become violent, of pain and sickness,

717



lilpp. Pass, to be tcmprst-tostf Aretac,

cf.^ : from,, ,(, )
sudden squall gust of wind dt-

scrnding ffitm ubove, a hurricane, Arist.

Mund. 4.—II. metaph. a storm of pas-

siOn., ov, , = foreg. : so

Epicur. called the sensual desires ap.

Ath. 510 E., f.-, {, al-) dep. c, fut. mid. et aor. pass.,

tofeel shame ur reverence before another,

to reverence, c. acc, Ildt. 3, 72. Soph.

O. T. 654, etc. : also c. inf. to be

ashamed to do a thing, Eur. Heracl.

1027. Later writers, as Heliod., use

the act., to put to shame.
^&(, , {,)

ti) burn to ashes, Aesch. Fr. 148, cf

Ar. Av. 1242. 1248 : metaph., to burn,

inflame, Schol. lb. 1261., f -^, strcngthd. for, with collat. notion of down-

teards.} ',
rich ]ocks floated down his back, Find.

P. 4, 147, -
. Castor sheds his lustre upon the

house, lb. 5, 13., (,) to burn quite

away, burn to ashes, , Aesch. Cho.

606 : metaph. to kindle, rouse, Lye.

249., f. -iou, {,)
to wound severely : ill treat, -, the arms are disfigured by

smoke and soot. Od 16, 290 ; 19, 9 :

Eur. also has mid. fut.,, ], agreement, esp.

a betrothal. Pint. : from, , f. - poet, -^,{, ah'tu) to agree to a thing, ap-

prove of it, opp. to', c. acc.

rei, Hdt. 4, 80 ; 6, 62 ; also . (rt)~
TLVL, to agree to a thing on certain

conditions. Id. 3, 53 : but more usu.

c. inf , to agree to do, Find. P. 4. 395,

Soph. O. C. 1633 : also, . -, to agree that he should be

king, Hdt. 1,98; so, ,
(sub.) Anth.—II. to grant, prom-

ise, Tivi Ti, Soph O. 0. 432, with v.

1. : esp. to promise in marriage, betroth,

Tivi TLva, Eur. I. A. 695., or as others,,
,—.. Rh., and Call., , . -', {,-) to pour upon or over, steep, fo-

ment, also), Luc. Hence,, , that which

is poured upon, a fomentation, Ael.,, ,{)
a pouring or over, fomentation,

Galen., Ion. for, Hdt.), fut. -fipij, {. ') to

take or put down, like ' but

only used seemingly intrans., esp. sub., to put into port, put in, ,
Thuc. 8, 39 : to gn down to a place,

light upon it, of birds, Ar. Av. 1288
;

in gonl. to go or come to a place, esp.

forest there. Plat. Hipp. Maj. 281 A., -/,
dep. mid., strengthd. for.
Soph. O. T. 422., ,—.), , (,) to use

up, consume utterly, Eubul. Auge 1
; ., to drink it off, Epinic. ap. Ath.

432 C : cf, for the simple

does not occur in use., ,=, righteous,

Aesch. Ag. 1598., f. -,{.)
rush down, from, Ap. Rh.

—

. trans, to

rush or dart through, (ppz/v -, Einped. 299.

7J8

, ov, , a shaming,

disgrace, Clem. 1. : and,7/, , a shamer,dis-

gracer,, Aesch. Ag. 1363: from, {,) to

shame, disgrace, dishonour,, Od. 24, 508,', Od. IG, 293,

cf Hdt. 7, 53 : ., to prove a

debt disgraceful, Pind. O. 10, 10 : esp.

to dishonour a woman, deflower, Lys.

96, 15, cf Dem. 1125, 12.—II. mid. to

feci shame before another, c. acc,
Soph. O. T. 1424. Phil. 1382., poet, for, -, Od. 9, 122.. f.- [a], {-,) dep. mid. : to accuse,

arraign, blame, reproach, c. acc. pcrs.,

Hdt. 6, 14, Dem. 553, 7 ; c. acc. rei,

to lay something to onc^s charge, impute,

K., Thuc 3. 42. The part,

aor. 1 pass,, is used in

pass, signf., an accused person, defend-

ant, Thuc. 6, 60. Xen. Hell. 1, 1, 32.

Hence, , , accusation,

Plut.,, f], a low helmet or

skull-cap of neat's leather, without
or, II. 10, 258. (From
and, as if --

KTjj?), f -,{, -) to strike or cut doum., as pass, {,-) to hang down, '•, Hes. Sc. 225. •, f. -,{,-) to laugh loud at,, Anth., Dor. and Lacon. for, inf aor. 2 pass, from•., poet, for,
dub.. Ep. for,
inf pres. act. from, v. 1. 11.

7, 408.,=, freq. in

Xen., in aor. 2, v. L. Dind.

Xen. An. 1, 6, 2., ov,—, v. 1. II.

I I , 439., Att.- [u], fut.--
: Ep. aor. 1, with inf, Od. 11, 74 : aor. pass,-

and. both in Hdt.,

the former is said to be the Att. form
;

cf {,) : to bum, bum
down, in Hom. esp. of burning sacri-

fices and dead bodies, so too in Hdt.

etc. : but, , the fire had
burnt down or out, 11. 9, 212., , f -, {.•
2,) to call down, summon, invite,

Thuc. 1, 24.— II. to call upim, invoke,, v. 1. Isocr. 218 C, in aor.

mid.

—

III. to call back, recall, Oenom.
ap. Euseb., strengthd. for ?.-, to embellish, adorn.,, , a covering,

veil, LXX. [a] : from, f -/', {. -) to cover up, freq. in Horn., in

tmesis, Hdt. 2, 47 : pass, and mid. to

veil one's self, Hdt. 1, 119; 6, 67.

Hence,, , a covering or

hiding, Galen, [a]. f. -, {,) to bend down, in genl. to bend

or turn, K.. Ar. Thesm. 63

:

to bend, stoop. Plat' Tim. 71 C—II. to

vault or arch over, Strab., in plur.

—

III. metaph. to bend by entreaty,

Aeschin. 26, 33 : but in Eur. Tr'o.

12.52, K., to bend down, over-

throw hopes, acc. to Lob. for-

KATA, but Pors., cf•, fin.-, , , a bciiding

down, bending, Strab.?, to behave like a., ov, {,)
against or to the heart, ?7, Hdn., ov,,^^
ov, Theophr., ov, {,)
fruitful. Adv. -, abundantly,

LXX. Hence, , to burn sacrifices,

esp. offruits : hence,, , the burning

of offerings : the ashes of a burnt sacri-

fice, LXX., {,) to dry
quite up : pass, to wither, fall into t/ie

sere, Aesch. Ag. 80., ,^^.,, ,{)
that which is burnt, a burn, blister from
burning, Hipp.— II. a burning, LXX.
Hence,, to set onfire, burn.,, ,{) a
burning, Galen., ov, , one who burns,

Plut., f.-, {,) dep. mid. : to boast agaijisi

one, exult over him, , . . :

absol. to exult, LXX., f. -, and in Ael.,,=^., Ep. inf aor. 1 act. of, Od. 10, 533; 11,46., Ep. for-, II. 7,

408, where however Wolf -,
others -, Buttin. Catal. voc.., dep., c. fut.-,
besides which only pres. and impf
are used. To lie, lie doivn, lie flat or

prostrate, Hom. : to lie hid, Od. 19,

439 : to lie stored vp, be kept ready. Lat.

reponi, Hes. Op. 362, cf Ar. Eccl.
514: later also—2. to lie sick, Hdt. 7,

229, cf Ar. Plut. 742.-3. to recline at

meals, Lat. accumbere, Plat. Symp.
185 D, etc.^4. TO, that

which lies below, i. e. on the sea-coast., Ep. for-, II.

7, 333, cf.., . -,{,)
strictly to shear off, clip, Plut. : but—
II. in Hom. only metaph. to cut down,
waste,, ,, Od. 4,

686 ; 22, 36 ; 23, 356., desiderat. of,
to wish to lie down, Hom.,
Ep. part, of-, Horn.^, . ,{), Ca-
tacccaumene, i. e. the burnt country, a

district of Mysia. or Maeonia, famed
for its wine, Strab. : hence

, ov, , of Cata-

cecaumene,, Strab. [i], ov,,{)
one who cries down, a hawler, Ar. Eq.
303, acc. to Herm. and Dind.. ov, , a calling to

one, encouraging: from, {,) to

command, Ar. Av. 1273 : to call to one,

esp. of the, to give the time

in rowing, Ar. Ran. 208., , strengthd. for -, LXX., foxm for sq.,

Luc.., . f.-,{,-) to pierce throui^h, sting severely.

Plat. Tim. 76 : later also-
(, and-. Hence,, , that tvhich



is pierced, a puncture, point. Plat. Tim.
76 B..(), f. •, to slay with a

spear, A el., , to furnish with

spikes, Diod., f.-.(, -) to mix, temper. Pint. Hence,. , a mixing up,

admixture, Arist. Gen. An.. ,. qualifiedfor
mixing, easily ?nixing, Galen., , (/3)=
sq., , {,-) to strike down by thunder, Luc., f. -, also -,(,) to make gain of a
thing wrongly, Xen. Oec. 4, 7., 1. - Att. -,{,) to make into-, esp. to change into small coin : in

genl. to divide into small parts. Plat.

Rep. 395 B.— II. metaph. to fritter

away, Plut. Pass, to melt away, Hipp.

Hence, , , a dividing

into small parts., , {,-) to scold, rail violently, Hdt. 1, 129.

—II. to mock at,, Id. 2, 135 ; later

also., adv. for,-
7., head downivards, upside down., Ep. inf. pres. of -, 11. 7, 408.

7]?., . f. -, {, -
2-) to enchant, Plat. Crat. 403 D : in

genl. to charm or soothe down, Soph.
Tr. 1003. Hence'7., , , belonging to

or fit for enchanting, c. gen., Ael.', Ep. for,
1 plur. subj. aor. 1 of, 11. 7,

333., , {,) to

cover over with wax, Hdt. 1, 140., Att. -, f. -,{,) to proclaim or com-

mand by herald, Xen. An. 2, 2, 20

:

also to summon by herald., , f. -, strengthd.

for '. Hence,,, strengthd. for. [:]
and-, poet, for, Longin., . -, {,) to smooth with pumice-

stone, Ath., ov, {,)
ivy-u-reathed, Anacreont., .-, dep. mid.,

strengthd. for-', (. -, Dor. for-
/?, ?. : to shut up : in

aor. mid.?, to shut up

the bride with one's self in the bridal

chamber, Theocr. 18, 5 ; and prob., should be read in 7,

84 for, thou wast shut up,

V. Valck. ad 1.', Att. -7. [], fut.-/.
, {,) to bewail,

lament, Eur. El. 113 ; and so in mid.,

lb. 156.—II. c. gen. pers. to lament be-

fore another, Epict.,, ,{7) a

breaking in pieces, a fracture, Hipp. :

hence also in Medic, distortion caused

by some fracture. Id.—II. the breaking

and scattering of light or sound, opp. to' (reflexion), Arist. Probl.,, , a breakage./,, ,{)
bewailing.?., . - [], {,?) to break down, break short, snap,

. 13, 608 ; 20, 227.—II. metaph. to

break, move, of sorrow. Plat. Phaed.
117 D, ubi olim ; and so

freq. in Od. in aor. pass.,

?'. ; also of fear, as,
Od. 9, 256, like Lat frangi.—2. later

to break in strength, weaken, ot the ef-

fects of fever, Hipp. ; also, .,
to make good drink weak, Eur. Cycl.

677.— II. to break, scatter, of light, etc.,

opp. to?, Plut.?, Att. for. []?., , , {-
7.) that which serves to enclose, a

bond, band, Galen.,, . Ion. and Ep.-. ." a thing for shutting or fasten-

ing doors, distmguished from the bolt{) and bolt-pin {7.), Ar.

Veep. 154.—II. the hole of a buckle.—
III. the cartilage joining the collar-bone

to the breast, hence also the throat, cf.—IV. clatise, Cic. Att. 2,

3 ; 9, 18..,, ,{)
a shutting up or closing, Galen., ov, shut up, kept

close shut up, esp. of women, Callim,

Fr. 118: from, Ion. -, f. -,
in Eupol. a lut.-,.. 19,

V. Buttm. Catal. p. 149 {,)
to shut up. shut fast, close, Hdt. 1, 191.

—2. to shut in, inclose, Hdt. 2, 86 : esp.

to shut up in a fortress, blockade, ., to drive into a place aiid shut

up there, Thuc. 1, 109, cf. Xen. Cyr.

4, 1, 18 : ' ., to confine or compel

by law, c. inf , Andoc. 24, 19, Antiph.
— II. metaph. to close a speech, con-

clude, Dion. H. Cf.7.7, _lon. for foreg., Hdt.7./,, . Ion. for-, in Call. Dian. 82 prob. a quiver., , . -,{,?.) to distribute by lot, LXX., ,.-,{,7.) to inherit, obtain by in-

heritance, LXX.— II. to make one's heir,

make possessor of a thing, lb.—111.=:

foreg., to distribute by lot, lb., , f. -f/,{,7^) to receive as one's portion,

esp. of a conquered country, to divide

among themselves, portion out, .,
Polyb.— II. to assign to another as his

portion, give to iiiAmi,LXX, and N.T.,

Tivi I, Diod., ,{, 7^) to

portion out, like foreg , Diod. Mid. to

receive as one's portion, obtain, Plut. :

also to choose for one's self, choose,

LXX., , //, and,, ,{)
summoning of the non-resident citizens.

—II. a recalling., ov,{7) sum-
moned.7,, ,()
a place for lying down, a couch, Joseph./.,- 2 aor. inf.

and part. pass, from. Plat.,

Ar.,.{/) lying

down, stretched at length, Polyb. : also

bed-ridden.—II. sloping, steep, Anth., .{, ?.,) lying abed, bed-ridden, or making
one lie abed ; epith. of the gout, Luc.7., f. -7., {, -) to make to lie down, lay down,

yairj, Od. 10, 165 : to make to lie or

sit upon a.couch, esp. at table, Hdt.

1 , 1 26 ; also to lay the sick on couches

in the temples, esp. in that of Aescu-
lapius, that they might sleep there

and so be cured, Ar. Plut. 411, Vesp.
123, cf. Pass, to lie

down, esp. at table, Ar. Eq. 98, etc. ;

also in mid., Plut. 2, 149 F.—II. to

lay prostrate, overthrow, Theogn. 1183.
—HI. to make to slope : pass, to slope,

Ap. Rh. [[] Hence,, , a lying down,
esp. at table, sitting at meat. Plat.,

etc. : hence, . , the cel-

ebration or consummation 1 the mar
riage, Wess. Hdt. 6, 129.?., , , a couch.^?., rare fut. of7.
Eupol., f. -, {,7.) to deluge./., f. - [], {,) to dash over, deluge, flood, c.

acc, Hdt. 2, 13, Pmd, O. 9, 76 ; to fill

full of water, to deluge, flood or fill

cverfull with, , Cratm. Pytin. 7,

—II. to wash down or away, Pind. O.

10, 15, Thuc. 3, 89 : also to wash out,

K., Xen. Cyn. 5, 4. Hence7, , , a deluging;

esp. purging of the stomach, Hjpp.,, ,^=7.,
a purge or clyster, Hipp../., ov, , a deluge,flood.

Plat. Legg. 677 A.—II. a[so=i-
?../., ov, , Lat. com-
pluvium,u placefor collecting rain water./., , ,()
strictly women who draw down thread

from the distaff, spinners, a name of

the goddesses of Fate, Moipai. Lat.
Parcae, only in Od. 7, 197,,7.

7.. cf /..7.,{,) to spin

out, esp. of the Molpai, Lye, cf foreg., also -, {,
^') tc scrape or grate down : in genl.

to cut to bits, cut up, Lat. concidere,

like, Ar. Vesp. 965. Pass.
to itch. Cf. sq., and.
Kaav,=treg.. Ar. Eq. 771., {,) to itch

as iffrom the sling of nettles, dub., f. -, {,)
to chop, hack in pieces : metaph. to pull

to pieces, carp at, Lat. vcllicare, Isocr.

230 C.—II. to make to itch, tickle : pass.

to itch, be prurient, Ar. Plut. 973.

Hence, ,,=., {,) to

.sleep, fall asleep, . Rh., , f. -. {,) like, tn put to

shep, send to bed, Hdt. 8, 134, with
V. 1., but cf Soph. O. T.
1222. In Hom. only aor. in pass.•. to go to sleep, fall asleep,

steep, 11. ; also of sexual intercourse,

11. 2, 3S5 : so too in Hdt— II. sleep

through, sleep out, - 7., to

sleep out the watch, i. e. sleep all the

time of one's watch, Hdt. 9, 93 (with
V. 1.) ; and so m Xen.
Mem. 2, 1, 30, . . Hence,,,^=•, dub. ; and, , , belonging

or fit for lulling to sleep., ( -, {. ')—. in both signfs.,

for which it is a constant v. 1., of.

Plat. Legg. 790 D, Xen. Mem. 2, 1,

30 : metaph. to lull suspicion to sleep,

Pint. Hence, , , one who puts

to bed, a chamberlain. Died., cf. KOITU•., , v. 1. for sq., , {,-
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Vi^ti)) to makf. one a partaker, give one a

share, Derti. 89, ; . ru ,
to share the public property among
themselves, Aeschin. 63, 9., , f. -/, (,) to manage as lord and master,

lord it over, govern: in Horn, the best

Edd ciivisirn« -, of.-, ov, {,) in

bed, hence at rest, quiet, Ibyc. 1.?(.), , f. -r/, (,
'/.) to glue or fasten upon, inlay,

CaUix. ap. Ath. 205 B.?, ot>, (,)
mired with glue., f. -, {,7.^=., , f. -, (,') to follow after, follow, c.

dat.. Polyb. : to obey. Pint. Hence, adj. verb., one

must follow, Clem. A I., strenglhd. for -
,, LXX., f. -, (., ?.-) to run into a bay OV gulf, ., Thiic. 8, 92. Hence'/.,, , a putting into

a bay.., , f. -, {,) to dive down, Arist. H. A.

Hence, , 6, a diver,

Arist. H. A., , f. -, {-) to have or cherish long hair.—.
Met., act. to cover, clothe with vegeta-

tion, /, Byz.], , . a bringing down,

esp. down to the sea-shore, hence ex-

portation, opp. to •?^,, importa-

tion. Thuc. 1, 120: from, f.- Att. -, '(,,) bring down. esp. /rom the in-

land. Thuc. 6. 88 : but also to bring to

land, like -, Dem. 1291, 10.

—

2. to bring into a place of refuge, . -, Dem. 379, 20.

—IJ. to bring back : mid. to come back,

return. Hdn., ov, (.) with

long falling hair, Eur. Bacch. 1180:

also if thick foliage, Synes. ; with long

thick grass, Byz.,, strengtbd. for-
), Euseb.:, dep. (.-^) to speak elegantly or boast-, , ,^^, de-

struction, .3, Eur. Hipp.

821, where others (with Schol.) read, from, to de-

stroy, ruin, or, strictly, to rub off or

away, as is done in whetting steel,

for the root can be no other than.7, f. -, strengthd.

for, Aeschin. 81, 22., f. - Att. -,{,) to strike down with

darts, Hdt. 9, 17., , ,() a
ciUting dawn, Theophr. : a catting in

pieces., ov, cut up. Hence
much tired, very weary, Dion. H., cf

: from, f. -: pass. fut. 3.} in Xen. An. 1, 5, 16{, ). To cut down, The-
ophr.: to cut in pieces, cut up, Hdt. 2,

42, etc. : hence to kill, slay. Id. 1, 207,

and Att.—II. to strike or coin money,
Hdt. 3, 96, cf Xen. Hell. 1, 5, 3.—III.

mid. to beat one's self, mourn, Lat.

plangere : to pity, mourn, because in

doing so people beat their breasts.
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, and -, fut. --, (,) to satiate.

Hence, , satiated, quite full

:

hence of colour*!,/!///, dark, Lat. satur

ratus, Plat. Tim". 68 C, Theophr.
Color. 25.—II. filled with one thing,

opp. to mixed, hence unmixed, sheer,

like, and metaph. excessive,

violent,,,>, etc. Hipp.,

V. Foes. Oecon.— II. act. very satiating,

and so disi;usting, excessive, immod-
erate, troublesome, ), Plat.

Phaedr. 240 E. Adv. -, Hipp.

:

also neut., as adv., t. -, to cut wood
into logs or pieces., ,=', Plut.

Adv. -, to satiety, to excess, ap.

Dem. 289', 16., , f. -, (,) to arrange, order, set in order,, Od. 22, 440, in mid. ; .
vevpy, to fit the arrow on the

string, II.' 4, 118 : hence in genl. to fit

out, furnish, adorii, Ttvi,oueu'ith

a thing, .\x. Vesp. 1473:-
. all ready for a thing,

Plat. Polit. 273 .—II. to calm or si-

lence. Hence,. , an arranging,

ordering, order. Plat. Polit. 271 E., ov, in order ; adorned,, A pp., f. -,, to

play the at a banquet in. hon-

our of a guest, giving his name at the

same time, like our drinking of

healths, Ar. Fr. 207.^,, , a hearing, Arr.

[] ; and, ov, 6, a listener : from), f.-,(.)
to hear and obey, be subject to any one,

TLvi, Hdt. 3. 88, also, Dem. 15,

29 : cf /.—II. to listen or

hearken secretly to any one, and in

genl. to listen, hearken or give ear to

one,. Plat. Prot. 314 C ; in genl.

to hear, Thuc. 3, 22., fut.-, {-,) to cry down, outdo in cry-

ing,, Ar. Eq. 287., Ion., adv. for

/car'. Ion. ', (as it is

always now written in Hom.) from
above, from top to bottom, i. e. utterly,

V. and I. 1. Cf-., , ,=-. Plut.

K(zra/cpU7itj, , f. -, {,) to prevail over, subdue, con-

quer, overpower, master, c. gen., Polyb.,

etc. ; but also c. ace. Plat. Legg.
789 D; absol. in Hdt. 7, 168: also'io

win, possess, .—II. intr. to prevail,

become current, Hdt. 7, 129. Hence,, , a subduing,

[] : and, , , able to ,to6-

due or check,., adv. for /caret -, by fire, by storm., f. -, =-., as pass., to hang
down, Hdt. 4, 72, Cratin. Plut. 1 : v.

sq., also -, fut.-,(,) to hang
to or upon, hang up, Hdt. 2, 121, 3 : in

H. Hom. 27, 16, it is used in a mid.
signf, , having
hung the bow on. herself. Pass, to

hangdoivn, Theophr. ,c{. foreg. Hence, ov, hung up, hang-
ing, Theopkr.

, , f. -,{,) to hew or hack in pieces,

strictly as a fmfrher does meat, Hdt.
7, 181, cf. Xanlh. p. 185.

or, adv.

from top to bottom, from I lie top or head,

Od. 11, 588, H. Hom. Cer. 182, Hes.
Th. 574. Metaph. from head to foot,

entirely, utterly,' . -, II. 10, 548: like ', cf
and . 1. (Usu. taken for'^=' : but more

proh. for /, which is found
in Hes. Sc. 7, with, as an old Ep.
gen. of *, head ; and Voss. H.
Hom. Cer. 182, would write it divi-

sim. As for the sense, the deriv. is

indifferent.)', as pass.,= /fara-, to hatig suspended, Hipp.,
and Ar. Nub. 377., as pass.,= foreg.,

H. Hom. 6, 39., . -,(,•) to throw doum a precipice, throw
headlong down, Xen. Hell. 2, 1, 31.

Pass, to be so thrown, Id. Cyr. 8, 3, 41.

Hence, ov, , one who
throws headlong down., ov, (,)
steep and rugged, Batr. 151., adv. Ion. for.
q. v., , strengthd. for /c-.,, , condemnation,
sentence, Dion. . : from, f. -, (, -) to give judgment against, condemn,
sentence, strictly like,, as. . , Isocr.

11 C ; but also c. dat. pers., .-. Hdt. 2, 133, cf 7, 146 ; and
c. inf. pro ace. rei, Hdt. 6, 85 : also

c. ace. pers. Luc. : hence in pass. c.

inf to he condemned to be or do, Pind.

Fr. 110. Hence, ov, condemned ; oi .,
convicts. Arr. [i], , , condemnation,

LXX., •, condemned, sen-

tenced, Diod., to trample on., f.- [], dep.

mid., strengthd. for, to

listen to, , Eupoi. Prosp. 4.. f. -, (,) to make a loud rattling

noise. Call. Dian. 247., , f. -, (.) to strike hard : to applaud
loudly, LXX., ov, (,)
noisy, Heliod., f. -,(,-) to make to trickle or drop down.
Archestr. ap. Ath. 320 : pass, to

drop or trickle, Diog. L., , ,()
a knocking dmvn : also a falling, tot-

tering, Arist. Probl., , , belonging

to, fitted for knocking or keeping down,
hence, ., a wine ivhich coun-

teracts the heat of another, Arist.

Prob. 3, 18 : from,(,) to knock,

beat down, beat : esp.— 1. to strike uith

a knife or lancet, hence to open a sore,

lance, Hipp.—2. to beat, tinkle copper

pans, etc., in order to entice bees.

Plat. Legg. 843 E., f. -. (, -) to hide, hide away, keep hidden,

Hom. ; Hes. has syncop. part, -. Op. 469.—II. intr. to hide



one's self, Od. 7, 205 : metaph. to dis-

semble, "Od. 4, 247. Hence, ,,=- :

metaph. a subterfuge. Soph. O. C. 218.,=-, Q. Sm.,, , a hiding : me-
taph. dissirmdation., f. -, {,) to croak at, Hke ravens and
jackdaws, c. ace, Ar. Eq. 1020.

and -, Ep.
inf. aor. 2 act. of, 11.

iKaruKTaviu, Ep. fut. from-., fut.-, {-,) dep. mid., to getfor one's

self entirely or certainly, in genl. to get,

and in past tenses, to have, Soph. Aj.

768, 1256, and Plat.—II. metaph. to win

over to one's self,, Ael., Ep. part. aor. 2 act. of, Horn. : pass,-, Od., f. -, strengthd.

for : mid. =.. Rh., fut.-. Ion.--, and in Horn,- : aor. -
and, poet, -, , a, inf and, ^3.\t.: aor.

pass,/, poet,,
part,, Od. :,
Ep. imperat. aor. 2 act. for-
, II. 6, 164: (Horn, uses all the

aor. forms, as his verse requires.)

perf, Aesch. Euin. 587.

To kill, slay, murder, freq. in Horn.,

and Trag., also in Hdt. 2, 75., 1. -, (,-) to comb or dress carefully, Duris

ap. Ath. 525 E. Hence, , , careful comb-

ing., ov,(,) care-

fully combed or dressed., , ,{) a

breaker.—II. («artiyu), a conductor:

fern,.,, ,()
getting, getting possession of,

Polyb., ,,() easily

broken, frail, Arist. Meteor.—II. (-) to be sunk, let down, esp. ot one
kind of3, Pherecr. Ipn. 9, cf

Ath. 667 E. ^,, , fem. of

in both signfs., , . -/,(,-) to make, a loud noise, roar, bluster.3, {, 3) to

lose in dicing, gamble away, Lys. 142,

16: in Pass, to be gambled away,

Aeschin. 13, 34., , f. -,(,) to turn head over heels, throw

a summerset, Ael., , strengthd. for-., , f. -, (,-) to melt and mix, Hipp.7,,, to encompass, LXX:
also m mid., Plut., , f. -. Die C ;

and,= 8(./, f. -, (,)
to roll down, Dion. H. : pass, to be rolled

or thrown down or off, Hdt. 1, 81 ; 5,

16. [I], u,iocover withtvaves.3, f. -, (,'/,) to delight or stun by play-

ing cymbals, cf.7., f. -, frequentat.

from, Sophronap. Schol.

Ar. Ach. 263., f. -,(,)
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to bend down, stoop, II. 16, 611 ; 17,527 :

later esp. to bend down, so as to look or

peep into a thing, Luc., strengthd. for-, LXX., , (,) to

confirm, ratify. Soph. Ant. 936 : esp.

to confirm a purchase at an auction,

to knock down to one, Joseph. : but-, c. ^-\.,=,
co/irfcmnedio something, Eur. Or. 1013., , strengthd. for-., to bewail.?., {,) to kin-

der from doing, c. ace. et inf, Simon.
117; to detain, keep back,, Dam.
1248, 1 : also in pass., c. gen. rei, Id.

896, 20. [On the quantity v..], .-,(,-) to burst riotously in upon, like-, ., Eur. Phoen. 352.,, ,(,)
keeping hold of, seizing : but usu.

—

II. pass, a being seized ov possessed, esp.

bv divine inspiration, as we say pos-

session. Plat. Ion 536 C, Phaedr. 245

A, ubi nunc Att., of-. Hence, ov, capable of being

held, seized or possessed, esp. by a feel-

ing or passion, '-, Arist. Pol.,, Id. Eth. N.,, Id. H. A.

:

hence susceptible, inclined, . Id.

Pol.—II. held tn pledge, prob. 1., Isae.

Menecl. ^ 35, Bekk., ubi dim-.., ov, strengthd. for-, Eupol.. 9.?, to be very lewd./, (, ?)
to hold possession of, , Ael.?,, (,-) dep. mid, : to boast or brag

largely, , Isocr. 311 :, Dem. 569, 9 ; ., to boast

against one, LXX., , (,) to

babble or blab, , Ar. Ran. 752.

—

II. to talk down, talk or rail at, slander,, Polyb.,, Diod., -, LXX. : and
/./., , , evil report, slan-

der, N. T. : from7., ov, slanderous, N. T., f. -.- Ion.-,(,) to seize

upon, take possession of, lay hold of,

Lat. occuparc, Hdt. 5, 71, etc. ; in mid.

to seizefor one's self, Hdt. 6, 39 ; esp.

topre-occupy, lb. 55.—II. to grasp, seize

or catch holdof, esp.— 1. to hold down, in

OX back, keep doicn OTunder, check, Wess.
Hdt. 1, 46 :, Hdt. 3, 30 : hence
also to put an end to, stop, .,
Valck. Hdt. 7, 9, 2, cf 3, 128.—2. to

bind ; and metaph., ., Lat.

jurcjurando adstrin sere,obligare , to hind

by oath, Hdt. 9, 106 ; so, ., Arist. Pol. :
-, they found the treaty

concluded, Thuc. 5, 21.—3. to find
guilty, convict, condemn, Antipho 120,

26, opp. to -7., Id. 129, 5.—III.

to catch, overtake, come up with, Hdt. 1,

63, etc. : hence to surprise, detect, and
in genl. to find, . , Hdt. 3,

10, cf Thuc. 8, 63, 65, Eur. Cycl.

2G0 : hence—2. of events, to come upon,

befal, happen to one, Hdt. 2,66; 3,42,
etc.:esp.impers.,/ca7aZa/i,Jui'et-ii'a,

it happens to one, c. inf, -3, Hdt. 2, 152, cf 3, 65,

118, etc., like the Att. :

also absol. to happen,

= , what had happened, the

circumstances, Hdt. 9, 49, cf. Thuc. 2,

54; 4, 31.—3.

7?., it concerns the state, Wyttenb.
Ep. Cr. p. 201.—The perf pass, is
also used in act. signf. in Diod. 17, 85.
Hence/,,, verb, adj.,
Ion. for, to be checked or
stopped, Hdt. 3, 127.), f. -, (,
7.~) to light, shine upon,
Plat. Rep. 508^D ; also, Plut. : absol.
to shine, Seidl. Eur. El. 581, which is

the usu. signf of pass,,
e. g. Eur. Tro. 1070, Ion 87. Hencu, , , reflection.

Iambi.7., , , Dor. for-7.7., , f. -,(, 7.-) to suffer very much, feel sore pain.
Soph. Phil. 368 ; also in Polyb.7., to grieve or pain very
much.7,, (,) to

make quite smooth, rub smooth, Clem.
Al.,, , a mourning-
song, dirge, Eccl./., f- : aor. pass, -7., or more usu. in Att.-, Piers. Moer. p. 207, sq. To
lay down, put to bed, only in the oldest
poets, freq. in Horn. : riiostly in mid.,
to lie down, go to bed, in genl. to lie,

sleep, with aor. 17] : Hom.
more freq. uses in this signf-, 3 sing, of syncop. aor.-7, part,/., Od., inf/., Od.—II. to pick out, choose
out of many, , Hdt. 7,

6 : hence—2. esp. to choose as soldiers,

levy, enlist, enrol, .,-, first in Ar. Ach. 1065, Lys. 394

;

c. inf, K. . Xen.
Hell. 3, 4, 15 : also in mid., Thuc. 7,
31 : cf.—. to tell, count
up, recount, go over at length and in

order, freq. in Horn., always in fut. or
aor. 1 act. 7., freq. with
and also/.,
will recount about one, Od. 4, 832 : to

go over his pedigree, like /.,
Hdt. 6, 53.—2. to count, reckon SO and
so, Xen. An. 2, 6, 27, Plat.,etc.—This
is the usu. signf in Att. : cf./., .-,(,7.) to

pour down, let drop, absol. to shed tears,

Eur. Andr. 131, like. Mid.
and pass, to pour itself down, run or
drop down, II. 18, 109, Hes. Th. 786.,,. (7.—)
a remnant, the remains, Galen./., verb. adj. from-
7.~, one must leave behind, Clem.
Al.7., ov, (7^)
anointed, , with a thing, Ar. Eq.
1332. [a]

Karct/eiTTOf , ov, left behind : from7,-,.- : also Ep. syncop.7.-, . 7.7^', aor. 7.-, all in Hom. (,.) To
leave behind, and so—I. to leave as an

' heritage, esp. of persons dying or going
into a far country, II. 10, 238 ; 14, 89,
and in Att. : in mid. to leave behind one,

Hdt. 3, 34.—II. to forsake, abandon,
esp. of fugitives, Horn., 7:7.7.-7, we shall leave many upon
the field,̂ II. 12,226; also c. inf. .
'7. , Od. 3, 271 ;

hence to leave, give up to another,

, II. 2, 160, Od. 3, 271.—III. toleave

remaining, and so to suffer, allow, like

7.; and, c. inf, Xen. Mem. 3,

2, 4 ; mid.,7.—, to

reservefor one's self, lb. 1, 1, 8., , . -j/, to

spend all one's substance in bearing the
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burdens {), Dein.

956. 20., f. -,(,)
to smear or on,, Arist. . .—II.

to besmear, rub with,, Ael., , ,()
leaving behind, Plat. Phaedr. 257 .
—\\.^=, LXX., verb. adj. from /ca-, one imist choose or count,

Eupol. Ant. 3, in plur.—II.'-, ,, to be chosen. Plat. Legg.

9G8C.,, , a choosing, levy-

ing, App.
., , , ^ ,, , . -, to re-

fine away to nothing by subtle talk, .7., Ar. Ran.

828., {,)
to make very thin, Hipp., to make quite white,

whitewash.?., 6i,=foreg., ov, worthy to be

stoned, Lycurg. ap. Suid., etc. : from, (,) to stone to

<?eai/i,Hdt. 1,167, etc.—II.inHesych.,

to condemn to work in mines., , i. -,{,)
to grind down, grind to powder,, Od. 20, 109, Hdt. 4,

172., f. -, (,) to

leave off, end, stop, Aesch. Ag. 1479 :

to leave off or stop at a point, -. ; Id. Cho. 1075
;

also . . . Plut., or . . Diod.,

. • Plut.—II. transit, to make an

end of, finish, Diod. 14, 84.,{,) dep.

mid., to forget utterly,, II. 22,

389.', f.-, dep. mid.,

to plunder., , ,{)
leaving off, stopping : . was verse

that had its last foot incomplete, cf.. and?.}-. Adv. -, so as to want some-

thing more, niggardly, M. Anton.?],, ?/,{) an

ending, close. Long. : esp. the last syl-

lable of a verse, Dion. H.?., , , verb. adj.

from?:3, to be seized or oc-

cupied, Plut. : Ion. aa?.ao,q. v.

-/;77:•, , , belonging to,

filled for grasping or checking, able to

keep down, c. gen., Ar. Eq. 1380.—2.

of the mind, comprehensive, perceptive,

K., freq. in later philosoph.

writers, as Plut., Diog. L., etc. Adv.

-, comprehensively , Clem. Al.— II.

liable lo^, cataleptic, Medic.

:

from, , , verb. adj. from.. to be grasped or seized,

within reach. Thuc. 3, 11.—2. to be

comprehended or understood, compre-

hensible, Cic. Q. Acad. 1, 11, 41.—II.

trans, seizing, falling suddenly upon, of

the nature of catalepsy, Hipp. : nence,', gnef that

f^lls on us from the gods. Eur. Hipp.

1347.,,.-,{,)
chatter away, lose by idle talking, ,

Eubul. Cere. I.—II. to chatter at one,

overpower one with talk,, Julian., ov, to be seized and
condemned, opp. to, An-
tiphon 129, 4 : from?/, , , (,-) grasping, seizing, gaining, win-

ning, -\>, to be with-

in reach, Thuc. 3, 33 ; ., a

taking possession of places or coun-
722

tries, Plat. Gorg. 455 B, Rep. 526 D.
—2. in Stoic philosophy, comprehen-

sion, perception, hal. comprchcnsio, Cic.

Fin. 3, 5,—II. a seizing, attacking, as-

saulting, Ar. Nub. 318, cf.-
: esp.—2. suddni attack of

sickness, catalepsy, v. FOes. Oecon.
Hipp., f. -,=., , . -,{,) to throw stones at, stone,

LXX., ov, {,) full

of stones, set with precious stones, LXX., , {,) to

stone to death, Pausan.,^^,'.;
Antiph. Anteia 2.?7, f. -, to make very

fat., , f. -, {,) to entreat earnestly, Luc., dep., to lick up,

Sext. Emp., to spend in eating., adv.{)
reciprocally., , ,{.)
excAa/igc, esp. ofmoney, Arist. Oecon.

:

also the profits of the money-changer,

Dem. 1216," 18, Diphil. ap. Ath. 225

B.—II. change from enmity to friend-

ship, reconciliation, Aesch. Theb. 767,

Dem. 10, 15, in plur. ; also, --, Ar. . 1588, cf.., , , given in

exchange.— II. reconciling, Philo., ov, 6,{)
amoney-changer

.

—II. reconciler, a me-
diator, Joseph. Hence, , , belonging to

or fitted for reconciling : easily recon-

ciled, placable, Arist. Rhet.-, Att. -, f. -,{,) to change, exchange,

give in exchange, , one thing

for another, mostly in mid., e. g. Plat.

Phaed. 69 A ; in mid. also to change

money, Matreas ap. Ath. 19 D, with a

play on signf II : also to change or

giveaway, Dinarch. Ill, 8, in mid.:

K. ', to leave life, Ael.—II. to

change a person /rom i-nmity to friend-

ship, reconcile, Hdt. 5, 29, 95 : also in

mid.,^,, to make up one's enmities \vith

any one, Hdt. 1, 61, cf 7, 145. Pass,

c. aor. or,
(the former preferred by Trag., the

latter in prose), to become reconciled,

TLva or , e. g. Eur. I. A.

1157; so, -, Soph. Aj. 744, cf7..., ov,{, //)
set over against one another, coirelative :

hence correspondent, suitable, Dion.

H. ; opp. to... Adv. -.,
also, Polyb. Hence?.7], , , a corre-

spondency, •i-uitablcncss., , f. -, {, .-) to crush in pieces, make an end of,

c. ace, Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 31, Eubul.. 1, 5., adv. {,)
by ivay of conversation, in prose, .-,, Plat. Symp. 177

, Lys. 204 D. [],, ,( )
one who chooses and enrols citizens for

public service, Lys. 159, 9.., , v. sub^., , ,{ V)
choosing and enrolling in classes, Polyb./., , , v. 1. fur/-., fut.- Att.-, (,') dep. mid.

:

to count up, reckon, consider, Xen. An.
5, 6, 16: K- Ti , to reckon,

impute it to him, Dem. 78, 7.—II. to

count or reckon among, Lat. annume-
rare, , Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 1.—III.

to recount in order, App. Hence, ov, , a counting up,
reckoning, recounting, LXX., ov, b, (.) a
counting up, enrollment ; esp. the li.it of
persons appointed to bear soine public

burden, as to serve in the urjny, hence,
Oi ', those on the list for
service, Thuc. 6, 43; 7, 16; also,

ti^, Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 9 ; oi

-, the superannuated, Lat.
emeriti, Dem. 167, 17:', to make up the lists for
service, Lat. delictum habere, Thuc. 6,
26., , f.-,=(., ov,(.) left

remaining, Plat. Tim. 39 E, Arist.,

etc., f. -, {,.-) to cut intofurrows, Eur. Supp. 826,
in tmesis., strengtbd. for .
Mid. to spend in bathing, . ,
Ar. Nub. 838., adv. {,)=: ., on the rieck, Od. 10,
169. [ and I in Od. metri grat. cf..'., , ,=, LXX., f. -,(, .)
to distribute into or assemble in;
in genl. to distribute, , Diod., ov, 6, distribution

into, Luc. : an enlisting : the list

of., ov, 6, =., very
dub., v. Poppo Thuc. Th. 1, 1, p. 244., , (,) full

of woods, u'oody, Strab.., f, -,=^>.?, . -, {,) to press the laws of Ly-
curgus against one,, Alciphr.,,,() an
inn, lodging, Polyb./., dep. mid. : to rav-

age, destroy, Xen. Oec. 2, 13., , , a ravaging., ov, to be dissolved or
done away, Soph. El. 1246. [ij]/.. , , () a
dissolving, putting down, esp. of gov-
ernments, e. g. Tvpai'vuv, Thuc. I,

18,, Plat. Legg. 864 D : ., a disbanding it, Xen. Cyr.

6, 1, 13 ; so, K., the breaking

up of a ship's crew, Dem. 1209, 24 : .., an ending of war, pacifica-

tion, Thuc. 8, 18 : so, .,-, etc., an ending, finishing it, Xen.
Apol. 30, Symp. 9, 7.—II. anunyoking
one's horses or ending (rue's journey,

resting, lodging, Eur. El. 393 : also

—

2. =?, a resting-place, inn.

Plat. Prot. 315 D, cf II.', , 1. -, iu rage
against one.., verb. adj. from-, one must put down, Diod.7, ov, ,—.', ov, , a destroyer : but
— II. '/, , , paroxyt.,

lodger, stranger, Polyb. : from?. f. -., (,) to

put down, make an end of, destroy,•, II. 2, 117; 9, 24: esp.

to put down a form of government, .,.,, Hdt.
1, 53, 54; 5, 92, 1 ; and so freq. in

Att., K.,, etc. ; also,

K. , to put one out o/his



command, Xen. Cyr. 8, 5, 24 ; and so

in pass., , Hdt.

1, 104 ; and , is

brought to an end-, overthrown, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 6, 9, where fut. mid. in pass,

signf. : also to dissolve, distniss, dis-

band, .,, ^-,
Hdt. 5, 72 ; 6, 43 ; 7, 16, 2 : a:,,
or >, to end life, die, Eur. Supp.
1001, Xen. Apol. 7.-2. esp. I'req., :., to end a war, make peace,
Thuc. 7, 31 : hence in mid.,-

TiVl, to come to terms with one,
make peace with him, Hdt. 9. 11, Thuc.
I, 81, etc. ; so also in act. (sub.

or ), Thuc. 5, 23;

8, 58, and Xen. : also simply intrans.

to make an end, cease, Dem. 893, 23.

—

. to unloose, unyoke,, Od. 4,

28 : hence the common intrans. signf,

to halt, rest, Xen. An. 1, 8, 1, to turn in

lodge with one, , Thuc. 1,

136, , Dem. 252, 24 : cf.-2!,., , f. -),(, ,-
)) to TmUilate.'.7, , f. -,{, ,-) to leave off, rest from a thing, c.

gen.,Od. 9, 460, in tmesis.— II. transit.

to make to cease, give rest from a thing,.. Rh., in Ep. impf.-., ov,,()
a cloth for wiping, Artemid. [S],{,) to be-

witch, Luc., , , {-
6al'(j) a learning thoroughly, under-

standing, Plotin. [a], verb. adj. of-), one must learn thoroughly,

observe closely, Hipp., , , apt at learn-

ing., as pass., to be mad
or do mad acts against,, Philo..', f.-,=., , b,{)
one. who wipes off., f. - Att. -,{,) to make soft or effem-

inate : pass., to be or become so, Xen.
Oec. 11, 12., Att -, f. -,{,) to soften much, Luc.

:

metaph. to appease, Luc., f. -,=-, Ep. Plat. 329 B., f.-,=-"., fut. -,{,) to learn or observe

well, Hdt. 7, 146 : to perceive. Id. 4,

164 : to learn, thoroughly, understand,

know. Plat., and Xen., {,-) dep. mid. : to foretell against or

about one,, Ath.,, App.

—

.
to divine, guess, , .Arist.

Rhet., f. -, {, -) wearvnth chariot wheels : hence,, worn, trite, Artemid., f -, {, -) to make to wither up. Pass, to

wither, waste, or die away, Hipp., . Ion. -, ,
f. -, {,) to be quite

mad, to rave,, Hdt. 8, 125., f. -, {,) to grasp, catch hold of,,
II. 6, 304 ; esp. to catch a runaway,
11. 5, 65 ; 16, 598 ; also in Pind., , . -, {,) to bear vjitness against one,

and , Lys. 132, 23,

Dem. 836, 25: also c. inf, ., Dem. 377, 25. Pass.

to have evidence given against one, Dem.
860, 26 : to be convicted, Aeschin. 13, 3., and-, f.-,{,) dep. niid.

:

to chew away, eat up, Hipp., f. -, {,-) to wipe off., strengthd. for-., to scourge again.,-,--, dep. {,,) to

feel and search oat, probe., f.-,{,) aep. mid. : to subdue byfight-
ing, conquer, Diod. [a], , f. -,{,)
used by Horn, only once in mid., to

pile up (strictly what has been cut),

heap up, , II. 24,

105, and so in Joseph. : but Soph, has
the act., V. sub 2. [On the
quantity v. .'\,{,)
to neglect.., {, (.) to

blunt or dull. Soph, O. T. 688., u,=:foreg., Diphil.

ap. Ath. 133 F., , f. -,{,?.) to look down
upon and despise, c. gen., Clem. Al. :

absol. to be high-minded. Id., as pass., to ex-

alt one's self against,, Eccl., f.-, []{.) to make drunk with sheer

u'ine, Hdt. 1, 106: pass, to get drunk,

Polyb., {,) to get

drunk, c. gen. : to rave madly against,

Philo., {,) as
mid. : to answer., , f. -([]{,) to laugh at, c. gen., Joseph., Att. -, f.-,{,?). mid.

:

to .soften, appease, Joseph., {,)
adv., limb by limb, limb-meal, Arat.
624. [ra metri grat. : ]. , f. -, {,) to train, practise, exercise.

Plat. Phil. 55 E, Legg. 649 C.^, , f. -,{,-
7) to give no heed to, take no care of,

c. gen., Xen. Oec. 4, 7 : absob. to be

heedless, Soph. Aj. 45., , {,)
to spread over with honei/, honey over,

metaph. of the nightingale's voice,

Ar. Av. 224., f. •7^], {,) to hesitate, be backward to do a
thing, esp. to fight, Lat. detrectare

pugnam, Polyb.. ov, blamed by all, ab-

horred,. Soph. O. C. 1235: neut.

pi. as adv., blameable, lb. 1695 : from, f. --, {,) dep. mid. c. aor. mid. et

pass. : to blame, attack, accuse, c. ace.,

Pind. N. 11, 40: and so usu. in Att.

prose, cf. Thuc. 7, 77 ; and c. gen. in

Plut., and later writers. Hence,, , a blaming, find-
i"g fault, accusing, C. gen., Thuc. 7,

75 : ovK , it

leaves him no groundforfindingfault.
Id. 2, 41., {,) to stay he-

hind, stay, Hdt. 2, 103, 121, 4, etc. : to

remain fixed, continue in a State, tv...,

Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 18.—II. to abide, live., f. -, strengthd. for., f. -' Att. -?,{,

) to cut in pieces : distribute,

, Xen. An. 7, 5, 4. Hence, , , distribution,

Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 106.

Ko7G/ifpia//or,oi),o,= foreg.,LXX., adv. for ,
in parts or pieces., ov, poet, for,
quite fidl, Nic., ov, strengthd. for-., , f. -,{,-) to fill quite full of a thing,,
Pherecr., v. Meineke Com. Fr. 2, p.

332., , f. -,(,-) to measure out to, , Hdt.
3, 91, Xen. Oec. 4, 21 : also to meas-
ure out, measure, Plut., SO also Polyb.
in mid. Hence,, ro,=sq., Epi-
cur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 59 : and?,, , a measuring
out, Polyb., , very long, v. 1. Hdt.
4,72., {,) to

lengthen out, Galen., , to put in the probe

to sound wounds, to probe : hence
metaph., ., to put the ballot-

box like aprobe down another's throat,

i. e. make him disgorge what he has
stolen, Ar. Eq. 1150., ov,{,) month-
ly : ., the menstruation of wo-
men. like, Hipp., , {,) like or belonging to menstruation,

menstruous, Arist. Gen. An. 2, 8, 14., , , an informa-
tion, exposition : from, f. -,{,)
to inform against : in genl. to point out,

make known, C. acc, Hdt. 0, 29 ; 7,

30; also c. gen. like,
Lys. 134, 17, Xen. Hell. 3, 3, 2, cf.

Valck. Diatr. p. 291. [" in pres.,

in fut.], dep. mid. ; to

plan and execute, Plotin., i.-,{,)
to taint, defile, , Pind.

P. 4, 178. Pass,, to

be dirty, esp. to wear unwashen, squalid

garments as a sign of grief, wear mourn-
inc;, Lat. squalere, in squalore esse, Hdt., f. -, {, -) to mix, mix up, Ar. Lys. 580 :

K. or , to mix up with a
thing or among others, Ar. Nub. 230,

Dem. 789, 19., f. -, {,) dep. mid. : to parody, Dion.,=^

,

LXX.,, ,{)
mixing, mixture, Diosc.,=,'..
18, 26, in mid., , f. -,{,) to corrupt by giving high
pay, Dion. H., , f. -,{,) to spend in paying-, etc., Ar. Eq. 1352, ubi v. Schol,, {,-) to call to mind, Plut., as mid., {,) to betroth.,^=., to defile., ov, {,
faulty, Aesch. Ag. 145., adv. alone, apart, bet

ter divisim .
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, 7}, ij,{) astay-

liig, Polyb. : ptrsevirance.?], >, ?/,= foreg., only

found in poet, form/, q. v.', , t. -,{,) to conquer in single combat,, Plut.', ov,() lasting,

continuing, Polyb.,, !/, propagation

by sucktrs : Ironi, (,) to

propagate by suckers., , to embellish.77?, ov, {,)
planted with vines, producing wine,, Strab.,{,) to en-

compass, cover, Antiph.. i , 4.-,^., K. Tivu-
vi, Eur. Hel. 853., , fut. -, (-
, ?.) to amuse with fables,, Philostr., cf..), f. -, to mock

with upturned nose., {,) as

mid., to avenge oiie's self, Ael., f. -, to anoint., , , () a

closing one''s eyes, Plut., Alt.-, f.-,(,) to tear, scratch : hence in

mid., , she scratch-

ed her hand, II. 5, 425, cf. Hdt. 4, 71., (, -) to chop up, make mincemeat of,

Ar. Pac. 247., f -vau, {,) to

shut or close the eyes, in full --
, Xen. Cyn. 5, 11, and so later freq.

with : butusu.
absol. to nod, drop asleep, doze, first in

Batr. 192 (in poet. aor.) ;

then in Hipp., and Ar. ^ also to die,

Luc. {v by nature in all tenses :

metri grat. in pros., Hedyl. ap. Ath.

345 A ; and in aor. Batr. 139 : cf .'[, f. -, Att.-,^=, toput on,putaround,

TLVL TL, Joseph., f -, (,) dep. mid., to mock at, c. gen.

Arr., c. ace. Clem. Al.

Kaav,^=oreg.],, ,(-) mockery, Ath., {, )?.) to

cabn btf degrees, alleviate, Hipp., f. -, to cover

with iveals or stripes., f. -, dep.

mid. : to blame very much., f. -,(, -) to waste throxigh folly, Antiph.
Jncert. 71., f.-,(,-) to force doum, esp. of dislocated

limbs, to force them iiito their place,

Hipp.—II. to overpower by force, con-

strain, confine, . , Eur.
Bacch. 043 : in genl. to coerce,, Thuc. 4, 77. Hence,, , a setting dis-

located limbs, Hipp.?!, , , force:

/£.. potions that compel to love, Synes.
—II. a plant from which such was
made, Diosc.,, ,(,-) curse, . . Hence, . -, to curse,

. ., (,-) dep. mid. : to behave impudently

to one,.\, a, ov, of Catana, Cata-

nian. Thuc. 3, 116; Arist. ; etc.; as
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subst. 7}, sub., the ter-

ritory of Catana, fcjtrab., , {,-) to use quite tip, Hipp., , 1. -,==-.,(,) to make to

dwell, settle, only used in aor. -, . >ai7;f, Hes. Op.
1G7 ; also, . , id. Th. 620

;

c. dat. loci, lb. 329 : so too in aor.

mid.,/, Aesch. Eum.
929. Pass., to take itp one's abode,

dwell, also only in aor.,
Eur. Phoen. 207, Ar. Vesp. 662 : Ap.
Rh. 2, 520 has aor. mid. in pass, signf, strengthd. for ava-, LXX., f-,{,-) to use up, spend, lavish, ,
upon a thing, Isocr. 5 D, and so Plat.

Phaed. 72 D, in pass. ; also, ,
Diod. Hence?,, , an expending,

consumption, Plut. 2, p. 678 F., as pass., (,) to grow quite stiff, Hipp.—II.

act., to be slothful towards

or press heavily upon another,
only in N. T.,(,,-
?L(j) to trouble or annoy much, dub. 1.,

Aesop., f.-, (,-) to stamp or beat down firmly,

/, Hdt. 7,36., , fut.-,{,) to conquer in a sea-fight,

beat at sea, c. acc, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 10.

Pass, to be so conquered, Isocr. 254 C., f. -, {,) dep. mid., to prevail against,.?, , , i. e.-', an enlisting man by

man, LXX., dep. mid.,=vea-., worse form for., , ,=-, Clem. ., , (,) to

blow through., f. -, (,)
to distribute, allot, esp as pasture land,

K.7/ riffi, Hdt. 2, 109: also, ., to dis-

tribute them into or among the twelve
tribes, Id. 5, 69, cf Dem. 1.380, fm.

;

hence also of a single person, ., to assign or appoint him
to his post, Aeschin. 22, 18. Mid. to

divide among themselves, Thuc. 2, 17 :

hence to take possession of, esp. with
cattle, to feed or graze land, Lat. de-

pasci, Isocr. 298 A, so also in act.,-
., Dem. 278, 22, metaph. to

feed on, devour, of a sore. Pint., contr.-,{,) dep. : to come, go down, from,
Nonn., ov, (, ')
full of nerves or sinews, Hippiatr., ov, to be granted

;

and, , , a nodding to,

assent : from, .-, II. 1, 524

and Plat : Ep. aor. part,,
Od. 15, 463 (, ). To nod.

esp. to nod assent, agree, allow, pro7nise,

opp. to, , II. 8, 175,

also c. inf fut., II. 10, 393 ; 13. 368 ;

later c. inf aor., Ar. Thesm. 1020,

Bion 5, 9 : in Hom. usu.,, he promised and con-

firmed his promise by a nod, esp. of

Jupiter ; so -, 11. 4, 267

:

in genl. to make a sign by nodding the

head, Od. 15, 464 ; in full, ?:.^ or, Hom., .,
Pind. . 1, 18.— 11. trans., .,
to bow the head, only in Poll. \_-

once, metri grat., viz. Od. 9,

490.], , (,) to

overcloud, Plut. Timol. 27., Ion. -, f- -, (-,) to heap or pile up, Hdt. 6, 97.

7(';/, 7],,—, Si-

cil. word ap. Plut.^, ?, , Catana, a city of
Sicily, on the eastern coast, at the
foot of Mt. Aetna, now Catania,Thuc.
6, 3 ; Xen. Hell. 2, 3. 5.], , , Catanes, king of
the Paraetaeeni, Arr. An. 4, 22., inf aor. 1 from-., f.-, {, •) dep. mid. : to swim down stream., Ion. for., fut. -, strengthd.
for, to adorn with flowers : in

genl. to viake bright coloured, enrich,

adorn, Diod., f. -,= sq. Anth., , i.- in
Aesch. Fr. 265 (,) to

turn into coal, burn to cinders, 1. c.

Pass, to be so burnt. Soph. El. 58,
Eur. Cycl. 663., f. -, (,) to

water, wet, , Hipp., , fut. -;/, strengthd.
for, to conquer utterly. Soph.
Fr. 105.,, ,()
water for washing in, Ath., ov, 0, one who washes,
esp. at Athens he who washed the pep-
los of Athena Polias, cf..
From. = : also to

wash away, carry off by a draught, Hipp., {,)
dep. : to go or come down from, c. gen.,

Ap. Rh.—II. to go through, c. acc,
Hermesian. 5, 65 : cf.-., as mid, with the
act. forms, aor.?/ : pf •, (., ,) to

rise up agaiyist, oppose, c. gen., Polyb., (, ) to snow
upon,-
(sub. i^fOf ) Ar. Ach. 138: metaph.
to sprinkle as ivith snow, Luc.—II. ab-

sol. to snow, usu. impers.,,
it snows, Ar. Kub. 965. [i], , f.-,(,)
to remark, observe, perceive, Hdt. 2, 28 :

to -undcrstattd, learn, know, lb. 93,

Thuc. 1, 138: esp.,. ,
freq. in Plat. ; also c. part., Thuc. 2,
3.—II. intr. to be in one's right mind, in

one's senses, like, Hipp.,
V. Foes. Oecon. Hence,, , that which is

remarked : a remark, perception. Plat.

Epin. 987 D : a device, contrivance,

Arist. Pol. : and, , , a remarking,

observing, learning. Plat. Tim. 82 C,
Criti. 107 D., verb. adj. from -, one 7nust remark, observe, learn.

Plat. Polit. 305 C., , ,()
observant, intelligent., as pass., (,)
hence, , much is be-

ing used up or wasted, Od. 2, 58 ; 17,

537. The act is supplied by-.



,{,)
to turn into money, Joseph.), , i. -, (,) to lay down laws, make
iaii's. Plat. Legg. 861 B., oi\{,) agree-

able to the law, lawful, Inscr.

Kciravof, ov, a, aflat dish, Lat. ca-

tinus., , f.-,{,-
T£(j) to returnfrom banishment, Folyb., f. - Att.-, {,) as mid. :

to take away for one's self, embezzle,

Dion. H., a, ov,{,)
looking southward, Inscr., f. -' Att. -,{,) to bedew, Eur. I. T. 833, in

tmesis.'^, , f.-, strength-
ened for.
Kurofra, adv. of, down-

wards, in the famous line, ',, , -
r' /., II. 23, 116.,, , . -, {, -) to come, arrive : in a speech or

narrative, to tend to or end in a certain

end or result, or , Polyb.

:

hence in genl. to come to an end, or re-

sult, happen, take place, Lat. evadere.

Id.—II. to come back, reltirn, Id.

—

III.

trans, to make to come back, throw back,

LXX. Hence,,, an 'end, result,

goal : in genl. an event.

KaTavT7jv, adv., =z, The-
mist., , {,) down-
ward, steep, Hipp., and Ar. Ran. 127.

—II. metaph. like Lat. promts, in-

clined, Eur. Rhes. 318, Trpof ri. Plut., adv., {,)
over against, opposite, Od. 20, 387, ubi
al.'., , ,{) slo-

ping or hanging downwards, Hipp.
,,.-, strength-

ened for, Ar. Fr. 523.,{,) straight

downfrom, c. gen., . , Od.
10, 559 ; 11, 64, where in arsis.—II.

Att. over against, right opposite, c. gen.,

Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 5.—2. absol. outright,

downright, Thuc. 7, 57. Cf. Lob.
Phryn. 444. [On quantity v..'], a, ,=^, over

against, opposite, hence adv.,-
TLOV, c. gen., Hdt. 6, 103, 118 ; also

c. dat., 7, 33 : absol. in Soph. Ant!
5i2 : also, 0pp., {,)
3.dx.,=.— II. c. gen., Xen.
An. 1, 1, 9., f. -,=-., , f. -), {, -) to pour upon or over, hence
metaph. to pour a flood of words over

one,. Ar. Vesp. 483 ; so too, .7. or?. Plat. Rep.
344 D, 536 B.—II. in Medic, to bathe

or steep, esp, with hot fomentations,
to steep, foment, . , Diosc.

Hence,, , a fomenta-
tion, Diosc. . and,, }/, a bathing, fo-
mentation., verb. adj. from-, one must bathe foment.7.,,=)77.., , (,,) shaped like an, rounded,

round., , ,{)
pricking at heart : and

,, , pricking, esp.
at heart, . . : from, Att. -, f. -, {-,) to prick, Lat. compungere

:

hence metaph. in pass, to be pricked

at heart, have compunctious visitings,

LXX., f. - and -,(,) to nod andfall asleep,

go to sleep, Alex. Incert. 22.—II. trans.

to lull asleep, Ael.

Kuvv,= sq.,, Xen. Cyr.

8, 6, 17., Att. -, f. -, to

bring to an end, finish : esp.—1. with
or some noun of distance, to ac-

complish a certain distance, Hdt. 4,

86 ; 8, 98 : hence, the ace. being
omitted, seemingly intr. to arrive at a

place, , Wessel. Hdt. 6, 140,

cf Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 20 : also c. gen.,, they have

come to, met with a kind hostess (where
may be supplied), Soph. El.

1451 ; but in , Eur.
Hipp. 365, the orig. construction
seems quite lost sight of.—2. to ac-

complish, perpetrate, Eur. El. 1163;
hence ., to murder. Id. Or. 89.

Cf., , , {,) on or behind the back., fut. -, dep.

mid., {,) to carry on one's

back, Luc.—II. to put behind one's back,

reject. Hence, ov, b, one who de-

spises, Dicaearch. p. 15., {,) to card or

comb well, . , Hipp. : also, -
or ; to work stone /'or use.

Died. : hence—2. to tear in pieces, beat

to a mimimy, crush and destroy, .,, Soph. Aj. 728, Eur.
Phoen. 1145 ; so . ,
to stone him to red rags, Ar. Ach. 320.
— 3. to rub, wear or waste away, Lat.

attere're, Aesch. Ag. 197 : so in pass.,, Eur. Hipp. 274,, Tro. 509. Hence, , -, a tearing in

pieces., , f. -, {, -) to receive as a guest, entertain,

Aesch. Cho. 706., f. -,(,) to rub

or polish away, polish, Plut.

—

11.=-
2., f. -, {, -) to dry up, Plat. Tim. 76 A., ov, {,) very

dry. withered, Arist. de Anim., dep., {,) to demand implicit belief to

the prejudice of one, c. gen., Polyb. 12,

17, 1, cf. Lob. Phryn. 567., ov, strengthd. for,
quite or very worthy of, c. gen.. Soph.
Phil. 1009. Adv. -. Id. El. 800:
also neut. plur. as adv. in Anth.
Hence, , to deem worthy, esteem,

hmiour,, Aesch. Theb. 667, in aor.

mid. : c. gen. rei, to deem worthy of a
thing, Polvb., also c. ace. pers. et. inf.

Dem. 1383, 11.—II. to bid, like -, -, Aesch. Ag. 572.—2. to resolve or
determine a thing, Soph. Phil. 1095.,, ,() Ion., a shivering, Hipp., , ,{)
deeming U'orthy ; esteem or respect for
one,, Polyb.,, f.-,{,)

shave close, Ctesias ap. Ath. 529 A., , ,{ a
straping off.

, ov, , a scraping, cut-
ting, scratching, carving : artificial car-
ving : from, f.- [w], {,)
to scrape, Theophr. : to scratch or
mark, Luc.—II. to polish or carve, like.̂, , o'l, the Cataonians,
Strab.^, , , Cataonia, a region
of southern Cappadocia. between
the ranges Antitaurus and Amanus,
Strab., ov. Dor. for., {,) to

encompass with nets., adv., (,)
firmly, constantly, 7<. .,
Isocr. Antid. ij 167., , to spend in, Isae. 82, 22, cf-., f.- and--, {,) to jest upon,
mock at one, c. gen., Ar. Fr. 212., {,) to strike

hard., , ,{)
only found in the phrase,, a door shutting downwards, a
trapdoor, Hdt. 5, 16, like.7,{,7.)
as Pass, to grow very old, Galen.7., {, 7) to

throw in wrestling, Ar. Ach. 710: in
genl. to overthrow, Eur. I. A. 1013,
and Plat.7., {, 7.) to

shake down. Pass, to swing one's self,

i. e. vault or leap down,, II. 19, 351, Ep. syncop.
aor. for : for, if this form
be given to7., it should
be written properisp., cf.., {,-) to pass the night, Alciphron : also
as dep.., {, -) as dep. mid., to act vil-

lanously tmvards one, , LXX.
—II. to outdo in villany., , ,{)
a piercing, boring.,,, any thing that
can be strewn, powder : from, Att. -, fut. -,
to besprinkle, bespatter with a thing,
c. ace. pers. et gen. rei, Ar. Eq. 99

:

Ti . Id. Nub. 177.—II. later
c. ace. rei, to strew or sprinkle over,, Arist. H. A. Hence, ov, besprinkled with a
thing, e. g., Ar. Eq. 502:
embroidered, lb. 968., , f. -, strength-
ened for., , i. -, {,-) to tread or trample down, tread or
trample under foot, Hdt. 7, 173, 223;
K. TO ., to trample down
the seed (i. e. have it trampled down)
by swine. Id. 2, 14.—2. metaph. to

trample on, spurn, II. 4, 157 (in tmesis),
Plat. Gorg. 484 A, etc. Hence,, , that which
is trampled on : an object of contempt,

LXX. [a],, ,{)
a trampling on, LXX. [],, ,{)
rest from a thing, c. gen. yoov, II. 17,

38 : absol. rest, LXX., ,^^-.,, ,{)
putting rest, putting down, deposing,,, Hdt. 5, 38 ; 6,
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67.— II. a resting, calm, Theophr.
Hence, , , putting to

rest, calming., poet,, Pintl.

N. 9, 35,(,) put or lay to

rest, calm, assuage, ^, Od. 4,

583,, Jl. 10, G2,, 11.

7, 36, , II. 10, 018.—2. esp. to 7nake one stop from a thing^,

hinder or check from..., c. ace. pers. et

gen. rei,.,, 11. 22, 457, Od. 24, 457 :

and c. ace. only, to stop, hinder, keep

in check, Od. 2, 108, II. 15, 105 : later

also, like, to put down, de-

pose one from power, . ,, Hdt. 4, 1 ; 6, 64 : but also,

.•,, etc., Id. 1, 80 ; 5,

38. Pass, and mid. to leave off, cease,

rest. The act. is also used in this in-

trans. signf., Eur. Hec. 918, and in

Diod.\, , f. -/, (, -
<5() to chain, bind down or fast,

Mosch. 2, 4, in tmesis, cf. II. 19, 94

;

V..,, obedient,, Philo

:

from, f.-,[,)
to persuade. Pass. c. fut. mid., to let

one's self be persuaded : hence to be-

lieve, also to obey., , f. -7/, strengthd.

for, ., to use threatening

words, Soph. O. C. 659., , , {,) an
experiment., f. -, {, -) to tnake trial of, make an attempt

"ii, c. acc, Lys. 186, 29 ; c. gen.,

Polyb. : to prove severely, harass, Diod.
Hence, , , an attempt,

Iriat, attack, Diosc., , . Ion.--
), a sounding-line, Hdt. 2, 5, cl.., f.-,(,)
to pierce, spit.^, . -, (, -) to shake or swing violently,.
Rh. 2, 92 in tmesia., , {,)
to cobble, patch, LXX., f.- At. Ach.
160{,) : to overrun ivi.th

light-armed troops(), hence, Ar. 1. c.,, ,{-,) one who shoots the bolt

from a catapult., , 6, (perh. from7.) a war-enginefor throwing

bolts or darts, a kind of huge cross-

bow, Lat. catnpiilta, first in Mnesim.
Philipp. 1, 9, Arist. Eth. N.—II. an
instrument of torture, Diod., and LXX.
Hence, , , of or belong-

ing to a catapult,, Strab.—II.. sub.,= -., . -,(,)
to send down, , Hes. Th. 515 :

esp. from the inland to the sea-coast,

Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 30, An. 1, 9. 7: also

simply,=7,", Dem. 162, 11., , f. -?/, {,) to mourn for, bewail, LXX., strengthd. for -, Philo.]6 perf act. from-., Ep, fem. part, perf
of, q. v., later coUat. form of.

7^6

, adv. part. perf.

pas.s. oi, slyly., Ion. lor, Hdt., , {,)
to cross over : to conclude, end. Hence,, ?/, a crossing :

an ending. East., usu. in mid. --
: aor. : 1.-, {,) to break wind at

one, esp. in sign of contempt, c. gen.,

Ar. Vesp. 618, Plut. 618, Horace's
oppcdere alicui., strengthd. for-, to be far above, Polyl)., , jj, =-, a scarifying.,, f.-,{,-') to buckle or clasp tight, Polyb., ==-., Att. -, fut. --, {,) to boil doivn or di-

gest thoroughly : metaph. to digest,

keep imder, ., II. 1, 81 ; . -, i. e. to bear great fortune ineekly,

Pind. O. 1,87.

Kora7rer(ii'vf);/<,also-,. --, {,) to spread out

over, 11. 8, 441 , in tmesis.—11. to spread,
cover, or hang tvith, TLvi Ti, Ar. Vesp.
132, Plut. 731.,=.].
3, 111, in Ion. part,.,, , {-) curtain, veil, . ., fut.-, aor., {,, q. v.),

to fly down, Ar. Vesp. 16, Av. 791,
etc., , f. --, {-,) to dash in pieces

against rocks, Diod., , {,) to

stone to death, Xen. An. 1, 3, 2.—II. to

throw downfrom a rock, Strab., Att. for,
q. V., part, of aor.-

q. v., though with accent as
ifpres., U. 17, 539., adv. part. perf.

from, contemptuously,

Dem. 219, 25., adv. part. perf.

pass, from', despisedly.' and-, fut.-,{, /) to stick fast in the

ground, plant firmly, ri , 11.

6, 213, cf. 7, 441, Hdt. 4, 72. Pass. c.

pf. et plqpf. 2 act., to standfast orfirm
in, yaiy, II. 11, 378

;, Hdt. 7, 30 : la-

ter also to become congealed, freeze,

Arist. H. A., , . -7/, {,-) to leap doum. from,, Xen.
Cyr. 7, 1,38.,{,>) to

Kurt or da?nage inuch./. f/, or,,
, V. Lob. Paralip. p. 279,{-) a postfixed in the ground, a pah,
Joseph.—II. a graft, Geop., ov, {,) rmi-

tilated., (, ) to

make fat, fatten. Plat. Legg. 807 A., f. -,{,)
to press or keep down. Hence, , ), a pressing or
keeping down, , Theophr., {,-
/.) dep., to use persuasive or proba-
ble argtt/nent.9, Sext. Emp., strengthd. for.

, ov, {,)
very sharp or bitter, LXX., , fut. -, {,) to wrap up in felt : in genl.

wrap close up, Alciphr.'/, ,^=sq., Xenocr. 75, ov,{,)
very fat, Galon, [i], fut.-•,{) to fill up, fill, Lync. ap
Ath. 132 U. Pass, to be filled with,

full of a thing, c. gen.. Plat. Rep
496 D ; also c. dat, Antiph. Paras
5,4., fnt. -^,{) to bum up, bum ashes
Polyb., fut. -, Ar. Eq.
693 : poet. aor.,{,).
To drink, gulp or swallow down, distin-

guished from Kuradx/ytiv, by Aeschin.

13, 39 as the stronger word, first in
Hes. Th. 459, 467, Hdt. 2, 68 ; esp. of
the sea, Theogn. 080.—2. metaph., ., to drink in Euripides, i. e.

imbibe his spirit, Ar. Ach. 484.—3.

also metaph. to swallow up, jwe up, con-

sume, Ar. Vesp. 1147: but also t»
spend or waste in tippling, Valck. Hipp.
626, Jac. A. P. 62. [,, cf..], poet, for•.,{,)
to sell,, Luc. Chronos. 16., poet, for-., fut.- : aor., poet,, pf. -•{, ). fall or
drop down, kv^, ),,
II. 12, 23 ; 16, 311, Od. 5, 374, etc.,

but in Hom. always in poet, aor., la-

ter usu. K. : -, their spirit fell, . 15,

280, later. , like Lat.
concidere animo :. , to fall
down into..., Eur. Cycl. 671 ; hence,
K. , Plat. Phaed. 88 D.
[t by nature.], Att. -, ,{,) to cover with pitch, pitch over,

as was done to wine-jars to keep out
the air, Cratin. Pyt. J 7, Ar. Eccl.
1109.—2. to cover with pitch so as to
pull out the hair, hence to take pull
at, annoy, attack, Lat. vellicare, lb. 829.

—B. pass, to be pitched over and then
burnt. Plat. Gorg. 473 : perh. like the
Latin tunica molesta, cf. Routh ad 1.

(quoted also by Stallbaum.),^{,) to

entrust to, Ti, late.—2. to confide

in, c. dat., Polyb. 2, 3, 3: absoL,
Plut. Lys. 8.. , {,) to

warrant. Mid. to brco7nc seairily,, for one to another,
Plut. Cleom. 21. Hence, , , a giving of
security, a7i assuraiice, Plut., , v..
Hence,, ', that which
is covered with pitch.],,{,)
panic-struck, scared, Polyb. Hence, , , panic fear., , ,{-) plastering, Hipp.,, , that, which
is spread or smeared, a plaster, poultice,

ointment, Ar, Fr. 309, 12 : from, Att. -, f. -
[(<], {,) to spread over,

plaster. With, , Hdt. 2, 70 ; mid.,, to

plaster one's own head, Id. 2, 85, cf. 4,



75 : esp. as medic, terra, to apply as a
plaster or poultice, Diosc. Hetice/, verb. adj. one must
planter ; and1.~7, , , oie who plas-

ters or aiioints, Philo.~?-, y, , (/-
cu) spread or plastered over, .-, a plaster or poultice, Ar. Plut.

717, opp. to xptarbv (p., a salve or

ointment, v. SchoL ad 1., and of. -.—IL made up, furged, fahe, Me-
nand. p. 1 19.

Ka-ajT/iaffruf,, ij. Ion. for aa-, Hdt. 4, 75.-', il -^, (, 7^)
to ealtciiie, plait, Hdt .3, 98 : hence
metaph- to implicate, n. nva•
da, Hdt. 8, 128.—II. to twist complete-

ly, and so in geaL to bring to an end,

finish, K. T'}]v, /. Id. 4,

205 ; 8, 83, cf.., , to have the ad-

vantage over, c. gen., Hipp..?£, ov, also a, ov, Att.

-/, cjv, gen. , {, ?.)
quite full,, of a thing, Plut.

;

hence fouled, stained with a thing,

Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 30., f. -. Ion.

-/, {, '!7) to sail down,
hence— 1. to sail from the high sea to

shore, put into port, put in, Od. 9, 142,

Hdt. 1, 2, etc.—2. to sail down streain,

c. acc, K. 7•, Hdt. 1, 185
;

absol.. Id. 7, 137.—II. to sail back. Id.

1, 165 ; 3, 45, etc., , gen. , Att. for, Xen./, , =?},
Clem. .?,,,,^,
LXX., ,,{7.-
() belonging to or fitted for striking

with amazement, striking, wondrous, -
.. Macho ap. Ath.

578 C : terrible, Polyb. ; but expressly
opp. to3, in Muson. ap. Stob.

p. 326, 43.' Adv. -, Polyb., ov, striking, won-
drous, Diod./.,, 6, ,(-) subject to sudden fear, fearful, tim-

id, Lys. 107, 34, and Arist. Eth. N., , , amazement,
consternation, Thuc. 7, 42 ; --, stupor, Hipp.7^, , [, 7^) to

fill quite full, Eccl.7., Att. -, f. -,(,7.) strictly to strike down

:

usu. metapli. to strike with ainazement,

amaze, astound, the act. first in Xen.
Pass. 7.7/, to be panic-

stricken, be amazed, astounded,-
7./ <j)i7Mv, 11. 3, 31 ; in which
signi. the Att. mostly used the aor.77] [] : ., at a thing,

Thuc. 1, 81, but also , Isocr. 415 E,
etc., cf. Eupol. Ko/MK. 1, 10. The
part. perf. act., is also

used intrans. by late writers, as Dion.

H., and App., f. -, (,-) to throw an antagonist by twisting

one's legs in his. Pass, to be so thrown,

so too in fut. mid.,, you'll

be thrown, as Dind. corrects the dub.

i., Ar. Fr. 1, from Hesych.7., , ,() an
entwining, connexion, complication. Plat.

Tim. 70 D.—II. in music, the connexion

of notes descending in regular succession,

opp. to (iva~7.oiitj., ov, 6, contr. -,(,7) a sailing down to land, a
putting ashore, putting in, Thuc. 4, 10.

—2. landing-place.— II. a sailing back,

return, Xen. Hell. 1, 4. 11./., , f. -. {,7\.) to be very rich in a thing, c.

acc. reL/, fut. -» Att. -,{, 7) to make very rich,

enrich. Hdt. 6, 132./., , f. -, {-,/,) to conquer by

money. Diod./.,, ,=^7.-
: from7,{,?) to bathe

with water, drench, Ar. Fr. 546 : me-
taph., TO 7, the
affair is washed out, i. e. forgotten,

Aeschin. 79, 19. Hence/, , , a bathing in

water, drenching, Xen. Eq. 5, 9., poet, and Ion. for -, freq. in Hdt., poet, for,
. Hom. Cer. 239., f. -, {,) to breathe upon or over, ,
as, . /, to breathe desire

upon us, Ar. Lys. 552 ; but c. dat., .', to fill the place with
fragrance, Heliod. : in Eur. Med. 839
c. dupl. acc, K. , nisi

leg..—2. to inspire, Aesch. Ag.
105, cf. Eur. Rhes. 387.—U. to

breathe, blow upon, strike,, Flat. (Com.) Pha. 1,

14., f.-, {,) to choke, smother, Arist. H. A.
[i] Hence, , , a choking ox
smothering, Arist. Probl.], , , {) a
breathing or blowing. Find. P. 5, 162., ov, contr.-, ovv,
breathed or blown upon.. also, adv.

for KUTu,,, quickly,

straightway, like the French sur les

pas, Hdt. 5, 98, but now usu. written
divisim., {,)
to make variegated, deck with divers col-

ours, diversify. Plat. Tim. 85 A ; and
in pass.. Id. Euthyphr. 6 C., {,) to

enjoy too much, abuse./., , f. -7/, {,) to war down, i. e. overcome,

subdue, Lat. dehellare,, Thuc. 2,

7, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 10, etc. Hence7., , , an over-

throwing, subduing., , f. -?/,=-?., dep.,{, -) to subdue or reduce by policy,, Dem. 442, 21, and Plut."7, adv. for 7., by

a great deal, very much., {,) to

scoff at, insult, c. gen., Luc. , cf.-., , . -,{, -) tire, iveaken by toil or suffering,

in genl. to overpower, subdue af'er a hard
struggle, Menand. p. 250, and Polyb.
Hence,, , a tiring out

:

weariness, tveakness., ov,{,) tired,

wearied, Plut.

f.- Att. -, {-,) to throw into the sea,

plunge or drown therein, , Lys.
142, 16, Dem. 677, 6. Hence. ov, a, a drowning
in the sea, Isocr. 257 E., verb. adj. from

, one vitist drown in the
sea. Clem. Al., ov, ,{-) one who throws into the sea, esp.
of pirates,^ ., Isocr. 280
A, Dem., etc., , =,
Hdt. 1, 165 ; also, . -, 3, 30., in mid., like-, Lat. oppcdere.,{,)
dep. c. fut. mid., to go or cotne down:
usu. to come back, esp. from banish-
ment, like, Polyb., , f.-,{,-) to treat wrongly from awkward-
ness or ignorance, Hipp., , f. -, {,) to ravage utterly.,, , a prostitu-

ting, Plut. : from, {,) to

m.ake a courtesan of, to prostitute, . Tu, Hdt. 1, 94.—II. to violate, rav-

ish, Plut.—III. to squander on courte-

sans, Dio C.—IV. metaph. to pander to.,,.-,{,) to squander upon courte-

sans., f. -, strengthd.
for, dub. 1. in Xen., , ,{) a
gulping down, swallowing. Plat. Tim.
80 A, Arist., etc.

—

11. the swallow, gul-
let, Diosc., ov, a, a glutton., ov,TO,=sq., Theophr., , , that which cayi

be gulped down or swallowed, a draught
or pill, Hipp. : strictly neut. from, ov,{) to be

drunk or swallowed. Hence, . , the lower end of
the gullet, the orifice of the stomach,
Paul. Aeg.,{,-) dep., to employ means
against,., , ,{-) fitted for accomplishing, c. gen.,

Muson. ap". Stob. p. 338, 34.,. Dor. for-., , , fulfilment,

Clem. . ; from, Att. -, f. -,{,) accomplish, achieve,

Xen., Isocr., etc. Mid. to achieve for
one's self Xen. An. 7, 7, 27. { by
nature.],, , a softening

down, [^ : from, {,) to

soften down, appease, propitiate, Plat.

Euthyd. 288 B, Isocr., etti, ov, {,)
with many stems or branches.:3, {,3)
to undertake an embassy against an-
other, c. gen., Strab., . Dor. -,{,) with the fore part down-
wards, down-turned, in Houi. always
as epith. of, of the open hand
moved downwards or laid flat upon a
thing, II. 15, 114; 16, 792, Od. 19,

467. — II. sloping downwards, steep.

Hence, f. -, to throw head-
long down, Nic., , =^ foreg., Leon.
Tar. 74., Ton. and Ep. for -.. Kh. 1, 265., {, ) to saw
through, saw up, Hdt. 7, 36 : in genl. to

cut or bite inpieces, Theocr. 10, 55. [t]
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"}.},[,7.7)
to throw forwards down, prostrate, Ga-
len., strengthened for, to betray, leave.iti the lurch,

Hdt. 7. 157 : so too in Ar. Vesp.

1044, and Thuc.-, strengthd. for trpoi-

: usu. in mid., to throw quite away,

throw away, Polyb. [On the quantity

V.], Att.-, a

soUtary fut. (tor the pres. and aor. are

only found in very late writers, as

Themist.) (,). Strictly /
do for nothing, i. e. do scot-free, u-ith

impunity, always used with a negat.,

and in bad sense :— 1. absol., ov ku-, he said they should

not get offfree, Hdt. 3, 36 : so too in

common Att. dialogue, --, you shan't get off,= ov-/ ?-—2. also freq. c. part.

aor., ov -, he shall not escape for having

thus insulted me, Hdt. 3, 156 ; ov-, 5, 105, cf.

7, 17, Ar. Eq. 435, Vesp. 1396: also

C. part, pres., ov . , thou

shall not escape for doing this, Ar.

Vesp. 1366, cf Thesm. 566.-3. much
more rarely c. gen. pers., '-

). he shall not

escape for this despite done to me, Ar-

chil. 28, cf Ar. Nub. 1210.—The
word is of Ion. origin, and first occurs

in Archil., and Hdt. : the Att. only

used in familiar dialegue, Valck. Hdt.

3, 36, Lob. Phryn. 169.~?.~, fut --, {,) to forsake utterly, Ap. Rh., (, -)) to carry off captive or as booty,

LXX., {,-) dep., to hold out as a pretence, ,
Galen., , . -, (,) to be before, get the better of
another, c. gen., Diod. : in pass, to be

beaten,, in a thing, Polyb., . -, {,) to pour down, . -
to pour tears dow)i or over one's

cheeks, Ap. Rh., oi-',=, Ar.

Eccl. 364, cf Reisig Conj. 1, p. xi.,, b, part. aor. 2

from, q. v., ov. (,)
winged, Aesch. Pr. 798, Eur. Or. 176.

Hence, , to furnish with

wings., fut. of-., fiit.- : poet.

aor. 2', 3 dual,-, 11. 8, 136 : a poet. part. aor. -
also occurs in Aesch.

Eum. 252 : pf and-. Ep. part,, v.

infr. To stoop, crouch or cower down,

II. 8, 136. Od. 8, 190 ; 7.-, Hes. Sc. 265, which others

refer to, but cf -.̂, 3 dual 2 aor. of -, 11.. f. -, [] (,) to grind to powder, Plut.. , f -, (,) to frigh/en, Geop., Ion. for,
Hdt., ov, also , ov
Anacr. 120,() spat upon, to

be spat upon, hence abominable, first in
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Anacr. 1. c, then in Aesch. Eum.68,
etc. : also in prose, as Dem. 236, 22,

etc. Adv. -.,,(, v)f^dl
offolds, with ample folds, Theocr. 15,

34.. f. -,{,) to

spit upon or at, esp. as a mark of ab-

horrence or contempt, Ar. Ran. 1179,

absol. ; but usu. c. gen., as Dem. 295,

8. [,},,,{)
ruin, LXX., , y,{)
falling down, a fall, LXX., {,) to

stoop, crouch or cower down from tear,

like, 11. 4, 224, 340, etc., ov,{)fall-

en down, ruined.,{,) to

reduce to beggary, beggar, Plut. Pass.

to be or become beggared, -, beggary, Dion. ., u,= sq., dub., . -, to beoxact like

a., ov, v. sub.
Hence,,}, unnatural lust,

in genl. lewdness, Cratin. Drap. 4, Ar.
Nub. 1023., , ov,=sq., Cra-
tin. Chir. 4, but v. Meineke.,, , /, neut. --, and poet, -,, , {,) :

—

given to unnatural lust, in

genl. lewd, first in Sophron, then in

Ar. Eq. 639, Thesm. 200. The ob-

lique cases with the short vowel,
etc., are held to be the right forms,
Lob. Phryn. 195.—Irreg. compar. --, Ar. Lys. 776; ap. Ath. 281
E, and in Sophron,
as if from, cf., . -,{,) to

make rotten, corrupt, . Hom.. 371.

Pass, to become rotten, rot, 11. 23, 328., f. -, {, -) to cover over, deck richly., ov, strengthd. for, very thick, Theocr. Ep. 1, 1:

as medic, term, very costive, Hipp.
Hence, , to make very thick,

fill or stud thickly with a thing,,
tOlyb.—II. to pile up, get together, e. g.

money, Damox. ap. Ath. 102 A.—III.

to make close, full or perfect, Epicur.

ap. Diog. L. 10, 142. Heiice, , , a making
full or perfect, Alciphr.,{,) to

conquer in boxing., (, ) to light,

kindle : Theocr. 2, 24 has poet. part,

aor., in intrans. signf

.

wherefor Valck. would read-, v. sq., ov, poet,,{,) on fire, blazing, v. foreg.7^, , . -r/, {,') to burn quite up, ivaste with

fire, Ar. Thesm. 243.^, ov, {,)
very red, deep red, Diosc., to squirt away., ov, gen., {,) with a long beard, bearded,

Diod.

Kaa?J, , f. -,{,-) to sell, Clem. Al., {,) to

shtit close up. Math. Vett., . , Ion. -, a curse,-
Ttvi. to lay a curse

upon one, Hdt. 1 165 ;

<^, Eur. El. 1324. [--^-, Aesch.
Theb. 725, etc.], Ion. part. perf.

pass, from, for ^7}-, Hdt., ov,,=)., , ,{)
striking against. Adv.-, like a cat

aract., f. -. Ion. --, {,() dep. mid. to call

down -upon one, esp. evil, .', Od. 19, 330, c. ace. rei only,, he called down much
evil, uttered many curses, II. 9, 454 ; so
too c. inf ,

''/.,
they pray that he may perish, Theogn.
277 : but c. dat. pers. only, to curse

one, Hdt. 4, 184, Ar. Ran. 746 ; and
so in N. T. c. ace. pers.—In LXX. we
find an aor. pass.7 [], in

pass, signf ; and so also part. aor.

mid., accursed, LXX,
and N. T. [«p Horn., up Att.] Hence, ov. accursed. [p«](),, , a cursing, LXX.., Att.-,. -,{,) to dash doum, break in pieces,

Hippon. 23: to drive headlong, -, Hdt. 9, 69.—II. intrans. to fall

down, fall headlong, Clearch. ap. Ath.
393 B, and Polyb., ov,{) ac-

cursed, abominable, first in Soph. O. T.
1345. [Ep.- • Att.----,Herm.
Soph. 1. c, Seidl. Dochm. p. 71.], ov, {, 3?.)
reaching down to the shoes, like-, .. Soph. Fr. 559.,,.-,(,)
to leave unemployed or idle, .,
Eur. Plioen. 753 : . , to

miss the opportunities, Polyb. : ., to make the ground barren,

N. T.—11. to make useless, void, abol-

ish, N. T. : hence also to set free,, . ., . -, {,)
to make to tarry, ov ,
Aesch. Theb. 374, as Herm. would
read for the unmeaning -.,, ,{)
only used in plur., ,
that wherewith the sacrifice u-as begun
and the victim hallowed, prob. the ov-, Eur. I. T. 244 : cf-

I. 2.—II. the purifications made
by such offerings, Plut. Thes. 21.^, ov, {,)
covered ivith silver, Callix. ap. Ath.
199 D. Hence, . to cover unth silver,

silver over, Hdt. 1, 98.—II. to buy or
bribe with silver. Soph. Ant. 1077., ov, wetted, drenched :

from, =, to wet,

drench., {, ) to wet,

drench, water, . , Antiph.
Thamyr. 1 : metaph.= Lat. imbttere,

esp. to besprinkle with praise, Ar. Ach.
658.,=.

or. Ion.
for, Hdt. 2, 39., b, a wind rushing

from above, Alcae. et Sapph. ap. Eu-
stath. 603, 35. (Prob. from-

: others write Iroin.), ,{) to

joint., , , {,)
making one shudder, horrible, opp. to, Od. 14, 226. [where we have
[/cdru- in arsis.] :



, , f. -, (, cipc•) to count or reckon among,, Eur. Tro. 872, , Plat.

Polit. 266 A : to count up, Plat. Svmp.
215 A ; and so mid., Id. Phil. 27 B,
etc. Hence, , , a computa-
tion, . Anton. : and, verb, adj., one must
count among or up, Philo.~-,^()~-., , f. -, {,,) to spend or squander in break-

fasts : in genl. to squander away, An-
tipho ap. Ath. 423 A., strengthd. for apt-., , f. -, strengthd.

for, to be fully sufficient, Hdt. 1,

32., , ,() be-

longing to or fitted for beginning, pri-

mary, Plut., Ion. for., Hdt., dep. c. fut. mid. and
aor. pass., strengthd. for, to

deny stoutly, foil, by, c. inf , Soph.
Ant. 442., , fut., (,,) to plough up, till, '}~, Ar.. 582.—II. metaph. to generate.

)>'/, , ,()
a rent : a tearing, /., Lye., , f. -, {,) to lose, miss from careless-

ness or idle7iess, Xen. Hell. 6, 2, 39,

Dem. 765, 13 : hence pass., -(, things thoughtlessly lost

or thrown away, Dem. 42, 14.—II. intr.

to be very careless or idle,-, they stay be-

hind through carelessness, Xen. Mem.
3,5,13., {,) to be-

sprinkle, bedrop, wet, Diod., . {,) to

tatter, tear into shreds or tatters : part,

pf pass.,, in rags or

tatters. Soph. Tr. 1103., , , a render,

fearer, destroyer, Lyc., ov,{)
strictly as adj., broken, rushing down,

K., broken or steep ground. Soph.
O. C. 1590 ; K., Strab.—II.

usu. as subst., ., a broken fall of
water, a u-aterfall, Lat. cataracta, first

in Strab. io and , name
of two waterfalls in the IS'ile on the
borders of Aethiopiat; though Hdt. 7,

26 has/, the Catarrhactes,

as the nanae of a river in Phrygia.

—

2. a sort of trap-door, Plut., called by
Livy porta cataracta (cf. sq., and-) ; but in Dion. H., the bolt of

such a door : in canals, a sluice.—3.

a bird of prey, so called from rushing

down upon its prey, Soph. Fr. 344,

641., , ov,=foteg., .-
oa, a trap-door, Plut., i.-,=^-, Joseph., f.-,{,~)
to stitch up, to cover over,, with a

thing, Hdt. 2, 96 : metaph. to plot, de-

vise, compass, . , Aesch.
Eum. 26, cf~. Hence, , , a seam, suture.

Medic. : and
K.apo,ov,sewntogether,patch-

ed, Luc., , f. •7/,{.
to chatter, prattle, spout like

a, talk loud and long., f -, {,) to

make lie down, esp. to pat with the hand,

as one does a dog to make hira lie

down, hence in genl., to stroke, fondle,

like Lat. mulcere, in Horn. usu.

: also,. for, II. 5, 424., {,)
to lead astray, LXX., , sloped downwards

:

from, f. -,{,) to

sink down, hang downwards or to one

side, Hipp.—II. trans, to make to fall

down, push down, Soph. Ant. 1158, cf.., f.- and --
; pf-. To flow down,

II. 4, 149 ; 5, 870, and oft. in tmesis :

c. dat., K. , to run down or drop

with a thing, e. g., Eur. Tro.
16 : metaph. to rush down, Ar. Ach.
26.—2. to fall or slip down, Ar. Pac.

146 ; esp. in part. aor. pass,-, fallen, lb. 71.—3. to fall away,
come to naught, -, Dem.
21, 4.—4. . , to come to, fall to

the lot of, Theocr. 1, 5, Bion 1, 55.

—

II. trans, to overflow, wet, drench ; USU.

in pass, to be wet or dripping with a
thing,, Plut., and Luc., f. -, {,) to break down, ..
Hat. 4, 201 : so in pass., -. Id. 7, 23 ;but,-^ ~1, to be thrown down
and broken. Id. 3, 111.—2. to tear in

pieces, rend, hence, in mid.-, they rent their

coats, Id. 8, 99.-3. in Soph. Ant. 675,
{sc. ),

breaks up armies and turns them to

flight.—B. pass., esp. in aor.-
[], to fall or rush down, of

storms, waterfalls, etc. : and so to

break or burst out, ,
Hdt. 1, 87 ; so of tears, Eur. Ale.

1068 ; and so, -, Ar. Eq.
644, cf Ach. 528.—2. as medic, term,
to have a violent discharge, suffer from
diarrhoea, Hipp. ; also of tumors, to

break or burst. Id. : v. Foes. Oecon.
Hence, , , belor^ging to

fitted for breaking : as medic, term,
promoting discharge, purgative, Hipp.,
cf foreg. fin., , ,{-) breaking down : a falling or rush-

ing down, esp. as medic, term, .., a violent diarrhoea, Hipp., v.

fin., , ,{-,) an accusation.,^., to talk down, over-

come by rhetoric or by speaking,,
Plut.—II. to declaim against,., , . -, {, -) to shudder at, c. inf.. Rh., ov,{,) having
roots, planted, Theophr. Hence, , to make rooted, plant

firmly. Plat. Tim. 73 B, 76 C., , {,) to

make shrivel up : pass, to shrivel or
wither up.-, ,{,,) to file down, polish, refine : me-
taph., , Ar.
Ran. 901 ; so too of men, -, well-practised, well-irnid-

ed, Aesch. Supp. 747, nisi leg. --, from sq., , {,) to

cover or furnish with a shield, ap.

Hesych., V. foreg., f.•, and-, . . -,^sq.,{,) to throw

doim, overthrow, Aesch. Ag. 884.—2.

to despise, Diod. 3, 15.—3. to depress,

Luc. Hist. Scrib. 7.,-, , , {,)
with hanging or curved nose., , , also,,() flowing down, Aesop.—\\.:= II., Plut., , . -, to throw
hurtling down, Nonn.,.-,. mid.{) to have a catarrh. Diosc., , , belonging to ca-

tarrh, Hipp. : and,, ov,=foreg. : from, ov, contr. -, ovv,{) a flowing down, Philostr.

—II. as subst., ., a running down,
a settling of morbid matter in some par-

ticular part : esp. a running from the
head, a catarrh, rheum, Hipp., cf Foe's.

Oecon. : when the running is at the
nose, it was called : when it

goes to the throat and occasions
hoarseness, : when the uvu-
la is inflamed, '/. : when the
glands of the throat swell,., , , inclination or
tendency downwards, Hipp. : from, ov,{) in-

clining doivnwards, Hipp. : hence de•

creasing, slackening, Galen.), and -, , to gulp
or sicallow down, Hipp.,,{,")
like a catarrh, subject thereto, Hipp., inf. aor. 2 pass, of., ,{) flowing
down, falling away, Soph. Ant. 1010., f. -, {,•) to bring into a suitable form, bring

into rhythm, hamtmiy, or order, Longin., ov, {,)
very symmetrical OX rhythmical, Longin., {,) to

dirt, defile. Isocr. 245 D, and Plat.—, , —ioTeg., ov,{) bathed

from above, overflowed, watered,,
Eur. El. 777 ; also, .. Id. Andr.
215.*—II. carried down by water : hence
formed by dfpositions from water, allu

vial, of the Delta, Hdt. 2, 15., , . -. Ion. for, to fear, dread, c. acc,
Hdt. 1, 34, 80, etc. ; also, ,
7, 178 ; absol. 8, 75.,, b, ,{-) jagged, steep, like, .. Soph. Phi|. 937.,, ,{) an ar-

rival, landing: a landing-place, Thuc.
4, 26.,, f. -)7,(,)
to hang over or upon : to fasten, or ad-

just fitly : hence -, a well-adjusted or convenient thing,

Hdt. 3, 60 ; so too.' -, to speak senstbli/, Hipp. 399, 7,

cf p. 984 F : but in Hdt. 9, 66.-
now stands, and so Dmd.

would read with Stephens in the
other places : cf and -. Hence/,, , a hanging upon,
dub., ,=:., f. -, {,)
to adjust or put in order again, restore,, Hdt. 5, 100 : to settle by act-

ing as mediator, reform. Id. 5, 28, cf.

: to repair, refit, ,
Polyb. : to set a broken borie, Medic.
—II. in genl. to prepare, train, or fur-
nish thoroughly, ]!i. T. Cf.., , , a mast, Clem.
Al.,, ,{) an
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adjusting, restoring : a preparing, train-

ing. Pint., ov, 6,=^,
esp. the setting of a bone, Galeu.,, ,()
one who adjusts : esp. a mediator, re-

former, Ildt. 4, ICl ; 5_, 28., , >/, a preparivg,

training, Plut. : from, f. -,{,)
to prepare, dress, strictly of fooil : in

genl. to arrange, adjust, put in order,

finish, complete, Soph. O. C. 71 : freq.

m pass., to be prepared, arranged, train-

ed, furnished, ready,, 14,11: ?1), a horse broken in or train-

ed by the bit, Soph. Ant. 478.—III. -, part. perf. act. with intrans.

signf., brought to order, thoroughly fur-

nished, complete, used of horses which
have lost their foals-teeth and are

full-grown, Hesych., and A. B. : hence

inetaph. of men, having finished all,

Aesch. Eum. 473 : also c. gen., .
irovojv, having come to an end of the

toils (of training), Eur. Aeol. 19. [],,=., Eur.

Tro. 10G7., f. -, {,) to beat in an election,

esp. by unfair means,, Plut., adv. for', in

the beginning, at the first, also -, Dein.

Karapx?'/, yc, , a beginning, Polyb.
—11. in plur. firstlings, first-fruits, the

offering thereof., f. -, (,) to

make beginning of a thing, c. gen., e. g./, Aesch. Pers. 351 ;, lead the way. Soph. O. C.

1019 ; so too in mid., Eur. Phoen.
540 : also c. ace, to begin a thing, .
?.. Plat. Euthyd. 283 ; and

so in mid., c. ace, Eur. Or. 900: c.

part., Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 4 : absol., Plat.

Symp. 177 E, and in mid., Eur. H. F.

750.—2. in mid. esp., in

religious signf., to begin the sacrificial

ceremonies,' r' '-. Nestor began

(the sacrifice) with the washing of

hands and sprinkling the barley on
the victim's head, Od. 3, 445 (no-

where else in Horn.) : later, c. gen.,

K. , strictly, to make a be-

ginning of the victim, i. e. consecrate

him /or sacrifice by cutting off the hair

of his forehead, Hdt. 2, 45, Ar. Av.

959, cf. Eur. Ale. 74, El. 800 : hence
to sacrifice, slay, lllie Lat. immolare,

Eur. El. 1222 ; and simply to strike

(as if to slay), Plut. ; so too,-
%7]v , he took a

slick and began the sacrifice with me,
Luc. Somn. 3.—3. to lead the choral

dance in honour of any one, hence to

celebrate, honour, c. acc. Eur. Andr.

1199: cf Valck. Phoen. 543, 576.—
II. to rule, govern, c. gen., Alciphr. ; c.

acc, Diod., ov, (,) very

fleshy, plump, fat. Alciphr. Hence, , to make fleshy or

fleshly, bury in flesh, Eccl., , (,) to

sweep down or away, Euseb., f. -, (,)
to press or stamp tight doivn, Theophr., also-i'iiu.f.-,3,(,-) to put out, quemh,

Lat. extingiiere,, II. 21, 381 ;
me-

taph., K., to dry up the sea,

Aesch. Ag. 958 ; . f3o?'/v, ipiv, to ouash,

put down noise and strife. Soph. Aj.

1149, O. C. 422, cf. Critias 9, 40.

Pass. c. aor. act., and pf.
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, to go out, be quenched,

Hdt. 4, 5, Aesch. Ag. 888. Hence, , , a putting out,

Dio C., , (,)
to turn to ashes : metaph. to destroy., , , a shaking vio-

lently, concussion, Hipp. : from, f.-, pf. -,
Philem. p. 388(,). To shake

down, throw down, Thuc. 2,70: metaph.

to make one drunk. Menand. p. 4, ubi v.

Meineke, cf Casaub. Athcn. 431 C:
Ttvi (sc.), to shake

the hand at any one, beckon to him as

a sign for silence, Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 4

:

also K. , to beckon with the

hand, Pol'yb.^, perf. act. intr. from
?'/~, Ar. Plut. 1035., as pass.,(,)
to rush down or back into, C. acc,, 11. 21, 382: absol.

to rush down, Q. Sm., (,) to strain

through a sine, Hipp., f. -, (, -) to mark, sign and seal, Lat. ob-

signare. Plat. Legg. 756 E. 937 B, in

pass. Mid. to seal up, so as to preserve,

Ar. Fr. 95, and Plat. Hence, , , marking
distinctly, Longm., {,) to make
rotten, let rot, Xen. Cyr. 8, 2, 22.

Pass. c. pf act., to grow
rotten, rot away, II. 19, 27 (in tmesis),

Ar. Plut. 103o, and Plat.^, , f. -, (,) weaken, Anth.,(,) to

pant or struggle against, -, Aesch. Theb.
393., f. -, (,-) to make silent, calm, Arist. . .
Hence, ,, verb, adj.,

to be silenced, Clem. Al., , f. -, (, -) to become silent. Plat. Phaed. 107

A.—II.=foreg., ,(,)
to plate or strengthen with iron, Diod.,(.)-, to Sicelise the cheese (in allusion

to the peculations ofLaches in Sicily),

Ar. Vesp. 911., (,)
to ?nock at, Hipp., ,=^.
Kaav,= sq., v. sub., dep. : to hurt much.

^^ c , , -, f. -, (,) dep. mid., to eat up, feed on, c.

acc, Hdt. 1,216., , f. -/, (,) to be silent about a thing,

(cf.), , Dem.
1035, 7 : but also c. acc. rei, to keep

silent, pass over, hence pass., to be past

over, Isocr. 45 E.—II. trans., to make
silent, silence, c. aCc. pers., Xen. Hell.

5,4,7; so to in mid., lb. 2, 4, 20, and
Polyb. Hence, verb, adj., onemust
be silent, , Isocr. 252 D., (,) to

bound up and down, 0pp., (,) to

dig under, c. acc, Theophr.—II. esp.

to dig down, ruin, destroy utterly,,, Hdt, , 72; 7, 156; so too freq.

in Att., as Aesch. Ag. 525, Soph. O. C.

1121., , f. ', {,() to tear, , Ath.

, f/, ,()
digging under or down : a razing to the

ground, ruining. Trag.— II. in plur.,

burial, Aesch. Theb. 1008: also a
grave. Soph. Ant. 920.

(>/'/,,{aa)dug
under or down : ., i. . the
grave. Soph. Ant. 891.

and -, fut.•,(,) to strew,

scatter, pour upon or over, Lat. offun-

dere, , Ar.. 536, also, which is the usu. construct.,

as K. , to empty pots upon
one, Dem. 1257, 17, cf Antiph, Alipt.

1 : freq. metaph.,. •, to pour abuse upon one, Plut., cf., and Piers. Moer. p. 216 :

K. , to spread a report

against one. Plat. Apol. 18 C, cf. Lys,
lis, 14: also in mid., Xen. An. 7, 3,

32.—II. to disperse, rout : also to refute.,(,)
to make quite dry, reduce to a skeleton :

pass., to become so, Isocr. Antid. 'J 287.?., ,= foeg., , dry, thin, of a wri-
ter's style, Dion. H. : from, {, ?) to

make quite dry, dry up, like-
7\, : pass, to be or become quite dry,

to wither or pine away, Aesch. Pr. 480 ;

so too perf act.?, intr. in

Galen., and Philostr., (,) to

cover up, Joseph., a late form,= Ka-, q. v.,=, Anth., . -,(,-) to jnepare, furnish, adorn fully
with a thing,, Hdt. 2, 44 ; 8, 33 :

to equip again. Id. 2, 121, 4.—2. to get

ready, make, build,. Id. 1, 186

:

mid. to build oiie'i" self a house, and set-

tle in it, opp. to, Thuc.
2, 17, cf :—hence in vari-

ous relations, ., Xen.
Hell. 2, 3, 36,. Plat. Rep.
363 C :—in pass, to be furnished, pro-

vided with a thing, .,
Thuc. 6, 91 :—also to put a person or
thing in a certain state, 7nake it so and
so, esp. with a notion of doing it by
fraud, K. -, Dem. 105]

,

12 ; . , to represent him
as drunken. Id. 1261, 23 : of argu-
ments, to support or prove by argu-
ment, opp. to, Arist. Rhet.

:

to construct, invent, e. g..-.—. mid.,, to

prepare one's self, be ready for doing,
followed by and partic. fut., Xen.
An. 3, 2, 24, cf C. I. 1., desiderat. of -, to wish to arrange or make,
dub. I., Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 36 :^ v. foreg., , , {-) that ivhich is prepared 0
made, esp. a building, dwelling or a pari

thereof, Polyb. : in plur. engines of war.
Id. : in genl. any xvork, i)iod.—II. a
contrivance, device, invention, Arist. Pol., ov, o,=foreg.,esp.
a contrivance, Dem. 705, 3., verb, adj., one
must prepare, make, etc., Plat. Legg.
964 D., ov, 6,(-) one ivho prepares, makes, etc.

Hence, ?/, , fitted for,
preparing, making 0 establishing, c.

gen., Arist. Virt. : in logic, construct-

ive, opp. to destructive(-). Id. Org. Adv. -, Id., ?;, ,(-) prepared or made by art, artificial,



Dion. . : set upfor the nonce, suborned,

Aiist. Oecon. Adv. -., /, , any artificial pre-

paration or equipvnent
,
furniture, Lat.

apparatus : in genl. a/iy kind offirni-
ture that is fixed or lasting, opp. to

what is moveable or temporary {-), hence a building, Tliuc. 1,

10, ubi V. Arnold : but also like -, for any furniture, as the bag-

gage of an army, Hdt. 9, 82, cf Thuc.
6, 46 : nietaph., a. /., Time.
8, 5.—II. the state, condition, constitu-

tion of a thing,, Eur. Supp. 214

;

",. Plat.

—

. a prepar-

ing, jnahing, esp. the composition of a
book, Polyb. : arrangement, order, skill.

Id.—2. in logic, constructive reasoning,

opp. to destructive{), Dion.
H.,, ,(-
fiai) a viewing carefully, examination,

Strab., , f.-,{,)
to practise very much : part. pf. pass., regular or ascetic, Plut./, ,f.-,=sq.,hence
aor. in Xen. An. 3, 4, 32,

etc. : also in mid., Plat. Rep. 614 E.7], , {,) to

pitch one^s camp or tent, take zip one^s

quarters, encamp, or kv -
TTGj, Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 39 ; 6, 2, 2 : in

genl. to rest, settle, N. T. Hence,,, a covering,

veil, Aesch. Cho. 999.7/, , , a pitching

of tents, encamping, taking up one's

quarters,7 -
vuaiv, Polyb. : hence—2.t a place in

which one takes up quarters ; of birds,

a nest, N. T., f. -, {,-
Tui) to throw one's self upon, rush down

fall upon, usu. like, of

lightning, storms, etc., . ,
Hdt. 8, 65: also of wrrath, sudden
sickness, etc. ; ?/

or , Hdt. 7, 134, 137
;

whether also c. ace, . , to fall

upon, attack, is dub., v. Elmsl. Med.
93.—II.? ., to storm or impor-

«Mne with prayers. Soph. O. C. 1011,

like.—III. absol. to break

out, go forth, App. : «. , to

come to an issue, Dion. H. Hence, , , a sudden at-

tack, esp. 01 sickness, Diosc., f.•.{,)
to overshadow, cover, ', Hes. Th. 716;
hence, . to

bury one, Soph. . C. 406, cf. Eur.
Ion 1142.-, poet, for,
Od. 12, 436., poet, as pass, of, q. v., ov,{,) shaded,

shady, covered with something, ,
Hes. Op. 511, Hdt. 2, 138: later also, Anth., cf. Schiif. Mel. ]). 138.

— II. trans, overshadowing, Aesch.
Theb. 384, Ar. Ach. 965.

^, , {, ())
to make hard or dry : pass, to become

so, LXX., , f. -, (,) to leap down from, '-, Plut.—11. to pimp upon, hence
to insult, Lat. insultare,./.7],{,) very

hard, Philo. Hence, {,)
to make very hard : pass, to become so,

Theophr., , , a viewing,

exphring: from

Karaff/co7reii&),=sq., LXX., , f- : aor.-, {,) to view
closely, spy out, Eur. Hel. 1607 : to re-

connoitre, Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 39 : also in

mid., Id. Mem. 2, 1, 22.,, , a viewing closely,

spying, .
Soph. Phil. 45, , Xen.
Cyr. 6, 2, 9.,, ,={oeg., , , pecul. fem. of, epithet of Venus, Paus.

2, 32, 3., , , fittedfor spy-

ing, raff K; Lat. navis speculatoria,

a look-out ship : from, ov, viewing closely,

spying, exploring: usu. as subst., a
scout, spy, Hdt. 1, 100, etc., f.-,{,-) to scatter abroad, Diod., . -, {,-) to veil in darkness, Galen., f -, (,) look stern and sour,

LXX.,, . -,=ore.g.., {,) to

take as booty., {,) to

tear in pieces, Clem. Al., fut. -, to

make jokes upon,, Hdt. 2, 173
;

usu. in bad sense, to jeer or mock, Id.

3, 37, 151., f -,^-.?, , {,-?}') to speak disparagingly of, to

accuse as niggardly, , De-
mocr. ap. Hipp. p. 1281, 45., f. -,{,-) to lessen, abridge, Luc. Pass.,

to become less., ov, {,)
smelling of myrrh, Diosc., {,) to burn

with a slow fire, burn up., II. 9, 649 (653)

;

so metaph. of love, Theocr. 3, 17,

who also has pass, to smoulder away,

8, 90. [], {,) to rub

in pieces, bruise, Nic., {, -) dep. : to behave haughtily

towards one,, Diog. L., , f. -, {, -) to scare or drive down., f. -, {,) dep. mid. : to conquer by soph-

isms or fallacies, to outwit, c. ace,
Luc. : but also as pass., to be outwit-

ted, Plut. Hence, ov, , an outwitting.,=:., f. -, {,) dep. mid., to embrace, esp.

to kiss, c. ace, Plut. Coriol. 9, Anton.
85., , f. -, {,) to squander away., Att. -, f. -,{,) to tear down, pull to

pieces, Ar. Eq. 729.^, , {,-) to wrap up in swaddling clothes,

Philo.
^, , ,()

a pulling or drawing down, Arist.

Meteor. 2, 9, 10., , , (-) that tvhich is pulled down : in

Theophr. H. P. 4, 11, 5, it prob.

means an opening in the mouth-piece
ofaflute, opp.tOCTiVMt'CT/f,v. Schneid.
—II. a part, Joseph.

,,,^,
Plut.— II. metaph. depression of spir-
its. Id., ,,{)
fittedfor drawing down 01forth, c. gen.,
Diosc.1?, , f. -, to live
wantonly, to revel, tvanton, LXX.,, i.-,{,)
to draw or pull down. Soph. Fr. 783

;, to drag
one down by the hair, Ar. Lys. 725

:

K. , to haul ships down to the

sea, set them afloat, Hdt. 1, 164; 7,

193 ; K./, to pull them down (in

token of defeat), Thuc. 1, 63.—II. to

draw down or forth, procure, Hipp.

—

III. to quaff or swallow down, Ar. Eq.
718.—IV. to shorten in pronunciation,

Lat. corripere., , f. -, tofold or
wind together, ,
Diog. L. 10, 101, is said to sigcify
light produced.,{,) to sow,
plant thickly. Soph. Aj. 1005 : metaph.
to beget, Eur. H. F. 469.—II. to bestrew,

besprinkle, Anth.,, , a pouring out,

esp. of a drink-offering, bathing, be-

sprinkling tuith holy water, Plut.— II.

in genl. consecration, hence of the de-

votion of the Keltic Soldurii, Plut,
Sertor. 14, cf. sq., lin. : from', f. -, {,) to pour as a drink-offering,

Lat. libare, ., Eur. Or. 1187,
absol. to pour drink-offerings, Hdt. 2,
151 : in genl. to pour upon one,, Ar. Eq. 1094.—II. to con-

secrate by ]}ovring wine, etc. upon one,
hence in genl. to consecrate, dedicate,

, Polyb.—2. to honour ivith drink-

offerings or oblations, Eur. Or. 1239

;

more rarely ., to inter one with
tears, Anth.—2. ., to devote

one's self, like the Keltic Soldurii,

Strab. p. 165, cf., f. -, {,•) to urge, drive on, , one
tvith a thing, Ar. Ach. 1188, Thuc. 4,

126., f. -, {,-) to press, urge or hasten on, Aeschin,
03, 18.—II. intr. to ?nake haste, hasten,

LXX. Hence,, , haste./., f -, {,-) to spot, stain.— II. to come down
suddenly upon, as a ship on a sunken
rock {). _7., ,=^?.., , f. -, {,) to throw down, strike down,
Aesch. Theb. 809, Ar. Thesm. 560., , ,{) a
solving., dep. c. aor. et

perf. pass. : to be earnest or serious

about a thing : and absol. to he very

earnest Or serious, Hdt. 2, 173,-, lb. 174., poet, for-, Nonn., ov, {)
rushing down, Nonn., later form for,
q. v., esp. freq. in Artemid., ov, 6, a dropping or
running down : from. f. -, {,)
to let fall in drops upon, pour upon, ., Eur. Hec. 760, . F.

934 : in genl. , to let drop or fall, shed,

Aesch. Fr. 329 : also of a garment,
Soph. Fr. 342, cf .—U. intr. to

drop doicn, drip, trickle, Eur. I. T. 72 :

c. dat. et ace, ., to have
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one's foot running with a sore, Soph.
Phil. 7 ; ., to run down with

foam, Eur. Supp. 587.-2. to drop

upon, bedew, wet, Soph. Phil. 823, Eur.
Hec. 241., {,)
to put into a stable or stall, Strab./. , , {,) an examininf; hy rule, Epicur., f. -<, (^,-/) to measure out by weight. Hence, ov, b, a weighing

out, Diosc., , := I.

Nonn.?., . ,(-) fitted for driving back or checking,

K., Galen., f.-,{,-) to draw off wine into a smaller vessel(), to rack off or bottle it,'./ in bottle, The-
ophr. ;?,
bottles of wine, Nicostr. iiecat. 1., , !/,{)
a dropping down or dripping, Galen.,.-,{,-) to form a counter-party in the

state, Plut.—II. c. ace., to disturb, an-

noy or conquer by forming a counter-

party, Dioa. Pass, to be beaten by

party or faction, Xen. Hell. 1, 6,4, and
Dein. Hence, , , factious,

Heliod., , ,()
trans, placing, sellling, appointing,

ordainiiig, ., Evir. Phoen.
1266 : an appointment, institution, -, Aesch. Ag. 23.—2. esp. the op.

pointment of magistrates, «.-,, etc.. Plat. ; hence at

Athens, the allowance made to a citi-

zen on his appointment to the cavalry,

Eupol. Phil. 4, Lys. 146, 10, of Bockh
P. E. 1, p. 334.—3. a bringing of am-
bassadors before the senate or assem-
bly, an introduction, presentation, audi-

ence, Hdt. 3, 46; 8, 141.—4. a putting

doivn, soothing, calming, . ,
Arist. Rhet.—5. in rhetoric, a setting

forth one's cause so as to dispose the

audience towards one, Ernesti Lex.
Rhet.—II. intrans. a standing fixed or

firm, a being settled or steady. Soph.

Aj. 1247 : a condition, constitution,-
7, Hdt. 5, 92, 2,, 8, 83

;

esp. the constitution of a state. Id. 2,

173 : K. , the state of the

seasons, Hipp. : in genl. the nature or

character of a thing, Id., cf. Foes.

Oecon. Hence kv -, in the night-time, Eur. Rhes.
111., verb. adj. of-, one must appoint,. Plat.

Rep. 414 A. Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 10., ov, , ()
one who settles or establishes, a restorer.

Soph. El. 72. [a] Hence, , , fitted for set-

tling, calming, soothing, Plut.., f. -, {,-) to cover over,, u'ith a thing,

Hdt. 4, 71. Hence,,, that which

is put on to cover, a covering, Hdt. 2,

155., ov, {,)
close covered. Hence, , to cover close,

Geop., ov,{,) cov-

ered in, roofed, ,
Hdt. 2, 148, though Schweigh. takes

ihem to be courts covered or surround-

ed by a peristyle, v. Interpp. ; opp. to•. Plat. Euthyd. 273 A.
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, f. --,{,)
to tread on, .. Soph. . C. 467.«^, f. -,(,)
=,., fut. -., (,') to ptit in order, arrange : hence
to fit out, clothe, dress, At. Thesm. 256.

—II. to put down, loivcr, Dion. H.—2.

to check, restrain, calm, soothe, Eur. I.

A. 934, and frcq. in Plut. and authors
of his time : ?, a man
of calmness and moderation, Epict., f. -,=^sq. : pass.,

to be full of sighing, Alciphr., {,) to sigh

over or lament one,. Soph. O. C.

1440, etc.—II. to sigh for or about one,

Tivor, Eur. Andr. 443 ; also, rt-, . I. A. 470., verb. adj. from-, one must crown, Clem. Al., f. -, (,-') to place among the stars. Dion.
H.—II. to adorn with stars. Hence,, 7/,= sq. ; and, ov, . a placing

among the stars :, name
of a treatise of Eratosthenes giving

the legends of the different constella-

tions., ov, (,) set

ii'ith stars, starry. Hence, ,=., , {,-) to crown, Diod., , croiened, covered.

Soph. Tr. 178: esp. of the suppliant

branch, wreathed (with wool), Eur.
Supp. 259 : from, f -, {,)
to wreathe, crown, c. acc, Eur. Heracl.
125, etc.,(,)
to make one infainous by jmtting up his

name in public, Luc.., , f. -,-=^.., ,{,.) to

mark with/, Polyb.,, ,{)
state, situation, condition, constitution,

quality, e. g. of the body, the air,

Diosc, V. Schuf. Mel. p. 39, and cf. Hence, , , settled,

established : steady, sedate, Plut., ov, (,)
having many warp-threads., f. -, (, -) transit, to support, prop, ,
Eur. Thes. 7, in pass.— II. inlr., ., to fall hito a place aiid settle

there, of diseases, Hipp., ,^., f. -, (,)
to cover with punctures or spots. Pass.,

to be marked or spotted, Arist. H. A. :

metaph. to be spotted and stained, Phi-

lostr. Hence, ov, covered with punc-

tures or spots, spotted, .'speckled, brindled,. Soph. Fr. 16,, Eur. Bacch.
697., f -, {,-) to beam brightly, . Hom. 7, 10., (j,=:sq., hence-, an elemen-

tary plan or design, Epicur. ap. Diog.

L. 10, 35., f. -.(,-) to i/istnict in the rudiments, Chry-
sipp. ap. Plut, 2, 1036 A./., , ,() a

putting in order, dressing : hence dress,

N. T.—II. a letting or putting down, a

checking : hence steadiness, quietness,

Hipp. : moderation, e. g. -, in dress, Plut.

. f. -.(, •) to clothe, dress, Plut., f. ,=•, Plut. Aristid. 4, but dub., cf.

Sch;if T. 5, p. 36.,, ,(,)
the mouthpiece of a flute., , . -, to sigh

over, bewail, c. acc, Anth., . -,^=oreg.
and-, fut.--, {,) to .ipread,

cover ivith a thing, •« , e. g.

"FjKTopa., II. 24,

798, cf. Od. 17, 32.—II. to spread,

strew on the ground : to throw down,
overthrow, lay low, Hdt. 8, 53 ; 9, 69

:

-, to smoothe the waves,
like Lat. sternere aequor, Anth., SO too
metaph., . /Uav, Plut.,, Ael.\, aor. inf. pass,

from foreg., Hipp.^,, , a throwing,

laying down, Geop., =,(\). fem. part. pres.

for), spreading fleeces,

Od. 17,32.,.-,(,) dep. mid. : to aim at, c.

gen. : to hit, guess, c. acc, Polyb., and
Diod. Hence, ov, b, a guessing,

conjecture, Diod. ; and, ov, 6, one who
guesses. Hence, , , good at

guessing, able to guess, c. gen., Clem.
Al., fut.--, to

let drop down, LXX., f. --.(,-) to hurl down lightning, fash
lightning, , upon a place,

Soph. Tr. 437 : absol.,,
it lightens, Plut.—II. trans, c. acc, to

strike with lightning, dazzle, Plut., (, -) dep. : to take the field against

one, 7nake tvar upon,, Clem. Al.

—II. to overrun a country in war, c.

acc, K-, etc.), , f.-,{,) to overcome by generalship

or stratagem,, Polyb. : in genl. to

outu'it, Dion. H., , . thepitch-

ing a camp : living in camps, Phylarch.
ap. Ath. 539 C : from, {,•) to put into cantonments, en-

camp, Tivac, Xen. Cyr. 7, 2, 8 : also
to station a fleet. Id. Hell. 6, 2, 7. Mid.
to take lip one's quarters, encamp, Id.

An. 3, 4, 18, etc., , (, -) to torture greatly, put to severest

tortures, Plut., f. -, (,-) to turn lip and down, trample on,

H. Horn. Ap. 73 ; esp. to turn the soil,

Lat. aratro vertere, Xen. Oec 17, 10.

— II. to upset, overturn, ., Ar.
Eq. 275 : mid. to subject to one's self, to

subdue, conquer, Hdt. 1, 6, 64, 71, etc.,

who also uses aor. and perf. in pass,

signf, e. g. 1, 68, 130: so too in pass.

c. inf , , I am
compelled to hear, Aesch. Ag. 956.

—

III. to turn back, bring hack, ,
Ae.schin. 33, 18.—IV. to him 'sud•
denli) rnvntl, and SO bring to an end,

inti,' Dinarch. 94, 23: . ,, Polyb., in full, -., Aesch. Pers, 787: hence
absol. seemingly intran.s.. to rome to

an end, end, close, and so in mid., Eur.



Hipp. 477 : esp. to end life, die, freq. in

Piut. ; K. , to end in something,
Pint.—v. to turn or twist sirovgly,

hence metaph., /.,
a close periodic style, opp. to a loose

running style (. ), Arist.

Rhet. : so too, -, esp. of inversions.,,{,)
to behave insolently towards,, .
., , ,()
turning up and down : an overthrowing,, Aesch. Eum. 490.—2. a sub-

duing, subjugation, reduction, Hdt. 1,

6, 92, etc.—II. sudden turn : mi end,

close, K. , i. e. death, Soph.
O. C. 103 ; also without ,
Thuc. 2, 42.—2. esp. in the drama the

catastrophe or turn of the plot, Polyb.—III. in Aesch. Supp.442fure~iarpo-, a place to which one mast turn, a

resting place., adv. from-, in the manner of a turn or con-

clusion, esp. in the manner of a drama-
tic catastrophe, Ath. 453 C.,, , that which

is spread upon or over : esp. in a ship,

the hatches or deck, Hdt. 8, 118, 119;
in Thuc. 1, 14,, sc. : from

and -, f.--,=:, Xen. Cyr. 3,

3, 64. Hence,, , a spreading or
strewing over., , f. -, aor.-,[,) int-r. to be hor-

ror-struck at a thing. II. 17, 694: c.

ace. rei, shudder at, abhor, abominate,
' , Od. 19, 113.

—II. aor. 1 or-, trans., to n\ake abominable., f.-. to be of sad
countenance : from, ov, (,)
of sad countenance, Ath. 585 D. Hence, , to afflict much., ov, [,-
/.) very hard or rugged,,-, . Horn. Merc. 124, Hes. Th.
806. (€)7., ov,=foreg., f. -, {,)
to make sour or bitter : -, sour7iess, harshiess, Piut. Cat.
Min. 46. ]??>,(,?.?.)
to have a glib totigue : prob. only found
in part. pf. pass. c. act. signf , -, a chattering fellow, Ar.

Ran. 1160., , f. -7/, (,) to fatten like a pig, -, Piut.?.}., f.-, {-, /./.) Dep. mid., to argue

by syllogism against one, Arist. Org., f. -,{,-) to uhistle or hiss at,., {,) to drag
down or away : to pidl down and carry

off. hence to ravage andplunder a coun-
try, Lat. diripere, Hdt. 5, 81 ; 6, 33.

Pass, to rush down, esp. of rivers, Dion., , , a slaughtering or
killing : from, f. -, also-,(,) to slaughter, murder,

Hdt. G, 23, Trag., etc. Hence, , , murderous.', f. -, {, -7) to make firm sure, bind fast,

LXX.,=:., , f. -7/ {,

) to overthrow with a sling,

c. ace., , {,)
to nail on, nail fast, fasten, Trj'phiod.7], , {,7]) to

wedge tight, bind tight, Hipp., f. -}, {,-) to lace tight, Piut.,.-,{,-) to seal up, mostly used in part,

pf. pass.,, scaled

, secured, first in Emped. ap. Stob.

Eel. 2, 384, then in Aesch. Supp. 947., f. -,{,)
to slit or cut open, Theophr. : esp. with

a lancet, to lance, blood, Galen, etc.

Hence, , ?), the opening a

vein, blooding.,, , a slit or cut

:

also=sq., Diosc., od, b, a slitting or

cutting open, esp.. with a lancet, hence
lancing, blooding, Galen., verb. adj. from-, one viust slit open or lance,

Diosc., f. -,^,
Hipp., f.-, {,-) to talk off hand against,,
Joseph.*, assumed as pres., but
prob. all its supposed forms belong
to aor. 2=: (v.*) to hold back, -, they held on towards horics,
H. Horn. Cer. 12G,, Ep. for, II. 11, 702., inf. aor. 2 act. of -., , , ()
holding back, hindering.—II. a holding

fast, possession, LXX.?, f. -, (,) to be very luroth, Joseph., ov, () poet.

for, held back, kept back, -. Soph. Ant.
1253.—II. held fast, possessed, . -, Dion. ., . -, Paus., fut.- Att. -,{,) to dress up, invest

v:ith a certain form or appearance,
Isocr. 226 A., , f. -, {,) to treat indecently, Alex,

ap. Phot. 513, 2 : to act indecently to-

wards,.
•, . -,(,)
to split, cleave asunder, Or iti pieces, Ar.
Vesp. 239 ; and so in mid., Id. Ran.
403 : but,. 7?, -, to burst the gates or doors open,

Xen. An. 7, 1,16, Dem. 540, 2. Hence, , , a splitting up,

Galen. : and,, , a piece split

off, a splinter : and, ov, split up.?., f. -,(,-
7.) to pass the lime in idleness, to loi-

ter, tarry, c. acc, I -, to tarry

somewhat too long. Soph. Phil. 127

:

but, /J-
for /.

., Macho ap. Ath. 581 D, acc. to

Schweigh.7',, (,)
to be busy or engagtd, . Piut., (,) to

heap on or up., dep., (,-) to squander atvny, Piut., {,) to rub in

pieces, bruise or pound, Hdt. 4, 75.. , f. -, (.

) to bind with a •,>: or band,
ap. Suid., , {,)
sojtened much, Galen., verb. adj. from -, one must set, Artemid., Ion. and Dor. for -., f. -=,. Hom. Bacch. 34, in Ep. form-. [],, ,() an
ordering, arranging, Epict. : digesting,

Clem. Al., Att. -, f. -,(,) to disturb very much,
disorder., , (,-) to hurl down to Tartarus, Sext.
Emp., , ,() a
straining, stretching, esp. for the pur-
pose of .ietti7ig broken or dislocated
bones. Foes. Oecon. Hipp. : also for
the purpose of torturing, Dion. H.—2.

violent exertion, straining, prob. 1. Plat.
Legg. 796 A.—II. intrans. doumivard
tendency, depression. Id. Tim. 58 E., Att.-, f. -^,{,) to draw up in order, arrange,, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 11 : to put in

its proper place, classify, range under or
refer to a class, ; Plat. Legg.
945 A, /., Lys. 137, 19.—2. to

appoint, , to do a thing, Dem.
773, 17 ; . , to appoint
one to go to a place, Polyb.—II. nud.,, to

make arrangements with one about a
thing, Dem. 1327, 6., , f. -, (, -) to outstrip, overtake, anticipate, c.
acc. Polyb. ; also c. part., Id. : absol.
to be first, arrivefirst. Id., f. -^, (,)
to ivet through, soak, soften. Hipp.'), adv. part. perf.
act. from, boldly, confi-
dently, Polyb.-, perf. c. pres. signf.,
to be astonished at, admire, aor.-

: no other tenses occur.,,= sq., , Horn. part.
perf of., iut. -,{.•(,) to stretch or draw tight,

K.7., Hdt. 4, 72, cf 11. 3, 261
(where it occurs in tmesis) : hence

—

I. to stretch for the purpose of setting a
bone, Hipp., cf. Foes. Oecon. : orfor
torture, Dem. 1172, 14, in Pass.—2. to
hold in, check, curb. Pint.—3. to stretch
on the ground, lay loiv, throw doiin, .. Plat. Tim. 58 .—4.
inetaph. to strain, force,/,
Eur. I. A. 336; hence?,-, words of hot contention, Id.
Hec. 132 : also to strain or exert, ./], Polyb., cf infr. II. 2.

—

II. seemingly intrans. to strttch or strain
one's self, hence— 1. to stretch or extend
towards, Lat. tendere, ., Hdt. 4,3, .
'•\7, it stretches westward up to
., Id. 7, 113 : also to go hastily, go on,
like Lat. contendere iter, Piut.—2. to

strai7i or exert one's self, strive ear7ies(•

ly, be earnest 0 vehement. Plat. :-, I will speak uiih all pos-
sible attention. Id. Rep. 358 D, cf 367
B. The pass, is used in both theso
signfs., cf I. 4., , v../., , strengthd. for, Arist. Part. An. 3, 9, 5., f.- Att. -, to cut
in pieces.
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, fut. -, aor.-, (,) to cut in pieces,

cut up, divide,, Hdt. 4, 2G : .-, to exit it up into ditch-

es or canals, Id. 1, 193, cf. 2, 8 ;
but

also c. ace. only without if,, 1,

180 ; so . TIVU, to cut him
into strips, Ar. Ach. 301,-, Eq. 7G8 : to cut in pieces,

kill, like Lat. occidere. Plat. Rep. 488

: , places where

mines have already been icorked, opp. to

Tu, Xen. Vect. 4, 27, cf.-.̂-, strengthd. for,
LXX.\, adv. part. perf.

pass, from, in regular or-

der, Diod. S., Att. for-.
^ , V, fut. -,{,)

to make, render, Q. Sm., , {,) to

cover quite with ashes, Arist. Meteor., , to frame artificially,

Philo., {,)
very artificially, dub. 1. Plut./., , f. ->/, to han-

dle by the rules of art., ov, {,) too

artificial or elaborate, epith. of Calli-

machus the sculptor, Vitruv. 4, 1, 10

;

but cf.., . -, {,)Jo
melt or thaw au-ay,, Od. 19,206. /'/,
lb. 205 : in genl. to dissolve, sap, make

liquid and soft, Hdt. 2, 87: metaph.,

K. , to waste art and skill

upon a thing, Dion. H. Pass. c. perf

act., to melt or be melting

away, , my heart is

melting away, Od. 19, 136 ; so, '-
yo, Ar. Plut. 1034

;

, Xen. Symp. 8,

3 ; also, ,
Theocr. 14, 26., ov, v.-., f.- : Horn. freq.

uses the Ep. aor. forms,,,, -,,, for, etc.: , sub]

.

aor. (, Od.,
subj. aor. mid. for, Horn.{,). To place, put, or lay

down, foil, by various preps., as ,, , , ,,, ' and , all in Horn., oft.

with coUat. notion of laying ht^, pre-

serving, cf Hdt. 5, 92, 7, though this

signf. is most freq. in mid. : .?,
to put down, propose a prize, Od. 19,

572 ; K- Tivu , to put one on

land at Ithaca, Od. 10,230.-11. to put

down as payment, pay, Hdt. 9, 120,

and freq. in Att. com., and prose

:

hence in genl. to pay, perform what
one has promised, Pind. N. 7, 112,

Soph. O. C. 227.—III. . ', to communicate& thingto others,

give them a common share of it, Hdt. 3,

80 ; 7, 164 ; so, . . Plat.

Rep. 369 .—YV.tomake, render, Pind.

P. 5, 120.—B. mid. to lay doivn from
one's self, put dotun or off, lay aside, esp.

one's arms, Lat. <ie;)Oiiere, Horn.: hence

in genl. to put away, get rid of,,
Ar. Av. 401,, Thuc. 1, 121

:

of the dead, to bury, Od. 24, 190.-2.

to lay doini for one's self, to lay by or

awuy. ', against supper, Od.

18, 45 : esp. of money, treasures, pro-

vifiions, etc., to lay tketn up in store,
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Lat. reponcre, Hes. Op. 599, Hdt. 1,

202, and freq. in Xen. : metaph., •
?., to lay up a store of

glory, Hdt. 7, 220 ; and very freq.,-
or , to

lay up a store o/gratitude, gain, thanks

or favor, Valck. Hdt. G, 41 ; hence, ., Lat. collocare gratiam apud

aliquem, Antipho 136, 27, Xen., etc.

;

so , Lys.

192, 35 : but, . '', to pour

forth one's fury upon some one, Xen.

Cyn. 10, 8.—3. to lay up in memory, or

as a memorial. Plat. Theaet. 209 C :

hence, . , to record, regis-

ter, Id. Legg. 858 D.—II. in genl. to

place or set in a certain position, Soph.

O. C. 1216.—III. to lay or put aside,

have done with, Plat. Prot. 348 A : so,

?^, to treat

one negligently, Xen. Mem.l, 4, 15.

—

The word is freq. in Hom., and in

common Att., but in Trag. very rare., , (,) to

empty one's self Over, befuul, Lat. con-

cacare, c. gen., Ar. Av. 1054, Ran.
1306., fut. -,{,-) to pluck or pull to pieces, Hipp.

—

II. to pluck quite out, LXX., , i. -/, Alt. --,{.) to bore pierce

through. Plat. Tim. 70 C, in pass., f -, {,) to cover with wounds, wound
mortally, Xen. An. 3, 4, 2G.', dep., to aim at,.,, f.-,{,) to write upon a wall, ., to write up libels against a

person, Strab. : the form-
is dub., f. -, {,)

to beggar by usurious interest. Pass, to

be tlius beggared, Arist. Pol.,,.-/,{, ?^,•) to behave boldly or audaciously to-

wards one, c. gen., Polyb. : . -
?. ', to presume beyond pro-

priety. Id. 40, 6, 9.—II. strengthd. for7, c. inf , LXX., , y,{) a

cutting into : a cut, notch, groove, chan-

nel, Theophr.—II. part of a theatre.—
\\\.=, a profile, Hesych.—
IV. a ctitting in theflesh, concision, used

of the mere outward circumcision of

the Jews, as opp. to that of the heart,

N. T. Ep. Philipp. 3, 2., ov,{) stretch-

ing down : depressed, i. e. less high than

broad, opp. to, Vitruv. 10, 15.,{,) to strike

down with arrows, shoot dead,,
Hdt. 3, 36 ; . , to shoot, kill

one ivith, Ar. Nub. 944., inf aor. 2 act. oi-., , {,-) to describe tragically, exaggerate,

Ach. Tat., Ion.-,
f. - Att. -, {,)
to cover with wounds, Hdt. 7, 212, Thuc.
7, 80 : also of ships, to disable utterly,

Thuc. 7, 41., f. -, {,)
to turn quite round, esp. to put to flight,

Lat. convertere infugam, also in mid., f.-, aor. -, {,) to run doun,

Hdt. 7, 192; also .. Id. 3, 156:

of a ship, to run into port, Polyb.—II.

transit., to run down at, assail, attack,, Plat. Legg. 800 C : more freq. -, to inveigh against, A\.h. 220 C ; also,

K. , Schaf. Dion. Comp. p.

401.

—

. to overrun, harass or lay

waste,^, Thuc. 2, 94, etc.,, ,{)
a boring tlirough : a hole, aperture,

Epicur. ap. Plut. 2, 890 C.,.-,{,) comic word in Ar.

Eq. 1391, alluding to the -, which the poet had
personified upon the stage as courte-

sans, with an obscene pun upon-, i. e..,, , a rubbing in, paint-

ing, rouging, Clem. Al. : from, f. -, {,)
to rub down or away, hence— 1. of

clothes, to wear out, Theogn. 55, and
Plat. Phaed. 87 C, E.—2. of persons,

to wear quite out, weary, tire, exhaust,

Lat. conterere,, Thuc. 8, 46, Xen.
Mem. 1, 2, 37 : in Pase. to be quite worn
out, c. part., Ar. Pac. 355, ,
Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 60.—3. of tune, to

wear it away, get rid of it, .,
Lat. diejn terere, Aeschin. 30, ; so in

mid., .. Plat. Rep. 405 B. Pass,

esp. perf, to wear away one's life, live

07ie's whole time, Ar. Fr. 4, Xen. Mem.
3, 4, 1. [i], f. -, strengthd. for, Batr. 88., ov, {, ) as

fine as a hair, Hesych. [t]-,, ,{) a

being worn out, languor, Hipp., dep., to put to

flight, like, Aesop. ; also

in Act., Id.,,{) steep,

dub. in Hesych., f. -,^-, Anth., , f. -, {,) to reap or gather in., f. -, {,)
to chatter against,, Anth., , . -, {,) to bore through., , f. -, {,) to revel or luxuriate in a tiling,

c. gen., f.-, {,-) to rub down or aivay, wear out, weary,

exharist, like .^, II. 17, 225, so also Od. 15,

309, Eur.' Med. 1100. [], {, p)=oeg..
Nic, in aor. mid. : in Xen. Cyr. 5, 4,

6, perf pass,, e. conj.

Stephani., fut.-, aor. 2, but also aor. 1-, Timon. Fr. 7 {,)
to gnaw in pieces, eat up, Gratin.

Odyss. 5., Ion. for •., Hdt., fut.-, {~,) to hit one's mark, reach,

gain,, Demad. 179, 12 : absol.

to be lucky or successful, Dem. 288, 2., , to heap a fune-
ral mound over, bury, Valck. Adon. p.

324., strengthd. for:
mid. to beat one's self, beat one's breast,

Poet. ap. Hephaest. p. 59.,{,)
to he tyrant over,, Strab. : absol,

to be tyrannical, LXX., ov, {,) cov-

ered with cheese, Archestr. ap. Ath.

399 E./, , to make quite blind., . -,=^, C.

gen.. Heliod.,{,) to dry

or wither up, Archil. 42.



", f. -. (,-
|) to shine vjion, to light, illume, C. !

acc, Heliod.—II. intr. and pass., to

shine brightly. Id.—III. mid. to gaze at,

see, Anth. Hence, ov, b, a lighting,

shining brightly, Plut., , . as if fern, of, the illuminator, epith.

of the moon, Orph., , (,) f.

-/, poet, for, to speak

loud, declare, Soph. Ant. 86. Hence., , , loud speaking

or shouting, Hipp., f. -oa,=^sq.,, f.-,{,) dep. mid., to be self-will-

ed, to act or speak obstinately against

one, : but v. Lob. Phrjn. 67., adv. on the spot, for -
1, f. 1. for ', Od. 10,

567 ; 21, 55.

?.),{.-, to plough with

furrows.?,,,.-,{,)
to play upon the flute to one, >.
Plat. Legg. 790 : also c. gen. loci,

to play through a place, make it sound

with flute-playing, Ath. 624 B. Pass./., of persons, to have the

flute played to one, delight one's self

therewith. Plat. Rep. 561 C : of places,

to resound tvith flute-playing, Kfl-, Plut.—II. c. acc. pers., to

overpower by flute-playing : hence in

genl. to overpower, silence, strike dumb,

K. Tivu, Eur.. F. 871, of. Suid.
in voc.?,, , a playing upon
theflute, skill therein, Theophr.7., dep. c. fut. mid., et

aor. pass, : aor. mid.
later, as in Plut. {,).
To take up one's quarters, encamp, set-

tle, Hippon. Fr. 37, Soph. Phil. 30,

etc., ov,(,)
very harsh, sour, morose, Epict.;(, prob. should be read', in Theocr. 3, 21, v. Wu-
stem., adv. on the spot, for', II. 21, 201, v. Spitzn. U. 10,

273., a, ov, also , ov,(,) on or over the neck,-, Anth., , f. -?;, (, -) to exult much,, in a thing,
Aesch. Pers. 352.-, ov, (,)
very dry, parched, late., (,) to dry up by
fire, waste away ; in genl. to destroy,

Tuv, Alcra. 120., ov and a, , also --,, , ,() de-

vourer, glutton, Aesch. Fr. 341, and
Menand. p. 151 : but v. Lob. Phryn.
433, sq., inf. aor. 2 act of -), to devour, eat up, II. 2, 317 (in

tmesis), Epich. p. 22, Hdt. 2, 141,

etc. : hence—2. to spend, consume in

eating, Od.3,315 (in tmesis), Aeschin.
13, 38.—3. in genl. to consume, LXX., as pass., (,

) to become visible, appear, H.
Hom. Ap. 431 ; and c. inf , -, Hdt. 1, 58, etc.

—

2. to be clear or plain, Hdt. 3, 69 ; 7,

51.,, , clearness, trans-

parency, Plut. : manifestness. Id. : from, ,()
clearly seen, exposed to sight, -, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 28, etc.—2.

manifest, clear, or
|' , Hdt. 2, 120, Xen. Cyr.

1, 6, 14, etc. : so, .,,
Plat. Legg. 812 A, Theaet. 186 E.
Adv. -. At. Eq. 943., f. -, to exhibit,

represent., ov, also oxyt. -,
,() to be affirmed., (, -) to anoint loith drugs or charms :

hence— 1. to charm, beivitch. Plat.

Phaedr. 242 E.—2. to poison, Plut.—
3. to paint, Luc., fut. -, (,
apu)={oIeg., Hdt. 2, 181, in

tmesis.,, ,') af-

firmation, assent, Arist. Interpr. 5.,—, Philo., f. -, {.,-) to protest, promise, Plut., , ov,() af-

firmative. Adv. -./., f. -,(,-
?.) to depreciate, Plut., , , steepness : me-
taph. proneness.,,() going

down, sloping, Lat. declivis, of ground,
Xen. Cyn. 10, 9 : .)
6 7/, when the sun is near setting,

Wess. Hdt. 2, 63.—II. inclined, like

Lat. proclivis, promts, esp. to sensual
pleasures, olvov,,
Plut. : cf.,., f., and mid.(, ). To bear,

bring down, "Ai-, grief will bring me down to

the grave, II. 22, 425 (the only exam-
ple in Hom.)—2. to pull down, demol-

ish, overthrow, Polyb.—3. tu pay down,
discharge, like3?. and-, Polyb.—4. to carry, refer a

cause, ', v. 1.

Dem. 545, 9.—5. to strike against,, Hemst. Luc. Tim. 40.—6. -, and in mid.,
, to reproach, charge one ivith

a thing.—B. pass, to be brought down,

as by a ri•er, Hdt. 1, 93: to move
downwards, esp. with violence, to flow
down, of humours, Hipp.—2. to tumble

down, come to ruin, Plut.—3. to be

weighed doum,, Hipp. : and so

absol. to be lethargic, drop asleep, Arist.

Gen. An. : of the sun, to set, Theophr.
—II. to be carried, driven to a place, of

ships, ^ftjuajvi, Thuc. 1, 137,

etc.—2. metaph. to be brought to light,

to hit on as if by accident, k~i,
Polyb., f.-, (,-) to flee down or to, for refuge, betake

one's self, , Hdt. 1, 145; 2,

113, etc. ; so . Id. 4, 23 ;, Plut. ; .. Plat. Phaedr.
244 : c. acc, ., Eur. . .
911 : more rarely . ..., to take re-

fuge in. Plat. Soph. 260 C : . -, to have recourse to them. Plat.

Phaed. 99E. Hence, verb, adj., one must
betake one's self, , Luc. : and,, , a flight for re-

fuge. K. , Thuc. 7, 41

:

a place of refuge. Id. 7, 38., (,) to say yes,

affirm, agree with, '.
Soph. . . 505 : opp. to,
Arist. Metaph.,. -,(,)
to spread a report abroad, announce,•?^. Pind. . 6,

93 :, it is rumoured,

Polyb.—II. to call publicly or common-
ly, , Valck. Hdt. 4, 86.-2. to

name after a god, dedicate to him,
Polyb. 5. 10, 8 (ubi Emesti et
Schweigh..), ov, {,) infa-
mous., (,) to fall
upon unawares, , LXX., (,)
to forestall others by seizing upon, take

first possession of, occupy,, Aesch.
Eum. 398, cf. Miiller, 42., fut. -, {.) to destroy, bring to nothing,

Aesch. Pers. 345 :, in

sorry plight, Epich. p. 15.,=,. Hom.
Cer. 354. [v],=5^. ., Pind. I. 8,

102, Hdt. 2, 123, and Att. poets, but
not in the best Att. prose, [i Ep.,
Att.], f. - ; aor. -, and
late -, Plut.

;
pf. act.-,^.': plqpf.-, which is also sync, aor., and as

such is found in Hom. in part, -, and inf. : v.

sub fin.(,)—I. trans, to ruin,

destroy, bring to nought, kill, Od. 5,

341.—II. intrans. and in pass, to be

ruined, waste or pine away, perish : in
this signf. Hom. has only the sync.

aor., ijia, the provisions
were consumed, Od. 4, 363 ; -, that thou hadst
perished, Od. 2, 183 : usu. in part.

perished, dead, -, Od. 11, 491; in

Aesch. Pers. 377, ,
the sun's light was gone.—The pres.

is only Homer. : the fut., and aor., are
never intrans. [t in pres., i in fut.:

< aor. 1 in Trag.: I always in pass.], , ,()
destruction, ruin, death, Eur. Ion
1236 : act. a destroying, annihilation,

Polyb. : metaph. confusion, perturba-

tion,, Aesch. Cho. 211., (.) to let

slip doun, , v. 1.

Plat. Lach. 183 ., , f. -, (, -
?.) to kiss very tenderly, caress, Xen.
Cyr. 6, 4, 10 ; 7, 5, 32. Hence/.,, , a kiss, ca-

ress, Philo.?., , . -, (,'/.) to reason against,,
Ael.?., . -,(, ?.)
to burn doum, consume,, II. 22,

512, Hes. Sc. 18. Pass, to bum, con-

sume away. Hence/.. ov, burnt, Heliod.'/., , (?.-, 770/(0) "'^fl/ner/ ciii'es, of a cour-
tesan, Anth./., , ,()
a burning, Llic., , f. -. (,7•) to chatter one to death, weary
or annoy him with chattering,,
Strab.3, , (,) to

strike with fear, Thuc. 7, 21. Pass. c.

fut. mid., to be afraid of, , Ar. Ran.
1109.. ov,(,)fear-

ful, afraid of, or Ti, freq. in
iPolyb. ; . —. Id., f. -^, to make very

red., , Ion. -, f.-,(,) to co7ne down, as
from mountains to prey, Hdt. 7, 125.', (,) to

slaughter, stay, Hdt. 1, 106. 165, etc.
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, , , {<^)
bringing dcwii, esp. downward stroke,

freq. in Polyb. ; , Lat.
cae.iim, opp. to punctim, as our cut to

thrust. Id.—II. (from pass.) a falling,

rushing doivn,, Plat. A.x. 370
C : a sinking, ., sunset, Polyb.
—2. p.n oppression, lethargic attack,

Hipp., V. . 1. 3., , i. -/, {, •)=, to carry down, esp.

of a river, to carry down with the

stream, Hilt. 5, 101 ; and pass, to be so

carried down, Id. 3, lOG., , , with a-, violent, ., an invective,

Khct.— II. lethargic. Adv. -., ov, ())=
usu., Plut.— II. in violent

commotion, tempestuous, cf. Lob.
Phryn. 439., f. -, (, -) to load, charge, freight, Joseph., , , burdensome., ov,{,) la-

den with,, Joseph.,,,{-) shelter or bulwark., {,) dep.

C. flit. mid. et aor. pass. :

—

to consider,

think upon, iceigh, Hcs. Op. 246 ; to

remark, observe, Hdt. 4, 70./, ov, ,{)
a coat of mail., ov, covered, shut up,

kv. Soph. Ant. 958 (ace. to

Dind., m form) : hence
clad in full armour, mailed, ',
Polyb. : from, Att. -, fut. -,{,) to cover, shelter ; to

clothe in fidl armour, Plut., in pass., , . -, {,) strictly to think down upon,
1. 6. look down upon, think slightly of,

disdain, despise, , Hdt. 8, 10,

Thuc. 6, 34 : but usu. c. gen., Hdt.
4, 134, Plat., etc. ; . ,
Plat. Apol. 28 C : to scorn, have noth-

ing to do loith, Xen. Cyn. 2, 1, Plat.

Rep. 556 D, etc.— II. to fix one's

thoughts upo7i, think of ; also to aim at,

Lat. nffectare, c. ace. rei, Schweigh.
Hdt. 1, 59; 8, 10.—2. absol. to come
to one's senses, recover the/n, Lat. resi-

piscere, Hipp.—3. in genl., to think,

suppose, Hdt. 1, C6; but esp. to thiiik

arrogantly, to presume, Thuc. 3, 83 :

cf. and. Hence, , , contempt
of others, ,-, not only spirit, but a spirit

of disdain, Thuc. 2, 62 : and,, ?),= foreg., in
good sense, opp. to, Thuc.
2, 62 : overweening self-confidence, pre-
sumption, \. 1, 122.^,'^.]. from-, one must despise, c. gen.,
Ath. 625 D./,,,{)
a despiser, Piut., , ,{-) given to despise, contemptuou.'i, dis-

dainful, Arist. £th. N. Adv. -,
Xen. Hell. 4, 1, 17., , ^,=6-.. f. - Att. -,{,) to think, study a
thing away, Ar. Nub. 857.—II. to take
care, think of, Polyb., , , haughti-
ness : from,.-,(,) dep. mid., strictly to

snort a?, of a spirited horse ; hence—II.

metaph. of men, to behave insolently,
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be overweening towards one, M. An-
ton., f. -, {,)
to burn away, to ashes, Ar. Nub. 396.

[*], Att. -rru,= foreg.,

late.,=, Hdt.
6, 16., , ,{)
refuge, place of refuge, Hdt. 7, 46 : C.

gen., K., a safe retreat, Eur.
Or. 724 ; but more usu. ., re-

fugefrom a thing,, lb. 448., , , dim. from
foreg., adv. {,,) lor , in tribes, by
clans, II. 2, 668., Att. -, f -,{,) to watch, guard well,

Ar. Eccl. 482., , f. -,{,) to shed the leaves: hence
metaj)!!., to decay, ?-, Pind. . 12, 22., ov, {, ?\,)
leafy, Strattis Incert. 1, 1., ov, ( )

which one can fly to or take refuge in,

Plut., , f. -, {, -) to blow upon, , Arist.

. ., , ?/, planting,

LXX. [] : from, (,) to

plant, Plut., ,{,) com-
pletely planted, full of plants or trees,

Polyb., Tivi, Luc., , f. -, to im-

plant in, infuse into, ., , fut. -, {,) to sound, resound through, fill

with one's voice, like. Hence,, , a filling with

the voice., , .- [],(,) to catch in a theft : m genl., to

catch in the act, detect,-, Thuc. 1, 82, cf. 8, 87 : in genl. to

discover, c. part., .,
Xen. Cyr. 8, 7, 17., ov, {,) detect-

ed, convicted, Plut.—II. manifest., f. -, {,-) to illuminate, light up, Anth., f.-, to laugh

loud at,., {,) to exult

over one, Hdt. 1, 129 ; 7, 239., , f. -/, (,) to hail doimi on one, hence,
K. , to shower them down
on him like hail, Luc., , {. -, {,,-) to let douni, LXX.7, {,) to

U'ork brass : in genl. to work up any
metal, du'j. in Plut.?, ov, {,)
overlaid with brass or copper, ,
Eur. Heracl. 367 ; ., the
plain ^/eamm^tiii/i armour. Id. Phoen.
109; ., a serpent lapt in

mail, i. e. scales, Eur. I. T. 1246.

Hence, , to cover with brass,

brass over, Hdt G, 50 : . ,
to block up wit't brasen doors, Heracl.
Pont. ap. Ath. 521 F., f. -, {,) dep. mid. : to make one a

present of a thing, Dion. H. : but. usu.

to do or give up a -iiing out of courtesy,

Ti, Lys. 179, 7, Aeschin, 61, 8: hence,

K. Tu, to give judgment by pri-

vate interest. Plat. Apol. 35 C ; so ;^.

Tii'i Ti, Plut. : in genl. to flatter, curry

favour. Plat. Gorg. 513 D. Hence, , , munificent.,,=.,,,{)
thing to exult over, a mockery, Lat.

Iudihriu7n,, Theogn. 1103., {,) to gape
for a thmg, Lat. inhiare, ., , tut. -, also in
mid. ,=:.—II. to split, burst

open, Theophr. Hence7],,,—,
q• V. _, f. -, (,) to

befoul, Lat. concacare,, Ar. Nub.
173., iut.-,{,) dep. mid., to make away with,

slay, Dio C., ov, (,) fit-
ting the hand, Ap. Rh., , f. -,{,) to vote by show of hands
against one (as esp. in the Athen. -) : in genl. to vote against or in

condemnation of,, Dem. 515, 3 ;

also, K. , to pass a vote

of death against him. Id. 350, 27.

Hence, , /, condemna-
tion esp. by show of hands, Uem. 516, 8., aor. 1, Ep.
for sq., Horn., fut.- : aor. 1 -, Lp., the only tense
used by Horn., except (in Od. 12, 411)
the Ep. aor. sync. pass,{,). To pour down, shed upon
or over, pour in, esp. of liquids,?, II. 23, 282 :

in genl. to shower down, usu. with a
notion of abundance, .,-,, Od. 19, 206, 11. 12, 158

;

16. 459 : to throw down, cast down,

, II. 6, 134, Od. 12, 411: to let

fall upon, spread over, .,-
TLvi, Od. 7, 42, II. 3, 10 : . -' ', to let the robe fall

leaving on the pavement, II. 5, 734

:

K. , to shed grace or beauty
over..., oft. m Od. ; so, .', II. 2, 670 ; 8, 385 ; .-, II. 23, 408, Od. 14, 38 : but the
post-Hom.• construct, was usu. ., as in Hdt. 4, 62, Ar. Eq. 1091

;

metaph.,. Id. Nub. 74, etc. ; also, ., Plat. Rep. 398 .—2.

to melt, , Hdt. 3, 96,

cf. infr.

—

. mid. to letfiow down, esp..—2. to have melted down,-, Hdt. 1, 50., , ,() de-

rision, mockery, Ar. Vesp. 575, Eccl.

631., {,), to live a widowed, bereaved life,

Dem. 852, 15., , Dor. for,
loud sounding., , f. -, to trouble,

afflict, Joseph. : from, ,{,) loaded

with,, Arat. : in genl. heavy,

Nic., {, .) as
pass., to be sore vexed, dub. in Hdt. 2,

175., ov,(,) sub-

terranean, ., i. e. Pluto,

II. 9, 457.—II. earthly, terrestrial., ,{.)
to clothe with a: in genl. tu

clothe, dress., f-,{,?.-) to laugh at, mock, Dion. H.



, , Ion. -, . -,[,) to be utterly effeminate,

Hipp- ; C. gen. to display pomp or /«ar-

tiry by way of insult over,, Posi-

don. ap. Ath. 212 C.?., ov, {,) very

greeru, dub. in Hipp./., ov, {,\) very

bilious, Hipp., (,) to

chop, mince up as for a sausage,., Hdt. 6, 75.), , f. -, {,) dub. 1. for I'oreg.,, , dance of
triumph : from, (,) to

dance, leap over, or down,, Ael. :

to exult over a thing : cf..7], , f. -, {,/) to lavish, squander as-
or in the ^/, Lys. 155, 33 :

in genl. to spend lavishly, squander,

, Plut. : cf.., v., sub fin., nud. (,-) to stai7i or sprinkle,/., with
milit, A. P. 7, 657., f.-, (,) dep. mid., to make zise of,

apply, Tivi -.., ..., or .
Plat. Legg. 700 , Rep. 520 A, Crat.

426
;

part. pf. pass.,-, used habitually,

fashionable there, Amphis Dith. 2

:

but— II. esp. to do what one likes with

a person or thing, exercise absolute

power over, Aeschin. 17, 19 : and so

—

1. to use to the uttermost, use vp, con-

sume , o{ money , c. acc, Lys. 153,46:
to lay out, apply money , Dem.
1186, 3.— 2. to inisus' , misapply, abuse,

Dem. 430, 10; , 1195, 1 ; also c.

acc, K., Dionys. (Com.). 2 ; cf..—2. of

persons, to make away with, destroy, kill,

Hdt. 1, 82, etc. In this signf. we find

aor. pass,, Hdt. 9, 120

:

Isocr. 55 D,has perf, to

be spent, consumed.—B. the act.-
is prob. only in Hdt., and tiiere

only in 3 sing.,,/,, it is enough, it suffices, .. c. inf, Hdt. 4, 118 ; . '...,

1, 164 : but also with a nom.,/ , the mane
sufficed, served as a crest, Hdt. 7, 70 :

ct. and.', , f. -, {,) to make useless, Anlh. P.

9, 203, in pass.,{,-) dep. mid. to spit upon or at, in

sign of contempt,. At. Pac. 815., ov, Att.,
ov, (,) of persons, involved

in debt, Polyb. : of things, pledged,

mortgaged.,, ,()
full use : but usu.—11. a misuse, mis-

application, esp. of a word, cf.-
ll. 2., verb, adj. from-, one must use or abuse, Luc, , ,{-) misusing ; esp. misapplying a

phrase : also—II. pass., of a phrase,

misapplied, used in a wrong sense. Adv., Gramm.,, ,{) a
rubbitig in, anointing.,, ,()
that which is rubbed on, salve, ointment,

Diosc., ov, rubbed on : from, f. -, {,) to

rub on, like an ointment, Arist. H. A.

[0
47

, ov, {,)
gilded, overlaid with gold-leaf, Plut. :

whereas is plated with gold,

and set ingold.—2. nietaph.

of persons, gilded, Diphii. ap. Ath.

422 B. Hence, , to gild, Hdt. 2,

129; 4, 26, etc., also- and
-, f. -, (,) to

colour, paint : also to soil, tarnish, Eur.
Hec. 911., {,) adv.,

pouring down, i. e. profusely,,
Anacr. 90. [], , , ()
that which is poured on or over : ct.-., , , {)
pouring on or over, watering, besprin-

kling, LXX.—II. a vase for pour-

ing.,, , that tvhich is

poured on or over, sauce, At. Av. 5.35,

1637; were esp. nuts,

figs, etc., Lat. bellaria, which used to

be showered over a bride (Theopomp.
(Com.). 3), or even on a new
slave (Ar. Plut. 768, Dem. 1123, fin.)

on entering the hou.<;e, by way of

welcome, cf. Schol. Ar. 1. c. ; so
sparge, marite, nuces, Virg. Eel. 8, 30.

Hence, ov, , dim. from
foreg. ; esp. a sauce to be poured over a

dish, Pherecr. Metall. 1,11.'/.,, , a watering pot,

a sort of portable shower-bath, cf Eupol.. 13, ubi v. Meineke., f.-,^
II., Ar. Fr. 626.?., {,) to

lame.— 11. intr. to be lame, halt, limp.7, ov, {,)
lame, Alcae. (Com.) Gan. 1., (,,) to

melt down, Dem. 617, 23., also -, fut. ->•, (,) to cover with a
heap or mound, bury, Hdt. 4, 173, ., Ar. Ach. 295 ; metaph.,, Plat. Gorg. 512 C, cf Theaet.
177 C., , i. -/, (.-) to yield, give vp, , Diog.
L. 5, 71, , Plut., but dub., .- Att. -, (-,) to set, place in, bring to a

place or spot. freq. in Xen., as An. 6,

5, 10, Cyr. 2, 2, 8.—II. metaph. to

enter in a register, LXX. ; in genl. to

insert, Dion. H.,, ,{)
a covering up, burying., Att. for ^-
q. v.,, (,-?.?.) toplny

to on the cithara. Pass., to be played
to, enjoy music, Plut. : to resound tvith

music, Id. : cf '/.., f. --, {,)
to stroke with the hand, to stroke, pat,

like the Homer. /!), Hdt. 0,

61, Ar. Pac. 75, Xen. Apol. 28: cf.

also.—II. to strike level or
eve7i, of a measure, dub. in Poll. 4,

170., f. -, Att.-
-, {,-) to drop down,
bedew, Aesch. Ag. 561., f -,^=,
Philostr., f. -, {,) dep. mid. to feign, invent,

Ti, Dem. 229, 2 : ., to tell lies

against one. Ar. Pac. 533 ; .
Plat. Rep. 391 D etc. : to say falsely,

pretend, ..., Eur. Bacch. 334.—II.

KATE
' perf in pass, signf., Dion. H. ; and
aor. 1, Philostr., , f. -,(,-) to bear false
ivitness against,, Xen. Apol. 24

:

[

in pass., Dem. 559, 'l4.-, , , {--) lie, false account, Strab.-,, ,{--
j

) that which is forged, esp.falsely
told agai7ist one, a calumny., ov, ,=., ov,(-)
feig7ied.fabulous, ., Hdt. 4, 191,
acc. to Reiz and Schiif,.-,(,) as mid., to vote against or
in co7idem7iation of,. Plat. Apol.
41 D ; «. , to pass a vote
of death against hun, Lys. 129, 32.

—

II. so in act., Dion. H. Hence as pass.
to be condem7ied, Lys. 140, 36 : also,, Thuc. 2,
53. Hence, , , Antipho
112, 2: and,, ,= sq. : and, ov, , condemna-
tion, sente7ice.^, verb. adj. from. 07ie must pass a vote
or decree against, c. gen., Xen. Hell.
2, 4, 9., f.-,{,)
to scrape, rub, grate down, Nic. : in
pass, to crumble away. Soph. Tr. 698.
— II. metaph. to stroke down, pat, -,^ Eur. Hipp. 110, cf.,., . -, {, --) to tvhisper against one, back-
bite him, , Plut., , (,) to

strip quite bare., , f. -, {,) to ?7iake a place resoimd or
echo with, , Clem. ., cf-., , ,{')
fit for cooling, refreshing, Arist. Resp., ov,() cooled

or chilled., , , a cooling, chill,

Hipp., ov, {, -)
very cold, Diosc., f. -. {,) to

cool, refresh, chill, Theophr. Pass, to

be chilled or cold, Arist. Rhet.—II. to

dry up, parch, Plut. [], ov, strengthd. for,
V. 1. Eur. Tro. 1090., perf 2, [«] aor.

2 pass., and aor. 1 act. of}, q. v., late collat. form from, Fab. Aesop.
tKarearoi Ion. 3 pi. for -./., adv. part. perf.

pass, from, slothfully,

tardily, Ar. Plut. 325., , f. -, {, -') to pledge, betroth, ,
Eur. Or. 1675.—II. as Att. law-term,

'

to make responsible, compel to give secu-
rity, '/.. Dem.
890, 9, cf. Plat. Legg. 871 : .- ?., to make him
give security in 20 talents, Polyb.
Pass, to give, find security or bail, c.

acc. cognato, ., Plat. Legg.
872 B.—2. in genl. to bind, subject,, Thales ap. Stob. p. 421,
48.—3. in pass, to take upon one's self,

undertake, , Polyb. Hence-},. , bail, security given,
Dem. 788, 18 : [] and
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KATE;}',, , the betroth-

ing, spousals.

iKarcyjjpu aor. of,
Hdt. f), 72, V. Buttm. Catal. p. 52.?., , f. -, to charge,

accuse.?.7,, ,(-) an accusatioti., , f. •, to be in

great haste., part. pf. pass.

from., f. -rtvnu,{,)
to pour into, v. 1. Hiit. 3, 96.), , . -, (,^^) to behave coldly or haught-

ily. Tivi. Ath., fut.- Att. -, to

dash to earth.

for- 3 pi.

aor. pass, of,, . Rh., fut., II. 22, 89,

and Ar.
;

pf./, Ar. Pac.

388 etc. (cf. Moer. p. 221), also -, II. , 542, in tmesis; jif.

pass,. Plat, {, ).
To eat up, devour, Horn., strictly only

ofteasts : but metaph.,,,, to eat up house,

goods, etc., freq. in Od. ; also, ov, to eat one's heart for

grief, 11. 6, 202., Ion. part. perf. 2 of -. for., . -, {,) to

make customary, Ti, Polyb., poet, for 7., to

letflow down, shed,, Od. 21, 86.

Mid. lofloiv apace, esp. of tears, Hoin.

:

metaph., 3, life was
ebbing, passing away, Od. 5, 152.—II.

trans, to flood, overflow, metaph.,, Alcin. Fr. 26

;

hence in pass., to be overflowed, Ap.

Rh. 3, 290., iaf from, q. v.

KartiJo!', inf., part,-, aor. 2 with no pres. ui use, -
being used instead, to look

down upon, regard, II. 4, 508 (in tme-

sis), Aesch., etc. So too, aor. 2 mid., inf., , Hdt.

4, 179, Soph., etc. ; also,

, Hdt. 5, 35. Cf.., ov, {, ?.)
full of idols, given to idolatry,',
. .

^, f. -,(,)
strictly, to liken to: pass, to be, become

like, , to one in a thing. Soph.

O. C. 338.—II. usu. to guess, surmise,

Hdt. 6, 112, and Hipp. : esp. to sus-

pect evil, Hdt. 9, 109.)/, ,=~7/., , f. -,{,)
to crowd, press together, coop up,, , Hdt. 1, 80, 176,

etc. Pass, to he cooped up, Id. 5, 119,

etc.—II. to wind, wrap up, Luc, etc., perf. pass, of-., , ,{)
crowding, pressing together, compres-

sion, Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 101., Ion. for',
Hdt. 2, 86 ; 7, 181 ; hence-. Ion. 3 plur. plqpf. pass, for-

/, Hdt. 7, 76./.,=.?<~, {, /.-) as pass., used only in pres.

and impf., to wriggle, crawl down, Ar.

Lys. 722., {,) to cover,

wrap rou)ii/./ii(Zc,ll,2I,318,in tmesis;

cf. Hdt. 2, 8. [On quantity, v..]
/.,^.,{,) logo down, de-
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KATE
scend, comedown, Horn.: esp.togodoKm
to the grave, to Hades, 11. ; to gndown
to the sea, Od. 15,505: but of a ship, ?o

sad down from the high sea to land,

Od. 16, 472 : of a river, to flow down,
11. 11, 492 : of a wind, to come sweep-

ing down, Thuc. 2, 25 :—hence me-
taph., , Hdt. 7, 160

;, Ar. Eq.
520, V. sub /^.—II. to come back,

return, 0(1. 13, 267: later also of ex-

iles, to return home, Hdt. 1, 62 ; 5. 62,

etc. : in genl. to return home. Id. 4, 3., Ion. inf. aor. 2 of

for., Ion. for., aor. l,=sq., to tell, Hdt.
1, 20, in inf., inf., {,) to speak against, : hence,
to accuse, charge, Eur. Hel. 888, Ar.

Pac. 377, etc. ; . .
Plat. Theaet. 149 A —II. to speak out,

straight-forward, tell,' Tl, Ar. V'esp.

54 : to confess, , Eur. Med. 589.
—2. to tell, to inform of , Ar. Vesp.
283, cf.., an aor. mid. of, Aesch. Euin. 506., Hdt. 5, 69, and-,, f. -, {,) to

drive in or into, shut in, coop or block

up, , Hdt. 5, 63.—. in

genl. to press hard, reduce to straits,

Hdt. 6, 102 : Ion.. Hence')), , , a shutting in,

blocking up., Ion. for, Hdt.
8,96., {,-) dep. mid., to use irotiy towards,

banter,, Plut.—II. to conceal, dis-

semble, Tl, Id., f. -, {,)
to bring in, betray to one^s own loss,-, Anth. []\?, Theocr. 18, 5, v. sub., f.-, {,)
to dissolve, disable, ruin utterly, Polyb., strengthd. for •
?.., Aeol. and Ep. for-, 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of -, II.,,=^, Welck-
er Syll. 9, 12., f. -, to fly away,
escape., ov, {, Dmiov) oily,

Archestr. ap. Ath. 39p E.?', fut.- Att. -,
(, ) to drive into, drive down

;

hence to ?nnster.-~2. sensu obscoeno,
= Lat. subagitare, Tivoc or, Ar.

Pac. 711, Eccl. 1082.—II. seemingly
intr. to ride down, sub., :

and hence in genl., to attack, like

Lat. invehi in aliquem., f. -, {, 7\.-
,) to convict offalsehood : to belie,,
lies. Op. 712, cf. Tyrt. 1, 9: dis-

grace, Pind. P. 8, 50.?., , strengthd. for,
to have compassion upon, or Tl,

Plat. Rep. 415 C, Lys. 103, 26.,, , a coming down,
descent, Clem. Al. : from, fut. of,
Od. 1, 303., Ep., inf

aor. 2 of, Hom.?, Ion. for,
Hdt.?., Ion. for., f. -, {,)

KATE
to hope confidently or pregumptuoiisly,

c. inf. fut.," Hdt. 8, 136. Hence, ov, 6, a cmifident hope,

Polyb., f. -/', strengthd. for, Philo., Ion. 1 plnr. aor. 2 act. of, Od, 9, 72, where Wolf how-
ever has the usu. form., , f. -, {,)
to spew or spit upon,, Ar. Fr. 207., ,=,-, Nic., i. -,{,)=, Nic., , strengthd. for •., {,)
to burn down, burn to nought, dub. 1.,

Eur. H. F. 1151./, f. -, strengthd. for.,{,) dep,,

kUl, slay, murder, -, Od. 11, 519. Later in act.-,. -, aor. occwts
Soph. Ant. 871, Call. Apol. 100.

arei'axTcCydiasap. Plat.Charm,
155 D, Q. Sm.,, LXX.,
and, Adv.,=:sq., adv., over again.it. op-

posite, before,, II. 21, 567,,
Hes, Sc.73,Hdt. 3, 144: strictly neut.

from, a, ov,{,)
over against, before.. f. -, strengthd. for, to kUl, Soph. Aj. 26.

iKavavio•,3\..
pass, of, Ar. Vesp. 662., Ep. 3 sing, aor. 1 of, Hes.,,=.

or, , ,{,)—., . -, to pledge,

paum. Hence, , 6, a pledging., it was upon, lay upon,

stuck vpo7i or to, occurs only in Hes.
Sc. 269, ;

and as plur. in H. Hom. Cer. 280,•, where the
sing, foim is well ex[ilained by
Francke. In form it is perf. or plqpf.,

in signf. pres. or iinpf. Cf.'
and. No simple err/-

occurs.?], Dor. for, inf,

aor. 2 of, Theocr. 17, 48., ov, 6, {,-) strictly the man of the year, title

of an annual magistrate at Gela in

Sicily.,, , the Catennes, a
people of Pisidia, Strab., strengthd. for -., ov, b,{-) an accuser, LXX., , f.-, strengthd.

for., hit.-, {-,) to complain of another,

plead against, accuse,, Eccl.,{,) to pre
pare against., adv., {,)
right before the face, i. e. right over

against, right opposite, c. gen., II. 15,

320. Hom. uses also and-: al. proparox./iar£'v(j7ra;tLol).

after Aristarch. wr.', de-
riving it from an obsol. nom. -,
Paral. p. 169.. adv.,=foreg. ;tm the

presence of, N. T., , , {•



KATE.) a rising against, rexislance,

Lorigin, Hence, , •, fit for re-

sisting^ opposed to,, . Anton.', as pass. c. aor. 2^.,'.,'}
to rise up against, struggle against, -, Diod. : -, to be on one's guard against

what may happen, Polyb,, , received as a guest,

part. perf. pass, from <,
Aesch. Cho. 706., , f. -, strengthd.

For^, to void excrement against or

on, Epict.[], f.-, strengthd. for-, f. -tau, strengthd.

for.<^, f. -«, to use power

or authority over,, . . Hence, ,, of, belong-

ing to Mdhoriiy,, Clem. AL, , , a promise:

from,(,-
/L«) as mid., fts make a contract or en-

gagement, Tivi, with one, Dem. 885,

12, Tzpoc Tiva, c. partic, Aeschin. 24,

37, Tt, id. 85, 35., f. -,{,)
to bring down upon, bring one thing

qnicklx) itpan or aftt'r another, Ar. Eq.
25,• to bring upen, inflict, TLvi,

Plut. [(23(, [,) to sing,

chant to or over one,.— II. to taine,

subdue by song or enchanlment. Plat.

Gorg. 483 E-, as pass,,{,-') be arrogant touxirds,.'^. 01•,=., . syricop. part,

aor. 2 of, 11., syncop. 3 sing,

aor. pass, of.~', 11.

:,{.) to

stir up, excite against one., . -, {,)
to press down, oppress, 11. 23, 623, in

tmesis : to urge, impel, Hdt. 8, 126 : to

hasten, urge on, Thuc. 1, 61, ra-, urgent necessity, cf. Xen,
Mem, 2, 1, 2. Mid,, to be anxious, longfor it, Polyb.

—II. intr, to hasten, make haste, Xen.
Hell. 4, 2. 18. Hence. (^, , tiolent exertion,'. Diog. L. 7, U3,\), , strengthd, for, Aesop. 22, De F., {,)
to get upon, ascend., as mid., (,) to show off before ano{h.eT.1<^, L -^, to press hard.

^^
. , ., ov,{,)

desirable, [], ov, (,)
covetous or lustful, LXX., as pass,, to lie, rest

upon., f. -, to inundate., {, ?£/-) to seize: in mid. to emhracc,

LXX.), , f. -, {,) to effect, gain by perjury,, Dem. 1269, 24, in fut.

mid., f. -,{.-) to commission, enjoin, ., , , far-
fetched expression, dub. in Longin.

:

from, (,)

KATE
to finish a thing too carefully, make it

too elaborate, esp. of style, Dion. H., fut.-, to impose,

mid. to set upon, attack., f. -, cf.-2.
^, , f. -, to lay

hands upon, attack,., f.-, to pour out

or scatter over,., fut. -, to

paint over.1?, 2 aor. pass, from-, 11. 3, 31.

and -, perf act.

from/., , f. - [a], {,*) to pour out, pour off, Strab., aep. c. fut. mid.-, pf pass,, {-
,). To effect, accomplish,

achieve, Hdt. 5, 24, 78.-2. like Lat.

conficere, to make an end of, destroy, kill,

Hdt. 1, 24. Soph. Tr. 1094, and "Eur.

;

also, K.. Soph. Ant. 57: hence
to overpower, conquer, Hdt. 6, 2 ; 8,

100, etc.—3. in good sense, to prevail

over, persuade, influence, Hdt. 7, 6, cf.

Xen. Mem. 2, 3, 16.— II to work down,
bruise, grind, prepare for eating, etc.,

Diod. : so of cnewing, Lat, concoquere,

Arist, H. A. : hence, ., to make
honey, Hdt. 4, 194 : also to manufac-
ture, work in, ,
Dem. 816, 19.—III. uf things, to earn,

gain by labour, to acquire, Hdt. 3. 65 :

absol. to go to work, kuI.
Id. 5, 111. The aor. 1 pass.,-, to be overcome, gained, pre-

vailed upon, in pass, signf., is in Hdt.

9, 108 ; also pf, to be

done, achieved. Id. 1, 123. etc. Hence, , , a working down,

esp. of food, chewing, or more freq.

digestion, Arist. Part. An. : in genl.

stewing, boiling, Mnesith. ap. Ath, 59
B.—2. a working, ploughing, etc., of

land, Theophr., verb. adj. from -, one must accomplish, work,

etc., i], ,(-) of,fitfor accomplishing.—II. likely

to wear out, consume, Hipp., ov,()
elaborate., ov,(,*) worked,

cultivated,, Theophr.), Ion. for, Hdt., . -, strengthd. for., f. -, {,)
to set, fix against.—II. intr. to set one's

self against, oppose; hence to burst

forth, as a storm., , or-, ,
bruised, ground, of pulse, Ar. Ran.
505 : from, (,) to tear,

rend garments, in token of sorrow

;

usu. in mid. to rend one's garments,
Sapph. 128, Hdt. 3, 66, cf.^-.—II. to bruise, grind to pieces in

a mill, cf foreg.—III. metaph. . -, to fritter it away, smooth it down,
Ar. Vesp. 647., , late and rare form
for sq., Diod., f. •, (,)
to throw, cast down, Orac. ap. Hdt. 7,

140, in tmesis : to demolish, lay waste,

Eur. Hec. 477.—II. intr. in aor. 2-
and pf 2, to fall

down, fall in. II. 5, 92 ; 14, 55, Buttm.
Ausf. Gr. ^ 113, Anm. 3 and 4., f -, (,-) to -tpit, belch at or upon,,
Vesp. 1151.

KATE,, for,,),, f. -ijjo), (,) to
cover, roof, Plut. Mid. to roof over for
one's self, one's own, Ar. Vesp. 1294., Ion. for, serving
as fut. of the aor., to speak
against any one, accuse him, c. gen.

:

also c. ace.
; hence to denounce, im-

peach before one,
Hdt. 3, 71 ; more rarely .—
2. to say plainly, speak out, Hdt. 5, 92,
7 ; so too in pass.,, it

shall be declared, Id. 6, 69. To this
also belongs pf..^, , f. -,(,-) to deprive, strip entirely, AesOD.
23 De F.

^^, 3 sing, piqpf pass.
for of, Hdn., intr. 3 sing, perf 2 of, q. v., f-,(,)
to keep, .detain, keep fast, II. 9, 465, Od.
9, 31 ; 19, 545. [,, cf.\, dep. (, -) to overcome by chicanery., , v. sub-., , (,) with
luxuriant branches., to dye red.,, .-,(, ipv-) to blush deeply, Heliod., poet, for,
11.24.218. [], . -, aor.,
to stop, hold back, Hom. [], f. -. (,) to

draw or haul down: in Od. always of
ships, to draw down to the water, launch,
Lat deducere naves. [On the quantity,
V. .], dep., fut.-

: aor., or usu.-, inf, to go down, Lat.
descendtrre, in Horn. esp. to go down to

the grave ; also from high land to the
coast : c. gen., also ... or ... c.

gen., down from a place, II. 20, 125 ;

6, 109, 128: of things, to fall dnvn,
Od. 9, 484, 541 : of a river, to flow
down, ^,
Hdt. 2, 19.—II. to come back, return,

come home, Od. 11, 188: later esp. to

returnfrom exile, first in Hdt. 4, 4 ; 5,

30, etc.; cf Ar. Ran. 1165 sq., and.—. metaph. to come to,

touch on a point, in speaking., v. sub., Aeol. crasis for -, ace. to gramm.=( ?,
at other times loo, Sappho 1, 5, cf.

Schaf. Dion.vComp. p. 349., f, aor.-, perf, to eat up,

devour, Horn., always of animals of
prey, as II. 2, 314; 21, 24; later in
genl. to eat up, Hdt. 3, 16, 38, etc. y, Xen. An. 4, 8,

14: cf .-2. to bite, to, Philostr.—3. met. in genl. to

consume squander, , Dem. 992,

25, , Ath. 404, poet, for foreg. |(, aor. of•. q. v.7., intr. pf of•
7., to be dried or parched up., adv. part. perf.

pass, from, hastily, speed-

ily, Diosc., adv. part. perf.

pass, from, carefully,

zealously.,. 3 sing. aor. syncop.
pass, of, II.

I
, Aeol. and Ep. for-
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KATE, 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, from, Hes. Th. •1., Ion. part. perf. of «a-, for,-, adv. part, perf
pass, from, reversely., Ion. for-, 3 plur. plqpf. pass, from., , to cover with a scab

or scar.\, aor. 2 mid. of -.,, ,()
vow, wish, Aesch. Cho. 218 : esp. an

imprecation, curse. Id. Theb. 709, Eur.

Hipp. 1170.—II. a votive offermg,&0\)\i.

O. T. 920., f. - Alt. -,
strengthd. for, Joseph., , t. -j/, to approve

much of, c. dat., , f. -??,_(,') to svrpass in reputation,, Diod., for, barbarism

in Ar. Thesm. 1193., Co, f -),{,-
7]) to gain more praise, etc., than

another, c. gen. : absol. to be thought

mo.<:t of, , Aeschin. 40, 7., , f. -, {,) to hit the mark, succeed,

LXX., adv. straight forward, ., Xen. Symp. 5, 5 ; also-.,, o,= sq., Clem.., , ,()
corrector, amender. Hence, .,^^
plumb line, as if fem. from-
7/, directing straight.,{,) to make
straight, set right. Plat. Legg. 847 A :

•., to demand an account from
one, lb. 945 A.—2. intr. to go straight

for, aim straight at : nietaph. to go

right., a.a\=., , , a direction,

, Clem. Ai., , f. -, {,) to find a good opportunity,, Polyb. 12, 4,

13., , f.-,{,-') to calm, quiet, . Rh., ,, wishing : impre-

cating. Adv.- : from, ,() tvish-

ed ." imprecated.', , f. -, strengthd.

for, to laud, praise much,
Pint., f. -, strengthened
lor., , f. -, {,/) t> be stouter, more powerful,, Eccl., fut. -,{,-) to lay down, esp. put to bed, lull to

sleep, of the sun setting. Soph. Tr.
95: of death. Id. Ant. 833: in Eur.
,Rhes. 614, to assign one quarters:

metaph. to quiet, calm,. .
Rh. Pass, to lie down, lie down to

sleep, 11. 3, 448 : to be calm or quieted,

Plut. Hence, , , putting to

bed, lulling to sleep, Plut.,, b, a chamber-
lain., ov,=.-.— II. ', bed-

chamber.. , - ^2 <vCju)
740

KATE
one who conducts to bed or to repose,

Plut. : a chamberlain. Id., ,,(^)
lulling to sleep, ., an epithala-

mium., , , pecul. fem.
of.,, f.-,{,)
to put to sleep, 11. 14, 245, 248 : in genl.

=. Pass, to lie down, fall

asleep, Od. 4, 414, 421. Hence, , , fem. of sq., , ,=:., , strengthd. for-.— 11. intr. and in ]>&55.=,
LXX. Hence,, , good succees., , f. -, {, -) to swear truly and solemnly by
a god, etc., Arist. Rhet., , iut. -, to waste

in dissipation., , f. -/, {, -) to have sufficient m.eans against

one, Diod.,, f.-, strengthd.

for, to hit, be successful in a
thing,, Diod., f.-, strengthd for, Plut., , f.-, strengthd.
for., f. -, {, -) to get ready, set in order, Ar.
Eccl. 510., , f. -, {,) to be successful, prosper,

Arist. Eth. Eud. : in a thmg or

against any one,., , f. -,{,-/) to applaud, extol,, Plut.', f. -, strengthd.

for, to gladden, delight much,, Luc., . -, {,, -)=^,., , , wish, prayer, vow,

Aesch. Cho. 477., f.-, {, -) dep. mid., to pray earnestly,, Hdt. 1, 132 ; c. ace. et

inf., Aesch. Eum. 922 : to pray to one,. Id. Cho. 88: absol. to make a

vow, pray, Hdt. 2, 40 ; 4, 70, etc.—2.
to u'ish, pray for evil on one, ,
Aesch. Theb. 633,. Plat. Rep.
393 A, cf Valck. Phoen. 70.-3. to

wish, pray for one, , Eur. I. A.
1186.— 11. /o6oa4i,c.inf,Theocr. 1,97., {,) as

pass., to feast, enjoy one's self Hdt. 1,

216 ; 3, 99 : later in act. to feast, en-

tertain, , Clem. .,{,7)
spring down upon, rush upon,-, part. aor. 2 syncop. 11. 11,

94 : cf.^, perf. act. of-, Plut.,,, dub. 1. for., {,) to

set up against one. Pass. c. aor. 2.

perf-, et plqpf act., to rise up against,

N. T., to hate bitterly., f. -, to hold fast,

keep back., fut. and-, aor., (, )— I.

transit, to hold, keep back, withhold, II.

15, 186, Od. 3, 284, etc. : to check, re-

strain, command, ., Aesch. Ag.
204,, Thuc. 1, 130, ?.,
Xen., etc. : . , to

overpower, u-eigh down.... Soph. Aj.
142.—?. to hinder, stop, Horn. : SO in

psss., ^(. II. 17, 368,
044 : so, ., c. ., Thuc, 1, 17.—

II. to have in possession, possess, HotII.,

Hdt., etc. : to occupy, dwell in, Trag.

:

c. ace. loci, of tutelary gods, Xen.
Cyr. 2, 1, 1 ; hence, «.. to fill it with his afflicting

cries. Soph. Phil. 10; so in pass.,, Hdt. 1, 111:
to be possessed, i. e., inspired. Plat. Ion
533 E, etc. : heiice—2. to possess,

occupy, so as to cover, freq. in Hom,,', closed in upon it,

Od. 13, 269: and in pass.,, Od. 9, 145, cf 11.

3,419: also iij mid., Trpofcj^'a-, Oti. 19, 361 : esp. of covering
with earth, of a tomb, 11. 3, 243, Od.
11, 301, etc.: hence, ', sooner .shall earth cover

many a one, II. 16, C29, Od. 13, 427,
etc., cf Orac. ap. Hdt. 1, 67 : in genl.

to hide, keep concealed.—3, to hnrre in

one's power, seize, Hdt. 5, 72, etc.-—B.
intrans. to hold, stop, cease, e. g. of the
wind, Ar. Pac. 944.—2. to come from
the high sea to shore, land, taiich, where
vavv is usu. supplied, , Hdt.
7, 188. cf. 8, 40: but. c. ace. loci, Eur.
Hel. 1206, Cycl. 223.-3. to turn out,

come to pass, happen: ,
Soph. El. 503 ; -. circumstances that have oc'

cvrred, Hdt. 6, 40 : hence also

—

i. to

hold on, last, persevere in, sometimes
c. part-, , he leaves
not the pursuit, cf. Schweigh. Hdt.
6. 41.—5. to prevail, so, 7.-, the report prevails, is rife, Thuc.
1, 10 ; in genl. to prevail, be frequent.

Id. 3, 89 : in genl. to have the itpper

hand, Theogn. 262.—C. mid. to kerp

back for ami's self, embezzle, -, Hdt. 7, 164 : simply to hind,-, Hdt. 1, 29.-2. lo hold, coyitain,

Polyb. 9, 21, 7.—3. to cover or protect

one's self, keep one's self concealed.\-\), 3 sing. perf. pass,
from. Soph.,, dub. for -., , f -, to have a
s^tdden paroxysm, Hipp. ap. Gal. ; to

swoon, Nic. : from, , , and,,,= 3, an attack or
paroxysm offever, swoon.,, etc.. Ion.

for., Hdt., . {,) to

speak against, esp. before judges, to

accuse,, Hdt. 8, 60, etc. ; mor©
rarely , Xen. Hell. 1, 7, 9.

—2. K. , to lay a thing !o one's
charge, accuse him of it, Hdt. 2, 113,

Soph. O. T. 514, etc., -, Thuc. 8, 85 ; but also c. dupl.

gen. pers. et rei, Dem. 515, ult. : c.

ace, rei only, to bring an accusation,

Eur. Heracl. 418. Pass.,-, a charge is brought against

him. Hdt. 7, 205, cf Arnold Thuc. 1,

95.—3. absol. to be an accuser, appear

as prosecutor. Ar. Vesp. 840, etc.—4.

in genl. to signify, indicate, prove, c.

ace. rei, , Xen. Cyr. 1,4, 3 : c. g.en.

pers., «,, to tell of.., Aesch. Ag. 271
;

K. .., Hdt. 3, 115, cf 4, 189 ; ...
Plat. Phaed. 73 B.—II. in logic, to

say positively, affirm, predicate of a per
son or thing, , freq. in Arist
Org. Hence,, , an accusa
lion, charge: a subject of accusation,

Dem. 314, 21.—II. in logic, a predi
cale, property asserted of a thing, Arist
Metaph. : and, verb. aoj.,o:;,- mtisr.

accuse,, Isocr. 27 A.— II. ont
I must assert, Plat. Theaet. 167 A.



/, , , an. accusation,

charge, Hdt. 6, 50, cf. Thuc. 1, 69 ; ., a charge against one, Xeil. Hell.

2, 1, 31. , Isocr. 112 A.

—

II. in logic, a category, predicament,

head of predicables, of which Arist.,

Top. 1,9, I, makes ten., , , inclined to ac-

cusation : K; a common informer,

Plut.—II. categorical,z=,
Arist. Org. Adv. -, Joseph. : from, ov, b, ,()
an accuser, Hdt. 3, 71 :talso aii expo-

nent, betrayer, Aesch. Theb. 439, Xea.
Oec. 20, 15.t-II. a traitor. Lye., ov,{) listening

to,/, Plat. .. 365 : as subst.

a listener, spy, Hdt. 1, 100.—II. heark-

ening or obeying. Soph. Ant. 642, -, Plat. Rep. 499 : as subst. a
subject, or, Hdt. 1, 72, 141.

—HI. hearing, giving ear to,^,
Anth., Ion. for, Hdt.•,, , the upper story of

a house. Ar. Ran. 566 ; where others

take it for a stair-case or ladder (as it

seems to be in Luc. Lexiph. 8), oth-

ers for the roof. (Though the form
refers us to ), a shoe, this deriv.

is hard to esplain.)'/., , f. -, to make of
smutl account, flight, despise, C. gen.

pers., Hdt. l,8i; c. ace. rei, Id. 1,

144; 3, 121 : the regul. form-
\(> does not seem to occur.',, 6, ,{,•?.) downward. Hence, , .. Rh., and-/, , , going down, way
down, descent, Anth.—II. a return, Diod., Ion. for, Hdt., adv., day by day; but

better divisim'.7]', adv. part, pert
pass, from/., negligently., f. -, («~,) to

sink, droop or drop down, Ap. Rh.
fOn quantity v..^', adv. part. perf.

pass, (rom, of necessity

,

Diod., ov, (,) to-

wards the wirtrf, exposed to the wind,

Theophr., cf.^., ). . Ion. for,
a breaking in pieces.— II. for,
return, dub.

or -, ov. Dor.-, {,) hanging down.. Rh.: m Eur. Tro. 1090 of chil-

dren, rob. hanging on their mot/ier^s

neck, V. Herm. ad 1.}, adv. part. perf.

pass, from, hastily, speedily., , t. -, (., -) to soothe, assuage, allay,, II. 5, 417. [], . -'. (, -) calvi, appease, Xen. An. 7, 1,

22., , (,) cov-

ered over, vaulted, overhanging,,
Od. 13. 349,, II. 18, 589,,
Hes. Th. 594

; ,
a huge overhanging wave, Od. 5, 367,

like : c. dat., oaqyvr/ai, shaded by. embontered in

them, Od. 9, 183, cf. Hes. Th. 778:

K. , to keep the foot cov-

ered, of one who sits or rests, opp. to

., Aesch. Eum. 294.—2.

later also c. gen., Schaf. Mel. p. 137 :

hence of a table covered with, i, e.

loaded with, full of, navToiuv,
Anacr. 136,, . (, *?) fitted

out,furnished with a thing,'/-

KATI
, Eur. Supp. 110, ^, Id. El.

498 : of ships, furnished with oars,, Hdt. 8, 21, but cf. Herm.
Eur. I. T. 1362., 3 sing, aor, 2 of--, 11. 5, 92.

7';, , . Ion. and Horn.7,() strictly, a cast-

ing the eyes dawnwards : hence in genl.

dejection, sorrow, shame, II. 3, 51 ;

joined with, II. 16, 498 ; 17,

556., , f. -/, to be downcast

:

to be mute with sorrow or shame, 11.

22, 293, Od. 16, 342 : from, , strictly, ivith downcast

eyes, hence m genl. downcast, mute,

Od. 24, 432. (Prob. from and, like, .)
Hence, , . Ion.,=-. Hence7], , f. -,-=),. Rh. [],, , one who causes

sorrow or shame : Priam calls his sons, dedecora, II. 24, 253

;

though some falsely explain it by., , f. -,(,)
to sound around, resound, Philostr.

—

II. to sound a thing in orie's ears, im-

press it upon one by word of mouth,

Luc. : in pass, to be informed of a
thing, , Plut.—2. esp. in

N. T., and Eccl., to teach one byword
of ?nouth, teach him the elements of re-

ligion, ', also : whence
pass, to be instructed in, acquainted

with, Ti or , all in N. T. : oi, in Eccl., new converts

under instruction before baptism., , {.) sound-

ing, resounding,, Theocr. 1, 7., , ,() in-

struction by word of mouth, education,

Hipp. : esp. in Eccl. the elementary

religious teaching of converts before

baptism., ov, ,() an in-

structor, teacher, according to the an-
cient way of teaching, where the
teacher dictated and the pupil re-

peated, a catechist, Eccl., ov, instructed., . -,^ .
Hence, , ,^.
Hence, , , behnging to,

adapted for instruction., Ep. for, 3 sing,

aor. 2 of, 11., and in Att.

poets, Eur. Cycl. 201.-, Ep. for, inf.

aor. 1 act. , 11.,,,-,,,-, . for, mf. aor. 2
act.,, 1 plur. aor. 2 act. of, etc., Horn.

Kari^eo, Ep. for, imperat.
aor. 2 mid. of., f. -, (,)
to harm, hurt. Hoin. in tmesis,, v. sub., 3 plur. pres. act. from,.. Ion. for, 3 plur.

pres. act. from., inf. aor. 2 -., inf. aor. 2 mid. from
of., Ion. for., Ion. for, Hdt., Ion. and Ep. for-, . , Hdt. 2, 96.

, adv. for " , over
against, opposite, c. gen., Q. Sm., Ion. for,
Hdt., f. -,=sq., Nic., {,) to

moisten, bedew, wet. Lye., to look askance at, cf./.,, , (.')
one who looks askance.?,=?..', (, ?.?.) to

look askance at, leer upon,, Phile-
mon p. 407, ubi V. Meineke.—2. to

sneer at, cf.., f. -, (, ?.) to

fill with mud or dirt, Xen. Oec. 17,
13. [v], Ep. inf. pres. act. from-

for, 11. 14, 457. [t], , (,) to rust, cov-

er with rust. Pass, to beco7ne rusty, be
tarnished, Diosc.,,-. Ion. for., imperat. of. Soph.,(,) to

make to pine, to emaciate, waste, wear
out, Aesch. Pr. 269, Eum. 138, writ-
ten sometimes., ov, (,) very
lean, emaciated, Plut. Hence, ,=^, .-
seph., f. -, (,)
to have power over, overpower, do violence

to., Diod.,, . . Pass.
to be worsted, beaten, Diod.—2. absol.,
to have the tipper hand, succeed, prevail,

Polyb. : to be prevalent, Theophr.— li.

intr., to come to one's full strength, grow
up. Soph. O. C. 346. [Usu. v, but v.

sub.],(,) collat. form
of, to hold back, holdfast, Lat.
detinere, II. 23, 321, Hdt. 2, 1 15. Mid.
to keep by one, II. 2, 233.—II. to pos-
sess, occupy, oi^-
Tui, Od. 9, 122.— HI.' to guide, steer

for a place, ,
Od. 11, 456, and freq. m Hdt.—IV.
intr., , the
light comes down from heaven, Hdt.
3, 28., a, ov,() of, be-

longing to a dtscent 0 return, esp.

., sub../, , f. -^, to trace,

track.

iKaTOapoi, , ol, the Caioari, a
Scythian tribe, Hdt. 4, 6., ov, . Ion. for,
Hdt., , f. -,(.-) to grieve, afflict one much. Pass.
to be grievously afflicted, both in LXX., (,)
dep. mid., to bewail, deplore bitterly.

Plat. Ax. 367 D. [], fut. -, (,)
make to stink.,,,(,)
-, goats that lead the sheep in the
Hocks, Paus. 9, 13, 2.. inf, perf. with
no pres. in use, to know well, certainly.

Soph. Ant. 1064, cf..,, ,() self-

conceit, Plut.,, , pecul. poet. fem.
of., , , =,
LXX.., , sub., the

anniversary, festival of settlement

colony : from, , f.-,(,)
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KATO
to dwell in, inhabit, esp. to have settled,

be planted in a new place,, Hdt.

7, 164, etc. Pass, to be dwelt in, in-

habited, opp. to, to be
just founded, Arist. Pol. 2, 7, 3 : to he

placed, situated, and so of i)ersons,

much like act., to be settled, dwell,

Hdt. 1, 9e. . Id. 2, 102, and
Thuc.—2. of a state, to be adminisltr-

ed, governed,. Soph. O. C. 1001,

etc.— 11. intrans.= pass., -. Plat. Legg. G77

C, 082 C. Hence,, , a dwelling, hab-

itation, abode, Thuc. 2, 15, etc.,, , an inhabitant.

Hence, a, ov, fit for inhab-

iting ; TO// (su\i.),
a dwelling place, abode, N. T.,. , a dwelling, Polyb.

:

a farm, village. Id.—2. a settlement, col-

ony, Strab. : also the foxmdation of a

colony, Plut., ov, also a, ov,{,) living about a house : in geui. do-

mestic, Hipp., fut. -' Att. -,() to bring, remove into a dwelling,

K. , Hdt. 2, 154; also

in pregnant constr., . ,
to settle or plant one in.... Soph. Ant.

1069 ; hence metaph.,

-, to plant them in his mind, Aesch.

Pr. 250.—II. to bring home and re-estnb-

lish there, restore to one^s country, cf., Aesch. Eum. 756.— III.

c. ace. loci, to colonise, people a place,

Hdt. 5, 76, Aesch. Pr. 725, anil freq.

in Alt.—B.pass. of persons./o6epZ«c«i,

settled, , Hdt. 2. 154 ; 9, 106
;, Tliuc. 2, 102, etc.:—the

aor. mid. is also used in same.signf.,

Isocr. 389 B, C.— II. of places, to have

colonies planted there, Thuc. 1, 12: to

be inhabited, founded, established, Isocr.

192 D.., , pecul. poet. fem.

oi, Nic., , ,() a

peopling, planting with inhabitants, esp.

with colonists, colonisation, Thuc. 6, 77,

and Plat., oD, o,^foreg., Plat.

Legg. 683 A./, ov, b,{) the

founder of a town, esp. of a colony., , f. -, {,) to build upon or in a place,

Tt, Xen. Rep. Ath. 3, 4.— II. to build

owny, i. e. to squander in building,

Schaf. Appar. Dem. 4, 607, Id. Plut.

4, 327.— ill. to build up, block up by

building, Isae. 73. 34., , f. -, {,,) to distribute, arrange eco-

nomically, Plut., ov, (,) dwell-

ing in, inhabiting : as subst. an inhabi-

tant, Arist. Oec. :—on Aesch. Ag.
1285, V. Dind. ad. I., , f. -, (,) to spoil one of house and
home, ruin, , Plut., (,) to

pity, have compassion on,. Soph.
O. T. 13.—II. intr. to feel, show pity or

compassion, Hdt. 7, 46., f. -',(,)
= foreg., to pity, have compassion on, c.

ace, Aesch. Eum. 121. Mid. c. aor.

pass., to pity one's self hence to wail,

deplore, Hdt. 3, 156 : c. ace. rei, Aesch.
Pers. 1062. Hence., , a pitying, com-

passion, Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 47., fut.-,{.-
)tobewail,lament,lnI.A.ndI. 1159.
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KATO, ov.(,) drunken

with wine, Eur. Ion 553. Hence. , to make drunk. Pass.

to be drunk. Plat. Legg. 815 C., {,) to be con-

ceiled of one's self, LXX., 3 sing. fut. of-, II. 22, 425., fut.-, (,) Dep. mid., toga down, hence
ol, the departed, dead,

Dein. 1073, 1.. f.- Att. Xov-,{,) Dep. mid., to

have an omen, to augur.,—, Opp. : also

in mid., Strab., , f.-,{,)
to shrink from doing a thing, neglect,

omit it, Aesch. Pr. 67, etc., , /,=^ III., ., possession, inspiration by

the Muses, Plat. Phaedr. 245 A, cf. sub.', , f. -, {,) to neglect utterly, ,
Lys. 115, 30.

or-, f.-,(,) to slide, slip, sink

down or into, Ap. Rh.^2, (, ,) to de-

stroy utterly. Pass. c. perf. act. intr.,

to perish utterly, in tmesis, Aesch.
Pers. 670.?., f. -, {, -
?.) to shout or shriek over, wish woe
, Aesch. Ag. 1118.{>,(,6)
dep. mid., to bemoan, bewail, lament, c.

ace, Eur. Or. 339. [],, , f. -, (, -) to rain upon : drench, Anth.
Hence, , , a flood., f.-,^,, ov,(,) wet

with rain, drenched, Theophr.' anil -: also in mid., fut.-, aor. --, (,). To .•nvear to, con-

firm by oath, Tl, Ar. Av. 444 : c.

mf., to swear that..., Dem. 995, 24.

—

2. K. , , to swear

by,.. : but also c. ace, to call to witness

swear by, ri/v>, Eur. Or.

1517, /c. , Lat. jurare deos, Ar.

Eccl. 158.—II. c. gen., to take an oath

against,accuseon onth,V\at.6,G5, in mid.', ov, (,)
from the navel, Nic. [tt], fut. •,=:^6,
Dion. H. Hence, , ,=-.

,
. ,, fut. -, (, -) to be of use, profit. Mid. to have

the use of, enjoy,, Ar. Eccl. 917., (ut.-, (,-) to name, Theophr.—II. to prom-
ise, betroth, devote, Polyb., {,) dep., to

blame, slight, c. ace, Hdt. 2, 136. 172., , . Dor. for sq.,

Archimed., , ,{)
a name, denomination. Strab., ov,(,) steeped in

vinegar, sour, harsh, Posidipp. ap. Ath.

662 A, cf.., {,) to make
very sharp.— II. to make very swift,

hasten, Arteinon ap. Ath. 637 E.,, , streiigthd. for,
very sharp, piercing, of sound, Ar.

Vesp. 471 ; of disease, acute, Hipp., f. -,{,)
to fulloiv, pursue, come upon suddenly,

Hes. Op. 322.

KATO
Kar07rii/,adv.=sq., first in Theogn.

280, then in Att., as Xen. Cyr. 1 . 4,21

:

c. gon., Ar. Eq. 625, Plat. Prot. 316 A.
and before a vowel -, adv. of place, behind, after,

in the rear, II. 23, 505, Od. 22, 92 ; C.

gen., Od. 12, 148.— II. of time, here-

after, afterwards, henceforth, Od. 22,

40 ; 24, 546. Cf. foreg. (The root

of,,, is

or- in, to follow, hence', afterwards ; as secundum,

=

pone, post, from sequi.),, f.-,(,)
to roast very much, Archestr. ap. Ath.
320 B., , , a spying out,

observation ; and, ov, belonging to,

fit for sjiying or looking out,,
Strab. : from, {,) to spy
out. e.^y. Soph. Phil. 124, Aj. 829 : to

recmmoilre, Polyb., , , a spy, scent,

Aesch- Theb. 36.—II. a surgical in-

strument, Lat. speculum. Hipp. Hence,,=., ov,,^= I, .
Horn. Merc. 372., , if, {/}
much baking or cooking.;= ,
from the Dor., Koen Greg,

p. 248., w,{,) to he

seen, visible, conspicuous, Thuc. 8, 104:

C. gen. to he seen from, in view of,-, Aesch. Ag.
307, t)bi V. Bloinf., and Diiid.—II. m
signf. much roasted, from,
dub. in Diose- f.• Att. -, (-) to show in ox as in a mirror,

Plut.—B. mid. to look into a mirror,,

behold one's self in it, Ath. : but—2. in

2 Cor. 3, 18, to give back, reflect light,

as by a mirror., , ,{)
of or concerning a mirror, Plut., -),
sub. or, catoptrics, tht

science of the reflection of hght. Adv.
-, Plut.,,^, poet., , (,) like a mirror, prob. in Piul., ov, , {^>) a
mirror. Epich. p. 87 ; in classical times
of polished metal, cf. -, Aesch. Fr. 274 ; the Co-
rinthian were the best :—metaph. of

false, plausible appearances,

., Aesch. Ag. 839., Ion. for. Hdt.. f. -.{, Ojiya•

vov) K. , to fill the solitude

with music, Anth., , strengthd. for opvaia., f- -,{,-) to initiate in orgies or mysterieSj

prejjarefor them, Plut., , (,) to set

upright, erect,, Eur. Hipp. 1445:

metaph., opp. to, to keep

straight, set right. Soph. El. 416: to

direct or manage well,. Soph.
O. C. 1487 ; to accomplish successfully,

bring to a succes.sfut issue. Plat. Meno
99 C : in genl., . , to be right in a
thing, Eur. Hel. 1067. Pass, to sue•

ceed, prosper, Hdt. 1, 120, Eur. Hipp.
680 : to be welt, accurately finished,

Strab. : to be rightly fixed, -, thou hast well pur-

posed to do, Aesch. Cho. 512.—II.

intr. to he upright, or in good rase, to

go on prosperously, succeed. ThuC. 6,

12, and freq. in Isocr. Hence



KATO
~<^,, , that which is

a»n.e rightly : as philos. term, a right

action, Lat. recte Jactiiyn, Cic. Fin. 3,

7.—2. that whi^h is brought to a sue-

ces.ifi/l issrie, Strab., and freq. later, v.

jLob. Phryn. 251 : and, , 7/, a making, set-

ting straight or right : esp.— 1. success-

ful accomplishment of a thing, in genl.

sticcess, Arist. Rhet.—2. a setting right,

correction, LXX.—3. as philos. term,

right action, Lat. recta affectio, Cic.

Fin. 3, 14., , , fit, able for
affecting or acting rightly, opp. to-, Arist. Eth. N.
^Kap,, , the Caturiges, a

GaUic tribe among the Alps, Strab., (,) to rusk

downwards, H. Horn. Cer. 342., , to roof in.<, , f. -7/, Ion. --, (,^) to fear, dread,

c. ace, Hdt. 1, 34.—II. absol. to be

afraid, in fear, Id. 6, 9., , ,()
intried, covered with earth.,, , a burying, cover-

ing with earth, Theophr.), Att. -, f. -, fut.

pass,-, Ar. Av. 394, cf. Lob.

Phryn. 318(..) To bury,

Hdt' 2,^., Id. 3. 35 : in geril.

to bury, hide in the ground, Ar. Plut.

238, Plat. Euthyd. 288 ; in full, ., Hdt. 8, 36 : metaph. to make
away ivith. destroy, ruin utterly, Pherecr.

(?) Chir. I, 19 (V. Meineke p. 334.)

Hence, ,/.^., , f. -, [, -
^)) to darken., fut. -, (,) dep. mid., to dance in tri-

umph over one, hence like Lat. insul-

tartj to treat despitefully, insult,,
Hdt. 3, 151.—II. to ,^, win, charm
by dancing, Luc.•—III. intr. to dance

vehemently, Strab.,(,) dep.,

used only in pres. and impf., to con-

template, behold, Anth., adv. Ion. for, '
Ti, Hdt., or, (,) un-

der the earth, H. Horn. Merc. 112: ., of Briareus, Call. Del. 142./,. , ., shroud-

ing night. Soph. Fr. 383, . Kh. 4,

1695. (From and ', ?.),
like (7., so that it is quite need-
less to correct it mto, or to

derive from, ,
complete night.)?, . (,) to

make to cicatrise. Diod. Pass., to cica-

trise, heal over, Anth. Hence?, , , a cicatrising,

Diosc. : and, , , healing over., adv., better divi-

sim ., , . -,(,)
to make water upon,, Ar. Lccl.

832 : absol. to make water. Arist. H. A., f. -,(,)
to ivaft with a fair wind : but in Soph.

Tr. 827, intr. to come safe to port, come

to a happy issue.,,,) to sail

with a fair wind, Polyb, : also in mid.,

Luc., , f. •,=, Q.

Sm.,^^., f. -,= ^<\.. [,)
as dep., to Uft the eyebrows scornful-

ly, ?.oyoi, supercilious

words, Luc.—11. as pass, to have eye-

broivs., , 6,(,) a

holder, esp. ., a bolt, Call.

ApoU. 6.,(,) to have a
she-animal covered, LXX.,, ij,() a holding

fast, detention, Hdt. 5, 35.—II. posses-

sio7i, let.—2. possession by a spirit, in-

spiration, Plut. : hence— 3. in medic,

writers, stupor with stiffness, catalepsy :

cf.,,=, possess-

ed: esp. frantic, Luc., ov, TO, a means of hold-

ing, a retention, Diosc.. f. -. strengthd. for, to bind fast, Opp., ov,() holding fast,

tenacious, esp. of the memory : firm,

tight., Plut.—II. pass., heldfa.vt,

overpowered, overcome, , Aesch.

Pers. 223, Soph. Tr. 978 : subject.

., Eur. Hec. 1090, esp.

—2. possessed, inspired, frantic, Plut.

—3. medic, seized by catalepsy ; and
as subst., , catalepsy, cf-.—. adv.- in signf. I, Her-
mipp. Dem. 8 : in signf. II. 3, Hipp., ov, (,) risible,

before the eyes, Ap. Rh.—11. in sight,

opposite,, Eur. Hipp. 30., , , (,)
sight, view, Epicur., fUt. of, with
aor., q. v., , f. -, (,) to waste in eating, in luxu-

ry, Aeschin. 13, 34, in pass. Hence, , , ruinous glut-

tony or luxury.,, , an Indian kind of
peacock, Strab.^. , , Catreus, son of

Minos and Creta, Apollod.^, , , Cattabania, a

region of Arabia Feli-x, Strab. ;,, an inhab. of Catta-

bania, Id., Dor.for«aru, Thuc.
5, 77. •

, Ep. for

3 plur. aor. 1 act. from,
. Hom. 6, 34., , Att. for,
tin.,, , Att. for KUffcru-, Ar., etc.,, , Att. for, a

piece of leather, [ii], Att. for. [],, Ion. for., Hdt., lon.forh-a^i'Tn'oij, Hdt., adv. (KaTa)down, downwards,

II. 17, 136, Od. 23. 91 : in this signf

rare in prose, and not till Dem., v.

Schaf. Appar. 4, p. 503.—11. beneath,

below, underneath, Hes. Th. 303, opp,

to, in prose the usu. signf :

—

,— 1. those in the nether world, the

dead. Soph. Aj. 865, etc. :—2. dwellers

on the coast or in the plain, Thuc. 1,

120, etc., cf Hdt. 1, 183 : hence, to go down to the sea

:

, or , topsy-

turvy, upside down, freq. in Ar., etc. : of

rank, subordinate, inferior.—3. of time,

afterwards, later, Ael.— III. c. gen. un-

der, below, Aesch. Ag. 871 : down from,
Eur. Cycl. 448.

—

..
with adj.-. Superl.-. with adj.-, v. sub voce.., ,(, ?.-) also?,,, and,, 6, Lat. caloblepas, a

down-looker, name of an African ani-
mal of the buffalo kind, v. Ael. H. A.
7, 5, Plm. 8, 32, Alex. Mynd. ap. Ath.
221 B., ov, Att.,,
gen.,=^, q. v., , for /carodrvuu, dub.. ov, (, oovvy/) in
great pain or affliction, LXX., before a vowel -, adv,() from below, up from below,

Aesch. Pers. 697, etc.—II. below, be-

neath, Eur. Ale. 424, etc., cf Lob,
Phrj-n. 128., i3,fut.-,(,)
to push, fling down, II. 16, 410, in

tmesis., (, ) adv.,

head downwards, Ar. Ach. 945 : heels

over head, Id. Pac. 153, but Dind. reads
. divisim., a, ov, (,)

from the shoulder, ., a quoit
thrown down from the shoulder, i. e.

from the hand held upwards just

above the shoulder (as in our north-
ern game of 'putting the stane'), 11.

23, 431, cf..—II. worn or
borne on the shoulder. Call. Cer. 45. [a], adv.= sq., adv.(,)from
the shoulders, . ?^, m II. 15,

352 ; 23, 500, to flog with the arm drawn
backfrom iheshoulder, as wheel-horses
are whipped; others, to flog on the

shoulder, but cf..—. on
or hangingfrom the shoulders, Ap. Rh.. f. -,(,) to

place the shoulder under any one, raise

hi'in up thereby : to set (a limb) in this

manner. Hence, , , the setting of a
limb, by raising it with the shoulder; and, ov, , ., a
kicking horse that throws its rider over

its shoulders., ov, (,) low in

the shoulder OV fore-quarter., , ,() an
oath against one, accusation on oath,

Hdt. 6.65., , . belonging to an

affirmative oath : as v7j is an-, opp. to, which is an-
^7 or negative particle

of swearing. Adv. -•; from, ov, () con-

firming by an oath, affirming, .,
Harpocr.,, , the Roman Cato,

Plut., , fj, (,) a
coarsefrock tvith a border of sheepskin,

(), worn by slaves and country
labourers, Ar. Lys. 1151, Eccl. 724.

[va]
^ ^, ov, o,=foreg,(), ov, (,) wearing the, name of

slaves at Sicyon, Theopomp. ap. Ath.
271 D., , f. -, to cast the

eyes doiim : in genl. to be downcast,

sad. Arist. H. ., cf 7} : from. or,(,) with down-
cast looks, cf. >/7}.., , m . Hom. 6, 55,, an unknown or corrupt

word : no prob. explanation has been
given of it : the Cod. Mosq. has oV., Ion. for-., , also,=^, Hesych.—H.

in an Inscr. seems to mean two bands
or ribands hanging from the crown of
a statue, Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 235,
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KATK, ov ,^=, club.,, , ,()
dug in, sunk, laid Or imbedded ill tlie

earth, so, ", Od.
6, 267; 9, 185, as if from.—11. buried, concealed in the ground,
hence under ground, in pits or caves,

evaiov, Aesch. Pr. 452.

—

III. as subst.,, pit, cavern,

Soph. Ant. 774.—2. diver, Lat. mer-
gits., fut. -, (,) dep. mid. io liowl rmwh,
Apollod. [], , and, ov,

\.,=., , , the lowest, Hdt.

7, 23 ; adj. from, adv. superl. from,
at the lowest part, tu k., Hdt. 2, 125., , , carrying down-
wards, of medicines, purgative, Hipp., a, ov, lower, Hipp. etc.

:

of time, later, younger, Call. Cer. 130 :

from, adv. compar. from -, lower, further downwards, Ar. Ran.
70 ; c. gen., Hdt. 8, 132. Hence

•, from a lower part,

greater depth, Theophr., , }/, (, ) a

cowl or hood which goes over the ears,

dub. 1. for, q. v., or , , {,-) with the head always down close

to the ground eating, gluttonous, seems
to be the name of a bird in Ar. Av.

288 : is also found in Me-
nand. p. 151, but the Gramm. reject

it, V. Lob. Phryn. 433., , (, )

very useful, dub. in Theophr., , , a sloping situa-

tion, declivity : metaph. propensity,

dub. for ., proneness, inclina-

tion: from, , (,)=, hanging downwards,
sunk, Xen. Cyn. 5, 30.—II. metaph.
prone to, esp. to evil, almost always
with V. 1., which is usu.

preferred. Adv. -., ov, (,)
moving down or downwards., , b, the handle or

holder of a borer, Hesych., , f -, in Anth., , {,) to turn

very pale.,, , Ion.,,
Antim. Fr. 57, in Od.. later also, Hippon. Fr. 5, and,
Lat. ceyx and gavia, a greedy kind of

sea-gull., in Hes. 0pp. 664, 691,

Ep. 2 sing. opt. aor. 1 act. of-, q. v.^, , , Cauarus, a Gallic

king, Polyb. 8, 24., ov, TO, Caudium, a city

of Samnium, Strab. ; adj.,
ov, of Caudium, Caudine, Polyb.

\,/,, Caue, a town of Mysia,
Xen. Hell. 4, 1, 20., , , {) a burning,

scorching, esp. a disease in trees, pro-

duced by keen winds, Theophr., , , a kind of bird,

Hesych.,, , an umbelliferous

kerb, Theophr. : in our Flora, Cauca-

iis is Bur-parsley.—\1.=:?..\, , , Caucasa, a har-

bor in Chios, Hdt. 5, 33.

iKavo, a, ov, of oi belonging to

Caucasus, Caucasian, TO K. ,
Hdt. 1, 104 ; TU K., Strab.=sq.

:

from
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^, ov, , Hdt. 1, 203, and
usu. ; also, . Id. 3, 97

;

TO, Arr. ; Mt. Caucasus, a

range of mountains between the

Eu.xine and Caspian seas.—2. Paro-

pamisus was also so called by the

soldiers of Alexander, Arr. An. 5, 5, 3., v. 1. for., f. -, v. 1. for.
tKaO/coi,, o'i,the Cauci, a German

tribe, Strab., ,^=..^',, , Caucon, son of

Lycaon, Apollod. 3, 8, 1.—2. son of

Celaenus, Paus. 4, 1, 5.—II. a Cauco-

nian, v. sq.—III. a river of Elis, a

tributary of the Teutheas, Strab., also

called, Id.\, , , the Caucdnes,

a people of Bithynia, on the borders

of Paphlagonia, 11. 10, 429.-2. an
early tribe of Elis at one time pos-

sessing most of the province, of same
origin with foreg., Od. 3, 306; Hdt.
I, 147. Hence, , i], Cauconia, the ter-

ritory of the Caxicones, in Elis, Strab.

;

and^, ov, and -, ov,

6, a Cauconian, Strab. [ and .^)/, adv. (^) like a

stalk : surgical name of a peculiar

kind of fracture. Gal., cf. ()
and., , , made from stalk,

Theophr.?, f. -,() to form
stalks : pass, to have a stalk or shaft, of

a spear, Ar. Fr. 357 : cf.., , , like a stalk, The-
ophr.1;, , , a species of -

prob. from feeding on II.,

Ath. 355 C. [i]. , ov, made of a stalk or

stick, Luc. V. H. 1, 16., ov, , dim. from,
Diosc.—II. a sea-weed, Arist. H. A., ov, , dim. from-, Diod., , ol, {,
//) the Stalk-mushrooms, name ot

a people formed by Luc, from their

using mMsAroowi-shields, and spears

o{ stalks of asparagus, V. H. 1, 16.

??*:, , , (, -) green-grocer.', , , stalk, .<:tem,

Epich. p. 102: a handle, shaft ; in II.

always the spear-shaft, as II. 13, 102,

608, etc., except in II. 16, 338. the hilt

of a sword ; not found in Od. : also,, the quill part. Plat.

Phaedr. 251 B.— II. a vegetable of the

cabbage kind, in genl. any esculent

sprout, Lat. caulis, our cole, kail, cauli-

flower, Alex. Leb. 2.—III.=?,
Nic. Hence, ,(,) like

a stalk, running to stem, Theophr.^, , , Caulonia, a Gre-
cian colony on the west coast of

Bruttium, Polyb. 10, 1, 4; Strab.,

who also mentions a city of this name
in Sicily. Hence^/, ov, , an i^ihab. of
Caulonia, a Cauloniat, Polyb. 2, 39, 6 :

fern.,, sub. , the

territory of Caulonia, Thuc. 7, 25., , ,() stalked,

with a stalk or stem, Eudem. ap. Ath.
371 A.,, , () a burning,

glow, esp. the burning heat of the sun,

II. 5, 865. Hes. . 413 : sometimes
in plur., Hdt. 3, 104, Xen. Cyn. 5, 9,

Soph. O. C. 350, etc. : also of frost,

Luc.

—

11. feverish heat, Thuc. 2, 49:
hence a burning fever, Hipp.—III. me-
taph. of love, Anth. Hence, , , hot, glowing,
Strab., fut. -, () to

scorch, parch up, wither by heat, N.
T. : hence of a fever, Plut., in pass.

;

cf. Lat. aestuare., t>,= foreg., , (,)^, burning, scorching, Arist.

Meteor.—2. feverish, Hipp.7,, , also, ov,

, a Persian fir-garment, Ar. V esp.

1137. (Prob. of no Greek root.) [a]7], , ,= foreg., i.-,() to cast

lots, cf..\, , , of or belonging to

the Caunii, Caunian, Hdt. 1, 173.\, a, ov, Caunian; oi Kav-, the Caunians, inhab. of,
Hdt. 1, 176.—II. Caunian, of Caunus,
K., of improper, unlawful love,

from Caunus beloved by his sister

Byblis, who when she did not ol>-

tain her desire hung herself, Arist.

Rhet. 2, 25, 4 ; cf. Gaisf. Paroein. B.
569., ov, ,=, a lot, very
rare word, Cratin. Pyt. 20, ubi v.

Meineke.
iKavo, ov, , Camiris, a city of

Caria, now Kaiguei, Hdt. 1, 176., , ,=. Soph. Fr.
895.,, , () blister,

burn.,, ,() burning,

scorching, dub. in Theophr., ov, , for, dul\, , , broad-bnnimed
Macedonian hat, to keep off the heat

of the sun(), Menand. p. 116., ov,() fitfor burning,

combustible, Xen. An. 6, 3, 19; .,
Lat. cremia, Alex. Incert. 73: from,. , {) a burning,, Hdt. 2, 40 : burning heal,

Plat.Theaet. 150 B.—II. a varnishing

and polishing with hot wax, Vilruv. 7,

9. Hence, as pass., like-, to be on fire, intensely hot, N. T.
— II. to be in a state offever., ov, .^, a burning,

burning heat, Diosc. : in this sigiif.

also TO.—II. a burning fever,

Hipp.—III. a burnt soil, earth resem-
bling ashes.—IV. a kind of serpent ;

eisewh., from the heat and
thirst which its bite caused, Nic., , , (,) burning,

hot, raging, but only in gen.-, II. 4, 342 ; 12, 316., verb. adj. from ,
one must burn.,,,=. Hence, f.-,=^-, Strab., , ,=7/,
Luc., , , =,
Nic., , , one that bums., , . burning: corro-

sive, caustic, Arist. Part. An.—2. of
persons, suffering much from fever,
Hipp. Adv. -., , , () burnt, com-
bustible, Arist. Part. An.., , a place where corpses

are burnt, Lat. ustrina, bnstum, Strab., , ov and-, ,,
Caystrian, Strab. : from^, ov. , II. 2, 461, Hdt.

5, 100 i, , Strab., etc.

;



the Caystrius or Cni/stnis, a river of

Lydia flowing into the sea near Eph-
esus. now Kutchuck Mendere ; hence
TO , the plain of Ca-
ystrics, lying along its banks. Strab.

;

ace. to Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 5, a gathering
place for the Persian army. Differ-

ent from this is the

in Xen. An. 1, 2, 11, which is prob.

the later Kearpof, q. v. Hence
tKai'ffrpiOf, a, ov, of Caystrus, Ca-

ystrian, ., Ar. Ach. 68.^, , , Caystrobius,

father of Aristeas of Proconnesus,
Hdt. 4, 13.

tKuiiarpof, ov, ,=., fut. of., , (, )=^, in signf. 1, Theophr.

:

in signf 2, Hipp.,, ,^=,-, CL burning : burning heat, Gal.,, o,= foreg., . .—
II. a scorching wind, LXX.,, , a burner, Pind. P.

1, 185.— II. like, a brmid•

ing iron, Hipp., f. -, to sear with

red-hot iron, cauterise, Hipp. : from, ov, to, a branding iron,

Eur. Phoenix 8 : metaph., Diod.—II.

burnt mark, brand: strictly neut.

from, a, ,=., , ,=,,
Anth.

and,=., iut.-, dep.mid.,

to boast, vaunt one's sflf, Pind. O. 9,

58 ; c. inf. aor., Hdt. 7, 39. (Akin to,,.) Hence,, i/, a female boaster., , ,=^, a boast-

ing, vaunting, Pind. N. 9, 15.,, , a vaunt, boast,

Pind. I. 5, 65 : a subject of boasting,

N. T. Hence, ov, 6, a boaster, brag-

gart., , ,() a
boasting, reason to boast, N. T., ov, b, a boaster.^, ov, b, Caphaurus, son
of Amphithemis and Tritonis, Ap.
Rh. 4, 1490.\(^, a poet, , ov, also of,
ov, Eur. Tro. 90, of or belonging to

Caphereus, Caphtrgan, , Eur.
1. c,, Anth.\, , b, Caphereus, the
southern promontory of Euboea on
which the Grecian fleet was wrecked
when returning from Troy, now
Capo d'Oro, Hdt. 8, 7.\, , , pecul. fern, to,, Eur. Hel. 1129.^, ov, a, CaphSsias, a flute

player, Ath. 629 A., ov. Dor. for, and
so compds.\, ov, b, Caphisus, masc. pr.

n., Plut., , , Arabic name of
camphor.

iKacavai,. al, Caphyne, a town of
Arcadia, Polyb. 4, 11, 13: hence Ka-,, 6, and, ov, an
inhab. of Caphyae, Strab. ; Paus., , , a she-fox, also-, Schneid. Ael. H. A. 7, 47., (. -, like,
to laugh loud, Lat. cachinnari. Ar.

Eccl. 849, Theocr. 5, 142 : to laush
scor-nfally, mock. Soph. Aj. 199 : the

MSS. give, but v. sq. (The
root is proh. ,, unless it

be rather formed by onomatop. like?, ?..)

KE, ov, b, =,
Ar. Nub. 1073, ace. to Rav. MS., , f. -, to be in a bad
habit of body, be imwell, Polyb.— II. ., to be ill-disposed, disaffected, Id.

:

and,, , a bad state or

habit : from, ov, b,(,,)
in a bad state of health or habit of body,

Diosc. : in genl. ill-conditioned, dis-

affected, Polyb., oi',=foreg., dub.

?•.7/, , gen. , (,) with bad ulcers., , ,() bad
habit of body. Plat. Gorg. 450 A : in

genl. a bad disposition, ill condilimi,

Diphil. ap. Ath. 254 E., , , (,-) ill company, Theogn. 1171., ov, (,) liv-

ing bad dat/s, wretched.?, f. -, redupl. from
?., to dash, plash, patter, Pind. O.
7, 3: esp. of waves, rain, pouring
wine, etc., Valck. Hipp. 1210, where
it has an ace. ; cf.

and : metaph. of exhube-
rant eloquence, Dion. H. Hence.7.,, , the plashing,

dashing of waves, etc.?, , o,=foreg.?.,, b, a pebble in the
beds ol rivers, etc., Strab. : hence col-

lectively, gravel, shingle, Thuc. 4, 26 :^ is sometimes found. (Prob.
akin to, calx, calculus.),, ,(,)
an unlucky m.ooring, detention in har-

bour, Jacobs Del. Epigr. 11, 59, 6., ov, b,()=-. Theophr., ov, , dim. from -, Arist. Probl..,,-^,
like, Nic., ,,=, parched
barley, Cratin. Incert. 139, . Vesp.
1306. Nub. 1358 : hence of various
seeds, Theophr., ov, Nic, and. , Theophr.,= Kay;j;p., ov,(,-
£ij)=sq., dub. in Plat. ap. Poll. 2, 57.-, ov,(,)
suspecting evil, alwai/s suspicious, Ar.

Fr. 627, Plat. Rep. 409 C, Anst.
Rhet. 2, 13, 3., ov.= ioreg., Plat.

Phaedr. 240 E, Bekker., , a box, chest, case., ov, o,= foreg., LXX.-, ov, TO, dim. from., ov,,(,)
Lat. sudarium, a napkin. Com. ap.

Poll. 7, 71 : also an upper garment.,,=,
Hesych.,, ,() swallow-

ing, gulping down hastily, Arist. . ., [] Att. for. i. e.,
to burn, q. v. ; not. Piers. Moer.
p. 231., and before a vowel , Ep.
and Ion. for (q. v.), Hom., who
sometimes uses metri grat. the prose, and sometimes joins uv , as
later Ep. do : oft. also joined
with conjunctions , ., ,, like :

— is always enclit.

:

Dor. : cf. . Dor..—Herm., .
Hom. Merc. 288, attempts to distin-

guish betw. uv and ; and their

different etymology is discussed by
Kuhner Gr.'Gr. () 453 : yet it is dub.
whether a different deriv. can be as-

signed to words so exactly one in

signf
: Rost considers them identi-

cal, as *1 and., ,=, v..iK, Ep., son of Ceas, i. e.
Troezenus, 11. 2, 847., f.-, (,) to split,

cleave, strictly wood, Horn. : also of
lightning, to shiver, shatter, Od. 5,
132; 7, 250: '/., his
head was cloven, 11. 16, 412, etc.: in
genl. to sever, separate : hence, to

pound, rub to pieces, Nic. Only poet.

(Hence.,,,: ace. to Buttni. Lexil.

V. v,akin^o..) [], rarer poet, lorm for foreg., ov, b, a kind of thistle,

Theophr.,, , Lat. cor, the heart,

in Hom. always contr. . q. v.

;

hence the soul, mind, etc., Horn., etc., ov, ,() a carpen-
ter^s axe, also.,, , () chip,

like/.,, 3 1. pres. and impf.
from for,,
Horn., esp. in II. : also in later Ion.
iK|3,. b, Cebes, a pupil oi

Socrates, of Thebes, Plat. Phaed.,
Xen. Mem. 1, 2. 48.

3?.],, or/,, , an Alex-
andr. or Maced. contraction for -, the head ; Alexandr. also -.

_, ov, (/.,)
having its seed in its head : of the pop-
py, Nic.,(,) the red-
cap, a bird in Ar. Av. 303.,. , Cebren, father of
Asterope, Apollod.— II. a river of
Troas, named after foreg., also an
Aeolian citv of same name, Dem.
671, 9, Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 17; and so
elsewh. instead of. Hence^, a, ov, of Cebren, Cebre•
nian,, Horn. Ep. 10, 4,., Strab. ; -. , -,,
and -of, ov, , an inhab. of Cebren, Id.

iKpv, , , pecul. fern, to
foreg.,^.^, ov, b, Cebriones, son ot
Priam, charioteer of Hector, II. 8,
318.

tKfJpof, ov, , Cebrus, a Trojan,
Qu. Sm. 10, 86.^, ov, b, (,/.) grinding, bruising millet.07},,(, -) like the, Theophr., ,,= IL,
one of the small grains in a fig, Hipp.

:

also an olive-kernel.^, , , and-, , . Cenchrea or Cenchreae,
the eastern port of Corinth, on the
Sinus Saronicus, still called Ktrt-
chres, Thuc. 4, 42; 8, 10; less cor-
rectly accented parox.—2.,
a'l, a village of Argolis on the bor-
ders ofArcadia, Strab.—3.,
V. 1. for, Aesch. Pr. 676.. poet, lengthd. dat. for, A rat., , , () a
place where metal is granulated, ap.
Dem. 974, 16 : cf Lob. Phryn. 167., , , ()
nf the size or shape of a grain of millet,

Luc., ov. b, like a grain of mil-
let : esp.—1., an eruption on the
.?A-i», Medic.— 2.=.^, ov, , Cenchrias, son
of Neptune, Paus., who also has-., ov, 6,= 1,
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kind of seTpeiU, with spots like -
Xpoi, Diosc., ov, o,= foreg., Nic. •', , ov,{) made

of railki, Diosc. : hence, //,
millet pottage : also.^, , , the Cenchrius, a

river near Ephesiis, Strab.

Kt) xpt'f,, 7), a small bird, feed-

ing on millet.—2. small, speckled

hawk, Arist. H. ., v..—3. =
2, kind of serpent., ov, , fern, -,,

like ynillet, full of small grains, e. g., A nth.'?, ov,{, -) throwing, scattering millet, Luc.^, , (,)
like miUet, Hipp.

Kf} Ypof, ov, 6 and , millet, usu.

in phir., Hes. Sc. 398, Hdt. 1, 193;

3, UK) : any little grain, SO Hdt. 2, 93,

of the spawn offish : of..', ov, {,)
bearing millet, Strab.)6, ,=, like

millet, Hipp., ov, , things of the

size of mitlet-grains, in Eur. Phoen.

1386, prob. eyelet-hola in the rim of"

the shield, through which a soldier

could view his enemy without ex-

posing his person.,, , a local wind on

the river Phasis, Hipp.

and, f•,
poet, for. To scatter,

disperse, burst in sunder, Hom., who
however does not use the pres.

;

usu., ()?., he broke

through the close array, 11. 17. 285
;

60, , when the

battle was broken up into a multitude

of single combats, 11. 15, 328; 16,

300 : more rarely of things, to cleave

asunder, break in pieces,^, II. 5, 88. []
Kftia/oj, later poet, form for-
. . Rh., V. sub., aor. part. pass, of -
SavvvuL., , , certain chronic

pffections of the joints, Hipp., , {) like -, Hipp. ap. Erot.. ,, (prob. from,) act. careful, diligent, discreet,

trusty, oft. in Hoin., always of per-

sons in charge of something; neut.

only in phrase,', knowing
her' duties, Od. 1, 428, etc.—. pass.

cared for, valued, cherished, dear,()- , 11. 9,

586 ; so too, },-. Od. 10, 225 : all the other

Homer, passages are better taken in

the act. signf.—2. from Pind. down-
wards freq. poet, in pass, signf, of

things, valued, prized : of tidings, ^oy-

ful : in genl. opp. to. (Ace. to

Bultm. Lexil. v.• 10, akin to, as^ to].)\ and, , al,

Cedreae, a City of Caria on the Sinus
Ceraniicus, Xen. Hell. 2, 1, 15.^,, , appell. of Diana
in Orehemenus, Pans.'^, . , CedrepoUs, a

city of Thrace, Arist. H. A. 9, 36., , , {,-
or) oil of cedar.—\l. a liquid pitch,

Plin., etc.?., , {, ??) ce-

dar-fir, a large kind of cedar, Plin.,, ,{) resin or pitch

from the cedar-tree, Diosc.
746

KEIM, a, ov, poet, for sq.,

Nic. [i], , ov, {) made of

cedar, e. g., 11. 24, 192 : made

from cedar, e. g., Hipp., , , oil of cedar, like-,, , the cone of the cedar-

tree, Hipp. : also juniper-berry, Ar.

Thesm. 486., ov, 6. olvor, wineflavoured

with', Diosc. [[], ov, TO, the fruit of the cedar., . Ion. for.\, v. 1. lor., ov. , the cedar-tree, the

wood of \vhich was burnt for a per-

fume, Od. 5, 60, cf..—II. a kind

of juniper-tree, Theopht.—. any
thing made of cedar-ivood : a cedar-

coffin, Eur. Ale. 365 : a cedar-box, for

a bee-hive, Theocr. 7, 81. Hence, , to anoint, embalm vnth, Posidon. ap. Strab.,, i/ ,—'?,
bryony, Diosc., , ,() anointed

with.—. vmde of or inlaid

with cedar-wood, Eur. Or. 1371.,. Ion. for,, from., Ep. part. aor. 1 mid. ol

Kai<j for, Od., Ep. plur. aor. 1 act. of

for, Od.,, Ep. and Ion. 3

plur. fur,, i. e.,, Horn., adv. Ion. and Ep. for-, thence, Hom., adv. Ion. and Ep. for,
there, at that place, Horn.—2.=,
thithir, Hes. Fr. 39, cf. Jac. A. P.

p. 49.,,. Ion. -, Hdt. : 3 pi., for which
Hom. and Ion. and,
the latter only in Hom. and later

Ionic, also, Hom. : so 3 pi.

impf., from 7/•,. Hom.
and ion. and, and fre-

quentat., Od. 21, 41, inf pros.. Ion., Hipp., part.: subj., 7 ; in 3

sing.. Wolf, II. 19, 32, Od. 2, 102,

writes /, while Buttm. prefers

retaining as old subj. form
;

opt., imperat.,,
etc. That also occurred in Ep.

for is shown by H. Hom. Merc.

254. Fut..— Desiderat.,
q V.—Radic. signf. : to lie, of persons

or things : very freq. in genl. to lie or

be in or at a place : but this only when
continuance is implied.— 1. to lie asleep,

repose, from Hom. downwds., very

freq.— 2. to lie idle or at ease, be inactive,

freq. in 11. : also to lie quiet or still,

rest ; hence, , abated,

assuaged evil. Soph. O. C. 510.—3. to

lie in weakness, infirmity, old age, etc.,

to be sick or wounded, Horn.—4. to lie

dead, be a corpse, like hal.jacere, very

freq. in Hom. : hence later of things,

to be destroyed, lie in ruins, etc., opp.

to. Lye. 252, and Anth.—5.

but of a corpse, to lie itnbnried, 11. 19,

32 ; sometimes with and
added : but also to lie in the

grave, Hdt. 1, 67.•—6. to lie uncared

for. neglected, II. 5, 685, Od. 17, 296,

etc.—7. to lie, be plunged in ajJlictio7i,

esp. of lasting sorrows, Od. 1, 46, etc.

—II. of places, to lie, he situated, freq.

in Od. ; also, r?; ^. (for ), Hdt. 5, 49.

—

2. of things, to be in or at a place,, , Od. 17, 331,

KEIO
410,, Od. 16, 35, cf. 8, 277, etc.:

esp. to be permanently anywhere,, Od. 21, 41, where
the frequentat. form strengthens this

signf.—III. in genl. to be in a po.'iilion,

be laid or put, stand : even of a lyre

hanging by the wall, Od. 8, 255, and
of Ulysses hanging under the ram's
belly, Od. 9, 434.—IV. to be laid up,

be in store, of goods, property, etc.,, ,
freq. in Hom. :, deposits, i. e.

money, Hdt. 6, 86, 1 : also of things

dedicated to a god,, etc.,

Hdt. 1, 51, 52, etc., cf. Thuc. 1, 129.

—V. to be fixed, settled, laid down,', II. 23, 273 : later esp., the law is fixed, laid

(hum, Eur. Hec. 292, and freq. in

Att. ; so, , Thuc. 3, 45,, Eur. Ion 756 ; and, the name is given once for all,

Valck. Hdt. 7, 200; and so

without. Plat. Cratyl. 392 D.
— VI. metaph., -, implying a continual weight, Od.
24, 423.-2. freq. in Hom.,, i. e. are yet
in the power of the gods, to give or
not.•—3. simply to be, ,
Hdt. 2, 171 :/, my name will be a house-
hold word among them, Anth.— 4., to rest entirely, be de-

pendent on him. Soph. O. C. 248. Horn,
usu. has with the preps, ,
~,, ~, , also

: rarely without
a prep.. Soph. Phil. 145, being a sort

of ace. of cogn. signf, as if for-; so, ,\.
I , 37 : later we have
in pregnant signf, Eur. I. T. 620,

and Anth.7], , 6, {7),) a treasurer or storekeeper, late., ov, , a treasure

or storehouse, late : from?., ov, ,=}•-, ov, , {) any
thing stored np as valuable property, a

treasure or precious thi7ig, in Horn. esp.

of precious or finely wrought metals,

II. 6, 47 ; 23, 618, Od. 4, 613 : opp. to

live chattels (), Od. 2. 75,

cf. 4, 600:,, a gift for a valued mnnorial,

Od. 1, 312, etc. ; also in Hdt. 3, 41,

in plur. It seems never to have been
used of real property. Strictly neut.

from, ov,() treasured up,

preierved as something precious, Plat.

Logg. 931 A. Hence7], , to treasure vp : and, , , a treasuring

up.,,. Ion. and poet,

for, that, he, she, it, in Horn,

the more freq. form ; }, on that

road, where is supplied, Od. 13,

111: also in that way or manner.

Sometimes /(fn>of occurs also in Att.

poets, and even in prose, v. Soph. Aj.

220, Elmsl. Med. 88, Lob. Phryn. 7,

etc.—II. in Crete was used in

speaking of one's love, prob. like

Shakspeare's " inexpres.sive she.", , . Ion. and poet, for-, e7npty, once in Hom. II. 4, 181 :

alsoinHdt.,v. Wess.ad7,131. Hence', Ion. for, to empty out,

Nic., adv. Ion. for, in

that7vay, Hdt. 1, 120.

^Ko, ov, 6, Ion., an inhab.

of Ceos.



, , , hind of ape, also., , , bandage, roller, esp.

to wrap infants in, a swaihing-band,

elsewh. c~upyavov.—II. the cord or

girlh of a bedstead, Lat. instita, Ar. Av.

816, cf.. Others write,
as if from .
+((5, ', ', Ciriadae, an

Attic demus of the tribe Hippothoon-
tis ; lience , of Ciriadae,

Dem. 1358, 22, 24.

KeZpif, •, , a ravenous seafowl,

Lat. ciris, whose fabulous hitstory is

given in a little poem ascribed to Vir-

gil•

Ksipv/J)c, ov, o, m Ar. Av. 299,

comic word for, a king-fisher,

with a play upon.2, fut., Aeol. and Ep.
aor. : perf. pass,-: aor. pass,. [] Horn,

uses inf. fut., aor. act.,
aor. mid.. To shear, cut

the hair short, ., 11. 23,

146 : . , to shave close,

Hdt. 4, 175. Esp. in mid. to cut off

one's own hair,, -, Od. 4, 198, 11. 23, 46 ; also,-, Hdt. 3, 8,

of.— : in Pass.,

'/., to have their heads shorn,

esp. as a mark of grief, Id, 2, 36, cf.

Eur. Or. 458, and. Ace. to

Phryn. p. 319, was usu. of

men, of sheep, etc. (-'.)—2. to cut or

hew off,', II. 24, 450.—3.

to ravage, waste a country, esp. by cut-

ting down all the fruit-trees, etc., Hdt.

4, 127; 6, 75, 99, etc. : hence—II. in

genl. to destroy, consume, and SO— 1. to

devour, Lat. depasci, esp. of beasts,7,, II. 11, 560; 21, 204,, Od. 11, 578, with
an ace. pers. added : singularly, . <*)-,^. Soph. Aj. 55.—2. ., to eat up, waste them, Od. 2,

312 ; 22, 369, etc. : also without-, Od. 1, 378 ; 2, 143.—3. to cut off,

bring to nothing, .,
like Lat. praecidere, 11. 15, 467 ; 16,

120.—4. in genl. to cut short, lessen,

e. g. . to detract from it,

Anth. (Akin to, Germ, schee-

ren, our shear.), contr. for , Trag., cf..«, adv.. Ion. and Ep. for-
, thither, Horn., who has not the

common form.

—

.=/, there, Ap.
Rh. 1, 1224.', Ep. desiderat. from, to

wish to lie down or sleep, Hom., freq.

in part., /37/, he went to bed, etc.

:

also of lying with another, Od. 8, 315 :

also,., to cleave, radic. form of the

usu., only in Od. 14, 425.', poet, collat. form from Kaiu,

dub., Ep. fut. of,
. 8, 353., Ep. fat. of /, c.

transit, signf., Od. 21, 153, 170., Dor. perf. of,
for., Ep. 3 pi. aor. of-, 11. 15, 574. [], Ep. part. aor. of, or

(ace. to others) of, II. 11, 334.

^'/., ov, , Cecalus, masc. pr.

n., a .VIegarian, Thuc. 4, 119.,, Ep. redupl.

eubj. aor. 2 of, II. 1, 168 ; 7, 5.

[], part. perf. pass, from

neipu.

KEKP,. Dor.-,-, pf. and plqpf. pass, without
any pres. in use : v. sub-, to which it belongs., part. perf. from*),
akin to and, to gasp for
breath ; only in phrase, -, gasping forth one's soul, i. e.

gasping for breath, 11. 5. 698, Od. 5,

468 ; cf.-, 3 sing, plqpf. act from, Simon 98.^, 2 perf. act. intr. from,
Tyrt. 3, 28., adv. part. perf.

pass, from, hazardmisly./,, adv. part. perf. pass,

from ?-, broken in pieces.^/^ Ion. and Ep.
for, 3 pi. perf. pass, of-, Hdt. 2, 164, . Rh. 1, 1128.?., Ep. 3 sing. aor. of ?.-, Hom., Ion. and Ep. 3 plur.

plqpf. pass, of /., for,
11. 10, 195.., part,, perf. 2

of?, Hom.. who also uses a sec-

ond part,, as if from a
pres. /../., inf., part./], perf. pass, of ',
Horn./., Ion. and Ep. 3 plur.

perf. pass, for /., and-, part. perf. pass, of, Hom.
Ui, Ep. 3 sing plqpf. pass, of

/), Hom./., poet. part. aor. of -
/,, calling out to one, to exhort or

encourage, in II. c. dat. ; but in H.
Hom. Cer. 21, c. ace, calling on one,

calling him for help ; so too in Aesch.
Supp. 41, Soph. O. T. 159. (The
pres. forms, or-

are mere barbarisms.)'./.,\^6. aor. 2 of, poet, for',, Hom., perf. 1 act. of, II.

Hence, adv. part. perf. act.

from, laboriously., and, Ep. part,

perf. act. of, for,
^Hom./., adv. part. perf. pass,

from, tamely, orderly, Ael., part, perf pass,-
vlTo, 3 sing, plqpf. from, II., part. perf. act. from-, Hom., indie,,
part. perf. pass.Ion. of,.,, Ep. and Ion. part,

perf. act. of, whence dual, Od. 18, 372., Ion. and Ep. part,

perf. pass, trom for-, Hom.', adv. perf. pass. part,

from, moderately, decently, Ael.,, Ep. part. perf. act.

from, Hom.,. Ep. 3 sing,

perf. and plqpf pass, of,-, Od. [/cpu]}, perf. 2 of. Hence, , , () a
croaking, in genl. a crying, shouting,

Ar. Pac. 637.•}, ov, o,=foreg., Eur. I.

A. 1357, and Plut.

for, perf, act.

from., ov, , () a crier,

baiiler, Ar. £q. 137.-, adv. part. perf. pass.

KEAA
of, temperately, moderateia,
Plut.^,,~,9. Dracon.,, , (,,) coined by Ar. Vesp.
596, as epith. of Cleon, prob. formed
after, he who compters all

in bawling, the roaring boy./, adv. part. perf. pass,
from, firmly, positively, Sext.
Emp., Att. imperat. perf. of, Arr., perf. 2 of., part. perf. pass, of-, Hom. Hence. adv. part. perf. pass.,

apart, distinctly.—II. with discrimina-

tion, accurately, Plut., , , Cecropia. the cita-

del of Athens founded by Cecrops,
Eur. Supp. 658, etc. cf. Strab. p. 397 ;

in genl. in poets= Athens,--,from Athens, Callim. H. Dian.225,
Ap. Rh. 1, 95.^, , , the descendants

of Cecrops, i. e. the Athenians, Hdt. 8,

44 ; the sing, occurs Ar. Eq. 1055, and
freq. in Anth.\:, a, ov, of or belonging to

Cecrops, Cecropian ; in genl. Athenian,
esp. , the land of Ce-
crops, Attica, Eur. Hipp. 34 ; oi.
=^the Athenians. Anth.^, , , pecul. fem. to
foreg., ala, Anth.
Kpc, adv. part. perf. pass,

from, hammered together.— 11.

metaph. elaborately, of Style, Dion. H.^,. , Cecrops, an Ae-
gyptian leader who settled in Attica
and founded the Acropolis, Apollod.
3, 14, 1.—2. son of Erechtheus, grand-
son of Pandion, king of Attica, Id. 3,
15, 5, etc., part. perf. pass, of, Od. ; hence,
adv., secretly.^, . i), Cecryphalia, a
small island in the Sarouic gulf,

Thuc. 1, 105.., ov, (-,) weaving, netting-. v. sq., Critias 59.'. ov, 6,() a vro-

man's head-dress made of net, to con-
fine the hair. esp. when withm doors,
Lat. reticulum, II. 22, 469, Ar. Thesin.
138, cf. Foes. Oec. Hipp. : such are
still worn in Italy and Spain : quite
distinct from and.
—II. the second stomach of ruminating
animals, from its netlike structure,
called also in French le bonnet, Arist.

H. A.—III. the pouch or belly of a hunt-
ing-net, Xen. Cyn. 6, 7.—IV. part of
the headstall of a bridle, Xen. Eq. 6, 8.

[v in .\nth, but in Ar. 1. c, Antiph.
Citharist. 1.], Ion. and Ep. 3 plur.

perf. pass, from, Hes.^, , oi, the Cecryphes, a
people named in Orph. Arg. 1060., inf. perf. of,
Hes., Ep. redupl. 3 plur. subj.

aor. 2 from, Od. 6. 303. [C](5 <.(/) sound-
ing, noisy.. 11. 23, 208 : else-

where in Homer always epith. of Di-
ana, from the noise of the chase : also'/ alone as n. pr., II, 21, 511 :

Pind. has Dor. form. oi

a loud, clear voice, P. 9, 158, cf, 3, 200

;

also, K. 3, noisy msv\\. Id, 1. 4, 14./, , 6. cf. foreg., f, -, also -,
Pind, . 10, 96. ('^) to sound»
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ntshin^ water, of the din of a crowd,
U. 8, 542 ; 23, 809.—2. to utter a cry or

sound, Aesch. Cho. CIO : c. ace. cog-

nate. K.,,, Eur.
El. 71G, Ion 93, H. F. 094.-11. trans.

to sing of. celebrate loudly,, Find.

O. 2, 3, P. 2. 115, etc. : to call to, in-

voke, Eur. 1. T. 1093. Only poet. ; v.

also KU.aou. Hence1.,, , a loud noise,

din, sound,,', Eur. Phoen. 213,, Ar. Nub. 283./, ov, o, fem. -,,
loud sounding, esp. vocal,,
Find. N. 4, 140.7, ov,{, -
>) rushing along with a shout, amid
the noise of the chase, epith of Diana,

Orph., cf.'., ov, , a noise, esp. as of
rushing waters ; in genl. a din, the noise

of battle, etc., II. 9, 547: the sound of
music, Eur. I. T. 1129, Cycl. 487.

Only poet. (Cf. and ?.-
), also?) and ?(.), ov, , Celadus, a town of

Arcadia, Paus. 8, 38. 9 : in Theocr., 17,92; cf. Call. H. Dian. 107., orig. form of,{•) to sound loud. esp. of water,

II. 18, 570; 21, 10: of Zephyr, Od. 2,

421. Horn, uses only part. pros, -
?(,, and so later Ep. [a]\), ', , the Celadon {the

roaring), a tributary of the Alpheus in

Elis, 11. 7, 134.—2. v. sub.^?., >, , Celaenae. a city of

Phrygia on the Maeander, near mod.
Deenair, Hdt. 7, 20 ; Xen. An. 1, 2, 7

;

on the hdl, Strab., who also

mentions another place of this name
in Troas, p. 003., ,(,)
v:ith black, i. . dark, bloody spear, Pmd.
N. 10. 158.^

iKavv.. , Celneneus, son of

Electryon and Anaxo, Apollod.

'.77, , {',)
black with clvuds, in Horn. usu. as

epith. of Jupiter, shrouded in dark

clouds, cloud-wrapt, c(. ;

in Od. 13, 147, he is addressed simply
by the name : then in genl.

dark-coloured, black,, II. 4, 140,

Od. 11, 30: ., black, rich soil.

Find. P. 4, 93 : cf. (No doubt
syncop. for?, though
other derivs. have been suggested, v.

Eust. II. 122, 12.)

\/., }, , Celaene, daughter
of Proetus, Aei.',.^) to be black,

0pp., in Ep. part.?.(3, ov,{, -) black and gnawed, of Prome-
theus' liver, Aesch. Pr. 1025.?.'}. ov.{, f)L-) with a black skin or hide. Opp. : in

Soph. Fr. 27, we have the metaphast.
plur,., , ov, poet, for(), black, dark, oft. in Horn.,
esp. as epith. of, also of,,
?-[,, etc. : lateresp. of things

on which the sun does not shine, esp.

of the nether world, dark, murky.
Aesch. Pr. 434, so too of the-. Id. Ag. 403. ('. assumed
as the common radic. form of-

and, v. Buttm. Lexil. in

voc.) Hence, of, b, Celaenus, son of
Neptune and Celaeno. Strab.—2. son
of Phlyus, Paus. 4, 1,5.,, , blackness., , (?,,)
dark-ghiniiig, ., murky twilight,

Ar. Han. 1331.
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KEAE7, ov, gen., (-, ) black-hearted, Aesch.
Eum. 459.?.,, ,,{,) black-coloured, Anth.

\7.,, , Celaeno, daughter
of Danaus, Strab.—2. daughter of

Atlas, Apollod. 3, 10, 1.—3. daughter
of Hyamus, Paus. 10, 0, 3., ov, . Dor.-, ,
fem. -,, Pind. P. 1, 13, {-, ) of black, dark aspect,

gloomy, terrible,. Soph. Aj. 954.,, , 7;=foreg., Pind.

P. 4, 377, poet.', , , ., the

croaking crow,. Rh., of..
[] : from, Dor.=:, to

sound like running water, to babble,

murmur, 11. 21, 201, of blood rushing
from a wound, II. 11, 813, cf. Od. 5,

323. (Akin to, .)
Hence,.,.7.,,, ., and ?., , Clem.
., rushing sound, as of water: in

genl. noise, din. [a]

iK?a. , , Celeae, a town of

Phliasia, Paus. 2, 12, 4.

iK/a, ov, 6. Ion., Celeas,

masc. pr. n., a Spartan, Hdt. 5, 40., ov, , Ion./.,
dim. from sq., Antim. Fr. 13., , , a drinking vessel,

Anacr. 40, etc. : m genl. a vase or pail.

(Usu. deriv. from ?'/ : but
prob. from same root as.), ov, . Ion. for-, q. V.^?., , , Celenderis, a

seaport town of Cilicia, Strab.—2.

harbour of Troezene, Paus., , , {,)
the beams in the vpright loom of the
ancients, between which the web was
stretched, also&•, Theocr. 18,

34., ov, ?/, a bird, perh. the wood-
pecker, Arist. H. A.^, , , Celeus, an early hero
of Eleusis, father of Triptolemus, H.
Hom. Cer. 140, Ar. Ach. 55., a, ov.{/.) belong-

ing to a road, like, cf. Paus. 3,

12, 4., to travel. Hence, ov, , a traveller, Leon.
Tar. CO., , v.7..,,{,)
making, clearing a road, like,
Aesch. Eum. 13., ov, b, a traveller, like, Anth., ov, , with poet, heterog.

plur. , a road, way, path,

track, either by land or water, Hom.,
freq. in phrases and

of the sea ; also, -, Od. 5, 383; 10, 20:, the ways of
night and day, i. e. night and day,

Od. 10, 80.— II. a going or travelling,

journey, voyage, by land or water,
Hom. ; esp. a coming on, arrival, ad-

vancing, 11. II, 504.

—

III, a way of go-

ing, walk, gait Eur. Rhes. 212, cf.

Id. Tro. 888.—IV. metaph. a way or

walk of life, ^fiji', II. 3, 400,
cf. Aesch. Cho. 350 : also a way ofdo-

ing. . . , Pmd. I. 4, 1 (3, 19), cf..
Only poet. (Ace. to soine from-, : but more naturally from*, as Buttm. Hence, to travel, dub., v..,, .^=, q.

v., Sophron ap. Ath. 87 A.

KEAH
'7., , , {) an or-

dering, commanding.—ll.^sq., Plut.
or, , ,

(?.) an order, command, behest,

esp. the word of command in war, Hdt.
4, 141 ; 7, 10 : also esp. the call of the, which gave the time to
the rowers, Blomf. Aesch. Pers. 403 :

hence ' , all at
once, Thuc. 2, 92, cf. Sojjhr. ap. Ath.
87 .\ ; or ^, at the
word of command, Aesch. Pers. 397,
Eubul. Damal. 1. (On the forms -

and?,. Lob. Aj. p. 323)..,, an order, cornmand,
Eur. 1. A. 1130, etc., , , Ion. for-,'. Hdt. 1, 157.,, . Celeustanor,
a son of Hercules, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.7/, ov, ,() a com-
mander, esp. on board ship, the man
who by his voice or by signs gives the

time to the rowers, Ar. Ach. 554, Thuc.
2, 84, cf. Blomf. Aesch. Pers. 403...,\\).\.7.., , , belonging to a7., commanding, hortatory

;

-, sub.. Plat. Polit. 2C0 D., ,, (2.) ordered,

commanded, Luc.,, 6,=~., , frequentat. from -, as from, to be

continually urging on and commanding,,, II. 12, 205; 13, 125. where
others, others-, going.

'\?.,, , Celeuior, son of
Agrius, Apollod. 1, 8, 0., f. - : on pf. pass,-

or -, v. Lob. Aj. p.
323,). Strictly to urge or drive
on, Lat. incitare, , II.

23, 042 : hence to urge, exhort, bid, com-
mand, order, very freq. from Horn,
downvvds. : usu. of persons in author-
ity, but also freq. of friendly exhorta-
tions : more rare of inferiors, to urge,
intreat, beseech, Od. 10, 17, 345, 11. 24,
599, Hdt. 1, 1 le ; so, Od. 11,

71 : esp. to call and so give time to the
rowers, Ath., cf. '/.—Con-
.struct.—I. usu. c. ace. pers. foil, by
inf., to order one to do. as, ., 11. 17, 30, ef. 11, 781,
etc. (which was afterwards taken as
ace. c. inf., to order that . . , as in-, Lat. jubeo.)—2. c. ace. pers. et

rei, K. . i. e. to order one (to do)
a thing, II. 4, 280 ; 20, 87.-3. c. ace.
pers. only, to urge on, command him,
Od. 9, 278; 11, 507: hence .

. . (as we say) to order one against
or to . . , Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 20 and 53.

—II. c. dat. pers. foil, by inf., to call to,

order one to do, II. 2, 50, Od. 2, 0, etc.

—2. c. dat. pers. only, to call to. com-
mand him, II. 2, 151, etc.

—

III. absol.,

esp. in Homeric phrase,

: so,/. Hdt. , 36.

—IV. C. inf. only, and so in Att., ., to forbid todo : pers. also added.— V'. in Dem. 48, 14, ., to require it from him.?., o,obsol. sing, oi.,, , () courser,

race-horse, Pind., but7, Od.
5, 371. (From the Aeol. comes
Lat. celer, celeres ; and Festus derives
the Lat. ccUus for cqucs from,
Koen. Greg. p. 300, sq.)— II. a fast-

sailing yacht with one bank of oars, a
light vessel, Lat. celes, cetox, Hdt. 8,

94.-

—

III. pudenda muliehria, Eustath., fut. of. Od,, f. -aaw,=sq., Heeych.



. f. -', {?.) to ride a

race-horse ; in genl. to ride,, . 15, 679 : esp. of a race

where one man rode two or more
horses, leaping from one to the other.

— II. sensu obscoeno, Ar. Vesp. 501,

etc., cf. Ruhnk. Rut. Lup. 260.,^, , , dim. from,
Thuc. 4, 120.', , , Celia, a place in Apu-
lia, Strab.

\/., , rj, an appell. of Diana
at Athens, Arr. An. 7, 19, 3.

tKeAAiov, ov, TO,, Mons Caeli-

us, in Rome, Strab.', f. : aor.,
transit, to urge, drive on, thf Lat. cello

(percello). and pello : Horn, has it only

in Od., always in aor., and in phrase, to run a ship to land,^
her in, Lat. appellere, sometimes with

added, Od. 9, 516 ; 12,

5; sometimes absoL, Od. 10, 511 ; 11,

20 : also in Att. : so too, . -,
Aesch. Ag. 696.—II. intrans. to move,

go. esp. of ships, to land, put to shore

or into harbour, so,?.,
Od. 9, 149: . km, y'/v, Aesch.
Eum. 10, Soph. Tr. 804 ; also, .
yalav, Aesch. Supp. 16. (To this

root belong also, ?., -,., perh., v.-
II.),-, 6, Celmis, one of the Dac-

tyli Idaei, Strab., f. ?., aor. ?-
and?., in Horn. esp. 3

sing.?^, part,,(-
). Poet, for /, to set in mo-
tion, urge on, exhort, command, oft. in

Horn. : curiously, .~?. , the wax melted,

since mighty force constrained it, Od.
12, 175. Construct, like, c.

dat. vel ace. pers., with an inf. ex-

pressed or omitted, etc. ; Horn. usu.

adds the dat. to the aor. in signf. lo

call, call to or on.—II. ?. some-
times adds to the signf. of

that of ." hence— 1. to call, call

to,", II. 18, 391, cf.-
7..—2. to call by name, hence to

name, Pind. I. 6, 78., inf. aor. from, Od.
10.511.^, ov, 6, Celsus, a friend of
Lucian, to whom he dedicated his

life of Alexander the magician, Luc.
Alex. 1. etc.^, , ol, later for,
Strab., , ol, (.,•) the Ccliiberi. a Spanish tribe,

Strab. ; ^, the country of
the Celtib., Polyb.^, , , of or belonging to

the Celts, Celtic ; /., the coun-

try of the Celtae, Celtica, Arist. H. A.

8. 28 ; in Strab. a.\so=Gallia,

'7:, transalpina
;, cisalpina, Id.,,,. fem.toforeg.,, Anth., adv. in Celtic, in the Ian-

fuage or after the manner of the Celts,

,uc. Alex. 51. From,, nl, the C'ltae, Celts, Hdt.

2, 33 : later also' ; v. Strab.

p. 33, 176.\, , ,(,-) the Celtn-ligurians, Strab.\', , , the Celto-Scy-

thae. a genl. appell. of the northern
tribes of Asia, Strab. p. 507.

tKfZrpof , ov. b, appell. of the river

Ister, Lye. 189., ov, , ()=-
7., Lye, and Luc. \v\

'.7.)), ,{, -) like shell or husk, Theophr.
7., , ,() dub. 1. for/. in Theophr. []/.,,, ofshells, pods,

or husks, []17., ov, , dim. from sq.,

Arist. H. A. []7^,,, a husk, rind, pod,

shell, Arist. Gen. An. : metaph. of old

dicasts, 7., mere
affidavit husks, Ar. Vesp. 5 J5 : also

of testaceous animals.— II. an old skiff

boat, Anth. P. 9, 212. (Cf7.,.) Hence7., ,=.^7,, , Celones, a people
of Asia, Diod. S.., , son, a rare poet,

word in Eur. Andr. 1033, and Lye.
195, etc., ov, {, )
chasing the deer, Nonn. : from
^•,, , an unknown kind

of deer, 11. 10, 301.,, ,() the lair

of a beast, dub. in Emped. ap. Plut.

2, 917 D.,, -, poet, for,
Q. Sm., ov, ,, the range
of Ml. Cebenna in Gaul, now Ceven-
nes, Strab., or, ov, ,=-., before a vowel for , q. v.

Horn., , f. -, Ion.-, q. v. : from, ,{,) emp-
tying vessels, hence breeding famine,
hungry,, Aesch. Ag. 188.

Hence
'^^', , /, eviptiness of ves-

sels; esp. hunger. Plat. (Com.) Symm.
10 ; K-, to fast, Ar. (?) ap. Mei-
nek. ibia. : also Ion., q. v.., ,(,)
empty tidk, prating, poet, ., ap.

Plat. Rep. 607 B.
^", , , lack of men, dis-

peopled state, Aesch. Pers. 730 : from, ov, (,) emp-
ty ofmen, dispeopled, Aesch. Pers. 119,

Soph. O. C. 917.,,. the poet,., , , also, ij,

and, , dub. 1. for7.., , [,) to

have empty vessels ; esp. in Hipp., to

have the vessels of the body empty, to be

fastin/i, to hunger, be exhattsted. Hence, or rather -, , ,
Ion. for, hunger, exhaustion,

Hipp., verb. adj. from -, one must leave the vessels

empty, Aretae., , , having the ves-

sels empty, esp. Medic., with those of
the body empty, exhausted, Hipp. Adv.
-. Id.'}', , , v.., , {,) vain

boasting, braggart, II. 8, 230., .=, dead,

esp. of dead cattle: esp. in plur., tu.— 1. carrion, dog's-meat, Ar.

Av. 538.—2. the dog's-meat market,

Erotian., ov,(, ,-
viov) braiitless. [], , f. -,(.-) to step into a hole, stumble. Plut.,

and Luc. : m Medic, of the probe, to

reach a cavity. Hence,., in Medic,
reaching a cavity with the probe, [a]

, , , Ion, for, q. v.,

empty. Hum., and sometimes in Att.
Hence
'^^•,, .=, Hipp., ov, gen.,(,) empty-minded, Theogn. 233.,, ,{) the hollow

between the ribs and the h>p, the ftajik,

elsewh. or 7., Horn.

—

II. any hollow space, e. g. of a cave,
Nonn. ; in genl. space, Anth., ov, , an empty monu-
ment, cenotaph, Euphor. 81.7., , ,(, 7.)
vain counsel., ov. , (, -) an empty, unreal marriase, coined
alter by Ach. Tat. [a],, fern, of,
Anth.
'^^', , f. -, to be vain,

puffed up : and, , , vanity, conceit,

Polyb. : from, ov, (,) vain,

conceited, Polyb. Adv. -.,, , , toothless., , f.-,(,-) to run alone, be without attend-

ants., , -,(,-) to labour in vain, waste one's pains,

Chrysipp. ap. Plut. 2, 1037 A., ov, {,)
empty-headed, Orac. Sibyll.7., , f. -, to talk emp-
tily, Eupol. Incert. 98 : and/., , , empty, idle talk,

Pint. : from, ov, {, 7.) talk-

ing emptily, prating.^. , , the CenomUni, a
people of Gallia Transpadana, Polyb.

2, 24, 7, who also writes., , , empty, unreal

.<!ensation, Sext. Emp. [] : from. , f. -,(,-) to have empty unreal sensations, to

which no object corresponds, Sext.
Emp. Hence,, , an empty
unreal sensation, Sext. Emp. [o], , , ()=:
7.-\.', , : poet,. ,, (as always in Hom except Od. 22,

249, where he has, and 11.3, 376

;

4, 181, where «•) ; ]on., ,, Hdt., and also in Pind. :

—

empty,

opp. to 77.,, Hom.—2. emp-
ty, hence, empty-handed, II. 2, 298,
Od. 15, 214: ,
Od. 10, 42 : , the void of space,

Lat. vacuum, inane, Democr. ap. Plut.

— II. in genl. empty, fruitless, vain,

like,, Od. 22, 249,, 7., etc.. Pind., and Att.

:

, in vain, Pind. O. 10. 112; so,, Diod. ; -, empty flourishing of arms,
Thuc, 4, 126.—III. exhausted, ', Aesch. Pers. 484.—IV. c.

gen., void, destitute, bereft,.
Soph. Ant. 754,. Eur. ?Iec.

230 : hence absol., bereaved of her
young,. Soph. Aj. 986.—Adv., Plut.—Compar. and superl.,

ace. to Gramm.,,-, yet the regul.,-
also occur, cf. Buttm. Ausf.

Gr. % 65, Anm. 4, Heind. Plat. Phaedo
111 b, etc., cf.., , , vain, pretended

wisdom : from, ov, frivolously wise, cf.., , f. -, to pursue
frivolities, M. Anton. : and
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KENT/, , ), pursuit offrivo-
lities, Dion. . : from^, ov, (,)
ecaloas after frinolilies ; ., mat-
ters of mere curiosity, Cic. Att. , 1.

Adv. -fJcjf , Phit.), w, f. -,(, -) to raise an empty tomb, i. e. monu-
ment to any onc^s memory in a place

where he was not buried, rii'a, Eur.
Hel. 1060, cf. 1057 : metaph., tou, Plut. Hence(£, , , an empty tomb.,

cenotaph, Xen. An. (j. 4, 9. [u],, ,() emptiness,

vanity. Plat. Rep. 585 B.

Kevniijwcrvvri. , , emptiness of
mind, Tnnon. Phli. 3, 2 : from. ov, gen, , {,/) empty-ininded : vain, ineffectual,, Aesch. Pr. 762., , f. -, to speak
idly; and,, , vain talk, babbling,

N. T. : fmm, ov,(,) emp-
ty sounding, prating.

Kf iiouj, u,() to empty out, drain,

7?^ avo/yuv ., Aesch. Supp. 660 :

to make a place empty by leaving it, de-

sert it,^, Eur. Andr. 1 138. Pass.,
to be emptied of..., c. gen., Hdt. 4, 123 :

to be left emptif, deserted, Thuc. 2, 51,

cf. Soph. O. T. 29.-2. to become vain,

of noiMe effect, N. T.
Kt^•<, Ep. inf. aor. 1 act. of-

ri(j. as if from '', II. 23, 337.

—

II. alsoimpei-at. aor. 1 mid. o{., Dor. 3 sing. aor. 1 from
for., ,,=,

Diosc.^,,. Centaurian,

of, belonging to, befitting Centaurs, -, Eur. 1. A. 706.\, ov, , of, OT descended

from Centaurs : hence' ., a
7^hessalian horse, Luc. adv. Fndoct. 5., , , like Centaurs,

hence savage, gross, rude, and so adv.

-. At. Ran. 38., or, ov,

TO, also , Theophr., and], Hipp., the plant Centaury.,, . fem. -. Philostr. ; also fem. adj. Nonn.
—2. V. foreg., , , dim. from, a little Centaur., ov,(,) slaying Centaurs, Lye.,, -,(,7) battle of Centaurs, Plut., .(,) full of Centaurs, Eur. . F.
1273., ov, . a Centaur : they
vere a savage race, dwelling between
Pelion and Ossa in Thessaly. extir-

pated in a war with their neighbours
the Lapithae, II 11, 832, Od. 21, 295,
sq., Hes. Sc. 184, cf. /.— II. later,

from Pmd. P. 2, 82, sq., they were
believed to be monsters of double
shape, half-man and half-horse : hence
also, cf. Voss Myth.
Br. 2, p. 265, sq. : usu. said to have
been sons of Ixion and Nephele
(the Cloud.)—III.also=(5fpr/f,
from the brutal sensuality ascribed
to the Centaurs ; hence loo—2. the

pudenda, Theopomp. (Com.) Incert.

14. (Prob. from,,
cither from bull-fights,-
/'', or from their being mounted
herdsmen.), , dub. for sq., , f. -, Ep. inf. aor. 1
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as if from*, 11. 23, 337,

to prick, goad, sting, esp. in order to

drive on, hence lo spur on, spur, II. 1.

c, v, —2. in genl. to prick,

wound, Pind. P. 1, 55. etc : to stab,

pierce, Soph., and Eur.—3. to torture,

torment, Xen. An. 3, 1, 29, Hell. 3, 3.

11. (Root-, as in-,-
, cf. *-.) Hence,, , a sting, goad :

hence the point of a weapon, Polyb.

—

II. the sting, u-ound inflicted thereby,
Aesch. Fr. 155.\, ov, , the Roman Ceyi-

tenius, Polyb., , , a pricking, goad-
ing, etc., 7/, , one who goads
or spurs. Hence7), ov, of, belonging to,

fittedfor piercing, goading, etc. : To K.,

like, a goad, piercer, awl.

7/,?/,, prickly. Theophr., , ,() pricked.

—II. embroidered, Epict., Dor. for?, cf.,
7/, Alcm. 117.. , , in Ptol. -, ai, Ceninripae, a city of Si-

cily near Aetna, Thuc. 6, 94 : hence^,, , , the inhah. of
Centuripae. Thuc. 7, 22 ; in Diod. S., , 19, 103., , rare collat. form from, Hdt. 3, 16., , , ()
pointed, sharp, prickly, Nic..,'{,)
spurred OT goaded on,, II. 5, 752 ;

8, 396., f.-,=, to prick,

goad, spur, Xen. Eq. 11,6: metaph.
of desire. Id. Symp. 8, 24.7!,, ,(') a prickly
kind of shark, Arist. ap. Ath.^ll. a
kind of beetle or ionsjo. Theophr. [t]', , dim. from :

in eenl. a prick, goad, .9ting., ,() to prick,

spur., €, ),-=.—II.=, Ael., ov, , a kind of fish,

dub. in Theophr., perh. for,., ov, ,^=, Ael.^, ov, , the Centr'ttes. a

river forming the boundary between
Armenia and the Carduchi, now the
Buhtan-cha'i, Xen. An. 4, 3, 1. [i], ,{ II,-) gravitating towards the centre :

nence , a treatise of
.\rchimedes on finding the centre of
gravity in bodies., ov,{, -) goaded: but—2. act. goading,
stinging,, Aesch. Supp. 563., ,{,-) madly spurring. Jac. A. P. p.

789., , , the prickly

myrtle, Theophr., ov, TO,() a point,

prickle, spike, stins;, any thing piercing :

hence esp.— 1. a horse or ox-goad, Lat.
stimulus, II. 23, 387, 430 : later a. :

but usu. pOsl-Hom.. a goadfor driving

oxen, in Hom. : proverb.,?, v. sub-.—2. an instrument of torture, Hdt.
3, 130.—3. a nail, rivet, for joining
iron.—4. a thorn.—5.=, Sotad.
ap. Ath. 621 A.—6. metaph. a spiir,

incentive. Soph. Phil. 1039 : also of
pointed language, that tells upon the
hearer, as of Pericles, -, Eupol.

Dem. 6.

—

. the point, round which a
circle is described, centre. Plat. Rep.
430 D.— III. kernel or hard knot in
wood or stone, Theophr.-^,,(,-) deeply pricking or goading., ,(.~)
struck by a goad or sjmr, Anth., ov,(,)
act. hitting, striking with a goad or spur

:

but— II. proparox.,^-. [], ov,(,)
with a goad or sting, Opp.,.() to make point-

ed, arm with sharp points : in pass, to

have a spur or sling. Plat. Rep. 552 D.
— II. to put orfind in the centre, late., , (, )
pointed, prickly.,, , one that bears the

marks of the, and so a spur-

galled jade, or a rogue that has been put
to the torture, so in Ar. Nub. 450, cf.,.— II. later, a col-

lection of scraps stitched together, patch-

work, Diod. : esp. metaph. a copy of
verses made up of scrapsfrom other au-

thors, Lat. cento : hence-
and, poems made

up of fragments from Horn. : so we
have them from Virgil by Proba Fal-
conin and Ausonius.^, ', ol, the CentrOnes, a
Gallic Alpine tribe, Strab., , , () a
goading, spurring on.—II. a central po-

sition., , ,{) prick-

ed, pierced, Plut.—II. furnished ui/h a
sting, Arist. H. A. : .'spiked, Strab.,, , the Lat. Cen-
turio, N. T.*', obsol. root of,
whence the Ep. inf. for •

is usu. derived.,, ,() a goadcr,

driver,, II. 4, 391 ; 5. 102.,, ,() an emp-
ty space, interval, Polyb.— II. a husk.—111. medic, evacuation, Plut.^, adv. v. sub.,. ,[) an empty-
ing, evacuation, Plat. Rep. 595 A., , , {} of for
emptying, , Ael. : esp. medic,
evacuating., Ep. and Ion. collat. form
from, whence Hdt. has 3 smg., Hom. 3. pi., Hipp,
inf.. The first person is not
in use.. , () Ar
chestr. ap. Athi. 163 D, ace. to Bentl.,

from and,:=-., as pass., to be easily

cajoled or deceived, like the,
L'XX, Cic. Att. 13, 40., ov, , a light sea-bird of
the petrel hind: hence—II. metaph. a
feather-brained simpleton, a bonbi/, nod-

dy, Ar. Plut. 912, etc. (Ace. to Schol.
Ar. akin to or.) Hence'!?, , {,) like

a : hence silly., .,=:. [«], .(,) draw-
ing with the horns, as a steer in the
yoke. Call. Dian. 179., , ,() a horn, Nic.
—II. any thing like a horn, growing or
projectimr like one : esp.— 1. a yard-arm,
cf. Lat. cornua antennarum, Aesch.
Eum. 55C, etc. : hence in genl. a pro-

jecting beam, e. g. of a Crane, etc.. v.

Thuc. 2, 70.—2. the antennae of the

crab, etc!, Arist. H. A.—3. the horns



of the moon, Aral.

—

i. a horn or pro-

montory of laud, Anth.—5. a branch,

branching stake of wood, Polyb.—6.

any little projection or mark at the top

of a thing, Flut. : esp. an accentual

mark oi sign in writing, apex, ' a tittle,'

N. T. : hence — -, of a character showing itself in

every letter, Dion. H. : also an abbre-

viation in short-hand writing, Plut.

—

7. the kg, point of a pair of compasses,

Sext. Emp.—111. any thing made of
horn. e. . a boxv, Anth.

Kepui'scj, f. -, to destroy utterly,

lay waste, ravage,, -, etc., Horn., and Hdt.—II. of

persons, to kill, slaughter,, II.

2, 861, cf. 21, 129, Hdt. 7, 125 : to sink

ships, Hdt. , 86, 91 : ., -, to make away with, carry off. Id.

1, 159. (Ace. to some from,
others irom.), v. 1. for, II. 9, 203., ov,(,) hold-

ing the sail-yard., v. 1. for, II. 9, 203.,, .() worm that

eats horn, once read m Od. 21, 395., , , () a sheep

when its horns are grown, Lyc.,, ,() destruc-

tion, devastation, Dion. .. , ,() rav-

ager, robber, . Horn. Merc. 336.,, , herb, said to be

fenugreek, also and /., Ep. for, the radic.

form of, to mix,, mix the wine stronger, II. 9,

203 : prob. not found elsewh. ; and
here some read and./., , (, '/.) stout

of horn.,,, ()=,, dub. in Polyb.3/, ov, , a scare-crow in

a garden : ace. to Hesych. strictly a

kind of beetle fixed on fig-trees to drive

away gnats ; cf.3.'/, , o,=sq.,, , kind of horned

beetle, cerambyx, which feeds on dead
wood ; our musk-beetle is of this kind.

(Prob. from, with allusion to.),,,() pottery,

the potters art or craft. Plat. Gorg. 514
E.—II. potter's ware, earthenware, Era-
tosth. ap. Ath. 482 B., , , earthen, like -: ., potter,, dub. 1. in Xea. Syrap.

7, 2, cf Lob. Phryn. 147.,, , the Potters' Quar-

ter: in Athens two places were called

Ceramicus, one within and the other

without the Dipylon or Thriasian
Gates. Thuc. 6, 57, v. Schol. Ar. Ran.
112.5, Eq. 769, Av. 395, Diet. Antiqq.

voc., fin. p. 506.—11.

/., v. sub., Ion. -, ov, , apot-

ter's workshop, Aeschin. 70. 22., a. ov, Ion., , lov,() cf clay, earthenware, Ep.
Hom. 14, 14, and Plut.^, a, ov, ., v.

sub.̂, , , Cerumeis. an
Attic demus of the tribe Acamantis

;

hence , of the deme
Cerameis, Plat. Prot. 315 D., ov, =, Plat.

Lys. 219 E.. ovv, better form for -. Lob. Phryn. 147., , ,() pot-

ter, II. 18, COl, cf. Ep. Hom. 14.

Proverb.,

from Hes. Op. 25, etc. ; also,-, of any thing frail and
uncertain., , o,=foreg., very
late., , , of, belonging

to a potter, Diod. : -, sub.,
the potter's art, pottery, Luc.,() to be a potter,

work in earthenware ; ., to

make earthenware CUps, Epigen. Hero.

1 : in Ar. Eccl. 253,?., (as we say) he ii>i-

kers the state, of the demagogue
Cephalus, whose father was a potter., , ov. Ion. and Ep. for.,, pecul. Ep. fern, of., , () to cover

with tiles.—II. in War, to make a roof

of shields, as if of tiles, to protect the

soldiers ; the Roman testudo., , ,=^, yij

., potter's earth, Hipp. : -, sub., the potter's art, pottery, Plat.

Polit. 288 A.^, , , ., .
sub., , .=, of
earthenware or clay, Hdt. 3, 90 ; 4, 70., , , an earthenware

vessel, a pot, jar, Lat. testa, Hdt. 3, 0,

Xen. An. 6, 1, 15: strictly dim. from, or neut. from sq.,,,=, dub.

in Xen. An. 3, 4, 7.., , Att. [t]. (-) a rooftile, Ar. Vesp. 206, 'I'huc.

3, 22, etc. : also a tiled roof.—II.= Ke-, an earthen vessel or utensil,

Ath.— III. as adj. . yij, potter's earth,

clay. Plat. Criti. HI D; also, 7) .,
sub. . Id. Legg. 844 B., , , fern, -, ,
belonging to a, ,
potter's earth, clay, Hipp., like,
for which Clem. Al. says

.,,,=^ : -,
vessels used at table, of whatever ma-
terial, plate, dub. in Ptolem. ap. Ath.

220 D., ,(,)
making earthenware : ., a potter.?., ov. , the pottery

market, Dinarch. ap. Poll. 7, 161 : from/., , f. -, to sell

earthenware, Alex. Incert. 60 : from7., ov, ,(,-) a seller of pottery., ov, 0, potter's earth, pot-

ter's clay, Plat. Tim. 60 D.— II. any
thing made of this earth, as— 1. any
earthen vessel, a pot, jar OT jug, for wine,

etc., 11. 9, 469, Hdt. 3, 96 : also in

collective sense, earthenware, pottery,

Id. 3, 6 ; 5, 88.—III. a tile, and in col-

lective sense, the tiles, Ar. Nub. 1127,

Thuc. 2, 4, etc. : hence a tile-roof, Ar.

Fr. 129.—IV. prison, dungeon, said

to be a Cyprian usage : hence, /.-, II. 5, 387 ; unless this

is a later notion, instead of translating

it under roof of brass, 1. e. impenetra-
ble ; cf. however- (Ace. to

some from, others from, terra : if signf. IV. is establish-

ed. It would seem akin to,, career.)^, ov, , Ceramus, a town
on the coast of Caria, Strab. ; whence, the sinus Ce-
ramicus, was named, now bay of Stan-
co, Hdt. 1, 174; also and

., Xen. Hell. 1, 4, 8 ; 2,

1. 15.

,,(,*)=., , () to cover,

roof with tiles, Arist. Phys. 7, 3, 6.^,, ,() a heap
of earthen vessels, Ar. Lys. 200., , , Cerumon, an
Athenian, Xen. Mem. 2, 7, 3.^ a-}, , Ceramorum fo-
rum, the market-place of the Ceramians,
a town on the borders of Mysia and
Phrygia, Xen. An. 1, 2, 10., -,,() covered

with tiles, tiled, esp. to k., Polyb., or, Strab., a tiled roof.,-, Alcae.(Com.). 2 : fut. Att. : aor.. aor. mid. [],
hence Ep. also,.,
but syncop. aor. mid. :

perf. act., perf. pass, '.
: aor. pass,/ [] : later

also and. Lob.
Phryn. 582. Of these tenses Hom.
uses only the aor. act. nd mid. (not
syncop.), usu. with : also in II. 4,

260, subj. pres., as if from
; also the collat form,

II. 9, 203 : and more freq. :

lastly in compos, with the inf,

aor. 1 act.. Cf also,. To mix, mingle, (difl'. from, v. sub ), from Hom.
downwds. mostly of diluting the
strong syrup-like wine of the Greeks
(and Romans), and so preparing it

for the table, as Od. 5, 93 ; 24, 364

;

but more freq. in Horn, in mid., e. g.

oii'ov , they mix
their wine in bowls, II. 4, 260, cf. Od.
3, 332; also, , to

mix one's self a bowl (as we sav of
punch), Od. 3, 393 ; 18, 423 ; so 'too,, a cup-
fii half and half, A r. Plut. 1132.—2.
to temper or cool by mixing, as hot wa-
ter for the bath, Od. 10, 362.-3. me-
taph. to blend together, temper, regulate,

Lat. temperare, of climates, -, Hdt. 3, 100, cf.

Xen. Cyn. 5, 5 : of tempers of mind,, . Plat,

Phaedr. 279 A, Legg. 930 .— 11. in
genl. to mix, compound, Lat. attenipe-

rare, , of a thing, Plat. Rep.
501 B.—lU. in Pind., •, no old age is mingled
with the race, i. e. it knows not old
age, P. 10, 65, cf O. 10, 123.,, ,=, Hesych., ov,(,) polish-

ing, working in horn ; esp. making it

into bows, etc., ., II. 4, 110., , , and later of, ,() horned,, II. 3, 24, up-, Od. 4, 85.—II. of horn, made of
horn. Call. Apoll. 63., ov, (, )=-, Anth., , gen.,-,
contr.pf, sodat.,,,
dual,, and, -, plur..,, gen.-,, dat. , .•. The Ion. decl. is, •,. [The regul. quantity of
the gen. is, etc., Herm. Soph.
Tr. 516; though Hom. has.
Arat. 174 has a lengthd. form-, and Nic. Th. 291, prob.
formed after the Homer, : the
other irreg. form, in Orph.
Lith. 238, IS now corrected into. Hom. has the contr. dat. sing.. nom. pi., but only before
a vowel.]— 1. the horn of an animal, in
Horn. usu. of oxen.— II. horn, as a
material for working, Od. 19, 563,
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wherr we find horn doors, through
which the true dreams came, cf. Plat.

Uharm. 173 A (and prob. there is a

play between,, as be-

tween,).— 111. any
thing made of horn ; esp. a bow, II. 11,

385 : later esp.— 1. of musical instru-

ments, horn for bloiving, e. g. the

Phrygian flute, Lat. cormt, either from
its shape or because it was tipped

with horn at the end, to deepen its

tone, Luc, cf. Poll. 4, 74 sq. : also

the bridge of a lyre, Soph. Fr. 232.—2.

a drinking-horn, Xen. An. 7, 2, 23, or

a metal goblet in the shape of a horn,

upyvpifAara ., Aesch. Fr. 170, etc.,

cf. Ath. |). 476.—IV. a horn, guard or

pipe at the end of a fishing line, to

prevent the fish from biting it, 11. 24,

81, Od. 12, 253.— V. a?i arm or branch

of a river, ^,, Hes. Th.
789,, Pind. Ft. 215,-, Thuc. 1, 110; whence
perh. later, river-gods were represent-

ed with bull's horns, unless this in-

volve the same notion as that of the

horn of plenty, .—
VI. the wing of an army or fleet. Hdt.

6, 8 ; 9, 26, etc. : -, to attack inflank, Thuc. and
Polyb. : ., to lead (men
or ships) towards the wing, i. e. in col-

umn, not with a broad front, Lat.

agmine longo, Interpp. ad Hdt. 6, 12 ;

in Att., , Thuc. 2, 90 ; 6, 32,

and Xen. ; so too, /cord, Xen.
An. 4, 6, 6. — VTI. the sailyard ot a ship,

more usu., Mel.—VIII. atiy

projection or elevation, e. g. a mountain-

peak, Xen. An. 5, 6, 7 ; like the Swiss
Schreck/iont, Finsteraar/ior;/, etc.

—

1.=, Archil. 112.

—

X., to give him horns, cuckold

him, proverb, in Artemid. ; whence,.—\.=^)],
Sext. Einp., Luc. (The Lat. coma,
our horn: also found in Hebr. keren

:

akin to, q. v. sub fin. On the

compds. oi, v. Lob. Phryn. 072.),, , poet. fem. of -, horned., adv., {) mixed,

dub., V. Lob. Paral. p. 223.

tKepaf,, , Ceras, prop, the

Horn, a promontory near Byzantium,
Polyb. 4, 43, 7.—2. in pi. ru,
the Horns, two mountains between
Megaris and Attica, Diod. S. 13, C5,

Pint. Thesm. 13.', ov, (,)
striclh ,throivmg, tossing with the horn

;

and pass., falling on the horn : hence,

., pulse that does not soften in

boiling, from an old belief that such
pulse had fallen on the horns of the
oxen in sowing, Thcophr.— II. me-
taph. a harsh, inflexible person. Plat.

Legg. 853 D., and, , //,=«£-, the cherry-tree.,, ro, the fruit of the-, a cherry, Diph. Siphn. ap. Ath.
51 A : also the tree, Diosc., , , {)
something mixed, a mixture ; esp. a mix-

ed drink, potion, like. Hipp., ov, a, later also , the

cherry-tree, Theophr. (Buttm. com-
pares Lat. cornus, which is to cornu,

as to .)^, a, •, of Cerusus,

Cernsian, Xen. An. 5, 7, 13 : from\,, , Cerasus, a
colony of the Sinopians in Pontus,
Xen. An. 5, 3, 2., ov, , -, , Aesch.
Pr. 674,{) horned.—II. as subst., a horned serpent, Nic.

:
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also an insect which destroys figs, The-
ophr., ov, , fem. -,, ,[) one that mixes, a mixer,

Orph., , fem. from., , , fem. Irorn -.. , ,() mix-

ed, mingled, Anth., , to have horns, Phi-

lost r. : from, ov, {, )=, Eur. Phoen. 248., , , (,)
the co?nmnnder ofa body of'SZ elephants,

Ael. Hence,, , the office of a-., d, , a cuckold, v.,
Byzant. word., ov, ,{,)
a horn-blower., , , also and
-, the carob or locust tree (Arab, kha-

roob) : its fruit was, called

also St. John's bread, Irom a notion

that it "/as his fruit in the wilderness., , )7,= foreg., Plin., ,=., , ,=, Strab., ov, 6, one that is horned,

Diod.—II. cf. X., . -', {) to butt

with the horns, Philo., , , the fallacy called

the Horns, Quint. Inst. 1, 10, 6, cf.

Diog. L. 7, 187, cf.. : strictly

fein. from., ov, o,= foreg., Diog. L.

2, 108., , ov, {) oj horn,

made of horn, Xen. An. 0, 1,4, Plat.

(Cora.)•. 8., ov. , dim. from,
a little horn, Arist. H. A.— II. the fruit

if the, q. v., Diosc: hence—
HI. like Lat. siUqua, a weight, the

carat,x=^ of a scruple, =z ^-.^-^-g of a

pound, Rom. -.=2^<,= ^ of an
obol, Greek ; v. Bockh, Metrol. Un-
ters. ^ XI.—IV. a plant called also

,foenum Graecum, fenugreek, Co-
lumella..,,^, Diog.

L. 7, 41, 82., ov, ,() one

that butts, LXX., ov, , -, , ,() horned: hence of the horned

poppy, Theophr., ov,(,.)
cutting or working in horn, [ii], ,{,) like

horn, esp. Medic, of the cornea in the

eye.—II. sounding like a horn, Schiif.

Dion. Comp. p. 170.,,=, Nonn., , (,)=., , , -, . gen.-, {, ) hornfooted,

hoofed., , {* pyui)=^-., , to have horns,

Arist. Part. An. : from, ov, {, )
having horns, horned, Arist. H. A., , to produce or groiu

horns : from, ,{,) pro-

ducing or growing horns, horned, Ath., ov, (,)
sounding from Or like a horn, Telest.

ap. Ath. 637 A., ,{) to harden into

horn, Ael.

, , —..
Arist. . .,, , ., an
altar of horn, in the isle of Deloe,
Plut., , /,=, The-
ophr., , , {, -)
horned-looking, of the moon, late., ov, , =,
Luc., ov,() of the

thunderbolt ; esp. wielding it, ,
Anth. : v.., ov, , stricken by thunder.. ov, , a kind of truflle{), said to grow alter a thim-
der-storin.—II. a marginal mark, Diog.
L. 3, 66., a, ov, also, ov, Aesch.
Theb. 430,{) of a thunder-

bolt,,, etc., Trag. : hence
—2. stricken by the thunderbolt , Soph.
Ant. 1139, Eur. Bacch. 6: esp.,

Til, the ' thunder-splitten
])eaks,' of several mountain riilges,

iihe Ceraunian Mts. in Epirus, V.,. Rh. 4, 520. Strab.
—2. the northeastern part of Cauca-
sus near the Caspian, Strab.,, , , Theophr.:
and, ov, {,) struck by a thunderbolt or light-

jiing : hence—II. metaph. like Lat.
attonitus, astounded., , f. -, to hurl

the thunderbolt, Mel. : to strike there-

with,, Anth. : and, , , a hurling of
thundfrbolls : a thunder-storm, Strab.

:

from, ov,{,-) hurling the thunderbolt, ol Bac-
chus, Eur. Bacch. 598 : but—II. pro-

parox.?, ov, pass, thun-

der-stricken, Diod., , ,(,) the lighterier and thunderer,

Ar. Pac. 37G : \ike., ov, , {,) fighting with, wielding the

thunderbolt, Mel. []7.,, b, , {-,) thunder or lightning-

struck, Alcae. (Com.) Gan. 1.', , 6, the thunder-

bolt, thunder and lightning, Lat. fulmen,
as we oft. use thunder, Horn. : but
thimder hy itself was, Lat. ton-

itru, and the flash of lightning-,, Lat. fulgvr, cf. Herm.
Opusc. 4, p. 268 : in full, -. Soph. Tr. 1088 ; in plur.,-, thunderbolts, Hdt. 8, 37. From
Hom. downwds. the weapon of Jupi-

ter, v. also Hes. Th. 690, 854 ; ace.

to a later legend forged by the Cy-
clopes, first in Hes. Th. 141., , , (-,) strictly place where

thunder is observed.—II. a machine for

making thunder on the stage, Poll. 4.

127, etc., , ,{.) the observation of thunder and
lightning, divination by them, Diod., ov,(, )
wielding the thunderbolt, Ztlif, Philo., ,{,)
flashing like the thunderbolt, Eur. Tro.
1103., ov,(, -) U'ielding the thunderbolt, Plut., ,{) to strike

with a thunderbolt, Hdt. 7, 105: henci:

metaph., =, Arteiniu.

Hence



., , striking with

thunderbalt, Strab.

iKepavaiog, ov, , Mt. Cerausius, a
mountain of Arcadia, Paus. 8, 41, 3., Ep. radic.-
, q. y., ,{) to take post oti the

wing OT flank, Polyb. 18. 7, 9.

tKfpauv, ^'Of, , Ceraon, a hero,
honou red bv the cooks, in Sparta, Ath.
39 C. 173 F.,, , , {, uip)
horned-looking, of the moon.'-, , , corned by Ar.

Ran. 187, as name of a tribe, with a
pun on^.3. ov, , Cerberus, the dog
which guards the gate of the nether
world, ace. to Hes. Th.311, the fifty-

headed son of Tvphaon and Echidna

:

aUuded to in Od. 11, 623, and 11. 8,

368, but without name or description:
later regarded as three-headed, Apol-
lod. 2, 5, 12.\3,, oi, the Cerbesii, an
ancient Phrygian race extinct in

Strabo's time, p. 580 : hence\3, a, ov, of the Cerbesii,

Cerbesian,\, Alcm. 63./, , f. -^, also-
,) .=., fut. : inf. aor.. Ion.. Ep. Hom.
14, 6 : un-Att. fut.. Ion. also, Hdt. 3, 72 ; and mf aor(). To gain, derive

profit or advantage from, ., to

make unfair gaitis, Hes. Op. 350

:

most freq. of all, /c. or ,
Hdt. 4, 152, Xen. Mem. 2, 9, 4 : c.

part., to gain by doing..., Eur. Hel.

1051 ; so too c. dat. et part.,-. we shall

gain by Megara's preservation, Hdt.
8, 60, 3 : absol. to gain profit or ad-

vantage, Hdt. 8, 5, Soph. Fr. 26, 325,

etc. : c. ace. cognate, ..
Id. . . 889 : to traffic, make mer-

chandise. Id. Ant. 1037.—II. like-,, to gain a loss, j. e.

reap disadvantage fmm a thing, as,

., Virgil's renovare do-

lorem, Eur. Hec. 518, cf. Arist. E-tti.

5, 4., , . contr..
; the wily one, and so like, a

fox, cf Plat. Rep. 365 C, Heusing.
Cic. Off. 1, 13, 10.—II. a foxs skin,

sub.: strictly fern, from', , , () of
persons, looking sharp after one's inte-

rest, crafty, cunning, or in good sense,

shrewd, Od. 13, 291 ; so, .,
?^,, Hom.—2. of things,

gainful, profitable, Hdt. 9, 7, 1, Ar. Av.

594, etc. Adv. -, to one^s advan-
tage, opp. to, Thuc. 3, 56.

Hence, , ?/, craftiness,

cunning, shrewdness., ov, gen. oi'of , (-,) craffij-minded, cunning
;

selfish, 11. 1, 149, etc.,). adj. from-, one must make money, M. Anton.,, b,() a
miser., , ,() that

ought to be gained : -, to make fair gains, Diog. L.

1, 97., ov, , dim. from -., , ,(,-) epith. of Mercury, as presiding

over gain in traffic, Orph.}, , , greedy of gain,

Lat. lacrosus.
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EEPK, , , ()=•, only in Gramm.^, , Cerdimmas, masc.
pr. ., Arr. An. 2, 13, 7., , ov, super!, of-
uv (with no positive in use), formed
from, the most cunning or crafty,

II. 6, 153.— II. the most profitable,

Aesch. Pr. 385., ov, gen. , compar.
(with no positive in use), formed
from, more profitable, in genl.

better : Horn, has only neut., in phrase, or -.',, , gain, profit, ad-

vantage, Hom., etc. ;, cf. Hor., lucro apponere,

Hdt. 6, 13 ; so, , Eur.
Med. 454,, Thuc. 7, 68 ;-, ill-gotten gain, cf Soph.
Ant. 326, Arist. Eth. 5, 4.— II. agatn-

fal, shrewd scheme or device, plan,

Horn., usu. in plur. : hence craft, cun-

ning, and,
to be versed i>i crafty schemes, shrewd
turns, Hom. ; ,
' to mean mischief,' Od. 23, 217.

—

III.

desire of gain, Pind. P. 3, 95./^., ov, b, (,?.) a scraper together of gain., , , () like, cunning, craft, shrewd-
ness : Hom. uses only the dat.-, as adv. cunningly, shrewdly, [], ov, (, )
bringing gain, Artemid.^?., ov, , Cerdylium, an
elevated spot near Amphipolis in

Thrace, Thuc. 5, 6.,,, dim. from., contr. , ,()
name of a fox, Ar. Eq. 1068, cf-.—1.^4,, a weasel,

Artemid.,, name of a slave in

Dem. 1252, 27 : hence the Lat. cerdo,

a handicraftsman., a, ov, () bringing

or dispensing gain, epith. of Apollo,
Lye, of Mercury, Luc.

—

II. ()
of, like a fox., . Ion. for,,
from. Hence, , poet, for,
stout in the horns,. Call. Dian.

179, and Ap. Rh.. , al, Cereatae, a city

of Latium, Strab., Ion. inf. fut. of, for, II. 23, 146.

iKp,ov, , Ceressus, a fortress

near Thespiae in Boeotia, Paus. 9,

14, 2, sq., , , Certhe, daughter of

Thespius, ApoUod. 2, 7, 8., ov, b, a little bird, a tree-

creeper, Arist. H. ., Lat certhia.\, ov., , Cercaso-

ropolis. a city of Aegypt on the west
bank of the isile above the Delta ; its

site now occupied by Eksas or Aksas,
Hdt. 2, 17, 97: in Strab.-
pa, p. 806.^, , , the descendants

of Cercaphus, i. e. the Rhodians,
Anth. : from^, ov, b, Cerciiphus, son of

Helius, progenitor of the Rhodians,
Strab., who mentions another, son of
Aeolus.— II. a mountain near Colo-
phon, Nic. Th. 218., ov, , Cercestes, son of
Aegyptus, ApoUod., , ol, the Cercetae, ajl

Asiatic people in Sarmatia, Strab.

;

also, Hellan., and in Dion.
P..

KEPK^, , , of the Cercetae,
Cercetian, Orph. Arg. 1044., , ,=?. II., esp.
used as an anchor.,. . Cerceis, an ocean
nymph, Hes. Th. 355.^, , , Cercidas, an Area
dian, a partisan of Philip of Macedon,
Dein. 324.—2. a poet and lawgiver of
Megalopolis in Arcadia, Polyb. 2, 44,
17, etc., ov,, dim. from., , , sub.,
the art of the, Arist. Pol.
1,8, 1., , (,)
making shuttles., f. -, () to make
the web close with the. Plat. Crat.
387 E.^., , Cercine, a mountain
on the confines of the Sinti and Pae-
ones, Thuc. 2, 98.,, ,, lake Cer•
ciniiis, in .Macedonia on the borders
of the Edoni, Arr. An. 1, 11,5.^,, , Cercinna, an island
with a city of same name at the en-
trance of the Syrtis Minor, Strab. ;

Plut. Mar. 40 : in Polyb. -, 3, 96, 12 : also-.̂ ,, , Cercinnitis, a
smaller island near foreg., Strab.,, , in the upright loom
of the ancients,= the later, a
staff or rod with which the web was
struck to make it thick and close, II.

22, 448 ; made of gold in Od. 5, 62 :

later in the horizontal loom, the wea•
ver's stay or comb : but usu. the shuttle

containing the spindle or spool, Lat. ra-

dium, pecten textorius. Soph. Ant. 976,
etc.—11. any taper rod. of wood, ivory,

etc ; as— 1. abeam or pole oi a plough?
Orph. ap. Clem. Al. cf.,
and Lob. Aglaoph. p. 838.—2. a skew•
erfor fastening.—3. the reed,. etc.,

with which stringed instruments
were struck, Lat. plectrum. — 4. in
genl. a peg, pin, Lat. paxillus : a hair-

pin or comb, Ap. Rh. 3, 46.—5. a mea-
suring-rod, Lat. radius mathematicus,
Anth.—6. the small bone of the shin or
forearm. Lat. radius, Plut. Alex. 4a:
acc. to Herophilus, also the shin.—7.

the prickle of the electric ray.

—

III. a
wedge-shaped division of the seats in the

theatre, Lat. cuneus, Alex. Gynaecoc.
I.—IV . a kind of poplar, the trembling
aspen, from the rustling of its leaves,
Arist. H. A. 8, 5, 8. (Prob. from •,, cf Ar. Ran. 1349.),. ,() the sin-
king of the web with the : in genl..

liieawi^, Arist. Phys. 7, 2, 4. Hence., , , sub., the^

art of weaving. Plat. Polit. 282 B., , an unknown bfrd, alsO>, Ael., , , said to be for/., quasi, in »
Alcm. 104., , , (, -) long-tailed ape, Strab. [],, , ..'. 01', fj, tail, as of a
dog, Ar. Eq. 1031 ; ., a hare's
scut, lb. 909 : hence—II. membrumvi-
rile, Lat. cauda, Ar. Thesm. 239.—2.

a little animal that injures the vine.

or. ov, , a,
light vessel, boat. esp. of the Cvprians,
Hdt. 7, 97, cf Plin. 7, 57.—IL a sea-

fish, Opp. (In signf. I. some Gramm.
write by way of deriving it

from.)
753



, , {, )
having tail, tailed, Arist. . .. , , Corcyra, daughter
of the Asopus and Methone, Ap. Rh.

4, 568.— II. the ishilid Corcyra, now
Corfu, west of Greece in the Ionian

sea, the ancient Scheria, containing

a city of same name, Hdt. 3, 40, etc.

:

lience^, ij, or, of or belonging

to Corcyra, Tu, affairs re-

lating to Corcyra, Thuc. 1, 118 ; and, a, or, of Corcyra, Cor-

cyrean, Hdt., etc. ; in Alcm. also'-. ', .^,, 6, Cercyon, son of

Neptune or Vulcan, a famous robber

of Elis, slam by Theseus, Plut. Thes.
11.—2. son of Agamedes. Paus., rarer coUat. form for.,, btfitting a),
i. e. crafty, tricksy., , a kind of cicada, from

its long tail, Ar. Fr. 146^, , , Cercope, fern, pr,

n., Ath. 587 E.-, f -,( II) to

play the ape.,, , an excrescence on

the clitoris.,, , (), in pi., the Cercopes were fabled

to be a mischievous monkey-like race

of men, whose conne.xion with Her-

cules furnished subjects for ludicrous

poetry and art : seemingly at first

placed near Thermopylae, -, Hdt. 7, 216 : but in the poem, ascribed to Hom., they

were in Oechalia ; ace. to others in

Lydia, see Miill. Dor. 2, 12. % 10, and

his references : hence—2. metaph. a

mischitvousfellow.jackanapes. Aeschm.
33, 24.—II. a long-tailed ape or monkey,

cf..—\.=).,, , Cercops, a poet

of Miletus, Ath. 503 D.,. ,() any thing

cut np into small parts, a morsel : esp.

of small coin, small change, usu. in pi.,

Ar. Plut. 379 ; in sing., Amphis. Am-
pel. 3. Hence, f. -',() to mince

into small pieces, Achae. ap. Ath. 368

A, etc. ; metaph., . . Plat.

Meno 79 A. — II. to coin into small

money, Anth.—2. to change large coin

for small., , , dim. from -. Philippid. ap. Poll. 9, 88., , ,() a

eaoney-changrr, . .,, ,(,)
=foreg.,.
1[)',, , the Cernaei, inhab.

^tfCerne, Palapph. ; from

"^, . , Cerne, an island on

the Avest coast of Africa, Dion. P.

:

in Lye. vvai^of, 1084: its

existence cTemed by Strah. p. 47., , , also. , ,
and, . , large earthen

<ish made with wells or hollows in

le bottom, in which various fruits

were ofl'ered in the rites of the Cory-

bantes, Miiller Archaol. d. Kunst ^
300 : borne by a priest or priestess

called, Nic.—II. -, also , projections of the

vertebrae., , f. -, to carry the

; from, , (,) v.., , , (,)
horn-footed or hoofed, epith. of Pan,
Ar. Ran. 230 : ace. to Reisig. Comm.
Crit. Soph. O. C. 709, he thai goes (or
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is) horned, others he that walks the

mountain-peaks, v. VHI. [u], , , (,)
horn-sounding, of a flute lipped with
horn, Anth., , (, ) bound

with, 7}iade of horn,, Eur.
Rhes. 33.

Kf/Joei(5//f. ,(,) horn-

like, horn-shaped, Nic.

Kfpofif, contr.,,() horned, Anacr. 49, Soph. Fr.

1 10 : , a carriage drawn
by horned cattle^ Call. Dian. 113.—II.

horn-like, of horn.,, , (,) in

a ship, rope belonging to the sail-

yards, Luc.,, ,(,-) arranging the hair in plaits or

queues, a hair-dresser, prob. 1, Archil,

77, V. Schol 11.24, 81.,,(,-) inlaid ivith horn, Vitruv.)., f. -,{,-) to butt with the horn ; in genl. to

smite or dash about ; of ships in a
Storm, Aesch. Ag. 655, in pass.,, pecnl. fem. of sq., , , (, 7)
drawing by the horns, ,/.—
II. drawing a boiv of horn, Soph. Fr.

738 : also—2. pass, of the bow itself,

; Eur. Or. 268.—III. .,
a ropefor haiding the sailyard, ace. to

Others., , strictly of homed
animals, to toss the horns or head, like

Lat. cornua tollere: metaph of per-

sons, hold the head high, give one's

self airs, Ar. Eq. 1344.,, pecul. fem. of sq.,

TheocrS, 145., , (,) having

horns, horned.— \1.=., sub.

?,, a rope fastened to the sailyard,

., Pherecr. Agr. 6., , (,)=-, horned, Eur. Bacch. 691., , (,)
golden-horned. Or. Sib., , () to bend like a

horn.

])1), , , the Cerretani,

a Spanish tribe at the base of the

Pyrenees, Strab., Ep. part. aor. 1 of,
II. 24, 450., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor.

1 of, II., , () strictly that

may be shorn : To>, is said to

have been the horn on a fishing-line,

which Hom. calls .^, , , Cer.wbleptes,

a Thracian prince, a friend to the

Athenians, Dem. 133, 160, etc., , , the Cersus, a river

of Cilicia flowing between the Cili-

cian and Syrian gates, now the Mer-
kez-su, Xen. An. 1,4, 4 ; with v. 1.., fut. act. of, Mosch.
2, 32., , f. -,()
to taunt, mock or S7ieer at, c. acc, Ttva,

Od. 16, 87 ; 18, 350 : to sneer, scoff,

Od. 8, 153, II. 16. 261 : usu. . -, also , II. 2,

256, cf. Od. 13, 326: -, . Hom. Merc. 56. Hence,. , jeering, mocke-

ry. Soph. Phil. 1236., , ?/,= foreg., Hom. al-

ways in plur., II. 20, 202, 433, Od.
20, 203., o^',= sq., Horn., only in

neut. pi., -

,, etc.} also simptf,, 11. 1 , 539, Od,
9, 474, as if , were a
subst.,,(,) strictly

heart-cutting, like, hence
esp. slinging, ,, Hes.
Op. 786 (cf. -,) ;; Hdt. 5, 83, cf..—
1 1, mocking, delusive, cheating, H. Hom.
Merc, 338, ., Eur. Ale. WZb., , , in MSS. also; and, Certonium,

a city of Mysia on the coast, now
prob. Kelles-liman, Xen. An. 7, 8, 8,^, . , and, Ce-
rynea, a city on a hill of same name
in Achaia near Helice, Polyb, 2, 41

;

Strab. etc, ; hence
^'.^', ofCerynea, Cerynean,, Callim. Dian. 109.^,, , an inhab. of Ce-

rynea, Polyb.^, , 6, fem. -,,
of Ccryrtea, Paus, ; Apollod.^, , , Cert/nes, eon of Te-
menus, Pans,?^, a, ov, () dry,

rough, hoarse, Hipp- : from, ,=, Hipp.,, /;,=, millet'

pudding, v.., ,,=,, , , = :

from
or,,~.^, , , Cerchnca or Ce7i~

chria, a fountain near Lerna, Aesch,
Pr. 676: v, 1,.,, . a kind of haivk, so
called from its hoarse Toice, said to
be tJie ke»frel, Lat. faho tinnunculus :

also)^, , -, - ^, , , ana ^,. , collat. forms for foreg,, Dind,
Ar. Av. 304, 589.^,, , quasi, of
or relating to the harbor Cenchreae, of

Corinth, Call. Del. 271., ov, , () dryness,

roughness ofthe throat, hoarseness. Me-
dic.—II. by metaph.= Kf}';{;pof., , and ,=;.<,/,
Hipp. Hence, , (, )
dry, rough, hoarse, Hipp., , , in Hesych.
prob. a v. 1. for, q. v., , , ( )
roughened.—-2. made hoarse.

KE'PXy, transit, to dry, make
rough or hoarse.—II. intrans. and in

pass., to be dry, rough or hoarse, of the
voice. Hence the collat. forms-,,,,•

: the Lat. trnnio, sindo, express-

es the same sound. Hence, ,:=, rough,

hoarse., fut. from.— II. fut.

Att. of.,), ,(,) horn-

blower, Lat. cornictn.. , , Ion. for,.,. as 3 plnr. subj. pres.

pass, of, as if from-, only 11. 4, 200... ,(,)
with horn hoofs, Dion. P.. . contr. , dub.

or -, , , Cera-
sus, an island in the Ionian sea near
Melite, . Rh. 4, 673., .=, dub., V. sub.^, ov, , Cesbedium, a
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temple of Jupiter, near Selga in Pisi-

dia, Polyb. 5, 76, 2., Ion. 3 sing•, impf. for) from, i. e., only
Od. 21, 41.'. or, ov, , tow,

the tefu.se of flax, Herod, ap. Stob. p.

253, 27, Hesych., , , (,)
stitched, embroidered, , of
Venus's charmed girdle, II. 14, 214,
cf. : hence—II. later as

subst. a girdle, belt, Lat. ccstus, but
esp. the girdle of Venus, v. Heyne 11.

T. 6. p. 568, 620., , ,(,)
tool or weapon, a pickaxe, poleaxe with
a broad head, Soph. Fr. 21, elsewh.,.—II. a fish held in

esteem among the Greeks, doubtful
whether a pike or a conger, £pich. p.

36, Ar. Nub. 339., ov, ,=, q. v., , ,=^- II., , , sea-fish, SO

named from its shape, Lat mugil :

called also, the faster, because
believed to be empty whenever
caught, Comici ap. Ath. 307 C, sq. :

whence was a nickname of

a starveling, lb. Hence, to be hungry, starring.'}, . , Cestrine, a district

of Thesprotian Epirus, Thuc. 1,46,
SO called Irom, q. v., , , dim. from sq.,

Clearch. ap. Ath. 332 C., , =, Anax-
andr. Od. 2.. ov, . Cestrinus. son of

Helenus and Andromache, king of

Epirus, Paus. 1. 11, 1., ov, , ., wine
flaroured with, Diosc.. ov, TO, an aromatic plant,

Lat. betonica ojficinaUs, Diosc,—II.

( ) painted iron inslnuneut,

esp. a stile, graver, Lat. c^strnm, Plin., ov, ,() a sharp-

ness, roughness on the tongue.—II. =;). Suid.,, , a fish, pcob.=/fe-., ov. , Cestrvs, a town of

Pamphylia, Strab.—IL , masc. pr.

n., Qu. Sm. 8, 293., . , an engine

for slinging stones, invented in the
war with Perses, Polyb., and Liv.. ,{ II.) to point

:

to scratch with a graver, etc. Hence,, , engraving, etch•

ing, Plin., , ,() point-

ed : . ?.. a stake with the point

hardened in the fire., poet, for, II. 3, 453.,,,=, The-
ogn.. 243., , o,=:sq., II. 13, 28.,, ,() any se-

cret place, hole, hiding-place, cave, den,

Od. 13, 367: esp. the lair of a beast,

TTVKLvol. of swine, Od. 10,

283.—2. of the nether world,-
., the vault of T., Aesch. Pr. 220,, Eur. Hec. 1.—II. in Aesch.

Euin. 805 =, the most holy

place, sanctuary., , , {v)=foeg.,
USU. , the depths of the

earth, II. 22, 482, Od. 24, 204, Hes.,

Pind.. etc.', fut. : perf-
: aor. 2, Ep. redupl. subj.

/CfKliftj, Od. 6, 303. To cover quite

up. bury, hide, conceal. Horn. Pass.

to lie hidden, 'Aide, to lie hid

in the nether-world, i. e, to be in the
grave. 11. 23, 244.— II. esp. to keep hid-

den or secret, conceal, Horn., who has
«. t'oiJ,, or :, no more can ye disguise your
eating and drinking, Od. 18, 406.

—

III. c. dupl. ace, , to

keep a thing concealed, secretfrom one,

Od. 3, 187.—IV. the perf is used as
pres., to keep concealed, secret, II. 22,

118 : the plqpf as impf. Od. 9, 348.—
B. in trag. also sometimes intrans.,

to be concealed, lie hidden, Soph. O. T.
968, etc., esp m perf. Aesch. Pers.

649, Soph. Ant. 911, El. 868. The
word is only poet. On its difference

from, cf sub. (Akin
to, .), , , the Heads, head-
land at the entrance of the Greater
Syrtis, Strab., , ,() an in-

veterate kind of headache, Aretae./, ov, TO, v. sq.?.,, aiov,() of,

concerning, belonging to the head: usu.

nietaph. like Lat. capitalis. principal,

chief: to as subst., the chief

or main point, sum of a matter, Plat.

Legg. 643 C : and so in various rela-

tions, as in money matters, the capi-

tal, principal, opp. to interest or in-

come. Id. Legg. 742 C, etc. : -, the heads of

the sciences, said of philosophers,

Luc.—2. a summary of the chief
heads, the sum of the matter, Thuc. 4,

50, Plat. Gorg." 453 A, etc. ; so, ., Isocr. 39 D, cf. 113

: hence, ' ?., to

speak summarily, Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 18,

cf Thuc. 6, 87 ; esp. in recapitulating

an argument, etc.. summing up, Plat.

Tim. 26 C : also in rhet., a head, topic,

common place of argument, Dion. H.
—3. in genl. the crown, completion of a
thing, K. . Lat.

fastigium imponere rei, Dem. 520, 27 :

hence ]&1=, .,
Ar. Nub. 981

;, Amphis
Philet. 1.—4. later, a divisitm of a
book, chapter, Lat. caput, Eccl.— II.

(), Ar. Ran. 854, seems
to allude to/ ?, perh.

also with the notion of breaking his

head. Hence, , to bring under heads,

svtn up, state briefly or summarily,

Thuc 6, 91, etc.; also in mid., Plat.

Rep. 576 B.—11. in N..—}.,
to smite on the head, slay., ,(, -) principal, most important, chief

Luc. : summary. Adv. -, summa-
rilii, briefly, like ?, Arist.

Rhet. 3, 14, 8.?,, , {?-) the whole sum, sum total. Hdt. 3,

159.,, ,()
a summing up, comprehensive consider-

ation of various things. Gramm., , f. -, to suffer

from headache, Diosc. : from, , (,)
sufferingfrom headache. Plot.

—

. act.

causing headaehe, Xen. All. 2, 3, 15.

Hence, , , headache, Are-
tae., Plut.

K<baay^, , ,^-
•^-, both act. and pass.. Gal., , =?.,
dub. in Plut.,, and7.,,
, later forms for /.^,-, Luc, cf, Schiif. Greg. p. 158.

, , , the head, of man or
bea.st, Hom., etc. : -, from head to foot, II. : -, in Hom. , down
from the head; later also heels over head,
topsy-turvy:

, head fore-
most, hence, ., to
hury head downwards, Hdt. 3, 35;
., to rush headlong, Hdt. l',

136, ubi V. Valck. ; hence of utter ruin!
Lob. Phryn. 440, Stallb. Plat, Rep. 553
B.—2. the head, as the noblest part,

periphr. for the whole person, Od. 1,

343, il. 11,55, etc. ; so, --, Hdt. 2, 39

:

esp. in the salutation,, -, II. 8, 281 ; 23,94 : also in prose,

like Lat. carum caput : also in bad
signf , , Hdt. 3. 29:, Ar. Ach. 285, Dem.,
etc.—3. also in various phrases for the

life,), II. 17, 242,

/?), II. 4,
162, , setting
their lives on the cast, Od. 2, 237, for

which we have in 3, 74,: also
in imprecations, -', on my head be it ! Ar.
Ach. 833; so, . alone, Ar. Plut.
526 : so too, Tivi ?.-

, Dem. 323, tin., cf./-.— II. the upper end, extreme of a
thing, Hipp., etc.—2. in plur. the head
or source of a river, Hdt. 4, 91.—III.

K., a wig or headdress, Ar.

Thesm. 258.—IV. metaph. the chief,

head 111 a thing,/., Arist.

Eth. N.—2. the chief point, sum, con-

clusion,^/.. Plat. Gorg. 505
D. (There are dialect, forms 3?.
'/,, cf. Sanscr. kapala, Lat. ca-

put, Goth, haubith. Germ, haupt and
kopf our hood, head, as in man-hood,
God-head. On the root, v. sub -
-)
1?.,, , Cephale, a deme of

the tribe Acamantis, hence adv. -, in Cephale, Ar. Av. 476., ov, , (7.,) head-collector, comic epith. ot

Pericles, formed after the Homeric•, from the peaked shape
of his skull, Cratin. Cliir. 3., adv. like a head, dub.
in Opp./., v. sub., Ep. gen;, and^,
Ep. dat. oi, Hom., f. -.() to strike

on the head. Lob. Phryn. 95 : hence in

genl. to kill., , , () of, for
the head, of medicines, Diosc. : esp.

threatening, costitig the head or life, cap-

ital, late. Adv. -, hence .-. to punish cavitally, Hdn.?., , , the head or root of

the tongue, supposed to be tll( seat Ot

taste, hence also called. Poll.

2, 107. [t], ov, 6, sea-fish,^•, Dorio ap. Ath. 306 P., ov, TO, dim. from. Diosc. [«]
",, , dim. from

a little head. Lat. capilulum,,
Luc.—II. the head, upper part of any
thing.—III. head, chapter, division,

/., . .—IV. part of a shoe,

Arist. Rhet.— V.=, Polyaen.. ov, , the multiplication

table of single numbers from one to ten,

Arist. Org. ; as if from, cf.7 and., ov, ,, ., a chief

corner stone. Lob. Phryn. 700.,, , Cephalion, of

Gergithus, a historian, Strab. p. 589.
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-, , , the principal

men, chirjlains.

/./',, 6, a Cephalloiinn,

islander of Cephatleiiia, Soph. Phil.

791;tHoin. uses only pi. -
?.7}. , the Cephailemans. the sub-

jects of Ulysses, who inhabited, be-

sides the island Cephallenia, Ithaca,

Zacynthus, and a part of Acarnania,

II. 2, G31 ; Oa. 20, 210 ; etc., cf. tjtrab.

p. 452 : hence, , 7/, Cephallenia, the

Homeric Same, now Cefalnnia, an is-

land in the Ionian sea, Hdt. 9, 28.

Hence
^(1>7., , , of Cephalle-

nia. Cephallenian,, Strab.,, //. pecul. fern, to

foreg., Ael. II. N. 3, 32.^^, ,(,)
with heavy head or top, Theophr.—11.

act. loading the head., ov, , dim. from

sq.?, ov, a, a band for the

head, fillet, Gramm./, , {,)
shaped like a head, Hipp., ov,[.?)
cruised in the head,,
a contusion of the head. Theoplir,. ov, , the fortress , Hoin

/, Ep. part. pari. act. from, II. 7, 312.. , ov, part. perf. of, agreeable, winning, charm-

tng, Hoiii., whence in Att. the adv.. Ar., and Plut. : superl.

adv.-, Xen. Hipparch. 1, 1., part. perf. pass,

from, . . Adv.-, agreeably, welcome., Ep. 3 phir. opt. aor. 2

mid. o{, for, II. 1,

256.. Ep. 3 plur. aor. 2 mid.

of, Horn.. perf. 2 o{. Hence/, , , comic word,

derived from ,, for

\\./, Gapeniaus for Athenians,

At. Eq. 1262, cf.., adv. part. perf. -
vtj. gaping, open-mouthed.', part. perf. of, II.

16, 409., part pert. 2 .
Find. 01. 9, 3: m Pyth. 4, 318, be-

sides there is the anomal. ace. plur.. []^',, perf. from., part. perf. from..•-, part. perf. pass, from

Cephaledium in Sicily, Strab./, . , (,) piercing, assaulting the head

:

epith. of a kind of phalangiam, elsew..,,, napkinfor

the head.). ov. (?>.,)
with head-like, i. e. a bulbous or lumpy

root., ov, , a large-headed sea-

fish, supposed to be a kind of mullet.

Eat. cephidus, capita, Arist. H. ., cf.

Ath. 307 B,sq.], ov. , Cephulus, son of

Mercury and Herse, ace. to lies. Th.
986 father of Phaethon by Eos (Au-

rora), and, ace. to ApoUod., of Titho-

nus.—2. son of Deioneus, husband of

Procris.after whom the Cephallenians

were said to be named. Call. Dian.

2:09, etc.—3. a Rhetorician of Syra-

cuse, who came to Athens, in the

time of Pericles, father of Lysias,

Plat. Rep. 327, sq.—4. an Athenian,

Ar. Eccl. 248., , f. -, to cut off

the head, less Att. than ., The-
ophr. ap. A. B. : from, ov,{,)
cutting off the head, Strab.

, ov, ,{,) a trepan, Galen, [v],,=, like

a head, Theophr.,, b, Cephalon, masc.
pr. n., Polyb. 8, 14, 5.&7^, , , with a head,

headed, esp. of plants with a clustering

head, as garlic, etc., Diosc.^, adv. part. perf.

p|ss. from, slackly, loosely,

Galen., perf., whence
part. ace., Od. 4, 96, 3 sing,

plqpf. Ep., 11. 24, 192., perf. act. of/., perf. pass, of,
part. -7/(•, . Horn. 6, 10., Ep. inf. fut. act. of, II. 15, 98., Ep. 3 sing. fut. mid.^^, Od. 23, 266.., Ep. 3 sing,

and plur. plqpf. pass, from,
Hes. Sc. 65, H. Hom. Cer. 458,
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, fut. 3 mid. from-, f\om., part. perf. from-, Houi., perf. pass, of ;;, Hom., adv. part. perf. pass, of, profusely, Lat. effuse, Alciphr.., 3 plqpf. pass.

Ep. of ^j^fij, Ho:ii., Ion. 3 plur. perf pass,

from, Hdt., Ep. coUat. form of, de-

siderat. of, only Od. 7, :!42,. get lliee to bed. to sleep., collat. form from,,
tn cleave, dub., collat. form from, very

dub.-, , !/, Ion., Hdt. 8, 76,

Ccos, one of the Cyclades insulae,

opposite the promontory Suniuin,

Hdt. 1. c. : iithab., Ion.. ., Ion. for or : but «?; en-

clit. for -ov, Hdt.

Ki'/ai, Ep. inf aor. 1 of. Od.

15, 97 ; but / 3 sing. opt. aor. 1

of. 11. 21, 336./, Ep. part. aor. 1 mid. of

), 11. 9, 234., ov. , a long-tailed kind of
monkey, Arist. H. .: the name is

now given to the American species,

Sapajous : al., Plin. cephus.

tK?/), , , CeglUsa, mother
of Asopus, Pans. 2, 12, 4.

or, said by Gramm.
to be an Ion. interrog. particle added
to TTol or ?7,=£' or , cf.

Ar. Fr. 527, Pherecr. Incert. 33, where
however Meineke maintains that

; is merely quo tandem ? (quot-

ing Moer. p. 227), ; ';—V. 11. cc, et cf Bernhardy Era-

tosth. p. 227, sq.

or. Dor. for, i. e., Theocr., , . 1. for-, q. v.

iKijoai,. al, C'edae. an Attic deme
of the tribe Erechthe/s.?>, rare collat. form of.^.. , Cedalion. a ser-

vant of Vulcan, Luc. ; title of a sa-

tyric drama of Sophocles., , , {) care, esp.

taken of the dead, Eur. Supp. 134

:

hence /«nera?, burial, Ap. Rh.—TI. a/'

finity, connection by marriage., ov,{) cared for, dear,

beloved, with a notion of near kindred,

II. 19,294.-11. of, belonging to a fu-
neral or tomb, mourning, sepulchral,, Aesch. Cho. 87, cf 227.

K7;(5fyi/oi'ii'f,, ,=6,.
Rh. 1, 271., . ,{) care,

solicitude, Plat. Rep. 463 D.. , >. of, befitting a, provident, careful, watchful,

Polyb.: TO /c.,=foreg., Id. Adv. -«wf,
Id. : from,, ,{) one that

has charge of a person or thing, a pro-

tector, guardian : in II. always of at-

tending to the dead, 23, 163, 674 (not

found in Od.) : also of a female in

Soph. Ant. 549.— II. a connection by

marriage, cf: never of blood-

relations, Valck. Phoen. 431., ,=^, like7
and ?. only in II. 23, 160,, to whom the charge

ofburying him belongs: others (in same
signf.) make it gen. from : oth-

ers make the adj. o.xyt.,.,, Ion. lengthd.

impf. of, Od., ov, , {) one that

takes charge, osp. ol burying the dead.

—II. a connection by marriage, Xcn.
Mem. 1. 1, 8, esp. a son in low, An-
tiphon 142, 43, etc. : also bmthn- in

law, a. a sister's hnsliand, Lys.aOi^rG;

Isae. 59, 8; h. a wife's brother, Eur.
Hec. 834, Dem. 8(i7, 12 : a father in

law. Id. 954, 7 ; cf. Hence. ar, , connexion hi/ mar-

riage, affinity, 'Xeu. Hell. 2, 4, 21.

Hence^, , , of belcmging to

affinity./,, , fern, of,
as if irom, a female connex-

iim by marriage, Eliseb.,. ,=.,, ,{)=, es[). affinity, connexion, alliance ht/

marriage, Eur. Med. 76,—2. poet, for, one who is so connected,

Soph. O. T. 85.. ov, ,=,-, Arist. Probl. : from, {) to take charge nf,

attend to, tend. Soph. O. T. 1323, O.

C. 750;. Soph. Fr. 606. Eur.

I. T. 1213.—2. e.sp. to attend to a corpse,

lake charge ofthe burial . Soph. El. 1141,

in pass.—II. to contract affinity, ally

one's self in marriage, .',
Aesch. Pr. 890 ; c. ace, . to

marry. Soph. Tr. 1227: usu. c, dat.,

to ally one's self with.... Eur. Hipp.

634 : in pass, to be so connected, Id.

Phoen. 347.—2. . , to

give her in marriage, Joseph.. , f. -.^=, to grieve,

trouble, II. 24, 240.— II. = II., , ov, superl. formed
from, most leorthy of our care,

dearest, most beloved, with',
II. 9, 642, with. Od. 10,

225.— II. in Od. 8, 583, are

those nearest allied by marriage.—Corn-

par,, ov, gen., post-Hom.. v..,, .() care, concern,

c. gen., ? ov, Od.
22, 254: hence— II. trouble, sorrow,

mmirning, Horn. ; distinguished from, Od. 4, 108.—2. esp. mourning

for one dead, II. 4. 270 ; 5, 156. etc.

:

hence a funeral, burial. Eur. Ale. 828;

TO K., to attend the funeral,

Hdt. 6, 58.—3. affliction, trouble, dis-



KHKI
tTPsx, Horn., esp. in plur.—III. an ob-

ject of care, a care, Aesch. Ag. 699,

with a play on the next signf.— B.

connexion by marriage, Lat. affinitas,

Hdt. T, 139, and Trag. ; and so some
explain II. 13, 404, but cf. II. 15, 245;

16, 516., , , affliction, trouble,. Rh.
Krioojvvog, ov, anxious ; in genl.=, Eur. Or. 1017.', fut., to make anx-

ious : hence to trouble, annoy, distress,

vex, Horn. most. freq. of outward
troubles, always c. ace, ?., II. 17. 550, cf. 5, 404, Od. 9,

402, etc. The fut.. which
Buttm. refers to,, might bet-

ter be assigned to , 7^.-, many will this arrow trouble for
their life. i. e. will deprive them of it,

Od. 21, 153, 170: cf the part. aor.-, II. 11,334.—. pass., c. fut. (II. 8,

353), and pf. 2 act. with pres.

signf., to be troubled, distressed, annoy-

ed: part.,, ,, dis-

tressed, in. trouble, Hom. ; c. gen., to be

anxious or concerned for have a care

for, Horn., Hdt., etc. ; Aava-, II. 8, 353 ; .', Hdt. 7, 230., Dor. for ,/,, , Cedon, an Athe-
nian, Diod. S. 15, 34., p. 3 sing. aor. 1 act. of, II. 21, 349.,, ,=, Ar. Yesp.

674, , , and in Hermipp.
The. , ov, -.^^ II./,, , in PolL said to be a

vessel into which the' were cast

in voting, cf. .—. a dice-box,

Ath., c£, elsewh.. (Ace.

to Ath. from *,,.^, . ov. Ion. for, a, ov,

of Ceos, ., an inhab. of Ceos, Hdt.

5, 102., Dor. for, i. e. ./, Dor. for ., f.-,^, to abuse,

revile, Lyc. : from,, , said to be an Ion.

word from, mischievous, hurtful,

Nic. : metaph. abusive,/, Call.

Fr. 253., , , () abuse,

insult, Lyc.iK, ov, 6, Cecides, an early

dithyrambic poet of Hermione, Ar.

Nub. 985..3, ov, 6, a kind of shell-

fish, Epich. p. 22,, , , dim. from
II., a small gall-nut. [/Ci], ov, {, )
bearing gall-nuts : from,, fj, any thing gushing

or bubbling forth, esp. of fat or juices

drawn forth by fire,, Aesch. Cho. 268 ; .,
bubbling blood, lb. 1012; cf. Soph.
Ant. 1008 : hence in genl. juice,, Aesch. Ag. 959. (cf. sub
.)—11. a gall-nut, because pro-

duced by the sap oozing from punc-
tures made by insects, Dem. 816, 20.

[t] Hence,{) to gush forth, bubble

vp, 7?. ,
much brine gushed up his mouth. Od.

5, 455 ; also, . . Soph, Phil.

784 ; and in mid,,, lb. 696 : c. ace. cognato, to

bubble with, send forth. uVTur/v, Ap.

Rh. [I Ep. ; but Att., cf. Soph. JL cc]

KHAO
K77?.aa'a>,collat. form from«?,<

soothe, appease, assuage.

7//, , an Indian bird, mention-

ed by Aelian, thought by some to be

a kind of bittern or curlew.,, ,, a cloud that

denotes wind, not rain, Theophr.—B., , a she-goat with a star on

its forehead, ct.., , , also,
ov, . and,,, an ever-

green tree, Lat. celastrus, Theophr., ov. Ion. for sq., q. v.

)?, ov, () burning, blazing,

oft. in Horn., always in phrase nvpi, and, except in II. 8. 217, al-

waj's ending the verse, so that,
must be pronounced as dissyll. : col-

lat. form only in U. 15, 744,

cf. and. Hesych. also, combustible, dry..7, ov, , soother, charmer

;

hence a beguiler : from
KHAE'S2, , f. -, to charm, be-

witch, win over, esp. by music, Lat.

mulcere, , Eur. Ale. 359,

cf. Plat. Lys. 206 : to charm ser-

pents, etc.. Plat. Rep. 358 : in genl.

to coax, beguile, Achae. ap. Ath. 641

D ; of bribery, Theopomp. (Com.)
Med. 1 : to .reduce, Aeschin. 27, 13, in

pass. (Perh. akin to '7..), , , Att., a tumour

:

also hernia, Lat. ramex.?, , ai, {) the

Charmers, mystical songstresses, like

the Sirens, but harmless. Find. Fr.

25 ; in Philostr..'], ov, ,{) rapture,

enchantment, esp. in listening to sweet
sounds, Od. 11.334; 13,2.?], ,,^..

or /., a, , {-
?.e(j)Lacon.=A:77Zi;ff-;?i-,Plut.2,220,F.7^, UTor, , magic charm,

spell, Ibyc. 2, Eur. Tro. 893.,, ,{7.) anenchant-

ing, char?ning. esp. to heal,. Plat. Euthyd. 290 A : delight,

enjoyment, delusion, esp, by hearing

sweet sounds, Stoici ap. Plut.7.,, , fem. -,=. Hence/., a, ov, better , ov,

charming, beu'itching ; appeasing,,
Eur. Hec. 535: .=^.
'7., ov, ,{) a charmer.

Timon ap. Diog. L. 8, 67.7, ov, , Att. ., {7.)
one who is ruptured, Strab.7,, ,,{) charming,

delighting, Ath.7., ov, , a charm, spell,

Hesych.7^,. ,=7..
;/(5, , {7]7) to stain, soil,

Arist. Insomn. : metaph. to disho7iour,

disgrace. Eur. H. F. 1318. Hence7., , , stained, soiled., , V. sub.
K)7?.i'f,, 7/, a staiii, spot ; defile-

ment, e. g. of blood, etc., Trag. : me-
taph. a blot, bletnish. disgrace, Soph. O.

T. 1384 ; also, ., lb. 833.

(Usu. deriv. from .) []^, , Att. ', the wooden
shaft of an arrow, like, hence
an arrott; as we sav a shaft, usu. in

plur. '/, II. 1. 53", 383 ; 12, 280 : in

Hom. always of a god's arrows, e. g.

of Apollo, i. e. pestilence, or of Jupi-
ter, i. e. tempest, and so in Hes. Th.
708, of thunder: metaph../-, Pind. P. 1, 21. (Peih. akin7. iii?iOv.tprob.hetterwith

Passow from, cf. 7-, and
the similar tise of brand in Eng. even
of metal weapons.)

7 and/., ov, ,=/.,.7/, , , the operation for a
hernia : Irom77., ov, {7.,) oper-
ating for a hernia. Medic.
1K7j7.ovaa,, , Ceh'tsa, a mountain

of Sicyon, Xen. Hell. 4, 7, 7 : ct. Koi-..̂, , {,) to burn,

bum au-ny, Hesych., , collat. form of,
q. V..,, , {.) a sicipe,

machinefor drawing waterfrom a well,

Lat. tolleno, also7..-— II. a he-

ass : and so metaph. a lecherous fellow,

cf. Archil. 96., Ion. -, ov, ,=
7/7. , Hdt. 1, 193 : from77., to raise as by a k7}7mv.
Math. Vett., ov, . Ion. for ?.•., ov, , V. 1. for 7.-., , , stews, brothels,

Lyc. : written also., Dor. for ., Dor. for ., ov, b, a muzzle, put on a led

horse, to prevent it biting. Xen. Eq
5, 3.—II. a wicker vessel like an eel-

basket, for fishing, a ueel, Lat. nassa.

Soph. Fr. 438.—2. a funnel-shaped top

to the voting-urn ((/(5-) in the .\then.

law-courts, strictly of wicker-woxV.,

through which the ballots {'/)
were dropt, also /,/,-
piov, Ar. Eq. 1150, et ibi Schol., v.

Scott on the Athen. Ballot, pp. 8, 10.

—III. a female or/iat/tent. (Perh. akiu
to,.), , , a plant, the-

of Diosc., ,{) to muzzle a horse,

Xen. Eq. 5, 3. Hence,, , a muzzling., Dor. for, i. e. , but
for .]. ov, , Cenaeum, north-

west promontory of Euboea, opposite
Thermopylae, H. Hom.. 219 ; -

., Soph. Tr. 753 ; Thuc, 3, 93,

etc. ; it is now Lithada., a, ov, ofCenaeum,Cenaean,
",, so called from a temple of his

on this promontory. Soph. Tr. 238., Aeol. for,,
Sapph. 2, 1. : Dor.., ov, 6, Lat. census, a tax,

N. T. ^', , gen., a sea-gidl, sen-

mew, Od. 15, 479, elsewh. and. whence some write mon-
osyll. in Od., Ep. 1 plur. subj. aor. 1 act.

of, for, II. 7. 377, 396.~,,,{) of,from
a garden, growing or reared in one,

Diosc.—II. , sub., agar-
den-door, back-door, Hermipp. Moer. 2,

cf. Dem. 1155, 13.— 2. also a salad-

herb, Diosc., Dor. for .,. Dor. for,. i. e. .. , ,{) the tending

of plants in a ga7den, horticulture,

Plat. Legg. 845 D., , , {) that

tchich is reared in a garden, a garden-
herb OT flower. Ar. Av. 1100, cf Herm.
Opusc. 1, p. 58.,, ,{) agardener,

Philyll. Pol. 5., ov.(.) cultivated

in a garden, opp. to wild, of plants.
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, , ,=./, ,, cultivated, groum
garden, Diosc. : from,() to cultivate, rear in

a garden, Thuoplir., in pass. :iiietai)h.,

to tend, cherish, Eur. Hipp. 78, 'Fro.

1175., Dor. for, i. e. int.,^, {jv,,{~)^ .,
garden-JVymphs., , , dim. from,
Plut.

KriTTiop, ov, , dim. from,
Thuc.-<i,C2.—n.also=K/77rof lI.,Luc.

Otliers, not so well, proparox,.
tKiyrrtf,, , Cepis, an Athenian,

father of Adiinantus, Plat. Protag.

315 E.\.,, 6, Cepion, a flute

player, a pupil of Terpander, Plut.

1K7/~o<, o)V, oi, dpi, (the Gardens)

a city on the Cmiinerian Bosporus,

also, an island in the Maeotis, Strab. p.

495: , Aeschin.

78, 18., , ,(,)
one who has his hair cut in the fashion

called, comic word in Eustath., ov, , (,)
a gardener., ov, (, )
speaking, leaching in a garden, eplth.

of the Epicureans., , , (,)
the making of a garden.', , I), a garden, orchard,

OX plantation, Hoin., etc. ; .-, Od. 4, 737 : hence of any rich,

highly cultivated region, as Cyrene
is called

' -, Pind. P. 5,

31, Libya- ., lb. 9, 91, etc. : also

oithe enclosure for the Olympic games,
Pind. O. 3, 43 : oi ,
the scholars of Epicurus, because he
taught in a garden, Jac. . P. p. 205 :

ol , lettuce and other

quick growing plants in pots, hence
proverb, for anything pretty, but fleet-

ing and unreal, v. Interprr. ad Plat.

Phaedr. 276 B, Theocr. 15, 113.—11.

afashion ofcropping the hair, v.

I. 2, and II.

—

III. pudenda mu-
liebria, Diog. L. 2, 116.—IV. v. 1. for-, q. V./, , , (, -,) tomb in a garden. Van
Goens de Cepotaohiis 1763, Uhden
in W^olPs Mus. 1, 3, p. 351., ov, , (, -) tyrant of the garden, epith. of

the Epicurean philosopher ApoUodo-
rus, Diog. L. 10, 25., , , (,*)
gardening. Hence, , , belonging to

garden-work., , (. -,()
practise gardening., , ,() gar-

dening., , , belonging to gar-

dening or to a gardener,, Plat.

Minos 317 : from, , , (,)
keeper of garden,, Euphor. Ill :

in geni. a gardener, name of a play

of Antiph. ; also, Archipp.

Incert. 2.,, , (, -) watch of the garden, of Priapus,

Inscr., -, -, -,()^.. , gen., ace.,
the goddess of death, also godde.-!s of
fate, esp. as bringing violent death,

often in Horn., who sometimes has
also the pinr.: her usu, epi-
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thets are. ', : also

K//P or : associated

with 'Eoif and Ki'(5o//iof as haunting
baltle-tields, like the northern Val-

kyriiir, clad in robes red Willi blood,

11. 18, 535. A man who was to die a

violent death, had a peculiar Kyp as-

signed to hiin from his birth, 11. 23,

79. Jupiter puts those of Achilles

and Hector into ihe scales, when it

is to be decided whether is to die first,

11. 22, 210: nay, Achilles had two, between which he was allowed
to choose, II. 9, 411 : here it passes
into the more genl. signf. offate, death,

and so we have , II. 12,

326, ,, II. 8, 73.

1 Hes. Th. 217, 220, they are aven-
ging deities.—2. later more generally,

goddess of mischief or evil, without ne-

cessarily implying death.—K;/p may
be compared with and,
but not with,, or the Ro-
man Parcae, as these do not bring

misfortune only.—11. as appellat. the

fate of death, death itself, esp. when
violent : in Horn. ace. to Wolf's Ed.
only once, II. 1, 228, to, that seems to thee to be

death : yet even in such common pas-

sages, as ,-, the appellat.

signf. appears, which later became
more prominent, fate, destiny, doom,
esp. an evil fate, Plat. Legg. 937 D:
hence disease. Soph. Phil. 42 : and
even moral evil, e. g. ov, an
unseemly disgrace. Soph. Tr. 454.

KH"P, gen., , contr. from, (which form first occurs in

Piiul. and Trag., for Hom. always
uses) :

—

the heart, Lat. cor, Hom.

;

kvi, freq. in Hom. ; also, 11. 6, 523, and, Od. 18, 34 :—for

V. sub :—he makes it the seat

of the will, ,
II. 15, 52; and esp. of the passions,

and aft'ections, e. g. joy, II. 22, 504,

cf. 19, 319, of sorrow, esp. in phrase' : less freq. of the un-
derstanding, as in phrase,?, Od. 7, 82 ; 18. 344 ; so

too when joined with, II. 15, 52

:

when used of a lion, II. 12, 45, it is

not so much physically as metaph.
The dat. is in Hom. freq. used
as adv., like Kijpoei,with all the heart,

heartily, II. 9, 117; mostly however
strenglhd., , from or in one's

very heart, II. 4, 46, Od. 5, 36, etc.,

where is an adv., and must not
be mistaken for a preposition., () to harm, hurt, de-

stroy, Aesch. Supp. 999.— II. () in-

transit, to be alarmed, disquieted, anx-

ious, Eur. H. F. 518: , at a thing,

Id. Hipp. 223.—2. to pine awny, die for,

Lat. deperire, , Phifo., , , (,)
averler of evil. Lye., ov, ,=,
Dio.sc.,,,=^,-, kind oNncust, in Nic., ov, 6,(,)
a waxen agate, Plin. : SO calleil from
its color, [], ov, ,(,)
wax oil, a kind of salve. Medic., , .(,-) fomentation with melted wax,
Medic., ov, () deadly, perni-

cious., ov, (,) death-

bringing., ov, (,)

brought, iirged on by the,,
11. 8, 527.^, , , the Cereus, a river

of Euboea, Strab., , , v. 1. for, q. v., f. -, () to look

like a honeycomb, Arist. H. A.
fK^piAAoi., o'l, Ccrilli, a town of

BrntuuMi, Strab., , .= II.

Ki/pivthv, ov, , a Jlower, dub. in

Thoophr., ov, 6, bee-bread, also tpi, Arist. H. A.
iKi/piveoc, ov, , Cerinthus, a city in

the northeast of Euboea, 11. 2, 538,
near., , ov,() of wax, wax-
en. Plat. Theaet. 197 1) :>> -
ptvai, painted women, because their

cosmetics were made up with wax,
Phllostr.— II. metaph. pliable as wax.
Plat. Legg. 033 D, cf. Hor. cereus in

vitiumflecti.—2. also wax-coloured, pat-

lid.,,,(,-) stealer of honeycombs, title of The-
ocritus' lUth Idyll., ov, TO, () a cake of
bees' wax ; a honeycomb, Lat. famis, H.
Horn. Merc. 559, Hes. Th. 597 : usu.

in plur., Hdt. 5, 114; also, .,
Id. 2. 92 : also honey, Hippon. 20 — !I.

a cutaneous disease, Lat. faims, also, Diosc, Gal., etc.: the
was of the same kind but less

virulent., , (,)
making cakes of wax, Anst. H. A., Dep., to hurt, injure, v., from.,, ,=(. ap. Ath., ov, ,, .strictly wax-
stone, precious stone in Plin., , (,) horn

to death or misery, mortal, Hes. Op.
416., , (, cCc5of) like

wax, wax-coloured, Theophr.,, , () a ivnv-light,

waxen-torch,,.—II. a whip. Hesych.
Kj;po} ovta. . ,{, yrnnj) the

production, formation of wax 0 honey-
cells, Joseph., ,() to

paint with wax, Ath., , , painting with

wax, as was the method in encaustic
painting, Ath., cf. Plin. 35,39, MiiUer
Archiiol. d. Kunst, § 320, 4: from, ov, (, ()
painting in ii>nx : but—II. propaio.x.,, ov, pass., painted in wax.

["], ov, . Dor.,
= sq., Eur. 1. T. 1125, Seidl., ov,(, (5«j) bound,

joined with wax, v. foreg., , f. -, (. •) to build in or with wax, of bees,

Pseudo-Phocyl. 162., , (,) like, waxen. Plat. Tim. 61 C : wax-
coloured. Ath.—2. metaph. yielding,

pliable, Philo., adv., () frcmi the heart./, adv., (()) or at the heart,

with all the heart, heartili/, Hom.. who
always joins , and that
with the verbs .,,,?^,€{. Henn. .
Horn. Cer. 362., , (, 7r7/}Tt'yUt1

fastened ivilh icax, A nth., , , (,)
wax-pitch, an unguent of wax and pitch,

Hipp., cf..', , f. -, to form.
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wtauld of Ot as of wax, Hipp., .,
to mould him in was, Eubul. Camp. 3.

—2. to make wax-cells, Diod. : from}07], ov, ,{,-
cu) a modeller in wax ; in genl. a mod-
eller. Plat Tim. 74 C. Hence
].]7/..,, of, belonging

to modelling in wax.

Krjpo-'/.aaTog, ov,{,)
moulded of wax, waxen, Soph. Fr. 464:
joiiLed with, wax,, Aesch. Fr.

574.~, , .-, to make wax.
'.7., , , (7},,)
wax-chandler., , , wax, Lat. cera, Od. 12,

48, 173, 175.— II. m plur., wax-
tapers, Heliod., ov, ,{,) a
modeller in wax, Anacreont.,,=,'
dub., ov (A), {,)
nourtshtiis, bringing death, deadly, NlC., ov {B),{,)
growing iviix, waxy, Anth.?., , {,) bring-

ing destruction, Lyc.,, 1.-,{,)
to produce wax.,, , ,{,-) clad or covered with, wax, Anth.,, , ,{,)
wax-coloured, Chaerem. ap. Ath. 608

D., , f. -), to melt wax :

to mould as in ?nelted wax, Ar. Thesill.

56 : from, ov,(,) mould-
ed, formed of melted wax. Castor, ap.

Ath. 455 A., (A),{) to wax over.

Long.—II. toform of wax., (), {) to hurt, harm,
also. Grainm.,, ,() that

which is cried by a herald or crier, a pro-

clamation, public notice, .,
Hdt. 3, 52 ; 5, 92, 7, etc. ; -, by proclamation. Id. 6, 78., , ,=., , , fern, from,
female herald or crier, Ar. Eccl. 713.

[i], , . Ion.,(,) the office of a herald or crier.

—11. in Eccl. preaching.-, ,{, -) shaped like a herald^• staff., ov, . Ion. -, the

fee, pay of a herald.—II. a heraUTs

wand, such as Mercury bears on old

works of art, usu. with two serpents

wound round it, Lat. caduceus, Hdt.

9, 100, Thuc. 1, 53.—III. the stone

whence the herald made his procla-

mations, V., [] Strictly neut.

from, ,,{) of, be-

hnging to a herald. Soph, f r. 897. [i],, ,{)
a herald's proclamation, message, Aesch.
Theb. 651. [v],,,=; []
and, . , belonging to

proclamations, etc. : from,() to be a herald or

crier, fulfil the office of one, Plat. Legg.
941 A : lience—il. trans, to proclaim,

give notice of, , Aesch. Supp.
221.,-,, Ion. for-,
'KELOV, Hdt.^, ov, , Cerycides, prop.

patron., as masc. pr. n.. Archil. 39, 1., ,,{) of, belong-

ing to heralds or criers,. Plat.

Polit. 260 D., , ov,= foreg.

Kr/pvKiov, ov, ,=, Ar.

Fr.429.

—

'.., tokens fsuppliants,

Dmarch. 92, 28.—II. a shel'l-fish.ci.-
II.—III. a collyriiim for the eyes.

Iv, yet twice in Anth. , v. Jac. A. P.

p. 680.] Hence, ov,(,)
bearing a herald's staff.7/, ,{ II, )
like the shell-fish, Arist. . .', ov, , Att. ', a

sea-bird, acc. to some the male halcyon,

Alcm. 12, Arist. H. A. [v]/,, ,{) a. herald,

pursuivant or marshal, m genl. a pub-

lic messenger, partaking of ihe char-

acter of a7i ambassador, an honourable
office in early times, Lat. praeco, ca-

duceator, legatus, Hom. : they sum-
moned the assembly, II. 2, 50, 97, Od.
2, 6, etc. ; and kept order in it, 11. 2,

280 ; 18, 503 : they separated com-
batants, II. 7, 274, sq. : they had esp.

charge of the arrangements at sacri-

fices and festivals, and even private

entertainments, 11. 3, 245 sq., Od. 20,

276. As public officers they are call-

ed, Od. 19, 135 : their in-

signia were staves or wands,-, II. 18, 505, Od. 2, 37, etc. From
the heroic times their office was sa-

cred and their persons inviolable, as

being under the immediate protection

of Jupiter, hence in II.,. -, :
hence they were employed in mes-
sages, etc., esp. between enemies, 11.

9. 170; 24, 149, etc. Mercury was
of the gods, Hes. Op. 80, Th.

939. In later times their functions
remained much the same ; but they
are messengers between nations at

war, Schol. Thuc. 1, 29. The fem.

«;?pufin Pind.N. 8, 1, Nonn. 4, 11,

elsewh..—II. a kmd of shell-

fish, with a wreathed shell which
"might be used as a sort of trumpet,
Arist. H. A.— III. metaph. of the cock,
Ar. Eccl. 30.—IV'. in Eccl. a preacher,

[v always : though some Gramm. call

in norn., and write it, v.

Herm. Soph. O. T. 746.]

iK7jpv,, , Ceryx, son of Mer-
cury, Paus. 1, 38, 3, from whom a

priestly family in Athens were called, cf. Thuc. 8, 53.,. , a proclaiming, pro-

clamation, Dio C : preaching, Clem.
Al. : from, Att. -, fut. -, (-) to be, officiate as a herald,-, 11. 17, 325 : to call,

make proclamation as a herald, II. 2,

438, Od. 2, 8, also c. acc, -
-, II. 2, 51, Od. 2, 7,--, 11. 2, 443 : . to sum-

mon one to a place, Ar. Ach. 748.—2.

freq. impers., (sc. ),
proclamation is made, it is proclai7/ied by
voice of herald, Poppo Xen. An. 3, 4,

36.—II. later in genl. to proclaim, an-

nounce, Trag. .• to extol, magnify, Eur.
Tro. 223.^—2. esp. to proclaim, adver-

tise for sale, Hdt. 6, 121, in pass. : ., to invite people to join as
settlers, Thuc. 1, 27.—3. to call on, in-

voke, Aesch. Cho. init. ; . ,
Eur. Hec. 148.—III. in Eccl. topreach,

teach publicly. (Prob. akin to,.), , , () any
thing made ofwax or waxed over ; esp.
— 1. a waxed tablet for writing, v. Hdt.
7, 239.

—

2.=^•, a wax-salve, ce-

rate, Hipp.—3. an unguent tised by

wrestlers in later times, Plut., cf.

: hence—4. the wreslli7ig

ground, Plin. Hence, , , anointed with, Juvenal., ov, , one who
anoints with, cf. ?., as
if from.,, , () bee-hive

or honey-comb, Gramm.,, ,() theforma-
tion or materials of wax, Arist. H. A., ,{,)
like a cerate. Medic., , ,{) mixed, cov-

ered with wax: to,=
2 : and , a cerate or salve,

used both medically, Hipp., and as a
cosmetic, Ar. Fr. 309., Dor. for ., ,—/., Hesych., 3 sing. subj. from,
for, II. 19, 32, Od. 2, 102, acc.
to Wolf; Buttm. prefers, v.., , , the fishery of large

fish, esp. the thunny, Ath. : the place
where it is carried on, Strab. (as if

from.)\, , ,, the Cete-

ans, a Mysian race near Pergamus,
of whom nothing definite is known,
Od. 11, 521, v. Nitzsch ad 1. : acc. to
Aristarch.—/^/ : from,,, () belong-

ing to sea monsters,, Mosch.^, ov. , the Ceieus, a river

of Mysia, flowing into the Caicus,
Strab.^, , , Ceteus, father of

Caliisto, ApoUod. 3, 8, 2.,, , salted thunny,=, Diph. Siphn. ap. Ath.
121 B.', ,,=., ov, {, ^), beingfood for fishes, bei7ig

lost at sea, Lyc.7]. ov, , a magazine of
implements for the fishery of large fish,
Ael.,, , any sea-monster or
huge fish, Hom., and Hdt. 4, 53 (ubi
al.) : in Od. 4, 446, 452,= (pu-, a seal, sea-calf: later esp. o(

whales, sharks, thunnies ; cf Lat.
cete.—II. a constellation, Arat. 354,
Cicero's pistrix. (In compos, it seems
to have had the signf of gulf depth,

abyss, which acc. to Buttm. Lexil. v.. etc., is the orig. signf., from*,,,, cf.

and,.), , (, )
nourishing sea-monsters.,,(,) eat-

ing sea-mo)isters, Orac. ap. Paus., ov,{,*) kill-

ing sea-7nonsters, Anth., as pass.,{) to grow
to a sea-monster, Ael.^, , , Ceto, daughter of

Pontus and Gaea, wife of Phorcys,
Hes. Th. 270, 333, Apollod. 1, 2, 6,
who also mentions a Nereid of that
name., ,{,) offish,

cetaceous, Arist. . . : also monstrous,

Diod.,, , only found as
Homer, epith. of Lacedaemon,, II. 2, 581, Od.
4, 1 : acc to some from in usu.
signf. vast, spacious : acc. to others

is here=, a gulf depth,

abyss, so that is for-, denoting the sunken situation ot

Lacedaemon between the Mount»
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Taygetus and Parthenius, to which
the epith. certainly refers, so

ISitzsch Od. 1. c. : but Huttm. Lexil.

in voce, explains it full of hollows,

taking it ol'lhe region, not of the city./, «,,=, Diosc.

K7/1), contr. by crasis from ., [], , greedy sea-bird,

cf. and, and sq. 2.,, , Ceyx, an early king
of Trachis, Ues. Sc. 354, 476.—2. son

of Lucifer, husband of Alcyone,

Apollod. 1, 7, 4t:—on the story of

Ceyx and Alcyone, v. Ovid. Met. 11,

272, sq. ; cf. foreg./, Dor. for , Theocr.

iKr/, a, , Cephas, (={•)
masc. pr. n., N. T./, , , Cepheus, son of

Lycurgus, king of Tegea, one of the

Calydonian hunters, Apollod. 2, 7, 3 ;

ace. to Ap. Rh. an Argonaut, brother

of Lycurgus, 1, ICG; cf. Apollod. 1,

9, 16.—2. son of Belus, husband of

Cassiope, king of the Aethiopians,

lldt. 7, 61 ; Ar. Thesm. 1056.

tK7/(?7/i'f, , , fem. adj. from
foreg. (2), of Cepheus,, 1. e. Ae•

thiopia, Nic. Al. 100 : cf. Lye. 834.', 7/, , a drone-bee, Lat.

focus ; hence freq. metaph. drone,

a lazy greedy fellow, who will do no-

thing for his bread, Hes. Op. 302, Th.
595, Plat. Rep. 552 C : in Plut. of

literary plagiarists. From their hav-

ing no stings, they were called -
or, dock-tails.—II.

also metaph. of old birds with the pen-

feathtrs gone, Eur. Bacch. 1364 (ubi

V. ElmsL), Tro. 191./, , ol, Cephenes, old

name of the Persians, Hdt. 7, 61.

K?]<piiviov, ov, TO, dim. from,
a sviall drone, drone-grub, Arist. H. A.. ,{,) like

a drone, Plat. Rep. 554 B./ or 7/0. Dor. for

from-, Theocr.^7], , , Cephisander,

an Atnenian masc. pr. n., Isae. 36,

42. [i]\,, , Cephisia, one of the

old twelve Cecropian cities of Attica,

Strab. p. 397 : afterwards a deme of

the tribe Erechtheis : hence adv.-, in Cephisia, Aeschin. 14,

26 ;
Kyipiaiuesv.fromCeph., Alciphr.^, ov, , Cephisuides,

masc.pr.n ,of Scyrus, Dem. 1230,21.

tKr/i>tfftttif,, 6, an inhab. of Ce-

phisia, a Cephisian, Plat. Apol. 33 E.\, a, ov, of the Cephisus,

Pind. O. 4, 1.^, ov, , Cephisius, masc.

pr. n., an Athenian, Lys. 106, fin.

—

2. an accuser of Andocides, Andoc.

5,28.^, ov, , Cephisodemus,

masc. pr. n., Ar. Ach. 705.^, ov, , Cephisoddtus,

an Athenian archon 01. 105, 3, Diod.

S. 16, 6.—2. an Athenian commander,
Xen. Hell. 2, 1, 16.-3. an Athenian

orator, sent as ambassador to Sparta,

Xen. Hell. 6, 3, 2.—Others in Dem.

;

etc.\., ov, , Cephisodorus,

an Athenian archon 01. 114,2, Diod.

S. 18, 2 ; another, Dem. 927, 23.-2. a

lochagus in the army of the ten

thousand, Xen. An. 4, 2, 13.—3. a

poet of the old comedy, Meineke 1,

p. 267.—Others in Ath. ; etc.^, . , Cephisodes,

an Athenian against whom Dinarchus

delivered a speech, Dion. H. Din. 12.

—Others in Paus. ; Ath. ; etc.,, , the Cephisus, a river
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in Boeotia, II. 2, 522 ; hence the pe-

cul. fern, , II. 5, 709,

. Horn.. 280.— II. later, the more
famous river of Athens, Soph. O. C.

087 ; etc. : also a river in Argolis, etc.

—The writing,7,
is not so good, Jac. A. P. p. 8bC.7,, , Ccphisophon,

an Athenian, envoy to Sparta, Xen.
Hell. 2, 4, 36.—2. of Rhamnus, sent

as ambassador to Philip, Dem. 235,

18.—3. another, of Anaphlystus, sent

on an embassy to Philip, Id. 250, 15.

—Others in Dem. 1107, 8, etc.—5. a

friend of Euripides, chief actor in his

dramas, Ar. Ran. 944.

7~/, V../, , smelling as of burning

incense ; in genl. sweet-scented, -, II. 6, 483. (Usu. deriv. from,, and, but both the sy-

non. form, and the analogous
make it prob. that there was

an old subst.—, which was
to, as in hat. fragro to flagro.), , ,=07, fra-

grant, in Horn, always epith. of -
: v. foreg., Att. lengthd. for, to go.

[a]

tKiovof and, v.., , , v. sub.,, , adidteralwn,fraud.

Plat. Legg. 916 D ; and.,, , an adultera-

tion, fraud. Plat. Legg. 917 : from, (/) to adulte-

rate, esp. gold, Ar. Ran. 721, or mer-
chandise. Plat. Legg. 917 B.—H.
metaph., . , to trick it out to

tempt one, Eur. Bacch. 475.)/, , ,() strict-

ly alloy, dross, base tnetal : metaph.

fraud, dishonesty, Hipp., and Ar. Av.
158. Hence., , f. -, strictly to

look like adulterated gold : hence USU.

metaph. to look bilious, have the jaun-

dice, Arist. Probl.,, , v. sub.], ov, adalltrated, spurious,

base, , Theogn.
119; and so in genl. of money, or

goods.—II. metaph.— 1. of men in

moral signf, base, false, Theogn. 117,

959.—2. base-born, bastard,^^vo.—
3. in genl. tricksy, deceitful, ambiguous.

Theogn. 123, esp. of oracles, Hdl. 1,

66, 75 ; 5, 91 : to , i. e.

pronounced with a false sound, Pind.

Fr. 47, ubi v. Donalds. (Ace. to most
Gramm. from, or-, , dross or alloy of gold : hence

they derive,=, a

clipper of money, and,-
or,=1, miners.)', , V. foreg., , pocket, pouch, knap-

sack, Hes. Sc. 224. (Said to be Cy-
prian for 77}, akin to,-. Germ. Kiepe, Kufe, Koffer, Kober,

Lat. corbis, cophiniis : we find-,,,,-
and also written.) [«tj^, ov, , Cibissus, son of

Thaies, Diog. L. 1,26.\, , , Cibyra,— 1. 7'/-, a city of greater Phrygia on the

confines of Caria, Strab. p. 630.—2.

7j, a city of Pamphylia, Id. p.

667. Hence^, ov, , fem.-,,
of Cibyra, Cibyraean ; 01 ., the

Cihyraeaiis, , territory of
Cibyra, Strab., ov, TO, the seed vessel of
the Aegyptian, a kind of

Nymphaea, containing the -

, Nic.—II. cup, either

from the material or the shape, Ath., ov, , and, in Ar.

Plut. 711,, , dim. from.,,(,)
tnaking bo.tes, chests, Plut., ov, , a woodeii box, chest,

coffer.— II. appell. of Apamea in Phry-
gia, Strab.—2. a harbour near Alex-

andrea, Id. [t Ar. Eq. 1000, Vesp.
1050 : first in Greg. Naz.]^, ov, , Cigdagatas, a
Persian, Aesch. Pers. 998, v. 1. -.?, ov, , v. sub.^, , , the Rom. Cincius,

Anth.., f. -,{) to tvag,

esp. the tad, as the bird /vi)/(Xot-does :

hence metaph. to change constantly, ov, TheogrL
303 ; . to./,, , the Lat. cancelli,

a lattice, or latticed doors : esp. at

Athens the railing or bar enclosing

the or,-, Ar.

Eq. 641, Vesp. 124, like.—
II. metaph.,.,
logical quibbles, Dehind which one en-

sconces one's self, Julian., cf. Hemst.
Poll. 8, 124.,, .{) any
quick, frequently repeated ^notion, Hipp.., ov, {i,=foreg., Hipp./., , , a water-bird, a kind
of wagtail, Antol. Tymp. 8, Anaxandr.
Prot. 1, 65, cf. Arist. H. A. 9, 12. 1.

Proverb.,., be-

cause it was supposed that the -
/. had no nest of its own, Menand.
p. 76. Also. Prob. -/ and are the same
bird ; the root being.

[], Att. for [],
Herin. Soph. . C. 1450, Monk Hipp.

1442., , , Cidalia, a fountain,

Pind. Fr. 136., ov, TO, an onio7i.

fK.apa, . , Cidaria, appell. ol

Ceres. Paus. 8, 15, 3., , , a Persian head-

dress, prob. the same as the royal -i-

or, differing from the

common in having an upright

peak, Philo ; also written,
Plut.— II. an Arcadian dance, [],{) to be sly, wily., , , a fox, strictly fem.

from., ov,=sq.. . ov, sly, artful, shrewd,

Hesych. : hence, , a fox,

like. (We find,, and
also written. Akin to.) \\^', a, 6, Cidenas, a Chal
daean, Strab.^, as pass, of the obsol. act., poet, for, to be

spread abroad, diffused or scattered, to

extend, esp. of the dawning day,

a/.a, ' a'lav '1\,
II. 8, 1 ; 23, 227.{. is to-, as to.), 7), , roasted barley, Hesych., 7J, , said to be synonyiiL

with, weak, faint, but only in

Hesych.^, , , Cithaeron, a
mountain of Boeotia, on the confines

of Attica, sacred to the Muses, now
Elatea, from the forests of fir near
its summit, Hdt. 9, 25; Aesch. Ag
298. Hence\, ov, of Cithaeron, -

.= foreg. Eur. Bacch. 1045 : and



KIKA^, ov,=foreg.,, Ar.

Thesm. 996.

tKi(?ai|Owvtf,, , pecul. fern, to

ioreg., Hdt. 9, 38.''. , , the Lat. cithara,

(whence our guittir), a kind of lyre or

lute, much hke the (cf. -), . Horn. Merc. 510, 515

;

bL.t in 11., and Od. always:
also, Hdt. 1, 24.

—

1.=-, the chest, cavity of the breast, like

?--—III. a rib. [], ov. , poet, resolved
form from, whence in Ar.

Tesp. 1318, the super!,-
.^ [], f. -',() to play
thecUhara, , 11. 18,

570, Hes. Sc 202 ; so too, /. .,
. Horn. Merc. 423, Xen. Symp. 3,

1, cf. Oec. 2, 13 ; so that the differ-

ence of the, and -
cannot be great, though the in-

vention of the first was attributed to

Mercury, of the second to Apollo.

Pass, of music, to be played on the ci-

thara. Plut. : of persons, to beplayed to., . , ace. •,=^-, Horn., who never uses the lat-

ter form : also for mtisic, harping, II.

3, 54 ; 13, 731, Od. 8. 248, elsewh. -: cf.. [],, ,() play-

ing on the cithara. Plat. Prot. 325 E., , , {,,)
that uhich is played on the cithara, a

piece of musicfor it. Plat. Prot. 320 B., ov,,^=, Call.

Del. 312., verb. adj. from-, one must play on the cithara, Plat.

Sis. 389 C., ,,^-, V. ap. Ath. 634 ., ov, , ()
player on the cithara, . Horn. 24, 3,

lies. Th. 95. Later, the
merely played, while the

accompanied his own singing : but
Aristoxen. says that they only differ-

ed in the instruments they used, the
using the /vpa, the-

the. Hence, , , belonging to a, or his art : -. sub., the art or skill of a/.
Plat. Gorg. 501 E. Adv. -, Plut., , , name of a play
of Anaxandrides : and,, , Aath., fem. of, q. v.,, , a playing the ci-

thara. the art of playing it, II. 2, 600.

Ion. word., ov,6.= II., Hipp.

;

cf. /..—II. a kind of turbot, sacred
to Apollo, Epich. p. 34, Arist. H. .,
etc. [], , f. -,()
to play and sing to the cithara, Plat.

Gorg. 502 A. Hence, , ?/, a singing to

the cithara, Dio C., . 7j,=(oreg., Plat.

Legg. 700 D. Hence, , , of, belonging to

harp-playing, Ar. Ran. 1282 : -,
sub./,^. Plat. Gorg.
502 A : from, ov, 6,(,,) one whi plays and sings to the

cithara, a harper, Hdt. 1, 23 ; cf -.,, . Ion. for, Hdt.,, , kind of vegetable,

Kic. [ij

KIAI, , -a,= foreg., inf of a rare poet. aor.-
Kov, V. under. Cic.,, , Greek fonn for

Lat. Cicero, Plut.

Kt/vi,, , the castor-berry, berry

I

of the palma-christi or (q. v.),

Hdt. 2, 94, where however it is pa-

roxyt. ; so Plat. Tim. 60 A., ov, b, curled hair, a ring-

let of hair, Lat. cincinnus, Ar. Vesp.

1009, also written. [-], , ov, () made of the

palma-christi or its fruit, Diosc. [i/c]

KiKKaSai', onomatop., a cry in im-
itation of the screech owl's note, too-

whit, toowhoo, Ar. Av. 261 : from?!,, , a screech-owl, Schol.

Ar., cf.. [] Hence, f. -, or,
to cry or shriek like a screech-owl, Lat.

tutubare, v. I. Ar. Lys. 761., ov, , thefruit-husk, shell,

the Lat. ciccus in the proverb, ciccum

non interduim./., Ion. for /., to call,

invite, Hom. : hence to call on, invoke,

implore, II. 9. 569.—II. to accost, ad-

dress, II. 23, 221.—III. to name, call by

name, Horn. : also, /,-
., 11. 7, 139 ; 9, 11 : used only in

pres. and impf, , , the Cicones, Cico-

nians, a Thracian race on the coast
of the Aegean west of the Hebrus,
II. 2. 846 ; Od. 9, 39., Dor. for, -, also-,, . Call. Fr. 318: and, , , also,^-3, screech-owl, Lat. cicuma.

Hence, to be purblind like an
owl, also/.-, ov, . Cicynethus, an
island on the Thessalian coast, Strab.^, , Cicynnn, an Attic deme

;

hence oi Att. -, the in-

hah. of the deme Cicynna, .. Nub.
210. Hence^, a.dx. from Cicynna, Ar.

Nub. 134: and
iKiKi^vvoi, in, at Cicynna, Lys. 148,

34 ; 149. 1., , strength, vigour, old

and rare poet, word, ov yap oi '
'-, , Od. 11. 393,

and so . Hom. Ven. 238: others
wrote in Od. or KrjKir, and ex-
plained it by, juice. [ ]*, a verb only found in the
rare poet. aor., inf, and
the Dor. aor. 1, mid.,
to make to go, bring, move, toss, akin to, as transit, to it, and to,
Jac. A. P. p. 829. Others make the
pres..
tKiZ/itaj'ov, ov,, . the Cil-

bianian plain, at the foot of Tmolus
in Lydia, Strab. p. 629.^?, , ol, v.. []. , , Cilicia, a country
of Asia Minor, bordering on Syria on
the east, and bounded by Pamphylia
on the west, divided into ,
Hdt. 2, 34 or , Strab. p.

533, in the west, and -, Strab.

p. 068, in the east.. f -, also in mid. Ki-/., {/) to play the Cilician,

i. e. to be cruel and treacherous like

the Ciiicians.

?.', ov, TO, a coarse cloth, Lat.
cilicium, strictly of Cilician goat's

hair.

\7,. a, ov, Cilirian, Aesch.
Pr. 351 ; oi /.. Strab.

p. 537= jrr/.ai in

Xen. An. 1, 4, 4; proverb. Ki7.- -
from the cruel and piratical

character of the Ciiicians, Paroem.
Zen. 4, 53.'/., ov, b,() Ci-
lician behaviour, i. e. drunken butchery,

Theopoinp. ap. Phot.
'/.,, b, a Cilician, usu. in

plur. Oi '/, the Ciiicians. l\.^ 6,

397, said to have derived their name
from '/. brother of Cadmus, Hdt.
7, 91.—2. adj. Cilician,, Xen.
An. 1. 2. 12. [t]

'/.. , , a Cilician woman,
Aesch. Cho. 732: in Xen. An. 1, 2,

12, the Cilician woman par excellence,

i. e. the Cilician queen.—2. as adj.,

pecul. fein. of/,, Hdt. 8,

14. []
tKi/./.a, , . Cilia, daughter of

Laomedon, ApoUod.—II. a citv ot

Truas, sacred to Apollo, II. 1, 38, Hdt.
1, 149 : hence
tKi/,P.a<Of, ov, of Cilia, Cillaean,

epith. of Apollo, from his temple in

Cilia, Strab. p. 612. '/.', ,
Mt. Cyllaeus, in Troas. Id.

.'/.;,, , (/./.,)
an ass-driver. Poll.^, ov,,, the Cil-

lanian plain in Phrvgia, Strab.

tKi?->.af, ov, , Cillas, charioteer oi

Pelops, Paus. 5, 10, 7.', ov, , =, an ass,

Hesych.^', ov, b. Cities, a commander
of Ptolemy, Plut. Demetr. 6./,. b, a trestle or
stand for any thing, esp. for a shield,/.3, Ar. Ach. 1 122

:

also of a table: and of a warlike en-

gine ; and esp. a painter's easel, Muller
Archaol. d. Kunst, '> 319, 4. (i'rom7, ass, and : was
used in the same way, and our easel

is merely the Germ, esel, though our
general word is horse, and so the
Germans use Bock.)/, ,=7., cf.

Ruhnk. Tim.\,. b, Citlicon, a Mi-
lesian who betrayed his native city

to the Prienians, whence his name
passed into a prov., Ar. Pac. 363.',, b, (/') an ox with
crooked horns, Hesych., a, ov, nf. like an ass, esp.

ass-colored, late : from, ov, b, an ass, Dor. word,
written also : ?., dice

made of ass's bone, Lat. tali, Hesych.
(Perh. from *?..)
/.. , ,=?.., ov. b, (, '^

wagtail, or some such bird, cf -
and,.^'/., Cilluta, an island in the

Indian Sea, Arr. An. 6, 19; cf Plut.
Alex. 66., also., oi, v..
*/., old word s)-non. wixh

/.' and. whence Lat. cello,

percello, only found in a few compds.,
Valck. Hdt. 7, 155., , , Cimarus, the north
w-est promontory of Crete, Strab., fut. -=/. to

cower doiim : hence to be slugiish, Lat.
desidere, also and -., , , stinginess, Arist.

Virt. et Vit., cf and., ov, , sub.,
a woman's garment, Ar. Lys. 45. 52,
dub., for Ktuuep-, is a v. I., and so
Dind. would now read.

KtuStpiov, ov, ,—'. 1. for foreg.
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or, , , nig-

gardness ; and, dep., to be niggardly :

from, IKOC, a, a niggard, miser

in Utile things, Arist. Eth. N. 4, 1, 30:

metaph. of an author./and ofpetti/ de-

tails,, Alh. 303 E.

tKi.i/'ipoi, uv, , the Ctmbri, a Ger-

man tribe of" northern Europe, Strab., , 7.,, the ^Ciminius

Lacus' in Etruria, Strab.^, , , of the Cimmerii,

Cimmerian,, Aesch. Pr. 730,-, Strab., at the mouth of the

Pahis Maeotis : from. uv, cil, the Cimmerians,

acc. to the legend, dwelling by the

ocean in perpetual darkness, Od. 11,

14 : by the ancients placed sometimes
in Italy, sometimes in Spain ; by
Strab. regarded as Grecian appell. of

the Kimipoi: later, a people about
the Palus Maeotis, Callm. 2, Hdt. 1,

15; 1, 12. (Prob. the same word as

Cimbri, Cymry, Cumbri.) Hence^, a, or, Cimmerian, .
7/, the Cimmerianfortress=:K-
ptKov in Strab., a town at the outlet

of the Maeotis, Hdt. 4, 12: : ., the Cimmerian ferry, ahnr-
bor on the Bosporus Ciin., lb. : -

., v. sub.,, , pecul. fern, to, Apollod.

tKt'/i/ifpot,,^, Lye.
tKo, ov, , Cimpsus, a town of

Lydia, Lye.?., , , with or without

), Cimolian earth, a kind of white
clay, like fuller's earth, from Cimolus
V. sq., which contained natron, and
so seiTed for soap for the baths and
barbers' shops of Athens, Ar. Ran.
713.

\7.. ov, , Cimolus, one of the

Cyclatles, now Argentiera or Kimoli,

Strab. V. foreg.^. ', , Cimon, father of

the celebrated Miltiades, Hdt. 6, 39.—2. son of Miltiades, grandson of
foreg.. Id. 7, 107.—3. a celebrated
painter of Cleonae, Anth. Hence
tK</z(Jvetor, ov, of or belonging to

Cimon, Plut. Cini. 4, 19., or, ,=-.,, , the rank smell of a

he-gnat ; hence also of men, Lat. hir-

zus alarum, Luc. : hence', , to stink as goats, Ar.

Plut. 291.,,,=., , , cf., sub
fin.', ov, , dim. from sq.

Kt'i'a(5of,,, Sicil. word, afnx

:

hence metaph. of a shifty, wily fellow,., like,, Soph.
Aj. 103, cf. Ar. Nub. 448, Dem. 307,
23 : in genl. like Lat. bellua. a monster,

Democr. ap. Stob. p. 279, 4, cf-,'. There is a vocat.

in Theocr. 5, 25, as if from, ', y',
but here ' should be read.

[«?-, V., sub fin.]\. ov, , Cinadus, pilot of
Menelaus, Paus.
iKivaouv,, , Cinadon, a Spar-

tan leader of a coi.spiracy against
the ephors and nobles. Xen. Hell. 3,
3, 3.,, , esp. rustling

mfitinn. rustling, Aesch. Pr. 124. (From, which Hesych. e.xplains by, i. e., ; he also

adds Kivelv, q. v. sub. fin.) [yu\
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, , , unnatural lust,

Aeschm. 18, 29 from>,=^., , /,—, Aes-
chm. 41, 13., f.-, dep. mid

,

to be a. Hence, , , unnatural

leudness..'(), ov,{,-) luritins of obscene things, A. B.

)^(5>•, , f. -, to' talk

or write of obscene things, Strab. : from. ov,{,)
speaking or uriting of obscene things,

Diog. L. : esp. uriting obscene books,

Ath., ov, b, a sodomite, cata-

mite, Lat. cinardus, pathicus, like -
: in genl. lend fellow, lech-

er. Plat. Gorg. 494 E.—II. sea-fish,

0pp. (Commonly referred to=' : v., sub fin.), , {^,)
like a.^, ov, , Cinaethium, a

town of Messenia, Strab.

and, , ,=., , , kind of artichoke,

Lat. cinara, Diosc. [], ov,(,)
eating artichokef, Juba ap. Ath. 343 F., , , (,)
kind of bag sieve for bolting flour,

Ar. Eccl. 730., ov, 6, v. 7..,, ,,^., ,^=}>, q. v.

tKirrfi'ur, afJof, , Cinilyan, appell.

of Diana, Polyb. 16, 12, 3 ; from^, , 7/, Cindya, a place in

Caria, Strab. : , , a

Cindyan, Hdt. 5, 118.,, 6, old coUat. form of, Alcae., et Sapph. ap. A. B.,

cf. Lob. Paral. 170."., ,[)
a risk, hazard, bold enterprise, Soph.
O. C. .564, Eur. I. T. 1001, etc. :

hence an experiment, [i], verb. adj. from-, one must venture, hazard,

Tivi, Eur. Supp. 572.'], ov, ,(.) a
daring, venturesome person, Thuc. 1,

70., , , daring, ven-

iurnvs, rash, Arist. Rhet. : from, to be daring, venture into

or face danger, run a risk. .,
')}. Hdt. 2, 120; 7, 209; .)
Trj ', to run a risk with all

Greece, i. e. endanger all G., Id. 8,

60, 1 : K. , Hdt. 4, 11, and
Xen. : . , Hdt. 8, 74 ;~. Lys. 198, 6: c. inf, to run the

risk of.., Hdt. 6, 9 ; 8, 65, 97, etc.—2.

absol. to make a venture, do a daring
thing, Id. 3, 69, Thuc. 1, 20 ; also to

be in danger, Arist. Eth. N.—3. also c.

acc. of the danger, to dare, venture,

hazard, ., Plat. Rep. 451
A./, Aeschin. 50, 40. .-, to hazard a prosecutipn
for perjury, Dem. 1033, 1.— II. as the

running a risk implies a probable chance

of success,, c. inf, is used
to express that which seems likely,

though uncertain, as, , they run
a risk of being reputed conjurors, Hdt.

4, 105 ; -, you will have the chance of
showing your worth, Xen. Mem. 2,

3, 17: also, as impers., (/

may be, probably. Plat. Phaedr. 262 0,
etc. And hence freq. used to modify

KINH
an assertion, merely out of courtesy,
when nr real doubt is implied, e. g., Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 34.

—

III. in
pass, to be hazarded, exposed to danger,

Tivi, Thuc. 2, 36 ; -, there is a risk of change,
Thuc. 2, 43 : =^•, Lys. 195, 34 : from, , , a danger, risk, haz-

I ard, venture, i. e. hazardous experiment,

Lat. periculum, Ar. Nub. 955 : also in
the abstract, hazard, risk, Theogn.
585, 637 : and so of any particular
kind of it, freq. in all authors after
him. (Horn, and lies, liave no words
of this family.) Hence the phrases, to run a risk,

metaph. from the dice (cf /-
Tu II), Hdt. 7, 50, cf Elmsl. Heracl.
149 ; also, ,
{'70(5<, Hdt. 3,69,, Eur.
Heracl. 504,, Thuc. 5,

108, etc.,, Xen. Cyr. 1, 2,

1 , etc. : . , Thuc.
5. 99 ; , Aesch.
Theb. 1048 : {), c inf,

or and subj. or opt., there is danger
that or lest..., it is to be feared that or
lest... (Perh. from, orig. of
throwing the dice.) Hence, ,(,)
dangerous, perilous, hazardous, Polyb.
Adv. -, Dion. H.,, , Cindon, masc. pr,

n., Ath. 345 0., , f -, () strictly to

set a-going, Od. 24, 5 : hence in genl.
to move, set in motion, stir, urge on,

Horn., both of persons and things.
Later variously,•— 1. to move, remove
thing from its place,, Hdt.
I, 183 : meddle uith, esp. things sa-

cred. Tu, Id. 6, 134, cf Soph.
O. C. 1526, Ant. 1001 ; so. . '-
r«, Thuc. 1, 143: hence to change,
innovate, , Hdt. 3, 80.—2. to

set a going, begin, ?,•, etc., v. Soph. El. 18 : in genl.
to cause, be the author or contriver of a
thing.—3. also to stir up, arouse, exaS'
perate evils, Soph. Tr. 974 ; to move to

anger, taunt, abuse, Id. Ant. 413 : to

provoke,, Dem. 537, fin. ; etc.

—

4. ft. , to turn every stone,
try every way, Hdt. 5, 96 : hence to

search, inquire into. Plat. Theaet. 163
A.— B. pass. c. fut. mid.,
and sometimes fut. pass,-. Plat. Rep. 545 D, aor.

(cf. /), to be put in motion, to go,

II. 1, 47 : hence in genl. to be moved,
he in motion, move, stir, ,, II. ; of an earth-

quake, . Hdt. 6, 98.

—

\1.=, esp. in Ar., hence ot -:=, v. ad Ar. Nub.
1102. Cf,. [-:
yet in,,,, etc., unless indeed this

proves that these words are not de-
rived from.]^. Ion. , ov, , Cineas, a
Thessalian prince, of Conion, Hdt. 5,

63. — 2. another Thessalian, a trait-

or, Dem. 324, 8.—3. the friend of king
Pyrrhus, Plut. Pyrrh., ,=7}, motion,
Pind. P. 4, 370., ov, ,=. [<].,, , a motion, move-
ment given to a thing, Arist. Mund.

.

an emotion, impidse, Plut. : esp. a po-
litical movement, Polyb. [i]

iKlva, ov, , Cinesias, a dithy-
rambic poet of Athens, Ar. Ran. 153,
etc.— II. a title of a comedy of Strat
tis, Ath. 551 D.



KINT, , ,() moving

or being moved : hence motion, as opp.

to repose, Plat. Soph 250 A, etc.

:

a dance, Alcm. 127.— II. an excitement,

emotion : a movement, disturbance,

Thuc. 3, 75 : of the Peloponn. vrar,

Id. 1, 1 : hence change, revolution,/. Arist. Pol. [i], ov, [,)
causing motion, Orph./., ov,{ 7.-
') leaf-moving., ov, gen., earth-

shaking., a, ov, verb. adj. from/ci-

vioj, to be moved or excited, Plat.

Erast. 134 A.—II., one must
stir up, call into play. Plat Rep.
373 A.], , 6, =, .
Horn. 21, 2. Hence, a, ov,=, -, Aesch. Supp. 448, cf. 307., ov, ,{) one that sets

a-going, an author, ~, Ar. Nub.
1397., , f. -,=:.
Plat. (Com.) Pha. 2, 21., , , () of, fitfor
moving, putting in motion, Xen. Oec.
10, 12,, Arist. H. A. : moving,

stirring zip, exciting.—II. (from pass.)

moveable, Plut. : turbulent, Polyb., , , ( ) moved,
moveable, Plat. Tim. 58 D., ov, TO, contr. for-, a thingfor stirring, [j]

Kivva, , a Cilician kind of grass,

Diosc., also , , Alt.

TiyyuSapl, cinnabar, vermilion, i. e.

the bisulphuret of mercury, being the
principal ore of mercury, Theophr.—
2. the color vermilion, Plin.— II. a veg-

etable dye, dragon's blood, Ael. ; also

or -
', or simply Indicum. [vu] Hence, f. -, to have the

color of, Diosc., , ov, of or like

vermilion, vermilion-colored, Arist. H. A.'. oVj^foreg.,,=^, Anax-
andr. Zogr. 2., , , a knavish
trick.., dub. 1. for I., ov, 6, {,^) the cinnamon-gatherer, name of
an Indian bird, said to build its nest
of cinnamon-twigs, Plin., called also, cf Hdt. 3, 111., ov, , later form for, Plin., . -, to be like-, Diosc., , ov, made, prepa-

redfrom or with cinnamon, Antiph. An-
teia 2 : from,., cinnamon, Hdt.

3, 111, who says that the Greeks
took from the Phoenicians this name
for () ; it came to

them through the Arabians, being
the laurus cinnamomum of Ceylon

:

there is an inferior and very different

article,. the bark of the laurus

ca.tsia, of Malabar. Later also writ-

ten. (That the word came
from Phoenicia is confirmed by the
Hebr. kinnamdn.) Hence,,,=^,
Arist. . . [], ov,(,) bearing cinnamon, Strab.-/. , ,()/ thing moved about, a floating or ho-

vering body, -, an airy^Aait-

torn, Aesch. Pr. 157, cf.. A
dub. collat. form is. []

I

, poet. esp. Ep. pass, from

I

an obsol. act. ,=, to

j

go, move, Horn., esp. in II., usu. -
' , they march-

\

ed... : also, /., oil

; shaken, jolted about, II. 14, 173. Hom.
j

uses only pres and impf , with aor.

from. [],, , an Asiatic instrument

with ten strings, played with the hand,
LXX; or with a plectrum, Joseph.
(Merely the Hebr. word kinniir,

which was onomatop. ; cf.
Germ, knarren, etc.) {v\^', Ion. -, ov poet, and
Ion. and, . Cinyras, an ancient
king of Cyprus, II. 11, 20, Pmd., etc.

—2. a tyrant of Byblus in the tune of

Pompey, Strab.—3. a Cilician, Anth.
Kivvpojiai, dep-, used only in pres.

and impf., to utter a plaintive sound,

lament, uail, Ar. Eq. 11.—II. trans, to

lament, bewail, bemoan, . Call.

Apoll. 20. — III. c. ace. cognato,?. , the bridles

ring or clash murderously, Aesch.
Theb. 123, cf?^,,
etc. [] : from, , , wailing, plaintive, 11.

17. 5, V.,., rare collat. form from
: in pass, to waver, be swayed

back and forwards, Aesch. Cho. 196.

iKivvip,, , and. ov,

the Cinyps, a river of Africa between
the two Syrtes, Hdt. 4, 175 ; 5, 42 —
2. the territory on both banks of the
river was also so named. Id. 4, 198.,, , Dor. for.
'/., , Cinotis, a small town

of Paphlagonia, Strab.~, ov, TO, a venomous, or
at least deadly beast, esp. a serpent.

Call. Jov. 25, Nic, cf sq. (Said!
notwithstanding the i, to come from, as from : akin
to' and?, q. cf

)

, ov, b,=,
like for , Nic.
Ther. 141, v. Lob. Paralip. 449.?.7. or -, , ij, highway
robbery : and
7.7., to commit highway rob-

bery, Biickh Inscr. 2. p. 629., ov, b, a highway robber.

Ion. word : sometimes written also7. and7. or7.
(Prob. deriv. from.), ov,,=,
Xen Hell. 4, 4, 5, ubi v. L. Dind., adv. () like a pillar., , ,() of, belonging

to a pillar.—II.{ II) with a dis-

eased uvula. Gal., ov, TO, dim. from, a
small pillar.—If. the tittle central col-

umn in a snail's shell, Diosc.,, , dim. from, a
small piUar.—U. the uvula, Lat. colu-

mella, uva. Medic., ov, , dim. from, a
small pillar, Joseph., , () like a pillar., ov,,,-
ov) the capital of a column, Strab., and
V. 1. in Xen., v..(), , to bear pillars : from, ov,(,) pillar-

bearing.

tKiOf, ov, 6, Cius, a branch of the
Ister in lower Moesia, Hdt. 4, 49

;

V. 1..—II. a companion of Her-
cules, Strab.—III. adj. v. sub sq.

iKo, ov. , Cius, a city of Bithy-
nia on the Propontis, Hdt. 5, 122 ;

later, Strab. : adj.

7.—, the gulf of Cius ; ol Kiavol,. the inhab. of Cius, Polyb. 17. 3, 12;

Ap. Rh. 1, 1354: fern.. .. Rh. 1, 1177; also KZof or,
inhab. of Cius.—II. the Cius, a river

flowing by this city, Ap. Rh. 1, 1173., , , an uncertain plant,

V. Sprengel Diosc. 3, 124:

{), used as a charm.
^KipKulov, ov, TO,() Circaeum

promoniorium, in Latium, with a town
and port of same name, Strab. : oi., the inhab. of Circaeum,
Polyb. 3, 22, 11—2. K., the

Circaean plain, in Colchis on the Pha-
sis, Ap. Rh. 2, 400., , , an unknown bird, Ael.,, , Circe, an enchantress,
Od. 10, 136, sq., dwelling in the
ocean-island Aeaea, in later writers,

in Colchis, daughter of Melius and
Perse, or ace. to Hes. Th. 957, Per-
seis :—strictly fern, from./.. ov, [, /.)
chased by a hawk,, Aesch.
Supp. 62., , , sub.-, ludi Circenses, Epict., ,( ) a circle,

Lat. circinus. also., ov. b, a kind of hawk or
falcon, which flies in wheels or circles,

II. 17, 757 ; 22, 139 : as omens were
drawn from its flight, it was sacred
to Apollo, Od. 15, 526 : also '
KOffwhere defines the particu-
lar Kind of. like /Joff Taipor,
etc.), Od. 13, 87.—11. a kmd of iw//.—
III. cirrle. ring, but usu. in form -
/COf(q. v.), Lat. circ%tlus,circinus : hence
—2. the Rom. circus, Polyb. Hence, , Lat. circino, to hoop in

or round, bind, secure with rings, Aesch.
Pr. 74 : cf., and -, collat., esp.

poet., forms from, to mix,
esp. wine with water : Horn, has
them only in Od., olvov, 7,

182 ; 10, 356 ; 13, 53 : also from-, 3 sing. impf. olvov, 14,

78 ; 16, 52, part, olvov, 16, 14.\(, ov, b, Ciroadas, king ol

the Odrysians, Anth.
fKi^pa. . , Cirrhn, a city of Pho-

cis on the Crissaean gulf, Pind. P. 3,
133: hence^^, adv. from Cirrha, Pind.
P. 8, 26 ; and^, a. ov, of Cirrha, Cirrhae-

an ; oi Kip/)iiloi, the Cirrhaeans,

Aeschin. 68, 43; ,
the Cirrhaean territory, Dem. 277, 6.^,, , pecul. poet. fem.
of.,, , a sea-fish, elsewh.. Opp.^, ,{,) of
yellowish, wan look, Diosc., , , tawny, orange-tawny,
between 7rv/!i/5of and,,
Hipp., ov, TO, a kind oi thistle,

said to heal the. Diosc., ,(,) var-

icose, of veins, Hipp.7., . , (, 7.}/)
an enlargement of the spermatic vessels

Medic., ov. h. enlargement ofa blood-

vessel, varicocele, Lat. varix, esp. in

the hips, legs and the belly, Att.. Dor.: the same as
3. Hence, er,^=, Hipp.

iKlpra. , Cirta, a tuwn of Africa,

Polyb. 37, 3, 10.

tKipoif,, , Cirphis, a town ot

Phocis on a hill of same name .>trab
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tKipuv, 6;vof . 6, Ciron, masc. pr. n.,

Isae. 68, 35 sqq., , gen., ace. «tv, aworm
in wood, or ace. to some in corn, the

weevil. Let. cuTcidio, Sapph. ap. Schol.
Find. P. 4, 408. The Grainm. make

a wood-worm, , the worm or

moth in wool, [i in nom. and ace. :

whence Lob. Paral. 81, sq., prefers

the accent, .]^, , , Cisamus, a seaport

town of Crete, Strab., , , the pumice-stone,

Lat. pumex-, At. Fr. 309, 4, cf. Alex.

Leb. 5, 9 : also written.
(Prob. from, as if worm-eaten, po-

rous.) [i], , , and, , ,
=/iiffrof, Theophr.
iKtaOi/vri, , , Cisthene, a city of

Aeolis in Asia Minor, Strab.—2. an
island on the coast of Lycia, Id.—3.

in Isocr. 72 D, ace. to llarpocr., a
mountain of Thrace. To the plains

near this mountain some refer the^/ Kesch.
Pr. 793, while others place them in Li-

bya : cf Bergk, Comoed. Atl. p. 44.", , Att., a chatter-

ing, mimicking and greedy bird, like

the jay, pica glandaria, Plin., corvus

caryocatactcs, Linn, (not to be con-

founded with the magpie, pica varia),

Ar. Av. 302, etc.—II. the longing of
pregnant ivomen, a false appetite, cra-

ving for strange food. Medic. Hence. f. -, Att.,
to scream like a jay.^, , ,() appell. of
Minerva, in Epidaurus, Paus. 2, 29, I., , , Cissaetha, fem. pr.

n., Theocr. 1, 15L, ov, ,=?..7?, , 7/,=:., , , plant, more
usu., Diosc. : also a kind of

is called both-
and ''/., from the look

of the leaves., , .^=, Hipp., , . -, Att.,( 11) to long, crave for strange

food, etc., as pregnant women, Arist.

H. A. : in genl. to long for, yearn after,, Ar. Pac. 497 ; c. inf , Vesp.
349.,, ,{) ivy-wreath-

ed, apiiell. of Apollo, and of Bacchus., , , Cisseus, son of
Aegyptus, Apollod.— 2. a king of

Thrace, father of Hecuba, Eur. Hec.
3 : cf..,, ,{)=-, Nic.^/,, , daughter of Cisses,

i. e. Theano, II. 6, 299.-2. daughter

of Cisseus, i. e. Hecuba, Anth., , (, )
ivy-clad.

Kcp, , () ivy-clad,, Soph. Ant. 1132., f. -, to polish with

pumice-stone : from, , ],=^, q. v.,

Theophr.?/, . (7.)
like pumice-stone, Theo\)hr. Adv. -,
Diog. Apoll. ap. Stub. Eel. 1, 608., ef,=rforeg., Diod.^/, , ace. to Schol. from, ov. , Cisses, a king of

Thrace, lather of Theano, II. 11,

223., ,,=, dub.^, . . Cissia, a region of
Susiana on the river Choaspes, Hdt.

, 49, 52,—II. mother of Meinnon,
AescL• Cho. 424.
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^, ov, , Cissidas, a Syra-
cusan, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 28.3<7, ,(,-) ivy-coloured, v. 1. Xen. Cyr. , 3,

13., , ov, () of ivy,

freq. in Eur. liaech.^, , ov, of Cissia, Cissian,', i. e. Susa. Aesch. Pers. 120., ov, , dim. from,
synonym, of the asclepias, Diosc. 2,

ibo., a, ov, of Cissia, Cissian ;

ol, the Cissians, Hdt. 3, 91,

etc. : ai /, the Cissian
gate, of Babylon, Hdt. 3. 158., ov.(,) lux-

uriant with ivy, Orpn., ov. . Dor. for-,(,) bmind, crowned with ii^y,

epith. of Bacchus. Pind. Fr. 45, 9,

ubi al. -, al.-. The Bresl.

MS. has, , but cf-., ov,(,) bound
with ivy, cf. fbreg.. ,(,) like

ivy, Diosc. Adv. -., ov, ,(,)
ivij-tressed, crowned with ivy, AlOVV-. . Horn. 25, I., ov.(,)
ivy-twinrd ; hence Bacchic, .,
dithyrambs, Antiph. Tritag. 1, conj.

Meinek. ; the MSS. have-, which is explained ivy- (i. e. thyr-

siis-) struck, frenzied.', ov, , Att., ivy,

Lat. hedera, of three kinds, two climb-

ing, '/., . Horn. 6, 40, and 7.-
; and one creeping, ., The-

ophr. : the fruit forms a cluster, -
: it was sacred to Bacchus,

hence ireq. as the crown of Bacchan-
als, and also of poets, Jac. A. P. p.

584. (Akin to .)^, , , Cissus, masc. pr. .,
Plut. Alex. 41.— II., ov, , a
city of Macedonia, by which Thessal-
onica was subsequently augmented,
Stiab. : also a mountain near the city,

Nic. Th. 804., ov, and, , Anacreont.,(-,,) ivy-wreathed.

tK/, , , or more correctly-, Cissussa. a fountain in Boeo-
tia near Thebes, Plut. Lys. 28., ov, (,)
ivy-ealing. Long., , f. -, Att. .,
to wear, be adorned with ivy, like the
Bacchanals, Plut. : from, ov, (, )
wearing, adorned with ivy, Bacchic, Si-

moti. 72 : luxuriant with ivy,,
Eiir. Tro. 10G6.?., , ,=:-, q. V.,, , (('),)
ivy-tressed, i. e. ivy-crowned, Pratin.

ap. .\th. 617 F, Ecphant. Incert. 2., ,(,) de-

Ugliting in ivy. Orpn.,, , ), (,) ivy-clad, Orph. []. , Att. ., () to

wreathe with ivy, Eur. Baeeh. 205., ov, , a rustic drinking-

cup or ves.'iel, esp. of wood, Od. 9, 310 ;

14, 78: usu. with one handle, Kiess-

ling Theocr. 1, 27.—2. a milk-pail.

(Strictly of ivy wood,, of which
in Eur. Cycl. 390, we find a bowl
three cubits wide, and four deep,

—

the Greek, esp. in poetry,
growing larger than ours.) [v]/, , (,) ivy-

like, as /.—II.( II)

longing like pregnant women, Diosc., , , () decked
or wreathed with ivy, Anth.', . , a box, chest, Lat.
cista, Od. 6, 76, esp. freq. in Ar., v,

Elmsl. Ach. 1099. Hence}/,,=,., , , a little chest, Ar.

Ach. 1137; iormed Iroin, this

termination being added to j)aro(ly'• in the line before., ov, , a shrub, Lat. cis-

tus, Diosc. Hence^, ov, (, ^)
cistus-eating.. ov,(.) car-

rying chests.—II. as subst., a coin, the irnpress of which was a
box, worth about three drachms.,, ,=, q. v.

tKtriov, ov, TO, Ciiium, a city and
port of Cyprus, now Chtti, Thuc. 1,

112: hence ,, an inhab.

of Citium, Diog. L.

or, , , the citron

tree., ,(,)
of a citron colour., , ov,() of citron,

esp. citron yellow., ov,,^=, the citron-

tree.—[l.^, citron.—III. the bark

of the citron tree., ov, TO, the fruit of the-, citron, also/, and}.. Lob. Phryn. 469.

\KiTpov, ov, TO, Citrum, a city of
Macedonia, later name of Pydna,
Strab., ov, TO, a citron leaf., , the citron-tree.., Att. for., ov, .-=.,, , Alt. for.^. , . Ciitiis, an Athenian
banker, Dem. 908, 23.',, , Ion and Dor. esp.

Sieil. for, Koen Grcgor. p. 341., a pres. used in indicat.

only, the other moods following a
collat. form, Homeric subj., opt.. inf./, Ep., part,, and mid. kl-

: so too impf. ', of
which Hom. has 1 pi. and 2 dual,-^ /ci;^^^r;?i', and besides, in Od.
24, 284, 2 sing,, like,, but without any pres. :

lut. : aor., sine
augm., opt., part. -

; aor. mid. : all the
mid forms c. act. signf. To reach,

hit or light upon, meet with, find, freq.

in Horn., e. g. , to come
up to in the race, II. G, 228 ; 21. 605

;

., to reach with the spear. 11.

10, 370: in genl. to assault an enemy,
as, K., to take it, II. 21, 128 ; -

-, to arrive at it, II. 3,

291 : sometimes of things, -, that hits its mark, II. 5, 187
;

and so, ,
11. 11, 451. In Hom. always c. ace.;

later sometimes e. gen., cf,
Jac. A. P. p. 189. The Att. form is, q. v. [,.', , , Dor. for,
Epich. p. 102, Ar. Nub. 339.*, V. sub.., ,() reach-

ing, attaining,., , an incen.^e-vessel,

Cyprian word. (Akin to.). . , a bird like our thrush

or fieldfare. Lat. turdus, Od. 22, 468.

—il. a sea-fish, so called from its co
lour, Epich. p. 33, Antim. Fr. 18.



'^, - -, to titter, giggle,

At. Nub. 983, Fr. 313, where however
others make it— II. to eat, in

genl. to live luxuriously./, , , dim. from., rarer coliat. form of-, , , {7.) titter-

ing, giggling.—II. the eating of /ML,

dainty living, v. I. Ar. Nub. 1073.\„ 3 sing. 2 aor. opt. of,
Tyrt.' 6, 6., , , Nic. ; also '.-, and in Ar. Fr. 281,, suc-

cory, [], fut. : aor.:
—also, but not Alt.,, ()
to lend, , Hdt. 3, 53. Mid. -, fut. : aor.-, to have lent to one, to borrow, cf..̂, ov, , Cichyrus, a city of

Thesprotia, later name of Ephyra,
Strab. p. 324., , , Theophr., and-
piov, TO, Diosc, coUat. forms of -., ,{,)
like succory, of that species.*, logo, the res. not used in

indicat., but freq. in Horn., etc., in

opt., part,,, (which
is not aor., but with same accent as

'), also impf. , sine augm.
: found in no other tenses. '

seems to belong to *iu, the root of, and from it come,,
and the Lat. cio, cieo. Togo, in Horn,

usu. in strict signf , of men, etc. ; but

of ships, 1). 2, 509.—2. to go away,

Horn.—Only poet, [t]., . Ion. and Att. , in

Od. (not in 11.) mostly fem.. yet masc.

in Od. 8, 66, 473 ; 19, 38 ; and so usu.

in Att., while Hdt. has it fem., 1, 92,

and so Pind. :

—

a pillar, Lat. columna,

in Hom. usu. of the pillars of the roof

in a large hall, Od. 19, 38
;
people

often sit against them, as in Od. 6,

307 ; 8, 66 ; a man leans his spear

against one, hangs up his bow on
another, Od. 1, 127, H. Ap. 8 : later

used as a fiogging-post, Aeschin. 9.

11 : in Od. 1, 53, of the pillars by
which Atlas keeps heaven and earth

asunder ; so later of mount Atlas,

Hdt. 4, 184, cf Hes. Th. 779:,
later freq. metaph. of all hish moun-
tains, as in Pind. N. 3, 36, of the Pil-

lars of Hercules, cf./.•.—II.

:=~'/, , gravestone, Lat. cippus,

Leon. Tar.—III. the itvula, Lat. colu-

mella, Hipp.—IV. a column-like mete-

oric appearance, Plut. 2, 893 B.—V.

the division of the nostrils, cartilage of
the nose, [i]

tKt(jl••. 0, Cion, a flute player, Ath.

624 B./., coUat. form from ?.-
), to resound, esp. to scream, cry, of

cranes, Lat. clangerc.', or-, coUat. form
from 7.(. esp. of hounds, to give

tonfiue, Aesch. Eum. 131, Xen. Cyn.

6, 23 ; and of the scream of birds,

Soph. Fr. 782, where/. must

be read.',=/, of hounds, to

give tongue, Theocr. Ep. 6.

?.}, , , {?-) a clang, in

Hom. of the twang of the bow as the

arrow is discharged, II. 1. 49; oi the

scream of birds, II. 3, 3, Od. 11, 605,

cf 11.2, 100; of //iegnmiin^of swine,

Od. 14, 412 : later of the barking or

baying of dogs, Xen. Cyn. 4, 5, etc.

;

of musical sounds, as of instruments,

Telest. ap. Ath. 637 A ; of song, Soph.

KAAZ
Tr. 208, cf. Aesch. Ag. 1152. Cf

throughout, and also /.-. (With ', /., cf our
clang, clank, clash, Lat. clangere.)

Hence7., adv. , with a clang, noise,

din, II. 2,. 463.', adv.=foreg., Babr., but

read by Jac. A. P. p. 149/../., , {/., )
uttering a tone that rises from flat to

sharp, as in vomiting, Hipp. 208 :

of the voice, hoarse, rough, id., cf.

Foes. Oecon.. , ,(,)
screaming, of cranes, Anth./, rj, , {7.)=foreg.,

' Antiph. Incert. 7.

(5, metapl. ace. sing, of 7.-. with metapl. ace. pi., Nic.

tK/.a(5aof, ov. 0, Cladaus, a river of

Elis near Olympia, Xen. Hell. 7, 4,

29: in Paus. 5, 7, 1,.7., ov, (7.,) with swimming languishing eyes,

cf patrantifrectus ocello in Persius., , , (7.,) clapper-bill, a name of the., cf. /..
/.,, , , () broken,

easily broken, frail, Leon. Tar.— II.

metaph., languishing, Clem. Al. : cf./.., metaplast. ace. pi. of 7.•.7., Dor. ace. pi. of for

7../(5,= 5. : hence at//a /,-, blood violently driven, cir-

culating, Emped. 270., , to shake.—IL {7.)
=7.7., , 7;=sq.,, ,{7) cvt-

tin>i, lopping, pruning, esp. of the vine,

["]7., verb. adj. from 7^-, one must prune.7., /, , a pruner : and7^, ov, , a pruning-

knife or hook ; from5, {.) to lop, prune,

esp. vines.7,, ,=-, Orph.

/5, metaplast. dat. of 7.,
Scol. ap. Ar. Lys. 632.

'7., Dor. dat. of'-7,.7., ov, , dim. from,
Leon. Tar., ov, L•, dim. from sq.,

Anacreont.
K/.uf5of, ov, 6, {7.) a young slip

or shoot of a tree, such as is broken
off for grafting, Theophr. : in genl. a

young branch, shoot, esp. an olive

branch which was wound round with
wool and presented by suppliants,

Hdt. 7, i9, and Trag.. cf-. We also find in poets a metapl.

dat. sing. 7., ace.. dat. plur.7.. 7., ace. plur. -, as if from a nom. .\. []7, ov, , Dor. for7.-.?,=7., Arr., v. Lob.
Phr>'n. 172./, , () with ma.ny.
/(5,(•,,=(•, Hesych.i

strictly a dim.

\7.,, , Cladon, masc.
pr. n., Qu. Sm. 2, 365.^7.,, , ClazomSnae. a

city on the Ionian coast of Asia Mi-
nor on the gulf of Smyrna ; after-

wards built on a small island whieh
was joined to the main land by Alex-
ander

J
its ruins are near Vonrla,

Hdt. 1, 142, Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 31, etc.:

hence7., a, ov, of Clazomenae,
Clazome^iian ; ol K., the inhab. of Cla-

zomenae, Hdt. 1, 51.', fut. : aor. 1 --/ : perf c. pres. signf. 7.-/
ana7. ; poet. aor. 2 /.,
inf.. ; Dor. aor. 1.
Hom. uses pres., aor. 1, and perf -
7., part.7.,, and also

poet,.,, as if from a

new pres. 7./) : the aor. 2 -
in . Hom. 18, 14. To clash,

clang, make a loud noise or din, in Hom.
of birds, scream, II 10,276; 17,756,

etc. ; esp. of cranes, as in Hes. Op.
447 ; hence also of dogs, to bark or

bay, Od. 14, 30, cf. Jac. A. P. p. 563
;

of arrows in the quiver, to clash, rattle,

II. 1, 46 ; of the wind, to rush, rustle,

Od. 12, 408 : of men, oft,c. ace. cog-

natO, to shout aloud, ring forth, /.•, Aesch. Ag. 48, yoov, Id. Pers.

948, etc. ; but it is never used of arti-

culate speech; so too. 7.}£3. Pind. P. 4, 41, cf Aesch.
Theb. 386 : rarely of musical sounds,

as in H. Hom. 18, 14. (The root

KAAZ- is found only in pres. and
impf., the other tense.s coming from
a root-,-, whence also7. : cl. our clash, claiig, and see7. throughout

)

7., fut. 7., Dor. for/.,
7., to shut.

K/.uif, gen. 7., . Dor for

7., ,, Lat. clavis.?., ov, , Dor. for ?.. also. Pind.2. Att. 7.. [, butnot ].-

fut.7., and, esp. Dor.,\-/at•-. used also by Ar. Pac. 1081,

metri grat. : more rarely 7.>/ and
Att. /., Dem. 440. 17; 9S0, 24;
aor.: perf. 7.. and, Jac. A. P. p. 285. Hum.
uses esp. pres. and impf.. but also Int.7. and aor.—I. intr. to weep,

lament, wail, oft. in Hom. of any loiul

expression of pain or sorrow, esp. for

the dead, also in Att. prose :7., I shall send him
home weeping, i. e. tvell beaten, II. 2,

263 : hence arose the very freq. .\tt.

phrase,7., he shall wetp. i. e.

he shall repent it, he shall suffer for it,

Eur. Cycl. 554, Ar. Vesp. 1327, etc. ; so

too, 7., at your peril, to your sor-

row, Soph. O. T. 401, 1 152, etc. •,•' and .,
Lat. plorare te jubeo, Hdt. 4, 127, etc.,

opp. to 7..—II. transit.

to bewail, lament, mourn, esp. the dead,

not rare in Horn., , Ar. Vesp.

584— B. The mid. is rare in

old authors, yet occurs in Aesch.
Theb. 920, Ag. 1096.—C. pass, to be

mourned or lamented, /.-, Aesch. Cho. 687 : but also,•7., bathed in tears, all tears,

lb. 458, 731, Soph. O. T. 1490./, , . {7..7.)
fellowship in tears, Anth. P. 9, 573., , , mutilated, late

word, prob. from k7mu, to break.

K7.aviov or7., ov,, a brace-

let, Gramm.^, , , the Clanis, the

earlier name of the Liris in Latium,
Strab.—2. a river of Noricum falling

into the Ister, Id.,. , Dor. for, a key

Theocr. 15, 33.

KZafwjfut. of Dor.77^
7., to shut.

7.-:, , al, in Dio C.,=:Lat
clavae,
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,, part, and inf.

aor. 2 pass. '.', or, ro, Dor. for,
in plur., binds for debt, Plut.', or, {'/.) Dor. for ))•

(which is not found), disiributiiig

by lot, in Aesch. Supp. 3, epith. of

Jupiter, cf. Pans. 8, 53. 9.

tKAuptof, a, 01', of Claras, Clarian,

6, appeii. of Apollo from ?.,
Callini. Ap. 70.— 11. the Clarius, a river

of Cyprus, Plut. Sol. 26.,,, Dor.

for ?..
tKZupof, 01», rj, Clams, a city on the

Ionian coast of Asia Minor, near Co-
lophon, now, famed for the wor-

ship of Apollo, if. Horn. Ap. 40 ; his

temple at this place, ro, Plut. Pomp. 24./,, ol,{) serfs in

Crete, nscripti gltbae, like the Helots
at Sparta, Kuhnk. Tim.

, as pass., io go
with one's neck twisted, i. e. ivith an af-

fected air, esp. of .\lcibiades, Archipp.

Incert. 3, cf. Miiller Archaol. d. Kunst
§331,2././.,, , , {,
8/.) breaking cloils, Anth.',^ , (k?mu) breaking,

fracture. Plat. Tliu. 43 D : breaking

off, esp., . 7., the pruning or
plucking the leaves of a vine, Theophr.
•— II. in Philo of the modulation of the
voice, [a]/,,,() that which
is broken off, afragment, vnorsel, N. T.,

and Anth., f. •,=, esp. to

prune a vine, Lat. pampinare : metaph.
to bring down, humble, Ar. Eq. 166., ', , a vine pruiier.

Hence', ov,, sub.,
a knife or bill for pruning vines,. ov, ,=^.^, ov, , Clastidium, a

city of Gallia Cisalpina, Polyb. 2, 34,

5., , , () broken,

broken in pieces, Anth.

^/., , , the Rom. Claudia,

Pint.^, , , the Rom. Clau-
dia nns.

tK/.ui)(5iOf,oi;, , the Rom. Claudius,

Polyb.', /, ,() v. I. for?/., , ,() weeping,

wading, Horn., esp. in Od., Hdt. 3, l4,

and Att.'/), w,= sq.^, f. -iau, () to

weep, cri/, pule, like little children,

Plut. More usu. in mid., Plat. Ax.
366 D. Hence, ov, 6, a weeping,

piding, crying like a rJiild, Plut., ,{,)
like weeping or sobbing, broken as if by
sobbing,, Hipp., , , () the

place of loeeping, LXX.^,, , (?,) a weep-

ing, wailing, Aesch. Pers. 705, and
Soph. : hence— II. a trouble, misfor-

tune, Ar. Pac. 249 :':,—, Soph. Ant. 932.

K/.avpovfj, , 7).= foreg., a weep-

ing, wailing. Plat. Legg, 792 A, with
V. 1../, dub. for,-., crasis for ,
Dind. Ar. Pac. 532, cf. Plut. 876. []

K/.aDfff, Ep. for., 3 sing.
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KAEA
aor. 1 act. of, part,,
Hom.', desiderat. from,
to wish to weep, Synes., , (?.) to ivish to

whine or weep: hence in Ar. Pint.

1099, TO '?', the door shall suffer (like) for creaking without
cause.7^,3.&,,{,
ytvlwf) smiles inixed with tears, ., Xen. Hell. 7, 2, 9, cf. II.

6, 484. [t], ov, (. )
wailing at the door, complaining of its

being shut, esp. epith. of a serenade.

?.,, ov, (,)
found with in Ar. Pac.
1293, as parody on the name of La-
machus ; prob. that will come to a bad
end in battle, [t], /, ov, plaintive : from,.,() aweeping.', fut. of', II.?., Dor. fut. of,
for foreg.

K?,, , a weeper., , , given to mourn-
ing. Adv. -.

or, , , v.

EUeridt Le.v. Soph. voc.,() wept, bewailed : to be bewailed,

mournfid, Aesch., etc., , o't, the Clautinn-
tii, parent race of the Vindelicii,

Strab.'2, fut. []. Ep.-
: aor. 1 : part. aor. 2?,

as if from •'>~/ : aor. 1 pass,-
: perf pass,- To

break, break off or in pieces, Horn. ; esp.

of plants, to prune, Theophr., cf.-. Metaph. to weaken, enervate,

//, Hipp., cf.-
KPuG), Att. for ., to weep, as, for. [, but not a.]^?., , , Cleagdras, a

painter of Phlius, Xen. An. 7, 8, 1.—
Others in Aeschin., etc.

tK/ifiifbyr, ov Ion. , 6, Cleades, a
Plataean, Hdt. 9, 85 ; v. I.., , . Ckaenems, an
Athenian, father of Cleon. Thuc. 3,

36 ; Ar. Eq. 574.-2. a Grecian officer

in the army of the ten thousand, Xen.
An. 5, 1, 17.—3. a tragic poet, Alexis
ap. Ath. 55 C.—4. a chorus-master in

Aeschin. 14, 9., ,,=, Hesych.,, , the Cleanacti-

dae, descendants of Cleanax, a Lesbian
family, Strab.^,, , Cleanax, masc.
pr. n., in Dem. 1223, fin., a, 6, Cleandridas, a
Spartan, Thuc. 6, 93.]', , , Cleandrus, Cle-

ander, a tyrant of Gela, Hdt. 7, 154
;, Arist. Pol. 5, 10, 4 ; brother

of Hippocrates, whose son was also

named, Hdt, 7, J 55.--2.

an Arcadian soothsayer, Hdt. 6, 83.

— 3. an Aeginetan, son of Telesar-
chus, Pind. I. 8.-4. a Spartan, gov-

ernor in Byzantium, Xen. An. 6, 2,

18, Hell. 7, 1, 45.—5. an actor, Dem.
1304, 8.—Others in Paus., etc.^, ovc, , Cleanthes, a Stoic

philosopher of Assus, Strab.—2. a

painter of Corinth, Ath. 340 C—Oth-
ers in Ath., etc.\,, , Cleanthis, fem.
pr. n., Luc. Conv. 16.^?,, . Clcanor, a com-
mander of tlie Greeks from the Arca-

dian Orchomenns, Xen. An, 3. 1, 47.—2. an Athenian, Ath. 577 C. [ur]\, ov, , CleurHus,a locha-
gus in tlip army of the ten thousand,
Xen. An. 5, 7, 14.

tKAf aoidaf, a, b, Clearidas, a Laco•
nian, Thuc. 4, 132., , , Cleariste, i'em.

pr. n., heocr. 2, 74 : from^7.,,, Clearislu,s, masc.
pr. n., Theogn. 511., ov, , Clearchiis, a Ijace-
daemonian, commanderof the Greeks
in the expedition of Cyrus against his
brother, Thuc. 8, 8, 39, Xcii. An. 1.

1, 9, etc. ; his assassination, Xen, \n,

2, 5, 31-2.—2. a tyrant of Heraclea in
Pontus, Dem. 482, 27, cf. Diod. S. 15,
81 ; 10, 36.-3. ", a pupil of
Aristotle, a voluminous writer, Ath.
freq.—Others in Pans., etc., Dor., adv.,(') by stealth. Lat. clam.\,, y, Clela, a nymph, lies.

Fr. 60. 2.?^, -, , poet, for,
famous, Simon., and Pind./, , )/, Clee, fein. pr. n.,

Anth.,, , Ion. and Ep. for

K?aJv, q. v., report, saying : in Od.
a word of omen, presage, Od. 18, 1 17 ;

20, 120, cf. /) : also in Od,
(not found in 11.), poet, contr. from ,
nom. and ace. plur. from', Hes.\, , , VlXgSnes, masc.
pr. n., Ar. Ran. 709.—2. of Acanthus,
sent as ambassador to Sparta, Xen.
Hell. 5. 2, 11.^. Ion.. , at, the

Keys, two small islands at the north-
east extremity of Cyprus, by a pro-
montory of the same name now Sant'
Andrea, Hdt. 5, 108 ; Strab. p. 682.

^?.7/, , , prop', son of Cli•

demus. Ctidemides, masc. pr. n., Ar.
Ran. 791, ace. to Schol. an actor of
Sophocles'.\., ov, , Clidemus, an
Athenian, author of an, Ath.
235 A, etc.—Others in Arist., etc., ov, b, Clldicus, an Athe-
nian, Dem. 1311, lin.—2. son of Alsi-
mides, an Archon, Paus., ov, TO. dim. from,
a little key, Ar. Thesm. 421, Fr. 120.

— II. the collar bone, clavicle.?., , (?., )
making keys., , Att. ., to hold
the keys, have a charge, and hence ,
-., to be her priestess, Eur. I. T.
1463.—2. in pass, to be watched, harass-
ed, Tivi. Id. H. F. 1288: from, ov, (,) Att.

}., holding the keys, and so having
charge or custody of,, Eur.
Hipp. 541 : ., her priestess,

Aesch. Supp. 291 : of a goddess, tute-

lar t/, gicardian of a place, Ar. Thesm.
1142.,, , ^,= foreg.,

Luc. [v], ,() to shut, lock vp.
Hence,,, and?.,, ; fastening.?, fut.. Dor. :

Ion., fut., etc. : Att.^, {. /7), etc. (?.,).
tell of, celebrate, Pind. . 1, 176;, Eur. I. . 1522.

—II. to, tell, report, , Hipp. :

hence, in pass, to be told, /-, Aesch. Ag. 631 ; c. part.,//, he is said to be dead Eur.
He'l. 132, cf. 721, 927.—HI=,



to call, , Soph. . . 49 ;

cf. "33, etc.,, , keyhole : or, ace. to

othors.ingenl.'a cleft,chink, Pherecyd.

ap. Diog. L. 1, \2Z./., ov, to, dim. from foreg.

Y^7.EidQLU6nq, ,{,)
full of chinks.

K'/.eWpov, ov, TO, Att. 7.,() a lock, bolt or bar for closing

i door, Trag.—II. the entrance of the

windpipe, Hipp.^'/., ov, 6, Clinngoras,

priest of the AmphitrjOns at Delphi,

Dem. 27S, 18.^/., , , Clinarete, fem.

pr. n., Ar. Eccl. 41.^/^, ov, 6, son of Clinias,

Anth.^/.. ov, . Ion. -,, Cltnias,

an Athenian njasc. pr. n., father of

Alcibiades, Hdt. 8, 17, Ar. Ach. 716.—
2. brother of Alcibiades, Plat. Protag.

320 .—3. son of Axiochus, cousin of

foreg.. Plat. Eulhyd. 273 A,—4. father

of Cleopompus, Tliuc. 2, 2(5 —5. son
of Clidicus, Dem. 1311, fin.—6. of

Cnosus in Crete, Plat. Legg. Hence/^..,9 ofClmias, i. e.

Alcibiades, Plat! Gorg. 482 A.

tKAetViof, ov, 6, Cllruus, a Coan,
Diod. S.^?^, ov, , Clinodemus, an
actor, Plut.

iK'/., ov, a, Clvwmachus,
an ephorus m Sparta, Xen. Hell. 2, 3,

10.—Others in Dem., etc., , , ('/.) famous, re-

nowned, illustrious, Solon 23, 3, freq.

epith.ofcities,esp.Athens and Thebes,
Valck. Phoen. 1746 ; also of men,
Trag., who also have it ironical,, as Soph. El. 300. Rare in

prose, as Plat. Soph. 243 A.— II. in

Ciete=Ta, like the Att. -, and Dor.. Cf /.,.., , Cllno. fern. pr. .,
Anth.,, Dor. inf. aor. 1 act. of-.?., , ,=^?.,. Rh. 2, 239., , poet, for /^, hence
pi. «, Hes. Th. 100.

fK/, ov, , Cletppides, son
of Dinius, an Athenian naval com-
mander, Thuc. 3, 3 ; in Diod. S.., 12, 55., , gen.7., ace.,
Att. K/.elv, pi.',, contr.

/.: Ion.. gen.. ace., etc. (Horn, uses only the

Ion. form) : old Att. '/^, gen. k/.tj-, in which fonn however it is al-

ways imparisyll. (). Strictly.

that which servesfor shutting and closing

np, hence a key, a bolt, a latch : in

Horn.,— 1. a key, by which the bolt

(.) was shot home or drawn back
from the outside ; it is made of brass

with ivory handle, in Od. 21, 6 : but

if the door was to be fastened on the

inside, there was a thong {] by
which the bolt was secured to the, q. v. : '', Od.
21, 47 ; /.-, Od.
21, 50, cf 47.-2. a bar or boll, in 11.

usii a large bar of wood ('/),
drawn across folding doors, and so

called -3, II. 24, 453, cf II. 12,

456; 14, 168: but in Od. a smaller

bolt, drawn or undrawn by a thong,

Od.^4, 802, 838 : hence,', Od. 1, 442,',^ Od. 21, 241 : hence
—3. metaph., /. ~1^, of si-

lence, Aesch. Fr. 293, cf. Sopii. O. C.

1052 ; so, ?., Eur. Med. 661 ;

or /., like ^, to

watch, preside over, , Ar.

Thesm. 976.—II. the hook or tongue of

a clasp, Od. 18. 294.—III. the collar-

bone, Lat. jugulum, also /, later

?., freq. in 11. (never in Od.) as

if from locking the neck and breast to-

gether, -/ -
, II. 8, 325 ; in plur. y'' ', II. 22, 324 ;

and so usu. in Att. or,
though Soph.Tr. 1035, has it in sing.

—2. in Att. esp. of this part of the

thunny, which was a dainty, Aristo-

pho Pir. 1.—IV'. a rowing bench in a

ship, freq. in Od., always in plur., usu.

or ;

in II. only 16, 170.—V. a narrow strait

or pass, such as we call the key of a

country, . Hdt.

5, 108, cf Eur. Med. 213. [ in.}, contr. noin. and ace. for

?.,, from.^,. 6, CUsthenes, a ty-

rant of Sicyon in the time of Solon,

Hdt. 5, 65; 6, 126.-2. an Athenian,

son of Megacles and Agariste the

daughter of foreg., the celebrated

leader of the Alcmaeonidae. Hdt. 5,

66 ; 6. 131.—3. an Athenian often ridi-

culed by Aristophanes, Ar. Ach. 118,

Nub. 355, etc.—4. a person against

whom Dinarchus spoke, Dion. H.,, v. sub,.̂/.,,, CZisid/ce, a daugh-
ter of Celeus in Eleusis, H. Horn. Cer.

109.\7., , , Clisithera, a
daughter of Idomeneus, Lye.,, ,(/) v. sub '/.-., , , () custody,

Lat. clausura, late word.\7., ov, b, Clisophus, of Se-
lybria, a parasite, Ath. 248 E./., , , {/.) shut, closed

up, Strab. ; cf. ?..?., ov, , (/.) a bolt,

bar. etc., Lat. claustnim, Luc.. , ,(,)
mountain-key, i. e. pass in a range of

mountains : aec. toothers=«Ati'ffoiipa,

late word.^\, , , Clitagora, a

poetess, aoubtful of what country,

Ar. Lys. 1237.\7., , , Clitarete, fem.

pr. n., Isae. 41,8.\, ov, , Clttarchus, a ty-

rant of Eretriain Euboea, Dem. 125,

fin. ; 248, 16 ; etc.—2. son of Dmon. a
historian of Alexander the great, Ath.
148 D, 586 D.
^7.7., . , Clitlles, a Co-

rinthian. Xen. Hell. 6, 5. 37./., , or -. . , Cliti, one
of the Danaides, Apollod.—2. daugh-
ter of Merops, Ap. Rh. 1, 970.—3.

Dor., a female slave, Theocr.
18, 2.\7., ov, , ClUodtcus, an
Athenian, Lys.
^7.,, , Clitomache, fem.

pr. ., Dem. 1083, 13.^/^, ov, , ClUomachus, a
Theban, victor in the Olympic games,
Pind. P. 8, 51.—2. an ambassador of

the .Athenians to the states of Pelo-
ponnesus to excite them against

Philip, Dem. 129, 19.—3. a Cartha-
ginian, a philosopher ofthe new acad-
emy, Ath. 402 C.—Others in Anth.,
etc.7., , , Cliidria, wife of
Cimon, Plut. Cim. 16, v. 1.?..

, f. -, and K?.eiro, f. , to touch the7..^7, ov, of Clitor {\l\.) ; oi7., the inhab. of Clitor, Poiyb.
2, 55, 9 ; 7., the territory of
CI, Id. 4, 10, 6.7., idcf, , the clitoris, inpu-
dendis muliebribus.7., , , {) renowned,

famous,, freq. in II.,-
7, Od. 6, 54 : hence of things,

splendid, excellent, /.,
often in II. ; epith. of a city, 11. 17,

307. On the accent, of its compds.
V. Buttm. Lexil. v. 9, and cf.

7..7.,, poet. for?., Alcm.
tK/.tirof, ov, 0, Clitus, son of Ae-

gyptus, Apollod.—2. a Trojan, son of

Pisenor, II. 15, 445.— 3. son of Man-
lius, Od. 15, 249.—4. the celebrated
general of Alexander, surnamed, Plut. Alex. 16 ; Diod. S. 17. 21.
—5. another surnamed 7., Ath.
539 C—Others in Arr , etc.^,, . Clitophon, an
Athenian, Ar. Ran. 967.

—

2. son ol

Aristonymus. pupil ofThrasymachus,
Plat. Rep. 340 A.^,, , Clito, daughter ot

Euenor and Leucippe, Plat. Criti.

113 D.
^/.., , ClUon, a statua-

ry in Athens, Xen. Mem. 3, 10, 0.^7., ov, , Clitmiymus,
mase. pr. n., Anth.

^K7.p,, , Clitor, son of the
Arcadian Lycaon, Apollod.—2. son
of Azan, king of Arcadia. Paus. 8, 4,
4.—11. a river of Arcadia, flowing into
the Erymanthus, Paus. 8, 21, 1.—IIL
a city of .Arcadia on this river, Pind,
N. 10, 87, Strab. p. 388.

(A), f: perf pass,
and/. : aor. pass.7.. Ion. and Ep. pres., f./., Ep. aor. 7.. inf 7

(so that there is no need to read 7-•, 7., as some do in Horn.),

—this fut. and aor. are by Passow
wrongly referred to a pres. 7.7 :

hence Att. -^, 7.), etc.: Dor. fut.

7.. Theocr. 6, 32. To shut, shut
tip, close, Hom. only in Od. ; /c/,. -,, Od. 21. 387 ; 24, 166, and
so freq. in Att. Pass, to be shut up,
Hdt. 2, 121, 2 : also to be confined,-

ic 7.7,. Andr.
503 ; and metaph., /.
Id. Hel. 977, cf. 7..7. (), poet, for,()
to tell of, make famous, celebrate, glori

fy, Od. 1, 338, etc.. Hes. Op. 1. Th.
105. From the form« Hom. uses
only pass. 7., q. v.—II. simply
=/., to call, name, Ap. Rh.. etc./, , , Kleio, Clio, one of
the Muses. strictly //ieproc/rti7?ii;r, Hes.
Th. 77, Pind. N. 3, 1 15 : later esp. the
Muse of Epic Poetry and History.—
2. fem. pr. n., Ath. 345 A.7..,, (7.) a thing
stolen : a theft, Eur. Hec. 618 : hence—2. in genl. a trick, secret device, a
stratagem in war, Thuc. 5, 9.— 3.

stolen amour. Hence7.,,,='!7,7.•, stolen, hat. furtivus, v. 1. Plat.

Legg. 955 B. [uj7., adv.. by stealth, dub.7., , , {/.)
thievish, cunning.7.7/. ov, , as if from7., a thievish fellow./, , ,=?^, a tor-

toise.

iK7.o3, , , Cleobis, so:i

Cydippe, an Argive, Hdt. 1, 31.
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, , , Cleoboea, daugh-
ter of Theslios, ApoUod.
tKAtoiov>.7/,, , Cleobftle, mother

of Demosthenes, Dem. 812,3.^. , , Cleohfillne,

prop, daughter of Cleobuliis, of Lindus,

a poetess, Diog. L. 1, 89, Ath. 448

B.

—

2. title of a comedy of Alexis,

Meineke 1, p. 390, and in pi. of one
of Cratinus, Id. 2, C7.

'\'!-,., Cieo6i/i«s,aTro-

jan, II. 16, 320.—2. of Lindus, son of

EuaRoras, one of the seven wise men
of Greece, Plat. Prot. 343 .—3. one

of I he Kphori at Sparta, Thuc. 5, 36.

tK/.O;fi';;r, Off, 0, Cleoglnes, an
Athenian, ap. Andoc. 13. 1.^, ov, , Cleodnens, son of

Hylkis, grandson of Hercules, Hdt.

6, 52 ; 7, 204 : in Ael. also KAtaJaf,
a, 12. 31.

tK>.e')f5(///of, ov, b, Cleodamns, masc.

pr. n.. Bion 6, 11. Dor. for

tKAtti(S//,uor, ov, 0, Cteodemus, masc.

pr. ., Anth.^, , , Clcodice, fem. pr.

n.. Pans.^,, , Cleodoxe, a daugh-
ter of Niobe, Apollod. 3, 5. 6.,, , Cieodom, a Dana-
i'd, Apollod. 2, 1, 5.—2. a nyniph,

Pans.^, a, b, Clcoetas, a statuary,

Pans. 1, 24, 3.

tKAfikptrof, , , Cleocritiis, an
Athenian, archon 01. 91, 4, Diod. S.

13, 9.-2. son of Huselus, Dem. 1055,

26.-3. a herald employed :it the eel

ebration of the mysteries, noted for

his corpulency, Ar. Ran. 1437, Av.

670. Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 20.\'), , , Clenlaus, a ison of

Hercules, Apollod.—Others in Paus.,

Anth., etc.

tKXf•, , (a form of foreg.) Cle-

olas, inasc. pr. n., Paus.. etc.

KAK'OM.M, pass, from obsol. act., to become famous; in imf)f. to

be so, Od. 13, 299"; ', Ep. sync. 2

sing, iinpf. for. 11. 24, 202;., to be celebrated in

lyric strains, Pind. 1. 5. 33.

^'/., , , Cleomantis, a

Laconian, Plut. Alex. 50.^, ov, a, Cleoinuchus, a

tragic poet derided by Cratin. ap. Ath.

63S F.—2. a poet of Magnesia, from
whom the) was
named, Strab. ; Hephaest.^3[), ov, , Cleombmtus,

son of Anaxandrides, brother of Leo-
nidas, and father of Pausanias, Hdt.

4, 81 , 8, 71 ; Thuc. : etc.—2. son of

Pausanias (23d Agid), Xen. Hell. 5,

4, 14.—3. an academic philosopher of

Ambracia, Luc. Philop. 1 : also, a pu-

pil of Socrates, Plat. Phaed. 59 E.

\7•,,. 6, Cleomednyt. son

of the famous Cleon, Dem. 1010,3.—2.

father of Cleaenetus. Plut. Demetr.
24.—3. a person against v/hom Di-

narchus spoke, Dion. H., and Isaeiis

also.]?.,, , Cleomlnes. Spar-

tan roval name, 1. son of Anaxan-
drides '(17th Agid), Hdt. 3, 148; 5,

41.—2. son of Cleombrotus, brother

of Agesipolis (25th Agid), Polyb. 4,

35. 10; Diod. S.—3. son of Cleomenes
(31st Agid), Plut. Cleom.—-Other
persons of this name occur in Plut..

Symp. ; Arr. An. 3, 5, 4 ; etc. Hence?., , , of Cleomenes,, Polyb. 2, 56 ; and/, ov, , a follower or

partisan of Cleomenes, Polyb. 2, 53, 2.^'/, , , Cteomedes, an
Athenian, son of Lycomedes, a com-
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mander in the Peloponnesian war,
Thuc. 5, 84 ; also one of the thirty

tyrants, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 3.—Others
in Paus., etc.

iK'/., b, Cleomjnis, masc. pr.

,

n.. Isocr.\•, , , Cleonlce, fem. pr.

n., of Byzantiiun, Plut. Ciin. 0.—2.

wife of Cnopusin Erythrae, Ath. 259

B.[i]^, ov, o, Cleonicus, masc.
pr. n., Ath. 698 A ; etc.

tKAfoff I'Of, ov, 6, Cleoxenus, masc.
pr. n., Polyb. 10, 45. 6._^, , , or, Cleo-

pas, masc. pr. n., N. T.
tK/.f07r«-/ja, , , poet.-

rptj, 7/r, Cleopatra, daughterof Boreas,

Apollod.—2. daughter of Tros and
Callirrhoe, Id.—3. one of the Dana-
ides, Id.—4. daughterof Idas, wife of

Meleager, 11. 9, .556.-5. wife of Per-
diccas kmg of Macedonia, Plat. Gorg.
471 C.—6. daiighter of Ptolemy Au-
letes, the celebrated queen of Ae-
gypt, Plut. Anton., etc. Hence
tK ZfOTrarptr, iilor, , Cleopatris, a

city of Aegypt, Strab.^-. ov, 6, Cleopatrus,

masc. pr. n., Plut. Arat. 40.^, ov, , Clenpompus,

father of Parnassus, Paus. 10, 0, 1.

—2. son of Clinias, a commander of

the Athenians, Thuc. 2, 26, 58.

tK/.EOTTO/it/ior, ov, 6, CleoploUmus,
masc. pr. n., Polyb. 20, 8. 3.

tK/.eopa, , , Chora, wife of Age-
silaus, Plut. Ages. 19.,, TO. a rumour, report, Lat.

fima, (lit. in Horn. : , news
of thee, Od. 13, 415; so c. gen.,', the report of their coming,
II.' 11, 227, cf 2. 325 ; 13, 304: a mere
report, opp. to certainty,7/, , 11. 2,

46.— II. good report, fame, glory, also

like Lat. fama, very freq. in Hom.
usu. ,., but

also absol. II. 4, 197; 7, 91, etc. : in

bad signf not until Pind. N. 8, 02,

who has , ill repute;

so, .. Eur. Hel. 135 :', II. 22, 514: of great fame
Horn, says• ovpavov,
ovpavov , Od. 8, 74 ; 9,

20, etc. In plur. -
and, almost like,

to sing the laifs of their achievements,
11. 9. 189, 524. Od. 8, 73: for which
Hes. Th. 100 has also. as if

from : , to win
hommr, II. 5. 3 ; ., to lay

up store oi glory, Hdt. 7, 220; ., Thuc. 1, 25.—No
cases except the nom. ace. sing, and
plur. seem to occur.^, , , Cleosthenes,

an ephor in Sparta, Xen. Hell. 2, 3,

10.—2. a tyrant of Sicyon, Ath. 628
C.—Others in Anth., etc.'\, ov, . Cleostrt'itus, an
.\rgive ambassador, Xen. Hell. 1, 3,

13.—2. an astronomer of Tenedos,
Ath. 278 B.^?, ov. b, Cleotlmus, an
Elean, a traitor, Dem. 324, II.^, o?;f, , Cleophunes, a

rhetorician of Myrlea in Bithynia,

Strab. p. 506 ; Plut. Phoc. 13.?,, , , Cleuphantis,

fem. pr. n.. Anth.1/., ov. 6, Cleophantus, son
of Themistocles. Plat. Meno 93 D.—
2. a Theban, Ath. 22 C.]7.. , , Cleophile, wife of
the .Vrcadian I>ycurgus, Apollod.,, , Clcophon, a
commander of the Athenians, Xen.

Hell. 1, 7, 35, Ar. Ran. 678.-2. a
tragic poet, Arist. Poet. 2.\, , , Cleocharia, a
nymph, Apollod.\, , b, Ckochares, of
Chalcis, Aeschin 44, 2.—2. a rheto-
rician of Myrlea, Diog. L. 4, 41.', {•,=//, Solon
ap. Poll. 8, 34. (Cf..), ov.{,-) detecting, convicting a thief,

Diosc. 5, 161., verb. adj. from,
one must conceal, Soph. Phil. 57.

7//, 7/•, , rarer form for

7.7], ov, 6, {) a thief,

II. 3, 1 1 : in genl. anunderhand, deceit-

ful dealer. Soph. Aj. 1135.

(57/•, ov, , com. word form-
ed like a patronym. from,
child of a thief, Pherect Incert. 79, cf..,,,() thievish,

belimgtngto prone tostealing : -
TiKTj (sub.) thieving. Plat. Rep.
334 B. Adv. -.7,, , fem. of, a
she-thief, Alciphr., , ov, Att. super!,

formed from ?., the most arrant

thief. Ar. Plut. 27, Eupol. Incert. 114.?., , ,() thievish,

Ar. Vesp. 933 ;?., to

liave a gallows-look, lb. 900. (Others
write, as if pres. part. neut.

from, v. MehlhornAnacreont.
p. 239.), , , thievishness,

knavery, uiliness, Od. 19, 396.-. , , fem. from-. a female thief, Sotad. /. 2., (v. sub fin.) : fut. -, or
more usu. f. mid.. perf., perf pass,, Att.

also : aor. 1 pass,-
: aor. 2 pass,, inf. ,-, part,. [«]. To steal,

filch, c. ace, 11., and Hes. (in whose
time it, like piracy, was not discred-

itable, being ascribed to heroes and
even gods, as Mercury) ; . ., Hdt. 1, 186: of women, to car-

rij off. elope with, Pind. P. 4, 445 ; ., to spirit away the de-

ponents, Antipho 133, fin. :, Theocr. 22, 151.— II.

to cozen, cheat, beguile, -'. II. 14, 217, Hes. Th. 613;.
and so Trag. : absol., ,.
II. 1, 1.32 : hence to mislead, seduce : so

—III. like, to conceal, keep se-

cret, Pind. O. 6, 00, P. 4, 171, Soph.
Phil. 57 : to disguise, .
Tu, Aeschin. 73, fin.— IV.

in genl. to do a thing secretly, artfully

or treacherously, -. Soph. Aj.

1137; ., to whisper mali-

cious rumours, lb. 189: so c. part.,?., he does it secretly :

also, -, he goes on blindfold. Hdt. 7, 49.

2. (The root is .\-. -,
\vhich appear^ in, aor. pass.-, Lat. ch.p-ere : prob. akin
to,. Lob. Phryn.
317.), , prob.=/c<'f, Lye., in Strab. p. 582 ?,,
ov, b, Cteuas, son of Dorus.^, ov, 6, Dor.=K/^o-. masc. pr. n., Anth.^. ov, b, Dor.= Kft5.,
Cleodamns, father of Asopichus, Pind.

O. 14,31.?, for, read by some
old Gramm., II. 23, 244.^', ov, b, .=/., Anth.



?-, , , .=/..,
Clionicus. Theocr. 1-t, 13.^. , , a kind of mttsi-

ea/!/ii/r«OTe>!f. Phillisap.Ath.636B. [t]/., , f. -, to intrigue

adullerouslfi : and
K/itihtyiuiu,, , illicit love : from
K/.c-, ov, (/.,)

seeking stolen love. []'', a, ,^?.7,
stolen, LXX.-, ov, contr. -, ovv,(, ) beguiling the mind,

Nonn. [t]'<), ov,{,)=^/., Lye. [I], , to drink unfairly,

Gramm. : from.-, ov, , (?.—-,)
an unfair drinker, Gramm., ov, {, )
secretly-flowing, Hes\'ch. ; name of a

stream at Athens, which flowed some
distance under ground./,-. ov, (/.,)
bringing forth secretly, Opp. [t]/, ov, gen.,{.,) deceiving, dissembling, . Horn.
Merc. 413, cf.?../., ov, (/.,)
disguising lameness, Luc. []?., , , (/.,)
water-clock, made somewhat like our
sand-glasses, with a narrow orifice

through which the water trickled

slowly : esp. used to time speeches in

law-courts, Ar. Av. 1695, etc.—II.

Clepsydra, name of an ebbing well at

Athens, Schol. Ar. Vesp. 858, Lys.

91-2 ; and another at Ithome, Paus. 4,

31, called also, .,() v. sub/.,., , , poet.= K/.etcj, tern,

pr. ., Anth.,, , Clean, an Athen.

pr. . ; son of C leaenetus, ademagogue
and commander in the• Peloponnes-
ian war. Thuc. 3, 36; 4, 21; often

derided by Aristophanes and other

comic poets.—2. son of Cleomedon,
grandson of foreg., Dem. 1010, 2.-3.

son of Thudippus, Isae. 74, 34.

—

Others not Athen.—4. a tyrant of

Sicyon. Paus. 2, 8, 1.—5. a rhetori-

cian of HaUcamassus, Plut. Lys. 25.

— Others in Strab., etc.

•, , at, Cleonae, a town of

Argolis near ISemea and Mt. Tretus,

now Courtese, 11. 2, 570 ; Pind. O. 10,

37.—2. a city near Mt. Athos on the
Singiticus Sinus, Hdt. 7, 22, Thuc.
4, 109.—3. a town of Phocis near Hy-
ampolis, Plut.^, a, ov, of belonging to

Cleonae (1). Cleonaean, uyirv .,^, Pind . 4, 27 ; oi-
valoi, the inhab. of Cleonae, Thuc. 5,

67.—II. a, Cleonaeus, masc. pr. n.,

Polyb. 16, 9, 1.
_^-, , , Cfeone, daughter of

the Asopus. from whom Cleonae was
said to be named, Paus. 2, 15, 1./., ov, , Cleones, son of Pe-
lops, Paus. 2, 15, 1.?., , , Cleonides, masc.
pr. n., Plut. Demetr. 15.

^'/.,, ,=^'.7.,.\.)\.

\.,, , son, descendant

of Cleonymus, Pind. I. 4, 6.^}., ov, b, Cleonymiis, a
Theban. victor in the Isthmian games,
Pind. I. 3, 2.^.-2. a Spartan, son of
Sphodrias, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 25.-3. a
Laconian mentioned in Id. An. 4, I,

18.—4. an Athenian often derided by
.Aristophanes, Ach. 88, etc.—Others
in Thuc. 4, 132 ; Plut., etc.
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? Jef, Att. nom. plur. from •^
for '/.., adv. (/.) by name, II.

9, 11. also.'.), f. -, (/.) to

give a sign or omen : hence in mid. to

accept a ihing as an omen, hX.X. Hence/.,, , a sign or
omen, Luc. : and, ov, , the observing of
a sign or omen, esp. from a voice or
sound : hence a presage.^,-, Att. fox.,
^^•

,?., (not /.^), . Ion.

and. ?^, . also,
(/.) an omen, presage contained

in a word oi sound. Lat. omen, like-, Od. 18. 117 ; 20, 120 (in Ion. form, Hdt. 5, 72.—II. like,
a rumour, tidings, report,/.-, news of my father, Od. 4, 317

;

absol., Hdt. 9, 101, and Trag. : hence
also K/.. /., good report. Soph.
O. C. 258.—111. a calling, invocation,

Aesch. Ag. 228, Eum. 418., f. -,=, ?<,,
/., to make famous, to celebrate, H.
Hom. 31, 18.—II. to name, call, Soph.
O. T. 48. ^

^/.,, ,. for/^,
Od. 4, 317., ar,. Ion., the alder,

Lat. alnus, Od. 5, 64, 239. (Perh.
from /., to close, because of its

thick foliage, cf. Plin. 16, 38.)

K'/ydpov, ov, TO, Att. from the Ion.,=^7., q. v.

'./.,,,:=7., Theophr., , , .=^.?., {.-,./., q..
/.?/,, ,. for/., q..', , ,. for K/SjUpov,/., . Hom. Merc. 146.'

/.,, ,. for, the
only Homer, form.?.,=,,, to call,

Hipp./., , , (?.7),). for, shut, that can be

shut up, Od. 2, 344., , , (?.,)^?..
/., . -,. for ()./,. , (/.)=/.

and, shoot or twig broken off

to be grafted on another tree, a slip,

cutting, Xen. Oec. 19, 8 : esp. a vine-

twig, Lat. palmes, Ar. Eccl. 1031 :

—

the vine-sivitch of the Roman centu-
rions, Lat. vitis, Plut. Hence.7., , ov, made of vine-

twigs, Diosc. [a]/., ov, , dim. from k?S/-. Theophr. [«],, i], dim. from /.-
: in plur. brush-wood, fagot-wood,

Ar. Thesm. 740, Thuc. 7, 53.—II. a

creeping plant with long lithe branch-
es, clematis, Diosc, etc., , , fem. -,,
like or with shoots.—II. as suhst.,^=. II., Diosc.,,,() like

vine-twigs., as Pass., ()
to shoot into long branches, luxuriate,

esp. ofunpruned vines. Soph. Fr. 239,
cf. Theophr. C. PI. 2, 10, 3.?..,(,) like

tendrils or vine shoots, Diosc.^,, , the Rom. Cle-

mens, masc. pr. n., N. T.^,, , Cteno, fem. pr. n.,=/., Anth., ,, (?.) of, belong-

ing to an inheritance.—II. belonging to

the clergy, clerical, Eccl.

/., ov,, dim. from 7.,
and almost= to it.—II. Dor. ru 7•, bonds, notes for debt, Plut.

K7, . , distribution by
lot : an inheritance, Diod. ; and
7.7/<^, f.-, to give, dis-

tribute by lot, assign, LXX. : from7., ov, , (7.,-) one who distributes by lot, or who
bequeaths an inheritance, Eccl.7., , f. -, to be k7.}}•, to get, obtain by lot .• in genl.
to receive a share, esp. of an inheritance,

to inherit, c. gen. rei, Isae. 47, 11,

Dera. 444, 13, etc. ; also c. ace. rei,

Lycurg. 159, 4 : later, 7.., to be
heir to one, Plut., and, Luc.

;

Tua, Dio C, v. Lob. Phrjn.
129.—2. in genl. to acquire, obtain,, Polyb.—11. to leave an heir be-

hind one, ., LXX. Hence7.,, , an inherit-

ancr, Luc.7.,, ,(7. 2)
an inheritance, Isocr. 393 A : in geul.,

k7..7.3, to get possession

of it, Arist. Eth. N. Hence'.7., , alov, of, con-
cerning an inheritance.7., , ov,=^{oTeg. : he-
reditary.

K/, ov, {7.,)
receiving, having a portion ; esp. of ail

inheritance : as subst.. an heir, c. gen.
pers., Plat. Legg. 923 ; c. gen. rei,

Isocr. 386 :

—

-
vai, to make him heir, Dem. 603,
fin..), Anth.7., , 7., 7.7)
distributed by shaking the lots, H. Horn.
Me.-c. 129.

7., ov, 6, Dor., a lot,

Hom. : (perh. from 7., because
twigs, potsherds, or otlier/.
were used for the purpose.) In Horn,
each marks his own lot, and they are
thrown into a helmet (later there was
a vase on purpose,), and
shaken : the first which cauie out
was the winning lot, II. 7, 175: hence,7.7., iv -
7., II. 3, 316; 23, 352: 7-37., Od. 14, 209

;, Od. 9, 331 ;, II. 7, 182 ; 7.//, 11.

24, 400, Hdt. 3, 83 ; -, divinans per sortes, Pind. P. 4,
338, cf. Wess. Hdt. 4, 67, Tacit.
Germ. 10. Later, dice were called, because used to decide any
thing doubtful : hence—2. a casting
lots, drawing lots, 7.., Eur.
I. A. 1198.—II. that which is assigned
by lot, an allotment, portion, esp. ot
land : an inheritance, estate, property,

II. 15, 498, Od. 14, 04, Hes. Op. 37,
343: and freq. in Att. orators: in
genl. lands, oi 7.. , Hdt.
1, 76, cf. 9, 94.—HI. in Eccl. the

clergy, as opp. to the laity, cf Num.
18, 20, Deut. 18, 2.—IV. a inischievous

insect in bee-hives, also,
Arist. H. A. 8, 27, 2, etc.—Cf.

VI.

'.7., , fut. -?;, to be a
7.]], to obtain, possess by allot-

ment, to have allotted to one, esp. of con-
quered lands divided among the con-
querors, Hdt. 6,100.—II. /orfitide lands
in this tvay. Diod. Cf.7..7, , , a portion,

allotment of land, App.7., , , the allotment,

(i. e. apportionment by lot) of land in a
foreign country among the citizens :

also the body of citizens among whom,
it is divided. 7.., Isocr. 63
A, cf. Thuc. 3, 50. An Athenian
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differed from a colony, in

that tlie'7 were still citizens

of the mother-country, with full priv-

ileges, instead of forming an inde-

pendent slate. Indeed sometimes (as

m the case of Chalcis and Lesbos,

Hdt. 6, 100, Thuc. 1. c.) many stayed

at home, leaving their '// to the

old proprietors as tenants. Cf. Bockh
P. E. 2, 1C8-180, Thirlw. Hist. Gr.

3, p. 5G. They may be compared to

the Rom. coloniae, which indeed is

translated by this word in Plut.

Hence7.'., , , / or belonging

to a, , Ar. Nub. 203.-, ov, {?./,) hold-

ing, possessed of a or allotment

of land ; esp. of land in a foreign coun-

try portioned out among the citizens of
Athens ; as subst. a settler, (v.-
), Hdt. 5, 77, Thuc. 3, 50, etc.,

Xat. agripeta, Cic. Nat. D. 1, 20

:

hence—2. metaph.,' kruv-, with old age for her lot. Soph.

A}. 508./, , () to choose hy

lot,, Hdt. 1, 9-1, Isocr. 144 A,

etc. : in genl. to choose, Arist. Rhet.

2, 20, 4 : of the lot, to fall on,7. , Eur. Ion 4)6.

Pass, to be chosen by lot,, Lys. 109, 24. Mid. to

cast lots for a thing, absol., Aesch.

Theb. 55,, Dem. 1318, 10: c.

ace, to have allotted one, obtain by lot,

Eur. Tro. 29, Aeschin. 20, 36: in

genl. to obtain, possess, Hipp.— II. in

genl. to allot, assign, . Find. .
8, 19, Thuc. 6, 41. Pass.,

?/, to have slaver)'/or one's lot, Eur.

Hec. 102.— III. in Eccl. to ynnke a cler-

gyman of, ordain,. Hence',, y, a choosing by lot,. Plat. Legg. 950 : metaph. of

a dilemma, choice of evils, Eur.

Andr. 384.7/, , , at Athens a

place in the theatre, where the magis-

trates and dicasts (ol) sat,

Eubul. 01b. 1, 5.—II.=, Ar.

Eccl. 082, cf. Fr. 194.— III. the place

where elections by lot were held, Plut., , , (/;/) one who
casts lots., adv. by lot, LXX./., , , of, belonging to,

for casting lots., ,,() appoint-

ed by lot, esp. of magistrates, dicasts,

etc., usu. opp. to,-
(elected). Plat. Legg. 759 B,

Isocr. 205 A. Adv. -.?,, , a vase for cast-

ing lots in, esp. at elections.

K/.;/f, 7^, , Att. for /., q. v.,, , {?.) a calling :

esp.—1. a calling into court, legal sum-

mons, Ar. Nub. 1189, cf.,-,' : hence an indictment,

Xen. Hell. 1, 7, 13.—2. a calling, in-

vitation to a feast, Xen. Symp. 1, 7,

TO, Dem. 351, 2.— 3. a

name, appellation. Plat. Pollt. 202 D.

—II. in Dion. H., and ?-
are the Rom. classes, which word

he derives therefrom

!

], , , {,)
shutting up. closing, ?., Thuc.

2, 94, cf. 7, 70./, fut. from 7/ or -/.^',, , Cleso, daughter of

Cleson, Paus. 1, 42, 7.\,, , Cleson, son of

Lele.x, Paus. 1.39, 6.^, , Cleta, fern. pr. n., Paus.

3. 18, 6.', ,, verb. adj. of .•
770

, to he called, named. Plat. Rep.
341 D.—II., one mwst call, lb.

470 D.,, , v. sq.?^,(,) to cite,

summon into court, Dem. 277, 14

:

esp. to cite a reluctant witness under
penalty (cf. our subpoena), Dem. 890,

17, Att. Process p. 672, also-.—. to be a witiiess, give evidence,

Ar. Nub. 1218 ; . Id. Vesp. 1413,

v. sq. II., /, , () one who
calls, a sompnour, summoner, Ar. Av.

147: in genl.= /v?;pvf, Aesch. Supp.
022 : metaph.,.', Id. Theb.
574.— II. a witness, bystander, called to

prove that this legal summons has been

served (cf. Horace's ' licet antestari'),

Ar. Vesp. 189, 1408 (in which places

it is oft. interpr. ayi ass, and Passow
connects it with clitellae ! but the

Schol. rightly explains as a joke), cf. Dem. 542, 19, and., , , of, belonging to

calling or naming: -, sub.,
Lat. cassis vocativus, Gramm.^, , , Cletis, masc. pr. n.,

Polyb. 25, 2, 15., , ,() called, invi-

ted, hence welcome, Od. 17, 380 : called

out, chosen, II. 9, 105.,, h,()=7.]., contr. for,?. (A).', ov, ,,
,, , . sub-., adv. () dub. 1. for.,, , (7.) an inclin-

ation, slope, esp. of ground, Lat. clivus,

Polyb.—II. the supposed slope of the

earth from the equator towards the

pole : hence—2. a region or zone of

the earth, parallel of latitude, clime,

Vitruv. 1, 1.—3. the weather, etc. de-

pendent 071 this position, climate. [], fut.-, dub. 1. for-.,,,= II.,

the round of a ladder.7], adv. (7) like a

ladder or stairs.7.(, ov, poet, for-., ov, ,^=,
Amips. Conn. 6., &.==7..), f. -, to use the tvrest-

ler's trick called 7. (v. sub voc.

III.), Poll. : hence—II. metaph. to

per7>ert, distort, , Dinarch.

ap. Suid.7., , , dim. from «--, a small stair or ladder, Ar. Pac.
69.—2. the round of a ladder, Hipp.

;

also.,, , dim. from -, a small ladder, stair or set of steps.

—2. a wo77ian who 7nakes a step-ladder

of herself, by letting persons step on
her back to mount a carriage, Plut.

2, 50 E, Ath. 250 D._7, ov, 6, dim. from 7-.7., ov, ,() a

trick of boxers or wrestlers, Hesych.,
cf. III.7-,,, {7) with

a staircase or ladder, with steps, Nonn.,
and v. 1. II. 2, 729.,, ov, poet, also -?/, (7,) beari7ig a

ladder, Polyb.—2. bearing a corpse on a
bier. v. VI.7, , , () the

step of a staircase, round of a ladder,

Hipp., and Eur. Hel. 1570.—II. me-

taph. a dangerous pmise or stop in a
man's life, a climacteric, generally de-
termined by multiples of 7, as 35, 49,

63, esp. the last, Gell. 3, 10; 15, 7.

Hence, , , belonging to

a stair or ladder, 7., climac-

terical year., , (,)
like a ladder or stairs, tcrrassed, Strab..?}, , as from-. made like a ladder or stairs, ter-

rassed, Polyb.,, , () a ladder

or staircase, because of its lemiing
aslant, Od. 1, 330; 10, 558, etc.: a
scaling-ladder, Aesch. Theb. 460, etc.

:

a .ihip's ladder, elsewh.,
Eur. I. T. 1382 ; ., a wind-
ing-stair : ., a rope-lad-

der.— IL an instrument like a ladder,

on which persons to be tortured were
tied, Ar. Ran. 618.— III. in Soph. Tr.
521,7, is used of

a certain wrestler's tnck, variously ex-
plained, V. Herm.—IV. in rhetoric, a
climax, i. e. a gradual ascent from
weaker expressions to stronger. Lat.
gradatio, as in Dem. 288, 9 sq., and ill

Cicer. abiit evasit ervpit, cf. Cic. de
Orat. 3, 54.—V. part of a chariot, viz.

blocks of wood pl:iccd above the axle,

and narrowing like steps, Arr., cf.

Poll. 1, 253.—VI. a bier. Hence,, , Cli77iax, the west-
ern extremity of Taurus in Lycia,

Strab. p. 66(3.—2. a mountain in

Coele-Syria, extending to the Phoe-
nician coast near Byblus, Id. p. 755.
—3. a mountain in Arcadia, Paus. 8,

G, 4., ov, 6,, a kind
of earthquake, =.7., Amm.
Marccll.. ov, TO, dim. from,
a small bed, Ar. Fr. 33.7, , ov, of or belonging to a
bed, Dem. 816, 19. ft J

K7UV7), , ,() that on ivhich

07ie lies, a Couch, bed, oft. in Hdt., and
Att. ; , to make
up a bed, Hdt. 6, 139: also used as a
bier. Plat. Legg. 947 B, D : -
, the lectisterniimi or putvi7)ar Oeo-
rum of the Romans. The
were often richlv adorned with gold

and silver. Hdt.'l. 50; 9, 82; with
ivory legs, Plat. (Com.) Incert. 8, etc.

Cf. Diet. Antiqq. voc. lectzis. [i]7, , (, ) bed-

ridden, in bed, Lat. lecto affijcus, Plut., ov,(,) car-

rying a bed., Ep. and poet. 3 sing. aor.

1 pass, from, for, II.

inf., 11. part.., ov, , dim. from.7, ,,() ofor belong-

ing to a bed : as subst., , a
physician that visits his patients in

their beds, Anth. : , Sub., his art or 7nethod, Plin.7,, , dim. from ,=^7., Ar. Thesrn. 2G1.7.1, , . -, to arrange

beds or couches : metaph. to be always
talking of such things, Polyb. 12, 24, 3.77, , , {7,) a
bed-wrestling, Sueton. []7,, , (7,)
bed-ridden, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 58.), , ,()
making nf beds. Thcophr./, , , place where
beds are made : from
7.•}, , or, (n7.iv7i,

) makiiif^ belts. Inscr.7., , , an umbellife



rous plant, the tufts of which are like

the knobs at the feet of a bed, pulegium
montanuriL•, Galen, and Plin.

.7.1., ?),, belonging to the

making of beds : -kj], sub. ), the

art of making beds : from?, , {,)
making beds, bedsteads, etc., Plat. Rep.
59 , etc.

K/UvOKOVQ,, o.thefootofa bed.?. or, {], *€)=, Plat. Rep. 597 A.',,=., , {,)
fond of bed, Luc.

K?uvrrip., ,() a coitcJi,

easy chair, Od. 18, 190, Theocr. 2, 86,

etc.

K?uv~rwiov, ov,, dim. from k?.iv-, Ar. Fr. 342.' [i] : fut.7 : aor.-
va, mid., pass,

and' [], both in Horn., j-et• is .\186 Ep. and poet.

:

much more rare in aor. 2 pass., and
prob. only in compds. like-
VT/vai, ., and Plat.,?-, Ar. Ach. 981, (cf. infr. IV.) : pf.

pas.s./.—Radic. signf., to make
bend or boiv, make slope or slant, Lat.

inclinare, ?~ ?., to make the

scales slant, i. e. incline or turn the

scale, 11. 19, 223 ; hence, also, .,^ ., to make them
bend, give way, turn them to flight, II.

5, 37, Od. 9, 59 ; so, ., Lat.

inclinare aciem, 11. 14,510: so.metaph.,. Soph. Aj. 131.—II. to

make one thing sta?it or slope against

another, lean, prop or rest it against,

re , II. 23, 171, 510, , Eur.
Or. 227 ; also ,', 1. e. raising their shields

so that the upper run rested on their

shoulders, 11. 11, 592.— III. to turn

aside, . , II. 8,

435, cf. Soph. . C. 193: so,• ., to turn back the eyes, II. 3,

427.—IV. to make another recline or sit

down. esp. at meals, Hdt. 9, 16, where
others take it intrans., and Dind.
reads' as aor. 2 pass.—V. in

Gramm. to inflect nouns and verbs,

decline or conjugate, cf. V.
. pass, to be bent., , of a

spear's point, Od. 19,470; to bend aside,

bow down, esp. so as to shun a blow, II.

7, 254 : of battle, to turn,, Hes. Th. 711 : so too intr. in

act.. Polyb.— II. to lean, rest, stay one's

self upon or against a thing, c. dat.,7, II. 3, 135, cf. 22,

3 ; ., Od. 17, 29 : also in

jnid.,?, Od. 17,

340 : also, , Hdt. 4, 73.—. to

lie down, II. 10, 350, etc. ; esp. at

jneals, Lat. discum.bere, Hdt. 1, 211 :

K/uOf/vai, to lie beside

the bride, Od. 18, 213 ; of things, to

lie, H. 10, 472, Od. 11, 194 : to lie hid,

11. 5, 350.—2. of places, to be sloping,

71pvri, , sloping toicards

the lake, the sea, Od. 4, 008 ;" 13, 235 :

hence of persons, i. e. their places of

abode, 7 ?, 11. 5, 709 ; )/-7 (. for 7.),
II. 16, 68, cf. 15, 740 : later,7,, etc., Polyb.—IV. to wonder

from the right course, ,
Theogn. 851.•—C. mid. to decline,-. Hdt. 3, 114., cf.

7(,) .• and so later intr. in act.,/, , the

.«iun, the day declines, Polyb., and N.

.—D. intr. in act., like Lat. vergere.

V, supr. B. I fin., and C :7
TO, to fall atvay, decline, decay,

Xen. Mem. 3, 5, 13, and so absol.,

Polyb. (Hence /., 7~, cf.

Jjat. clino, acclitw, inclino, clii;v.s,

etc.)^,, , Clinon, a Grecian
commander in Carthage, Diod. S. 20,

38.

72, , . Ion. 7.,, (7-) place for lying down or reclining :

hence— I. a hut or any slight building,

used as a temporary dwelling-place :

in Horn, these /. are of two
kinds,— 1, for use in time of peace, the

huts, cots in which herdsmen passed
the night, sought shelter against
rough weather, and kept their stores;

the usu. signf. in Od., but in II. only
once, 18, 589. Since such a hut
had several compartments, the plur.

was somtimes used of one, Od. 16,

I, (though even here V/olf has the
sing.)—2. for use in war, huts or cots,

such as besiegers lived in during long
sieges ; the usu. signf in II., seldom
in Od. : sometimes also in plur. in-

stead of suig., II. 15, 478 ; 23. 254 :

these war-cabins corresponded in

their use to our linen tents, but it

appears from II. 24, 448 sq. that they
were of wood ; hence, .,
II. 10, 5G6, and, II. 9, 663 :

hence also an army on breaking up
did not strike the 7. and take
them away, but burnt them on the
spot, Od. 8, 501 : the all to-

gether formed a camp. Post-Hom.,
the word came up instead,

and K7uaia remained in use only
with the poets.—II. any thing for ly-

ing down or sitting upon : esp.— 1. a
couch, easy chair, Od. 4, 123; dec-
orated with gold and ivory, Od.
19, 55: more usu. 7.—% a
couch for reclining on at table, seat with

cushions, Pind. P. 4, 237 , also place

on such couch, ?.,, Plut.—3. a

bed, nuptial bed, Eur. Ale. 994, I. T.
857.

—

III. a company of people sitting

at meals, N. T.—IV. a reclining or ly-

ing. Plut.

l\.7.laiar,, , {) usu. in

plur.7., al, folding doors

or gates, Philo, Plut., etc. ; hence
metaph. an entrance, way in, Hdt. 9,

9. But Dind. would always write. from, cf.

fin.
_7, adv.,() out of or

from a cot or hut, II. 1, 391, etc., cf.

I. 2./., adv., into or to a cot or
hut, 11. 1, 185, cf. I. 2.7, , , the yard and out-

buildings round a?. or herd.'unau's

cot (cf. 1. 1), Od. 24. 208, where
however Dind would read.,, . []—II in Att. a mean
house, hut, hovel, opp. to a regular
dwelling-house, Lys. 121, 35 : a house

of ill fame, Dem. 270, 10. 7-, ace.

to Draco 57, 19, cf. .\ntiph. .\cestr. 2,

so that in Att., Dind. (ap. Steph.
Thesaur.) would write from7, and this is a common v. 1., cf.7.],, , {7) bending,

inclination, Plut. : decline, sinking of
the sun, Dion. P.—II. a lying down,
lying, Eur. Tro. 113.

—

III. a turning

aside, ivheeling right or left, of soldiers,

Polyb.

—

.= -/// U., a region, clime,

Dion. P.—V. in Gramm., the inflexion

of nouns and verbs, declension or con-

jugation. [7.], , , {7) couch,

easy-chair, like II. 1, oft. in

KAON
Horn. ; adorned with gold, . 8, 436 •

sometimes tapestried, II. 9.200 ; some-
times with a footstool {), Od.
4, 136.^, , , Cliterna, a city of
the Aequi, Strab.7, , , () belonging

to the gramm. inflexion of a word, E.
M. p. 295, 14., , , {) sloping,

shelving, dub., ,=, Lj'c.—II.

=

II., a clime, Anth.—2. in getd.

the lower part, further end of a place,

LXX. Late word. [I]

7., , , {7)=7... Rh. 1, 599.
^'•, , , ace. 1. 7., .

16, 390,() sloping place, slope,

declivity, hill, Lat. clivus, 11. 1. c, Od.
5, 470. [i always: in ace./
in Od. 1. c, in arsis ; but never so in

Att., Schaf. Mel. p. 73, Monk Eur.
Hipp. 227.],, , Cliton, masc. pr.

n., (Eur.) Epist. 1.^7., , , the Rom. Cloelius,

Plut.7, of), , with heterog. plur.

Tu. besides the usu. oi 7.,
Att., () :

—a collar for a
dog, Eupol.. 1, 16: esp. a large

wooden collar, put on mischievous
dogs, Ar. Vesp. 897, Xen. Heil. 2, 4,

41 : hence also a sort pillorq, lb. 3,

3, 11. cf. Eur. Cycl. 235 : also'by way
of ornament, 7.., lb. 184 : cf.. Hence, , to put on a collar.7. or•, , ,^=7, Hesych. : hence our clois-

ter., ov, b,() one who
has a collar on, and80=, ap.

Hesych. : also7.^ , , Clonas, a composer
of llute music, Plut./., , t. -, (7) to

move violently, in II. (never in Od.)
usu. to drive an enemy in confusion
before one, 11. 22, 188 ; and more ile-

finitely, /-. 11. 5, 96 ; absol., il. 11, 496, 526 :

so of cattle chased by a lion, 11. 15,

324 ; iif clouds driven by the wind, II.

23,213; and of fire rolled along by
it, II. 20, 492 : later in genl. to con-

found, agitate, distract. Soph. O. C.
1241, 1244. Pass, to flee in confusion,

be routed. II. 3, 93 ; 4, 302, etc. ; but
in Hes. Sc. 317, ' 7.-, beside the fishes tumbled;
so of bees, to swarm, Ap. Rh. Only
poet. Hence7.., , commotion, agita-

tion, like /., Hipp.
^/', , , Clonia, a nymph,
ApoUod.—2. an Amazon, Qu. Sm. 1,

42.

tKAoi'i'of, , 6, Clonius, son of
Alector, leader of the Boeotians be-

fore Troy, II. 2, 495.—2. son of Priam,
Apollod.

/',, , the bone at the end of
the spine, the os sacrum, Antim. 59 : cf.

Lat. clwiis.7., ov, (, -) heart-moving, Orph. Hymn. 19, 8.'. 01', , any violent con-

fused motion, in II. always the throng

and press of battle, in II. (never in Od.)
esp. of persons fleeing in confusion,

the baffle-rout, 7., II. 16,

331, 713, 729: , the

throng of spears, 11. 5, 167; 20. 319
later in genl. tumult, throng, Ar. Nub.
387 : still later an earthquake. Cf..
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?., , {,) tu-

multuous, Galen.?.,,,{) stolen,, Aesch. Fr. 110, cf. Eur. Ale.

1035: also stolen, secret. Plat. Legg.

934 C., v. sub., ov, TO, any thing stolen,

Max. Tyr., , ,—?., a thief,

stealer. Soph. Phil. 77 : in genl. a se-

cret doer, perpetrator, Id. Ant. 493./-, V. sub ?.~(.
?.-,/..:) theft, A.esch.

Ag. 403, and Eur. ; opp. to the bolder] or robbery. Plat. Leg?. 941 B.

—2. of authors, ;)/ii^>-iiins?n, Philostr.

—II. a secret act Or transaction, fraud,

Eur. H. F. 100, Aeschin. 35, 25 ;
-

mj, by stealth or fraud, Soph. Phil.

1025 : , i. e.

to steal away, Id. Aj. 245., , ,^-.?7, V. sub.,, atov,=:sq., Luc.

Adv. -.?, ,, thievish, Ps.-Phoc.

143.—2. .Wo/en, Id.l27,Gaisf. \.-.7, a. , () thievish,

artful,, Od. 13, 295.?,, ,=,,
thief . Horn. Merc. 270./, , f. -, [,) to stealfrom, rob, LXX. Hence',, -is, a theft., only in II. 19, 149, ov?., 'tis not good

to deal subtly, to .ipin out time by false

pretences : seemingly a lengthd. poet,

form of 7.—,.
fKlovvia, . , Clfinia. a city of

Hispania Tarraconensis, Dio C'., ov, , Cliisimn, a city

of Etruria, Polyb. 2, '25, 1 : ol-, the inhab. of Clusimn, and ?/

'K?Mvaivy, [<] the territory of CL,

Strab.^, ov, o. Clusius, a river

of Gallia Transpadana, Polyb.',, , a plant, also '.
[C]

7., metapli. ace. of ?.,
as if from 7., Nic.?., f. ,=-. Hence?.. ov, b, a surging, dash-

ing of ivaves, Strab.-,=7., Di-

og. L. 5, 66.7., a, ov, surging, dashing,

Gramm. [] From
?'(5',, b, () a rvave,

billoiv, surge, Od. 12, 421, and Att.

poets.—II. metaph.,., aflood

of ills, Aesch. Pers. 599 ; so, --,, Eur. : also, .-, a flood of horsemen. Soph. El.

733 ; so, ., Eur. Ion 60

:

. , Dem. 442, 18. Not
oft. in prose. [C] Hence7.. as pass., to be tossed

by the waves, N. T.

K7', ov, , dim. from-, a little xvave, rijjple, Eur. Hec.

48: in genl. a ivavc, Aesch. Theb.
795 : as collective noun, a surging sea,

Thuc. 2, 84.', fut.- [], to wash,

dash, da.'ih against, esp. of the waves,

H. Horn. Ap. 75. Pass, of the sea,

to be agitated xiith waves, be or herome

stormy, dash high,7 7.,
II. 14, 392, Od. 9, 484, 541, cf Hes.

Sc. 209 ; and so the act. is found mtr.,

kit', the

waves dashed aijainst the shore, II.

23, 61, Aesch. Ag. 1182.—II. to wash

off or away.7. -
772

. Soph. Fr. 733 :^
hcnce_ metaph.,7. :(>-, Eur. 1. . 1 193.—2. wash out,, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 9,,

with wine, Arist. . . : esp. with a

clyster, to drench, Anth.—3.

., to put ivatcr into the ears and so

cleanse them, Eur. Hipp. 054.—4. in

Thcocr. 1, 27, -, washed over or rubbed with

wax. (i^he word is prob. onomatop.,

the root being KATZ-, or-,
as in : cf. Sanscr. klid, ma-
desccre.

)

7, 2 sing, imperat. aor. of. Hom,^, , , Clymene, aaughter
of Oceanus and Tethys, Hes. Th.
351, wife of Japetus, Id. 508.-2. a

Nereid, II. 18,47.—3. an attendant of

Helen, II. 3, 144.-4. a daughter of

Minyas, mother of Atalanta, ApoUod.
3, 9, 2.—5. daughter of Catreus, mo-
ther of Palamedes, Id. 3, 1, 2.—G.

daughter of Iphis, mother of Iphiclus,

Od. 11,326.—7.mother ofHomer,acc.
to Paus. 10, 24, 3.

^, ov, , a plant, Lat. cly-

menon.7', , ov,()=,
renowned, fa7nous, Antim. 65, Theocr.

14, 26 : mostly as prop, n.,7.,
of the god of the nether world, Anth.

:

though '//•• and7, qq.

v., occur even in Hom. and Hes. as

pr. names, []\7., ov, b, Clymemis, king of

the Mmyan Orchomenus, Pind. O. 4,

31, Paus. 9, 37, 1 ; father of Eurydice
the wife of Nestor, Od. 3, 452.-2.

son of Oeneus and Althaea, Apollod.

1, 8, 1.—3. son of PhDroneus, Paus.

2, 55, 4.-4. son of Cardys, Id. 5, 8, 1.., ,{) a washing

out, esp. by a clyster, a drench, Hipp.

[«],, ,() a liquid

usedfor washing out : esp. a clyster or

drench, Hdt. 2, 77, 87.—II. a place

loashcd by the waves, the sea-beach,

Plut., and Luc. Hence, , , dim. from
: a clyster, Hipp.7, ov. b, {7.) a washing

out. esp. by a clyster.,, ,() a clyster,

Nic. ; also.—II. clyster-pipe,

syringe, Hdt. 2, 87.

7.//, ov, , dim. from

7>.7. ov, . Clysonymus,

son of Amphidamas, Apollod. 3, 12,

8, cf. II. 23, 88., , {}, Clytaemucs-

tra, datighter of Tytidarus and Leda,
wife of Agamemnon, 11. 1, 113; Od.

11, 439 ; Trag.—2. appell. of the comic
poet Nicostratus, Diog. L. 4, IS., 2 plur. imperat. aor. act.

from 7, Hom.
^7., . Ion. , , , Clytia,

daughter of Oceanus and Tethys,
Hes. Th. 352.-3. mother of king

Chalcon in Cos, Theocr. 7, 5.—3.

daughter of Pandareus, Paus. 10,

30, 2.^, ov, b, .ton or descendant

of Clytius, OL .. the Clytiadae, a cel-

ebrated priestly family in Elis, Hdt.

9, 33, in sing. : v. Biihr ad 1.—In Hom., II. 11, 302, Od. 15, 540.

tKrtJ;;',= foreg., i. e., Piraeus,

Hom.^, ov, , Clytius, a Trojan
elder son of Laomedon, father of Oa-
letor, II. 3, 1 17 ; 20, 238.-2. son of

Alcmaeon, father of Piraeus, Od. 16

327.—3. son of Eurytus of Euboea,

an Argonaut, Ap. llh. 1, 86. — 4. a
giant, Apollod.iK7, , , Clytippe, daugh-
ter of Thespius, Apollod.7,, ov, {7.,)
famous in counsel, of Mercury, Opp., ov, {, -) famousfor trees,, Anth.^, , , Clytodora,

daughter of Laomedon, Dion. H.7, , {7., *)
famous for work, and so like 7,-, epith. of Vulcan, Od. 8, 345.7,'. ov, (7., -)famousforfruit, glorious withfruit,., JPind. . 4, 124.,, ,(,-) famous seer, Pind. Fr. GO.iKvo, , , ClylomSdes,

son of Enops, 11. 23, 634., ov, ,=,
poet., t, gen. , (,) famous for skill, epith. of Vul-
can, H. Hom. 19, 1., ov,(,)
famous for toils, Anth.^7, , b, Clyloneus, son
of Alcinous, Od. 7, 119.—2. son of
Naubolus, Ap. Rh. 1, 134.,, b, ,(,) with famous children, Anth., ov, (7.,)
famousfor horses Or for horse-manship,

in II. always epith. of A'idonens, 5,

654 ; 1
1

, 44,5 ; 1 C, 625 : of the country
Dardania, Fr. Hom. 38., , , but in . 2, 742 Od.
5, 423 also of, ov, (?) : strictly

heard, audible': but USU. heard of, i. e.

famous, renowned, and so noble, splen-

did, in Hom. freq. epith. of Gods and
Heroes ; also of men collectively, no-
ble, as opp. to lower animals, k7.vtu', II. 14, 361,,. , 526: oft. also,, glorious name, (but
in Od. 9, 364, ace. to ancient Intei-prr.,

is the name by which
one is called, one's own name) ; of
cities, , 11. 24, 437.—2.

then also of things, like, no-
ble, splendid, beauteous,, Od. 6,

331 ;, II. 2, 854, etc. ; 7,
Od. 10, 87 ; 15, 472, /, Od.
9, 308, (in these two last instances
some take it to be noisy, comparing.^, in Hesych.,
but wrongly): Hom. uses it esp. ot

the works of human skill, as of wea-
pons and garments, , -, : freq. also in Pind.,
and sometimes in Att. poets, and in
gen. only poet. On the accent of the
compounds v. Buttm. Lexil. voc., addend.—The only diff. ot7 and in Hom. seems
to be one of quantity, lb. sub voc.

fK7.o, ov, , Clqtus, a Milesian,
pupil of Aristotle, Ath. 510 C.\7,, , Clytosthenes,

masc. pr. n., Anth.,, b, , (,) famousfor its end.7/, ov, b,(, -) famousfor his art, renowned artist,

like, in Hom. always
epith of Vulcan.7, ov, (7.,)

'famousfor the bow, renoximcd archer, in
Horn, always epith. of Apollo., ,(,)
brightly-beaming.7, ,(,)
lu.itrions by fame, Orph.

: impf7 with aor,

signf : imperat. sing, and plur. 7',
7., Horn., who has it with Ep.



redupl., '/.. hear,

Horn., etc. Construct, strictly c. gen.

pers. et ace. rei, like, but rare-

ly found m full : c. gen. pers., II. 15,

300, etc., in which case a part, is

usu. added, ,
IL 10, 47, Od. 4, 505 ; c. ace. rei, Od.

14, 89, etc. ; also c. gen. rei, Od. 4,

707; etc. : the imperat. is esp. used in

prayers, give ear to me, hear nie, HAV-,, ,,—
Avhere is sometimes found as a

V. 1., and we find it—2. really c. dat.,

to give ear to, listen to, comply with,

Hes. Th. 474, Theogn. 13, Wolon 5,

2. : but also c. gen., to obey, Soph. Aj.

1352, O. C. 740.—3. to hear, learn by

hearing, , Od. 19, 93 : in pres.

soraetuues with pf. signf., to have

heard, know, Soph. Tr. 422, 425.-4.

in genl. to perceive not merely by the

hearing, Od. 6, 165 ; so, '/
uioiv , Hes. Op. 9, cf. ,-
—II. post-Horn, to hear one's selfcalled,

be called so and so, ., Soph.

Tr. 721, . Id. El. 524 ; -
., Aesch. Pr. 868

;
.,

Soph. Tr. 414, c. 111.—Only
poetic. (Cf. Sanscr. tru, Lat. duo,

aus-cul-to: hence, q. v., Lat.

cliens, etc., cf. Winning Compar.
Philology p. 65, 6.

—

and «,
like and, diifer only

in form : the latter to spread a report,

the former to hear it.) [ only in the

imperat. and /.], , , dim. from k?m-, a S7nall cage., ov, b, a cage, bird cage,

Anth.
>>', , 6,{,)

the clucking of hens, Plut. : hence—2.

the clucking sound by which we urge on

a horse, Xen. Eq. 9, 10: as also a

clucking sound by which Greek audi-

ences ex-pressed disapprobation, Harpocr., , , Clodia, Rom. fem.

pr. n., Plut.

tK/.GJ(5iof, on. (5, the Rom. name
Clodius, Plut., , , Maced. name of

female Bacchanals, Plut. Alei. 1

:

also/.', f., Lat. glo-

cire, of the sound made by jackdaws, as) of crows, Clem. Al. : cf.-.—II. to make a similar sound in to-

ken of disapprobation, Phllo, cf.-
/^•7, , at, =/.,
only in Gramm.2', fut., to twist by

spinning, spin, Atvov, Hdt. 5, 12 : also

of the Goddesses of fate, the Moipui,

or Lat. Parcae, to spin a man liis

thread of life or of fate,., Arist. Mund., cf. sq. (Cf. our

clue or clew.) Hence
K?JJ,, , Lat. Chtho, strictly

Spinster, one of the three or

Parcae, who spins the thread of life,

Hes. Th. 218, 905, Sc. 258, cf. Plat.

Rep. 617 C.,,, stony, rocky,

IL 2, 729 : from,, , also, a

heap of stones, rocky place, akin to Lat.

glomus, globus, grumus, our clump,

tump, Buttm. Le.Tiil. v. 12., gen., , {')^=^
/-, young shoot, sprout, twig,

Lat. surculus. Xen. Cyn. 10, 7.'/,, 6, dim. from ?..
fKvov, ov, TO, dim. from ;

fem. pr. n., Clonarium, Luc.

; ,
,.-.(.)—,

to strip off young shoots.

, ov, TO, dim. from ?<..,, , //, one who is

flogged ivith a collar on., , Att. for., fut. -, (/.)
dep. mid., poet, for, to steal,

do by stealth : the act. occurs in compd..,,,^: from,^, to steal, Xen.
Rep. Lac. 2, 7, ubi al..7]. adv. like,
stealthily, A. B.-, , ov. Ion. and poet, for-.,, oL a comic appell.

of the inhab. of a deme/ (from, a thief), instead of

from, the ' Filchingtonians,^

Ar. Eq. 79./., , , («^/») thievish,

stealthy, Eur. Rhes. 205, 512:

K/ujTTiKOv thievishness, Plat. Crat. 408

A, ubi Bekk..,, , , {•,) of orfrotn a thievish or unknuum,

father, Anth. [],, , {?.) spinning.

—II.3»^, Lye.
7.,=^, flesych.?., , , () that

which is spun, a thread, clew, Paus., ov, , dim. from', a small thread., ov, ,= : from'2, to cluck like a hen,
Suid., cf../, f/, , (:)=8. :

hence a spindle. . Rh.—II. like, a thread, yarn, line, .,
of a hshing-line, Aesch. Cho. 507, cf.

Ar. Ran. 1349./, ov, 6, a spinner., i], ov, {) spun,

twisted, Eur. Tro. 537.-, , gen.7,() a

thief, La.t.fur, Hdt. 1, 41 ; 2, 150, Eur.,

etc, : cf.,,-.?. ov, . ace. to a rarer

dialect=//e/>,a6poi', as is remarked by
the Gramm. Pamphilos ap. E. M., cf,

Buttm. Lexil. v. 7., , , (,)
wrought, ap, Hesych., elsewh. only in

compds., etc.^, , , Cnageus, masc.
pr. n., Paus. 3, 17, 4, where also

is appell. of Diana.7•.,=^,,,
to scratch, ap. Hesych, : cf, -, like

7.7.,=:., q. ,, like,/ for Att. , : mostly
only in compds.,.
^KvaKUoiOl••, ov, TO, Cnacadtum, a

mountain of Laconia, Paus. 3, 24, 6., ov, , Mt. Cnacalus, in

Arcadia, Paus. 8, 22, 3, from which
Diana was called7.7.^,, , appell. of Di-

ana at Tegea, Paus. 8, 53., ,, ,, 6,

Dor, for.^,, , Cnacion, a river

of Laconia, joining the Eurotas be-

low Spaita, Plut. Lye. 0., b. Dor. for., old Att. for,
q- V., like and,{)
to scratch or scrape : esp. to tease, card

or comb wool, to dress or full cloth,

etc. (which was done either with a

prickly plant, the teasel, or with a
comb,) cf., :

Jience—II, metaph. to ma^tgle, tear,

\
, Cratin. Incert. 116: pass.,

72, of bodies mangled
against sharp rocks, Aesch. Pers.
576 ; so,' , of Hector's
body trailing behind the chariot.

Soph, Aj. 1031.—Ace. to the Gramm.,, etc, were the forms used by
the old Att. writers, and •,-, etc.

by the later : v. Brunck and Dobree
ad Ar. Plut. 166, Dmd. in Steph.
Thes. Hence,, , poet, for -,,. Dor. for,, fut. and inf. aor. from.
tKvavGoi', ov, TO, Cnausum, a small

town of Arcadia, Paus. 8, 27, 3,

?.7., ov, ,() wool

scratched or torn off in fulling cloth

:

in genl. wool, flock, for stuffing cush-
ions or pillows with, Cratin. Malth,

3, ubi V, Meineke : more freq. in form7, Ar. Fr. 84, Plat, (Com,)
Peisand, 4, Theopomp, (Com.) Pan-
tal. 2 ; cf. III. [d], Ion. -',,, {:-) fuller^S shop, Hdt. 4, 14.,, , fuller, Lat./uWo,
i. e. a cloth-carder or dresser, clothes-

cleaner, Hdt, 4, 14, Ar. Vesp. 1128,

Xen., etc. : they used,,
yfi /,, etc. with the carding
comb. On the form-, •, ., . Hence, , , belonging to a
fuller, -/'/, sub. ^, a fuller's art

or trade. Plat. Polit, 282 A, cf. Soph.
227 A,,=, to full, card or
cleaii cloth, Ar. Plut. 166, cf.,
fin,, , f. -,=^., ov,, Ion, for,
Hdt,, ,,=., , , () the prickly

teasel, Lat. spinafullonica, a plant used
by fullers to card or clean cloth

:

hence also a carding-comb, also used
as an instrument of torture, -, Hdt. 1, 92, ubi v.

Wessel. [],, ,{) carding

or dressing of cloth., inf., but in the strict-

er Att., like and -/ : fut.

: aor, 1 : but of aor. 2, as if from, we find only
the 3 sing, kvj'i in 11. 11, 639. To
scrape or grate, Lat, radere,, II. 1. c, and Hipp. : to

scrape off. K7/pov, Hdt. 7, 238, cf, -: metaph. lodestroy.—II. toscratch,

Lat. scabere, Ty, Hipp, Mid, to

scratch one's self, Plut, :

:7., to scratch one's side. Gal,

—

III. to tickle, make itch. Plat. Symp.
185 E. Pass, to itch. Id. Gorg. 494
C, Mid., , to tickle

one's ears, Luc, (From the root

come,, , ,,/., etc.) [], . -,() to cloud

over, Aesch. Ag. 134., , alov, also , ov,

Ar. Ran. 1350{) -.—dark,-, Aesch. Pr. 1029, cf. Eur,
Ale, 593.— 2, in the dark,

7., having come in the dark, i, e.

at nightfall, Hippon. 37 ; but also early

in the morning, ., Ar. Veap.
124, V. Ran. 1. c, cf., also-. Adv. -./, , , , sub 7.-
7mv., , , in Att. in gen,, later also, Att.

;

dat. , Ep. always, in

Anth. also, Crinag. 38, 6:—
J.73



darkness, Horn., with whom it always
denotes the dark or gloom that comes
on next after sunxet, evening, dusk,-. , II. J1, )9}, 209,

and so Xen. : later also the morning
twilight or dnwn. Lat. crcpusndum, di-

htculnm, , Ar.

£ccl. 2111,(, at dawn, Xen.
Hell. 7, 1, 15; cf.. (From, akin to and, cf.

Buttin. Lexil. v.(• fin.), ov, TO, and, ov,

0, (from .'') kind of nettle.

Kvf/, 3 siny;. aor. 2 as if from/,
or impf of, with irre^. contr.

from. only in 11. 11, 639./, , f. -,=^,
livtjatiij.

Kiv/W«of, ov, , an itching, Nic.

Ki'i/, fut.,() to scratch

:

mid. to scratch one's self, Arist. H. A.

— II. to tickle : pass, to itch, N. T.

—

JII. metaph. toprotrokc: pass, to be pro-

voked or irritated, Arist. Probl.

—

is used in the best Att., Moeris p. 234.,,,(7/,)
oil of carthamus, Diosc.^, ov, 6, Dor., (•
Koc)^^KvijK.(jv, cf lin.

Kvf/, , ov, oforfrom the.,, , a pale spot, esp. in

the heavens, a pale dim cloud : a pale-

coloured antelope, Hesych. [i], ,{,) like., ov, {,)
yellowish like wheat, or }/~),
ov, yelloivish-red, Sopat. ap. Alh. 649 A.", , >/, Lat. cneciis, a

plant of the thistle kind, carthamus
tinctorius, the leaves of which were
used like rennet, to curdle the milk
in making cheese, Anaxandr. Prot.

1, 55, and Theophr. Hence, , , Dor.,
pale yellow, ivhitish ycltoxv, like the

«I'^/coi'-flower, of the colour of the

goat, Theocr. 7, 16, and Anth. : hence
the goat is called, Theocr. 3,

5 ; and the wolf /ci'/z/ciaf , Babrius., ,^=/'/, The-
ophr., (, 6, Dor., v.

sub.',, , {) that which

is rubbed off, in plur. scrapings, flings,

Hipp.,,,{) belong-

ing to the calf or leg, Hipj)./. ov, {, )
whiie-lrgged. Theocr. 25, 127., , , the part of the leg

between the knee and ankle, the leg, Lat.

tibia, cms, opp. to the thigh, {),
II. 4, 147, Od. 8, 135; on which the
greaves or boots were worn, cf-,, and Hdl. 6, 125 ; 7, 75 :

in medic, writers it was confined to

the larger bones, the smaller being
called, cf also.
—W. the spoke o( awheel, c{..—111. the pieces of wood on which the

body of a chariot rests, cf. sq.—IV.

the leg of a stool., , ,^=vlU,'L•ys. &p.

Poll. 10, 157., , alov,=,
Hipp., ov, {,)
wearing greaves or leg-armour, Hdt. 7,

92., , , as from-. furnished with greaves.,, , {) a grcave,

leggin, reaching from knee to ankle,, II. 3, 330: the con-

sisted of two halves and were lasten-
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ed with silver clasps or buckles (-') : oft. in 11., where also the

Acliaeans are esp. called :

they appear to have been of tin or

tinned over, 11. 18, 013 ; 21, 592, also

of, Hes. iSc. 12:i. In Od.

24, 229 however are

a kind boots which Laertes put on
for agricultural labour, to protect his

legs. Polyb. 11, 9, 4 tells us that the
were worn with

and. Cf Diet. Anliqq. voc.

ocrea.— 11. the spoke of a wheel, Lys.

ap. Poll. 7, 115. [i : yet we also find

Alcaeus 1, 4, cf.]
tKi'V/iif, , , Mt. Cnemis, a

mountain of Locris, on which lay the

city ai€, and from which a
portion of the Locn were styled-, Strab.. , {,)
thick in the leg, Theophr., ov. , a woody mmottain-

pass, in Hom. only in plur., in II. al-

ways of the tvoody passes of Ida, just

like the Lat. saltus. As and
are used of the lowest parts

of a mountain, so (from)
seems to be used of the parts just

above them.^,, ov, 6, Cneynus, a Spartan,
Thuc. 2, 80., , {,) well-

legged.^,, , Cnemon, masc.
pr. ., Luc./, , f. -, desidcrat. of, to wish to scratch, to feel an itch-

ing, Ar. Eccl. 919, Plat. Gorg. 494 :

the form is rejected by Dind.,, ,{) a scratching,

scraping, rubbing or scraping off.
—2. an

itching, tickling., ov, {,)
scraping or gnawing gold.,,,{)^,
Xen. Symp. 4, 28.—2. curry-comb., , .=., , ,{ 2) gentle

scratching, tickling : also metaph.
tickling, titillation, incentive, excitement.

Hence?;, , {, )
affected with itching or tickling: exci-

ting an itching, inciting. Adv. -., , ,^, a
scraping-knife.,, ov,, dim. from-, ,=%' (q. v.),

Clem. .,> and , ,{)
hdfe for scraping, e. g. cheese, II. 11,

GtO (in contr. dat.) : elsevvh..—11.=^, an itch-

ing, tickling, Opp., , , in Plut. Anton.

86, seems to be a pin with which
Cleopatra's hair was fastened up,

made hollow{) to conceal poi-

son in, called by Xiphilin., , , {) scraped or

ra.^ed. ^ our French
rolls. Ath. HID., , ,= I, a

knife for scraping, Hipp.

—

11.=-
pov, a kind of nettle, Id., v. Foes.
Oecon. Hipp.. , , {) an itching, the

itch. LXX., metaph. ace. o{, as if

from *, Opp. [t], , f. -,{) to whip
with nettles., ov, , nilfrom the seed

I

of the , Diosc, cf. --
j

'/ and II.

I , , ,{) a nettle, Lat.

ztrtica, Theocr. 7, 110, and Anth.—II.

a sea-aniuial of the mollusk kind,
which, if touched, stings like a nettle,

Lat. uriica marirta, a kind of sea-ane-

mone, Arist. H. A. ; also called una•
by Ath., , lov,{) Cnidiart,

of OTfrom Cnidni,fol••o, Ath. 33 :

oi, the Cnidtuns, Hdt. 3, 138:, the territory of Cnidus, and
so, the peninsula on which Cnidus
was situated, Hdt. 1, 174; Strab. p.
•Iii8.t-ll. , , a berry of
the shrub/., used as a purga-
tive, EubuJ. Incert. 15. b., cf. Foes.
Oecon. Hipp. [\^, ady.yfrmn Cnidus, Luc.
Lexiph. 7.,6,— .^, ov, , Cnidus, a city of Ca-
ria on a peninsula near the Triopium
proniontorium, H. Hoin. Ap. 43, lldi.

I, 144 ; etc., -,{,}
nettle-seed. Gal./,, , (as if from -) an itching, esp. such as is caused
by a nettle, Hipp., . . Ion. ,=:,
Anacr. 87 : from

: fut. [}, Dor..
To scrape or grate, like, The-
ophr., but rare in Att. in this signf.

—

II. to make to itch : hence metaph. of
feelings, esp. love, to tease, chafe, net-

tle, Hdt. 6, 62, Eur. Med. 555, 568

;

also, , Pind. P. 8, 44 ; of
grief, Soph. O. T. 786; in genl. of
anxiety, Hdt. 7, 10, 5 and 12, Pind.,
etc. Pass., to be so teased, chafed or
nettled, Eur. Andr. 209 ;, for love

o/ a person, Theocr. 5, 122. (From
root, cf : hence also,,.), , ,{) niggardli-

ness, penury., , ^,=foreg., , , {,) a
bird, a kincl of woodpecker that seeks

or insects, Arist. H. A.. as pass.,{) to be

inflamed, of the eyes : of fruits, to be
mildewed, ap. Hesych.,, niggardly, miserly, Anth.
(No doubt from, to scrape, and
so strictly a scraping fellow, skinflint,

cf. Synonym, forms
coming from €,-,, also, the usu.

I)r. . of old misers in the new Att.
Comedy. Cf. ournip, snip.) Hence,, , itching or inflam-
mation of the eyes, Hipp., , , Ep., Lat.-
dor, the steam and odour of fat which
exhales from meat roasting, esp. the

smell or savour of a victim, steram of a
burnt sacrifice, which ascends up to
heaven as a grateful gift to the gods,
oft in Horn., v. esp. II. 1, 317 ; 8, 549

;

and cf Ar. Av. 193. 1517.— II. thefat
caul in which the flesh of the victim
was wrapped and burnt, thefat itself,

also, II. 1, 400, Od. 18, 45.—
Kt'lffa, Ion., is the more cor-
rect form for the common,, Draco p. 31, 4, Eustath. 1766,
30; accordingly Dind. and Spitzn.
have restored ?;,, etc. in
Horn., cf Elrnsl. Ar. Ach. 1045, Dind.
Pac. 1050. Hence,, , Dor. for-. [], ,,[) filled with
the steam offat sacrifice, emitting the
like., Dor. dat. for

from,.



KNTZ, ov,, dim. from-', , f. -, {) to fill

with, fill with the steam or smell

sf burnl sacrifice, ., Eur.
Ale. 1156; Ki'. ayvLUr, Ar. Eq.
1320, Av. 1233.—IL iutr. to make the

steam of sacrifice, ., Orac.
ap. ueDV 531, 5; kp. rovf -, Luc.^, Dor. for./'/,, , () full of
the steam of burnt sacjijice, steamy,-, Od. 10, 10 ; Dor.,
Piiid. O. 7, 145., , or,= foreg., Achae.
ap. Ath. 368 A,,, ,() thai which
is scraped off, in plur. scrapings, Plat.

Hipp. Maj. 304 A.—II.=sq. : an itch-

ing, Autli., ov, a, () an itching

of the skill, tickling: metaph. of love

and like feelings, Soph. Fr. 482, Ar.
Plut. 974., , (, )
dub. for.,, b,(,)
hunting after the smell of roast nveat,

name of a mouse in Batrach. 235..7., , 6, (, -) dinner-parasite, Asius ap. Ath.
125 D., , , fondness for
roast meat, Sophii. ap. Ath. 386 F:
from^, ,(,) a
ticker offat or roast meat, dainty fellow,

Antiph. Bombyl. 2, Amphis Gunaec. 2., , rare form for., ,=^, fat.—II.=7, dainty.,, 6,(,)=., ,^, Matro ap.

Ath. 136 C.—II. to burn and spoil

meat, Luc.,, etc. v. sub-,, etc., with single .., , , () scraped,

rasped, Ar. ap. Ath. 373 A., ,(,) steam,
ing like roasted -meat, fatty. Gal., , ,() steaming
like a burnt sacrifice, fat and steamy,
Aesch. Cho. 485., , ,=,.
Hence,,-,^,-.

KvLip, 6, also , gen., nom.
pi.,() :—a small kind of
emmet, which gnaws() figs, Ar.

Av. 590.—IL, several kinds of
insects, esp. such as live in wood,
Theophr., cf..—The feni.

)7,Aci't'^occurssometimes,Lob. Phryn.
400 : the gen. is only found in Gramm.

:

V. also., . Ion. for., lie, ],() the creaking of
an axle : also of shoes, the sound of
footsteps, Aesch. Fr. 221., ov, 6, Cnoethus, an Aegi-
netan, Hdt. 6, 88., 6, contr., also,()= and.'^, , 6, Cnfiphis, a deity
of the Aegyptians, Strab.,=^, Hesych.

Kvti, usu. , not a jot, not a
whit : hence,, like ypv-

from, ap. Hesych., , ,(,) an itch-

ing : the itch., , poet, contr. for,
Theocr. 4, 25 ; 7, 68., Soph. O, C. 1571, and, Ar. Yesp, 977, dep.,

whine, whimper, strictly of a fawning
dog, and then of children, cf. Theocr.
2, 109, and. The act.-, -, only m Gramm. (Cf. :

nothing to do with.) Hence
,, , , a whining, whim-
|

pering. strictly of dogs, opp. to bark-

ing or snarling, re, ', Od. 16, 163.—II.
[

roaring, bellowing, of a lion, Ap. Rh.
t, ,=:, of in-
|

fants, Hdt. 2, 2., , only in Od. 13, 401, I, -
?.', and 13, 433,, to disfigure the eyes, ?nake

them dim and dark. (Ace. to Gramm.
from a root, dim, dark : but !

this adj. seems to be an invention of
theirs : prob. better from, and
so strictly to jnake scabby, Valck. Adon.
p. 381.), rare coUat. form of-, Dion. . : so too act.,
ap. Suid.,^,.,, , () scratch-

ing : . , of a person
feeling for the door-handle in the

dark, Ar. Eccl. 36, with v. I..,, , the itch, scurvy, Lat.
scabies, Hes. Fr. 5, 1. [v] : from, f. -, () to scratch,

touch gently, , Ar.

Thesm. 481, cf.. [], f. -, () to

hang a body 07i pi7is or pivots, so that

it turns as on an a.xis. Math. Vett., ov, , dim. from-, Math. Vett. [a], ov, TO, any wild, danger-

ous animal, from a lion to a serpent or

worms, a monster, Od. 17, 317, Hes.
Th. 582 ; of beasts opp. to man,
Aesch. Cho, 601 ; of birds and beasts.

Id. Supp. 1000; of men. Id. Pr. 462

;

of an ass, Pind. P. 10, 56 ; of a gnat,

Mel. 93, 2 : later esp. of reptiles, as

in Nic. and Plat. Ax. 365 C : of men,
as a term of reproach, brutes, beasts,

Cratin.. 8, cf. Ar. Lys. 477.—In

H. Hom. Merc. 188, should prob. be
read with Herm. (Perh.,

like, immediately from-, for.),, ,() peg, pin,

in plur. pins or pivots on which a body
turns as on an axis, Sext. Emp., and
Math. Vett.,, , () in plur., tivo projecting teeth on the
blade of a hunting spear, Xen. Cyn.
10, 3 and 16 : hence, prob. of a two-edged
sword, Soph. Ant. 1233 ; and so in

sing, a sword, lb. 1025.^', ov, b, Cnopias, masc. pr.

n., Polyb. 5, 63, 12., ov, (,)
shaped like a beast, Lyc.^, ov, , or, Cnopus,
son of Codrus, king of Erythrae,
Strab. p. 633.—II. a river of Boeotia,

Nic. Th. 889, whence, a
town in the Theban territory, Strab.

p. 404.

tKl'OjaiOf , a, ov, Cnosian, of Cnos^ts

or Gjiossus ; also in genl. Cretan,, Soph. Aj. 699 ;,
Eur. H. F. 1327 : ol, the

Cnosians, Plat. Legg. 629 C.^,, , Cnosion, a youth
beloved by Demosthenes, Aeschin.
48. 10 ; Ath. 593 A.^, adv. from. Cnosus, Ap.
Rh. 4, 434., less conectly,

ov. i], Cnosus, ancient capital of
Crete, on the Caeratus, which was
also its earlier name ; its ruins are
now on the site called Long Candia,
II. 2, 646 ; Od. 19, 178.

]2'12, to nod, slumber, sleep,

Od. 4, 809, Pind. O. 13, 100., and , gen., short-
ened for, Nic./., ov, b, a stupid fellow,

booby, Ar. Eq. 198 ; addressed as a
god or demon, lb. 221 ; Miltiades
the grandfather of Cimon had this

nickname, Plut. Cim. 4. (Usu. deriv.

from,,, and,.) [], comic word formed to imi-
tate the croaking of frogs,, Ar. Ran. 209, etc., V../., , , impudent knavery.,, to play the'.'/., , ,=./,, , knavish
trick, Ar. Eq. 332 : from?.,=.., ov, , a cunning, impudent
rogue, an arrant knave, joined by Ar.
with, Eq. 450,/,
Plut. 279 : /. were also a set
of mischievous goblins, invoked by
rogues. Id. Eq. 635: as adj..,
knavish tricks, rogueries, lb. 417, Ran.
104.

^, ,=:, Hesych.3,, a'l, Cohrenae, a place
in Media near Mount Zagrus Polyb.
5, 44, 7.

tKo/3<jv,, , Cobon, a Delphian,
Hdt. 6, 66.^, ov, b, Concolitamis,

a king of the Gaesati, Polyb, 2, 22, 2., the sound made by the vo-
ting-pebble as it fell into the urn(), Hesych. : on , v.

Lob. Aglaoph. 775, sq., ov, , dim. from -, Diosc.^, , , Conchea, a river of
Corcyra, Lyc. 869.

KO'FXH, , , a muscle or cockle,

Lat. concha, Ar. Fr. 49, Xen. An. 5, 3,

8 ; the same as, but more usu.
in Att. : also a muscle-shell. Proverb.,, to open a muscle, of
any easy task, Teleclid.'. 2.

—

II. as a muscle-shell was used to hold
water, etc., hence a small measure,
esp. for liquids, Pherecr. Tyrann. 1,

3, and Hipp. : any muscle-shaped ves-
sel. Id.—III. any shell-like bone or cavi-

ty in the body, as—1. the hollow of the

ear.—2. the socket of the eye.—3. the

knee-pan. Poll.—IV. the case round a
seal attached to diplomas or docu-
ments, Ar. Vesp. 585 : hence-, to unseal. Cf. also.(,,, Sanscr.
fankha, Lat. concha, cf. also ?,
cochlea,, etc.), ov, TO, dim. from,
Antiph.. 1., ov, , . ., shelly

marble, esp. found near .Mee^ara,

Paus. 1, 44, 6, cf. Muller Archaol.
d. Kunst § 268, 1, cf.,-., , (,) of
the muscle kind, Strab., ov, ,(,)
a muscle-catcher, Epich. )). 22., ov, , also ,=: I,

Aesch. Fr. 22, Epich. p. 22.—II.=
II., Diosc.—III. = }';^;7? III.:

also the upper part of the skull, Lyc.

—

IV. the cottchis of the Romans, lentils

boiled xvilh the pods, a sort thick pea-
soup, Tiino ap. Ath. 159 F.
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?., , ,=: esp. the

Lat. muTcx, Philo. [v\}7, , , with and with-
out '/.,=7,',
Ar. Fr. 210./, ov, 6, r=7/,', Xen. An. 3, 4, 10.7'/, ov, , one who catch-

es?., ov, TO, () a
muscle or cockle : also its shell, in genl.

a bivtdve-shdl, Hdt. 2, 12 : esp.—II.

the purple-fish, Lat. murex, Arist. H.
A.—2. t/te purple color prepared there-

from, Diosc.—3. wool dyed with purple,

Gal. []?, ,(, -) like a bivalve-shell, ., fos-

sil-shells, Xanth. p. 102., ,,{.)
dyed with purple.,,=-.(5), , the rock ofCod-
dinus, a projecting point of Sipylus
near Magnesia, Pans. 3, 22, 4.',, , a vesselfor roast-

ing btirley in : from, , , one who roasts

barley.,, ,= :

fern,, : from, to roast barley., , , ivho roasts

barley., ov, , the Lat. quad-
rans,z=l of a>i as, N. T.
'fKp, ov, , and,

the Rom. Quadratus, Hdn.^, , , son or descendant

of Co'lrus, Ael. V. H. 5, 13 : from^, ov, L•, Codrus, son of Me-
lanthus, the last king of Athens, Hdt.
1, 147 ; 5, 65.-2. the founder of Mi-
letus, Id. 9.97.?-, , ro, ace. to some a
quince, acc. to others a medlar, Ale-
man 85., Ion. for, contr.,
to mark, perceive, hear, very rare old

form m Epich. p. 15; still more rare-

ly, mostly found in compds., as

in,, qq. v. ; and
in pr. names, like,-,',,-. .\ ;, also

belongs hereto.—Proh., is the

toot of UKovu, ). On the forma-
tion of the word cf. Buttm. Lexil. v.]• 0., Dor. for, Tab.
Heracl., Ion. for, Hdt., ov, , Lat. cothurmis, a
buskin or high boot, covering the whole
foot and reaching to the middle of

the leg, laced in front, and with very
thick soles, Hdt. 1, 155; , 125, cf.

and.—2. the-
was esp. worn by tragic actors in

heroic characters, whether male or
female, its high heels serving to

heighten the whole figure : thus it

became the emblem of tragedy : v.

Herat. Carm. 2, 1, 12; 1 Sat. 5, 64,

A. P. 80, 280 ; as the soccus of come-
dy.—3. since the buskins might be
worn on either feet, was
a nicknanie for Theramenes, because
of his changeable time-serving poli-

tics, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 31., , or,,
,='/., q. v., ov, in Hes. Op. 302,

epith. of drones (from ), dock-

tailed, i. e. without a sting, and so=:., {:,,=, ap. Hesych.'^, , , Cothocidae, an
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Attic deme belonging to the tribe Oe-
neis, hence^, ov, , an inhab. of Co-
thocidae, Dein. 1309, 10; -, Ar. Thesm. 620., onomatop., to express the
grunting of young pigs, Ar. Ach. 780.^,, , daughter of Coeus,
i. e. Latona, Orph., f. -, () to cry kol, to

grunt like a young pig, Ar. Ach. 746.

Ko/j/, Ion. for, dat. sing, from. Ion.. used as adv. how
in what mannir ? in what respect ! Hdt.
tKoi^/if, , J7, = Kotavri'f, Call.

Del. 150.

7], ,=^., ov, , a priest in the myste-
ries of Samothrace, ap. Hesych.,
who also has, as dep., to

initiate., , ov, () made of
palm-leaves, Strab.^. , ), Coecoa, fem. pr. n.,

Ath. 380 E., to look gaping about, Ar.
Thesm. 852.

iKol'Aa, . , prop, hollow places,— 1. TF/ -(, the coast connti-y

between the promontories Caphareus
and Chersonesus, Hdt. 8, 13, cf. 0,

100.—2. , a valley in

Chios, Id. 6, 26.-3.,
another near Naupactus, Polyb. 5,

103, 4., tut. -, aor.,
inf., Att., inf.-, perf. pass,, (-
?). To make hollow, hollow out,

Hdt. 2, 73 ; , i. e. to

dig a grave, Tlieocr. 23, 43. Pass, to

be or become hollow, Hipp.— II. to make
empty, make poor, like. Lye.
772. Hence, uiu, ,^=?, Gal.,, , a holloiving.?., , as subst., a holloio

valley, Diod.—II. as adj. pecul. fem.
of, hollaiv, Pseudo-Phoeyl. 161., ,() a

hollow, Math. Vett., , , (, (-) hollow wedge, name of an
order of battle, ap. Suid., cf.-

3.

7., , , hollow, strictly fem.

from, hence as name of a -, in Attica, belonging to the tribe

Hippolhoontis, Coele, Hdt. 6, 103.

tKot'?.?/, , Coele-Syria, i. e.

hollow Syria, a valley between Liba-
nuK and Anlilibanus, Polyb. 1, 3, 1

:

later, and inhab.,-, Strab., , ,() the whole
hollow of the belly, the belli/, Lat. venter,

Hdt. 2," 87, and Hipp. : in Arist. Part.

An., . 7/ , the stom-

ach and the belly : - ,=,
Schw. Hdt. 2, 40.—2. the contents of
the belly, the guls, boivels, Hdt. 2. 80,

92 : the tripe and puddings, Ar. Eq.
100, Plut. 1169.—II. any hollow, a
iientricle, chamber, as, .,, etc., Medic. Hence, /, , suffering in the

bouils, Galen, etc.

Kol7, OD,ro,dim. from7.',. , and /, (-,) one who makes god of
his belly, a belly-god, Ath., cf.-., , , belly-ba^id.,',8- to his belly./., . .(,)
looseness of the bmvels, -, to take opening medi-
cine, Cic. Att. 10, 13.

KOU?, , , opening the

bowels., ov, , (,-) a tripe or black pudding seller, Ar.
Eq. 200.

tKoiXtof, ov, , the Rom. Coelitis,

Plut., , ,(,)
money-chest, dub., , . -, (,) to be pregnant, Lat. utemmferre., ov, , (7) a knife

hollow or hollowed out in front (.') for

surgical uses, also .'/., ov. .-=.'/., ,(,) like

belly, Arist. Part. An.,, , as if from -. a hollow, the belly.., , .(,
/'/) hollow-bellied : hence hungry,
of wolves, Aesch. Theb. 1035 : also
of a shield, lb. 496., ov, [, -) ivith hollow temples, Aretae./, ov,(,) ly•

ing in a hollow, Pind. P. 5, 50., , ov, poet, for sq., Bergk
Anacr. p. 93., , ov, hollow, hollowed,

Horn., who has it mostly as epith. of
ships, KolAai ; and so the Tro-
jan horse is called ., Od. 8, 507,
(later, v«f'f \vas the hollow or
hold of the ship, Hdt. 8, 119, and
Xen. ; and alone, Theocr. 22,

12) : olten with collat. notion of
roomy

(
as perh. when applied to

ships), K.,, Od. : in genl.
of places, lying in a hollow or vale,

esp./, Od. 4, 1, .. Hdt. 7, 129. .,
Soph. . C. 378. cf./: so, ., of a harbour lying between
high clilis, Od. 10, 92 ; ., a deep
hollow way, II. 13, 419 :—later, .-, a river iiearly empty ol' water,
Thuc. 7, 84, (Virgil cavafluminacres-
cunt) ; but, K.,, the sea
full of hollows, i. e. ivith a henry ."well

on, Polyb., and Ap. Rh. -.—to,
a hollow place, hollow, -, Thuc. 7, 52, v. infr. Ill -.-^,, gold and silver 7nade
into hollow vessels, i. e. plate, Arist.

Oec, and Luc. :

—

, the

vena cava, Arist. H. .. cf Eur. Ion
1011.—II. also of the voice, holloiv,

i?MV , The-
ocr. 22, 7.5, though here may
agree with, cf. Wiistemann ad
1., and.—III. esp. to koI••, the hollowof Iheeyes. Foes. Oecon.
Hipp.—2. tiie hollow of the foot, Hipp. :

hence proverb.,

(as we say), to show a clean jiair

of heels, ap. Hesych.—3. t/ie liollowof

the side, the flank, like, Arist.

Part. An.
—

'Vhe irreg. superl.-
is quoted by Schol. Ar. Pac.

199. (Germ, hohl, w\T hollnw : whence
Lat. coclum, though now o(t. written
caelum: also akin to.). , to make v/ith

rmnlted roof, LXX. : from, oi', (,-) with vaulted roof, vanlted, LXX.
Kol'/, , , hotlmimess of

voice, Quintil. : from, ov, (,)
hollow-voiced., ov,(,)
hollow-bodied, Antiph. Aphrodis. 1, 2.>/,, ,() hollo^o-

ness : a hollnw, Ari.st. H. A..', , f. -, to heme
hollow-sunken eyes, Galen.,, ov, {?,»



KOIN) hollow-eyed, Cratin. Incert. 107,

Xen. Eq. 1, 9.., ,{%,) hollow

by nature, hollow, 0pp., ov,[, (pvl?Mv)
hollow-leaved, Theophr., ov, {.7•.,)
hollow-voiced., , (?,)
hollow-brimmed, Anth., , {?.) hollow, hol-

low out, Diosc., , (, ) like

hollows.7.,, , (.) hol-

low, deep place, Polyb.',, ,.[.,)
hollow-hoofed,, Stesich. 84.., , , fem.,, 7/,= sq., Nic. and Anth.?, {., ) hollow

to look at : holloxv, Eur. I. T. 263.', ?/f , ?/, Coelossa, a moun-
tain pass of Sicyonia, Xen. Hell. 4,

7, 7, V. 1.?. or)]., , Ion., fut. -,
to hill or hush to sleep, put to sleep,-,, II. 14, 236; -, Od. 12, 372, Aesch.
Theb. 3 : hence also to put to bed, Od.

3, 397, also of the hind, Od. 4, 336 ;

17, 127.—2. in genl. to lull, hush to

rest, still, calm,,, II.

12,281, Od. 12, 169;, Aesch.

Ag. 597 : also to soothe, assuage,-, II. 16, 524; Soph. Phil.

650 ; also of passion, ., Aesch.
Eum.. 832 ;, Jac. A. P. p. 101.

—B. pass. c. fut. mid., aor. mid. et.

pass., but the latter always in prose.

Tofall asleep, go to bed, lie abed, often

in Hoin. (who uses aor.

as well as) : also of ani-

mals, to lie down. Od. 14, 411 :-, as in Horn, ,
Hes. Th. 213 ; so, . , Hdt.

3, 68, , Eur. Andr. 390 : but,?:., he slept

an iron sleep, i. e. the sleep of death,

II. 11, 241 : hence—2. in genl. to fall

asleep, die, Soph. El. 509, and freq. in

late Gr. as N. T., cf.,-. (.\kin to,, Lat. cum-
bo, cubo.), Ion. for, Hdt. 2, 95.-,, ,{) sleep :2=/, whence,-, intercourse of the mo-
therwithherown child. Soph. Ant. 864.,, ,{) a sleep-

ing, lying. Plat. Symp. 183 .—11.

death, LXX, etc., ov, , a sleeping-

room, Dosid. ap. Ath. 143 C.—II. a

burial-place, our cemetery, late., adv. sleepily, . ,
ap. . ., f. • Att. -, post-.^, to put to sleep, . -, Eur. Rhes. 825.—2. metaph. to

lay to rest, put out fire, «.., Ni-

coph. Pand. 7 : to quench pride,-, Eur. Phoen. 185 : to ap-

pease, still, assuage. Plat. Legg. 873

A.— 3. esp. to put to sleep, i. e. to the

sleep of death. Soph. Aj. 832, and
Eur.; also, A'i-, Eur. Tro. 589. That
must foiTnerly have been read in

Horn, is evident from Eust. Od. p.

1474, 6. Hence, ov, , putting to sleep,

Anth.',, . Dor. for,, Find. P. 3, 28 (50), Bockh,
cf..

•, Dor. for, Thuc.
-5^79, cf. foreg.

KOIN, Dor. for,
fut. of, Pind., ,^=', .,
to communicate a journey to night, i. e.

journey under cover of night, Pind.

P. 4, 204.

and, ov, , {-) a common place, esp. a tavern,

brothel : late word.,, .=, very

dub., V. Herm. Eur. H. F. 310.

Koivy, dat. fem. from, q. v.

B. 2, used as adv./.,=., , , as if from-
, a mixing of different dialects, Quin-
til., , ,() be-

longing to acommonox monastic life, \?., , ,{,) the head of a convent, late., ov, (,,) living

in communion with others. Iambi. :

hence, , a life in common

:

later, a convent, Lat. coenobium.,,{,)
damaging in common, opp. to-
"-

, , , ,^, , , {,) belonging to a deliberation

in common, Hippod. ap. Stob. p. 248,

39.., , to deliberate in

common, Xen. Rep. Lac. 13, 1 : from.,, ,(, /'/)
common-counsellor, senator : hence,, , common coun-

cil., , , = foreg.,

Polyb. and Strab., , ,(,)
communioyi of altar, ! gods who are

worshipped at one common altar,-, Aesch. Supp. 222, cf.-, , , (, -) cmmnunity of marriage, esp. of

different ranks or tribes among one
another, Lat. connubia, opp. to-, Ath. [], , (, )
sprungfrom the intercourse of two dif-

ferent species, opp. to, Plat,

polit. 265 E,cf sq.^, , ,(,)
the common procreation of two different

species, like the horse and ass, opp. to, Plat. Polit. 265 D., ov, , (, -) a common assembly of the people.. ov, , a common
council or court, Polyb. 23, 15, 4 : from, ov,(, ) en-

joying a common right., , (,* )

working in common.^, , (, .-) to have a common purse, Ar. Fr.

631., ov, 6,(,)
one of the common people, late.., ,(,) to

speak the language of common life,

Gramm. Hence,. adv., in the language

of common life, Gramm./, ov,(,)
having a common bed, a bed-fellow, con-

sort, Aesch. Ag. 1441., , (, ?^)=::=, an adulterer.

Soph. El. 97., dep. c. fut. mid.,

aor. mid. et pass.,(, ).
To commune or take common counsel

with,, Hdt. 0, 23, also,~,
Thuc. 7, 86 : also, . -
, Luc—Besides aor. mid, the aor.

KOIN
pass,., is freq. in
Polyb. Hence,, , ?/, a constiUatimi,

Hipp., and Polyb./, f. -,^^•-, LXX., , , (,) community of sentiment, esp.

among citizens, Lat. communitas, civ•

ililas, M. Anton., , (, ,) suffering in common with Oth-

ers, sociable, opp. to, Dion.

H.., ov, contr.-., ovv,(,,) sailing in common, I'ao^

K./, i. e. ship-mates, Soph. Aj.

872., €>, f. -, (,) to make common, and so in

mid., Clem. Al., b, f/, -, , gen.-, (,) strictly of a
common foot, hence coming together, ., i. e. the arrival of persons
all together, Soph. El. 1104., , f. -, (,) to act in common with any
one, hai^e dealings with,, Polj'b. 4,

23, 8. Hence, , . an acting in

common, a conspiracy, Polyb. 5, 95, 2., , , in Soph. Tr. 207,
also of, , common, shared in common,
first in Hes. Op. 721, then freq. from
Pind. and Hdt. downwds. : . ,
common to or ivith another, Aesch. Ag.
523, etc. ; also, . Tivor, Pind. N. 1,

48, Aesch Pr. 1092, etc. Proverb.,

Tu , Eur. Or. 735, cf.

Suid in v. ; , v.

II. 2.—II. esp. in social and political

relations, common to all the people, pub-
lic, TO K., the common weal,

Thuc. 5, 37 ; ,,
Hdt. 1, 141, 170; etc. :—hence—2.

TO, the state, Lat. respublica,

TO K. , ,
Hdt. 1, 67 ; 5, 109, etc. ; -, by public authority. Id. 5, 85 ; 8,

135 : but also, to k-, the public treasu-

ry, Id. 7, 144, Thuc. 1, 80, Arist. Pol.

2, 9, 36 : TU, public affairs,-
., Aeschin. 23, 37 : but

also the public money, Ar. Plut. 569,

and Dem. : in Hdt. 3, 156, tu,
are the public authorities, magistrates.

Cf. infr. B. 2.—III. of disposition,

lending a ready ear to all, impartial,

Thuc. 3, 53 : affable, Xen. Cyn. 13,

9, cf. II.—-2. •, more i?npartial, i. e. equal chances,
Thuc. 5, 102.—IV. connected by com-
mon origin, kindred, esp. of brothers
and sisters. Soph. O. T. 261, O. C.

535, Ant. 202.—V. in Gramm.— 1. of

the quantity of certain sj-llables. cojn-

mon, Schiif. Dion. Conip. p. 174, cf..—2. of the dialect generally

u.<!ed, as opp. to Attic, Doric, etc.

—

VI. in N. T. of forbidden meats, etc.,

common, profane.—B. adv., in

common, jointly, Eur. Ion 1462, Thuc,
etc.—2. also fem. dat. KOivy, in com-
mon, esp. by common consent, Hdt. 1,

143 ; 3, 79, etc.—3. so too. -, opp. to', Polyb. (The
root is or rather. being
merely a coll at. form, Buttm. Lexil.

V. 3.)

tKoii'Of, . 6, Coenus, a general oi

Alexander the great, Arr. An. 1,

14. 3.,. ,() a shar-

ing in common, commujiiiy, Plat. The-
aet. 208 D : ., a common
language, i. e. not peculiar or dia-

lectic, Isocr. Antid. ^ 316. cf. Xoa
777



KOIN
Rep. Ath. 2, 8.—II. affability, Xen.
Hell. 1, 1,30, cf. 111., ov, (, ,) of or fro7ii common parents,

Soph. El. 858., , ,(,-) belonging to a common nurture :

•KTj, sub. or/], common
nurture or education. Plat. Polit. 261
E, 264 B, etc.,, ,(,)
an ealing of what is common or profane,
Joseph.., , (,)
loving in common, ., Aesch.
Eum. 985, e conj. Scliiitz., ov, gen.,(,) like-minded,. with another,
Eur. I. T. 1008, Ion 577., , , or -, , ,
common use or usefulness., , () to make com-
mon, communicate, impart a thing to

another, i. e.— 1. for the purpose of
having his advice, . , Aesch.
Cho. 717, Eur., etc. ; also, ,
Enr. I. A. 41: and . , alone,

Aesch. Supp. 309, cf. Arnold Thuc.
8, 48.—2. for the purpose of making
him a sharer, Thuc. 1, 39, Plat. Legg.
889 D; so in mid., Pind. N. 3, 19,

Isae. 89, 25.-3. in N. T. to defile, pol-

lute.—B. mid. to lake counsel, consult

;

K. -..., Aesch. Ag. 1347.—2. to be

partaker,, of a thing, Eur. Phoen.
1709 ; , with one, Id. Andr. 933 :

also c. ace. rei, to take part or share in,, Eur. Ion
608, cf 858; so, -. Time. 8, 8, , Plat.

Lach. 196 C.—C. pass, to hold com-
munion with another, , esp. of
sexual intercourse, Eur. Andr. 38,

217, cf Plat. Legg. 073 D ; so,

Tiva, lb. 930 C : also -, i. e. tinged with yellow.
Id. Tim. 59 B.

tKoiVrof, ov, 6, the Rom. Quintus.

\Koivvpa, , , Coenyra, a town
of the island Thasus facing Samo-
thrace, Hdt. 6, 47.,, ,( C) m-
tercourse, esp. sexual, Plut. 2, 338 A., ov, , dim. from, that which binds, a band, like, Math. Vett.,, . Dor.,,
, (. Buckh . 1. Pind. . 3, 28),=, which is much more freq.,

Pind. 1. c, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 35 ; 8, 1,

16, cf.,/., , f. -. Plat. Rep.
540 C,() to have a thing m
common, have a share,, ofa thing,, with another, Aesch. Theb. 1033,
etc., V. esp. Dem. 789, 2 ; to take part

in, K. a?.?i!p.oir,

Plat. Legg. 686 A : freq. also with
one or other of these cases omitted,

K., to lake part in a thing, Soph.
Tr. 546, etc. ; ., to go shares with,

have dealings with a man. Plat. Legg.
844 C : also . , Id. Crito
49 D ; c. ace. cognato, ., Id. Legg. 881 : rarely c. ace.

rei, K. ', to commit murder
in Common with him, Eur. El. 1048.

—

II. esp. of sexual intercourse, . -, Luc. Hence,. , that which is

:ommunicaicd, esp.-,,
communications, dealings between man
andman, Plat. Rep. 333 A. Legg. 738 A., , ,() a

community,. Plat. Polit. 310 ./, \cvh. ad). iiom-, one must impart, give a share of,

Tivi, Plat. Rep. 403 B.
778

KOI?, , , v. 1. for-., , ,() com-
munion, community, intercourse,-

., Pind. P. 1, 189, and so inTrag.

:

. ; what
have hertlsmen to do with the sea?
Eur. I. T. 254 ; also, -

. ; i. e. what have
women to do with the arms of men ?

Ar. Thesin. 140: . . Plat.

Symp. 188 C.—II. esp. sexual inter-

course, Eur. Bacch. 1277, Plat. Rep.
466 C. Hence, ?/. , belonging to, fit-

ted for or inclined to communion, com-
municative, social, sociable, Arist. Rhet.
and Pol. Adv.- : hence, .-'/, to sufler oth-

ers to partake in one's good fortune,

Polyb. 18, 31. 7., , f. -,(-, )=:., . , also ,()
companion, partner,, of or in a
thing, Aesch. Ag. 1037, etc. ;, with

another, Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 24 : absol. a
partner,fellow, name of a play of Phil-

emon.—II. as ad}.—, Eur. L T.
1173.?., , ?/, common utility,

Diod. : from
?.//, , (, 7.)

of cuinmon use or utility. Gal. llence, , ,=.. ,=7/.,, ), in Theophr. also ,
the co'ix, an Aegyptian kind of palm,
Theophr. ; from its leaves matting,
baskets, etc. were plaited : hence—2.

a palm-leaf basket, Pherecr. Coriann.
12, Antiph. Bomb. 1. Another form,
not Att., was, Epich. p. 64.,, . datighter ofCoeus,
i. e. Latona, Ap. Rh. 2, 710 : pecul.

fern, of/, . i/, Pind. Fr. 58, 7

:

cf H. Horn. Ap. 62, Hes. Th. 404, sqq.,,, Ion. for.,,, oft. in Hdt., , Maced. for.
tKoiof, ov, , Coeus, son of Uranus

and Gaea, father of Latona, Hes. Th.
134. 404.—II. a river of Messenia,
Paus. 4, 33, 6., ', . Ion. -»/-,() belonging to a master or

rider, -, sovereign power, like

Kotpavia, Melinno ap. Stob. p. 87,, , f. -,() to

be lord or ?naster, rule, convmand.— 1.

of the supreme command in war, II.

2, 207 ; 4, 250, etc.—2. of the rightful

authority of a king in time of peace,
II, 12, 318, Od. 1, 247.-3. of the un-
just power assumed by the suitors in

the house of Ulysses, oft. in Od.

—

Hom. always used it absol., as in II.

2, 207, or with and ace,-, , ,: c gen., to be lord of,

like, etc., Hes. Th. 331,
Aesch. Pers. 214 ; c. dat., like-, Aesch. Pr. 49 ; c. ace, to lead,

arrange, Pind. O. 14, 12. Only poet.

Hence^, Dor. for., , . Ion.,
sovereignty, sway, Dion. P.
t), ov Dor. a, b, son of Coe-

ranus, i. e. Poly idus, Pind. O. 13, 105., ov,,=. Soph.
Ant. 940. [], , , proper for a sov-

ereign, 0pp. : from, ov, , a ruler, leader,

commander— 1. in war, II.; joined
with, II. 2, 487 ; -

. . 7, 234, etc.—2. in peace, a
lauful sovereign, joined with -, 11. 2, 204.-3. in genl. a lord,

master, Od. 18, 106: sometimes also

in Trag., but only in poet. : rare in

fem. 7/, Ebert Diss. Sicul.

p. 62. (From, like from, akin to,, as also
io.)', ov, , Coeranus, a Lycian,
slain by Ulysses before Troy, II. 5,

677.^2. companion of Meriones, 17,

611.—3. father of Poly/dus, a seer of
Corinth, Soph. Fr. 462.—4. son of
Abas, Paus. 1, 43, 5.— 5. a Milesian,
Ath. 006 D.—6. a cavalry officer of
Alexander the great, Arr. An. 3, 12,
4.—7. another, of Berrhoea, Id. 3, 6,
4.-8. a Smyrnaean, Polyb. 18, 35,2., ov, , Coeratades, prop.

sonof Coeratas, masc. pr. n., Xen. An. 7,

1, 33. In Hell. 1 , 3, 13,-., , V. sub.^, , , Coesyra, wife of
Alcmaeon, or of Pisistratus ; her
name became a common term for a
gay, luxurious female, Ar. Nub. 801,
cf., v.., fut.- Dor.-, (•) to put to bed. Mid., with Dor. aor.

(Pind. O, 13, 107), to go
to bed, sleep.', , ol, the Coctae, a people
of Pontus, prob. corrupted from-, L. Dind. Xen. An. 7, 8, 25., ,, () lying

in bed, abed, asleep, ."
?), to pass the night in the
country, Dem. 238, 6 ; ., he
comes at bed-time, PoIyD.—II. as
subst., TO Ko ITalov,=, kol-, the lair of a wild
beast, Plut.—2. to take the last cup
before going to bed, Heliod., , i/,() co-

habitation, LXX.,,, verb. adj. from, to be put to bed, Arr.

7/, , ij, a place to lie down in,

bed, couch, only once in Horn. Od. 19,

341 (and there with v. 1. ), Hdt.,
etc. : esp. the marriage-bed, Acsch.
Supp. 804, Eur. Med. 151, etc.:

hence, , to be wed-
ded to a man, N. T.—2. the lair of a.

wild beast, nest of a bird, etc., Eur.
Ion 155.—II. sleep, esp. of the act ol
going to bed, , bed-
time, Hdt. 1, 10; 5, 20;-, to entertain 'at bed
and board,' Ibid.—2. as ace. cognat.,, Aesch. Ag. 1494.

—

III. a chest, box, or case, Meineke Me-
nand. p. 50, cf. (From,
cf supr. II. 2; akin to.),, , dim. from.,, , dim. from,
small chest, box, or case, Luc. Some
write it., ov, ,= : e.sp. a going
to bed, Od. 19, 510: a sleeping, sleep,

Od. 19, 515, Hes. Op. 572, -, to go to bed, Hdt. 7, 17 ; so,, Id. 1,9 (where some
take \t= wrongly). Hence»',, , () a sleep-

Toom, bed-chamber, Ar. Fr. 113, etc.,

ap. Lob. Phryn. 252 ; though it is re-

jected by the Atticists, who prefer, cf Schol. Ar. Lys. 160., ov,, dim. from., , , dim. from-, Artemid.', ov, , a waiting-man,
valet, later word from Galen's time.?,, , (,?) guardian of the bed-chamber, []



, , , .. 1, , , a kind of land-

jrnaiiwilh a shell, Arist. H. ., where
usu. is falsely written.

iKoKKa/.iiT/, , , Coccalina, fem.

pr. n., Dem. 1357, 1.', ov, 0,() the ker-

nel of the 3'. or mix pinea,

Hipp., etc., cf. Lob. Phryn. 397.^', ov, b, the Rom. Cocceius,

Strab., f. -', () to pick

out the kernel, Ar. Fr. 506.:3, ,(,-) dyed scarlet, Callix. ap. Ath. 196 B., , ov, () scarlet,

Lat. coccineus, Plut., ov, TO, dim. from., .=^,
dyed scarlet, Theophr., ov, , (,) kernel-breaker, name of a bird,

ap. Hesvch. : from', ov, , a kernel, as of a

pomegranate, H. Hom. Cer. 373, 412,

Hdt. 4, 143 : cf..—. a berry:

esp. the kermes-berry, used to dye
scarlet, Lat. coccus tinctorius, The-
ophr. : hence, , the scarlet

oak, on which these berries grow,
ako— and-—. the resin-

ous cone of several trees, e. g. of the

blacii poplar, also.—IV. apill.

—V, in Strat. the testicles, like-
and., a cry or call to a person,

explained by,,,
now quick to the field, Ar. Av. 507 ;,, now then, let go. Ran.

1384 :—strictly the cry of a cuckoo., , V. sub., , , a tree used for

dying reel, with its fruit sheathed in

wool, perh. a species of sumach or the

rhus cotinus Linn., Theophr. Hence, , ov, purple-red.

\'KoKKvyiov, , Cuckoo-moun-

tain, appell. of Thornax in Argolis,

from J upiter's change into the cuckoo
there, Paus. 2, 36, 2; cf. Schol.

Theocr. 15, 68., Dor. : f.- :

pf.. Ar. Eccl. 31,()
to cry cuckoo, Hes. Op. 488 ; but also

of the cock, to crow. Plat. (Com.)
Incert. 20, Theocr. 7, 124, cf. Poll. 5,

89 : hence—II. to cry like a cuckoo or

cock, give a signal by such cry, Ar.

Ran. 1380, Eccl. 31 : on Strattis ap.

Ath. 30 F, cf. Meineke Com. Fr. 2,

p. 768.-7,, , ,=^7.,
a plum-tree, Araros Incert. 1, and
Theophr.

KoKKVU7j?.ov, ov, TO, (, -) a plum, strictly cuckoo-ar/ple, Hip-

pon. 47, cf. Ath. 49 D, sq. Hence, , , a plum-tree.

Hence/.,, , plum-or-

ehard.,, , () cuckoo,

from its cry, Hes. Op. 481, so Lat.

euculus from cujcu : it was sacred to

Juno and sat on her sceptre. Paus, 2.

17, 4: in Ar. Ach. 598,(-— , prob. a

joke,, though the

Scliol, gives various iiiterprr.—II, a

eea-tish, the piper, said to make a

found like cuckoo, Arist. H. .— III. =/', Lat. gro/t.-sus, a. fig that ripens

early, jSic,—IV. theoscoccygis, Galen.
(Sanscr, kokila, Lat. cuculus, etc., v.

Pott Et. Forsch. 1, 84.) [v strictly,

though Draco 28, 2 assumes i.], Dor, for, The-
ocr. 7, I2i.

KOAA, ov, ,() a cry-

ing cuckoo or crowing : also the sound
of a verj' high voice, Musici Vett.,

ubi al.., ov, , () a

crower, crier, Timo Phli. ap. Diog. L.

9,6.,, 6, a pomegranate-

seed, Solon 30, 8.—II.^-, a purgative-berry.—III. misletoe-

berry.\, a, 6, Coccorws, masc.
pr. n., Luc. Alex. 6., ,^ V.

or, , , ances-

tors, rare word, prob. from, Eu-
phor. 156.^, , , the Cocylltae,

inhab of Cocylium, a town of Aeolis,

Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 16.^, ov, b, Cocynthum prom-

ontorium, on the eastern coast of

Bruttium, Polyb. 2, 14, 5 : also Kd-./., , f. -},=^-
, only in Suid., ov,,=.,=./, . -', (?.) to

dance a sort ofarmed dance: in LXX.,
to despise, mock, deride. Cf. Jacobson
Patres Apost. 1, p. 135. Hence/., ov, , a sort, of armed
dance.?, ov, , a sort of song to

which the /., was danced,

Ath.— II. a young pig, ace. to Suid./., fut./., rarely-7 (Xen. Rep. Ath. 1, 9) ; contr. 3

sing. KO/.a, Ar. Eq. 456, part. mid./., Ar. Vesp. 244, Buttm.
Ausf. Gr. § 95 Anm. 14, n. No doubt
akin to (which is only poet.),

and so strictly to curtail, dock, prune,

Tu, Theophr. : but usu. like

Lat. castigare, to keep within bounds,

hold in check, bridle, check,,
Soph. Aj. 1160 : then to chastise, cor-

rect, punish,, Eur. Bacch. 1323,

Ar. Nub. 7, etc. : . , to punish

one/or a thing, Soph. Aj. 1108: c. dat.

modi, K. /^,.
Plat. Legg. 784 D, Isocr. 13 A. The
mid. is also sometimes used=3act.,

Schneid. Xen. Cyr. 1, 2, 7, Stallb.

Plat. Prot. 324 C. Pass, to be pun-
ished, etc., Xen., etc.?.,, , an obscure epith.

of Diana, Ar. Av. 874, Metag. Aur. 4.', , ,() aflat-

tering, stooping to the taste and tvhims

of others, flattery, favailing. Plat. Gorg.
466 A, etc./, aToc, , a piece of
flattery, Xen. Oec. 13, 12. [a]'/., , , verb. adj.

from, to beflattered, Luc.

—

II., one must flatter./,,,-=?. Hence?., , , (/.)
belonging to a flatterer, flattering, fawn-
ing, Luc. : •, sub. ,=-.. Plat. Gorg. 464 C. Adv..., (?.) to flatter,fawn
on, , Ar. Fr. 360, Plat., etc.

Pass, to be flattered, be open to flattery,

Dem. 98, 14, etc,',.,=. Hence. , ,^^',
flattering. Plat. Gorg. 522 D : -«?),

sub.,=, Id. Soph. 222
, Adv. -.,, , fem. of, a
female flatterer, and S0:=/^ II.,

"Plut.^/, ov, , (/.,-) parasite-named, a comic distortion

KOAE
of the name Cleonymus, Ar. Vesp,
592.,, , a flatterer, fawn-
er, Arist. Eth. 2, 7 ; 4, 6;tin Ar. Vesp.
45, used by the lisping Alcibiades for

KOpaf.t-II. in Hellenic Gr.=the Att.. Piers. Moer. p. 113.^, , Colaxa'is, a Scythian,
Hdt. 4, 5, 7.

^7., 6, the Colapis, a river of

Pannonia, Strab. p. 207.7.,, , a chisel, Plut.,

and Luc. : from7., f. -, to hew or cut by
striking, esp. of a stone-mason, to hew,

chisel, Valck. Hdt. 8, 22 : of birds, to

peck with the bill, . , AnasO.
(LjT.) ap. Ath. 548 C, cf. 7.77-. (Akin to }'?., -/., etc.,

but prob. not to.)7.,, ,() apruning,, Theophr. : hence a checking,

punishing, chastisement , correction, pun-
ishment. Plat., and Arist.,, , () chas-

tisement, punishment, Xen. Cyr. 3, 1,

23., ov, ,—7, Plut., , v.7./., , , fem. from •
7., Anth.7.,,, verb. adj. from
/., to be chastised, punished. Plat.

Gorg. 527 B.—II., onemust
punish, lb. 492 D.7., ^, ,=7'/.
Hence, ov,(7)=-.—. as subst., -, etc., place of chastisement, a
prison, Synes.—2. an instrument of
correction or torture, Plut.—3. in genl.

=7, 7., Xen. Mem. 1,

4, 1.
^7., ov, o, (7.) a chas-

tiser, punisher, -, Aesch. Pers. 827 ; and so
in Soph., Eur., etc., , , fitted for chasti-

sing, punishing. Plat. Soph. 229 A., , , fem. from ?•., f.- Att. -, (-) give one box on the ear, buffet,

cuff,, . . Hence7,, , L•x on the

ear, cuff, []7., ov. . (7') box on
the ear, cuff, Epich. p. 1 :.
was in strict Att. 7..7., . , the Cotdui, a peo-
ple dwelliner m the Hercynian foiest,

Strab. p. 290.

,'', f.-,() tosheathe,

thrust into the sheath or scabbard, ap.
Hesych. Hence, ov, , a sheathing, lb.7- or 7., ov, b,

long, lank, lean person, lb.7. or7.,,
, V. 1. for in Ar. Ran.
932.

7., ov, TO, Ion. )',=«•, II. 11, 30.7.~, ov, (7..)
sheath-winged : insects of the beetle
kind were esp. called or., as having soft wings
under a hard sheath, Arist. H. A.7., ov, . Ion., a sheath,

scabbard of a sword, Lat. culeus.

Homer uses both forms, but in Att. it

must always be 7^ : Hom. also

has KOv?Mv, II. 1, 220; 11, 30, Od.
11, 98 : we find a sheath of silver, II.

11, 30; adorned with ivory, Od. 8,

404.—II. in Hipp, the sheath or cover-

ing of the heart;Hn A fist, of the sheath
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of insects' wings, II, A. 4, T.tiProb.
akin to.), ,,(,) short-

woolled,, Arist. . . 8, 10.-, , . -, to trainple on,, . Nub. 552. (Of doubtful
origin.),=-3, only in

Hesych., OV, , a kind of tkuiuiy-fish,

Ar. Fr. 3C5, Arist. 11. A.,, , dub. for.,, , kind wood-pecker,

Arist. . ., with . 11., •., Ion.,, , glue, Lat.

gluten, Hdt. 2, 80., f. -,() to

play a game, in whicli one holds tlie

other's eyes, while another gives him
a box on the ear, and bids him guess
which hand he has been struck with.

Hence?;3, , , the above game., , ,=^.—II. a

kind wheaten cake, named from its

shape, Ar. Ran. 507, Pac. 119G.^', , , Collatia, a city of
Latium, Strab.^, ov, , the Rom. name
Collatinus, Plut. Poplic. 1., .() to glue, cement,

Ti re, , Plat. Tim. 75 D,
82 D.—2. to join one metal to another,
esp. by damascene work, to inlay.

Find. N. 7, 115: also, ., to

weld or perh. to inlay, damask it, Plut.

—II. in genl. to joinfast together, unite,

TLvi Ti, Emped. 25. Pass, to cling

close, Tivi. also rivi, Aesch. Ag.
15CG.—III. to put together, build, Pind.
O. 5, 29.-, , , (,)
glue-boiler.^.,, , () glued
together, close-joined,, II. 15, 389,
cf. 077 ;, Hes. Sc. 309. Only
poet.,, ,() that

which is glued or joined together, An-
tiph. Myl. 1.?^,, ,() a glu-

ing, gluing together, Theophr. : . -, a welding of iron, Hdt. 1, 25,

though this seems to be too simple a
process to be described as a late in-

vention, and so some take it to be the

art of inlaying or damasking iron, cf., and Bahr ad 1.— 11. in genl.

afixing tight, close fastening, Hipp.,, ,() one who
glues or fastens. Hence, ?/, ,() fitted

for gluing or combining, Piut. : .-, making wounds close. Gal.?., , , () glued
together, cemented, closely joined, well-

fastened, in Hom. epith. of,,,, like-
", : in Hdt. 1, 25,-

is a frame or
saucer inlaid or damasked prob. with
iron, cf., f. -, later form for., a, ov. of the nature or
form of a. ['], ov, (, -) eating, roll-eatrr, epith.

of the Boeotians, Ar. Ach. 872.^, , the Porta Col-
liua at Rome, Strab. p. 228., , 6, a roll of coarsi
bread, Hippon. 20, Ephipp. Artem. 1.

[t in genit., 11 c. ; in Ar. Ran, 576,
which ie usu. quoted in support of

, is now read.]/2?, , . -, (,
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?.) to patch I'crses together, com.
word in Ar. Thesm. 54., to be a, Plat.

(Com.) Incert. 3./', f. -,( •) to

tighten with screws., ov, , {?.
II. 2,) Com. name for a gross

debauchee, ap. Eust. 1915, 16., , to ghie together, be-

cause glue was boiled out of

(sigiif. II.), Achae. ap. Hesych., , , (, -) dealer in glue., ov, , V. sub-., , , an unknown fish,

Anth./, OTTOf, , the peg or screw
of a lyre, by which the strings are
tightened, Od. 21, 407, cf Plat. Rep.
531 : mctaph.,«oAXo7ru -
vai, Ar. Vesp. 574.—2. a handle, by
which a wheel turned.—II. the thick

skin on the upper part of the neck of

oxen, Lat. callosum, Ar. Fr. 520 ; and
of swine, Lat. glandium, lb. 421 :

hence—2. a youth who has become worn
and callous by premature excesses, Lat.

cinaedus, Eubul. Antiop. 3., , , a plant, Nic,
ubi al.. : also and.^ []/,, , ,()
money-changer, like, Lys.
ap. Poll., and . . Hence, , , belonging to

a money-clianger or his busiiiess., , , a small coin, Ar.

Pac. 1200.—2. in plur. also, tu -
7\., small round cakes, Ar. Plut. 708,

cf Poll. 9, 72.—II. the rate of exchange

in changing foreign for home money,
fixed by the changer,/,
Cic. 2 Act. in Verr. 3, 78, Alt. 12, 0.

—III. a small gold weight, Theophr.
(The word is said to be Phoenician :

Riemer takes it to be akin to-, comparing from.), , , prob. much the
same as, Ar. Pac. 123, Fr.

303. [ii] Hence, f. -, to bake-
pai, LXX., in mid., ov, TO, dim. from-, eye-salve, Lat. coUyrium, in ear-

lier writers, as Hipp., usu.-
: it was made in small cakes of

a certain form ('7) : also in

genl. a salve.—II. a fine clay, in which

a seal can be impressed, [],, , dim. from-, LXX., ov, , sub. ,=/,., , also,
bird of prey, Arist. . ., , (,) like

glue, vi.^cous. Plat. Crat. 427 ., , 7),= sq., Artemid., ov,. an under-gnrment,

with its sleeves curtailed (v.),
i. e. reaching only half down to the
elbow, or entirely without sleeves.7,, .=^., , . -, to be •, Theophr. : from. .(?,)
bearing stunted fiotvers, . e. hapeleona-

c'ous flowers, like our pease, etc.,

Theophr.,, ov,(, -
oac) with stymied horns, short-horned.

,', ?(3o/Cf/9«of , ov, with a docked
tail, stump-tailed, , . for or, the interraptrd battle, as

the Gramm. called 11, . []

KOAO, , ;/, -, , gen.-, with maimed feet.' and -, , , ,(,,) slunip-tiosed, LXX.,,() docked, clipped,

stunted, curtal, Lat. curtus, esp. of an-
imals, short-horned, short-eared, etc.,

Arist. H. A. : maimed, ynutilaled, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 4. 11 ; and c. gen.,, like Lat. truncus pedum, Anth.:
of a cup, broken, chijjpid, Theopomp.
ap. Ath. 230 F : in genl. short, small,, App., , gen. , ivith

stunted ears., -, , ()
sluntedness, Plut. : ., short-

ness of breath in speaking. Id. i)em. 6.?, ov, stump-necked.

[a]/?•, ov, (,)
stump-taiUd, Hesych./, ,() to dock, cur-

tail, shorten, N. T. Pass, to be stunted,

stumpy, short, imperfect, Arist. H. A.
Hence,, , a viutilation,

imperfection, Arist. Metaph.,,, mutilation, Arist.
Incess. Anim.,, ,() a mu-
tilator : esp. one who clips his words ia
speaking., , j], Coloe, a lake in Ly-
dia, near Sardis, Strab. p. 620; hence
Diana was called., ov, 0,(,)
a leader of jackdaws, or the jackdaiv-
general, Ar. Av. 1212.', , f. -, () to

scream like a jackdaw., ov, , a jackdaw, Lat. gra-
culus, 11. 16, 583; 17, 755, where in
both instances the jackdaws are men-
tioned along with starlings (^)
as noisy flocking birds. Proverbs

:

?, ' birds of a
feather flock together,' Arist. Eth.
N. ; ?.-, Luc. ; , of im-
pudent noisy talkers, Polyb. (Akia
to,, q. v.), , , also,, or, a tree that
bears pods, Theophr., , (, )
jackdaw-like, i. e. flocking and noisy,, , v.., , , Diosc, or-, , , Nic. [], the colocasia

or Aegyptian bean, a beautiful plant
resembling the water-lily, bearing
large rose-red flowers, found in the
marshy parts of Aegypt : its beans,
roots, and even its stalks were es•
teemed a savoury food ; and its large
leaves made into drinking-cups (-), Voss. Virg. Eel. 4. 20.

/£(50:,,. Com. word
for and rop(5ry, the bowels, only
in Philodem. Ep. 20, 2, Jac. A. P. p.
054., , v..,, , large heavy
wave before it breaks(
ace. to gramm.), osji. the heavy swell

that announces a storm at hand, Ar.
Eq. 092, where it is used of the
swelling threats of Cleon : others
make it another form of, cf.

HI.

or. , h,
Hijjp., Ar., etc., the latter being call-

ed the Att. form. Lob. Phryn. 437;
later also, Diosc. ;

—

thti

round gourd or pumpkin, Lat. cucurbi.

ta, the long one being called auvo.



Proverb, of health from its fresh

juicy nature,?,
Epich. p. 101 ; as a lily was of death,

7/ ., Diphil. ap. Paroemi-
ogr. :—oil/., v. sub. Hence'/.,, , food prepared
from pumpkins, Anth./.', , wov, made
from pumpkins, Luc.,, , the plant colo-

cyiiik and itsfruit, Galen.
and7, ov, 6,

=/.', /., Jac. A. P.

p. 587, Lob. Phryn. 437., , , v. sub-.?., ,, dim. from-7., Phrjn. (Com.) Incert. 7.', ov, , food, meat, fodder,

whence Eust. derives and-
?..—11.=/., . Eq. 455, Nic.

Ther. 2C0.^?-, ov, , Colontas, an Ar-
give, Paus. 2, 35, 4., ov, docked, dipped, stunt-

ed, Lat. curtus,/, a broken

spear, II. 16, 117 : later esp. of o.xen,

goats, etc., stump-horned or hornless,

like, Hdt. 4, 29, Theocr. 8,

51, etc.: .=.
(Hence 7.3,, :

akin to.)', , , an inhab. of
Volossae, a Colossian, N. T. : from. , ai, Colossae, a city

of Greater Phrygia on the Lycus,
(succeeded by a later town Chonae, at

a short distance from its site, now
Khonas) Hdt. 7,30 ; Xen. An. 1, 2, 6

;

also written less correctly-., , , of Colossae,

Colossian, Strab. p. 578 : Colossian-

dyed, epta, Strab. (What this meant
is unknown.)/,,, never -?, Lob. Phryn. 542, {?-) colossal, Diod., etc.?, , oj-',=foreg., Diod., ov, gen., {-/,) with colossal stride,

Lye. [a]
^/,,{,-) making colossal statues., ov. , a colossus, gigantic

statue, Hdt. 2, 130, 149, etc. ; seem-
ingly also a statue without reference

to size, Aesch. Ag. 416 (the only
place it is found in good Att. writers).

The most famous colossus was that

of Apollo at Rhodes seventy cubits

high, made in the time of Demetrius
Poliorcetes, cf. Diet. Antiqq. (The
origin unknown.), , , {,*) the making of a colossus, Strab., , , noise, din, or a

noisy crowd, of men and dogs, 11. 12,

147; 13, 472. cf. Hes. Th. 880, Ar.

Plut. 536. Only poet. (From
ace. to Doderl. Lat. Synonym. 2, p.

94, 4 : prob. akin to /..)'^/., ov, =,
Diod. S. 11, 72.,,,=^,
., steep, abrupt rock. Call.

Fr. 66., , , {7^, )
dock-tailed, Timocr. ap. Plut. The-
mist. 21 : from, ov,{,) dock-

tailed, ., a bird that has lost its

tail from age, Plut., cf. and
: in genl. docked, truncated.

Math. Vett.—II. oi ?., sub., the colures, two circles pass-

ing through the equinoctial and sol-

stitial points, intersecting at the
poles, Procl.7., adv.{, -) crossitig like the colures, of the
teeth of elephants crossing each
other obliquely.?,, , as if from-?,:^.,, , {ko7mvu) a dock-
ing, clipping, cutting short, Arist. Pol.,

and Theophr.7.,, , () that

which is docked, clipped, etc.7., ?'/, v. 1. for7.., fut.-, pass. perf. -7, and7., aor.-
7.• and, {7). To
dock, clip, curtail, cut short,,
Hdt. 5, 92, 6, cf. Eur. Eurysth. 2

;

, Theophr. : but in Horn., who
first uses it, always in metaph. signf.,7., to cut short a
word in the middle, Lat. praecidere,

i. e. leave it unfinished, opp. to/.,
II. 20, 370 ; /., to abridge,

curtail gifts, Oct. 11, 340 ;
'

/., he perils or destroys

all his own welfare, Od. 8,211: also

like 7., which is akin to it and
more freq. in prose, to check, restrain,

put down. ~, Hdt. 7, 10,

5,, Eur. Alcm. 4, Plat. Prot.
343 C. Pass, to be cut short or abridged,

Aesch. Pers. 1035;, of thing,
Thuc. 7, 66. {7< is ace. to Do-
derl. the same with, as7-

with, with-
.)7.,, , summit, top,

pinnacle ; hence7,
like-/ .. to put the finishing
stroke, Heind. Euthyd. 301 E, cf -

4, and II. 2 : in Plut. a
sort of ball for placing with.',, y, Colojihon, one of
the twelve Ionian cities on the coast
of Asia Minor, Mimn. 9, 3, Hdt. 1,

142, Thuc. 3, 36. Henco7, , , of Colophon,
...:, icritings relating to Co-

lophon, Alh. 569 D., a, ov, Colopho7iian, of
or from Colophon, Hdt. 1, 150, hence
as subst., 7., .sub. )7],
Colophonium, resin, Galen ; and7., sub., a kind
of shoes, Hesych.^'' /., 6, harbour of the
Colophonians, in Chalcidice near To-
rone, Thuc. 5, 2 : but v. Bloomf. ad
loc.—i'af, ov, , {7.) bosoming,
sivelling in folds, . /., Aesch.
Pers. 1060.7,, f. -, {7,) to form
into a bosom or fold.7}/, ov, , dwelling on a-

or bay, Philostr.7., , {7^,) like

a 7. or bay, Ael. Adv. -,
Strab., ov, , the bosom, lap,

in Horn. esp. ~17^,,/
and, as an ex-

pression of maternal love :7, to put a girdle
on the bosom, II. 14, 219, 223: later

also the mother^s womb.— II. a bosom-
likefold of a garment, the fold or swell

formed by a loose garment, esp. as it

fell over the girdle, oft. in plur., as
II. 9, 570 ; 22, 80 : this fold sometimes
served for a pocket, as we find it in

Od. 15, 469.— III. any bosom-like hol-

low, as—1.,7 7^, to go under the lap of
ocean, i. e. the deep hollow between
the waves, or the cavernous depths of

KOAX
the sea, II. 18, 140 ; 21, 125 ; also in
plur.,/. 7., Od. 5, 52.—2. a
boy or creek of the sea, 11. 2, 560, and
so more freq. later, Hdt. 4, 99 ; 7, 58,
198, etc.—3. also a deep retired vale,
Jac. A. P. p. 231.—4. a fistulous ulcer
which spreads under the skin, Galen.—It corresponds to the Lat. sinus.
(Modern Gr. 7., whence ItaJ.

golfo, our gulf: prob. also akm to
Lat. glob-US, Pott Et. Forsch. 2, 206.)
Hence, , toform into a bosom or
sji-ell, esp. to make a sail belly or swell,

Lat. sinuare, Luc. Pass, to bosom or
sxvell out, Arist. H. A. : to curve like a
bay, Polyb.7., , {?,,) like

a bosom, embosomed, embayed, Eur. I.

A. 120, etc. : winding, sinuous,-7, Polyb.—II. metaph. of dis-
course, loose, diffuse, Dion. H.
(5-/, , , {) a

folded, swelling garment.., , , { ) the
forming into a bosom, swell or fold, ., the swelling of wings by the
wind, Hdn.-, 7], , {7.) formed
into bosoms or folds, folded,,/, , , a kind of crab,
Epich. p. 27.7., ov, TO, another form of?., q. v.7., ov, TO, also7., a
ripe fig, Ath./^, ov, , the testicle, Arist.
Probl. 16, 4.7, , ,=:7,
dub.—II. ., an olive swimming
in brine, Lob. Phryn. 118.7., ?/, v. 1. for«/-
.^

, .
'

'7, , f. -, to dive. Plat.
Lach. 193 C ; . . Id. Prot.
350 A, cf sq. : to jump into the sea and
swim, N. T.7., , , a place for
diving, a swimming-bath. Plat. Rep.
453 D ;7. /, Alex. Incert. 28.,. , {7.)
diving, swimming, Arr.],, o,= sq., Aesch.
Supp. 408.7.7, ov, , {7.3) a
diver, swinuuer, Thuc. 4, 26.?., , , {7.)
belonging to, fitted for diving : -,
sub., the art of diving. Plat.
Soph. 220 A.7.., , a sea-bird, a di-
ver, Ar. Av. 304, Arist. H. A.7>, ov, , a diver, swimmer,
=7., Ar. Ach. 876.—II.=, Paus. 2, 35, 1 ; Anth. P.
9, 82._7, , or-, a plant,
which indicates moist ground, The-
ophr.^, , , cf. 7,., ov, , V../., (also wr.7./.
7.7.) , , Colyttus, an Attic
deme of the tribe Aegei's. Hence,, , an inhab. of Co-
lyttus, one of the deme Colyttus, Xen.
Hell. 5, 1, 26.

7-7], , ,=7. II. 2,
Nic. . 249.7., , , a plant with a
poisonous bulbous root, meadow-saf-
fron, colchicum, Nic, and Diosc. ; cf,

II.\, , , of the Colchians,
Colchiaa, Hdt. 2, 105.

^/., , , pecul. fem. to
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KOMA
foreg.,Cokhir.n, K.ala, Ildt. 1,2.-11.
as subst.— 1. 7} '/., the land of the

Colchians, Colchis, Hdt. 1, 101, alsoiy' ala, Eur. Med. 2.—2. the

Colchian female, Eur. Med. 132, i. e.

Medea.,, , ol, the Colchians, a
people of Asia dwelling at the east of
the Eu.Kine, around the Phasis, said

to derive their origin from the Ae-
gj'ptians, Hdt. 2, 104 ; 4, 37 ; Xen.
An. 4, 8, 8 : in allusion to this de-
scent called, in Find. P.
4,377.

^7., 6. , as adj. Colchian,•
^Of,. Kh. 4, 485,^ K. =KoZrif
II. 2.

Ko/.j^fof, ov, b, later and rare form
for, Jac. A. P. p. 593, 842./, , f. -, {?.<,)) to

CTy, shout, bawl, scold, II. 2, 212 ; Ion./., Antim. 27. (Not the same
as, V. ?.(.).)
iKo?Mvai, , , Colonae, a city of

Troas, Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 13, in Thuc.
1, 131, called al ; Strab.

mentions another in .\sia Minor near
Lampsacus, p. 589 ; and three others
in Thcssaly. Phocis, and Erythraea,
otherwise unknown.

K0AS2'iN'H, 7, , a hill, mound, II.

2, 811; 11, 757: esp. a sepulchral

mound, barrow, Lat. tunuilus. Soph.
El. 894 : cf.. (Cf. Lat. col-

lis, cubnen, our cairn, etc.. Pott Et.
Forsch. 1, 227.)

^-'/, , , (?.) a grave,

as the Eleans called it, ap. Hesych.
iKo?.uvca, , , the Lat. Colonic,

applied to many towns in which col-

onies had been established by the
Romans, as Philippi, N. T. Act. 16,

12.^?.,, al, Colonidr.s, a city

of Messenia, founded by Attic colo-

nists. Pans. 4, 34, 8.', , {?,)
like a hill or barrow, Schol. Ap. Rh.
?.(', , ,-=.7., a hill,

. Horn. Cer. 273, 299, Hes. Fr. 19.

1, Hdt. 4, 181, etc. : . ', a heap
of stones. Id. 4, 92.—II. Colonus. a

deme of Attica lying on and round a
hill, famous for a temple of Neptune,
a grove of the Furies and the tomli

of Oedipus, and immortalised by
Sophocles, who was a native of it,

in his Oedipus Coloneus : hence Ko-?,, ?.~ and /.-, , one of t/te deme Colonus." , ov, 6, a brawling, tvransling,. II. 1, 575. Only
poet. (Hence ?., akin to -/,7., and/.- : the
common root of all these words is,

ace. to Buttm. Lexil. in voc,,
7..)
tKoAUr7/f, ov, i, Coldtes, a statuary

of Pares, Paus. 5, 20, 2.-2. an Epi-
curean philosopher against whom
Plutarch wrote, Diog. L. 10., ov, ', ) with

fiery hair, Lyc. 934.^., , Comaetho, daugh-
ter of Pterelaus, Apollod. 2, 4, 3.

tKo/jilva, , , Comuaa, a city in

the Cappadocian district Cataonia,
now Al-Bostan, Strab. p. 535.—2.', in Pontus, near the source
of the Iris, Id. p. 557.—In both were
temples of Comana the Syrian god-
dess='Et't;u.<,, ac, , Comania,2i fortress

of Mvsia, prob. near Pergamus, Xen.
An. 7, 8, 15.

iKoav, , , Comanus, a minis-
ter of Ptolemy Physcon, Polyb. 28,

16, L
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KOiiH, , , a kind of fish,

Epich. p. 36., ov, TO, the fruit of the tree., ov, 6, and , the straw-

berry-tree, arbutus, Ar. Av. 620, Am-
phis Incert. : its fruit being
and?. : the wild and smaller
kind with inferior fruit was57/.^, ov, , Comarus, a harbour
of Epirus near Actium, Strab. p. 324., ov, (., -) eating the fruit of the arbutus,

Ar. Av. 240. [u]^, ().=) , Co-
matas, name of a shepherd, Theocr.
5,4., , fut. -, {) to let

the hair grow long, wear long hair,:1 , II. 2,

542,/, 11. , 42;
13, 24 ; also. . , Hdt. 4,

168, cf. 180, 191 : as long hair was
considered an especial ornament (cf.

Hdt. 1, 82), was used as we
say to plume one\s self i. e. to be proud,
haughty, give one^s self airs, like Lat.
cristarn tollere, as,, he aimed at the monarchy,
Hdt. 5, 71, cf. Ar. Vesp. 1317 ; so, .~ /?., to plume one's self on one's
beauty, Plut. Caes. 45.— Originally
the Greeks in genl. seem to have
worn their hair long, whence /-, in Hom. At
Sparta it continue(l the custom for

all the citizens to wear long hair.

But at Athens it was worn only by
youths until the 18th year : they then
entered the age of, were en-
rolled in the list of citizens, etc. (cf.

(pparpia); and to wear long hair
alter this time was considered as a
sign of pride and foppishness, except
among the, cf. Ar. Eq. 580:
but, although Athen. adults wore the
hair short, they retained the phrase

/ or as a sign of
mourning, cf Eur. Ale. 818, Plat.

Phaed. 89 C, etc.—II. also of horses,, 11. 13,
24.—111. metaph. of trees, plants, etc.,

7"/.'/, soon were the
fields to wave With long ears, H. Hom.
Cer. 454 ; so. -. . Rh., etc.

—

1\'. -,=, Arat.^,-., , Combabus, a friend

of Seleucus Nicator. Luc. D. Syr. 19., , , dim. from3.37., ov, , (,)
cut-purse, [], , , strip of cloth.

(Hence, and, q. v.)

KOME'ii, , f. -, to take care of,

attend to, tend, in 11. always of horses,
so too H. Hom. Ap. 236 ; and of a
dog, . Hes. Op. 602 : but
in Od. always of men, to attend to,

furnish with necessaries, and of chil-

dren, to attend to. rear, 6nii^j/p, joined
with 7-?., Od. 11, 250. Only
poet. (Hence,, -,, and Lat. comere, comp-
tus, but no root K0'M12 occurs. It

seems akin to,.)
Koufw. Ion. for., , , the hair, hair of the

head, Lat. coma, Hom. ; more rarely
in plur., like Od. 6, 231 ;, for -, II. 17, 51 ; 7.7- -, to tear the hair, II. 22, 406; -, to have one's hair cut,

0(1. 4, 19S, usu. in sign of mourning,
cf. I. fin. ; so,

KOMI, to cut off one's hair in honottr of
any one, as an offering to the dead,
11. 23, 146, cf. 151, 152: -, to let the hair grow long, Hdt.
1, 82; so, K., Ar. Av. 911, cf.: of the beard, Epict. — II.

metaph. like coma, the foliase, leaves

of trees, Od. 23, 195, so of grass,
Theophr., etc.—III. the luminous tail

of a cojiiet., ov, ,{,•) comic alteration of the .'.
Amynias, as it Were, Pride-a~nynias,
Ar.'Vesp. 466.^, , , Cometas, a poet of
the .Antholog}'.^, ov, , Comeies, father of
the Argonaut Asterius, Ap. Rh. 1, 35.

—Others in Paus. etc., ov, 0, {) wearing
long hair, long-haired, Orac. ap. Hdt.
6, 19, Ar. Nub. 348 : , a
feathered arrow. Soph. Tr. 567 ; cov-

ered with leaves, grass or flowers,, Eur. Bacch.
1055.—II., with Or without, a comet, Arist. Meteor.^,, , Comeon, a Rho-
dian ruler, ap. Ath. 444 D., , ,() attendance,
attention, care, Hom. : in 11. like -

always of attention to horses, II.

8, 186 ; 23, 41 1, in Od. of attention to
men ; also the management, care of a
garden, Od. 24, 245, 247 : from this
signf. we have the dat. used
as adv., v. sq.—II. a bringing or carry-
ing, conveyance, supplies, stock of pro-
visions procured, Od. 8, 232 : esp. a
procuring ofsupplies, importation, Thuc.
6, 21, Isocr. 224 B, etc. : a gathering
in of harvest, ., Xen. Cyr.
5, 4, 25.—2. (from mid.) a carrying
awny for one's self, a rescue, recovery,, of a person or thing. Hdt. 9,
73.—3. (from pass.) a going or coming,
Hdt. 6, 95 ; esp. a return, means of
gittinghack, Id. 4, 134; 7, 170, 229, etc.. dat. from, used as
adv., by others written, ivith

care, carefully, exactly, just, ., Ar. Fr. 125 : hence like, wholly, entirely, altogether, Plat.,

etc. : very much, absolutely, quite, .. Plat. Gorg. 501 A,-
kv7j.iov -, Dem. 539, 23: hence
in answers, ovv,just so,

ave and more than that, Ar. Plut. 833,
Plat. Theaet. 155 A.

: f. - Att. -, mid.-, (). To take care of,

provide for, supply with necessaries, en-

tertain, , oft. in Horn., though
rare in Att., as Aesch. Cho. 262, 344 :

also in mid., , to re-

ceive him hospitably at one's house, II.

8,284, Od. 14, 310: but in ovtl-
it is pass., not

often was he attended to, Od. 8, 451.
—2. of things, to take care of, mind,
attend to, do, esp., '', mind, attend to thine own af-

fairs, Hom.: . to

manage -propeTty, Od. 23, 355: in mid.,. to attend

to the labour of one's land, Hes. Op.
391 ; so, -, Hes.
Op. 598.—II. to take up and carry away,
esp. in order to keep or save it, •

., to lift up and carry away a
corpse, to save it from the enemy, II.

13, 196 : hence also, ,
to carry out, bury the dead, like-. Soph. Aj. 139], Isae. 71, 13:, carry, convey me away,
carri/ inc to a place 0/ safety, 11. 5, 359 ;/. , the herald



KOMM
Ufted up the mantle, that it might not
be lost, II. 2, 183 ; so too,'/., 11. 3, 378 :

— in

mid., ,
the Sinlians raised him up and took

care of him among themselves, II. 1,

59-1.—2. to carry off or away,, i. e. carried it oft" stick-

ing in him, 11. 14, 456, cf. 463 ; so in

mid., kv , 11. 22,

286 : hence esp. to carry off as a prize,

as booty, II. 2, 875; 11, 738; hence
later freq. in mid., to get, gain, receive,

Lat. sibi acqiiirere, Orac. ap. Hdt. 1,

67, Ar. Vesp. 690, etc., cf. Valck.
Hipp. 431.—3. in genl. to carry, con-

vey, bear, II. 23, 699, Od. 13, 68, Hdt.,

etc.— 1. to bring to. Soph. Aj. 530,

Plat. Rep. 370 : to gather in corn,

., Hdt. 2, 14 : to import,

°,7., Isocr. 227 A, etc.

:

and so in mid., Hdt. 6, 118, etc.—5.

to take, conduct, escort, lead, Soph.
Phil. 841, Plat., etc. ; ., Thuc.
2, 85, etc. : mid. to bring with one,

bring along, Plat.—6. to get back, res-

cue, save,, Pind. ; tlvu -, Id. P. 3, 97 : simplj' to bring back,

also/ ; Plat. Phaed. 107 E.

—

Mid. to get back, recover, tuv,
Eur. Bacch. 1225, ,
Thuc. 6, 103.—7. to receive, entertain,

Thuc. 3, 65; and so in mid., . tlvu, Andoc. 16, 37.

—

.
pass, to be carried Or brought, bring

one's self, 1. e. to go, come, journey,

travel, by land or sea, Hdt. 5, 43,

Aesch. Ag. 1035, etc. : to betake one's

self, , Hdt. 1, 73.—2. esp.

to come or go back, return, oft. in Hdt.,

Xen., etc. : in this signf. Hdt. uses
also aor. mid., 6, 118., ov, , () dim. of -, Epict.— II. the scalp with the hair,

cf. Wess. Hdt. 4, 64 ; also-., ,, verb. adj. from, to be taken care of, to be gath-

ered in, Aesch. Theb. 600.—II.-, one must bring, Plat. Rep.
413 D.,,,=^ I., Hesych.,, o,=sq., Eur. Hec.
222., , b, () one who
takes care of, ., one who buries

the dead, Eur. Supp. 25.—II. bringer,

conductor. Id. Andr. 1268., , , () fit for
taking care of, etc., ., revi-

ving, strengthening medicines, Hipp.
—II. fit for carrying, . ?, trans-

ports," Hyperid. ap. Harp., , ,() taken care

of.
—. brought, Joseph., , , fern, from-, a waiting-woman., , ,() the hire

of a carrier : in plur. pay for preserva-

tion, reward for saving, like,, Aesch. Ag. 965, cf
Eur. H. F. 1387, y. II. 6.,,,() that u-hich

is struck, hewn, cut, esp.—1. the stamp,

impression ofa coin, Lat. nota, Ar. Ran.
726 ; hence proverb., -, of bad stamp, false die, Ar. Plut.

862 : in genl. coin, Id. Ran. 890.—II.

section : the member of a sentence,

chiise, comma, Cic. Orat. 62 : elsewh.'.—III. the refuse of corn in

thrashing, chaff, Dinarch. ap. Harp., , , Commngene, a

part 01 Syria, bordermg on Cappado-
cia, Strab. p. 521, 746:,, al, the inhab. of Commagene, Id., , b, one tvho speaks in

short clauses, Philostr., cf. II.

KOMH, , ,( II.) con-

sisting of single or short clauses. Adv.
-.— II., sub. ?., cho-
ral songs of the nature of (cf.

II.), Grarnm., , , dim. from-, a smalt section, segment, piece, esp.

of a sentence, Dion. H. : a passage
quoted from a poem, Eupol. Incert. 31., , gum, Lat. gummi and
commis, Hdt. 2, 86, 96, and Hipp.,
where the word is indecl. ,

; or.
Lob. Phryn. 288.,,, dim. from,
Galen., ,(,) like

gum, gummy, Theophr., . -, to look like gum,
Diosc., sf,=:, Arist.

H. A., ov, b, the Roman Com-
modus, Hdn., , ,() a striking:

esp. like Lat. planctus (from plango),

a beating of the head and breasts in la-

mentation, hence a wail, dirge. Aesch.
Cho. 423, cf Eur. Tro. 789, and-

fin.—II. esp. in the Att. drama,
song sung alternately by an actor and
the chorus, usu. a mournful dirge, called

also , Herm. .\rist.

Poet 12, 3, 9, Elem. -Metr. p. 733., , ,() care bestowed

on dress, dress, decoration., , to dress up, decorate,

Themist. Hence,, ,=..,,() artifi-

cial dress, decoration, LuC.,, ,() dress-

ing up, decoration.,, , and,, ,() one who dresses up, a
decorator, Plut., and Luc. Hence, fut. -, =,
Synes., in mid., , , belonging to

dressing up or decorating : -, sub., the art ofdressing up, decoration.

Plat. Gorg. 463 B, 465 B. Adv. -., , , fem. from -,7}, afemale who dresses

\ip or decorates, a tirewoman, waiting-

maid, Ar. Eccl. 737, Plat. Rep. 373 C., ov,, a comb or some
instrumeritfor dressing women, Ar. Fr.

309, 18., , f. -,(,-) to let the hair grow, Lat. comam
alere, Strab., Ep. part. pres. from

for, 11., f. -, ()^•, to vaunt, boast, brag, Aesch. Ag.
1671, etc. : K. , to speak big

against..., Id. Theb. 480: c. ace, .
Aoyov, to speak big words. Id. Ag.
1400, etc. ; ., to boast one's
art. Soph. El. 1500: c. inf. to boast

that..., Aesch. Ag. 1130.—The pass,

is also found in same siarnf. ?, Aesch.
Theb. 500, Eur. Ale. 497, H. F. 64.

/7£'•, , comic word, one of
the borough, as if a Bragsman,
Ar. Av. 1126.\, ov, , Compasium, a
place in Arcadia, Polyb. 23, 1, 1.,, ,() a
boast : usu. in plur. boasts, braggart

words, Aesch. Pr. 361, Theb. 794., , , =,
Plut., . , ()
boaster, braggart, Plut. Hence, , , boastful, brag-

gart. Adv -.

*
I , , . -, (") to

ring, clash, /., II. 12, 151,
cf. : hence—II. usu. metaph.
to utter high-sounding words, speak big,

boast, brag, vaunt, Hdt. 5, 41, and
Trag. : also c. ace, ., Aesch.
Pr. 947; cf inf, Eur. El.' 815, cf.. Pass, to be boasted of, Thuc.
6, 17. Hence, , , boastful., ov, , quavering or sha-
king on an instrument ; with the voice,
it was called^•; both together,., , f. -,(,?.) to talk big, be an empty brag-

gart, Ar. Ran. 961. Hence?., , , big-boaster,

Ar. Ach. 539, 1182, with a play on
Lamachus. [v]), ov, gen., (-,)) speaking boastfully.',, , a noise, din, clash,

esp. such as is caused by the collision

oftwo hard bodies, as of a boar's tusks
when he whets them, II. 11, 417 ; 12,
149 : the stamping of dancers' feet, Od.
8, 380 ; the ringing of metal, Eur.
Rhes. 384 ; cf..—II. usu.
metaph. high-sounding ivords, big and
boastful speech, also or,
Thuc. 2, 40 : hence a boasting, boast,

empty vaunt, Hdt. 7, 103, Trag., etc.

:

rarely in good sense, as Pind. L ],

60 ; 5, 30.., (5,=, a boast•

er, Eur. Phoen. 600.>()1), ov, gen.,(,,) pomp-bundle-
worded, derisive epith. of Aeschylus
in Ar. Ran. 839, because of his long
compound words., ,=, Die C, in
pass.,,(,) boast-

ful, vain-glorious, -, Thuc. 2, 62 : ,
boastfuhiess, Id. 5, 68. Adv. -.•, , , the Compsalus, a
river of Thrace, flowing into the lake
Bistonis, Hdt. 7, 109.', , , () ele-

gance, refinement, esp. of language

:

in bad sense, daintiness, pretti7iess,

Plat. Phaed. 101 C.,, ,() a
piece of elegance or wit, dantiness, pret-

tiness, Arist. INIeteor., adv. with Euripi-
des-prettinesses (as if it were--(, ), vhlch
was the old reading), Ar. Eq. 18.•, ,,=^-, Philo:
from, (-) to make elegant,

dainty, etc., , refine

on your suspicion, reason subtly on it,

like Lat. argutari. Soph. Ant. 324.
Alid. to speak elegantly, refine overmuch,
Plat. Rep. 436 D, 489 C. Pass, to be, play the, and so to be

refined or dainty, Eur. I. A. 333 : of
Vords, to be prettily said, Plat. Phaedr.
227 C : of things, to be fine, nice, Id.

Phil. 56 B. Cf. Ruhnk. Tim., ,(,)fine
spoken, usu. in bad sense./., , to speak fine ; and?^, , , fine speaking:
from-, ov,(,)=., ,(,)
of dainty form, dainty seeming, Ar.
Nub. 1030;, , ,() well-dressed,

tired, decked, Lat. comptus, hence, a

pretty fellow, Lat. bellus homo, Ar
783



Vesp. 1317, Alex. Polycl. 1 : hence—
2. Ot words and actions, cUgant, pret-

ty, daititi/, clever, tvitly, Al". Nub. 049,

ilat. Gciig. 493 A, Re^). 370 A : esp.

in a sneering sense, of Sophists ivho

refine overmuch, persons who are stu-

died and affected in all they say and
do, opp. to what is simple and natu-

ral,, Eur. Aiitiop. 25, and
freq. in Plat., as Oorg. 521 E, etc. :

—

TO -ijwv, =/, Arist. Pol.

—3. ol things, pretty, elegant, Plat.

Phaedr. 230 C.—Adv., elegant-

ly, prettily, daintily, Ar. Ach. 1010,

etc. ; superl.-, Id. Lys. 89 : in

N. T., , to be better

in health. Hence,, !/,=, ele-

gance, refinement, prettiness, daintiness,

esp. of language, Ep. Plat. 358 C, and
Plut.

KovuiSeo), , f. -,() to

resound, ring, esp. of metallic bodies,

II. 15, 048; 21, 593; of the ground
under men's feet, Hes. Th. 840 : to re-

echo, ,, II. 2,

334, Od. 17, 542. Only poet. Hence
Kovuthioov, adv. with a noise, clash,

din, Anth., f.-,^,-, H. 13, 498 ;

21, 255 : so ..., II. 2, 406. Only
poet., ov, b, a resounding, ring-

ing, clashing, r'-, ' ,/',
Oil 10, 122, cf Hes. Th. 709 ; .-, Aesch. Theb. 160.

Ordy poet. (Ace. to Buttm. from-,.)
iKova?M, , , Conallis, fern.

pr. ., Ath. 567., ov, , an evergreen tree of

the thorn kind, like the'/, or

: also.,, , is said to have been

the same game which is described

under.—II.metaph.,/i:ov-, of sexual intercourse,

Anth., ubi al.,.', ov, , -, the Lat.

vinum conditum, Geop., , TO, a drinking vessel,

Hipparch. ap. Ath. 478 A : said to be

a Persian word.^, , , Condylea, a place

in Arcadia, with a temple of Diana,

who was hence called,
Paus. 8, 23, 6., , ,—, (from

), . -,()
strike with the fist, Hyperid. ap. Poll.

8, 76. Mid. to beat one's self, Diog. L., ov, , dim. from-, v. 1. in Asionic. Chalc. 1., , 6,(?) a

striking with thefist, Artemid. : in genl.

ill-treatmeiit., as pass.,{
IV.) to swell, swell up., , , the knob formed hy
a bent joint, knuckle, esp. of the hand,

Arist. H. A. : hence in plur.//i(/i«iic/iies,

fist, Ar. Eq. 1230, Vesp. 25 1 ; and so in

sing., lb. 1503 : tlvl,, PhiL; also,-, Id. :?" was opp. to ' (a

slap in the face), Dem. 537, Ijii. ; cf, and also.—II. in genl.

the knuckle of any joint, as of the arm,

Hipp.

—

III. any hard, bony knob, like?, Id. (The root ace. to

Hesych., is,=,-?, a head, knob.)/, ,{,)
like a knuckle, knobby, Hipp.
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KONI,, ,{-) a knob, callous lump, Hipp.,, 7/,=foreg., Hipp.

[v], ov,,=, hemlock,

also, Jac. A. P. p. li.', , i. -, () to raise

dtust, esp. by swift running : hence in

genl. to hasten, make haste, Jac. A. P.

p. 791 : more usu. in compd. :

but that is from quite an-

other root is shown under., i/, , {,,)
murder, ap. Hesych. ; elsewh. only in

compd..',, , one of the deme
Conlhyle {?/), a deme belong-
ing to the tribe Pandionis, Ar. Vesp.
233.

Kovia, , , Ion. and Ep.,{) dust, esp. as stirred up by
men's feet,', II. 2, 150,, 11, 151 : in Hom.
also freq. in plur.,, like Lat.

arenae, consisting of many grains, esp.

IV , and, to fall in the dust,

lall and lie there, Horn., who in de-

scriptions of battles oft. joins'/ : cf..—2. dust or

sand, 11.' 21, 271.—II. ashes, also in

plur. like Lat. cincrcs, Od. 7, 153, 160.—III. a fine powder, sprinkled over
wrestlers' bodies after being oiled, to

make them more easily grasped by
the opponent : this powder was also

used in the bath as lye, and prob. was
a kind of potash or alkali powder that

seriied as soap, ,
Ar. Lys. 470 (where there is a play

on), cf. Ar. Ran. 713, Plat.

Rep. 430 B.—IV. lime-powder used as

a plaster or stucco, [l in Hom., except
in arsis at the end of a verse, v. 11.

supr. cc. : in Att. also usu. i, but in

an iambic passage, Ar. Ach. 18, i.],, ,() stucco,

Lat. opus albarium, Arist. Gen. An. :

petti/ repairs, white-washing, Dem. 175,

4. [i],, r/, {) a plas-

tering., , , a plasterer, name
of a play of Amphis., , , plastered, stuccoed,

Xen. An. 4, 2, 22 : from,,{) toplasterwith lime,

toplaster, stucco, Lat. dealbarc, Dein. 36,

16 ; 689, 24, etc. : ,
plastered, whited sepulchres, N. T. :

hence—2. metaph., . ,
to paint, disguise it, Philostr., , ,{,)
walking in dust, Hipp., with VV. 11. -,3,,
cf. Lob. Phryn. 521., fut. - Att. -, perf.

pass,, {)^1\\ older, q. v., ov, 6, v. 1. for., , , a plant of the origa-

num kind, cun.ile, Diosc. [i]^, V..^, ov, , Conium, a city of

Phrygia ; hence , an inhab.

of Conium, Hdt. 5, 63., {,) and -,-, , ,{,7)=., , , {,)
dust raised or stirrcdup, a cloud of dust,

Hdt. 8, 65, Plat. Rep. 496 D : ., a cloud of wood-ashes,
Thuc. 4, 34.—II. metaph. a sordid,

dirty fellow, Anaxandr.. 2, 6,

Arislbphon Pythag. 1, 8, Dem. 547,

fui. Hence

KONN, , to cover with dust,

Theophr.,,{,)
like raised dust, dusty, Arist. H. A., a, ov, {) dusty,-, Pind. N. 9, 102; epith. of,
act., as Paus., -, , , {,) dusty-foot : among the Epidau-
rians vvas a name given
to the serfs, Thiriw. Hist, of Gr. 1,

p. 417 : our old courts of pie-poudre

are supposed to derive their name
from a similar word.—II. a kind of
shoe covering only a small part of the

foot, Ar. Eccl. 848, cf. Suid., and
Poll. 7, 86. [i],—.', Att., ij : dat.

for, 11. 24, 18, Od. 11, 191 :=, which is more usu. in jirose,

dust, Horn., etc. ; as an emblem of a
countless multitude,, --

, II. 9, 385 : also the

dust of ashes, ashes, Hoin.—II. the

powder with which ivrestlcrs were sprin-

Kled after being oiled, Ath. : hence
metaph. of toil, , Luc,
cf.. — III. lye, Plut. (The
Lat. cinis : the root seems to be,
.) [, Aesch. Pr. 1085, Supp. 180,

783, Bentl. Phalar. p. 135.],, , usu. in pi.,
the eggs of lice, fleas, and bugs, iiits,

Lat. lendes, Arist. H. A., a, ov, dusty, Antina.

75, Euphor. 19 : from, ov, , [] not so well., {) dust, a cloud of dust,

II. 3, 13 ; 5, 503 ; 22, 401.-11. the mix-
ed dust, oil and sweat on wrestlers,

Galen.

—

III. a demon of the class of

Priapus, Schol. Ar. Lys. 981, Plat.

(Com.) Pha. 2, 13.^, , ol, the Conisci, a
Cantabrian race in Hispania, Strab.

p. 102., ,,^., , , ., birds

that like to roll in the dust, Arist. II. A., , , {,)
place covered with dust or fine sand,

hence hke 7^', a rolling place,

such as birds make in the dust, Arist.

H. A.—2. the arena in the wrestling

school, Plut. : also the area of a theatre.^,, , Conistorsis, a
city of Baetica, Strab., v. 1. Kovi-., fut.- [] : perf. pass, -

: but later Att. fut., as

if from, {). To make
dusty, fill with dust, ;c., of per-

sons in hasty flight, 11. 14, 145, cf.

Aesch. Pers. 103 ; so pass.,-, i. e. in the greatest haste, Ar.

Eccl. 291 ; and so in mid.,, make haste and take, Ar. Eccl.

1177, cf. infr. II.

—

2. to cover with dust,

bedust,, II. 21, 407 ; and so in

puss.,, dusty ned
they, lb. 541, VirgiVs pulverulenta fiiga

dant tcrga ; , II. 22, 405 :

in geid. to sprinkle, cover us with dust

;

,\\&.
1,30. Pass. torollinthedust,Yikeh\rds,

horses, etc., Ath., cf-—II.

intr. to raise dust, make haste, speed,

Hom.,b\it only in the phrase,/iovioirei•, dusting or running over the

plain, in II. always of horses, 13, 820 ;

23, 372,449 ; ofmen racing, Od. 8, 122

:

cf Aesch. Theb. 60. [ except in Att.

fut.}, , v..^, , ,=^, Ar. .
534., contr., — *-,



, as ken = know, Aesch.

Supp. 1~
; also, Hesycli.

tKei'i-iJar, 0, (prop, son of Connus)
Connidas, teacher of Theseus, Plut.

Thes. 4., , 6, a kind of trinket,

Polyb. 10, 18, 6 (ubi al. .)—2.
the lizard, Luc.'',, , Connus, as pr. n. the

music-master of Socrates, Flat. Eu-
thyd. 272 C. : proverb.,-/,
i. e. something worthless, nothing, Ar.

Vesp. 675.

iKovovivai., ol, Convenae, a Gal-

lic race at the base of the Pyrenees,
Strab. p. 190.^, ov, , Contadesdus, a
Thracian stream flowing into the

Agrianes, Hdt. 4, 90.,, , v.., , , dim. from-.(, , {. -, (,') to strike with a pole, Strab., ov, b,(,-) one who dances with balancing poles,

jac. Anth. 2, 3, p. 190.

iKovTOTTopia, , , (more correctly-) Contoporia, the road from
Cleonae to Corinth, Polyb. 16, 16, 4., ov, b,() a pole, Lat.

contus, esp. punting-pole, Od. 9, 487,

Eur. Ale. 254, etc.^—2. the shaft of a

pike, Luc.—3. :=. Hence<}), ov, (, )
carrying a pole or pike, Luc., •, 7/, (as if from -) fishing with a pole, Ael., ,,() furnished

with a pole, , a barge

or punt, Diod., and App.

Kofi's'a, »/f, V, a strong-smelling

plant of the endive kind, flteahane, inn-

la. Arist. H. ., and Theophr. ; in

Theocr. 4, 25 ; 7, 68, contr., :

there were two sorts, af)p?iv and ?'/-. Hence'/,, , like fleabane,

Nic., ov, ,, wine fla-

vovred with fleabane, Diosc.".. , Conon. an Athe-
nian archon Ol. 79, 3, Diod. S. 11,

74.—2. a general of the Athenians,

son of Timotheus, Thuc. 7, 31.

—

Other Athenians in Dem. 1168, 12;

etc.—3. an artist, from whom the adj., of Conon, ap. Ath. 486 C, (Of, i/, the Roman cohors,

Polyb. 11,23, 1; 11, 33, 1.^, f. -, () to grow
tired or weary : in genl. to abate, lull,, Hdt. 7, 191 ;-' , Schaf. Long.

p. 334 : of a sick man, to rest, Hipp., , , () a piece,

Alciphr.,.-,() to bray,

pound, Galen. Hence, ov, , a vessel for
braying, a mortar., , , (as if from -) pounded, Galen., ov, ,() like -, aji instrument for braying,

1 pestle : in Aesch. Cho. 860,=;7>,
ire axe., ov, , a small surgical

knife.,, , () pruned,

lopped, Theophr., 01^, ,()=,
wailing, Eupol. ap. Bekk. ad E. M. p.

?76., , , () a chisel,

Diod., and Luc., , , () a striking,

stroke,—, Arist. Mund.—2. a
50

cutting in pieces, slaughter, N. T. : of.., ov, , a wild vegetable., , ,=, weariness

:

restfrmn toil. Hence, f. -,=,-., , , () weary-

ing, harassing, Arist. Probl.?, , , a grave-digger.. ,() to he tired, grow
iveary, Ar. Thesm. 795, Fr. 302 ; :, tu, Alex. Merop. 1 : . -, to be tveary of, sink under good
things, Ar. Av. 734.—II. to work hard,

toil, N. T. Cf.., f. -, (, ) to talk

idly, lie, ap. Hesych., f. -, to celebrate the-
(cf., , II.), Ath.,, , prater, liar, wrang-

ler, Eur. Hec. 133, and Lye. (Prob.

from^. of.),, , () chopper,

cleaver, kitchen-knife, Ar. Fr. 184, etc. :

a broad curved knife, somewhat like

our bill, used by the Thessalians,
Eur. El. 837 ; and by the eastern na-
tions, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 9 ; 6, 2, 10, cf.

:—also, ., Eur.
Cycl. 241. Dem. used to call Pho-
cion ?., Plut.

Phoc. 5.-2. the sting of a scorpion,

Nic.— II. among the Lacedemonians
a feast given on certain festivals to stran-

gers, Cratin. Plut. 1, Eupol.. 1., , () dub. for -., ov, , () striking,

beating : hence toil and trouble, .ntffer-

ing,(, Aesch. ap.

Ar. Ran. 1204 ; the pain of a disease.

Soph. Phil. 880: toil, iveariness, Eur.,

etc. : esp. freq. in plur., like,. Plat., etc. Hence
Ko,,toweary : pass.=/co7r£Ucj,

Batr. 190., , a letter of the ancient
Greek alphabet, which was not re-

ceived into the Samo-Athenian (Kap-
pa being there used for koppa also)

;

its sign 'j' is preserved on coins of Co-
rinih and its colonies, esp. Syracuse
and Crotona : in the alphabet, koppa
stood between and p, so that it an-

swers to the Phenician (Hebrew)
koph p, and the Lat. q, botn in form
and signification : it was always re-

tained as a numeral=90, as =80,
p^lOO, cf.,. Hence, ov, b,, a horse

branded with the letter koppa ( "j^ ) as a

mark, Ar. Nub. 23, with a play on
: it is said to have signified

Corinth, where there was a tine breed
of horses, mythically carried back to

Pegasus. Cf.., ov, (, )
bearing the (mark of the) koppa, v.

foreg., Luc. adv. Indoct. 5., , f. -, to carry

dung. Ar. Lys. 1174: from, , (, )
carrying dung,. Plat. (Com.)
Incert. 54 ; .. Crates Hero. 6., ov, TO,() a stool,

excrement, Hipp.
tKopa, and -, ov, , the Co-

praias, a river of Susiana, flowmg
into the Pasitigris, Strab. p. 729,
Diod. S. 19, 18., ov, 6, a quasi prop, n.,

formed iiOm. Dungy, Ar. Eccl.
317., a, ov, v. sub.,. , Copreus, sonof Pe-
lops, herald of Eurystheus, 11. 15, 639.,—.

, , f. -, v. sub., , , dung-hill, Stratt.

Phil. 2, and Strab.

tKoTTpta, , , Copria, a part of the
northeastern coast of Sicily, near
Taiiromenium, Strab. p. 268., ov, b, (.) usu. in

plur. o<, stinking, dirtyfellows,

nasty, low buffoons, a word first used
under the Rom. emperors, Lat. co-

priae, Dio C, and Sueton., f. - Ep. - usu.

Att. -, to dung, manure,^ Od. 17, 299, ubi olun./, ov,(,)
vomiting excrement, Hipp., , , () full of
dung, filthy., , ov,=^., a, ov, also, {

and () full of
dung, filthy ; hence, ,
stinkard. Ar. Eq. 899, prob. with a
play on, the name of an Attic, cf. Bockh Inscr. l,p. 216.—II.

as subst.,rOA;07rptov,= Kd7rpof, Strab.,

and Plut.,, ,() a dung
ing, manuring, Theophr., ov, o,=foreg., Theophr., ,(,) v. 1.

for.,, ,() dung-
beetle, Hipp.', ov, . (,
3?,) place to which dung and filth

are thrown, a dunghill.', ov, ,(, -) a receptacle for dung and filth., ov, , (, •) a place where dung is put., , f. -, to collect

dung or manure, Ar. ap. Poll. 7, 134 :

from, ov, (,)
collecting dung or manure, a dung-gath-
erer, Ar. Pac. 9 : hence a dirty fellow,

Id. Vesp. 1184, cf.,., ov, 7/, duns, the excre-

ment men and cattle, Horn., etc.:

esp. dung used for liushandry, manure,
Od. 9, 329 ;

17." 297, 306.— 11. in genl.

fdth, dirt, II. 22, 414 ; 24, 164, 640.—
III. a farm-yard, cattle-stall, II. 18, 575,

Od. 10, 411 : in which last signf. some
Gramm. wrote it oxyt.. Later
auth. said also b, Schiif. Long,
p. 392, and to, Lob. Phryn.
760., , f. -, (,) to eat dung., , f. -, to carry

dung : to cover with dung or dirt,,
Ar. Eq. 295 : from, ov,(,) car-

rying dung, ., dung-basket,

Xen. Mem. 3, 8, 6., , ()^,
to dung, manure, Epict., ,(,)=, like dung, Hipp. : in genl.
dirty, impure, Plat. Theaet. 194 E.,, , a place for dung,
privy, necessary, Ar. Thesm. 485, Dem.
785, 13., ov, 6, (,-) a former of dung, i. e. one who
coTtlracts to remove dung from the streets., ov, (,)
dung-named, nickname of the Byzan-
tine emperor Constantine V.., ,() a dung-
ing, manuring, Theophr., , , dim. from sq.

Diosc., , ij, v. sub., , ,() chives, Ath.
785



, , , (~6)=.,, ,=,
Ath.

~,,,(^07) struck, beaten,

bruised, pounded, t'CT^^;tif, Cratin. Incert.

112,, Antipn. Cycl. '2, 8.— II.

esp. . a cake pounded
sesame, Arteinid. : hence alone
in same signt'., Sopat. ap. Ath. 19 A.
—2. also a bruised medicine, Galen.

^Ko6, , /, Coptus, a city of
Aegypt near the JNile, Strab, p.

781.

07-, lengthd. from root-,
which appears in the deriv. tenses
and : fiit., Horn. : part,

perf.: aor. 2 pass..
To strike, smite, cut, from Horn, down-
wards in various relations— 1 . to strike,

in hostile sense, esp. of pugilists, Od.
18, 335 ; c. dupl. ace,/ .,
11. 23, 600.-2. to strike, hit, wovnd,
like Lat, fenre, Od. 8, S28, 11. 12, 204 :

metaph., ., to ivoundw'iih re-

proachful words.—3. to knock down,
slay, 11. 17, 521, Od. 14, 425 : but only
of cattle, when not stabbed with a

knife, but knocked down with a mal-
let, in Horn,—4. to cut off, chop off,,' -
(,. 13,203, Od. 22,477: later esp,,

-, to cut dmvn,fell trees, Xen.
Hell. 5, 2, 39, 43 ; also . ri/v,
like Ktipetv,, to cut down the
trees in it, to lay it waste, lb. 3, 2, 26 ;

4, 6, 5 : in genl. to break or cnt up,

Hdt.2, 172: henccto damage, hurt, es\i,

of ships in pass., to be disabled, Thuc.
8, 13 : metaph., ,
like ;3, Aesch. Ag.
479.—5. to strike a horse to make him
go faster, . , 11. 10, 513 :

BO Neptune the two Ajaxes,-, II. 13, .
—6. to hammer, forge, ., II. 18,

379, Od. 8, 274, like III. 1 :

also to stamp metal, i. e. coin money,
Lat percutere nummos, Hdt. 3, 56 : so

too in mid. to coin one's self money,, Hdt. J , 94, -. Id. 4, 166:—hence-—7.

to knock or rap at, . Tijv, Lat.

pulsare, like, of one without
who wishes to get in, Ar. Plut. 1097,

Xen., etc., cf Lob. Phryn. 177.—8. to

cut small, chop up, Hdt. 4, 71 ; 6. 1 13

:

also to beat, bruise, pound.—9. of birds,

to peck at, strike with the beak, and so
to pierce, perforate, Arist. H. A. ; SO too
of insects, hence in pass., of corn, to

be worm-eaten, Theophr. : to shake vio-

lently, fatigue by beating and jolting,~ . , the horse
wearies the rider by his rough paces,
Xen. Eq. 1, 4, cf 8,7: iiVe the ears,

stun, deafen, Dem. 1439, 17: ./'/-, to weary by questions, like Lat.
obtundere, Piers. Moer. p. 74 : pass., to

he weary, be ivorn out, Dem. 22, 22 :

hence.—. mid., to

beat or strike one's self, esp. one's
breast or head through grief, just like

Lat. plangere, , U.

22, 33,, Hdt. 6, 58 ; cf. 2, 61 :, to mourn for, bewail

any one, Lat. plangere aliquem, Eur.
Tro. 623, Ar. Lys. 396, cf II :

hence,,. (With root-, cf. French coimer. Germ, kap-
pen, OUT chop, cut, etc., Pott Et. FOrsch.
1, 140.), ,(,) weary-
ing,, f lipp. : causing pain,
Ale.x. Pythag. 1.,, ,() weariness,

faintness, LXX.
tKopa, , , Cora, a city of the

Volsci in Latium, Strab. p. 237.
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tKopnvof, ov, 0, Coragus, masc. pr.

n., UuhI. S.(),=, Hesych., , , a kind of fish,
proh.=, Hesych.\, , , Coracesium,

a fortress in Cilicia, Strab. p. 667,
Plut. Pomp. 28., ov, b,() like a ra-

ven or crow, K., a raven-daw,
Arist. H. A.', , , dim. from', Pherecr. Epil. 2.,, ivoi>,() of
like a raven, raven-black, V'itruv. [u], ov, , () a young
raven, Ai. Eq. 1053.—II. a fish, Epich.,
etc., ap. Ath. 308, sq. ; esp. found in

the Nile, Strab., and Pliu. ; ace. to

0pp., so called /rojn its black colour., ov, ro.dim. from.
—II. a plant, elsewh., Arist.

Mirab. [«]\(), ov, TO, Coracium, a
mountain between Colophon and Le-
bedus, Strab. p. 643., ,{,) like

a raven, of raven kind, Arist. H. A.

:

so too, . Id. Gen. An., ov, 6, v. 1. for.—
II. Spcusipp. ap. Ath. 105 B, ubi leg.;(, q. v. II.

/.'/., . -, to be coral red :

from, . , Diosc, Ep. and
Ion., Dion. P., Sicil. -

/.tov. coral, esp. red coral./., ov, , [-, ?.) one who makes small
images of coral.

fKopa/J.oi, , ol, the Coralli, a
Thracian tribe dwelling near Mt.
Haemue, Strab. p. 318.,, , raven or crow, first

in TheoHU. 833, Pind. O. 2, 157, Hdt.
4, 15. Proverb., , like
' black swans,' Anth. : ', Theogn.
1. C. ; so too esp. in imprecations,, go and be hanged I Ar. V^esp.

982 ;
' , hang him

!

hang it ! lb. 133, cf. 123, Vesp. 51
;

so' -, Pac. 1221 ;
'

. ^1)'), lb. 500; , not , is

always used in these phrases ; cf,. This phrase is

usu. compared to the Lat. abt in cru-

cem malum et pnsce corvos, yet prob.

refers not so much to the gallows, as

to being bft wouried, the greatest

dishonour among the Greeks, cf 11.

1, 4, etc.— II. atiy thing hooked or point-

ed like a raven's beak, as— 1. an engine

for grappling ships, described at length

by Polyb. 1, 22.—2. a hooked handle of
a door, like, Anth.—3. an in-

strument of torture, Luc.— 1. a cock's

bill, Hesych. (.\kin no doubt to the
onoinatop. words,, our
croak, Sanscr. krw;, cf. Lat. corvus,

comix, grac-ulus, Germ. kriUie, our
croio, etc. : the root also involves the

notion of curved, cf.,,
Lat. curvus (corvtis), cornu, etc.)^,, , Corax, son of Are-
thusa in Ithaca ; from him was named, the rock of Corax
still called Koraka, near the fountain

Arethusa in southern part of Ithaca,

Od. 13, 407 ; by some made a part of

Neritus.—2. a king of the Sicyo-

nians, Paus. 2, 5,8.—Others in Strab.,

etc.^, , ol, the Coraxi, a peo-
ple of western Caucasus, Strab. p.

578 ; in Colchis, Arist. Meteor. 1, 13., , , like a raven, raven-

black, Plut.

or, , an unknown, ov, ro,=8q., Arr. Epict., cw, TO, dim. from «opv»
a little girl, maiden, a Word only used
in familiar discourse, like,
except in later Greek, as LXX., N.
T., etc.. Lob. Phryn. 74. {a, Plat.
Epigr. 30.],, ,(,)
ofOT like a little girl, girlish, Plut.^, , ai, C'.rassiae,

small islands of the Icarian sea, Strab,, to implore incessantly,

Hesych., who also has.
( Prob. from the ceaseless croaking of
ravens.), , a barbarism for,
Ar. Av. 1678.

tKop;j(2v, indecl.,, , ,
Hebr, Corban,— 1, a gift devoted to
God, N. T. Marc. 7, 11.—2. the .mcred
treasury, in the court of the women,
='}<). Id. Matth. 27, 10.^, ', , Corlnlo, a city
of Gallia Aquitanica, Strab., f. -, to dance the-., y, , belonging to, like

the dance, hence of metrical
sound, tripping, running,^, Arist.

Rhet. 3, 8, 4, cf Cicer. Brut. 56, § 188.,, ro,=sq. [«J'^, ov, ,()
the dancing of the, Dem. 23, 13,
Nicophon Incert. 5.,, , the cordax, a dance
strictly belonging to the old comedy,, to dance it, Ar.
Nub. 510 ; its motions were unseem-
ly and indecent, and to dance it oflf

the stage was considered a sign of
drunkenness or total immorality,
Dem. 23, 13, Theophr. Char. 7(6), 1,

cf Interpp. ad Ar. 1. c.,Muller Eumea.
923.,,,=^.^,, , Corduba, now C'or-

dova, a city of Hispania Baetica,
Strab. p. 160. , , Luc.
Tragop. 223, is said to be for-

(, ) a
beaten floor.

7<.,, , a club, cudgel : also
like tv'Kj], a bumji, swelling, Lat. tuber,

tumour.—II. a covering for the head,
head-dress, in Cyprian : hence prob., wrapt or rolled up,
Ar. Nub. 10.

—

\\.=7, Strab.?., ov, ,=:^, a
water-lizard, Arist. H. A. [v]

iKopi, , indecl. (and, ov, b,

Joseph.) Core, Hebrew masc. pr. n.,

N. T., Ion. for, 3 sing. fut.

Att. of for, 11. 8,

379; 17,241, cf 13, 831.^,, , Corithon, son
of Lycaon, ApoUod., , ,() satiety., , , () sweeping,

brushing, cleaning, wiping., , , (,)
maidenhood, Lat. virginitas, Anth.,
and Lye., , , () of, be-

longing to a ma/den : hence—II. ra, sub., the festival of Cora
(Proserpina), Hesych.—2. to K., her

temple, Inscr.. lengthd. from root

KOP-, which appears in: fut.. Ion., 11. : aor.,
mid., pass, :

perf pass,. Ion.-, Od. : part, perf act. with pass.

signf,,, Od. 18, 372.



To sate, satisfy, fill one with a thing,

c. dat. rei, ', II. 13, 831 ; also

C. gen. rei. Soph. Phil, 1156. Pass,

and niid., to be sated or glutted with a

thing, Aafe one'sfill of thing, c. gen.,

as o'ivov,,,, etc.,

Horn. : metaph., gv/.07Tcooc-, 11. 13, 635 ;',
Od. 23, 350 ; more freq. c. part.,-, i. e. she had her fill

of weeping, Od. 4, 5-11 ; and so,-
and -, Od. 20, 59, 11. 22, 427, etc. ; so

too, , 11.

11, 87 ; , 11.

18, 287 : rare in pass. c. dat. rei,, Hdt. 3, 80, oy,.
Rh. Mostly poet.), poet, for, Nic,
cf..\, ov, , Coresits, masc. pr.

n.. Pans. 7,21, 1., ,,(^) sated;

to be sated.,, ,=^, Eur.
Ale. 178, in plur. : from, fut., as

pass., (), to be a maid, grow up
to viaidenhood, Eur. Alc. 312.—II. to

be deflowered, cf. Buttm. Schol. Od.
11, 289; but is more
usu., , f. -7jau, to sweep, brush,

clean,, Od. 20, 149, ?^,
Eupol. . 9: . , to

sweep Greece clean, empty her of peo-

ple, Ar. Pac. 59. (Hence (C),,,, but

there is no root KOPii : cf. Lat. colo,

euro.), Ion. fut. of : the
pres. is very dub., , , (not , even in

Att.) ; Ion.. as always in Horn.

;

in the Att. form first in the susp. line,

H. Horn. Cer. 439 ; Dor., The-
ocr. 6, 36 :— fern, from,,
a maiden, maid, girl, Lat. puella, freq.

in Horn., etc. ; later also of unmar-
ried females in general, as of the

Eumenides, Aesch. Eum. 68, the

Fates, Plat. Rep. 617 D, etc. : and
sometimes of a newly-married wo-
man, young wife, like Lat. puella, as

of Briseis, II. 1, 98, cf. Schaf. Soph.
Tr, 1221, and.—2. metaph.
of newly launched ships, Lye. 24.

—

3. with the gen. of a pr. name added,

a daughter, , II. 6,

420, etc., cf..—II. puppet,

doll, Lat. pupa, Plat. Phaedr. 230 B.—III. the pupil of the eye, Lat. pupa,
pupula, pupilla, because a little image
appears therein. Soph. Fr. 634, and
freq. in Eur. :—the change of signf.

in ^. is exactly the converse
of this.—IV. a long sleeve reaching
over the hand, Xen. Hell. 2, 1.8, cf.

Cyr. 8,3, 10, 13.—V. iAe Attic drachma,

because it bore a head of Minerva,
Poll. 9, 74.—VI. KOpaL was the proper
Greek word for, Midler
Archiiol. d. Kunst § 279.

B., Ion., , the name
under which Proserpina was wor-
shipped in Attica, the Daughter, viz. of
Ceres, hence tj)),
Hdt. 8, 65, , Eur. Ale.

858, Supp. 34 ; but in Att. usu.

alone, as Ar. Vesp. 1438, Xen. Hell.

6, 3, 6., , ,() satiety,

surfeit, acc. to Stallb. Plat. Rep. 404
D, but dub., ov, TO,() a besom,
broom, Luc, cf. also (C).,, , () sweep-

ings, refuse. Ar. Fr. 408.—II. a broom,

be.'^om, Ar. Pac. 59, Eupol.. 9., , , Coressia, a city

on the west coast of the island Ceos,

Strab. p. 486.^, ov, 6, Mt. Coressus, a

mountain near Ephesus, Hdt. 5, 100., ,,=., ov, , () bird

with a crest, also.,=, Hes. Th. 853.,, , like, rising,

heap : in Theocr. 10, 47, -, the swathe ofmown grass or corn.

or-,() to lift up,

raise, hence metaph.,,, he raised high his wrath,

Hes. Th. 853. Pass, -, the wave waxes high, rears its

crest, II. 9, 7. [,^
tKopt'a, , , Coria, appell. of Mi-

nerva in Arcadia, Paus. 8, 21, 4.—2.

of Diana, Callim. Djan. 234.

Kopiavvov, ov, TO, aJso,
coriander, the plant or seed, esp. in

plur., Anacr. 138, Ar. Eq. 676. [-
avvov is used as trisyll. in Ar. 1. c]
iKopiavvu, , , Corianno, fern,

pr. n., Ath. 567 C., ov, TO, dim. from,
V. sub., f.-,[,)
dep. mid., to do like a little girl, i. e. to

fondle, caress, coax, Ar. Nub. 68 : in

this signf.— is more freq.

:

cf. also., , , ()—-. Adv. -, like girl, girlishly,

Philo., fut. -, dep.

mid., to practise whoredom because
Corinth was famous tor its courte-

sans, Ar. Fr. 133.^, , , =,, the gulf of Corinth, now
gulfof Lepanto, north of Achaia, Xen.
Hell. 6, 2, 9 : , imtings

relating to C, Paus.,, , pecul. fern, to.\, , 01;,= sq., Anth.,, lov. Corinthian, Hdt.

5, 87; tSoph. O. R. 794 : oi,
the Corinthians, Hdt. 5, 92 : ;/-

sub., the territory of Corinth,

Corinthia, Xen. Hell. 4, 4, 5 ; 4, 8, 8.

—Adv. -, in Corinthian fashion, Jo-

seph., ,(', *-) of Corinthian workinansldp, of
Corinthian brass, Strab., adv. at Corinth, II. 13,

664 : and^, to Corinth, Luc. Her-
mot. 28 : from^, ov, ij, usu., also , Co-

rinth, the city and country, situated

at the entrance of the Isthmus con-

necting the Peloponnesus with the

main land, the ancient Ephyra, first

in II., ., II. 2, 570 ; 6, 152 ;

so, ., Hdt. 3, 52 : it had
harbours on both the Corinthian and
Saronic gulfs, and hence called-(), Horace's bi-

maris Corinthi, N. T.tProveib.,, of frequent repetition, first

in Find. N. 7, 155, cf. Schol. Ar. Ran.
442, Eccl. 823.^, ov, , Corinthus, son of
Jupiter, claimed by the Corinthians
as their progenitor, Paus. 2, 1, 1.

tK'jpti'ra, , , Corinna, a poetess
of Tanagra m Boeotia.]. ,(,) like

a little girl, dub. 1. Epich. p, 27.—2.

like coriander, Diosc.

, ov, TO, dim. from, *
little girl,Theocr. 11, 60 : Dor.,
TO, Ar. Ach. 731., ov, TO, like, co-

riander, Dion., and Nic.

tKopiOf, ov, 6, the Rom. name Cu-
rius, Polyb.', Att. , , a bug,

plur. o'l, A.T. Kub. 034: later

also , gen. . Lob. Phryn.
308.— II. a kind of '. John's wort,

Diosc., , , dim, from .
Plat. (Com.) Lac. 1, 12., ov, , dim. from.^, ov, , Coriscus, a Socra-
tic philosopher of Scepsis, Strab., dub. for, Hipp., ,(,) like a
girl., ov, 6, also, a
vegetable growing wild in the Pelo-
ponnesus, said to be a kind oipimper-
nel, Ar. Vesp. 239.}, ,.-, like 8•, to rumble, of the hollow noise
made by the bowels when empty, cf.. Hence, , , the rumbling of
the empty bowels : in genl. a}iy hol-

low noise, din, tumult, Aesch. Theb.
345, Ar. Pac. 991, in plur.; and in
sing., Ar. Lys. 491., ov, o,= foreg., Luc., , . Corcyna, nurse of
Ariadne, Plut. Thes. 20.

tKopKi'pa, {], later form for-, q. V.—2. , an island of
the Adriatic on the lllyrian coast,

Strab. p. 124., ,=^, q. ., fut. -.() to cut

into logs pieces, Dion. H., adv. () like logs,

Heliod., ov, b,() the trunk of

a tree (with the lioughs cut off), Od.
23, 196, Eur. Hec. 575, etc. : a log,

Hdt. 7, 36 : ., i. e. oars,

Eur. Hel. 1601. (The Aeol. form
connects it with Lat. corpus,

i. e. truncus corporis.)\, ov, , Cormvs, masc. pr.

n., Timocl. ap. Ath. 240 £.
fKopv7]Aia, , , the Rom. fem. pr.

n., Cornelia, Plut.

tKopi-'r/PiOf, ov, , Cornelius, the
Rom. name, Polyb., etc.,, , epith. of Her-
cules, scarer of locusts, Strab. : from- or-,, 6, a kind
of locust, usu..^. ov, , the Rom. name
Coruncayiius, Polyb.^. ov, 6, Coroebns, a Phry-
gian, son of Mygdon, Eur. Rhe's.
539.—2. an Elean, a victor in the
Olympic games, from whose victory
the Olympiads are reckoned, Strab.

p. 355,—3. an Athenian archon 01.

118, 3, Diod. S. 20, 73.-4. an Argive,
Paus. 1, 43, 7.-5. a Plataean, Thuc.
3,22., ov,(,) defiling

maidens., ov, , (, -) a girl's toy or ornament, A. B., or ,,=,
DioC.
iKopovTa, , , Coronta, a city

of Acarnania, at the mouth of the
Acheloiis. Thuc. 2, 102., ov, Coropassus, a vil-

lage of Lycaonia, Strab.^/, , , Corope, a city of

Thessaly : adj.•, as appell.

of Apollo, v. 1. N'lc. Th. 014.

I

, ov, Att. form for sq..



Isocr. 310 , and name of a play by
Antiphanes., ov, , (,-) a modeller of Utile imager, image-

maker.', ov, 6, (cf.) a

being or becoming satisfied, one's fill,

satiety, Lat. salietas, .,, II. 19, 221, Oil. 1, 103; -
., one may h.a\'e too much

every thing, 11. 13, 636; so, .,, to have enough of a thing,

Eur. Ale. 185, Phoen. 1751 ;•., Tyrt. 2, 10; iivai,

Fhilox. ap. Ath. 1 17 ; hence freq.

in bad sense, satiety, surfnt, freq.

joined with by the poets, some-

times as producing, sometimes as

produced by it, ,
Theogn. 153, V;3ptv ,
Pind. . 13, 12, >,
Bacis ap. Hdt. 8, 77, cf. Donaldson

New Cratyl. p. 413 : hence— li. inso-

lence, petulance, Pind., and Trag.

;

, insolently, Aesch. Ag. 382., , . Ion., as al-

ways in Horn. ; Dor., a boy,

lad, yout/i, oft. in Hoin. ; from early

childhood (nay even before birth, 11.

C, 59), up to the military age ; hence
11. 9, 80; 12, 196, and elsewh.,-

are the soldiers, so too', II. ; still more freq. in Iloni.

the servants waiting at sacrifices and
feasts, like the Lat. pueri : at Sparta

the were called, as the

Roman eqnites were pueri, Ruhnk.
Tim.—2. with genit. of prop, names,
a son, Hom., cf fern. .— II. a

shoot, sprout, scion of a tree, like-, Lysipp. Incert. 3 : hence perh. a

broom ofyoung twigs, Hesych., (though

this may be derived from ).
(Usu. rel'erred to, and so strict-

ly one who is just beginning to shave, or

one ivho cuts his hair on arriving at the

age of youth ; but v. Donald. Diet.

Antiqq. p. 295.), , , the Hebrew cor, a

measure contauiing, ace. to Joseph.

Ant. 15, 9, 2, ten Attic mediinni, N. T.

tKopof, 01', 0, the Corns, a river of

Persis, Dion. P. : v. Kt'ipof•

iKof)f)ayov, ov, to, Corragum, a for-

tress of Macedonia, Aeschin.

^/), new Att. for.
iKopaeia, , , Cor.iia, a city of

Boeotia, on the borders of Locris,

Paus. 9, 24, 5 ; in Dem.., ov, , also,
Nic, or,=^., , , in new Att. )(),
Dor. KOppa, the side of the forehead,

temple, and m plur. temples, II. 4, 502
;

5, 584: , to

slap in the face, Dem. 502, 9, cf-
; so too, -, Theocr. 14, 3t; also, KOf)-, Luc.— II. the hair on the

temples, the side hair, which first turns

grey, Aesch. Cho. 282.—III. poet, the

head, Nic. (Akin to, q. v. etc.

;

jirob. also to.), ov, , () one who cuts

his hair, wears it short, Chrysipp. ap.

Ath. 505 A.^, , , Corsica, the Rom.
name for, Strab. p. 224: in

I'aus.., ov, TO, () the bul-

bous root of the Aegyptian lotus, The-
ophr. : also, Diod. ; and-, Hesych., ,() to shear, shave

the head. Hence,, , a shaver, barber,

Char. L. ap. Ath. 520 E.., , , Corsoie, a desolate
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city of Mesopotamia, Xen. An. 1,

5, 4.,, 6,=--. Hence, ov, , a barber's

shop, Char. L. ap. Ath. 520 E.^, , , Cortona, a city of

Etruna, Plut., a, ov, ()
Coryhnntian, Anth. P. : To K., a tan-

pie of the Corybantes, Strab., , , the Cory-

bantic frenzy, Dion. H. : from,, f. -, to celebrate

the rites of the Corybantes : hence to be

or become a Corybas, be filled with Co-

ryhantic frenzy, Ar. Vesj). 8, Plat.

Symp. 215 E, Ion 534 A, etc., f. -, to purify or

consecrate by Corybantic rites, At. Vesp.

119., , , Corybantic,

Plut., a, ov, to K., v. sub.,, , pecul. fern, of, Nonn., ov, ,(-,) initiation among the Corybantes.

— II. purification by their rites., ,(, -) Corybanl-like, wild, frantic, Luc.', . , a Cnrybant,

priest of Rhea or Cybele in Phrygta,

usu. in plur., o'l, asso-

ciated with the and-
by Strabo: since their rites

were accompanied by wild music,

dancing, etc., hence was
taken to be a frantic, esp. a drunken

person, Posidipp. ap. Ath. 377 B.

Fern., , , Nonn.
(Ace. to some, like from,, others from ,
from which Eur. Bacch. 123, calls

them .) For a full ac-

count, v. Lob. Aglaoph. p. 1135, sq.

[?;] In mythol. from\,, , Corybas, son of

Cybele and lasion, ace. to Strab. p.

472, a Rhodian, founder of Hierap-

atne in Crete. Ace. to Apollod. 1, 3,

4, son of Apollo and the Muse Thalia

;

ace. to others son of Saturn or Jupi-

ter and Calliope, Eur. Bacch. 113:

Strab. p. 466., ,-,, , --, and ,=, etc., , , Corydallus,

masc, pr. ., Hdt. 7, 214.— II. a deme
of the tribe Hippothoontis ; hence, an inhnb of Cor., Strab., , . Plat. (Com.) Incert.

31, ami ov, , Ar. Av. 472,() the crested or tufted lark, Lat.

rdauda cristata : we have also the

forms7^. , Epich. p. 3, -,', Theocr. 7, 23

;

10, 50 ; not so well written with a

single , cf. Lob. Phryn. 338.', ov, , Corydus, name of

a parasite in the later Comedy, Ath.

241 C.^,, b, Corydon, a shep-

herd's name, Theocr. 4, I., , , an illness arisingfrom
cold in the head ((), ), hence
a running at the nose, dcfluxion, Lat.

pituita, Hipp., cf >^) : and,

from its deadening effect on the fac-

ulties, hence— II. metaph. drivelling,

stupidity, like Lat. pituita, Luc, cf.

Casaub. Pers. 2, 57, v.,-. Hence, , f.-, to have a cold or

catarrh. Plat. Rep. .343.—II. metaph.
to drivel, be dull-ivilted, Polyb. 38, 4.^, ,(,) suf-

feringfrom, Hipp.

KOPT,,(,) hel•

met-shaking, i, e. with waring phimc,'. 11. 20, 38. [], ov, not,
Heyne 11. 18,21,(,) mo-
ling the helmet quickly, i, e. with,
cing helm, freq. in 11. as epith. of Hec
tor, as an active restless warrior ;

once only of Mars, 22, 1.32.

iKopvOa'/.ta,, , an appell, of Dia-

na, Ath. 139 B.',, ol, Corythes, a deme
of Tegea, Paus. 8, 45, 1 : from], ov, 0, Corythus, an Arca-
dian, of Tegea, Apollod. 3, 9, 1., , , dim. from.
[], ov, , () crested, ap. Hesych., cf..^, ov, , Corulas, a satrap

of Paphlagonia, Xen. An. 5, 5, 12.,, ,() a string

running round a net to draw it up like a
purse, ap. Hesych., , , cf. IT., , , and in Nic. ap.

Ath. 083 C-, ov, (5,=sq., ov, ,() ivy,

fioin its clustered flowers and fruit,

Theophr., , (, -) like the peaked alern of a ship,

Diosc.,,, with hcterog. plur,

-a, as well as the regul,

form oi, (,) :—the uppermost point, head, top, peak,

as of a mountain, Hdt. 7, 218, Aesch.
Pers. 659 ;—in Hom. only once,, II. 9, 241, the high

curved poops of shi[>s, much like-, Lat. aplustria, cf. Hesych., and
Blomf Aesch. Pers. 417: they were
usu. adorned with figures, from which
each ship took its name, cf. Kopuvij.—\\.^=7, at least is

so used, Asius 2, 0.— III. the cluster,

bunch of the ivy flower or fruit : ingenl.
a cluster, bunch of fruit or Jlowers,

Mosch. 3, 4., ov,(,)
cluster-bearing,. Long., , to make into a-.7), , =,
Diosc., , fut. -,( II)

put forth club-tike sprouts or buds,

Theophr. [v, except in later authors.], , ,() a club, esp.

shod with iron for fighting, a mace,

K., II. 7, 141, 143, -
pvvai. Hdt. 1, 59: also a shepherd's

staff, Theocr. 7, 19. Cf Ruhnk. Tim.
— il. in plants, a club-like bud or shoot,

Theophr.

—

.=0;;, Nic. [v, ex-

cept in Eur. Supp. 715, and late

poets, cf Heinr. lies. Sc. 289.], . ,{) the

putting forth of clubbed sprouts or buds,

Theophr., ov, b,() a club-

bearer, one whofights with achib or/nacp,

II. 7, 9, 138.7, ov, (,)
club-bearing : ol . club-bearers, the
body-guard of Pisistratiis, instead of
the usual, Hdt. 1, 59. Plut.
Solon 30.—II. the peasants of Sicyon,
also called, Poll. 3,

83, cf Thirlw. Hist, of Gr. I, p. 424 :

Miiller, Dor. 3, 4, 'Ji 2.. , , appell. of Apollo
Paus. 4, 34, 7, for which.,,^, hence,-. '/., sprouting leaves,

Hes. Sc. 289, ubi al., al..



, , , ()
cluh-Uke, . foreg. ['], , , dub. 1. for-, q. ., , (,)=, Theophr. [], , .-,=., , , one that butts

with the head, Theocr. 5, 147, ubi al.

[t] ." from, f. -, like.
(which is a v. 1. in 1. c), to butt with

the head, Theocr. 3, 5. (Akin to -) : from,, : ace. and, both in Horn. ; a helmet, helm,

oft. in Horn. (esp. in II.) and usu. of

brass,/,, and so dis-

tinguished from the leathern

(but this does not always hold good,

cf. sub) ; with cheek-pieces,

; usu. also with a crest

of horse-hair,, hence'~,,, and some-
times adorned with, cf '.,
({)?.,'.—IL the head,

Eur. Bacch. 1185.—Il[.=its deriva-

tive, ?., the crested

lark. (Akinno doaht to,,
Lat. cornu, etc.)

tKopi'f, , 6, Corys, a river of
Arabia, emptying into the Erythrae-
um Mare, Hdt. 3, 9.), fut. : aor. mid.. in Hipp,,
part,, 11. 19, 397; perf.

pass,,. part,,
ok. in Horn. Strictly, to helm, fur-

nish with a helmet, hence,— 1. in genL
to fit out, equip, 7?, IL 2, 273,/'', Hes. Sc. 148, /^)/,
198.—Horn, mostly uses the pass, and
mid. to equip, arm one's self, be equip-

ped : hence also to do battle, fight

;

also, more fully, or

; most freq. in part, perf,

: in IL also of

things, ooL'pe ,
headed with brass, IL 3, 18; 11, 43;
so without 7.., . 16, 802.—2. in

genL to furnish, provide,,. Find. P. 8, 106; I. 8, 11.5.

—IL to make crested, raise to a liead,, to 7nake it swell, IL 21,

306 ;
(aiid so, nAOvov and

might be under-

stood.) Paes. to rise up, crest itself,

come Co a head, , II.

4, 424, c£).—III. to

raise the head threateningly. to butt with

the horns, Hipp., esp. in .\tt. in form). (Akin to,-. cf. Lat. corusco.) Hence, ov, , a helmed man

:

hence an armed warrior, man-at-arms,

II. ; nsu, , II. 4, 457

;

8, 256, cf. and /.-., ,,{ II) raised

up, heaped up, esp. of full measure,
Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 165, opp. to.?.,, 6, v.. [<]/, ,{, *)
head-horn, sprungfrom the head, epith,

of Minerva, Plut.^, . .{) the head-

stall of a bridle, Xen. Eq. 3, 2.\. , ,=::, Do-

rion ap. Ath. 304 C., , , the upper rim of
a hnnting-net. Strictly neut. from KO-

Xen. Cyn. 10, 2.,,, Mt. Coryphaeus,

a mountain of Syria near Seleucia,

Polyb. 5, 59, 4., , ,(
standing at the highest point Or head, at

the top ; b n,, the head man, leader,

chief, Hdt. 3, 82, 159 : esp. in the Att.

Drama the leader of the chorus, Dem.
533, 25, cf Ar. Pfut. 953.—. epith.

of Jupiter, the Roman Jupiter Capi-

tolinus, Paus. 2, 4, 5.— In Plut., Luc,
etc., we have a superl.-. Lob. Phryn. 69., , , Coryphantis,

a city of the Mytilenaeans on the

Aeolian coast, Strab. p. 607.,, , the edge of the

navel. Hipp. ap. Gal., dub.\, ov, , Coryphasium,
a promontory of Messenia near Py-
los, Strab. p. 339, with a fortress on
the same, now Navarino, Thuc. 4, 3

;

Xen. HelL 1, 2, 18, to this the Pyli-

ans moved after the destruction of

their town ; some however make it

same as Pylos.—Diana was styled

from a temple of hers at this place, Anth.,, ,() the head, top,

highest point : hence— 1. the crown, top

of the head of a horse, II. 8, 83 ; of a
man, H. Hom. Ap. 309, Hdt. 4, 187,

and Att.—2. in Hom. nioetly the top

or peak of a mountain, usu. -
or, or with a pr. n.,',, . ; so too

in Pind., Hdt., and Att. ; cf.—3. the vertex of a triangle, Polyb.

—

4. inetaph. the chief or highest point,

end, Lat. summa,, Pind. O. 7,

125, cf Plat. Crat. 415 A ; the highest

excellence, the choice.<;t, best,,, etc. ; but,7 . in Pind.
0. 7, 125 seems to be their true sense,

cf. , Emped. 32:
., to put the finishing touch

loathing, Plut., cf «^'. Hence\, adv. to the summit, sum-
mit-ivard, Orph., r/por, o,=sq., ov, , a fillet or diadem,

esp. as a woman's head-dress ; also

the border of the cap, cf.
—IL pTob.=:., , , a small bird., , i. -,() to

bring to a head, make peaked. Pass.,, rises to a crest, IL

4, 426 : metaph., -7 . kings are on the high-

est pinnacle, Pind. O. 1, 182.—II. to

sum up. bring under one head, Anth. :

to bring to an end, finish, Plut.. , (, )
peaked, pointed, Hipp., , , ()
bringing to a point.—II. a summing up,

brinsiing under one head, [ii]\, , . Corfinium, the
capital city of the Peligni in Italy,

Strab. p. 238., ,,^, Nic.^, ov, , Corohius, a Cre-
tan, Hdt. 4. 151., a, ov, of Coronia, oi

Kopuvaloi, the Coroneans, Hdt. 5. 97., , , Comic word in

Anth., an old woman, as old as a crow

(900 years) and Hecuba ; cf.-. [], , ,() -, a
fig of a raven-gray colour. Ar. Pac. 628., , , Coronla, a city of

Boeotia near lake Copais ; its ruins

are near Korunies, II. 2, 503, Thuc.
1, 113.—2. a city ofPhthiotis inThes-
saly, Strab. p. 434.^, , , of Coronea (1),

Strab.^, a. ov, and,=, Strab. p. 411.,, .() in Od. 12,

418; 14, 308, etc., .,
a kind of sea-fowl, seoOrow, cf. Ovid.

spaiiosits gufturamergTis ; in Od. 5, 66,
called e.xpressly ..—2.

croiv, Lat. comix, Hes. Op. 745, Ar-
chil. 44, etc. : but prob the jack-daw,
for Hes. calls it ., e.xpress-

ly distinguishing it from.—.
any thing hooked or curved, like a
crow's bill: esp.

—

l.thehandlconadoor,

by which it was shut, Od. 1, 441 ; 7,

90; 21, 46, sometimes of silver, some-
times gilded : later also, like,
a knocker.—2. the tip ofa bnu•, on which
the bow-string was hooked, usu. of
m.etal,, IL 4, 111, cf Od. 21,

138, 165.—3. the curved stern of a ship,

esp. the crown, ornamejital top of it,

Aral., cf. .—4. the tip of the

plough-beam, upon which the yoke is

hooked or tied ; cf. II.—5.

the apophysis of a bone, to which the
tendon is fixed, Hipp.—6. in genl. the

end, tip, point of a thing, Artemid.
(Cf fin.), , , Corone, a city of

Messenia near Asine, Strab. p. 300 :

at', the inhab. of C. Id. p.

411.—II. fem. appelL. Ath. 583 E., ov, , Ion. -,'
., a high-crested, spirited Steed, prob.

I. for in Simon. 220., , f. -,( II)

to form a, to bend, curve,-?. bent leaves, v. 1. in

Hes. Sc. 289, for : of a
horse, to arch the neck, go proudly,

Anth. (Akin to,,,.). , , ()
young crow, like, .-, etc., Cratin. Pyl. 10., f. -, i. e., to gather, collect rcilh for the

crow, said of strollers who went about
with a crow singing begging songs() ; these were called -

and we have a specimen of
their in Ath. 359, sq.

:

cf, and v. Fauriel. Chants
de la Grece Moderne, 1, p. cix., ov,() with crump-
led horns.,, ,(,-) as adj., crooked-beaked, hence in

genl. crooked, curved, bent, in Hom. al-

ways of ships, vj/vai,
from the outline of the prow and
stem, esp. the latter, cf II. 3.

—2. of kine, with crumpled horns,

Theocr. 25. 151, like .—. as
subst., anything curved, bent; esp.

—

1. a wreath or garland, Lat. corona,

Stesich. 46.—2. a curved line or stroke,

flourish with the pen at the end of a
book or chapter, scene of a play, etc..

Martial., Plut.: hence in genl. the ex-

treme, top of a thing, Heliod. : thevnd,

completion, , Luc,
cf 3, and.—3. in

Gramm. the mark of crasis or apos-

trophe (') was called, as in,',, etc—4.

in architecture, the topmost member of
a building, our cornice.^,. , Cnrnnis, daughter
of Phlegyas, sister of l.xion, mother
by Apollo of Aesculapius, H. Hom.
16,2: (ace, Paus. 2, 11,

7,, or, Hes. ap.

Schol. Pind. P. 3, 14.),, , and-. oil, ), v. sub.37., ov,(,,)
shooting crou's : ., a sling or other

piece for crnw-shooling, etc., Anth., ov, , dim. from
sq.(,)<,, , (,) crow-foot, ace. to Sprengel Plan-
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tago Coronopus or Buck's-horn Plan-
tain. Theophr.'", '}> , curved, bent, esp.
with crumpUd horns,. Archil. Fr.

40, cf. I. 2, and' : but the
E. M. explains it by,-
X7]V, cf. 11. Hence-, }/, cf. fin.

tKopwJOf, ov, a, Cordmis, son of
Caeneus, king of the Lapithae in
Gyrton. an Argonaut, II. 2, 716, Ap.
Rh. 1, 57:, Soph. Fr. 345.

iKaaag, 6, the Cosas, a river of La-
tiuni, Strai). p. 237./',{) to sift, De-
mocr. ap. Sext. Enij).

«'7/(5', adv., like, as in a sieve,

Luc.
iKoaKtvia, , , Coscinia, a town

of Caria, Strab., fut.,=^,
Diosc., ov, , dim. from -, Ath. [i], !),^?..,,{,)
like sieve., , and -,,
7/, divination by the sieve : from, Alt. >, ,
and ;),{,) diviner by
a sieve, Philippid. ap. Poll. 7, 188,

Theocr. 3, 31., ov, TO, a sieve, Ar. Nub.
373, Plat. Rep. 363 D.,,{,)
making sieves. Philyll. Pol. 5.7?., ov, b, {,) a dealer in sieves, Nicoph.
Cheir. ].,,, parings, shreds

of leather ; in Ar. Eq. 49, metaph. of

the scraps of flattery of the tanner
Cleon. (Lennep derives it from-

. the Lat. cusculium, quisquilium,

quisquiliae, secms to have the same
origm.)'\, ov, , the Coscynihus, a
river of Euboea, Lye. 1035., ov, a,{,7/)
Ruler of the world, Creuz. Plotin. de
Pulcbr. p. 171., , , dim. from -, a s/nall ornament, Ath., , f. -7/,{) or-

der, arrange, Hoin. ; esp. (as always
in II.) to set an army in array, marshal
it ; and so in Od., of the chase, oiu, Od. 9, 157 :, II. 2,

554 : also in mid., -/, having arrayed his men, II. 2,

806 : but', to arrange,

prepare a repast, Oct. 7, 13 ; so, ., . Horn. 6, 59,, Hes.
Op. 304.—II. to order, rule, govern,

Hdt. 1,59, Soph. Aj. 1103; hence,
Tu, commands, laivs. Id.

Ant. 677.—2. in Crete, to be Cosmos,
rule as such (v. I\'.), Arist. Pol.

—III. to deck, adorn, dress, esp. of wo-
men, H. Hom. Ven. 65, H. Hom. 5,

11, 12, Hes. Op. 72, Th. 573; . -). Id. 4, 180 ; aud so often mid.,'. to adoni
their heads. Id. 7, 209 ; hence—2. of
persons, to adorn, be an honour to.-
Aiv, Theogn. 941, cf. Eur. Mel. 4,

Thuc. 2, 42.—IV. it) pass., to be as-

signed or ascribed to, belong to, just like/. ... ,
Hdt. 6, 41, cf. 3,91.. for, Aeol.

3 plur. aor. 1 pass, from, II.

3, 1.,, ,{) an or-

nament, decoration, esp. in dress, Plat.

Legg. 956 A.
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, , ,{) an or-

dering, adorning. Plat. Gorg. 504 D,
Criti. 117 B., , , fem. from sq.

:

esp. a female nui^istrute at Ephesus,
Inscr.., o,=sq., Epigr. ap.

Aeschin. 80, 22./,, 6,{) an order-

er, arranger, esp. of an army, .Aescliin.

80, 24.—2. an adorner, Xen. Cyr. 8, 8,

20.—3. a governor : esp. at Athens, a
rnagislrale in charge of the Gymnasia,
Inscr., and Teles ap. Stob. p. 535, 21.

Hence, , . skilled in deco-

rating ; 7] -K7J, sub., the art of
dress and ornament. Plat. Soph. 277 A.], , ,{) well ar-

ranged, regular, Od. 7, 127., , , like,
fem. from /'/., », , an instrument

for cleaning, brush, broom, etc.,. , poet, for -', one who marshals an army, a

commander, leader ; in Horn, always
K., II. 1, 16, etc., Od. 18, 152., , aiov,{ V.)

of the size of the universe, Deraocr. ap.

Slob. Eel. 1, 348., , .{ V.) of, in,

belonging to the aorld or universe, Arist.

Phys.—11. ofthis world, earthly, N. T.

:

hence uorldly. evil,, lb.—2.

secular, lay, Eccl., ov, . dim. from,
a small ornament, Diod., , lov, also , ov, {-) ivell-ordered, modi rate,.
Plat. Rep. 560 D : of persons, orderly,

ivell-behaved, discreet, Ar. Plut. 89,

Plat., etc. ; . }. Plat. Rep.
408 A : 7nodest, Xen. Mem. 3, 11, 14 :

TO K; decorum, Soph. El. 872, Plat.

Legg. 802 E. So too adv. -, regu-

larly, decently, Ar. Plut. 709. 978, and
freq. in Plat.—II. in Plut., ,
=^,'. Hence, 7/, y, the character or

conduct of the, propriety, deco-

rum, orderly behaviour, Ar. Plut. 564., , , Clem. .:
and, , , very dub.,= sq., , ?/,{ V.,*) the creation, origin of the world,

name of a work of Parmenides, Plut.

2, 756 E., , ij, a description

of the world, Clem. Al. : from, ov,{ V.,-) describing the world. [aJ, i], ,{
v.,) governing the world, Stob., ov, 6,{, //)
dressing the hair,, Anth.,, ,{ V.,) lord of the world. Orph. : in

Eccl. of evil spi>iis,fromEpist. Ephes.
6, 12. []/., ov, .{ V., -) destroyer of the world.?., -, ,{ .,) of concerning the philosophy of
the world, i. e. physics.. ,{ V.,-) raging through the world. Or.

Sib.. , to form, create

the world, Phil : from, , ,( V.,?.) framer of the world, Philo., ov.(,)
holding together the uorld, Anth., , f. -. {-) to make, create the world, Piut.—2. to 7nake a system, theory of the

world, Arist. Coel. : . -, to assert them to be worlds, Plut.
Hence, ov, . creator of the

world, Henu. ap. Stub. Eel. 1, U76., , , the creation,

LXX.—2. theory or system of the

creation, Eniped. ap. Arist. Phys.

:

from.,( .,.)
making, craalim: the world, Parmenid.
ap. Plut. 2. 884 E.^-, , a magistrate among
the Locrians, Polyb. 12, 16. 9, Buckh
Inscr. 2, p. 428 ; cf.., ov, ,{ V.,) a citizen of the world, Diog.
L. [0, ,{ V.,-) suitable for the universe, Stob./-, ov, 6. (prob. from)
order, , to sit in order,

Od. 13, 77 : esp. , in or-

der, duly, in Hum. usu. strengthd.,,. to ov ,
; later.

to : so in Hdt., oi^V it, in no sort of order, 9. 59 ; esp.,, , 3, 13 ;

8, 60. 3, etc. ; so too, .
Id. 9, 69 ; . to . 8, 86

:

hence—2. good order, good behaviour,

decency, Aesch. Ag. 521 ; opp. to-. Soph. Fr. 726.—3. a set form or
order, Hdt. 1 , 99 : of states, order,

government, Thuc. 4, 76, etc. ; esp. of
the Spartan constitution, Hdt. 1,65,
cf. Clearch. ap. Ath. 681 C.—4. in genl.
the mode or fashion of a thing, Hdt. 3,
22.—II. an ornament, decoration, dress,

esp. of women, Lat. mundus mulitbris,

11. 14, 187, Hes. Op. 76; of a horse,
11. 4. 145 ; of men. first in Hdt. 5, 92,

7, etc. ; and in plur., ornaments, .Vesch.

.\g. 1271.—in. metaph. an honour,

credit, Pind. O. 11, J3, N. 2, 12 > -
Tivi, It does one credit,

Hdt. 8. 60, 142, cf. Ar. Nub. 914.—
IV. a ruler, regulator, title of the chief
magistrate in Crete, Arist. Pul., v.

Miiller Dor. 3, 8 ; cf. II.,

3, and.— V. the

world or universe, from its perfect ar-

rangement, opp. to the indis.esta moles
of chaos; hence of the different mem-
bers ofthe universe, the heavenly bodies,

earth, etc. : and later the inhabitants

of earth, 7nankind, cf. Lat. mundus

:

on the history of this Pythagonan
usage, v. Bentl. Phalar. p. 351, Nake
Opusc. pp. 16-26.,. . Dor. name
oftheflower, Cmtin. Malth. 1., ov,{ V.,-) nurturing., feeding the world.,,. -/, to create the

world : and, , , the creation

.

from, , ,{ V., *•) creator of the world. Iambi., ov,{ V'.,-) destroying the world, Anth.,, , a priestess ofMinerva
at Athens.•,.. Ion. and Aeol.

for, as. ,. for,. ,, .so,-,,, for •,,,,.
Cf. sub fin.. . , and, . Cos-

sa, a city of Etruria. Strab. p. 222.3, , b. Ion. and old Att.

for.\. a. ov, Cossaean, Strab. :

7/. C'o.isaea.a district of Per-

sis, extending to the Caucasian pass-



es, Strab. oi, the Cossae-

ans, Arr. An. 7, 15, 1 ; in the vicinity

of Mt. Zagrus, Polyb. 5, 44, 7., fut.-, ()
dep. mid., to box a persoits ears, late.

iKov, ov, , the Cossinites, a

river of Thrace, Ael. H. A. 15, 25.

iKoavo, ov, b, the Cossoanus, a

river of India, Arr. Ind. 4, 3.

, ov, , a box on the ear, cuff,

Lat. alapa : hence the comic names
of Parasites^ and'., Bast. Ep. Cr. p. 181.

(Prob. from.)^, , , Cossura, a small
island between Sicily and Africa,

now Pantalarea, Strab. p. 277 : in

Polyb.-, 3, 96, 13., , , v.., . -, to sing, whistle

like a blackbird : from, ov, 6, Att.,
also, a singing bird like our
blackbird, Arist. H. A.— II. also a sea-

fish, so called from its colour, /zf/u/-

-, Numen. ap. Ath. 305 C.

—

III. a pendiar breed ofpoultry at Tana-
gra. Pans. 9, 22, 4.

or,, ,=,
barley, ap. Hesych.•, 01', , costus, an aromatic

root, Theophr.
or, , , also, ov, ,(,)

an extremity or edge: esp.— 1. =:Att.3/, dub.—2. a border of a gar-

ment, LXX.—3. a brace for fastening

the ^.—4. a shaggy shepherd's

coat., ov, , v. foreg. Hence, ,{ 2) to put

fringes on a garment. Hence3,7/,, tasseled, fringed,

LXX.
Kora/rcj, collat. form for,

Aesch. Theb. 485.

and, Ion. for and.•, . ,{)^,
BockhPind. . 7, 61.,. Ion. for,, Hdt., . and in mid.,
both used alike, v. infr., (). To
bear one a grudge, be angry at him, oft.

in Hom. c dat. pers., and sometimes
c. gen rei, ..., angry at

the trick, II. 4, 168 ; also,-,-., II. 14, 191

:

to be envious, jealous of one, envy him,

c. dat. pers., in the proverb,,
Hes. Op. 25. Be.sides the pres. act.,

Hom. has imperf. mid., II.

2, 223, fut., II. 5, 747,

etc. ; most freq., aor., part.',- ; also part. perf., only in phrase: an aor. act. only in H. Horn.
Cer. 255. part,-. Only poet.,

mostly Ep.,, , () angry,

wrathfid, jealous,, II. 5, 191. Only

^V- ,
, ,

tKoriuf<Of , ov, TO, Cotiaeum, a city

of Phr}-gia, on the river Thymbris,
Strab. : freq. written., fut. -, collat. form of.'•,, ,() ?.
/£., an olive-tree grafted upon a wild olive.

—II. the fruit or berry of the wild olive-

tree, Hipp.. ov, (,)
producing wild olive-trees, Mosch. 7, 2.'', ov. TO,=sq., ov, 6. and ?}, the wild oUve-

tree, Lat. oleaster, Ar. Av. 621 : from

KOTT
it the crowns at the Olympic games
were made, Ar. Plut. 586, 592 (where
Pors. KOTivCi, as if from an adj.-), cf. A. P. 9, 357 : also-. Hence, ov,(,,) eating the wild olive, Ar. Av.
243., , Cotinusa, the earlier

name of Gadira in Spain, Dion. P., , , dub. collat. form
from., ov, , v. 1. in Hdt. 6,

125, as Ion. form for.', oil, b, a grudge, rancour,

ill-uill, II. 1, 82 ; but also, like,
anger, wrath, Horn., and freq. in

Aesch., but never in Sopn. or Eur.

:

in Hom. oft. c. dat. pers.,, Od. 11, 102 : later

also envy, jealousy. Only poet.

(Akin to, /. : hence -.,, ?..)
iKoTovavTiOi,, oi, the Cotuantii,

a people of Rhoetia. Strab. p. 206., and in Hipp,, , ,
also, ov, , and,,
. Dor., the head, esp. the cerebellum.

(Akin to,. Dor. ^,
Syrac.. Hence, a

mode of wearing the hair short at the

back, but long in front. Pull. 2, 29 :

also,, : also the

Lat. surname of the Aurelii, Cotta.

Cf also.), ov, , the metal basin

for the game of cottabus ; also—2. the

cup to throwfrom, v. Eubul. Beller. 1.

—II. the prize of the game. Plat. (Com.). I, 7., {. - Att. -, (-3) to play at the cottabus. Ar. Pac.
343. Plat. (Com.) . 2, An-
tiph... 1., , ,() of,

belonging to, used in the cottabus, Her-
mipp. Moer. 2.

KottuSlov, ov, to, ()^=
II., Callipp. ap. Ath. 668

C, dub. [a],, pecul. fern, of «or-3: esp. . .,^
I. 2, Ath.',, ,(3)
playing at the cottabus, Plut. [], ov, ,= foreg.—2. a
kind of shower-bath, Medic., Ion. and older Att.-, (as should be read in Aesch.
Ft. 165, cf Eur. Plisth. 6), ov, , the

cottabus, a Sicilian game (Anacr. 52,

Critias 1, 1), much in vogue at the
drinking-parties of young men at Ath-
ens. The simplest mode was when
each threw the wine left in his cup,

so as to strike smartly in a metal ba-

sin, at the same time invoking his

mistress' name ; if all fell in the ba-

sin, and the sound was clear, it was
a sign he stood well with her ; cf.

Call. Fr. 102. The wine thus thrown

was called /. or. (v.

/,ara^),and also like the game itself,

(Eur. 1. c, Ar. Nub._^1073,

etc.): the basin,, .-, etc.. also called by
Cratin. Nem. 6, Critias 1. c. The ac-

tion of throwing(^) is

prettily describea by Antiph. '.. 1, ubi v. Mein. ; cf ?., et

Bacchyl. ibi cit.—The game soon
became more complicated, and was
played in various ways. Sometimes
a number of little cups ()
were set floating, and he who threw
his so as to upset the great-

est number in a given number of
throws, won the prize{).

KOTT
Cratin. Nem. 6, cf Juven. 3, 102.

Sometimes the wine was thrown
upon a scale() suspended
over a little image (, Antiph.
1. c,, Eur. Oen. 9), placed in
water ; here the was to be
thrown, so as to make the scale de-
scend the head of the image. For
fuller accounts v. Ath. 666, sq. (cf.

479), Suid. voc., Grod-
deck Antiq. Versuche, I, p. 163, sq.,

Beck Comm. Soc. Philol. Lips. 1, 1,

p. 100. (The deriv. is rather dub.;
referred by Passow to,-, while he quotes another form, as akin to,.), , , an instrument used

infishing, Ael., ov, TO, a small kind of

fig, Ath. ; so cottanum in Martial and
Juven., ov, TO, dim. from KOTT?/., , , v. sub.
iKoTTiva, , i], Cottina, fem. pr. n.,

Ath. 574 C.^, ov, b, Cottius, an Alpine
chieftain, Strab. p. 178.

Korrif, ,=z,, Dor., ov, 6,= /corra.—II. a river-

fish, the bull's head, 7nillej's thumb, Lat.
cottus gobio. (From,.)
tKorroc, or, , Cottus, son of Ura-

nus and Gaea, one of the Hundred-
handed, Hes. Th. 149.^, , , Cottyphion,

masc. pr. n., formed from sq., Luc.
V. H. 1, 29., ov, 6, Att. for.^, ov, , Cottyphus, of
Pharsalus, a leader in the sacred
war, Aeschin. 71, 7 ; Dem. 277, 23./.,, Mt. Cotylaeus,

a mountain of Euboea. Aeschin. 66, 8./, , , any thing hollow,

esp. a hollow vessel, small cup. 11. 22,

494, Od. 15, 312:—also=7',
Dion. H.—2. in Att. a liquid measure,

(sometimes also used for solids), con-
taining 6 or a, i. e.

about ^ a pint, Hipp., and Ar. Plut.

436 : cf..—II. the , socket

of a joint, esp. the socket of the hip-

bone, ]l. 5, 306, sq., Hipp. 410, 54.—
III. the hollow, pabn of the hand, hol-

low of the foot.—IV. in Aesch. Fr. 54,7.=. (The
deriv. fluctuates between and
/..) [],,(. ,-) like, of the nature of a..
Medic..,«, , any cup-shaped
hollow or cavity ; esp.— 1. in plur. the

siwkers on the feelers of the polypus, Od.
5. 433, in Ep. dat./.7/ :

hence the feelers or arms themselves,
elsewh./., Arist. H. A.—II.

in plur. also certain vessels at the mouth

of the xiterus oi some animals, Foes.
Oecon. Hipp.—III. =KO-i)A77 II., Ar.
Vesp. 1495.—IV. the hollow of a cup,

Nic. : hence,=:/cori'/'.'ji'.—V. a plant,

prob. Cotyledon umbilicus, our iSai-ei•

wort, Diosc./., ov, {..)
that can be drawn in cups, hence flow-
ing copiously, alua, 11. 23, 34: ci. -.,,, holding -
/., Antig. Car. ap. Ath. 420 ./., f. -, to sell by the-, ci. Ar. Fr. 555 : hence to sell

by retail ; in genl. to distribute in small
portions.',, , Hipp., -^, ^.
, Pherecr. Cor. 3, -, ov. ,
Ar. Ach. 459, and-, ov, , dimin-
utives from.
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/^/, , (, £t(5of)

shaped like a, Hipp.
07'•.)'.,= «7;7/, Ep. Horn.

14, 3, Pilat. . I.^?.. , , Cotylns, the high-

est point of Mt. Ida in Troas, Strab.

p. 602.
^, , (tiJof) like a-. Ath.

Korv?Mv,, ,{) Cotulo,

nickname of a toper (of V'ariuis), Plut.

Anton. 18. [v]

iKoTvpTa, , Cotyrta, a small town
of Laconia, near Taenarus, Thuc. 4,

56, ubi V. 1..
tKorir, , , Cotys, father of

Asias, Hdt. 4, 45.-2. a king of Pa-
phlagonia, Xen. Hell. 4, 1, 13.—3. a

king of Thrace, in alliance with the

Athenians against Philip, Dein. 623,

etc.—Cf..\,, , Cotyttaris, fem.

pr. ., Theocr. 6, 40.^ or,,, Cotyt-

to, goddess of licentiousness, espe-

cially worshipped in Corinth. In

Strab. p. 470,,, , Colys, a

goddess of the Edoni, whose festival

KoTVTTia was celebrated also in other

parts of Greece.

iKoTvupa, u)V, , Cotydra, a city ih

the territory of the Tibareni, a colony

of Sinope, Xen. An. 5, 5, 3 : in Strab., p. 548. Hence, , , the inhab. of
Colyora, Cotyorllae, Xen. An. 5, 5, 6.

Kov, contr. by crasis for ov,

first in H. Horn. Cer. 227.

Kov and. Ion. for and.\, , 6, Quartus, Rom.
masc. pr. n., N. T.\, Ciiinda, a fortress of Ci-

licia, Plut. Kum. 13.^, , the Rom. fem. pr. n.,

Quinta, Anth.^, ov, 0, the Rom. name
Qiiirinus, Strab. : ',
collis Quirinalis, Id. p. 234.', by crasis for ,
first in Theogn.

KovKl,, , the cocoa-palm, and
its fruit, Plin. Hence, , ,(,?.
11.) the cocoa-nut., 7j, ov,() made from
the cocoa-palm., ov, (, )
bearing cocoa-nuts, Theophr.,, , the Lat. cucu-

ma, Arr.^, ov, TO, Cuculum, a city

of Latium, Strab., , a bird, acc. to some
Ihe stork, others the hoopoe., ov,,^, q. v.,

. 11, 30., ov, Ion. for-., ov, , Ion. for, the

sheath, scabbard of a sword, Hom., cf.

?>..^, , . Culupine, a

district of Pontus, Strab.

tKofy/t, arise, a Hebrew word in N.
T. Marc. 5,41.^, ov, 6, (the Lat. cunetis, a

wedge) the Cuneus or Wedge, the

southern part of Lusitania, so called

from its shape, Strab. p. 137., ov, , V. 1. for:
in Galen also/.., , , () shearing,

cropping of the hair or beard, Soph.
Tr. 587, and Eur. : -, Hdt. 3, 8 : esp. as a sign of

mourning, ., Eur. Ale. 512,

cf Or. 458, Hel. 1060.-2. in genl. a
cropping, e. g. of grass, Arist. Part.
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KOTP
An.—II. that vhich is shorn, a lock exit

off, Aesch. Cho. 226. (On the con-

ne.xion with,, v. Buttm.
Le.\il. V. 3.)., ov,, poet, for-
Aiov, coral, Orph.—11. dim. from-
. []^?., ov, , the Curaliits, a

river of Thessaly, which empties into

the Peneus, Strab. p. 411.—2. a river

of Boeolia near Coronea, Callim.

Lav. Pall. 64: Dor.KwpciXiof, Alcae.

ap. Strab. p. 411., , {, ^-
) the virgin Aphrodite ( Venus ),

Procl., , .() barber-

like, i. e. gossiping, Polyb., ov, TO,() a barber's

or hair-dresser's shop. At. Plut. 338,

Plat. (Com.) Soph. 2; the great

lounging-place at Athens :

—

.,
' to my barber's bill,' Lys. 905, 6.—II., proparox., the sheep or lamb

offered and feasted on by the phratores

at the feast, v. Soph. Fr.

132, Isae. 58, 30.,=^, dub. 1. in Al-

ciph.,,, (p)abarher, hair-

cntter, Lat. tonsor, Plat. Rep. 373 C :

his implements are described by Pha-
nias Epigr. 6.— II. metaph. a gossip-

ing fellow, chatterbox, Dorv. Charit. p.

529 ? Heind. Hor. Sat. 1, 7, 3.—III. a

bird, said to chirp with a sound as of
clipping., ov, o,= foreg., , , of, belonging toa

barber, Diog. L., , , fem. of,, Plut.',()=, to be a

barber, sltai-er.,, , ., also, the third day of the festival, on which the sons of

Athenian citizens were introduced,

at three or four years of age, among
the, and their names enter-

ed in their register, -
Tt'iov, which was thenceforth the

proof of their citizenship, cf. Isae.

70, 43, Herm. Pol. Ant.
(J

100. sq.,

and,. (Acc. to souie

from,, others from -,, because the child's hair is

said to have been cut on that day.), , . Ion. for. as al-

ways in Hom. : in Od. 18. 279, it

stands for, a bride. But -
. Ion. {or., ,. Ion. for,
youthful, . Hom. Cer. 108.,, , a Cretan, Strab.,

Plut. Sol. 12 ; v..,,^., , ', (,)
young men, esp. young warriors,-, ^, II. 19,

193,248.,, . the Curetes, oldest

inhabitants of Pleuron in Aetolia, II.

9, 529, 549, etc.—II. a Cretan tribe.

connected with peculiar religious

rites, compared by Dion. H., Anliqq.

2, 71, with those of the Roman Salii;

V. Lob. Aglaoph. p. 1111.— HI. a tribe

of Curetes also in Euboea, Strab.

Hence^, . , of or belonging

to the Curetes, . , the land of the

Ciirfies, around Pleuron, Strab. : also

called, Apollod. 1, 7, 6., , . Greek name
in Dion. H. for the Salian rites., ov, , () one who
wears his hair short, Luc.

KOTP^,,, the Rom. name
Curiatius, Plut., , f. -, () to

wear rough, untrimmed hair, Luc.—2.

of hair, to need clipping, grow long. Id., a, ov, (, /)
wedded, oft. in Horn., usn. as ciiith.

of,, or ; also
even as subst., , the
beloved husband, Od. 15, 22 : hence
esp. of a lavful, wedded wife, as opp.
to a concubine (), Hdt. 1,

135; 5, 18, and so in 11. 19, 298 Bri-
se'is says, Patroclus had promised to

make her Achilles' (';^;,
whereas she was only his concubine;
and so Agamemnon loved Chryseis
(his concubine) more than his .-, II. 1, 114 ; so too, ., the
bed of lawful marriage, II. 15, 40 ; and
in Od. 19, 580; 21, 78, Penelope calls

her husband's house . :— later,

nuptial, bridal, Anth., as occurs
even in Od. for. The word is

Ion. and poet. (1~he inadequate ex-
plan, youthful, hence wedded in youth,

is refuted by Buttm. Lexil. in voc.

:

but the deriv. from,,
seems certain ; and the conncsion of
notions is prob. that between youth or
puberty, and marriage. BuUm. hints
at a connexion with,,
and Germ, heurath, heirath, cf uAo-, Od. 3, 403 ; and Doder-
lein Lectt. Hom. 3, p. 9 carries out a
similar notion.), f. -, (,}
intr. to be young, in the bloom of youth,

Od. 22, 185.—2. to behave as a youth,
Ap. Rh.—3. to grow to manhood, Opp.
—II. transit, to bring up from boyhood,, to bring them up to manhood,
Hes. Th. 347.. f. -,(,) to

prune constantly, keep trimmed, hence
in pass., ,,
Lat. caedua cyparissus, Theophr., ,,()for shaving,. Pint., , ov. also , ov, Aga-
tho ap. Ath. 528 D, () of. for
cutting hair or shaving,. Eur.
Or. 960.—II. pass, shorn or sharen,

cut, cTopt,, Acsch. Cho. ,, Eur. Tro. 279.— III. as subst.,, a tragic mask for mourn-
ers, with the hair cut close., adv. () by the hair,, Od. 22, 188, cf.., ov. , = II.,

Isae. 58. 30, Bekk.
tKovpiov, ov, TO, Curium, a city on

the southern coast of Cyprus, Strab.

:

hence,, , an inhab. of
C, Hdt. 4, 153: fem. adj.,
of Curium, Strab., ov, youthful, read by Eu-
stath. in an interpolated verse after

II. 13, 433 : also in Orac. ap. Paus. 9,

14. 3., , , () a razor,

shears.—U. =, name of
plays of Alexis and Amphis.—III. =, Epich. p. 12., , hIso, a kind of
beer, an Aegyptian, Spanish, and
British drink, Diosc, and Plin. : cf.., ov, (,•) devouring children, . TTti^i'JT. the

blood of eaten children (those of Tby-
estes), Aesch. Ag. 1512., , , (,
begetting of hoys, opp. to,
Hipp., , , pecul. fem. of

sq.



•, , ace. to some from
and, = ;

others from and, thriving

luxuriantly by lopping or cutting., ov,{,)
killing children or sons., , 6, Ion. for, a boy,

youth, Horn., who uses only this

form ; v. and ?] : cf.-, and Kovpidioc fin., , !/, youth, youthful

prime : hence mirthfulness, Theocr.

24, 57 : strictly fern, from
Ko'p^, , or,{) youth-

ful,, A. P. 6, 156, with a play on, shorn.—II. ,
sub. , the festival on the day-, q. v., a, ov, compar.-

(cf.,-'), younger,

more youthful, II. 4, 316, Od. 21, 310,

Hes. Op. 445 : later also as a positive,

Ap. Rh. : perh., mdeed, it is always

so, cf., , f. -, to bear chil-

dren, esp. boys, Hipp. : from, ov, {,)
bearing children, esp. boys, Eur. Supp.

957., , f. -, to nurse,

rear a child, esp. a boy, . top,
Strab. : from, ov, {,)
rearing children, esp. boys : SO Od. 9,

27, Ithaca is called ., good
nursing-mother, prob. from the stout

hardy race of its sons, cf Find. Fr.

228 ; also, Ar. Thesm. 299./., ov, {, .)
Un-ing children or boys.^, ov, 0, the Rom. name
Curtius, Plut.,, , the Lat. custodia,

N.T.^, Ion. , b, Cupha-
goras, masc. pr. n., Hdt. 6, 117., f.- Att. -,{)
intr. to be light, Hes. Op. 461, Soph.
Phil. 735, Eur. Hel. 1555.—II. trans,

to lighten : and so to lift up, raise.

Soph. Ant. 43 : . /,, to make a

light leap, Soph. Aj. 1287.—2. nietaph.

to lighten, assuage, relieve. ?.'',,
Eur. Oenom. 5,, Theocr. 23, 9

;

, one of a load, Eur. Hel.

40. Pass, to be relieved,, Hipp.
—2. to be elate, Polyb. Hence,, , a lightening, relief,

alleviation, Thuc. 7, 75.,, ,{) that

which IS lifted up.—2.^., relief,

Eur. Phoen. 848.,,,^^, Plut.,, , one who lightens

or relieves., ,,{) light-

ening, Arist. Coel., , ,{,)
vain conceit./, , f. -, to talk

lightly,. : and/, , , light, vain talk-

ing, Thuc. 4, 28 : from?, ov, {, ?)
talking lightly., , , levity, fickleness :

from, ov, contr. , ovv,

(, ) light-minded, frivo-

lous : TO K., = foreg. : there is also a

plur.. Lob. Phryn. 453.

Adv. -, contr. -., ov,{,)
light-uins'd. avpai, Orph., 7/, ov. light, nimble,

:,3•3, stepping lightly

on, 11. 13, 158, cf. Hes. So. 323; so,

K., a light leap, Eur. El. 439,

KOXY
etc. :—elsewh. Horn, has only the

compar. : metaph. easy, Aesch. Theb.
260 : so of government, light, easy,

Isocr. 199 B.—2. empty, vain, .
Soph. Aj. 126,, Thuc. 2, 51,. Plat., etc. : frivolous, idle, 7'/.
Find. O. 8, 80,, Soph. O.

C. 1230 : K., a trifle, Plat.

Legg. 935 .—3. light, in" point of

weight, K., light troops,

Plut. ; -, may earth lie lightly on thee,

Eur. Ale. 462 ; .. light airs,

Soph. Aj. 558.—B. adv. -, lightly,

Aesch. Pr. 701 : -
voi, of soldiers, Thuc. 4, 33, /-, Xen., etc.—2., he spoke viore lightly, i. e.

with lighter heart, Od. 8, 201 : also, opp. to ,
Eur. Med. 449, 1018 ;, Hdt. 1, 35., adv. comp. from foreg.,. ,{) light-

ness. Plat. Tim. 65 , Legg. 625 D.—
2. relief,, Eur. Andromed.25., as pass., e. lut.

mid. -7/,{,) to be

borne aloft, rise by one's own tightness,

Sext. Emp., , {,)
making baskets., ov, , a basket, aec. to

Gramm., less. Att. than, but
cf Ar. Av. 1310, Plat. (Com.).
16, Xen. Mem. 3, 8, 6.—II. a Boeotian

measure, conlaini7ig three, Strattis

Cin. 1. [i once in Nonn.] Hence, . to put a basket over one :

in Boeotia a way of exposing insol-

vent debtors, Nic. Dam. ap. Stob. p.

293, 16., ,{,) like

a basket.7.,, f. 1. for./.. , {,)
stonj/, gravelly, Theophr.
,\•(,, ,=, Diosc., , , spoon, Lat.

cochleare, from /., Diosc. : usu.'. Lob. Phryn. 321./., , . {?-) a snail

with a spiral shell, Lat. cochlea, Achae.
ap. Ath. 63 B, Amphis Dexid. 1.— II.

any thing twisted spirally ; hence a

screw, also : esp. a spiral engine
for raising water, the screw of Archim-
edes, Strab., cf Ath. 208 F.—2. spi-

ral stair, Strab.7., , , dim. from-, a small snail.—II. a spiral stair-

case./,,{ II.,)
spiral., ov, , dim. from 7.,
a small snail, Batr. 165.— II. any thing

spiral, like U. [£ metri grat.

in Batr.]?,, ^,= foreg.

\?., , , Cochlis, fern. pr.

n., Luc.',,=^2...,=.', oir. , later also , Jac.

. P. p. 842, shell-fish with a spiral

shell, sometimes used as a trumi)et,

like Lat. concha, Eur. 1. T. 303,

Theocr. 22, 75 ; also used sometimes

of bivalve shell-fish, like our cockle:

also '. (Akin to,-, ov, , a copious stream : and, 3..=, v. sq.

,^'^, , f -, to flow, stream

forth copiously, Pherecr. Pers. 1,4:
Hesych. derives it from an adv.,
=, copiously ; a subst. is

quoted in Schol. Theocr. 2, 107.

(Reduplicated from,, c£,.), V. 1. for foreg., Theocr. 2,
107., , , the part between the

pttdenda and the anus, Hipp., and Ar.

Fr. 406 ; and so tu in Ar. Eq.
424, is dual, not a neut. pi. Cf. Foes.
Oecon. Hipp. (Akin to, Lat.

coxa, coxendix.), , ,^, dub. in

Theophr., , , Att. for,
a blackbird, Ar. Av. 806.,, . Coon, son of An-
tenor, II. 19, 53.\, adv. to Cos, II. 14, 255

:

from
tKOGjf, , .=(•.,,, lengthd.

forms of, etc., from, a
head : for no nom., , oc-
curs., ov, , dim. from sq.

or, , , a
couch, Maced. word in N. T., Sturz.
Dial. Maced p. 175,= Att. :

used however by Crito and Rhinthon
ap. Poll. 10,35. [Lat. g^rJia^us, Lucil.,

and Martial.],, , a kind of shell-fish,

Epich. p. 22.^, , , Cragasus, masc
pr. n., Paus. 10, 14, 2., dep. mid., {)
to cry aloud, read by Lob. Phryn. 337,
in Hdt. 1, 111, for., 7/f, ,^=.,, , a kind ,
Arist. . .,, ,{)^=,
screamer, chatterer,/, Pind..

3, 143., adv. {) icith loud

cries, , Ar. Eq.
487 ; ace. to others, part. neut. aor. 2
of, as adv.

tKpu>Of, ov, 6, Cragtis, a city of
Lycia on a hill of the same name,
Strab. p. 665.—2. a mountain of Cili-

cia, Id. p. 669., like, to swing,

wave, brandish,, Eur. H. F.

1003, ?., Ar. Ach. 965: to shake,, Aesch. Pr. 1047 ; Hom. has it

only in part. pass, -, the spear quivering (when it sticks

in the ground, etc.), II. 13, 504;. 16,

614., ov, 6,{ I.) a fig-
tree branch, [], , ,{,-) quivering, cf..,, ,{) abrnn-

dishing : a quaking, of the earth, Epi-
cur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 105. [a], ov, o, a vibration.'', , like, to

wave, brandi.ih, shake, ,, II. 7, 213 ; 13, 583.—II. of
trees, to sniffer from the or
blight, Theophr., ov. , Cradeims, a king
in India, Arr. Ind. 8, 2.,=^. Hesych.,, ,{) the quivering

twig at the end of a branch, esp. of fig-

trees, kv KpaOij, Hes. Op.
679 : in genl. branch, esp. of a fig-
tree, Hipp., and so perh. Eur. Scir. 3:

hence for a whole tree, esp. a fig-tree,

Ar. Pac. 627. ubi v. Schol."—II. a

blight or blast in trees, v..—III.

a scenic contrivance for exhibiting ac-

tors in comedy hovering in the air,

like the in tragedy. Poll. 4,

129. [it], , , {, ')
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KPAI
bearing of fig-tree branches at a festi-

val. Pint., cf.?.., , . Dor. for,., , . Ion., [-) ., cheese curdled with fis-
juice.— 11. Kp., an old air on the

flute, acc. to Hesych. played while

the or were whipt

with fig branches; cf. however Franclie

Calim. p. 129., , . Ion. and Ep. for.-?., , , {, -) one who sells fig-branches., ov, . also , a

blight, distemper iyi fig-trees, etc., which
withers ami blackens the boughs,

Theophr.—II. = I., a twig,

Diosc. [], ov, (,)
eating the branches or leaves of the fig-
tree : hence -, a rustic', fut.: aor.. Lob. Phryn. 337: most usu.

in perf. c. pres. signf. (for the pres. is

very rare),, 1 pi.,
iinperat., part,,
inf.. To croak, strictly

of the raven (cf. ), Theophr.

;

of frogs, Ar. Ran. 258: in genl. to

scream, screech, cry, Aesch. Pr. 742,

Ar. Plut. 722, etc. ; .,
Aesch. Fr. 205 :. call to..., Ar. Ran. 982 : c. acc.

rei, to call, clamour for a thing, Id.

Vesp. 103. (The root, strictly, is-, whence also,-, onomatop. like,,
Sanscr. hru, Germ, krachsen, etc.)

[In late writers sometimes,
V. Jac. A. P. p. 71.]

IKpadia, , ?/, appell. of Minerva
from her temple on the Crathis near
Sybaris, Hdt. 5, 45, conject. for

!/., and, , the Crathis,

a river of Achaia, rising in Mt. Cra-

this, now the Acratha, Hdt. 1, 145;
Pans. 7, 25, II.—2. a river near Sy-
baris in Italy named after the Achai-
an stream, now Crati, Eur. Tr. 228

;

Theocr. 5, 16; cf. Hdt. 5,45.^ Ep. lengthd. form for, Horn.', fut., Ep. inf. fut.

mid. c. pass, signf, II.

:

aor., iuiperat., Od.,

inf Kpijvai, Od., aor. pass,,
Pind. But Horn, mostly uses the

Ep. lengthd. form for-, impf., II., aor. imperat., II.,/, Od., inf.-, 11., 3 perf. pass,,
and plqpf. /cf/cpuavro, Od. [] (From,., akin to,
Kpiojaa,,.) To ac-

complish, bring to pass, fulfil, voj)GUL

and, to conceive and accomplish,

Od. 5, 170 : , to

fulfil one's word or wish, Od. 20, 1 15 :, Pind. O. 3, 19; -, of dreams, to accomplish, i. e.

bring to pass what is dreamt, Od. 19,

5G7 : so too freq. in Trag., esp. of

fate, as Aesch. Pr. 512, Eur. El.

1248. Pass, to be accomplished, brought

to pass, etc., , /) '
(5, methinks that noth-

ing will be accomplished by this jour-

ney, II. 9, 626; so too in Trag. : -, the vote hath been de-

termined, Aesch. Supp. 943, cf. Eum.
347 ; , the prevailing

vole, Eur. Hec. 219, etc. : in Horn,
also of a silver cup, ~, the edges are finished off

with gold, Od. 4, 132, 616; 15, 116.
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The words in H. Horn Merc. 427,, wf^yeiOvro (where
is usu. e.xplained by, Herm.
would read '/.) prob. \nc-A\\ finish-

ing the {tale of) the gods and earth,

how they were made.— II. intr. to be

chief, prince, have the power of deciding

and acting, to reign, Od. 8, 391 : and
post-Horn. C. gen., to reign over, govern,', , Soph. Aj.

1050, . C. 296 ; m later Ep. also

c. dat. : c. acc. cognato, .-, to sway the stafl" of rule. Soph.
O. C. 449.—III. intr. also to come to

an end. result in a thing, like-, Hipp., and Aesch. Cho. 1075.

Mostly poet. (The root= Sanscr. kri

facere, Lat. cre-are, etc.), , to be drunken, to

suffer from (q. v.), Plat.

Symp. 176 D, and Comici ap. Ath.
34 C, sq. : from, , r/, a drunken fit, de-

bauch ; esp. in its consequences, the

tiext day's sickjiess and headache, Lat.
crapula, Hipp. ; , after

such a lit, Ar. Ach. 277. (Prob. from
the root of carpo, rapio,, for' or (^, a seizure, attack

of sickness, etc.) [-], f. -,-=?., ov, {?.7},) . thirst which draws on
drunkenness, Sopat. ap. Ath. 784 B., ov, (,) rambling about in drunken rev-

elry, Ar. Ran. 217.,,,{,)
given to drunkenness, Plut., ,, (from root-,
Lat. carpo, rapio) snatchiyig away, tear-

ing, sweeping, rushing, like Lat. rapi-

dus (from rapio),,,
Od. 5, 385 ; G, 171 : hence— II. swift,

rapid, II. 16, 071, 681 : most freq. in

Horn, as epith. of the feet.—III. me-
taph., hasty, hot,

(viz. of a youth), II. 23, 590. As adv.,

besides, Hoin. uses the neut.
pi., ,-,— ,-. Only poet., ov,{,-) swift-rushing, Aesch. Pr. 279., , , swiftness., ov,[,)
swift-bearing,, Aesch. Pr. 132., , , (,) the

top, head; only in Gramm., but cf, etc., , , () clamor-

ous, Luc., , , pecul. fem. of /ce-.,, ,() that

which is mixed, a mixture, Tim. Locr.

95 : esp.—2. mixed, tempered wine,

Plut.—3. a mixed metal, like bronze,

Strab., elsewh.: a mixture

cf warmth and cold, temperature.,, ov, (po)dried,
parched, roasted, or the like, Ath. 376
C, cf. Hence, f.-, to laugh loud.?,, , loud laugh-

ter.., f. -,=-., ov,,^= .,
Hipp.', , , cabbage, cole,

Lat. crambe, Hippon. 21. Hence,, , like a cabbage,

Nic., ov, , dim. from, Antiph.. 10., , , dim, from-

, decoction of cabbage or (acc. to
others) of hemlock.., ,() a cab-

bage caterpillar, Ael.', , ov, dry, parched,
shrivelled.—2. metaph. clear, ringing
shrill, loud, . ?, ap. Hesych.,
who explains it by (q. v.'ll.)

;

so too, , like -, Ar. Eq. 539.— 11. as
subst., , a blight in fruit,

esp. in grapes, when they shrivel before
they are ripe, Theophr. (.\kin to',.)^,, , Crambusa, a city

of Lycia, Strab. p. 606.—2. an island
of Cilicia near Coiycus, Id. p. 070., ov,(,)
Cabbage-eater, nante of a frog in Batr.
221.

iKpavaa, , , and, ,, epith. of Athens, v. sub.^, , , Cranae, daughter
of king Cranaiis, Apollod. 3, 14, 5.

—

II. an island to which Paris first

brought Helen, II. 3, 445; cither acc.
to Eur. Hel. 1674 and Strab. p. 399
the island named after her on the
coast of Attica, Helena, or acc. to
Paus. 3, 22, 1, in the Laconian gulf,

near Gythion, perhaps Cythera., ov,(,)
with hard, rocky soil, H. Horn. Ap. 72.^, , ol, the descendants

of Cranaus, i. e. the Athenians., , ov, =., dub.
in Hipp., Lob. Phryn. 262.

\Kpavaloi, , oi, the inhab. of Atti•

ca, Bacchyl. v. sub., , , Cranaechme,
daughter of Cranaus, Apollod. 3,
14. 5.'', , , hard, rugged,
rocky, of the face of a country, in

Hom. always of Ithaca (for in II. 3,

445 it is no adj., but pr. n. of an island,

V. '), II. 3, 201, and freq. in
Od. ; in Pind. usu. of Athens (O. 7,

151, etc.), which Ar. calls simply al
(. 123), and /)

(Lys. 481): hence ol Kpavaoi, the

people of Attica, Hdt. 8, 44, ubi v.

Valck., and cf Clinton F. H. 1, 57,

sq. : also, ., sharp nettles,

Ar. Fr. 473. Only poet., , , Cranaus, an an-
cient king of Attica, successor of
Cecrops, Aesch. Eum. 1011. — 2.

Athen. masc. pr. n., Isae.\, ov, , Cranaspes, a
Persian, Hdt. 3, 126, v. 1.., , v. sub.., Ep. inf fut. mid., c.

signf pass., from, II., , . Ion., ,(') the cornel-tree, Lat. cornus,7., 11. 16, 707; its fruit used
to feed swine, Od. 10, 242 : its tough
and springy wood was used for spear-

shafts and bows, cf, and
in Anth. it.self is a spear.

Also or -, , Hipp., and
Theophr. [/cpu], , ov,() made of
cornel ivood.,. Hom. Mere.
460,, Hdt. 7, 92,, Xei).,

cf. Virgil's spicula cornea., a, ov, (Kpavov)={oreg.,
Ael. [a]

or, . Dor. for., , ^,= /cp(iVCia,Hipp., , ,—,?\9,
t"]

, , ...^. , . Cravii, a city in

the island Cephallenia, Thuc. 5, 35;
also oi, the inhab. of Cranii,

Id,



7.. ,(, ?.)
bald-crowned, bald-headed, . ., , , the skull, used of a

horse in 11. 8, 84 ; of men, Pind. 1. 4,

92, Plat., etc. (Akin to,-
.)
fKpaviov,,, Cranium, a cj'press

grove at Corinth with a symiiasium,
Xen. Hell. 4, 4,4: also Kpafsiou,
Plut. Alex. 14.

iKpavvov, and,, ,
Crannon, a city of Thessalian Pelas-

giotis, Strab. p. 441, who regards it

as the ancient Ephyra. Hence^, a, ov, of Crannon, oi. the Craniionians, Hdt. 6,

127, Thuc. 2, 22./,—rov, ov, ,(,
KO/MTTTu) a poisonous phalangium,
Diosc., ov, 6, ()^
toreg.

KPA'XOX, ov, ,=, Lat.

cornus. Theophr. (Prob. akin to-, from its hard wood.) [a], , f. -, to make hel-

mets : in Ar. Ran. 1018 used of one
who talks big and warlike : from

Kpai-O~0£Of, ov, (,)
making helmets : as subst., 6 ., a hel-

met maker, Ar. Pac. 1255., , , a helmet, Hdt. 1,

171 ; 4, 130, etc., and oft. in Xen.

—

II. in genl. a cover, covering. (AklD to,.)', ov, 7], later form for-,, Geop. [], , , making of hel-

mets : from, , {, *)
making helmets., , , fern, from sq.,

Anih.,, ,() one that

accomplishes.—11., Lat. gen-

uini, the wisdom-teeth, which come
last and complete the set, Arist. H. A.

:

in genl. teeth, Xic. Hence. ov, 0,=^ I., Lye.\,, , Cranio, a Nereid,
Hes. Th. 243.,, , ruler, sovereign,

Eur. Andr. 508.

iKpdvTup,, , Crantor, of Soli,

a pupil of Xenocrates, Diog. L. 4,24., ov, , Ep. metath. for-, [I. 2, 676.:/. or^, ov, ,
a w orthless kind of fish.—11. name of

a play of Pherecrates, in which he
says that the is used as
money in ^.a.aes,—, Meineke
Com. Fragm. 1, p. 84, sq.

—

1=/-, Hesych.. ,=^, dub.', , of this poet, collat. forfli

of, the nam. occurs only
in Gramm. , v. Cramer. Anecd. 3, 385

;

also gen. in Eur. El. 140

:

Hom. has gen., dat.,
ace.. Od. 8, 92 ; gen. plur.-, Od. 22, 309, dat. and, 11. 10, 152, 156 ; and we
have ace., Eur. Phoen. 1149,

H. F. 526:—but Soph, has
as nom. and ace. neut., Phil. 1001,

1457, O. T. 263. In Hom. also we
have a lengthd. gen. and dat., -,, pi. nom. [all,

---], but no nom. is found.
The head: also metaph., ahead, top,

peak, and , II. 20,

5, and , at the up-
per part of it, Od. 9, 140 ; 13, 102 :

plur. for sing., , under
his head, II. 10, 156. Poet.., Dor. for, contr. from, flesh, meat.

KPAT
?., ov, syncop. from-

/., q. V.,, ,{) mix-

ing of two things, so that they are

quite blended and form a compound,
as wine and water ; whereas is

a mere mixing so that they can be
separated again, as of tw-o sorts of

grain
;

(or, we might say, is

chemical, mechanical mixture) :

hence of mixed cup of wine, Aesch.
Fr. 49 ; the compounding of drugs, etc..

Id. Pr. 482 ; the temperature of the air,

climate, Lat. temperies, Eur. Phueth.

5, cf. Plat. Phaed. Ill : in genl.

close union, composition. Plat. Phaed.
59 A, Rep. 441 E, etc.—2. in Gramm.,
crasis, when the vowels of two sylla-

bles melt into one, e. g.,-
for i7Miov, , for., , , the last, hind-

most in a chorus, opp. to,
Plut. : [i] from~, ov, , the edge, border,

margiti, hem of a thing, esp. of cloth,, with
every stitch of sail set, Eur. Med.
524 : metaph. the edge of a country.

Soph. Fr. 536 ; the skirts of an army,
Eur. Supp. 661, etc. (Ace. to Pas-
sow, from, : but
Doderl., better, refers it to,~.) Hence), , to surround with a
border or hem, Eur. Ion 1423, in pass.^, ov, o, the Rom. Crassus,

Plut., ov, as if from,
Dor. for,., ov,, a rack, manger:
and, f.-,=) : from-, , ,—^,, q. v.,

grass, green fodder, esp. lor horses,

Ar. Fr. 632 : others vrite
properisp.iK, , and, , in

Hdt. 4, 45, for which Wess. reads
and, qq. v., , the head : v. sub.3, , (, ?.)}

striking the head, v. I. for-.̂ , , Crataeas, masc. pr. .,
Anst. Pol. 5,8, 11., ov, ace. to some poet,

for ; but rather (from, (3, cf,/.,-) hurled with
violence, Eur. Bacch. 1096., ov, or, ov, ,
a kind offlowering thorn, of which our
hawthorn is a species, Theophr.
-', ov,(,-
?.ov) having strong yva?.a, stroiigly

arched, in genl. strong, stout,,
11. 19, 361.,, ,=., , () only in Od.
11, 597, of the stone of Sisyphus,
when he had rolled it up the hill, ror*, then
did mighty weight or resistless force

turn it back again : a very doubtful

word ; for Aristarch. and others took
it as adv.= /cparaiiDf (making-

intrans.), it rolled violently

back ; others make il a pr. n., v. signf.

II ; and some write' 1 for-, but V. Lob. Paraiip. 198.—II., as pr. n. Cratae'is, the

mighty one, name of the mother of
the sea-monster Scylla, Od. 12, 124.',, gen. ,{,
?., 7) of hard stones, rocky,,
Aesch. Ag. 666,, Eur.'El. 534.^,, , Crataemgnes,

KPAT
a Chalcidian who founded Zancle,
Thuc. 6, 4.,,=, Plin., , , (/iparof) poet, for

the USU., miglity, strong,

Hom., in 11. usu. epith. of,
stern, resistless fate : sometimes also
in Pind., and Trag. Adv. •, Philo.
Hence,. ^,=/fparof, Philo., , later and worse form
for, . ., .{,)
u'ith solid, hard ground or soil,,
Od. 23, 46.^,, ., strong, coarse-haired, Aesch. Fr.

423., , , -, , gen.-,(,) stout-footed,, . Horn. 15,9; also-, Pind. . 13, 114., ,(,)
with stout shell or skin,^., Orac.
ap. Hdt. 1, 47.,, ,()
that which is firm or fast : firmness,
strength, LXX., £•, ^,=foreg., LXX., ov, , a kind of cup,
Polemo ap. Ath. 480 A.^, ov, 6, Crateas, a physi
cian, Anth.—2. -, b, a Macedo-
nian in Arr. Ind. 18, 6 ; v. I. in Plut.., ov, , (,) mighty with the spear, warlike,

also., Pind. I. 6, 55.,, , ,{-,) strong-necked, also .,
Hipp.^.,, Craierea, asmall
island near Smyrna, Thuc. 8, 101., , ,(,)
poet,, strong, stout, mighty,
valiant, in Horn. usu. ofbodily strength

;

but in 11. 21, 566, prob. with collat.

notion of hard-hearted, harsh, also
epith. of war, battle, and weapons

:

so, .. hard, solid ground,
Hom. Merc. 354 : also of divers pas-
sions, strong, vehement, mighty,.,,,, etc., Hom. ; and
very freq., ., hard, stem ne-
cessity, Hom. : ., violent deeds,
II. 1, 25; Kp., a harsh, rous.h

speech, lb. 326, etc. Cf.,,.—Adv. -, strong-

ly, esp., . and,
to speak out sternly, roughly, II. ; ., to stand /as? or firm, 11.;.3/., to dash violently to
the earth, Od., ov, and -, ov, , Cra-
terus. one of the generals of Alexan-
der the Great, Arr. An. 7, 12, 3., ov. gen., (-,) stout-hearted, dauntless,
in Hom. epith. of Hercules, the Dio-
scuri, etc.; of the lion, II. 10, 184:
sometimes with collat. notion of stub-

born, hard hearted.., , ,{-,) stoiU of hand, Anth.,,=^, dub.,, , .(-,) strong-toothed, dub.,, , mixture of
copper and tin, a kind of bronze, also.,, , ,(,) strong-hoofed, solid-hoofed,,, Hom. : strong-clawed, ?,,, Od. 10, 218., . dat. of Kpaf, . 10,
156. [«]. , , the forked stand
orframe on which a spit turns, II. 9, 214.
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, >, ru,= foreg., , f. -//, {) to be

strong, might)/, powerful : hence—I. lo

rule, hold sway, absol. OtI. 13, 275,

etc. ; , the rulers, Trag.

;

and so, , Eur. Andr. 133.

—2. in poets, C. dat., to rule among..,, Od. 11, 485,, Od. IG, 2C5 ; also -, to

rule in Phthia. Piiid. N. 4, 81 ;' iv, Eur. El. 4: cf..—3. c.

gen., to be lord of. ruler over,,, 11. 1, 79, 288, and
so freq. later, esp., ., .

?'/. Plat. etc. : hence to con-

quer, s^due, Acsch. Theb. 750, etc.

:

,
be above obedience.., Xen. Lac 4, 6

:

hence again—4. absol. to conquer, pre-

vail, get the upper hand, /uj•, Hdt. 5, 77, etc. : - ^,. 9, 42 : to be in the right, b/-, Plat. Phaedr. 272
;

to be the best, Crilias 1, 7: so of re-

ports, etc., to prevail, become current,

., Aesch. Supp. 293, Soph.

Aj. 978 ; ., Thuc. 6, 5.—11.

to become 7naster of, get 2>os.':e.-<sin7i of,, , Hdt. 1, 92 ;

4, 111 : hence to lay hold of, /. , . ; also ,
one bj- the hand, lb.— III. c. ace. pers.

toprevail a^ain.st, master, subdue. Aesch.
Supp. 761, Eur. Ale. 490, Ar. Nub.
1346 : so, .], Thuc. 6, 2 :

also to surpass, outdo, exceed, Pind. P.

4, 436, Xen. Heir. 1 1, 15.—IV. c. ace.

rei, to hold fast, seize, win and keep,

esp. by force,. Soph. O. C.

1381, cf. Valck. Phoen. 594: to hold

in the hand, hold,, Plut. :

but—2. c. ace. cognato, to win, gain,, Dem. 520, tin., though the

dat. modi is more freq., cf. supr. III.

—V. to order, command, Aesch. Ag.

10 : pass, to obey, tlv'i, Ar. Av. 755.—
VI. in EccL, the Christians were call-

ed oi, Wytt. Ep. Cr. p.

252 ; prob. froui 2 Thess. 2, ] 5, etc.

Hence,, , a support, stay,

Medic, []
, , . Ion. and Horn.{] a mixingnessel,

esp. large bowl, in xvhich (ace. to the

custom of the ancients) the wine for a

tneal ivas mixed with water, and from
which the cups were filletl, oft. in

Hoin. : hence ,
Od. 7, 179 ; 13, 50, etc. ; elsewh. -' or oh'ov or,, etc., (as

we say) to mix a bowl (of punch),

Horn. ; also, (as we
say) to drink a bottle of wine, II. 8, 232 :'/., give

a bowl of wme to be drunk in honour
of the deliverance, II. C, 528, cf Od.

2, 431 ; on the phrase --, v. sub-.
—The stood upon a tripod in

the great hall, on the left of the en-

trance, Od. 22, 341. etc. : usu. of sil-

ver, sometimes with a brim of gold,

Od. 4, 615 ; sometimes all gilt, II. 23,

219 :—V. plura in Diet. Antiqq,—II.

any cup-shaped hollow, a basin in a

rock. Soph, O, C. 1593 : esp, the mouth

of a volcano, crater, Arist, Mund.^., 6, Sinus Crater, a gulf

of Campania between prom. IVlise-

num and Minervae, Strab. p. 243., ac, //,= foreg,
^), .-,^/) to drink

out of the, i. e. to drink imrriod-

f.raiely, as we might say, to drink from
the bottle instead of the glass. Sophron.

ep, Ath. 504 B, Dem. 313, 16,
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KPAT, ov, , Joseph., and, , , Hipp., dim. from.\,, 6, Crates, an Athen-
ian, a poet of the old comedy, Mei-
neke 1, p. 58 ; 2, p. 233.-2. a The-
ban, a cynic, a pupil of Diogenes of

Sinope, Diog. L. 4, 85.—3. a gram-
marian of Mallos in Cilicia, Strab.

Others in Plut., etc.', , , Cratesiclla,

Spartan fem. pr. n., Plut. Cleom. 38.\,, , Cralesicles,

Spartan masc. pr. n., Thuc. 4, II., ov,{,?/)
victorious in the fight, Pind. P. 9, 149., , -, , gen.-,{,) victorious in the

foot-race, Pind. P. 10, 25. []\,, , Cralesippidas,

a Spartan naval commander, Xen.
Hell. 1, 1, 32., ov,{.)
victorious in the race,, Pind. .
9,8.., f/,() poxver,

dominion, Joseph.—II. possession, [a]^, ov, ofCrates (3), Strab., , ,() of,

fit for, inclined to holding or attaining,, Def Plat. 414 A., dat. sing, of, q. v., a, , Cratidas, masc. pr.

n., Theocr. 5,90.\(, , , Cratieus, father

of Anaxibia, Apollod.\, ov, , Cratinus, a poet
of the old comedy, Meineke 1, p. 34

;

2, p. 15 —2. , a poet of

the middle comedy. Id. 1, p. 411.—3.

an Athenian commander in Euboea,
Dem. 558, 6.—4. a statuary of Spar-
ta, Paus. 6, 9, 4.—Others in Pans.

;

Ath. ; etc.^-, ov, 6, Cratippus, a his-

torian, who continued the history of
Thucydides, Dion. H.—2. a peripa-

tetic philosopher of Mytilene. Ael.

V. H. 7, 21.—3. another of Tralles,

Strab. p. 649.], , , CratisthSnes,

masc. pr. ., Ath. 19 .Kp,{po)tobe might-

iest, best, most excellent, '.
Soph. Tr. 101 : to gain the upper hand,

surpass, TivL in a thing, Xen. Mem.
1, 4, 14 : c. gen. pers., Andoc.
25, 37, '/.) .. to be first

o^them, Isocr. 193 C; Tivor ,
Xen. Cyr. 1,5, 1., adv. by choosing the

best.^2, , , Cratistolus,

masc. pr. n.. Plat., , ov, Ep.. as al-

ways in Horn., an isolated superl.

from, () the strongest,

7nightiest, II. ; , the

fiercest tight, II. 6, 185.—2. in gonl.

best, most excellent, Pind., and Att. ; c.

inf., best at doing, Thuc. 2, 81, and
Plat. : so of things,)-, to flee were best. Od. 12, 120»

and so freq. in Att. '. -, in good earnest, seriously, Polyb.

The compar. in use is, q. v.,, , , (, -) , devourer of heads brains,

Lye,,,{,*) head-

born, epitn. of Minerva, late.', poet,, ,
(both in Hom.), strength, might, in

Horn. esp. of bodily strength, as opp.

to /, II. 7, 142 ; also of things,

as of iron, strength, Od. 9, 393 : hence
later, /. ?. , to

take it by open force, by storm, ThuC
8, 100, etc. ; so too , Xen.
An. 1, 8, 1, cf. C. IV: but also

simply, with all one's

might, with might and mam,,
Plat.,, Xen. etc. : in plur., like, deeds of violence.

Soph. Ant. 485.— II. in genl. might,
power, yup ' ,
Od. 1, 359 ; cf. II. 12, 214 : hence
post-Horn., nde, sway, authority, sove-

reignty, Hdt. 1, 129, etc. ; c. gen. pow-
er over, . , Id. 3,

69 ; so ., Thuc. 1, 143 —
III. mastery, victory, freq. in Horn., as
11. 6, 387, Od. 21, 280; .so, .-, Dem. 381, 12. (Prob.
akin to Germ, hart, our hard.) [a], gen. sing, from, q. v.,

Hom.^, ov, , Cratylus, a pupil
of Heraclitus, teacher of Plato, who
has named one of his dialogues after

him.,, ,{) one
who prevails. Hence', a, ov, strengthening,

making firin, Hipp.,, oj',:=foreg., Diosc:
from, Ep., ()
to strengthen, confirm, ., Hdt.
I, 98, 100, Thiic, etc. : Hom. has
only mid. in same signf.,

II. 11,215; 12,415; so too Thuc. 4,

52, 114 :—Pass, to become strong, be

confirmed and strengthened, Hdt. 1, 13,

and Hipp.^—2. to harden, opp. to-, Xen. Lac, 2, 3.

—

11.=:, to rule, govern, c. gen.,

Soph. O. T. 14, Eur. Bacch. 660 :

more rare c. ace, Aesch. Pers. 930,
Supp. 699 ; absol.. Id. Pr. 404.—2. to

become master, get possession of,,
Soph. Phil. 1161 : to conquer, lb. 1059., ,{) like,
strong, mighty, in Hom. always as
epilh. of Mercury, and only in nom.,
the mighty one, as 11. 16, 181, Od. 5,

49. [v],,,{) strength,

firmness, Hipp.^, uvoc, 6, Craton, masc. pr.

n., Plut.
^, fut. -, {)=, to cry, screech, Lob. Phrvn.

337., dep.,=foreg., v. sub., ov, , as if a pat-

rony m. Irom, croaker, name
of a frog in Batr. 246., , ,() a
crying, screaming, clamour, Diphil. ap.

A. B. 101., , b, a crier. Lob.
Phryn. 338, 436., ov, 6, a crier: hence, ,, crying, vocifer-

ous. Adv. -., , , fem. of-., , , (akin to)
crying, screaming, shouting, Lat. clam-

or, Eur. Or. 1529, and freq. in Att., ov, , ., a horse
that takes fright at a cry.^., b, Craugis, of Mega-
lopolis, father of Philopoemen, Paus.
8, 49., ov, a, or,,
, a woodpecker.^, b, Crauxidas, masc. pr,

11., Paus. 5, 8, 8.

Kpai'pa, ac, /}, a disease in cattle,

swine, etc. ; from. Hence>, , to be ill of the,
Arist. H. A.



KPEI, , or, hard, dry, brittle.

Plat. Tim. 60 C ; opp. to,
Aiist. Part. An. 2, 9, 13 ; but to -, Eubul. Amalth. 1.— II. ., as

sabst.,=Kpavpa, Arist. H. A. Hence,, , hardness, dry-

ness, briltleness, Theophr. : opp. to/.. .() to make hard,

dry, harsh, Philo.

*K/9a<j,=>pa(j,ioeai,onlyinGramm.,

as root of and, Heyne
II. T. 8, p. 117., . , {,)
flesh-hook, to take meat out of the
pot: in genl. a hook, to seize, drag
by, Lat. harpago, Ar. Eq. 772, Vesp.
1155., ov,{,)
tearing off the flesh. Lye.,, ,=, dim.
only in form, Anth., ov, . dim. from,
am.rsel, slice of flesh. At. Plut. 227,

Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 13. [a],, ,{,) col-

lat. form of., . f. -. to distribute

flesh, esp. to divide the flesh of a vic-

tim among the guests, Isae. 78, 17:

in genl. to divide, cut piece-meal, Diod.

Mid. to divide among themselves, The-
ocr. 26, 24, ubi al. divisim . ;

and, •, , a distribution of
the flesh of a victim among the g-uests,

Lat. visceratio, Luc. : from, ov,{,) dis-

tributing the flesh of victims : as subst.,

-, in genl. a carver, Eur. Cycl. 245.', ro, Att.. Dor.

(q. v.): in plur. oft. , out

in Horn, more freq. nom. and ace.

plur.. Att. gen. also in

Od. 15, 93, but more freq. in Hom.
; dat., 11.,,

Orac. ap. Hdt. 1, 47 : in sing. Horn,
has only ace. .—flesh, a piece of
meat, Od. 8, 477 : in plur. usu. dressed

meat, and in genl. 7neat, oft. in Hom.,
etc. ; , Hdt. 3, 23 ; .-. Ar. Nub. 339, etc.—2. a carcase,

hence body, person. Soph. Fr. 650
(from a satyric piece) : and so in ad-

dresses, like, etc., -. Ar. Eq. 421, cf 955.

Proverb., rov~ , as

we say, ' to save one's bacon ;' and
so prob. should be explained Ar. Ran
191, ,
but V. Schol. (Sanscr. kravya ; the

Lat. caro by transpos., as in cerno,.) [On, v. Elmsl. Ach.
1049.], ov, , {) a striking

so as to make a sound : esp.—2. the

sound of stringed instruments, Epich.

p. 62.,,=^.,-, -. Ion.

for., ov, {,)
containing flesh, Anth.', ,.=, Pind., \ ,{) meat-tray,

dresser, 11. 9, 206 ; not. as others take

it, a flesh-pot.—II. in Euphor. 133,=., , , =,
Callim. Lavacr. Pall. 41.\, ov, , .=-, II. 19, 240.^., ^,= sq., Anth.^,, , poet, for-
Ti'c, daughter of Creon, i. e. Megara,
Pind. I. 4, 108.

tKpetof, 01', , Crius, son of Uranus
and Gaea, Hcs. Th. 134, 375.

KPEM, ov, {,)
cariiivorous, Nic., ov, , dim. from,
a small piece of meat, Alex. Poner. 4., ov,{,-) dearer than children, very dub.
word in Aesch. Theb. 784.. ov, gen., as always
in Ep. and old Att. : later Att.-, ov : later Ion., ov

:

Dor.^, ov :
—stronger, mightier :

braver, better, esp, in battle, Hom.;
sometimes c. inf, II. 21, 486: oi, one's betters, Eur. Or.

710, cf Thuc. 1, 8 ; so, ra,
Eur. Ion 973, .. Plat. Soph. 216

;, to throw away our
advantages, Thuc. 4, 10 : .,
cf. :

—., c. part., as .' ,,
thou wert better not alive, than living

blind. Soph. O. T. 1368, cf. Lob. Aj.

622 (635).—II. too great for, surpass-

ing, beyond, .~,
Aesch. Ag. 1376 : of evil deeds,", too bad for hang-
ing, Soph. O. T. 1374; --, . 7., Eur. ; ., above being ruled by it,

Thuc. 3, 84, cf. 83.—III. having power
over, master of, esp. of desires and
passions, ., Xen. Cyr. 4,

2, 25 ; ., Thuc. 2, 60.

In genl. opp. to.—Adv.-, Att..—IV. in Att.

Prose freq. in moral signf, better,

more excellent, e. g. ,
Ar. Nub. 113,• etc.{ is usu.

called irreg. compar. of : but
from, must be reck-

oned as the root, as if the compar.
were, the superl.

being regul. : akin also to,.), as pass, of the vine,

to he diseased, have excrescences, The-
ophr. Hence
Kp,,,adiseaseofthe vine,

when excrescences grow on it, Theophr.,, , fern,, ,
a ruler, lord, master, Horn., usu. of

kings and chiefs ; but also of the

gods, as Jupiter and Neptune, cf '-. But in Od. 4. 22, Eteon-
eus, a servant of Menelaus is called, either as being chief of the

domestics, or in genl. signf of,
a noble, honourable man : the tern., in Hom. only once, II. 22,

48, , of a concu-
bine of Priam, where also it is a gen-

eral titleof honour. (The root prob. is., : of the same
signf as the pr. names,-, cf. No verb or

occurs.),,,=', II. 9, 84.', Ep. gen. plur. from
for, oft. in Horn., , ,,{) a kind
of tapestry, Ar. Vesp. 1215., rj, ov,{) struck so as

to sound, esp. of stringed instruments

;

in genl. played, sung, Aesch. Cho. 822.', to strike, beat, esp. strings

or threads :— 1. to strike, beat the web
with the, in genl. to weave,, Sapph. 32, /., Eur. El.

512.—2. to strike, touch a stringed in-

strument with the plectrum, Dion.

H. : in genl. toplay on any instrument,/, Ar. Av. 682 : hence, .,
lb. 772,, Telest. ap. Ath. 626
A : more rarelv c. dat. -
, Anyte Epigr. 8, cf. Tibull. 1, 1, 4.

(Hence,,.), , ,{)

net or basket to hang things up in

:

hence in Ar. Nub. 218, a basket in
which Socrates appears suspended,
in caricature of the Tragic machines
for exhibiting deities, etc., in the air :

also., shortd. pass.pres.of sq.,

q. v., rarely- .• fut.-
[], Att., , a, Ep.

lengthd., II. 7, 83 : aor. 1. Pass. pres. :

aor. : fut.•
:—to this must be joined the

shortd. pass, form, subi., opt. and-
: aor.> : fut.-. Cf. also,-. The radic form KPEMA'i2, is

not found in early Greek.—1. to hung,
hang vp, let hang down, or -, , 11. 8, 19 ;

—, Ar. Ran. 121 : . ,
to hang up as an offering on the tem-
ple-wall, II. 7, 83 : . , to

hang one up by a thing, Ar. Plut. 312:, i. e. to have
done with war, Ar. Ach. 58 : so in
mid., , to hang
up one's rudtler, i. e. give up the sea,

Hes. Op. 627.—II. metaph. to keep in

suspense, Lat. suspensurn tencre, cf. -
2.

—

. pass, to be hung up, sus-

pended, Xen. Eq. 10, 9 : so more usu.

in form, as. (2 sing,

aor.), thou hangedsl, hoveredst, II. 15,

18, 21 ; and so Hdt. 1, 34. 66, etc.—
2. to be hung, of persons, Aristophon
Pythag. 3, 10.— 3. metaph. to be in

suspense, Arist. Rhet. 3, 14. 6, cf Ar.
Nub. 229. Hence,, , a hanging, hang-
ing up.,, ro,= sq., ov, , a hanging, sus-

pension, Hipp.^, -, ,{) Cre-
maste, an appell. of Larissa in Phthi-
otis from its steepness.—2. a place
near Abydos on the coast of Asia
-Minor, Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 37.., ,[)
a suspender : , the 7nus-

cles by which the testicles are suspended,

Celsus. Hence, ov,=., ov, 0,=., , . ( )

hung up. hung, hanging. Soph. . ,
1263, and Eur: also .,
hung by the neck. Id. Ant. 1221 : c.

gen., hung from or on a thing,-, Eur. Andr. 1122., , , =,
Arist. Rhet. 3, 11, 5.—II. the stalk

by which a flower hangs, Theophr., v. sub.,, f.-.{,3?.)
to rattle, beat time ivith castanets, shells

or the like, Hermipp. The. 5, cf. Ar.
Ran. 1305 : hence3, , , a rattling

as with castanets, to give the time in

dancing, H. Hom. Ap. 162, ubi olim-, ov, ., f. -, v. 1. for-, Hermipp. The. 5., , , rattling instru

ments to beat time with in dancing, like

our castanets, Ath. 036 C, cf.-
'. (The root prob. occurs in Lat.

crep-are.), , collat. form of-, very dub., Ep. for,,
fut. of, 1\. 7, 83., voc, , for, a flsh,

Arist. an. Ath. 305 D.
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, Att. fut. of.^,,/, and,,
CremSna, a city of Uallia Cisalpina,

Strab. p. 216, 247., , gen , Lat. crex,

{<>)) a bird with a sharp votched bill

(Ar. Av. 113S), and long legs (Arist.

Part. An. 4, 12, .34); to which, in

size, Hdt. compares the ibis., 2, 70 :

which description does not quite suit

the crex ralltis, Linn., our rait, thougli

its cry is well expressed by the name
(which like is onornatop.) It

was thought ' a word of fear' to the

newly married, Euphor. 4.

iKpo. ov, (5, Crexiis, a poet, Plut., ov,{,) fed
on flesh, prob. 1., Aesch. Supp. 287,

for.,, ,(,,-) flrtyiiig-kiiife.

KpfO(5o\;o£-,ov,=/cpfto(5oKOf,Heyne

11. 9, 206.', , .(,-
II.) mess of hashed meat, etc.,

Ath. 384 P.

Kpf/', , Att. for,
Pors. Hec. praef. p. viii., Blomf. Aesch.

Pers. 409.,,,=.
iKpovhj, ov. , son of Creon,

i.e. Lycomedes, in Kp. form-,
11. 19,240.—2. descendant of Creon, son

of Hercules and Megara daughter of

Creon, Apollod. 2, 4, 11.

t, a, , Dor.= foreg. ,Pind

.

N. 6, 09.?, , , a seller offlesh,
butcher, Macho ap. Ath. 580 C, of.

A. P. 11,212.

iKpe6~(o/MV, ov, TO, Ml. Creopolns,

in Argous near Argos. Strab. p. 389,

called in Callim.. q. v., f. 1. Plut. 2. 995 C,
where. is conjectured., , ?/. a dressing of
meat, dub. in Ath. 550 D.!/,, ,(,)

butcher^s scales or stilyard, Ar. Fr.

633., , fut. -, to cut up
meat like a butcher (), to

butcher, liUC. — II. intrans. to be a

butcher. Hence, adv., like a butcher

:

., to tear all in pieces, Hdt.

3, 13., , . a cutting vp like

a butcher(), butchering, .', Luc., , , of. belonging to

a butcher or his trade : from
Kpsoiipyof, ov, (, * )

working, i. e. cutting up meat : 6 -,
as subst., a butcher or carver :-

i/, a day of .slaughter andfeast-
ing, .Aesch. Ag. 1502.^, , , Creusa, daughter
of Erechtheus, wife of Xuthus, Eur.
ion 11. —2. daughter of Priam and
Hecuba, wife of Aeneas, Apollod. 3,

12, 3.—3. daughter of Creon king of

Corinth, married to Jason, Schol.

Eur. Med. 19: called also,
q. V. 3.—4. a nymph, mother of Hy-
pseus, Pind. P. 9, 30.—5. in Strab.=
Kpfi'ffif.), , to eat flesh, Diod., in

mid. ; and, , , an eating offlesh,
Hi[ip. : from^, ov, (,)
eating flesh, carnivorous, Hdt. 4, 186., ov, gen., later Ion.

for, also usu. form in

Pind.^, ov, 6. Cresphontes, son
of Aristomachus, the Heraclid, who

79

obtained the sway of Messenia, Plat.

Legg. 083 B.^, a, , Creugas, masc. pr.

n., Paus. 8, 40, 3.?., ov, TO, dim. from,
a small piece of meat.\, and, , Creusis, a
city on the eastern coast of Boeotia,

harbour of Tliespiae, now prob. Lira-

dostro, Xcn. Hell. 5,4, 10: also wr.

and, Strab., , {. -, to eatflesh :

and,, , the eating offlesh

:

from, ov,(,)
eating flesh, animal food., , , a distribution of
flesh, Plut.: from, ov, 6,(, .)
a distributer of flesh, esp. a carver at a
public meal, Plut.,, , fern, of foreg.,

cf. Poll. 6, 34., , {,) of or
like flesh, fleshi/, Arist. H. A., , , a distribution of
meat, e.sp. at a sacrifice, Lat viscera-

tio, Plut. : and, , f. -, to give meat,

Eccl. : from, ov, 6,(,)
a giver, distributer of meat., ov,{,)^:., , , placefor keeping

meat, a larder., ov,,^-. ., , . -, to cut up
flesh : from, ov,(,) cut-

ting up flesh.,,=1] Homeric-
(q. v.), Pind. P. 8, 143, N. 3, 17;

7, 66, Aesch. Supp. 574., gen. plur. from, Od.
15, 98.

tKoewr,, , Creon, a king of
Corinth, father-in-law of Jason, Eur.
Med. 19.—2. son of Menoeceus, bro-

ther of Jocasta, king of Thebes, Od.
11,269; Trag.— 3. father of Lyco-
medes, II. 9, 84.— 4. son of Hercules
and a daughterof Thespius, Apollod.
—5. father of Scopas, ruler of Thes-
salian Cranon, Plat. Protag. 339 B.^, , oi, Boeot. for-, descendants of Creon who
ruled in Thessaly, Theocr. 10, 39.^,, TO, Creonium, a place

m Dassaretis, Polyb. 5, 1(I8, 8., , f. -, {,-) to distribute flesh. Hence, , , a distribution of
flesh, V. citata sub., ov, , =-

: from'/., , f. -, to sell, deal

in butcher-meat : Irom, ov, ,^^., q. v.

hence~(.. , of belonging

to a butcher,, Plut., ov, , the flesh-mar-

ket, shambles, Diod., . , v.., ,-, Plut., --
yor, Arist. Part. .,=.', ov, , Creophylus, an
old poet of Chics, ace. to Plat. Rep.
COO C, a friend of Homer; cf Plut.

Lye. 4. Ace. to Strab. p. 638, of Sa-
mos, teacher of Homer.. ov, good, useful or agreea-

ble, ov /,
II. 1, 100.— II. true, real, Theocr. 20
19. (An old and poet, word, used

KPHM
now and tlien in proso. as Hipp. 121
G, Plat. Ale. 1, HI E: soniclinics
wrongly written. Cf Buttm.
Lexil. in v. Origin uncertain.)., ov, , (,) a sort of head-dress, in Horn.
esp. ol women of rank, and usu. mar-
ried: it hung down on both .sides, so
that at pleasure it might be drawn
quite over the face (somewhat like a
mantilla ?),, Od. 1, 334, cf. II.

14, 184: in Od. 6, 100. however, the
waiting-women of Nausicaa wore the

: in Od. 5, 346, the sea-
goddess Ino gives her // to
Ulysses to swim with. In P.nr. also
worn by young maidens.—II. metnph.
usu. in plur., the battlements which
top and crmvn a city's walls,, II. 16, 100, Od. 13,

388, cf . Hom. Cer. 151 ; also in
sing., , Hes. Sc. 105.— III. the lid of a vessel, as a wine-jar,

Od. 3, 392., inf aor. 1 act. from-, II. 9, 101.. imperat. aor. 1 act. from
II. 1, 41.^, a. Dor. for-, ,

, son nf Cretheus, i. e. Neleus, Pind.
P. 4, 272: Aeson, Ap. Rh. 3, 357.^, ', , daughter of Cre-
theus, i. e. Hippolyte, Pind. N. 5, 49., adv., {) from the head
dowmvards, from above, iltto,
lies. Sc. 7, cf.\,, 6, Cretheus, son of
Aeolus, founder of lolcos, father of
Aeson and Pheres, Od. 11, 237,
Apollod.,, , also, sam•
pire. a herb, Hipp., etc.,, , Crethis, fern. pr. n.,

Anth.^,, , Crethon, son of
Diodes in Pherae, II. 5, 542.^, , , Cremna, a mountain
fortress of Pisidia, Strab., . Ion. -, f. -, also7}•,=^, to let down
from a height, cast down, ()•
vpar, Pind. P. 4, 43. Pass.,-, to hang, be suspended, Eur. El.

1217 : to float in air, •?., Aesch.
Theb. 229., , . -,(,) speak rugged words : cf.,-, ..(), f -,()^-.— II. usu. to hurl down headlong,

Plut. Hence
()7/', , , a hurling down

headlong., , f. -, to haunt,

frequent precipices, Strab.: from, ov, o,(,-) one wlio climbs steep places : hence
—2. a mountebank, rope-dancer. [«], adv., () doum.

from a height, Orph.^, , ol,() the pre-

cipices, Crcmni, a city of the Scythi-

ans at the entrance of the Tanais into

the Maeotis, Hdt. 4, 20., , f -,=.,.(,)
speaking precipices, i. e. using big, rug-

ged ifords, of Aeschylus, Ar. Nub.
1367., ov, ,() an
overhansing steep, crag, cliff, precipice

(cf. Virgil's scopuHs pendentibus), Hdt.

4, 103, and Att. : in Hom. (only II.)

freq. of the steep bank oi a river, edge

of a trench, etc., 12, 54 ; 21, 175, 234,



etc. : hence—2. in plur., the edges of

wound, Hipp. 418, 44., , (,)
precipitous, sleep, Thuc. 7, 84., , ,(,)

steep mountain ridge: iormed like.
Kpi/vai, inf. aor. 1 act. from-

vu. Hoin.

iKpf/vai, , ai,() the Foun-
tains, a place near Argos in Acarna-
nia, Thuc. 3, 150.

iKprjvalai 7?., , the Crenean
gale, the gate of the fountain, in Thebes,
so called from the fountain Dirce,

Eur. Phoen. 1 1 23 : also ai

/., Apollod. 3, 6, 6., , alov, () of,

from a spring or fountain, .,
spring water, Hdt. 4, 181, andTrag.

:

, Od. 17, 240, Aesch.
Fr. 159.—II. as subst., , Ep.
for sq., dub. in Ap. Rh. : from, , , Dor. ,=-

(q. v.), a well, spring, Lat. fans,
Horn., Hdt. 4, 120. and Att. : also in

plur., like, for uattr. Soph. O.
C, 68G, Ant. 844.—II. in genl. a source,

fountain-head. (From same root as

; perh.,, Lat. ca-

put aquae, oxpexh. ().) Hence, adv., from a well or
spring, Anth., adv., to a well or spring,

Od. 20, 154.,, , pecul. fern, of, of, belonging to a well or
spring :, ( Dor. ) spring-

Nymphs, Theocr. 1, 22; so too-, Mosch. 3, 29.\•,, , Crenides, a city of
Thrace, the later Philippi, Strab. p.

331.—2. a city of Bithjnia, Arr.—II.

V. sub .., . dim. from,
Pind. Fr. 136, Eur. Hipp. 208. [i,

Draco p. 23, 14.],,,=. [], , , fern. -. ,
belonging to, esp. growing near a spring,, Hipp., imperat. aor. 1 act. from, Od. 20, 115., ov.(, )) ruling

over springs, epith. of jNeptuoe.,, and^,(,/. ) a guardian of ti-ells or

springs, at Athens a public oflice. [y], ,(,)
making boots.7:7?, ov, 6,(,-) seller of boots.^, , f. -, () to

furnish uith boots. Pass, to be hooted,

Plut.—II. metaph. to furnish with a

foundaJion, found. Dio C. Heiice.. , afoundation,

groiind-irork. Diod. [i].. , a kind of /Man's

boot {reaching high up, ace. to Lex.
Rhet. p. 273, 18), Xen. Eq. 12, 10

;

distinguished from mere-,
or shoes. Alh. 539 C, 621 : in The-
ocr. 15, 6,~, soldiers' boots, i. e.

soldiers themselves.— II. in genl. a

groundwork, foundation, basement of a

building, esp. of a temple or altar,

Hdt. 1, 93, Soph. Tr. 993, Eur. Ion
38 : hence metaph., /./. -—fcjr.Pind. P. 4, 245, cf.

7,3 ; 7/ , Xen.
Mem. 1, 5, 4; also,', we have not yet got

to the base or bottom of misery, Aesch.
Pers. S15.—2. also the walled edge of

a river, a quay Cvvhich resembles the

basement of an altar, etc.). Lat. cre-

pido, Hdt. 1, 185 ; 2, 170 ; in genl. an

KPIB
edge. [I in gen.,, etc., as in

Lat. crepido : yet we have

[] in Pind. Fr. 196, as in Lat. crepida :

cf..^, , gen.. usu. in plur., gen., a Cretan, Horn.

;

fern.: adj.. , lov.

Soph., and Eur. ; or more usu.-, , , Cretan., Dor. for, Ar. Ach. 795,

and TheOcr., inf. aor. 1 act. of-
, for, Hom., , , aflour-sieve, bolting-

sieve, Ar. Eccl. 991, cf. Galen. Lex.
Hippocr., ov,, dim. from foreg., ov, , ., bread
made of sifted flour, Dlphil. ap. Ath.
Ill E.^,, , the Lat. Cres-

cens, masc. pr. n., N. T.', v. sub.^,, , Creston, an old

Pelasgian city of Thrace, Hdt. 1, 57

;

cf. Thuc. 4, 109: oi-, the Crestonians, Hdt. 1, 57, oi, 7, 124: also as adj., , ov, Crestonian ;

., sc. -, the territory of C, Id. 7,

127 ; also called. and ly-

ing between the Strymon and Axius,
Thuc. 2, 99., ,,=-, V. sub foreg., Hdt. 8, 116., ov, , () a
place of refuge, retreat, resort. Hdt. 5,

124 ; 9, 15, 96 ace. to old Gramm.,
orig. a refuge from the Cretan()
Minos, [v], , (, *)
born in Crete, epith. of Jupiter., 6, .=, Cal-

lim. Dian.265. Adj. Cretan. Ap. Rh.

iKpj/, a, ov, Cretan, Callim., , . the island Creta, Crete,

now Candia, Horn., who in Od. 14,

199 ; 16, 62, uses also the plur.-.—II. daughter of Asterion, wife

of the elder Minos, Apollod. 3, 1, 2.

—

2. daughter of Deucalion, Id. 3, 3, 1., adv. from Crete, Hom., adv. to Crete, Hom.7, , , Cretenia, a place

in Rhodes, named after the Cretan

Althamenes, Apollod. 3, 2, 4.,, . Ion., and Ep. for, the only form in Horn., { -,() to act, be-

have like a Cretan, i. e. to lie, Plut., cf.

Call. Jov. 8, N. T. Ep. Tit. 1, 12., ,, Cretan, ofthe island

of Crete, Ar., etc. : . /.^,
the Cretan sea, a part of the Aegean
north of Crete. Thuc. 4, 53. Adv.

-. in Cretanfashion, Ar. Eccl. 1165.

—II. TO ., sub., a garment

of Cretan fashion, Ar. Thesin. 730:

., sub., a name of the plant

dittany, Diosc.—III. , a

metrical foot, e. g., called

also (from its quantity))., , , Crelines, father of
Anaxilaus tyrant of Rhegium in Italy,

Hdt. 7, 165., ..() Cretan

behaviour, i. e. lying, Plut., contr. for.,, Ep. shorter form lor,
barley, oft. in Hom., but only as nom.
and ace., , , () born under

the sign of the ram ; like,, etc.', ov, . Criasvs, son of Ar-
gus, king of Argos, Apollod. 2, 1, 2, , ,() a kind

of cake, Alcm. ap. Ath. 646 A.

, ov, , baked under a
pot(), Epich. p. 37, Ar. Ach.
87 : esp. sub., a loaf so baked,
lb. 1123., , Att. for /..,
shaped like a, Diosc., ov, ro,= sq., Pherecr.
Incert. 80. [i]', ov, , Att. for-, hob. Phryn. 119. a covered earthen

vessel, a pot or pan, wider at top than
at bottom, wherein bread was baked
by putting hot embers round it, which
produced a more equable heat than in

the regular oven (-), Hdt. 2, 92
(in form '.), Ar. Vesp. 1 1 53 : hence
— II. (I hollow, cavern in a rock, Ael. [i]

Hence, , , baked in a-
: hence, ', sub.-, Alcin. Fr. 18, Ar. Plut. 705, ubi

al..
}7;, , , () creaking;

and 50=/, shrieking,,
Hippon. Fr. 39., , o.=foreg., Boeot. for,^/.,
Strattis Phoen. 3, 7., adv.,() with choice or
judgment, perh. only {. 1. for

in Tryph. 224., perf.: aor.-, to creak, Lat. stridere, (or), II. 16, 470 (which how-
ever Lob. Paralip. 408, connects with) : to screech, squeak, etc., like, cf.,. (Onomatop.
like : akin to and, adv.() like a ram, Ar.
Lys. 309., , , () prepara-

tion of barley, pottage : Ep. Hom. 15, 7./., , , barley-meal,

Synes., ,,^=, form
ed like. [], , , like barley : ., a kind of wheat like barley,

Theophr.,, TO, dim. from
a small barley-corn., . f. -, to be nrer-fed

with barley, to wax wanton, •, Aesch. Ag. 1641, cf.,
and V. Lob. Phryn. 80.,, , part. aor. 1 pasa
from., Aeol. for, 3 plur
aor. 1 pass, from, [t]^,, , Critheus, masc. pr
n., Plut., , , usu. in plur. a'l ,, barley. Hom., Only in plur. : oZ. a kind of beer, Hdt
2.77. Kpifiai7'=
Thuc. 6, 22, cf Moeris p. 213.—II. c
small sore, pnstvle. on the eyelid, a stye

Hipp.—III. a barley-corn, the smallesi

ueifiht, a grain, Theophr.—IV. z=-. Ar. Pac. 965, cf. (Ace.
to Buttm. akin to,,
like hordeum to horreo, horridus, from
the beard in barley.),, , a disease ofhorses,
indigestion, caused by feeding them
with barley (as always among the an-
cients) when too hot, etc., Lat. hor-

deafio, Xen. Eq. 4, 2 : from, , . -, () of a
horse, to eat his barley too greedily, esp.

when heated, and so to suffer frmn-.—II. metaph. to grow wanton,

Cleanth. ap. Stob. : cf. Buttm. Lexil.

V.., ov, . dim. from,
a lilt'e tarlcy-cnrn, Hipp., f. -, to feed with barley,

Babrius 76, 2.
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KPIM, , or, made of, from bar-

let/,). Fr. '^0 : prepared from bar-

/try, tip. ', beer, Ath. 417 A. [pt], ov. 7(5, dim. from., , ,=/, l)iosc.^, ov,(&,')-
erin•; barley : hence among the Opun-
tii, a magistrate who kept the barley for
sacrifices, Plut., , ij, divination by
barley : iVom,, , ,{ ,-) diviner by barley, Clem. .7.7, , ,{,)

dealer in barley., ov, {/,,
.')1) eating barley, Ar. . 231., , ?/, the eating of bar-

ley, barley-diet, a punishment in the

Roman army, Polyb. C, 38, 4: from, ov, {,)
living on barley., ov, {/,) bear-

ing, fertile in barley, Tlieojihr., (, , the office of'/., inspection of barley.,, 6, {, -) at Athens a superintendent of
the exportation of barley, hke-. Wolf Lept. p. 25i. [], , {,) like

barley : made of it, Nonn.^, , ?/, Crithote, a city of

the Thracian Chersonesiis. the later/', Dem. 072,20; etc.—2.
a promontory of Acarnania near Aly-

zia, Strab., for, 3 sing. aor. 2

of, II. 16, 470 : where others.'/,, . ,{,-) the trundling of hoops, a child's

game, Winckelm. Monum. Ined. 4, p.

257.. ov, TO, dim. from,
also,? and-., .{,) ring-

shaped, annular, Plut., , .=, ring,

circle; in II. 2t, 272, on a horse's

breast-band, to fasten it to the peg at

the fore-end of the carnage-pole() : also at the corner of sails,

lldt. 2, 36. Hence, , to make into a ring.—II.

to inclose, secure U'ith or in a ring : -, they have

a ring passed through the lip, Strabo,

but dub., said to he=, Heyne
II. 1 G, 470., , , (,) ringed,

made of rings, Caryst. ap. Ath. 548 F :., an armillary sphere, Math.
Vett.,, ,{) a decision,

decree,judgment, Polyb. : condemnation,

sentence, N. T.—2. a matter for judg-
ment, question,for consideration, Aesch.
Supp. 397 ;hence an acc\isation,charge,

Lat. crimen, [ by analogy, yet in

Aesch. 1. c. we have, and so,

ace. to Herm., in Pind. P. 4, 451.]^ (also wr.), ,
Crimisa, a promontory of Bruttium
with a fortress erected by Philoctetcs,

Strab.\, ov,b, the Crimisus, ariver
of Sicily, Ael. V. H. 2, 33., ov, d, dub. in Archestr.
ap. Ath. 112 B: and, ov, , ., bread
made of, coarse bread, Ath., ov, TO, ace. to Damm, bnrley, sprit, and wheat coarsely

ground, Hipp.—II. ,
b-sad-cruniL•, etc.. for cleaning the

soo

KPIN
hands at meals, like,
Lye. (Perh. akin to,.), ,{,) like

coarse meal, , it

snows thick as meal, Ar. Nub. 965.^, ov, , Crinagoras, an
epigranimaticpoetof My tilene, Strab.

P-
61"•

^, , , {, -) a synonym, for the hemerocallis,

Diosc., 7], ov, {) made of
lilies. Polyb. []^, , 6, Crinippus, father

of Terillus tyrant in Himera, Hdt. 7,

165.—2. a Syracusan commander,
Xen. Hell. 6, 2, 30.

Kpil'OV, ov, TO, a lily of any kind,

whereas is the white lily, cf
Theophr. H. P. 6, 6. 3 : in plu'r. we
have the heterocl. form, Hdt.

2, 92, dat., Cratm. Malth. 1,

.^r. Nub. 911, etc. : but no nom. sing.,

TO occurs, [t]2, [] fut.: aor.-
: perf., perf. pass,-
: aor. mid., aor. pass.

[t], and in Hom. (only poet.)

part,, 11. 13, 129, Od. 8, 48.

(Hence metath. Lat. cerno.) To sep-

arate part, put asunder, II. 2, 302 ; 5,

501, etc. : hence also to order, arrange,

II. 2, 446.—2. to inquire, search into, in-

vestigate. Soph. Aj. 5SG, etc.— II. to

distinguish between good and bad, i. e.

to pick out, oft. in Horn. ; also in mid.,

to pick out for one^s self, choose,-, II. 9, 521, etc. :—in

Hom. and are al-

ways chosen, picked out ; except in II.

14, 19, , a decided or

strong breeze, cf. infr. : hence—2. in

genl. to choose, prefer, ,
Aesch. Ag. 471, cf. Ar. Eccl. 1155.—
3. to decide a contest, e. g. for a prize.

Soph. Aj. 443, Ar. Ran. 873 ; also, .
Tar, to decide their contest, i. e.

juilge them, Eur. I. A. 72: esp.—4. to

decide disputes, -, Od. 12,

440 ; ., Od. 18, 264 :

c. ace. cognato, .,
to judge croi)ked judgments, i. e. to

judge unjustly, 11. 16, 387. Pass, and
mid., to be at variance, con-

tend, fight, in Horn, usu., mid.,-, II. 2, 385, etc. : so,/
", when the struggle comes to

be fought out, Od. 16, 269, cf. Hes.
Th. 882 ; , to dis-

pute with one for a thing, Eur. Med.
609 ; in genl. to dispute, quarrel, Hdt.
3, 120, Ar. Nub. 60.-5. to judge of,

estimate. Soph. O. T. 34, Eur., Thuc,
etc. ; so in pass.. ' -, Hdt. 7, 16, 1 : hence to ex-

pound, interpret in a particular way,
TavTri , Hdt. 1,

120, cf. Aesch. Pr. 485, etc. : and so

in mid.,', II. 5, 150.

—0. C. inf to judge, pro7iounce that a

thing is, Hdt. 1, 30, 214.—III. to bring

to trial, accuse, like, Ly-
curg. 147, 43, cf. Dem. 230, 7. Pass.
to be brought to trial, be accused, tried,

Kf). , Dem. 535, 10

;

also (sub.),, Thuc. 3,

57 ;c. gen. criminis, Lycurg. 164, 6;
Tivor, Isocr., and Dem. ; -, Lat. reus, Aeschin. 49, 30

:

hence—IV. to pass sentence upon, to

conde?nn, like, Erf. Soph.
Tr. 727. Pass, to be judged, condemn-
ed, N. T. (Sanscr. kri, to separate,
Lat. cerno, crimen.)^, , , Crino, wife of Da-
naus, ApoUod.—2. daughter of Ante-
nor, P-i'.is. 10, 27, 4

,, o,= sq., , , a bed of lilies, cf.

and1), Theophr,, ov, , Dor. for,., ov,{,) ram-
slaying,. /., a sacrifice in hon-
our of Atys, Anth., cf.., 7], //,=^sq., 7/f, , {,)
the frame 'fa battering ram., , {,) like a
ram., ov, {,)
ram-headed., , f. -,{,-) to baiter with a battering ram, Polyb., , fut. -, {,) to fight like a ram.—II. to fight
with a battering ram. Hence, , , a battle of rams,
dub., ov,{,)) ram-
formed., ov, {,) tike a
drivelling ram, sheepish, Cercidas ap.
Galen., ov, (,•) with theface orfore-part of a ram,
Luc., ov, {, )=.
foreg., ov, , a ram, Od. 9, 401, Hdt.
etc. : proverbial of an ungrateful son,
Eupol. Dem. 10.—2. a battering ram.
Lat. aries, because it butted like a
ram, Xen. Cyr. 7, 4, 1.— 11. a h\ige
sea-7nonsicr, Ael., and Plin.—III. a
kind of muscle.—IV. a kind of sweet
vetch, Diosc.—V. the volute on the
Ionic capital, like ram's horn. (Prob.
from,, horned)
tKpiof, ,,=, Apollod.—2.

an Aeginetan. son of Polycntus, Hdt.
0, 50; 8, 92.—3. a r\iler in Euboea,
Pans. 10, 0, 6.—Others in Pans., etc.,, ,{,)
the standfor a battering rain.^, , {Ram's head)
Criu-metopon, a promontory on the
south-west coast of Crete, Strab.—2.

a promontory of the Tauric Cherso-
nesus, now Ajadag, Id., ov, {,) de-

vouring rains., ov, {,) carry-

ing battering rams, Diod.,. , Crisa, a city in Phocis,
not far from Delphi, later harbour of
Delphi, now Cri.tso, II. 2, 520. and H.
Ap. : others, not so well,.
Hence, ov. of Crisa, Crisaean,

Hdt. 8, 32: ., the gulf of
Crisa, a part of the gulf of Corinth,
now gulf of, Strab. p. 336

;

also in wider signf. the whole Corin-
thian gulf called -. Id., , . Crista, daughter ot

Oceanus and Tethys, Hes. Th. 359., ov,{) deciding, de-

cisive, esp. . 7/, the crisis of a
ilisease, Hipp. : to -, critical point,

Id.: in genl.= /cp<r/«of. .-. [I],, ,{) a separa-

ting, putting asunder : hence a choosing.—2. a deciding, determining, judging,
judgment, Aesch. Ag. 1288 : a judg-
ment, sentence, Hdt. 8, 69, Pind. O. 3,

37, Plat., etc. : ., judgment on
or rejecting a thing. Plat. Rep. 620

; , Isocr.

48 D : Kara, with juilgment,

advisedly, Polyb.— II. judgment, a trial,

Thuc. 1, 34, 131 : also an accusation,

dub.—2. a dispute, quarrel. Hdt. 5, 5 ;

7, 26.

—

III. the event, issui of a thing,



, to be decided, of a war,
Thuc. 1, 23.—2. of a disease, the crisis,

turning point, Hipp. : also a fresh ac-

cess, of fever, etc., v. Foes. Oecon.

[]
tKptffof, ov, 0, Crisus, son of Pho-

cus, Paus. 2, 29, 4.

tKpta~ivof, ov, 0, Crispiniis, Rom.
niasc. pr. n., Antli., ov, , Crispus, Rom. masc.
pr. n., Anth., N. T., ov, , Att. for-, , Att. for^.'^,, , Crison, ol Himera,
an Olympic victor, Plat. Prot. 335 E., , , or?,, , Cntalla or Critalli, a city of
Cappadocia on the river Halys, Hdt.
7,26.^, ov, 6, Critasirus, a
chief of the Boii, Strab., verb. adj. of, one
miLst decide judge, Hipp., and Plat.

Gorg. 523 D./'/, ov,,() a means
for judging or trying, a criterion, test,

of the organs of sense, Pint. : esp. a

fcLculty of judging, Plat. Theaet. 178
B.

—

2. a court of judgment, tribunal.

Plat. Legg. 767 B., ov, 6, ()) a decider,

judge, umpire, Hdt. 3, IGO, and Att.

:

on the distinction between and, v. sub : at Athens
esp. of the judges in the poetic con-
tests, Ar. Nub. 1115, etc.—2. . kvv-, an interpreter ofdreams, Aesch.
Pers. 226, cf. II. 5.^, , , Criiias, son of Dro-
pides, a contemporary of Solon. Plat.

Tim. 25 A.—2. son of Callaeschrus,
grand-uncle of Plato, one of the thirty

tyrants, Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 19 ; Plat.

Cnti.—Others in Paus. ; Ael. ; etc., , ,() of, belong-

ing to, fitfor trying, examining, judging,
critical, -, sc. ; so, 7/. •, Luc.—2. as subst., a critic, esp.

in language, Lat. criticus. Plat. Ax.
366 E, and freq. in Granim. Adv.
-., , fem. of, a fe-
male judge, late word.
tKptro;ioii/lof, ov, b, CritobUlus, son

of Crito, a pupil of Socrates, Plat.

Phaed.—2. a Toronean, Hdt. 8, 127,

another. 2, 181.—Others in Arr. ; etc.^, , , Critodemus, a
physician of Cos, Arr. An. 6, II, 1.—2.

an Athenian, of Alopece, Lys. 151,
23.—Others in Paus. ; etc.1:?, a, , Critolaidas, a
Spartan, Plut. Sol. 10 : prop, patron.

from^, ov, , Critolaus, a peri-

patetic philosopher of Phaselis in
Lydia, Ael. V. H. 3, 17.—2. a leader
of the Achaians, Paus. 2, 1, 2.—Oth-
ers in Paus. ; etc., , , verb. adj. of,
separated, esp. picked out, chosen, II. 7,

434, Od. 8, 258 : hence chosen, choice,

i. e. excellent, Pind. P. 4, 89, etc.^/,, , , Critylla, Athen.
fem. pr. n., Ar. Lys. 323.

\}\.,, b, Crito, an Athe-
nian, the friend of Socrates, Plat.
Crit. ; Xen. Mem., freq.—Others in
Aeschin. ; etc.

tKpiWfiif,, b, an inhab. of Crida,
a deme of the tribe Antiochis, Dem.
1042, 6., poet.=z, esp. of a
horse, to stamp, strike with the hoof,, II. 6, 507.

'\:3, , , the Crobuzi, a
Thracian tribe, Hdt. 4, 49, ace. to
Strab. in lower Moesia, p. 318.
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KPOK^, ov, , Croesmus, a Tro-
jan, 11. 15, 523.^, , , Croesus, son of Al-
yattes, king of Lydia, Hdt. 1, 86, etc., metaplast. ace. sing, of-, q. V.}, , ,= II. : hence
in plur. the sea-shore, beach, Eur. I. A.
211, Euphor. Ep. 1. []
iKpoKa/, 7/f, , Crocale, fem. pr.

n., Luc.7, , , pebbly, gravelly,

dub., V. Jac. A. P. p. 288., ov,() saffron-colour-

ed, Pind. P. 4, 412: ace. to others,

(from) woven., , metaplast. nom. plur.

o[, q. V., , , with a heterog. ace.

(Hes. Op. 536), nom. pi.

(Anth.), as if from a nom.*(-) :
—the loose thread of the woof,

which is passed by the shuttle (),
hence the woof or weft. Lat. subtcmen,

Hdt. 2, 35 ; opp. to, the icarp,

Hes. 1. c, Plat. Polit. 283 A, Crat.

388 : in genl. a thread. Hipp. : in

plur. wool, Soph. O. C. 474 :, cloth with curly knap, (like our
duffel ?), Ar. Vesp. 1144.

—

\\.a rounded
or rolled stone, pebble on the sea-shore,

Arist. Mechan. : hence in plur. the sea-

shore. Lye.', ,, poet, for,
saffron-coloured,, . Horn. Cer.
178., ov, , () .,
saffron-coloured stone, Plut., and Plm., f. -, and-,,,^; susp., f. -,() to be like

saffron, Diosc., f. -,() to weave,

dub., 7], ov,() from or

of saffron,, Diosc,, The-
ophr.

tKpo/i'iov, , Crocius cam-
pus, a plain in Thessalian Phthiotis,

on the river Amphrysus, Strab., a, ov,() saffron-col-

oured.,, , better, q. v., ov, ,() a weav-
ing, web., ov,(,)
saffron-dyed, saffron-coloured, Aesch.
Pers. 66., ef,=foreg. : but ., in Aesch. Ag. 1121, is the
ruddy life-blood : for though the cro-

cus-dye (saifron) is yellow, its iiower
is purple (puniceus, Ovid., rubens,

Virg.) : others refer it by a strong
image to the paleness of dying men,
V. Blomf ad 1. Hence, , , a dyeing with

saffron, Philostr., or -, , , the

dung of the?,
used as an eye-salve, Plin. 28, 8, cf.

Hor. Epod. 12, 11.,,,^-., ,, of crocodile

:

or7.,
,= II., Clem.., , , a plant, so

named from the rough skin of its stalk,

Diosc., , ,=-
?, signf. II..?.,, , lizard, strictly

an Ion. word, Hdt. 2, 69 ; .-
, Id. 4, 192.—2. esp. used of the croc-

odile, alligator of the Nile : in full,

- , called by the natives, Hdt. 2, 68 : found also in the

KPOK
Indus, Id. 4, 44 : it grows to the length
of seventeen cubits, Arist. H. A. 5,

33, 5.—II. name ofafallacy ofthe Soph-
ists, V. Luc. Vit. Auct. 22 ; also -?,., and., like, Menag.
Diog. L. 2, 108, Spald. Qumtil. 1,
10,5.^, , (city of croc-

odilcsjCrocodilopolis, in middle A egypt,
in the neighbourhood of the labyrinth
on lake Moeris, Hdt. 2, 148.—2. a city
of this name in Judea mentioned by
Strab. p. 758 ; who also says that '-

was earlier so called, p. 811., ,(,) like

saffron , saffron-coloured., ov, gen.,(,) saffron-clad.,,,() saffron-
coloured, Eur. Phoen. 1491. — II., as subst. (sub., or),= II., a dress-robe

of saffron, ., Ar. Thesm.
1044., , , (,) the residuum from which the
saffron-oil has been expressed, Dlosc., , , sub.,(,,) the art of spinning
the loose thread, of the woof, opp. to. Plat. Polit. 282 E., ov,(,)
saffron-veiled, ws.w.Q'^xX.'Ti. of Aurora,
II. 8, 1, etc., cf Hes. Th. 273, 358.', , , the crocus, II. 14,
348, Soph. O. C. 685 : hence saffron
(which IS made from its stamens),
V. : also -, Strab.

—

. ., the yellow, i. e. yolk of an egg,
Medic., ov, b, also,
an Indian wild beast, Lat. crocotta,

crocuta, prob. the hyena, Bahr Ctes.
p. 343., ,() to sprinkle, dye
with saffron, Epigr. ap. Ath. 39 C.

—

B. () to wrap with., {. -,() to pick
loose Jlocks off a garment, ci. ;

in genl. to pick off, .,
Philyll. Incert. 4 : esp. in Medic, of
persons in delirium, to twitch the blan-
kets, etc. Hence, ov, , a picking off,

twitching at the flocks of wool, etc., 01
delirious people. Medic., ov, b,{, 7jyu)
=foreg.—II. nietaph. a dealing in tri-

fles, trifling./,,, Croculea, a town
or district of Ithaca, II. 2, 633, placed
however by Strab. p. 452 in Acar-
iiania.

iKpoKV?uov, ov, TO, Crocylium, a
city of Aetolia, Thuc. 3, 96.^, , , Crocylus, name ot
a shepherd, Theocr. 5, 11. [v],, , () the flock,
nap, on the loose-spun woollen woof,
or in genl. on woollen cloth, Hdt. 3,

8 : hence in genl. a piece or knot of
wool, etc., Lat. lacinia, -^, Theophr. Char. 2 : also,
Jac. A. P. p. 596. [], ov, ,(,}•
woven: as subst.=/c£/cpiJ^a/Oi:. [*], , . (,)
like or saffron, saffron-coloured,^

Diosc. — . (, ) like the, thread of the woof. Plat.
Polit. 309 B.,, b, Crocon, father of
Meganira, Apollod. 3,9, 1.—2.anEre-
trian, Paus. 0, 14, 4., ov, , dim. from^, Ar. Lys. 47., , ,—.
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, , , dim. from -., , , . sq., , ,{) saffron-

dyed or coloured, Pino. . 1, 58.—II.

as subst. , (sub. or') a saffron-coloured robe for

state occasio7ts, osp. for the festivals of

Bacchus, Cratin. Dionys. 1, Ar. Han.

46, etc., cf Ruhnk. Veil. Pat. 2,

82,4.. , f. -, to wear

the, Ar. Lys. 219 : from, ,(, -) tvearirig the. Pint./, , , onion-leek,

perh. our chires, Theophr.', , , v. sub., , , belch of
onions and crudities, Ar. Pac. 52'J,

where Dind. prefers-
uia., ,,^•.\ , . Cape Crom-
myum, the northern point of Cyprus,
now Cnrmachiti, Strab. p. G82.,, , Crommyon, a

city of Megaris on the borders of

Corinthia, later reckoned in Corin-

thia, now prob. Canetta, Thuc. 4, 42.

Hence, a, ov, of Crommyon,. Pint. Thes. 9 ; r/,
the territory of Crommyon, Strab., , [',)
miion-like, Diosc., , , {)
abounding in onio7is : poet, contr. fem., the onion island.'', ov, TO, an onion, II.

11, 630, Od. 19, 233 : later nsu.-, Hdt. 2, 125 ; 4, 17, and freq. in

Ar. : cf., ov, 6, (,
vru/.iu) a dealer in onions.,, , an onion-bed.

Kpovia, , , v..,, /, Cronian, Satiim-

ian : ., the Saturnalia, Plut.

Cic. 18., , , patronym. from, son of Cronus {Saturn), i. e.

Jupiter, oft. in Horn., who joins

; Lacon. : cf

Kpoviuv,., , ,=: in con-

temptuous sense old fashioned, gone

by, out of date, Ar. Plut. 581, Plat.

Lys. 205 C, cf also and
2.

tKpoviOf, , , temple of Cronus
(Saturn) in Gades, Strab. p. 169.—II., Ml. Cronius {hill of Saturn), a

mountain of Elis near Olympia, with

a temple of, Paus. 5, 21, 2 ;

in Pind. ', . 5, 40,, 10, 59., , , () Cronian,

Saturnian, pertaining to Cronus or Sa-

turn, sacred to him ; to, soti of

Satitrn, i. e. Jupiter, Pind. O. 2, 22,

Neptune, Id. 6, 49 ; 6 Kpoi'tof-, Oceanus Saturnus, the Frozen

Ocean, Dion. P. ; but ,
the Adriatic,. Rh. 4, 509t: -, , sub., festival of Saliirn

celebrated at Athens on the twellth

of the month Hecatombaeon, which
was once called : after-

wards were the Roman Sa-

turnalia: hence—II. in\11.-=,'' (as we might say) to

smell of the dark ages. Ar. Nub. 398.

tK/)(l7'/o^-, ov. , Cronius, a suitor Of

Hippodamia, Paus. 0, 21, 11.-, ov, .(,^)
an old fool, old dotard, Ar. Nub. 1070.
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KPOT,. , patronym. from, son of Cronus (Saturn), i. C.

Jupiter, oft. in Hom., also Zt I'f Kpovi-
: the gen. occurs only

11. 14, 247, Od. 1 1, (i20. [i in nom.-
and the rarer gen. :

in other cases ; and so Tyrt. 5, 1,

uses even the nom ], ov, ,(,)
an old twaddler, driveller, Plut.', ov, , Cronus, Lat. Satur-

nus. son of Uranus and Gaea, lies.

Th. 137 : luisband of Rhea, father of

Jupiter, before whom he reigned in

heaven until his sons banished him
to Tartarus, 11. 8, 479 ; 14, 203 : his

time was the golden age, Hes. Op.

111. Later the name was interpret-

ed as=;t;povof.—II. from the associa-

tion of nis name with primitive, by-

gone days, Kpoi'Of was a nickname at

Athens for a superannuated old dotard,

old fool. freq. in Ar., e. g. Nub. 929,

Vesp. 1480, Plat. Euthyd. 287 ; cf,, also v.-., ov, , father of Cro-

nus, Orph., , al, battlements on
walls, behind which stood the war-
riors who defended them, elsewh.-', II, 12, 258, 444 (certainly

not scaling-ladders) : prob.

may apply to a wall which runs np
the edge of a hill, so that the battle-

ments rise successively one above an-

other, like steps : for in ildt. 2, 125,

the word is applied to the courses or

steps in which the pyrandds ro.«<e

from bottom to top, and he himself
explains it by,,
cf also. In Hdt. some
prefer the Ion. form. (Ace.

to most Gramm., like, from

K0f)f)7j, .)\, , , Crossaea, a Mace-
donian district in the west of Chal-
cidice, on the Thermarcus sinus,

Hdt. 7, 123., orv, oi,=, a tassel,

fringe. Hence, €>, to edge with tassels,

fringe. Hence, -, 6v, tasselled, fringed.

Lye. 1102., ov,,=., poet. coUat. form for, Opp.?., , ,() ear-

rings with several pendants of pearl,

whichrattled against each other, Plin., f -, ()
strictly to use or castanet.t,

Hdt. 2, 60 : in genl. to make to rattle,' , II. 11, 160,

cf, in 11. 15, 453.—II. later,

like, to applaud, Ath. 395 A,
503 F, etc. Hence,, , a rattling

sound, applause, [a], ov, 6,{)^
foreg., ov, TO,(,)
a rattle, whether of split reed, pot-

tery, or metal, a sort of castanet. H.
Hom. 13, 3, Hdt. 2. 60, Eur. Gycl.

205, etc.—II. metaph.n raftliiigfelbu•,

a thorough rattle, Ar. Nub. 200. 448 :

also as adj., ' kjmtoVmv,
Eur. Cycl. 104, cf I. 2.

^7'., ov, , Crotahis, one of

the suitors of Hippodamia, Paus. 6,

21, 10.

tKporaroi, , ol, the Crotani, a

portion of the Pitanatae, Paus. 3,

14. 2.,, ?/.() apoint-

1
ed hammer, also.

KPOT, ov, ,, the temporal
muscle. Medic. : from; ov, (),() the tem-
ple of the head, 11, 4, 502 ; 20, 397 :

usu. in j)lur. the temjiUs, Lat. tempora,

freq. in Horn.—2. n\etaph. the brow of
a mountam, Aesch. Pr. 721 : the head,

knob of a hammer.—3.. a llgure in profile, ,. to., , f-,(,)
to make to rattle, of horses, -, rattling them along, II. 15,

453, H. Hom. .\p. 234, cf,
II. 11, ICO.— II. to knock, strike, sjnile,, Hdt. 6, 58,-, Eur.
Bacch. 188: esp.—2. to strike in sign
of applause, to strike together,, , to clap the
hands, Hdt. 2, 60,'Xtn. Cyr. 8, 4, 12:

hence alisol. to clap, to applaud, Xcn.
Synrp. 9, 4 ; and c. ace, .,
Diog. L. Pass, to be applauded, to

succeed, Arist. Poet.—3. of a smith,
to hammer or iveld together, like >-

: in genl. to work tcith the ham-
mer, forge, hence pass, to be so
wrovght, ,
Pind. Fr. 206 ; and metaph., -, (as we might say)
one mass of forgery, Theocr. 15, 49 ;, ' strike

while the iron is hot.'— P. intr. in
act. lo rattle, make a clatter, -, Ar. Ran. 1306: to chatter, prale,

Lat. crepare. Plat. Ax. 369 D: in genl.

to sound. Hence,, ,=:^.— IL
metaph. of^,= II., nick-
name of Ulysses in Soph. Fr. 784,
and Eur. Rhes. 499.,, ,() a strik-

ing, smiting, esp. ., as a siga
of grief Plat. As. 365 A., ov, , =, -),
Aesch. Theb. 561., , , verb. adj. from, stricken, smitten, sminding ivitfi

blows,, Aesch. Cho. 428 : hence
2. ., chanots rattled, whirled
along. Soph. El. 714 ; cf -, II. 15, 453.— 3. played on
stringed instruments with the plec-
trum, etc., -, Soph. Fr. 227.—IL
applauded., ov, , (, -) loud applause, Epicur.ap. Diog.
L. 10, 5., ov, ,() any striking

or sound produced by striking : .-, the beat of the feet in dancing,
Eur. Heracl. 783, Tro. 546 ; .-, a clapping of liands, Ar. Ran. "

157, and so absoL, Plat. Lach. 184 .\,

Dem. 519 D : in genl. a loud rattling

or noise.,, , also parox. -,, a dog-louse, tick, Lat. rici-

nus. Arist. H. ., in Od..
—II. the pahna-Christi, or thorn bearing

the castor-berry (from the likeness of
this to a tick), whence is produced
croton and castor oil, Hipp., cf. ,?.^,, , Croton, Crotona,

a city of Brnttium on the river Aesa-
rns, a colony of the Achaei, now
Cotrone, Hdt. 3, 131, Strab. p. 260., , ,^= IL, an
excrescence, knot on trees, esp. 07i the

olive, Theo[)hr.^ Ion.-, ov, a, and
fem. -, Ion. -/, , of Cro-
tona. Croloiiint. Hdt., CtC.. , (,)
like the), Hipp.
iKpo7, ov, (5) son or descend-



ant of Crotopus, i. e. Linus, Callim.

Fr. 315.—Of, , 6, Crotopus, son of

Agenor, king of Argos, Paus. 1, 43, 7., -, , {) a beat,

stroke. Ar. Ecci. 257, sensu obscoeno.—2. esp. a sound produced by striking,

e. g. bi/ playing on stringed instruments

with ihe plectrum, a iwte, Hipp., and
Ar. Thesm. 120; ,
Theopomp. (Com.) Siren. 2: an. air,

piece of masic played on. the lyre, etc..

Plat. 5Iin. 317 D : in genl. of any
piece of instrumental music, even for

wind instruments, Pint. Hence, , , of, belonging to

striking or playing an instrumitnt : ., instrumental mwsic: ?,-
., expression in playing, Pint :

., a sound, note ofinstrumental
mnsic^ i. e. an inurtiodaJe sound with-
out sense, Polvb. 3, 36, 3, of. N. T.
I Ep. Cor. 14, 9., ov, , dim, from., ov, 6, {,) a nuisician. Macho ap. Ath.
337 C., , . {)
from or of a spring, ., spring-

water, Arist Meteor.
Kpovi'F-iov. ov, TO. a kind of drink-

ing-vessel, Epigen. Mnem. 1.. adv. () like a

spring, gushing out, Philo.

Kpovvia, ,.=.', f. -,{) to run
like a spring, of the drinking-vessel

called 1> (q. v.), Epinic. ap. Ath.
497 A., ov, 6, dim. from-

., a small cock or tap., , , a gush or
stream of any thing, Anth., ov, , dim. from
foreg.'., ov, , fem. -, ,=', Orph.
iKpovroi,, ol, {the springs) Cruni,

a fountain district near the river

Chaicis. in Elis, Od. 15, 295, H. Horn.
Ap.423, cf. Strab. p. 313.—2. in Paus.,
a fountain of Arcadia, 8, .35, 8.—II. a
city of Moesia on the Pontiis, the
later Dionysopolis, Strab. p. 319.', oi•, 6, a spring, well-

head, whence the -^ issue, II. 22,

208, V. ,', and so II. 4, 454 (where
it seems needless to interpret it of the

basin Ov bed of a torrent) : in plur. also
streams, .
Soph. Tr. 14; and so Kpotwot-, of streams of lava from Aetna,
Find. P. 1, 48: a torrent of words, Ar.

Ran. 1005.—2. a tvater course, Strab.

(Prob. akin to/, q. v.) Hence, ov, ,{-,,) comic word in

Ar. Eq. 89, a pourer forth of weak,
tvashy twaddle, with coUat. notion of

water-drinker.. , , as if from',^=, Emped. 28.

Kfwv-u/.a, , . Soph Fr. 43,
and Kpov~uva,=sq., ai, in Lat, scrupeda and
sculponea, high wooden shoes, worn
mostly in Boeotia : used for treading
the olives : and worn on the stase by
the fluteplayej-s, to beat the (ime, cf.

Meineke Com. Fragm. 1, p. 330.—1I.=. AlsoKpovrra/.a,,
and,. { Prob. from«. ), , , dim. from., ov, {,) wearing wooden shoes, of the
Boeotians, Cratin. Incert. 153.

KPYB, as pass, to have

wooden shoes on~,,=, q. v.. , f -;/, {,/) in .\r. Eq. 859, a parody on, tO play upon the people,

delude them., ov, {, )
knocking at the door, . (sub.),
a serenade^ Trypho ap. Ath. 618 C, , ,{, ')
striking the lyre, Orph. [], , f. •?/,{
II.,) to cheat in measuring corn,

by striking off that which lies at

the top ; so, ui/,
Pseudo-Phocyl. 13^ and-. Hence, ov, , a fcdse mea-
surer ; in genl. a cheat.,, 7j,{) a striking,

smiting; esp.— 1. a tapping, ringing of

earthen vessels, to see whether they
are sound : and hence, in genl. a try-

ing, examining.—2. a striking, pluying

on a stringed instrument, then in genl.

inslrumental music, Polyb. ; vrapu

/., of the recitative,, of the air, to the accompaniment

of instrumental music, Plut. 2, 1141 A ;

v~b ^, a full instru-

mental accompaniment. Ibid.— 3. of a
rhetorician, the power of striking, as-

tounding, and so captivating his hearers,

prob. playing into the signf of hoax-

ing, cheating them (cf.),
Ar. Nub. 318.,6=-, verb. adj. from,
one must knock at., Ar. Eccl. 989., , ov, fit for striking,

as of sounds striking the ears,-, Arist. Probl.— II. metaph. of a
rhetorician or sophist, striking, aston-

ishutg, 3naki?ig a forcible i?npression o)i

his hearers, Ar. Eq. 1379 : to ., stri-

king eloquence, Luc., (akin to,).
To knock, strike, smite one thing with

another, . Soph. Fr. 938, Eur.,
etc. : also to strike one against an-
other, strike together, ., to

clap the hands, Eur. Supp. 720, so, Thuc. 3, 22 : .-, Plut. Caes. 33. and so . -, i. e. . , in dancing,
Eur. El. 180 : c. prep, to strike or dash
against, . , Xen. An. 4, 5,

18 : esp.- , to

strike an earthen vessel, to try whe-
ther it rings sound or not : hence—2.

Met., in genl. to examine, try, prove.

Plat. Hipp. Maj. 301 B.—3. to strike

a stringed instrument with a plectrum,
Anth. : and so in genl. to play any
instrument, e. g.', Jac.

A. P. p. 664.—1. ,
to knock at the door on the otitside, Ar.

Eccl. 317, Plat. Prot. 310 B, etc.,

but is said to be better.

Lob. Phryn. 177, cf. also.
—II. . =,
Pseudo-Phoc. 13, cf. Soph. Fr. 927 :

hence in genl. to cheat.—III. later,

sensu obscoeno, like : and so

/., like Lat. tunicam
tundere olr pertandire, Eur. Cvcl. 328.

—B. mid. , like

(v.), Thuc.
1,51; 3,78.^,, h. Crusis, a district

of Macedonia on the Thermaicus
sinus, Thuc. 2, 79.\,. , Crustumerium,
a city of the Sabines, Dioru H.

:

hence, , a?i inhab. !

ofCr., Id.,=.
[

9(5, adv. (:'•--)= sq.. c. gen.
without the knowledge of, Atof,
Lat. clam. Jove, II. 18J 168, cf Aesch.
Cho. 177.. Dor.-, adv.{)
secretly, Od. 1 1, 455 ; 16, 153. Plat., etc.

;

also like foreg., c. gen., Pind. P. 3, 25.^?., op, hidden. Hesych. [v]. ov, . one who is hidden
in the earth, i. e. dead., radic. form of, but
found only in late writers, cf. Lob.
Phr\-n. 317., , , {) icy, chill,

chilling, in Hom. usu. epith. of,
also of, II. 13. 48; of Hades,
Hes. Op. 152;, Anth. :—but in

the strict sense, Ar. Av. 951, 955.

Adv. -./.. a, ov, {) icy,

chilly, Heraclid. Pont..,{,)
stiff and stark with cold, Orph.—II. act.

stiffening, freezing., ov, b, (Kpvoc) chilliness,

cold, frost, Hdt. 4, 8, 28.' Soph., etc.

—II. a chill in the body, feverish cold./, , {,)
delighting in cold frost, Orph., , {,) icy-

cold, Hipp. : frozen, icy, Anth.,, , =, icy-

cold, chilling,, 11. 9, 2, ?'/, 11.

5,740: from, , icy cold, chilliness,

frost, Hes. Op. 492.—II. metaph. an
inward chill, shudder, Aesch. Eum.
161. (Hence,,-. and []:
the same root appears in Lat. Tuor,
griimus, our gore, with a notion of the
curdling, congealing eflects of cold.) [v], a, ov, and in Aesch.
Cho. 946, Of, ov,{) secret, hid-

den, clandestine, ', 11. 6, 101 :

as adv., II. 1 , 542 ; later

also. [], f. -, collat. form
from., Ep. lengthd. 3 sing,

impf from, 11. 8, 272., , ,,) se-

cret cojnmission : at Sparta a duty or
discipline of the jOung men, who for

a certain time prowled about, watch-
ing the country, and enduring all

sorts of hardships : intended to sea-

son them against fatigue, and (unless

they are much belied) to reduce the
number of the Helots by assassiua-
tion : V. however Plat. Legg. 633 B,
and Miiller Dor. 3, 3, ij> 4.

j, verb. adj. of,
one must conceal, Soph. Ant. 273., to conceal, hide, Eur.
Bacch. 888.—II. intrans. to hide one's

self, lie concealed. Xen. C}'r. 4, 5. 5.

—

III. in pass,, to have
snares laidfor one, Eur. Hel. 541.,, or,, . (orig.

fem. from) a covered place,

vault, crypt, Juven. 5, 106, and Ath., a, ov, convenient for
concealing, Orac. ap. Paus. : to-
TTjpiov, a lurking-place, or a dungeon., ,,^., ,,() fit for,
good at hiding or concealing. Adv.
-, underhand, cunningly, Arist. Org., i), , verb. adj. of-, hidden, private, /.. II. 14, 168

;

hidden, concealed, secret, Hdt. 3, 146,

and freq. in Att., as., Aesch.
Cho. 773 ; . /, of one reared up
in secret, Soph. El. 159: to .. Thuc. 5. 68. Adv. -.', lengthd. from root-, KPTB-: fut.^ : Ep.
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KPYi-

impf., II. 8, 272 : perf.

pass,, Od. : aor. 1 pass.', 11. : aor. 2 pass.;
[], also a part. aor. pass. <,
Herin. Soph. Aj. 1 124. To hide, con-

ceal, cloak, oft. with collat. notion of

protection, Honi. : to hide beneath the

earth, lies. Op. 137, 139; in full },, ., Hdt. 1, 21G, Soph.
. C. 1540,' Ant. 196.— II. metaph. to

conceal, keep secret or in silence, like,, OJ. 4, 350 ; 11, 443
;, something from one,

Koviprjg, Aesch. Pr. 025, cf.

Eur. kec. 570, Lys. 210, 21, etc.—III.

like, to darkcri, make obscure.

—B. intr. to be concealed. Soph. El.

826, cf. V.

—

is sim-

ply to cover over,, to cover up so

that no trace of it can be seen,-, to keep covered, esp. for purposes

of conceahnent. (On the root v. -
fin.), {) congeal,

freeze with cold, Lat, glacio. Pass, to

be congealed, freeze, Nic., f. -, (-) to shine like crystal, N. T.?^., , ov, {-) of crystal, crystalline, Anth., ,{,) like ice, Strab. : like crystal,

Medic. Adv. -, Plut., ov,{-,) congealed to ice, frozen,

Eur. Rhes. 441.,. , , {-,) = I'oreg., Aesch.
Pers. 501.?., , 6, {,-) clear ice, ice, Lat. glacies, 11. 22,

152, Od. 14, 447, Hdt. 4, 28, and Att.:

hence—2. in 0pp. \90=^, ex-

treme chill, numbness, lurpnr.—11. and
37, crystal, rock-crystal, Lat. crystallum,

Dion. P., and Anth., , {-,) of the look or transpa-

rency of crystal, Strab., as pass., to be fro-

zen, Philo., ,=-, Dio C., adv., ()^,
c. gen. Thuc. 1. 101., adv.. Dor. for, Bockh
V. 1. Pmd. O. 1, 116; 3, 22.,.^, . .,,, and in Luc.

, .=, Trag., as Aesch.
Oho. 81, Soph. Aj. 899. Adv. -,
Aesch. Pers. 370., adv.=sq., formed like., adv.{) like,
secretly, in secret, Soph. Ant. 85, and
Xen. : Dor., q. v., adv.=foreg., opp. to, Od. 14, 330 ; 19, 299.,, alov, and-, ov,=sq., a, ov, also , , Eur.
I. T. 1321, etc., secret, hidden, clandes-

tine, lies. Op. 791, Soph., etc. Adv.
-. [] Hence,, , secresy, obscu-

rity.,,^='., ov, b,^, Pind.

. 2, 177.—II. lurking-place, LXX.
—\1\.='., impf., late collat.

form from,, Q. Sin.,

cf. Lob. Phryn. 318. [C]

Kpvipiyovor, ov, {, ;)
secretly burn, Orph., ov, {, -) running secretly, dub. in Orph.

;

ubi al., dwelling in secret

places., ov, {, -
) hiding the forehead, Luc., ov, contr. -, ovv,(,) hiding one's thoughts,

cunning, crafty, reserved, Xen. Cyr. 1,

0, 19;'8, 2, 1. Adv. -.,, ,{) hiding,

concealment, , Eur.
Bacch. 953 : the art or ?neans of con-

cealing : esp. of arguing so as to keep

one's drift concealed from the opponent,

Arist. Khet., ov, concealing, dis-

se>nhling one's aiiger.,, , with hidden tes-

ticles, Meaic., , {, ) icy,

chill, Plut., ov, ,^=-, cf.

Ruhnk. Tim. sub hac v.^, ov, , Crobialus, a city

of Paphlagonia near Cromna, Ap. Rh.
2, 944.\,, , Crobyle, a town of

Thrace, Dem. 159, 10.

or, ov, 0, like, a roil of hair, knotted on the

crown of the head, in the time of

Thucyd. (1,6) worn at Athens by el-

derly persons : a similar coitfure of

young girls was called,
Winckelm. Gesch. der Kunst, 5, 1,

14, Vorliiufige Abhandl. 4, 66, with
the notes.—^11. of hair on a helmet,

Xen. An. 5, 4, 13. []^, or-, ov, , Croby-

lus, nickname of Hegesippus, brother

of the orator Hegesander, in Aeschin.

9, 35 ; 10, 31.—2. a poet of the new
comedy, Meineke 1, p. 490.—3. a Co-
rinthian, Plut. Ale.x. 22.,,{,)
like the., ov, ,{) the croak-

ing or cawing of a crow, Lat. crocitatio :

also of a chough, Anth.', f., to cry like a

crow, caw, Lat. crocitare, Hes. Op. 745,

Ar. Av. 2 ; the raven's note being ex-

pressed by.—II. of men, to

croak out, , Ar. Plut. 369, Lys. 506.

(Onomatop., like,,-
: cf. fin.)

tKpUKeXa,,, Crocela, an island

in the Indian sea, Arr. Ind. 21, 7.. ov, b, dub. word in

Antiph. Philetaer. 1., , , ()
stony, rugged., ), ov,:=foreg.,, , heap of rocks or

stories, ibr. [v. Draco p. 18,24.]\, , , Cromna, a fortress

of Paphlagonia, II. 2, 855, belonging

to Amastris ; or, ace. to Steph. Byz.
later the same with the latter ; the

site is still Cromena., , . Cromni, a strong

town of Arcadia, Xen. Hell. 7, 4, 21

;

in Pans, called, 8, 3, 4.^, ov, , Cromu.", son of Nep-
tune, Paus. 2, 1, 3.—2. son of Lycaon,
Id. 8, 3, 4.^,, or -, -, and, Crop'ia, an Attic

deme of the tribe Leontis, -, Thuc. 2, 19., ov, , dim. from sq.,

Pherecyd. ap. Poll. 10, 128., ov, b, a scythe or bill-hook., . Ion. for, v. 1.

in Hdt. 2, 125., ov, , dim. from sq.,

Anth.', ov, , a water-pall,

pitcher, jar, Aesch. Fr. 91, Soph. 0. C.

KTEI
478, and Eur.—2. a cinerary urn
Mosch. 4, 34. (Akin to our cruse,

crock, crockery. Germ. Krag.)^, , Crophi, a mountain in
Upper Aegypt between Elephantine
and Syene, Hdt. 2, 28., for, Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2
act. of., Dor. for in Alcae.
111.,—sq. [], Ep. inf. aor. 2 act. of, Hoin. [d], Ep. part. aor. 2 mid. c.

pass, signf., oi, Hom. [], for, 3 sing. aor. 2
act. from, Hom. [a], Aeol. and Ep. for-, 3plur. aor. 1 pass, ui.
KTA'OMAI, Ion., dep.

mid. : fut. : aor. /-
: perf., Hes. Oj). 435,

Ion., II. 9, 402 (cf. Schw.
Le.x. Hdt.), so too Aesch. Pr. 795,
and sometimes in Plat. ; opt.-
/. To procure for one's self, get,

gain, Lat. acquirere, , Horn. : -, to get one's

lividg from a thing, Hdt. 8, : also
to bring evil iipon one's self, incur it,. Soph. Aj. 777,,
Eur. Or. 543 : ., to get a
name for impiety. Soph. Ant. 924

;

cf..—2. to procure or get for
anotlier, . Od. 20, 265,
Aesch. Pers. 755, Xen. Oec. 15, 1.

—

II. perf. to have acquired or got, i. e. to

possess, have, hold,, II. 9, 402,
Hdt. 1, 155, etc.; and Att.: so too
in aor.,. Id. 1, 153 : -

is, however, distinguished
from by Plat. Theaet. 199 A :, an owner, vnaster (esp.

of slaves), used quite like a subst.,

; Soph. Phil. 778 ;
-, my mistress, Ar. Eccl. 1126.

B. as pass, to be gotten, a, Thuc. 1, 123 ; 2, 36 : be ob-

tained as property, as a slave,-, Eur. Hec. 449 :

—

but so mostly in late authors, Schaf.
Schol. Par. Ap. Rh. 1, 095., , , {)=', but USU. in plur. possessions, pro-

perty, Hes. Op. 313, Pind. O. 3, 75,
etc., and Trag. : esp. of jiroperty in

cattle, cf.., , ro,=foreg., oft. in
Hom., but only in dat. pi.,
11.23, 829, Od. 14, 115, and Pind.;
only once in Trag., viz. Eur. Philoct.

4 : the sing, only in late poets, Lob.
Paral. 176., , , fem. from sq.,, thou that

hast put us in possession of.., Aesch.
Ag. 356. [a],, ,{) one that

gets : a possessor, master, []. f. -, {) to get,

gain, win, II. 16, 57, Od. 2, 102. Hence, ,, gotten, won, -, Anth.
iKao,' ov, , Cteatus, son ot

Actor and Molione, father of Am-
phimachus, II. 2, 855 ; 11, 708., lengthd. from root KTEN-,
KTAN-: f., Ion. /crdi^u. but in

Hom. always., , etc.,

part, only in II. 18, 309 :

aor. 1, Hom. : aor. 2-
vov, Hom. : perf.. pass,-, post Hom. ; still later, the non-

Att. perf. , and.
The following are purely poet., chief-

ly Ep., and freq. in Horn., 3 sing, and
plur. aor. syncop. find,
inf., [], for,



part,, also in Att. : subj.

for, hence, Od. 22, 216 :

and the aor. mid. c. pass, signf.-
U7JV, inf., II. 15, 558, part., as if from : Horn,
has also 3 plur.,.^\. for-, as if from. 11. 11,

691, Od. 4, 537 ; but never the form, of which part,

occurs in Anth. :, Ep. subj.

pres. Od. 19, 490.—Cf. also.
To kill, slay, usu. of men, from Horn,
downwds. ; more rarely of slaying an
animal, as in II. 15, 587, Od. 12, 379

;

19, 543 : also of the mere intention,

to wish to kilt, Od. 9, 408, Schaf. Soph.
O. C. 993, Aj. 1126. (Akin to,

: Sanscr. kshi, to destroy.)', , gen., a comb,

Anth. : from the disposition of the
teeth of a comb are derived the fol-

lowing signfs.— 1. the comb or reed in

a horizontal loom, through which the
threads of the warp pass, Lat. pecten

and radius.—2. a rake, harrow, Anth.
—3 thefingers, wh. branch offfrom the

hand, Aesch. Ag. 1594.—4. pudenda
muliebria, Lat. pecten. Call. Fr. 308.

—

5., the four cutting-teeth or in-

cisors.—6. a cockle, scallop, Archipp.. 5, Anaxandr. Prot. 1, 61 ; cf.. Hence
Krci'i'UJ, f. -', to comb : in mid.,, to comb one^s hair,

Hdt. 7, 208,, Asius 2, 1 :

to curry horses,, Eur.
Hipp. 1174.

Kreviof, ov, , dim. from, a
small comb, Luc.—2. ru ., the notches

to receive the strings of the lyre., ov, ,{) a comb-

ing, Eur. El. 529., ov, , a hair-dresser.~, , {,) like a
comb.—2. like a cockle, etc., ov, ,{,)
a dealer in combs.'\,, , Ctenus, a port

in the Thracian Chersonese, Strab.

p. 308.,,=^'2, Xan-
thus p. 162.,,, combed: of clothes,

fulled, Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 248., Ion. for, Hdt. 8,

112.,,,=^,,, possession, II. 10, 216 ; 24,

235!, , (no nom., ,
in use,) strictly=,,
possessions, property : but appropriated

to things bestowed on the dead at burial,

favourite pieces of property placed on
the pile and burnt with him : in Hom. in

genl. funeral honours, obsequies, usu., like Lat. parenta-

lia parentare, Od. 1, 291 ; 2, 222, IL 24,

38, etc. ; also, /., Od, 5,

311 ; later dat. pL,. Rh.,
and Mosch., f. -, lengthd. for-
',— 1. c. ace. pers. ,
to bury him with due honours, II. 23,

646 ; 24, 657.—2. c. acc. rei,

KT-, cf. foreg. ; cf. also sq,-, fut., aor.-, (). Og.^a, but
appropriated to the burial of the
dead-— 1. c. ace. pers., ,
to bury the dead with due honours, II.

11, 455; 18, 334; 22, 336, in all three

places in f\it.—2. c. acc. rei, to offer

due honours to the dead, -
and, Lat. justa

facere, exequias facere, II. 24, 38, Od.

3, 285 : cf. forcg., and v.., , , {)—

, and like it only used in plur.,

Soph. O. C. 1410, and Eur. Tro. 1249., ov, , an undertaker,

Lat. libitinarius.*, , V. sub•, Ep. subj. aor. 2 act. of-, for, hence, Od. 22,

216.,, ,() comb.—
. trident.—III. ?,
the fibres of wood, from their running
in parallel lines, like the teeth of a

comb, Math. '^ett.,cf. : also

of the fibres of the body, Hipp.—IV. a

laye?, stratum of slate, etc., Diosc.

7/, , , {) any
thing gotten, a possession, Od. 15, 19 :

elsewh. in Hom. always in plur.,-, like, possessions, etc.

:

his (esp. in II.) ar« mostly
la. treasures, jewels , etc., stored

up at home, kv -, II. 9, 382, Od. 4, 127 : but in Od.
freq. all kinds ofproperty, and SO USU.

in Att. : esp. of a slave, ,
Eur. Med. 49, cf. Xen. Oec. 1, 5,

Vect. 4, 42 : sometimes,, i. e. property in kind, and
money. Plat. Legg. 728 E, cf. Lob.
Paral. 58 ; sometimes opp. to,
personal (as opp. to real) property,

Isae. 55, 24.—II. in genl. a thing, like. Soph. 0. T. 549. Hence, . , possessed of
wealth, opjdent, Polyb., and Plut., , , dim. from-, Alciphr., ov, ,^,
Lycurg. ap. Suid., adv. () after the

manner of cattle, like beasts, Hdt. 4, 180., ov, ,{.)
a cattle-doctor., ov, , {,-

II. 3) one who is guilty of unnatural

practices with animals, [a], as pass., {) to

become brtitish., ,{,)
brutish.,,,{)=,
but, like it and, almost al-

ways in plur., properly in general,

Aesch. Ag. 129 ; but , contr.. usu. property in herds or flocks,

hence cattle, H. Hom. 30, 10, Hdt. 1,

50 ; 2, 41, and Att. : rarely in sing, a
single beast, as an ox or sheep, Hdt. 1,

132., ov, , {,) a cattle-stall, [], ov, , = foreg.

:

from, , f. -, to feed
cattle, Philo ; and, . , a feeding, keep-

ing of cattle, Dion. H. ; from, ov,{,)
feeding or keeping cattle, Diod., ,{,) bru-

tish, LXX. Adv. -, lb. : hence, , , brutishness., ov,,^^.^, ov, , Ctesias, a celebrated

historian of Cnidus, physician of Ar-

taserxes Mnemon, Xen. An. 1, 8, 26.

—2. an Athenian masc. pr. n., Dem.
1258, 24 ; Ar. Ach. 839., ov,{,) pos-

sessing property, [i]. ov, , Ctesihius, an Athe-
nian, son of Diodorus, Dem. 1310, 17.

—2. a celebrated mathematician of
Alexandrea, Ath. 174 E., ov, , dim. from-, a small property,, , , Ctesicles, an
Athenian masc. pr. n., Dem. 572, 26

;

KTIZ
Xen. Hell. 6, 2, 10; etc.—2. a his-

torian, Ath. 272 B.—3. a statuary,
Id. 606 A.^, ov, , Ctesium, a port in
the island Scyrus, Plut. Cim. 8., , lov, also , ov, {-) belongitig to property, .,
property, Aesch. Ag. 1009 ; so, ., a sheep of one^s own herd.

Soph. Tr. 690.— II. belonging to one's

ouni house, domestic, Lat. penetralis :

hence , household gods,

like Lat. Penates, so , =^, Aesch. Supp. 445, cf. Ag.
1038, Ath. 473 : but, -

as protectress ofcourtesans, Leon.
Tar. 5.^, , , Ctesius, son of Or-
menus, father of Eumaeus, Od, 15,

414., ov,{.)
possessing horses ; as n. pr. in Od.: v. sq.

^7)~, ov, , Ctesippus, son
of Polytherses, a suitor of Penelope,
Od. 20, 288.-2. son of Hercules and
Astydamia, Pans. 2, 19, 1.—3. an
Athenian, a pupil of Socrates, Plat.

Phaed. 59 B.—4. son of Glauconides,
Dem. 1352, 26.-5. son of Chabrias,
defended by Demosthenes, Id. 451.

—

6. sou of Crito, a pupil of Socrates,
Diog. L. 2, 121., , ,{) an ac-

quiring, getting, possession, -,, Thuc. 1,8; 4,

105: but—II. usu. as collective,= •-^-, possessions, property, II. 5, 158,

Od. 14, 62: also m plur., Hdt. 4, 114.^, ,=, Isae. 47, 17.,, , Ctesiphon, an
Athenian, son of Leosthenes, prose-

cuted by Aeschines for having pro-

posed that Dem. be honoured with a
golden crown, Aeschin., Dem.—2. a
poet, Ath. 697 C— II. , a city of

Assyria on the right bank of the Ti-
gris, Strab. p. 743.\,, , Cteson, an Athe-
nian, Dem. 1361, 21., verb. adj. of, one

must get. Plat. Rep. 373 A., , ,{) acquisi-

tive, skilled in getting, ,
Isocr. 293 C : absol. industrious,

Strab. : - (sub.), the art of
getting property. Plat. Soph. 219 C,
Arist. Pol.—II. in Gramm. possessive.

Adv. -., , , verb. adj. of-, that may be gotten or gained as

property, II. 9, 407, Eur. Hipp. 1295,

etc.—II. acquired, gained, possessed,

Plat. Legg. 841 : hence, a

female slave, opp. to, Hes. Op.
404.,, ,() a pos-

sessor, owner, Dlod., , ,{)=,
of a weasel or marten, esp. of its skin,, II, 10, 335, 458. [], f. -, to people a coun-
try, build hov.ses and cities in it,-, II. 20, 216 ; so, .,, Hdt. 1, 149 ; 3, 49.-2.

of a city, to found, plant, build it, Od.
11, 263, Hdt. 1, 1(57, 168, etc. Pass.,

to be founded, etc.. Id.
;), no fixed cities

or walls. Id. 4, 46.—3. ., to

found, establish it, Pind. O. 6, 116;

KT. , to establish his worship,

Hdt. 1, 167.—II. to produce, bring into

being, . , Aesch. Supp.
171.—2. in genl. to make so and so,

KT. ,. ,
etc., Trag.

—

III. to do, perpetrate a
deed, Soph. Tr. 898. (Akin prob. to

/.)
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, make tame, tame. Find.
Fr. ZilfZ, in pass. : Irom
-/., ov, gentle, tame, like ijfte-,, Hes. Fr. Go, Emped.

229 ; , said to be hatched eggs,
ic. : isptbg , \ e-

nus"s cherished priest, Piiul. P. 2,

31.—II. as siib.st.., h. a ram, II.

3. 190 ; 13, 492. (Peril, akin to.), , to tame, make tractable,

to will the affections of....~?.
Tug' , Hdt. 4,

H3, , , Ctimene, sister of

Ulysses, Od. 15. 3(32.-11. a city of

the Dolopians in Thessaly, Ap. Rh.
i,ca, rf, ov, Ep. part, of,
as if from an indie.*, built, fowul-

ed : Homer has only the compd. ii>-'. []\\., . b, Ctimenus, masc.
pr. a, Paus. 9, 31, 6.

or [l\, also-,
collat. Ibrms from., 7).=1, a weasel, marten;
hence.,, .{) founding,
settling, foundation,, Isocr.

272 ,, Polyb.

—

'2. in genl. a

making, creating ; esp. the creation of

the universe, N. T.—II. hence, that

which was created, the universe, creation,

N. T.—2. a created thing, creature, lb.,. , (.,) a place

founded or colonised,, by a per-

son, Strab.—II. =foreg. II. 2, N. T., , , creature

worship, Eccl. : and', , f.-, to wor-

ship created things, Eccl. : Irom, ov, h, {,') a worshipper ofcreated things,

Eccl.

p,. o,=sq., ov, b, () a founder,

settler, eslablisher, Lat. conditor, Luc., , , verb. adj. oi,
founded ; created, Eccl.,, //, Ion. for, in

Hdt. 9, 97, ubi al..,, 6,—, Eur.

Ion 74.. ,,= : in genl.

an inhabitant, Eur. Or. 1637. [t], , f. - : aor. 2-, {). To crash, as trees

falling, II. 23, 119 ; of rocks falling,

Soph. Tr. 787 ; of a rushing torrent,

II. 13, 140 ; but most frcq. ol a crash

of thunder, ,, II. 8, 75,

Od. 21, 413. etc. ; so, ,
Sopli. . C. 1456 : in genl. to ring, re-

sound, of horses galloping, Hes. Sc.

61, where should be joined

with, not with :

of the sea, Plat. Rep. 396 : in genl.

to make a noise.—2. c. ace. cognato,<, like',
etc., strike terror by ?ioise, Eur.
Rhes. 308.—B. pass, in same signf

,

to ring, resound, Ar. Plut. 758, Thosin.

995. Hence-,, ,=.: ., Eur. Andr. 1212, v.

lui. [], ,],=. Hcsych., , , bell in the bridal

chamber, Hesych., , , {) any loud

noise, as crash of thunder,.,
11. 20, 60 ; of the trampling of feet, U.

12, 338. cf. Od. 21, 237; the clash of

arms, Aesch. etc. :

., of the noise made by mourners,
. Aesch. Cho. 23, Eur. Supp. 87. \v\
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KTAM
', for, an afTected, min-

cingwayofspeaking, Ainphis Plan. 1., , , like,
dim. Irom, Nic.. f. -,() to drink,

tipple, DiphU. ap. Stob. p. 558, 54.—II.

K. ', to draiv-
ler from the sea vith the tihips (as ivilh

cynthi from a bowl), of the engines of
Arcliimedes lifting the Roman ships
out of the water, Polyb. 8, 8, 6.

Kviidiov, ov, TO, dun. from,
a small cup, v. 1., Pherecr. Ler. 0.,, /, Sophron ap. Ath.
480 H, and -, oa>, o,= foreg.(, our, b, a cup, for drawing
wine out of the or bowl,
Anacr. 62, 5, Comici ap. Ath. 424 A.
—II. an Alttic measure hohliiig two

or four. about ; of a
pint.— III. a cupping-glass, brass cups
having been orig. so useil, Ar. Pac.
542 : hence proverb., ?'/-., you'll need cupping short-

ly (from being so soundly beaten),
Ar. Lys. 444, cf. Pac. 5•12.—IV. the

hollow nf the hand. (From,,,, v.?] : the radic. signf.

being a hollow.), ov, b, Cynthus, son of
Oeneus, a cup-bearer, Paus. 2, 13, 8.,, , a word coined
by Plato from, to express the

abstract nature of a cup, cuphood, Diog.
L. 6, 53., ,{,) like

a cup, Ath.,^, Hesych./,. b,() a pre-

cious stone like a bean, Plin., , ,() chosen

hi/ benns, i. e. by lot, Xen. Mem. 1, 2,

9, and Plut., {) to choose by
beans or lot, (never to choose by ballot).

Pass., to be so elected, as the at

Athens, freq. in Inscrr., v. Bockh. 1,

p. 121, fJtc., , alov,{) of
the size of a bean, Luc., f. -, to he ripefor mar-
riage, of a girl, Ar. Fr. 500 : v.-

V.,, ivov,{) made
of beans,, Henioch. Troch. 1., ,, dim. from,
a s^nall bean, late., i),,=, dub.
in Plut.^,, b, Cyamites, an Attic

hero, Paus. 1, 37, 4., ov,(,)
chosen by beans, i. e. by lot, K.-. Soph. Fr. 271., 01'. b, a bean,, II. 13, 589 : also of the

plant, Theophr.—II. the lot by which
public officerswere elected at Athens,
esp. , an officer chosen
by lot,=?., Hdt. 0, 109, Ar.

Av. 1022, cf. Thuc. 8, 6C : on the Py-
thagorean abomination f(.>r beans, v.

Plut. 2, 12 E.—III. from the shape, a
testicle, Emjjed. ap. Gell. 4, 11.—IV'.

a small measure of the size of a bean.—
V. the sivelling of the breasts ofgirls as

they grow to maturity : cf..^, ov, b. Cyarnosorus, a
river of Sicily in eastern part, Polyb.

1,9, 4.,, ,(.-) bean-eater, Ar. Eq. 41, alluding to
the political use of beans at Athens,
V. II., , , {, -
}f?i') fating of beans, a bean-diet, Luc., ', b,() a bean-

field, bed of beans, Theophr.

KTAN,, .(,)
with dark, terrible Aei^is, epith. of Mi-
nerva. Find. O. 13, 100.,,, b, , {,) with dark-blue or dark,, Pind. Fr. 5. 3, Theocr.
17. 67.^', , pecul. fern, of
sq., Orph.,,{, ai"j^)darL••

gleaming,, Eur. .\lc. 202 ; of
dithyrambs, Ar. Av. 1389.?,, b, , dark-furrouf-
ed, of a dark soil, ap. Heliod., , sc. or,
the dark Rocks, Cyane.ae insulae, iwo
small islands at the entrance of the
Eusine, Hdt, 4, 85, and Strab. ; also
K. ?., Eur. Mtxl. 2, etc.,

cf.?. and. [],,, poet, for-. [], ,^=<,
Eur. . 436, etc., , ',() strictly

dark-blue, glossy-bhie, of the swallow
in Simon. 118 ; of ihe halcyon, Arist.
H. A. 9, 14, 1 ; of the deep sea, Simon.
9, 3, Eur. I. T. 7, cf./:
hence in genl. dark, in Horn. esp. of
clouds, II. 5, 345, etc. ; of the eye-
brows of .lupiter, II. 17, 209 ; the hair
of Ulysses, Od. 16, 176; of the co-
lour of Africans, Hes. Op. 525 : -, a deep dark trench, II.

18, 564, cf. Pind. O. 6, 69 :(?, dark masses, as any crowd-
ed throng looks from a distance, II.

4, 282 ; so, , U.
16, 66 : , Hes. Sc. 249.

[, only metri grat., in Ep.], , fnt. -, to look dark-
blue, look dark, formed like',
Dion. P. [-, metri grat.]^, /, , Cyane, a Sicilian

nymph, playmate of Proserpina,
changed into the fountain
near Syracuse, Ael. V. H. 2, 33.—2.

daughter of Liparus, wife of Aeolus,
Plat. Theag. 125 B.

/'^, f. -,=, Diosc., ov, b, C.yamjqnts, son
of Aegialeus, Paus. 2, 18, 4.—2. son
of Adrastus, Apollod., ov, b, fern. -,, ,{) dark-blue, like, Hipp.&, ,{,)
with dark-blue depths, strictly of the
sea, then ludicrously of a cup, Ar.
Fr. 209., ov,(,-

I.) dark-eyed, Anth., , {, )
dark-blue, deep-blue, of deep water,
Eur. Hel. 179, cf. Arist. Gen. An. 5,
1, 23., ;];, , ,(,) dark-haired, Orph., ,{)=^^•. [-, metri grat.], ov, with dark-Mtie, Q. Sm., /, , (,,) with feet of,, II.

11,629. [-, metri grat.], ov,(,)
dark-veiled, epith. of Ceres moornJng
for her daughter, H. Horn. Cer. 320,
361 , etc. [-, metri grat.]', ov, dark-tressed,

dark-haired, Q. Sm.\, poet, for sq., Si-

monid. 216., op,= sq., Od. 3,
299., ov,{,}
with dark-blue prow, dark-prou-ed, of
ships, Od. 9, 482. [-, metri grat.]



KTBE-, ov,{,)
strictly with blue-black feathers, like

the raven : ill genl. dark-mnged,-, Hes. Sc. 393., ov, 0, cyanas, a dark-

blue substance, used in the Heroic age
to adorn \vork3 in metal, esp. weap-
ons and (irmour; so on Agamemnon's
breastplate there were -
7.avoc, and a boss of the same
in the centre, II. 11, 24, 35; and in

Hercules' shield{ ),
Hes. Sc. 143 : and in Od. 7, 87, the

is a cornice or frieze

of this substance. Its colour was no
doubt a dark-blue, c£,-, etc. : ichat it was is very
doubtful ; some think it was blue

steel, but in the Homeric times, they
had Utile skill in working iron, of. -, xa?jcoc : perh. it was blue car-

bonate of copper, or (it may be) lapis

lazuli, as it is in Theophr. de Lapid.

;

he distinguishes two kinds, dark and
light{ and '), '$\31 ; com-
pares it to the darker bltie sapphire,

^37 ; says it was mixed with ;(;;-
'/.', §40 ; and that there was an
artificial kind made m Aegypt, ^55.
—II. the blue corn-flower, in this signf.

usu. , MeL 1, 40.—III. a rock-

bird, so called from its colour, Arist.

H. A. 9, 21.—IV. a blue dye or lacquer,

Paus. 5, 11, 12.—B. as.=,
dub. in Nic. [y ; but in compds. freq.

i, metri grat., as/.]/., op,{, aTo)Jj)

dark-robed, Bion 1, 4., V, gen. , {,) dark-browed, Theocr. 3, 18

;

17, 53.7],.,{,)
dark-haired, in Horn. usu. epith. of

Keptune. who in II. 20, 144, Od. 9,

536, is called simply:
only in II. 20, 224, of a horse, dark-

maned: in H. Horn. Cer.34S, of Hades;
of.7. [-, nietri grat.], ov, Eur. Hel. 1502,•,, , ;/, Eur. Phoen. 308,•-, ov, OrpL•,{,,) dark-looking., ov, , {, )
dark-eyed, . : pecul. fem. -,
l(h, epith. of Amphitrite, Od. 12, 60,

of. Hes. Sc. 35G., ,{,) dark-

looking, Trag. ap. Stob. p. 403, 3.', , , as if from-
), a dark-blue colour, Plut.&, Ion. , , Cyaxa-
res, son of Phraortes, king of Media,
father of Astyages, Hdt. 1,46: ace.

to Xen. Cyr., son and successor of

Astyages.,, ,() a hole, e. g, the

«!/€ of a needle, etc., Hipp. (Akin to.) [], {,,)
to set a thing on its head, turn upside

down, Gramm,, , , a coffin, v. 3.
KvJSa, ,^=3, Hesych.
3(, adv. (kv~tu) with the head

furwards, stooping, overhanging, XlchiL
20, sensu obecoeno., , , =?. .,
Hesyeh.,.,{) dice-playing,

dicing, Plat. Phaedr. 274 ). Xen., etc., ov, , a kind of.,. : also.
,.3{ :', ov,,() gaming-

house, Aeechin. 8, 22.?., >, , Cyhela, a moun-
tain of Phrygia, near Celaenae, Apol-
lod. 3, 5, 1, whence Cybele was said

to be named, Strab, p. 567.

KTBH, , , Cybf.le, a Phrygian
goddess, first worshipped at Pessi-

nus ; later, not only throughout Asia
Minor, but Greece, where her rites

coalesced with the worship of Rbea
(first in Eur. Bacch. 79, Ar. Av. 877)

;

and (from A. U. C. 547) also at Rome,
under the name of the Idaean Mother:

her priests, from Attis downwards,
made themselves eunuchs: they were
called from the Phrygian
river Galliis, as/ from-, V. foreg. The name is also writ-

ten. Hdt. 5, 102 ; and Bentl.

Lucan. 1, 600, will allow these two
forms only, viz., /., Cybtle,

when the penult, was required short;/, Cybe.be, when long; reject-

ing /^, and Cijbele or Cy'^dle,

cf. Virg. Aen. 10, 220, Propert. 3, 15,

35, Drakenb. Sil. 17, 8., , fut.-, Lat. guber-

nare. to steer, vF/a, Od. 3, 283 : also, -. Plat. Theag. 123 C; absol.

Xen. Mem. 1, 1, 9: metaph. to guide,

govern. Pind. P. 5, 164, Plat., etc.;

but the orig. is seldom lost sight

of, cr. esp. Ar. Eq. 544. Hence, , , a festival at

Athens in juemory of the steersman of

Theseus, Plut., , . Dor. -,{) a steering, pilotage. Plat.

Rep. 488 : in genl. a guiding, direct-

ing, government, -', Pind. P. 10,

112., , , fem. from, Anth., verb. adj. from -, line must direct. Plat. Sisyph.
389 D.,/, , rarer form for, Od. 8, 557: tasadj., Noun.
25, 189./. ,,=-, Orac. ap. Plut. Sol. 14., , b,{) a
steersman, pilot, Li3.t. gubernator, II. 19,

43, Od. 9, 78, Hdt. 2, 164, etc.: in

genl. a guide, governor, Eur. Supp.
880. Hence, , ,{)
of, belonging to, good at steering, guiding

or governing. Plat. Rep. 488 D, : ;/- (sub.) the pilofs art. Id.

Gorg. 511 D, etc.\, , 6, Cybemiscus, a
Lycian, admiral of the Persian fleet,

Hdt. 7, 98., ,,^., ,,=, He-
sych., , , =.
Hence3,,,=:
esp. in neut.. , gam-
bling-house, Plut., , , () dice-

player, gamhler. Soph. Fr. 686 : -,
name of a play by Antiphanes. Hence, , , of, belonging to,

skilled in dice-playing, Plat. Rep. 374
C. Adv. -.
3''. {) to play at dice,

Cratin. Pyt. 13, Ar. Eccl. 672 : hence
to run a risk or hazard, ,
Xen. Hell. 6, 3, 16; . Plat.

Prot. 314 A.—II. trans, to set upon a

throw, hazard a thing, A. P. 12, 47

;

so' ., to hazard, venture onw^r,
Eur, Rhes. 446 ; cf.
KT'BH', f/r, i], the head: only found

in Gramm., as E. M., to sei-ve as root

for,,,
: akin also to .

Germ. Kopf, Koppe, Kuppe, etc. : and
perh. to-, though here the is

long by nature.

, , },=?., q. v.33, ov, () stooping, bow
ing with the head.— II., , a
minister of Cybele : in genl. one ecstatic

or frantic, Simon, ap. Phot., Cratin.-. 9.,,,^7., q. v., dub.7., f. -, to strike with an
axe : from', or , , an axe,

cleaver, Anaxipp. ap. Ath. 109 C.— II.

=. Cratin. Incert. 62 ;

cf.7?. []/.,, , minister of Cy-
bele, such as vFent about begging for

the goddess, cf.—11. in

genl. a vagabond, Gramm., , 7',=?., Hesych., ami, , v. 1. for., f. -,{) to ?nake into

a cube, Plut. Pass, to be raised to the, of numbers. Math. Vett., , ,{) cubic, Plat.

Tim. 55 D.

—

%. of numbers, raised to

the cube, Arist. Probl. Adv.-, Plut.

KLOV, ov, TO, the flesh of the —-7, salted in square pieces,.—
11. the '77, itself when at a partic-

ular age, Hices. et Posidipp. ap. Ath.
U8B, also, [f], , ,{,-)=, dealer in salt

fish, nickname of the thirteenth Pto-
lemy, Strab.'3, ov, b, Cybisthus, nephew
of Thales, Plut. Sol' 7., , f. -, {, -) to throw one''s self or pitch head-
most, tumble headlong, ~~, II. 16,

745, 749 : to plunge headlong into wa-
ter, dive, KUTu (), II. 21,
354 :—later of professional tumblers,
employed to enliven banquets, etc.,

to tumble, turn heels over head, Plat.

Symp. p. 190 A ; the most approved
method was to throw a summerset
over swords fixed upright, - ,, Xen. Symp. 2, 11, Plat.

Euthyd. 294 . Hence,, , a summerset,
Luc. ; also=sq.,, ,{) the

throiving a summerset, playing mounte-
bank's tricks, Luc. Gymn. 16.,, ,{)
one who throws hi?nself on his head,

throws a summerset, a mountebank,

tumbler, II. 18, 605, Od. 4, 18, cf. -
: esp. a diver, II. 16, 750.—2.

a sea-fish, Opp.

—

. later as adj., tum-
bling', Wern. Tryph. 192.,,()
to play at throwing summersets., , , Cybistra, a city

of Cataonia near Tyana, Strab. p. 535., f. -, to shove, push with

the elbow, Epich. p. 108., ov, TO, more usu. -, the elbow, Lat. cubitus, Epich.

p. 108, Hipp, [], ef,(,) like a
cube, ctibical, Strab.', , , Lat. cubus, a solid

square, a cube. Plat., etc. : esp.

—

.
a cubical die, marked on all six sides,

for the game of dice, thus differing

from the, which was
marked only on four sides (the other
two being rounded), usu. in plur.,

Hdt. 1, 94, Soph. Fr. 380, etc. ; the
Greeks threw with three dice, cf infi-.

—2. proverb., yap, i. e. God's work is no
mere chance, Soph. Fr. 763 :

iv, to decide it by the dice,

by chance, Aesch. Theb. 414 ; later

in sing., so or
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Kv3or, to cast the die, i. e. to risk,

hazard, Anth., and Pint., cf. Valck.

Phoen. 1235 : -, to try one's luck for the last

time Pint. Coriol. 3.-2. also of the

single pips on the dice,'/' ?.-, he has

thrown two aces and a four, Eiir.

Tel. 3 ; , three sixes,

Aesch. Ag. 33, ubi v. Blotnf.—II. any

cube, cubic nuviber, i. e. a number mul-

tiplied twice into itself, as 27 is the

cube of 3, Plat. Rep. 528 B.—III. a

veriebre, like, Arr. ap.

Poll. 2, 180.

KvSulov, ov,,—. Poll., , 6, a bird that mi-

grates with qtiails, prob. kind of orto-

lan, Arist. H. .; also written «ey-,,,-,,.'), also -, Att. -,{) to revile, abuse,, FJpich.

p. 3 ; so too as dep. mid., Epich. p.

115. But in pass, to be mocked, insult-

ed by one, Aesch. Fr. 86, Soph. Aj.

722. Only poet, (, like Lat.

fama and, denotes good and
evil report, but of the verbs, this is

used always in bad, ahnost

always in good sense.), , 6, a Cydathe-, an inhabitant of Cydathenaeum, (a

derne of the tribe Pandionis, the name
of which deme as of many others not

in use but formed by the Gramm.
backward from the gentile name)
Dem. 1397, 4 ; comic appell. in Ar.,

., of Cleon, Vesp. 895., f. -, {) to honor,

do honor to, exalt, ennoble, glorify,

praise, etc., , Horn., esp. in II.,

synon. with, II. 15, 612 ; opp.

to, Od. 16, 212: of the ex-

ternal figure of a man, -
, they healed and

glorified him, by restoring strength

and"beauty, II. 5, 448.—II. to delight,

gladden by marks of honour,, Od. 14, 438.—III.

seldom in bad sense (cf. foreg., fin.),

to flatter, fawn , Hes. Op. 38.

Only poet.—Cf.,, •.?, ,() glorious, re-

nowned, famous, noble, freq. Homer,
epith. of heroes and of whole nations,

as in II. 6, 184, 204: also,, noble, honourable heart, II. 10, 10:

18, 33 : Od. 21, 247 : of the heart of

the lion, II. 12, 45. Ep. word. Cf,,,.
["], ..^, , , Cydantidae, a

deme of the tribe Aegeis.'.,^=, to honour, hold

in honour,, II. 14, 73.—II. intr.:=, to vaunt aloud, boast,'-, -.., II. 20, 42. [<], , , also,
kind of small ship, Antiph. Incert. 89., Att., v..,^^ and, av\h., a, ov, irreg. compar.

of in Polyb. 3, 90, 7, jnore

glorious, more honoured, as if from -, cf..,, ,{) glorious,

noble,, Anth., , , {,)
like,, etc., as

if from a masc. in -, glorifying or

ennobling men, bringing them glory or

renown, in II., usu. epith. of :

once of the, II. 1, 490.—II.

pass, glorified by men, famous for men,, Damaget. Ep. 3. Ep. word.
808

—The -pu shows that there is no
masc. in . []\, ov, , Cydias, masc. pr. n.,

Arist. Ilhet. 2, ; etc., ,{) to vaimt, pride

one^s self Lat. gloriari : hence to go

proudly along, exult, in II. always in

Ep. part,, 11. 21, 519, .
Horn. Cer. 170 ; of a horse, II. 0,

509 ; 15, 200 ; ..., II. 2,

579 : to be proud of a thing, tlvi, Hes.
Sc. 27. Ep. word.\, , , Cydimache, fem.

pr. n., Luc.^, ov, 6, Cydimachus, Ath-

enian masc. pr. n., Dinarch. 100, 7.

—2. a tyrant of Caria, Luc..,^, not in II.,

or Od., but ten tunes in II. Horn.

Merc, as epith. of Mercury. \v], , , Cydippe, wife of

Acontius, Callim. Fr. 101.—2. wife
of Anaxilaus, Hdt. 7, 165.—Others in

Strab. ; etc., , ov, superl. of

(formed from, as,
from), most glorious, most hon-

oured, noblest, in Hom. usu. epith. of

Jupiter and Agamemnon, as the first

of gods and men respectively : also

of Minerva, II. 4, 515 : in genl. the

greatest, , Aesch. Supp.
14. In Att. also a compar.,
ov, gen. , ;

what boots it me to live ? Eur. Ale.

960, cf Andr. 639.—In E. M. we find

also and. [], ov, gen., v. foreg., ,,=:, q. v., epith.

of Dice, Hes. Op. 255, cf Ruhnk. Ep.
Cr. p. 83., ov, 6, the Cydnus, a river

of Cilicia, flowing through Tarsus,
now the Tersoos, Xen. An. 1, 2, 24., , f -'/,{)
to make a hubbub, Ar. Pac. 1152, Nub.
616., , fut. -,{)
to make an uproar, spread confusion and
alarm, II. 11, 324.—II. trans, to throw

into confusion a7id alarm,, II. 15,

130 : in genl. to war against one., , , uproar, confusion,

II. 18, 218 : also, personi-

fied, as companion of ', and
'Epif, II. 5, 593 ; 18, 535 : in Theocr., cock-fights, 22, 72., ov, {, -) parent of confusion, Greg. Naz.', , , glory, fame, re-

nown, praise, esp. in war, oft. in Hom.
(esp. in II.), joined with, II. 10,

84 ; 17, 251 : he usu. says, -, to win glory : of Jupiter,, 11. 1 , 405, etc. : of a single

person, as Ulysses,//^ '-, the glory, pride ot the Achaians,
like Lat. decus, Od. 12. 184 ; and of

Nestor, II. 14, 42.

—

2. glory and success

together, cf Nitzsch Od. 3, 57 ; in

Trag. only used by Aesch.—II. in bad
signf., evil report, disgrace, shame, only

in Gramm., but cf, and Lat.

fama, v. : ace. to E. M., in

this signf it was . Only poet.,,.., , , CyJrae, a city of
Chaonia in Epirus, Strab., , , Cydrara, a city

of Phrygia on the confines of Lydia,
Hdt. 7, 30.., ov, 6, Cydrelus, a son of

Codrus, founder of Myus, Strab. p.

633., ,, {)^=7,
glorious, illustrious, noble, in Hom. al-

ways in fem., as epith. of goddesses:
also of women, Od. 15, 26 : the masc.

first in H. Hom. Merc. 4C1 : ot a
horse, proud, stalely, Xen. Eq. 10, 10

;, to drink more lust-

ily, Ion ap. Ath. 403 C. Poet, word,
of which is a v. 1., though
this form is very dnb., , to honour, glorify. Pass.,^, to pride one's

self, bear one's selfproudly, strut, show

off, A el., etc.^, , h, Cydon, son of

Apollo and Acacallis ; from him ace.

to Steph. Byz. Cydonia in Crete \vas

named : in Pans. 8, 33, 4, son of Mer-
cuiy and Acacallis.—2. a Byzantian,
Xen. Hell. 1, 3, 18.— II. adj. Cydonmn., , , and, ,
, quince-tree.^, , , the Cydonians, an
early race in tlie northwest of Crete,
called by Strab. p. 475 indigenous,
Od. 3, 292; 19, 176., , , also Kvouv,\Cydo•
nia, a city in the northwest of Crete

;

its ruins are on the site Jerami, Hdt.
3, 44. Hence^,, , Cydonian, epith.

of Diana, Orph., ov, 6, an inhabitant of
Cydonia, Polyb. 4, 55, 4., ,{) to swell

like a quince, Lat. sororiare, -, Leon. Tar. 41, cf sq., and-
., , ov,=:sq.,, The-

ocr. 7, 12, ubi al., , , {) Cydo-
nian: ., quince, ci.

.—II. inetaph. swelling like a quince,

hence round and plump, of a girl's

breasts, Ar. Ach. 1 199, cf foreg.,, , fem. to foreg., , , .,
qxiitice-wine., , {. -, older form for, aor.. To bear in the

womb, to have conceived, to be big or
pregnant with a child, Lat. gestare, C.

ace, ? vii'jv l\. 19, 117
;-, II. 23, 266 ; so

too. Plat. Symp. 203 C, 206 D :—Pass.,

TO, that which is in the womb,
the foetus. Plat. Legg. 789 , Arist.,

etc. :—Mid. to bring forth,,
Opp. Cyn. 3, 22.-2. absol. to be big

or pregnant, to conceive, like-, Hdt. 5, 41 ; . . Id. 6,

68. Cf, fin.\, , ov.= sq., Ar. Pac.
1176., ,, oforfrom Cyzicus,
Cyzicenian, Hdt. : , a
gold coin, cf. sub.., ov, , Cyzicus, son of Ae-
nus and Aenete, king of the Dolioiies,

after whom the island ( sq. ) was
named, A p. Rh. 1,949.^, ov, , Cyzicus, an island
in the Propontis, on the coast of My-
sia, connected by two bridges with
the main land, and on this account
often considered as a peninsula,
Strab. p. 575.—2. on it was a celebra-

ted city of same name with a good
harbour, earlier called,
Hdt. 4, 14.,, , (-) that whicJt

is conceived an embryo, foetus, Plat.

Rep. 401 C, and Arist. ; also.
[]

,, ,,() conception or
gestation, pregnancy. Plat. Polit. 274
A, Mene.x. 238 A. [v], a, ov, aiding the delive~

ry, Hipp.
^ ^ ^

Kvi/, , ,{) belonging to

conception, aiding it, Clem. Al., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 from 5-



, Od. 3, 16 [], subj., c.. redupl., Od. 6, 303. There is no
pres.., , , later form for-, 0pp., v. Jac. A. P. p. 606. [], , , Cytherea, surname
of Venus, Od. 8, 288 ; 18, 193, from
the city, in Crete, or the isl-

and (q. v.), -
joined, . Horn. 9, 1 ;--, Musae. 37.^,, ^,=foreg., Luc. Conv.

41.,, , Cythera, an island

on the south of Laconia, now Cerigo,

II. 15, 432, and Hes. Th. 192 : v. sub.-2. the chief city of the

island. Thuc. 4, 54 ; Strab. p. 363.-3.

a city of Cyprus, Schol. Hes. Th. 192., adv. to Cytherus, irreg.

for, as if from,
Dem. 1041, 12., , , =, Plat.

Epigr. 29 Bgk.^, a, ov, Cytherian, of Cy-
thera, II. 10, 268 ; Hdt. ; etc. : Kv-, sc. ,=, Xen. Hell.

4, 8, 7: Kd077P£7?, Hdt. 1, 82.

iKvpo, ov, h, the Cytherius, a

river of Elis Pisatis, Strab. ; in Paus.., ov, 6,{,)
a Spartan 7nagistrate sent annually to

govern the island of Cythera,. -, Thuc. 4, 53., adv.()from Cy-
thera, II. 15,438., ov, b, OT-pov, ov, , Cy-
therus, one of the twelve ancient cit-

ies of Attica ; subsequently a deme
of the tribe Pandionis, Strab. p. 397.^, a, ov, of Cythmis, Cythni-

an ; ol, Hdt. 7, 91 ; from^,, ov, {], Cythnus, one of the

Cyclades,now TAermm, Strab. p. 485., ,=.,-,-, -,
Ion. for-.^, , Cy'iza, a place in India,

Arr. Ind. 27, 6., [),) to make preg-

nant, impregnate, of the male, Galen.

Pass,, of the female,=:,
to conceive, become pregnant or with

young, Hdt. 2, 93 ; 4, 30 : also of

plants, Theophr.—2. also intrans.,=

pass., Philostr./',,. strengthd collat.

form from sq., Ar. Thesm. 852.', , . -, to stir tip and
mix, mix up, II. 5, 903 ; tlvl, with a

thing. II. 11, 638,', Od. 10,

235, cf Ar. Vesp. 1515.—II! like -, Lat. miscere and turbare, to stir

up, and so, . , to stir up
the mud, Ar. Eq. 866 : hence to throw

into confusion 0 disorder, confound,

Aesch. Pr. 994 ; - ?/, Ar.

Eq. 363 : in this signf Horn, only has
the pass., to be confounded, panic-strick-

en, etc., , II. 11, 129
;

so, oi, II. 20,

489 ; of the tumult of waves,, II. 21, 235, Od. 12, 238,

etc. : later of mental disquiet,, Archil. 14. Hence, , , a mixing up, confu-

sion., Ep. ace. for, from
sq., II.,, b, ace., and
shortd., .is always in Od., and
H. Horn. Cer., but in II. always Ep.
ace. () : a mixture, esp.

a mixed drink, refreshing draught, po-

tion, made of barley-meal, grated

cheese and Pramnian wine, 11. 11,

624, 641 ; to which Circe adds honey,

KYKA
Od. 10, 234,316, and when it is ready,

puts in magical drugs : its consisten-

cy was that of a thick soup, as may
be inferred from its being called

in Od.. and in II. : in H. Hom.
Cer. 208, the, given to Ceres
is of, water, and 2^/.
Later, various ingredients were used,

esp. for medical use, and various

names were given to the, v.

Foes. Oecon. Hipp. The Lat. name
was cinnus, Arnob., , , Cyce, fem. pr. n., An-
acr. 19, 13.

^ ^, , ,{)=^,
a mixture, medley., ov, , () a ladle

for stirring : hence metaph. a turbu-

lent felloio, agitator, Ar. Pac. 654. []);,,,^, -. [}, , , Cycesium, a city

of Elis Pisatis, Strab. p. 356.,, ,() a stirring

up, viixing in confusion, Plat. Tim. 68, ov, {,)
mixed up with ashes,, Ar. Ran.

710., ov, 6, {) a stirrer,

agitator., , , {) with
and without, the Cyclaries, isl-

ands in the Aegean sea, which lie in

a circle round Delos, Hdt. 5, 30., i. -,{) to go

round about, surround.?.,{) to make round., ov, , Theocr. 5, 123,

Theophr.,, , also -, , Orph.. cyclamen, sow-bread,

a tuberous-rooted plant, with a frag-

rant flower used for garlands., , , () round,

circular, lying arcnind, . -, Eur. Ion 1583 : hence, a'l Kv-, q. v., Isocr. 68 D, cf. Strab. p.

485: also, ?/, (sub.) a

woman's garment with a border all

round it, Propert. 4, 7, 36.—II. of time,

coming in a circle, revolving,, Eur.
Ale. 449.^,, 6, Cycleus, father of

the poet Arion, Anth.,() to make a circle,

goround, traverse, Strab.

—

11. tocircum-

vent, to surround. App., , f. -, to move round

and round, ivheel along, in Hom. only

once, , II. 7, 3,32, and
. Pors. Or. 624 : usu.—2. to move
round or in a circle, bring round,,

., to walk round and round, for

the purpose of watching, etc., Soph.
Aj. 19, Eur. Or. 624 ; so, .-,, to look round, look about,

Eur. Phoen. 364, Ar. Thesm. 958.--

B. pass, to surround, encircle, ,
Hdt. 8, 16, Soph. Aj. 353.-2. to go

round and round, to revolve, Id. Fr. 713,

.. Plat. Rep. 617

.—3. metaph. of sayings.etc, to be

current, pass from mouth to month,

Plut.—C. also intr. in act.,= pass.—
2. to revolve, come round and round,, ?, Soph.

El. 1365, Tr. 130. Cf., () adv., in a cir-

cle, Posidon. ap. Ath. 212 F.,, ,() a round,

circuit, revolution.\, ov, b, Cycliadas, masc.

pr. n., Polyb. 17, 1. 2.,, , .() circu-

lar, round, 76, cf. Jac.

. P. p. 201., , Cv,() circular,

in a circle,, Plut. Adv. -.
—II. those Epic poets were called, whose writings collective-

ly formed a cycle or series of mythic
and heroic story down to the death
of Ulysses, v. Welcker, Epischer Cy-
clus (Bonn, 1835) ; Muller Gr. Lite-

rat. 1, ch. 6; Diintzer Fragm. d. Ep.
Poesie (Koln 1840) : the chief ancient
authority is Prochis' Chrestomatheia.
Adv. -, Arist. Coel.?.?, ov, a, (-

II.,) a teacher of the cyclic

chorus, i. e. a dithyrambic poet, v. sq.,

Ar. Av. 1403.,lia, tov, also , ov, (-) round, circular,, Archestr.
ap. Ath. 320 :—the neut. -
', as s\\\>st.=^, Eur. I. A.
1056.—II. , o'l, circular,

cyclic choruses, strictly of any which
danced (and sang) in a ring round an
altar in honour of the god : but usu.
appropriated to those of Bacchus, di-

thyrambic choruses, opp. to tlie drama-
tic, which was arranged in a square(), freq. in Ar., as Nub.
333, Ran. 366: hence ., dithy-

rambs, Ar. Av. 918., ov, . Dim. from -, Diosc., , to roar like the tor-

rent Cycloborus, Ar. Ach. 381 : from, ov, 0, a mountain-tor-

rent in Attica, Ar. Eq. 137. (Prob.
from,, devouring all

round.), , f. -, to write

about and about a thing, to use peri-

phrasis, Dion. H. : from, ov, (?.,)
writing on a certain circle ot subjects,

esp. of a cyclic poet., v. II.

[«], ov,(,)
driven round in a circle, Anth. [t], ,(,) cir-

cular, Plut. Adv. -.?,, , poet, for-, circular, Soph. . . 161., , (,-) revolving in a circle, Orph., adv. () from the

circumference,from all sides, all around,

Lys. 110,41, Lob. Phryn. 9., ov, b, a round lead-

pencil, Anth.
KvK?M,,,=-, dub.?., . f. -?;, (,) to make into or like a circle.

Mid. to form into, stand in a circle, dub.
in Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 40., , , a going round,

circuitous way, Strab. : from, , fut. -,(?.,) to go by a circuitous way, Strab.', ov, 0, also with hete-
rog. plur. tu, II. (cf infr. II.

1) :

—

a ring, circle, round, -, of the circle which hunters draw
round their game, Od. 4. 792 : esp.

the rim of a round shield, 11. 11, 33,
etc. :, in a circle or ring, round
about, , Od. 8, 278

;

usu. with verbs compd. of, as,,. etc., Hdt. 1,

180, Aesch. Fr. 395, Plat., etc. ; so

, round about it, Hdt. 1,

43 ; but we also have, c. ace,
as if for, . Id. 4, 72 ;

also c. gen., . ,
Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 5 : so too, tv,
around, on orfrom all sides, Soph. Aj.

723, etc.—II. any circular body. esp.
— 1. a wheel. 11.^23, 340, in which
signf the hetcrog. plur., is

mostly used, U. , 722; 18, 375.-2. a
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place of assembly, the, called

-, in II. 18, 504 ; so, .,
Eur. Or. 919, Thuc. 3, 74: also a,i

amphithealre, Dio C—3. like Lat. co-

rona, a crowd of people standing round,

a ring or circle of people, Eiir. Andr.
1089 : a place in the where do-

mestic utensils were sold, Alex. Calas.

1, cf. lieiitley's Correspondence, p.

223, sq.—4. the vault of the sky, .-, Hdt. 1, 131, and so . alone,

Soph. Phil. 815, Ar. Av. 1715: so,

., Soph. Aj. 072 : the 7noon's

disk, with or without 7, Hdt.

6, 100: also the sun's disk, Trag.—5.

the circle or wall round a city, esp.

round Athens, Hdt. 1, 98, Thuc. 2,

13, etc.—0. a round dish, plate : a round

shield, Trag.—7. in pi. the halls of the

eye, Soph. O. T. 1270.—8., the cheeks, Hipp.—111. atiy

circular motion, viovcment in a circle, or-

bit of the heavenly bodies, revolution

of the seasons, Eur. Or. 1045, Hel.

112: hence too, . /, Hdt. 1, 207.-2. in Log-
ic, the fallacy of arguing in a circle.

—3. in Rhet. a rounded period, Dion.

H.—IV. the Epic Cycle, cf.

.—V. a sphere, globe, in Plat. Legg.
898 A, where it is feni., if the reading

be right. ( seems to be re-

dupl. from. Root -, in-. Pott. Et. Forsch. 1, 205.)?., adv. (?) in or into a

circle, around, 11. 4, 212 ; 17, 392., , f. -, {,
CoStu) to drive round in a circle, whirl

round,, Ar. Vesp. 1523, e conj.

Dind., , {,)
turned round, rounded, circular, Od. 17,

209, Hes. Th. 145, Sc. 208 ; also in

Hdt., and Alt. ; . -. he bent it into a circle, 11. 4, 124.

Adv. -, Pint. Cf..?, {, )
as pass., to move in a circle, Arist.

Mund. : hence?, , , moving in

a circle, circular, 7], Plut. Adv.- : and', ov, moved in a circle.,, , a circular motion,

revolution, Anst. Phys. 8, 9, 1., , ,=^77]•. Adv. -, Plut.7, ov, {/, )
moving in a circle., , () to encircle,

surround. Eur. I. A, 775, and Polyb :

but—2. in earlier writers this sense
of Act. occurs only in tnid.,-, to surround them, Hdt. 3,

157 ; 9, 18 ; and so Thuc, Xen., etc.

:

yet we have the pass., to be surround-

ed, Thuc. 7, 81 ; and that joined with
the mid., ?.-', Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 20.—. to lead

in a circle, drive round and round, whirl

round, Eur. Cycl. 402 : pass,, Aesch. Ag. 997.

—

HI. toform into a circle, ., Mel.
79, cf. : pass, to form a
circle, be bent round, Eur. Bacch. 1066

;

also of a fleet wheeling into a crescent

shape, Hdt. 8, 76. Cf. 7,.'],,{,)—•7., circular., adv. later form for -. Lob. Phryn, 9.,, ,() that

which is rounded into a circle, as—1. a
wheel, Eur. Phoen. 1185.—2.•
Tovov ., drum. Id. Bacch. 124.'^, uvoc, h, Cyclon, an Ar-
give, V. 1. Xen. Hell. 3, 5, 1 ; cf.-
7mv.
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KTKN
tKii/c/tjTeta, , , the Cyclopia, or

Cyclopey, appcU. of 9th book of the

Odyssey, Philostr. : from,, eiov, also , ov,

also, , lov,()
Cyclopian, of, belonging to, befitting the

Cyclopes, esp. of the architecture so

called (also called), in

which signf. it is oft. applied to My-
cenae, as Eur. El. 1158, H. F.

15, 1. A. 205, cf Muller Archaol. d.

Kunst 'i
45.— II. proverb., ., a

wild savage life, Strab., cf. sq.-, ), op,=foieg. .
-, . /, to live a savage lawless

Ufe, Arist. Eth. N., cf. Od. 9, 106, sq.,

and foreg.

KvK?MKiov, , , (, )
the white round the ball of the eye, Arist.

H. A.—IL ?., , as dim.
from /), Eur. Cycl. 200.', , lov, also , ov,=

;\ , of

the territory of Argos and Mycenae,
Eur. Or. 905t: pecul. fein.-,, Id. L . 845., , ,{) sur-

rounding, ericlosing, esp. in a battle,

Xen. : / '-, before the
larger body that were endeavouring
to surround them came up, Thuc. 4,

128., , ,() round-

ed, round, Aesch. Theb. 540.,, ,(, )
Cyclops, strictly the round-eyed (cf.

infr. II.),— ''.,' --, Hes. Th. 144. The Cyclopes are

first mentioned in Od. as a savage
race of one-eyed giants, dwelling on
the coast of Sicily, Od. 9, 106, sq.,

399, sq.
;
prob. the rude Aborigines,

from whom the later Leontini were
said to have sprung. The sing, in

Od. is always used of Polyphemus,
son of Thoosa, 1, 09, 71 ; in Hes. Th.
140, we find only three Cyclopes,
Brontes, Steropes and Arges, sons of

Uranus and Gaea, who forged the

thunderbolts lor Jupiter: afterwds.

the caverns of Aetna were called

their smithy ; and all smiths were
reckoned as their descendants. Cf., -.— II. ?,, , , as adj. round-eyed, in genl.

round,, Parmenid. ap. Clem.
Al. p. 732 ; and in Emped. 284 we
have the irreg. form., , , also , ov,

LX. .() of, belonging to a swan

:

TO K. (sub. or), a .'swan's

dying song, Polyb.t-ll. of or belonging

to Cycnus,, Find. O. 10, 20.,, , a kind of eagle,

white as a swan. Pans., , , fern, -, ,=,. Soph. Fr. 457., ov,{,)
nurtured, reared by swans., , , kind of
ship, between the and the-, or having a swan a?id beetle for
its sign, Nicostr. Diab. 1, cf.., ov,(,)
swan-shaped, or perh. white as a swan,
Aesch. Pr. 795.', , , a swan, Lat. eye-

mis, II. 2, 400; 15, 092.—. metaph.
from the legends of the swan's (dy-

ing) song (cf. Hes. 8c. 316. Aesch.
Ag. 1444, and esp. Plat. Phaed, 85 B),
a poet, Leon. Tar. 80, cf. Hor. Od. 2,

20.

—

III. a kind ofship, from the figure

head, or perhaps from the curve of

KTAI
the prow, like a swan's neck, Nicostr.
Diab. 1., ov, , Cycnus, son of Mars
and Pelopia, slain by Hercules, Hes.
Sc. 57.—2. son of Mars and Pyiene,
Apollod.—3. son of Neptune and Ca-
lycc, king of Tenedos, Pind. O. 2, 147.,, , ,(,)
like swan, Anth., , , the parts under the

eyes, Hesych. : also, u'l, Eu-
stath. : or, ace. to Poll. 2, 00, tlit low-

er eye-lids,, being the up-
per, ci.. '(Hence :>(5( ;

cf. Lat. cilium.) [v as in Lat. cilium,

V.' ; so that it was merely
the resemblance of signf. that led
some to write it.^\7,, , . 1. for-

or-, q. .iKa, , , Cylabras, a hero
honoured in Phasclis, ap. Ath. 297 F.77, , , Cylarabes, son
of Sthenelus, king of Argos, Paus. 2,

18, 5 : hence^,, , or-, Cy-
larabis, a gymnasium in Argos, so
named from foreg., Plut. Cleom. 26 ;

Paus. 2, 22, 8., .=., Poll.;—is

it not rathcr=, ov, , (7.) side-

board, bcaufet, stand for drinking-ves-

sels, Ar. Fr. 1.59.—II. a carousal, Cra-
tin. Jun. Cheir. 1./, ov, {7.) of, belonging

to a cup, or drinking party., , to talk over one's

cups, Pratin. ap. Ath. 461 E, cf. 480
: from7!, ov.(,)

one who talks over his cups., ov, (7., )
drawn in cups, i. e. abundant., ov, , Thcophr., kv7X, . , Ath., and /.?/, ,
dim. from, a small cup., ov, {7\,,) car-

rying cups, Heliod.,,, the Cylicranes, a

people from Lydia, who settled near
Mt. Oeta, Ath. 401 : froin.77], , (7,) like

a cup..', , lengthd. and usu.
Att. pres. for, q. v., first in

Ar. Av. 502.'/, , , =,
q. v., and7.7, . ,()
rolling, wallowing, , Plut.—.
metaph. exercise, practise, skill, •. Plat. Soph. 268 A : cf. Lat. Dtj-

sari., , , ()
cylindrical, Math. Vett. Adv. -,
Plut.7., ,(, -) like a cylinder, cylindrical, Plut.
Adv. -., ov, b,() a roller,

cylinder, Ap. Kb. : a roll of a book, vol-

ume, Diog. L. Hence., . roll, level with a
roller, Theojihr.,,=/.
Theophr., -, ,()
levelled with a roller, Nic. ap. Ath. 369
B., fut.7. [l\ : aor.-, inf., aor. pass,-

: older form of the later-, (V. sub fin.) To roll, roll on or
along, . Od. 1,

102, cf. 14, 315; !/, Od. 5, 296 (and so in pass.,7, II. U, 307);



metaph., , roll

a calamity upon one, 11. 17, 688, (and
so in pass., !) '-, 11. 11, 347, cf. Od. 2, 163; 8, 8J).—. pass., to be rolled,

roll along, roll, oft. in Hom. (cf. supr.)

;

as,?• , Od. 11,

698, cf. 11. 13, 142; 14, 411 ; ?.-, roll or wallow

in the dirt (in sign of grief), II. 22,

414; so alone, Od. 4,

541 ; 10, 499 : later also to he tostfrom
man to 7nan, i. e. be much talked of, like

Lat. jactari, Ar. Vesp. 492 : also of

persons, to wander about, like-, Plat. Theaet. 172 C (but with
V. 1. .). Hom. has only the form?, and of it the pres. and impf.

(except in IL 17, 99, where he has

aor.') : so too always in Pind.,

and Trag. ; first in Ar. Av.

502 (though he also has the older

form), and so usu. in Att. prose.

Later also we find a pres. 7., -, as in Arist. Pol. 6, 4, 13, cf.

Buttm. Lexil. (Akin to.,
; and so prob. from root-,', volvo : cf..),, , cup, drinking-cup,

Phocyl. 7, Sapph. 5, Plat., etc. :

kvXlkl,—/, Plat.

Synip.214A,cf.. (Prob.

from same root as ',-, from their round shape : for the

ii is against any connection with
or ..) []
'^.,, , Cylix, a Lydian, a

companion of Hercules, Ath. 461 F.'.•, ,() a roll-

ing, esp. of athletes in the dust after

anointing, Arist. Metaph., cf.-.., , , ^vorse form for-, Br. Ar. Ach. 457., , , dim. from -, dub.', , , {7)
roll: aho=KV?iiaT[ja, . ./., , ,{) be-

longing , practised in rolling : as

subst.,, a wrestler, who
struggled on while rolling in the dust,

Schol. Pind. I. 4, 81., , , verb. adj. of -, rolled, or fit for rolling : twined

in a circle : epith. of a kind of garland,

Comici ap. Ath. 678., {],^=.', , , {') small cup,

Alcae. 31 : also a dish for food, Ar.

Fr. 423.?., , , a little cup or

box, Ar. Eq. 906., , ,— ioreg., Hipp.,

and Achae. ap. Ath. 480 F./, later coUat. form for -, q. V. [i, Jac. A. P. p. 139.]', =. Soph. Fr.

619.', , , and,
Dor. for7., etc.7,, , Ion.7,
Aegyptianbread madefrom /~, Hdt.

2, 77.

?.,,,—7, cup, Mim-
nerm. 9, 6 (Bach).

—

. any hollow:

the palm of the hand, Ar. Eq. 1083, of.., , , Cyllen, son of

Elatus, Paus. 8, 4, 4.', 7, , Cyllene,]ih.e lofti-

est mountain of the Peloponnesus, in

Arcadia on the borders of Achaia, sa-'

cred to Mercury who was born on it,

and whose temple crowned the sum-
mit, now Zyria. 11. 2, 603 ; H, Horn.
Merc. 2,—IJ. the haven of the Eleans,

between Ara.xu.? and Chelonatas,

KTMA
Thuc. 1, 30; Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 27.-2.

]

a small town on the Aeolian coast of

Asia Minor near Cyme, Xen. Cyr. 7,

1 , 45.—III. a nymph, wile of Pelargus,

Pherecyd. ap. Dion. Hal, 1, 13.

Hence^7., a, ov, of Cyllene, Cyl-

lenian, 11. 15, 518 ; Kv/Jjjvia -, the Cylleniati range or mount,

Soph. Aj. 695, as/.,
Callun. Del. 272 : esp. 7.7,
epith. of Mercury, 11. 24, 1 ; H. Horn.
Merc. 304.^7, ov, , Cyllenius, a poet
of the Anthology.'7, , , pecul. fem. to7., Orph.-, , , -, , gen.

-,^=}.~, ivic.', , o,=sq.7.:, , , {7,6,) crookfooted, hailing, epith. of

Vulcan, II. 18, 371, etc., voc.-, 11.21,331. [t], , , -, . gen.-, (7, ) crook-footed,

Aristod. ap. Ath. 338 ., , , crooked, esp. bent hi-

wards : freq. of arms and legs crip-

pled by di.sease, and so maimed, halt,

like 7., Hipp., etc., v. Foes.

Oecon.—II. but in Ar. Eq. 1083,-
?) is (not without a pun)
crooked hand, i. e. with the fingers

crooked up like a beggar's, to catch an

alms, cf. Schol. ad. 1. {7.7, some-
times written /, is prob. akin to, from the root .) Hence'/, , to bend, curve : esp. to

crook, cripple, Hipp.7., , also or

Ki7Jdpioi, a class of slaves at Syra-

cuse, Hdt. 7, 155; another form is7., q. v., , , {) a

crooked or crippled part. Medic.7},, , (/') a crook-

ing, laming, crippling, Hipp.7. , {7.,) to

have a sivetting below the eye, from
blows, Ar. Lys. 472 ; or from sleepless

nights, as unhappy lovers, Theocr.

1, 38 ; sf. Ruhnk. Tim. [v. kv/m fin.], , , v.., ,, . 7..
tKi'/<ji',, , Cylon, a distin-

guished Athenian, victor at the Olym-
pic games, 01. 35, attempted to make
himself master of Athens, but was
slain, Hdt. 5, 71 ; Thuc. 1, 126.—2.

ah Argive, v. 7., Paus. 3, 9, 8.

—Others in Paus. ; etc. Hence^7., ov, of Cylon, (1),.
Pint. Sol. 12., , , {) any thing

swoln (like a pregnant female) : hence
—I. the swell of the sea, a wave, billow,

of rivers as well as the sea, the dash-

ing of waves, breakers, Hom., etc., but

not freq. in prose : of the sea Hom.
usu. says or -

: collectively, -,
when the leaves abated, Hdt. 7, 193

:

in Trag. freq. metaph. of the waves
of adversity, etc. : -,,, etc. : -, Tyrt. 3,

22 : also of a flood of men, Aesch.
Theb. 64. Proverb,, -, Eur. I. . 1396 ; iiutjjv ', Aesch. Pr. 1001.

—

2. a waved moulding, cyma {recta oxre-

versa), -, Aesch, Fr. 70, cf.

III.—III. like, the

foetus in the womb, embryo, Aesch,
Eum, 659 ; also of the earth. Id. Cho.
128: cf. Jac. A. P. p. 169.—2. the

young sprout of a cabbage, Lat. cyma., , , Cymaetha, name

KYMB
of a cow, also wr., Theocr.
4,46., f. -, {) to swell,

rise in w-aves, , the
billmcy sea, II. 14, 229, Od. 4, 425 : of

a pot, to boil. Poet. ap. Suid.—2. of
any waving motion, . r?/, of
caterpillars, Arist. H. A. : so of a line

of soldiers, Plut.—HI. metaph. ot

restless passion, to boil up, swell, -', Aesch. Theb. 443 ;, ViwA. P. 4,282.—IV.
transit, to set in violent commotion,

make restless. Pass, ,
to be agitated with it,, Pmd. Fr.

88, 3., a, ov, of or belonging to

Cyme, Cymean, 6 K., the

Cymeangulf— 1. on the coast of Asia
Minor by Cyme in Aeolis, and—2. the

Lat. Sinus Cumanus, by Cumae in

Campania, Strab. : y, the

Cymean territory, of Cyme in Aeoiis,

Id. p. 626,,,=,
nisi legend,, Lob, Phrya
608.,, ,{) a wa-
ving, undulation, Arist. Incess. An.9, 9.,, , {, III.)

pregnant woman., , , {va)=sq., , . Ion. -, full of
waves, surging, billowy,, Hdt.

2, 111,, Aesch. Supp. 545: in

genl. stormy.—2. act. causing waves,

stormy,, Hdt. 8, 118., f. -, {) to stir,

agitate, as a wave : pass, to be agitated

by the waves, Arist. H. A., , , dim. from,
a small wave.—2.:= I. 2, Bockh
Inscr. 1, p. 284., , {,)
dashing, breaking like waves, stormy,. Soph. O. C. 1243.7, ov, {, /3)
throwing up waves., ov, {,,) running over the waves./, , {,) like

waves : in genl. stormy,, Arist,

Probl.,, , poet, for •, Anth., ov,{,)
resounding with waves.7^/, , , {, ,)
Wave-stiller, a Nereid, Hes. Th. 253.-7.. , , , {,) wave-beaten,. Soph. .
C. 1241 : tossed to andfro by the waves,

of a fish, Hipp,, ov, {,)
nourishing waves, epith. of the sea., ov, {,)
plundering by sea, /^, dub. m
Eur. Polyid. 1./<, , =, Pluf.

:

pass, to swell, of the sea,, Thuc. 3, 89., , , (,)
place where the waves break, beach, Hdt,

4, 19C; 9, 100.,.=^., , , {)
surging : the beach where the waves
break, Strab. p. 53.3, f. -, {37,)
play the cymbals, Luc. : hence

:37., , , a playing on

the cymbals, Alciphr. ; and7!'/, ov, a, a player upon
the cymbals, Dio C.&, , , pecul, fem.

of foreg,7., ov, ro,{) a cym-

bal, Lat. cymbalum, musical instrument
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like a hollow hasin, two of which were
struck together, Pind. Fr. 48, cf.•., ov, (,, ~-,) head-foremost, Lat.

ironus. . KoviyoL,

1. 5, 58G.— II. ., as subst. the croii-n

or top of a helmet, in which the plume
is placed, ~ ., II. 15, 53G.3, , ,=, Diog.

L. 3, 42., , , hollow, the bottom

of a vessel ; esp.—1. a drinking-vessel,

cup, bowl, cf. ', /., •, etc.—II. boat, Lat. cymba. Soph.

Pr. 129.—III. a knapsack, wallet, like.—IV. a kind of bird, perh.

inm6/cT-pigeon (cf.), Em-
ped. 226., ov, TO, dim. from foreg.,

esp. a small cup, Lat. cymbium, Comici
ap. Ath. 481, sq., Dem. 565, fin., ov, ,=, any hollow

:

esp. a holloiv vessel, cup, basin, Nic.

Ther. 526 : Nic. also has a heterocl.

dat. or; as if from,, , . 129.^, , . Dor., Cyme, the

greatest of the Aeolian cities on the

coast of Asia Minor, Hes. Op. 634,

Strab. p. 550, etc.—2. the city Cumae
in Campania, Strab. p. 213, called

from Chalcis, Thuc. 6, 4.., , Cyminanthe, fern,

pr. n., Ath. 173 A., b, (and ace. to some ,
but dub.) Ion. name of the bird-, which Plin. calls nocturnus ac-

cipiter, Ike night-hawTt, night-jar, which,, 11 14,291. [•],{) to strew with

cummin, Luc., , ivov, of cummin,

[]', ov, ,{, -) a box for cwnmin, to be placed

on the table like a salt-cellar, Ni-

cochar. Gal. 1., , ,{,-
)={0Ieg., Apollodor. ap. Foil. 10,93., , , —-., , , cummin, Lat. cu-

minum, Theophr., etc., ov, , (,
irpiu) a cummin-splitter, i. e. a skinflint,

niggard, Arist. Eth. N. : as adj., . 6, Alex.. 1,

cf. sq., and Theocr. 10, 55., ov,

(foreg.>and') a cum-
min-splitting-cress-scraper, strengthd.

for foreg., Ar. Vesp. 1357. [], ov,{,)
rubbed with cummin toflavour it, .,
Lat. sal cyminatus, Archestr. ap. Ath.
320 B., ,{,) like

cummin, Theophr., ov, gen., {,) receiving, vieMng the waves,

uKTij, Eur. Hipp. 1173., - . Cymodoce, Wave-
receiver, a Nereid, II. 18, 39., , {,, •
?.) abounding with waves, epith. of

Neptune, Orph., , , {,) Cy-
motho'e. Wave-swift, a Nereid, II. 18,

41, Hes., ov, =,
Simmias.'-?., , , (,)
Cymopol'ia, Wave-walker, a daughter
of Neptune, Hes. Th. 819.
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KTNA, ov, {,, -) cleaving the waves :,
a triangular breakwater, pier.,, , Cymo. strictly Wavy,
a Nereid, Hes. Th. 255.

tKi'i'a, , , Cyna, daughter of

Fhilip of Macedon, wife of Amyntas,
Arr. An. 1, 5, 4: also wr. Kvvva, v.

Ath. 155 A., ov, . Dor. for-., . Dor. for ',
dog-leadiiig : hence a hunter, hunts-

man ; the Dor. form being always
used in Att. poets, like", etc.,

Pors. Or. 26, Lob. Phryn.'429 :-•, of Diana, Aujiiress-maid,

Ar. Lys. 1272 : fern,,. a

huntress, name of a comedy by Phile-

taerus., , , (, )
strictly dog-throttling: hence Cy-
nanche, a bad kind of sore throat ; also

and : cf.—2. a dog's collar, for -, Rhian. Epigr. 8, ubi al..
Hence, , 6, a dog-throttier,

epith. 01 Mercury, Hippon. 18., , , suffering from
cynanche., ov, 6,=., ov, , {,) a

leader of dogs, hunstman, like,
Xen. Cyn. 9, 2.^, ov, 6, Cynaegirus, an
Athenian, son of Euphorion, brother

of the poet Aeschylus, Hdt. 6, 114
;

also, Anth., , , Cynaetha, name of

a shepherdess, Theocr. 5, 102.—II. a

city of Arcadia on the Erymanthus,
Strab. p. 388. Hence^,, Ath. 626 , and,, Polyb. 4, 16, 11, ol,

the inhab. of Cynaetha, Cynaetheans,.^, , , Cynaethus, son of

Lycaon of Arcadia, Apollod.—2. a

rhapsodist of Chios, Schol. Pind.

N. 2, 1.—3. another, Luc.
and -, , , also•, , , dog-thorn, perh. our

dog-rose,, Arist. . .,, ,{,) dog-

leash, . II.,, , (,-) fox-dog, mongrel betiveen dog

arid fox, like the Lacon.,
Ar. Lys. 957.—II. nickname of Cleon,

Ar. Eq. 1067, etc. : applied by Lucian
to the Cynics.^,,, the Dog-milkers,

an Aethiopian tribe, Strab. p. 771., , ,{,) dog-

fly, i. e. shameless-fly, abusive e[)ithet

of impudent women, I!. 21, 394, 421 :

others write, which is used
in prose. Lob. Phryn. 689. [^]^, , ,=:, Arr., and , {, -) dog-man, cf.^.,, , and -
, , eiiheT=,=-. Soph. Fr. 318, 643, v. ap. Ath.
70 A.^, ov, , CynarBtus, son
of Codrus, founder of Myus, ace. to

Pans. 7, 2, 10., ov, TO, dim. from,
a little dog. Plat. Euthyd. 298 D, Xen.,
etc. ; also, cf. Lob. Phryn.
180. [a],, pecul. poet. fern, of, of a dog, Lat. caninus,, the dog-days, Plut., V.

V.—II. usu. as subst.— 1. sub. ,
dog's hair, of a bad fleece, Theocr. ]5,

19.—2.=.—3.=,

q. v., Polemo ap. Ath. 409 D.—1.=
IX., Gramm.', ov, , and-, ov,

,{,) the dog-star, late., , f. -,{) to be at

heat, of bitches.

—

1.=, to play
the Cynic, Luc.,,,=?.,.., , , (?.)
boy's game, somewhat like onr peg-top,
Poll. 9, 120./, ov, 6,{,) a player at./., ov, , a peg, wooden pin.

tKvi'taf , ov Ion. f, , Cyneas, Hdt.
6, 101

;
prob. 1.., , Att. contr., ,

(orig. fern, from, sub.) a
dog's skin ; but as this was used for

making soldiers' caps,? is always
in Hom. and Hes. a leather cap or bon-

net, not necessarily of dog's skin, for

we find .,, 11. 10,

258, 335 ; nay even ?.,
Od. 18, 378, though strictly the

was opp. to the regular helmet, cf.

II. 10, 258, where it is called-, and described as7^? : later however it was taken
for a helmet in genl., cf. Hdt. 2, 151,

with 7, 77, and Soph. Aj. 1287 : but
in Hom., when it is called7),,,, it

is of leather, only guarded or deco-

rated with metal. It was howevei
always a soldier's cap, except in Od.
24, 231, where , is a peas-

ant's cap, called by Hes. Op. 548, -
: it answered in genl. to

the Lat. galea, galerus : later freq.

bonnet, broad-brimmed Thcssalian hat

(•), Soph. O. C. 314.—The-", worn by Minerva in II. 5,

845, made her invisible, like the Tarn-
kappc of the Nibelungen Lied, cf.

Heinr. Hes. Sc. 227., a, ov, also , ov, ()
of, belonging to a dog,, Ar. Vesp.
231 ; K., a dog's death, lb.

898., , , (;)= foreg.

:

hence metaph. shameless, unabashed,

II. 9, 373.', , fut. (Eur.

Cycl. 172) or, Ep. : aor., Ep. or. To kiss,

oft. in Hom. (esp. in Od. ; though he
only uses impf. and aor.), Trag., etc.

:

K.., of doves, to hill, Arist.

H. A.—2. sometimes,= pofKDVfu,
Eur. 1. c, A. P. 6, 283. []

Kiiv^,, , Att. contr. for,
q- V.

_ ^,, ,() later

form for sq. in signf II., Plut., ov, , a hunting-estab-

lishment, hu>its7nen and hounds, a pack

of hounds, Hdt. 1, 36, Xen. Cyn. 10,

4 : also a pack of wolves hunting togeth-

er, opp. to, Arist. H. A.

—

II. hunt, chase, freq. in Xen. ; ., a hunt after him, metaph. in

Plat. Prot. init.— III. ahunting-ground,

Xen. Cyn. 6, 4, 26 ; 7, 10.—IV. that

which is taken in hunting, the game,
Xen. Cyn. 6, 12.

Kiii7;yfrfij, , f. -, to hunt, Ar.

Eq. 1382, Xen., etc. : in genl. to chase,

pursue. Soph. Aj. 5 ; to persecute, har-

ass, Aesch. Pr. 573: from, ov, . Dor. .,{,) a hunter, huntsman,

Od. 9, 120, i'ind. N. 6, 26, and Att.

:

fern,,, a huntress, Anth.
Hence, , , hunting, of. be.

longing to, inclined to the chase. Plat.

Euthyphr. 13 A : ^- (sub.).



KTNI
Ibid. : (), name of

Xenophon's work on hunting ; so,

-, of Oppian's poem./, , , fem. of-, q. v.

?//, , f. -,() to

hunt, chase, later form of,
Arist. H. ., v. Lob. Phryn. 432.

livvrjyia, , , a hunt, chase, hunt-

ing. Soph. Aj. 37, in Dor. form., , , later form for, Polyb./ and, , v. sub.
]s.vv7]Sov, adv., {) like a dog,

greedily, Soph. Fr. C4G, Ar. Nub. 491.?, , , a hunting with

dogs. Call. Dian. 217 : from, , {,) to

follow the hounds, Euphor. 63., , (, ~) prob.

the fetlocks of a horse, Xen. Eq. 1, 4,

15,"cf VIII.^,, 6, Cynes, an Acarna-

iiian, son of Theolytus, Thuc. 2, 102.\., , oi,= sq., Hdt. 2, 33.'\,,, the Cyneles, ace. to

Hdt. a people of Hispania on the Anas,

4, 9•, adv.,{) -,
a game of kissing. Crates IlaiJ. 2.

t,, , pecul. fem. to sq.,

Callim. Apoll. 61.'^, a, ov, ofor belonging to Cyn-

thus ; oft. in poets for Delian ; -
or ^^,

. Horn. Apoll. 17, etc. ; /; .,
Lvc. 574 : . appell. of Apol-

lo", Call. Del. 10 : from,,, C^?!//ii<s, a mountain in

Delos, birth-place ofApollo and Diana,

now Monte Cintio, H. Horn. Ap. 26.

Vivvia, ,=, Diosc.

^Kvvia, , y, sc. ;, Cynia, a

lake of Aetolia flowing into the sea

near Oeniadae, Strab. p. 459., , 6, {) like,
a dogskin cap., , , dim. from,
a Utile dog, Ar. Ach. 542. [], {. -, to play the dog.—II.

esp. metaph. to live, behave like a Cy-
nic, profess their sect, Diog. L., , , a rabbit, Lat. cimi-

ctdus, Polyb. : also written

or. \ ]', ,,{) dog-like, Lat.

caninus, Plut. : ., a spas-

modic distortion of the mouth, so

called from a dog's grin.—II. cynical,, a Cynic, as the follower

of the philosopher Antisthenes was
called; but whether from the gymna-
sium{) where he taught

or from their coarse, filthy mode of

life, is doubtful, Diog. L. 6, 13 : how-
ever the term was soon rzp/i/i'ed to them
in the latter sense, cf II. fin.^, , Cynisca, daughter of

the Spartan king Archidamus, the

first female who was victorious at the
Olympic games. Pans. 3, 8, 1 ; 6, 1,

6; cf Plut. Agesil. 20.—2. sister of

Agesilaus, Xen. Agesil. 9, 6.-3. a Si-

cilian female, Theocr. 14, 8., , , a bitch-pnppy, Ar.

Ran. 1300 ; and, ov, , a young dog : as a
name of Zeuxidamus in Hdt. 0, 71

:

— metaph. a little Cynic, Luc.—II. a

dog-fish.^, ov, 6, Cyniscus, a Spar-
tan, Xen. An. 7, 1, 13: ace. to Hdt.

6, 71 , also appell. of the Spartan king
Zeuxidamus.—2. a Mantinean, a vic-

tor at Olympia, Paus. 6, 4, 11.,, .{ II.) Cynical

philosophy or conduct, Diog. L.

KYNO, adv., {) like a dog,

Posidon. ap. Ath. 152 F.^. , , Cynna, fem. pr. n.,

Ar. Eq. 765.^, , ,^=, Ath.
560 F., ov, gen. ovof,= sq. [a], , , {,), a horse xvilh a fault in the fet-

locks, Hippiatr., cf VIII. [ti]-,, , ,{,-) with dog's look., ov,{,)
devoured by dogs, Diog. L., , , or,, ,{,) dog-wedding :

said by the Cynic Crates of his own,
Jac. A. P. p. 319.7., ov,{,)
dog-tongued, Epich. p. 27.—II. .,
hound's tongue, a plant, Cyn. officinale,

Diosc., ov, (,)
doggishly disposed, impudent.,, ?/, and,
ov,,{ VII.,) the Comoe-
di fibula of Juvenal., , , {,)

dog-leash. Long., ov,(,) bit-

ten by a dog, Arist. . .,, ,{,)
the canine tooth, between the grinders

and incisors in each jaw, Hipp. : in

Epich. p. 9,., , t. -,{,-) to run, i. e. chase icith dogs, Xen.
Cyn. 6, 17, sq. : metaph. to hunt after,. Id. Symp. 4, 63. Hence, , , a chasing with

dogs, Hipp.,, , v. sub., ,{,) like

dog, Lat. caninus, Arist. . .?., ov, , (, )
plant, so called from its smell, Plin.,

chamaelio nigcr, ace. to Sprengel., , {, '[>)
i?npud.ent as a dog, Theocr. 15, 53., , = foreg., Aesch.
Supp. 758., , , a kind of
nasturtium, Diosc.,,, the heat of the

dog-days, Lob. Phryn. 304., -, ov,,
ace. to some, the anemone, []., ov, {,)
dog-headed, esp. as name of a people,

ol K; tlie Cynocephali, on coast of

Aethiopia, Hdt. 4, 191, Strab. p. 774.
—2. the dog-headed ape. Plat. Theaet.
161 C, cf Ar. Eq. 416. [where a; it

should prob. be written,
V. Dind., cf,-
.], ov, {,)
dog-stealing, Ar. Ran. 605., , . -, to keep dogs., , f. -,(,-) to beat like a dog, Ar. Eq. 289.-, , ,{,)
dog-cabbage, Diosc., , , killing of dogs :

from, ov, {,)
killing dogs ; -, the aconite, Diosc., ov, , {,)
an obscene talker, dub., v. Lob. Phryn.
184., , f-,(,)
to talk, treat of the dogstar, Ath., ov, b, a dog-wolf, name
of the hyena, Ctesias., ov, {, .)
mad from the bite of a mad dog, Medic.., , , Dor. for-, Hesych.

KYNO,, . {. -, {,-) to fight with dogs., ov,,=., , , the fruit of the, dub., ov,(,) dog-
shaped., , , more usu. prose
form for, q. .^, ov, (,)
wounded by a dog, Diosc.,, , {, -) a venomous insect, rvhose sting

makes dog.•! swell up and die, cf., ov, {,-) dog-faced, Luc., , ,{,)
dog-flea, tick, Lat. ricinus, Od. 17, 3C0,
also., ov, , (,)
the dog-rose, not quite the same with, Theophr.),,,=., , ,^,
Hipp.

^, ov, , Dor.-, Cy-
nortes, a king of Sparta, ApoUod.*, ov, TO, Cynortium, a
mountain of Argolis near Epidamnus
with a temple of Apollo, Paus. 2, 27, 7., ov, , Cynus, father of La-
rymna, Paus. 9, 23, 7.—II. ;), a city of
Locris on apromontory ofsame name,
port of Opus, opposite Aedepsus, II.

2, 531 ; Strab. p. 425., , , {, up•) Cy7wsarges,a. gymnasium outside
the city of Athens, on a hill of same
name, sacred to Hercules, for the use
of those who were not of pure Athe-
nian blood, Hdt. 5, 63; 6, 116; cf.

Dem. 691, 18, and v. II.,, ov, , the fruit of the., , , {,)
dog-thorn, kind of wild-rose, Lat. ru-

bus caninus, Theophr., cf.^?, , Cynoscephalae
(dog's/icrtdi•), small eminences at a spot
near Scotussa in Thessaly, Strab. p.
441, famed for the victory of the Ro-
mans over Philip II. of Macedonia.

—

2. a hill in Boeotia between Thebes
and Thespiae, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 15., . , {,)
dog's tail: esp. the Cynosure,niLmeo{ihe
constellation Ursa Minor, Eratosth.
t—II. Cynosura, a promontory of At-
tica near Marathon.—2. another op-
posite Salamis, on an island near the
coast, Bahr Hdt. 8, 76., , addled eggs,

also ovpiva,,, Arist.

. . 6, 2 : cf III.,, , name of a breed

of Spartan hounds, from the Laced,
tribe so called.— II.=., ov, {,) torn by dogs, Soph. Ant. 1193.,, , ,(,)= foreg.'•, , Cynospolis, {dog's

city), a town of the Aegyptian Delta,
Strab. p. 802.

tKwOC, , Cynossema, {dog's

tomb) the eastern point of the Thra-
cian Chersonese opposite Ilium,
where Hecuba, changed into a dog,
was buried, now occupied by the
Turkish fortress of the Dardanelles
called Kdidil-bahar, Eur. Hec. 1273,

Thuc. 8, 104, 105 : in Died. S. also

TO7.—2. a promon-
tory of Caria, end of Mt. Phoenix,
now cape Aloupo or Volpe, Strab.

p. 656.—3. a town on coast of Mar-
marica. Id. p. 799.
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, , {, () cheer-

ing on the hounds, Atll. 1(30 Ij.•?/, , {, ()
worshipped with sacrifices of dogs, Lye., ,,{,)
of, belonging to the feeding or keeping

ofdogs : -Kif, sub.. Clem. Al.', ov, {- .) lead-

ing dogs, accotnpanied bi/ them.

iKvi'ovAKoc ov, 0, Cynulcus, inasc.

pr. n., Ath. 317 E., , , sea-cliffs, dub. in

Lye.
tKworpi'a, , , Cijnuria.a district

on borders of Argolis and Laconia,
Hdt 1, 81, Thuc. 4, 50. Hence'(, a, ov, of Cynuria, Cy-
nurian ; Kvvovpioi, or -pfif, inhab.

of Cyn., Paus. 3, 2, 2 : ace. to' Hdt. 8,

73, the Kvvovpioi were the aborigi-

nes of Argolis, of Ionic stem.

tKiii'oiipof, ov, b, Cynurus, son of
Perseus, Paus., , ,(,) dog-

holder, dog-leash, Anth.—II. dog-skin

sack, used in hunting, Xen. Cyn.
2, 9., , f. -, (, -) to eat dog^s flesh, Sext. Einp.7.. dep.,{, -) to he dog-cycd, look impudent.), , {, *•,) a festival, in which dogs

were killed, Ath. 09 E.., ov, gen. , {,
ppljv) dog-like, i. e. shameless of soul,

Aesch. Cho. G22., a. or-compar. adj. formed
from, strictly more of a dog, more
dog-like, i. e. ?nore shameless, II. 8, 483 :

in gcnl. bolder, more audacious, more
dreadful, Od, 7, 21G ; 11, 427 ; 20, 18 :

superl., , ov, II. 10, 503, .
Ilom. Cer. 307 : in II. and Od. we find

only the neut. Cf. II.

Yivvvay, , , {, 7,-) the howling of dogs. Slesich. OC., , , (translation of the
Median name) prop, a she-

dog, as pr. n., Cyno, wife of the herds-

man of Astyagcs, reared the elder

Cyrus, Hdt. 1, 110.

<)7/, ,=^//, dog-like,

Arist. Gen. An.^ ?, , (prop, dogs'" city)

Cynopolis, ?) 7<., d city of Aegypt
in which the dog-headed Anubis was
worshipped, Strab. p. 812 : its territo-

ry KvvoTro7.i~iKor. Id.

77],, ,{.) the dog-

eyed, i. e. shameless one, II. 1, 159, cf.

II. : like ' in

II. 1, 225. Hence,. , fem. from foreg.,

the dog-eyed. i. e. shameless woman, II.

3, 180, Od. 4. 115 ; 8. 319 : hence also
terrible-eyed, horrid, Eur. Or. 260, El.
1252.,, , a kind of grass,

Theophr.,, , , {, -/) with capacious belly.,, ,{)=. [], , , {,)
childbirth., , . {.) the

nourishment of the foetus, Hipp., , f. -, to be with
young, pregnant, Hipp. : and, , ], pregnancy, Clem.
Al. : from, ov, {,) preg-

nant., Dor. for, Alc-

inan 29., ov. 6, Dor. for-,
dim. from foreg., Alcm. 34.

^Kvar/,vo,y,Cyarisses,
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a city of Nestor in Triphylian Ells,

II. 2, 593, ace. to Strab. in Macistia
or in Messenia, p. 3 18.—2. , a river

of Messenia near foreg.. Id. p. 319.^,, , Cyparissia, later

name of foreg. city in Triph. Elis,

Strab. p. 348.—2. a city on a prom, of
same name on the west coast of Mes-
senia, Id. p. 319, 359 ; in Paus. 8, 8,

1, al.—3. a city of La-
conia on a peninsula near Asopus,
Id. p. 303., , ov, Att.-,{) made of cypress wood,
Od. 17. 310, Pind., etc., ov,{,) cieled with cypress-wood,-, xMnesim. Hijipl 1, 1., ov, , Att.-, cy-

press, Lat. cupressus semperi^irens, ., Od. 5. 64;. Pind. Fr.
126

; }), Theocr. Ep. 11, 45. [dp]^, , , Cypnrissns, a
small city near Delphi. 11.2, 519 ; ace.
to Paus. 10, 36, 1, the later Anticyra., , , a cypress
grove, Strab.

Ki'Traf,, ^,= sq.. Lye.,, and , {) a
short man's frock, like, called
also in Alcae. 1, cf. Midler
Archaol. d. Kunst, ^ 337, 3 : also at-

tributed to women. Ar. Fr. 438, Leon.
Tar. 2 ; and to the Persians, Hccatae.
ap. Harp, [uv], ov, b, dim. from
foreg., Hippon. 10., f. -, to be like-
poc, Diosc.,, , a kind of-, Nie., ov, , a sweet-smelling
marsh-plant, perh. salingal, used to

feed horses, II. 21, 351, Od. 4, 603:
cf. sq. [Kv'i, ov, , a marsh-plant,
prob.=foreg., H. Hom. Merc. 107

;

cf. also. []7,, ?/, {-)=~-.77...{,-) fighting over cups, or at which
they fight with cups,, Anth.7^, ov, , a big-bellied

drinking vessel, a beaker, goblet, cup,

oft. in .,=- and :

made of metal, hence in Hom. usu.-7/ ; cf.-7..
(Strictly dim. from, cf. 3//,
KViSSa.^.) []/./., ov, {~7, -) carryhig cups.-7.7., ov, («,) delighting in cups, Eustath.-, 0, prob. Ion. ior,
Hdt. 4, 71, who describes it as an
aromatic plant, used by the Scyth-
ians for embalming.~, ri,z=yv~ii, a hole, hollow:
also a kind of ship ; v..-, rare collat. form from ~-, Lye. 1412 : is more
usu.

tKi'Tpra, ar. , Cypra, appell. of
Juno among the Tyrrhenians, Strab.

p. 241, whence was named—, Id.^,^-, Pind.; also=, Strab.

'-^, f. -.=~.', //, , of or belonging to

Cyprus. Diod. S. 14, HO.,,,{) bdong-
ing to Cypris, i. e. lovely, tender, Anth.
[], f. -,{ III.) to

bloom, esp. of the olive and vine
LXX., cf..

KTPA, ov, TO, sub. ?. or, oil or unguent made from the

flower of the tree, Diosc., ov, b, a kind of carp,

Arist. H. A., ,, of Cyprus. Cypri-
an, Aesch. Pers. 891, Hdt. 3, 19, etc.:

., a kind of precious stone,
Achae. ap. Ath. 689

;
prob. thesma-

ragdiis, Throphr. Lap. 25, 35, Plin.
H. N. 37, 17:—-a, sc. t'-:;,

an Epic poem introductory to tlv 11.,

beginning with the wedding of i-'eleus

and Thetis, Arist. Poet.

Kii-pif,, , Cypris, a name of
Venus, from the island wjiere she
was first and most worshipped, 11.,

where both and oc-
cur in ace., II. 5, 330, 458 ; later gen., Jac. A. P. p. li. : joinefl with, . Hom. Ven. 2.—2. me-
taph. of a beautiful girl, a Venus, dab.
in Opp.—II. as appellat., /ovf,= tY)(jr,

Eur. Bacch.773, ,
Ar. Eccl. 722.—III. the bloom of ihl;

olive and vine : in genl. a blossom, [
by nature ; in Ep. usu. by position.], ov, b,{) bloom,
esp. of the olive and vine, LXX., , , Ep. for sq.,

used as a choriambus, Hes. Th. 199., , , the Cyprus-
bom, epith. of Venus, Pind. P. 4^384

:

pecul. fem. from sq./, , {, *)
Cyprus-born, epith. of Venus,. Horn.
9, Solon 2, 1., , , Cyprothemis,
made tyrant of Sainos by Tigranes,
viceroy of the Persian king, Dem.
193, 4., adv.,/row Cyprus, Anth., adv., to Cyprus, II. 11,, , , Cyprus, a Greek
island on the S. coast of Asia ]\Iinor,

Hom. (esp. in Od.), etc. :—the Ro-
mans got the best copper from it, Lat.
cypritan (Plin. 34, 2), Germ. Knpfer,
etc.— II. a tree growing in Cyprus, Lat.
Cyprus (the flower of which yielded
the 7.). Hebr. gopher
(Gen. 6, 14), now Lawsnnia alba,

Sprengel Diosc. 1, 124.—III. a mea-
sure of corn, holding two modii, Aleae.
96, cf.., f. -, frequent, from

: to keep stooping : hence to gc
poking about, potter about a thing,

Sophron ap. Schol. Ar. Lys. 17, Ar.
Nub. 509, . Id. Pac. 731, cf.

Plat. Kep. 469 D., , , {) bent for-

wards, stooping, crooked, v. 1. in Aesch.
Cho. 773., lengthd. from root '- :

fut. : pf.. To bend for-

ward, stoop, II. 4, 468, Od. 11, i385,

etc., oft. with added, Hdt.
3, 14, Ar. Fr. 349; so, ., Ar.
V'esp. 279 ; to boiv down under a bur-
den, Dem. 332, 12: to hang down the

head from shame, Ar. Eq. 1354 ; of
several persons,= ai;7/<:ii7rrw, Epier.
ap. Ath. 59 ;, of oxen, Hilt. 4, 183 : freq.

in part, with another verb,^^/•,
to put down the head and run, Ar. Ran.
1091 ; , to eat stooping,

i e. greedily, Ar. Pac. 33.—II. transit.

to bend a thing forwards, tilt, later.

(Cf KVi3// : hence,, the
collat. form, and frequent.,-

and : akin to cubo, cum-
bo, incumbo.)

tKfipn, , , Cyra, a city of Sog-
diana on the laxartes, so named from
its builder the elder Cyrus, Strab. p.



517 ; in. ?. or-
/..\, . .=/, Find.^/, Tjg, , or,
comui., Cyractice, an is-

land in the Adnalic near lilyria,

Strab.

tKvpawif ,, , Cyraunis, a small

island of Africa, inhabited by the

giants, Hdt. 4, 195., , dub. 1. in Ep.
Hem. 15, 6, al. from-, or Iroin yvpig, or -

from, etc. : a kind of

paste or porridge.,, , rare shortened
form from Kopi)/iaf,tCallim. Jov.

46., , , a Persian bonnet

or hat, with a peaked crown, prob.

much like the (q. v.), Hdt. 7,

C4. The king alone wore it upright,

V. Ar. Av. 487 (where he compares a
cock's comb to it), et Schol. ad 1.,

and see the Pompeian mosaic of the

battle of Issus in the Museo Borbo-
nico at Naples.,, 7/.= foreg.,, , Ar. Nub. 448, etc.,

oi, Cratin. Incert. 139 : at Athens tri-

angular-pyramidical tablets, at first

prob. of stone, but. usu. of painted

wood, turning round on a pivot, hav-

ing the few earliest laws written on
the three sides, Cratin. 1. c, Lys.

184, 38, cf Ar. Av. 1354 : ace. to some
these contained the religious,

the civil laiv : others make the -
three-sided, the four-

sided, without difference of contents;

Schol. Ap. Rh. 4, 280, Ruhnk. Tim.
Later, of all pillars or tablets with in-

scriptions ; also of the pillars of Her-
cules, Jac. A. P. p. 48. The sing.\ used metaph. of the Spartan
scytale in Achae. ap. Ath. 451 D : also

in Ar. Nub. 418, of a pettifogging law-

yer, Lat. leguleius, as if a walking

statute-book, ( comes from
root,,.), , , (as if from)
dominion, power, rule, LXX., v..
tKi'peiOf, a, ov, of or belonging to

Cyrus; rh , Xen.
An. 1, 10, 1; ro K., re-

ferring to the Greeks who accompa-
nied the younger Cyrus, Id. Hell. 3,

2, 18.', , and'2 (v. sub voc.)

:

impf. [] and, hence
3 sing, , 11. 23, 821, . Horn.
Cer. 189: fut. 7/ and :

aor. [], inf., £p.
Horn. 6, 6, part,, Hes. Op.
753 ; also, part,, II. 3,

23, Hes. Sc. 42G, inf, Hes.
Op. 689 (not so well, cf•

fin.): pres. mid. [>], quite=, II. 24, 530. The pres. act., q. v., is much more rare.—I.

trans, to hit, light upon, reach, attain

:

— 1. C. dat., to light upon accidentally,

meet with a person or tiling, /a// in

with, -, ', 11. 24, 530 ; so,•, Hes. Op. 689 ; and in

Hes. Sc 426, /^. .—2. c. errt et dat., '
?}, he tried to reach, hit. get

at his neck vvith it, II. 23, 821, where
it is used of the intention, aim : but,, II. 3, 23, is

just like quoted above

;

so too, -, Hes. Op. 753 : and so with ,
Soph. Aj. 314.—3. c. gen., to reach to,

asfar as a thing, ,. Horn. Cer. 189 : hence to arrive at,

KYPI
become possessed of, ,
Ep. Hom. 6, 6,, Aesch.
Pers. 797.—4. C. ace. to reach, obtain,

Aesch. Cho. 714; to find by chance,
Eur. Hec. 698.—II. intrans. to happm,
come to pass, turn out, Trag., as /.,, Aesch. Theb. 23, Soph. El.

799.—2. abcpl. to be right, hit the exact

truth, with part.,' uv -, Aesch. Supp. 589, cf Soph. El.

663.—3. as auxil. verb, like,
c. partic, to turn out to be so and so,

prove so, Trag., as, ,
Aesch. Pers. 503 ; , Eur.
Ale. 954 (cf fin.) : reversely,

7}v. Soph. Phil. 371, cf. 544:
also absol.

,
just= etrai,

(sc. ), Aesch. Pr. 330 ;/ (sc. ) ; Soph. Aj. 984, cf
Eur. Phoen. J067.—In signf II. the
word is strictly only poet.,

being the word used in prose : but it

is used in signf 3 by Hipp. 831 H,
and in later prose. [Soph. O. C. 1159
has ; elsewh. in Att. only-

seems to be used ; cf. however
Herm. Soph. Aj. 307.], , , Cyre, a fountain in

Africa sacred to Apollo, where af-

terwards Cyrene was built. Call.

Apoll. 87; in Hdt. 4, 158 it is called

.7:., cf. Pind. P. 4,

524.', f. -', to butt with the

horns, like goats or rams, Cratin. In-

cert. 69 ; in genl. to strike,

-, Ar. Eq. 273, where it is metaph.
Cf. Hence, , , hutting, as of

horned annuals : in genl. a fighting./,, , a fighter, quarrel-

ler. [],, , chaff, husks, bran,

Cratm. Incert. 27, Ar. Eq. 254., , , {,) seller of bran, etc., , ,=.,,,{)=,
that which one lights upon, a windfall.

I, , , the territory of
Cyrene, Cyrenaica, a region of Africa
on the coast extending from Marina-
rica to the greater Syrtis, Arist. H. A.

5, 30, 4 : in Hdt. 4, 199,, , , Cyrenaic : esp.', the disciples of Aris-

tippus of Cyrene, Strab., v. Diog. L.

2,85., a, ov, of Cyrene, Hdt.

4, 199 ; Oi, the Cyreneans,
Id. 3, 13 : from

^, , , Cyrene, mother of

Aristaeus by Apollo, Pind. P. 9, 32,

from whom the Greek colony in Af-

rica received its name.—2. a nymph,
mother of the Thracian Diomede,
Apollod. 2, 5, 8.— 3. a courtesan in

Athens, Ar. Thesm. 98.—11. the chief

city of Cyrenaica in Africa founded
by a Greek colony under Battus of

Thera, Hdt. 4, 164, Find. P. 4, 2.

[Usu. . but in Hes. Fr. 35, 2, Call.

Apoll. 72, 93, CatuU. 7. 4.], , h, the mistress, v.

II. fin., , , {) of, be-

longing to, concerning a lord Or mas-

ter ; esp. belonging to the LORD
(CHRIST): hence , sub.

f/, the Lord's day. dies dominica,

N. T. : TO, the Lord's house,

EccL, whence our kyrke, church., , , () pos-

session, as of property.,() to be lord, master

of a thing,. Xen. Mem. 2, 0, 22

:

KTPI
to have legal jurisdiction, ,
Lex ap. Aeschin. 5, 36 : to gain pos-
session of, seize,, Polyb., f. -,^./., ov, , a narrow-necked
bottle or jug, also., ov, , the Rom. name
Quirinus, Strab. p. 5C9 ; and,
Plut.Rom.28; in Anth. KTO/i-'Ofwithr.,, ,() abutting,

fighting with horns, Ael. [•], , in Eccl. to kill the

LORD: and, , ), in Eccl. the

killing of the LORD : from, ov, (,)
in Eccl. killing the LORD., , . -, (,) to speak literally, i. e. without
metaphor, opp. to/ : also
to use a word as a proper name, Gramm.
—II. Eccl, to call by the tith ofLORD.
Hence

or -,, adv.,

speaking literally : and, , , the use of literal

expression, as opp. io figurative./., =- :-, , = -., Longin./., , , speaking or
describing literally : in Clem. Al. of
that khid of hieroglyphics which
consists of simple pictures of the
things meant, opp. to/,
Strom, p. C57., , lov, also , ov, Eur.
Heracl. 143, ().— 1. of men,
ruling, governing, having power or au-

thority over a person or thing, lord or
master of, c. gen., Pind. P. 2, 106,

Trag., etc. : , he has
power over a thing, i. e. it is in his

power, Lat. penes eum est, Thuc. 4,

20, etc. ; as, . ,
Arist. Eth. . 3, 5. 8 : ',
C. inf., / have the right, am entitled to

do..., Aesch. Ag. 104 ; cf C.
—II. of things, etc., decisive, positive,

valid, on which all depends,, Eur.
Heracl. 1. c. : critical, e. g. ., the
month of a woman's delivery, Pind.
O. 6, 52.—2. authorised, ratified,,, etc., Dem. 700, 8, etc. ; -
piov, ratum facere. Id. 998,
fin. : K., ratum sit. Id.— 3. of
times, _^a7eiZ, appointed, //,
or , thefixed,fore-urdained

day, Hdt. 5, 50; 6. 129 ; so, ,
the appointed time, Aesch. Ag. 766:
esp. at Athens, , an
ordinary fixed assembly, opp. to-'/ (one specially sum-
moned), Ar. Ach. 19 ; so , sub.' or, the regular day
for it.—111. principal, chief, Plat. Symp.
218 D,elc.—2. esp. of language, yjroyj-

er, strict, literal, Lat. proprius, opp. to

figurative, Arist. Rhet. :—later .-, a proper name, Hdn. Adv.,
v. sub voc.—B. as subst., , a
lord, master, , epith. ol gods,
Pind. P. 2, 106, Aesch. Ag. 878": an
owner, possessor, lord, master, Trag. :

esp. . , etc., or .
alone, the head of a family, master of
a house, cf, ; he
was of wife and children, -

of slaves, cf Schol. Ar. Eq.
965 : hence also a g-uardian, Isae. 59,

26, Dem., etc. :—later, it was a title

of address, like French sire, our sir.

Germ. Herr. So, as fern.,, ,
mistress, esp. mistress Or lady of the

house, Lat. domina, Plut. — 2. in

LXX., ', = Hebr. Jehovah:
and in N. T. "esp. of CHRIST.
(.\kin to,,.)
[f] Hence
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,, , power, rule, do-

minion, . .
tKiiptf, , , Strab. . 228, and, , Dion. . 2, 48, Cares, a
town of the Sabines., Att. -, fut. -, (-) to butt, fisht with the horns, like

rams, Plat. Gor". 510 A: nietaph. of

floating corpses knocking against the

shore, . , Aesch. Pers.

310.\, ov, 6, an inhab. of Cures,

Strab. p. 230 ; , the Quirites,

i. e. Romans, Id. p. 228./, , f. -, to call by

a proper name : and, , , a proper name

:

from, ov, (,)
having a proper na?ne. Adv. -., adv. from, like a

lord or master, authoritatively, -,
to be fixed, hold good, Aesch. Ag.

178.—2. rightfully, fitly, by law, ., Soph. Phil. 03,,
Dem. 954, 20.—3. in genl. correctly,

exactly. Plat. Parm. 130 C : accurately,

literally, Polyb., j/, , v..
KvpKUruoj, , rare for,

Hipp., and Ar. Thesm. 429.,, , not so well,
Lob. Paral. 414, (,, -) that vihich one meets ivith, lights

upon, finds, i. e. a booty, prey, spoil,

C. dat.,, II. 5, 488 ; ,,,, Hom.—2.

hence in Ar. . 430, of swindler,

sharper.^,,, Cyrmasa, a small

town of Pisidia, Polyb. 22, 19, 1., a, ov, of Cyruus, of Cor-

sica, Corsican, Hdt., etc. : from

tKipiOf, ov, i], Cyrnus, the Greek
name of the island Corsica in the

Tyrrhenian sea, Hdt. 1, 105, Strab.

p. 223.—2. a town of Euboea, in the

vicinity of Carystus, Hdt. 9, 105., ov, a, Cyrnus, son of Her-
cules, from whom the island (foreg.)

received its name, Hdt. 1, 107.

tKvo, ?/, = KCpa, Arr. An.
4,2., , , (akin to ,,) supreme power, author-

ity, influence, Aesch. Supp. 391 ; also,

., Hdt. , 109.

—

II. validili/, security, certainty,, Soph.O. C. 1780, cf. El. 919;
and so freti. in Plat.

tKipof, 01% , Cyrus, b 7. or', the elder, son of Cambyses,
founder of the Persian empire, Hdt.,

Thuc, etc. — 2. b, the
younger, son of Darius and Parysatis,

famed for the expedition he under-
took against his brother Artaxerxes,
Xen. An.—II. the Cyrus, a river of

Albania and Iberia on the borders of

Armenia, emptying into the Caspian,

Strab. p. 500.—2. another in Persis,

Id. p. 729.

tKi'poy, , plain of Cy-
rus, in Lydia near Sardis, Strab. p.

626., , {) to make valid,

sure, firm, Lat. ratum faccre,,
Aesch. Pers. 227 : to settle, finish, ac-

complish, perform, Hdt. 6, 8(5, 2, etc.

:

to confirm, ratify, Thuc. 8, 09 : to de-

cide, Aesch. Eum. 639. Pass., -, it has been deci-

ded to fight, Hdt. 0, 110, cf. 130 •. also

to be ratified, Id. 8, 50. Plat, has the

mid.,, arts that accomplish their ob-

ject by speech alone, Gorg. 451 B.
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\^, ov, 6, an inhab. of
Cyrrhus, Polyb. 5, 50, 7.^, , , Cyrrhestice, a

district of Syria along the Amanus,
Strab. p. 751.^, , , Cyrrhus, a city of

Macedonia, Thuc. 2, 100.—2. a city

of Syria in/, with a tem-

ple of Minerva, Strab. ', inf., and, part. aor.

of., ov, b, Lacon. for-, a youth, young man, Ar. Lys.

983, 1248. (Perh. from,,
as from.)^, , , Cyrsilus, an Athe-
nian stoned to death for advising
submission to the Persians, Dem.
290, 9.—2. a companion and historian

of Alexander the great, Strab. p. 530., fut. of,., . , y, (,) u'ith crooked neck, Pacuvius'
incurvicervicus., , , fishing with the, Ael.,, b, one that fishes with

the./, ov, (5,=foreg., Anth., , , like, , a fish-

ing basket, weel, Lat. nassa, Hdt. 1,

191.,, .() wicker-work,

a wicker shield, Diod., ,() to he crooked

or bent.,, , and,,
, dim. from, Diosc.^, , , the Cyrtii, a moun-
tain tribe of Media, Polyb. 5, 52, 5., , (, )
curved, crooked-looking., ,,^, Sapph. 139,

Plat. Soph. 220 C ; etc.', 7/, ov, curved, bent,

arched,,, II. 4, 426 ; 13,

799 ; , round shoulders, i. e.

humped, II. 2, 218 ; «:., Eur.
Bacch. 1066:—esp. in Mathem., con-

vex, opp. to (concave), Arist.

Eth. N. (Akin to Lat. curvus, our
curb, etc.) Hence,, , a bending, arch-

ing, Arist. Meteor. : of the shoulders,

Plut. : in Mathem., convexity, opp. to, Arist. Meteor., ,(,) to curve, bend,

arch, , of a bull

going to run, Eur. Hel. 1558 : pass.,, a high swelling wave
(before it breaks), Od. 11, 244. Hence,, , curvature, con-

vexity : a hump, tumour, Hipp. : as

military term, a half-moon, Polyb., , , a hunch-back.

Crates ap. Diog. L. 6, 92.^, , , Cyrtoncs, a

small town of Boeotia on lake Co-
pais, Paus. 9, 24, 4.^, ov, TO, Cyrtonium, a
town of Etruria, Polyb. 3, 82. 9.^7], ov, , Cyronides, masc.
pr. n., Isae.,, ,() a crook-

ing, curving ; esp. a making Or being

hump-backed : 3.\so=-', fut., radic. form of, in pres. act. very rare and only

poet.. Aesch. Eum. 395, Herm. Soph.
Aj. 307, Valck. Hippol. 744: impf.. Soph. O. C. 1159; , II.

23, 821. In milk, as dep., II.

21, 530. [],, ,() ratifica-

tion, Thuc. 6, 103 : hence execution,

accomplishment, Plat. Gorg. 450 : in

genl. =. Said to be strictly

Sicilian, being genuine Att. [v]

KTTT,, , one who has the, a sovereign., , , confirining, estab-

lishing., ov, b, any hollow : esp. pu-
denda muliebria, Ar. Ran. 430, etc.

:

also the anus. (From ,,
q.v.), , ], a sort of stocks,

Alciphr., cf. 2., , b,z=-, from the Spartans being ac-
cused of the practice.,,,=., , , (,)) obscene talker., , ,=.,, ,=, Hesych.
(From : root of,,,,,.), , ,. aor. 1 ,
so, . inf. aor. 1, for,,., less correct form of/, . fern. part. aor. 1 mid.
from, Hes., ov, ,=,,
the aims, Hipp. ; cf.., , ,=,., ,()=.,, , dim. from -, Hipp., , , () plant
which bears its fruit in a bladder, perh
Lat. vesicalis, a kind of., and , , like -, the bladder, II. 5, 67 ; 13, 052 : in
genl. a bag. pouch, Ar. Fr. 425. (From, to hold.)

tKii-flia, or; , , Cytaea, a
town of Colchis on the Phasis, where
Medea was born, Steph. Byz. : hence, , , a Cytaean, appell.
of Aeetes, Ap. Rh. 2, 403, or,
2, 1094 : fem.,, of Medea,
Lye. 174 :, Euphor. ; Kn-,,, of Colchis,. Rh.
4, 511 ; or, Orph., , v..
iKvTiviov, ov, TO, Cytinium, the

largest city of the Dorian Tetrapolis,
at the base of Parnassus, Thuc. 1,

107., ov, b, the calyx of the

pomegranate, Theophr. [i], ,(,) like

a, Theophr.,, , small chest, trunk,

box. (From, .), ov,(,)
eatiyig cytisus, Nic., , , cytisus, a shrubby
kind of clover, Medicago Arborea,
Hipp., and Cratin. Malth. 1. [i]^, ov, b, Cytissoms, son
of Phrixus, and Chalciope, Hdt. 7,

197 ; Ephorus ap. Strab. p. 544, calls

him, as founder of the city

Cytorus., , , , (,)^, Leon. Tar. 14.,, , (from, to hold,
contain) a hollow, ., of a
shield, Aesch. Thcb. 495 : of a ship,

the hold, Polyb. : hence any vessel, a
vase, jar, pot, urn, Aesch. Ag. 322, 816,
etc.—2. a vessel, cavity of the body, like, .. Plat. Tim. 45 A ;

esp. the trunk, Arist. H. A.—3. hence
an outer covering, of the skin ofthe hip-

popotamus, Diod. ; the skin, Lat. cutis,

hyc. (Hence,.) [],. Ion. for., ov, , dim. from •, Arist. Gen. An. 4, 4, 6.,, ro,=sq. 3, Ar. Thesm.
516., ov, ,() any hollow,



tnvity, . g. ., the vault of

heaven, Lat. cavum coeli, Ar. Pac. 199

;

esp,— 1. tke cell of a honeycomb, Ar.

Vesp. 1111.—2. the cup of an acorn,

and in genl. the cup or pericarpium in

plants, Theophr. : hence—3. a pine-

cone, cf..', , {,) hollow,

capacious., , . Cytorus, .-.—II. , a city of Paphlagonia
near Amastris, possessing a harbour,

L. 2, 853.

.<1), , to carry the neck

curved downwards, of a horse : from
Kp.yuy, , 6, {,)~, a horse that goes with the neck

arched and head low, Xen. Eq. 7, 10.

<!)', a, ov, poet, for,
Anth.^, , , Cyphanla, a port

of Laconia near Prasiae, Polyb. 4,

36, 5.

<>?.?., ov, TO, (akin to ?.•, ?.) only in plur., and in

Alexandr. poets,—1. the hollows of the

ears, Lye. 1402.—2. clouds of empty
mist, Call. Fr. 300; whence in Lye.

1426, K., clouds of arrows, [], and. ~, an Aegyptian

medicine, compounded of several stim-

ulating drugs, Diosc., , () of the nature

or quality of.-, ov, (,)
crook-backed, Antiph. Philoth. 1, 18., ,.(,) bent,

bowedforwards, stooping,, Od. 2, 16 ; so -. ., Ar. Ach. 703,

Plu't. 266. Hence,, , crookedness, esp.

a hump, hunch, Hipp.—11. a hollow

vessel, very dub.\. , , Cyphus, a city of

Thessaly in Perrhaebia, II. 2, 748

;

ace. to Strab. p. 441 on a mountain
of same name.),, , () a being

hent or hump-backed. Hipp.',.() to bend, crook for-

wards. Pass, to have a humped back,

Hipp. Hence,, , a hump on the

back, etc., Hipp, [i],, .() a crooked

piece of wood, esp. the bent yoke of the

plough, Theogn. 1201.—II. a sort of
pillory in which slaves or criminals were

fastened by the neck, Cratin. Nem. 8,

Ar. Plut. 476 ; hence—2. one who has

had his neck in the pillory, a knave, Lat.

furcifer. Archil. 101. [f] Hence, , (as if from-) punishment by the.,, ,() bowing,

curving, esp. of the spine, a being hump-
backed, Hipp, [ii], and, , v. 1.

for.
iKvxptia, , , Cychrla, appell. of

Salamis from the old king,
Strab. p. 393, prop. fern, from^, , ov, o/or belonging to Cy-
chretis, ui , the shores of
Salamis, Aesch. Pr. 551 : v. foreg.iKvp, the dragon of Cy-
chreus. Hes. ap. Strab. p. 393., , 6, Cychreus, son of
Neptune and Salamis, an ancient
King of the island Salamis, Apollod.

3, 12, 7, Plut. Thes. 10; etc.

tK riic/a, , , Cypsela, a forti-

fied place in Arcadia, on the borders
of Laconia, Thuc. 5, 33.—2. a city

of Thrace on the Hebrus, Strab. p.

322.?., , (,) any hoi-
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low vessel : a chest, box (whence Cyp- '

selus was called), Hdt. 5,92, 4; 92, I

5, cf Pausan. 5, 17, 5.—II. a bee-hive,
'

Plut. ; cf. 1. Cf. Lat. cap-
j

sa, capsilla, capsula. I^/., ov, , son of Cypselus,
\

Hdt., esp. ./'(5, ol, the descend-
\

ants of Cypselus, a celebrated family

in Co'rinth, Plat. Phaed. 233 B.

'/,^, corrupt word in The-
ogn. 894., ov, TO, and ^?,, , dims. Irom, both in

Arist. H. A., ov,(,)
stopped up with wax and filth, ,
Luc.7, ov, 6, a bird, the sand-

marten, Anst. H. A., ov, , Cypselus, son of

Aegyptus, king of Arcadia, Paus. 8,

5, 6.-2. son of Eetion, tyrant of Co-
rinth, father of Periander, Hdt. 5,

92 : he derived his name from box(') in which his mother Lahda
concealed him when a child from the

Bacchiadae, Paus. 5, 17, 5.—3. father

ofMiltiades of Athens, Hdt. 6,34;
in Ael. called ///., V. . 12,45.

KT'S2. strictly to hold, contain : esp.

like, of females, to be big with

young, be pregnant, , with young (cf.). Pass, to be borne in the womb,
of the foetus, Arist. Probl.—2. absol.

to be big with young, be pregnant, con-

ceive, Orac. ap. Hdt. 5, 92, 2, Theogn.
39, Xen., etc. ; metaph. to be in labour

of a thought, Xen. Cyr. 5,4,35. Cf.

throughout.— B. in aor. act., transit., of the male, to im-

pregnate, metaph. ,
Aesch. Fr. 38 : hence again in aor.

mid.,^=} act., to conceive,

ov (as in Hom. v-o-), Hes. Th. 125, cf. 405.

This aor. was written,
even by Wolf; but Herm. and Dtnd.
have struck out one , the being
long. (The forms and
seem to be used quite indiiferently,

as may be seen by reference to the
words, cf. Lob. Paral. 556. Dind. ap.

Steph. Thes. : the distinction of

Herm., Opusc. 2, p. 335, that is

trans, to impregnate,, intr. to con

ceive, seems to apply only to the aor-

ists,. Hence ,,.), and , both in Horn.,

the masc. more freq. : gen. :

dat. Kvvi .• ace. : voc.. la-

ter also. Bast App. Ep. Cr. p.

15. Plur. nom. : gen. :

dat., Ep., II. : ace. -. A dog or bitch, Horn., etc. ; -, house-dogs, that fed

while their master was at table, II.

22, 69, etc. : also of shepherds' dogs,

Horn. ; but he has it most usu. of

hounds, in full or -, II. 11, 325, etc.; some of

which oft. followed his men of rank,

as Tclemachus goes with two to the

council, Od. 2, 11, cf. 17. 62: they
devoured the dead when left unbu-
ried, which was deemed a great ca-

lamity, cf II. 1, 4; 24, 409, etc. : la-

ter, when o{ hounds, usu. in fem., as

in Xen. Cyn. ; the Laconian breed
was famous, Soph. Aj. 8 ; and later

the Molossian. Proverb.,, ' a dog in a manger,' and
many others :

—

or ,
was the favorite oath of Socrates,
Plat. Apol. 21 E, Gorg. 482 ; but
also viithout special reference to him
in Ar. Vesp. 83.—II. a dog, bitch, as a

word of reproach, freq. in Hom., esp.

1
applied to w> men, to denote shame-
lessness Or audacity, but less coarse
than among us ; for Helen calls her-
self so, II. 6, 344, 356 ; Ins Minerva,
11.8, 423; and Juno Diana, II. 21,

481, cf Od. 18, 338 ; 19,91, etc. :—of
men it rather implies rashness, reck-

lessness, fury, II. 8, 298, 527, Od. 17,

248 ; but also impudence, as in-,, qq. v.—The bad cha-
racter of the dog is general in eastern
countries, where they are oft. the
only scavengers ; but the story of
old Argus shows that Hom. well
knew the dog's virtues, Od. 17, 291,
sq.

—

Xt Athens a nickname of the
Cynics, Diog. L. 6, 19 and 60.—III.

the Trag. oft. apply the term to the
servatits, agents or watchers of the
gods, as the eagle is -, Aesch. Pr. 1022, cf Ag. 136 : the
grifBns also are . Id. Pr.
803 ; and so Alexis ludicrously calls
sparks', Miles. 1, 16 ;

also of a faithful wife, Aesch. Ag.
607, cf. Ar. Eq. 1023.—IV. a sea-dog,

Od. 12, 90.—2. a sea-fish, perh. the

sword-fish, Cratin. Plut. 3 ; for it is

called ., by Anaxipp. ap. Ael.
N. A. 13, 4.-3. also=/iiria.— ', the

dog-star, in full the dog of Orion, II.

22, 29, placed among the stars along
with its master; also.— VI.
the worst throw at dice, Lat. damnosi
canes, canicula.— VII. the frenum prae-
putii.—VIII. the fetlockjoint of a horse,

also, cf..—
IX. a kind of nail or stud, also.—(Sanscr. (van, in obi. cases ftin-, cf.,, canis, chien. and by an-
other change from, hund, hound.
In Zend became (~,
Hdt. 1, 110), Russian sa6ai.) [], for, oft. in Hdt.•, , in Hom. both in sing,

and irreg. plur. , dat.,
later contr. (q. v.), a soft, woolly

fleece, in Hom. (who has it freq. in
Od., in II. only 9, 601) used to cover
chairs, stools and beds

;
prob. in Hom.

always a sheep's fleece, and skin, Od.
20. 3, 142, which, in Od. 1, 443, is

called . Later esp. of the

golden fleece, vllich Jason fetched
from Colchis, Hdt. 7, 193, Theocr.
13, 16. Cf. (Prob. from,, cf., : but Hem-
sterh. from, Att., Aeol. and
digamm. .)^7.,., Cobialum, a town
of Paphlagonia, ace. to Strab. p. 545,
V. 1. for, II. 2, 855., ov, , dim. from sq.,

Anaxandr. Lye. 1, Sotad.'. 1,

22. [/ii]3, ov, , a kind of fish, gobio,

to which the gudgeon and tench be-
long, Epich. p. 35, Simoo. 201, etc., ov, , fem. -, ,
like a, Arist. H. A., , (,) of
the nature of, like a, Plut., ov, , Cobus, mase. pr. n.,

Strab.^, ov, , Cogaeonum, a
sacrea mountain among the Getae,
in southeastern Dacia. on a river of
same name, Strab. p. 298., ov, , Codalus, a flute-

player, Hippon. 77., , dim. from,
Ar. Ran. 1203. [](5, , ,() the head, II.

14, 499 : esp. of plants, as the poppy,
garlic, Nic.

^;;, , , . . ;, , .
Fr. 166=foreg., a poppy-head., ,—.
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, barbarism for sq., in Ar.

Thesin. 1180., ov, TO, dim. of, a
sheepskin, a fleece, used esp. to sleep

upon or under, Ar. Ran. 14T8, etc., ov, {>, )
clad in sheepskin, Strab., , , also, ov, 6,
=. Lob. Phryn. 302.',, , and Att. , a

bell: small ones were oft. attached

10 a war-horse's head-gear, Aesch.

Theb. 386, 399 : in fortitied towns an
officer went round at night with a

bell to challenge the sentries, and
see that they were awake, hence^, as the bell

went round. Thuc. 4, 135, cl. Schol.

Ar. Av. 843, Lys. 48C, and-.—2. esp. an alarm bell, or crier's

bell, hence, --^', ' to be one's own
trumpeter,' Dem. 797, 12 : hence also

a noisy fellow, Ar. Pac. 1078 ; cf.-.— 11. the loner end, wide part of
a trumpet : hence the trumpet itself.

Soph. Aj. 17.

—

11.=. Hence
K(J(5(ji'<'Cw, f -, to try, prove by

ringmf:, of earthenware, metal, etc.:

of money, Ar. Ran. 723, cf 79, An-
axandr. Here. 1.— II. to prove by the

sound nf a hell, cf. 1., ov, {, -) tinkling, ringing, jingling, as with
bells,, Soph. Ft. 738, of. Aesch.

Theb. 38U ; ., Eur. Rhes.
3&1.?'7, ov,{,'/,' ) «'(' bells on his

horse's trappings, ivithjingling harness,

coined by Ar. Ran. 903, as a parody
on Aeschylus, v. init.

ls.voop, , f. -7/, to carry

bells : esp. to carry the bell round, to

visit the sentinels, Ar. Av. 842 (cf. «-
): so in pass., -, everywhere the watch is set

and the bell goes round, lb. 1160.

—

II. Strab., of a king, to be attended by

men with bells : from, ov, {,)
carrying a bell.,, Ep. nom. ace. and
dat. plur. of, Horn.^, ov Ion. , , Co'es, son of

Erxandrus, tyrant in Mytilene in the

time of Darius Hystaspis, Hdt. 4,

97., ov, TO, dim. from -, Anaxandr. Lye. 1., , , Sicil. name of the-, Numen. ap. Ath. 309 C.,, , Laconian earthen

drinking-vessel, used esp. by soldiers,

Ar. Eq. 000, Xen. Cyr. 1,2, 8; and
by the Athen. seamen, perh. as stand-

ing on a broad bottom (like the sessi-

lis obba of Pers. 5, 148), Ar. Pac.
1094 : in genl. cup, goblet, Coniici

ap. Ath. 483 B, sq., et ibi Casaub.—II. a drinkinsi-bout, carousal. Macho
ap. Ath. 583 B.

—

.^, v. ap.

Ath. 309 C. (Prob. akm to,..)\,•, , Cothon, a small

island near Carthage, with a harbour
for war-vessels, Strab. p. 832.— II.

masc. pr. n., son of Calligiton, a By-
zantian, Polyb. 4, 52, 4., f -,{) to tope,

tipple : pass, to be drunken, Eubul. In-

cert. 5., , ,= II., a tip-

pling. Ion., Aretae., ov, TO, dim. from -., ov, 6,{) tip-

pling, Arist Probl. 1, 39, 2,
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, ov, , a banquet-

ting house, Diod.', ov,{,)
with the tip or rim of a, ',
Eub\d.. 1, ubi v. Meiiieke.

fKon?.7i, 7}, , I'oet. for, of

the Clip uf the sun, Mimn. 12, 6 Bgk.
(Gaisf. 8, 6.), ,, contr., q. v.^, , 6, Cocalus, a king of

Camicus in Sicily, Diod. S. 4, 77
j

etc.,, TO,{) a shriek,

wait, usu. in plur., Trag.,.,{) a shrieking,

wailing, II. 22, 409, 447, and Trag. :

hence—II.'. , Cocytus, one
of the rivers of hell, Od. 10, 514.— 2.

a river of Thesprotia, emptying into

the Acheron, from its gloomy scene-
ry converted into foreg., Paus. 1, 17,

5 : from, f. -, to shriek, cry,

«'(1)7 ; Horn., who usu. adds an adv.,

K. , , ',; also in

Trag. ; but in prose not till late.

(Prob. onomatop. : cf Sanscr., yo/ca,

grief, futsh to be sad.) [v in Hom. be-

fore a vowel, e. g. in pres., and impf.

:

alwaysj) before a conson. : sometimes
later, before a vowel, e. g. Bion 1,

23 ; Spitzn. Vers. Her. p. 250.], , f. -, to be a•, Ruhnk. Tim., or-, ov, b,

the collector of the pieces at a sacrifice,

name of an ancient magistracy at

Athens, originally entrusted with the
general charge ofthe finances, which
was transferred to the Apodectae by
Clisthenes : from his time they only
had charge of the public table in the

Prytaneum, until Pericles assigned
to them the payment of the dicasts{, Ar. Vesp. 724, cf.

093): v. Biickh P. E. 1, 232; 2. 84,

Ruhnk. Tim. (Said to be derived

from their having the hides and feet

of the ^"ictims as a perquisite,.)^, , , Colaeus, a pilot of
Samos, Hdt. 4, 152.—II., ,, in Megalopolis, Polyb. 2, 55, 5.', ov, ro.dim. from?., ), also, or, V. the contr.., ov, o,=foreg., Epich. p.

48, 56., , fj, contr. from or,{) the thigh-bone with the

f.esh on it, hind-quarter, esp. of a

swine, the ham, Ar. Fr. 5, Plat.

(Com.) Gryp. 3, Xen. Cyn. 5, 30:
synon. forms are,, -

: and is akin.—II. mem-
bruin virile, Ar. JNub. 1018.7/.,,=, Eur. Scir. 4., ov, , and ?.7},
TO. dim. from sq.,, ,{,) the

hollow or bend of the knees, II. 23, 726,

also.,, , also written,=:.?,, ,, Hdt. 8, 96

;

, Paus. 1,1, 5, also sub.,
Culias, a promontory of Attica, near
Phalerus, now the same or Trispyrgi:

with a temple of Venus there ; she
was invoked by courtesans by the

name of Colias, v. Ar. Nub. 52, Lys.
2.—2. ati annual festival of Ceres, held

there.—3. potter's clay of high repute,

dug at the same place, Plut., as pass., to suffer

from colic : from, ,,{ II.) suffering

in the colon, having the colic, Diosc.

:

., the colic, from its "being

seated in the colon and parts adjacent

;

K., remedies /or , Medic., ,, aia, an Indian
island, Dion. P. v. 1.., f. -, to go on stilts ;

and, ov, , one that goes
on stilts : from,, TO,{,)

stilt ; like., , {, ) in
limbs or members. Adv. -., ov, , a limb, member of a
body, esp. of the legs or feet, Aesch.
Pr. 323, Soph. O. C. 19, etc.

;, Eur. Phoen. 1185.—II. in
genl. a member of any thing, as— 1. a
member of a building, as the side or
front, of a square or triangular build-
ing, Buttm. Soph. Phil. 42 ; Hdt. 2,

126, 134 ; 4, 62, cf /.—2.
one limb or half of the course{)
in racing, Aesch. Ag. 314.—3. one of
the thongs of a sling, Polyb. 27, 9, 5.—4. a member or clause of a sejitence,

Lat. membrum. Arist. Rhet.

—

III. the

colon, part of the ^reat intestines, ex-
tending from the coecum to the rec-

turn : but in this signf more correctly
written. (Ace. to Doderl. Lat.
Synon. 4, p. 152, from the root -, akin to and: but
in signf III., it seems akin to.), , f. -, {,) to cut off, mutilate li»s : in
genl. to mutilate, mow down. Poet. ap.
Plut. 2, 377 E.,, , {?.(.}) a hin-
derance, Lat. impedimentum, Eur. Ion
802, Thuc. 5, 30 : c. inf., a hmderance
to doing a thing, ., Thuc. 4, 67 ; so too, ., c.

inl. ; Id. 1, 10.—II. a defence against

a thing, ., precautions

against fire, Thuc. 7, 53., , , dim. from Ki.y.—2. as military term,=;^;e/(jva-

piov.?., ,,=, Thuc. 1,

92 ; 4, 63. [], , , or-, , {/.,) checking the

winds, epith. of Empedocles, (who
played the part of the Lapland witch-
es), Diog. L. 8, 60., ov, {, -) interrupting the banquet, Plut.

2, 720 A, prob. from some poet., . ov, {/.,-) checking the course, Luc. Tragod.
198.?, , f. -, {/.,) to prevent one.from rfoiH^a thing,

Polyb. : also, Philo,

Lob. Phryn. 007. Hence, , , a hinderanceto

work., , f. -, v.?-.,, ,{) hinder-

ing, hinderance, Plat. Soph. 220 G.. verb. adj. from,
one must hinder, Xen. Hier. 8, 9.,, , {')=-. Iambi. Hence/., ,, hindering, pre-

ventive, Dion. .?, , , hinderer,,
Thuc. 3, 23, and Plat.('}. , , {7.) like>7), hindering, preventive, -, of a thing, Arist. Rhet., Xen.
Mem. 4, 5, 7., , , verb, adj., hinder-

ed, to be hindered, Epict. : from, f -,{) strictly=, to cut short : hence, to let,



hinder, check-, stop-, prevent,forbid. Con-
struct,— 1. c. inf., to hinder one from
uoixig, forbid to do, Hdt. 2, 20. Pind.

P. 4, 57, and freq. in Att. from Soph,
dovvnwds, ; so too . ,
Soph. Phil. 124l', v. Heind. Plat.

Soph. 242 A ; so also, ., c. inf

,

Eur. Phoen. 1268, Thuc, etc.—2. c.

gen. rei, . , to let or hinder

one from a thing, Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 21

;

also, K. TLva . Id. Cyr. 3, 3,

51.—3. c. ace. rei, to hinder, prevent,

Eur. I. A. 1390, etc.—4. absol., esp.

in part., , one to hinder,

Soph. Ant. 261 : , a hinder-,=?, Xen. An. 4, 5, 20.

—

4. esp. in 3 pers., ?, there

is nothing to hinder, Hdt. 7, 149,

Plat., etc. ; ; what hin-

ders ? Plut.—B. pass, to be hitidered,

of persons and things, Thuc, etc.

;

c. inf., gen., etc., as in act.—C. Thuc.
also, 1, 144, has, intr.,=A:cj-, Dionys. de Thucyd. Idiom.

c 7. {v ; but sometimes before a

vowel, as in pres. and impf., v. Pind.

P. 4, 57, Ar. Eccl. 862.]', ov, 6,(?^)=-, Babrius Fr. 7 Lewis., , and -, ,{,) like a?, va-

riegated, spotted, Hipp./,, ,{,)
deep, sowui sleep, Lat. sopor, esp. in

Ep., , II. 14, 359, Od.
18, 201 : , Hes. Th. 798 ;

also in Sapph. 4; ., Theocr.
Ep, 3, 6.—2. later a lethargy, Hipp.

:

also a trance without sleep. Id. ; cf.

Foes. Oecon., and v..^, fut,- Dor.- (-
). To indulge in jovial festivity,

revel, go revelling about with dancing
and singing, make merry, '
.. Hes, Sc 281 : //er' .,
Theogn. 1061, cf Soph. Fr. 703 : esp.

freq. in Pind.—2, in Pind. usu. to cele-

brate a in honour of the victor

at the games, to join in these festivities

(cf. ), Pind. O. 9, 6, etc. ; also

c. ace. cognato, .. Id, . 11,

36, cf Eur, H. F. 180: c. dat. pers.,

to approach with a, hold it for
him, in his honour, Pind. I. 7, 27 ; and
so in mid.. Id. P. 9, 157 : c. ace. pers,,

to honour or celebrate him in or with the. Id, N. 2, 38 ; 10, 64 ; and so in

mid.. Id. I. 4, 124; cf.—3. in

genl. to visit, break in upon in the man-
ner of revellers, , Isae. 39,

24 ; esp. of lovers visiting their mis-

tresses, and perh. in a softer sense,

to serenade them, Alcae. 40 ; it.', Theocr. 3, 1 : then in

genl., to burst in, . , Anth.

;

of evil, , Wer-
nicke Tryph. 314., f. -,() to nod, be

drou'sy, Hipp,, ov, , a spicy plant,

perh. the nutmeg, Theophr.,,,{) debauchee., ov, , {,) the

head of a village, village magistrate or

bailiff, Xen. An. 4, 5, JO., ov, , Comarchides,

masc. pr. n., Ar. Pac. 1142., o,= foreg., Dor, for., , ,{) festive

procession of the images of the gods in

Aegypt, Ciem, Al., ov, b,() a revel-

ler, one who takes part in a (v.

sub,). Plat. Symp. 212
C : name of plays by Epicharmus
and many others.—2. epith. of Bac-
chus, the jolly god, Ar. Nub. 606.

Ki2M0, /, , of, belonging to

a,, or, ?},
Ael. Adv, -.,, , poet, for-., , (^,) in

deep sleep, Hipp., , , Combrea, a city

of Macedonia in thedistrict Crossaea,
Hdt. 7, 123.

^, , 7/,:=Lat. uicus, anunwall•

ed village, or country-town, opp. to a

fortified city ; strictly a Dor. word
= the Att. (Arist. Poet. 3, 6),

first used in Hes. Sc. 18, Hdt. 5, 98 :,/, to

live or be built in villages (not in

walled towns), Thuc. 1, 5, 10, cf
Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 5, sq.—II. of a city,

like Lat. incus, a quarter, ward, inhab-

ited by a certain number of citizens.

(Prob. from,: cf Li-

thuan. kie?nas, a village, haimynas, a
neighbour, Pott Et. Forsch, 1, 204.)

Hence, adv., in villages, Lat. vi-

catiin., ov, ,[) a villager,

countryman, opp. to a townsman. Plat.

Legg. 763 A, Xen. An, 4, 5, 24.—II.

in a city, one of the same quarter, ex-

actly Lat. vicinus, Ar. Nub. 905 : more
loosely, ,
Eur. Alc.476., ,, belongi7ig to a-, suitablefor him.,, fern, from,
Ar. Lys, 5, Fr. 265.,, , poet, for-.\,, , Comias, Athen, masc.
pr. n, Ar. Vesp. 230.—2, an Athenian
archon 01, 55, 1, Plut, Sol, 32,, ov, , dim, from., dep., to speak like a
comic poet, Luc. : from, , ,{) of, belong-

ing to comedy, Lat. comicus, Luc. ; in

good Att., was more usu.—2. , a comedian, comic ac-

tor {k\ex. Isosi. 1, \2) poet (Polyb.,
and Plut). Adv. -, Philo., , , dim, from,
Strab,^, -, , Comisene, a dis-

trict of Parthia on the confines of
Hyrcania, Strab, p. 514 ; also, a dis-

trict of Armenia, usu., v.

sub.., for, barbarism in Ar.

Thesm. 1176.,, , the clerk,

agent of a, Joseph., , f. -, {,)=.], , , Comum, a town of
Italy at south end of Lacus Larius,

now Como, Strab. p. 192.?., , , {,)
village-town, i. e. straggling, unfor-

tified town, Strab., ov, , a jovial festivity, with
music and dancing, a revel, carousal,

merry-making, Lat. comessatio, -, . Hom. Merc.
481, and so Theogn. 827, 934, Hdt. 1,

21, Pind., Eur ,etc.: these entertain-

ments usu. ended in the party para-

ding the streets crowned, and with
torches (Ar. Plut. 1040), singing,

dancing, and playing all kinds of
frolics (cf ): in time, public

were set on foot in honour of
several gods, esp. Bacchus, and also

in honour of the victors at the games ;

these werefestal processions, ofa more
regular and orderly kind, partaking

of the nature ofa chorus ; most of Pin-
dar's extant odes were written to be
sung at of this last kind, cf. O,
4, 15 ; P. 5, 28.—II. the band of revel-
lers, the jovial troop who paraded the
streets as above described, Eur.
Bacch. 1168, etc.: hence metaph, ., Aesch, Ag, 1189; of an
army, Eur. Phoen. 791, Supp. 390,
etc.—HI. the ode sung at one of these
festive processions, Pind. P. 8, 29,
99, etc. (Usu. deriv. from .), , {) to lull, hush to

sleep. Prob. only used in pass.,•, to fall into a deep or sickly

sleep, whence in Hipp,
ap. Gal., ov,, dim. from.,, , a bundle, sheaf, of
hay, etc., Lat. manipulus, Cratin. In-
cert. i5~.— U.=.—IIL, a marshy place where reeds
grow very thick and with tangled
roots, Theophr. H. P. 4, 11, 1., , . -,() to

represent in a comedy, Ar. Acil. 655

:

hence to ridicule, take off, Ar. Plut.
557, Plat. Rep. 452 D ; and in pass, to

be so satirised, etc., Ar. Vesp. 1020.
Hence,., a comic saying,
gibe. Plat. Legg. 810 D., , , a comedy, . Ach.
378, Niib. 522 : hence in genl. a mirth-

ful spectacle, ..
Plat. Phil. 50 . (Two' derivs. are
suggested : one from,, ace.
to its character, esp. as there was a
lyric comedy, cf. Muller Dor. 4, 7,

1 : the other from, as if the vil-

lage song, Bentley's Phalaris p. 337
sq. ; Arist. Poet. 5 mentions the latter

as connected with the Dorian claim
to the invention of comedy, because

was their word = the Att, -
.) On the three periods of Attic
comedy, v, esp, Meineke Hist, Com-
icorum., , ov,=sq., dub., , . of, belonging lo

comedy, comic, freq. in Ar., ov, ,(,) a comic writer, Polyb. [a], ov, , (,)=.,, ,^,
Anth., , ,=-, nth. [],,, the teach-

ing and rehearsing a comedy with the

actors : in genl. the comic poet's art,

Ar. Eq. 516 ; from, ov, , {-,) a comic poet, because
he had the charge of teaching and
training the actors, chorus, etc., Ar.
Eq. 507, V. II., , f. -,(-,) to play the parasite and buf-

foon, Tiva, Ar. vesp. 1318., ov, ,=•, Ar. Pac, 734,, , , a making of
comedies, Plut. : from, ov, 6, (,) a maker of comedies, comic poet,

freq. in Plat., as Apol. 18 D, Rep.
606 C., ov, 6,{ or,) comedian, i. e.— 1. a comic
actor, Lys. 162, 2, etc.—2. a comic poet.

Plat. Rep. 395 B, Legg. 935 D. Adv.
-, Ael., , , a serio-

comedy, name oi a play of Anaxandri-
des, v. Meineke Histor. Com. p.

247.
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iKuvupar, a, b. Conaras, name of a
herdsman, Theocr. 5, 103.

Kui'dpioii, ,, dim. from,
a small cone.— II. the pineal gland m
the brain, from its shape., , f. -/,( II. 3) to

drive round or spin a top: in genl. to

carry round, Ar. Fr. 439.— II.(
II. 1) to pitch, cover with pitch, ci. •., prob. as pass., (•) to he dosed with hemlock, Me-
nand. p. 102.

, , hemlock, Lat. ciai-

ta, Hipp., and Thiiophr.

—

\\. hemlock-

juice, a poison by which criminals

were put lodeat.h at Athens, Ar. Kan.
124, Flat., etc.

'/;, . ,— II. 3, prob. 1.

Emped. 24, v. Sturz ad 1.,, ?/,( U.) a pitch-

ing, daubing ivith pilch.

KwviVif, ov, b,{ II. 1),
pitched wine, Galen.,', f -.( II. 1) to

pitch, cover with pitch, dub., ,,() cone-shaped,

corneal, Plui. Adv. -.
Kuviov. ov, TO, or, Jac. A.

P. p. 52, dim. from, a small

cone, Posidon. ap. Ath. b49 D :, Anth.

/f, , , () a conical

water-vessel., , , ()=-.,, o,fem.-,, (-
11. 1) extracted from pine-cones,

Tzinrta, Rhian.'', , i), Concordia, a

small town of the Veneti in Gallia

Transpadana, Strab. p. 214., ,(,) coni-

cal. Diog. L. Adv. -/;, Plut., ov, a, a cone, Lat. conus,

meta, Arist. Probl. : hence— 11. apine-

cone, also, Vit. Horn.. The-
ophr., etc. : hence,,
etc.—2. the cone, peak of a helmet,

Leon. Tar.

—

3.^=3, a spmning-

top, from its shape. (The Sanscr.

root is, fo. to bring to a point ; cf Lat.

cuneus, cacumen ; Pott El. Forsch. 1,

231.), , f. -, (,) to make a conic section. Mathein., OV.(,) bear-

ing cones, as pines, etc., Theophr.

:

also of the thyrsus, Anth.^, , , Consentia, a

town of the Bruttii in lower Italy,

Strab. p. 256.

^Kvavlvo , ov, b, the Roman
name Constantinus, Anth.^, }/, Constanti-

nople, Steph. Byz.^. anil -, , , Conope,

a town of Aetolia, incorporated into

the city Ar.':inoe, there erected by
Arsinoe queen of Ptolemy Philadel-

phus, Strab. p. 460; Polyb. 5, C, 6., ov, , () an
Aesyplian bed or couch with mosquito-

curtains, LXX.,, o,= foreg., Anth., , , dim. from -., ov, , Conopium, name
of a maiden, Anth., , (,)
like a gnat, Theophr., ov, a, () a

gnat-catcher, fly-catcher.,,^.,, b, a gnat, Lat. culex,

Hdt. 2, 95, Aesch. Ag. 892, etc. : a

larger kind was called., , b, usu. in plur. ol,
820

caves, detis (akin to,, or to, ,), oidy in Gramm., , , of, from the island, Cnan, Hdt. 7. 61, etc.— II., usu. written K(Jof, sub.,
the highest throw with the,
counting six, with the conrec side up-
permost, opp. to /-, with the con-
cave side uppeniiost, counting one:

hence tlio proverbs, ,
and kg.-, Straltis Lemn. 3 ; and so [irob.

Ar. Ran. 970, oh .—
II. Arist. . . has and^ of
the. of the ankle.^, , . Copne, an old city

on the north side of lake Copais in

Boeotia, II. 2, 502. Hence\~,, , an inhab. of Co-
pae, Thuc. 4, 93., ov, , () the upper
end of an oar.\, a, ov. of or belonging to

Copae, Copaean,, Archestr.
ap. Ath. 298 F.^, , , pecul. fern, to
foreg., Ar. Ach. 880 ; also contd.-, ai, sc. ., Ar. Pac.
1005 : esp. .. lake Co-
pais in Boeotia, the largest lake of
Greece, famed for its eels, now To-
polias, Strab. p. 406., , (, )
oar-shaped.

,, , piece of woodfit for
making into an oar, a spar fir an oar,

Valck. Hdt. 5, 23, Br. Ar. Ach. 552.

tKwTrfiif., , Copeus, father of
Glaucus, Ath. 290 B., («?/) to propel with oars ;

also to furnish, fit out with oars,,
Anth.— II. , it

has the sword drawn (cf] 2), ap.

Hesych., , f.-,^.,, .=., , , (from -,,
capio, like /. from) any
handle: esp.— I. the handle of an oar,

Od. 9, 489; 10, 129 (never in II.):

hence the oar itself, freq. in Att. ; ', a proverb of

dub. origin, meaning ' to escort with
all the honours,' Ar. Eq. 546, cf. Suid.
voc. ' : ci.,-

I. 2, II.—2. of a sword,

the hilt, Lat. 7nanubrium, cnpulus, 11. 1,

219, Od. 8, 403; 11, 531, in Hom. al-

ways of silver.—3. of a key, of ivory

in Od. 21. 7.-4. ofa'iorch. Eur. Cycl.
481.—5. of a hand-mill, and so the mill

itself, Diod.—6. of a whip. Hence,, , with a hilt or
handle,, II. 15, 713, etc., , , a rowing ; and. , 1. -/. to row,

Polyb. : metaph. of any .similar motion
hack and forwards, Eur. Cycl. 461

:

from, ov, b,(, Dmvvu)
a rower, Polyb. [], . (,* ?) fur-
vixhed with oars, Aesch. Pers. 410.

—

II. holding the oar,, Eur. Tro. 161.

7/?'/,, b,() usu. in

plur. /^, the row-locks of a
ship.^, , a'l, Copiae, later name
of the Italian Thurii. Strab. p. 264., , , dim. from, a
small oar. At. Ran. 269.,, ,=7/., , .., , , .,
also, coral.^, , , ..^.., , , Coralis, a lake in

Lycaonia, Strab. p. 568.

,, , a coral-fisher., ov, . Dot. for,, Ar, Ach, 731.,, , Sicil. for., ov, , and, , . Dor.
for,, i. e.,., , , and-, , , mi inhabitant of Corycus

;

acc. to Ephorus, they were infamous
as spies on all ships that landed
there ; hence a spy, listener, traitor,

cf Slepli. Byz. v..\, , , Corycia, a nymph,
daughter of the river-god Plistus,

Pans. 10, 6, 5., and, ov, ,
dim. Irom'. []^, a, ov, of or belonging to

Corycus, Corycian, ai -. . Rh. 2, 711 : ., Id.

3, 855 ;—esp. ,
the Corycian cave or grot, in Mt. Par-
nassus above Delphi, Hdt. 8, 36 ; sa-

cred to Pan and the Corycian nymphs,
Strab. p. 417.—2. a cave or deep rock-
encircled valley in Cilicia, famed for

its saffron, the fabled abode of the
giant Typhoeus, Strab. p. 627, 071 ;

cf Pind. P. 1, 31-3 ; Aesch. Pr. 351
sqq.,, , dim. from-, Epich. p. 61, Ar. Fr. 368.

—

II.

bladder-like excrescence produced on the

leaves of elms ayid maple-trees by the
puncture of an insect, Theophr., ov, , v..'. , , (,) sq., signf ., , , like,
leathern sack or icallet for provisions,

Od. 5, 267 ; 9, 213 : acc. to Hesych.,
also a leathern quiver, like.—
II. in the gymnasium, a large leathern

sack hung up,filled tvitkfig-grains(-), flour or sand, for the athletes

to swing to andfro by blows, not alto-

gether unlike the quintain. Poet, ap.

Arist. Rhet. 3, 11, 13: the game it-

self was called, .—HI.
a kind of muscle, Macedon., ov, , Corycus. a promon-
tory and town of Cilicia, now Kor-
ghoz. H. Hom. Ap. 39, with a famous
cavern, v. 2 • cf.:
another was not
far from Delphi, Hdt. 8, 36.t-2. a city
of Lycia, Strab. p. 667 [in Dion. P.
805\ — 3. northwest pro-
montory of Crete, Strab. p. 363.-4.
a mountain on the Ionian coast ot

Lydia, to which some refer ;-, and. Horn.. 39, and Thuc.
8, 14., , (, )
like a sack Or bag, Theophr., , gen., dat. Kg), acc.

and', the island Cos, in the .Aegean
sea, opposite Caria. with a city ofsame
name ; in Hom. always in Ep. form, except in II. 2, 677, where we
find the common acc. KcJi'.t-Adv., to Cos, II. 14, 255., , contr. for, Nicoch.
Lemn. 3.— II. at Corinth, a public

prison, cf,., Ion. for : but enclit..
Ion. for, oft. in Hdt.
tKuffu/i, c), indecl. Kosam, inasc. pr

n., N. T.., , = ., a pestle

(Perh. from.)^,,, Co/p.t, the western
promontory of Mauretania, Strab.

825..,. , pecul. poet. fcm.
of. the twitlerer, Boeot. name
for the swallow, Strattis Phoen. 3, cf.

Anacr. 99.



^,, , , {7.) chatter-

ing, tattling, esp., flattery.

iKuTi/.iai, , , Cotiliae, a city

of the Sabines, Strab. p. 228.

fKcjTiXiop, ov, TO, Mt. Cotilius in

Arcadia, Paus. 8, 41, 7., to prattle, chatter, chat,

l-at. garrire, usu. with collat. notion
of coaxing, wheedling, -
?.•, Hes. Op. 372: so,?. -,
Theogn. 850.—II. transit, c. ace.

pers. to chatter to, talk over, beguile with

fair words, ?.?. ,
Theogn. 363 ; so, /« ,
tease me not by prating. Soph. Ant.

756. (Cf. Sanscr. kath, Lat. dicere,

Engl, quote, quoth, chat, chatter, Gothic
quitha. Pott £t. Forsch. 1, 241.), ov, TO, Cotilum, the ter-

ritory around or a place near Mt.
Cotilius, Paus. 8, 41, 10.,,,(«) chat-

tering, prattling, Theogn. 295 : of a
swallow, twittering, Anacr. 99, cf. kcj-

/.: coaxing, wheedling, kxith. : me-
taph., ., like Lat. oculi arguti,

loquaces, obtundens. [I]^, ov, , Cophaeus, an Indi-

an, Arr. An. 4, 28, 6., , f. -,() to make
dumb, to silence, 0pp. Pass, to become

or grow dumb, Clearch. ap. Ath. 516
B.—II. to deafen. Pass, to become so.

—III. in genl. to dull, blunt, injure : cf.

Pors. Or. 1279.,{) to be dumb or si-

lent, LXX. : also to be deaf, or in genl.

iisensible., ,=» IIL, to mutilate,

^rob. L, Soph. Fr. 223.^,, , Cophen, a tributary

of the Indus in India, Strab. 697, Arr.

—II. an Indian masc. pr. il, Arr. An.
2, 15, 1.,, ,{) a dulling,

blunting : in genl. a mutilation., ov, , the deaf adder, Ael., , ,{07,€ Lat. tusus)

radie. signf. blunt, obtuse, /3-, the blunt, dull shaft, II. 11, 390,

opp. to .—II. metapli.—1.

blunted or lamed in the tongue, i. e.

dumb. Lat. mutus, , a noise-

less v/ave or swell, II. 14, 16 : so too,

?., still, peaceful, Xen. Hell.

2, 4, 31 ; , the dumb, sense-

less earth (cf bruta tellus), of a corpse,

11. 24, 54 : of men, dumb, mute, speech-

less, Hdt. 1, 34, for which (in 1, 85)

he has : of solid earth, which
sounds dull when struck, opp. to the

ringing of a hollow body, Hdt. 4, 200

:

also having ceased to sound, forgotten,. Soph. . . 290, unless

we take this for unmeaning, senseless,

as it were inarticulate.—This is the

earlier signf, Valck. Amraon, p. 133.

—2. later, esp. Att., dull of hearing,

deaf, Lat. surdws, first in H. Horn.
Merc. 92, Hdt. 1, 38 (cf 34), Aesch.
Theb. 184, etc. : c. gen.,,, Antiph. Sapph. 1,5; -? , deaf of one's

Greek ear, i. e. ignorant of Greek,
Fragm, Pythag.—3. dull of mind, stu-

pid, hat. fatuus, Pind. P. 9, 151, Soph.

Aj. 911, iPlat., etc. : so, -. an unmeaning account, Polyb. cf.

I. fin., and.—4. metaph. idle,

empty, goodfor nothing, in which signf.

plays into., , the harbour Cophus,
of Torone, on the Toronaicus sinus

in Pallcne, Strab. p. 330.,, ,() deafness,

dumbness, Dem. 411, 26: in genl. ob-

Iwseness, torpor, Arist. H. A.—IL stu-

pidity.

, ,()=, LXX.,
etc. : hence, , , dumbness.—II.

deafness, Hipp.— HI. dulltiess, whether
of the senses or mind.^-, by crasis for ,
impf. from.,(,,,,) to lift, raise up ; the sim-
ple only in Soph. Fr. 303 : of the

compds. the most common is-, q. v.•, 6, gen.,=, a kind

of owl, perh. a screech-owl, Eust., contr. for , Ar.

Vesp. 302.

A, , 73, also 7., ,
indecl., eleventh letter of the Gr.

alphabet: as a numeral '=30, but

,=30,000. From .3, as the
strongest of the Unguals, were formed
many verbs with the notion of licking,

lapping, esp., Lat. lambo, also, lingo.—An over partiality for

the use of was e.xpressed\7.3-,7\.,73, 7lu3-: these words were also

used to express a faulty pronunciation
of this letter, as when the tongue is

pressed against the palate, and produ-
ces the U of the Spanish, e. g. llamare,

almost like lyamare. The Lacedae-
monians bore A upon their shields,

as the Sicyonians , the Messenians
M, Eupol. Incert. 37, Theopomp.
(Com.) Incert. 16.

Changes of /,, esp. in the dialects

:

—I. Dor. into v, as

for7./., Schaf. Greg. 197,

354 : Att. prefers , e. g.7' for , Lob.
Phryn. 305, cf and .—U.
esp. in Ion., beginning a word is

dropt, as 13 for 7.3, / for

7^, Greg. 446 ; so ?'/] for7• etc.— III.

Ep. poets double metri grat.. esp.

after augment, as /, 7.7-, and in compds., where the lat-

ter member begins with , as in/,, etc. — IV.
Att. sometimes into p, as
for. Lob. Phryn. 179, 652 :

so7. for7, vav-
for 7., for, whence Lat. euro, colo.—V.

Aeol. sometimes changed into ,
as Lat. lacryma was formed from -, and / seems to have
been orig. the same as : so
Lat. odor for olor, cf oleo, ulfacio, etc.

—VI. in some words and are inter-

changed, e. g. and 7.•,
and7.—VIL before 7, regularly

becomes . as in 7.7•, vra-

77.7., 7.7•., etc.

AA'-. insep, prefix with intensive

force (like /.ai- and 7.i-, - and -),
though found in very few words, e. g.

in7, very warlilce, 7.~~-
},7., , gen., dat., ace.. gen. plur. }., dat. 7.,
Ep. /., all which forms occur in

Horn., e.xcept ; in Att. also

contr. 7., ace. 7,ili\ but ace.

7., Call. Fr. 104 : a gen. 7.,
Soph. O. C. 196, as if 7. was of
first decl. : Nic. also has like

7J 7.—I. usu. a stone, piece of rock,

Horn., who usu. has it, esp. in II., of
Stones thrown by warriors.—IL a

AABP
rock, crag, Od. 13, 163. (Cf luiyi,
Lat. lapis, and /, 7., v. also

sub fin.)

tAufif, i], V. Aaf.^,, , Labana, a mineral
spring in Latium near Eretum, Strab.
p. 238.

\3, , Labax, masc. pr. n.,

Paus! 6, 3, 4.

-'/', ov,(,)
taking money, doing something for mo-
ney, Timon ap. Ath. 406 E.\3, a, 6, Labas, a Sicilian,

Theocr. 14, 24.3, , indecl. =; ^?, Ar.
Eccl. 920.^, , , Lahda, daughter of
Amphion, wife of Eetion, mother of
Cypselus, Hdt. 5, 92.,-, and7.,
ov, ,=7., . sub 7., init.^, a, ov, of Labdacus,
Soph. O. T. 267.\3,,, son ofLabdacus

;

, the descendants of Lab-
dacus. Pind. I. 3, 26, Soph.', ov, a, Labdacus. an an-
cient king of Thebes, son of Polydo-
rus. Soph. O. T. 224.^, ov, , Labdalum, a for-

tress on the highest point of Epipolae
at Syracuse, Thuc. 6, 97., ,=7... Poll., , , (as if from) a figure like that of A., inf aor. of., Ep.
and Ion., Hdt. ; also 7.,
Dor. for7. : but., poet, for., Horn.3. Ep. and Ion. for7,
aor. 2 act. of/, Hes., Hdt.^,, , the Rom. name
Labeo, Plut., , , (,3') the part in.

tended for grasping, a handle, haft,

sword-hilt, .\lcae. 67, and Att. :7,, pugil. term, to give
one a grip, a hold.hence metaph., to give
one a handU, something to lay hold of,

Lat. ansam praebere, Ar. Eq. 841, 847
;

so, .. Plat. Rep. 544 B.—.
the act of grasping, a taking, accept-

ance, ., Aesch. Supp. 935.—2. an attack, as of sickness, like 7^-, Hipp. : also a reproof, censure, Ael., Dor. for..
\3,, , (3),

the dog Lahes, comic distortion of the
name of Laches from his having re-

ceived bribes of the Sicilians, Ar.
Vesp. 836.. Ep. for ,%, 3 subj. aor.
of7., Od., ov, TO, dim. from.,
Diosc. [i]^, ov, 6, the Roman name
Lahienus, Strab. p. 600.^, ov, TO, Labici or Lavici. a
city of Latium in Italy, Strab. p. 230.^, , . of Labici, Labi-
can, Strab. ; ., Dion. .^, , , the Rom. fern,

name Lavinia, Plut. Rom. 2., ov, TO, Lavinium, a city
of Latium in Italy ;, an
inhab. of L., Dion. H., ov, TO, dim. from .,
Strab. [i]

Afiiiff,, , a holder, and so—1.

a pair of pincers, a forceps, Hipp.—2. a
buckle, clasp, Polyb.^, ov, , Labus, a mountain,
Polyb. 10. 29, 3.^3, , the Labotas, a river of
Syria, Strab. p. 751.. . worse form of.^, , f. -,—7.•

: from
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.6, , , Att. -, {-,) bold, rash talker,

braggart, 11. 23, 479.,^,, Lye., , , iliin. iVoin -, Aniiph. Philotis 1, 2. [pii], , h, =37],
Pratin. ap. Ath. 624 F.^, , , Labranda, a

town of Caria, in the vicinity of

which was a temple of Jupiter, who
was hence caileil3, (or

^apavEv, Ael. H. A. 12, 30), Hdt.

5, il9, Strab. p. 659.,, ,() the sea-

wolf, a ravenous sea-lish, Epich. p.

31, Comici ap. Ath. p. 311., , , — :

from
AaSpevouai,() dep. mitl., to

talk botdli/, rashly, lo brag, 11. 23, 474,, lb. 478: just

like,,-., ,=., , ,{,)
strong or swift-footed, rushing,-, Anth., like.(, , to drink hard,

Anth. : from, , ,(,)
hard drinker., , (prob. from -,, like, rapidus,

from, rapio), furious, boister-

ous, blustering, ",,-, II., Od. ; and so of heavy
rains,, 11. 16, 385; ?,, -, Pind., , Eur. : — hence it

seems to have been orig. used only

of inanimate nature, but— 2. later

freq. of man, hasty, boisterous, hot,

rash, esp. in talking, Theogn. 634,

Pind. O. 2, 156 ; ., a boister-

ous, unruly crowd, Pind. P. 2, 160
;

then, gluttonous, greedy, (hap-, Aesch. Pr. 1022,— in all which
senses the notion of ungoi^emable, led

by blind natural impulse still prevails,

of. all the derivs. from
to 7..—3. of animals, etc., vio-

lent, fierce, salvage : but also furiously

swift, fast and furious,, Theogn. 982, a signf.

not foreign to the Homer, passages,

which perh. lies in the orig. sense,

of.,. The
word is strictly poetic, except in Ion.

and very late prose. Adv. -,
Theogn., 1. c, Aesch., etc. [-,
Eur. Orest. 697, . F. 361.] Hence, ,,^=., , .., , to talk boldly,

rashly, Aesch. Pr. 327 : and,, , bold, rash talk-

ing : from, ,(,.)
talking boldly and rashly., , , () bois-

terousness, violence, greediness, Leon.
Tar. ; also in plur., Tryph.. , (,)
rushing furiously, Aesch. Pr. 601., ],,—., , (,)
to eat greedily., , () =-, Lye., J7,=. Lydian word,
Plut.' 2, 302 .,=.'. , , a large wide cup

with handles, and SO prob. from,
Comici ap. Ath. 484 C, sq. : the forms

7j and also

occur, Memeke Menand. p. 14.

822

, , , an unknown spicc-

plant.^, , h, Labynetus, a

king of Babylonia, Hdt. 1, 74, prob.

same as Ncbuchadnuzar.—2. a king
of Assyria, Id. 1, 188.,,^= :

from, , , a labyrinth, a

large building formed of numerous
halls, with passages winding and
crossing each other, first in Hdt. 2,

148, of the one constructed by Psam-
metichus on lake Moeris in Middle
Aegypt, containing 3000 rooms : the
most famous was that of Crete near
Cnosus, built by Daedalus, Callim.

Del. 311 : hence—2. metaph. of an
obscure poem, such as that of Lyco-
phron, Anth. ; of an eccentric man,
Luc, etc.—II. any wreathed or coiled

up body, ., the twisted
sea-snail, Anth. : ., a

bow-net of rushes, Theocr. 21, 11, cf.

Creuz. Melet. 1, p. 85. (Akin to.) [i>]', , (,) like a labyrinth, full of labyrinths,

Arist. H. A. ; ., Luc., subj. aor. oi, [],, , part. aor. of-., a, . Ion.,
Labotas, a Spartan governor, Xen.
Hell. 1, 2, 18.-2. son of Echestratus,
Paus. 3, 2, 3., (.) to make like

cake, i. e. to incrust, cover slightly,

Hipp. 308, 14, nisi legend,,
vel, v. Foes. Oec., , , dim. from-, Chrysipp. ap. Ath. 648 A.

Aayuvov, ov, , a kind of thi7i

broad cake, of meal and oil, like,
Matro ap. Ath. 656 F.— II. one slice of
a thicker cake, Lat. tracta. [d]

tAayapia, , , Lngaria, a town of

Lucania, a colony of the Phocians,
Strab. p. 263.,(?) to make slack,

hollow or sunken. Mid. to become so,

esp. to become hollow in the flanks from
eating little, Ar. Vesp. 674 (where
the Rav. MS., but v.

Meineke Fragm. Com. 2, p. 313) ; the

Schol. interprets it to eat cake, as if it

were.
fA.aapruv,, of Lagaria,,

Strab., ,() like a -. Adv. -., ,(, -) somewhat conver., , , slack, hollow, sunk-

en, of an animal's flanks, Xen. Cyn.
4, 1 : of a road, lb. 6, 5.— II. pliant, ., Ar. Eccl. 1167;,.
Eq. 1, 8.—III. , a halt-

ing verse, with a short syllable for a

long one in the middle, like 11. 2, 731,

cf Aesch. Fr. 308, Draco p. 7, 15.(?. is akin to, as -
to. (=): whether

was used for is

dub.) Hence,, 7), slacktiess, hoi-

lowness., , (?) =-. Pass, ,
a stream in the act of thawing, Antli., v. sub.., to loiter, to slacken, give

up, like, Lat. langueo, An-
tiph.. 1 ; cf.. (Kin-
dred forms are 7.,,?.,, 7>,

: Aesch, also had?,
SO that it is plainly akin to Lat. lon-

gtis, our long, Germ, long, langsam

:

hence,.), to blow softly ; and so

= foreg.. Foes. Oecon. Hipp.\, ov, u, Laugurus, a king
of the Agrianes, Arr. An. 1, 5, 2., ,() loitering.,, , loiterer., adv.(,<)=7.,
Soph. Fr. 606., , also , , (,?) of from hare, [], , , (,) Dor., , . leader of the people,

Pind. . 1, 144, etc.

Aa>7/l'0f , ov, i), a flagon, Lat. lage-

na, lagoena, Plut., and Anth. ; also. [<i], , , (?.?/,) the flagon-bearing, a festival at

Alexandrea, Plut.^, a. , Dor. for/,
son of Lagus, i. e. Ptolemy, Theocr.
17, 14, Meineke for.'),, , (?) leveret,

like from ., etc., Plut
—II. rahbd, Strab., ov, . like^, aim.
from., . Anton, [if]\, , , Lagina, a city of

Caria, with a temple of Hecate,
Strab. p. 600., -, ov, =/, of or

fro7n a hare, yet'i'a. Aesch. [u], ov, TO, dim. from. a
leveret : also written ', Xen.
Cyn. 5, 13.^, ov, , Logins, niasc. pr. n.,

Polyb. 40, 5., ov, , Lagiscinm, fern,

pr. n., Anaxandr. ap. Ath. 570 D., , , Gr. form of Lat
lanceu, Diod.\., , ol, a German
tribe, corrupted from Lfingobardi,

Strab. p. 290.^, , , Lancea, a fountain
of Laconia, Paus. 3, 21, 2.', , , coition, vevery,

Hipp., and Arist. H. .: last, Xen.
Mem. 1, 0, 8.—II. »? seed, Arist.

ib. : and,, , coition, Hipp.

:

from, () to have sexual

intercourse, nsil. of the man, Lat. se-

men emitiere, Hipp.: in pass, of the
woman. Id. 1149 C., ov, , =, Lob.
Phryn. 184.. , ov,= sq., ov, lewd, lustful, Critias

35, Arist. H. A. : usu. of the man,, of the woman, Lob. Phryn.
184. Irreg. compar.,
superl.-, Arist. H. A. 0, 22, 2., ov, , (,)
hare-devoarer, Aesch. Ag. 123., ov, 6, {,)
a hare-hunter, Leon. Tar. 17., or better -, , to

hunt hares. At. Lys. 789., , to kill hares, Anth.

:

from, ov, (,)
killing hares., ov, , a kind of

cummin, fii]

.'VATO'S, ov, 6. collat. form of, q. v., Valck. Hdt. 3. 108 .i

said to bo Ion., but also in Epich. p.

33, Soph. Fr. 113, cf. Lob. Phryn. 186., ov, , Ligus, a Macedonian,
father of Ptolemy king of Aegypt,
Arr., etc.,, /, (?,)

killing of hares, Anth., with v. I...



-, , ,(,-
^) place to keep hares, Lat. iepora-

rium.

tAa)'OJ?ffa,. -, Lagusa, an island

near Crete, Strab.., , , dim. from-, Diphil. ap. Ath. 499 E. [i],, , dim. from-.
Aayi'viuv,, , nick-name of a

parasite, HardbouU, Ath. 584 F:
from, ov, a, later also , Anth-,=, Coniici ap. Ath. 499 B,
sq. (Prob. akin to.) [Usu. v,

later also v, Jac. A. P. p. lxxix.
705.], , =7\,,
Eratosth. ap. Ath. 276 B.

Aay^uvu, lengthd. from rootAAX- :

fut.. Ion., Hdt. 7,

144 (whence) : aor.,
Horn, (whence, -) : pf., poet, and Ion., Od.—Horn, uses the impf.

and aor. most freq.—I. to obtain by lot,

fate, or the will of the gods : and as

this directs all things, in genl. to ob-

tain, get possession of, c. acc, freq,

from Horn, downwards ; also c. inf.,

II. 15, 190, etc. : more definitely,, II. 23, 862, -, Hdt. 4, 94 : , c.

inf , II. 24. 400 ; , Aesch.
Theb. 376, or absol., to have

a post assigned one by lot, lb. 423.

—

2. to have assigned to one as one's own
portion, to have for one's share, esp. of

the gods, Kf/p , had
him given over to her, placed in her
power, II. 23, 79 ;, I had the sea assigned me
for a dwelling, II. 15, 190 (where the

inf depends on as well as the
acc, cf. Pind. O. 1, 84): hence to

protect, guard, be the tutelary deity of a
place, e. g. of Pan, ?-, . Horn. 18, 6, v. Valck. Hdt.

7, 53 : in this signf usu. in perf with
reference to the allotment of the
world among the younger gods, when
Saturn was dethroned, so that -

has both a pres. and a perf.

signf. : so also of men, to obtain for

one's share, esp. in an even distribu-

tion, Hdt. 7, 144.—3. later freq. to

obtain by inheritance, succeed to, Xen.
Symp. 4, 35, cf-—4. in

prose, to -ebtain an office by lot, opp. to, to be elected,/
A.., Ar. Av. 1111 : also c. inf, to have
the lot or luck to be..., e. g. c. inf, he who had the

lot to be polemarch, Hdt. 6, 109; oi, they loho had the

lot to be members of the council,

Dem. 1346, 2 ; also, oi .3
(sub.), and so'3,, etc., much like Lat. de•

signatus, Oratt. : and so absol. -, those on whom the lot fell,

Plat. Legg. 765 C ; cf II.—5.

as Att. law-term,

Tivi. to sue one at law, Lat. intendere

litem alicui, to obtain leave to bring a
suit, prob. because the archon deci-

ded the order of hearing by lot, freq.

in Oratt., cf Att. Process p. 596

;

hence, (sc.

or ), to sue for one's in-

heritance, Dem. 1173, 3, in full, Isae.

68, 44 : but also ., to undertake

an action for another, in his behalf,

Andoc. 16, 7, 21.—II. to receive, be-

come possessed of a thing, c. gen.,

Horn., onlv in II. 24, 76, and Od. 5,

311, so Theogn. 914, Pind. I. 8 (7),

J37, Fr. 45, 6; but rare in Att., as

Soph. O. C. 450.—III. to put one in

possession of a thing, only in II., in

redupl. subj. aor.,-
, as . , to grant one the

privilege of funeral rites, II. 7, 80, etc.

:

cf. III.—IV. intr. to fall to

one's lot or share,, nine goats were al-

lotted to each, Od. 9, 160 : to be as-

signed by lot, Od. 9, 334, cf. U. 10, 430;

23, 354., , ,{,-) place for catching hares., , . (?? )

hare-shooting. Call. Dian. 2., , , staff or stick

for flinging at hares, also used as a

shepherd's staff or crook, Lat. pedum,
Theocr. 4, 49; 7, 128; cf MiiUer Ar-

chaol. d. Kuast ^ 387, 2 : strictly

neut. from)?., ov, {, ?)
hitting, killing hares., ov, , dim. from-. [up]

_, ov, o, () a bird

tvith rough feet like the hare's, a sort of

bustard, Alex. Myud. ap. Ath. 390 F,

also., , , dim. from -, Ar. Ach. 520., ,,() of or

belonging to a hare, Opp.,, , also , (*, to

hold) any empty space, a cave, cleft,

gulf, Plut.—II. like and the

Homeric. the hollow part be-

low the ribs, the flank, Hipp. 543, 45,

Ar. Vesp. 1193 : but usu. in plur. ?.a-, the flayiks, loins, Lat. dia, Eur.

1. T. 298, "Ar. Ran. 662: also of ani-

mals, Eur. El. 826, Xen. Cyn. 5, 10.

— III. like and. the

hollow of a goblet, etc., Eubul.
Camp. 2.,,=:, -, Leon. Tar.', , , . for,-, hare, the only form in Hom.,
ana freq. in later prose from Arist.

downwds.. Lob. Phryn. 186.—II.

sea-fish, Hippon. 106 '., ,, contr. for ,-,, Ar. Ach. 1110; hence,, sub., hare's flesh, roast

hare, and in genl. dainties, freq. in

Ar., as, , Ar.

Vesp. 709., ov, poet, for-, Opp.,, , , {2,) roughfooted, like a hare.— II. a

bird, perh. the ptarmigan, Plin. 10,68,

cf II.—III. a downy plant,

hare's-foot trefoil, Trifolium arvense,

Diosc., ov, 6,(,)
hare's ivheat, a plant, Hipp., , gen., acc.

and, Lob. Phryn. 186: Ep.
nom., : in Hdt. and also

Att., q. v. : acc. to Arcad., the

Att. wrote it.— I. a hare, Hdt.,

Aesch., etc. : proverb, of cowards,
Posidipp. ap. Ath. 376 F ; and so,-, to lead a hare's life,

Dem. 314, 24.— II. a bird, with rough

feathered feet, mentioned with the
swallow, Artemid., cf and.—III. a kind offish, Epich.

p. 33, Ameips. Spend. 2, in form -. Hence, , , v. sub.-., ov, ,=^-.), ,() tofeed or
keep hares.

AAZil, , ,() a feed-
ing on hares., , , a disease in
which the upper eye-lid does not cover
the eye : from, ov,{,-) having prominent eyes like the hare,

unable to close the eye, Cels., v. Foes.
Oecon. Hipp., ov, {,)
killing hares, epith. of the black eagle,
Arist. H. A.?., ov, {,)
having a hare-lip. Gal., , , ladanum, a kind
of resin or gum, also (q. v.)

;

and this, acc. to Hdt. 3, 112, was the
Greek name for the Arabian.
[]
tAudflf, , , Ladas, masc. pr. n.,

Paus.^, , . Lade, a small island
on the coast of Ionia near Miletus,
now joined to the mainland, Hdt. 6, 7.

tAaJi/CT?, , . Dor. for,
Laodice, daughter of Battus, wife oi

Amasis, Hdt. 2, 181.

iAaouKtia,,^=, Polyb.
2,51., ov, b, Ladocus, son of

Echemus, Paus. 8, 44, 1.,. , Ladon, the dragon
thai guarded the apples of the Hes-
perides, Ap. Rh. 4, 1396 : cf Schol.
ad 1.—II. a river of Arcadia, tributa-

ry of the Alpheus, Hes. Th. 344.-2.
a small stream of Elis joining the
Peneus, Paus. 6,22, 3.—3. the earlier

name of the Ismenus in Boeotia, Id. 9,

10, 5. [],, , Laerces, father of
Alcimedon, a Myrmidon chief, II. 16,
197.-2. a Pyliangoldsmith, Od. 3, 425.^, Ep. ao, b, Laertes,

only son of Arcesius, father of Ulys-
ses, king of Ithaca, the government
of which he gave his son and then
lived in retirement, Od. 16, 118, etc.

Hence\, ov Ep. ao, b, son oj

Laertes, i. e. Ulysses, II. 3, 200, etc.^, , , Eur. Hec. 402,
contd., Soph. Phil. 401, =.̂, ov, b, Lazarus, masc. pr.

n., N. T., ov, , a bird, elsewh.-.—II. a fish, elsewh.
and.\, , oi, the Lazi, a people ot

Colchis, Arr., Luc., dep., poet, and Ion. for, to take, seize, grasp,,,, II. ; .,,
take one in lier arms, II. 5, 371 ; but,? (for?),
may they bite the dust, II. 2, 418 ; me-
taph., , to take
back, retract one's words, II. 4, 357,
Od. 13,254. Besides quoted
above, Hom. only uses 3 impf•
TO : Dor. imperat., Theocr. 8,

84 : the fut., Hdt. 7, 144, to

receive, does not Delong to this verb,

but to?, q. v. The collat.

form, is synon.,'-, he caught Mercury at

the cattle, i. e. stealing them, H.
Hom. Merc. ^16; ,
pain seizes me :—sometimes also in

Att., Eur. Bacch. 503, Med. 956, H.
F. 943, Ar. Lvs. 209, and,
Eur. Med. 213, ubi v. Pors. The
act. forms 7. and occur in

no good writer. (From AAB-,-, cf , 7].), collat. form of foreg., q.,=: hence metaph.
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also =, but prob. only in

Gramin. As act. of it

seems barbarous., , , Dor. for., ov,{,) Dor.

for ., escaping wind, calm, still,, Simon. 18. [], ov, 6, a bit of leather,

Nic. [], Ep. for, inf. aor.

of., ov, 6, {, )
havingforgotten youth, old., , ,{) of be-

longing to hiding: likely to escape notice,

Arist.^ihet. 1, 12,5., , [', Kf/) ban-

ishing care, epith. of the mother's

breast, II. 22, 83 :, Alcae. f'r. 31., ov, forgetful of return.'/, ov, gen.,{,) banishing sorrow, like .,-
6, prob. 1. Orph., ov, {,) for-

getful of vengeance., ov, {,) for-

getful of sorrow, grief, distress, Soph.

Aj. 711
;

., a life for-

gettingA.e. freefrom ])\\,\. Tr. 1021., ov,{,)
robbing of voice, striking dumb, epith.

of death, Hes. Sc. 131., , , forgetfulness,

heedlessness. . Rh., in ])lUT., ov, gen.,{,
^') f'"'§^(f"'^' heedless.,, , Dor. for?/—-
, Theocr., , ,=, for-

getfulness : from, ,,^., for-

getting : causing forgetfulness., and, v. sub.
Hence, , , also , ov,

secret, hidden, concealed,, etc.,

Soph., and Eur.: ., a plague
that creeps on unseen, Aesch. Ag. 1230

;

. , to practice secret

frauds. Soph. Tr. 381 ; -,
Andoc. 31,2;, Eubul. Nann.
1, 8. Adv. -, Aesch., etc. : superl., Antipho 114, 26.

Hence,, , secresy, con-

cealment., adv., Ep. and Ion. for -. (-, ), secretly, by

stealth, Horn., esp. of secret love : c.

gen., , unknown to one,

without one's knowledge, II., Hdt., and
Att. : treacherously,?^,. 17, 80: imperceptibly, gradual-

ly, 11. 19, 165 : in Horn. Cer. 241 we
have a form, and in Att. -. Soph. O. T. 386, 787, and Eur.

:

of these would seem to be

neat. pi. from?, and, dat.

fern, sing., whence many edd., as

Dind. in Trag., Bekker in Plat., now
write it / : and on the same
principle we should write ,/, in

Horn., V. Ellendt Lex. Soph., Anth., and,.=., . , Lathria, daughter of

Thersander, Paus. 3, 16, 6.,,, poet, for.
Adv. -, Anth. [I] ,, aia, aiov,= sq., ov, ()=,
stealthy, stolen, Menand. p. 193, Call.,

and Anth. Adv. -., ov, {,)
hitting secretly,, Anth., , ,{,)

secret marriage, Eccl., ,,{,)
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biting secretly or maliciously,,
Anth. : also, , ., . {,)
secretly married, Lyc.. , . -, , gen.-, stenlthy-paced, Anth., . to eat secretly, Me-
tagcn. Phil. 4 : from, ov, {,)
eating secretly., , ,{, -) secret murderer, Eccl.,, , a plant, lathyris,

Diosc.. , , a kind of ptdse,

vetchling, Anaxandr. Prot. 1, 43, and
Theoi)hr. [a], 1 subj., and, part.,

aor. of, []
Aai-, insep. prertx, with intens.

sigiif. like - and -, but like them
found only in a few compds., as-, ace. to old Granmi.,-,,,-., , , usu. in plur.,
stones, used as weights to keep the
threads of the warp straight in the
upright loom, Arist. Gen. An. 1, 4, 6 ;

5, 7, 18:—also written , ,
which would make the word belong
to , smooth, whereas,
clearly points to.
iAatntoi, , ol, the Laeaei, a peo-

ple of Macedonia on the Strymon,
Thuc. 2, 96.

tAaiai'(5pi'f,, , (prop. fem. pa-

tron.) Lacandris, wife of the Spartan
Anaxander, Paus. 3, 14, 4.

tAai'af, ov, , Laeas, son of Hyraeus,
Paus. 3, 15, 8.

—

2., , JLa'ias, a
king in Elis, Paus. 5, 4, 5.^,, , the Rom. Laemnus,
Plut., , {,) to

throw stones at, pelt. Hence, , , a pelting with

stones.,, . Dim. from ., a
small stone, pebble, Od. 5, 433, though
Ap. Rh. calls it. (Hence Lat.

lapis.

)

, ,=.,,=., a light thin gar-

ment., , , bold, forward, impu-
dent, Nic.^, a, ov, ofor relating to La'ius,

Soph. O. T. 451., ov, of a dog that bites

secretly ; also. Soph. Fr. 902,

Ar. Eq. 1068., to wench, Ar. Eq. 167,

Thesm. 57. (Perh. from, if

not like, from ,, hat. pxi-

dicitiam publicare.),, , a harlot, Aristaen.,, o,=:sq., ov, , { ) a

ivencher, Ar. Ach. 79., , . fem. from-. a harlot, Ar. Ach. 529.. , , {) a Doric
word for Att., Inscr.,,=:, Hesych., , , {] of from, be-

longing to the people: in Eccl. a laic,

layman, o[)p. to a priest. Hence, , to m.ake common, dese-

crate, Eccl., , f. -, and-, {?.) to agitate by storms.^, , {.,)
stormy, ., rain-water, Hipp.?,, , hurricane with

clouds and thick darkness, hence in

Hom. usu. ., . : ace.

to Arist. Mund. a whirlwind sweeping

AAIO
upwards (as some explain II. 11, 306,') ),
esp. a storm at sen, hurricane,

Z.ri'f. II. 16, 365 : Hom. some-
times joins .. •, or ..^, , , the Roman Laelius,
Plut.,, . in Ar. . 1563,
seemingly as a play upon the words,, and.,=/.., , to be greedy or glut-

tonous ; and, , , gluttony. Plat.

Rep. 619 15, Legg. 88 A : from, ov, greedy, glullotwus,

Theophr. : hence— II. talkative, like,-. (Ace. to
Gramm. from - and, but
perh. more correctly from/ and, and so strictly active with the

throat.), Att. -, {) to

swallow greedily, devour : intr. to be
greedy or hungry, Ar. Eccl. 1178., u,=foreg., ov, and,
ov, for-, Anth.
Aaiaia, , , {?•.) gluttony,

very dub.,{) to cut the throat,

slaughter, Ttva, Lyc., , {,)
throat-biting, Anth.. , ,{,)
dog-collar, Leon. Tar.— 11. a springe

for catching b.rds, Anth., ov,{,-) gush-
ing from the throat,, Eur. Hel.
355 : also ()[)., , , tlie throat, gullet,

Horn., always of men ; later of ani-

mals, Eur. Supp. 1201. Ar. Av. 1560:
also in plur., Eur. Ion 1065, Phocn.
1092. (Akin to ': thought to

be AAB-,.)
Aat^of, oi',=Xnt/ii'pof III., Meincke

Menand. p. 41, 455., ov,=^,, Eur. Phoen. 455 : ., cut-

throat woes, Ar. Thesm. 1054., ,{,) to

cut the throat, ., to slay, Plut.
Hence, ov, with the throat

cut, rejected by Pors. Hec. 207, de-
fendetl by Lob. Phryn. 588., ov,{)
throat-cutting, Eur. El. 459, I. T. 444.

— II. proparox.', ov, with
the throat cut. severed by the throat, Id.

Ion 1055, I. A. 776., Att. ,=^?
Hippoii.,,=, Lat. laena, like

for?^, Strab., , ,=, II. 22,

154, Eur., etc. [I]', , , Laenilla, fem. pr.

n., Aei. V. H. 7, 15., , ov, {/) ofstone, stony,

like. Hom. : -, thou hadst had a coal of stone,

i. e. thou hadst been stoned, 11. 3, 57 ;

others, and perh. better, take it sim-
ply, thou hadst been buried in tomb
of stone, cf. ., Soph. . C.
1596, ., Eur. El. 328.,, cultivated land, Hesych.

:

from
Aalov, ov, TO, Dor. for, q. v.

—II.^, a sickle., , , a bird of the thrush

kind, Arist. H. A., , , left, , on
the left, Aesch. Pr. 714 : left-handed,

awkwaid, Lat. laevus, cf.^.



tAdiOf, , , Lahts, son of Labda-
cus, father of Oedipus, king of

Thebes, Soph. ; etc. [a], or better, , Lai-
nus, a ship owner of Chios, Strab. p.

645., , (,) to

vlough land, Theocr. 10, 3.

tAuif,, , Lais, name of two
celebrated courtesans of Corinth, the

elder, born at Hybbara in Cilicia ; the
younger at Corinth, Ar. Plut. 179

;

Ael. V. H. 10. 2 ; etc., ov, {) bearing a,'., , , a kind of shield,

always distinct from, and prob.

lighter, hence. 11. 5, 453
;

12, 426 : ace. to Hdt. 7, 91, they were
covered with raw hides, and used by
the Cilicians instead of the commor.-: cf Muller Archaol.d. Kunst
^ 342, 6. (This account favours the

deriv. from : but is more prob.

from, the left-hand armour.), ov, {-,)
very lewd or lustful., 6,(?.-.)=-., ov, , (-, ~)
one who is very lewd or lustful : as

prop. n. in Ar. Av. 1569, with a play

on 7., -, Laespodias, an Ath-
enian general, Thuc. 6, 105.^, a, ov, of the Laes-

trygones, Laestrygonian, Od. 23, 318
;

from,, , a Laestrygo-

nian, usu. in pi. oi, the

Laesirygoiiians, an ancient giant race,

Od. 10, 119, by some placed in Sicily,

Thuc. 6, 2 ; others again assign them
to the western coast of Italy below
Formiae., TO,the deep sea, the profound,

Horn. esp. Od., usu. ./., or/. alone ; also, /. ., 11.

19, 267. (Prob. akin to, -, with inserted, hence=/3ai?of,.), ov, contr.?. Ion. ?/-, also7 and ), (?.)
of or belonging the people, public, v.. [](),=^/.,, Nic.

!), , , rare collat. form of

sq.. Call. Fr. 245., {) a shabby, tattered gar-

ment, Od. 13, 399 ; 20, 206 : hence in

genl. a robe, garment : and like,
cloth, esp. sail-cloth, a sail, Trag.
(Akin to-,.), ov, (,) swift-running, Eur. I. A.
207., , , light, Hom., esp.

in phrase ?.ai\}'?jpu : of per-

sons, light-footed, suift , II. 21, 264 ; so

of darts, lb. 278: also in Find., and
Eur. Adv. -. (No doubt from
7ml- and Tpaipcj : aitpa from-, cf , init.),^, ?., to shout,

howl, Aesch. Theb. 186, Suppl. 872., , . a kind of tree, prob.

a kind oi elm, Theophr. [], , , fem. of,
Lat. Lacaena, Laconian,, Hdt.
7, 235. and Eur. : also alone,

Xen. Hel. 7, 1, 29.-2. more usu.

with or without }' or, a La-
conian ii'oman. Theogn. 96, etc.—3.

sub., Laconian cup, Ar. Fr. 3,

cf. Lob. Phryn ^341. []. , , Dor. for 7..
and, , 7;,=-., ,:=—,

with intens. prefix -, Ar. Ach. 664,

AAKK
ubiolim?}, contra me-
trum [•], ov, =,
with intens. prefix -, [], ov,, an aromatic bark,

an ingredient of the Aegypt. ,
Paul. Aeg. : perh. same as., 3 aor. 2 Ep. of, 11. [],:=, Ar.

Fr. 08 : and'^, ov, , Lncedaemo-
mus, an Athenian, son of Cimon,
Thuc. 1, 45.—Others in Dem. 1301,

16, etc.—II. adj. , a, ov, Lacedaemo-
nian ; oi xS.aK., Xen. Hell. 6, 4, 14

:

, Lacedaemonia, only in

late wr. : from,, , Lacedaemon,
the capital of Laconia, also Laconia
itself, Horn., and Hdt.—II. , Lace-

daemon, son of Jupiter and the nymph
Taygete, Paus. 3, 1, 2 ; from him the

city was fabled to be named, Apollod.

3, 10, 3.,,() a voice, .taying,

doctrine, Timon ap. Sext. Emp. p. 721., inf aor. 2 of?,.^, , , Lacerea, a city of

Thessaly in Magnesia, on the lake
Boebeis, Find. P. 3, 59.?, , talkativeness: from, ,,{/.) noisy, talka-

tive.—II. torn, tattered, ragged, Lat.

lacer. — III. in genl. useless, bad.

Hence, , , one that screams or

cries, ., a cawing crow, Hes.
Op. 745 ; ., a yelping, barking

dog. Inc. ap. Plat. Rep. 607 :— also
by metaph.. The masc., is not found till later, Jac.

A. P. 530. Hence), to make a noise, also in

mid. (Bymetath. /ctP.apii^w, akinto7.. 7..)\, ov, , Lacesiades, son
of Hippolytus, Paus. 2, 6, 7., Dor. for ?;, Theocr.,
cf..̂,, , T-iaceter, a prom-
ontory of the island Cos, Strab. p.

657.

i, ', , LaciUdae, an At-
tic deme of the tribe Aeneis ; hence, a citizen of Laciadae,

Dem.^, ov, b, Lacides, son of Me-
don, Paus. 2, 19, 2.,,{7)=, Diod., (7.) to tear, rend, Lyc.—\.=:, Hesych.^,,, Lacinium, a prom-
ontory of Bruttium, with a celebrated
temple of Juno (Lacinia), Theocr. 4,

33.^,, . fem. adj. Lacini-

an, epith. of Juno, Dion. P. [«-]\, ov, b, Lacius, masc. pr. n.,

Ath. 297 F., , , a rent, rending, Al-

cae. 2. Aesch., etc. : oft. in plur., 7.a-,. Aesch.
Cho. 28, Pers. 835; but --
7., rags, tatters, Ar. Ach. 423, cf. (Akin to (), v. Miill. Dor.

2, 2, () 7, n.), , , (,') that

which is torn, in plur. tatters, Eur. Tro.

497. [u], , , () torn,

rent, split, Antiph. Paed. 1 : .,
death by rending, Luc.,. utov. {7Q)from
the cistern, ., Anaxil. Aul. 1., ov, , the scrotum.7., ov, , (,7.) pit-wealth, comic nickname
of CalUas, who was said to have

found a treasure that had been thrown
into a well during the Persian war,
Plut. Aristid. 5., , (7,)
making wells or cisterns.,, , lewdness, Eu-
pol. Incert. 2, 4 : from, ov,{,-) loose-breeched, like•~,
and so a leud person, esp. an adulterer,

Ar. Nub. 1330, cf^., ov, {/, 7:)^=.
foreg., V. -.', ov, 6, also 7, any
hollow, a hole, pit, Hdt. 4, 195 : esp. a
cistern, tank, Ar. Eccl. 154, Alex. Pann.
3, 9 : also like and, a pAt
for wine, oil, grain, etc., a cellar, Xen.
An. 4, 2,22: in Hdt. 7, 119, a pond on
which water-fowl were kept, Lat. vi-

varium. (The Lat. LAC US, lacu-

na.), ov, ,(,)
with a hanging scrotwn, Luc. Lexiph.
12., , (7,) like

or fit for pits, Geop.'(,, , Hdt. 9, 92, and, ov, b, Strab. p. 271, Lacmon
or Lacmus, the northern part of Pin
dus, between Thessaly and Macedo-
nia.,,=7-,\]., ,:=7.., , () noise, esp. by
tearing., ,—, q. v. [], , for , to

trample on, Pherecr. Petal. 6: hence, ov, trampled on, trod-

den down. Soph. Ant. 1275, ubi Br.7.-!, cf Lob. Phryn. 414, and7-. [~]^,, , Lacratcs, a Spar-
tan, victor at the Olympic games,
Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 33.-2. a leader of
the Aetolians, Paus. 10, 20, 4.-3. a
son of Pyrrhus, Id. 6, 19, 8.^, a, b, Lacratidas, a
Spartan ephor, Plut. Lys. 30: Dor.
form of sq.^, ov, b, (prop, patron,
from) Lacratides, an early
Athenian archon, .\r. Ach. 220.—2. a
presiding priest at Eleusis, Isae. 04,
18.^, , Lacrines, a Spartan
amljassador, Hdt. 1, 152.^, ov, , Lacritus, a sophist
of Phaselis in Asia, a pupil of Isocra-
tes, against whom one of the orations
of Dem. is directed., f. -, pf 7.7., Ar.
Nub. 136, (7.) to kick with the heel

or foot, staijip or trample on, oft. C. acc.
. -julav, Od. 18, 99, --. flames lashiyig

heaven with smokej Pind. 1. 4, 113;7., my heart
knocks against my breast for fear,

Aesch. Pr. 881 ; 7.. -,
to trample on the fallen. Id. Ag. 885 ;

so . , to trample
on the altar so as vitterly to destroy
it, lb. 383, cf. __Eur. Rhes. 411 : hence
in pass., 7., Xen.
An. 3, 2, 18.-2. absol. to kick, ., to kick against the pricks,
Pind. P. 2, 174, Aesch. Ag. 1624, cf.

Pr. 323, etc. ; so, 7.., Eui.
I. T. 1396:—also to struggle coni-ul-

sively. quiver, throb, Od. 22, 88 ; and so
of a child in the womb, Ar. Thesm.
509. Hence, , , of or belonging to

kicking ; , sub., kick'

ing in wrestling, as opp. to',
Oenom.
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, , . (/^,)
pestle. Call. Fr. 178, and Nic.,, , {)
kick, whether given or received: a

kkkiii;; over, trampling on,,
Aesch. Ag. 1601., ov, b,{) a kick-

ing., ov. ,() one who
kicks or tramvles, ., kicking

horses, Xen. Mem. 3, 3, 4 ; .,
a treader of grapes, Anth. Hence, ,, addicted to kick-

ing or stamping.^•, , 6, Lacydes. an Aca-

demic of Cyrene, Anth. ; Diog. L. 4,

8. [r]

AuKUV,, b, a Laconian or La-
cedaemonian, and as adj. Laconian.

Find., etc. : cf. Lob. Phryn. 341 :

pecul. fern., q. v.— II. pr. n.,

Lacon, a Plataean, Thuc. 3, 53.—2.

name of a slave in Theocr. 5, 5. [Aa]
Hence, to imitate Lacedaemonian
manners, dress, etc., Plat. Prot. 342

sq., Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 18 : hence to

speak laconically, Plut.— II. to he in the

Lacedaemonian .erest, to Lacenize, <

Xen. Hell. 4, 4, 2, Isocr., etc.—111.=
j), with which the Laced,

were reproached, Ar. Fr. 3:32, Eupol.
|

Incert. 2 ; v. also. Hence, i), ov, Laconian ; oi ..=, Ar. Nub. 180: esp.
i

— I. 7/ ], sub. , Laconia,
\

Thuc, etc.—2. sub., a kind of
|

man's shoe, Ar. Vesp. 1158.— II., a kmd of key,

Ar. Thesm. 423, v. Sahnas. Solin. p.

650 sq.— III. TO ., Laconian steel,

famous for its temper.,, pecul. fern, of foreg.,

USU. sub. , a Laconian tvom.an

:

also sub. ), the Laconian land, in full, . Hom. . 410., ov, 6,() the

imitation of Lacedaemonian manners,

dress, etc., esp. of their pointed way
of talking, Cic. Fam. 11, 25, 2.—II.

being in the Lacedaemonian interest. La-
conism, a grave crime at Athens, Xen.
Hell. 4, 4, 15., ov, 6,() one

who imitates or takes part with the La-
cedaemonians, Xen. Hell. 1, 1, 32., , (,-) be mad after the Lacedaemonians,

to have a Laconomania, Ar. Av. 1281., . f. -, to.prattle, bab-

ble, PinJ. O. 9, 60 : of birds and grass-

hoppers, to chirrup, chirp, Theocr. 5,

48 ; 7, 139 ; cf. : from/, , ,{?) prattle, bab-

bling, 0pp.',, ro,= foreg., Anth.

)'7/7/., , a prattler, babbler.,^, to babble, mur-
mur, of water, Anacr. 90.

.\',, . a prattler, babbler,

croaker : esp. of the green frog, else-

where. Hesych., cf..
Cf.. [], , f. -7/, to talk, chat-

ter, babble, Soph. Fr. 667. Ar., etc.

;

, Ar. Eccl. 1059,

cf. Vesp. 1135 : ., to talk to one,

^1' , Ar. Eq. 348 :

—opp. to, as,' ?^, Eujiol. Dein.

8 : and so in genl. to talk, say, Soph.
Phil. 1 10. Strictly to make a babbling,

prattling sound, as monkeys and dogs,, ,
they utter sounds inueed, but speak

not, Plut. 2, 909 A : hence also of

birds, locusts, to tivitter, chirp, Mosch.
26

3, 113, Theocr. 5, 34: of musical
sounds, iv , Theocr. 20,

29 ; also c. ace. cognato, -, to sound the magadis, Anaxandr.'. 1. (To belong?-,.. -. 7., 7.),-, also,;?/,7 :

cf. Lat. lidlare. Germ, lallen, our lull,

lullaby : the wliole seem to be onom-
atop.) Hence], , ,=?, prob. 1. Luc.
Hence, ov, {?) talkative.

Lye. [a], , , (^) talk,

prattle, Eur. Andr. 937, Eubul. Titan.

1. Mosch. 1,8.-11.= Za/'i7?r7;f, a prater,

chatter-box. Soph. Ant. 320. [a],, /,=^., u, ov, verb. adj. from, to be talked of.—2. vocal, Anth., ov, b, a talker, prater.

Hence, , , () given to

babbling, Ar. Eq. 1381., . , () endued

with speech.—II. talked of, LXX.,, , fern, of,
Anth., , , (.) talking, bab-

bling, gossip, ,-, Ar. Nub. 931, Ran. 1069:

talkativeness, Theophr. Char. 8 (7).

—

2. common talk, report, Polyb.—3. in

good sense, discussion. Id.—II. afoim
of speech, dialect, N. T., , lov, poet, for 7.,
Mel. 94.., , ai, pebbles, from their

prattling in the stream, Theocr. 22, 39.7.7.7], ,
a harsh, heavy, discordant talker, comic
word in Pratin. ap. Ath. 017 E.,, , poet, for sq., ov, () talkative, bab-

bling, Epich. p. 80, Eur. Supp. 462,

Ar., etc.: 7m7.oi, Mel.: to

.,=7, Plut.—Irr. compar. 7.•, Ar. Ran. 91, superl.-, Eur. Cycl. 315. []. ov, b, Lalus, masc. pr. n,,

Q. Sm. 11, 90.

Adua. TO, Dor. for ?), dub., v.

Jac. A. P. p. 134., ov, , burlesque
word, little jockey Lamachus, in Ar.

Ach. 1206: from, ov, , Lamachus, an Athe-

nian, son of Xenophanes, a comman-
der in the Peloponnesian war, Thuc.
0, 8, etc. ; Aristoph. is fond of pun-

ning on his name, v. foreg.—2. of

Myrina, writer of an eulogium on
Alexander, Plut. Dem. 9. From, ov, very warlike, a well-

known Athen. name, v. foreg. (Usu.

from 7.U-, .-—yet the deriv. from,, like. champion

of the people, deserves attention.), , a large .'!ea-fish, usu. -.—1\.=7, a chasm., lengthd. from root AAB-.•

fut., Ion. 7--, as in

Hdt., Dor. 7.) and :

perf '. Ion.73 also in

Hdt. : perf. pa.ss.'. rarely -, as Aesch. Ag. 876, Eur. Ion

1113, Cycl. 433; Ion. : aor.

7., Ep., imperat.,
part,,, , inf 7.,
Ep. and. Ion. 73, Hes., and
Hdt. : aor. mid. : aor. pass.

7., Ion. 7., Hdt.—Of
these tenses Hom. uses only aor. act.,

and twice in Od. aor. mid., viz. 7.-, 5. 325,, 4, 388.—
The orig. signf. of the word is two-
fold ; one to take, the other to receive.

A. to take, take hold of, grasp, seize,

oft. with or, e. g., 11.21,286 ; and nietapb., , to apprehend, Hdt.
3, 41 ; 9; 10 : when this action refers

only to apart, this part is put in genit.,

while the whole remams m ace, e. g./> 7., caught her by
the wing, 11. 2, 316: hence, the ace.
of the whole being left out,

takes genit. of part only, as,, Hom. ;7.7] 77.-
?., they took hold of one another
with their arms, 11. 23, 711, and so in

mid., Hdt. 4, 64; 9, 76: but mid.
more usu. means to seize and keep

hold of, also c. gen.,, Od. 5,

325, which usage is freq. Att. in signf.

to get hold of, make one's own, Heind.
Plat. Protag. 347 : metaph.,-, to take to the hills,

gain them, Thuc. 3, 24 : cf.:— was soon transferred n-om
bodily seizure to— 1. passions, impuls-

es, etc., as,, •—,,, Horn., et c. dupl. ace, Ruhnk.
Ep. Crit. p. 212 : later esp. of sick-

nesses, . Hipp.—2. pos-

sessimi, inspiration by a god, Hdt. 4,

79, also esp. in pass.,

: so, , II. 24,
480.— II. to catch, come upon, overtake,

as an enemy, II. 5, 159; so in inid.,

Od. 4, 388 : also of things, to take

away, carry off, Od. 9, 41 : hence—2.

Att. to meet with, find, Herin. Soph.
O. T. 1342, though usu. in bad sense,

to catch, find out, detect, as early as
Hdt. 2, 89 ;

' ., Ar. Plut.

455 : oft. c. part., . ',
Stallb. Plat. Gorg. 473 B, Rep. 389
D.—3. in mid. c. gen., -, to lay rough hands on
one, dealhariWy ivith him, Hdt. 2, 121,
4.— III. to take in, receive hospitably,

entertain, like, Od. 7, 255;
more fully, ., II. 11, 842 :

but this is rare.—IV. to gain, win,-7, Od. 1, 298 : hence later, to

get by purchase, buy.—Y. in Hdt. 7,

42,. taking or keeping Ida to your
leit (like four lines above) : so
/,. , to take in rear, i. e. be
behind. Id. 1,75; cf..—VL, to

bind one by pledge and oath, Hdt. 3,

74 : so also7. in 9, 106.

—

Vll. metaph. like, to take a
thing, ill, well, etc., sometimes in mid.
c. gen., also ^ ., Lat. acci-

pere in malam partem, or more USU., etc.. also c. dat. opyjy and
). Lob. Phryn. 10.—2, to' take,

i. e. understand a thing so and so, e. g•.

a passage of an author. Lat. accipere,

Hdt. 7, 142, cf. Stallb. Plat. Rep. 402
A : hence in genl. to take a thing as
tnie, to hold or believe it.

B. to have given one, receive, get,-, etc., freq. in Hdt., and Att. : in

raid, to get to wife, Hdt. 9, 108.—2. of
a woman, to coiiceive, more fully iv

., cf.^ II. 4.-3. -, to receive, . e. suffer punishment,

as we say to catch it, Lat. dare pocnas,

Hdt. 1, 115, also ., to get

his deserts, 7, 39 : but also to inflict

punishment, Lat. sumere poenas, Isocr.,

etc., v. Elmsl. Heracl. 852: for

. v. sub.— II. the part.7. is often, esp. in Att., seemingly
pleon., but in fact it adds to the dra-

matic effect of a description, as 7.a-, took and kissed, Od.
24, 398, cf. II. 21, 36, Valck. Phoen.
481, and V. IV. lin. (To the



same root belong,,
and also *?,-.), , indecl. : hence ?•,2, . sub ., , {,)
formed like a A, . the suture in

the skull, between the occiput and
sinciput ; also/..'\\,, 6, Lamedon, son
of Coronus, king of Sicyon, Paus. 2,

5, 8.

^., indecl. (and, ov,

Joseph.), 0, Lamech, Hebr. masc. pr.

n., N. T.> ?7, , Lametinus
sinus, a gulf at the mouth of the La-
metes, near Crotona in Italy, Arist.

Pol. 7, 9, 2., , , or better,
Spitzn. Vers. H. p. 30, Meineke Me-
nand. p. 145,) a fobulous mon-
ster said to foed on man's flesh, a bug-
bear to children, Ar. Vesp. 1177,elc.:t

inMyth. adaughterof Beius, changed
by Juno into the foreg. monster, be-

cause she was beloved by Jupiter.t-

II. a fish of -prey, prob. a kind of shark,

also/ and ?., of the order. Arist. H. A. 5, 5, 3., , , Lamia, fern. pr. n., v.

sub foreg. I.—2. daughterof Neptune,
Paus. 10, 12, 1.—3. a celebrated flute

player and courtesan at Athens, fa-

vourite ofDemetrius Poliorcetes.Ath.

615 A.—II. of cities ; a city of Thes-
saly, on the Acheloiis, near its en-

trance into the Maliacus sinus, Strab.

p. 433., , {?) eulfs, chasms.^. ,, of Lamia (in Thes-
saly) Lamian,,, Diod. S.^, , . Lamias, masc. pr. n.,

formed with allusion to, Ar.
Eccl. 77.

iA, , Lamis. a Megarian, lead-

er of a colony to Sicily, Thuc. 6, 4.^, , , Lamiscus, a Pyth-
agorean philosopher of Samos, Diog.

L. 3, 22., . Ion.,=^ II,

Opp.
tAu/Uvof, etc.,OoT.{or/, Pind., w, 6, {,)

blear-eyed., ov, 6, an abyss, gulf, cavern,

hence Lat. lama, i. e. vorago. (Akin
to,.) []
tAu.uof, , , Lamus, son of Nep-

tune, kmg of the Laestrygonians, Od.
10, 81.— II. a city of Cilicia on a riv-

er of same name, Stiab. p. 671.— III.

a river of Boeolia, Paus. 9, 31, 7.. , ?), {/., up-

yu) the superintendence of the-., a branch of the Gymnasiar-
chia, Arist. Pol. 5, 8, 20., to make into a,
Diod.— II. mid.= , Ael.. , , (,,) the torch-race, an
Athenian ceremony at the festivals of
the fire-gods Prometheus, Vulcan and
Minerva, in which the runners car-

ried lighted torches sheltered by
shields, from the joint altar of these
gods in the outer Ceramicus to the
Acropolis, Schol. Ar. Ran. 131 ; after

the Persian war Pan received a like

honour, Hdt. 6, 105; and still later

Diana, when horses were first used.
Plat. Rep. 328 A :—the race was oft.

called simply?., q. v. Cf. Diet.

Antiqq.), , to bear a torch:

to run the torch-race ; and, , . a carrying of
torches, and8=, Hdt.
8, 98 : from

, ov,{,)
torch-bearing : ?.., a torch-bearer,

Aesch. Ag. 312., , ,{) a torch-

bearer.—. kind of comet.—III. the

star Aldebaran, Ptolem., to run the torch-race.,,, {?.) belong-

ing toiorches : esp. ., the torch-

race.,,=., , , dim. from-, a small torch. Plat. Rep. 328 A.

— II. a bandage for wounds, Ar. Ach.
1177.—2. a band for the hair, used by
the Theban women, Dicaearch. p. 16

Huds. []-, ov, ,{)=:, a torch-bearer.—U. .
=., ,,=-, also, ., , , belonging

to the torch-race, . ,=?-'., , , {)
torch-bearing, Orph., , to hold or carry a
torch : and, , , torch-carrying.

Lye. : from, ov, {, )
torch-carrying, bright-beaming,,
Eur. I. A. 1506: .—-, q. V., ,=^-, Aristid. Hence ,y-, ,^,=^?-, Plut.'^ poet, for, late

word.,, , {?.) torch,

Hdt., Trag., etc.: later perh. also a
light, lantern, lamp : metaph. of the
sun, Soph. Ant. 879, and Eur. ; of
lightning, Eur. Bacch. 244.-2. the

torch-race, like, Hdt.
6, 105, Schneid. Xen. Vect. 4, 52;
esp. , Ar. Ran. 1525,

Thesm. 102; ^., to

run the race, Ar. Vesp. 1203 ;.-, to win it, Andoc. 34, 29, cf
: metaph. of life, ., Anth., cf Plat. Rep. init., Lu-

cret. 2, 78.

—

3.=.—i.amili-

tary engine.—II. as adj., pecul. poet,

fem of?., bright, gleaming with

torches, ., Soph. . C. 1049.\, , , Lampea, a moun-
tain of Arcadia on confines of Elis,

a part of Erymanthus, Ap. Rh. 1, 127
;

Strab. p. 341., Ion. impf. from., , poet, for7, to

shine, Horn., but only in Ep. part,-, and in the phrase, II. 1, 104,

Od. 4, 662, so too Hes. Sc. 390 : Hes.
has also , Th.
1 10, but he too uses no other part of

the verb.^, , , the Italian city

Lampetia in Bruttium, Polyb., , , the lustrous one :

fem.,, Luc.^, ov, , son of Lampus,
i. e. Dolops, II. 15, 526., . , {') Lampe-
tia, daughterof Helius and the nymph
Neaera, prop, the shining one, Od. 12,

132 ; etc.. , , the scttm, impurity

which gathers on wine, vinegar, etc.

left to stand, Diosc. 5, 87, Plut. 2,

1073 A :—in Aosch. Eum. 387, Dind.
now writes /. ; .—. very
dub. in signf light, though main-
tained by Lob. Paral. 340.

^, , , Lampe, a town (A
Crete : hence, of Lampe, a
Lampaean, Polyb.,, ,{) a shi-

ning, lustre,, Diod., , , a covered chariot.

Soph. Fr. 392. (Prob. from,
with prefixed, cf. A. II.) Hence, , , belonging to or
like a, LXX., , , {) covered

with scum, slimy, Galen.^,, , Lampido, wife of

king Archidamus II of Sparta, Plat.

Ale. 1, 124 C.\,, , Lampis, a wealthy
ship-owner, Dem. 690, fin.—2. a La-
cedaemonian, first victor in the pen-
tathlon 01. 18, Paus. 5, 8, 7.—Others
in Paus., etc.^,, , Lampito, Spartan
fem. pr. n., Hdt. 6, 71.—2. a courte-
san of Samos, Ath. 593 E.^, ov, , Lampichus, a ty-

rant of Gela in Sicily, Luc., ov, , {) \Lampus,
son of Laomedon king of Troy, Jl. 15,

527.—2. son of Aegyptus, Apollod.

—

Others in Paus., etc.t-II. one of the
horses of Eos, Bright, Od. 23, 246

:

the other was.—2.t one of
Hector's horses, II. 8, 185.,, -.{, ')
fox, Aesch. Fr. 386.—II. the glow-

worm, also,,, ov,{,) with
a bright tail ; in Theocr. 8, 65, as a
dog's name, F'.retail., ,{,)
lustrous ; pecul. fem..'., , to wear while or
splendid garments : and,, , a iceanng white
or splendid garments : from,, , ,{?,) clothed in splendid robes, flipp.^, a, 6, Lampriadas,
masc. pr. n., Theocr. 4, 21.\, ov, o, Lamprias, masc.
pr. n., brother of Plutarch, Plut.
Symp.—Others in Luc, etc., ov, living spleyididly.,,,,=^•., ,{,)
with bright zone.

\,, , Lamprncles,
the eldest son of Socrates, Xen. Mem.
2, 2.—2. a musician and dithyrambic
poet, Ath. 491 C., ,{.,)
to speak brilliantly or of brilliant things,

i, ov, , Lamproma-
chus, of Opus, a victor in the Isth-

mian games, Pind. O. 9, 125., , , -, , gen.-, bright or beautiful footed., , , {) bright,

brilliant, radiant, in Horn. (esp. in II.)

usu. of the heavenly bodies or metals,
also of colors, and freq. in all writers

:

.. clear, limpid water, Aesch.
Eum. 695 ; so, ., Eur. Med.
829 : . Id. Dan. 3, 5.—2. ofthe \'0\ce,clear, sonorous, di.itinct,

like Lat. clams, Plat. Phil. 51 D ; so,. Eur. Heracl. 864

:

cf.—3. ./, a fresh, keen
wind, Hdt. 2, 96, cf Aesch." Ag. 1180,
and Bergl. Ar. Eq. 430, 760.— II. me-
taph. evident, clear, manifest^,
Aesch. Eum. 797, cf Soph, Tr. 1174 :. Xen. Cyn. 5, 5.-2. of men,
well-known, illustrious by deeds, sta-

tion, etc., h''..,
Hdt. 6, 125; 7, 154: hence magnifi-

cent, viunificent, like Lat. splendidus^

827



,
clams, Dem. 5G4, 1 1 : then in genl.

splendid,, Xen. Symp. 1,

4 ; etc. Adv. -, Aesch., etc.

Hence
^\., ov, 6, Lampnis, a teach-

er of' music at Athens in the time of

Socrates, Plat. Menex. 230 A : in Ath.

20 F. said also to be the nistructor of

Sophocles.—2. a grammarian, Arist.

Mag. Mor. 2, 7.
^,, ,{?) bril-

liancy, splendour, Xen. An. 1, 2, 18.

—

2. clearness, distinctness,;, Plut.

—II. metaph. distinction, splendour,

Hdt. 2, 101 : alsom [>\\.\v.,dislinctiuiis,

Thuc. 4, 62 : , in

distinction for a tiling. Id. 6, Gl.—2.

munificence, liberality, Dem. 5G5, 22.

—

3. ^ra/ideiir o/" language, Plut. : . -
/, magnanimity, Polyb. Adv. -,
Aesch., etc., ov,{,)
with radiant bow.. ,{,)
bright-beaminf(, Orph., ov, bright-eyed.^), , to wear bright

robes and-. , , a wearing of

bright robes : from, ov,{,)
wearing bright robes., , to have a clear,

Oud voice ; and, , , clearness or

loudness of voice, Hdt. C, 60: from,, ov,{7\,,])
clear, loud of voice, Hipp.),,{,•)
high-minded., ov, ,{)
making bright, brilliant, famous, clear,

—II. (from mid.) bearing one's self

proudly,' ., Diog. L. Hence, , , fit for making

bright and clean, Diosc.,{) to make bright

or brilliant, Xen. Eq. 10, 1.— B. mid.

to make one's self splendid, pride one's

self on a thing,, Eur. El. 906; to

distinguish Oije's self in . ., Thuc.

6, 16, TLVL, Ar. Eq. 556.—C. pass.

to be made bright, to shine, Xen. Lac.

11, 3: , to be-

come clear-sighted, Aesch. Eum. 104,, Soph. Fr. 034.—2. to be or be-

come clear, evident, notorious, )•, Eur. El. 1039. Hence,, , that whereby

a thing is made bright, an ornament,

dress.—II. a bright body.,, ,{) a light,

Aescti. Ag. 22 : orig. a sta7id or grate

for pine and other wood used for light-

ing rooms, Od. 18, 307 sq., 343 ; after-

wards a torch, lamp, v. Lob. Soph. Aj.

285, Blomf. Aesch. Ag. 21, and cf.., ov, , {-,) torch-stealer. Lye., , ,{,) holding of torches, 7,.-, the beacon-ivatches, Aesch. Ag.
890, cf., ov,{, -) carrying lights, torches or lanterns., , aL Lnmjitrae, an
Attic deme of the tribe Erechlheis;
hence, , , an inhab.

of Lampirae, Dem. 1236, 15 ; better

than.
A(£/UaTpi'f, pecul. fern,., to shine like a glow-

worm, Theophr. : from.,,{)=--
II., Arist. Part. An.,, , Lampuris, fem.

or. . Ath. 583 .2

', f -, and- : pf.- give light, shine, beam,

be bright, brdliant, radian/, Horn. (esp.

in II.), of lire, metal, the eyes.—2. of

sound, to be clear, ring loud and clear,

Soph. O. T. 186, 473, cf. 2.—
3. metaph. to shine forth, to befamous
or conspicuous, , /,
Pind. . 1, 3, I. 1, 30 ; so -, Aesch. Ag. 774.— II. transit, to

make to shine, light up, Eur. Hel. 1131:

hence—2. in pass, like the inlr. act.,

to shine, etc., Horn., lies., Eur., etc. :

in pass. Hom. always uses the part.

—The word is mostly poet., though
Xen. has the pass, twice., , {, )^=.,, , Lampon, son of

Laomedon, Apollod. 3, 12, 3, in Hom..—2. an Aeginetan, father of

the Olympian victor Pytheas, Hdt. 9,

77 ; son of Cleonicus, Pind. I. 6, 23
;

V. Donalds. Introd. to N. 5.—3. an
Athenian, Hdt. 9, 21 ; a priest and
seer, Thuc. 5, 19 ; often ridiculed

by the Comic poets, Ath. 344 E.

—

Others in Hdt. ; etc.^, , , Lamponia, a city

of Troas near Antandros, Strab. p.

010.^, , TO,= foreg., Hdt.

5, 20.^,,, Lamponius, masc.
pr. n,, Plut. Lys. et Sulla 4.^, ov, , Lamynthius, an
erotic, lyric ^j^oet of Miletus, Ath.
597 A., ar, ,[ III) bold-

ness, audacity, impudence, Wyttenb.
Plut. 06 C.,.^., , , also proparox. -, [, ?,) full

of abysses, yawning, profound, Lat. vo-

raginosus, e. g..? : hence—If. gluttonous, greedy, Epicr. Dyspr.

1, so, Theocr. 25, 234.—III.

metaph. bold, wanton, impudent, 7muv-
pov, Xen. Syinp. 8, 24, and so

olt. in Plut. : esp. of women, coquet-

tish,, Mel. 70: later quite in a

good sense, piquant, arch, like-. Lob. Phryn. 291, 7C0, cf Horace's
grata protervitas. Adv. -, compar.-, Xen. Symp. 8, 24./, Ion. inf. aor. pass, of, Hdt., ov, 6, Lamphilus, a Spar-

tan, Thuc. 5, 19, with v. 1..^, , , of Lampsacus,
Lampsacene ; ., an inhab. of Lamp-
sacus, Strab. p. 589 sqq. ; -/, the territory of L-, Id. : from\, ov, , Lampsacus, a city

of Mysia on the Hellespont, the ear-

lier Pityusa, a cokmy of the Milesi-

ans ; its ruins near modern Lamsaki,
Hdt. 5, 117, etc.

_, , ,:=., i), (/) shining or

beaming, splendour., Ion. fut. of,
for, Hdt.
\.\., , , Lanassa, daughter

of Agathocles of Syracuse, Plut.

Pyrrh. 9., adv. part. pres. from?, secretly, by stealth., lengthd. from root A- :

fut.. Dor. : aor.,
inf. (for aor. 1,-

is only found in the Hom. -, and in late Ep., Lob. Phryn.
719): perf. ?;?. \._^-

: fut.. Dor./ :

aor. 7., and in a pass, form,, Theocr. : perf /.,

Ion. and Hom., part. 7., etc. Together with7
an old pres. 7.,/ is in use,
rare in Att., but very freq. in Hom.

;

while of ho has impf. act.

thrice, impf. mul. once, but most
freq. aor. act. and mid., oft. with Ep.
redupl./,.— I. to es-

cape notice, to be unknown, unseen, un-
noticed, but usu. joined with a negat.

:

—Construct.,— 1. c. ace. pers. only,
to escape his notice, Lat. latere aliqvem,
oft. in Hom., as ", II.

22, 277 ; so too Pind. O. 0, 09, etc. :—
but—2. most frecj. c. part., as, I am unseen
by others while fighting, i. e. I fight
unseen by them, II. 13, 273, cf. Od. 19,

88, etc., so Hdt. 8, 25; and so freq.

in Att., when we should translate the
part, by a verb, and express
by an adverb, unawares, without seeing

or knowing, unseen, unknown: and tliis

either c. ace, /,
lest he come on without my seeing.

Soph. Phil. 40, as in Iloin. ; or with-
out case, , lest he
perish without himself knowing it, lb.

500; more fully, ' 7., Ar. Pac. 32 : sometimes
however this construct, is reversed,
and is put in the part., as in
our idiom, 7,
11. 12, 390 : cf, and Jelf Gr.
Gr. '5>694, 3. --3. rarely c. mf., as
Pind. P. 5, 30.—4. followed by a
relat., ov ', 'tis not unknown to me that
some god led thee, 11. 24, 563, and
more freq. in Att. ; also/, Hdt. 8, 100.— II. mid., to

forget, lose, let slip,, Horn., P.<p., opp. to,
II. : also to forget purposely, to pass
over, ' , either
he chose to forget it or..., II. 9, 537, cf.

Aesch. Ag. 39, and v.. It

is dub. whether the ace. was ever so
used with mid., v. Erf. Soph. O. T.
898.—III. like 7/, to make one
forget, , only II. 15, GO, in
redupl. aor. act.) : in mid. this

aor. keeps the usu. signf Cf 7\,•
III.^, , ^, Lamci, sister of Cli-

tus, nurse of Alexander the Great,
Arr. An. 4, 9, 4 ; Ath. 129 A.^, ov,, Lanuvium, a city

of Latium, Strab. p. 239.'. adv., with the heel, stamping
on or spurning with the foot, llom.
who usu. joins it with.-/, and' ; so too,'-, to be trodden under foot,

Aesch. Euin. 110, cf Cho. 014 : also,, II. 10, 158, Od. 15,

45. (From come7 and XVi-, cf Lat. calx

:

—the relation is

just reversed in 7-. lac.),, ,{) a cutting

of stone, Diod.,, , a stone-hewer.

Hence, ov,, a stone-cutter's

tool, a chisel, LXX., ov,,^=., , , hewn in stone,

LXX : from, {7, ) to cut stones,

LXX : to hew in stone., not,, ,{,) like 7, that which is

assigned by lot, esp. an allotment of
land, Hdt. 4, 21., , . Dor. for/, cessa-

tion.. Ion. for^, fut. of, Hdt.



AAOK, ov, v..
AaoJortipa. , fein. from sq., Orph.,, , {,)

feeder of the people., ov, {7., )=?.-., or, , Laogonus, son of
Onetor, a Trojan, 11. 16,'604.—2. ano-
ther Trojan, son of Bias, 11. 20, 400.^, ov, , Laogoras, a king
of the Dryopes, Apollod. 2, 7, 7.

tAuoyop;/. . ?/, Langore, daughter
of Cinyras, Apollod. 3, 14, 3.,, , {/.,)
tamer of men, man-destroying. ',
Aesch. Theb. 343. [da] Hence
i,, , Att.-, Laodajnas, son of Antenor, a Tro-

jati, 11. 15, 116.—2. son of king Alci-

noiis, a Phaeacian, Od. 7. 170.—3.

son of Eteocles, a king of Thebes,
Hdt. 5,61.— 4. a tyrant of Phocaea
in Ionia, Id. 4. 138. Hence,, , Laodamia, daugh-
ter of Bellerophontes, mother of Sar-

pedon by Jupiter, 11.6, 198.—2. daugh-
ter of Acastus, wife of Protesilaus,

Luc.—3. daughter of Amyclus, Paus.
10. 9, 5.

tA(2o(5i/cf, , , Laodicea, a city

of Greater Phrygia on the river Ly-
cus, now Eski-kissar, Strab. p. 578.

—

2. a city of Syria on the sea. Id. p.

749. in Dion. P..—3. a city

of Coele-Syria at the base of Mt. Li-

banus. Id. p. 755.—4. a city of Media,
founded by the Macedonians, Id. p.

521.—5. 7/', a city of
Lycaonia. Id. p. 663. Hence],, , an inhah. of Lao-
dicea (1), oi, the Laodkeans,
Is'. T. ; of others also, Strab.\\,, TO,Laodicium,Ap\ace

in Arcadia on the road from Megalo-
polis to Tegea. Thuc. 4, 134, vv. 11.,, in Paus. 8, 44,

and Polyb. 2, 51,, .^. . , Laodki, a nymph,
mother of Agis and Niobe by Phoro-
npus. Apollod. 2, 1, 1.—2. daughter
of king Priain, wife of Helicaon, II.

3. 124.— 3. daughter of Agamemnon,
11. 9, 143, in Trag., called Electra.—
4. a Hyperborean female, Hdt. 4, 33.

—5. daughter of Antiochus Soter,

from whom Laodicea (1) was named,
—Others in Paus. ; etc., ov. (.) tried by

the people, Socrat. ap. Diog. L., ?}, oc, (•, -
yjl^) S'l'ted to public opinion, Polyb.^. ov, b. Laodocus, a Tro-
jan, son of .Vntenor, II. 4, 87 : ace. to

Apollod., also a son of Priam.—-2. a

Greek, comiianion of Antilochus, II.

17, 699.-3. son of A polio and Phthia,

Apollod. 1,7, 0.—Others in Orph. ; etc., , , (, /)
the leading of the people.^. , , L-iothne, daughter
of Altes, bore to Priam Lycaon, II.

21, 85.—2. mother of Echion and
Erytus, Orph. Arg. 13.^^, ov. b, Laotkots, a son of

Hercules, Apollod. 2, 7, 8., ov, (,-) accursed by the people, [up]

tAao/cour, and, b,

Laocntin, son of Porthaon, brother of

Oeneus, an Argonaut, Ap. Rh. 1, 191.

—2. a priest of Neptune at Troy, Qu.
Sm. 12, 448 : Hence fern.^, , Laocoosa, mother of
Lynceus and Idas, Theocr. 22, 206 :

in Apollod. called. 3, 10, 3., as pass,(,-)^~. Hence, ,,:^.

^,. , Laomedla, daugh-
ter of Nereus and Doris, Hes. Th.
257.

\, , 6, son of Lao-
medon, i. e. Priam, 11. 3, 250 : and^, a, ov, of ox belonging

to Laomedon, Pind. L 5, 27 ; Eur. Tro.
822: from^,,, , Laomedon. son
of llus, father of Priam, king of Troy,
11,21, 443.—2. son of Hercules and
Meline, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.—3. a govern-
or of Alexander's in Syria, Arr. An.
3, 6, 5.—Others m Plut. ; etc. : from,,, , (,)
ruler of the people : mostly as prop. n.

:

V. foreg.,, . Laomenes, a son
of Hercules, Apollod. 2, 7, 8 : v. 1..,, , Lnnnice, wife of Le-
bedus, Paus. 9, 39, 1.^, , , Laonome, mother
of Amphitryon, Paus. 8. 14, 2., , , belonging to a: from, ov. (, ) stone-cut-

ting : ., a sculptor, Anth., ,(,) suffer-

ed by all the people, Aesch. Pers. 945., ov, b, (?., 7.)
a misleader of the people, Joseph.. ov,(,) serv-

ing as a pa.^sage for the people, man-
conveying, .?, a bridge, Aesch.
Pers. 113.'', of', , Ion. ?, Hdt. 5,

42, Att., also in Hdt. :

—

the peo-

ple at large, not like /, a body
politic, yet more honourable than, as is proved by being opp. to

it in II. 7, 300. Hom., etc.— I. m Horn.
(esp. II.) and Hes.,7 or usu.

means the soldieri/, troojis, both of the

whole army and smaller divisions,

e. g. 11.7, 434; periphr.,-, . II. ; mostly inclu-

ding both foot and horse, as II. 2, 809:

but sometimes denotes the foot

as opp. to the horse, II. 7. 342 ; also

a land-army opp. to a fleet. II. 9, 424 :

also the common men opp. to their lead-

ers, II. 2, 365, etc.— II. in Od.,
more rarely ?<., almost always
means men, in gen I. people, esp. as

subjects of a prince : in which sense

7.aoi sometimes occurs in II.. e. g. 11.

17, 220. the citizens opp. to .ioldiers
;

cf. 11. 11, 676; 17,300.-111.. the

people, as united under one collective

name, ?muv, their name as a

nation, Od. 6, 194 ; so in slug, first in

Pind. (The resemblance between
?, people and ?., stone, is refer-

red by Pind. O. 9, 66, sqq., to the le-

gend of Deucalion.)•, ov. ,= 7., quoted by Ar-

cad. 37, 2, from Soph., irreg. gen. from, Hom.
tAoof,.^, Pind.

tAuof, 01.1, . Laiis. a city of Luca-
nia. on a river of same name, a colo-

ny of Sybaris, now prob. Scnlea, Hdt.
6, 21 ; Strab. p. 253, where the gulf

by Lucania is also so called., , {/,) re-

vered by the people, Pind. P. 5, 129., ov, (7.,) rousing

or stirring the nations, epith. of the

war deities Mars, Ens, II. ; of Mi-
nerva, Apollo, Od. 22, 210, II. 20, 79 ;

also of men, as Amphiaraus, Od. 15,

244, cf.—II. (,)
preserving nations, Only in Nonn.,, b, {7.,)
a mason, stone-worker, Anth., ov, (7,)

I
stirred by a stone,, Anth. [I]

, ov,(, )=^., ov, (7.,) piercing
stones.. ov, (,) nour-
ishing or tending the people,,
Pind. O. 5, 9 : so, /., an honour
or office useful to the people. lb. 6, 102., ov, (/auf,) cutting

stone.•?, Anth. : as subst. a stone-cutter,

stone-mason, like 7.'~. Anth. [f•]

iAaovivia, , ^.=AaJirta, Strab.

p. 229.\,, , Laviniastne, a
district of Cappadocia, Strab. p. 540.

iXaoviviov, ov. , Lavinium, a city

of Latium, Strab. p. 230., ov, (7.,) ruin-

ing the people, destructive, c. gen.,

Theogn. 779.', ov, (/loof,) slay-

ing the people, Theorr. 17. 53.^, , , Laophonte, daugh-
ter of Pleuron, Apollod. 1, 7, 7.. ov, Att. 7.,(7>,,) bearing people, ., a road,
highway, II. 15, 682.

tAaopdix',, b, Laophon, masc.
pr. n., Thuc. 8, 6.,, , (7,,7) that

which is evacuated., ov, , an evacuation., , prob. 1. for-
in Aesch. Eum. 562,^UA07ra-, weak, powerless, as 7.-(=:

(7.~, v. Herm. Opusc. 6, P. 2,

p. 84. sq., f-,^=7, to empty
out, plunder,, .Xesch. Theb. 47,

531 ; also, to carry off, /. Id. Ag.
130.—2. esp. Koi/.iav, ., to

open the bowels, purge : pass, to have
the bowels open, v. Foes. Oecon. Hjpp.,
and cf 7.-. (Akin to7.,, 7.), /., also to7,, 7..) Hence', . . a kind of-
thum or sorrel, which acts as an ajier-

ient. Lat. rumex, Theophr.—II. ^sq.

,, ov, 6, () a pit,

hole, esp. a pitfallfor wild beasts.^, ov, f/, Lapathus, a city

with a port in the island of Cyprus,
Strab p. 682., , , (7.) good
for purging, Xenocr., ,() an emptying
out ; a having the bowels open, Arisl.

Probl., . . Ep. and Ion.•
, , the soft part of the body betw.
the ribs and hips, theflank, loins, Lat.
Hin, often in II.. also in Hdt. 2, 66,

and Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon. ; cf-, and the post-Horn. 7.. [~]
Strictly fern, from.

Aa-ap0K7/7aj, , , a lateral hernia,

Medic., , ,(, 7.)
like 7. slack, loose, esp. of the
bowe's, Hipp., v. p^oes. Oecon. ; 7.., to have the bowels open,
Arist. Probl. Hence,, , softness, loose-

ness, esp. of the bowels. Hipp.7.=-, Hipp.: Att., Arist. Probl.^, , , the Lapersae,
appell. of the Dioscuri, from Lapersa,
a mountain of l^aconia. Soph. Fr. 339

;

derived by Strab. from their rffs<roi/in^

the tovi'n Las (, ), p. 364,
but against this is the quantity and
compos. V. Lob. Paral. p. 78, n. 12.', , , e»p. phlegm, Lat. pi•

tuita, Hipp.: metaph.,7. 7.,
Aesch. Eum. 387 (as Dind. now reads,
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metri grat., for ?), in sunless
filth or damp, of the nether world, cf
Hoiner"s , Virgil's loca

senta situ :
—).-}/ is merely another

form. (cf./, ,) though
used in a special signf :

—

<\6
is akin to it. [aj, inf. aor. 2 pass, from., to whittle, Soph. Fr. 303:
to swagger, rodomontade, Cic. Att. 9,

13, 4, with V. 1., v. Einesti
Ind. Graec. : from, \ ol, the Lnpithae, a
wild Thessalian people in the heroic

age, dwelling around the Peneus,
couquerers of the Centaurs, Horn.

:

said to derive their name from their

progenitor, a son of Apollo,

Diod. S. 4, 69. Hence later, swagger-
ers, bullies, ci.. [t]

tAu~ifoi'. ov, TO,, Lapithum, a
mountain of Arcadia, Paus. 5, 5, 8.,, ,{) swag-
gering, boasling, Cic. Att. 9, 13, 4.

~./, , ,{) like-, swaggerer, bully : also-, like for., , ,(,()
fit for purging, purgative.), lengthd. from root- :

f. -/', perf.:—to LAP with the

tongue, like dogs, cats, etc., Lat. lam-
bo, of wolves,??.5. 11. 16, 161 : later in gen'l. to

drink, esp. to drink greedily, drain,

suck,, Ar- Fr. 492. (Hence •,,,.), , {, ') like7~, like full of phlegm.^, , , Laranda, a city

of Lycaonia, Slrab. p. 569.\,, , Lars Porsenna,
Plut. Popl. 16., , ,=/, Diosc.

fAafJva, , , the Rom. Lauren-
tia, Plut.^, ov, b, the Rom. Lauren-
tius, Ath.

or ?., ov, , an In-

frankincense, Slrab.,{?) to fatten, feed.
Mid. to grow fat, Sophron ap. Ath.
376 : from', , , {?.) fatted, fat,, Ar. Pac. 925: nence metaph.,
. -. Id. Av. 465., ov, , a kind of sea-fish,

0pp.
.\',, and , the larch-

tree, [lurices, Lucan 9, 920.]

tAupiOf, , lacns Lariics, now
Lago di Como in Gallia Transpadana,
Strab. p. 192.,./,^, Leon. Tar.
74, 5.\, , , the Laris, a river of
Lucania, Lye. 725., , ), Ion. ., Larissa,

a name of many old Greek cities, al-

ways marking a Pelasgic origin, II.,

Hdt., etc. : seventeen of the name
are enumerated by Clinton F. H. 1,

p. 25 n. t— 1. a city of Thessaly in Pe-
lasgiotis, on the Peneus, Thuc. 2, 22 ;

etc.—2. 71, also ,^-
yia, in Pnthiotis on the sinus Malia-
cus, Strab. p. 435, 440.—3. in Thes-
saly on Mt. Ossa. lb.—4. in Troas, on
the coast near Hamaxitus, Thuc. 8,

101 ; by Steph. Byz. considered the
Homer. L.—5. , on the
Aeolian coast of Asia Minor, near
Cyme, bv Strab. called the Larissa
of Homer, II. 2, 841 ; in Hdt.-
,\, 149: Xen. Cyr. 7, 1,45, calls

it, because Cyrus gave it

to the Aegvptians who joined him.

—
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AAPO
6. a city of Assyria on the Tigris,

Xen. An. 3, 4, 7.—7. in Lydia, not

far from Tralles, Strab. p. 410.—8.

another in Thessaly on the confines

of Macedonia.—9. a city of Crete
joined with Hierapytna, Strab. p. 440.

— 10. another in Crete, same as Gor-

tys, Steph. Byz.— 11. a city of Atti-

ca, Strab. p. 440.—12. a citadel of

Argos, with a temple of .lupiter, lb.,

cf p. 370.— 13. a village ol the Ephe-
sian territory in the Caystrian plain,

from which Jupiter was named Aa-
and, Id. p. 020, cf.

p. 440.—14. a city on confines of

Elis and Achaia, Theopomp. ap.

Strab. p. 440 ; cf.— 15. in

the territory of Mytilene in Lesbos
the , Strab. ib.

—

16. a city near the summits of Hae-
mus, Ib.— 17. a city of Campania in

Italy, Dion. H.—II. also fem. pr. n.,

daughter of the Pelasgian prince Pia-

sus, Strab. p. 621 : in Pans. 2. 24, 1,

daughter of Pelasgus. t(Usu. written
with , but v. Dind. ap. Steph. The-
saur.) [Ad], , , Larissaean,

from Larissa ; al Aap., v.

foreg. 15.—II. as subst. A. seems to

be a kind of kettle invented or made at

Larissa, Arist. Pol., cf and.̂, , 6, appoll. of Jupi-

ter, V. sub 13, Strab.^,,,=:. Strab., ov. , for Aapioaio-,{ II.,) a maker

of .-inch kettles, Arist. Pol.^, ov, , the Larisus, a river

on the confines of Elis and Achaia,
Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 23., ov, h, Larichus. of Myti-
lene, father of Erigyus and Laome-
don 3. Arr. An. 3, 6, 5.-2. of Myti-
lene, brother of Sappho, .\lh. 424
F., ov, , {?.,) a

coal-basket carrier,, Eur. Autol. 2.^, a, , Larcas, niasc. pr. n.,

Ath. 360 F., ov. , dim. from -, Ar. Ach. 340. []', ov, . a basket, esp. for

charcoal, a coal-basket, Ar. Ach. 333., .(,) to

carry a ?., Dio C.. ov, (?,)
doubtful epith. of Pan, apparently
from a dull pun on ;(^;;? and ?,
Theocr. Fistula., ov, {.,-) killing in a box or chest, Lyc., ov,{,)
borne or carried aivay in a chest.

.\.'.\, , , and in late

poets , Jac. A. P. p. 295, coffer,

box, chest, e. g. for keeping household
store, II. 18, 413, Hdt. 3, 123 : a cine-

rary urn, II. 24, 795 : a box or ark, in

wh. children were exposed, Simon. 7,1., ,{,) like a

sea-mew. [v. .'\. ov, , Lnrolum, a city

of Umbria, Strab. p. 227.', ov, b, a ravenous sea-

bird, perh. the gull or the cormorant,, Od. 5, 51 ; said of Cieon,

Ar. Nub. 591, cf Eq. 956. [a in Od.

and Ar. 11. c, but a in .\. . 507.]', . , pleasant, nice,

dainty, sweet, in Hom. always of

taste, as,. II. 19.316,

Od. 12, 283 ; ',
stveet to it (the gnat) is the blood of

man, II. 17, 572 :—irreg. Ep. superl.7, Od. 2, 350, formed metri
grat. like and ,'-

1
: but Comp., aa

adv., Simon. 51, 10. [a], ov, , the Etrurian name
Lars, Dion. H. 5, 21 ; cf., ov, , =,
Anth.^, ov, ,=, Soph.
Aj. 1., , , the Larto
laeetae, a people of Iberia, Strab. p.
159., , , (.) a crier

or bawler.

.,.()^&(\.,•
, to scream hoarsely, Anth., Att, fut. -.()

to shout with all one's might, bellow,

Dem. 323, 1.—II. trans, to outdo in

shouting,, Ar. Eq. 358, though
some interpret this to throttle, v. Plut.
Nic. 4. Hence. ov, b, a shouting with
all one's might, Plut., ,(,)

cut open the windpipe. Hence', , , a cutting open
the windpipe., ov,(,)
sounding from the throat, vocal, Sopat.
ap. Ath, 175 C..\',, rarely, 6,
the larynjc or upper part of the wind-
pipe, Arist. H. A : also the swallow,
gullet, throat, Eur. Cycl. 157; for the
gullet and windpipe are constantly
confounded, and the «Aroaiisused for

both, cf.\, , , Larymna, a city of
Boeotia, at the mouth of the Cephi-
sus, Strab. p. 405.—2. , in Lo-
cris. Id. p. 406., to coo like a dove.
^Aafivatov , , Larysium, a

mountain of Laconia sacred to Bac-
chus, Paus. 3, 22, 2.

Auf,, , a stone, Att. contr. for, q. v.

tAc/f,, , Ep., Las, an an-
cient city of Laconia on the sinus
Laconicus. II. 2, 585 ; Thuc. 8, 91 ;

here was the tomb of the hero
slain by Achilles, Paus. 3, 24, 10.

iAaaaia, , , Lasaea, a city of
the island Crete, only in N. T. Act.
27,8.'', , , a trivet or
stand for a pot, a kitchen utensil, grid-

iron, Ar. Pac. 893, ubi Schol. ; else-

where.—II. a nightstool,

Lat. lasanum, Cratin. Drap. 8, Phe-
recr. Crapat. Eupol. Pol. 31, v. so.

[], ov,(,)
carrying a nightstool : -, the slave
who was charged therewith, Plut.,

cf Hor. Sat. 1,6, 109., Dor. for, iinperat.

from, Theocr., Dor. fut. mid. of?.-, Theocr., {/) to 7nork, insult.\, ovr, , LnsthSnes, a The-
ban, Aesch. Theb. 620.—2. an Olyn-
thian, who betrayed the city to Philip,

Dem. 99, 22 ; 128, 8 ; etc. : cf ^-.̂, , , Lasthenia, a cour-
tesan of Mantinea, favourite of Speu-
sippus, Ath. 546 D ; a pupil of Plato,

Diog. L. 3, 46.', , , mockery, insult. Ion.

for7., Hdt. 6, 67., Dor. for ?^, inf
aor. pass, of, Theocr.,. {?.,)
with rough, shaggy neck, epith. of the
bull. H. Hom. Merc. 224 ; of the bear,

H. Hom. 6, 46 : also with a neut.,-



., . 1. Theocr. .
6, 5.?-,, , (/afftof,/;)
downy apple, prob. 1. Antig. Car. ap.

Ath. 82 B, V. '/..,, , , {.?.,) shaggy, Theocr., , {7.,)
hairy-legged, Opp,^, , {?<,)
deaffrom hair growing in the ears./.,,,(./.,?)
a downy apple, like the peach.,,, a rough cloth, Sapph.
31, in poet, form., , lov, Att. usu. , ,
hairy, rough, shaggy, woolly, of sheep,

11. 24, 125, 0(1. 9, 433 : also of he-

roes, ], 11. I, 189,}
'/, II. 2, 851 ; 16, 554, for a hairy,

shagged breast in the heroic age was
a mark of strength: afterwards a

hairj breast was looked upon rather

as a sign of shrewdness and cunning,

as, conversely, mens vulsa in Martial

is used for a weak mind, cf,.—. in genl., bushy,

rough,, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 16, cf

Plat. Crat. 420 D. Adv. ->.{/.
seems to differ from, only

in dialect, and being often ex-

changed, cf A. V. Prob. also alsin

to,, Lat. lana and laena.)

["]
tAufftof, , , Lasius, a suitor of

Hippodamia, Paus. 6, 21, 10., , {?, -) hairy-breasted, Anth., ,=/., Opp.^,, gen. , with bushy

eyebrows., , , (/ .)
thicket.

tAacTiuv,, , Lasion, a strong

city of Elis on the border of Arcadia,

Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 30 : hence^, a, ov. of Lasion, Lasio•

nian, oi ., Xen. Hell. 4, 2, 16, with
V. 1.'.,^., lengthd. from root AA'K-,
as appears in aor. 2, /, etc. :

fut. '/., but also-, Ar.

Pac. 381 : aor. 1/ [, but

Att. also /, cf Elnisl. Med. 147]

:

aor. 2 i/MKov, inf /., lb. : aor. 2

mid. '/, Ep. redupl. 3 plur.7., . Horn. Merc. 145 [u] :

perf '/., Ep. and Ion. -. II., but part. fem.. Od.
— To sound, ring, rattle, crash.—I. of

things which ring when struck,/
re, II. 14, 25,? ', II.

20, 277 ; of asles, to creak, Aesch.
Theb. 153 : but, 6', the

bones cracked, broke with a crash, II.

13, 616, cf Hes. Th. 694: it only oc-

curs in this signf in aor. 2 act.—II.

of animals, to shriek, scream, of the

falcon, II. 22, 141, of the nightingale

in the falcon's talons, Hes. Op. 205
;

also of dogs, to howl, bay, Od. 12, 85

:

in Lliis signf the perf prevails in Ep.,

the aor. mid. only occurs H. Hom.
Merc. 145, /.—III. of

men, to speak, esp. to speak aloud, pro-

claim, Trag. : hence esp. of oracles,

Soph. Tr. 82, Ar. Plut. 39: also to sing,

/., Eur. Ion 776 :—in this

signf only Att., esp. Trag., and in all

tenses. (Hence /,,, 7.a-, /., '/., /..),, , the Lasonii, a peo-

ple of Asia Minor on the river Halys
between the Mariandyni and the

Amazons, Hdt. 3, 90, cf 7, 77.

tAdiTOf, , , Lasus, son of Char-

binus, a poet of Hermione in Argolis,

Hdt. 7, 6., , . {?,)=-, epith. of a,
Theopornp. ap. Polyb. 8, 11, 6, cf. A.

P. 12, 41., a, , Lastratidas, an

Elean, Paus. 6, 6, 3., o,=foreg., E. M.^, ov, , Lasyrtas, a citizen

of Lasion, Ath. 44 F., Dor. for, fut. of-., ov, , the vessel into

which the falls., , f. -, (?) to

throw the, /.., Luc.
—II. of the '/, to make a splash,

cf ?.. Hence, , , the throwing of the, or the splash made by it : also,

^=/, Dicaearch. ap. Ath. 666 B.\, , , Latage, a city of In-

dia, Ael. H. A. 16, 10.,, , in plur.,
thefew drops of wine in the bottom ofthe

cup which were thrown into a basin with

a splash, Alcae. 35, Criti. 1,2: in sing,

also the splash itself, \\hich lovers re-

garded as a sort of omen, and so=. Soph. Fr. 257, cf,
and ?.. (Akin to,?.), and Lat. latex.)—II. a wa-
ter quadruped, like a beaver or otter,

Arist. H. A. []\, , , Latium, in Italy,

Strab. p. 229.

tAortviaf ,, , a hatin female,

Anth.^,, ^,=foreg., Anth.

tAartrof, ov, b, Latinus, son of

Ulysses and Circe, Hes. Th. 1013.—
2. a king of the aborigines in Italy,

Strab. p. 229.—II. a Latin, Polyb.,

Strab., freq. ; also adj.,, ov,

Latin, M.
tAuriof, ov, TO, Latium, Hdn.^, , gidf of Lat-

mus. in Caria, Strab. p. 635 : from^, ov, b, Laimus, a mountain
of Caria, Strab. : also, Heraclea in

Caria, previously bore this name,
Alcm.', ,(,*) bom
of Latona, Eur. Ion 465.^, , and, . Dor. for., ov, , a stone quarry

:

from, , (•,) to quarry

or heu: stones, LXX. Hence,, , stone cut from
a quarry, Diod. ; and, ov, or , ov, Lob. Pa-
ral. 460, hewn in stone, hewn out of a

rock, Strab., and LXX., , ,=/., Anth.
Hence, , , of a quarry, fit

for quarrying stones, Diod., ov,.=^' —.
tomb hewn in a rock : from, ov, {?,) cutting

or hewing stones : as subst. ,
a quarry-man, stone-cutter, LXX. : also

an instrument used in quarrying, Lat.

acisculus.^.. . (7,?)
Latnpolis, a city of Upper Aegypt, so

called from worship of sq., Strab. p.

817., ov, 6, a fish of the Nile, Lat.

latus, Archestr. ap. Ath. 311 E., , ij, {?,) the state

of a hired workman, service, servitude,

Trag., as Aesch. Pr. 966.—2. esp., ., divine worship. Plat. Apol.

,
23 B,, Id. Phaedr. 244 E.

,, , a serving for
hire, , painful ser-

vice. Soph. Tr. 357.—'S. esp. service

paid to the gods, worship, Eur. I. T.
1275.

—

\1.=, a slave. Id. Tro.
1106.,, , a workman for hire,

servant, slave, Lyc., ov, ,=?. : from,() to teork for hire

or pay, Solon 5, 48 : esp. to serve in

war as a mercenary, hence Lat. latro-

cinari.—2. ?.. Tivi. to be subject to, be

bound or enslaved to. Soph. Tr. 35,

Eur., etc. : hence metaph., /.urp.-, of Prometheus, Aesch. Pr. 968 ;. Soph. O. C. 105:—but also
c. ace. pers., like, to serve,

Eur. El. 131,1. T. 1115; c. ace. cog-
nato, ., Id. Ion 129 : hence—

•

2. to serve the gods with prayers and
sacrifices, ., Eur. Ion 152., , ,=?, v. sub •., ,, of servant or sa
vice,, Pind. . 10, 34 ; and in
Pmd. N. 4, 89 is the prob. 1.•

from,, , a workman for hire,

hired servant, Lat. lairo, Theogn. 302,
4S6 : in genl. a servant, slave. Soph.
Tr. 70, of the gods, as Mercury calls

himself, Eur. Ion 4 : also , a
maidservant, handmaid, esp. of the
gods, Eur. Tro. 450: from
AA'TPON, ov, TO, pay, hire., ?A-, without rent or acknowl-

edgment, Aesch. Supp. 1011, cf Call.

Fr. 238, et ibi Ruhnk.]3, ov, 6, Lattabus, masc.
pr. n., Polyb. 9, 34, 11.^,, b, Latymntis, a moun
tain of Bruttium near Crotona, The-
ocr. 4, 19.~, , to cut, hew stones.—II.

to build of stone, Lyc. ; and, , , the chips of stone in

hewing, like, Strab. p. 808.

—

II. gypsum, lime, Plut. [i>] ; from, ov, {/,)=-,7., as subst. a stone-cutter,

mason, Hipp., and Soph. Fr. 477. [v], {) to clap, strike,

Opp., in mid., . , Latorea, an Ama-
zon, after whom a town near Ephe-
sus was named, Ath. 31 E., , i], =, the

throat, II. 22, 325, with v. 1. ?.^,
which form prevails in later Ep., v.

Spitzn. ad 1.

AAY'PA,, , Ep. and Ion. 7mv
prj, an alley, lane, narrow passage be-

tween houses, Od. 22, 128, 137. Hdt. 1

160, cf Dissen Pind. P. 8, 86: alsoa
pass between rocks, ravine, defile : an
avenue, Theocr. Ep. 4, 1.—II. a sewer,

drain, privy, Ar. Pac. 99, 158.—III.

a cloister or enclosure of a monastery,
Eccl.—Written wrongly in later au-
thors 7A3pa. (Akin to7.)^, ov, b, Laureas, an epi-

grammatic poet of the Anthology., ov, , Laurentum, a
city of Latium, Strab. p. 229.

tAavptov, and, ov, to,
Laurion, a mountain of Attica near
the promontory Suniura, famed for its

silver mines, Hdt. 7, 144 ; Thuc. 2,

55: V. Append. Bockh P. E.\, , , of Laurion,, Plut. Them. 4 : ai y7.av•, Laurian owls, com.
appell. of Athenian silver coins, Ar.
Av. 1106; V. Append. Bockh P. E., later and worse form for7.
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, , {, /)
the chorcutac who stood in the middle,

usu. the bud ones, Cratin. Incort. 71,

ci. Miiller Euiiien. ^ la*, the simple of,
not. ttnind in use.^,, , Laphaes, a tyrant

of Argos, Paus. 2,21, .—2. a statu-

ary ot I'hlius, Id. 2. 10, 1.^,• (>, Lnphanes, son of

Euphorion, an Arcadian, Hdt. 6, 127.

—2. son of Lasthenes, Anth.^, ov, b, v. 1. for.,, 7/,epitli. of Minerva and
Diana, peip. from?, the Fora-

ger, Lye. 356.^, , , Laphrius, son of

Cast.ilius, Paus. 7, 18, 9 ; in Lye. 835

an appell. of Mereury, v. foreg.'},, ro,=:sq., Welcker
Syll. 5t, 13.},, , greediness in eating,

gluttony, Ar. Nub. 52: cf., , 6.-) a gour-

mand, Arist. Eth. Eud., ,=.,,, spoils taken in war,

Lat. spolia, Trag., and Xen. Hell. 5,

1,21:—later in sing.,, Po-
lyb. ; esp.,- -, to give public authority for plun-

dering a people, Polyb. 4, 20, 7 ; cf^ and. (Akin to,.,,.). , to make booty or

spoil of,, Plut.—II. to plunder,., Apollod. ; and, , ij, a carrying off

booty : from, , {,)
carryi.ig off booty., , {?) to plunder,

LXX., , , a selling of
booty ; and, , , a place

where booty is sold, Polyb. : also -.•, Strab. : from, ,{,)
to sell booty : to sell as booty, Xen. An.
6, 6, 38. Hence?, , , a seller of
bootij, one who has bought up booty to

retail, Lat. sector, Xen. An. 7, 7, 56,

Polyb., etc., Att. -, fut. -^, to

swalloii) up greedily, eat up, devour, in

II. always of the lion, -
. : of men, to eat gluttonously,

gorge, Lat. hclluari, both of eating ancl

drinking, , Eu-
pol. Col. 12 : in genl. to eat up, ex-

haust, just like the kindred form. (From,.), , , Alt. Laphystms,

near Coronea in Boeotia, containing

a temple of Jupiter, said to be hence
called, Hdt. 7, 197 ; Paus.
9, 31, 4 : but v. sq., , lov,{) glut-

tonous, Anth.: epith. of Jupiter among
the Minyae, Hdt. 7, 197, v. MiiUer
Eumen. ^ 55.—II. pass, devoured. Lye.2, . -, to dig, delve,

trench, turn up, Mosch. 4, 90, and
Ap. Rh. : Horn, has only the compd.. [],, , dim. from-. []', , , the culture of pot-

herbs, LXX.

—

1.=, Jo-

seph. : and, , ,=.
[] : from,() to plant with

vegetables, Strab., in pass. : to use as

potherbs, Diosc, in pass. Mid. to

gather herbs, Luc.
832

?, ov,{.,))
gathering vegetables, Leon. Tar.', ,,{) of the

nature of vegetables, Theophr.
7'}7, , ,{) a ves-

sel or dish for vegetables., ov,{,)
bearing vegetables., , , a kitchen-garden,

like., , , dim. from -., dep. mid., to gather

vegetables.—ll.=betizo, i. e. langueo.

Suet., 7/, , =,,
Theophr., ov, , dim. from ?-, Diog. L. [], a, ,=,
., garden-groimd. [], , ,{)

cutting or gathering of vegetables,

Thuc. 3, 111., , 6, a vegetable gar-

dener., ,{,)
of the nature of vegetables., , ,{, -) dish or pot for vegetables, Alex.

Magn. ap. Ath. 784 B.^, , ,{') usu. in

\\., garden-herbs, ^•.\. wild plants,

potherbs, vegetables, greens, Lat. olus,

olera, Ar. Plut. 298, etc.: ,
the vegetable-market, the green-market,

Ar. Lys. 557, Alex. Deinetr. 1, 8 ; cf
II., ov, , {,) vegetable-winged, comic word

in Luc., , , the vegeta-

ble market : from, ,{, -
.) to sell vegetables. Hence, , , one who sells

vegetables, a green-grocer., ar, , pecnl.

fem. of foreg., a woman who deals in

vegetables, Ar. Thesm. 387., , ,=•.,, , fem. of -, Ar. Vesp. 497., , , {,) vegetable diet, Hipp., , =,
Diosc.^, , , Lachures, a ty-

rant at Athens (01. 120), Plut. Epi-

cur. 6; Paus. 1, 25, 7., ov, , Lachartus, masc.

pr. n., Plut. Ciin. 17. [], Ep. 3 sing. aor. of

for^, II., ,,, Od. 9, 110
;

10, 509 : ace. to some from,
an island or coast ivith good soil, that

can be easily dug, as opp. to rocky or

stony : ace. to others for,
(em. from, little, small, low,

and some even read '-, and^ '.. [], inf aor. of., Ion. , , {,) Lachesis, one of the three

Fates, strictly the disposer of lots, Hes.

Th. 218, Sc. 258.— II. as appellat.,

lot, destiny, fate, Bacis ap. Hdt. 9, 43 :

distribution, Plut. [a],, j?,=?.., , ,{) digging,., digging with
stroke of spade (perh. with a play on., ?), Aesch. Theb. 914.^,. . Laches, an Athe-
nian, son of Melampus, a commander
in the Peloponnesian war,Thuc., Ar.,

£2
freq.—2. a grandson of foreg., son of
Melampus, Deni.— . an Athenian ar-

ehon Ol. 95, 1,. S. 14, 35., , , {)=?,
II., , , {., ,)—, Antimach. 64.,,, woolly, hairy,

downy, Anth. : from
AA'XNH, 7/r, , soft, woolly hair,

down, as of the lirst beard, Od. 11,

320 ; of the thin hair on Thersites'
head, ' ., 11. 2,

219; of the soft nap on cloth, II. 10,

1.34: not till later sheep"s-uool, Hes.
Op. 511, Soph. Tr. 090, for winch

is used in Od.— 11. ineta[;h.

like, leafage, App. (The same
a.s, akin to,, Lat.
laena, lana.) Hence,, , woolly, hairy,

shaggy,, II. 2, 743,, 18,

415, , II. 9, 518 ; .,
downy, soft sedge, II. 24, 451., . {,)

with hairy, shaggy limbs,, Eur.
Hel. 378., , ,-=, wool, Od.
9, 445. Hence, , to make hairy. Pass.
to grow hairy or downy, of a youth's
chin, Solon 14, 6., ,= :, the ground downy
ivith grass, Eur. Cycl. 541.,, ,{) a cov-

ering with hair, Philo., Att. for, opt. aor.

of.', , (,)
lot. fate, destiny, Theogn. 592, Pind.,

and Trag.—11. the portion obtained by
lot, luck, or inheritance, in genl. a lot,

share, portion, Aesch. Eum. 334, 317,

400, etc., also in Xen. An. 5, 3, 9;
TpiTuTov , Mosch. 2, 2 :— only occurs in Pseudo-
Soph, [], part. aor. of., , , also, an
eatable herb, Diosc.

and^. Dor. for^/, fut. of^.,, , {) lapping,

Arist. . .,=., to see, behold, look

at; old Ep. word which only occurs
in three Homeric passages,?, ., a
dog held a fawn, gazing on it as it

struggled, Od. 19, 228 ;—', he looked upon the

fawn as he was throttling it, lb. 230;— , the "keen-seeing

eagle, H. Hom. Merc. 300. Also in

later Ep. the word here and there

occurs in this signf (It is the root

of,.,,,,?,.., Lar.

lax, luceo, etc., and of' with a
priv.) []

*AA'S2, an old pres., now found

only in the Doric ,, , q. v.,

/ wish or will ; the root however of a

numerous family of words, vfhich all

involve the notion of eager desire, of

yearning or striving after, as if the in-

tensive syllables -, -, .-, had
taken a Verbal form in ', ot

which also..,
seem to be remains : while - takes

an Adj. form in,.. and a

Subst. in ?., and /.- again appears

in the Adv..—The signf of ca-

pio, to take, hold, is very dub., , {.,) of or he

longing to the people, fit for the people,

popular, Lat. popularis, Plut. Crass. 3.



, , . sub.
tAeaypof, , 6, Leagrus, son of

Glaucon, an Athenian commandei•,
Hdt. 9, 75; Thuc. 1,51.\\, , Leades, a Theban, son
of Astacus, ApoUod. 3, 6, 8., , , fern, from, a
lioness, Hdt. 3, 108.—II. -, Ar. Lys. 231.

iAiaiva, ?/f , , Leaena, a courtesan,
beloved of Aristogiton, Pans. 1, 23,

2 : cf Ath. 596 E, who cites a later

one of same name, 577 O.

Aeaivcj, fut., aor.:
Ep. ?., fut. 7•., the only
form in Horn., {). To smooth,

polish, of a worker in horn, 11. 4, 111

;

/.., to smooth or prepare the

way, II. 15, 261, cf Od. 8, 260 : hence
esp. to shave the beard, Theopomp. ap.

Ath. 518 A.—II. to rub smooth, powder,

pound in a mortar, Lat. levigare, Hdt.

1, 200 : in genl. to destroy, extirpate,

Hdt. 4, 122.— III. to smooth down or

away, - (). Plat. Symp. 191

A :—metaph. to smooth or soften down,, Hdt. 8, 142;, to tickle the palate, Muson.
ap. Stob. p. 167, 1.^, a, ov, of Leander,

Anth. : irom
iAavf)o, ov, , poet.,

Leander, a youth of Abydos, whose
love for Hero i.s sung by Musaeus.^,, , Leanira, mother of
Elatus and Aphides, ApoUod. 3, 9, 1.^,, ,() the act of
smoothing, polishing, Ciem. Al. : al.., , , fem. of sq., Anth.,, ,{) one that

polishes, pounds., , , (,) goodfor
polishing, pounding, etc., Arist. Probl.

Adv. -.^, ov, , Learchus, son of

Athamas and Ino,ApoUod.—2. brother
of king Arcesilaus II. of Gyrene, Hdt.
4, IGO : in Plut..—3. an Ath-
enian, son of Callimachns, Thuc. 2,

67.—4. a statuary of Rhegium, Pans.

3, 17,6.^, , , also, Le-
badca, a city of Boeolia at the base of
Helicon, containing an oracle of Tro-
phonius ; now Libadia, Hdt. 8, 134.\3, , , Lebadus, an Athen-
ian, from whom foreg. was said to be
named. Pans. 9, 39, 1.^, , , Lebaea, an ancient
city of Macedonia, Hdt. 8, 137.^, a, ov, of Lebedus, Lebe-

dian, ol ., Strab. : from, , , Lebedns, a city on
the Ionian coast of Asia Minor ; its

ruins now Ecclesia or Xingi, Hdt. 1,

142.^, , ol, the Lebecii, a peo-
ple of Helvetia, Polyb. 2, 17, 4.^,, , and, Le-
bcn, a seaport of Crete, haven of Gor-
tyna, Strab. p. 487., , , () the shin,

slough, of serpents, etc., Ar. Fr. 102;
the husk of fruit.—II. a rabbit, if-, q. v., be not better.,, ,() a kettle, cal-

dron, prob. with three feet (but dif-

ferent from, and prob. smaller than), of bronze or copper {?.-
), sometimes of costly workinan-
ship, and so in the heroic age used
for honorary gifts or prizes, freq. in

Hom., esp. in II.—II. in Od. mostly
the basin in which the purifying water{), was handed to the guests
before meals, made of silver, Od. 1,

137, etc. ; but Od. 19, 386, a pan for
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washing the feet.—III. among the
Spartans a sort of or basin,

which was struck by women at the
funerals oi the kmgs, Hdt. G, 58.

—

IV. cinerary urn, Aesch. Ag. 444.

—

V. a vase on the roof of the temple of
Jupiter at Olymoia, Pausan. 5, 10, 4,

and at Delos, Call. Del. 286., ov, , dim. from
foreg., Ath., () to put into, to

boil in a caldron. Lye., ov,, dim. from,
Ath.,,{,) like

a kettle or basin., ov, o,^sq., 6, {,)
potfriend, Cercid. ap. Ath. 347 D. [],,=, Ath., ov. o,= sq., ov, , a kind of _/, Lat.
lebias, Ar. Fr. 365., ,,^.^, ov, , Lebinthus, one of
the Sporades, Strab. p. 487., nom. plur. from or

?., ., lewd women,
chamberers. Archil. 95. (Akin, to-,.), , 6, the Lat. legio,

. T.;tPlut. Rom. 13., , ?},=:sq., ov, , a hem, border, esp.

the coloured hem of a garment parallel

to the or selvage, in genl. the ex-

tremity, edge, Hipp. ap. Gal. Hence, , to furnish with a coloured

hem or border.,,=., , ,{) with

coloured hem or border, Call. Dian. 12.

AETi2, i., aor., pf fl-, in comp., see usage under foil,

heads, orig. signf to LAY, Germ.
LEGEN ; and in pass, to LIE,
Germ. LIEGEN .—hence aU the
other signfs. may be derived, so that

it is needless, as Buttm. Lexil. in v.

does, to assume a separate root *•
;j;u,for this signf—I. to lay asleep, lull

to sleep, put to bed, , H. 24,

635 ; . , II. 14, 252. Pass,
or mid. to lie down, Hom. ;?, will lie asleep, II. 4, 131, ?^-, Od. 17, 102.—This
signf is only in the earliest poets,

nor is the pres. ever so used : we
have in Hom. of the act., aor. impe-
rat. ; of the pass, or mid. f-, aor. 1, also some
forms from a syncop. aor.,
viz. 3 sing,, in Od., imperat.

and, in II. and Od. (Hence,, Lat. lectus, also -,.7,.)—II. like

Lat. LEGO, to lay in order, arrange,

and so to gather, pick up, Lat. lego and
colligo, ., Hom. ; .,
in Od. 18, 359, ace. to the Schol., to

pick out stones for building, cf-
/,, but v. sub..
Mid. to gatherfor one's self,, II.

8, 507 : hence to choose, pick out, -, Od. 24, 108,,
II. 21, 27 : absol. in syncop. aor.,?, after

these / chose myself the fifth, i. e.

offered to go with the other four, Od.

9, 335 ; or it may mean, / reckoned

myself.., v. infr. III. Pass. pres. to

be chosen, II. 13, 276.—In this signf.

the Att. use the perf, pass., aor. pass,, but only
in compds., cf.,,

: the simple,
chosen, as v. 1. Eur. Tro. 290, Dem.
873, 33.—III. to lay among, and so to

count, tell or reckon up, ' -, he counted us among the
seals, Od. 4, 452. Mid. aor. syncop.,

(5', he told over the num-
ber, Od. 4, 451 : so, ,
Pind. P. 4, 336. Pass.,', I was counted among tliese,

II. 3, 188, cf. supr. II. Hence—IV.
to recount, tell, relate, , Hom. and
Att., , to tell something to one,
lb. : hence to speak, say, utter, in Hom.
only once in act., ., to utter reproaches or against
him, II. 2, 222 : , 7., , etc.,

if you have aught to say, say on,
Valck. Hdt. 8, 58 : mostly of men,
less usu. of oracles, to say, declare,

Hdt. 8, 136. Hom. also has the mid.,
once or twice, to say over to one's self,

say over, II. 13, 275, 292, Od. 3, 240.
Hdt. and the Alt. used the word chief-
ly in this signf., of all kinds of oral

communications, of which some few
instances follow :— 1. 7. ,
to say something of another, esp.,

A. Tivi'i, to speak ill of him, abuse, re-

vile him, Hdt. 8, 61, etc. ; also, or
., Soph. El. 524, 1028,

whereas the Latins say maledicere al

icui.—2. . , to accuse one,
. , to defend him, Xen.
Hell. 1, 5, 2; 1, 7, 16.—3. .

, to tell, bid, command one to
do, like, Soph. Phil. 101.—4.

. , to say something, i. e. to speak to

the point or purpose. Soph. O. T. 1475,
Xen., etc. ; opp. to ., to say
what is nothing, say nothing to the point
or purpose, Ar. Eq. 334 : iaut .,
also, to say what is not, to lie, Ar. Av.
66 : also, ., to be right,

Valck. Hipp. 715.—5. pleon., -, , etc., oft. in Hdt., as
also in Att., Lob. Aj. 756.—6. as the
beginning of letters or documents,.? ...,

..., etc., Hdt. 3,
40 ; 8, 140 : .
Id. 1, 124, etc.—7. like Lat. dicere, to

speak of, mean, refer to, Hdt. 7, 144; so
freq. in Trag., as ,

you, I mean Cas-
sandra, Aesch. Ag. 1035 ;,. Soph. Tr. 9, cf.

Valck! Phoen. 994.—8. pass,,
like Lat. dicitur, it is said, on dit,-

..., Hdt. 8, 119;
but also, , Xen. Cyr.
1, 2, 1 : TO, absol., as it is

said, as the saying goes, Lat. quod per-

hibent, Thuc. 7, 68, cf Stallb. Plat.
Symp. 217 : , the so-

called..., as ol 7.. ,
Xen. Hell. 6, 3, 8.—In this signf -

has no perf act. : the perf. pass.
IS (not, cf supr.
II) : aor. pass, ; the fut. -

has, esp. in Trag., a passive
force, Pors. Hec. 293, Schaf Soph.
O. C. 1186, and so is used lor-

: also. Plat.—V. the
usu. signf. of Lat. LEGO, to read,

only occurs in Greek in the compd., Hdt.^,, , Ledon, a city ot
Phocis, Pans. 10, 2, 2 ; named after

an autochthon, Id. 10, 33, 1.7, , , a making of booty,,

robbery, Xen. Hier. 1, 36: and, , to drive away booty,

esp. cattle, to make booty. Soph. Aj'.

343, and freq. in Xen. : hence c. ace.
loci, to plunder, despoil,, 7.,
Hdt. 2, 152 ; 5, 101 : from, , , a plunderer.,, , {7./)=, Aen. Tact.
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, r/, , able or disposed

to plunder.

tAfi/rrti'ot, , ol, the Leetani, a
people of Iberia, Strab. p. 15!)., «f, . Ion. ?,. , booty,

plunder, freq. in Hdt. ; esp. of cattle,

opp. to, Thuc. 2, 94, anil so
in phir.. Soph. Aj.20: hence in genl.

?illageable pnipirly, 'I'huc. 8, 3, Xen.
leil. 1, 3, 2 : ? ?,><-, to give them up to pliinder,

Hdt. 4, 202: -,^^^, Thnc. 8, 41 :, etc., Xen. An. 5, 1,

8, etc. : so in plur. : Kara ^. Id. Hell. 1, 2, 5:—proverb., of any thing that may
be plundered with impunity. Dem.
248, 23, Arist. Rhet. 1. 12, '20. Cf., which is the form used by Horn.
and Hes., , v. sub-]., , itin^ora, daughter
of Nereus and Doris, Hes. Th. 257.

Atiaii'o), fut.', Ep.,
(?.) Ion. and Ep. for, q. v.

Horn uses this foim only.\, ij, v.., , , and,. Ion. lor, etc., , {.,)
siveetish-sour., , , of Libcthntm,
Libethnan ; Aft/i., the Libelhrians,

regarded as rude and unpolished

;

hence prov. -, Paroem. Zenob. 1, 7).^, , , pecul. fern, to

foreg., , appell. of the
Muses, Strab. p. 410., ov, ,() a canal

:

a wet country, meadow, like.—\\.
also, , , and,, Libethriim or Libethra, a city and
mountain district ofThrace inhai)ited

by Orpheus, sacred to the Muses,
StraUt p. 410 ; Pans. 9, 30, 9, etc.—
2. a mountain of Boeotia, near Coro-
nea, containing a grotto of the Muses,
Paus. 9, 34, 4.2, f. -xbo), to pour, pour forth,

usu. like, in a religious sense,

olvov, Horn. ; also, .,
make a libation of wine, Od. 12,

362; olvov 'AUf/vy ., 11. 10, 579;
also ?-3 (wittiout olvov). II. 24,

285, esp. with a dat. of the gods to

whom the libation is made,
Alt, , II. 0, 266, Od. 2, 432.

(Hence, and Lat. libare, libatio.)

—II. Horn, also uses it like, to

let flow, shed, though only in phrase
., Od. 5, 84 ; 16, 214 ; so too

in Trag. Mid. to flow, run, trickle,

Hes. Sc. 390 : to

melt into tears, Eur. Andr. 532 : hence
to melt or pine away, Ar. Eq. 327.

Pass, to be watered, moistened, bedewed,

Anth. (Hence ?„, ,,.), , , the Liger, now
Loire, a river of Gallia Celtica, Strab.

p. 191., , to have., , (•,) the

passing one's food without digesting it,

Hipp. ,, ,{, -
(hr) like or afflicted with,., Dor. for, pres.

pass, from., Ion. and poet, for-, q. v., Ep. 3 pi. aor. from-. Od., , , dim. from -
, also.
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, to cleanse by tvinnmuing

:

to string, to rock : from, ov, TO, also 7.im>ov and, a winnowina-fan, Lat. vanntts.

II. (1 cradle, from its likeness to afan
in form and motion... ,(, a meadmv-
nymph, from,., ,(,) like

meadows, gra.isy, moist, Hipj».,. , perh. also ^,=, Eur. Phoen. 1571, Bacch.
867 : a garden, Pherecr. Metall. 2 :

lience is fonned comp. adj.-, for-, Hipp. 289.

25, but V. Lob. Pand. 288.

</^, ««Of, and , a kind of
shell-tess s?iait, cf..,,,^=.,, , {') rem-
nant, 7/«/*•, Hdl . 1, 119.—II. in mu-
sic,=(5<• III., Plat., ov, , a weed, jierh.

the same as}, Theojihr.,, ,{) any moist

or grassy place, a meadow, holm, pas-

ture, Horn., etc. : metaph.. .-, the smooth river-water.

Soph. Fr. 587, like Lat. Neptmtiapra-
ta, of the sea : metaph. al-^o,., Plat. Soph.
222 .—II. like, pudenda midi-

ebria, Eur. Cycl. 171.—III. later freq.

metaph. for any bright, flowery surface,

a blooming face, garment, peacock's tail,

etc., Jac. Ach. Tat. 478, 486. ( Prob.

from, as from cf.,, Pott Et. Forsch. 1, p.

208.)

't,, 6, Limon, son of
Tegeates, Paus. 8, 53, 2.—II. a place

near Nysa, Strab. p. 650.,, {,) be-

longing to a 7neadow.., poet. fern, of-, .=?., a mea-
dow-nymph, Soph. Phil. 1454., ov, , fem,-,,, a stone of a grass-green colour,

Plin., ov,TO,aplant, limonium,

Diosc. : strictly neut. from, , lov,{) of be-

longing to a mendou). Lat. pratensis,, Aesch. Ag. 560,, Tbe-
ocr. 18, 39., , poet. fem. of-, Dion. P. 756.,, 6, fem. -,,=., , (,)
like meadows, grassy andflowery, Cebes.,() adv. from a

meadow, II. 24, 451 ; also,
Theocr. 7, 80., ov,(,) going

smoothly : sinooth., ov, b, {,) a

fish, the ray, Plat. (Com.) Soph. 4,

Arist. H. A. 2, 15, 12., ov, {?,)
smooth-chinned, beardless, Hdt. 5, 20.?:, ov,(,)
smooth-tongiied, flattering., u, ov, (?., -
?«) name of a kind of raphanis,

Theophr., ov, (,)
smooth or bald-headed., ov, (,)
smooth-stalked, Theophr., , to be? a smooth
sea : from, ov, gen., (,) having low waves, -, a
calm smooth sea, Luc. [fi],, (/.,) smooth-

ing the threads ofthe warp,, Anth.

/, , . poet, for, a
lion's skin, Anth. Plan. 185., ov, , ('.,
poet, for., a lion-fighter. The
ocr. Epigr. 20, 2. [a]

Afiovro7ra^7/f, ov, ,(,)
poet, for., wrestler with a lion,

Anth. [a], , () to smooth,
pevnd fine, Geop., 6, ,-, , gen. --, smooth-fvoteil.,,^, later also ,, the Lat. LAEVIS, smooth, level,

even: Hom. and Hes. use it esp. of
level places or countries,,^,,, ; so,

; Hdt. 7, 9. 2 : c. gen.,-'^, smooth, i. c. free
from rocks, Od. 5, 443 : also, . -
',,. a smooth sea, Hdt. 2, 117 ; ., a gentle breeze, Ar. Ran.
1001, cf. Lol). Aj. 673.— II. later sTJioo/A

to the tcnich, polished, slippery, fr;^t?i,rf,

Ar. Fr. 25, cf. Foiis. Oecon. Hijip.

—

2. with a smooth chin, beardless, 'i'he-

ocr. 5, 90 : bald, Lat. lacins. Ruhnk.
Ep. Cr. p. 66.—2. metaph. ..
snwolh, soft words. Aesch. Pr. 647 ;

also, •, Plat. Tim. 67 B; .,. Id. Crat. 400 A, Phil. 51
D. Adv. -wf. (It prob. once had the
digamma AttFof, cf. Lat. lati-is, and

: hence'^,,•,.), , 6, smooth-skinned sort
of shark., ov, (}.^,)
sinooth-shellcd, Arist. . . 4, 4, 6., , ,(,-) a sort smooth-shelled fish.,, , () smooth-
ness,, Aesch. Pr. 493

;

, Xen. Eq. 10, 6., , rub smooth, pound.
Gal., but V. Lob. Phryn. 572: Irom, ,(,) rub-

bed smooth, pounded, Diosc., ij,=sq., Arist. H. A., , (', ) to

have smooth hair, Sophron. ap. Ath.
100 E., , (, *) to

make smooth., poet, for, dat. plur.

from, II. 5, 782.. ov, (, 2.)
smooth-barked, Theophr., ov, {, ?.)
smoeth-leaved., , {, )

smooth-skinned, Ath., , (2) to smooth, make
even or bald.—II. to rub to pieces, pmmd., and other compds. of-,, should be written

-, as, v. Cramer Anecd.
2, 239, Dind. in Steph. Thesaur.
tAf?;. , , Lipephile, daugh-

ter of lolaus, Paus. 9, 40, 6.

iAat, , , lApoxais, son of
the Scythian king Targitaus, progen-
itor of the Auchatae, Hdt. 4, 6., verb. adj. from,
one must leave, Eur. H. F. 1385, and
Plat., , . Ion. -, ^,= sq.,, , with or without-, (,) a malignant in-

termittent fever, for,
Hipp. Hence, , , subject to-, Hipp., ,(,)
like or .suffering from, Hipp.2, f. -: aor. act.',
inf., mid., (for the



aor. 1 D.eitba only occurs in late

authors. Lob. Phryn. 713, sq.) : perf.

act, /,/, pass,. part.

7.7.^ plqpf- '/.-, in

Hom. usu. without augm. : lut. pass.

?^/., IL 24, 742 : aor. pass.- :—all which tenses, except
aor. lact. and pass., are used by Horn.

—L trans, to lead. Ut go, release, let

aloiue, of dying persons to leave behind^

in all these signfs. freq. in Hom. : ri

Tivi, to leave behind to one, leai:e as a

legacy, rag.—2. to desert in danger,

leave in the lurch, II. 16, 368, etc. ; so,

7J.~QV ioi, the}' failed him,
Od. 22, 119, Lat. deficiebant eum sagit-

tae, cf. infr. II.—3. - /joio, to

die, Horn. : also conversely,,^, / , also /^', Horn.

—

. pass, to be left,

left behind, etc., therefore to stay, re-

viain,/-, it remains to do so and
so. Plat. ; to be left above, remain over,

hence to survive, Hoai., who uses also

and~~<./. ;

TLVi, Hdt. 9, 45.—2.

esp, to be left behind in. a race, Horn.,

c. gen. pers-, IL 23, 523 ; ?.-, lingering behind them, Od. 9,

448; so aLso, tr .,
11. 23, 523 : but,- ,
to remain afar or aloof from one, II, 9,

437, 445 : so too in Hdt., -'/.
or '/:, to be left behind by,

desert the king, Hdt. 8, 113: 9, 06:
absol. to stay behind. Id. 9, 56.—3. in

genl. to remain behind, come short of..,

be inferior, worse, weaker or less than...,

and so c. gen. like, -, , because
the verb has a cotnpar. sense, freq.

in Hdt. ; also,7.-
or , Hdt. I, 99; 7, 81, cf.

Aesch. Pers. 344: /.^^, you come short of
understand not my plans, Eur. Or.

1085: absol. in part., ?.?.-, inferior men, Aesch. Fr. 36.

—

4. to be wanting or lacking,, of a

thing. Soph. Tr. 937, El. 474:

Ttvi, in a thing, Id. O. C. 495 : cf
infr. II.—C. mid. C. ace, to leave be-

hind one. on dying, leave a memorial to

posferitif, , Hdt.

6, 109, and freq. in Hdt., mostly in

aor. 2-—II. intr. to be gone, to depart,

disappear, in Hom. only in perf,-, ?.', life, everything is

gone, Od. 14, 134, 213 ; where how-
everthe eUipsismay\>-',, ?. , and on
this construct., explained above I. 2,

is prob. founded the intr. usage freq.

in Att. in all tenses, to fail, be want-

ing, cease, be missing, as in pres.,

Soph. O. T. 1232: in aor. 2, Id. El.

514; in fut., Eur. Hel. 1157; perf.

Id. H. F. 133 ; cf. : the Lat.

deficere is exactly similar. (From the

aor.7, came a post-Hom. coUat.

form, : from77 comes
..), Ivoc, , , in Suid. sine

interpr., perh. beyond bearing children.,, ivov, {/,) made
of, like Idies. Theophr.,,(,) like

the lily or lilies.,,.() strict-

ly of or belonging to a lily, of its nature

or colour: but as early as Hom. nie-

taph.,;^ptjr., lily skin, II. 13,

830 : metaph. of the cicadae, .-, their delicate voice, II. 3, 152

:

and so of the Muses, Hes. Th. 41.

AEI'PION, ov, TO, a lily. esp. the

white one, H. Hom. Cer. 427 ; also,, Pind. . 7, 116 : cf

, {/. was Ihe Lat. lilium,

cf ..)—2.^, cf The-
ophr. H. P. 6, 6, 9.-3. in genl.

flower, blossom, Nic.'/., , fi, (?.-
piov, .,) a kind ot

omelet made with lilies, etc., Pherecr.

Pers. 1, 8., ,=^}.,. Rh. 4,

903.

tAc^tr,, , the Liris, now Gari-

gliano, the earlier boundary between
Latium and Campania, Strab. p. 233.], , =, The-
ophr., ,. thin, pale, Hesjch.

—

II.., , a leveret. Id., collat, Lob. Paral.

85., , ,{) Ion. and
poet, for/, II. 9, 408.. ov, and ?,., also ^/,
/^), and/, /., ov, {/.,
?.} of belonging to the peojile, Lat.

publicus, pnpularis, old and esp. Ion.

forms for Att., but seldom
used, cf Piers. Moer. p. 252 sq..

Valck. Hdt. 7, 197. Hence, . {/) to

perform public duties, in genl. to serve

the people or state, nj, Xen.
Mem. 2, 7, 6: to exert one's self /or

the public good, , ,
Arist. Pol. : in Com. also of public

prostitutes.—II. esp. at Athens, to

serve expensive piJjlic offices at one's

own cost, freq. in Oratt. ; ?.., to serve these offices for ano-

ther, Isae. 62, 39 ; cf.—
III. to minister as a priest, N. T., and
Eccl. Hence,,, the perform-

ance of a, Plut. Ages. 36.,, 7i,=iSq., Philostr., , ,{) a

public service, esp. at .Athens a burden-

some public office or duty, which the

richer citizens discharged at their

own e.xpense, usu. in rotation, but

also voluntarily or by appointment

:

the ordinary ones {.) at

Athens were the, the, and the, with the

minor one of the: the ex-

traordinary weredestmed for the ex-

igencies of the stale, e. g. the-, and the: on the-}, v. Bockh P. E. 2, 199

sq., Herm. Pol. Ant. ^ 161 sq., cf.— II. any service, work of a

kind, hence ,
in an army, the officer who superintend-

ed the workmen, carpenters, etc., Po-
lyb.— III. in LXX., the worship, public

service of God: hence, Eccl. public

worship in genl., but more particular-

ly the Eucharist., , , of, belonging to

a/. or Xftroupyof, LXX.

:

from, , {,,*) like, performing

public duties, or works of public use,

u.tefxd to the public : ?.., m genl.

workman, handicraftsman, Polj'b.—II.

esp. at Athens, a citizen who undertook

a/, q. v., cf Bockh P. E.

2, 199 sq.—III. a priest, minister of
God, N. T., . he wanting in blood,

to grow pale, Arist. Probl. : from, ; {?.,) want-

ing blood, grotving pale. Gal. :-,- would be more correct, cf...,=?.. to lick : also sen-

su obscoeno= Lat. /e/Zo., , v..

', , , tree-moss,

lichen, that on the olive being^,
scabies, but Theophr. uses 7. of
the olive, and- of the jig : also a
kind of liver-wort that grows on
damp rocks.—II. hence lichen-like

eruption on the skin of animals, esp.

on the chin, tnentagra, as in men the

ring-worm, rush, scun-y, Aesch. Cho.
281, in horses, a tetter, scab, Diosc.

:

also of the ground, a blight, canker,

Aesch. Eum. 785 : also written /'/
not so well, v. Dind. Aesch. II. c.

Hence, , to have the,
of trees, Theophr.', , [.,) like

the', Hipp., f -, to lick: also to lick

up, Hdt. 4, 23, Aesch. Eum. 106, cf.

U07JV :—the irreg. part, perf .-, in Hes. Th. 826, is used in

the signf of (q. v.).(
is the Lat. lingo, our lick, etc.

:

hence ', '/., ?, li-

gurio.)-, , , {7.•) = •.-7, , (/.-, -) gathering remnants, Anth.. ov, , {^) piece

left, wreck, Eur. Med. 1387 ; metaph.
of men, Id. El. 554, Tro. 71 1 ; and so
oft. in plur., remains. remna7iis, Lat.

reliquiae,' 7.>. Soph.
El. 1113, cf. Plat. Phaed. 86 C ; but,

/.. are their deeds,

good name, etc., Eur. Andr. 774., , , {7.) a leaving,

deserting, omitting.—II. a coming to an
end, failing, want.', , (7.•,) with

decreasing light, waning,, also7.(.,, , , {.,) having lost his hair, Ael.'., ov,{.,)
in the moon's first or last quarter, Lat.
silenie luna, when she is hidden., , to want water, to dry
up , and, , , want of tvater,

Polyb. ; and, ov, , Lipsydrium, a
waterless district near mount Parnes
in Attica, Hdt. 5. 62, Ilgen. Scol. 24;
some read 7..-4) : from. ov, (/,«'~,) lack-

ing water, waterless.,,^, smooth, even., ', , Liodes, son of

Oenops, a suitor of Penelope, Od. 21,

144.^,, , Liocritus, son of

.•Vrisbas, a companion of Lycomedes
before Troy, II. 17, 344.-2. son of
Euenor, a suitor of Penelope, Od. 2,

242., , , () that

which has been smoothed or pounded

:

/,, etc., a co-

lour made by rubbing down,
Theophr., , poet, for, hence
Ep. dat., II., fj, () smoothing,

polishing, pounding., ov, . dim. from sq.,, , Dor.. (7^)
a dish, pot. pan. At. Nub. 907, 'esp.

600, etc. [a] Hence,, , Luc, also-
VLOV, ov. TO, Ar. Ach. 1110,-, , , Ar. Fr. 637, and 7:-, , , dim. from 7., a

little dish or pan. [o], , , divination by

means of a dish : from
835



,, and ,(-
V71,) dish-diviner, Strab. p.

762., , {,~) the inspecting of a dish, in

order to divine., , , dim. from,
a little dish, Poll., , ,{), a

sort of bread made either with the yolk

of eggs or of pulse, Seleuc. aj). Ath.

114 B., ov, 6, fern,-,{,) pulse-porridge sell-

er,. Plut. 427., ov, , pulse-porridge, esp.

of, pease-soup, Lat. lomentum,

Pherecr. Aut. 4., , , the yolk of an egg,

Hipp., Arist. H. ., etc., , {,)
like the yolk of an egg, yolk-coloured,

Hipp., and Theophr., , , Epich. p. 37,-, , , and/, , ,
Hipp., dim. from 7, a small dish

or plate.',,, and ?., , ,
dish, plate, pot, pan, Hippon. 4.3.

(Hence, akin to/. and.),,^, q. v., a, ov, verb. adj. from -, be said or spoken, Plat. Rep.

378 A.—II. ?., one must say or

speak, Ti, lb. 392 A., , , (, IV.) speaker.

Hence, ?/, , good at speaking,

able to speak, , Xen. Mem. 4,

3, 1, Cyr. 5, 5, 46 : - sub.,
the art of si)eaking, Plat. Polit. 304

D.—II. suited for speaking, -,
co7n7non,familiar discourse, Dem. 1401,

20 ;, Arist. Rhet. 3, 8, 4., 3 sing. aor. syncop. mid. of. Od.
tAf/croy, ov,. Ledum, a promon-

tory of Troas, the southern point of

Mt. Ida, now Cape Baba, 11. 14, 183,

Hdt. 9, 114., , ,{ .) gathered,

chosen, picked out, Hes. Fr. 11, 3, and
Trag.—II.( IV.) uttered, spoken,

said. Soph. Phil. 633: capable of being

spoke/i, to be spoken, ,
Lur. Hipp. 875 : -, things hav-

ing only a nominal existence, as time
and space, abstractions. Stoical term
in Plut. 2, lil6B., ov,{) bed-ridden., , ,{) a recum-

bent chair or couch., ov, ,{ 1.) like 7.-, a couch, bed, Lat. lectus, Horn,
(esp. in Od.),, to bed, Od.

8, 292 : also in plur., Od.—II. later,

HSU. in plur., the marriage bed, Pind.,

andTrag. ; also/.t'/irpui'tiii'ai, Aesch.
Pers. 513 : hence marriage,?., to wed one, Eur. Med.
594 : ?.,,
etc., Eur., who uses the word very
frequently. Cf. .., ,{,)
enjoying the marriage bed, Orph., Ep. inf. aor. mid. by
redupL, from?., Od. 4, 388.-, Ep. 3 aor. act. by redupl.,

from, II. 15, 60 : so also from
aor. rnid.,/.,, -,, II.. Hes. Th.471 : -7,-, in act. signf.,

cf. III.?., perf.., Ep. redupl. 3 pi. aor. 2
mid. of, . Hom. Merc. 145.

[]
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AEMM
?., Ep. fem. part. perf. of?, Od. 12, 85., perf. pass, of ?.,

Att.,, Ep. redupl.

2 and 3 pi. aor., from, in

trans, signf., cf. lU., a, ov. Ion. and Ep. -, , ov, of the Ltleges, Lele-

gean.^, , , the Lellges, an an-

cient race dwelling in Caria, who at

a later period spread as far as Troy,

if not a branch of, at least of same
origin with the Thraciaiis, II. 10, 429,

Hdt. 1, 171., a, ov, of the Leleges, Le-
legian, Strab. p. 321., perf. pass, from :

part,', Hom., nom. plur.,irreg. part,

perf. of, q. v.^,, o,Lelex, an Autochthon,
first king of Lacedaemon, ApoUod. 3,

10, 3; from him the were
said to be named. Pans. 3, 1, 1.^, pf. pass,,
Diphil. (Siphn.) ap. Ath. 54 B., perf. of. ?..?/, adv. part. perf. of-, like, secretly, unobserved.

Plat. A.X. 365 C.7, Ion. and Ep. perf. of-, Hes. Op. 205: part,,
11. 22, 141., rare poet. perf. pass, of, for, Aesch., and
Eur., Ion. and Ep. perf. pass.

oi, part,,.7/, old Ep. perf., to strive

eagerly, long for, hasten : Horn, uses
only the part,, and that

only in II., like an adj. in signf. of

zealous, hasty, eager : also c. gen.,

eager for a thing, Ap. Rh. 1, 1164;
who also has 3 plqpf. with inf.-, 3, 1158. (Prob. for 7.-

7^, 7?. from-
: . sub *.) [], part. perf. pass, from7, Aesch., perf. of, Gramm.. adv. part. perf. pass,

from7,, deliberately, advisedly,

Hdt. 3, 104, Eur. I. A. 1021., perf., Od. 11,

304, Hes. Th. 203., perf. from, Hom., part. perf. pass, from

7., II. 5, 6., perf. pass, from -, [], adv. part. perf. pass,

from , loosely, slackly, slowly,

Hipp., for,
3 pi. perf. and plqpf. pass, from,
Hom., Ep. for 57, 3 sing,

opt. perf. pass, of 7., Od. 18, 238.,, ?/, JLacas Lemunus, now
lake of Geneva, in Helvetia, Strab.

p. 186. [d], ov, , dim. from-, ov, o,{,)
the commander of a.', ov, b, a small boat with

a sharp prow, Dem. 883, 28 ; used
esp. by the lllyrians, v. Schweigh.
Ind. Polyb. : a ship's cock-boat, hence
metaph. in Anaxandr. ^. 2,

7., , {, )
shaped like a, Arist. Inc.

An. 10, 9.,, ,{) that which

AEON
* peeled off, peel, husk, skin, scale, etc.,

Hipp., and Ar. Av. 074., , a water-plant, Lemna pa•
lusiris, Theophr.^,, ol, and,
the Lewoviccs, a people of Aquitanic
Gaul, Strab. p. 190., ov, ,=,.—II.

ad]., snotty : drivelling, Menand. p. 172.

(Akin to,.), , {7.,) driv-

elling.', , , also,, the
Lat. linteum, Arr. Peripl., , , dim. from., desiderat. from, to

wish to say., Ep. imperat. aor. syncop.
mid. from 7.) I., Hom. ; cf. 7.., ov, , dim. from, ov, 6, {,) a
word-hunter. Hence, , hunt after words,
catch at xvords, Gell. Hence, , , a hunting after

ivords, Clem. Al., ov, , ?}, {,) a lexicographer, [}, , , {7.) of, belonging

to words : ., sub., a
lexicon or dictionary, Gramm.—II.

tfi/cof,=7,., , i], {7.) a speaking,

speech, Plat. : 7.. , saying or

doing, Id. Rep. 396 C.—2. a way of
speaking, diction, style, .,
poetical style. Id. Legg. 795 E, cf.

Arist. Rhet. 3, 9, 8, sqq., and Poet.—
II. single word or phrase, Polyb.

—

III.

Granim.,= v., an old rare for-
eign word, that must be explained by
a common word,{) : hence

is the older term lor a glossary,

lexicon,, , , {7J,)
Lexiphanrs, a poet of the new com-
edy, Meineke \, p. 493: v. Luc.
Lexiph., like 7, Ep. imperat. aor.

syncop. mid. from 7., to he down,
II. 24, 650, Od. 10, 320 ; so also

and.̂, ov, , Leonnatus, son of

Anteas, a general of Alexander the
great, Arr. An. 6, 28, 4., ov, , Leonorius, a leader

of the Gauls in their expedition into

Asia, Strab. p. 560., ov, {7.,)
lion-strangUng, dub. 1. Call. Epigr. 35,

ubi Bast.'^, , , Leonlarne, a

place in Boeotia, Lye. 645., , , contr. sub., a lion's skin, fem. of,
Hdt. 7, 09., , , also , ov,

(!•) of a lion,, Aesch. Fr. 101

:

lion-like,, Epich. p. 100., , ov,= {oreg.

iAov, Ep. and Ion., ,
Leonteus, son ofCoronus, a Grecian
hero before Troy, II. 2, 745.—2. a pupil

of Epicurus, of Lampsacus, Strab. p.

589.—3. a tragic actor of Argos, Ath.
343 E., adv., like a lion, LXX., ov Ion. , , Lconlia-

des, son of Eurymachus, leader of the

Thcbans at Thermopylae, Hdt. 7.,

205, Thuc. 2, 2.—2. a polemarch at

Thebes, who betrayed the citadel to

Phoebidas, Xen. Hell. 5, 2.,,, as great as a
lion., a, 6, Leontidas, a Spar-
tan, Plut. Agesil. 24.



'?, , , the territory of the

Leontini, Thuc. 5, 4, Strab. p. 272. [i]', uv, ol, Leontini, a city in

the east of Sicily, Thuc. 6, 3, Strab.

p. 272 : in Ptol.. Hetice^, , ov, of Leontini. Leon-
line ; XtovTivoi, the inhab. of Leon-
tini, the Leontines, Hdt. 7, 154.),, , dim. from,
a young lion, Ael. N. A. 4, 47.,, , the plant7,
Diosc.^, ov, , Leontium, a courte-

san of Athens, beloved by Epicurus,
Plut. Epicur. 16.—II. , a city of
Achaia, near Aegina, Polyb. 2, 41, 8.

—3. V.,., ,,^^.. , , Leontius, an Athe-
nian, son of Aglaion, Plat. Rep. 439

E.—2. a poet of the Anthology.

tAeovrt'f, , , ?^, the tribe

Leontis, in Attica, which derived its

name from the old hero Laos, Xen.
Hell. 2, 4, 26., ov, 6, dim. from.',. , Leontiscus, a son
of Ptolemy (son of Lagus) and Thais,
Ath. 576 E.—Others in Paus. ; etc.^, ov, 6, Lenntichus, an
Athen. masc.pr. n.,Xen. Hell. 5, 1,26.,, b, {,-) ?.., a vase resting on a lion

or lion'.'! feet, Aesch. Fr. 210. [a], ov, {,)
feeding ox fed on by lions, Strab.(,, , {, -) lion-tamer,, Pind. Fr. 53.

{,'\, ,{,) like

lion's skin, tawny, Orph., where Lob.
Paral. 226 suspects/,.,,{,) in

a chariot drawn by lions, Anth., , (,) lion-

like, Ael., ov, lion-hearted., ov,{,,)
lion-headed, LuC., ov,{,) that

tends or rears lions, 0pp., ov, {-,)
fighting with a lion.^, , , Leontomenes,

son of Tisamenus, Pans. 7, 6, 2., , {.,)
produced between a lion and another an-

imal : half lion, half something else.,, , aleopard, also., ov, , a plant,

Leontice leontopetalum, Diosc.&, ov, , a lion-ape. [], ov, , lion's foot, a
plant, Diosc.^, , , (prop. Lion's

city) Leontopolis, a city of the Aegypt-
ian Delta, so called from its worship
of the lion, Strab. p. 802 : Aeovro-
70?, an inhab. of L., lb., , , -, , gen., (',) lioiv-footed, Eur.
Oed, .•, ov,(,-) lion-faced.^, . Lion's village, a
town of Phrygia, Ath. 43 B.., ,(,)

rearing or breeding of lions, Ael., ov,(,) having
or keeping lions.

"', ov, {,)
hiUing lions, Anth. : TO -, a Syrian
animal that poisons lions, Arist. Mirab., ov,{,) hear-

ing a lion or the figure of one, Luc., , (',) of lion

nature, £ur. Bacch. 119S.

7., ov,{,)
clad in a lion's skin, Anth., , ov, (,-) Lob. Paral. 466, eaten by a lion,, Aesch. Fr. 304., ov, {,)
lion-hearted.,,=?, Plat.

Adv. -. , . Lions' city, in

Phrygia, Strab. p. 756., , ,{,)
leopard, also?.., , =-. Lob.
Phryn. 89., (7..) to fish for
limpets.,, , the end of the., , , a broad leather

strap, fastening the yoke under the
neck, and passing between the fore-

legs to join the girth(/),
Lat. antilena, oft. in plur. as li. 5, 730;
19, 393 : metaph., -, Aesch. Ag. 217 :—on Eum.
562, V. sub.—A later form
was.7.-----.-, com. word used
by Ar. Eccl. 1169, the name of a dish
compounded of all kinds of dainties,

fish, flesh, and fowl., . alov, {) of a
scaur or cliff,, Eur. Heracl. 394 :

rocky, rugged,,. Id. Hipp.
1248, I. T. 324., ov, , later form of-., ov, {,) with

white skin or feathers,, Aesch.
Fr. 291, 5, of a sheep or goat, Theocr.
4, 45 : ., of an ass, Nic. Th. 349.,,() a bare rock, scaur,

Simon. 88, 1, Aesch. Ag. 298, and
Eur.,, , a limpet, Lat. patel-

la, from its clinging to the rock (-
nar), Epich. p. 22, Ar. Vesp. 105, PI.

1096., , or, Ath.
484 F, (•) limpet-shaped drink-

ing-c7ip, Ar. Pac. 916, Comici ap. Ath.
I.e., ;/,=foreg.. Lob. Phryn.
256., ov, , (^) an in-

strument for catching limpets., ov, , ('•) srtiall

scale, scurf.—II. a Syrian plant, used
in cases of scurvy, Lepidium, Diosc.

t'T
, , r ., ,{,) like

scales, scaly.\., ov, , the Lat. Lepidus,
Polyb., 6, dub. for ^•, v. sub., , {) to make scaly,

cover with scales, Sext. Emp., in pass.

—II. to turn into scales : pass., ~a?.., the bones scale off, Hipp.
Hence•, , , scaly, covered with

scales, of the crocodile, Hdt. 2, 68 ; of
fish, Arist. H. .:—., scale-

armour, Hdt. 9, 22.—II. ., a fish of
the Nile tcith large scales, Hdt. 2, 72.—2. a kind of gem, Orph.,{) to peel, fake off the

husk, skin or bark, Antiph. Philoth. 1,

10, and Theophr., in pass., ov, , dim. from, a
small scale, thin rind, scurf.

-,, ,{) a scale, rind,

husk, . , an egg-shell, Ar. Pac.
198 :—usu. a scale, or collectively
scales, as of fish, Hdt. 7, 61 :

—

-,, the flakes that fly

from copper, iron, etc., "in hammering,
Lat. squama aeris, ferri, v. Foes. Oe-
con. Hipp. : , saw-dust

:

—also ., sub., a snow-
flake, Theophr., , , {) that

which is peeled off, a husk, scale, like, Diosc., , Aeol. for hare, (cf.,, Lat. lepus), Varro., , {) bark or rind, a
husk, scale, Alex. Incert. 9., , , Ion.,()
the leprosy, ivhich makes the skin scaly,

Hdt. 1, 138, and Hijjp., v. Foes. Oe
con.,, , poet. fern, of -
p,rough,~pu., Theocr. 1,

40 : also ., a rock, 0pp., ,{) to have or catch

the leprosy, of men, Hipp. ; also used
of trees, to have the scab, Theophr.

;

and of mothery wine, Ar. Fr. 511.+7, , , Leprea, daughter of
Pyrgeus, Paus. 5, 5, 5., ,^, Ael. V. .
1, 24., ov, , fern, -,,
an inhab. of Leprtum, Ion. oi, Hdt. 9, 28 : 7;, the ter

ritory of L., Strab. p. 345: and^, , , of Lepreum,
Leprean, Strab. : from\, ov, , poet, also-
ov, Lepreum, a city of Triphylian Elis

;

its ruins near Strobitzi, Hdt. 4, 148;
Thuc. 5, 31 ; etc. : in Ar. Av. 149,., ov, , v. sub.—
II. Lepreus, son of Pyrgeus, founder
of Lepreum, ace. to Paus. 5, 5, 4.^. , , Lepreus, son of

Caucon and Astydamia, Ath. 412 A.,,=7, Lob. Phryn.
80., , , () good for
the leprosy,, Diosc., , , (for ?., from) scaly, scabby, rough, opp. to

?., Hipp., and Theophr. : hence
leprous, mangy, Ar. Ach. 723. Hence, , to make rough, scaly.

Pass, to become so, LXX.,^=, Nic., , {,) like

a leper, leprous, Ael., , , poet, for sq.,

Anth., ,,() thin,

weak, fine, delicate,, II. 18, 571
;,,. Rh. ; Cal-

lim., etc.•, ov, {, ,) thin-upon-thin, i. e. superla-

tively thin, A. P. 11, 110, cf.-/.,.,,()^7.-
7<.., , (, ) fine-
pointed, delicate.^, ov, , Leptines, an Athe-
nian, against whom Demosthenes de-
livered a speech, Dem. adv. Lept.

—

2. a brother of Dionysius of Syracuse,
Ael. V. H.^, , , Leptiniscus, ti-

tle of a comedy of Antiphanes, Ath.
641 F.'•,, ,, a kind oifine
barley, Anth. ; also ,
Geop./-, f, , Leplis, 7.,
also called^•, a city of Africa
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on the coast near the greater Syrtis,

now Lthida, yiral). p. 835.—2. 1/ -, on coast of By/aciuin, south of
Hadruinetuin, now Lempta, Ptol.

AtTTTotSudr/c, , {,,)
shiillow. V. 1. Aesch. Supp. 3., ot>, (,-) with feeble shoots or buds, The-
ophr., , , {,)
with a weak or delicate voice., ov, {?.,)
thin-skinned., ov, or, ov,

Theophr., etc., and., ,
Thuc. 1, 2, (,, ?/) of a
thin or poor soil., ov,{,)
with a S7nall belly, Hipp. 1 133 C, or, gen. oi'Of,(-,) subtle in mind, Luc., ov,(,)
written fine, small or ncal, Luc., ov,(,)
written smalt or neat, Luc. [u], oi',=^., . , thinness or

fineness of skin, Theophr. : from, ov, {,)
with a thin or fine skin, Hipp., ov, (, )
thinly or lightly built, in geni. slight,, Aesch. Pers. 112., ,{)^=-.,, 6, , {,) with thin, fine hair., ov, (?., )
with thin, fine leaves, [i, but in Nic.

nietri grat., cf. .^', ov,(, IV) with

thin, fine fibres, Theophr. [<], ov,(,-) with thin, fine stalks, Theophr.
[a]

^, ov,{,)
with S7nall, delicate frmt, Diosc., , , (/^, -) strictly nut with a thin shell

:

a hazel-nut, Diosc., ov,{,)
with a thin, light stem, Diosc., ov, (?.,)
with thin, fine stalk, etc./, ov,{,)
spindle-shanked., ,(,) to

chop fine or small, Diosc.?., ,() to

speak subtly, to chop logic, quibble, At.

Nub. 320 ; so too as Dcp.-, Luc, etc. Hence, , , a subtle

discourse., , , sitbtle discourse,

quibbling, Hermipp. Dem. 4 : from, ov, (?., 7^)
speaking subtly, subtle, , Ar.
Ran. 876, Luc, etc., , h, a consisting of
small particles, Tim. Locr. 98 E, and
Plut. : from, , (,)
composed of small particles., as water
and fire, opp. to, Tim. Locr.
100 E, Arist. Coe].—II. treated of in

detail or minutely, Ptoletn. Adv. -., , , attention to

trifles : from, ov, {, -) taken up with trifles.,,, of subtle plans., ov,(,) of
fine threads,, Eur. Andr. 831., ,()=:^-., , , sub., the

small gut, Foes. Oecon.Hipp.—II. sub.
838

', a rerij gmall coin, about a
I
tlialf-cent, \. t.

j
', ov, (/., vt vpov)

with thin sinews., ov,.,)-
tprun, V. 1. ibr sq. •, ov, {.,/)
of fine threads OT fabric,, Eubul.
Nann. 1, 5.. ,(,) to

make thin fine, r)iosc., , , -, , gen.-,(,) with small, dei-

icatefeet., , (,)
with small buttocks.^(), ov, {, )
with thin, delicate root., ov, (, peu)
thinly-flowing, Hipp. 1279, 58., , , (, cf.)
strictly, peeled off, stripped, husktd,

thrashed out, II. 20, 497 : in genl. /»»,

fine, tender, delicate, freq. in Horn.,
who usu. applies it to garments ; also,7:, 11. 20, 275; of
the human figure usu. in bad sense,
thin, lean, meagre, Hes. Op. 405 ; so,

., Ar. Nub. 1017;,
Xen. Cyn. 5, 30 ; .,.
Amat. 134 ; rarely in good sense,
taper, slender.— II. strait, narrow, -, Od. G, 264, like: m genl.

small, weak, impotent, ., .
10, 226; 23, 590 :—• 7., smn/Z cattle, i. e. sheep and
goats, Hdt. 8. 137 ; ., small
cralt, Id. 7, 36.—III. light, thm. con-

sisting of fine particles,, II. 23,

500, KOvtr, Soph. Ant. 256 ; and so
freq. in Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon.—IV.
light, slight, , slight

buzzing, Aesch. Ag. 892 ;, light

breezes, Eur. I. A. 813 ;', on slight turns of fortune,

Sojjh. Fr. 499.— V. metaph., fine, sub-

tle, refined, , Eur. Meti. 529, A.,, Ar. ". 318, Nub.
359, cf :—so too adv.

-, ., Plat. Rep. 607 C:
also , subtlely, in detail,

Cic. Att. 2, 18, 2.-2. of fine feelings,

sensitive, Schiif Dion. Comp. p. 246.

Opp. to.— 3. rarely of the voice,

fine, delicate, Ar. Av. 235, cf.-
.—4. of smell. Plat. Tim. 66 E.
—An irreg. comp. is

given by Phot.—Cf.., ov, (,)
spare offlesh, lean, Geop.7?., ,(,)
thin-shanked, Arist. . .. ov,(,-) fine-woven. Soph. Fr. 430. [], ov,(,-) with thin seed., ov, (,)
with a s/nall mouth, Arist. ap. Ath. 88B,,,=/, Anth., ov, {, -) of fine texture,,
Antiph. Aphrod. 1, 10., , (,)
it'ith narrow slit : hence at ?„()-, a kind of smidals or shoes, Ceph-
isod. Troph. 2., ov, (,)
with a thin or taper body.,, , {.) thin-

ness, fineness, delicacy, leanness, opp.
to, Plat. Rep. 523 E: weakness
ofbody. Id. Legg. 646 B.—II. metaph.
subtlety, Ar. Nub. 153., .(,) to

cut small, mince, Strab.?., ov, (•,-.) thin or fine necked, Alex. Mynd.
i ap. Ath. 392 C. []

AEPN, or,{?.,}
with small holes, Galen.
Af, oVr=/..p,Asi., , to do fine leork, esp.

of joiners and turners. Pint. : hence
= /,fT-o/o) i(j. Eur. Ilijip. 923, Plat.
Pol it. 262 B, 294 D: and,. finely worked,,. Hom. 31, 14: and,. , fine icorkmonihtp,

csp. in wood, tabernade-work, Josepk.:
from4)6, m, {7., *»)
producing fine,. in wood, Diod., , (., ^}
finely woven, Lnc. [], ,(, <f>uos)fte-
bly shining, Nonn., »•,{,}
with thin, fine bark, Theophr.,,(, ^wy) of/it»
or delicate nature, delicately made,
A 77 .,(At cjf, avj

with thm leares, Theophr., , , a tmaU wtvik
voice : from, on>, {,)
with a small weak voice, Arist. H. A., .(,)
thin-hpptd, Arist. . .,, , , (,) with fine, delicate skin or body,
Eur. ap. Cic. Fam. 16, 8, cf. Valck.
Diatr. p. 34., ov, (,)
ivith thin, fine or little juice, Theophr., ov.(, ibitua-

ftoc) with fine, light sand, prob. 1. Aesch.
Sujip. 3., , ()=7.,
dub., , , making thin,

an attenuating, Hipp. : and, , , making thin,

Ath. : from
•><, (,) to make thin,

Arist. II. .: to make sjnall, to thrash,

Anth. :

—

to digest food, Plut. B. pass.
to grow lean, Hipp., and Xen. Symp.
2, 17. Hence, ov, ,=7,'.'. ov, , dim. from-
pov, a small husk, thin peel, etc., Hipp,
[, Theocr. 5, 95.] Hence, , like, to strip

off the husk, to peel., ,{,)
like husks, consisting of coats or layers,

like the onion, Arist. H. A.', ov, TO, () a rind,
shell, husk, Batr. 131.\., , , () with, in a
husk, rind, etc.. Nic.,,()=.—,,^/,^,
Theophr., , , (7.)
husk, shell, scale, esp. one of the coats
of an onion, Lat. tunica ctpae, Theo-
pouip. (Com.) Od. 2. [fi]

A E'll il, fut. -tpu, to strip off the rind
or hu.^k, to peel or bark, II. 1, 236; cf..—11. metaph. in com. poets,
to hide, i. e. thrash. Plat. (Corn.) ai
u(t>' .,5, cf Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 208,
and II. Pass.=;U7rr)r)'/, .«en-

su obscoeno, Mein. ad. Mnesim. Hi{>-

potr. 1, 18. (Hence,,,,.,, .-, 7.)/, , (,) like

hitsks, etc. : »]8=., , , and, Lemn. a
marsh in Argolis, the mythol. abode
of the Hydra, Aesch. Pr.ej2: proverb,
ap, Hesych., , an abyss
of ill, like ; so Cratia.,



incert. 73, called the theatre
|

eearov.t-Strah. p. 3C8 mentions a

river of same name flowing tlirough

the niarsh : also a town near the

same, PluL : Pans. 2, 36, 7, a
grove adorned with temples. Hence, a, ov, ofLariia, Lernaean,

Hes. Th. 314.\., ov, a, Leratis, masc pr. n.,

Qu. Sm. 1, 22.S.

tAe/wr. ov, , Leros, one of the Spo-
rades, retains its name, Hdt. 5, 125 ;

Thuc- 8, 27 ; , the inhab. of
Leros, Anth.

A3 t^w, (A&) to do like the Les-
biati wmniieii, hat-follare, Ar. Ran. 1308.,, ij, a Lesbian woauin,

ha.L• frllairix, AntlL,=, Ar. Vesp.
1346.,,,{3}) Lexbian, of
jLe.sbus : oi,/: Lesbians, Hdt.,

freq. ; proverb., /i£-a3,
those who are judged second best,

V. Meineke Com. Fragm. 2, p. 159 :

—

?^ Kvua or (cf.

L 2), Aesch. Fr. 70, 2, Vitruv. 4,6, 2 ;

so, ), Arist. Elh. N. 5,

10, 7.—11. TO, a ship,=^Eir-.—2. a drinking-cup, Ath.'\,, , fern. adj. ; Lesbian,

a Lesbian female ; 11. 9, 129.^,, , Lesbolhemis,

a statuary of Lesbos, Ath. 635 A.\3, a.av.,from Lesbos, 11. 9,

C64.^^, , b, Lesbochs, a
rhetorician of MytUene, Strab. p. 617.^, ov, , Lesbos, an island of

the Aegean sea, on the coast of My-
sia, now Metelin, II. 24, 514.^,, , Lesbonax, son
of Potamon, a sophist of Mytilene,
Luc. Salt. 69., , ,^^/, Alex,

word., {) to prate, chatter,

Theogn. 613.

Aav,=oIeg., Perict. ap. Stob.

p. 488,' 54.,, alov, oforbehnging to

the, hence chattering, talkative., , , {) a place where

people assembled for conversation, a fa-

vourite resort for idlers and beggars,

where some spent the night, Od. 18,

329 : a low sort of inn or lodging-house,

Hes. Op. 491, 499 : any lounge, like the

scholae porticuum. of the Romans ; also

a council-chamber, club-room, esp. at

Sparta, Cratm. Plut. 1, 3, cf. Paus. 3,

14, 2, Muller. Dor. 4, 9, § 1.— IJ. talk-

ing, gosup, ., Eur. Hipp. 384,
cf. L A. 1001.—2. in good sense, con-

versation, discussion, '/.-
), Hdt. 9, 71 ; ,
= , Hdt. 2, 32; so,, to conversation with
ine, Soph. . C 167 : also a delibera-

tion, session of the coutvcil, Soph. Ant.

160 :—in Aesch. Eum. 366,^-
7(, deemed them un-

fit for his society, or his antucU-hall.

The word is strictly Ion. ; hence-.̂
7/,, , idle talk, Hipp,,, ?/,{7^) gos-

sip. Plat. . 369 D., oi, b, a gossip, chat-

terer, Ath. : from), {7^) to chat, talk

with, Tivi, App.; also in mid.: Hdt.
has the compds.,.,,6,=.', , 6, (as if from-, not from. Lob,

i^araL 218) epith. of Apollo, as guar-

dian of the assemblies in the,
Plut. 2, 385 C., ov, ,{?.)=2^-'':—a scholar, piipil, DlOg. L.,,=., , , (?/) talker,

Timo ap. Diog. L. 9, 40.\. ov. , Lesches, a cyclic poet

of Mytilene, authorofthe/-/,
Paus. 10, 25, 5, who gives ia gen.., , ,=,
Tiinon. Fr. 4, very dub.^,, , Leireus, a son of

Pelops, alter whom the foil, city was
said to he named, Paus. 6, 22, 8.

h^rplvoi, uv, oi, Lctruii, a city in

northern Elis, Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 25; in

Lye. 54, : adj., a,

OV,of Letrini, Letrinaean, Paus ; etc.\, , , «ec , the Leu-
gaean, name of a troop in Alexander's

army, Arr. An. 2, 9, 3./., , , (?•,, -,, Lat. lugeo, luctus).—1.

of persons, in sad or sorrt/ plight,

wretched, helpless,, Od. 16, 273,

etc. ;-, Od.2, 61 :

so too,/./., to come ill

oti", U. 13, 723.-2. events, feelings,

etc., sad, gloomy, dismal, inournful, esp.

., a uretched, untimely death,

11. 21, 288, and freq. in Od.; so .-,, Od. 15, 359 ; 20, 203 ;-, , . 13, 97 ; 14, 387 ; .,, II. 9, 119; 20, 109; ., Hes. Op. 523 :—the word is rare

in later poets, as ., Theogn.
1176, cf., tin.;—in Soph. ap.

E. M. (Fr. 904) . is explained

by, or in Phot, by.
iAevL, and, , Levi, Hebr.

masc. pr. n., a son of the patriarch

Jacob, LXX.; X. T.—2. otherwise
JMatthew, a tax-gatherer, called to be

an apostle, N. T. Marc. 2, 14; cf.

Matth. 10, 3.—Others in N. T. Hence\, , . a descendaiit of Levi

(1), a Levite, LXX. ; N. T. ; hence', , , of or pertaining to

the Levites, Levitical, N. T., €)v, , strictly neut. pi.

from 7..—I. the menstrua alba ot

women, opp. to, Hipp.—II. a

thin fine shoe, Alex. Tar. 4.\,,, the White moutitains,

on the western side of Crete, Strab.

p. 475.— II. Leuca, a city of Calabria,

Id. p. 281., , ,=:=, Thuc.
3, 94., , , Levcadius, son of
Icarius, brother of Penelope, Strab.

p. 452.—II. -, a, ov, of Leucas, Leu-
cadian, Hdt. 8, 45.

tAfi'/i'ai OT}j7 aL, ai, the white Pillars,

a tract in greater Phrj'gia on the

Marsyas, Hdt. 5, 118.

tAeiKQi, , ai, Leucae, a city of

Ionia near Smyrna, Strab. p. 646.—2.

a place in Peloponnesus, under con-

trol of the Argives, Polyb. 4, 30, 5.

—

3., a place on mount Ida.

Aevicuui, or /, , , a kind
of strong hemp used for cordage or

tackling, prob. the Spanish spartum,

Moschion ap, Ath. 206 F., , ai, chestnuts from, V. 3, Gal., {') to make white,

ivhiten,/, , Od.
12. 172 ; so, , , ..
Eur. Cycl. 17, I. . 1387,-2, to make
bright or light, ,
morn brigluens up her light, Id. I. A.
150.—Il.intr. io^roi(;u)Atie,Nic,Al, 170., , ?;, .,-) the white thorn, Tbeoplir.

AEYK, ov,{,)
rich in pearl-barley, Sopat. ap. Ath.
160 B.,, b, , {7^,-) with white head-band, Opp., ov, , {,) strictly whiteflower, from-, like, name for seve-

ral plantsof the camomile tribe, Diosc., , (/.,)
white blossoming, hence white, . -, pale, bleached bodies, Pind. N.
9, 55 ;/, a snow-white

head. Soph. O. T. 742. Hence, to have white blosso?ns,

in genl. to be white, Hdt 8, 27 :—also

in pass., LXX., , or^, , .
Ion.7., q. v. ; 7.7],. Rh. ; -, Opp., , , Lucania, a pro-

vince of southern Italy, Strab. p. 252.

iAevKUvot, , oi, the Lucanians,
inhab. of Lucania, Isocr. 168., , () opp. to/^, a whitening, or a growing
white, Arist. Ausc. Phys. 5, I, 5./, ov, 6,() one

that makes or paints white., , ,() fit

for whitening. Adv. -, Sext. Enip.' and,
ov, (, 7.7) of or with

white clay, Strab.—II. as subst., .,
white clay, PI in.,, poet. fern, of
for 7., ., Eur. Cycl. 106,:

hence sq.—II. a plant, Diosc.^,, ij,. Od. 24, 11,

in Thuc. 3, 94,, Leucas,

(the lohite rock) a rock on coast of
Epirus, Od., the later promontory or

peninsula Leucadia on the coast of
Acarnania, subsequently separated
from the main land, now ISanta Mau-
ra, cf. Strab. p. 59, 450.^, , , the Leticasia, a
river of Messenia, Paus. 4, 33, 3.^, , , Leucasium, a
town of Messenia, Paus. 8, 25, 2., ,=:?., , , , (7^,) white-shielded, II. 22, 294 : in

Trag. the Argives only are 7.-, Aesch. Theb. 90, cf. Soph.
Ant. 106, Eur. Phoen. 1099, not be-

cause they wore plain shields with-
out any device (which were common
to all Greece, v. Stanl. Aesch. 1. c),

but no doubt because white was the
Argive colour (as it is the Austrian).\, , , Leitcaspis, a
port in Marmarica, Strab. p. 799.

—

II. masc. pr. n., Anacr. 5, 3., a, , Leucatas, a prom-
ontory on southwest of Leucadia,
now Cape Dukato, Strab. p. 452 ;

famed as the lover's leap. Id. p. 461.),,(7^, a)u^hite-
gleaming, of a fish, Antiph. Philoth.

1,20., ov, . (7.,-) the while agate, Plin. [], , , v. 7.., Att. -, , a kind of

fig-tree, prob. bearing wMte fruit, Ath.
76. C : as adj., 7.fVK., Her-
mipp. ibid,, ov,(,)
whitish red,, Arist. Physiogn., ov, b, {,-) the wlute heron, the spoon-bill,

Arist. H. A.. , /, the white leprosy, Hdt.

I, 138, and Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon.

—

II, the white poplar, Lat, populus alba,

used for chaplets, Ar. ]\ub. 1007,

Dem, 313, 24.—HI. a place at Athens
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where the taxes were let out to the
farmers of the revenue, prob. so call-

ed from a poplar in the place, Andoc.
17, 24, of Bockh F. E. 2, 20.—IV. the

white spot on the nails.

fAft'/c//, /, /, Leiice, an island in

the Euxine at the months of the Is-

ter, sacred to Achilles, Slrab. p. 125,

cf Find. N. 4, 49.—2. a plain in La-

conia, Slrab. p. 303, in Folyb. 5, 19, 8,'. Cf.'-—. ., ,
{the white shore) a town and roadsteati

in Thrace on the Fropontis, Hdt. 7,

25.—2. the southern point of Euboea,
Strah. p. 399.-3. a promontory of

Africa, Id. p. 799, subsequently Aao-( la.— Ul. , [Wliite-ville) a

town of the Nabataei on the Arabian
gulf, Strab. p. 780.' or, ov,

0, (.,) white-livered, i. e.

cowardly, A. B.. ov,{,)
with white soil, Geop., ov,{,)
with white or foaming oars,,
Pseud-Eur. 1. A. 283.', , {, ) with

white ties fastenings : in genl. white,, Aesch. Pers. 1050.\(, , , Leucimme, the

southern promontory of the island

Corcyra, Thuc. 1, 30, v. 1.

—

., , ivov, {.) of
white poplar,, Arist. Oec.^, , , the Rom. name iu-
cius, Polyb. 1, 52.5.^-},, , Lcucippc, daughter

of Oceanus, H. Hom. Cer. 418.—2.

wife of llus, mother of Laomedon.

—

3. wife of Euenor in Plato's Atlantis,

Criti. 113 C—4. daughter of Minyas
in Orchomenus, Ael. V. H. 3, 42., uv, al, daughters of
Leucippus, nymphs worshipped at

Sparta, ., Eur. Hel. 1466, cf.

Siebel. Paus. 3, 13, 7 : from^, ov, 6, Leucippus, son

of Periores and Gorgophone, brother

of Tyndareus, Apollod. 3, 10, 3.-2. a

son of Hercules, Id. 2, 7, 8.—3. son

of Oenomaus in Elis, II. Hom. Ap.
212.—4. an Elean or Abderite, pupil

of Zeno, Diog. L.—Others in Strab.

;

etc. From, ov, {, )
riding a white horse, Ibyc. 27, esp. like, epith. of the Dioscuri,

Valck. Phoen. 609, and of men of

rank, Bockh Find. P. 4, 117 (207):

also . uyviai, full of white horses,

Find P. 9, 146., ov, 6, {) a fish,

the white mullet, Hices. ap. Ath. 306 E., ov, , fern. -, ,=', Theocr. 5, 147., {,)
dyed white., ov, gen.,(-,) with white arms or shoul-

ders. [I], ov,, civ,

Strab., or, ov, Theophr.,{,,) of with white earth.), ,{,)
to paint white, to shade in, like-, Arist. Poet. 6, 20.,, , a kind of clay

for painting white, Plin., ov,(,)
with a white skin OT fur., ov,(,-) with a white skin.,, , , {,) white-toothed.,,=., , ,(, ) the

white goddess, Leucothea ; under this
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name Ino was worshipped as a propi-

tious sea-goddess, Od. 5, 334.

i ()=,
cf., Flut. 2, 440 F.,, , , (.,) white-haired, white,,
Eur. Bacch. 112,, Ar.. 971,, Call. Cer. 120.,, , , {,) with white cuirass, Xen. An.
1, 8, 9.

tAefi/fot,, ol, the Lend, a people
of Belgic Gaul, Strab. p. 193.', , ov, made of.
m, ov, , for lov,

the white violet, Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon.
— II. a bulbous plant (our leucoium is

the snoiD-flake), joined with the nar-

cissus and lily in A. P. 5, 144, 147

;

cf lov. [], ov,(.,)
yielding white fruit, Theophr., ov,{,)
white-stalked, Theophr., ol, (,)
white-horned. Lob. Fhryn. 658., ov, (^,-
}) white-headed., ov, made of white wax., , Leucocomas, masc.
pr. n., Strab. p. 478., ov, {', )
white-haired : white-leaved, Plin., , ,{,-) white cabbage, Geop., ov, gen., {-,) white with waves, surging,, tiUr. Or. 993. [tj], ov,{, 7) of
white stone or marble,, Bockh
Inscr. 2. p. 126 : ., white marble,

Strab., , made of white,
Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 246: from, ov, , {>,)
while flax for ropes and rigging, used
esp. by the Phoenicians, Hdt. 7, 25.^, , , Leucolla, a port in

the island of Cyprus, Strab. p. 682.\7., ov, , the Rom. name
Lucullus, Flut., ov, ,=:,
Eur. Phoen. 119.t-II. as pr. n., in Ar.

Eccl. 647, Ran. 1513, the usu. soubri-

quet of sq.\, . 6, (prop, patro-

nym. from sq.) Lencolophides, an Athe-
nian, father of Adimantus, Xen. Hell.

I, 4, 21 ; Plat. Protag. 315 A., ov, {,)
while-crested, Ar. Ran. 1016.

iAvoo, ov, , Leucolophus, an
Athenian, Isae. de Menecl. 3.,, , the while-, Polioch. ap. Ath. 313 C., ov,{,)
with white wool., aiva, av,(,-) whitish black, black and white.—
II. as subst.,= Ai/3ovorof, Genelli in

Wolf's Anal. 4, p. 478., ov,(,-) with a tvhite forehead., ov, (,-) with a while navel, of fig-trees

with a white stem, Theophr. [a], ov, TO, the while of an egg,

Arist. Gen. An.—2. the while of the eye.^,, , a citizen of Leu-
cmtoc, a deme of the tribe Leontis in

Attica, Dem.
^Afvkov,,-=, Cal-

lim, I-I. Dian. 42.('>, ov, 6,{,)
the south wind which cleared the wea-

ther, Lat. albiis JVottts, the usual -
bringing clouds and rain, Hipp.

tAfX'/iov, , White-Plain, a
district in Caria, Paus. 4, 35, 11.\, . While-wall, a
quarter of Memphis, containing the
residcmce of the queen, Hdt. 3, 91 :

Thuc. 1, 104., ov.{.)
while with autumn fruits, Leon.Tar. 45., ov. Ion. -),{,)fair-cheeked, Mel.' 83.

[], ov,{,-) with a white border to one's robe,

Plut., ov,(,)
white-robed, Corinn. ap. Heph. p. 107 :

., Lat. dies albo noUindus, Hip-
pon. Fr. 17., ov, [,,-) with while leaves Or layers, name
of a gem in Plin.^, , , Leucopetra,
(white-rock) the southern promontory
of Bruttium, Strab. p. 259 ; in Thuc.'., , 7,=sq., Polyb.?. ov, , (?., -) white rock, Polyb., , gen. ,{,) white-armed, Eur. Phoen. 1351,
Bacch. 1206., ov, (?^,-) with white sides., ,{,?.)
filled with while, full of white persons,, Ar. Eccl. 387., ov, molley-white., , (,)
that makes while.>\', , , -, , gen.-, {,) while-footed:
bare-fooled,, Eur. Cycl. 72, cf.

ad. Ar. Lys. 665., ,{,)
white-looking, white, v. Dind. Aesch.
Theb. 90., ov, {?.,-) with a white, a play on
the words and /,
II, conveying a notion of cowardice,
Callias Fed. 1, cf., ov,(,)
white-U'inged, while,, Aesch. Pr.
993,, Eur. Tro. 848.,, , ,{,
rpv)—{oeg.,prob.\. Ion ap. Schol.
Ar. Fac. 835., ov,{, )=:, q. v., ov, o,finetvhcat, Philo., ov,(,^)
pale-red,, Arist. Color., ov, (,)
uith white horses,, Aesch. Pers.
386, Soph. Aj. 673 : esp. as epith. of
the Dio.scuri, like. Find.
P. 1, 127.,,^=., ov, , the while rose., , , light, bright, brilliant,

clear,, Od. 6, 45 ; ., II.

23, 368 : hence al.^o of water, bright,

.. Hom.
; ., a glassy

calm, Od. 10, 94.-2. metaph. clear,

plain, disti7irt. of authors, Jac. Phil.

Thess. 44 ; while Lycophr. is called
aler, the obscvre, by Stat. Sylv. 5, 3,

157. Hence came— II. theusu. sense
of colour, white, very freq. in Horn,,
but like all Greek names of colours
very indefinite, from the pure while

of snow (II. 10, 437), to the gr,jy of
.< (II. 5, 5() ; also of gray hair, ., Tyrt. 1. 23,. Soph. A}.
625 :—often of the human skit», white,

fair, 11. 11. 573, Od. 23, 240 ;—in
Hom. as a sign of youth and be.iuty,

but later white was a mark of fefleuii



AETK
nacy, like, blanched,

white, pale, not brotizea by the sun and
air, hence pale, wan, iveakly, cowardly.
At. Thesm. 191, Eccl. 428, and Xen.,
of., :

—-
ArGt in Pind. P. 4, 194 is expl.

by the ancients, passion-

ate, covetous, ana so Bockh ; Dissen
interprets it pale with envy, envious :

—proverb., , to know
black from white, Ar. Eq. 1279.—2.

., pale. i. e. alloyed gold, opp.
to u-, Hdt. 1, 50.—3. of men's
limbs, sometimes, vaked, bare, Schaf.
Dion. Comp. p. 133, of.

and /.) II.—4. as white in opp.

to black is a sign of joy, fair, happy,
joyful, gay, hence?., Aesch.
Pers. 301, . Soph. Fr. 10,

like Lat. Candidas dies, a lucky day,

Meineke Menand. p. 107, Catull. 8,

3.—5. of sound, clear, like,
Lat. candidus, Arist. Top. 1, 15, 13,

of Suid. in v. : and II.

—

-
is opp. to, in all its signfs.

—Cf , , .
Adv. -, Philostr. (The root is

'^,, to see,,, Lat. luceo,

lux, Sanscr. lok, to look or see.)^, , , Leucus, a companion
of Ulysses before Troy, II. 4, 491.

—

2. a tyrant in Crete, Lye. 1218.—II.

a river of Macedonia, Plut., ov, {, )
with white flesh, Xenocr., , {?.,)
white-wreathed, of suppliant boughs,
Aesch. Supp. 191, 333., ov,(,)
flecked with white,, Aesch.
Supp. 351 : grizzled,, Eur. I. A.

222., ov,{,)
white-robed, Clem. Al.^, , oi, the Leuco-Syri,

or white Syrians, in Pontus, from Cap-
padocia, so called to distinguish them
from their more swarthy countrymen
in Syria, Strab. p. 542, sqq., ov,{,)
xvhite-ancled, in genl. white-footed,

Theocr. 17, 32., ov, {7,,)
with a white body, Antiph. Omph. 1., . () white-

ness. Plat. Theaet. 156 D, etc., , to have white hair,

Strab. : from,,=,83.\}.
p. 784., ov, {,)
white-growing,, Ar.. 1100., ,(,) to

make white, Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 502., ov,(,) white-

tailed., ,(,) of
a white web. [],,(,) bright-

beaming : bright white,, Eur.
L A. i054., ov, {7., )
gray, ash-coloured, Ath.,,(,)
appearing bright or white., ov, white-eyed., , , (7^,) also 7., the be-

ginning of the dropsy, or chlorosis, Foes.
Oec. Hipp. : from?, ov, ,=^-, Hipp., , to have the chlo-

roeis, Hipp. 194 G ; from, ov, (?.6,-
II) suffering from W'hite phlegm,

Hipp. 1133 B.?., , (,

AETK,) like or affected with

chlorosis, Hipp. 1121 H.'/, ov,(, ?.)
with white bark, Posid. ap. Ath. 649 D., , to wear white gar-

ments : from, ov, white-skin-

coloured, Philox. ap. Ath. 147 D., ov, (?, )
white-robed, Anth., , gen. , (,) white-browed, Orac. ap. Hdt. 3,

57 : hence^,, , Leucophrys, ear-

lier name of the island Tenedos,
Strab. p. 604.—2. a city on the Mae-
ander near Magnesia, Xen. Hell.3, 2,

19, with a famous temple of Diana,
who was hence called,
Strab. p. 647.,, , ,{?,,-) white-coated,, Batr. 37. [t], , to be,
Hipp,, , , the colour white,

Plut., ov, contr.-,,(,) white-coloured. Eur.
Phoen. 322., ov,(,)
of a pale gold colojir, Plin., ov,= sq., Phint.

ap. Stob. p. 444, 58., , , , (,) white-skinned, colourless, Alex.
Isostas. 1, 18, Theocr. Epigr. 2, 1., ov, whitish-gray., , {7.) to -whiten, 7.-, Pind. I. 4 (3),

117: to paint while, plaster,. Plat. Legg. 785 A :.=1, Dem.
1132, 8. Mid.,7., to

whiten their shields. Xen. Hell. 2. 4,

25, cf 7, 5, 20.—II. ., to bare

the foot, Anth. ; cf7, II. 3.\, , , Leucira, a town
of Boeotia, famed for the victory of

Epaminondas over the Spartans, now
still Lefka, Xen. Hell. 6, 4, 4 ; Strab.

p. 414.—2. a city of Laconia on the
borders of Messenia,or rather of Mes-
senia, to whom it was awarded by
Philip as umpire, Paus. 3, 21, 7; in

Strab. p. 360, also.—3. a

city of Arcadia at the foot of Mt. Ly-
caeus, near Laconia, Thuc. 5, 54

;

Xen. Hell. 6, 5, 24 ; in Paus. 8, 27, 4,. Hence, ), , of Leuctra,, the battle of Leuctra,

Polyb. 2, 41, 7., , , Leuctrum, a town
of Achaianear Rhypae, Strab. p. 387:

cf also.7., ov, (7..)
white-armed, epith. of Juno, Horn.,, , () any
thing ivhitened : esp. a tablet covered

with gypsum to write public notices

on, a list, Lat. album, 7^, -, Lys. 114, 40, et ap.

Dem. 707, 12.—II. the ivhite of an egg,

Diosc.—III. a white spot in the eye,

caused by a thickening of the cornea,

a cataract, Arist. Physiogn. 6, 49, cf7.. Hence, to afflict with a cataract.,,(,)
like or affected with a cataract.,, ,( I) a grove

of white popilars.\,, 6, Leucon, son of

Athamas and Themisto, Apollod. 1,

9, 2.—2. a king of Bosporus, Dem.
466, 12.—3. a poet of the old comedy,
Meineke 1, p. 217.—II. a place in Cy-
renaica near Barca, Hdt. 4, 100

AEXA^, , , Leucone, fern, pr
n., Paus. 8, 44, 7.\, , , Leucones, a son
of Hercules, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.^,,, descendants of
Leucon(2),Leuconidae, Ae\.\.H. 6, 13.

\, , , Leuconides, an
Athenian, Aeschin. 16, 17.\, , , Leuconium, a
city of Chios, Thuc> 8, 24, in Polyaen..\,, , Leiicopeus, son
of Porthaon and Eurydice, Apollod.
1, 7, 10., , b, fern, -,,
(7.,) white to look at., , , Leucosia, one of
the Sirens, Lye. 723.—II. an island
near Paesturn, named after the Si-

ren, Strab. p. 252.,,,(7.) a whiten-
ing or plastering, also=:X£i;/f(j//a III., , , () smooth, level,

even, , Od. 7, 123,
Orac. ap. Hdt. 1, 67, Aesch. and Eur.
— II. smooth, polished,, Pind. N.
7, 39.—III. inetaph. plain, simple,-, ap. Hesych.—The word is

strictly Ion.,, (Dor. for), a stone for resting, prob.
1. Paus. 3, 22, 1., ov, (,) stoning,

., Eur. Or. 863 : but mostly, ., death by stoning, Aesch. Ag.
1118,,, etc., Eur. ; so,

. , Eur. Or. 614: . apai,
curses that will end in stoning, Aesch.
Ag. 1016., ov, ,(,) a ston-

ing, Aesch. Eum. 189., by good authors only used
in pres. and impf ; the f., aor.7 being very late, if not barba-
rous, Reisig. Crit. ad Soph. O. C. 120.
To look or gaze upon, see, behold, c.

ace, Horn., as II. 1, 120, and freq. in
Trag.—2. absol. to look, . -, , II. 5, 771, Od. 9, 166 ., . Soph. Phil. 716,
Eur. Phoen. 596 : 7, like, he that lives no more,
Soph. Tr. 829 ; so, .
Id. Phoen. 1084, cf. Tro. 269 :—c. ace.
cognato, 7.., Aesch. Pers. 81.—The word is only poet. (On the
root V. sub.),, 6, (,) one
who stones, a sloner, Eur. Tro. 1039 •

and so of a bloody tyrant, as Schvveigh.
interprets Hdt. 5,67, after Hesych.,
cf. Ael. N. A. 5, 15, where howeyer
Suid. takes it pass, worthy to he stoned,
a scoundrel

:

—as adj.,7.,
death by stoning, Aesch. Theb. 199., , ,() .stoned, to he
stoned.,,,() seen, visible.^,, , Leuson (see-well),

a dog's name, Xen. Cyn. 7, 5.^, , , Leutarnia. a city
of Campania, Lye. 978, in Strab.-, the coast so called, from-, the giants in Phlegra driven
out by Hercules, p. 281.^, , Ion. for.. , to be clad in white,
Plat. Rep. 617 C : from, ovoc. p. , (,) clad in white, Phint. ap. Stob. p.
444, 53., ov, 0,=., (7.) to stone, Thuc. 5, 60;
., Eur. El. 328,7,. Soph. . C. 435., , , Lechaeum. one of
the harbours of Corinth, on the Co-
rinthian gulf, Xen. Ages. 2. 17 : hence
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^, , , of Lechaeum, Le-
chaeaii ; ., as appell. of IS'eptune,

Call. Del. 271.,, alov,{) belong-

ing , fit for a couch, A|). iih. 1, 1182.

—II. a bed, in bed. A., nesllingx,

young birds, Aesch. Theb. 292, c.

conj. Lachmanni.)!, 7jC,,{, noia)gToii<it

with grass Jit to make a lied, i. e. grassy,

meadowy, epith. of the towns Pteleos,

Teumesos, and Onchestos, 11. 2, 697 :, ov, , of the river Asopus,
from its grassy banks, II. 1, 383, Orac.

ap. Hdt. 9, 43.—Honi. has both forms

in sing. only./, ,{,) fastened

to the bed, bed-ridden, like .'],
Eur. Phoen. 1541., ,=^•>7'/.\, , Leches, son of Neptune
and Pirene, Pans. 2, 2, 3., , , {' I) a couch,

bed, Hom., etc. ; freq. in plur. esp. for

a bedstead.—2. a kind of state-bed on
which a corpse was laid out and
borne, oft. m Hom.—II. the marriage-

bed, Hom. : hence love, the pleasures

of love, which sense in Hom. and
Hes. is esp. discernible in euphem-
isms, ,,-

: in same signf7 and
are joined, Od. 3, 403.—2. a mar-

riage, Trag. : also a spouse, Eur. El.

936 ; and so in plur., lb. 481, v. Seidl.

Dochm. p. 24, cf.., adv., to bed, II. 3, 4 17, Od.

23, 294.. , lov, slanting, slanttrise,

crosswise, Lat. obliquus, usu. with a

verb, . ^. Soph. . C. 195,

cf. Eur. Hec. 1026, Med. 1168: from, adv. slantwise, crosswise,

Lat. oblique, Ap. llh. ; cf.
(Prob. referable to 71 1 : hence
come, , Lat.

liquus, liquis, obliquus, oblicus.). ooc contr. , , {) a

woman in chdd-bcd, Eur. El. 652, 654,

1108, Ar. Eccl. 530.,, ,=, Nonn.

/of, ', () of or belonging

to ch'ild-bed,. . Rh. 2, 1014:

?.; presents made at the birth,

Anth., , 7,=:, Callim.

Dian. 127.^, , and \1>, ov, ,
appell. of Apollo, Lye. 1454. 1207.

fAiw-, names thus commencing are

Ionic and Attic forms for Aao- from

2.,, people., ov,{,) trodden

by the people : ., sub., a highway\7, ,.=3, Hdt.

1, 65.^., , Leoguras, father of

the orator Andocides, Thuc. 1, 51.

—

2. another Athenian, Ar. Nub. 109.},, , LeogOrus, a king of

the Samians, Paus. 7, 4, 2.^,, , Leodamas, of

Acharnae, an Athenian orator, Dein.

501, 23.—2. an Athenian naval cona-

mander. Id. 249, 14,, , {,) popular,

commmi.^, , , Leodocus, son of

Bias and Pero, an Argonaut, Ap. Rh.
1, 119.\,, 6, LeocSdes, sonodhe
tyrant Phidon in Argos, Hdt. 0, 127.

tAfiJ/cop«i. , , {.)
daughters of Leos, who devoted them-
selves for the safety of their country,

Dem, 1398, 5 : they were three in

number, Phasithea, Theope, and Eu-
bule, Suid.

42

2, ov, , the temple of the

daughters of Leos, in the inner Cera-
micus, Thuc. 1, 20.7, ov, {?.,) driv-

en out with the ivhole people, v.-
; cf ?./.^7].. , Leocrates, a gen-

eral of the Athenians, son of Stroe-

bus, Thuc. 1, IDJ.—2. son-in-law

of the Thriasian Polyeuctus, Dcm.
1028, 20.

], , , Leocrilus, son of

Poiydamas, Paus. 10, 27, 1.—2. an
Athenian, son of Protarchus, Id. 1,

26, 2.^,, , .Leocydes, a com-
manderof Alegalopolis, Paus. 10,27, 1., , , utter ruin : IVom/^, ov, {,) de-

stroyed or ruined together with the whole

people, utterly ruiiied, cf. adv..', ,{,) to collect

people. Nake Choeril. p. 229.

AE'i2N,, , Ep. dat. pi. -. 11. 5, 782, etc., Lat. LEO, a

lion, Hom., etc., cf ? : metaph. of

Diana, ,
Jupiter made thee lion toward wo-
men (because she was supposed to

cause their sudden death), 11. 21,

483 ; also of brave men, Ar. Pac. 1189,

etc.

—

2.=, a lion's shin, Luc. ;

cf /^.—II. a kind of crab, Di-

phil. Siphn. ap. Ath. 106 C—III. a

large fish, one of the.—IV. -
were men dedicated to the ser-

vice of Mithras, v. vaiva HI. (Ace.

to Lucas, Quaest. Lexilog. ^ 6, from
to see, as from,.)\,, , Leon, son of Lyca-

on in Arcadia, ApoUod. 3, 8, 1.—2.

son of Enrycratidas, king of Sparta
(14th Agid), Hdt. 1, 65.-3. a Spar-
tan, founder of Heraclea, Thuc. 3,

92.—4. another Spartan, Id. 5, 44.

—

5. a Spartan ephor, Xen. Hell. 2, 3,

10.—6. a general of the Athenians, of

Salamis, Thuc. 8, 23.—7. another
Athenian, Id. 5, 19; Xen.; etc.

—

Others in Paus. ; etc.—II. a town of

Sicily on the sea near Syracuse,
Thuc. 6, 97.^, a and , 6, Ion.-
], Leomdas, the celebrated king of

Sparta, who resisted Xerxes and fell

so nobly at Thermopylae, Hdt. 7, 204.

—Others in Ath. ; etc.^, ov, , Leonymus, a Cro-
toniat, Paus. 3, 19, 11.

'!7], ov, {, )
trodden by the people, or (from adv.) crushed in pieces, y. 1. in Soph.
Ant. 1275, defended by Herm.

or, , , for, Diod., , 7/,=foreg., LXX.^\.,, , Leoprepes, father

of the poet Simonides of Ceos, Hdt.

7, 228.-2. a Spartan, Id. 6, 85., , (adv. , *)
one ivho will do any tiling at all, auda-

cious, Xen. Mem. 1, 3, 9; h ., a

knape, villain, Aesch. Pr. 5; { ..
Archil. 17 ;—Herm. Soph. Ant. 1201

compares,, cf.-,. The interpret, of

those who derive it from, people,

seems very forced., , 6, Att. for, people.

Soph., etc., also in Hdt. 2, 129:—
also in plur.. Soph. Aj. 1100 ; and so,., hear people,—the usu-

al beginning of Athen. proclamations,
like our yes ! yes ! Ar. Pac. 551,

Av. 448, cf Bentl. Phal. p. 203., adv.. Ion. for, entirely,

wholly, at all, Archil. 104. (The old

Oramm. explain it as shortd. for •. . Dysc. de Pronom. p. 334:
but Herm. Soph. Ant. 1201, j)erh.

better, takes it as an adv. Irom,
smoothly. Germ, glatt weg much like

the vulgarism slick aivay,c{..)
i, , , Leos, an Athenian hero,

who in time of a pestilence ofl'ered

his three daughters for the welfare
of the state. Paus. 1, 5, 2 ; Pint. Thes.
13 ; from hun the tribe was
named : cf.
'\7], . , Leosthenes, a

general of the Athenians in the La-
mian war, Luc. Dem. Enc. 14.

i, ov, , Lcostn'itus. an
Athenian, archon Ol. 27, 1, Dion. 11.

3, 1.—2. an Eleusinian. Dem. 1U83, 8., ov, {,)
only in Hdt. 9, 33, •, they made him
o?ie of theynstlves, their fellow-citizen :

the emendat. . is needless.^, ov, b, Leotrophides,

an Athenian, a lyric poet, Ar. Av.
1400.^, , . Dor. -,
Leotychidas, son of Ariston. king of
Sparta (17lh Eiirypontid), Thuc. 1,

89.—2. son of king Agis, Xen. Age-
sil. 1, 5., ov, {?^,) bearing

people, Anacr. 142 ; al ., the gates of greatest thorough-

fare, Hdt. 1, 187; ., sub., a
thoroughfare, Plat. Legg. 763 C,, , Leophron, a vic-

tor at Olympia, Ath. 3 E.^//, . , LrochCires, an
Athenian against whom Dem. spoke,
V. p. 1080 sqq.—2. a statuary, Paus.
1,3,4., ov, {?, ?) pelted

with stones, stoned., , al, the Legae, a people
of Scythia, Stiab. p. 503.

AHTSi. f -, to LA Y, i. e. to al-

lay, still, appease, stay, like, esp.

'7/, to stay one's anger,
11. 13, 424 : c. gen. ./, to stay one's hands/rom mur-
der, Od. 22, 03.— II. more freq. intr.,

to leave off, cease, stop, end,

/'/ ', 11. 9, 97, cf.

Hes. Th. 48: also '/. , to end
VI.., Hdt. 4, 39 : freq. c. gen., stop or
cease from a thing, ',,,,,, Hom.

;

. ?/, Hes. Th. 48, vhich Hom.
expresses by the part,/,
II. 9, 191, Od. 8, 87; cf.:
both constructions are freq. in Att.

(It was orig. the same as in

signf I., to lay.)

tA7/(5a, , , Ep. ///, Leda,
daughter of Thestiiis, wife of Tyn-
dareus, mother of Helen, Clytaem-
nestra, and the Dioscuri, Od. 11, 298

;

Apollod. 3, 10./, ov, TO, or, q. v.,

the gum of the //., ov, , dim. of ^,
Ar. Av. 715 [(/,].

or/, ov, , dim. ot', Philostr., ov, TO, an oriental shrub, on
the leaves of which the gum-
vov or is found, Cistus Ore
ticus, as Theocr.21, 10; v. sub,
in plur. Diosc., , . (ace. to Damm
from) a thin, light cloth, a light

.'iummer dress, Alcman : we also find

//, ), etc., without an t

subscr. ; but /»7(5of is better by rea-

son of the deriv'., and the collat. forms.,,.^, v..



iAtjOalov,,,, the Lethae-
plain, near Lebadea in Boeotia,

Theogn. 1216.

or /.?, , ,
{?.!/) of, belonging to forgelfubiess,

oblivious. Call. Del. 234.-11. of or

from Lethe, Lethean,, Anth.

;

but V. II.,, b, the Lethaeus, a river

of Crete near Gortyna, Strab. p. 478.—2. a tributary of the Maeander flow-
ing by Magnesia, Anacr. 1, 4.—3. a
river of Thessaly, Strab. p. 647., ov, v.. [a], {) to make one forget
a thing, , Od. 7, 21 ; cf.?. III./, , to forget : v. sq., , , {/.// .)
drowsiness, lethargy. Hence, to be drowsy or lethar-

gic.—II. transit, to make forgotten,

Bockh Schol. Find. N. 6, 30. Pass.
to be forgotten., , , drowsy, Anth.

:

from, ov, {?^) forgetting, c.

gen., Mel. 55: absoi. /or^ei/'u/, lethar-

gic: later word for/, Phryn.
416.—11. as subst., 6 ?.-}, lethar-

gy, Hipp., V. Foes. Oecon.— Also
written., , , causingforgetful-
ness, like, Luc./,, , poet, for 7.,
Anth., , . Dor. 7., (//, ?.7J-) forgetting, forgetfulness, Lat.

oblivio, II. 2, 33, personilied in Hes.
Th. 227 : , to

make a thing forgotten, Hdt. 1, 127
;, Aeschin.

83, 21 ; , Isocr. 2 D ;

?.7/, , Thuc. 2,

49, Dem. 320, 5 : etc.—II. Lethe, the
river of oblivion in the lower world,
called by the old writers 7:, Casaub. Strab. p. 153., ov, gen. ,^'/-, , , forgetful.—II. act.

causing forgetfulness., ov, =.—II. = /.-, secret., ov,{?.,-) laying all cares asleep,, Orpn., TO, Dor.,{)=^,, Theocr. 23, 24.

^, ov, , Lethus, son of Teu-
tamus, a king of the Pelasgi in La-
rissa, II. 2, 843., , ,=^?..,, ,=^.'2, mid. ?/, collat. form
of 7.),, freq. in

Horn, and Hes., but rare in Att. wri-

ters, though found in Aesch. Ag, 39

;

and so two or three tunes in Soph.:
for the fut. ?, etc., v. sub-.,,{.)forgetful.^,, , Lethon, a river of
Africa, Ath. 71 B., , , {,) ma-
king menherprey, epith. of Venus. [«],, pecul. poet, fern, of/., taken prisotur, captive, II. 20,

193. []3, , , corn-consuming,

crop-destroying,, Od. 18, 29 : fern.

from,, 6, and,
ov, b, {',) consuming or de-

stroying crops. [], , , poet, for /-
piov., ov, , poet, for 7.y6iov,

dim. of^, .

, , , {?<.) taken as
booty, captive, Anth./, .- : Att. aor. 7,, Eur. Tro. 666, dep. mid. {7.)
to seize as booty, to carry off as prey,

either men or things, 11. lb, 28, Od. 1,

398, Hdt., etc. ; . , Eur.
1. c. : hence m genl. to get by force,
gain, get, ties. Op. 320, 700, Snnon.
224.—II. to plunder, ravage, spoil a
country, Hdt. 4, 112, Thuc. 1, 5, etc.—The act. 7. occurs in Thuc. 4,

41, with the niid. as a v. 1., but Eur.
has the pf^ several times in
pass, signf , to he carried off, as Hel.
475, Med. 256, Tro. 373.,, . Ion. for, freq. in Hdt., ov, (7JjWv,) dwell-

ing in the country, Anth.', ov, TO, a crop, the crop
standing on the land, II , Hes. Sc. 288,
Hdt., etc. : in later poets also land
ivith Its crop, a field, Theocr. 10, 42,
in Dor. form 7.aiov. [i],, , Ion. and Ep. for 7.,
booty, spoil, usu. of cattle, Horn., v.

esp. 11. 11,676:—hence—2. without
any notion of plunder, a herd or flock,
cattle, stock, Hes. Th. 444, aiid so
more freq. in Theocr., cf Jac. A. P.
p. 330—3. in Aesch. Theb. 331,=7.,7., v. Dind.
ad 1. []
tA7/if, , . Lets, daughter of

Orus, Paus. 2, 30, 5.,, b, {7.)=.
7/7//, Od. 3, 73, etc., , o,= Att. 7., .. 6, 7, Hdt. 6, 17., , ,=7..-, , , {'/.) carried

off as booty, to be so carried off, to be

seized by jorce, 11. 9, 406 ; also in Ep.
form /., lb. 408.,, , making of booty,

plundering, Hdt. 5, 6.,, ,=.,, ,() she who makes
or dispenses booty, epith. of Minerva,
II. 10, 400: elsewh..—II.

pass.=/.7/<af., , ,=7.•., , , the town-hall or
council-room, as the Achaians called
it, Hdt. 7, 197, ubi v. Bahr; being
the same as the Athen. :

strictly neut. from, , ov, contr. ?•, {,7) of, belonging to the people, pub-
lic : , sub., a public

priestess, Hesych. ; cf7. [t]

i, ov, b, Leitus, son of .\!ec-

tryon, leader of the Boeotians before
Troy, II. 2, 494, In Apoilod. 1,9, 10,

also an Argonaut., -, old and al-

most obsol. forms lor./., ,, lewd, Luc., Dor. 7., to sound, The-
ocr. 2, 24 : cf 7,., = 7.. Pass, of the
woman, Ar. Thesrn. 494, Pherecr.
Incert. 44.,, , {7.) wench-
ing, Epicur.,( or)
., to beat time, tattoo, Luc., , , {7.) soon

ending. Lye. [], metaph. from I.

2, to adorn rhetorically, 7.-, to amplify common places, Strab.

p. 609.—II. mtr. to speak or write bom-
bast, Horace's ampullari., ov, TO, dim. from 7.-, a synall oil flask, Ar. Kan. 1208,
etc.— II. a name for the Trochaic di-

meter catal., prob. with some refer-

ence to tne passage of Aristoph., v.

Mulier Eum. 23, . [], ov, b,{/- II.)

speaking or chanting with sonorous voice., , ,. IL)
one that speaks with a sonorous voice.

iAi/Kvdiuv,, b, Lecylhion, name
of a slave, Luc. Fug. 32., {7.,)
a maker of oil flasks, Strab./., ov, 6, {/.,-) a seller of oil-flasks., ov, , an oilflask, oil-bot-

tle, m Od. 6, 79, 215, of gold : a cas-

ket for unguents, cosmetics, etc., Lat
arculapigmentorum,c{. Bergk Ar. Dae-
tal. 29 (ap. Meinek. Com. Fr. 2, p.
1043) : hence—2. in plur. like Lat.
ampullae, rhetorical figures, tropes, and
the like, big words, Cic. Att. 1, 14, 3.—II. the projecting cartilage on the gul-
let, Adam's apple, elsevih.,
Lat. gurgulio. {/. seems to be
allied to.)
iAvo, , , Lecythus, a fortress

of Macedonia near Torone, Thuc. 4,
113.,,.,*)
making oil-flasks, Plut.

7], , , membrum virile,

whence 7., /..
^/., , Lelantum, a

place on the west of Euboea near
Eretria, along the river /.,
with warm springs and iron and cop-
per mines, H. Hom. Ap. 220 ; The-
ogn. 888 ;7. ~toiov, Callim.
;//,, , (*/ to wish,)

will, desire, resolve, purpose, Pind. P.
3, 43, and freq. in Trag. : in genl.
temper of mind, spirit, whether—1.

good, as courage, Pind. >«'. 1, 87,
Aesch. Theb. 448 ; or—2. bad, as in-

solence, pride, arrogance, Soph. O. C.
877, 960.—Poet, word, but also in
Ion. prose, as Hdt. 5, 72, etc. in good
sense., ,, () bleared,

of the eyes, Lat. lippus, Luc., ov, b, .) spirited,

resolute, v. sq., ,{) to be spirited,

resolute, Ar. Ran. 494, with v. 1. 7.•., , {/.) to fill with
courage., , (7.) to be bleared,

of the eyes, Hipp. 101 G: to be
blear-eyed or purblind, /.. ,
Ar. Plut. 581 : 7.,
to have one's eyes running pump-
kins (like Shakspere's ' high-gravel-
blind'), Ar. Nub. 327, Luc. Timo 2

:

V. also I., 3, cf7., , , also and,
Lat. grainia, a humour that gathers in
the corners of the eye, gum, rheum, Hipp.
37, 19 ; hence, ai /., sore eyes, Ar.
Lys. 301, ubi v. Schol. :—metaph.,7-, old prejudices that
dim the mind's eye, Ar. Plut. 581.,, ,^,.-) anything taken or received, as in•

come, revenue, etc., Antiph. Sapph. 1,

9, /^/y,ua /., receipts and
payments, Lys. 905, 1, Plat. Legg,
920 C : in genl, gain, profit, Lat. lu-

crum. Soph. Ant. 313, a'nd freq. in
Dem., oft. in plur. :

7^.jao,^m^ih\e to resist any tempta
tion of gain, Dem. 450, 9 ; 7:,7. Id,—II.

in logic, nil assumption or premise ta
ken for granted, Cicero's sumptio, 7., Arist, Org,—III. a title

sujnmary of contents, Lat, ifmwia, Mar
tial, 14, 2 :—also the contents, matter
Dion. H. Hence
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, , , quick at seizitig

opportunity, Hipp./, , , dim. from ;}/-. [], , , {7.) ac-

quisition, gain, as if from.^,, ij, pecui. leiii. to sq.,

Find. . 4, 32, in Dor. form/, , lov, Lemnian, ol-, the Lemnians, Aesch. Philoct.

Fr. 229 : , the Lemnian
deeds (of wickedness), the murder of

the men by the Lemnian women,
Hdt. 6, 138 ; v. also sub/., , , {/.) woollen

fillet, band, or bandage, Lat. taenia, in-

fula, Polyb., Pluc. etc.^', adv.,/rom Lcmnos, Find.

P. 1, 100, in Dor. form : from, , . Dor., Lem-
nos, an island in the Aegean sea, now
Stalimene, sacred to Vulcan, on ac-

count of its volcanic fires, Hom.

:

hence Ar/uviov became prover-

bial. Soph. Phil. 800, Ar. Lys. 299.

On the , another proverb
from the wickedness of certain Lem-
nian women, see Interpp. Aesch. Cho.
631 : cf;., ,{,) full of
rheum or like it.

At/v, inf. of., al, or oxyt., Jac.

A. P. p. 875, {) BacchaTuxls,

Strab.

Aijvaia, , v. sub.',{) to keep the feast

of Bacchus, Pint., ,, {Af/vaia) belonging

to, played or sung at the, Po-
sidipp. ap. Ath. 414 E, and Plut.

A/jvaiov, ov, TO, v. sub. sq.,, alov,{) belong-

ing to the wine-press: esp.— 1. -, epith. of Bacchus as god of the

wine-press.—2., , , sub., the Lenaea, an Athenian festival

held in the month Atjvaiuv (i. e. Ga-
melion) in honour of Bacchus, at

which there were dramatic contests,

esp. of the comic poets, Ar. Ach.
] 155 : they differed both from the
Anthesteria, and the lesser or rural

Dionysia, v. sub, and cf
infr.—3. Arjvaiov, ov,, the Lcnaeum,
or place at Athens where the Lenaea
were held, not far from the Limnae
(cf.), or a part of the same :

hence , the Lenae-
an dramatic contest, opp. to ', Ar. Ach. 504, cf. Plat. Prot.

327 D, Dem. 517, 26./, , ,=, Ar.

Eq. 547.

i, ov, i), Lenaetocys-

tus, name of a courtesan, Ath. 583 E.,. . Ion. name of the
Att. month ]', in which the
Athen. Lenaea were held (v. sub <-), the latter part of Jan. and
former of Feb., Hes. Op. 502: the
fifth month with the Asiat. Greeks,
the seventh of the Att. year.,, , the place of the-, Geop.,, , a Bacchante.-, , to tread the wine-

press : from, , , {,)
one who treads the wine-vat. [a]', , , also , Dor. -, like the Lat. lacus and alveus, any
thing s)iapt:d like a tub, trough, or chest,

esp.

—

\.a wine-press, xvine-vat in which
the grapes are pressed, Theocr. 7, 25 ;

25, 28 : hence also the vintage.—2.

trough, esp. for watering cattle, wa-
tering-place for them, H. Horn. Merc.
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104.—3. kneading-trough, Menand.
p. 46.—4. the socket into which the mast

fitted, elsewh., Ath. 474 F.—5. a coffin, Pherecr. Agr. 11, cf.

Bentl. Corresp. p. 287./, , , Dor. ?., Lat.

lana, wool, Aesch. Eum. 44: in plur.

like t'pia, any thing woollen, Ap. Rh., , , belonging to the

: -, the register of each Athen.
deme, in which the names of its mem-
bers were inscribed on their coming
of age, and of which the
had charge, Isae. 66, 14, Dem. 1091,

9, etc., cf Schomann Comit. Ath. p.

379 : from, ov, b, the officer at

Athens who entered young citizens
on the list of their deme when they
came of age., ov, {, A^yw,) allaying fever ; also-. Gal., cf. Lob. Phryn. 771. [i],, ,{,)
drawing of lots, lot : appointment by

lot, aportion so obtained. Plat. Criti. 109
C, 113 B, Call. Jov. 80.—II. as law-
term, . or . alone, written

complaint lodged ivith the Archoti, as the

first step in private actions, nearly^. Plat. Rep. 425 D, etc., cf?. I. 4 : but—2. ?., was an apjAicalion to the ar-

chon to be put in legal possession of one's

property, Isae. 38, 8, cf. Att. Process,

p. 462, 594, sqq., , , {) a cessation,

end, Aesch. Eum. 505.^3, , ol, or, the

Lexovii, a Gallic tribe, Strab. p. 189., , rarer Ion. form for,
which however occurs in Hdt. 5, 42.

\, , , the Lepontii, an
Alpine tribe in Southern Rhaetia,
Strab. p. 204., verb. adj. from,
one 7nust take hold, Ar. Eq. 603 : one

must accept, undertake, must assume in

arguing, etc., Plat., ov, 6,{,)
one who accepts : hence, , , disposed to take or
accept, Arist. Eth. N., ,,{,?/)
taken, to be taken, esp. by the mind,
comprehensible. Plat. Rep. 529 D.—II.—, Arist. Probl.,=, Plut.,{) to be foolish or silly,

speak or act foolishly, Soph. Tr. 435,
freq. in Ar. and Plat. ; ',
Ar. Plut. 517 : on , v.

IV. 8, and cf..
Hence,, , silly discourse or

conduct. Plat. Gorg. 486 C.7], , a speaking foolishly, .], dotage, Aretae.\, ,.=., , (//•,) talk-

ing nonsense., , , idle talk, trifling,

nonsense, Ibyc. 42, and freq. in Ar.,

esp. in the sense of humbug, trumpery,

as ., Ran. 1005, cf7 :

also in plur., like Lat. nugne,', of sophists. Id. Nub. 359,

cf. Plut. 589 ; so in Plat.,, ?,, cf Dem.
36, 18 : as an exclamation, ?a/por,

humbug ! Ar. Plut. 23.— II. a trifling

talker, frivolous ?nan, Lat. nvgntor.—
III. ?.?, trifling gold ornament worn
by women, Lat. leria, Atith. 6, 292., , to talk frivolously, Lat.
nugari : from, , {,) talka-

tive, frivolous, silly. Plat. Theaet. 174
D. Adv. -, Hipp. Hence, , , frivolous talk, non-
sense.,, , Lero, an island on
the coast of Gallia Narbonensis,
Strab. p. 185., ov, {,)
taking 7nen unawares, a client, thief, H.
Hom. Merc. 339., , {7/)=?, Critias

2, 12., , (*, to wish, ) will,

choice.., ,=,forgetfill-

ness,, Hes. Th. 55 : from, ov, gen.,{) Jot
getting, unmindful.^, , , Lessa, a town near
Epidaurus, Paus. 2, 25, 10.

^7,, ol, Lestadae, a town
in the island Naxus, Arist. ap. Ath.
348 B.7), ov, 6, (?7),)
a captain of robbers. Pint. Crass. 22., ov, o,= foreg.,Polyaen.

A7Jia, , ,{) a robbers

life or vocation, robbery, piracy, Lat.
latrocinium, Thuc. 1, 5, Xen., etc., pecul. fem. from7J,., Ael., {^} to be a robber or
pirate : c. ace. to despoil, plunder, sack,

Thuc. 1, 4, etc. : to carry on a pirati-

cal war, Lat latrocinari, Dem. 46, 14./, ov. , a band of robbers,
Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 42, Aeschin. 27, 6.

7], , . Ion.. Dor.

(/., in Hom. 7^7],{,•) robber, plunderer. Soph. .
. 535, Eur., etc. : esp. pirate, later, Thuc. 1,5, etc. ;7, he began
a course of piracies on them, Hdt. 6,
17.^, , , {/) inclined

to rob, piratical, Thuc. 6, 104 : -,
='/.. Plat. Sojih. 222 C : so,

TO7], piracy, Thuc. 1, 4 , also
a band of robbers, App. Adv. -, i/i

the vianner ofrobbers or pirates, Comp.-, Thuc. 1, 10. Cf. /.^-., , , {)=7,
forgetting, , to for-

get a thing, Schaf. Soph. O. C. 584., ov,{,)
chased by robbers./, ov,{^,)
receiving pirates.7], ov, {7),)
slaying robbers.—II. proparox./-, ov, pass, slain by robbers., , , contr. for?., , {7.^,)
to maintain by robbing.^, , ,^=7^, q. v.,

piratical, but esp. of ships,-, Thuc. 4, 9 : 7, a pi-

rate-vessel, Simon. 61:—later however8=7,^, cf. Lob. Phryn. 242.
Adv. --7, , , pecul, fem. of
foreg., ., a pirate-vessel, Dem.
1237, 10, and Plut., 7J/aouai, fut. act. and mid.
of7., Hom.
A7Japo, ov, , {yro,) a

public priest, Lyc.7), , , a public priestess,

Call'. Fr. 123 : from
7^,, , (Ajirof) a public

priest.,, , horn ofLeto {La-
tona), 01 Diana ; pecul. fem. of, . Dor. ., {,*) horn of Latona, of Apollo and
Diana, Eur. Ion 465.



AIAN, , 6, son of Latona,

i. e. Apollo, H. Horn. Merc. 253, etc.,

Hes. Sc. 479. Dor. also,
Find. P. 1, 23. [i]

/•, , ov, contr. for, q. v., , -, ace. to

some, Att. forms of./.•, contr. , . Dor.•, Leto, Lat. Latona, mother of

Apollo and Diana, Horn. ; daughter
of Coeus and Phoebe, Hes. Th. 406,

918, who besides nom. and ace.

only uses the contr. gen.\, dat.: vocat., . Horn. .
14, 62. Hence^,,,^, Calliro.

Dian. 83.^, , ov, v..
\A7]Tuig, , , Dor.,

daughter of Latona, i. e. Diana, Ap.
Rh. 2, 938 ; etc.^, a, ov, contd. from-. Dor., of or belonging to

Latona, Aesch. Fr. 158 : ,
the temple of Latona, in Delos, Ath.

614 ; in Lycia, ap. Strab. p. 665., ov, , Aeol. for /., from

?.), Antim. 62.•,, ,{?.,)
taking, seizing, catching, Thuc. 5,

110, 114, etc.—2. an accepting, receiv-

ing, getting, ?.. kpa'.
Soph. Fr. 326 ; opp. to,
Plat. Rep. 332 A : in plur. receipts, in-

come, lb. 343 D.—II. like3 III.,, an attack of fever, Hipp., cf.

Foes. Oecon.—III. in a problem, the

assumption, Lat. sumptio, Plut. 2, 579

C, etc.; cf./., ov, {, -,) ?.., the art ot taking

low pay, E^hipp. Nauag. 1, 4; but

Meineke-, receiving

pay for words.

AY-, insep. prefix with intens.

force, like }m- and -, appearing as

an adv. in (of which it is wrong-
ly said to be a shortd. form), and as

verb in,, :- also remains in some few eompds.,

as in, if the reading is right.

Ace. to Strab., p. 364, Epich.used
for 7.

or , , V. 7 II.', aor., as

pass. : an Ep. word of dub. origin,=:

7., to bend, incline, and so—I. to

bend sidewards, go aside, usu. of men,
/c. ,
Od. 5, 462, 11. 23, 231, also strengthd./., II. 1, 349;., he cowered beneath, 11. 15,

520 ; , hither hast thou
retired, II. 22, 12 ; /. ,
I have come away to thee, Eur. Hec.
100, ubi V. Herm. : also of the waves,

(5' upa ^, all

round them the waves retired, II. 24,

96 : hence simply to withdraw, vanish,

of a vision, Od. 4, 838.—II. more rare-

ly to bend downwards, to slip down,fall,

sink, ), II. 20, 420;

and lb. 418, /., having fallen:

so, TCTepa (for-) the dying bird's thick wmgs
dropped, II. 23, 879, where Aristarch.

is said to have read, it drop-

ped its wings, though the act is not
used elsewh. (Hence/,, un-

bending : ?. is in no way akin
to ?, as the notion offorce or haste

is foreign to the word, v. ButLm. Lex.
in V.), Ion. and Horn. 7., adv.

(-) :

—

very, exceedingly, Hom., who
uses it just like the later, ?., ., Od., etc.: absol.

very much, exceeding, overmuch, Od. 14,

AIBA
232 ; ?, freq. in Horn., is only a

strengthd. form, and, for the sake of

greater emphasis, always begins the

sentence or verse, even though it apply

to a part only, e. g. in Od. 1, 46,

?. ',
stands for 6?^,, he lies in death', and
that too well deserved : -, like ., to believe implicitly,

Hdt. 4, 96 : with superl.,
Aeschin. Soer. 2, 5. In Att. it freq.

stands between art. and noun,, his too great love, Aesch.

Pr. 123 : 6 .. Soph. Fr. 583 ;

TO ?,, excess, Plat. Crat. 415 C.

[In Hom. I in arsis, but usu. in the-

sis, except in phrase /coi '?!', which
has always i, Od. 8, 231 : in later Ep.
and Att. , Pors. Praef Hec. xvi.,

Elmsl. Med. 899 : a always.], , (-, av)very bloom-

ing, dub. 1., Orph., ,,^, like-^7., warm, lukewarm,,,. : ., warm soft

wind, Od. 5, 268 : in genl. soft, mild,

gentle, 7, H. 14, 164.,,=^, dub.

[3, irr. ace. of73, Aesch. Fr.

49, 65., ov, , (7) water,

Strab., and Plut.—II. later, a wetplace,

[](, f. -, (7.3)=7,, to

let fall in drops : mid. to run cat iii

drops, trickle, Anth. P. 9, 258., ov, TO, dim from 7.•, Menand. p. 92.3, (7 ) to smell like

frankincense, Diosc., , ,() of or

belonging to frankincense., , ov, {7) made

of frankincense, []\3, ov, 6, Libanius, a cele-

brated rhetorician, late.\', , , of Libanus,

epith. of Venus, worshipped on Liba-

nus, Luc. adv. Indoct. 3., , =,
Diosc., , , also , -,) one that divines from
the smoke offrankincense, v. Lob. Ag-
laoph. 263.377., ov, ,(7.,-7.)=77., Lob. Phryn.
188., ov, , the frankincense tree,

producing 7., Hdt. 4, 75.

—

11.^7., in which sense Pind.

Fr. 87, 2, Eur. Bacch. 144 and late

authors use . Lob. Phrvn.
187. (The word is prob. Asiatic.)

[7-]
i, ov, , Mt. Libanus, a range

of mountains in southern Syria,

Strab. p. 754., ov, {/.,)
bearingfrankincense, Ath. 517 B., ov, contr. -,
ovv, (7.,) fraankincense-

coloured, Strab., ,{) to fumigate
with frankincense, LXX., , {, )
frankincense-like, Philostr., (7) to fumi-
gate with frankincense, Strab.—II. to

be like frankincense, Diosc., , ov, {7)
prepared uith frankincense, Ath. 689 B., ov, , dim. from -.3,,, rosemary, Diosc:

. but73 or-

, an umbelliferous plant,

iMic. Th. 850:—both so called from
smell.77., , to deal infrank-
incense, Ar. Fr. 638 : from, ov, , {•, 77.) a dealer in frankincense,

Cratin. (Jun.) Gig. 1., ov, , also , Phnm.
187, frankincense, the gum of the tree

7.3, used to burn at sacrifices,

Hdt. I,'l83 ; 2, 40, etc. ; called, when
in small pieces, 7),
Lat. gruma, grana thuris ; when
pounded, /., Lat. mi-

ca thuris.—II. the frankincense market,

Eupol. Incert. 5.—III. a censer, N. T.3), ov, {7,) bearingfrankinfiense, Hdt. 2, 8 :

., (sub.), Strab. p. 774., , , a censer, Lat.

thuribulum, Plut., cf Lob. Phryn. 255.,, , irreg. ace. /'.,
q. V. {7.) any thing that drops or

trickles, esp. a spring, Soph. Phil.

1215, Eur. Andr. 116, 534; the fount
or streamoia. river. Soph. Phil. 1215 :

in plur. water in genl. Aesch. Pers.

613 ; 7., streams ot

tears, Eur. 1. T. 1106.. ov, 6, the Lat. libertus, a
freedman, Polyb.\, , v., Pans., ov,,=7.. [t], , ,=7., . .
tAi'/jiT^f. , Libes, the high priest

the Catti, Strab. p. 292.
"

\, , , the Rom. fern. pr. n.,

Livia, Dio C.

tAijiof, 01', , the Rom. n. Livius,

Strab., ov, , (', Norof) Li-

honotus, a wind between south and south-

west, Arist. Mund. ; also

or., ,,=^7, Aesch. Ag.
1428 ; Cho. 448, in pi. rears.—. the

Lat. libum, Chrysipp. ap. Ath. 647 D., , ,=,
Arist. Mund.—+ II., ,
{. 1. in Strab. p. 835, for :

v.., ,, (7,) dripping, wet,

Anth.; also 7.— II. gloomy,

dark, prob. taken from the clouds that

threaten rain ; also7, like -,33.,, , Libya, the north part of

Africa west of Aegypt, extending to

the ocean, first in Od. 4, 85. t In sub-

sequent waiters, in part the north
coast of Africa between Aegypt and
the Svrtes, in part all Africa. Hdt- 2,

16: cf Strab. p. 103, 130, etc. [i]

Hence^. Dor. -. from Libya,

Theocr. 1, 24.^, , , Libyan, African

;

TO., the Libyan territory,

between Aegypt and Marmarica,
Hdt. :

—

TO A./., the Libyan sea,

between Africa and Crete, Strab.

:

70 A., separating Aegvpt irom
Libya, Hd't. 2, 124.3, ov, , a kind of bird, Arist

H. A. 9, 1, 16.

tAii3i>pi'i/cof, ,, of OT belonging to

the Liburni, Liburnian, Strab. : v. sq.3, , , pecul. fem. to

foreg., Dion. P.—II. as subst., a light,

swift-sailing vessel, like a galley or

felucca, Lat. Liburna, Plut. Ant. 67
;

also (sc.), Id. Cat.

Maj. 54.\3, ov, , a Liburnian ; ol. the Liburni, a people on the

coast of lUyria, Strab.—2. as adj.=•3, Lua Amor. 6.
'
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\:3, , , Lihys. a Spartan,

broiher of the celebrated Lysander,
Xei). Hell. 2, 4, 23.

.'' , , a Libyan ; in pi. ol

Ai3vic, the Libyans, from I'ind.,

downvvds.—2. also as adj.= Ai,i3i>«of,

Eur. Ale. 3iC.— II. a harmless kind of

serpent, "Sic.— III. a black pitcher, placed

upon the grave of those who had died

unmarried, Hesych. ; cf.

II. [] Hence;, , , a Libyan noman :

alsoasadj.= Ai;3i'/i;/, Soph. Fr. 16.

—

U.iLihyssa, acit'y of Bithynia contain-

ing the tomb of Hannibal, Plut. [t], ?/, , =,
Aesch. Eum. 202.^, , ,=, .
Rh. 4, 1753.,, , (3, -) Libyo-Phoenician, 1. e. Cartha-

ginian, Polyb. 3, 33. 15, etc.

tAtJwi',', , Libon, an architect

of Elis, Pans. 5, 10, 3.

AITA', adv. of' for ?,
like for, loud, clearly, thril-

ling, Horn., mostly in phrase,'', also with ueioecv, Od. 10,

25-f. [t]

Alyaivu, {) to cry out with a

clear loud voice, of heralds, II. 11,685:

to shriek, screa/n, Aesch. Theb. 873:

also of musical sounds, ). .,
to play upon the harp, Ap. Rh.,-
yt, Mel. 1 10 : also c. ace. cognato, /if

-

Xof ., Bion 15, 1, cf. Mosch. 3,

127 : also in mid., Arat. Poet. word.^, , , the Lindanes, in

Gallia Lugdunensis, Strab. p. 186 : in

Polyb. 2, 17, 7, ALy/Uvtx.
Aiyyovpi.ov, ov,,=:., only found in aor. 1,?, the bow twanged, II. 4, 125 (from, •}): cf.
'}'(5, ,=,, mortar., adv. {/,) just

scraping, grazing, Lat. strictim,, he grazed the hand,

Od. 22, 278.,, ,=', a mortar, 'Nic.

Th. 589, cf. Soph. Fr. 33.— II. a clay

mould, like,,.^, , , {'/) Ligca, (clear-

voiced) one of the Sirens, Arist., eia,, later form of 7u-, Heiiod. [ij, adv. from 7., Horn.,, iov. Ion., dub.

£>''£-,, , {) smo-

ky, suoty.. Rh.2, 133.',, ?), a smoking, thick

smoke mixed with flame, Aesch. Theb.

494, Ar. Av. 1241", Lys. 319, etc. ;-, Soph. Ant. 1127 ; and so-, Trach. 794, seems
rightly e.xplamed by Ellendt, the smoke
round the altar, though others take

it metaph. the darkness of death around
him ; cf.. [Strictly v, but

in Soph. Ant. 1. c. v.]/, , (?.. )
S7noky, sooty, dark-coloured, Hipp.,, ,—, Artemid.
ap. Strab. p. 825., Aeol. fern, of ?^,
Corinna ap ApoU. de Pronom. 924 B., , ov,{,') clear and plaintive,,
Corinna ap. Hephaest. p. 107, Gaisf., ov, ,{) Ligya-

stades. appell. of Mimnermus, applied

by Solon. 1, 3(22, 3, Bgk.), emend, for, v. MiiUer Lit. Gr. 1, p.

115./, , {?., ) clear-

sounding,, Anth. P. 9, 308., ov, contr. -, ovv,

{,, 6'poof)=foreg., Dion. P. 574.

»46

, ov, loud rattling.

}/.7, ov, (/, 7.7])
clear-singing,, 11. Horn. 18, 19., ov, {',,) clear-

speaking. Anth.
Al-}V-vtiuv,,{,)

shrill-blowing, whistling,-. Od. 4, 567. (Only used as

niasc. partic.), ov, {7, '7)=
foreg., . Hoin.. 28.-^, ov, contr. -, ovv,

{?-, )=?.7-, Coluth.

— II. strong-smelling, Or. Sib., ov, {',-.) whizzing u'ith the wiiigs,

Or. Sib., ov,(,)
chirping u-ith the icings, epith. of the
Cicada, Mel. 112.,{) to speak, sing

loud or clear,, Luc. Lexiph. 2.

Avpov,o,,=?ovpov,\uh., ov, contr.-, ovv,

=. Or. Sib., ov, contr.-, ovv,=^~., ,, Aeol. fern,,
q. V. ; clear whistling, shrill, of any
sharp, piercing sound, in Hom. of the

wind, II. 13, 590 ; of a whip. 11, 532
;

so, ., Pinil. . G, 110; ., griefs which vent themselves in

loud wailings. Eur. Med. 205 : also

like 7•., of a clear sweet sound, as

of the Sirens, ?..^,
Od. 12, 44; a bird's note, 11. 14. 29(),

etc. : poet, word, used also by Plat.,-, of gras.shoppers.

Phacdr. 230 C.— II. pliant, flexible, of

dogs' tails, Xen. Cyn. 4. 1.—Adv. -ur,

Theocr. 8, 71.\,, , Ligyrnn. ace. to

Apollod. 3, 15, 5, the earlier name of
Achilles.',, or rather,, of any sharp, piercing sound,
clear, whistling, shrill, of the wind. 11.

14, 17, etc. : but more usu. of a clear,

sweet sound, clear-toned, -, Od. 8, 67. etc. : esp. of the

voice, clear-voiced, ?, Od.
24, 62, and so constantly in II., as

epilh. of Nestor, ?ii}i'r : so

too in adv..", 11. 3,

214: freq. also, , to

wail shrilly, 11. 19, 5, etc. ; so too

Aesch. always has it of sad sounds,

/.. etc. ; and of the night-

ingale, Aesch. Ag. 1116, cf. Soph.
O. C. 671 ; 7.. 7., Eur. Heracl.

892. Poet, word, used also by Plat.

Phaedr. 237 A : cf 7).,, 6, , a Ligvrian, Aesch.
Fr. 182:toi, the Ligurians, in

Gallia Cisalpina, Strab.\~, , , =,
Dion. P. 76., , , Lignrian, from
Liguria ;, Liguria, Strab.

p. 218 : TO 7.., an umbelliferous plant,

Lat. liguslicum, lovage, Diosc.\, ov, , a Ligurian,

Polyb. 1, 67, 7.^, , , pecul. fern, to,. Rh. 4, 553., ov, {7.),)
clear-voiced, m Hom. always epith. of

heralds, II. 2, 442, etc.; in Ar. Av.
1381 of the nightingale., , tosound clear or loud:

from, ov,(,) clear

or loud-voiced, screaming,, 11. 19,

350, cf. H. Hom. Merc. 478, etc.^. , . Lide, a mountain of
Caria, Hdt 1, 175.

12, f.-, akin to, tograze,

scratch, wound slightly : hence in Horn.

7.; and : the vrrl) is

only found in later anth. The sitrnl.

to whistle, xvhizz, has been assigui'd to

it, as if it was the root of ?.,, 7.l-, , as well as the Hom.
: but tlie roots seem to be dis-

tinct., adv., Ion. and Hom. for.
[, cf.-'. v.., , (,) bring-

ing stones., (^.) tofling stones. Anal.
Probl. ; , Strab. p. 705: to throw
like stones, , App.—2. to stone,.
LXX., , , , () stony,

rocky, hard, Od. 5, 415.—il. ., , as
subst., dim. from, a small stone

or rock, Arat., etc. [tl,, £'ji',= sq., Stesich.
47., , ivov, made of or

likepvpo, At St. Soph. El. : from, ov, , (7,)
litharge, Lat. spuma argenti, strictly

the vitrified lead collected in the pro-

cess of separating lead from silver,

Diosc. : hence a compound metal of
lead and silver. Id.— II, as adj.= /-
}, Achae. ap. Ath. 451 D.,, ro,= sq. [], ov, TO, dim from .,
a pebble : a precious stone. Theophr. [],, ,=, a stone. Od.
14, 36; 23, 193, in Ep. dat. :

a shower of stones, Aesch. Theb. 158., ov, , (?) stoning./, ov, b, (7.) one who
stones. Hence, ,_, btlom^iiig to sto-

ning., , v. sub 7..,. i/, a sort stone or mar-
ble : stone for bvilding, Polyb., and
Strali.— II. a precious stone, Strab.

AUkior, tia, ,', also , ,=7.-, of stone. [I], , , (7.)=7,
made of stone, 11. 23, 202. []/., , (,) built

of stones, Anth.

AWia, , , freq. v. 1. for 7.dhia II',, alov, stony, dub. 1.,

Anth., , ,^=7., , , the disease of the

stone, Hipp.—11. a callosity within the

eyelid, .'\et. : from, , (7) to sufferfrom the

stmie, Hipp.; and Plat. Legg. 916 A,
where prob. should be read,
Lob. Phryn. 80., ov, TO, dim. from.
Plat. Phaed. 110 D: jesp. of calculi

the bladder, Hipp. 215 F., (7) to look like a stoiie., , , (7) of or belong-

ing to stones: Tu7, sub.,
a treatise upon precious stones, such as

the poem attributed to Orph.,, ivov, also , ov, Jac.

A. P. p. 622, () made of stone,

Ibyc. 32, Pind., etc. : ,
of a statue, Hdt. 2, \A\, (cf. A.

III. Adv. -, like stone, .7, Xen. Symp. 4, 24., ov, , dim. from,
Pans. 2, 25, 8., , , like, dim.

from.., ov, (, 7.7.)
stone-throu'ing,pelting,, Anth.

I
—II. set with stones. Id., ,() to pelt

with stones, stone, LXX : later also7..



3?, , , (?.3) .

throwing of stones, a stoning, Diod., ov, and '/.-, .=^3/..3/., ov, 6,=7.7..3, ov,{,/./.) throw-

ing stones, pelting teith stones : oi•/., stone-throwers, light troops,

Thuc. G, 69, ubi v. Interpp. ; so,-/... Plat. Criti. 119 B.—2.

?.3. or TO 7., an engine for hurling

stones, Polyb., 8, 7, 2.— II. proparox.

?3/, ov. pass., struck with stones,

stoned, Eur. Phoen. 1069 : v. Valck..-/, ov, {_, 7^)
stony-eyed, Nonil.7.--, ov, , {7.,^)
a stone-cutler.7, , {7., 7.)
graven m stone, Nonn.7.,, , a cutting in stone.7., ov, {7,)
carving stone, graving in stone : .,
sculptor, Luc. Somn. 18. []}, , . {7,-) skilful in stones : --, sub. •37., . book on the knowl-

edge of stones.}(, ov, gen., (7.,
}•)=(&., Julian., ov,{, * ) pro-

ducing stone, Diosc., ov, , (, -) tree-shaped coral, Diosc., , {7,)
looking one to stone, petrifying with

a glance,, Anlh., ov,{,) with

strong skin or shell.), €), {7-) to

throw stones : pelt., ov, {7,) built

of stone, A nth. 9. 570./, ov, {/, )=
foreg.. Joseph., ov,{,) build-

ing uith stone : -, joiners and masons. Xen. Cyr. 3,

2, 11, cf..., , {.,) like

stone. Plat. Tim. 74 A./, ef,=sq•. Opp. C. 3,222.).. {7.*) turn-

ing stone,'An{\l. P. 6', 126., ov, {7.,)
stony-hearted.7.. ov, {7.7)
prob. with a stone in its head,,
Arist. ap. Ath. 305 D. ubi v. Casaub.
7,7., , {, «) ce-

ment. Diosc.7.7., ov,{,)
inlaid or set with precious stones,,',
Callis. ap. Ath. 200 B;-
., Plut. Ale.\. 32; etc. ; -
7.7^. inlaid work, mosaic, Strab.

p. 778, cf. Theophr. Lap. 35 :—nie-

taph.7 7.., a bit of
steel setivith stones (to make it sharp-
er), Soph. Tr. 1261.

_^7.7., ov, {., 7.7.)^
foreg.. Bockh Inscr. 2. p. 551., , , stone-cutting ; and-. , , sub., the

art of stone-cutting : from, ov, {7,) cut-

ting stones : 6 ., a stone-cutter, Dem.
1159.9., ov, {, -) with crown of stone, Coluth., , . {,)
death by stoning, Anth. P. 9. 157.., , to pelt with stones :

from, ov, , {/, .)
stoned, ., death by stoning.

Soph. .-^j. 254.—2. deserving to be stoned,

Call. Epigr. 42, 5.

7., , {7.7.) to pick
out stonesfor building : hence7.,, , a stone build-

ing, Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 25.7., . , a gathering of
stones, buildingji'iers. Moer. p. 53 : from7, ov, {7., 7) laying

stones together or picking oat stones for
building, not shaped or hewn (as in

the old Cyclopean walls), cf. Aoyuf,
: hence in gen\.=:7.oo,

Plat. Legg. 858 ;7. -, ?nasons and joiners, Thuc. 6,

44. Xen. Hell. 4, 4,18., ov, {7,) cut in

stone., ov, {,)
adorned with statues, Nonn. tD. 4, 273., ov, , the workshop of
a7.., ,, belonging to, good
for stone-cutting : from, ov, {,) cutting or
polishing stone ; /.., a stone or marble
mason, Luc. Somn. 9, ubi v. Hemst., , to turn to stone : from'. ,{,) turn-

ing to stone, Luc. Imag. 1.-, ov, , {.,)
salving stone or marble.^, ov, {,) with
stony skin, ., . Hom. Merc.
48, Emped.'238., 01', , a stone, freq. in
Hom. : esp. the stone thrown by the
Homer, warriors, aAso a stone-quoit.Od.

8, 190 : alsoingenl. sfone.opp. to wood
etc. : II. 4, 510 ; or, to turn into stone, petrify. II.

24, 611, Od. 13, 156 : freq. as emblem
of hard-heartedness. Od. 23, 103 ; also
of stupidity,, blocks, stones, Ar.
Nub. 1202. Proverb.,.,
to lose one's labour, Ar. Vesp. 280

;7., to leave no stone
unturned, Paroem. p. 363, v. Elmsl.
Heracl. 1002 ; , Plat. Gorg.
494 A, B.— II. 7/, in Hom. twice,
II. 12, 287, Od. 19, 494, just like
masc. : but later this was usu. of some
special stone, as the magnet, called'./ ., by Eur. Oen. 5, Avoia
. by Soph. Fr. 886. . by
Plat. Ion 533 D : also oi z.touch-stone.

Plat. Gorg. 486 D : .,
a piece of crystal used for a buming-
glass, Ar. Nub. 767 : . was
perh. a kind oi glass, and so an older
name for ., Epinic. ap. Ath. 432
C, the same thing as the

in Hdt. 2, 69. Ace to

the Gramm. a precious stone was al-

ways 7... but the rule is far from ab-
solute ; indeed the fem. is chiefly
poet., Jac. A. P. p. 137, and Hdt. 2,

44 uses the masc. of an emerald : in

masc. also of marble, ., Pind.
. 4. 130, cf, -.—1.
at Athens was a name for va-
rious blocks of stone used for rostra or
tribunes ; as the Bema of the Pnyx,
Ar. Ach. 683, Pac. 680: another in

the used by the, Plut.
Solon 8: also an altar in the a),
at which the Thesmothetae took their

oaths, V. Interpp. ad Dem. 1265, 6,

Plut. Solon 25 : cf.—IV.
the stone or piece on a draught-board,

Theocr. 6, 18.—V. a stone in the blad-

der, calculus. Foes. Oecon. Hipp. [<], ov, poet,., {71-, {•) driving off or away with
stones, Nonn.-. ,{,) -

-, a chasm viade by tearing out a
piece nf rock. Soph. Ant. 1216.-, ov, , {,-) a plant, gromwell, Diosc.

, ov, poet, for., ,{,) cov-
ered with stones., ov, {,-) paved with stones. Soph. Ant. 1204;
inlaid with stones, ., mosaic or tes-

selated pavement, N. T., ov, ,=7., t {7.) as
pass., to be cut, hewn out of stone, Luc.
Jup. Trag. 10.t—2. to be att for the

stone. Medic., , , a cutting of stones,

stone-work, Theophr.

—

\\.=7.,
a quarry, USU. in plur. ai ., the quar-
ries, as Hdt. 2, 8, Thuc. 7, 86, 87.—
III. cutting for the stone, lithotomy,
Medic. : and, , , of or belonging
to the cutting of stones : i]7,
the art of stone-cutting : from, ov, (,) cut-
ling stones : ., a worker in stone, v. 1.

for/ in Xen.—11. cutting for
the stone : but—III. proparox.•, ov, pass, cut or heu-n in stone.., ov, (,-
7.) with a stone neck, [], , ,{,)
belonging to stone polishing : -, the
art of polishing, Lys. Fr. 40., , to draw or quarry
stones : from.. , {, .) quar-
rying stones.—II. ., instrument
for extracting the stone. Medic., ov. , the shop of a, Isae. 55, 27., , to be a., to

work in stone, hew,, LXX.—II.

to turn into stone, petrify, like .,
Anth. P. 3, 11., , {,) work-
ed in stone., , , a working at or in
stone, Diod. ; and, , . of or belonging
to a: . (sub.) his art, Lys. Fr. 40 : and,,{,*) u-ork-

ing in stone : ., a stone-mason, Thuc.
4, 69 ; 5, 82 ; also sculptor, Arist.
Eth. N. : .}, a stone
mason's tools, Thuc. 4, 4., , . (, )
passing of gravel with the urine., , to carry stones, Thuc.

6, 98 : from, ov,{,) carry-
ing stones, Callix. ap. Ath. 208 D: 6
7..—3., Polyb. 4, 56, 3., ov,(,) rub-
bing or polishing stones., , {7.) to turn into stone:
pass, to be petrified. Arist. Part. An.
tA/ffpor, 01', 0, Lithrus, a mountain

of Pontus, Strab. p. 556., , like ., like

stone, stony,, Hdt. 4, 23,, Xen.
Eq. 4, 4: metaph., 7.. . Plat.
Theaet. 194 E. Hence, , , stone-like hardness., , , {7,)
one that took an oath at the or tri-

bune, V. III., , (, \1>) looking
like stone, Tryphiod. 68 : fem.,, Nonn.t D. 11, 512. t,, , (.) a turning
into stone, petrifying. Plut. 2, 953 E.\. , oi, the Licates, a
race ofthe Vindelicians, Strab. p. 206., aia, atov, (.) pre-
siding over winnowing, epith. of Ceres,
Anth. P. 6, 98.,, , a winnowing-fan,:=: from, , {7.) to part the grain
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AIAY
from, the chaff, to tvinjiow, sift, . 5,

; /,., Xen. Oec. 18,6.

...., Bacchyl. 46 (Bgk.) Hence, rjpog, , a winnower of
corn, 11, 13, 590. Hence, , , a winnowing
fan or shovel./,, ^,= foreg./, , ,=..-, Anth.
Hence, ?/, , belonging to win-

nowing., , , winnowing, Anth.
•P. 6, 225.,,,—, LXX.', ,,^, q. v., a
winnowingfan or shovel, LXX..,=..,, dim. from., ( )=?, also., , b, epith. of Bacchus,
Plut., V.., , {, )
shaped like a fan., , , like,
wicker fan or shovel for throwing the
corn against the wind to winnow it,

winnowing-fan, Lat. vannns.—II. esp.

fan .ihaped basket carried on the
head at the feast of Bacchus, con-
taining the sacriticial utensils and
first fruits, Soph. Fr. 721, Virgil's

mystica vannns lacchi, cf.?.
—III. a cradle, prob. of wicker-work,
H. Horn. Merc. 21, 150, etc. [i prob.

common, though some write X-
vov, V. Ellendt Lex. Soph.], , to carry the sacred

as a crown : from, , {,)
crowned ivith the sacred.), , to carry the sacred

: from, ov,{,) car-

rying the sacred 7 in procession,

Bern. 313, 28, Call. Cer. 12G: this

was done chielly at the feasts of Bac-
chus, whence Bacchus was called., adv., crosswise, sideways,, 11. 14, 463. (From-,, cf., 2, Lat.

liquus, liqiiis, obliquus, oblicus.) [^, ol, also7, the slanting

antlers of the stag., ov, 6.{) one that licks.^, , Licymna, the citadel of
Tiryns, so called from^, ov, 6, Licymnius, son of
Electryon and Midea, II. 2, 663.-2.
a rhetorician of Sicily, instructor of
Polus, Plat. Phaedr. 276 C— 3. a
lyric poet of Chios, Ath. 564 C.

fAi'Aaia, . ?/, Ldaea, a city of Pho-
cis at the sources of the Cephisus, II.

2, 523, so named from a Naiad, Paus.
10, 33, 4. Hence^, adv. from Lilaea, H.
Horn. Ap. 241., {-, ?.?) dep.,

only used in pres. and inipf., to long,

freq. in Horn, mostly c. inf., to long

to be or do so and so, as metaph. of a
lance, , longing

to taste riesh, II. 21, 168, etc. : but,, longing for
him to be her husband. Od. 1, 15

:

also c. gen., to long for a thins, crave,

11. 3, 133, Od. 1, 315: ^^, to struggle to the light of
day, Od. 1 1 ,,223. Cf.7.
tAiZii/Jaiirtf,, ,, the ter-

ritory of Lilybaetnn, Polvb. 1, 39, 12.

tAl/A' j'uior, 01', TO, Lilybaeuni, the
western promontory of Sicily with a
city of same name, now Cape Boeo,
Polyb. 1, 38, 40 ; etc.
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tAiAt),5;7,;7f,n.= foreg., Dion. P. 469.

i?.3,, , fern, adj., of Li-
lybaeu?n, Lilybaean,.. Rh. 4,

919., , {?., «>',) to

weaken or reduce by hunger, Hipp. p. 86., , , a weakening by

hunger, Aledic. Hence, , , famished, Hipp., , {)=-, Hipp. p. 839. Hence, , =,
also.^, , , the Limaeas, a river

of Lusitania, same as /-, Strab. p. 153., {) to hunger, be

starved, Hdt. 6, 28 ; 7, 25., , dub. for .,
Hipp., , , later for ?^:
from, or as dep. mid.,-, later for? : from

or, , dainty, glut-

tonous : later word for?., , ,= If., ov, , (,)
an inspector of the port, harbour-master.

Hence, , , the office of -.\, ov, . Ion. for-, Lirneneum, a place in the ter-

ritory of Miletus, Hdt. 1, 18., ov, {, ) con-

fining or closing in the harbour,.. Rh. 2, 965.^, , , Limenia, a town of

Cyprus, near Soli, in the interior,

Strab. p. 683.,{) to be in the har-

bour ^—II. to form a harboiir, Polyaen., ov, , dim. from 7., , lov, {7j/ir'/v) belonging

to the harbour, epith. of Venus, Paus.

2, 34, 11 ; cf.7., ov, , and-, ov, , dim. from7, Synes., ov, b, fem. -, ,
of, belonging to a harbour, Anth. : /lor-

bour-guarding,eYi\\.\\. of several deities,

e. g. of Priapus, dub. in Leon. Tar.
57, cf.7., ,{,) like

a harbour, Strab., ov, , {7.,)
tarrying in the harbour, epith. of Pria-

pus, Anth. P. 10, 5, cf.., ,{7,)
ivatching the harbour, epith. of Jupiter

and Phoebus. Call. Fr. 114, Anth. P.

10, 25 : as fem.. Call. Dian. 259.7., , , the office of
: from/,, , {7.,-

7.) harbour-watcher, Aen. Tact, []',, , harbour, haven,

creek, whereas is the inner part

of the harbour, where vessels lie, the
landing-place, v. esp. II. 1, 432, 435;
but later with no such distinction :

oft. in plur. of a single harbour, Od. 5,

404 ; cf. 4, 846, and Att.—2. metaph.
a haven, retreat, refuge,, from
ills, Aesch. Supp. 471 ; but

7.., a haven o/ friendship. Soph. Aj. 683.

—3. a gathering-place, receptacle,-
Tov 7.., Aesch. Pers. 250 ;--

.. Soph. Ant. 1000.—4. the source

of birth, the womb, etc., Emped. 205,

Soph. O. T. 1208, cf. II. 3.

(Akin to 7.), , , (7) hungry,
starved, Theocr. 10, 57, and Anth., , , -) fiirnished

ivith a good harbour ; Ihence
as epith. of Epidaurus in Laconia,

Thuc. 7,26, Artemid. ap. Strab. p. 3C8 '•

V.' 2.t, f.-,{) to overflow,7. ,
Arist. Probl. 25,2, 2.—II. of acountry,
to be or become a marsh, Diod. 4, 18,
etc.—III. of blood, to stagnate, Arist.
H. A. 3, 3, 11., , ai, {) Limnae, a
quarter ofAthens (once prob. marshy).
near the Acropolis, in which stooil

the Lenaeum, Ar. Ran. 216, Isae. 72,

40; also a temple of Diana, cf. \-.—2. also a quarter or suburb of
Sparta, containing a temple of Bac-
chus, Strab. t p. 363.-3. a town of
Messeiiia on the borders of Laconia,
oontaining a temple of Diana. Id. p.
362.—4. a colony of the Milesians in
the Thracian Chersonese, Id. p. 635.^, , , Limnaea, a town in
the north of Acarnania, Thuc. 2, 80.,,, {7v)marsiy,
of from the water, -, water-
fowl, opp. to, Hdt. 7, 119;
so of the crocodile. Id. 2, 68 : 7..-, stagnant water, Arist. H. A.—II.{) of, from Limnae, Limnaean,
esp. epith. of Bacchus, from his tem-
ple there. Call. Fr. 280 itand of Diana,
Paus. 2, 7, 6; etc.

^, ov. , Limnaeus, masc.
pr. n., Polyb. 18, 17, 4.,. , poet. fem. of-, Theocr. 5, 17.,, ,{) the over,

flow and stagnation of water, Arist.

"Probl. 25, 2, 3., fem. -. Dor. for•, -.,, , orig. prob. salt-ualer

lake or salt-marsh, Lat. aestuarium,

into which the sea comes regularly
or at times, like the later•
7.,, and so no doubt
akin to: hence—1. a pool of
standing water left by the sea or a
river, 11. 21, 317, and so should be
explained Hdt. 1, 185, sq.—2. lake,

esp. a inarshy lake,' ., 11. 2,

711, cf. 5, 709, and so mostly in Hdt.,
and Att.—3. usu. in Hoin. the sea, as
II. 12, 32, Od. 3, 1, and so in Trag.,
Valck. Hipp. 141.—4. a basin or artifi-

cial reservoirfor ivaier, Hdt. 1, 191.— II.

for v. sub voc. (From,
like Lat. stagnum from.) Hence?, adv. {) from the

lake or sea, Ap. Rh. 4, 1579., , a marsh-plant, else-

where, Aretae. : in Gal. also, 7..., ov, , fem. -. Dor.-,,=, living or grow-
ing in marshes, 7, Theocr. 2,

56 : esp. epith. of Bacchus and Dia-
na : hence7, poet, shortd. for7, Anth. cf Lob. Phryn. 429., ov, TO, dim. from 7,
Arist. Mirab. 112, 1., OV,{,) living

iti a lake, opp. to. Ael., ,^7. Adv.
-., , Att. •, {7.-
',) lake formed by water

from the sea, a salt marsh or lake,

Arist. H. A. 8, 13, 5, Gen. An. 3, 11,7., , ,{,)
candidate for the dramatic prize in the. []
^, oi\ b, Limnus, masc. pr. n.,

Plut. Alex. 49., ov,,{,-
ov) the edible oyster which was kept in

ponds on the sea-shore, {7, Lat.

aestuaria) : Arist. H. A. 4, 4, 6, Gen
An. 3, 11,31.



AINA, ov, {,)
marsh-bodied,, Eubul. Ion 2,

where Dind. reads, q. v., , , *ipyu)
voorkiKg in lakes or marshes, e. g. a
fisherman, Plut. Mar. 37., , (?!,) marsh-,', Anth. P. 6, 23., , (,) de-

lighting i)i marshes, v. 1. for sq.. 6, {/,) grace

of the marsh, name of a frog, Batr. 12., , (/.) to flood and turn

into a marsh : pass, to become a marsh,

Theophr., Strab. p. 240., , {,,) like a
marsh, marshy, /., Arist. Prob.

23, 6, 2 ; ro . , marshy
ground at the mouth of the Strymon,
Thuc. 5, 7.^, , , Limnorea, a

daughter of Nereus and Doris, Apol-

lod. 1, 2, 7., , to crave after fame,
Phil., , , {7.,)
craving after fame, Phil., ov, ,^,
Theophr.,, 6, f/, {,-) dying ofhunger, Aesch. Ag. 1274., , , fj, one who
starves himselffrom avarice.7.,, , a needy, hungry

flatterer., , to kill or weaken by

hunger, starve, Hipp. p. 406, and Plat.

Rep. 588 : and, , , a killing by hun-

ger, starvation, Plat. Prot. 354 A

:

extreme abstinence, fasting, v. Foes.
Oecon. Hipp. : from, ov, {7,)
hilling by hunger, starving to death., ov,{^,) wasted

with hunger., , (, )

causing hunger.'', ov, 6, hunger, famine,
want of food, II. 19, 166; etc.; Ion.,

and Att. : the fern, , is called

Dor. by the Gramm., and so is used
by the Megarean, Ar. Ach. 743 ; but
it also occurs H. Horn. Cer. 312, and
in Anth., cf. Lob. Phryti. 183, Jac.

A. P. p. 19, and Index.—II. a hungry
wretch, starveling, ap. Eust. (The old-

est form is said to have been,
hence prob. deriv. from, -.), o,=sq., Anth., ov,{,) bring-

ing or causing hunger., ov, ,{,)
cutaneous disease, like scurvy, arising

from hunger or bad food, Polyb. 3,

87, 2., rare col lat. formof'.\, , . Limyra, a city of
Lycia, Strab. p. 666., ov, o, the Limyrus, a river

of Lycia, Strab. p. 666.,, prob. the same
with,3, late., ,., lo)famished,
Hipp. 37, Plut. 2, 703 P.. etc., Att. -, {?) to be

famished, to be hungry, Anth. P. 6, 307., ov, b,{,)
driven into the net ?, ov, , Qlvov,)
caught in the net. Lye. 237., aia, , {7) dub.
form of,7 in Hipp., v.

Lob. Phryn. 147., ov, TO, dim. from ?.ivov., , {/,) set nets or
54

snares, to catch in a net: most usu. in

compds., 7, .-.\,, , Lindii. a district of

Sicily, in which Gela was founded,
Thuc. 6, 4.

tAiVddOf , a, ov, of Lindus, Lindian ;, the Lindians, Hdt. 7, 153 ;, appell. of Minerva, ApoUod.
2, 1, 4. Proverb. ,
for the Lindians while sacrificing to

Hercules reviled him.
iAlvooviov, ov, TO, Londinium, Lon-

don, in Britain ; inhab.,,
Steph. Byz., ov, , an aromatic plant,

Mnesim.. 1, 63 ; cf. Eust.

315, 18.
^

i, ov, , Lindus, a city in the

island Rhodes, containing a temple
of Minerva, now Lindo, Thuc. 8, 44.

—II. o,sonof Cercaphus andCydippe,
founder of foreg., Pmd. O. 7, 137.,, eioi',= sq. []. ,, contr. -, ,,
{7avov) offlax,flaxen, linen, Lat. Uncus,,, Hdt. 1, 195, etc. ;

., cables of flax, Id. 7, 36. [],, {7., *kpyu)wrought

offlax, Lye. 716.,, , a sea-fish, the mullet,

Lat. mugil, Callias Cyci. 1, cf. Plin.

32,2., ov, 6, a hunter who xises

nets, Anth. : from', {/.) to lay nets, catch in

them, both of hunters and fishers,

Arr. Peripl., ov, , dim. from /.'-,,=^7, Aesch.
Pers. 68., ov, {,) bound
with flax, i. e. with flaxen cords, 7.-, Eur. I. T. 1043 : tied by a thread,

Ar. Nub. 753., , a plant, v.., , {7Uvov, )=^•,. . 3, 444., , {,) pent
within nets or snares, Nonn., ov, {,)
joining tvith flaxen cords, 0pp. H. 4, 79.

Ai',, f, or-,, a plant, the
common mercury, Hipp., and Diosc., ov, ,{.) one

who uses nets or snares, Anth.,, , , Ion. for -, {,) wearing
linen cuirass, II. 2, 529,. to-.7., ,,=5^. Hipp. . 580.7, , ^, {7, -7.) the flax-plant, flax, Diosc. [a],, . Dor. for ?.ivo-, {7.,) one who hawks
about linenfor sale.7., ov, {,)
spinning flax,7., Anth. P. 7, 12., ov, {, )
woven of flax, made of linen,,
Eur. Hec. 1081., ov, TO, perh. also,
ov, 6, q. v., any thing made of flax

:

— 1. a flaxen cord, a fishing-line, 11. 16,

408 : the thread spun from a distaff,

Eur. Or. 1431, etc. : metaph. the thread

of destiny spun by the Fates, Horn.

;

also in plur., Theocr. 1, 139 ;~=, hue. Jap. Confut.
2 : proverb.,7 7.-, to
be always at the same work, Stratt.

Potam. 2, ubi v. Meinek.
;
yet cf. •.—2. a fishing-net, II 5, 487, cf./ . : hunting-net, Theocr.

27. 16.— 3. linen, linen-cloth, II. 9,661,
Od. 13, 73, 118 : usu. in plur. sail-cloth,

Ar. Ran. 364; linen garments, Aesch.
Supp. 121.—IL the plant that produces

I
flax, lint, Lat. linum, post-Horn (unless

j

7.ivoio, II. 9, 661, be referred
hither, cf ), as in Hdt. 2, 105,

i

etc. : 7.ivov, Unt seed, Thuc. 4,

I

26.—On , II. 18, 570, v.

sub II. [t, for the accent 7.lvov

!
is wrong.]
\Aivov, ov, TO, Linum, a place in

Troas, Strab. p. 588./., ov, {, '7~7.)
with linen robe, Anth. P. 6, 231.-7., ov, {, 7.)
twisted or plaited offlax, Nonn.7., ov, {7, 77.)
shy of the net, of animals that have
been caught, and escaped, Plut. 2,

642 A.7., , {,)
beating the net, of a fish struggling to

get out : metaph. of a man, Numen.
ap. Ath. 321 B, in superl.7--

: on the form, cf. Lob. Paral.
288., ov, {,)
twisting flax, making nets, Nonn., ,{,) mak-
ing linen., ov, {7.,)

7.., the breezes, that waft the

sails along, Lat. aurae veltvolae, Eur.
I. T. 410., dep. {) to

watch 7iets, see whether any thing is

caught, Ar. Pac. 1178 [where ]., ov, {7dvov,)
sail-winged, . 7.,
Aesch. Pr. 468., , , , -,)—.,. C. 1, 121., , , {7,)
one who watches nets to see whether any
thing is caught.!), , {7., ()
sewed of flax, -, a ship, as
having the semns caulked thereuith, or
her sails made thereof, Aesch. Supp.
134, cf. Soph. Fr. 794.—II. making
nets, Nonn.,,,=7, Lob. Paral. 350., ov, , Linus, a mythical
minstrel, son of Apollo and Urania
(Calliope), teacher of Orpheus and
Hercules, v. Hes. Fr. 1. Hence— II.

as appellat. , the song or lay

of Linus, whether composed by oi

upon him ; in Horn, sung by a boy to
the cithara while the vintagers are at

work, ?Jvov tT '77., II. 18, 570; where
others explain it, , sang

of Linus : Others again think it is,=, sang to the beautiful

string, which in Homer's time they
say was of flax (P. Knight, Prol.

Hom. ^ 47, Heyne ad 1. c.) ; but this

is little likely : see further Spitzn.
Excurs. xxix. ad II.: Pind. Fr. 103,
Donalds.—This Linus seems to have
been a kind of dirge, prob. on the min-
strel's death, and evidently had pecu-
liar music appropriated to it, since
Hdt. (2, 79) identified it under various
names in Phoenicia, Cyprus, and Ae-
gypt ; hereo AiVofis the name, not of
the man, but of the air ; just as-,,,'.
esp. with the article, are used as
names of songs, from their composers
or subjects: cf. ai7.ivov,:
but later was used without any
signf. of lament, and in Eur. H. F.
348 we find even aU.ivov ~'7.3. (The interpr.

in Eust.,, :
is a mere etymdl. speculation.) [, so
that is a mere error, Heyne 11.

7, p. 551.], ov,{,) with
849—857



soft, tender body,, Antiph.'~> 1, where sus-

pects/..,, , Q.ivov.-) plant, used for like purposes as

hemp and tlax, Theophr. ; cf.-.,, -o,= sq., Galen., , , {/uvov,-) flax-seed, Galen., , , laying of nets,

Anth P. 6, 179 : from', , {'',) to

lay iiela, 0pp. C. 4, 64. Pass, to be sur-

rounded and caught with nets, .\th. 219 D.', , , a wearing of

linen, linen clothing: Plut. 2, 352 C :

from7, ov, (,)
clad in linen, Or. Sib., ov, (,)
twisted of flax,;, 0pp. H. 3, 76., ,{,) with

linen ualls., ov,(,) cord-

cutting : esp. a conjwor who ads cords

in two and shows them joined : hence
it is that some explain the proverb

by.', , {.) of
twisted or spun flax,?, Ion ap.

Ath. 451 D., , , a linen factory,

Strab. p. 191 : from, , to work flax, make
linen ; and,, /, linen manufacture,

Strab. p. 498 : from',, (/,*) work-

ing flax, making linen, ., Alex.

Bom. 1.— II. as subst., ., a kind of

goose, 0pp. Ix. 3, 23., ,, contr. for., ov,{,) weav-

ing linen. [C], ov, (?.,) having

or using nets, fishing., ov. (,)
Ii7ien-iui7sting, Aesch. Cho. 27.,, 6, ,(,-) with linen or tunic, [], , (7,)
with linen or mantle, Dion.

P. 1096., , (?.) to bind with flaxen

cords.,, , the Lat. linter., , ,() a binding

with flaxen cords. [Z],. .() a licking.^,. , Lixu^, son of Aegvptus,
ApoUod. 2, 1, 5.—II. a city of Mauri-
tania, also called Aiyi, Strab. p. 825.
—III. a river of Mauritania, Id. p. 99.

Airra. an old word used by Horn.

in the phrases- and-', to anoint with oil, 11.

10, 577, Od. G,' 227, etc., or

and ', Od. 3,

466, Hes. Op. 520 ; only once with-

out, Od. 6, 277 :—in all these
places ' appears with its final

vowel cut off. but in Hipp. p. 603 we
find /j'-a, in Tkuc. 1, 6,

?ttTau?-f£(?iffft/at, etc., so that no doubt
?. is the word in Hom. also. Some
think (cf. Eust. 1560, 27) that

was shortened from?,, dat.

TO 7u~a, so that must be an
adj., '', u-ith olive-oil, as opp.

to, animal fat, lard, v. Buttm.
Ausf. Gr. ^ 58 in voc, and this is con-

firmed by})6 7, Hipp. p. 278 :

—others would make it ace. from a

noin., used adverbially, to anoint

one's self fatly, thickly with oil, and' certainly appears as an ace. in

Hipp. p. 277. (;Cf.7 fin.), (7.7)=, Nic.
88

, (, .-) to oil,

anoint, , Anaxil. Lyrop.
1; to make fat, enrich, ),,
Eur. Hec. 454, Bacch. 575. Mid. to

anoint one's self Anth. Plan. 273., ,(.) to be

hi want of men, Strab. p. 279. Hence, , , want of men,
Strab. p. 596., , (,-) to be in want of men. Hence. , , want of men.^, ov, ij, Lipaxus, a city of

Crossaea in Macedonia, Hdt. 7, 123.\, , , Lipara, the largest

of the Aeolian islands near Sicily,

containing a city of same name, now
Lipari, Thuc. 3, 88, Call. Dian. 47

:

also , Strab. p. 275 : hence,,, alov, of oxfrom the

Aeolian island Lipara : ., perh.

our obsidian, Theophr. : thence ai, and, applied to the Aeolian group,
now Lipari islands, PQ\yb. 1, 25, 4;
etc.,, , , (7,) with bright fillet or tiara, Pind.
N. 7, 22 : parodied by Ar. Ach. 671,

as epilh. of fish-sauce., , (,)
bright-beaming, Philox. ap. Ath. 643 A.

i,, , the inhab. of Li-
para, Liparcans, Strab., , to persist, hold out, per-

severe, Hdt. 2, 42 ; ,
uv, Hdt. 8, 144 ; c. dat.,

. Ttj, to persist in a thing, keep

on drinking, Hdt. 5, 19, also c. part.,

3, 51 : hence— II. to beg or pray ear-

7iestli/, to be importunate, Hdt, 9, 111,

Aesch. Pr. 520, Soph. O. C. 776, etc.

:

c. ace. et. inf , to beg, beseech one to

do a thmg, Aesch. Pr. 1004, also -^, thou askest earnestly

to obtain. Soph. O. T. 1435, cf. Xen.
Oec. 2, 16: pass., to be earnestly en-

treated, Xen. Hell. 3, 5, 12 : from, , persisting, persevering

in a thing, steadfast, earnest, -
TO/, wonder not at

my earnestness. Soph. O. C. 1119 : in-

dustrious, indefatigable, or

, Plat. Hipp. Min. 369 E,372 B. : ., an ohstitiate fever, Luc. Hist.

Scrib. 1.—II. earnest in begging or

praying, importunate, Ar. Lys. 673 : .,\\\ instantin prayer , Soph. El.

1378 :—on Soph. El. 451 v. sub-.— III. adv. -- ,
esp. .

to be in earne.it. Plat. Proi. 335 ;

long earnestly, C. inf., lb. 315 E.
(Prob. from /<-, cf. '/.,.,.) [ always, Blomf. Aesch.
Pr. 529 : cf. fin.]. , , supplication,

Dion. . 1, 81., v. adj. from ?..,
oncmu-st be importunate, Xen. Apol. 23., , ,(7) persever-

ance, patience, steadfastness, Hdt. 9, 21

,

70.—II. importunity.

.\1, , ,() fatness,

Diosc.,,{7,) with

rich soil., ,(,)
bright-girdled, 7., Eur. Phoen. 175., ,(, -) bright-throned, Aesch. Eum. 806., , (7.,) with bright head-band, 11.

18, 382 : cf. . Hom. Cer. 25, 459., ov,(,)
bright-eyed, Arist. Physiogn. 3, 14..\7., ov, (,7<•) with shining locks, II. 19,

126, Pind. Fr. 58, 1.

,,,(,,)
Ox\g. fatty, oily, shiny with oil, anointed
therewith, acc. to the custom ill the
palaestra after bathing, and in later

times at banquets: Horn, has it in
this signf. only Od. 15, 352,/7., so, Ar.
Plut. 616 ; xuptiv . Id.

Ecci. 652 ; of the hair, opp. to-, Xen. Mem. 2, 1,31: later /,
greasy,, Ar. Fr. 163, etc.—II.

of the healthy look of the human
body or skin, shining, sleek. Lat. niti-

dus, in Hom. always ., bright,

smooth feet, perh. also vviih a refer-

ence to their colour, bright, white, so
too Hdt. 5, 23 : and so freq. in Att.,

sleek and fair. At. Nub. 1002, etc.—

•

111. of condition or state of life, rich,

comfortable, easy, Od. 11, 136, Pind.;
so, , Od. 4, 210

:

Lat. nitidus, opimus, opiparus, laulus,\\\, Schaf. Mel. p. 52.—IV.
of things, bright, brilliant, fresh and
fair,7., 11.22, 406, ., Od.,, Hes. Th. 63

:

and ol castle walls, Od. 13, 388; so
also,, , to pay
rich or ample taxes, 11.9,1 50.—V. of soil

fat, rich, fruitful, as epith. of plates, .',, Pind.; but esp.', a favourite epith.

with the Athenians, prob. with allu

sion to the Attic olive, first in Pind.,

cf. Ar. Ach. 639, 040, Fr. 162.— Oft.

confounded with, Interpp.

ad Ar. Lys. 673. Adv.- ; cf. supr.
Hence,, , fatness, oiliness,

Anst. H. A. : brightness, Plut.—II. in
phtr. falty substances, Hipp., ov, contr.-, ovv,(,,) with bright,

shining body or skin, Theocr. 2, 165., , , r/,=foreg.,

Theocr. 2, 102.-, , , , (,) bright-looking,, Philox.
ap. Ath. 146 F.',, ,=o,fat, oil:

cf.. [],, ,() thai

which is oiled or greasy : 7..7.,
tears, Epicur. ap. Cleomed. 2, l,p.

112 Bake.— \\. fatness, Hipp. 381, a
fattening substance, Plut. 2, 771 B., ov, ,() a fatten-
ing or manuring.,.(,,)
deserted by light, dark, sunless, Orph.

;

blind, Anth. P. 9, 13.

A, ,{,) to befat and
sleek, only iound in Ep. pres.,
V. 1. Od. 19, 72, part,, Leon.
AI. 19, and regul. part,, Plut., inf. aor. 2 o{., , also 7., , to

be deserted, forlorn, Joseph. : from, , gen. also,
desolate, forlorn, homeless, outcast, •, Archil. 03, Cratin.

Pyt. 11, ubi V. Meineke. (Prob. from
and for.), ov, , fern,-,,

= foreg.,Anth. P. 9, 649., , , , (,) leaving her husband, Stesich. 74., ov, (?.,)=., , (7:,) leaving

life, dying, dead./., ov, (7,-) without eye-lids , eyeless,.. ,(,)
to lose, or be without herbage, Plut., ov, {. yduor)
leaving a wife or husband, adulterous .

., the adulteress, Eur. Or. 1305.



7>7.,,=}?..[']-, . {?,)
icithout eyeballs, sightless,.,,{ —elv,/)
tongveless,.~),, gen.,(,^' 111) stricth' of horses, without

the tooth which marks their age : hence in

genl. of unknown age, Luc. Lexiph. 6.,,{/,-) wanting a letter.

AXaoyviog, ov,{,) want-

ing a limb : lame, Anth. P. 9, 13., ,{,) want-

ing the necessaries of life, Pythag. ap.

Diog. L., ov, {, )
without a skill : circumcised., , to fail in strength :

from, , {,)
lacking strength, faint, like //.,, , {?I7o)=?u7a-
p,fat, Nic. ?, ,.,) hav-

ing left the yoke, soUtart/, Ernped. 69./, ov, (, ?.?'/) de-

prived of the breast, esp. of pigs far-

rowed in winter{), which
the sows will not suckle, Geop. : also~?.., -,,,(.-,)
wanting hair, hairless, Ael. N. A. 17, 4.. ov,{/,) want-

ing voice, voiceless, Nonn.~), , {/.) to fall

into a suonn. faint, Hipp. p. 652.~,,, a swoon, Theophr.

;

and, , , subject tofaint-

ing, Hipp. Adv.- : from-, ,(7.-,) lack-

ing life or sense, and SO fainting, in a

swoon.

~<.). <jv, gen. , (/.,) losing flesh, i. e. wasted, thin.~, ov,(,)
without property, poor.

Ai~OJC<j-oc• ov. (^Jft7', 7)with-
out handle, Anth. P. 6,307.

?/, Lys. ap. Phot.,

an action against a tvitness for non-ap-

pearance. Dem. 1190, 7, cf. Att. Pro-
cess p, 185 : cf. ?.~.~,, , ,{/•,-) wanting mother , motherless, Anth.

Ai~oi.-at'f, Dor. also, , ,
{/..) leaving the ship, desert-

ing the fleet, Aesch. Ag. 212., ov, b,{,)
leaving the sailors, Theocr. 13, 73., an indictment
against one who deserts his ship or duty

at sea, Att. Process, p. 364, prob. not
used in nom., cf./., ,=, Dem.
1226, 15.^,, , Lipoxais, a Scy-
thian, progenitor of the Auchatae,
Hdt. 4, 5, 6; on compos, and meaning
of name v. Bahr ad 1.-?., ov, {, 7)
lacking wood ; but in Emped. 125, 150,

it must have genl. sense, defective,

feeble ; v. Karsten.•, ^, b, , {,
'-) childless, with neut. pi. ,
Manetho, cf. Lob. Paral. 264.

Ai~OTorpif,, and ,{,) teavi'ig one's country, fugitive,

Nonn.—II. causing to leave one's coun-

try, Anth. P. 15, 12.-0-,, , ,(,-) deserter of one's father, Eur. Or.

1305. [a]—;•. or, contr.-, ovv,

'?U7Tth',) left by breath, breath-

less, dead, Mel. 58, 5.

05•,, b. ,{,-) leaving the city, Nonn.. ,,=^., , f/,{, -) want of beard. Crates Metoec. 1.^^, ov, {?.,) with-

out skin, Nonn.—II. {?2,)
with a greasy skin, dub. epith. of the

salamander, Nic. Al. 550., TO, grease, whether ani-

mal, as fat, lard, tallow, Anth. P. 9,

377 ; or vegetable, as oil. ?.. '/..
Soph. Fr. 464 : metaph , -

., having fed on fat and blood,

Soph. Ant. 1022; Aesch. Ag. 1428,

Dmd. now reads /(.iof, with Casaub.
(Sanscr. Up, illinere : cf., :, and are prob.

akin.) []. , to lose flesh, grow
thin, opp. to : from, ff,= sq., Anth., ov, {, )
having lost flesh, thin, Hipp. p. 1279., , {,)
powerless, Nonn., ,(,) to be

in want of corn or bread., ov,{,) shad-

owless .• metaph. clear, distinct, Nonn., ov,(,-) falling from the wreath,,
Anth. P. 6,71., ,(,)
to desert, refuse to serve in arms : hence, , , desertion of an
army or refusal to serve, Hdt. 5, 27., ov, to, desertion.

=

7., Thuc. 1, 99 : such
forms are rare in nom., cf.-,. [], , , {?.,) deserter,., , to leave one's rank,

desert one's post, Plut. : from, ov, b,{,)
leaving one's post, a deserter, Dion. H., , tj, a leaving one's

post, desertion, Dem. 568, 8., , 6,=,
dub. , an indictment

for desertion, Plat. Legg. 943 D, Plat.

(Com.) Adon. 3, Antiph. Kovp. 2, and
Oratt., cf. Att. Process, p. 364: cf. /.i-., ,{) to relax, give

way.,, Anth. P. 9, 52, and-, ov, 1^.,=., ov.(,) with-

out tail, curtal, Call. Fr. 76, 2. [i], , {,)
wanting light or sight, dark, blind, like, Musae. 238., ov, {?.,)=^.-, , {,) to

leave life, swoon, like : tn

die, Thuc. 4, 12, Xenarch. Porph. 1,

12.—II. to lack spirit, fail in courage,

Valck. Hdt. 7, 229, Soph. Fr. 441., , , =,
swooning, v. 1. Hdt. 1, 86: from, ov, {, )
having lost life, i. e. swooning, like-., ,{?, -) tike ?-4'. faint, Hipp.. Dep., c. pf. pass,-, to he eager, ovf /,,
Aesch. Theb. 355 : c. gen. to be eager

for, long for, , lb.

380: in later Ep.', as Ap. Rh., 4,

813 ; etc., we have also an act. ?.,
f. -', in same signf (Ace. to Pas-
sow from ?ii-, akin to, ?.-

:—but better prob. from the root

2
-, ?3, *?., with a de-
siderat. force.), , (?.,) fatty,
oily, Theophr.,{) to be bold or shame
less,., TO, faulty form of,
so,, for -., , , bold, shameless, lewd,

a word first used in later Ep., as Call.

Fr. 229 : others write./.. ov, lewd-eyed., , Ep. for, a Hon. II., but
only in nom., except in II. 11, 480,

where is the ace. as in Theocr.
13. 6 : in the later Ep. nom. and dat.

plur. /.,?., so that the gen. sing,

would be ?. : Aristarch. made the
nom. oxyt.. Wolf Anal. 4, p. 508.

[Euphor. Fr. 27, and perh. Call, have, cf. Fr. 329, 468 : indeed Herm.
Eur. Bacch. 1166 (1173) asserts that
it always has in the polysyll. cases :

cf. Lob. Paral. 84.], , shorter old Ep. form for, , smooth, ?. for7, ., Od. 12, 64, 79. []—II. to

this belongs the Homeric words
and, of which no nom. is found
in use, l)ut - 7. or - may be as-

sumed as the anal, form, being an old
Ep. shortd. form for ?.,
smooth, like for, but only
used as subst., plain smooth cloth, linen

cloth, opp. to rich embroidered stuffs :

Horn, uses the sing, only in dat., and
always in phrase /.',
they covered (the corpse) with a fine

linen cloth, II. 18, 352; 23, 254; but
plur. ?. of the plain linen seat-covers,

over which were thrown the rich
purple^, Od. 1, 130 ; 10, 353, cf.

Ath. 48 C ; so too Thuc. 2. 97 opposes
?. to : in II. 8, 441 the
serve as chariot-covers. That /utu is

ace. plur., not sing., is fully proved
by Wolf Anal. 4, p. 501, where also
the affinity of ,,, -
€, 7. is made quite clear ; cf.

also' Lob. Paral. 86. In Anth. P. 6,

332 7. () against Homer, quant,
and signf., Ep.7, imperat. aor. 1

oi,7., , . Lisae, a city of Cros-
saea in Macedonia, Hdt. 7, 123., ov, , dim. from sq., ov, , late Greek for•, a spade, mattock, shovel, akin to. and Lat. Hgo : cf..
(Strictly a toolfor levelling, from-,.), 2 sinff. fut.,-. O'd.tlO, 526. ], , . At'aTrof., , {7., )
smooth-huttocked, esp. epith. of-, cf. Ruhnk. Tim., , ov, Att., (-. 7.) smooth, polished, made fine,, Ar. Ran. 826.—II. as siibst.

a'l, dice cut in two, by friends,

(), who each kept half as tallies

(tesserae hospitalitatis). so th^t^he real-

ity of the bond could at any time be
proved bv producing them. Plat.

Symp. 193A,ubiv. Stallb., cf Schol.
Eur. Med. 610. They were also call-

ed, cf.7.., ov, Lacon. for,
Hesych. ; , my good friend,

Ar. Lys. 1171 vulg.7.. (Perh.
akin to, 7.) [],, pecul. fem. of7.
for, Aesch. Supp. 794 : also as
subst., a bare, smooth cliff, for 7,, Plut. Mar. 23., also, [] Q. v.
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Dep. mid. : fui. [t] : aor. 1/, aor. 2: of which
Horn. esp. uses pies, and impf'., the

latter also in Ep. form '/..,
inipf.: fut. 2 sing, ?/ .

aor. 1 Ep., and Ep. iiii-

perat. : aor. 2 inf. /.,
and opt.. To beg, pray,

intreat, beseech, llom., etc.— (Jon-

struct.,— 1. either absol. or c. ace.

pers., 11. 1, 502; Od. 11, 35, etc.: the

thing by which one prays, either with
prep. vTvep, as . ,

yvvvtjv, 11. 15, 660 ; 22,

338, . -, II. 24, 467 ; or simply in genit., as,

. Zz/fof , Od. 2, 08 ; ., 11. 9, 45

1

,
(for in the more

freq. Ddaaero ), the gen.

depends not on but on -, as in , cf.-
vevij) ; so in Trag., . or ., Tt/vV(ji',Soph. El. 428, Eur.
Tro. 1 045 : an inf. is oft. added, as,7, I do not pray thee to

remain, II. 1, 174, cf. 283; but, . ?/, to pray one not to betray,

Eur. Ale. 202 : more rarely c. ace. et

inf. added to the first ace. pers., as," ',
they pray Jupiter that Ate may fol-

low, II. 9, 511, cf. Od. 8, 30, Soph.
El. 420 : sometimes also foil, by,', ,
entreat him to say the truth, Od. 3, 19,

327 : C. ace. rei, to beg or pray for, ol

Kfjpa, 11.

10, 47 ; and so c. dupl. ace. pers. et

rei, -, this beg of you no more, Od. 2,

210, cf. 4, 347 ; 17, 138.—3. never c.

dat. pers., v. Pors. Or. 603. Heyne II.

1, 283 : thougli Horn, often adds a

dat. modi, as,/, ?UTy-/.—The word is adopted
by Pind. and Trag. from Horn., but

very rarely used in prose, as Plat.

Rep. 366 A. (Proh. from intens. pre-

fix ?u-, like. cf.7 :

to the same root also belong 7,? like ?., lac:
from again come,-,,,,
and Lat. litare.), , , {,)
.tmooth, Horn, (only in Od.) always in

phrase , a sinolh, bare,

steep cliff, 3, 293 ; 5, 412, cf.,
the old Ep. form.^, ov, , the Liss^ts, a small
river of Thrace, west of the Hebrus,
Hdt. 7, 108.—2., ov, i/, Lissus,

a city of Dalmatia, Polyb. 1, 12, 8:

cf..,,,() smooth-

ness, bareness, ., the crown or

spot on the head from which the hair

setsdifferent ways, Arist. H. A. 1,7,4., , ,() the set-

ting of the hair from the crown of the

head, Arist. H. A. 1, 7, 4., , , {) to he

moved by prayer, v. 1. 11. 9, 497, and
found in the compd..,= ^.,() strictly to dig

level, hence in genl. to dig, hoe, <*>
., to dig round a plant, Od. 24, 227., ov, , dim. from sq., Ar.

Fr. 639., ov, TO, a tool for levelling

or scraping, a shovel or hoe, in Od. 22,

455, Mosch. 4, 101 : later also -, Spohn de Extr. Od. Parte p.

168, 274. (From., ?..), , to smooth, level. Hence, ,, levelled, Nic. Th.
20.
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, , ov, Att. forAt^Trof, Lob.
Fhryn. 113., oi, ace. to Hesych., i. e. plants

which were ploughed into the groamd,

Lat. quae vertunlur aratro, and serving

as manure, as was done with lupinea

of old in Italy., , in Horn., smooth, plain

cloths, V. sub7 II.. dep. mid.= AtratVu,

0pp. C. 2, 373. [On the quantity v.

Jac. A. P. p. Ixvi.]/, , al, v.) II.', {7,',)
to pray, entreat : esp. as an,
Eur. El. 1215: /lirai'tiijismore usu.,, ,() a pray-
ing or entreating, Dion. H. 4, 67 : in

Eccl., a litany., ?}, , belonging to,

inclinedfor praying ; and, ,, begged, entreated

:

from, f. - ." in the angm.
tenses is doubled by Horn, metri
grat.,,,7., {-
Ttj,7, 7.). To pray, en-

treat, esp. for protection, Od. 7, 145.

Construct, same as7., either

absoL, Od. 1. c, or c. ace. pers., usu.

the latter, as 11. 9, 581, etc. : that by
which one prays in gen., .-, Od. 10, 481, for which in 11.

24, 357, we have 7.i-

: also c. inf.. 11. 23, 196:

freq. also c. adj.neut.,/ .. Ibid.,

Pind. N. 5, 57: also in prose, as Xen.
Hell. 2, 4, 26., , ov,() praying, sup-

pliant,, Aesch. Supp. 809 : as
subst. =, hence
7.. f';t'efffta, to engage in prayer, Aescn.
Theb. 102, e. conj. Seidler. [], (7.) to hasten,

run, Ar. Pac. 562: cf.-. Hence, ov, , quick running,

haste.,, running quick. (Deriv.

doubtful : perh. from -, and.), ov, ,{) a pray-

ing, entreating., , , (,)
prayer, entreaty, usu. in plur.,^7, Od. 11. 34, cf. Hdt. 1, 105,

116, Pind., and Trag.— II.,
Prayers ofsorrow and repentance, strik-

ingly personitied as goddesses, in II.

9, 502, sq.—12. title of part of ninth
book of the Iliad, Plat. Crat. 428 C., oi', praying, entreating,

Nonn., V. II., ov, (,) living

plainly, sparingly., ov,{,) faring
frugally or ill., ov,(,) of
a plain way nf life, Dion. H. 2, 49., rarer pros, for,
. Hom. 15,5; 18, 48; also in Ar.

Thesm. 313, 1040. [i], ,, smooth, even,plain, like

UTrAof'f.esp. asopp.tothingsicorAfi/or
embroidered, cf. • ; herco like Lat.

simplex or tenuis, plain, simple, una-

dorned, of style, Arist. Rhet. 3, 10, 2 ;

esp. of manner of life, .,
Pseudo-Phocyl. 70 ; cf. Polyb. 6, 48,

7 ; Pint. 2, 709 : so adv. -, So-
tad. 7.. 1, 6: opp. to,
Call. Apoll. 10.— Later also.
was written, but v. Wolf Anal. 4,

p. 508 sq. : /. does not occur in

Hom. and the older writers. (From
same root as ., 7.':, to which
it is related, as. to/.)

, , , {, /.)
prating, supplicatory,, Pind. .
6, \32,0, . 4,385.. /, , {7.6) the subst.
of, plainness, snnplirity, Diod. 3,
59.— II. Gramin. a lig. of speech,=., ,=7.!, but
only in signf. of : hence
also, ,= :

from, , ace, to Hesych. =),., , , {7,)
plain, meagre fare, LXX., , , silver coin of Sicily,

Epich. p. 4 ; t;«eminglv=the Aegine-
tan(=about 1 ^ Atlic)obol, Poll. 9, 80,
81 ; al80=Lat. libra, to which the
name is prob. akin, esp. as its subdi-
visions answer lo those ol the Roman
as libralis, and not to any Greek stand-
ard : cf. Bockh Metrolog. Unler.suchh.
^xxi, and on the whole question ot

Sicilian money, Bentl. Pbalans, pp.
427-478.—2. as a weight, 12 ounces, a
pound, Simon. 42: at Rome=as libralis,

Polyb. 22, 26, 19.—II. later. Libra in
the Zodiac, by a misinterp. of the
Lat. libra. Hence, aia, alnv.^=sq., Anth., uia, aiov, weighing or
worth a ., Lat. libralis, Dion. H,,

9, 27 ; V. Lob. Phryn. 545., ov, ro, Att. for, Plat,,

etc., also in Hdt. 2, 86, 87, cf. Lob.
Phryn. 305.,,,{,)
one who examines money, a money-chan-
ger. Soph. Fr. 907., , {,) Att.

for. Plat. Tun. 65 ., ov, , or,
Dor. -, Lityerses, a bastard son of
Midas, from whom was named a song
sung by reapers, Theocr. 10, 41 ; v.

Ilgen Scol. Gr. p. xvi. sq., Sosith.
ap. Herm. Opusc. 1. p. 54. sq., ov, TO, the Roman lituus,

Plut. Rom. 22., , to lack blood, Arist., ov, lacking blood, Einped.
249. [Z],=7., q. v.^\, , ., the Lichades, three
small islands on the northern coast
of Euboea, so named from (,
Strab. p. 426., =,,
akin to 7., to have a longing for a
thing.— II.{ .) to throw down
from a rock, Cret. word ace. to Hesych.,,{,) licking: hence,
-, the forefinger, from its use in

licking up, Hipp. p. 618, and Luc., ov, i), sub., the

string of a cithara, struck with the fore-

finger,() : also its note, Arist.

I'robl. 19, 20. [i],, , the space between the

forefinger {7.) and thumb : the

lesser span.— II. acc. to Hesych., a
steep, sheer cliff, like7. or 7..], ov and a, , also,
Ion., Lichas, a celebrateo at-

tendant of Hercules, Soph. Tr.- -2. a
Spartan, who discovered
the bones of Orestes, Hdt. 1. 67.

—

Also as Spartan masc. pr. n., Thuc.
5, 50 ; 5, 76 ; Xen. Mem. 1, 2. 61, etc.,, , v. sub., f.-,{7.)=7u,
to lick, put out the tongue, Hes. Sc.

235, Mosch. 2, 94.,=:7,0'- C.3, 171,. , licked.], , {7) lick,,
of serpents, Eur. Bacch. 698} : Opp.



C,3. 163 : usu. as mid., to play with the, esp. of snakes, Ar. Vesp. 1033,

Pac. 756, cf. Theocr. 24, 20 ; used by
Homer only in the compd.. :

Q. Sm. has also an Ep. act. part., /.l-:—to this sense also belongs
the irr. part. perf.', v.

sub. Hence, , licking, playing with

the tongue, esp. of snakes, Nic. Th.
206, Al. 37.—II. delicate, dainty., Ep. part, of,
Q. Sm. 5, 40., , (?) =,
Dini Ar. Pac. 756.,,, ?/. daintiness, greediness

in meat and drink, Luc. Tinio 55 ; in

pi., Xea. Lac. 5, 4, and Plat. Rep. 519
: but in pi. also dainties, Plut. , and,, , a dainty, deli-

cacy, Sophron ap. Ath. 86 : from, {) to lick, Luc.
Pise. 48 ; metaph., to be greedy of, covet,, Plut. Dem. et Cic. 2 : mid. ?u-, to desire eagerly, to lor^ to

do, c. inf., Plut. 2, 347 A., , ),=^7.,, {/,) nice

in eating, dainty, Anth. P. 9, 86.*., , {'/,) a
greedy old woman, Timon ap. Diog. L.

7, 15.

Ai^i»ef, , ov, also , ov,{,/.) dainty, lickerish, greedy.

Plat. Rep. 354 ; metaph., ., lb. 579 : /_, greedy for
OTafter.... Menand. p. 185 : ., glut-

ten. Polyb. 3. 57, 7.—2. metaph. curi-

ous, eager, Eur. Hipp. 913. Adv. -., ov, ,(_?,)
greedy gUuton./, ov, {/, -
7.')) hath an epicure and miser,

PhilylL Pol. 8.

Aiib, , gea. 73, the SW. wind,

Lat. Africiu:. Hdt. 2, 25, Theocr. 9, 11

:

cf. Arist. Meteor. 2, 6, 7, sq. (Prob.
from 7.ec3u, because it brought wet.)

Aiil), 6, (not , Lob. Paral. 1 14, and
Addend.), gen. 3, () any
liquid poured forth, a drop, stream,

drink-offering, etc., Aesch. Cho. 292,

Ap. Rh. 4, 1454 : cf. /u.
-, . gen.3,=/.,,

a cliff, c£., , gea.,{) a longing., , , {/^., <)
desire ofmaking water, Aesch. Cho. 756., ov,,=-.
Ao. Od. 10, 361, V. /,.,,, dim. from .? IL,

Diosc., ov, , the lobe or latter part

cf the ear, /.., II. 14, 182 : cf.

Arist. H. A. 1, 11, 1.—2. the lobe of the

liver, to which particular attention

was paid in divination, Aesch. Pr.

495, Eur. El. 827.—II. the capstde or

pod, esp. of leguminous plants, thence
called, Theophr. : of these

the, elsewh.?, were
called simply /.o3oi, because they
were eatenporf and all, Galen. ( Doubt-
less from /., to peel: and prob.

akin to our lap, i. e. fold.) Hence3, , to divide into single laps

OT pieces, esp. of the liver in divination.. . {/.3 IL,) like

the pod or husk of pulse.^., , Lobon, a writer of
Argos, Diog. L. 1, 34., ai, the whites of the eyes,

Nic. Th. 292, the pupils, Anth. P. 5,

270: also 7., Call. Fr. 132,

Sophron ; cf. 7.., adv.,() picking out,

esp. of stones for building, Thuc. 4,

4 ; £, 66 ; cf. /..—IL in heaps, []

,, alov, {/.) chosen,

picked out.•}, , , logaoedic, an
epith. applied by Gramm. to verses

in which the stronger dactylic rhythm
passes into the weaker trochaic, so

that they t>eem to stand between/.
\

and, i. e. between the rhythm of
poetry andprose, Gaisf. Hephaest.p.275,, (/.) to calculate.

late word. Hence, ov, , a calculation

:

, ov, 6, a calculator., ov, , dim. from 7.yo,
Ar. Fr. 640, cf. Meineke Menand. p.

236.,, and ],() gath-

ered : picked, chosen, mostly in plur., ., Hdt. 1, 36, t so abs. oi 7.-, chosen youths. Id. ib.t—2. /L. 7J,uoi,

rough, unhewn stones, taken just as they

were picked, Paus. 7, 22, 5., ,{. 7.) to befond
of talking, Luc. Lexiph. 15.

tA3a, 6, Logbasis, masc. pr. n.,

Polyb.' 5, 74, 4.,—, Aesch. Fr. 99., . ,, the Lon-
ganus, a river of Sicily, Polyb. 1, 9, 7.,,,() stones

until holes in them, through which
mooring-cables were passed, Aesch.
Fr. 99 : such a mooring-place is also

7Myya.aLr\, , in Hesych.
tAoyyivof, ov, , Longinus, a cele-

brated critic and philosopher.\), ov, , Longurus, a place

in Sicily, Lye. 868.,, ,=^7.., ov, , {/.) strictly

speaking-place: in the Att. theatre

the front of the stage occupied by the

speakers or players, Lat. pulpitum ; but
it sometimes took in the, and
sometimes even the. Lob.
Phryn. 163., ov, {7.,)
makitig a trade of speaking, writing. Or

in genl. of learning, Artemid. 2, 75., , =7^, Lob. Phryn.
255., , , (^) collection for
the poor, . ,, , ,{,)
physician only in words, [i"], ov, , dim. of }?, Ar.

Vesp. 64, Isocr. 295 B. [I], , {/., 7.) a speaker,

orator, usu. pr/, Critias 45.—IL
prose writer., dep. with f and aor. mid.,

pf pass.'(/.oyof) strictly of numeri-
cal calculation, to count, reckon, calcu-

late, compute, Hdt., etc. ; c. inf. to

reckon that..., 2, 145: in full,-
7... Hdt. 2, 36 ; also, ., to

calculate oSh&nA, roughly, Ar. Vesp.

656 : absol. in part.,/. -
pov, they found on counting, Hdt. 7, 28

:

. , to set down to one's account,

Lat. imputare, Dern. 1148, 20.—II. in

genl. to take into account, consider, ,
Hdt. 8, 53, and freq. in Att. : c. inf

,

to count, deem or consider that a thing

is..., Hdt. 2, 46, etc. ; so too,.
.,. ..., Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 28 ; 6,

4, 6 : also c. ace. et part.,

oi'K 7., Hdt. 3, 6

;

and so with two nouns,
7.., to count both days as

one, Xen. Cyr. 1, 2, 11.—2. c. inf

also, to count or reckon upon doing7., Hdt. 7, 176,

cf Xen. An. 2, 2, 13.-3. absol., to

calculate reason, , Hdt. 2,

22.—4. to conclude by reasoning, infer,

c. inf or with ..., ..-. Xen. Ages.

7, 3, Mem. 2, 3, 2.—IIL the aor. i7j}-

'. Plat. Tim. 34 A, and (some-
times) pf. 7.7. are used m
pass, signf , Phaedr. 246 C ; as is the
pres. part,/. in Hdt. 3, 95., dep. mid., to conclude,

late word. Lob, Phryn. 198.

Ao}, , , {/) belonging to

speaking 0 a speech : writing in prose,

opp. to or. Diog.
L. 5, 85, Schaf Dion. Comp. p. 213 :

-, prose, lb. p. 135.—II. belonging

to the reason, intellectual, Tim. Locr.
99 : opp. to,, Arist.

Top. 1, 14, 4 : reasonable, rational, sen-

sible, Polyb. 25, 9, 2.—2. Jit for reason

ing or argument : hence - sub. -, logic, Cic. Fin. 1, 7 : but Arist.

has 7... Gen. An. 2, 8, 9 ; cf.

Rhet. 1, 1, 11, and adv. -. Anal.
Post. 1,21, fin., , , also , ov,{) worth mention, remarkable, fa-
mous, 7., , , etc.,

Hdt. 1, 143, 171, etc.: elsewh.-
is more usu., ov, TO, an announcement, ora-

cle, Hdt. 4. 178 ; 8, 60, 3, etc. ; also in

Eur. Heracl. 405, Thuc. 2, 8 : from, , lov, {) skilled in

words or speech, hence a freq. epith.

of Mercur)', as the god of language
and eloquence, Luc. — 2. in genl.

learned, first in Hdt., who used the
word esp. for learned in history, chron-

iclers as opp. to Epic poets, v. Bahr.
ad 1, 1, and cf 2, 3, 77 ; 4, 46, .. Pind. P. 1, 183 : a learned

man, Id. N. 6, 75 ; Arist. Pol. 2, 8, 1 :

so Arist. called Theophr. 7^nyta-a-
(of his disciples) : by later philos-

ophers the logicians were esp. called

/.-—II. rational, wise, sensible,

Eur. Ion 602. fAdv. -, Plut. 2, 405
A. Hence,, , taste in suiting

the style to the matter : a quality

ascribed by Plut. to Soph., while to

Aesch. he ascribes, to Eurip., 2. 348 D.,,,{7. that

which is reckoned, a reckoning, Antiph., ov, ,{7.) a reck-

oning or computing, Thuc. 4. 122 ; com-

putation, Plat. Phaedr. 274 C : o'l 7.-, arithmetic, Xen. Mem. 4, 7, 8

;

cf. Plat. Prot. 318 E, etc. : cf-.—II. calcidation (in the way of
reasoning), consideration. Eur. .Alcm.

10, Thuc. 2, 40, Plat. Legg. 805 A.
—2. a reason, argument, Xen. Hell. 3,

4, 2, 27, and Plat., etc., verb. adj. from-, one must reckon. Plat. Tim. 61 E.)7;, to be a, .. govern as one, Philostr.—II.

to examine an account : in genl. to ex-

amine.

Ao), ov, , the place at

Athens where the 7. met, De-
cret. ap. Andoc. 10, 38, Lys. 158, 40:

., the war-office, Strab.

p. 752.—II. a school for arithmetic : a
placefor philosophical discussions.

Ao), ov, , ()) a calcu-

lator, teacher ofarithmetic.—2. a calcula-

tor or reasoner, Ar. Av. 318. Plat. Rep,
310 D ;, about matters,

Dem. 11, fin.— II. in plur. auditors,

Arist. Pol. 0, 8, 10 : at Athens, a board
of ten, chosen from the7. by lot,

to vv'hom magistrates going out of
office submitted their accounts, Dem.
266, 9 : they seem to have had also ten
assessors called(. Bockh P. E.
1.254 sq. with note oftransl., Herm.
Pol. Ant. iji 154. .Any onenot givingin
his accounts within 30 days after his

office expired, was liable to the u7a}-
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before the logistae. — 2.

among the Romans? was the

Greek name ot the curaiores urbium,

who were entrusted with judicial and
ihiancial duties, Att. Process p. 89.

Hence,,6,{) skilled

or practised in calculating, Xen. Mem.
1, 1,7: hence ;}, s\}h.,
like oi', practical arithmetic,

opp. to], which was the

theoretical, Plat. Gorg. 451 B, etc.

—

II. skilled in reasoning, reasonable, Xen.
Hell. 5, 2, 28, etc. : ', the

reasoning faculty, Plat. Rep. 439 D,

cf. Arist. Eth. N. 6, 1,6.^, , 6,^=•, Dion. . de Din. 11, p. 660,9.}, , to be a,
to write history : to write speeches,,
for a man, Plut. uem. 6, Dem. et Cic. 3., , , ivriting in prose,

esp. of nistory, opp. to poetry. Plat.

Phaedr. 257 E. — 2. a writing of
speechesforrnoney, Deinad. 179, 26 : and, , , inclined for
writing prose, esp. history or speeches

:

., compulsory rules fur
eomposition,V\2Lt. Phaedr. 264 : -,
sub., the art of writing : from, ov, {?^,)
uniting prose, as opp to poetry, Arist.

Rhet. 2, 11,7: the early Greek histo-

rians from Cadmus of Miletus to Hdt.

are so called by Thuc. 1, 21 ; and the

name has been since appropriated to

the old chroniclers before Hdt., cf
Miiller Literat. of Greece 1, p. 265,

and cf I. 1.—II. writing

speeches ; esp. one who lives by writing

speeches for others to deliver, usu. as

a term of reproach. Plat. Phaedr.
257 C ; and so joined with,
Dem. 417, tin., cf. Stallb. Plat. 1. c,
and Praef ad Euthyd. p. 46, sqq.—
III. writing or keeping accounts, [a], ov, {.,-) skilled in tricking oat a speech,

Cicero's artiiiciusi sermonis fabricator.

Plat. Phaedr. 266 E., ov, to {,-") a feast of words, learned banquet,

Ath. 1 D., , . (,)
wordy war, late word.'), , ;/, {7,',-

(>0) flux of words, ceaseless talk,

Ath. 22 "., , and , [-,/.) teacher of language
or eloipience., , , likeness io prose

OT the language of common life, Dion.

H. de Comp. p. 420 : from, ,(,) prose-

like ; ., oratorical powers, Philostr.
— II. appearing reasonable, rational,

Themist., , , {7.,)
demanding or auditing of accounts.—II.

arrangement of words, composition., , ro,= foreg. Eccl., , to call to account,, Aesop. : from, ov, , (,)
one who calls for or audits accounts.—
II. at the Byzant. court, the chancellor

of the empire., ov,(,)
to be viewed Or apprehended by the in-

tellect itlone, as opp. to things percep-

tible by the senses.), ov. 6, (,)
a word-catcher, Philo.^,, ij,(,)
acuring by words, Philo : cf.., , ,(,-
») stealing of another''» words or
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thoughts, plagiarism, attributed to Em-
pedocles by Timae. ap. Diog L.8, 54., , to prate : from(., ov, h,(, 7..)
a prater, Aiith. P. 11, 110., ov, , one who cooks

up words, [iij, , (,)
to have a passionfor study, Chionid. 1 5., , to be a,
to strive about words, N. T. : and, , , a war of words,

N. T. : from, oVy^(o,) war-

ring with or about words. [«], ov,(,) im-

itating words or with words, Ath. 19 C., ov, ,(,)
a fabulous legend, [v], adv., =-, Isocr. 152 A : al. divisim., ov, ()•,)
making words, of Aesop, A. B. [ti], , to be a, to

make words ; . , to invent, fabricate

tales, esp. of newsmongers, Thuc. 6,

38, , Lys. 146, 36, cf The-
ophr. Char. 8. Hence,, , an idle tale,

mere gossip, Antiph. Nean. 1 : and, ij, ov, of ox fit for a.
AoyoTToiia, , ,() tale-

telling, news-mongiyig, Theophr. Char.
8.

Ao)OTf)ti/cof, fj, ov, of, belonging to

or to a : -/,
=7/, Plat. Euthyd. 289 C

;

from—,.(,) word-
making : usu. as subst., ., a writer of
prose, esp. a historian, chronicler, just

like, as opp. to,
Hdt. 5, 36, 125, Isocr. 104 B, etc.

—2. a writer of fables,

., Hdt. 2, 134.—II. at Athens, esp.

one who wrote speeches for Others to

deliver, Heind. Plat. Phaedr. 257 C.
—2. with collat. signf of an inventor,

liar, Stallb. Plat. Euthyd. 289 C ; and
in genl. a tale-teller, news-monger, The-
ophr. Char. 8 : cf., , (,)
to fabricate or circulate a rumour., ov, b,()=^
sq. [u]?., ov, 6, (,)
a dealer in speeches or words, Philo., ov, , () the word or

outward form by which the inward
thought is expressed and made known :

also the inward thought or reason itself,

so that comprehends both the

Lat. ratio and oralio.

A. a sayi/ig, speaking, that which is

said or spoken.— I. a word, and in plur.

words, i. e. language, talk. Horn, ami
Hes. use it only in this signf, and in

these passages, ,
II. 15, 393 ; . flattering

language, Od. 1, 56. cf . Merc. 317,

Hes. Th. 890 ; so also, ,
lying words, Hes. Th. 229:'— (the

passage of Hes., Op. 106, where it

signifies tale, fable, is prob. spurious).

The word is in genl. rare in Ep.,, being used instead : but
was brought intofreq. useby Theogn.,
Pind., and the old historians, cf Nake
Choeril. p. 118-.—, c. ace.

et inf , 'tis said that.., freq. in Hdt. ;, in a word, in short, Hdt.
2, 37 ; so ov ?., Hdt. 1,

61.

—

never means a ivord in the
grammat. sense, as the mere name of
a thinf(, like and /, Lat. vox,

vocahnlinn, but rather as the thing re-

ferred to, the material, not the formal

part ;—on the other hand, it is also,

esp in Att., opp. to, as a thing
merely uttered and not made good, and
so hke, a mere name, mere words,
Lat. verba, Theogn. 254, cf. Pors.
Phocn. 512, Elmsl. Heracl. 5: it m
fact becornes^/iOWof, wliich is used
for it, Aesch. Pr. 1080; so,, Lat. dicis causa, merely for

talking's sake, Heind. Plat. Theaet.
191 C ; also , in pretence, Hdt.
1, 205 ; 5, 20.—11. a word, in a fuller

sense a sentence, Lat. oratio. Plat.

Theaet. 202 B.—2. a saying, statement,

Thuc. 1, 2: esp. a divine revelation,

Plat. Phaed. 78 D ; an oracular re

sponse, Pind. P. 4, 105 : maxim,
apophthegm, proverb, Plat. Symp. 195
B.— III. dialogue, conversation, discus-

sion, e. g. ^,',, etc., Hdt. 1, 82, etc.,

and Att. ; also ,
Hdt. 3, 148 ; Plat.—iV. a speaking or
talking about a person or thing,

and . Antipho 135, 20;
also without prep., , a dis-

course about one : , wortl»

talking of, worth mennon, Hdt. 4, 28 :

hence—2. the talk which one occ:a-

sions, Lat. farna, USU. in good sense,
praise, honour,. , for. Hdt. 7, 5 ; 9, 78 : hence also

tale, story,, ,-,, c. ace. et inf, so the

story goes, Lat. fama fert, freq. in

Hdt. and Att., cf Valck. Hipp. 322:
—rare construct.,, Clisthe-

nes has the credit of having bribed

the Pythia, Hdt. 5, 66, for which the
usu. jihrase would be (as above),, . — 3.

speech, ,
Plat. Rep. 376 D : and in pi., words,
eloquence, Isocr. 27 B, 191 B. etc. :

—

oft. joined with, Wytt. Ep Cr.

p. 134 ;—Protagoras was called) of.— V.a saying, report, tale,.%t(/ry. opp. on
the one hand to merefable( <, on
the other to regular history(),
as Hdt. 2, 99 : and so, being orig. ap-

plied to all stories, ivhethcr true orfalse,

it came to signify— 1. fictitious story,

fable, esp. those of Aesop, Hdt. 1. 141

,

2, 47, Arist. Rhet. 2, 20.—2. authentic

7tarrative, and so u.'su. in p\ur., history,

chronicles, freq. in Hdt., who gives this

name to his own work, 1, 106, 184.

etc. ; in sing. o)te section or part of such
u'orA:, like the later.'.^^-

ov, Hdt. 2, 38, etc. : later usu. opp. to

,\)\ as the oldest Greek history

was a rival to Ep. poetry, was
also opp. to, cf,-, VI.—VI. as Greek
prose began with history, hence ot7. came to have the genl. signf
of prose-writing, prose, like Lat. ora/io,

as opp. to and, Anst.
Poet. 2, 5 ; 6, 26, also, ) oi -.
Plat. Legg. 609 D. ami Arist. ; cf.,.— VII. further,

since at Athens the most valued and
influential prose-writings were.«/^--
es, hence again like Lat. oratio, .
came to be a speech, freq. in Oralt.,

cf Arist. Rhet. 1, 3, etc. Cf-,.—VIII. the rigid, or

privilege ofspeaking, Lat. copia dicendi,

or, to

give one the word. i. e. allow him to

speak, Dem. 508, 16 ; so ,
to come to one's turn in speaking,
French avoir la parole ; or, as we say,

to be in possession of the house, to obtain

the floor.—IX. like^. the thi»<; spo-

ken of, the subject of the, Hdt. 1,

21, etc., cf. Br. Soph. Aj. 1263, Wolf



Lept. p. 277,+ but v. Schaef. adl. 473,

13t; ., to be in the

secret, Hat. 1, 127;^, cf. Ar. Nub. 657,

882, etc. : Plat. ; ?.,
nothing to the point, immaterial, v.

Heind. Plat. Protag. 344 A :—also,
TTpbr , as to the matter of,

Aesch. Theb. 519 ; ., Hdt.
3. 99.

—

. that which is laid down or

stated, a proposition, position, principle,

Plat. Gorg. 508 B.—XI—, a

definition,- , the

sou.Cs essence, and its definiiotn, Piat.

Phaedr. 245 E.
B. the power of the mind which is

manifested in speech, reason, •,
Plat. Phaedr. 73 A ; ,
agreeably to reason. Plat. Rep. 500 C,
etc. ; so .. Id. Prot. 344 A

;

opp. to ., contrary to reason,

improbable, Thuc, etc.=, Dem. 1090, 12. In par-

ticular relations,—II. examination by

the reason, reflection, opp. to thoughtless-

ness or rashness, -
Vai, to allow himself reflec-tion, i. e.

time for it, to think over a thing, Wes-
sel. Hdt. 2, 162, etc., cf. Heind. Plat.

Soph. 230 A ;, Hdt. 1,209.—
2. account, consideration, esteem, regard,, to

be of no account or repute with one,

Hdt. 1, 120; so too, tivai, Hdt. 4, 138 ; and,,-, to maice one of account. Id. I,

33 ; so too,., .. Id. ; but also, like Lat. ralionem

habere alicujus, and, to make account, put a value

on a person or thing, freq. in Hdt. ;

also without gen., as 1, 62, 115 : also,. , Hdt. 3,

50 ; -, Ar. Ran. 87

;

/» iv . Plat. Rep. 550
A ; . , reckon-

ed or accounted as a private person
without rank ; so ),

?,oycj, Valck. Hdt. 3,

120, etc.—3. an account,, to give an account of a thing,

Hdt. 3, 143, cf. 8, 100 ; /.. Plat. Prot. 336 C
;

Rep. 344 D ; -, Dera. 101, 17 ; so,

or ,
etc. ;^. Plat. Legg. 774
, Dem., etc. ; cf.-— III. re-

lation, reference, proportion, analogy,, in proportion to...,

Hdt. 1, 134 ; 2, 109 ;, Xen. Cyr. 8, 6, 11;

.. Plat. Theaet.
158 D : m mathematics, a ratio : also,

arithmetical proportion, ..
Plat., cf..—IV. reasonable

ground, an arrangement, a condition, the

last esp. in the phrase or- ., Hdt. 7, 15S ;' 9, 26i 33,

cf. Xen. Hell. 2, 2, 19 : .-
; on what ground ? Plat. Rep. 366

; cf. Prot. 343 D : /., or, c ace. et inf.,

it stands to reason that .., just like the

Lat. ratio evincit, Hdt. 3, 45, cf. 2, 33,

etc. ; also c. ace. pers., the reason of the thing convinces
me, Hdt. 1, 132, etc.

C. m N. T.. and Eccl., ,
GOD THE WORD, comprising both
the above general signfs. of Word and
Reason, which were however distin-

guished by the Fathers as -, and, v. Suicer
'hes. in voc. I. 1.,, , {?,,)
conditional syllogism, much used by

the stoics, e. g. ' if Plato be alive, he

AOIB
breathes ; he is alive, therefore he
does breathe,' Diog. L. 7, 77./., , , Philo, and }'-
/^, ov, Stob., {,, ^) fond
of words or of eloquence., ,() to make rational

:

pass, to become rational : to assume the

nature of the divine, Eccl., aia, alov,() of or

with a spear., , , dim. from .-, Posidon. ap. Ath. 176 B. [a], to pierce with a spear,

Anth. : from
AOTXH, , , a spear-head, jave-

lin-head, Lat. spiculum, Hdt. 7, 69,

and Xen. ; but usu. in plur., the point

with its barbs, Hdt. 1, 52. etc.. cf. Xen.
Cyn. 10, 3 and 16 : the shaft is m Hdt., in Xen. .— II. a
LANCE, spear, javelin, Lat. lancea,

Pmd. N. 10, 112, and Trag. :, proverb, of a bragging coward,
a ' tire-eater,' Meineke Com. Fr. 2, p.

397.—III. troop ofspearmen, ' a plump
of spears' .. Soph.
. C. 1312 ; cf. II., IL, , . Ion. for, lot,

from., .., . .
f, , , Lonche, name of a

dog, Xen. Cyn. 7, 5.,,(,* ?) armed
with a spear, ., with spear
and shield, Eur. I. A. 1067.,,=^..,,,. IromAoyrT;., ov, (.) of or with a
spear, k/mvoi ., the clash of spears,

Aesch. Ag. 405.,, -, dim. from,
Lycophronid. ap. Ath. 670 E., ov, , fem. -, ,(-) of like a spear.— II. ,-, as subst., a plant with spear-

shaped seeds, Diosc., ov, , (.,) a spear with a sickle-shaped

head, like our partisan, NoniL, , (., )
making spears, Eur. Bacch. 1208., ov, (, )
spear-bearing, Eur. Hec. 1089 : as
subst., a spear-man, pike-man, At. Pac.
1294, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 5., ,() to furnish with

a point or head. Pass, to be sharp-

pointed, Arist. Eth. N. 3, 1, 17. Hence, , , furnished with a

point, lance-headed, /3fAof, Eur. Bacch.
761.,,^=, Arist. de
Spiritu, 2, 6.,, ,() a making
or becoming reasonable ; in Eccl.
partaking of the nature of CHRIST
through baptism., Ep. 3 aor. of, -, Od.
10, 361.,, Ep. part,

aor. act. and mid. from .,,
for /.,., Hom. : -, fut. mid. for, Od.,., oldest form
of.-, Hom., the oldest and Hom. form
of.,, atov, "/or belonging

to the, Ath. 512 F., , , =,
Epich. p. 46. [], , {.)=}..^3. , , cup for pouring
libations. Plut. Marcell. 2 : from, , , (,) a pouring,

only used in religious sense, drink-

offfring. Lat. libatio, II. 4,48 ; in Hom.
joined with, drink-offering and

bumt-offering, as II. 9, 500 ; later also,
like, freq. in plur., as Pind.
N. 11, 7, Soph. El. 52 :— rare in prose,
as, .. Plat. Legg. 906 D : Ap.
Rh. has it of water in genl.^,, ,=3, Antim•
ap. Ath. 486 A.,, , and., ,
=sq., i\ic. . 256, Th. 921., , () pestilent,

deadly, ., II. 1, 518, 573 ;.', think it will eiid/-
tally, II. 21, 533.', ov, , ruin, mischief,

death, of death by plague, II. 1, 67;
or by war, 5, 603, etc. ; also of the de-

struction of the ships, II. 16, 80 (nei-

ther nor occurs in
Od.) ; Pind., Aesch.

; poet. word.
(Akin to ^,^, Lat. lu-

geo, luctus, cf..), ,='•, Kic, cf. Jac.
A. P. p. 305., , f. -, to be a.-, to rail at, abuse, revile, blaspheme,
c. ace, Hdt. 3, 145, ., Pmd.
. 9, 56 ; and so freq. in Att. : also
absol., Eur. Med. 873, etc. Mid. to

rail at one another, Ar. +Nub. 62, tRan.
857 ; but also as dep., like act., Hdt.
4, 184, and Att. ; except that the mid.
has dat. pers., as Ar. Eq. 1400, Plut.
456, Plat. Rep. 395 D, etc. ; so in aor.
pass., Dem. 1257, 24: also,.-, Xen. Ages. 7, 3. The
act. never has a dat., except in late
writers, as Epict. Man. 34. Hence,, , railing, abuse,

an affront, Arist. Eth. N. 4, 8, 9., , , dim. from/., Ar. Fr. 64. [a],,,=, Ar.
Ran. 758., . , abusive, Arist., , , (.) rail-

ing, abuse ; a reproach, Epich. p. 94,
Antipho 115, 17, Thuc. 2, 84, etc., ov, railing, abusive, Eur.
Cycl. 534, Menand. p. 141 : fas subst., a reviler, Plut. : to.-
pov, reviling, abuse. Id. Adv. -,
Strab. p. OtJl.t (Deriv. uncertain.). (.) dep. mid., to

destroy, LXX., , , or ?.,=/.,
pestilence, Hipp. p. 28., , , of or belonging to

the plague, pestilential, Hipp. 1271,
Strab., etc. Adv. -, Sext. Emp.

:

from', , 6, a plague, pesti-

lence, any deadly infectious disorder, 11.

1, 61, Hdt. 7, 171, etc. : also, of per-
sons, plague, pest, like Lat. pestis,

Dem. 794, 5. (Prob. connected with, .,., cf..
and : the relation to. is

prob. only one of sound, as iii Hdt.
1. c, Thuc. 2, 54, and ap. Aeschin.
73, 6.). ov, {,, )
bringing plague, pestilential., , (.,) like

plague, pestilential, Thuc. 1, 23., Att. -, fut. -, (-) to have the plague, Luc. Hist.
Scrib. 15; so from., enter a^ in arrear. Pass.,

to be in arrear : from,, ,.) a remain-
der, arrear, like Lat. reliqua., , (.,)=?.-, Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 258., , , (', ./<.)
remaining, Lat. reliquus, post-Hom.,
but very freq. from Pind. and Hdt.
downwds. ; Hdt. has ., sub., for the rest of the iimf, hence•
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forward, hereafter, as in 1, 189, etc.,

which in later authors was usually

TO ', Tu ?., Aesch. Eum.
683, Soph. Ant. 311, El. 122U, etc. ct".

Herin. Vlg. n. 2G : but also ,
and TO ., without reference to time,

the rest, Lat. cetera. Plat. Fhaedr. 256
D, etc. : also without the ar-

ticle, as adv., /or the rest, further, and
so ort.=w(5;/, already, as Plat. Prot.

321 B, ci. Schaf. Long. p. 400: the
regul. adv. is rarer., ov, Ep. ("or,-: Horn, has, ,
the prize /or the last, II. 23, 785 ; also

plur. ?^, sub. ', lb. 751.,, , the last, end., la, iov,=sq., Find. P. 4,

474 and 'I'rag. : neut. -lov, as adv.,

last. Soph. Aj. 468, Ant. 1304., ov, left behind, last, II. 23,

536 ; superl.?, last of all,

Hes. Th. 921 : also in Trag. (Evi-

dently from, whether supl.

form for, or collat. form,

like our last, Germ, letzt, cf. Pott
Forsch. 1, 47.)^, ov, b, a kind of bird

(stork?) Arist. H. A. 2, 17, 34.

AOKKTj, , ij, an antiquated word
in Anth. P. 11, 20; ace. to Hesych.:=; Arcad. writes it.

\AoKpia, , ,, the Locrian

fountain, near Locri, Strab. p. 259.\, , , Locrian, of the

Locri, Strab. ;
prov. ,

of any thing frugal or mean, Paroem.
Zenob. 5, 5.^, , Lacus or Si-

nus Liicrinus, near Baiae in Campa-
nia, Strab. p. 245.^,, f], pecul. fern, to Ao-, Pind. P. 2, 36 ; subst. sc. ,
the territory of the Locri, Locris, in

Greece, as also in Italy, v.,
Thuc. 2, 32 ; 3, 91 ; Polyb. 1, 50, 3 : etc.

i, adv., in Locrian fashion,
ap. Ath. 625 E.

i,,, the Locri, a Grecian
people, in Trojan war under Ajax son
of O'lleus ; of these only 1 and 2 be-

low were known to Homer, 11. 2,

527, etc. ; divided into three tribes,

—

1. 01', (q. v.) the Epi-
cnemidii, occupying a small district

between Thermopylae and Mt. Cne-
mis, Strab. p. 416.—2. ,
the Opuntii, occupying a small tract

along the coast south of the Epi-
cneinidii. Id. p. 422 sqq.—3. oi-
Aaiythe Ozolae, on the Corinthian gulf,

between Pliocis and Aetolia, Thuc.
1, 5, etc. ; Strab. p. 417 sqq., who
also calls them. Of the lat-

ter oi AoKpoi in Italy,

(so too the city, also called in Pind.
0. 10, 17, )
were a colony, v., Hdt.
6, 23 ; etc.,,, Locrus, a statuary of
Paros, Pans. 1, 8, 4.^, ov, 0, the Rom. name
Jjollius, Anth.,, ,{) a slant-

ing direction, obliquity, Manetho.,=., ov, 6, epith. of Apollo, first

in Hdt. 1, 91 : ace. to some from his
intricate and ambiguous() oracles

;

but belter from,, as being
the Interpreter of Jupiter,, Aesch. Eum. 19, cf. Hdt. 8,

136, Ar. Plut. 8 ; cf..,, . {?.) sub.,
the zodiac or ecliptic, from its obliquity

to the equator., ov,{,) go-
ing sideways, like the crab. [i2]
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, ov, o,= foreg. Batr. 297.), , ^,)
to look askance at., ov, (Zofof, )
moving slantwise or sideways., ,{,) toga
slantwise or sideways, Plut. 2, 890 E.', , , slanting, crosswise,

Lat. obliquus,, sub., a
cross-line, Eur. 'I'hes. 7 ; -, to look askance at one, Lat.

limis oculis, Anacr. 79; also,, Solon 26,^ .,
Theocr. 20, 13 : Ztiif 7\,, Jupiter has turned his neck
aside, i. e. withdrawn his favour,

Tyrtae. 2, 2 ; but, ,
(the slave) hangs down his neck, Lat.

Stat capite obstipo, Theogn. 536 ; hence
mistrustful, suspicious,, Polyb. : also of language,
indirect, ambiguous, esp. of oracles,

Luc. Alex. 10, etc. ; cf..
Mostly poet., but also in later prose.

(Akin to Lat. luxus, luxatus, luxatio ;

also to luctor and ob-liqu-us ,• and perh.

to,. Pott Et. Forsch.
l,p. 232.),,{,) stretch-

ed across, oblique, Paul. S. Ecphr. 213.,, ,() a slanting

direction, obliquity, Strab. p. 90 : om6i-

guity, of oracles, Plut. 2, 409 C., , and ,?)
-, the oblique-rimning messenger, of

Lycophron's Cassandra, Anth., P. 9,

191 ; cf.., ov, {,-) looking askance, Procl., oi', gen., {?.,) uttering doubtful oracles., ,{) to make slanting,

cast sideways, Sophron ap. E. M. p.

572. Pass, to be so, Arist. Metaph.,, , epith. of Diana, Call.

Del. 292 : cf..,. ,{) making
slanting : obliquity, Plut. 2, 890 ., ,^^., , 6,{,)
= sq., Meineke Eubul. Incert. 16., ov, , {,) dish-snatcher, Anth.,,, dim. from,
Ar. Plut. 812. []^, , , Lopadium, fein.

pr. ., Timol. ap. Ath. 567 , v. 1.., more correctly-, , , Lopadussa, an island

on the Carthaginian coast, Strab. p.

834: in Ath. 30 D., ov, ,(,-) a dish-piper, nickname of Dorion,

a gluttonous flute-player, Mnesim.
Philipp. 4 ;

perh. with a play between- and.,, , aflat earthen vessel,

like, a flat dish or plate, in

which food was served, A r. Vesp. 511,
etc.: (never for a pot,.)—II.

also in Com.=^, Theopomp.
(Com.) Incert. 15.— III. disease of
the olive, Theophr., , {) to let the bark
peel off, of trees which lose their bark
on the return of the sap in spring,

Lat. corticem remittere, verlere, The-
ophr.—II. of olive and fig-trees, /o rot

at the root. Id. Hence, ov, b, the time of the bark
peeling off, Theophr., , , the tendency of the bark
to peel off.,(•) to peel, strip off the

bark. Hence, ov, easily stripped, of nuts

0
which have a skin and not a shell,

Nic. ap. Ath. 54 D., ioor, ,=,, Ar.,, ro,= sq., ov, or, ov, ,{)
the shell, Jiusk, bark, peel, -, the peel of an onion, Ud. 19,
233.—II. of animals, hide, leather,

Hipp., cf. Foes. Oecon.— It thus com-
bines the signfs. of Lat. cortex, corium.,=. Hipp. p. 812., , , bent forwards or in-

wards, Lat. cernuus, opp. to,
Hipp. p. 763 ; cf. 807. Hence, , to bend the upper part of
the body forwards and inwards, Hipp. p.

812, Mnesim.., 1, 55. Pass, to

bend forwards and inwards, Hipp. p.

816: also sensu obscoeno, Ar. Eccl.
10, Fr. 191. Hence,, , a bending for-
wards, Hipp. p. 863.,, b, the demon of im-
pure. Plat. (Com.) Phaon.
2, 17.,, ,{) a bend-
ing forwards and inwards : a malforma-
tion of the spine and neck, Hipp. p. 816., or, ov,
TO, Lugdunum, a city of Gallia, at the
confluence of the Arar and Rhone,
now Lyon, Strab. p. 191 ; in Dio C..—2. a city of the Con-
venae in Aquitania, Strab. p. 190.^ /^,, Lugeits Lacus, a
lake in lUyria, Strab. p. 314.

tAoi'dtof,,=, Strab. p. 330.^, ov, b, Luerius, a Gaul,
Strab. p. 191 ; in Ath. 152 E, Ao^tp-., , Ep. for,, only
in . Hom. Cer. 290.+,,, oi, the Luti, a powerful
German tribe, Strab. p. 290., 7, , Luca, a city of Etru-
ria, Strab. p. 217.

iAov, a, (said to l>e contd.
from Lucanus), Lucas, Luke, author
of one of the Gospels and of the Acts
of the Apostles, a companion of St.

Paul, N. T.^, , , Luceria, a City of
Apulia, Polyb. 3, 88, 5.

tAoi'/cioi'of, ov, b, Lucian, the fa-

mous writer, a native oi Samosata.,, , Lucilla, Rom. fern,

pr. n., Anth.
iAovo, ov, , the Rom. name

Lucilius, Anth.
iAovo, ov. , Lucius, Rom. masc.

pr. n., Polyb.; N. T.; etc.

iAovKOTOKia,,, Lutetia, acity of
Gallia on an island in the Sequana-
now Paris, Strab. p. 194.

i, ov, , the Rom. name
Lucullus, V. 1. -, Luc. Macr. 15.,, , the Lat. Lu-
cumo, Strab. p. 219 ; in Dion. H.-.

\, . , the Rom. fem.

pr. n., Lucretia, Plut., Att. for.^,, , Luna, a city and ha-
ven of the Ligurians in Etruria,

which the Greeks call b -, Strab. p. 217.

i, , ai, Lupiae, a city of

Calabria, Strab. p. 282 ; in Paus., later name of Sybaris, 6,

19, 6.^, ov, b, the Lupia, a river

of Germany, now Lippe, Strab. p. 291.'{,, , fcm. adj., ofor oe-

longing to Lust, in Arcadia, Anth.^, ar, , Lusia, an Attic de-

mus of the tribe Oeneis ; hence Aoy-,, b, one o/(the deme) Ln-^ia,

Isae. 65, 18.— II. , ()



epith. of Diana, from bathing in the

Ladon, i'aus. 8, 25, 6.^, ov, b, the Lusias, a river

of liinttium, near Thurii, Ael. N. A.

10, 38 ; hence—11.,, ,
fern. adj. Lusian, of the Lusias,-, Ath. 519 C.

iAoo, ov, b, the Lusius, a river

of Arcadia, Paus. 8, 28, 2.,, , () a washing or

bathing.

iAovGiravia., ,=^. Diod. S.

jAovaoi and,, oi, Lusi,

a city of northern Arcadia, contain-

ing a temple of Diana, Call. Dian.

235 : hence, , b, an in-

hab. of Lusi, Xen. An. 4, 2, 21 ; Aov-7. Id. 7, 6, 40., ov, , the pith of the fir-

tree, Theophr., ov, 6, () one that is

fond of bathing, Arist. H. A. 9, 49, 10.

iAov<Jv, , , the Lusones, a

race of the Celtiberi in Hispania,

Strab. p. 162.
\, ov, , the Rom. name

Lutatius, Polyb. 3, 40, 9.

AovTi'ip,, b, {) a washing

or bathing-tub, Philo., ov,, dim. from-. [] ,. ^ ^, ov, , dim. from-
TTjp, Antiph. Traum. 2 :.-, Aesch. Fr. 321.

—

II. a kind of

cup, Epig. Mnem. 1., ov, 6, dim. from-
TTjp., , desiderat. from,
to wish to bathe or wash, Luc. hex. 2.,, , water that has been

used. Ar. Eq. 1401.,, , a woman employed

to wash 3iinerva's temple, Ar. Fr. 642.

—11. -, apair of drawers for bathers,

Theopoinp. (Com.) Paed. 2.,,{,)
slain in thebath, Aesch. Cho. 1071. [«], ov, TO, in Hom. always, but in contr. form as early

as H. Hom. Cer. 50, Has. Op. 751,{,) :
—a bath, bathing place,

Horn., always in plur., and usu.-, Horn., II. 14, 6, etc. ; later, Ar. Nub. 1051 :

but also of cold bathing,, II. 18, 489, Od. 5, 275 : the

sing, first in Hes. Op. 751, Soph. Ant.

1201, but always rare, of. infr. IV.

—

II. waterfor bathing or washing,. Soph. . C. 1599.

—

III. even^^,, drink-offerings, liba-

tions, Soph. El. 84, 434, Eur. Phoen.
1667.—IV. bathing, kv, while
bathing, Xen. Oec. 5, 9 ; hence,-, to give one a bath, wash
one with water, Soph. Ant. 1201, ., Ar. Lys. 469 ; -, to bathe, Aesch. Fr. 321., , to carry water for
bathing: from, ov,{,)
bringing water for bathing or washing() : ., at Athens the boy

or girl, who, as next of kin to the

bridegroom, /eicAed him water from the

fountain Callirrhoe on his wedding-
day, of Vales, ad. Harpocr. in v.

:

hence, ., the marriage-ceremony,

Eur. Phoen. 348.—2.,
the black urn placed on the tomb of

unmarried persons, Dem. 1086, 15

;

1089, 23 ; also called., , to pour water into

the bath, Aiith. P. 9, 627: from, ov, Hom. always
7\,., Dor. .,{, -,) pouring water into thebath:

..| the slave who did this, Od. 20,

297, of. Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 20 : ?,. -•, a three-legged kettle, in which
water was warmed for bathing, II. 18,

346, Od. 8, 435.,, 6,{) a ba-

thing-room, bath-house, Aesch. Eum.
461, Xen. Ath. 2, 10., fut.', contr. from the

old, from which we still have
several tenses in Hom. ; viz., of act.

inf and part. aor., ;

of mid., fut., aor.-
To, ; perf. pass.,-, part,, II. 5, 6 ;—Att.

syncop. pres. mid., inf. -
(?, alsoinOd. 6, 216,andHdt. (who
also uses) cf. Lob. Phryn.
1-89 : part,, Ar. Plut. 658 ; in

genl. the Att. omit ihe final vowel, as
3 impf., 1 pi., etc., Ar.

Plut. 657.—Ep. coUat. form,
only in H. Hom. Cer. 290 : but a pres.

is suspicious, for, Od. 10, 361,

and, . Hom. . 120, are 3

sing, and plur. acr. 2 of; and
(as it should be written, not), in Hes. Op. 747, is inf. of

same tense ; also for, Scol. 21, 4,

?. must be written ; Herm. however
would read in Soph. Ant. 40.

To wash, ; esp. to wash the body,

being used esp. of the hands

and feet, of clothes, -, Od. 4, 49, cf.

7, 296 ; ; Aesch.
Theb. 739 ;?, Eur. Tro.

1152, cf. Soph. Ant. 901 : most usu.

in mid. to wash one's self, bathe, . •
^ofjoiv, Od. 6, 216; but also

c. gen.?, II. 6,

508 ; ' (of a star

just risen), /res/i /row! ocean's bath, 11.

5, 6, (so in Att.', fresh-

bathed,fresh and clean, Ar. Lys. 106G)
;

and in like manner, -, Hdt. 3, 23 : absol..,
Od. 4, 48 ; ,
to go to the bath to bathe, Ath. 438

: c. ace. Hes. Op. 520, Th. 5 : for, ?•., v. sub-
IV: metaph. ., Simon.

46 ; , Luc. D.

Meretr. 13, 3.

—

II. to wash off or away,

Ti, cf sub?. (Akin to Lat.

luo, diliio, eluo, lavo, but hardly to the

Greek, v. Aiitjfin.), , f. -, to have a crest{) Babrius.—-2. in Ar. Pac. 1211,

to be ill of a crest, i. e. to have more crest

than enough, comic word formed like,,,,
etc., which, like those in -, have
the notion of sickness. Lob. Phryn. 80., , , a crest-case, Ar.

Ach. 1109, Nub. 751., , ,=^,, a crest., , . Ion., {)
the mane or bristly ridge on the back
of animals, the mane of horses, the

bristly back of b'jars, (cf. Arist. Part.

An. 2, 14, 4, etc.) ,
Od. 19, 446 ; ), Hes. Sc. 391 : 7.>, the mane served lor a
plume, Hdt. 7, 70, cf. 2, 71 : also the

back-fin of dolphins and such fishes,

A nth. P. 9, 222: hence—II. =-, the ridge of a hill, a hill, lb. 249.

[ence, , . Ion., one that

has a or back-fin, Numen. ap.

Ath. 322 F.
^, ov, TO, dim. from,

Ael. N. A. 16, 15. [], to raise the., , , {) dweller

on the hills, ei)ith. of Pan, formed like,/, etc., Anth.

AOXA
or, ov, , dim. from, a small crest: also^/.—\1.=:.

Ao^i'f,,,=^.^, , the Lophis, a river of Boe-
otia, near Haliartus, Paus. 9, 33. 3.,, ,=7., Ath. 699 D., ,, dim. from sq. [t],, , a torch made ofvine-
bark, Anih.. P. 11,20, Lye. 48. (Prob.
from,.),, ,{) crested,

Tryph. 68.-2. hilly, Nonn., ,{,) ma-
king crests ; as subst., -, a crest-ma-

ker, Ar. Pac. 545., , {,) to

sell crests, Ar. Fr. 643., ov, , {) the back of the

neck, the neck, esp. of draught-cattle,
because the yoke rests upon and ruba
it {), so of a horse, U. 23, 508,
cf. ; also of a man, II. 10, 573 :

metaph., , to
have the neck under the yoke, i. e. to
obey patiently. Soph. Ant. 292, cf.

: from this sense comes the
kindred one —II. ridge of ground, a
rising hill, like Lat. jugum, dorsum,
Od. 11, 596, 16, 471, Hdt. 2, 124: so
always in Pind. a hill, O. 8, 21 ; etc.—III. the crest of a helmet, Lat. crista,

usu. of horse-hair, as II. 16, 138, cf.

6, 469, Od. 22, 124 ; but Vulcan made
them of gold, 11. 18, 612 ; 22, 316 :

., Aesch. Theb. 384 ; cf.

Ar. Ach. 575; Theocr. 22, 186; also
in prose, Xen. Cyr. 6, 4, 2 ; etc. (in

signfs. I. and III., Hom. has it only
in II., in II., only in Od. : Att. mostly
in II. and III.)—2. post-Horn, the crest,

tuft on the head of birds, Lat. crista,

whether of feathers or flesh, as a
cock's comb, Ar. Av. 1366 ; also of

men, the tuft of AaiVupon the crov^n,

hence , to shave so
as to leave tufts, like, Hdt. 4, 175.{ is to, as and to, cf.

II.) Hence, ov,{,) with a
long-haired tail : are animals
with bushy tails and manes, as the
horse, Arist. H. A. 1, 6, 7 ; etc., ov,{,) wear-
ing a crest, Lat. cristalus, Babrius., , {,) like a
crest or ridge, Arist. Meteor. 2, 8, 15.,, , as if from,
the wearing a crest : the crest itself, Ar.
Av. 291., , 6v, crested.,, b, Dor. and Att. for7],=^, Aesch. Theb.
42, Eur. Phoen. 974, v. sub., . Dor. and Att. for -, to lead a or company,
usu. of 100 men, Xen. An. 5, 9, 30,

c. gen,, .. Hdt. 9, 53, cf. 21., , , Dor. and Att. for7}, the rank or office of,
Xen. An. 1, 4, 14., ov, b, (,,) Dor. and Att. for 7], the

leader of a armed band. Soph.
Ant. 141 : usu. the commander of 100
men or a company, a captain, Lat. cen-

turio, Xen. An. 3, 1, 22, etc. : but in

the Spartan army, the commander of
a {i in every). Id. Lac. 11,

14, etc.—The worn was always used
by the Att. in the Dor. form, and Lob.
Phryn. 430 remarks, that this was
usu. in phrases of war and the chase,

in which the Doric race excelled.

fAoa, uv, , Lochagus, a Spar-
tan, Plut., ov, , {, ayu)=
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AOXI, dub., as also?.. Lob. Fhryn. 430./, Adv., in bunds or compa-
nies {.)— II. () from am-
bush, lurkingly, Ircacherously, Nic. []

,=, Aiith. P. 9, 251., aia, ,^/ ; ., clandestine love, Anth.— 11. mc-
taph. of a crop, shooting up quickly or

luxuriantly, 'I'heopbr. : rtchly-blooming,

Aral.— 111. bearing down, like heavy
ears of corn.^,, , Lochaeus, masc. pr.

n., Paus. (i, 6, 1., ov, 6, and, 6,

{?,)=., , . -, Horn, also- (Od. 4, C70). aor.:
part. aor. (lb. 388. 4G3),

just like act. : he also has Ep 3 pi.

pres., part, : {-
). J lie in wait for one, loatch,

way-lay, entrap, c. ace. pers., Od. 11.

cc, 10, 369, etc., Hdt. 0, 37, Soph.
Ant. 1075, etc. ; but only in late prose :

absol. to lie in wait or ambush, 11. 18,

520, Od. 13, 268;, in am-
bush, A p. Rh. 3, 7 : c. ace. loci, to oc-

cupy with an ambuscadi;7],. 5, 121 : metaph.,', to

lay a trap of friendship for them, Po-
lyb. 3, 40, 6., , ,() child-birth,

child-bed. Eur. J. T. 382, Plat. Theaet.
149 B, Aiist., etc. ; in pi., Plat. Polit.

268 .—11.= 1, Anth. Plan.

132.,, .=?. (q. v.)

;

(sc.), having
left the place where she bore the child,

Eur. I. T. 1241.

—

2.,= Ao-, of Diana, Orph. H. 35, 3, Plut.,

etc., ov, .^=, an ambush,
only m Hes. Th. 178.,, , {?) that

which is born, a child, spring, Eur.
Ion 921, Phoen. 810.—11.= ?},
child-birth, usu. in plur., as Eur. El.

1124: metayih., ,
theburstingoithebua, \esch. Ag.l392., , , a uoman in child-

bed.— II. a midwife : from,( 11,,)
to bring forth, bear,, . Horn.
Merc. 230, and Orph. : more freq. in

mid., Aesch. Fr. 150, Eur. Ion 921,

Arist. H. A. 9, 14, 4.— 11. of the mid-
wife, to bring to the birth, attend in

child-birth, deliver,, Eur. Ion 918,

1596, ef. El. 1129.—111. pass, to be

brought to bed, be in labour, bear chil-

dren,', Eur. Tro. 597
;' ; of

Semele, Eur. Bacch. 3 : and so c.

ace, ',,
Aesch. Fr. 150, though the line is

dub., V. Hcrm.Opusc. 3, 45.—2. to he

brought forth, born, produced, iSoph.

O. C. 1322; , by
the obstetric art of Vulcan, Eur. Ion
455.—3. in genl. to lie embedded, iv/., Ar. Pae. 1014.—The word
is very common in late poets, as

Orph., and Nonn., v. Herm. Orph. p.

811, sq.,,, .
Ion. tor ?.-., , , {) way-
laying, entrapping., , ,{) lying in

wait, treacherous., , and, , . sub-., {)—", to lie in

wait or lay snaresfir one,> hence,^, they were
866

cut to pieces by an ambuscade, Thuc.
5, 115 : , an am-
buscade, Dion. H. 1, 79.—2. to place in

ambush, . /,
Thuc. 3, 107 ; and so, is

the prob. 1. in Plut. Otho 7.— II. to

distribute men in companies(), and
so put them in order of battle, Hdt. 1,

103.

—

.=, only in Hesych.,, lov,{ II) of be-

longing to child-birth, .,
chiiil-bed, Eur. El. 656; 7-. Id. Bacch. 89, cf. Ion
452 :. nauhia, I. T. 206,
(ace. to Elmsl. Med. 1031) ,—';{.&(\$-, agreeing with Molpai) : also,, like hai.foeta, 0pp. C.

3, 292.—2., the discharge after

child-birth, Hipp. pp. 239, 240, etc.

;

so, or . Id. p.

001, etc.—3. 7/, epitli. of Diana. Eur. I.T. 1097, Plut., etc., , ,{) a placing

in a/nbush. Pint. Philop. 13., , , fem. -,, {-) one of the same or company,
a fellow-soldier, comrade, Aesch. Ag.
1650, and Xen. : 1, \. e. witn attendants
or alone, Aesch. Cho. 768:, the Rom. cnmitia centuriata,

Dion. H. 4, 20, etc. [i]

]7], , , Lochites, an Athe-
nian, against whom one of Isocrates'

orations is directed.,,, of ox belonging

to a bush or brake, frequenting thickets,

., songstress of the brake, of
the nightingale, Ar. Av. 737 ; from,, ,{) a thicket, bush,

brake, copse, like, esp. so far

as serving for the lair of wild beasts,)/, Od. 19, 439, cf. 445 ;?, Pind. . , 40, cf. . 4,

434 ; in 1. , lying

in wait in the copse, Id. O. 10 (11), 30
;, Ar.

Eccl. 61, cf. Lys. 800: also in late

prose, as Ael. N. A. 13, 14. Hence. ov, also a,,=,
rpayof, Anth. P. 6, 32 : ,=^, Luc. Philopatr. 12.,{) as pass., to be

bushy, Lai. fruticesco ; cf.., ,{.) over-

grown with bushes, bushy, Thuc. 3, 107., adv., to ambush, for atn-

buscnde, II. 1,227, Od. 14,217., . , {, .) an
ambush, a place for lying in ivait,, II. 13, 277 ; --, 1 1, 379 ; of the wooden
horse /co</ or and , Od. 4,

277 ; 1 1, 525 ; so the enemy's ships are

called , Orac. ap. Hdt.

3, 57 : later also the lurking-place of

robbers, the lair of wild beasts, like.—2. an ambush, lying in wait, of
the act rather than the place,, to lie in ambush, II.

13, 285 ; , to place anam-
buscade, II. 4, 392, Od. 4, 531 ;,, to place in ambush, Hes.
Th. 174; ;^^', Od. 14,

469 , ?, II. 13, 277
;

and, -
, to pick out the best men for an am-
buscade, Od. 14, 217;—this being in

Horn, the chief part of the art of war,
V. II. 13, 277, sq.—3. the way of lying in

wait, ambush, II. 24, 779, Od. 4, 441 ;, the way to

watch him. Od. 4, 39.0 { ol -, Pind. . 4, 90 ; -',,

Soph.. 490.—4. the men thatform the

ambush, II. 8, 522, where it is strictly

a body of men destined for surprising a
town : hence—5. any armed band, a
body of troops, Od. 20, 49 ; but only of
foot, not horse ; so in Trag., Aesch.
Theb. 56, 460, Soph. O. C. 1371, etc.

;

and then, metaph.,
., Aesch. Theb. Ill, cf. Eum. 46,

etc.— 6. in prose, usu. a body of about

100 men. a company,= liojn. centuria,

(hence is Rom. centurio, and}, the comitia centu-

riata), Xen. An. 3, 4, 21, etc. :—but
among the Spartans a was the

fourth or fifth part of a (q. v.),

Hdt. 9, 53, 57, etc. :—the diflerence

of numbers seems to be due to the
different divisions of regiments in the
several Greek states, v. Arnold Thuc.
5, 68 : cf. 1, 20.—7. any body ofpeople,

a union for civil purposes, Xen. Hier.

9, 5.— II. a lying in ; child-birth, like-, Aesch. Ag. 137, Supp. 676.—IIL
a Macedonian month,= Att.•, Hesych., , ^],^=, Diosc. 3, 4,*, V. sub '.,=., , , (?-) dissolution, sepa-

ration : hencefartion, riot, likeCTrUCTif,

Pind. N. 9, 34. [ii] Hence, ov, 6, {) the looser, de-

liverer, esp. from care, hence as epith.

of Bacchus, Lat. Lyaeus, Anacreont.,=, very dub., v.

Ruhnk. Tim.,,,() shadowy,
dark, gloomy,. Soph. Fr. 471,
Eur. Heracl. 855 ;

-. Id. I. . 110, cf. . Rh. 2,

ll21 : also. Adv. -.^, ov, , Lugae^is, father of

Polycaste, grandfather of Penelope,
Strab. p. 461.

and -, {,,
) to have the hiccup, to hiccup., , {, ,) at-

tended with hiccup,, Hipp.^,, , Lygdamis. a king
of the Cimmerians, who settled in

Cilicia, Call. Dian. 252 ; Arist. Pol.

5, 5, 1.—2. father of Artemisia in

Halicarnassus, Hdt. 7, 99.—3. a ty-

rant of Naxns, Id. 1, 61.—5. a Syra-
cusan, who gained the first prize in

in the pancratium 01. 33, Paus. 5, 8, 8., adv. () with sobs,-. Soph. . C. 1621., , eov, =,
Anth. P. 5, 48. [t], , tvov, of white mar-
ble, Anth. P. 6, 209 : in genl. white as
-marble, dazzling white, . -, lb. 5, 13 : from, ov, , a dazzling white stone,

white marble, , Anth.
P. 5, 28 : also fem., like, -, Diod. 2, 52.,, , shadow, darkness, gloom,. lilyr. 25: also .. whence,. : akin to ,
ace. to the freq. interchange of and

: also to *', Lat. lux, but only
by way of strong antithesis, just as

Lat. nox to lux, night to light, v. Don-
alds. New Crat. p. 349. [v, but short

in ?..'\, , ,{) flexible., Dor. f., Theocr. 1,

97, {). To bend, twist, as a
wrestling-term, Ar. Vesp. 1487.—2. to

overthrow, master,, Theocr. 1. c,

cf. Luc. Gymn. 1, etc.— II. mid. to

bend or twist one's self, writhe, .«o as to

avoid a blow, Eupol. Incert. 54, Plat.

Rfp. 405 C : to struggle, suffer,, Theocr. 23, 54



to turn, play, as a joint in the socket,

y, Soph. Tr. 779.

—

2. pass, to be thrown or mastered,-
tog VTv' , Theocr.

1, 98.,, Lvov, (7.) ofagmi.i-

eastus, ., v. Welcker Aesch.
Trilog. p. 49 sq., cf. II. []
i, ov, , the Lyginus, a branch

of the Ister in territory of the Tre-
balli, Arr. An. 5, 6, 4.,, , () that

which is bent or ttvisted : also=sq. []., 6,() a bending,

twisting, strictly of willow, hence of

wrestlers, and so metaph. of the loitid-

ings andtwistings of a sophist, Ar. Ran.
775., , b, (,)
a basket-maker, Lat. victor., , ,() readily

twisting : pliant, supple., , , ( ) bent,

pliant.

and, =-.,,, (, 6) lynx-

like,, Anth. . append 66.\,, , l.ynceus, brother

of Idas, an Argonaut, famed for his

sharpsight.Pind.N. 10, 115sqq.: hence
prov. ,
Ar. Pint. 210.—2. son of Aegyptus,
husband of Hypennnestra, king of

Argos, Hes. Sc. 337.-3. a son of

Hercules, ApoUod. 2, 7, 8.

—

i. a ty-

rant of Samos, a pupil of Theophras-
tus, brother of Duris the historian, a

historian, poet and general writer,

Ath. 128 A, etc. ; v. Meineke 1, p.

458.\,, , the Lyncestae,a.

people in south west of Macedonia,
Thuc. 2, 99 : in Diod. S. :

hence\,, , the country of
the Lyncestae, Lyncestis, between the

rivers Haliacmon and Erigon, Strab.

p. 326.,,,^., ov, , Dim. from,
a small or young lynx, Callix. ap. Ath.

201 C.^,, 6, Lyncus, ma.3c.pr. n.,

Qu. Sm. 11, 90.—II. , capital of the

Lyncestae, Thuc. 4, 83, 124.,,, also

or, a sort o{ gem, ace. to

some a reddish amfter, acc. toothers the

hyacinth, Theophr., Diosc. (Some de-

rive the word from the of

Upper Italy, whence came the gem
;

others from , from the

vulgar belief that it was lynxes' water

petrified.), ov, 6,() a sobbijig, like

{{/). Plut. 2, 515 A. Hence, ,=, Hipp. p.

400.. 0, gen., also-, Eur. Incert. 118. lynx, H. Hoin.

18, 24,/3£ ., Eur. Ale. 579, Arist.

H. A. 2, 1, 33, etc., , gen.,() a vio-

lent sobbing: esp. a hiccup, Hipp., etc.

;

., Thuc. 2, 49 ; for various reme-
dies against it v. Plat. Symp. 185 D,
and cf. Foes. Oecon. Hipp. (Onoma-
top., like its verb, and our hiccup ; cf.

.), ov, (,)
bound with willow twigs, epith. of Diana,
Paus. 3, 16, 11., , (,) like

agnus castas, Diosc.

)7«:, ov, () plaiting

of willow twigs., ov, , usu. , any pliant

twig or rod fit for wicker-work, esp. of a

willow twig, with, etc., Lat. vimen, Od.

9, 427; 10, 166; and so just like -, but in ?., 11• 11,

105, it is doubllul whether one of the

two words is not an adj.. pliant, or

whether they are both substs. in ap-

position : so, . , Arist.

Plant. 1, 3, 3, etc.—H. later, a willow-

like tree, elsewh., Lat. vilexag-

mis castus, used for wreaths, Anacr.

39, prob. 1. Aesch. Fr. 219, (ap. Ath.

674 E), cf. 7<..—\\\.=',
a screw-press, used by carpenters.

(Perh. akin to, q. v.) [v], , {,)
made of withs,, Anth. P. 9, 562., , (, )=-, q. v., , =? : to overcome,, Anth. . 9, 150 ;-, Anth. Plan. 15.', , ', sad. gloomy, dis-

mal, mournful,,, 11. 10,

174, Od. 24, 250, etc. ; also with many
other words, mostly denoting states

of body or mind, as;,',,
etc. : so, . . Archil. 16 ; ',
Pind. . 8, 43;, Aesch. Cho.

17 ;,. Soph. . . 185,

Phil. 1424 ; etc. : , bane, mise-

ry, II. 24, 531 , Od 14, 226 ; ruin, Od. 3,

303 : ', versed above

all m banes, Od. 11, 432, cf., Hes. Op. 259.-2. with an

act. force, , in opp. to, baneful drugs, Od. 4, 230;, the stomach that cause

of bane, Od. 17, 473 ; but—3., sorry garments, Od. 16, 457.
—11. less freq. of men, sometimes— 1.

baneful, mischievous, Od. 9, 454, but

usu.—2. sorry, i. e. weak, cowardly, II.

13, 119, 237, Od. 18, 107.— 111. "adv.

-, II. 5. 763.—What was said of the

kindred?., applies mostly to

also ; but the active force of

the word comes more forward in -, and it remained in use among
the Att. and other poets, while -

became nearly obsol. (Akin

to,,, Lat.

lugeo, luctus.), , (,) like a

willow twig, i. e. taper, pliant.^, , , Lydda, a village of

Palestine not far from Joppa; the

later Diospolis, N. T. ; Joseph.

^,=^.\,, , Lyde, fem. pr. ., Ath.

598 C : but—2., fem. to., , , Lydia, the kingdom
of Croesus in Asia Mmor, afterwards

a Persian satrapy, Hdt., etc.—tH. fem.

pr. II., N. T.^, ov, 6, Lydiadas, of Me-
galopolis, a commander of the Ach-
aean confederacy, Polyb. 2, 44 ; in

Plut. Arat. 30/.
and, () to

imitate the Lydians, esp. in language

and dress, , Phi-

lostr.-.—, of Magnes, in ref-

erence to his play called, Ar.

Eq. 523.\\, , , and, ,
oi',= sq. ; ii ,^=, Hdt., , , () of Lydia,

Lydian,f Aesch. Supp. 550; Pind. N.

4, 73t ; hence , , Bac-

chyl. Fr. 20, a silicious stone used to

assay gold, and first discovered in

Lydia, elsewh., v. Theophr.
Lap. 46, 47., adv.() in the Lyd-

ian tongue, after the Lyilian fashion, or

(in music) the Lydian mode, Cratin.

Hor. 2, cf. Plat. Rep. 308 E. [rt]

ATKA,, , Lat. ludio, ludius,

Dion. H. 2, 71 ; cf.., ,(,) vo-

luptuous as a Lydian, Anacr. 100.

(Cf..), , ,\ fem., ,^ Ly-
dian, tLydian, -, Pind.

0. 1, 37, etc. ; ,^^..
70; USU. in 1. , the Lydians,

earlier called Maeonians, Strab. p.

625 : said to derive their name from, a son of Atys, Hdt. 1, 7, cf.

171. The name became proverb, for a

stupid and also a licentious man, Pa-
roem.-f

—

\\.=, App. Pun. 66.', f. -, to have the hiccup,

Hipp. p. 160.—II. iosoft, Lat. singnltire,

in genl. to whine, Ar Ach. 690, cf. Anth.

P. 7, 218. (Onomatop., hke its equiv-

alent in Lat., etc., cf. ? : hence, ,,,)., , . Ion. ior. []^ Aeol. 3 plur. aor. 1 pass.

from for, but Hom., neut. part. aor. 1 pass, [v], , , or, , ,
filth, defilement, esp. of blood, Horn.,

who however only uses dat.,, II. 20, 503 ;, Od. 22,

402 ; but the nom. occurs in

Anth. P. 9, 323, Poll, etc.—When the

word stands alone, in Hom. it is

expl. as blood streaming from wounds,

gore, like, but when coupled
with, blood and dust from battle.

The Medic, writers use it lor impure

blood, Hipp. p. 1284, and Euphor. sim-

ply for <»7, Fr. 54, et ibi Meineke.—II.

later, the colouring matter of the murtx.

(Akin to, q. v.) Hence, , to defile with gore., , (,) de-

filed with gore, bloody, Anth. P. 9, 258.^, , L^ca, fem. pr. n.,TimocI.

ap. Ath. 567 E.,, , the hours
that make up the year, Anth. fP- 5, 13t :

from,, , the year, Od.
14, 161 '; 19, 306; ace., Ep.
Adesp. 194, 8. (Prob. from *>,
Lat. lux, and, and so, strictly

the path of light, the sun's course.) []-,,,. Lycabrttus,

a hill of Attica not far from Athens,

Plat. Criti. 112 C.
^^,, , Lycagoras, m&sc.

pr. n., Arr. An. 1, 12, 7., , , (, )=3., , , . II., , , fem. from,
she-wolf, Plut.' Rom. 2. [], , , = toreg. only
— +11. as fem. pr. ., Lycaenis, Call

Epigr. 56, 1, Anth. P. 5, 187., ov,(,-) she-v)oif-shaped, Lyc.481.. ov, TO,. Mount Ly-
caeiis,t in the south of Arcadia, sacred

to Jupiter and Pan, now Tetragi,\

Pind. Fr. 68 ; also . Cf. sq.,, alov, Lycaean, Arca-

dian : freq. epith. of Jupiter, Pind. O.

9, 145 : also of Pan, hence—II. Av-, a mountain in Arcadia, also

AvKulov,i\. v.—III. Tu, (sc.), the festival of Lycaean Jupiter,

I'Vciv TU A-, Xen. An.l, 2, 10 :—also
the Rom. Lnpercalin (from, Lat.

lupus), Dion. H. 1, 80, Plut. Ant. 12.. ov in Archil. 129

corrected by Elmsl. , 6, Lycambes,

a Theban, father of Neobule, Archil

1. c. ; Anth. P. 7, 69 ; etc. : hence
iAvKa/jSir,, and-,,

, daughter of Lycambes, Anth. P. 7,70
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^, , h, Lycanthus, an
Athenian, Xen. Hell. 6, 3, 2, with v. 1.., , , a melancholy
madness, in which one wanders at

night, howling like a wolf.', ov, and ,{,) the were-wolf or war-wulf,

hence in Medic, +onewho labours under.
jAvKUovtx,, oi, the Lycaones, Ly-

caonians, Xen Cyr. 6, 2, 10 ; Slrab. p.

554, etc. : v. sq.^, , , Lycaonia, a prov-

ince of Asia Minor between Cappa-
docia and Pisidia, Xen. An. 1, 2, 19,

etc.

iAvaOl'r, ov, b, son of Lycaon,

i. e. Maenalus, or Areas, Theocr. 1,

125., , , Lycaonian,

Strab., but more usu.\,, a,oi',=foreg., Anth.

—

2. of or relating to Lycaon, .,
=', Call. Jov. 41.\>, adv. in the Lycaonian
tongue, N. T. Act. Apost. 14, 11.\, ov, b, Lycaretus, a Sa-

mian, Hdt. 3, 143.^, ov. , Lycarius, a Spar-

tan ephor, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 10.{, a, ov, of Lycastus, a

city oi Leuco-Syria, Ap. Rh. 2, 999.^, ov, ij, Lycastus, a city

in the soutli of Crete, 11. 2, 647

:

hence adj., ov, of Lycas-

tus, Anth. Plan. 253., , (*',) of or

at the gray twilight, Heraclid. AUeg. 7 :

TO, early dawn, Luc. Ver.

Hist. 2, 12, etc., ov, , a plant like the al-

kanet,, also', ij,
"-

', , perh. our lycopsis, bugluss,

Nic. Th. 840. [v]^,, 6, Lycaon, son of

Pelasgus and the nymph Mehboea,
king of Arcadia, ApoUod. 3, 8, 1.^—2.

father of Pandarus. 11. 2, 826.-3.

son of Priam and Laothoe, II. 3, 333.

—4. a son of Mars, Eur. Ale. 502.

—

II. a Lycaonian, Xen. ; etc.

iAva, ov, b, Lyceas, a historian

of Naucratis, Ath. 616 .,, , Att. contr. ?mk7/. sub., wolf's skin, U. 10, 459 : a helmet

of it., , /;,= foreg., Polyb., ov, TO. the Lyceum, a

gymnasium or public palaestra with
covered walks in the eastern suburb
of Athens, where Aristotle taught,

named after the neighbourmg temple
of Apollo '/., Ar. Pac. 357, cf.

Xen. Hell. 1, 1, 33 :— strictly neut.

from sq., eia, , also , ov,

Eur. Rhes. 208, () : Lycean,

epith. of Apollo, , or

simply, , either as,-
VOf (q. v.); or as the Lycian God (v.); or, as Miiller Dor. 2, C,

^ 8, from *7], q. v. :—Aesch. Theb.
145, plays upon the doubtful mean-
ings, ,' ,, Lycean lord, be a very

wolf to the enemy, cf Id. Supp. 086,

Soph. El. 7. [], , , Att. contr. for,
q. V.

*AT'KH, a root, only found Ma-
crob. Sat. 1. 17, whence come ?.•,.,,,-,,, and Lat. lucco,

lux, as also,, -, and Germ, leuchten, our own
light, lighten, in the same sense : cf

&80?.,, []

,,{,) epith.

of Apollo, usu. e.xplaincd Lycian-
born, i. e. at Patara, 11. 4, 101, cf He-
raclid. AUeg. 7, and., adv. {) wolf-like,

Aesch. Fr. 30.,, b,awolfs howl, form-

ed like, ap. Suid., ov, b, =,
Hesych., , , Lycia,f a province of

Asia Minor between Caria and Pam-
phylia, earlier called ;} '•, and
ace. to Hdt. 1, 173, received its later

name from AtiKOf,the son of Pandion,
II. 2, 877, sqq.t : adv., from
Lycia, 11. 5, 105 ;', to Lycia,

U. 6, 168.^, , , Lycian, of Lycia.^, ov Dor. a, , Lycidas, a
bucolic poet, Mosch. 3, 96.—2. a slave
of Chabrias, Dem. 497, 7.—Others in

Dem. 1251, 4; etc., , ,{) a wolf's
whelp, Theocr. 5, 38, Plut. Solon 23,
ubi v. Schaf\, ov Ion., , Lycides, an
Athenian, Hdt. 9, 5.^, ov, , Lyclnus, father of

Amphitheus, Ar. Ach. 50.—Others in

Dem. 1223, 2 ; Paus. ; etc.7/, ,, ,(, *) of Lycian workman-
ship, ., Dem. 1193, 11 : cf. (Formed like'Arri/coiY)-,, etc., Valck. Hdt.
7, 76.), , oi, the Lycians, II. 2,

876 ; v.. [], ov, , a Lycian kind of
thorn, elsewh., Diosc.—II.

a liquor drawn from it, and used as a
medicine, Cels. [v]

^AvKiov, ov, TO, the temple of the
hero Lycus{ 1. 5), at Athens,
Plut. Thes. 27., ov, b, a kind of daw or
chough, dub.

iAvo, a, ov. of Lycia, Lycian,

Pind. P. 3, 198 ; Hdt. ; etc. : as epith.

of Apollo, Id. 1, 74.

i, ov. , Lycius, son of Lyca-
on, ApoUod, 3, 8.—2.=AiJ/cofI. 5, Paus.

1, 19, 4.—3. an Athenian, commander
of the cavalry in the army of the ten
thousand, Xen. An. 4, 3, 22.—4. a

Syracusan in the same. Id. 1, 10,

14.—Others in Paus. ; etc., , contr. for-, q. v.\,, b, Lycis, a comic poet
derided by Aristoph. Ran. 14.^, ov, b, Lyciscus, an Ath-
enian archon 01. 109, 1, Dem. 1330,

21 ; cf Xen. Hell. 1, 7, 13.—Others
in Polyb. ; etc.

i], ov, b, ainnhah.ofLycoa,
a city of Arcadia, Polyb. 16, 17, 5., , b,(,)
wolf-trodden., ov,(,)
eaten by wolves, Arist. H. A. 8, 10, 5., ov, {,)
wolf-chased,, Aesch. Supp.
350 ; as Herm. for., oi, {, )=^
vvbov, Galen., , {?.,) wolf-

like, wolfish., , {., * )

wolf-destroying, Lat. lupos conficiens,?.. javelins for
killing wohes, Hdt. 7, 76, ubi al.AvKi-, but needlessly.'/, , (,)
bold as a wolf, Anth. P. 7, 703., ov, b, {7.,) a

wolf-hunfer.

, , to slay wolves:
from, ov, {,)
wolf-slaying : epith. of Apollo, the

wolf-slayer, Soph. El. 6, cf Paus. 2,

19, 4, and.—II. -, a plant, wolf's bane, aconitum,
Galen.,. b, Lycoleon, an
Athenian orator, Arist. Rhet. 3, 10.^'/, , , of Lycomedes,
Anth. P. 6, 276, 6 : from?/,, b, Lycomedes, son
of Creon, a Grecian leader before
Troy, 11. 9, 84.-2. a king of Scyrcs,
fatlier of Dcidamia, Soph. Phil. 243.
—Others in Hdt. 8, 11 ; etc.^/,, , daughter ofLy-
comedes (2), Bion 15, 8., ov, (,)
wolf-shaped.,, , Lucumo, v.-, Dion. .
^Avopyo, ov, 6, . resolved

form -, . 6, 130.,, , wolfpanther.' or-, ov, ,
an Aegyptian plant with a strong-
smelling, yellowish juice, Galen., , oi, {,)
the body guards of tyrants, perh. be-
cause they wore ivolf's skin boots,

Arist. ap. Schol. Ar. Lys. 665, Suid.
s. V. :— in Ar. Lys. 1. c,
must be read (with Herm.) metri grat.^, a, ov, of the Lycormas,
Lye. 1012: from^, ov, 6, Lycormas, a river

of Aetolia, which was afterwards
called Euenus, Strab. p. 327.—II.

masc. pr. n., Anth. P. G, HI ; etc./, ov, b,{,)
a wolf-worrier,, Anth. P. 7, 44,
cf 6, 106.^, a, b, Lycorias, father ot

Polybius, a commander of the Achae-
ans. Polyb. 2, 40, 2, etc.—Others in

Paus. ; etc.', ov, b, a wolf, Horn., the
largest wild beast in Greece, and the
emblem of greediness and cruelty, v.

esp. II. 16, 156 sq., 352, sq. ; /..-
poi, Od. 10, 212;,
Aesch. Theb. 1035 ; etc. :—proverb.,, to see a wolf, i. e. to be

struck dumb, as was vulgarly believed
of any one of whom a wolfgoi ihcfirst

look, Plat. Rep. 336 D, Theocr. 14,

22 ; so, Moerim lupi videre priores,

Virg. Eel. 9, 54, cf Phn. N. H. 8, 34 :, proverb, of things that
are not, like ' pigeon's milk,' Meineke
Com. Fragm. 2, p. 245 ; -, of vain expectation, lb. 3, 213

;

so, , Ar. Lys. 629 : .
oiv, of an impossibility. Id.

Pac. 1076, 1112; , a^.

Polyb. 10, 24, 4 ; ,
Paroem., etc.—II. a kind of daw or
chough, Arist. H. A. 9, 24.—III. a kind
oi fish, Ath. 282 D.—IV. a kind ot

spider, Arist. H. A. 9, 39, 1.— V^. any
kind of iron hook or spike, esp.— 1.

a jagged bit for hard-mouthed horses,
Lat. lupus, lupatum. Plut. 2, 641 F;
cf.—2. a hook or knocker on
a door, elsewh. or.—
3. the hook ofa well-rope, by which the
bucket hangs.—VI. nickname of-
(5oi,Anth.P. 12,250;cf Plat. Phaedr.
241 D.—VII. the fiower of the iris, Ath.
682 A. (Cf lupus, ?- ; wolf,

vulpes : the Sansc. is varkas (cf Sa-
bine hirpus), and in Slavoii. the k is re-

tained, e. g. Russ. walk, Winning,
compar. Philology, p. 60). [i)]], ov, , Lycus, 1. of men,— 1.

son of Neptune and CelaenOjApollcd



3, 10, 1.— 2. a son of Aegyptiis, Id. 2,

1, 6.—3. son of Dascylus, king of the
Mariandyni,. Rh. 2, 139.— 4. son of

Hyrieus, an ancieni king of Thebes,
husband of Dirce, Eur. H. F. 27.-5.
son of Pandion, an Athenian, fled to

Asia, and from him Lycia is said

to have derived its name, Hdt. 7, 92

;

Strab. p. 667 : honoured as an Athen-
ian hero, Ar. Vesp. 389 : v..—6. grandfather of Anacharsis, Hdt.
4, 70.—7. an Athenian, father of
Thrasybulus, Thuc. 8, 75.—Others
in Paus. ; etc.—II. of rivers, the Ly-
cus, I. a tributary of the Tigris in As-
syria, Strab. p. 737 : in Xen..—2. a river of Syria, Strab. p. 755.

—

3. a tributary of the Maeander in

Greater Phrygia, Hdt. 7, 30 : now
Djok-bounai.—4. a river of Pontus, a

tributary of the Iris, now Karahissnr,

Strab. p. 556.—5. a river of Bithynia
flowing into the Euxine near Hera-
clea, now KUij-su, Xen. An. 6, 2, 13.

—6. a small stream of My sia, Polyb. 5,

77, 7.—7. a river of European Sarma-
tia, fallmg into the Palus Maeotis,
Hdt. 4, 123.. , , Lycosura, a city

of Arcadia on Mt. Lycaeus, Paus. 8,

2, 1 : 01, the inhab. of
Lye, Id. 8, 27, 4.,, ,,{,)
torn attacked by wolf, tcJifi Ael. .
. 1, 38.

t— II. drawn by the bit{
V.) ; ol., were a breed of
horses in tower Italy, elsewh. >£,
Plut. 2, 641 F ; cf. Ael. N. . 16, 24,

Call. Fr. ?—III. a name for ivasps, Nic.

Th. 742 ; ubi v. Schol. [a], ov, {,)
wolf-mouthed : b ., a kind of anchovy,

Ael. N. A. 8, 18.
^

\AvKOV 7, , {wolf's city) Lyco-
polts. a city in the Aegyptian Delta,

Strab, p. 802., , , the trilogy (of

Aesch.) on the story of Lycurgus (1),

Ar. Thesm. 135 ; cf.' : prop,

fein. of^, a, ov, of Lyairgus,
Lycurgean, Polyaen. ; from^, ov, , Ep.,
Lycurgus, son of Dryas, king of the
Edoni in Thrace, punished by the
gods for insulting Bacchus, II. 6, 130.—2. son of Aleus and Neaera. a

king of Arcadia, 11. 7, 142.—3. son of

Pheres, a ruler in Nemea, Apollod.

1, 9, 14.—4. a suitor of Hippodamia,
Paus. 6, 21, 10.—5. son of Eunomus,
the famous lawgiver of the Spartans,
Hdt. 1, 65.-6. an Arcadian, Id. 6,

127.—7. a celebrated orator of Ath-
ens, a pupil of Plato, Plut. Vit. X.
oratt.—Others in Xen. ; etc.

iAvKOvpia, ar, , Lycuria, a district

of Arcadia, Paus. 8, 19, 4., ov, , a plant, also writ-

ten ?., Plut. Lye. 16, cf. Id. 2,

237 B.', ov, {,-) wolf-eyed.—II. as subst., preciou*

stone., , , {, 7)
wolf's, i. e. false friendship, Ep. Plat.

318 E, M. Ant. 11, 15. Hence, ov, of or like wolf's

friendship, Menand. p. 254. [I],,{?,) brand-

edwi'.h the mark of a wolf Strab. p. 215.

i,, , Lycophronides,

masc. pr. n., Ath. 670 C.,, , , 0•.. opijv)

wolf-miiided, Plut. 2, 988 D : in Horn.

only as prop, n, v. sq.

'\., , Lycophron, son

of Master of Cythuera, companion of

the Telamonian Ajax before Troy, .
15, 430.-2. son of Periander of Co-
rinth, Hdt. 3. 50.—3. a tyrant of Phe-
rae in Thessaly, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 4.—
4. father of the orator Lycurgus,
Paus. 1, 29, 15.—5. a poet and gram-
marian of Alexandrea, born at Chal-
cis in Euboea, Luc.— Others in

Arist. ; etc,,, , twilight, both of

morning and evening, like, Lat. dtluctdum, v. infra. (Usu.
deriv. from the root* q. v., and, cf. : ace. to others from, wolf-light, during which the
wolf prowls, as we say owl-light, bat-

light, Ael. N. A. 10, 26, Schol. II. 7,

433 ; cf. Pott Et. Forsch. 2, 253.), ov, contr.-, ovv,

{/,) wolf-coloured., , , {)=,
Lye. 1432., , and, ,=7<.-, Diosc., , {) to tear like a

wolf. Pass, to be attacked, torn by

wolves, , Xen.
Cyr. 8, 3, 41.

iAo, a, ov, of Lyctus, Lyctian,

Arist. Pol. 2, 7, 1 : ^, sc. -,
the territory of Lyctus, Strab. p. 476

:

from•, ov, , Lyctus, an ancient

city of Crete, II. 2, 647, where Strab.

p. 476 read, as Polyb. also

named it., , =, Arist.

. . 6, 32, 1.

iAv,, , Lycon,son of Hip-
pocoon, Apollod. 3, 10, 5.— 2. a Tro-
jan, II. 10, 335.—3. an Athenian, one
of the accusers of Socrates, Plat.

Apol. 23; Ar. Vesp. 1301.—Others in

Xen. An. 5, 6, 27 ; Theocr. ; etc.

\AvKUvrj, 7], }],Lycone, a hill of Ar-
golis, Paus. 2, 24, 5.\., {city ofwolves) Ly-
copolis, a city of Aegyptian Thebais,
so named from the respect there paid

to wolves, Strab, p. 843., a, b, Lycopas, a herds-

man, Theocr. 5, 62: Dor.= Ion. Aw-.̂,, 6, Lycopeus, son of

Agrius, Apollod. 1,8.—2. a citizen of

Cos, Theocr. 7, 4.^, , , Lycdpe, a city of

Aetolia ; hence b, an in-

hab. of Lycope, Theocr. 6, 72.;, ov Ion. , , Lycopas,

a Lacedaemonian, Hdt. 3, 55, Ion.

for -.\, , T],Lycorea, a city on
the southern point of Mt. Parnassus,
now Lyakoiira, Strab. p. 418 : hence'\, a, ov, of Lycorea, Ly-
corean, Anth. : A. appell. of Apollo,

Ap. Rh. 4, 1490; and, b.

Call. Ap. 19.

'\,,,=, Luc.
Tim. 3.— II. Lycoreus, son of Apollo
and Corycia ; in Paus., 10,

6, 3.—2, V. sub foreg.,, , like, filth

or dirt removed by washing, esp. in plur.,

...-,\\. 14, 171, Soph.
Aj. 655: also the dirty water, etc.,

thrown away afterwards, Lat. purga-

mentiun, hence, '-, 11. 1, 314; ., the discharge
aftcrchild-birth,=T-c£Zo;i;i«,Call. Jov.
17.—II. moral filth or defilement, dis-

grace, infamy. Soph. O. C. 805.—III.

an abandoned man, the offscourings of
society, like III.—W.=,
ruin, Aesch. Pr. 692, cf. Seidl. Eur.
Tro. 608.—V. a thing to be redeemed, a

pledge, usu., Suid. (Prob.
from, Lat. iuo, lava, akin to-,, ?.), dep. mid. ; with pf.

pass.?, Dem. 1109,28; 3
sing,, 570, 20 ; v. sub fin.

:

—strictly, to cleanse one's self (from
7), but this signf. only appears in
compd..—II. (from7) to treat another outrageously, to

outrage by word or deed, to maltreat,

esp. of personal injuries, scourging,
torturing, etc., (cf. Dem. 630, 26), c.

ace, ' -, Hdt. 8, 28 ; opyrj.-. ' -. Soph. . C. 855; cf Eur.
Bacch. 3.54, Ar. . 100, Jsae. 58, 11,

Xen., etc. ; also c. dat.,?, Hdt. 1, 214; 9, 79; cf.

V^^ess. ad 8, 15, Ar. Nub. 928, Eur.
Bacch. 632, etc.

; (the constr. with
dat. is considered strictly Att., Schol.
Ar. Nub. 925, but Xen. always has
ace, and it is freq. in the Oratt. Plat,

does not use the word at all) : absol.

to do mischief, cause ruin, etc., Thuc.
5, 103 ; so, , Hdt.
6, 12 ; c. ace. cognato. ?., Eur, Hel. 1099 ; also

c. neut. adj. in ace, ?.. Hdt. 3, 16, cf. Dem.
The act. seems not to occur
before Liban., who uses it with dat.,

(for the examples in Xen. and Aristot.

liave been corrected from SS.) : but
is used as pass,, now and

then, ,
Antipho 136, 43 ; ,
Aesch, Cho. 290. Hence,, , a spoiler, destroy-

er,, Xen, Hier. 3, 3 : hence, , lov, injurio-us, de-

structive,, Aesch. Pr. 991 : c.

gen. outraging, ruining another,-,, Aesch. Ag. 1438, Cho. 764.,,,=,
.. Soph. Tr. 793., ,,^,
Epict,, , ,=:,
Timon, ap, Sext, Emp, Math, 11, 171.,=, Hesych,, whence
Lat, lumecta and lumnrius.\,, b, Lymax, a river of
Arcadia, Paus, 8, 10, 3., , poet, for, ?., ,=, dub. 1. Aesch.
Supp. 877., ,=?, Hesych.,, . {?^) destroyer,

spoiler, corrupter. Soph. Aj. 573
; -, Eur. Hipp. 1008 ;, Isocr. 56 , 187

; cf. Xen. Hier. 6. 6. Hence, dep. \\.,=7.-, V. 1. Polyb. 5, 5, 8.,, , outragehy word or deed,
maltreatment, esp. maiming, and so
rui7i, destruction, ', forthe sake
of insult, Hdt. 2, 121, 4, cf Aesch.
Theh. 879 ; 7.v-, Hdt. 2, 162 ; -7.

^, Plat. Legg. 919 C;
. , Xen. Oec.
5, 6: freq. in plur.,--, Hdt. 6, 12, , Ar.. 1008; ,
Aesch. Pr. 148, cf. 426.—.=?.>,
defilement, impxirity, Polyb. 5, 59, 11.

{. and' are orig. the same,
though each has by custom been more
restricted to one branch of their com-
mon signf. : from the same roots

come,, Lat. lahes, lutum,

prob. also, Lat. lues: perh.

also 7..) []
7], Ep. aor. mid. c. pass, signf.
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formed from ?., without any vowel
of union, II, 21, 80. [v], , , poet, for.,,,=, Strab. p.

235., ,{,) ruinous,

destructive., , -,) dis-

tressed by pain, Paul. S. Ecphr. 474., , f. -/, () to give

pain to, to pain, distress, grieve, annoy,

Hes. Op. 399, Hdt. 8, 144, Trag., etc.

;

opp. to, Eur. Ale. 238

;

, u
'/.. Plat.. 41 ;^

7/ , Xen. An.
7, 7, 12 :—Hdt. also has it of caval-

ry and light troops, tn harass, annoy
ftn armv by constant attacks, Hdt. 9,

40, cf. 61, Thuc. G, 66, etc.— Pass, to

be sad, to tnourn, grieve, -, Theogn. 593; opp. to,
Soph. Aj. 555, etc. : al.so c. ace, rei, to

grieve about a thing. Soph. Aj. 1086;

, Thuc. 2, 64, Plat. Rep. 585
A; absoi. to feel patn, Eur. Ion 632,

Plat., etc. ; ,^,
Schaf Dion. Coinp p. 205.

AT'IIH, 7]. , pain, Lat. dolor, Hdt.

7, l.')2; opp. to. Plat. Phil. 31

C, etc. : also pain of mind, grief, Hdt.
7. 16 ; opp. to, Xen. Hell. 7, 1,

32 ; and so, mostly in Trag.,

ovosu ' ,
Aesch. Ag. 791 ; etc. [],, , {) pain,

distress. Soph. Tr. 554., , , {), painful,

Lat. molestiis, ' -, Soph. . C. 1176;, Eur. Ion 623, etc. :

also of persons, troubhsome, Ar. Ach.
456, Xen. An. 2, 5, 13. Adv. -,

.... Soph. El. 767 ; .
, Isocr. 199 D., , {,)

giving painbytalkiiig,Cratin. Incert. 42., verb. adj. from-
fiai, one 7nustfeel pain, Xen. Apol. 27./, , ,() distress-

ing, .,=, Plut. 2, 657 .—11. pass, distressed distressful.3, ov,{?,) lead-

ITtg a wretched life, Strab. p. 318., ov, Att.,,{,, /) with poor soil,

App, Hisp. 59, Philo, v. sq.,,,{, cf.)
distressful, wretched, poor, sorry, esp.

of land,, Od. 13, 243, Hdt. 9, 122,

Arist. H. A. 5, 28, 4, cf Kulink. Tim.,
as the Romans opposed to each other
gracile and laelum solum.—.^^-, painful, distressing, sad, Aesch.
Cho. 835, Eum. 174, Eur. Ale. 370,
etc. ; TO. Id. Supp. 38. Adv.
-, lb. 898. Hence, 7], , wretchedness,

distress : esp. of land, poverty, barren-

Tiess, Strab. p. J 30, etc., ov, {?^,)=, Strab. p. 427.

AT'PA, ', , Lat. lyrn, a lyre, a
Greek musical instrument of seven

strings,{, Eur. 1. T. 1129),

like the, said to have been
invented by Mercury, H. Merc. 423,

etc. ; but never in Horn, (his name for

similar instruments being/(£0ap/r and). but freq. from Pind. down-
wards.—The hollow shell or body of

the lyre was deeper than that of the
eithara, and was loo large to hold on
the knee : its strings were (as in the
eithara of Terpander) seven,?', Eur. I.. 1129, etc.

;

—being of a full rich tone, it was held
tobethemostmanly of all stringed in-
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struments, cf. : for the same
reason it was not used in dirges and
wild music such as the Phrygian
mode, wliich is therefore called/. /, Aesch. Ag. 990,

cf..— II. lyric poet-

ry and music, Plat. Legg. 809 C—III.

the constellation Lyra, Anacr. 70, ubi v.

Bergk, Arat. 268.—IV. a sea-tish of
the Trigla kind, Trigla Lyra, Arist.

H. A. 4, 9, 5. []
t,,, Lyra, a place in Bithy-

nia, so named from the lyre of Oriih-

eus, Ap. Rh. 2, 929.— II. fem. pr. n.,

Luc., ov, 6, contr.,{,) one who sings to the lyre,

Anth. P. 7, 612, Plut. Sull. 33, etc.,, , Lyrbe, a city of Pisi-

dia, Dion. P. 859., {) to play the lyre,

Chrysipp. ap. Plut. 2, 1037 E, Ana-
creont., , ,{) of for the

lyre, lyric,, Anacreont. 25, 2:
., a lyric poet, Anth. P. 11, 78, Plut.

Num. 4.

!', , , dim. from, Ar.
Ran. 1304., , ,() a playing
on the lyre., , , {?) a player

on the lyre.

fAvpKiia, , f), Lyrcea, a place in

Argolis, Paus. 2, 25, 5.'\, , , Mt. Lyrceus, in

Argolis on the borders of Arcadia,
Strab. p. 370.

tAtip/cof ,, 6, Lyrcus, son of Abas,
Paus. 2, 25, 4.

\Apvalo,a,ov,Lyrnean,ofLyrna,
ace. to Schol. Aesch. Pers. 324, v.

Blomf ad 1. (v. 330) : but Steph. Byz.

of Lyrnessus, as if from Avpva lor.7/, a, ov, of Lyrnessus,
Lyrnessian, Aesch. Fr. 250 : and^,, , pecul. fem. to

foreg., Aesch. Fr. 250 ; r)',
the territory of Lyrnessus, Strab. : from^,,, Lyr-
nessus, a city of Troas, II. 2, 691 —
2. ace. to Callisth. ap. Strab. p. 667,

676, a city of Pamphylia., , (,) de-

lighting in the lyre, Anth. P. 9, 525,
12.,. ,{) fitted for
the lyre, lyrical, Theopomp. (Coloph.)

ap. Ath. 183 A., , {,*) mak-
ing lyres or singing to the lyre, Orph.
Arg. 7., , {, )
charmed by the lyre, Anth. P. 9, 250., ov,{,) lyre-

founded, epith. of Thebes, said to

have been built by the sound of

Amphion's lyre, Christod. Eephr.
261., , ,=,
Anacreont., , , striking the

lyre, Anth. Plan. 277: from
Aipo/crii-of, ov, {,)

striking the lyre.— II. twanging like a
lyre, of a bow-string. Lye. 918. [], , {?.vpa,})=?., , to make lyres ; hence,,, good at making
lyres., , , the art of maki7tg
lyres : and', , ,=?^-
6, ., sub.. Plat. Euthyd.
289 C. : from
Apoo,v,{pa,o)making

tyres, Plat. Euthvd. 289 B, D, Crat.
390 ; cf Bergk'Anacr. 27., , a kind of lyre, ap.

Ath. 175 D., , Epirot. word for •, Seleuc. ap. Ath. 500 B., , {', )=7.•, Anth. P. append. 176., , , song to be sung to

the lyre : from, , 6, contr. for-, q. V., , , {,)
buying of lyres, Ar. Fr. 34.

iAva}p, , , .='>(5•, Lysagoras, masc. pr. ., a Mile-
sian, fidt. 5, 30.—2. a Parian, Id. 0,

133.

^,, ^,Xiysan(/rn, daugh-
ter of Ptolemy son of Lagus, Paus.
1, 9, 6.', a, b, Lysandridas, a
Spartan, Ath. 609 B.

i, ov, , {?.) Ly•
sander, a Trojan. II. 11, 491.—2. the
celebrated general of the Spartans,

Xen. Hell. 1, 5, 1, sqq.—3. a Sicyo-
nian officer. Id. ib. 7, 1, 45.—Others
in Paus. , etc. [i], , , {,) ending
sadness, like, .,
Ar. Nub. 1102.

iAvava, ov, , Lysanins. an Athe-
nian archon 01. 78, 3, Diod. S. also

01. 84, 2, Id., father of Aeschines, a
friend of Socrates, Plat.—2. a friend

of Alexander the Great, Arr. An. 1,

2, 1.—3. name of a youth in Call. Ep.
29, 5.—4. a grammarian of Cyrene,
Ath. 304 B.— Others in Diog. L. ; etc.,, , {?^,) de-

liverer from love,

iA, , , Lysi, a daughter of
Thespius, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.,, , , (,)
relaxing, weakening men, Tl"yphiod. 449.^,, , Lysianax, an
Elean, Paus 6, 4, 5.^, , , Lysianassa, a
daughter of Nereus and Doris, Hes.
Th. 58.-2. a daughter of Polybus,
wife of Talaus, Paus. 2, 6, 6: cf Av-.—3. daughter of Epaphus,
mother of Busiris. Apollod. 2, 5, 11.

Others in Anth. ; etc.^, ov, , Lysias, son of Ce-
phalus, the celebrated orator, a con-
temporary of Socrates, Plat. ; Xen.

;

etc.—Others in Ath. ; etc.— II.-,, , a city of Greater Phrygia,
Strab. p. 576.—2. a city and fortress

of Syria, Id. p. 752.—3. a stronghold
for storing up plunder in Judea, Id.

p. 763., ov, {,) dis'

solving marriage, Anth. P. 5, 302.,, , or^. (Lob.
Paral. p. 333) : relaxation of the limbs,

Hipp. p. 415., ov, {,) relax-

ing the limbs, enfeebling.^,, , Lysidice,aa.\ighXeT

of Pelops, wife of Mestor, Apollod.
2, 4, 5 : ace. to Plut. Thes. 7, mother
of Alcmena.—2. a daughter of Thes
pius, Apollod. 2, 7, 8., ov, {,) ending
or settling law-suits.— II. infringing en
justice., , . with dishevelled

hair, like, Nonn., ov, also , ov, {,) loosing the zone, i. e. ceasing to

be a maid.—2. of a soldier, ungirdcd,
unarmed, Lat. discitirtiis, fPolyaen. 8,

24, 3t.—. epith. of Diana and llith

yia, who assisted woinen in travail

Theocr. 17, 00.



^, , , Lysiihides, one
of the wealthiest of the Athenians in

the rime of Demosthenes, Dein. 565,

13 ; 703, 14 ; etc., ov, , Lysithetis, an Athe-
nian archon 01. 78,4, Diod. S. 11, 69.^, , , Lysithoas, son of
Priam, Apollod. 3, 12, 5., -, , ;), [,)
with loose hair., ov,{,) ending
evil, Theogii. 476, ubi al.-.^, ov, , Lysiclides,

against whom a speech of Dinarchus
was directed, Dion. H. de Din. 12.

tA?-'ffi«A7f, , , Lysicles, an
Athenian, father of Abronychus,
Thuc. 1, 91.—2. a young Athenian,
who married Aspasia after the death
of Pericles, and rose through her in-

structions to high stations, Thuc. 3,

19 ; Ar. Eq. 132, 765, etc., ov, or,{,)—.,•. 1.. C. 3, 128.^,, , Lysicrates, an
Athenian commander, Ar. . 513,

626.-2. an archon 01. 81, 4, Diod.

S. 11, 88., ;/f , , Lysilla, fem. pr. n.,

Ar. Nub. 684.

t-\,,, LysimOche, daugh-
ter of Abas, wife of Talaus, Apollod.

1, 9, 13; cf..—2. adaugh-
ter of Priam, Id. 3, 12, 5., , , and?.,, , a medicinal herb, Lysimackia,

looses/rife, Diosc.

iAiaia, and-,., Ly-
simackia, a city in the Thracian Cher-
sonese, Strah. p. 331.—2. a city of

Actolia on a lake of same name. Id.

p. 160.
^

^\,. , (prop, patron,

from) Lysimackides, an
Athenian archon, Diod. S. 12, 22;
etc.. ov, also pecul. fem.-

(Ar. Pac. 994, Lys. 554),(,) ending strife, Anth. P. 5, 71,etc.

:

freq. as a prop, n., v. sq., , , Lysimachus, an
Athenian, father of the celebrated
Aristides, Hdt. 8, 79.-2. son of this

Aristides, Plat. Lach. 179 C.—^3. a
conimander of the cavalry under the
thirty tyrants, Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 8.—
Others of tliis name in Dem. ; Plut.

;

etc.^, , ,?, Lysime-, a marsh in the suburbs of Syra-
cuse, Thuc. 7, 53; Theocr. 16. 84., , {,) limb-

relaxing, epith. of sleep, Od. 20, 57
;

23, 343; of love, Hes. Th. 911, Sap-
pho 43 Bgk., etc. ; of deatli, Eur.
Supp. 46 ; so too of wine, sickness,

etc.. Anth. P. 11,414.,, o,Lysimenes,a Si-

cyonian, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 45.—2. an
Athenian orator, Ath. 209 A., ov, (',)
driving care away, Anth. P. 9, 524, 12

)?|/', ov, {') "ble to loose or
relieve, Aesch. Supp. 811.— II. pass.

able to be loosed or redeemed,%•.
Plat. Legg. 820 E.—2. able to be solved

or refuted,, Arist. An.
Pr. 2, 27, 5. [C]. ov, (,) doing

away with the law, Nonn.
i, , , Lysindmus, son

of Electryon, Apollod. 2, 4, 5.'\, . , Lysindus, masc.
pr. n., an Athenian, Dem. 949, 0.—2.

father of Aristophon, Paus. 6, 13, 11.

Avaior,, lov, also, inv, {)
releasing, delivering, able to release, etc.,, the gods who deliverfrom

curse or sin, Stallb. Plat. Rep. 366 A
;

epith. of Bacchus, Pind. Fr. 124,

Orph. H. 49, 2 ; cf. Paus. 9, 16, 6. [i], ov, gen.,[,) letting loose, i. e. giving play
or sport, dub. I. Anacreont., 39, 9, at

least contrary to analogy, as being
from the subst.? [] instead of

the fut. ?,, cf. sq. [],,{,) end-

ing sorrow or pain, Orph. Hymn. 1,11;
58, 20, ubi Herm./ nietri

grat., cf. foreg., ov, {,) deliv-

ering from love, Anth. P. 5, 209., , , a medicinal un-
guent : from, ov,(,) releas-

ing from toil, labor-lightening, .-, Pind. P. 4, 72 ; .,
death that freesfrom care, Id. Fr. 96.^,, , Lysippe, daughter
of Thespius, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.-2.
daughter of Proetus, Id. 2, 2, 2.—
Others in Paus. : fem. from^,, ,(.) Ly-
sippus, a Spartan harmost in Epita-
hum, Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 29.-2. a poet
of the old comedy, Meineke l,p. 215

;

2, p. 744.—3. a celebrated statuary
of Sicyon, Paus. 2, 9, 8.—Others in

Dem. 1083, 11; etc., Ion. , , () a
loosing, setting free, esp. of a prisoner,

hence a release, ratisomijig, II. 24, 655,

Theogn. 1004 :

—

(sc./). Soph. Ant. 598 :—c. gen.,

., deliverancefrom death, Od.
9, 421 ; ., Hes. Th. 037 ; ., disburdening from debt, Hes.
Op. 402 ;? , Hdt.
6. 129 ; ?i.,, Pind.

. 10, 143, Soph. Tr. 1171 : also, .. Plat. Rep. 532 : but—2.

7. ,
no other means of letting the host loose

from port for home. Soph. El. 573.—3.

absol. deliverance fro7n guilt by expia-
tory rites, Lat. expiatio, Stallb. Plat.

Rep. 364 E.—4. recovery from pain or

sickness.—5. on v.-.—. loosing, parting, .
/'/ . Plat.

Phaed. 67 D:

—

dissolution, -. Id. Legg. 945 C—2. solution of

a difhculty, refutation, Arist. Rhet. 2,

25, 1.—3. the unravelling of the plot

in a tragedy, Id. Poet. 18, 1.— 111.

=(5- ., a place for banquetting,

Pind. O. 10 (11), 57, ubi v. Bockh
;

cf.?. II. []^,, , Lysis, an Athenian,
after whom one of Plato's dialogues

is named.— 2. a Pythagorean philo-

sopher of Tarentum, teacher of

Epaminondas, Ael. V. H. 3, 17.

—

3. an immoral Ivric poet, Strab. p.

648. (cf. Lob. Pa'thol. 511, n. 45.)^,, , {,)
Lysisirata, fem. pr. ., lormed by Aris-

tophanes as title of one of his come-
dies in which he urged the bringing

the ivar to a close.\,,,{,,
V. foreg.) Lysistrattis, an Athenian
seer, Hdt. 8, 96.—2. an Athenian,
notorious for effeminacy and gamb-
ling, Ar. Ach. 855.—Others in Dem.

;

Andoc. ; etc., , {?^,) to be

relaxed in body, Hipp. p. 1160., , , in Stcph. Byz., Lusitania, the western
division of Hispania, now Portugal,

Strab. p. 152, sq.

i, , , the Lusitani,

Strab. p. 152. etc./., , , advantage, vse,

profit, Theophr. ap. Diog. L. 5, 54,
Diod., etc.

; . xpovov,econ
omy of time in making payments, Po-
lyb. 32, 13, 11; and?., , strictly, to indemnify
for expenses incurred, hence to be useful
or advantageous to,. Plat. Prot. 327 : esp.
in 3 pers., , it profits me,
is better for me, c. part., -, Lys. 174, 14,cf. Soph.
O. T. 316; c. inf, '/.. Plat.. 22

;

hence with a compar. force,

'tis better to be dead
than alive, Andoc. 16, 28, cf Xen,
Cyr. 2, 4, 12 : oft. too c. negat., ., 'tis not good for me, profits me
not, c. inf, Hdt. 1, 97, and Xen. cf.

Valck. Hipp. 441 ; ., profit, gain, advantage,
Thuc. 6, 85, Plat.,' etc. Cf. IV :

from, , (,) strict-

ly, paying or indemnifyingfor expenses
incurred : hence, useful, profitable, ad-
vantageous,. Plat. Rep. 354 A;?</., Xen.
Hier. 9, 1 1 ;', Plat.

Rep. 344 ;. ; advantages,
Polyb. 4, 38, 8 -.—cheap, Xen, Vect. 4,

30 : cf. IV. Adv. -. Diod. 14,
102., adv. part. pres.

from, usefully, profitably,

Xen. Oec. 20, 21, Plat. Ale. 2, 146 B.\), , . Lysiphunes,
teacher of Epicurus, Diog. L. 10, 13,
V. 1.'^./, , {,) open-

ing the veins, Anth. P. 6, 94.,, , , {,)
releasing from care, Anacreont. 50, 2., ov, , {,)=7..,,,,{.)
with loose tunic, Nonn. [], ov, , and ,{ 3,) one who played women s characters

in male attire, Aristox. ap. Ath. 620
E, Plut. Sull. 36, etc. ; so called from
Lysis, who wrote songs for such ac-

tors, Strab. p. 648; cf.^-—12., a flute accompanying or adapted
to such pantomimes, Ath. 182 C., ov, o, Lysus, a statuary oi

Macedonia, Paus. 6. 17, 1.'', ?;. Att., rage, fury,
in 11. always of martial rage,, 9, 239;

2., lb. 305 : later raging-mad-
ness, raving, esp. caused by the gods,

as that of lo, Aesch. Pr. 883, of Ores-
tes, Id. Cho. 288, Eur. Or. 254, etc.

;

also of Bacchic frenzy, .,
Eur. Bacch. 851; ?.7,
Ar. Thesm. 681: strengthd.. .-, Soph. Fr. 678 : also of dogs, Xen.
An. 5, 7, 26 in form 7., whereas
Plat, has , Legg. 839
A.—2. personified,, the goddess

of 7nadness, Eur. H. F. 823. —II. the

worm under the tongue of dogs, re-

moved from the belief that it pio-

duces madness. Hence,=, to be raging-

mad, to rave, . , to be mad at or
with one. Soph. ."Vnt. 633.,, ov,{v)raging•
mad. . Rh. 4, 1393., v. sub.,, , raging-mad, Anth.
Plan. 289 ; 7. ^., Eur. .
F. 1024.), Att. 7,, , {?.)
to be raging in battle, Hdt. 9, 71, cf.

init. : to rave, be mad, Soph.
871



. . 128, Plat., Rep. 329 C, etc.;

of wolves, Thcocr. 4, 11 :, Plat. Rep. 586 C.\, adv. {) furiously,

madly, (Jpp. H. 2, 573.,, .=./,, ,() fit

of ntaditess : in plur. ravings, el ' •3 , Eur.
Or. './, ,=, Orph.
. 08, 0.,, 6, one that is raging,

raving, mad. ., 11. 8, 2U9 ;

., Anth. P. C, 94., ov, ,— foreg., Anth. P.

7, 473., , ,^,
Ael. . . 12, 10., , (,)
bit by a mad dog, Geop., , to rage, rave, Ma-
nelho : from', ,{,)
raging-mad, frenzy-tost, Anth. P. 6,

219., , to enrage, madden. Pass.

to be or grow furious, Pseudo-Phocyl.
114., , (,) like

one raging, raving, mad, II. 13, 53. ; ., Soph. Aj. 452 ; of Bacchus,
Eur. Bacch. 9;!0.-, , , (, )
with furious glance, Orph. Arg. 977.',, , Lyson, a statuary,

Paus. 1, 3, 5., ol, law-students who had fin-

ished their course of study, and were

ready to be examined : those who had
Still a year to study were !7,
Pandect.

iAvraia, , , Lytaea, daughter of

Hyacinlhus in Athens, ApoUod. 3,

15, 8. ^'\, ov, , Lutatius, Rom.
masc. pr. n., Polyb. 1, 59,8., fem. from, Orph.

H. 9, 17. [v], verb. adj. from, one

must solve, Plat. Gorg. 480 E.

Ai'Ti'ip,, , () one who looses,

a deliverer,. Eur. El. 13G ; --., Aesch. Supp.
807.— II. an arbitrator, decider,,
Aesch. Theb. 941., , ,•=7., she

that delivers, Orph. H. 13, 8., , , usu. of, ov, (-) loosing, releasing, delivering,-, Aesch. Theb. 175 : c. gen. de-

livering, setting free from a thing, .-. Soph. El.

633, cf. 417, 1490 ; -, a de-

liverer to a person from a thing, Aesch.
Euin. 298 ; and , Eur. Ale.

224:—also simply=:•, hence,

., relieving or lightening sor-

row, rioph. Tr. 554, where it governs
the case of its verb .—II. -=7^,, ., the

atonement or reward for all costs, Pind.

P. 5, 143.^, , v.; The-
ocr. 10. 41, in Dor. form -., , , {) able to loose,/, Alh. 31 .— II. fit for
solving or refuting, Arist. Rhet. 2, 26,

3 ;

—

oi., certain grammarians,
who unravelled knotty points., ?}, , {) that may be

loosed. Plat. Tim. 41 .— II. that may
be dissolved, soluble, lb. 43 D, Arist.

Meteor. 4, 6, 12 ;—adv. -,solub}y,]d.

Part. An. 2, 2, 25—2. of arguments
and difficulties, that may be solved, re-

futable, Arist. Rhet. 1, 2, 18., ov, TO,() the price paid,
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ATXN
— 1. for ransom, ransom, usu. in

plur., as Hdt. 5, 77: -,, to pay ransom, Dein.

1250, 1, and 18; ,
to contribute towards it, Id. 1248, 25

;, to release with-

out ransom, Xen. Hell. 7, 2, 16.—2. in

expiation, an atonement, Pind. O. 7,

141 : ., Aesch. Cho. 48; cf.

Plat. Rep. 393 D; frcq. in Christ,

writers.—3. in genl. a recompense,-, Pind. 1. 8 (7), 1.—II. a plant,

like the Lysimachia, lylhrum, Diosc., , {/.,)
rejoicing in ransom, Or. Sib., , {?.) to release on
receipt of ransom, to hold to rayisom, ., for money, Plat.

Theaet. 105 E. Mid. to release by
payment of ransom, to ransom., redeem,

Polyb. 17, 16, 1. Pass., to be ran-

somed, Dem. 394, 18, Arist. Eth. N.
9, 2, 4. Hence, , , from mid., ran-

soming, Plut. Aral. 11 : iu Christ, wri-

ters, Redemption, i. e. the being re-

deemed., verb, adj., one must ran-

som, Arist. Eth. N. 9, 2, 4., ov, , a ransomer, redeem-

er, N. T., ,, Att. for,.'•, , , Cretan for,
Steph. Byz. in v..\, ov, , v. sub., , , poet, for,
f. 1. in Leon. Al. 29, 4.

A^i'ruiof, ,,^'.. , , {,
II) lamp-lighter : fem.,
Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 470. Hence, , , ace. to Ath., a
less common form for,
Cephisod. 'Yf 4., , ,{) a lamp-
stand, Pherecr. Crap. 5.'', ov, , lamp-oil., . , a torch, lantern,

tAth'. 699 .^—.=, Callix.

ap. Ath. 205 F., {7.) to light.,, , a place to keep

la?nps in, Luc. Ver. H. 1, 29., , , a lamp-stand, Philo,

cf. Lob. Phryn. 313., , alov,{) be-

longing to a lamp or torch. Gal., cf.

Lob. Phryn. 552., ov, , 7,^=^ :

Plat. (Com.) Soph. 8., ov, , dim. from .-, Ar. Fr. 115, 274, Luc, etc. []^, a, ov, of Lychnidus,
Lychnidtan ; , the

Lychnidian lake. Polyb. 5, 108, 8 : from^, ov, , Lychnidus, a city

of Epirus on the via Egnatia, Strab.

p. 323., ov, TO, the time of lamp-

lighting, Lat. hora lucernaris, Eccl., ov. TO, dim. from,
Antipn.. - 1, Luc. Symp.
46 ; others write it proparox. ^-
viov, but V. Lob. Phryn. 314.

''",, , lychnis, a plant with
a bright scarlet flower, much used lor

garlands, Theophr., Mel. 1.—II. a

precious stone that emits light, Luc.
de dea Syr. 32., ov, h, dim. from7,.
—II. a kind oifish, Liic. Ver H. 2, 30., ov, h, fein. -,,.) ; of or like a lamp : esp., -

/., a name for Parian mar-
ble, Pfin. H. N. 36, 4, 2 : also, a pre-

cious stone, Plat. Eryx. 400 D, but dif-

ferent from that called .-—^.

, a plant, a kind of
mullen, the leaves of which served as
lamp-wicks, Diosc.3, ov.{,) living

by lamp-light, Senec. Ep. 122., , h, {.,) a
lighting of lamps, illmnination, in Hdt.
2, 02, a festival at Suis, like the Chi-
nese feast of lanterns.. , to light lamps,

DioC. 63,20: from, ov, 6,{,)
a lamp-tighter. Hence, ,,^,-, Ath. 701 A ; cf . Lob. Phryn.
523.

AvYvov, ov, ,=7., Hippon.,
ap. E. M. : the plur. ,' is usu.

taken as metaj^last. from7., q. v., , to make lamps or
lanterns : from
;);'7••, , {,)

making lamps or lanterns, Ar. Pac. 690.

';;.•07()•, , , (_:^;'•, -) city of lamps, Luc. Ver. . 1, 29.7., , , (^''•, -) dealer in la?nps or lanterns, Ar.
Eq. 739.

;(;^•, , : in plur. ^,
Batr. 179, but usu. irreg. ;;', Hdt.
2, 62, 133, Eur. Cycl. 514, (cf. ;^-
vov) : a light, lamp, candlestick, differ-

ent from the 7. which was
fixed, the7. being portable (cf.7,), ., Od. 19, 34•,, light lamps,

Hdt. 11. cc. ; ., Ar. Plut.
668 ; 7, at Imnp-light-

ingtime, i. e. towards night-fall, Hdt. 7,

215:7.., lamps
are kept burning all night, Hdt. 2,

130 ; 7. '
^.'> Ar. Nub. 56. (It belongs to

the root *, q. v.), ov, b, (.^vof, )
a lamp-stand, the stand into or npon
which the was put,' '^
Pherecr.. 5 ;'-, .
Fr. 114;, Alex.. 1 : cf.

Bergk ap. Meinek. Com. Fr. 2, p. 1060,

Lob. Phryn. 60., , to carry a lamp or
lantern : and, Lacon. for foreg., .4r.

Lys. 1003: from, ov, {, )
carrying a lamp, Plut. Pomp. 52.),,,=^,-

: cf. 7.~., fut. [fj] .• aor. :

perf. (. infr.), pass, :

plqpf.: aor. pass. 7.
[]. All these tenses, except the
perf. act., occur in Hom. : besides

these, he uses the Ep. aor. pass. i7.v-

in 1 and 3 sing. 7\., 7., and
3 pi. 7.vvTo, which forms some refer

to the plqpf. : of the perf. pass, he has
the 3 opt., lor 7., Od.
18, 238, a very rare form :—Pind. F'r.

55, has also an act. imperat. 7!, as

if from —[ in pres. and impf.,

though Hom. has it twice long in

arsis, II. 23, 513, Od. 7, 74 ; in conipds.

long also in thesis, Od. 2, 105, 109:

late authors were not so strict, but
even they seldom use of the simple
word in thesis : in fut., and aor. act.

and mid. v, hence,, etc.

:

in perf., plqpf. act. and pass., and in

aor. pass, , except in opt. perf. pass.,

Od. 18, 238 ; cf. Draco p. 40, 26, Butlm.
Ausf. Gr. () 95, Anm. 6: in in

arsis, II. 24, 1, but there is no need
to write) with Heyne.]



Orig. signf. to loose.— 1. to loosen, un-

bind, unfasten, esp. clothes and ar-

mour, as ., 7], II. 4,

215; IC, 804: but, -
., to loose the maiden-girille, of

the husband after marriage, Od. 11,

245 ; so, of the wife, xa7uvbv
V(p' , Pind. 1. 8 (7),

95 : '...' -, Eur. Ale. 177, (cf ') :

oft. of the tackling of ships, as .,,, etc., Od.

2, 418; 15,496, 552, . Horn. .,
etc., (but never so in II.) : ., to

untie a skin (used as a bottle), Od.
10, 47 : then freq. in Att., .,
Aesch. Eum. 645 ; T\i-n7.ov, Soph. Tr.

924; ., to slack the rein. Id.

El. 743 ; .,/., to open

them, Eur. 1. A. 38, 307.—Mid. -, to tindo one's own belt,

11. 14, 214 ; but,?,, they

undid the armour for themselves, i. e.

stripped it ott (others), II. 17, 318.

—

2. of horses, to undo, unyoke, unharness,,, II. 5,309; 8,

504; ', 18, 244; -
24, 576 : in mid., --', to unyoke oite^shorses,

11. 23, 7 ; also ,. to-, Hes. Op. 606 : hence metaph.,. Soph. . C. 1720.

—3. to loose, release, set free, esp. from
bonds or prison, and so in genl. from
difficulty or danger, Od. 8, 345; 12,

53, etc. ; c. gen. rei, -, Od. 5, 397, and freq. in Att.

;

. Ttva, Aesch. Pr. 1006 ; -
vov,, etc.. Soph. Tr. 181,

etc. ; and in mid.,, Aesch. Supp. 1066: also ., Pind. . 4, 34, Aesch.
Pr. 872, Eur. Hipp. 1244, Plat., etc.—4. to deprive one of a good, also c.

gen., Pind. P. 11, 51.—5. to release a

captive on receipt ofransom(), to

hold to ransom, release, II. 1,20,29, etc.

;

,
would give them vp, 17, 162; in full,

Tiva, 11. II, 106 : mid.
to release by payment of ratisom, to ran-

som, redeem, 11. 1, 13; 24, 118, etc.,

also in Od. :—thus act. and mid. in

this signf. are related just like

and/. : so freq. in Att.— 6. to

give up,{]', Pind.
P. 4, 275.—II. to loosen, i. e. weaken,
relax, esp. . ,,, to loose the limbs, knees, etc.,

i. e. make them slack, unnerve them
;

hence freq. in Hom. to slay, kill:

also, , Od.
20, 118, cf. II. 13, 85: pass.,, , as the e^ect of
death, sleep, weariness, fear, etc.,

Hom. ; also,,,- '-, Hom.—HI. to dissolve, break tip,, II. 1, 305, Od. 2, 69.-2. to

undo, bring to nought, break doom, -
KUprjva, II. 2, 118, -, II. 16, 100, Od. 13, 388; ., Xen. An. 2, 4, 17; and so—3. in genl. to undo, do atvay with,

., II. 14, 205, 304, Od. 7, 74;, Pind. . (11), 11; ?..,, etc., Trag. : in

prose, ., to repeal or anmd
laws, Lat. leges abrogare, Hdt. 3, 82 :

., to break a treaty, freq. in

Thuc. ; ., to solve a diffi-

culty. Plat. Prot. 324 E, etc., hence,
to refute an argument, Arist. Rhet. 2,

25, 10,etc., (cf. liifTir,7.) : A.-, etc., to rescind a vote, Dem. 700,
13 ; ., to cancel a will, Isae.

59, 29, etc.—4. to undo, assuage, calm,
xtill,. II. 23, 62, Od. 20. 56.

—5. to undo and so ato/ie for, make up,
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like Lat. lucre, rependere, ..
At. Ran. 691, cf. Soph. Phil. 1224 ; ., Soph. . . 101.—IV.

in Att., ', /., to pay
taxes or wages, to quit otie's self of

them, only used in cases of actual

obligation, Xen. Ages. 2, 31 : hence—2.^, to profit, avail, usn.

c. negat., ov and ov /. /.. it

boots not, Soph. O. T. 316 ; cf. Valck.

Hipp. 441, Pors. Med. 1359 :—the
construct, is much like that of-, either absol., Monk Hipp. 443 ;

or c. dat. pers., Elmsl. Med. 553 ;

—

in Soph. El. 1005, seemingly c. ace,'...
avlv,—h\lt Dind. supposes the ace.

to be used because of the other verb^, v. ad 1. ; Elmsl. reads.
(Akin to Lat. luo, our loose, etc.; but

hardly to, and its derivs., cf.

Pott Etym. Forsch. 1, 209.), / will, or wish, v.*, a Doric

defect, verb, only found in sing, ,
', ^, plur. ?.,, Ar. Ach.
714, sq., Lys. 95, 1105, sq., cf. Thuc.

5, 77, Theocr. 1, 12; also part,, Epich. p. 15, cf. Markl. Suppi.

221.

A6j/3uiicj,=sq., f. -, dep. mid.() like, to treat de-

spitefuUy, to outrage, insult, maltreat,

c. acc. pers., also with cognate ace.

added, <, to do

one despite, II. 13, 623 : esp. to maim,
mutilate, , Hdt. 3, 154;, lb: /i., to hang one's self,

Soph. Ant. 54 : to dishonour a woman,
Eur. Or. 929 ; . , to corrupt

the youth. Plat. Prot. 318 D; .,
Lys. 176, 5: to pillage, Polyb. 4, 54,

2;— sometimes also c. dat., Dind. Ar.

Eq. 1408, Stallb. Plat. Crito 47 :—
absol. to do despite, act outrageously, 11.

1, 232; 2, 242.—II. the act.

occurs only in Pseudo-Phocyl. 33, cf.

Jac. A. P. p. 37 ; but the pf.-
is used as pass ; 7.7,

mutilated, Hdt. 3, 155 ; Plat. Gorg. 51

1

A, Rep. 611 C, etc.: Plat, also has
aor.7. as pass., Gorg. 473
C ; cf.,,,^7 : from, (7.) to mock, make a

mock 'of, Od. 23, 15, 26., Ion. for, in

pass, sense, Hipp. p. 802., , , like, maltreat-

ment by word or deed, despiteful treat-

ment, outrage, dishonour, 7.. ,
Od. 18, 225,7., (v.'sub) : ., to pay for an out-

rage, 11. 11, 142 ; so, ., 11.

9, 387 ; but 7.., to exact re-

tribution for an outrage, i. e. to re-

venge it, II. 19, 208, Od. 20, 169, Soph.
Aj. 181 ; , Eur. . F. 881 ;

. . Plat. Meno 91 C;
etc. : esp. mutilation, maiming. Hdt. 3,

154: also in plur.. Soph. Aj. 1392;. Plat. Gorg. 473 C.

—II. in Byzant. writers=:, lepro-

sy, Wernsd. Philes. p. 54, 56. (Akin
to7• : from7. comes Lat. labes.)

Hence,. , despiteful, out-

rageoiis, Ap. Rh. t3,801., ', , {)=., fern, from ',
Anfh.'P. 9, 251.,, , {7.) one

who treats despitefully . outrages, mal-

treats, a slanderer, II. 2, 275 ; 11, 385

:

in genl. a ruiner, destroyer, epith. of

the Erinyes, Soph. Ant. 1074.

—

II.

pass, worthless wretch, like /',
11. 24, 239., ov, o,=foreg. : . -, one who disgraces his trade, Ar.
Ran. 93., , , {?,3) de-

spitefully treated, outraged, dishonoured,, for, II.

24, 531, cf. Hes. Sc. 306 ;//.. Soph. Tr. 1069 ; cf
Aj. 1388 ; 7., Id. Phil.

1 103.—II. act. insulting, abusive, .. Soph. Phil. 607 : ruinous, mis-

chievous. Id. Tr. 538.,,,=, Nic.

. 536, Manetho., , , = 7..—II. in

Byzant. writers leper ; v. .7., , ,='}, He-
sych., , , dice made of the

bones of oxen.—11. lewd fellows, He-
sych. ; cf.?.,,, the dew-lap ofoxen,

Lat. paleare, Luc. Lexiph. 3., , , like, a

lewd woman, Hesych., ov, , a whip of bull's hide.

iAt, , , Lots, lem. pr. n.,

N. T., v. sq.,, , , (, *() more
desirable, more agreeable, and in genl.

better, Honi. only in neut. of nom. and
acc. sing., 7. . Od. 2,

169, etc. ; he has a second, compar.7., ov, only in neut.,., Od. 1, 376; 2, 141, in

Eust. also7., Jac. A. P. p. 75.

—Later /. was used generally

as compar. of, and in Att.

?., were contr. into 7.,
7., Aesch. Pers. 520, etc. ;7.. Soph. Phil. 1100;, lb. 1079 ;', Id. . . 1038 ; ., Eur. Med. 911 :

—

7., Plat. Lcgg. 828 A
;. Id. Phil. 11 , cf.

Xen. An. 5, 10, 15 :—superl.7.,
, ov, contr., 7.-., Aesch. Pr. 204, etc.; /.(-, my good friend, like 7..
Plat. Gorg. 467 , etc.—In Theocr.
20, 32, we have a neut. pi. 7. for, and this Buttm. Ausf. Gr.

iji 08, 1, regards as posit, from a nom.
7..,, . the hem, fringe, tor•-

der of a robe, LXX., ov,. dim. from foreg.,

Anth. +P. ll,210,2.t[u]. 3 pi. from the Dor. verb, I will or wish, Epich. p. 15., , also 7., a Macedon.
month, answering to the last half of

the Att. and the first

of, Philipp. ap. Dem.
280, 12.,, ,=?.,., , ,(, 7., 7.)
covering, robe, mantle, '' '^, Od.

13, 224, cf. . Rh. 2, 32 ; in genl.

skin, husk, shell. Also7, which
in Hippon. 44*, is certainly neut., as

in Theocr. 14, 66 ; in Anacr. 98 doubt-

ful. Only poet, though prose writers

have the derivs. 7., 7.-., f. -, {7) to cover,

cloak, but only found in compels, «-o-

7.,, etc. ; for Soph.

Tr. 925, ' 7., be-

longs to :.., dim. from ., 7..
Arist. Metaph. 3, 4, 14, Top. 1. 7, 1., , , {7^,
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strictly, stealing nf clothes from ba-
thers or travellers, high-way robbery., a prosecution for—(5/, Att. Process p. 360.

70(5', , to steal clothes, esp.

from bathers or travellers, Arist. Pol.

2, 7, 11 : then in genl. Zojt., to

rob, pluu'ltr, Ar. Ran. 1075, Pint. IC5,

Dem. llu, 19, etc. :—also of plagia-

rists, Anlh. P. 11, 1.30: from)~~, ov, a, (, )
strictly, one who slips into another's

clothes : hence a clothes-stealer, esp.

one who steals the clothes of bathers,

or strips travellers, . B. p. 176, cf.

foreg. : in genl. a thief, robber, footpad,

Ar. Ran. 772, Av. 4i"t7, Antipiio, 130,

19, Lys. 117, 7, etc. ; -, Dem. 53, fin. :—of
plagiarists, Anth. P. 11, 130. [v], ,=?.-/, q. v., ov, , a halter,

late word. (Frorn the Latin.), ov, TO, and ', ov, ,
the Lat. lorum, a thong., , to cut into thongs :

from, ov, {?^,) cut-

ting thongs.

iApva, ,, Loryma, a city in

the Dorian penin.sula on the coast of
Caria, opposite to Rhodes, Thuc.
8,43., , ov, Att. contr. from, superl. of7., q. v.\, iiidecl. (and, ov, Jo-
seph.), . Lot, Hebr, masc. pr. n., son
of Haran the brother of Abraham,
IS. T.,, ,(, IV.) a flute-

player

:

—also, a hvffoon,lewdfellow:—
falso, a beggar, Eccl., Ion. for, ace.

pi. nevit. from', q. v., (•) to pluck flowers,

tonly in Hesych.f ;esp. in mid.-, like,,
to pick or choose for one's self, cull the

best, Aesch. Supp. 903.,, Lvov,{) of lotus,

Theocr. 24, 45.,,, , {?.) a flow-
er : meta[)h. like and,
the fairest, choicest, best, -, Eur. Hel. 1593.,, ,{ .) over-

groivn with lotus, . -
tus-\}Wms, 11. 12, 283, ul)i Aristarch.?. : others take it as part.

from a suppos. pres.*, bloom-
ing.', ov, 0, the lotus, name of
several plants, oft. wrongly confound-
ed : five may be specially remarked :

--I. the Greek lotus, a grass whicll
grew wild in the meadows round
Sparta and Troy, on which horses
fed ; a kind of clover or trefoil, perh.
trifolivm melilotus Linn., II. 21, 351,
Od. 4, 603.— II. the Cyrenean lotus, an
African shrub, whose fruit was the
food of certain tribes on the coast,
esp. of those hence called Lotophagi,
Od. 9, 84, sq., Hdt. 4, 177 : ace. to
Od. the fruit was honey-su-eet.?., and was also called' : H(lt.

compares it i>i size to the fruit of the
(as large as the olive) and in

taste to the date, : ace. to him
wine was also made of it-.—(, Od. 1. c, refers not literally to

the /io«,'cr being eaten, but to the veg-

etable nature of the food, v..
It was a low thorny shrub, Hdt. 2,

96, cf Schweigh. Polyb. 12, 2. ace.

to Sprengel, lihnmnus Lotus Linn.,

ace. to Wildenow Zizyphus Lotus
;

still prized at Tunis and Tripoli un-
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der the name of the jujube, and a fa-

vourite subject of Arab poetry.— III.

the Acgypium lotus, first mentioned in

Hdt. 2; 92, the lily of the A,le, of
which there are three varieties:— 1.

with largo, tvhiie flowers, which was
dried, and its pith pounded for bread :

the root, which was of the size and
shape of an apple, and sweet of taste,

was also eaten, and called later no-.—2. with rose-coloured flow-
ers and leguudnous fruit (,
Aegyptian beans.)—3. with blue flow-
ers ; the two last mentioned in Ath.
677 D, E.—Of these the 1st is thought
to be Xymphaea Lotus, the 2d, Nym-
phaea Nelumbo, the 3d, Nitumbtum
Speciosum ; v. Sprengel Antiq. Bot.

p. 56, Voss Virg. Eel. 4, 20, Bahr
Hdt. II. cc. In Aegypt the lotus was
sacred as a symbol of the Nile (with
the rising of which it grew), and so
of fertility : hence its constant use in

the rites of Isis and Osiris, and its

freq. appearance on ancient, esp.
Aegyptian, works of art, v. Creuzer
Symbolik 1, 283 sq.. 508 sq. (French
transl. 1, 404, cf 525.) The Indian
lotus, a sacred symbol of the Ganges
etc., is of like kind.—IV. a North
African tree, acc. to Sprengel Celtis
Australis Linn., about the size, etc.
of a pear-tree, with serrated leaves

;

bearing leguminous fruit without
taste or smell, Theophr. H. PI. 4, 3.

1, distinguished by its hard, black
wood, of which statues, flutes, etc.

were carved : hence is olien
used poet, (or a flute, Markl.Eur. I. A.
1036, Tro. 541, etc.— V. another lo-

tus-tree, Dwspyrus lotus, which grew
in Italy, had a short stem with pol-

ished bark : its luxuriant branches
were trained upon houses ; its leaves
were ovate, downy underneath, and
Its berries red and sweet-tasted, Voss
Virg. Georg. 2, 84., ov,( L,)
producing lotus or trefoil,, Eur.
Phoen. 1571., ov,{? IL,)
eating lotus, hence—IL -},, , the Lotophagi or Lotus-eaters,

a peaceful nation on the coast of
Cyrenaica, Od. 9, 84, Hdt. 4, 177, v.

/.oirof II.,'. Dor. for.,,^'. Hesych., , f. -, to rest from toil,

take rest, II. 21, 292 ; also c. gen.,-, Od. 9, 460; so . '/.,,
to have rest, abate from.., Aesch. Pr.
376, 654: ^'. Soph. Aj. 61 ; -
/. Plat. Phaedr. 251 D, etc. ; also,?, Thuc. 6, 12.—2. to abate, of a clisease, Thuc. 2,

49, cf 7, 77 ; also in Plat., and Xen.
—II. transit, to lighten, relieve, -, thy future releaser, Aesch. Pr.
27: so c. gen., . . re-

lieve thy from pains, Einped. 395.—2. to make to leave off, desist,, like. (Acc. to Hesych.,
akin to I, and metaph. from
draught-cattle,.), Ion. for foreg., . Rh. 2,

648.

Afo, ia, lov,{) relieving,

soothing, ?.7/ 'uftu, expiatory offer-

ings, Ap. Rh. 2, 485.., , rest taken, rest./,, , {) a being
relieved : repose, remission, cessation,

\'/., Thuc. 4, 8L :,, /.—;, Hesych., neut. /, Att. contr. for

?., q. V.
'

j

MA

, u, , . Ion. , indecl.,
twelfth letter of the Gr. alphabet ; as
numeral, ^-=40, but ,=40,00. In
Inscrr. is for: but |m| for'.
Changes of , esp. in the dialects :— I. into TT, as , for, esp. Aeol. and Lacon., Greg.

Cor. p. 282, 580,661.-11. is doubled,
e. g. , for, esp. in Aeol.,
the vowel or diphthong before it be-
ing shortened, Greg. Cor. p. 597:

and are also in Hom. and
Ep.—III. and 3 are interchanged,
as in^, Aeol.

(v. fin.),.—IV. becomes , as,
Att. and Dor.

;, Lat. ne
;,

Lat. mim, Buttin. Dem. Mid. p. 145.—V. is freq. added or left out, acc.
to dialects,— 1. at the beginning of a
word, as /. , -/., ,. , ',
Lat, Buttm. Lexil.v. oi'/Lat'4,Lob.

Phryn. 356: so, ', Lat. Mars.—2. in the middle of a word, -'-,-. -, ,', ,-, , etc.,

mostly for euphony or easy pronun-
ciation, Lob. Phryn. 95, sq.. 428.—
VI. sometimes has or euphon.
prefixed, as, ',, ,, (Lat. mtngo),
etc. : so too seems euphonic in', .— VII. is added or left out belore
acc. to convenience, as,, ,/'//,,'',-,,-

()(). .
', apostr. lor .—II. very rarely

and only Ep. for, e. g. II. 9, 073,
etc. ; never so in Att., Markl. Eur. I.

A. 491, 814, Pors. Phocn. 1230, Med.
719. { and never were elided,
though the latter is contracted by
syni/.esis., a particle used in strong pro-
testation and oaths, followed by acc.
of the deity or thing appealed to :—in
itselfneitlier affirmative nor negative,
but made so by some word added, as, ov, etc.; or, in Att., merely by
the conte.\t, Stallb. Plat. Gorg. 489
:—thus— 1. jn affirmation, val, yea / this sceptre, II.

1, 234, cf II. Hom. Merc. 460; so in

Att., Ar. Ach. 88, etc. ; cf .— II. in

negation, ov yap ', ov/, nay by..., II. 1, 86, etc. ; and in
Alt. Soph. El. 026, Ar. Eq. 235.—
In Att. is freq. used without

{) or ov, esp. , by Jupiter !

—It is seemingly negative,— 1. luhen ov
immediately follows in the next sen-
tence, e. g. ''"-, ', Eur. Med. 1059 ;/m ?.-,, Ar. Thcsin. 209 ; Plat. etc.

;

—but even here the negation rm//y lies

in the oOonly.

—

2. in answers, vi\\vn\\\e

negation is expressed in the question,

asovK'; Answ./za',, Ar. Lq. 336, 338
(where is to be supplied

after from the question ; cf
Ar. Ran. 951, Plut. 400): so too

when ftUows,



/. ; Answ. ',', • Ran. 174, (where
is understood, cf. Ran. 753,

779,1053.)—IV. in common discourse,

esp. Att., the name of the deity sworn
by was often suppressed, vai ,

~, , , etc.,

which was merely to avoid a down-
right oath, as is common m all lan-

guages, cf. Plat. Gorg. 466 E, Koen
Greg. Cor. 150, sq.—V. is some-
times omitted after ov, though the

ace. remains, ov , -, etc., . Br. Soph. . . 660,

Schif. Greg. 257, Jac. . P. p. 97. [a], shorter Aeol. and Dor. form
for, in the form , for /-, Aesch. Supp. 890, 899, The-
ocr. 15, 59 ; cf. , , 7..^, indecl., 6, Maath, Hebrew
masc. pr. n., N. T.

tMacipJaf, a, , the Carthaginian
MaharbaL Polyb. 3, 84, 14. «?'..,^. ^07], ov, ,=, ^6^'cr.

5, cf Meineke Com. Fr. 3, p. ITO., to play on the,
Theophil. Neopt. 2 ;

— to play in the

octave, Arist. Probl., 19, 18, 1, and 39,

4 ; cf. Diet. Antiqq. p. 649. i, ov,, dim. from,
Luc. Dial. Deor. 7, 4.., : gen.. Soph. Fr.

228, (-if, [, Meineke Com. Fr.

3, 179) or , Bergk Anacr. p. 86,

sq. ; in Xen. An. 7, 3, 32 we have a

dat., as if from, v.

Poppo, yet v. Bergk 1. c. ; ace.-, Alcman 87 ;

—

the magadis, a three-

cornered instrument like a harp, with
twenty strings, arranged in octaves,

11. cc. : cf. Ath. 034 : the was
of like kind, v. Bockh Comm. de
Metr. Pind. p. 261, sq.— 11. a Lydian

flute orflageolet, producing a high and
a low note together, Ion aj). Ath. 634
C, Anaxandr. ~/. 1. [}]"^^., ,,=^ -, Megarian pottery, according to

the tradesmen's pronunciation : cf.. Hence, ov, o,= foreg., ov,, v. sub.^.., Magorsa, a town
and harbor of Cilicia, with a temple
of Minerva, Strab. p. 676. she was
hence called or,
Arr. An. 2, 5, 9.

i'^aap, ov, , Magarsvs, =
foreg., Arr. An. 2, 5. 9.-,, , the bridge of the ci-

•thara, Lat. pons, cf, Phi-

lostr. :—for in Xen. cf.-.
tMayaf, a, , Magas, half-brother

of Ptolemy Philadelphus, prince of

Gyrene, Paus. 1, 6, 8.

' , , Lower-Italian name
for a wine cash., , , ()
jugglery, sleight of hand. Plat. Legg.
908 D, 933 A :—of made dishes, Ath.
9C.,,,()
a piece ofjugglery ; in plur. juggleries,

deceptions. Plat. Gorg. 484 A, Legg.
933 C : of women's arts,Plut. Ant. 25., ov, , a place

v>here are practised,

Themist., ov, 6,()
a juggler, quack. Hence, , ov,fit or inclined

for jugfiling. etc. : -, (sc.),
juggling, sleight of hand., , , fern, -.

,() to cheat,

bewitch, of Circe, Ar. Plut. 310. — 2.

intr. to play tricks, Dem. 794, 2 : .', to use superstitious

means to propitiate the gods, Polyb.

15, 29, 9.—II. like, to beau-

tify by artificial means, to adulterate,

Lat. niarigonizare,, Plut. 2, 126

A.— III. ., to contrive means
for cheating, Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 609.,, ,{-,) conjuring spirit.''/upov, , , any means for
charming or bewitching Others, a phil-

tre, drug, etc. — II. a machine for de-

fending fortifications, Maur. Strateg.

—III. the axis of a pulley, as in Germ.
Mangel, Ital. mangano, Math. Vett.

—IV. =/., a bolt, v. Schol.

Ar. Vesp. 155.— V. = '}, a

hunting-net. (From the first, signf.

come Lat. mango, inangonium, mango•
nizare

; prob., therefore, akin //-, Lat. e-mungere. Pott Et. Forsch.

1, 236: hence generally, an art or

devicefor doing a thing,—which will

explain its being used of divers im-
plements.) Hence,,=. Hence,,,^-. []
|;(5/, , Magdala, a town of

Judaea on the western shore of the
sea of Galilee, N. T. Hence^'/,, , fem. appell., of
Magdala, Magdalene, N. T./., , ,() later for

'•, (5, q. v., Galen.

tMu} JoZor, 01', jj, Magdolus, a city

of Lower Aegypt near Pelusium,
Hdt. 2, 159., , , {) the theo-

logy of the Magians, Stallb. Plat.

Ale. 1, 122 A.—2. art magic, Theophr., ov, , {) = the

more usu., Longin., . comic fem. of-, Pherecr. Ipn. 1., ov, ,() a

place for cooking, a cook-shop, Lat. po-

pina ; or, the place where the public cooks

lived, Antiph. Strat. 4, etc. ; cf. Lob.
Phryn. 276.—II. with the Macedoni-
ans a pot, kettle.,, , that which is

cooked, food : from,() to be a cook,

to cook meat, Theophr. Char. 7, Plut.

2, 704 A ; c. ace. rei, Ath. 173 D., , , () fit

for a cook or cookery,, Ar. Eq.
216 : -. (sc.), cookery. Plat.

Rep. 332 D. Adv. -, in a cook-

like way, Ar. Ach. 1015. Eq. 376., ov, 6, dim. from-, Ath. 292 E., , fem. of sq., LXX., ov, , a cook, first in

Batr. 40, Hdt. 4. 71 ; 6, 60, etc. (From,, because baking of bread

was the chief business of the ancient

cook, cf. Plin. 18, 28.)—II. a butcher,

because in early times the cook w-as

butcher also, and so the Cyclops is

called ' . in both capacities,

Eur. Cycl. 397, cf. Matro ap. Ath.

243 F. [],,,() piece

of magic art; in plur. charms, spells,

Eur. Supp. 1110; v. Dind. ail I. :—
also, of food artificially dressed, Plut.

2, 752 B. [pa], , , () one who
kneads. — II. one xvho wipes,. Anth, P. 6, 306.,, , =, Dio C.

;

cf Lob. Phryn 31G. Hence, , , magical : -,

(sc. ), art magic, Plat. Polit.
280 D.,() to be a Magus or
skilled in 3Iagian tore ; to use incanta

tions, Plut. .\rta.x. 3. 6.—II. trans, to

enchant,/. ., to sing incantations,
Eur. I. T. 1338 ; cf Mel. 12.-;. , , () fit fnr the

Magians, Magian, Plut. Them. 20
; tq/

or relating to magic, magical, /.,
Pseudo-Phocyl. 138.,, ,() any kneadea

mass, Lat. offa : esp. a sort of cheese-

pudding, Hipp. p. 652. — 2. the caki

offered to Hecate, Soph. F"r. 651, Ar
Fr. 644 ; cf Ath. 663 B.—11. a knead-

ing-trough, like, Epich. p. 07.,,,() any knead
ed mass :

—salve, as opp. to unguents,
Plin. 13, 2., ov, ,() a wiping oi

cleansing.^, 7], , Magnes, son oi

Aeolus and Enarete, father of Poly
dectes, ApoUod. 1, 7, 3.

—

2. father ci

Pierus, Id. 1, 3, 3.-3. a poet of lh(

old comedy, Meineke 1, p. 29 ; Ar
Eq. 520.,, , a Magnesian, \

dweller in in Thessaly, 11

2, 756 ; fem.^. Also, fem.. fPiiid. P. 2, 83t
hence,—II. 7. or\
or-, the magnet, also called/, Eur. Oen. 5, cf Stallb

Plat. Ion 533 D : also a melal thai

looked like silver, prob. 3 kind of talc,

Theophr. ; v. Buttm. in Wolfs Mus.
2, p. 5, sq.

tMu}'^, ,^^,. Rh.
I, 584.^, , , Magnesia, a ter-

ritory of Thessaly on the eastern
coast, Hdt. 7, 183, who also calls it, 7, 176: Dem.,
12, fin. ; 15, 19; etc., mentions a city

therein of same name.—2. a celebra-

ted city of Lydia near the Maeander,
now Inek-buzar, containing a temple
of Venus Leucophryne, Hdt. 3, 122 :

Thuc. 1, 138.—3. a city of Lydia at

the base of Mt. Sipylus, - -, Strab. p. 579, now Manissa.
Hence^, a, ov, and , ov, of
Magnesia, Magnesian, Hdt. ; etc.^, , fem. to, q.

v., Theocr. 22, 79.\, , , the Magnesian»,
as well in Thessaly, II. 2, 756 ; as in

Asia in the valley of Maeander, Hdt.
3, 40 : cf.};i'7;r.jMav, , , of Magnesia,
Magnesian,, Aesch. Pers. 492

;, Strab. p. 430., , v. sub.^—, , , MagnopoUs.
the earlier Eupatoria, a city in Pon-
tus, named after Ponipeius Magnus
Strab. p. 556.\, ov, b, the Rom. appell.

Magnus, Ath. 1 C., ov, , a Magus, Magian,
one of a Median tribe, Hdt. 1, 101.

—

II. one of the priests and wise men in

Persia who interpreted dreams, etc.,

freq. in Hdt. : hence—2. any enchant-

er, wizard: and in bad sense, ajuggler,

quack, like. Soph. O. T. 387 ; cf
Eur. Or. 1497, Plat. Rep. 592 E.— III., ov, as adj. magical, bewitching, Anth. P. 5, 121.

(Prob. from the same rootas/ie^of
etc., v. tin.) []^. ov, . Magus, an Arabian,
Aesch. Pers. 318.;^',, , (Mujof,)
the slaughter of the Magians, a Persigii
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festival, Hdt. 3, 79 : in

Clesias 15.

Ma>tif5ap£f, //, the seed of the -, Theophr. : also its stalk.— II.

another plant, distinct fVoin ''.
Id.. Plaut. llud. 3, 2, 19.]

tMa) 6;}', indecl., , Magog-, Hebrew
pr. n., supposed to be a general ap-

pell. for the northern tribes of Eu-
rope and Asia, as the Greek,
. ./', , , rude pantomime,

Ath. 621 C : also /inyoxJ//.

MuycjfJof, ov, b, (, )) a

sort of coarse pantomime, or the actor of

it, Ath. 021 C, D : cf. •(5(:.^.>,,.•, a Carthagi-

nian commander, Polyb. 3, 7J , 5, sq.,,=, ap.

Phot., a, ov, poet, for.',=^.. , , () melting

away : of flesh, flabbq, loose, Arist.

H. A. 4, 6, 9 ; of the head, bald, Anth.

P. 11, 134. Hence
Mii<5upor7/f ,, , baldness, Hipp.

p. 47., , ()=(),
to make bald, LXX. Hence, , ?/, a making bald,

Galen.

tMarfarof, a, b, Madaias, a Persian,

Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 41.

Mu(5u<j, , f. -, () Lat.

madrre, to be moist or uel, to melt away,

Theophr. : of hair, to fall off, Lat. de-

fliiere, A el. N. A. 15, 18 ; hence to be

bald, Ar. Pint. 266., . Dor. for, Ar. Ach.
732, 835., ,() loss of the hair,

a heroming bald, Hipp. p. 1083.^ or, indecl., ?), Ma-
dian or Mndiam, Hebr. pr. n., a tract

of Arabia Petraca, so called from
Madian, (in Joseph. Ant. 1, 15, 1,^), son of Abraham and Ke-
turah. N. T. Hence\^, ?'/, , of Madian ; o't

'^/, and .7', the inhab.

of MaAian, Madianites, Steph. Byz. :

V. Berkel ad voc.', ov, (,)
smooth-chinned, Lat. imberbis, Arist.

H. . 3, 11, 13. with v. 1.-; v.

Lob. Phryn. C62.. f. -,() to pull out

the hair, like ; also',.—II. mtr. =, Hipp.

p. 667. Hence, 7;, dub. I. for^<i(5;?aif,q.v.,

Hipp., and Theophr. [a]/'/, ov, • tweezers for
pulling out hair: \&0=7.
'., ov, ,=, Plin.

;

also, o,b, Diosc. Parab. 1, 179.

*.\', , , the root of-,.,=, Hesych., , for 7.,=^-, Seleuc. ap. Ath. 50 A, The-
opnr. ; cf.^, ov Ion. , , Madyes, a

king of the Scythae, Hdt. 1, 103.\.,, o,=foreg., Strab. p. 61

.

\., ov, , 3Iadytus, a haven
in the Thracian Chersonese, with the

tomb of Hecuba,^ Hdt. 7, 33.,, , Boeot. name of the

waicr-lily, Theophr.
MuC". VC, V'(, to knead) bar-

ley-bread, a barley-cake, Hdt. 1, 200;

Archil. 45, etc. ;, Hes. Op.

592;, Ep. Horn. 15, 6; -, Ar. Vesp. 610 ;— v. sub voce.

—

0pp. to upTor, wheaten bread, Ar.

Eccl. 606, Xen. Cyr. 1, 2, 11
;
pro-

verb., ' :
—
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, having baked him a

cake, witn a play on, .\r. Eq.
55. (Bekker follows Draco in writing
it properispom., but v. Lob.
Paral. 405.), b, (,) one

who begs for barley-loaves, Aristias ap.

Ath. 086 A; like and-.
iM.aaia, , , Mazaca, daughter

of king Leucanor in Bosporus, Luc.
To.x. 44.^, ov, a, Mazaeus, Persian
masc. pr. n., Arr. An. 3. 7. 1.^, , , Mazacn, capital

of Cflppadocia at the base of Mt. Ar-
gaeus, now Kaisarieh, Strab. p. 537 ;

hence/, , the inhab. of
Mazaca, Id.

\.7], ov, b, Mazaces, a Persian
satrap of Aegypt, Arr. An. 3, 1, 2.^,, , Mazares, a Mede,
Hdt. 1, 156.

tMiiCapor, ov, a, Mazarus, a Mace-
donian, Arr. An. 3, 16, 9.', to make a barley-cake : also

as dep..^,, , v. sub, Xen-
ocr.

\.], 6, Mazenes, ruler of Do-
racta (or rather Oaracta) in the Per-
sian gulf, Strab. p. 767./ (),, a plate of
barley-cakes.. b, a kind of cod-fish,(-
7-), Theophr. ; also written -

or -,, Xcnocr., or], Epicharm. ap. Ath. 322 Bt,, Hesych., ov, () made of barley-

meal, Hesych., ov, TO, dim. from., ov, TO, like sq., dim. from, Phryn. (Com.) Inccrt. 7., , , dim. from, a

barley-scone. At. Eq. 1105, 1166., ov, ,(,)^=.,.=, Welck-
er Syll. Ep. 170, 2., ov, , Ar. Fr. 367

;

, Callix. ap. Ath. 202 E,
=sq., ov, (sc. or -
va),b, (,) a ivoodcn trencher

for serving barley cakes on, Harmod.
ap. Ath. 149 A, Horat. Sat. 2, 8, 86..7, ov, b, (,)
a barley-bread baker.,, , to make barley-bread :

from, , (,) ma-
king barley- bread.

MuCof, ov, b, the breast, or rather,

one of the two breasts, freq. in Hom.,
who'distinguishes it as a part of the

whole breast, (, ), 11.

4, 528; 8, 121, etc.: so, 6), II. 5, 393.— 1. usu. of

women, as II. 22, 60, Od. 11, 448, and
so always in Od. ; cf Wessel. Hdt. 4,

202 ; but Hdt. also has in same
sense.—2. of men, 11. 11. cc. — The
distinction of the Gramm. between

as the man's breast, and
the wo7nan's, will at least apply only

to late authors: the words differed,

at lirst. only in dialect : Hom. always
uses the former, Pind. and Trag. al-

ways the latter, v., cf Elmsl.

Bacch. 700, Ellendt Le.x. Soph.—3.

less freq. of animals, the udder. Call.

Jov. 48.-4. metaph. a wet-nurse (!).

— II. =^/. (The word is prob.

akin to, like, from the

yielding nature of the breast.) Hence^[, a, ov, formed like a

breast, tM.i the promontory Ma•

zusia, in the Thracian Chersonese,
Lye. 534, in Lat. wr. Mastusia.-), , to eat barley-bread,

Hipp. p. 389: from, ov, (,) eat-

ing barley-bread, Hipp. p. 478.^,, , (, )^:.,, festival of Bacchus at

Phigalea, or, those rrho kipt it, Har-
mod. ap. Ath. 149 B., , , a sort of cup,

Blaes. ap. Ath. 487 C : also written,7.', inf aor. of, first

in Theogn.,,,=, Emped. 101,
ed. Karsten. [«], , , () that

which is learnt, a lesson,, one learns by sufl'ering,

Hdt. 1, 207 ; . or , Plat.

Symp. 211 C, Rep. 525 D.—2. learn-

ing, 'rhuc. 2. 39, Plat., etc : hence in

])lur., learning, science, etc , freq. in

Plat. ; esp. the mathematical sciences,

chiefly arithmetic, geometry, and as-

tronomy. Plat. Legg. 817 E, Arist.

Anal. Post. 1, 12, 5, etc. Hence, , , disposed to

learn,fond of learning, like.
Plat, Tim. 88 B.—11. belonging to the

sciences, esp. to mathematics : -
(sc. 7),= , math-
ematics, Arist. Anal. Post. 1, 13,8;
so, Tu -, Piut. 2, 367 C : -, a mathematician, Arist. Eth.
N. C, 8, ; later esp. an astronomer.

Pint. 2, 974 F. Adv. -, Arist. Me-
taph. 1, Min. 3, 2., ,,(,) making a trade of science ; ., lite Sophists ; and -, their

trade. Plat. Soph. 224 B, E., , , late form for sq.,, ,() learning,

the getting of knowledge, very freq. in

Plat. : , upvv-, to gain information. Soph. Tr.

450, 711 ; . , Eur. Supp.
915 ;, Thuc. 1. 68

; .. Plat. Rep. 525 .—2. desire of
learning, , Soph.
El. 1032.— II. \\ke, knowledge,

science. Plat. Theaet. 144 B.—2.

habit acquired, Hipp. p. 593., fut. of, first

in Theogn.,, fj,() instruc-

tion from a teacher., a, ov, verb. adj. {-, to be learnt or perceived. Hat. 7,

16, 3. — II., one must learn,

Ar. Vesp. 1262, and Plat., to be pupil to one,,
Plut. 2, 832 B, etc.—II. trans, tomake
a disciple of,, . . :—pass, to be

instructed : from, ov, b,() a learner,

pupil, Lat. discipulns, ^,
Hdt. 4, 77 : freq. in Att. of the pupils

of philosophers and rhetoricians, Plat.

Prot. 315 A, etc., , Desiderat. of-, to wish to become a disciple, Ar.

rs'ub.l83.

—

WAaiex—, Knih.

P. 15, 38., ,.() disposed

to learn. Plat. Soph. 219 C, (ubi Stallb.) : c. gen. ., eager

to learn a thing. Id. Rep. 475 : of

animals, docile, Arist H. A. 9, 1, 3., , ,() learnt, that

may be learnt,

() Plat. Meno init. ;-. Id. Prot. 319 C., , 7),=sq., Diog, L.:

and



'.,. , fem. ,
Philo : ct. Lob. Phryn. 256.

tMa^/a, , ij, Mathia, a mountain
of Messenia, Paus. 4, 34, 4.', TO, poet, and Ion. for, Alcae. 94 E, Aesch. Ag. 177,

and Hipp, []^, , Mathusala, Hebr.
masc. pr. n., N. T.', ?/, Dor. for,
Anth., part. aor. of/^/, first

in Theogn., , , Matho, an African
chief in the service of Carthage, in-

citer of the mercenary war, Poiyb. I,

96,6., , , good mother, a kind
way of speaking to old women, esp.

nurses, Horn., only in Od.,andH. Cer.
147 : in Od. always in vocat., and ad-

dressed to Euryclea, who had prob.

been nurse to Ulysses (Od. 19, 482)

;

but still the name seems to be merely
a general one, and so it remained, of.

Lob. Phryn. 134.—2. later simply a

nurse, Soph. Fr. 782, Eur. Hipp. 243 :

—but also a mother, Eur. Ale. 393;, Aesch. Cho. 45.-3. a

midwife, Plat. Theaet. 149 A, sq.—4.

in ., a grandmother. Iambi.—II. a
large kind of crab, Arist. H. ., 4, 2, 3,

etc. ; of... , , Maia, daughter of At-
las, mother of Mercury, H. Horn.
Merc. 3, etc. ; in Hes. Th. 938, also

Ion..—The form,,
, is also freq. poet., Od. 14, 435,

and H. Merc.^,, 6, son of Maia, i. e.

Mercury, Hippon. Fr. 10.^, , 6, Maeandrius, a

Samian, successor of Poiycrates,

Hdt. 3, 142 ; in Plut. called-.—Others in Strab. ; etc.'[, ,, of the Maeander,
Maeandrian,, Dion. P. 837

:

from, , 6, Maeander. a riv-

er in Caria, tfalling into the Icaiian

sea near Miletus, now the Minder, II,

2, 869, t Hes. Th. 339 ; noted for its

windings, Hdt. 2, 29.—II. metaph. a

winding canal, Philostr. : any winding
mazy pattern, Strab. p. 577.^, , the plain of
Maeander, a tract along the Maean-
der on the borders of Lydia and Ca-
ria, Hdt. 2, 29 ; Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 17.,, , pecul. poet. fem. of—. v. sub Mala.\:3, , , the Maedo-
hithyni, a Thracian tribe who passed
over into Asia, Strab. p. 295.

\Mal6oL, , , and, the

Maedi, a Thracian people on the left

bank of the Strymon, on the confines

of Macedonia, Thuc. 2, 98 ; Strab. p.

316., , ,() the art or
husinesg of a midwife, Plat. Theaet.
150 D., , , () the

child which a midwife has helped into

the world, ,. Plat. Theaet. 160 ., fut. -, dep. mid.( . 3) .—to serve as a midwife, act

as one, Diod. 19,34; c. acc. pers., /o

deliver a woman, hence freq. in Plat.

of Socrates' obstetric art (ct. sub-), as Theaet. 149 B, etc : -, to hatch chickens,

ap. Suid. : -. proverb, of taking bitter ven-

geance on a powerful enemy, Ar.

Lys. 095, ubi v. Interpp. — The act.

seems not to occur, but the pass.

MAIN
does. Tit' , brought

into the world by me, Plat. Theaet.
150E,, , () the de-

livery of a woman in child-birth, Plat.

Theaet. 150 B.,, o,= sq., ov, , a man-midwife

:

also,., , , fitted for mid-
wifery : -, (sc.), midwifery,

—the name given by Socrates to his

plan of elicitingfrom others what was in

their minds without their knowitig it,

Plat. Theaet. 161 E, v. lb. 149 A, sq., , , fem. from-, a midwife. Soph. Fr. 86.,, , v..,,=,.', . Ion. for, Hdt.

tMai7/rif,, , fem. to foreg.,

Ion. for -/£•., , =, v. -., , the Rom. Maecenas,
Ael.,=:., , , the festival

of , kept at Athens
in the month.,, b, the fifth

Attic month, containing the end of

November and beginning of Decem-
ber, answering to the Boeot. Alalco-

menios; so called from the festival of, held in it, cf. Clin-

ton F. H. 2, p. 326. sq.., ,{)6.
of Jupiter, the boisterous, stormy, in

whose honour the Maemacteria were
kept at Athens in the first winter
month, Harpocr., cf Plut. 2, 458 B., ov, , v..^', oi>, , son of Maema-
lus. i. e. Pisander, II. 16, 194., , , ?), boisterous,

stormy, Hesych. : from, = sq. : — to burst forth,

Anth. P. 9, 272., , (rediipl. from root MA-,, cf.) : f.- : hence
Ep. lengthd. 3 pi., part., -, Horn. To be very

eager, jmnt or quiver with eagerness,/., II. 5, 670;
so. , 13, 75,

cf. 78 ; metaph. of a spear,, like?,
5, 661, cf. 15, 542 : ,
Orac ap. Hdt. 8, 77 ; and so Theocr.
25, 253 uses it c. inf ,

: rare in Trag.,, the snake rages, Aesch. Supp.
895 ; c. gen., ^,
eager for nmrder. Soph. Aj. 50. Pass,

impf. in Dion. P. 1156,

but the signf. is very dub.—The word
is Ep., but only used by Horn, in 11.,

and not common in later poets. [The
penult, long in arsis, II. 20, 490.], late form for,
Nic. Th. 470.,, Ep. part, of-, lengthd. from, : so. 3 pi. for,-
uvTo for.^, , Maenaca, a city of

Hispania Baetica, Strab. p. 156.^/., a, ov, of or belonging to

Maenalus,, Piiid. O. 9, 88 ;'. the region around Maenalus,
Thuc. 5, 64 : from

^Maiva/.ov, ov, , Mt. Maenalus,
in the southeast of Arcadia, sacred
to Pan, now Ruino, Theocr. 1, 122:
also TO Maiva/.ov. Strab. 388.

iMava?.o. , , Maenalus, a city

at the foot of foreg., Strab.—II. , son

of Lycaon and Meliboea, ApoUod. 3,

8, 1.—2. father of Ataianta, Eur. ap.
Apollod. 3, 9, 2.

iMaivuv, indecl., ,, masc.
pr. n., N. T.,, ,() mad,
raving,. Soph. Fr. 678, 4.—2.

as subst. a mad woman, ,
II. 22, 460, . Horn. Cer. 387 : esp.

a Bacchante, Bacchanal, Trag. ; of the

furies, Aesch. Eum. 500. — II. act.

causing madness, esp. that of love,, Pind. P. 4, 384; v.., , maena, a small sea-fish,

which, like our herring, was salted,

Anth. P. 9, 412 -.—later, ;
also, ., ov, , dim. from foreg.,. Fr. 242., . dim. from, a sprat,

Ar. Ran. 985, etc., cf Ael. H. A. 12,

28. lgen.o [i], Ar. 1. c. ;, Opp.
H. 1, 108.]

iMaivo,3a, , Maenoba, a city of

Hispania Baetica, Strab. p. 143., ov, , raving, frenzied,, Sapph. 1, 18 : a name of Bac-
chus, Plut. 2, 462 A :

—

km.,
not found in genit. (though we have
an irreg. nom. pi. in late

Greek, Lob. Paral. 267), .,
Aesch. Supp. 109.—II. act. inspiring,

Philo. (From, as

from : the compos, with-
is absurd, Piers. Moer. p. 279.)?, , io^.^^foreg., Anth.

P. 9, 524, 13.7., , fem. from,
q. v., fut. t(un-Att.

Moer. p. 264)t and : perf.

with pres. signf^ : tpf pass., Theocr. 10,31t:aor.•, part,, inf. : an aor.

mid., Anth. P. 9, 35 ; (cf.

infr. II.).— : Hom. only uses pres. and
impf. To rage, befurious, in II. mostly
of martial rage, ,

or , II. 8, 111 ;

16, 75, 245 : also to be mad, rave, esp.

with anger, II. 8, 360 ; with love,

V'alck. Phoen. 543 ; with wine, to be

madly drunk, Od. 18, 406 ; 21, 298 : freq.

also of Bacchic frenzy,, II. 6, 132 : hence freq. ot

prophetic frenzy, cf :—also Ot

things, to rage, roar, esp. of fire, I!. 15,

006 : of the sea or other elements,

Wern. Tryph. 230 ; ,
a hot, strong wine, Plat. Legg. 773 D.
— Construct., , to be

mad with or at a thing, Trag. ; ~
Tivi, Aesch. Theb. 781 ; -.
Soph. El. 1153: but, vrrb, to be driven mad by the god,

Valck. Hdt. 4, 79 : also c. acc. cogna-
to, . , Luc. adv.

Induct. 22 ;50, ov, to suffer no slight madness,
Aesch. Pr. 977 : }.~ ,
more than madness, Ar. Ran. 103,
751.—II. an aor. 1 act. /, in act.

sense, to madden, drive mad, occurs
in Eur. Ion 520, Ar. Thesm. 501. tcf.

Herm. Eur. I. A. 583t ;—but in Bion
1,61 it is intrans., = : cf •. (From the root MA-,*
akin to,,,
hence, : also to, Pott Et.Forsch. 1, 254.), , , and,, .., dep. mid. : {*) to en-

deavour, esp. seek, Od. 14, 356,

Hom. Cer. 44 ; C. acc, tn .^eek, search,, Od. 13, 367
Hes. Op. 534 ; but also to seek after,

seek for, , Pind. P. 11, 76, N. 3, 9
877
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and so, .?., to seek one's

destniction, Nic. Th. 197; c. int., to

seek to do, Pind. O. 8, 8, Soph. Aj. 280.

Mum', ov, TO, a kind of cummin,

also.
tMoiovEf,, ol (in Horn./,

Hdt. Mt/ioveg), in sing., the

Maeonians, earlier inhabitants of Ly-

dia, same as the Lydians ace. to Slrab.

p. 571, sq., who states also that others

made them distinct.

iMainvia,, ?/. Ion. Myovta, Mae-

onia, strictly a district of eastern

Lydia, Strab. p. 076 : in genl. =
Lydia.^, ov, 6, son ofMaeon, or

o/Maeonia, appell. of Homer, freq. in

Anth.
tMaioviOf, a, ov, Ion.^,

Maeonian, Lydian., dep., =, of a

midwife,'. Call. Jov. 35, Luc.

Dial. Deor. 16, 2.—II. of a nurse, to

ruckle, Nonn.
Malpa, , ,() name of

the dog-star, strictly the Sparkler,

Anth. P. 9, 555, Lye. 334 :— in Horn,

as prop, n., v. sq.

tMaipa. , , Maera, daughter of

Nereus and Doris, 11. 18, 48.— 2.

daughter of Proetus and Antia, Od.

11,326.—3. daughter of Atlas, wife

of Tcgeates, Paus. 8, 12, 7, where
also is mentioned a village of Arca-

dia named after her.—4. a dog of

Icariiis, Apollod. : v. foreg., Dor. for.
+(^7/, ov, 6, Maesades, father

of the Thracian prince Seuthes, Xen.
An. 7, 2, 32.

tMaiffif , 0, Maesis, son ofHyraeus,

Pnus. 3, 15, 8.,, , a native cook, at

Athens, Ath. 659 A :

—

the comic mask

of a cook, sailor, etc., named after an

actor so called, Meineke Com. Fr. 1,

p. 22.',, , Maeson, an ac-

tor from Megara, Ath. 659 A, from

whom the/ were
named, cf. Paroem. Zenob. 2, 11.,, , Maeon, son of

Haemon of Thebes, II. 4, 394.-2.
father of Homer, in Anth. : cf.--,, ,()=-. Pint. Alex. 3.

|-<, , . Ion. Maiyrai,, the MaeHtae, the people dwelling

around the Palus Maeotis, Hdt. 4,

123.

tM(7iwT7;f, ov, 6, Ion. /,
sing, of foreg., Maeotic, Hdt. 4, 45.

tMatw7t/iof, I'l, ov, Maeotic,',
Aesch. Pr. 731., , ,^., , , Ion.,
fem. to, esp. (with or with-

out 7) the Palus Maeotis, now
sea of Azof, lying above the Euxine,
Aesch. Pr. 419 : ,
Hdt. 4, 86., adv., in Scythian fash-

ion, Theocr. 13, 56. [n]
jNIa/wrpa, , a jnidwife's wages,

Luc. Dial. Deor. 8, 2.,, ol, the Macae, a people

of Africa around the river Cinyps,

Hdt. 4, 175: ace. to Strab. p. 765, at

the mouth of the Persian gulf.

M.\'KA'P, (2pof, .• also /i(i/cap as

fem., Elmsl. Bacch. 565, Meineke
Com. Fr. 3, p. 251, though there is a

special fem., v. sub lin. : also

joined with neut. nouns, but only in

oblique cases and by late writers,

Lob. Paral. 208. Blessed, happy,

strictly epith. of the gods, who are
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constantly called in

|

Horn, and Hes., as o|)p to mortal

men, 11. 1, 339 ; so that its notion is

of everlasting, heavenly Oliss : also ab-

sol.,, the blessed, the blest mics,

=, Od. 10, 299, etc.; m which
signf. llom. always has the plur. ex-

cept in addressmg single gods, as H.
Hom. 7, 16, etc.—II. hence of men,
blest, fortunate, of the highest human
happiness, 11. 3, 182, etc. : esp. we//

off, wealthy, II. 11, 68, Od. 1, 217. But
as the gods grant no perfect happi-

ness in this life,—III. the dead were
esp. called, the blessed, ., Hes. Op. 14:

—

-, the islands of the blest (placed by
the later Greeks in the ocean at the

extreme west), where heroes slain in

fight, and demigods of the fourth age
enjoyed rest forever, first in Hes. Op.
169 ; Pind. O. 2, 128, assigns them no
locality ; Hdt. 3, 26, calls the oasis in

the Alrican desert by this name.

—

This signf. is not found in Hom. ; and
later the more usual word was-.—IV. Compar., su-

perl., Od. 11, 483 ; where
it stands for the compar., this not

occurring in Hom.—V. CoUat. forms, , Aeol. only in Alcman Fr.

66; in prose: pecul. poet,

fem., the blessed one, epith. of

Latona, H. Hom. Ap. 14: cf.-,. []\,, , Macar, son of Ae-
olus, king ol' Lesbos, II. 24, 544.—2.

a man preserved from the deluge of

Deucalion, Ath. 105 D.^,, , Macareus, son of

Lycaon, founder of Macaria in Arca-

dia, Paus. 8, 3, 2.—2. son of Aeolus,

brother of Canace, Plat. Legg. 838 C.
— 3. = Mu/cap, colonized Lesbos,

Diod. S. 5, 81, who makes him son
of Krinacus, v. Wess. ad 1.— 4. a

writer who composed a work on
Cos, Ath. 262 C._/, , ,() happiness,

bliss, -, Luc. Hermot. 71, Na-
vig. 12 ;—hence, as a comic euphem.
for ,' .
At. Eq. 1151 ;

' ., rlat. Hipp.

Maj. 293 A, ubi v. Heind. ; cf. Ruhnk.
Tim.[,, , Macaria, daughter
of Hercules and Deianira, Paus. 1,

32,6.— II. a fountain in Marathon
named after foreg., Strab. j). 377.—2.

a district of Messenia watered by the

Pamisus, Id. p. 361.—3. a city of Ar-

cadia, Paus. 8, 3, 3., () to bless, pro-

nounce happy, Lat. f^ratulari, C. acc,

Od. 15, 538, Hdt., and Alt. ;,for

a thing, Ar. Yesp. 429, Lys. 198, 13;

but Hdt. 1, 31 has . [ -
,—. (), cf. Thuc. 5,

105, where it is ironical., a, ov, collat. form of, Pind. P. 5, 61 ;, Ar. Vesp.

1292, cf. 1512, Plat. Euthyd. 303 (;

:

—ver)' freq. in Plat., oi, like, the rich and better educated,

Stallb. Rep. 335 E; of things. Id.

Rep. 496 C : , like -, Id. Prot. 309 C— Also of the

dead, like. Id. Legg. 947
D. Adv. -, Eur. Hel. 909. [«][,, , Macarius, a Spar-

tan, Thuc. 1, 100., , , ()
happiness, bliss, Plat. Legg. 661 B., ov o,() a
pronnuncin•^ happy, blessing. Plat. Rep.
591 D, and Arist., ,,() like

MAKE, deemed or to be deemed happy
by others, ,
lldt. 7, 18 ; , Xen.
Cyr. 7, 2, 6: absol. enviable, Xen.
Mem. 2, 1, 33, in superl.-. Adv. -., , 6, like III.,

one blessed, \. e. dead, first in Aesch.
Pers. 633, but only of one lately dead,

. ', your late father, Luc.
Dial. Mer. 6, 1, cf. Bentl. Phalar. p.

23 ; most freq. in Christian authors,
like Lat. felia:, Ruhnk. Tim. : lem.,, Theocr. 2, 70 :—also
as adj. ., with a double meaning,
Ar. Plut. 555, ubi v. Hemst., , Aeol. for, Alcm.
Fr. 66. [][, ov, 6, Macartatvs, an
Athenian, against whom is directed
one of the orations of Demosthenes ;

in same an uncle of foreg., of sam»;
name.—Others in Paus., etc., ,,=,-, Leon. Tar. 69, 5.[', ', the Islands of
the Blest, in the west, lying iu the
ocean ; hither the favourites of the
gods were conveyed without dying,
Hes. Op. 169; in Pind. O. 2, 128-9,

only one island, as in Hdt. 3, 26, who
applies the name to an oasis in the
deserts of Africa.[, ov, to, the nation of the

Macedni, (= Macedonians) a Doric
race,who dwelt in Histiaeolis, but be-

ing driven out, settled around Pimhis,
Hdt. 1, 56; v. Muller, Dor. 1, p. 474.\, , , Mncednns, a son
of Lycaon, in Arcadia, Apollod. 3, 8, 1., , , =,-, tall,, Od. 7, 106.^, , , in late poets,

also and, Ma-
cedonia, a country north of Greece pro-

per, between Thessaly and Thrace,
Hdt. 6, 45, Thuc. 1, 58, 59, etc. : on
its extent in Hdt., v. Miiller, Dor. 1,

p. 455, sq., 466, and n. y. Cf.-., to be on the Macedonian
side, Plut. Alex. 30, etc. : — to speak

Macedonian, Id. Ant. 27.[, , , of Macedonia,
Macedonian, Hdt., etc.

tMa«f(Jovtof, Ion. , ov,= foreg.,

// , Hdt. 7, 9.[,, , Macedonia pro-

per, the territory originally possessed
by the Macedonians, a district only of

the later Macedonia, at the mouth of

the Haliacmon and Lydias, -, Hdt. 7, 127 ; v. Muller, Dor.

1, p. 466.[, i/, fem. to,
a Macedonianfemale, Stratt. Maced. 4., adv., in Macedonian,
Plut. Eum. 14., , , fem.-, a Macedonian ; also,
q. v.f: o'l, the Macedonians,

Aesch. Pers. 492, Hdt., etc.— II.

Macedon, a gene al of the Osroeni,

Hdn.[, , , late poet, for, Antti., ov, to, v.., , i), = sq., Hes. Op.
468, Theocr. 16, 32.7, , , () a spade,

mattock, 11. 21, 259, (if with two
prongs,?., Lat. bidens);?., a bold

inetaph. in Aesch. Ag. 526, parodied

by Ar. Av. 1240. [][/., , Macella, a city of Si-

cily on the Crimisus, Polyb. 1, 24, 2.', ,, also
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?•, ov, , =, an enclo-

sure, cf. Lat. maceria.— Varro also de-

rives from it maccllum, and so Dio C.

61, 18 uses it ; so also, v. 1.

Plut. 2, 752 C.\^], , Macentes, masc. pr.

n., Luc. Tox. 4-i... TO, macir, an Indian spice,

Pliii., ov,{,)
tall-crested, epith. of the hoopoe, quo-

ted by Hesych.. perh. from Aesch.,

Lob. Paral. 19., v. sub., a, ov, =,
Xen. An. 7, 4, 16 : v. sub.+, ov, , the Maccstus, a

river of Mysia, Strab. p. 576./,, , fern.,,
== :— (sc. ),
Macedonia, [. MiiUer, Dor. 1, p. 474
sq^/, , , poet, for-, Dion. P. 427., a, ov, poet, for-, Anth,,, , poet, for-. Hes. Fr. 88.,, 6, Macens, masc.

pr. n., Paus. 10, 17, 2.^. , , Macine, a district

of Arabia, Strab. p. 767.^, , Dor. for-.,, 6, ., long

arid tedious tale, Aesch. Pers. G98, ut

nunc Dind. e Mss., ubi olim-.—In Supp. 466, for} (usu. explained reach-

ing far into, thorough-piercivg, Dind.

now reads, with Stanl.

iMuKLGTia, , , Madstia, the ter-

ritory of sq., Strab. p. 343.

tMUAiffrof, ov, ij, Macistus, an an-

cient city of Triphylian Elis, founded

by the Caucones, Hdt. 4. 148: adj.,, ov, of Macistus, Macis-

tian, Paus. 6, 22, 4.—II. , a moun-
tain of Euboea, probably near Ere-

tria, which was a colony from foreg.,

Aesch. Ag. 289, ., Dor. for, (-) irreg. superl. of, also

Trag., Br. Soph. O. T. 1301. [d], , f.- [] : — to be

stupid : part. perf., sit-

ting mooning, Ar. Eq. 62; so,, lb. 396.—Said to be from, a stupid woman, Suid. ; cf.

Lat. maccus = stotidus in Appuleius,

and the Maccus in the Fabulae Atel-

lanae., TO, Dor. for, length :

ace. as adv., =, Pind.

O. 10(11), 89., dub. for-
uoc, q. v., cf Lob. Phryn. 661.{,, Macrae Petrae,

the Lo/ig Rocks, on the north-west

side and at the foot of the Acropolis

in Athens, with a grotto sacred to

Apollo and Pan, Eur. Ion 13, 492-4;

cf. Luc. bis ace. 9., , , , {,) lasting long,, Aesch. Fr.

266, Soph. . . 518,. Soph.

Aj. 194.— 2. of persons, long-lived,

aged, Soph. O. C. 150 ; hence,

., Soph. Ant. 987; oi ., the immor-
tals, Soph. O. T. 1099., Ion., strictly ace.

fern, from, a long xcay, far,, Aesch. Pr.

312 ; , left/or be-

hind, lb. 857 ; . Soph.
. . 16 ; etc. : — also in superl.,, as far as possible, c. gen.

loci, Xen. An. 7, 8, 20. — 2. esp.-

MAKP,, to speak at

length, be lengthy in speaking, Aesch
Ag. 916. cf. 1296, Soph. El. 1259
(where /} may be supplied, v.

Blomf. Aesch. I. c.)—3. of time, long,

. ., Soph. El. 323,
1389. [at'], , ,(,)
long-necked, , Hipp. .
1006, Arist. . . 8, 6, 1 : generally,

long,, Eur. Phoen. 1173., ov, (, )
aged., ,(,)
to speak at great length, be long-winded,

Aesch. Theb. 1052, Thuc. 2, 39, etc.

Hence, . Dor.-, ,
-wmdedness, tediousness, Pind. P.

8,41., , ,(,)
the season of long days, Hdt. 4, 86., , the Macra, a small river

between Etruria and Liguria, Strab.

p. 222.\, , , Macria, a promon-
toi-y m the territory of Teos, Paus.

7,5, 11.^,, , fern, adj., of the

Macrians, Macrian, Ap. Rh. 1, 1112.'\, a, ov, of or relating to

Macris, or the Macrians, Macrian, Ap.
Rh. 4, 1175.^,, , in pi. oi-, , the Macrians, a people of
Pontus, Ap. Rh. 1, 1024, prob.= Ma-., ov, . Macrmus, name
of a Rom. emperor, Hdn.,, .() ace.-. . Rh. 4, 540,, Id. 4,

900, Macris, — 1. daughter of Arist-

aeus, nurtured the youthful Bacchus
in Euboea with honey, Ap. Rh. 4, 1131.
—2. ancient name of the island Eu-
boea (Long-island), Call. Del. 20,

Strab. p. 444.—3. appell. also of Cor-
cyra, Ap. Rh. 4, 990., ov, (,,) taking long strides, Arist. Phy-
siogn. 6, 44. [], ov,(,) long-

lived, .Arist. Rhet. 1, 5, 15; esp. of
an Aethiopian or Abyssinian people,
south of Aegypt, Hdt. 3, 23.^, ov, , Macrobins, a
writer of the fourth century after

Christ.3?. , , longevity,

Arist. Rhet. 1, 5, 15.3, , ;/=foreg., Clem.
Al.,,^=, long,, Aesch. Pers. 264. [i], , =3,
LXX. [r]37., , to dart or throw

far. Math. Vett. ; and?., , , a throwing far,
Strab. : from, ov,(, 7.)
throwingfar.far-darting, Strab. p. 548., ov,(,-
ov) with a long chin., , gen.,(,) u-ilh long jaw-bones., , gen. , (,) very old, Anth. P. 11, 159.?, ov,(,-) cylindrical, Epich. p. 22./., ov,(,-
?-) long-fingered, Arist. Part. An.
4, 10, 65.. ov,(,)
running long or far, Xen. Cyn. 5, 21,

Dind.

'

, , , (, )
long life, longevity.

MAKP,, , length of
days, LXX. ; and, toprolong one's days,
LXX. : from, ov, (,)
long of days or life, LXX., adv.,()from afar,
Strab. ; also of time,/r</?;i long since,

Polyb. 1, 65, 7. Cf Lob. Phryn. 93., adv., () far, at a
distance.,, , , long-haired.. , to be long-suffering,, towards one, . .: toper-
severe, Plut. 2, 593 F : and. , , long-suffering,

forbearance, Menand. p. 203 : from, ov. long-suffering, for-
bearing, opp. to. LXX. : pa-
tient, N. T. Adv. -, . .
iMoKpoi, oi, the Lat. Macri

Campi (Liv. 45, 12), a plain near
Parma in northern Italy, Strab. p.
216., , (-, ?.,) with long,
bending neck,, Epich. p. 41,, ov,(,-) long-headed, ci. Meineke Menand.
p. 11.7., , to end with
a long syllable, Gramm. : from, ov, (,?/) ending with a long syllable,

Gramm./., ov, with long stalk., ov, (,) with long sting, Arist. H. \ 4,
7,7., ov,(,)
long-tailed, Stratt. Incert. 1.?-, ov,(,) long-headed, Hipp. p. 289 ; cf.

; tesp. as name of a peo
pie, Oi K., Hes. ap. Strab. p. 43.
[Harpocr. says that Hes. used in
penult, cf..], ,(,) to
have long hair. Strab. p. 520./., , , of sentences,
a being in long clauses : from, ov, (,)
long-limhed : ., a kind of sling,

Strab. p. 168.—2. of sentences, with
long clauses, Arist. Rhet. 3, 9, 6./., ov, v:ith long pods.. , to speak long, Plat,
Gorg. 465 B, etc. ; c. ace. rei. to .ipeak

long on a subject, Xen. Hell. 4, 1, 13 :

and7., , , long speaking,
lengthy speaking, Plat. Gorg. 449 C,
etc., opp. lo•} ia : from. ov, (, ?.)
speaking al length, Plat. Soph. 268 B., ov, (, ?.•
?) ivtth shaggy hair or long wool,
Strab. pp. 4, 196., ov, TO. strictly neut. of

; v. III.. , to have a lingering
sickness, Arr. Epict., , , lingering sick-

ness, Diosc. 1, 183.~?.7, , to have the
penultima long, Gramm.: from, ov,(,-?/ ) with the penultima long,

Gramm.?., ov, long-robed., , , long breath:
from, ov, contr.-, ovv,(,) long-breathed, or (ace.

to others), as subst., 6 ., a long
breathing, opp. to., Hipp. p.
1169: ., long life, Eur. Phoen.
1535.



MAKP, ,(,) to

make long, lengthen out, Arist. Melapll.

13, 3, 10.), ov, long out of hu-

mour., , {,)
to go or travel far, Strab. | p. 353.

Hence, , , a long way or

journey, Strab. t p. 636., , /}, -, , long-

fooled.

M.ap!Fpo.ov,(,)
long-winged, Arist. Fart. An. 1, 4, 2.', , ,(,'-) ever-warring, Theocr. Fistula.?, ov, , or-, ov(,) : spitting

far from one, proverb, of a haughty
person.

M/cpof, ov, with high gate.i.,, 6, ,{,) long-bearded ; fesp. as name
of a people, ., Strab. p. 492., , , length of root,

Theopnr. : from, ov, (, ()
with long root, Theophr.(>,, , , long-nosed., ov, (, 1)-) long-beaked, Ath. 294 F.

«/), «, ,(,) long,

whether of space or time. •— 1. of
space, long, far-stretching, Hom. :, lengthwise, Hdt. 1 , 50.

—

2. tall, also oft. in Hom., e. g.,,,, etc.—3. deep, like Lat. alius,, II. 21, 197.—4. far, far dis-

tant, Horn., e. g., II. 15, 358:,,, far-

striding, Horn. ; also, ,, to shout so as to be heard afar,

i. e. aloud, oft. in Hom. ; so, -, 11. 18, 580: ,
Antiph. Philotheb. 2. — 5. generally,

large in size, great, and SO terrible, first

in Soph., in superl. /--, O. T.
1301.—0. dat., is oft. used, like, to strengthen the compar. and
superl.. %/nr, Lat. tonge, -, Hdt. 1, 34.— II. of tmie, long,, a long-cherished wish,
Od. 23, 54 : long-lasting, long,,, Horn., only in Od., as 10,470;
11, 373 ; but freq. in Att. :

(sc.), alter a long time, long
delayed, Eur. Hec. 320 ; oh -, not long after. Plat. Alc. 2, 151

; so, oijK , Hdt. 5, 108

;

but, ovK , for no long time.

Find. P. 3, 189.—III. regul. compar., Od. ; superl. //«/iporaror,

11. ; hence adv., -, and, - : also,
as adv. ; cf :

or ' ., as far
as possible, Hdt. 2, 29, etc. —-2. irreg.

comp.,, Od. S, 203

:

superl., Horn., Dor.-, Soph. supr. cit., formed from, as from.
[Ep. (2. Att. a]

Mu/cpof, , ,=^,,
length, only in Ar. Av. 1131., ,(,)
long-legged, Aesch. Fr. C2., . (, -) with long stem or stalk., ov,(,-) consisting oflong syllables, Dion.

H., adv. superl. of,
farthest.,, , ,(,) stretched out, Anth. P. 6, 96., adv. comp. of,
beyond, farther i usu. vvith v. 1. -.
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length. Pint. 2, 947 F./, , to cut, prune so as

to leave agood deal of the shoot (cf. sq.),

Theophr. : from, ov, (,)
cut, pruned so that the shoots are left

pretty long, of vines, opp. to-, Theophr., , to persevere, LXX., ov, (,)
stretched out, Anth. P. 9, 299 : fadv., Sext. Emp. Math. 1, 121.', ov,(,-
/2) long-necked, Anth. P. 5, 135., , , long skip.}, , //, (, -) long-necked, of a bottle, Anth.
P. 9, 229. [], ov, ,(,) a tedious prater, Anth. P. 11,

134.•, ,(,) long-

shaped, Arist. Part. An. 4, 13, 9./,, ov,{,?.)
long-leaved., , to shcnit, sing aloud,

Hipp. p. 253 : from, ov, (,)
siioufiiig aloud.

()?., ov,(,)
long-lipped, v.., , , (,)
long-armed, Lat. longimanus, Plut.
Artax. 1.7., ov, (, ')
with long hoofs, Strab. p. 835, ubi vulg.-., , f. -, (--) to last a long time, LXX.

, ov,{,)
lasting or living a long time, LXX.
Hence,, ?/, length of
time or life., ov,=.,,^=.,. , thing put far
away, esp. as abominable, LXX. :

and, , , a lengthening,

prolonging : from,() tolcnglhen.—II.

to remove to a distance, put away from
one, Lat. elongare, LXX : to delay,

lb.,, ,() a long-

head ; tusu. in pi. oi•, the

Marrones, a people of Ponlus between
Colchis and Mt. Thechus, Hdt. 2,

104 ; Xen. An. 4, 8, 1 ; etc.,, ,^= ,es\).

a dwelling on a thing, Polyb. 15, 36, 2., 7/, ,() one icho

kneads.—II.=. Hence, a, ov, belonging to knead-

ing : TO .,=^, Plut. 2, 159 D.7), OV,,=., , ,() kneaded.,, ,() kncnding-

troush.Ar. Kan. 1159. etc.—II. abath-

ing-iub, Eupol. Diaet. 1 ; cf,., ov, , a comic dance,^=, Ath. 629 C.

, ov, TO, a wiper, toicel.^, ov, , Mactorium, a
city of southern Sicily near Gela,
Hdt. 7, 153.

iMoKvvia, , , Macynia, a city in

south of Aetolia, Strab. p. 451 : in

Anth. P. 9, 518,., Dor. ., old poet. part. aor. of-, (q. v.), Hom.,, . Dor. ..'", adv., very, very much, ex-

ceedingly. From Homer's time one

MAAA
of the commonest of Greek words,
preli.xed or sul)joined to adjectives,
verbs, and adverbs.— 1 . simply strength

-

ening the word with which it stands.

where it must be rendered as the case
requires, in Hom. most freq.,, very many ; a.\so7.,
., ., etc., all together,

every one, 11. 13, 741, etc.:

and , quite utterly,

II. 12, 165, etc. ; ?.',
right well, Od. 22, 190; ?.',
on the very spot, eniile directly, Od.
10, 111, etc. ; so, . Hdt.
7, 103 : ' , for ever and aye,
11. 23, 717, etc.

; ,
until quite dark, Od. 18, 3"0:'', quite so, Otl. C, 258 :, so very, utterly weak, Od.
11, 135: , so
truly grim, Od. 20, 302 : ,
absolutely countless, Od. 16, 121, etc.:, right through, 11. 20,
302.

—

sometimes stands for the
usu.' , ?^, to denote a
repealed act, Aesch. Pers. 1045: it is

joined with a compar. -, much,far before, 11. 10, 124 : with
a negat.,' ov,' ovc, 11. 2.

241, Od. 5, 103, ami Att. ; ov? ,
by no means, on no account, Hdt. :, like , is very freq. in
.^tt., V. 111. ; also used in strong
assertions, v. sq.—2. strengthening a
whole sentence, esp. in strong assertion,

when it mostly stands with some
other word, as in the Homeric phrase,? ..., now in very truth, II. 5,

422, etc. ; also (, . 21.
583 ; and often without, II. 3, 204, etc. : in Att., ,

and ?. : in Hom.
also freq. after ', as, 7, if wrath come on him
ever so much, 11. 17, 3!)9, etc. ; and in

like manner/. joined with a
partic.,/i(iAa , thougli de
siring never so much, II. 13, 317, etc. ;

so also ,, 11. 1, 217, Od. 18, 385, etc.—

3

like ', too much, far too much, II.

10, 249, Od. 14, 464"; but this, as in, rare ; cf infr. II. 2.—1. in Hdt.
7, 186, in short, on. the whole, [,
though Horn, sometimes has- in

arsis, esp. l)efore a liquid, v. II. 3,

214; 4, 379; 10, 172.]—II. compar., more, more strongly, freq. in

Hom. ; also rather, Lat. potius, II. 5,

231, Od. 1, 351 ; also denoting a con-
stant increase, more and more, still

more, Od. 15, 370 ; and to this belongs
the freq. Homeric phrase, Hdt. 3, 104, etc. ; cf. Lob. Phryn.
48; in Att. sometimes doubled, /-, Lat. magis, magisque,
Meineke Menand. p. 286;, more or less violent,

Thuc. 3, 82.—Usage:— 1. it is often
strengthened,, , oft. in

Horn. ; ., 11. 8,470, in Att.,

; and even,,, II. 23, 380 ; also, \., Hdt. 1, 94; or again modified,

. somewhat more, Hdt. 1,

114, etc., and Att.—2. too ?nuch,far too

7nuch, ace. to a freq. use of the com-
par., II. 9, 300 ;—the full phrase being, as in Plat. Gorg.
487 B.—3. is sometimes joined
to a second compar., first in II. 24,

243, ; so not seldom
in Hdt., as 1, 31, 32, and also in the
best Att., as Eur. El. 222, v. Stallb.

Plat. Phaed. 79 E, Gorg. 487 B, Arist.

Rhet. 1 , 7, 18.—4. it is said to be omit-
ted after in 11. 1, 112, 117;

17, 331; 23, 594, Od. 11, 489; 12



359 ; but prob.. has itself a

compar. force, / had rather, I would
sooner, cf. II., ^ alck. Hdt.

3, 40 ; so in Soph. Aj. 1357, yap
;\;, a compar.

force may be given to: however
in Aj. 966,, we must supply ?^-
"kov.—5. /. , much more..., or

rather..., to correct a statement al-

ready made, Stallb. Plat. Symp. 173

: ov ..., not so, but rather

so..., Thuc. 2, 87.—6.? is oft.

followed by (where oh seems re-

dundant), because in all comparison,
the very notion o{ preference also im-

plies rejection or denial,.,
Thuc. 3, 36 ; cf. the French ceux qui

parlent autrement qu'ils ne pensent, etc.

;

note also that ov, is almost
always preceded by another negat.,

Hdt. 4, 118; 5, 94; cf. Jelf Gr. Gr.

^ 749, 3.—7. '?., most as-

suredly. Plat. Legg. 715 D.—8., a form of argu-

ment, which we call a fortiori, Arist.

Rhet. 2, 23, 4.—III. superl./.,
most, most strongly, oft. in Horn. ;

hence most of all, above all, especially ;

so, , just like Lat.

inprimis, Schaf. Dion. Comp. p. 378 ;

so too, and -
GTa,for the most part, mostly, Hdt., and
Att. ; also t~i. Lob. Phryn.
48 ; but, aviip -, as famous as he that is most (fa-

mous), Hdt. 7, 118, cf 3, 8: also,, ?, as

much as one possibly can, Hdt, 1, 185.

—1. is sometimes added to a
superl. {cf. 2,),-., , II.

2, 220 ; 24, 334 ; cf. Eur. Med. 1323.
—2. for, followed

by gen., or 7/..., Eur. I. A. 1594, Ap.
Rh. 3, 91.—3. in loose accounts of

number, etc., is often adiied

to show that they are not exact, much
like Lat. admodum; strictly at the

most, at most, in round numbers, as,/'/', for forty-nine,

Thuc. 1. 118; -, foi ninety-

ninth, Id. 8, 63 : hence, generally,

about, pretty near, ,
about the middle. Hilt. 1, 191, cf 7,

21.—1. is used in strong
affirmation, esp. in answer, most cer-

tainly, Lat. vel maucinie, Heind. Plat.

Phaed. 61 E.—5. so, ...,
followed by d ... or ...,
Stallb. Plat. Rep. 461 C : by
.... Plat. Symp. 180 A. []., ov, prepared with7.3, Diosc. 1,75.' or, ,, mnlobathrum, the aromatic leaf of

an Indian plant, sold in rolls or balls,

Diosc. 1, 11 ; also called simply-. or /., prob. the

betely areca, so much used in India for

chewing, []
lA.a7.ay,, ?/, (?.) a knead-

ing, mixing up. Medic.

}//,, ,(/) any
emollient, a plaster, poultice, etc., ma-
lagma, Theophr.— II. soft materials,

used in sieges to blunt the force of

engines and weapons, like Lat. cilicia., ,(, -) like an emollient plaster, Galen.', , , Malaeotes, a

chief of the Pelasgi in Etruria, Strab.

p. 226.\., ,, now Malaga,

a city of Hispania Baetica, Strab. p.

1.56.

«'7{•, «5, , •, (-
56

,) :—poet, for?.,
soft-fooled, treading softly, Theocr. 15,

103.?, ,(, -
') with languid eye, epith. of sleep in

a Scol. of Arist., V. llgen Scol. 156.?., , , =,^,. . 1, 638.'.7, ,(,,) to

sleep softly, lie on, a soft bed, Hipp,

p. 379. Hence/., ov, lying softly,

Strab./, , , softening :

from/',() to soften.,, ,() softness,

and of men, delicacy, effeminacy, Lat.

mollities, Hdt. 6, 11, Thuc, etc.: in

Arist. Eth. N. 7, 7, 4, opp. to-, want ofpatience , weakness :
—weak-

liness, sickness, V'it. Horn. 36. — II.

calmness of the sea, malacia in Caesar
B. G. 3, 15.—III. plur., a making soft

by over-attention : also soft words, flat-

teries, V. 1. Isae. 73, 9., , . a kind of mollus-

ca, i. e. ivater a7iimals of soft substance,

without external shells or articulated

bones, such as the cuttle-tisb[],
Arist. H. A. 4, 1, 2 : snails and other
mollusca with hard shells he calls

; and Crustacea, such
as the crab, lobster,,
Ibid., and 4, 4, 1, etc., , (?,) to be soft,

or tender, (jl-, Xen. Cyn. 5, 2, of the eflect of
cold (so that should prob.

be read, cf.); . -, Plut. 2, 559 _F..?.,() to make soft,

to enervate. —II. in pass, and mid.-?, to be softened or rnade effem-

inate, }., Thuc. 2, 42, etc,
; ., to meet death like

a weakling, Xen. Apol. 33 ; to play the

woman, /'/. ?,
Dem. 120, 7.—2. to be softened or ap-

peased, Thuc. 6, 29, cf. Valck. Hipp.
303.—3. to be weakly, sickly or ill,

Alciphr. ; in which signf. the Gramm.
would confine to wo-
men, and to men, but the
rule is far from absolute, Lob. Phryn.
389../., , , a soft garment

;

V. 1. for.-,, , a sort of dim.
from, a weakling : but in Ar.

Eccl. 1058, a term of endearment,
darling, [], ov, (, )
with or of soft soil, Strab. p. 91., ov,(,-) with soft jaw-bones: of a horse,
soft-mouthed., ov, (?.,) mild of jnood, Aesch. Pr. 188..., ov, (/.,-) soft-skinned.', ,(,)
of soft nature, freq. in Gramm.,, , , {?-,) soft-haired, Arist. Gen. An.
5, 3, 19.7., 6,(, -) a kind of convolvulus, Geop.77,, ,(,
7.) voluptuous parasite, Clearch.
ap. Ath. 258 A.7., ,(7,-) a sort of bird, Arist. H. A. 9,

22,2., , to make soft, ener-

vate .• from
M(2/i(I/coTroiof,,(7.,)

viaking soft, enervating.

MAAA., ov, (.,/) with soft kernel, Theophr."'', , , soft, Lat.
MOLLIS, opp. to 7. .—I. soft
to the touch, ,,,, Horn.

; . , fresh-
ploughed fallow, 11. 18, 511 ; .-, soft, grassy meadow, Od. 5,

72, cf. II. 14, 319.—II. of thmgs not
subject to touch, soft, gentle,,, , Hom. ; so,, to sleep softly, Od.
3, 350 ; 24, 255 ; ., 7., soft,

fair words, II. 6, 337, Od. 1, £6, etc.

:

., tender, youthful looks, Ar.
Plut. 1022.—2. light, mild, .,
Thuc. 3, 45.—III. of persons, modes
of life, and the like, soft, mild, gentle,7., easier to

manage, of a fallen hero, II. 22, 373
;

but—2. usu. in bad sense, soft, wo-
manish, faint-hearted, cowardly, Thuc.
6, 13 : incapable ofbearing pain or hard-
ship, opp. to, Hdt. 7, 153,
Arist. Eth. Is. 7, 4, 4, etc.: proverb.,7,
Hdt. 9, 122 : hence,7, not to give in from iveak•

ness or want of spirit, not to flag a
whit, Hdt. 3, 51, 105, Ar. Plut. 488:
Tu7., indulgences, Xen. Cyr. 7,

2, 28.—3. easy, careless, remiss,, Thuc. 8, 29 :—Adv.-/, lb. 6, 78.—4. weakly, sick-

ly, /., to be til, Vit.

Horn. 34, Luc. ; cf. 7., fin.,

and Lob. Phryn. 389-.—/-?., to reason loosely, Arist.

Rhet. 2, 22, 10.—Cf.. (Akin
in root to7., as7. to7.,

and being interchangeable, cf.

Buttm. Lexil. s. vv. 9,7. 6, Lob. Phryn. 273 : perh.
also akin to7,,.,.)

tMaAa/fOf,, , Malacus, masc. pr.

., Ath. 267 ./, ov,{,)
with softfle^h. Diodes ap. Ath. 305 B., ov, (,

) soft-shelled, v. sub-, ./, , ,()=, softness,. to7,.
Plat. Rep. 523 , Theaet. 186 .—.
weakness, effeminacy, Plut. Otho 9././., ov, (,) soft-eyed, Theodect. ap.
Ath. 454 E.7.7., ov, (7.,) with soft bark, Theophr./,, , , (7.,) ge)itle-hearted,Orph.. t Pare. 15.7, ov,(,)
with soft voice, Dion. .7., , ,(,)
soft-handed,, of a physician's art, Pind. .
3, 96.., , to be cowardly,
Joseph. Mace. 6 : from7,-, ov,(, -

) faint-heart.ed, cowardly.7.,, ,(7.) one
that melts and inoulds,, Plut.
Peiicl. 12.7, ,,() soft-

ening, emollient, Hipp. p. 365.7., , , (7.) that

can be softened, as iron by fire, Arist.

Meteor. 4. 9, 1., . a softening : from7.,=, 7.,
Hipp. p. 365 :—Pass., like-, to be soft, to flag, Xen. Cyr. 3
2, 5.7., , contr. for /..
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^'^, or^. indecl.

{''/., , Joseph.) , Malaltel,

Hebr. inasc. pr. ., JN. .,, ,{) soft-

ening, Plut. 2, 436 A, etc.

fMaXaof, ov, 6, Malaus, a descend-
ant c)t Agamemnon, Strab. p. 582., Att. -, k\t. -:—
strictly ofdressmg leather, to makeii

soft and supple (cf. >) :—lience,

with reference to Cleon's trade,., to givi• one a dressi7)g, hide him,

Ar. Eq. 388 ; -, beaten, ii-orsted in It, Pind. N. 3,

26 :

—

to soften metal, wax. etc., for

working, work or model it. Plat. Rep.

411 B, cf. Legg. 633 1), Wyttenb.

Plut. 2, 156 D.—II. inetaph. to soften

by entreaties, to appease,, Eur.

Ale. 771 ; also to soothe, relieve, c. ace.

pers., lb. 381 :—Pass, to he softened,

Ar. Vesp. 973 : to be relieved, like-, c. gen.,, from disease,

Soph. Phil. 1334., , , a malloii•, Lat. mal-

va, Hes. Op. 41, Ar., etc. ;—a common
article of food, esp. with the poor,

—

also written, Ath. 58 D.

(From,, either be-

cause of its relaxing properties, or its

soft, downy leaves.) \_\ Hence., ov, , -, a

woman's garment of a mallow colour,

Lat. molochiyium, Ar. Fr. 309, 10.

tMaAy<c, ti5or, 0, Malgis, a Boeo-
tarch, Paus. 9. 13, G.,, , Ep., Od.

9, 80, also in pi. ai, Hdt. 1,

82, Strab., and , Od.

3, 287, in 19, 187 contd.', the

promontory Malea, the southeast

point of Laconia, round which the

navigation was so dangerous as to

give rise to the proverb', Strab.

. 378 ; it is now Cape St. Angela, or

Malio.—2. the southern promontory
of Lesbos, now Cape Maria, Thuc. 3,

4; in Strab. /, p. 616.— 11. a

town of Arcadia near Megalopolis,

Plut. : hence, ij, sc.,
the territory of Malea, Xen. Hell. 6,

4,24.+(•, , v. foreg. II.', a, ov, of or belonging to

Malea, Anth.•, , , () fierce, de-

vouring, in Hom. always epith. of

lire, 11. 9, 242 ; 20, 316 ; 21, 375, and
so in Hes. Sc. 18 ; so,, Aesch. Cho. 325:—hence
metaph., fiery, glowing, vehement, uot-

Sai, PiriJ. 6. 9, 34;, Aesch.
Pers. 62 ; ?., Id. Ag. 141 ;,
Soph. O. T. 190 ;, Arist. Scol. 6

(Ilgen xxxi) : and so in Eur. Tro. 1300,' ,—
is perh. an adv., furiously :

Hesych. interprets ///'. by, subdued, prostrate mind., , , =,
Gramm.// VC' ')' '^^ arm-pit, Lat. ?,
axilla, for which is more
usual : is found only in phrase

(later also v~h', un-

der the ar/n, esp. of carrying concealed

weapons, ,
Plat. Gorg. 469 D, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 23,

for which Ar. Lys. 985 ludicrously

says ' '/ :

hence in genl. underhand, by stealth,

slili/, Lat. f'uriim,\. omnino Plat. Legg.

789 C, Dem. 848, 12 ; cf. Lob. Phryn.
196. (The Lat. ala is? with the

thrown off, which is reversed in. Mars, etc., cf. Uuttm. Lex.

s v. 4.) []
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^,, , , Malene, a place in

the territory of Atarneus, in Asia
Minor, Hdt. 6, 29.'., , , Males, an Aetolian,

Hdt. 6, 127.'", , , also. Lob.

Phryn. 438:

—

a 7nixlureofwax and pitch

for calking ships, liippon. 35 : the

soft ii<a.c laid over writing-tablets,

Dem. 1132, 13.—11. a large molluscous

animal, Ael. H. A. 9, 49. (Akin to,, cf. 0pp. H. 1,

371.))=.,^, Diotog. ap.

Stob. p. 332, 1., , () a soft bed,

Comicus ap. A. B.>., . Mallhace, fem. pr.

n., Theophil. ap. Ath. 587 F., ,,=, Plat.

Rep. 590 ., = : pass, to

be softened, Aesch. Pr. 79, Eur. Med.
291 ; to relax, give in, Plat. Rep. 458
B, etc., , ov, poet, for ?•.-, Anth. P. 9, 567., verb, adj., one must
be remiss. Plat. Ale. 1, 124 D : so,, Ar. Nub. 727., , ,{ with
inserted) -.—soft,... Hom. 30,

15;,, Pind. . 5, 133, .
4, 4.— II. USU. metaph., weak, cowardly,, 11. 17, 588: so, . yivij,

Aesch. Eum. 74: hence ol .=^.-. Lob. Aglaoph. 1008.—2. in good
sense, soft, gentle, mild,, Hes.

Fr. 43, 4,, Hipp.,..,, Pmd.,,, etc.,

Trag. Adv. -, mildly, Aesch. Ag.

951, .. Soph. . C.

774.—The word with its derivs. is

poet., mostly in Pind., and Trag.,

being the prose word : yet

Plat, uses. Hence, , , =-, Hipp. p. 896., ov,(,-
?'/) soft-voiced, '/, Pind. I. 2, 14..,,=^., , (,=-, -, Hipp. . 263.,, , of,= foreg., Hipp,

p. 393., ,{,)
softish. Hipp. p. 880.', , =, Hipp,

. 204 : from,=, to soften,

soothe, ., . , Aesch.

Pr. 379, 1008; . , Eur.

. F. 298 : '
-; why should / soothe thee with

false words, Soph. Ant. 1194. Pass.,/, to be unnerved by

sleep, Aesch. Eum. 134., , , v..,^,.
iMa/,, , Maltho, a gymna-

sium in Elis, Paus. 6, 23, 6., , like, sticky,

v. 1. in Hipp, for.,, ,=^', So-
crat. ap. Stob. p. 369, 52., , , and, ,
,=^.^, ,,= (2).

iM^a, . . Ion. and Att.., Malian, Maliac ;, Maliacus sinus, the Malinc

gulf, on the south of Thessaly, Strab.

\
p. 430 : from^, , b. Ion. and Att.

Mr/.. a Malian. Malian; ol,
• the Malians, Xen. Hell. 6, 5, 23

;

/ Arist.; etc.

IV7., , , an Aegyptian
plant, perh. cyperus esculentus (v.yuvu-), Theophr., ov, TO, dim. from
(for '), a lock of hair, Anth.
P. 11, 157.,, , a distemper in horses

and asses, also,,-, Lat. malleus, Veget.,, . Dor. for ', a
nymph who protects the flocks {),
tTheocr. 13, 45t, cf. and/.—fH• Dor.; Mj/^/V-, Ion.

and Att., fem. to ?., Alalian,, lying around the Maliacus sinus,
Hdt. 7, 198., adv., superl. of,
Horn., v. 111.

MA'AKH, , , numbness from
cold, esp. in the extremities, Nic.
Th. 382, etc. (Origin uncertain, v.

Pott Et. Forsch. 1, p. 221.), , to become numb with
cold, .\esch. Fr. 1 12 ; also v. I. in Hes.
Op. 528, cf.'.—An inf.-, in Phot. ;—v. Buttm. Ausf. Gr.
SS 105 Anm. 14, Lob. Phryn. 82., ov, () freezing, be-

numbing : also,, : superl.. But these forms only
in Gramm., who refer them to /-.̂ ., b, the Rom. Manlvus,
Polyb. 1,26, 11 ; etc., ov, o,=sq., Soph. Fr.
402., ov, {?., )
bound with wool, Valcli. Schol. Phoen.
1256.

iMa?o, , ol, the Malli, an In-
dian nation, Strab. p. 701 ; in Plut.
also., adv.,compar. of? ; v.

sub II.', , b, a lock of wool, the

wool of sheep, Hes. 0{). 232, Aesch.
Eum. 45, Soph. O. C. 475 : of men,
a lock of hair, , Eur.
Bacch. 113:' is also found, in
the tlimin. form, q. v. (Prob.
akin to,,,
mollis, perh. also to Lat. vellus.)\, oil. , Mallus, a city of
Cilicia on the Pyramns, with an or-

acle of Amphilochus and of Mopsus,
Luc. Alex. 29 ; Strab. p. 675 : hence, 6, Strab., and-, 6, Arr., an inhah. of Malhts

;^, the territory of Mallus,
Strab.', ov, {7', )
with long wool.6, , {) to famish
tvith wool. Hence•, , a furnishing, covering,

or clothing with wool., , , {??.) fur-
7iished with wool, fleecy ; ., a
cloak lined with wool. Plat. (Com.)
al ' . 4 ; cf..^, and -, , v. sub•., , , .-.
iMa?M,, , Malean, of Ma-

lea (2), epith. of Apollo from his tem-
ple on that promontory, Thuc. 3, 3,

5, in wh. latter passage some explain

it as a plain and port.\, ij, Malotha, a city of Ara-
bia, Strab. p. 782.^, , the Maloetas, a river

of Arcadia, Paus. 8, 36, I.', ov, TO, Dor. for,
Pind., Theocr., ov. Dor. for'-
pync, Theocr. 26 1.', , , in Theocr. Ep. 1, 5,



MAN
epith. of a he-goat, while, ace. to He-
S3ch. (who also explains
and '/., by, white-

tailed) ; Others make it woolly, shaggy,

(as if/) : others again take it^, (in which signf. some
write ilpva, for apv' m
IL 22, 310.)

tMa/.oi'f,, 6, Mahts, a place

in Troas, ritrab. p. 603.—11. a river

of Arcadia, Pans. 8, 35. 1.,. Dor. for

'/-.
tMu?..rof, , , Malchus, masc. pr.

n., N. T.
tMtt.izaof ,, , the Mamaus, a river

of Triphvhan Elis the earlier Ama-
thus, Str'ab. p. 344..,, , Mamercus, tyrant

of Catana, a tragic poet also, Plut.

Timol. 31, 34.—2. a son of Numa, so

called as Plut. says after a son of

Pythagoras. Num. 9, v.., , old epith. of Minerva,

Lye. 1417. [a]

tMa,tifprti/Oi, , ol, the Mamert-
ines, a people of Campanian stock in

Sicily at Messana, Strab. p. 268 : the

name by Diod. S. 21, 13 is derived

from' : prop. pi. of

tMa/ie/JTifOf, , ov, Mamertine,

Ath. 27 C : from\., , , Mamertium, a

city of Bruttium, Strab. p. 261.

Mu,«epTOf, ov, 0, old epith. of Mars,
Lye. : also, from the Oscan
Mamers,=Mavors.

and, 7], , (later also, ?/) : strictly like our mama,
and similar forms in all languages, a

child's attempt to articulate mother;

Anth. P. 11, 67:—as,,,—,, papa for father.

—II. in Att. a real subst.=rjp,
mother. Pherecr. Coriann. 4:—also
prob., like Lat. mamma, the mother''

s

breast, Schweigh. Epict. 2, 16, 43.

—

III. later a grandmother, LXX., cf.

Piers. Moer. p. 259. Hence" (not),
ov, ij, proverb, word tor a blockhead,

(whether a real name or formed by
Com. from and —a great

hahy who creeps into his ?nother's lap,—
is dub.), Ar. Kan. 990 :—Plato, or Me-
tagenes, wrote a comedy of this

name.—Similar comic characters are/,, also from

; from. [],, to cry for food, of

children, Ar. Nub. 1383 : said to be

an Argive word for to eat ; but it is

more natural to refer it to <^,
to cry for the breast, v. 11. (cf., which follows in Ar.

1. c), being words by which children

tried to express their first wants ; ef.,'., , , dim. from-.', , , .., , , {) mother,

Ar. Lys. 878.', ov, , dim, from-
: so,, ., ov, ( III.,)) brought up by one's granddam.[,, , the Rom. Mamu-

rius, Plut. Num. 13.{, or, , ,
(Chaldean) riches, money, N. T., per-

sonified Mamvion, Id. Matth. 6, 24., affirm, particle, Dor. and old

Ep. for -, not rare in II. , but in Od.
only 11, 314; 17, 470: it never can be-

gin a sentence, and is usi'd— 1. alone,

verily, in sooth, II. 8, 373; 16, 14:

ayoeL uav, well then come on, II. 5,

705.—2. strengthd. f/, of a surety,

yea verily, II. 2, 370.—3. negat. ov,
certainly not, assuredly not, most. Ireq.

in Horn.: also, ov . 11. 4,

512, cf. Od. 1. c: , II. 8, 512,

etc.—4. , nay more, and even,

freq. in Pind. as P. 1, 121 ;—also,, lb. 2, 149.{ and are

near akin.) []
jMavar/v, indecl., , Manahen,

raase. pr. n., N. T.
Mavamov, ov, , v.., adv. {) seldom, .. Plat. (Com.) Incert. 71.

[]'\, , , Manasses, Manas-
seh, a son of Joseph ; Met. for the de-

scendants of Manasseh, N. T.—2. a
king of Judah, Id., adv., with or as with

a., ov, , a band to tie trusses

of hay., ov, 6, a bolt, Artemid.
Hence, , to bolt : and, , , with the bolt

shot : ., a kiss with the tongue

protruded, a lascivious kiss : hence gen-
erally, lascivious, lewd,, Ar.

Thesm. 132, ubi v. Schol.'\, , , Mandane, daugh-
ter of Astyages. mother of Cyrus the
elder, Hdt. 1. 107; Xen. Cyr.\, , , Mandanis, a
Brahmin, Strab. p. 715., ,() like a-

?

tMav(5oi'iOf, ov, (5, Mandonius, a
king of the liergetes, Polyb. 10, 18, 7.\, , , the Mandubii,
a Gallic tribe, Strab. p. 191., , , an inclosed space,

esp.— 1. for cattle, a fold, byre, stable.

Soph. Fr. 587, Plut. 2, 648 A, etc.—
2. the bed in which the stone of a ring is

set, Lat. pala, funda, Plat. Epigr. 17

(Anth. P. 9, 747).—3. a monastery,

Eccl.

iMavpovo, ov, , Mandrabu-
lus, a Samian, who having found a
treasure, consecrated to Juno the first

year, a golden, the second, a silver,

the third, a brazen sheep ; hence the
prov. . , of

anything gradually decreasmg, Luc.
Merc. Cond. 21., ov or a, 6, mandrake,
Atropa mandragora, a narcotic plant,

Hipp. p. 420
;. Plat. Rep. 488 (J ;, -, Luc. Tim. 2, Demosth.. 36.

Hence, , , made of
mandrake ; and , , wine fla-
voured with mandrake, Diosc.,,,= 1.,

Dion. . 1, 79: from,() to shut up in

a stable or monastery.

iMavpov, , , Mandro•
genes, masc. pr. n., Ath. 614 D.

fMavppo, ov, , Mandrodorus,
masc. pr. n., Arr. An. 6, 23, 2.\, ov, , masc. pr.

n., Plut. Agis 6, where Schaf. reads?..̂, contd. -,,
, Mandrocles, an architect of Samos,
Hdt. 7, 87., ov, , (said to be a Pers.
word

;
perh. akin to )~8.,

LXX., , , a woollen cloak, a
sort of grcgo, like atavpa, Aesch. Fr.
342.

MANl, ,() like a.
iMavv,, , and,

, Manetho, an Aegyptian priest in
the time of Ptolemy Philadelphus,
writer of a history of Aegypt, Plut..=^, only in pf., Theocr. 10, 3)., , Maneros, only son of

the first king of Aegypt : also a na-
tional dirge named after him, identi-

fied by Hdt. 2, 79, with the Greek, q. V., ov, , a kind of cup, Nicon
ap. Ath. 487 C.—II. also a small bra-

zen figure used in the game oi-
(q. v.), Hermipp. Moer. 2, 7, ubi

V. Meineke. []\, ov, voc. Mav^, or,
ov Ion. , and , Manes, ace. to

Strab. p. 304, 553, a Phrygian or

Paphlagonian masc. pr. n., esp. freq.

as a name of slaves, Ar. Lys. 908,

Av. 1311, etc.—II. a river of Locris,

also called Boagrius, Strab. p. 426., lengthened from root-, which appears in aor. 2,-, etc. (akin to : fut.-. Dor.: aor. :

perf..—,. uses only the
aor., either without augm., or

(with double /i),,. To
learn, esp. by inquiry, and in aor. to

have learnt, i. e. to understand, know,, Od. 17, 226 ; c. inf.,, II. 6, 444.

—

. of the
mere attempt, to seek to learn, ask, or
inquire about, like, Tt,

Hdt. 8, 88.

—

III. to acquire a habit of,

be accustomed to.., c. inf., Emped. 96
Karsten ; , that which
is customary or usual, Hipp. p. 646.—

•

IV. in Hdt. and Att. in all tenses,

to notice, perceive by the senses, under-

stand, comprehend, or : but
also c. gen. pers., like, Stallb.

Plat. Rep. 394 C : freq. in dialogue,
like Lat. tenere. as, ; d'ye

see Answ., , perfect•

ly ! Ar. Ran. 195 ;— so,,.
Plat. Rep. 372 ; cf. Stallb. Gorg.
496 D : with a partic, .
Like, know that you are. Soph. El.

1342; so, oh-, Hdt. 3, 1, cf. 1, 68, 160: absol.,

oi, the learners, pupils.—
V. in Att. Ti, freq. begins a
question, as Ar. Ach. 826, where it

may be loosely translated, like the
similar , wherefore ?—but
each has its distinctive meaning;

—

; referring to a, some-
thing Jounded on reason or judgment ;

; to a, a feeling, im-

pulse, or external influence : SO that

; is. what reason had you for

acting so? where could you have
learnt to do so '.

— , what
tempted you, what came over you to do
so '. Of course they may be used
convertibly, because the questioner
may make either folly or temptation

the prominent thought, cf. Wolf ad
Dem. adv. Lept. 495, 20, Herm.
Vig. n. 194.—Sometimes this phrase
is used in orat. obliqua, as,, -» ,
your own head be, whatever you (so

stupidly) forge against me and others

!

Plat. Euthyd. 283 E, cf. 299 A, and
Heind. ad 1., , . Ion., (-) madness, frenzy, Hdt. 6, 112:
Trag., etc. ; also with another subst.,, Hdt. C, 75 :—olt. ir

plur., Aesch. Pr. 879, Soph. etc.—

2

enthusiasm, Bacchic frenzy, etc., EUT
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Bacch. 305; ^', Plat. Phaedr. 215 ; ct.-—3. mat/ passion, Trau. ; Ojip.

to, Plat. Prot. 3i3 ;-, mad desire for.., Pind. N.

11, fin.

tMuvi'a, , , fern, to, Ma-
nia, name of a female slave, .\r.

Thesm. 754. etc.—2. fern. pr. n.,wife

of the satraj) Zenis of DarJaiiia, Xen.

Hell. 3, 1,10.

iyiaviai, , , Maniae, a place in

ArcaJia, Paus. 8, 34, 1.

M.al••c, ov, b, an armlet, bracelet,

-, Polyb. 2, 29, 8 : falso worn
round the neck,

'',
id. 2, 31, 5,t etc. : also,,,
Cf..

tMai't'a/cov, ov, ro,=:foreg.

Muviuf, , {,)
raging, frantic, inad, ., Soph.

Aj. 50 ; ., Eur. Or. 327 ;—
with neut. subst. in dat. pi.,-
civ, lb. 270., , , () belonging

la madiie.ts, mad, Ar. Vesp. 1496, Plat.,

etc.
;
, to look mad,

like a madman, Ar. Plut. 424; -,
symptoms of madness.—2. giving way
to mad passion, heady. Plat. Symp.
173 D.

—

II. mad, extravagant,-
-, Xen. Ag. 5, 4 ; cf Hip-

parch. 1, 12.—HI. adv. -, . -. Plat. Phaedr. 249 D;,
Id. Soph. 216 D.>:, ov, {,
III.) of women, madly lustful, Anacr.

142, where however Bergk-., , {, )
matldening, Polyaen.

tMuvtof, , , the Rom. Manius,
Polyb., ,{, *) to

drive mad, c. ace, Polyaen., Dor. for., Pind., ,{,) like a

madman, crazy,, Thuc. 4,

39; ., madness, Eur. Bacch. 299.

— 11. causing 7nadness, Diosc. 4, 69.

MA'NNA', ?}, a morsel, grain,, Lat. mica thuris, Diosc. 1,

83, Foes. Oecon. Hipp.—II. manna, a
sweet gum of Arabia, LXX., Galen., ov, , dun. Irom-, a little necklace.

Mavvdpiov, ov, , =:,
mama, Luc. Dial. Mer. 6, 1.7, ov, b,{,)
giver of manna, Or. Sib..',^• or, ov, b,

Lat. monile, a necklace ; Dor. word, to

which,,-
seem to belong., ov, {, )

wearmg a collar, v. 1. Theocr. 11, 41., , {,) like

manna: .,-likedrug, Hipp,

p. 1223.^, ov, b, Manodorus,
name of a slave, Ar. Av. 657.', , {,) thin

or loose-looking., ov, {,)
bearing little fruit, and that scattered., ov, v. sub/.

Mai'Of . 0, V. sub.', ,, Lat. rams, strictly

of substance or consistency, thin,

loose, slack, first in Emped., then in

Plat., and Arist.
; .,.

Plat. Tim. 75 C, 79 C—II. of number,
opp. to, few, scanty, as foot-

steps, Xen. Cyn. 5, 4.—2. also ofthings

happening at intervals, e. g. the beat-

ings of a pulse, slow, cf. Ruhnk. Tim.
—The word is Att., A. B. p. 51. [a,

884
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ace. to A. B., as it is in Emped., so

that the compar. and sii perl, arc'-,, as given in Xen.

Cyr. 7, 5, 6 by Poppo and L. Dind.,

cf. Cyn. 5, 4 ; but Aesch. has-, and Bergk, Anacr. 142, reads.], , to sow thinly, The-
0|>hr. : from, ov, {,)
thinly sown, Theophr., ov, {, 7'/)
of thin warp, finely woven, Aesch. Fr.

401 [a, 1. c"; but v. uavof.]7, , , thinness, loose

consistency. Plat. Tini. 72 C.—2. few-
ness, scantiness, opp. to. Id.

Legg. 812 D., ov, {,?)
with scanty leaves, Theophr., ov.{,) with

loose, flabby ski7i, Theophr., , {) to make thin,

loose, slack, Theophr., , . Ion. in

Hdt.,():—prophesying,pra-

phrlic power, power of divination, H.
Horn. Merc. 533, 547, and 472 in plur.

:

also the mode of divmation, Hdt. 2, 58,

83 : proverb., , Soph.
. . 394, Plat. Symp. 206 .—II.=, an oracle, prophecy, fTyrt. 8,

2,t Soph. O. T. 149, Plat. Apol. 29 A,
33 C.—2. fin oracular, i. e. obscure ex-

pression. Plat. Crat. 384 A., ov, , Ion. :
—

an oracle, i. e.— I. an oracular response,, Od. 12, 272, also

in Hdl., and Att.—II. the seat of an
oracle, Hdt. 1, 46, 48, etc. ; so Aesch.
Pr. 831, Eum. 4, etc. ;—both in sing,

and pi., of one place., a, ov, also, ov, belong-

ing to oracles, oracidar, prophetic,,, Pind. . , 6, P. 5, 92 ;,
Aesch. Ag. 1265; ., of the

altar's embers. Soph. O. T. 21 :

—

., Apollo, Eur. Tro. 454, cf. Ar.

Av. 722.— Only poet.,, , an oracle, Hes.
Fr. 39, 8, Pind. P. 8, 86, and Trag.

:

usu. in plur. ; but in sing., Pind. P. 4,

130. Soph. O. T. 992, and Eur., dep. c. fut. mid. et

pf. pass., V. sub fine,{) :
—to di-

vine, prophesy, ileliver an oracle,

, 11. 19, 420, Od. 9, 510 ; absol., Od.
2, 170, etc. ; so in Hdt., Pind., and
Trag. : a., to draw divinationsfrom
any thing, Hdt. 4, 67 :—cf. 7]-.—2. generMy, topresage,forbode,

surmise, guess, of any dark undefined
presentiment, as opp. to actual know-
ledge. Plat. Crat. 411 B, etc.; cf.

Stallb. Rep. 319 A: Arist. Rhet. 1,

13, 2 :—hence of animals, to scent,

Theocr. 21, 45.— II. to consult an
oracle, seek divinations, ,
Hdt. 6, 76 ; , Pind. P.

4, 290 : hence to consult an oracle,, Pind. . 6, 64, Hdt. 8, 30, and
so in Att., as Ar. Vesp. 159, Av. 593,

Plat. Apol. 21 A, cf. Ehnsl. Soph.
O. C. 87.—The act. in first

signf. only in Xen. Ephes. ; but Hdt.
has an aor. pass, used impers.,-, an oracle was given, 5, 114, and
ra. the words of the bra-

cks, 5, 45 ; whereas Pind. P. 4, 290,

uses the perf. pass, in act. signf.

Hence, verb, adj., one must
prophecy, Eur. Ion 373 :

—

one must di-

vine. Plat. Phil. 64 A.,,,^, Heliod.
Hence, ,,fittedfor divina-

tion :
—

}]-,=, Plut. 2, 432 E.

MANT, ij, .{
foretold by an oracle, Eur. Ion 1209., v., fin..,, Ion.

for, etc.

7), ov, b, very dub. form o., Meineke Quaest. Menand. p.

40.

\MavTiav7], , Mantiana Pa-
las, in Greater Armenia, Strab. p.

529.^,, o,Mantias,an Athen.
masc. pr. n., Dem. 993 ; Arist. ; etc.^, ov, 6, Mantithevs, an
Athenian ambassador to Phariiaba-
zus, Xen. Hell. 1, 3, 13; accused
with Alcibiades and others of muti-
lating the Hermae, Andoc. ; etc.

—

Others in Ath. ; etc.

tMuvr</c/lof , ov, 0, Manticlus, son ot

Theoclus, Paus. 4, 21., , ,{) fitted for
a soothsayer or liis art, prophetic, oracu-

lar, Aesch. Ag. 1098; fypoi'Oi, Id. Eum.
616 ; ?]. Id. Fr. 206 :—but usu. 7)

-, (sc.), the faculty of divina-

tion, prophecy, Hdt. 2, 49, Trag., Plat.,

etc. Adv. -, Ar. Pac. 1026.,,,^=, the Lat. ma-
tula. Plat. (Coin.) Incert. 5, 3, ubi v.

Meineke : fbut against this Cobct ad
Plat. p. 153, sq.t [I]^, r/r,. Ep. and lon.= sq.

,

11.2, 607; Hdt.'4, 161.^, , . Mantinea, a city

in the east of Arcadia, famed lor the
victory and death of Epaniinondas,
Thuc. 5, 47. [(]^, , 6, a Man/inean,
iisu. in pi. ol. Att.-, the Alantineans, Thuc. 3, lOd, sqq.

— Il.jnasc. pr. n., Mantineus, son of
Lycaon, founder of Mantinea ace. to
Apollod. 3, 8, 1 ; Paus. 8, 8, 4.^, , , of Mantinea,
Mantinean, Thuc. 5, 20.^, ov, b, Mantius. son of

Melampus, brother of Anliphates, Od.
15, 242., , to prophesy, Aesch.
Ag. 979 : from', ov, (,)
frenzied, inspired,, Eur. Hec.
123., , gen. Ion. :—one

who divines, a seer, prophet, 11. 1, 02,
etc. ;.. prophet oiiW, 11. 1, 106;
reckoned among the, with
physicians, bards, carpenters, Od. 17,

384 : ., Pind. I. 6 (5), 75 ; .-. Soph. Fr. 116; usu. of men, iiut

of Apollo, Aesch. Ag. 1202, Cho. 559 :

—also as fem., Soph. El. 472, Thuc.
3,20, Eur. Med. 239

; ., Pind.
P. 11, 49.—2. metaph. diviner, presa-

ger,forcboder, . Soph.
O.C. 1080,cf. Ant. 1160.—3. asadj.,//., prophetic band, Id. Fr. 116.—
(The deriv. from, is found
as early as Plat. Tim. 72 B, where
he distinguishes from -, the former being persons who
uttered oracles in a state of divinefrenzy

,

the latter the interpreters of those ora-

cles, cf..)— 11. a kind of lo-

custor grasshopper, v/ilh long thin fore-

feet, which are in constant motion,
perh. mantis retigiosa, Linn., also-

and, v. Theocr. 10,

18.—III. the green garden-frog, rana
arborea, SO called as predicting the
weather, only in Hesych., ov, b, v.-., , , the art of divina-

tion, II. 1, 72 ; also in plur., 11. 2, 832.

Pind. O. 6, 112., , ov, {) oracu-



MAPA
lar, prophetic,, Eur. Andr.
1031.

iMuvTova, , , Mantua, a city of
northern Italy, Strab. p. 213.

tMoiTUi^f, Ion. tu, h, Mantyes,
masc. pr. n., Hdt. 5, 12.

f',, ?y,J/rtii/o, daughter of
Tiresias, mother of Mopsus, a pro-
phetess, Apollod. 3, 7.—2. daughter
of Polyidus, Paus. 1, 43, 5.

/jc, ,() like divination

OT prophecy, Nonn.
MaiT'IiOf, a,.^, fPlut.

2, 472 B't ; Anth. tP. 9, 201., ', ,, ,
Dor. for ]-.', ,=:, Arist.

Part. An. 4, 13. 7.', . , making thin or36.=-, Theophr.'\.,,, Maximinus, a Ro-
man emperor, Hdn.

tMa5<//of, ov, 6, the Roman name
yiaximus, Hdn.'\, (jv. ol, the Maxyes, a peo-

ple of Africa, Hdt. 4, 191., whence contr., v.( C.

Mu-eeir, Ep. inf. aor. 2 of-,
Hes.

tMaiTTyi', , Mapen, a Tyrian, Hdt.
7, 98.'.,,^, q. v.

tMuprt)(5of, ov, , Maragdus, an
Arabian chief, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1,5.

M-apayva,, ,=, a lash,

whip, scourge, Aesch. Cho. 375, Eur.
Rhes. 817, Plat. (Com.) Cleoph. 7 : v.

Poll. 10, 56. Herodian wrote it-
yva. []

VS\apaQa, Maratha, a place in Arca-
dia, Paus. 8, 23, 1.\., ov, , Marathesium,
a city of Ionia on the Carian coast,

Strab. p. 639.^, , , the Marathi, a
Scythian people beyond the Tanais,
Ath. 575 A., ov, ro. Dor. and Att. form
of, Anaxandr. Prot. 1, 58;
we also have, , Epich. p.

103, Python ap. Ath. 596 A. [ap]'[., ov, b, Marathus, a small
town of Phocis, Strab. p. 423.—2. ,
a city of Syria, Id. p. 753.—II. , a

hero of Arcadia, who accompanied
the Tyndaridae in quest of Helen, and
from whom Marathon was named,
ace. to Dicaearch. ap. Plut. Thes. 32 :

V. yfapaOuv.\.,, /, Marathussa, an
island of the Aegean sea, near Clazo-
menae, Thuc. 8, 31.,,(,)
Uke fennel, Diosc., ov, , fennel, Lat. 7na-

rathrwn, Alex. Leb. 2.,, 6, a field offennel,
Strab. : cf. sq.,, , fPind. . 13,

157, , Hdt. 1, 62, as always in Hdt.,+
Marathon, a demus on the east coast

of Attica, prob. so called from its

t)eing overgrown with fennel(-
): first mentioned in Od. 7, 80.—II.

as appellat., Att. for foreg.^, adv. to Marathon,
Bern. 1377.3.

f', a, ov, of Marathon,
Marallwnian, Strab, p. 399 ; o'lMapa-, the Marathonians, Hdt. ; etc., ov, ,{',) one ivho fought at Marathon,

a Marathon 7nan, proverb, of a brave

veteran, Ar. Ach. 181, Nub. 9S6.—Jac.
A. P. 867 prefers, 6.', , , 1. for,
Blomf. Aesch. Cho. 309. []

., fut. -: aor. 1-, Att., also . Hom.
Merc. HO : aor. pass, •"

perf. pass,, but-,-
Plut.—Strictly, iop«ioui,9«fi?.cA

lire,,. Hom. Merc. 140 :

—

Pass, to die away, go slowly out, of fire,/, II. 9. 212,', II. 23, 228.—II. later, in

various relations,^, to

quench the Orbs of sight. Soph. O. T.
1328 : to weaken, make to waste or wither,

wear out, , Aesch.
Pr. 597 ; . Id. Eum.
139 ; so, of neglect, Soph. O. C. 1260 ;

of time, Id. Aj. 714 :

—

Fass. to die away,

waste away, decay, languish, Lat. rnar-

cescere,, Eur. Ale. 203 ;-, Thuc. 2. 49 : .-, blood dies away from my hand,
Aesch. Eum. 280 ; ofa river, to dry up,

Hdt. 2, 24 ; of winds and waves, to

abate, Plut. Pyrrh. 15, Mar. 37 ; of

wine, to lose its strength. Id. 2, 692 C.
(Akin to Lat. marcere, marcidus ; and
both of them, ace. to Pott, to mori,

Sanscr. mri.)\, , , Maracanda,
the capital of Sogdiana, now Samar-
kand, Arr. An. 3, 30, 6.\, , ol, the Maraci, an
Aetolian tribe, Xen. Hell. 6, 1,7.'\, , o'l, the Maranilae,

a people on the Arabian gulf, Strab.

p. 776., , , () a
withering, decay, Arist. Probl. 3, 5, 6., , , ()
wasting, icilhering., , , and, ov, 6,

=., , ,:=, Ga-
len. Hence, , () like or af-

fected with., =, Erotian,
like for., , to have a dazzling be-

fore the eyes, to lose the sight, Plut. 2,

376 ; ofthe eyes, lb. 599 F: v. Herm.
Opusc. 4, p. 268. (From,
-}?/, cf. Lob. Phrj'n. 671: or from,, .) Hence
'Mapavyia, , , a loss of sight,

Archyt. ap. Stob. p. 17, 4., , , the Maraphii, a
Persian race, Hdt. 1, 125.

iMpu,,, Maraphis, a leader
of the Persians, Aesch. Pers. 778, in

dub v.,() to rage, ., II. 5, 8S2 ; cf..
fMapya/.ai, , aU and7.,

Margalae. a city of Triphyliau Elis,

Strab. p. 349.

^Mapyava, uv, ra,=foreg., Diod.

S. : hence\,, ol, the Marganes,
inhah. of Margana, Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 25., ov, . Ion. for-.\, , , later form for

sq.. Loo. Paral. 52., ov, , [] a pearl, Lat.
margarila, Theophr. : ., an
unknown precious stone. (Maniari
is the Pers. word )—II. an Aegypiian
tree, .\rist. Plant. 1,4, 1.,, 7/,=foreg., And-
rosth. ap. Ath. 93 B., , , =,
Anacreont. 22, 14.. , and , the pearl-

oyster. Ael. . . 15, 8.^, , . Margasus,Taasc.
pr. ., Qu. Sm. 10, 143., ,(,)
pearl tike.

, ,() like-, to rage. esp. in battle, Aesch. Theb.
380, and Eur. ; , Eur.. F. 1005

; , Id. Hec.
1128:

—

, greedy leelh,
Aesch. Fr. 237.'?., , a kind of palm-
tree or its fruit, perh. the cocoa-nut,

(in Sanscr. narikela, Pers. nargel),

Cosmas Indicopl., with v. 1.-
7ua

:

—Plin. calls the trees-.7.7, ov, , a pearl.

Map)7/Eif,,,=, poet.^/.,, a pearl, Philostr.

:

—cf.., or, (contr. from),=.^, , , Margiana, a
country of Asia between Bactria and
Hyrcania, Strab. p. 515.^, , ol, the Margiani,
inhab. of foreg., Strab. p. 510., , ,() Margi-
tes, i. e. mad silly fellow, hero of a
mock-heroic poem of the same name,
ascribed to Homer ; somewhat like the
Germ. Tyll Eulenspiegel. Arist. Poet.
4, 10, has preserved four lines of
this poem,—usu. printed with the
Homeric fragments at the end of the
Od. : all we know about it is collect-
ed by Falbe de Aiargite Homerico,
1798., , ov, in Att. also ,
ov, raging, mad, hat. furiosus, Od. 16,

421, Pind. O. 2. 175, Aesch., etc.:
senseless, rash, Od. 23, 1 1 :. Plat. Legg. 792 :—gener-
ally, giving a loose to passion, and so

—

2. greedy, gluttonous, ,
Od. 18, 2, cf. Eur. Cvcl. 310.-3. lewd,
lustful, Theogn. 581, Eur. El. 1027.—
4. proud, disdainful, ', Ep. Hom.
4, 4 ;, Hes. Fr. 43.

iMpo, ov, . Marsus, a tributary
of the Oxus in Margiana, Strab. p.
516.—2. a river of lUyria, Id. p. 318,
where vulg.., , f/,= sq., Anacr. 87,
Anth. P. 9, 367, Ap. Rh.,, ,{) rage,

madness. Soph. Fr. 726.—2. gluttony.

Plat. Tim. 72 E.—3. lewdness, lust,

Eur. Andr. 949.. as pass^,
Pind. N. 9, 46.

iMupooi,, ol, the Mardi, a noma-
dic tribe on the borders of Media,
Hdt. 1, 125.

—

2.=', a people
on the Caspian, Arr. An. 3. 24.

iMapvo, ov. , Mard6nius, son
of Gobryas, son-in-law of Darius,
leader of the Medes, defeated at Pla-
taeae, Hdt. 7, 5.'\, ov Ion., , Mardon-
tes, commander of the islanders in the
Erythraeum Mare, Hdt. 7, 80., ,.=, a river
of .Media, Dion. P. 734.

iMpv,, , Mardon, a leader
of the Lj'dians, Aesch. Pers. 51.^, , , Hdt. 2, 18,,
Thuc. ], 104, Mapm. Diod. S., Marea,
a city of lower Aegypt, not far from
Alexandrea, famed for its wine

;

hence,, , fem. -,,
of Marea,. Strab. p. 799 ; cf.

Ath. 33 D : ^ , also

i], a lake near foreg., Strab.

p. 789, in Arr. An. 3, 1, 5,. In
Ath. 33 D Mapfi'a is name for a foun
tain in Alexandrea.

tMupfCi <^''> ol, the Mares, a people
on the north coast of the Eu.xine,
Hdt. 7, 79.

MATH, , in Pind. Fr. 276, said
885



.0 be-— , hand : hence also are

said be ocriv. and
for'. []

iMapia,, , v. sub'., , ?/, and indecl.,
], Mary, feiii. pr. . in '. .,— I. the

mother of Christ, Matth. 1, 16.—2.
of Magdala, Id. 27, 56.-3. one of the

sisters of Lazarus, Luc. 10, 3D.—4,

mother of John and James the less,

Matth. 27, 56.—5. the wife of Cleo-

phas, John 19,25.—6. mother of John
siirnamed Mark. Act. 12, 12.—7. ano-

ther female in Epist. Rom. 16, 6.

fMapiuSa,, Mariaba, capital of the

Sabaei, Strab. 76S.^, , , and.
Mariamme. a city of Syria, not far

from Edessa. Arr. An. 2, 13, 8.

iyiapiaviSvvoL, uv, oi. the Marian-

dyni. a Thracian people of Bithynia

on the coast of the Euxine, Ap. Rh.

2, 410 ; Xen. An. 5, 10, 1 : hence
tMapiOriSiTOc,^., Mariandynian,/, Aesch. Pars. 937, cf Blomf

ad 1. (933)., , 6, Arist. Mirab. 41

(with V. 1.), a stone that takes

fire when water is poured on it.^, , , Maria, Anth.

'67], ov, b, v. sub?..^, ov, . a charcoal-man,

prob. 1. Soph. Fr. 908 : and, to burn to charcoal : from?, , , also, (perh.

from,) : the embers of
charcoal, ., Hippon. 62

;

whence, '', son of Coal-

dust ! comic name of an Acharnian
collier, Ar.Ach. 009. [(-],,,{,)
one who burns charcoal.,, b.{,)
gulper of coal-dust, of a blacksmith,

Anth. Plan. 15.-^

Muplvor, ov, 6, a kind of sea-fish,

Arist. H. A. 6, 17, 2.

tMapiJOf , ov, 0, Mannus, masc. pr.

n., Anth., esp. a geographer of the

second century A. C.

Mupif,, b, a liquid measure,=
6 KorvAac, Arist. H. A. 8, 9, 1.

tMupif ,. . Maris, a Lydian, com-
panion of Sarpedon, 11. 10, 319.— II.

a tributary of the Ister in Scythia,

Hdt. 4, 48, prob.=sq.

iMupiGoc, ov, 6, the Marisus. a river

of Dacia, falling into the Danube,
now Marosch, Strab. p. 304.. Dor., to befeverish :

from.,•, b, Marion, an Alex-

andrean, Paus. 5, 21, 10.

tMup/cfZAof, ov, 0, the Rom. Mar-
celltis, Plut. ; also in fern.,
TjC, Marcella, Anlh.+,, , the Rom. fem. name
Marcia, Plut.^, ov, , Marcianus, a cel-

ebrated geographer of Heraclea.

iMpo, ov, , the Rom. name
Marcius, Plut.^,, oi, or-, the

Marcomani, a German people, Strab.

p. 290.

tMupKof, ov, 6, the Rom. name
Marcus. Plut. ; etc., fut. - : Horn.

only uses the part. pres. To flash,

sparkle, glisten, gleam, of any darting,

quivering light, Horn. (Only in 11.), esp.

of the gleaming of metal, -, II. 12, 195, etc. ;, 11. 13, 801 ;, II. 13,

22 ; so, ?.,
Alcae. 1 ; -, Sophronap. Ath. 230 A : also,
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MAPN, the spark-

ling eyes of \'eiuis, 11. 3, 397 ;, lies. Th. 099;,Aesch.Thiib.

401. Cl.. (Strcngthd.

from, by a sort of redupl., as in?.,,,-. From aL'aui come-,,,-,,,.)^,, , Mannar, a suitor

of Hippodamia, Paus. 6, 21, 7., a, ov,=sq. [«], ia, , {)
flashing, sparkling, glistening, gleam-

ing, esp. of metals, \,, 11.

17, 594 ; 18, 480 ;, Hes. Th.
811 ; also, , the many-
twinkling sea, 11. 14, 273 ; avyal ..
Ar. Nub. 287.— II. later, of marble,-

-, Anlh. [}:, , ', the Marmari-
dae, inhab. of Marmarica in Africa,

Strab. p. 798..,=,. Fr. 88.]., , , Marmarica, a
country of .Africa between Aegypt
and Cyrena'ica, Ptol., , ov, =,
Theocr. Ep. 10, 2. [a]

iMappupiov, ov, , Marmarinm, a

city of Euboea, with a temple of Apol-

lo. Strab. p. 446.—II. ,
a courtesan, Diog. L., ov, b, fem. -,,=.

Map/iupo; '^', , ,{,) cutting in marble : Siulpture,

Strab. p. 746.,.,^,?, Soph. Ant. 610., ov,,=::,\\.
ApoH. 24.//7, bv, (,) working in marble., , b,{) stone,

rock generally, ', II.

12, 380, Od. 9, 499 ; and with another
subst., bpt, 11.

16, 735,—but always with some collat.

notion of brighlriess or whiteness.— II.

later, like Lat. marmor, marble prop-

erly so called, ., Strab. :

—

a

work in marble, e. g. a tomh-stoae, The-
ocr. 22,211.—In this signf.

is fem. : cf II.— III. any hard
body, Hipp. Hence, , to turn into stone or

marble, Lyc. 826.,, , a flashing, spark-

ling, of light. Plat. Rep, 518 A, Criti.

116 C: of any quick motion,-
pvyal, the quick twinkling of the

dancers' feet, Od. 8, 265, H. Hom. Ap.
203, cf., , {,) sparkling,, Hipp., or,^=-,.., , (deriv.= sq.)

like, turning to stone by a
glance, Lyc. 843., ,(, )
with sparkling eyes. Eur. H. F. 883.\,, , Marmoluis, a
district of Paphlagonia, Strab. p. 562.

MA'PNA'MAI, part,,
inf.. opt.,-, Od. 11.513: impf.-: 3 dual, 11. 7, 301 :

only used in pres. and impf like-. fight, do battle,, with Or

again.^t another, II. 15, 475, etc. ;, 11. 9, 317 ; , Eur. Tro.
726 : /./., Hes. Th.
646 ; but, , together with ano-
ther, on his side, Od. 3, 85 : also C.

dat. instrumenti, ?., ..

Hom. : TTfpi, to fight for or about

a thing, II. 10, 497, lies. Th. C47;, Hes. Op. 102.—2. of box-
ers, Od. 18,31.—3. to quarrel, wrangle
with words, 11. 1, 257.—4. in Pind.
to contend, struggle, strive to one^s ut-

termost, P. 2, 120 ; .,
. 5, 35,. 5, 80 ;., to strive with
all one's might, IiLN. 1,37.—Ep. and
Lyr. word, used also by Eur., , name of Jupiter at Gaza
in Syria.

tMapo;3o{)(5of, ov, , MarobCtdus. a
king of the Marcomani, Strab. p. 290., ov, TO, a kind of sage,

Lat. Tiucrium niorum, Theophr., and
Diosc. [a]\, OV, TO, Marruliwm, a
city of the Marsi inltaly, Strab. p. 241.^, , oi, and'-,
the Marucini, a mountain tribe of La-
tium, Strab. p. 241.

Mnpov7.iov, ov, , later word for, lettuce., b, a seizer, rav-

isher, .\esch. Supp. 820.

|(7/;, )7C,, 3/rtrpfssa, daugh-
ter of Euenus, wife of Idas, and mo-
ther of Cleopatra, II. 9, 557.'\, ov, b, Marpessus, a
mountain in the island of Paros, con-
taining marble quarries, Paus. 10, 12., fut. : aor. 1-: besides these tenses, which oc-
cur in Horn., the Ep. aor. 2 redupl.,

is found Hes. Sc. 245 ; and
a shoitd. aor.,, inf,
Hes. Sc. 231, 304, opt. redupl.-, Hes. Sc. 252, and part. perf., Hes. Op. 202. To grasp,

hold, c. ace, Hom. ; later also c. gen.
partis, to get hold of, catch by.., .,, Pind. . 1, 68, Soph.
Tr. 779.—Special usages : in a hos-
tile sense, to lay hold of, seize, Od. 10,

116: to embrace, clasp, -. 11. 14, 346 : melaph. of sleep, II.

23, 62 ; of old age,
} -, old

age got hold on him, Od. 24, 390 : but
also Lat. rite versa, ,
they came to old age, Hes. Sc. 245 :

-. overtake, catch a fugi-

tive, 11. 21, 504, cf Archil. 75; but,, to reach, touch

ground with one's feet, 11. 14, 228 ; also
of lightning, a ,
what the lightning reaches, II. 8,

405, 419 : //., to gain strength,
of a fallow field, Pind. N. 6, 20:', the votes will con-

demn, Aesch. Eum. 597.—Only poet.,

and chiefly Ep. (Akin to, up-,, and, and from
the same root comes Lat. carpo, rapio,

though we have indications of a dif-

ferent root in the aor.: cf.

fin.)', ov, TO, an iron spade, Lat.
mnrrn.?, . . Mnrse, a daughter
of Thespiu.s, ApoUod. 2, 7. 8.^, ,, ofthe Marsi, Mar-
sinii, Strab., ov, , dim. from sq.,

also written,,, Hipp, [t]

or, ov, b, a
bag, pouch, Lat. mnrsiipium, Xen. An.

4, 3, 11, ubi olim.^,, , pecul. fem. to, Lyc. 1275.,, oi, the Marsi. a people
of central Italy, Strab. p. 241.—2. a

German tribe on the Lippc, Id. p. 290., ov Ep. ao. Ion. Mapcni-

, tu, b, Mar.iyas, son of Olympus
or Oeagrus, famed for his contest

with Apollo, Hdt. 6, 26 ; inventor of



MAPT
the flute, ace. to Strab p. 470.—2. a
historian of Pella, Ath. 629 D.—II. a
river of Phrygia falling into the Mae-
ander, Xen. An. 1, 2,8.—III. a dis-

trict of Syria, Strab. p. 755. [v Nonn.
Dion. 1, 42.]

tMiipriOf—, , the ' Campus
Martius,' in Rome, Strab. p. 236.

or (not-), , the Pers. manlkhora, man-
eater, a fabulous animal mentioned by
Ctesias, apparently compounded of

the lion, porcupine, and scorpion, with
a human head, Ctes. ap. Arist. H. A.

2, 1, 53 ; V. H. H. Wilson on Ctesias,

p. 39.

fM'iproc, , 6, the Martus, a river

of lUyria, Strab. p. 318.

MA'PTT'P,, 6 and , Aeol.

for the usu. : later the form
became general, esp. in the

Christian sense, a martyr, one who tes-

tifies with his blood. Hence), , f. -/, to be a wit-

ness : to bear witness, first in Pind.,

and Hdt. Construct., oft. absol., to

bear witness, Pind., etc. : . , to

bear witness to or// q/^ another,

confirm what he says, Hdt. 4, 29 ; 8,

94," and freq. in Att. : c. ace. rei, to

bear witness to a thing, testify it, Soph.
Ant. 515, Plat. Phaedr. 244 D : hence,

. . Pind. . 6, 35 ; also /.. Plat. Apol. 21 A : ., to

give evidence On hearsay, Dem. 1300,

16 : C. inf , to testify, prove, declare

that a thing is, Soph. O. C. 1265, etc
;

also u. ..., —, Aesch. Ag. 494,

Plat.' Gorg. 523 C, Xen. Vect. 4, 25

:

—c. ace. cognato,/'' ., Isae.

86, 25 ; and in pass, -, Id. 39, 12.—. in Chris-

tian writers, to be or become a martyr.

Hence, . , testimony,

Eur. Supp. 1204. [], verb. adj. from-
Tvpiu, one must testify, Diosc., , ,() a bearing

witness : v'itness, testimony, evidence,, Od. 11, 325,
Hes. Op. 280; and freq. in Att., both
in sing, and plur. ; cf, fin.}•, , , belonging to wit-

ness or evidence.'^, ov, ,{ ) a
testimony, proof, Hdt., Pind., esp. in

plur., , to bring
forward evidence, Hdt. 2, 22 :.
Id. 8, 55 ;—in Att. freq. in phrase

..., followed by. here

is a proof, namely..., Hdt. 8, 120, Thuc.
1, S, cf.,. [], f-() :

dep. mid. :—to call to witness, attest,

invoke, Lat. testari, antestari, c. acc.

pers.. Soph. O. C. 813, Eur., etc. ; c.

acc. et inf., . raOr',
Aesch. Eum. 643 : — c. acc. rei, to

call one to witness a thing, Hdt. 1,

44; cf. Ar. Ran. 528, Plut. 932;—
hence to asseverate, opp. to ?.,
Plat. Phil. 47 C ; and absol.,-. I protest, Ar. Ach. 626, Thuc.
, 80, Lysias 97, 40. [v in pres.]', dep. mid. (-,) to call to witness : but also—. to testify ; like., , , older . form
for, . II. 2, 302,

etc. :—the sing, only in Od. 16, 423,.—^Zenodot.

•wholly rejected this form.--'', , also , gen.-, acc. -vpa, etc., formed-, except acc., Simon. 20
;

dat. pi., poet,,
Meineke Euphor. p. 109. witness,

I

first in Hes. Op. 369, H. Hom. Merc.
372 : ,, Eur.
Phoen. 491, Supp. 261 ; but,-

was the usu. Att.

phrase for producing witnesses, as

Plat. Gorg. 471 ;—^joined with a

neut. subst., Lob. Paral. 261.—Col-

lat. forms,, qq. v.

(Polt connects it with Lat. me-mor,

and both with Sanscr. smri, to re-

member.),,, Dor. for-.., Dor. for, q. v.

tMappador;?^,, o,Marphadates, a

Cappadocian, Plut. Cat. Min. 74.

+Mapt//iaf, ov, , Marpsias, an Ath-
enian orator, Ar. Ach. 702., , , Maron, son of

Euanthes, priest of Apollo at Isma-
rus in Thrace, Od. 9, 197.—2. a Spar-
tan at Thermopylae, Hdt. 7, 227.-3.
the Rom. name Maro, Anth.^, , . Maronea, a city

of the Cicones in Thrace, Strab. p.

331.,, ol, the Masaesyli,

a Numidian people on the confines

of Mauritania, Dion. P. 187 ; also wr.. Strab. p. 829.

(not -), dep. mid.,

f-, to chew, -
adat, Eupol. Tax. 2 D ; and so Ar. Eq.
717, Vesp. 780.—II. toshoot out the lip,

as a mark of contempt, Philostr.

(Akin to ,, to knead,
pound.), inf aor. of root *,
to touch, Od. 11, 591.

(5,, Dor. for,-.
^" (not -), , ,

something to chew, a quid, Antiph. In-

cert. 24.^, ~• , Mases, a city of

Argolis, later port ofHennione, 11. 2,

562 ; Strab p. 376.

(not -), , a chewing

or eating, Theophr.
(not -), , , a

chewer, ., a muscle ofthe lowerjaw,

used in chewing, Hipp., , , = 7.}.,
Valck. Adon. p. 294., , ,^, Soph.
Fr. 137, \&0 -.—ci.7..?.,, ro,=foreg., esp.

dressed leather, Ctesias Ind. 23.?.,,,=,83.>
83, Soph. Fr. 137.—II. metaph., a

supple, slippery knave, Ar. Eq. 270,

Nub. 449.7.7, , ov, like leather

:

—. kind of crab,

Cratin. Incert. 26, Eupol. Dem. 21., , a Dor. form of,.; in Hesych. an intens. prefix

like- ; he quotes for: it may be traced in, and Lat. magnus, magis may
belong to it, as Hesych. also gives

for, and for-.,, , the Masiani, an
Indian people, Strab. p. 69S.

iMav, a, b, and-, , Polyb. 3, 5, 1, etc. ; Ath. 229
D ;, Strab., Masinissa,

king of Numidia.^, Ion., , Masistes,

son of Darius, a leader of the Per-
sians under Xerxes, Hdt. 7, 82.^,. , Masistius, leader

of the Persian cavalry, Hdt. 9, 20.—
2. another. Id. 7, 79.,,, Masistres.aledid-

er of the Persians, Aesch. Pers. 30.

, , , of Mascamet,
Hdt. 7, 106 : from^, ov Ion., . Mascames,
a Persian governor in Doriscus, Hdt.
7, 105.'\, a, b, the Masca, a river of
Mesopotamia, Xen. An. 1, 5, 4.,, , {*) a seeking,

iniry, Cratin. Incert. 74, ubi v.

Meineke, Plat. Crat. 421 A.^,, , Masurius, rciisc.

pr. n., Ath., ov, , the leaf of•, Antiph.. 1.|~,,, the Maspii, a Per-
sian people, Hdt. 1, 125., fut., / shall touch, v. sub

., , , medicinal plant,

Diosc.,,, , Massabatice,

a district of Media, Strab. p. 744.^,,, Massaga, a city

of the Assaceni in India, Arr. Ind.

^:Maay, , ; usu. in pi., , , the Massagetae,
a Scythian people between the Ca-
spian and the river laxartes, Hdt. 1,

204 : fern.,, Luc., Ion., 6,3[assages,

a leader of the Libyans, Hdt. 7, 71.^/.,,=^/.,
Strab. [C]^, , , Massilia, a city

of Gallia Narbonensis, a colony of

the Phocaeans. now Marseilles, Thuc.
1, 13, cf Hdt. 1, 166 : from the effem-
inate habits of the inhab. arose the
proverb 7,,
Gaisf Paroem. . 369.^7.,,,. 884, 15,

and 7., Ath. 27 C, of
Massilia, Massiliari; 7,
the Massilians.7, , , 3Iassilian,

ofMassilia, Polyb. 3, 41, 5 : . 7.-, now gulf of Lyon, Strab.,-,
, V..,-,-,--,^., etc.

'\7.,,, the Massyli, a

people of Numidia, Strab. p. 829 : in

Dion. P. 187/., Att., fut. : pf., Ar. Eq. 55, pass,,
lb. 57 (*). Strictly to handle, but
so only in fut., aor.•, which belong to* (II).—II.

ustl. to squeeze or work uilh the

hands ; esp. to knead dough, like Lat.
pinso, ., Ar. Eq. 55, and absol., Soph. Fr. 149: also in

mid., Hdt. 1, 200, Ar. Nub. 788:
metaph., , Ar. Eq.
539 : pass., , dough
ready kneaded, Thuc. 4, 16, cf Ar.
Pac. 28: (hence,,-,,,).—111. to

smear ; cf. : {hence-,7, cf. ).—IV. to

choose by feeling (hence,., .) [ by nature,
Lob. Paral. 405.], , and , neut.,, gen., irreg. couipar.

of, for, longer, Od.
8, 203

;
^ , greater

than one else could see, Pind. O. 13,

162 :', too many for

counting, Id. N. 2, 35: ,
Aesch. Ag. 593 : 7nore. as
adv., Id. Pr. 629.—This form must be
deriv. from -, (q. v).

—

for is of like form., f.,=, to chew
eat. Nic. Th. 916 : from,, , whereas the La
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con. r.nd Dor. is masc. : yia-)— thai wilh which one chews,

the mouth, £ ,
he slopi)ed his mouth with his hands,

Od. 4, 287 ; so,, Od. '23,76.— \\. ^=,
ennouthful, of aLiird feeding its young,

( / -',~ ( /.aSijat, II. 9,

324 ;

—

' being taken to be the

accus. : others talie it as the

daf ., m Us beak, but V. Spitzti.

ad. , and cf. Theocr. 14, 39.— III.

(from signf. I.) the xippir Up, when it

was usu. written, , q. v.

—

IV. a kind of locust, from its greedi-

ness, Soph. Fr. C42, Nic. (Akin to

Lat. mandcre, to eat,as to /!--), ov, , dim. from -., or -(, like-
and, to mumble, Uke

one with his mouth full ; esp. of an

old man, Ar, Ach. u89.

|(-', , , Mastaura, a

city of Lydia, Strab. p. 650.,, >/, fem. from,
q. V., , , Mastlra, wife of

L,eucanor a king of the Cimmerian
Bosporus, Luc- .. 51.—II. a town
of Thrace, Dem. 100,22.,, , a seeking, search-

ing, inquiring.//, ov, ,=, Xen.
Oec. 8, 13..,{*,)=(,
to seek, inquire, explore, Hes. l• r. 31.

—

11. to seek ox strive after, long for, crave,

need, sometimes c. ace, sometimes c.

inf., as Find. P. 3, 107 ; 4, 62, cf.

Aesch. Ag. 1099, Eur. Phoen. 3G.—
Old poet, word, but also in Xen. An.

5, 6, 25, Cyr. 2, 2, 20, etc.

7/,, , {*,)
seeker, searcher, one who looks for,.
Soph. O. C. 456, Tr. 733, Eiir. Bacch.

986: so fem., /'
., Aesch. Supp. 163.— II. at Athens,

the vvere persons appointed

to seek after public debtors, or to as-

certain the fortune of exiles for confis-

cation, Hyperid., v. Bockh P. E. 1.

p. 213 ; cf./,.
poet. word., a, ov, good at search,, Aesch. Supp. 920.

iMaoTia, , Mastia, a town of

Spain near the straits of Gibraltar,

Polyb. 3, 24, 2 ; hence o'l,
the inhab. of Mastia, Id. 3, 33, 9., ,=, in Ep.
lengthd. part,, Hes. Sc. 431.), =,,
Hdt. 1, 114, etc., ov, ,() one that

always wmits whipping, a worthless

slave, a knavf, hang-dog, Lat. verbero.

Soph. Fr. 309, Ar. Eq. 1228, etc..

Plat. Gorg. 524 C.-}', , com. desiderat. from, to long for, i. e. deserve a

whipping, Eupol. Incert. 105., ov, (,)
much the same as sq., Plut. 2. 553 A.) Oiiopof , ov,(,)
carrying a whip:— -, a sort of con-

stable or policeman (cf.,/)), Thnc. 4, 47., ,{) to whip,flog,

Hdt. 3, 16 ; 7, 54. Lys. 93, 25, etc.

:

' ., to inflict stripes,. Plat.

Legg. 845 A, etc. ;/ tiac-Tiyov-, to receive them, lb. 914 •—fut.

n.id. in pass, signf.. Id. Rep. 361 E., ov, that deserves

xvliipping, Luc. Herod. 8 : from

, , , a whipping,

flogging, Alh. 350 C.., , , verb. adj.

from, to be whipped, deser-

ving a whipping, Ar. Ran. 633.,, f. -, () to whip,

flog,, 11. 5, 768, etc. ; also c.

inf ,
', he whip|)ed

them on or forward, II. 5, 366, Od. 6,

82. etc. : also-—\ poet,

and in late prose ;—the Att. form being.«?/, /, o,= sq., , , scourger,

Aesch. Enm. 159.. , , ivhip, scourge,

freq. in Hoin., esp. II., and Hdt.

;

mostly for drivmg horses, II. 5, 748,

etc. ; ., II. 11, 532 : '; -,
a horsewhip, Hdt. 4, 3 ; . '.
Soph. Aj. 242 : later also a whip or

!>courgg to flog slaves and criminals,

VTTo , to be Hogged
on, Hdt. 7, 56 ; cf. 103 ;

., Xen. An. 3, 4, 25.— II. metaph.
like Lat. flngellum. a scourge,

Au'ir, II. 12, 37 ; 13, 812 ; so, . Oiov,

., Aesch. Theb. 608, Pr. 682 :—
hut, , the lash of elo-

quence, Pind. P. 4, 390.—Ion.,
(([. V.) :—Horn, does not use thenom.

: of we have no exam-
ple. (From *,, to touch,

strike, cf II. : hence with

t prefixed,,, which
brings us back to .) [,
only in late poets, Jac. Anth. P. p.

431.], Ep. part, of,
q. V., , , Ion. for,
hence dat. for, II. 23,

500, ace., Od. 15, 182: this

form is unknown in Att., Lob. Soph.
Aj. 109, and the nom. altogether dub., Dor. for, The-
ocr., ov, , () a

scourger, y. i., LXX., ov, , () a

drink prepared ivitli mastich. [i], , to gnash the teeth,

only in Hes. Sc. 389, Ep. dat. part.

for .-—some
Gramm. explained it by,, to chew, doubtless from., ov, , mastich-oil,

Diosc., , , mastich, the gum
of the tree . Lat. lentiscus,

Theophr. (From,,, because of its being used
for chewing in the east.) [1] Hence, , ov, prepared with

m'islich, Diosc. 1, 51. [<], f. -/, poet, collat. form
of, to whip, scourge, II. 17,

622, Hes. Sc. 466: mid.,, (the lion) lashes his

sides with his tail, II. 20, 171.^ []. ov, ,(,)
a breast-band, Anth. P. 6, 201./, ,(,) like

a breast, Arist. H. A. 4. 4, 19;%
., a small round hill, Polyb. 5, 70, 6., ov, , the breast, esp. of the

swelling breasts of a woman, Hdt. 3,

133 ; 5, 18, and Trag., who never use
the Homericfnnac

:

—on the suo-

poseii difference oi ano,.:—of men's breasts, Xen. An.
1, 4, 17; 4, 3, G:, and Dor.

are collat. forms.— II. of ani-

mals, tkcvdder, Arist. Part. An. 4, 10,

33, etc.

—

IIF. metaph. [\'&e ovv,any
round, breast-shaped object, esp. a round

hill, knoll, Pind. P. 4, 14, Xen. An.

2, 4, 6 ; cf. '.—IV. a round piece

of wool fastened to the edge of nets,
Xen. Cyn. 2, 0, cf Poll. 5, 29.—V.
among the I'aphians, goblet, Apol-
lod. Caryst. ap. Ath. 487 B.;, , an unknown bird

ofprey, Clem. I., , ?/,() a seeking

or searching., , , a pandering,

Xen. Symp. 3, 10, Plut. : from(>, (~) to be a
pander, play the undcr=^^poatv,
Xen. Symp. 4, 57 : . /, to seduce one into public life,

lb. 8, 42, cf Luc. Tim. 16., w,=foreg., , . ready to pan-
der, pandering : and, ov, , a brothel ; and,, ij,=:^ri:
from, ov. b and , a pander,
pimp, bawd, Lat. Icno,^,=-, Ar. Thesm. 558, and metaph. in
Xen. Symp. 4, 57, sqq.—The forms

and also oc-

cur: also the collat. iem. forms -,,.-, qq. . (Doubtless from *,, seeker, finder.), ov, , {*)=,
seeker, searcher.

'/'/., ov, , =-.'/, Plut. 2, 1093 F.,, /,=., Luc,, ,
Plut.,=/;aarpo7r-., , , (*) Ion. for. Call. Fr. 277. [*, Herm.
Soph. Phil. 43.],,=:.,, , poet, for.\,, , Mastor, father of
Lycophrou of Cythera, II. 15, 430.^, , v... ov,6,= : nick-
name of a parasite.^, ov, 6, Masynlias, name
of a slave, Ar. Vesp. 433.', , ?/, the armpit,). . Hom. Merc. 242 : -, of loud, riotous laugh-
ers, Cratin. Incert. 63, as in Od. 18,

100, -.—II. in trees and plants the hol-

low binder a fresh shoot, like Pliny's

ala, axilla, Tlieo[)hr. :
— hence the

young shoot itself, =, esp. of

young palm-twigs for making baskets
or ropes, Theophr. :— also a part of
the olive-leaf, Hesych. — III. a bay,

gulf, like ), Strab. p. 257— IV.

of a ship, that part if the to

which the is fastened. (From, Lat. ala, axilla. Germ. Aechsel

:

for signf. II., cf. .) []
Hence?, , ?/, or,
, an ornament for a column, peih.=? II. ; the latter in Buckh
Inscr. 1. p. 282..[) toput under

the arm-pits : esp. to muliilale a corpse,

since murderers had a fancy that, by
cutting oft" the extremities and pla-

cing them under the arm-pits, tliey

would avert vengeance, Aesch. Cho.
439. Soph. El. 445, Ap. Kh. 4, 477;
ami V.,.?', y, ov,, ov,

of palm-twigs.,, 7/,=27) .,
Theophr., Ctes. ind. 2S.?. , ,(-) the Mutilated ti7nbs nf a corpse

:

—
the flesh of the shoulders, laid on the

haunches at sacriiices.



MATA
'.7./, 7/, , (/.)

strictly broad strap passing behind

the horse^s shoulders and fastened to

the yoke by the'- : hence,
generally, a girth, girdle, band, Hdt. 1,

215, Aesch. Pr. 71 (ubi v. Blomf.) :

—

esp. a band used by tragic actors, Muller
Eum.

<J
32., () =, oh-, is not without meaning, Aesch.

Ag. 967: to act foolishly, Soph. O. T.
891.

Maraiaytj,=foreg., Luc. Luct. 16 :

so. Joseph.-, ov,{,-) idly boasting.'. , to talk idly, fool-

ishly, at random, Strab. p. 129: and, , , idle, foolish

talk, Strab. p. 179, Plut., etc.

:

from'.?, ov,(,/)
talking at random, Telest. ap. Ath.
617 A.', , to act foolishly or

at random : from-, ,(,)
acting foolishly or at random, Ath.

179 F.', ,() to

labour in vain, Polyb. 9, 2, 2, etc.

Hence, , , a vain,

unprofitable work, Iambi.. , , labour in vain,

Strab., Luc. Dial. Mort. 10. 8 : from, ov,(,)
labouring unprofilably or in vain., ,(,-)=. Hence, , ,^=~-
via.,, , having
beard in vain., a, ov, Att. also , ov,

Eur. L T. 628, Plat. Soph. 231

(7):—like Lat. vanus,— I. idle, fool-

ish, useless, trifling : and that,— 1. of

words, acts, etc., Theogn. 141, 487,

492, etc. ; so, . ?,. idle tales

or words, Hdt. 2, 118; 7, 11; but
also, ., a word of offence. Id.

3, 120; and so in Trag., Plat., etc.

—2. of persons, Hdt. 2, 173, Pmd. P.

3, 37, Soph. Tr. 888, etc.— . in

Aesch. usu., thoughtless, and so rash,

wanton, irreverent, profane, esp.//.-, Pr. 329, Ag. 1662 ; so ..
Soph. Tr. 565 ; ., of
matricide and the like, Aesch. Eum.
336 ; -, mad merriment, Theb.
412. — ill. Adv. -u, idly, without

ground, Soph. Tr. 940. (This family
of words,,,,-',,, etc.. are prob.

to be referred to*,,),
\n Slgnf. seeking about, and so wander-
ing, erring : cf. Ital. matlo, French mat,

Germ. matt. Engl, inad : perh./
belongs to the same root.) [a], , to exert one^s

self in vain: and, , , useless exer-

tion : from^-, ov,(,-) exerting one's self in vain.^, , ,=,,, folly, Physiogn., ov, (, -) having children in vain., , ?/, a vain, useless

art, Clem. Al. : from^, ov, 6, (,') practising vain, useless arts.,. ,()folly,

vanity : fruitlessness, LXX.^, , to have a vaiti,

weak mind ; and

', , , frivolity.

Or. Sib. : from' ,,(,)
, , weak minded.', ov,(,)
talking idly., ,() to frustrate,

LXX. ass.^., ov, , ribaldry, Seleuc.

ap. Ath. 76 F ; cf..
.?:/., ov, , Matallus, a Per-

sian commander, Aesch. Pers. 314.

^,, adv.. Dor. for, Pind., , , a thread, Lat. rm'i-

taxa (Lucil,.—II. in late authors,/
cocoon ofthe silk-worm ; a foreign word.', , f. -, (•, -) to be idle, lose time, to loiter,

linger, TzapZ/opov PViV-, II. 16, 474 ; '<5,
II. 23, 510: to linger for fear, £--, 11. 5. 233,

cf. : hence, oi' -} ov,

the work goes on apace, Aesch. Pr. 57 ;, to loiter by the way,
Aesch. Theb. 37 :—also to be in vain,

fruitless, Aesch. Eum. 141 : of persons,

to labor in vain, hence=apvv,
to fail of a. thing,, 0pp. H. 3. 102.^, ov, 6, the Rom. Mater-

nus, Plut., ov, o, =, a

seeker, Manetho: from,,(*)=, to seek,

II. 14, 110: hence, to seek after, seek

for., properly of hounds casting

for the scent, Aesch. Ag. 1094, Soph.,

etc. :—c. ace. rei, to long for, strive af-

ter, Pind. N. 3, 53, and Trag : c. inf.,

to seek or strive to do, Id. O. 5, fin.,

Soph. O. T. 1052., rarer form for,
Theocr. 21, 65.—II. Aeol. form of. to tread on, Sapph. 46.

MA'TH, , . =, a folly, a

fault, Aesch. Cho. 918: wandering,

id. Supp. 800, cf. Soph. Fr. 788:

(Perh. from *, to seek without

finding ; cf., and Pott Et.

Forsch. 1,242.) [] Hence", Dor., adv., in vain,

idly, fruitlessly, hat. frustra, H. Horn.

Cer. 309, Pind., and Trag.
;, etc., Aesch. Pr. 44, etc.

:

hence,—2. at random, Lat. temere,

like, Hdt. 7, 103 ; without rea-

son, u. 1)(>1, Plat. Theaet. 189 D

;

, to be 7nad, Soph. Aj.

634.-3. idly, falsely, Lat. falso, -
fir' a/, '' up' ovv -. Soph. Phil. 345, cf. Markl.

Supp. 127.—Orig. ace. from,
hence also , at random, Luc.
Tragop. 28.

M(2r?;p,, ,()^., , . Dor. for,
like Lat. mater, []

Mar;;ptiiij,()^, He-
sych.^, ov, 6, Matthacus, Mat-
thew, name of an apostle and evange-
list, previously a ta.Y gatherer, N. T.

tMarOui',indecl., , Matthan, Hebr.
masc. pr. n., N. T.
\'., indecl., 6, Matthat, Hebr.

masc. pr. n., N. T.^, a, b, Matthias, an apostle

in place of Judas Iscariot, N. T., , . Ion.,() a

vain attempt, a fruitless enterprise, Od.
10, 79 -.—folly, error, Ap. Rh. 1, 805;
4, 367. [a]

^

tMartai'T?, 7/5•,^, Ion.,-
tiana. a district of Media, Strab.

tMartui^ot, ', oi. Ion.,
the Matiani. a people in foreg. dis-

trict, between the rivers Gvndes and

i
Araxes, Hdt. 1, 189; Dion. P. 1002.—

MAT?
2. a people of Cappadocia around the
Halys, Hdt. 1, 72. Hence, ;/, , Matianian,

77/' , in Media, iiUt. 1,

202.',=.-, , said to be small

measure, Schol. Ar. Tsub. 450.', , search, investigation,

Hipp. ap. Galen, [a],, etc.,

Dor. for-.
tMorpeof, ov, , Matreas, masc. pr.

n., Ath. 19 D.

fMarpivof, ov, b, the Mairinus, a
river in the territory of the Picentini

in Italy, Strab. p. 241.

tMurpif , , Matris, masc. pr. n., an
Athenian. Ath. 44 D.. Dor. for. Find./., Menand. p. 05, and, ov,, like,
a brothel : from' and ?.?., , , a
bawd, Lat. lena, prob. from same root

as. Hence-/, ov,.=.^-,, . Matron, a paro-
dist of Pitana, Ath. 5 A, etc.. Dor. , Pind., Dor. for-.^,^.

Marru;j7;f, ov, , and,.=.-'. indecl , Mattatha,
masc. pr. ., . .
tMarradiOf, ov, , Mattathias,

masc. pr. n., N. T., , or, , . Phi
lem. ap. Ath. C63 F, Nicostr. et Ma-
cho ib. 664 ;, ov, b, Arte-
mid. ib. ; in the other places there
quoted the gender is doubtful ;

—

arich,

high-flavoured dish, made of hashed
meat, poultry, and herbs, and served
up cold as a dessert, Lat. mnttea, mat-
tya, Meineke Menand. p. 361 : said by
Macho 1. c. to be a Macedonian (or

Thessalian) dish ; and the word came
into vogue at Athens in the new co-

medy, under the Macedonian govern-
ment ; so that Bentley's conj..//«mi-7. (for the vox nihili-
): in Ar. Nub. 451, is now generally
given up, v. Dind. ad I. \v] Hence, to eat or dress a,
Alex. Demetr. 5., ov. b, v..,,(, ?.}
licking up ; v. sub., 1. -, Att. for.
tMurrwv,, b, 3Iatton, a hero

honoured by the cooks in Sparta,
Ath. 39 D.'?, , , a Macedonian dish

that provokes thirst, prob. the sam.e as.
tMiirwv,, b, Maton, a sophist

derided by Anaxilas on account of
his gluttony, Anaxil. Monot. 2. [a]^,, ov, , Mauaces, a leader
of the Scythians, Arr. An. 3, 8. 3.

Mrzii/i'a, , , also //or/ if, a baud.
(Theancientsderived it from av-, to put to bed together.) Hence/,=:7, to pimp,
pander.,, €, , ,=?.
—II. knife, Nlc. Th. 706, Anth. P.
15.25.,,, a bawd^s hire,

Welck. Hippon. 96 : from'/., ov,,^, a
pander : hence, .,^7.
iM.avpto, ov, , Mauritius, masc.

pr. n., Anth.,, , Rom. appall, for
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, Strab. p. 825; in sing., , Luc., , , like, dark,

invisible.', , , 3Iauritnuia, in

Africa on the coast from the Atlantic

to Xiimiclia, Strab. p. H2'J.

i'Sapoo, a, ov, Mauritanian,

Mnurish ; oi M., the Moors, Polyb.
;

f;tc.\.,. , fem.= foreg.,

ij .//,=, Dion. P., .() like,
to darken, to blind, Find. P. 12, 24 :

to make powerless, . Id. I.

4, 82(3, OG).— 2. metaph., to make

dim or obscure, or forgotten, Hes. Op.

327 ;
Tfptlnv, obscure not

tliy pleasure, Pjnd. l• r. 02:— Pass, to

become dim, Aesch. Ag. 296, OT obscure,

Theogn. 192.*., ov, , Mausacas, name
of a Moor, Luc.

iMavau'Attop, ov, ro, the Mausoleum

or tomb of Mausnlus, the splendid sep-

ulchre erected by Artemisia to the

memory of Mausolus in Halicarnas-

sus, Slrab. p. 05G : hence—2. in genl.

any splendid tomb, e. g., that of Augus-

tus in Rome, Id. p. 236.

iMa?.o, ov, . Mausolus, a king

of Caria, whose queen Artenu.sia

raiseii a splendid tomb to liis memo-
ry. Hdt. 5, 118; v. foreg., . , a large knife or

dirk, worn by the heroes of the Iliad

next the sword-sheath{ -
"), and used by them toslaugliter

animals for sacrifice, II. 3, 271 ; 19,

252 ; it was gilt and hung hy a silver

belt, II. 18, 597 ; used by Machaon the

surgeon to cut OUt an arrow, II. 11,

844 : generally a knife for cutting up

meat, Hdt. 2, 61 ; for pruning trees.

Plat. Rep. 353 .— II. as a weapon,

a short sword or dagger, first in Hdt.

7, 225, Find. N. 4, 95 ; but still rather

an assassin's than a soldier's weapon :

—later a sabre or bent sword, opp. to, the straight sword, Xen. Eq.

12, 11, V. :—cf. KVjh-). fin.— HI. a kind of razor,

hence, -
, shaven close, Ar. Ach. 849 ; opp. to? ., scissors, used to cut the hair

(Poll. 2, 32): This close shaving,

which was a punishment of adulter-

ers, was called. (Deriv. un-

certain.) []'',. b, Machaereus, a

Delphian who slew Neoptolenuis

eon of Achilles, Schol. Pind. ; Strab.

p. 421.,/', ov, TO, dim. from-, Luc. Pise. 45. [Z]', , , dim. from -, Xen. An. 4, 7, 16: a surgeon's

knife, Arist. Gen. An. 5, 8, 13.. , , dim. from -, a small knife esp. small razor,

Ar. Eq. 413 ; cf. Luc. adv. Indoct. 29.., r/, of, v. 1. {or•.̂^, , , (,
<5) sword-belt, Hesych.^;,,{,)
to' with, Polyb. 10, 20, 3.^{, , , cutler's

fai-tory, Dem. 823, 1 1 : from
070(•, .{,)

culler, Ar. . 441, Dem. 816, 5.}-\(), , , culler's

shop: from.77., , 6, (,
1TU?Ju) cutler.,,,—-', Plul. Deuiosth. 15.

"tMavaipoif , , Machaerus, a strong-
' 890

hold in Judaea. Strab. p. 763 : oi Ma-, the inhab. of M., Joseph.^, , to wear a sabre,

Joseph. : from, ov,{, of)
wearing a sabre, of Aegyptians Hdt. 9,

32 ; of Thracians, Thuc. 3, 96 ; 7, 27., ov,, the sword-lily,

gladiolus, Diosc., y, , (as if from-) sabre-shaprd, Galen.
iM.aava, a, a, Machanidas, masc.

pr. n., Polyb. ; etc., , Lacon. for., , Dor. for,
Pind.

tMavarof, b, Machatas. father of
Harpaius, .\rr. An. 3, 6, 4.—2. bro-

ther of Phila wife of Philip, Ath. 557
C.—3. -, a, b, an Aetolian, Polyb.

4, 34, 4.—Others in Anth. ; etc.,, ,() to wish to fight.,,, , Machaon, son of
Aesculapius, the first surgeon of an-
tiquity, 11. t2, 732, etc—2. a general
of the Corinthians, Thuc. 2, 83 ; with
V. 1. Majui^.t (Akin to,«a;^;oipa.) [], Ep. for,
Od. 17, 471., pres. for, Horn., Ep. for,
Od. 11, 403; 24, 113., rarer form of,
Stallb. Plat. Soph. 249 C.
M.\'XH, , ,() :— battle,

fight, combat, freq. in Horn., esp. in

II. : , to fight a battle,

II. 15, 414 ; . , to en-
gage battle with one, Aesch. Per».

336, etc. ; also

or tlvl, Hdt. 1, 169; 6, 9;
so, oia ., D- , Trag.

;

. Soph. El. 302, and
so usu. in prose

; ,
Plat. Legg. 869 C ; ,
to conquer in battle, Eur. . F. 612,
Dem. ; , to win a battle,

Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 53 ; but in Aeschin.
79, 36, (tor•^) :, battle with an enemy, as, ., II. 11, 542, cf. Hes. Sc. 361 ;

.~, battle fur a thing, Pind.
N. 7, 61 ; so,-. Plat. Legg. 919

:—Horn, joins . , .7:? , . , . ?/
, ' : he usu.

has it of engagemerits between armies,

but twice in II. of single combat, II. 7,

263; 11, 255.—II. generally a quar-

rel, strife, wrangling, II. 1, 177, in

plur. ; and freq. in Plat.

—

]\\.—,
a contest, as for a prize in the games,
Pind. O. 8, 76 ; who distinguishes this

from ^., . 2, 79.—IV. a
mode of fighting, way of battle, Hdt. 1,

79, cf.7, 9, 85. Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 7.—
V. a field of battle, Xen. Kn. 2, 2, 6; 5,

5, 4. [u] Hence'', ov, gen. , warlike,

II. 12,' 247., ov, ,()—-, late word.
Maov,'veh. adj. from/^avouai,

one must contend or fight, Arist. Rhet.,

2. 25. 13 : cf., Dor.,, b, (-) a fighter, umrrior, Hom. ;/, Od. 18, 261
; ., Pind.

. 2, 20 :—but really as adj.,

., his M;«rrzor heart, II. 9, 61. Hence, , , fit for a warrior

or battle, inclined to battle or war, quar-

relsome, Arist. Rhet. 1, 12, 19, etc. :

—

, -?'/, (sc. ), skill in fighting.

Plat. Soph. 225 A ; so,,-. Ibid.

:

—. '~. restive horses, Id. Rep.
467 E. Adv. -, pngnacimisli/, Id.

Theaet. 1C8 B.

MAXO, , , () to be

fought with,/, Od. 12, 119., ,, also , ()
—fit jfirr battle, warlike, freq. in Hdt.,
and Alt. : oi ., the fighting-men, sol•

diery, opp. to the camp-followers,
Hdt. 7, 18ti, etc. ; .so, to ., the effective

force, Hdt. 7, 186 ; but ., for, Hdt. 2, 165 :

—

ol, a
cast of the Aegyptians, Id. 2, 164. [a], , (, )
warlike, quarrelsome, Anth. P. 12,200., , , like,=::.̂ ,, , the Machlaei, an
Indian people, Luc. Bacch. 6.,, pecul. poet. fein. of, Anth. P. 5, 302.?, , f. -, and ?.),{) to be lewd, ,
to commit fornication with..., Maneth.?, , , like a.,. pecul. poet. fem. of sq.', ov, lewd, lustful, Hes. Op.
584, in superl. : usu. of women, -

being used of men. Lob. Phryn.
184, cf. sq.—2. metaph. -, the luxuriant , wayiton vine, Aesch.
Fr. 378, cf. Lob. Soph. Aj. 143.—3.

generally, ivantun, insolent, epith. of

''Ap7/f, Aesch. Supp. 635.(.
are kindred forms.) Hence?., , , lewdness, lust,

xvantonness, of Paris, II. 24, 30; reject-

ed by Aristarch., as a word peculiar
to women, as in Hes. Fr. 5, Hdt. 4,

154, cf. Ruhnk. Ep. Crii. p. 110, and
V. foreg. : but, granting this, Hom. is

just speaking of Paris as womanish.
— Strictly fem. from sq., ,,=.,, ,=.]'>, , , the Machlyes, a
Libyan people between the smaller
Syrtis and the river Tritonis, Hdt. 4,

178.—2. a Scythian people on the
Palus Maeotis, Luc., Ion. for, 11.

MA'XOMAI, Ion., dep.

mid., later c. aor. pass. The Ion.

pres. used by Hom. only in II. 1, 272,

344 ; 20, 26, but he has the Ep. part.

pres. and,
irom, only however m Od.
11,403; 17, 471; 24, 113:—fut. -, Ep., metri grat.,-

or, (Wolf only admits
the latter iorm) :—Alt. fut.,
not in Hom. ((or, II. 20, 26,
is rather the Ion. pres.): aor.-, Ep. or (ace. to

Wolf) : perf.•
and, not in Hom., v.

Buttm. Catal. s. v. : aor.

occurs in Ap. Rh., and later. Lob.
Phryn. 732.— Adj., qq. v. To fight, contend, esp, in

battle, freq. in Horn. (esp. II.), -
-, -, II. ;, II. ; in Hom. usu. of ar-

mies, but sometimes of single com-
bat, II. 3, 91, 435; 19, 153: also of
the battle between men and beasts,

II. 15, 033 ; between beasts them-
selves, 11. 16, 824, Od. 20, 15.—Con-
struct., usu. c. dat. pers., to fight with,

i. e. against one, oft. in Horn., and
Hdt. ; but also and, , , all in II.

II. or•, usu. in prose

:

out, . with the sanction, under
the auspices of.., esp. of a deity, Od.
13, 390

; , like, among the foremost, II. 5, 575

;

so , among their ranks,
U. 13, 700 ; but, .'7., to

fight one with another, Plat. Symp-



179 ; ., by themselves,
independently, II. 2, 360; but, '

., to fight one against one, in sin-

gle combat, Hdt. 7, 104: . ,
strictly like, before him, but
freq. metaph. for him, in his defence,

n. 4, 156 ; 8, 57 ; cf.—,-
; so, /. . Eur. Phoen.

1002, Plat., etc. : the object for which
one tights is usu. , Aesch.
Supp. 740, etc. ; also-, II. 16,

565 ; , 11. 3, 70 ;' -, . 2, 377 :—freq. . dat. instrum.,,, ?. ., Horn.,
etc. ; . >' ~-, to fight from
horseback, Hdt. 9, 63.—II. generally,

to quarrel, wrangle, dispute with one,

Tivi, II. 1, 8, etc.
; .-, opp. to, II. 1, 304, etc. : hence, to be an

enemy, oppose one, object to one, II. 13,

118.—2. to contend, struggle, make an

effort, Lat. nitor ut..., c. inf. Arist. H.
A. 5, 19, 19.—III. to contend for the

mastery in games,.,,
II. 23, 621 : to Tneasure one's self with

or against,, II. 1, 272. [/^]'^, adv. pres. part, from
foreg., pugnaciously, Strab. tp• 148.,(, , Macho, a poet of

the new comedy of Corinth or Sicy-

on, who flourished at Alexandrea un-
der Ptolemy Euergetes, Meineke, 1,

p. 478 ; Ath. 241 F.

-, adv., like, in vain, idly,

fruitlessly,,, II. 2, 120
;, to swear lightly, i. e. without

meaning to perform, 11. 15, 40 ;

—

vain-

ly, idly, li. 5, 759 ;' -, II. 20, 348 : ^thoughtlessly,

recklessly, ,
Od. 16. Ill

; }' -, . 2, 214 ; so in Od. 3, 138, of
an assembly convened at evening, in

reckless haste, Lat. temere. The word
Avith all its compds. solely poet., and
mostly Ep. (Ace. to some from: better perh. ivom -Tu .-,^=~, hastily, hand over

head, and so, raxhly, etc.),, ai, (, ') ran-

dom breezes, squalls, gusts or flaivs of
wind, cats^ paws, Hes. Th. 872, ubi al.

divisim -, but cf Alb. Hesych. s. v.

— II. as adj., , idle

boastings. Lye. 395.-, lov, () vain, random,, Eur. Hel. 251, cf.

Theocr. 25, 188 ; but,-,
Anth. P. 7, 602.—II. in Horn, only as
adv.,=}, like Lat. te-

mere, foolishly, thoughtlessly, at random,
II. 5, 374 ; Od. 3, 72, etc. ; without rea-

son. Od. 7, 310 ; rashly, recklessly, Od.
2,58; 14,365., ov, (,) talk-

ing idly or at random, . oiuvoi, birds

whose cries convey no sure omen, H.
Horn. Merc. 546..1, ov,(,) bring-

ing forth in vain, Anth. P. 14, 125., ov, {, )^=-.
'.•?., ov, , (,,7.) idly barking, i. e. repeating a

thing again and again, Pind. N. 7,

lin., ubi V. Bockh:—so,?., Sapph. 31 BergK, ubi vulgo
'>''/..*, a root, found in three diff.

forms and senses :—I. perf.

with pres. signf , not howeverused in

all persons : Hom. has 3 pi.,
and the syncop. forms 1 pi.,
2 pi., 2 dual. 3 sing.

imperat. [] ; 3 pi. plqpf-
: but most freq. part,,{ only II. 16, 754) ; which (m

Horn.) retains in the oblique cases,^,, except in II. 2,

I 818 ; 13, 197, where we have-,, with metri grat. ; fern.,.^, : Theocr.
, 25, 64 has as impf , cf Buttm.
I
Ausf Gr. ^ 97, Anm. 10, n. To strive

! after, attempt, long for. desire eagerly,

oft. in Hom.—Construct. ; mostly c.

inf , usu. of pres. or aor., but some-
times of fut., as in 11. 2, 543 ; Od. 24,

395 : freq. also c. gen., as,-,, II. 5, 732; 13, 197: oft.

also absol., ; whither so

fasti II. 8, 413;-,
pressing/, II. 11, 615; and so
c. dat. instrum., ,
II. 2, 818 : ~ ., pressing eager-

ly upon another, II. 21, 174 : and so c.

dat., II. 22, 284 : Hom. very freq. puts
the part, alone, to express
any affection or passion,—its special

nature being determined by the con-
text,,^ wrath will I destroy..., II.

4, 40 ; , he strode on has-

tily, eagerly, 11. 10, 339 ; cf 11, 239
;

(however in most places there may
be found a notion of angry, impetu-
ous desire, as in) :— -, of a fisher, Theocr. 21,

42.—Cf.—2. in II. 9, 641, just

like III, to wish or claim to be,/ '-.—II. in fut.-
[], aor. :—to seek,

touch, lay hold of, grasp, wish to have
;

of this Hom. has only inf aor.-, c. gen. Od. 11, 591 (it is more
freq. in compds.); both tenses belong
in signf to, cf
and i-i/idouai : just as is

formed from, from.
—III. pres., as if contr. from

: but all the contr. are made
in , as inf, Theogn. 769 ; im-
perat. (as from,), Epich. p. 88

; part,.
Soph. O. C. 836 :

—

to seek after, covet,

c. acc, 11. cc. ; these forms were,
strictly, Lacon. (From the root*
come many families of words, with
the sense of either to attempt, desire,

with a notion of passion and violence

:

or to touch, seek after, inquire : the most
important are— 1. of the former class,,, with their derivs.,, etc. ; also.—
2. of the second,,,
whence again,, -, also, and, -,,,, -,,,,,.—3. from the last

sense to search out, and so invent, even
the ancients derived the word,
Dor., Lacon., or.)
Me, enclit. acc. sing, from /}.
Meya, neut. from, q. v.

f^la3, ov, , Megabazes, a
leader of the Persians, Aesch. Theb.
22.

i'^ao, ov, , Megabarus, a
Persian commander under Darius
Hystaspis, Hdt. 4, 143.—2. son of

Megabates, a naval commander, Id.

7, 97.—3. another Persian officer,

Thuc. 1, 109.— 4. a Paphlagonian
youth, son of Spithridates, Xen. Hell.

4, 1, 28 ; in Ages. 5, and Plut. Ages.
11, called^.^.. . the Megabari, a
people on the Nile between Meroe
and Aegypt. Strab. p. 786.^, ov. 6, Megabates, a
Persian naval commander, Hdt. 3, 32.—2. a Persian governor in Dascvli-

tis, Thuc. 1, 129.-3. v. Me)'a,3a;o<: 4.

, ov,,=?•, Orph. Arg. (47.\, ov, , Megabrontes,
masc. pr. n.. Ap. Rh. 1. 1041.

iM.3vo, ov, . Mr^abyzus, fa-

ther ot Zopyrus, Hdt. 3. 153.—2. son
of Zopyrus, a commander of the Per-
sians under Xerxes, Hdt. 3. 100

;

Thuc. 1. 109.— 3. high priest of Dia-
na at Ephesus, Xen. An. 5, 3, 6 : v./..fMur, ov, , Megadostes, a
Persian, Hdt. 7, 105.

Mr; ufSijpof,.^'., . {,)
greatly astounded, Opp. C. 2, 488.^, , (,)
very bold. Hes. Sc. 385.'., Ion. for. freq.

in Hdt.
f- V

./, ov.(,,) high-

minded, great-hearted, freq. in Hom.
and Hes., as epith. of warriors and
whole nations ; also of the goddess
Minerva, Od. 8, 520 ; 13, 121 :—in II.

16, 488 of a bull.,{) Ion. for -.
iMavo, ov, , Megaenetus, an

Athenian, Ar. Ran. 905.

iM.apa, . , Megaera, one of
the Furies, Orph.}/, aor. : (from-, like from ) :—
strictly, to look on a thing as great or
too great ; whence we get the notions
of ill-will and envy, which soon be-
came attached to it : hence,— I. to

grudge one a thing as too great for him,
, II. 23, 865 ; Orac. ap. Hdt. I,

66 : also c. inf pro acc. rei, --•7/, Od. 3, 55. cf . Hom.
Merc. 465; c. acc. et inf,

ovTi , (for) Od. 2, 235 : hence in

genl. to envy, to refuse, deny, withhold

through envy, like, II. 15,

473 : sometimes however simply to

refuse, etc., without anv notion of
envy, as II. 7, 408, Od.'s, 206.—In
two places of II. it seems to be used
c. gen. rei, viz. II. 13, 563,-

o'l, Neptune batfied his spear
grudging him the life (of Antilochus)

;

—(cf. 2, which has exactly
this construction, and we find-

so used in Aesch. Pr. 626, Ap. Rh.
I, 289) ; so too in the other passage,
II. 4, 54, '-, , (though here we
might s\3])j)\y -

from v. 53, cf II. 7, 408) ; Od. 8,

206 is not to the purpose, as-
depends on, not on-

: cf Jelf Gr. Gr. ^ 499.—Hom.
never has the word absol., to be etwi-

ons, to bear ill-icill.—Pass., to be envied,

Anth. P. 9, 645.— II. in Ap. Rh. to

treat as an enemy, and, more definite-

ly, to bewitch, charm, Lat. fascinare,^-, 4, 1670
—See further Buttm. Lexil. s. v.,, , {,) in

Hom, «pith, of, Od. 3, 58,, II. 21 . 22.. 11. 8, 222, etc.

;

—explained by Hemst. Luc. Tim. 26,
to be simply, vast, huge (from,
a huge monster) : others derive it from
*y<i(j,, yawning ; and then .

must be, the dolphin haunting
the depths, (being itself a from
this peculiarity)

; .. a ship with

a vast hollow OT hold ; v. Buttm. Lexil.

s. v., Nitzsch Od. 4, 1. Cf.,."^,,{,) : poet
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pi.? for :— vcri/

famous, 0pp. C. 2, 4 :—best known
as tlie prop. n. of several of the fanii-

jy of the Alcmaeonidac: fv. Mfj a/cAz/f.

iM.aSr, ov, , Mtgaclides,
masc. pr. n., Dion. H. ; etc.

^?7/, , . Ion. Mf}a-
?7, ^legacies, an Athenian name
freq. in the family of the Alcmaeoni-
dae,— 1. the sixth life-arciion.—2. one
of the archon.s at the time of the at-

tempt of Cylon, prob. B. C. 020, Plut.

Sol. 12.—3. son of Alcmaeon, son-in-

law of Clisthenes, head of the Alc-

maeonidac in the time of Solon, Hdt.
1, 59 ; etc.—4. grand-son of foreg.,

victor in the Pythian games, Hdt. 6,

131 ; Pmd. P. 7.—Others, not of this

family.—5. father of Onasimus, of

Sicyon, Thuc. 4, 119.—G. a Pellaean,
father of Polenion, Arr. An. 3, 5, 3.

—Others in Arist. ; etc.,, , Megacreon,

a citizen of Abdera, Hdt. 7, 120.

Mv/J,,{,) much
renowned, Anlh. P. Append. 328.

£}', neut. pi. from, q. v.

[«]'.], ],, v. 1. for sq./, ov, {,)
unjust in great matters, 0pp. to-, Avist. Khet. 2, 17, 4. [a]'^', .{,) of
great strength. Or. Sib., ov, with very circuit-

ous ways.,, Dor. for

'^-.\, , Magni Campi,
a plain near Utica, Polyb. 14, 7, 9..?, (sc.), the feast

of great loaves, kept by the Delians in

honour of Ceres, Ath. 109 : from. ov,{,) the

great-loaved ; name of a Boeotian dei-

ty, Ath. 109 B.', , {, )
with high authority, v. 1. for-
.7, ov,{,) bring-

ing mighty mischiefs, of the Erinyes,
Aesch. E'um.791,822, Aid., , ,=-. Or. Sib.., ,{) to

boast highly, talk big, Aesch. Ag. 1528 ;

more usu. in mid., to boast one's self.

Plat. Ale. 1, 104 C, Rep. 395 D:
hence.,, , a matter

for high boasting, Philo.'/., , {,)
very boastful

:

—very glorious, Orph. H.
62, 3.?, ov,=:foreg., Leon.
Tar. 22., , ij, great boasting,

arrogance. Plat. Legg. 716 A, etc.', ov, =,
Pind. P. 8, 19, Aesch. Pers. 533,
Plat. Lys.206 A : 70/i.,=foreg., Xen.
Ages. 8, 1., ov, highlyprais-

ed., ov, , a sweet tingiient,

prob.= TO, q. v., a, ov, () grand,

splendid, magnificent, /, Xen.
Mem. 2, 1, 34," cf 4, 5, 2 : of men,
haughty, . , lb. 4, 1,4:

., magnitude, Polyb. 8, 3, 1. Adv.
•, splendidly, ., Xen. Hell.

4, 1, 7: greatly. Id. Ages. 11, 16;
compar.- or -, Plat.

Theaet. 163 C, Xen. Hell. 4, 1, 9.

Hence?7, , , majesty,

. .
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Mt)'(i?.f/iTropof, ov, , a general mer-
chant, Strab. '.'^', ov, attaining great

objects, V. 1. for sq.',-', ov, {, -') attempting great objects, Polyb.

15, 37, 1 ; Diod. 1, 19, etc. [I], , to talk big, boast,

Xen. An. 6, 3. 18, Cyr. 4, 4, 2, and
with neut. adj., )-
povv. lb. 7, 1, 16. — II. trans, to extol

highly. Hdn. : and'7, , , big talking,

Eur. Heracl. 356, Xen. Apol. I

:

from/, ov, {, -) talking big, vaunting, Aesch.
Theb. 565: boastful, Xen. Cyr. 7,

1, 17:

—

magniloquent, Longin.,, , , great manli-
ness, proud self-confidence, Pind. N. 11,

57,inplur. :

—

haughtiness, Em. Phoen.
185, Heracl. 356., , , , (,) very manly, self-confident, epith.

of',, Pind. Fr.228', cf-
:—haughty. Id. P. 1, 99.iM, i/,—,

Dem. 344, 13 ; etc.7}, , b, , {,
fjTop) great-hearted, Horn., freq. epith.

of brave men and of whole nations;
also of Polyphemus, Od. 10, 200:
Horn, only joins it to proper names,
except in phrase, ,
Od. 9, 500, etc. ; so,, Pind. I. 5 (4), 44.7}, a lofty strain,

as Orph. Arg. 419, Herm., ubi vulgo
7'/-.,{)= :

—
pass., to be exalted, lience to hear one's

self high and haughtily, II. 10, 69 ; Od.
23, 174., , , , {,) knoiving great thi7igs.,,=, -4nth.

Plan. 105., ov, , a sweet-smelling

oil, Comici ap. Ath. 60 E, sq. : cf sq.

|)'(•, ov, b, Megallus, a Sici-

lian or Athenian, from whom foreg.

was named, Ar. Fr. 451, v. Ath.
690 F., ov,{,)
high-counselling., ov, , {,

) loud-roaring, Q. Sm. 2, 508., ov,=:foreg.,,
Orph. Arg. 461., ov,(,-) loud-bellowing, Q. Sm. t5, 188.^, , ol, Megalobyzi,

unmanned priests of the temple at

Ephesus, Strab. p. 641, v. Mt}a/3ii-

(3)., ov,{,)
with large clods.,, b, ,(,7/) big-bellied., , ,{,)
hugeness, Democr. ap. Stob. : cf-., , to entertain no-

ble sentiments, Dio C. ; for the strict

form : and) . , i], lofii7iess

of sentiment, Xen. Ages. 8, 3 : from, ov,{,)
of lofty sentiments, high-minded, Xen.
Oec. 21, 8 : to . = foreg.. Id. Ages,
9,6., , to write large., , ,(,-

III.) the pai7iting of large subjects,

Vitniv.^, , b, =, Clem. .

,,{,-) incurring great expenses, []/., ov, {, -) full of large trees, Strab. tP- 74.('), ov, {,)
quite evident, manifest, Porphvr., , ij, great renmoTi:

high opinion of one's self : from, ov, {, )
very glorious,, Pinil. O. 9, 26., ov, b, a great slave,

opp. to', Epict., , , (,)
with large teeth., ov,{,-) very powerful, []), , , mioiificeiU

gift, Luc. Dial. Mort. 6, 4 : and, , , munificence,
Luc. Saturn. 4: from, ov,{,)
making great presents, munificent, Ar.
Pac. 393 (in super!,), Polyb. 10, 5, :

to.=., Plut.. contr.-, , to

do great things, Philo : from?, contr. 7'/,{, *): stYXCUy, performing
great deeds : hence, magnificent. Hence)>', . y, 7nagnificence,

Polyb. 31, 3, 1 : contr. -ovp^ia, Luc.
Calumn. 17., , contr. -,=7, Plut. Caes. 58 :

=i\eg., Luc. Alex. 4.?, ov, very zealous., ov, loudly sounding.

MeyuAOWpif, , b, , with
strong or thick hair., ov, =,,
Plat. llep. 375 C.,,(, oo)very
wretched, Theocr. 2, 72., ov,{,)
with large fruit, Theopnr., ov,(,?)
with large stalk, 'rheophr.^, , gen. ,{,) with large horns., ,{,)
concealing or holding much : capaciaus,

sjjacious,?, Pind. P. 2, 60., ov,{,-) with a large head, Arist. Probl.

30,3.', ov, {, -) braving great dangers, adventu-
rous, opp. to, Arist.

Eth. N. 4, 3, 23.7, ov, making a loud
noise, Ciein. Al.,, , , as Scho-
lion on., ov,{,)
with large ventricles (of the heart),

Arist. Part. An. 4, 4, 30., ov, {, -) full bosomed, or with large deep

folds, Niff, Bacchyl. 40, ubi al.-
voK-, or:, ov, {,
.) itith large pupils., ov,{,-) with vast summit, . Lye. ap.

Arist. Rhet. 3, 3, 1., ov,{,)
loud-scream ing., ,{,)
far-ruling, Anth. P. 9, 657.'/,, , = foreg.,

LXX. []
^•}, ov, (,)

with great waves, Arist. Probl. 26, 16,

2. [v]?,, ov, (,)
of sentences, with long clauses.

Mf-} a?., ov, {,)
talki/ig big or much.



?., , {,)=:)- (q. v.), Ath. 109 .^',, , Megalomazus,
a hero in Boeotian Scolus, Ath.
109 ..,,{,)
very frantic., , , =..,,{,)
with large breasts., . Dor. for?-., , ?/, greatness of
parts, . to, Arist.

Metaph. 1, 8, 4; cf. :

from, , {,)
consisting of large parts, Plat. Tim.
62 A : generally, magnificent, Polyb.

28, 17, 1, etc. ; so in adv. -. Id. 16,

25, 3, etc.-/, , , =-
.•

—

magnificence, Polyb. 1, 20, 9., , , grand-

mother ; V. Lob. Phryn. 453.-, ,{,) of
high design, ambitious, Aesch. Ag.
1426., ,{,)
receiving high pay, Luc. Merc. Cond.
15., , large-eyed..7, , , the loud bel-

lower., , , magnanimity.
Plat. Legg. 935 B, Plut 2, 401 D :

from, , contr. -,{, ), great-minded, high-

minded., , , {,-) great patience, fortitude, Plut. 2,

551 C.7., , greatly sorrow-

ing: \v.., ,{,)
of on the mighty rock,',
Ar. Lys. 482.., ov,=sq.^, Of,{, ?-) exceeding rich, Eubul. Ion. 2.?, ,{,) to

do great things, LXX. — 11. trans, to

magnify, Hierocl.

'. ?., ,{, ?-) gnat in war, Joseph., poet,,, {,) epith. of great

cities, ai ., Athens that

mighty city, Pind. P. 7, 1 ; so,-, lb. 2, 1 ; ., Eur. Tro. 1291.^|>07•,,,. Megalopolis, a city of Arcadia,
founded by Epaminondas after the
victory at Leiictra, Xen. Hell. 6, 5,

3 ; etc.—2. a city of Pontus, so called

from its founder Pompey the great,

Strab. p. 560: its territory /-,, . Id.17., , , citizen of
a large city, Phllo. t

—

. and fern.,, from foreg., an inhab. of
Megalopolis, Megalopotitan, Mey.,
Dein. 202, sqq. ; Xen. Hell. 7, 5, 5 ;

etc. : Mey , the territory of
Megalopolis, Polyb. 2, 51, 3 ; v. also

foreg. 2.,,{,-) exceeding wicked, Arist. Pol. 4,

11, 5.'?•., b, , -, , {-,) with large feet, Arist. . .
9, 21., , ,{,-
'}) greatness of deeds,.^, , , the dis-

position to do great things : magnificence,

Plut. Ale. 6, etc. : from,,{,-) disposed to do great deeds,forming
great designs, Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 36,

Plat., . Ion. -, ,
the character of a,
splendour, magnificence, Hdt. 1, 139;

3, 125; Plat.,' etc. : and, ae^.,to be mag-
nificent : from?/', ,{,)
befitting a great man : magnificent, Lat.

fnagnificus,, -, Hdt.
5, 18; 6, 122;. Plat., etc. :—of
persons. Plat. Rep. 487 A, etc., cf.

Arist. Eth. N. 4, 2, 5 :—of style, Xen.
Mem. 3, 10, 5 ; Plat. Symp. 210 D.—
Adv. -, Att. -, Hdt. 6, 128,

Plat. etc. ; compar. -, Plat.

Lys. 215 ; superl.-, Hdt. 7,

57., ov,=sq., LXX.,, , , {,) with large wings., , poet, for-, q. v., , , very poor,

Stob., , (,)
with large gales., , {, -) with large kernel, Theophr. [][)),, , i], {,) bearing large berries, Stral).?^', , to be a boaster,

Strab. p. 601 : and, , , boastfal-

ness, big-talking : and, , ^,=foreg.,

Polyb. 39, 3, 1 ; from, , (,)
talking big, boastful, LXX., , (, )
with large roots, Theophr.,,(,) with

large nose., , {,)
thick-skinned.

}'(:, . sub.?-. , {,)
great offlesh, LXX.}?., ,(,)
of great strength, exceeding strong, Ep.
Horn. 6, Pind. P. 6, 21., ,{,-) loud-resounding, Luc. Jup.

Trag. 1. [], , , =, Ath. 113 D.?, , {,7.) causing the bowels to stvell,

Hipp. p. 392.—II. high-spirited, -,
Eur. Med. 109.^,, , Megahssa-
ces, masc. pr. n., Ap. Rh. 1, 1045., ,{,-) with large bunches, []?, , gen. , {-,) with large ears of cum,
Diosc.,,(,-) to be greatly lamented., ,{,)
with large mouth, Arist. Part. An. 3,

1, 12., ,{,)
very lamentable, most piteous, Aesch.
Pr. 411.^,,, Megalostriite

,

a poetess, beloved by Alcman, Ath.

600 E.

Me), , ,=., o^•,= sq., Theophr.
.,(,)

oflarse form : magnificent,, Aesch.
Pr. 409.

,,(, ')
large bodied.7), ',= foreg., , (,)
great in art, a master of his art, Arist.

Mund. 0, 14 :
— ~b.=, the sub-

lime, Dion. H. de Isocr. 3., , , =,
Chrysipp. ap. Plut. 2, 441 ; cf. Lob.
Phryn. 350.?, , {, )

highly honoured

:

—nfgreat value. Adv.
-, Diog. L., ,(, /.)
greatly adventurous, Luc. Alex. 8., , (,)
ivith large bow., ,{,-) large-necked, []2., -, -, -, .
sub-., . (,-
)^:.'./. , , MegalophS-
nes, teacher of Philopoemen, Paus.
8, 49, 2., ,{,)
giving a strong light.,,(,?.-) large-eyed, Arist. Physiogn. 6, 20.^/, , {,)
having great friends.?., , {, /)
large-veined, Arist. Part. An. 3, 4,

30., , to be hish-mind-
ed, . ', to be confident in
one's self, Xen. Hell. 6, 2, 39; ,
Dion. H. 8, 83 :— in bad sense, to be
proud, haughty, Ti, as Plat. Rep.
528 B, in Mid. : and7\ ., , greatness of
mind. Plat. Symp. 194 : in bHd
sense, pride, arrogance, Hdt. 7, 24,
130 ; ., pride of family, Aiiti-

pho 127, 21 : from?., , , , (,) high-viinded. noble, genrrons,, Ar. Lys. 1289, cf Isocr. 20 A ;

V. : in bad sense, haughty,
proud ; as in adv.-. Plat. Eutliyd.
293 A, Xen. Hell. 4, 5, 0., , {, ) of
noble nature. Polyb. 12, 23, 5.?, , , nobleness of
nature, Iambi.,,(,'/)
large-leaved, Theophr., , , loudness of
voice, Hipp.

—

big talking, Luc. Hist.
Conscr. 8 : from, , {,)
u'ith a loud voice, Hipp. : loud-talking,

Dem. 415, 15. Adv. -., , {, -) wide-yawning, Epich. p. 36., . =sq.?., , (,-)
loud-sounding., , to be magnani-
mous : and?, , , greatness of
soul, magnanimity, Isocr. 201 A, Arist.

Eth. N. 4, 3 : =?.~, Po-
lyb. 10, 40, 0, etc.-, , {,)
high-souled, magnanimous, Isocr. 189
, Arist. Eth. N. 4, 3, 3, sq. : .=?.!, Polyb. 1, 20. 11 :

—

in Plat. Ale. 2, 140 C, a milder ex-
pression for)•, romantic, Quixetic.

Adv. -. Polyb. 1, 8, 4, etc.',() to make great or
powerful, Thuc. 5, 98 :—pass, to be high,

lofty, exalted. Aesch. Pr. 892. — I].

to makegrrat by word, to extol, magnify.
Yaw. Bacch. 320:—mid. to boast one's

self.—2. to exaggerate, Thuc. 8, SI :
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Xen. Apol. 32 : also to aggravate a

crime, 'I'huc. li, 29.

—

A]so.^, ov, (,)
vert/ painful., ov,(,)
giving a great name, giving glory,,
Soph. Ant. 148; ,, Ar. Thesin.

315.}>?, ,(,) large-

eyed,. C. 2, 177.', adv. from, Horn.,

and Hdt.?., adv. o(, at large,

far and wide, over a vast .space : Hom.
ahvays pins ', II. 16,

776 ; Od. 2,.—.=, Hdt.

2, 161 ; 5, 67 :

—

\6=?..
Id. 6, 70. []^,, ,() great-

ness, 7iiajesty, esp. of God, LXX. : in

N. T. Ibr 6, Hebr. 1, 3.

'•>7.]. ,{,)
very useful or serviceable, Cleomed.^^, Ep. ao, ,
son of Megamedes, H. Horn. Merc.

100.^, , , Megamede, wife

of Thestius, ApoUod. 2, 4, 10.", ov, loud bellowing.

tMt },, ji,Meganira, daugh-

ter of Crocon, wife of Areas, Apol-

lod. 3, 9, ].—2. wifeof Celeus, Paus.

1, 39, 1.,, 6, ,=
fin., Pind. . 1, 4. [], ov, , Megapanus, a

leader of the Hyrcanians, Hdt. 7,

62., , (,)
full of sorrows :i as \). ., v. sq.\^:,. h, Megapenthes,

son of Proetus, king of Argos, Apol-

lod. 2, 4, 4.—2. son of Menelaus by a

female slave, Od. 3, 188 ; 15, 100.—3.

son of Lacydes, Luc. Catapl. 8.

tMe)UTO/.fz, , , Megapola, fern,

pr. n., Luc. Asin. 28.

tMfyupa, , . Ion. /, ,
Megara, daughter of Creon king of

Thebes, wife of Hercules, Od. 11,

269 : Eur. H. F. 9.— II. ^', ., the chief city of Megaris founded

by the Dorians- ^ind. O. 13 ; Hdt. 9,

14 ; etc.—*. a city of Sicily near Sy-

racuse, the earher Hybla, Thuc. 6, 4.\, adv., to Megara, Ar.

Ach. 254.

tMtyapiVf,, 6, a Megarian, an

inhab. of Megara ; usu. in pi. oi -, >, (poet, -) the Mes.nri-

ans, Hdt. 1, 59; in Sicily Id. 7, 156:

those in Megaris also ol .,. Rh. 2, 747; Theocr. 12, 27 (v.

<1), while those in Sicily oi M.
oi''. Thuc. 6, 4.\,, , Megareus, son of

Hippomenes of Anchestus, after

whom the city Megara (Graeco more)
was said to be named, Apollod. 3, 15

;

ace. to Paus. 1, 39, 5, son of Neptune.
—2. a son of Creon, Soph. Ant. 1303,

=MeiOiKEif(q. v. 2) in Eur. Phoen.
769.—3. a Macedonian, Arr. An. 3,

2,5.., to side luith the Megarians,

or to speak their dialect, Mfyc-, Ar. Ach. 822, ubi v. Schol.— II.

to visit the of Ceres at the

Thesmophoria, Clem. Al. ; cf.-
001' III., i), ov,{) Mega-
nan, Ar. tPac. 6091, etc. : -, also , and
111 the language of trade,,
Megarian pottery : but oi,
the philosophers nf the Megarian school,

tStrab. p. 393.t Pecul. fem.

Uc. }7/), the Megarian territory, Mega-
894

rid, Thuc. 2, 31, etc.: falso -, Strab.

i,,, v. sub foreg., adv., from Megara, Ar.

Vesp. 57., adv., at Megara, Ar. Ach.
758., ov,,{ ?) : a large

room, chamber, hall, freq. in Horn., esp.

Od. : usu.— 1. the large common hall

where the men dined, the chief room
in the house : also—2. a woman's
apartment, of the lady of the house
and her maids, in the U|i|)er story,

v. esp. Od. 18, 198: in phir., Od. 2,

94 ; 19, 30.—3. bed-chamber, (>d. 11,

374.—II. a house, esp. a large one, a

palace, freq. in Horn., (esp. in Od.),

but mostly, like Lat. aedes, in plur.,

because the house consisted of many
rooms : in sing., Pind. P. 4, 238 :

—

, quietly at home, as opp.

to war and travelling, (cf. Lat. domi,

militiae), II. 1, 396, etc. ; but also opp.

to', Od. 21, 47.—111. -, also, underground caves

sacred to Demeter (Ceres) and Per-

sephone (Proserpina) (whence the

verb. II.), into which young
pigs were let down on a particular day
in the Thesmophoria,—the-

and (cf.),
of Ar. Ach. 747, 764, v. Paus. 9, 8, 1,

cf. Meineke Menand. p. 286, Lob.
Aglaoph. p. 829, sq.—IV".,
also, the sacred cliambrr in

the temple of Delphi, where the re-

sponses were received, Hdt. 1, 47, 65
;

also of other temples ; the sanctuary,

shrine, elscwh., freq. in Hdt.,

cf. Valck. 6, 131: in genl. Hdt. uses
the word only of sacred edifices and
always in sing., like Lat. aedes, a

temple., adv., homewards, home,

Od. 16, 413, etc.
^iMapo, ov, , Megarus, a son of

Jupiter, Paus. 1, 40, 1.'}, , {) jealousy,

envy., , , verb. adj. from, envied, to he envied.', [],: gen., , : dat., y, :

ace.,, : dual, , : plur., , ,
etc., like a regul. adj. in :—but the

regul. form, is never

used in sing. nom. and ace. niasc.

and neut., and only once in vocal.

mSC., , Aesch. Theb. 822.

— I. radic. sense, of bodily size, big,

great, whether of animals or things,

Horn., etc. : esp. freq. of men's bodily

stature, in Hom. usu.

, as ; more rarely

of women, , as Od.

15, 418 : hence also, great, groivn up,

full-grown, of age as shown by stature,

Od. 2, 314, cf Lat. major, maximus : in

Ion. prose it appears often to be used
pleonast., ,,
great in size, Hdt. 1, 51, etc.,—the no-

tion oi being relative, as aji-

pears clearly from ,
Hdt. 2, 74, etc.—But as bodily size

may be of various sorts, takes

several subordinate signfs., as,—1.

vast, high,,,, etc.,

Horn.—2. vast, spacious, wide,-, , etc., Hom.

—

3. long,,, etc., Hom.

—

II. of degree, great, strong, mighty;
and that,—1. poiverful, mighty, Horn.,

mostly as epith. of gods, esp. of Ju-
piter, also of men, like,
Od. 18, 382 ; freq. in Hdt. : -, the mighty, awful oath, Hom.—2.

great, strong, violent, of the elements,
etc.,,•,^, Hom.

;

and of properties, passions, etc., of
men,,,,,, etc., Hom.—3. ofsound», great,

lotul,,,,,-, Horn.— 111. with a bad sense
attached to it, over-great, ,
to speak too big, and so provoke divine

wrath, Od. 22, 288 : so,-, Od. 16, 243 : and freq. in Att.,

even in prose ; also ,
etc., Lob. Soph. Aj. 384 : so,

and . Lob. Aj. 1109:
—later , to say something
marvillous, Hemst. Luc. 1, p. 39.—IV., the greatest, i. e. the

most pressing emergencies, Twosi critical

periods, Wolf. Dem. 470, 12 (p. 331),
like Lat. summa or maxima tempora.-^-

V. adv. [], greatly, exceed•

ingly, in a great degree, Hom., only Od.
16, 432, and strengthd., },
11. 17, 723 : but Hom. and Hdt. more
usu. nave the Ion. adv. 7.,
q. V. : and still more the neut. sing,

and pi. and as adv.,

which also occur in Att., very much,
exceedingly ; , all hall ! Od.
24, 402 ; esp. with verbs expressing
power,might, etc., ,-,, Hom.,cf Lob. Phryn.
197, or those which express sound,,,,,
etc., aloud, Hom. : with these last

only he joins the plur..—2.

of space, far, , 11. 14,

363 ; so ,^ away, II. 22,
88.—3. with adjs. not only strength-
ening the positive, as, ,, 11. 2, 480 ; 10, 46 ; but,

like, with cornpar. and superl.,

by far,',,-, Hom. : strengthd.', .
15, 321; ?, Od. 16. 243.-
V'l. degrees of comparison :— 1. coin-

par,, neut., gen.-, Hom., and Att. ; but in ion. prose, ov, Hdt. ; Dor. ; Boeot.
: later also, |.

T.t, Lob. Phryn. 136:

—

greater, Hom.

;

—but oft. also too great, too much,
greater, or more than enough, Heind.
Plat. Soph. 231 A : , ovre
1?., a strong form of denial, no-

thijig whatever, Schaf. Dion. Conip. p.

71 :—Adv.. Ion. ),
Hdt. 3, 128, etc.—2. superl.,
, ov, Hom. ; also, but very late,-?., v. Lob. Phryn. 93 :—used
with another superl. •, Eur. Med. 1323. (The root-

appears in Lat. mag-nus, Sanscr.
mah-al, (cf. -), Pers. 7nih or
meah, (cf.), Germ. Mach-t, our
mickle, much, migh-t, also in-,-.)̂, a, , Megas, an Aeginetan,
father of Dam is, Pind. N. 8, 27., , =,
as epith. of gods, Pind. O. 1, 38,

Aesch. Eum. 61, etc.: also, .-, Pind. I. 5 (4), 2.^, , 6, Megasthenes,

a historian at the court of Seleucus,

who wrote, Ath. 153 C ; Arr.

;

etc. — 2. a Chalcidian, founder of

Cyme, Strab. p. 243.\, ov, 6, Mcgasidras, a
Persian, Hdt. 7, 72.,,=?., Ael.:?.,,=^., ,{,)=-,, Pind. . 11,

27:, .\esch. Pers. 641.^,, , Megaphernes, a

Persian nobleman, slain by Cyrus,
Xen. An. 1, 2, 20.



,, , ?/, dub.-., , to make great, mag-
nify, Sext. Emp. tMath.7, 108: from, ,{,)
making great, magnifying, Longin.',, , in Ion. prose -. (): greatness, height, holh
bodily and mental : Horn, always of

the stature of men and women
;
join-

ed with, Od. 5, 217; 6, 152;
with, Od. 18, 219, cf. Plat.

Charm. 104 C :—generally, largeness,

magnitude, size, taken relatively,

hence in Hdt.,' and, v. sub I.
:

—

height of a
mountain, opp. to /,/, Hdt. 1,

203 ;—Hdt. also uses the ace.-
or TO as adv.,

—

in sise, 1.

98 ; 4, 23, etc. : so, . Plat.

Rep. 423 ; also in pi., ov,
Hdt. 2, 10 : but also, with verb, /.-^=. Id. 2, 44.—. of clegree,gTeaii!ess,, Eur.
Hel. 593.—2. greatness, i. e. rank,

power. Id. Bacch. 273., , ,{, *-) doing or attempting great actions,

Plat. Ax. 370 B.^^,,=.'.),=/., Longin.

tMe} •, ov, , 3Iegessaras,

father of Phamace, Apollod. 3, 14, 3., ov, {,)
passing lovely. Hes. Th. 240 ; ubi al.

cum Hesychio^fy^/jf-of,() con-

tendedfor, sed v. Kuhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 96.

tMe}7/c,, , Meges, son of Phy-
leus, a suitor of Helen, leader of the

Dulichians before Troy, II. 2, 627., , , Megilla, name of

a courtesan, Luc.
tMe} (/.Aof . 01!, b, Megillus, a Lace-

daemonian. Xen. Hell. 3, 4, 6.— 2. a

hi-storian, Strab. p. 692.— Others in

Luc. etc. ; in Plut. Timol. 35/-• should prob. be Ms'yiZ/of.^^, ov, ij, Megisthes, a beau-
tiful vouth ; Bgk. writes. in

Anacr. 39, 1 ; 78, 3.

M7^r(^^•f, , ,() the

great chiefs, LXX. cf Lob. Phr5'n.

197 : later, . (Cf. -,, from,.),() to be or he-

come very great, App. Syr. 58. (Cf.

from.)
i'y, , , Megisfe, an island

on the coast of Lycia with a city of

same name, Strab. p. 666.—II. fem.

pr. n., Ath. 583 E.^ Ion -, ov, 6, Megi-
stias. a celebrated seer of the family

of Melampus, Hdt. 7,221.

^yLvov, ov, b, Megistonous,

uncle of the Spartan king Cleome-
nes, Plut. Arat. 38.

.070?., 7.i,(, -
?.) making cities greatest or most blest,', . , Pind. P.

8,2.^, , ov, superl. of,
Horn.^'^, , , 3Iegisius, a river

of Phrygia, Polyb. 5, 77, 8, earlier

called', Schol. Ap. Rh. 1,

1165.', ov,(,)
most honoured,, Aesch. Supp. 709., ov,{, -) crying most loudly.,. T], Megisto, daughter
of Pelagon, Ath. 560 C.3,,,=:, a guard-

ian, Horn, (only in 11.), always of Ju-
piter, as guardian of special places,, guardian of Ida, 3,

276, etc. ; . 16, 234; in .
Horn. Merc. 2, also of Mercurj' ; c.

dat. loci, Pind. O. 7, 160.—2. fem.,=, likewise always
of guardian goddesses, e. g. of Venus,. . Hom. 9, 4

;

Mnemosyne, ',,
Hes. Th. 54; Minerva, 77/f

(Athens), Ar. Eq.
585 ; cf. Eur. Or. 1690, Hipp. 167.—
A participial form, but no pres.

is found.

}»1,, , Medeon, 1. -, a city of Boeotia at foot of

Mt. Phoenicius, hence also called, II. 2, 501 ; Strab. p. 510.—2., a city of Phocis on the
Crissaean gulf, Strab.—3. a city of
Acarnania on confines of Aetolia,

Thuc. 3, 106 ; also, Polyb.—
II. ace. to Steph. Bjz., a son of Py-
lades and Electra.^,, , Mede, sister of Penel-
ope, Asius 4, Diibn., a, ov, holding a-

: from, ov, , but in Hdt. 1,

192, though he makes it masc. in 7,

187:

—

the medimnus or usual Attic

corn-measure, containing 6,
43, and 192, first m
Hes. Fr. 14 ; ace. to Corn. Nep. Att.

2,^6 Roman modii, i. e. verj" nearly
12 gallons. As the medimnus was
also used for other things, that of
corn was expressly called ..
The Sicilian medimnus was \ less,

Polyb. 2, 15, 1.—Proverb.,~, Xen. Hell.

3. 2, 27.—II. in Lower Italy the pipe

of a fountain, elsewh., Diod.
(Cf. Lat. modus, modius.)

'./.,, ov,, and-
viov, Mediolanum, the chief city of the
Insubres in northern Italy, now Mi-
lan, Polj-b., etc.—2. a city of the San-
tones in Gallia, now Saintes, Strab.

p. 190., , ol, the Medio-
matrici, a Gallic people on the Rhine,
Strab. p. 193.^^,,,= 3, Po-
Ij^b. 18, 23 : hence oi, the

inhab. of Medeon, Id. 2, 2, 6.

tMcJoa/foi, , , the Medoaci, a
people in Gallia Transpadana, Strab.

p. 216., ov, b, the Medoncus, a
river in territory of foreg. ; also the
harbour of Paterium, Strab. p. 213.|(5 .=^, Pind.', fut., which
Hom. uses in II. 9, 650, elsewh. al-

ways in pres. and imperf. : dep. mid.

—

To provide for, attend to, think on, like, c. gen., Horn., esp. -
and 7:7, to be

thinking of, i. e. preparing for..., II. 2,

384 ; 9, 622 ;,,,
., to be mindful of the meal,

of going to bed, Hom. ; -, to

bethink one o/ one's defence, II. 4, 418,

—like /,.—. plan,

contrive or devise something for one,

Tivi Ti, always in bad sense,

., II. 4, 21 ; 8, 458 ; like

and : later also

c. inf , Orph. Arg. 90.—III. the act.

(q. v.), not till after Horn., and
in diff. signf. (From some
deri•e, l-at. modius, modus,
moderari, also meditari : was
orig. an Ion. form for, like

for.),, , Medontias, a
courtesan of Abydos, Lys. ap. Ath.
534 F, in 574 called', be-
loved of Alcibiades.

I

\7., , oi, the Mediili, an
' Alpine tribe around the Isar and

I

Rhodanus, Strab. p. 203, 204., fem. from, like, a ruler : hence as name oi

the Gorgon, Medusa, Hes. Th. 276.

—

12. a daughter of Sthenelus, Apollod.
2, 4. 5.—3. a daughter of Priam, Id.

3, 12, 5.

^\'Si7J.a, a,,MeduUia, a settle-

ment of the Albans, made a Roman
colony by Romulus, Dion. H. ; oi

.6'/., the inhab. ofM., Id.', to rule, hold sway over, C.

gen. loci : usu. of the gods ; as a verb
only found in three passages,-, Alcae. 22 ; -/., Soph. Ant.
1119; , Id.

Fr. 341 : it seems to be formed from
the old Homer, part,, q. «if.

also.,, ,() ont who
provides for, a gvardian, lord:-, leaders and guard-
ians, Hom. ; he uses it thus always
in plur., of the militar\- princes, and
c. gen. pers., as, :

—
the sing, only Od. 1, 72, of Phorcys,

?., lord of the sea. Fem., q. v.—Hom. uses as
a real subst., but is found later

as a verb, v. sub voc. Cf. also-,,,., (and Isae. and
Arist. ap. . . 1393), Medon, son of
Oileus, brother of Ajax, leader of the
Phthians before Troy, 11. 2, 727.-2.
a herald of Ulysses in Ithaca, Od. 4,

677 ; 22, 357.-3. son of Codrus, first

life archon in Athens, Ael. V. H. 8, 5.

—Others in Paus., etc.^,.,=, the genitals,

Hes. Op. 510, where it is used of an-
imals : in Sicil., and Tarent..{ is connected with, as

with.), Ion. adv. from,
Hdt., ov, gen.. Ion. for-, compar. ot, Hdt., , .-, aor..,
Ion.7. (,) : — to

catch in turn, of a game at ball,-
pav -, ' 6 ' -', ?.,, Od. 8,

374, sq.. cf Poll. 9, 106.

/./.. (,.) dep.

mid., but by Hom. only used, in part,

aor. syncop. :
—to leap or

rush upon,i\. 5, 336, etc. ; also absol.

of a lion, II. 12. 305 -.—to rush after,

overtake, II. 23, 345.—II. to leap from
one ship to another, App., Dor. for.^,, , Methana, a mount-
ain stronghold on a peninsula of same
name between Epidaurus and Troe-
zene in Argolis, Strab. p. 374; cf.'., only found in the 3
aor. Ep., c. dat.,
it foundfavour among the gods, Q. Sm
5, 127, nisi legend,'.^, ov, , Methapus, an
Athenian, introducer of certain mys
teries, etc., Paus. 4, 1, 7.[, , , Metharme, daugh
ter of Pygmalion, Apollod. 3, 14, 3., [,) to dis

pose differently, to change, to correct.

Soph. El. 31. Mid. to alter one's way
of life, . , to put on,

adopt neiv habits, Aesch. Pr. 309;
Toij, Eur. Ale

1157. Hence



.,, , change, -, Polyb. 18, 28, 6., Att. for,
Luc., . for, 3 sing,

aor. 1 act. , Hoin., 7), y, poet, for,, subj. aor. 2 , Horn.-, verb. adj. from,
one must share,, Thuc. 8, Cu,

Pl;it. Rep. 424 E.', , , partaking, Arist.

Physiogn., j], , () commu-
nicfthk, Arist. Metaph. 12, 4, 11.^, Ion. ior, 3 sing,

aor. of, q. v.

'/.),(,) to draw over,

Pliilo., Dor. and Ep. (or,
inf aor. 2 oi, 11., Dor. and poet, for.,, ,() participa-

tion, Plat. Soph. 25 A :—e.sp. of the

com7/iiinica<ioii between the ()
and earthly objects, Id. Parin. 133 D,
cf Arist. Metaph. 1, 6, 3., ov, (,) after

thefeast : . (sc.), the morrow of
it, Antipho ap. Harp., Plut. 2, 10U5 A., impf, Ep.-

: tut. : poet. aor.-
Kov, inf, part,,
mid. (, ). To
follow after,follow closely, be hard upon,

Lat. insequi, -, 11. 17, 190, Od. 14, 33 ; so in

mid.,, II. 13, 5G7 ; and c. dat., --. Soph. El. 1052.—2. to fol-

low viith the eyes, hence to seek, search

or strive after, c. acc., 11. 8, 12G.—3. to visit,

; dost thou come but now to

visit us/ Od. 1, 175.—4. metaph. to

pursue a business, Pind. N. C, 24 ; i., Pseudo-Phocyl. 149| ; so,/•, attending to,

i. e. carrying, a burden on his back,

Pind. N. C, 98 : cf and.—
II. transit., c. dupl., acc. -, he turned

the horses in pursuit of Tydides, II.

5, 329 ; like -, il. 16, 724.—Only poet., esp. Ep., , , interpret-

ing : from',(,) to

translate, interpret, Polyb. C, 2, 6,

Diod.,=^^., Orph.
Mtff/)7r(j, f. -6;, (,) to

creep after, to overtake, 0pp. H. 1, 543., , {) relaxation,

-/, Philo., verb. adj. of,
one tnust let go,. Plat. Tim. 55 D., , , () letting

go, relaxing.

Mff //, 7/f, T/, strong drinking, strong

drink, , to be pretty

well drunk, Hdt. 5, 20 ; /.-, . Soph.
. . 779, Eur. . 320:?,. Plat. Kep. 390 D :—in

plur., carousals. Plat. Legg. 082 E.—
II. drunkenness, Antipho 127, 22 ; -. Plat. Legg. 775

;,,, -, Dem. 520, 15 ; -. Plat. Legg. 639 : also enthu-

siasm, Sturz Emped. 46. (From
same root as, q. v. ; acc. to Pott

from Sanscr. mad, to be drunk or mad.)

.<(^//•, [,) to be come in

quest of, Eur. Tro. 1270.?, (, 7/?) to

pass from one age to another. Hence

/-, , the passage from
one age to another.,(,) to sit among,
c. dat. pi.,, Od. 1, 118., 7/, , {,)
happening by day, Lat. diurnus. Plat.

Soph. 220 L).— II. daily, Lat. nuotidi-

anus, Dem. 270, 9; cf. Lob. Phryn.
54. Paral. 03., ov,= {oTcg. (signf I.),

Eur. Ion 1050.,, , remisstiess, care-

lessness, II. 13, 121; also m plur. lb.

108: from, ov, gen. ovor,()
remiss, careless, II. 2, 241 ; Od. 0, 25,
ofmen ; and m late poets, Anacreont.
61, 17., ,,=. Adv.-.,, , change ofplace,
7mgralion, Strab. tp. 571., (,) to place

differently, transpose, .
Plat. Legg. 904 E. Pass, to keep mov-
ing, Plut. Ages. 11.^, Ep. for, 3 plur.

impf from, Od. 21, 377. [], (,) to trans-

pose, transplant, Aretae. p. 104, 46.,{,) inf,
part, : fut.: aor. 1-, [). and Ion., acc. to

Phot, also, and in Coluth.
127, : aor. 2 inf, part.. Mid.. Verb. adj., q. v.— Horn, uses pres. 2
and 3 sing,,, poet, inf

and : impf 2 and
3 sing,,, 3 pi. for

: fut. : aor. 1 and-
: aor. 2 inf. poet, for, subj., 7), y, for.

The mid. is wholly post-Iiom. ; Hdt.
has 3 sing. pres., 2, 70

;

or , 1, 12;-
as pass, fut , 5, 35 ; and pf, , 1, etc.—. trans, to set loose, let go some-

thing bound, stretched or held back
;

and so— 1. c. acc. pers., to let loose,

release a prisoner, II. 10, 449 : general-

ly, to let one free to do as he will,, Hdt. 1, 37,

cf 40.—2. c. acc. rei, to let a thing
go, let it fall, throw, ,
Od. 5, 460, Hdt. 2, 70: so, .,
to let go, give up one's cherished
wrath, Od. 1, 77; and c. dat., ^-
7\ffi, as a favour to Achilles (not,

against Achilles, v. Od. 21, 377, where
the suitors give up to Telemachus
their wrath against Eumaeus), II. 1,

283 ; ., to let tears flow, i. e.

shed them, Hdt. 9, 16 :.-
., to let drop, i. e. utter Persian

words, Hdt. 6, 29; so, 7m)ov, -
., Eur. Hipp. 499, 1202. —3. to

set loose, unyoke ; and hence, to suffer to

rest, to relieve, , the heart

from pain, 11. 17, 539.— 4. to give up,

desert, abandon,, Hom. ; so /«-, if the cold would but
leave me, Od. 5, 471 : also c. dat., to

abandon to, expose to,, v.

Valck. Plioen. 1235: but reversely c.

dat. pers. et acc. roi, to pive up to, sur-

render in favour of one, ,
II. 14, 364.-—5. to neglect, throw aside,

Hdt. 1, 33, 123, etc. ; c. inf,-. Id. 1, 78.—6. to give up a
thing, resign it deliberately, ^,
Hdt. 4, 98 ;. Id. 3, 143.—7. to

give up. forgive one a fault, etc., Lat.
nmittere, condo7iare,'. Hdt. 8, 140.

—II. intrans. to relax one's energies,

where is usu. supplied: in

Horn. freq. absol., esp. in 11. with

reference to war, to be slack of hand,
to be remiss, to dally, idle, Lat. remis-

sius agere, II. 13, 229 ; 20, 361 ;—more
fully c. inf, ,
whosoe'er neglects to light, 11. 13, 234 ;

(so, . Tu , Xen.
Mem. 2, 1, 33) ; c. gen. rei, to relax or
cease from, ,, etc.,

Hom. (no, , Tyrtae. 3,

44) :— so . , to cease from
anger at one's request (v. 1. 2.), Od.
21, 377:—but C. gen. pers., /o aban-
don, neglect, II. 11, 841 :— also c. part.,, he
sated himself with weepmg and lift

off, 11. 24, 48 ; like and ///) .
—This intrans. signf is little used.

—

III. The mid. agrees in sense and
construction with the intrans. act.

:

but is most freq. used Att. inr freeing
one's self from, leaving go a thing,
withdrawing from it, ov-, Eur. Hec. 400:—Dawes, Misc.
Cr. p. 236, first pointed out that-, to let go, let loose, has the acc.

;

(as also the intrans. act.),

to let go one's hold of, lose hold of, the
gen. : Br. Ar. A'ub. 830. defends the
acc. after, and Henn. Soph.
El. 1269 supports him against Pors.
Med. 734, Elmsl. Med. 719 ; however
all the passages cited in favour of

it (Aesch. Supp. 849, Soph. El. 1. c,
Eur. Med. 1. c, Phoen. 519, ubi Dind.

c. Pors.) have been other-
wise explained, e.^ccept Ar. Vesp. 416
where Dind. retains.

[Generally in Hom. and Ep., I in

Att. ; yet Hom. sometimes lengthens
it metri grat.,, II. 14, 364,

4, 234, etc.,, 13,

114:—in, II. 15, 716, it is long
by augment, which however is left

out in, Od. 21, 377.], {,) to ride

away to another place, App. Pun. 44., (,) dep.

to fly away to another place., later coUat. form of sq.,

Diod.: also, LXX.M,t.-/(,-) :
—to place in another way : to sub-

stitute, , I uill

change thee this present, i. e. give

another instead, Od. 4, 612 : . -, Hdt. 1, 65
; ., Thuc. 8, 48, etc. :, he changes

nothing of his colour, Ar. Eq. 398.

—

II. to remove, set free, .
Soph. Phil. 463 ;,, Eur.
llel. 1442, I. T. 991.-111. generally.

to remove from one place to another,

to drive away from, ,
Eu r. I. T. 775 ; .. Id. Bacch. 49 :

— to reinove,

Thuc. 4, 57 : so in aor. mid. to remove

from one's self or from one's presence,

Hdt. 1, 89, Thuc. 1, 79.—IV. to trans-

fer, , Polyb.
22, 21, 1, cf 2, 41, 5.

. pass., with aor. 2, pf , and plqpf.

act. :

—

to change one's position, i. e. to

go elsewhere, go to, retire to, c. dat.,, II. 5, 514 ;^, fortune hath

changed for them, Aesch. Pers. 158 :

esp. to go over to another party, to re-

volt, Thuc. 1, 35, etc. ; or

Tiva, Id. 1, 107, 130.-2. generally, to

change, alter for the better. Hut. I, 118:

also to change for the worse, (-) , by
which an oligarchy was brought about.

Plat. Kep. 553 ; -
., lb. 518 .—II. to go away, de

part, , Hdt. 9, 58 ;, Soph. Aj. 749

:



. 0vy5• ^"'^• ^^^^- 1295.—. C. gen.

rei, ceasefrom,, Aesch. Eum.
900; , Ar. Vesp. 1451 ;

j, Eur. Hel. 856; . , to
j

die. Id, Ale, 21 i ., to go mad,
Id. 944., for ^" , after that.. . , craft, wiles, like

^.}. . .; cf..,.,=^., verb. adj. from-
), one must go to work regularly,

Arist. Org.^, ov, , one who goes to

»'' irh by rule. Hence, , , regular, meth-

lical, Dion. H. ? tAgathaich. de

niari R., ( ) strictly=//E-

: — hence, to treat by nde

or method, Diod. 1, 15, etc. ;—in mid.

to contrive a cunning device, Polyb. 38,

4, 10.—II. to manage, deal with,,
Diod., . {,) to

lead another way, Leon. Al. 29.'^. , ,() going

to work by rule or method : methodical,

systematic, Polyb. 10, 47, 12, etc.—ol

., regular physicians, opp. to empi-

rics, Galen.., ov,,^.}, ov,,=., ov, , {,) fol-

lowing after: hence,— I. an inquiry

into scientific subjects, scientific inquiry

or treatise,' Flat. Soph. 218 D, Rep.

435 D ; ., Id. Soph. 243 D,

Rep. 510 B.—II. also the mode of -pros-

ecuting such inquiry, method, system. Id.

Phaedr. 270 C, etc.
; -.

Id. Rep. 533 ; joined with,, Arist. Eth. N. 1, 1, 1 ;^.,
to be systematically versed in.... Id.

Top. 1, 2, 1 :

—

-, the

system or assumption of motion. Plat,

theaet. 183 C.-, , ,() a draw-

ing over or away, Plut. 2, 517 D., 6, in Pind. Fr. 18,

Bockh interprets., companion

of kids, i. e. Pan.?., , f. -, {,-
^) to hold converse uith,, II. 1,

269., , , .., to border on., ,,{,) lying

between or separating as a boundary : } i/, border conntry, Thuc. 2, 27 ;

4, 56 ;
(later,) : so, -, the borders, marches, frontier, Id.

2, 18, Xen., etc. ; -, Plat. Legg.
878 :—so,. Plat. Euthyd. 305 C., , {, 6pKOu)tobind

by a new oath, , App.
Civ. 4., {,) as

mid. to follow closely, pursue eagerly ;

part. aor. pass.,, eagerly

pursuing, Od. 5, 325 : following close,

II. 20, 192.,{,) to remove

from one anchorage to aiiother, intr.

(sub.),. , Xen. Hell.

2, 1, 25 : metaph., vvv-.-., Eur. Ale. 797 ;/., Id.

Bacch. 931. Pass, to sail from one

place to another, put out from,-
(or )... ..-, Htlt. 2,

115 ; 7, 182 : so in mid.,-, to seek a refuge

from..., Eur. Med. 442.'',, TO, nine, Hom., but

only in nom. and ace.
; , ?'-, Od. 4, 746, 11. 9, 469;

57

., Aesch. Supp. 953, etc. (Orig. of
any strong drink, cf. . Germ.
Mcth, our mead, Lat. te-met-um :

hence,,.)7, ov,,^., , , {,)',=^, ualer-nymph, Anth.
Plan. 226 : also'-, ov. , ^{,)
Methydriumf, strictly a place between

waters ; name of a place in the heart

of Arcadia, whence the waters ran

different ways, some north, some south,

Thuc. 5, 58. Hence, , , an inhab. of
Methydrium, a Methydrian, Xen. An.

4, 1, 27; etc., ov, , (,)
giver of wine, Anth. P. 9, 524, Orph., ov. , epith. of Bac-
ch)is, from, Plut. 2, 648 E.7?., , ,=^7.., , posteriority : from, {, ) to

come into existeyice after., , ,{,) gush-

ing wilhwine,, Anth. P. 6,22. [], , (,. )

staggeringfrom %vine.,, , ,{,-) wine-stricken, i. e. drunk. Call.

Fr. 223, Leon. Tar. 57 ;.., {,) as

mid., to change shoes, put on another

person^s shoes, Ar. Eccl. 544., , {, -) changing one's bed, Hipp.

tp'. 763., , worse form for-. Luc. Soloec. 5., , { ) drunkenness,

Theogn. 836., f. -, {) to make
drunk, . , Luc. Dea Syr.

22: ingenl. tointoxicate,'yovf|,F\a.i.

Legg. 649D ;'', Theophr.:—to water, moisten, Anth. P. 11, 8.

—

Pass. =, to drink freely, Hdt.
1, 133 ; to get drunk, . 1, 202 :

ov, Cyr. 1, 3,

11 :—in aor., to be driink,. with nectar, Plat. Symp.
203 ;, with power, Dion.

H. :—Aeol. aor. 1, Alcae.

20 Bergk. [v in fut. and aor. act.]

Hence,, , an intoxicating

drink, LXX, Philo., ov, {,) drunk with playing at the, Ar. Ach. 525., , ov, also , ov, ()
drunk with wine, esp. of women,-, Ar. Nub. 555, cf. Lob.
Phryn. 151 ; of a man, Meineke Me-
nand. p. 27.-,, , a xvine-cha-

rybdis, nickname for a drunken wo-
man, Comici ap. A. B. 51. [a], a, ov, (,)
later, liinng after, ., posterity,

Aesch. Theb. 581 : the neut. as adv.,

of time, afterwards, H. Horn. Cer.
205 ; so late, Aesch. Cho. 516; -,
forthwith. Id. Ag. 425 :

—

to -, here-

after. Soph. Phil. 1133 ; too late, Id.

tr. 710., ov, 6,{) a drunk-

ard, Anth. P. 5, 296, Epict. Hence, , , intoxicating, -, Arist. Pol. 8, 7, 14 :—of per-

sons, given to wine, drunken. Plat,

Rep. 573 C.,, , fern of,
Theopomp. (Com.) Incert. 36./., , to be reeling-drunk,

Opp. C. 4, 204 : from, , {,)

reeling from wine., Anth. Plan.
99; cf. Anth. P. 6, 248., ov, (,) pro-
ducing wine,, Simon. 51., ov, gen., (,) rejoicing in wine, Manetho., () to be drunken with

wine, ?.^,, Od. 18, 240; opp. to,
Theogn. 478, 627 ; then in Pind., and
Att. :

—

to be drenched or soaked with,

steeped in any liquid, c. dat., e. g.

?^^, IL 17, 390.

—II. metaph. to be drunken or intoxi-

cated with passion, pride, etc., like

Lat. inebriari, . Plat. Crit.

121 A ; , Id. Rep. 562
D ;, Anacr. 17 :—but,, drunken (i. e. stupefied) with
blows, Theocr. 22, 98.— this verb
only occurs in pres. and impf.

:

the fut., etc., belong to,
whose pass, supplies the deficient

tenses of^. On the formation,
V. Kiihner Gr. Gr. «5, 368, 1, 6. [i-]\, a, ov, of Methane (3),

Methonean ; oi, the Metho-
neans, Thuc. 4, 129 : from^,, , (alsoMs^ara, q. v.)

Methane, a city of Argolis on a pen-

insula of same name between Epi-
daurus and Troezene ; it retains its

ancient name, Thuc. 4, 45.—2. a city

of Messenia, called also, in

Pans, from the rock, forming
the breakwater of its harbour, near
mod. Modon, , because
under Lacedaemonian sway, Thuc.
2, 25.—3. a strong city of Macedonia
on the Thermaicus sinus, north of
Pydna, Thuc. 6, 7 ; Dem. 11, 17.—4.
a city of Magnesia in Thessaly,
Strab. p. 436 : cf..,, to bring too little, v. sub

." . , to weigh tra-

gedy by butcher's weight, Ar. Ran. 798., , , a bringing too lit-

tle, v. sub : from, ,(,) bring-

ing too little : bringing the sacrificial

lamb( q. v.), Eupol. Dem. 1.'2, , f. -, to smile,

Hom., always in aor 1 : so also Hes.
Sc. 115: ^, Od.
20, 301, v. sub : so-, to grin a scornful
smile, Babrius.—The disHnction be-

t\veen yeZuv and, is that

the former means to laugh outright,

latter to smile merely. There is a
climax in, , .
Hom. Cer. 204 :, is theequiv.
prose form : v. Lob. Phryn. 82. (Cf.

Sanscr. s-mi, our s-mile, etc., Pott
Et. Forsch. 1, 206.) Hence., , a smile, smiling,

Hes. Th. 205., , ,( ) a
smile, Luc. Bis Ace. 28, Plut.\, ov, , Midias, an Atheni-
an,, Plat. Ale. 1, 120
C ; Ar. Av. 1297.—2. an Anagyrasian,
against whom an oration of Dem. is

directed.—3. a leader of the Locri,
Paus. 10, 20, 4.,, ,() a smile,

smiling., , ,=:—, ov.,=., , .- [] :

—

to smile,

Hom. only in Ep. part., II.

7, 212 ; 21, 491 ; 3 sing,, .
Hom. 9, 3 :—then in Ar. Thesm. 513,
Plat. Phaed. 86 D, Parm. 130 A. Cf.-̂, ov, . the Midius, a small
river of Asia Minor near Abydos,
Poppo Thuc. 8, 106 for.
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MEIA,,^.
tMtiiU'^.i'J?/^-, , , Mulylides, Ath-

en. iiiasc. pr. n., son oi Aristotle of the
deme Pallene, Dein. 1083,21.-2.
maternal grandfather of foreg., of the

deme Otrynes, Id. 1083, 5.., adv. from, oft-

ener, Iambi.',, , majority, opp.

to'. Iambi.,, adv. imiw, Thuc.
4, 19.^, a, ov, comp. oi,
q. V. VI., N.T. 3 Ep. Joh. 4., ov, irreg. comp. of,
Horn., y. VI. 1.

Mfi7/f, 0, old form of or.
Plat. Crat. 409 C.^,, ov, , Miciades, a naval

commander of Corcyra, Thuc. 1, 47.^,, , MUanion, son

of A mphidamas, husband of Atalanta,

ApoUod. 3, 9.,, Ep. for, only in II.

24, 79, .',, ,{,-) soothing things, esp. of gifts,

' , 1 will give glad-

dening gifts besides, of a bridal dowry,
II. 9, 147, 289 ; so of play-things,

etc., Ap. Rh. 3, 14G.— W.propitiations,

Ap. Rh. 4, 1549:—rarely in sing., as

/uov, a charm against

storms, Call. Dian. 230, cf. Ap. Rh.
3, 135.,,,() any
thing that serves to soothe,, scraps with which the master
appeases the hunger of his dogs, Od.

10,217;50,??,,€\\.
Eum. 88G

; ., Nic. Th. 896.—
2. in p'ur. propitiations, atonements, csp.

to the clead,Lat. ittj'eriac, Aesch. Cho.

15, Eum. 107 ; also.—3.

in Aesch. Ag. 1439, Agamemnon is

called ', the fond-
ling of Chryseis-girls, Chryseidum de-

liciae.—II. a soothing song, like-
ua.—Ill.plur. soft words, Longin.'/, ov,() able

to soothe : ., (sc. ), propitia-

tions, Aesch. Pers. 610 ; cf.

1.2., , oi',=foreg.?., , ,() sooth-

ed : to be soothed or appeased., ov,,=,.
Rh. 4, 712.], , ij.(,)
euphemist. name of Hecate, Lob. Ag-
laoph. p. 818.', , ov, poet, for() :

—ashen, Lat. fraxineus, -,, freq. in II. ; but in Od. 17,

339, we find the usu. form-, ov, =, Pseud-
Eur. I. A 234., ,() a soothing,

propitiating., TO, V... f. -, strictly, to mahe
mild, to soothe, to treat kindly,,
Theocr. 16, 28, like and

: esp. to appease, propitiate,

rarely c. gen., ,
( like ) to appease

(the dead) by tire, i. e. funeral rites,

11. 7, 410: of rivers, -, to glad-

den the soil with rich streams, Aesch.
Sujip. 1030; -, Eur. Ilel.

1339.—Pass,/, to he sooth-

ed, grow calm, H. Ilom. Cer. 291.

—

Mid. to use soothing words, '',
extenuate not aught from respect or

pity, Od. 3, 90; 4, 326. (?,
or, like,,
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MEIO, etc,, are akin to,, Lat. inulceo, mollis, our
mild.), , , the cestus () of
boxers, in Us earliest form, before it

was loaded with metal, boxing-glove,

Paus. 8, 40, 3., , ,() mild-

ness, softness, ooo,lnke^
warmness in battle, 11. 15, 741, like' ), 11. 24, 739 :

kindness, Hes. Th. 206., ov, , the temple of, Inscr.., a, ov,() mild,

kind, gentle, soothing,propitiatory, Horn,
mostly in dat. pi. :, . ;—also without subst.,--?., to address iti kind, soothing

words, 11. 4, 256 ; 6, 214 : 7-, with gentle bashfulness, Od. 8,

172, Hes. Th. 92.—II. not till later of
persons, viild, gracious, -, the protector of those u<ho in-

voked him with propitiatory offerings

(v. infr. 111.), Muller Eumen. () 55

:

at Athens the were held in

his honour twice a year, Thuc. 1 , 120.

—III. , propitiatory offer-

ings, like, Plut. 2, 417 C :

and this may be the signf. oi, in Soph. O. C. 159, though
Eust. takes it to be water, and the
Schol. honey, v. Ellendt Le.x. Soph.
s. v..—Adv. -.. Rh. Cf.. []^, ov,(,-) mild-counselling, Proclus., , gen. , (-,) soft-voiced, Tyrtae. 3, 8., ov,(,)
giviyig pleasing gifts, Hermipp. ap.

Ath. 29 E., ov,(,-) softly smiling, Alcae. 42 ; ubi
Bergk (54) c. Herinanno-.,, , ij,(,) gentle of mood, ap. Hesych., ov, mild, soft, gentle, kind,

Hom., like, but in 11. al-

ways of persons, as 17, 671 ; in Od.
also ., 15, 374 ; so, .,
. Hom. 8, 2 ; ., Hes. Th. 84

;,, Pind. . 8, 139
;

9, 76., ,(, -
)—, Sapph. 120(128)., inf. aor. 1 from ,
Hom. , , neut. from,
less, too small.—II. , the land)

which was offered on the, or

third day of the Athenian Apaturia, by
a father who was putting his son on
the roll of his phratria : it was re-

quired to be of a certain weight, and
so, while weighing, it was common
to cry out in jest,, too

light! Hence the animal was called, the oflciei, the of-

fering and:
the was also called.
Schol. Ar. Ran. 798., , ,^=, Diosc. 1, 3., , (,) to have

too tittle, to be poor, Xcn. Agcs. 4, 5 :

to be worse off, come short. Jd. Con-
struct , absol., as Mem. 3, 14, 6; c.

dat. rei, to fall short in a thing, Hicr.

1,11; also . lb. 1, 27 : c. gen.

rei, to he short of a thing, as,, lb. 2, 1 : also c. gen.

pers. et dat. rei, . ry, lb. 1, 18. Opp. to-. Hence,, , a having
less, opp. to.

MEIP, ov, ,(,) one
who has less.,, , disadvantage, opp.
to, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 25., adv. hom, .,
to be too mean. Soph. O. C. 1(14., a, ov, poet, for,
compar. of.

Mcioi'pia, , , a being curtailed,

also : and, to curtail, also :

from, ov,(,) curtail-

ed, like, Ael. N. A. 15, 13 :

—

., Arist. Rhet. 3, 9, 6 :-
., hexameters, in which the first

syll. of one of the last two feet is

short instead of long, Ath. 632 E.,, , ,(,)
light-headed, thoughtless., , () to make smaller,

lessen, moderate, Xen. Eq. 5, 9.—2. to

lessen in honour, degrade. Id. Hell. 3,

4, 9.—3. to lessen by word, extenuate,

opp. to, Id. Hior. 2, 17.

— II. pass, to become smaller, to de-

crease. Plat. Crat. 409 C, and Xen.—2. to become worse or weaker, ., Xen. Mem. 4, 8, 1 ; c. gen.
to fall short of, lb. 1, 3, 3., dub. form for-., ov, , =.
[], , . (^,) boy-cheater, Hegesand.
ap. Ath. 162 ., dep., to play the

boy, be mischiet:ous, like Lat. ndoles-

centiri, adolescenturire , Luc. Dial. Mort.
27, 9, etc. : and, dep., to reach the age

of puberty, Arr. : from, ov, , dim. from-, a boy, lad, esp. one about 14

years of age (Plat. Prot. 315 D), oft.

in Ar., and Plat. ; opp. to,-
(a young boy), Stallb. Plat. Apol.

34 C, cf. Aeschin. 6, 14 ;. Plat. Theaet.
173 ; V. sub, :

—^joined with a masc, .,
Philostr. [],),=,
Xen. Lac. 3, 1., , , dim. from -, little girl, Ar. Ran. 409, Plut.

903, V. Lob. Phryn. 213., ov, , dim. from ,^-. a lad, -. Plat. Phaedr. 237 ; cf.., er, (,)
youthful. Plat. Rep' 466 , 498 .,,, dim. from sq.,

mere boy or lad, Ar. Ran. 89
; ., Dem. 539, 23 :—also, -'-, Liban., (not), 6 and ,

a boy girl, lad lass, but in Att.

strictly only of girls, in about their

fourteenth year (as Ar. Thesm. 410,

Plut. 1071), as, of boys:
—hence in comic poets . qui

mxdicbria patitur, cf. Lob. Phryn. 212,

Stallb. Plat. Phaedr. 237 B. (Akin
to.)
MEl'POMAI, dep. ( A) : ao-. •

: perf. : but the aor.

and perf. are used by Horn., and Hes.
only in 3 sing,, and mostly in

perf. signf., a's 11. 15, 189; Od. 5, 335;

Hes. Op. 315. etc. ; being really aor.

only in II. 1, 278 : Ap. Rh.has,
Nic./ in pres. signf.: for pf.

pass. V. inf. III.— 1. in pres., to receive

as one's portion, usu. with collat. no-

tion of its being one's due, c. ace,



^ , take half the hon-

our as thy due, 11. 9, 616 ; later to di-

vide, Arat, 1054,— II. in perf. andaor.,
tOobtainathmg by lot, c. gen.,)-

rmz/f, II. 1, 278, cf. 15, 189 ; so in

Hes.— ill. perf. pass,, plqpf., impers. it is allotted, i.e. decreed

by fate, c. ace. et inf., II. 21, 281, Od.

5, 312, Hes. Th. 894: also in part.,, Theogn. 1027,

so too Aesch. Ag. 913, Soph. Tr. 169;. Plat. Prot. 320D,
cf. Phaed. 113 A: also, ,
(so.), that which is allotted, des-

tiny (like from<,
V. sub ). Plat; Phaed. 115 A,
Gorg. 512 E, etc. :—later we also find,, Anth. P. 7,

286, A p. Rh. 3, 1130;—and in Tim.
Locr, 95 A, a Dor. 3 sing,.
—IV. in Arat. 657, as pass.,

to be divided from,. (Signf. IV.,

and the perf. pass, point to an act.

*., to portion out, assign ; whence,,,,,
and Lat. mors from.), dep. ()=, c.

gen., Nic. Ther. 402., , Ion. for ^'/, a month, II.

19, 117, Hes. Op. 555, Hdt. 2,82;
also in Pind. N, 5, 82, Plat. Crat. 409

C, Tmi. 39 C ; but Dor. ^?;f.—II. the

moon, esp. a change of the moon, The-
ophr., V. Schneid. in ind.—The dat.

occurs in an Inscr. : otherwise
all oblique cases come from : but

if we suppose, with BOckh, that*
(Lat. mensis, cf.,) was the

orig, form, this dat. will be dub., , , superl. of,
Bion 5, 10.'/,,,() lessen-

ing, esp. of fortune : a fine, Xen. An.
5. 8, 1.

M.i<Jv, neut., irreg. compar.
of,, II. ; v...•, ov, a sort of compar.
of. Iambi.,, ,{) a lessening,

diminution,^. to7/, Arist. Ca-
teg. 14. 1 : a fall,, Polyb. 9,

43, 5.—II. like ^^, a lowering in

description, opp. to-, , , (.)) lowering

in description, Longin. Adv. -,
Sext. Emp. p. 318.,, , ,{) lessened, to

bf lessened..?, ov, Hdt. 2, 12 ; 4,

198
;?, ov, Theophr. H. PL

8, 7, 2 ;', , gen. . Id. :{, , ) :
—with black soil,

loamy, Lat. pullus.

iM?uaa, , , Melangea, a
place in Arcadia, Paus. 8, 6, 4., ov, {, )
black-limbed, Paul. Sil. Ecphr. 570.., ov, {.,)
with black fruit, ., Emped.
14..?(, , {,)
black-horned, Aesch. Ag. 1127./, , {,)
clad in black, Bacchyl. Fr. 38, Neue.-, ov,{,)
black-bosomed, Nonn.
iM..aa, a, , Melancomas,

masc. pr. n., Polyb. 8, 19, 6.., to pipe like the-../., ov, , {, -) black-headed: ., a bird, the

black cap, Ar. A v. 887.?, ov, or rather -, ov,{) plaited

of rushes, Philet. 6. 2. ['], ov,{,)
with black htad or hair, Lyc. 1464.

MEAA, , , (., -) black-tufted kind of rush, The-
ophr.-, ov,{, -) with black head-band,, , , , {.,) with black base, i. e. shoes.

iMapa, ov, , Melancridas,

a Spartan naval officer, Thuc. 8, 6,

with V. 1.-.., ov, {,)
with black woof: hence with black can-

vass or sails, Aesch. Theb. 857..7, ov, 6,{,)
black-haired, epith. of Centaurs and
the like, Hes. Sc. 186, Soph. Tr. 837,

Eur. Ale 439., , , dark spots in

snoiv, (perh. f. 1. for?) Xen.
Cyn. 8, 1, cf. An. 4, 5, 15., ov, poet, for 7.,
black, dark,, ,
Aesch. Cho. 11, Supp. 719, 745; -,, Eur. Phoen. 371, El. 513

;—but also, . , Aesch. Pers. 301.

(The term,- is not from,, or from,, etc.

:

but the word is formed directly from. as from -.),, , , {,
) with black raiment : hence

darksome, gloomy,, Aesch. Pers.

114. [i]?., ov,{,)
black-cloaked, Mosch. 3, 27 : oi M., ithe

Melanchlaeni,f a Scythian nation in

Hdt. 4, 20, etc.., ov,{,)
darkly pale, sallow, Aretae. 20, 6, etc.^, , to have black bile,

be jaundiced or melancholy-mad, Ar.
Av. 14, PI. 12, Plat., etc. : and'^', , //, black bile, jaun-

dice, Hipp. V. Foes. Oecon. : hence,
melancholy, madness, Lat. atra bills,

Tim. Locr. 103 A : and., , , tending or in-

clined to black bile, Hipp. : atrabilious,

melancholy-mad. Plat. Rep. 573 C.
Adv.- : from'., ov, {, )
with black bile

:

—dipped in black bile,.
Soph. Tr. 573.. , ,(,) like black bile, Aretae. 47, 18., , Att. for-, Cratin. Incert. 75, Antipn.. 3, cf. Meineke Menand. p. 281.,, , {,)
poet, for, bronzed, swar-

thy, of a hero's complexion, Od. 16,

175., ov, contr.-, ovv,{,) : black-skinned, swarthy,

esp. sun-burnt : Hdt. 2, 104 has an ir-

reg. nom. pi.., and a poet,

form, ov, is found in Al-

cae. 7., , b, ^, =foreg.,
Eur. Or. 34., ov, TO, the ceiling of a

room, or, (rather) the main beam, which
bears it, Od. 8, 279 ; 11, 278, H. Horn.

3, 174: but in Od. 19, 544, where the
eagle sits, , it

is the beam projecting outside the house,

or the cornice.—II. generally, aroof, 11.

2, 414, Od. 18, 150 : house,-
., Pind. P. 5, 52 ; but in this

signf. usu.inplur.,likeLat. tecta; freq.

in Trag. (Ace. to E. M. from,
cf. in Hdt. 8, 137, and Lat.

atriuin, from ater : hence some take
Oa.22.2'3Q.?., for , the
smoky vent-hole.), poet, for .,
Od. 8, 279.

MEAA^, ., to connect OTfasten by
beams, LXX.[, , ,{) Melaena,
mother of Delphus, Paus. 10, 0, 4.

—

II., , {black cape), a promontory
of Bithynia, Ap. Rh. 2, 349.-2. ano-
ther in Lydia, Strab. p. 645.—3. the
northwest point ofChios, Id.—III.,, acityof Cilicia, Id. p. 700., ,,=... Sib.,,, , blackish fish,

Meineke Cratin. Plut. 3. [«][, , , Melaeneae, a
town of Arcadia, Paus. 5, 7, 1.[,, , Melaeneus, son
of Lycaon, said to be founder of
foreg., Paus. 1. c.—II. an inhab. of
Melaeneae.\,, , () a kind
of black shell-fish, Sophron ap. Ath. 86
A.—II. appell. of Venus in Corinth,
Id. 588 C., -,-, . sub-., f. - : pf. pass, -

: aor. pass,,(). To blacken, make black : me-
taph., ., to use an obscure ex-
pression, Ath. 451 C.—Pass, to grow
black, of the stain of blood on the
skin, II. 5, 354 ; but also of blood it-

self. Soph. Aj. 919 : of the earth just
turned up, II. 18, 548; of ripening
grapes, Hes. Sc. 300 ; of a newly-
bearded chin, lb. 167. cf. Plat. Polit.

270 E. The act. is not in Horn, or
Hes.: cf. ^.— II. intr.= pass.
to grow black, Plat. Tim. 83 A., , oi, the Melaei, a peo-
ple of lower Italy near Itone, Thuc.
5, 5., , {,)
darkly-deep,,Aesch. Pr. 219,
Soph. Fr. 469 ; , Eur.
Phoen. 1010. •.

?3&>, , {,)
dark-dyed, v. Ellendt l>ex. Soph., ov, of dark and dreary

life., or -, ov, ,{,) the black north wind
which blows on the coast of Pales-
tine and in Gaul, Strab. p. 182, ubi
V. Casaub. ; the French bise.[, ov, , Melambium,
a place in Thessaly near Scotussa,
Polyb. 18, 3, 6., ov,{,)

., land of negroes, Eur. Arch. 2,
3

; u., negroes. Id. Phaeth. 1., ov, {,)
with black soil, loamy, Anth. P. 6, 231.\?., , Melamnidas, a Ma-
cedonian, Arr. An. 4, 7, 2., . Dor. for-,{,) black-clotted,,
Aesch. Theb. 737 : in genl. black, dis-

coloured, Id. Ag. 392., ov.{,)
black-robed, epith. ofDeath, and Night,
Eur. Ale. 844, Ion 1150 : dark, black,. Ale. 427., ov, {,-) dark-leaved, Mel. 1, 14.[,, ,. sub /(/f/lti/z-., ov, , son of Me-
lampus ; in pi. 01 M., the descendants of
M., Plat. Ion 538 E./., ov, , sneeze-wort,

so named from Melampus, wno is

said to have first used it, Theophr., ov, dark purple./., , ,-,, (/,) black-footed, ancient epith. of
the Aegyptians, Apollod. 2, 1, 4: in
Horn, only as prop, n., Blackfoot, v. sq.\,, , Dor.-
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, Melampus, son of Amythaon and
liiumcne, a celebrated physician and
seer, Od. 15, 225 ; Apollod. 2, 2, 2.—
2. son of Ilhogenes, Vit. Horn.'.-, ov,{,)
black-wmged, black-feathered, Anth.}, ov, {,)
blackboUomed, considered a niarii. of
manhood, (of. also ), esp. as
epith. of Hercules, v. Muller Dor. 2,

12, % 10, Wess. Hdt. 7. 216 : -/, take care not to
' catch a Tartar,' Archil. 106 ; .^, Ar. Lys. 802. Hence

tMtvla^Ti)} Of , ov, ('),, the rock
Melampygiis, a part of Mt. Anopaea
on the borders of Locris, Hdt. 7,

216.', ov, , {, -) melampyrum, cow-ivheat, The-
ophr.'., , {?,) xvhose

light is blackness,', Eur. Hel.
518., ov,{,?)
dark-leaved,, Anacr. 82 : of

places, dark with leaves, dark- wooded,

XiTva, Find. P. 1, 53, ^/y. Soph. O. C.

482 : talso as epith of the island Sa-

mos, Strab. p. 637.|—II. assubst.ro//.:^, Plin.

.(1), ov, {,)
with indistinct voice, Lat. fusca voce,

Galen., , , , {,•) with black pebbles, of Streams.

Call. Dian. 101, Del. 70.,, , (neut. from -) black dye, ink, etc., Plat. Phaedr.
27bC, Dem. 313, 11.', ov, . (,)
the black eagle, Arist. H. A./,/, ,{,),

dark kind -of siinimer-wheat, Geop.:
Hesych..'/,, and , or -?. (, ):—with dark

aegis, or wrapped in black stontis, epith.

of Erinys, Aesch. Theb. 699 : also

epith. of Bacchus at Athens, Pans.

—

II. . wasatinrA: red wine, Plut.

2, 092 E.,, , pecul. poet,

fem. of sq., Orph. Arg. 515.

>7/•.,{,) dark-

gleaming,, Eur. Hec. 154.'^, ov, ,{,)
the black-throat, a bird, our red-start.. , , v. 1. Xen.
An. 7, 2, 32 for., ov,{,,) bound
or mounted with black, ., best

understood of the iron scabbard, II.

15, 713; so, ., Eur. Phoen.
1091 ; ., an iron-rimmed shield,

Aesch. Theb. 43 ; but,, Eur. Or. 821.\', , , Melandia, a dis-

trict of Sithonia, Theopomp. ap.

Steph. Byz. : v.., , , (, )
darkeddifing, Dion. P. 577. [i]', , , the inhab. of
Melandia, the Melandltae, Xen. An.
7, 2, 32 ; of.,., ov, {?,)
holding ink, //.=sq., Anth. P. 6,

68.

'.?.!, , , {, -) an inkstand., ov, ,(,)
heart of oak, Theophr. ; for which in

Od. 14, 12 we have .—
II. ,() part

of the tunny which was salted : also, o'l, Ath. 121 ; of. Xe-
nocr. p. 174 Coray..?., ov,(,) dark
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with oak-leaves ; generally dark-leaved,, Aesch. Fr. 235., , , the tunny-fish,

Ath. 121 B.

'£(5, , to look black, Galen.
Glo-ss.), , to be clad in black,

Arist. Mn-ab. 109, 1, Strab. : and?., , , a wearing of
black clothes : from, ov,(, la)black-
clad,., theassavihsoftheblack-
robed ones (the Furies), Aesch. Eum.
376.7.,() in II. 7, 64, a pas-
sage which was variously read in

Aristarchus' time: his reading was' (sc.), so that=, to

make black, darken, (cf.),-
), and must be supplied as
the nom. : Wolf and others read,-

(impf.) or (pres.)', from,.=^(, to grow black or dark.

In later Ep.'. intr., is certain-

ly found, A p. Rh. 4, 1574, A rat. 836,

Call. Ep. 55, etc.,—which is evidence
that fhey read in Hom. Cf.

Spitzn. Esc. xiv. ad 11.\, Ep. , , Mela-
rap7<*•, father of Amphimedon in Ithaca,

Od. 24, 103.—2. son of Apollo, Paus.
4, 2, 2.^,,, Melaneis, earl ier

name of Erelria in Euboea, Strab. p.

448.?, ov, v.-.,,,^,. to, Aristo ap. Plut. 2,

440 F.

Ml•:avaov, ov, , oil of-, Diosc.', ov, , a sort of-
(signf. III.), Diosc.', , Melantheus, son of

Dolius, goatherd of Ulysses, Od. 17,

212 ; 21, 176
;
(only nom. and voc. of

this form, the other cases from -.)', ,{,) with

black blossoms : generally, black, swar-

thy,, Aesch. Supp. 154: cf.-.̂, ov, , also,{,) herb whose seeds
were used as spice, nigella Sativa, The-
ophr., Diosc. •

iyvOo, ov, , Melanthius,=z7.•.—2. an inferior tragic poet

at Athens, derided by Ar. A v. 151, Pac.

803.—3. another poet. Pint. Cim. 4.—
4. a general of the Athenians, Hdt. 5,

97 ; Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 46.—Others in

Diog. L.\, ov. b, Melanlhus, son of

Neleus and Periclymene, a king of

Messenia, who, driven out by the He-
raclidae, fled to Athens, where he be-

came king, Hdt. 5, 65; Paus. 2. 18,

8, who calls him son of Andropom-
pus, 7, 1, 9.-2. a Spartan. Thuc. 8,

5.—II. in Lye. 767 an appell. of Nep-
tune.,, b,,^=^-, Arist. Physiogn. 3. 10.

tMf'^,, , Melantho, daugh-
ter of Dolius, sister of,
Od. 18, 321., , , {) blackness,

Arist. Categ. 5, 45.—II. a black cloud,

! Xen. An. 1, 8, 8.+.•, , v. sub.'/., {) to be black or

blackish, Hicesius ap. Ath. 320 D.

Mi/.uviov, ov, ,=^ lov. the

common violet, opp. to. []'\., , , Melanippe,

daughter of Aeolu."», mother of Boeo
tus and Aeolus by Neptnne ; from
her a play of Eur. was named, Ar.
Thesm 517; Plat. Symp. 177 .—2.

a queen of the Amazons, Ap. Rh. 2,
965. (Prop. fem. from.)^, ov, , (prop, son of
Melanipjnts), ]\ielanipjndes, a celebra-
ted dithyrambic poet (of Melos) at

Athens, Xen. Mem. 1, 4, 3: ace. to
Suid. an elder and younger., ov, (.)
with black horses,, Aesch. l•^. 64.

[]
tMl'7rof ,,, Melanippus, son

of Astacus, one of the Theban chiefs,

Aesch. Theb. 414, cf. 406 sqq.—2. son
of Agrins, Apollod. 1, 8, 6.-3. son of

Theseus, Pint. Thcs. 8.—4. a son of

Priam, Apollod. 3, 12, 5.—5. son ol

Hicetaon, of Percotc, II. 15, 547.

—

Others in Hdt. 5, 95 ; Xen. Hell. 6, 2,

35; etc.^,, , Melanion, fa-

ther of Parthenopaens, Paus. 5, 17,
10.—2. an Athenian, Ar. Lys. 786., 01',=^?}'., ov,{,-) with black stripes, Arist. ap. Ath.
313 C., ,{, -) black-skinned, Arist. . . 3, 9, 2., ov, ,=?.-
XV•, , (, )
black-looking, Arist. Color. 5, 11.?., ov, gen. ,=-?, Hipp. ?, , , , {?,) in Aesch. Supp. 530,-', prob. of the black (Ae-
gyptian) rowers, cf. 719, 745.,',, , , {,) black-haired, Hipp. p. 955., ov,(,)
black-hearted,', Ar. Ran.
470.\., ov, {}. -) black-bosomed, epith. of Night,
Ursin. in Bacchyl. 40 for'/-., ov, , and-, ov,(,) black-Uaned., ov, black-fleeced., ov, {,)
black-eyed, Plat. Phaedr. 253 D., ov, gen.,{,, ) clad in black

shroud, comic word in Ar. Ran. 1336., , {,)
with black clouds., , {,)
blackening.. ov,(,)
black-winged,, Eur. Hec. 705

;

, Ar. . 695.2,, , , (,
pv)={oreg., Eur. Hec. 71 : with

black fins, Ar. Fr. 452.^, ov, (?., ()a-) striped with black, Xenocr.>, ov, (, )
black-rooted: ., black hellebore,

Diosc., ,,=, Lob. Pa-
ral. 139.^^, ov, , Melanus, a promon-
tory of Cyzicus, Strab. p. 576., ov, {,)
with black flesh, dub., ov, , =-, Diosc, Par. 2, 93.?, ov, {,-) black-breasted, v. 1. for sq./., ov,(,-) black-skinned, Aesch. Fr. 377., ov,(,.)
black spotted, Arist. ap. Ath. 305 C.



MfAuroffroAof, , {/., /.)
black-robed, Plut. 2, 372 D.

MfAUi'offrof, , lor,{,) black-boned, as was
read in II. 21, 252 by Aristot. ; al.-., {) black-eyed ; but
Aristarch. /. ;—V. Spitzii. ad 1.^, , epith. of the
Aegyptians in Ar. Thesm. 857, with
a double meaning, (,)
with black trains to tneir robes, and() black-dosed, cf. Hdt. 2, 77,

and V. s\ih '/..
iM./.avovpo, >, , the black Sy-

rians, dwelling beyond Mt. Teurus,
Strab. p. 737 : cf..^, v. suh.?~,, , (/.) black-

ness, Galen.•, , pecul. fem. of
sq., Anth. P. 6, 304../, , (, )
black-taikd:— , a sea fish, the

black-tail, vielanurus, Epich. p. 29,

Antiph. ProbL 1, 4. [a]., , (?.,)
dark-gray,. to-, Ath. 78 ..,,(^-) black-eyed, Arist. Gen. . 5,

1, 17.^/^,, , , (,
-.) black-veined, Aretae./., , to wear black,

Plut. 2, 557 D.'./., , (,, )
wearins black., , gen. . Mack-
browed, []./.', , , , (,) black-hi^artcd.

^/.?.', .=?.(?.?. :

black-plumed, , Chaerem. ap.

Ath. (i08 C..., , (,-) darkly pale, ProcL}-, ,=.}^7).'?., , =,. 19, 246 :—metapl. nom. pi.,-/., IL 13.589.^/.,, , ,=?-, Eur. Hec. 1105.', , to blacken., , , (?.)
becomi7t black, Arist. jPhys. Ausc. 5,

6, 5., , =-.̂
^'/., and , , MeL•n^as,

masc. pr. ., Plut. Artax. 19 ; etc.^, , of or belonging to

Melas, Melantean, /. -
or, the MeL•nlean rocks,

near Thera, Ap. Rh. 4, 1707; in

Strab.^, p. 636.^'/., , (.,)
black-walled, , rmd.
. 14. 28, ubi 13ockh..''/., , , couipar. from, II.', , , black metallic

dye or ink, prob. oxide of copper,

Arist. Color. 4, 1 ; cf. Diosc. 5, 118.^^/,, 6,Melant£s, an Athe-
nian, an opponent of Demosthenes,
Dem. 310, 10.

tMeXaiTOf, , , MeL•ntus, masc.
pr. n., Luc.'./., , (.,)
black when eaten,, Anth. P. 6,

299.'?.,,(,) with
black water, ., a well where the

water looks black Irom the shade, etc.,

IL 9, 14, Od. 20, 158, etc. []./.,, TO, blackness, [] ;, ,(,) black-

looking.
j

.\', . , Melanopus, an
Athenian, father of Laches, Thuc. 3,

86.—2. son of Laches, an Athenian
orator. Id. ib. ; Dem. 703, 21.—3. son
of Diophantus,a Sphettian,Dem. 925,
2.—Others in Ath. ; etc.,.,,='. [], , (,)
black-skinned, JSonn.', /., ?., gen.,/,, cf. -
?., the only word exactly like it in

form. Black, dark

:

—in Horn, -,,, /.,
yala, etc., where it is simply
descriptive, and evidently orig. meant
no definite colour, but simply dark— ;

. is prob. so called not from its

being pitched over, nor yet from the
gloom of the hold, but simply from the
dark look of all ships on the water.—II.

black, dark, gloomy,~,, etc.,

Hom.—III. metaph. black, dark,-, II. 2, 834, etc. ; Kr/p, Ib. 859, etc.
;

., . 4, 117, etc.; the origin

of the metaph. being more distinctly

seen in t.he phrases//,^,
., II. 16, 350 ; 18, 22 :

hence generally dark, dire, horrid, ., , Aesch. Supp. 88, Theb.
833 ;, Eur. Hipp. 1388 ; etc.—
In all these signtis., opp. to.—2.

ofthe voice, indistinct, hat-fuscus, opp.

to. (q. v.), Arist. Top. 1, 15,4.
—3. dark, obscure, enigmatical, Plut.,

as in Lat. Lycophron ater, Stat. Sylv.

5, 3, 157.—4. of men, black, (like hie

niger est), Plut. 2, 12 D :—so prob.. in Solon ap. Diog.
L•.^ 1, 61 ; //., Pind. Fr. 88.—
IV^ compar./., a, ov (which
establishes the orig. form to be *-
/., cf./.). II. 24, 94, proverb,

of the thickest darkness, -?. , II. 4, 277, cf.

Bast. . Cr. p. SO : also.-, in Strab.—Poet, collat. form., Buttm. Lexil. s. v. ?.-
.• and in II. 24, 79,/. : Aeol.

...
tMeAaf,, , Melas,—I. masc.

pr. n. ;— 1. son of Phrixus and Chal-
ciope, from whom the gulf (infra III.)

was said to be named, Ap. Rh. 2, 1156.

—2. son of Porthaon, brother of Oe-
neus, 11. 14, 117.—3. sonof Licymnius,
a companion of Hercules, Apoilod. 2,

7, 7.—Others in Paus. ; etc.—II. of
rivers ;—1. a river of Thrace, falling

into the gulf of same name, now Sal-

datti ? Hdt. 7, 58.-2. a river of Thes-
saly, emptying into the Malian gulf.

Id. 7, 198.—3. a river of Achaia near
Olenos, Call. Jov. 23.—4. a small
river of Boeotia near Orchomenus,
flowing into the lake Copals, Strab.

p. 407 ; Paus. 9, 38, 6.—Others men-
tioned in Strab., and Paus.—III.•., (the black gulf) Melas
sinus, a deep gulf between the Thra-
cian Chersonese and the main coast

of Thrace now g^t/i/ o/5'aroe, Hdt. 6,

41 ; 7, 58; etc.: in Ap. Rh. 1, 922,•., , , (/.)
black colour, or dye, Apollod. ap. Phot.

;

black, Anth. P. 6, 63 :

—

a black spot,

Plut. 2, 564 E.//, ov, ,{) black-

ness, lividness, Hipp. p. 425 :

—

a black

epot, Plut. 2, 921 F..,, , theMeldi, a Gallic
race on the Sequana, Strab. p. 194., to melt, make liquid, Call.

Fr. 309 : pass.?, to melt, grow
liquid,3^,-
dron melting as to the fat, i. e. in which
fat melts, 11, 21, 363 ; ubi al. /.

\

', Ep. 3 irapf. from- Od.
5, 6. ^, ., an Att. vocat from a
nom. not in use, as a familiar address
to both sexes, my good friend, my drar,
etc., Ar. Eq. 671, Xub. 33, Eccl. 120,
133 ; i-y',, Plat. Theaet. 178

; cf. Ruhnk. Tim. ;—lateradilressed
to men only.—(The deriv. from/^•,
wretched, will never do; for it almost
always has a good sense. Buttni. re-

fers it to a nom. from root/,
Lat. mcl, melior : the Gramm. explain
it by -.),,, ^ofMeleager(\),i
a sort guinea-fowl, named after the
hero Meleager, Arist. H. A. 6. 2, 3,

Clytusap. Ath.655B.t— II. aZ-, islands of Meleager, in
the Padus, Anton. Lib. : from/, ov, , Meleager, son of
Oeneus and Althaea, an Argonaut,
and one of the Calydonian hunters,
II. 2, 642.—2. one of Alexander's gen-
erals, Arr. An. 1, 24.—3. an epigram-
matic poet of Gadarain Syria, Strab.

p. 759 ; Anth.—Others in Diog. L. ; etc.^,() to modulate, sing.

tM/.f , ov, , Meleas, a Laconian,
Thuc. 3, 5.—2. -, , , masc. pr.

., . .(, (/.) to care for, be
cumbered about, c. gen.,, The-
ogn. 1125 : also c. ace, Theocr. 10, 52,
cf. Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 20 ; also c. inf.

cv. /.', a good man cares not to marry a
bad woman, Theogn. 185 : as Lat.
tvon curare,= detrectare.— II. to care for,
attend upon, like, ., Hdt. 8, 115.,, , . 1./^, Hipp,
. 617..,, , (?.)
care, anxiety, Hom., who always uses
plur. : /., anxiety
about one's father, Od. 15, 8 : also of
sleep, ./., II.

23, 62 ; cf. :
—, tYiQit care for man, Eur. Hipp.

1102.— II. the object of care, Ibyc. 4;
cf...., ov, 6, Meledemi.S; an
Athenian, son of Cleon, Dem. 273, 6

;

where Bekk./. from the best
MSS.?^, ov,() caiing

for, c. gen., Anth. P. 9, 569.—II. busy, Ib. 6, 39, cf. 7, 425.,, 7/,=., .
Hom. . 532, Hes. Op. 06, Theogn.
879, Sappho 11; cf. Lob. Paral. 146./., , poet, for /.•, Theocr. 24, 104.%1., , , like,,
care, sorrow, Od. 19, 517, Theocr.,
etc. —&\5==.,7.. Hipp.', ov, and , one who
takes care of, an attendant, guardian,., a \iOVtse-steicard, Hdt. 3,

61; . , the keeper of the
crocodiles. Id. 2, 65 ; also . -, one who provides their food, Ib., impers., v..?.,( I) \\ke I, to
dismember, cut in pieces., ,,=, ?.'.•, Theophr.., adv.(.) limb from,
limb, Shakspere's 'limb-meal,' II. 24,
409. [tI]', , (,)
suffering wretchedly, Aesch. Theb. 964.•. ov, (,)
hailing done wretchedly, Aesch. Theb.
963., a, ov, also , ov, Eur.
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Or. 207 :—like /(-, idle, useless, ov,
11. 10, 480; (,
0(1. 5,410 ;/. /,
II. 23,7 ;

—

SQ as adv., « vain,

?.(> <y/, 11. 16,

330
;

6 ,, II.

21, 473, (where however the ancients

took it as adj., with,—afruitless

victory).— 11. from Hes. Th. .503,...-
, it took the later .seii.se of vnhnppi/,

miserable, Trag. ; esp. in addressing

persons, as Orac. aj). Hdt. 7,140: •, unhappy in thy marriage,

Aesch. Theb. 77U; cf. Pors.Hec. 425.

Cf../^, , , , {,
/'/) miserable-minded, Lat. infelix

animi, Eur. I. T. 854.., ov,( II,-) singing with its wings, epilh. of

the cicada, Anth. P. 7, 194 ; cf. Lob.
Phryn. 688., poet, for, v..,, , . -, hue. 1, 80,

etc.; but-, Luc. Pseudos. 6:—to care for, take care of, c. gen.,,, Hes. Op. 314, 441.—II. c. ace.

e,hkei:a,t attend to, study,

pursue diligently, Lat. excolere, Hitt. 3,

115: hence,//,, to study, court

reputation, Thuc. 0, 11, u.. to

court popular opinion. Plat. Phaedr.
260 C, cf. Soph. O. C. 171 ; and so to

practise, etc., v. infr. Construct.,

mostly c. ace. rei, ., .
Horn. Merc. 557, cf. Hdt. 6, 105;freq.in

Att.,|U., Ar. Pint. 511 ;,1)7,, etc.. Plat. : esp.

in Att. to practise speaking, to go over

a speech in one^s mind, Lat. inedilari.

Plat. Phaedr. 228 B, Dem. 421, 20;
also, . , to get up a

speech off-hand. Id. 1414, 12: to re-

hearse, Arist. Probl. :—rarely c. dat.

rei, as /i. , to practise with the

bow, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 21 :—so c. inf.,

to practise doing a thing, as, .-
eiv , lb. 1, 2. 12; .. Plat. Phaed. 67 : ab-

sol. to practise, exercise one's self, the

acc. rei being omitted, Xen. Hell.

3, 4, 16 ; hence, /,
by want of practice, Thiic. 1, 142,

Plat. Rep. 407 B. cf. Jelf Gr. Or. ^

436, .— In pass., to bepraclisfd, Thuc.
1, 142, Plat., etc. ; c. inf , Eur. Alex-

andr. 4, Ar. Eccl. 119:—cf..—
III. c. acc. pers., to exercise or train

one, k 1...\^.
Cyr. 8, 1, 42 ; also c. inf, . not-, Mnesim. -. 1, 7, ubi v.

Meineke.—2. to attend (as physician),

Hipp. p. 550 ; and in pass., of the pa-

tient. Id. 556.[, :

some also connect it with Lat. 7nedi-

tari, V. , VI.),, , , care, attention, Hes.

Op. 410: c. gen. rei, ., care

for many things, lb. 378 ; so,=.,.
like curam gerere rei, lb. 455 : later

also, . . Plat. Polit. 286 A,

. Id. Legg. 865 A : c. gen. pers.,

care paid by one, .. Soph. Phil.

196.—2. esp. practice, exercise, Thuc.
2, 85, etc. ; .. Id. 2, 39 ; //., Plat., and Xen. : in a mili-

tary sense, , to go
through one's practice, Thuc. 1, 18,

Xen., etc. : the practice of speaking,

declamatiim, Dem. 328, 15, etc.—3. a

pursuit, Pind. O. 9, 161.—II. care,

anxiety, '/.), Eur.
Med. 1099. ', 7/f, , Melf.te, one of the
earlier Muses, in Paus. 9, 29, 2.
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,, , (?.)
practice, custom, Eur. Incert. 101

; .. practice in.., Xen. Eq. 11, 13 :

3\80=.('>, , ,() prac-

tising diligently, Xen. An. 1, 9, 5 :-
., meetings for practising

oratory, debating societies, Philoslr./, verb. adj. from-, one must care for, study, Tl, Plat.

Gorg. 527 B., ov, , () a

place for practice, Plut. Demosth. 8.

—

II. the instrument for practising, Aliax-

andr.. 1./., , ,() in-

clined to practise,, Clem. ., , ,() prac-

tised : to be gained by practice,,
Plat. Cht. 407 B.,, ,() one who
caresfor, aguardian, avenger,.
Soph. El. 846.-,, , a sort of cup, Anaxipp.
ap. Ath. 486 F.

'.7•., adv., ()=,
limb by limb, in joints, Posidon. ap.

Alh. 153 E.—2. by paragraphs.., ,=^, Si-

mon. 14, Anth. P. 5, 293.?.,, , () the ob-

ject of care,—a beloved object,

.. like Virgil's mea cura, Sappho
105 ; so. .. Pind. P.

10, 93; ., Id. Fr. 63; Kv-, lb. 237 ;—so also in Trag.

—

11. a charge, duly, Aesch. Ag. 1549 :

—

—hence care, anxiety, Aesch. Eum.
444, Theocr. 14, 2; etc.^,, , the Meles, a river of

Ionia near Smyrna, on the Ijanks of

which Homer was said to have been
born, H. Horn. 8, 3 ; Strab. p. 554 :

in Anth. Plan. 292, the river god is

made-the father of Homer : cf Dubn.
Asms 12.—II. Metes, father of the di-

thyrainbic poet Cinesias, Plat. Gorg.
501 B.—Others in Paus., etc., ov, , Melesandrus,

a commander of the Athenians, Thuc.
2, 69.—2. a person against whom an
oration of Dinarchus is directed,

Dion. H.
|;//(•, ov, 6, Melesias, an Olym-

pic victor of Aegina, Pind. N. 4, 151.

—2. an Athenian ambassador, Thuc.
8, 86 ; father of the Thucydides, who
was an opponent of Pericles, v. 1. Mi-, v. Marcell. vit. Thuc. ' 43.

—

Others in Plat. Lach. ; etc.^, , ,( I,*) Melesigf.nes, i. e. born on or of
(the) Meles, appell. of Homer, Vit.

Horn. ; v. I., ov, (?<.,-) being an object of care or love to

men, Pind. P. 4, 27.\, ov, 6, MeLsippus, a

Lacedaemonian, Thuc. 1, 139., , , () care, dili-

gence.

.?., ov, o,=foreg., dub., verb. adj. from,
one 7nust take thought,. Plat. Rep.
365 D.?>,, ov, , Meletides, a per-

son, whose name became proverb, for

stupidity, Ar. Ran. 991 : in form pa-

tron, from sq.'., ov, 6, (more correct than) Meletus. an .Athenian tragic

poet, of the deme Pitthus, one of the

accusers of Socrates, Ar. Ran. 1302;
Plat. Apol.; Xen. Mem.; etc.: ano-

ther Meletus is mentioned as an ac-

complice of the Thirty, implicated in

a charge of profaning the mysteries,

Andoc. 2, 41 ; 12, 34; Xen.' Hell. 2,

MEAl
4, 36 ; etc.; perh. same as the poet,
V. Clinton Fast. Hell. 2, p. xxxvi, n., TO : gen., etc. : (a dat.

acc. to Meineke Com. Fr. 3, p.

641,— but f) : — Lat. AIEL, honey,

Horn. : said to be made by men from
the (^wvifin Hdt. 1, 193, cf. 4, 191:

TO vov, the Persian manna, Po-
lyaen.: metaph. of any thing sweet,
Alex. Mant. 1, 6. Cf, lin.', , . Ion. '/.\. the ash,

,,. fraxinus,\\. )3, 178; 16,767:—
Hes. Op. 144 brings the third or bra-

zen race of men from ash-trees,

/.,—so hard is its wood.— II. a
spear, the shafts being «su. made of

ash, (cf), 11. 22. 225, etc.., , , Melia, daughter of
Oceanus, wife of Inachus, Apollod. 2,

1, 1.—2. a nymph, mother of the Cen-
taur Pholus, Id.

(207/-, . Dor. for,
Alcae. 47, Pind. Fr. 147., , a'l, a race of nymphs
said to have sprung from the spot of

earth on which fell the blood of Ura-
nus, Hes. Th. 187; they were also

called. The name seems
to mean ash-nymphs (/<f/<'a),like Apv-,. oak-ny7nphs., ,(.) sweet-sing-

ing,, Eur. Phaeth. 2, 34.

\.?3, . . Meliboea, daugh-
ter of Oceanus, Apollod. 3, 8, 1.-2. a
daughter of Niobe. Id. 3, 5, 6.—3. wife
of Theseus, mother of Ajax, Ath. 557
A.—4. appell. of Proserpina. Lasus
ap. Ath. 624 E.—II. a city of Magne-
sia in Thessaly, II. 2, 717.,,(,) sweet-

toned, Anlh. P. 7, C96.&/, . Dor. for-, -
neysweet,vp, Pind. Fr. 211.,, ov, (,^)
sweet-sounding,, Pind. . 11,

23.,, Dor. -, , ,(,) sweet-i^oiced, melodiaus,. Od. 12, 187,, .. .
519;,, Pind. . (10),

4, . 3, 7.,7},, soft-eyed.', , (,)
honey-tongued,, Aesch. Pr. 172 ;, Bacchyl. 12; }. Ar.. 908.?.,,,(\) song,

Mosch. 3, 93 :—but. Ibid. 56, it is a
musical instrument, where some take it

for.,, , Meligfmis, the
earlier name of the island Lipara,
Call. Del. 48.7.,,=., , f. 1. for^ in

Hipp. p. 529., ov, (, ^) dressed

with honey, Arr./, Dor. : () :
—

to dismember, cut in pieces, v. 1. Luc.
Dial. Mort. 29, 1.—2. in pass, to have

the limbs fully formed, Opp. C. 3, 159 ;

cf.— II.{ II) to modu-
late, sing, warble, ,
Theocr. 20, 28 : but usu, in mid., Id.

I, 2; 7, 89.—2. trans, to sing of, cele-

brate in song, Tivu, Pind. N.
II, 23. -,., Aesch. Ag. 1176., ov,(,) ofpure
honey, Nic. Al. 205 : sweet as honey,

Id. th. 603., , (, *)
sprung from ash-trees, ash-bom, Ap.
Rh. t4, 1641 t;cf., , (,) honey-

sweet, /ujTov , Od.
9, 94, etc. : metaph. .,, 11. 10, 495, Od. 11. 100; 19,

551 ; so in Find,, etc. ; cf ?,.



-•, ,{,) ho-

ney-fed, Anth. P. 9, 122./., , contr.-,(,) sweet-sounding, Anth. P. 5, 125.7., ,,. 1. ?.- []'?~, , , Melicertes, son
of Athainas and Ino, changed into the

sea-god Palaemon, Apollod. 1, 9, 5.'/, , the spawn of the mu-
rex, as being like a honey-comb, Arist.

H. A,, 5, 15, 1 ;
(hence, to de-

posit this spawn, lb. 3.) ; cf. Lob. Paral.

346 :—also7., .—1.=-
II, Pherecr. Aut. 7, ubi v. Mei-

neke. [«], , i7,=sq.^/.,, , meliceris, a vir-

ulent eruption on the head, also called

tinea favosa, from its resembling
honeycomb, Hipp.— II. a honey-cake,

Philo.x. ap. Ath. 147 B./, , , {,)
honey-comb, Theocr. 20, 27.., , {,)
sweet-sounding,, Pind. . 2, 4G./•, 7/,, {/. II.) belonging

to or accompanied by singing, song-like,

to be sttng.—II. singing : , a

lyric poet, Plut. 2, 120 C. Adv. -./, . Ion.- ; {-,) :
—mixed with honey :, Att. -, a drink of

honey and milk offered as a libation to

the souls of the dead and to the in-

fernal gods, Od. 10,519; 11,27: more
fully, -/, Eur. Or.

115,— because after Horn, it also

meant a mixture of honey and water:

—we also ftnd the metaplast. dat.-, but no nom./. Lob.
Paral. 224./., , poet, ,
Nic. Th. 555.., , . Dor.,{ 11.1 singer, player, esp.

fliue-player, Theocr. 4, 30, Mosch. 3,

7 ;—also.
Me/.tAfcj-ri'Of, 77, ov, made of-

?MTov, Pherecr. Pers. 2 : from', ov,, also',
ov, , (,?) melilot, a kind of
clover, so called from the quantity of
honey it contained, Cratin. Malth. 1.

[; but long in arsis, Nic. Th. 897.], ov, ,(. /.) a
sweet apple, an apple grafted on a quince,

Diosc. 1, IGl.

.?^, , , millet, panicum milia-

ceum, Hdt. 3, 117 ; .
Soph. Fr. 534 ; also 7.. \l ?]

^7., , , Melini, daughter
of Thespms, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.

''/., , ,=.?, , ,=:.
MfZtrof, . sub?../ tvof,, , Melimis, a harbour

on the coast ofthe Troglodytae, Strab.

p. 771..?, uv,.{,-
; millet-eaters), the MelinophCigi, a

Thracian people, Xen. An. 7, 5, 12.

+Me/.ifu, , , Melixo, a female
flute-player, Theocr. 2, 146.

f^lLo, ov, . Melius, masc. pr. n.,

Qu. Sm. 11, 85., (7.,) , the
hive with its honey-children, Anth. P,

12, 249./, ov, , {7,-) a honey-cake, Antiph. Leptin. 1., ov, contr. -, ovv,

(/.) honey-breathing, sweet-

breathing,, Theocr. 1, 128./•, ov, {,)
honey-winged, //, ap. Ath. 633 A.

}.7.:, ov, {,)
with honeyed boughs, Androm. ap Ga-
len

MEAI,, , , (.) dropping honey, Nonn. []//^-,, {?., ^odi(o)=sq.,
Pind. Fr. 286., , contr. -, ovv,

{7., ()) flowing with honey./., ov,= ioTeg.,.
Plat. Ion 534 .
/.•, barbarism for 7., Ar.

Thesm. 1192.^/,, , Melisander, an
early poet of Miletus, who sang the
battle of the Lapithae and Centaurs,
Ael. V. H. 11,2./', Dor. for , The-
ocr.

/':', ,, dim. fxova

, Antiph.. I.

/./,, , {/. II)

song, Theocr. 14, 31 :

—

an air, melody,

Mel. 1,35.7, ov, , dim. from-. []/, , ,{ ) dis-

membering.—II. {? II) singing,

song.77{5.[).., drink-

offerings of honey, Plut. 2, 464 C ; cf..., , , Att. 7.. : no
doubt from 7., honey, and so we find

a genit. pi., Emped. 311,—
(unless this be written). A
bee, Lat. apis, Hom., etc. : 7,,
Hes. Th. 594; cf., II.

2 :

—

7 -. Plat. Phaed. 91 C ; etc.—The
term was applied,—2. to po-

ets, from their culling the beauties of
nature, as Horace, jnore apis Matinae,
cf Jac. Anth. P. 580 : also— 3. to the

priestesses of Delphi, Pind. p. 4, 106
;

of Ceres and Diana, Creuzer Symbo-
lik, 3. 354; 4, 241, 382 sq., Me'ineke
Euphor. p. 95, cf : hence—4.

in the mystic philosophy of the Neo-
platonists, to any pure, chaste being,

Porphvr. ; cf.—U. for

honey itself. Soph. O. C. 480, cf. Lob.
Phryn. 187 : on the phrase -7. in Epinlc. ap. Ath. 432 C, v.

Herm. Opusc. 2. p. 252-7.^, , , Melissa, wife of
Periander tyrant of Corinth, Hdt. 3,

50:—2. a courtesan of this name in

Ath. 157 A.—Others in Anth. ; etc.

— II. a town of Phrygia where Alci-

biades was buried, Ath. 574 E.•, a, ov, (/.) of oi
belonsing to bees, Nic. Th. 611., a, ov,= ioTeg. : cf.-/..•, , , bee-keeper,

Arist. . . 9, 40, 37.•, ^, , Melisseus, an
ancient king of Crete, Apollod.
Mf/€., , rich in bees,

Nic. Th. 11, Coluth. 23.-, , ,=7..•, a, , {7.) of, be-

loyigim; to bees : ., a honeycomb,
N. T.. with V. I..^, ov.. {7.,) an herb, baulm, Lat. apias-

trum, also77.,-
va,,.7, ,<,)
fed on by bees, Anth. P. 9. 523, Dion.
"P. 327 : TO .=., Nic. Th. 677..7., ov, {7., -) keeping bees.. Rh. 2, 131, 0pp./,, , and ,^-}..
7.,,{,)

feeding or keeping bees, like7.-.—il. in Ar. Ran. 1273, the -7. are the chief priestesses
(v. I, 2.)

770•, ov, Att. ?.-,
keeping bees, Arist. Mirab. 64.-, ov, {7., -)~7, Anth. P. 6, 239.7., ov, {7.,)
flailingfrom bees ; .', streams
of honey, Orph. Arg. 572.^, ov, , Melissus, son of
Telesiades of Thebes, victor in the
Nemean and Isthmian games, Pind.
I. 3, 15 sqq.—2. a philosopher and
statesman of Samos, puoil of Parme-
nides. Plat. Theaet. I80" E./, ov, {7.,)
guardian of bees, of Pan, Anth. P. 9,

226., ov,(?,-) made by bees,, Pmd. Fr. 266.

^\.7.,,{/.,)
produced by bees, honied, Anth. P. 7,

12.^7, ov, TO,abee-hotise,

Lat. apiarium : from'.7, ov,{,-) feeding bees, /., Eur. Tro.
795..7.-/, ov,,=^7-, Aesop..7., , to be a ?.-.} ', , ^, Att. 7.-,
bee-keeping, Arist. Pol. 1, 11, 2.7., ,, of belonging
to a.,,{7.,*)
Att.7-, busied with bees : .=:?.. Plat. Legg. 842 D, Arist.

. .\. 5, 22, 6 ; cf'.7, ov,{, -) eating bees.

7•.7.7., ov,^?-, Diosc. 3, 118./', poet, for, for-

merly in Aesch. Supp. 10.30.7., Att.7.,, ,
a bee-house, apiary./, , {, )
dropping honey, Anth. P. 5, 295, etc.?., ov,=foTeg., Mel. 1,

33.

'7., ov, ,=?., Ana-
creont. 62, 31.

j'^l7., , , Melistiche, fem.
pr. n., Ar. Eccl. 46.

Mf/iT-rt, 7), poet, for/. (q.v.),

Emped. 311./. , , Strab., /.,
Thuc. 4, 78,. Polyb., Meli-
taea, a city of Phthiotis in Thessaly,
earlier called^ ; hence-,. , an inhab. of., Strab.

;

01, Polyb. 5, 97, 6., ^,said\)=?.•. [], , , name of a lap-
dog, prob. /rom Melita, Artemid., a, ov, of or belonging to

Melita (II., 3), Maltese ; tu, Strab. p. 277, v. foreg. : hence
proverb, 7., the ass
playing lap-dog, Paroem. C. 369./., , , {)=7.•, Theocr. 4, 25. []\, . , Melitia, fem. pr.

., Anth.— 2. v../., , , or, ,, {7.) mead, Plut. Cor. 3, etc,

:

also7.,, Plut.
2, 672 .
7.17!, , {,) ho-

ney-sweet, /., Simon. 52, 9,

tMe/.i-77, , , Melite, Melita, I.,

fem. pr. . ;— 1. a nymph, daughter
of Nereus, II. 18, 42.-2. daughter of
the river-god Aegaeus, mother of
Hyllus, Ap. Rh. 4, 538.—Others in
Anth.— II. of islands;— 1. ancient
name of Samothrace, Strab. p. 472
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—2. an island in the Adriatic on tho
coast of lllyria, now Meleda, Ap. Rh.
4, 572 ; on this island, in all proba-
bility, St. Paul was cast, N. T. Act.

23, 1 sqq. ; v. Anthon's Class. Diet.,

s. V. where the reasons are stated at

large.—3. an island of the Mediter-
ranean between Sicily and Africa,

now Malta, Strab. p. 277 ;' in

Lye. 1027.

—

III. a lake near Oeniadae
in Aetolia, Slrab. p. 459.—IV. an At-

tic deme of the tribe Cecropis, Strab.

p. C5 ; ace. to Steph. Byz. of the

tribe Oeneis : Dem. 1258, fin.^/, ,,=,.
Rh. 4, 1150., ov, {., .) ^=^.\., , , Mditene, a dis-

trict of Cappadocia, Strab. p. 527.,' a, ov,= sq., Ar. Fr.

440.'^7, , , of or for honey,

Theophr.+', , , v...?., ov, , fless correct than', q. v.

McZiri'Cw, () 7ise honey for

medical purposes, as for plasters., , ov, honey-sweet, Ze-
no ap. Diog. L.', ov,,=., ov, , the use of honey

for plasters.?,, b, wine prepared

with honey, Lat. vinum mulsum, Diosc.',, , {,) like

honey, Hipp. p. 878.•,, , honied, i. e.

sweet, delicious,, Pinil. O. 1, 158.

—II. made ofhoney :, (sc,), a honey-cake, esp. used as a sa-

cred offering, Hdt. 8, 41 ; Alt. contr., Ar. Nub. 507, Av. 567,

—

ike, etc.:—also,
, sub.—./,, and , =-.
Mf', , to sell honey : from
-—/.], ov, , {7,)
dealer in honey, Ar. Eq. 653, Antiph.. 2, 5 : fem.,-̂ ,, 6, less correct form of

name, q. v.^, , {,) to

feed with honey., , , a feeding with

honey,, ov,, a placewhere

hwiey is made,/., , to make honey,

Arist. H. A. 9, 40, 11 ; and,, , honey-making ;

and, , , belonging to

honey-making ; from>, , (?., *)
making honey : ., like-. Plat. Rep. 564 C, Bekk.
MeAiToif,, v.

IL
iM7.ova, , , Melitussa, a

city of lllyria, Polyb. 13, 10, 3.'^7', ov, contr.-,,=., , (.) to sweeten with

honey, , Thuc.
4,26.,-, , Att. , ahee.

t— II. also for, fem. pr. n.,,=:,
Diosc.'-, ov,, dim. from7,•
, Ar. Yesp. 367.—II. the cell of a

bee's comb, and in plur., a honey-comb,

Arist. H. A. 9, 40, 8 ; cf.,,.
904

^, , to busy one's

self with bees : from.?, ov, v.-,, , {7,,) to frighten bees by striking

metal pans, and so collect the
swarm.-,,
Att. -,.7., , -, --, , Att. for-., , {,)
like bee, Arist. Part. An. 4, 6, 14.,, , Att. for-., , {,) like ho-

ney, fLuc. Vit. Auct. 19t : also as a
name of Proserpina, like Lat. Mellita,

Theocr. 15, 94.,, , () a
honey-cake, Batr. 39. [t],, , Meliton, a lyric

poet, Anth.
'.7^, , , a sweetening

with honey, [j]^, ov,= sq.. Or. Sib.'.7&, ov, {,)
honey-voiced, sweet-toned, honied, .0-,, Pind. . 6, 36, I. 2, 12,

etc.,,, , , {,)
sweet to the mind, delicious,, Od.
7, 182, etc. ;, 11. 2. 34;,
Hes. Sc. 428 ;, Pind. Fr. 87,

cf. N. 7, 16.—II. act. minding bees,

Ap. Rh. 4, 1132.

7.7., ov, , {, -
7.0V) baulm =/., Nic.
Th. 554.7, ov, (,) mixed
with honey, Anth. P. 5, 270.7., ov,{,) honey-
voiced, vSappho 120 ; cf.-,, ov, {.)
honey-complexioHfd, prob. what we call

olive, or a softer Vrd for 7.,
Plat. Rep. 474 E, Theocr. 10, -^7./,, oi',=sq., ov, contr. -, ovv,
honey-culoured, Mel. 31.^, , to make as sweet

as honey, Hipp. : from
;^'^, , , sweet as honey,

honied,, Hipp. (Not a compd.

;

but formed straight from, as-
from.)^, ov, (7.) of

a golden honey-colour, Opp. C. 1, 315:
fas subst. ., gem of a bright golden

or honey-yellow colour, Plin. 37, 45.7, ,(,)
yellow as honey, Anth. P. 12, 5.•, ,^=(, dub.,

Bockh Plat. Min. p. 139.

;^'^, and ,=^•, Q. Sm. 3, 224, Anth.
7., , a cooling food made from

sour milk

:

—late word, prol). formed
from Germ. Melk, Molke, the real

Greek word being 7., Morell
Codd. Mss. Lat. Bibl. Nan. p. 67., , b, a youth, late

word. (Either from .. like7,, or akin to.)
f-/,, , MeUaria, a city of

Hispania Baetica, Strab. p. 140.'^',, , Lacon. for-,, Plut. Lye. 17: iv.f'ipr/v.7,,\?/,=., ov, just going to

sneeze, Arist. Probl. 31, 7, 5 ; cf Lob.
Phryn. 769..7,, ov, (,)
near upon the age ofpuberty.7^,, , (77..) a de-

lay, usu. in plur. delays, Eur. I. A.
8i8,Aeschm. 64, 4.

MEAA'7,, , {7,) a being
about to do, threatening to do, Thuc. 1,

69, etc. : an intention, esp. unfulfilled.
Id. 5, 116; cf Plat. Legg. 723 1): ., at short notice,

Thuc. 5, 60 : and so,—II. delaying.
Vetting off,, Id. 3, 12. Cf. km-77..)7/, ov, b, procrastinalion,

Epicur. ap. Stob. p. 155, 20..7 , verb. adj. one must de-
lay, Eur. Phoen. 1279, Plat. Criti.

108 E.

.7., , b, a delayer, loiterer,

Thuc. 1, 70.//(, , desiderat. from, to wish to delay.7., ,, inclined to delay., , , (, )
probationary priestess, a novice, Plut. 2,
795 D.7,,=, in Sap-
pho 64, Neue.77}, ov, (,)
betrothed. Soph. Ant. 628, Theocr. 22,
140., , , (.^,) ., music at the begin-

ning of dinner, Ar. Eccl. 1153., ov, (/^.,-) about to die, at the point of death ;
dub. [], , (7^,) to

be going to conquer, Ar. Av. 639, with
a ijlay on the name of Ni/ituf, the
Athenian Cunctator.

'7.7., , , (/^.,-) about to be betrothed or wedded., ov, (,,)
about to be betrothed or wedded, esp. of
females. 57 ., Soph. Ant. 633:—in
Soph. Tr. 207, the Schol. explains
. by . ; Others, as

Erfurdt, read ., the maid-
ens' song, opp. to . ;

Dind. now reads in v. 205, and
refers . to it., , , (,)
child, ace. to Hesych., in the tenth
year.,, and , (7.,) about to become a husband Or
wife, Soph. Fr. 910: alsO/it7of,
V. Lob. Phryn. 769., ov, =7--, q. v.2, fut. : aor.-7. : in Att. the augm. is doubled,,/. : Hom. uses only
pres. and iinpf.—Radio signf, to be

on the point to do or suffer something,
with inf of fut., more rarely of pres.

;

still more rarely of aor. ; but the last,

though wholly rejected by some, as
Phryn. p. 336, is found not only in

Horn. (11. 13, 777, Od. 4, 377, etc.),

but also in Ion. and Att., v. Pors. Or.

929, Eimsl. Heracl. 710, Lob Phryn.
133, 745 sq. As this radic. sense oft-

en passes into that of to have a mirul,

intend to do, like, \>er\\.-
and belong to the same root.

The word differs from the fut. proper
in this,—that //'/, denotes an ac-

tion as yet incomplete, rather than
wholly future. The usage of/
is so varied, that sometimes it can be
rendered only by auxiliary verbs, 1
will, would, etc. : sometimes it ex-

presses mere possibility or at most
probability ; as will be seen from the
following division, founded on Ho-
meric examples.— I. to be on the point

of doing something or having it done

to one, with an express notion of free-

will and choice, to intend, design, pur-

pose, oft. with. as, //'.



, and then he was just going
'

to give..., II. 6, 52, cf. 515 ;
''

Savaolai, he still pur-
'

posed to lay suiferings on them, 11. 2, i

39 ; ^. ,
thou thoughtest to strip me of the

,

prize, II. 23, 544 : oft. with ,
as,' ' ?.?., nor did

j

J think I should persuade thee, 11. 22, i

356 ; ovK up' ?, ; did you
not think you might Stop? Od. 13,

293 ; cf. V".—II. to be about to do.

etc., whether one will or not; and
so, to be made to do.— 1. esp. by the

divine will or necessity, v. Nitzsch
Od. 1, 232 ; to be fated, destined to do,

oh?. ?.', which were

not to be accomplished, 11. 2, 30 ; -
' /'/, he was

soon to rise up again, II. 2, 694

;

/ ^,
was still to live in much misery,

Od. 7, 270.—2. sometimes, though
very rarely, by the will of other men,

yap/-, they were to have run for a tri-

pod, by order of the Eleans, II. 11,

700. — 3. to denote a conclusion,

which seems a certain result from
foregoing events, when our must will

usu. render it ; often with , as,,
sure it must be that I am hated by
father Jupiter, II. 21, 83;-
vai '?^, it must have

been a god that bade thee, Od. 4, 274 :

//?. , I must
have aggrieved the immortals, Od. 4,

377 ; in full, ' tout,, if this is sn,

then must I be content, II. 1, 564.—4.

often to mark a possibility or probabil-

ity, when it may usu. be rendered by
our ivill or may, or expressed by an
adv., such as perhaps, likely, belike,

etc., as, Tu '/^, be-

like you have heard it, 11. 14, 124, Od.

4, 94
; , 'tis lik^

thou may'st know, Od. 4, 200 ; odt

3?.-, where belike the best are hold-

ing counsel, II. 10, 326 ;? ' •, if we might be..., U. 12, 323 ;

?} 7. -, ' •-7 ; 'tis like, I

ween, that mortal man worketh ill

for his neighbour, and shall not I

(Juno) plan ills for Troy .^11. 18, 362;
—and we may so understand Od. 18,

138, ' -, one time per-

cnance I may have been happy ; and
perh. Od. 1, 232, /.?.

: (these two places

are remarkable, for that7. here
denotes a wholly past event, but yet

so long past, that all we can say of

it is, that !i may have been : however
the last passage belongs in part to

signf. II., and may be rendered, it

seems this house was to be happy, so

long as...)—5. to be always going to do,

without ever doing, and so to delay,

put off, hesitate, scruple, only in Att.,

who also have a mid., just

like act. (v. infr. 6, fin.):— in this

signf. 7.\9 properly followed by
inf. pres., never by fut., Elmsl. and
Herm. Med. 1209 ; Elmsl. also reject-

ed the inf aor., but perh. too hastily

:

Buttm. hold that the aor. ?^,, was used only in this

signf, but V. Stallb. Plat. Theaet. 148

E.—C. /, often stands without
Its iatin., when the verb immediately

MEAO
precedes or follows, as, viov-

; answ. '
;

why shouldnt I (have seen him)?
i. e. to be sure I have : also

; Plat. Phaed. 78 .—So// sometimes seems to govern

an ace, which however really de-

pends on the inf omitted, as,(), ,
what ye are about (to do), do quickly,

Thuc, cf 7, 70 : there is also a re-

markable omission of the inf in Eur.
I. A. 1118, Or. 1182, cf also Stallb.

Plat. Theaet. 1. c. :—the part.?.
is also freq. used in Att. without an
inf, (where or may
be supplied), as. ., the fu-
ture time. Plat. Theaet. 178 ; /; ^., his future povi^er, Id.

Rep. 494 C : esp. in neut., /J.ov,7., things to come, the event,

issue, the future, Thuc. 1, 138; 4, 71,

Plat., etc. ; so in mid.,^, your strongest

pleas are hopes in futurity, Thuc. 5,

111 : but seems also to be

a real pass., . -, that the necessary steps might not

be delayed, Xen. An. 3, 1, 47, see v. 1.

Dem. 50, 23.—7. in Gramm. ?,
with or without, the Future

tense.-, ovc, , poet, for.,
Ae.sch. Ag. ] 356 ; cf.+,. , Mellon, a Theban
e.xile, one of the most active in recov-

ering Thebes from the Spartans, Xen.
Hell. 5,4,2; in Plut. Agesil. 24,

Pelop. 8, wr. Mf/.ojv.^. ,{ I.,)
to paint or describe with limbs : but}', . , song-writing,

Anth. P. Append. 109: from, ov,[].,)
writing songs, Anth. P. 11, 133. [], . , {/. .,)
the disposition of limbs, Porphyr., , to cut off limbs, to

mutilate./., 7;,=sq./,, , a cutting off limbs,

mutilation : from', ov,( I.,)
cutting off limbs, mutilating., v. III.,,(/) to make
lyric poems. At. Ran. 1328, Thesm.
42 :

—

to set poems to music, Ath. 632

C :—a part, pf pass, with double re-

dupl.?.7, like -, in Ath. 453 C., , 6,=^,
Anth. P. 11, 143., , , a making of lyric

poems or music for them : generally,

music. At. Poet. 6, 5, sq. :

—

the theory

of music, its composition, as opposed to

its practice. Plat. Symp. 187 D, cf
Rep. 404 D : from•, , (/ .,)
making lyric poems : ., a lyric poet.

At. Ran. 1250, and Plat. ; esp. of

Pind. ; and so /3/., of Sappho,
Luc. Imag. 18., , , a limb, freq. in

Hom., and Hes., but only in plur.,

which later also is the most freq. in

this signf : , or in-

versely, freq. in Plat., V. Stallb. Phae-

dr. 238 A : 2.. limb by limb,

Hdt. 1,119, Pind.O. 1, 79; like-.—. song, strain, first in H.
Hom. 19, 18, Theogn. 759, freq. in

Pind., Hdt., most usu. in Att. Prose,

cf. Plat. Rep. 398 D : , lyric

poetrv. esp. the choral songs of Trag.
and Com., Plat., etc. :—ace. to Plat.,

was ,-

^>. Rep,
398 . cf Anst. Poet. , 4 :—also the

rrnutic to which a song is set, an air,

melody, opp. to the oir0/zof and,
Plat. Gorg. 502 C ; opp. to
and, Id. Legg. 656 C: .
in time, harmoniously, . out

of tune, both joined with^.
Plat. Soph. 227 D, Legg. 696 D;
hence, = ,
Pind. . 7, 101 ; cf. -'/..
(Hence //,. Doubtless these two
words are connected through the no-
tion of symmetry of parts, as in Ger-
man, Glied, Lied ; and the phrase /^-, an articulate sound, Eur.
El. 756, seems to connect the two
notions.)/-, ,{ .,)
to strike up a strain, chant, , Aesch.
Ag. 1153.'., 6v, (?^ II.,^)=/,, Manetho.
'.?., , , Melpea, a place in

Arcadia, Paus. 8,38, 11.', , ,() strict-

ly, /Ae song with the dance. Horn, (only
in 11.), always in plur., of an unbuned
cose, , a sport for

dogs, 13, 233 ; or,, 11. 17, 255

;

18, 179 : cf.,. , (.) sing-

er, tManetho 4, 183.

tMi^Tif ,, , the Melpis, a river

of Latium, Strab. p. 237., , , Melpomene, a
Muse, strictly the Songstress, Hes.
Th. 77 : later esp. as the Muse of
Tragedy : from.,( II.) to sing, celebrate

with song and dance, .',. II.

1, 474, so Pind. Fr. 45, 10, Eur.
Baech. 155.—2. intr., to sing, Hes. Fr.

34, Aesch. Ag. 244. and freq. in Eur.

;

also c. ace. cognato. .. Aesch.
Ag. 1445,, Eur. Med. 149, etc.

:

c. dat. instrum., .', to play on...,

Anth. P. 6, 195 : so. ., of
the cicada, Anacreont. 62. 9.— In this

last signf Horn., as Pind. mostly,
uses, fut. --, as dep.
mid., .,, to sing

to the lyre or harp, Od. 4, 17 ; 13, 27 :

to dance and sing, as a chorus, II. 16,

182, H. Hom. 18, 21 ;

', to dance a war dance before

Mars, by a bold metaph. for to fight
on foot, (h> ), II. 7, 241.—2. c.

ace, as in act., to sing, celebrate, Hes.
Th. 66, Pind. P. 3, 139 ; .,
Eur. Tro. 555.—3. later, generally, to

sport, make merry., ,(,) sing-

ing songs.^, ov, b, theMelsvs, now JVar-

cea, a river of Asturia in Hispania,
Strab. p. 167.\, 6, Melias, sonof Lacides,
Paus. 2, 19, 2., ov,, dim. ?.
II., a ditty. At. Eccl. 883., indecl., , Metchi, Hebr
masc. pr. n., N. T.^, indecl., (and-, ov, Joseph.) . Melchisedek,
Hebr. masc. pr. n., N. T.', fut., to be an object

ofcare, anxiety, thought,, by subtlety of all

sorts I am become an object of anjciety,

fear, or (in good sense) of remark,
notice to mortals, Od. 9, 20.—2. to be

careful, anxious, , Eur.
Rhes. 770.—II. most usu. in 3 pers.

sing, and plur. of act. pres.,, impf , fut.,
inf pres. and fut. and

/.jjf'

:
—it is a care to m", an object ^
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thought, anxiety, interest, etc., I have

it at heart, Lat. Itoc mihi curae est, the

object being in nom., (he pers. in dat.,

as, TOi , let not
theso things weigh on thy soul, 11. 18,

463, etc.; esp. of a pursuit, business,/ , ,
etc., Horn. ; so, ,
'tis good these thing.s should be a care

to thee (not, for thee to take care of
these things, v. inf B), II. 5, 490 ;

Xph?.-?, Aesch. Pr. 3 ;

uprjv ?.7/,
Hdt. 8, 19: sometimes an inf stands

as nom.,'' -/., Od. 16, 45: more rarely

a conjunction follows, ov^ ol-'/, Hdt. 9,72;
.... Id. 1, 9, cf Xen. An. 1, 8,

13; so, .-., Lys. 162,

32.—2. strictly impers., with the ob-

ject in genit., and pers. in dat., as,, who carelhfor the battle,

Aesch. Cho. 946, cf Pr. 938 ;. Soph. Phil. 1036

;

" , Eur.
Heracl. 717 ; and very freq. in Att.

prose ;—also, Hdt. has uiAf t, 8, 19, Aesch. Cho. 780, and
Plat.:— Aesch. has it ahsoL, ?,,

' , Theb.
287. — Hom. has the gen. only with.—. the poets used several

other forms, viz.,— 1. the mid. ?.-,, for,,
as, , , II. 1,

523 ; and 3 imperat. mid.,, let it not
weigh on thy mnid, Od. 10, 505 ; -, Theocr. 1, 53: so

the part., ' '-
CIV, Soph. Tr. 951, e conj. Erfurdt.
—2. perf, as a pres., and
plqpf as impf

,
(for

seetns never to have been used), II.

2, 25, Od. 1, 151, etc. : but the part., in Hom. is always act., c.

gen.,, ., busied

with, attending to..., 11. 5, 708 ; 13, 297;
so c. dat , ., Pind. . 1, 145
(cf infr. B) ; whereas the perf itself

appears in the 2 pers. sing., -, these things hast thou thought

out, invented, H. Horn. Merc. 437 ; and
we have the part, in neut. signf.,-. carefully tended works,
Hes. 0pp. 229;, sons tended by (endowed with)
all virtues, Pind. O. 1, 145.—3. perf
and plqpf pass,,,
shortd. for-, (the

latter is found in Theocr. 17, 46, part.7^, Leon. Al. 12), with pres.

and impf signf ,^ vv';;^ (for

?.), 11. 19, 343;
(for), 11. 21, 516 ; so too,,

Od. 22, 12, cf Hes. Th.' 61.—There
is no such pres. as.—.
after Horn, we now and tnen tind

act., and inid. (in act.

signf), to care for, take care of, tend

(like., and the perf part., in Horn., v. supr. HI. 2, cf
also supr. I.), c. gen., ,
Aesch. Ag. 370 ; also c. inf,',, I have it in my mind
to sing, Anacreont. :—also aor. ?.-, to care for, take care of, c. gen..

Soph. Aj. 1 184 ; hat/, as pass.,

cared for, A nth. P. 5, 201., , () to sing,

Ar. Av. 226. Pass, to be sting, opp.

to [). Plat. Legg. 655 D, cf
Ath. 620 C ; also, to be used in sing-

ing or music, of dififerent notes, Plut.

Henco
900

MEMI,, , a song, Plut.

2, 1145./, , {?•, 1.,) con-

sisting of members or limbs.?., , 6v,() to be

sung, used in singing, Plut. 2, 389 F., , , a singing, P^ur.

Rhes. 923.—II. a tune to ii'hich lyric

poetry is set, a choral song, both words
and air, , Plat.

Legg. 812 D, 935 E, cf 794 : from, >,{ II., /j) si7ig-

ing, musical, melodious,,,
Eur. 1. A. 1104, Hel. 1111;,
Id. I. T. 1045 :— (i ., =,
Plat. Legg. 723 D.

i,, , in\.=,
q. V.—2. a leader of the Sygambri,
Strab. p. 291., pf. of*. q. v. ; 3 pi.-, Hom. ; 2 pi., II., perf of., Ep. shortd. fern. part,

perf of, II. 4, 435., syncop. 1 plur. from pf, II. ; cf.* A., pi. part, perf of *,
II. 2, 818.,, Ep. redupl. opt. aor. of, Hes. Sc. 252. [u], Ep. redupl. aor. of, Hes. Sc. 245., part, pf from,
Hes. Op. 202.,, part. perf. of*, q. v., Horn., and Hes.

and 7^, for -
and, 3 sing, pf and

plqpf pass, of (v. III. 3),

with signf of pres. and unpf , Horn.,

and Hes. : there is no pres.-.'\, ov, 6, Mcmbliarus, a
Phoenician, son of Poecilus, a com-
panion of Cadmus, Hdt. 4, 147., perf of, Od.
17, 19(i; ci.., , , dim. from. [], ov, 6,{,.) dealer in anchovies, Nicoph.. 1., , , the Lat. membra-, parchment, . .,, 6, kind of cicada,

Ael. . . 10, 14, 1.,, , a small kind of
anchovy, not so good as the, Ar.

Vesp. 493 ; also, cf. sq. [u]
Hence,, ,{,)
a kind of anchovy, Aristonym."
. I., adv. part, pf., by
practice, v. I. Xen. Hipparch. 7, 14., adv. part, pf pass,

of, carefully. Plat. Prot. 344 B., adv. part. pf. pass.

of, in parts., Ion. for,
part, pf pass, of, Hdt., adv. part, pf pass,

from, according to a stated

measure, Luc. Salt. 67., part, pf of, II.

10, 302., Ep. 3 pf of with
pres. signf ; also, plqpf for

impf, part,, Horn., and Hes.

;

V. HI. 2., adv. part, pf pass,

from, wrathfully, angrily, Ep.
Plat. 319 B., adv. part, pf from, craftily, by stratagem,
Eur. Ion 809.. adv. part, pf pass,

from, disgustingly.

MEMY, adv. part, pf pass,
from. mixedly, Arist., Ion. imperat. pf pass, of, Hdt., Ion. for,-. 3 opt. pf pass, of, II.

23, 361., pf pass, of,
Horn., and Hes., opt. pf pass, of-. 11. 24, 745.^,,=; esp.'), and pi. -, the

Memnoneum, a citadel and temple of
Aegyptian Thebes, Strab. p. 813

;

also of Abydos, Id. ; the citadel of
Susa, V. sub M.'//a'oviOf, Id. p. 728.

(sc. ), , ass's flesh

(v. III.) : — also the market
where it was .s-old.

iMvov., al, sc., v.

II., Paus. 10, 31, 6.^, ov, ofMemnon, Memno-
nian ; , Hdt. 5, 54,
i. e. Susa, said to be so called because
founded by Tithonus, Memnon's fa

ther ; also , Id

7, 151.,, , () strictly,

the Steadfast, Resolute, hence as pr.

n., Memnon, son of Tithonus and
Eos (Aurora), leader of the Aethi-
opians, an ally of king Priam, killed
by Achilles, Od. 11, 522, Hes. Th.
984 : falso the vocal statue of Mem-
non in Aegyptian Thebes, Luc. Phi-
lop. 33, Tox. 27t : cf.'.
t—2. a Rhodian, satrap or Lydia,
Dem. 672, 5 ; a general of the Per-
sians against Alexander, Arr. An. 1,

12, 9|.—II. a black eastern bird, na-
med after Memnon, Opp. Ix. 1, 6,

Ael. N. A. 5, 1 ; tin Paus. Mf^};oj7'(5tftr

Pliny's memnonides. — III., a

name for the ass at Athens, from
its patient nature. Poll. 9, 48 ; cf.., adv. part, pf pass,

from, by lot ox fate., poet, and Ion. perf used
as pres., to wish, long, yearn, strive,

freq. in Hom. (esp. II.), foil, by inf.

pres., Od. 15, 521, etc. ; also by inf
aor., , II.

13, 307, cf Hdt. 6, 84; by inf fut.,, II.

7, 36.—2. absol.,, my heart yeameth with a two-
fold wish, II. 16, 435

;
', he puts forth strength equal

with the gods, II. 21, 315; so, -
; what wishest thou.' Aesch.

Theb. 686 ; >, Eur.
I. . 055( is to (*),
as to : it is akin also to,, as well as to,, because conveys the
notion of steadjast. fixed purpose:

but it has no proper pres. .), adv. part, pf pass,

from, singly, solitarily., poet. 3 pf pass, of-., poet. part, pf pass, of, Lye., a, ov,() blame-

able, M. Anton.

Mf/«7rri/tof, ,, disposed to blame.

from, , ,() to be

blamed, blameworthy. Hut. 7, 48 : USU.
with a negat., Pind. Fr. 241; so, ov
., not contemptible, Plat. Theaet. 187
C, etc. ; oh, Plut. Cleom. 28.

^—11. act. blaming, bearing a grudge
against,. Soph. Tr. 446 ; cf Pors.
Hec. 1125., perf. of, II. i but



MEN
also regul. from , . 24, 420.

Hence, ., winking.,,,=', Teleclid.

ap. Phot, (liicert. ]2, v. Mein.),^, a, ov, blaming. [I]"[, and, Att. ,,
Memphis, a city of Middle Aegypt,
the ancient residence of the Aegypt-
ian kings, Aesch. Pers. 36, Hdt. 2, 99,

etc. ; Hdt. 2, 3, has dat. for-—II. a daughter of the Nile,

wife of Epaphus, ApoUod. 2, 1, 4.

—

2. wife of Danaus, Id. 2, 1, 5.— III. o,

masc. pr. n., a leader of the Persians,

Aesch. Pers. 970.—2. a philosopher,

Ath. 20 C., ov Ion. , , an in-

hab. of Memphis ; as adj. Memphitic.

ii]', dep. c. fut. mid.

: aor. pass, in

earlier writers, as Hdt. ; but in Att.

more usu. aor. mid. ',
which, however is also in Hdt. 8,

106, cf. Valck. Diatr. p. 78. To
blame, upbraid, find fault with :— first

in Hes.—Construct. : I. c. ace. pers.,

Hes. Op. 184, Theogn. 795, 871, also

in Find., Hdt., and Att., as Soph. El.

384, etc.
; . ',

Xen. Oec. 11, 23 ; tl. Id. An. 7, 6, 39

:

c. ace. rei, . , ru,
etc., Hdt., and so Att. ; also, . rt

TL, to find fault with a thing in

some particular, Hdt. 1, 91 : c. gen.

rei, to complain of a thing, find fault

because of it, Eur. Hec. 962 : also c.

ace. rei et gen. pers., 6 -, which is the chief com-
plaint they make against us, Thuc. 1,

84, cf. Valck. Hipp. 1402 ; like -.—II. c. dat. pers. et ace. rei,

to object a thing to another, cast it i.'i

his teeth, Hdt. 3, 4 ; 4, 180, as usu. in

Att. ; also c. ace. cognato, ., Ar. Plut. 10 ; also. . nvl
'..., Hdt. 6, 92 ; 9, 6 ; ..., Thuc. 4,

85 :—c. dat. pers. et gen. rei, Aesch.
Theb. 652 : and c. dat. pers. only, to

be dissatisfied with,findfault with. Eur.
Or. 285, I. A. 899. (Hence prob.-
.) Hence/.,,,=, Hesych.,
formed like /..,'/., , [-,)
to cast reproaches, cf.3., ,() to

complain of one's fate, Luc. Jup. Trag.
40 ; - ..., Id. Sacr. 1 ; . rtvi

Tivi, Polyb. 18, 31, 8.—II. like-. II., to object a thing to another,

cast it in his teeth, tlvl ti, ap. Dem.
249, 25 : hence
?;//7', verb, adj.,one miiii

blame, Polyb. 4, 60, 9.^, , , queridousness,

Arist. Virt. et Vit. 7, 6 : from, ov,(,)
complaining of one's fate or lot, repin-

ing, querulous, Isocr. 234 C, Luc. Tim.
13, etc.,, ,() blame,

reproach, reproof, ., -, Ar. Plut. 10,. Ran. 1253 ;, to incur blame, Eur.
iieracl. 974 :—but also act., .

or , to have ground of
complaint against him, Aesch. Pr.

445. Soph. Phil. 1309 ; cf..
ME'X, conjunctive particle, used

to call attention to the fact that the

word or clause with which it stands
must be distinguished from some-
thing that is to follow. It is usu.

taken up or answered by in the
corresponding clause. Often the dis-

tinction marked by is too subtle

MEN
for us to render, though, esp. in prose,

the two particles may often be ex-

pressed hy first. ..then ; on the one hand
...on the other ; as well. ..as ;...while... ;

and in cases of direct opposition by
true that. ..but... —Usage: 1. /, like

, can never stand first in the clause,

though it oft. goes before that to

which it properly refers, II. 2, 509,

etc.—2. the sentences connected by
and are often separated by

several intervening ones ; as in 11.

2, 511, 527, sq., answers to in v.

494: this is very freq. in Thuc, e. g., . are opposed, 1,

36-43. — 3. the word with which
stood is often repeated with for

emphasis,: ?,
' , II. 1, 258

;

esp. freq. with' and, Schaf.
Sojih. Phil. 633. — 4. sometimes
and are used to connect different

sorts of words, so that with we
may find a part, or adj., with a

finite verb, e. g. Soph. Tr. 123, O. C.

522, cf. Buttm. Dem. Mid. p. 149:

sometimes an infin. with, a finite

verb with , -..., , ,
Plat. Crito 44 .—5. sometimes the

first clause with is doubled, 11.

23, 311, Hdt. 4, 48; more freq. in

Att., Buttm. Dem. Mid. p. 153 : it is

oft. repeated in apodosis with the

demonstr. pron.,, ,..., Hdt. 2, 121 : cf. . 5.

—6. is not always answered by
(5, but often by other equivalent par-

ticles, by u/J.a, II. 2, 7"u3, and Att.

;

, II. 6, 84; ~, II. 1,

50; , II. 11, 108;, Od. 22, 5,

and in Att.;. Soph. .Ant. 167;, 11. 1, 267, and Att. ; also,,,.—That (for )
may answer is doubted by Pors.

Or. 1311 ; but places like Pind. P. 4,

443, N. 8, 51, Soph. Tr. 1011, Eur.
Tro. 48, and even Thuc. 3, 46, can-

not be got over ; cf. Herm. Soph.
Phil. 1410, Jelf Gr. Gr. § 765, 6, a.—
7. is often found without , or

any answering particle, or even
clause expressed, though it is always
easy to supply these, as,', her (Juno)
can I scarce subdue, {hut all others

easily), II. 5, 893 ; /., as

they say, (but I do not believe), Eur.
Or. 8. This usu. happens when
stands with a pron., Od. 7, 237, and
so in Att., Jelf i) 766. was orig.

the same as, q. cf. : so is

the Ion. form of the Att. y, as a

form of protestation, Hdt. 4, 154, etc.

;

so also , and , Hdt.
II. before other particles :— 1., in II. , accordingly, and

so, like , ,-—
2. in yap, each particle retains its

force. Soph. O. T. 62: Hom. often

omits the second clause after, as II. 5, 901, Od. 1, 173 : also,

yap , II. 11, 825; yap ,
11. 17, 727.

—

3. , or .-.. yet

at least, certainly, Lat. certe, II. 1, 216;
rare in Trag., Pors. Med. 1090 ; here

ye confirms something gone before,

and is as usu. followed by .
etc., Ar. Nub. 138-3, cf. Herm. Vig. n.

296 : reversely, , though true, II.

2, 703.—4. , at least, however. II.

1, 514 ; and so in Att., esp. after,
as Soph. O. T. 294 : also, then indeed,

why then, II. 11, 142; and, generally,

its use is much like that of .
—5. for , esp. in Ion.

prose, as Hdt. 1, 18; but also Att.,

Valck. Hipp. 20.—6. ", much like , but more
freq., it seems, in Att. : in answering,
it affirms more than was asked, Lat.
imo vera, aye indeed, e. g. ;

Answ. ! Ar.
Eccl. 1102 : and hence it often has a
correcting torce, rather, nay rather, as
Aesch. Cho. 999 ; so too in Ar. Eq.
910, ,
wipe your nose on my head, (an-

swered by the rival) ...,
nay on mine : or, Hdt. 4, 144 : so too

or better, to begin a sen-
tence in N. T., yea rather, Lat. qiiin

imo, v. Lob. Phryn. 342.—7. ,
no doubt, of course, Lat. nempe, nimi-
rum, . Plat., etc.

;

—expressing an assumption, as, '-
vai . — 8., for, does not alter the signf. oi, as ' belongs to the verb : it

should not be written' , for

is not cut off, but forms a crasis

with .—9. in , if fol-

lows, retains its usu. force

:

Hom. also uses absol., like

or , '-, you at least it befits, II. 4, 341.—10. , Hom., but in Att. as
one word, : here adds to
the force with which asserts, /
am sure, certainly, at any rale, esp.

after ov, oh ..., I am
sure at least that I am not slack, II. 8,

294, etc. ; in Att. oft. in emphatic
alfirmat. answers, like , Stallb.

Plat. Symp. 176 ; more rarely giv-

ing emphasis to a question, ov -., why you are not... ? Id. Prot. init.

:

sometimes to express impatience,, ; nay
what teas the first .' Ar. Nub. 787, cf.

Plat. Phaedr. 236 D. — b. recalling

more explicitly that which was the
point of the preceding sentence, our
now, in narratives, Od. 2, 294.

—

c but
its most. usu. signf. is to mark an
objection, or exception, yet, however,

slill, Od. 18, 233 ; cf. , ,
usu. without any answering clause.—d. additional lorce is given to-

by joining ., . , or } .,
Pors. Hec. 004 ; also, ., Ar.
Ran. 61 : while in . the force of

is softened : on, v.

Herm. Vig. n. 337-341.—11. '-, like , freq. without
following.— III. for after other
particles, v. each particle., ov, ,=,, a staunch soldier, Anacr.
74 :
— , in Anth. P. 6,

84, may belong to this or may be fern,

of a form.^, , , Menaechmus, a
statuary of Naupactus, Pans. 7, 18,

10.—2. a Sicyonian, who wrote a
work , Ath. 635 A.

—

Others in Ath., etc., a, 6, Menalcas, a shep-
herd, Theocr. 8.iMv, , 6, Menalces, an
Elean, Paus. 6, 16, 5.\, a, , Menalcidas, a
Spartan, Paus. 7, 11, 7.^, ov, of Menander (2),

Menandrlan, Luc., ov, (,) await-

ing a man, marriageable, Dionys. ap.

Ath. 98 D.

t•'!'(5• , oil, , Menander, a com-
mander of the Athenians, Thuc. 7,

16, Xen. Hell. 1. 3, 16,-2. a celebra-

ted comic poet of Athens, son of Dio-

pithes.—Others in Diod. S., etc.

iMsvUKioi, , the MenapH^ a
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German people at the mouth of the
[

Rhine, Strab. p. 194., , , ,
. sub. II. fl,

'f
3, 4.

|,,, , Menares, falherof

the Spartan king Leotychides, Hdt.

8, 131.

iMivag, a, , Menas, founder of

Mevf.ip/a, Strab. p. 319.\.,, ,Menasctts, Syzr-

tan, Xen. Hell. 4, 2, 8.

tMi^, ov, 6, Menachus, son of

Aegyplus, ApoUod. 2, 1,5.

+ilndaiOC, a. ov, of Mende, Men-

dlan, Ath. ; ., an inhab. of M.,

Thuc. 4, 7., , , Mende, a city on the

peninsula Pallene in Macedonia, a

colony of the Eretrians, Hdt. 7, 123
;

Thuc. 4, 123.^,, f], Mendes, a city of

lower Aegypt on one of the mouths
of the Nile, Strab. p. 802. cf. Hdt. infr.

—II. , an Aegyptian deity answer-

ing to the Greek Pan, Hdt. 2,40:

from the Aegypt. term for a goat,

which was held at Mendes in high

veneration, Id. ib. Hence, a, ov, of Mendes, Men-
desia/i, ., the Mendcsian

name or district, Hdt. 2, 46: ., the Mendesian mouth of the

Nile, Id. ; also ., Thuc. 1,

110.',() desire earnestly

or eagerly, long for, be bent on, and,

generally, to intend, but always with

collat. notion of resolution and firm-

ness, Horn., w^ith inf. pres. 11. 5, 606,

etc. ; or more commonly inf. aor., U.

4, 32, etc. ; rarely with inf. fut. as in

II. 21, 176, Od. 21, 125; when absol.,

as in II. 22, 10, Od. 5, 341, an inf

may easily be supplied :
— also like

all verbs of wishing, c. gen.,/z.,
to long for battle, Hes. Sc. 361 ; but,

y. , to purpose something against

another, Q. Sm. 12,380.-11. to be

angry, rage, in Honi. usu. absol., as

II. 19, 68; 24,22; also,',
like, 11. 19, 58 ; . tlvL,

to rage against one, II. 15, 104, Od. 1,

20, etc.: — but in II. 16, 491, where
Sarpedon , the

meaning can only be, he rnged even

while being killed, i. e. even in death

his anger burnt ; though the Gramm.
here explained it by /,').
Cf.. — The word is Lp.,

also used in Pseud-Eur. Dan. 51.

fylv3pa, , .='. 1., , (,)=-, Aesch. ap. nth. P. 7, 255.

^}.), ov, , Menedaeits, a

Spartan, Thuc. 3, 100; v. 1.-.%[, ov,(,) stand-

ing one's ground against the enemy,

staunch, steadfast, 11. 12, 247 ; 13, 228 ;

Dor. -, A nth. P. 7, 208.

tM.'Vf;ti;//zof, 01', 6, Menedemus, a

philoso[)her, founder of the Eretrian

school, a pupil of Plato. Strab. p. 393.

—2. a general of Alexander the great,

Arr. An. 4, 3,7.—Others in Plut. ; etc., ov, (,)
sfeadfast in the battle-din, Orph. Arg.

537.

iMti'e/cPi^f,, 6, Mmecles, an
Athenian orator, Xen. Hell. 1, 8, 38.

—Others in Ath. 184 ; Anth. ; etc.\^,, , Menecruits, a

Megarian, Thuc. 4, 119,-2. father of

Iviy^coii, a Syracusan general, Xen.
Hell. 1, 1, 29.-3. a Nysaean, pupil

of Aristarchns, Strab. p. 650.—4. a

physician of Syracuse, Ath. 289 B.

—

5. a pupil of Xenocrates, a geographer,
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Strab. p. 550.—G. a poet of the An-
thology.—Others in Plut. ; etc.,,=-.^,, , Mcnecolus, a Sy-

racusan, founder of Camarina in Sici-

ly, Thuc. 6, 5.

iM.vuio,Ol•^,of Menelaus (1) ;, the Meneluiujn. a hill and
castle near Lacedaemon, Polyb. 5,

18, 3.^.,, , -^, fountain

of Menelaus, in Arcadia, Paus. 8, 23, 4., , , Att.,
Dor. ', (, , and so

strictly abiding, withstanding people)

\Menclaus, son of Atreus, brother of

Agamemnon, husband of Helen,
through whom he receivcul the sove-

reignty of Lacedaemon, Hoin. ; ace.

to ApoUod. 3, 2, 2. son of Plisthenes

and so grandson of Atreus, v.<--—2. father of Amyntas, grand-

father of Philip of Macedon, Ael.

V. H. 12, 43.-3. a leader of the Athe-

nian cavalry in the war of the allies,

Dem. 47, 21.—4. a general of Alex-

ander the great, Arr. An. 1, 14, 3.

—

Others in Strab. ; etc.—II. of cities,

— 1. a city of the Aegyptian Delta,

Strab. p. 803 ; ,
the Menda'itic name. Id. p. 801.—2. a

city and harbour of Cyrenaica, Id. p.

801, 838 ; in Hdl. 4, 109,7.̂., ov, (, )
staunch in fight, App.

tMii'i'itiOf, oil, , Menexenus, an
Athenian, a pupil of Socrates, Plat.

Menex.—2. son of Polyaratus, Dem.
1009, 26.— Others in Isae. ; etc.., ov, (, -) staunch in battle, steadfast, brave,

in Horn. (esp. U.) epith. of heroes, 19,

48, etc. ; or of nations, 2, 749 :—equiv-

alent to,,-, etc.^/•, ov, , Meneptole-

jnus. an Apolloniat, Paus. 6, 14, 13.

i'Mtvv}|,ov, 6,(,)
Menesthenes, masc. pr. n., Ath. 494 B.', Ion., , ()
strictly one who abides, pr. n., jMcne-

stheus, son of Peteus, king of Athens,

leader of the Athenians before Troy,

11. 2, 552.—2. son of Iphicrates, a

general of the Athenians, Dem. 217,

19.—3. another Athenian, son of Phi-

lagrus, Id. 1064. 16.t Cf..^, ?, , harbour of
Menestheus, in Hispania Baetica near

Gades, Strab. p. 140.\., , 6, Menesthes, a

Greek in the Trojan war, II. 5, 609.

—2. an Athenian, who went with
Theseus to Crete, Plut. Thes. 17.^., ov, 6, Menesthius. son

of Areithoiis, king of Arne in Boeo-

tia, 11. 7, 9.—2. son of Sperchius and
Polydora, nephew of Achilles, a lead-

er of the Myrmidons before Troy, II.

16. 173.^.,, , Menesthu, daugh-
ter of Oceanus and Tethys, Hes. Th.
357.

tMfv'pOf, ov, 6,(,-) Menestratiis, masc. pr. n., Andoc.

;

Dem. ; etc.

'^', verb. adj. from, one

must remain, Plat. Kop. 328 B, cf.

Lob. Phryn. 446.

iMv,, , daughter of Me-
netus, i. e. Antianira, Ap. Rh. 1, 56.. , , () inclined to

wait, . Anton.', , , () waiting,

standing fast : also inclined to wait, pa-

tient, long-suffering, , Ar.. 1620 ; so, oi ov,

opportunities will not wait, Thuc 1,
142.,, , MenZtor, masc.
pr. ., Ath. 594 ).

1?,'/(- , ov, , Menrphyllus, a
peripatetic philosopher, Plut.—Oth-
ers in Paus. ; etc./., , , ,—•
7,, Anth. P. 6, 84. [>], ov, o,=sq., II. 9, 529,
etc.,, ov, (,)
staunch m battle, II. 14, 376; cl. -'.\,, , Menes, a general of
Alexander, Arr. An. 2, 12, 2.

•';?7', worse form for,
Dion. H. f7, 27., al, also, ,=, Suid. Hence,=, Gramm.

Mfi't, for, only occurs in the
compd..

tMei'i'tJaf, ov, 6, Menidas, son of

Hegesander, Arr. An. 3, 5.

+'•, ov, b, Menius, a Spartan,
Hdt. 6, 71., ov, of Menippus (5),
Menipplan, Anth.,. , Menippe, daughter
of Nereus and Doris, Hes. Th. 200.,, ov, 6, Menippides, a
son of Hercules, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.

+70•, ov, b, Menipjms. an
Athenian, father of Hippocles, Thuc.
8, 13.—2. a breeder of horses, called, Ar. A v. 1293.—3. a tyrant
of Oreus in Euboea, a friend of Philip
of Macedon, Dem. 126, 4.-4. a Ca-
rian, Id. 571, 22.—5. a cynic philoso-
pher, known as a writer of satires,

Diog. L. 6, 99.—Others in Strab.;
Diog. L. ; etc.^,, ov, b. Meniscus, masc.
pr. n., Arr. An. 2, 14, 3 ; etc.^, ov, , Menneas, masc. pr.

n., Polyb. 5, 71,2.

vvv, V. II. 5.. ,(,,)
suited to the desires, satisfying , and
so enough, sufficient, plentiful, Hom. ;

mostly of meat and drink, as,
otiTTvov,,, etc. ; so,

., a plentifid funeral feast, II. 23, 29 ;

., enough wood, II. 23, 139 ; -, , etc., Hom. ;—generally,

agreeable, pleasant, to one's taste, U. 9,

227, Od. 13, 273, etc., cf. Plut. Phoc. 2.

iMvov,, b, Menoeceus, fa-

ther of Creon and Jocasta, Soph. O. T.
09; Eur. Phoen. 10; etc.—2. grand-
son of foreg., son of Creon, devoted
himself to ensure victory to the The-
bans, Eur. Phoen. 769 ; etc., , f. - : Ep. impf., II. 12, 59 : Ep. iengthd.

pres., II. 13, 79 ; 3 sing. •, 11. 19, 164; for the opt. aor., II. 15, 82, Aristarrh. gave
a suhjunct. form', but cf.

Spitzn. ad. 1. : (), hike -
,' to desire eagerly, long for ; gen-
erally, to be bent on, to purpose, intend,

have in mind, Lat. meditari, Hom.
;

who oft. adde , aijoL

., to desire in nis, thy heart.—Con-
struct, usu. c. ace. rei ; also not sel-

dom with inf of pres., as 11. 19, 164,

Od. 22. 217: or of aor, as Od. 2, 248;
21, 157, and so Pind.

; . , to

desig7i, purpose something against one,

Od. 11, 532, II. 15, 293; but c. dat.

rei, alone, esp. to strive for a thing,

., Theogn. 461.—Ep. word,
used also by Pind., and twice in

Trag., Soph. Aj. 341, Eur. Cycl. 417;
also in Ar. Vesp. 1080., Ep. impf. of foreg.



MENT
»?/, , , eager desire, Call.

Jov. 90, . Rh. 1, 894, Anth., Ep. iengthd. pres. for, II.

tMevot'raf, a, 6, Menoetas, masc.
pr. n., Anth. Dor. form for

iy^vo7Jj, 01/, 0. Menoetes, masc. pr.

n., a Samiau, Anth.^, Ep. ao, 6, son of
Menoeiius (3), i.e. Patroclus, II. 1, 307.

tMei'Oi'riOf, ov, a, yiennetius, son of

Japetus, brother of Prometheus, Hes.

Th. 500.—2. son of Ceuthonymus,
herdsman of Pluto, Apollod. 2, 5, 10.

—3. son of Actor, father of Patroclus,

of Opus, an Argonaut, II. 11, 765;

Ap. Rh. 1, 69.',., force, strength of
body, esp. as shown in quick move-
ment and exertion : very freq. in

Hom., who sometimes joins

/,7/ as equiv., II. 6, 265 ; .-, II. 5, 506, for which he more
freq. has . , II. 6, 502, etc.

;

also,' , II. 6, 27.—2. ot

animals, strength, fierceness, as of

horses, panthers, etc., II. 17, 20, Od.

3, 450, etc.—3. of things, power, might,

force, u., II. 16. 613 ;,
OJ. id, 160':, II. 6, 182, etc.

;), II. 12, 18, cf Aesch. Pr.

721
;, Eur. Heracl. 428 ; in

Hipp, also, ., strength of wine :, a gush of black blood.

Soph. Aj. 1413, cf. Aesch. Ag. 1067.

—4. force, strength, as implying life,

and so lijfe itself. 11. 3, 294; ,^
as equiv., 11. 5, 296.—II.

strength, force of soul, esp. as acting

on the body, and giving rise to bold,

or passionate action ; hence in Hom.,
spirit, warlike rage, , the

battle-rage of men. 11. 2, 387 ; so too,, II. 18, 264 ; more rarely

in plur., and that mostly in phrase-. II. 2, 53G, etc., where
perhaps the number o( follows

that of: Hom. oft. joins, II. 5, 470, etc., v.

Herm. H. Hom. Cer. 362 ;, II. 5, 2, Od. 1, 321 ;/.3. II. 23, 468 ;
', II. 22, 312

;/^ -, II. 1, 103 : in dat., vio-

lently, furiously, Aesch. Theb. 393.

—

2. wish, hent, intent, purpose, -/., their bent is ave to

folly, II. 13, 634 ; so in plur., 'll. 8,

361 : hence,—3. generally, mind, tem-

ner. disposition, like Lat. mens, esp. in

compds., like,, etc.

;

but never used strictly of the intellect.

— !n most cases it answers to Lat.

impetus.—111. is also used in

periphr. like , ,,, for Alcinoiis him-
self, Od. ; so too ,", etc., II. ; also, -, II' 4, 447, Od. 4, 363.—The
word is most freq. in Hom. ; of the

Att. poets, mostly in Aesch. : rare in

prose, though Xen. has it of spirit,

ardour, .,
., Cyr. 3, 3, 61, Hell. 7, 1, 31. (-

belongs to the root*, akin to

: hence,.-. Lat. mens, our mind, cf. Pott

Et. Forsch. 1,254.)^., v. sub IL, 6, N. T.\}, . , Menuniiis, an
lUyrian, Ath. 440 A.

~ov, pa,, ,
V. sub II., t7, 1,8, 9.^, 6, Mentas, masc. pr. n..

Pans. 8, 31, 7: Dor. form for^-, ov, , Mentes, a leader of

the Cicones, II. 17, 73.-2. king of

MENQ
the oar-loving Taphians, a hereditary

friend of Ulysses, Od. 1, 105; etc." Toi, Att., v. II., 10.1;^, , , son of Mentor

;

also as pr. n., Anth. !

tMf} )7f, , (}, *-) UTOught, engraved by Mentor (6),

Luc. Lexiph. 7.^,,, , Mentor, father of

Imbrius, II. 13, 171.

—

2. son of Alci-

mus, a friend of Ulysses in Ithaca,

under whose form Minerva accom-
panies Teleinachus to Pylos and La-
cedaemon, Od. 2, 225, 268 ; 4, 655,

etc.— 3. son of Eurystheus, Apollod.

2, 8, 1.—4. son of Hercules, Id. 2, 7,

8.—5. brother of Memnon (3), Dem.
672, 5.—6. a celebrated engraver on
silver, Luc.\}[, , , Menyllus, a Ma-
cedonian governor in Athens, Plut.

Phoc. 30., fut.., Att. contr.

: aor. : impf.,
Hdt. 4, 42: perf.: adj. -,, later/. Lat., also in Att. poets redupl.

(i. e.-, v. sub v.), to stay,

wait

:

— 1. to stay, stand fast, abide, m
battle, Hom. ; who oft. joins it (as

synon.; with, opp. to ;

and so in Att.—2. to stay at home, stay

where one is, riot stir, II. 16, 838 ; else-

where more fully, ,
Hes. Th. 598 ; ., Hdt. 8, 62

;

. ', Eur. I. . 656; -, Soph. Aj. 80; . .
Plat. Tim. 83 A ; etc. : ., to stay,

lodge there, Polyb. 30, 4, 10 :—but, ., to stay away, be absent

from.., II. 2, 292.—3. to stay behind,

tarry, with a notion of delay or idle-

ness, II. 9, 318; ol, Xen.
An. 4, 4, 19 ; etc.—4. of things, to be

lasting, remain, last, stand, ?./} -, II. 17, 434 ;

... , Pind. . 6, 7

;

' , Aesch. Eum. 672.

—5. of condition, to remain as one was,

of a maiden, II. 19, 263 : generally,

to remain as before, to statid, hold good,

f/v , Eur. Andr. 1000;
so, , of an oath.

Hdt. 4, 201 ; ., Hdt. 1, 5
;/. Soph.

Ant. 1 69 ; so, . /, Arist.

Eth. . 9. 6, 3.-6. to abide by an
opinion, conviction, etc., -, like ., Stallb.

Plat. Prot. 356 .—. trans., c. ace,
to await, expect, esp. to recen^e, stand

an attack without blenching, Lat.

manere hostem. freq. in Horn., and
Att. : so of a rock, to bide the storm,

11. 15, 620.—2. also c. ace. et inf., to

wait for, -
; wait ye for the Trojans to

come nigh ? 11. 4, 247 ;
' ~', they waited for even-

ing's coming on, Od. 1, 422, etc. ;''7.—, Pind.

P. 3, 28 : but, ',
ivait, . e. long to hear. Aesch. Eum.
677, cf. Ag. 459 (which brings
near to).—2 of time, to atvait,

wait for, watch for, , Horn.

;

and so Aesch. Theb. 394, si vera 1.

:

but reversely, '?. ., awaits him, Aesch.
Cho. 103.

—

( belongs to the root* ; cf..)^,, . Menon, a Trojan,
II. 12, 193.—2. a Thessalian of Phar-
salus, leader of a body of Thessalian
auxiliaries of the Athenians, and af-

terwards a commander cf the Greeks
in the army of the younger Cvrus,
Thuc. 2, 22; Xen. An. 1, 2, 6': his

character depicted. Id. ib. 2, G, 21,—
3. an Athenian archon 01. 76, 4, Diod.
S. 11, 52.—4. a satrap of Arachosia,
Arr. An. 3,28, 1.—5. a satrap of Coele-
syria. Id. 2, 13, 7.-6. an Athenian, a
maker of, Xen. Mem. 2, 7,
6.—Others in Xen. Hell. : etc.^, ov, , {,) the

commander oJ a detachment o/^2U48 men,
Ael. Tact. Hence, , , the office of, Arr.^^-, ov, , Merbalus, an Ar
cadmn, Hdt. 7, 98.^^, , . Mergane, a place
in Sicily, Polyb. 1, 8, 3.

}'. =, and =, Gramm.\},, , poet, form for-, Aesch. Pers. 774.

'^,,,=. Tab. Heracl., , (,) Bit-

stealer, a mouse in Batr. [I 265, i

274.], ov, 6, (,)
the governor of a province, LXX., Jo-
seph., , , the office of-, LXX., Joseph.,' ." f. -, Att. -. Dor. •,
Tim. Locr. 99 D : () ;

—

to divide,

distribute. Plat. Parm. 131 C, Polit.

292 C : .', to divide the interest accord-
ing to the voyage, i. e. pay only a part

of it, if a part only of the voyage has
been performed, Dem. 1297, 21 : -, Luc. Nav. 8.

— .Mid.^ , to divide among
themselves, Dinarch. 91. 22 : to get a
portion of,, Isae. 77, 14 : to take

possession of, , Dem. 917, 19: 913,

1 ; -, whether
he had divided with his brother, i. 6.

whether each had his share, Dem.
1149, 21. — 11. in pass, to be dispersed,

Plat. Tim. 50 D : to be split into par-

ties, Polyb. 8, 23, 9.—2. to be assigned

to, reckoned in, upxy ., Dem.
192, 1.', , , Aristipp. ap. Diog.
L. 2, 87., , , care, thought, esp.

anxious care or thought, trouble, first in

H. Hom. -Merc. 44, 160, Hes. Op. 180,

and then in Pind., and Trag., but
rare in prose (though is

used by Plat., Xen., Dem.) :—in plur.

cares, Aesch. Eum. 300, etc. ; also

anxious pursuits, esp. of victory at the
games, Pind. O. 1, 174, cf. P. 8, 131,

N. 3, 121.—II. the thought, mind,
Aesch. Ag. 460. (From, -, as Terence says airae animum
dirorse trahunt ; hence as if

for, : cf also,, -.) Hence, , f. -, to care for,

be anxious about, think earnestly upon,

scan minutely, . Soph. O. T. 1124
;

esp. of philosophers, Xen. Mem. 4,

7, 6 ; also . , Ib. 1, 1, 14:?. ., to be cumbered with many
cares, Xen. Cyr. 8, 7, 12 : c. inf., to be

careful to do, Dem. 576, 23 : also'-
7.U . ', Xen. Mem. 3,

5, 23 : absol. m Plat. Rep. 607 C : cf.. Hence., , thought, care,

in plur., Pind. Fr. 245, 251, Soph.
Phil. 186., ov, , one who is care-

ful about,, Eur. Med. 1226.7, ,, of a thoughtful

or anxious temper., , to cause care.
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", ,6,=:-.,,(,)
mother of cares,, Anth. P. 11,

3S2.'., , , {-,) ' minute philosopher,'

student of the hard thinking school f,

At. Nub. 101.

Meptf,, , () a part, por-

tion, share,, Phcrecr. Aov?.. 1,

etc. : esp. a share in mines and the

like, Dem. 1039, 22.-2. the share or

contribution made, like,, to dine each on his

own contribution, Plut. 2, 644 : cf.

Becker Charikl. 1, p. 419.—3. share

received, hence advantage, aid, ., Dem. 537, 8. cf. 574, 8.

—

II. a part, division, class,,
Eur. Supp. 238 : esp. a party, Lat.

partes, Plat. Legg. 692 B, Dem. 246, 10.,, , a part, Orph. H.
Pan. 16.", , b, a dividing, division.

Plat. Legg. 903 B_, Strab., , , a divider, . .
Hence, , , fit for dividing., t/,, divided, Plat. Parm.
144 D : divisible, lb. 131 C, Tim. 35 A., as mid., to divide

among themselves, LXX., ov, , () a partaker,. Dem. 889, 7 ; , uith

one in a thing, Polyb. 8, 31, C. [I], , . the Me.rmnda-

lis. a river in the territory of the Ama-
zons, Strab. p. 503.,{)=:,
Orph. Arg. 760.. a, ov, rare collat. form
of sq., Jac. Anth. P. p. 663.

Mep/Xfpof, ov, care-laden, troublous,

aiixious, Hom. (only in 11.), always in

neiit. plur.,^, -, 10, 48; 11, 502; also, . [, 10, 289 ; always of ivarlike

deeds, (in full,' . e.,8,453),

either as being troublous and toilsome

to the doer, or troublous and ruinous

to the sufferer: but in Hes. Th. 003,

. , the ills that women
work.—11. metaph., like/.,
persons, peevish, morose. Plat. Hipp.

Maj. 290 E, cf Ruhiik. Tim. :—but,

= '/., Anth. also—Ep.
word, used in Eur. Rhcs. 509, Plat.

1. c. (Prob. connected with,,.)^, , , Mermerus, a Tro-
jan, 11. 14, 513.—2. son of Jason and
Medea, Apollod. 1,9, 28.-3. v. Mfp-.̂, ov, 6, son of Mermerus,

i. e. llus, Od. 1, 259.,,() poet, collat.

form of (but not in Horn.),

care, trouble, ,
rest from troubles, Hes. Th. 55, The-
ogn. 1325. Hence, f. -, intr. to be full of
cares, anxious, thoughtful, to ponder, be

in doubt, freq. in Horn., usu.., ,
; and, where the dnubt is

to be strongly expressed, ., Od.

16,73; -, W. 1, 189, etc.:

hence, to be perplexed, doubtful, to

hesitate, II. 12, 199.—Construct. : foil,

by .., to be doubtful how.., II. 2, 3
;

also by ... Od. 9, 554 ; and often

by //.?/.., whether. .or.., 11. 5, 671, Od.

22, 333 ; also freq. with inf aor., to

hesitate to do. 11. 8, 167, Od. 10, 438
;

also with inf in first clause and 7/ in

second,}.. -
ipvvai.., ', Od. 24,

910

235, sq. : also, . , 11. 20,
17.

—

1. transit., to think of, devise,

contrive, .,, Od. 1, 427 ;

4, 533, etc. ; (), 2, 93, ,
2, 325, etc. ;, 16, 256., }/,—sq., Agatharchid. ap.

Phot. : also -0/,. , a cord, string, rope,

Od. 10, 23; like. (Prob.

from ', Lat. sero, to fasten, with
prefixed.)^,, ol, the Mermnadae,

a royal family of Lydia, Hdt. 1, 7., ov, , a sort of hawk, Ael.

N. A. 12, 4.^,, 6, Mermnon, name
of a herdsman, Theocr. 5, 35.\., . , the Mermodasi=z, Strab. p. 503.

'., , , Meroe, an island of
.\ethiopia formed by the Nile and As-
taboras, Strab. p. 821.— II. a famous
city of ancient Aethiopia on foreg.

island, early famed for its civilization

and conquests, Hdt. 2, 29.\, ov, 6, Meroes, an Indian,

Arr. An. 5, 18, 7.

t-Mepofef,, ot,=MatOvcf, Strab.

550.^, , ol, Meropes, an an-

cient name of the inhab. oV the island

Cos, from an early king /», .
Horn. . 42 : v..\').,, Mcrope. daughter of
Atlas and Pleione, .Apollod. 1, 9, 3.

—2. daughter of Oenopion, wife of

Orion, Id. 1, 4, 3.—3. daughter of the
Arcadian king Cypselus, Id. 2, 8, 5.

—

4. wife of Polvbus king of Corinth,
Soph. O. T. 775.. ov, (-) human,

0pp. C. 2. 364., , , pecul. fern, of

foreg., Opp. C. l,23.t— II.()
of the Meropes, Miropcan, .,
1. e. Cos, Call. Del. 160

tMfpo7r/f, i(^of,^,= foreg. II., ^
7/ ., Thuc. 8, 41.', , , a part, share,

first in Hdt. 1, 145, and Pind. : esp. a

portion, heritage, one's lot, destiny, like, ., Aesch. Ag. 507,

Soph. Ant. 147 : . partly, Lat.

partim, Thuc. 4, 30 :, in this respect, Schaf Dion.

Comp. p. 209 : ,
particular histories, Polyb. 3, 32, 10;

so, .
Id. 7, 7, 6.—2. a share in a thing with
others ; hence, each perso7i's turn, Hdt.

3, 09 : , in turn, successive-

ly, H. Hom. Merc. 53 ; severally. Plat.

Theaet. 157 ; so, , lb.

182 ; also,(, by turns, suc-

cessively, one after another, Eur. Phoen.
483 ; but most usu., , Hdt. 1,

26, and freq. in Aesch. ; Tip,
Eur. Or. 4.52: also absol. as ativ., to, Hdt. 1, 120:—but -, TO ., my or thy part, i. e

simplv / or 7ne, thou or thee, Soph.
Tr. 1215, Phil. 498: also as adv.,

u., as to me, Lat. quod ad mc
attinct, Eur. Heracl. 678 ; -, as to thee. Soph. O. C. 1306;. .. Ant. 1002 ;.

.,. Plat. 328 .—3. -,,-,, etc., to put in the class

of., consider as so and so, like -
P(z, , ,
Lat. in numero habere, Stallh. Plat.

Rep. 424 D : so too,, to be as no one, Dem. 23, 14
;. Id. 37,

4, etc. (Hence.), -, ,(,,) usu. in plur., dividing the voice,

i. e. speaking, endowed with spiech,

hence always epith. of men,(, Horn., and Hes.
;, . 2, 285 ;—because articulate

speech is the characteristic of man
among animals (cf. ); and
Aesch. used as subst.=av-, Cho. 1018 ; cf Ruhiik. Ep.
Cr. p. 85.— II. a bird, the bee-eater, me-
Tops apiaster, also, Arist. H. A.
9, 13, 2.

tMf'poi/i,, , Merops, son of
Triopas, father of Cos, an ancient
king of Cos, Eur. Hel. 382 ; etc.—2.
a prince of Percoteonlhc Hellespont,
a celebrated seer, father of Adrastus
and Amphius, 11. 2, 831.—3. father of
Arisbe, grandfather of Aesacus, Apol-
lod. 3, 12,5.

Mff, Dor. for, just as in 1 pars,

plur. of verbs- for -, Greg. Cor.
Dial. Dor. 2.'\., , 7,='-., , , (,)
leathern strap, by which the middle of
the yoke was fastened to the pole,

Lat. suhjugium, Hes. Op. 467 ; cf.., , and•, . are also quoted., , poet, ., to yoke,

put to. Lye. 817., . , a ravine between

hills., (sc. ), ov,
TO, a javelin ivith a poise(/) for

throwing it by, Eur. Phoen. 1141,
Polyb. 23, 1, 9.(,) or•, ,() half savage,

Strab. p. 592.. .-,=, Hipp.
Mi,, gen.,^=,

Scymn. 303.7,, poet, for-, halfgray, grizzled, i. 6. middle-

aged, II. 13, 301.

Mf ffoi'-nrof, , ov, poet, and Ion.

superl. of, the midst, middlemost,

Hdt. 4, 17. Strictly formed from
(i. e. ,), as.

from, cf Pott Et. Forsch. 2,

p. 251 : so compar., , ov,
more in the middle.,, a, ov, =, Antiph.
Gam. 3 : prob. formed backwards
from, on analogy of-?()., , ,(,)
the space bctiieen two armies or lines,

Joseph. ; cf., ov. (,) half-

way between two shores, in mid-sea,

Aesch. Pers. 889.—II. {,-) broken midway. Id. Fr. 101., , , Ion. for-, Hdt.,. Dor. for-, Theocr.7, ov,, a weaver's beam,
LXX., (sc.) ov,, (-,)=, v. Green-
hill ad Theophil. p. 77, 14. []
Mf.•,,,=.
tMf~7/, , ,, (the middle

point) Mesate, a promontory on coast

of Ionia, Paus. 7, 5, 6., ov, and in Ar. Vesp.
1502, , ov, poet, for ;

cf. Ep and. [ti],. . Mesatis, a small
town of Achaia, Paus. 7, 18, 4... , , v...'.7.,,,(,
piece offlute-music, played in the in

tervals of the choral song, Aristid.

;

also written.



;?., ,—?.:—the

slave Mesaulius in Od. 14, 449, is prob.

so called from his having the care of

the(?. (q. v., signf. I)./., ov, ~, v. sq./., ov, (,) Ep.2, Att. :— I. in

Hoin. ?. or ?
(for no passage determines the gen-

aer) is prob. the after or inner court,

behind or inside the /., where the

cattle were put at night for greater
safetj•. II. 17, 112, 657 ; and so of the
cave of the Cyclops, Od. 10, 435.—II.

in Att. 7//. (with or without), the door hetivt-en the <? and
inner part of the house, opposite the/. . or house-door ; this was
often also the door between the men's

and ivot/ien's apartments, Ar. Fr. 338,

Lys. 93, 19 ; so, ', Eur.
Ale. 549, ubi v. Monk, cf. Becker
Charikl. 1, p. 182, sq., and /,.

Mfff(5uv, ov, Dor. for, -., ,{) to de-

posit a pledge in the hands of a middle-

man or third party, /. -, Lys. 182, 1, cf. Plat.

Legg. 914 D.— Mid.,, to have money depositedfor
one in a third party's hands, Dem. 995,

21, cf. Antipho 147, 17:—Isocr. 292
A, has in this signf, , , security by means
of a third party : also^sq.,, , , the money
or pledge deposited with a third party,

Aeschin. 71, 18.^/,, a depositing a pledge
with a third party.

1>>17], , , the third party
with whoin a security() is

deposited., v. sub.'. ov, 6,(,) as

5\\>9.,^=.^^,.,=:-, Isocr. 235 C Bekk.
Mf ?/.7., dub. for sq.. Iambi./., ,(, 3?^.)

to throw into the middle, Lob. Phryn.
622. Hence^3}.,, , a parenthe-

sis, Grainm.', ov, ro,= sq., Arist.

H. A. 1, 16, 18., [sc.) ov,, (-,) the mesentery, or mem-
brane by tvhich all the intestines are con-

nected, Anst. Part. An. 4,4,5,—though
just above we find- : cf.-
paiov.?.. ov,(,) in the

middle of the house : .=..,, gen.,{,)
between the even ones .• Pythag. name
for the number 6, as half way between

2 and 10, the first and last even() numbers of the denary scale,

Clem. Al., like. to keep the mid-
dle or mean, . ?.. Plat.

Legg. 756 :

—

to stand mid-way, ., Ar. Pol. 7, 7, 3.

?7. (sc.) . /}. the middle

of the three tones which formed the
earliest Greek musical scale, the
other two being , ~ :

afterwards, the middle note of the
heptachord, Arist. Probl. 19. 25, etc.

;

V. Miiller Literal, of Greece 1 . p. 152.

—11. . (sc. ), the centre of
any thins, Arist. Metaph. 2, 2, 9.t—2.

in punctuation, the colon, V'it. Soph., , gen..=,
dub./, Ep., and before

a vowel or metri grat., Ep.,—all of which are m Hom.
except-} :—l. adv. of space,

—

I. absol. in the middle, betivern, II. 11,

573.—2. c. gen., in the middle of, be-

twixt, between, ., 11.8,259;-
. JiiTu'/MV, 9, 549 ; etc.

;

so in Hes. Sc. 417.—II. of time, mean-
while, meantime, once in Hom., Od. 7,

195, in form.— \\\. as subst.,

Tu, the part between, H. Hom.
Ap. 1U8 : TO , mid-day,

noon, Theocr. 25, 216, cf. 237. [ ex-

cept in arsis, Od. 4, 845.],, , middle, middling,

II. 12, 269,—where the is

placed between the ;o,^-of and;)^-.
.7.,, middle-aged., , (for), ,

Ion. : (,) :
—

mid-day, noon, first in .\rchil. 16 ;-, Hdt.: .-, 'tis high 7. Plat. Phaedr. 242

A, cf. Ruhnk. Tim.— II. the "«,
Hdt. 1, 6, 142 etc. [i],, ;, , Ion.'3,
H<it. 4, 9.},Mcse7iibrin, a city ofThrace
on the Eusine, a colony of Miletus,

Strab. p. 319.—2. a city of Thrace
on the Aegean opposite Samothrace,
Hdt. 7, 108.3.(3) tospend,

pass the noon, Lat. meridian, esp. in

pan.,3^ 'J^', to sleep

at noon. Plat. Phaedr. 259 .—2. of

the san, to be in the meridian.i}, ,, ofMesembria

(1), Mesembrian, Strab. p. 319.3. . poet, for-
1,. Rh. 2, 739, A nth. P. 9, 764.

^l3,=3p.Strab.', , ,()
belonging to noon, about 7ioon, noontide,~ ., noon-day heat, Aesch. Theb.
431 ; cf. Ar. Av. 1096; h'PV-, Ar. Vesp. 774:

—

.,
the cicada, Anth. P. 9, 534, ci Ar.
Av. 1. c. ; TO ., noon, Schaf. Long,
p. 356.— 11. southern.7^, Aesch.
Pr. 722 : . (/.) the meridian.

[t .• Call. Lav. Pall. 72, 73, and later

poets made i metri grat., on the analo-

gy of,, Ruhnk.
Ep. Cr p. 165. Jac. Anth. P. p. 602;
ubi al. .'], ov, =,
Theocr. 7, 21.

^!?, , , Mesene, a district

of Babylonia in a Delta of the Tigris,
Strab. p. 84.

;;-•, ov, (,)
inland, Dion. P. 1068.'., to he neutral, Philist. ap.

Hesych. : from, , poet,- : (,* ?)

:

—in the middle, midmost, Eur.
Ion 910 ; ., is still in

mid-heaven. Id. I. .\. 8., ov, , a wind between

and, Arist. Meteor. 2, G, 9,

and 20.

^'?., ov, , Mesthks, son of
Pylaemenes and the nymph Gygaea,
leader of the Maeonians, II. 2, 864., dep. to mediate, cf.

Lob. Phryn. 121.', , lov, poet,,
=(•, a mediator, arbitrator, Arist.

Eth. N. 5, 4, 7, Polyb. 5, 6, 13 ; v.

Lob. Phryn. 121. [], . . mediation, a media-
tor's ofice ; from,'-. to be in the middle, be a
mediator, N. T. : to come between, in-

trrpose, lb.— II. transit, to mediate, ne-

gociate,' ., Polyb. 11, 34, 3.

From

;7•, ov, , one that is in the
middle, a mediator, peace-maker, Polyb.
28, 15. 8 ; fern. -,, Luc. Amor.
27. [i]

^tM, or,. ?/, Mesoa, a
quarter of Sparta, Strab. p. 364.

Moa,u,,anintcrregnum,
Plut. Num. 2 : hence/^, ov, belonging to an
interregnum, Dion. H.''/, , ,(,-.) the Roman interrex, one who
holds kingly power between the death
of one kmg and the accession of ano-
ther, Dion. H., Plut. Num. 7.^,,, Mesoboa, a town
of Arcadia, Paus. 8, 25, 2., ov, , =,., ov, also , ov,(,
yala) :

—inland, in the heart of a coun-
try, ., Hdt. 1, 145 : usu. as
subst., 7], the inland parts,

the interior, Lat. loca n\edilerranca,

Hdt. 1, 175, etc., cf V. 2;—v.

Lob. Phryn. 298, and sq.-, ov, also a, (n',=foreg.

;

so too, , Thuc. 1, 100 ; 6,

88 ; also,, . Plat. Legg.
909 A. Hence,, , the interior,

dub., , , inland., , , Theophr.
[], and, , ,(,) the space between two knots or
joints, Lat. internodium., ov, (,)
written in the middle : to ., a mean
proportional found by the 7..3,
Anth. P. Append. 25, cf. Plut. Marc.
14., ov, ,(, -•) the space between twofingers or
toes. Diosc. 4, 188., ,(,)
seen in the ?niddle, Manetho., , ,(,, as if

shortd. for) :—strictly some-
thing built between, Od. 19, 37 ; 20,

354 (where /. are men-
tioned with the, and explain-

ed by Aristarch. by) prob.

the bays or panelled compartments of
a room : but—2. ?. ., the cros.<!-

plank of a ship, with a hole for the
mast, Od. 2, 424 ; 15, 289 : hence—3.

later any cross-beam ; the beam of a
pair of scales, Hipp.^,, , a bond, tie.

—II. in Gramm., word joining two
words or sentences.',, v.-.,, , , having mid
dling hair., poet,, adv. in the mid-
dle, Alcae. 52., ov, b, (,)
one that dwells inland.?., ov, (, '/.)
broken in half Plut., ov, , the middle of
the leg, Strab.

/££•, or, (,)
hollow in the middle, Polyb. 10, 10, 7.-, ov,(, ~) of
middle size or age, Cratin. Incert. 2,

Xenarch. Pent. 1, 9., ov, , the crown of
the head. Orphic word., , (, )
parting in the middle ; -, a pillar

left as a support in working minis, Plut.

2, 843 D., ov, ,(,
VIII) the pastern of a horse, etc.,

Hipp., cf.. []'.?., ov, , like•
911



, the mesocolon, or part of the me-

sentery next the', Hipp. p. '274.':3, , to take by the iniddle:

to interrupt, Polyb. 16, 31, 5, etc. :

—

also resolved, , Plut.

:

from^, , (,)
striking to the centre ; or better pass.

(cf.), held by the iniddle,

-firm-grasped,, Aesch. Euin.

157. Hence
Mf aoAuiiiOf or-, ov, , (as

Vitruv.), mesolabe, mathematical in-

Btruinent ii.sed by Eratosthenes for

fimliiiii mean pnjportional lines.

M• ()^'.()(:, ov, (,)
middling ichite, ., a

tunic of pnrple shot with white, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 3, 13 ;—also /i. alone,

Luc. Alex. 11 ; opp. to,
Ephipp. ap. Ath. 537 D ; cf.-.'\., , 6, Mesomldes, a

lyric poet in Anth.,, , , the middle of the

month, the Rom. Idiis., ov, ro,= foreg., , ,(,')
the space between the hips.

a, 01»,= sq., ov,(,)
171 vnd-navel, central, used esp. of Apol-

lo's shrine at Delphi, (cf ),
., , ',,
Aesch. Theb. 717, Ag. 1056, Eur. ;

also, . , Soph. . .
430: ., the very centre, Batr. 129.

— II. willi a navel in the middle, of the

letter O, Agatho ap. Ath. 451 D ;—
also of a 7^, Ion ib. 501 F., ,, v. sub , and
as adv., V., , oi,(,) the

rowers a-midships, who had the long-

est oars, Arist. Metaph 4.— Others
make them the same as the,
but V. 11. cc., ov, in the middle nf
the fast, Eccl., ov,{,) of
at midnight. Find. 1. 7 (6), 6, Eur.

Hoc. 914 : TO -, midnight, Arist.

Probl. 26, 18, Plut. 2, 284 D ; v. Lob.
Phryn. 53.,, Pythag. name for

one of the planets, Stesich. 85, , Ep.-: (-,) ;

—

brandished or poised by

the middle, and SO thrown to the best

advantage, ' up'' , II. 21, 172,

where however is a v. 1. -, drove it in up to the middle, v.

Spitzn. ad 1., /, , the week
midway between Easter and, Whilsun-

tide. Eccl., , , half Persian

:

TO -, a kind shoe./, , (,)
flying in the middle, dub., ov, (,)
broad or fiat in the middle., ov, Galen

; -, ov,(,) between

the ribs : also, ov, ., ov,(,?))
middling rich, Alciphr., ov, strict form for /-

(<]. v.), Aesop.
^, , v..,, , amiddle path or

way : from, , to go in the mid-

dle, be half way, Menand. ap. Phryn.

:

from, ov,(,) go-

ing or passing in the middle, Opp. H.
912

5, 40 -.—. ', through mid-

air, Eur. Ion 1152., ov,{,-) mixed OX shot with purple,

-, Plut. Arat. 53 ; cf.?.., a, ov,(, -) betaken rivers: ., (sc.),
a land between two rivers, esp. that be-

tween the Tigris and Euphrates,
Mesopotamia, Strab. p. 730.^11. in the

middle of the river,, Plut. Otho 4. []\, , , Mesopo-
tamian, Luc. Hist. Scrib. 24.,,,(,-) the middle wing-feather, Acl. .
. 7, 17., , poet, -, , the

middle gate, Anth. P. 5, 203., ov, , (,-) space between two towers, Polyb.

9, 41, 1., ,{,) to

be in the middle of autumn, Diosc., , , v. 1. for,
Dion. . t3, 55., ov,{,) border-

ing on two countries., , {,)
rent in twain, Opp. H. 2, 3L
MF/,,,.: Horn.,

like lies., uses both forms, ace. to his

verse, and Soph, sometimes has-
(v. sub voc.) :— I. middle, in the

tniddle, Lat. medius. of space, oft. in

Horn.; of time only in 11. 21, lll,Od.

7, 28H, in phrase //tffOi', mid-day

;

but freq. in prose, ,, etc., Hdt. 4, 181, v. Lob.

Phryn. 53, 405 ; so, ,
Hdt. 8, 15, etc. :—in Att. also freq. c.

gen., between, midway between ; for

which in Soph. O. C. 1595, ':—proverb, from the wrestling

ring, , we have him by

the middle, he's caught fast, Ar. Ran.
469, cf Nub. 1047 :

—

.=, a judge between two, an um-
pire, Thuc. 4, 83.—As marks
the half-way point, it also means half

— II. of middle class, quality, etc., 7nid-

dling, moderate, avrjp. a man of
middle rank, etc., Hdt. 1, 137; . -, Thuc. 6, 54 ; ! , the

moderate party. Id. 8, 75 : cf.
— III. TO is very freq. as subst.,

the 7>iiddle, the space between, USU. C.

gen. ; Horn, often has and
for ;

so for , II. 3,

69;/ without prep., II. 4, 444,, II. 7, 277 :, the prize lies before all,

II. 18, 507 ; . , to

set a prize before all, for all to contest,

Lat. in inedio ponere, II. 23, 704 : hence
a notion of fairness and impartiality,

as in, , to

judge evenly for both, 11. 23, 574 ; also, II. 9, 87 ; and so in prose, are very common,
as in .,, to pro-

pose, bring forward in public, Hdt. 3,

142 ; 4, 97 ; .\, to speak
before all. Id. 6, 129 ;, to stand in the way of a thing,

Xen. Cyr. 5, 2, 26 ; but,, to keep clear of a contest,

i. e. remain neutral, Hdt. 3, 83, etc.
;

rarely c. dat., as Hdt. 8, 22 ; to-/,
the average between.... Thuc. 1, 10:, the difference is great,

Hdt. I, 126: also of time, ^
(sc. ;^7)_), meanwhile, in the mian-
time, Ildt. 9, 112; but also of space,

between, Hdt. 1, 104; and in Gramm.

=ii' , in a parenthesis.—2, a
middle state, mean, Lat. mediocritas,,
Aesch. Eum. 527 ; cf Eur. Supp.
214, Find. P. 11, 79, Arist. Eth. N.
2, 6, 5.—3. in logic, the midrile term of
a syllogism, Arist. Org. :—in geome-
try, , the mean terms of a pro-
portion, Eucl. ;—opp. to in
bath cases.— IV. for h, as subst.,
V. sub.—V. aclv., in the

middle, II. 12, 167 ; also c. gen. : Att., ., even a little, Thuc. 2,
60.— VI. poet, and Ion. compar./ieaai-, superl. (cf sub
voce), and v.. See also -, -. ( is from the
same root as, Lat. medius. Germ.
Mitte, mil, Engl, mid, Sanscr. madhya

:

hence in Att. we find.-
for- : cf, sub lin.), , , (, -

?.)/) the new moon, Lat. interluniuni.,, ,(,)
one who stands in the middle, [], ov, (,)
narrow in the middle.,,,{,)
=sq., , , [] and -, , , {,)
space between columns, Lat. intercolum-

nium ; =. []^^. , (,'-
/?/;) to lay hold of by the middle, Alex.
Aphr.

^, ov, ,{,-) the middle-sized Indian-
Opov, Arr. Peripl. ; the smaller being
called.,,(,) split

in two, Theophr., , {,)
placed, arranged in middle.,,,(,)
the space between the wall and the be-

siegers, App.., ,{) a middle,
a mean, strictly in mathematics. Plat.

Tim. 32 B, 43 D.—II. any state between

two extremes( and?))
a mean, Lat. mediocritas, Arist. Eth.
N. 2, 0, 15.

—

III. in Gramm. quality

or nature generally., ov, ro,=sq., N. T.,, ,(,)
parf!i/OM-it)rt//, Eratusth.ap.Ath.281 D.//, , to cut through the

middle, cut in two, Xen. Oec. 18, 2 : to

halve, bisect. Plat. Polit. 205 A : from, poet,., ov,(,) cut through the middle, Anth.
P. 6, 63.,,{,) half
worn out., , (,)
to be in mid-heaven ; of heavenly bo-
dies, to culminate, be in the meridian,

Arist. Meteor. 3, 4, 4, etc. : hsnce,, , the meridi-

an, Sext Emp.—2. mid-heaven, mid-
air, N. T.

^, , the place nf the

sun in meridian, Strab. p. 75. [], ,(,)
in mid-heaven, [],,, ,=-. [«], (sc.) , {,) ropes for lowering the sails., ov, . Ion. for-, Dion. P. 17., ov, baldon the crown., . (,)
appearing in the middle, Nonn.(1,,,=.', ov, with middle-sized

eyes.



'^,, ,=,
]

ace. to Sciiol. Aesch. Eum. 337., ,,-,)
the s:pace between two veins., , ,{, 6<>)
the space between the eyebrows, Plut. 'Z,

899 A, 909 D.,, , .{,)
midland, in the interior, Dion. . 1, 49.?. ov,{,) gree7i-

ish. JNic. Th. 753., ov,{,) stand-

ing in the mid-chorus, of the coryphae-
us, Pliii. Ep. II., 14.., ov, (,) of
mixed complej:ion, Piocl., ov,{,) mid-

land : TO ., the middle space., , f. -, {) to form
the middle ; to be in the middle, be half

over, reach the height,, Aesch. Pers. 435 ;, Eur. Med. 60
;, noon, Hdt. 3, 104 ; -, 7n!i/summer, Thuc. 5, 57 ;, Xen. Hell. 2, 2,

24 : . Ar. Ran.
923 : to be in the middle of, c. gen.,, Hdt. 1, 181, cf. Stallb.

Plat. Kep. 618 : c. part.,. Plat. Symp. 175 C—II.

to come between, mediate./, . , Mespila, a city of

Assyria on the Tigris, not far from
Nineveh, Xen. An. 3, 4, 10.?/, 7], , the medlar-tree,

Theophr., , , the medlar-tree

and its fnat, Amphis Incert. 6, and
Anth. [I, Eubul. 01b. 1.], ,{,)
like a medlar,, Theophr.^,, Dor. for?},/, Pind.

iM.a-a,a.r/,^lessapia,aco\ln-
try of southern Italy, called by the

Romans Calabria, Thuc. 7, 34 ; Strab.

p. 277, 282. Hence, uv, oi, the Messapii,

Hdt. : m Thuc. 3, 101, Messapii are

named as a people in Locris.^, , Mt. Messa-
pius, in Boeotianear .Vnthedon. Strab.

p. 405 ; Aesch. Ag. 293, now Ktypia.•, a nv, Messapian, of
Messapia in Italy,, Thuc. 7, 33 ;

oi ., Hdt. 7, 170. [0]^., ov, , Messapus, a Boe-
otian, who led a colony to Italy, from
whom the Messapii were said to be
named, Slrab. p. 405.•, ,^=. Call.

Dian. 78. [a]-, ,,^, poet,

for, for ,
II. 8, 223 ; 11, 6.— In form, an old sii-

perl. (cf), like, , etc., ov, , or,
ov, , poet, for '/-, Hom.
iM, , , Messa, a city and

harbour of Laconia, II. 2, 582 ; in

Paus. 3, 25, 9,.,, poet, for -
-, Hom.,^^, Hippon. 85.^,,, , Messeis, a foun-
tain of Thessaly in the city Pherae,
II. 2, 457 ; Strab. p. 432.^', , . Dor.,
Messciie, daughter of Triopas, wile of
Polycaon, Paus. 4. l,sqq.— II. a.small
district around Pharae in the later

Messenia, Od. 21, 15 : in Plat, and
Xen. 3!5=:/.'.— III. capital

city of Messenia, founded by Cres-
phontes, Strab. p. 389; destroyed by

53

the Spartans and rebuilt by Epami-
nondas. Id. 358.-2. a city of Sicily

on the strait between Italy and Sicily,

the earlier Zancle, Hdt. 7, 64./'', , , Messenia, the

southwest province of the Pelopon-
nesus, Polyb. 2, 5, 1 ; etc.

;
prop. fern,

from.̂, , , of Messenia,

Me.tsenian, Arist. ; ., the

Messenian gulf, south of Messenia,
Strab. p. 359.^^, a, ov, Messenian, of
Messene, or Messenia, of the city, dis-

trict, and country, Hom., etc.

^,^,. , pecul. fern, to

foreg., 7] M. },=, Thuc. 4,

41., , , v..^,, Messola, a city ofMes-
senia, Strab. p. 3G0.^, , , Messogis, a

mountain of Lydia, that stretches

from Celaenae to Mycale, Strab. p.

629., , poet, for.
iMa, ov, , Hebr.= Gr. rpi-, the anointed, the Messiah, N. T.,,{,) mid-

dle-aged., uv, gen. , poet, for. Call. Dian. 37.,, adv.,
from the middle, Parmenid. ap. Plat.

Soph. 244 E., adv., in the mid-

dle, Hes. Op. 367 :—c. gen., Ap. Rh.

2, 172.—So,, poet, for.7?.,,-, poet, for-.•, ov, poet, for.,, , ov, poet., esp. Ep., for, freq. in Horn., and Hes. : also

sometimes in Att. even in Iambics,

Soph. O. C. 1247, Ant. 1223, Tr. 635,

cf Meineke Quaest. Menandr. p. 31.7/,, ,{ II) a

mediator, poet.•, 7],, full, filled, filled full,

c. gen., first in Hdt. 2, 68 ; 4, 195,

and freq. in Att. ; , Ar.

Eq. 811 :—metaph. sated, wearied of a

thing, c. gen., Eur. I. T. 804 ; but, ., full of theatric pride, i. e.

spoilt by applause, Stallb. Plat. Symp.
194 : also c. part., -, he ivas full, i. e. sated of being

angry. Soph. O. C. 768; so,//,, Dem. 1175,5; also, ,-. Id. .328,

6: . , Plut. Alex. 13. (Ace.

to old Grainm. from., with
prefixed : cf the Germ, mdsten, to

feed, fatten.) Hence.,, , fulness.—II. sa-

tiety.,, ,{) to fill, c. gen.

rei, . Soph. Ant. 280: pass.

to be filled or full of,. Id. El.

713, cf Soph. Ant. 420: so of per-

sons, )^),.
Plat. Legg. 649 , 713 C. Hence,, TO,fidness., ov, , {,)
an exclamation in the middle of a

strophe, Hephaest. p. 70., poet. adv. for, even

till, until, c. gen.,' i/, IL 8,

508; later, like Lat. usque ad..,', Anth. P. 12, 97 ; . ,
Arat.—2. also' , even till..,

Call. Dian. 195 ; and so without,
like Lat. usque, until, Id. Del. 47, Dem.
Cal. 92, Ap. Rh. 2, 1229, 0pp., etc.—
3. meantime. Call. Lav. Pall. 55., ?/, , belonging to, or

like a : from, ov, rj,{,) apor-

META
tion of a choral ode coming between the
strophe and antistr., without any
thfng to correspond with it, Seidl.
Dochm. p. 184, 206, etc., ov, {,) between
boyhood and manhood.', poet,, but very rare

(Herm. Soph. Phil. 186) ; Dor.,
or better, Bockh Pind. P. 5, 47
(63):—Prep, with gen., dat., ace.

Radio, signf in the middle, v. fin.

A. WITH GEN. of the object or ob-

jects in the middle of which one is :

and so,—1. in the midst of, among, be•

tween,''', Od.
10, 320

; ,
Od. 16, 140; ,
11. 24, 400 ;—where the sense is both
of being with them, and of doing as
they do :—hence— II. in common, in

connexion with, and so along with, in

aid of, or by aid of, •, II. 13, 700, cf 21, 458: '', with, i. e. by aid of Miner-
va, H. Hom. 19, 2

; ,
to be with one, on one's side, Thuc. 3,

56 :—as, with iutr. verbs, c. gen.
denotes community of interest, etc,
Hom. ; so, with transit., it indicates
community of action; so that7.'', Thuc. 1,

126, might have been K. !. :

cf .—III. from co-operalion it

comes to denote instrumentality, w7iA,

through, by means of,
' -, Xen. Mem. 3, 5, 8.—IV. to-

gether with, i. e. precisely fitting, in

strict accord with, , ac-

cording to the law, keeping close to it.

Plat. Apol. 32 C
;
' ,

a/Ver whatever manner, Thuc. ; much
like, c. ace, v. , IV.

. WITH D.i-T., only poet., mostly
Ep., cf :— I. to denote actual
presence with or among others, but
apparently without the close union
of purpose which belongs to the gen-
itive, and so nearly=ii', which is

sometimes exchanged with it, as II.

11, C4, sq. :— 1. strictly of persons,

among, in company with, -, , etc. ; so, ,', in, among the
3d generation Nestor reigned (though
he could not be said to belong to it,

which would be ), II.

I, 252 ; of haranguing an assembly it

thus answers to Lat. cora/n : it is

omitted c. dat., Od. 1, 71.—2. less

freq. of things, when represented as
moving, and, as it were, animated,,,, Hom.

;

thus, ^, in compa-
ny with the winds, as swift as they, II.

23, 367 : like . uv., v. fin.

—3. of separate members of living

persons, in, among, between, -
, , of

a child being born, as our Bible has
it, 'to come outfrom between her feet,'

II. 19, 110 : so. ,-
; and very freq., ,=.—

II. more rarely it denotes an adding to,

putting among, strictly as with the
view of completing a number, besides,

thereto, over and above, )
'}•//?/*', 1 chose

myself to be with them a fifth. Od. 9,

335 ; ', 1 gave them eacn their lead-

er, Od^ 10, 204 : . ,, last to complete the

number,' i. e. after, Od. 9, 369 : cf the

signf c. ace.—Hom. never uses

with dat. sing., unless of collective

(i. e. in sense plural) nouns, as-,,) : in ', II. 15, 118, it unites two
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words, one of which is already in the
phiral.

C. WITH Accus.—I. strictly of mt)-

tion, right into the middle of, coming
into OX among, very freq. in Hoin., os\).

where a number 0 ptrsons is implied,.7., ,' , hence, hut more rarely,

of single persons ; and of things,, , plunged
me into them, 11.2, 370 ; and of place,
/«-' /, 11. , 511 : similar is the
prose, esp. Alt., usage oi',
Lat. interiliu, between its beginning and
end, during, on the day, first in Hdt.

1, 150 ; with a numeral, utra
7;/ifpai', on the third day, Plat. Phaedr.
251 C—2. in friendly signf.,, to go to see Nestor, II.

10, 73.-3. in hostile signf,/, to go after, pursue him, 11.

5, 152, etc. ; with plur.,', swooping among them,
Jl. 17, 400.

—

II. to e.\press the aim or

object of an exertion after a thing,

i. e. in quest of it, ? 1' ,
sail j/ quest of it, Od. 1, 184

;
'/, to go in search

of news of thy father, Od. 2, 308
;, they arm-

ed for, looking to, the battle, 11. 20,

329, etc. It usu. iniplies attainment

as viel\ as pursuit of ati object: some-
times is added, 11. 13, 247.—III. hence of mere sequence or suc-

cession,— 1. in order of place, after,

next after, behind, esp. with verbs im-
plying to follow, to go, ',,
like sheep after the bell-wether, II. 13,

492, etc.—2. in order of time, after,

next to.'" ,
after Hector thy death is at the door,

11. 18, 96 : in Att., , there-

upon, thereafter, which indeed occurs

in H. Horn. Merc. 12G: strengthd.,, Wolf Dem.
Lept. p. 235 : , a moment
after, Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 628.—With
subst. and part.,, c. acc.= genit.

absol., '— , after Pa-
troclus' death, 11. 24, 575 : v. Jelf Gr.

Gr. '?> 696, Obs. 4.-3. in order of

worth, rank, etc., next to, next after,

after, usu. following a superl.,-
avi/p ', 11. 2, 674, etc.

;

cf. Hdt. 4, 53.—IV. as follows or re-

sults froin. ; after, according to (v. supr.

A. IV.), anv , as

you and I uush, II. 15, 52 ;
',

after, ace. to the line of the furrow, 11.

18, 552 : ' , to fol-

low upon the track, U. 18, 321, cf Od.

2, 406 : but v..—V. general-

ly, among, in, between, as with dat. (B.

1,), , thus comes
to signify iesi of ail, among all, II. 9,

54, etc. : so, , Hdt. 7, 16,

2, Thuc. 1, 138, just like Homer's /tie-

TUYspai, q. V. supr.B. I. 3.

D. with all cases can be put
after its subst., and is then by ana-

strophe written, . g. II. 13, 301

:

Wolf however does not admit this

when the ult. is cut off, as 11. 17, 258.

E. absol. AS ADV., among tkein, with

them, II. 2, 446 ; v. A. II., H. II.— II.

and then, next aftenuards, opp. to-, II. 23, 133 ; v. C. III.—HI. at last,

II. 15, 67 ; thereafter, afterwards,?. uvj/p, one
feels pleasure even in troubles, when
past, Od. 15, 400; just like the usu.

and ; v. C. IV.
— IV. in Hom. ueru is freq. separated

by tmesis from a verb compd. with
914

it, , for -, 11. 8, 94, etc. ; — the most
usu. instance being in.

V. for, Od. 21, 93,

etc., very freq.

G. IN COMPOS. ;—I. oi community or

participation, as in,-, usu. c. gen. rei.—2. of action in

common with another, as in-,, etc., c. dat.

pers.— 11, of an interval of space or
time, between, during, as in-
ov,, : cf,.—III. of sequence or stic-

cession ot time, as in,-.—IV. of the direction, towards
or to : and so of pursuit, following, as
in,. — V. of
letting go, as in,.—
VI. after, behind, at the back, as in-, opp. to: hence,—

•

VII. backwards, back again, reversely,

as in,.—VIII.

most freq. of change of place, con-
dition, etc., as in, -,,-, etc.

. root : on the connexion of
with, v. sub voc. : hence the
strict usage of is, in all cases,
with the plur., or with collectives,

and this is usu. observed in Ep,, and
Eleg.,, for, imper. aor,

2, Alex. Amph. 2., f- : aor.-
: pf- (,).

pass overfrom one place to another, to

pass on,3, Od. 8, 492 : ' ,
. Hom. Ven. 294, cf. Hymn. 8, 9

;

17, 11 ;

—

' (for), the stars had passed
over, southed, Od. 12, 312; so usu.
later, . , Hdt. 7, 73, cf
1, 57; y , ac-

cording as right passes over (from one
side to the other), Aesch. Cho. 308 :

—esp. to passfrom one state to another

;

. ?.. Plat.

Parm. 165 A ; esp. of changes of

government, -'. Id. Rep. 550 D ;

also, -. comes on after..., lb. 569 C :

also, . . Id. Phaedr.
265 C ; ,
Luc. Amor. 24.—2. c. ace, to pa.ss to

another place or State,, Eur. Hipp. 1292; but also to

go after, follow a pursuit eagerly, Opp.
H. 4, 418.—II. in aor. 1,,
transit, to carry over or away, ., Pind. . 1, 68 ; ., Eur. . 728.', {.- : aor.-{, /). throw

round, esp. to turn quickly or suddenly,

in Hom. only once, in tmesis,, II. 8, 94, cf iiifr. sub
mid. : . /, to turn, i. e. plough the

earth, Lat. novare, Xen. Oec. 16, 13

:

hence,—II. to turn about, change, alter,

. , to change the course of the

water, Hdt. 8, 117
; ., Hdt.

1, 57 ; -, Id. 7, 73 ; also of

changing other people's names, raf
(), 5, 68, cf Eur. Bacch.

54 : esp., ., to change diet or

way of life, Thuc. 2, 16, cf Foes.

Oecon. Hipp.
; ., to change,

i. e. give up anger, Eur. Med. 121 ; ., Ar. Plut. 36, cf infra :— freq.

with an adj. implying phange, as, ., Eur. I. A. 343
; ., lb. 363; ., Plat. Rep. 424 C :

—

.

, Plat. Gorg. 481 D, etc. : c. acc.
cognato, .. Id. Rep. 404
A. — 2. intr. to undergo a change,
change, alter one'.s state or condition,
Hdt. 1, 65; . . Plat.
Rep. 553 A, etc. ; // ,
Id. Polit. 270 D : to change one's posi-

tion or purpose, Hdt. 8, 109 : c. gen.
rei, to come in exchange for, or instead

of, Eur, Tro. 1118:—freq. in partici-

ple, 3?.?. or, a»
adv.. instead, in tzirn, Lat. vicissim,

Plat'., cf Heind. Gorg. 480 E.
B. mid., to change what is one's own,

yet rather by chance than of set pur-

I)Ose (this being rather-
), Stallb. Plat. Phaedr. 241 A

; ., to change one's clothes, Xen.
Mem. 1, 6, 6; ., to digest

one's food.—2. to change one with ano-
ther, exchange, barter, traffic. Plat,

Legg. 849 D, Soph. 223 D
; . rj)

uyopy, Xen. Mem. 3, 7, 6, cf-.^^. to turn one's self, turn,

about, . Plat. Gorg. 481
: esp.— 1. to change one's mind or

purpose. Hdt. 5, 75, Thuc. 8, 90.-2,
to turn one's back, turn or wheel round,

cf Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 6 : also, u. •-, Id, Eq. 8, 10 ; (but in An. 6,

5, 16, prob. must be supplied
from the former clause,

—

to turn their

shields round, i. e. throw them over

their shoulders).—3. to turn from one
person to another, Aeschin. 83, 31., t.

-V'<.',{,)
to change by dijyping, Plut. Lys. 17 :—
in pass,, metaph. to change one's covi-

plexion, Luc, Gyirin. 33, cf Bis Ace. 8,, , ,() a
passing over, shifting,, Antipho 132, 5: migration,

Plut. 2, 78 D.—II. change, revolution

in laws and government, Plat, Rep.
547 C, Legg, 676 C.

—

III. a compari-
son, Sext. Emp, Math. 8, 194.\., verb, adj. oi-, one must pass over, Sext. Emp,
Math. 8, 202., , ,() one
ivho passes over = Lat. desultor. [a]
Hence, , , able to pass

from one place to another, Plut. 2, 900
A : .. motion involving change

of place, lb. 899 :
—- so,--, lb. 896 .—II. exchanging, bar-

tering, -, the petty dealers, Hip-
podam. ap. Stob. p, 249, 5.— HI, in

Gramm., transitive, of verbs. +Adv.

-, V. I., i. -,(,)
to carry over, shift, bring into another

place or state, -
7], Xen. Hell. 1, 6, 19

; ., Ar. Pac. 947 ; .?.7], Polyb. 1, 41, 4.

—

II. to

change, alter. Plat. Gorg. 517 B.

—

III.

to argue, Arist. Top. 8, 11, 3., , i. -, (,) to live after, survive, Plut. 2,

908 D,, f.-7.. {-, ) to change foliage,

Theophr,, , , changing

foliage.?,, i. -, (,)
to look after or at, c. acc, Ap. Rh. 1,

726., , , poet, for, Manetho.', verb. adj. of-, one must change. Plat. Theaet.
167 A.

•

^, ,,(?.)
disposed for exchanging : -Krj (sc.), exchange, barter, Plat, Soph.



223 D; so, TO -, lb. 224 D; cf., and. Adv.

Mere,5?j?r(>f, ^, oj', (/7",5«)
changeable. Pint. 2, 718 D, etc.

^]\,•, {,) t«

move itite another trench, transplant.,', ^•, , {~?',)
one who exchanges or barters, a huck-

ster,, '^?,-, l>em. 784, 8.

;3(?/^7, 7/, i},{)
change, changing,, Pmd. P. 4,

520; but. mostly, rather by accident

than of set purpose, Stallb, Plat.

Phaedr. 241 A ; freq. in plur. changes,

vicissitudes, fcipf«l•', Hdt. 2, 77,, Eur. Oed. 12, etc. ; but c. gen.

objecti, changefrom, a thing, ~,
Eur, . F. 735; rarely cAawg^e ,.., as, /t.-, Thuc. 6, 18; usu. .
.., ... or ..., Plau Rep, 553 D,

565 D : 9/ .., change to the

contrarj-, Thuc. 2, 43; «.

"-^, a going orer to the Greeks,

Hdt, 1, 57 ;?, to ad-

mit of change, Eur. Oed, 13. Thuc. 1,

2 ; .. Plat, Rep. 404 A,

esp. — 2, tf. /, an eclipse,

Hdt. 1, 74; so, . ijUov, Plat. Polit.

271 C.—."?. ., change of

government, a revolution, Thuc. 6, 17,

— 4. barter, traffic. Id. 6. 31, — 5, as

military term, a wheeling about face,

being a double. Polyb. 18, 13,

4 ; kic -3/}, Id. 1, 3, 8.—6. a
version, paraphrase, Gramm..3',, , = foreg. 4, dub.

in LXX-'&, , , chsngeable,

Plut, 2, 373 D,—2. disposed to barter j

TO ., a hucL•ter''s skop.-~-3.

., the doubtful vowels (a, i, V), Seit.

ED'p. tMath. I, iOO: from
3//€, ov, {, ,)

changeable, Plut. 2, 42« .—2. .,=}•^~, , , Metabum, early

name af Metapontum, Strab, p. 265 :

from
tMera.Sof, ev, 6, Metabus, son of

Sisyphus, said to have founded Me-
tapontum. Strab. p. 265 i

cf. foreg.^?, (,) to

olter one's plans, change one's miyid,

Tivi, Od, 5, 286. — Mostly as

dep. mid,,7.(, Hdt. 1,

156, etc., Eur. Or. 1526 ; /i,. Plat. Epin. 982 D ; c. et

inf ,. , to change

one's mind and not march, Hdt. 7, 12,

cf. II., :

also c. gen., Alciphr..?,, , a change ofmind,

Simon. 7, 18, ubi Bergk (44)-7: from, ov, ^, ?.)
changing one's mind, changeful, Ar,

Ach. 632.?, ov, and , {,^) one who carries news from
one to another, a messenger, Lat. mter-

nuncius, epith. of Iris, 11. 23, 199 ; 15,

144 :—others wrote -, V. Spitzn., {, }') to pour

from one vessel into another, Diosc.

Hence, , , a pouring into

another vessel.,, 6, the second

month of the Athen. year, answering

to the Boeot., and Lacon,, the latter half of August
and first of Sept., Arist. H. A. 5, 17,

1, etc. ; cf Plut. Poplic. 14. (Said to

be from., because then

people fitted and changed their neigh-

META
hours). Hence- .=-

: ,=,
Plut. 2, 601 ., , {,*) born

after; ilater, in compar..t Luc. Salt.

80: 6 ., the youngest, Menand. p. 57 :

—in compar., oi, pos-

terity, Diod., Plut.^, , , Metaglnes, a
Spartan, Thuc. 5, 19. — Others in

Aeschin., etc.-,, fut. -^, {,
) to restore to life, revive,

Joseph.^, later- \] :

fut.- {,) :

—

to be later, happen after.—2. to be trans-

ferred, carried away, LXX.—3. to in-

tervene,.-}• : Ion. and later- : f.- : aor.-{,) :
—to find out

after, i. a too late, Aesch. Supp. 110.

— II, to change one's mind, absol., Hdt.

1. 40, 86, etc, ; c ace. rei, to change

one's mind about a thing, esp. to alter

or repeal a decree, /i- ^-
va, Thuc, 3, 40, cf. Luc, Nero 4 :—c.

inf, to change one's mind and do some-
thing, Aesch. Ag. 221 ; but c. et

inf, to change one's mind and not do,

Thuc, 1, 44, cf. : hence,
—2. to repent. Plat. Phaedr. 231 A

;

, /. Soph. Phil. 1270; c. ace,
to repent of a thing, Eur. Med. 64 ; cf.».,-,\ forms

for-. [i], , , {,)=.?, , , an inter-

preter., , ?;, =, re-

pentance, remorse. Soph. El. 581., , , {,)
change of 7nind

:

—defection, App. Civ.

5, 12^2., , fj,{-) change of mind or purpose, Hdt.

1, 87, Dem. 1466, 23., , , a transcriber,

copyist., , , a transcribing.—
2. esp. a borrowing from one person to

pay another, Lat. versnra, Plut. 2, 831

A, Hence, , , belonging to

transcription., f. -, (,)
write differently, to alter, Thuc. 1,

132 ; esp. of a public document, to

alter, correct, Xen. Hell. 6, 3, 19 ; u., to tamper with it, Dinarch. 95,

31 ; to corrupt, falsify, Dem. 542, 8 ; so

in pass.,, Isae. 47, 40.—2. to trans-

late, ?, Luc. Hist.

Scrib. 21 ; ~?.--, Thuc. 4, 50.}', f. -, {, ) to

convey from one place to another, to

transfer, Polyb. 5, 1, 9.—II. seeming-
ly intr. to go by another route, to change

one's course, Xen. Cyr. 7, 4, 8. [u]

Hence, , , a, transferring,

Joseph. — 2. a transfer, different ar-

rangement,, Dion. H. de
Isaeo 15., , , conveying to an-

other place.^, , , Metagonia, a
part of the coast of Mauritania,
Polyb. 3, 33, 12.

tMsra), ov, to, Metagonium,
a promontory of Mauritania, Strab.

p. 827.

^, ov, 6, an inhab. of
Metagonia; oi M....irai, Polyb. 3, 33,
13., fut.-{,6>) ; — to share the feast,,
with US, 11. 22, 498, Od. 18. 48 : to par-

take of, c. gen. rei,, II. 23, 207,
Od. 18, 48 ; absol., Q. Sm. 2, 157., , [,)
to dine or sup after, Hipp, tp• 389., verb, adj., one Ikust

untie, Xen. Eq. 4, 4 ; from, f. -,{,) to tit

differently ;—hence, to untie., ov, {,) in

the midst of or among the people (like,), -
', harm be among the

people, Od. 13, 46 : among one's oivn

people, native, at home, Od. 8, 293

;

' ., =, Dion. P. 744., , {,)
to change one's way of life, Luc. D.
Mort. 12, 3., {,) to

teach netv things, Philostr. ; in pass,

much like. Muson. ap.

Stob. p. 170, 30, Plut. 2, 784 B., fut.-, {, -) to give part of, give a share, usu.

c. gen. rei, first in Theogn. 104 ;, Hdt. 1, 143 ; 7, 150, and Att.

—also. . . to give one as his

share, Hdt. 8, 5 ; 9, 34 ; as we find, .
TO, Xen. An. 7, 8, 1 1 : . -, to distribute it, lb. 4, 5, 5 : — cf.,3, and . Stallb.

Plat. Prot. 329 E.—2. . (or), to communicate with one
about..., Polyb. 29, 11, 4; 39. 2, 1.—
II. to give after, , Theogn. 921.

[I], =, Aesch.

Supp. 819, in tmesis., verb. adj. from ^-, one must pursue. Plat. Tim.
64 B.. ov, pursued, overta-

ken,Hdt. 3, 63 ; [?] from, f. -, rarely -
{,) : — to pursue, overtake,

Hdt. 3, 4, 62, and Xen. : ., Plat. Polit. 310 D ; .
Id. Tim. 46 D.—II. intr. to follow close

after, Xen. Hell. 4, 5,_ 12. Hence, , , a pursuing or

overtaking., , f. -, {, -) to change one's opinion : — most-
ly impers.,,, one

changes, has changed one's plan or pur-

pose, Hdt. 4, 98 ; -^, fearing lest they change their

mind, Hdt. 5, 92, 4 ; absol. in part., when they changed their

mind, Dem. 1241, fin.; and in pass.,-, I have changed my mind, (and

resolved) not to march, Hdt. 7, 13;

cf3., {,) to

change one's opinion, Plat. Rep. 413, ov, {.)
during supper, ov'
., Od. 4, 194; . , Anth. P. 12,

250.— II. after supper, of a song, to be

sung after supper or at utie's wine, Pind.

Fr. 89 : — ru ., dessert, Stallb. Plat.

Criti. 115 C.,, ,() the

giving a share, imparting,, Xen.
C}T. 8, 2, 2 ; contribution, Plut.

Cleom. 32.—2. a thesis given, subject

for discussion. Id. 2, 634 A., verb. adj. of-, one must give a share. Plat. Alc

1, 134 B.
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, , ,{)
disposed to /fine s/inrff. giving freely,

Arist. A-nal. Pr. 2, 27, 10., ov, (,)
falline; between, useless,, Hes.
Op. 821., adv.,) after,

following cluxe upon, 11. 5, 60:— in

Opp. H. 4, 509 is a v. 1. '^/'.
"]

, , . ^), 7/, , running after,

pursuit, chase, esp. of hounds, Xen.
Cyn. 3, 7, etc.

; . 'Epivvuv, Eur. I.

T. 941: from, ov,() run-

ning after, pursuing, taking vengeance

of, ., Soph. El.

1387.^, v.8\\}-.', adv., {) afterwards, in

the rear, of time, only in Hes. Op.

392 ; cf. Schol. II. 3, 29, A. 13. 945., f. -, (,) to unyoke and put to another

carriage. Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 21., , , ()
transposition, change, ,
Dem. 727. 10 : change of sides or opin-

ions, ~1 -, Polyb. 1, 35, 7;-, id. 30, 18, 2 : a going over,• Tivu. Id. 5, 86, 8.—2. exchange,

barter. Id. 10, 1, 8.— II. the power or

right of changing, Thuc. 5, 29., verb. adj. of-, one 7nust transpose. Plat. Legg.

894 D., ov,() chang-

ed: changeable,. Polyb. 15, 6. 8., f.-, (,)
to run after, chase, esp. of hounds,
Xen. Cyn. 3, 10, etc. ; aLso, .,
Plat. Soph. 226 A, Polit. 301 E.— II.

to hunt or range over, tu , Xen.
Cyn. 4, 9 :—absol. to hunt about, range,

lb. 6, 25., poet, for, rare, Herm.
Soph. Phil. 18G.,, , v. suh-., adv.,() rush-

ing after.. Rh. |2, 95., poet, for ), to sit

viilh or beside, seat one's self beside, Od.
16. 362... Aeol.-(,) :

to lift up and remove, to shift, Eur. I.

T. 1 157 : ., to repeal a stat-

ute, Dem. 395, fin.—II. seemingly
intr., to go away, depart, N. T., f. -, (,) to

rush after, rush upon, Hom., always in

part. pres. or aor. absol. with another
verb, ,, ,
etc., 1. 16, 398, Od 17, 236; 20, 11

;

•

—

., tofollow closely in another's

steps, Pind. N. 5, 78. [a, Ep.], , f.-.(,)
to demand one's share of, c. gen. rei,

Hdt. 4, 146, etc. ; in full,

.. At. Vesp. 972 ; also, . ,
Dem. 410, 12.—2. to beg of ask alms

of c. ace. pers., Ar. Eq. 775 ; but
also,—3. absol. to beg, Luc. Necyom.
17. Hence, ov, 6, a beggar, Luc.
Necyom. 15., ov, in Aesch. and Soph,
also a, ov (,) :

—

being in

part the cause, instrumental in, c. gen.

rei, . 7.',, etc., Hdt.

7, 150 ; 9, 88, Trag., etc. : ., an
accomplice in it, Hdt. 2, 100; also c.

dat. pers added, .,
Aesch. Ag. 811 ; c. dat. et inf.,

(for -
), Soph. Tr. 1234 ;-

916

..., Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 32.

Cf..,,=, ap. Suid.,,^.,, , (,) be-

tieeen two armies: ., the space be-

tween two armies, Hdt. 6, 77, 112; so

in pi., , E]ur.

Heracl. 803 :—also a disputed frontier,

like our Dcbateable Land, Hdt. 8, 140,

2. — 2. generally, midway between, c.

gen., uvi/p yvvi] -, Aesch. Theb. 197 ; -, . e. between lignt and
darkness, Aesch. Cho. 63 ;

.. Anth. P. 9. 597., (,)
change

Icarom. 26.

to change one's seat or place.

Si,ojU

, Lv, fut.- and -,(,) to shift to another place.

11. intr.=foreg., Joseph.t— 2. metaph.
to change one's opinion, Sext. Emp.
Math. 1,215., (,-) to arm differently, Polyb. 3, 87, 3., (,) to

model anew, Anth. P. 7, 411., , f. -, (,-) to call away or to another place,

Aeschin. 49, 30 : to call hack, reccUl,

Thuc. 8, 11., ov, , (,-
II.) the wrist., . -, (,) to water afterwards, Hipp,

tp. 395., f. -, (, -) to cool afterwards, Hipp. tp.

205. '[], fut.-, (,) to lie elsewhere, to be changed
or transposed. Plat. Crat. 394 : in

rhetoric, /; , the
metaphor is introduced, Dem. Phal., (,') to

change one's (horse or boat)., , (,) to

empty., f.-, (,) to mix by pouringfrom one

vessel into another, Plut. 2, 801 C, v. 1.

for. Hence,, b, /;, , inter-

mixed, esp. of hot and cold ; hence
lukewarm. Comici ap. Ath. 123 E, cf.

Lob. Paral. 223 ; and,, . the mixture

oftwo things, as of cold and hot water,
Hipp., V. Foes. Oecon., (,) to

transplant, Prol. ad. Arist. Plant. 6., (,) tofolloiv

after with hostile intent ; whether absol.

to give chase, as II. 11, 52, or c. ace,
to cha.'<e, 11. 16, 685: but in II. 18. 581,

tofollow after the bull which t?ie lions

are carrying off.—II. to go to visit, c.

ace, Od. 1, 22.—HI. . ,
to march over the whole field, II. 11,

714. [], , (,) to

shift, remove, Hdt. 1, 51; 9, 74: to

change, alter, . , Dem.
688, 26, cf. Xen. Lac. 15, 1 : — mid.
to go from one place to another, Hdt. 9,

51 :— ])ass. to be transposed. Plat.

Legg. 894 A. Hence,, , a movement,, Hipp. p. 102 : [l] and,, . a transposing,

changing, removing, Hipp. fp. 379.t[i']

!::7}, a, ov, verb, adj., to

be removed, Luc. Contempl. 5.,', ,,() to

be changed or disturbed, /.,
Thuc. 5, 21.,,^.

. fut.-?.,((,) to weep or deplore afterwards,, II. 11, 704: also in
pres. mid., Eur. Hec. 214., f. -, (,)
to call by a new name.

Mira/(Aei<j,=foreg.,Ap.Rh. 2.296., , ,()
a summoning.?., ov, called to one, sum•
moned, Heliod..7, (, 7.) to turn
another way :—pass., to shift to the other
side, set the other way, -, 11. 11, 509. [i] Hence, , ij, a turning an-
other way, Aretae..(,) to cleanse

afterwards by a clyster, Hi|)p., (,) to

shift to a new bed : to put to bed, lull to

sleep, Aesch. Cho. 1076, in pass., ov, (,)
sharing in common, partaking, Aesch.
Eum. 351 ;, with another, lb. 96,
Supp. 1039., ov, having a share in

a thing., , , a transporting,

conveying over : from,(,) to trans-

port, , Plat. Legg. 904 D ;

—

mid. to cause to be carried over, Lycurg.
155, 5. Hence, a, ov, verb, adj., to

be transferred. Plut. 2, 710 E., , also ru-, (,) the parts
between the knuckles., f. -, (,)
to stamp or coin anew, Polyacn., , (,) to

arrange anew, Arist. de Xenophane 1,4,, , . a new ar•

rangement, change of condition, Plat.

Legg. 892 A : generally, a conversion,

change, Plut. 2, 75 E.. ov, (, V)
between worlds : tu,, the

spaces between the bodies of the universe,

Lat. intermundia, Epicur ap. Cic. Fin.

2,23, Plut. 2, 731 D,734 C., (,) to push
back, (sc. vavv) ; hence to change
one's opinion. Plut. 2, 1069 C.

iMaov, verb. adj. from-, one must bring over, Sext. Emp.
Math. 1, 154., (,) to found
anew, to remove a settlement, Strab., pass., to come ro^md
by chance, .', , (,) to

whirl away, remove, Plat. Epin. 982 D.. ,(,'/)
to roll away : ., to roll one's self

over, , Ar. Ran. 536., ov, (,) be-

tween the waves, ., bttuten two
waves of misery, i. e. bringing a short

lull or pause from misery, Eur. Ale.

91 : TO , the space between the waves.), f. -?;, (,/) to have or get a share of,. Plat. Gorg. init., Rep. 429 A,
cf. Ruhnk. Tim. ; in full, . -, Eur. Supp. 1078; cf.-,.—. to give a share in,, Ael. V. . 12, 43, Plut.

Aristid. 6.?., f. --, (,/) to have or get a share of, to

partake in,, Hdt. 4. 61, Pind. N.
10, 148, freq. in Plat. ; in full. .-
pav or , Eur. Bacch. 302,

Dem. 702, 7, cf. foreg. : also c. ace,
Heind. et Stallb. Piat. Prot. 329 :



cf., :—mid.-,, to get possession

of, assume, e. g., Hdt. 4, 45.
•— II. to take after another, take after-

wards, •, to su/:ceed to the
government, Pol) b. 5, 40, 6, etc.

;

. /., to take up the dis-

course, i. e. answer, Id. 17, 2, 2 : and. alone. Id. 10, 38, 1, etc.—2. ab-

sol. to come after, come on, of night. Id.

15, 30, 2.—III. to take in a new way,
hence to change, alter, take in exchange,.. Thuc. 1, 120;
and C. ace. only, to take instead, to ex-

change, interchange, . -, Thuc. C, 18, cf. Plat. Rep. 434

;, Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 4.—2. also

c. ace, to take another..., . /..
Id. Eq. 12, 13 ; ., to take a

new garment, Polyb. 3, 78, 3 : cf.-, .—IV. to take words in an-

other se?ise. Lob. Aglaoph. 155 ; also to

understand, explain, Philostr.—V. on
the logical signf., v. sah?.7.?7, (, ?)
to hand on as a torch to another, Clem.
Al.-^', ,{, ?.) to feel

pain afterwards, hence to repent^ c. inf.,

Aesch. Supp. 405.

Mtra/.oijaKU. [,) to

change in growing, -
GL ., to grow into armed men, Ap. llh.

3, 414., {. 7.) to leave

behind, , Philemon p. 395,

iu aor. 1 part, : v. Lob.
Phryn. 713, sq., Ep.7-7. (as al-

ways in Hoin) : fut.-[, \i]yu)

:

—to leave off, cease from, C. gen., ^o-, II. 9, 157, 261.', verb. adj. of-
7.3, one must have a share of. -, Plat. Parm. 163 D.— II. one must
take instead, Arist. Anal. Pr. 1, 34,

fin.^7., ,,(-) capable of partaking or receiving,

Plut. 2, 884 A.— II. explanatory.

Mera2?;—rof, ij, , shared in: com-
municablp.

£7/£•,, ,()
participation, coirununion,, in a

thing, Piat. Rep. 539 D.—II. taking

up, alternation. Id. Theaet. 173 :

change, . Polyb. 9, 20, 2 ;?.. Id. 2, 33, 4 ; cf. -.— 111. succession, . -. Id. 31, 21, 3.—IV. a taking or as-

suming one thing instead of another, ., Arist. Rhet. 1, 10,

18.— V. explanation, interpretation,

Gramm.—VI. in Aristotle's Logic,

the alteration of a term from being the
subject of a hypothetical to being the
subject of a categorical proposition,

Pacius ad Anal. Pr. 1, 29, 6 (5).

\y'.,, 6, Mctalces, a son
of .-Vegyptus, Apollod. 2, 1, 5.'?, , ,(?)
change, like, . ,
an eclipse, Hdt. 1,74;, by receiving a
crafty man for thy master instead (of

me), Soph. Phil. 1134; change of na-

ture, constant change, Epich. p. 76
; ., a change from war, Xen.

Hell. 7, 4, 10, cf. Eur. H. F. 765, 766.

— II. exchange, interchange, Plat. The-
aet. 199 C.?.?,,{)
one that changes,, Ion ap. Ath.
318 E.^?.?, , verb. adj. from, changed, altered, Aesch.
Theb. 706.—II. to be changed or alter-

ed, Pind. Fr, 241,

,^.,, ,=7,?.,
a change, Xen. Cyn. 4, 4.

'.?.?., ov, 6, (,) an overseer of ynines., Att. - : f. -,(. /.?.) to exchange, to change,

alter,, Hdt. 1, 59, Soph. Fr.

519, etc. : hence,—2. to change to, take

in exchange,. , to assume
a bird's nature, Ar. Av. 117; so,//.., to go into a new coun-
try, Plat. Legg. 760 C, Parm. 138 C.
—3. to change from, leave, ., to

die, Isocr. 192 .\ ; so

alone, Plat. 367 C, 369 ; cf.-. — 4. intr. to undergo a change,

change, Epich. p. 76, Hdt. 2,77, Eur.
Archel. 26.—II. to carry to another

place, transfer. Plat. Tim. 19 A.'7-, Dor. 7.,
to be searched Or sought out, Pind. P.

4, 291., , f.- :() :

—strictly, to search after other things, to

explore or search carefully, to inquire

curiously, II. 1.550, Od. 14,378; 15,

23. Construct.,— 1. c. ace. pers., to

question, freq. in Hom.—2. c. ace. pers.

vel rei, to ask about, ask after, freq. in

Hom. ; also to ask, inquire,, Od. 17, 554.—3. c. dupl. ace.

pers. et rei, to ask one about a thing,

as we say to ask a man a thing, II. 3,

177, and freq. in Od. — Hom. freq.

joins it as equivalent with,,.—In Pino. . 6,

106, some (as Buttm. Lexil. s. v.) ex-

plain it, simply, to address ; others,

asSchol., to guard OT cherish carefully ;

but Dissen endeavours to keep the

usu. signf, V. Donalds, ad. 1.

—

.-•.., , ,()
searching for metals and the like, 7ni-

ning. Plat. Criti. 114 :— hence
simply a trench, canal, channel. Id.

Legg. 761 C : and in sieges, a mine,

Diod.7/., ov, ,=7,
Plat. Legg. 678 D.

^/., 6,^7.,
Plat. Legg. 678 D :—a kind of nni.*)•,, ,=7.7.//^, ov, , one who search-

es for metals or water, a miner, Strab.

tp. 407|:—1./•^, Anth.

:

hence•, , , skilled in

searching for metal.••; etc. ; - (sc.), the art of mining, Arist. Pol.

1, 11, 4.—II. of metal, metallic, .-, Plat. Legg. 847 D ;, Arist.

Gee. 1, 2, 2., , , to be got by mi-

ning, Tu. opp. to -, .4rist. Meteor. 3, 6, 10 : from, (7^) to search

or dig for victals, etc., to mine ; pass.

to be got by mining (cf. ?.?.).
Plat. Polit. 288 D, Anst. Pol. 1, 11.

5.-2. generally, to explore, like -, Leon. Al. 30.

—

1.=7.7.-
, Polyaen.7., Ep. for, II.

..7.7., to condemn one to labour

in the ynines..7, , , (7.) of
or concerning mines,, .,
Dem. 970, 24, and tin.—II. of metal,

metallic., ov, , v..7, ov, , fem. -,-,
metallic, [], , to change, Philo.

Hence
'.7.7.,, , a change., oil, , pit or cave, in

wliich minerals or water are sought

for : hence a mine, 7. ?^7., a
saltpiY, salt mine, Hdt. 4, 185; so usu.
in plur., 7.-, gold and silver mines, Hdt. 3, 57 ;

(alone) for silver ?nines, Xen.
Vect. 4, 4, etc. ; 7. .,
marble quarries, Strab. — 11. later,

that which isfound in mines or quarries,

minerals ; and lastly ?np/a/ (strictly so
called), ore, which signf. though rare

in Greek, prevails in Lat. meiallum.

(Prob. with/, from'-, Plin. . JN. 33, 31 ; so that orig.

it would answer to the French foa-
ille, and mean— 1. a search.—2. the

place.—3. the product, Buttm. Lexil.

s. V. 7.7..—Pott takes its first

signf. to be ore, as that which is com-
bined with other substances, ' 7.-
7mv.), , , Metallum, a
city of Crete, a harbour of the Gor-
tynians, v. 1. Strab. p. 478.7., ov, , a place
where metal is worked, a mine, Diod. 5,

38 : and
.7,7., , to smelt ore or

work metals, Diosc. : from7.., (7.7., *•) uorking metals : ., miners.7., ov, (7.?.,) containing gold ore, Anth., part. aor. syncop. of

?.7., 11., , f. -:—to cease

doing, c. part., Ap. Rh. 1, 1161., ov, (,) be-

tween the breasts, 7. -, II. 5, 19:

—

., the space b -

tween the breasts, Anacreont. 16, 30.,(,) dep.,

to search after, chase, Pind. N. 3, 141., f.-, (-,] to learn differently,., to change one's stram, Aesch.
Ag. 709 : to unlearn one thing and learn

another instead,7., Hdt. 1, 57
;

absol. to learn better, Ar. Plut. 924,
Plat. Rep. 413 A., Aeol. ---: f. -,(,) to exchange, change,7 -., good /or ill, Pind. O.
12, 18 ; to remove, ,
Id. P. 1, 100 (as Boekh reads, 53)';

., to hand down
land to children's children, Eur. H.
F. 796.—II. mid. to change one's condi-

tion,, havitig escaped {torn..., Pind.
P. 3, 169; ahsoi.

,^, in

turns, Pind. N. 10, 103.—2. c. ace,
, to change one

thing for another, Eur. Phoen. 831.

Hence, , exchange : alteration.7, impers., fut.-/ :

aor. ; (, ):—it

repents me. rues me, Lat. pnenilet me.
Construction ;— 1. c. dat. pers. etgen.
rei. Plat. Phaedr. 231 A, Xen. Cyr.
8, 3, 32.—2. oitener, the thing one re-

pents of is in part, agreeing with the
dat., o'l 7.--, it repented him of
having scourged it, Hdt. 7, 54, cf. 1,

130; 3, 30, 140;/. -/.', I repent /" hav-
ing so defended myself. Plat. Apol.
38 E.—3. . ..., Xen. Cyr. 5,3,
6.—4. oft. absol. ., it repents ine,

where however a gen. or part, may
always be supplied, as, in

Ar. Plut. 358.—5. c. nom. rei, -7. , Hdt. 6,

63 ; 9, 1, cf. .\esch. Eum. 771 ; so too
in inf., /,
Ar. Nub. 1114.—6. part. neut.-?, absol., since he repented, Plat.
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Phaed. 113 . — Cf..
Hence, , , change of pur-

pose, regret, repentance, Eur. llicert.

48, Thuc, etc. ; . , Thuc.
3, 37 ; . = ,
Xeo. Cyr. 5, 3, 7 :— iii plur., regrets,

., Thuc. 1, 31., , ,{-) fiill of regrets, ahvaijs repenting,

Arist. Eth. N.7,7, 2 ;= Plato's/--. Rep. 577 ., ?'/, , repented of', , , Jon. for-
7,, Vit. Horn. 19., dep. c. fut. mid. et

aor. pass. :

—

to feel repentance, to rue,

regret. Construct. : c. part.,-
oh, they repented that

they had not..., Thuc. 4, 27 ; so with

..., Id. 5, 141 :—also,

Tivi, Plut. Titnol. ;
-, Diod.

17, 42 :—absol. to change one's purpose

or line of conduct, Xcn. Cyr. 4, 6, 5 :

—part. fut. TO,^, Xen. Mem. 2, 6,23.— Cf.

impers.., , , repentance, regret,

Thuc. 7, 55., {,)
dep., to sing or dance among, TLGL, H.
Horn. Ap. 197., v../, . , after-wisdom,

like : »=?^., f. -, {,-) to mix with or among, ,
Ou. 22, 221.—II. to change by mixing.

Hence, adv.,mixedly ; and. >, , a mixing among :

change by mixture.,^,. 18,

310.,{,) as

pass., to be transformed, Plut. 2, 52 D ;

/7/, Philo V. Mos. 1 .—to

be transfigured, N. T. : hence, . , a transfor-

viation, Luc. Salt. 57, Hale. 1., , , a trans-

planting : Iroin, {,) to

transplant., or -, as

mid., aor.-{,-) :
—to put on a different dress, ., to put on the 7iew dre.'is of

slavery. Plat. Rep. 569 C ; cf. sq.,{, u))=sq.,
to strip one of his dress, Luc. Necyom.
16 :, Plut. 2, 340 D :—in

mid. to lake off one's own dress ; and
SO, to put on another, Luc. Hermot.
86, etc., f. -,(,-)^=. :—mid., to take off

one's own dress, Phy larch, ap. Ath.
593 ; and so, to put on another, Plut.

Nic. 3 ; ., Diod. ; cf.-.?, ov, dub. 1. for sq. :

—

in Hesych.=e^7ro/ie^of., ov, only used by poets,6^, vain, idle, boothsx, .-, a vainly-woven web, Od. 2, 98
;

19, 143
; ., to talk idly. Od.

18, 332, 392 ; (5e ., may the gods give all that to

the winds, 11. 4, 363; so too in Pind.,

., . 12, 8, ., .
3, 40. (Doubtless from and, cf.,—though the lit-

eral signf. is hardly ever found, cf.

Schol. Ar. Pac. 117. In the older

poets,, the reading of tlie

Lest Mss., IS to be preferred to-, though this may be supported
918

by the Homer, synon., and
the frcq. Att. interchange of

and .).•)'), {, hvayt-) to persuade one to change his

purpose : pass, to be changed in purpose,

Soph. Aj. 717.

Mf', {,) to

dwell with,, . Horn. Cer. 87, ace.

to Voss., , , {, /)
mic who has changed his abode, a wan-
derer, lies. Th. 401 ; like., ov, transported,

Nonn. : from,, ,{•) migration, Thuc. 1,2; 2, 16., ov,{)
transported from one place to another :

yfj ., a country whose inhabitants have
emigrated.), toremove,flee, LXX,
in mid., ov, 6 {,,) '• one who has changed his

hcnne, a wanderer, opp. to a native ;

usu. as a ternj of reproach, like the
Scottish landlouper, -, 11.

9, 648 ; 16, 59 : in Hdt. 7, 161, the
Athenians boast of their being'' ov.— II. of

the planets, in opp. lo the fixed stars,

Aral. 457.iMav, ov,o,Melanastes, son
of Archandrus, Paus. 7, 1, 7., ov,{} like

a, wandering,,
Anth., , fem. of-, Anth. P. 7, 204.,,, , Metanlra, wife of

Celeus, mother of Triptolemus, H.
Horn. Cer. 161 : cf..—2.

an Athenian female beloved by the

orator Lysias, Dem. 1351, 24., worse form for-.,{,) to distribute

between or among.,{,) dep., to

migrate, Musae. 205., , (, ) to

change its flower or color, Philostr.,

Aristaen.), f. -, (,)
wash away, dub. : hence., , the cup drunk

after washing the hands at the end of

meals, Comici ap. Ath. 487 A : and, , ro,=foreg., An-
tiph. Lamp. 1, cf Ath. 486, sq.,{,) as

pass., to pass over to the other side,-, the

sun passed over to the west, II. 16,

779.—II. trans, to go after, pursue,

Eur. Tro. 131 : also to wm, get posses-

sion of, Pmd. P. 5, 8., f.-.{,-
) to remove from his or their

country, as a captive, settler, etc.,

Polyb. 3, 5, 5, etc.—II. pass., c. aor.

2 et pf. act., to move off and go else-

where, to remove, Hdt. 9, 51, Thuc. 1,

12, Soph. O. C. 175.. , (.) like/ie-, to perceive or co^ne t) a

conviction afterwards, opp. to iv,

Epich. p. 82.—2. to change one's mind
or purpose. Plat. Eulhyd. 279 C ; .

.. ., to change one's opinion and
think that it is not..., Xen. Cyr. 1, 1,

3 ; cf.— 3. to repent,

Antipho 120, 28. Hence, , , given to re-

pentancK ; and', , , after- thought : a

change of mind on reflection : hence re-

META
pentance, Thuc. 3, 36, Polyb. 4, 66, 7,

N.T.,etc., , {,)
draw from one vessel iyito anollier, Anth.
P. 9, 180., or, , Lat. mttaxa,
raw silk, silk ; foreign word., , , dim. from foreg., adv.() :—radic. signf.

in the midst: hence.— I. as adv..— 1.

of place, betwixt, between, II. 1, 156,

H. Horn. Merc. 159, and Att. : also,

TO, Hdt. 2, 8.—2. of tinie, be-

twcen-uhiles, ineaiiwhile, oft. C. Jjart.,,,,
while journeying, speaking, diaging,
Hdt. 2, 158, Wess. ad 4, 155^^ Plat.

Lys. 207 A :—also afterwards, N. T.,
cf. Jacobson Pair. Apost. 1, p. 152.

—

II. as prep, with gen. between, Hdt. 7,

85.—2. of time, during, .,
meanwhile. Soph. . C. 291 : also,?., u/ii/i/he was speak-
mg, Polyb. 15, 23, 4, (and like . -) ; so in Luc, etc. ; Jac. Ach.
Tat. p: 891. []7.0}, ,{,)
make digressions m speaking, Eccl.

:

hence, , , a making di-

gressions in speaking., , ,() an
interval, Sext. Emp. [v}/, ov,,{,) the space between the trig-

lyphs, in architecture, [v]^, , , Metapa, a city

of Actolia, Polyb. 5, 7, 8.'}, (S,= sq., {,) So

educate differently, Luc. Gymn. 17,
etc.,{,-) to rush or dart to and fro, Ap.
Rh. 3, 1266., {,•.) transfer from one to another.

Iambi. [I]., (,-) to receive a thing from an-
other, opp. to.,(,) to rest

between-whiles, 11. 17, 373 : also C. gen..,

to rest between, Opp. Hence, , , rest between-

whiles,. from war, 11. 19,

201, where some read ., di-

visim.,(,) lo change
by persuasion, uw over, Ar. Ach. 626:
—pass, to be persuded to change. Plat.

Rep. 413 B, Xen. +HelL7, 1, 14, etc., {,/)
try in a different way, Ar. Eccl. 217., ov, or,() open to persuasion. Plat.

Tim. 51 E. ^//|•, a, ov, verb. adj.

from, to be sentfor, Thuc.
6,25.

(/70{•, ov, .sent for, Hdt. 8,

67, Thuc. 6, 29 : from, {,) to send

one after another.—II. mostly in mid.,, to send for, sum-
mon, Lat. arcessere, Hdt. 1, 41, 77,

108, etc., and in Att. prose :—but the
act. is also used in the same sense,

Eur. Hec. 504 (in tmesis), Ar. Vesp.
679 ; cf. Thuc. 4, 30 ; 6, 52, with 2,

29, etc. Hence,, , sendingfor,
summons, Ep. Plat. 338 B, etc., , to draw over, lo

withdraw, Clem. Al.

or -,{,) dep., to fly to another place

^

fly away, Luc. Hist. Scrib. 50.



~(, "Att.-, {-,) to make a move in the

game ofdraughts: generally, tochange,

«her, Plat. Minos 316 C, Plat. (Com.)
Presb. 2., and-,{,-) to transfer and fix to another

place :—mid.,/-, to build otu's nest iipoti another

tree. Die Chr.'.^, , {,) to

leap from one place to atuother, jump
abotu. Luc. Gall. 1, Dea Syr. 36.—H.
to leap among,, App. : hence,. , a leapingfrom
one place to another. Pint. 2, 739 C., f.-.{,)
to drink after, Hipp. tp. 393., {,)
to sell after or again., f.- {,) :

—to fall differently, undergo a

change, to change, whether outwardly
in form, . , Hdt. 6, 61 ; or

inwardly in mind, to change one's opin-

ion suddenly, Eur. I. A. 502 ; ., Ar. . 626.—2. of votes,

to pass from one side to the other, change
sides, Plat. Apol. 36 A, ubi v. Stallb.

:

, as the shell

has turned over, proverb, of a sudden
change of mmd (said to be borrowed
from the game), Heind.
Plat. Phaedr.241 B.—3. ofconditions,

circumstances, -, Eur. Ale. 913 ; . ,
Plat. Gorg. 493 A : freq. of political

changes, to change, esp. for the worse,
to fall away, decline, Lat. concidere,

Thuc. 8, 68
; -, a revolution had taken place,

L'ys. 159, 16 : alsrj, . , as,?, Lycurg. 154, 14, cf. Plat.

Crat. 440 : but also to change for
the better, . ,
Lycurg. 55, 32 ;

',
Eur. Ion 412.—IF. c. gen. rei, to fall

from, fail of.., like Lat. spe excidere,

V -, Plat. Crat. 440 A; cf. -
1.?.,,,{)

transformation.?., , o,^=foreg. :—in

Gramm. metaplasm. the assumptionoi
pres. or nom. for the derived tenses
of verbs or cases of nouns, as *

for,* for-
: from, Att.- : f.- :(,)—to transform, change,

Plat. Tim. 50 A : <o motild, lb. 92 B., ,(,?.)
the transformed, the deified, ap. He-
sych., for-,{,7t)
to change one^s sailing, sail on another

tack, 0pp. H. 3, 427., f. -, {,) to recover breath, 0pp. H. 5,

314 : hence, , , a recovering of
breath.., ,{,) to al-

ter the make of a thing, remodel, alter,

Solon I, 3, Dem. 268, 5. Mid. to lay

claim to, pretend to, make a pretence of
a thing, c. gen., e. g.,-, Thuc. 1. 140 ; 2, 57, v. Ruhnk.
Tim. :—in Hdt. 2, 178. c. ace,—un-
less ' be taken
as absoL, the gen. being omitted,
but cf,.
Hence,. . achanging the

form if 3. thing, remodelling: and-, ov, 6, one who makes
afresh : hence

, , , fit, disposed

for altering, etc., ov, (, )

punishing afterwards, ap. Suid., , ,=::•,
Ep. Plat. 348 D.

tMeraTfovrioi•', ov, TO,Metapontum,

a Grecian city of Lucania in Italy,

Hdt. 4, 15 : cf. Hence, ov, ofMelapontum ;., the inhah. of M., Hdt., etc., ov, {,)
in the midst of the sea.

iM.ovo, ov, , Metapontns, a
hero honoured in Metapontum, Strab.

p. 265..], adv., pursuing, ap.

Hesych. : from',{,)
dep-, c. fut. mid., et aor. pass. :

—

to go

after, follow up,, Lys. 187, 1 :

to seek after, canvass for, Lat. ambire,, Polyb. 10, 4, 2.—II. to go from
one place to another, viigrate, Plat.

Legg. 904 C.—III. in hostile signf.,

to pursue, punish,, Polyb. 1,

88, 9, etc. ; like.,,
v.,-., ,, verb. adj. -, to be drunk after, Hipp..,, ,{,-) retailing or hawking, Strab. fp.

235., ov, b, {,-) a retail-dealer, also-. [],, distinguishedamong,
c. dat. plur.,, 11. 18, 370 :

from, {,) to dis-

tinguish one's self, be distinguished

among, c. dat. plur., of stately ani-

mals, , 11.

2, 481, etc. ; or of heroes, /. 7//^,,, etc., freq. in

Horn. (esp. in II.), and Hes. : also c.

dat. modi, ,
I am. distinguished among the Trojans
by the spear, II. 16, 835, cf 596, Hes.
Th. 377 ; so c. inf -, II. 16, 194;

C. ace, .?. . Rh. 2,

784.,, part. aor. of-., , {,) to

scare away.—II. intr., to cower down or

flee for fear, Aesch. Supp. 331., , ,{)
a falling into another place, change.

Plat. Legg. 895 ; change of parly,., Polyb. 3, 99, 3 ; hence,, , , changeable,

Dion. ., ov, {)=^
foreg., Plut. 2, 447 A. Adv. -.
Epict., ov, , {,-)=, Thuc. 3, 22., , {, /:)=
anp,Bbckh.]nscr. ,. 816.,{,) to water,

Heraclid. Pont., ov, {,)
counted among, c. dat. plur.,-, . Hom. 25, 6., f-.{.)
to flow differently, to change to anrl fro,

ebb and flow, , Arist. Eth.

N. 9, 6, 3 : so of agues and recurring

fevers, Aretae.— II. trans, to change

the course of. Plat. Theaet. 193 C.>, , {.) to

move the roots, uproot, Nonn. fD. 32,

(), {,) to fan
into flame, Nonn.

, (j,=sq. [i], . -,{.)
to turn upside down, Dem. 797, 1 1 :

bring over from one party to another,
Polyb. 17, 13, 8, etc., , , {) a
change of stream, change, ~ov, Arist. Meteor. 2, 8, 20., , {,)
V. 1. forsq., Plat. Tim. 46 A., {,) to

change the form of thing, to remodel,, Hdt. 5, 58 ; .,
Aesch. Pers.747: esp. toreform. amend,
Xen. Oec. 11, 2 and 3, Arist. Eth. N.
10, 9, 5.—II. to make in a different

form. Plat. Tim. 91 D. Hence,, changeof:
alteration.,,=., as55.,='.,,{)=•.?, ,=:-

: from,, ,{,)=',3..83.
389 : hence;);, , ,^=•, Flut. Pericl. 5., ,,!=-.,,6,=^•7^, Theophr., ,^7.-., , also , : Dor.

: {) :
— raised on

high, high in air, Lat. sublimis, Trag.
(though Aesch. has it only in Dor.
form) ; u. Eur. Hec. 499
(cf) ;

.. Soph. Tr. 786 ; •
., Ar. . 1382

;

, melt-
ed ?! air. Soph. Ant. 1009 ; so, -. are scattered to

the winds, Aesch. Cho. 846: tu .=, the sky, heavens, Theophr.—2. floating in air ; hence, metaph.,
wavering, iinsteady, opp. to,
Eur. H. F. 1093 : also airy, empty,, Eur. Andr. 1220.—II. like^ue-€, on the high sea. i. e. out at sea,

Hdt. i, 188.—Mostly poet. Hence, . to raise aloft, lift,

like, Hdt. 8, 65.,,,() raising

and removing ; a transplanting, -, Theophr.,(,) to go
with or by the side of, II. 6, 296.— 11.

to rusk towards Or after, II. 21, 423;
c. ace. to rush upon, ?.,
11. 23, 389. (After the augm.. is

usu. doubled, hence II..

and 3 aor. syncop..),(,) to skip

among or after, Arat. 280., f. -,{,-) to put into another dress {):
to change thefashionof, transforin,-, Ar. Eccl. 499 ; , Xen.
Cyr. 6, 2, 8 ; ., to alter a law,

insert something in it, Dinarch. 95,
31.—II. in mid. to pack up one's things
and shift one's quarters,-

?^, Dion. . 4, 6.

Hence'/•, , , fit for al-

tering.,, , , (,)
alteration, amendment, Dion. ., {,-) dep., to alter, Plat. Polit.

276 C.
^, , {.) to
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go from one dwelling to another, Diod.

+S. 14, 32., , {,) =^--,,.-, -)
draw over from one side to another,

ireipg.- /.7.
}•', Soph. . C. 774.-, part. aor. mid. of-. II. 13, 5(57., part. aor. act. of-, Horn., ai, in Od. 9, 221, lambs

younger than the firstlings (~-
vol), but older than the last-born

{), and 5=, the middle-

born or summer-lamhs. (Not from, after, as= from ,
after-born, afterlings ; but from,, between. Cf. from

.), Ep. for-, II. Hence^, ov, hastening towards

one.'., , i],()
a being put into a different place, remo-

val, of place, u. /.'-. Plat. Tim. 82 . cf. Legg. 177

A : .', an eclipse, Eur. I. T• 816

:

—. , departure from life, Eur.

Oed. 12; and without, Simon.
2 :—on the Att. stage, the exit of the

chorus; cf 11.—2. a changing,

change,,, Eur. Hgc.
1266, Andr. 1003 ;, to bring change upon one's

wrath, i. e. give it up, Herm. Soph.
Ant. 714:

—

a change of political consli-

tution, revolution, Thuc. 8, 74, Plat.

Legg. 856 C ; esp. at Athens, the Rev-
olution 0/411 B. C, Lys. 184, 6, etc.—
11.() a putting away, banish-

ing, , Ep. Plat. 356 E., verb. adj. of-, one must alter, Isocr. 109 B., , ,()
denoting change, of particles, Gramm.. ,,() re-

moved, changed, Hipp. p. 302., (,) go

after, pursue, , Eur. Hec. 509,

Supp. 90.—II. absol. to depart, Ap.
Rh. 3, 451./, (,)
as mid., like, to send

for, summon, , Luc. Alex. 55
;

also in act., Id. Contempl. 12., (,) to la-

ment afterwards, , Od. 4, 261,

(al.) Aesch. Eum. 59

;

in mid., Eur. Med. 996., , [,-) to put on a different wreath.", ov, (,)
between the breasts.,.\.^.,, , [, -) to change the elementary nature

of a thing
; ., to transform earth

into water, of Xer.xes, Philo. Hence, , a remodelling,

transformaliim, Eccl., adv. (,)
all in a row, one behind another, II. 23,

358. [i],(,)
to sigh or lament afterwards, Hes. Sc.

92., (, -) of troops, to go over to anoth-

er general, App. Mithr. 51., (, -) to shift one's ground Of

camp, Polvb. 3. 112, 2:—so as dep.

mid., Xen' Cyr. 3, 3, 23., verb. adj. from-, one must turn, retort, Arist.

920

, , , fit for turn-

ing another way, fit for directing,

, Plat. Rep. 525 A : from, f. --,(,)
to turn about, turn round or away, rOOV,

II. 15. 52 ; 7/ ,/•, II. , 107
;/., .

Ran. 538 ; ,
Plat. Symp. 190 :—hence in pass.,

to turn one's self about, turn about,

whether to face the enemy, as II. 11,

595, Hdt. 7, 21 1 ; or to flee, as 11. 8,

258, (in 11. always in part. aor.-) : so, simply, to turn round.

Plat. Phaedr. 116 D, etc : and so, to

attend, Dem. 585, 11.—2. to turn round,

retort,, Dem. 1032, 1.—3. to

turn all ways, SO as to examine. Plat.

Theaet. 191 C ; also, . ,
Id. Phaedr. 272 .—4. to pervert, make
a bad use of,. Id. Rep. 367 A.
—5. to change, alter, /, At.

Ach. 537, in pass. ; but . -, to use one for another, Plat. Crat.

418 C.—11. intr., to turn another way,
change one's ways, II. 15, 203 :—hence, contrariwise, Stallb.

Plat. Gorg. 456 E, Rep. 587 D.—2. c.

gen., to care for, regard, Eur. Hipp.
1226; cf..—3. to turn round
upon, so as to punish or avenge, of

the gods, Od. 2, 67 ; cf..
Hence, , . a turning from
one thing to another, .
Plat Rep. 525 C, 532 ., , =,
Orph. Lith. 733.7, ov, , (, -
?.) colonnade, Dio C. |68, 25,twith
V. 1.., (,)
to discharge peccant humours through the

pores, to employ diaphoretics, medical
term of the Methodic school, v. Foes.
Oec. Hipp. : also.
Hence,, , the discharge

ofpeccant hu7)iours by the pores, Diosc. :

also. Hence, , , belonging,.,=6§. :

., diaphoretics, Diosc., (,)
to place, arrange differently, Dem. Phal., (,) to drag to

another place, [v], (,) to

throw a ball over or away. Hence,, , the throwing

of a ball away., , ,() par-

ticipation,, in the nature of a

thing, like. Plat. Phaed. 101

C., f. -', (,) to change theform of, alter.

Plat. Legg. 903 ; -, a metaphor, lb. 906 C.
Hence
;^;7?/<•,, , change of

form, Arist. de Sens. 6, 15 : and
^7;«(/{•, , o,=foreg.,

Phit. 2, 687 B., Att.-, f-(,) :
—to change the order of, ar-

range or place differently.—Mid., to

change one's order of battle, Xen. Cyr.

6, 1, 43 ;
' '.-, to go over andjoin them, Thuc.

1, 95., . -, {,-) to place among, '?., then he would not
have caused so much noise among US,

Oil. 18, 402.—II. to place differently,

change, alter, Thuc. 5, 18, etc. ; .

, to change their

names and call them after swine, Hdt.
5, 68 ; . , to put one
thing in place of another, Dem. 303,

9 ; . Ti . Plat. Symp. 191

: to transpose, Arist. Interpr. 10, 16.

—2. mid., to change what is one's own
or for one's self, . , Xen.
Mem. 4, 2, 18, , Dem. 304,

3 :—absol. to change one's opinion, re-

tract. Plat. Rep. 345 B, etc. ; whence
Dionysius of Heraclea, who went
over from the Stoics to the Cyreiia-

ics, was called, turn-coat,

Diog. L. 7, 37, 166: also . -, to change to a new opinion, Hdt.

7, 18 ; /., thou hast

changed to madness, Pors. Or. 248 :

but, . , to get rid of, trans-

fer one's fear, Dem. 287, 7 : also c.

inf, to change and say that.... Plat.

Gorg. 493 C, D :

., to alter their evil de-

signs into gain for him. Soph. PhiL
515.«, (,) to bring

forth after, Aesch. Ag. 760, in tmesis.

/cof, , , able to turn

or change, Iambi. : from, f. -, (,)
to turn round, Diod.—II. usu. m mid.
or pass., to turn one's self round, esp.

to turn hack, as II. 1, 199, 6'-
: hence,—2. to look back to, care

for, jnind or regard, like', C.

gen., II. 1, 160 ; 12, 238, /.,
11.9, 630 : to attend to, take care of, cf.,,-

II. 2.—III. intr.=mid.. Pmd. Fr.
164 —This compd. does not seem to
have been much used in Att., (,) to bring

up among,.. Rh. 2. 1230., (,) to run
after, , Phryn. (Com.) Kpoi'. 1

;

to run to get a thing, ', Ar. Pac. 261.,=2.,(,)
as pass., to turn about, esp. for flight,

11. 20, 190.7?7, , ,() a
turning about : a turning upon, vixita-

iion, vengeancefor a thing,, Eur.
Andr. 492., , ^,=^{oTeg., a re-

verse, Pind. P. 10, 31 : from•, ov,(,) tam-
ed, turning aliout, esp. as an enemy

;

turning round upon, . ,
Aesch. Pers. 942 :—but,-=,, deeds
that turn upon their author or are visited

with vengeance, Hes. Th. 89 ;—and
there is prob. the same collat. notion
of vengeance in . avpai, Eur. El.

1147; avpa, Ar.

Pac. 945. Cf. I. 2., (,)
as pass., frequent, of,. Rh. 3, 297.. , f -, poet, for, Rhian., , (,) to

transform, , Philo. Hence•. , , in Gramm.,
the convetsion of a compound word
into two sioiiile ones, as

into . [])^, Dor. -, (, -) to look keenly after, look about

for,, Pind. N. 10, 114.(5, ,.-,(,)
to speak among, and so to address, in

Horn, always c. dat. plur.,-
,, etc., and always m 3

sing, impf.,, except in Od.

12, 153, 270, where we have 1 sing.,



: cf.,.—II. later also c. ace. pers., to accost,

address, Ap. Rh. 2, 54, Mosch. 4, 61., Ion.-,(,)
adv., afterwards, thereupon, Hdt. 1, 62,

Aesch. urn. 478./., ov, Att. for?.
Cq. v.), Lob. Phryn. 195.,, (,) adv. :

. (SC. 7/) the day after to-morrow.

tMerai'pof, ov, b, the Metaurus, a

river of Umbria, now Meiaro, Strab.

p. 227.—2. a river of Bruttium, now
Maro, Id. p. 256., (,) adv.,

forthwith, thereupon, Hdt. 5, 112. [t], Ion. for, Hdt., ior, Tab. Heracl.. ov, (,) be-

longing to or behind the neck : .,
the back of the shoulders., . (,) :—to carry over, transfer^ TLVUV, Dem. 262, 25 ; or

. Id. 724, fin. ; 491, 16 ; .-
'/., to apply the goad to the

horses m turn, Eur. Phoen. 179^—2. to

change, alter, . Soph.
Phil. 962 ; to pervert, confound, -,, Aeschin. 81, 33 ; 85,

17 :—Pass, to change one's course, Xen.
Cyn. 4, 5.—3. to carry neu-s, hence to

report, Lat. referre, App.— 1. in rhet-

oric, to transfer the sense of one word to

another, employ a metaphor, Arist. Eth.
N. 9, 5, 3 : cf..(,) like-, to speak among, and so to address,

Horn, (who only uses 3 sing. impf.), c. dat. plur., e. g. ^ (sc.), Od. 18, 312 ; elsewhere,
Horn, always joins it with or, which in Od. may be taken as
dat. pers. (like supr.), he address-

ed them ; but in ll. 2, 411 ; 4, 153 ; 19,

55, a single person is spoken to, so
that here must be dat. rei (sub., ~), in these words he spake

;

and so we might, though not so well,

explain the places of the Od., except
indeed 18, 312, supr. cit.—In II. 2,

795 absol. for simple.—Cf-.,(,<).,
to change the name to, c. ace, Rhian., , (.) to

passfrom one to another, Strab., , , (.) in

rhetoric, transferring to one word the

sense of another, a metaphor, trope, Lat.
translatio, Arist. Poet. 21, 7, Rhet. 3,

10,7.,,=, Hdt. 1,

64. Hence, , carried from one

place to another : to be so carried, porta-

ble. Arist. Ausc. Phys. 4, 4, 18.,^, dub., , ,() apt

at metaphors, Arist. Poet. 22, 16.—II.

metaphorical : adv.-, Plut. 2, 884 A.,(,) as

mid., to consider after, -, II. 1, 140.,(,) to change

from one style into another, 6. g. from
poetry to prose : to paraphrase, to

translate, Plut. Cat. Maj. 19, Cic. 40.

Hence,, , a paraphrasing,

Plut. Deinosth. 8 : and, ov, 6, (not-. Lob. Paral. 448) :

—

one who
changes from one style into another : a
tranjilator.•, ov. , strictly, the

part behind the midriff (. -) the broad of the back, and gener-

META
ally the back, -), U. 5, 40, 50;-, II. 2, 205,

etc.
; . / ( a wo-

man), Od. 8, 528, etc. :—later, the

parts about the kidneys ; and the back

of the head., f. -,(,)
to shiver after, to get a chill, Hipp., (,) mid., c.

aor. 2-, inf.- : perf--
:
—to become by a change,??.-, Emped. 319 : -
(-)}, grew

into women. Plat. Tim . 90 .—2. to

grow afttr, Hipp. p. 251.7(^, , , a transplanting,

Theophr. ; so, , :
from, (,) to

transplant, shift. Philem. p. 416., , (,) like, to speak among, c. dat. pi.,, II. 18, 323, etc. : c.

ace. pers., to accost, Ap. Rh. 1, 702.,(,).,
to shrinkfrom, c. gen., Ap. Rh. 3, 436./.,, , the working

of metals into a tiewform : from
Mera;t;a/.Kei'ij, (.?.) to

work ?netals into a new form.,(,) to

grave a>tew, Menand. p. 204., , (,)
an after-storm, Plin., (,) to

have or take in hand,., Eur.
Incert. 103.— II. to have in hand, have
the management of., Hdt. 3,

142.—2. to handle, manage, treat, Thuc.
1, 13; 4, 18; 6, 16•.—of persons, ;;j;a-

.. Id. 7, 87.

I

. Elsewh. in Att. prose, as dep.,

I

, f.- : aor.-
: like the act., to have in

one's hands, handle, , Plat. Phaedr.
210 ; and so, always c. ace. (for

the genit., in Plat. Rep. 417 A, be-

longs only to).—2. to take in

hand, manage, contrive, like French
manier, Hdt. 2, 121, 1

; . ~), to

conduct an aftair, Ar. Eq. 345 : to gov-

ern, Xen. Mem. 1, 4, 17.•—3. to have
in hand, practise, pursue an art, study,

etc., Lat. tractare, exercere, .-,, etc., freq. in Plat.

:

also c. inf., to study to do. Id. Meno 81

A.—4. to handle, treat or deal ivith in a
certain way, ., Dem. 753,

13 ; '/. ., Lys. 169,

9 : absol to treat, of physicians, Plat.

Rep.403C.— 5.perf/ie-a/ce_^fipio//.a<,

to have put in one's hands,. Plat.

Tim. 20 A ; -, to have received an education.
Id. Legg. 670 E., ov,(,) in the

hands, ISonn.,, , (,-) taking in hand, management,
prob. 1. in Dion. H. :

—

medical treat-

ment, Galen.

i, ,,=-
' -
1, (,, )
mid., to pour back into ones self, suck
back, Opp. H. 1, 572.

1 . ov,{.) high

!
above the earth, high up, Ap. Rh. 3,

1151 : v..—II. on earth,

ISonn., , (,)
strictly, an after-pig, i. e. the least,

weakest of the litter, Arist. H. A. 6, 1,
27, Gen. An. 2, 8, 24., ov, o,=foreg./,(.))

. to call by a different title, Diod.

METE, ov, pi.et. usu. a, ov,(.) 9\.•<)=,
happening afterwards, and SO in \ ph.
1, Luc. Alex. 28; but,— 11. in Ep.
poets, from Hes. Th. 269 downwds ,

it is always used like,,. high aliove the

earth, high up : the places are collect-

ed by Ruhnk. ap. Gaisf Hes. I. c,
and in all of them Brunck would sub-
stitute for it ; but wrong-
ly, for the ancients distinctly recog-
nized this use of, Wolf
Hes. 1. c.—though it is hard to ex-
plain it., ov,(,) af-
ter the time, done later, Luc. Salt. 80., f. -, (,) to chatige the colour of, dye.

Hence, verb, adj., one must
dye, Clem. Al., ,(,) to go
to another place, retire, Aesch. Pr. 1060,
in tmesis ; to migrate, of birds of pas-
sage, Ar. Av. 710; to go over to an-
other party, Plut. Demetr. 29 ; to

change, , Ael. . . 9,

43. Hence,, , going from
one place to another, passage., (,) to brush
against, , Eur. Phoen.
1390.?., (,)
to remove, put elsewhere., [.) to

transfer by a decree, App., in pass.
Hence-,, , a transferring

by decree.,,(,) a cooling.,,^',
dub. [], . 3 1. for, .
7, 227., . -, (,-) to put upon a new register, Ar. Eq.
1370, in fut. 2 pass., '•J-. [a],, Att. for-, dub.

Mere),(,)
to bud on another tree, Geop.,.-,(,)
to pourfrom one vessel into another.,. Ion. and Ep.
for-. q. v., Horn., Epic, for ^, 3 sing.

subj. pres. , 11. 3, 109.,(,) .'

—

to be among,
c. dat. plur.,,,•. etc., Hom., cf Hdt.
1, 171 ; absol., II. 2, 386, ov}-/., no interval of rest

will be mine.—II. impers., uoi, I have a share in or claim to a
thing, Hdt. 5, 94, and freq. in Att, both
verse and prose ; in full,, Hdt. 6, 107. cf Eur. I.

T. 1299, Plat. Parm. 163 C : so part,

neut. used absol., ,
since he had a share of.., Thuc. 1, 28 :

—but also c. nom. rei,

TO. Thuc. 2, 37.—2. ,
c. inf , / have a right to do so and so,

Soph. El. 536, Plat. Rep. 490 B., (, .. and like it

usu. with a fut. signf )
:

—

to go between

or among ; so in Ep. part, aor.,-, walking between. 11. 13, 90;
17, 285.— II. to go after or behind, fol-

low, absol. in 11 6, 341
; ./,

to go to battle, 11. 13, 298 :—later, c.

ace. ; and so,— 1. to go after, go for. to

go to fetch, go to seek, in full, Hdt. 3, 28; but usu. simply
c. ace, Hdt. 3, 19, Ar. Eq. 605; myn
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u,, Eur. Med. 390;

—

to pursue

an art, Plat. Phaedr. 263 B, etc. ; to

pursue a subject (in arguing, etc.), Id.

Symp. 210 A.—2. in Trag., esp. lo

pursue, punish, visit with vengeance,, Aesch. Ag. l(i6C, Soph. El. 478,

of. Thuc. 4, 62
; . , Acsch.

Eurn. 231, wherti must be taken

as ace. cognat., to execute judgment
upon one, of. Elmsl. Dacch. 346,

Med. 256 ; so, ., Eur.

Bacch. 517.—111. c. ace. pers., also,

. , to approach one with

sacrifices, Hdt. 7, 178.—IV. to pass

over, go over to the other side.,
3 pi. impf., Ar. Eq. 605, ef. Ap. Rh.

2, 688. — 2. to pass over to another

question, , Ar. Nub.
1408. Ci. throughout., Ep., aor. 2 of, (, ) to speak

among, ad,dress, c. dat. plur. ; oft. in

Horn., mostly in phrases, -,, cf lies. Th,
643 : absol., to speak thereafter, after-

wards, usu. with, U. 7, 94, Od. 7,

155, etc. Horn, always uses 3 sing.

Ep. ; except once, 1 sing.-, Od. 19, 140., Ion. for, part. aor. 2

oi-, Ep. part. aor. 1 mid.

of, {}, q. v., (,) to

go into another ship, Heliod.),(,) to glide

into one another, Arist. H. A. 5, 15, 22., Ep. for, subj. pres.

from, II. 23, 47., (,) to go

from one into another, ,
Hdt. 7, 41, 100, Plat, etc., (,) to

carrif from one place to another, Dio C

.

/,,,=-. Cra-

tin. Incert. 76., (,)
dep., to lake up and accept, Dion. P.

74., (,) to

lend out, Plut. fLyc et Num. 4,t in

mid. [I], , , in plur.,

clothes pulled off, Socrat. ap. Stob. p.

50, 9 ; ubi Valck- :^
from,(,)()•&[.,

to pull off one's own clothes, and put on

others ; ./, to assume a new

nature, Plut. Num. 15., f.-, (, -
) to breathe forth between or

among,, between the waves,

Opp. H. 2, 104.,{,) to carry

out, convey away, II. 23, 377., f-,,)
to convince, Iambi.', fut. of,
II., verb. adj. o{-, one must punish, \j\ic Fugit. 22.

^}.7JMr, , , the Rom. name
Metellus, Plut. Met. ; etc.,(,) to go

on board another ship, Plut. Anton. 06."^, (,) to

put on board another ship, Ef

vavv ., Thuc. 8, 74:

—

., to

change the craw, Polyaen., Ep. and Ion. for-, inf pres. of, II•, , (,) en-

grafted afresh, nth. P. 9, 4.,,(,) to

make the soul pass Jrom one body into

another. Hence, (, , a transfer-
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ring the soul from one body to another:

the transmigration of souls, [r],, ,() the

binding in a different place, Clem. Al., <j,=sq.,, .-. (,)
to loosenfrom one place and bind to an-

other.), to put other clothes 07i a

person, --, Luc. Bis Ace. 34.—II. pass,-, e. aor. act., to

put on other clothes, Strab. p. 814 ;

nietaph. of souls assigning new bodies,

Tim. Locr. 104 D., verb. adj. of-. Strab. p. 613./, Att. perf. of-.,(,) tospcak

among,, Mosch. 2, 101 ,. Rh. t3,

1168., , (.,-) to put into another body, Clem.
Al. Hence, , ., the put-

ting into another body, [].,(,) toput

into another place: mid., ., to

s/u/i a ship's cargo, Deni. 1290, 19. [], (,) as

mid., to take out of and put elsewhere,

., like foreg., Dem. 1290, 10.,(,)
to move from one place to another, Luc.

Symp. 13.^, ,(,)
to draw water for pouring out, Callix.

ap. Ath. 204 D., , ( ) a

placing differently, e. g. changing the di-

rection of an astronomical instrument.'^, ai, a,(,,)
so7ne others. Ion. for , Ireq.

in Hdt., and Hipp.: Nic. has it in sing.,

Ther. 588., Ion. for, neut. part,

from {),^ Hdt. fS, 94.,(,) adv., af-

terwards, thereafter, Hom., and Hdt.,(,) to

put a neiv inscription on, Plut. 2, 839 D.,,, ?/, the changing of
a bandage, Hipp. tp. 759 : from), f -/, (, -) to change a bandage, Hipp. tp. "57., , (,) to pour

from one vessel into another, Diosc./, Aeol. for., ., (-,) dep. mid. c. aor. 2 et

perf. act. To come ainong, c. dat.

plur., Od. 1, 134 ; 6, 222; freq. absol.

in part.,, if he came among
them, if he came in by chance, 11. 4,

539, etc.—2. to go among or between the

ranks, as a leader, II. 5, 461 ; 13, 351.

—3. to go among with hostile purpose,

and so to attack, 11. 16, 487 ; also Od.

6, 132, where we have joined, ., ' .—
II. to go to another place, go away, -, II. 6, 86, , Dem. 1472,

9.—III. tofolloiv, come after,

/, TO ',
Pind. . 7, 109.—IV. c. ace., like-, to go after, to go to seek OT fetch,

go in quest of, II. 6, 280, and freq. in

Att. ; . , to go to seek

tidings of his father, Od. 3,_ 83 :—
hence, to seek for, aim at,/-, , Thuc. 1, 124; 2,

39 ; It. , to go to seek a thing/or

another, Eur. Med. 6.-2. of things,

to go after, attend to,, Od. 16, 314
;, 11. 5, 429: to prosecutes.

business,, Ar. Lys. 268 ; -

METE, Thuc. 1, 34.-3. in hostile
sense, to pursue, U. 5, 456 ; 21, 422 :?, Hdt. 3,

126 ; ./, Plat. Prot.
322 A : esp. in legal sense, to prose-

cute, ., Antipho 112, 32, cf.

Lycurg. 104, 21 : also c. ace. rei, ., Aesch. Cho. 988, etc. ; and
then e. dupl. ace. pers. et rei, ., to visit a crime upon a person,
Eur. Cycl. 280, cf Or. 423.-4. to ap-

proach with prayers, Lat. adire, prose-

qui,, Hdt. 6, 68 ; also, . -
Tyai,, Hdt. 6, 69, Eur. Bacch.
713, . ], Hdt. 4, 7; cf.,,.— 5. to

court or woo a woman, Pind. 1. 7, (6),

10.— 6. to go over to another side,

Polyb. 27, 14, 5.—See ()
throughout,, 3 sing. aor. syncop. of, II. 21, 423., perf. of, Hdt.

3, 80., Ep. 3 aor, of-, dub. in Q. Sm., (,) dep.

mid., to change one's wish, to wish some•
thing else, ' , Ear.
Med. 600., f., (,) to

share in, partake of, enjoy a share, take

part in. Construct., usu. c. gen. rei

only, Theogn. 82, 354, and in prose,

as iidt. 3, 80, etc. ; in full, or

., Htlt. 1, 204 ; , 107,

cf. 7, 16, 3 : aisoc. gen. pers., to enjoy

a person's friendship, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5,

54 : . , to partake of
something in common with another,

., Eur. Heracl. 8
;

. , Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 15 : but
also c. ace. rei. . (sc.,, lb. 7, 2, 28, cf. Eur.
Phil. 1, 3. Ar. Plut. 226; but very
rarely with the ace. only, -

.. Soph. . C. 1484., Ion. and Ep. for, subj.

pres. from, 11., , ,() forget-

fulness, Sueton. Claud. 39.,() to raise to a
height, TO , Thuc. 4, 00

; ., Plat. Phaedr. 246 D : to lift,

?., Xen. Eq. 10, 4, cf. Cyn. 10
13 ; so in mid., Ar. Eq. 762: to lift

or buoy up, . , Arist. . .
9, 48, 3 :— in pass., to be raised up, to

float in mid-air, Plat. Tim. 63 C ; oft.

of ships, ),
keeping out on the high sea, Thuc. 8,

16:—in pass., also, to rise up, Hipp,

p. 338.— II. metaph. to lift up, buoy up,

esp. with false hopes, . ,
Dem. 169, 23, cf Hegem. ap. Ath.

698 D, Polyb, 26, 5, 4 ; —to unsettle a
man's mind. Id. 5, 70, 10 :— Pass., to

be so excited, ,
Ar. . 1447, Polyb., etc. Hence, , , a lifting vp,

Plut. 2, 951 C : and, ov, b, a being raised

up, swelling, Hipp.—II. elation, excite-

ment of mind, LXX., , 6, fDor. and+
Aeol. -,() a prancer, of

a horse :—hence, ., a luxuri-

ous city, V. 1. Theocr. Ep. 17, 5 : jv.., , 6, (,) hunting high in air, epith. of a
hawk, Arist. H. A. 9, 36, 3., ,(, -

I. 9) to prate about high things, Ar.
Pac. 92., , satirically for, Plut. 2, 400 : from, , ,(.



METE) satirically for,
Plat. Rep. 489 C, Luc. Icar. 5., ov,=foreg., Ar. ap.

Suid..?.,,(,)
talk of high things, esp. the heavenly

bodies or natural phenomena, Plat.

Crat. 404 C, etc./, , , a treatise on

rii, meteorology , Plat. Phaedr.
270 A : and, , (w, skilled in

meteorology, Plat. Tim. 91 D :

—

tu .
=, a treatise attributed

to Arist. : from
'.'/., ov,(, -) talking or treating of high things,

esp. of the heavenly bodies or natvral

phenomena, ameteorologer, Eur. Incert.

106, and Plat. : hence, generally, a

mere speculator or visionary, .7,. Plat. Crat. 401 .,,(,)
to lift up, raise, Hipp. tP- 197., , to busy one's self

with high things, Phllo : from', ov,(, -) busying one's self with high things.., , to walk in air,

Plat. Phaedr. 240 C, with v. I.-
: and, , , a walking in

air: from,, ov,{, -) walking, wandering on liigh in air.

.^, ov,(,)
with roots on the surface, Theophr. H.
PI. 4. 2, 4., ov, (,,)
raised up above the earth, off the ground,

Hdt. 1, 187; 4,72, Thuc, etc.; .,
opp. to TU., Hdt. 2, 148 ; so

of roots, on the surface, Opp. to-, Theophr. :—of high ground,
Thuc. 4.32:—of eyes,j)ro«n>!eni,Xen.

Cyn. 4, 1 :—hence on high, in air, ., Hdt. 4, 94;, Ar.

Eq. 1367 ; cf. Lob. Paral. 531 : esp.

soaring, floating, poised, Lat. sublimis,

Ar. iSiub. 264; ., the re-

gions of air, Ar. Av. 818, cf. 690.—3.

of a ship, on the high sea, out at sea,

Thuc. 1, 48; 8, 10.— II. metaph. of
the mind, lifted up, buoyed up, on the

tiptoe of expectation, in suspense, Lat.

spe erectus, Thuc. 2, 8 ; 6, 10 :.
, , , eager for..., Polyb.
—2. wavering, inconstant, fickle, uncer-

tain, , Isocr. p. 618
Bekk. :—so, ., short and in-

terrupledbreathing, Focs. Oecon. Hipp.
—III. TIL ., things in the air, the heav-

enly bodies, meteors, natural phenomena,
Cicero's suptra atque coelestia, Plat.

Apol. 18 B, 23 D : hence, generally,

., abstruse, lofty spec-

ulations, Ar. Nub. 228.—IV. Adv.

•, in uncertainty or doubt, Plut.

—

Horn, only has the form,
q. V. Cf.., , to contemplate

high things : and, , , belonging

to a : • (sc. -
), his art ; and,., an instru-

ment of Ptolemy's for taking observa-

tions of the stars : from, ov,(,•) observing the heavenly bodies, etc.

;

hence—2. vLuonary, Plat. Rep. 488 E./, ov. ,(,) a meteorological sophist: a

speculating visionary, Ar. Nub. 300., , , poet, for-, Manetho., ,(,-) appearing in the air, Philo.

METO,, ,(,) a meteorological quack,. Nub.
333., , to think of high

things.,, b and ,(-,.)=, a foreign

settler, an emigrant, Dion. P. |689., ov, (,)
swift as wind,, Anth. Piati. 62., ov, {,) older

poet, form for, on high, in

the air, hanging, 11. 8, 26 ; .,
chariots which seem to fly, 11. 23, 309.

—II. metaph., wavering, inconstant,

thoughtless,/, .
Hom. Merc. 488.—Aesch. Cho. 590
has Dor. form, with v. 1.., Ion. for,
inf. fut. mid. of, Hdt.-, Ion. 3 sing. pres. from -, Hdt. 6, 37, 59 ; but the analogy
of, would suggest rather as

pres., and as impf., v.

Heyne II. 6, 523,—in which place

Wolf (in his last edit.) and Spitzn.

write., Ion. -, 3 sing. impf.

mid. hom, Hdt. 1, 12.,, Ion. for -,
Hdt.tl,40; 8,81.,=::, c. gen. rei, Hdt.
5, 92, 3., verb. adj. of, one

must go to seek, Arist. Top. 4, 6, 14., f. -,(,)
to steer round, Wyttenb. Plut. 2, 34 A./, , , = I,

Leon. Tar. 79 :—esp. the captivity of

the Jews, LXX. : and, ov, ro,=foreg. : and.,,^: from, , f. -,(,)
to change one's abode, remove to a place,

c. ace. loci, Eur. Hipp. 837 ; .-..,
Lycurg. 150, 34 :—c. dat. loci, to settle

in, Pmd. P. 9, 147.—II. absoL, to be a

or settler, Eur. Supp. 892
;

so, . , Aesch. Supp. 609 ; .
r^, Lys. 102, 41,etc. Hence, , ^,=sq. I, .. Plat. Apol. 40 C ; .. Id. Phaed. 117 C., , ,() change

of abode, removal, migration, Thuc. 1,

2 : and so,—II. a settling as,
settlement, Aesch. Eum. 1017 ; society,

Soph. Ant. 890.—2. the state and rights

of a. Lys. 107, 31., f. -, (,)
to lead to another abode ; metaph., ., Melanth. ap. Plut. 2, 551

A.—Pass, to go to another country, to

emigrate, Ar. Eccl. 754., , , like or in the con-

dition of a, Hyperid. ap. Poll.

8. 144, Pint. Ale. 5:—-o ., the list

of, Luc. Bis Ace. 9., ov, ,() the

tax of twelve drachms paid by the -
at Athens ; ., to

pay it. Lys. 187, 29
; ., Dem.

845, 20 ; 7., Plat. Le^g. 850 B,

etc. ; cf Bockh P. E. 2. 44, sqq.—II.

(in Thuc,, later

cnJvoa), a feast at Athens, to

cotnmeynorate the change of abode which
took place when Theseus settled the
greater number of Attic citizens in

the city, Plut. Thes. 24., 6, Jupiter, as pro-

tector of the., ov, , ()
emigration, Plut. Agis 11., verb. adj. from ^-, one must transfer, Plut. 2,

746 C.

METO, ov, 6,() an
emigrant, Plut. Thes. et Rom. 5., , to hmld'in a dif-
ferent way, Plut. Caes. 51 : from, ov, (,-) building differently., ov, (,) chang-
ing one's abode, emigrating and settling

elsewhere, Hdt. 4, 151 :—Aesch. Ag.
57 gives the name ol, emi-

grants, to young birds kidnapped from
the nest.— 11. o, ,, an alien

who ivas suffered to settle in a foreign

city, a settler, Aesch. Theb. 548, Soph.
Ant. 852, etc. ; .,, a settler

in.., Aesch. Cho. 971, Pers. 319, cf.

Soph. O. C. 934 :—esp. at Athens,
resident alien, who paid a certain tax(), but enjoyed no civic
rights, Lat. inquilinus, incola, opp. to

on the one hand, on the
other, Thuc. 2, 13, cf Herm. Pol.
Ant. § 115, with the places there
quoted.,, , , (-,) the overseer and guardian
of the, Xen. Vect. 2, 7., f.-, (, ol-) dep. mid. :

—

to be gone else-

where, to have gone away,, II.

6, 86.—2. to have gone after, i. e. to

have gone to seek,, 11. 10, 111, Od.
8, 47 ; cf Eur. I. T. 1332.—3. with
hostile intent, to rush upon, to pursue,, 11. 5, 148.—4. to have gone among
or through, uvu, Od. 8, 7.—5. to

have gone with, to be m attendance, Od.
19, 24., fut. of.,(,)
dep. mid. :

., to effect an auspicious change in a
state, procure it happier omens, Dinarch.
94, 5, cf 101,45., f. -,(, ?.)
to keep shifting or fidget with one's

knees, II. 13, 281, said of a coward
crouching in ambush., /,,^., [,) to

change the name, call by a ?iew name,
Hdt. 4, 189, Thuc, etc.: in pass, to

take or receive a new name, Hdt. 1, 94 ;

4, 155. Hence, , , a change of
name, ap. Ath. 296 E.
~7;, , , (,) in Do-

ric architecture, the panel placed in the

(i. e. the interstices between two
beam-ends, which latter had the tri-

glyphs carved upon them), Lat. inter-

tignmm, Vitruv. 4, 2.', &\'.=, Soph.
Phil. 1189: ci.., , , retribution, .
Hom. 8, 4, but prob. f. 1. for'., and before a vowel, or
metri grat., -,(,) adv.

:

—1. of place,/rom oeAintf, behind, back-

wards, back, freq. in Hom. (esp. 11.),

and Hes.—2. of time, after, ajterwards,

freq. in Horn., -, the children left behind, II.

24, 687.—II. as prep, with gen., be-

hind, II. 9, 504, Od. 9, 539. Equiv.
to Lat. post., , , (,)
the end of autumn, Lat. bruma. Hence, to be like the end of
autumn, Philo : and, , , of or like the

end of autumn, in autumn, Hes. Op.
413, Thuc. 7, 87. [Cf 6.'\, ov, (,~) au-

tumnal : .,^=, Thuc. 7,

79 ; cf'., Ion, for, Hdt.., ov, , (,)



the space between rows of vines, etc.,

Lat. iiiterurdinium, Ar. Pac. 5Ub., , {.) to look

away, look back, ap. IJesych.

iM.£Tovlov, ov, TO, Miiulum, a city

of the iapodes, SJtrab. p. 207., , , (, -,) sharing in, partaking of,

coinnninion, . , Ar. Kan.
443 : hence possession, enjoyment,

means of using, Lat. copia, -, Xeri. Cyr. 8, 5, 23. Hence^, , , denoting

participation : -, in Graniin., the.

derivative adjective, e. g. from.̂ , , , conveyance

of water ; of the urine, Aretae. : from, (,) to

convey water in ; mctaph. , Hdn./, , ,() a sharing,

communion, Hdt. I, 144, Ep. Plat. 345
A.—II. Gramni. a participle. Hence, >/,, partaking

:

— .,
in Gramm.,=//ero^7/ II., f. -, (, 6?)
to remove by a lever, hoist a heavy body
out of the way, Od. 23, 188 ; -

., to push back the bolts oi the

doors, 11. 24, 567., {,) to car-

ry elsewhither, Isonn., ov, (,)
sharing in, partaking of, c. gen.,-, Hdt. 3, 52,

., 7}, etc., Eur. Ion

697, Plat. Phaedr. 262 D, etc.: a

partner, accomplice in, , Eur.
. F. 721 ; absol., Thuc. 8, 92., , f. -7;, () to

measure in any way, hence,—I. of

Space, to 7neasure, i. e. pass over, -, Od. 3, 179, like Lat.

mare or iter cursu metiri, emetiri : heuce,
(sc.), to

sail further, Ap. Rh. +2, 915; and
so in mid. u/m,
Mosch. 2, 153 : in mitl.,. to measure them with the eyes.

Soph. Aj. 5:—so of time. Id. O. T.
561 ;—in pass;, also, to be ineasured

round, surrounded, Dion. P. 197.—11.

of number, size, worth, etc. ; and so,

— 1. to count, Alcae. 104, Theocr. 16,

60.—2. to ineasure, estimate, coinpute,

c. dat., Lat. mensurare, yfjV bp-

yvbjat,, etc., Hdt. 2, 6

;

' , to measure

nappiness by sensual enjoyments,
Dein. 324, 24 ; . -, Luc. iSigr. 15, etc.

; .
, Polyb. 17, 14, 11.-3. to measure

out, dole out, , Dem.
1135, 5 ; cf. Ar. Ach. 1021

;, to give measure for measure,
Paus. ;

—

to lend by measure,, Theoponip.
(Com.)/. 3.— Mid. have meas-
ured out to one's self, in buying or

lending, ,
to get good ?neasure Irom one's neigh-
bour, Hes. Op. 347 ; tu/.', Dem. 918, 11.

Hence, adv. by measure, Nic. Ai.

45 ;

—

in metre, Noun. : and,, , a measured dis-

tance, Eur. Ion 1138.—2. a measure,

allowance, dote, Eur. 1. T. 954 ; a sol-

dier's rations, Volyb. 6, 38, 3 ; his jiay.

Id. 9, 27, 11; and^,, , a measuring, meas-

urement, Hdt, 4, 99, Xeij. Mem. 4, 7,

2, Plat., etc., fverb. adj. from -,^ one must measure. Plat. Kep.
531 A., ov, ,) one who

MET?
measures or values, Plat. Minns 373
A.

—

\\.=^, Lat. rnttnia. at

Athens the usu. liquid measure, hold-

ing \2, or 141, j ol the

Att..-, about 9 gallons Engl.,

Dem. 1045, 7, Sosith. ap. Ath. 415 B.

The Roman amphora held 3 of a-., , ,() of or

good at rncasuring. Plat. Minos 373 D :

// -K?l (sc. ?/) the art of measuring,

mensuration, Plat. Prut. 357 D, etc.

Adv. -., , ,() measura-
ble, Eur. Bacch. 1244, Plat. Legg.
820 C. etc., to be, to be mod-
erate, keep measure, Thuc. 1, 76 ; in a
thing, , Dem. 500, tin. ;

or . Plat. Legg. 784 E, Rep.
603 ; to be of an even temper, be calm,

to moderate one's anger, iSoph. Phil.

1183 ; . kv , to show hut
moderate zeal, Hdn. :—in Medic, to

be pretty well.— 11. transit, to moderate,

keep within bounds, guide, Lat. modera-
n. Plat. Legg. 692 B., . Dor. for, like

for, Tab. lleracl., , ,{) belonging

to measure, esp. that of syllables, me-
trical : -, (sc.) lyrosody,

Arist. Poet. 20, 5., ov, (,)
speaking moderately, Antipho ap. Poll.

3, 123., , , restraint over

the passions, Plut. 2, 102 D : and, , to be moderate, to

bear reasonably with,, . . : from, ,(,)
moderating one's passions, a peripatet.

word, opp. to the Stoic: cool,

calm, Dion. H. 8, 61. Adv. -, App.
Pun. 51., , , moderation in

drinking : and, , to be modirate in

drinking : from,, b,(,)
moderate in drinking, \en. Apol. 19 :

—superl.-. Poll., a, ov, in Att. also some-
times. Of, ov ;() —leithin meas-
ure, moderate, and so,—I. of size, ., men ofcornmon height, Hdt. 2,

32 ; ., the common cubit, Id.

1, 178: so. . , a moder-

ately long speech. Plat. Prot. 338
;

.. Id. Rep. 460 , etc.^

—

II. of

number, /«<>, Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 12.—III.

usu. of degree, holding to the mean,
moderate, Lat. modestus, , Hes.
Op. 304 ;' ., to speak
out of all bounds. Plat. Theaet. 181 :

esp. of a mean or middle course or

state, opp. to a high or low estate,

freq. in Trag. : to, the mean,
Lat. aurea mediocritas, Soph. O. C.

1212, cf. Plat. Legg. 716 C, etc. ; so,

TU, Eur. Med. 125
; .,, etc., a marriage, a friendship

not too great, Eur. Melanipp. 17, Hipp.
253 ; u. . Plat. Rep.
406

; ., common diess, Thuc.
1, 6; ., modest apparel, Plat.

Gorg. 511 E.—2. tolerable,, Eur.
Ale. 884; hence, ov ., intolerable,. Soph. Phil. 179;. Eur.
Tro. 717 : also, .. lb. 0t^3.—3.

of persons, moderate m desires and the
like, inodest, temperate,.. Plat. Legg. 816 ; -, Aeschin. 78, 4 ; ,
Xen. Cyr. 5, 2, 17: later esp. of mod-
eration in love, Wyttenb. Plut. 2, 132
A ; so, , to have mod-
erate desires, Hdt. 4, 84 :—also moder-

ate, fair, ., Ar. Plut. 245, and
Ireq. in Plat.

; //. ,
mild towards.., Thuc. i , 77

;/, not in strict custody. Id. 4,

30 :—so, .. ISJub.

1137.—4. proportionate, fitting,

. . Plat. Tim. 18 15.

. adv. :— 1., moderately,

briefly, ., Ildt. 2, 161 : in due
measure, neither ejcaggerating nor dipre-

cialing, eiTf ii^, Thuc.2,35.

—

2. enough,, Ar. Nub. fin.

:

., to be pretty will off. Plat.

Theaet. 191 D,, for a thmg,
Hdt. 1, 32, Plat. Euthyd. 305 D.~3.
viodestly, temperately , calmly , .,
Polyb. 3, 85, 9 :

—

on fair terms, Thuc.
4, 19, 20.—II. the neut. and

are also used as adv... Plat. Legg. 840 C, ,
Eur. Ion 632, ,
Plat. Soph. 237 : also, to, Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 26 :

superl., , Thuc. 6, 89.

Hence,, , moderation, \^.
modestia, Thuc. 1, 38, Xen. Cyr. 5,2,
17, etc. ; moderation in a thing,

, , Del. Plat. 411 , 412 .
—II. middle condition,, Arist.

Pol. 5, 11, 33.,,(,)
to think modestly, to be moderate, App.
Hence, , , modesty.,, ,=., ,(,) like

metre, metrical, Dem. Phal.

ME'TPON, ov, TO, that by which
anything is measured, a measure or rule,

II. 12, 422 : in the widest sense, either
weight or measure, Hdt. 6, 127 : gen-
erally, a measure, standard. Plat. The-
aet. 183 B.—2. esp. a measure of con-

tent, as well as the contents or thmg
measured, ,,-, II. 7, 471, Od. 2, 355 ; 9, 209, cf.

II. 23, 268, 741 ;—so that Homer's-
seems to have been of definite

size.—3. any space measured or 7neas•

urable, , the length of
the way, Od. 4. 389 ; ,
the size oi the harbour, Od. 13, JOl

;

so, very treq. in Hom., and Hes. :

—

hence also, , full measure,

i. e. pri?ne of youth, like, II. 11,

225 : , perfect wisdom,
Solon 5, 52 ; , one's
stature, Eur. Ale. 1063 : also,, Orac. ap. Hdt. 1. 47;
though such phrases as -,, are mostly later,

Jac. Ep. Ad. 651, 2 ; but in Thuc. 8,

95, , a distance by
sea.— II. the mean between two extremes,

due length, breadth, etc., proportion :
—

hence metaph., measure, proportion. fit-
ness, ' .,
Pind. . 2, 64

; . Id. .
6, 103 ; . Plat Rep. 021

A ; . . Id. Legg. 957 A : ., to limit, Aesch. ('ho.

797; but, , to add
means (of guiding or driving), Pind.

O. 13, 27, ubi V. Donalds. (20) .—-,—, Pind. P. 8, 111: so

too, .—III. metre, freq. in

Plat. ; opp. to (music) and })•
(time), Id. Gorg. 502 C : ' -, to put into verse. Id.

Legg. 069 D :—also a i-erse, metrical

line. Id. Lys. 205 A. (The Sanscr.

root is ma, cf. met-ire, meas-ure : akin
to it are, modus, modius,

Schaf Phocyl. 130.), ol,(,) fif-

teen ofllcers who inspected the weights

and measures, (ace. to Bockh P. E. 1,



MEXP
p. 67) ten in Athens itselfand five in

the Piraeeus, Dinarch. ap. Suid.,

Arist. ap. Harp. :—their attendants

were called-,,{,) to

make a measure : to make by measure.

Hence, ,,= III.,

Longin., , , Meton, son of

Pausanias, of Leuconoe in Attica, a

celebrated astronomer, Ar. Av. 997.

—Others in Plut. Pyrrh. 13 ; etc.., , . {,)
change of name : in rhetoric, the use

of one word for another, metonymy, Vit.

Hotn. 25. Hence, , , belonging to

metonymy. Adv. -.
, adv. =,

0pp. C. 2, 65.'-, , . Dor. -, Metope,
daughter of the Ladon, wite of Aso-
pus, and mother of Thebe, Pind. O.

6, 144 ; ApoUod. 3, 12. 6.-2. wife of

Sangarius, mother of Hecuba, Apol-

lod. 3, 12, 5.— II. a river of Arcadia
near Stymphalus, Call. Jov 26.'/-, () adv. with

head 0 forehead foremost : of ships,

formijig a close front, Virgil's junctis

fronlibus, Hdt. 7, 100 ; in line, opp. to

km (in column), Thuc. 2, 90..-, a, ov,() on

or of the forehead, Galen., , ,() having

a broad or high forehead., ov, =,
prob. 1. Hipp., v. Lob. Phryn. 557. [I]

JslETO-iof, ov, ,=, the

forehead, II. 11, 95; 16, 739.—II. an
aromatic Aegyptian ointment, Diosc.,. , a head-band : irom', ov, ,(,) strict-

ly the space bttween the eyes, and so

the forehead, front, cf. Jl. 13, 615, and
freq. in Horn., etc. ; usu. of men, but
of a liorse in 11. 23, 454:—also in

plur., Od. 6, 107, Eur., etc.; cf. ava-
II., 1., 2 ;—Aetna is

called the of Sicily by Pind.

P. 1, 57.—11. the front, fore part of any
thing, the front, face of wall or build-

ing, Hdt.l, 178; 2, 124: the front or

front-line of an army, fleet, etc.,

Aesch. Pers. 720, Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 2.

iyo, ov, , Meiopus, a Py-
thagorean ol Mctapontum, Stob., ov.{.-) observing the forehead, judging of
men by their foreheads.', ov, gen., ndth

modest and ingenuous countenance,

Aesch. Supp. 198, e conj. Pors., Ep. and Ion. for, enclit.

gen. of ), freq. in Horn.

tMfp^of, ov, , =,
Diod. S. 1, 64., and before a vowel, or me-
tri grat.,,—I. prep, with gen.,

until, unto, to a given point:— 1. of

place, ?., 11. 13, 143, cf.

Hdt. 2, 80 ; in poets, sometimes
follows its case.—2. ot time, -

; until when ? how long ? 11. 24,

128, cf. Hdt. 1,4; 3, 10, etc. ; so also

in prose, ov ; ;

Hdt. 8, 3, etc. ; , for a

space, whether of space or of time

:

, for long: -, for ever : , so long.

Hdt. 1, 4 ; ; for how long
Lat. quousqiie ! etc.—3. in numbers
it expresses a round sum, where prob.

the real quantity is a little less, up to,

about, nearly, Lat. ad, sometimes with-
out altering the case of the subst..

Lob. Phryn. 410: hence sometimes,

MH
like Lat. citra, short of, within a limit,, Joseph. . I.

2, 8, 5.—4. m Ion., ov is some-
times followed by another gen., e. g.

ov , ov, Hdt. 1, 181
;

2, 19 (for ov -, etc.), cf. Herm. Vig. . 251 ; cf.

.—5. sometimes before an-

other prep, of motion to a place, as

.-, lllte usque ad..., Stallb.

Plat. Crat. 412 ; so /., c. gen.,

Plat. Symp. 217 E.— II. as adv., until,

until that, with subjunct. or optat.,-, Hdt. 4, 119, etc.:, in protasis, with in apo-

dosis, Hdt. 4, 3 : , with
subj., so long as. Plat. Sophist. 259 A.
—2. , with mdicat. pres.,

Jac. Acii. Tat. p. 689.—The rule that

must become before a
vowel, only applies to poets: in Att.

prose, before a vowel is so freq
,

that the Atticists thought not
Att., Thom. M. 135, cf. Lob. Phryn.
14, sq. ; the same holds of and

: is also the strict Ion.

form, Stallb. Plat. Symp. 210 : most
critics, however, now prefer

before a vowel, ( is to ),, as to.)'.—. ADVERB, not, used in

cases where the negation depends on
some previous condition, either ex-

pressed or implied, while ov denies
absolutely and independently: so
that expresses subjectively, that

one thinks a thing is not ; ov objective-

ly that it is not : (the same is the dis-

tinction between the compounds of

and ol•). Hence stands,—I.

generally in Dependent clauses,

and so,—1. after all conditional or

contingent conjunctions, as ,,,, or,,, etc.

;

thus in Hom. with fut. indie,

after the fut., II. 7, 98 ; also without
a verb, except, unless, Od. 12, 326 ; the
verb is supplied in H. Hom. Cer. 24 :

in Att., is found, like Lat.
nisi si, ,... Plat. Gorg. 480 , ubi v.

Stallb. : is also esp. used with
pres. in answers, as,

; . Id. Rep.
608 D : so , etc., with sub-
junctive, II. 18, 91 ; 22, 55, , c.

opt. aor. after opt. pres. and ', Od.
16, 197, when it is except, unless that,

unless when : on the other hand with.,, since, because, which are
not contingent, ov is required,"¥, , 11.

21, 95.—On , . sub .—
2. after the final conjunctions,,,, because there are in their

nature contingent, as —-, that they perish not, 11. 8, 468.—3. with the relative , either ov or
may be used, as it is taken to be

definite or indef. ; but with the in-

def. always, as Thuc. 1, 40.—4. with the infin., though in Hom.
only in oratione obliqua, as 11. 14,

40, Od. 18, 167; (whereas in Att. ov
is oft. retained in orat. obi., as if the
words had been not quoted, but sim-
ply repeated, e. g. Eur. Hel. 836, Plat.

Phaed. 63 D.) : but regularly, at-

tached itself to the infin. in all cases,
even when it seems absol.

; (for,

though when the inf. is the 'subject
of the sentence, as '. Soph. Tr. 458, a sup-
posed case is put, .= -... ; yet in. Soph. . C. 496, the
inf. is really absol., and must be par-

MH
I
aphrased by oh 6.) :—so,—5. with

;

an abstract subst., as in Ar. Eccl. 115,'=^, a general expres-
sion of opinion ; whereas -. Thuc. 5, 50, applies to the
specific fact, cf. ov 1.2: so also—6.

I with the participle, when it may be
resolved into with the indie, as= : Hdt.
4, 64 ; whereas' would
be=f7rii : so also, -. ut qui nihil

I sciam. Soph. O. C. 1154.—See further

]

under ov.—II. is very freq. in In-
: DEPENDENT clauses containing a
1 command, entreaty, warning, or ex-

I

pressing a wish, fear, in which cases,

I

like Lat. ne, it stands first in the sen-
tence : hence,— 1. with imperat.,

is always used, and regularly with
the pres., II. 1, 32, etc.: sometimes
with inf. pres. for imperat., as 11. 2,

413 ; sometimes with ind. fut., •, II. 15, 115; to express a
confidence that the request will be
complied with. The examples of /z^

with imperat. aor. are very rare and
mostly Homeric, as II. 4, 410, Od. 2,

70; 15, 263; 16, 301; 24, 248, cf.

Pors. Hec. 1166: it diflers from the
imperat. pres., in that the pres. for-

bids what is doing, the aor. ichat is not

yet begun ; besides, the force of the
pres. is not confined to a single act
but continuous, Herm. Opusc. 1, p.

270 ; but—2. with subjunctive, if the
forbidding be only momentary, con-
fined to a single act, and regularly
with the aor., II. 5, 684 ; 6, 265 ; oft.

with notion of warning or threatening,, let me not

catch thee.. ! 11. 1, 26 : oifear,^ -}, fear, lest frost chill me, Od.
5, 467 :—in all cases where stands
with subjunct., ,3, etc.

might be supplied, so that here the
adverb and conjunction pass into one
another, cf., . V. : yet this is not
necessary ; for may stand inde-
pendently in a command, request,
etc., as well as m a question, and be
rendered by our that it may not..!—3. the Att. were fond of an aposio-
pesis with without any verb ex-
pressed, (sc., -
?.?.) Soph. Ant. 577 ;, Ar. Ach. 345 ;, Ar. Vesj). 1179, as we say,

710 delay ! no excuse ! so also ,
etc.. cf. Jelf Gr. Gr.

<J
897.-4. is

joined with optat. aor. to express a
negative wsh, ' ,

that he may 7iot come ! Od. 1, 403
;

' , may
such anger as thine never come on
me, 11. 16, 30 ; strengthd., . II.

8, 512: the same thing is expressed
by the rare form ,
I'wish thou hadst not... Jl. 9, 698 ; so
that/i^ may be taken vviih.—5. in hasty negative answers the
Att. often put alone, where the verb
must be supplied, as in Soph. O. C.

1441, ,. Answ.
(sc.), cf Valck. Phoen.

353 : in this case we must some-
times supply a verb, as in .\r. Ach.
458, vvv. Answ. M;)
(sc. TovTO ), iVaj/ but

!

—so,

, . . ,
oft. in Trag. and Com.—III. the po-

sition of occasions a diificulty in

two places of Od., viz Od. 4, 684,//^— —' u7j.nff -,,, no—these suit-

925



ore—let them, never meeting again,

now eat their last meal ; and Od. 11,

613, ?/— —'
'?/<(, no—alter having

wrought this—let him never work
anything else. Here the participles

are parenthetic, and takes up
the negation properly expressed by

, . being taken as one
word, like, cf. lierm. Vig.

202, Nitzsch Oil. 4, 084.—IV. in a

sentence of two clauses connected by

or, is sometimes omitted in

the second clause, e. g. Soph. O. T.
689.— V. in Soph. Phil. 1059, we have

..7/ in answering clauses^

which is difficult : the simplest way
is to suppose that i.s used in

the first clause because it is joined

not with ml",, but with
adv. KUKtov, V. Ellendt s. v. 4, c.

H. ), Conjunction, that. ..not,

lest, Lat. ne.—1. usu. with subjunct.

aor. after principal verb in pres. or

fut. ; so always in Att., but in Horn,

often after imperat. aor., II. 1, 522,

Od. 15, 278, etc.— II. with optat. after

principal verb in past tense, as 11. 12,

40J. Od. 1, 133, etc.— III. with past

tense of indie, to express a past ac-

tion, as Od. 5, 300,, oij-, I fear, she has
spoken all too true : so also in Att.,

V. Elm.sl. and Herm. Med. 310 : ?/ is

joined with indic. fut. chiefly as an
interrog., cf. infr. C. I. — IV. after

verbs expressing /ear, anxiety, etc.,

regularly stands with a finite verb,, Lat. vereor ne

fiat, I fear, lest it happen, where in

common language we omit the nega-
tive, I fear it will happen (but a negat.

is always implied ; for when we fear

a thing will happen, we wish it may
not.) Horn, uses,,-,, ,, and: regularly, these verbs

are followed by with subjunct.

;

by the opt. only in oralione obliqua

or after past tenses, as II. 14, 201

;

21, 329. Od. 11, 034. etc. ; but even
in Att. the subjunct. is often put
where strictly the opt. should stand,

Pors. Phoen.'OS ; and Eur. Hcc. 1138

sqq. is a remarkable instance-
followed by both subj. and opt. :

for this subjunct. the Att. also use in-

dic. fut, Heind. Plat. Crat. 303 C,
more rarely iiiflic.pres.,Valck. Phnen.
93. Vox full discussion of the

point, v. Jelf Gr. Gr. ^ 805-9.-2. in

the same way, follows verbs that

express care, caution, etc.,, to see that they don't for-

get, 11. 10, 98; ..., II. 15,

104; ..., to try whether

or no, Od. 1 1 , 395, etc.

—

V. //;; is used
with inf after vehement negations

:

so with inf aor. after, II. 23,

585, Od. 2, 373 ; after ,
with inf pres., Od. 4, 747 ; after, with inf aor., 11. 19, 201,

with inf fut., Od. 5, 187 : so after ne-
gat. wishes, ', Od. 9, 530.—2. sometimes
the inf. passes into a finite verb, as, with and indic. fut.,

II. 10, .330; with ind. pres., 11. 15,41.
— VI. lastly, is used (as it seems)
pleonast. after all verbs which have
a negative sense, such as,
Ku/.,,; somethnes
also after nouns of like signf., as-. Thuc. 1, 10, cf. Soph. O. T. 57

;

or adverbs, as~, Xen. An. 3,

1, 13 : with these verbs the article is

often inserted, as .-..
To oil.. —Prob. was here used6

from the anxiety of the Greeks to be
as explicit as possible, v. Buttm. Ex-
cur, xi. ad Dem. Mid. ; cf .
. AS Interrogative,— I. in

direct questions, with all tenses of

indic. ; but like l..at. jium, mostly
where a negative answer is expected,

/) .-. ; snrelt) ye did not

say .' Od. 0, 200, cf 9, 405 ; whereas
with oh the answer expected is af-

firmat. : in Att. without is found
usu. in the same way, e. g. Aesch.
Pers. 344; though sometimes it leaves

the answer indeterminate, like Lat.

enclitic -ne, e. g. Plat. Theaet. 190 B.

The above distinction of the answer
expected after ov and, serves to

explain passages where they stand

conjointly, as',/-
; tvo'n't you be silent, and

will you be cowardly ? i. e. be silent

and be not cowardly, Soph. Aj. 75, cf
Tr. 1183 : (in which cases Elmsl. ex-

tends the force of oii to the second
clause oh ; will you not not

be cowardly ? but this would make=,—cf. sub. ov ).—2. in indi-

rect questions, or when another's

question is repeated, is used with
subjunct. of a present, but with optat.

of a past action ; sometimes also with
indic, to mark that the asker believes

the thing he asks about, e. g. Soph.
Ant. 1253, cf. Elmsl. Heracl. 482,

Herm. Vig. n. 270. In these cases

may be rendered by whether, cf.

supr. B. V. 2.

(The Lat. NE is only a dialectic

variety oi, cf and viv,

7mm, Buttm. Exc. xi. ad Dem. Mid.)

[In Att. poets, is joined by syni-

zesis with a following vowel : the

case of ov forming one syll. is the

most freq.]

in compos., or joined with other

particles, as . ov, etc., will

be found in alphabetical order : these

should be compared with the corre-

sponding forms of ov.

yap, an elliptic phrase, used in

emphatic denial, certainly not, Lat.

nulla modo, longe abest, where an im-

perat. or optat. verb must be supplied

from the ibregoing passage to which
the denial relers, as

..., Answ. (),
Plat. Theaet. 177 , cf Jelf Gr. Gr.

^ 897 : also strengthd., ,, Seidl. Eur. Tro. 212.

?/ }'f, not at least, strengthd. for

. Soph. Fr. 185., , ?/, 3Ieda, wife of Idome-

neus. Lye. 1221.—2. daughter of Co-

thelas of Thrace, Ath. 557 D.,,, in no ivise, not at

all. freq. in Hdt. with another , or

compd. of,' -, , etc.,

Hdt. 2, 91 ; 7, 50, 1
; ,

Aesch. . 58 ; .
Soph. Phil. 789.—II. of place, ?iou)/iere.

(Strictly dat. fern, from, and
so sometimes written,]-
-, as by Ast in Plato: but in poets

we sometimes find it [,uu],

e. g. Aesch. Pers. 431, Ar. Thesm.
1102, when it must be taken asneut.

pi. ; so also oft. in Mss. of Hdt.,—and
peril, this is the more correct form.), , , goodfor nothing

;

cf. ().,() adv. from no

place, Xen. Cyr. 8, 7, 14 : usu., .-, from, no other place, as Plat.

Phaed. 70 E., adv. nowhere : and, adv. nowhither, Xen. Lac.

3, 4 : from

, , , for not

ei:en one, i. e. not any one, no one, none,

like, Hdt. 1, 143, 144, etc.

—

As adj. only in plur., the sing, being
scarcely used, except in the adverbs, -, -, etc. Hence, adv. nowhither, . ok•. Plat. Rep. 499 A : and, adv. nowhere, Aesch.
Eum. 423

; ., Plat. Phaed.
08 A ; c. gen., . . Lat.

nusquam gentium, Plat. Parm. 102 C,
cf Legg. 958 D.

—

\\.=, Aesch.
Eum. 024, Soph. Aj. 1007, etc., adv. ixova,—-, Hdt. 4, 83, and olt. in Trag., adv. (^) nor, Lat. nenne,

nee, joining a second clause or addi-

tional clause to a sentence, the for-

mer part of which may be either af-

firmat., or negat. with ; freq. from
Horn, downwds.— 2. also doubled,......., neither....nor..., Lat.
neque....neque..., opposing the two
clauses of a sentence, first in II. 4,

303-.— also follows , or,
when It should be translated 7wr yet,-. Plat. Prot. 327 C, cf.

Pind. I. 2, 05, Soph. Phil. 771 .—but
whether can follow is

questionable, v. sub , .—
When is in the second clause, to

mark opposition, and is expressed
only in the second clause, the words)

should he written divisim , as

Soph. O. C. 481, cf Schaf Append.
Bast Ep. Cr. p. 29.—II. joined with a
single word or phrase, not even, Lat.
ne...quidcm, II. 21, 375, Od. 4, 710,

etc. ; repeated emphatically, 7/'-
7]' , let 7wt the babe

unborn

—

no not even it escape, II. 6,

58:—on Od. 4, 084; 11, 013, v. sub
A. III.—Hoin. often uses ,

V. sub.\, , . Ion. -, Hdt. 1 , 2,

Medea, daughter of Aeetes king of

Colchis, fled with Jason to Greece,

Hes. Th. 901; Pind. P. 4, 15; etc.\, ov, b, Medius, son of

Jason and Medea, Hes. Th. 1001 : cf..— Others in Dem. 1052, 6

;

Theocr. Ep. 18, 2; etc.

iMo,,^^, Anth. : ol

Mo,theMcdcs, Pind. P. 1, 151(78).,,, for /^, declined and accentuated just

like ,, ', gen.,-. not even one, i. e. no one, none,

like Lat. nullus for ne ullus, in Horn,

only once,, II. 18, 500: 7)&, which (so written) is never ehded
even in Att., retained the first em-
phatic signf., not even one, and often

had a particle between, as' uv, Pors. Hec. pracf p. xxxiv : ,
(sc. , ), one who is a

mere nothing, a nobody, Valck. Phoen.

001, Lob. Soph. Aj.1218 (1231);, simply nothing, Hdt. 1, 32; so

too TO, of an eunuch, Hdt. 8,

10e;nence, generally, a vscless or

worthless person, v. Ellendt. Lex.

Soph. s. v. 4 :—neut.,
freq. as adv., not at all, bq no mnans,

Plat. Polit. 280 A, etc.—VVhen other

negatives, also derived from . are

used with it, they do not destroy, but

strengthen the negation, ,
never hope to escape, when you have
done any thiiig base, Isocr. 5 B.—The
plur., is very rare, Xen. Hell.

5, 4, 20 ; ace.. Plat. Euthyd.
303 -,—, being used in-

stead.-For, v. sub voce.—On



the difference between and, v. sub et ov-/, (,) adv. never,

with pres. and past tenses, as well as

fut., Ar. Pac. 1225, Plat. Prot. 315 B,
etc., cf. Lob. Phryn. 458 :—but, and never, Hes. Op. 715, 742., (>/, ) adv., nor as
yet, not as yet, Aesch. Pers. 435 : of.).,(,--) adv.,

never yet, Luc, etc. ; properly with
past tenses, usu. perf., v. Lob. Phryn.
458.-, , ., strictly adorn-

ed with prudence, from (dat. pi.

o{) and/, fern. pr. n.,

iMedesicaste, daughter of Priam, wife
of Imbrius, 11. 13, 173.', a, ov, (,)
neither of the two. Plat. Rep. 470 B,
etc. Hence, adv.from neither side

:

and, adv. in neither way,
Arist. Poet. 14, 8.— 2. in the neuter

gender : and,, adv. to neither side,

Thuc. 4, 118., , , ( )

stratagem, trick.

Mr/ /'/, nay do not..., . 16, 81, etc.
;

so too, /, Soph. . . 830,

1153, etc.\,, . Media, an important
country of Asia between Armenia
and Assyria, Hdt. ; etc.^-, , the wall <f Me-
dia, between the Tigris and Euphra-
tes, separatmg Babylon from Meso-
potamia, Xen. An. 1, 7, 15 ; 2, 4, 12

;

with V. 1. Mz/ddiOf, as in Hell. 2, 1,

13, also: called by Strab.-, p. 529.^, , 6, Medias, a physi-

cian, DJog. L. 5, 72., to be a Mede in manners,

language or dress : esp. to side with the

Medes, to Medize, opp. to'-,
Hdt. 4, 144, etc., Thuc. 3, 62, etc.

M;/(5tKOf, . , Median: \r]-, so. )',—, Xen.t : -
(sc.), the Median af-

fairs, esp. the war with the Medes, the
name always given by Thuc. to the
great Persian war, which Hdt. calls

Tu.— 11. ?/ , herba

Medica, a kind of clover, lucerne, Ar.

Eq. 606.—III./, v.-
()., ov, , an herb, perh.=^M;?-, Diosc.^/, a, ,=:^, Xen.\, , , Medius, a historian,

Strab. p. 14.—Others in Arr. ; etc., , , sub. . Media,
Diosc.—II. sub., a Median wo-
man, tHdt. 1,91., ov, ,() a leaning

towards the Medes, being in their inter-

est, Medism, Hdt. 4, 165, etc., Thuc.
1, 135, etc., adv. in Median fashion,

Strab. p. 500 :
—in the Median tongue,

[] From
^

tMJyJoi,, oi, the Medes, Hdt. 7,

62 ; etc.\, ov, 6, Medocus, king of

the Odrysians, Xen. An. 7, 2, 32., ov, (7],)
Mede- slaying, Anth.', adv., for' /., not

at alt., f. : dep. mid. :

(). To be minded, to intend, de-

vise, decree, resolve,' ,
resolve well thyself, II. 2, 3C0 : hence
to give advice to another, , Od

MHKA
5, 189.—2. to plan and do ainningly or

skilfully, to plot, work, bring about, oft.

in Horn., and usu. in bad sense,

tivl, to plot or work evil

against one, Lat. male consulere in ali-

quem ; so,' . . Od. 24,

;
96 ; also c. ace. pers. et rei,-

' '', he wrought them mis-
' chief, 11. 10, 52 ; so also in 11. 22. 395,

i
Od. 24, 426,—like : in

' Trag. usu. . , Aesch. Pr. 477, etc.,
'

cf. Pind. N. 10, 120; . ,
Aesch. Cho. 991, Soph. Phil. 1114:
—simply lo make, , Snnon. 57
Bergk:—also c. inf , to contrive that a

thing should be, Pind. O. 1, 51.—II. to

take care of. Ibid. 171, like:
the latter form has been substituted
by the last ed. in Plut. 2, 407 D.—
Only poet. (Cf., fin.), a, ov, (,-)=, Anth. P. 3, 12.',,. but hardly to be
found save in plur.. counsels,

plans, arts, usu. with collat. notion of
prudence or cunning,? ,
II. 3, 202 ; ,
11. 7, 278 ; etc. : , plans

of fight, 11. 15, 467; IG, 120:—so m
Pind. P. 4, 46 ; 10, 16, Aesch. Pr. 602
(lyric), cf. Soph. Fr. 604.—2. like u>/-, care, anxiety, , care for

thee, once in Od. 11. 202.—II. in Od.
18, 67, 87 ; 22. 476, virilia, in full-, 6, 129 ; in which signf

,

is to, as the almost
synon. to.—2. the blad-

der or its contents,, C.4, 437.—Ep.
word. (Akin to ////rif. q. V.)

iMor, ov, a, Mcdtix, son of Medea
after whom the were said to

be named, ace. to Strab. 526 ;etc.— 2. the

Mede, i. e. king of Media, Astyages,
.\esch. Pers. 765.—II. a river of Per-
sia, Strab. p. 729.\, , , fern.,, a
Mede, Hdt. ; etq.^, ov, 6. Medosades, an
ambassador of the Thracian prince
Seuthes, Xen. An. 7, 1, 5., neut., for7 ovv, , no one
whatever, nothing ichatever, Theogn.
64., , , () counsel,

prudence. Anth. P. 15, 22., ov, (, *<)=, Anth. P. 7, 243.\,, , Medon, son of
Ceisus, Paus. 2, 19, 2., neut., a later form
for,, first in Arist., and
Theophi•., Lob. Phryn. 182; but the
fern, never became.^, , . Dor. Mati., Me-
thymna, a city in the north of Lesbos,
now called MoUvo, Thuc. 3, 2.— II. a
daughter of Macareus, Diod. S. 5, 81./', a, ov, of Melhymna
(1), Methymnean, Hdt. ; ;) .,.,
the territory of M., Strab. p. 616.,, ,=, 11. 2, 716.^ ', followed by /,?.,=
.., /.. ; . ./, ',\..=, Hdt. 7,

74.,=, Nic. . 214.^, for, . Rh., dep., with old poet,

part. aor. (v. infra) : perf. with
pres. signf., part,. II.

10, 362 ; shortd. fem., 11. 4,

435 : impf formed from perf.-
Kov, Od. 9, 439. To bleat, of sheep,
11. 4. 435: Od. 9, 439: of hunted
fawns or hares, to scream, shriek, II.

10, 362 : later esp. ofgoats (cf.),
Anth.,—as also/, (our bleat)

MHKT
is used both of sheep and goats. The
Homeric part, is only found in
the phrase, ''. fell shrieking to earth, of a
wounded horse, etc., II. 16, 469. Od.
10, 163; 19, 454; of a man, Od. 18,
98. (Formed from the sound of
sheep, -ds from that of kine.), , , (.) the
bleating one, in Hom. always epith. of
she-goats, in plur., aiytr. U.
11, 383, Od. 9. 124, 244 ; later,.,.
Soph. Fr. 122; .,—,
Eur. Cycl. 189., ov, 6,() a bleat-

ing, Lat. batatus, Plut. Sull. 27., , , () long,

Anth. P. 11, 345.. adv., no more, no longer, no
further, Horn., etc. :', nor any
more, Hom. ^(, after the anal,
of' ; Buttm. considers it conid.
from , Ausf. Gr, Gr. «j 26,
Anm. 9, Lob.).,=, like=:., ov, ,()=-,. C. 2, 359. (Cf.-.), . and Ion.,
. Mecistcue, son of Talaus, a Grecian
chief, II. 2, 56G.—2. son of Echius,
companion of Teucer, II. 8, 333.\, ov Ep. ao, 6, son
of Mecisteus, i. e. Euryalus, II. 6, 28., ,,() bleat'

ing, given to bleating., , ov. Dor. and Att. ,•
[] : () :—superl. of-, tallest, -, II. 7, 155, cf.

Od. 11, 309 ; longest. Soph. . . 1301.
—Adv., for a very long time
or in the highest degree, H. Hom. Cer.
259 ; ubi&\., as in Od. 5, 299,
465, vv , what
is to become of me at last :, to drive asfar' as pos-
sible, Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 28., adv., () from afar,, Aesop., , (,) to

lengthen.^, Dor., , ,
length, of space, Od. 9. 324

; //.,
Hdt. 1, 72, etc. : hence also height,

tallness. stature, Od. 11, 312; 20, 71.—2. of time, . &'. Soph. Tr. 69,
etc. : hence, .., a long
speech. Aesch. Eum. 201, Soph. O. C.
1139.—3. of size or degree, greatness,
magnitude,, Eniped. 355.—II.

TO or, absol. as adv.. in
length, Hdt. 1, 181, etc.; ,
Hdt 2, 155 :

—

at length, in full, ov-/., Soph. Ant. 446 ;

in greatness, lb. 393. (From same root
as. Hence is formed-, superl. of : cf //}, fin.), adv. Ion. for. Hdt.^, , , Mecybema, a
city in the peninsula Pallene in Ma-
cedonia, harbour of Olynthus, Hdt,
7, 122.

fMvpvao. a, ov, ofMecybema,
Mecybernean, oi M-, Thuc. 5, IS./, ov, , Mecythus, masc.
pr. n., Dion. H., f. -, in Hdt.- .

Dor.- :() :

—

to lengthen, pro-
long, extend, Xen. Mem. 3. 13, 5: of
time, ., 3, Eur. . F. 87,
143 : and in pass.,/ -, Thuc. 1, 102 :—also to delay, put

off, 7., Pind. P. 4, 508 ; . ',
to spin out a speech, speak at length,

Hdt. 2, 35 ; so.. Soph. El.

1484 ; also without?, to be lengthy
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or tedious, Hdt, 3, GO, Ar. Lys. 1132,

and Plat.—Thuc. adds an ace. ob-

ject!, . ., -
', talk at length about, dwell upon..,

2, •1~, sq. :—but—3. ., to raise a

loud cry, Soph. O. C. 489 ; of.

I., 4. Hence},, . lengthening : esp.

of vowels, in prosody.

Mil'KiiX,, //, the poppy, 11. 8,

30tJ, Hdt. 2, 'J2.—2. the head of a pop-

py, like Kuotia, Theophr. :—used as

an architectural ornament, Paus. 5,

20, 5.—3. poppy-seed, for Ibod, Thuc.
4, 25 : the narcotic juice of the poppy,

opium, cf..—11. part of the

intestines of testaceous animals, Arist.

H. A. 4, 4. 22, sq., 5, 15, 10: also the

ink-bag ofthe cuttle-fish, Ael. ap. Suid.,

cf. Ath. 31C D (where it is //.).—HI.

metallic sand. Poll.

—

W.=^
IV.
^"^, , , Mecone, ancient

name of Sicyon, Hes. Th. 536., , , belonging a

poppy, Theophr.
yitjKUvLOV, ov, TO, the juice of the

poppy, opium, like I. 3, The-
opnr.— li. the discharge from the bowels

of new-born children, Hipp., Arist. H.

A. 7, 10, 5 ; cf. II.'/,, , a kind of lettuce

with poppy-like juice, Nic. Th. 630 ;

adso .—II. as adj., prepared

with poppy, , Alcman.
IT.^^, , , Meconis, fem.

pr. n., Theophil. Phil. 2, 2.'•7, OV, . () like a

poppy, Hipp.—II. apreciuus stone, Plin.

37, ^63.', , {^ )
like a poppy.

tM///.a, , , Mela, fem. pr. n.,

Anlh. P. G, 348.

'/., , a shepherd, also 7\,-, ap. Hesych.
;//7', metaplast. gen. plur. for

'/., sheep. Lye. 106. []/, ,(,) to probe,

like/..
//, , ,() an apple-tree,. malus, Od. 7, 115; 11, 589: ., malus Persica, the peach,

Theophr. ; ., m. Punica,

the quince, Diosc. [dissyll. in Od. 24,

340.]

/., , , Ep. for ?., Nic.

Al. 230.', ov, also a, ov,( A)

of, belonsiing to a sheep, Hdt. 1, 119,

Eur. Cycl. 218.— II.( ) of the

apple kind, Nic. Al. 238, Ap. Rh. 4,

1401., , , a surgical instru-

ment, a probe, etc., Lat. specillum,

Hipp., etc.

\.'/.. Ion. , , Meles, an
ancient king of Lydia, Hdt. 1, 84.

's'L, , ,() nymphs

of the fruit-trees or of the flocks, also

>?.: but in Soph. Phil. 725,

nymphs of Metis or Mtitia in Trachis ;

cf., tand Ma/.m.
tM7//.£aKOf, : . Ion. and Att.=., ov, ,=/.-. a sheepfold. Lye. 90.?., . , tlon. and Att.f

an inhabitant of Melis or Malia in Tra-
chis, tSoph. Phil. 4. in pi. ., Hdt.

7, 192, -?'/r, Thuc. 3, 92.|—II- also as

adj.,7/ if, the Maliac gulf,

tAesch. Pers. 486t, Hdt. 4, 33: in

common language the Dor. lorin-
?.uvc (q. V.) was used, Herm. Soph.
Tr. 193, Phil. 4.

//,( ) to be like an ap-
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pie or quince ; hence esp. to be of a

quince-yellow. DlOsc. 1, 173.^7, , {?,)
of an apple or quince-yellow, Theophr.,, tv,=foreg., Nic.

Th. 173: from', , ov,( ) vrnde of
apples or quinces, ., Theophr.
Onor. 4, 20 ." also of a quince-yellow,

Lat. luteiis, Diod. 2, 53.—U. of an ap-

ple-tree, -, Sapph. 4., u, ov, from the island of
Melos, Melian, fHilt. 8, 46; in Ar.

ub. 830 Socrates is called /•,
in allusion to the atheist Diagoras
of Melos : prov. ., because
Nicias reduced Melos by famine, Ar.

Av. 186 : M., Theogn. 672t.— 11. 7/ Mif/.ia, also and M77-, with or without }7/, a grayish

aluminous earth, which painters mi.xed

up with mineral colours to give them
greater consistence, Lat. melinum,
Diosc. 5, 180.^, ov, . Melius, son of Pri-

am, ApoUod. 3, 12, 5.,, ,( )=,
Ibyc. 1.,,, distemper of asses,

Anst. . . 8, 25 : also.
/.,, , ./.—II. Ion.

tand Att.t for 7.. (q. v.) with or

without, Metis or Matia in Tiachis,

Hdt.: t/; M. ', the Maliac gulf,

Soph. Tr. 636., ov, 6,( ) -,
apple or quince wine, Plut. 2, 648 E.
—II.( A) ... an arith-

metical question about a number of
slieep. ef..3, ,( A,)
to tup sheep, 0pp. C. 1. 387.

/'/., ,( ,)
dyed a quince-yellow, Philo.

t.M7//o.3iof, ov, b, Melobius, an
Athenian, one of the thirty tyrants,

Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 2.7;:, , to pelt with apples., , strictly sheep-feeder,

shepherdess, lem. prop, n., jMelobosis,

a nvmph. daughter of Oceanust, H.
Hoin. Cer. 420.3, ,( ,)
to graze sheep. Hence3,. , a shepherd, II.

18, 529.'', ov, . Dor. -, =
foreg., Pind. 1. 1, 67, Eur. Cycl. 53., ov,( A,)
grazed by s/ieep, cpith. of pastoral dis-

tricts, Pind. P. 12, 4, Aesch. Supp.
548 : ., to turn a (lis-

trict into a sheep-walk, i. e. lay it waste,
Isocr. 3(J2 C : hence barren, waste.

Max. Tyr./. ,( A,*)
sheep-horn, -, a llock of slieep,

Philox. ap. Meineke Com. Fragm. 3,

p. 636., ov,(7 A,)
sheep-receiving, e. g. in sacrilice, of

the Delphic Apollo, Pmd. P. 3, 48, cf.

Eur. Ion 228., ol. Dor. ,}.-, (-
7.0V ,) the apple-gatherers,

Sappho 94 Bergk., ov, 6, (7. A,)
one icho sacrifices sheep, a priest, Eur.
Ale. 121:3 ., sacrificial ,,
Id. I. . lil6.7, ov, belonging to the

slaughter of slieep./., , , a kind of beetle

or cockchafer, Ar. Nub. 763.'/.,. , (/. ,)
pitting match with apples, Ath. 277 A.

7/.,,.(7 ov,7 1)

honeyflavoured with quince, DiosC. 5, 39.

MH'AOX, ov, TO. (A) sheep, Od.
12, 301, or goat, Od. 14, 105 :~but
elsevvh. Horn, uses the plur. ; to dis-

tinguish the gender, an adj. is added,
., rams, wethers, Od. 9, 438,
., II. 23, 147 ;—but by

alone he means flocks ofsheep or goats,
V. esp. Od. 9, 184 ; hence, generally,
like, small cattle, usu. opp.
to, as in Lat. pecudes. to nrmenta,
11. 9, 406, etc., Pind. P. 4. 263

;
'/'. Soph. Aj. 1061 ;—but

absol. of sheep, Aesch. Aj. 1416:—
even of beasts of chase, Soph. Fr.
911.—Lye. 106 has a mela])la8l. gen.
plur..—(The word is not
used in this signf in prose. N. B., it

does not become in Pind.)~0", ov. To, (B) Dor. MA'-
AO.V, Lat. MALUM, an apple, or
(generally) any tree-fruit, 11. 9, 542,
Od. 7, 120, and Hes. Th., (whereas
in Hes. Op. it always means sheep);/., Ar.
i\ub. 978: hence—2. .,
the quince, ., the peach, ., the orange or citron, .•, malum praecox, our a-pricnck

or apricot, all in Diosc. 1, 160, sqq.
;

cf..—II. metaph., of a woman s

breasts, Ar. Eccl. 903, Lys. 155; cf., /.^ : — of falling

tears, /, Theocr.
1 4, 38 :—also, , the cheeks,

Lat. malae, Luc. Imagg. 6.7.., o,^sq., Anth. P.

9, 452.7., ov, 6, Dor. -. (-
A,) a shepherd or goatherd,

Eur. Ale. 573./^, ov, (7. A,)
tending goats or sheep ; ., the
nomad Sacae, Choeril. 3, (p. 121):

—

=7, Eur. Cycl. 060./, or. Dor. 7.<-
\10 :( ,) :

—apple, 1. e.

round and rosy cheeked, Theocr. 26, 1.7., , ,( ,) an apple-shaped melon, not
eaten till over-npe, melones in Pallad.,

Galen.7.7, ov, , dim.
from sq.

'7.7.,, , (7.
,) quince-cake, Galen.

tM7//.of, ov, , Melos, an island in

the Aegean sea, with a city of same
name, one of the Cyclades, now Mito,

Thuc. 3, 91 : Strab. p. 484.

tM7//ij,, , Melo, fem. pr. n.,

Leon. Tar. 1.

7/7., ov,( A, -) ., the top of a hillfrom
which sheep or goats () may be

watched, H. Horn. 18, 11./., ov,( ,-) set with fruit-trees, Eur. Hipp. 742., ov, ('/ A, ,) sheep-protecting, Leon. Tar. 35./, , to slay sheep,

., to offer sheepin sacriiice. Soph. El.

280 ; so absol., Eur. Plisth. 4, Ar. Av.
1232: and, , , the slaughter of
sheep : from/. ov,( A,)
slaying sheep, []/., ov,( A,)
sheep-feeding. Archil. 85, Aesch. Pers.

763.

7]7, ov, 6,( , IL,) a girdle that confines the breasts,

Leon. Tar. 5 ; elsewh. or-., ov,( A,)
eating sheep, Nonn.
7/7.. ov, (7. A,)

sheep-slaying, cf. SUb.



/^, , to carry apples, The-
Ocr. Kp. 2 : and'/,, , a carrying apples :

the ujice of a'/., Clearch. ap.

Ath. 514 D ; from^-, ov,( ,)
bearing apples, Eur. H. F. 396 ;

—

oi .,
tlie king of Persia's body-guard, be-

caxise t^ey had gold apples at the butt-

end of their spears, Wess. Hdt. 7, 41.

/^/.,, and ,(,) one who watches sheep, Anth.
Plan. 233, or apples, []
Mr/, , ('/.) to probe a wound,

Hipp, 44S./'/, ov, TO, a sort of white

grape, Theophr.
?/',, b,{ ) an or-

chard. Lat. pometum.
;/',, , epith. of Hercules,

because/^ were offered him.

.//', , , (/?/) probing,

Hipp. p. 772./, , ,{ ) sheep's

skin : generally, any rough woolly skin,

Philein. p. 365, cf. Schol. Ar. Vesp.

672.", ov, , v.7.,,, ^,= sq., dub.,, , an instrumentfor

firobing, esp. for cleaning the ears, Ga-
en. (From ., and not, though
even Galen supposed this, a cornpd.

and, Lob. Phryn. p. 255.)

M/'/AuTp,, , ,( , wV)
looking like an apple, esp. of an apple-

yellow ; 7.- ?,',
to grind the yellow fruit, i. e. the ripe

corn, Od. 7, 104.

M;/ , nay verily, II., used to

strengthen the negative protestation,

cf. A. 111. 4 ;
3.

//, Ion. for/ii), Valck. Hdt.

3, 99, ef. 2, 118, 179, etc. : opp. to., Dor. (q. v.), a particle

strengthening affirmation, like Lat.

vero, yea, indeed, verily, truly, in sooth,

etc., } , Lat. age vero, on then !

II. 1, 302
; , Lat. sane vero, in

very truth, yea verily, II. 9, 57, Hes.
Sc. 11, 101 ; esp. in strong protesta-

tions or oaths, Aesch. Theb. 531, etc.

;

— , Lat. et vero, besides, more-

over, nay more, very freq,, Horn., and
Att. ; esp. in scenic poets, to indicate

that a person is coming on to the

stage, and see, Eur. El. 966, etc. :

—

, cf a truth not, U. 24, 52, etc. ; so

also, , do not.. ! in Horn, al-

ways. (v. sub^uy) :—Att.

also , Aesch. Pers. 233, etc.

:

— , yet. Id. Theb. 1062, etc. ;

—

and hardly ever without some other

particle :—freq. in transitions from
one subject to another, ;

quid-

ni ? why not ? Aesch. Eum. 203, etc. :

—in Trag., oft. for, Reisig

Comm. Crit. de Soph. O. C. 28.—M;;p
strengthens an affirmation, etc., re-

garded as an intention, both directly

and in oral, obliqua, while (5// usu.

refers to a past action : is orig.

the same as, but after the intro-

duction of the long vowel it became
distinsuished as the stronger and
more emphatic form : however /},

remained in Ep. and Ion.,=

Att. , .', , gen. : dat. 1..
Ion. : alsOjUeic (q. v.) in Pind.,

and Theophr. month, Horn., Hes.,

etc. : in earlier times the month was
divided into two parts, -, the first, and, the second
half, Od. 14, 162 ; 19, 307, Hes. Op.

778, Th. 59, Hdt. 6, 106; the Attic

division was into three, -
59
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(also, and, An-

doc. 6, 38),,: the last

third was reckoned backwards, //7/', ou the fourth day
from the end of the month, like Lat.

quarto ante kalendas, Thuc. 5, 19
;
yet

in Att. they were also reckoned for-

wards, as, ', the

three and twentieth, etc. :

—

,
monthly, ,Dem.
1209, ;, interest a drachma per mma
per month, Aeschin. 68, 26.—On the

Attic months v. Clinton F. H. vol. 2,

Append. 19 ; on the Macedon., Id.

vol. 3, Append. 4.—II. the moon, be-

cause the old year was lunar, The-
ophr. :—so,7. ,
at the end of the lunar month (when
there was no moonlight), Thuc. 2, 4.

—2.=, Ar. Av. 1113, sq.

—

HI. as prop, n., the god Lunus, masc.'^, Strab. p. 557.—IV. in plur., the menses of women. (F'rom

comes, our moon. Germ.
Aland, Lat. men-sis, all from Sanscr.

7na, to measure,—the Pers. word for

month being mah. Pott Et. Forsch. 1,

p. 194.)

tMr^i",, 6, Menes, the first king
of Aegypt, reputed founder of Mem-
phis, Hdt. 2, 4, 99 ; in late wr. also

Mz/i'T/f ; cf..—2. v. foreg. III., , to be a-, to go about begging : from', ov, , {,)
a priest nf Cybele who made a monthly

round of begging visits (cf-
). Meineke Menand. p. 111., a. ov, {) monthly, Lob.
Aglaojjh. p. 954.,, ,=, the moon,
Eur. Khes. 534.^/, , , Menas, a Spartan,

Thuc 5,19.—2. afreedmanof Sextus
Pompeius, Plut. Anton. 32.—Others
in Anth. ; etc., , , the moon, II. 19, 374,

Aesch. Pr. 797 ; also as a goddess,

H. Horn. 32, Pind. O. 3, 36., a, ov, {) monthly,

Aesch. Supp. 266 (Dindorf), Strab.

p. 173 :

—

, the menses of

women, Plut. 2, 907, F.—II. a month
old, LXX., , , =,
LXX., dub. : from,,=^.. Rh. 2, 247., ov, , dim. from sq., , , any jnembrane,

Hipp., cf. Foes. Oec. : of the mem-
branes of the eye, Emped. 280; esp.

that of the brain, Arist. H. A. 1, 16, 5 ;

3, 3, 21 :

—

the scum on milk, Hesych.'\,, , Meninx, a small
island on the coast of the Syrtes, with
a city of same name, Strab. p. 157,

etc., ov, o,{) wrath, E.

16, 62, 202, 282.,, ,{) the cause

of anger, ., the cause of divine

wrath, II. 22, 358, Od. 11,73; so in

plur., Eur. Phoen. 934 : hence—2.

guilt, esp. blood-guiltiness, Lat. scelas

piaculare, ', guilt that

cleaves to a family from the sins of

their forefathers. Plat. Phaedr. 244

D, Antipho 127, 1, cf. Valck. Phoen.
941, Lob. Aglaoph. p. 037.— II. burst

of.niger, Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 826.

Miiviov, ov, TO, the temple of the god-
dess Mcne, Pans. 6, 26, 1.^, ov, 6, the Menius, a river

I of lOiis, Theocr. 25, 15 ; v. 1.., Dor., ; genit. ,
in Att. (v. 1. Plat. Rep. 390

I
E, Ael. ap. Suid. s. v...) :

MHNT
—wrath ; from Horn, downwds. most-
ly of the wrath of the gods, which
never fails in its object, 11. ; also of
the wrath of Achilles, lb. 1, 1, etc.

;

of the revengeful temper of a people,

Hes. Sc. 21.—Ep. word, used by Pind.

P. 4, 284, and Trag. ; also by Hdt. 7,

134. 137, in the strict sense of divine

wrath ; and SO in Plat. 1. c, Legg. 880
E, Hipp. Maj. 282 A. (From the

same root as, as also,•,,.) Ct..
tMr/vtf,,,= (1), Ael. .

. 11, 10, 40.— Others in Anth.;
etc.., ^,=sq., ov, , dim. from, a
crescent, Lat. lunula

:

—hence, any
moon or crescent shaped body, esp. a
covering to protect the head of statues,

(whence the nimbus or glory of Chris-

tian saints), Ar. Av. 1114, ubi v. In-

terpp., cf Heinst. Luc. Tim. 51.—2.

a crescent shaped figure, used in mathe-
matical demonstrations, Arist. Anal.

Pr. 2, 25, 2, etc.—3. a crescent shaped

line of battle. Polyb. 3, 115, 5.,, , late form for, v. Lob. Paral. p. 433., ov, , a wrathful man, Arr.

Epict. [I]', Dor. : {) :— to

cherish wrath, be wroth against one,

Tivi, II. 1, 422; 18, 257, and Hdt.

;

, about a thing, II. 5, 178 ; and in

full, ^. Tivi. Soph. Ant. 1177:

elsewh. in Hom. absol., mostly of he-

roes, rarely of common men, as in

Od. 17, 14 : . is also to declare

one's wrath against a person. Hdt. 5,

84 :—the mid. in act. signf , Aesch.
Eum. 101.—A later form is.
Lob. Phryn. 82. [ in pres. and impf

,

Horn., and Eur. Hipp. 1146, Rhes.

494 ; only long in arsis, U. 2, 769,

Aesch. Eum. 101 : but t always in

fut. and aor.][, ov, b, Menodotas,

masc pr. n., in Strab. p. 625 ; Ath.

;

etc.^, ov, b, Menodorns,

masc. pr. n.,— 1. a physician, Ath. 58

F.—2. a statuary of Athens, Paus. 9,

27, 4., , {],) cre»-

I cent-shaped, Lat. lunalus, Hdt. 1, 75;

8, 16, Thuc. 2, 76, etc.: of the sun
and moon when partially eclipsed,

Thuc. 2, 28, Xen. Hell. 4, 3, 10 ; cf.,. Adv. -,
Philostr., , 1. vulg. in Aesch. Supp.
266,—cf.\, , , MenophSnes,
masc. pr. ., a general of Mithradates,

Paus. 3, 23,3.—Others in Anth. ; etc.

iMvo(t)a, , , Menophila, fern,

pr. n., Anth. P. 5, 116.^',, ov, b, Menophilus,

masc. pr. n., Lys. 113, 36; etc.,,,{) an infor-

mation, Thuc. 6, 29, 61, Clearch. ap.

Ath. 457 F.,, , {) a laying

information, Plat. Legg. 932 D.,, , {) an in-

former, guide, Aesch. Eum. 245., , , {) one that

brings to light, .. Eur. Hipp.

1051.—II. as subst. an informer, guide,

esp. in legal sisjnf , like Lat. delator,

Antipho 117, 6, Thuc. 1, 132, etc. ; ., Lys. 130, 3 :

—

also in comedy as fem., Cratin. Incert.

77, cf Lob. Paral. 271. Hence, ,. given to informing,

traitorous, Dio C., , ,{) theprict
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of information, reward, . Hom. Merc.
261,304;—esp. at Athens, but always
in plur., as Thuc. 6. 27,

Phryn. (Com.) Incert. 2, etc. ; . •, to offer such reward, Andoc.
0,23: cf. Bockh P. E. 1, 33^../>-.,,^, Anth.

P. 11, 177. [v]

MlINT'iZ, f. , Dor., to

disclose what is secret, reveal, betray,

first in H. Hom. : in genl. to make
known, report, declare, show. Con-
struct., Tii'i ri, H. Hom. Merc. 254,

and Pind. N. 9, 10, etc. ; , Hdt. 1,

23: c. i)art., . , to show

that he has, Hdt. 2, 121, 3; so, /Li., to show that he is

dead, Antipho 115, 21 ; and in pass.,, Plat. Criti.

108 : c. mf.. Plat. Rep. 36G : .
TLvl ..., to inform one whether..., Ar.

Ach. 206.—2. to betray, detect, Xen.
Eq. 3, 5.— II. at Athens esp. to inform,

lay public information against another,, Lys. 105, 18 ; also, . tl, Thuc. , 00 : also, .
Tt, to give information of a thing to a

magistrate, 'Plat. Legg. 730D: absol.

to lay information, I'huc. 0, 27 ; hence
impers. in pass. /7/}(, information

is laid. Id. C, 28, cf. 1, 20 : but in pass.

also of persons, to be informed against,

Id. 6, 53 ; so, , Eur.

Ion 1563. [v in pies, and impf., in H.
Hom. Merc. 254, and Pind., except

when before a long syll., as in H.
Hom. Merc. 373 : in fut. and aor.,

and so always in Att., e. g. Soph. O.

C. 1188, Ar. Ach. 206.]

Mijov, OV, TO, an umbelliferous plant,

Diosc.

tMyoref, ol, Ion. and Ep. for-.
tM?/oi'iof , 7/'?7,, Ep. and

Ion. lor '., etc.., followed by, strong-

er than , (being put by el-

lipse for ..., not

only not so, but..., let alone that..., like

, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 10; cf.

Jelf Gr. Gr. S> 762, 2 and 3 : so also

and otl.

Mi/,^. Plat. Apol. 40

D, Dem. 870, 20 : when fol-

lows something else, without,
it is more emphatic, not to mention

that..., let alone..., cf. Jelf, ubi su-

pra.

M^ oh, are joined first in Hdt., and
then freq. in Att. Greek. — I. with
subjunctive, after verbs of fearing,

doubting, and the like, as, I fear it will not be, 0])p.

to 6. , I fearii will be, just

as in Lat., vereor ut (i. e. nc v/)n) sit,

to vereor ne sit : this usage first ap-

pears in II. 1, 28, vv ov-), (take care) lest the

sceptre avail thee not ; cf. Hdt. 6, 9.

—Here both negatives are used in

proper signf ,
as conjunction, Lat.

ne, lest, oh as negat. ailv., Lat. non,

not.— II. with infinit ,— 1. after verbs

of stopping, delaying, denying, doubt-

ing, etc., when a negat. is adiled, as

oh,
no one disputes your right to speak,

Xen. Symp. 3, 3 ; so first in Hdt.,?., no longer delayed to

make every attempt, 6, 88, cf Soph.

O. T. 1091, O. C. 566:—here/») oh

may be translated by Lat. quin quo-

minus, nemo te impediet quin dicas :

then,—2. generally after all clauses

in which a negat. is expressed or im-

plied, esp. after ov,
' ilui, , etc., as,

930

yap ov , ol•, shall not come to such
a pass, as not to die well. Soph. Ant.
97 ; ovK ' ov, it is not reasonable that

the Athenians should not..., Hdt 7,

5 ; so, ... oh, Thuc. 8, 60 ; ov, Xen. Apol. fin. :—

•

here it may be translated by Lat. non
potest fieri quin..., or non potest mm
esse.—3. after all words im[)lying ne-

gatives, as verbs expressing fear,

shame, etc., ... ov-, it seemed strange (i. e. was not

possible) not to take, Hdt. 1, 187 ; ai-... oh, 'tis a shame
(i. e. I have not the impudence) not to

say. Plat. Prot. 352 D : so after ques-

tions, ... ... ; what con-

trivance is there that it should not be ?

i. e. it is not possible that it should
not. Plat. Phaed. 72 D.— In these
three cases the art. may be set be-

fore ?/ oh, c. inf., as Soph. O. T. 283,

1232, Tr. 90 : but to oh cannot be
used without the inf , ace. to Herm.
Vig. n. 265.—III. so with a participle,

ov {),, it is not right

to set up a statue, unless one surpass-

es, Hdt. 2, 110 ; ?.-} ,
ov, Soph. . . 13.

—In signf. I. supra, as we see, both
negatives retain their force: but in

all cases of II. and III., might be
used alone, though this is not com-
mon when a negat. precedes, Jelf

Gr. Gr. ^ 750, Obs. 3. Herm. Vig. n.

265 supposes that the negation \>/
ov is less strong and positive than
that by alone; Jelf I. c, Obs. 5,

follows Kiihner in questioning this,

considering that the second negat.

has come in from the negative cha-

racter of the whole sentence.', ,,., a city

of Umbria, now Bevagna, Strab. p.

227. , ..., not so as..., not so

much so, as...

nip, not however., lest from anywhere, Lat.

necunde., lest perchance, Lat. ne

forte. Heind. Plat. Phaed. 60 D,

Stallb. Rep. 424 B.
^/, {,) that at no time,

lest ever, that never, Lat. jiequando,

with subjunct., Hom. ; also ,
divisim, Od. 21, 324, which is less

strong, according to Ellendt Lex.
Soph. s. V.—II. in warnings, entreat-

ies, wishes, that never, on no account,

also with subj., Od. 19, 81, c. inf., Od.

11, 441.—111. in oaths, etc., after a

finite verb, with inf., never,,. II. 9,

133,275; c. inf. fut. II. 9, 455: also

in orat. obliqua, when anotlier's

words are quoted, Hes. Op. 80.—IV.

in later Greek, per/iaps, like nescio an,

Arist. Eth. N. 10, 1, 3, and freq. in

Gramm. ; v. Buttm. Exc. vii. ad Dem.
Mid., p. 135.

Mtj, lest anywhere, that nowhere,

Lat. necubi : hence lest perchance,

Hom., etc.^, {,) not yet, Lat. non-

dxm, Hom. — II. in expostulation,/ , II. 4, 234.

—

.=//7, Od. 9, 102.—.=//}70-, Pors.

Hec. 1268, Lob. Phryn. p. 458, Mein-
eke Philem. p. 401.— V. , nay,

not yet, Aesch. Pr. 631 ; followed by, Soph. Phil. 1409.. usu. of past time, never
yet. Soph. Ant. 1094.

M^TTcjf , {,) like), lest

in any way, and after verbs of fearing,
lest any how, lext perchance, Ireq. in
Horn., following of course the constr.
o{ :—also divisim, , Od. 4,

396, etc.—II. in case of doubt, or in
indirect questions, whether or no, 11.

10. 101., , rarer Homeric plur. for, not irreg. plur. oi, as ap-
pears both from the signf. ami accent
(v. ), U. 1 , 404 ; 2, 427, etc.

;

cf. Ar. Pac. 1088., a, ov,() belonging

to, on the thigh. Lat. femoralis
, .,

the thigh, Xen. Eq. 11, 4.,, , also, a
bristle., ( ) to strike on the

thigh, a word coined by the comic
poets on analogy of, Diog.
L. 7, 172., ov, : metapl. ace.

sing,, as if from (cf., ). Orph. A cord,

line, string, II. 23, 854, 869: a fishing-
line, Theocr. 21, 12 ; hence, proverb.,, the line

caught nothing, i. e. it was of no
avail, Ar. Thesm. 928, cf. Luc. Her-
mot. 28. (From ; akin tOyUf/7-

and.), (for the sing,

is never used) ; in Hom. and Ar. also, q. v. :

—

that which was cut out of
the thighs of victims, i. e. (acc. to the
old Gramm., v. infra) the thigh bones,

which it was the old usage to cut
out { ), and wrap in
two folds of fat{^-
>, ,—in .
Ih.), and also to lay slices of

fat upon them,{, Od. 3,

458, II. 1, 401) : they were then laid

on the altar{ \{-,, Od. 3, 179; 21,

267) ; and burnt{,, ,
also f7, freq. in Horn., v. 11.

1 , 40, Od. 4, 764) : hence, /
are the thigh-bones in their fat (in The-
ocr.), for which, in II. 8,

240, we have : so in

Hes. 0pp. 335, /, may be
the fatted thigh-bones, unless'
is merely a general epith.—The ori-

gin of the custom is said to be found
in Hes. Th. 535, sq., 550,—The dis-

tinction between, thigh-bones,

and, thighs, is given by the old
Gramm., v. Apollon. Lex. s. v. :

in modern times first pointed out by
Voss; Mythol. Briefe, 2, 303-322 : but
Herm. Soph. Ant. 997, denies this,

taking to be theflesh ofthe thighs

or hams, and Nitzsch, Od. 3, 456, sup-
ports him, remarking that, though
Hom. always says or -, yet the phrase ,
is used (as well as .), II. 1,

460; 2, 423, Od. 12, 360.—II.=/iMOi,
the thighs, only in Bion 1, 84 ; unless

we read, in .*Vr. Eccl. 902. [i]^, ov, , JMcridnes, son of

Molus of Crete, companion of Ido-

meneus, 11. 2, 051., , to burn thigh-bones

as a sacrifice, hke, A. B.\, ov, TO, M'. Merus, in India,

at the base of which lay Is'ysa, Arr.

An. 5, 1., , sewn in a thigh
,

cf..', ov, , the upper, fleshy
part of the thigh, the ham, in Hom. usu.

of men : accurately described in 11.

5, 305, ivHa, the hip-joint, and part



where the thigh turns in the hip : freq.

m phrases,( or kpveau-,' ,
drawing his sword fro?n his thigh,

where it hung, Horn.—2. Horn, uses

the Word of animals only in phrase, v. I., fin, : in

Hdt. 3, 103, of the leg-bones generally,

Tolffi 2., , = ,
susp., , (, ^)
thigh-bred, epith. of Bacchus, Anth.
P. 11, 329, Strab. p. 687, where Ca-
saub. would read '(>./, , (, tvtztu)
striking the thigh,, Anth. P.

9, 274.,, ~6, v. sub.,:^(^, Arist. . .
9, 50, 12, Probl'. 10, 44, 2.. iiep.,=sq., Plut. Rom.
4 ; tf. Luc. Gall. 8.^,, to chew the cxid, ruminate,

Ael. N. A. 5. 42. (Perhaps connect-
ed with,.) Hence,, , , a chewing the

cud. LXX.',, , that which may
be span into thread, of a fibrous stone,

Plut. 2, 4-31 .— II. like Lat. tractus,

votunten., a serpent's coil or trail, Nic.

Th- 163, as Lob. Paral. 433 writes

for.
•/, or, . Dim. from-, esp. a hall of twine, []
Mr/pv|,, , a ruminating fish,

like the scarus, Arist. H. A. 9, 50, 12.,, , dub. for-, q. v./, f.- : dep. mid.

:

—to draw up, furl, ,
Od. 12, 170 : to draw up an anchor,
Sooh. Fr. 699 : also,, Opp. C. 1, 50 ; ... Kh.
4, 889.—2. in weaving, -, to weave the woof
into the warp, Hes. Op. 536 :—then,

to wind off thread, Luc. Hermot. 47.

—The Act. is hardly to be found,
though appears as a pass.

in Theocr, 1, 29,, ivy twines around the
edge,— Poetic, esp. Ep. word, though
the compd. is found in

prose,

M?/f, 0, Dor. for,., Ep. syncop, aor. of/-.,, , (.) an ad-

viser, counsellor, Horn., who calls Jupi-

ter /, 11, 8, 22 ; and any
one distinguished for wise counsel,?. II. 7, 366,

Od. 3, 110; also, , -, the adviser in battle, i. e. the lead-

er, II. 17, 339 ; 4, 328 ; but,3, knowing to rouse terror, II. 5,

272, cf. 8, 108. (Cf. Lat. magister.)

Hence1:,, , Mestor, son of

Perseus and Andromeda, Apollod. 2.

4. 5.-2. a son of Priam, 11. 24, 257.

— 3. son of Pterelaus, Apollod. 2, 4,

5.—4. son of Neptune and Clito, Plat.

Criti. 114 C., , Meta, daughter of Ho-
ples, and first wife of Aegeus, Apol-
lod. 3, 15, 6., andnot,—,,. 13,

308 ; but usu. doubled,.-,
neither...nor, freq. in Hom. ; also with

in second clause, II. 13, 230. Hdt.

1, 63 : on.... v. sub ;
—

as also on the dub. forms ...,-.

MHTI
7/, , ,^^, , 1. for, II. 14, 259 ; otherwise only

in Greg. Naz. etc.,—except in compd.., a, ,=^, dub. in

Anth. P. 9, 398.

MH'THP, Dor., : gen.-, contr., etc., both in

Hom., the latter only in strict Att.

:

but ace., pi., were
never contr. mother, Hom., etc.

;

also of animals, a dam, 11. 17, 4, Od.

10, 414 ; of a mother-bird, II, 2,313 :—
or , from, one's mother's

womb, Pind. P. 5, 153, Aesch. Cho.
422 : metaph.,/[i., Hes. Op. 823.

—2. also of lands, , -, mother of flocKs, of game, II. 2,

696 ; 8, 47, etc. ; also, ,
mother earth, Aesch. Theb. 16, etc.

;

but alone for. Hdt.

8, 65.— II. poet, as the origin Ol source

of events, > up -, Aesch Theb. 225;

.. Soph. Phil. 1361
;

so night is the mother of day, Aesch.
Ag. 265 ; the grape of wine. Id. Pers.

614 ; summer of the vine-shoot, Pind.

N. 5, 11, etc.—III. for 07?., m
Call. Fr, 112. (The word is the same
in all the Indo-Germanic tongues,
Lat. mater, Sanscr, matri. Germ, Mut-
ter, etc.), neut, from, q. v., contr. dat. from for, Hom.^, , , Metiadiisa,

wife of Cecrops II. of Athens, Apol-
lod. 3, 15, 5., , Ep. 3 pi. /zjyrtowffi, part., : f. :{) :

—like. to meditate, intend,

plan,, II. 20, 153 : absol., to

deliberate, determine, II. 7, 45 :—mid.
to resolve in one's own mind or with

one's self, II. 22, 174: c. inf., II. 12,

17.—2. to plan, devise, bring about, -, Od. 6, 14 ; but in bad
sense, . , II. 18, 312 ; cf,. Hence, , Ep. iormior,
a counsellor, freq. in Hom. and Hes.,
as epith, of. all-wise ! (Formed
from : cf.,.){, though in Hom, always
by position.], v..,, ,=, ap He-
sych., formed after.,. .() wise in

counsel, all-wise, epith. of Jupiter,=, . Hom. Ap, 344, and Hes.

:

but , wise, i. e.

well-chosen remedies, Od. 4, 227., f.-, dep. mid,, =, esp. to invent, contrive, plan,

against another, , Hom. ; but
also c. dupl. ace, , Od. 18, 27 ;

cf. 2. — Hom. has only the
fut. and aor., which Wolf writes-, [] ; others have,, assuming
the pres. to be : but the
pres. occurs in Pind. P. 2,

170 ; cf.-, , , son of Metion,

Apollod. 3. 15, 6 : in pi. ol-,
the (royal family of the) Metionidae,

Paus. J, 5, 3.^7], ov, b, Metiochus, an
Athenian, son of Miltiades, Hdt. 6,

41.7] ,,'^ . sub..~, : gen. Att. ,
Aesch. Cho. 626, Supp. 61 : Ep. dat.

for, Horn., pi.,
Pind. O. 1, 15 : ace.. Soph.
Ant. 158 :

—

thefaculty of advising, wis-

MHTP
dom, skill, cunning, craft, Hom. ; Opp,
to. II. 23, 315

; (., a
ioxfor craft, Pind. I. 4, 79 (3, 65) :—
of a poet's skill or craft. Id. N. 3, 15.

—

II. advice, counsel, a plan, undertaking,
Horn., etc. ; esp. , 11.

7, 324. etc. ; cf..—Ul. as fem.
prop, n., ^Metis, daughter of Oceanus
and Tethys,t the first wife of Jupiter,

mother of Minerva, Hes. Th. 886.—
Ep. word, used also by Pind. and
Aesch. (Cf. Sanscr. mati, consilium

;

from man, cogitare ; cf. Germ. Muth,
with Lat. mens.), , , neut., gen.•

(. ) :
—lest any one, lest any

thing ; that no one, that nothing, Lat.

ne quis, ne quid. freq. in Horn., con-
structed just like the adv. .—II.

is freq. as adv., lest by any means,
that by no means, Hom. ; oft. separate-
ly, ; sometimes with a word
between : in an indirect question,

, whether perchance : , let

alone, not to mention, much less, Lat,
nedum, also , Att., Herm.
Vie. . 266., , , Metiche, fem. pr. .,
Ath, 567 D, also called-,.,^, Orph. Arg. 1330.], , , Metion, son of
Erechtheus, grandfather ofDaedalus,
Apollod. 3, 15, 1, 8; ace. to Plat, fa-

ther of Daedalus, Ion 533 A : cf.

Paus. 2, 6, 5., stronger form of, in no-
wise, nay. Hes. Op. 745 : ,
nay upon no account, Herm. Vig. n.

266.,,=, ap. Hesych., , ,() Lat. matrix,
thewomb, Hipp. p. 106. Hdt. 3, 108; also
in plur., Ibid. ;—or more properly the

entrance to the womb, Arist. H. A. 3, 1,

21 :—esp. a swine's pai£«c/i, Lat. vulva,

reckoned a great dainty, Phit. 2, 733
C, Ath. 96 F.—II. the pith or heart of
trees arid wood. Theophr. 1, 6, 1.—lU.
a queen-wasp, opp. to the,
Arist. H. A. 9, 41.2; alsoof bees. Id., , to be a-, Antiph. Misop. 1, 8: from, ov, 6.(.-) a begging priest of Cybele, the Mo-
ther ol the gods, a sort of begging friar.
Lob. Aglaoph. p. 645 : Iphicrates gave
this name to Cailias, who was really

her (cf. sub voc), Arist.

Rhet. 3, 2, 10.?., , b. Dor. -,
=sq., Pind. P. 8, 49.. ov, b and //,(,) a mother's brother or sister,

an uncle or aunt, [a]^, to take after one's mother,
Lat. matrescere, dub.?., or?., ov, b,(,) sinking one's mother,
a matricide, Aesch. Eum. 153, Plat
Phaed. 114 A; cf.., ov, , dim. from
Tijp, a little mother, []\, (), i. e.-, masc. pr. ., Antiph. Philom 4

;

Dind. Ath. 100 D ; v. Meineke
ad Antiph. 1. c.^, . Dor.., Metreas,
masc. pr. n., Ath. 5 A., ov, ,(,)
a syringe for injections into the womb.
[i], , , Ion. for.

,=., , ?/, pecul. fem. of-, Anth. P. 9, 398./. a, ov, having a,
hence fruitful, filled with seed. .-
?>,, At. Lys. 549, ubi v. Schol. []
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^, to worship Cyhde, the Mo-
ther of the gods, Lob. Aglaopli. p. 832., , oj',=sq., Anst. Kth.

N. 9, 2, 8. Adv. -, Dion. H. Rhet., , lov, also, ov,{)
molherly, Lat. maternus.,() sc. , one's mother
countri/ (cf.), Cretan word, ap.

Plat. liep. ) D.\3, ov, 6, Metrobates, a
Persian, Xen. Hell. 1, 3, 12.\.3, ov, 6, Metrobius,

masc. pr. n., Ath. 613 ; etc., ov, {,-) taught by one's 7nother, Diog. L.

2, 83. [I], ov. Dor. -, (-,) received by the mother,

yovai, Pmd. N. 7, 124.^, , , Melroddtus,

masc. pr. n., Anth. P. 11, 314.

|;/•(5•, , , Metroddrus, a

ruler in Proconnesus, Hdt. 4, 138.—2.

a celebrated rhapsodist of Larnpsa-

cus. Plat. Ion 530 C.—3. a philoso-

pher of Chios, teacher of Anaxarchus
of Abdera, Diog. L.—4. an Epicurean
philosopher of Athens, Luc. Alex. 17.

—5. a philosopher, statesman, and
historian of Scepsis, Strab. p. >.—
Many others of this name in Ath.,

Diog. L. ; etc., tf,(,) with a

mother's mind, Anth. P. 1, 122...., adv.()
from the another, by the mother's side.

Find. O. 7, 41, Hdt. 1, 173, etc. ; so,

., Hdt. 7. i)9 : but also=7rapu or,// one's mother,frojn one's

mother's hand, Ar. Ran. 478, etc., , .(.) the

mother of Gad,^oo, Eccl., , , (,) mother's sister, aunt,

Aesch. Eum. 962., ov, 6, a mother's

brother, uncle.1:',, , Metrocles, a

Cynic philosopher, Plut. 2, 468 A., , take care of one's

mother., , to kill one's mother,

Aesch. Eum. 202, etc. ; and,, , matricide, Plut.

2, 18 A : from, ov, (,)
killing one's mother, matricidal, Aesch.
Eum. 102; ., the slain of a

mother's murder, lb. 281 ; so, . )/,, Eur. I. . 1200, Or. 1049: as

subst., a matricide, Aesch. Eum. 492,

Eur., etc.. , , the mother-vil-

lage ; cf.., , and,
ov, . Or. Sib., a matricide.,, . Dor.-,(,) one's mother's

mother, grandmother, Pind. . 6, 143.,, ,(,)
incest with one's mother, Sext. Emp.
11, 191., ov, ro,=foreg., ov, . a bastard, a Rho-
dian word, Schol. Eur. Ale. 1001., , , the virgin-

mother, Eccl.,, 6,(,-) one's mother's father, grandfather,

II. 11,224, Hdt. 3, 51. [a], , . Dor. -,(, ) the mother-state, of

Athens in relation to her Ionian colo-

nies, Hdt. 7, 51 ; of Doris in relation

to the Peloponn. Dorians, Id. 8, 31,

Thuc. 3, 92; so, of Thera, .-
7.UV ?, Pind. P. 4, 34 :—me-
laph., . ',
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Hipp. . 249 ; . -, Diod. 1, 2, ct. Epicur. ap. Ath.

104 .—-11. one's mnt/ier-city, mother-

country, home, Pind. N. 5, 16, Soph.
O. C. 707.—III. fl metropolis in our
sense, capital city, Steph. Byz. Hence
as pr. n.,\,, , Metropolis, a

site near Olpae in Acarnania, per-

haps a part of it, Thuc. 3, 107 ; v.

Poppo Prolegg. 2, p. 142.—2. a city

of liestiaeotis in Thessaly, Strab. p.

437.—3. a city of Acavnania south of
Stratus, Polyb. 4, 64, 4.-4. a city of
Greater Phrygia on the Maeander,
Strab. p. 576.—5. an Ionian city of
Lydia between Epliesus and Smyrna,
Id. p. 632. Hence^,,, of Mrtropolis,

Metropolitan, Strab. p. 637.72, ov, ,(?)
a native of the mother-town.—II. in

Eccl. a vietropolitan., ov, (,)
tending mothers, epilh. of I lithy ia, Pind.
P. 3, 15.— II. ai.= (I. 2)./, , (,)
befitting a mother. Adv. -jTfcif., ov, b, a matricide.)/), ov, (,)
rejected by his mother, Anth. P. 15, 26., , (,)
brought by his mother, Orph., ov,^=7.^, ovr, , Metniphiines,

masc. pr. n., Anth. P. II, 345., ov, (.-)
murdering his mother, Anth. P. 9, 498., ov, also , ov, Aesch.
Eunr. 268,(,) :

—

murder-
ing his mottier, ., "woes following
this crime, Aesch. 1. c. :—as subsl., a
matricide, lb. 257., ov,,^=,
Eur. Or. 479, etc.

M//rpi;m. , . Ion. : Dor. -,- :
—a step-mother, II. 5, 389,

etc., Hes. Op. 823, etc. ; esp. an un-
kind one, injusta noverca, H(It. 4, 154 :

—hence, metaph. a dangerous coast

is called /i., Aesch. Pr. 727 ; men
honoured by their country arc said to

be '/C. Plat. Mcnex.
237 , cf Plut. 2, 201 , Veil. Paterc.

2, 4, 4. Hence, to be a step-mother, act

as one.,,,()—.-
, a step-father, Theopomp. (Com.)
Etp. 6., . (,)
like a step-7nother, ., a stcp-niother's

treatment, unkindness, Plut. 2, 143 A.,( 1\.)=-. Iambi., , ,=^), esp.

belonging to Cijbele., ov,,=., ov, . Dor.- : a
keeping the feast of Cyhele, Phintys ap.

Stob. p. 444, 23, ubi Gaisf., ta, tov,() poet. v., Od. 19, 410.^,. , .l/ffroi7.,masc. pr.

., a Pydnaean, Arr. Ind. 16, 5., , ,(,-) named after one's mother, cf. -., a, ov. contr.{,
q. V.() ;

—

of a mother, a inolher's,,,, Aesch. Eum. 84,

230, Soph., etc. :

—

-, a viother's

right, Hdt. 3. 53.—II. belonging to the

Mother of the Gods, Cyhele: heiice

., her temple, esp. at Athens, where
it was near the, and
served as a depository for the state-

MlfX.i

archives, Plut. 2, 407 C, etc., , Eockk
P. E, 2, 143, n. 421 : tu M.. (sc.)
theworship ofCybele, Dion. H. de Deill,

22, Plut., etc, . Dor.- : gen.
and u>. acc. ua and ^ ; plur. alvvays
of the third decl., like Tvorpwr ;— =?], a maternal uncle, ]\.

2. 062, Hdt., etc.—2. generally, a re•

Intion by the mother's side, -, Pind. . 6, jl30.

—

'.^-, lb. 9, 06., , , . sub.•., as dep. mid. (v. infr.

) ; f.-
;

pf. (cf.

intr. B) :— Lat. machinari, to ynake by
art, put together, build,, 11. 8,

177,, Hdt. 1, 94 : and so of any
work requiring skill of art, /<. .,
to prepare a hare. Hdt. 1, 123; ., Xen. Cyr, 8, 8, 17.— II, more
usu. to contrive, devise, plan by art or
cunning, in Horn. esp. in bad sense,

.,, •-. Od. 3, 207; 17, 499; 22, 432:
also simply to cause, effect, Hdt. 2,

21. Construct., . , contrive
against..., Horn. 11. cc. ; also ,
Od. 4, 822 ; so usu. in prosie, as Hdt.
4, 154 ; also . . Hdt. C,

121, Eur.; , Xen. Mem. 2.

3, 10 ; , Hdt. 2, 95 : but, also, for a purpose, Hdt. 1, 60;
so too, Plat. Prot. 320 ;, Xen. Cyr. 8, 2, 26 :' ., Eur. Hipp. 331 : in pro^e
oft. . , Hdt. 2, 121, 3,

and Plat. ; af , Plat.

Gorg. 481 A; \ .
.... Plat. Rep. 460 C : c. inf., to

contrive to do or that a thing may be..

Plat. Rep. 519 E, Xeii. Cyr. I, 6, 22.—2. as mid., to procure for one's self.

Soph. Phil. 295, Xen. Cyr. 3,. 2, is!

'

B. the act. is only found
in Ep. part.,?,
contriving lUre effects, Od. 18, 143, cf.

Ap. Rh. 3, 583 ; and in Soph. Aj. 1037
in in(. : but peri,-

appears as pass, in Hdt, i, 98,
Soph. Tr. 580. Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 1, Dein.
601, 7, etc. ; though Plat, also has it

in act. signf., e. g. Gorg. 459 D., Ion. for foreg., Hdt.,=, v. I.

Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 49. It is used as pass.

in LXX. Hence', , , a contriving,

preparing, Hipp., . , () the Lat.
7nachi>ia, any artificial inea^is Or contri-

vance for doing a thing, contrivance,

device, first in Hes. Th. 146 in pinr.. arts, wiles, and freq. in Alt.,

esp. in bad sense ; hence proverb.,, . Ach. 391.

Phrases, or •^, Eur. I. . 112, Ar. Thesm.
1132 ;',, Aesch.
Eum. 82, Eur. Ale. 221-,, Eur.
Andr. C6 ;, Plat. Syrnp.
191 ;, Ar. \'esp. 365 :

—

one's means or resources, Pind. P. 3,

110 ;
' , lb. 194 :

—

c. gen., .', contrivance against

ills, Eur. Ale. 221 ; but also a way,
means,, of safety, Aescti.

Theb. 209 :—generally, esp. in Hdt.,, in some wny or

other, 6, 115:?)/, hy no
means whatsoever, bv no contrivance,

7, 51 ; } /] -^, Thuc. 5, 18 ;. to -, . Plat. 349 : -() , . fut. indie,
Hdt. 2, 160 ; also./r;; ov, c. inf.. Id. 2,

181 ; 3, 51.—II. an instrument , machine



foi lifting weights, etc., Hdt. 2, 125 :

esp.,—2. an engine oi war, Thuc,
mostly its phrase ^t/^^'ai/af,
as in 2^ 76 ; e/xlv, 4, 13.

—

3. a theatrical machine^ by which gods,

etc.. were made to appear in the air,

Plat. Crat. 425 D. Clitarch. 407 A

;

., Aiitiph. Poes. 1, 15, ubi v.

Meineke. Alex. Leb. 4, 19: hence
proverb, of any thing sudden and un-
expected, //, like

Lat. Deus ex machina, Dem. 1025, fin.,

of. Arist. Poet. 15. 10.

'.7].,, .=^, a
subtle contrirnnce, cunning work, Trag.,
as Aesch. Pr. 469 ;—of tlie robe in

which Agamemnon was entangled,
Id. Cho. 981.—2. an engine, Polyb. 1,

48, 2..,, , the use of a-
)/,1->3.1. machinatio : \»=^?},
., Polyb. 1, 22, 7. [], verb. adj. from-
vaouai, on£ must contrive. Plat. Gorg.
481'A., , ,{) a

contriver, Lat. machinator. Hence, ,, good atforming
plans, able to contrive a thing, Xen.
Hipparch. 5, 2./,,^., , , poet, lor.
Or. Sib.'^, , ,() inven-

tive, ingenious, full of resources, clever,

Xen. Mem. 4, 3, 1, Hell. 3, 1, 8.-2.

c. gen. rei, \\k.Q^. Id. Lac.

2, 7. — IL of or belonging to machines ;

Tu, mechanics, on which
Aristotle wrote a treatise: so, -
(sc.) Id. Anal. Post. 1, 9, 4,

Anth. P. 9, 807:

—

b, an en-

gineer, Plut. PericL 27. Adv. -.
Died. 18, 27.,, , the iiwentive, of
Minerva, Pans. 8, 36, 5., ov, a, poet, for-, .. Merc. 436.

^&^., , 6, {, -
<i>uu) inventing rtieans, artifices, tna-

chin-'s, etc., Ar. Pac. 790. [i],, ,() in-

genious, inventive. Soph. Ant. 365.7(, , to make or use ma-
chines, Hipp. Hence\():,, , a machine
when made.^, , , the making of
machines : from, ,(,)
•making machines ; ., an engineer,

maker of war-engines, Xen. Cyr. 6, 1,

22, etc. :

—

the machinist of the theatre,

Ar. Pac. 174, cf. Fr. 234..^^, , to form crafty

plans, Aesch. Cho. 221 ; and,, , crafty dealing:

from, ov, (, f)a-) making up crafty plans, craftily-

dealing. Soph. O. T. 387 : c. gen., .. crafty workers, of iil, Eur.
Andr. 447. []^.(,,(,*)= : pass, cunningly con-

trived, Anth. Plan. 382.,,=,
fitfor conveying military engines, Plut.

Ant. 38.|//, Ep. prcs. part. act. v.

.^, ,=, a form little

used except by Aesch., who has it in

Ag. 199. Supp. 394. 594; cf...,=. a word
ingeniously formed by Wellauer out

of ', Aesch. Ag. 304.

MH.'X02, TO, old poet, root oi-

MIAP, a means, expedient, remedy, II. 2,

342
; , a remedy for ill,

like, Od. 12, 392, Hdt. 2, 181 ; 4,

151 ;, Eur. Andr. 536 ;—soalso.

., Aesch. Ag. 2, if

we there read ^«// (though elsewh.

Aesch. always uses) : in Hdt.
some write, as if an Ion. form.(.,,
are doubtless altin to,,, etc.)

'. , gen., Ep. and\.,
fern, of, one, Horn., cf . {jua and
ace., only in later Ion. prose,.], , .(,)
unlawful ivedlock ; cf.-'2, f. -' .• aor., but
in Att., as Eur. Hel. 1000,

I. A. 1595, cf Lob. Phryn. 24, tpart., Solon 27, 3t : aor. pass,-:-. Plut. . Gracch.
21 ; pf. pass,. Strictly, to

paint over a white body with another
color, hence to stain, dye,, Virgil's violare ostro ebicr, II.

4, 141 : hence,—2. to stain, defile, soil,

Koviy. II. 16, 795, etc.

:

e.«p. with blood, (for-)', II. 4. 14C ; freq. in Trag.
—3. freq. al.so of moral stains, to taint,

defile, pollute, Pind. N. 3, 25, and
Trag. ; esp. by great crimes, as mur-
der, Valck. Hipp. 14.37. Pors. Or. 909,
and cf. : hence Soph, says,

ov -, -int. 1044 : p;iss. to incur such defde-

7nent, Eur. Or. 75, etc.—The Lat. vio-

lare may be compared, [], , to he or become-. Eur. I. A. 1364: also c. ace,
to murder, Plat. Rep. 571 D: and, , , bloodguiltiness,

Dem. 795, 7, DJod. 17, 5: also of pol-

lutionfrom eating blood, Plut. 2, 994 A :

from, ov, (, )
blood-stained, bloody, 11., always epilh.

of Mars, as 5, 31. etc. : hence defiled

ivith blood, blood-guilty, Trag., cf-: c. gen, j(i., stained with

thy children's blood, Eur. Med. 1346.

Compar. -, Hdt. 5, 92, 1: su-
perL-, Eur. Tro. 881.

i'M.tva,,, 1 aor. part. act.

from.\.,. pass. Ep. from-. II. 4, 146.,, , {) pollution, de-

filement, LXX. \t]^, ,,() dyed, stain-

ed, defiled.', , , the character or con-

duct of a, brutality, Xen. Hell.

7. 3, 6, Isae. 51, 32.

—

.^, de-

filement, esp. bloodguiltiness, Antipho
118. 2, etc. ; . . Id. 119, 3., ov,(, 7•) foul-tongued, Anth. P. 7, 377., , ,() stained, esp.

with blood, II. 24, 20 : hence,— II.

later, mostly in moral sense, defiled

with blood, hence , cer-

tain days in the month .Anthesterion,

on which expiatory libations ()
were offered to the dead, cf :

—then, generally, defiled, polluted, im-
pure, v. esp. Plat. Legg. 716 : abom-
inable, foul, Soph. Ant. 746, etc. ; and,
esp. in Ar., brutal, coarse, blackguard,

e. g. Ach. 282 ; (you rogue .'),

in a coaxing sense. Plat. Phaedr. 236
E, etc. ; ., Eq. 218, cf Soph.
Tr. 987 , u. , Ar. Eq.
831. Adv. -. Ar. Eq. 800., , , (.)
foul feeding. Meineke Menand. p. 538.?/, ov,,—.

'M.lapo,,tofeedfoully,LXX ;

and, , , foul feeding,
LXX : from., ov, (,)
feeding foully.,, ,() a dye-
ing

:

—stain, defilement, esp. by mur-
der or any foul crime : also the taint

of guilt, ha.t. piaciduni, freq. in Trag.,
esp. in Aesch. Eum. 169, 281, etc.,

cf. Miiller Eum. i^ 50, sq.—III. of per-

sons, defilement, abomination, like

Lat. piaculum, kesch. Ag. 1615, Soph.
O. T. 97, 241

; ., of
Clytaemnestra, Aesch. Cho. 1028., ov,,=, Plut. 2,

393 C.,, ,() a wretch
stained with crime, and who pollutes

others, a guilty wretch, Lat. homo pia-

cularis, Aesch. Cho. 944, Soph-, and
Eur. ; .', Eur. Or. 1584.—
II.= aAaffr<jp,a/iiZDen^frofsuch guilt,

Aesch. Eum. 177, Soph. El. 603, Eur.
Med. 1371.,.=, Hesych., , ,^=, Hesydh.,, adv., mi.ved, blent with,-. Pind. P. 4, 202.. adv.=foreg., Nic. Al. 277
Schneid. [a], poet, for,-', Od. 8, 271.,, and , mixed, pell-

mell, Lat. promiscuus, Eur. Bacch. 18,

1.S55, Isocr. 45 C, etc. ;—opp. to -, adv., \ikea, promiscuous-
ly, confusedly, Od. 24, 77, H. Horn.
Cer. 426 ; c. dat., dsolr, among
the gods, II. 8, 437.,&\.=,. Horn. Merc.
494.

+M/} (5,, 6, Migdon. a Spar-
tan commander, Xen. Hell. 3, 4, 20., Aeol. 3 plur. aor. 2 pass, of, for, Od.,,=, Nic. Fr. 1, 4.^, ov, , the Minciiu:. a river

of northern Italy emptying into the
Po, now Mincio, Strab. p. 209.,,,(, q. v. sub
fin.) :

—

a mixture, compound. Anaxag.
16 : esp. of made dishes, medicines,
etc., Plut. 2, 80 A, 997 A., ov, 6.(,•
.) a medicine-seller, apothecary, Ga-
len.. , .=^, Diog. L.

and- :. : fut.

pass,, Hes.,, II.

10, 3h5 ; also/^/ as pass., Od. 6,

136; 24, 314: aor. 1 pass,,
but in Horn, more usu. aor. 2

[1] : perf. pass,, tplqpf-. II. 4, 438|.— For the pres.-,, Horn, and Hdt. al-

ways use,^, which
also occur in .Mt.; (cf. Lat. MIS-
CEO, Germ. MISCHEN, omiMIX,
Sanscr. MISCHTA). To m>x, mix
up, mingle, strictly of liquids, e. g ol-

vov , Horn. ; v. sub.
Construct. : usu., . , to mix
one thing with another, freq. in all

writers ; but also c. gen. of the com-
ponent parts, as,3. Plat. Legg.
951 D, cf Eur. Thes. 6 : also, .. Plat. Prot. 320 D ; oft.

in Plat.—II. generally, to join, bring

together, in various waj's :— 1. in hos-
tile sense, «. , to

join battle hand to hand, Lat. conse•

rere manus, II. 15, 510, cf. 20. 374:
also . , Pind. P. 4, 379, ., Soph. . C. 1048.-2. to bring
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into connexion with, make acquainted

with,, to throw men iiUo misery, Od.
20, 203 : . , to cover one
with flowers, Pind. N. 4, 35; also re-

versely,- , to bring

death upon him, Pind. I. 7 (6), 35;
cf. ?., and inf. B. 1, fin.

B. Pass., with fut. mid.
(v. sub init.). To be brought into con-

tact with, Koviyaiv, his

head was rolled in the dust, II. 10, 457,

Od. 22, 329 : /, she let not the

spear touch, reach them, II. 11, 438;/, to reach, get at

them, 11. 15, 409, etc.—Pmd. uses the

word very variously, as, to come to a

place, c. dat., P. 4, 447 ; also '-
., to be present at the feast

of the ., . 1, 147 :,, to come to, i. e.

wm the crown of victory, N. I, 27;

2, 34 ; so, ., I. 3, 5 ; but

also, , I. 2, 43 ; ., to

be affected by fear. Id. N. 1, 86 ; cf.

supr. II.—2. most freq. of coming to-

gether, meeting, living or keeping cmn-

pany with, in various phrases,-, to have intercourse with a

person, live icith, have to do with him,
freq. in Horn. ; even without dat.,

Od. 4, 17 ; ,
to come over the river to you, II. 23,

73 : in II. esp. freq. (3 sin?, aor.

with pass, signf.) : ,
Od. 8. 196, etc. ;-,
he went among them, 11. 5, 134, clc. ;

60, ivl, Od. 18, 379
; -, to be bound by hospita-

ble ties, Oti. 24, 314.—3.,
in hostile signf., to mix in fight, II. 4,

456 ; usu. tv, -, II. 13, 286; 21, 469.-4. more
rarely, ', to go

to join them, II. 18,216: ,
to come into the house, Od. 18, 49.

—

5. in Horn, and Hes. most freq. of

sexes, to have intercourse irith, to be

united to, both of the man and the

woman, in various phrases, as, /]-
vai, absol., II. 9, 275 ; ,
II. 21, 1 13

;
and

(with or without ). very
freq. ; but ., of

the woman only, Hes. Sc. 36, cf. H.
Horn. Ven. 151 ; also ^., Od. 1,

433 ; 7. , of both, Od.

15, 420; but -, of

the woman, 11,268; once only c. ace,, , 11. 15, 33 :— Horn,
has the aor. 2 always in this signf, ex-

cept H. Merc. 493 : the aor. I is more
freq. in Hes., and this the more usu.

in prose.— Cf. sub. [Herm.
Soph. Phil. 106 writes, as if

by nature ; so Bekk. in knsi.,:
cf. Lob. Paral. p. 410,414.],=, Pind. N. 4, 34.

iM.vov, , , Migomum, a
spot in Laconia opposite Cranaii,

where was a temple of Venus, hence
called^, Paus. 3, 22, 1.^, , , MidaPum, a city

of Phrygia on the Sangarius, Strab.

p. 576., , , Midas, v. sq.—II. the

luckiest throw on the dice, which (with
the Greeks) was when the numbers
are all different, also, Lat.

jactus Veneris. Eubul.. 4.

—

.
destructive insect in pulse, Theophr.
[t Ep. Horn. 3.]

tMi(5ac, ov, Ion., , , Mi-
das, Phrygian name ace. to Strab. p.

304 :— 1. son of Gordius, king of the

Briges in Thrace, pupil of Orpheus,
passed over into Asia and occupied
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Phrygia, celebrated in early mythol-
ogy, esp. for his wealth. Hdt. 1, 14;
8, 138 ; etc. : from his wish to have
all he touched changed to gold pro-

verb, of one whose thoughts were
fixed on gold, Luc. Gall. 6.—2. the

last king of Phrygia, father of ,\dras-

tus, in the time of Croesus, Hdt. 1,

35.—3. an Agrigentine, a celebrated
flute-player, victor in the Pythian
games. Pind. P. 12. [i], Ep.,, , ?/, Midea,
a city of Boeotia on the lake Copais,
in which it was said to have been
swallowed up, II. 2, 507 ; Strab. p.

413; etc.—2., Strab. p. 373,, Paus. 2, 16, 1, a city of .Ar-

goiis near Nauplia: hence adv. Mi-, q. v.— II. -, fern. pr. n., a
Phrygian female, mother of Licym-
nius by Electryon, Pind. O. 7, 53.\', adv, from Midea, (I. 2),

Pmd. O. 10(11), 78.^, ov, b. fem. -,,
of Midea (I. 2). 7) ., The-
ocr. 13. 20. [a], , . Midia. v..—
2. daughter of Phylas, Paus. 10, 10,

1, but in 1, 5, 2, Mt(5a.—3. a nymph,
mother of Aspledoii, Id. 9, 38, 9.^,, , the fountain of
Midas, near Thvmbrium in Phrygia,
Xen. An. 1. 2, 13.

^.7,, , ol, the Midylidae,
descendants of Midylus, an Aeginetan
family, Pind. P. 8, 53; cf. Fr. 95
Bockh (177).

tM/(5(ji',, 6, Midon, masc. pr.

n., Anth. Plan. 255 : title of a come-
dy of Alexis, Ath. 699 F.\, , , Miezn, a city of Ma-
cedonia, also called Strymonium, re-

ceiving its name from M/eCa (laugh-

ter, Plut. Alex. 7., . . Ion. lor, re-

jected by Lob. Phryn. 309.

iMa'jv^, aor. subj. act. 3 sing, from. 11. 4, 141., ,=^, Archil.
116.'., ov, , Mithaecus, writer
of a treatise on Sicilian cookery,
Plat. Gorg. 518 B.^, ov, 6, v.., ov, b, tlon. ^, Mi-
thras, the Persian Sun-god, Xen. Cyr.

7, 5. 53, Strab. p. 732, etc.', ov, b, Mithraustes, a
Persian governor in Armenia, Arr.

An. 3, 8, 5.^, , , Mithraic: -
(sc. ), Strab. p. 530., ov. of Mithradates,

Mithradatic ; and, ,, App.^, ov, 6, (on coins and
Inscrr..) Mithrarlates a distin-

guished Persian, Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 4.

—

2, satrap of Lycaonia and Cappadocia,
friend of the younger Cyrus, Xen.
An. 2, 5, .35.—Also name of several

kings of Pontus, as—3. ,
Strab. p. 562.—4., Id. p.

477.—5. ,—, the great M. who
so longbaffled the Roman arms, App.

;

etc.—Others in Strab. ; etc.», ov,, Mitkradalium,

a town of Galatia, Strab. p. 567.

iMpv, ov, , Mithrines. a Per-
sian, governor in Armenia, Arr. An.
3, 16, 5.\, or-, ov, 6, Mi-
throbaeus or -daeus, a Persian, Arr.

An. 1, 16, 3.^', 6, Mithrobananes,
Persian inasc. pr. n., Luc. Necyorn.
6; Plut. ; etc.^, , Mithrobuzanes,

MIKP

I

a satrap in Cappadocia, Arr. An. J,

16, 3.

tMtflpof, ov, 6, Miihrns, a Syrian,
j
Plut. Epicur. 15.

j

[,, , Mithropastes,
a Persian, Strab. p. 766.

iMiKo, . Mica, fem. pr. n., Ar.
Thesm. 760., b, () a Laced,
name for a male child in his third year,

cf..̂, a, b, Micipsa, son of
Masinissa. Strab. p. 829.^,, b, Micion, Athen.
masc. pr. n., Dein. 1323, 12 ; with
V. 1.. for which is v. 1.

as Archon 01. 91, 3.—2. an Athenian
statesman, Polyb. 5, 106, 7.—Others
in Ath. ; etc.

tMi/cKO, , Micca, fem. pr. n., Plut.^,, b, Miccalion, an
Athenian, Dem. 885, 10.—Others in
Anth.?, ov, b, Miccalus, masc.
pr. n., Arr. An. 7, 19, 5.'^,', , Miccion, a paint-
er in Athens, pupil of Zeuxis, Luc.
Zeux. 8., , . Dor. for, lit-

tle, Ar. Ach. 909.

tMt'/cKOf, , b, Miccns, a sophist,

contemporary of Socrates, Plat. Lys.
204 B.—Others in Anth. ; etc., ov, eating tittle, name
of a parasite in Plaut.//'.of, dim. from /iijcpof,Mosch.
1, 13. [t-]-', ov, ,(,-) doing petty wrongs, Ansi. Rhet.
2, 17, 4, with V. 1. ;

cf.., ov.(,)
corn-plaining of trifles. Luc. Fngit. 19.

or,, ,
, (,) wish small shield.

Plat. Criti. 119 .,, , .(, '-) with small furroivs :, .,
Itttte field, Atith. P. 6, 36./., , , small king-

dom : from., , ,=^?, petty king., ov, short-lived., ov, with small clods,

of sandy soil.', ov, with small chin

or beard., , gen., mth smali

jaws., ov,(,-) small and round, Arist. Physi-
ogn. 3, 13.', , , narrow^

mi7idedness : from, ov, gen., (-,) narrow-minded., , (, •'^
to write small, i. e. with a short voijoel., ,,=, a

giving small presents, stinginess, Polyb.

5, 90, 5 ; cf./., ov, , (, -
Aof) a little slave, Arr. Epict. 4, 1, 55., ov, admiring tri-

fles., , to be narrow-mind-

ed : and, , , narrowness of
mind, Plut. 2, 906 F: from, ov, (, )
mean-spirited, narrow-minded, Dion. H.
11,12., , a little bent., , , the bearing of
small fruit, Theophr. : from. ov,(,)
bearing small fruit.



MIKP MIKP,,(,) ' libcralis, •. lo?7, Arist

small-headed, Arist. Probl. 30, 3.', ov,{,-) exposing one^s self to danger for tri-

fles, opp. to, Arist.

i:th. N. 4, 3, 23.
^?^, ov, , a petty thief.-/, ov,(,)

with small belly, Arist. Part. An. 3, 4,

30., ov,{,-)
tricked out with small ornaments, Dion.

H. de Comp. 4.'., , b, a little world.

^

?\,,,{, ?.8-
vu) the acceptance of small presents,

Polyb. 5, 90, 5 ; cf..
'?., f.- : dep.

mid. :

—

to be a?, esp. to ex-

amine minntely, treat or tell with painful

minuteness, Cratin. Incert. 99, Xen.
Hell. 3, 1, 26. Lys. 912, 5 : also in

act., Dion. H. de Dem. 21.—2. to deal

meanly or shabbily,

(in sacrifice), Luc. Nav. 28, Plut. 2,

179 F :—so, ,
Plut. 2, 822 .

or -, , , the

character of a, frivolous

talking : pettiness, littleness of mind.

Plat. Rep. 486 A, etc. : in plur., also,

littlenesses, trifles. Plat. Hipp. Maj.

304 B.—II. disparagement, depreciating

language, Isocr. 310 : from/>• or-, ov,{,) :
—sUlcUy gathering trifles ; care-

ful about trifles ; and so,— 1. caring

about petty expenses, penurious, mean,

Dem. 1357, 9.—2. careful about mitiute

details, caviling about trifles, vexatious,

captious, Isocr. 234 C : petty, Plat.

Symp. 210 D. Adv. -., ov, {, )
vexed at trifles, Plut. 2, 129 C., , {, -) small in size, Xenocr. Aquat. 53., , (,)
small-limbed, Arist. Physiogn. 3, 13., , , a consisting of
small parts, Arist. Meteor. 1, 12, 3,

Probl. 38, 8, 2.

or -, ,{,) consisting of small parts. Plat.

Tim. 60 E, 78 B, Arist. Metaph. 1,

8. 3., ov, {,)
small-eyed, Arist. Physiogn. 3, 13.., ov,{,)
with small berries, of myrtle, Theophr.
C. PI. 6, 18, 5., , , a small island., ovv, {,)
short scant of breath, '., , to make small,

Longin. 41 : from, , {, )
making small, diminishing, Longin. 43.?., , , citizenship in

a petty state, Stob. ; from, , , {, -
,) citizen of a petty town, the Ger-

man KleinstHdter, Ar. Eq. 817, Xen.
Hell. 2, 2, 10, Aeschin. 44, 5 : hence7, , , belonging to

a petty state, Ar. Fr. 619.^, ov,{,-) wicked in small matters, Arist.

Pol. 4, 11,5.

Mi/cpOTTOf, ov, poet, for,
small footed., , , the character

of a, mcannc.is, shahhi-

ness. Arist. Rhet. 1. 9, 12, Eth. N. 4, 2.-', to be-, Synes., .{,)
like, petty in one's notions,

mean, shabby, nearly equiv. to Lat. il-

Eth. N. 4, 2. Adv. -•., ov,{,-) small-faced, Arist. Physiogn.

3, 13.,, , , with small

wings., ov,{,)
with small kernels, Theophr. C. Pi. 1,

16. 2.), , 6, , {,
(>} with small berries, Diosc. 5, 2., or -,, , :, {-,) small-nosed.,,{,-) tvith small rump or tail,

Anst. . . 2, 12, 9. []',,,,=.
Lob. Phryn. 76.', , . Ion. and old Att.

(Schaf.Greg. p. 500, Ellendt

Lex. Soph. V. ff^i/cpof) ;.:—small, little, Horn., only in II. 5, 801,

Od. 3, 296
;

bpCiv, Ar. Pac.

821 ; a term of reproach at Athens,

Ar. Ran. 709, cf. Meineke Alex.

Phaedr. 2 : little, petty, mean, trivial,, Eur. Andr. 387,

etc. : of time, little, short. Pind. 0. 12,

18, etc. ; , sub.,
from infancy :., within a

little, nearly, almost, Eur. Heracl. 295 ;

so too,. Id. I. T. 669 ; ',
Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 8

;
. Id.

Hell. 4, 6, 11 ; also, -, Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 914 ; -apii., to think lit-

tle of..., Isocr. 52 D, 98 A ; so, el•'-. Soph. Phil. 498.—
Adv.. Plat. Criti. 107 D :^ only late, e. g. Hdn. 3, 9. Of.

—Cf., ?..— Besides the

regul. cotiipar. and superl.-, -, there are the irreg.7,, from ?,
and,, also,. [I by nature. Wolf Anal.

4, p. 509, Meineke Menand. p. 29, sq. ;

only in late bad poets, Jac. A. P. p.

178, 798.], ov, {, )
with little flesh, Xenocr. Aquat. 48., , . {,)
an eating little, spare diet, Alex. Pyth. 3../, ,(,)
small-legged, Arist. Part. An. 4, 8, 4., ov, (,)
wise in small matters, Diod. 26, 1., ov,{,-) with S7naU seeds., ov,= ioreg., Theo-
phr. H. PI. 8, 3, 5., , gen.,(,) with small ears (of corn).-, ov, (,)
with a small mouth or orifice,,
Hipp. p. 515 ; , Arist. H. A. 2,

7, 1.. ov, , (,) the smallest kind of Indian?^3, Arr. ; cf.., ov,{. cJ)
with smalt, weak pulse, Diosc. Hence, , , weakness of
pul.ie, Galen., ov,(,)
S7}iall of stature., ov, ,(,)
a petty artist, Clem. Al.

or -,, , (-) smallness, '-. Plat. Tim. 43 A, cf Isocr. 46 A

:

littleness, meanness, Longin. 43.

MIAH, ov, (,)
eating little, []

or -, ov, (',/) small-eyed, Hipp. p.

494... , , petty ambi-

tion, Theophr. Char. 23 : from/, ov,(,-) seeking petty distinctions. Ibid., . , littleness of
mind, meaymess, Plut. 2, 351 A : from, , , . (,) little-minded, Dio C. 61. 5., ,(,) of low

growth, short. Hence, , , low stature, low

growth, Strab.?., ov,{,)
small-leaved, Diosc., , , weakness of
voice, Arist. Gen. An. 5, 7, 7 ; from, ov, {, )
weak-voiced, Arist. Gen. An. 5, 7, 9., , (,)
easily pleased, Longin. 4., ov, (,)
with little land or soil, Strab., , to swoon, faint,

=

, Arist. Probl. 9, 9 : and
MlKpoijji'xia,, , littleness of soul,

meajiness of spirit, Isocr. 98 .\, Dem.
401, 18.—2. captwusness, Eccl. : from

Mi'/cpoi/)ir;);of, 01', (, ')
little of soul, mean-spirited, shabby,

Isocr. 76 D, Dem. 316, 9, Arist., etc.

or-,() to make
small, lessen, Dem. Phal. 236.. verb. adj. of, one

must mix. Plat. Tim. 48 A., , , also of, . Lob.
Paral. 483 : () :

—

mixed, blend-

ed, compound, Ar. Thesm. 1114; opp.

to, Plat. Rep. 547 E: .
, compounded q/" these, Id. Legg.

837 B.. ov, (, )
party-coloured, Archimed., dim. from sq., , ov, dim. from,
like ?. from ;—perh.

only as pr. : v. sq. [i, Anth. P. 6,

355.]\~<, , b, Micythus. servant

of Anaxilaus, governor in Rhegium,
Hdt. 7, 170 :—in Strab. p. 253 rulei

of Messene in Sicily.—2. a favourite

of Epaminondas, Ael. V. H. 5, 5.

—

Others in Anth. ; etc.,-, 01', , Micyllus. one of

the interlocutors in Luc. Gall.

\7., ov, b, Mtcylus, masc.

pr. n.. Anth. P. 7, 460. [i],=,, Gramm.,, , Micon, a celebra-

ted painter and statuary of Athens,

Ar. Lys. 679.-2. Archon Ol. 94. 3,

Argum. Soph. O. C : in Diod. S. Mt-.—3. an orator of Athens, Paus.

2. 9, 4.—4. a statuary of Syracuse,

Id. 6, 12, 4.—5. a herdsman, Theocr.

5, 112.—Others in Paus. ; etc.;, , , Alt. for?
(. VII), supposed to be the yew-tree,

Lat. taxus, Eur. Bacch. 703, Ar. Nub.
1007. Av. 216 : cf..

[],—, Meineke
Hermipp. Incert. 10.^, , . Dor. for., , , ... , , of Miletus. Mile-

sian; , Ar. Plut. 1002., , (?., *-) of Milesian work,, Critias

Mi/cporp(i7reCof, ov, (, - ;

28.

TTfCa) keeping a mean, shabby table,
|

Ml'^T/ror. ov, ^.3fi7e/u.?,the name of

Antiph. Oenom. 1.
,
several Greek cities ; the best known. ov, (, ) is that in Caria, first mentioned in II.

short-haired, Arist. H. A. 2, 1, 17.
i
2, 868, and afterwards the chief seat
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of commerce in Asia Minor.— 12. a
city of Crete mentioned first in 11. 2,

647 : cf. Strab. p. 479.—II. 6, son of
Apollo and Aria of Crete, ApoUod. 3,

1,2; Ap. Rh. 1, 18G.t [<j,^^, Arist. Meteor. 3,

6, 11 Bekk.
',', V. 1. for., ov, ,=^L•at. miliarium.

—II. a high copper vessel pointed at

the top and furnished with winding
tubes, to boil water in, Anth. P. 11,

244[], Ath. 98 C., ov, b,() a meas-

uring by miles and marking by inile-

stones, Strab. p. 2G6., , to measure by miles and
mark by milestones, Polyb. 34, U, 8:

from. ov, TO, a Roman mile, mili-

arium,=e stades,=: 1000 paces, =) 680
yards, i. e. 80 yards less tlmn our
mile, Polyb., etc.

tMiAitiJv,, , Milcon, title of

a play of Alexis.', , , hence, ,:=,, late.,, , the flower of the,
Meineke Cratin. Malth. 1.

tMi/.-flf, 0, Miltas. a Tliessalian,

pupil of Plato, Plut. Dion 24.,, ov, TO, a vessel for keep-

ing in, Leon. Tar. 4.'•, a, ov, of, .-, the red mark made by the car-

penter's line, Anth. P. G, 103./, , {,)
painted with ?., painted red, of

ships, Hdt. 3, 58, like the Horn, -). (Not, Lob.
Pliryn. 572.)^, ov, 6. Mtltiades, son of

Cypselus, a wealthy Athenian, who
made himself tyrant of the Thracian
Chersonese, Hdt. G, 34, etc.—2. son
of Cimon, nephew of foreg., celebra-

ted for his victory at Marathon, Hdt.

4, 137., . ov, of: .= II, Plut. 2, 1081 ., , , fem. -, of the

nature of, Plin., ov, {,-) red-headed,. . 5, 273. []^,, , , Miltocythes, a

Thracian, Xen. An. 2, 2, 7.., ov,[,)
red-cheeked, epilh. of the ships of

Ulysses, which had their rounded ends

(prow and stern) painted red, II. 2,

637, Od. 9, 125.

MtAro7Tpe7r//f, , and in Aesch.
Fr. 107,, ov, (,) of the colour of, bright-

red.. ov, , red earth, red chalk

or ochre, ruddle, Lat. rubrica, Hdt. 4,

191 ; 7, 69 :—but also red lead, Lat.

minium, Plin. 33, 38
; . in

Nic. Th. 864: cf .—.=., Ar. Eccl.

-1.=37;, Lat.

ro6iVo.

378(cf/).-, , {?., )
daubed with red, Anth. P. 6, 103.70, , to colour with,
paint red, Hdt. 4, 194: -, the rope with which
they drove loiterers out of the Agora
to the Pnyx, Ar. Ach. 22, cf. Eccl.

378, and Herm. Pol. Ant. ) 128, 11.,. ?/,() Ito, pro-

per name of the younger Aspasia, the
favourite of Cyrus the younger, Ael.

V. H. 12, I., , (,) like, red, Eubul. Steph. 1, Luc. D.
Syr. 8.
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'\1, , , a digging for: ao-mine,Xmev^s. Moech.
3 : from., ov,(,)
digging for., ?/, ,() coloured

with, painted red.

tMiAi/ai, , , the Milyae, inhab.
of Lycia in Asia Minor, earlier So-
lymi, Hdt. 1, 173; Strab. p. 571, etc.

tMiAiiof, ov, 6, a Mill/an.—II. 3/i-

li/as, a freedman of the elder Demos-
thenes, Dem. 819, 18.— III. ^,, , the ancient name of Lycia,
Hdt, 1, 173.—2. ace. to Strab. p. 631
and Arr. An. 1, 24, 5 the mountainous
tract between Lycia and Pisidia., ul, the falling off of the eye-

brows, Vuie, Diosc. 1, 149., T/,=:foreg. ; Aetius.,, , Mito. an athlete of
Crotona, celebrated for his strength,
Hdt. 3, 137.— 2. a reaper in Theocr.
4, 0. [ Anth. P. 11, 316, I in arsis,

Simon. 74, 1, Theocr. 4, 6, etc.], ov, TO, the fruit of the. Crates Incert. 4, Amphis
Incert. 6: also,-
'.^,, , ustj. in plur.,

Macedon. name of the Bacchantes,
Strab. p. 4G8, Plut. Alex. 2.

or, , a kind of
hare-soup, made with the blood of the
animal in it, Ar. Ach. 1112, Calliad.

ap. Ath. 401 A. (A foreign word.),, , 3Iimas, a rocky
headland of Ionia, opposite Chios,
Od. 3, 172.—II. a Centaur, Hes. fSc.
186.—-III. son of Amycus and Thea-
no, Ap. Rh. 2, 105.t [I],, , an actress of,
Ael. ap. Suid. s. v.., , to be a., ov, 6, (, ') a
mimic actor, accompanied on the flute,

Ath. 452 F., fut.- : dep.
mid. -.—to mimic, imitate, , . Horn.. 1C3, Pind. P. 12, 36, Aesch. Cho.
564 ; TLva, Theogn. 370, Eur., etc. ,

Ttva . Plat. Rep. 393 C : also,

, Ar. PI. 306, Plat. Legg. 705
C—Part. pf., in pass,

signf., viade exactly like, Hdt. 2, 78
(but Plat, uses it in act. signf, e. g.

Crat. 414 B) : Plat, also uses the part,

pres. in pass, sense. Rep. 604 ; and
part. fut., lb. 599 A.
— II. of the line arts, to represent, ex-

press by means of imitation. Plat. Po-
lit. 306 D, Legg. 812 C. Arist. Poet.

2, 1, etc. :

—

ot, to represent, act,

Ti, Xen. Symp. 2, 21.

—

'S either,, nor any derivs. occur in 11.,

or Od. (Prob. akin to Sanscr. ma,
mi, metiri ; as also to Lat. vn'itor, ima-
go, Pott Et. Forsch. 1, p. 194 : though
t in till Greg. Naz., Pors.
Phoen. 1396.)'.,=, Philo ; who
has also., rj, ,() i?nifa-

tive,, Luc. Jup. Trag. 33.— II.

pass, imitated, copied,, a portrait,

Plut. Ages. 2, cf 2. 215 A.,,,^.,,, ,() any
thing imitated, a counterfil ,coj>i/,Aesch.
Fr. 342, Eur., and freq. in Plat, [i], , ,() imita-

tion, Thuc. 1, 95, Plat., etc. :

., to imitate you. Ar. Ran. 109.

— II. representation hy means of art,

Plat. Soph. 265 A, Rep. 394 B, "Arist.

Poet. 1, 2; 3, 3, etc., a, ov, verb. adj. from, to be imitated, Xen. Mem. 3,

MIMN
10, 8.— II., one must imitate,

Eur. Hipp. 114, Xen., etc.

I

/, oi', ,() an imi-
tator, copyist. Plat. Kep. 602 A, etc;
07te who represents characters, as a
poet, Arist. Poet. 25, 2 ; or an actor,

I
—hence joined with ^, a mire ac
tor, imposter (ci. ), Plat.
Rep. 598 D, Poht. 3U3 C, Soph. 235
A. Hence?/, , , good at imitating,

imitative, esp. of the fine arts, Plat.,

elc.
; ., Plat. Rep. 605 A,

sq. : - (with or without ),
the power of imitating. Id. Rep. .595 A ;

cf. Adv.-, Plut. 2, 18 B., ,,() to he im-
itated or copied, Xen. Mem. 3, 10, 4.,, , poet, /.,, written in iam-
bics, dub., to neigh, Lat. hiunire. [ fl', , , of the nature of-, Dem. Phal. 151, Cic. deOr. 2, 59., ov, ,() the neigh-

'"ff of horses, Lat. hinnitus..=,, to stay, re-

main, 11. 2, 392 ; 10, 549.—11. transit.

to expect, c. ace, H. Horn 8, G.'\., ov, o, 3Iimnernius, au
elegiac poet of Colophon, a contem-
porary of Solon. Strab. p. 643 ; etc.

./'/, fut. : aor. }•. To remind, put in mind,, Od.
12,38;, of a thing, 11. 1, 407,
Od. 3, 103, etc. : but rare in Alt., as
Eur. Ale. 878.—II. in Pind, P. 11,21,
to recal. to memory, make famous, v.

Dissen.
B, more usu,, dep.,

besides whicli Horn, uses,, whence are formed all the
tenses : Horn, mostly uses the mid.
forms, viz. fut. (also-, Horn., ami Hdt), aor. t'ur?;-, inf. (except-, Od. 4, 18) : in prose usu. in
pass, forms, fut., aor.. The perf is

both mid. and pass. : in Att. always
with pres. signf. like Lat. mcmini, and
so oft. in Horn. ; 2 sing }. short-

ened iwm7, Honi. : s'ubjnnct.

: optat.-, l)ut also, ,, Herm. Soph. .
. 49, Ion. (11. 23, Soi), im-
peral., ion. (Ikit. 5,

105) : intin. : Ion. 3 pi.

plqpf. (Hdt). To remind
or bethink one's self, call to 7iiind, re-

member

:

—construct., mostly c. gen.,,, , to

bethink one of the fight, the feast, etc.,

i. e. to desire them, oft. in Horn. ; -
., to bethink one oi one's strength,

Hom. ; more rarely c. ace. pro gen.,

as II. 6, 222, Od. 14, 168, Hdt. 7, 18,

Ae-sch. Cho. 492, Soph. O. T. 1057,
and Plat. ; also, . , Od. 4,

151 ; , Od. 7, 192, Hdt. 1,

36 ; 9, 45, and Plat. :—also c. inf. fut.,

II. 17, 364 ; c. inf praes., . ?/-. Plat. Apol. 27 :)•, they bethought them (to turiO to

flight, II. 16, 697 :—later also, c. part.,?., let him re-

member that he wears. Pind. N. II,

20 ;
', I remember hear-

ing, Aesch. Ag, 830
; ., 1 re-

member having corae. i. e. to have come,
Eur. Hec. 244 ;u., Xen. Cyr.

1, 6, 3 : . , lb. 2, 4, 25 :—the
part. pf. is oft. used in

connnaniis, etc., as,., let him fight with good heed,

let him remember to fight, II. 19, 153,

Hes. Op. 420, etc. :—we also find fut,

3, absoL, / will bear in



mind, not forget, 11. 22, 390, Od. 19,

581.—2. to remember a thing aloud, i. e.

to mention, make mention of, also C.

gen., 11. 2, 492, Od. 4, 331 ; in aor.

pass,, Od. 4, 118, so Soph.
Phil. 310 ;, Thuc. 8, 47.—3. to give heed to,

judge of, or-, that he might judge of the race,

11. 23. 361.—Ct. sub.
(JAi-- is a redupl. form of*, like Lat. me-min-i : akin to

mon-eo, Sanscr. man, cogitare ; cf. Pott

Et. Forsch. 1, p. 254.) [On-, etc., v. Gaisf. Hephaest. p.

218.]

Mi/ivcj, lengthd. by redupl. from
(i. e.-—cf,) ; and used for when the

first syll. was to be long ; hence only

poet., and only used in pres. and
impf , Horn., Hes., etc. :,
Ep. dat. pi. part, for, 11. 2,

296.—V. plura sub.,3, ov, (,) living

by imitation., ov, writing, Diog.
L. [d]

_yo/M, , to compose or recite. Strab. : and>)', , , the composition or
delivery of : from-, ov, {, /.) com-
posing or reciting, Anth. P. 7,

556 : ., mocking Echo, Anth.
Plan. 155., ov, 0, an imitator, Aesch.
Fr. 54 : esp. an actor, mime, .-, Dem. 23, 21 : also, ,
Plut. Suli. 36 :

—

, i. e. imitating or acting a four-

footed beast, Eur. Rhes. 256.—11. a

mime, a kind of prose drama, intend-

ed as a familiar representation of life

and character, without any distinct

plot ; it was divided into -
and, also into .

and, Plut. 2, 712
. (Cf., fin.)^, contr., , an ape, cf.., ov, , singer of,
Plut. SuU. 2.

MiV [Z], Ion. ace. sing, of the pron.

of the 3d pers. through all genders,
for, •,: always en-
clitic, freq. in Horn., and Hdt. : Dor.

viv, and so in Att. poets, but never
in Att. prose : Hom. joins ,
himself, merely as a stronger form, 11.

21, 245, 318, etc. ; but is

reflejcive, one's .««//", for, Od. 4,

244 ; though is used for

in II. 11, 117.—II. much
more rare as 3d pers. plur. for,,, as it may be taken, 11.

12, 285, Od. 17,268; but in Alexandr.
poets it is certainly plur., as Ap. Rh.
2, 8.—111.= the redex., Hdt.
1, 11, 24, 45, etc.

fyUvaia, , , Minaea, a district

of Arabia Felix, Strab. p. 768.+', . oi, the Mtnaei, a peo-

ple on the Erythraeum Mare in Ara-
bia, Strab. p. 768.

Mifda.?,, , a kind of Persian
incense, Aniphis, Od. 1.

i}tL•vapo., , Mindarus, a Spar-
tan admiral, Thuc. 8, 85.' or, , , MINT,
Lat. MENTHA, Hippon. 47, cf. Lob.
Phryn. 438.

tMiii'//. , , Minthe, a nymph be-

loved by Pluto, changed by Proser-

pina into fureg., Strab. p. 314. Hence^, . mountain of Min-
the, near Pylos, Strab. p. 344.":, //,—, Theophr.

MINT
MiV^of, ov, 0, human ordure, Alne-

sim. --, 1, 63. Hence., , to besmear with dung,

Ar. Ran. 1075, Plut. 313.—II. to re-

nounce utterly, abominate, Archestr. ap.

Alh. 285 B.

iMti'tof, ov, a, the Minius, a river

of Lusitaiiia, now Minho. Strab. p. 153.

i^livvaloi, , oi,= MivaZot, Dion.

P. 959., ov, a, the Rom. Minu-
cius, Plut.

fMivToiipvai, , al, Mintumae, a
town of Latium, Strab. p. 233.'', , oi, the Minyans, a race

of nobles in Orchomenus, Hdt. 1, 146,

etc. : hence '., II. ; Ep. also', Hes. : pecul. fem.'^., 7/ : V. Miiller's Orcliomenos und
die Mmyer. fin Pind. P. 4, 122, and
Ap. Rh. 1. 229 the Argotiauts are so

called, for the chief of the Argonauts
were Minyans.—A colony was estab-

lished in Lemnos by the descendants
of the Argonauts, called Minyae, Hdt.
4, 145: thence they penetrated into

Elis Triphylia, Strab. pp. 337, 347

;

they also founded Thera. Id.f [],,(,) bloom-

ing a short time, ]Sic. Th. 522... ov, , Ep. and Ion. -,
Minyas, son of Chryses and Chryso-
genia, the fabled progenitor of the
Minyae, Ap. Rh. 3, 1005 ; Pans. 9,

36, 4.—2. son of Orchomenus, Ael.

V. H. 3, 42.

i'M.lv,, , daughter of Min-
yas ; a'l M., Ael. V. H. 3, 42.-2. (sc.) the Minyad, Paus. 4, 33, 7

:

—also as adj. Minyan.
+•)•, a, ov, of the Minyae,

Minyan, epith. of Orchomenus, II. 2,

51! ; Pind. ; etc.^^, , ov,=foreg., Od. 11,

284; Hes.
i'Mv^/o, ov, a, Att., the

Minyeus, a river of Tripliylian Elis,

the later Anigius, II. 11, 722; Strab.

p. 346.-2. ace. to Diod. S. the an-
cient name of the river Orchomenus
in Thessaly.

tMtri'7/if,,7/.=' (1), i. e.

Clymene, Ap. Rh. 1. 233.^. ,{) to grow less,

decrease, Hipp. Hence,, , that which is

lessened, Hipp. p. 743 ; and^)/, , decrease, mutilation,

Hipp. pp. 48, 824, etc.,() to lessen, curtail,

V. Foes. Oecon. Hence, , , diminishing., impf, Od. 14,

17 : no other tenses occur : {) :

—the Lat. minuo, to make stnatler or

less, lessen, curtail,,, II.

15, 492 ; 20, 242 ; also Hes. Op. 6.—II.

intr. to become smaller or less, decrease,

decline, fail, decay, be wasted, come
to nought, II. 16, 392, Od. 4, 374, etc.,

and Hes. :—so also in Aesch. Theb.
920, Eum. 374, Soph. O. C. 6S6,—but
only in lyric passages, the v^'ord not
being Attic, [v], , (, )
small, weak, Hipp. p. 648., adv.,() a little, very

little ; freq. in Horn., who also oit.

uses it of time, a short time, and then
usu. in phrase

//, as in II. 1, 416 ; also, ov, luJ.a ., Od. 15, 494 —
Only Ep. : said to be ace. of an old
subst., [t] Hence1.. a, ov, lasting a short

time, short-lived, 11. 15, 612, Od. 19,

328 :—compar. -, II. 22, 54.

[]

, , . 1. for•.
Mivioc, , , Att. for uivvc, says

Eust., in Philox. ap. Ath. 147
D, some eatable (?). [f]}•,() to complain in

a low tone, to moan, whimper, u/iine, 11.

5, 889, Od. 4, 719: generally, lo sing

in a low, soft tone, to warble, /mm. Lat.

minurire, Ar. Av. 1414, Plat. Rep. 411

A; ., Ar. Vesp. 219; cf•,. Hence,, , warbling,

etc., Theocr. Epigr. 4, 11. []/, , , ()
moaning, whining, warbling, etc. [],).,=, of the
nightingale, to warble. Soph. O. C.
671; to hum a tune, Aesch. Ag. 10;
. ?<., Ar. Eccl. 880., , , {) complain-
ing in a low tone, moaning, whining,
whimpering, ., Phryn.
(Com.) Incerl. 1 ; of young birds,

Theocr. 13, 12; ^, Aesch. Ag. 1165; cf. -.
MINT'S, V, gen., little, small;

of time, short ; generally=/ii«pof ; the
\vord itself is not found in any good
writer, but was assumed by Grainm.
as root of,,,, Lat. minor, minuo, minurio .

cf.
tM/i!;70f, ov, 0, Minytus, son of

Amphion and Niobe, ApoUod. 3, 5,

6 : V. Lob. Path. 389.^, ov,{,) short-

lived, Anth. P. 9, 362.', o;',=foreg., Anth. P. 7,

481. []^, , . Ion., Minoa,
a small island lying oft" Nisaea, the
port of Mepara, connected with the
mainland by a bridge, Thuc. 3, 51

:

also a promontory of Megaris adja-
cent, Strab. p. 391.—2. a fortress of
Laconia, Id. p. 367.—3. a town of
Crete, Id. p. 475.

\1.,, , pecul. fem. to sq.,

Ap. Rh. 2, 299.,, », and contd. Mn-tjof,
a, ov, of or relating to Minos, yiinoaji,

H. Hom. Ap. 393 ; Luc. Ver. H. 2, 13.

yv,, 6, accus. •, 11. 14,

322, for «•6> ; the Att. also have a
gen. Mif(j, ace. '^[, fMinos, son
of Jupiter and Europa, an ancient
king and lawgiver in Crete ; after his
death a judge in the lower vt'orkl, II.

13, 451, Od. 19, 17; Hes. Th. 948;
etc. A second Minos, grandson of
foreg., son of Lycastus, is mentioned
in Diod. 4, 60, sqq. ; etc., as the one
who constructed the labyrinth, and
who was connected with the Icirend
of Theseus, v. Plut. Thes. 20. [i]^^, ov, , ('•, >-) Minotaur, offspring of Pasiphao
(wife of Minos 2d) and a bull, slain
by Theseus, Apollod. 3, 15, 8: in
Paus.', 3, 18, 10.

.^, adv.;{)~,,
Nic. Th. 615.^, , , (,) an
alternation of fair and foul weather,

Hipp. p. 942, but Kiihn reads-. (.)^, ov, ro,=foreg., q. v.,

Theophr., ov, {. uvOpu)•) half man, half bntie, Themist., ov, , Argive name
of Castor, as being a hero{)
only in union with his brother, Plut
2, 296 F.?.,, 0£, {,»
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) half Greeks, half barbarians , mon-
grel Greeks, Polyb. 1, 67, 7 : the sing.'/ in Heliod.'\^, , , Mixiades, masc.
pr. n., Isae. 57, 12.._3, ov, mixed with satires,

satiric., ov, a, one who rnijics or min-

^/;, , , Mixidemides,

masc. pr. n., Arist. Rliet. 2, 23, 12.

Miftf,, ?/,{ mixing,

mingling, olt. in riat., ,
Id. Soph. 2G0 : on its difference

from, v. sub.—II. in-

tercourse with others : esp. sexual iit-

tercourse or commerce, Ildt. 1, 203, etc.

;

.-, Hdt. 4. 172 ; also of wedlock.
Plat. Legg. 773 D.33, ov, (,-) half barbarian, half Greek, Eur.
Phoen. 138, Xen.Hell. 2, 1, 15., , , {,) min-

gled with shouts, of mingled sound, -, Aesch. Fr. 381., , , (,) place

where several roads meet, -, of the straits of Messana, Ap.
Rh. I, 921 ; also., ov, {,-) having intercourse with the sea, like

fishermen and sailors, Orac. ap. Xen.
Ephes. [0]?., , {,) partly

female, Philostr., /, , , {, )
half-beast, ., Eur. Ion 1161.^, ov,=ioreg.,, , ), having mixed
hair., ov, {,) with

mingled cries, Aescn. Theb. 331./, ov, {,)
mixed with white, Luc. Bis Ace. 8., ov,{,) half-

Lydian, of measure, Strab. p. 572 : of
dialect, Xanth. p. 175. [] Hence
^)7., adv., in the half-Lyd-

ian measure. Plat. Rep. 398 E., fut. mid. of, Od.(>3, ov, for,{,) half-human, Aesch.
Supp. 569., ov,(,) feeding

a mixed flock, Simon. 102..~, ov. {,-) half-woman, of Echidna, Hdt. 4,

9; of the Sphinx, Eur. Phoen. 1023.7?, ov, {,)
half-gray, grizzled., ov, {,) mixed
with foul matter, Hipp. p. 948., ov, {,)
half-Phrygian, of music, Strab. p. 572:

of dialect, Xanth. p. 175. [v], , {,) having
eyebrows that meet, Cratin. Incert. 97., , {,) of mixed
nature.'/, ov, {,)
mixed with green, Hipp. j). 95.', , , a hatred of good
or goodness, Plut. Phoc. 27 ; from, ov, {,)
hating good or goodness^ [], , , hatred of one's

brother, Plut. 2, 478 C : from_(5?0, ov,{, ?.)
hating one's brother, Plut. 2, 482 C.'/, ov, {, -) hating the Athenians, Lycurg.
152, 41 : in super!., Dem. 087, 29.'.?, ov, gen., {,/) hntiHix boasters, Luc. Pisc. 20.., ov, {uiaeu, ^?.•) hating Alexander, quoted from
Aeschin.?
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?//., , , mutual hatred :

from, ov,{,)
hating one another, Dion. H. 5, 66..7., ov,(,)
hating the vine, Anth. P. Append. 100., , to be a-. Diog. L. 9, 3 ; and, , , hatred of man-
kind. Plat. Phacd. 89 D, Dem. : from, , {,-) hating mankind, misanthropic.

Plat. Phaed. 89 D, Legg. 791 D.^, ov. hating travel., , , {,-) hatred Or contempt of money, Diod.

15, 88.

Mi'aya. adv.,=/iiya.

Miffyay/tEio, , ,{,)
a place where several mountain glens{) run together and mix their wa-
ters, a meeting of glens, 11. 4, 453 : in

prose,., , , {, )=.
iMo?Ma, , , Misgola'idas, a

Spartan ephor, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 10:
prop, patron, from a form
|)•(-, a, , Misgolas, an Athe-

nian, son of Naucrates, Aeschin. 6,

23 ; cf. Comic, ap. Ath. 339 B, C :

from7.{,), h,

the confused noise of a crowd, a hubbub., ov, ., public pas-
ture-land., V. sub, and cf..

MiCTf ', , ,^.
.17.,, 6, hater of the

Greeks, Xen. Ages. 2, 31.') -, ov,{,) hating
work, lazy, [i]

or -, , , hatred of
one's comrades : from, ov, {,)
hating one's comrades., ,() to hate, only once
in Horn., c. ace. et inf

,

'.
Jupiter hated {would not suffer) that
he should become a prey..., II. 17,

272 : later usu. c. ace, -, Pind. P. 4, 506 ; -. Soph. Aj. 1113; and freq. in

Att. :—pass, to be hated, Hdt. 2, 119,

and .\tt. Hence'7/, , , a charm for pro-

ducing hatred against one, opp. to-, which caused love, Luc. Dial.

Mer. 4, 5 ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 131. [i], ov,{,) hating

the SU71 or light.,, ,{) an object

of hate to others, usu. of persons,-, Aesch. Theb. 186,' '-, Id. Eum. 73 ; c. dat
, .,

Eur. Hipp. 407, ubi v. Valck. et Monk.
^^/ (cf,),, , , detestably lewd, cf./,, , Misemim, a town
and promontory of Campania, Strab.

p. 242.

'\'. ov, , Misenus, a com-
panion of Ulysses, Strab. p. 245 : cf.

Virg. Aen. 6, 234., ,, verb. adj. from, to be hated, Xen. Symp. 8. 20.

—II., one must hate, Luc.
Fuait. 30., , , v../. ov, ,{) hater../, , , lust, lewdness, Ar.
Plut. 9S9 : generally, greediness, Ar.
Av. 1620: V. Interpp. ad II. c.,=:, ap. Hesych,

, , , inclined to hate.

Adv.- : Iron». ?/. , hateful. Aesch. Ag.
1228, Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 21 ; 3, 10, 5.

Adv. -.—II. lustful, lewd : hence,
(not), a prostitute, Ar-

chil. 26, cf -Meineke Cratin. Incert.

88 : cf. sub.,,,^, Paul
Sil. 74, 63. ii], , , payment of
wages, recompense, N. T. : from., ov, h,{,-) one who pays wages, a reward-

er, N. T., , , dim. from-, Ar. Vesp. 300. [«], v. 1. for-. Plat. Soph. 222 D.

..,^=&(\., questioned by
Hemd. Plat. Sophist. 222 D, v. Lob.
Phryn. 568.,. , to loork or serve for
hire, Hipp. p. 1274, Plat. Rep. 346

;, to do a tlnn;^

for pay. Soph. Ant. 302:— of prosti-

tution, Dem. 352, 14 : from, , , {,-) hired workman., ,,{)
belonging to hired work, mercenary :- (sc. ), the trade of one v'ho

takes wages orpay. Plat. Rep. 346 B, D.., , ,{) a
receiving of wages, working or serving

for hire, Dem. 242, 17 ; 320, 13. Hence. , , belonging to

hired work, .,, mer-
cenary arts, Arist. Pol. 8, 2, 5, Eth.
E. 1, 4, 2., , fem. .,,^., , ,[,)
an hereditary candidate for paid ojfices,

a born placeman. Comic palronym. in
Ar. Ach. 597 ; cf., a, ov, salaried, hired, Plut.
Lye. 16., , ?), a paying of
wages, Thuc. 8, 83 ; and, , to pay wages, ab-
sol.. Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 21 ;. Id. An.
7, 1, 13:—C. ace, to keep in pay, Po-
lyb. 5, 2, 11, etc. ; and m pass., to re-

ceive pay. Id. 1, 66, 3.—Pass, to be paid,

Tu'. Id. : from, , ,{,)
one w/io pat/s wages, a paymaster. Plat.

Rep. 463 B, Xen. An. 1, 3, 9., ov, {,)
giving wages or pay, Eubulid.. 1., ov, , wages, pay, hire,

Horn., etc.
; ., fixed wages, II.

21, 445 ; ., Hes. Op. 368;, lor hire or pay, Hdt. 5, 65

;

, Xen. An. 2, 5, 14
;-. Soph. Tr. 560 : ,

to give, ., to receive pay, Ar.
Eq. 1019, Acham. 66 ; also, . -,?. etc., Xen. : -7•. to give

a talent as a month's pay, Thuc. 6,

8.—2. at Athens, the pay of the sol-

diery, Thuc, etc. ; first given by Per-
icles, varying in amount. Bdckh P. E.
I, 363, sq., Herm. Pol. Ant. ij 152, 16

:

—also, .?., the pay of the
council of 500, each a drachma for

every day of sitting : .
or, the salary of a dicast,

at first one obol, but from the time of
Cleon three, ibr every day he sat on
a jury: ., the pay of a
public advocate, one drachma for ev-

ery court day : .7., the
pay for attending the popular assem-
bly ; for all which v. Bockh P. E. 1,

302-317, Herm. Praef Ar. Nub.—3.



generally, recompense, reward, Hom.,
etc. : also in bad sense, punishment.

Soph. Ant. 221. (Polt compares
Pers. musd pay, Goth, mizdd.), , , ()
receipt of wages : hence wages given or

received, and SO, generally, wages, pay,

At. Eq. 807, Thuc. 6, 24 ; 8, 45, etc.,

Dem. 38, 1 ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 4'Ji, and
foreg.-, , to be a,
to receive wages or pay in the public

service, to serve for hire, At. Ach. 602,

etc. ; also c. ace. rei, to receive as pay,, At. Ach. 602, cf. Eccl.

206 ; .'. At. Pac. 477.—II. to

bring in rent, , Isae.

72, 39. Hence, verb, adj., one must
keep in pay,, Thuc. 8, 05.,, , servicefor wages,

service as a mercenary, Diod. 16, 61.

—

11.=, Plat. Gorg. 515
;

and, , , mercenary,-, Polyb. 1, 67, 4 : .= -, Plut. Artax. 4 : from', ov,{,) re-

ceiving wages or pay, serving for hire
;

esp., oi ., hireling soldiers, mercena-

ries, Thuc. 1, 35, etc. : .,
galleys Tnamied with mercenaries, At.

Eq. 555 :—., Arist. Pol.

2, 12, 4., , {) to let out for
hire, farm out, Lat, locare, or Tiv'l

Ti, At. Lys. 953, Dem. 1222, 26, etc.

;

, for a purpose, Id. 232, 10 : c.

inf.,//. ?.•, to let out the build-

ing of it for 300 talents, Lat. locare

aedem exstruendam, Hdt. 2, 180.—II.

mid. to engage, hire at a price, Lat. con•

ducere, c. ace. pers. vel rei, Hdt. 1, 24,

Ar. Av. 1152, and freq. in Alt.
; .,'. 1,08, ubi v. VVessel.;

. , to engage his servi-

ces at a talent a year. Id. 3, 131 ; c.

inf , . , to contract

for the building of the temple, Lat.

conducere aedem aedificandam, Hdt. 5,

62, cf. supra ; so, , c.

inf, Hdt. 9, 34 : also, .~,
to make a contract for a thing, Dem.
1253, 17 ; , the con-

tractor, Isae. 87, 25.—III. pass, to be

hiredfor pay, Hdt. 9, 38 ; ~, for

a thing, Xen. An. 1, 3, 1. Hence,, , that which is let

for hire, a hired house, N. T. :usu.,—II.

the price agreed on, the contract, Hdt. 2,

180, Dem. 379, 20 : esp. a courtesan's

price, like-, Lat. captara, Co-
mici ap. Ath. 581 A, cf. Casaub.
Sueton. Calig. 40.— 2. rent, Isocr.

145 C., ,, dim. from-, .ilciphr. 1, 36. []
iM',. , Misthon, a Sy-

barite, Luc. Pseudol. 3., a, ov, hired, merce-

nary., ov, that can be hired or

had for pay, Alex.. 1 :, to take the tolls that

wight be taken. Lex. ap. Dem. 713, 4 :

from,. .() a letting

for hire, , an ac-

tion against a guardian who neglected

to let his ward's house within the time
prescribed, Att. Process, p. 293.— II.

(from mid.) a hiring, Lys. 155, 37,

Plat. Legg. 759 .—\\].=
II, rejii, .,, to pay
rent. Isae. 54, 27, Dem. 1069, 26 ;-, to collectit, Dem. 1318, 20

;' -

, to produce a yearly rent of one
talent, Isae. 54, 34, etc., to be a, like., ov, , one who pays rent,

a tenant, Isae. 00, L Hence, , , of fit for let-

ting out

:

—
/)-,^, a mer-

cenary trade. Plat. Rep. 346 A, sq., , ,() hireling,

mercenary, esp. of soldiers, Hdt. 1, 61
;

3, 45, Thuc. 5, 6., , , fern, of-, Phryn. (Com.) Incert. 24.~, ov,(,) horse-

hating, opp. to.
iM,, , 3Iisis, {eta. pr. n.,

Anth. Append. 240.,,,=, a stem, stalk.3(, ov,(,-) hating foreigners. Plat. Menex.
245 C. •, ,(,)
a king-hater, Plut. 2, 147 A.}, ov, (,) a
marriage-hater.., , ,(,-•) laughter-hating, ap. Gell. 15, 20."; o?;f, . 6.(,) ha-

ting fraud jugglery, Luc. Pisc. 20.-;, ov,(,) wo-

man-hating, [], , , hatred of women,
Antip. ap. Stob. p. 417, 51 ; and^^, , to be a woman-hater

:

from), ov, 6,(,) a
woman-hater, Strab. p. 297, Menand.7, , , hatred of demo-
cracy, Andoc. 30, 3, Lys. 177.20: from, ov, (,) ha-

ting the commons or democracy. . V'esp.

474; Andoc. 31, 10, Xen. Hell. 2, 3,

47, in superl. Hence^, ov, b, a hater of the

commons. Dion. H. 7, 42., ov,(,) hating

law-suits., ov,(,) hating

the sods, godless, Aesch. Ag. 1090./, ov,{,) hating

the hunt ; to ., Xen. Cyn. 3, 9., ov, hating his own. [i(5]'',, , hatred ofwine, Stob.

Eel. 2, p. 182: from, ov,(,) hating
wine, abstemious, Hipp. p. 677.., , (,-) hating Caesar, Plut. Cat. Min. 05,

Brut. 8., , to hate wickedness or

the ii'icked.?.. ov,(, 7.) ha-

ting the beautiful, Philo., , hating gain or profit.,. . (, •) Laconian-hater, Ar. V'esp. 1105., ov, (,-
•) hating Lamachus, Ar. Pac. 304.

[]7., ov,{, ?JKTpov)
hating marriage, Heliod., , to hate argument, let-

ters, etc. ; and
Mlaa7.oyia, , , hatred of discus-

sion and argument, Plat. Phaed. 89 D :

from, ov,(,) ha-

ting letters, discussion, etc.,Plat. Phaed.
89 C. Lach. 188 C., ov, (,) ha-

ting bastards, Anth. Plan. 94.. ov,(,) ha-

ting marriage, L)'C. 356., , , hatred of strangers

or guests, LXX. : from, ov, (,) ha-

ting strangers, inhospitable, Diod.

. , ,(.) hating
boys or children, Luc. Abdic. 18., ov, hating maidens.,, , ,(,-) hating his fatlttr, Dion. . []-,, .(,)
an enemy to the Persians, Xen. Ages.
7, 7.77., ov, hating war.,, , ,(, /.)
hating the commonwealth. At. V'esp. 411.~?., ov, , a citizen-hater.. , to be, to

hate work, Plat. Rep. 535 D., , to hate the bad or
evil, Lys. 186, 32, Polyb. ; and. , , haired of the

bad or of evil, Arist. V'irt. et Vit. 5, 3 :

hatred because of wickedness , Diod. 10,

23: from, ov,(,)
haling the bad or evil, Dem. 584, 12,

Aeschin. 10, 21. Adv. -., , , hatred of work,

Luc. Astrol. 2 : from, ov,(,) ha-

ting work or trouble, Dio C. 72, 2.,, , , (,) hating the shield-handle, i. e.

hating war, Ar. Pac. 662, in comic su-

perl.,.,, ov, gen., hating

business,, ov,(,-) hating cattle, Archyt. ap. Stub. p.

314, 14.-, ov, =--, ov, (,)
hating beggars, Anth. P. 11, 403, 1., , , , (,) the beard-hater, i. . hater of
bearded philosophers, a satire written
by the emperor Julian., ov,(,)
a Roman-hater, Plut. Ant. 54.,, , hate, hatred : and
so,—I. pass., hate borne one, a being ha-

ted, Trag. ; ,
to incur a man's hatred. Plat. Legg.
691 D.—2. act., a haling, a grudge, -, at one, Eur. Or. 432 ;. Soph. El. 1311,cf. Plat.

Menex. 245 D.—II. a hateful object,^, Aesch. Ag. 1411. Soph. Ant.
760 ; esp. in addresses, . Soph.
Phil. 991, Eur. Med 1323., ov,(,) ha-

ting wisdom, opp. to /.. Plat.

Rep. 456 A., ov, 6, the soldier's

enemy., ov, 6, (,-
?) an enemy of Sulla, Plut. Sert. 4., ov, (,)
hating the body. Procl.,, , hatredofchildren,
Plut. 2, 4 : from, ov,(,) ha•
ting children, Aeschin. 64, 41., ov, (.-) a tyrant-hater, Hdt. 6, 121, 123., ov, (,) ha-
ting arrogance, Luc. Pisc. 20., , hating the light., ov,(.-) hating Philip, Aeschin. 30, 6. [o<], ov, (, '-
?.oioc) hating literature, Ath. 610 D.?., ov, hating friends or
friendship. , . , hating care., ov,(.)
hating the good. Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 47., or, (.-" hatins Christians, Eccl.. op,(.)
hating Christ or the Christittiis, Eccl.
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MITP
/'/. ,(,) ha-

ting lies, Luc. Pise. 20.',, v.-./(7, to cut up, in Horn, al-

ways of cutting up meat before roast-

ing,' ' '/ u ', II. 1, 405, etc.

—

The form/. is a variety, cf.. (.-Vkin peril, to-., Lat. multlas.), and •, , a vitriolic

earth, perh. copperas, Dioisc. 5, 117 ;

—

an Acgypt. word.— II. a truffle grow-
ing near Cyrene, Theoplir., , . /'/, ,,)
hating insolence. LXX. []^, . . also, the stalk

ipedicalus) ot leaves orfruit, Theophr.

;

cf..—II. in Thessaly a kind of

spade or hoe, Id. ; v. Schneid ad H.
PI. 3, 3, 4., , hateful, dub.", ,(, *ipy(j)ivork-

ing the thread, epith. of the spindle,

Leon. Tar. 9.',.(,/)) sewn
ii'ith thread, composed of threads, epith.

of a net, Anth. P. C, 185.

022,., a thread of the woof,

II. 23, 7U2, cf nt/viol•', and Heyne ad
1. : a iveb, Eur. Erechth. 13 :

—

, in a string, i. e. in an unbroken

series, continuouslif or in detail, as if

thread by thread, andso^ ?.•,
Polyb. 3, 32, 2, cf Ernesti Clav. Cic.

s. voce. :

—

the thread of destiiiy, Lyc.

584: proverb., .^, ap. Suid.

—

. the string of a

lyre, Philostr.—III. in the Orphic lan-

guage, seed, Lob. Aglaoph. p. 837. [ij

Hence-, , to ply the woof in weav-
ing, in mid., Anth. P. 6, 285 :—but
inetaph., , to let

one^s voice sound like a string, Mel.
112.

MiTpa, ar, , Ep. and Ion.,
a belt or girdle, worn round the waist
below the cuirass as a protection

against missiles, II. 4. 137 ; 5, 857
;

plated with metal, 4, 187, 216 ; hence,, Pmd. . 10,

hn. ; cf..—2. in later poets=, the maiden-zone, Call. Jov. 21,

Theocr. 27, 54 [ubi], Mosch.,
etc.

—

3.=, a stomacher, Ap.
Rh. 3, 867.— 11. a headband, worn by
Greek women to tie up their hair.

a snood, Eur. Bacch. 833 ; also at

night, Id. Hec. 921, cf. Ar. Thesm.
257.—2. also the victor's chaplet at the
games, Pind. O. 9, 125, I. 5 (A), 79

;

whence he calls one of his oaes. Av-?., a
Lydian garland (i. e. an ode in Lydian
measure) eml)ellished by the Hute,

N. 8, 25.—3. esp. the national head-
dress of the Asiatics, a turban, Hdt. 1,

195, cf. 7, 62, 90, hke:
hence as a mark of efleminacy, Ar.
Thesm. 941. (.Vkin to.), , ?/. the Persian Aphro-
dite CVenus). Hdt. 1. 131.

iM.pa7l, , , .=-. name of the herdsman of As-
tyages to whom Cyrus was given to

be exposed, Hdt. 1, !10.^, ov, 6, Mitraeus, a Per-
sian. Xen. Hell. 2, 1, 8., adv., like a band, Nonn.,,—, Hdt.
7. C2.

MiTpiov, , , dim. from.^3/, oil Ion. fcj. o, Mitro-

bates, governor in Dascyliuni in Asia
Minor, Hdt, 3, 120., ov.(,) bound
tiith a, Anth. P. 6, 1C5.

910

-, , to wear a, Ar.

Thesm. 103 : from
Mtrpopopor, 01•,(, <^apiS)wear-

ing a or turimn, cf./.,, , , (,,-
•) li-ith girded tunic, ap. Ath. 523 C.

-), , to surroxvidwith a girdle,

Nonn., ?/, Dor. for sq., Theocr.

7, 52.

'^-'77,7/, V. : tMiru-?,, etc., v.., also, , ov, Lat.

mutilus. curtailed, esp. hornless.'VheoCT.

8, 86. (Perh. akin to'.) [1],, ?/, the wax used by bees
to cover the crevices of their hives,

Ari.st. H. A. 9, 40, 10.

*MiTL'c, , , Milys, an Argive,
Dem. 1356, 7.

Mt"u(5;yf, : .,
a"^ noose or halter of threads or linen,

Soph. Ant. 1222; olim /.iirpajrf;/f.

iMixa7/X, b, Michaiil, an archangel,

N.T..^., , , () =, dub. in Coluth. 208.

part.,. inf., aor. 1

pass, oi, 11.

MNA", ,&.: nom..:
Ion. nom. sing,, Hdt. 2, 180

;

noni. .'. dub. in Luc. Dea Syr.
48 : the Lat. MINA,—\. as a weight,

= 100 drachmae,=:15 oz., 83^ grs.

—

II. as a sum of money, also ^ 100
drachmae, i.e. 4/. Is. 3^/. t(|;i7.01)t:
00 make a talent. (.The form

is not in use. Prob. akin to

Hebr. maneh, perh. also to moneta,
money, etc.) Hence

Mi'urt?Of, a, ov, of the weight or value

ofav. Meuieke Ameips. Sphend. 5.

'(25', ov, TO, dim. from,
Diphil. I3alan. 2.^, a, ,^=, Xen.
Eq. 4, 4,Aiist. Coel. 4, 4, 4;— form-
ed like', etc., cf. Lob.
Phryn. 552.

or, a,,^,
Arist. H. A. 5, 15, 6.'.,,^.-.

(A), contr. :

dep., used by Hom. only in Od.,
sometimes in the contr. iorms,-.',,.•; sometimes in these contr.

forms lengthd. a.uain, as 2 sing. pres.•, inf. [], part.

; impf for-, Od. 20, 290, 3 pi. : only
used in pres. and impf. To woo to

wife, woo to be one's bride, usu. C. acc,,&., freq. in Od., sometimes
with no acc. expressed, as 16, 77 ; 19,

529 : also to seek to seduce a woman,
1, 39.

—

II. to court, sue for, solicit, a fa-

vour, an office, etc.. like Lat. ambire,, Hdt. 1, 96;-
?.7/, Hdt. 1, 205. (At

first prob. the same word as sq. ; for

there is no great distance between
the notions of thinking murk of a thing,

and trying to get ii ;— gradually how-
ever these notions separated, and so
though in Ep. and Ion., was
used in both signfs.

;
yet, later, -

(with its tenses formed
from) was confined to the
former, and to the latter).

(), contr., to

think on, remember, Ep. and Ion. for, v. sub II., ann . . Mnasal-
cas, an epigrammatic poet of Sicyon.
Strab. p. 412.\,. ov, 6, JSInaseas, an Ar-
give, partisan of Philij) of Macedon,
Dem. 324, 10.—2. a commander of

MNHM
the Phocians, Arist. Pol. 5, 3, 4.-3
a writer of Patrae, Ath. 301 D.—Oth-
ers in Pans., etc.

tM,, , Mnasiades, masc.
pr. n., Polyb. 5, 64, 6.^, or', , Mnasias, masc.
pr. n., Polyb. 17, 14, 3.,, , MnasigVon,
masc. pr. n., Ath. 614 D.
|•(5£«, , , Mnasidica, fern,

pr. n., Sappho 42., Dor. for., . , Mnasinous, bro-
ther of Anaxis, Paus. 2, 22, 5., ov, , also, , a
Cyprian corn-measure,=^2 medimni.

M-vuatov, a.\»o, ov, , an
esculent water-plant of Aegypt, there
called, Theophr.^, ov, 6, Mnasippvs, a
commander of the Spartans, Xen.
Hell. 6, 2, 4.

fyivaaiuv,, , Mnasion, a rhap-
sodist, Ath. 620 C.'., ov, , Mnascires, king
of the Parthians, Luc. Macrob. 16., , fern,, Dor.
for-.,, , Dor. for, q. v.

iM.vv'a, , , Mnasylla, lem.
pr. n., Anth. P. 7, 730.',, , Mnason, a prince
at Elatea in Phocis, pupil of Aristo-
tle, Ael. V. H. 3, 19., 7], Ion. for, Hdt. 2, 180.,, ,=^, remembrance,
memory, . Soph.
El. 392 ; so in Eur., and Plat. Legg.
798 B.— II. mention,, Aeschin. 23, 5, Plat Prot.
317 ;, Plat. Phaedr. 254 A.^, or, , Mnevis, a sa-
cred steer of the Aegyptians worship-
ped at Heliopolis, Strab. p. 803. etc.,/, Dor.,, , (-,) the Lat. inonimen-
tu/n.— I. a 7>temorial, remembrance or
record of a person or thing, c. gen.,',,, Od. 15, 126

;

21, 40; esp. a 7ne7norial (f one dead,
tribute of respect, etc., Pind. I. 8 (7),
135 :

—

a mound or building in honor of
the dead, a monument, 11. 23, 019. Hilt.

7, 167, 128, and Att. ; cf,
v7JV0V — II. ^/, viemory,, Theogn. 112., ov,, dim. from foreg.,

name of a play by Epigenes./, , : .,
funeral oration, [], Dor.-, Ion.-, , , like,,
Lat. moni/nentU7n, any memorial, re-

membrance, or record, of a thing, 7]-, Hdt. 2, 120, 135, and
Ireq. in Att.

; , oaths
to remind one, Eur. Supp. 1204: esp.

of one dead. Soph. El. 933, 1126; a
monument. Eur. I. T. 702, Thuc. 1,

138, Plat. Criti. 120 C -.—-, the lessons of childhood cling
strangely to the memory, i. e. stand
firm like monuments, Plat. Tim.
26 B., , ,(,)
remembrance, 7nemory, record, of a thing,
first in Theogn. 796, 1110;?^, Hdt. 4,144; so,, Lys. 198, 8 ; etc.

—

2. viemory as a power of the mind,' ' } •, Aesch. Pr. 461 ; and so freq. in

Att., esp. as distinguished from-, the act of recollecting, Plat.

Phileb. 34 C, and esp. Arist. -
:
—7'/,

nommemory, Soph. . . 1131 j '



. , Xen.
Cyr. 5, 5, 8.—3.=7/, -,
Plat. Leg5. "41 C.

—

\.€), notice

of a thing, ,
Lat. mentionem facere, Hdt. 1,15, etc. :

&\so , Hdt. 1, 14,

etc., (but also to remember it. Plat.

Phaedr. 251 D)
; ,

L••^.^. rerumgestaruin memoriam excolere,

Hdt. 2, 77.— 111. -/, the
imperial cabinet ov archives, Hdn. 4, 8.

—Cf,.,,, Ion. ,
Hdt., ,{) concerning

the memory,^ ., questions

for exercising the memory. Poll.,,,()
an act i>f memory, a remembrunce. Arist.

de Memor. 1, IG, Plut. 2, 78G E.,, verb. adj. from, one must remember, Plat.

Kep. 441 D., , , fitted for re-

minding ; and/, , , that can be or

is to be remembered, Arist. Rhet. 1,11,
8, de Memor. 1, 2, 9 : from,,{)^-, to remember, call to viind, think iif,

c. ace, Hdt. 1, 30, Aesch. Pers. 783,

Soph. Fr. 779 ; and so Eur., Plat.,

etc. ; c. inf., to remember to do, Ar.

Eccl. 264 : . .... Plat. Rep. 480 ;

..., Dem. 12, 15 :—distinguished from, Arist. de Memor.
2, 25, cf silb.— II. to call to an-

other's mind, mention, say, Lat. memo-
rare, c acc. Plat. Legg. (j4G B, Xen.

:

also,. Tivi, to make mention

of a thins to another, Lennep Phalar.

p. 153 (Ed. 17i:'7).

B. pass, to be remembered, had in

memory, mentioned, Eur. Hcracl. 331,

Plat., etc. ; c. inf, -. Thuc. 2, 47 ; c. part., Plat.

Rep. 600 k., , , {) he-

longing to remetnbrance or memory, to

.='/, me?nory, Xen. Oec. 9, 11 :

—but, TO. (with or without-
), artificial memory, mcmoria techni-

ca. Plat. Hipp. Maj. 285 E, Hipp.

Min. 3u8 D ; so ra, Anst-
de Anima 3, 3, G, cf tichneid. Xen.
Symp. 4, 62.—II. of persons, having a

good memory,., Ar. Nub. 483 ;

Plat. Phaedr. 274 ; opp. to-, Arist. de Memor. 1, 1 ; cf
sub..— III. adv. -,^07 orby
memory, ., Aeschm. 33, 32,

cf Dem. 1383, 7 ;—but, //r. --'-. to reprove so that one will notfor-

get. Plat. Polit. 257 B., . Dor. -, , re-

membrance, memory,. -. (for ), let us

be mindful of the fire, 11. 8, 181 ; ., Pind. . 8, 97 ;—in

Att. only as prop, n., being the

common form.—I!, as ])rop. n., Mne-
mosi/ne, the mother of the muses, fH.
Hom. Meri. 429,t Hes. Th. 54. etc.

;

because before the invention of writ-

ing, memory was the poet's chief ex-

cellence, cf. Aesch. Pr. 461 : hence
acc. to a legend in Pausan. 9, 29, 2,

the first three muses were in Boeo-
tiacalled Mi'?///7;,'Ao£(57),and/.., ov,,^,-, a remembrance, memorial, record

of a thing, freq. in Hdt., esp.-
( or more usu. ),

1, 185; 4, 81, etc.,

rarely in Att., as Thuc. 5, 11 : and in

Ar. Vesp. 538, 559, where it is a re-

mainder, memorandum. Strictly neut.

from an adj..

, ,,,, gen.() :
—mindful, remembering, Od.

21, 95; ,
Aesch. Pr. 789: c. gen., mindful of,, looking to the cargo,

Od. 8, 163, cf II. 23, 361, Wolf Pro-
leg, p. Ixxxix. ; V. II. 3.

—

2. ever-mindful, unforgetling,,, Aesch. Pr. 516, Ag. 155, and
Soph.—3. having a good memory, Ar.

Kub. 414, Plat. Meno 71 C, Theaet.
144 .-— II. act. reminding: hence

—

1. among the Dorians of Sicily,, = ,
Lat. magistrr convivii, Plut. 2, 612 C,
cf Luc. Symp. 3, Anth. P. 11, 31.—
2. oi. Recorders, like-, because they preserved tne
memory of events, Arist. Pol. 8, 6, 7 :

cf., inf. aor. of,
Hom.,. for, opt.

aor. mid. of.^, ov, , Mnesaeiis, a Tro-
jan. Qu. Sm. 10, 88., ov,{,)
mindful of virtue :, was
the real name ofthe courtesan Phryne,
tPlut. 2, 401.t [a]

iMv7/ap, ov, , sonofMnesar-
chus, i. e. Pythagoras, Luc. Somn. 4,

etc.— II. as masc. pr. n., Mnesarchides,
a friend of Midias, Dem. 581, 14.—2.

another Athenian, Id. 1332, 14.'{, ov, , Mnesarchus, sou
ofEuphron, father of Pythagoras of
Samos, Hdt. 4, 195.—2. an Athenian,
father of Euripides, Suid.—3. a ty-

rant of Chalcis in Euboea, Aeschin.
63, 37., Ion. for,
aor. mid. oi, II., ov, , Mnesibfdus, an
Athenian against whom one of the
orations of Dem. is directed, 1139
sqq.—2. an Acharnian, condemned
for peculation, Id. Epist. 1480, 13.—
Others in Paus. ; etc.^, , , Mnesidemus,
masc. pr. n., Luc. ; etc./, , Dor. - : to

bring presents in gratitude : to shoiv grat-

itude, Orac. ap. Dem. 531, 12; 1072,

25., ov, , Mnesithides,

one of the thirty tyrants, Xen. Hell.

2, 3, 2.-2. Archon 01. 80, 4, Diod.

S. 11, 81 : cf Dem. 279, 17.—3. son
of Antiphanes, ambassador with
Dem. to the Thehans, Id. 291, 6., ov,{.) re-

membering God, cf Plat. Crat. 394 E.^. , , Mnesithcus, an
Athenian of Alopece, Dem. 541, 7.

—

Others in Ath. ; etc., , to be,
to remember wrongs done one, Hdt. 8,

29 : to bear ill will or malice, esp. in

party politics, hence, oii ., to bear

no 7nalice, pass an act of amnesty, Ar.

PI. 1146, Thuc. 4, 74, Xen. Hell. 2,

4, 43, and Oratt., cf esp. Dem. G85,
7.—Construct. : c. dat. pers. et gen.
rci, . Tivi, to hear one a grudge
/or a thing, ap, Andoc. 11, 5, Xen.
An. 2, 4, 1 : also, . ,
isocr. 299 , etc.— II. c. acc. rei.' .. to reproach with the ills of
age, Ar. i\ub. 999., ,,:=-. Arr.. Epict., . , the remembrance

of wrongs, Plut. 2, 860 A : from, ov,{,)
remembering wrongs, bearing malice,

revengeful, Arist. Rhet. 2, 4. 17, Eth.
N. 4, 3, 30. [t] I

^7.,, , Mnesicles, a
well-known sycophant at Athens,
Dem. 995, 8.—Others in Dem. 967
20 ; etc.\, u, , Mnesilaus, son
of Pollux and Phoebe, ApoUod. 3,
11,2.^, ov, 6, Mnesilochus,
an Athenian, one of the thirty tyrants,
Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 2.-2. a father-in-law
of Euripides, Ar. Thesm.—Others in
Dem. 1219,20; etc.^, , , Mnesimache,
daughter of Dexamenus in Olenua,
Apollod. 2, 5, 5.-2. daughter of Ly-
sippus of Crioa, Dem. 1083, 11.. ov,{,)
mindful of the battle, [i]^, ov, , Mnesimachus,
a poet of the middle comedy, Meineke
1, p. 423; 3, 567., ov, contr. -, ,
mindful, thoughtful, [], ov, gen.,{-,) reminding of misery

; ., the painful memory of woe,
Aesch. Ag. 180.^, ov, b, Mnesippus,
masc. pr. n., Luc. Tox. 62.^, , Mnesiptolema,
a daughter of Themistocles, Plut.
Them. 32.^,, , Mnesiptole-
mus, an Athenian, Isae. 52, 29.—2. a
historian at the court of Antiochus
the great, Ath. 697 D, after whom
Epinicas named a comedy. Id. 432 B., Dor.,, , {-) rnncmbrance. Soph. Fr. 146, e
coiij. Grotii ; but, is the usu.
form, Lob. Paral. 442., , . the Mne-
sislrateans, followers ofMnesisirntus,
a sect of philosophers. Ath. 279 D.'\),, b, Mnesistratus,
a Thasian, Diog. L. 3, 47., ov, {,)
mindful of birth, fruitful, \>. in Hipp,
p. 593.'. ov, , Mnesiphilus. an
Athenian, Hdt. 8, 57.—2. an A then,
archon, Dem. 235. 2.—3. a historian.

Plut. Them. 2., , ,{) gaycty.

[], for, in
Anacr. 69, 4., fut. mid. of,
Hom., , ,{ )
wooing, courting, Plut Cat. Min. 30,
Luc., Dor. -, , fem.
from, a bride, Anth.—JI. re-

minding of, c. gen.,'-, Pind. 1. 2, 8.., ,()
courtship, wooing, /.?. -, set aljout wooing
another wile, Eur. Hel. 1514: inpjur.,
spousals, KUKU .. Id. Phoen. 580., , , a wooing and
winning, espousal., verb. adj. from-, one must remind of, .
Dion. H. Rhet. p. 238, 9., , ov. belonging to

courtship or espousal ; from,=, to ivoo, court,

seek in7nnrrioge, c. arc,, -, Od. 18, 276, lies. Fr. 73; i-,
Xen. Hell, 6, 4. 2 -,—. ;//, Eur.
I. . 847, Plat. Legg. 773 : to woo
and uin, expouse, Tlieogn. 1 108, The-
ocr. 18, G.—2. later, in Act. to ask in

vmrritf^e fur another ; and in mid. to

woo for one's self, both in Apollod.—U,
941



MNOO
( promise in marriage, betroth, T))V

Tcvi, Eur. El. 313; so-, bring about a
marriage /or another, help him to a
wife, Ap. Rh. 2, 511.—HI. generally,

lo sue or canvass for a thing, c. ace,, Isocr. 102 A.,^^), dub.", /, , v., Horn.

liivt}aT7ip, Dor. -, , ,{') a wooer, suitor, freq. in Od.
of the suitors )f Penelope ; c. gen.,

?/ ., Hdl. , 130; also,

., Aesch. Pr. 739, Soph.,

etc.—11. calling to mind, mindful of,,, Piiid. P. 12, 4'J, N.
1, 24 ; of./ . Hence/, ov,ficfor wooing,,
Christod. Ecphr. 08.'/,,{,)
likv a suitor or wooer, Clem. 1..>7/, , , the slaugh-

ter (if the suitors : from, ov, (,) slaying the suitors.,,/,=-, the name of the twenty-se-
cond Book of the Odyssey, Ath.
192 D.', ov,,=], Philox.

ap. Ath. 147 B.

Miv/OTir. Dor., , ,
Alcman 121,() a remembering,

being mindful of a thing, remembrance,
c. gen., as, Od. 13. 280 ;-, Theocr. 28,

23 :

—

{/ ?. -, then you bethought yourselve.s

of Gelon, Hdt. 7, 158 :

—

memory,fame,
Simon. 16. Cf.., , , () wooed
and won. wedded ;/, a

wedded wife, opp. to a concubine, II.

G, 24G, etc. ; so, absol., Ap.
Rh. 1, 780.+•^,, ij,Mnestra, daughter
of Danaus. Apollod. 2, 1, 5.—Others
in Plut. Ciin. 4 ; etc.', , fein. from/,
=7:.-, , betrothal, marriage.'.,, ,.,
wooing, courting, asking in marriage,

Od. 2, 199, etc. [i; Od. l(i, 291 ; 19,

13 : but in genitive.

J

,, , mindful of,,
Aesch. Thcb. 181.

•/, fut. , II.^, , , Mneson, an
Athenian, Isae. 63, 24.—Others in

Arist. Pol. 5, 3, 4 ; etc.

tM^7/J^•tJ7/f, , b, Mnesonides,
masc. pr. n., ap. Dein. 929, 23.., , ,() mossy, soft

as moss,, Anth. P. 0, 250., , , = forego. .
Rh. 4, 1237., ov,, moss, sea-weed, Lyc.
398 ; like, akin to : cf.

sq. [i, Nuincn. ap. Ath. 295 C ; but
in Is'ic. Al. 396, cf .]0',=(7•, Euphor. Fr.

137 ; cf Hesych. s. v..", ,{,)=-, like moss, Nlc. . 497.', , , also, or, , among the Cretans, class

of serfs or vassals, Scol. Hybr. (Ilgen,

p. 102, sq.), V. Ath. 267 C, MuUer
Dor. 3, 4, <J

1. ^^, ov, b, also,•, , a serf, ap. Ath. 267 C.', , contr. ., like,, fine, soft down, as on
young birds, Lat. pluma, Anth. P. 5,

121. In Ephipp. Cydon 2, it seems
to be a sweetmeat. (Akin to,.)
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MvoiiiJior, »,, dim. from,
Lob. Phryn. 87.

Mrwia,, v. sub ,., part, from, to

woo, od., 3 pi. pres. from,
to woo, Od., poet, lengthd. part,

from, to remember, Od.'', 3 pi. impf from,
to woo, Od. : but also from,
to remember, 11.

tMoayerT^f, , , Moagetes, a ty-

rant in Cibyra, Strab. p. 631.^, , b, Moaphernes,
masc. pr. n., Strab p. 557.

Moyjof, , with a hoarse, hollow

voice. Medic.,=., , , of persons, toiling,

distressed, wretched, Aesch. Pr. 505,

Theb. 827, freq. in Eur., Ar. Ach.
1207 ;—of things, toilsome, grievous,

painful, Trag.—Only poet. ; cf -. Adv. -. From}, , f. -,() to toil or

svffer, to be in trouble or distress, Od.
7, 214, Aesch. Pr. 275, Ag. 1624, Eur.
Ale. 849 ;—elsewli. in Horn., either

in participle joined with another
verb, nearl5'=^o)'<f, leiihpnin or troti-

ble, hardly.}, II.

11, 636, , 11. 12, 29;— or more usu. in phrase,), haiing gone through many
toils, II. 2, 690, etc. ; so too lies., and
Theogn.; hence c. ace. cognato,uAyfa~ , to undergo painful sufier-

ings for one, II. 1, 162; 9, 492, Od.
16, 19.—Only poet. Cf -''.}, Lacon. for, Ar.

Lys. 1002, cf 1-ob. Phryn. 82 ; but
Dind., v. ad 1.-}', , , a speaking uith

difficulty .• from}, ov, {,)
hardly speaking: dumb, LXX.
Mo}if, adv.(,) with toil

and pain, hence hardly, scarcely, II. 9,

355, Od. 3, 119, etc., Hdt. 1, 116:—
oft. joined with a similar adv.,}3, '.
etc., with toil and trouble, Duker
Thuc. 7, 40, Dorv. Chaiit. p. 345 (Ed.
1750) ; .. Plat. Phaed. lOS

B. Cf the post-Hom., [t in

arsis, II. 22, 412.] Hence-, ,{,,) hardly touching the ground,
epith. of the gout, Luc. Tragop.
199., ov, b, toil, II. 4, 27:
trouJ)le, distress, Lat. labor. Soph. O.
C. 1714: cf.. {Hence,},,,,-

: akin to Germ. Miihc, and also

prob. to, Lat. moles, molestus
;

V. plura ap. Pott Et. Forsch. l,p.

283.), , to bring forth with

•, dub. : and, ar, , a hard or pain-

ful childbirth, Manetho : from, ov, {, )
helping women in hard childbirth, epith.

of llithyia, II. 11, 270, etc. ; of Diana,
Theocr. 27, 29. (Not, v.

Buttm. Lexil. s. v..),, ov, , a dry measure, Lat.

modius,z=i\\e third part of an ampho-
ra, 16 scxtarii, Dinaich. 95, 37, Pint.

— II. measure oflength=^200 fathoms.
Hence, ov, b, a measuring by
modii., ov, , a plant,=,,, Hipp. p. 408.

MOIP
tMot5prt, uv, TO, Modra, a city of

Phrygia, Strab. p. 543.

Mo(?af, 0, v..', ov, , battle, the hattledin,

II. 7, 117, etc.
; , the noise

of horses (i. e. of their trampling), 11.

7, 240, where others take it ol their
neighing:—in plur., Call. Ej). 71., , , the handle of an
oar.

iM.v,, , Mothon, father of
Naucydes, Pans. 2, 22, 7.— II. a rock
in harbor of, q. v., Id. 4, 35, 1.., also,, :

among the Lacedaem. and, were (ace. to MuUer) chil-

dren of Helots, brought up as loster-

brothers of the young Spartans, and
eventually emancipated, but usually
without acquiring civic rights. Dor.
3, 3, 'J 5 : others identify them with
the, v. Phylarch. ap. Ath.
271 E, coin[iared with Xen. Hell. 5,

3, 9.— As such pet Helots were like-

ly to presume, and be sell-willed,

hence.—2. in Att. is an impu-
dent fellow. Ar. Plut. 279 : invoked as
the god of impudence, Ar. Eq. 635.— II.

alsoariif/e, licentious dance, Eur.Bacch.
lot 0. Ar. Eq. 097, cf. Schol. Ar. Plut.

279, Miiller Dor. 3, 3, ^ 3. Hence, , ,{ 1. 2) like

a, rude, impudent, Lat. verntlis,

Ion ap. Plut. Pericl. 5.

Mot, encht.dat. sing, of eyu, Horn., strengthd. for/zvaw, q. v., strengthd. lor,
q• V., , , v.., Ion. , ,{,, and so akin to , Lat.
mors). A part, as opp. to the whole,
II. 10, 253, Od. 4, 97, etc. : so in prose,
a dinision of an army, Xen. Hell. 3, 3,

10.— II. the part or ]iarty whicli a man
chooses, esp. in politics, Lat. partes,

but in Greek always in sing., as Hdt.
5, 69.—III. the part or portion which
falls to one, Horn. ; , 11. 9,
318

; , one's inhe-

ritance, patrimony, ap. Detn. 1067, 5.—2. one's portion in life, lot, fate, desti-

ny, oft. in Horn., mostly oi ill-fortune,

but also of good, c. g. opp. to•, Od. 20, 70 ;, to each they
gave his hit, Od. 19, 592 : not seldom
c. iiif, '., Od. 4,

475
; ., 11. 7, 52 ; .,

one's portion or measure of life, 11. 4,

170.• , against, in spite

oi destiny, 11.20, 330 :—esp. like-, one's fate, i. e. death, II. 0, 4t:8,

Od. 11, 500 : in full, -, tor , v. ir.Ira . tin.

;

also the cause of death, Od. 21, 24.—3.

a share or portion of the spoil. Od. 11,

534 : a share of the meal, portion, Od.
15, 140, etc.—4. a division or piece of
land, II. 10, 08, and oft. in Hdt.—5.

that uihich is one's due, that which is

meet and right, Lat. quod fas est, in

Hom. usu. in phrase, k&tu{), thou hast spoktn^i/i/,

rightly, as beseems thee, II. 16,3h7, Hes.
Op. 763 ; so also iv, II. 19, 186

;

opp. to , Od. 14, 509 :, to give one his

due. Soph. Tr. 1239: hence proper re-

spect, reverence meet or due, in such
phrases as, uynv, Hdt.

2, 172
; , Blomf. Aesch.

Pr. 299 : , lor

iv {
being regarded as a single verb),

Herin. Soph. O. C. 278 : also iv rij^ , to be consid-

ered as among goods, Lat. in numtro



MOIP
,..essc. Plat. Phil. 54 C ; so,, lb. ; cf. '/.} . 11. :

—hence with a gen., merely peri-

phrast., as, ., for,
Find. P. 4, 349; —,
Lat. tanquani per tusuTn, Plat. Legg.
656 ; ) -, • e. . Id. Phil.

60 : . it

was accounted manly, Thuc. 3, 82.

— IV. a degree, in astronom. sense.

B. Moipa, as prop, n., J/oera, the

goddess offate, answermg to the Ro-
man Parca, who (like /) gives to

all their portion of good or of evil.

Horn, in this sense always has it in

sing., except II. 24, 49. We find the
number three with the names Clotho,

Lachesis, Atropos, first in Hes. Th.
218, where they are daughters of

Night, but lb. 904, they are daughters
of Jupiter and Themis :—in Horn.,

sometimes , Od. 11, 292., Od. 3, 209 ; though it

would prob. be better to write,
as appellat., destiny, (as even Wolf
has done in Od. 22, 413), as in the

similar phrase ,. The is often in Horn,
the goddess of death, as 11. 4, 517 ; 18,

119; or, generally, of ill, as 11. 5,

G13 ; 19, 87 : though then she is usu.

defined by some epith., as,, ?.,,, .
?^, : Hom. also joins -,
. ., . 19, 410, cf 16, 849.

tMo/pa}'ev7?f, , 6, Moeragenes,

masc. pr. .. Pint., ov, ,(,)
guide offate, Paus. 10, 24, 4.

MoipaZof, a, ov, () destined,

Lat.fatalts. Alciphr. 1, 20.— II. (from
A. IV) of a degree, Mathem.•,, , v. 1. for., . , later form for sq.,, ,() division,

distribution., , f. -, [],. -,() to share, divide

:

—mid. to divide

among themselves, share, Aesch. Theb.
907 : but, , they

tore their hair, Ap. Rh. 4, 1533.—II. in

mid. and pass, to have assigned one, to

receive for one^s lot, Lat. sortiri, c. acc,
Naumach. : c. gen., Philo, and Pha-
lar. ; cf.—III. in pass, to be

assigned, ,
Alciphr. 1, 25.-, , (,* )

favoured by at one's birth, child

of Destiny, 11. 3, 182., ov, 6, Ion. for uoipa-.. Rh. fl, 1127.. a, ov,( A. IV.)

amounting to a degree.:. ov, , Moeriades, an
Athenian. Dein. 822, 2., a, ov, also, ov,()
= Homeric. allotted by fate

or destiny, destined, fated, Lat. fatalis,

. uuup, etc.. Find. : yv,

Pind. P. 1, 107 : only twice in Trag.,

. , Soph. . C. 228, Ant.

951, both times in lyric passages.

Adv. -., , ,( . IV.) by
degrees, Mathem. : partly., a. ov,() belonging to

one^s share, meet, due,, Pind. Fr.

24.

Moipi'?., , ., a divided,

1. e. a half, or one divided equal-

ly, Nic. Al. 329, where others.
fMoipif, Ion. . . Moeris,

an early king of Aegiipt, who con-

structed the lake Moeris, Hdt. 1, 101.—2. a celebrated grammarian.—Olh-

MOIX
ers in A nth. ; etc.

—

II. and I, , the lake of Moeris,

between Memphis and Arsinoe, Hdt.

2, 149; Strab. p. 809; etc.

tMoipi;^;of, ov. b, Moerichus, a Co-
rinthian, Luc. Dial. M. 11, 1., , (-
. IV.,) an astron. instru-

ment used by Ptolemy to measure de-

grees.,, ,(,)
description ofparts., ,(,) to

partake, dub. in . Anton., , ,[ . IV,) the determination of the degrees,

Procl.'?,,, 6, Moerocles, an
Athenian orator, Dem. 1339, 1, etc.

—

Others in Ath. ; etc.

Moipo/ipaiTOf, or, iMoipa,)
ordained by Fate or Moera, fated, like. Aesch. Cho. 612,Eum. 392.} e(J, , to tell a man his

fate, : also in mid. : from/, ov,(,) pro-

phetic.7., , to receive a portion,

Valck. Hdt. 7, 53 : from
Moipo/.o)-;t;oc, ov,(, ?.?.)

partaking., ov,(,) dis-

pensing fate. Aristid. 1, p. 298., ov, (,)
brought by fate., •, . ,=^, a

poetess of Bvzantium, Anth. P. 9,

26, 3.?, . Aeol. for, Pind.

:

for. v. sub.. , , Moesia, a country
of Europe, Dio C. ; cf..., oi, Moesi, later appell.

of the Thracian, q. v., Strab.

p. 295., ov, 0. Sicilian for,
thanks, favour, kvTl,
like for like. Lat. par pari, ap. Hesych.
(Cf. Lat. mutuus.), ov,.(,)
the fine imposed on one taken in adultery,' .., Od. 8, 332.(>^.=., 7).=.,, ^,= sq., . ., .
Lob. Phryn. 452.. €. , fem. of,
Lat. nwecha, Ath. 220 ., ov, , poet, for,
Maneth.
Mo.,tans.,=ov,hece,, have dalliance

with the sea, a phrase applied by Cal-

licratidas to Conon the Athenian,
Xen. Hell. 1, 6, 15.—2. to falsify, Lat.

adidterare, Ael. N. A. 7, 39 : so-, Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 711.—II.

intr. to commit adultery, Lat. mocchari,

N. T.
Moi^fta, , ,() adultery,

Andoc. 30, 17, Plat. Rep. 443 A.,, and,
ov. .:=, an adulterer., , , adulterous, Ma-
netho., , , fem. from-. an adulteress, Plat. Symp. 191

. Pint., () to commit adul-

tery with a woman ;
generally, to de-

bauch her, c. acc. Ar. Av. 558, Plat.

Rep. 360 :—Pass., of the woman,
Ar. Pac. 986 ;^ or-, Arist. . . 7, 6, 7 ; 9. 32,
6.—II. absol. to commit adultery. Lat.

moechari, Ar. Nub. 1076, Xen. Mem.
2, 1. 5.,,,=.

MOAI, a,,=, horn
adultery, Hdt. 1, 137, Hyperid. ap.
Suid., Luc, etc. [j], , , () adulter-

ous, Pseudo-Phocyl. 166, Plut., etc., a, ov,() adidterous,
Anth. P. 5, 302.,, ,—./, ov, begotten in adul-
tery.?.~,,, Att, for-,
a taking in adultery, A. B. 21., of, , an adulterer, para-
mour, debaucher, Lat. moechus, Soph.
Fr. 708, Ar., Plat., etc. :, to have the head
close shaven with a razor (cf-
), as was done by way of punish-
ment to persons taken in adultery,
Ar. Ach. 849 ; cf 7/- . (Prob.
akin to /zt ^of ,.) Hence, j/, , poet, for^oijfi'a,
Manetho.
;(;-7•, ov,(,)

of the disposition or manners of an adul-
terer, V. 1. Ar. Thesm. 392, V.--., , , an adulteress,

formed like. []?., ov, , for uox/.or, Anacr.
88.

?., ov, ,=?. II.?^, , ov, made of ox-hide :

from
7.. of, , a hide, skin, hence,,= . Ar.

Fr. 157 ; so, prob., ., to be-
come a mere hide, nothing but skin. Id.

Eq. 963, v. Lob. Aglaoph. 966, Bersk
ap. Meinek. Com. Fr. 2, p. 988, 1066,
sq. (Prob. from*,, to strip off ; like

from .), inf of. sot. of(/):— =, to go
or come, Horn., Pind., and .'Vtt., but in
all tenses very rare in prose:—perf.3, for =, to

have come, to be here, Od. 17, 100. Eur.
Rhes. 629, Call. Fr. 124, Leon. Tar.
57 :—aor. only in Lye. 448 :—
fut./., Aesch. Pr. 694, Soph.
O. C. 1742 :—the act. form of fut.,

7., is justly doubted by Schufer,
cf Elmsl. Med. 750. — Construct.,
just like /., etc.

; . ..., Pind.
P. 10, 70, etc, ; c. acc. loci, Aesch.
Pers. 809, etc. : . ,
Eur. I. . 1392, cf. : -~
., Id. . 345:

—

to return, Seidl.

Eur. . 6, 520. (',
are to3, as,
to. The pres./ occurs
no more than ; and the jnes.

occurs still more rarely than. only in very late and bad au-
thors, Jac. A. P. p. 27, 609.)?.. () to cut off and
transplant the suckers or shoots of trees(, stolones), ap. Poll. : also?,?., ,(,)
heavy with lead, Anth. P. 6, 103.'.-,-,-,
etc., V. snh?.3., ov, , poet, for?.3,
lead. II. 11,237; also ? //., Anth. P.

9, 723.—Later it was usu. written, on the analogy of.
Piers. Moer. 257. Hence
Mo?, ov, contr., ovv, lead-

en, Diod. 2, 10.

?.3('),,(.,-) fastened or bound with lead, .
C. i, 155.?., ,=:?..?.3, ,^=?.., ,—?., Paus. 8,

14,9.
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i'M.ollove,, , the two sons of
Molioue, i. e. Cteatus and Enrylus,
11. 11,709; cf. Apollod. 2, 7, 2. In

Pin.l. O. 10, 42, also MoZiOftf, ol. [l]

iMoi^n>, 7/, i/, Molione, wife ot

Act<jr, tnother of loreg. bv Neptune,
Apollod. 2. 7, 2.

|'(5£, , OL, sons of Moli-
one, Apolloil.

'/., adv., post-Horn, form for. and the most freq. in Trag.,

and 'I'huc, though in later Att., from
Ar. and Plat, downwds., pre-

vails. V. Ellendl Le.x. Soph. s. v. :

—

oil ?,, not scarcely, i. e. quite, utter-

ly, ov.-?., Aesch. Ag. 1082
;

but, in , .', Eutn. 861, the Schol. explains

it by /', and the sense is dub.( is to*,, as

to.)),=?., pres. of aor.,, only in Gramm.,, , Mulinn, masc. pr.

n., tcharioteeroi'Thymbraeus, a Tro-
jan, II. ll,322t: nodoubt a Patrony-
mic, though some make it an epith.^. fCf..

MoAOjSplov, , TO, the young of the

wild-swine, Ael. N. A. 7, 47 ;—also3. (Cf. sub 3().)
/.-^, ;), )em. Irotn3.,,=, llip-

poii. 67.^, ov, , a glutton, hungry
fellow, greedy beggar, Od. 17, 219 ; 18,

26 :—also,^^, the liead

of a plant that rests upon the ground.

JSic. Th. 062. (Ace. to Gramin.,
~1 Rieinor well re-

fers it to,^. Lat 7no!lis,

with signf. of a/, lazy glutton ; thus
giving a clue to connect it with -, for the young pig with its

may well be derived

from in this signf)

tMo/.o3pof . ov, , Molohrus, a Spar-
tan, Thuc. 4, 8./•,, , the Molo'is, a
river of Bocolia, not far from Pla-
taeae, Hdt. 1), 57.'•, , , an evergreen

plant, explained by and, Euphor. 64, Nic. Al. 147.

MoAof, , V..
tMo/of, OD, 0, Mollis, son of Deu-

calion, father of Meriones, II. 10,269,
etc. : in Apollod. {•., , , Att./,
Molossia, a district of Epirus, Pind.
N. 7, 56 ; Strab.

iyio'/., , , Att. -,
V. sub sq.-, , Att., Mo-
lossian, fAcsch. Pr. 829; ol M., the

Molossi. Hdt. 1, 146 ; etc.f :?, the Molossian dog, a
kind of wolf-dog used by shepherds,
Ar. Thesm. 416.— II. , in

prosody, the Molossus, a foot consist-

ing of 3 long syllables, e. g..-•, , , Molossus, son of
of Pyrrhus and Andromache, from
whom Molossia was named ace. to

Pans. 1, 11, 1.

f'^[/.oo,ov, 0, or-, Molnttus,

masc. pr. n., Plut. Phoc. 14; etc./', fut. oi', q. v.,, , a kind of locust,

also wrilten/. and.—
11. a kind offrog or mut, Mc. Th. 416.

tMoAoi'pif,, ,, the rock
Moluris, on the coast of Megaris, from
which Ino threw herself into the sea,
Paus. 1, 44, 7., ov, 6, a kind of serpent,

Nic. Th. 491., \.7..
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MOAT,, , (Hebr. ; usu.= upY<ji'

or) Moloch, an idol of the
Ammonites, to which human victims
were sacriliced, LXX. ; N. T.^^, h, Molocliath, a river of

Mauritania, Strab. p. 827., ,=, the malloiv,

Epich. p. 100, Anliph! Miii. 1. Hence
Mo/u,\'ii'Of, , ov, mallow-coloured

:

Tu . (sc.) Arr. Peripl.', .,=-.
'^/.. ?., , a kind pre-

cious stone, Plin. 37, 8.^.?-, Ion. , ,-
pagores, masc. pr. ., Hdt. 5, 30 ; etc., , , Molpadia, an
Amazon, Plut. Tlies 27.^',() to sing of, Lat.
canere, , Ar. Kan. 379., a, ov, or (perh.) , ov,{) tuneful, Anth. P. 7, 712.;;^, , ,() a
minstrel or dancer, Anth. P. 6. 155., , , fein. of foreg.'., , ,{) in Horn, the

song and dance, a chant or song accom-
panied by measured movements (like

that of lire Nach girls in Hindustan)

;

in honour of a god, II. 1, 472; or as

an amusement, II. 18, 606, Od. 4, 19 :

hence, generally, play, sport, esp.

when singing and dancing formed
part of it, as, in Od. 6, 101, of the
game at ball, played by Nausicaa and
her friends ;—but more usu. singing,

the song, as opp. to dancing,'7.. .,
11. 13, 637, Od. 23, 145 ; '-

, Od. 1, 152 ; and so Hes. Th.
69, Pind., and Trag. ; cf. Spitzner II.

18, 572. Only in late prose, as Luc.
Salt. 23, Hence, adv. , with singing, Aesch.
Pers.389., Dor. -, , ,{) she ivho sings or dances, me-
taph.,', Leon. Tar. 8 ; v. Lob.
Phryn. 256.

Mo?.—;/, opof,,=^.
tMoZ-if, , Molpis, Laced, masc.

pr. n., Ath. 140 B.

tMo/TTiwi',', , Molpion, masc.
pr. n., Paus. 6, 4, 8.-, , like, a

piece of lead, esp. the lead to sink a

lishing-line, II. 24, 80.—2. a bullet, ., Luc. Lexiph. 5, cf. Alex.
25.

—

II. a metallic substance like lead

in colour, whence its name, Arist.

Gen. An. 1, 2, 5 ; ace. to Diosc. 5,

100, Plin. 34, 53, the some as galena,

sulphuret of lead,—and therefore not
the same as the modern molybdena.

—III. plant, plumbago, Plin. 25, 13.', , , contr. -,
. ,{) leaden, Theophr.
Odor. 41., ,=/'.3(5, dub.'., , to look lead-coloured

or pale, A. B. 52., , , leaden., , ,=^,
susp.7., ,,{) lead-

en, of lead, Cratin. Incert. 178; . -, in Arist. Eih. N. 5, 10, 7, prob.

a rule which followed the curve of

the cyma (v. I. 2.).?3, ov, TO, a lead pipe,

Hipp. p. 597.',, , like-, the leaden weight on a net. Soph.
Fr. 783.—2. a leaden ball or bullet,

Xeri. An. 3, 3, 17./,, ov, fem. -, {?:-') like lead. Plin. 33, 6, in fem.?•,,{,)
like lead, Hipp., Diosc. 5, 98.

', ov, . lead, Hdt. 3,
55;/ ., Eur. Andr 207; etc,

—II. black lead or plumbago : hence
a black lead pencil, Anth. :— it was
useil as a test of gold, Thcogn. 417,
1101.— .Vcc. to the Gramm.,-

and7, wi'h their respec-
tive derivs., are the only correct
forms, E. M. s. v., Eustath. . 1340,
30, Zonar. Lex. p. 1306: many edi-

tors however, as Bekker in Arist.,

retain ?.-. {- becomes
in Lat. plumb-um, v. . Ill and V

:

akin to it also are liv-eo, liv-or, cf-'.) Hence, , working lead,

working in lead.'. ,{,-) lead-coloured, Alex. Mynd. ap. Ath.
391 B.

Mo?,i'.?(5ojo«j, w,(,)
to melt lead, Ar. Eccl. 1110., ov, contr. -,{,) lead-coloured, Diosc.
5, 100./,, 6, 7),=foreg.?.,{) as pass.,

to become lead, melt like lead, Diosc. i.

99.—2. to be leaded, loaded with lead,

of dice, Arist. Probl. 16, 3, 1..7-, ,=^',
Diosc. 5, 97.,, ,{)
lead-work, Callix. ap. Ath. 208 .?[,, ,() lead

ing or soldering with lead., , , {?.)
leaded or soldered with lead./., , , dub.', ,.,-.., ,, contr. for-, which is not in use, leaden, Ath.
621 A : it should rather be written/.̂, , , Strab. p. 427
and', , , Thuc. 2, 84,

Miilycrea or -eum, a city of Aetolia
with a port, near the promontory
Antirrhium, Thuc. 1. c. : in Polyb,, 5, 94, 7. Hence^,,, and?.,
ov, of Molycreum, Motycrean, 'Piov to
M., Thuc." 2, 86; cf. Strab. p. 336.,,,=., , , the breech, ap. He-
sych.?, as pass., to

get into dirty quarrels, Ar. Ach. 382
(.Formed after).)?<,, , defilement, pollu

tion:—but usu.,—2. a sort of half-di-

gestion of meat in the stomach, Arist.

Meteor. 4, 3, 22, Gen. An. 4, 7, 5 ; cf.? II.', f.- . pf. pass,-, later also, Schol.

,^. Rh. 3. 276. To stain, sully, defile,

Ar. Eq. 1286
; .,, to sprinkle

with Hour, Sotad. '.7. 1,24:

—

to make a beast of,, .\r. Pint. 310 :

also to defile, debauch a woman, The-
ocr. 5, 87 (where the resemblance to

Lat. jnolcre is merely accidental).

—

Pass., to become vile, di.igrnce one's self,

Isocr. 98 C ; 7.,
to in ignorance, Plat. Kcp. 535

; cf..— II. of meat, to hi it

get roasted on the outside only, Heliod,
Aeth. 2, 9 ; cf../, ov, . Molyrus, son oi

Arishas, Paus. 9, 36, 6.

;//,,,() a spot

or taint ; filth..7., ov, b, {7.) defile-

ment, stain, Plut. 2, 779 C, N. T.,, , part. aor. of-, q. v., Horn.



•
+«, (jfOf, ,, an Athen-

ian aichon, Dein. 1207, IJ.—2. a tragic

actor, 1(1. 418, 5: Ar. Ran. 55.—Oth-
ers in Lys. : etc., , , like, blame,

reproof, complaint, attack, Pinii. N. 8,

06, aiul Trag. :

—

a cause or ground of
complaint, . Pind.

I. 4, 61 (3, 54) ; so, ' ),
Eur. Or. 1069 ; also c. gen., .>. Soph. Aj. 180 ;, . Pac. 647.—Rare in prose.

Mo/zp<f, ,^•, dub. in Tele-
clid. Incert. 12.,, ov,,^=, Eur. Plisth.

7./,, , ,{, -) one-armed : hence ., a war-
engine, with one moveable arm to throw
missiles, like a catapult, Lat. onager,

Math. V'ett., , , Alciphr.
;
-

ypiov, , , Philo ; and,
ov, ,{,) solitary field, a

farm., adv., {) solitary-

wise, only, [],,, , , () single,

., unity, Arist. Eth. . 5, 3,

8.—II. solitary, , Arist. . . 1,

I, 23.

—

2.=, Eccl.—Adv.
-. Pint. 2, 744 ., Ion., Adv.,=,. . 1, 444.',{) to be alone, Anth.

P. 5, 66 : to live in solitude. Iambi.

—

II. ?/ , unity

multiplied into itself. Iambi.

Movad/Ja, ,,=., ov, {,)
with one prickle, Arist. ap. Ath. 281 F.^, , a single chain, [u],. , abstract for con-

crete (q. v.), a race-horse

that runs single, Pind. O. 5, 15 : from, oi>, v. sq.'^-,, , : {,-
II) strictly of horses, having one

frontlet,. 7., horses that run

single, race-horses, opp. to chariots,

Eur. Ale. 428 ; so or-
alone, Id. Supp. 586, 670 : also of a

bull, having no yoke-fellow,-
Kov . Id. Hel. 1567: cf.?]., , to have but one hus-

band, Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 613 : and, , , the having but one

husband : from, ov,{,) hav•

ing hut one husband.-, adv., V..^, ov, , a kind of wild ox

among the Paeonians, Arist. H. A. 9,

45, 1 :—elsewh. : c(..
iylovap, ov, ,, appell. of

wine produced in Cappadocia, Strab.

p. 535., . Ion. -, to be -
or sovereign, Pind. P. 4, 293 ;, in this

king's time, Hdt. 5, 61., ov,,=, Po-
lyb. 40, 3, 8. Hence, , , Ion. •, abso-

lute rule, sovereignty, monarchy, Hdt. 3,

82, etc. : hence any chief command,
sole power, and SO that of the people,

Eur. Supp. 352; of a general, Xen.
An. 5, 9, 31 ; of the Roman Dictator,

Pint. Caes. 37. Hence, , , ?nonarchical,-
-, Plat. Legg. 756 : .:=, lb. 693 . Adv. -,

Plut. Num. 2., Ion. -, ov, {,)) '—ruling alone, sovereign, first

in'tSoi. 18, 5; then ir-" Theogn. 52,

60

who, as well as Hdt., uses the Ion.

form : ., the sovereign

sceptre, Pind. P. 4, 270.—II. as Greek
for the Roman Dictator, Plut. Cam.
18., , ,=, solitary,

single,, Eur. Bacch. 609 : also
as masc. of a man, alone, by one's self,

Aesch. Pers. 734.— II. as subst.,, a unit. Plat. Phaed. 105 C, etc.—2. the are point on a die.—3. as a
measure ot \eOgth,=., ov, ,{) a solitary

life, solitude., , 6, =.
Hence, ov, , a solitary

dwelling, Phllo : later, a monastery.. ov, ,{) a solita-

ry, a monk, Eccl. Hence, ,, living in solitude.. , fem. from-, a nun, Eccl.

MovUTup, , ,==,.?., ,{) to play a
solo on the flute, Plut. Caes. 52.

Movav/.ia, , ,{) a solo

on theflute.,, ,{,) liv-

ing alone, celibacy. Plat. Legg. 721 D.

Movav?.iov, ov, , an instrument to

be played alone, Posidon. ap. Ath. 176
C : from, ov,{,) play-

ing a solo on the flute : b ., a flutist,

Hedyl. ap. Ath. 176 C :—but, '. -, a single flute, Anaxaiidr..
I, ubi v. Meineke ; so, . alone.

Soph. Fr. 227, Araros Pan 1.—II.

pass., played on the flute only, -. Id.. 2, -, Sopat. ap. Ath. 176 A., ov,{,) living

alone., adv., strictly dat. fem.
from, whence many write it, in one way only, opp. to.
Plat. Legg. 720 : , by
which way only, Xen. An. 4, 4, 18.

Mora;);;?, , , an Indian stuff, Arr.

Peripl., cf Salmas. Solin. p. 824 C., , , belonging to a-, Eccl. : and, adv.,/row one side, opp.
to : from, , , <) single, soli-

tary, Arist. Metaph. 6, 15, 9 : in ear-

lier authors only used in the adv.

ioTVCiS,' : ., a ynonk,

Anth. P. 11, 384, and Eccl. Hence, adv., alone, only. Plat.

Symp. 184 E, 212 A.. adv., in one ivay only,

Arist. Eth. N. 2, 6, 14., , , {,-) one of the intestines : .5=^
II, Hipp., Ion. -, ov, , {-,) one who rows singly,

Anth. P. 7, 637., , ,{) a staying, abi-

ding, tarrying, stay, Eur. Tro. 1129
;

opp. to, Hdt. 1, 94; to,
Plat. Crat. 437 : ,
to make delay, tarry, Thuc. 1, 131.,, ,,^,
Manetho., ov, sleeping alone, like, dub.7, ov, {, ?)
worked out of one piece, Heliod., a. ov, and,
ov,{,) lasting one day only,, Ael. N. A. 5, 43., ,{,* ?) single,

Hipp. p. 1275, Luc, etc., , o'l, the Monesii, a

MONO
people of Aquitanic Gaul, Strab. p.
190., ov, TO, Monetium, a city
of Liburnia, Strab. p. 207., -, -, v. sub-., , ,{) remaining:
stability, Karsten Emped. 60., , ,{) solitude : esp.
celibacy, Eccl., , ,{) solitary, Ael.. . 15,3., , , Monime, a wife of
Mithradates, of Miletus, Plut. Lucull.
18.\, ov, b, Monimus, a Spar-
tan, Arr. An. 3, 24, 4.—2. a philoso-
pher of Syracuse, pupil of Diogenes,
Diog. L.—Others in Ath. ; etc.', ov, {,) staying,

and so,— 1. of persons, steady, sted

fast. Soph. O. T. 1322 ; of soldiers,

Lat. statarius, Xen. Cyr. 8, 5, 11,

Plat. Legg. 706 C—2. more usu. of
things, conditions, and the like, abi

ding, lasting, Lat. stabilis, b?. ov ., Eur. Or. 340 ; and very
freq. in Plat. ; esp. of political insti

tutions, Thuc. 8, 89, and Plat.—Adv
-, Arist. H. A. 8, 10, 1. Hence, , , stedfastness,

Archyt.
^•, , but Ep. juoiiviOf propa

ro.x., Arcad. 40, 2, etc.{) :
—soli

tary, of a wild beast, .. Call.

Dian. 84 ; in Ep. form, Anth. P. 7,

289.. ov,{.) with
one horse, a horseman, opp. to a chari-

oteer, Xen. Cyr. 6, 4, 1.—II. as subst.,

a single horse, a riding or race-horse

{). Plat. Legg. 834 ; cf. •., ov, , Lat. monile, v.-., ov,, a key with
one tooth (v. IV). [], ov, gen.,{,) walking alone : ., me-
tre of but one foot, Anth. P. 15, 27. [],, o,=foreg., Hesych., ov, {,)
consisting of one booh

:

—as subst.

., a single book., .{) to mar-
ry but one wife, Eccl., , fj,{) mo-
nogamy. , an action against

for marrying but once, Clem. Al., ov,{,) mar-
rying but once., , , Ion.-,
fem. of sq., Ap. Rh. 3, 847.,, Ep. and Ion.•{, *) :

—only-beqotten,,
Hes. Op. 374, etc., Hdt. 7, 221 : ., one and the same blood, Eur.
Hel. 1685. Adv. -, growing alone,

Arr. Peripl.,, b, {, -) a morose misanthropic old man,
A. B. p. 51., ov, {, ?.)
one-eyed. Call. Dian. 53, Anth. p. 7,

748., ov, Att. -, (-,) of single tongue : speak-

ing but one language., , also shortd. in

familiar language,, to be

selfwilled, wayward., , , selfwilled

:

from, ov, {,)
selfwilled, wayward, Dion. H. 2, 12., ov, Ion.-,(,
*-}) only-born, Opp. . 3, 489.
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MONO, ov,{,-) coiisislttig of one letter, av7.kaih'l

,

Dion. H. de Conip. 15 : ., amark
or cypherformed of one letter., ov,(,)
drawn with single lines, outlined, Lat.

ndumbratus, Epicur. ap. Cic. N. D. 2,

23 ; TO, an outline, a

xhetch., ov,{,-) one fingered, Luc. V'er. H. 1, 23.. , ,{,-) one-eyed, Eur. Cycl. 78.7/,, ,{,-) solitary life, Clem. .), ,{,) io pos-

sessfame alone., ov, {,)
uniform in sound, Anth P. 15, 27.,, , , {,) one toothed, Aesch. Pr. 79G., ov, {,)
pluckedfrom one ste?n, and SO cutfrom
one block, of a statue, Find. P. 5, 56

;

cf..,, i], uniformity, Sext.

Emp. p. 241 :—but in p. 203, prob.,

singtdarity., , {,) uni-

form, of one kind. Plat. Rep. 612 A ;

unmixed. Id. Phaed. 78 D : ., uni-

formity, Polyb. 0, 1, 2., ov, gen., (,) with but one garment.

Movoi'iyi/f, ef,= sq., Anth. Plan.

308.,,, , , (, -) with hut one horse : generally,

single, deserted, Aesch. Pers. 139., ov,{,) girt

up alone, i. e. journeying alone, Ruhnk.
Ep. Cr. p. 286; like and.—. in LXX,
are men with a only, light-armed., ov, living alone, dub.'•, ov, = I,

Herinesian. 5, 7.,,^, Batr.

305.

Movoat, ol, (,) the

sect of the Monothelites, Eccl.,() adv., alone, singly., , to mourn in solitude,

SUSp., ov, (,) with

a single door ; hence of shell-iish, uni-

valve, Arist. H. A. 4, 4. 3, etc., ov, {, )
dwelling alone, solitary, Lyc. 960 ; ubi

al., lying alone, Lat. coe-

lehs.^ , b, (Herculis)

Monneci partus, a town and harbour

of Liguna with a temple of Hercules,

now Monaco, Strab. p. 201., ov,{,)
with a single reed or pipe, Ath. 184 A., ov,{,)
with one bend,, Arist. H. A.

1,15,7.
/cat'^ Of, ov, (. ?.)

with but one stem or stalk, Theophr., Ion.-, ,{,) a single horse, Anth. P. append.

325., ov, (,)
with but one horn, Arist. H. A. 2, 1,

32:—so also, . Ibid.
;

genit. -,
Plut. Pericl. 6, ace. -uv, Arist. Pari.

An. 3, 2, 9 :—as subst.,, , the unicorn, LXX..(?., ov,(,)
one-headed.,, ,(,), a lament made by one only,

Aesch. Theb. 1064.?., ov, a sole heir.

046

MONO, ov, TO,(,)
a bed for one only, i. e. a coffin, A. P.

9, 570.?., ov, (, 2)
with one branch or shoot, prob. 1. The-
ophr., ov, (,)
with but one belly, Arist. H. A. 1, 16,

18., , to sleep alone, At.
Lys, 592 : from, ov, (, kolttj)

sleeping alone., ov, (,)
with but one kernel or grain.?, ov,(,-) with but one joint, ?,
Arist. H. A. 1, 15, 3., ov,(,)
ivith but one row of arms or feelers,

Arist. H. A. 4, 1, 27 : cf. I., , , sole domin-

ion : from,, b and , (-,) a sole ruler, [u],, , ,(,-) with but one sandal, Pind. P. 4,

133., ov,(,) :

— ., a vessel with one bank of
oars, opp. to, Xen. Hell. 2,

1,28, cf. Strab. p. 325., ov, (,)
with but one circle, wheel, disc, etc., ov. Ion.-(,?) ." with hut one limb or leg, Plin.

7, 2 : of buildings, with but one room,

Hdt. 1, 179 ; of sentences, consisting

of one clause, Arist. Rhet. 3, 9, 5 :

generally,/" kind, one-sided,,
Arist. Pol. "7, 7, 4., ov,(,) with

one oar : poet., with one ship, Eur.
Hel. 1128., ov,(,)
with one yolk.>/, ,(,)=-. Plat. 2, 57 D.,, . Ion. -,(,) solitary, i. e. singxdar-

ly huge lion, Leon. Al. 12 ; cf.-.?, ov,(,)
with nothing but an oil-flask ;=-, Posidipp. ap. Ath. 414 E.7, ov, consisting ofone

lemma, fSext. Emp. Math. 8, 443.'?, ov, Ion. -,(,) made out of one stone, Hdt. 2,

175., , , a soliloquy, mono-

logue : from, ov,(,) speak-

ing alone or to one^s self., ov,(,) with

but one husk, ., bark of one

coat or layer, Theophr. H. PI. 1, 5, 2.7, ov, b, (,)
a solitary, i. e. singularly huge wolf,

Plut. Alex. 23, Arat. 1124 ; cf.-. [Arat. has long in arsis.], ov, with but one gar-

ment., ov, tvith but one breast.,. Dor. for-, Eur. [], ov,,=,
Ath. 191 A.^, . Ion.- :—to be a, to fight in single combat,

Tivi, Hat 7, 104, Plat., etc.;

TLi'u, Polyb. 35, 5, 1 -.—in Hdt. 9, 27,

of the Athenians at Marathon, /ioCi'Oi

//. having

fought single-handed with the' Persian.

Hence, , 6, a single

combat. [«]

MONO, ov, b, =,
Sext. Emp. p. 40, etc. [], , , Ion. -, (-) single combat, Hdt. 5, 1, and
, etc. Hence, , 6v, belonging to

single combat, ., Polyb. 1,

45, 9 -.—gladiatorial, Dio C., ov, ,^^,
V. 1. Hdt. 6, 92 ; then in Luc. Dial.

Mer. 13, 5, App., etc.

—

\1.='. [], ov, (,)
fighting in single combat, .-, Aesch. Theb. 798 : ., Eur. Phoen. 1300;-', , . e.

in single combat. Id. Heracl. 819,
Phoen. 1325 : b ., a gladiator, Plut.

[<i], ov, , a place

for training gladiators., ov, training glad-
iators, Lat. lanista., , , a one-sided judg
ment, Athanas. : from, ,(,) con-

sisting of one part, single, opp. to -, Luc. Calumn. 6, etc.—II.

one-sided, partial., ov, (,)
consisting of one metre, i. e. (in Iambic,
Troch., and Anapaest, verses) of two
feet, Dion. H. de Comp. : b ., a ma-
nometer.,. , ,(,•) reft nf mother, Eur. Phoen. 1517., ov,(,) with
single woof ; cf.,., ov,(,) one-
eyed, Aesch. Fr. 188., , , a single portion,

astrol. word, Sext. Emp. p. 340., ov, uniform., ov, with but one stem,

Diosc. 4, 187, susp., adv.=://oiOV oh, cf.-, V. 3., Ion.-,(,)
adv., in a single night, Anth. Plan.
92., ov.(,) with sin-

gle vein, opp. to, etc., Theophr.
H. PL 5, 1,10.?., ov.(,) made
from a .solid trunk : to . (.sc.),
Hipp. p. 290.— II. made of wood only,

Plat. Legg. 956 A (ubi v.'Ast.); form-
ed like,/, -., ov, of single essence,

singular in its kind., , . a suffering sing-

ly : the suffering of one part of the body
only, [a],, b, , (,) an only child, Eur. Ale. 906., Ion. -, , b, (-, 7•.) one who conquers in wrest-

ling only, Epigr. ap. Paus. 6, 4, 4., ov, , afmtpath., ov, having but one
shoe., ov, ,(,)
prowling or hunting singly, of wolves,
Arist. H. A. 8, 5, 2., ov, (,)
with but one sole, Anth. P. 6, 294., ov, (,)
with but one robe, (cf. SUb),
like a Dorian maiden, Eur. Hec. 933

;

I

cf. MuUer Dor. 4,2, ij 3.

I

, , with one scrip ; oi

with a scrip only., ov,(, ?.)
I

with but one side, Arr. Tact., , , measurement by

1 tingle feet, not by syzygies().



MONO
}07, ov, of singie nalure or

^ualiti/, Se.xt. Em p. p. 26.-, , , -, ,{,) one-footed, Anth. P. 9, 233.

yovoay,~u, , {, -) to be engaged in one thing, opp.

10 7?.<^, Arist. Pol. 4, 15,

6.'^/^*, , to have bnt one
person : from, ov, ^f one person
«nit/. Adv. -TTwf., ov, {, -)
with bnt one wing:—of a temple, with

a row ef pillars only, and no cella (cf.

III. 5), Vitruv. 4, 7 ; different

therefore from.
07«7£•, ov, with bat one case,

Gramin.,,, a fortress with

ttne tower only.

Mrti-OTTw/lfw, , to enjoy a monopoly,

Polyb. 34, 10, 14 : from/^, , ,,)
monopoUst, Hence/,', , , exclusive sale,

nonnpoly, Arist. I*ol. 1, 11, 10: and
Moro~<i?uev, ov, TO, the right ofmo-

Kopoty. Hyperid, ap. Poll. 7, 11 :

—

also. To . (sc.), a trading

inart which enjoys a mnnepoly.

Mov(5~«Aef, ov, {, )
teith one horse,, Eur. Or. 1004.^, 7}, , , torn off., ov,{, ^) wiih

single root, Theophr. . PL 1, 6, 6.., ov, {,)
en one kind of time or measure.—II. -

^, a house duxU «t by one only,

Aesch. Supp. 961.", , ,{,)
digging with one point, Anth. P. 6, 297,

,, ^, , ,{,)
Viith but one testicle, Plut. 2, 917 D.', 5?, ov, Ion.. Dor.

; Horn, has only (and
so in all derivs. except) ; so

also Hes., and Hdt. ; nor is

rare in Trag. ; Pors. Praef. Hec. p.

xii., cf. EUendt Lex. Soph. In Horn.
USU. alone, left alon£, forsaken, solitary.

Lat. soius, II. 4, 388, Od. 3, 217, and
freq. in all writers :—later sometimes
c. gen., , reft of thee, with-

out thee, like ^nd-, Soph. Aj. 511 ; also, /ioSi^of-, . Horn. Merc. 193, Soph.
Phil. 172, Ap. Rh. 3, 908 : hence also

in many compds. with a sense of des-

titution, as m, but cf.

Monk Ale. 418 : in Trag. oft. repeat-

ed in the same clause, -, Soph. Aj, 467 ; -, Eur, Med, 513.

—

II, alone, without others, only, Horn.

etc, : oft,, much like , as Hes. Op.
II, hence strengthd,, €,, Hdt. 1, 38, Soph. . ,' 63; so

once in Horn., , Od. 23,

227 ; so also olt. with gen. added,, alone of
all men, Hdt. 1, 25 ;

-, etc.. Soph. ; <^, Eur. Ale. 460 : hence,

—

III, standing alone, single in its kind,

as Lat, unus for unicns, Fr. xiniqtie ;

so in some compds.,,-?'.—IV. superl., the

one only person, one above all others.

At. Eq. 352, Plut. 182, Lycucg. 159,

3, cf \^alck, Adon. p. 410 C.—V. the

usu. adv. is, (hut also),
alone, only, merely, . ...,

to believe on this condition only...,

Thuc. 8, 81 :—oft. also, we can only
translate the adj. as an adv.,

/., for a gallon of

MONO
salt only. At. Ach. 814:—the differ-

ence between and
is clear,—the former being, he

alone does it, i. e, he and no one else ;

the latter, he does it only, i. e. it and
nothing else, Jelf Gr. Gr. ^ 714 Obs, 3.

—2,, like Lat, solum, is often

omitted where we should expect it,

esp,in protasis aftera negative, where
the apodosis has 6 or, so that

stands for , , Valck. et

Monk Hipp, 359, Valck. Phoen. 1489,
—3. ov, like Lat. tantum non,

all but, well nigh,?.. Plat. Rep, 600
D ; later, written, Polyb. 3,

109, 2, etc. ; so, Id, 3, 102,
4.—-4. also , as adv,, alone,

Isae. 67, 19, (Akin io,,,
unus, cf, fin, : nothing to do
with.)
tMoiOf , ov, 6, Monus, a poet, Ath, 1,.?., ov,{,-) with but one sandal, Apollod, 1,

9, la, ov,{,)
made of nothing but iron, ought perh.

to he read in Ar. Eq. 1046, cf.-. [t]

MoiOfftrfcj, (5, to eat bat once in the

day, Hipp. p. 11, etc., Plat. (Com.)
Incert. 44, Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 9,-11, to

eat alone; and, , , an eating but once

a day, Hipsp. p, 1010,—11, an eating

alone : from', ov, {.,) eat-

ing but once a day.—II, eating alone.?,?, , {,)
one legged, v. 1. for'.', ov, {,-) wielding the sceptre alone, abso-

lute,, Aesch. Supp. 374., ov,{,) of
one story, Dion. H. 3, 68,, ef,=sq., Theophr,, ov,{,-) with but one trunk., ov,(,) con-

sisting of one bone, Arist, H, A, 3,

7, 3,, , {,)
walking alone, in genl. unattended,

Aesch. Cho. 768,'., ov, {,)
consisting of one verse, Anth. P, 11,

312 : Tu ., single verses, Plut. Pomp.
27 : cf..^-•, ov, {,)
going alone ; generally, alone, single,, Eur, Phoen. 749 ; /^ •
?. . Id. Ale, 406;
cf.., ov, {, )
with one mouth.—II, one-edged,,, , ,(,) carved out of a single block,

Anth. P. 6, 22 ; cf./.., , oi',=sq., Gramm.
Adv.- : from, ov,{,,) consisting of a single strain

without anlistrophe, Gramm, — II.

., a car with one wheel, wheel-

barrow, Theophr, H. PI. 5, 7, 6.., , to be a moTiosyl-

lable : and'/3,, , a being mono-
syllabic : from, ov,(,-) of one syllable, Gramm. :—hence,
dealing in monosyllables, of Gramma-
rians, Anth. P. append. 35., ov, with but one form.,, ov, {,)
with but one child, Eur. H. F. 1021,,, ,{) unity.—
II. being alotie, celibacy.

MONO, , to bear tmt one at a
time : and, , , a bearing but one
at a time, Arist. Gen. An. 4, 4, 18 : from, ov,{,) bear-

ing but one at a time, Arist, H. A. 6,
22, 3, Gen. An, 4, 4, 19,, , , sameness nf tone,

monotony, Quintll. 11, 3 : from, ov,{, ) of
one or the same tone m music : uniform,
monotonous : hence adv. -, Longin.—, ov,(,)
eaten in solitude,, Eur, 1. T. 949.

[], ov, (,)
living alone, solitary, Eur. Andr. 281 ;

., Plut. Pelop. 3.—II. ofone kind,

simple, Id. 2, 662 A.. , {,) to

eat but one kind of food, Strab. p. 154.

Hence, , , afeeding or rear-

ing singly, opp. to KOivTj.
Plat. Polit. 261 D,

^, ov, ,(,)
a one-wheeled car, v. 1, for-

II., ov, {, ) one-

eared, with one handle, Anth. P. 5, 135., , , a solitary life., .=, -
tiph, ap. Ath. 8 ; and, ,,= I,

EccL

—

11.= II, Joseph.

:

from, ov, {,)=, Ameips. Incert. 2 :—Ar.,

Vesp. 923, has anirreg. superl.-
oa}., , and,
ov, visible alone., ov. Ion. uovv-, {-,) one-eyed, Hdt. 3, 116 ;

4,27,, ov, {,)
with but one sound : ., a single vowely

as opp. to a., ov, grazing alone., ov, {,)
watching alone, Aesch. Ag. 257.

ov.{,) single

in one's opinion, standing alone, Aesch.
Ag. 757., . Ion. -, {,) of simple nature: generally, sin-

gle,, Hdt. 9, 83 :—so of bodily
organs, .,, Arist.

Part. An. 3, 7, 1.•, ov, {, /J.ov)
one-leaved, Theophr. H. PI, 1, 13, 2.?., ov, (,) of
one tribe, race, or kind, Opp. C. 1, 399.. oi, monophysites, her-
etics who believed but one nature in
Christ, Eccl, ; cf.., ov,{,) with

but one voice or tone, Hipp. p. 253., ov, with but one bridle.,, , , with but one
hand : single-handed., ov. Dor,-?.,(,
>}) solid-hoofed,=^. Pseud.
Eur. I. A. 225.,, , ,{,-) wearing only the tunic, or under
garment, Polyb. 14, 11, 2; cf.-?. [I] Hence, , to wear the tunic

only., ov, {,)
ivith or of but one string:— ., the

monochord, called by the Pythagoreans(), a tuning string by
which tney measured the scale phy-
sically and arithmetically : this pro-

cess was called, ,
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Aristid. Quintil. de Mus. p. IIG, Mei-
boin., ov, (,)
opp. to, consisting of one time
in prosody, urainm.—2. of tht same
sort of time.—II. temporary

, for the mo-
ment only, Aristipp. ap Ath. 541 A.'^•, 01', contr.-, ovv,{,) of one colour, Xenocr.,
Arist. H. A. 1, 5, 5, etc.: cf. Lob.
Paral. 468.'^<1,,=., Diphil.

Siphn. ap. Ath. 90 D : of paintings,

Plin. 35, 3.'.,,=, v. 1.

Arist. Gen. An. 5, 1, 17.

Movo^pwf , (5,,=, Arist.

Gen. An. 5, 1, 19 ; ct. Lob. Paral. 256., ov, Dor. --, {-,/) voti)ig alone
;', keeping her sword

solitary of purpose, of Hypermnestra,
Pind. X. 10, 10 ; so,,-, Aesch. Supp. 373.,, f.- : Ion.-,.,
and in Od. ; but in II. the common
form ; (). To make single or

solitary, '/'/, to isolate a

house, i. e. to allow but one son in each
generation, Od. 16, 117.—II. to he left

alone or forsaken, -, . 11, 470, cf. Od. 15, 386
;
-

also taken apart, without wit-

nesses, Hdt. ], 116: c. gen.,'-, dtserted by allies,

Hdt. 1, 102, cf. 6, 15: simply, to be

alone, stand alone, Plat. Legg. 710 ;, ,
Eur. Ale. 296, 380 : also,. Id. J. . 669 ; cf. I..:. ,() to sing a

monody or solo, Ar. Pac. 1012, Thesm.
1077 ; c. ace, Luc. de Hist. Conscr. 1.

Moi'ijJia, , ,() a inon-

ody m solo, opp. to the song of the
chorus, Ar. Ran. 819, 944, 1330 ; opp.

to. Plat. Legg. 765 A.—II.

late a monody, lament. Hence,, , , belonging to a., , (, ) singing

alone, not in chorus :
— -, the writer

of a drama to be spoken by a single per-

son, like Lycophron's Cassandra.'',, , , and-,,=.,,(,)=,
Call. Fr. 76., , () being left

alone, solitariness, singleness, Plat.

Tim. 31 B., ov, a, fern, -, ,() made single : ., a solitary

life, Arist. Eth. N. 1, 7, 6, etc. Hence, ,, left alone, solitary,

Philo.,, , fern, from-, Arist. . . 9, 40, 30., , ,() left alone,

solitary.,.,^, Polemo. Ath. 484 C.

—

.^, Antig.
Car. 58.

'/',, , /,(. •) one-

eyed, of the Cyclopes, Eur. Cvcl. 21,
64.8 : of the Arimaspi, Aesch. Pr. 804,

in poet, form. The usu. ac-

cent is wrong, Arcad. p. 94,

26, cf.-., , 6,=, Ael.

. . 7, 3.
^, , , (',)

orig.=/iotpa ;—then, one of the main
divisions of the Spartan infantry, at

first six in number, Xen. Lac. 11,4;
the numbers varied, ace. as the men
above 45, 50, etc. years were called

out, from 400 (as Xen.), 500 (as Epho-
948

MOPM
rus), 700 (as Callisthenes), even to

900 (as Polyb.), v. Mull. Dor. 3, 12,

Thirlvv. Hist, of Gr. i. Append. 2 ; and
cf..,= : hence 3 pen.
pSiSS., it partakes of..., -, Tim. Locr. 95 A.

iMopyavTivrj, , , Thuc. 4, 65,

and MopyavTiov, ov,, Strab. p. 270,
Murgantia, a city of Sicily near the
river Chrysas.

Mopyfi'iJ,() to carry straw in

a wicker cart.,,,,, f. . (or-,.
tMop)7;ref,, , the Morgetes, a

people of Italy, who passed into Si-

cily and founded, Strab.

p. 270.,=^, Q. Sm. 4,

270. 374, v. . VI.

Mopyof, ov, , the body of a wicker

cart, Lat. crates, used for carrying
straw and chaff; cf.— II.

ace. to Hesych., was al80=.
iylpo, ov, T), appell. of an Apol-

lonia, from which a kind of apple
was called, (), Mor-
dian, Ath. 81 A.

miopia, , ,() the mulberry-
tree, Nic. Al. 69.

f MopCfi/f,, , Morzeus, a king
in Paphlagonia, Strab. p. 562.

tMopiyi'V, , , Morenc,a region of

Mysia, Strab. p. 574.', ar, , usu. in plur.,
(with or without ?.), the sacred

olives in the Academy, Ar. Nub. 1005
;

hence of all olives that grew in the -
Koi or precincts of temples,. toloiul,

Lys. 109, 11 (cf. 108, 26; 110. 44):

prob. so called, because they were
supposed to have been parted or propa-

gated from(,,
partitivae) the original olive-stock in

the Acropolis, Wordsworth's Athens
and Att. p. 137 n. : the Schol. Ar.

1. c. gives niany fanciful derivations.

Hence," Mopio^as the guardian of
these sacred olives. Soph. O. C 705.

—

11.=, Anth. P. 1 1 , 305, [where .]\, , , Morimene, a sa-

trapy in Cai)padocia, Strab. p. 534./, ov, poet, for, II.

20, 32, Pmd. . 2, 70, Aesch. Cho.
360.

tMopti'Oi, , ol, the Morhii, a peo-

ple of Belgic Gaul, Strab. p. 194., ov, TO, strictly dim. from, a small piece ; a piece, portion,

Hdt. 1, 16; 7, 23; ., Eur.
Andr. 541 :

—

o( Time, a space,

., Thuc. 1, 85, cf. 1, 141 ; 8,

46.— II. like and, a part,

member, Arist. : e?p.

the genitals, male and female, Luc. D.

Mort. 28, 2, Aretae. : also the organ

ofspeech.—HI. species, as a subdivision

of genus, Plut.—IV. in Gramm., apar-

ticle.

Mop/Of, a, ,^=,,
Auth. P. 7, 477.—For ,
v. sub., . ,^,, is

said to occur in Hdt. ; but prob. only
in compds, as.\., ov, , Morichus, masc.
pr. n., Leon. Tar. 27.\., ov, , Morcus, an ambas-
sador of Genthius to the Rhodians,
Polyb. 29, 2, 9.. ov, , like,
a hnchmr, hobgoblin, Ar. Thesm. 417;
cf. Ruhnk. Tim.

Mopjjo/, , , Strab. p. 19;'/, ov, , Sophron ap.

Stob. Eel. 1, p. 1010 :— =foreg.

, ij,= 8q., dep., ()
fright, scare, Ar. Av. 1245, Plat. Crito
40 C ; .. . Xen. Svmp.
4, 27.— II. <o/enr, be afraid of, rt. Plat.

Ax. 364 B.—The act. form-
is not found ; for Memeke has

corrected Cratet.. 1, v. Com. Yt.

4, p. 658., ,(, ) hid-

eous to behold, Ar. Ran. 925., ov, ,^^, Opp.
H. 1, 100. Dorio ap. Ath. 313 E:
Schneid. in Opp. 1. c..,^.,^=., , , sea-fish, mormy-
rus, Arist. . . 6, 17, 7, Anth. P. C,

304 : also. q. v.', formed by redupl. from, as from ;—usu.

of water, to rush, roar, Lat. murmurare., roaring and
boiling with foam, 11. 5, 599 : of ocean,
II. 18, 403. Hesych. also quotes a
form. [\.^=?, I,

Call. Dian. 70, Del. 297.
^,• contr. ,, also Mop-, , , a hideous she-?nonster,

used by nurses to fright children with,

like the lamia, mania, maniola, of the
Romans, Ruhnk. Tim. : generally,

bugbear. Ar. Ach. 582, Pac. 474,—iioth

timesofLamachus' helmet and crest:
•—hence,— II. as an esclamation to

frighten children with, boh !,, Theocr. 15, 40;—so,, a fig for his cour-

age ! Ar. Eq. 693. (The root-, Aeol.. in Hesych., who
explains it by : he also

has the adj., , , frightful,

and the verbs«/^,-,- :

in Gramm. also occur the atljs.-
or, with the verbs, -,- : from this,

by the freq. interchange of and ?.,

comes?, again-,-.) Hence, , , (as if from-) frightful, Lyc. 342.,, , in II. 14, 183,

Od. 18. 298, epith. of ear-rings,-?.,—ace. to the
best old Interpp,, skilfully or richly

wrought, Toll. Apoll. Lex. p. 463.
(Deriv. uncertain: ace. to Ernesti
from, mulberry-coloured : ace. to

others glistening, shining, etc.)—II.

irom, like, destined, fa-
ted, Lat. fatnlis, esp. deadly, as it is

explained in Nic. Al. 130, 136..,=, Galen.

MOTON. ov, TO,tlte black mvlhirry,

Epich. p. 115 ; white, black and red,

ace. to Aesch. Fr. 107, cf. Soph. Fr.

698.—II. the blackberry. (Pott com-
pares Germ. Maul-hcere, our mul-
berry.), .=., ov, , like, man's
appointed lot. fate, destiny, Hom. : C.

inf., (), 'tis one's

fate to die, II. 19, 421 ; ,
against fate, Od., v. sub :

—mostly an unhappy lot, death, Lat.

fatum, 11. 18, 405, etc., Pind., and
Trag., cf Pors. Hec. 12;—freq. also

in Hdt., who always uses it of a vio-

lent death, /,
came to his enci thus, Hclt. 1, 117 ; in

Hom. ,
are often joined, II. 21, 133, Oil. 9,

61, etc.;,, Hdt.
3, 65 ; 9, 17 ; etc.

—
'J. lnter.= T-f-

a corpse, Anth. P. 7, 404 ; like L;it.

mors in Propert. 2, 10, 22, Cicer. MjL



MOPT
32.

—

.', Moms, as a mythical
person, the son of Night. Hes. Th.
211.—Only poet. (The root appears
in --. pf. of, Sanscr.
mri, Lat. mori, mors : akin to,
etc.. V. sub.)

Mopo0ey7^j•, cf, shining with deadly

light, dub. I. in Mel. 78.^, ov, 0, a sort of jsipe-c/ay,

Diosc. 5, 152 ; also.
OT, , . Pans. 8,

18, 5, and,, , Arr. Peripl.

(who supplies the subst. with
it), Lat. murrha. Mart. 10, 80 :

—

cost-

ly material from which were made leases,

cups, etc., {tasa murrhea or murrhina,

Propert. 4, 5, 26, Plin., Juven., etc.),

first brought to Rome from Asia by
Porapey the Great (B. C. 61), Plin.

37, 7, sq. What the murrha was
seems to have been unknown to the

ancients themselves; the opinions of

modem scholars fall into two class-

es;— 1. that it was a natural substance,

such as agate, Chinese steatite, or the
like ; so Winckelmann ; and this well
agrees with Pliny's description (37,

8, cf. Martial. 1. c. maculosae pocula mur-
rhae.)—2. that it was Chinese porce-

lain, china ; first starte^d by J. C. Scal-

iger and Salmas., and supported at

length by RolofF in Wolfs Museum
2, 3, p. 507, sq. :—the line of Propert.

1. c, murrheaque in Parthis pocula coc-

tafocis, is in favour of this opinion ;

—

but this is the only evidence to the

point, unless Gell's statement be well

founded, that porcelain was called

Mirrha di Smyrna to the middle of

the I6th cent., cC Becker Gallus 1,

p. 141. There were sham murrhina

made in glass, Plin. 36, 67. (The
word is eastern, but not hitherto

traced- In Russ. murawa is the gla-

zing of pottery.)/-, ov,() appointed by

fate, destined, L^i.fataiis, Od. 16, 392 :

esp., foredoomed, destined to die. II. 22,

13 ; Tjuap, the fated dav, the

day of death, 11. lo, 613. Od. 10.' 175 ;

so,/i., one's appointed time, Pind.

O. 2, 18, Aesch. Supp. 47 ; -
ftov, fate, destiny, Pind. P. 12, 53,

Aesch. Theb. 263 ; fin pi. ., So-
iou 5, 55t ; , c. inf., 'tis

destined, 11. 5, 674, Hdt. 3, 154: cf..\^, ov. 6, Morsimus, an
Athenian, son of Philocles. an infe-

rior tragic poet, Ar. Ran. 151, Eq. 401.

tMopffiijl••, «vof, o, Morson, name of

a herdsman, Theocr. 5, 65, etc.

MooT^,, ,() a part, por-

tion, esp. the portion of a cotonus par-

tiarius in the proceeds of an estate,

which he farms for a fLxed part ofthe
produce, usu. a sixth, Eust. ; cf. ~-., , , dim. from foreg.{), Lat.

colonus partiarius, laie Greek.

MoproJurof, , ov,(,)
troddenby the dead,., of Charon's
boat. ap. Hesych.
., ,{) mortal, like

the kindred,•. Call. Fr. 271 ; cf.

Lat. mortuus. and inorta (Liv. Andron.

ap. Gell. 3, 16, 11). and v.-,^/., to soil, slam,

defile, sully : part. pf. pass.,-(), Od. 13, 435.

—

. to paint, smear, mix,

.vo,h\c]/^7nixedvl\\h

blue, 0pp. C. 3, 39. cf. iN'ic. Al. 144.

tMopyf,. 6, Morys, son of Hip-
potion, a Phrvgian, 11. 13, 792; 14,

514.
^ m.opvxLog, a, ov, of or belonging to

Mcrychus,, Plat. Phaedr. 227 B,
V. Schol. ad 1.', , , epith. of Bacchus
in Sicily, from, because at

the vintage they smeared his face with
wine lees.—+ll.masc. pr.n..iV'/orj/c/!tis,

an .Athenian, an inferior tragic poet,

Ar. Ach. 887.,{) to use gesticula-

tions, Xen. Symp. 6, 4 : to make faces

at one, Ael. N. A. 1, 29. Hence/,, , that which is

formed., ov, ,{) ges-

ticulation, grimace : hence a ridiculous

dance, Ath. 629 F. I. ,() to shape, fash- I

ion, mould, Anth. P. 6, 354.,, . Morpheus, son of

Sleep : god of dreams : strictly the

fashioner, moulder, because of the

shapes he calls up before the sleeper,

first in Ovid: from,^ : from,, ,form,shape,figure, Od.

8, 170 ; metaph., , skill to

embody thoughts in words, Od. 11,

367 (Hom. has the word only in these

two places, Hes. not at all : nor do
they use it in any deriv. or compd.)

;

then, very freq. in Att.,both prose and
verse ; esp. a fine form, beautifulform
or shape, Lat. forma, species, Pind. O.
6, 128 ; 9, 99. Aesch., etc. : also per-

iphr. , ~, Eur.
Ion 992, Phoen. 162; ,
shape and size. Id. Ale. 13:—aper-

son, /. ,
Aesch. Pr. 210.—2. generally, /orm,

fashion, appearance. Soph. Tr. 699

;

otivuv ., in horrid manner. Id. El.

199:

—

the outward form or semblance,

as opp. to the or true form. Plat.

Rep. 380 D ; hence//2, Xen.
Mem. 4, 3, 13 : also,, . Rh. 4. 1193.— IL later,

gesture.—111. in drawing, the mereform,
outline. (Lat./or77m is said to be the
same word with a metathesis, but
this is wholly denied by Poet Et.

Forsch. 2, p. il9.) Hence,, , formed, /.,
of stone, Anth. P. append. Ill: esp.

well-formed, shapely, goodly, Lat. for-
mosus, Pind. I. 7 (6). 30., ov, epith. of the eagle,

II. 24, 316, Hes. Sc. 134,—a word
variously interpreted, prob. of colour,

dusky, dark.=Lpv from ,
Lat. furvus : but ace. to some from, graceful, noble : in Hes. wrong-
ly written, cf. Arcad. p. 62,

9 (where however//<• must be read

ioT), cf. also Lob. Paral. 341.

344., , {,) in

form and proportion, Plut. 2, 735 A.~, , to observe the

form : from—, ov.{,—)
observing forms or figures, Artemid.,,{,)
appearing in form, Anth. P. 1, 88., , {) to form, give

form to, Arat. 374 ; to sketch, figure,

.\nth. P. ), 33.—Pass., to have shape

or form, Theophr. C. PI. 5, 6, 7., to adorn., contr., , name of

Venus at Lacedaemon, perh. the

Shapely, Paus. 3, 15. 8.

—

1\.=,
Archyt. ap. Stob. Eel. 1, p. 714.,, ,() form,
shape, figure, Aesch. Ag. 873, 1218,

Eum. 412, and Eur.,, .{) a sha-

ping. . . : moulding, training,

Theophr,

,, , {) one
who shapes fashions. Hence, , . belonging to, fit

for shaping, Eccl. Adv. -., , , fern, from-, ., changing men into

swine, Eur. Tro. 437.,, ij. Moron, a city of
Lusitania on the Tagus, Strab. p. 152.

or,. , wood-
en house or tow^r, Xen. An. 5, 4, 26,
where he also has , as
iffrom^•,unless with Schneid.
we read . The form
is dub. ; for though in Ap. Rh. 2, 1015,
1017, it must be-, yet here the
maybe doubled metri grat. [£•. Ap.

Rh. 11. cc. ; though Herodian and
Draco make r] Hence

or, ,, the Mossynoeci, an Asiatic race
near the Black sea, neighbours of the
Colchians and Tibareni, living in wood-
ed houses(, Hdt. 3, 94 ; 7,

78, Xen. fAn. 5, 4, 2t, and Strab./., ov, 6, Mosychlus, a vol-
cano in Lemnos, Nic. Th. 472 : adj.()?., a, ov, Buttm. in Wolf's
Mus. 1, 2, p. 295, sq., ov, , dim. from-

II., a little calf, LXX. [<2],, , a heifer., , , contr. (sc.), a caifs-shin, Anaxandr. Iiicert.

14., , , the planting of a
sucker or layer, Phllo., ov,{ II.) of a calf,, Xen. An. 4, 5, 31 ; .,
a calf-skin leash. Id. Cvn. 2, 9 : ro .,
a c<j//-skin. Id. Kq. 12,'7.,, ,{)
sucker taken off and planted, Lat. stolo,

Theophr. C. PI. 3, 11, 5 : a sprout,

off-set, Philo. Hence, , , disposed to

throw out suckers., , propagation of plants
by suckers, Geop. : from
;^;'. {) to plant a suck-

er, Dem. 785, 4, and Theophr.—II.

metaph. to plant, rear. Dion. H. 7, 46., adv.{ II.) like a'

calf, ISlc. Al. 357., ov, .{ II.) like a
calf: used of any young animal, a lev-

eret, etc. : in Eust., a three-year old ram., ,{ II.) usu. read
in Menand., and explained like the
Lat. vitulari. to be frolicksome as a calf:

Bentley and Meineke however reject
the word, v. p. 165., ov, , dim. from-, a young sucker or layer,,
from tig-trees, Ar. Ach. 996. [I], a,,—. []^. ), , of the Moschi,
Moschian ; .. Strab. p. 497 : .. a part of Caucasus. Strab. p. 521.^, , Moschina, a poetess
of Athens, Ath. 297 B.

^;/', ov, , dim. from
II., Ephipp.. 1.. a, ov.{ II.) like, of a calf, Eur. El. 81 1., , , Moschion, a
slave of Conon, afterwards of Olym-
piodorus, a, Dem.
1 171, 12 sqq.—Others in Plut. ; Paus.

;

etc.', ov, , a slaughterer of
calves, [i']^, , ol, the Moschi, an
Asiatic people at the sources of the
Phasis, Hdt. 3, 94 ; Strab. p. 497., ov, , dim. from
sq. [i•], ov,, a nutmeg, []
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MOYJN, ,{ II.,)
to make a calf, . . Hence, , , the making of a

calf, Eccl., ov, , also any young,

fresh, tender shoot of a plant, sprojtl,

sucker, 11. 11, 105; cf. •).—II. ine-

taph. of animals, an off-shuol, scion

:

esp.,— 1. of the young of kine, calf,

oft. in Kur. : but also a young bull,

which form the god .-Vpis was be-

lieved to assume, Hdt. 2, 41 ; 3, 28 ;

a heifer, young cow, ,
Eur. Cycl. 389, cf. Bacch. 736: a

calf was the prize of lyric poets at

Athens, adtii' , Ar. Ach.

13, cf. Beiitl. Phal. p. 302.— 2. of men,
a boy, Eur. I. A. 1C23 ; or, more usu.,

a girl, maid, Lat. juvenca, Eur. Hec.

526, Andr. 711, etc.— 3. any yoimg an-

imal, Eur. I. '. 163; even of birds,

., Achae. ap. Eust. p. 753,

55.— 111. the annual perfume musk,

only late. (The same as, •
, with prefixed : akin to ,
perh. to, Pott Et. Forsch. 1,

223.)^, ov, a, Mnschus, masc. pr.

n., Diog. L. : esp. a celebrated pasto-

ral poet of Syracuse./, ov, b,{
II.,) one ivho picks out and
seals calves for sacrifice, Chaerem. ap.

Porph. de Abst. 4. "7, cf. Hdt. 2, 38.

Hence , ,
books describing the duties of the-, Clem. Al. p. 269
Sylb., , , (, -
VlS) an osier-bed, willow-ground, Bockh
Inscr. 1, p. 819., ov, cutting up or

elavghtering calves., ov, eating calves or

veal., , , dim. from.
Medic, [], ], rare poet, form for,
Q. Sm. 4, 212.

Morov, ov, ru,= sq., Diosc.

Morof, , b, shredded linen, lint for

dressing wounds, ap. Plut. 2, 100 D,

Galen.; v. Foes. Oecon. Hipp. Hence, , to dress a u'owid with lint,

keep it open, Medic. Hence,, , a lint dre.ssing

for a wound, Hipp. p. 1194 : and, , a dressing with lint,

Hipp. p. 806., , , Muzuris, a
city of India, Luc. Hist. Scrib. 31.

Moni'a, ij, Lacon. for, a fly./,, b, Lacon. for, for which Dobree read, from (i. e.), cf.-., b, Lacon. for., said to be Lacon. for, but more prob. a Lacon.
verb from , like,, (,
to moan, mutter with the mouth shut.

tMoiiXiOf, oil, 0, Muhus, husband
of Agamede, 11. 11, 739.-2. a Trojan,
11. 16, 696.-3. another Trojan, 11. 20,
472.— 4. a servant and herald of Am-
phinomus of Dulichium, Od. 18, 422,\, , 6, the Rom. name
Mummius, Strab., adv. {) =:-,,, C. 4, 40., adv.{) singly, alone,

Od. 11,417., -, etc., v. sub-, -, etc.

tMoCi.(5a, , , Mundn, capital of

the Turdetani m Hispania, Strab. p.

141.

950

"fMowJaf, ov, b, the Mundas, a
river of Lusitania, now Mondejo,
Strab. p. 153?', , , Munychia, a har-

bour at Athens adjoining the Piraeeus,

Thuc. 2, 13.— 11. epith. of Diana, who
was worshipped there. Call. Dian.

259. Hence
i^ovvovxiaCe, adv. to Munychia,

Lys. 1.32, 25 : and;;;, adv., at Munychia,
Thuc. 8, 92, Lys. 132, 4: strictly, a

form of the dat. plur., cf. Kuhner Gr.

Gr. ^ 363 ., , b, Munychion,
the tenth Attic month, in which was
held the festival of Munychian Di-

ana,= the latter part of April and be-

ginning of May, Ar. Av. 1047.

'.-, Ion. for -, Aesch.
Pr. 804.

tMovpyiff«-j/, , , Murgisce, a for-

tress of Thrace, Aeschin. 65, 23.

tMoDpjJvof, a, a, the Rom. name
Murena, Strab. p. 631., ij, v. sub.^, ov Ion. tu, b, Mury-
chides, niasc. pr. n., Hdt. 9, 4., , . Aeol., Dor., Lacon. (or ):—the

Muse, goddess of song, music, poetry,

dancing, the drama, and all tine arts,

Horn., who freq. has the plur. Mofi-, but the number 7iine only in Od.
24, 60: their several names, Clio,

Euterpe, Thalia, Melpomene, Ter-
psichore, Erato, Polymnia or Poly-
hymnia, Urania, and Calliope

—

—, first

in Hes. Th. 77 : still later, each had
assigned to her a separate province
of music, poetry, etc.—Paus, (9, 29,

2) says there were orig. three,-
,, : but Cic.. D. 3,

21, assumes four, Thelxinoe, Aoid^,
Archt, Melete, daughters of the second

.lupiter, (taking the nine daughters
of the third Jupiter and Mnemosyne
as the second Muses ; and the Pierides,

daughters of Pierus and Antiope, as

the third.) Mimnermus makes the
earlier ones daughters of Uranus.
tFr. 14 Bgkf. For the views of

modern writers on this subject, v.

Buttmann in Seehode and Friedem.
Misc. Grit. 2, p. 437, sq. The wor-
ship of these nymphs belonged orig.

to the Pierian Thracians, who intro-

duced it into southern Greece, Mid-
ler Hist. Gr. Literat. 3, ^ 9. On their

treatment as subjects of art, v. Mid-
ler Archaol. d. Kunst, ^ 393.—II. later, as appellat., music, song, like. Soph. Tr. 643, Eur., etc.

;

, to sing, Pind. N. 3,

49 :—also eloquence, argument, Eur.
Ale. 962, cf. Valck. Phoen. 50 : hence
in plur., arts, accomplishments, Ar.

Nub. 972, Plat. Rep. 548 B, etc.—111.

generally, fitness, propriety. Plat. Legg.
775 B, cf. "Stallb. Rep. 41 1 D. (Prob.

from *, to seek out, invent, create,

as even Plat. Crat. 406 A : cf.-), ov, b. Dor. for Moi>-,(,) leader of
the Muses, Lat. Musagetes, of Apollo,

Pind. Fr. 82, cf. Lob. Phryn. 430. [a
properly, as in Pind. ; but a in Orph.
11.34,6,]'^, ov, b, Musaeus, a Gre-
cian poet of the mythic period, son of
Eumolpus and Selene, of Athens,
Hdt. 5, 90 ; etc. ; ace. to Strab., a

Thracian, pupil of Orpheus ; in Paus.
10, 5, 6, son of Antiophemus.
MovaapioVt 01), TO) an ointment for

the eyes.

'^, ov, ij, Musarium, fem.
pr. n., Luc., ov, , the temple of the

Muses, seat or haunt of the Muses,
Aeschin. 'i, 21 ; of the nymphs. Plat.

Phaedr. 278 : hence also a place of
study, school, as Athens was to', ., Ath. 187 D ;—metaph.,, hul s re-

sounding witli lamentations, Eur.
Hel. 174

; ', twitter-

ing-places of swallows, Eur. Alcmen.
2, ridiculed by Ar. Ran. 93 : also-, of new-fangled words,
such as, etc., Plat.

Phaedr. 267 : but (sc.), a festival of the Muses, Paus. 9,

31, 3.— ll. the Museum, a spot within
the old walls of Athens, said to be
the place where Musaeus sang and
was buried, Paus. 1,25, 8.—111. later, Lat. opus musi-mim, mosaic., ov. Dor. Motamof, a, ov,() of or belonging to the Muses,
kopa, Eur. Bacch. 408 : Mot-, the car of Foesy, Pind. 1. 8 (7),
133 ; ., a monument of song.

Id. N. 8, 80.—The common form v/as., ,{ 111.) to in-

lay with mosaic. Hence, , an inlaying with vio-

saic., , to lead the Mtises., Aeol. and Lacon. for

sq.,() sing or ploy,, Eur.
Cycl. 489.;, ov, , Musicanus, a
king of India, Strab. p. 694., dep..=^<),
Sext. Emp. p. 362., , ,( .) of, be-

longing to the Muses or the fine nrt,%

disposed for snch ails and sciencs.t;

hence,— 1. ., a votary of the Musen.
a musician, poet, esp. lyric pott, op] .

to an Epic, Plat. Phaetlr. 243 A :

generally, a man of Utters and accom-
plishment, a scholar, opp. to,
Ar. Eq. 191, etc., and freq. in Plat.;

cf. Philem. p. 364 :' -, more skilled to speak
before a mob, Eur. Hipp. 989.—2.- (sc.), any art over which tht

Muses presided, esp. music, lyrie poetry

set and sung to music, Hdt, 6, 129, ci'.

Plat. Svmp. 196 E, 205 C ; .,
Thuc. 3, 104 : generally, art, letters,

accomplishment, Hdt. 3, 131, and Plat.,

cf. Stallb. Prot. 340 A : the three
branches of Athen. education were,,,
Plat. Theag. 122 , Xen. Lac. 2, 1.

cf, esp. Arist. Pol. 8, 3, 7, where-, drawing, is added, v. Becker
Charikles 1, p. 48, sq. : hence=-, Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 437.—11. /,
meet, suitable. Plat. Legg. 729 A ; ele-

gant, of a banquet, Dioxipp. Anliporn.

1 :—adv. -, kuI -. Plat.

Legg. 816 C; ., Id. Rep. 403
A. Superl.-, Ar. Ran. 873., ov, b, a musician, poet.

Dor. word, Valck. Aden. p. 280.,, Dor. ior.,, , a Sardinian an-
imal, Strab. p. 225

;
prob. the monfle

musiinon, the original of the sheep,
Schneid. Varro R. R. 2, 2, 12., ov, (, )
built by song, Anth. P. 9, 250., , , a poetic

frenzy, Eupol. Prosp. 4.,, contr.,(, *) cultivating the Aluses^

playing or singings vcriLing poetry i as



SUbst. a singing-girl, Hipp. p. 236 : cf..,, ,(, •) courtier of the Muses, Dion. .
7, 9., ov,(,-) MtLse-inspired, Piut. 2, 452 ..(, , to be Miute-mad,

Luc. Ner. 6 : from, , (,-) smitten bi/, or devoted to the Muses,
Soph. Fr. 747,, Anth. P. 10,

16. Hence, , , devotion to the

Muses, Plut. 2, 706 B., , ,{,)
., biia ofsongprophetic, Aesch.

Fr. 56.,, ,(,-
Ttjp) the mother of Muses and all arts,

epitti. of Memory, Aesch. Pr. 461., ov, (, -) smitten by the Muses, Cic. ad.

Q. Fr. 2, 10., , to write poetry.

Soph. Fr. 747 :

—

to sing of,. At.

Nub. 334: from, ,( .,)
making poetry ; ., poetess, Hdt. 2,

135 : also singing or playing, .-, Eur. Hipp. 1428., ov, (,)
serving the Muses,, Sapph. 28

;

., a tuneful lament, Eur.

Phoen. 1500 :

—

., a bard, minstrel,

Eur. Ale. 447., ov,{,-
UTTOi•) musical-looking, Anth. P. 9, 570.^, , 6, Musus, a statuary,

Pans. 5, 24, 1.<, , reared by the

Muses.,,=7, Phi-
lostr. : and,, , a singing, making
poetry, Luc. Vit. Auct. 3 : from, , contr. for-, Xen. Cyr. 4, 6, 11, etc., ov, (,-) slain by the Muses, Lyc. 832.

(1>?•.7}, ov, ,=,
Anth. P. 11, 44. [i], ov, (,-
ouai) dear to the Muses, Corinna 23.

il], ov, (,)
loving the Muses., , (,)
delighting in the Muses, in music or

poetry, Anth. P. 9, 411.,() as pass., to be

trained in the ways of the Muses, to be

well educated, acco7nplisked, Ar. Lys.

1127, cf. Plut. 2, 1121 F : hence Piut.

epeaks of Cimon's -, his easy and accomplished

manners, Vit. Pericl. 5 :-, taught to utter it, Ael. N. A.

16, 3.— II. to sound tnusically, Philostr., , Lat. mustacea, a

sort of cake, ap. Ath. 647 D., ,( 11., )
singing, making poetry.

iMovo, ov, , Musonius, a

philosopher in the time of Nero, Luc., , , Mutina, a city in

Gallia Cisalpina, now Modena, Strab.

p. 205., , f. •, () like, to be weary or worn out with

toil, be in trouble or distress, freq. iu

Eur. : . , to suffer from a thing.

e. g., II. 10, 106;. Soph. . C. 351 ; ,
for one, Xen. An. 6. 6, 31 ; -. Eur. Palani. 1, 5; , Eur.
Med. 1104 : freq. in Eur. also c. ace.

cognato, .,, to un-

dergo hardship, toils. Id. Andr. 134,

Hipp. 207: esp. ??., Soph.
Tr. 1047, cf. Valck. Phoen. 704 : hence
almost transit., ., to toil at

learning, Eur. Hec. 815 ; (-, the children / have toiled for.

Id. H. F. 281 ; .
=, Id. Phoen. 1549.—On
its difference from, cf..
Hence,, , ^&^=-.

Mo;i;^>?;tia,, , {) toil,

hardship, like, Aesch. Pr. 464,

Soph. . C. 1616, and Eur., always
in piur., , , hardship.—II. low

estate, bad state, badness of a person or

thing,, Plat. Rep. 609 ;, Antipho 126, 17 :—hence
usu. in moral sense, badness, wicked-

ness, rascality, Lat. pravitas, Ar. Plut.

109, 159, freq. in Plat., and later

prose: from, , ,(,)
in hardship, much distressed, wretched,

Hdt. 7, 46, Soph. Phii. 254 : -, Pht Phaedr.268 :—of thmgs,
toilsome, hard, , Aesch.
Cho. 752.

—

II. of low estate, and of

things, in a bad state, bad, sorry, use-

less,, Ar. Eq. 316 ; . -, to find trade in

a bad state, Dem. 909, 21.—2. most
usu. in moral sense, much like-, had, knavish, rascally, L•2it,. pravus,

Eur. Melanipp. 13, freq. in Ar., Plut.,

etc. ; . , Ar. Plut. 1003.

Adv. -•, /.. Plat. Gorg.
504 , etc. ; superl. -, Xen.
Hell. 1, 4, 13. ('I'he stricter Gramm.
write in signf 1, Amnion,
s. v., Arcad. p. 71 ; cf.), verb. adj. from,
one must labour. Soph. Fr. 779, Eur.,=, . -, to toil for money, Pind. Fr. 88 ; ., to suffer from its sting,

II. 2, 723
; . , Theogn.

164. Hence, ov, (5,= sq., dub., ov, ,= Homeric,
toiloi mind or body, hard work, hard-

ship, distress, trouble, first in Hes. Sc.

306; then very freq. in Trag., who
oft. use it in plur., toils, troubles, hard-

ships, etc.
; ,

Epigr. ap. Aeschin. 80, 16.

—

;^6'
and are not common in prose,

and this is one point in which it dif-

fers from: further, though both
are used in signf. hardship, distress,

Lat. aefumna, yet this notion belongs

orig. to (from,,, perh. also akin to and), while is merely work,

Lat. labor (from, ?, as

if the poor man's lot.)', , , (/ior^fuij)=sq.,
Plut., , a moving by a lever,

setting joints by leverage, Hipp. p. 773:
and,, , one who heaves by
a lever ; hence the comic phrases,

., he who makes earth

and sea to heave, Ar. Nub. 567 ; -, one

who hoists up new words, lb. 1397 ; cf.

Pors. Med. 1314: from?-, () to prise up,

heave, or wrench by a lever,,, Eur. . F. 999, Cycl. 240:
generally, to move heavy weights, Hdt.
2, 175.

—

\1.=^., Ion. for foreg.,, they threw down the pillars

with levers, II. 12, 259.

, , , (7.) fit for
raising with a lever: to ., a treatise

(by Hippocrates) on setting joints by
leverage., ov, TO, dim. from,
ap. Poll. 7, 125, Luc. Somn. 13:—
also,, ., , , dim. from sq.,

Hipp. p. 868, Ar. Fr. 405.', ov, , a lever, crow-bar,

handspike, Lat. vectis, used for moving
ships, Od. 5, 261 ; for forcing doors
or gates, Aesch. Cho. 879, Eur. I. T.
99, etc.

—

II. any bar or stake like a
lever, as in Od. 9, .332, etc., the stake
which Ulysses runs into the Cyclops'
eye, cf. Eur. Cycl. 633.—III. the bar

or bolt of a door, Lat. obex, Eur. Or.

1571, etc.
;

'', Ar.
Thesm. 415

; ,-. Id. Lys. 264, 487 : hence me-
taph., u., a bar or defence against
fear. Soph. Fr. 699.—The heterog.
plur. ? only in Gramm.
(Prob. akin to,.), , () to bolt, bar,

Ar. Fr. 331.

tMo;^;of, , b, Mochus, a philoso-
pher and writer of Sidon in Phoeni-
cia, Strab. p. 757.

iMoipiov, ov, TO, Mopsium, a hill

and town of Thessaly, Strab. p. 441./'',, , Mopsopia, old name
of Attica, Call. Fr. 351.^-, a, ov, of Mopsopia,
Mopsopian,=: Attic, Anth. Plan. 118,
8.

+7•, ov, , Mopsopus,. an
early kijig of Attica, Strab. pp. 397,
443., ov, 6, Mopsus, an old Hel-
lenic seer, Hes. Sc. 181, etc.f—2. son
of Apollo and Manto, founder of Mal-
lus in Asia Minor, where subsequent-
ly stood his oracle, Strab. p. 675 ; in

Paus. 7, 3, 2, son of Manto and Rha-
cius.^, ], Mopsuestia, a city
of Cilicia on the Pyramus, Strab. p.
676 : also , Anth. P. 9,
698.

MY' or MT", an imitation of the
sound made by murmuring with closed

lips, esp. in sign of displeasure,, to mutter, Hippon. Fr. 29, Lat.
mu facere, Enn. et Lucil. ap. Varr.
L. L. 6, 5 : cf..— II. also to im-
itate the sound of sobbing, and so re-

peated, ;;',/,//,//, etc., Ar. Eq. 10.

Mva, , Att. for, ace. to Phot.—II. plant, Theophr., , , {,) mouse•
trap, Anth. P. 9, 410., ov, , the mouser, a kind
of snake, Nic. Th. 490.—II. a plant,
said to be the alypum sativum, Diosc.
4, 117. [], ov, 6, a plant, perh.
wild asparagus, Theophr. ; also-, ,, , and -, , Diosc., , , dim. from,
like /, and Lat. concha, a meas-
ure, a muscle-shell-full, [d], 6,, rarer forms for-.,, ,^, the sea-muscle,

Plin. 32, 9.—11. ^, ap. Ga-
len. ; v. Lob. Phryn. 321. [], , (and strengthd. by re-
dupl.,), like,-, to bite or compress the lips in sign
of displeasure, Ar. Lys. 126; cf. ,,,,.?^, , , (,) the
shrew-mouse, field-mouse, Lat. mus ara•
neus, Hdt. 2," 67, .A.rist. H. A. 8, 24, 6

;

in Nic. Th. 816, 2l\sq, and in
951



Diosc. 2, 73,'. The terinin.

of the shorter (orm is written -?.;;,

-, -a'/.?/, Lob. Paral. 378.

fiivyoovtc,, oi, the Mygdoncs, a

Thracian race, in the vicinity of Mt.
Olympus, Strab. p. 575: they passed
over also into Asia, and settled in

Phrygia, Id. 564.-2. Others in Meso-
potamia around Nisibis, Id. 730.

^'^vyoovia,, , Myi^donia, country

of the Mygdones,— 1. a province of

Macedonia,= 'H/iafli'a, Hdt. 7, 123.;

—

2. a province of Mysia or Phrygia,

Strab. p. 550.—3. the northern part

of Mesopotamia, around Nisibis, Id.

p. 747.

iMvyooviog, a, ov, Mygdonian,

Luc. : poet, in general Phrygian,

Mosch. 2, 98 ; etc.^

jMvyoijv,, , Mygdon, brother

of Amycus, Apollod. 2, 5, 9.—2. a

king of Phrygia, II. 3, 18C ; father of

Coroebus, Eur. Rhes. 539.—. M.vy-,, , a Mygdonian, Strab., , worse form lor sq.

Mvy/iof, ov, 0, a moaning, muttering

(v. sub) such as is ascribed to

the sleepiiig Furies in Aesch. Eum.
117, 120 ; of the noise of the fish•, Arist. . . 9, 37, 12., =, hence, . 1. for, Nic.

. 482.,() to wet, soak. .
Rh. 3, 1042, Lye. 1008.—2, to let a

thing get wet, and rot.—IL intr. =.., a, ov,() wet, drip-

ping,, II. 11, 54, Hes. Op. 558
;, Hes. Sc. 270, Soph. El. 166.

—II. damp, mouldy,,. Rh. 2,

191., , ,—,
Anth. P. 12, 226.

(5, , f. -, {) to be

damp, wet or dripping. Soph. O. T.

1278, Ant. 1008.—II. to be damp or

clammy from decay or rotting, Hippon.

Fr. 63, Soph. Ant. 406, of. Ruhnk.
Tim. Hence'^, , a being damp or wet,

Diosc. 1, 6.—II. clamminess, rottenness.

[v],,,=, Nic.

Th. 362: from', , 6, damp, wet.—U.
clammi)iess, decay, Nic. Al. 248. (Root

of,,,,, but only found in Nic.) [v], ov, dumb, speechless, only in

Hesych. (From,, akin to,,, Lat. miitus.), , to forge red-hot

iron, Aesch. Pr. 366 : from'.,,{ ,)
forging red-hot iron, ., like a

smith, Eur. H. F. 992.', ov, , any red-hot mass,

esp. of iron, Aesch. Fr. 284 ; in genl.

any lump of metal, even though not

red-hot,, Hdt. 1, 165;-, a lump of gold from
Pactolus, Lye. 272 ;

'', to hold red-hot iron in the

hands. Soph. Ant. 264,—an ordeal,

like the judgments of God in the mid-

dle ages : Anaxag., Fr. 24, called the

sun , a red-hot mass
of metal, cf Pors. Or. 971 ; so, .-, Critias9, 35; inArist. Mund.
4, 26, of the fire-sto?ies thrown out by

Aetna. — The word first occurs in

one of two verses read by Eust. after

II. 15, 30, but which Wolf has reject-

ed, V. Heyne t. 7, p. 12, Spitzn. ad v.

22., '', , fungous flesh in an

ulcer, Poll.
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iylvv,, , Mydon, a Trojan,
son of Atymnius, charioteer of Pylae-
menes. 11. 5, 580.— 2. another Trojan,

U. 21, 209.—Others in Diog. L. ; etc.,, ov, {) of or belonging to

mire, []^, , , Myecphoris, a

city of Aegypt ; hence/, the Myecphorilic name, Hdl. 2,

106.?, , (,)
increasing the marrow., , ov, {?) of mar-
row ;=sq., Anth. P. 12, 37.,.,{) full of
inarrow,, Od. 9, 293 : fat, rich,

or soft, tender, -, Matro ap.

Ath. 135 A,cf. Meineke Com. Fragm.
3, p. 638.', adv. for v.ov,from
the marrow.,, ov, TO, later form -.

Ml'f.•,, making marraiv, i. e.

strengtheni7ig.', ov, 6, marrow, II. 20,

482, etc. : metaph. of strengthening

food, as wine and barley, which are

called in Od. 2, 290 ;

20, 108 :—esp. the marrow of the skull,

the brain. Soph. Tr. 781 ;-—metaph.,
the marrow or inmost part,

., Eur. Hipp. 255, cf. Theocr.
28, 18.—2. generally, soft, marrow-like

meat, Alex.. 1, 7, v. Meineke
Com. Fr. 3, p. 638, cf..
(Hence Lat. medulla, French moelte.)

[v always in Hom.. always in Att.,

and so sometimes in later Ep., cf.

Jac. A. P. p. xciv : the same holds
of all its derivs], , {?.,)
breeding marrow, Timoth. ap. E. M., ,{/) tofiUwith mar-
row or fat, LXX., , (,) like

marrow,, Arist. . . 3, 8, 2., , {) to initiate info the

mysteries, tlvu, Andoc. 17, 17, Dem.
1351, 26.— Elsevvh. only in pass.,

tperf.^, to be initiated, Hdt.

8, 65, Ar. Ran. 158, etc. ; alsoc. ace.

cognato, like , to be in-

itialed in a thing, ,
in the mysteries of the Cabiri, Hdt.
2, 51 ; Tu, in the great mys-
teries. Plat. Gorg. 497 C, cf. Phae'dr.

250 C, fand \.—II. generally,

to teach, instruct, Jac. A. P. p. 488., Ion. -, f. -, later form
of //,' II., to .^uck out., , (, ) vox
obsc, huit. fellatrix., f., to make the sound

, to murmur with closed lips, to

moan, Aesch. Eum. 118;

., to make a piteous moaning, lb.

189 : hence used to denote various

feelings, esp. displeasure, to mutter,

like (v. ), Ar. Thesm.
231 ;—generally, to grumble or rumble,

of the bowels. Medic.— 1 1, to drink

with closed lips, suck in, Xen. An. 4, 5,

27. (Cf. Lat. mutire, jnussare, 7Htissi•

tare, our mutter.),, ,() that which

is hallowed : also=^sq. [], , initiation, [], , , dun. from.
Pint. 2, 14 . [], f-() : .
2 sing,, contr. lor,
Od. 8, 180, and again (omitting one ), Od. 2, 202, (for which there

is no more need to assume a pres., than for) :

impf, II. 18, 289 : dep.

mid.—I. to say, c. ace. et inf., 11. 21,

462, Aesch. Pr. 664 ; freq. also c. ace.
cognato, to say, speak, tell, naine, c.

ace, freq. in Horn., as well of persons
as of things

; . make
a speech, Od. 3, 140 ;, II. 6, 362, etc. ; .,
Hes. Op. 10 ; ., 11. 6, 376 ;

and,/ ., Od. 19, 269 ; also,

. , Aesch Ag. 1308
; ., Soph. Aj. 805.— 11. to say over

to one's selj, con over, consider, Od. 13,

191 ; in h\l\. or ,
II. 17, 200 ; d. V.—The act.

in Democr. ap. Slob. p. 533,
54, like in Eur..,, a story told, tale,

Arist. Puet. 25, 20 : from), later form ivom-,
Eur. H. F. 77 : also to tell stories or
tales. Id. 1. A. 790:—pass. yui)(^fi;o/iac,

to be the subject of a story, to he talked

of, Id. Ion 196.,, ,^=. [ ;

in very late writers also v, Jac. A. P.
p. Ixiv.],,, traditions, a word
coined by the Granim. to explain-, Seidl. Eur. El. 87., /, and, ov, b,=^, Orainm.
'6'(5', , , dim. from,

Luc. Philops. 2., Dor. -, later form for,, Theocr. 2{), 11, 13:
also as dep.., ov, b, lor, as-
'/. for7], a partisan, parly-

man, Bergk Anacr. 51,whu derives it

from. Aeol. for., . , () mythic, la-

gendary, Plat. Phaedr. 265 C :

TU, books of legends, Ath. 572
E. Adv. -, Arist. Metaph., Dor. for //•(^((,", Theocr.,, . fabutnus hii:tory.', ov ,=^7}, q. v., , to write fables or
fabulous accounts, Strab. p. 157 : and, , , a writing of fa-
bles. Strab. p. 43 : from, ov, o,(,)
a writer of legends, Polyb. 4, 40, 2. [dj, to tell word for word,
Od. 12, 450, 453.', , {.-,()
Att. for loreg. ; usu. to tell mythic tales

to tell legends, like Hom. and the
poets, Ibocr. 120 C, Plat. Rep. 392 B,
etc.

; . ..., Xen. Symp. 8, 28 : c.

ace, to tell as a legend or mythical tale,

. , Isocr.

24 C ; so, -. Plat. Rep. 378 C :—pass, to be

told as mythical. Plat. Rep. 378
;, Diod. 2, 1 : c. inf. to be said

to be. Plat. Rep. 588 C : absol, to be-

come mythical, Dein. 1391, 21, etc.

—

II. to invent, like a mythical tale, .. Plat. Rep. 379 A.— III. to

tell stories, talk, chatter, Lat. confabu-
lari, . Plat. Phaed. 01 E;
—usu. on some obscure sul)ject, where
truth is hard to come at, Heind. and
Stallb. 1. c.—Later also as dep. mid.
Hence, , , a mythical
narrative or description, Plat. Phaedr.
229 C, Legg. 063 E., verb, adj., cf sub.,, , a telling of mythic
legends, legendary lore, mythology. Plat.

Rep. 394 B, etc.—2. also story, tale,

Plut. 2, 133 F.—III. talking, convers-

ing, Plat. Legg. 752 A ; cf.-, fin. : and, ,, versedin mythic
legends, Plat. Phaed. 61 : from



, ,{,) deal-

ing in legends of the mythic ages, a teller

of legends, romancer, joined with-. Plat. Rep. 392 D, etc., dep. mid.,= I,

only in Aesch. Ag. 13G8., , to coin, mythic le-

gends, Philo : from,, ,{,-) coiner of legends, Lye. 764.

Hence-?, , , a coining of le-

gends : fabulous narrative, Eccl..}, ov, fabulous.-?., ov, {,)
weaving fables or legends, Sappho 97.-, ,() to make
legends or fables, Diod. 1, 92.—Pass.,

to become the subject affable. Hence', , , a fabulous

narrative, Piut. 2, 17 A : and, , ij, a making of
fabulous tales, Sext. Emp. p. 593., , ij,={oreg., Diod. 1,

96: from,,(,) mak-
ing mythic legends, Plat. Rep. 377

B.~, , , any thing delivered

by word of mouth, in telling, ordering,

reminding, etc., and so, in its widest

sense, word, speech, very freq. in Horn.,

both in sing, and plur. ; -, Od. iC 561 ; opp. t--, II. 9,

443 ; and so, a mere word, without the

deed, , to fulfil a word,

make it deed, Od. 4, 777, etc. ; so,

and are opposed, 11. 18,

2.52. The genit. after, strictly

refers to the subject or speaker, but

sometimes to the object, -ui-, the story of, i. e. about the son,

for the usu. , Od. 11, 492,

cf. Schaf. Soph. Ant. 11, and ?.
A. IV.—In special relations;—I. a

speech, in the public assembly, Od. 1,

358, Hes. Op. 192.— II. talk, conversa-

tion, Od. 4, 214, 239, etc., usu. in plur.

—III. counsel, advice, a command, order,

also a promise, all these being deliv-

ered by word of mouth, Horn. : so

also,—IV. the subject of speech or talk,

the thing or matter itself, Od. 22,

289, etc. ; cf..—V. a resolve, pur-

pose, design, plan, II. 1, 545, Od. 3,

140 ; 4, 676 ; because these imply a

talking over, debating, cf. II.

—VI. a telling ; also the thing told, a

tale, story, Od. 3. 94 ; 4, 324, etc. : in

Hom. just=the later, without
distinction of true ox false : this how-
ever appears plainly in Pind. O. 1,

47, N. 7, 34, after which was
regularly the poetic, and /., the his-

toric tale, cf.? A. V. So, in Att.

prose, is usu. a legend or tradi-

tion of the early Greek times before the

dawn of history, cf. Mi'iller Proleg. zu
einer wiss. Mythol. p. 59, sq.—2. a

professed work of fiction, or one which

bears afabulous character, a tale, story,

fable, e. g. Aesop's fables about beasts,

Stallb. Plat. Phaed. 01 B, in which
signf. ?. was also used : the plot

of a tragedy, Arist. Poet. 6, 8.—VII.

saying, satv,, Aesch. Cho. 314.—The Schol.

on Od. 21, 71, says that //i(?of is Aeol.

for, but v. Buttm. ad 1., and cf.

: it is there used in signf.

V. [Very late we find it, Jac.

A. P. p. Ixiv., 416.]'-, ov, 0, Mythus, a garden at

Syracuse, Silen. ap. Ath. 542 A.'^, ov,{,)fruit-

ful in words or fables. Nonn.., -, -,=^•, -, -, Gvamin.

, , {,) legend-

ary, fabulous, Thuc. 1, 21, 22., , , Att. uva (Phot.), a

fly:—. the housefly, II. 4, 131.—2. a

stinging fly, horsefly, II. 2, 469 ; 16,

641.—3. the carrion-fly or blue-bottle, II.

19, 25, 31 ; in prose ,
also, cf. Luc. Muse. Encom. 12.

—II. , a game like blind-

man's buff, Ital. mosca ceca, ci..
(Lat. musca, Sanscr. makgika, Germ.
Miicke, our midge.)

tMnic, . , Myia (Musca), pr. n.,

of several females, a poetess, a cour-

tesan, a follower of Pythagoras, in

Luc. Muse. Encom. 10-11., ov, b, (,) fly-
catcher, name of an Elean god, Plin.

10, 28 ; cf., , =, Lob.
Phryn. 689. [«], ov,, dim. from/, .
Anton. 7, 3. [t], , , () of or belong-

ing to a fly.
Mi'tvoa, to play at a game

like blindman's buff ; v. II., , ov, () of or like mice :

mouse-coloured, \jivl], , (,) like a

fly-7}, ov, , (,) a

fly-liunter., ov, , (, ^-) a complaint in the eyes, in which
the uvea protrudes like a fly's head

:

the form/, in Alex. Trail,

is rob. false.3, , to scare away flies.

Mvtoaoh;, 7?r, , {, ,^) a

fly-flap, Menand. p. 175, Ael. N. A.
"15, 14; cf. Lob. Paral. 374: hence of

a long beard, Anth. P. 11, 156. Hence?, ov, 6, one who flaps
away flies., ov, , dim. from/iut-3., ov, (,) flap-

ping away flies, Anth. P. 9, 764., . dim. from II., the

small sea-muscle, Lat. mitulus, Xen-
ocr. Aquat. 96, Ath. 90 D : also,-, -[, ov, o,Myiscus,masc.'pr.

., Polyb. 5, 82, 13., ,(,) likeflies

;

9=, Plin. 29, 6.

\?., , , Mycale. a moun-
tain and promontory on the Ionian

coast of Asia Minor opposite Samos,
now Samsoun. II. 2, 869 ; Hdt. ; etc.

;

V.. [] Hence?-, , . fern. adj. of
Mycale, Call. Del. 50 : of Mycalessus ?

L. Dind. ap. Steph. Tfies. : and wr.-.\'7., more correctly --, , , Mycalessus. a city of Boe-
otia, opposite Chalcis, II. 2, 498

;

Thuc. 7, 29.—II. (5, a mountain near
this city, Strab. p. 404., fut.-, dep. mid.,

with Ep. aor., Ep. perf -
:— strictly of oxen, like Lat.

mugire, to low, bellow, ,
11. 18, 580 ; , Od. 10,

413 ; cf. Aesch. Supp. 351 ; so, com-
ically of Hercules, 3?. -, At. Ran. 502 :—then of things

which make a hoarse or hollow sound,

to grate, of doors, 11. 5, 749 ; 12, 460
;

of a shield struck by a spear, to jar,

II. 20, 260 ; of trees in a storm, to roar,

II. 21. 237, Hes. Op. 506; so of thun-
der, Ar. Nub. 292, cf.,-; to groan iroin exertion,

Ar. Vesp. 1483 ; of one blowing a

conch, Theocr. 22, 75.—(Formed from

MYKO
]

the sound, like,, etc., and ex-
pressing the voice of oxen, as•

!, part. aor., perf.,
i does of sheep.^. ov, 6, Mycerlmis, son
of Cheops, king of Aegypt, Hdt. 2,

129., , =. . Rh. 4,

1285, ubi al. , but v. Schaf.

Schol. Par. ad 1. [], , ,{) low-

ing, bellowing, of Oxen, U. 18, 575. Od.

12, 2C5, Aesch. Fr. 146. (in plur.)

7/, , , () a

lowing, bellowing, Eur. Bacch. 691 :

—

the roar of thunder, Aesch. Pr. 1062.

[v]

fM.vKT}vai, al, v. sub., , . Myceneus, son
of Sparton, Paus. 2, 16, 4.

iM.vv, , Tj, Mycene, daughtei
of Inachus, after whom the city (sq.)

was said to be named, Od. 2, 120., , , and, ,
', Mycene, Mycenae, an ancient Pe-
lasgic city, superseded by the Doric

Argos : Hom uses both sing., \\\. 4,

52t, and plur., +11. 2, 569+, but mostly
the latter, which prevails in Att.

:

Adv., from Mycene, +11.

9, 44.^, , , fern. adj. from
foreg., of Mycenae, M.., a Mycetiean

female, Eur. Or. 1246., v. sub., Lacon. -, , an al-

mond-tree, almond, cf. Ath. 53 B.,, , and (in signf. I.), ov, : (. mucus):—
mushroom, ,. fungus, irom its shiny

moist nature. Epich.. Antiph. (Incert.

1), etc., ap. Ath. CO sq. (where are

examples of both declensions).—II.

any knobbed round body, shajied like a

mushroom, as,— 1. the chnpe or cap at

the end of a sword's scabbard, Hdt. 3,

64, cf. Hecatae. p. 77.-2. the snuff of

a lamp-wick, supposed to forebode

rain, Ar. Vesp. 262, cf. Virg. G. 1,

392. — 3. a fleshy excrescence. Foes.

Oecon. Hipp. : also an excrescence on
trees, Theophr. H. PI. 4, 14, 3.-4.
the stump of a tree cut down, Bockh
Inscr. 1, p. 134. [v^,.,=., . Dor.. , ,() bellouer, Theocr. 8. 6.

MiiK7;riafffeia/zof,o, an earthquake
with roaring under ground, Arist. Mund.
4, 32.,, ij, , apt or able to

bellow., , ov,() made of
mushrooms, Luc. Ver. H. 1, 16.,, , poet, for-, Nonn., fj, and 7., 6. ace. to

Hesych. a black stripe on the neck
and feet of the ass.— II. '/.. also, seems to have been an Aeol.

form for 7., and so = /'))•,
lewd, lustful, etc. : hence the Phocae-
ans called a stallion-ass '/., and
Lye. 816 calls the ass -: but, in 771, uses it of a lewd

vian.

i^lvKot,, , theMyci. a Persian

race, Hdt. 3, 93.\, a, »v, of Myconus, My-
conian, Ath. 7 F: appell. of a bald

person, Strab. p. 487. v. sq., ov, , Myconus, one of

the Cyclades, +now Myconi, A'esch.

Pers. 885; Hdt. 6, 118,+ the people of

which were said to be all bald : lience

proverb., ,' nil nlihe,'i but

Strab. p. 487 derives the prov. -
M.VKOVOV, from the giants hav-
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ing been cast in a heap under this

islanii, anil applies it to authors con-
fusedly blending things that were
separate in nature, [v], , Lat. 7nucus, slime, phlegm,,

etc. : also a mushroom, a sponge, cf.

and-—II. as adj. or,^, metaph. stupid, sil-

ly, like '/. and, Lat.

fungus.—The word is only in Grainm.,,, , {) the 7iose,

snout. Soph. Fr. 320 : in plur. the nos-

trils, Hdt. 3, 87, Ar. Ran. 891 : an el-

ephant's trunk, elsewh.,
Arist. Part. An. 2, 16,2:

—

. ?.7-
6, a lamp-/io2;/e, Ar. Eccl. 5.— II.

from the use of the nose to e.xpress

ridicule (cf) a sneerer, Ti-

mon ap. Diog. L. 2, 19. Hence~<), to turn up the nose or

sneer at, Lat. naso adunco suspendere,

Lys. ap. Poll. 2, 78.—II. to bleed at the

nose, Hipp. p. 1210. Hence,, , and-, , , turning up the nose,

sneering ; cheating, Menand. p. 290 :

and,, , a sneerer, mock-
er, Ath. 182 A, 187 C.,{) adv., out of
the nose, Anth. P. 10, 75., ov,{,-
77) sounding from the nostril,-

., Aesch. Theb. 464., , the inner part of the ear,

Poll. ( From ?),, , Mylae, a city of Si-

cily having a port, on northern coast,

now Milazzo, Thuc. 3, 90. Hence^, a, ov, Diod. S. and-, , Polyb., fem. -, of My-
lae, Mylaean ; ,
Polyb. 1, 9, 7, around Mylae.?., ov, {7•.) of or working

in a mill, Anth. P. 9, 418.,, ,. a millstone,

Anth. P. 5. 31.— II. a kind of cock-

roach in mills and bakehouses, Lat.

blatta pistrinorum, Ar. Fr. 503, v. Mei-
neke Plat. (Com.) Lac. 5.-, , , the grinders, Lat.

denies molares. [i]

MuAa.f,, , [/.) a millstone,

any large round stone, II. 12, 161. [], , , Mylasa, an an-

cient city of Caria, residence of Heca-
tomnus, Hdt. 1,171: hence,, , of Mylasa, Anth. P. 9, 671. [i.]'^,, , Mylaon, a river

of Arcadia, Paus. 8, 36, 1.

M.v/., ov, ,(,)
a nuller, Anth. P. 7, 394. []., , epith. of Jupiter, the

guardian of mills, Lyc. 435 : from;, , , (,, .
.) : mill, Lat. 7, Od. 7, 104

;

20, 106, where handmills turned by
women are meant.— II. the ?tether mill-

stone, Ar. Vesp. 648.— III. barley coarse-

ly ground for use at sacrifices, Lat.

mola salsa, in Hoin..—IV. the

knee-pan, Hijip. p. 411, Arist. H. A. 1,

15, 5.

—

V. a hard for/nation in a wo-
man's womb, Pliny's mola uteri, Hipp.

p. 618, Arist. H. A. 10, 7, 2.—VI. in

plur.. the grinders, Lat. dentes molares,

Galen.', ov, , {7.,)
a broom for cleaning a mill.

+'?/•, ov, (5, Myles, son of Le-
lex, inventor of mills, Paus. 3, 1, 1.

+/?;'(, . , the Mylelidne,

a faction of Syracuse, from Mylae,

Thuc. 0, 5..>, ov,(,,-) hrui.'.ed in a mill, Od. 2, 355..,,,=? II, Plat. Hipp.

Maj. 292 D ; so, ., Strab.
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/, , to gnash or grind the

teeth, only in Hes. Op. 528, part. Iv-. (From/zyA?;. perh.

akin to', cf iin.), i], ov,{) of, belonging

to a mill, N. T.—II. usefulfor the grind-

ers., ov, , late form for -
?.—II. ., a grinder.

iMvXiTTa, , appell. of Venus
among the Assyrians, Hdt. 1, 131., {?) to distort the

mouth, to viake ynoulhs or mock at, like? : cf., also-,-.,, /, prostitute : .
II. 2,, .

iM^:v, , , Mylleus, masc.
pr. ., Arr. Ind. 18, 6.^, ov, , Myllias, a pupil

of Pythagoras from Crotona, Ael.

V. H. 4, 17..,=, Gramm., ov, TO, also?, , a
lip. (Akin to,.), ,() distorting the

lips or mouth : hence in genl. awry,
crooked., , , pudenda muliebria,

ap. Alh. 647 A : cf. II. 2.•, ov, , an eatable sea-fish,

not the Lat. midlus, Ar. Fr. 365 :

brought salted from the Black sea,

Galen. Alim. 3 ; but also found mthe
Danube, Ael. N. A. 14, 23 ; also -

[], Opp, . 1, 130:—when of
large size said to have been called, cf Dorio ap. Ath. 118
CD./,() to murmur with closed

lips, mutter, in this signf. only in

Gramm.—II. to crush, pound, Lat. mo-
lere : hence, also like molere, to have
sexual intercourse with a woman, c.

ace, Theocr. 4, 58 ; cf., ,. (The use of this word makes
it possible that, belong
to the root,.),, , agrinder, Lat.
dens molaris.^, ,(,) like a
mill or millstone,, II. 7, 270.

—

II. of a 7nill,, a millstone.

Mi/ofif,, fj',=;foreg. : made
of a millstone, Nic. Th. 91.7'/,,(,*) work-
ed in a 7nill, grou/id, Nic. Al. 563 (550)., ov, (,)
broken, ground in a mill.'/•, ov, chiselling a mill-

stone.}, ov, brushing cleaning

a 7)1 ill., ov, ,=, a mill. Pint.

2, 830 D.—2. avnllstone, Anth. P. 11,

253.—3. a grinder, Lat. dens molaris,

Artemid.— II. poet, for, q. v.-', , (], *) mak-
ing millstones, Lat. siliciarius., as pass. (? V) to be-

come an abortion, Hipp.,,=., ,() to grind., , ,() fit

for a miller or a mill, Pint. 2, 159 D.,, fem. of,
the 7naid of the mill, name of a play of
Eubulus., ov, , not,
Jac. A. P. p. 240 : () :

—

a viiller,

a master-miller, who keeps slaves to

work his mill, Dinarch. 93, 9, Dem.
1251, 5.— II. as adj., belonging to a 7nill

or miller.,, ,() a place for
a mill, a mill-house, Lat. pislrinum,

Thuc. 6, 22 : ., Lat. de-

trudere in pistrinum, to condemn (a

MYOK
slave) to work the mill, Eur. Cycl.
240 ; so, ., Lys. 93,

25 ; ., Dem. 1111, 27, cf.

Ruhnk. fip. Cr. p. 208.^,,, , Mylon, a city of
Aegypt, Ath. 337 C., ov, ro.dim. from,
Eccl.,, , (,) watch-
ing the 7mtl ; looking after a mill.

Mi'pa,, , meat chopped up
with blood, cheese, honey, vinegar, ayid

herbs, Epaenet. ap. Ath. 662 D.., , Aeol. for,. Hence, Aeol. for., , Aeol. for.,, (,) dumb, Lat.
mxttus. Call. Fr. 2C0 ; cf.
iMvo, ov, , Myndus, a small

city of the Dorians in Caria, Strab. p.

611., , , an excuse, pretence,]., do not put it ott

by ej:cuses, Od. 21, 111. (Miii•?/ with
Its verb belongs to, to
which Buttm. well refers 7nmiio, 7noe-

7iia : hence strictly a guard, defence.)

[*]
,\., , b, Mynes, son of

Euenus of Lyrnessus, husband of
Briseis, II. 2, 692 ; 19, 295-6.^, ov, ,(), My-
niscus, a tragic actor, Plat. (Com.)
Syrph. 3., , a sort of shoe, from' their maker., dep., to wear-.
iMvvva, ov, , 3iynnacus, masc.

pr. n., Ath. 351 A., dep., z= (cf-) : to put off, Alcae. 48. [v], , ,() the discharge

fro7n the nose, snivel, phlegm, Lat. mu-
cus, Hes. Sc. 267, in plur. : the Att.

prefer ; cf.,.—II.

in >\.=/, the 7tostrils, Soph.
Fr. 110.—2. a la7np-nozzle, Call. Ep.
59., , a kind of plum, ace. to
Sprengel cordia 7nyxa., (, ) to be slimy or
mucous., ov, TO, dim. from '^,
, . Anton. 4, 48.—2. dim. from, Diod. [u],,,=, susp.

Mt'iii'Of, ov, b, a smooth sea-fish,

as if slnne-fish : a sort of,
Lat. mugil, Hices. ap. Ath. 306 E:
also written., , (, ,)
7naking slime or S7iivel, Hipp. p. 1222., ov, , Arist. ap. Ath. 306 F

;

— being the reading in Arist.. ,^^; dub., .(, ,) like

mucous, slimy, Arist. . . 3, 5, 6, etc., , ,^=^, Arist.

. . 6, 17, 3.,, ,=7/, nose,

nostril, Hdt. 2, 86, Sext. Emp. p. 33,

in plur. ;—in sing., Hipp. p. 468., ,,=^•.}, , , contr.,=, q. .. . Ion.-, (, -) receiving or concealing mice,

Nic. Th. 795, [where in arsis.], ov, b, {,) a

mouse-catcher, Arist. H. A. 9, 6, 9.

Hence, , to catch mice, Strab.

p. 165., ov, , mouse-dung., ov,(,) 7iious*



MYPI
hilling, Batr. 159 : 6 -, a. plant, a kind
oi aconite, Nic. Al. 36., , , (,) « bat-

tle of mice, Plut. Ages. 15., ov, , {,)
Myojinesits, a promontory of Ionia

with a city of same name, now Hyp-
sili-bnunos, Thuc. 3, 32.—2. a small
island near Thrace, Strab. p. 435.

i'Mvov, , , the Myonians,
inhab. of Myonia, v. sq., Thuc. 3, 101.

tMi'ot't'a, , , or Mvuviu, Myo-
nia, a city of the Locri Ozolae, Pans.
10, 38, 8.-•, ov, 0, also written,
the dormouse, 0pp. tCyn. 2, 585, 574.,, , a tight pirate

boat, Plut. Anton. 35 ; myoparo in Cic.

Verr. Act. 2, 1, 34.

+Mt;of, 6, Myosormus (mouse-

station), on the coast of the Arabian
gulf, later

'<7, Strab.

p. 769.,, ^,=:sq., the plant

mouse-ear, forget-me-not, Lat. myosotis,

Diosc. 2,214: al. divisim ., , , a different spe-

cies from foreg., Diosc. 2, 214 ; al. di-

visim .
Mi'orptjrof, ov,{,()

hurt in the muscles, Diosc. 1, 68.

M.vovpLa, , , a being.', to be., ov, {, ) mouse-

tailed, i. e. ending in a point, curtailed,

small, Arist. Part. An. 3, 1, 13; of

plays. Id. Poet. 26, 13 ;—but-
is a v. 1. in Rhet. 3, 9, 6.—II. .,

a plant, mouse-tail, Lat. mynsurus. [v]

tMiioi'f ,, i], Myus, an Ionian

city of Caria on the Maeander, Hdt.

1, 142. Hence[, a, ov, of Myus, oi M.,
the inhab. of Myus, Hdt. 6, 8.

Mio<;)orof, ov, {,) mice-

killing :—.. an umbelliferous plant,

Theophr. H. PL 6, 2, 9., ov,,(,) mouse-

dung, theophr. . PI. 5, 4, 5. in plur., old mouse- dung,

an abusive name in Menand. p. 153.

iMvpa, , , and , , Myra, a
city of Lycia, Strab. p. 666 : N. T.
Act. 27, 5.

lAvpaiva,, ij,() Lat. murae-

na, a sea-eel or lamprey, held to be a
great delicacy, Epich. p. 44, Ar Ran.
745 : coupled with as a sea-

serpent, Aesch. Cho. 994, Ar. Ran.
475 ; also. Plat. (Com.)
Symm. 6. [, Epich. 1. c], ov, TO,{,)
a sweet cordial or unguent mixed with

myrrh, [a], ov, TO, a box for -un-

guents, [u]

/.(/), , to rub with sweet

oils. Lob. Phryn. 571.,. ,(,)
rubbing with sweet oiLi, Plut. 2, 662 A., ov, TO, dim. from,

Arr. Epict. 4, 9, 7 : ubi Schweigh.. [], , , boiling or prepa-

ring of unguents, Arist. Insoran. 2, 13 :

and^, , , belonging to the

preparation of unguents, Hipp. : {/ -
(sc.), Lys. Fr. 2, 2, Arist. Eth.
N. 7, 12, 6 : from
'.-, ,(,) boiling,

preparing sweet oils or unguents, Cri-

tias 58, Arist. M. Mor. 2, 7, 30.,, , , {) of siveet

07,, Aesch. Fr. 166; ?/,
Ar. Fr. 8.', , to convey ten thou-

tand, Dinarch. ap. Poll. 4, 165 : from I

MTPI-, , (, )=
(q• v.), Strab. p. 151.

Mt'piii/cif, adv., () ten thou-

sand times, numberless times, Ar. Nub.
738. Ran. 63, Plat. Legg. 677 D. [], ov, holding ten thou-

sand measures() ; cf.-
: metaph., ^* ., Ar. p£ic.

521.^, , , of Myrinn-
drus, Myriandrian, ., Hdt.
4, 38., ov,(,) con-

taining ten thousand men or inhabitants,. Isocr. 286 E, Arist. Pol. 2, 8, 2.

tMiptar(5pof, ov, , Myriandrus. a
city ot Syria on the borders of Cili-

cia, Xen. An. 1, 4, 6.'.', ov, o.^sq.. Hdt. 7, 81.'^, , , (,)
commander of ten thousand men, Xen.
Cyr. 3, 3, . etc.

Mi'pmf,, ,() Att. gen.

"^Im. (v. Choerob.2, p. 458)

:

—the number of 10,000, a myriad. Hdt.
2, 30, etc. : when, are

used absol. of money, must
be supplied ; when of corn,,
as in Hdt. 3, 91 :—as adj., -, Aesch. Pers. 927.,', adv., in ten thousand
places, Eust., ov, ro, dim. from,
Ar. Fr. 441. [i]^, ov, with countlessfolds
or windings., . gen. , also-, ov. ,(,) :

—

lasting ten

thousand years : ofcountless years,-, Aesch. Pr. 94, Plat. Epin. 987
A.,() to with ointment,

anoint. Alcae. 39, Ar. PL 529., 7/, . Lat. myrica, a shrub
esp. thriving in marshv ground, the

tamarisk, IL, and Hdt. (pi, 11. 10, 466.

467 ; 21, 18, H. Horn. Merc. 81 ; but

pi, II. 21, 350, and so usu. in later

poets, and in Lat.] Hence. 6, a tamarisk

bush, Leon. Tar. 11. [] and', , a tamarisk bough,
11. 6, 39. [pi]', , like the tamarisk.

fMvpiva orMiipii'a, ?'/, Ep.,,
Myrina, a port of Aeolis on the coast

of Asia Minor, Hdt. 1, 149.—2. a city

of Lemnos, Ap. Rh. 1, 604: hence', ol, the Myrineans, Hdt. 6,

140.—II. daughter of Teucer, wife of

Dardanus, II. 2, 814 : ace. to Strab.

p. 573 an Amazon : cf..
tMnpivaiof, a, ov, of Myrina, My-

r'lnean, v. foreg. I, 2., ,,=6,.
[']

(sc.), , also written, sweet nine much used by
the Roman women, Lat. potio murrhi-

na or murrala, Diphil. ap. Ath. 132 D,
Ael. V. H. 12, 31 : prob. wine flavour-

ed with, or rather with /zi'ipoi',

Meineke Stratt. Phoen. 1. [How-
ever in 1. c. it is <.~\

Mvpivoc, ov, , a sea-lish, also-', Arist. . . 8, 19, 5. [], ov,(,) with

ten thousand oxen, Anth. P. 9, 237.)'0•, ov,(,)
written ten thousand times, Eccl.,, , ,(,) having infinite, i. e. huge teeth,. Anth. P. 9, 285.

"'«70•. ov.(.)
with countless fruit. Soph. O. C. 676.., ov,(.)
many-headed,, Eur. . F. 4)9./, ov, {, )

MYPI
said ten thousand limes, Xen. Hell. 5,
2, 17., ov, {,)
ten-thousand-eyed., ov, (,)
of countless shapes, of Bacchus, etc.,

Anth. P. 9, 524, 525., ov,(,)
of countless labours, Anth. Plan. 91.''-,, , ,(,)
with countless ships, Anth. P. 7, 237., ov, (,)
where thousands die,, Plut. Alex.,^.,=, form-
ed after. [], ov,,= :— so,, ov, , Aesch.
Pers. 314. [Ibid. 994,- must
be pronounced as a dissylL]

!}<07, adv., time out of mind,
cf.-. []-, of,= sq., c. gen.,
Arist. Eth. N. 7, 6, 7. Adv. -., ov, gen., ten

thousand fold : infinitely more than,

used like a compar., either c. gen.,

or foil, by ?/, Xen. Oec. 8, 22. [u], ov, (, ~') of immense extent, Diod.', ,(,)
countless, infinite, Eur. I. A. 572, Anas-
andr. Prot.' 1, 9., 6, , ->,,(,) ten-thousand-fooled, many-footed,
—II. ten thousand feet long or broad,

Theophr., a, ov, numberless, count-

less, strictly of number, and then usu.
in plur., as mostly in Hom., yet not
rare in sing., , I). 21,
320 ;, • alck. Phoen. 1480 ;-, Pind.. 10, 84 ;, Theocr.
16, 22 : strengthd., , Od.
17, 422; 19,78: then also,— 2. like, of size, htige, vast, measureless,

immrnse, infinite, , a vast

price, Od. 15. 452 ;, -, infinite sorrow, II. 18, 88 ; 20,
282 ; ,, IL, etc.

;

., an endless journey, Pind.
I. 4, 2.—This mostly in poetry, but
also in Ion. prose, oxptr, all

kinds of sights, Hdt. 2, 136
; .-. 6, 67,. 2, 148 ; and even

in Plat.. /,,,
Apol. 23 , Phil. 13 A, Legg. 677 E.—3. of time, very long, endless,, Pind. I. 5, 36, Soph. 397, 617

;
cf..—4. as adv., much,
immensely, incessantly, .,
Anth. P." 7, 374, cf. 12, 169.—5.(, ... infinitely better,

Plat. Rep. 520 C, Tim. 33
;-

or , to differ infi-

nitely. Id. Polit. 272 C, Theaet. 166
D.—II. as a definite numeral,,
ai, a, ten thmutand, the greatest num-
ber in Greek expressed by one word :

in this sense first in Hes. Op. 250,
then oft. in Hdt., and mostly in prose.
In some few military phrases we find

it in singul., , 10,000
horse, Hdt. 1, 27 ; 7, 41 ; -, Xen. An. 1, 7, 10; cf.,

:— ^, the Ten Thou-
sand, ail assembly of the Arcadians,
Schneid. Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 38.—Ace. to
the Gramm., (parox.) is the
indefinite, (proparos.) the defi-

nite nmnher : yet this is comparatively
a late distinction, Buttm. Ausf Gr.

^ 70 Anm. 15. (.\s the orig. notion
is indef., not numerical, it is no doubt
akin to Lat. multus, and still nearer
to Gael, mohr, great, v. Pott.),,=, dub,, ov, , (uiipio-
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.) the, part, Arist.

de iSeiis. 6, 6., , , (.) the,,,, . Lys. 355,

'i'hesm. 555 : ., 10,000 years
hence, Plat. Leg?. 656 .,, ,() body

often thousand, Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 20., , (,)
with ten thousand armed men, Seidl.

Eur. I. T. 139.

MvpiOTijc, /,,=:, LXX,
cf. Lob. Phryn. 6G2., ov,(,,) tintk numberless holes, ,,
hoiui/comhs, f Pseudo-Phocyl. 162.</, ov, feeding or-
tainiiig ten thousand.-, ov, with countless

eyes., ov, (,)
with numberless friends, Themist., ov.(,) of
ten thousand talents burden,, Thuc.
7, 25 : as Lob. Phryn. 663 well ex-

plains it. He conject\iies-
(q. v.), but the form

occurs in Strabo, as also the equiv.,—which is not consider-

ed so good by the Atticists.. ov,=:{oreg., Anth. P.

10, 23.

0??,', ov, ro. a water-plant,

prnb. inyriophylluni spicatum, Diosc.

4, 115 : from.'7, ov,{,?)
with numberless leaves.?. ov,(,) of
ten thousand kinds,. . 1, 626., ov, (, )
with te7i thousand voices, Anlh./], , , an infinitely af-

fected woman, ap. Galen. ; cf. Lob.

Paral. 463.-, ov, contr,-, ovv,^=. Anth. P. 9, 6, etc. ; cf.

Lob. Phryn. 665.., ,() a box for un-

guents.—1.=^.,, , an ointment , unc-

tion, like. [], , , an anointing, Ath.

547 F., , , fit for anointing.^, ov, , Myrichides, an
Athenian archon, Diod. S. 12, 29., ov, (,)
ofcountless names,^l, Plot. 2, 372 E., , (uvpioc,•)=-?,, Aesch. Pr. 569.

iypavo, ov, . Myrcanus, a Car-
thaginian, Polyb. 7, 9, 1.\., a, ov, of Myrcinus,
Myrcinian, ., Thuc. 5, 6.. , , Myrcinus, a re-

gion of Thrace on the Stryrnon in-

habited by the Edoni, hence called

(5•, Hdt. 5, 11.— II. a city of

foreg., built by Histiaeus of Miletus,

Thuc. 4, 107.

+Mi'p/fUTif, , , fern, adj., of
Myrlea, . (sc.), the territory

of M., Strab., , , Myrlea, a city of

Bithynia, the later Apamea, Strab. p.

563.,, 6, Dor. for,
Theocr.,, , an ant's nest

:

also an ant. Dor. word., o'l, ant-men, a
play of Pherecrates., ov, () like an

ant

:

—rb ., a poisonous spider, Nic.

Th. 747._,. and, al.

narts on the palms of the hands and
teles of the feet, Lat. formicationes,
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differing from, which
have a neck, while grow
directly Irom the skin., , or (as Bekk.)-, , , () an ant's nest,

Arist. . . 4. 8, 27 : hence throng

of people, a crowded lecture-room, ap.

Hesych.— II. metaph., -
in Pherecr.. 1, 23, are

perverse conceits of a harp-player or

singer, who runs up and down the
notes, in and out and all ways, like a

7icst of ants ; cf. Meineke ad 1. ; so

Ar., Thesm. 100, calls similar embel-
lishments of poetry -.

?., , a precious
stone u'ilh wart-like lumps()
upon it, Plin. 37, 10.— II. -,
the gold got up from Indian ant hills,

cf. Hdt. 3, 102., r/,=sq.-, ov, , a breaking out

of warts : from, ,() to have
warts, feel an itching, LXX.^, ov. , Mi/rmecides, an
artist of Miletus, Ael. V.' H. 1, 17.//, () to feel as if

ants were creeping about one., ov, , dim. from-
:—cf..^, ov, , Myrmecium, a

Scythian city on the Cimmerian Bos-
porus, Strab. p. 310., ov, o, a precious Stone
with things like ants inside it, like am-
ber, Plin. 37, II., ov, living an ant's

life, Lust., , like ants.,, , (.) the ant lion, in LXX., a name
variously interpreted, v. Bochart Hi-
erozoic. 2, p. 813.. ,^ :

a\so, full of ivarts. Marc. Sid.'., , the ant, Lat.
formica, first in Hes. Fr. 22, 5 ; 37, 4 :

(a (orm is quoted by Hesych.)

:

the winged male was called.
—On . v. sub-.— II. a beast of prey in India,

some think of the lion, others of the
dog tribe, Hdt. 3, 102.—III. a hidden

rock in the sea. Lye. 878 ; cf. :

esp. a clitf" on the Thessalian coast

between Sciathus and Magnesia, Hdt.

7, 183.—IV. a sort of gauntlet or ccs-

tus with metal studs or nails like

warts () on it, Christod.

Ecphr. 225. { is the same
word as hat. fonnic-a.)^,, , Myrmex, masc.
pr. n., an Athenian, Ar. Ran. 1506.

—

II. V. foreg. III.., ol, the Myrmidons,
a warlike people of Thessaly, former-

ly in Aegina, the subjects of Peleus
and Achilles, -fll. 1, 180, etc.^,, . Myrmidon, son
of Jupiter and Eurymedusa, Ap. Rh.
1, 56.—II. a Myrmidon, V...?, ov, , also, Lat. glans unguentaria, pal-

ma ungnentariorum, [lerh. the Behen
nut, Guilandina moringa, whence was
extracted a scentless oil(), used in mixing unguents,
Diosc.— II., , the fruit

of the Phyllanlhus emblica, modern
Greek, [a]', . (,)
dipped in perfumed oil, Clem. Al., ar, , the bubbling cut

of perfwned oil : from/., ov, ,(, ?^)
flowing with unguent, [i)]

MYPP, ov, with perfumed
locks, V. 1. for sq., , gen. , (,
pv)=i'oeg., Mel. 105.", , (,)
wet with unguent. LXX.,,,() anointed,, Anth. . 6, 234., , , box for unguent., ov, , dim. from
foreg., Cic. Att. 2, 1, 1., , v., fin., Hom., and Hes., v. sub. []
MT'PON, ov, , any sweet juice

distilling from plants, and used for un-
guents or perfumes, derived from

by the ancients ; or, ace. to .\th.,

from'), myrrhoil

;

—but the word
is prob. of foreign origin ;— usu., any
prepared ungzient Or sweet oil, Lat. U7i-

guentum, first in Archil. 34, Iltlt. 3,

22: (Hom. uses , (yo-,)—used to nux with
wine, Ael. V. H. 12, 31.—A great va-

riety are given by Diosc. 1, 52. sqq.,

Ath. XV., c. 37—16.—2. a place where
unguents, etc. were sold, the pcrfinnc'

7narkct, Ar. Eq. 1375, Pherecr. Agath.
2.—3. metaph., any thing graceful,
charming, lovely, Anth. P. 5, 90 ; cf.

Jac. Anth. 2, 2, p. 285, A. P. p. 597.—4. proverb., to Ty ,
myrrh-oil on lentils, i. e. pains thrown
away, Cic. Att. 1, 19, 2, cf. Slrattis
Phoen. 1, et ibi Meineke. [v], ov, , an ointment

of scented oil, pitch and wax, Galen., ov, contr.-, ovv,
sweet with unguent or oil, Mel. 5 ; also.̂, ov, 6, Myropnus,
masc. pr. n., Luc. Fugit. 32.

MvftOTTOiar, ,(,) pre-

paring scented oils, Alh.', ov, busy about scented

oils.,,, a shop for un-
guents, a perfumers shop, Lys. 1 70, 8,

Dem. 786,8; 911, 13: and, , to deal in un-t

guents or scented oils, Ar. Fr. 651

:

from, ov, 6,(, 7.)
a dealer in ujiguents or scented oils, a
perfumer, Lys. ap. Ath. 612 E, Xen.
Symp. 2, 4., ov, , v. 1. for -./,, , fem. of-, Ar. Eccl. 841., ov, selling unguents or
scented oils.'^, ov, (, ())
wet with unguent, Mel. 65.

Mi'por, ov, b, Lat. myrus, a kind of
sea-eel, Ath. 312 ; ace. to Plin. the
male ol the muraena : cf..

tMi'pof, ov, b, Myrus, an Athen.
archon, Dion. H. 5, 50., , dripping with un-
guent., ov, , a vine that

bears sweet smelling grapes, Geop., , (,)
shining with unguent, Mel. 78., ov, bringing or holding

unguent., ov, (, )
anointed ivith unguent, Eur. CycL
501., ov,(,) tritk

anointed skin, Anth. P. 9, 570.', rarer form for, Br.

Ar. Eccl. 1117.^, , , the balsamic juice of
the Arabian myrtle, Lat, myrrha, mur•
rha, Ath. 688 C. ^



' tMvp/Sa, , , Myrrha, daughter
of Cinyras, mother ot' Adonis, Luc.
de D. Syr. 6 ; ci. : in Lye.
8:^9 = BD.J/.of

.

.()()!, , , (,,) shrub like a myrtle but prick-

ly, Lat. TiLscus aculeatus, Diosc. : also

and. La-
con, '/.., , to for myrtle-

wreaths, which were the badges of

certain offices, hence comically for>, ap. Hesych.)), , f), later Att. for-, q. V.}., , , v. /jpia./', , , Myrrhme, daugh-
ter of Callias, wife of flippias, Thuc.
C, 55.-2. another Athen. female Ar.

Lys. 70.—Others in Ath. ; etc. [<], v..,, ov, , my dear little

Myrrhme, dim. from, Ar. Lys., , viine flavoured

with myrtle, Ael. V. H. 12, 31., , ov, later Att. for-.),, , Myrrhinus,

name of a demus of Attica tbelong-

ing to the lril)e Pandionis, IStrab. p.

399t ; cf..^^, a, ov, of or belong-

ing to (the deme) Myrrhinus, Plat.

Protag. 315 C.

Mv()f)ivuv, , 6, {) a

myrtle-grove, Lat. myrtetiim, Ar. llan.

156.

./),, , a plant, myrrhis odo-

rata, Diosc. 4, 116.

()'),, ,() like myrtle-

juice, Plin.•, ov, , Att.?,
Myrsilus, the Greek name of the Ly-
dian king Candaules, Hdt. 1, 7.—2. a

historian of Lesbos, Ath. 610 A.—3.

a tyrant of Mytilene, Strab. p. 617.'', Aeol. -vyov, ov, ,=, Alcae. 70.., ov, , (,
E/.aLov) myrtle-oil, Diosc. 1, 48., later Att., , ,
the 7>tyrtle, Archil. 37 ;

-, Pind. I. 8 (7), 147, Eur. Ale.

172.—II. a myrtle-branch, Hdt. 1, 132,

etc. ; or a myrtle-wreath, Pherecr. Me-
tall. 1, 25. Ar. Vesp, 861, 1364, etc.

;

cf.? :
— , the place

where these wreaths were sold, Ar.

Thesm. 448.—2. a fly-flap made of a

myrtle-branch, v. Interpp. ad Ar. Eq.
59. [i] Hence'., , ,^=, of
myrtle, Diosc. [], ov,,=., ,{,)
myrtle-like,, . Hom. Merc. 81., , , later Att.-,='~, of myrtle, Lat. myr-

teus. Call. Dian. 202:

—

,=, Theophr.—II. ., the lower

part of the membrum virile, Ar. Eq. 964.

f MtipfftiOf, ov, , Myrsinus, a town
of Elis on the road from EUs to Dyme,
later', II. 2, 616 ; Strab.

p. 341.,, , =,
LXX., ov, , basket, . .
(Akin to,, cf . V. 1.)+', , , Myrsus, father of

Candaules, a king of Lydia, Hdt. I, 7.

—2. son of Gyges, a Lydian, Id. 3, 122.-',, , Myrson. a shep-

herd, Bion 6, 1.
^, , =,

Lob. Phryn. 111./,, , Lacon. for•^.

,,,^ .,
Nic. Th. 513.,, , {)=-., ,,^, Hesych.

tMi'pria, , , Myrtia, an Athe-
nian female, Ar. Vesp. 1396., ov, , a myrtle-like

plant, Hipp.— II. a rough excrescence on

the root and branches of the 7nyrtle, like

the Kennes-berries on the holm-oak,
Diosc.—III. the fruit of the Persian
pepper-tree : also another Indian or

Persian fruit used as pepper, Xenocr.

tMfprtAof, ov, 6, Myrtilus, son of
Mercury or Jupiter, charioteer of

Oenomaus, hurled by Pelops into the
sea, Soph. El. 509.—2. an Athenian,
Thuc. 5, 19.— Others in Ath. ; etc.

—

Cf..',,?/,=, a myrtle.

— II. a sort of pear-tree or olive, Iroin

the nature of the fruit, Nic. Al. 88. []
Mi'priiOf, , ov, =, cf

foreg.

tMi'priov, ov, TO, Myrtium, a town
of Thrace opposite Samothrace, Dem.
234, 12.—II. , fern. pr. n., Luc. Dial.

M. 27, 7.•, , , Myrtis, an Argive
traitor,Dem. 324, 10.—Others in Ath.

;

etc.—II. , a poetess of Anthedon,
Anth. P. 9, 26.

^

j,,,^, a myrtle-

berry, Diphil. ap. Ath. 52 E.
{, , =,

Diosc. 5, 36.
j'-/} 7/•, ,(,)

mixed with myrtle-berries, Geop.
MfpTOi', ov, , the fruit of the myr-

\

tie(), the myrtle-berry, Lat. myr-
tum, Ar. Av. 160, IIUO, Plat., etc.—11.

part of the pudenda muliebria, Ar. Lys.
1034.

j, ov, , {,
j/.) the plant polygonum, Plin.
j', , , the myrtle, Lat. i

myrtus, Pind. I. 4, 117 (3, 88), etc.
i,, , of myrtle, Lat. myrteus.
]

i'bilvpTovvTtov, , ,^=..
—II. a marsh between Leucas and

]

the .\mbracian gulf, Strab., , , Myrtusa, a
|

mountain near Cyrene, Call. Del. 91.
1?, , and-, ai, parts of the pudenda inuliebria,

V. II.

tMvprw, , , Myrto, a female,
after whom, ace. to Paus., the Myr-

!

toan sea was named, 8, 14, 12.—2. I

the second wife of Socrates, ace. to

Ath. 556 D; Luc. Hale. 8.-3. a
shepherdess, Theocr.,, , nickname of
debauchee, Luc. Lesiph. 12. :^, a, ov, Myrtoan, .

], the Myrtoan sea, a part of

the Aegean, lying between the coast

of Argolis and Attica, Strab. p. 323.
;

iMvpTUoiov, =,. Rh. 2, 505.
j', like, toflow, run, trickle,', they melted into tears,

Hes. Sc. 132: (hence redupl.-
pu, Lat. murmuTO.)—II. mid.

(sc.), to melt into tears, to shed
tears, weep,? , ,
II. 22, 427

; yoowira , ,
Od. 19, 119; ?^, Hes. Op.
204:

—

\. Rh. has it also=act., to

flow, 2,371.—2. c. ace, to leeep for,
bewail, Bion 1, 68, Mosch. 3, 74, 91,
—where also aor. occurs.

—

Later writers use instead
(mod. Greek), and-

\

like. (Cf. Lat. moe•
reo.) [y]

"

I

MTII
iMCpu,, , v..,, ,() an oint-

ment spread for use, Alcae. 39, Ar.
Eccl. 1117. [ii]

iMvpiov,, , Myron, a cele-
brated statuary of Eleutherae, Luc.

;

Anth. : etc.—2. a tyrant of Sicyon,
Arist. Pol. 5, 10, 3.—Others in Plut.

;

etc.

i'Mvpv, ov, , Myronides,
grandiather of Clisthenes, Hdt. G,

126.—2. a celebrated commander of
the Athenians m Peloponneeian war,
Thuc. 1, 105; Ar. ; etc.— 3. son of
Archinus, Dem. 742, 25.'•, ,() an anointing.~, (even of the female, Phi-
leiii. p. 408), gen., ace. :—a
nioiisc, Lat. 771114•, first in Batr. : .-, a field-mouse, Hdt. 2, 141, cl.

: proverb., //t)f ,', also , a
mouse in a pitch or pickle tub ('a
flea in a glue-pot'), i. e. in a great
scrape, Dem. 1215, 10, Theocr. 14.

51 : 'tv, a lewd, lecherous per-
son, Philem. 1. c—II. a ahell-tish, the

muscle, cf,.—III. a large
kind oi'whale, Lat. musculus, Arist.
H. A. 3, 12, 5.—IV. a 7nuscle of the
body. Lat. musculus, Theocr. 22, 48,
and Medic. (Usu. referred to, to

keep close, cf. Hdt. 2. 141; but Pott
connects it with Sanscr. 7nush, fura-
ri.) [v, and so in all compds. : Kic.
has in arsis, but/ is the
only real exception.]-, , , Mys, a Carian of
Europus, Hdt. 8, 133.—2. a celebra-
ted artist, Paus. 1, 28, 2., ,{)=, Aesch. Supp. 995., (,—., af,7,subst from sq.,fllih•
iness, loathsoineness., , : () -.—foul,

dirty : hence like Lat. impurus, loath-

some, abominable, and SO like,
Eur. Or. 1624, etc. ; ., an abomi-
nation, Hdt. 2, 37 ; of persons, defiled,

polluted, Eur. El. 1350., ov, ,(,) the

author of afoul deed, LXX., () dep., to feel
disgust at anything loathsome, to loathe.

abo?ninate, c. acc, Eur. Med. 1149,
Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 5.—The act. only in

Hesych., ,() poet,
for, Nic. Th. 361.

;^'•, /;,ox'.=foreg. :,
, a prostitute. Archil. 125, like-

: also, and contr.-
(),,., , , later form for -., , , () =-.\, , , Mysia, a province
of Asia Minor lying along the .A.egean

and Propontis, divided into Greater
and Less Mysia, Hdt. 7, 41.-2. Moe-
sia in Europe.^, , , Mysian, Strab., ,() to feel disgust,

dub.—II.() to snuff, snort, esp. in

eating greedily, Cornut., Lacon. for, Ar.
Lys. 94, etc.,() adv., with the eyes

shut, uinking, Cratin. 'i2p. 12, but v.

Memeke.
tMi;ff£Of, a, ov, Mysian. Pind. L 8.

107 ; Aesch. Pers. 322.— II. ., the

JV/ysi'iis, a river of Mysia, Strab. p. 616.^,, , pecul fem. to Mv-, ula M., Dion. P. 803.,, , () a closing the
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tfpSf et/ts, etc.— II. (from pass.) a be-

ing closed, constipation, Hipp, []', ov, ro, mouse-dung./", ov, , Myscelhis, son
of Alcinon of Argos, Strab. p. 262., ov, a, dim. from, for, dub.^,, , Mi/scon, a lead-

er of the Syracusans, Thuc. 8, 85.

—

2. son of Menecrates, an Athenian,
Xen. Hell. 1, 1, 29., , ol, the 3Iysians,— 1. in

Mysia in Asia Minor, 11. 2, 858, cf.

Strab. p. 295, who makes them to

have come from Thrace, Id. p. 564.

—2. a Thracian nation on the Ister,

called by the Romans Mocsi, Strab.

pp. 295, 317 : some regard them as

the ones mentioned in 11. 13, 5.

Mt'ffof, TO, (,) anything

loatksoine, unclcanncss of body or

mind : metaph., an abomination, defite-

oient, Lat. piaculum, like,
Trag., as Aesch. Cho. 650, Eum. 839,

Soph. O. T. 138. [Sometimes writ-

ten properisp., but wrongly,

for V is always short ; cf. Draco p. 65,

15, E. M. p. 588, 52: perh.

caused the error.] Hence
Mi'ffof,,—., ov, , a Mysian, fv. sub

; as adj. Mysian,,
Call. Dian. 17| : for ,
cf, sub-

tMnCTOf, ov, 0, Mysus, brother of

Car and Lydus, from whom the My-
sians were said to derive their name,
Hdt. 1, 171., , (,) to run

about like a /notice, Ar. Vesp. 140, with

a play on'-,, only found in com-
pounds,),, -', and in Lat. mungo, emungo, v.

UV(J., , v.., , to be a-
: hence, c, ace. pers. to initiale,^=, Strab., , Pseudo-Luc.

Philopatr. 22 ; opp. to, Plut.

2, 795 E. Hence/,, , initiation

into the mysteries : and.(^, , , initiated., , , initiation into

the mysteries, Plut. Alcib. 34 ; from.), ,(,) in-

troducing or initiating into mysteries, a

mystagngue, Strab., Plut. Alcib. 34,

etc., V. Lob. Aglaoph. p. 29 ; hence

—

2. generally, a teacher of philosophy,

Himer.—3. in Sicu'j=, a

Cicerone, esp. at the temples, Cic.

Verr. Act. 2, 4, 59.\., ov, 6, Mystalides,

masc. pr. n., Lys.,, . Dor. and Lacon.
for III., and always masc,
whereas is fem. :

—

the upper

lip, the beard upon it, our moustache,

Stratlis Incert. 6, et ibi Mein. ; also, Antiph. Archon 1, cf. Valck.

AdoH. p. 288 : the Spartan ephors on
coming into office issued an edict,, Arist. ap. Plut. Cleom.
9, Plut. 2, 550 , cf. Muller Dor. 3,

7, ^ 7.,, 6,=.), to initiate into myste-

ries or doctrines.'7], , , belonging to

mysteries, mystical., , , initiation., ,,=,
Ar. Ach. 747., ov; ,() strict-

ly neut. from>/=,
958

a mystery or revealed secret : mostly in

plur., Tu ., the mysteries, certain re-

ligious celebrations; first in Hdt. 2,

51, of those of the Cabiri in Samo-
thrace. The most famous were tho.se

of Demeter (Ceres) at Eleusis, first in

Aesch. Fr. 382 ; the greater { -, cf. sub) in Botidromion
;

the lesser () in Anthoste-
rion ; but mysteries were celebrated
in every considerable city of Greece,
Lob. Aglaophamus, p. 43. In this

work Lobeck opposes the common
notion that the mysteries were re-

velations of a profound religious se-

cret : they certainly were always se-

cret, but all Greeks without distinc-

tion of rank or education, nay, per-

haps even slaves (p. 19), might be in-

itiated, and m later times foreigners

(p. 20) : prob. they were shows or sce-

nic representations of mythical legends,

not unlike the religious ' mysteries'
of the middle ages.—Cf,-
/,.—2. any mysteries or

secrets. Soph. Fr. 943 ; hence, .-, the mystic A\reatbs, Eur.
Supp. 470 : alsomj/iiic implements and
the like, . Ar.
Ran. 159.—3. later, all matters of sci-

ence which required teaching, Lot). Ag-
laoph. p. 127, sq. : in N. T., also in

sing., a mystery.—II. a cough-medi-

cine.,, pecul. fem. of-, Anth. P. 7, 9., ,(, -) like mysteries, Plut. 2, 996 ., , , fem. -,,{) belonging to the mys-
teries : ., an armistice during

the Eleusinian mysteries, Aeschin. 45,

38, etc., ov, 6, fem., :{) :

—

one initiated, Eur. H. F. 013

:

also c. gen., ., Eur. Cret. 2, 11,

cf. Mel. 114 ; , Anth. P.

9, 229 :—also as adj., ., Ar.

Ran. 370.—The division of the initia-

ted into various orders, up to the, is very dub., cf. Interpp. ad

Ar. Ran. 745, Lob. Aglaoph. p. 31 sq.,

128.

—

\1.^:, lb. p. 29; so,, Anacreont.

4, 12. Hence, , , secret, mystic, esp.

connected ivith the mysteries, Aesch. Fr.

373
; ., the mystic chant lac-

chus, Hdt. 8, 05 ; ., the mysteries,

Thuc. 0, 28 :—later, m genl. of all

arts, etc., that required teaching. Lob.
Aglaoph. p. 128, sq. The .
in Ar. Ach. 728, is prob. a wretched

lean pig, such as the were
wont to offer, Lob. ut supr. p. 85, cf.

IV. Adv. -., dep. to sop bread in

soiij) or gravy, and eat it, -
., to ladle out

public money, Ar. Eq. 827, 1108, Plut.

627, Dind. ; al.,',-?., v. : from?^, , , crust of bread hol-

lowed out as a spoon, to sup soup or

gravy with, Ar. Eq. 11C7 ; ubi al.•
?..,, v. foreg. : cf. -,., to solemnize myste-

ries, Musae. 124, Noun. Hence, ov, solemnized mys-
tically, Orph. H. 76, 7., ov,(,)
.•solemnizing rnysteries, performing a
inystic rite, Anth.

; . /, lb. ap-

pend. 164 : cf. Lob. Phryn. 066.,, fem. of, q. v.^, ov, , Mystichides, an
Athen. archon, Diod. S. 15, 2.

MYX, ov,{,)
receiving the mysteries or the initiated,

., of Eleusis, Ar. Nub. 303., , ,:=,
Anth.,,—•., , , dim. from•, small spoon., ov, ,(,) dealer in small spoons, Ni-
coph.. 1., ov, , or, ov,

, a sort of spoon, Nic. ap. Ath. 126
C.—II. a 7nensMre,=tW0,
Hippiatr. Hence, ov, 6, a .^poon-seller., ov, mouse-murdering.,,, v.., , (,) abojni-

nable, Plut. Timol. 5.^,, , Myson, one of the
seven wise men of Greece, of Chen
in l-aconia, named by Plato instead

of Periander, Prot. 343 A.,=. Call. Fr. 282., to be fond of the letter :

—formed like. Hence, ov, b, fondness for the

letter, Gramm., ,,=, Hesych.
iMvuo, a, ov, of Mytilene,

Mytilenean, Strab. p. 617.\7., , . better form than, Mytilene, a celebrated city

of Lesbos, having two harbours, now
Metelin, Hdt. 1, 160; 2, 178; etc., , , () the fish mus-
cle, Lat. mytilus :— acc. to Hoind.
Horat. Sat. 2, 4, 28, better7,
Lat. 7nituliis, and not from, but of

Lat. origin, cf. Ath. 85 E. [-, Hor.
1. c. Mart. 3, 60, 4.], , ov, v.., , , that part of mollus-

cous anitnals which answers to the liver,

Arist. H. A. 4, 1, 19, etc.

iMpaov, ov,, Mytistratum,

a city of Sicily, Polyb. 1, 24, 11.

tMiJrrovof, or, ov, ,
Myttonus, masc. pr. n., Polyb. 9, 22, 4., , Lat. mutus, dumb, ap.

Hesych. ; cf.., Att. for., to -make into a-, ., to make mince-meat of
him, Ar. Vesp. 63 : from

Mwrr(jrui-,(noAtt.),
ov, b, and perh., :

—a sa-

voury dish of cheese, honey, garlic, etc.,

mashed up into a sort of paste, Lat.

alliatinn, intritum, moretum, Anan. 1,

8, Ar. Ach. 174, Eq. 771, etc. (From,,, because its pun-
gent taste made people wince.), , ov. irreg. superl. of, Arist. Mund. 3, 10 ; formed
like,., irreg. superl. of.. Rh. 1, 170, Call. Dian. 68 : form-

en from, as from -, [i], , ov, irreg. superl. of, q. v., () to make a noise by

closing the mouth and forcing the breath

through the yiostrils, to snort, moan, esp.

from passion, Aesch. Fr. 337.—2. to

make mouths, sneer, -, Theocr. 20, 13 ;, Mel. 52 ; cf. Polyb. 15, 26,

8. Hence, , , a snorting, moan-
ing, Eur. Rhes. 789.—II. mockery,

jeering, LXX.,, like one moaning,-
-, harddrarun breath, Hipp.



(as if from=, ami

)}., a, oi',=sq. ; like <^•
fiom.'., , , {) inward, in-

most, Lat. tntimns, as v. 1. Hes. Op.
521, Th. 991, , Pro-
pontis with its creeks, Aesch. Pers. 876

;

also i!i Ap. Rh. 2, 742, Anth.—To this

adj. belong various irreg. superlatives

(formed alter the subsi.), viz.,-,-,--, and, . sub voce, []?, , II., , , () =,
moaning, groaning, Od. 24, 416.^,() a.dv., from the in•

most part nf the house, from the women^s
chambers, Aesch. Ag. 96.,, adv., inside, for, ; like

tor.', , ov, irreg. superl. of, , in the farthest

corner he sat, Od. 21, 146., adv., to the far corner, Od.
22, 270 : from^, ov, 6, () :—heterog.

plur. Tu, Dion. P. 117, 128, etc.

:

—the innermost place or part, inmost

nook or corner, Lat. si7ius, recessus,-
uov,,, II. 22, 440, Od.
5, 226 ; 13, 363 ; so, ., -, Hes., etc.—2. esp. the inmost,

most private part of a house, the women's
apartments, Lzt.perietrale., from the threshold to the secret

chamber, Od. 7, 87, 96 ; of.—3. a bay or creek, running far inland,

Hdt. 2, 11 ; 4, 21 ; ',
Pind. P. 6, 12 ;' -, Aesch.
Pr. 839 :—so, , i. e. at

Argos, which lies at the far corner of

the Argolic gulf, II. 6, 152; Od. 3,

263 ; so, , Pind.

. 10, 78 :—the irreg. superl.-., etc., v. sub voce.

,•, , , Mychus, a liarbour

in Phocis, Strab. p. 409., ov, of sly habits, v. 1.

for-, Ar. Thesm. 392.^, ov, b, {,)
watch of the interior, Lyc. 373. [], ,{,) with or

in secret holes a?id corners.,, , also,=-, oramm., , ov, () irreg.

superl. of, Gramm.', i. -, intr. to close, be shut,

esp. of the lips and eyes, to wink,

wince, , II.

24, 637 ; cf ; so. ,
closed eye, Eur. Med. 1183 ; cf i/.
—II. of persons, to shut the eyes, keep

one's eyes shit. Soph. Fr. 754 ; esp. in

fear of danger,, with one's eyes

shut. Id. Ant. 421, Ar. V^esp. 988,

Plat., etc. ; cf. Meineke Antiph. Agr.

4 ; ,
Arist. de Anima 3, 3, 12 :—c. ace,, Anth. P. 15, 40.—2.

metaph. to be lulled to rest, of pain, to

cease. Soph. Tr. 1008.

—

III. \80=-
. (The root is , , which is

pronounced by closing the lips : but the

root has many branches : e. g.,,,, :
—-, : ,,-

:
—, : ,-, :, :

—
1),), ^,-,,,,,

m.iisso, mussilo, viutus, mutio :
—,, :

—, -,,, :
—,,,,,

mungo, emungo, cf. Heinr. Hes. Sc.

267, p. 189 :, etc.) [ seems

to be always long in pres. ; but cer-

tainly in aor., cf U. 24. 637, Soph.
Ant. 421, Eur. Med. 1183; except in

later writers, as Antiphil. 43, 3, etc. :

in perf i) always, as II. 24, 420, Leon.
Tar. 63, etc.], , (,) mouse-like,

Plut. 2, 458 C—II. I IV) muscu-
lar, lb. 733 C.,, ,{ IV) :

—

a muscu-
lar part of the body, as it were, a knot

or cluster of muscles, II. 16, 315, 324.

[Heyne proposes, metri grat.,

but by poet, usage in this word is

always long, cf Ap. Rh. 4, 1520, The-
ocr. 25, 149.], , , () a mouse-hole.—. a term of reproach for a lewd

woman, Epicrat. Cher. 1, Ael. N. A.
12, 10., , 7;,=foreg., ov, , v..,() to be shortsighted,

see dimly, N. T., 1 Pet. 2,9., , , () shortsight-

edness, nearsightedness. Medic.—II.==, Arist. . . 6, 37, 3. Hence, dub. for.'•, ov, ,=^.,,^^.,( II. 2) to spur. prick

with the spur, , Xen. Eq. 10,

1 and 2 : but,

—

II. mid.( II. 1)

to keep offflies from one's horse, lb. 4,

5 :—pass., to be attacked by flies, Aris-

taen.,,^, Xen. Cyn. 3,

2 and 3., ov,, (,)^-.•, , , ( IV) furnished
with ?/iuscles, Ath.,, b, ,(,) strictly

closing the eyes, blinking, winking

:

hence, shortsighted, Arist. Probl. 31,

16, and 25.—II. as subst. paroxyt.,., , the horse-fly or gad-fly,
like, Aesch. Pr. 675, cf Supp.
307 : hence,—2. a goad, spur, Xen.
Eq. 8, 5, Plat. Apol. 30 E; iv-, to walk in spurs,

Theophr. Char. 21.—3. metaph.,
stimulant, Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 884. [v

;

but in signf II, Nic. has v, Th. 417,

736.], or, ^,=, Lacon.
for., ,=., dep., () to mock,

i. e. mimic, and so ridicule, Ael., and
Alciphr. (Said to be formed from
the sound uttered by a camel,-, Valck. Amnion, p. 231.), = foreg., Tittm. Zonar.
Lex. p. 1383.,,,() mock-

ery., , , mocking, Ael. V. .
3, 19. Hence, to mock., ov, b, a mock, mockery.

(Akin to.) Hence, , , a mocker, Arist. H. A.

1, 9. 1.~, , , the toil, moil, broil

of war, in II. usu.', 2,

401, etc.; also without, II.

17,397; 18, 188, Hes. Sc. 257: but" ', the struggle

between Irusand the stranger, Od. 18,

233 (the only place where the word
occurs in Od.) :").
Archil.—Hesych. also quotes a verb=. Cf,-.\?, , , Molus, son of Mars
and Demonice, Apollod. 1,7, 7.—2. son
of Deucalion, Id. 3, 3, 1 : cf..

[

",, , moly, a fabuloue
herb of secret power, having a black
root and white blossom, and known
by this name among the gods. Od. 10,
305, where Mercury gives it to Ulys-
ses, as a counter-charm to the spells
of Circe.— II. in later writers a kind
of garlic, Theophr., cf sq. (Prob.
akin to Lat. mollis, and so to,
q. v.) [ii;but in Lyc. 679, .] Hence, ,(' II) a kind of^•-
lic, with a single head, not several
small ones, Hipp. : also its bulb, Lat.
unio.,()=.,(}=, Hipp.

;

pass, to be worn out. Soph. Fr. 620.^,, b, Dor., and-, , oi',=sq., , gen. , (?) worn
out by toil, feeble, sluggish, Nic. Th.
32 : cf. (The accent should
be.),, ,() break-

ing, crushing : a softening, opp. to•, Arist. Meteor. 4, 1,5; 3, 16,—
with V. 1..., ov, ,^=, Timou
ap. Diog. L. 7, 170., , , (?.) weak-
ening, exhausting., ,=^., {?) :

—to enfeeble, dull,

blunt : pass, to grow weak, gel old, peak,
pine, Hipp. : akin to and -.—II. of meat and other food,

intr. in act., to become gradunlly roast-

ed, A. B. [ seemingly in all tenses.], () to beat and
bruise severely, Plut. 2, 126 C, in pass.7\., , , covered with
weals, Galen : from, , b, the mark of a
stripe, a weal, in genl. a skin-wound,
Arist. Probl. 9, 1, 1, Plut., etc, (Prob.
formed from,'—cf our
maul:—on the analogy of,, etc.), V. sub* III., Ion., f -//•

: {) .—dep. mid., to find
fault with, blame, c. ace, II. 3, 412,
Theogn. 169, etc., Aesch. Ag. 277,
Ar. Av. 171.—Poet, word, used in late

prose, as Plut., etc.

/^, TO, poet, for^/iof, Lyc. 1134.^, , , Mnmemphis,
a city of Lower Aegypt, Hdt. 2, 163 ;

cf Strab. p. 805. Hence^, ov, , an inhab. of
Momemphis, Strab.,, ,=^.,=, Od. 6, 274,
Hes. Op. 754.,,,() that

which is blamed, a blemish.—II. blarney

mockery, LXX., , , () a
mocker, scoffer, Hipp., , ,() be

blamed or ridiculed, Aesch. Theb. 508., ov, b, blame, ridicule, dis-

grace, ', to set a brand
upon one, Od. 2, 86; so in Pind. O.
6, 125, P. 1, 159. Soph. Fr. 235; and
in late prose, as Plut.

—

II. personified,

Momus, the critic God, first in Hes.
Th. 214, where he is son of Night,
cf Plat. Rep. 487 .—Prob. from-, as \{.), . to lookfor blemishes

in animals for sacrifice : in genl. to ex-

amine, test, Eccl. ; from, ov,{,)
lookingfor ble7nishes in sacrificial vic-

tims : in genl. examining., adv.. Dor. contr. for ,
but much used in Att., esp. in quea-
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tions to which a negative answer is

expected, but surely not ? is it so... ?

like ; Lat. nu7n !—as, ... ;

Answ. ov or'/ru, Eur. Hec. 754 : soiiie-

times, however, it only asks doubt-
ingly, like l,at. num forte ? and may
be answered in the affirm., as Plat.

Prot. 310 D.—Its origin from ovv
was so lost sight of, that we find>

in Aesch. Cho. 177, Eur. Andr.
82

; , Ar. Plut. 845; some-
times also , as Plat. Phaed.
84 C. Kep. 505 C.

—

... ; had ex-

actly the contrary signf. requiring an
affirm, answer, Lat. nnnne ? Soph.
O. C. 17'2'J.—Cf. Jelf. Gr. Gr. % 873.

*(" is the Lai. nmn, like ne .,
.)

MiSvof, , or. Dor. for,-.,,, 6, , with a single, i. e.

solid, undoven hoof, Lat. solipes, epith.

of the horse, very freq. in 11., once in

Od., viz. 15, 40 ;—in dat. with a neut.

subst., , Plat. Polit.

265 D, cf. Lob. 'Paral. p. 287. (Either
shortd. for, from,,
or from the root- with .), ov,= ioieg., Eur. I. A.
250., Ep. lengthd. form for-., f. -, aor. ':

() :
—'ohe silly.foolish, Eur. Med.

614, +Xen. Mem. 1, 1, lit; to play

the fool, Arist. Eth. N. 7, 4, 5 : c. ace,, to make a mad at-

tempt, Aesch. Pars. 719.—II. causal,

to make foolish, insipid, etc., N. T. :

pass, to become so, lb. Hence,, ?),= sq.,, .() silline'ts, folly,

first m Hdt. 1, 140, and freq. in Trag.

:

/ , toimpute/o//y
to him, Hdt. 1, 131 ; -
veiv, to be charged with it, Soph.
Ant. 470.!', ov, TO, a sort of mandrake,

which macZc/e/ifii him who ate it, Diosc.

4, 76 '., , both knave and
fool./., ov, ,(, ?7-) a stupid thief, Aesop./,, ,() to talk

in a foolish, silly ivay, Plut. 2, 1037 A.
Hence7.,, , a silly tale,

Epicur. ap. Plut. 2, 1087 A.?., , . silly talking,

Arist. H. A. 1, 11, 5: from
M.po^Jo,ov,{po,)speak-

ing foolishly.,.^., ov, stupidly wicked

or malicious.', , , Att. (Ar-

cad. 96, 13) :—strictly dull, sluggish,

slow, akin, Foi'S. Oec. Hipp.

:

hence,—2. metaph. of the mind, dull,

stow; silly, foolish, Aesch. Fr. 289,

Soph. Ant. 220; etc.: to ., folly,

Eur. Hipp. 966.—3. also of taste, in-

sipid, flat, Lat. fatuus, Diosc. Adv.
-. (Cf. Sanscr. ?HnAfra, fool, from
root muh,ito be silly.), , to be foolishly wise ;

and, , , foolish, i. e. use-

less wisdom : from^, ov,(,)fool-

ishly wise, a sapient ass, Luc. Ale.x. 40., ov, ,=,
Celsus..,, ,() dullness

of wit, stupidity..(,, b, ,(,)
dull-witted, Maneth.

900

, ,() to dull, stupefy,

v. Foes. Oecon. Hipp. : hence,, i/, dullness, sluggish-

ness, stupor, Hipp., . Dor. for.
*>}, usu., , gen. -,

LXX., Exod. 18, l,-,>i..Jh.
9, 29, and -, Euseb. 7, 21 ; dat.

-, Luc. 9, 33, and -ay, Matth. 17,

4; ace. -, Luc. 16, 29, and -.
Act. 0, 11, Moses, the celebrated law-
giver of the Israelites, LXX. ; N. T.,
11. cc. ; etc.—2. Metonym., the books

of Moses, N. T. Luc. 10, 29 ; etc. Cf.

Buttm. Ausf. Gr. Gr. 'S 50, 1, anm. 1,

ed. Lob. : Winer, N. t. Gram. ^ 10,

p. 60 transl.^, inf. from, Theogn.
769, v. sub* C.

tMoi>CT//f, 0, the usu. form inN. T.

;

v. /}•., , Mophi, a mountain in

Upper Aegyptnear Elephantine, Hdt.
2, 28.

, , , 70, indecl., thirteenth let-

ter of Gr. alphabet : as numeral, v'=
50, but ,v=50,000.
Changes of :

— \. euphonic chang-
es :— 1. into y before the palatals y
/i , and before , as -, etc.—2. into .
before the labials , and before
Tp, as ?] -, etc.—3. into , before , as,^, etc.— 4. intop
before , as , etc.

;

though in compds. of sometimes
remains before p, as,.—5.

into before , as, -, etc. : except again in compds. of

iv (cf. alio) ; esp. before

GK .—6. is lelt

out before / , except
in the prep, : it is also dropt before
simple in nouns of the 3 decl., as

for ; in the 3 pi. of verbs,

as for, etc. ; so in

the dat. plur. of the 3(1 declens., as
for, v. Buttm. Ausf.

Gr. § 25, 4, § 41, 3.-7. is inserted

in aor. 1 pass, of some pure verbs, as

iopvvOijv from,- from, etc.— In aor. 1 pass, of
verbs with a liquid before , usu.

remains, if it belongs to the root, as

in' from (cf. )) ;

but again it is dropt in some tenses,

as always in pf. 1 act. and pass, and
aor. 1 pass, from, usu. in

?., cf. Lob. Phryn.
37. — II. dialectic changes:— 1. in

Aeol. when follows a long vowel or

diphthong, this is shortened and 1» dou-
bled, as , -, Greg. Cor. Dial. Aeol. 11.—2.

V and are exchanged, v. sub .—3.

V and are exchanged, v. sub/i.—III.

the so-called vv is

found with dat. plur. in : 3 pers.

plur. of verbs in ; 3 pers. sing, in

-, -i ; the local termin. -. as-, ; the Epic ter-

min. • ; the numeral ; the
advs. and ; the enclit.

particles and vv ; and sometimes
(ace. to Gramm.) with the demonst.
-{' alter , as,. Its

use is either to avoid a hiatus where
a vowel follows, or to give fulness to

the pronunciation.—In Ionic prose
this V is usu. omitted., Dor. ace. pi. from, The-
ocr

^^'Saav, , I'i'aason, Hebr. masc,
pr. n., N. T.

iJ^a3apv7J,, , Nabarzanes, a
Persian. Arr. An. 3, 21, 23.

tNa/iuraiOi, , oi, the Nabataei, a
pe<jple of Arabia Petraea, Strab. p.

707 : their territory, i/, id.

tN«,di(/;-'Oi, , oi, the Nabiani, a
people of Asiatic Sarmatia, Strab. p.

506.

tNa/3if, <(5of, , Nabis, a king of

Sparta, Polyb. 17, 17, 1.

/i/a, . Soph. Fr. 728, also-
?., , Philem. p. 370 (where also is

a gen. ), and Strab. :

—

miisical instrument of ten, or (ace. to

Joseph.) twelve strings ; the player
is called ?}/, ov, 6, Euphor.
31, and\.
Later collat. forms are, ?/, and
vav?^ov, TO. (Ath., 175 D, says it

was Phoenician ; and no doubt it

is the Hebr. vevel, freq. mentioned in

the Psalms, along with the kinnur

;

cf. sub Kivvpa.)')/, , , v. foreg.'\^, ov, , Nabuchod-
onosar or Nebuchadnezar, Strab. p. 687.'\^, ov, b, Naburianus, a
learned Chaldee, Strab. p. 739.

tNarjai, , Na?igai, Hebr. masc.
pr. n., JN. T.
i'N^o, ov, , Nagidus, a city on

the borders of Cilicia and Pamphylia,
Strab. p. 682.',, ,() any thing

piled up, as a stone wall, Joseph.

7/,, o,^sq., Anth. P. 7,

409, etc., ov, ,() an inhabitant,

Ephipp. Geryon. 1., , , () one that

flows.^ or, indecl. ,
Nazareth, a small city of lower Gali-

lee in Judaea, the inhab. of which
were not in good repute, N. T.
^N, ov, , of Nazareth, a

Nazarene, appell. of Christ from hav-
ing been there educated, N. T.^, ov, o,= foreg., appell.

of Christ and his followers, N. T.

;

V. also Interpp. ad Matth 2, 23.', , Nathan, a Hebrew pro-
phet, LXX.—2. a son of David, N.T.\/, b,'/, a disciple
of Jesus, iN. T., ov, ,()=.
i'Na, , y, Natho, an island

and district of Aegypt, Hdt. 2, 165., adv., used in strong affirma-

tion, yea, verily, Lat. nae : in Hom.
usu. in the phrase ral or/, yea thou
hast spoken sooth : also,, II. 1, 234, cf. . Merc.
400, Pind. . 11, 30: in Att. vai ,
is very freq. c. ace. rei, just like vai
by itself, c. ace. : cf., .—2. in

answers also the Att. use vai by it-

self, yea, yes, aye, Plat. Theaet. 193

A, etc. — 3. vai followed by,
etc., also marks a qualilied assent,

yes, but..., Plat. Rep. 415 E, cf. Soph.
220 E., Dor. and Att. poet. dat. from.,, () :

— Naiad,
river or water-nymph, usu. in pi. Nui-, Eur. ; so Horn, has it always
in ion. plur., Od. 13, 104,

348, 350.— Also Naif (q. v.); but
never.', stronger form of vai,

yes certainly, Comicus ap. Hesych. :

directly opp. to or', ov. , dim. from,
Polyb. 6, 53, 4. [id]



NAIQ, Ion. impf. from vaiu, 1.

Xttif rdatTKE, Ion. impf. from-. Horn,

NuitTUu, in Horn. oft. in lengthd.

Ep. forms part. fem.,'.
(vaicj). — 1. of persons,

to duell, freq. in Hom., and Hes. ; usu.

V. iv...; V. ~1, Od. , 153. Hes.
Th. 564 ; also c. dat. loci, 11. 3, 337,

Od. 17, 523; later also with,, etc, Pind. P. 4, 321 : in genl.

to be licing, to live, be.—2. c. acc. loci,

to duxll ill, inhabit,,,
etc., II. 2, 841, Od. 9, 21, etc. ;-, Hes. Th. 816.—II. of places, to be

situated, lie, II. 4, 45, Od. J, 404, etc. ;

and so simply in the pass signf. to be

inhabited : ci.. — Only
poet.^,, ,, , ,=,.

or, barbarism for,
in . Thesm. 1183.

tNoif , Tj,, a city of Galilee,

N.T.
NaiOf, a, ov. Dor. for/, q. v.

;

and the more usu. form in Trag.

fialpov, ov, TO, an Indian spice.,=, q. v., ap. Hesych.
Naif,, , ()=«•, Hom.

only in 11., and always in Ion. form

IS7/iC• [i]
, J. ^!\, , , dim. from.^, , fein. of., adv. for , like for

ov. Soph. O. T. 632, Call. Epigr. 1.

(But not to be written ,'^..
. p. 638, 50, Eust. 107, 25.).—A. intr. ;—I. of persons, to

dwell, very freq. in Horn., and Hes.
;

usu. foil, by a prep., v. iv... ; v. ~-
pav, ..., c. gen. ; v. , -.,
c. dat. ; V.,, -..., c. acc;

V. ..., c dat. vel acc. ; v. ...,
c. acc, Hes. Th. 130; lastly c dat.

loci, II. 2, 419, Hes. Op. 18, etc.—2.

freq. also c. acc. loci, to dwell in, in-

habit,,,, a?.a,-
uv, etc., Hom. ; esp. with
prop, names of places : freq. also in

Pmd., and Trag., in all these con-

structions.—II. of places, to lie, be sit-

uated, only once in Horn.,

.7, II. 2, 626, of.

Soph. Aj. 598 ; also, -^-
Et, Hes. Op. 286: cf II., et

V. infr. B. I.—III. in Od. 9, 222,

valov, the pails were filled with
curd,— as Wolf (after Aristarch.

)

reads ; cf. Ap. Rh. 1. 1146, Call. Dian.

224 : al. vdov, from, to flow.

B. trans., mostly in poet. aor.-, for :
—to make inhabited, give

one to dwell in, oi "Apyti-
/., I gave him a town in Ar-

gos for his home, Od. 4, 174 : hence,

to make a building habitable, generally

to build, , . Hom. .
298 :—hence in pass, of place, like A.

II., to lie, be situated, (as in the Ho-
meric compd.: cf. also.—II. c. acc. pers., to let one
dwell, settle him, iv, Pind. P. 5, 94 :

—to this signf. belongs the aor. pass.,

io , my father

settled at Argos, II. 14, 119, cf. Soph.
Fr. 795, Ap. Rh. 3, 1180; so, after

Horn., the aor. mid., ''^ ), Hes. Op.
637 : esp. of emigrants and colonists,

cf,, and the poet,

lengthd. form.—The word is

freq. in Pind., and Trag., in intr.

signf. of persons, but the trans, signf.

seems wholly Ep., or at least poet.,

cf. Eur. ap. Lycurg. 161, 31 ; ',
being used instead in Att.

Gl

NASI
(From the aor.,'.,
Pott assumes that belongs to the

root, but he would not therefore con-

nect it with, as Passow does,

inferrmg from Od. 9, 222, that the

orig. notion of at cj is to be full: nor
is it connected with, though oft.

confounded with it in MSS. ; though
Bockh writes [], on the an-

alog}- of-, in Pind. Fr. 97.)^, , . a woolly or hairy skin,

a goat-skin, Od. 14, 530 : a shecp^s

fleece : later usu., , q. v. []',, o,=sq., with a

play on, Ath. 352 B.'-, ov, 6,{, ^) a
currier, tanner, Hipp.

^?:., , , afleece-stealer. Lob.
Paral. 292.

\'SaLa, , , Nacolea, a city

of Phrygia, Strab. p. 576.

1^,,=^, Inscr.

NUKOf, TO, like the Homeric,
a woolly skin, fleece, Lat. vellus,

v.. Hdt. 2, 42, Pind. P. 4, 121. (Hence
Lat. nacae, whence again naccaz=

fullo.)^7., , to pluck or shear off

wool, Archipp. Ichth. 17 : from
Nu/co-i'/.-7/f, ov, 6,(, ?.?.)

a wool-plucker, shearer, Philem. p. 362.

'SuKOTL/., ov, (, /. )

tcith the wool plucked off, Cratin. Dio-
nys. 8.^, ov,,^=, dub.

Na/crof, , , {) squeezed

close : hence -a vaKTa,felt.

ISaKvpiov, ov, TO, dim. from.\,, , {) any thing

flowing, running water, a river, stream,

spring, Trag. ; of tears, v..
Soph. Tr. 919;', Eur.
. F. 625 ; 1'. 7:, a stream of fire,

Eur. Med. 1187;— v., Ar.

Eccl. 14:—also in Plat., etc. Hence^, a, ov, flowing, running,, Aeschin. 43, 15, and Theophr.
'Sov, ov, TO, dim. from,

Theophr. [}'Sdo, , (,) like a
spring, full of springs.^,. Dor. for

-.
fNava, , ol, the Nammtae,

or J^amnetes, a people of Gallia Lug-
dunensis, Strab. p. 190.

N«v, Dor. acc. from,.^, ov, , dim. from•
: fas fem. pr. n., ?}, Nannarium,

Theophil. ap. Ath. 587 F.

'Svva, ov, , and, ,^-,, q. v.

Navit'oi', , , dim. from,
apippet: fas fem. pr. n., , ^'anniian,

Anth. ; etc., , , dim. from
.^, ov, b, a dwarf, Ar. Fr. 134,

Arist. H. A. 6, 24, 2, cf part. An. 4.

10, 12.—II. a cheesecake, Ath. 646 C.

(Usu. written ; but is long,

cf. Ar. Pac. 790, and Lat. nanus

:

hence it should be either,
which is found in MSS., or,—
though Bekk. in Arist writes it -
.), , {, ) of
dwarfish stature, Ar. Pac. 790.

fiavv, , , jVamio, a female
flute player, beloved of Mimnermus,
Anth. P. 12, 168.

voJ(57/f ,,{,) dwarf

-

like, dwarfish, Arist. Part. An. 4, 10,

10.

'Svo, , V., sub fin.

y, a, ov,from the isle of JS^ax-

os ; iol, Hdt., etc. :t Nairn
or, a kind of whetstone.

! Lat. cos Naxia, Pind. L 6 (5^, 107

:

,

tbut Schol. ad Pind. 1. c. derives the
! name from Nufof, a city of Crete,

[

and so Suid. s. v., cf. Pinedo ad

j

Steph. Byz. s. v^ Nafof ; and hence
j

=// .—2. ofNaxos (2),

oi^, the JVaxians in Sicily, Hdt.
7, 154.

'Saovp, ,(,*) of
Naxian work,, Ar. Pac. 143,

Cratin. ap. Schol. 1. c. ; cf.-.
Nufof, ov, , JSaxos, one of the

Cyclades. once called Dia, H. Hom.
A p. 44; tnow '.—2. a city on
east coast of Sicily, Thuc. 0, 3, a col-

ony from Chalcis in Euboea, hence, Id. 4, 25 : later the in-

hab. erected in its stead Tauromini-
um.—3. a city of Crete, famed for its

whetstones, Suid. s. v. : cf sub.-.', , , {,)
building of temples, Nicet.

f-", 01', , Naoclus, a son of
Codrus, Paus. 7, 3, 6.\7, , to build templet : from^, , {,) build-

ing temples, Arist. Rhet. 1, 14, 1.\., ov, Ion..,{,.) dwelling or busied in a teynple,, Pind. Fr. 70, 5 : v., the over-

seer of a temple, Hes. Th. 991.

Naof, ov, . Ion., Att.{)—strictly any house or dwelling,

but, like Lat. aedes (in sing.), limited

in use to the dwelling of a god, a tem-

ple, Hom. (who, like Hdt., onlv uses
the Ion. form), II. 1, 39, etc., Pind.,

etc.—II. esp. the inmost part of a tem-

ple, the cell, Hdt. 1, 183 ; the space
in which the image of the god was
placed, like,, Valck.
Hdt. 6, 19, Xen. Apol. 15,—the signf.

of being more general, Hdt. 1. c.

—The Att. use both and,
but the former only in this special

signf

Nuof, Dor. and Att. poet. gen. from.
tXaof, ov, , Nails, a descendant

of Eumolpus, Paus. 8, 15, 1.

tXaor/i, (indecl. ; '/zof, ov,

Joseph.) 0, Nahum, Hebr. masc. pr. n.,

X. T.^, ov, bearing a temple.'.,, , {, ')
the keeper of a temple, Lat. aedituus,

Eur. I. T. 1284, Arist. Pol. 6, 8, 19.—
II. () the master or pilot of a ship,

Soph. Fr. 151. [i]^, a, ov, {~) of a wooded
vale or dell, v.. Soph. O. T.
1026; -, Eur. H. F. 958:^, dell-nymphs.|—apif, , , the Naparis, a
river of Scythia flowing into the Is-

ter. Hdt. 4, 48.

X'iirrtior, ov,,^. []', , , woodland vale, a
v-oody dell or glen, Lat. snltus, also, II. 8, 558; 16, 300;., pleasant valleys and hills

about a town, Hdt. 4, 157: acc. to
some also, clefts, gullies, etc., in which
water meets,, which is

countenanced by its prob. deriv. from, and Eur. has ~,
Bacch. 1093. — After Hom., as in
Soph., Eur., and Xen., we oft. have, , as well as -, differing

only in gender, cf Suid., and Phavo-
rin. ; though Schneid. Xen. An. 5,

2, 31 ; 6, 3, 31, attempts a distinc-

tion, []
tXa~37, , , Nape, a spot in Les-

bos near Methymna, Strab. p. 426.

—

II. fem. pr. n., Anth. P. 5. 5.
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tiVaTTiTivof, ,^^'-, Strab. . 255., , later form from,,,=., ,-=:, mustard, strict-

ly the Att. form, Lob. Phryn. 288
;

V.', Ar. Eq. C31 , cf. :

dat., Luc. Asiri. 47. (The usu.
accent, is wrong, Dind. Ar. 1. c,
for (2 only occurs in late and bad
writers.)

tNu^. gen. Napof, o, the , a
river of Italy, flowing into the Tiber,
Strab. p. 227.

tNopu|apa, , , Naragara, a

city of ,\frica, Polyb. 15,5, 14, where
form. Mapyapov.

tNfiparof, ov, o, Naratus, masc. pr.

n., Plut. Epicur. 13.

tNapawif , o, Narauas, masc. pr. n.,

Polyb. 1,78, 5.^,, , Narbo, chief
city of Gallia Narbonensis, giving

name to the province, now Narbonne,
Strab. p. 181, etc.— II. paroxyt.-,, h, the Narbo, flowing by
this city, earlier the Ata.x, q. v.,

Polyb. 3, 37, 8 ; Ath. 332 A.'\^,, o.fem.-,,
of Narbo, Strab.,{) to look or be like

nard or spikenard.^, J], 07'.() of nard :

V., oil of spikenard, Polyb. 31,

4, 2 ; so, , Antiph. Ant. 2.

Nap<5i'r7/f, ov, ,{) nard-like,

prepared U'ith nard, e. g., Diosc.',, ^, fem. of foreg.''/, , {, /.)
anointed with nard-oil, Anth. P. 6, 254.", ov, 7], nard, Lat. iiardus,

Diosc. ; a [ilant, called (from its blos-

som being shaped like an ear of corn), also,
Lat. spica nardi, our spikenard, and
used for making the perfumed oil

called from it : it prob. belongs to

the species Valeriana.—II. the oil it-

self, Anth. P. 6, 250., , v. foreg., Galen.', ov, (, )

bearing nard, Diosc.

fNapfti/ciov, ov, ,, Mt. Nar-
thacion, in Thessalv, still called Nar-
takion, Xen. Hell. 4, 3, 9.—II. a city

of Phthiotis, Strab. p. 434.^,, , a dwarf kind ofthe
v.ferulago, Theophr., to splint a brokcii leg

tvith pieces of, Lat. ferulis obli-

gare, Medic.— II. to beat with a^.', i], ov, made of,
Arist. de Audib. 52., ov, , dim. from -, Diosc.^/, , , Narthecis, a

small island near Samos, Strab. p.

637., ov, ,()
the splinting a broken leg with,
Galen.—II. the beating with a/., , like, of the nature

of the, Diosc.', ov (,') :

—

v. . the stream
of f\Te filling the hollov' of the,
Aesch. Pr. 109 ; cf..', , looking like a., ov,(, ))
carrying a wand of, like the
Bacchantes, hence = :

proverb., ,, \. . all arc not
what they seem, Stallb. Plat. Phaed.
C9 C :— also rod-bearer, Xen. Cyr. 2,

3,18.
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, , like a.,, , a tall umbellifer-
ous plant, Lat. ferula, with a slight,

knotted, pithy stalk, in which Pro-

metheus conveyed the spark of fire

from heaven to earth, Hes. Op. 52,

Th. 507 : the Greeks slill call it-, and slill use its tinder-like [lith

to carry lights about.—The stalks

furnished the Bacchanalian wands[), Eur. Bacch. 147, etc. : they
were also used for caiies or rods by
schoolmasters, Xen. Cyr. 2, 3, 20,

A rist. Probl. 27, 3, 5 ; likewise to make
splints lor bandaging broken limbs

;

cf.—II. a small case or
casket for unguents, etc., Luc. adv.

Indoct. 29 : in a costly of this

sort Alexander carried with him Ar-
istotle's recension(.) of the
Homeric poems, thence called, Strab. p. 504, Plut.
Alex. 8 ; cf. Wolf Prolog, p. clxxxiii.

— III. physicians called their works
071 the cure of diseases and.̂, ov, 6, Narcaeus, a son
of Bacchus, Paus. 5, 15, 7.,,,^^,
an Indian bark, used as a spice, etc.,

peril, the same as, Diosc., , . -, to grow stiff

numb, Lat. torpere, , U. 8,

328 ; .so in Plat. Meno 80 ; cf. sq.,

and : from
Ndp/c;/, , , a becoming stiff, numb-

ness, deadness, Lat. torpor, caused by
palsy, frost, fright, etc., -, Ar. Vesp.
713 : esp. the sensation of having one

hand or foot asleep, Arist. Prolil. 2,

15 ; 6, 6.—Menand. also said .
Lob. Phryn. 331 ; and in Opp, U. 3,

55, we have a metapl. ace..-—
II. a fi.sh, like the torpedo or electric

ray, which gives a shock and so be-

mimhs any one who touches it, Com-
ici ap. Ath. 314 B, Plat. Meno 80 A.,, , mimbness., , () growing
nvmb, Galen., , ov, ()
made of 7iarci.-!sus, Diosc., ov, , like the narcis-

sus,, Dion. P. 1031, Plin. : from, ov, 6, rarely , Theocr.
1, 133 ;

—

the narcissus, a flower, H.
Hom. Cer. 8, 428, Soph., etc.—There
were several kinds, and amongst
them prob. the common narcissus or

white daffodil. (From, be-
cause of its narcotic properties.)^, ov, . Narcissus, son
of the Cephisus, changed into foreg.,

Paus. 9, 31, 7.—Others in Luc, N. T.,

etc., to benumb, deaden., , (,) stiff,

numb, benumbing, Hipp., Plut Sull.

20, etc., , () a benumb-
ing, Hipp. Hence, , , making stiff or
numb, narcotic.

*>, not used, cf sub ; v.

Lob. Paral. 111., , , () fjowing, liquid,

Aesch. Fr. 388, Soph."Fr. 560; also:—an old word, ])rob. contr.

from. Lob. Phryn. 42. (Cf., and modern Gr.)., ov, . a wicker vessel., , , an Indian spice, The-
ophr., ov, and,, ,
Narycus. or Naryx, a city of the Locri
Ozolae, the birth-place ofAjax, Strab.

p. 425, in Lye.^'.

NAYA, also, to suck, only in
Hesych.
+(',, , the Naro, a river

of Dalmatia, Strab. p. 315.

Nuf, 7;, Dor. for.
tNuau/a, , Nasala, an island in

the Red sea, Arr. Ind, 31, 2.^//, , Nasamon, son
of Amphithemis and Tritonis, Ap.
Rh. 4, 1406.^,,, the Nasatnones,
an African people dwelling near the
greater Syrtis, Hdt. 4, 172., Ep. 3 aor. pass, of (IL

2), II. 14, 119., a, 6, the Rom. name
Nasica, Strab, , Dor. for,
Pind., , v.., ov, , () a flowing : a
stream, spring, Eur. Hipp. 225, 653 ;..., la. liec.

154.,,{)=., , Dor. for, Piiid., Ep. for, aor. of,
Od. 4, 174 ; aor. mid., lies.

Op. 637, V. ., Dor. for,., aor. : pf pass, ve-

:
—to fill quite up, press or

squeeze close, stamp down, ,
Od. 21, 122:

—

v. ' , to stuff or ram
into, Hippoloch. ap. Ath. 130 B:—in
pass, to be piled up with, -, Ar. Eccl. 840.

(Akin to,,,, cf.

also sub fin., and ).), , , () an iiihalit-

ant.^, ov, 6, N'astes, son of No-
mion, leader of the Carians before
Troy, II. 2, 867., ov, o,dim. from,
Pherecr. Pers. 1, 7., ov,(,)
cutting up cakes. Plat. (Com.) Incert.

51., , ,() close-press-

ed, and so solid

:

— (sc.-), a close, well-kneaded cake, esp.

used in sacrifice, Ar. Av. 567, Plut.

1142. Hence,, , firmness, solid-

ity., , to eat: from. ov,(, 6,)
eating cakes or bread, Paus.\, , h, the Nati.w, a
river of Gallia Cisalpina near Aqui-
lea, Strab. p. 214.

Narrc;, Att. for., . Ion.- (-) : to suffer shipwreck, be ship-

wrecked, Hdt. 7, 236, Dem. 910, 7:—
metaph. of chariots overturned, Dem.
1410, 10: generally, to go to wreck,

Aesch. Fr. 166. Hence•), ov, o,= sq.,, . Ion., ship-

wreck, wreck. Hdt. 7, 190, 192, etc.,

Pind. I. 1, 52, and Att., ov, . Ion.—a piece of a wreck, wreck, usu. in

plur., as Hdt. 7, 191 ; 8, 12, Ae.sch.

Pers. 420, etc. : hence,, the wreck of an overturned cha-
riot. Soph. El. 730 ; -
vvv.,of\.\\e wreck of a feast, Choe-
ril. p. 105, ubi v. Nake.— II. latere

vavayia. Lob. Phryn. 519. [a] From, . Ion. (,) : shipwrecked, stranded, Lat.

navfragus, Simon. 01, Hdt. 4, 103,

Eur. Hel. 408 : -, to pick them up, Xen. Hell. 1,

7, 4 : hence, generally, ruined.— II.



NAYK
(5)'(•)) guldingy commanding a skip, pe-

dantic usage in Euphor. Fr. 111., , to be, to

comj/innd a fleet, Hdt. 7, 161 ; c. gen.

w2.t)iuiv^ Philipp. ap. Pem. 231, 3., , , the cominand of a

fleet, office of. Time. 8, 33 :

the period of his command, Xen. Hell.

1,5, 1 : and^, , , the ship of the, Polyb. 1, 51, 1 : from", , , {, •)) the

commander of a fleet, an admiral, Hdt.

7, 59 ; 8, 42, Aekh. Pars. 363 :—later,

esp., the Spartan admiral-in-chief, for

the Athei). admirals retained the

name of, Thnc. 4, 11 ; 8,

6, 23, Xen., etc.—Strictly an adj.,

and so used in Aesch. Cho. 723., , , late form for-,•, Dind. Soph, Aj.

a48, /Vrgum. ad. Phil, [a]'^, , , Nauates, a Spar-

tan ambassador, Xen, Hell. 3, 2, 6., , , {,) one

who embarks in a ship, a seaman, Hdt.

1, 143, and freq. in Att. : also as adj.,

V., Aesch, Ag. 987 ; ,-, lb. 405 ; v., Eur. I. A. 294.

t«], ov, of Nauholus, Lye.

1068.|3/•. ov Ep. ao, o, son of
Naubniiis. i. e.— 1. Iphitus, H. 2, 518.

—2. Ciytoneus, Ap. Rh. 1, 135,-3. a

Phaeacian, Od. 8,'ll6.\''. ov, , iVaiioofes, son of

Ornytus, king in Phocis, 11.2, 518.

—2. son of Lernus, father of Ciyto-

neus, Ap. Rh. 1, 135.', ov, , (, <5) a

ship's cable, Eur. Tro, 810., ov, ,^,-. Lye. 873,,,, etc.,

Ion. for-, Hdt.^, ov and a, b. Dor.

;

Ion. and Att. -7., Nauclldes, a
Plataean, Thuc. 2, 2.-2. a Spartan
ephor, Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 36: cf Ath.

550.—3, son of Polybiades, Ael. V, H.
14, 7., , to be a,
to be a ship-owner, Ar. Av. 598, Xen.
Lac. 7, 1 ;^- -''-,^. Deni.929, 14.—2. metaph.,

V. ?., to manage, govern, Aesch.

Theb. 652, Soph. Ant. 994 ; c. gen,,

V., like, Alex. Locr.

2.—II. to own and let a house, avvoi-, Isae. 58, 13 ; cf II.

—111.=?., Hesych.", , .{) the

life and calling of a, a sea-

faring life, trading, Lys. 105, 4, Plat.

Legg. 643 E.—2. poet, a voyage. Soph.

Fr. 151, Eur. Ale. 112: an adventure,

enterprise, Eur. Med. 527 : hence used
for a ship, Id. Hel. 1519.. , , belonging to a. Plat. Legg. 842 D : and. ov, TO, the ship of a, Dem. 690, fin.. Plut. 2,

234 F : tin pi. ships collectively, ^^eti,

Eur. Rhes. 233./, , , (,)
the owner of a ship, ship-oivner, ship-

master, who made money by carrying

goods or passengers, usu. himself

acting as skipper, first in Hdt. 1, 5,

and Att. ; cf esp. Xen. Mem. 3, 9, 11 ;

—generally, a captain, commander,

Eur. Snpp. 174.—2. poet, a seaman,—, Soph. Phil. 547, Eur.

Ino 7, 3 : also as adj., v.. Soph.

Fr. 387; v., the ?naster's hand,

Eur. Hipp. 1224.—II. a householder,

owner of a lodging-house : at Athens
esp. one who rented houses and sublet

them in portions, Comici etc. ap. Harp.

;

cf Bockh P. E. 2, 15. (In this signf

usu. derived from, not, cf,.) Hence, ov, to be let out,

esp. for the purpose of subletting to

lodgers.^.., , Naucles, a com-
mander of the Spartans, Xen. Hell.

7, 1,41.

iNavo, ov, , Nauclus, a son of

Codrus, founder of Teos, Strab. p.

633., , , the registry of
the vavKpupoi. [a], , , the division of
Athenian citizens, over which was a vav-, like the later,
.-Vnst. ap. Phot., , , belonging to a

or : from, ov, , also written, and so the same with7 { and being interchang-

ed in Att., V. sub ) :—at Athens, the

chief of a dii'ision{) of the

citizens, made for financial purposes

before Solon's time : there were 4 in

each, conseq. 12 in each,
in all 48 ; we do not find that they

had anythmg to do with the navy,

until Solon charged each with the

furnishing of 1 ship and two horse-

men (so that Bockh'sderiv. from.
P. E. 2, 327, is less probable than that

from) : their office corresponded
with that of the later, who
superseded them after the formation

of the 10 tribes by Clisthenes, Hdt. 5,

71, compared with Thuc. 1, 126, cf
also Wachsmuth Gr. Ant. vol. 1, %
44, Thirlw. Hist. Gr. vol. 2, p. 22,

52 : but yet the division into-
was retained in most financial

matters (v. Arist. Rep. Ath. Fr. 40
Neumann), their number being in-

creased to 50 (5 in each ?.), fur-

nishing 50 ships and 100 horsemen,
cf Bockh P. E. 1,341., , to have the mastery

at sea, to be lord of the sea, Thuc. 7,

60 :—pass, to be mastered at sea, Xen.
Hell. 6. 2, 8 : from, , , , {, -) having the mastery at sea, master

or mistress of the seas, v. -, Hdt. 5, 36.—II. holding a ship

fast : v., a fish, like., , , Nancrates, a

Sicyonian, father of Damotimus,
Thuc. 4, 119.^0thers in Aeschin.

;

etc., ,,()
tending to mastery at sea, Dio C.", , , mastery at sea, a

7iaval victory, Dio C.', and . , Nau-
cratis, a city m the Aegyptian Delta,

on the Canobic mouth of the Nile,

Hdt. 2, 97.^', , , of Naucra-
tis, Navcratiiic, Dem. 703. 15., opor, b, ,=-

:, Hdt. 6, 9, Thuc. 5, 97, etc.>-II.

the master of a skip, Soph. Phil. 1072.

[a]^,,, N^avcydes, a cel-

ebrated statuary of Argos, Paus. 2,

17, 5., , and, , v. sub3.', , to demand the fare
or passage-money {>?.).', ov, b. or, , ,
Dem. 882, 12 ; 1192, 3, Ar. 1. citand.

:

—passage-money, the fare, Ar. Ran.

270 : V-, to agree upon one's
fare, Xen. An. 5. 1, 12 ; cf Dinarch.
97, 17 :

—

the freight of merchandize,
Dem. 933, 22, etc.^, ,{) intr. to

lie in a harbour or creek, esp. to lie irt

wait there in order to sally out on pass-
ing ships, absol. in Hdt. 7, 189, 192

;

8, 6 : but c. ace, to lie in wait for, like,, Thuc. 7, 4.— II. later, to re-

ceive into harbour. Hence, , , a lying at anchor,

esp. a lying in wait for the enemy in a
creek ; a pirate's anchorage, App., ov,,^= II,

Ar. Fr. 69., ,,^ II,

q. V., ov,{,,)
affording a safe anchorage, as it were
the bed or resting-place of ships, esp.

epith. of a harbour, ,
Od. 4, 846 ; 10, 141 ; so, . v.,

Soph, Aj. 460;' ?., Eur. Hec. 1015.—II. as

subst., b, an anchorage, creek,

Lat. statio 7iavium. : also a heterog.

pi., , ye harbours! Soph.
Tr. 633, (for it must not be joined
with). Hence
f'Navoo, ov, , foreg. as pr. n.,

Naulochus, a city in Thrace, Strab. p.

319.—2. a harbour near the Sicilian

Mylae, App.), , {7>) to let one's

ship for hire. Mid., to hire

a ship, Polyb. 31, 20, 11., ,{) to fight
in a ship or by sea, freq. in Hdt., etc.

;

V. Tivi, to fight with one, Hdt. 2, 161 ;

V. or . Id. 8, 57, '., to be in the battle of
the Carcasses (i. e. Arginussae), Ar.

Ran. 191 : generally, to fight, do battle

icith,, Ar. Vesp, "4T9., ov,,=^. [], desiderat. from-, to wish to fight by sea, Thuc.
8, 79.', , , a sea-fight, Hdt.,

1 Thuc, etc ; , -,. Hdt. 3, 39 ;'6, 92 : from, ov,{,) belong-

ing, suited to a sea-fight, v.,

boarding pikes, II. 15, 389; so, v. -, Hdt. 7, 89.—II. parox.-, act., fighting at sea, Anth. P. 7,

741.,, ,{,)
ruling ships, appelj. of Neptune, Lyc-
157., a, ov, of Naupactus,
Nanpactian, Aesch. Supp. 2C2 : from^, ov, , Nanpartus, a
city of the Locri Ozolae on the Co-
rinthian gulf, with a celebrated har-

bour, now L'panto, Thuc. 1, 103 ; etc.', ov,,=^, v.

1. for- in Lvc.', ,{) to build

ships, Ar. Plut. 513 : in Hdt. always
in mid., , to build

one's se// ships, 2, 96 ; 6, 46 ; •,
against others, 1, 27 ; so in Att., vav-. Andoc. 24, 7, etc.

;

, Dem. 219, 11./'.,=, Maneth.", , ,=,
very dub., ov, also , ov. Plat.

Legg. 705 C{) :

—

belonging

to or useful in ship-building, of wood,, Hdt. 5, 23
;, Thuc. 4, 108,

sq. ; ?., Plat. 1. c.,, ^,= sq.", , ,{) ship-

building, Hdt. 1, 27; v., to

practise ship-building, Eur. Cycl.
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459 ; -, Thuc. 1, 108, etc., , , skilled in ship-

building. Luc. . Mort. 10, 9 :—;) -//
(sc.) the art of ship-building,

Arist. Eth. N. 1,1,3; and
Navmp/Lov, ov, , a ship-builder's

yard, dock-yard, Ar. Av. 1157 : from^,,{,/) ship-

building : v., a ship-builder, ship-

wright, Thuc. 1, J 3, Plat. Rep. 333

C, etc.

fSavn^ia, , , Nauplia, a city

and port of Argolisat the head of the

Argolicns sinus, now Nnpoli di Ro-
mania, Hdt. 6, 76 ; etc. : also'-, Strab. p. 371.-, ov, 6, son of Nau-
plius, i. e. Proetus, Ap. Rh. I, 1 36.', ov, of ISauplia, Eur.

Or. 54.^'^, , , an inhab. of
Nauplia, ot N., Paus. 4, 35.-, , ov, of Nauplia, Nau-
plian, oi N., Eur. El. 453 ;., Id. Or. 309./•, ov, , NaupUus, son of

Keptune and Amymone, Paus. 4, 35,

2.—2. a descendant of foreg., an Ar-

gonaut, Ap. Rh. 1, 134.—3. husband
ofClymeno, father ofPalamedes, Luc.", ,=:, of a

country, shipfrequented, Aesch. Euni.
10.— II. paro.x.,,=•
- 2,, Eur. Tro. 877.

tNavTopror, oi>, , Nauportum, a
city of Pannonia, Strab. p. 314.

Nai'pof, , ai^y, thoughtless, only

in Gramm.
Nai'f, 7], Lat. nav-is, a ship, very

freq. in Horn.., but (as in Hdt,) always
in Ion. form ; Dor. , but

only in Grainm. Gen., .
Ion. Horn., and shortd.

Hdt. ; Dor., also in Att. poets,

as Aesch. Pers. 62, Soph. Aj. 872.

—

Dat., , Hom. ; Dor. vui, also in

Att. poets. Ace. vavv ; Ion. ,
Hom. ; shortd. in Iloin. only once,

Od. 9, 283 (where itis along syll.) usu.

in Hdt., V. Schweigh. v. 1. 8, 83 ; Dor.

vav rare, in Ap. Rh. 1, 1358; also

V7}vv. Plur. nom. in Horn,, and
more rarely shortd., which pre-

vails in Hdt. ; Dor., as also in

Att. poets ; in later prose, which
is blamed by Gramm., cf. Lob. Phryn.
170.—Gen.', Horn., and Hdt., Ion., Hom. ; in Dor. and Att. poet.,. Dat., Ion., Hom.

;

Ep., Hom., more rarely-
, Hom. ; Ep. gen. and dat.,
vavipiv, Hom. Ace. vai'r. Ion.,
Horn., and shortd., Hes. Op. 245,

in Hom. rarer, but in Hdt., ev-

erywhere recognized by all the best

MSS., Schweigh. v. 1. 7, 192 ; Dor., Theocr., in later Ep. also/,
Dem. Bith. ap. Steph. Byz. v. 'Hpaia:
of dual only the gen. and dat. is

found, Thuc. : cf.. (Usu. de-
riv. from ; better, from,-

: or perh. akin to, cf.., ov,,=, only
in Hesych.

;
prob. coined for the for-

mation of sq.(?, , contr. for-
?^, to carry by sea, Eur. Tro. 164,

Supp. 1037 :—mid., f./^/inc,

to take u'ith one by sea, Eur. I. T. 1487
;

to hire a ship for one's self Ar. Pac.
120 :—pass, to go by sea, Eur. Tro.
672, He). 1210, (v. foreg.), Att., , , {)
sea-sickness, qualmishness, Hipp., etc. :

—generally, disgust, Lat. nausea, Si-

mon. Amorg. 54.
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/•, , qualmishness, retching,

sickness : from, Att., , be

qualmish, to retch, sufferfrom seasick-

ness. Ar. Thesm. 882, in Att. form
;

so Plat. Theaet. 191 A, Legg. 039 :

to be disgusted, Dem. Phal., ov, , =.
[\, cv, {,) living

in a ship or by the sea, Alciphr., ov, {,)
ship-speeding, Orph. H. 73, 10. []^^, , , Nausithoe, a Ne-
reid, Apollod.

iliavoo, ov, , Nausithw'is, son
of Neptune, a king of the Phaea-
cians, Od. 7, 56.-2. son of Ulysses,
Hes. Th. 1016.

iNavaiKUa,, , Nausicaa, daugh-
ter of Alcinoiis and Arete, Od. 6, 17.'^, ov, b, Naiisiclides,

masc. pr. n., Ath. 62 D.?., , , {,-) renoivnedfor ships, famous by sea,

Od. 6, 22 : the fern, is in Hom. Ap.
31, still written, but lb.

219 bettor, cf. Spitzn.
E.xc. xi. ad II.^?},, b, Nausiclcs, an
Athenian commander, Dem. 264, 22,
archon. Id. 288, 27.'^, ,{,)=^?^, epith. of the Phaea-
cians, Od. 7, 39 ; of the Phoenicians,
15, 415: fem., Pind. N.
5, 16.^^.,, , Naiisicrates,

brother of Nausimachus (I), Dem.
986, 24.-2. an orator from Carystus
in Euboea, Plut. Cira. 19,—3. a comic
actor, Aeschin. 14, 8.

'\^.^,, b, Nausicydes, an
Athenian, Ar. Eccl. 426 ; Plat. ; etc.

'\'!^, , , Nausimuche,
fem. pr. n., Ar. The.sm. 804.^, ov, b, Nausimachus,
an Athenian against whom the -

cf Dem. 994 sqq.

—

2. an
Atfienian archon, Diod. S.^',,, Nausimedon,
son of Nauplius, Apollod. 2, 1, 5.^,, , b. Nausimenes,
an Athenian, Isae. 69, 27.^, ov, b, Nansintcus, an
Athenian archon, Dem. 606, fin.

tNai/'•, ov, , Nausinous, son
ofUlysses and Calypso, Hes. Th. 1017.,, ,{) fuel-

ing nausea or disgust, Nic. 1. 83., , , {,)
ship-cable, Luc. Lexiph. 15., ov. Ion.-,=, navigable, Hdt. 1, 193,

Dion. . 3, 44.^, ol, the ship-footed, of
islanders : also., ov, (,)
act. ship-wafting, V., a fair wind,
hat. ventussecundus, Eur. Phoen. 1712.

—II. pass, sent, carried in ships. [I], ov, {,) tra-

versed hi; ships, of a river, navigable,

Xen. An. 2, 2, 3.—II. paros.-, ov, act. passing in a ship, sea-

faring, Eur. Rhes. 48.—2. causing a

ship to pass, v., ship-speeding

oars, Eur. I. A. 172. [], ov, (,) :
—

V-, the lamentable loss of the

ships, Pind. P. 1, 140.
^^, ov, b, Nausiphilus,

son of the archon Nausinicus, Dem.
1307, 5., ov, {,)
carried in or bu ship, sea-faring, Pind.

P. 1,64.
^, , Att.,

{,) nauseous, sickeiim".

Plut. 2, 127 A, 128 D, etc.—II. qualm-
ish.^, ,^=, vomit-
ing : ^> v., the gushing of thi

blood from the veins, Hipp. p. 759., ov, , {,) a harbour, anchorage, roadstead.

Lat. statio naiuum, Thuc. 3, 6, and
Polyb. : it oft. occurs in Eur. Rhes.,
usu. in plur., but except in 244, 602
where we have, the gen
der is uncertain., !, ,— foreg,, Plut.
Nic. 16, Ant. 03.— II. the ships assem
bled in a roadstead. Id. Arist, 22., , be a,
to send or guide a ship, hence,—I.

trans., to carry or convoy by sea, •, Eur. Or. 741 : hence v., to carry their own praises
with them, Pind. N. 6, 55, cf. Eur.
I. T, 599 :—pass. c. fut. mid.-,
to go by sea, Eur. Tro. 1048, Melan.
29,6—2. to guide, direct, govern, -, Eur. Supp. 474: hence metaph.,, whither
plicst thou thy wings Ar. Av. 1229.

—II. more usu. intr. like pass,, to go
by ship, sail, ..., Eur. Tro. 77 ; c.

ace. loci, Soph. Fr. 129, Eur. Med.
682, etc.: generally, to travel, go, like

French voyager, Luc. Lexiph. 2,

—

Only poet. Hen<;e'?•,,, , any thing

conveyed by ship: in plnr. also=sq.,
Eur, Supp. 209.', , , a sending, carry-

ing by ship.—2. a going by ship, a na-
val expedition, Eur. Andr. 795 : from, ov, {, ,)
sending by ship.— 2, carrying or convoy-
ing,, Aesch. Theb, 858 ; ubi v.

Dind.-\', ov, 6, Naustrophus,
masc. pr. n., Hdt. 3, 60.'',, , Navson, comic
name of parent of the ship Naophan-
te in Ar. Eq. 1309.

i'iiavTaKa, , , Nautaca, a city

of Sogdiana, Arr. An. 3, 28, 9.

tNaDTct'fr Ep. /, b, Nauteus,
a Phaeacian, Od. 8, 112.

NavT1j,ov.b,{vav)\J<t.nanta,asea^
man, sailor, Horn., Hea., etc. ; as adj.,

V., Eur. Hec. 92J,— II. one who
goes by ship ; simply, a companion by
sea. Soph. Phli. 901.

Ncurtn. ar, , Att. for. Lob.
Phryn. 191.. ,=^, Att., also. Phot.

N«ii7i, , ,{,) be-

longing to a ship, to a seaman, v--,, a sen-ioxce, fleet, etc,
Trag. ; opp. to , Hdt.
8, I ; also , a navy, fleet,

Hdt. 7,48, 160 ; Thuc. 1,36, etc. ; so,?^, Hdt. 7, 161.—2. of persons,
skilled in seamanship, nautical, Thuc.
1, 18, etc.

; -, navigation, seaman-
ship, Arist. Anal. Post. 1, 13, 8 ; and
-. Plat. Ale. 1, 124 ;—but tu, also, naval affairs, naval

power, Thuc. 4, 75, and Xen.—II. at

Athens, to esp. signified

money borrowed orient on bottomry, Lat.
pe.cunia fnenore nautico coUocala, vavTt-,, to lend
money on bottomry, Lys. 895 ; -,, to take it up, bor-

row, Xen. Vect. 3, 9, Dem. 1212, 3 :—7,\\\£
creditor runs the risk of the voyage
home as well as out ; v.,
when he runs the risk of the voyage
out only. Bockh P. E. 1, 178.?.,, ,{) sailing,



st^amnmhip, Od. 8, 253, Hes. Op. 616,

Plat., etc. -.—a vnyaae, Pind. N. 3.38,
Hdt. 4, 145; and in^plur., Hdt. 1, 1,

163 ; 2, 43. Heace'?, dep., only used in

pres. and impf, to sail, go by sea, Od.
4,672 (ubiv. Nitzsch)^14, 246, oft.

in Hdt , but rare in Att., as Soph.
Ant. 717; in Plat. Rep. 551 C, c. ace.

cognato, '7..
'Sai'Ti/., , ,^, a sea-

man, sailor, Hdt. 2, 43, and freq. in

Trag., as. Aesch. Pr. 468.-2. as adj.,

of a ship, V. -, Aesch. Ag.
1442.—Rare in prose.—II. the nautilus,

a shell -fish, furnished viith a mem-
brane which serves it for a sail, also, Arist. H. A. 4, 1 . 28. [Z]'(), ov,(?,,-) bane of sailors. Lye. 650.

fiavTiasig,, , Att. for vav-. ,, , fern, from

>!, Theopomp. ^Com.) Incert.

38 ; cf Lob. Phryn. 256.\', ,, , Att.

for-, q. v.\, ,(,) at

Aihons, judges of the admiralty-court,

which at first sat only in the month
Gamelion, but afterwards through
the six winter months, Lys. 148, 35,

sq. ; cf Bockh P. E. 1, 69 : singular-

ly enough, it also took cognizance, in

Munychioii only, of actions against

pretended citizens, ,
Cratjn. Cheir. 8 : v. Att Process p.

lSavoAoy^ , to take tn seamen,

take on board, Anth. P. 9, 415 : from

NarroAOyof, ov, (, ?^ )

taking ill seamen, taking on board, Strab.

p. 375.', ov, , (,^ a sailor boy, Hipp.-, , , fern, , as

if from. Fr. 652., v..', ov, {,) ship-

devoiiring, Lyc. 1095.

i^avv.,/.]Vauphante.comic
name of one of the ships a.ssembled

in council, daughter of Nauson, in

Ar. Eq. 1309.^, ov, v... , , shipwreck, loss of
ships, Anth. tP*7, 73 : from\, ov, {vavr,) skip-

uTccked. V.,, the garb of
ahipureiked men, Eur. Hel. 1382, 1539.

isav^L,, Ep. gen. and dat.

pi. of', Horn.', ov, (,)
shipfenced, hence. -,
V.., of the Greeks at Salamis,

Aesch. Pers. 950, 1027;

v.. Eur. L A. 1259 :

—

-, to look like a man of war, Ar.

Ach. 95 (ubi Dind., permetath , vav-)., , to guard a ship :

from'^, ,{, 7.) one who
keeps watch on board ship, Ar. Fr. 339., said to be AeoL for {to

flow.),—, Gramm.
iiiavuv,, ,{)=,-, Hesych., , and, (Lob.

Phryn. 438) ; and, , naphtha,

a clear cotnbustible petrolenm, Plot.

Alex. 35 (in genit.) :—call-

ed also .^\, , Nachor, Hebr. masc. pr.

n., N. T.
.\, prob. only in pres. and impf,

to flow, , Od, 6, 292, ct U.

NEAN
21, 197 ; cf III. (Lat. nrt-re, cf.

Sanscr. root snc'i, to wash, but Pott
doubts the connexion with,-,, Lat. riavis.) [ in Hom.

;

but in arsis in Ap. Rh., si vera lect.]

NA'i2, dub. as a collat. form of, q. v. sub fin.

Nea, Ion. ace. sing, from, Od.,

and Hdt.
(sc. yfj), , like,,

fallow land, Lat. novale, Theophr.
)'}'0•, ov, {,?)

newly or L•t€ly told,, Aeseh.
Cho. 736., ,{, *) newly-
born, Eur. . . 1623 ; cf Ion.-., () intr., to be young or
new, Aesch. Ag. 764, Soph. Tr. 143 :

to be the younger of tuv. Soph. O. C.
374 : hence, to act or think like a youth,

Eur. Phoen. 713.—2. to groiv young,
grow young again, Anth.—II. trans.=., ov, , the Neaethus, a riv-

er of lower Italy, Strab. p. 262, in

Theocr..
tNf'atpn, , , Neaera, a nymph,

mother of Lampetia, and Phaethusa,
Od. 12, 133.—2. daughter of Pereus,

Apollod. 3, 9.-3. daughter of the

river god Strymon, Id. 2, 1, 2.—4. a
daughter of Niobe, Id. 3, 5, 6.—5. a

courtesan at Athens, against whom
Dem. 1345 sqq.', ov, {, ') neivly

taken or cauj^ht, , /, Aesch.
Ag. 1063, 1065.^^, ov, b, Neaechirms, an
Athenian archon, Dion. H.
Nf tj/cT/f , , Ion., q. v.,=sq.^, ov, {,)

newly -whetted, i. e. keen-edged. Soph.
EL 1394, ace. to the Mss., but v. vso-
-.
(57/(•, , {, ') newly

grown produced,. . 1, 692.

//(•, , youthfully fresh ; gene-
rally,/res/i. not worn out, v. .
Ar.Fr. 330; also in Plat. Polit. 265
B, Xen. Cyr. 8,6, 17, opp. to??-; so 'in Polyb. 3, 73, 5; 10, 14,

3, and App. :—Dem. 788, 22 has v., metaph. from fish, opp.

to : v.,,
Nic. Al. 358, 364. (Ace. to some,
from and^, as if newly
caviiht, cf. Harpocr. ; and this is ace.

to the analogy of/., in He-
sych. Phryn. A. B. p. 52, brings it

from = .',, as if

n-iU'ly collected.) {a Ar. 1. c., and so
Photius makes it, cf. Bergk ap.

Meineke Com. Fr. 2, p. 1100; but
Nic. has .]
N(Jrof, ov, {,)

newly caught, []', ov Ion. ?.,
q. V. [a]

NEA'NorNEA"TV,, .=,
like=:,^=-. Lob. Phryn, 196. Hence -,, etc., and, , ,
Neandria, a small ,\eolian city in

Troas, Strab. p. 603 : hence ol-,, the Neandrians. Xen. Hell.

3, 1, 16; and ,, the

territory of .. Strab. p. 472., ov, (,) : 7^
v., the strength of a youth, Lyc. 1345.''. , ,^=, Philo

;

cf Lob. Paral. 28., , {,) new-
bloivn. blooming, Nic. :, Anth. P.
append. 111.

^^>-,, , Neanthes, a histo-

rian of Cyzicus, Strab, p. 45; etc.

! . ov, 6, IVeanfhus, son of
Pittacus in Lesbos, Luc. adv. Indoct.

t 12.

i

', ov, , Ep. and Ion. -- : (, ) :
—a young man,

youth, in Hom. fonly in Od.) always
with, , Od,
10, 278; , 14, 524 ; so,

Traif, Hdt. 7, 99 : but in Att.
alone, like :—esp. a youth
in character, etc., i. e. either brave and
active, Eur. Ion 1041, cf. Xen. Cyr. 1,

3, 6, Dem. 329, 23 ; or wilful, head-
strong, Eur. Supp. 580; cf,
and Heind. Plat. Soph. 239 D.—II. as
masc. adj., youthful, Pind. O. 7, 5 •

also of things, etc., new, fresh, v. -, Eur. Hel. 209;, Ar. Lys.
1208 ; also with a fem. subst., v. •, Eur. . F. 1095: cf. Lob. Paral.
268. [In Att. sometimes as trisyll.,- forming one.]\,,,{)) youth..,, youthful, i. e.

wilful, u'anton act, Plat. Rep. 390 A,
Luc Hermot. 33: from, dep. mid., to be a-

or youth, hence usu. to act hastily,

wilfully, wantonly, Ar. Fr. 653, Plat.,

etc. : I', '. behave so towards
another. Isocr. 398 C ; tv . in a
thing. Plat. Gorg. 482 C : c. adj. neut..

TOIOVTOV v., to make such youthful
promises, Dem. 401, 24, cf 536, 26.

—

The act. only in Hesych.
N(2^^^(J,=foreg., Pint. Flamin. 20., , , {,, -) youthful,, Ar. Vesp. 1067

:

usu. of youthful qualities ; and so,

—

I. fresh, active, stout, Ar. Eq. 61 1 ; so
of trees, ITieophr.—2. high-spirited,

noble, like Lat. superbus, -, the gayest, most dashing feat,

Ar. Vesp. 1205 : so, v.,-
v.. Plat. Rep. 563 , Lys.

204 ; v., v.,

Dem. 37, 10; 557, 25.-3. in bad
signf, heady, wanton, insolent, Lat.
proiervus, Plat. Gorg. 508 D, 509 A

;

so, , Ar. Vesp. 1307.—4. generally, vehement, mighty, like

\-li.alidas,So '., Eur. Hipp. 1204:
V., Ar. Plut. 1137: cf Meineke
Alex.- 2 ; freq. in later proser,

V., Arist. H. A. 8, 20, 1 ; v.-, etc., Plut., =, Dion.
. Epit. 18, 3.,, , Ep. and Ion. -(, ) :—a young woman,
girl, maiden, II. 18, 418, Soph. Ant.
784, and freq. in Eur. ; so,

v., Od. 7, 20.— II. as adj., youthful,, , Eur. Bacch. 745, Ion
477.—Mostly poet., , , dim. from, Epict. 2, 16, 29.,, ,=-

: from, dep. mid., to be a', be in one's youth, Xen. Cyr.
\, 2, 15, Amphis Erith. 1.—Not used
in the common signf of., ov, . Ion.,{,) a youth, young man nntil

forty (Kniger Vit. Xen. p. 12), Hdt.
3, 53 ; 4. 72, 1 12, and oft. in Att. prose :—a soldier, Decret. ap, Dem. 265, 22., ,{)=^, The-
ophr.^, , , poet, for,
esp. in Com., as Nicoph. Pand. 3.

[a, V. E. M. p. 534, 32 ; hence Ion., -. Call. Fr. 78.], ,{,) singing

youthfully, Leon. Tar. 81.-, , , (,)
new city, esp, prop. . of several cities
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JSTEaT

(like our Nexv-iown), Netipolis : freq.

written in two words, Lob. Phryn.
605, 6(35.— tl- ill Campania, the ear-

lier Fartlienope, now Naples, Stral).

p. 245 ; etc.—2. in Macedonia, on the
peninsula of Pallene, Hdt. 7, 123.

—

3. another town of Macedonia on the
Strytnonicus sinus, near Phih[)pi,

Strab. p. 330 ; cf. N. T. Act. Apost.
IG, 11.— 1. in the Tauric Chersonese,
Strab. p. 312.—5. a city of the Saini-

ans on the Ephesian coast. Id. p. 039.—6. in AegypI, in the Thebaid near
Chemmis, Hdt. 2, 91.—7. in Zeugi-
tana, a mart of the Carthaginians,

Thuc. 7, 50.—8. in Pontus, earlier

Fhazemon, Strab. p. 560.—9. another
name of Leptis in Africa, Id. p. 835.

t

[a] Hence^, ov, 6, an inhab. of
JVeapolis, ol, the Neapoli-

tans, Polyb. 3, 91, 4; Strab.; etc.:

7/;, =,
Polyb. C, 14, ./, , (, )

sounding new,, Philostr., .{,) to

make new, refresh, Plut. 2, 702 C'7], ,(,)
appearing new, Aristid., , , () tionng, youth-

ful,, 11. 2, 289, Hes. Fr. 34;
so too Pind., Aesch., and Eur. : fresh,

new, , Pind. . 8, 34
;

neiv, late,. Soph. Ant. 157,

ubi ai.. Adv.-.—Most-
ly poet., and in late prose, as Plut.

[(2, Br. Soph. O. C. 475, Monk Eur.
Hipp. 1339 : also - as one long
syli., Pind. P. 10, 39.]7, ,{,*) com-
ingfresh to light, neiv appearing, Aesch.
Ag. 767, e conj. Herin., oi', newly bearing.^', ov, h, Nenrchus, an Athe-
jiian amljassador to Philip, Dem. 283,
7.—2. an admiral of Alexander the
Great, sent on an exploring expedi-

tion along the coast of the Indian
ocean, etc., Arr. Ind. 18, 4, sqq.

;

Strab.—Others in Diog. L. ; etc., ,=.. Ion. ace. plur. from,
Horn., Hes., Hdt., ov,{) to be ploughed
o/resA, of fallow ground. [c2], ,{ II) the ploughing

offallow-land, Theophr., , o,=foreg., Geop., ov, {,)
Boeot. for, newly soled,

Stratt. Phoen. 3., v. sub., (sc.), , , the loieest

(but in our musical scale the highest)

string, Cratin. Nom. 14, Plat. Rep.
44J D : fern, from : also contr., q. v. [^-], (sc. y?/) , , like ,, fallow-land, Lat. novale.'•,, 7/.= {oTeg., , ov, Ion., a kind
of irreg. suporl. from, like-

from

—

the last, uttermost,

lowest or undermost, in Hom. (who has
the usu. form only in II. 11,

712), always of space, ,,,.,-. etc. ;', at the lowest slope of Ida, where
it sinks into the plain, II. 2, 824 : c.

gen., u.17mv, II. 6, 295, Od.
15, 108 :' , lying on

the border of Pylos. II. 11,712; and
so prob. in II. 9, 153, 295, '' -,—though Passow with some of

the old Interpp. takes for -
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NEBP,, 3 pi. perf. pass, of

vaiu, to he situate, but v. Spitzn. ad 1.,

Lob. Paral. 357.—II. later of time,

=

, Lat. nouissimus. Soph. Ant.

627, 807, 808, Aj. 1185: otherwise
rare in Alt, except in the word,, qq. v.

Nturof, ;;, ov, {,) fal-
lowed., ov, 6, the ploughing up of
fallow-land, Xen. Oec. 7, 20.—II. the

time for so doing : cf.., m>,{,) new-
ly increased., , {) to plough up new or

fallow land, , Lat.
agros novare, Ar. Nub. 1117 ; so absol.

in Theophr. : hence,, (sc. y?/)

land ploughed anew, a latefallow, Hes.
Op. 460 ; cf..,,,=: in genl.

a young animal., ov,() belonging to

a fawn. Call. Dian. 244.

(sc. ), , ,=., a
faum-skin, Orph. : contr. for,
like,, etc.,, ,{) like fawn.,
esp. spotted like one, Arist. H. A. 6,

10, 10., ov., dim. from3.
m , , ;, ov, (, -) vtrnpped up or clad in a fawn-
skin, epith. of Bacchus and the Bac-
chantes, A nth. P. 9, 524, 14.'17., ov,{,)
= foreg., Orph. II. 51, 10.3, to wear a fawn-skin, to run
about in one at the fcnst of Bacchus,
Dem. 313, 16, cf. Lob. Aglaoph. p.

653 : from, : gen., Dion. P. 703,
946, and the only form given by Dra-
co ; but [] Eur. Bacch. 24, 137,

Theocr. Ep. 2, 4, and oft. in Anth.,
and Nonn., as it ought to be :

—

afawn-
skin, esp. as the dress of Bacchus and
the Bacchantes.\, , , Nehris, a female
slave, Luc. Dial. Mer. 10., ov, , {) the

wearing a.\, . , Nehrissa, a city

of Hispania Baetica, Strab. p. 143., ov, , {) like a
fawn-skin, fern, -, of a stone, Plin.

37, 10., ov, {, *)
V., the bone of a fawn's leg, i. e.

a flute, Cleobul. ap. Plut. 2, 150 E,
cf. Wyttenb.'', , , the young of the

deer, afawn, II. 8, 248, Od. 4, 336, etc.
;, deerskin brogues,

Hdt. 7, 75 : as an emblem of coward-
ice, II. 4, 243 ; 21, 29

;
proverb., v.. Luc. D. Mort. 8, 1.

—

Also . Eur. Pol. 6.,=,\€\\).,
V. Lob. Phryn. 625.. ov, {,)
bringing forth faims, Nic. Th. 142., , {,)
fawn-like, Nonn., ov,{,)
preying on fawns,, Arist. . .
9, 32, 1.

tNf/?poooi'Of, ov, 6, Nebrophonus,
son of Jason and Hypsipyle, Apollod.

1, 9. 17.,, delightinginfawns :

V. 1. for-.,, , , clad in a, ap. Hephaest. [t],() as pass., to be

changed into a fawn, Noim.,,{,)fawn- 1

like, epith. of Bacchus, Anth. P. 9,

524, 14.

tNi Ju, Ion., , , the Neda,
a river forming the boundary between
Messenia and Elis, Call. Jov. 38 ;

Strab. p. 344.— II. the nymph of the
stream. Call. Jov. 33.'\, ' (. .
1393) , the Nidon, a river of Messe-
nia, flowing by Pherac, Corinna ap.
B. A. 1. c. ; hence Minerva was called, Strab. p. 360.'\, , Naaman, general of
Ben-hadad king of Syria, N. '., Ion. noni.pl. from,., rarer Ep. dat. pi. from,
Hom.

(sc.), , v.., Ion. 2 sing. subj. pres. from, for, II. 1, 32., , (, *) new-
born, just-born, Od. 4, 33fi ; 17, 127 ;

Att. and Dor., q. v., , =, fresh-
sprotiting, fresh-blown. Eur. Ion 112., , {, /) newly whet-
ted or sharpetied, II. 13, 391 ; 16, 484 ;

Att. and Dor.. Cf. Spitzn. 11.

7,77., , (,)=-. Soph. Aj. 820.,,,^., , 6, {, ?.)
speeding guiding ship, up. Hesych.
[]

^, , {, II)

newly-pounded, fresh-ground ; hence,/, cakes offresh flour, Dem.
314. 1. (The deriv. from is

against analogy.)', , (, (,\) fresh-
plastered,, Arist. Probl. 11, 7.',, , , {,,) neivly come, a new-comer, 11.

10, 434, Hdt. 1,118, Plat. Legg. 979 D., , ov. {,)
newly-milked, Nic. Al. 310.,,. Ion.
for-.,, . Ion. for. ., , (,) lately

cut

:

—castrated when young, Anth. P.
6, 234., ov, poet, for,{,) fresh-spoken, new-sound-
ing, of a sound never heard before,

H. Hom. Merc. 443.^ 0pp. to-., Boeot. for , v. 1. Ar. Ach.
867, 905., Ep. 2 sing. pres. from -, Od. 11, 114; 12, 141.

Neta/pu, . Ion. -, irreg. fern,

compar. of, as,' is

superl., the latter, lower; .-, the lower part of the belly, H• 5,

539, 616, etc. ; so, v., Eur.
Rhes. 794 : hence as subst., ,
also ', the abdomen, Hipp. :

—

contr.,, cf..— II. as
fem. n. pr., (q. v.) strictly the

Younger, Fresher., oi', later form for,. [], adv. later form for veto-, : from, , ov. Ion. for,
q. v., Horn,, also Eur., Ion. for (q. v.)

Horn, and Hes.; Ion. subj. 3 sing., II. 1, 579; impf.-. 11./,, , wrangler, .
gen., one who wrangles with, v.,

Hes. Op. 714: from. . f. - : in Hom. and
Hes., metri grat., in Ion. forms, -

3 sing. subj. ^, impi".



NELV
and, fut.-, aor., etc. : {^).

To (fVarrel^ wrangle with one,, Od.

17, 189; V. /7//(, to quarrel one
tuiVA another, 11. 20, 254 ;

-, II. 18, 498 ; also c. ace. cognato,, 11. 20, 252: to rival,

strive or vie with, , we
two alone strove with him, Od. 11, 511,

—where however Wolf and Nitzsch,
after Aristarch., : part., obstinately, Hdt. 9, 55.—II.

usu. trans, to vex, annoy, esp. by word,
to rail at, taunt, abuse, upbraid, revile,

c. acc. pers., freq. in Hoin. ; also with
added, II. 2, 224 ; 6•, , 11. 3,

38; 21, 480, Od. 22, 225, etc. :—but
in II. 24, 29, of Paris, ,

', he insulted the goddess-
es (Juiio and Minerva), but praised

the other (Venus) :— Aristarch. how-
ever rejects the whole passage :—in

Hdt. 8, 125, to accuse, assail.—The
verb is scarcely to be found, except
in Ep. poets and Ion. prose ; though
the subst. is used by Trag.,

and now and then in Att. prose, as

Plat. Soph. 243 A, Xen. Cyn. 1, 17., , ,=, Aesch. Ag.
1378.

'7/, 7/,='7.
'7/, , . 1.,.

Hes.., , quarrel, wran-

gle : strife, Horn., Find., Hdt., etc.
;

(cf. fin.) ; esp.,—2. strife of
words, railing, abuse, a taunt, reproach,, . 13, 483 ; -, 11.7, 95; ,
Hdt. 9, 55.—3. strife at law, dispute

before a judge, II. 18, 497, Od. 12, 440.

—4. also in Honi. not seldom for bat-

tle, fight, U. 4, 444, etc. ; Horn, joins/,, etc.,, v.,, II. 20, 252 : in Hdt., who also

uses the plur., of dissensions between

whole 7intions, }]-, Hdt. 7, 158, cf. 8, 87.-11. the

cause of strife, matter of quarrel, Erf.

Soph. O. T. 695; whereas Horn, dis-

tinguishes between, quarrel,

and its subject, II. 4, 37.:?, , a fruit from the

banks of the Nile, Cosmas., ft, ov,from the Nile.'?,, , Anth., and-
2., a, ov,= foreg.

tNftAeiif, (5, V. sub<.'?., , (, *))
Nile-born, Leon. . 8., , {^,)
sprung fro/n the Nile, v. 1. for sq.',,{,) sun-

ned or fostered by the Nile, Aesch.
Supp. 70.', , , (", -) Nilometer, a rod graduated to

show the rise and. fall of the Nile,

Strab.\, , 6, Niloxenus, a

Macedonian, Arr. An. 3, 28, 4.—2. a

sage of Naucratis in Aegypt, Plut.. ov, (Nei/of, /5) wa-

tered by the Nile, also,
Anth., ov, b, the Nile, first in Hes.
Th. 338 ;—for in Hoin. it is,
q. v. : fthe celebrated river of Aegypt,
in Hes. it is called son of Oceanus
and Tethys ; in Find. P. 4, 99, son

oi Saturn : from its live natural mouths
called. Hdt. 2, 10, and
with two additional artificial ones,, Mosch. 2, 58../.,,{)=-.

NEK?•,, , situate on the Nile,, Anth. fP. 9, 710.?., , , fern, -, ,
living in or on the Nile : ., the

land of Nile, Aesch. Pr. 814.•, a,,=, Opp.,,, Ion. aor.

from, Horn., adv. Ion.,{) :

—frtnn the hotto7n,, he heaved a sigh from
the bottom of his heart, II. 10, 10.

—

II. anew, Anth., adv. Ion. for, () :—at the bottom, in the inmost part,, it stung him to his heart's

core, Hes. Th. 567 : c. gen.,7, II. 21, 317 : hence alsojinr/er,

beneath, c. gen., like, Arat. 89.

—

Also written proparox.,, Schaf.
Schol. Ap. Rh. 2, 355., , . Ion. for,
Anth. P. 6, 35C., Ion. for, v. 1. II. 23,

76., Ion. for, adv. of,
veri/ lately, Ap. Rh., ,{,) to fal-

low, turn into fallow : also to take a green

crop off a field, by which it is, so to

say, freshened and prepared for corn,

Xen. Oec. 11,16., oh, , neru land, i. e. land

ploughed up anew after being left fal-

low, hence a fallow, fallow-land, Lat.

noiiti/e,Hom. ;^', a thrice-

ploughed fallow, Od. 5, 127, II. 18,

541, Hes. Th. 971.—Strictly Ion. fern,

of, as we have it in full,

IV, Hes. Op. 461 : later

also (sc.) : cf.,,., , . Ion. for.,,,{),=, Gramm., ,, superl. from.
Ion. for, from : adv.,=.,, ,(,)
one who breaks up a fallow, Anth. P. 6,

41.

or,,. for,
the belly, intestines, Aesch. Ag. 1479,

e conj. Casaub., for the reading of the
MSS.., , , dub. 1. for., , , contr. for,, whence,, but
prob. only in Gramm., v. MullerLyc.
896.

or, v. sub-., contr. for from-, Od.1:, , Nitetis, daughter of

Apries, Ath. 560 D.

<}), late form for, also=, Jac. A. P. p. 67.,. , (,)
heap of slain, II. 5, 886, Pseudo-Luc.
Philopatr. 10.—II. in Call. Fr. 231,

simply a heap or row, without any no-

tion of corpses.—III. the cyclic poets

are said to have used it for -,
. .7., , (, -) messenger to the dead, Luc. Peregr.
41., , to conduct the dead,

of Mercury, Luc. Contempl 2: from, ,(, }) con-

ducting the dead., , , school of the

dead, Iaic. V. Hist, 2, 23., , , for, Eccl., , , () deadly,

of or belonging to the dead, Luc. D.
Deor. 24, 1. Adv -/cwf, Id. Peregr. 33.

NEK, a, ov, () deaa,

said of animals, like, v. I

Ael. N. A. 6, 2 ; v. Jacobs., , (,)
laden with the dead,, Anth.
Plan. 273., ov,(,) de-

vouring corpses., ov,{,)
receiving the dead,", Aesch. Pr.

152.,,{,)
looking like a corpse, Manet ho., ov, =,
Anth. P. 7, 634., , , a cemetery,

Luc. Uontempl. 22 : from, ov, =.
Lob. Phryn. 307., , , a grave-digger., , ,(,)
coffin or urn, Eur. Cret. 2, 18.,, , one loho burns
corpses., ov, (,)
taking care of corpses, Greg. Naz.,,,(.-) at Rome, thefine cinerary urns,

etc., dug out of the tombs of Corinth,

Strab. p. 381., ov,(,)
laying corpses out for burial, Plut. 2,

994 E., , , (,-) worship of the dead, Eccl., , ,=^, necromancy. Hence,,,=^-., , , }/, (,) necromancer, one who calls

up ghosts to reveal the future, Lye.
682., , 6, a corpse-bearer.. , , (,) one who sells corpses. Lye. 276., , killing.^,, , city of the

dead, the Necropolis, forming a suburb
of Alexandrea, Strab. p. 795., ,{,)
conducting the dead, of Cliaron, Eur.
Ale. 442, Luc. D. Deor. 24, 1., ov, b,(,) a body-snatcher.

(), ov, ,() a dead body,

corse, Horn., etc., always of mankind ;

hence usu. c. gen. pers., -,, Hat. 2, 89, 90, and
in Att. : also, v. and-
'7], II. : later, , cf.

Lob. Phryn. 376.-2. a dead man. opp.
to one alive, esp. in plur. the dead, Od.
10, 526, etc.; in Hom. always as
dwellers in the nether world.—II. as
adj. agreeing with its subst.,,
,, rarely ,, dead, first in Pind.
Fr. 217, 2. Soph. Phil. 430, etc. : cf.

however Od. 12, 10 : v. also., , to ferry the dead,
of Charon, Luc. Contempl. 24: from, ov,{, ?^)=^?., Artemid. 4, 58., , , robbery of the

dead. Plat. Rep. 469 : from, ov, (,)
stripping, robbing the dead., ov, ,(,)
judge of the dead, of Minos, Lyc.
1398., ov, ,(,)
=, Manetho. [])/,, ,() state

of death, Lob. Phryn. 351., , to bear a dead child.

Hence, , , a still-born

child.
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NEK", , to eat corpses or
carrion, Strab. : from, ov, (,)
eating corpses or carrion, Dio C., ov, ro, a bier : from, , to bear or buri/

corpses, rhilo : from, ov, (, )
bearing corpses, burying the dead, Po-
lyb. 35, G, 2, Plut., etc., ,() to make dead,

to deaden :—j)ass., to be deadened or

lifeless, Plut. 2, 954 D, and N. T.:—
to mortify, N. T., ,(,) dead-

ly, corpse-like, Luc. Epist. Sat. 28.,, ,() a burial-

place, Anth. tP. ~, CIO., ov, deadly : belonging

to a corpse : from, ,() a hilling

:

—
from pass., deadness, N. T.iNva, ., 6, Nectanabis, a

king of Aegypt, Plut. Ages. 37: --, Diod. S. 15, 42.,, , nectar, the drink
of the gods, as ambrosia was their

food, Horn., Hes., Pind., whereas in

Alcman (IG) and Sappho, nectar is

their food, and ambrosia their drink,

cf Meuieke Com. Fragm. 3, p. 198.

Homer's nectar is (II. 19, 38,

Od. 5, 93) ;
poured like wine by Hebe,., II. 4, 3 ; and, like it,

drunk, mixed, Od. 5, 93 : hence choice
wine is called , Od.
9, 359. It was forbidden to men be-

cause an elixir of immortality,—but
Thetis bathes the corpse of Patroclus
in nectar, to preserve it from decay,
II. 19, 38.—Later it acquired esp. the

notion oi fragrance, cf..—/, i. e. honey, Eur.
Bacch. 144.—-11. a perfumed ointment,

Nossis 5, 3. (Usu. deriv. from -
(for v)]-, not), and*,, and
so strictly like, an elixir

vitae, but ?) Hence, Ion. , , of nec-

tar, nectaruus : but of garments, prob.

scented, fragrant, or, generally, divine,

beautiful (cf), v-,-, II. 3, 385 ; 18, 25., , , plant, usu., Diosc. 1, 27. [] Hence, 6, wine prepared

with, Diosc.,,{,)
dropping nectar, Eubul. Incert. 4.)], ,(,) like

nectar, Geop., ov,(,-
vu) of Charon's boat, embarked in by

the dead. Polygn. ap. Pans, 10, 28, 2.67., ov, , the larva or nym-
pha of the silkworm, Arist. H. A. 5, 19,

10. (From.) [], adv., () corpse-like,

. ., , (, )—-, Anth. . 7, 68., , (,)
having to do tvith the dead, Manetho.

or, , y,() a
magical rite by which gliosts were called

up and questioned about the future,

Plut. 2, 17 B, Luc. Nigr. 30:—this

was the common name for the elev-

enth book of the Od., cf-.
Nv,o,,={oeg.,Mnc[ho., , , (,-) divining by calling up the dead

to question them, cf. Hence, ov, , Ion. -,
an oracle of the dead, a place where
ghosts were called up and questioned,

Hdt. 5, 92. 7, Plut. Cim. 6 : cf.
963

', , , ,=-, LXX.', ,{,) rous-

ing the dead to life, Nonn.', ov,(, 7^)
ferrying the dead over the Styx, of

Charon, Anth. P. 7, 63, 530 -.—bearing

the dead, of a bier, lb. C31.',, , poet. dat. sing., II. ; pi., Hom., '-
in Od. 11, 569 ; 22, 401 ; 23, 45 :

ace. pi., contr., Od. 24,

417:—like, a dead body, esp.

of men, a corse, fteq. in II., more rare

in Od.; V., Hdt. 1, 140, cf 3,

16, 24: also, v., --,,,
Hom.— 2. dead person, -

7}, oft. in Od. 1 1 ; more
rare in II. In Hom. always in plur.

of the inhabitants of the nether world,=^, Lat. inferi.— II. as adj. dead,

lifeless, post-Hora., as Soph. Aj. 135C ;

cf however II. 24, 35, 423.—E]). word,
freq. also in Soph., and Eur. (Hence

: the root- appears in the
Sanscr. nag, to perish, Lat. nex, nec-is,

and noc-ere, and perh. in -.) [
in nom. and ace. sing., in Horn., and
so prob. in Att. ; but in Alex, poets >.]

Hence
(sc. ),,, offerings

to the dead, v., Artem. 4, 83.

[*^
,,,=, Nonn.

or, , ,()=, Hesych.
tNeswf, , , ace., Necho,

father of Psammetichus, Hdt. 2, 152.
—2. a son of Psammetichus, king of

Aegypt, Id. 2, 158; 4, 92.^, , Ndaidas, an Olympic
victor from Elis, Pans. 6, 16, 8.^, , , Nemausus, a city

of Gallia Narbonensis, now Nismes,
Strab. p. 186., , . Ion., poet., Nemea, a place in the north-
west of Argolis, nearly on site of

mod. Kutchumadi, Thuc. 3, 96 ; etc.

—Also the wood and neighbourhood
around this place in which Hercules
slew the Nemean lion, and in which
the games were celebrated, Hes. Th.
331 ; Pind. N. 3, 30, etc. ,
dat. as adv. in Nemea, Pind.—11. a

river rising here and flowing into the

Corinthian gulf, forming the bounda-
ry between Sicyonia and Corinthia,

Strab. p. 382., , poet., Pind. :

—

the sacred Nemean games, celebrated

in the second and fourth years of

each Olympiad, Dissen Pind. N. 7, 1.\, a, ov, of Nemea, Ne-
mean, ., Pmd. . 2. 7.^,, i], fem. to foreg.,

Pind. N. 3, 4.—11. Nemeas, as fem.

pr. n., Ath. 587 C.^, adv. from Nemea, Call.

Fr. 103, 4., poet, for, in Hom.
only once, and that in mid.,-
To for, grazed, fed, II. 1 1, 635.\, a, ov,).=,
Hes. Th. 328., a, ov, of Nemea, Ne-
mean, , Pind. . 5, 9 : v./., , f -//. . impf -, and freq. in Hom. and
Hes.,, etc. (-.) To feel righteous indignation,

to be wroth, Hom. : strictly, to be wroth

at undeserved good or bad fortune, and
so properly of the gods,", II. 8, 198, etc. ; cf -.—Construct sometimes absol.,

, II. 10, 145 ; more iisu., v.

Ttvi, to be wroth with a person or at a
thing, Hom. ; also, v. . to be

angry at a thing in a person. Od. 23,
213, cf Hes. Op. 754 ; also j•.. m
prose, as Plat. Legg. 927 C, Dem.
500, 14.— II. mid.,. -/-

: aor. pass,), in Hom.
always, etc.:—strictly,

to be displeased ivith one's self, as, re-'-, is angry with himself m his
heart, i. e. ashamed of himself, lor

flinging words about him, Od. 4, 158 :

hence, to take shame to OHf'.s• self, to

be filled uith shame or awe, like Lat.

vereri, Od. 2, 64, II. 16, 544:-hut
Hom. mostly uses the mid. as=:act.,

and with same constr. ; also c. inf

,

Od. 4, 195; c. ace. et inf., Od. 18,

227 ; but c. ace. rei, .
epya, visits evil deeds upon the doers,
Od. 14, 284 ; cf,.

(sc. ), , , the

feast of Nemesis, also held in honour
of the "dead, Dem. 1031, 13 ; with v. 1.., ov, gen. , indig

nant, wrathful, Nonn., r/, ov,() dis-

posed to indignation at any one's wide-
sen-ed good or ill fortune, Arisl. Eth.
N. 2, 7, 15., , , in Hom. always, except in II. 11,649 (-) :

—

causing indignation or wrath,
worthy of it, ,
'twere enough to ynake one wroth, W. 3,

410, etc.; c. inf, oirt ;,(1>', II. 9, 523, Od. 22. 50

;

so,}, Soph. Phil.

1193, cf Plat. Euthyd. 2.H2 B; v., Tyrtae. 1,26.

—

U.tohedr.raded,
regarded xvith awe, awful, -, II. 11, 649., dep. mid., like-, to become or be wroth with one,

TLvi, If: 8, 407, Od. 2, 239: to take

thing amiss, be offended, angry with or

blame one for a thing, . 11. ,
757 ; c. ace. et inf, to be angri), sur-

prised that.., I!. 2, 296.—II. like -, to be a$lia7ned, awe-struck,

II. 17,251, Od. 2, 138.—111. like ai-, to dread, fear, c. ace.,

V-, to stand in. alee of the gods, dread
their ivrath, Od. 1, 263.,, r), Ep., II.

6, 335 : () :—strictly, distribution

of what is due ; hence righteous indig-

nation, i. e. anger at anything unjv.it or
unfitting, high displeasure, wrath, re-

sentment, 11. 6, 335, Od. 2, 136, etc.

:

—being properly, ace. to Arist. Eih.
N. 2, 7, 15, indignation at undeserved

good fortune,—the virtue lying be-

tween envy () and malignity() : hence jenlou.ty, ven-

geance, esp. of the gods, Hdt. 1,34,
Soph. Phil. 518, 602, cf : of

men, just like, grudging, envy,

Aesch. Theh. 235.—Cf. infr. B.— 11.

that which deserves righteous indigna-

tion, the object ofjust resentment, Hom.
always in phrase ov (),
'tis nothing to be iiroth about, there's

no call for anger, either c. inf, 11. 14,

80, Od.l, 350; or c, ace. et inf, II.

3, 150; so too Soph. O. C. 1753.—
III. subjectively, righteous indignation

at one's own misdeed, -, a sense of shame and sin, II. 13,

122, cf Hes. Op. 198.

B.. /), as prop, n., voc. Nf-, Pois. Phoen. 187: Nemesis, the
impersonation divine wrath and jeal-

ousy, hence in Hes. 1. c. joined wiih
: ace. to Hes. Th. 223, she is



daughter of Night, but only described

as ,, which
seems to indicate interpolation. In

Att., esp. Trag., she appears as the

goddess of Retribution, who brings

down all immoderate good fortune,

and checks the presumption that at-

tends it, (being thus directly opposed
to) ; and herewith she is oft.

the punisher of extraordmary crimes,
Pmd. P. 10, 09, Aescii. Fr. 213, Sui)h.

El. 792 ; of esp. Mesomedes' Hymn
to Nemesis, Anal. Br. t. 2, p. 292

;

and see\.., , Ep. for,
Horn., and Hes.\, , , Ep. for-, Horn.^, , Ep. for, II. C,

335.,, ,() dispen-

ser ofjustice, a judge, avenger,, V-,

Aesch. Theb. 489., , () a distribution,

Isae. 76, 26, ubi al..'/, ,,= : -
is wrong. Lob. Paral. 447.

tNf^ddi'a, , , Nemidia, appell. of

Diana in Teuthea, Strab. p. 342.,, ,( ) pasture,

pasturage, 11. 11, 480, Soph. Aj. 413:
— wooded pasture, a glade, Lat. ne-

mus, Anth. P. 7, 55.', fut. and :

aor. : perf. : aor.

pass, and, later al-

so aor. mid., Lob. Phryn.
742. Horn, uses only pres., impf.,

aor. act.; pres. and impf. mid.— I.

to deal out, distribute, dispense, ~i, oit. in

Horn. usu. of meat and drink, e. g.,,, :

hence, ., to pay one due

honour, respect, Aesch. Pr. 292 ;-
v., to respect her privileges,

Id. Eum. 624 (but, v.,
lb. 747, tu extend one's privileges) : to

apportion, assign, , Od. 6, 188,

11. 3, 274, and Att. ; v. tu,
TU , Hdt. 1, 32; 6, 11; v., Thuc. 3, 48 ; v. rivl tu, , Lat. plurivnim

tribuere alicui, Valck. Hipp. 1321,

Diatr. p. 77.— II. mid., c. ace,
to distribute among themselves, hence to

have and hold as one^s portion, possess

(hence),, Od. 20, 336 ; usu. of landed

property, v., Od. 11, 185, II.

12, 313 ; v., 11. 2, 751, Hes. Op.
119 ; strictly with the twofold collat.

notion,— 1. to enjoy, have in use, as in

11. cc.—2. (since the owner occupied

his own land), to dwell in, inhabit, -, II. 20, 8 ; mostly with
names of places, to spread over, and
so occupy a country, '7/,', Od. 2, 167, II. 2. 496; then

in Hdt., Thuc, etc.—III. from Pind.

0. 2, 23 downwds. the act. also is

found in signf. of mid., to hold, possess,

yfiv,, Hdt. 4, 191, Thuc.
5, i-i, cf. Erf. Soph. O. T. 578 ; and
so, absol., (sc. yf/v), Hdt. 4,

183, cf. infr. 2 fin. : hence also, in

pass., of places, to be inhabited,-• TLVL, Hdt. 7, 158 ; and, ab-

sol., of the customs of peopje, Thuc.
1, 5 and 6.—2. to hold, sway, manage,, Hdt. 1, 59, etc. ;, Pind.

O. 13, 37 ; . Soph.

. . 237 ; so absol, Pind. P. 3, 124

;

V-., wield, manage,

Aesch. Ag. 802, Theb. 590 ; v., to support one's self

on staffs, Id. Ag. 76 ; hence also, v.. to use the tongue, lb. 087,

like : hence,— 3. also like vo-

NEOB, to hold, consider as so and so,. Soph. El. 150, cf. 598, Tr.

483, O. C. 879, Aj. 1331, Hemd. Plat.

Prot. 339 C : so, -, to take or choose as one's patron,

Isocr. 170 : oi, ath-

letes entered on the list, Polyb. 6, 47, 8.

B. of herdsmen, to pasture, graze,

i. e. drive to pasture, feed. Lat. pascere,

Od. 9, 233, Hdt. 8, 137, Eur. Cycl. 28,

and not seldom in Plat. ; also metaph.,

V., Soph. El. 176 :—much more
freq. in mid., of cattle, to

feed, i. e. go to pasture, graze, Lat.

pasci, II. 5, 777, Od. 13, 407, Hdt. 8,

115, etc. : hence c. ace. cognato, to

eat, feed on, ,
Od. 9, 449, cf. Soph. Phil. 709 : me-
taph. of fire, to feed on, devour, II. 23,

177: also as pass.,\ -, the land is devoured, wasted by
fire, II. 2, 780.—II. , to

graze the hills (with cattle), Xen. Cyr.

3, 2, 20 ;—like Ivjcurieni segetum depas-

cit, Virg. G. 1, 112:—and metaph.,?, waste a city by
fire, give it to the flames, Hdt. C, 33.

—111. in mid. also of cancerous sores,

to spread, like Lat. pasci, depasci, Hdt.

3, 133 ; cf. Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 573. Cf..
The signf. to feed is immed. con-

nected with that of to dwell in, as

with the early pastoral tribes {-) pasturage established possession.

(The nearest derivs. of the root

are,, etc. ;,,,, etc. ;,,, etc. ; and : prob. also

Lat. numerus.)

tNf^uaCTof, , , Nemossus, chief

city of the Arverni, Strab. p. 239.^, perf. pass, from
(only poet.) : and (in prose) from. But it is never Dor. for -, as if from.^, Ion. 3 pi. perf. pass, for, from ', to heap., perf. from, to spin.

NeviY/Aof, ov,foolish, silly : or weak-
eyed, purblind. Call. Jov. 63 : the
Gramin. quote in same signfs., -,,, with which
Ruhnk. Tim. compares' and

; it also reminds one of /.
f'^ ...., 3 smg. perf. pass, of,
II. 24, 419.^, , also, a mother^s or

father's sister, aunt ; and, , also ', a mother''s

or father's brother, uncle.'^, adv. part. pf. pass,

from, in the established manner,

Philostr., V..', perf. of, cl.<^.', ov,{,) weak-

minded, Panyas., e conj. Dind., -, Ion. and Dor.

contr. perf. pass, from, for -', -, Wess. and Valck.

Hdt. 9, 53, Em. Exc. ad Call. Jov.

87 ; cf. sub.', ,^7^.\, ,^, Hdt.

9, 120. [], , (,) newly,

freshly watered,. !• 21, 346.,,=^.'3•, , (, ?.?.)
neivly milked, Nic. Th. 006, . 484.'?, Ef,=sq., . . 1,

735.'?, ,(,)
sprouting afresh, flourishing.?., , ju.it gushing forth.,, lately, newly devoured.

—II. parox., ov, act. having
lately devoured.^^', , , Neohide, daugh-
ter of Lycambes, loved by Archilo-
chus, Anth.

NfoyOi'/iOf, ov, b, a new cowisellor., ov, fresh watered.,. , , (,-) having just eaten, Hipp.', , 7/,=?/., ff,= sq.\, , (,) newly
married, a young husband or wife, Hdt.
1, 36. 37 ; v-,, Aesch. Ag.
1179, Eur. Med. 324: v., lb.

1348., , (, *) neiw-

born, Aesch. Cho. 530, Plat. Theaet.
100 E, etc.\, ov,=foreg., a, ov,=sq., Isae. ap.

Poll. 2, 8.^, , , neiv-horn, young,, Od. 12, 86 ;, Theocr.
17, 58 ; v., one of the first set

of teeth, Opp. C. 1, 199: -
v., life short as childhood, Luc.

Halcyon 3, ubi v. Hemst. (The
Grainm. however make =/.-
', not thaty= ya7.a : one might
rather compare it with.)'?), ,(. y?Myo) new-
born and still sucking, Nonn.
'Nyvo, ov, with 7iew, i. e. re-

stored eyesight.

'Noy/'/, , (, y?.v) neiv-

ly carved, iTryphlod. 332.,,=:, dub. 1. ap.

Xen. Cyn. 10, 23.

Neojvor, , contr. for,, . Horn. Cer. 141, Merc. 4C6,

Hdt. 2, 2 ;—mostly of beasts ; also in

Att. poets, as Aesch. Ag. 1163, and
Eur. : and even in Xen. Cyn. 5, 14,

Oec. 7, 21.—though Thom. M. holds
it to be not Att.

))'•,,=, Eur. Ion
1001, Cycl. 206., ov, = sq., Wiistem.
Theocr. 18, 3., ov, (, yp) new-
ly painted or written, Mel. 1, 55.

Neo}DiOf, ov, (, yvlov) with

young, fresh limbs,, Pind. N. 9,

56;, Id. Fr. 88, 10.

'Noyvv, ov, 6, (,) just

wived. [0], ov, (,)
weeping afresh., ov, (, )=^, Gramm.^, , (,, -
), a Spartan word, lately made one

of the people, newly enfrancliisrd (opp.

to the hereditary citizens),

T<j ,
Thuc. 7, 58 : hence those Helots
were called', who were
freed by the state, in reward for ser-

vice in war, prob. receiving some civil

rights, whereby they were placed
above the, v. Arnold Thuc.
5, 34.^, ov, (,) newly
stripped off,, Od. 4, 437 ; 22,
36.1 :

—

newly flayed,, Xen. An. 4,

5, 14.>, ov, (,)
newly tauuht : esp. of dramatic pieces,

etc., newly broughtforward, Luc. Tim.
46. [r]

^ ^'>}, , , j/,= sq.. newly
tamed, ?., . Horn. . 231 : v.

yo, a newly formed marriage, Eur.
Med. 1306., ov.(,) neivh)

broken in, esp. of horses, etc. : metaph.
ofyoung wives newly brought under (hi
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NEOK
yoKe of marriage, new-wedded, ,
Eur. Metl. (}23.^, ov, Dor.-,(,
(5//,) new-built, fresh, Pind. 1. 4, 106

(3, 80),7], ov,=^{oreg.

Ni(i(Sopof. oi',= i'to(5a/>rof, Diod., if,=sq., Ael. N. A. 4,

10.

NfoJpe-TOf, 01», (j.'iOf,6)fresh

vhirked or broken,, Aesch.
Supp. 3133 : wnathed with freshfoliage,, Theocr. 26, 8.^, ov, = foreg.,,
Acsch. Supp. 354.

Ntofia. , ,^^.', , fresh or youthful in

form., , just made or newly

wrought., ,=, Anth.

P. 9, 514., ,=, •,
Aesch. Pr. 1009., oi',= sq., Nonn., ov,(.) new-

ly-yoked : inetaph. new-married,,
Eiir. Med. 804.^, ov, (,) neivly

leavened. , ,,=^,-, Eur. Aeol. 19 :

—

ncw-married..
Kll. 4, 1191., , (,) newly,

fresh ground, Nic. . 411., , , (, ?)
young in years, Orph. . 86, 7./, , (,) fresh-

sprouting : youthful,, Eur. I.

. 18•. — but, Dor. for, Pind., cf. Jac. A. P. p. 528.'/, , (,, -
') just dead., adv., like, newly,

lately. Soph. . C. 1448.

Nor/r},,= sq.,. Rh. 3, 1388,

Anth. Plan. 124.. ov, (, /) newly
whetted, A p. Kll. ?

Nf()W//A;;r, , Dor.- (,,) :
—fresh budding or

sprouting,, 11. 14, 347, Hes. Th.
576 ; , 11. Horn. Merc. 82 : nie-

taph., fresh, cheerful,, .
Hoin. 30, 13 ;' -

grows with youthful vigor, Pind.

N. 9, 115.

—

U. (,) just giving

milk,, 0pp. C. 1, 436.^, ,=^, Aesch.
Euiu. 450./, ?/), , 7},=^',
Sap[iho 138, Anth. P. 7, 181./, ov, lately hunted.^/, ef,= sq., Anth. P. 7,457.^, ov, (,) new-

ly pressed or squeezed, Diosc.}^, 7/. , , =,
Phit. Lego;. 865 D., ov, (,) new-

ly grown.. Rh. 3, 1400.—II. neivly

curdled, : cf. and-.̂ \,, 6, , (,)
huri'ig i/oung hair, NotUl., ov, {,) just sacri-

ficed.

Nfo£77, 7;•,^, poet, (or, youth,

youthful spirit, ll. 23, 604.'., ov, (,-) u.eu'ly built., ov, (,) neivly

housed, a new denizen, Epich. [). 6.

—

II. newly built on,, Pind. O. 5, 19.

'^., (,) sc. ,, ,
the feast of new wine, Hesych., where
some needlessly read.
'.'^-. ov, newly cleansed.", ov, (,-

970

) newly enlisted, App. Hispan.
78.', ov,^=sq.', ov, newly built., ov, (, -) lately established,,
Thuc. 3, 93., ov, (,-
Xpiiu)just smeared, Diosc., ov, (,-) lately instructed, Eccl.,,^=, Eupol.. 21., ov, (,)
fresh-sandaled, Stratt. Phoen. 3, 8., ov, or, ov,(,) neivly burnt, Arist. Probl.

12, 3, 5, Theophr.
•, , (,) who.'ie

grief is frisk, fresh grieving, Hes. Th.
98 ; like,.^', ov, , Neoclides, an
orator in Athens, Ar. Plut 665.^, ov, having lately

inherited.^,, , Neocles, father
of Themistocles, Hdt. 7, 143.—2. an
Athenian archon, Dam. 249, 11.

—

Others in Strab. ; etc.^, ov, fresh spun, The-
ocr. 24, 44.,, , 7/,=sq.. Nic. Th.
707.', ov, (,) new-
ly wrought, Nic. Th. 498.

—

11. just slain,

Eur. llhes. 887., ov : in Soph. El. 1394
(ubi olini), Dind. after

Henn. reads,, to have new-shed blood upon
his hands ; so kv,
Eur. El. 1172. (F'rorn ,,,,*, as from*., ov,=sq., Eupol. Aty. 22., ov,(,) fresh
chiselled, Ar. Vesp. 648., ov, fresh in wrath, but in

Aesch. Pers. 256, Theb. 803, much
like, strange, unheard of
(Perh. -, is a mere terinin. ; v.

sub.),, , , (,-) newly fresh mixed, v.,

a drink mixed in a peculiar manner
to be drunk on concluding alliauces,

and at funeral feasts. Plat. (Com.)
Lac. 1, 8: without, Plut. 2,

677 C : also withafein. subst.,

v., Aesch. Fr. 325.—II. v.,
o( a newly made friend, Id. Cho. 314

;

V. Pors. Med. 138., ov,=foreg., ov,(,) new-
ly gained. App., ov, also ?}, ov, Pind.
N. 9, 3 (,) :

—newly founded
or built, Hdt. 5, 24, Pind. 1. c, Thuc.
3, 100.. ov,(,) lately

just killed, Pind. N. 8, 51., ov, (',)
sounding new, Greg. Naz.
iNoLu, . ol, the inhab. of

Novum Comum in Italy, Strab. p. 213., , , (,,)
band nf youths, the youth of a nation,

Lat. inventus, Aesch. Pers. 670, Supp.
686/Theocr. 18. 24.—II. as fem. adj.,

young, ace. to Henn. Eur. Ale. 103,

though Monk supports the usu.
signf : in this place Dind., q. v.. has, as trisylL—The word is Dor.,
and therefore used only in lyric pas-
sages of Trag.

tNeo/utJiif, ov, 6. and in Anth. P.

6, 109,, Neolatdas, masc.
pr. n., Paus. 6, 1, 3.

'/, , (,) shi-

ning in a new or strange manner., ov,{, II) late-

ly collected, newly enlisted. Hence,, , the state of one new-
ly enlisted., ov, (,)
newly taken or caught, App. Civ.,,', worse
forms for, etc., Schweigh.
Polyb. 8, 36, 12., ov, poet, for,(,) just bathed, . Horn.
Merc. 241., ov, {,) justpart
ed, Dion H. de Comp. p. 218., ov, (, )

having just left ojf.

NE'OMAf, contr., both in

Horn. : 2 and 3 sing, always contr.,, Otl. : inl., contr., both in Horn. : dep., only
used in pres. and impf Togo, come,
(in ])res. usu. like , with fut.

signf., to which the inf. forms the
most freq. exception); esp. in a more
delinite sense, to go away or back,-

v., II. 6, 189, Od. 6, 110; and as
is most freq. in Horn.,:
also to go to the war

:

—in Honi. al-

ways of persons : except in II. 12, 32,
of a stream to flow back ; for the
winds, II. 23, 229, are taken as gods.
Construct. : usu. followed by ,., c. ace, also by, c. ace,
II. 23, 51 ; by, c. dat., II. 22,392

;

c. ace. only, 11. 7, 335.—Ep. word,
used in inf,, by Soph. Ant.
33, Eur. El. 33 ; and is even
found in Xen. Cyr. 4, 1, 11 :—cf. via-.—Some Granim. have an Act.' ; but the mutilated lino, H. Horn.
Cer. 395, proves nothing ; v. Wolf
Proleg. p. Iv. (The Sanscr. root is

nt, to lead ; cf. the lenglhd. forms.,.), ov,(,)
fresh kneaded, [/], ', , {, '/) )•

V., the new moon. Hence, , , in Att. usu. contr/. Lob. Phryn. 148 ; the time

of new moon, the beginning of the month,
Hdt. 6,57, l,Ar., etc.; when slaves
were sold, Ar. Eq. 43.^,, , Neomeris, a Ne-
reid, Apoilod., ov, in a new-fan-
gled shape.', ov,(,) new-
ly dedicated initiated.^. . 42, 10.

INt'oc, , (new fortress) '«-
ontichos, a city of the Aeolians in Asia
Minor, Hdt. 1, 149; the inhab. of N.,
oi, Vit. Hom. i^lO: cf
tit. Hom. Ep. 1.—2. a fortress of
Thrace on the sea, Xen. An. 7, 5, .'', ov, (,) newly
married, Plut. 2, 310 E., ov, (,) newly
carded, Hipp.'^, ov, (, ) newly
polished or carved, Tryphiod., , (,) new-

ly fixed: of liquids, newly curdled OX

frozen;—of mud fcecome solid, Plut. 2,

602 D., , (,)=-, Acsch. Eum. 514., er,= sq., Nonn.. ov,(,) lately

brought to obedience.,, , tj, lately become

poor, A. B., , {,) in

new sorrow, fresh mourning, Od. 11,

39; cf., -.—U. pass.

laleli/ mourned, Anth. P. append. 215.



NEOP, ov, just ripe., ov,(,) newly

or fresh baked, Aretae.

-7}, , Anth. P. 9, 808 ; and, ov, Hipp.,=:i'eo-ay^f.
'~/^>/, , (,) newly

plaited, Nic. Al. 96 : so, --. Id.

ap. Ath. 683 C.^, ov, (from sq.,

) wicked from newly gotten

wealth, Cratin. Seriph. 2.

Neo/TAonrof, ov, {,)
like, tiewly become rich,

0pp. to (q. v.), hence
vainglorious, like a parvenu, Dem. 218,

18, Arist. Rhet. 2, 9, 9, etc. :—hence
comically, v., of a low upstart,

Ar. Vesp. 1309., e'f, = sq.. Soph. Fr.

391., ov, (,) new-

ly washen, ', Od. 6, 64, Hdt. 2,

37.^, ov,{,) new-
ly inspired, Nonn.

NiOTTodff, oi,{,) the young
ojf-shoots of vines, Geop., , inake new, renew.

Neo7roiV;rof, ov, newly made, re-

newed.?, ov, newly embroidered.

,, ov, (,) newly
shorn,, Soph. O. C. 475.'7. , , (, 7.)
new citizen, a slave just enfranchised,

Diod. 14, 7 : fem. -,, App.^, ov, newly moistened or

watered., ov, (,) having

just drunk, Hipp., , {,) befit-

ting young people, youthful, Lat. juve-

nilis, Plat. Legg. 892 D : like a youth,

extravagant, Plut. 2, 334 C, ubi v.

Wyttenb.—II. looking young or new., ov,(,) fresh-
sawn,, Od. 8, 404., ov, , (,-) Neoptolemus, surname of Pyrrhus
son of Achilles, r<en; warrior, because
he came late to Troy, prob. not Ho-
meric, V. Spitzn. II. 19, 327, Nitzsch
Od. 11, 505.— 12. king of the Molossi
in Epirus, father of Olyiiipias, Pans.
1, 11, 1.—3. a commander of Alexan-
der the great, Arr. An. 1, 20, 10.—4.

a wealthy Athenian, having charge
of many public works at Athens,
Dem. 264. 25 ; 583, 14.— 5. a tragic

actor at Athens, a traitor, joined
Philip, Id. 344, 7; etc.— 6. a gloss-

ographer and grammarian of Pa-
ros, Strab. p. 589.—Others in Strab.

;

etc., , poet, for?:,^ : -, anew-founded
city, Aesch. Euni. 687.!//, ov, (,)
just come out of a vapor-bath, Hipp., oi>, swelling with youthful

desire, dub. 1. for.
'^'/, ,{, )7/) new-

ly rent or burst, Aretae.^, ov, {,) new-

ly spri/ikled, v., afresh reeking

Bword, Soph. Aj. 30.'^, ,(,) newly

sewn or jnade, Longus : perh. also), ov., ov, (, )

having just swallowed, Hipp.', ov, (, ) fresh

flowing,. Soph. El. 894., ov, (, ()) newly

drawn,, Aesch. Ag. 1351 ;—un-

less here also it be from /),=-., ov, (,) newly

i!nsen,generally 7!eu',=:j'£0f, of thincrs,

Soph. O. C. 1507 ; of persons, Fr.

791 (ubi olim) ; a v.,
Tr. 894 (ubi olim, v. Herm.), a Ion. ,, Att. also

Of, Of ; Ion., but not so in Hom.

:

— I. young, youthful, esp. of men; very
freq. in Hom., as well of youthful
fre.shness and strength, as of haste,

boldness, passion, , Od. 4,

605 ; , . 13, 95 ;
-, oft. in Hom. : also of plants,

Od. 6, 163, II. 21, 38: usu. as subst.,, youths, Hes. Sc. 281 ; in Att.

always with article, , a youth.

The age of the is not deternuned
;

that it reached as far as 30, appears
from Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 35, cf-

:—opp. to, II. 2, 789; to, 11. 14, 108 ; to,
Od. 3, 24 ; to, . 2,

29 : , from youth, from youth

upwards, Plat. Gorg. 510 D, etc. ; also,

speaking of the soul (-). Rep.
509 A.—2. suited to a youth, youthful,

Lat. juvenilis,, Pind. O. 2, 78
;

V., youthful spirits, Eur. Med.
48 ; , Eur. I. A. 489.

—

3. of thmgs, feelings, conditions, etc.,

new, fresh,', li. 6, 462, but
in this signf. rare in Horn. : (sc., ), the new moon, Lat.

novilunium, esp. in phrase. V. . ; so , . Rh.
4, 1479.—4. of time, , and, anejv, afresh, Lat. denuo, like. Ion. , Hdt. 1, 60, with
which is usu. supplied : hence
also. Ion. (butpost-Hom.)',
as adv., newly, lately, anew, just, jvst

now, opp. to the long-past, as well as

to the present, oft. in Horn. : so, -, Hdt. 9, 26 : so too, q. v.
;

but is rare.— 5. of events, netv,; Aesch. Ag. 85 : strange, unu-

sual, unexpected. Soph. Phil. 1229,

etc.: V. sub.—II. the de-

grees of compar. are,-, both in Hom., who freq. uses, in signf of, the younger
sort contrasted with the elder : Ion., post-Horn. : the orig, com-
par. and superl. must be looked for

in the poet, forms -, .—III. for

the adv., v. sup. I. 4. (The word
must have orig. been T'eFof,cf Sanscr.
7iava, Lat. novus. Germ, neu, our new,

etc.) [Sometimes pronounced as

monosyll., Seidl. Dochm. p. 50.]

Hence, (sub. ) , or (sub.),
b, fresh land, fallow, Xen. Oec. 16, 10,

cf., and esp..
Nfof, Ion. gen. from, Horn., ov, (.)

new and sparkling, with all the gloss on,

Pind. O. 3, 8. [i], .(,) new-
ly dug. Lye. 1097., ov,(,)
newly taken as booty, Anth. P. 7, 430., ov,(,) new-
ly cleaned,, II. 13, 342., ov, 7iew-carved, neiv-

fangled,. Dioscor. Ep. 17, ace. to

Bentl. Phalar. p. 232 ; cf ?,.', , {,-^-, Aesch. Eum. 42., ov, newly torn.

[],, , ^,=sq.,.
Soph. Ant. 1201, Fr. 445., ov, (,) new-
ly drawn out or plucked.,, ov, (,)
newly poured as an offering, Nonn.

NEOT, ov, (,) netp•

ly sown, Aesch. Eum. 659.,, , Att. -,=, Arist. . . 6, 1, 6., Att.. Ion.-() : to hatch, Ar.. 099,
Hdt. 1, 159 (in part. pf. pass,-): to build, Lat. nidificare,

Arist. H. A. 6, 1, 6, etc., , , Att., a
hatching young birds, nicubation., , . Ion. -, Alt.-() :

— nest of young birds,

a nest, Hdt. 3, 111, Ar. Av. 641, Plat.

Rep. 548 A ; , of
birds, Lat. nidificare, Arist. H. A. 6,

1, 6, etc. :

—

the brood of young birds,

Lycurg. 166, 33: also bee-hive, Jo-
seph.

or, ov, , Att., dim. from,,
a young bird, nestling, chick, Ar. Av.
547 (where Dind. writes, v.

ad 1.) 767, Arist. H. A. 4, 9, 15., , Att.-, to rear

young birds or chickens : from, ov, Att.•,(-,) rearing young birds or
chickens, Anth. P. 7, 210., Att. -, as.,^, Longin.. , , Att.-, a
hatchiiig : also the time., ov, , Att.,()
a young bird, nestling, chick, II. 2, 311

;

9, 323, Soph., Ar., etc.—2. later also,

any young anirnal, of a young croco-
dile, Hdt. 2, 68 ; a young child (as

Macduff speaks of his 'pretty chick-
ens'), oft. in Eur., cf. Monk Alcest.

414 : in plur., young bees, Xen. Oec.
7, 34 ;—as a collective, v., the
horse's brood, Aesch. Ag. 825.— 3. the

yolk of an egg, Menand. p. 19, where
it is a dissyi.,^in which case Dind.
(ad Eur. Ale. 403, Ar. Av. 547) would
write., ov,, Att.-,
a placefor rearing young birds, chicken-

hutch : from, , (, -) Att. -, to rear young birds,

Ar. Nub. 999., , , Att. -,
a rearing young birds, M. Anton., ov,just having hastened

to orjrom./'/, ,(.) newly
settled,, Plut. 2, 321 D.,, , ^,=^-., , (,) newly
crowned: so,, ov, Opp. .
1, 198., ov, (, -) recruit, Lat. tiro, App. Civ.

[], ov, (, )

newly twisted,, II. 15, 469., oi'.= sq., Dion. .?.-}, ov, (, ?.)
newly levied, Polyb. 3, 70, 10. etc., ov.(,)
just put together, Galen.. .(.) fresh-

slaughtered. Soph. Tr. 1130, Aj. 898,

Eur. Hec. 894 : v., neiv-shed

blood, Soph. Aj. 546., oi',= foreg., v. ,
Arist. H. A. 7, 1, 6:—also,
:• , , Nic. ap. Ath. 126 ., , . Dor. for.
Pind.

27!,,(,) just end

ed, Himer.

—

. newly initiated, Plat.

Phaedr. 250 E, Luc./'/. , (,) wifA

new delight, Opp. H. 3, 352, etc.
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•,,{,) newly
wruuglit,, II. 21, 5'J2., . —ioTeg.,, II.

5, 194, cf. Theocr. 1, 28.

Ni'or7/f, 7/rof, 7),() youth, youth-

ful years, 11. 23, 445; opp. to yj/, II.

14, 8G; also in Find. P. 2. 115, etc
;

and in Att., as Ar. Ach. 214, Plai.,

t'te.—2. youthjul spirit, rashness, etc.,

H(it. 7. 13, Plat. Apol. 26 E, etc.—11.

collective, like /, a body of
youth, the youth, esp. all of inilitary

a^e, Lat. juventus, Hdt. 4, 3 ; 9, 12,

Pnul. I. 8 (7), 150, Time. 2, 20, Eur.
II. F. G37.— III. of things, newness,

freshness. Hence, ov, youthful, Pseudo-
Phocyl. 201, Antipho ap. Stub. p. 422,

31., ov,(,) newly
or just cut, cut off, cut up, divided. Plat.

Tim. 80 D.-•, ov, (,) new-
born, Plut. 2, 320 C, etc.—II. parox.,, ov, act., having just brought

forth. Eur. Bacch. 701.

Neoro/iOf, ov, (,) fresh
cut or ploughed, u/.okl,
Aesch. Cho. 25; so, v-/,
Soph. Ant. 1283.—II. fresh cut off,

plucked,, Eur. Bacch. 1171., , (,) newly
reared, young, Eur. Heracl. 91.

N£orpii37;f,£f,=sq.,Pseudo-Phocyl.
155.-, ov (,) fresh
pressed,-, Nic. AI. 299., , to rear or feed young
ones : from', ov, (, )=^, Aesch. Ag. 724.—11. parox., ov, act. rearing young, rear-

ing when, young., ov, (,)
lately wounded, Ath.", -, Att. for-.', , and -, , , Att.

for, and -., , , dim. from-.,, ^,=foreg.. name of

a play of Antiph., t Ath. 223 E.',, Att.

for-.,, Att. for-.̂, ov, 6, new cheese.?, , ,=, Schaf
Schoi. Ap.Rh. 2,813.

NfOiipytiJ, to make new, renew,

Anth. : from'/, ef,=sq., Plut. Aemil. 5.'}, , (, *}•) pass.

neiD-made, fresh. Plat. Legg. 445 E.
Nfotirurof, ,{,^}) lately

wounded, II. 13, 539; 18, 536, Hes. Sc.

157, 253., , just come into sight.. ov, 6, one newly initia-

led, formed like, Orph. H.
3, 9.•1 ,^-.—11.=;

foreg., dub.,,=/.}, , (,) shi-

ning anew, Manetho., ov, newly ruined or

killed., ov, (, ) =
foreg. : also, . ov. Nonn., ov, (,) hav-

ing just begun to mam about, Coluth.
333.— II. pass, newly trodden, Anth.
P. 7, 699., ov, (,*) lately

cr jnxt killed. Eur. El. 1172., . . [,) childish

111 spirit, v. 1. Panyas. 1, 11.
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, , new-grown, shooting up
anew., ov, newly kneaded,, , , the planting of
young trees : and, ov,, a young planta-

tion, nursery ground : from', ov, (, ) newly
planted, LXX.— II. a new convert, neo-

phyte, N. T., ov, (,)
lately baptized, Eccl.

iJS,a3, , Neochabis, a king of

Acffvpt, Ath. 418 E., ov, (,)
newly imprinted,, Soph. Aj. 6.,-,=,-,
Schaf. Greg. p. 545., ,,^.,=., ,=, in all signfs.,

first m Hdt. 9, 99, 104, and then in

Trag., and Ar. ; cf Erf. and Herm.
ad Soph. Ant. 156. Adv. -, Ibid.

—

Mostly poet.— 11. in Dio C. as suhst.,.^. [/, Aesch. Pers.

693, Soph. 1. c] Hence, , to make new, change,

esp. to make political inyiovntioiis. Hdt.
4, 201 ; 5, 19, v., Thuc. 1, 12 :

generally, to renovate, renew, Arist.

Mund. 7, 1. Hence, , , innovation : re-

newal. Arist. Mund. 5, 10., ov, {,) with
the first down OT beard, Anth. P. 8, 165., ov, (,) newly
anointed : of a house, ?iewty plastered,

Diod., ov, {, ) newly
poured forth or out., ov, , Neochorus, masc.
pr. n., Plut. Lys. 29.

Nto(j, , () to renew, renovate,

change, Aesch. Supp. 534.— II. like, to break up fallow land, Lat.
novare agruin, (sc. ), fal-
low land. Hes. Op. 460.

<«~,,, Dion. H. ; in Strab.

p. 226,, Nepete, a city of Etru-
ria, now Nepi., ol :—m Od. 4, 404, the
seals are called -, explained by old Grainm. in

three distinct ways:— 1. Apion de-

rives it from- (for v?]- privat.),,
for the footless ones, i. e.fish : but no
such privat. syll. as ve- is heard of
elsewh., unless it be allowed in.—2. ace. to Apoll. Lex. p.

472, and Etym. Gud. p. 405, 49, from,, to swim, and so=/.
the swimming or fin-footed : and so it

must have been taken by Nic, Opp.,
and other late poets, who apply the
word to all water-animals : so too,

ace. to the Paris Ms., in H. Horn.
Ap. 78,' ,—
but the strange form makes
this reading very dub.—3. Eustath.
says that in a Greek dialect()=, a
brood, and thus the most learned

Alexandr. poets took it, e. g. Call.

Fr. 77, 260, Ap. Rh. 4, 1745, Theocr.
17, 25, Cleon ap. E. M. p. 389, 28,

etc.,—as if from the root , cf
Lat. nepos, nepntes.—The sing,

occurs only in Call. Fr. 77 : for

i;);fliir in a bad Epigr. ap. Schiif. Greg,

p. 682, where we have the ace. sing.., and before a vowel or metri
grat., adv.=, underneath,

beneath. II. 11, 282, 535, etc. : in Eur.
al8o/;om below, Alc. 1 139, H. F. 621.—
II. as prep, with gen., under, beneath,, II. 14, 201 : ,

INIETP

Oil. 11, 302; and freq. in Trag., esp
of the netherworld i—in Eur. Bacch.
751, ace, al 7.•.\. . , Nerium, a prom-
ontory of Hispania, Strab. p. 137.

tNfpoi'iOi,, , the Nervii, a peo
pie of Gallia Belgica, Strab. p. 194., , ,=, the

lowest., a, ov. underground, Lat.
inferus, A ill. t P. 9, 459., ov, , (,) the courier of the dead, Luc
Peregr. 41.

^,,(,-
) shaped like the dead, Manetho., a, ov, in Eur. Phoen.
1020, also, ov:—=, lower,

Lat. inferior, a compar. without any
posit, in use: but also as a posit.=, esp., oi, the dwell-

ers in the nether world, whether the

gods below. Or the dead, like,
Lat. inferi, v. 1. II. 15, 225, and very
freq. in Trag. : hence, ,
all that is devoted to them, Herm.
Soph. Ant. 598 : also, v.,,, the world below. Soph.
0. C. 1577, Eur. Alc. 47, etc., ov, , a kind of bird ofprey,
Ar. Av. 303.,, 6, the Rom. Neio,
Hdn.

tNeffffof, ov, 6, Nessus, a centaur,
slain by Hercules for attempting to
violate De'ianira, Soph. Tr. 558.—II.=, Hes. Th. 341.',, , Nesson, son of
Thessalus, Strab. p. 443.\, , , Nessonis. an
ancient name of Thessaly, from
foreg., ace. to Strab. 1. c.—II. ., lake ^iessonis, in Thessaly, Id.

p. 430.^, , , the Nestaei, an
lUyrian people between Acroceraunia
and Oricum, Ap. Rh. 4. 1215. Hence^,, , of the Nestaei, ala,
Ap. Rh. 4, 337., a, ov, of en relating to

Nestor, Nestorian, Pind. P. 6, 31.

fNearoptof, , o^',=foreg., II. 2,

54.\, ov Ep. ao, 6, son of
Nestor, i. e. Antilochus, II. 6, 33

;

Pisi-stratus, Od. 3, 36, 482 ; oi-, Antilochus and Thrasymedes,
11. 16, 317 sqq., ov. h, the Nestus, a river
of Thrace, falling into the Aegean,
now Mesto or Carasou. Hdt. 7, 109 ;

Thuc. 2, 96 : cf II.

iNp,, , Nestor, son of
Neleus and Chloris. king of Pylos,
a Calydonian hunter, and one of the
chieftains against Troy, famed for

his wisdom and eloquence, II. 1, 247

;

etc.—Others in Luc. ; etc., , , oil of bitter al'

monds, Hipp. : also.., , () nod or
sign, Thuc. 1, 134 ; Xcn. An. 5, 8, 20:
generally, an expression of will, com
mand, Aesch.
Supp. 373; -, Polyb. 22, 21, 9.-2. esp. a nod

of assent, approval, like Lat. numen,
Philostr.—II. a sloping of land, Dion.
P., Ep. and Ton. contr. pres., II. 18, 136.', , . Ion., a string

or cord of sineu\ hence, a bow-string,

in Hom. and Hes. the prevailing

signf ; called, from its being twisted,7],', II. IS, 463.

469; so in Soph., Eur., Xen. An. 4,
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2, 28, etc. -.—in II. 8, 328, some take=', the einetv of the hand, but

just above (3Jt) we have/ '
vevpy (sc.), and prob. it should

be taken in the usual sense in the

latter place also.—II. musical string,

Pind. I. 6 (5), 50.\, , , poet, for foreg.,

Theocr. 25, 213.', ov, {,)
hound with a string, strung, Manetho.
'//, , . Ion. for, Hoin.

'/'/,/, Ep. gen. ordat.,

from, Horn., , ), a sitieiv, a cord of
einews, strong cord, LXX., , , (vevpov) belonging

to the sijiews : diseased in them, Diosc.', , ov, (•) made of
sineiL's, Arist. Gen. An. 5, 7, 17.—11.

moiie offibres. Plat. Polit. 279 E.'', , , dim. from,
Ant h. P. 11,352.

Nt'i'p<V,, {}, dim. from,.
—II. a plant, Plm.
+Net'p£f,, , (sc. ) the terri-

tori/ of the Neuri, Hdt. 4, 51.3, , , a rope-dancer,

[a.-], ,{,) like

sitieu's ." TO V. a plant, Diosc.^, ov,(,)
bruised in the sinews, Galen.

tNfi'poi, , , the Neuri, a Scy-
thian people on the Tyras, Hdt. 4, 17,

100.

'!\6?, ov,{,7)
with afibrous stalk, prob. 1. inTheophr., ,(,~) to

hajnstring. hough, Polyb. 31, 12, 11.

'!spoo(, ov, {., '?^)
with sounding strings,', Anth. P.

9, 410.

NET'PON, ov, TO, Lat. ncrvus.—\. a

sinew., tendon, i. e. the gristly end of a

muscle by which it is attached to the
bones, of beasts as well as men ; in

Horn, only once and that in pi.,
of the tendons at the feet, II. IG, 316 ;. Plat. Phaed. 98 C ;

so also in Hipp. : in later writers,

'', roiOf, still later-•,•

cf. :
—-]

(nietaph. from, to hamstring), Aeschin.

77, 27 ;^^~. Plat. Rep. 411 ; so,. () Plut. 2, 692

C : cf. :—hence, generally,

nerve, vigour, , Dem. 432,

10 ; , Ar. Ran.
862 : cf. .— II. a string, cord made of
sinew, for fastening the head of the
arrow to the shaft, II. 4, 122, 151 ; for

sewing leather sacks, shoes, etc., cf.

Hes. Op. 542 : the cord of a sling,

Xen. An. 3, 4, 17: a musical string:

cf.—III. of the fibres (which
are in fact the sinews) of plants,

Plat. Polit. 280 C—IV. of the nerves,

as the organs of sensation proceeding
from the brain, not till after Arist.—
V. like Lat. nervus for penis, Philox.

ap. Ath. 5 D.>, ov, (,)
having a complaint in the sinews, Mane-
tho.!-!, , (,)
having thick sinews, Hipp. : the form, is dub.. Lob. Phryn. 535.^, ,(, tt/Jkoj)

plaited with sinews, Anth. P. 6, 107.\), , usu.,
to stitch with sinew.v, esp. to mend shoes.

Plat Euthyd. 294 B, Xen. Cyr. 8, 2,

) ; and, , , usu..,
a mending of shoes ; and

NETS', ,, usu..,
belonging to the mending of shoes ; from', oi',usu.,{ II,) stitching with sin-

ews, esp. mending shoes : hence v. a

cobbler, Ar. Eq. 739, Plat. Rep. 421

A ; cf..— II.( II, 3)

making strings for the lyre, Lycurg.', , (, ~)
drawn or strained by, upon sinews, v., the arrow drawn back with

t/ie string, i. e. on the stretch, just ready

to fly, Herm. Soph. Phil. 290.', , ,^^-.', , , motion by

means of strings, . Anton. 6, 28:

from, , to put in motion

by strings, play puppets, Diod. Excerp.
35: from', ov, ,(,)
apuppet-show-7nan,Anst.}:lund. Hence, ,,=^-.', , , (,~) fitted for drawing, irritating the

nerves or sinews.—II.() fitted for
moving by strings : -], sub.,
the art of a~, puppet-

playing.
^^, ov, (,)

drawn by strings,?. v. puppets
moved by strings, Hdt. 2, 48 ;, puppets, Xen. Symp.
4, 55, etc., , (,)
stretched by sinews, v., a snare

of gut, Anth. P. 6, 109.^, , to cut the sinews

:

from^, ov, (,)
cutting si7iews, Manetho.,,^.^, ov, (,-) wounded in the sinews or tendons,

Galen.', ,(,) de-

lighting in the bow-string, epith. of

Apollo, Anth. P. 9, 525. 14.', , (') to strain the

sinews, generally, to nerve, Alciphr. :

—

, sensu obsc, Ar. Lys.
1078 ; cf V.',,=:, sinewy,

Arist. Part. An. 3, 3, 4.

i'Svp , . Mt. Nebrodes,

in Sicily, Strab. p. 274.

,=. Lob. Paral. 92., , , () inclination,

as of lines, Tim. Locr. 100 D, Arist.

Pan. An. 1, 3, 11., , (,) a swim-
ming, Arist. Part. An. 1, 1, 7 ; 4, 12, 8.

and, fut. of, to swim.,() to nod, v.,
to nod with the crest, i. e. stride with
nodding crest, II. 20, 1C2 : v.,
to nod with the head, let the head
drop, of one fainting, Od. 18, 240;
also as a sign of deep despair, Od.
18, 15 1 ; cf Theocr. 25, 260 ; v.,
to make signs with the eyebrows, Od.

12, 194 : later also to be nodding, drop-

ping asleep, Bion 3, 3 ; like :

—c. ace. V., 0pp. C. 2, 466.,, , (,,)=?•3, Luc., verb. adj. from ,, one m.ust swim, Plat. Rep.
453 D.,, o,=sq., , , (,)
swimmer, sailor. Hence, -,, able swim. Plat.

Soph. 220 A, Arist., etc.

, , , () inclining,
Philo., , , () nodded or
beckoned to., fut., to incline in any
direction:— 1. to nod or beckon, as a
sign, Od. 17, 330 ; v., II. 9, 223,
Od. 16, 283 ; , . Horn. 6, 9 :

c. inf , to beckon one to do something,
II. 9, 620.— 2. in token of assent, to

nod, bow, to promise, confirm, etc.,, /, II. 1, 528, Od. 16,

164, etc. : c. ace. et inf, to grata one
leave to do, 11. 8, 246 ; more rarely c.

ace. rei, to grant, promise, ol, . Horn. Cer. 445, 463

;

. Soph. . C. 248, cf.

Eur. Ale. 978 : Horn. usu. joins it

with £-' , as, t-', to make a sign of assent with
the brows, II. 1, 528, etc., cf:
so, V. /, Pind. I. 8 (7),
100.—3. generally, to nod, bend for-
ward, II. 13, 133 ;' 16, 217, cf Hdt. 2,

48 : so of a crest (), to nod, oft.

in Hom. ; of ears of corn, Hes. Op.
471, etc. : v., to stoop, Eur. El.
839; . Id. I. A. 1581,
also c. ace. cognato, ,
to bow down, droop the head, of per-
sons humbled or vanquished, Od. 18,
237 ; so, V. , Soph. Ant.
270, 441.—4. to incline in any way, v.~ , to incline towards,
Thuc. 4, 100, cf Plat. Legg. 945

;

of countries, etc., like Lat. vergere, to

slope. V. , ,
Polyb. 1, 42, 6 ; 73, 5, etc. :

v. to be in equilibrium. Id. 6. 10, 7 :

—

of lines, to incline and meet, Arist.
Anal. Post. 1, 10, 3.—. metaph. to

decline, fall away, -, , Eur.Andromed.
23. (Akin to,, hence,, and Lat. NUO,
nuto, nutus, numen.)

/.,, , () a cloud, mass
of clouds, Lat. nebula, (distinguished
from 6?., a mist or fog, Arist.

Meteor. I, 9, 4), Horn., Hes., etc. ;

—

the usu. Homeric epithets being,., ;-/, Pind. . 6| 1 1 ;—metaph. the cloud or mist of death,

II. 20, 417 ; 7.. a cloud of
sorrow, 11. 17, 591, Od. 24. 315 ; so,

^oj'oi; v., Pind. N. 9, 90, like v.,

in Soph. Tr. 828 ; so. alone,
Pind. I. 7 (6), 39.—II. a disease of the

eyes, Hipp.—III. afine bird-net,=•,,, Ar.. 1 94, 523,
Opp. \x. 3, 9, cf Ath. 25 C—The
more iisu. form is, esp. in prose,
though Xen. has. An. 1, 8, 8 ;

also Theophr. uses in the
special signf of light fleecy clouds,

Lat. vdlcra, cf.
|/.7/, , , Nephele, wife of

Athamas, mother of Phrisus and
Helle, Apollod.l,9, 1.., poet, for -, b,
only used in nom. and gen./.-,(,) cloud-gatherer,

of Jupiter, Hom. [a, as in,, etc., except by position, as.^/, ov,,, Emped.
p. 33 ; and./,, , Q. Sm. 4, 80,=?..., (.) adv., in the

manner of clouds, ISonn.., ov, 70,dim. from.,
Lat. mibecula, Arist. Meteor. 2, 8, 24.—\\. a cloud-like spot on the eye, Medic./., , {^/., *)
born of the cloud of nephele. 1. e. a
Centaur.
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", , {)7, )
cloud-like, cloudy, Plut. 2, 892 .^, , (,) cloud-centaur, Luc. V.

Hist. 1, 16;— partly as sprung from
Ixion and the cloud, partly as a fan-

tastic shape such as the clouds as-

sume, V. Ar. Nub. 31G.

lS'/.oovya, , , {^7<.,) Ctoud-cuckootown, built by

the binds in Ar. Av. 819, etc.,—

a

satire on Athens, or perh. on the

visions of conquest in Sicily, Italy,

etc. Hence, ^, b, citizen

of Clnud-cuckoo-town, Ar. Av. 1035.^, , ,{ ,/) 1 place where nets are set to

vatch birds, Schol. Ar. Av.7., , (<>?;) to cloud: to

make of clouds.,,=', Arist.

Probl. 26, 20.?, , ,{() cloud-

td: made of clouds, Luc. V. Hist. 1,

19., , Nepheris, a city in the

Carthaginian territory, Strab. p. 834., ov, TO, dim. from, a

STnall cloud.?, ov, {, /?«)
overcast with clouds, clouded, v. 1. Ar.

Av. 1385.',,==7.., -\nth.

P. 9, 396., ov, made of clouds.',, , a cloud, 7nass or

pile of clouds, mist, Lat. iicbula, freq.

m Horn., and in prose the usu. form
[cL•, sub fin.):—inetaph.,— 1.

the cloud of death,, 11. , 350, Od. 4, 130 ; so too,7, Pmd. . 7, 84; ;'i'i;!>of,, Eur. Med. 107,

. F. 1140; v., a cloud upon
the brow, Eur. Hipp. 173 ; v.,
Arist. Physiogn. 5, 7 : cf /,.—
2. of a dense throng, a clnud of 7nen,

etc., ,, /),, 11. 4, 274 ; 16, 66 ; 17, 755,

of. Hdt. 8, 109 : ?., the

cloud of "battle, thick of the fight, II.

17, 243 ; but applied by Pind. N. 10,

16, to a single hero, v. Dissen ad. 1.

(From same root as, nebula,

Germ. Nebel ;,, rnibes
;

cf Saner, nabhas heaven ; nence also, : cf Buttm. Lexil. s.

V. 9.) Hence, , to cloud, darken.^, a, oi',= sq., Diosc.', a, ov, (I'cippof) of, from,

belonging to the kidnci/s. V-, the fat

of the kidneys. Hipp. : but Lob. Phryn.
557 would alter it into. []', ov, , fern, -, ,[) of, like, belonging to the kid-

neys, (sc. ',), a disease

in the kidneys, gravel in the kidneys,

Thuc. 7, 15, cf. Foes. Oec. Hipp.
Hence, , , affected idth -. Medic.'. .{,) like

kidney, Arist. . . 2, 17, 22.', , , usu. in plur.,

the muscles of the loins, within which
the kidneys lie, Clearch. ap. Ath.
399 B.', , , usu. in plur., the

kidneys, Ar. Ran. 475, etc. : also in

cookery, euphem. for, Philip-

pid. Anan. 1.. .=, Arist.

Part. An. 3, 7, 16., fut., perf. ,^=, rare and very dub. form.

'!\, , =, Arist.
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Probl. 26, 20 : of the voice, hollow,

Id. Audio. 3.
^', //, {) a clouding,

overclouding, Philo.!, , , the Nechraei, an
Indian people, Luc. Fugit. 6.

NE'12, (A), to go, sub.
'2, (), fut. and -

(Xen. An. 4, 3, 12) fDor. 3 pi., Sophron 9t :.:
like,, etc.— To swim,

inpres., Od. 5, 344, 442; Ep. impf
for, II. 21, 11 ; the other

tenses post-Hom. — 2. inetaph. of

shoes that are too large, vtlv '-, to swim or slip about in one's

shoes, Ar. Eq. 321, like Lat. nature,

Casaub. Theophr. Char. 4, Heind.
Hor. Sat. 1, 3, 32. (The or F of the

fut. prob. belongs to the root ; akin to,,,, Lat. no,

nato : hence, and perh.), (C), fut., to spin: in

Hom. only 3 pi. aor. mid., oi?, the thread
W'hich they spmi out to him, Od. 7,

198: in Hes. of a spider, ?/,
Op. 775 ; . Ar. Lvs.

519; Tu '. Plat. Polit. 282 E.

(Sanscr. nah, to join together, Lat.

ncrc, nec-lere, Germ, nahen, to sew :

hence,,.), (D;, fut. : the pres.

and impf hardly used, rare in Ion.

forms ,,, (of which
Hom. uses as the simple verb,

in compds.) : pf pass,

or, cf Xen. An. 5, 4, 27,

Ar. Nub. 1203. To heap, pile, heap

up, TTvpav, to pile a funeral

pyre, Hdt. 1, 50, Ar. Lys. 269; v?}-, Eur. . F. 243. (Hence
prob., cf (), and .), Att. ace. from for.
Bast Ep. Cr. p. 176, Schaf Greg,

p. 164., , f. -, to be a-
: to have the care of a temple

;

hence, ironically, to sweep clean, clean

out, plunder a temple, Plat. Rep. 574
D, cf Valck. Phoen. 534.— 11. inetaph.

to keep clean and pure, v., to

cherish love in a pure heart (as in a

temple), Luc. Amor. 48 : and, , , the office of a-. Anth. P. append. 256 : from, ov,{,) sweep-

ing a temple : generally, having charge

of a temple, a verger, Lat. aedituus,

aeditumus. Plat. Legg. 759 A, Xen.
An. 5, 3, 6.— II. a title found on the

coins, esp. of Asiatic cities, assumed
when they had built a temple in honour
of their patron-god or ruler : hence
Ephesus was v.', . .^, ov, , Neolaus, brother

and oflicer of Molo, Polyb. 5, 53, 11.?, , () to h/ml a

ship up on land, Lat. subducere nnvem,

Polyb. 1, 29, 3 : this was done by
rollers(.) placed under the

cradle on which the ship rested.., , , the hauling up a

ship into the, Theophr. : and?, ov, TO. a place in which

ships were laid up, a dry dock : from
,'•, , {,) hauling

up a ship into the', cf.,, , () fallow land

just broken up, Lat. novale.,, , {) =,, Ion.*,, . Neon, a Spartan, a

conitnander in the return of the ten

thousand, Xen, An. 5, 6, 36.-2. a

Messenian. attached to the party of

Philip, Dem. 324, 12.—II. . also tu, an ancient city in Phocis at

the base of Parnassus, the later Ti-
thorea, Hdt. 7,32: Dem. has pi. iv, 387, 9., ov, {,) just
bought, of slaves, Ar. Eq. 2., ,{,) to build

a temple.— 11. {) tu build a ship., ov, h, an officer at lasos,

who prob. had charge of the sacred
bxiildings, {) Lat. aedilis, Inscr., , {,) build-

ing temples.—II, () b-uilding ships., , (, ) young-
looking., , to be a or over-

seer if a., , {,) new, fresh,
late, V. , a lock
of hair but just cut off, Sojih. El. 901., ov, , {) a place
where ships and all belonging to them
are taken care of, a dock-yard, with its

slips, store-houses, etc., Ar. Ach. 918,
Thuc. 2, 93 ; 3, 74, etc. ; also in plur.,

like Lat. navalia, Eur. Hel. 1530,
Thuc. 3, 92, Lys. 129, 28 ; 134, 5, etc.

Cf.',, , the keeper of
a. [],, , =, Strab.
. 61., , 6, {,) the su-
perintendent of the dock-yard., .=:,,,
Soph. . C. 475, e. conj. Herm., , {,) newly
dug, Nic. Th. 940., , , Att. for, a temple,

like 7\. for, Aesch. Pers. 810,
Eur. H. F. 340, Plat., etc.: — ace., more rarely ace. j-f, q. v., Att. gen. from., rarer adv. from for.. , {') the breaking up a
fallow, Lat. novatio., oi, {,) ship-

sheds, slips, docks, in which one or
more ships might be built, repaired,

or laid up in winter, Hdt. 3, 45, Thuc.
7, 64, etc. : generally, store houses,—
these being parts of the or
dock-yard.N^, Att., from,
like, -, from, ?-

from, =,-., adv. of for. as
for, lately, just

vow, the usu. adv. of, (q. v.),

Hdt. 2. 49 ; 6, 40, Soph. El. 1049. etc., adv., nea-t year,for next year,, Xen. Cyr. 7, 2, 13; 8, G,

15, Theocr. 15, 143, ubi v. Valck.—
Said to be Aeol. lor,,
from. like for,, and nliuta lor alio in Plant., , ov, superl. from,
Horn., ( ) to make
changes ; esp. to attempt political

changes, make innovations, or rivolu-

tionary movements, usti. with the indef
Ti, Thuc. 4, 51, Xen. Hell. 2, 1,5,
Dem. 664, 9 ; also, v. ,
Thuc. 1, 58 ; v. , . Plat.

Legg. 798 C, Rep. 424 B, Xen., etc.:

V. , to tamper
with them, Thuc. 1, 97; so, v.

Tiva, Id. 2, 3. — II. transit., v., to revolutionize the stale,

Thuc. 1, 115: V. . to

change (health) into sickness, Id. 7,

87., , ,() like%', natural to a youth, youthful,

Polyb. 10, 24, 7. Adv. -. Plot.
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^, , ,{) an
]

attempt at change, esp. in the State

;

USU. in bad signf., innovation, revolu-

tionary movement. Plat. Rep. 555 D,
Legg.' 75S C, etc., , 6,{) an
innovator, Plut. Cim. 17, etc., , to make innova-

tion)•, Hipp. ; and, , , innovation,

rexiolution, Tliuc. 1, 102 : from,,{,)
innovating, revolutionary, Thuc. 1, 70.', a, ov, compar. from,
younger, Horn. ; freq. of events, eu-
phem. for, . Find.
P. 4, 275 ; also alone, Lat.

gravius quid, Valck. Hdt. 3, f!2, Stallb.

Plat. Prot. 310 ; ,
Theocr. 24, 40 ; ,
Find. Fr. 74, 5 :—esp. or, ., also -

, innovations in tlie state,

revolutionary movements, Lat. res no<-

vae, hence or-, =, Hdt. 5, 19, 35,

Thuc, etc.,,=, dub./.,, , Att. for -. [] , , {,) =.
-, insep. privat. prefix, esp. to

adjectives, being no doubt a strength-

ened form of- privat., with the
first a dropped : v. Blomf. Aesch. Fr.

248 : it originated perh. in such forms
as,,,,, which became,
by casting off the a as if merely
euphon., ?.,,,, : and so - came to

be used as a privat. particle even be-

fore consonants,.,,,,-, -, as well as before

vowels which combined with it,

and, cf. Lob. Phryn. 710.

This prefi.x; however remained poet.

With- compare the Lat. ne-, non,

our nay. no. Germ, nein, Pers. ?), etc.

:

and with -, the Lat. in-. Germ, ohn-,

Engl. un-. The form - for - is

very dub. ; v.^.', Att. particle of strong affir-

mation with ace. of the Divinity in-

voked, first in Soph. Fr. 339 ;

or , also ,
yea by Jupiter ! freq. in Ar., etc., and
ace. to Lob. Phryn. 193 esp. used by
vomen : also ironic, forsooth, Lat. si

Diis placet, Dem. 259, 28 : in answer-
ing objections, oft. preceded or fol-

lowed by i'i?.?M, Lat. enimvero, at enim
vera, immo vero. as Ar. Plut. 202 : in

itself always posit., though some-
times joined with a negat., as Ar.

Nub. 217. Thesm. 240.—Hom. only
uses the formrai, q. v. : cf.

Ni/a,. Ion. ace. sing, end plur.

from '•, Hom., ov, o,= Neai&of, Theocr.",, , a gigantic animal,

whose fossil remains were found in

Samos, Ael. N. A. 17, 28: whence
proverb, , Eu-
phor. 26., , ov, (prob. for-, from,) new-made, -,, II. 2, 43 ; 14, 185 ;, . Hom. . 122 : hence,
generally, new. (The deriv. from*,, is confirmed by- from', W'liereas7.
takes the of },- : but,

metri grat., voV!as substituted

forj;e^}arof,cf Buttm.Lexil.s.v. [;<!], ov, {-,) unicak-

ing, V., a sleep ' that knows no

waking,^ i. e. a sound deep sleep, Od.

13, 80, H. Ven. 178; neut. as adv.,, without waking, v.,
Od. 13, 74 ; but, later, v. v~vovv, of

death, Anth. P. 7, 305. Hence\, ov, , Negreius. name of

a fabled fountain, Luc. Ver. H. 2, 33.,, ,() the entrails,

like, II. 17, 524, . Rh. 2,

113 :—also written i';;(5i'ta, but wrong-
ly. Lob. Phryn. 494., Ep. gen. of,
Mosch. 4, 78., , ,=, 0pp.
. 3, 412. [], ov, in Hom. fourteen

times, always as epith. of : the
deriv. and even signf. uncertain.— 1.

ace. to Aristarch. from - and,, for, sleep from
which one rises not, sou7id sleep,

—

much the same as, with
which it is joined in Od'. 13, 79. To
this interpr. is objected that in II. 10,

187, vtwoc is said not to have
come all night on the watchers' eyes :

—but why should not . have be-

come a constant Homer, epith. of the

soimd sleep of his heroes, just as his

ships are swift {) even when
drawn up on shore (11. 1, 12. etc.) ?

—

2. USU. deriv. from. .tweet, delight-

ful : very good in sense, hut contr. to

all analogy, for !.7/(5i^//of, if from ^(5i;f,

ought to mean not sweet : the form
for indeed occurs in H.

Hom. Merc, .'Vlcinan., Simonid., An-
timach., Ap. Rh., and perh. even in

Hes. ; and it is true that in nine of

the Homeric passages the verseequal-

ly admits, and in the rest the

disamma might excuse the hiatus.

But no trace of/ is found in

Horn., even as a v. 1. ; and therefore

those who object to Aristarchus' in-

terpr. must, with Buttm. Lexil. s. v.,

take it as a very old mistake for-, introduced to supply the place of

the defunct digamma.—3. some even
derive it from, and twist v.-

irito i'ltinms sopor.',, , like, the

helly with its contents, the bowels,

Hipp. :—generally, the lower part of
the bodii, paunch, II. 13, 290 ; the sto-

mach, Od. 9, 296, Hes. Th. 487 ; also

theivomb, I!. 24, 496, Hes. Th, 4C0,

and Trag. : . , to

take out the entrails, disembowel, Hdt.

2, 87. An ace for in

Q. Sm. 1, 616 ; dat. pi., Nic
Th. 407 ; cf. { in the trisyll.

cases, {' USU. in the dissvll., Jac A.

P. p. 584, 672, 692, Spitzn. A'ers.

Her. p. 6S ; but still sometimes v, as

in Eur. Cycl. 574.]. nom. plur. from, Hom., Ep. dat. plur. from,
Hom., , fut.. Ion. and
Ep. for, q. v.. to henp, heap or pile

vp,., Od. 19, 64 ; esp. a
funeral pile, II. 23, 139, cf Hdt. 1,

50 ;, II. 23, 169 ; -, Od. 15, 322 ; v., to heap

huge ransoms, II. 24, 276.—II. to pile,

load, , II. 9, 358 ; also

in mid., .
to pile one's ship with gold enough, 11.

9, 137,2~; ci.. Hence/, , a heaping, piling up.,, , a spinster : from, to spin, Cratin. Malth. 4,

Flat. Folit. 289 C :—but said to be
not Att., Meineke Com. Fragm. 2, p.

556. (Formed from as //
from?., *.)

NHAE, Ion. dat sing, from ,
Hom.,, , Ton. for Na«if,=:, Naif, usu, in plur.,
Od. 13, 104, 348.^, , Neith, the Aegyptian
name of Minerva, Fiat. Tim. 21 B.
'\', ov, TO, Ne'ion. a mountain

of Ithaca, opposite Neritus, Od. 1,

186., Tj, ov, later also, ov. Dor.

: {) :
—of or for a ship ; in

Hom. usu., , ship-timheT,

II. 3. 62, Od. 9, 384; also without, II. J 3, 391 ; so also, ,
Hes. Op. 806 :

—

, Aesch.
Supp. 719 ; , the ship's

course, lb. 2; vaia, seaman-
ship, Soph. Aj. 350., , . Ion. for , a
Nymph offresh-water springs, as N;?-

of the sea, II. 6, 22 ; ,
II. 14. 444.

t—II. also as fern pr. n.,

Apollod. ; etc., , , , {-,) un
knotting, unlearned, II. 7, 198 ; c gen.,

unknowing of, unpractised in a thing,

Od, 8, 179./, ov, ,{) of belonging

to a ship, consisting of ships,

v., a fleet, Thuc. 2, 24 ; 3, 85. [i], J], ,=. [], , ov, of Ne'is,, the gate Ne'itne, iri Boeotian
Thebes, Aesch. Theb. 460., , [-,) without

gain, unprofitable, 7\,,, II. 17,

409, Od. 14, 509., ov, Ep. for sq., Hes. Op.
527.,, b, , {-,)
not horned., ov, {-,) incu

rab!e, Hes. Op. 281., , {-,) free from
care,—as Dindorf reads in the verses

ap. Plat. Symp. 197 C ; v. Stallb., , {-,) not to

hear, to giue no heed to. disobey, C. gen.,, 1• 20, 14., ov, {-,) un
heard, unknown, Arat. 173.,. and, ov, ,
{\) a swimmer., , , belonging swim
ming. able to swim : from, , , {) capable cf be-

ing swum over.— II. act. swimming,

floating, Plut. 2, 636 E, etc.:—70, power of swimming, swimming,
Anacreoiit. 24, 5., , , fem. of :

V., V.-,, ,=^./, , {-,) reckless;

cf.,--
7.], , but in dat. and ace., 7., from 7.' : {-. 7•.-

) :
—without pit /, pitiless, ntlhless,

freq. in Hom.. and Hes. : usu. ,/.
7/. i. e. the day of death, II. 1 1 ,

4S i,

Od. 9, 17, etc.; ., H. 9. 497;

and very freq., ., with
ruthless steel, Hom, : also, v.,, Hom. ; and, v., unpity-< sleep, which exposes the sleeper

defenceless to ill. Od. 12. 372. Adv.

-, Aesch. Pr. 240.—Cf the poet,

forms^,,. The Att. pre-

ferred the full form .. Lob.

Phryn. 711.7., . ao. , and Ep.

/7.. son of Neleus, i. e. Nestor,

II. 8, 100: in pi. ot?, the de-

scendants of Xeleus, Hdt. 5, 65.., , Ep. for .. .
Hom. Ven. 240, Hes. Th. 770. Adv
-, Aesch. Cho. 242.
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.,{,) of
ruthless spirit, Anth., ,{,)
punisking without pity, Or ruthlessly,

e'pith. of the, Hes. Th. 217, ubi
Stob.}.(, punishingfolly, and
a like v. I. occurs in Orph. A rg. 13(32 :

Kuhnii. would read.
tX///.i I'f , Ep. f/og, b, Ncleits, son

of Nejitune and Tyro, brother of Pe-
lias, passed from Thessaly into Mes-
Benia, Od. 11. 235; etc.—2. son of

Codrus, who migrated to Asia Minor
and founded Miletus, Call. Dian. 226.

In Paus. and Plut.-—Others
in Strab. ; etc.,, (•,) invis-

ible, Theocr. Syrinx.

i'Sri'/.i/'uith/g, Ep. ao, ,=^?.-- 11• 8, 100.

tN?;?.7;iof, 01', of or relating to JVe-

leus, ., the son o/"AV/e«s,i. e.

Nestor, 11. 2, 20 : ?/ ., II. 11,

682.

7.', (, ), (fern, patronym.
from Is"7/Aft)f) daughter of Neleus, i. e.

Pcro, Ap. Rh. 1, 120.

'^?./'/, , p. and Lyr. form for, in Horn. usu. in dat. and ace.

sing. '', : nom. in II. 9,

632, Pind. P. 11, 34, Aesch. Pr. 42,

Kur. Cvcl. 369 ; neut. pi., Soph.
O. '. 180., , {-, /)=^-, dub.

\?., , , Nelia, a city of

Thessaly, Strab. p. 436.

Ni/zliTTf^of, ov, {-, ) bare-

footed. [I]'^'?, ol,-?. F/aiov)i nickname
of philosophers, barefoot, and looking

after oil. Anth. P. append. 288.

'7]'-, , ?), -, ,=-', unshod, barefooted. Soph. . C.
349 : generally, needy, miserably poor,

i>.. Lye. 635; also, cv,

Ap. Rh. 3, 646. (Usn. deriv.'from

•,7 and, but Doderl. con-
siders to be a termin. only,-^/ ], like.) []
•"/, , {-, /,,-) guiltless, harmltss, Od. 16, 317;
19, 498; 22, 418, ubi al..
(Aristarch. took it wrongly in the
contrary signf. for, 7^--, by assuming a- inten-

sive.)

7]?7], ov, o,=foreg., dub., , {-,) not rub-

bed, esp. uith oil, unanoinled, usu. as a
mark of abject poverty.

+>??», off, , Nelo, daughter of
Uanaus, Apollod. 2, 1,5.
'\7., ov, {-, 7.) without

mantle or covering.^,, . {, to spin) that

tvhich is spun, a threat!
,
yarn, Od. 2, 98

;

4, 134, Eur. Or. 1433 ; cf. Plut. 2, 966
:

—

the thread of a spider's web, Hes.
Op. 775."^-,,{,) thready,

fibrous, in filaments, like asbestos, Plut.

2, 434 A.',, , infallibility : from'7-, . Dor. —and
this seems to be the only form used
in Att., Pors. Aesch. Pers. 246, Dind.
Soph. Tr. 173 : {-,) :

—

unfailing, -unerring, infallible, epith. of
the prophet-god Proteus, Od. 4, 349,
etc. : iisu. in Horn., v.. a sure

decree, i. e. one that will infallibly be

put in force, Od. 1, 86, etc.; so too,

v., Od. 21, 205; v-, a true

or sure word, II. 3, 204 ; more freq. as
adv.,/,
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or, to .speak a truth,

siire truths, Hom. Ion. Adv.-, Od.

5, 98 ; cf. 7].^,, , Nemertes, a Ne-
reid, 11. 18, 46.^., tobe calm or still, Hipp.,

Strab., , , Ion. -, a calm,

stiltne.is in the air,, in a calm.

II. 5, 523, Hdt. 7, 189, Plat. Phaedr.
77 E, etc.—II. as adj., v., a

breezelcss calm, Od. 5, 392 ; 12, 169,

cf. sg., ov, {-,) without

ivind, brcezeless. calm, hushed.,
II. 8, 556;, Aesch. Ag. 740;. Eur. Hel. 1456 : metaph.,

V.'. Id. Hec. 533. Hence', , to inake calm.

N/;i'fw,=i'7;fw. Ion. for, to heap,

in Hom. only in compds.
and,—for in 11. 23, 139

is now read.

N?;i7'a. ar, . a public eidogy on great
men, sometimes accompanied by the
flute; hence lament. riiVg^e, only found
in Lat. nenia ; although ace. to Cic.

Legg. 2, 24, the word is Greek., , , contr. for,
Bergk Anacr. 15.

>*7, , , -, , (,) webfooted, cf. sub. []^,, . {'") swimming,
Batr. 68, Plut. 2, 1091 C.', fut. from, Od.', ov, , {) Ion. for, Leon. 1. 28. [], ov, {) poet, for-, Anth. P. 9, 22./,, ,=, Greg.
Naz.', ov, Att. -, {,. 7.) busying one's self in a
temple ; hence priest, temple-keeper,

Hes. Th. 991.', , poet, ., to go
in a ship, Leon. Al. 40.

N?/of, ov, b. Ion. for, a temple,

Hom., Hes., and Hdt.
7;•,. gen. from, Horn.,

and lies., ov, poet,,{,) protecting ships.. Rh. 1, 570,
etc., ov, {,) holding,

protecting, gadding ships,', ov, {,) de-

stroying ships, Nonn.^, oj», {,) bearing

ships, Anth. P. 10. 16.^, ,=,,
Anth. P. 7, 036.', ,=:, 0pp. C.

2, 417.

N?)7rai'ffroci ov, {-,)=-, Lye. 972.^, ,.^=,.
C. 3, 409. (Prob. formed on the false

analogy of=/.)^/. a,,=^, dvib.

No,ov,ncombed: inHesych.,.̂
7., , to be powerless, Hipp,

ap. Galen. : cf.,.', , (-,) remov-
ing all sorrow : hence in Od. 4, 221, as

epith. of an Aegyptian drug, which
lulled sorrow for the day, cf. Plut. 2,

614 C, and v. 7..—II. free from
sorrow: in this signf., adv. -, Pro-
tag, ap. Plut. 2, 118 E., . {-,)
unsearchable, ap. Macrob. Sat. 1, 18.^,. ,{) childishness,

child's play,folly, , Od.
1 , 297 ; cf.. []
7;7,'', Hipp. ; and,

=sq.

", to be childish, play like

a child, 11. 22, 502 : from', ov, poet, for '',
childish, 11, 2, 338; 6,408; 16.262':

fas snbst., a child, Pseudo-Phocyj.
139t. (The- is a mere termin.)!^/,=^, . Rh. 4,

868, Mnsch. 4, 22.^,,-=.^,. . Ion. for, non-
age, childhood, nlvov 7.' iv

7•.}, II. 9, 491 : metaph.,
like. childishness, childiih play,

in pl.. II. 15, 363. Od. 24,
409 :—strictly, fem. from.', a, ov,= sq.\, a, ov, {) childish,

of a child, Opp. H. 3, 585. [I]^, dep., =:,
Gramm.,, , poet, for -, Or. Sib., ov,{,)
slaying children, LXX.'/, ,{,)
beseeining children, childish.^, a Ion. , ov, Att. also ,
ov: {-,): stricuy, not speaking,

and so precisely the Lat. infans, our
infant ; freq. in Horn., esp. in signf.

of one still unfit to bear arms, i. e. till

about the 15th year,,' , II. 9, 440;, II. 2, 136, etc. : more
rarely of animals, 11.2, 311 ; 11,113;
also alone, the young of an ani-

mal, 11. 17, 1.34 :—Theophr. first used
it of vegetables.—II. metaph.,— 1 . usu.
of the understanding, childish, un-
taught, fond, freq. in Hom. and Hes.

;

, II. 10, 40, Od. 9, 44;
also, simply, vitho^d forethought, blind

to the future, II. 22, 445 ; so in Att.,

as Aesch. Pr. 443, Eur. Med. 891, and
Plat.-—2. of bodily strength, weak as
a child, helpless, , II. 11, 561.

Hence^.. , childhood, infan-

cy : childishness. Plat. Legg. 808 E.'/, ,{,)
childlike in appearance., , , childishness,

thoughtlessness : from^, , , , {,) of childish mind, silly, Strab. p.

20.', , like a child, childish.', ov, {-, 7.) with

unbraided hair, Bion 1, 21.', or -i, adv. of sq., Lat.

impune. Plat. Legg. 874 C, Andoc.
12, 43, Lex ap. Dem. 639, 6: also., ov, {-,) unpun-
ished, unavenged, Hom. (but only m
Od.), 7/70, Od. 1, 380•

mostly in neut. as adv.,

Od. 18, 279, etc. ; so,, Xen.
Hier. 3, 3 (nisi legend,) :

—
but, , like,
without share of, unhlcst with fruitful

trees, Pind. V. 9, 103./,,-=, v. 1. Hes.
Th. 795, for.', ov. ,() sober, discreet,

Polyb. 10, 3, 1. Hence, , , sober, Plut. 2, 709
.—II. act. sobering: hence,-, writings inculcating asceticism., ov, (-,)
not heard, not learnt, Nonn.', dep., to play child's

tricks, Anth. P. 1 1, 140 : and^, , , childhood, childish

ness, folly. Ap. Rh. 4, 791 : from^, a. nv, (-,') a child.

like. Lat. infans, 11. 20. 200
;

usu. metaph., childish inmind, thought



iess, 11. 13, 292, etc. ; also in Ar. Nub.
i«J8. []

N//pe<C' <<5of . i)., Ion. N;?p?/tf , a daugh-

ter of erpiis, a Nereid or Nymph of
the sea. i. e, the Mediterranean, as

opp. to Ocean, in Horn, only in II.,

and always in pi.7 : they

were nlly^ Has. Th. 264, Find. I. 6,

8 ; their names are given, II. 18, 39,

sq-. Has. Th. 243, sq. Cf. Naiwf.', a. ov, of Neretis :, i. e. tishes.>*, , 6, a kind of sea-snail,

perh a periwinkle, Arist. H. A. 4, 4,

31, etc. -.—oft. with v. 1.: cf..̂, Ion., , Nereus, an
ancient sea-god, who under Neptune
ruletlthe Mediterranean, V. II. 18, 141

;

first mentioned by name in H. Horn.

A p. 319. and in Hes. He was eldest

son of Pontus {the sea) husband of

Doris, and father of the Nereids, Hes.
Th. 233, sq. Hence

N;;pJ7, for^ or, Alcae.

120 ; V. Pors. Tracts p. 295.

iNptv^j, , ,=^, Q. Sm.
N;;p)?if,, , Ion. for/, 11.

(always m plur.), and Hes. Th. 1003

;

poet, also the tetrasyll. cases are tri-

syll., Nr/pj/dof, etc.', ,^=, count-

less. TheocT. 25, 57., ov, , or 'SrjpiKov, ov,,
Nericus. an ancient city on the Leu-
cadian peninsula, Od. 24, 377 ; Thuc.
3, 7 : subsequently removed by the

Corinthians to the town they found-

ed on the isthmus. Strab. p. 451 sqq.

N?/piOi', ov, TO, the oleander, Diosc.

4, 82 : also., o,,= {Qeg., Nic.—II. ace.

to Dosc.=zvpo, v. Spren-
gel ad 1, 8 ;=, savin.,• ov, (-,) uncon-

tested.

Nvpirj?Ci ,,=. [t]

tN//p<~7/f , ov, b, Nerites, a son of

Nereus, Ael. H. A. 14,28.

tN//p<rtof,,, ofNeritus,Neritian,

.'. Dion. P. 495 Passow.'\, ov, TO, Ml. Neritus, the
highest mountain of Ithaca, now
Ainoi, 11. 2, 632 ; Od. 9, 22.

NrypiTOf, ,^=7}, countless,

immense, v. {?;, Hes. Op. 509 ; v.,. Rh. 3, 1288 ; cf. Jac. A. P. p. 375
;

hence in Gramm.,,-7.', for 7?, /?.-
?.— II.^=i'r/ptCTrof, undisputed, dub.

+N?;p£70f, ov, a, Neritus, son of
Pterelaus. one of the early settlers

of Ithaca, Od. 17,207., ov,{,)
breeding periwinkles,, Aesch. Fr.

379 ; V. Herm. Opusc. 7, 360., , ,{) like, wet,

damp, Lob. Phryn. 42.

\\,7/,=, Strab. p. 509.

*1>, , i], Nesaea, a Nereid,

II. 18, 40 ; Hes. Th. 249./•, Ion. , ov,{) of,

from or belonging to an island, insular,

y^upa,, Eur.Tro. 188, Ion 1583:

in Hes. only as name of a Nereid,' : v. foreg., , ,^= ; hence gen.

pi. in Call. Del. 66.'(,=, Strab.', ov, 6, v. 1. for sq. ; also

in Plut. 2, 823 D.. , ,{,) an
island-prince, Meineke Antiph.'.
1, 14., ov, , dim. from,
an islet, Thuc. 6, 2. [r]'^,() to be,form an island,

Polyb. 5, 46, 9.

62

', ov, , dim. from, an

islet.

^•,, , (vitj) spinning, Plat.

Rep. 620 E. ^
^'^, , , {) a heaping,

piling up.^,, , dim. from, an

islet, small island, Hdt. 8, 70, 95. [i in

genit.. Lye. 599, and freq. in Anth.

;

and so says Draco 23, 14, though in

47, 20 he quotes it with I.]', ov, ,{) of, from or

belonging to an island : Dor. fem.-,, Anth. P. 7, 2.', ov, , fem. -, ,{) an islajider, Hdt. 1, 27, etc.,

Thuc. 5, 97, etc.—11. as adj., of an
islander, "/., Pind. P. 9,

93 ; V., Eur. Heracl. 84 : insular,

?., Hdt. 7, 22 ;-, an island rock, Aesch.
Pers. 390;. Soph. Tr. 658: in

dat. also with a subst. neut., v. uei-, Luc. de Domo 3. Hence, , , of, belonging to

an island, , Hdt. 7, 80 ; ,
Eur. Andr. 1261 : to v-, insular situa-

tion, Thuc. 7, 57., , {,) like

an island, Strab., , , {,)
an island-fight, Luc. V. Hist. 1, 42., , {,) to

make into an island, insulate, Oenom.
ap. Eus.^, ov, , an island, Horn.,

Hes., etc. : also applied to the Pelo-

ponnese, Soph. O. C. 695 :, V. sub. (Perh. from,, as \{floating-land.)\', Dor. for, fut.

from, to swim, Sophron.,, ,(,?)
an island-guard, Diod. [], ,{) to make into an
island., , Att., a duck, Ar.

Av. 566, etc. (From, to swim,: cf. Lat. a-nas ; Germ. E-nt-e.)

Hence, a, ov, of oxfrom a duck,

like a duck, Theophr., Att,-, ov, , dim.
from, a duckling, used as term
of endearment, Ar. Plut. 1011. [], ov, , {,) a place where ducks are fed or

reared., , , () a fast,, Hdt. 4, 186,

Arist. Probl. 13, 7 : in Athens the

third day of the Thesmophoria was
esp. so called, Ath. 307 F., , , fem. from,
V., a medicine taken fasting,

Nic. Al. 130, Th. 862., , 6, and,,,=,: from,() to fast, Ar. .
1519, Thesm. 949 : to fast or abstain

from,, Emped. 393.,, o,= sq., ov, , one who fasts, later

form for, q. v., , , {) belonging to

spinning, able to spin : -/c;/ (sc.'),
the art of spinning, Plat. Polit. 282 A., ov, belonging to fasting

:

from, , and , {-,)
not eating, i. e. fasting, of persons, II.

19, 207, Od. 18, 370, Aesch. Pr. 573:
also, c. gen., v., Eur. I. T. 973.

Aesch. oft. uses it with an abstract

subst., as, V., famine, Ag. 1016
;

V.,,, the pains of
hunger. Id. Pr. 600, Ag. 330, 1622;, the bad breath of one

fasting, A. B.—2. act. causing hunger,
starving, Aesch. Ag. 194.—Besides the
older Homer, forms of the gen. -, nom. pi., there are two
later forms, gen., nom. pi., and gen. 7}, nom. pi., Lob. Phryn. 326.—II. -, ace. to Damm also v., the in-

testintim jejunum, from its always be-
ing found empty, Hipp.—2. /),
in Emped. 28, the elements of water and
air, prob. from a Sicilian goddess, cf. Meineke Alex. Incert. 61.—3. a fish of the kind, Ar.
Fr. 203, cf. ap. Ath. 307 sq., ar, , a drinking so-

berly : from, ,{,,-) to drink soberly., ov,, dim. from,
Xan. Hell. 6, 1, 12.\,, , Neso, a Nereid, Hes.
Th. 261. In Lye. 1465 the mother
of the Cumaean Sibyl., , V.., ov, , Netium, a city of
Apulia, Strab. p. 282., ov, (-,) unavenged,
Anth. P. append. 50, 33., , ov, contr. for :

esp. (sc. (), =,
Arist. Metaph. 4, 11, 4 ; 9, 7, 2., , ,{, to heap) heaped,
piled up, Od. 2, 338., , , {, to spin) spun,
twisted.,, (-,)=,
real, actual, certain. Lye. Adv. -,
contr. -., ov, , {, to spin) a
spindle., 7],, , Att. for-., ov, , dim. from,
a duckling, Nicostr. Antyll. 3., ov,(,)
the duck-killer, a kind of eagle : so, 6, Arist. H. A. 9, 32, 2.'/.,, 6,{, •
}.) duck-watcher, [], ', {-,) ivithout

cry, . 1. for., poet. ace. from , for. . Rh.
N/;if. . Ion. for, Horn., and

Hdt. : later and very rarely for ace.

plur. (Never dissyilab. , Jac.
A. P. p. 336.), Ion . dat. pi. from vaif, Horn., ov, v.-., ,{-, )brea/hless,
Hes. Th. 795.—II. 14-

"

less.

without smell, scent•,=, very dub.

7/0•, a, ov, later form for m/•. Hence
7>?.7},, , and ?.-,,=/^., ,=, Anth.

. 9, 525, 14./., to make a libation with-

out wine: v. : and
)(?., to purify by a libation

uithout wine, v. sq. II : from, a,,3.\6,: ():—sober : and of drink, withmd wine,

wineless,? v., the offerings

to the Eumcnidas, Aesch. Eum. 107 ;

composed of water, milk and honey,
cf. Soph. O. C'. 481 ; also offered to

the Muses and Nymphs, v.,

I
, cf Wyttenb. Plut.

2, 132 : i'., the altars o7i

which such offtrings wtre made ; v.,
I

the wood therein employed, asp. the
twigs of the herb, Schol. Soph.
. C. 99;^.—II. metaph.,
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sober, discreet, etc., Plut. 2, 504 .—
The lorins> and
are dui). Adv. -. [] Hence
1/'/,, , soberness., , , ()^^

foreg.—II. metaph soberness, discre-

tion.^/.,, 6, jVepkalion, son
of Minos and Parea, Apollod. 2, 5, 9./', , , () making
sober, sobering. Plat. Phil, til C./, 7), ,=^(, dub., adv. part, from,
soberly, discreetly.

[/, ov, 0. Nephiis, a son of

Hercules, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.

iir/, poet. dat. pi. part, for, Theogn. 481, 027.'2, f ', to be sober, live so-

berly, esp. to drink no wine, first in

Theogn. 478, Archil. 5, 4 ; freq. in

part.'^^, Theogn. 481,

627, Hdt. 1, 133, Soph. 0. C. 100,

Plat., etc.—II. metaph., to be sober,

wary, ',
Epich. p. 87

;
proverb., iv ry-, Plut. 2, 503 F.

7/'• ,,, swimming, Xenocr.^, , , swimming-place,

dub.
'

'/, adv. {)=^, Hesych.
7/;^'0•, , (-,]) like-, poured far and wide, full-flowing,

voup, , Philet. 24. (Prob.

formed on the supposition that •
has an iiitens. force.)

\7/, {. -), {) to siuim, Od. 5,

375, etc., Hes. Sc. 317 :—in prose

properly /, -, as dep.

mid., as first in Od. 7, 276 ; 14, 352,

Hes. Sc. 211 : later again in act.,

Pans. 10, 20, 4, etc.^, , {() soberness, Polyb.

IG, 21, 4.

;/, Ion. for,, vijviu, to

heap.', Ion. gen. plur. from,
Horn., and Hes.', to pipe or whistle, Eu-
pol. Dem. 27 : from', ov, , a small fife or whis-

tle, used by the to give the

time in rowing, Ar. Ach. 554 : also

li.•! sound, [a]^, , oi, and,
the Nigretes or Nigritae. a people of

Africa on the Niger, Dion. P. 215;
Strab. p. 826.

tNiypZvof, ov, 6, Nigrinus, Rom.
masc. pr. n., Luc. Nigr.^, , Nidaphon, masc. pr.

n., Arr. Ind. 18, 8.

NrZi2.- fut., etc., pf pass.

(formed Irom a pres.,
which is rarely used, and not at all in

Hom., e.xcept m compd.-) :

—

to wash, Hom., esp. the hands
and feet, , Od. 19, 376,

etc. ; and in mid., ,
to wash orie's hands, 11. 16, 230, etc.,

Hes. Op. 737 ; so, absol.,

Od. 1, 138. etc. : also, , he

was washing his body, Od. 6, 224 : -•, to wash one's self (with

water) from the sea, Od. 2, 261 ; so,'-, Od. , 224 ;
-. Hes. Fr. 19, cf

Strab. p. 531; cf.:—generally

to purge, cleanse, . Soph. 1

. . 1228, Eur. I. . 1191.-11. to
\

wash off, . 11.
j

10, 575; , 11. , 830,
|

846 ; and so in pass., .
11. 24, 419.—The word is usu. said of

j

persons washing part of the person,

while, is used of bath-

ing, of washing clothes, etc.
; |

978

but is sometimes said of things,
j

as in 11. 16, 229, Od. 1, 112. (The
root is vi/3-, as appears from--
, cf. *.), ov and , , Nicago-
ras, masc. pr. n., Plut. Cleomen. 35;
etc.+«, , , Nicaea,— I. name
of several cities,—1. in Bithynia on
the lake Ascanius, the earlier Anti-

gonea, having received its name from
j

the wife of Lysimachus, (uifra II),
}

Plut. Thes. 26 ; Strab. p. 540.—2. a
\

city of Locris at the foot of Mt. Oeta,
near Thermopylae, Dem. 71, 11 ; 153,
13.—3. a city of Liguria, Strab. p.

180.-4. a city of India on the Hy-
daspes, Arr. An. 4. 22. Four others,

in lllyria, in Boeotianear Leuctra, in

the island Corsica, and in Thrace,
are mentioned in Steph. Byz.— II.

fern. pr. n. ; daughter of Antipater,
;

wife of Lysimachus, Strab. p. 565.
|

fNi/caiVf ror, ov, 6, Nicaenetus, an
epigrammatic poet, of Abdera, Ath.
673 B.

^ I^'^,,,.=:-, Ni-
candra, a priestess at Dodona, Hdt.
2, 55.

I^^, ov, 6, Nicander, son
of Chanlaus king of Sparta, Hdt. 8, i

131.—2. a Laconian in Xen. An. 5,

1, 15.—3. a grammarian of Thyatira,
Ath. 81 C, etc.—4. another of Chal-
ccdon. Id. 496 D.—5. a jihysician and
poet of Colophon, who wrote Theria-
ca, Ale.xipharmaca, and other works,
Luc. ; etc.—Others in Pans. ; etc.

|^,, , Kicanor, a gen-
|

eral of the Chaonians, Thuc. 2, 80.—
!

2. son of Parmenio, a general of Al-
j

e.xander the great, Arr. An. Ace. to

Diod. S. 19, 1 1, also a brother of Cas-
sander.—Others in Ath. ; etc./. Dor. fut., Theocr.
21, 32 : but inform it should be from
a pres.*, and is therefore doubt-

,

ed by Buttm. Ausf. Or.
<J
92.', a, ov, (?]) beloiiging to

victory : v-, as the giver of vic-

tory, Nonn.^, , , Nicarete, mother
of Euxitheus, Dem. 1320, 3.-2. an-

other female, mistress of Neaera, Id.

1351, 4.—Others in Ath. ; etc.

tNi/iiiptrof, ov, 0, Nicaretus, masc.
pr. n., Anth. P. 9, 267.\^, ov, , Nicarchides,

masc. pr. n., Arr. Ind. 18, 5.'\, ov, 6, Nicarchus, an
Athenian, a sycophant, Ar. Ach. 908.

—2. an Arcadian in the army of the
ten thousand, Xen. An. 2, 5, 33.-3.
a poet of the Anthology. [<]iNlo, , Nicasipolis, wife
of Philip, mother of Thessalonice,
Paus. 9, 7, 3.

tNi/i«ffi— TOf, ov, , Nicasippus, a

chorus-leader, Pind. I. 2, 68. []
tNi/caaof, ov, , Nicasus, a Mega-

rean, father of Cecalus, Thuc. 4, 119./-, , , Nicasylus, an
Olympian victor from Rhodes, Paus.
G, 14, 1.', . Dor. for.^, ov, , Nicatorium, a

mountain in Assyria near Arbela,

Strab. p. 737.^,, , Dor. for ?'/.
+ An appell. of Seleucus, A'icatorj.—
The soldiers of the royal Macedonian
body-guard were called.,-, Dor. for-,
Pind.
"/, , {. -r/,—cf :

{).— I. absol. tu conquer, get the

upper liand, tu , the

worse preiiails, II. 1, 576, Od. 18, 404,

cf. II. 2, 597, etc. : esp. in aor., lience,, the conqueror, Hoin. ; also in
pres., Xen. Cyr. 8, 2, 27, Syinp. 5, :, to win in the judgment of
another, Ar. Av. 447 : but c. dat. rei,

V.),,, Xen., etc.—2. ol'opinions, etc.,' •, the evil counsel prevailed, Od.
10, 46 ; also freq. in Att., i], the opinion prevailed, was car-

ried ; so too, }>], to prevail

u'liu an opinion, get it carried. Hot.
3, 82 ; }/,, the

prevailing opinion, vote of the major-
ity, Thuc. 2, 12 :—also impers.,-

(sc. ]}, it was resc'ved,

Lat. visinn est, c. inf., Hdt. 6, 101 ; it

was generally thought, Thuc. 2, 54 : cf.

infra sub fin.—3., as law-term,
to be acquitted, where is usu.
sujjplied, Valck. Diatr. p. 261 : gen-
erally, to ivin in a suit, gain a cause,

Od. 11, 545.—II. transit, c. ace. jicrs.,

to conquer, vanquish, freq. in Horn., c.

dat. modi,), uyopy,,,, etc., Horn., (which dat. is

found also AVith the intr. usage) ; so
also in Hes. ; generally, like Lat. vin-

cere, to overpower , esp. of passions, etc.,

which force men to act and think so
and so, , 11. 23, 604

;, Aesch.
Eum. 88 ; hence in pass.,,
to be vanquished by, by rneans of a thing,
as,,, -, Aesch. Ag. 291, 312, Eur. Med.
1195 ; also c. gen., ,
Aesch. Snpp. 1005 ;—the pers. is usu.
in gen., (for imo -
), like, because here too
is a notion of comparison , to be inferior

to, give way. yield to. Soph. Ag. 1353,
Eur. Med._315, Cycl. 454 ; -. the doors give way
to the guests, Pind. N. 9, 5:—Hom.
has of the pass, only part. aor.-, absol., the vanquished, 11. 23, 656,
704.—III. c. ace. cognate, to gam, win,, Od. 11, 545, in reference
to a law-suit ; so, v., to

win a battle, Thuc. 7, 66, and Xen.

:

, he won in all the bouts,
11. 4, 389 ; v., Hdt. 9, 33 ;

more usu., v., Thuc. 1, 126
(but also v., Stallb. Plat.
Apol. 36 D) ; v.. Thuc.
5, 49 : and,. -, to conquer the boys at Olympia
in the stadium, Dem. 1342, ult. :-' v., to get one's opinion carried or
passed, Hdt. 1, 61,—which comes to
much the same as v., v. supra
I. 2., ov, {) victorious, v.

sub.
'?;, for, 3 impf of,

q. v., Pind., , , conquest, Lat. victo-

ria, freq. in Hom., where its usu.
signf. is victory in battle, II. 3, 457,
etc. ; also . 11. 7, 26 j 8,

171 : c. gen. pers., v., the

victory won by Menelaus, II. ; though
is also the victory over one,

Ar. Eq. 521 ; , only in

Od. 11, 545, V. foreg. Ill :— later, gen-
erally, the upper hand, ascendancy, etc.,

in all relations: ,
to keep tl\p, fruits of victory, Xen. Cyr.
4, 2, 26, cf 4, 1, 15.—II. as prop. n.

Nice, the goddess of victory, daugh-
ter of Styx and Pallas, Hes. Th. 384.

tNi/c^/oio;•, ov, , ]\icedium, name
of a courtesan, Plut. Epicur. 16.

/'//, . . Dor.,{) conquering, Mel. 123.',, ,{) the prize



NIKI
fifvklori/, victory, Polyb. 1,87, 10, etc.

,=:-, but only in Dor.
poets •, the pres. in Theocr. 7, 40

;

viKti, 3 inipl'. for, Find. N. 5,

8, Theocr. C, 46.

^!iipTo, ov, 6, Nicerattus, an
Athenian, lather of the general Ni-
cias, Thuc. 3, 91.—2. grandson of
foreg., son of Nicias, Xen, Hell, 2, 3,

39.—Others in Dem. ; etc.,, f/^ (riKUu) a conquer-

ing, Plut. 2, 965 F./, verb. adj. from,
one nui^c conquer, Eur. Bacch. 953.

^iK^T/'/ft, ^f(y, 0, like, a
conqueror. Hence\, a, ov, belonging to a
conqueror or to victory, v., the
glory of victory, Antiph. Incert. 58 ; v., a kiss as the conqxeror's re-

ward, Xen. Symp. 6, 1.—II. as subst,,

TO v., (sc. /.), the prize of victory,

Soph. Fr. 482, Plat., etc. :

7:a3nv, Eur. Ale. 1028 ; -, v.,,, to win ihepme,
lat. Euthyil. 305 D, Phaedr. 245 A,

Rep, 612 D.—2. v. (sc. ), the

fcstivRl of victory, v., to cele-

brate this festir.al by a banquet, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 4, 1, Plut. Phoc. 20.^', ov, tS, Dor. -, 1-
celrs, niasc. pr. n., Anth. 11, 188,^, ov, a,() a conqueror.

Hence, , , likely to conquer,

condKci.'ig to victory, Xen, Mem. 3, 4,

11, Polyb. 26, 2, 4 : -, the most likely way to conquer,

Plut. Philop. et Flam. 2., , , fern, from-
TJlp, a conqueress.,, , poet, for-
7., ,() to carry

off as a prize, v., fo rvin nought
but tears, Enr. Bacch. 1147.", Dor.-, , , (-) a conquering, victory, freq. in

Pind., both in sing, and plur., as P. 1,

115, O. 10(11), 72.^^, ov, TO, Nicephorinm,
a city of Mesopotamia on the Eu-
phrates, the later A£OP-07roXif,Strab.
p. 747.—2. a public building and gar-

den near Pergamum, Polyb. 17, 2, 2.', Dor.-, ov, (,) bringing victory, , Aesch.
Cho. 148.—II. (/) bearing off

the prize, conquering, victorious, Pind.,

and Trag. ; v., the glory ojf

victory, Pind. O. 13, 19.^, ov, , Niciades, an Athe-
nian, Thuc. 4, 118.—Others of this

name in Dem. ; etc.—In form patro-

nym. from^,, , Nicias, son of Nice-
ratus, a wealthy Athenian, a com-
mander in the Peloponnesian war,
Thuc. 5, 10; Plat. ; etc.—2. an Athe-
nian archon, Dem. 273, 12.—3. bro-

ther-in-law of Aeschines, Id. 433, 20.

—4. son-in-law of Dinias, uncle of

Stephanus, Id. 949, 22; 1122, fin.—5.

a herald of Philip, kept in custody
for ten years by the Athenians, Id.

159, 1.—6. a physician of Miletus,

friend of Theocritus, Theocr. 11, 1.—
Others in Thuc. ; Plut. ; etc. Hence^, ov, of or relating to Ni-
cias, Theocr. 28, 9 : ., Plut.

Nic. 9.^, ov, , Nicides, Atheii.

masc. pr. n., Dem. 991, 14.

iNlKiov, , , Nicium, fern. pr. n.,

Ath. 157A.'\, , , Nicippe, a daugh-
ter of Thespius, ApoUod. 2, 7, 8.-2.

daughter of Pelops, Id. 2, 4, 5—3, a

priestess in Thessaly, Call. Cer. 43.

—Others in Pans. ; etc.^, ov, b, Nicippus, an
Athenian, Dem. 1212, 3,-2. a tyrant
in Cos, Ael. V. H. 1, 29.—Others in

Diog. L.

'\'};, ], , Nicobule, fem.
pr. n., Ath. 434 C., ov, (viKUcj,)
prevailing in the council, Ar. Eq. 615.'\?, ov, , Nicobiilus, an
Athenian, being accused by Pantae-
netus defended himself by the ora-

tion of Dem. 966 sqq.

fN^o, ov, , Nicodamus, a
statuary of Maenalus, Paus. 5, 25, 7.

Dor, form of^, , , Nicodemus, an
Athenian, of the party of Eubulus,
Dem. 549, 23.— Others in Dion. H.

;

etc.,, , Nicodice, an Athe-
nian female, Ar. Lys. 321., ov, (,)
winniiig iti the race, Apollod.^, , , Nicodromxis, a
son of Hercules, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.—2.

an Aeginetan, Hdt. 6, 88.—Others in

Diog. L.,, , Nicoddrus, masc.
pr. n., Diod. S. ; etc.^, , , Nicothoe, name of
one of the Harpies, Apollod. 1, 9, 21.

iNio?, , , Nicocles, an
Athenian archon, Dem. 250, 9 ; Diod.
S.—2. a tyrant in Cyprus in the time
of Artaxerxes Ochus, Ael. V. H. 7, 2.

—Others in Arr. ; Ath. ; etc.,, , icocrates, an
Athenian archon, Diod. S.—Others
in Ath. ; etc.

fNiKOKpiuv,, 6, Nicocreon, a
king of Salamis in Cyprus, Plut.

Alex. 29.^, , . Ion. '^.,
and Dor., Nicdliius, father
of the Spartan Biitis, Hdt. 7, 134.

—

2. son of Butis, a Spartan ambassa-
dor to the king of Persia. Id. 7, 137

;

Thuc. 2, 67.—3. an Aetolian, a com-
mander of Ptolemy's, Polyb. 5, 61, 8.—4. of Damascus, a historian, Strab.

p. 719.—Others in Plut. ; etc.

iNioo, ov, , Nicolochus, a
Spartan naval officer, Xen. Hell. 5,

1, 6.—2. a Rhodian, a pupil of Ti-
mon, Diog. L., ov, , {viKuu,)
conqueror in the fight, Soph. Fr. 765.\, ov, 6, Nicoynuchides,

Atlien. masc. pr. n., Lys. 184, 10. In

form patronym. from^, ov, , Nicomachzis, son
of Machaon, Paus. 4, 30, .3.-2. char-
ioteer of Theron, Pind. I. 2. 32—3.
a at Athens. Ar. Ran. 1506

;

against whom one of the orations of
Lysias was directed.—4. son of Dio-
phantus, Dem. 273, 7.—Others in I

Thuc; Xen.; etc.\,, b, Nicomenes, an
Athenian, Lys. 131, fin.^, , , Nicomedea, a
city of Bithynia on the Propontis,

Strab. p. 543: oi, ,
the inhab. of N., Hdn.^,, , Nicomedes. son
of Cleonibrotus king of Sparta, Thuc.
1, 107.—2. father of Aristomenes,
Paus. 4, 14. 8.—Also name of several

kings of Bithynia, Strab. pp. 562, 624,
etc.—Others in Polyb. ; etc.'\, ov, 6, Niconidas, of

Larissa in Thessaly, Thuc. 4, 78., , (,) bring-

ing, causing victory, Euseb.

tNi/coiToXif,, , (, /)

^'icopolis, a city of Acarnania, built
by Augustus as a memorial of his
victory at Aclium, Strab. p. 324.-2.
a city of Cilicia, Id. p. 676.-3 in
Aegypt near Alexandrea, Id. p. 795.—4. in Armenia, built by Pompey in
commemoration of his victory over
Mithradates, Id. p. 555.—II. fem. pr
n., Anth. P. 7, 340.,, , later form for,
in Hdt. V. 1. for.^, , , Nicostrate,
mother of Evander, Strab. p. 230.

—

Others in Ath. ; etc., ov, ofNicostratus ;., a kind of Attic wine,
Ath. 654 A.^,, ., Nicostratis,

fem. pr. n., Ath. 586 B.

fNpao, on, , Nicostratus,
son of Menelaus and the female slave
Pieris, Paus. 3, 18, 13 ; or of Helen,
Apollod. 3, 11, 1.-2. an Athenian
general, Thuc. 4, 53.-3. another
Athenian, , Xen. Hell. 2, 4,
6.—4. an Athenian archon, Arr , and
Diod. S.—5. son of Theosdolides, a
pupil of Socrates, Plat. Apol. 33 E.
Several of this name in Dem. 544,
15; 1305, 4; etc.—Others in Luc;
etc.\, . , Nicotelea, mo-
ther of Aristomenes, Paus. 4, 14, 7.', , , pecul. fem. of
sq., Rhian. 7.,,(,) achiev
iiig victory.^,, , Nicoteles, masc.
pr. ., Diod. S. ; etc.\, , , Nicophanes,
masc. pr. n., Dinarch. ; etc.^, ov. , Nicophemus, an
Athenian officer under Conon, Xen.
Hell. 4, 8, 7.—2. an Athenian archon,
Dem. 1132, 27.—Others in Anth.,,=:, dub., v.

Lob. Phryn. 635.', (jj'TOf, , Nicophon,
masc. pr. n., Ath. 3 C ; etc.\, , , Nicochares, a
poet who wrote a Deliad, Arist. Poet.
2.—2. a poet of the old comedy, Mei-
neke 2, p. 848.

tNi«u,, , Nico, fem. pr. n., in
Ath., and Anth.'\,, 6, Nicon, masc. pr.

n., Thuc. 7, 19 ; Polyb. ; etc.^. , , Niconia, a city of
Scythia on the Tyras, Strab. p. 306., , , () water for
washing, Dromo Psalt. 2, in plur. :

late word, as is , Lob. Phryn.
193.

Nil', Dor. and Att. enclit. ace. of
3d pers. pron., for,.,
him. her, it, but never used reflective-

ly, Pind., and Trag. :—of all genders,
both sing, and plur., but seldom for, as Soph. Tr. 145 ; and not oft.

in plur., as for,. Soph.
. . 868, . C. 43 ; for. Id. El.

436, 624, and Eur.—Hom., and Ion.

writers use [«]. [ as dat. is

dub., V. Buttm. Ausf Gr. ) 72 Anm.
14, n.)

iNvo, ov, of or belonging to Ni-
nus or Nineveh, Hdt. 3, 155., , b,— I. Ninus, son of
Belus, husband of Semiramis, king
of Assyria, founder of Nineveh, Hdt.
1, 7; etc.—II. , Ninus or Nineveh,
the ancient capital of Assyria, at the
junction of the Lycus with the Ti-
gris, Phocyl. 4, 2; Hdt. 1, 193; 2,

150. [i sometimes short as in Phocyl.
1. c]\, , , Ninus, fem. pr. n., a
priestess, Dem. 995, 10,
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1
i'S, , , Niobe, daughter of

Tautalus and Dia, wife of Ainphioii,

who being deprived of her children

was changed into a rock, 11. 24, 002
;

Apollod. 3, 5, 6.-2. daughter of Pho-
roneus, mother of Argus and Pelas-

gus by Jupiter, Plat. Tim. 22
;

etc.

77;},, ,() a washing
vessel, basin, N. T.
'S~p,, , a. washerwoman:

but prob. only found in compd. -, q. v.', oil, TO, {,) wa-

ter for washing, Aesch. Fr. 210; usu.

in plur., Eur. 1174, Mel. 14. The
part of the Od. where Ulysses is dis-

covered by his nurse while washing
him, was called NircTpa; and Soph.
wrote a play about Ulysses under
this name.

Nt7r-(j, later and less usu. pres. for, Plut. Thes. 10.—mid. to wash
one's hands, Id. Mar. 2(i.

tNi'ptiif,, , Nireus, son of Cha-
ropus and Aglaia, from the island

Syme, the handsomest man in the

Grecian army ne.\t to Achilles, II. 2,

C71 ; hence prov.? 7,
Luc. Dial. M. 9., and, , , Nisa, a

city of Boeolia ace. to Hom. II. 2,

508 ; ace. to Strab. p. 450 not in Boe-
otia but in Megaris.

tNiirata, , , Nisaea, a city of

Megaris, on the Saronic gulf, a port

of Megara, Hdt. 1, 5'J.

iliiiaalov, , the Nisaean
plain, in Media, Hdt. 7, 40 : in Arr.

An. 7, 3, 6,.\, OV, Nisaean,— 1. of Ni-
saea, ol NioaloL Mi j^apr/tf, Theocr.

12, 27.—2. of the plain,

Nicratot, Hdt. 3, 106.

tNiaoiOf, OV, 6, Nisaeus, inasc. pr.

n.. Andoc. ; etc.

+Ntai/iif,. , Nisibis, a city of

Mesopotamia on the Mygdonius,
Strab. p. 522 ; in p. 747 called-
oria > Mvj'hvia : hence ol '-, the inhab. of N., Luc. Hist.

Scrib. 15.

tNiffof, ov, 6. Nisus, son of Pan-
dion, king of Megara, father of Scyl-

la, Find. P. 9, 161 ; N. 5, 84: // •
in Eur. Here. F. 954 is

Megara. Also the hill on which Me-
gara was built is called in

Thuc. 4, 118; which Pmd. styles?, P. 9, 101.—2. a

Dulichian, Od. 18, 127.,—, to go, go away,

Horn., Pmd., and Eur. Hel. 1482,

Cycl. 43 (both being lyrical passa-

ges) ; V. /, to go by sea, Hes.

Op, 235 ; also, like , with fut.

sign!'., II. 13, 180; 15, 577:—besides
the pres. and impf., we also find fut.

[l], 11. 23, 70.—The form, supported by the kindred,, must not be hastily

rejected, as it is found in Inscrr. of

good character, Bockh Pind. O. 3, 10

= 17 (cf. also, fin.):

also occurs, but Gramm. agree in

writing the pres., fut.-, Eust. II. 23, 70, Heyne II. 9, 381,

cf. E. M. p. 600,
J2.

tNtaffof, OV, , Nisstis, masc. pr.

n.,-'So, Q. Sm. 1,231.^

fNtavptof, a, ov, of Nisyms (1),

Nisyriaii, ol N•, Hdt. 7, 99: and
iiStiavpl-Lr,, , pecul. fern, to

foreg., // j\. -, Anth. P. 9, 21. [
1. c] : from

tNtaiipof, oil, 7/, Nisyrus, a small

island between Tenos and Cos, one
of the Sporades, now Nisari, 11. 2,

980

076 : cf. Strab. p. 488.—2. a city in

the island Carpathus. Strab. p. 489.

i'SiT/jTir, , , Niietts, daughter
of Apnes, Hdt. 3, 1.

tNiTio/ypiyif, , , the Nit^obri-

ges, a Celtic race in Aquitania, Strab.

p. 190.

Nirpi'a, , , a place where natron

is got, Strab. : and, OV, 6, containing, abound-

ing in natron : esp. (sc. yfj),

Strab. ; from, OV, TO, in Hdt. and Att.

:
—natron, a mineral alkali, our

polassa or soda, or both, (not our nitre,

I. e. salt|)etre), Creuz. Hdt. 2, 8(),

Bockmann Hist, of Invent. :—when
mixed with oil, it was used as soap,

cf Meineke Com. Fragm. 2, p. 638.

(From. ?)^, , making natron, im-
pregnating therewith., , () to impregnate
with natron.—II. to cleanse with natron., , {,) like

natron, Anst. rob. 23, 40, 2.

iNipL, , , Nitocris, queen
of Nebuchadnezzar, Hdt. 1, 185.—2.
an Aegyptian queen, Id. 2, 100.', T//V, snow, Hes. Op. 537, me-
tapl. ace. sing, of^•, as if from a
iiom. *viil>, cf ?, and. (Cf

: from the same root come,,, and Lat. nix, nivis,

ninguis, ,, ninguo, like Tiyy0, lin-

go, also prob.,., to

which others also add, etc.)

[I in all these words, except .]^, , Orph. Arg. 667 ; and, ov, snow-white.•,, , () a snoiv-flake,

Hom. (only in 11.), usu. in plur., snow-

Jlakes, snow, -, II. 12,

278; so too Hdt. 7, 111 ; as a simi-

le for persuasive eloquence,, II. 3,

222, cf. Luc. Dem. Encom. 5:—the
sing, in collective sense, a snow-show-
er, snow-stor7n, , II.

15, 170 ; metaph., , the

storm or sleet of war, Pind. I. 4, 26
(3, 35), cf.^ Aesch. Theb. 212 : like, ?.., :—generally,

a shower,, Aesch. Fr. 182;
v.. Lye. 876.—II. as adj., pe-

cul. 1cm. o{, srioivy, snow-capt,. Soph. O. C. 1063./•, OV, b, Niphates, a leader

of the Persians, Arr. An. I, 12, 8.

—

II. a chain of mountains in Armenia,
Strab. p. 522.^, OV, , () falling snow,

a snow-storm, II. 10, 7, Od. 4, 566,

Pind. Fr. 74:—in 11. written propa-

xox., but the Gramm. prefer, as in the Edd. of Hdt. 4, 50
;

8, 98., ,(,) like

snow, snowy, Polyb. 3, 72, 3.,, , , (,-) snowed upon, Anth. P. 9, 501 ; so,, ov, 0pp. C. 1, 428 j 3,

314.\?,, ov,(,?) s7iow-

beaten, wintry, v. ].,
Eur. Phoen. 206 ; v., Ar. Av.
952., , , () snowy,
snow-covered, snow-capt, Hom., and
Hes., in the latter always as epith. of
Olympus: so, v. Airva, Pind. P. 1,

30 :•, Soph. O. T. 473 :-
I

, Ar. Nub. 273., ov, (,)
rattling with snow or sleet, Castor, ap.

1

Ath. 455 A.

1 ',,(,)^

02
with snow ; tnowy,, Soph. ',
670./, , snow-cold.

Ntcpw, f. -, () to snow. tiTe

Zii'f (inf. aor. 2 for), II. 12, 280 ; so, inav) b, Xen. Cyn. 8, 1 : then impe'rs.,, it snows, Ar. Ach. 1141, Vesp.
773 ; V., to snow with barley-
meal, Nicoph. Sir. 2; so, v.,
to fall in a shower of gold, Pind. I, 7

(6), 5 :^in Aesch. 'I'heb. 213, we
have the niid.=act., -.—. trans, to cover with snow

;

whence in i)ass., to be snmued on, lldt.

4, 31, Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 3 ; cf '.—111.

to rain, Bachm. Lye. 876. The fomi
is dub. [I, though I in all de-

riv. lorms.]
*•^', cf. sub.^, , ol, the Nipsaei, a

Thracian people west of Mesembria,
Hdt. 4, 93., lut.,, aor. mid. of, Hom., for voiv, irreg. ace. of,
only m late (esp. Eccl.) writers, who
have also dat. voi and nom. pi..

tNoapof, ov, b, the Noams, a
branch of the Ister in Illyria, Strab.

p. 314., ,, intellectual, Lat. mcn-
talis, Plat. Ale. 1, 133 C : -, a quick, understanding mind, Nic. :—epith. of Apollo, Anth. P. 9, 525,
14. Hence
Nocpo~7/f ,, fj, the being., ,=, very dub., , f.- : Ion. fut.,

aor., pf and plqpf pass, vf ^-,, Hdt., cl. Bergk Anacr.
p. 94,—which are merely contr. forms,
like, etc. from : ().
To see, with the eyes, 11. 3, 390 ; 10,

550, and elsewh. Ireq. in Horn., who
usu. has votlv, so Hes. Th. 838

,

also expressly, and tv -, 11. 15, 422; 24, 294;
yet even Hom. distinguishes simple
seeing() from, which im-
plies perception by the mind as conse-

quejit upon sight, e. g. > ^, U. 11, 599; and more fieq.,

ovK, oi)(5', Od. 13, 318, II.

24, 337, etc. : hence,— II. to perceive,

notice, remark, , Od. 18,

228 : also C. gen., to become aware of,

II. 10, 224 : , objects of
perception, as opp. to sensation. Plat.

Rep. 508 C, cf. 507 ; v..—
III. to think, Horn. : oft. c. ace. cog-
nate, , to have a thought, 11.

9, 104 ; so, v.,. v.,

etc. ; also absol. to think, be minded,
11. 1, 343, Od. 4, 148, etc. : f ;r'-, to look to both sides, Hdt.
8, 22 : part,,, discreet,

wary, thon/ihfful, 11. 1, 577, Od. 15,

170, Hes. Op. 12 ; in Hom. oft. with, II. 15, 81 ; f';', Od. 3, 26
;, II. 20, 310 ;, 11. 20, 264, etc.— IV.

to think of, give heed, have a care, 11. 9,

537, Od. 11, 02: and of the future, to

foresee, Od. 20, 307.—V. to think out,

devise, contrive, esp. Od. 2, 122, 382,

etc.— VI. to think about a thing, have in

mind, purpose, intend, will, Horn.; v.

Tivi, Hdt. 3, 81 : oft. c. inf , to

be minded to do a thing,, II. 5, 005 ; -/, 11 22, 235 ; «-, 11. 24, 5C0: also once in

mid., , he
thought with hnnsdf to take the
scourge, II. 10, 501 ; so,,
Theogn. 1298 ; and in pass.,-
TO, he was minded to



inarch, Hdt. 1, 77, cf. 7, 206 ; 9, 53.—
VII. of words, to mean, beiir a certain

sense, ; Ar. Nub. 1186, Plat.

Crat. 407 ; vonv . mean
so and so by a tliing^. Plat. Rep. 335
E. (From same root come, Lat. nosci, novi, iyi/.)
Hence
07;«,, ,() that which

is perceived, a perception, thought, Horn.,
Hes., etc. ; and in Att. prose : as an
emblem of swiftness,

/ !/, Od. 7, 36.—II.

purpose, desis», resolve, Od. 13,330;
14, 273; and' in plur., 11. 10. 104, etc.—III. generally, the gift of thought,

understanding, mind, Od. 20, 346, II.

10, 218, 'I'heogn. 435; disposition,

Pind. P. 6, 29., Aeol. for, Gramm.^, ov, gen. >. ( )

thinking, thoughtful, wise, discreet, Od.
2, 282 ; 3, 133 : also in one's right mind,
opp. to, Hdt. 3, 34.,, , emon, a Ly-
cian, 11. 5, 670.—2. son of Phronius
of Ithaca, Od. 2, 386.—Others in Ath.

;

etc., , , later form for-, Aen. Tact.

tXo//f, , , the Noes, a tributary

of the Ister in Thrace, Hdt. 4, 49./, , {) a perceiving : per-

ception, reflection, reason, thought, Diog.

Apollon. Fr. 4, and Plat. ; vof/
OVK, Plat. Rep. 529 B.^, verb. adj. from, one

must understand or conceive, Eur., , , () belonging

to or quick at perceiving, understanding.

Arist. Eth. N. 6, 2, 6., , . ( ) perceived,

thought .• intelligible : falling within the

province of the understanding, Opp. to

what is simply visible {, -). Plat. Rep. 529 ; to-. Id. Soph. 246 B. Adv. -.^, . Dor. and poet, for,=:, opp. to -, Eur. Ion 592, Andr. 912; cf.

Lob. Phryn. 661.
_^, ov. , Notharchus, an

Athenian, umpire in the contest of

Dera. with .^.phobus, Dera. 853, fin.^, , ,() birth out of
vxdloek, or 6i/ marriage of disparage-

ment, Plut. Them. 1, Aemil. 8.

'Nto, a.ov,{) of or belong-

ing to a : Tu {sc.-
), the inheritance of a, Lys. ap.

Harpocr., , a making spurious, ad-

ulteration ; and, ov, b, one who adulterates,

Procl. : from.{)1 adulterate, Synes.
—II. to deem spurious.'^', ov, o. Notldppus, a tra-

gic poet, Ath. 344 C., ,(,*) born

out of wedlock : of spurious origin., ov,=fore.g.,, ,{,-
7.or) counterfeit charms, Anth. P. 11,

370.', , ov, Att. also . ov, a

bastard, base-born son, i. e. one born of

a slave or concubine, freq. in II. (nev-

er in Od. ); , . 2, 727,

etc. ; such as Teucer, cf. Soph. Aj.

1013 ; opp. to, Lat. legitimus,

11. 11, 102, Hdt. 8, 103; also,, II. 13, 173 : at Athens also ant/

child born of a foreign woman, or where
one parent is not a citizen, V'alck.

Hipp. 962. Herm. Pol. Ant. 118.—
II. generally, spurious, counterfeit, sup-

posititiov.3, of persons and thing-s, as,

NOME
V.^. Plat. Rep. 587 B,

Legg. 741 A. Adv. -.^,, , Nothon, an Athe-
nian, Hdt. 6, 100.

Noirfiov, ov, TO, dim. from,. .A.r. Eq. 100. [vol-; but in Att.

voioiov, Pors. Hec. p. h., Lob. Phiyn.
87.]', V. sub ?,.,,^. []^, , . sub ., , , ( ) nomad
horde, Arr. Peripl. Hence', a, ov, living together

like Nomads, Arr.. 7J, .{) belonging

to thefeeding of cattle or to a herdsman's

life, nomadic, pastoral, i'.,
Polyb. 8, 31, 7 ; generally. src^ario«s,, Arist. Part. An. 4, 6, 3. Adv.
-, like nomads, Strab.^,,, Numidinn, Polyb.

3, 44, 3 ;, Niunidia, in Af-
rica on the coast of the Mediterra-
nean, between Mauritania and Car-
thage : ., the guinea fowl,

Luc. de Merc. Cond. 17., ov, , fern. -,=^-. [], ov, going ina string

from pasture.,() Nic.Th. 950, intr.:

= mid., to graze, of catlle.

Id. Al. 345.^, , , Nomaea, name ofa
shepherdess, Theocr., a,,^,-, ap. Suid. : tu, mon£ypaid
for pasturage.. a, ov,() customary :

TU, like, customs, usages,

Lat. instituta, Hdt. 1, 135 ; 2,91, etc.

;

the sing, occurs in 2, 49.

fNouavTia, , , Numantia, a city

of Hispania, Strab. p. 102: hence o'l, the inhab. of N.. lb., ov, h,{,) the

chief of an Aegyptian province ().
Hdt. 2, 177:alsoamongtheScythians,
Hdt. 4,66. Hence, , , the office of-, Diod.,, 6,=:, Arist.

Oec. 2, 36.., , , (%) roaming
without fixed home, like flocks of cattle,

or with them : oi, pastoral

tribes that roved about with their flocks.

Nomads (hat. Numidae ^), Hdt. 1, 15;

4, 187; 7, 85; v., Pmd. Fr.

72, cf. Aesch. Pr. 709.—. grazing.

feeding,, Soph. Tr. 271, cf. Eur.
Pol. 1 :—in Soph. O. T. 1350, Dind.
(with Elmsl.) now reads'.—of
Oedipus exposed in the pastures of Ci-

thaeron.— III. metaph., -
vai, wandering streams, Herm. Soph.
0. C. 693.'^, , 6,^=, Plut., ov, , later form for,
Jac. A. P. p. 418.., ,() that

which is put to graze, i. e. a flock or
herd, Aesch. Ag. 1416., poet, , , (,) shepherd or herdsman. Hom.,
etc. ; , II. 17. 05.

—

vo-
is the generic term for the spe-

cial ones ?.,,,.— II. a d-Oler out, distributer,. Plat. Legrg. 931 C ; cf. Min.
317 D, 321 B.—in. m Hdt. 1, 194 ; 2,

96. ol^•) Koi/.ia, the ribs of a
ship, which are the basis of the whole.
— IV. in Hesych. also the rigging,

Lat. numellus., ov, ,{)=^
1. Hence

XOMI, . , belonging to a
herdsman : - (sc. grazing.
Plat. Polit. 207 B, D., () to put to graze,
drive afield,, Od. 9, 336 ;, Od. 9,
217; so, v., Piat. Polit. 205
D :—but, v., to eat down
the pastures with o.xen, Lat. dcpas-
cere, Horn. Merc. 492 :—absol. to be a
shepherd, tend flocks, Theocr. 20, :!5.,=, very dub., Lob
Phryn. 590., , , () like, a
pasturage, . Hilt. 1, 110;, Hdt. 1, 78;7-,=, Arist. . . 8,

10, 1 :

—

, herds out
grazing, Xen. An. 3, 5, 2 ;—metaph.., the spreading of fire,

Polyb. 1, 48, 5 ; also of a sore,. Id. 1, 81, 6; hence,
.eating sores, Lat. 7io/«ae. Diosc.

—2. food, fodder. Plat. Phaedr. 248 B,
Legg. 679 A.

—

II. division, distribution,

Hdt 2, 52. Plat. Prot. 321 C : esp. of
an inheritance, Dem. 948, 10 : in plur.
public donations, Lat. donativa., oi, poet. pi. from,
Hom.,,^, Hesych.^,, , the Lat. Numi
tor, Plut. Rom. 3., f. -', Att. fut. : pf., pass, : ().
To own as a custom or usage, to use
customarily, e. g. v. /., to have
a language in common use. Hdt. 1 . 1 42

;

, 2, 42 ; .
5, 97 ;,, 2, 04, etc.

;

so of all customs and usages, esp.
when they have got the force of law
by prescription, usu. c. ace. et inf.,

freq. in Hdt. : esp. v. . to

believe in the gods acknowledsred by
the state, conform to the estalilished

worship ; but v., to helin-e in the
being of gods, Stallb. Plat. Euthvphr.
3 B. V. also Blomf. Pers. 504.' Erf.
Soph. Ant. 183, cf. inf. 3, and v. sub

:
—to practise,,

Pind. I. 2. 55 ; so v., Aesch. Clio.
1003 : to hold in honour, value, Disscn
Pind. I. 4, 2 : and pass, to be in esteem,

Heind. Plat. Gorg. 460 :.
It is the custom, is customary. Aesch.
Eum. 32 : tu or-, like, customs, usages,
laws, Lat. in.'stituia, Hdt. 1. 35 ; 5. 42,
etc. ; esp. funeral rites. Lat. pista,

Isocr. 391 .\ : cf.—2. to ad/ipf,

introduce a custom or usage. Hdt. 1,

173 ; usu. in pf. act.. "/. ~'' . have
adopted these cuf?toms from the Ae-
gAplians, Hdt. 2. 51 ; so,^, like^,
Hdt. 4, 27.—3. to own, acknniilid;ic,

consider as, c. dupl. acc, Aesch Pers.
109 ; Tivu , to hohl him
for a god : also, v- tivu eivui,
Valck. Aristob. p. 4 : in pass., 70a

; to what god is it

held sacred ? Soph. O. C. 38 : c. inf., esp.

in Att., /^. to speak
what one means or thinks. Plat. Phaedr.
257 D.— 4. absol. to be accustomed, hald,

Thuc. 2, 15.—5. in pass., to be ordered

and governed after obi laiis a7id customs,

7.?. 7/., Hdt. 1,

170.— II. freq. c. inf., lobe nrcustnmed,

wont, used to do, Hdt. 1, 131, 133. 202,
etc.; c. inf aor. very dub.

—

III. c.

dat., like, to be accustomed to

a thing, '. are not used to demi-
gods, i. e. practise no such worship,
Hdt, 2, 50 : hence to make common use
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of, use, >, Hdt. 4, 117 ; , HcU.

4, 63;} , Thuc. 2,

38 ; ivatJda, Id. 3, 82 ; and in Att.,

oft., to use as current coin, -
(sc.), Plat. (Coin.) Peisand. 3,

ubi V. Meineke., .,() of, belonging

to the laws, Plat. Legg, 625 A : rest-

ing on law, conventional, %'.,
opp. to, Arist. Eth. N. 5, 7,

1.— II. learned in the law and legal

practice, Alex. Gal. 4, Plat. Minos 317

E: ., a lawyer, N. T. : hence, /}- (sc. ), jurisprudence.

Adv. -, Plut. 2, 533 B., , ov,{) conformable

to custom, usage or law, Hdt. 2, 79 :

hence, customary, prescriptive, estab-

lished, Eur. Phoen. 347, etc. :

—

law-

ful, rightful, Pind. Fr. 152.—2. of

persons, _7usi,/ajV. Choeril. 3: observ-

ant of law, Antipho 117, 34 —3., usages, customs, rights, Aesch.

Theb. 334, Soph. Ant. 455, Eur.

;

also, like , places to which all

may resort, Antipho 145,23, sq. :—also

funeral rites, Lat. ju.ita, Dinarch. 106,

9 ; •, Lat. justa facere.

Wolf Lept. p. 323. Adv. -^. Plat.

Symp. 182 A. Hence",, , taufulness : a

legitimate constitution, lainbl., a, ov, also , ov, {,) belonging to shepherds,, the pastoral god, H. Horn. 18, 5,

cf. Ap. Rh. 4, 1218, Anth. P. 9, 524,

14 ; tappell. of Apollo, Call. ; of Mer-
cury, Ar. Thesin. 977t ; v.,. Rh. 1, 577.

—

11.=, very

dub., ,{) usage, pruscrip-

tion, cvstom, 7/

V-, old-established notions about the

Deity, Thuc. 5, 105., , , () any
thing sanctioned by established usage, a

custom, Aesch. Theb. 269.—^2. the cur-

rent coin of a state, Lat. numisma, 7iu-

mus, Hdt. 1, 94 ; 3, 56, etc. ;-. Plat.

Rep. 371 , cf. Arist. Eth. . 5, 5,

14.—3. an established weight or measure,

full legal measure, Ar. Thesm. 348.

—

4. atty institution, Aesch. Pers. 859,

Herm Soph. Ant. 296. Hence, ,, of belonging

to money or coin., ov, , dim. from, a small coin, [u], ov, .(,) a money-changer. Hence,,, belonging

to a rnoney-changer's trade : - (sc.) the trade itself. Plat. Soph.
223 B., a, ov, verb. adj. from-, to be accounted, etc.. Plat. Rep.
608 B.—II., one must ac-

count, etc.. Id. Soph. 230 D., =, Polyb. 18,

17, 7., adv., according to custom:

by law, M. Anton. 7, 31.^., , Nomion, father of

Amphimachus and Nastes, II. 2, 871.

m, ov,{ II,)
of varied melody, Teiest. ap. Ath. 617

B., , to give written laws,

Diod. ; and, , ij, written legisla-

tion, Strab. : from, ov, {,)
writing laivs : v., a lawgiver, Plat.

Phaedr. 278 E. [a], ov, b,{,-
982

) one who explains laws, Plut. T.
Gracch. 9., ov, o,= sq., Plut.

Cat. Maj. 20.', ov, 6,(, -') a teacher of the law, iN. T., , b, a searcher into

law. [i], , ,{) law-

giving, legislation. Plat. Rep. 427 B,

Legg. 684 E.— II. a cude of taws, Lys.

186, 35: a law, LXX., , to be a, to

make laws, Plat. Rep. 534 D, and oft.

in Legg. : trans., to ordain by law, .
Id. Legg. 628 D, Rep. 417 B.-Pass.
of a stale, to be furnished with laws, to

have a code of laws. Id. Legg. 962 E,
701 D ; but also of things, to be or-

dained. Id. Symp. 182 B.—Mid., to or-

dain as law, Ti, Plat. Legg. 736 C ;

absol., to lay down laws. Id. Rep. 398
B. Hence,, . a law, ordi-

nance. Plat. Polit. 295 E, Rep. 427 B,
etc., ov, , {,)
a lawgiver, Thuc. 8, 97, Plat. Rep.
429 C, etc.—11. at Athens, the Nomo-
thetae were a numerous committee of

the dicasts charged with the revision

of the laws, Andoc. 11, 27, l)em. 706,

22, sq. : cf. Herm. Pol. Ant. % 131, 4., .{) legis-

lation. Plat. Legg. 701 B., a. ov, verb. adj. from, to be settled by law. Plat.

Rep. 459 E.— II., one

must make laics, Id. Legg. 747 D., , , {)
of belonging to, or fit for a lawgiver or

legislation. Plat. Legg. 657 A : -
(sc.) legislation. Plat. Gorg. 464

C, 520 B, etc., , , poet, for-, Timon Fr. 35., , , , learned in

the laws.,, , knowledge oflaw:

[] from, , {,)
learned in the law., adv.,{) to the pasture,

Horn., , to make or give laws :

from, ,( I,)
making Or giving laws.— II.{ II)

composing 7niisic, Diog. L. 2, 104., , ,() a pasture, fced-

iyig place for cattle, 11. 2, 475, etc. ; v., a woodland pasture, Od. 10, 159.

—2. </ieAeron^e ofthe pasture, H. Horn.
Merc. 198: generally, /ood, Hes. Op.
524.—3. metaph.,, a wide range for words,

as if, ample pasture to range and feed

in, II. 20, 249 ; so too,~,
Hes. Op. 401 ; but in H. Hoin. Ap. 20,

is the right reading.— II.

an abode allotted or assigned to one, a

district, department, circle, province,

Lat. praefectura, Pind. O. 7, 00 :. dwell, Hdt 5, 102: esp.

used of the districts into which Ae-
gypt was dividetl, Wess. Hdt. 2, 166 ;

so loo of the provinces or satrapies of

the Babylonian and Persian kingdom,
and even of tracts of Scythia, Id. 4,

62, 66.

No//of, ov. , {) strictly any
thing assigned, distributed, apportioned,

that which one has in use or posses-

sion : hence,—I. a usage, custom, and
all that becomes law thereby, a law, or-

dinance, Lat. institutum, first in Hes.
Op. 274, 356, Th. 66, 417 ; and from
Hdt. dovvnwds. very freq. : also re-

ceived opinion, hence, convention'

ally, opp. to, Hdt. 4, 39, Arist.

Elh. N.l, 3.2, cf.Heind. Plat. Phaedr.
231 E.—At Athens was the
name given esp. to Solon's laws,

those of Draco being called.
Homer's word for laws is.—
2. , the law ofjorce, club-

law, usu. , opp. to iv
: hence, or -. die in thevielie, in thefght or

sciiffie, Hdt. 8, 89, and very Ireq. in

Polyb. : also, -, to come to blows, Hdt. 9, 48.

—

11. a musical strain, Aesch. Theb. 954,
Plat., etc. ; , . Hom..
20 ; , Ar. Ran.
1282:—esp. \n a very ancient kind of
song or ode, akin to the dithyramb,
and without any antistrophe, v. Arist.

Piobl. 19, 15; cf. Plut. 2, 1133 D,
.sq. : it was sung in a pecul. manner
to the lyre or flute in honor of some
god, usu. Apollo, Hdt. 1, 24; cf. -

II. 2 ;

—

, war-

songs, Thuc. 5, 69.— III. ace. to Valck.
Adon. v. ,^^, Lat. ninnmus,
for, in Epich. p. 74., , rubbed on laws, i. e.

practised in them., ov,, the meeting-

place of the'.,, tobe a,
Liban.,, , the office of vo-. Plat. Legg. 901 A., ov,,^-.,, fern, from sq.,

Philo.,, b,(,)
a guardian of the laws : in the old re-

publics an ofiicer appointed to watch
over the laws and their observance.
Plat. Legg. 755 A, 770 C, etc. ; pro-

per to aristocracies, ace. to Arist.

Pol. 6, 8. 24 :— on those at Athens, v.

Herm. Pol. Ant. '» 129, 15. [], ,{ II,) like

an eating sore, Galen., ov, , {,) one
who chaunts proclaims the law, Strab.

p. 539., ov, , (,)
one who rents a pasture, Iliscr. ap.

Bockh P. E. 2, p. 11.

tNorrof, , , A'onnus. a late epic
poet of Panopolis, Anth. P. 9, 198., ,{,) hurt

in mind, deranged, Nonn., ov,{.)\, ,() wander-
ing in mind, deranged, both in Konn.
— II. act. from, confounding
the mind. Id., ov, (, '/.)
striking, distracting the mind, ?/,
Anth. P. 6, 71.?.,, , )7,=foreg., Try-
phiod. 275., ov, b, Alt. contr. ,
gen. : in Hom. the contr. form
only once, and that in nom., Od. 10,

240 ; in Hes. only in Fr. 48, 2 ; in

Hdt. never :—very late, esp. in N. T.,

and Eccl. are found some cases in the
third decl., as gen., dat. vol, ace., nom. pi.. Lob. Phryn. 453 ;

the plur. vol, ace. 7>>, is only in

Alt., and very rare. Mmd ; hence,

—

I. turn of mind, disposition, mood, in

moral relation, oft. in Hom. : and so
the spirit, heart, soul. e. g. ,
Od. 8, 78 ; , II. 1, 363

;. .11. 9, 554 ; so,, ',. Hom.

;

, man's mood or tem.•



per. Od. 1, 3 ; e/c , with
all his heart and soul, Hdt. 8, 97 :^ )/, in heart as well as

tongue, Soph. O, C. 936.—11. the un-

derstanding and reason, judgment, dis-

cretion, sense, mind, oft. in Hoin. :,
setisiblt/, prudentli/, Od. 6, 320 :. wit/inut sense, 11. 20, 133. power
of thought, strength of mind, Valck.
Phoen. 1427.— 111. thought, opinion,

view, purpose, resolve, of both gods and
men, i'req. in Horn., and Hdt. ;, 11. 9, 104; /., Od.
5, 23; , according to

any one's rtiind or wishes, also, to do to hnn as he
is minded, nuaL ,
etc., freq in Hdt. : but, -, foil, by ace. or inf., to put a

thing into his mind, fill him with a
thought or purpose, Hdt. 1, 27 ; so,, c. inf., Hdt. 3,

21 : but again, , c. ace.

or inf., to have a thing in one's ?nind

or thoughts, purpose, intend, oft. in

Hdt. ; so, , to bear in mind,
remember. Plat.— Horn, joins with it,

as equiv., /., /,: he
places it , 11. 3, 63,, II. 18, 419, , Od. 14.

490.—IV. the se7ise, meaning, notion of

a word, sentence, speech, etc., post-

Hoin. : , Hdt. 7, 162 ;

most freq. in Granim.—V. Anasago-
ras first gave the name of to the

intelligent principle, which acted on
and retrulated brute matter, Ritter

Hist. Phil. 1, 289, Engl. Tr. (Cf.

sub fin.)'/., , {, ?.<)=^~7-, '., ,() to make intelligible., , , said to be a kind of
pulse (6~), Theophr.^, {) to viake sick:—
pass,, tofall sick, be ill, opp.

to, Arist. Phys. A use. 5,

5,5.", , , {) sickly,

weakly, Arist. Pol. 3, 6, 10, Part. An.
3, 7. 15.

/£{•
, , (as if from) a

falling sick, opp. to, Arist.

Phys. Ausc. 5, 5, 3., , ,=, Eur.
Hipp. 131, 180. Adv. -.,,, asickness, Hipp.

:

Nov,=sq., Hipp., , f.- : never, even in

Ion., : (). To be sick, ill,

to ail, whether in body or mind,-, Hdt. 3, 33, and Trag., cf.

Lob. Paral. 510; (so, -, Aesch. Pr. 977 ; .
Soph. Phil. 1326); esp. of vices- and
passions, v., to be mad, Soph.
Aj. 635 ; ,
lb. 207 ; and, simply,, Id. Tr.

435; also, , Ciatin.

Incert. 1.—2. generally, to be distress-

ed, suffer, be ill at ease, esp. from fac-

tion and the like, /-, Hdt. 5, 28 ; 7?.
Soph. Ant. 1015 ; -. Dem. 22, 7, cf. 123, fin. ;-?. , Id.

121, 7.
_?., , ,() care

of the sick, nursing, Plut. Lyc. 10.—11.

(from mid.) sickness which needs tend-

ing. Id. 2, no D, 788 F.—III. matter

discharged from a running sore, Soph.
Phil. 39./), ,^?..^/', to tend a sick person,, Isocr. 389 D :—pass, to have

one's self nursed, to need medical attend-

ance, App.— II. to make sick, Anasil.

Mag. 1 :—pass, to be sick,—a signf.

which the act. also has in Hipp, de
Superfoet. 6. (The radical adj. vo-/ is dub.)

'SoaijAia (sc. ), , food for
sick persons, Opp. H. 1, 301.

N(ia?/,uu,, ,() a sick-

7iess, disease, plague, like, Trag.,
Thuc. 2, 49, etc. : also of passion and
the like, Aesch. Pr. 225, 685, etc. ; of

madness. Soph. Aj. 338 ; of disorder
in a state, Thuc. 2, 53, cf. Plat. Legg.
906 C. Hence, , , sickly, Arist.

Magn. Mor. 2, 6, 23.^, ov, , dim. from-, Ar. Fr. 64. []\},.^=, Arist.

Eth. . 7, 5, 3. Adv. -, lb. 4., , ,() unhealthy,

unwholesome, of places, Xen. Cyr. 1,

6, 16., ov, poet, for-,() to make sick, Arist.

Probl. 1 , 3, 2., , , belonging to

or skilled in ptdging of diseases by their

symptoms : - (sc. )), the phy-
sician's art, our diagnostic, Plat. ap.

Diog. L. : from, ov, gen.,(,,) discovering diseases by
their symptoms.,,(,*) caus-

ing sickness. Poet, de herb. 39., ov,(,) sick

at heart, Manetho.\[, ov, , an infirmary,

hospital : from, , to be a-, to take care of the sick, Dlog. L.

Hence, , and, ,
care of the sick., ov,(,) tak-

ing care of the sick., , to cause sicktiess,

Arist. Probl. 1, 52, 2.-2. v., to

infect one with a disease, to make sick,

Cebes : from, ,(,) mak-
ing sick : metaph. causing disturban-

ces, Dion. H. 8, 90.', ov, , Ion., sick-

ness, disease, Hom. (who, like Hes.
and Hdt., always uses the Ion. form),

etc. :—Hom. always represents
as the visitation of an angry deity,

opp. to the quick and easy death sent
by Apollo and Diana, as well as to

a violent death : ace. to Hes. Op. 92,

102, disease was one of Pandora's
gifts to men :

—

v., Aesch.
Pr. 474,, Antipho 113, 31 ;, Hdt. 1, 22:—
cf.. — . generally, distress,

misery, suffering, sorrow, evil, Hes. Th.
537, 799.—2. disease of mind, esp.

caused by madness, passion, vice,

etc., Trag. ; v., Aesch. Pers.

750 ; v., i. e. madness. Soph. Aj.

186 ; v., lb. 59 ; v.,
lb. 452 ;

— of love. Id. Tr. 445, 491,

and Eur.—3. of states, disordtr, sedi-

tion, cf. fin. — 4. plague, a

mischief, e. g. a whirlwind is, Soph. Ant. 421 ; and any
change from good to bad, esp. a
violent one : or the cause of such
change or commotion, as the trident

of Neptune in Aesch. Pr. 924. (Perh.
akin to Sanscr. root :, to perish,
Lat. nec-o, noc-eo.), , ,(,)
care of the sick, diet in sickness, r., care of the body when ail-

ing, Plat. Rep. 407 B, 496 C.

, .(,) to be
ostentatious in sickness, Julian., ov. Ion. -,(,) causing sickness, Anth. P. 6, 27... , () a chick,
cockrel, Diosc.[ .'],, ,(),
fowl, Pariyas. ap. Ath. 172 D., contr. for, to

hatch, Hdt. 1, 159., , , contr. for :

also for., ov, , contr. for -.,, , dim. from,
contr. for, a little bird : me-
taph., V., a girl, Anth. P. 9,

567.

tNoaaif,, , Nossis, a poetess
of the Anthology., ,{,) like

a bird or fowl., contr. for•, LXX., contr. for -, Aesch.
Fr. 103, v. Lob. Phrjn. 206., contr. for•, Anth. P. 9, 346.-, , (,) to

be home-sick, to pine for one's home., , f. -7/, () to go
or come home, return, come or go back,
esp. to one's home or country, in
Hom. usu. with -^ ;

also, V.., ,
etc. ;-, Hdt. 3, 26. — 2.

to return safe, to escape, II. 10, 247, cf
11. 2, 253, Soph. O. C. 1386, etc.— 3.

to go, co7ne, travel, like, Herm.
Soph. Phil. 43. — The mid. is only-

used by Q. Sm. — II., the water became fresh and
drmkable. Pans. 7, 2, 11, cf. sq. II.. ov,{) belonging to

a return, hence v., the day of
return, which is the common use in
Od. (in II. the adj. is not found)— i. e.

the return or journey back itself, Od. 1,

168 ; 8.466, etc. ; cf. .—2. returning, also tliat will or may
yet return, and so still alive, safe, Lat.
salvus, Od. 4, 806 ; 19, 85 ;

20," 333, cf.

Aesch. Ag. 618 : v. , Eur.
Hec. 939, cf. Ale. 1153.—II. of plants
and fruit, thriving, ripe. Call. Cer. 135,
Theophr., Plut. 2, 684 D ; hence,
pleasing, agreeable, Luc. Merc. Cond.
39. Luct. 19 ;

— in modern Gr., well•

tasted, cf. foreg. II., II., ov, , a return, usu. home
or homeward, Hom. (esp. in Od.),
mostly indeed c. gen. pers.,'.
v., Od. 1, 326, etc. ; also c. gen. loci,, return to the
land of the Phaeacians, Od. 5, 344,
cf. 23, 68, Seidl. Eur. El. 161, v.

II. 2,/. ; elsewh. v. ,
as II. 10, 509, Od. 3, 142 ; later v. ....
Soph. O. C. 1408 :—generally, travel,

journey, Dissen Pind. N. 3, 24 : v., a journey after, in search of
food. Soph. Phil. 43, ubi cf Herm".

;

and V. supr.—2. was the
common title of several old Epic
poems on the homeward journeys of
the Greeks in the time between the
taking of Troy and the opening of
the Odyssey, which was the
of Ulysses, cf Miiller Lit. of Greece
1, p. 69.-—II. sweetness, pleasantness,

Hesych., Suid., etc. ; cf.,
II. (Akin to.), , to make pleasant to the

taste., before a vowel or metri
grat., though may also be
elided, as II. 20, 7 :—I. as adv. of
place, usu. answering to Lat. seorsum,
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NOTH
afar, aloof, apart, away, Hom. : hence
also as!(/e. secretly, dandeslinely, II. 17,

408; 24,583; v., Od. 17,301;, c. gen., alooffrom, II. '5,

322 ; 15, 244, Hes. Th. 57 ; also-
(q. V.) ; . c. gen.,

Hes. Sc. 15 ; /'/..., like 2./
«..., besides, except, Theocr. 25, 197.

—

II. as prep., /nr from, aloof or away
from, usu. of place, freq. in Horn.,

and Hes.—2. alone, without, forsaken

or wiaided by, Horn., mostly of per-

sons : also,, Hes. Op. 91, 113, for

which Bruiick proposed.—3.

of mind or disposition, \\-?.•, apart from the Achai-
ans, i. e. of a different way of thinking

from them, 11. 2, 347 : so too, v. ?;-, Lat. clam Cerere, without her
knowledge and consent, H. Hom. Cer.

4 ; , lb. 72 ; -, Aesch. Supp. 239. — 4. beside,

except, , Od. 1, 20,' '2, II. 20, 7 ; so too
Hes. Th. 870. Cf.. (The root

is quite uncertain.), a, ov, {) taken

away, stolen, [t], adv. from sq., by stealth,

Lat. furlim., f.-,() to deprive
;

C. dupl. ace, V. , to rob one of
a thing. Find. N. 6, 106; also, Aesch. Cho. 620, Eur. Ale. 44,

Supp. 539: esp., v. rivu, to rob

him of life, Soph. Phil. 1427 ;—hence,
absol.. V. , to kill him, Aesch.
Cho. 436, 438, Eum. 211.—II. used
by Hom. only in mid., f.•,— 1. to remove one's self with-

draw, retire, step aside, c. gen., Od. 11,

73, 425 ; ' -
; why part thee from thy father

Od. 23, 98 : and in act. signf. to leave,

forsake, c. acc. ,
bd. 4, 263 ; so, prob., in Soph. O. T.
691 ; elsewh. in Hom. only of place,, v., Od. 19, 339, 579 ;•, . Cer. 92 ; so in aor. pass.,. Archil. 81 Bergk.
—2. metaph. of the mind, to turn

away, become estranged, from hatred,

contempt, etc., ,
we should become still more estranged,

II. 2, 81 ; 24, 222 : in this signf also

besides pres., Hom. esp. uses aor., more rarely the pass.

form, Od. 11, 73, H. Cer.
92.—3. in prose, to appropriate,-?., Xen.
Cyr. 4, 2, 42 : cf. Polyb. 10, IG, 6., V..', ov. , an appropriating,

stealing, Polyb. 32, 21, 8: peculation,

Plut. 2, 843 F.', , (,) sickly,. to, v.,, etc.,

Plat. Rep. 556 . Legg. 734 D ;

V., Arist. Probl. 1, 8, 1 :

—

generally, diseased, corrupt, Plat. Rep.
408 B, etc.—II. act. unwholesome, pes-

tilential, like?. Plat. Rep. 406
A. Adv. -., ov, ,(,-) the south-east wind, Procl.

Hence'7], , , south-east-

erly, Procl.^*, , ,() wet, damp,
moist,, Simon. 51 ;,, Eur. Ale. 598, Ion 149 ;

V; a storm of rain, Thuc. 3, 21 : .,
moisture. Plat. Tim. 60 C., . f. -.() to be wet

or damp, drip, Nic. Al. 24, 494.

'Sorrjpor, . ,=, cf.-
and.
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, , , wet, damp, moisture,, spring rains, \\. 8,

307 ; strictly fem. from. Hence, , —, Arist. Probl.

21, 12, 1.

tNorteif., ol, the inhab. of No-
tium, Arist. Pol. 5, 2, 12.7, f. -,{) to moisten,

wet, Aesch. Fr. 38: — in pass., oe

wet. Plat. Tim. 74 C, Mel. 4. — II.() intr., to be southern, I'O-, summer with a rainy south wind,
Arist. Probl. 26, 10, 2.

f'N()Tiov, OV, TO. Notium, an Aeo-
lian city on the coast of Ionia near
Colophon, of which city it was sub-

sequently the port, Hdt. 1, 149, Thuc.
3, 34., a, ov, Att. freq. , ov

:

() :
—wet, damp, rainy, v.,

damp sweat, II. 11, 811 ; 23, 715; v., Pind. Fr. 74, 11 ; v.,
Aesch. Pr. 401 : '
/' (), . e. ,
in the open sea,. to the beucli. Oil.

4, 785; 8, 55.—II. southern, Hdt. 3,

17.,, , moisture, damp, wet,

Eur. Hec. 1259, Phoen. 646, etc..

Plat. Tun. 60 D, etc. (Cf. sub.), ov, , a wetting./, , {,) wet,

moist, Hipp., {) adv., from the

south, Diog. L.',, ), the south wind. Lat.

Nutus, (op[). to Bopeof. Arist. Meteor.
2, 6, 7, cf. Od. 5, 331), Horn., and
Hes. : — it brought fogs, II. 3, 10

;

damp and rain, Hdt. 2, 25, Soph.
Phil. 1457, Ant. 337, etc. That there
was an orig. notion of moisture in the
word is clear from its derivs.,,,. — Notus is per-

sonified as god of the S. W. wind,
son of Astraeus and Aurora, Hes. Th.
380, 870.—II. the south or south-toest

quarter, Hdt. 6, 139. Cf,
(Akin to Germ, nass, wet.),, contr. for-., V.., , contr. for, Mei-
neke Menand. p. 19., , , a young girl,

Sappho 59.

tNoOJai, , ol, the Nubae, Nubi-
ojis, an African nation in south of

Aegypt, Strab. p. 786:, , ov,= sq.,/ v.,

a clever thing, Ar. Eccl. 441. Adv.
-, Ar, Vesp. 1294., ov, (,) stuffed

fill of wit, very cUver.\. ov. TO, Nudium, a city of

the Minyae in Elis, Hdt. 4, 148., ac, ,=\^, Ar.

Ran. 1009, Plut. Solon 25, etc., , , =,
dub., V. Lob. Phryn. 521., , (<,) to put

in mind, hence to remind, warn, advise,

admonish, Hdt. 2, 173 ;'-, Aesch. Pr. 201, and freq.

in Att. ; us, Eur.
Supp. 338, cf. Or. 299 : v.',, Ar. Vesp. 254. Plat.

Legg. 879 D ; hence joined with -. Id. Gorg. 479 .\. Hence, . , admonition,

warning, Aesch. Per.s. 830, Soph. El.

343, Eur.. Plat., etc.: and, . , a reminding,
warning. Plat'. Rep. 399 B, etc./, ov, , =,
Lob. Phryn. 511., a, ov, verb. adj. from

. to he warned, advised, EuT.
Bacch. 1256, Ion 436., , ,{) one
who warns, a monitor. Hence],7., monitory, warn-
ing. Plat. Soph. 2:!0 A, Legg. 740 E,
but with V. I.., .,^^^., , .=^()
(q. v.), cf Lob. Phryn. 520., ov, ,^^^,
Menand. p. 290: the word is blamed
by Poll. 9, 139.\, ar, , Nucerin, a city of
Umbria, Strab.'p. 2:27. — 2. a city of
Campania, Id. p. 251., , , the Rom. name
Numa, also wr., Plut., etc.^,, , wine of
Nomentum \n Italy, .. 27 ., , , Att. coiitr. for, the new moon, and so the

time of the new moon, the first of the

month, Pind. N. 4, 57, anil freq. in
Ar.,etc. ; v. ?/', to denote
the true neiv moon,—since the lunar
month had gone out of use, Thuc. 2,

28. Hence', to celebrate the new
moon. Hence, ov. b, one who cele-

brates the new moon, Lys. Fr. 31./, , (, /) Att.

contr. for, used at the new
moon,, Luc. Lexiph. 6.—II. v.,

a kind of curlew: proverb,/
v., 'birds of a feather

flock together,' Diog. L. 9, 114.\)/, ov, , jVnmenins, a
writer of Heraclea, Ath. 5 A.—Oth-
ers in Anth.^,, , the Lat. Nii-
mitor, Strab. p. 229, ubi Kramer

; also wr.., ov, , dim. from sq., ov, . Lat. nvmmvs.=zvo•, esp. among the Dorians of Sicily

and lower Italy: a coin of 1^ obols,
V. Bentl. Phal.p.464, Bi.ckh Metrol.
Unterss. '?' xxi. : in Pint.— sestertius., , , good sense, dis•

cretion, Polyb. 4, 82, 3 : from, , (,) with un•

derstunding, sen.'.ible, discreet, Polyli.

27, 12, 1. Adv. -, Arist. Rhet.
Alex. 30, 7. Polyb., adv. of/,8
if from a verb (lor Aviiich

Plaf. Legg. 686 E, says
vovv), sensibli/. Isocr. 83 D, Menand.
p. 293, V. Lob. Phryn. 604. cf. 599., , contr. for, the usu.

Att. form ; v. init.

tNoif, ov, a, the Nus, a small
stream of Arcadia. Paus. 8, 38, 9.?, a, ov, () sickly,

sick. Nonn./'/, , (,/
affected with disease,. . 1, 298., , {,)
with diseased limbs. Manetho., ov, , (,)
frteim: from illness, ]1, Epigr. in

Welck." Syllog. 135., ?/, Ion. for. Horn.,

Hes., and Hdt., who nevei use the

Att. form.. ov. Ion. for•, Anth. P. 6. 27.

iNovTpin, ar, , ^tria, a city of
Illyria, Polyb. 2, 11, 13.

Nv, Horn., and Hes. v. vvv. vvv./. {,}) adv., by pricking,

Lat. punctim, Apoll. Dysc.,, tv, part. aor. 2 pass,

of.) or,.,()
prick, Epicur. ap. Ath. 54G .



, , like, prick, prick-

ing.

Nd/W' W> ^,= sq., Plut. Anton.
86.^, ov, 6,() a pricking,

a prick, puncture, Diod.

isvdoc, , of, obscure, to the eye,

ear, etc. ; only in Gramm. who also

have, : peih. akin to.
Nr/c-(iC(J, dub. for. Hipp.
Ni'K raierof, ov, a, {,) a

kind of eagle, ap. Hesych.
'/,•, , =?, v. 1.

Diog. L. 6, 77, and Suid.,,=:
3.\80=./-7,, o,=sq., v. 1. for/ in Arist.', , ,()
being able to see by night only,—a defect

of sight incident to children with
black eyes, arising from an e.xcess of

moisture, v. Arist. Gen. An. 5, 1, 28

(though he there uses the form-- as a subst.).--'•, ^,= foreg. ; from//,', , to have the-
'/.~.,, , , (,)
able to see by night only, Galen.—II. as

subst. cf sub~.
ISVKTeyepoia,, , a doing by night,

night-work, Vit. Horn. 209 : from\, , (,) to

watch by night, Plut. Caes. 40.

'-*./, ov, {) raghtly: esp.

epilh. of Bacchus, from his nightly

festivals. Anth. P. 9, 524, 14. Plut. 2,

389 A : — hence, /. (sc.,
). the nightlyfeast of Bacchus, Plut.

2, 291 A.^, , ?/,() a

teatchiiig by night :— esp., hunting by

night, taking game asleep, Plat. Legg.
824 A.^, -u,= foreg.-, ov, nightly,^-, with a play on the word, Ar. Thesin. 204., ov, b, {,)
one who rows or iishes by night, Anth.

P. 6, 11.'.,,,()
a night-watch : night-quarters, Polyb.

12, 4, 9.

'iivii-, ov, b,()
one who keeps watch by night, who
huntx, fishes, etc., by night. Plat. Legg.
824 B. Hence]\, , , fit for watch-

ing by night, esp. for hunting by night,, Xen. Mem. 3, 11, 8.,() to pass the

night. Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 22 : esp. to keep

watch by night, bivouac, Xen. An. 4, 4,

11, V. iv ~7., lb. 0, 4, 27: also to

hunt, fish, etc., by night.

', ov,() nightly,

Luc. Alex. 53.'^, ov, = sq., dub. in

Theophr. [I]', , , () by night,

nightly, Lat. nocturnus. v.,
Ar. Ach. 11G2; v./, Id. Vesp.

2, Plat., etc. : cf.', a, ov, also , ov,=^

foreg., Orph. H. 48, Anth. P. 9, 403,

Arat.',, , (,)
night-hirrl, esp. bat. Oil. 12, 433 ;

24, 6, freq. in Hdt.— U. a fish, elsew.. 0pp. H. 2, 200. 205.\', . b, Nyctcrion,

masc. name in Luc. V. Hist. 1, 15.'-. ov.(,)
living, i. 6. seeking its food by night,

?., Arist. H. A. 1, 1, 28.

NYKT'. , =,
Sext. Emp. p. 664., ov,=, .-
V7J,, Aesch. Pr. 797, Pars.

176 ; Soph., etc.',.(,-) shining by night, Manetho.<, ov,(,-) night-roaming, Orph. . 35, 6.'^, , (, )
night-faced, dark, dusky, VVK-—, Eur. . F. 111.

'[^, , , Nycteus, son of
Hyrieus, father of Antiope, ApoUod.
3. 10, 1.—2. father of Callisto, Asius
8 Dubn., , (,) to

assemble by night, Eur. Rhes. 89 : so
in Mid., Aesch. Theb. 29., , , a nightly assem-
bly or discourse, Eur. Rhes. 20.

NvKTrp/,,=-,-. Lob. Phryn. 701.^, ov, , a fabulous
herb in Plin. 21, 12.!\,, , daughter ofNyc-
teus, Apollod. 3, 5, 5 ; etc./, ov,,=,
dub.', , (,) cov-

ered by night, dark, dusk, Aesch. Ag.
460.',,=^. [<]', ov, (,)
roaring by night, Eur. Rhes. 552.^, ov, (,) mar-
rying by night, secretly, Musae. 7., ov, (,)
running by night, v. 1. for-.,, , (,)
the night-jar. goatsucker. Arist. . .
8,3, 2; 12, 12: also the screech-owl,

Anth. P. 11,186.'''/, , (,)
hidden by night, Arist. Metaph. 6,

15, 9.^, ov. (, "-,) eating secretly by night,

Anth. P. append. 288.'-, ov, (,) night-

ly sounding,, Anth. P. 7, 29.'/., , (, ?~) in

Simon. 7, 8, usu. taken as epith. of
the ark of Danae, -
—, a dwelling u-hich night alone il-

lumes, i. e. dark : Schneidewin how-
ever (p. 70, Bergk no. 44) joins -
Ti'/'..... the darkness visible

of night : in eacK way by an antiphra-
sis not uncommon in Lyr. and Trag.,
Erf Soph. O. 420, Seidl. Eur. Tro.
566, I. T. 110., ov, (,?.) lying

in wait by night, Ar. Fr. ?

'?.-,,^^, dub. 1.^,, ,/,^-. []^,,=,.'^^, , , Nyctimus, son of
Lycaon, Apollod. 3, 8, 1., ov, (,) feeding
by night, Arist. H. A. 9, 17, 2. ft]

Nii/criof, a, ov, () nightly., ov, (,-, 7?.) wandering about by night,

Anth. P. append. 288. [a]', ol. (,) a
sort of slippers. Poll.'', ov, (,)
making to wander by night, rousingfrom
bed, ,,,
Aesch. Ag. 330, Cho. 524, 751 ; also,

V., a restless, uneasy bed, Id. Ag.
12.^, ef,=sq., Opp. C. 3,

268, ubi al.''., ov, (,)

' roaming by night, Luc. .-Vlex. 54 : poet,
fern././, v. foreg.

I

^?., , (,) to sail

^

by night, Chrysipp. ap Zenob. Hence
I

/.,, , a voyage by night,

Strab.', or,= sq.. Orph.
I
?., ov. (,) roam-

[
ing by night, of the Bacchanalians,

: Eur. Ion '718, 1049.

I ', ov, -, -,^=
j
, etc.

i

tNr/C7i7ropof , ov, b, Nyctiponis, fa-

bled name of a river in Luc. V. Hist.

2, 33.^, ov, (,) ."-
emnized by night, v., Aesch.
Eum. 108. [t]^.,^. Par-
men, ap. Plut. 2, 1116 A.', ,= sq., Anth. P. ap-
pend. 40, Orph.\, ov, (,)
shitting or appearing by night : gene-
rally, nightly, Eur. Hel. 570.,,^,
Aesch. Pr. Gsf. [I], ov, (,)
watching by night,., Aesch.
Pr. 862.', ov, (,)
belonging to nightly dances, Nonn.^ or. , ,(,) travelling by night, a
night-journey, Hipp. ; cf. Lob. Phryn.
521., ov, (,) living,

i. e. seeking one's food by night,

Procl.. , (,) to

write by night. Hence'', , , a writing by
night, Plut. 2, 634 A, 803 C.,,=.', , (, ) like

night : hence dark, black, Hipp.'/, ov, b, (,)
one who hunts by night, Xen. Mem. 4,

7, 4, ubi al..', ov, , (, -) a thief of the night, Anth. : also
written. Hence,, , a theft by night,

Or. Sib.,,,(,?.)
night-lamp.', , , , one who

prophesies by night.^. , (,) to ii^ht

by night, Plut. Camill. 36, App. Civ.

5, 35. Hence\, , , a night-battle,

Hdt. 1, 74, thuc.7, 44 : also of71%^%
amours, Valck. Call. p. 96.'^, ov, =-?., Ar. Ach. 264. [u]]>?, ,=,
Manetho.'!^, ov, 6, nightly war,
dub.'. , to go or travel by
night, Xen. Cyr. 5, 1, 19 ; and, , , a night- journey,

night-march, Polyb. 5, 7. 3 : from', ov, {,) trav-

elling by Jiight, Opp. C. 3, 268., ov, 6, {',) a
night-watch, one who guards a beacon,

V. Schneid. Xen. Mem. 4, 7, 4.

',') of ,, (, *{) work-
ing by night.'/., Nonn. ; and-,
, Anth. P. 9, 806,^=/, --", . to be a-
?.. to keep guard by night, i'. rti^
to watch the outer parts by night, Xea.
Cyr. 4, 5, 3. Hence
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', >. i/, watch-
ing or giturding by night, []^,, /, night-watch:

fiom,, , , {, •
?^() kei-ping walch by night, a tvarder,

Lat. exciibilor, Xeii. All. 7, 2, 18 ; 3,

34. [r]^, , contr. for-
Nli/ir<jof, 01'. TO, () the temple

o/N.ghf, Luc. V. lli.-it. 2, 33.\-,.{,)^=-,»', Eur. I. . 127l>.

//), adv., {) by night, Lat.

noctii, Hes. Op. 175, Soph. Aj. 47, etc.

;

—in prose usu., cf. Lob. Pa-
ral. 62 ; though also occurs,

Aiitipho 5, 20, 44. Lys. 93. 1 ; 96, 46,

Plat. Gorg. 471 B, etc.,=.^,'. , , Nymbacum, a

lake ot Laconia, Paus. 3, 23, 2.', poet, lor, q. v. : but. Dor. for./, , (, *'
)

nymph-horn, Tele.st. ap. Alh. 016 F., ov, b, (,-) leader of the nymphs, Corii\lt. 22.

^}')'((), , to lead the bride to

thehridegrnom's house, Polyb. 26, 7, 10 :

-, to court a marriage, Plut.

Solon 20: atiil, , , the bridal pro-

cession. Polyb. 26, 7, 8: from-^, ,(,) the

leader of t/ie bride, Eur. 1. A. 010 : esp.

one who leads her from, her home to the

bridegrooins house, Luc. Dial. D. 20,
10.— II. one who ncgociaies a marriage

for another, Plut. 2, 329 E., , , a plant i\\e lotus

kind, Lat. nymphaea, Theophr., 7, , Nymphaea, i.sland

of the nymph Calypso, Ap. Rh. 4, 574./ or, , , a
temple or grove of the ny7nphs, Plut.

Alex. 7: thence— II. as pr. n., Nym-
phaeuin. — 1. a city of the Tauric
Chersonese, Aeschiii. 78, 15. — 2. a
place in Illyria, Strab. p. 316.—3. a
promontory of the peninsula Acte in

Macedonia, Id. p. 330 : prop. neut.

from', a, ov,() of. belong-

ing, or sacred to the nymphs, Eur. El.

447.—II. ',, pure spring

water, prob. 1., Antiph. Aphrodis. 1,

13, ubi V. Meineke.,,/, pecul. feni. of foreg.i^, a, o, Nymphas, raasc. pr.

n., N. T.', a, ov,{) belonging

to a briile, bridal, nuptial, Pind. N. 5,

55, Eur. I. A. 131 : hence
(sc.), . the bride chamber, Soph.
Ant. 891 ;

—

(sc. ), ,
nuptial rites, marriage. Id. Tr. 7 ; but,, thine
own son's bride, Id. Ant. 568, cf Pors.
Or. 1051., , , ( )

marriage, e.snousal. Soph. . . 980,

in plur.. and freq. in Eur.— II. the per-

son married, v. Tivi, as we say,
' a good match for him,' Eur. Tro. 420.,. ,() ?nar-

riage or espousal, LXX., fjpoc, ,=/,
0pp. C, 3, 356. Hence/, a, ov. bridal, nuptial,

Tu.~, Eur. Tro. 252., ob. 6, () one

who escorts the bride to the bridegrooni's

house, also— : generally,

the negotiator of a marriage, Plat. Po-
lit. 208 .\ — II. a bridegroom, husband,
Eur. Ion 913. Hence

utJG

. , , she who e.icorts

the bride, a bridesmaid, Ar. Ach. 1057 :

elsewh. /.— II. bride.,() togivein marriage

to one, to betroth, lead to ikc bridccham-

ber, V. TLvl. Eur. Ale. 317, I.

A. 885 (and so perh. 461), Pind. N. 3,

96.— II. to marry, usu. ot the woman,
Lat. nubere. Soph. Ant. ()54, 816, Eur.
Med. 313 : but also of the man. Lat
ducere, Eur. Med. 625, I. A. 40), Ion
819 ; and so, v. 7^, Eubul. Nann. 1.

B. pass. c. fut. nud.
(Eur. Tro. 1139), aor. mid. et pass.

(Id. Hipp. 561),-
(Id. Med. 1330, Ion 1371) :

—
to be given in marriage, marry, of the
woman, Eur. 11. cc. : also,-, Id. 1. . 364 : -, , to he

wedded to a man. Id. Med. 1330,

Bacch. 28 :—but,— II. in mid. of the
man, to take to wife,, Eur. El. 134'.', ?), , Horn, in voc. also, II. 3, 130, Od. 4, 743 ; as also,

later, in nom. ; ace., Jac. A.

P. Ixiii., Lob. Phryn. 332 -.—a bride,

Lat. nupla, II. 18, 492, Hdf. 4, 172.

(The orig. root is perh. found in Lat.

nubo, to veil, because the britle was
led veiled from her home to the bride-

groom's.) Hence,— 1. a young wife,

bride, II. 3, 130, Pmd. and Trag.—2.

any married woman, yet still with some
notion of comparative youth, as old

Eurycleia calls Penelope, -. Od. 4, 743. — 3. marriageable

maiden, II. 9, 500, Hes. Th. 298; hence
commonly applied to almost any fe-

male: rare however in prose.— II.

as prop, name, a Nymph, goddess ot

lower rank, Horn., who also calls

them 9, 11. 24, 615, ef.

Hes. Th. 130, Fr. 13; Kovpat-, Od. 6, 122 : they were attached
to various places, having special

names according to the nature of the
place, (cf 11. 20, 8, 9), hence spring-

nymphs were Naiads, v. II. 20, 8, 9,

cf Naif,,/ ; sfn-nymphs
; wiowHiam-nymphs,., II. 6, 420 (later,

q. V.) ; coM7i7r^-nymphs, .,
Od. 6, 105 ; ?ree-nymphs (from the
oak, their favorite tree),,,. qq. v., and
cf Voss Virg. Eel. 10, 62 ; also, N., Hes. Th. 187 ; raui-nymphs,, Hes. Fr. 60 ; meadow-
nymphs, N.. Soph. Phil.

1454 ; rocA-nymphs, N., Eur.
El. 805, etc. They are oft. called

daughters of Jupiter in Hom., cf
Hes. Fr. 50, 5 ; but are said to be
born from the springs, groves, etc.,

Od. 10, 350, where they are hand-
maids of the Nymph Calypso ; they
are called with the rivers to an as-

sembly of gods, II. 20, 8 ; have sa-

cred grottoes where offerings are

made to them, Od. 13, 104, along
with Mercury, Od. 14. 435 : and are

playmates of Diana, Od. 0, 105. Ace.
to Hes. ap. Strab. p. 471, H. Hom.
Ven. 258, the Nymphs were not im-
mortal.—e. g. the life of the Hama-
dryad eniled with her tree, Voss Virg.

Eel. 10, 63.—2. generally, a// j?odi/ess-

es of fertilizing moisture and Other
powers o/raaiure were called Nymphs,
esp. of those springs, the waters of

which were impregnated with excit-

ing or entrancing fumes, Voss Virg.

Eel. 7, 21.—The Muses were orig. of
like nature, and are olten called

Nymphs by the poets, V^oss Virg.

£cl. 3, 84 ; 6, 1 : hence all persons

in a state of rapture, as seers, poets,
madmen, etc., were said to be caught
by the Nymphs,, Lat.
lymphati, tymphatiri. — III. m later

poets, water is called, Lat.
lympha, prob. from the water-nymphs,
Wyttcnb. Plut. 2, 147 F, ef
II.— 1\'. ihechrysalis,m pupa ni moths,
etc. ; like :

—a young bee or wasp,
with yet imperfect wings, elsewh.

I

. Arist. H. A. 5, 19, 8 ; 23, 3

:

—z\s,0 the winged male of the ant ; those
Without wings being, Arte-

j

nud. 2, 3, 6.— V. the point of the plough-

j

share.— VI. the dimple in the chin.

—

VII. the opening rose-bud. — VIII. ai, part of the pudenda muliebria., ,() be rapt, en-

tranced, frenzy-slricken, Lat. lymphari;
also of horses, Arist. H. A. 8, 24, 4., a, ov, also , ov, Eur.
Ale. 885() :—of, belonging to

a bride, bridegroom, young wife, or ^irl

;

bridal, new-married, ?/,, Eur.
Hipp. 1140, Ale. 885:, Ar. Av.
1730. [I]

^ ^, i], .=^^.,7, -, etc., Trag. Adv. -., a, ov (Find. P. 3, 29) ; or

, ov (Eur. I. A. 741) :

—

bridal, -, Pind. 1. e. : wedded,,
Eur. 1. e.—II. , a bridegroom,

husband. Trag. ; also v., Pind.
P. 9, 208

; / , Ar..
161.,, . pecul. fern. (-

:
— , wedding-shoes.,, , Nymphis, a histo-

rian ofHeracleain Pontus, Ath. 536
A, etc., , =,
poet. ap. Arist. Mirab. 133, 3.^, ov, , Nymphodorus,
masc. pr. n., Hdt. 7, 137 ; Thuc. 2,

29; etc., ov,(,)
to be deplored by brides OX wives, '.-, Aesch. Ag. 749., , to dress or take care

of a bride, Anth. Plan. 147.— II. intr.

to dress one^s self as a bride, Eur. Med.
985: from, ov, (,)
dressing or taking care of a bride, Eur.
I. A. 1087,—in a dub. passage : v.,

a bridesmaid., oi>. (,7-) caught by nymphs, i. e. rapt, en-

tranced, Lat. lymphaius. Plat. Phaedr.
238 D, Arist. Eth. E. 1, 1, 4 ; cf-

II. 2. Hence, , , the state of one
possessed by ny7nphs, ecstasy., ov,(,) bu-

sied with the bride or her dress,^vv-
; the title of a poem by So-

phron, ap. Ath., , to dress a bride

for the bridegroom, Anth. P. 9, 203.. ov,(,)
dressing the bride for the bridegroom,

Musae. 10., ov, (, )

honouring the bride ; v., the bridal

song, Aeseh. Ag. 705.,. ,() the brirle-

chamber, . . :—a temple of Bac-
chus, Ceres and Proserpina, Paus. 2,

II, 3.

NY'N, in Hom. and Hes. also vv,
adv., now, at this very time, Lat. nunc,

very freq. from Horn.. Hes., and Hdt.
downwds., not only of the present mo-
ment, but ol the present time generally

,

e. g. o'l jipoToi, mortals who
now live, such as they are now, II. 1,

272 ; hence, oi vvv, men of
the present day ; ol viv",



NYNI
fVv, etc.—Further, j-'Cr is used
not only of the immediate present, but

also of the past, vvv•'/.-, 11. 3, 439, cf. 13, ^T^, Od. 1, 43,

166 : and of the future, vvv ' ky-}, II. 5, 279, cf. 20, 307,

Od. 1, 200; while in strict Att.,

refers almost solely to the present,

"Wolf Dem. Lept. p. 242.-2. with
other expressions of time, vvv-, /, II. 8, 541 ; 13,

828 ; , Lat. }iunc nuper, but

now, Plat. Crat. 396 C—3. with the
article, vvv, , also written,, a strengthening of the

simple vvv, strictly as to the present,

esp. freq. in Att., also ru ,
Hdt. 7, 104 ; cf. vvvi.—II. besides the

pure signf. of time, viyalso denotes,
— 1. the immediate sequence of one
thing upon another in point of time,

then, thereupon, thereafter, ' '. ' 7.\, he sent the deadly dart upon
the Argives, and then the people died,

II. 1, 382, and so oft. in Horn.—2. the

immediate sequence of one thing from
another, by way of inference, then,

therefore, , do
not then be wroth with me, II. 15,

115, and so oft. in Horn.—3. used to

strengthen or hasten a command, call,

etc.,—in Horn. usu. with other ad-

verbs, vvv, quick then ! II. 23,

485 ; , etc. ; in Att. poets, usu.

with imperatives, , ,
vvv, vvv, vvv,

etc. In all these cases it may be ren-

dered by then, so, and in signf. comes
very near the particles , ovv, as in,) , etc. ; so, vv, for

the usii., II. 1, 416.—4. also

to strengthen a question, vvv ; ri

vvv; who, what then? II. 1, 414; 4,

31 : also, , II. 3, 183.

Some old Gramin. distinguished
from vvv, confining the former to the
strict signf. of time, the latter to that

of sequence or inference.^d^ or ovv.

Hdt. seems to observe the distinction,

V. Schweigh. v. 1. 1, 183; 9, 10:
whence prob. the same Gramm, repre-

sent vvv as Ion. for. And many
modern critics have adopted it, as
Monk Eur. Ale. 1096. But Passow,
after Heyne II. 1, 382, Herm. Ar.

Nub. 142, lays down that the only
distinction is that of quantity, and
holds that the poets never used vvv
except metri grat. In Horn, vvi^ is

used in both signfs., but vvv enclit.

(Ep. also vv) only in the latter.

Late editions of Att. poets are not
consistent ; e. g. in Aesch. Theb.
242, 246, Soph. El. 316, Dind. writes

vvv {=ovv) metri grat. ; whereas in

Eur. Or. 795, Ar. Jvub. 644, he writes

vvv with before a vowel, v. omnino
EUendt Lex. Soph. 2, p. 182. In
Com., %vv is hardly to be found,
Meineke Com. Fragm. 2, p. 101.—In

prose, vvv never occurs except in the
single compd.., , enclit. particle ; v. vvv II.,

sq., V. vvvi. [<], stronger form of, with
pres. now, at this very moment : with
pf. just now : with fut., now at length.

Lob. Phryn. 19.

Nii'i, an Att. form of •5, strength-

ened by -i demonstr., notv, at this mo-
ment, only in first signf. of vvv, used
almost exclus. of the presmt. Wolf
Dem, Lept. p. 297 : vvvi is very rare

in Trag.. Pors. Med 157. It is found
with fut,, V, Lob. Phryn. 19, but very

rarely. So also the Att. formed vvv-

and, for vvvi yap and
VVVI .̂, Ar.. 448, v. foreg.

Nil' ,=^ , at 'times, some-

times, Herm. Soph. Aj. 789, Vig. ap-

pend. s,p. 919.

NT'S,, , NIGHT, Lat.

NOX, both of the night-season (as

opp. to day), and of a night, freq. in

Horn., and Hes. :, by night,

Lat. noctu, as adv., Od. 13, 278, Hdt.

9, 10 (cf.) ; also, Hdt.
7, 12 : , like ,, the night long, Horn, (who also

uses the pi. ), and Att. ; -</., to watch the livelong

night, II. 10, 312, Od. 5, 460;, Od. 5, 154, etc.— II. the dark

of night, Hom. : hence, generally,

gloom, darkyiess, all that veils a thing
from sight, ?.., fo

shroud in night Or gloom, 11. 5, 23 ; 13,

425.—2. esp. the night rf death, freq. in

Horn.: hence also, — 3. the nether

world, as the realm of darkness, Seidl.

Eur. El. 802.—4. metaph., like -, of a?iy thing dark and direful,

hence Apollo in his wrath is, II. 1, 47, cf. 12. 463, Od. 11,

606;, these he likens
to nisht, i. e. looks on as dark and
dreadful, Od. 20, 362.—Night, as if

unfriendly to man, is called simply
b'/.oi], Od. 11, 19, and mentioned as
an evil principle, Hes. Op. 17, Th.
221, 757: for the contrary, v.

and II. : but the epith. 3-, and many places of Hom., show
that he also recognized its reviving
power.— III. Ni'f as prop, n., the god-
dess of Night, daughter of Chaos, II.

14, 78, Hes. Th. 123, 211, 758, Op.
17.—IV. in plur. the hours or watches

of the night, Pind P. 4, 455, Heind.
Plat. Prot. 310 D. From Horn,
downwds. the Greeks divided the
ni'^ht into three watches, II. 10, 253

;

hence, , for, or ijv, 'twas
the third watch, i. e. next before
morning, Od. 12, 312

; ,
midnight. Plat. Rep. 621 ; ., Xen. An. 7, 8, 12 (never al,) ; ,
Heind. Prot. 310 D.

—

\ the night- or
evening-quarter of heaven, i. e. not the
north or midnight, but the west, as
opp. to the dayspring in the east,

Hes. Th. 275, cf. 744, 748 :—this is

in Hom.', , ^, () a pricking,

goading ; impact, Plut. 2, 930 F.

NT ',, . a daughter-in-lav;, II.

22, 65, Od. 3, 451 : in wider sense,

any female connected by marriage, 11. 3,

49, H. Hom. Ven. 136 ; cf. )3.
—II. generally, a bride, wife, Theocr.
18, 15; 7., Mel. 32 ; cf. Valck.
Adon. p. 371 C, and v. sub.
A later form is, also.
(Saiiscr. snua, Lat. nvrus, A. Sax.
snoru, old Germ, schnur.)' and, said \.o\)e=vvu

tNi'aa, , , poet. ?/, Nysa.—
I. name of several mountains, on
which Bacchus was honoured :— 1. in
Thrace, in Hem. (to) 'Svov.
II. 6, 133.—2. in India, Eur. Cycl. 68;
cf".—3. in Arabia, H. Hom. 25,
5.—4. in Aegypt, Ap. Rh. 2, 1218.—
II. of cities :— 1. a citv in Aethiopia,
Hdt.2, 146.—2. in Boeotia at foot of
Helicon, Strab. p. 405.— 3. in Lydia
at the foot of Messogis, H. Hom. Cer.
17 ; Tf/', Apollod. 3, 4, 3.—4.

in India at foot of Mt. Merus, Strab.

p. 687.—Others in Thrace, etc., men-
tioned in Staph. Byz. Hence

NTXH
f'Sao, a, ov, of Nysa, Nysaean,

Strab.— 11, 0, Nysaeas, a son of Bac-
chus, Ath. 435 E.

tNiffuif, , , i)ecul. fem. to
foreg., esp^ sub., the Nysaean
territory, Nysae'is, a <listrict of Lydia,
Strab. p. 579.

+Nwr/iof, T],,= ; ., V. . 1 : . as appell. of

I

Bacchus, Ar. Ran. 215.

tNvaiOf, a, ,^^ ; ., . Hom. Cer. .=^ Bacchic,
Soph. Aj. 700.,^?., Syracus.
word, Nonn., , , {^) a post or
pillar on a race-course, also }.!/^—
1. the tnrning-post, at the end of Ihe
course, so placed that the chariots
driving up the right side of the
course, turned round it and returned
by the left side,—the same as-, Lat. meta, II. 23. 332, 344 ; the
near horse being turned sharp round
the, whence kv -

(II. 23, 338), whilst the off
norse made a larger sweep, cf Xen.
Svmp., 4, 6—2. the starting-post, pil-

lar, 11. 23, 758, Od. 8, 121 ; also 3a/.•.3&, Lat. carceres.—3. gen-
erally, a parlilion-wall, Bion 15, 31.

\'Sva, , , Nyssa. a sister of
Mithradates, Plut. Lucull. 18.', Att. vvTTu, .- :—to
touch with a sharp point, to prick, spur,
pierce, freq. in 11. with or without, .e^c.

;..(-, 11. 16, 704;-, to strike, dint tne earth with
their hoofs, Hes. Sc. 62 : also ay-, to nudge with the elbow,
Od. 14, 485, cf Theocr. 21, 50; v., to prick it (and
see what is in it), Ar. Nub. 321 :

—

/. v.. proverb, of a dangerous
attempt, Paroemiogr.,, ,{) a
nap or short sleep, LXX., , , a nodding : sleep,

LXX : from, fut.- and -, to nod,
esp. in sleep, hence to nap, slumber,
Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 43, Plat. Apol. 31 A

:

hence to be sleepy, napping, Lat. dor-
mitare, Ar. Av. G38, Plat. Rep. 405 C :

metaph. . Id.

Legg. 747 . : also to hang the head,
Anth. (Related to Lat. 7iuo, nvto, as^ to : cf also',
nicto.) Hence, ov, 6, one that nods :

—
as adj.— v., nodding sleep, Ar.
Vesp. 12. Hence, ,, given to nodding
or sleeping, Galen.\?^, a, ov, drowsy., ov, , a sleepy
oldfellow.7., ov, sleepy, drowsy.,, ,{) a nod-
ding, drowsiness.", Att. for.
',, 3.\'.=. fC], , {, }) shini?ig

by night, Orph. . 2, 7., ,,—,
Anth. . 5, 264., , , Nychia, a nymph,
Theocr. 13, 45.—II. a fountain in
Taphns, Anth. P. 9, 684.^', , ^,=sq.,, , a jiightly watch,
Lat. penigilium, Eur. Supp. 1136 in
plur. [v] From

Ni'.Vf', to u-atch the night through ;

generally, topa.'ts the night, Eur. Ehes.
5'iO ;, with the Nymphs,., ov, {, 3) devour-
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tng by night, v. 1. for -, Nic. Th.
446.\//, , , {,)
day and night, the space of 24 hours,

N. T., a, ov, Trag., but also ,
ov, Eur. I. T. 1272, {) :—nightly

happening ; or doing a thing by nii>ht,

Hes. Op. 521, Th. 991, Aesch., etc.

;

—hence, asleep, ', Soph. Phil. 857. [], a^ , , . . ior,
Loh. Paral. 395., nom. and ace. dual of, for^ (q. v.), we too, both of us, mostly

Att. but it is found even in Od. (Not
or .)', , ,=}',

Araros Camp. I. []}, to munch dainties or

sweetmeats.

'N,=oreg., Eubul. Aug. 1,

7, in dub. form of pf. pass.,-. Hence,, ro,= sq. []
NwyuAo, , dainties, sweetmeats,

esp. eaten after dinner, etc., dessert,

like -)', Antiph. Busir. 1.

;(5},, 6, {, -
f)uv) a toothless old man., j'l,

ov, {-,) toothless,

Lat. edentulus, Ar. Ach. 715, Plut.

266, Theocr. 9, 21., , , ease from pain,

Theocr. 17, 63: in plur., anodynes.

Find. P. 3, 11 : from,, (-,)=-, q. V. without pain, -. Find. . 8, 84.—II. act.

soothing pain, anodyne. Soph. Phil. 44.

", poet, for, q. v., , , slowness, sluggish-

ness, dullness. Plat. Phaedr. 235 D,
Theaet. 195 C: from^, , gen. , like,
slow, sluggish, dull, epith. of the ass,

II. 11, 559 ; ', Eur. . F.

819, cf. Plat. Apol. 30 :—of the
understanding, dull, stupid, Aesch.
Pr. 62, Flat. Folit. 310 ; so in corn-

par.,, Hdt. 3, 53. (Akin
to,, .), Ion. conir. for /,
imperat. from, cf.,.̂, ov,(,) slow-

tailed : hence metaph. frigidus in ve-

nerem.^,, ,() slowness,

sluggishness., , ,(,-
) slow to attack, Arist. Fhysi-

ogn. 6, 44.\, () Dep., to be

slow or sluggish, Hyperid. ap. Poll.

Nuflpi'a, , ,=^, Hipp.:
and,^, Diosc.^,,(,)
slon^ of heart. LXX.^, , (,)
making sluggish., , ,=, sluggish,

slothful, lazy,dull, Hipp., Flat. Theaet.
144

" B, Folyb.. etc. Adv. -,
Folyb. 3, 90, 6.— II. act. making slug-

gish, Hipp. ?',, ,() slug-

gishness, Hipp., Arist. Rhet. 2, 15, 3., , tike a sluggard.
"^!", nom. and ace. dual oi :

V. sub. Hence
Nwiripof, a, ov. of, from, or belong-

ing to us tuo, II. 15, 39, Od. 12, 185 :

only Ep. [Z]«, (ipof, TO, sleep, sloth, Nic.

Th. 189 :—metaph. the sleep of death.

—II, as adj. slothful, sleepy. (Acc. to

Suid. from - ami-)
988

',,(,) .<tloth-

ful, sleepy, Diphil. ap. Ath. 133 F., , , and //, Nola, a
city of Campania, Strab. p. 247.

HenceiNv, , , of Nola, oi-, the iiihab. of JVola, Folyb. 3,

9], 5.?., adv., without pause, un-
ceasingly, continually, like,
Hom., who always jomsi,'(jA£/it fait t,

except in II. 14, 58 : he has no trace

of an adj..—He also has
adv., v., to hold/as/,

Od., and II. 13, 3 ; but, v-,
they were murdered without pause,

i. e. one after the other, Od. 11, 413.—
No Att. form seems to be
found. (Usu. deriv. from • for -,
and.), . Ion. for., , f.-,( ) to deal

out, distribute, dispense, esp. food and
drink at festivals, II. 1, 471, Od. 3,

340, etc.—II.( II. 2) to direct and
move at will, guide with perfect com-
mand over the thing moved, freq. in

Hom. ; and that— 1. of weapons, to

manage or handle skilfully, wield, sway,
brandish,,, 11. 5, 594 ; 7,

238; also of other instruments, which
require strength and skill, to guide,

ply, as the oar, Od. 12, 218, cf. Od.
10, 32, II. 3, 218; sometimes with
the addition of , ,/, Horn.

;
(but, Hes. Sc. 462, is spurious) ; v.. Find. I. 1, 20 ;—hence, to guide,

steer, ?.
Id. F. 1, 164 ; so,

v., Aesch. Theb. 3.-2. of the

limbs of the human body, to ply them
nimbly, , II. 10, 358,
cf. Soph. O. T. 468.-3. metaph., with or without, to turn wiles over in the mind,
.at. animo volvere or versare, Od. 18,

216 ; 20, 257 ; also,?^, Od. 13, 255 ;, Aesch. Theb.
25 :—hence, to think on, observe, re-

mark, Wess. Hdt. 4, 128, Musgr.
Soph. O. T. 300, etc. ; to
TO . Plat. ('rat. 411
D :—also, absoi., to muse, H. Hom.
Cer. 374, dub.—III. intr. to move one's

self, esp. to hover, float, where
or is supplied. Lob. Aj. 604.

i'Nvov, , , Nomentum, a

city 01 the Sabines, Strab. p. 228 :

hence ol, the inhab. of
N., Id. lb., 6, later form of,
Jac. A. P. p. 419.^, ov, always moving, esp.

backwards, Nic. Fr. 6, 3 ; from',, ,() distribu-

tion : observation, v. Flat.

Crat. 411 D.—II. motion ; v. II.',, o,=sq.,, ,( II) one

who guides, wields, etc., Nonn., Att. for, V. sub .
iNvapt, , , Nonacris, a city

of Arcadia, near Pheneus, at the

source of the Styx, Hdt. 6, 74.—II.

wife of Lycaon, Fans. 8, 17, 6., , , () name-
lessness, obscurity., ov, Ep. collat. form of

sq., like for, and
foi-, metri grat.,

as in II. 12. 70, Od. 1, 222, Hes. Op.
153, Find. O. 11 (10), 61.. ov. {-,,)
nameless, ivithout name, i. e. unknown,
insilorious, Od. 13, 239; 14, 182 (cf.

the Ep. collat. form ),

SilTO

Aesch. Fers. 1003, Soph., etc. :

—

, witliout the name
of Sappno. i. e. without knowledge
of her, Anth. P. 7, 17., =. Lob.
Phryn. 190., , , Nora, a fortress

of Cappadocia, Strab. p. 537, later7/.—2. a city of Sardinia,
Fans. 10, 17, 5.^, , , Norax, son of
Mercury, Paus. 10, 17, 5.

tNwp//ei(i, , , Noreea, a city of
Noricum, Strab. p. 214.^, a, ov, of or belonging to

the Norici, Dion. F. 321.

tNwpi/coi,, ol, the Norici, a Ger-
man people between the Danube
and Alps, Strab. p. 20G ; etc., oTTOf, , 7], freq. in Hom.
esp. m II. but only in the phrase,, flash•
ing. gleaming brass. (Acc. to old
deriv. from - and, too bright to

look at, cf..)^,. Ion. and
Dor. for -. from , q. v.,

Theogn. 1298, Theocr. 25, 263 ; cf.., . Ion. and Dor. for.^, , to carry on the back,

Ath. 258 : from
Ncjraytjyof ,,(, ^)carry-

ing on the back., a, ov, ])oet=vuTialog,
Nic. Th. 317 ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 557.,, , , (, -) with mailed back, Batr. 296., ov, , (,) lift-

ing on the back and carrying, Suid. [u^,, , one who carries on
his back.

NwrtQiOf, a, ov, () of or be-

longing to the back, v., the ver-

tebrae, Eur. El. 84) ; v., the

spinal marrow. Plat. Tim. 74 A.. , , a kind of shark

with sharp pointed dorsal fin, Arist. ap.

Ath. 294 D ; also.^, .-,() to make to

turn the back: to turn back or about,, to turn
his backward course, i. e. to flee.

Soph. O. T. 193 : he-nce also—2. intr.

to turn one's back, /•,
to turn aridflee, Eur. Andr. 1141 (where

may be supplied).— 11. to cover

the back, Pors. Phoen. 663 (654) : and
so, , to skim the sea,

Aesch. Ag. 286, v. II : cf.,., ov, rare collat. form of, Philox. ap. Ath. 147 D,
Tim. Locr. 100 A., , ,( III)

that which is on the back, e. g. wings,
Eur. (?) ap. Stob. p. 403, 1., , (,) to

mount the back, sensu obscoeno, Anth.

P. 12, 238.—II. to walk on the back or

ridge of,, Anth. P. 7, 175., ov, (,)
marked on the back, Arist. ap. Ath.

286 F., , V.., , , , (,) with scourged back, Lat. ver-

bero, like, esp. of slaves,

Ar. Fr. 656, Pherecr. Crap. 15.",, , and, ov, ,
the back, both of men and anunals,

freq. in Horn., who uses only the

masc. in sing, and like Hes. only the

neut. in plur, : plur. is freq. in

sing signf., like Lat. terga, II. 2, 30S
;

8, 91, etc. : in Att. however the neut.

form TO prevails even in sing..

Lob. Phryn. 290 : (the distinction of



some old Gramm. that , is

only used of animals and rb
only ot men, is quite unfounded, v.

Od. 4, 65 ; 9, 433, 441, and cf Piers.

Moer. p. 267 ;7/, . . with slices

cut lengthwise from the chine, Od.

14, 437 ;—7a , -, to turn the back, i. e. flee,

Hdt. 7, 211, 141; so, ,
Lat. dare terga, Plut. 2, 787 F ; SO. Id.' Marcell. 12 ; but the

latter also of the winner in a race,

Anth. : . from behind,

Hdt. 1, 10, 75.

—

II. metaph. any wide

surface, esp. of the sea, hence oft. in

Hoin.andfles. ;

so, /., Eur.
Hel. 129 ; also of large tracts of lands,

plains, . Find. P. 4, .45 ;

v., Eur. I. T. 46 ; so.-. Id. Andromed. 1,

cf. Ar. Thesm. 1067.-2. the back or

ridge of a hill, Epigr. ap. Plut., , to carry on the back,

Diod. : and^, , , a carrying on the

back, Id. : from, ov,{,) carry-

ing on the back, Xen. Cyr. G, 2, 19.^,,,^, ace. to

Heriii. H. Horn. .Merc. ISS.2\, , , laziness, sluggish-

ness : and^/, Dep., to be). :

from
1>7., , moving slowly and

heavily, sluggish, dull, Hipp. :~, Eur. Or. 800, cf.,. (Usu. deriv. from vtj-,

and /./. : Passow with Doderiem
from -..)^/, , , . form of '•>-, 19,411.?,=?^.

) , , , indecl., fourteenth let-

ter of the Gr. alphaoet : as numeral ',

60, but ,, 60.000.—The old Gramm.
considered f as a double consonant,
compounded of }',, ^^: in Aeol.

dialect it continued to be written,
Greg. Dial. Aeol. 39, p. 613 ; and in

Att. Greek, it was represented by
before the introduction oi the Samian
alphabet :—certain tokens of this or-

igin appear,— 1. in dialectic changes,
esp. in the Aeol. and Dor. transposi-

tion of the consonants which form ,
as, . Dor. -, , whence

/),' -
vu) scabo, viscum, ,

from.—2. the

formation of verbs, as,,, from,..—II.

besides this, appears, esp. in Aeol.

and Att., as and aspirated, e. g., Lat. cam ,- Aeol.- : so, -
for Lat. sextarius Sexlus, Lob.

Paral. 18 ; and so in Dor. fut. and
aor./. for, for-, etc., Schiif. Greg. p. 327, Lob.
Phryn. 240.

—

III. also is oft. inter-

changed with or , not only in

the fut. of verbs in- and -,
and in,, feminines
from., but also in words
like . Ion. -, Schiif Greg. p. 435.

—

S was most
freq. in Dor. and old Att. dialects, v., . [Vowels before are al-

ways long by position.]

iAadpoi, uv, oi, the Xathri, an In-

dian people, Arr. An. 6, 15, 1.

; f. : aor. ,
pass,' : pf. pass, from Hipp,
downwds., but also

occurs in Diod. To scratch, comb,

esp. of wool, to card, so as to make
it lit for spinning, ,
Od. 22, 423 ; ., Eur. Or.

12: but later usu absol., as Soph.
Fr. 497, Ar. Lys. 536, Plat., etc. ; and
c. gen. partitivo, ., Meineke
Com. Fragm. 2, p. 271 : hence, me-
taph., . /., Ar.

Lys. 579.—2. of cloth, to full, clean it,

. /., Ar. . 827.

—

II. metaph.,
to subject to a process like that offulling,

as of threshing,' uv ?/ -, Aesch. Fr. 291, 7;—then of per-

sons, to scourge, etc., .
'/.7. (sc. '), Dem. 403, 4

;

3 , Plut.

Poplic. 6 ; cf. Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 799 :

—esp. of the waves of the sea, to beat,

lash the shore, Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 151

;

cf. Lat. radere and stringere ;—hence,, .\nth. P.

7, 464. (From same root as, ;

akin to Lat. scabere, our shave.)

'., , f. -, to grow numb
or stiff, probably, strictly of the
hands when stiff with carding wool.
Soph. Fr. 450; cf. .Nic. Ther. 383.

Hence, , numbness of the hands.
Poll.

'\'., , , Xanthe, a daughter
of Oceanus and Tethys, Hes. Th.
356., ov, 6, a kind of thunny,

Ath.—II. Xanthias, the name of a

slave, the Fnol or Gracioso of Greek
comedy, Ar. Ran., etc.: no doubt he
had yellow hair ; cf. :)().—III. a

throw on the dice, Meineke Com.
Fragm. 3. p. 234., ov,, dim. from foreg.

II., my dear Xanthias, Ar. Ran. 582.,() to make yellow or

brown, by roasting or frying, Ar. Ach.
1047 : hence in pass., of the meat, to

grow yellow, cf., fin. :—mid. to

dye one^s hair,. A. B.—II. intr. to be

yellow, LXX.,., . Xanthicles, an
Achaian, a commander of the ten

thousand on the return, Xen. An. 3,

1, 47., ov, , a name of the
month of April among the Macedo-
nians and Gazaeans, Diod. : '-, a Macedon. festival in that

month, like the Rom. lustralio exerci-

tus.

fSuvdcoi, , oi, the Xanthii, a
i people of Hyrcania, Strab. p. 511.

i

, ov, TO. a plant used for

I

dying the hair yellow, Xanthium stru-

I
marium, broad-leaved burweed, Spren-
gel Diosc. 4, 136.

I

.,, v.", II. 1.

I ^, , ij, Xanthippe, vife

I

of Pleuron, Apollod. 1, 7,7.—2. wife
' of Socrates, Plat.—Others in Anth.^—, ov, , prop, son of
Xanthippus, as masc. n., Xanthippi-
des, V. sq. 3.

ic,v'!o, ov, , Xanthippus, son
of Melas, slain by Tydeus, Apollod.

1, 8. 5.—2. son of Ariphon, father of
Pericles, gained the victory at My-
cale, Hdt. 6, 136.—3. an Athenian
archon, Diod. S. : in Plut. Arisiid. 5,-.—4. the elder son of
Pericles, Plat. Menex.—5. a Spartan
general in the service of the Cartha-
ginians, Polyb. 1, 32, sqq.—Others in

i Paus. J etc.

SANQ^., , Xanthis, a Thes-
piad, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.,, ,{) that
ivhich is dyed yellow, ., dyed
hair, Eur. Dan. 8, cf. Anth. P. 5,
260.,,(,) of yel-

low soil, Luc. Dea Syr. 8., ov,=:8q.,, , , {,) golden-haired, Solon 32, Theocr.
18, 1., ov, {,-) with yellow head or hair, Anth. P.

9, 524, 15. []. ov, .{,)
=, Pind. . 9, 40,. C.
3, 24 : also, , Theocr.
17, 103.^/., , {,)
with curly, yellow hair, Liban., , , yellow, of various
shades, golden yellow, bright yellow or
pale yellow ; often with a tinge of red,

chestnut, auburn (cf.), hat.fla-
vus.fulvus. robius : Plat., Tim. 68 B,
defines it /.- '. In . Achilles al-

ways has , U. 1, 197 ; 23,

141 ; and Ulys.ses , Od.
13, 399, 431 : he also has it as a dis-

tinctive epith. of some person, as-', ^'/.,—
and here some would take it of the
sun-burnt complexion of these heroes

;—but as it is also applied to women,
as to Agamede, m ll. 11, 740, (. - •

in 11. 5, 500 may refer to the
golden corn), to .Ariadne, etc. by Hes.,
to Minerva and the Graces by Pind.
(N. 10, 11; 5, iin.), it is better in all

cases to take it of their golden hair:
for this/i7i>, blonde hair, being rare in

the south, seems to have belonged
to the ancient ideal of youthful beau-
ty : e. g. Apollo always has it : and
on the Att. stage it marked princely
youths. The only other use of the
word in Hotn. is , chest-

nut mares, II. 11, 680, cf 9, 407. The
later usage remained the same, be-
ing usu. applied to hair: but tXen-
ophan. has it of loaves, ,
1, 9 Bgk.t, Pind. ol flowers (O. 6, 91),
of gold (O. 7, 90), of gum (Fr. 87, 2) ;

and Soph. (Fr. 257) of wine :-/, exults in its

yellow fragrance, of a fried fish, An-
tiph. Philotheb. 1, 22; cf,. (Akin to .)—II., paroxyt., as prop, n., Xan-
thus,— 1. a stream of the Troad, so
called by gods, by men Scamander,
II. 20, 74, etc.—2. a horse of Achilles,
Bayard, the Other being, Pye-
ball. II. 16, 149. v. sq.

tHuv^of, ov, o,Xanthus, I. as masc.
pr. n., 1. a Trojan, 11. 5, 152.—2. son
of Triopas, king of Troezene, who
settled afterward in Lesbos, Call.

Del. 41.— 3. a commander of the
Mardi, Aesch. Pers. 995.-4. the last

king of Thebes, Strab. p. 393.-5. a
Samian, Hdt. 2, 135.—6. a lyric poet,
who flourished before the time of
Croesus, Ath. 513 A.—7. a historian

of Sardis, Ath. 515 D.—Others in

Diog. L. ; etc.

—

II. of rivers, 1. a riv-

er of Lycia, rising in Mt. Taurus, II.

2, 877 ; along it lay the -, Hdt. 1. 176.-2. V. foreg. . 1.—
III. a city on the LycianXanthus, con-
taining a temple of Sarpedon, now
prob. ^Aksenide, Hdt. 1, 176 ; Strab.

p. 666: hence oi, the inhab.

of Xanthtis, Hdt. 1. c.—IV. as name
of horses, 1. v. foreg. XL 2.—2. ahorse
of Hector, L. 8, 185.

989
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fiess, esp. of hair, StraU tp. i'JO.

SavOorfti;(iu>, , to be',
have yellow hair, Strab. tp• 2C3..•/, , goldfi-gleaming.

^'>/, ,{;, }) yellow

by nature^', Anth. P. 12, 10., ), , i/, {,) ti^ith a yellow coat,, Anth.

P. 6, 102., ,, o/or belonging

to a?.^, ov, {,)
with yellow bile, jaundiced., ov, {, ,) with yellow -v/rm, Mosch. 2, 84,. :—80,,, , ,
of fried fish, Nausicr. ap. Ath. 325 E.

^avOacj, , as pass.,-, to be or

becomt..,=^^., Schneid. in

Ind. Theophr.,,{,) golden-

hokutg,, 0pp. _C. 2, 382.

S«woi', ov, TO. {) a card for

fombing wool;—a comb, A. B.—11.=

i<ir^vov []'^, 7), -carding., ov, ,() a wool-carder,

Plat. Pofit. 281 A. Hence, , , of, belonging to or

fit fur wool-cnnling : - (sc,),
wov/-cardirig. Plat. Polit. 281 A., ar, , fern, of•:
., name of a play of Aeschylus., , , {) carded

ivooL Soph. Fr. 915.

i.l-^'ap, , ,.=)'-, ov, son of Praxilaus, governor

of Cilicia under Xerxes, Hdt. 9,107.-, ov, b, Ion. for-. Eur. []. . Ion. for.. ov, poet, for -:. Ion, for -.^, . ,. for, Hdt.

3, 39, where however some MSS.
have the usu. Ion. form, which
is prob. riglit.

'^., ov, TO, () Ion. for

(which is hardly to be found),

a host's gift, such as was given to a

departing guest, Horn. ; in full,, Od. 24, 273 ; ironically, a good

return, i. e. retribution, Od. 22, 290:

also the provision madefor a guest, Od.

4. 33 ; and so, generally, /nc/irWi/ gifts,

II. 0, 218; cf. (sub 11)., Ion. for, Horn., and
Hdt.,, Ion. for -, Hdt., TO,, a, ov. Ion. for

-, Horn., and Hdt., , , mad for love of

the stranger, Lyc.
•(5', , Hdt. ;,

Hoin., and Hes., Ion. for-., . Ion. for-, Hdt.
'^. , ov, Ion. for, Horn.,

Hes., and Hdt. Hence, , , Od. 21, 35 ; and, Ion. for -.
iZ.v.o, ov, , poet.=•,

masc. pr. n., Anth.^,, , poet.=,
Christod. Ecphr. 388.,, , v. sub., ov, , one takes

charge of guests, ., the hospit-

able Delphians, Find. N. 7. 63 : from, , to be a : also

to show strangers the sights, ' lionize'

thern : hence,, one see-

ing the sights. Plat. Phaedr. 230 C
;', Luc. D.

Mort. 18, 1, cf. Conterapl 1•— II. to

levy or lead mercenary troops, !;.
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tvov, Xen. Hell. 4, 3, 15 and 17.

Hence
fi.vL,,,= sq.—.,

theconscription, enlistment oione'ssons,

App. Civ. 5, 74. [a]. , , the office of a-, command of a body of mercenaries

,

App-
]'~.vaopa,ov,o,Xenagoras,v\SC.

pr. n., Ael. V. H. 12, 26., ,{,) gadd-

ing strangers, Plut. 2, 567 A.—11. as

subst., ., the leader of a body of mer-

cenaries, Thuc. 2, 75, Xen. Hell. 4, 2,

19, etc. (The form is strictly Dor.,

but like many others, esp. military

terms, it has been adopted in Att.,

Pors. Or. 26, Lob. Phryn. 4.30.), ,= : from^, , later form for^fva-

II, I-ob. Phryn. 430, Schiif. Plut.

Ages. 36.'\, ov, , Xenaenetus, an

Athenian archon, 01. 94, 4, Lys. 148,

22: in Diod. S.., ov, , poet.-,{,,)) one ivho deceives strangers,

Pind. O. 10 (11), 43, Eur. Med. 1392.
— II. a treacherous breeze within a har-

bour, while another is blowing at sea,

A. B. [a] Hence
^', , , the cheating of

strangers, Ep. Plat. 350 C.\,, , Xenares, a Lace-
daemonian, Thuc. 5, 51.^^, ov, of Xenarces, 6 3-

', son of Xenarces, Pind. P. 8, 26 :

from\,,. , Xenarces, father

of Aristomenes of Aegina, Pind. P. 8,

102 (72).. ,{,) aiding

strangers, Pmd. . 4,• 20.. ov, , Xenarchns, a poet

of the middle comedy, Memeke 3,

614 sqq.—2. a mimographer, son of

Sophron, Arist. Poet. 1.—3. a peripa-

tetic philosopher of Seleucia, teacher

of Strabo, Strab. p. 670,—Others in

Ath. ; etc.

tSfvera, , ?/, Xenea, name of a

shepherdess, Theocr. 7, 73.\, ov. , Xenetus, a Syra-

cusan, father-in-law of the tyrant

Dionysius, Diod. S. 14, 44.,^=, very dub.,, , fern, oi :— 1. (sub.

}7;), a female guest : aforeign woman,

Aesch. Ag:. 950, etc.— 2. (sub.,
.) a foreign country, Soph. Phil. 135.

—3. (sub.), a ho.ipitable enter-

tainment, hospitality, like. Hence', Ion. -, adv., from
abroad, 0pp. II. 4, 153.?, , , at Sparta^ a

measure for ridding the country of for-

eigners, a sort of alien act, Thuc. 1,

144 (ubi v. Arnold) ; 2, 39, Plat. Prot.

342 C : cf. Miiller Don 3, 1, §2: from^, ,{,) to

banish foreigners, Ar. A v. 1013., , , {) the state and

rights of a guest, hospitality, Od. 24,

2^6, 314 (in form, whereas Hdt.

has Ion. form, and- in

3, 39, si veral.): hence
/.,, to invite, come as a

guest, Pind. N. 10, 92, Dem. 81, 20;

cf. II : hospitable reception, en-

tertainment, Hdt. 7, 116, etc.—2. a

friendly relation, between two princes

or states, , Lat.

hospitium facere cum aliquo, Hdt. 1,

27 ; 3, 39 ; so, ., Dem. 242, 20;

cf..—3. the state or rights of
a foreigner, as opp. to those of a citi-

zen ; hence, (sc.-) to be indicted as an alien for

SEN!
usurping civic rights, Ar. Vcsp. 718,
so, ', Dem. 741, 19;-. Id. 1020. 23 :

cf. Att. Process 347 sq.— II. as fem.
of, a foreign land,, Antipho 117, 22.],, ov , Xeniades, a Corin-
thian, who purchased Diogenes from
Sinope, andsethim atlibcrty.Diog. L.

tHf i'i'iZf, ov. (5, Xenias, a command-
er of the Greeks in the service of Cy-
rus the younger, an Arcadian, Xen,
An. 1, 1.— 2. a wealthy Elean, Id.

Hell. 3, 2, 27.,, Ion.,.-: ('):—to receive or entertain strangers, to re-

ceive as a guest, Lat. hospitio excipere,

Horn, (who like Hdt. always has the
Ion. form, usu. with doubled , •,. etc.), Trag., etc. ;

; Od. 3, 355
; . iv -, Eur. Ale. 1013, etc.

; .. •. Soph. Fr. 579 : so, . -7, to present vith hospita-

ble gilts, Xen. Cyr. 5,3, 2:— pass.,

toihe entertained as a guest, Lat. hnspi-

tnri, Ar. Ach. 73, Plat. Tim. 17 B.—
II. to surprise, astonish by some strange

sisht, etc. ; in pass., to be astonished,

Polyb. 1, 23, 5 ; 3, 68, 9, etc.—2. to

make strange, alter ; esp. of plants and
animals, to stunt their growth and dis-

tort them.

—

III. intr. to he strange. Po-
lyb. 3. 114,4: . , Luc.
Gymn. 6 :

—

to apeak with a foreign ac-

cent. Dern. 1304, 6; ,
Luc. Hist. Scrib. 45 : cf. sq. fin., ., also of,, Eur. Ion
722 ; Ion.-{) : of or belong-

ing tn a stranger, offoreign kind, opp. to

(lari/fof, Aesch. Supp. 018; .-. Eur. Cycl. 370.—2. of soldiers,

hired for service under foreigners, mer-
cenary, Xen. An. 1, 2, 1, etc.; so,

-, Thuc. 7, 42 : but .
in Hdt. ], 77 is prob. only the foreign

auxiliaries, not mercenaries : -.= , a bodij or army of mer-

cenaries, Ar. Plut. 173, Thuc. 8, 25,

Xen., etc.—II. strange, foreign, out-

landish, Hdt. 1, 172; 4, 76 (who al-

ways uses the Ion. form) ; f.-, foreign names, Plat. Crat. 401 :

of style, foreign, i. e. abounding in

unusual words. Arist. Rhet. 3, 3, 3,

Poet. 22, 3. Adv. -, Plat. Crat.

407 B.

At'Viov, ov, TO, V. II., a, ov, Att. also , ov. Ion.{) :
— belonging to a friend

and guest, or to friendship and hospitali-

ty, hospitable,- ., as protector ofthe

rights of hospitality, 11. 13, 625, Od. 9,

271, Pind., and Trag. ; -, the

gur.st's table, Od. 14. 158 ; .,
Pind. P. 3, 56 ; ., hotind to one by

ties ofhospntality,Hdt. 5, 63 •

—

-
(il. 11,779), or\. friendly

gifts, given to the guest by his host,

Lat. /f!iiiium, Horn., whointends there-

by chiefly food and lodging; he, like

Hdt., mostly uses phir., cf.:
(Hom. usu. has the Ion. form, but in

Od. he also frcq. uses the common
one, 14, 158, 389; 15. 514, etc., Hdt.

the Ion. only): 7•., to

invite any one to eat with you, Hdt.

2, 107 ; 5. 18, etc., cf. Jac. Ach. Tat.

p. 700 ; ,
Hdt. 4, 154, cf. .—11. foreign,

Pind. P. 3, 56.

fvor, ov, , Xenippus, an
Athenian, Dem. 1021, 16.'. , , Xenis, a slave of

Neaera,'Dem. 1386, 8., , [) the entertain-

ment of a guest or stranger, .-, Thuc. 6, 46,



,, , (' 11. 1)
amazement.,, ,=, Plat.Lys.
20 C.—1]. the injurious effect of any
new or strange thing, e. g.,
Diosc. ; V. 11.—2. the strange-
ness or novelty of a thing, Polyb. 15,
17, 1, Diog. L. 2, 94., . . a living abroad,
LXX, Luc. Patr. Enc. 8: the life of
a soldier on foreign service : from, (•) to live abroad.
Timae. ap. Polyb. 12, 28, 6, Luc.
Patr. Enc. 8 :—also as dep.,-, esp. to be a mercenary in foreign
service, Isocr. 107 A, 410 C./, ov, a, {,)
one who murders guests or strangers,

Eur. H. F. 391.•, ov, o, (_, ,) one that devours guests or stran-

gers, epith. of the Cyclops, Eur. Cycl.
658.^, ov, , Dor.-,
Xenodemus, masc. pr. n., ApoUod.

;

etc., , , Xenodice, daugh-
ter of Minos and Pasiphae, Apollod.
3, 1,2.-2. daughter of Syleus, Id. 2,

6,3., and -, ov, , a
place for strangers to lodge in, an inn,

lodging-house: from, . Ion.-, Hdt. 6,

127, and, Eur. Ale. 552. to

entertain, lodge guests or strangers.—
U.Jo testify. Pmd. Fr. 278?

and-, ov, Ion.-{,) :

—receiving,

entertaining strangers : in Horn, (who
like Hes, Op. 185, always has Ion.

form), is the host, as opp.
to, the guest, v. esp. Od. 8, 543 ;

15, 55.—IL a witness, Simon. 215, cf.

Schneidovv. Simon, p. 84.'., , Xenodocus, masc.
pr. n., Aeschm. 49, 19 ; etc.^, , ,^-., , , the entertainment

of a stranger, Xen. Oec. 9, 10 ; from"^', ov,=.^^_, ov, , Xenodochus,
masc. pr. n., Plut. Alex. 57."-, ov, , {,)
the host, epith. of Bacchus, Anth. P.
9, 521. 15.., , {) full of
stranger.•', Eur. 1. T. 1282., .{,) to sacri-

fice .strangers, Strab. fp. 298.^, , Xenottas, masc. pr.

n., Polyb. 5. 48, 6.^^, contd.?/, q. v.,

Ar.?., ac, ), Xenoclea, a fe-

male of Delphi, Paus. 10, 13, 8.^/.,, o.Xenocltdes, ad-
miral of the Corinthians, Thuc. 1, 46.

—2. an Athenian poet, Dcin. 447, 11.^/,. , uncoil td. -?./,
Xenocles, a commander of the Spar-
tans, Xen. Hell. 3,4,20.-2, an Athe-
nian, father of Carcinus, a tragic

poet, Ael. V. H, 2, 8,-3, son of Car-
cinus, a wretched tragic poet, Ar.

Ran. 86 ; Th. 169,—Others in Strab,

;

etc,~, , {,) to

kill strangers, Metagen, ap. Suid.,{,) as
pass., to be ruled by strangers, esp. by
mercenary troops.^,, . Xcnocrates, a

philosopher of Chalcedon, successor
of Speusippus in the academy, Ael,

^ . 2, 19 ; Ath. 18G .—2. brother

of Theron tyrant of Agrigentum, a

victor in the Pythian games, Pind.
P. 6, 6.—Others m Paus. ; etc.^, , , Xenocrite, fem.
pr. n., Plut.^, ov, , Xenocritus, a
statuary of Thebes, Paus. 9, 11, 14.

—

2. a lyric poet, Plut., , to slay guests or
strangers. Ion. -, Hdt. 2, 115,
Eur. Hec. 1247: and, , , v. 1. for-
via : from, ov, {,)
slaying guests or strangers, Eur. L T.
53, 776, Aeschin. 85, 42.-, /, ,{, -,) an intrigue with foreign
women, Anth. P. 11, 7./., , to enlist strangers,

esp, for soldiers, hence to levy mercen-
aries, Isocr, 101 D, Dem, 1019, 12 :

and. , . a levying of mer-
cenaries. Arist. Oec, 2, 41, 1 : and', ov,, an army of mer-
cenaries, Polyb, 29, 8, 6, etc, : from'/., ov,{,) levy-

ing mercenarits, Polyb, 1,82, 1,, , to have a rage for for-
eign fashions, Plut. 2, 527 : from, . {,)
mad after foreign fashions, etc. : hence, , , a ragefor foreign
fashions, etc., , {,) to

have a strange feeling, feel a thing be
strange or unusual, Wyttenb. Plut. 2,

132 C,^, , , Xenopithta,
motlier of Lysandrides, Theoponip.
ap, Ath. 609 B., , , XenopUhes,
an Athenian, son of Nausiciates,
against whom is directed orat. Dem.
984 sqq. ; in this another, uncle of
foreg., is mentioned, 986, 24., , {,) be-

.seeming a stranger :
—strange, out of the

way. Hipp,', ov, f). Ion., a guest,

Hom. (who like Hes. and Hdt. always
uses Ion. form) ; but the guest appears
under a two-fold relation :— I. the

friend, with whom one has a treaty
of hospitality for self and heirs, con-
firmed by mutual presents and an ap-
peal to,. In this sense
both parties are, v. esp. Od. 1,

313 ; and, from this relation being
hereditary, must be explained the
Hom. expressions
and. Yet,— 11. m Hom. the
word usu. appears in a pass, sense,
to denote the person who receives
hospitality, i. e. the guest, as 0[)p. to
the host, V. esp. Od. 8, 543 ; 15, 55

;

but also in act. sense, the host, else-

where, 11. 15, 532, Od. 8,

16G, 20S ; 14, 53, and Ireq. in Att.
Further, Hom. uses as
well as, while Hdt. seems to join
it only with dat. ; but both recur in

Att., cf. Thuc. 2, 13, Xen. An. 2, 1,

5,—though the latter remained most
\

coninion.— 2. because in the olden
time it was a sacred duty to receive,
lodge and protect the helpless stran-
ger, Hom. uses ior any stran-

ger (who did not give himselt out for

a robljer or enemy), and so for wan-
derer or refugee, who uas to be treated

just like a guest ; hence is join-
ed sometimes with, Od. 8, 546,
sometimes with, Od. 6, 208.
Hence too,—3. from Hom.downwds.,
any one whose name is not known or

mon as our Fr.end ! or Sir ! or the
Greek out, Br. Soph. O. T. 813.—
Amcng the Romans on the other
hand the orig. name lor a stranger
[hostis) came to mean enemy, cf. Cic
Ofl. 1, 12, 1.—t. because the
only became such by leaving his own
home, the name was earlv given to
one who left the house he' was born
in, and attached himself to another,
usu. for pay. a hireling. Od. 14, 102:
but in Att., meant regularly a
soldier who entered foreign service for
pay, a mercenary, Thuc. 1, 121, Xen.
An. 1, 1, 10, etc. ; esp. of the Greeke
ill Persiim pay,—a euphemism tor the
more invidious or•: much more rarely without any
reproach, an ally, as perh. in Xen.
Lac. 12, 3.—5. simply for,
a foreigner, not Greek, prob. Olilv at
Lacedaemon, Hdt. 9, 11, 55.—The
fem. and is post-Horn.,
cf. sub V..—Regularly
is opp. to, also, Jac. A. P,
p. 558,

B, as adj,, , ov, Att, , ov.
Ion., , ov

:

—-foreign, never in
Horm (lor in the phrases itii'c

and , 11, 24, 202, etc,
it is in apposition, ace. to his com-
mon custom), but Ireq. in Att., strange
in a thing, unacquainted uith, ignorant

of it, c. gen., Soph. O. T. 219.— 2.
strange, unusual, new, unheard-of, ri-, Tim. Locr. 104 D.—IL adv., strangely, unusually : also c.
gen., /.,
am stranger to the language. Plat.
Apol. 17 D. (Pott Et. Forsch. 2, 166,
247, refers the word to the prep, ,
Lat. ex ; cf. our strange from extran-
eus.), ov. Ion. -,{,) saving strangers, ?S0im.

_, , {,) like, a lodging for guests or
strangers. Soph. O. C. 90, Fr. 298., , , Ion. -, {)
hospitality, the ties rights of hospital-
ity, Od. 21, .35., ov, {,) hon-
ouring strangers, Aesch. Eum. 516., ov, a. Xenoiimus, fa-
ther of the commander Carcinus,
Thuc. 2, 23.—Others in Isocr. ; etc, , to entertain .'Strang-

ers : to inainlain mercenari/ troops, Thuc.
7, 48, Dem. 157, 11 : arid, , . the maintenance
of mercenaries, llyperid.: from, ov,{,) en-
tertaining strangers: maintaining mer-
cenaries., , . Xenophnnes,
an Athenian, father of Lamaihus,
Thuc. 6, 8.-2. son of Cleomachus,
envoy of Philip of Macedon to Han-
nibal, Polyb. 7, 9. 1.-3. a philoso-
pher, founder -of the Elealic sect,
Plut.—Others in Luc. ; etc.'\, ov, , Xenophanti-
das, a Spartan, Thuc. 8, 55.^, ov, , Xenophantus,
an Athenian, a dithyrambic poet, Ar.
Nub. 349.^. ov. , Xenophitus, a
musician and Pythagorean philoso-
pher of Thrace, Luc. Macrob. 18.

—

Others in Paus. ; etc., , to murder strangers,

Eur. L T. 1021 : and, , . murder of stran-

gers, Isocr. 228 C, Bekk. : from, ov. {, )

murdering guests or strangers, Ep. Plat.
told is called ; and the address 336 D., stranger, became as com- I ^,,. , Xenophron, an
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Athenian, son of Phaedimus, Dem.
402, 10.^, , strange of shape or

nature.

^'',, , Xenophon, siin

of Thessalus, of Corinth, a victor in
;

the Olympic games, I'ind. O. 13, 38,

sqq.

—

2. an Athenian general, son of

Euripides, Thuc. 2, 70. — 3. son of

Grylius, a distinguished statesman,

philosopher, and historian.—Others
in Paus. ; etc.), , to speak in a strange

tongue : generally, to sound strangely :

and, , , strange language

or discourse : from, ov,{,/) speak-

ing in a strange tongue or having a strange

sound.

3,, ,() to make one'sfriend

and guest : to entertain, Aesch. Supp.

927, in mid.—II. usii. in pass, with
fut. mid. (Soph. Phil. 303)

;

aor. :— ) . to enter into a treaty

of hospitality with one, Tivi, Hdt. 6.

21, Xen. Ages. 8, 5, Lys. 107, 26.-2.

to take up his abode witli one as a guest,

to be entertained, Pind. P. 4, fin., Aesch.

Cho. 702, Eur., etc. ; , Xen.
An. 7, 8, 8.—3. to be in foreign parts,

to be abroad. Soph. Phil. 303, Tr. 65
;

to go into banishment. Monk Hipp.

1088. — III. later, in Act., to deprive

one of a. thing, , Heliod.^., , , =,
Menand. p. 160.

tStfi'AXa, . , Xenylla, fem. pr.

., Ar. Thesm. 633.' , ov, . dim. from,
Plut. 2, 229 E, 240 D.,, , () a room for
strangers, guest-chamber, like -, Eur. Ale. 543, 547.

i^fvuv,, . Xenon, a general

of the Thebans, Thiic. 7, 19.—2. a

tyrant of Hermione, Polyb. 2, 44.

—

Others in Dem. 272, 5 ; etc.'•, , ,( III.) es-

trangement : a strange proceeding, inno-

vation, Eur. H. F. 965.,, ,=^.
'\'.)7, , , Xerxene, a district

bordering on Less Armenia, so called

from Xer.xes, Strab. p. 528.^, ov Ion. >, 6. Xer.ves, son

of Darius, king of Persia, Hdt. ; etc.

—2. son of Ariaxerxes I., king of

Persia. (Ace. to Hdt. 6, 8,=.)', ,, Ion. . dry.

in Horn., only in Od. 5, 402, -
pbv/, against the dry of the

mainland, i. e. against the dry main-
land,—being put for -
pov, like , lor -: so, ,
Anth. . 6, 304. (Akin to p(J,,(),, Spitzn. Vers.

Her. p. 47.)

',, , () scraping, polishing,

carving, Theophr./,, , () that which is

scraped, filed, smoothed: hence:=foa-
vov, Anth. P. 9, 328., , like, to rub off, wipe
out. Hdt. 3, 148.,, , and, ov, 6,()
=., . 3 aor. from for., Od., , , a hquid and dry
measure, Lat. sextarius, very nearly=
our pint, N. T., Galen., ov, , dim. from foreg., , , () smoothed or

polished by scraping, pinning, etc., in

Horn.,— 1. of wood, .,,,,.—2. of
992

stone, . 7,, : here
loo must he placed . aUhvnai, halls

of polished stone. II. 6, 243. cf. Hilt. 2,

124.—3. of horn, Od. 19, 566.—So also

in Pind., Eur., etc.— II. later also

smooth, bald.^,, ,(,*)
the process of polishing, etc., ?.,
Diod., 7/,=., ov, , () a tool for pol-

ishing, a chisel, etc., f., Ep. also metri grat., to scrape, esp. to smooth or pol-

ish by scraping, planing, etc.
;
gener-

ally, to work in wood, stone, or horn
(hence,, ), in Hom.,
only in Od., and always of shaping
house or ship-timber, 5, 245 ; 17, 341

;

21, 44 : but, in 23, 199, of a large bed-
stead. (The same root appears in,, Lat. scalpo, sculpo.), of', ,=, for which

is more usu., f. -' ; aor.,
pass, : pf pass,,
Hdt. 1, 186; 7, 109. and,
Schol. Ar! Plut. 1082, prob. never. Lob. Phryn. 502: ().
To parch up. dry up, ' -, Eur. Cycl. 575 :—pass, to become

or be dry, parched, II. 21, 345, Plat.

Tim. 88 1), etc.—2. to einpty, drain dry,

Lat. siccare,,. I, 109:
so of a cup., ,^=-, v. Lob.
Phryn. 571.

>/"/., ?/.=^2. [], , (,)
strictly / <6 with dry unguents, a tech-

nical term among wrestlers for using
oil unmixed with water : they did this

usu. before e.xercising, in order to

make the limbs supple. Soph. Fr. 437,

Aeschin. 19,25: hence, . in-

cludes all the Greek gymnastic e,xer-

cises, Plut. 2, 152 D, ubi v. Wyltenh.

;

—o[)p. to anointing for refreshment
after e.xercising or bathing, .-. Hence, , , a rubbing with

dri/, i. e. un/yiixed oil, (jractised by
wrestlers, Lat. lutea unctio./, , ov,{,,-
/lof) of the colour of withered vine-leaves,

a sort of scarlet, prob. occurs first

among the Romans, hence vestes xe-

rampelinne, Juveil. 6, 519, where the

Schol. defines the colour to be medius
inter coccum et muricem.,, ,() a dry-

ing up, parching, Phu. Hence. ,, ofa drying nature

or quality, Diosc. 1, 12, Plut. 2,911
D, etc.. , .() a drying

:

dryness, Antiph. Incert. 10 : also a dis-

ease of the hair.', , dub. for, Lob.
Phryn. 117, 502., ov,,^=., ov,,^. [] (A
dimin. form.), , , v. IV.)'~ or, , ,=-.-, , , () desiccative

powder for putting on wounds.,, , v..3, OV, , (,)
one U'lio ivalks on dry ground. Hence, ), . walking on dry
ground, of land-animals, opp. to-. Plat. Polit. 264 D, Arist. H. A.

6, 2, 2,—with v. 1., living on dry ground...7., . , ^,^
combined with a dry style, Dem. Phal.

SIPI, ov, {,)
bearing dry fruit, Theophr.,?, ov, dry-headed., , dry glue, i. e. solder., , , dry, i. e.

thick eye-salve., ov,(,) cut

or hewn off dry., , to take a dry bath,

i. e. roll in hot sand., ov. To, dry perfume, i. e.

in cake or potvder., , ,( III, -) feeding on dry land, Ath. 99 B., , to dry, parch, dry up

:

from, ,(,) dry-
ing up, parching.,, ov, 6, a stream which
fails in sum/ner, a winter torrent, also)()., , , a dry bath, vapour
bath, Lat. sudatorium., ov, «,(,).=, Ath. 114 C, , , dry, parched, of a
dried-up river, Hdt. 5, 45, of the air,

Id. 2, 26 ; so, ., Ar. Nub. 404 ;, Aesch. Theb. 696 ; .}, i. e. cheese, Meineke Com. Fr.

3, p. 640: but also of bodily condition,
withered, lean, haggard, opp. to,
Eur. El. 239, cf Or. 389;, Theocr. 24, 60 ; cf. Anth. P.
11, 322 :—of the voice, rough, hoarse.

— II. like Lat. siccus, fasting, without
eating or drinking : in genl. sober,, Ar. Vesp. 1452.—111. assubst.,

(sc. ), dry land, like-, opp. to, Xen. Oec. 19, 7 : so,

TO, Hdt. 2, 68 ;

—

) , to leave the .ships

aground, Thiic. 1, 109 ; so, ), to leave one on dry
bare ground, i. e. leave one destitute,

Theocr. 1, 51 ; like .' >(5 in .
Horn. Merc. 284; in sicca destilui,

Ovid. Fast. 3, 52 ; cf.
(Akin to,,,-^^,., ,(,) dry

offlesh, Diocl. ap. Ath. 320 D., , , dry myrrh,
Diosc., ov, , Syrac. for, a pan, ap. Ath. 229 A., /, , () dryness,

soundyiess of timber,. Thuc. 7,

12 : dryness. Plat. Rep. 335 : drought,
thirst.', , (,) to

rub dry. Hence, , , dry rubbing,

Arist. Probl. 37, 5., , ,( III.) living on dry land. Plat. Polit.

264 D, E., , {,) to

eat dry food, Anth. P. 1
1 , 205. Hence, , , the eating of dry

food. Ath. -.fasting, abstiyienre, Eccl., , , dryness of the

eyes, esp. inflammation of them with
redness and smarting, Cels. : from, ov, (, 7^-) with dry or inflamed eyes., ov, with dry bark,

Geop., ov, ivith a dry, hoarse

voice,, , dryish, looking dry., , (as if from)=-, Hipp.^, , , Xitnene, a district

along the Euxine, Strab. p. 561., barbarism in Ar.
Thesm. 1127, for.,, ^,=z.



^, . the iron of the carpenter's

plane. (From, like,,,- from,,,.) \J.\^, , . 1. for.//, .(,* ') armed
with sword, sword in hand, oft. in

Eur., as Or. 1272, 1346.!/<,, wear a sword,.. :

and, , , the wearing of a
sword : from
<'7<?, ov, {,) bear-

ing a sword, sword in hand, oft. in Eur. :

., Aescli. Cho. 584:, Eur. H.
F. 812.', ov, 6. () any thing

shaped like a sword ; as,— 1. the sword-

fish, Archestr. ap. Ath. 314 E, Polyb.

34,2, 15.—2. asortofco;?ie<,PliK.2,25.,, ov, TO, dim. from,
Ar. Lys. 53, Time. 3, 22. [],, f. -, {) to dance the

sword-dance, or dance with the hands
extended, as if holding a sword, Cratin.

Trophon. 4, v. ad Hesych. 2, p. 704., ov, TO, dim. from.—
II. a water plant, sword-flag, gladiolus

communis, Theophr. [0t]^, ,,^.,, ro.= sq.,^, , ,{) the sword

dance, Ath. 629 F.,, , Plut. Pomp. 42,

and, , :
— sword-belt,

also, Lat. balteus.^,, . Ion. for./'/, ,{,)
slain by the sword, .,,
death by the sword, Aesch. Ag. 1528,

Cho. 729., ov, , {,-) a sickle-shaped sword, acimeter ;

cf.., , {,) sword-

shaped, ensiform, Theophr., , , scabbard., , to slay with the

sword : from, ov, {,)
slaying with the sword, Soph. Aj. 10 ;,. Hel.

354., , , {,-) sword something between a straight

sword and sabre, Theopoinp. (Com.)
Capel. 2 ; cf.. [2], , , {,)
sword maker.', , , Dor. :

sword, Hom., who usu. represents it

as large and sharp, or pointed,,, also as two-edged,, 11.

21, 118, Od. 16, 80; it is of brass{). and hung from the shoul-

der by a baldric{), II. 2, 45
;

3, 18, etc. : freq. also iti Hdt., Trag.,

etc.—In Hom. a sword is also called

and : later, was
distinguished as the straight sword
from the sabre ; cf II.—II.

the sword-shaped bone in the cuttle-

fish {). Anst. H. A. 4, 1, 21.—
III. aplant, Theophr. (Ace. to E. M.
from .) [I]

<?'/., , to draw a sword ; and', , , the drawing of a

sword, Plut. Aristid. 18, Pomp. 69:

from, ,{,) draw-

ing a sword,, Aesch. Eum. 592., ,{,*) mak-
ing swords, Ar. Pac. 547.,,=-.', ov, , dim. iwm.
—II. the rnuscle., ov, carving images

;

., a sculptor, []
63

, ov, , {) any carved

work : hence,—I. an image carved of
wood, Xen. An. 5, 3, 12 ; then, gen-
erallv, a .itatue, esp. of a god, Eur. I.

T. 1359, Tro. 525, 1074.— II. a music-

al instrument. Soph. Fr. 228., , , a carving of ima-

ges, Strab.,, ,{,*)
= foreg., Luc. Dea Syr. 34., , , a sculptors chisel,

Anth. Plan. 86., , , Xo'ts, an island and
city in the Sebennytic mouth of the

Nile, Stiab. p. 802., ,=., ov,(,)
with yellow or brownish wings,?,
Eur. H. F. 487, Cress. 13.', ,, also, ov :—ace.

to Ath. of a colour between and^, and so yellowish, brown-yellow,

tawny, epith. of the bee, Soph. Fr.

464, Eur. 1. T. 165, 635, cf. foreg.

;

also of the nightingale, Aesch. Ag.
1142, Ar. Av. 676, where it is usu. ta-

ken of colour ; but in other places it is

the epith. of the nightingale's throat,, Eur.
Hel. 1111, cf. Ar.. 214, 744, where
it has been thought to have a sense
oi sound, and in . (Chaerem.
ap. Ath. 608 D) it must have such a

sense ; so, in

Anth. P. 9, 373. Accordingly He-
sych. and the Gramm. (among many
other senses) interpret it by /.,~,, , thin, delicate,

fine, (prob. irom, ), v. Blomf.
Aesch. Ag. 1111.—The word does not

occur till after Pind., and then prob.

only in poets:—but,—II. as

prop. n. is found in Hes. Fr. 28, cf sq.', ov, b, Xuthus, son of

Hellen, husband of Creiisa, father of

Ion and Achaeus, Eur. Ion 53 sqq.

—

2. a merchant in Athens, Dem. 816,

26.^

?<,, , ,{)=.-, for all words so beginning,
V. sub-.
7., , ,{)=>., tool

for scraping wood, a plane or rasp. Xen.
Cyr. 6, 2, 32.—II. a sickle-shaped La-
cedaemon. dagger, Xen. An. 4, 7, 16

;

8, 25. (The word seems to have been
Lacon.), , ,{) later word
for?., ov, , dim. from ^^',
piece of wood, [a], ov, ro,= foreg., Spohn

de Extr.' Od. Parte, p. 133. [d]', , , a felling and carrying

of wood, Lat. lignatio, Poiyb. 22, 22,

12.—II. the wood-work of ships. Id. 3,

42, 3 : from, .,^=?., , , {7.) one who
fells and carries wood, a wood-cutter,

timber-merchant, Paus.?^, ov,,=., ov, {,) eat-

ing wood., , to carry wood or tnnber,

Dem. 376, 2 : from, ,{,) carrying

wood.7, ov, ,=?, very,,^.,, ov, , dim. from 7.,
a piece of wood, Alex. Isost. 1, 24 ;

where Meineke would read-, others, cf. Lob.
Phryn. 78.7,, ,= II, Polyb. 10,

27, 10.

7.,{) dep., to carry or
gather wood, Lat. lignari, Xen. An. 2,

4, 11, Plut. Anax. 25.7, , , {7) of wood,
wooden, like wood, Arist. Part. An. 3,

14, 4 : ., iree-fruit, Artemid.•, , ov, {7.) of wood,
wooden, Pind. P. 3, 68, Hdt. 4, 108,

etc., and Att. ;~ ., iree-fruits,

Ath. 78 D.—II.{ IV". 2) of cotton,

LXX.', ov, 6, {)=^•
?., Strab.7., ov, , wooden, like wood.', ov,,=, very
dub.,; for all words so beginning,
V. sub -.7-7, ov, , the wood of
the balsam tree, Diosc. 1, 18.

'7-37.,,,=^,\, etc.77., ov, carving wood, []7., , {7,)
to write upon wood, , Inscr.7, , (,) like

or of the colour of wood, Theophr., , , (,)
wood-house, Moschiou ap. Ath. 08 .77, , wooden pack
saddle., , , a kind of cinna-

mon, Diosc.7.7., ov, , (Lat. cos-

tellum) a log-house./., , later word for-.7.., , a gate at Constan-
tinople, Anth. P. 9, 690./. , ov, , the wood
of the cinnamon-tree, Diosc. [u]

Av7MK0KKa, ,=7../, if, gluefor wood./, , to beat with a stick,

cudgel, Polyb. 6, 37, 1 ; 38, 1 ; and
AV/iOKOTiia, , , a cudgelling, Lat.

fustuarium, Polyb. 6, 37, 2: from', OV, {, )
heiving, felling wood, /., Xen.
Cyr. 6, 2, 36. ubi al.7. :

— .,
a wood-cutter, LXX. : also an axe.—2.

pecking wood, of the bird, Arist.

H. A. 8. 3, 8./.,., (7.,-) wooden lamp-stand, Alex.

Incert. 29./., ov, , the tree-lotus., , to run to wood, The-
ophr.7-, , (,)
mixed with wood, Strab.

Av/Mv, OV, TO, (prob. from ,) wood cut and ready for nse, fire-

wood, timber, etc., Horn., who uses it

mostly for firewood, and in plur.

;

7, ship-timber, Hes. Op. 806 :

freq. also in Hdt. and Att.—II. a piece

of wood, 11. 23, 327, Hdt. 1, 186 ; hence
any thing made of wood, as,—2. a
slick, cudgel, Hdt. 2, 63; 4, 180.-3.
an instrument of punishment, like our
pillory, a heavy collar of wood, put on
the neck of the prisoner and depriv-

ing him of all power to move,
Tiva kv 7., first in Hdt. 6, 75; 9,

37 ; Ar. Eq. 367, etc. ; so. 7. -
:(. Id. Psub. 592 : mad-

men were also confined in this way,
Hdt. 6, 75 : the . (v.

sub voc.) was a combiuation of the
stocks and pillory, Ar. Eq. 1049 : but
the /. was also,—4. a pole, cross,

gibbet,z=u:po, Meineke Com. Fr.

3, 486.—5. a bench, table, esp. a money
changer's table, Dem. 1111, 22.-6.. the first or loivest bench

of the Athenian theatre, on which sat

the:, hence called
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.• the phrase arose while the

theatres were of wood, and was re-

tained when they were made of stone,

V. Interpp. ad Ar. Ach. 25 ; hence,, the servant who had
to take care of the seats, Hermipp.
Artopol. 5, ubi v. Meineke.—III. of

live wood, a tree, first in Callitn. and
the Alexandrians ; though indeed Hdt.

3, 47, calls cotton dpia~, cf.

Poll. 7, 75 ; hence,—2. the cotton-tree,

to which however the'/ -, Hdt. 7, 05, must not be referred ;

for VVinckelm. rightly took them for

clothes of bark or :3.—IV. a block-

head, block, Jac. Ach. 'I'at. p. 815.—V.
jneasure of teiigth,=3 cubits, Math.

Vett. [v], , {,)
joined or built qf wood, Strab. p. 213.^. , , a log of wood fas-
tened to the feet, a clog.,, ov,, aplanl, Diosc.^, 6, , -, , with

wooden feet.^,,, 6, a timber-merchant.^.-^, , , dim. from

sq.^?., , 6, a sponge on the

end of a stick, Hippiatr.^, ef,= sq.^', ov, covered or roofed

with wood., , , one who splits

wood, Procl.'^, ov, cutting wood: 6 .,

a wood-cutter."^(), , bows and

other war-engines in whicii elastic

wood stretches the string.., ov, (?•,)
nourishing or bearing wood.?,, ,{?.,)
one who gnaws or eats wood.%', , to work wood. Hdt. 3,

113: and
!^?., , , the working of

wood, Aesch. Pr. 451 ; and-, i/, ov, of or belonging

to working in wood, Eur. Incert. 94 : ?)- (sc. ),=foreg.. Plat. Phil.

56 : from, , {, *:)
working wood, working in wood: hence

b ., a carpenter, carver of images., ov, eating wood.

"--, , (,)
hokmo Uke wood, Diod. 20, 90.,., ov, {?, ))
spoiling wood, Arist. H. A. 5, 32, 3.'. , to carry a slick, as

the Cynics did, Luc. Pisc. 24 : and, , , a carrying wood,

Lat. lignatio, Lys. ap. Poll. 7, 131

:

and
'7,,, ov, belonging to the

carrying of wood : ., the Jewish

feast of Tabernacles, Joseph. : from^, ov, {,) car-

rying wood, LXX., ov,(,)
fenced with imod, ., the po?is

sublicius at Rome, Dion. H. 5, 24.?., , (,)
wooden tablets.%. Dor.,
=, Theocr. 5, 05.

^,?., , , xcoody country,

forest, thicket, copse, bush, II. 11, 415 ;

21, 573: the lair of a wild beast,, Od. 4, 335, cf. 19,

445. (,, not from .)
[], ,() turn into tvood:

—pass, to become wood, Tlieophr.—II.

to make of wood, LXX.^, ov, TO, dim. from,
V.. []
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^'., , (,) woody,
hard as ivood, PluL 2, 701 13, 953 D.

'',, ,() aplacefor
uood, wood-hou^c.?.,, , (.) the wood-

work of a house,, Thuc. 2, 44.

—II. =.. [], , , ()=^,
susp.-, for all words so beginning,
V. sub -, cf.-
'.. , dub. 1. for, Galen.', harsher pronunciation for*, the Lat. cum, prevailing in old

Att. for the later and more usu.,
as e. g. in Trag., and Thucyd., v.

Pors. Med. 11, Elmsl. Med. 2, Poppo
Thuc. 1, p. 209, 399. But very
seldom occurs in Horn., and only
melri grat. : he uses it more freq. in

compds., even where it is not needed
by the metre. Hes. has it only in,,. In Hdt. all

the instances of are dub.—For
all compds. o{-, v. sub -. [-],,,^,,
q. v., Pind., cf.,.,, , Dor. for,
Pind. [], Epic for,
twenty at a time, twenty together, Od.
14. 98.^,, . Ion. for,
V. Valck. Adon. p. 227 A.
?'/, . ov, Ep. and Ion. for, which prob. nowhere occurs() : in II. I, 124 ; 23, 809,7

are public property, common stock.

"'',, . Dor., [], Pind. : Ion., conlr. -, Hesych. : [) :

—

^,, one who possesses something
in common with others, a joint owner,

partner, c. gen.,,, Hes. Th. 595, (iOl
;, i. e. ajjlicitd by diseases, Pind.

P. 3, 84 :—absol.,, a friend. Id.

N. 5, 50:—as adj.. ., the salt on
ihe common table, the symbol of hos-
pitality, Anth.'', , , Xynia, a city of
Thessaly, whence ^,. Rh. 1, 68., iinperat., Theogn.
1210. [-],, imperat. pres. from,
Od. []'., Ep. 3 pi. impf. for-

from, II. 1, 273. []/,, ,(,)
the free, bounteous giver, epith. of

Apollo, Anth. P. 9, 525, 15; of Bac-
chus, lb. 524, 15., , , =, common,
public, general, concerning or belonging

to all in common, II. 16, 262, Hes. Fr.

07, also in Hdt. 4, 12 ; 7, 53, and Pind.

;

-', i. e. war hath an even

hand, is uncertain, II. 18, 309 ; c. gen.,
' , is still Ike

common property of all, II. 15, 193 :. Soph. Aj. 180
; .-, to speak for the common good,

Aesch. Theb. 76 : ei^, in common,
Pind. P. 9, 165: so, as adv. =. Id. Snpp. 307, Ap.' Rh. 2, 802;
and neut. pl.. Soph. O. C. 1752.

—These are the only places it occurs
in Trag., prob. not at all in prose.( differs from only in

dialect : the root being , *=^
Lat. cum.),, , ,(,)
friendly -minded, Anth. P. 9, 525,
15., , (,) re-

joicing viith all alike, epith. of ApoUo,
Anth. P. 9, 525, 15.

STSM, , like, to make
cmumorLOX general, Noiin., , , =, part'
ncrship, fellowship. Archil. 3S.^, , , Xypete, an Attic
deme of the tribe Cecropis ; hence an
inhab. of X.,, , b,

Dem.;, Strab,;,, Plut. Pericl. 13., a, ov, shorn, Synes., ov, TO, dim. from., , in Hdt., — and
perh. this is the true Att. form also,
Lob. Phryn. 205 ; fut.- : ().
To shave, c. dupl. acc., Hdt. 5, 35 :—proverb, of
great danger or sharp pain,, it shaves close, to the quick.
Soph. Aj. 786 ; , of a
dangerous undertaking, like our ' to
bell the cat,' Plat. Rep. 341 C :—
Mid. to shave one's self Hdt. 2, 36

;

also acc, ,/, , to shave one's eye-
brows, etc., Hcit. 2, 37, 05, 66 ;, with one's head
shaved, Luc. Merc. Cond. 1 ; so,-

alone, Ar. Thesm. 191., ,(,) keen as a
razor, Xen. Cyn. 10, 3.— II. pass, close-

shaven,, Eur. Phoen. 372, El.
335 ; so, ., Id. Ale. 427.-2. =, op. Bust., ov, that can be shaved.,, ,() a shai'ing:

baldness, LXX. [v]^, ov, o,=foreg., ov, , a shaveling., , desiderat. from,
to wish to be shaved.,, later forms for, Alciphr.

Evpiov, ov, TO, dim. from. [],, , an aromatic plant, of
the iris kind (like ), so called
from its razor-like leaves, Diosc. : the
forms,,, also occur., , , Ar. Thesm. 220;
and -, , , (,)
razor-case., , ^,= foreg.', , , ( ; and akin to) a razor, Horn., etc :—proverb,
in 11. 10, 173, irri /c-...? ?/, death or life

stands on a razor's edge, (i. e. is bal-

anced on so fine an edge that a hair
would turn the scale,— -, as Theocr. says) : and so oft.

in later authors, to express ' hair-

breatlth scapes' and the like,, Hdt. 6, 11, cf. Theogn.
557 ; , Theocr. 22, 6

;

., Aesch.
Cho. 883 ; ,
Sopli. Ant. 996, cf. Eur. . F. 630

:

cf.., ov, , rare and late form for

foreg., Archipp. Rhin. 3., , (, ) to

carry a razor, Ar. Thesm. 218.

/'-, for vords so beginning, .
sub [)()-, cf.., later iorm for :—usu.
in Mid.,, to have one's self

shaved, ', Plut.

2, 352 C.. ov, shaven, smooth, So-
phron ap. E. M., (or?) , () a rub-

bing, scratching. Hipp.
(or> .'), ,()

that which is scraped or shaven off, fi-

lings, shavings, Lat. sirigmentum, ra-

menlum : , shred-

ded linen, i. e. lint for wounds, Hipp.



elsewh. /zoroi'.• particles o/any thing:

also the 7)tijtes in the sunbeani, Arist.

de Anima 1, 2. 3, c(. Probl. 15, 13, 1.

—2. that uhich is graven on a thit)g

;

hence=:.— 11. any
place that has been scratched, a scar, Ot

wounds., ov, ro, dim. from foreg.,

Hipp, [a], , like a, full

thereof, Hipp., ,,=, Anth. P. 9,

206.%, ov, 6, a scratching, esp. to

cure itching : hence also the itching

itself, like, Hipp.-, for words so beginning, v.

sub-, of.., , to be a.^, , ,(,)
the president of a xystus, a place for

wrestling and gymnastic exercises,

nearly=/, Inscr., , , {) one who
scratches :

—a graving tool, Lat. scal-

pru/m, like^, Leon. Tar. 4.

Hence, ov, belonging to, fit for
scraping, polishing, engraving : -,=
foreg.^, ov, ,^^., ,=, Inscr. 155.,, , . (') corrosive,

Philotim. ap. Ath. 81 .—II.{)
belonging to or taking exercise in a ocy-

stiis, Sueton. August. 45., , ), Att.: — a
long robe with a train, a robe of state,

esp, used, in Trag. choral dances,

and worn by women, Cratm. Hor.

15, ubi V. Meineke, Ar. Nub. 70,

Plat. Rep. 420 ; cf. Ruhnk. Tim.—
.=., ov,(, ?.)
spear-darting, Anth. P. 9, 524. 15., ov, , {) the polished

shaft of a spear, II. 4, 469 ; 11, 260;
twenty-two cubits long, ace. to II. 15,

677 ; opp. to /., (the head), Hdt.
1,52: hence,—2. like, a spear,

dart, javelin, Eur. Hec. 920, Xen.
Cyr. 7, 1, 33.— II. carpenter's tool,

prob. for levelling or fitting tosether

two flat pieces of wood, etc., Galen:
also, a mason's tool, a trowel or chisel.

III.= II. (Strictly neut. of

the adj..),, , 6, () a covered col-

onnade in gymnasia, where athletes

exercised in winter, serving also for

a walking-place, Xen. Oec. 11, 15;

and so called from its smooth and
polished floor{ Od.,

where the suitors' games take place)

:—

the whole training ground for the ath-

letes at Elis, Paus. 6, 23, 1 ; v. Becker
Charikl. 1, p. 333, 343.—II. in Roman
villas, a terrace with a colonnade, also

xystum, Vitru V. 5, 1 1 . (Strictly masc.

from sq., sab., which is sup-

plied in Aristias ap. Poll. 9, 43, ubi v.

Hemst.)'., , (fi)(j) scraped, polished,

smoothed with a knife, a plane, etc.,

Lat. rasus, , Hdt. 2,

71 ; ., grated cheese, Antiph.

Cycl. 2., ov, {, )
carrying a spear, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 41

;

8, 3, 16.", , ?/,=sq., Luc. Lexiph.

5.,,, , {) a tool for
scraping or rubbing off, esp. the scraper

used after bathing, instead of the

older, cf. Lob. Phryn. 299,

400 :— also a currycomb, {ott horses.

—

II. also like Lat. strigilis, =-

O
.—III. in plur. theflutes of a pillar,

Lat. striae., ov, b, the servant

who carries his master''s and
to and from the bath ; cf.7.

(or ?) ov,, like, an instrument for scraping,

planing, polishing, Diod., , making., , , {,) placefor keeping in,

Artemid., , (as if from -) scraped: esp. of pillars, _/Zuie(i,

Lat. striatus ; v. III., , said to be used in some
dialects for.', f. , to scrape, plane,

smooth or polish,?., they scraped and smoothed the
floor with shovels, Od. 22, 456:—
generally, to make smooth or fine, work
finely or delicately, '-, with utmost care she wrought a

smooth robe, II. 14, 179, cf. :
—

later also to carve wood. Xen. Cyr. 6,

2, 32 :—but, ')7/,
to scrape off. get rid o/sad old age, H.
Hom. Ven. 225, cf. 11. 9, 4-16; and. (The same root appears in, , Lat. scnlpo. sndpo.) [
in Hom. in impf. and aor. ; and so,

post-Horn., in pres. : Nonnus, after

the analogy of and, has
in aor., Wern. Tryph. 516.]

, , , little i. e. short ,
as opp. to , great i. e. long and
double ,— being for oo : fifteenth

letter in the Greek alphabet : as nu-
meral o'=70, but ,0,^70.000.

In early times the vowel was not
called , but ov, Antti. P.
append. 359, ubi v. Jac, cf. Heind.
Plat. Crat. 416 B, Dawes Misc. Cr.

p. 12 ; as also short was called ,
after the analogy of all the monosyll.
names for letters, which are long.

Hence Bockh remarks that in Att.

inscriptions before Euclides, 01. 94,

2, the diphthong ov is found only in

ov, ovK,, with their derivs., and
in some prop, names ; elsewh. always
0. That in many words must have
sounded very like diphth. ov, appears
from divers Aeol. forms, such as
for ',? for 7,

for, in Dor.,',, Schaf. Greg. Cor.

p. 191 sq. •.—so also. Dor. gen. sing,

of 2d decl. ended in , ace. pi. in ,
but poet, sometimes in of , Theocr. 1,

90 ; 4, 11. etc. ; whereas we have in

Ion.,,,,',
for,,, ; and
the spiritus asper changed into sp.

lenis, e. g.,, for ,. Cf. Buttm. Lexil. s. vv.-
7, oil/. 2.

Other changes of :—I. Aeol.,—1.

for a, as,.,,
for, , ,,
Koen Greg. p. 455, 600 : so,,
old form for. etc.—2. into ,
as,,, for,-
vai. Koen. Greg. p. 597.—3. into v,

as,,,,,-, for,,,,, Koen. Greg. p. 584 sq.—4, for

, as,. ?, for,?,
Koen. Greg. p. 615.—II. Dor. oft. into

01,, ?,,,-, (), for,/.,,

~,. port, etc., many of which
iurms were adopted by Ep., Koen.
Greg. p. 294.-111. like a, is olten
rejected or prefixed for euphony, e. g., ; -, ; ,;?,' ;,-

; ?., /. ;. ;-,;, ; dens,

; nomen, ; rego (in erigo,

porrigo),, etc.—IV. in compds.,
esp, adjectives, o, if it comes before
the second member, is changed by
poets, metri grat., into a long vowel,
usu. , e. g.,, Oeo-,,. etc., into,,, -, (Dor. -, etc.);
much more rarely into ai, , or .
Some of these words passed out of
poetry into common use ; but how
far this extended is very dub, from
the uncertainty of MSS., v. Lob.
Phryn. 633 sq., cf. Plir)-n. 85, 231 , 390., , TO', is, when thus written,
^A, demonstr. pronoun ; and.— B.
in Att., definite or prepositive article :

but,—C. with accents in masc. and
fem. sing, and plur. , , . relative
pronoun for, . : and,—D. m gen.
and dat. sing.,— 1. ~ov, , without
accent, indefinite pronoun for
hut—2. ; ; with accent, inter-
rog. pronoun for ; ;

Usu. declension, , , : gen.,, : dat. , ?;, : ace.,, :—dual, hom.' and ace.,,
: gen. and dat.,, :—

plur. nom. , ai,: gen. : dat.,,: ace,, , .
Besides these, Hom. has the foil.

forms, partly Ion., partly retained
from the old Greek, gen. sing,
for , nom. plur. , , which
point to an orig. form , , ,
though the init. letter remains only
in neut. and oblique cases, just as in. Further, Hom. uses,,
and only, as strong demonstr.
pronouns : Ion. and in Hom., gen. pi.

fem. [], dat. plur. , )
and 77}.— hi Dor., the of fem.
always passed into : also, their gen.
sing. masc. and neut. was , gen.
plur. fem., contr. from : but
the ace. plur. masc. , in poets
sometimes, was Aeol. and Dor.

A. 0, , , DEMONSTR. PRO.NOL'V,
for,,, like Germ, d'r, die,

das. for dieser, diese, dieses, the oldest
and so (in Hom.) most usu. signf.

;

freq. also in Hdt., but in Att. prose
rare. Hom. uses the pronoun chiefly
in two ways :— I. joined with a suhst.,

to call attention to it : as,
he—Tydeus' fnmot^ son, II. 11,600;, that venerable
man, Chryses, II. 1, 11 : and so with
appellat., -^, Nestor

—

that aged man, 11. 11, 637.—Alwavs
before its noun ; cf. A. III. 1.—2. dif-

ferent from this are cases like II. 1,

409, ?.^ -;.'??, if he
would help the Trojans, but drive
those over the sea—/ mean the Achat-
ans (cf 1, 472 ; 4. 20), where 'A;^;. is

only added to explain ;—so'thal
this case leads us to—II. without a
subst., just like ,,,
as, , for he. this man came,
II. 1, 12 ; and so passim.—But it must
be remarked,— 1. that , . has not
always the strict demonstr. signf. of', but is freq. used like II.,

merely as pron. of 3d pers. he, she. it,

Lat. is, esp. freq. in Hdt. ; and,—2.

that it does not always mean this, the
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nearer, but sometimes that, the farther

of two objects, II. 15, 417, and so not
rarely in Hdt. — Thus much of the
pronominal usage passed over from
Hum. and Hes., to the Ion. and Dor.
writers in particular. In Att., it is

most freq. used by Trag., and there

Usu. followed by an enclitic, or some
such word, e. g. yap, (if, etc. ; for in

Att. prose it is very rare, and almost
solely in neut. or oblique cases, i. e.

in those which begin with r, as in the

phrase .— Some old

Gramm. wrote with the accent, , ,
', , when used as demoaslr. pron.,

Eust. p. 23, 4 : but better critics re-

serve the accent for the relative pron.

, , : Wolf indeed, II. 10, 224,

writes re ivojjaev,

where must be demonstr., but its

strange positioi» between and
needs some special distinction.

— III. pecul. phrases with 6 , , in

pronotninal signf :— 1. before relat.

pronouns .,, nsu. after its

noun, it stands seemingly pleonast.,

but serves to recall tlie attention

strongly to the foregoing noun, as,-,, ,
far above the rest, namely those who,

etc., 11. 17, 172, cf Od. 10, 74 ;-,, Od. 21, 43: also freq. in Plat.,

and other Att., esp. ,,. Jelf Gr. Gr. (j 444 c.—2. ....
b —, and so through all cases and
genders, from Horn, dovvnwds. one
of the most usu. phrases, sometimes
in opposition (where regul. re-

fers to the former, (5e to the latter

mentioned), sometimes in partition,

this here. ..that there..., i. e. the one. ..the

other..., Lat. hic.ille...: in neut.,. ..TO .., when the opposition in

partition refers not to a subst., but to

an adj., verb, or sentence, as adv.,

partly. ..partly..., Od. 2. 46, etc. : also,

Tu ... ... : and so we must
translate it where a sing, noun goes
before, / .. Plat. Phaedr. 255 C.

The Att. use also ..., when
the noun to which refers has not
been before indicated, as Plat. Phil.

13 B: but the noun is sometimes
emphatically added, as 11. 16, 117 sq.,

also in Att. prose, Heind. Plat. Gorg.
500 E.—When . .. ..., partitive,

follow a plur. noun, this is usu. and
strictly in the gen., as 11. 18,595;
yet oft. in the same case with ,
II. 5, 27, Od. 12, 73, etc. ; so in Att.,

Erf. Soph. Ant. 21 : not that another
case is put/or the gen , but the word
e.xpressing the whole is put in apposi-

tion with its parts, as being equal to

them. To ..., ..., or ...,
..., are but rarely used of time,

like Lat. nunc.nunr... — Further,
..., oft. occurs without ..., go-

ing before, as II. 22, 157, cf Pors. Or.
891. On the other hand we find oi

..., followed by^ ...,
II. 23. 4, etc. ; or by, Od. 7, 305

;

by , II. 6, 147, etc. ; and so,

esp. in Att., by ...,
..., etc., Malth. Gr. Gr. § 288, Obs.
6: ..., ..., occurs Theogn.
205 (where however Bekk. from
MSS. reads ) ; also ..., ...,

without and , II. 15, 417, etc.—3. in apodosis, when a relat.

pron. goes before, is freq. in Att.,

though still more so : here
adds emphasis to , by suggesting a
contrast not clearly indicated by the

words preceding, as,
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^ , J' , who
looked on calmly, he—hut he alone—
could say, Soph. Tr. 22, cf omnino
Herm. Phil. 86,87, Buttm. Mid. E.xc.

xii. ; so in Horn.,, (not /^) -, II. , 146.—4. , one and
another, many a onf, when one wishes
not to particularize: so, -u ,
etc. ; through all cases and genders,

esp. in Dem., and other late Att.

;

also, , Dem.
. , , , THE DEFINITE Or PRE-

POSITIVE ARTICLE, the, marking that

its noun represents not a class, but a

definite member of a class ; opp. to

the indef pron. , , which is used
where the particular member is left

undefined. In this signf we can easi-

ly trace the word gradually losing the
demonstr. force, which often seeins
superfluous. For instance, (5, , ,
as the true article, does not, strictly

speaking, occur in Hom. : for in the

places usu. quoted, II. 1, 340 ; 4, 399 ;

5,715; 0,407; 15,74; 17, 122, 127,

695, 698 ; 21, 317, Od. 5, 106, the de-
monstr. force is clearly to be traced,

V. supr. A. I : still even in Hom. it

begins to lose this force,—as may be
seen in places like II. 1, 167 ; 7, 412 ;

9, 309 ; 12, 289, Od. 19, 372 ; or where
joined to an adj. to make it a subst.,

as , strictly, him that uas
bravest, II. 17, 80 ; , II.

22, 59; or, more clearly still, in oi, , , etc.,

strictly, they, the rest, etc., which
easily prepare the way for the true

use of the article, v. Nitzsch Od. 9,

185. This usage however is first

fully established in Att., while the
demonstr. usage proportionally dis-

appears, except in a few cases, v. A.
II, sub fin. The article is most em-
phatic in phrases like -, to own the gods, who are general-

ly owned, Herm. Hec. 781 ; -, to make the Iriends

one does make, Erf Soph. Ant. 190.

—

Peculiarities of the article, esp. in

Att. :— I. it is put before not only

common appellatives, adjects., and
particips., but also,— 1. prop, names
of all kinds, with which it is seldom
omitted except when some distin-

guishing word with the article fol-

lows, as" : the

Homeric passages, as II. 1, 11, are

not to be referred to this head, (v. A.

1) : the Trag. however use it with
prop, names only to give pecul. em-
phasis, Pors. Phoen. 145.—2. before

the infinitive, used as a neut. subst.,

in all cases, as , the being,, etc. : so before ace. and
inf , when it refers to the whole sen-

tence, Matth. Gr. Gr. ^ 540: cf infr.

4.-3. before adverbs, which thus
take an adject, signf, as , , vvv,
the present ; oi , the

men of that time, also oi. oi vvv,

without subst., etc., very freq. in Att.

;

the partic. of is usu. supplied,

oi {) ., etc.—When a

subst., easily supplied from conte.xt,

etc., is omitted, the adv. sometimes
stands like a subst., as, avptov (sc.), the morrow : (sc.), the Lydian measure, etc.

;

though sometimes no special subst.

can be supplied, as avpiov, the

morrow, strictly the notion to-morrow,
etc.—4. before any word or expres-

sion which itself is made the object

of thought, when the art. is neut., hs,

TO, the word or yiotion man ;

TO, the word, etc. ; so be-

O
fore a whole sentence, as, ,•

•' , the

proposition, the , no living man is hap
py, Hdt. 1, 66, cf Plat. Phaedr. 273

; the usage of the art. belbre ace.
and inf (sup. I. 2) might be placed
here. But, very oft., stands ab-
sol. with adverbs of time and jdace,
when one cannot (as m I. 3) supply
a subst., but the adv. remains adveib-
ial, and the art. only serves to
strengthen it, cf. Lob. Phryn. 50
many distinguish these two cases by
writing vvv, the present time, when
the adv. becomes subst. :, now,
at present, when the adv. remain» ; so,

TO , old time,, formerly,
etc. : this usage is very old, lor, ace.
to Wolf, Hom. always says-,,,, -

; but in Hdt. and Att. the
art. is usu. written separate, esp. \n
such words as to, -, , , ,, , etc., and
still more so in and, from the present time,

TO , formerly, Poppo Thuc.
1, p. 467, sq. Prob. in all these cases
TO may be taken as ace. absol., as to..,

touching.. ; but it cannot be rendered
in English. Rarely absol. in gen.,, to go forward ;. Soph. Aj. 731,
where however there is a good v. I.-—5. before person,
pronouns of 1st and 2nd pers., to give
them greater emphasis, but only in
ace, , , Heind. Plat.

Phaedr. 258 A: on , , , before, v. III.— 6. before the in-

terrog. pron., as well as,
usu. only in neut. sing., ;

; always referring to some-
thing before, which needs to be more
distinctly specified, Aesch. Pr. 249,
Ar. Pac' 696, cf. Herm. Vig. n. 25 :

also ; because went before,
Ar. Pac. 693. But with great-

er liberties are allowed, so that it is

used not only in plur., ; Eur.
Phoen. 707, but also in the other gen-
ders, as, ; Eur. Phoen. 1704;

; Dem. 346, 10, which will
scarcely be iound with ; Stallb.,

Plat. Euthyphr. 13 D, rightly remarks
that these iorms are very rare, except
in direct questions.— 7. very rarely be-
fore , and prob. only Ion , v.

Schulz on Hdt. 3, 64; 7, 153: more
freq. before, as II. 18, 496;
also Att., as Thuc. "5, 49 : 6, 63 : but
dub. before, Poppo Obss.
Grit, in Thuc. p. 28.— II. the article

in elliptic expressions :— 1. before the
genit. of a masc. or fem. prop, name,
to express descent, ^, the son of
Jupiter, , the daughter of La-
tona, where or/ is usu.
supplied, very freq. in Att. But this

form also denotes other relations, so
that we must supply from the con-
text, hiisband, brother, friend, wife, etc.—2. before a genit. of neut. signf it

indicates any relation, connection or
dependence of a thing, and so often
alters the meaning but little, as,, that xuhich belongs to the
state, its being and nature ; but,, all that concerns the state,

its home and foreign relations, etc.

;

so TU /', ,
etc. ; ', to

hold with the Athenians, be on their

side, Hdt. ; ', that ivhick

beseems the dead, , that

V'hich is desljned by the gods, etc.,

Schaf. Mel. p. 31, 32: hence with



neut. of possess, pron., ,, v)hat regards me or thee, my or

thy business, concern, duty ; and with
gen. of third pers. , -
, etc., V'alck. Hipp. 48. But -

is often also, a man^s word or say-

ing, as, TO ", Hdt. 1, 8G,

cf. 1, 4. On , , etc., v.

, IV.—HI. the article stands pleo-

nast., esp. in Ion., in sentences of

two clauses with one and the same
subject : this being omitted in the

first clause, is expressed by the arti-

cle in the second, as,

oil/., /., lor, Hdt. 6, 3, ct. 6, 9, 133 :

so too in apodosis 6, 30, when regu-

larly stands in first clause, and
with art. in second : but passages

in which both clauses have a common
verb are different, as, -/ , 11. 3, 409, cf.

Hdt. 2, 173.— 2. the art. with the corn-

par, is needless and rare, if?} follows,

Herm. Soph. Ant. 313, O. C. 795.—
IV. note that in Att. the dual of a

fern, subst. often takes the masc. art.

:

indeed dual is prob. never found
in good Greek, Jelf Gr. Gr. i) 388 ubs.

And m Horn, the pron. is oft. used in

a different gender from its noun, as

in II. 21, 164, 167, 3?,,,
.., as if he had said; ; so

11. 22, 80, 82, ...
", as if ; and Od. 12,

74, /..-, ', as

if: here then the gender is

taken from a synonym- word which
was in the poet's mind.

A, B. .tBSOL. USAGE OF SINGLE
CASES, which may be referred either

to demonstr. pron., or article :— I. -?/.

of place, there, on that spot, here, this

way, freq. in Hom., e. g. 11. 5, 752,

858, oft. followed by ;}, 11. 13, 52.-2.

with a notion of motion towards, thith-

er, 11. 10, 531 ; 11, 149, Hes. Op. 206

;

but this much more rare, and prob.

only poet.—3. of manner, /)- -/ /^, in this way,
thus, OiL 8, 510; so in Att.

—

i. re-

peated Ty-, Ty .., usu. of place,

here.., there.., or here.., now there.. :

but also on the one part.., on the other..,

or more strictly in one way certainly..,

but in another.., Eur. Or. 356.—5. re-

lative, where, for tj, only Ep., as 11.

12, 1 18, Od. 4, 229. Here or

(5 is usu. supplied, but this can only
be in local signf—II. , dat. neut.,

(some old Gramm. wrote in this

signf), therefore, on this account, very

freq. in Horn., and also Att. even in

prose, Valck. Phoen. 157; also used
as relative bv a kind of attraction, be-

cause, Heind'. Plat. Phaed. 60 B.—2.

more rarely, perh. only in Ep., th^is,

so, in this wise, 11. 2, 373 ; 4, 290, etc.

:

it may also, esp. when ei goes before,

be translated, theii, if this be so, on this

cojidition, cf. also Od. 1 , 239 ; 3, 224,

etc. : is usu. supplied.—3.

vv for, Horn., also divisim,

vv , IL 7, 352.—111., ace. neut.,

like , wherefore, rare except in

Horn., as II. 3, 176 ; 7, 239, Od. 8,

332, etc. ; so in Pind. P. 5, 50 ;, II. 23, 547.—IV., gen. neut.,

wherefore, hence, Od. 24, 425, where
or is supplied, cf. II. 21,

458.—V. with prepositions, of time,, ever since, , whilst, where
and are freq. supplied,

ut wrongly, as and like cor-

responding words in other languages,

seem neut. rather than masc.—The
early development, even in Horn., of

many such phrases shows that they

CAP
belong to the demonstr. pronoun.

—

On the phrase km, v. sub.
C. 6, 7], TO, accentuated through

all cases, relative pronoun, for,
, , called also the postpositive article,

somewhat like our that=which : very

freq. in Hom., also Ion., and Dor. : in

these however only in the forms be-

ginnuig with r, and in nom. plur.

masc. and fern, , , (so that it

seems to be used merely to avoid hi-

atus) Hdt., passim: Hom. however
has also masc. , II. 16, 835, though
others read of ; this usage was long
denied to the Trag., even by Valck.
Hipp. 525, Koen. Greg. p. 239, Toup,
etc. : it is however clear that they
sometimes used it, to avoid hiatus, in

the forms beginning with r, v. Monk
Hipp. 527 : and are still dis-

puted : Monk even claims nom.
sing., cf Elmsl. Bacch. 468 : in Com.
and Att. prose however this relative

is not found, Matth. Gr. Gr. ^ 292.—
In declension the relative wholly
(even in dialects) follows the article :

Buttm. indeed gives the nom. o, ?/, 6 :

but is from the regul. , and those
forms only need be considered which
differ in declension from , , .

D. The gen. and dat. enclitic ,, for,. from the indefi-
nite PRONOUN , : in which
case and -cj are of all three gen-
ders : neither , r//, nor the plur.

occur : Hom. uses thus only the dat.,

and that only thrice, II. 12, 328, Od.
13, 308 ; 20, 297, always in masc. :

Att., and are very freq. : as
also and lor and ', as
gen. and dat. of interrogative
PRO.v. ; ; as, , there
needs somewhat, but ; what
needs there ?—So in Ion., enclit.

gen. for ,, indefin., Od. 16,

305, contr. II. 2, 388, Od. 6, 68,

etc. : dat. , for , , 11. 16,

227, Od. 11, 502, and' in Hdt.: gen.
and dat. pi.,, :—but, gen. for;; II. 14, 128,

Od. 4, 463, absoL, wherefore? 11. 2,

225, cf , A. B. Ill : contr.
;

Od. 15, 509, Callin. 1 : dat., Hdt.

:

of this Hom. too has pi. geri.,
II. 24, 387, Od. 20, 192 : as monosyll.,
Od, 6, 119; 13, 200: daL,-. Wess, Hdt 1,37.

From this article are formed the
pronouns,,.,,,
which are treated under their respec-
tive heads.
The Ion. and Att,, not Horn., often

blend the article by crasis with nouns
which have an initial vowel, v. Buttm.
Ausf Gr. ^ 29.—For the position or
the article in a sentence, v. Jelf. Gr.
Gr. § 458, sq.

'0, Ion. and Dor. relat. pron. masc.
for , V. , , C, Hom.
", neut. of relat. pron. , q. v.,

Hom.
"O, 5, , exclamation in Ar. Thesm.

1191., v>oe, woe ! alas ! Lat. vae ! c.

gen., Aesch. Pers. 116, 122. []
'0(2, , also,, ova, the service-

tree, Lat. sorbus, Theophr. : its fruit,•, the sorb-apple or service berry, Lat.
sorbum.", 7/, {)=:, a sheepskin.—
IL:=(ja, a hem or border.',, , a consort, mate, wife,

II. 9, 327, in gen. pi., unless
this belongs to /) (q. v.), cf. the
contr. , whence, II. 5, 486.

(Not by metath. from uop, as some
say, but prob. from same root as

*,, Lat. sero, she that is lied

or k)iit to one, cf. ,
etc.), , , Oaracta, an
island in the Persian gulf, Arr. Ind.
37,2., ov, , Oarizv^s, a Per-
sian, Hdt. 7, 71., [) to conversefamiliarly,

chat with one,, II, 6, 516 ; 22, 127,
etc.

; , . Hom, Merc. 170

;

esp, of married persons or lovers : also
c. ace. cognato, , .
Hom. 22, 3: contr., . Horn.
Merc. 58. Hence,, , familiar con•

verse, esp. of lovers : generally con-

verse, 0pp. C. 4, 23. [up] and, ov, (5,=foreg., familiar,

fond discourse, as of lovers, in plur.,

Hes. Op. 787, or relatives, Q. Sm. 7,

316., ov, ,{) masc. of, a mate, bosom-friend ; SO Minos
is called , Od. 19, 179,
cf: Plat. Minos 319 D.,, . Ion. for,
familiar intercourse or converse, esp. of
lovers, fond discourse, -, 11. 14, 216 ; the title of The-
ocr. 27th Idyll: —generally, inter-

course, company,',
war's intercourse, i. e. battle, the tug
of war, II. 17, 228 : also as a concrete
noun, ., the company of
out-fighters, 11. 13, 291. []02, ov,,^, famil-
iar converse, chat, H. Hom. 22, 3 : esp.
amorous converse, H. Hom. \'en. 250,
where many interpr. by,
but wrongly, for it is just the same
as, in II. 14, 216 ; so, -, Hes. Th. 205 ;\, Call. Lav. Pall. 66 : generally,
converse, discourse, words, Einped. 68,
cf Plat. Minos 319 : hence also,

song, lay, ditty, Pind. P. 1, 190, N. 3,
19 ; almost always in plur., but Pind.,
P. 4, 244, N. 7, 102, has it in sing,, m
the sense of song or discourse, and in
the latter place even in bad sense,, a song of reproach., ov, ,^, Hesych., who
perh. formed this nom, from gen. -, 11, 9, 327,', , , the Oarus, a river
of Scythia falling into the Palus
Maeotis, Hdt, 4, 123,,, , a name of the fertile

islets in the Libyan desert, Hdt, 3,

26, ubi V, Bahr. The name is prob.
Arabic {vah) : the form, in
Strab, p, 130, being merely an at-
tempt at Greek etymology, as if from,., , rarer poet, form for o^if,
only in .\lexandr. writers, in ace,-

and, used as adv, for, in the presence of, Lat. coram.?., a, ov,=sq,, dub.', a, ov, [/.) spit-

shaped.—II. roasted on a spit, Philo.' (sc. ), , {?.)
a sort of loaf baked or rather toasted

on a spit:—or (acc. to A. B.) an obol-

loaf, Pherecr,. 1, Ar, Fr.
158, cf Bockh P. E. 1, 132 : also-.', ov, {7.,)
carrying an , name of a
play of Ephippus, cf. Lob. Phryn.
647., to mark with the critical

obelus ; v. /. II., ov, , dim.
from sq., Theopomp. (Com.).
1, Arist. Pol. 4, 15, 8./., ov. , {?.
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OBPI,) a spit for roasting, like-

wise used as a lamp-stand.', , b, dim. from biie-

7., a small spit, Ar. Acli. 1007, etc.

:

also any pointed iitstrunent, the leg of
a compass, Ar. Nub. 178; a sword-
blade, Polyb. 6, 23, 7 ; the iron head of
the Roman pilum, Dion. H. 5, 4t).— II.

pointed pillar, obelisk.—III. an iron Or

copper coin stamped with a spit, Piut.

Lys. 17, Fab. 27 : cf. '.', , , a marking with

the obelus, v. II., ,,=. [t]'', , , Aeol. and Dor.-
?., spit,' ,
11. 1, 45, etc. ; so Hdt. 2, 135, Eur.
Cycl. 303.— 2. a pointed pillar, obelisk,

iidt. 2, 1 1 1 . 170.—3. euphern. for,
Ar. Ach. 796.— II. an horizontal line,

— , used as a critical mark to point

out that a passage was spurious. Luc.
Imagg. 24 ; but with one point below
and one above, — , -, it denoted superfluous passa-

,ges, esp. in philosophical writings,

Diog. L. 3, tJO, cf. Pressels Beytr.' p.

67, sq., and v. .—Cf.,.(, is with prefixed, v.

111.)

i3avo,>, oL the Obidiaceni,

a Maeolic people, Strab. p. 495., u, Ubodas, a king of the

Nabataei, Strab. p. 781., a, oi',=sq., dub., a, oi>,() of the

size or value of an obol, Lob. Phryn. p.

551., a, ov, worth an obol,

i. e. petty, Theano: from, , , an obol, freq. in Ar.,

etc., a coin worth 8, l-6th

of a, rather less than three

cents :

—

or' ,
a thing of which you get much or

little tor an obol, l. e. valuable or worth-

less, Meineke Com. Fr. 3, 76.—An
obol was written short ; a half-

oboi.C or D.—II. also SIS a weight, l-6th

of a drachma. (Ace. to Arist. ap.

Poll. 9, 77 ; and only
ditleied in the (Ion. and Att.) pronun-
ciation ; he thinks that in the barter

of early times, iron or copper nails{) were used as money, six of

which made a handful ()/),. P.

Knight, Prolegg. ad Horn. ^56, citing

Plut. Lys. 17 ; and that the name re-

mained when the form and material

were changed. Others derive it from
the cum being stamped with a spit,

cf. 111.), , to weigh obols

:

hence to practice petty usury, Lys. Fr.

37, Luc. .Necyoin. 2 : from/, ov, , (/,) a weigher of obols : hence,
petty usurer, Ar. Nub. 1155, Antiph.
Neott. 1, 4. [(2] Hence, , , (so. ),
the trade of a petty usurer, tisvry, Arist.

Pol. 1, 10, 4.,, 7j,Obulcon, a city

of Hispania Baetica, Strab. p. 141.

'OSpiu, , the young of animals,

Aesch. Fr. 40, Eur. Peliad. 8, cf. Ael.

N. A. 7, 47. ( Usu. deriv. from.)),),,=,5.
Th. 617.3,,=6, Aesch. Ag.
113. [I], ov,{,)
strong-limbed, 0pp. H. 5, 316.,, ,=^., ,{, *})
doing strong de.eds, but always in bad
b;~nse, doi'ia deeds (f muleiice Q[ wrong,
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esp. against the gods, II. 5, 403 ; 22,
418, Hes. Th. 996., ov,(,)
strong-minded, Hes. Th. 140, H. Hom.
7, 2.,, , , {-. ) having strong children,

on., , ,{,-) daughter of a strong father, in

Hom. and Hes. always epilh. of Mi-
nerva, 11. 5, 747, etc.—No niasc.-

seems to occur :-
in Hesych. is corrupt."', ov, also //, , Eur. Or.

1454:

—

strong, mighty, in Hom. as
epith. of Mars, 11. 5, 845, etc. ; of
Achilles, 19,408; of Hector, 8, 473:
—then of things,63, 11.

3, 357, etc. ; ]:(•', Od. 9, 233 ; -,, lb'. 241, 305 ;, II. 4,

453 ; , he thunder-
ed 7nighttly, Hes. Th. 839 ; . tpyu,
deeds of might, Tyrtae. 2. 27-.—, Aesch. Ag. 1411 ; •, Eur. 1. c.—The form -

(q. v.) is not used by Ep., but
is the prevailing form in Lyr. writers.

(From -,,,,, with prefi.xed.),,, Xfjvoiov.piere gold

;

akin, to Lat. obrussa, the testing ofgold
by fire., ov, =,
Gramm.. , ,() belong-

ing to the number eight, Clem. Al.'^^, a, ov, on the eighth day,

Polyb. 5, 52, 3, etc.',, ,() the number
eight, Plut. 2, 744 B, etc. ;—for,
as (from) for.'0}, , ov, poet, for,
like for, the eighth,

Hom., and Hes. : esp. (sc.), the eighth day, Hes. Op. 770,

788., oi, ai, , indecl.,

eighty. Hence, , () eighty

years old.—II.7], lasting

eighty years : cf. ) (5/-.> (5o7;/ioi'rU7r7/;i;i'f , ,(-/,) eighty cubits long, Callix. ap.

Ath. 20:2 D. [], ov,(-,), possessed of
eighty talents, Lys. 177, 26.^,, Lac. Hermot.
77: fem.-',,=6-, -., , , on the eight-

ieth day, Hipp. : from7, , ,()
the eightieth, Thuc. 1, 22., , ov, () the eighth,

Horn., etc., oi, at, , indecl.,

contr. for, II., etc., , contr. for-, Simon. 53, 55, Mim-
nerm. 6.,, royfithedemonstr. pron.

, , , made more emphatic by the
adilition of ye, Lat. hicce, haecce, hocce,

he, she, it ; pretty freq. as early as

Horn., and Hes : - can seldom be
rendered in English, though some-
times by indeed or r.t least, when it

answers to Lat. hie quidem : properly

this pron. is used to designate a per-

son rather as distinct from others,

than in reference to himself, and in

this respect differs from :

joined, II. 19, 344.— It is used
absol. by Horn.—2. 7), cf place,
.kere, on this spot, II. 0, 435.-3. acc.

ueut., on this account, for this very

7-ea.?on, II. 5, 827, Od. 17, 401.—Att.., , poet.}, a name of
Minerva in Thebes, Aesch. Theb.
1C4, etc. : a gate in that city was call-

ed from her or,
Valck. Aristob. p. 120, Pors. Phoen.
1150., f. -, dep. mid.,
to bray, esp. of the ass, Arist. H. A. 9,

1, 18, Luc. Dial. .Mar. 1,4. (Onoma-
top. : cf. Engl, donkey !), , ,=., ov, o.= sq., Luc. Asin.
15.,, , a braying, esp.

of the ass., , ,{ . 1\.) bulky,

swollen, Arist. Probl. 10, 54, 0.—IJ.

metaph. stately, pompous, -, Xen.
Hell. 3, 4, 8:

—

grievous, troublesome,

TO ., trouble, Arist. Eth. N. 4, 7,

14.—in Arist. Probl. 37,3, 2, we have
a compar., formed from

: so, Anth. P. 12,

187., ,=7, Ael. . .
5, 50.,, ,{) bray-

er, i. e. an ass, Anth. P. 9, 301 ; where
however ScbEtf. reads 7).
Hence, , , dub. for.-, given to braying., , a Sicil. weight, the
Lat. uncia, Epich. p. 116., , ov,( .) bent,

barbed, Lat. uncinus.,,, also written{ 1) :

—

a chest, case, casket for

barbed arrows and other implements
of iron or steel, Od. 21, 61 ; later cc-., ,{ . II., ?^))

speak in a hollow voice, like.. ,{ . 11.,)
to swell up, inflate, magnify ; in geni.=^., ov, b, og.=unv, a
bend, bending, C!/r!)e, hence hook, barb,

esp. of an arrow or spear-head, in

plur., 11. 4, 151, 214.—2. later also

any rt«^/i>, Arist. Top. 1, 15,2. (.\kin

to,,,>-, and Lat. uncus, ancus, angulus.)

B. bulk, 7nass, weight, size. Plat.

Theaet. 155 A, etc. ; ,
of a child in the womb, Eur. Ion 15

;

, a heap or pile of

fagots, Hdt. 4, 02 ; of a co)~pse. Soph.
El. 1142, cf. Plat. Legg. 959 C, Anst.
H. A. 3, 5, 3.— 2. a tumour, boil.—3. a
particular way of dressing the hair

;

it was plaited along the forehead, and
done uj) in a bushy top-knot, as may
be seen in the marbles of tragic

masks, Winckelm. Werke, T. 2, p.

49, 89.—II. metaph., weight, import-

ance,' ^',
Eur. Tro. 108 ;

' '
'.}J|v^v, Eur. Phoen. 717

;

also in bad sense, , to

swell with conceit. Soph. Aj. 129
;

but, , the

honoured name ol mother. Id. Tr. 817 :

—so of style, loftiness, 7najesty, Arist.

Rhet. 3, 6, 1 ; and in bad sense, tur-

gidity, ', ashort,
plain speech. Soph. O. C. 1162; and
i'req. in late prose, as Plut., v. Wyt-
tenb. in Indice et ad p. 79 B.—2. trou-

ble, difficulty,. Soph. . C. 1341.—HI. in la-

ter philosoph., an atom, Sest. Emp.{. , seems to be a distinct word
from the former,—not akin to,
Lat. uncus, but rather, perh., with



Buttm. Lexil. s. v. 23, to be
referred to the root*,,
and so equiv. to.)

C. for the adj. forms of oy/cof, v., fin., ,( ) to increase in

bulk, enlarge ; inetaph. to bring to hon-

our and dignity, . Eur.
Andr. SiiO : also to exalt, extol, Eur.
Heracl. 195;} , to

puff up one's conceit. Ar. Vesp. 1024 ;

so in mid., Id. 703.—Pass, to become
larger, be reared up,, Lj'c. : esp.

metaph. to be puffed up. siLoln, elated,

X7u6i), Soph. Fr. 679 ; -, 'Eur. El. 3S1 ;. Id. Phrix.

11 ; , Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 25 ;

and absol., Eur. Hec. 623 ;

—

-, to be covered by a swelling

mound, Eur. Ion 388.?/,, as pass.=;oyKOo/zai,

Ar. Pac. 465, Ath. 383 B.', ov, =. (From
, as, from .)', , ( , )

swelling out, rounded, Xen. Eq. 1, 12:

turgid. Plat. Meno 90 .— 11.(-) , an ass of
louder note, Ael.,, ,=^, Liban.,,,() the act of
increasiiig in bulk, enlarging, puffing

out; also=o>'/ia>|Ua,., ,,{) heaped up,, An'li.,{) to trace or drive in

a straight line, esp. of ploughing or

mowing: metaph., ., to

plough or trail one's weary way, of a

lame man, Soph. Phil. 163 ;, they went before him in a long

line,' Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 20.. ov, 6, Ogmius, appell. of
Hercules, Luc."., , any straight line, orig.

a furrow in ploughing, -, IL 18, 546; '/ swathe

in reaping, II. 11, 68; 18,552,557:
elsewh., Lat. sulcus ;

, \\. ;, Theocr. 10, 2;,. : metaph., ,
the rich furrows, i. e. crops, H. Hom.
Cer. 455, where Herm. however takes
it of com already cut : generally, a
row or line of trees, of teeth, Anth.

:

also a path, the orbit of the heavenly
bodies, e. g. the moon, /.7/-, when her vast orbit (not
disk) IS fulfilled, H. Hom. 32, 11 ; so

also of the sun, Arat. Dios. 17. (The
root is, of. ^uttm. Lexil. v.-, fin.), , , Ogryle, a small
town of Sardinia (Agryle?), Paus.
10. 17, 5., ,=,, dub. in

Lye. 64, 1049., , , Onchesmus, a
port of Epirus, Strab. p. 324.'^, ov, , Onchestus, a city

of Boeotia on Lake Copais, with a
grove sacred to Neptune, II. 2. 506,

H. Hom. A p. 230.—11. a river of Thes-
saly, Polvb. 18, 3, 5.—III. a son of
Agrius, Apollod. 1, 8, 6.}'/, a, ov, of Onchestus,
Onchestian, Pind. I. 1, 46.

'?/, , , a pear-tree, Od. 11,

588 ; 24, 233.—II. a pear, Od. 7, 120.

—It came to he written, as in

Theocr. 1, 134 [who has, in

ace. plur.].

'0). , Ogoa, name of a Carian
deity. Paus. 8, 10, 4.. ov, , an itching, irrita-

tion ; Ion..

', ov, b. Dor. for, and
the usu. form in Att., Pors. Or. 26,

Lob. Phryn. 429., f. -, ( ) =,
Gramin., a, ov, () belonging to a

way.—II., , that for which a

merchant travels, merchandize, Od. 8,

163 ; 15, 445, though some expl. the

latter passage of provisions for the voy-

age, like, Lat. viaticum ;

iSitzsch takes it to be goods obtained

by barter, the return-freight ; cf.., () to bite, gnaiv,

Call. Del. 322, Ap. Rh. 4, 1608., adv., {,,) by
biting with the teeth, Lat. mordicus,

Hom. ; esp., ?., they
bit the ground, of men in the agonies
of death, II. 11, 749, etc. ; so,, Eur. Phoen. 1423: also,, biting the lips

in smothered rage, Od. 1, 381 ; -, Ar. Vesp.

164. etc.—Hence odd,, etc., , Ion. ,^=,
q. V. Hence,,,^, Plut.

2, 769 ., orhetteT,
, , causing to itch :

is f. 1.

or, freq. in Hipp.:

pf. pass,, Soph. Fr. 708 : in

prose usu. ; Ion. and in Xen.
Symp. 4, 8,, and ace. to ano-
ther ion. pronunciation,,-,, :—Act. to bite,

sting, i. e. cause a stinging, itching, etc.

:

—pass, to feel a biting or stinging, to

itch, hence to scratch or rub one's self.

(From,,,.),,=^.,, , Odati.i, daughter
of a Scythian king Omartes, Ath.

575 A.

'Odacj, , f. -,{) to export

and sell ; generally, to sell, ,
Eur. Cycl. 98, 133 :—pass, to be carried

away and sold, lb. 12.—The forms-,. Ion.. only in Gramm.
(From. as from.). i'/, , demonstr. pron.,

formed by adding the enclit. to

the old demonstr. pron. , ;/, , and
declined like it through all cases : the
Ep. have in dat. plur. masc. and fem.,, as well as-
, II. 10. 462, Od. 2, 47, etc. ; and, Od. 10, 268 ; 21, 93 : freq. in

Att., and sometnnes made more em-
phat.., ,, etc. [[], which
however belongs to the language of

common life, and so, though freq. in

Com., is very rare in Trag., Pors.

Med. 157: ,, are also

found, but very seldom, Elmsl. Ar.

Ach. 152, Dind. Av. 18.—The general
use of,,. agrees with that

of, this, he, but is more i)oint-

edly emphatic, esp. in Ep., where ,
, , is demonstr., this one here. Lat.

hicce,haecce,hocce, freq. even in Hom.

:

it usu. marks the presence of its sub-
ject, and so refers to something not
before named. Wolf Lept. p. 282.

—

Special usages :— I. it freq. refers to

what is commg, esp. a whole setitence,

even a narrative, and serves to call

attention previously, Angl. the follow-

ing, II. 1. 41, etc., and very freq. in

Hdt., and Att. : commonly re-

fers to what goes before, cf..—
II. it oft. seems to stand, like Lat. hie,

as adv. of place, here, there, always
however so that its case and gender
depend on some noun to which it re-

fers, as,

, here lies the lance,. 20,345;' '., herehe
is..., 11. 21,533, cf.Od. 1, 185, etc. :—
this usage{) is esp. freq. in
the Att. drama.—2. with a pers. pron..' ?., here am I, Od. 16,

205, cf. 11. 19, 140; iti full, od' f i//i,

Aesch. Cho. 219, Eur. Or. 380 : some-
times is also added, ', Od. 21,_^

207.—3. with,
; whom have we

here following Nausicaa ? Od. 6, 276,
cf. 1, 225; tL ;
what ails you here, or now? Od. 20,
351 ;—where the questions refer to
something only known in so far as
seen.— 4. also like , hither,

Blomf. Aesch. Pr. 977, Elmsl. Eur.
Supp. 21, Heracl. 82.—This, which
seems an adverbial use of the pron.,
is even more freq. in Att., esp. Trag.,
than in Hom. ; v. Schiif. Mel. p. 77—III. to advs. of place and time this

pron. adds precision, just, very,' , here amid this very peo-
ple, Od. 2, 317, cf. 10, 271 :, at this present, Hdt. 7, 104.

—

IV.', stronger form for -, the very same, his very self, this

very,' , Od. 14,
161.—V. in Att. dialogue, the masc.
and fem. pron. freq. refer to the
speaker,, ', emphatic for. Soph. . . 534, 815, etc. : some-
times however to the person address-
ed, for , in which case it implies
contempt. Stallb. Plat. Gorg. 467 :

similar is the phrase/, for

TTJ -, cf. Pors. Med. 389.— VI. after

a' parenthesis it oft. takes up the
thought, like Lat. is, even when
itself has been already expressed, or
after another pron., or a noun, Schaf.
Mel. p. 84 : sometimes, by anacolu-
thon, it takes up a sentence begun
with a relative, as, ' /-

Tt'/, Eur. Anilr. 650, v. Matth.
Gr. Gr. ^ 472, 4 : here the pron. is

superfluous, but adds clearness.

—

VIl.

ellipt. c. gen., ,,
7]7., to this very moment of time,
of the clay, etc., Schaf Dion. Comp.
p. 144.—On the difference between

and , v. Buttm. et Herm. ad
Soph. Phil. 87, cf. A. III. 3.

B. absol. usage of some cases :—

L

, of place, here, on the spot, Lat
hkc, II. 12, 345, Od. 6, 173, etc.—2. ol

the way or manner, thus, II. 17, 512;
so in Att. prose.—II. ace. neut.,
hither, to this spot, II. 14, 298, Od. 1,

409, etc. : also, , II. 14,

309, etc.—2. therefore, on this account,

Od. 20, 217 : so also,

—

III. ace. neut.
pi.,, on this account, II. 9, 77.—

2

thus, so. Erf. Soph. O. T. 265 ; but
also—3. like , here, Eur. Cycl.
49, 63, etc.—IV.' dat. neut. pi.

and, in or with these words,
Hdt. 1, 32, 120., , ,() a way, jour-
ney : a going or travelling./, , Aeol. for ?., or?, Ar. Ach. 796.", .,() a passage,

journey, Strab. p. 815., ov, passable, practicable,

Strab. p. 510: and?),,, wayfarer, traveller

:

from',() to go, travel, ,
II. 11, 569, cf. Bornem. Xen. An. 7,

8, 8 ; .3, Anacreont. 41, 2.',=, Gramm.,—, dub., , f. -, to be an,
lead one upon his way, hence to show
one the way, guide,, Aesch. Pr.
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730 ; absol., Eur. . F. 1102 —2. me-
taph. to guide, teach.— Later, the mid.

also is used lor Act. Hence7,, o,= sq., Anth. P.

append. 283, Orph.', ov,,=^. Hence, ,, fittedfor guiding

or a £ui(ie.', , i], fem. from-
', , 7],() a guidmg :

metaph. teaching.',,,= : from', ov, 6, a guide, Polyb. 5, 5,

15 : the Alt. prefer the Dor. form-
7-
f, , , Odessiis, a city of

Moesia on the Euxine, Strab. p. 319.

5, ,, Att. for , ,, q. V. []", 01', () belonging to a ivay

journey, 6., a bird of omen

for the journey , Aesch. Ag. 157; so,

.6. ', lb. 104;—just as

in Find. . 9, 43, :—', ., Mercury the guardian

of roads and travellers, whose Statues

Stood on the road-side., ov, 0, Odius, leader of the

Halizones, on the side of Priam, II. 2,

856.-2. a herald of the Greeks, II. 9,

170.",, , (as if from-)/. ., a tvay compact
with bolls, i. e. Xerxes' bridge over

the Hellespont, Aesch. Pers. 71 (si

vera 1.)., ov, b, {) a wayfarer,

traveller. Od. 7, 204; 17, 211, Soph.
Phil. 147;), 11. 16,

263. [i]?., a, ov, () strong-

smelling, esp. stinking. Hipp., dep., like,
to smell, Deinocr. ap. Sext. Enip. p.

400 : lo snuff, track, Nic. Th. 47 : from, , ?/, (^) smell, scent,

whether a swert smell, Od, 5, 59 ; or

stench, stink, II. 14, 415, Od. 4, 40G ; so

in Pind., and Hdt. : strictly Ion. and
poet, for, but used by Trag. in

lyric passages, as Aesch. Pr. 115 ; and
sometimes even by comic poets,

Meineke Com. Fr. 3, 188 ; also in late

prose, Luc. V. Hist. 2, 29. Hence, , , giving out a

smelt, smelling, Nic. Al. 437., , ,=^6, dub. 1.,,=^', Theophr., barbarism for,.. Thesm.
1222., , to lie in wait on the

roads or ways : from
Oc5oi(iu/iOf , ov,[,) lying

in tvait on the roads or highways, like

robbers, Polyb. 13, 8, 2, cf. Lob.
Phryn. 647 : cf./, , to stray from one

road into another, wander about, Ar.

Ach. 69, ace. to Kav. Ms. : the other
form(5 is rejected by ElmsL,
cf Lob. Phryn. 030 : from

'0(57(27)(•, , straying from one

road into another, meandering about,

Anth. P. 9, 427. (. ; the- prob. represents the dat. or lo-

cative case. Pott Et. Forsch. 2, p.

252.) Hence, , , a strayingfrom
one road into another., , for-, dub., , to be an,
to travel, journey, walk, Hdt. 4, 110;' ., to walk elate on tiptoe.

Soph. Aj. 1230 :—also,, Hdt. 4, 116; but, . -, to walk over this ground, Soph.
, 1027.
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, , ,()
journey, way, . Horn. Merc. 85; ., Hdt. 2, 29; Xen. Cyr. 1,

2, 10, etc. : esp. a journey by land, opp.

to a sea-voyage, Hdt. 8, 118, in plur.

Hence', ], , of, belonging to

a journey : . (sc. ), a

guide-book.—II. of or belonging to a

traveller, ., Polyb. 31, 22, 6.

Adv. -, like a traveller, Plut. Aral.

21 ; and, ov, of or belonging to a
journey way : to, Od.
15, 506, is the fare or passage-money
paid to a driver or ship-master (in 1. c.

the latter), or the provisions for a jour-

ney, like, Lat. viaticum.', ov, (,,
c{./..) travelling, walking

:

as subst., a wayfarer, traveller, Aesch.
Ag. 901 , Soph. O. T. 292, etc. ;—but in

11. 24, 375, a fellow-traveller or guide., /, ,{'
Odomantica, a district of Macedonia
between the Strymon and Axius,
Polyb. 37,l,d,2.,, , Odomantis, a

district of greater Armenia, Strab. p.

528.'\, , . the Odomanti,
a Thracian people, around Mt. Pan-
gaeus, Hdt. 5, 16; Thuc. 2, 101 ; etc., ov, , or,
ov, , (,) an instrument for
measuring distances by land or sea.

Hero Math.—II. ., one who meas-
ures a road or distance, afoot-traveller,

rwiner., , ,(,) an
instrument for drawing teeth, Arist.

Mechan. 21, 1., ov, , = foreg.

:

strictly neut. from, , (, )
drawing teeth., ,(,) to

have the tooth-ache, Ctesias Ind. 15.

Hence, , , the tooth-ache., , teething, the pain
thereof: from, , () to cut teeth,

suffer therefrom.', , ,() fit for the

teeth., ov, , (as if from-) a mode of playing the flute, in

which the gnashing of the teeth or hiss-

ing of the serpent Pytho was imita-

ted, Jac. A. P. p. 36.?.,, , a tooth-pick,

Lat. dentiscalpium., ov, ro,=foreg., , like teeth, formed
like teeth., ov, , one who fights
with his teeth, [u], ov, , an instrument

for cleaning the teeth., , to make, i. e. cut

teeth, like., , , tooth-

powder.,, ro,=foreg., , , read -, cf .lacobs Ael. . . 5, 3,

fin., a v!orm in the Indus or Ganges., ov, destroying the

teeth., ov. (, )
hearing teeth, ., an ornament
for horses, consisting ofstrings of teeth,

Anth. P. 6, 246., , to cut teeth. Plat.

Phaedr. 251 C, Arist. H. A. 7, 10, 10 :

from,,(,) pro•

ducing or cutting teeth.—. pass, groitm

or sprung from teeth, epith. of the
Sparli, Eur. Phoen. 821. Hence', ,, teething, the pain
thereof. Medic.,,^ II,

Nonn., ,() only in pass.,

to be furnished with teeth. Hence', , , furnished with
teeth, ., a comb, Luc. Lexiph.
5., ,() to make or
level a road, ., Xen. An. 4, 8, 8,

etc. : also sometimes, as in pass., to

make a path or course for one's self,

Dem. 1274, 26 ; , v. 1. Arist. Rhet.
3, 12, 3.—2. to ?nake practicable or pass-
able, , Luc. Demon. 1.

—

3. to

put one in the way, guide, in genl. to set

forward on a journey, c. dat. pers., like, etc., ., Xen. An. 3,
2, 24, ubi olim:—pass, -, to make one's way, advance,
hat. progredi. Plat. Phaed. 112 C—-4.

to bring into a regular course, reduce to

a system, rt, Arist. Rhet. 1, 1,2. Hence, , , a making of
roads ; also the office of a road-maker or
pioneer

:

—hence, generally, the open-
ing of a way, introduction, preparation,

Arist. Rhet. 3, 14, 1. Hence, , , opening, pav-
ing the way, preparing the passage or
approach.', , ,=^ 1,

Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 36., ,(,) open-
ing the ivay or road

:

—as Subst. .,
a pioneer, Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 36 :

—

road-
surveyor, Aeschin. 57, 27.',, , Att. for, a thresh-

old (q. v.). Soph.', , . Ion. oi'c!of(but very
rarely used, by Horn, only in Od. 17,

196, by Hdt. only in 2, 7) :— I. of place,
a way, path, road, highivay, freq. in
Horn., and Hes. : generally, a track,

pathway, 11. 12, 168; 16, 374; od. -', II. 7, 340 ; .?, II.

15, 682 : an entrance, approach, Od. 13,
112: also the path, track or course of
voyagers, II. 6, 292 ; ,
the course, channel of a river ; the path
of the heavenly bodies, elsewh.-, Eur. El. 728 : , farther
on the way, forwards, 11. 4, 382 (cf.) ; later=}, profita-

ble, useful, , Luc.
Hermot. 1 :

—

', by the way,
Hdt. 1, 41 :

—

, by the
way, cursorily, Cic. Att. 5, 21, 13 ; 7,

I, 5.—II. as an action, a travelling,

journeying, whether by land or water,
freq. in Hom. (esp. in Od.) : also
march or expedition ; so, }£,
II. 1, 151 (where it is usu. wrongly
taken a lying in wait, ambuscade) : ., a. three aays' journey,
Hdt., etc. ; but also. . 7/,
Id. 3, 5, cf. Matth. Gr. Gr. ^ 433 Obs.
4 : , the flight of birds,

Soph. O. C. 1314 : ., the

way, i. e. intent of the oracles, Ar. Eq.
1015, cf Eur. Med. 7C6 : also,,, Eur. Hipp.
290, Hec. 744 : cf oi>t,f.—Hom. sel-

dom adds the place whither, and then
only by , Od. 22, 128 ; the Att. not
only by a prep., but also in the gen.,
Valck. Hipp. 1197, Seidl. Eur. El.

161, cf,.— III. me-
taph. the way or means to gain an end.
the way or manner of doing a thing,., Soph. . . 311.—2. a
way of doing, speaking, etc., Hdt. 2,

20, 22 : , every
sort of way, Id. 1, 199,—3, way or



method, Ar. Plut. 506 : system of

philosophy, and= III, Lat.

via : hence,', by method, me-
thodically. Plat. Rep. 435 A ; also,, lb. 533 B. (The Sanscr. root is

sad, to go, V. Pott Etym. Forsch. 1,

p. 24S.)

OdoGKOTiicj, , to watch the roads,

or he in wait on them to rob : from, ov, {, ))
watching roads, lying in wait on them to

rob, ct.,,., , to stand by the road
side and icatch it.—II. to stand in the

road : to bar the passage : from, ov, b, (,)
standing on the road: hence— I. one

who guards the roads.—2. a waylayer or

robber, [a], , , (,-) paving ofroads, Casaub. Strab.

p. 235., , v.•., ,{) to be on the

hok out on the road., , o,=sq., dub., ov,[,) watching

the road : in Eur. Ion 1617, as subst.

fem. ., a conductress.—II. lying in

wait on the road to rob. Soph. Fr. 23 : a

pirate, Eur. Archel. 34 ; of.-. (.\lso written proparox.-, and oxyt..), in Ion. prose, b,

gen. :
—a tooth, Lat. detis,

Horn., Hes., etc. : for',
V. sub.—2. metaph.. / -. the tooth of grief. Jac. Ach.
Tat. p. 888.—II. any thing pointed or

sharp, a touth, prong, spike, pestle, etc.,

Nic. Th. 85.—III. the second vertebre of

the neck, so called from its shape,

Hipp. (Perh. a participial furm=, cf. Lat. {e)dens : the Sanscr.

danta, Pers. dendan. Germ. Zahn, our
tooth, cf Pott Etym. Forsch. 1, p.

242.)., , to watch or guard
the roads : from'/.,, , (,)
watcher of the roads, Hdt. 7, 239.

—

II. waylayer, robber, [r], ,{) to lead into theright

v:ay : to put in the way, • tl,

Aesch. Pr. 498, 813 : also c. inf ,-, he guided mortals
to wisdom. Id. Ag. 176 : to bring, send,

Eur. Ion 1050:—pass, to go on, be in

the uai/, advatice, succeed. Hdt. 4, 139
;

just like in 6, 73., , oi, the Odrysne, a

Thracian tribe around the Hebrus,
Hdt. 4, 92 ; Thuc. 2, 101 ; Xen. An.
7, 5, 1 ; etc.. ov, b, the Odrysses, a

river of Mysia, Hecat. ap. Strab. p.

550.,,. for ua. []', , f. -. to cause pain or

suffering, to pain, distress, Eur. Hipp.

247. Ar. Lvs. 1G4:—pass, to feel pain,

suffer. Soph. El. 804, Ar. Vesp. 283,

Piat., etc. From', , , pain, Lat. dolor, bod-

ily pain, very fieq. in II., but rare in

Od,—2. pain of mind, grief, distress,

Od. 1, 242; 2,'79, etc. (never in I!.).

—Horn, always uses plur.,e.xcept II.

15, 25: later authors use both, but

the plur. remained most common ;', transl. ol the

Lat vae iHciis ! Plut. Camill. 28. ( Akin
to ],.) [],,,() pain,

Hipp. [&],,,€• U, ov, () painful,

t-Miuinerm.'l, 5; 2, 12t, Pind. P. 2,

169, Eur. Hipp. 190, Ar. Plut. 526,

Plat. Gorg. 525 C.—2. distre'ssing. anx-

ious,?., Eur. Phoen. 566. Adv., ov,(, ,-) killing, . e. stilling pain,-, 11. 5, 401, 900, cf. , 847.', ov, (, )
causing pain., , , , {,~) racked by pain, Aesch. Fr. 363., ,{,) pain-

ful. Hipp.', , , ()
complaint, wailing, Trag., as Aesch.
Cho. 508 ;—always in plur., except
Eur. Tro. 1227., ov, b, a complaining, la-

menting, Aesch. Pr. 33, Eur. Phoen.
1071, etc.. Plat. Rep. 398 D : from', dep., little used but in

pres. and iin])f (of which last Hdt. 3,

119, has the frequentative form -
without augm.) : Horn, has

aor. part,, II. 24,48.— To
tvail, mourn for a person or thing,

Hom., and Trag. : the latter have
also, Pors. Hec. 728,—indeed
Elmsl. Soph. O. C. 1441, would allow
them this form only, but v. Eund. ad.

Eur. Med. 158, Herm. Soph. 1. c—
Construct.:— 1. c. ace. pers., oft. in

Hom. ; less usu. c. ace. rei, 6. -,, to mourn for, la-

ment one's country, one's return, i. e.

for the want of it, to sigh for it, Od.
13,219, 379; cf 5. 153; so in Att.,

Plat. Rep. 329 B.—2. c. gen. pers.. to

mourn for, for the sake of..., II. 22, 424.

Od. 4, 104, etc. :—so too, 6., Od. 10, 48G ; . Plat.

Rep. 387 D.—3. ., to wail la-

ment to or before another. Od. 4, 740
;. /.?, to wail one to another,

11. 2, 290.—4. absol. to wail,niourn, oft.

in Horn. ; , Od.
9, 13 ;?) ., Od. 16,

145 ; freq. in Att. (Prom same root

as ,, cf .) []
Hence, ov, 6, a complainer, Arist.

Physiogn. 6, 30, 50. Hence, , , disposed to com-

plain, querulous, Arist. Rhet. 2, 13,

15. Aav. -., , ,() mourn-
ed for ; lamentable :

—, as adv.,

lamentably, Ar. Ach. 1220., b, v. sub'.//,,,.=',
Od. 18, 353., , , (so.) the

Odyssey, the poem ascribed to Homer
relating the adventures o/ Ulysses re-

turning from Troy.— II. Odyssca, a
city of the Turdetani in Hispania,
said to have been founded by Ulysses,
Strab. p. 149, etc. Prop. fem. from

t, a, ov, of or relating to

Ulysses, Ulyssean : from',. and Ion. -and
,,-'. Ulysses and Uli.Tes,kingo{

Ithaca, whose adventures after the fall

ofTroy are told in the Odyssey : Hom.
also freq. has the Ep. form' :

the Aeol. gen.' only in Od.
21, 398 ; the ace. not till

Pind. N. 8, 44. On the Mythic ety-

mol. of the name, v. Od. 19, 407, sq..

Soph. Fr. 408. The root is no doubt- ; V. sq.*', dep. mid. used only
in aor. 1 mid. (of which
Homer uses,, -,), and 3 perf pass.

(for) with pres.

signf , Od. 5, 423. To be urieved or
wroth at, always c. dat. pers., 11. 6,

138 ; Od. 5, 340, 423, etc. ; absol.,, II. 8, 37, 468: c.

ace., Aiith. P. 9, 117.—In Od. 19,
407, the part, seems to
have a pass, signf, hated, treated as a
foe. (The root is no doubt -,
Sanscr. dvish, to hate, and so akin to
Lat. odtsse, as also to,-, cf sub -, and v. Pott Etym.
Forsch. 1, p. 270.), perf. with pres. sign!., ol, 3 sing, plqpf of, Od.. , , smell, scent ; also the

sense of smell, Allth., , strong-smelling, Lat.
olens, very dub. in Hipp., Ion. and Ep. 3 sing,

pf with pres. signf of, Od.
5, 423.', ovToc. b, Ion. for,
Hdt. 6, 107, and Hipp., , , () passable;, vnist not, coiinot

go. Soph. . C. 495.— 11. practicable,

feasible.", Ep. dat. plur. of , ,
Hom., , ^, () fetid polypus
in the nose.—II. a strong-smelling sea-

polypus, also /. and ?.-
va. Call. Fr. 38. Hence, , , having or belong-

ing to an, Diosc.,, b, fem. -,,
in the nature of an.?, a, ov, () branching,

Anth. P. 9, 249., , 7/,=-, Hesych,
(Prob. akin to,)',. ,() bad smell, stench,

stink, esp. of bad breath, Celsus.—II.

the skin of the wild ass., fut. oi., , b, Ozias, name of a
kingof Judah, LXX.; N. T., , , a stink-pot, a privy,
Jakes?.., oi, the Ozolae, a tribe

of the Locrians, ton the gulf of Cris-
sa, west of Phocis, Strab. p. 259,
etc.t, perh. from the strong-smelling

sulphur-springs in their country, v.

Thirlw. Hist. Gr. 1, 16; fStrab. p.

427.

'?., ov, 6, () a stinkard.

Hence
'?., , , fem. of.—

.&= 11, Arist. . . 4, 1,

27.',, , bough, bratich, twig,

shoot, II. 1, 234 ; 2, 312, etc., Hes.,
Pind., etc. ; ace. to Theophr. it is

strictly the knot or eye from which a
branch or leaf sprir^gs, Lat. nodus

;

hence, /., the shoot stopped
in its growth so as to form a knot in

the wood,—which in reeds, grasses,
etc., is called )oi'i'.—II. metaph. an
offshoot, scion, hence , as
epith. of famous warriors, II. 2, 540;
12, 188, etc. ; so, -, Eur. Hec. 125;

/.7'/, Plat. Tim. 59 : cf.,?,. (Perh. akin to•,,* Germ. Ast, and, ace. to
Pott, to augtre.). ov, (,) with
bad breath, Anth. P. 11. 427.\, ov, (,) whose
skin or body smells., as pass., () to put
forth branches,, the extremities of the hones
branch out into fingers, Theophr.",, b, , poet, for.
'0Zi2, Alt. /. Ion. and later, perf. with pres. signf.
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To smell, i. e. to have a smell, whether
to smell sweet or to stink, Used by Horn,

only in 3 sing, plqpf'., ?/, of

sweet incense, Od. 5, 60; c. gen., to

stnell of a thing, loiv, of violets, Hdt.

3, 23;, Aesch. Ag. 1310;
hence inetaph., to smell or savour of a

thing, Lat. sapere aliquid.. to smell of musty antiquities,

Ar. Nub. 398, cf. 51, 1007, Lys. CIG :

—sometimes the part from which the

smell comes is m gen., as,?~, Ar. Ach. 852 ;, Pherecr. Coriann. 1 ; and
so c. dupl. gen., -, Ar. Eccl. 524 :—in this way oft.

impers., , there is a

sweet smellfrom the skm, i. e. it smells

sweet, Ar. Plut. 1020 ;, the bread smells ill, Lys.

103, 20 ;
(sc. -

), they leave no scent, Xen. Cyn.
5, 1, cf. 7 ; and so c. dupl. gen., iua-., there will be

an odour of cleverness from your
clothes, Ar. Vesp. 1059, cf. Pac. 529,

and Interpp. ad Ar. Plut. 1. c. Cf.-—Hipp, only uses mid.

for. (Akin to Lat. odor, and to

oleo.)', , (,) smelling,

stinking.7, , {,) branching

in boughs, having stumps or knots from
abortive shoots, Theophr., , , () branched,

branching, Theophr., . Ion. for.", adv., u'hence, from whence,

Lat. unde, Hom., etc. : also/rom whom
or ivhich. Soph. O. T. 1498, like Lat.

unde in Horat. Od. 1, 12, 17 ; so,, sc. a Jove, Pind. N. 2. 1 :

—

6j], from any quarter. Plat. Phaedr.
267 D ; . Id. Rep. 366 D :—?., from any other

place whatsoever, Id. Legg. 738 C.

—

2. sometimes also like ov, as an adv.

of place, for c,, where,' , {from thence)

where there is a vein of silver, II. 2,

857, cf. 852, Soph. Tr. 701.—II. in

Att., also, wherefore, on which account,

Valck. Phoen. 27 ; for what reason.

Plat. Prot. 319 B.—Cf. its correla-

tives, the interrog., and de-

monstrative., from which very quarter,

Xen. An. 2, 1, 3 : cf. foreg. I.

and,=: from, ?, , {) care, concern,

regard.

", relat. adv., poet, for ov, ol,

where, Lat. ubi, freq. in Horn., 11. 2,

722, etc. ; also , II. 2, 861 ; so

in lyric passages of Trag., Monk
Hipp. 124 ;—rare in prose, as, .
Plat. Phaed. 108 B: +with gen., as

7/•, u'/iereinthehall,v. Nitzsch
Od. 1, 425 : in which passage it is fol-

lowed by.\ Also, if the demon-
strative adv. does not go before, there

where.—Cf. its correlatives, the inter-

rog. and demonstr. . [In

Hom. is oft. elided: , Theocr.
25.211.],, ,=, Nic. Th.
444., a, ov, also , ov, strange,

foreign,— a word not used before
Deinocr., then in Eur. Ale. 535, 646,

810, Plat. Rep. 470 B, Prot. 310 C,
etc. (Ace. to some from, oth-

ers for .)—II. for,
dub. in Lye. Hence, 01',= foreg., Manetho., ov, buried in a foreign
hnd, Manetho.
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01, dep., only used in pres.

and itnpf., to have a care or concern f-r
a thing, take heed, regard, used absox.

like' and, hence joined

with it, ', II.

15, 107 ; also c. inf.,

7/, , II. 15, 166,

182 ; with part, for inf ,
' -, II. 5, 403 ; also c. gen.

pers. ,' -, reck not, nor do I heed thy
anger. II. 1, 181.—Hom. only uses the
word in II., and always with a negat.

(There is no need to derive it from, or to refer to it ; Buttm.
Le.x. s. v. 7.)^,,,=, Galen.', ?, , USU. in plur. (as

always in Hom.) :

—

fiiie white linen,

Od. 7, 107 : esp. fine linen veils and
undergarments for women, II. 3, 141

;

18, 595 : later also usu. in plur., linen-

cloths, linen, , Luc.
Dial. Mort. 3, 2 ; esp. sail-cloths, sails,

Mel. 80, Anth. P. 10, 5; and in sing.,

a sail, Luc. Jup. Trag. 46. Hence, , ov, oflinen, Luc. Alex.
12, cf. Plat. (Com ) Soph. 9.^,, , dim. from, a
piece of fine linen : in plur. linen cloths,

Luc. iPbilops. 34 ; in plur., linen ban-

dages or lint, for wounds, Hipp. p.

772, etc., Ar. Ach. Ul6 ;—sail-cloth,

Polyb. 5, 89, 2., ov, , a linen-draper., a,,=^,.", , a Syrian or Arabian
plant, perh. of the marygold kind,
Diosc. 2, 213.—II. a kind oi medicine., , {, )
making fine linen, Diosc.,, covered with linen., for , because,

with indicat., Soph. Aj. 123, 553, etc.

:

—also simply for , , that, Lat.
quod, usu. with indicat., Aesch. Pr.

330, Soph. El. 47, 1308, etc. ; but
sometimes with optat., Soph. O. C.
944.— Prob. only in Trag. (The
deriv. from , which are
said to stand, is false,

as also the usu. orthog. '.
V. Buttm. Ausf. Gr. i 29 Anm. U,
Lob. Phryn. 657, who however all

write without the coronis,
which is as necessary here as in-,, etc. Cf. omnino Ellendt
Lex. Soph.), gen., poet, for-, . , with like hair, II. 2, 765 ; cf.

..\\., , poet, for., Ion. , , or-, Othryades, a Spartan hero,
Hdt. 1, 82., Ep., , Othry-
oneus, an ally of the Trojans, from
Cabesus, II. 13, 363.,, , Othrys, a mountain-
range of Thessaly, uniting with Pe-
lion, celebrated in poetry, now known
by the names of Hellovo, Varibofo, and
Goura, Hes. Th. 632; Hdt. 7, 129;
Eur. ; etc.

or, exclam. of pain, grief, pity, as-

tonishment, oh ! ah ! Lat. heu or vae,

expressed either once or more, most
usu. twice : sometimes with nom.,
ol, ol '. Soph. Aj. 803, etc.

;

most usu. c. dat., ol, q. v. : is

found only in Ar. Pac. 929, with a
pun on the dat.. (From ol come, ,, ,,.)

01, nom. 1. masc. of art. ., nom. pi. masc. of relat. pron. of.

01, dat. sing, of pron. of 3d pers.

masc. and fern. ; v. sub ov.

OIBA
Oi, relat. adv.. whither, Lat. quo,

Trag., etc. ; as ol,
Soph. Ant. 892 ; ol '/^,
Plat. Legg. 714 ;—so, ol /. Plat.
Parm. 127 C ;, Soph. El. 404,
Ar. Ran. 199, etc. :—oft. c. gen., oi, to ivhat a height of dishommT,
Soph. El. 1035 ; cf. the interrog.:
-^also seeniingly=;OTijr, ol

rt'iva, where, i. e. how, in what fate
ends, Eur. Hipp. 371 ; so, ol, in what state of vice he ends,
Plat. Symp. 181 C. (oi seems to be
an old dat. from .), v..

Ola, , {) a sheepskin; also .
Ola, , , the service-tree ; also oa.
tOio, , , Hoea, fem. pr. n., Ath.
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tOmypif,, , daughter of Oea-
griis ; in pi. Oi, sc.,
daughters of Oeagrus, the sisters of
Orpheus, as the Muses are called in
Mosch. 3, 37 : from

tOittypof, ov, , Oeagrus, a king of
Thrace, father of Orpheus. Apoliod.
1, 3, 2; Orph.—2. a tragic actor in
the time of Aristophanes, Ar. Vesp.
579.,, adv., alone, Nic. Th. 148.

(From oiOf : cf. from.), adv., in the manner of an., Ion. -, {) to steer,

govern,? -, Hdt. 1, 171 ;. ,
Arist. Eth. . 10, 1,1.',, , dim. from. [], , , () the

act ofsteering governing, Diog. L. [a], , ,{) a steers

ma», pilot, Lat. gubernalor., , to steer, gtiide, gov•
em : from, ov, {,) hold-

ing the helm: as subst.,= oiaKiar/)f,
a ruler, Aesch. Pr. 149., , to turn the helm,
steer, Aesch. Pers. 767 : from, ov, {,)
turning the helm: generally,= oia/co-, Pind. L 4, 121, Aesch. Pr. 515,
etc.^, , and, ,
Oeanthe, a city of the Locri Ozolae
on the gulf of Crissa, Polyb. 4, 57, 2 ;

Strab. p. 427.

\01,, ol, the Oranthians,
inhah. of Oeanthe. Thuc. 3, 101.,, . Ion. . strictly

the tiller, handle of the rudder,-
(cf.)

Plat. Polit. 272 : hence, generally,
the helm, Aesch. Supp. 717, etc. ; and
oft. metaph. oi the helm of government,
Aesch. Theb. 3, Ag. 802.— But in II.

24, 269,/ are prob. tlie rings of
the yoke, like, through which
pass the cords for guiding the oxen.
(Prob. from same root as, fut.

oi. Pott Et. For.sch. 1, p. 122.)

iOa,, , Oeax, son of Nau-
plius and Clymene, brother of Pala-
medes, Eur. Or. 432 ; etc.

tO/afi'f,, ,{=)
of or belonging to Oaius, Ap. Rh. 1,

1126., , ,=, q. v.—But, Soph. . C. 1061, is a
pasture in the Attic deme Ola- [a],=:, from^,
Grarnm.

tOt/3a/lor, ov, , Oebalus, son of
Perieres or Cynortas, a king of Spar-
ta, father of Tyndareus, Apoliod.—
2. also a Spartan man of same name.
Paus.



^, , 6, Oebares, the

grooni ot Darius, through whose cun-
ning he was made king, Hdt. 3, 85

sqq —"2. a Persian governor in Dascy-
liuin, Id. C, 33 ; in Ctesias.3, ov, , a piece of meat from
the back ofan ox's neck, Luc. Lexiph. 3.'[, ov, , Oebotas, the first

Achaean victor in the Olympic games,
Paus. 6, 3, 8., also -vo), lengthd. from, f.: aor., part,:
but the Ep. usu. divicie the diphthong
in tlie avigm. forms, hence, in Horn.,, ', and mipf. pass, uh/vvv-
TO ; only in II. 24, 457 : aor. pass.

VX^ijv,, _Pind. To open, un-

lock, , II. C, 89
;

' or/vvvro, II. 2, 809
;, Pind. Fr. 45, 13

:

absol., , he opened (the

door) to the old man, II. 24, 457 :

—

also , she opened the wine,
Od. 3, 392 ; for which we have

in Has. Op. 817;
Aesch. Pr. 611.—The

compd. '), is much
more freq. than the simple form.

Oioa, I know, perf. withpres. signf.

of* , q. v., {oiSiu) fut. .=.—II. intr.=0i(5fw, v. 1. Ildt.

3, 127
; . . Rh.

'/., a, ov,{) swoln, tur-

gid. Archil. 8, Bergk.iO. , the Oedanes, a tribu-

tary of the Ganges, Sirab. p. 719., Horn., later, to

make to swell, swell, -, . 9, 551 ; so, ,. Rh. 1, 478.—Pass., to be swoln,

swell up, swell, Lat. tiimere,.-. II. 9, 646. [],, , {()=<, an
unripe fig., 2 sing, from, for the
usu., Od. 1, 337, H. Hom. Merc.
456, 467, rare in Att., cf. Lob. Phryn.
236., Aeol. for,, is

susp., , f. -, () intr. to

swell, swell up, become swoln, Lat. tu-

mere. turgere,> ~, he

swelled with iiis whole body, Od. 5,

455 ; so,' -, Ar. Ran.
1192 ;' ' ,
Theocr. 1, 43 : , from
the effect of confined air, heat, etc.

;

hence of inflated style,-, Ar. Ran. 940 ; absol.,' ^ (of a sore),

Plat. Gorg. 518E.—IL metaph., Hdt.,

3, 76, 127, , troub-

lous, unsettled times, political ferments,
like turnent negotia in Cic. ad Att. 14,

4, 1, tumor rerum, lb. 14, 5, 2 :

—

and were similarly used.

(Later writers do not augment',
Lob. Phr)-n. 153.) Hence,, , a swelling tumor,

Hipp., Dem. 1260, 18. Hence,, , swoln, swelS

ing. tumid., , {, )
swelling, Galen., , ,() swelling

up, fermenting, , Plat.

Tim. 70 C.,, . strictly patronym.
from OiV5i'-ot'f ; but usu. poet, for

himself, and so always in

Hom. and Hes., who use no other

form ;—but only in gen.,
til. 23. 678 ; Hes. Op. 162 ; Ion. gen.-, Hdt. 4, 149; Dor.-,±
P. 4, 467.^, , ij,Oedipodia, fount-

OIZY
ain ofOedipus, in Boeotia near Thebes,
Paus. 9, 18, 5.

tOi(5i—Of, ov,,^=, Aesch.
Theb. 203 ; Anth P. 7, 429 ; Andoc.,, ace. and
7T0VV, voc. , more rarely

(Herin. Soph. O. T. 406), , Oedipus,

tson of La'ius and Jocasta, king of

Thebes, whose tragical fate was a

frequent subject of representation

among the tragic poets of Athensf
{the swoln-fonied, from and perh.: tv. Eur. Phoen. 25 sqq.): in

pi., oi, Ar. Eccl. 1042. [i],^, trans, to swell,

enlarge.,., strictly=oiJof ; but
hardly ever used except in poet, lan-

guage of the swelling ofivater, the sivell

ofthe sea, a wave, billow, 11. 23, 230, Hes.
Th. 109 ;;3 '-. Soph. Ant. 537 ; also -
7.€, . Hom. Cer. 14, -, Horn. . 417, Pind. Fr.212,
3: of a rushing streatn, II. 21, 234;
later, generally, the sea, Ti'piov,-, etc., Valck. Phoen. 210.

— II. , the swelling of the

south-west wind, Anth. P. 9, 36.

Hence,., billowy, Aesch.
Fr. 64, 0pp. H. 5, 273., ov, ,=, The-
ophr., ,=,., , swelling, tumor, pro-

duced by internal action, Nic. Th.
18S, 237, 426. (Hence,,,,,.)'. . (, )=^-.. Rh. 3, 616., , , poet, for, Hipp., ,. {) of from sheep,. Hdt. 5, 58 : (sc.),
sheepskin., .() poet, for,

equal in years, of the sa7ne age, II. 2,

765. (On the anal, of,,, it should be : but the first

syll. was lengthened metri grat.), . , Att., as
trisyll. :

—

woful, pitiable, mistrable. in

Hom. usu. of persons ; also a general

epith. of mortals, 11. 13, 569, Od. 4,

197 ; more rarely of actions, condi-

tions, etc., toilsome, dreary,. .-, II. 3, 112
; , Od.' 8, 540 ; -, Od. 11, 182, etc. : also

sorry, wretched, poor, «;;, Hes. Op.
037 ;. Hdt. 9, 82.—Adv. -,
Q. Sm. 3, 363. [Though the penult,

is always long in Horn., he forms the

compar. and superl., metri grat.,^-, -, for -, --, like,,
. 17, 446, Od. 5, 105. Ar. always
makes it. Nub. 655,. 1641.

Vesp. 1504, 1514, Lys. 948, cf. Seidl.

Dochm. p. 38,—which quantity was
probably pecul. to the trisyll. form.]

From,. , Att.2 as dissyll.

:

() :

—

woe, misery, distress, hardship,

suffering, freq. in Horn., who joins it

with other words, ^,
." contr. dat.

for ^, Od. 7, 270 : the ace.

for otCi'i' first in Q. Sm. 2, 88 :—on
the Alt form in Aesch. Ag. 756,

Eum. 893, Eur. Hec. 949, v. Pors.

ad 1. (936), Praef. p. ix, Piers. Moer.
p. 270.— II. as pr. n., a mythic being,

the daughter of Xieht, Hes. Th. 214.

[ in trisyll. cases, but in dissyll. prob.

always , as Hes. Th. 214.] Hence, Att.^ as trisyll., to wail,

motirn, lament, , U. 3, 403.

—

II. c. acc. rei, to suffer, ?.?.,

OIKE
II. 14, 89 : hence absol., to be misera-
ble or to suffer, , Od.
4, 152 ; 23, 307. [b usu. in pres., but
also long in Ap. Rh. 4, 1324. 1374 ; in
fut., aor., etc., always.], Att. as dissyll., prob.
found only in compd. (5i;fot.^u. (Form-
ed from 01, like from,
etc.), , ,=.. Rh. 2, 139.

(Prob. from : connected with
Lacon., (Mull. Dor. 3, 5, <i> 3.), , ,^, the service-tree.

iOly,, , Oea, a town of Aegina,
Hdt. 5, 83., ov, ,^=,, a rud-

der, helm, Od. 9, 483 ; and in plur.,

Od. 12, 218, II. 19, 43, Simon. Only
Ep. _[i], Ion. for ,, from, Hdt.,, ,() opinion

:

—esp. self-opinion, self-conceit, Plut. 2,

39 D, ubi V. Wyttenb. Hence, ov, , self-conceited., ov,, dim. from.,, . Ion. for, q. v., .,, ,() the forming

of an opinion, opinion, Plat. Phaed. 92
A, Phaedr. 244 C ; opp. to,
Arist. Rhet. Al. 15, 4:—also=on//ia,
self-conceit, v. ad Plut. 2. 39 D.. ov,{,) wise

in his own conceit, Clem. Al. [i],, , ^,= foreg., verb. adj. from, ont

must suppose, Arist. Pol. 1, 8, 11., ov, ,() one ivho thinks

or supposes., ov, o, ()=:/.
Soph. Fr. 138., i}, ov,() existing only

in thought, possible ; opp. to real.

Oiia, ,=, dab.,, , poet, for , a sheep,

Theocr. 1,9; cf.,., , , Ion. for, q. v.,

Hdt._^, adv.,=oi/covdf, to one's

house, home or country, home, home-
wards, oft. in Hom., esp. -,,, ;—then in Pind., and Att.

—

.=:,
at home, first in Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 4, An.
7, 7, 57, more freq. in later writers.

Lob. Phryn. 44.—Dor., and
perh. ot, Epich. p. 15, like -. Dor. , Koen.
Ores•, p. 231.. Megarean for ', Ar.
Ach. 742, 779., ov, TO, dim. from,
Lys. ap. Poll. 9, 39. [a]_, ,,^. Dor., Callicrat. ap. Stob. p. 485,
57., ,(,)
to mind one's own affairs, like-. Synes. Hence. , , a minding one's

own affairs. Plat. Rep. 434 C., a, ov. also , ov : Ion.,, ov {): belonging to a
hottse or household affairs, domestic,

hence , a house, fatnily, v. sub
II : ~, a household, house-

hold affairs, property, Lat . resfamiliaris,

Hdt. 2, 37, Xen., etc.—II. belonging to

afamilu. akin, intimate, iaLfamiliaris,

Tivi, Hdt. 4, 65, etc. : ,
their own flesh for food, of the chil-

dren of Thvestes, Aesch. Ag. 1220 :^ .. friends, relations, Lat. affines,

Plat., and Xen., cf. Thuc. 1, 19,

Stallb. Plat. Phaed. 116 ; so in su-

perl., . Hdt. 3,

65 ; 5, 5 :— hence friendly, Polyb. 4
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OIKE
3, 1, cf. infr. B.— III. opp. to,
proper to a thing, filling, suitable, Hdt.
3, Hi, uem. 2t5, 3 ; ., Arist.

Khet. 3, 7, 4 ;—c. dat. rei, belonging

to, conformable to the nature of a thing,

tike Lat. domcsticus, ., suitable to the law, Plat.

Legg. 772 ; also c. gen., Id. Phaed.
96 I) ; . , Polyb. 5, 105, 1 :

—

., a word in its proper,

strict sense, opp. to metaphor, Arist.

Rhet. 3, 2, 6 : hence, to=/, , Hdt. 3, 81.—IV.

=:, one^s , belonging to one's

house or fa?nily, private, opp. to-,, Theogn. 46, Hdt. 1, 45,

153, etc. ;., Aesch. Cho. 675
;., opp. to,

Thuc. 3, 13 ; so of possessions, own,
peculiar, hence (sc. yjj). Ion., one's home or country, Hdt.

1, 64, cf. Jac. Ach. I'at. p. 799 : and
so the adj. sometimes takes the wider
signf. of native,., home-grown
corn, Thuc. 2, 60.

13. The adv. has the same
signfs. as the adj.,, to be intimate with one, Thuc.
6, 57 ; ., bear it like a private

matter, Ar. Thesm. 197 ; .-, to live with one as an inti-

mate friend, \jaX. familiariter uti aliquo,

Xen. Hell. 7, 3, 5 ; so, .-. Id. An. 7, 5, 16 ; ,
Polyb. 13, 1, 2: also properly, natu-

rally, Xen. Oec. 2, 17 : affectionately,

dutifully, Thuc. 2, CO.—The word
does not occur before Theogn., Pind.,

and Hdt., except that the Ion.

is found in Hes. Op. 455. Hence,, . Ion.,
a being (signf. II), relationship,

Hdt. 6, 54, Thuc. 3, 86, Plat., etc.

:

intimacy, friendship, kindness, Thuc.
4, 19, Plat., etc. : hence also the living

together as man a/id wife, marriage,

Isocr. 216 C, Lys. 92, 21 :—also in
plur., Andoc. 15, 40., ov,(,) by
word of mouth, Ctes. Pers. 9., ov, (, )
with one's own hands.,, , Ion., to make

or: hence,— 1. to make
a person one's friend, opp. to-, Thuc. 3, 65 ; also in mid , to

make one's friend, ivin hisfavor or affec-

tion, Hdt. 4, 148.—2. to make one's own,
appropriate ; and in mid. c. ace, to

claim as one's own, Hdt. 1, 4, 94 ; 3, 2.—3. to adapt, make fit or suitable :

pass, to become, be so. Plat. Prot. 326
B, Polyb. 9, 1, 2., poet, for, Hes. Th.
330., , , () re-

lationship, intimacy, attachment,, Strab.—2. appropriateness.,, ,() taking

as one's own, appropriation,, Thuc. 4, 128.—2.

adaptation, Plut. 2, 1038 C., , ,( 2) ap-

propriating, .. Plat. Soph.
223 ; adapting, one.

, Plut. 2, 759 .. , , the household, i. e.

the servants, Luc. Merc. Cond. 15.,^=, to inhabit, Eur.
Ale. 437 ; as dep. mid., to

be an, a servant, menial., , ,() strictly, an
inmate of one's house: but most usu.
a house-slave, menial, from Hdt. down-
wards very freq. 6, 137 ; 7, 170, Aesch.
Cho, 737, etc, ; but in Hdt.,
also for one's familij, women and chil-

dren, V. VVese ad. 8, 4, cf. 106, 142;
loot

OIKH
so also in Xen. Cyr. 4. 2, 2 ; hence
opp. to /, Plat. Legg. 7C3 A,
853 : cf. Thorn. M. p. 044., , ,=, Strab., b,—, rare word,
prob. only in Comedy., , , () belong-

ing to the menials Or household. Plat.

Soph. 226 B, Arist. Pol. 2, 3, 4 :, the servants or slaves col-

lectively, Plut. Sull. 9.,, i/, fem. from.
Soph. F'r. 745 ; . yvvi'i, Eur. El.

104.— II. in Theocr. 18, 38, the mis-

tress of the house, Lat. matrona., Ion. , 6,—,
an inmate of one's house, U. 5, 413 ; 6,

366, Od. 17, 533 : but elsewhere, as

in 4, 245 ; 14, 4, etc., in the signf of

vnenial, servant, cf Solon ap. Lys. 117,

41, Soph. O. T. 7-50., , f.- : ().—I. trans.

to inhabit, hold as one's abode, in Hom.
only c. ace. II. 20, 218 ; and in pass.,, II. 4, 18, cf Hdt. 4,

1 10 ; (for ),
Dem. 1341, 20, cf Aeschm. 4, 9 :—
elsewh. in Hotn. always intr., but in

Hdt., and Att. much more freq. c. ace.

though the intr. signf also occurs,, , Eur. Ion

314; , Ar. . 968, Antipho
138, 24 ; , Lys.

187, 29 ; cf Wolf Dem. Lept. p. 272 :

metaph., , to

have, enjoy, Eur. I. A. 1507 :—cf sub
V..— 2. to manage, direct,

whether of a household or a state,

also. Soph. O. C. 1535, Eur.
El. 386, Plat., etc., cf Valck. Phoen.
489, Diatr. p. 78 :

,,, etc., Eur. Hipp.
486 ; freq. in Plat., and Xen., cf II,

2.—3. like, to place or settle

persons in a new abode, Sojjh. O. C.

92, ubi V. Herm. : hence in pass., like, to be settled, of men or

tribes to whom new abodes are as-

signed, ,
II. 2, 668 :—generally, to dwell, Hdt.,
etc. ; hence Hdt. uses the pf pass.

7]. Ion., as pres.., kv
Ti), 1, 27, etc. ; also c. ace, to

inhabit, lb. : this pf is

really pass, in Hdt. 1, 193.— II. intr.

to dwell, live, of persons and families,

or, of whole tribes, to have their abodes,

settlements, Hom. who, like Hdt., usu.

joins it with : later also with
dat. only, , cf Valck.

Hipp. 744 : and not seldom,, to go axtd dwell in a place,

Valck. Schol. Phoen. 1116; also,, Eur. Ion 314.—2. of

states, in a pass, signf, like, to

be settled, to be situated, lie. Xen. Hell.

7, 1, 3; 5, 5:—also, to be managed,
governed, ,,
the state goes on ill or well, is ill or

well managed. Plat. Rep. 462 D, ubi
V. Stallb., cf supr. I. 2., , ov. Ion. for,
Hes. Op. 455, and Hdt.,, . Ion. for-, Hdt., Ion. for, Id.,,,() any inhab-

ited place, a dwelling. Pind. O. 2, 16:

esp. any thing built for living in, a

dwelling-hovse, chamber, freq. in Hdt.,

and Att. ; a brothel, Valck. Hdt. 2, 121,

126, Dinarch. 93. 12, Aeschin. 11, 3:
a tavern, Isae. 58, 16 ; cf :

—
cage, place where animals are rear-

ed and fattened, Valck. Hdt. 7, 119;
elsewh. usu.:—abed-chamber,

Hdt. 1, 9, 10:— for sacred purposes,

a temple, fane, Hdt. 8, 144 :

—

a prison,

OIKI

Dem. 890, 13 : store-room, Id. 1040.
20; 1044,25:

—

a dining-room. Hence, , , belonging to a
dwelling-house or room, Diog. L. 5, 55., ,, dim. from-, Plut. 2, 145 A. [a], ov, habitable, Polyb. 3,
55, 9, A rr. : from, , ,() the act of
dwelling or inhabiting, ']
., Thuc. 2, 17,

-,, Hdt. 3, 102.— II. house,
dwelling, Id. 9,94, Aesch. Supp. 1009,
Soph. Phil. 31, Plat, etc.: of the
grave. Soph. Ant. 892.,, poet, for.
Soph. O. C. 627 : lein.. Or.
Sib.,,, a dwelling, Eur.
Or. 1114, Plut. Lucull. 39, etc., a, ov, domestic,-
pia, Alcae. (Com.) Pas. 2.,, 6,() an iiihabitant.

Soph. O. T. 1450, Plat. Phaed. Ill
C, etc., ,,() accustomed
to a fixed duelling, opp. to,
Arist. H. A. 1, 1, 27., , , () inhabited,
Sojih. . C. 28, 39 : habitable.,, ,=, -/,
Hdt. 4,34, etc., Aesch. Pr. 351, etc.,

Thuc. 1, 2, etc., , . Ion., () a
house, dwelling, Hdt. 1, 17, etc. : also
the lair of a wild beast : ',
at home. Plat. Lach. 180 D, Legg.
788 A.—In Att. law, was dis-

tinguished from ,—Ihe former
being all the property lelt at a person's
death, the latter the dwelling house
only, Valck. Hdt. 7, 224, Bockh P.
E. 2, not. 199 ; cf Plat. Rep. 509 A,
etc. : was also distinguished
from, as one's own apartments
from those let out to lodgers. Aeschin.
15, 4 ; 17, 28.—II. a household, domes-
tic affairs, domestic establishment, Hdt.
I, 107 ; 3, 2, (with v. 1.). Plat.
Gorg. 520 ; . i. e. he
kept two establishments,' Dem. 1002,
13.— 111. the household, i. e. inmates of
the house, Lat. familia. Plat. Gorg.
472 B.—IV. a house or family from
which nne is descended, },
Hdt. 1, 107, cf 99; 2, 172, etc., An-
doc. 16, 35, etc.^, , , son of Oecias, i. e.

De.xamenus, Call. Del. 102., ,,^, domestic,
Plut. Cicer. 20 Schaf , N. T., , , dim. from,
Ar. Nub. 92. [i], a,,^, domestic,

Opp. C. 1, 472. [], .-, to build a house or
houses, esp. to found as a colony or
new settlement,., Hdt. 1,

57, Ar. Av. 172, Plat., etc. , also,' , Eur.
Eiechth. 17, 11.—II. to make a country
habitable, people, usu. with new set-

tlers, to colonize, Hdt. 7, 143, etc.— III.

c. ace. pers., to settle, fix as a colonist

or inhabitant, Pind. i. 8 (7), 43, cf.

Herm. Soph. O. C. 92 : to remove,
transplant, ,, Eur. . . 670, 1. . 30:
metaph., '

brought him from high to low
estate, Eur. Heracl. 013:—Pass., to

settle, fix oyi.e's habitation in a place.

Soph. Fr. 153: also c. ace, like, to inhabit, Eur. Heracl. 46,
Tro. 435., , . Ion. for,
Pherecyd.; cf., , ,=, dub.



, , , strictly dim. from, but in use not differing from
it, house, dwelling, abode, iiCq. in

Horn., Hes., and ffdt., always in

plur., like Lat. aedes ; in Horn. usu., II. 6, 15, etc. ; of the

abode of a deity, Od. 12, 4 ; of the

nether world. II. iO, 64 ; in Hdt. esp.

of palaces containing several ranges
of buildings, 1, 35, 41 ; but also of
private houses, as in 7, 118, though
here the Mss. vary ; also of dens,

nests, lairs, etc. of animals, in which
the diniiti. signf might perh. be re-

tained,— as in Iloin. of the nests of

wasps and bees, II. 12, 167 ; 16, 261

;

of an eagle's nest, U. 12, 221. [t],, ,() a building,

foundation, esp. ot a colony ; apeopling,

colonization, Thuc. 5, 11 ; 6, 4., , ,=', Dem. ap.

Poll. 9, 3J ; but dub., , , strictly dim. from
" esp. a cage, coop, etc., Ar. Fr.

358, 385.—2. a round-house, gaol, Dem.
258, 21., ov, .=, Solon
23, 5, Plat. Legg. 708 D.',. poet, for,
Find. O. 7, 54, etc., Orac. ap. Hdt. 4,

155, Aesch. Theb. 19., , ,=,
dub.^, , , like, one

who peoples a spot with settlers, a col-

onizer, founder of a city, Hdt. 4, 159

etc., Thuc. 6, 3, etc. Hence, ,, of, befitting, like

a colonizer.', , rare Comic word for], Bion ap. Ath. 162 D.

"^^., , Aesch. Theb. 382,

Dor. 7., a, , Pind. N. 9, 39,

son of Oecles, \. 6. Amphiaraus.
07., contd. -', , ;

gen.-•, Pind. P. 8.55; a.cc. -7.,
Od. 15,243; OfcZes, son of Antiphates,

or of Mantius, father of Amphiaraus./., , Ep.= foreg., Od. 15,

3, ov,{,) living at

home, domestic., 6, v. 1. for .,
Aesch. Supp. 304., ,{, *) born

in the house, home-bred, said of a slave.

Plat. Meno 82 B, Polyb. 40, 2, 3 ; of
Lob. Phryn. 202 ; opp. to a purchased
slave, as Lat. verna to emptus : also of

tame animals,., Ar. Pac.

789 ;, Arist. . A. 6,

1,3.,, , {,-) one who receives people in his

house.•:,, rj,{,-) the mistress of a family, Phintys

ap. Stob. p. 445, 27, Plut. 2, 612 F./], ?], , household

rule., , , the power of
an {signf. II) : and, , .-, to he mas-
ter of a house or head of a family, to

manage the household, N. T.—II. in

asiroi. signf, Luc. Astrol. 20, Plut. 2,

908 ; cf. sq. II : from, ov, , {, -) the master of a house orfamily,

Alex. Tarant. 6; cf Lob. Phryn. 373.

—II. in Astrology every sign of the

Zodiac had a house {) for a

planet, which had influence over it

ace. to the particular months and
days : this was called,
and the reigning planet.
Hence, , , belonging to,

befitting the master of a house family,
C'lC. Att. 12, 44, 2., ov,{,) liv-

ing in the house, Galen, [], ,{) to build

a house : generally, to build,,,,, Hdt.
I, 21 ; 2, 101, etc. : also in Mid.,, to build one^s self

a house, Hdt. 2, 121, 1 :—metaph. to

build, found upon, , Xen. Cyr.

8, 7, 15.—2. later, metaph. to edify,

N. T., , , a non-Att. word,
used as well for, as for, . . ; cf Lob. Phryn.
490, who defends it against the Mss.
in Hdt. 2, 127.,, ,()
a house built, building, Hdt. 2, 136,

Thuc. 4, 90, Plat., etc., , .{)
the building of a house, Thuc. 3, 2, 20,

Plat. Gorg. 455 B, etc., verb, adj., fromoZ/co-, one must build. Plat. Rep.
4210., , ,{)
fitted for building : - (sc.),
architecture, Luc. Contempl. 5., , , built : to be

built., , , =,
Thuc. 1, 93; 2, 65, Plat., etc.; cf
Poppo Thuc. 1, p. 243 : also written

o.xyt.,, Lob. Phryn. 487., , , practised or

skilful in building : -, (sc.),
architecture. Plat. Gorg. 514 B, Rep.
3 16 D : so, , Id. Gorg.
514 .— II. fit for building,, The-
ophr. : from,,,) building

a house, cf Lob. Phryn. 487 : .
a house-btiilder, an architect, Hdt. 2,

121, 1, Plat. Prot. 319 B, etc.,{) adv.from a house

:

—
from one's own house,from home, II. 11,

632.—2. from one's own fortune or

means, II. 7, 361, 391 ; 23, 558, 592
(the word does not occur elsewh. in

Horn.) .from one's own resources, unas-

sisted, Pind. N. 3, 52 : ofone's self, Isae.

81, 27:

—

from one's own heart, from
one's self, >, Eur. Tro. 648, etc. :, have it not of my own, Ar.

Pac. 522, cf Lys. 101, 16.—3. from
one's native country, ,
from house to house, proverb, of one
who has two homes, Bockh and Dis-

sen Pind. O. 7, 4.

—

i,from one's cradle,

from the beginning, hence wholly, ab-

solutely, like, Aeschin. 62, 8., adv., {) at home, in

the house, hence in genl. at home, in

one's own country, just like Lat. domi,

II. 8, 513, Od. 19, 237. Poet, for, like , for ,. [t

may be elided, as in Od. 1. c], adv., at home, Lat. domi,

Horn., Hes., etc. ; tu oIkol, one's

domestic affairs, Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 42,

(Orig., doubtless, the dat. sing.,,.), ,(,) pro-

fitable to a house family, . ., , to rule over a house,

Bust., poet, for, Horn.,
and Hes. ; , to bring
home, of a bride, Od. 6, 159, cf 11,

410.^, , to be an,
to manage, look after, .?,
Soph. El. 190: to order, govern,. Plat. Lys. 209 D, and Xen. :

to dispense, Plat. Phaedr. 256 E.

, , ,{) the

management of a household or family.
Plat. Apol. 30 B. Rep. 407 B, Xen.,
etc. : also the public economy of states,

in genl. administration, management,
government,. ,
Dinarch. 102, 29 ; freq. in Polyb., , , practised in the

management of a household or fnmily,
Plat. Ale. 1, 133 E, Phaedr. 248 D, and
Xen. :

—

., a treatise on the duties

of domestic life, like those attributed to

Xen., and Arist. : - (sc. ),
domestic economy. Plat. Polit. 259 C,
and Xen. ; so, ,^ -, Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 14 : from, ov, {,) mana-
ging a household: b.^^-. Plat. Rep. 417 A, etc.

;
generally,

a manager, Arist. Pol. 5, 11, 19 ;—and
as fern, a housekeeper, like,
Aesch. Ag. 155, Lys. 92, 22:—me-
taph., ., Alcid. ap. Arist.

Rhet. 3, 3, 3., ov, , {,)
the site of a house, a place on which a
house is or may be built, Lat. are&
domus, Xen. Vect. 2, 6, Aeschin. 20
9.—II. the house itself, Thuc. 4, 90
Plat. Legg. 741 C, , to build a house
from, ,{,) mak
ing or constituting a house ;.
the comforts, furniture, etc. ofa house.

Soph. Phil. 32., a, ov, poet, for,
q. v., Pind.,, , a house, abode, dwelling,

f.'eq. from Horn, downwds., esp. in

Hes. Op. ; not only of regtdar, built

houses, but also of any dwelling, as

that of Achilles at "Troy (though
this was not a tent, v. '), 11. 24,

471, 572, cf Soph. Aj. C3 ; of the
Cyclops' cave, Od. 9, 478; of poor
huts or hovels, Od. :

—

, Ep. foi,,, Od. 23, 7', at home, Hdt. 3, 79 ; so", Thuc. 2, 60 ; ', to go homewards. Id. I,

87 ;
', from home, id. 1, 99.

—

2. part of a house, a room, chamber, Od,
1. 350, cf. 362; 19, 514, 598 ; hence
the plur. oft. stands for a single

house, like Lat. aedes, as first in Od.
24, 417, and freq. in Att. ; cf,.—3. the ho^ise of a god, a temple,

lirst in Hdt. 8, 143.—4. later of ani-

mals wild or tame, a stall, nest, lair,

burrow, etc.— II. household affairs,

housewifery, Hom. (esp. in Od.) ; also

joined with and, II.

15, 498, Od. 7, 314 : hence also prop-

erty, house and goods, house and all,

Hdt. 7, 224 : in Att. law, the whole
properly, the whole inheritance, Hdt. 3,

53 ; v. sub .—III. a household,

family, Od. 0, 181, more freq. in Att. :

hence, , the inmates of the

house, ti> , all that is in the

house.—ly. a house, race, family,, Hdt. 5, 31 ; 6, 9.{ with the digamma is the Lat,
vicus, our old word icick, uich, as in
Painsuiicii, Norwich ; cf, vinnm,
wine : the Sanscr. root is, ingredi.), Ion. for, part, neut,

from, Hdt., adv. for. Gramm., , , an eating at home,
living at one's own expense : from, ov,{,) taking

one's meals at home, i. e. alone, not in

company. Babrins : generally, living at

one's own expense, unpaid, .-, Amiph. Scyth. 2,.,
Anaxandr. . I : .,
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a hridegioom who chooses his bride
!

withouf (or not on account of) a portion,

Meineke Men.ind. p. 40, cf. Ath.

.247 E., ?/c r), household utensils.', , , the observa-

tion ijf an omen at home., or,{,) main-

taining the house or household, epith. of

an economical wife, opp. to-, Nonn., , home-bred; like,., a, , belonging to an. [I], , ,-=-.-^\.
mining a house or family,,
Critias 2, 14. [i], , , belonging to an.,, , (,)
slave born and bred in the house, Lat.

«erna, opp. to one bought, Ar. Thesm.
426; cf. Lob. Phryn. 203.—II. otie

who ruins his house or family, Dein.

173, 16., ov, 6,(,-) a domestic tyrant, Anth. P. 10,

61. [i.], Ion. for, adv.

part. pf. from,, reasonably,

probably, Hdt. 2, 25 ; 7, 50.
^

(sc. yfj), , , the in-

habited world :—used by the Greeks
to designate their portion of the earth,

as opp. to barbarian lands, Dem. 85,

17, Aeschin. 77, 19: later, the Roman
world. Hence, , , of orfrom the

whole world : esp. in Eccl., of Councils

of the Church, ecumenical, i. e. general,

universal.), , to manage, tu '
ohcov, Clem. Rom., , to be an, to

watch or keep the house, etc., Soph.

Phil. 1328: c. ace, to guard, govern,

like I. 2, ',
Aesch. Ag. 809.—2. to sit at home,

keep within doors, as women, Soph.

O. C. 343 ; OIK., Plat. Rep. 451

D, cf. Dem. 1374, 13, Plut. Camill.

11, Luc. Nigr. 18; and v. sub-
:—then of persons who slay at

home instead of going out to serve in

war, Plut. Pericl. 11, 12, etc. ; cf. -
: c. ace, ., to idle

away months, Plut. Camill. 28. Hence, , , strictly i/je

watch or keeping of a house, Eur. Hipp.

787 ;
generally, watch, guard. Id. He-

racl. 700; -, watch kept by

strangers, or rather for -, Soph. Phil. 868.—2.-, to corrupt the stay-

at-homes, i. e. the women, Eur. Or.

928., , ,() a watch-

ing or keeping of a house.—2. hence, a

keeping at home, sitting within doors,

esp. of women ; hence in genl. inac-

tiviti/, Eur. H. F. 1373, in plur. Hence, , , inclined to keep

the house :
—TO -Kov, Luc. Fugit. 16., ov, also a, ov, belonging

to housekeeping : hence . (sc.), wages, reward for keeping the

house or housekeeping. Soph. Tr. 542.

—2. keeping within doors :,
toys to keep children within doors, to

amuse them in their mother's ab-

sence, Hesych. :

(Dor. for.), female house-mates,

Pind. P. 9, 35 : from, ,(,) watch-

ing or keeping tlie hsitse, esp. of a

watch-dog, Ar. Vesp. 970, cf. Lys.

759.—2. hence, staying at home, domes-
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tic : ; the mistress of the house, a

housekeeper. Soph. Fr. 434, Eur. H. F.

45.—3. stay-at-home, opp. to one
who goes forth to war, Aesch. Ag.
1225, cf. 1626, Dmarch. 100, 37 ; v.

sub.,, , rare form for., , to be, to

ruin a Iwase or family, squander one's

sub.itance, Plat. Legg. 959 C :—pass.

to lose one'sfortune, to be ruined, undone,

freq. in Hdt., who, in 1, 196, joins

kul : and, , , a squandering
one's substance ; ruin, . ,
Plat. Phaed. 82 C ; seduction, adultery,., Plut. 2, 12 : from, ov, (,) ru-

ining a house, a prodigal. Plat. Legg.
689 D : ., a seducer, adulterer,

Eur. Incert. 27., ov, (,) bear-

ing a house. Scymn. Fr. 116.?, , to watch or keep a

house : to be or stay at home ; and, ov,,=,
V. II : from',, , , (, -) house-guard, Aesch. Supp. 27.

[]
_, ^, , . . ; and, , ..,=^., aor. :

—to pity,

feel pity for, have pity upon, C. acc.

pers., II. 11, 814, etc., Hdt. 7, 38, etc. :

also c. gen. rei, to feel pity for or be-

cause of a thing, -
(^, Aesch. Ag. 1321 ;-,—in sense the same

as . 7/, Elmsl. Med.
1202 ; and, m Soph. Aj. 052, c. acc.

et inf.—Later also fut.,
aor., Lob. Phryn. 741,

whence and
were formed, but no pres.

occurs : for, for

which. has needlessly been
proposed, Anth., f.- Att.- :

—to grieve

for, pity,, Aesch. Pr. 08, Soph.
O. T. 1508, etc. ; so in mid., Aesch.
Supp. 1032, Eur. Hec. 721, Thuc. 2,

51 : but,—2. in mid., usu., to express

grief, bewail, lament, , Eur. I. T. 486,

cf Dinarch. 104, 15 ; esp.,, to utter a wail, Aesch.
Eum. 515, Eur. Tro. 155., , , belonging to pity., , , () pity,

Pind. P. I, 164. Hence, ov, gen., merciful,

Theocr. 15, 75.,, , () la-

mentation, Eur. Heracl. 158., ov, , () a la-

menting, Aesch. Eum. 189, Xen.,etc., , ov, () most
pitiable, miserable, lamentable, Horn.,

who also has as adv., Od.

22, 472 ; later : an irreg.

superl. of, formed like-,,, etc. The
compar. is regul.,, never., , 6, (, oh .') pity, com-
passion, Od. 2, 81 ; 24, 438 ;, pity for one, Eur. Hec. 519 ;

', lb. 851 :—strictly,

tlie expression of pity, lamentation, pit-

eous wailing, -, Aesch. Theb. 51 ; ?^-, Id. Cho. 411;. Id. Supp. 59: and in

plur., , Eur. Phoen.
1584 ; cf. Plat. Apol. 37 A, Legg. 949 B., , , =^ foreg., late

word.

OIMO, a, ov, v..,=^, very dub., ov, leading a pitiable

life.
^, , wail piteously,

dub. : from, ov, (, )
wailing piteously

, piteous, Plat. Phaedr.
267 C., ov, (, •) going a wretclied journey, Ma-
netho.,,, piteous discourse., ov, (, -?) pitifully lioused, Manetho., , ,() pitiable, la-

7nentable, Horn., Pind., 'Frag. ; llom.
has neut. plur. as adv.,', Od. 4, 719 ;-

~, od. 11,421 ; -, Pind. . 7, 141 ; etc. : also in

prose, as Hdt. 7, 46, Plat. Pliaed. 90
C.—Besides the regul. compar. and
superl.,,
Hom. has an irreg. sujierl.,
q. V. ; but Schweigh. has altered-, in Hdt. 7, 46, into-, from several MSS., cf. Jac. A. P.

p. 648.—II. act. crying woe upon, pity-

ing : also wailing piteously. Adv.-, Trag., ,(,) -, to pour forth a piteous stram, Ar.
Vesp. 555., via, , Ion. for,
part, from. Adv. -., , (,)
profitable to a house, ., a wife
w/iose prudence makes the house flour-
ish, Theocr. 28, 2. Hence/.,. Ion. -iij, , , profit

to a house : thrift, carefulness ; esp. a
home-life, opp. to that of a soldier, Od.
14, 223 ; cf. Naumach. ap. Stob. p.

438, 6.

07., Ep. , , O'ileus, a
king of the Locri, father of Ajax the
less, an Argonaut, II. 2, 527.^2. a
Trojan, 11. 11, 93. [i],, , son of O'ileus, i. e.

Ajax, 11. 12, 365.,, ,^,-, Lat. impetus ; tlie spring or rush of
a lion, 11. 16, 752 ; tlie swoop of an ea-

gle, II. 21, 252, in plur. (Prob. from
same root as, fut. of, cf.

in pass.), contr. from, q. v., , f. -, poet, for :—to dart upon or at, to pounce upon,(', II. 22,
308, 311, cf. Od. 24, 538; ...-', to dart

after a dove, il. 22, 140 ;—about to

dart along, ', Orac.
ap. Hdt. 1, 62., , ,^^, a way, path ;

metaph. the path or course of a tale,

i. e. a tale, a lay, '
Od. 8, 481, cf. 74: -, Od. 22,

347 :—also song,, Anacreont. 35, 14. Also
written., . , Oeme, a daughter of
Danaus, ApoUod. 2, 1,5., exclam. of pain, fright, pity,

anger, grief, also of surprise, and in

Ar..Nub. 773, even of joy:—strictly,

ol, woe's me ! first in Theogn., for

in the Homeric poems it is always. is usu. absol., or is used
with a nom. , ,?, etc., Soph. Tr. 971,
Aj. 340, etc. : not rarely c. gen. cau-
sae, ', Theogn. 887

;, etc., very freq. in

Trag., cf. Jelf Gr. Gr. ^ 489 :



OINA
perh. also occurs, like .

—The last. syll. in ohioi may be eli-

ded in Trag. and Coin., but only be-

fore , as' , Ar. Ach.
590 ; ' bptta.
Soph. Aj. 354, ci. Ant. 1270, Koen.
Greg. p. 171.', 01', , loay, road, path.

Has. Op. 288, Find. P. 2, fin. ; 4, 441,

Aesch. Pr. 394, Eur., etc. ;
-, Plat. Rep. 420 : hence,

—

2. stripe, nvdvoLO, stripes or

layers ot cyanos, 11. U , 24.—3. also a
strip of land, tract, Aesch. Pr. 2, cf.

394,—4. metaph., /, the

course or strain of song, H. Horn.
Merc. 451, Pind. O. 9, 72: cf ,
which is but another form of it.

—

Later, and prob. chiefly in Att.,

was like, freq. used as fern., also

said to be written, but only by
Gramm. (Prob. from same root as, fut. from*^, cf .),, ,{) weeping and
wailing, Horn., who joins it with •, 11. 22, 409 ; with, 24,

69 ; opp. to, 4, 450 :—also in

Trag., etc.,, ,() a cry

of lamentation, wail, Aesch. Theb.
i023, etc., Eur. Bacch. 1112, etc. ;—
mostly in plur., ov, ,=^, Soph.
Fr. 678 : from, Att. fut. (for

only occurs in Or Sib.) : aor., the only tense used by Hom.
Strictly to cry ol/ioi ; hence, general-

ly, to wail, lament, freq. in Hom. (esp.

in 11.), and Trag. ; ,
Ar. Plut. Ill

;, id. Av. 1503 :, as a curse, plague take you,

confound you, Lat. abeas in inalam rem,

Ar. Ach. 1035, cf Plut. 870 ; -, lb. 58 ; so, -
; Id. Ran. 178 ; cf ->>,

tin.— II. trans, to pity, bewai', c. ace.
Soph. El. 788, Eur. Hipp. 1405, El.

248 : hence in pass.,, be.

wailed, Theogn. 1204.( is from, as' from , from al,

from , and many other
Greek verbs formed from natural
sounds : so the Germ, iichzen from
ach !)^ • [t], adv. from -, piteously., , , v.., , , inclined or used

to wailing, lamentable., , , to be pitied, pitia-

ble, V. Pors. Ar. Ach. 1195.. , , or -, and '-, 7], late forms for.,=, Eust., , v. sub., ,(,) carry-

ing wine, Cratin. Incert. 110., ov, ,( II, -) dove-catcher, Ael. . . 4, 58.', , , dim. from sq., , , (, ) the

first slioot of the vine, the shoot or bud
which encloses both the leaf and the fu-
ture grape, Theophr. ; explained by
Suid., -.—2. later the vine-blossorn, Geop.
—3. in poets, generally, the vine-slock,

the vine, Eur. Phoen. 231, Ar. Av. 588,

Ran. 1320.—i. the soft down of the

young vine-leaves, hence metaph.,-'-, to show on his cheeks
the summer-hue, the tender mother
of the vine-down, i. e. the bloom of

youth, Pind. N. 5, 11.—!I. the flower

of the wdd vine, frotn which a sweet
oil(), and also a

OINH
wine was made, Diosc. 1, 56.—IIT. a

plant with blossoms like the vine. Cra-
tin. Malth. 1, 5.—IV. a bird, peih.=

II, Arist. H. A. 9, 49 B, 8.

iOvv^], , , Oenanthe, Athen.
fem. pr. , Dem. 1061, 3., , ov, made of the ol-,, Diosc. 1, 56.,,,=, Ibyc. 1., , , Ion. ,=^-, [], , ,=, poet., , , poet, for,

vine-leaf, Ibyc. 1, Theocr. 7, 134., a, ov, (olvapov) made of
vine-leaves, Hipp., (olvapov) to strip off the

vine-leaves, as is done when the grapes
are ripening, Ar. Pac. 1147, Phanias
ap. Schol. Theocr. 7, 1.34.', ov, TO, dim. from,
tveak or bad wine, Dem. 933, 24, Alex.
Incert. 5, etc. [], , ;/, a vine-tendril or

branch,^=, Hipp.
Olvapov, ov, TO, a vine leaf, branch

or tendril, Xen. Oec. 19, 18, Theophr., OV, , in Theophr. prob.

for.,, /,^=, the vine. Ion
ap. Ath. 447 D:—wine, Nic, Al. 354.

—II. a kind of wild pigeon of the col-

our of ripening grapes, Arist. H. A. 5,

13, 4 ; 8, 3, 10 :—also and -, which last, however, ace. to

Hesych., was a sort of rax^en.—III.,=, Opp. C. 4,

235.—1 v. as adj., of wine,/, Anth.
Plan. 15; drunken, with a masc.
subst.,. Anth. P. 7, 26., ,()=.^., , Oeneadae, a city

of Thessaly, Strab. p. 434.

iOvi}|, ov Ep. ao, , son of Oe-
veus. i. e. 'i'ydeus, II. 5, 813 ; Melea-
ger, Ap. Rh. 1, 190.—In pi. oi-, the descendants of Oeneus, Pind.
I. 5, 39./., ov, , wine mingled
with oil, Galen.~, ov, , a wine-merchant,

Artemid., ov, , (,)
a lover of wine, Ael. V. i}. 2. 41., dep., to drink wine, Hipp,
ap. Erotian.

iOvv, Ep. , 6, Oeneus,
son of Porthaon, king of Calydon in

Aetolia, II. 14, 115.—2. son of Pan-
dion, an .Vttic hero, Paus. 1, 5,2.—3.

a son of Aegyptus, ApoUod. 2, 1, 5., , {. -,^^ : in

. Hom. Merc. 91, was
formerly read divisim.,, , Att. :

—
wine-cellar, Xen. Hell. 6, 2, 6 (in Att.

form) : also a wineshop, Ath. 519 D.
tO/i'i(jl•',, . Oeneon, a small

town in Locris on the gulf of Corinth,
Thuc. 3. 98., 7}, , the vine, Hes. Op.
570, Sc. 292 ; for which later at least

from Hecataeus downwds.,?.
was always used, Hecat. p. 64 (ap.

Ath. 35 B).

—

2.=, wine, Leon.
Tar. 61.

B. the ace on dice : in Ion. the die

itself was called for 3,
Ruhnk. Schol. Plat. p. 245. (With

, cf. Lat. unu.t, unio, and
III: the change of the ot into u ap-
pears also in, L^t. poena, punio :

in this signf. belongs to the root

olor, standing between it and.), , , (,) con-

veying of wine, Clem. ., , ,() belonging to

wine, Lat. vinosus, ., a

butler, Anacr. 101 ; ., Eur.
1. . 164.— 11. containing ivtne,, Ildt. 3, 6 ; . ', vine-
cups, Pind. . 10, 81.— 111. of coun-
tries, rich in wine,, Anth., , [,) a ves•

selfor drawing wine, Ar. Ach. 1067.^,, oi, Oeniadae, a city
of Acarnania, at the mouth of the
Achelo\is, earlier ', Soph.
Tr. 509; also the inhab. of O., tht

Oeniadae, Thuc. 2, 82.,, , v. II., ov, , dim. Irom,
a little wine, Diog. L. 10, 11. [j], () to sinell of wine,

Diosc. '.—II. mid., to procure
wine by barter, buy wine, II. 7, 472 ; so,

olvov, II. 8. 506, 546, (the
act. is not found in Hom.)

B.()^, Hesych. 2. p.
729., , , of, belonging to wine., , ov, () made of
wine, ., wine-\u\egaT, Ar-
che.str. ap. Ath. 310 D.
iOiv, , Ooiis, a Spartan ephor,

Polyb. 4,31,2., ov, , like oivupiov, dim,
from, Cratid. Pyt. 3., , v. sq., ,( . II.) sub., the festival at which the Athe-
nian citizens cut ofl" the,-

or of their sons previous
to their being enrolled among the^, at the same time otlering a
measure of wine (olrov) to
Hercules, and drinking part of it to
the health of their pparopt - . the cup
they used was called, ,
V. Ath. 494 F.,,^, heavy
with wine, Od. 9. 374 ; 10, 555 :— hence
\vas formed the verb, to

be heavy or drunken with wine, Theogn.
503.^,,(,) heavy
with wine. Lat. vino gravis, 11. 1, 225., ,(,) dip-
ped in wine, i. e. drunken, Nonn., , (,)
soaked in wine. i. e. drunken, Mel. 123.,, , , (,•) eaten v:ith wine, Nic. . 493.., ,(,)
milk mixed with wine, Hipp., , mixed with
wine., , to taste wine, An-
tiph. Didyni. 4 : from, ov, 6, (,)
a wine-taster. Hence. , , a tasting of
wine, Philo. Hence, , , belonging to

tasting ofwine, Sext. Emp., ov, (,) re-

ceiving or holding wine,, Pind.
I. 6 (5), 58; as subst., c. gen., ,, Anth. P. 6. 257., . Dor. for., ,, to prescribe wine
to one, of a physician : from, ov, , (,)
giver of wine, of Bacchus, Eur. H. F.
682.^, , like wine.,, , contr. , -

Att., , () :
—made

of or with wine:—, a cake
or porridge of pearl-barley, water, oil

and icine. esp. the food of rowers, 1n-

terpp. ad Ar. Plut. 1121. cf Buckh
P. E. 1, 3S2.—2. a plant, Arist. ap.

Ath. 429 D, Ael. V. H. 2, 40.

tO/vo//, , , Oenoe. an Attic

deme and town of the tribe Hippo-
1007



ilvoontis, on the borders of Boeotia,

Ildt. 5, rt; Thuc. 2, 18.—2. another
of the tribe Aeuiitis near Marathon,
Strab. pp. 375, 3H3.—3. a city of Elis,

Suab. p. 338.—4. a fortress of the

Corinthians on the gulf of Corinth,

Xen. Hell. 4, 5.—5. a city of the

island Icaria, Strab. j). C39.— 6. a

town of Argolis on bonlers of Arca-

dia, with a temple of Diana, Apollod.

1, 8, G : its site is still Enoa., , to strain wine. Hence
'///, , , orie who strains

wine, Ath. OUS A.,, , a wine cellar, Geop., , , and-,,
ij, a plant the root of which smelts of
witie, perh. a kind of imllow-herb ; also, ij. But in the best Mss.
of Theophr. it is.

iOh'Oiy, , , Oenote, ancient

name of tlie island Sicinus, Ap. Rh.

1, 623.—H. a nymph, vvite of Thoas,
Id. ib., ov, b, the keeper of a

wine-shop, Sext. Emp. []
OivoKUx'kri, , ,[,)

she that babbles with wine, i. e. drunk-

en woman, v. 1. for, ap.

Poll., ov.{,)
pos.'iessed by wine, drunken, Plut. 2, 4 B., ,{, gath-

er grapes.—. to sjieak of wi)ie.7/, , {,)
mad for or after wine, Ath. Hence, , , madness for wine.'[, , , Oenomaus, son ol

Mars or of Alxion, king of Pisa in

EUs, Strab. p. 356; Apollod.—2. a Gre-

cian in Trojan war, 11. 5, 706.—3. ap-

plied by Demosthenes to Aeschines,

because he had once acted en the

stage the character of Oenomaus,
Dem. 288, 22 ; 307, 25.', , , lustful with wine,

Theopomp. (Com.) Incert. 30 ; very

dub._?, , , {,)
honey mixed with wine, mead, Mel. 30.,, , {,)
mother of wine, epith. of the vme, As-
tyd. ap. Ath. 40 B.

Oh'ov,,=^, ap. Hesych.^, 6, the Oenoparas, a

river of Syria, Strab. p. 751., , r),= sq., Anth. P. 11,

409, Oj5p. C. 4, 331., ov, TO, wine-land, a

vineyard, , 11. 9,

579 : strictly neut. from sq.

'07(5•, ov,{,) with

soil fit to produce wine, abounding in

wine,, Od. I, 193; 11, 193., ov, oiv., a
ripe, juicy bunch of grapes, Anth. P.

6, 232.

tOiiOui'a, , , Oenopia, ancient
name of the island Aegina, Pind. I.

8, 45._[, ov, 6, son of Oenopion,

i. e. Helenus, II. 5, 707.—2. Oenopi-

des, a mathematician of Chios, Ael.

V. H. 20, 7., ov, ,{,)
gaping after wine. Comic word formed
aiiex-,,-

: in Ar. Thesm. 393, Sui-
das gives as fem., where
Brunck reads, Dind. oi-. []'\—,, , Oenopion, son
of Bacchus and Ariadne, king of Chi-
os, Ap. Rh. 3, 996 ; Plut. Thes. 20.—
2. name of a slave, Luc. Pseudol. 21.7, or, {,-
ouui) wine-bewildered, Eur. Rhes. 363.

[']
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, , {,)
full of or abounding in wine, ',
Od. 15, 406.,, , ,{,-
Cu) wine-stricken, i. e. drunken, Anth.
P. 9, 323.,,{) to make
ivine, Plut. 2, 653 A.\, verb. adj. from
foreg., one must make wine, Ath. 33 A., , , a making of tuine,

Ath. 26 : from, , {,) mak-
ing wine, Ath. 27 D., ov,{,) offer-

ing wine, Nonn., , , {,)
drinking of wine, Hipp., ov, ro,^foreg.

Oii'07roras<J,=:Sq., 1o drink wine, II.

20, 81, Od. 6, 309 ; 20, 262., .{) to drink

wine, tAth. 460 C.,, , tpoet.= sq.,t a
wine-drinker, oiv-, Od. 8, 456., ov, o, {,) a
wine-bibber, Anacr. 72., , , fem. of foreg.,

Anacr. 102 ; cf sub., , ,{,)
wine-inspector, who saw that the due
quantity of water was mi.xed with
the wine, Eupol. Pol. 7., , to sell wine, Arist.

Ausc. Mir. : from, ov, , {,)
a wine-merchant. Hence, , , a wine-shop,

tavern.,,=^., ov, , wine, the fermented
juice of the grape, very freq. from
Hom. downwds. : in Hom. it is black{, cf.) ; or red{) ;

and is praised as fiery or sparkling{) ; as sweet (,,') ; and fragrant {).
Homer's heroes usu. drank it mixed
with water, and this custom re-

mained, ct. Hdt. 6, 84, Becker Char-
ikl. 1, p. 460 sq. : , ',', over their wine, Lat. i7iter

pocula, Valck. Callim. p. 15, 262 ; also

in plur., , etc., Erf Soph.
O. T. 773 : OIV., wine
at 12 drachmae the cask, Dem. 1045,

5 : proverb., -, Eubul. Incert. 11:

—

is oft.

omitted, (sc. olvov)

Eur. Cycl. 509, cf Theocr. 18, 11;

esp. with names of places, -, , etc., as we say,
' Port, Rhenish,' etc. ; cf.
—2. also the fermented juice of ap-

ples, jiears, etc., cider, perry :—a fer-

mented liquor made from barley or

wheat, a kind of beer, -, Wess. Hdt. 2, 77 ;
palm-wine also

occurs in Hdt. 1, 193; 2, 86; lotus-

wine, Hdt. 4, 177, etc. :—from which
drinks Hdt. 2, 60, distinguishes grape-

ivine, .—II. the wine-

market, cf nvpov IV., and II.

(Originally, Lat. vinum, fGerin.

Wein,-\ our wine, etc. ; cf. sub.

fin.)

(sc. ), , a sacri-

fice ivith drink-offerings of wine., ov, {,) keep-

ing wine, Nonn., ov, {,) pro-

ducing wine, Nonn., al, {,)
epith. of the daughters of Anius king
of Delos, because they could turn water

into wine, Lyc. 580., ov,{,) rear-

ing or bearing wine, Anth. P. 9, 375.

iOvovv, ov, , ofOenus (II,),

Oenuntian,, Ath. 31 C., , , a making of wine., Alt. , ,
contr. for,, , q. v.[,, , the Genus, a
river of Laconia, now the Tchelesina,

Polyb. 12, C5, 9.—II. a small town of
Laconia probably on foreg., Steph.
Byz.[, , ai, the Oenussae,
five small islands, between Chios and
the continent, now Egonisi, Hdt. 1,

165, Thuc. 8, 24.-2. three small
islands hi the Messenian gulf, Paus.
4, 34.[, and, a,

ov, of the Oenussae, Oenussian, Hecat.
ap. Steph. Byz., , ,{,)
conswnin•; of wine, Luc. V. Hist. 1, 7.^, , {) to be

drunken or drunk, LXX., , , {) a
love of drinking, drunkenness, Xen.
Oec. 1, 22, Arist. Eth. N. 3, 5, 15,

Eih.^ E. 7, 2, 5., ov,= sq.?>,, , ,{, ?<)
given to drinking, drunken, Xen. Apol.
19, Plat. Eryx. 405 E, Arist. Eth. E.
2, 3, 13., or -, , , a
wine-cask : from, , to carry wine : from, ov,{,) carry-

ing, holding wine,, Critias 2, 2,

cf., and Horace's oeno-

phorus.,, b,(,)
one ivho watches wiyie. [], ov, {,) planted

or grown ivtth vines, Strab., Dion. H.
1,37.— II. ])., ov, act.

planting vines, Nonn.[, , , Oenophyta, a
place in Boeotia famed for a victory

there gained by the Athenians over
the Boeotians, Thuc. 1, 108;, Arist. Pol. 5, 2, 6., , {,) re-

joicing in wine, Anth. P. append. 225.,, b, the Wine-
Charon, comic epith. of Philip of

Macedon, because he put poison in

his enemies' wine and so sent them
over the Styx, prob. not without allu-

sion to his being, Anth. P.

11,12. [], , , a pouring out of
wine : from

OiiO\O£iia),=sq., to pour out wine,

n. 2, 127, Od. 1, 143; but Hom. uses
this form only in pres., cf sq., , i. -, to be an-, pour out winefor drinking, Horn.,

tiiough of this form he only uses 3

sing. impf. and,
Od. 20, 255 ; and inf aor.,
Od. 15, 322 ; v. foreg. : -, she poured out nectar for wine,

11. 4, 3 ; also in Xen. Cyr. I, 3, 8., , ,{) a canfor
ladling luine from the bowl {'/)
into the cups, Hes. Op. 742, Eur. Tro.
820, Thuc. 6, 46.—II. later, kind of
sideboard to range the drinking-cups

on, A. B.—III. a female cup-bearer,

LXX., , , {)
that which the pours out.— II.

a festival, at vihich wine is offered up,

Plut. Phoc. 6., ,,=., , , belonging to an, Heliod., ov, {,) pouring

out wine to drink; as subst. a cup-
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bearer, . 2, 128, Od. 18, 417, Hdt. 3,

34, Eur., etc.,, , , (^,)
toiiie-colouredy Theophr., , {,),
., a draught of wine, Soph, Pnil.

715.

OlvoTp,, , {, ) wine-

coloured, wine-dark, in Horn, (who
however has not the noin.) usu.

epith. of the sea, dark with storms,

for Homer's wine is. v. esp. II.

23, 316, Od. 2, 412 ; 5, 132, Voss Virg.

G. 4, 373, cf. also : hence
also in Horn, of oxen, dark-red, II. 13,

703, Od. 13, 32 : later, generally, deep-

red, Wern. Tryph. 521 :—cf..
jOivo^,, , Oenops, father of

Leiodes, Od. 21, 144.—2. father of

Hyperbius of Thebes, Aesch. Theb.504.', , as pass.,, to

get drunk, be drunken,,
drunken, Od. 16, 292; 19, 11 (the act.

does not occur in Horn.) :?, well drunk, Hdt. 5, 18

;

so, , Aesch. Supp.
409 ; , Eur. Bacch.
687.\01, , , of Oenoe (6),

appell. of Diana, Eur. H. F. 379., , =, Arist.

Probl. 19, 43, 2, Luc, etc.>, , , Att. for,
q• V.

_ ^

iOvo>v, a, b, Oenonas, a citha-

roedus of Italy, Ath. 20 A.^, , , Oenovc, most an-

cient name of Aegina, Pind. I. 5, 44,

Hdt. 8, 46.-2. daughter of the river

god Cebren, wife of Paris, ApoUod.
3, 12, 6., , , also , , {,
-) =, ., \. e. wine,
Eur. Or. 115; .. Id. 1. .
1245 ; also of comple.xion, Id. Bacch.
236, cf. 438, Theocr. 22, 34., , , {) drmiken-

ness, not so bad as, Plut. 2, 645

A, cf. VVess. Diod. 1, p. 67.(. ,, made drunk, drunken.

fOivurpia, , , Oenotria, origin-

ally the southwest part of Italy, so

called from the Oenotri, Hdt. 1,

167.^, , ai, the Oenotrides.

two small islands on coast of Luca-
nia, Strab. p. 252.^, , , of Oenotria,

Oenntrian, Strab. p. 256.

iOivurpni. , , the Oenotri. a
people of southern Italy, Strab. p. 253., , , a vine-prop.

tOiJ'wrpof, ov, , Oenotrus, son of

Lycaon of Arcadia, migrated to Italy,

Paus. 8, 3.,, , , {, )=,. of Bacchus, Soph.
. . 211 ;, . C. 674, ubi .
Sch.f., cf Pors. Med. 1363., fem. part. aor. 1 of-
UL, II.

Olo. Ep. for ov, gen. from pron.

possess. Of, his, her, Horn. : but never

for , as gen. of pron. pers., which
requires Ion. :, Ion. for.̂3, , . Oeobazus, masc.
pr. ., a Persian, Hdt. 4, 84.—Others
in 7, 68; 9, 115., , o,= sq., dub. [u], ov, {,) walkino

alone: lonesome,, Anth. Plan. 231., ov, living alone.. (5, V. 1. for., ov, =, grazed

hy sheep.^, OV, either (from,) feeding sheep, a shepherd

;
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or (from) a lonely herdsman, Aesch.
Supp. 304., , {,) one who
feeds alone, -, feeding
his mind apart, i. e. self-willed, stub-

born. Soph. Aj. 614,—ubi al.-, cf,., ov, {,)=^-, Anth. . 5, 232., , , as if fem. of olo-, an only daughter, Welcker
Syll. Ep. 82., ov, {,) =-. Soph. . . 846 ; cf., adv., {) from one side

alone ; alone, generally, in Hom. only
in II. and alwavs in phrase, all alone, "ll. 7, 39, 226; like, Heyne 11., . 5, p.

315.

OioOl, adv., {) alone, Ap. Rh. 2,

709.
_,, 6, , {,)

one-homed,. C. 2, 96.

\7\,, , , Oenlycus, son of

Theras in Sparta, Hdt. 4, 149.—
Others in Plut., etc., dep., impf. : fut.

: aor. /, inf.
part,:—but of the Att. forms
Hom. only uses 3 sing. opt. pres.

oloiTO, Od. 17, 580; 22, 12. — The
forms he uses are, — pres. act.,
only in II., and H. Merc. ; once in

Hes. Sc. Ill : more freq. trisyll..
in mid. always, oltai,-, etc. [] : of impf., 3 sing.: aor. ?] only Od. 4, 453;
16, 475, part, only 11. 9, 453 :

but more freq. aor. mid., 3
sing,, Od. 1, 323; 19| 390;
part,. Od. 0, 339, etc. ; also

aor. pass,, Od. 4, 453, part., 11. 9, 453, and, in later Ep.,
inf./ :—Arat. has an inf aor.. used later even in prose,

Lob. Phryn. 719. Dor. pres., Ar.

Lys. 998. The Att. also use (in a
modified signf and only in 1st pers.

sing.) a contr. pres. (as v. 1.

even in Hes. Op. 174), impf :

v. infr.Vl.

Radic. signf.— To suppose, always
of something as yet doubtful ; to think

and believe, as opp. to knowing;— 1.

referring to the tut., to look for ; and
so of good, to hope ; of evil, to fear.—
2. when the event rests with one's

self, to purpose, to u'ill SO and so.—3.

freq. of full persuasion or conviction,

either modestly or ironically ex-

pressed, / should think, must think.—
4. of an opinion or judgment, to deem,

conceive, imagine, with collat. notion
(esp. in Att.) of wrong judgment, or

conceit.—The examples follow.

Construction :— I. most freq., esp.

in Horn., c. ace. et inf, usu. indeed
c. inf. fut. ; but also,—2. c. inf pres.,

either in fut. signf, as in II. 1, 204

;

5, 894, etc. ; or as a real pres., as in

Od. 1, 323; 10, 232.-3. c. inf. aor.,

il. 1, 558, Od. 3, 27, etc. ; so some-
times even in Att. prose. Lob. Phryn.
751 ; though here Thorn. M. always
requires the inf fut. : cf II. 2, Y. 2.

— 11. c. inf sine ace, when both verbs
have the same subject, as,-

(, I think to catch, i. e. /
think I shall..., II. 0, 341 ; yap, I do not think, i. e. mean
to fight, II. 13, 202, etc. — 2. also

when the subject of the inf is left

out, to be supplied from the context,

as, , where
goes before, II. 12, 66, though here
the speaker is included among them,

;
cf Od. 12, 212: but ,

/,, is, fear they will pursue me,
Od. 15,278, cf 1,201.—Peih. these
cases belong rather to I.—III. absol.,, thou art ever suspecting II.

1, 561 ; so in signf. to deeyn, believe,

expect, Od. 24, 401 : Hom. esp. uses
aor. mid. in this signf,, my heart/oreioded it, Od. 9, 213 ;, he had a presage
of it in his soul, Od. 19, 390, etc.

:

, Lat. spe elatus, Meineke
Com. Fr. 3, p. 109.—IV. impersonal,
only in Od. 19, 312, avii, there came a boding into my
heart.—V. transit, c. ace. to look for,, II. 13, 283 ; to expect, hope for,
od. 2, 351, ' , his
soul was intent on. engrossed with grief,

Od. 10, 248.-2. those phrases are to
be distinguished, as strictly belong-
ing to I, where the ace. ought to have
an inf, which inf is left to be sup-
plied from the context, so that the
ace. does not depend upon. as
in Od. 14, 363; 22, 165.—VI. used
parenthetically, but only in first per-
son, tv {),
among the first {I ween) will he be
lying, II. 8, 536 ; y'{)-, Od 16, 309; so too 11. 13, 153.

Od. 2, 255.—Here note that Hom. in
this case uses only act. form, and
never : but in Att. is the most
freq. use of the contr., impf], which is regularly put like our
1 think, I suppose, I believe, etc., with-
out any grammat. connexion in the
sentence :

— a twofold use however
may be distinguished,—1. mod-
estly or in courtesy, to express as a
mere suspicion, what is in fact a pos-
itive opinion, Plat., and Xen. ; but
also ironically, Stallb. Plat. Rep. 330—2. in answering a negative ques-
tion, it gives emphatic force. I should
ihmk so ! of course ! Plat. ; in this case
it begins the answer.—The rule of
Thom. M. p. 645, that is used
by exact authors only in case of cer-

tainty, only in case of uncer-

tainty, has been long exploded,
being in Att. often used insteaoof, Schiif Dion. Comp. p. 3G0.

—

VII. pecul. Att. phrases:— 1. fis a
parenthetic question, ;

; how think you ? to add force,

like : also alone, don't

you think so ? what think you ? Heind.
Plat. Theaet. 147 B.—2. ,
I hold it necessary, i. e. I take it upon
me, I intend, oft. in Plat., as,?, he intends

to make the people good speakers.
Meno 95 C ; , he
fancies he is very clever. Ale. 2, 144 D.
[When the diphthong is resolved,

the ( is in Hom. and Ep. long in all

tenses, hence it is wrong to write, etc. : only the act. pres.

has sometimes short, and then it

stands in the middle of the verse ; in
this case usu. ends 1st or 2nd
foot, the 3rd only in II. 23, 467, the
4th only in Od. 19, 215 : Od. 18, 259
is the only place where [i] stands
in the middle ; and there is made
short before a following vowel, con-
trary to Homeric usage, nor is the
reading certain.]

Oiov, neut. from, v. VI.

iOlav, , TO, Oeum, a town of
Sciritis a border district of Laconia.
Xen. Hell. 6, 5, 24.-2. Oioi', a for-

tress of Locris near Opus, Strab. p.
60., for , as though,
just as if.
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, for , as if, Polyb. 1,

3, 4, etc. : Dor.> , Nake Choeril.

p. 14G., , , a word made
lip of,, and, from
which Plato Phaedr. 244 C, pretends

to derive., , {,) feeding

alone : lience, generally, lone, lonely,

also of places, Simon. 62.—II. {)
as snbst., a shepherd, Anyte 3., possible ; , impos-

sible ; V. III. 2., as pass., to be left alone,

abandoned, forsaken, Ep. 3 sing, aor.,, 11. C, 1; 11,401.-, 7/, . in Anth. P. 7, 401,

an obscure word, perh. from , a

sort of woollen bandage for sore feet., ov, (,) with

but one sandal, Ap. Rli. 1, 7., ov,(,) shornfrom

sheep, V. 1. Soph. O. C. 475 ; for '-., , (? .) to be

alone, roam alone, Eur. Cycl. 74 : also

c. ace. loci, oi. [, Leon.

Tar. 98: of oiof.—U.( \\.)

to tend orfeed sheep,—as some take it

in II. cc., ov,—I. (,)
being or living alone : generally, alone,

lone, lonely, in Horn, always of places,,,, II. 13, 473 ; 19,

377, Od. 11, 573 ; of persons, oi.-, Pind. P. 4, 49.— II. {,)
tending sheep,', . Hom. Merc.

314., Scylh. for, Hdt. 4, 110.

Hence, Scylh. word in Hdt. 4,

110, =, fepith. of the

Amazons., , ov, like II., alone,

without help or company, hence lone,

lonely, forsaken, very freq. in Horn.,

and Hcs. : it can oft. only be rendered

by an adv. alone, only, but : rarer in

later Ep., once or twice in Pind.,

twice in Soph., Aj. 750, Fr. 23, cf

Elmsl. Heracl. 743; and some read

olov, only, in Aesch. Ag. 131 : the Att.

poets also have it in a few compds.,3,,, -- — Special usages : — 1. still

more delinite, ' '', II.

22, 39 ;, ? ,
11. 24, 148, and negat., ,
^, etc., freq. in Hom.—2. strength-

ened, , , one alone, one

only, freq. in Horn., like ,
etc. ; also in dual, , II. 24, 473,

Od. 14. 94, and in pi., ,
olui, Od. 3, 424.—3. sometimes c.

gen., , left alone by them, II.

11, 093, cf. 11, 74 : , alone of
all the gods, Pind. Fr. 93 ; also,, apart from the Atridae,

Lat. clam Alridis, Soph. Aj. 1. c. ; so,', Od. 9, 192
; olof, ', II. 9, 438,

Od. 21, 3G4 : but, ,
alone among the goddesses, II. 1, 398 ;

so, , Od. 3, 362.—II.= II., singular in its kind, unique,

excellent, II. 24, 499. (Akin to , la
=. : also to Lat. unus, cf.

.), a Ion. , ov, (, 6, ) such

as, what sort of, what manner of, nature,

hind or temper, Lat. qualis, relat. pro-

noun, correlative to the interrog. and
indef, and to the demonstr.

; very freq. as early as Horn.,

and Hes. : strengthd., ,
Lat. qualis quantusqne, II. 24, 630

;

, 11. 5, 758 : c. ace,

>/, what a manfor virtue, II.
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13. 275 :—in English often only to be
rendered by an adv., -, how he rushes mio war, 11.

13, 298, etc.

IJsage :— 1. in an independent
sentence serves as an exclamation,

|

and expresses astonishment at some-
thing vast, unusual, monstrous :

strengthened by (5//, -, why, what
a word it has come into thy mind to

speak ! Od. 5, 183, cf II. 5, 601 ; so

in neut., vv, Od. 1, 32, etc. Strictly

speaking, there is an ellipse here ; as,

e. g., the first quoted passage would
be. in lull,,. -—2., like , Hes. Op. 312,

where Schaf proposes '
; but Passow, if any conjec-

ture be admitted, would prefer -
' .— II. more freq.

containing a comparison, and so
(sometimes) an inference relat. to

or, Od. 1, 371
;
yet the

demonstr. pron. is usu. omitted,, like as a star wanders, II.

23, 317, etc.— 2. In many Homeric
expressions, the omission of the an-

teced. clause is esp. to be noticed, as,

oi', ', where
the relat. refers to a whole clause,

which must be supplied from the con-
text, to conclude from what you say,

from what you have done, II. 18, 95;
22, 317.—3. and so it is a well-known
remark, that,,, esp. Att.,

oft. stand for toloc, roia,,
Hcind. Plat. Phaed. 1 17 C, Erf Soph.
O. T. 091 ;— so even in 11. 6, 166, Od.
17, 479, cf 16, 93 ; where also the

relative introduces a reason for what
has gone before.—4. if it is to be in-

timated that this reason is really self-

evident, and the assertion beyond
doubt, then is added, ,,, , such as all

know you to be, 11. 24, 376, cf VI. 2.— yet more definite force is given

to the comparison in , just

as..., Hom., and .\tl.— 5. but if the

comparison or inference only denotes

a general or doubtful resemblance,
then Homer uses (which must
be carefully distinguished from

c. iufin., able to do, v. infra III. 2),

in some such way as,
"\, some such one as Mars,

11. 7, 208, cf 17, 157, Od. 7, 106, etc.,

cf Ilerm. H. Hom. Cer. 103, infra

VI. 2:—so, , Od. 20, 35:—
so, moreover, , gener-

alizes a comparison, the sort of person,

II. 5, 638, Od. 9, 348.-6. when a com-
parison involves a definition of time,

is used, like as when, Od. 10,

402 ; 22, 227.-7. <, -
answers to Lat. qualiscunqiie,

post-Hom.—8. many brief Att. ex-

pressions are also explained by the

omission of the demonstr. pron. be-

fore, as, -) , nothing is like, i. e. so

good as, hearing the law itself, Dem.
529, 13 : , what tliis means,

etc. So, it adds force to the superl.,

olov, in full

olov ., Xen. An. 4, 8,

2 : and more loosely with posit.,-, such as

to be insufferable, Hdt. 4, 28 : and in

Alt. even, ', fit for nothing but a house-dog,
Ar. Vesp. 970. For the irreg. Att.

constructions arising from attraction,

V. Jelf Or. Gr. § 821 Obs. 5.— III.

c. inf implies great fitness or
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ability in a thing,

, so ready to make
good both deed and word, Od. 2, 272 ;

t7/v ,
so good both at counsel and in fight,

Od. 14, 491.—2. but this signf is usu.
expressed by o/of c. inf, Od. 19,
IGO, etc., also Hdt. 1,29, etc. ; so both
in neut. sing, and pi., olov
and Old , , etc.,

it is possible, Hdt. 1, 91. etc.. Plat.
Legg. 967 A. and very freq. in Att.

:

— , I am the man,
the fittest one to do it. / am able to do
it, call do it : sometimes is left

out, Ar. Eq. 343.—3. without inf in
neut.. 0(01' , it is possible;, it carinot be :, as soon as 7nay be,

Dem.—In Att. also written in one
word,.— IV. the relat. is in
Att. oft. repeated in the same clause,
e. g. ?, after what deeds what sutiierings

are his ! Soph. El. 751 ; ', what thank, aye
and for what offerings ! Trach. 094,
1045; so too in prose, as Xen. Cyr.
4, 5, 29, cf. omnino Monk Ale. 145.—

•

V. as adv. in neut. sing, olov, poet,
and in Ion. prose also in plur. ola, to
add force, like and, how,
Hom. ; also with adj., olov,
how fresh, II. 24, 419; and in plur.,

ola, Od. 16,93; IS, 143.
the adv. seems to be used esp.

by Soph., and Ar.—OZof never stands
as adv. before an adj., Valck. Phoen.
1633; for in IL 11, 653,,

means, ivhat man-
ner of man that stern man is.—not,
how stern he is.—2. in comparisons,
as, like as, just as. Horn., also neut.
pl. ola, Hdt. : and with the particles

before mentioned, olov, as thou aidsiplainly shrink
from M., 11. 17, 587, cf 21, 57: old, something like, after the manner of,

Od. 3,. 73, etc. : , as ichen,

etc., cf II. 2, 3, 4, 5.—Later, a double
form occurs, , olov,
olov, ola. Lob. Phryn. 427.—3. as,

like, for instance, very freq. in Alt.—
4. as it were, about, Lat. quasi, olov, Thuc, like, cf.

.—5. , follow-
ed by ' or , not
only not..., tut not even..., Polyb., Lat.
7ion modo non..., sed nee...— 6.-

olov, as . Lat.
miruni quantum, Schaf. Dion. Comp.
p. 184. \oi is found even in Hom.,
e. g. II. 13, 275, Od. 7, 312, and in

Att. very freq. : the fern, is very
late and bad, .lac. A. P. p. Ixv.]

0/of,, gen. from, . []", a, ov, {) of a sheep,., eu>e-milk, Hipp. [?]

jOip, v. II. 4, fin., Ar.

Nub. 349.,, , , {,)
^ : generally, lonely, oi.-, Aesch. Supp. 795, but in a cor-

rupt passage,^—not to mention that

the Att. use of oio-, for -, is

questionable.,, , , {,)
with nothing hit tunic on ; lightly clad,

Od. 14, 489, Nonn. []
tOiou, only in pass,, q. v., ov, , and,

ov, , {,) shecp''s droppings,

sheep-dang, like, dub.

, (i. e. oFif, hat. ovis), and

?/, gen., ace. : nom. pl. ,
gen.; dat., Od. 15, 380,

but usu. in Hom., Ep. shortd.

form, II. 6, 25, etc, ; ace. :



contr. nom. and ace. pi, , freq, in

Horn,, esp. in Od, : also Hes. Op. 773,

i)Ut only in ace.—The Att, eontraet

all cases, nom., gen., dat. ou,
ace. oh> : pi. nom., gen., dat.

o/ffi, aec.; and the nom. and
ace. are still further eontr. into :

of these Horn, has only- and.
A sheep. Horn,, Hes., etc. : in Horn,
both of the ram and the en-e, though
sometimes the gender is marked by a
word added, as or/,
a ram, Od. 10, 527 ; /, a ewe,

II. 10, 216: of course the fern, is

much the most freq. [ always, except
in Ep. eontr. nom and ace. pi. :

in dis.syll. cases is found in Att,, Mne-
sim, 'I-JTovp, 1, 47.]-,—, dub, in Geop,,, Ep, aor. mid.
of,, Horn, []

Oifff, -ET(j, -, imperat^ of,
from ', Horn,, and Att.,,,. for,
fut. inf. of0, Horn., for, 2 sing, from,
V. sub* .^, part, aor, pass, of,
II. 9, 453,,, ov, to,{,)
!ihefr«it of the-, ov, TO, in Lye. 20 written', any plaited work, a rope., OV. or, ov, , a kind
of osier, the twigs of which served for

wicker-work, ropes, etc., perh. the' or^. akin to',,, as also to Lat. viiex, Theophr., ov, 6, (,)
the swallow or gullet, thai part of the

throat through which the food passes,^^, Arist Part. An. 2, 3, 9; 3, 3,

2, sq. ; cf sub., ^f, - (,,) :
—

sheep-dung, like^: esp. the

din that collects about the kinder parts of
a sheep, Ar. Lys. 575, where we have
the form] : al.. On
the difference of form, v, Koen. Greg.

p. 543. Cf., v. sub}., a, ov, verb. adj. of <l>ipo),

(o be borne., Soph. O. C. 1360.-2. ol-, oitis must bear, Eur. Or, 769,
etc.^,, ,() att

arrow from the bow, Plut. 2, 225 B., 7}, o,=sq., Anth. P.

6, 118, Nonn., ov, 6, an archer. Call.

A poll. 42: and^, , , archery : Ion.

from~,{) to shoot arrows,

Horn. ; ov ,
whom one shot with an arrow, II. 4,

196, 0(1. 8, 216; ., Od. 12, 84
;, at one, II, 4, 100 :— later c. aec,

to shoot with an arrow, Anth. P. 5, 58 :—., etc., Nonn., , , () carrying,

bringing., ov, {.)
shooting an arrow, Anth. P. 7, 427., ov,[,)
arrow-holding, (sc.) Aesch.
Pers. 1020.^, , ^,=sq.,. Rh. 1,

1194./, , , a quiver., ov, (,)
keeping arrows,, Nonn., , , borne : that must be

borne, Thuc. 7, 75., ov, b, Att., Pors.
Med. 634 ; ?/, Zeno ap. Arist.

Phys. Ausc. 0, 9, 1 : in later poets
also with heterog. pi. ':—an

arrow, Horn., Hes., etc. ; •, II. 4, 134, etc. ;, 11. 13,

650; with three barbs,?., U.

5, 393 ;, 11, 8, 297 :—
metaph., of a poem, Pind. O, 9, 17,

cf 2, 161. (Prob. akin to, ol-. fut. of, that which is borne or
shot.) Hence, ov,(,) hold-

ing arrows., ov, Att.., (-, 0) bearirtg arrows.

or -, , f.- : mostly
used in aor,,^,
which may come from either pres.

:

the former occurs in Plat. Phaedr.
251 D, Rep. 573 A, E, Arist. H. A. 8,

19, 11 ; the latter, in Luc:—ace, to

Herm, Eur. Baccii, 32, it had no
augm,[). Strictly ofa gadHy,
to vex, anyioy, enrage by stinging : hence
generally, ?o sting or goad to madnes.i,,, I drave

them raging out of the house, Eur, 1.

c. : and in pass.,], driven

mad. Soph. Tr. 653, Eur. Bacch. 119.

—II. intr. much like pass., to go mad,
rwn wdd, rage, Aesch. Pr. 836, Eur. I.

A. 77, Plat., etc. ; of animals, Arist.

H. A. 6, 17, 3. Hence<!}, adv., as if slung by a
" ,i. e. madly, Opp, H. 4, 142,,,,() slung
madness, frantic, Opp. C 2, 423., , , a being driven

mad by the gadfly : Tnad passion, LXX :

and?, , f. -, of the
gadlly, to drive wild : from, ov,{,)
strictly, driven by a gadfly: driven
mad. viad,. Aesch. Pr. 580,,, ,() the

smart of a sting,., the

sting of agony. Soph. O. T. 1318 :

the effect thereof, a frenzy-fit,-?, Anth. P. 6, 51,,, , {piaTpu(J)fremy,
passion.7}, ,{,)
to strike with the sting,, esp. ofthe
dart of love, Mel. 54., ov,{,)
driven round and round by the gadfly,
Aesch. Pr. 589. [«], ov, {, -
v)=treg., Aesch. Supp, 572; so,, ov, lb. 17., ,{,-) madfrom thegadfly's sting: raging,

Nonn, Hence, , , fury, frenzy,
Hipp., ov, TO, an insect that infests

tunny-fish, Arist. H. A. 8, 19, 11,—nisi

legend,, cf 5, 31, 8.'/,, , ,{,) stung by a gadfly, driven mad,
Aesch. Pr. 681, Soph. El, 5, Eur.
Bacch. 1229., ov, o, the gadfly, breese,

Lat. asilus, an insect which infests

cattle, and drives them half-mad by
its sting,

—

cjpj] tv, Od. 22,

300 ; esp. the 'Hy that tormented lo,

Aesch. Pr. 567, sq. : —distinguished

from tiie-, Arist. H. A. 1, 5, 13
;

8, 11, 1, cf :—also an insect

that infests fish, cf-—II. me-
taph. a sting, goad, any thing thai drives

7nad, ', Eur. . F.

802 ; ', Id. I. . 1456 :

hence, also, the smart of pain, agony.

Soph. Tr. 1254.—2. any vehement de-

sire, mad desire, Hdt. 2, 93, and Plat.
;, for a woman, Eur. Hipp.

1300 ; generally, 7yiadness, frenzy.

Soph. Ant. 1002, Eur. Or. 791,

02
Bacch. G65. (Prob. like, fr -ni

same root as
), ov, {,)

maddening, Anth. P. 5, 234., ,{, ) as
if stung ; raging, frantic,.
Plat. Tim. 91 B, cf Legg. 734 A., , , like, a tree of
the osier kind, Geop, (Akin to.)
[] Hence, , ov, of osier, ivickcr-

work,, Od. 5, 256;,
Thuc. 4, 9. [ii]^, , , Oesyme, a city of
Thrace, a colony of the Thasians,
Thuc. 4, 107 : cf.,,,=, Lob, Phryn.
301,?, ov, plaiting osier-

twigs.', , (, * )
working in osier-twigs, Eupol. Incertl
112., ov, = [i•] .•

from,, , the grease and dirt irt

unwashed wool, or greasy wool itself,

described by Plin. as succus lanae,
sordes lanae, sordes succidae, sordes
sudorque feminum alarumque lanis
adhaerentes ; whereas Diosc. 2, 84,
e.xplains ', -:—the form -, occurs in Hdt. 4, 187, but with
v. 1,.—The words,, seem to mean a different
thing, cf sub voc. (Prob. from,—
though Hipp, has ).)
Hence, , :

— .,greasy
or diity wool, Lat, lana succida or sor-

did», Ar. Ach. 1177; ef sub.,, ,{) tuft of
greasy wool, Hipp.,,,=,
Hipp.,,^, q. \.,.=^, Hipp.,, 7/.=., iut. of, from root *,
Horn., and Hes.—P'rom an old pres., is found imperat., and an
inf, isassumedbyBockhPind.
P. 4, 180.

fOiVoiOf, a, ov, of or belonging to

Oeta, Oetaean, . Soph.
Tr. 436 : oi, the Oetaeans, in-
habitants of Oeta, and of, a
district of Thessaly bordering on .\e-

tolia and Locris, Strab. p. 416 ; cf.

Xen. An. 4. 6, 20.

iO'iTtj., r/,/, a mountain-range
in Thessaly, now Katauothra, Strab.
p. 428.', ov, 6, (ohoc.) a
song on the death ofLinus, Paus. 9, 29,
3 : v. II., ov, , fate, lot, doom, in Hom.
always ill-fate, misery, ruin, death,

though he usu. says , but
also without, II. 9, 563 ; 24,
388, Od. 8, 489, 578; olrov, to die a sad death, II. 3,

417 ; , to have the lot

of one, live like him, II. 9. 563. An
old Ep. word, used by Soph. El. 167,
Eur. I. T. 1091. (Usu. deriv., like, ', from same root as,
fut. o(, like Lat. /ors from yiro.•

perh. better from oi, akin to.), ov, , Scythian name of
Apollo, aec. to Hdt. 4, 59.2, ov, . Oetylu.'!, a city on
coast of Laconia, II. 2. 585, also call-

ed7, ace. to Strab. p. 360.

02, a Lacon. word, to have sex-

ual intercourse ivith, Tuv
Plut. Pyrrh. 23,—In Ath. 508 it i
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OIXO
wri'ten, as if from ^, cf.

Piiroeiniogr. p. 125, 1()5. (Hence oi-

and/, feiii. and. lewd, like/- and-, from, and by compos., ?..,. This
whole class of words is little used.)

iOixa/iia, , /, Oechalia, a rity of

Thessaly on the Peneus, prob. the

city of Eurytus mentioned in 11. 2,

730 ; cf. Miiller, Dor. 2, 11, i^ 1 : Strab.

distniguishes in ThessalytheTrachi-
nian O. and that near Tricca, pp.

339, 350.—2. a city of Euboea, near
Eretria, also regarded by some as the

city of Eurytus, Soph. Tr. 74; Strab.,

I. c, and p. 448.—3. a city of Messe-
iria on the borders of Arcadia. 11. 2,

596, ace. to Strab. same as Andania,

p. 350.—4. a city of Aetolia, Strab.

p. 448.— II. fern. pr. n., wife of Me-
laneus, Paus. 4, 2, 2. Hence\07, Ep. 7}. 6, art in-

hab. of Oechnlia, an Oechalian, II. 2,

596 ; "Plut. Thes. 8 : and^, adv., from Oechalia

(3), 11.2,596.,=^, q. v., verb. adj. of,
Alciphr.

0/;^(•, part. aor. 1 pass,-
, Pmd., , ( go, come, . 5, 790

;

15, 640 (in Ion. impf.,-).
Soph. El. 313 ; of birds, to fly, Od. 3,

322 ; to walk, i.e. to live,

a'uv, Soph. El. 105 :—like -, to he gone, Soph. Aj. 564 :—c.

ace. pers., like., to ap-

proach. Find. P. 5, 115, cf. Fr. 45, 5
;

so Henn. reads, P. 8, 49.—The form, Id. Fr. 222.{ is to', as 'iKviouat to .)
OrXOMAl, dep. mid., impf.-

: fut. ; perf.,
ion., fldt. 4, 136, and',
the last esp. in Hdt., though besides

part,,, etc., he only uses
3 sing, plqpf., c. impf. signf :

the pf. is rare, and so is 3 pi.

plqpf. Ion.. A regul. fut., is found in some Mss. in

Hdt. 2, 29 :—the pres., Ion.

contr. only in Leon. Tar.

90, 6 : is never found : Hom.
uses only pres. and impf—On the

formation of the perf. v. Buttm. Ausf.

Gr. ii 85 Anm. 5.

To go, or (rather) to be gone, to have

gone, directly opp. to/. to havecome,

while, to go or come, is the
strict pres. to both{ and-, are oft. confounded in Mss.),

though. is also used strictly

in an inipf signf, II. 5, 495, Jelf Gr.

Gr. ^ 396 Obs. ; freq. from Hom.
downwds. :—oft. c. part., -, he is fled and gone, Od. 8, 356

;'-, he hath taken
Aight and gone, 11. 2, 71 ;,, Hom. ;

iuv,,,, etc,

:

/, to sail, voyage, Od. 16,

24 ; so, /, Hdt. 4, 145
;?, he has gone and

left..., Hdt. 4, 155, and so in Att.

:

also c. ace. cognato, ,
Od. 4, 393: nay even c. ace. pers.,

to have escaped from, Ar. Av. 80, cf.

Jelf Gr. Gr. ^ 548 Obs. 1.—The par-

tic, in Hom. sometimes
means the absent, he that is away,, of Ulysses. — Special

tisages :—I. of persons, euphcm. for, to hare departed, be gone hence,

II. ; in full, , II. 22,

213 ; '^/ . 11. 23,

101 ; and Att., ., Soph.,
1012

etc. : also Att. the part, for', the departed, the dead, Aesch.
Pers. 546, Soph. El. 146, etc.—2. ol-, like o/.o>'Aa, to be gone, undone,

ruined,. perii. Soph. Aj. 896, etc.

— II. of things, to denote any quick,

violent motion, in Hom. of darts,

stones, etc., to rush, sweep along, U. 1,

53 ; 6, 346, Od. 20, 64.—2. to be gone,

lost, vanished, sunken, in Hom. esp. in

questions, as, coi ;

whither is thy spirit gone '! II. 5, 472,

cf. 13,220; 24, 201.

Oiwandoifj, in Hom. freq. Ep. act.

for, q. v.

0/. Lacon. for.., {} dep., to take

omens from the flight and screa77is of
birds, L•3t. augurium capere, X.en. Cyr.
I, 6, J.—II. generally, to look on ng an
omen or augury, forebode, Lat. aiigara-

ri. Id. Hell. 1, 4, 12; 5, 4, 17.—III.

inetaph. of a person, bi>?. idijv j3oVAoi-, whom one would rather thun as

an ill omen (omen obscoerium), if one
saw hiin, than speak to, Dem. 794, 5., , , {) belonging

to birds of prey, to their flight, or to au-

gury : hence - (sc.), augury., , ,[)
divination by the flight or cries of birds,

Lat. augurium, Eur. Phoen. 839.—II.^=.', m; , (,) a
divining by the flight of birds : divina-

tion, Plut. Num. 14., r/, 6,=.. ow , a place for
watching the flight of birds, Lat. tern-

plum auguriim.—II. that frovx which
omens are taken : the omen Or token it-

self, Xen. Apol. 12: strictly neut. from, a, ov, belonging loan7] or his art : from, ov, 6,{) one

who foretels from the flight and cries of
bird's, an nvgur, 11. 2. 858 ; 17, 218,

Hes. Sc. 185; ,
II. 13, 70. Hence, , , of or belonging

to an augur, or, generally, to divination,

Arist. H. A. 1, II, 6: ;/ - (sc. -
), augury. Plat, Phaedr. 244 D,
Plut.^^

'\01<,, b, Oeonichus, an Ath-
enian, Ar. Eq. 1287., ov,(,-) eaten of birds, Strab. ;—with v. 1.-.', ov, , [',)
an interpreter of auguries, an augur,

Soph, O, T. 483., ov,(,) of
the voice of birds,, Aesch. Ag. 50., ov,(,)
killing birds,, Aesch, Ag, 503,,, , divinationfrom
birds., , , belonging to

an',, Dion. ,
3, 70 : from,, and ,(,) one who takes omens from the

flight and cries of birds, Eur, Plioen.

767.
_, ov,(,)

halfbird shaped, Lyc. 595.'^, . and .:?.,,^ : from'. ov, (, '7.),
70?.,) busied with or observing the

flight and cries of birds : as subst.=,, 11. 1, 69; 6,

76, Aesch. Supp. 57,'. ov, , () :—strictly, a

solitary or lone-flying bird, such as
most birds of prey ; esp, a vulture,

OEKA
cngh, etc, —/ ?/ aiyvmal). Od, 16, 216; so of the
eagle of Jupiter, 11. 24,293:—Hom.
olt. joins •; and, \\. 1, 5 ;

22, 335, etc. ; oion'ol, 11- 11,

453; an image i^f swifmes*',', Hes. Th. 268: general-
ly, birds, a» opp. to beasts. Soph. Fr,

678 ; cf..—II. fi bird of
07)ie or augury, because from the flighi

or screams of the greater birds of prey
omens and revelations were nsu.
sought, U, 12, 337, Od, 15, 532, Hes,
Op. 779, and Trag, ; so, olijvo),
Xen. Cyr. 3,3, 22:—in Od. 15, 532,
the is expressly distinguished
as, a bird of cmien, from the
common birds,. Hence,

—

111. an omen, token, presage,, drawn
from these birds, Lat. au.ipicinm or

augurium, according as take?) from
seeing their flight or hearing their cry,

II. 2, 8-59, etc', ; cf. Valck. Hipp. 871 }', ", the one best ovteyi is, to fight

for father-land, i. e. we need rjo fvther,

II. 12, 243 ; good omens,
Hes. Fr. 39, 10: >,
I hail it as auspicious, Lat. arcipio

omen, Wess. Hdt. 0, 91 ; so also in

Att., Thuc. 6, 27, Xen. Symp. 4, 48,

etc.—IV, as adj,, tvinged, like Lat,
ales, Lyc. (From oior. as '
from ', from.)'\, ov, , Oeonus, son of Li-

cymninis of Midea, a companion oi

Hercules, Find. O. 10,78: Apollod.

2, 7, 3.

, ov, , like okwi•', a place where aug^irics are ta-

ken, Lat, tempSum migvrmn : from^, , to he nn-, to watch theflight of birds, to take

auguries, Eur. Bacch. 347 ; , for
one. Id. Phoen. 956 : also-, as dep. mid., Joseph. Hence., , a sign got

from the flight of birds., , :=^-.&, , , the business of
an, Dion. . 3, 47., ,.{)
of, or belonging to augviry, Lat. angu-
rnlis,, Dion. H. 3, 70., ov,,=^-., crv, {ohjvor,)
watching birds, prophesying by their

flight or cries: .,-=^', Eur, Supp, 500,. Att, adv, from,' ; in what a state art Ihon

for such a man ! Soph. Aj. 923 ; cf. ^

0£oc-V,VL^, , ', (ojr) made of sheep-

skin, ap, Hesych.
"Oku, poet,. Dor. for, like

and for> and.'. aor., inf.-
Xai

:

— =«'/.. mostly of ships.—I.

trans, of the seamen, to run a ship

aground, or on shore. Tar vi/ar. Wess,
Hdt. 8, 84. Eur. I, T. L379, Thuc, 4,

12; ?: ., to steer one's course,

Nic. Th. 295.— II. intr. of the ship, to

riin aground, Thuc. 2, 91, Xen. An. 7,

5, 12 ; so. metaph., Ar. Ach, 1159, cf.

Ath. 274 F., Ion. for, Hdt.,, f.-,—,-.", poet, for, Theocr, 1, 87 ;

4, 21,', or better , like kuk-, for ,, Theocr. =,

68; 11, 22: so,, Theag. ap.

Stob, p. 8, 40,



£•,/. or,—..'?., , ; {?)=:^.-. Grainin./, . . (^.) (sc. -,) folding-chair, camp-
stool, lite, Ar. Eq. 1384,

138G.

c?L•^lltJ, , to be sinking on one's

knees, like^•/., adv., vdtk bended knees,

in crouching, cowering posture, Ap. Rh.
3, 122: also?. 3.Tid' : from, f. -, to crouch or cower

with bended knees, to crouch down (cf.

II.)- of a Persian dance,
somewhat like the Mazurka,,. An. 6, 1, 10 (cf..,) ; o/cZ., Luc.
D. Mort. 27, 4, cf. Philops. 18 : hence
to sink down, sit down, Soph. O. C.
190 ; of oxen, to sink on their knees,

Mosch. 2, 99. cf. Valck. Phoen. 642
;

so of horses that kneel down to let their

rider mount, Plut. 2, 139 ; et c. ace,
o/i/i,. Tu, , to

bend their hind or fore legs, Xen. £q.
11, 3, Ael. :—meiaplL, like Lat. desi-

dere, to leave off through weariness, to

abate, Musae. 325, Anth. P. 5, 251 : of

the wind, to slacken, , He-
liod. (Prob. from, to break,

Lat. /ran o-ere.)/, adv.,= o«?i,a(5oi', Pherecr.

Coriana. 10, Luc. Lexiph. 11., ?/,= sq., Aral. 517., ,{) a crouching

with bent knees, Hipp. ap. Erotian.,

Luc. Salt. 41 ; cf. 7.., , , ^ foreg. :—

a

Persian dance in which the dancer
sank on his knee from time to time,

Diml Ar. Fr. 321 ; cf'.7, adv.= o«Aa{5oi',

STTjoav, of a frog hopping, Babrius. []
vi?Jo, a, ov, poet, ,

Nona. :—adv. -, Musae. 119., poet, for sq., IL 5, 255., , L -, poet, :
—

So tarry, delay, heaitate to do a thing, C.

inf.,''^, II. 5,

255 ; ?., II.

20, 155.— In Att., usu. with collat.

signf. of the feeling which causes the
hesitation, and so,— 1. of shame, to be

ashamed or scriiple to do, shrink from
doing, , Eur.
Heracl. 246, ct Thuc. 5, 61, Dera.

702, 4.—2. of pity, to be sorry or fear
to do, Aesch. Pr. 628, Soph. El. 1271.
—3. most usu. of alarm, or (in bad
sense) of sloth or cowardice, to fear,

be afraid to do. Soph. Aj. 81, Plat.

Gorg. 462 E, etc.—The most usu.

construct, continued to be c. inf :

also c. ace, tofear a thing, Soph. O. T.

076, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 21, etc.; and,, lb. 4, 5, 20 ; .
..., to be afraid iest.... Plat. Phaedr.
257 C, Xen., etc. : absol, first in Hdt.

7, 50, 1, and freq. in Soph.,, ,^^, late word

:

from', , , () loitering,

slow, hesitating, Pind. N. 11, 28:

—

slothful, sluggish, . Antipho 118,

24, Thac. 4, 55 ; esp. from fear, opp.

to?.,, Dem. 777, 5.

—

II. of things, causing fear, grievous,

troublesome. Soph. 0. T. 834. Adv., Xen. {6, Theocr. 24, 35.]', verb. adj. from.
Plat. Legg. 891 D.^,, , ,=6, dub., , 6, delay, unreadiness,

slowness, hesitation, whether from
weariness and bodily fatigue,

uicrjpiov ,

. 5, 817 (answering to in

811);' '/, II. 10, 122 ; cf 13, 224 :—or, as

more common, from internal causes,

as indolence, fear, etc. ; sloth, slug-

gishness ; backwardness, cowardice, etc.,

Aesch. Theb. 54, Soph. Ant. 243;, Thuc. 7, 49
;

opp. to. Id. 2, 40 ; hence sim-
ply for alarm, fear, Aesch. Ag. 1009,
Soph. Phil. 225: in plur.. delays.

Plat. Legg. 768 E, Dem. 308, fin. :—
c. gen., ova, I

grudge not Ubour, Soph. Phil. 887, cf.

Isocr. 2 C : -, made them hesitate ..., Thuc.
3, 39; so, f/v uviaTaadai,Xen.
An. 4, 4, 11 ; . Plat.
Legg. 665 D.

—

II.", an allegori-

cal picture by Polygnotus, of a man
twisting a rope whicha she-ass gnaws
to pieces again, Paus. 10, 29, 2, Plin.

H. N. 35, 31 (11), an emblem of la-

bour in vain, Lat. ocnus spartum tor-

quens, Burm. Propert. 4, 3, 21,-" , Paus.
. c, who says that Polygnotus meant
it for the symbol of a bad housewife,
who wastes her husband's gains.

B. a kmd of heron, Lat. ardca stella-

ris, also , Arist. .
. 9, 18, 2., ,, as adj., idle, cowardly,
dub., , , Ocnus, masc. pr .,
Paus. 10, 29.,,{, ^L?du)fond
of delay., , (,) lazy,

cowardly, like., ,, ,,5, Ion. ,-
,,,,,
but only in prose., , , Oco?idobates,

an officer of Alexander the great, Arr.
An. 3, 8, 5.•, 6, also, the eye,

Gramm., hence or-, Boeot., and Lat. OCUS, oculus,

ocellus, akin to,,
(cf. equus,).\', , , Ocra, a mountain-
range in Noricum, Strab. p. 202., to be rough or a/tgru,SoOh.
Fr. 918.), , () to make rough :

prob. only used in pass., and in ine-

taph. sense, like, Lat.
exasperari, ,
they grew furiously angry with each
Other, Od. 18, 33;, en-

raged. Lye.,, ,{,)
a kind of tribune on the tragic stage,

from which the actors declaimed, like

or', Lat. pulpifum. Plat.

Symp. 194 B, Luc. Ner. 9.—Some
suppose it to have been in the early
wooden theatre what the was
afterwards and refer its invention to

Aeschylus. Philostr. Vit. Soph. 1, 9,

Themist. Or. 26 ; cf Ruhnk. Tim.,
Schol. Plat. 1. c. ; v. Horat. A. P. 279.—II. generally, like, any
kind of steps, etc., by which one can
ascend; and so,— 1. a painter's easel.—2. the raised seat of the chariot-driver.—III. acc. to Hesych.,= /ci/lAof, an
ass or goat, []^', , , Ocridion, a
hero in Rhodes, Plut.^,, oi, the city Ocricu-
lum in Umbria, Strab. p. 226., , {,) of a
pointed shape : projecting, Hipp.,, ,) having
many poirUs or roughnesses, rugged,

OKTA
pointed, in Horn, always epith. of un-
hewn stone,, /., -,, 11. 4, 518 ; 8, 327 ; 12,
380 ; 16, 735 ;—so,., .\esch.
Theb. 300 ;. Id. Pr. 282. (Cf.

sub fin., Ep. for, Od.,
V.., , , like,,
point or prominence, any roughness on
an edge or surface, whether large or
small : hence in Unibrian and old
Lat.=mons confragosus, v. Rhein. Mu-
seum 1, 386.

—

II. as adj.,,
,,=^, ragged, peaked, Aesch.
Pr. 1016. Hence, , , like, a
projecting point, peak, [],, ,=, with
euphon., just like, chilling,

making one shudder, hence fcarj'id,

dreadful,, II. 9, 94 : and in 11.

6, 344, Helen calls herself «;•-
: . 3. . Rh. 2, 607

;

., of Charon's boat, Leon.
Tar. 59.{ and are oft.

confounded in the common editions,
V. Heyne II. T. 4, p. 649 : Wolf was
the first to distinguish them in Horn.), , , the Rom. name
Octaria, Paus.\,,,\^.. name
Octavianus, Plut., , 6, the Rom. Octa-
vius, Plut.?., , [, 7<.)
consisting of eight morsels or moiUhfuts,., an old kind ot loaf which
before baking was scored in eight equal
parts, Hes Op. 440., ov, {.-) eight-fingered, Ar. Lys. 109 : but
Lob. Phryn 415, Elmsl. Med. 1150,
prefer the form., ,{,)
weighing or worth eight drachmae.', ov,{.) eight-

sided : TO ., an octahedron, Tim.
Locr. 98 D.., , a space of eight
years, Plut. 2. 892 C : from', ,{,) for eight

years, Diod. Hence', , , —,
Procl., , pecul. fem. -, . Plat. 361 D.', , {,)for
eight days, . ., {) adv., eight tim-a,

Luc. adv. Indoct. 4, Plut., etc. [], ai, a,{,-) eighty thousand, Diod. [v], at, a, {,) eight thousand, Hdt. 9, 28 : he
also has in sing.,

/

for ,—as we say,
' 8000 horse,' 7, 85, cf 5. 30. [], ov, {. II)

eight-spoked,, II. 5, 723.', . , eight hundred,
Hdt. 2, 9, etc. Hence, //, , the eight-

hundredth, Dio C., ov, {,)
holding eight cotylae, Ath. 180 A., ov, {, .)
eight-limbed or jointed.. , v.., , {,) of or
in eight parts, Diog. L. 7, 110., ov,{,) of
eight metres OT feet, [], a, ov, later form for
sq.. Diod., Plut. 2, 908 A.', ov, {,) eight

months old, in the eighth month, Xen.
Cyn. 7, 6. [a]
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,. Dot. for^.
Tab. Heracl. []', ,{,/) eight

cubits long, []-, ,, eightfold, Lat.
ocluplus, At. Eq. 70. []', , gen. ,=
foreg.,,{,)
eight plethra long or large, Dion. H. 4,

CI.?.,, contr.-, nvv,

eightfold., , 6, {,)
eight feet long, HfS. Op. 437., , , -, , {,) eight-footed, Anth. :—Scythian
name for one who possessed two oxen
and a cart, Luc. Scjth. 1.—11. eight

feet long, [], , {,) with

eight roots : of a stag's lioms, with eight

points or tynes, Leon. Tar. 32, 3., or, {,) of

chariots, leith eight poles,—or, rather,

so constructed as to be drawn by eight

pair of horses or oxen, Xen. Cyr. 6,

1, 52.,, ,{) the number
eight. Arist. Metaph. 12, 7, 22., , {,) with

eight sigyts : in prosody, of eight times,

Henn. £1. Metr. p. 240. "[a], , {,)
eight stadcs long ; , a

length of eight stadcs, Polyb. 34, 12,

4. [-]', , {,)
u-ith tight colum)is in front, of temples,
Vitruv., , {,) di-

vided into eight parts, /., Alex.
Trail.^, ,{,)-

OK., the eight arms with which the
cuttle-fish catches its prey, Anth. P.

9, 14. [a]^, adv., in eight ways., , {,* !) eight-

fold : ., a ship with eight

banks of oars, Polyb. 16. 3, 2.2', , ai, . iiidecl. eight,

Horn., etc. (Lat. octo, Sanscr. ashtan,

fGerm. acht.)7, , v. sub-., oi, al, , indecL,
eighteen, Hdt. 2, 111, etc., , (foreg.,) weighing or worth eighteen

drachmae, Dem 1045, 3./,,() eighteen

years old, or lasting eighteen years, Luc.
D. Mort. 27, 7, Lob. Phryn. 408., , , fem.

to foreg., eighteen years old, Luc. Tox.
21: Dial. Meretr. 8, 2.', , {)
eighteen cubits long, Diod.,, eighteen-

fold, Plut. 2, 925 C., , of eighteen

times, in prosody., a, ov, on the

eighteenth day, Hipp. ; from, ?/, ov,(-) the eighteenth :

(sc.), on the eighteenth day, Ocl.

5, 279 etc., , ,{-,) eighteen years old, Dem.
1009, 13., , pecul. fem. of

foreg., tv..
atto7av,ov,tventy-

eighlfold. Plut. 2, 889 F., a. (',:=6-. Lob. Phryn. 549.''. ov, {!•)=6.
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, ,^:^'!, Phi-
lem. p. 431., 6, , -now,,=-. Cralin.. 10 ; as subst.

for, cf ilerm. Opusc. 5, 26.

—II. tiu'ht feet large. Plat. Meno 82

E, 83 A, etc.^, ov, {,)
with eight staves, stripes or lines., ,^,
Strab. [], 01', {,) bnme
by eight : as subst., or ., a litter

carried by eight, Cic. Verr. 2, 5, 11 :

also TO<., Dor. form of, made
harsher by the insertion of , to bear,, Pind. O. 2, 122; cf- Call.

Jov. 23., , ). Dor. for, a prop,
support. Call. Fr. 484., b, Dor. for, a chariot,

Pind. O. 6, 40., Ion. for oTrcjf, Hdt., etc.

;

never in Horn., old perf of, whence
the compd., 11. 2, 218

;

V. Buttm. Ausf. Gr. ^ 85 Anm. 5.

Hence,{,,,) to hold, Hesych., , i), a prop, hold... , V. sub., . Olaidas, a Theban, a
victor in the Pythian games, Paus.
10, 7, 8.'., OT. the Olania,

one of the mouths of the Po, now Po
di Volano. Polyb. 2. 16, 10.', ov, {.,) of
solid silvr, Callix. ap. Ath. 199 C.,, also written-,-, -,, said to t>e

Syracu.s. lor 6', .^=, q. V.

^'^,,, 0lhe,3 city of Cilicia,

with a temple of Jupiter founded by
Ajax and Teucer, Strab. p. 672.

'07..,, , late poet, word
for, Manetho.
/3, , , {3) bliss,'3= . Corn. ap. Phot.,, like, older form

for /, the Alps, Posidon. ap.

Ath. 233 D.

V0?.i3ia, , , Olhia, a city -of

European Scythia, on the Bor\'s-

thenes, a colony of Miletus, the later, Strab. p. 300, cf. Hdt. 4,

18, 78.—2. a city of Pamphylia. Strab.

p. 666.—3. a city of Gaul, a colony of
the Massilian.s, Strab. p. 180.—4. a
city of Sardinia, Paus. 10, 17, 5.

—

Many others of this name in Sieph.
Byz.

?.37, ov, 6, Olbiades, a cel-

ebrated painter of Athens, Paus. 1,

3. 5.

?.|3u),= sq. dub.

?J3i, f.-', {) to make
happy. Eur. Phoen. 1689, Hel. 228 :

esp. to deem happy or o/f.vi. like-, Aesch. Ag. 928, Soph. O. T.
1529, etc. : pass., ^-
voL, Eur. I. A. 51

; .
Id. Tro. 1253.,, , ,{,?/) whose happiness is in his belly,

a belly-god, Amphis. 2.., and /}, (-,) of blessed Int. 11. 3, 182.', ,,^=.., , {,)
bestoii'ing bliss, ., bounteous
earth, Eur. Hipp. 750.

'0?, , , fem. -,, i/, {,) bcstower of
bliss, Orph, . 33, 2 ; 39, 2, etc.

OABO
'0?^/, , {, *)

making happy, Anth. P. 9, 525, 16., ov, {,)
happy-minded ; or ^Ct., heart-gladden•
in^, Or|ih. H. 18, 21., ov,{,)
making the tcorld happy, dub., ov, {,)=, Orph. . 25, 6., crv,{,-) blest in wealth, Philox. ap. Ath.
643 C.., ', ol, the Olbin-

politae, inhab. of Olbia (1), Hdt. 4, 18.7, ov, but more usu. a, ov,
as Eur. Ale. 452, Or. 1338: {):
happy, blest with all the goods of life, in
Horn., always in reference to worldly
goods, weulthy, rich, just like Lat. bea-

tus. , Hes. Op.
824 ; however the word implies more
than mere outward prosperity, and so,

Hdt. 1, 32 opposes it to,
which in 8, 75 he expresses by.
Xpf/ : generally, happy, blessed.

Soph. El. 160 : besides the masc.
(which alone occurs in II., as also in
Hes.) Horn, only uses neut. [iliar., as,, to bestow rich gifts.

Od. 8, 413 ; , to
make gifts happy, make them pros-
per, Od. 13, 42 ; so in adv.,, to live happy, Od. 7, 148, cf.

Hdt. 1, 30 ; ?. ?.,
Hdt. 1, 31 :—cf snb ', ^.—But
the word was not common in Att.
prose: Plat, has it once, Prot. 337
D.—Irreg. superl., ti, ov,
like,,,7.),, very freq. in
later poets from Caltira. and Mel.
dowuwds., Schiif. Greg. p. 896 sq.,

Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 167 : the regul.
superl. is m Hdt. 1,30,
216. Adv., -. Soph. O. C. 1720.
(Buttm. Ausf Gr. §67 Anm. 4. n, in-
stead of the superl., as-
sumes a verb. adj., , ,
from/, tn be deemed happy, like,— without sufficient rea-
son, and against the .MSS.)., ov, o, the Olbius, a river

of Arcadia,=:'Ap(5Ui'iOf, Paus. 8, 14,3., ov, {,^
happy in his oivn conceit, said of Archy-
tas, Bion ap. Diog. L. 4, 52,—formed
after the Homeric.7.(, ov, {,-) watching or keeping happiness., , , i], {,') leaning towards the riclt, Luc.
Tragop. 193.7,., ov, {,)
with blessed hands, v. 1. Orph. H. 22, 8., 7;, ov, or^, ],

; V. fin., , , fem, of sq.,

Eur. Bacch. 419.,, , ,(,)
giver of bliss, of good or wealth, like, Eur. Bacch. 572.

'07., , , fem. from
foreg.; Orph. H. 20, 9.7^, ov, (7.,)
nursed a?jiid wealth,, Pind. Fr.

245., ov, {,-) of a happy house, Manetho.7^, . {7.,),
to live a happy life. .Manetho.., ov, b, happiness, bliss, all

that belongs to a happy life : in Hom.
and Hes., esp. of worldly goods, wealth,

hence , II. 16. 596,
Od. 14, 206, generally, prosperity iji

life, (cf ), Od. 3, 208, etc.
;

freq. in Pind., and Trag., esp. Eur
;—a poet, word, also used by Hdt. L,



86, Xen. Cyr. 1. 5, 9 ; 4, 2, 44 and 46

:

mostly of persons and families, but

in later \vrilei-s also of countries, etc.

(Prob. akin to *?.,/. : ace.

to Pott from root ?.a3-., etc.,

Etym. Forsch. 2, p. 2G0.)

'/.3, ov, {'/.3,) bring-

ing bliss or wealth, Eur. I. . 597.., b, Otgassus, a moun-
tain-range of Paphlagonia, Strab. p.

562.?,, , , Oleastrum, a

city of Hispania near the mouth of

the Iberus, Strab. p. 159., inf. ful. mid. of/,
Ion. for, 11., Ep. lengthd. 3 sing. aor.

2 act. of '/., 11. 19, 135., ov.Eur. Hec. 1084, Med.
993 ; but a, ov Hdt. 6, 112, and oft. in

Trag.{) -.—destructive, deadly,

ok. iijJ-ap, the evil day, day of dcstmc-

tion, 11. 19, 294, 409, of.

; /., a vote of death,

Aesch. Theb. 198 ; .. Id. Cho.
952 ; so in Soph., etc. ; also in Plat.

Rep. 3S9 D :—c. gen., -^. Id. Ag. 1156.—11. pass., lost,

undone, unhappy. Soph. Aj. 402, Tr.

878.— 2. rascalli/. worthless, cf. /.-
II, Luc. D. Mort. 2, 1. Adv.

-.', ,{.,))
causing destruction.,, 6.(, 6/.) ruin,

destruction, death, both act. and pass.,

I'req. in Horn., Trag., etc. ; Horn, al-

ways m last signf , usu. or '-. IL 10, 174, etc. ; also

and -, Od. 4, 489

;

23, 79 ; , loss of life,

the consummation of death, 11. 22, 325,

Pind. ; o/Jdpov, like-
rov, 11. 6, 143, etc. :

—

; as an imprecation, plague
take thee.' Soph. O. T. 430 -.—-
/., bv loss of money, Ttiuc.

7, 27;—freq. in Plat.—II. like Lat.
pernicies and pestis, that which causes

destruction, Hes. Th. 326 : esp. of a

mischievous person, a curse, plazue, or
ruin to others. Hdt. 3, 142, ( Valck.
ad 5, 07 is wrong in making it one who
deserves death,=papo) ; so Oedi-
pus calls himself -•^ .
Soph. . . 1344 ; freq. in Dem.. as,., of Philip. 119, 8; ., of Aeschines. 269, 19

;

cf. 5S2, 1 ; c£ Meineke Menand. p.

191, and v. sub.
'O/f?, /., 2 and 3 sing. fut.

mid. of.., ov, ,^'/.,
Ar. Pac. 443.

'0'2, only used in pres. and
impf.. the latter without augm. :

(from same root as',7.).
To ruin, destroy, kill, in Hom. always
in last signf., and usu. of men. as 11.

18, 172; but in Od. 22, 305, of birds

which prey on smaller birds:—pass.

:=/./., to perish, die, esp. a vio-

lent death, II. 1, 10; 16. 17. The
word is chiefly Ep. ; used by Trag.
once m act.. Soph. Ant. 1285 ; twice
in pass., Aesch. Pr. 563, Soph. Tr.
1012,—all lyric passages., , , Att. for,
impure, turbid. Galen., inf. aor. act. of ?.,
Hom.

'0/., , part. aor. act. of, Hom./., , 6, ij, (,) ruining men, epith. of perjury,

Theogn. 399.., iaf. aor. mid. of,
Hom.

'.?, v.-../., ov, clod-crushing.., ], 6, ,{.,)
beast-slaytng, /, of

Cadmus, Eur. Phoen. 664., ov, prob. only a mis-
interpr. of the passage just quoted., ov, (,-) destroying mortals, Orph. Llth.

444.., ov,{,) de-

stroying houses, dub. for ., cl. Lob.
Phryn. 701.-, , -, (?.?.,-) destroying cities, Tryph. 453, 683./.--/, ov, made of
spittle-wasting reed, epith. of the flute

in Pratinas ap. Ath. 617 E,—as Bergk
reads for'/.?., ov, {/,, -) destroying tyrants, Anth. P.

15, 50./., coUat. form of ,.
Lob. Paral. 435.,, Ep. for.,. Hom., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor.

act. oi, Od.., Ep. for /, 3 sing,

fut. act. oi.,, Hom., fut. act. of, Hom.'. , , fern, ot sq., Batr.

117.,, 6, (,) a

destroyer, murderer, 11. 18, 114, Alc-

man 124 ; fern,, ij. Lob. Phryn.
256.

.7/, , v. oi'/.aL

'?/,, subj. aor. mid. of, Hom./, ov, a. Olthacus, a chief

of the Dardanians, Plut. Lucull. 16.'/., ov, b, Oliaius, of Myla-
sa, one of the tyrants in Ionia, Hdt.
5, 37., f. -, = /.,
Dor. : Irom, , , Dor. for .?/-, Gramin.',, , the Oligaethi-

dae, a family in Corinth, Pind. O. 13,

137., , f), want of blood,

Arist. Part. An. 2, 5, 6 : from^, ov,{,) with

little blood, Hipp., Arist. ubi supra., adv., {?.) but few
times, seldom, Eur. Or. 393, Thuc. 6,

38, etc. [u]/, ov, {,-) barren of vines, Anth. P. 9, 413.

^07\', , to be thinly peopled,

Plut. Poplic. 11 : and/., , , thinness of pop-
ulation, fPlut. 2, 413 F: from, ov, {, )
thinly peopled, [i]/,, ,=?. :

also in mid., Joseph. : and, , , =:-, Thuc. 1,11, etc. : from. , {/., -7)=^, Xen. Lac. 1, 1., , , ['/.,,-) abstinence at breakfast, a scanty

m£al, Plut. 2, 127 B, ubi v. Wyttenb.^/.,, , contentment with

little : and, . to be contented with

little, Geop. : from', ,{,)
contented with Utile, Luc. Tim. 57 :?.;=, lb. 51., , ,=., , , scarcity of bread., as pass., to be gov-

erned by a few, be under an oligarchy.

Thuc. 5, 31 ; 8, 63v etc. : the act. is

prob. only used in part., oi /-, oligarchs, ^nenti^rs of an oli-

garchy : cf. : from., ov, , {,)
an oligarch, Dion. H. Ij, 43. Hence. , , oligarchy,

government in the hands of a few fam-
ilies or per.<!ons, Hdt. 3, 81, 82, and
freq. in Att. prose:—on its technical
sense, v. Arist. Pol. 3, 8, 3 ; 4, 4, 3,
sq. Hence., , , oligarchical, oj

or belonging to oligarchy, /.,
Thuc. 8, 72 : of persons, inclined or
devoted to oligarchy, Lys. 171, 36, Plat.,

etc. Adv. -, Plat. Rep. 555 A., , Ol.gasys, a Paphla-
gonian name, Strr'^. p. 553.

'/.., '^, , , having but
little arable land, ap. Suid.., {) adv., from
few parts or places, c. gen., ., Hdt. 3, 96., {?) adv., in few
places. Plat. Charm. 160 C./,,{,) to have
little, formed like. Hence/., , , the having little

:

also, Lob. Phryn. 676

:

formed hke/.., ov, {,)
afew days old ; in afew days, Hipp.-/., ,{,)
to have little power, to be weak or pow-
erless, Hom. in part. ?.~,,, faint, powerless, U. 15, 245,
Od. 5, 457 ; 19, 356 ; cf..
Hence, , weak, powerless,

Anth. P. 7, 380 ; cf.. Hence, , , Ion. -, weak-
ness, faintness, Od. 5, 468; cf.-,/./., , {.,* ?) for

7._. Mc. Th. 284.^ Hence, ,^=, .,
small tomb-stone, Leon. Tar. 83

;

where others wrongly take .-
piov as a subst., compd. of,.'. , , {?., -) want of arable land, Anth. P. 6, 98., ov,{,)
with little corn, or a small bread-basket,

Leon. Tar. 9, 10 ; 13, 2 ; opp. to-..,3..,=, Hesj'ch., , , irreg. super),
of., , , irreg. superl. of, q. v., II. 19, 223, Hes. Op. 721,
and freq. in Att., as Ar. Ran. 115,
Plat., etc./., ,=.3,,{,) short-

lived. LXX.?., , {, )
eating but little, Hipp., ov, {7.,)
ivith little discretion orco!iii.<:e/,Physiogn.

7.} , ,=^/.].7, , ov.{b?.i}.)
with feu• joints or knots, Theophr., , , unfruitfulness,

barrenness. Plat. Prot. 321 : from, ov, {, *)
tinfruitful, barren, Hdt. 3, 108, Arist.

O/.(}0(5arr«!'oc, ov,{, darru-) consuming or spending little, [], , {/.,)
wanting but little, Polyb. 16, 20, 4.

Hence., or -, , , content-

ment with little, Philo., ov,{,)
living on little, Ath. [t]
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, ,(,)
having butJew slaves, Strab. p. 783.) ctJp'U'to), , to be able to do lit-

tle, to be wiak, like', Horn.,

but only in Jl., and always in part.,

oAtyoojjaveuv, feeble, powerless, 15,

24G; IC, 8.3; 22, 337: from/, , [, opuu,) of Utile might, feeble, Ar. Av.

686, Luc. Hence', , ), u-eakness, fee-

bleness, Aesc 1. Pr. 548.':, ov,{,-) of lUlle power, im-ffecltuil. []', , ((, ')
to yield little oil, Tlieophr., , , v. ?../'/, ,{,*) of
little strength,, Hipp.

};;•, , (, ) of

few years. Hence
'}£•, , , fewness of years,

youth, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 3., ov, (,) with

few branches, Theophr. []',,^.', ov, (,)
of little warmth, Arist. Part. An. 2,

7, 8.,, , , with little

hair.7'(, , to be of little cour-

age : from, ov, (,)
of little courage., ov, (, ) with

few, weak sinews or fibres, Theophr., ov,(,)
with few opportunities,, Hipp., ov,{,-) withfew reeds or stalks, Theophr.', ot>, with little fruit.7. ov,(,)
with few stalks, Theophr.,, , tj, (,) with small horns, Geop., ov, (/,)
with few branches, Theophr., as pass., =4-.'^, , to prate little., ov, offew words.', , having learnt little.

Adv. -., , , (, -) in prosody, the having few feet,

Stob., ov,(,)
receiving small wages, Ep. Plat. 348
A., , , a speaking Utile,

Democr. ap. Stob. p. 411, 30: from, ov, (,)
speaking little., ov,(,)
not given to dreaming. Iambi.?, ov, (,)
with little ivood, shrubby, Leon. Tar.
54., , , want, fewness

of children : from,, , ,(,) with few children. Plat. Legg.
930 A., , -/, -/, ,
prose forms for-, in Gramm.^, ov,(,)
of littlefaith, N. T./, ,(,) to

make few, diminish, LXX., ov, with thin gray
hair, like.^, , , sparingness in

labour, idleness, Polyb. 16, 28, 3 : from, ov, (,)
working little. Dion. H.

1016

, , i], moderation in

drinking, Hipp. : from, , to drink little, Arist.

Part. An. 3, 7, 16: froni, ov, o, {7,)
one who drinks little, Ath. 419 A., ov, (,)
drinking little, Arist. H. A. 8, 4, 1., , ?'/, a retired,

quiet sort of life, opp. to-, Piut. 2, 1043 : from^', ov,{, -) averse to meddling or business,

opp. to, Plut. 2, 1043, ov,(,)
with few feathers, Arist. H. A. 1, 1, 7.', ov, (?.,)
with little wheat, Theophr.)^/-, ov,(, a)with
few roots, Theophr.10, ?;. ov, of number or
quantity, few, little, opp. to,
freq. in Horn., etc. ; also of space, II.

10, 161, etc. : and of tune, II. 19, 157.

—The governing body in oligarchies
was called o'l, Thuc. 8, 9, Xen.,
etc.—2. c. inf , too few, too little to do
a thing, too few for..., Hdt. C, 109; 7,

207, Thuc. 1, 50.—II. of size, small,

little, opp. to, Od. 10, 94, etc.

:

but much less freq. than in first signf.,

and very rare in prose, Valck. Hipp.
530.—III. Horn. oft. has the neut., as adv., little, little, slightly,

with verbs and coinpar. adjs.,?,, . -,, etc. ; so, -, Hdt. 4, 81, Plat. Polit.

262 , etc. :—but is more com-
mon with the comjiar. in Att. prose.

Plat. Gorg. 460 C, Rep. 327 B, etc.

—IV. special phrases:— 1. ,
within a little, i. e. all but, nearly, Od.
14, 37, Plat. Prot. 361 C, etc. ; -, c. inf. aor., e. g.', wanted but little

of overtaking, all but overtook, Hdt.
7, 10, 3 ; for , of. sub
II : (or ?.) , hard
upon 1000, Thuc. 4,' 124 :—so, '-, at a short distance, Aesch. Theb.
762.—2. of time, ', at short

notice, siuldenly, Thuc. 2, 85; 6, 11
;, in brief Plat. Apol. 22
;', for a short time ; -=:' ?. Thuc. 2, 61

;
?'?, after a little, Plat. Legg. 950

D :—cf Valck. Phoen. 1105.—3. ', by little and little. Plat. Tim.
85 D ; but the adj. often takes the
gender and number of its subst. in

this signf, as ', fought/ at a

time, in small parties, Hdt. 9, 102, etc.

;

cf. Plat. Theaet. 197 D.—4. '-, shortly, in few words, etc., Lat.
paucis, Plat. Phil. 31 D.—5. '-, to hold of small ac-

count, like ', Xen. An. 6,

4,11. The adv. seems scarce-

ly ever to appear,

—

or

being used for it.—V. comparison :

—

— 1. the place of the compar. is usu.

taken by, ov, gen. , II.

;

usu. of size, hence considered also as

compar. oi: was also

referred to.— The compar., ov, gen. , formed like

(), always used of small-
ness, occurs only in Alexandr. poets.

Call. Jov. 71, Nic. Th. 372, Anth. P.

9, 521 ; but the compd.
as early as 11. 18, 519 ; is

found in Nic. Th. 123, for which
Bentl. would read :—the
regul. form first in Ael.
N. A. 2, 42; 6, 51.-2. superl.-

, , ov, always cf number or
quantity, II. 19, 223, lies. Op. 721 ;

also in Plat., as Plat. Parm. 149 A :

formed on analogy of,-, etc. : /, superl. irom
(cf. IV'. 1), very, very 71 early :, adv., in the least ; so,-. Plat. Gorg. 510 A :

—

7-, , ov, is later.—The superl., as
well as compar. of are often
referred to/ from their likeness
of signf. [i], , , the having but
little flish : from, ov, (7,)
with little flesh, Luc. Abdic. 29.7.1, ,(,)
with little strength., , to eat little, Hipp.

;

and7, , , moderation in

eating, Arist, Pol. 2, 10, 9, Luc.

:

from, ov, {., )
eating little or moderately, Pherecr,
Agath. 1, Phryn. (Com.) Monotr.
5.,,(,)
having little seed, Arist. Gen. An. 1,

18, 57.7.1, , , the consisting

offew lines, Anth. P. 4, 2 : from, ov,{,)
con.sistmg offew lines or verses., , , (7) one out

of a few, opp. to7, PluU
Anton. 51, etc.— II. like,
the smallest, least, 67.., the smalt•

est space of time, Herm. Soph. Ant.
621., , , fevmess of
syllables : from', ov,(,-) offew syllables, Dion. H., ov,(,-) ivith few conjunctive words,
Dion. H. Comp. p. 150., ov, with a small
body.,,,^=,
Procl.: from, ov,(,,=7. Max. Tyr./,, ,()feiimess.

Plat. Legg. 678 C : — smallness. Id.

Rep. 591 E, etc. ; and, of time, short-

ness. Id. Theaet. 158 D., , , (,)
little honour ; an esteeming lightli/., , to bring forth few

:

and, , , a bringing forth
few : from/., ov, (7.,)
bringing forth few, Arist. Part. An. 4,

10, 37.,,=6, Arist.

. . 2, 1, 17., , to give little nour-

ishment : and,, , want ofnourish-
ment : trom/, ov. {7,)
giving little nourishment, Diph. Siphn.
ap. Ath. 120 E.—II. act., taking little

nourishment, eating little, Arist. Part.

An. 4, 5, 60., ov, (7, ')
wanting water. Theophr., ov, having little matter

or substance, [ii], , to sleep little ; and
'07~r,, , , little or short

sleep. Iambi. : from', ov, (,)
taking little or short sleep. App., , , =: :

from



OAIZ, ov, (/.,)'=6', Hipp.
'//., , , {'/.,)

want offriends, Arist. Rhet. 2, 8, 10., ov, {, )
carrying little : thut can bear but little,

hence, of weak wine that will bear but

little mater, Hipp., cf. Schol. Ar. PI.

853.— II. producing little.'', , ?/, ['/., '/) of
small understanding, Piut.

^0'7., •, {/, -
?.) havingfew leaires, Theophr.
''-,'/., ov, (, 7-) a tittle green, Diosc.

'};;, , to pour forth little

:

from, ov, contr. -, ovv
{67.,) :

—yielding but little, opp.

to'/, Arist. Gen. An. 3, 7, 2,

Theophr.'. , , feiimess of
strings, prob. 1. Plut. 2, 1135 D : from/., ov, {?,)
havingfew slri>igs., , , slenderness

of means, Clem../.1>, , , shortness of
time : from?.1, ov, also a, ov (-,) :

—lasting but little time,

of short duration, fMininerm. 5, 4t,
theogn. 1014, Hdt. I, 38, Plat.

Phaed.87C. Hence'/.,, ,^^-, Procl.', ,^=,. Anton. 5, 10; of. Wern. Tryph.
p. 40.

/./., ov, (oZt'/of, /)
with littlejuice, Diph. Siphn. ap. Ath.
120 E., ov, {,)
= foreg., Xenocr.

/.(), , to be faint-hearted,

LXX. ; and/, , , fainthearted-

ness, LXX.

—

11.=, Hipp.:
from?.&, ov, {?,)
faint'heartcd, feeble-minded, like -, . t.

t^', ,{) to make small

orfew. Or. Sib.t ; usii. as pass., -, to lessen, diminish, cf. ?-
Ttoiiu. LXX.—II. very late intr.='.
iO'/., ov, 6, Oligyrtus, a

moutitam of Arcadia, Polyb. 4, 11,5., , , . Dor. for, q. v.', ,() to esteem

little or lightly, make small account of,

slight, c. gen., Xen. Mem. 2, 4, 3,

Plat. Apol. 28 C, etc. ; absol., Thuc.
5, 9; 0, 91. Hence, , , an esteeming

lightly, heinii^t.: and, verb, adj., one must
slight, Ath. 545 D.', , , an esteeming

lightly, slighting, contempt, /..

i.o'pif' Hdt. 6, 1 37 ; h> -=, Thuc. 4, 5; so,6/ , Id. 2,

52 : from, ov, {7.,) lightly

esteeming, slighting, despising, Hdt. 3,

89 ; careless, contemptuous, oA., Dem. 1357, 25. Adv. -, .
^',, to be careless, heed-

less. Plat. Phaed. 68 C, Xen. Hell. 1,

6, 14 ;-. Plat. Ale. 2. 149 A., ,(,)
heljiing Utile, Sext. En p. p. 715., a, ov, v., sub
fin., , to make little or less,

OAKA
diminish, Orac. ap. Euseb. : also writ-

ten./., ov, V./ sub fin.

Hence\,, ?/, Olizoa, a city of

Magnesia in Thessaly below Meli-

boea, 11. 2, 717 ; Strab. p. 436.7, , , {) universal,

general, absolute./, Tarent. for. Plat.

(Com.) Hyperb. 1, et ibi Mein.77,, , a loaf in the

shape of an 7.)."/., , , penis coriaceus,

Cratin. Incert. 78, Ar. Lys. 109.

'07,=5^., rare poet, word,
Epich. p. 15.

or-, — ihe latter

never in good Att., Pors. Phoen. 1398,

Dind. Ar. Eq. 491 : fut.- : aor. 17?, but rare and late, Lob.
Phryn. 742 : pf.7 : aor. 27, part. 7, inf. -

:—Horn, only uses the word in

II., and then only in 3 sing. aor. 2
67, without augm. {/^).
To slip, slide,fall upon a slippery path,' 7, 11. 23,

774 ; 7., his liver

fell from him, II. 20, 470 ; -
>' 7., Soph. El. 74G ; so7, having slipt from the ship,

Anth. P. 9, 207. — 2. to slip or glide

along, . ;^(.
Plat. Crat. 427 .—II. trans, x/^ram

by slipping or falling, Ael., and Phi-
lostr. Hence
7.>'/,, , poet, for-, Anth. P. 9, 443 : and/,, , a slip, fall,

Plat. Tim. 43 C.', . , {7.) slip-

pery,, Pind. P. 2, 175, 7.,
Xen. An. 4, 3, 6, etc.—11. of persons,
slippery, hard to catch and keep hold of.

Plat. Soph. 231 A;, Anth. P.

10, 66: TO oA. ,
Pseudo-Luc. Philopatr. 22.7?], , . {7)
slipping and falling, Plut. 2, 611 A,
731 .7, , , {67)
making slippery. Hipp.7, . {7.,) to make a slip in judgment

:

shortened into7^, Luc.
Lexiph. 19 ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 382./., , to make slippery.

''07, , b, slipperiness. smooth-

ness, Plut. — 2. = 7.//, Luc.
Tragop. 658. — 3. slippery place,

Luc. Merc. Cond. 42 : metaph. a
dangerous place, downfall, Clem. Al.

—

11. an unknown fish with a slippery

skin, Opp. (From .,, 7-, 7, 7,, with
euphon.)7.,^67, Hipp.'07, part. aor. 2 of67.., ,=7., dub., , , the Olcades, a

people of Spain, Polyb. 3, 13.7... ,,() belonging

to or like a ship of burthen ; ~7.otov.
—7., Arist. Inc. An. 10, 6.

'07^, ov,, dim. from 7^.
["]7., ov, , {.) a pitcher of ships, Lob. Paral.
448., ov, , {,) a ship-caulker, Manetho.
/.,^/., to draiv.7, , , v. sq. 2 :,. v. sq. 3./, a. ov,{,,)

drawn, handled, tugged, ioirfr/, of a ship.

Lye. : hence trailing, dragging, of ser-

OAKO
pents, Nic. Th. 11.•^, cf. 2C7 :—hence,
—2. as suhst., , usu. Jon.7,, a tail, because it is trailed
along, Nic. Th. 122, Ap. Rh. 4, 1614,—ubi olim .—3. or67, , cf. sub /^.7.,, ,{,) ship
which is tawed, hence usu. a ship of
burthen, merchantman, Hdt. 7, 25. 137,

Pind. N. 5, 2, Simon. 61, and Att.

—

In later poets also written,
Jac. A. P. p. 19, 637., , , {., 7./) the

under part of a ship on hick a is

drawn along ; the keel or rudder. Soph.
Fr. 388 (in form) : so m Ion.
form 7.. . Rh. 4, 1609.— II.

big-belliid vessel, a larne bowl or basin
for washing cujjs, etc. in, Epigi;n.
Mnem. 1, Philem. p. 363 (in form
o7iKtlov). So 7., Antioch. ap.
Poll. 6, 99; and i/Mov in Polyb. 31,
4, 1.7., , , {7.7/) one who
drags, esp. nets.

7., ,^7,, to draw, drag.', /, , [.) a drawing,
trailing, dragging, tugging, e. g. of the
hair, Aesch. Supp.884;.,
the drawing (of the carding instru-
ment) in fulling cloth, Plat. Polit.
282 E.—II. a drawing on or towards a
thing, . Plat. Legg. 659
D : attraction, force of attraction. Id.
Tim. 80 C—2. pass, a being drawn
towards, impulse or inclination for, c.

gen.. Id. Crat. 435 C, cf. Philel). 57
D.

—

III. drau-ing down, as of the
scale, hence weight, Polyb. 31, 3. 16.—2. esp. the drachma, as a weight.
Hence/.,,. drawing the scale,

weighty, Nic. Th. 651, 907., , , v. sub.., , {7^) dragging itself

along, creeping, like 7., Nic., ov, (^) that draws it-

self or may be draiM, ductile, sticky,

Hipp.—11. act. drawing well,,
Medic., ov, TO, V. sub.., ov, , Olcium, better
Volcium, a town of Etruria, Polvb. 6,

59, 7.

7., 7], , (/) drawing to

one's self, attractive,/ .̂
Plat. Rep. 521 D; so, . ,
III. 527 .— II. greedy, ^, Antiph.
Incert. 15; though m . . Ill, 1. it

is said to be used only in neut.— III.

trailing, slow, Heliod.

7.(, , , (/) :—I. as an
instrument, that which draws, hauls,
etc. : hence,, machines for haul-
ing ships along on land, prob. cradles
on ivheels or rollers. Lat. pulvini, Thuc.
3, 15, ubi V. Schol. ; and so some
inlerpr. /. in Hdt. 2, 154, 159;
but in the latter place he speaks of
them as something permanent and
sJationary, so that he prob. meant
sheds or places into which ships are
drawn up, like,,
Lat. navulia

;—and this must be the
sense in Eur. Rhes. 146, 673.—II. as
an act or motion, a drawing, dragging,
trailing along; hence.— 1. of thing
jnade by drawing, a furrow, a track or
trace made by wheels, etc., Lat. sul-

cus,//, Soph. El. 863, ace.
to Herm., (though the Schol. takes
it =, reins.) SO too,^, the trace of a chisel in the
wood, Ar. Thesm. 779; 7
/., the furrow mode by the wooil,
Xen. Cyn. 0, 18 : the path or orbit of a
star or meteor, Ap. Rh. 3. 141 ; 1,
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296 : the trail of a serpent, Nic. ;-, the waves, . Rh. 1,

1167.—3. periphr. b'Anol•, draw-
ings of laurel, i. e. laurel-boughs (or

brooms made of them) drawn along,

Eur. Ion 145 : , a chariot

drawn, Dion. P. 191 : ,
the outstretched tongue, JNic—111. a

kind of spider, Diosc.",, 6, a kind of wooden

drinking bowl, Pamphil. ap. Ath.

494 F.

"OAAT'MI or : f., and6 : aor. : pf.. Mid., f. : aor. :

pf. 2 belongs in sigiif. to mid.

Of these forms Horn, uses pres. act.

and mid., but seldom (and only in

part.); more freq. aor. act., some-
times without augm., in which case

alone is usu. doubled: most freq.

aor. mid., freq. without augm. ; more
rarely fut. mid. and perf. 2. The Ep.
lengthd. aor. 2 (11. 19, 135) is

pecul. to Hom. ; fut., Od. 13,

399, Hes. Op. 178; also, II.

12, 250, Od. 2, 49 ;, II. 8, 449,

is regul. part. fem. pres. ;,
Ep. inf. aor., Horn., and Hes. But
the pres. 67,,, are

barbarous, 7.^) is dub. '/.)
occurs m Archil. 79 ; cf.•
', Hdt. 1, 207 : is poet, col-

lat. Ibrm ; (q. v.) was indeed
orig. poet. part. aor. mid. for,
but became a mere adj. :

is very late indeed. Lob. Phryn. 732.

A. act.: — I. to destroy, consume,

make an end of, hence, of living beings,

to kill, freq. in Hom., etc. : even of

persons and things at once, e. g. II.

8, 498, Od. 23, 319.—11. to lose, freq.

in Horn., esp. to lose life,, -,, 7jTop. The Lat.

perdere in both senses corresponds to?.
. mid. :—1. 1b> perish, come to an

end, and of living beings to die, esp. a

violent death, freq. in Horn., ,
at the hands of one, also,'', Od. 4, 489 :' or,, etc., ?nay'st thou, may he, etc.,

perish ! a form of cursing very freq. in

Trag., Valck. Phoen. 353.—II. to be

undone, ruined, freq. in Hom.—Hom.
freq. has act. and mid. in emphat.
contrast, as,/ -, II. 4, 451 ; 8, 5 ; 11, 83.—III. pf.

2, in Hom. usu. / am gone, un-

done, ruined ; but in Att., also, / am
on the point of death, ruin, etc. ; ol, the dead : the pres. signf.

however occurs even Od. 4, 318.

—

The word is very freq. in Hom , Pind.,

and Trag. ; but almost unknown to

Att. comedy and prose,,
.:67. being used instead., ov, ,=7.., ov, 6. the OlmBus, a riv-

er of Boeotia, flowing into lake Co-
pais, Hes. Th. ; Strab. p. 407., , at, Olrniae, a point

of land in Achaia, Strab. p. 380., , , dim. from,
a little mortar.— II. the socket ofthe hinge

of a door, Sext. Emp. p. 643., , at, Holmi, a city of
Phrygia, Strab. p. 603.—2. a city of
Cilicia, Id. p. 670.'//, , to bray in a mortar,, 6v, {, )
making mortars ; as subst., ., Arist.

Pol. 3, 2, 2., ov, 6. strictly, a round,
smooth stone, like,—~ fi<^« ' -
CC-( , '
oui'r.ov, II. 11, 147 (whence it was
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taken to signify the human trunk,

headless, armless, legless, Poll. 2,

162; cf. Lat. morlarium) :—then,— 11.

later, any cylindrical or bowl-shaped

body:— 1. a mortar, Hes. Op. 425, 1,

200.—2. a kneading-trough, Ar. Vesp.

201, 238.—3. the hallow seat on which
the Pythia prophesied, whence the
proverb iv , i. e. to

projihesy, Paroemiogr. ; cf. Schol.

Ar. 1. c.—4. oi /, the hollows of
the double teeth:—5. a drinking-vessel,

Menesth. ap. Ath. 494 A.—6. the

7nouth-picce of aflute. (No doubt from, vol-vo :—though certainly signf.

II. points to, inol-ere, cf. Buttm.
Lexil. s. V. 4, .), ov, , Olmus, a son of
Sisyphus, Pans. 9, 24, 3 ; also called", Id. 9, 34, 10.,, ol, Olmones, a place
in Boeotia, Pans. 9, 24, 3; earlier", Id. 9, 34, 10.', ov,{,)
with all its letters written at full length.

'(1), , {/,) to

write at full length, Plut. 2, 288 E.7,,^=., ov,{,
IV.) all dactylic.

'0?., , , the whole course,

Clem. Al./•,, ,=^, only in

Soph. Tr. 521.', ef,=sq., Manetho.', , {,) de-

structive, Nic.?., ov, lasting the whole day., , quite dead, opp. to., , , a kind of 200-

phyte, Arist. H. A. 1, 1, 19., ,{) destruc-

tion: a destroying, LXX.?, ov, 6,() a

destroyer, jN. T. Hence, ,, destroying, de-

structive., () to destroy,

LXX., ov, poet, for sq., like-
for, Greg. Naz.•, , poet, for, de-

structive,, . Hom. Vcn. 225.

or, , ,
a rolling stone, a round stone, such as

besieged people rolled down upon
their assailants, Hdt. 8, 52, Xen. An.

4, 2, 3: also as adj., -, round pebbles, to which in Tne-
ocr. 22, 49, the muscles of an ath-

lete's arm are compared,—and here
they are clearly enough described,,—so that

they are stones rolled and rounded in

water. Older poets have the lengthd.

form, or-, II. 13,

137. Orac. ap. Hdt. 5, 92, 2, v. Heyne
II. T. 0, p. 301, cf.. (Prob.

from the same root as, viz., vol-vo. Others r'jfer it to,, quite round, Nitzsch Od. 1, 52 ;

il so, for?, on which, v. Lob.
Phryn. 648. The deriv. from ?., rolling destructively, need hard-

ly be mentioned.), , {,) to

offer a whole burnt-offering, LXX.
Hence, , , a whole

burnt-offering, LXX. ; and?7,, the making a burnt-

\ offering, LXX., ,=., , to bring a burnt-

offering, Xen. An. 7, 8, 4, cf.-, and v. Lob. Phryn. 524: and

OAOA
?~., late form for?•

: from, ov, (7.,) burnt
whole: , LXX.', ,=?, ., , Xen. Cyr.
8, 3, 24, cf. Lob. Phryn. 524. Hence,, , a burnt of-
fering, LXX. : and/., , the bringing a
burnt-offering, LXX., , , completeness,

soundness in all its parts, LXX. : from, ov, {, )
complete, entire, Lat. integer. Plat.
(Com.) Pha. 2, 9 : quite sound,.. Plat. Tim. 44 C ; . -. Id. Phaedr. 250 C : .,
Polyb. 18, 28, 9 : tv., Luc.
Philops. 8., ov, {,) with
the whole shin :'., a ham
containing the whole leg, Pherecr. Me•
tall. 1, 13.

TTOf , ov,{,) coarse-

ly pounded, Diosc., ov,{,) with
afull circle or disk,. Hence/^, , to turn into a full
moon., . Pontic \,=•, Diosc.,, , pla?it wiih
a knotted root, Hipp., , {,)
shining all over, Anst. Mund. 6, 30.'?., ov, {/.,) all

white, Anliph. Parasit. 3., ov,{,) of mas-
sive stone, Sirab., ,=. The;
opoinp. (Com.) Tis. 3, .Menand. p. 41., , , {) any
loud crying, esp. of women invoking
a god, II. 6, 301, cf. Hdt. 4, 189 ; so
Eur., and Ar., cf. Thuc. 2, 4 ; so the
loud chant of female voices, H. Hono.
Ven. 19.— It was mostly used rather
in a good than a bad sense, unlike
the Lat. uUdatus

;

—indeed in .Eur.
Med. 1170 it is expressly opp. to a
wailing cry, •

; .,
and cf Seidl. Eur. El. 689, Kiessling
Theocr. 17, 64.(),, ,{) a
lotid cry, usu. of joy, as Eur. Heracl.
782 ; cf. ?../,, ,{) loud
crying, usu. in honour of the gods,
Aesch.Theb. 268, etc., Eur. Or. 1137;
and so, usu., a cry of joy; of grief

only in Aesch. Cho. 386 : cf.,, , like,
any loud cry :

—the croaking of the male

frog, Arist. H. A. 4, 0, 11.—II. in

Theocr. 7, 139, and Aral. 948, an un-
known ani/nal, evidently named from
its note : some take it for a small owl,

others for the thrush, others again for

the tree-frog ; cf. Eubul. Stephan. 2,

6, Ael. N. A. 6, 19.7. : f. -, or-, Eur.
El. 691 : {)— orig. to cry to the

gods with a loud voice, whether in

prayer or thanksgiving, Od. 3, 450;
4, 767, etc., H. Ap. 445; also of the

cries of goddesses, H. Ap. 119;—in

all the Homeric passages, of female
voices and in reference to things sa-

cred, cf. Voss Virg. G. 1, 347 :— so

also, after Horn., usu. of women cry-

ing to the gods, Aesch. Eum. 1043, to

cry out, Eur. Bacch. 689 ; usu. in sign

of joy, as Id. El. 691, Ar. Pac. 97,

Theocr. 17, 64;—seldom of grief like

Lat. idulare, our howl ; cf.., , an effeminate, dissolute



person, (, Phot. ), Anaxandr.
Odyss. 2, 4, Menand. ap. Phot.
'0/.-,=6, Mein. Me-

nand. p. 114, Lob. Phryn. 192./.. . {.) whole

oflimh, 7wt dismembered, Diphil. Siphn.

ap. Ath. 316 F, cf. 540 C .—v. ov'Ao-. Hence, , , v. ?./.., , (,) in en-

tire parts, in large or whole pieces, Diod.

Adv. -, Arist. ap. Diog. L. 5, 28./.., Ep. for -, aor.

mid. ot '/../., , , Olontheus, a

Laconian, Xen. Hell. 6, 5, 33.", ov, {,) all over

dung.'0?, adv., {,) the

whole night through., , lengthd. poet, form
of', q. v.

?., i], ov, (,) de-

structive, destroying, hurtful, deadly,

murderous, fieq. in Horn., and Hes.,

whether of persons, Kijp,
; of things, as,, ;

or of feelings, conditions, etc., as-,,, 7.vaau,,-
?^, etc. ; so in Aesch., and Eur. :— , to be bent on ill, de-

sign ill, TLvi, 11. 10, 701 : Horn, has
also compar. and super),',?., the latter in, or, '-, Od. 4. 442. (The moral
signf , malignant, etc., is foreign to the

word, for it always relates to the in-

fliction of some special ill ; the 0tuv, U. 22, 15, is not the most

vialignant the gods, but the god who
causes greatest ill.)—11. pass, destroyed,

lost, undone, Lat. perditus, Aesch.
Pers. 962, Soph. El. 843 : so,., of Deianira, Id. Tr. 846.

—

Karer collat. forms are ?., .
Horn. Ven. 225 ; /,,
Hes. Th. 591 ;,. Rh. 2, 85 ;

3, 1402;, . . :—cf. also-.07., , , Oloosson, a
city of the Perrhaebians in Thessaly,
11. 2, 739 : Strab. p. 440.,, and {,) :

—bent on destroying, bent on ill,

designing death and destruction, in II.

epith. 2, 723 ; 15, 630;
17, 21 : but,— II. in Od.

always epith. of wise, sagacious men,
as Atlas, Aeetes, Minos, 1, 52 ; 10,

137; 11, 322.—In signf II., the old

Gramm. assume a different deriv.

;

viz., some from ,= ', one who thinks on all

things, and then they write it ?.-
: others more simply from ov-,=, one who has a whole, sound mind,

and this is strongly supported by the

parallel of. which in both II.

and Od. has the twofold signf war-

like-minded, and w'ise-jninded. But
those who are called, in

Od. are not common men, Ijut heroic

persons awful for their profound wis-

dom, who in simple times might well

be called dangerous,— as hauing the

power to harm or destroy, even though
they did not use it ; cf, and
V. Nitzsch Od. 1, 52., ov, (•.)
all-purple, Xen. ap. Poll. 10, 43." , ov, (, )

with whole wings or feathers : tH-
is a name of insects with undi-

vided wings, as bees, wasps, etc.,

Arist. Part. An. 4, 12, 3, Incess. An.
JO, 4.

, f. -, to pull, pluck, tear

out, , Call. Dian.

77 ; , Anth. P. 7,

241.—II. to strip off, peel, Nic. Th.
595, cf Jac. A. P. p. 276. (Akin to

7.0-, /.~.), ov, ( oAof ,) of
unground wheat, esp. of v:heat boiled

whole, Heliod. ; a later word for -. Heliod. ap. Ath. 406 C.

07., ov, , Olorus, a king of

the Thracians, father-in-law of Milti-

ades, Hdt. 0, 39.-2. father of Thucy-
dides., adv. of sq., dub.?, ov, {?.,) with the

entire root, LXX., ov, , Att. for, mud,
muddy liquor, Jac. A. P. p. 826.—2.

esp. the black liquor of the cuttle-fish,

Lat. sepia.

/., , ,=67., . .", rj., ov, whole, entire, perfect,

complete, of persons and things, Lat.

solus, i. e. solidus, first in Pind. (for

Horn, and Hes. always use the Ion.

form, q. v.) ; also of time, Pind.

O. 2, 54 :—it is added to the subst.,

as. / 7., the whole day,

Xen. An. 3, 3, 11 ;
' 7. -, lb. 4, 2, 4 ; , Plat.

Rep. 41 1 A ;7, a whole city,

Eur. Phoen. 1131 ; 7, whole

cities, Plat. Gorg. 512 :—but comes
between the art. and subst. if the lat-

ter is an abstract term, /) /?/,
Id. Rep. 344 C, cf Prot. 329 E.—2.

o'l 67.01, all ; also without article,

o7mv. Soph. Aj. 1105, and
esp. in late writers, Herm. ad 1.

(1084) : TO ?, the universe. Plat.

Lys. 214 ; so. tu, Xen. Cyr. 8,

7, 22 : but , usu., one's all,7, 7•, etc., to

lose one's all, be utterly ruined, Dem.
127, 23, Polyb. 18, 16, "l, etc.—3. o7mv, an utter blunder, Xen.
Hell. 5, 3, 7 ; o7mv, utter fic-

tion, Dem. 1110. 18: so,, also or -, Stallb. and Ast Plat.

Phaed. 79 : also in neut., as adv.,

', or TO o7.ov, altogether. Plat.

Phaedr. 261 B, etc. ; o7.ov .
Id. Ale. 1, 109 ;. Id. Lesrg. 944 C ; so, !. Id. Polit. 302 , also,

', on the whole, generally, opp. to'. Plat. Rej). 392 D, etc.
;

so, ' or 7. ( v. sub
voc.)— 4. adv. 7., wholly, on the

whole, in general, Arist. Elh. N. 1, 8,

10; .,. ..-. Id. Pol. :

—

in short, in a U'ord, Lat. denique. Wolf
Dem. Lept. p. 220; , not at

all, Plat. Phaed. 64 ; and. still

stronger, •', Jac. A. P. p.

463.—II. whole, i. e. safe and sound.

Lys. 104, 17. (The root is prob. the

same as Lat. salvus, cf Sanscr. sar-

wa. omnis.)'7., , , all of silk.

'077., ov , full of saliva. []7., ov,{,) all

iron, Antiph. Philisc. 1. [], ov, {, ) quite

shady.

'07., , {?.,) quite

drawn ' drained, Hesych. : SO, -,, , . Soph. Fr. 919.7., ov, all of spondees.', ov, , a plant, Diosc. 4,

11, ubi V. Sprengel : from7., ov, (,) all of
bone.7., ov,{,) con-

sisting entirely of threads of the warp,

i

Soph. Fr. 920.

/., ov, quite defective.'7.7., ov, {.,•) all beaten by the hammer, hence
:=sq._'07., Dor. -, ov,

{/.,') quite hammered, made of
solid beaten melal, opp. to what is cast
and hollow, Anth. P. 11, 174; cf.

Lob. Phryn. 203. [i]'07., , , a piece of beat-

en metal, [i]., ov, dub. 1. for-. []
'07.6, ov, =,

Lob. Phryn. 206.'7., , , wholeness : a
general survey, rough estimate, Strab.

p. 79 : from', , like /./.,
whole, entire, sound, complete, Lat. in-

teger. Soph. Fr. 703, Theocr. 25, 210 :

— adv. -, 7.., /., to

pound coarsely, Dlosc.—2. relating to

the whole, important, chief, great, freq.

in Polyb., as, ., 1,57,

6 ; 73, 7 ; 7.
3, 37, 8 :—hence adv. -. entirely,

altogether, utterly, Polyb. I, 10, 1 ; 11,

7, etc. ; . , to be
quite bent upon a thing, v. 1. Isocr.

109 D. (From and, not
from.)7., ov, {7.,) split

up, all split, Plat. Pollt. 279 D, 280 C.'7., ov, , {,)
a coarse rush, Lat. juncus mariscus,

Theophr. : sometimes, like flax, soak-

ed for use{), sometimes
without soaking used in wicker-
work, for bow-nets, etc.—II. proverb.,^ 7^7., to stop Philip's

mouth v:ith an unsoaked rush, i. e.

without any trouble, Aeschin. 31, 5 •

so, /. ,
Anth. P. 10, 49./., , (•,) leather

pouch.—\1.=:, ^>ic. Th. 870.?,, ov, with or relating to

the u-hole body.

7,7., , {, /.) qxdte

complete, Plut. 2, 909 .', , , abstract fiom

of, wholeness, enlireness, Lat. lotitas,

Arist. Metaph. 4, 26, 3.'7., ov, in every manner.7., , v.7..7, , , Olftrus, a strong-

hold in Achaia near Pallene, Xen.
Hell. 7, 4, 18.—2. a city of Messenia,
Strab. p. 350.'"., . Obis, a city of

Crete, Paus. 9, 40, 3./.. ace. to the old Gramm.
another form of-, Phot. Lex.

p. 241.

'07^7,, , large 7.•
or pimple. Medic.'/, , ,:=67..7,,,=7.,

Theocr. , 30.

'07. , ,{)
lamenting, wailing, , II. 5, 683

;

23, 102, Od. 19, 362 :—^'^, as
adv., Anth. P. 7, 486.7., f -, later form for-.
'07., , (,) grown as

a whole, consisting all of one piece,

Arist. Part. An. 4, 12, 12,^'07,, .—67./..7., ,==7.7.., , , the inhab. of
Olophyxns. Olophyxians, in COmic ap-

plic. in Ar. Av. 1041 : from', ov, 7/, Olophyxvs, a city

of Macedonia on Mt. Athos, Hdt. 7,

22 ; Thuc. 4, 100.
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OAYM
'7.,, , lamenting, wail-

ing, lamentation, Ar. Vesp. 390, Thuc.
3, 67, etc. : from, dep. used mostly in

pres. ; hut Hoin. also has 2 and 3 sing.

aor.,/ ; and a

part. aor. pass, occurs in

Thuc. 0, 78.— I. intr. to lament, ivail.

moan, weep, esp. in part, pres.,', 11.24, 328 ;.•, Od. 10. 409 ;
' -, Od.

22, 447 ; , at a thing, Thuc. 1. c.

—2. tu lament or mourn fur the ills of
others, hence, to feci pity,

jjTop, II. 16, 450"; ., Od. 11,

418; usu. c. gen. to have pity upon

one,, etc., II. 8, 33, etc.,", II. 22, 169.—3. to beg with

tears and lamentations, II. 23, 75.—4. C.

inf., .. ;

why lament that thou must be brave ?

Od. 22, 232.—II. c. ace, to lament over,

bewail, weep for, mourn, Od. 19, 522,

Soph. El. 145, Thuc. 2, 44.-2. to

pity,, 11. 8, 245, Od. 4, 304 ; 10,

158. (Usu. deriv. from II,•, to look on as lost.) [v] Hence, ,=, Thuc.
1, 143 ;, for one, 2, 51. Hence-, , , disposed for
lamenting or moaning, piteous, queru-

lous, Arist. Eth. N. 4, 3, 32. Adv.
-, Joseph.'', ov, destructive, deadly,

Horn., only in Od. and in neut. pi.,., pernicious arts or plots, 10,

289 ; . ', versed in pernicious

arts, 4, 460, etc. ; so,-, 4, 410 :—.?., Theocr. 25,

185. (From , : not a

compd. of and , destroying

men.), ov, {,) full-

voiced,, Cratin. 'Up. 1.', ov, in full light.'/., ov, all of brass or cop-

per., ov, (,) all

green, Diosc.?, ov, contr., ovv,{,) all of one colour, not va-

riegated, Arist. Gen. An. 5, 6, 1., ov, (,) of
solid nold, Plut. 2, 852 B.', ov, {,) with

from his whole soul. Adv. •., , , and., /, ,
Olpae. a stronghold in Acarnania near
Argos Amphiiochicum, Thuc. 3, 105.

Hence, , , the Olpaeans,
Thuc. 3, 101., , , a leathern oil-flask,

elsewh. /, esp. used in the

palaestra, Theocr. 2, 150, Nic.Th. 97 ;

of a Cynic's flask, Anth. P. 0, 293 ; ,
68.—2.=, Ion ap. Alh. 495 B.

Cf. ..7., , , the Alps, . .'. and , /,=7],
Sappho 79, Theocr. 18, 45, Call. Fr.

181."•, ,=, from a fisher-

man's name in Theocr.

\?.7], }. , Olympene, a dis-

trict of iVIvsia around Mt. Olympus.
Strab. p. 570 ; ?.~, Id. p. 566.^, . . (sc.) Olym-
pia, a ciistriet of Elis round the city

of Pisa, where the Olympic games
were held, Pind. ;—and oft. for the

city Pisa.—Hence, ,, at

Oh/mpia, Ar. Lys. 1131, Thuc. 1, 143,

Plat. Apol 36 D : on the form v.

Bultm. Ausf. Gr. § 116, 6):—-
rrlau, to Olympia, Arist. Eth. E. 3, 6,

4;,^ Olympia.
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', , , (sc. ) the

Olympian games, established by Her-
cules and renewed by Ijjhitus (cf.' II. 3), and held at intervals

of four years in honour of Olympian
Jupiter, by the Greeks assembled at

Olympia in Elis. first in Hdt. 8, 26
;' vinav, to conquer at the

Olympic games, cf : also,' or,
Hdt. 6, 36.—The Olympic games be-

gan on the nth of Hecatombaeon.. , , Olympian,
., the Olympic games, Thuc.
1,6.', b, the W.N.W.
wind, elsewh.' and,
Lat. Corus, Arist. Meteor. 2, 6, 8.

'0?.,, , pecul. fem. of., Olympian : lirst occurring
as epith. of the Muses, II. 2, 491, H.
Merc. 450, Hes. Th. 25, 52 ; then,

generally, as a dweller in Olympus, a

goddess, Hes. Fr. 21,2; of the Graces,
Ar. Av. 782.—2.., the olive-

crown of the 01. games, Pind. N. 1, 25.

— II. as subst.,— 1. the Olympic games,
Hdt. 6, 103 ; 7, 206, and oft. in Pmd.
— 2. (sub. ), a victory at Olympia,??^,, to gnin
a victory in the Olympic games, Hdt.
0, 70; 9, 33: cf III : later, any
victory or triumph, Philostr.— 3. in

Att., most freq., an Olympiad, i. e. the
spice of four years between the cele-

brations of the Olympic games, the

first common era of the Greeks, and
used in history from the time of Ti-

maeus, about 300 B. C. : the first

Olympiad begins 776 B. C.?., , , Olympias,
fem. pr. n., queen of Philip of Mace-
don, mother of Alexander the great,

Arr. ; etc., or, (Lob.
Phryn. 371 ), ov,, the temple of Olym-
pian Jupiter, Thuc. 6, 61, etc.7. , .—'
vol, v. sub', Hdt. 7, 74.^, ., Olympian ; ., the Olympic games, Ar. Plut.

583 : t//] , the

Olympian pass, Hdt. 7, 172.., ov, , Olympiodo-
rus, son of Lampon, a commander of

the Athenians, Hdt. 9, 21.—Others in

Dem. ; Ath. ; etc.

+;,7', ov, , a temple of
Olympian Jupiter in Athens, on the

south side of the Acropolis, Plat.

Phaedr. 227 C
;
^Strab. p. 396t : v.

also', .', . Dor. -, .
, con<iurror in. the Olympic games,

oft. in Pind. [yl] : and, ov,{', -
), conquering in the Olympic garnes,

Pind.', ov, Olympian, from or

dwelling mi. Olympus, hence in Horn.,

and Hes., freq. as epith. of the gods
above, esp. of Jupiter, who is called

simply '0?>. in II. 19, 103. Od,

1

,

60, Hes. Op. 476, etc. : the comic
poets called Pericles so, Ar. Ach.
530, and cf Cratin.. 1 :

—

., the mansions of Olympus,
dwellings of the gods there, Hom.,
and Hes. : hence, later, generally, ce-

lestial.., ov, 6, Olympichus,

Athen. masc. pr. n., Dem. 1310,23.

—

Others in Polyb. ; etc.-, , b, freq. also in Hom.
(esp. 11.) in Ion. form .,
Olympus, a high hill on the Macedo-
nian frontier of Thessaly.—II. from
its peaks being often seen rising

above clouds into the calm ether, it

was the old belief that here was an
opening in the vault of heaven, closed
by a thick cloud as door, 11. 5, 751.-
The highest peak was held to be the
seat of Jupiter, the surrounding ones
belonged each to one of the gods of
his court, 11. 11, 76, etc.; and they
only came to the highest, when sum-
tnoned to feast or council.—HI. af-

terwards philosophers placed the gods
in the centre of heaven, round the
palace of Jupiter which was in the
very zenith : and to this the name of
Olympus was continued, v. esp. Voss
Virg. G. 3, 261, p. 586, sq.—IV. the
name was common to several other
mountains, each apparently the high-
est in its own district : tas,— 1 . a moun-
tain-range in Mysia Minor stretch-

ing from Hermus to Bithvnia. -'., Hdt. 1, 36; Strab. p. 470.—
2. in Cyprus with a temple o('-', Strab. p. 682.—3. in

Lycia, same with the Cilician, from
which, however, Strab. distinguishes
it, p. 666, 671. t—V. as adv. .-, in Hom. always Ion. )-, to, towards Olympus. \— VI. a
city of Lycia at foot of Mt. O. (IV. 3),

Strab. p. 666.

—

VII. masc.pr. n.,a cel-

ebrated flute player of Phrygia. a pu-
pil of Marsyas, Ar. Eq. 9; Pint. Syinp.
215 : ace. to Apollod. 1, 4, 2, father

of Marsyas.—2. a son of Hercules,
Apollod. 2, 7, 8.—Others in Luc. ; etc., to impregnate the female
palm-tree with the pollen of the jnnle (cf.), Theophr. Al.., , , Olynthiucus, a
small river in Chalcidice near Apol-
lonia, Ath. 334 E.'., , , a fig which grows
during the winter under the leavi's, but
ripens as seldom as the untimely tig of
spring, Lat. grossus, Hes. Fr. 14, Hdt.

1, 193, Theophr. (Also written

.)-, , ?/, Olynthus, a city

of Macedonia, between Mt. Athos
and the peninsula Pallene, Hdt.

;

Thuc. ; etc.^. a, ov, ofOlynthus, Olyn-
thian. oi ., Thuc., , to bear untimely

figs : from, ov, {,)
bearing untimely figs, Arist. ap. Ath.
77 F.", , usu. in plur.,
a kind of corn, in II. 5, 196 ; 8, 504,
mentioned as food for horses along
with barley {) : the Lat. arinca,

Plin. IS, 10 ; but used in Aegypt, ace.

to Hdt. 2, 36, 77, for making bread, v,

Biihr. It seems, if not the same, very
like or (Hdt. 2, 36) ; though
it is distinguished from that, as well
as from and, in Theophr.,
and Diosc. 2. 113;—perh. a kind of
spelt. (Acc. to Buttm. Lexil. s. v.. 8, akin to,: the ac-

cent is wrong, Arcad. p. 194,

14) Hence7, ov. . fem. -, ,
made of, LXX.., tf , Alt. for7., Hipp,
ap. Galen., rarer poet, collat. form of., Hes. Th. 591., perf 2 of, Horn.,

and Att.; x.m.vui B. III.' , as if from, a mak-
ing ivhol.e, completing., adv.. Dor. for, Bockh v. 1.

Pind. O. 3, 22 (38)., Dor. for, Pind.,{) to colled.



, , f. -, () to

make a noise or hubbub, of a number
of people all speaking at once, in Od.
always of the suitors, 1, 365, etc.

;

(never in II.) ; then in Ap. Rh. 2, 038,

etc.

'O/tzuJoi', adv., () on the whole,

together, late, v. Lob. Aglaoph. 643.", , , (,) noise,

hubbub, dm, made by many together,

esp. of the confused voices of a num-
ber of men, freq. in Horn., who ex-

pressly distinguishes it from,
the tramp of men, II. 9, 573 ; 23, 234,

Od. 10, 556 (it occurs nowhere else

in Od.); also as opp. to flutes and
pipes, r' tvomjv ', 11. 10, 13, cf Pmd. . 6,

66 ; (so, , a sound not
as of music, Eur. Hel. 185) ; rarely

of a tempest, as in 11. 13, 797.— II.

like, a crowd, concourse of peo-

ple, who make such noise, a noisy

band of warriors, II. 7, 307; 15, 689,

etc.—in. in Hes. Sc. \55.257, the din

of battle, hence also, battle,fight,-
-, the din of brazen war, Find.

I. 8 (7), 55:—cf .,, and
Lat. turba.—Ep. and Lyr. word : nev-

er in Trag., e.xcept in a lyric passage
of Eur. 1. c. ; once in Plat., Rep. 364
E, in sigiif II, on which v. Lob.
Aglaoph. 643.^, to roar, growl, of bears and
panthers., ov, related by blood, Find.

N. 6, 29 ; cf..", , , pecul. fem. of

sq., a sister, dub.", ov, {,) of the

same blood, related by blood, Lat. con-

sanguincus, Aesch. Eum. 653 . esp. a

brother or sister, Hdt. 1, 151, and
Trag., as Aesch. Theb. 681, Soph.
El. 12:— also, and poet.. Hence, , ij, ~ sq., Anth.
Plan. 128 : and,, , blood-relation-

ship., ov, gen.,—,
Hdt. 2, 49; 8, 144, and Trag., as
Soph. Aj. 1312:—Compar.-

is rare, but occurs in Soph.
Ant. 486., ov, TO,{)=6., , to fiuht on the same
side with one, Opp. H. 5, 160 : and, , , a fighting together

or aiding in battle
; generally, a defen-

sive alliance, league, Hdt. 8, 140, 1,

Thuc. 1, 18; ., to form a league against one,
Hdt. 7, 145: later also, loosely, 6-
tle, App. : from", ov, (,) fight-

ing together, allied : as subst., an ally,

brother in arms, Thuc. 3, 58., ov, , also,, , (,) Pythagorean
word, their cmnmon hall or school,

Clem. ., Iambi., ol,{,) joint or

fellow-hearers, fellow-students in the
Pythagorean school, Iambi, [a]

)•., adv. {7.)=., , {,) level,

even. Strictly of the ground, Plat.

Criti. 118 A, Xen. Cyn. 2, 7 ; cf Lob.
Phryn. 185.. ,/.^.,() to make even, to

equalize, , Arist. Pol. 2, 7,

8, etc. :?/ 7\,-, lb. 2, 6, 10.—2. metaph. to soft-

en, quiet, appease, to, Xen.
Oec. 18, 5.— II. intr. to be or remain
equal, Theophr. Hence

OMAT, 6, a levelling, equali-

zation, Plut. 2, 688 : and?., ?/, , an instrument

for levelling, a strickle, Lat. ruta.,, , and,
ov, r(i,= foreg.', ov,(,)
smooth-skinned., , , {) of a surface,

even, level, smooth, Od. 9, 327, and
oft. in Att. prose ; opp. to,
Xen. An. 4, 6, 12: to. level

ground, Thuc. 5, 65. cf. 4, 31.-2. of
sound, ^ 7^ . Plat.

Tim. 67 .—3. even, evenly balanced,

Plat. Legg. 773 A : lience .,
marriage with an equal, Aescn. Pr.

901 ; so.•, on a level

with one another, equal, Theocr. 15,

50; cf Erinn. 3, 2:—opp. to-. Plat. Legg. 773 A ; hence, -, to live contentedly, Isocr.

72 B.— 4. metaph., not remarkable,

middling, of tlie average sort,, an ordinary sort of sol-

dier, Theocr. 14, 56.—II. adv. -,
evenly, hence, ., to march
in an even line, Thuc. 5, 70; so, ., Xen. An. 1, 8, 14.—Also, q. v. Hence,, , evenness, level-

ness, equality, freq. in Flat. : iv-, to make even. Id.

Tim. 57 ; ., to lose

equilibrium, lb. 58 E.7., ,^=.,,^^, Tim. Locr.
45 ., ,.,) well-

adjusted, agreeing well together, cf.-
-_, , , temple of Jupiter(=) nearAegium
in Achaia, a place of assemblage for

the Achaian league, Polyb. 5. 93. 10., , . - : in Horn,
without augm. : (,,).
To meet,— 1. in hostile sense, to meet
in fight, absol., of two warriors, II. 13,

584.—2. to walk together, esp. in par-

tic, =adv.,/-. they walked together. Od. 21,

188, cf II. 24, 438 : to keep pace, go as

quickly, -, Od, 13, 87: hence c. dat., to

walk beside, accompany. atte>id, ,
Hes. Op. 194, 674, Th.'201, and Trag.

:

also, . , Soph. . C. 1647

;

. Call. Cer. 129 ; absol.,

Aesch. Theb. 1022 :—also, to hunt,

ptirsve. Aesch. Pr. 078, cf Eurn. 339.

—II. in II. 12. 400, in mid. c. ace, to

go after or attack jointly, '.—Cf -./ or ], adv., together,

jointly, now altered in Hoin., after

Aristarch., into or ?/,
q. v., cf Spitzn. Exc. xii. ad 11. : but,

in Eur. Hec. 8:j9, Hipp. 1195.,.—/,?/., ov, , Omartes, king of
the Marathi in Scythia, Alh. 575 B.*', of which only aor. oc-

curs, kv/, Lgt.
epulis prosequebatur, Orph. Arg. 513.',, , the whole ;', all together, Geop.,, , , {,)
fellow-soldier, Anth.'?, Dor. -,, , ,{,) with adjoining land^,

Anth. P. 7, 402, cf Ap.Rh.?, , , a dwelling together,

., wedded unions, Aesch.
Cho. 599 : from', ov, {,) living

together : hence, neighbouring,,

OMBP
Dind. Soph. Fr. 19 ; v. Ellendt s. v.—II {) playing together on the

flute, etc., sounding together, blending.
Soph. O. T. 187., , ol, Ombi, a city of
Aegypt ; hence oi, the inhab.

of Ombi, Ael. N. A. 10, 21., . f. -, to rain,, like, vti ;, when the latter

rain of autumn comes, Hes. Op. 413,

—II. trans. /o^, Philo : hence,
generally, to bedew, wet, .
Anth. P. 7, 340., , {, *)
rain-born, Orph. . 79, 4.. , , ()
streain or tank of rain-water, LXX., ,, dub. 1. for-., ef,= sq., Nic. Th. 406.. , ,^, Hes.
Op. 419. Adv. -•, Phiio., , , rain, rainy weather., () to rain upon :

generally, to wet, moisten., , . (sc.) Um-
bria. strictly, a province of eastern
Italy from the Rubicon to the Nar,
Strab. p. 217, 226, etc. ; but the

of the Greeks far exceeded
this, extending north even to the foot

of the Alps, v. Niebuhr Hist. Rom. 1,

p. 144 transl : prop. fem. from-.., , also, ,
dub. 1. for?,., , , tlmbrian ; ol, the Umbrians, Hdt. 4, 49,
etc. : cf., a, ,=.". ov, for, justly

rejected in Hom. by modern critics,

though defended by Herrn. Emend.
Gr. Gramm. p. 21 : Dind, reads oipt-

in Aesch. Theb. 794. cf ad Eur.
Ion 213 ; but is still retain-

ed in Find. P. 9, 46, O. 4, 12., ov, also a, ov, Soph.
O. C. \62{)•.—rainy: of, from,
or belonging to rain, Lat. pluvialis,. Find. O. 11 (10), 3;?,
Soph. 1. c. ; , Ar. Nub. 288

;

., rain-water, Hdt.. 2, 25.03', , , Ombrion, a
Cretan, Air. An. 3, 5, 6.

or-, , to

swellfrom rain, Lob. Phryn. 623., ov,{,)
holding or receiving rain, Anth. P. 9,

272.3, , , the Umbri, in Ita-

ly, Polyb. 2, 16, 3: v. sub., ov, {,) saunding with rain, Aesch. Ag.
656.3, , rain-producing., ov, , Lat. IMBER,
rain, a storm or shower of rain, Hom.,
and Hes.,\vho freq. call it At :
esp. a storm of rain with thunder, as it

is always in Hom. and Hes., being
thus distinguished from or com-
mon rain, hat. pjluvia, cf. Arist. Mund.
4, 6 -.—.. Hdt. 8. 12 ; but
oft. simply rain, as Hdt. 8, 98, Soph.
Tr. 146, Eur. Tro. 78 : in plur., rains,

Hdt. 2, 25, Find, P. 4, 144.—2. gener-
ally, u'ater. Soph. O. T. 1428, cf.

Sturz Emped. p. 210 :^in Soph. Ant.
952, Erfurdt's conj. of ;3^ is nearly
certain.—II. metaph., a storm or show

.
er ; . of a
'battle. Find. I. 5 (4), 61 ; so,'.^? aluarovc, a showery hail of
blood-drops. Soph. O. T. 1279 ; -, Opp. • 3, 22 ;-,, urine. Id. ; freq. in Nonn.
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(PoU compares Sanscr. abhra, niibes,

irom ab aqua, and Gr., Etym.
Korsch. 1, 3.), , ?/, a producing of
rain.3)0, , {,)
rain-producing, Oiph. . 20, 2 ; 81, 5.

, {, )
rni)i-hrifigiiig,, Aesch. Supp.
36 ; {?),, Ar.

Nub. 299, . 1751.', ,{,)
delighlitig in rain, Orph. . 25, 8.', , rainy, like rain.,,^.^, 3 sing. fut. of, II.

, 274, Hes. Op. 192., , , (ojuof,)
aftllow-travelier, traveller, Nonn., ,{,) shari7ig

the same hf.arlh, dwelling together with,

TLvi, Emped. 410, Polyb. 4, 33, 5.^, a, <),=^, 0pp.
H. 1, 509., , to sleep together or

njith : from, , ,'=, Eur.
Med. 953, Ion 894.,, ^,=:sq.. Soph. Aj.

501.,, , pecul. fern, of sq.,

Lye. 372.", , {,) sleeping

together, a bed-fellow, partner of the bed,

both of the man and woman, Anth., , (,) playing
together, a playmate, Anth. P. 9, 826,

Norm., or ^, adv., {) poet, for, Jac. A. P. p. 31, 575.

7/}'/, , {,) as-

sembled, \1. 15, 84; Horn. usu. joins, they were all

assembled., , {, ()=
foreg., Pind. P. 11, 14., f. -<CTO/<a<, dep. mid.,

to assemble, call together,
^, Od. 16, 376.—Later the act.

occurs in same signf. : whence in

pass., to assemble, come tofrether : from/', , , Dor. - :{,) :— an assembly, meet-

ing, ., II. 20, 142, . Hon)..
187, Merc. 332; so, ., Pind.
I. 7 (6), 66 : then any assembly, crowd,

throuK, band,, i/,
Aesch. Cho. 10, Eur. Hipp. 1180;

., Aesch. Ag. 4.'/,=, Hesych.

](., , , a living together,

Opp. C. 4, 2./, a, oi',= sq., , {,) living to-

gether, Jac. A. P. p. 171.— II.-
/. . Rh. 2, 917., , . Ion. -, :

—
sameness of age, esp. of young per-

sons ; and, as a collective, those of
the same age, esp. those equally young,

young people, playmates, II. 3, 175 ; 5,

326 ;
generally, contemporaries, Od. 2,

158 :—also of single persons,-
KiTj , thou art of the saine

age with me, and so for 7, Od.
22, 209, cf 3, 49,—where it has been
wrongly taken as fem. of an adj., a, ./,, b, i/, of the same age,

esp. of young persons, Od. 15, 197,

etc., Hes. Op. 442, 445, Eur. Hipp.
1098, etc. : fcf. Hdt. 1, 42|.—II. of
like stature, Luc. fpro Imag. 13.",, , ?/, {,)
companion,. Hence, , , companionship,

Aral. Phaen. 178.

1022

I ?!, , ,,, : . sub., . ,{) giving

of hostages or securities : a pledge, se-

curity. Plat. Poiit. 310 ; a serving

as .luch, Thuc. 8, 45., , , the temple of Ho-
mer in Smyrna, Strab. p. 646.', , Homeric, Hdt. 5, 67.

Adv. -., , 6,=^., , , hostage,

pledge, Plut. Rom. 16: from, {) orig. to meet,

hence to agree, tally :—\\s\\. to be a
hostage, serve as a pledge or hostage,

Aeschin. 72, 35, Polyb., etc. ;, Isae. 64, 14.—II. trans, to give

as a hostage, pledge or security, Eur.
Rhes. 434 ; the same must be the
sense in Bacch. 297,—but prob. the
passage is spurious, v. Dind. Cf sq./, , f. -,{) orig.

to meet, walk together with,, Od.
16, 468.—2. raetaph. to accord, agree,

>)7] (Ion. for)
Hes. Th. 39, ubi v. Gcttling.—II. usu.
to he a pledge, serve as a pledge Or se-

curity, cf.., . Ion. for,-, c. dat., Nic. Al. 70, 261.', , ,=, Polyb. 9,

II, 10, etc./, Dor. for ; ace.

to Hesych.\$=.,, , usu. in plur.-, oi, the Hnmerids, a I'amily or
guild of poets in Chios, who pretend-
ed to trace their descent from Homer,
Strtib. p. 645, sq. ;—they claimed a
right to his poems, and published
them by oral recitation ; whence as
early as Pind. N. 2, 1, the
who recited the Homeric ])uems were
called Homerids : then also the imi-

tators or the admirers of Homer, Plat.

Rep. 599 E. Phaedr. 252 B, Isocr.218

; cf. Stallb. Plat. Ion 530 D.,{) to imitate Ho-
mer, to use Homeric phrases, Liban.

—

II. (,) to indulge unnatural
lust, like,, etc.,

with an intentiotjal equivoque, Jac.

Anth. 2, 1, p. 8.— III. to cup, Artemid./, , , Homeric, in the

manner of Homer.—II. used equivo-
cally, as II.. Anth. P. 11,218., , ,{) an
imitator of Homer, Ath. 620 B.—II. a
cupper, Artemid., v. III., , and-, ; v. II., , , {",) scourge of Homer, i. e. the
Grammarian Zoi'lus, from his spiteful

criticism on the Homeric poems, ap.

Suid., , , v. sub II., , ,{, -) one who tramples on Homer, epith.

of Xenophanes in Titnon ap. Sext.
Emp. p. 58, ace. to Kiihn's emend. : but
all the MSS. have -

(for the verse does not admit
of) from, i. e.

either the sneering perverter of Homer,
by reason of Xenophanes' parodies

;

or from a subst., one

who derides the Homeric fiction, i. e. his

tales of the gods, etc., cf esp. Diog.
L, 9, 18. [a]', , . Homer : the name
first occurs in a dub. fragm. (34) of
Hes. Ace. to the old Ion. Life of
Hom. c. 13, in the Cumaean
dialect was=rt)i;i»Aof,—whence some
explain the tradition ofHomer's blind-

ness;

', , {,, &) like
and, joined together,

bonded, united, esp. by marriage, a hus-
band, wife, Eur. Ale. 870.

—

II. -, as subst., pledge for the main-
tenance of unity, a surety, security ; of
persons, a hostage, Hdt., etc. ; -,, Hdt. 6, 99,
Thuc. 7, 83, etc. ; of things,, Thuc. 1, 82 ; and in
plur., as. , Lys. 126,

21, Polyb. 3, 52, 5, (where it may be
taken as an adj., sub..), adv.,{) like-. in groups, bands, Lat. turmatim,
11. 12,3; 15, 277: in crowds : in Ap.
Rh., like, c. dat., together with,

3, 596 :—also, Hes. Sc. 170., , f. - : {) : to

be together, be or come into company
with, join, stay with, c. dat. jilur. pers.,

Od. 2, 21, etc., and freq. in Att. ; so,. , ', to be

among them, etc., II. 5, 86, 834 ; so,, II. 18, 194, cf.

535 ; ., to compa-
ny with few, Od. 18, 383.-2. absol.,

to come or live together, Od. 4, 684
;

., to throng about the
corpse, II. 16, 641, Od. 24, 19.— II. in

hostile sense, to meet, come to blows

ivith, Tivi, 11. 11, 523, Od. 1, 205, etc.

—2. absol., to meet one another, 11. 19,

158.— III. of social intercourse, to

hold converse, be acquainted with,,
Hdt. 3, 130: to live familiarly with, as-

sociate with, '',',. Plat. Symp. 188 D,
Polit. 272 C, Legg. 88CC.—2. absol.,

to be friends, oi ,
Hdt. 3, 99.—IV. of marriage or sex-
ual intercourse, . . Soph.
. . 307, etc. ; v. Piers. Moer. p.

276 ; cf..—V. of things
or business which one has to do with,
to make a pzirsuit of, attend to, busy
one's self with, ?),,
Thuc. 6, 55, 70 ;, Ar. Nub.
1399;,}. Plat.

Rep. 496 , 410 C : also much hke,, Lat. jiti, . -, , etc., to be

in uood fortune, have a crooked mind,
Pind. N. 1, 94, I. 3, 10 ; so in Eur.,. Or. 354: but also,—2. o{ the things themselves,, gave me pleasure
to be with me. Soph. Aj. 1201 ;-,
Bacchyl. 4, cf Eur. . 940. Valck.
Diatr. p. 85.—VI. to deal ivith a man,
bear 07i.e's self towards him, .., Isocr. 415 C ; also, ,
Isocr. 19 D :—and so prob. Thuc. G,

17, ?.-
..7/, thus

hath my youth dealt with their pow-
er, wrought upon it.—VII. of place, to

come into, be in, c. dat., Pind. P. 7, 8,

Hdt. 7, 26, 214, ., to haunt
the land, Aesch. Eum. 720 ; also,.' , Pind. . 12,

27.— VIII. in Soph. Aj. 626,

(sc. ) he
wanders from his senses., .,—, Hes.
Sc. 170.?, , , () the

subject of co7iversation. Plat. Legg. 730
B. [0, verb. adj. from,
Clem. Al.', , , {) a com-
panion, Strab. : a scholar, hearer, Xen.
Mem. 1, 2, 12.., , ,() social,

conversable, Isocr. 8 D ;., a hab-
it of conversation, Def. Plat. 415 :



OMIX
• (sc. ), the art of conversa-

tion, Plut. 2/6.i9 F. Adv. -.'-, , , () with

Uiho/n one may converse, -, unap-

proachable, savage, Aesch. Theb. 189./, fein. of, Phi-

lostr. ; also,., , , {7.) being or

living together ; communion, intercourse,

converse, absol., Aesch. Pr. 39, etc.
;, tvith one, Hdt. 4, 174 ; . Id.

5, 92, 6 ; . Soph. Phil. TO,

Plat. Symp. 203 A ; ., con-

verse with me, my society, Ar. Plut.

776 ; also in plur., Hdt. 7, 16, 1,

Eur., and Plat. ; ., inter-

coarse with a country, Eur. Phoen.
1408 ; . , to live among
them, Id. I. A. 1622 ;' 6?., for. Id. Or. 1082, cf. Hipp. 19, and

sub fin. ;. Soph. . . 1489 ; -?. Plat. Rep. 550 ;
-? -, public and private life,

Thuc. 1, 68.—2. se.rual intercourse,

Hdt. 1, 182, Xen. Symp. 8, 22.-3. in-

struction, Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 6, and 15.

— II. a meeting, assembly, like ?.,
Hdt. 3, 81, Aesch. Eum. 57 ; so,' ., felluw-sojourners in

this land, lb. 406 : -, ship-

mates. Soph. Aj. 872.—III. persuasion,

opp. to, Dem. 1466, 2 : hence,

—

2. in Eccl., homily, sermon ; cf. also,

I•. 3."., ov', 6, {,,) :—any assembled crowd, a throng of peo-

ple, in Horn. esp. for a feast, Od. 1

,

225 ; and for a spectacle, II. 18, 603
;

23, 651 ; also freq. in Pind.,and Aesch.,

as also in the Ion. prose of Hdt. ; but
very rare in Att. prose, as Thuc. 4,

125, Luc. Asin. 37, etc. :
— esp. the

mass of the people, the crowd, opp. to

the chiefs, II. 3, 22 ; /.,, etc. ; also, ., II. 10,

338; . /., Thuc. 1. c. :

—the mob, Hdt. 1, 88; 3,81.-2. the

throng of battle, ' 6?, II.

5, 353 ; cf. 4, 86, etc. :
— hence ?)

7., with shouts, and in confu-

sion, Hdt. 9, 59 ; cf..— II. like, the confused noise of an army
or throng of people, Aesch. Eum. 57.
•—111. of things, a throng, mass.—The
word is hardly ever used in plur., , f. -,=, Hes.
Op. 725.), to overcloud, cloud

:

from7., , , in Horn, and Ion., but never even in Att.-, Stallb. Plat. Phaed. 109 :—
mist, fog (not so thick as ?^,
Arist. Meteor. 1, 9, 4, cf. Mund. 4, 4),

Horn., but only in II. ; ' -7' 7., 3,

10 ; so Thetis rises from the sea, 7)1)7', 1, 359; ., 13, 330;. Xen. An. 4, 2, 7,

etc. :—metaph., «.',
Aesch. Pr. 144.—II. also smoke, sleujn,

=, Ath. ; the dimness caused by

vapour on a glass or piece of metal,

etc. ( Pott would refer it to the same
root as, q. v.) Hence?.,, . Ion.-,
misty, Paul. S. Ecphr. 57.',, Epicur. ap. Diog.

L. 10, 115; and', , Tim.
Locr. 99 C, Polyb., etc. {, -) ; like mist, misty.', , , urine, Aesch.
Fr. 389 : from, to make water : like-

: of the form only aor., in Hippon., seems to be used.

OMNT
(The root is to be found in Sanscr.
mih fundere, Lat. ming-o, mei-o.), Lacon. 1 p). fut. of -, Ar. Lys. 183.,, , the eye, freq. in

Horn., who, like Hes., always uses
pi., , 11. 3,

217: ' , Od. 5,

492, etc. :

—

', to look

askance at, Valck. Hipp. 1339, cf.

Med. 92 ; opp. to, Lat. rectis oculis videre, to look

straight at. Soph. O. T. 1385, Xen.
Hell. 7, 1, 30 ; so, ,
Soph. . . 528, cf Bentl. Horat.
Od. 1,3, 18 ; ;

how dare to look ? Soph. O. T. 1371,

cf Aeschin. 70, 32 : ', face

to face, Eur. Andr. 1064 ; hence,
openly, lb. 1117, opp. to. Id.

Bacch. 469 : ' , to

see by the eye. Aesch. Sujip. 210, cf.

Ag. 988 ;
'', to judge

by the eye, Lat. ex oblulu, Soph. O. C.
15 : , Lat. in oculis, before

one's eyes, Aesch. Pers. 004, Soph.
Tr. 240 ; so also, ', Eur.
Supp. 484 : , out of sight,

Eur. I. A. 684.—2. metaph., -/, Plat. v. Ruhnk. Tim. 32.—II.

that which one sees, a sight. Soph. Aj.

1004 ; 70 , Plat. Phaedr.
253 —3. of mental vision, an image

offancy. Soph. El. 903.-111. the eye

of heaven, i. e. by day, the sun,, Ar. Nub. 286; by night, the

moon, , Aesch. Pers. 426,
Eur. I. T. 110. — Only poet., Erf
Soph. Ant. 104.—IV. generally, light

:

hence, metaph., that which brings light,

esp. in Trag. ; , a light

to strangers, Pmd. P. 5, 70 ;,
Aesch. Pers. 109 ; , the

light of happy tidings, Soph. Tr. 204.
—2. by a natural metaphor, any thing

dear or precious, as the apple of an eye,

Aesch. Eum. 1025 ; cf. Valck. Phoen.
809, V. sub III., II.

—

V. as periphr. ofthe person, like,, for /... Soph. Aj. 140, Tr. 527; so., for. Eur. Ion 1261,

cf Valck. Phoen. 415. Pors. Or. 1090;
and V.. (From the same
root as, fut. of, and pf.) Hence, ov,from or seated in the

eyes. Soph. Fr. 169. [u], ov, , dim. from sq., OV, TO, dim. from,
a little eye, Anth. [], ov, (,)
painting or staining the eyes, Ion ap.

Eust. ; V.. [], .{,)
with sparkling ''yes, Synes., , {,)
causing to see. Iambi., , {,)
bereft of eyes. Soph.. G. 1260, Eur.
Phoen. 328.—II. act. depriving ofeyes:
hence?., heat that

robs plants of their eyes or buds, Aesch.
Eum. 940., ,{,*)=. Iambi., ,() to furnish with
eyes, e. g. a statue, Diod. 4, 76.—II.

to make one see, open his eyes, :

hence, in pass., , a
mind quick of sight, Aesch. Cho. 854.

—III. to enlighten one, : also,. /^ayov, to make it clear or distinct,

to erplain. Aesch. Supp. 467.', q v. : f.-

fiai, -, -, inf., aor,, m Horn. usu. without augm.:
perf, pass,, 3
pers., Aesch. Ag. 1290:
Horn, has pres. imperat. in II.

23, 585 ; the fut. ; the aor., usu. with
double , ; the impf
from : — Ion. part,,
Hdt. 1, 153, as if from. Lacon.
1 pi. fut., Ar. Lys. 183.

To swear, Horn. ; freq. •, to swear an oath, II. 19, 175, etc,

;

so, ., II. 3, 279, Hes. Op.
280.—II. to swear a thing, or to a thing,

affirm^ confirm by oath, , II. 19, 187,

Xen. Ages. 1, 11 : foil, by inf fut., to

swear that one ivill..., II. 21, 373, etc.,

so commonly in Att., Lys. 186, 42,

etc. ; but also by inf. aor. and ,
Xen. An. 7, 7, 40 ; or without ,
Hdt. 2, 179, Xen. Cyr. 7, 4, 3, etc.,

cf. Lob. Phryn. 750 ; by. inf pres., to

swear that one does.... Soph. Phil.

357 ; by inf pf., to swear that one
has..., Dem. 553, 17 : is oft. in-

serted before the inf, v. 7) I. fin. :

—

. , to swear to one, Od.
14, 331, but in this signf is more
freq.. Plat. Charm. 157 C, etc. :, to say with an oath. Plat.

Symp. 215 D.— III. to call as witness

of an oath, invoke, swear by, C. acc,7}•,', 11. 14,

271 ; 23, 585, cf. Valck. Hipp. 1027;
so too in Hdt. 5, 7, Aesch. Theb. 529,
etc. ; later,. , Thuc. 5,

47, Dem. 553, 17 :—pass.,, Jupiter has been sworn by, ad-
jured, Eur. Rhes. 816.',= {oreg., in Horn, only in

impf. ;, Hdt. 4, 105 :

most usu. in later comedy, Pors. and
Elms. Med. 774 (729). [v],, , ,=,., , {, ) living

together : esp. a husband, wife, Alciphr.?, or, better,/.-, , to shoot or bud at the same
time, Theophr., cf. Lob. Phryn. 623

;

from, ,, ov,{,) shooting or sprout-

ing at the same time, Theophr.. , to deliberate together,

Plut. 2, 96 E./.. ov, {,) hav-
ing the same wish, unanimous., ov,{,) hav-

ing one common altar, Thuc. 3, 59

;

like Ceres and Proserpina.', ov=s(\. [)a]-} /.., , ,{, ; /.)
suckled with the same milk, a foster

brother sister : in \.=,
clansmen, tribesmen, Arist. Pol. 1, 2, 6,

cf Arnold Thi^c. vol. i. append 3. [; ], , {,)
sons-i}i-law of the same person. Poll.

3, 32., ov, {,) mar-
ried together, a husband, wife, Eur.
Phoen. 137. H. F. 339.^, ov, {,)
from the same womb, born of the same
mother,, .. ). 24, 47 ; c.

gen., ., II. 21, 95; cf..,, , ^,=foreg.', , , community of
origin, btrab. : and, , , a bro'I.cr,

Eur. Phoen. 165 : from},, . {,) of the

same race ur family, Eur. Or. 244, etc,

:

generally, akin,, to another, Eur.
1. T. 918 : of the same kind,,
Tim. Locr. 99 D : and so, ou.

23



Arist. Categ. 6, 13.—II. act. engen-

dermg with, Soph. O. T. 1361. Adv.
•.'. ov,{,) a rare

form, whence.,, ,{,)
contemporary iti old age, Luc. Merc.

Cond. 20., , Att.-, to

speak the same tongue : from, ov, Att. -,
[, ') speaking the same
tongue, Hdt. 1, 57, etc. ; , with

one, 1, 171./. ,=/, related

hy birth, a brother, sister: also /; ouo-], Orph. Arg. 1213, Manetno,
etc., ov, contr. for:—of the same race or blood, kindred

:

esp. of the gods of a family or race,., gods tvho protect a race or

family, Lat. Dii sentilitii. Soph. O. C.

1333; Zfiif .,. Andr. 921, Ar.

Ran. 750, Plat., etc. ; cf. Ruhnk.
Tim., , to be,
be of one mind, to league together, Thuc.
2, 97 ; . , to consent to, Xen.
Cyr. 2, 2, 24; . , to agree

with one in a thing. Id. Mem. 4, 3, 10., , , agreeinent in

opinion, Clem. Al. : from, ov, gen., {,) of one m.ind, like-minded,,
tvUh one, Thuc. 8, 92, Xen. Hell. 2,

3, 1 5, etc. ;. ',,, to bring to one's own opin-

ion, Xen. Cyr. 2. 2. 24 ; 5. 5, 46, Lac.

8, 1. Adv.-, Lycnrg. 160, 4., ov,=. Find.

P. 4, 260, Plat. Legff. 878 D ; ..
Plat. Theaet. 156 B., ov, {, /^^)
of or u-ith the same lines.—2. {,) of or ivitk the same letters,

Lue.Hermot. 40., , to write in the same
manner., Dor., Pind.'',,=}.8.[\.
Fr. 168., ov, {,)
sharing one bed, Aesch. Ag. 1108,

Musae. 70./). , to be, Plut.

2, 823 : and ^,. '/, living with others,

agreement. Iambi. : from, ov. Dor.-, {,) of the same people or race,,
Pind. O. 9, 69;, with one, Id. I.

1, 140., ov, {,) liv-

ing or eating icith others, Luc. Demon.
. etc. ; . . common to

the generality. Id. de Hist. Conscr. 16.. ov, {,) in

the same chariot, driving together, Nonn., , {,) to

hold the same opinions, M. Anton.
Hence, , , agreement in

opiniim, Stob.. , to be of the same opin-

ion,, with one, Plat. Phaed. 83 D :

absol. to agree together. Id. Rep. 412

D, Polyb.. etc. : and. , , agreement in opin-

ion, unanimity. Plat. Rep. 433 C, Arist.

Elh. N. 9. 0, 1 : from', ov, {,) of the

same opinion, Luc. Eunuch. 2., ov, {,)
a me.'!s-niate, ^^onn. ; ]ike.,,{,) afel-

low-slave. Eur. Hec. 60: ..
Plat. Phaed. 85 B, Phaedr, 273 E,

1024

Xen., etc. : melaph., in love with one
'

woman, Mel. 18, 5., ov, {,)
sounding together, Nonn., , to run the same
course with, Tim. Locr. 97 A ; and, , , a running tngeth-

\

er or meeting, Luc. Aslrol. 22 : Irom. ov,{,) run•

ning the same coarse with, ,
Plat. Epin. 987 B., , to be of the same,

power, Procl. : from,, {,) of
like power, [], ov, {,) having

a like seat, Stob., , to be of the same peo-

ple or race, Diod. : from', , {,) of the

same people or race, Hdt. 1, 91; less

wide than?, Polyb. 11, 19, 3 :

—generally, of the smne kind,?., Arist. Eth. N. 8, 1, 3. Hence, , , descent from the

same jieople or race, Lat. genttlitas.—
11. in Hipp., connection and sympathy

of parts,.~zs he also uses ior., ov,=.', , {.) of the

same kind, Arist. Rhet. 3, 2, 12: of
like form, Polyb. 34, 11, 17. Adv.
-. Hence', . , sameness of nature

or form, Dion. H. Rhet. 641, 5, and
Strab.,—with v. 1.-., ,=., , within the sam.e house

or prison, A. B., ov,{,) dwell-

ing in the same house, v. 1. in Polyb. 2,

57, 7., ov, {,)
yoked together, Nonn. ; cf.., ov, {,) of like

zeal, Nonn.
|. , to be: gen-
|

erally, to pull or work together : opp. to...=, Nonn., , , being yoked to-

gether : in Rhet., correspondence of
parts, Dion. Comp. p. 197 : from', ov,{.) yoked

together, a yokefellow: generally,

bound together, esp. paired : hence

,

joined in marriage, married, a husband
or wife : metaph. also, agreeing, unani-

mous.,, , ^,— ioTeg., Plat.

Phaedr. 256 A., , to be, to be

in the same zone : and,, r/, a being in the same
zone : from, ov, {,) in the

same zone., . rj, agreement of man-
ners or sentiments, Philostr. ; from, , {. 7/) of the

same manners or sentiments, Plat. uorg.

510 C, Arist. Eth. N. 8, 11, 5: also.,, , ?/,=7},.
. append. 303.', , {,)
living in the same room or house, C. gen.,

Pind. P. 11,4. [], , to grow up u-ith the

plant, take root, M. Anton. 11,8., adv., {) from the same
place, of two stems growing from the

same root, -, Od. 5, 477, (like ,
etc.) : usu., of the same origin,, . Hom. Ven. 135, Hes.

Op. 108, cf. Xen. Cyr. 6, 7, 14 ;

OMOI, a brother, Eur. Or. 486 ; sO,

Toi' ., Id. I. A. 501.—II.

from near, hand to hand, ., like Lat. cominus pujinare,
opp. to, Xen. Cyr. 8,

8, 22 ; , follow close

upon, lb. 1, 4, 23., {<),) and /;, equal-

ly a god or goddess.. ov, {,) of
the same institution. Or. Sib.], ov,=^'., ov, {,) hunt-
ing with, Call. Dian. 210.', ov, worshipping alike.,, , , {<'>,)
with the same sort of hair, Sophron ap.

Dem. Phal., cf '.,,{,) shar-

ing the same throne, Pind. i\. 11, 2., ov, speaking or sounding
together.', adv., ivith one accord,

Ar. Av. 1015, Plat., etc.: and, , v. 1. for,
Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 47 : and', , , unanimity, con-

cord : from', ov, {(),) of one
mind, unanimous, Anth.',{) to be like, resem-

ble, uitr., N. T., . {,) of like

nature or appearance,, with one,
Isocr. Antid. § 190.,, Ep. for,, q. v., Horn., birI Hes. ft strict-

ly, but Ep.. metn grat. before a long
syll., as in genit., Spitzn. \.
Her. p. 83, Herm. El. Metr. p. 56.], oi>, beginning alike., , {,)
equally heavy, Arist. Coel. 1, 6, 8., ov.{,) lead-

i7ig a like life, Arist. Part. An. 3, 1, 17.',, .•1. for;-, q. v.', , . likeness of race

or kind, Dion. H. 3, 15 : from', ,{,) of
like race or kind, Arist. Gen. An. 1,1,
7. Adv. -.,, , the generation of
like bodies., , to write alike., ,=, Plut.

2, 900 .,, , , with like

hair., , to bear like fruit,

Theophr. : Irom,.{,)
bearing like fruit, Theophr., , to end alike,

have a like end : Irom', ov, ending alike,

of verses, Gramm. Hence', , , a like end,

rhyming., ov, {,)
like barley, Theophr., , consisting of
equatly fine parts.', , , uniformity of
speech. Quintil., . ]. a likene.ts of the

single parts :
—(lie quality of a bodi/ con-

siiilins: of like or equal parts, Plut. 2,

876 C, Lucret. 1, 830 ; cf sq. : from, , {, )
consisting of like parts, Arfst. H. A. 1,

1, 11.— in the philosophy of Anaxa-
goras, -(i were the homoge-
neous elements of the universe, Arist.

Metaph. 1, 7, 3 ^ but cf Hitter Hist,

of Phil. 1, p. 280, Engl. Tr., ov,{,)
born of the some mother.



OMOI', ov, {,)
of like form, Diog. L. 10, 49., ov,{,,) of
like Imvs, Phinyts ap. Stob. p. 445, 6, ov,{,) of
like substaiice, Eccl., , , likeness in con-

dition, correspondence, Strab.— 11. like-

ness offeeling, sympathy, cf. Wyttenb.
Piut. 2, 72 B. [fi] ; and), , to be in like case, to

have the same feelings or affections,

sympathize,, with another, Arist.

Eth. N. 1, 5, .3, etc. : from—, , {,,) being in like case, having likefeel-

ings or affections, syiiipnthising, TLVL

with another, Plat. Rep. 409 B, v.

Wytteiib. Plut. 72 : generally, of
like nature, Plat. Tim. 45 C. Adv.., ov,{,)
sprung from the same father.-, ,{,)
of like appearance with,. Aesch.
Ag. 793.-, , to be of like

countenance or figure : from•^, ov,{,-
(jTOVj of like countenance or figure.—
II. itt the same person. Gramm., ov,{,)
with liki• plumage, Arist. H. A, 1, 1, 21., ov,{,)
in a like case, Gramm., ov, {,)
like wheat, Theophr..,=6,\'.", a, ov ; or, as in Horn.,
Ion., and old Att.,, , ov, v.

Schweigh. v. 1. Hdt. 1, 18, 32; Att.

freq. , ov : so, in Ep. coUat. form,, ov,—at least no fern, is used
by Horn, and Hes. : {) :

—like,

resembling, Lat. similis, Horn., etc. :

Proverb., ', ' birds of a featner
flock together,' Od 17,218 ; so later,. Plat. Gorg. 510

; , to give
tit for tat, Lat. par pari ref'erre, Hdt.
1, "18, cf. Id. 1, 1, infr. 8.-2. also
e.xpressiag perfect agreement=o-, the same, II. 18, 329, Od. 16, 182.—3. shared alike by both, i. e. common,

., mutual strife, II. 4, 444
;.', war in ichich each takes

part, oft. in Horn. : and more widely,
shared alike bi^ all, common to all, j/
., II. 4, 315 ;, Od. 3, 236 :

uolpa. 11, 18, 120;, Pind. .
10, 107 : cf., Lat communis.—
4. esp. equal in force, a match for one,
Lat. par, II. 23, 632, Hdt. 9, 96.-5.
equal or like in mind Or u-ish, at one
with, agreeing, Hes. Op. 180.—6. in

shortd. phrases, as,, i. e., II. 17, 51 ; so not rare in Prose,
as, for, Xen. Cyr. 6. I, 50, v. Schaf.
Dion. Comp. p. 170, Melet. p. 57, sq.,

134: cf. I. fin., II. 1.

—

7. , it will be all the

same, all one to us, Lat. perinde erit,

Hdt. 8, 80.—8.^ (sc. ],
etc.), ,

or— ,
to pay any one likefor like, tit for tat,

Hdt. 4, 119; 6, 21; 7//1' -, to \ia\'ealikereturn

made one, Hdt. 6, 62 ;
', on iair and equal terms, lidt. 9,

7, 1,'cf. Lob. Paral. 61.—9. iv
. to hold a thing in like

esteem, Hdt. 7, 138.—II. of the same
rank or station, Hdt. 1, 134 : hence,
ol, in aristocratic states, all

65

OMOI
citizens who had equal right to hold
slate-ofRces, (as the whole people in

a democracy,) jjeers. so esp. at Sparta,
Xen. Lac. 13, 1 and 7 ; cf. Arist. Pol.

5, 7, 3 ; cf..
. Construction: 1. the word may

stand alone and absol., as freq. in

Horn. etc.—2. the person or thing

which another is like, is in dat., as with
Lat. similis, so always in Horn, and
Hes., and mostly in Hdt. and Att. : but
sometimes, as also Lat. .fimilis. with
genit.. which is easily explained from
the comparative signf ot, Hdt.
3, 37, Pind. P. 2, 88, Plat. Rep. 472
D.—3. that in which a person or thing
is like another, is in ace, Od. 6, 16,

II. 5, 778 ; so, 7., 11. 12,

270 ; and post-Horn., .
, Xen. Cyn. 5, 29 ; but, -, had nothing
in common with him, Isae. 71, 37.—4.

with inf., ,
like the winds to run, or in running,
U. 10, 437 ; -', none is like him to

trap or in trapping horses, II. 2. 553,

cf 14, 521, etc.—5. foil, by, as,,' -, like as when thou
saw'st me first, H. Horn. Yen. 180

;

so too Xen. ; also by, Xen.
An. 5, 4, 34.-6. foil, by ,,
Xen. Symp. 4, 37 : also by for

or, like Lat. perinde ac,
etc.,, Valck.'Hdt. 7, 50, 2, cf. Thuc. 1,

120, Plat. Crito48 B, Hemd. Theaet.
154 A et sub V.— 7. ,
c. part., like , Jelf Gr. Gr.

^ 682. 2.

C. Adv., in like manner, like,

Hdt., and Pind. ; the neuters

and. Ion.,, were
also freq. as adv., esp. in Hdt. ;-, like as when.., Soph. Ant.
587, Eur. Or. 697: ,
' second to none,' Hdt. 3, 8, cf. Kuhn.
Gr. Gr. 590 Anm. 3 : ..,
Hdt., 7, 86, 100; ..,
Herm. Soph. . . 562. [On the
quantity of the form, v. sub
voc], ov, of like sign or sig-

nification., ov, {,)
in like dress or array, Strab., ov, with a like mouth,
aperture OT front., ov, of like con-

struction., , to be-, to be like inform.,^., , , likeness of
form or position, Arist. Soph. El. 6,

2 : from,, gen.,',) of like form, Arist. Anal. Pr.

1, 5, 11. Adv.-. Id. Eth. Eud.
1, 8, 7., , {,)
equally quick. Adv. -, Arist.

Mund. 2, 7.'?, ov, {, -
?^) ending alike, Arist. Rhet. 3, 9,

9 : TO ., the like ending of two
or more clauses or verses, in the way of
rhyme, of which one finds traces
even in the best poets, e. g. Soph.
Aj. 62—65 ; very froq. in the endings
of the two halves of the Pentameter.,, , () simi-

larity, likeness, Plat. Phaed. 109 A,
etc.; and in pi., lb. 82 A, etc.;=, Id. Tim. 75 D., or,{,) of
like tone or accent, Dion. Comp. p. 66.

|

OMOK, , . likeness ofman-
ners and life, Strab. : from', ov,(,)
of like mamurs and life, Thuc. 1, 6 •

3, 10. Adv. -. Id. 6, 20, Arist.
Gen. An. 3, 5, 6.,,formed alike, [ii]',,=,€., ov, {,)
with like bark, Theophr.,, , likeness ofvoice

:

from, ov, {, )
tfith a like voice.. , ij,{,)
likeness of colour, Arist. Meteor. 1,

5, 5., ov,{,)
of equal or like duration: esp. ni pros-
ody, ofequal length, Dion. Comp. p. 66., ov,{,-) of like colour, Callix. ap. Ath.
202 A., ov, (, )

occupying the same space, Hermes ap.

Stob. Eel. 1, p. 1102., , f.-,{) to make
like, assi7mlate, , Eur. Hel. 33,
Plat. Rep. 393 C ;

., Thuc. 8, 82 : esp. to

liken, compare, . Hdt. 8, 28, etc.

;

so in Mid., Hdt. 1, 123;—Pass, to he

made like, become like, in Horn, only
in inf aor. pass.,

(Ep. for/), II. 1, 187, Od.
3, 120 ; , Eur. Bacch.
1348, cf. Thuc. 5, 103 ; freq. also in
Isocr., Plat., etc.—II. in Mid. also to

make a like return,, Hdt. 7, 50, 2 ;

158. Hence',, , that which is

made like, a likeness, image. Plat.
Phaedr. 250 A, B, Soph. 266 D, etc.

Hence, , , belonging to

resemblance, Gramm.,, .{) a making
like, likening. Plat. Rep. 454 C—II. a
becoming like,. Id. Theaet. 176 B.—2. a likeness, LXX., , ,[) one who
likens : esp. a sculptor or painter.

Hence, , , belonging to

likening : Subst. - (sc. ),
the art of likening or copying. Adv.
-, Se.xt. Emp., ov, {,) eating

together, Epimenid. ap. Arist. Pol. 1,

2, 5 ; where others prefer,
at the same smoke OT fire, i. e. dwelling
together, v. Gottling p. 479., ov, dwelling together., ov, {,)
going together. Plat. Crat. 405 D.', ov, ivith the samecenire,
concentric., Dor. for,
Pind.

'?,,:=,—onl found
in 3 impf.', 11. 18, 156 ; 24, 248., , i.-, to call out or
shout together, properly of a number of
persons, and therefore properly in
plur., ' -
?., Od. 21 , 360, cf Soph.. 712 :—
but mostly used of single persons, to

call or shout to,, whether to encour-

age, II. 15, 658 ; 24, 202 ; or to iipbraid;

but mostly in latter sense, as,?, 11. 5, 439, etc. ; c. inf., to

command bi/ a loud call, call on one to

do, 11. 16, 714 ; 23, 337 ; also c. dat.

modi,., Horn.

;

Ion. aor., II. 2, 199.

—

Cf..—From',, ,{,,)-
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strictly, calling out together, shouting

of several persons, 11. 16, 147 ; the

harmmiy of flutes, Pind. 1. 5 (4), 35 :

—

but usu. of single persons, a loud call

or shout to a person, whether to en-

courage or upbraid, Hom. mostly in

latter sense, ol (5' vnoSoet-, II. 12, 413 ;

' , . 17,

189 : . with spir. lenis, ' -, . Horn. Cer. 88, Hes. So. 341

:

iu later Ep. also of the voice of dogs,

0pp. H. 1, 152 ; the crackling of fire,

lb. 4, 14 ; the roar of the wind, Nic.

Th. 311., , rj, an equal lot or

share, joint possession : from, ov, Oor.-'(,
2,7/) : having an equal share ; esp.

of an mheritance, coheir, Lat. con-

sors, Pind. O. 2, 89, N. 9, 11.

'?.7], ,^^'./.,, , fein. from sq.,

Lye. 1337., /, 6,() one

who calls out, encourages, rouses, II. 12,

273 ; 23, 452., ov,{,,)
tailed together.— 11. having the same

natne, Nic. Th. 882., ef,= sq., Nonn.', ov, (,) re-

clining on the same couch, at table, Hdt.

9, 16., ov, founded together ;

V. 1. for.',,^^., , , sleeping to-

gether : from, ov,(,) sleep-

ing together, a htisba7id or wife : -, , to explain, Plat.

Crat. 405 D., ov,{,) with

equal horns, Noim., ov, {,) built

together, 0pp. H. 4, 352., , .='7., ov,{, ?^)=,, Eur. Or. 508 : but

lb. 470, , ol

Tyndareus, as husband of Leda.', ov,=foreg., unless it

should be.', , , Ho?nole, a lofty

mountain in Phthiotis in Thessaly,

where Pan was honoured, Eur. H.
F. 371 ; Theocr. 7, 103.—2. a city

of Thessaly, in Magnesia, also called, Strab. p. 443.', , .-,()
to speak or say together : hence.—1. to

speak one language, tlvl, with One,

Hdt. 2, 18 : more fully, -, 1, 142.—II. to hold the same
language, hence, to agree with, ,
Hdt. 1, 23, 171, etc.: .
, Hdt. 1,5; but also c. dat. rei, to

agree upon one thing, Hdt. 2, 80 :

—

also of things, ., Thuc. 5, 55 : hence—2. to make
an agreement, come to terms, esp. of

persons surrendering in war, ,
with another, Hdt. 7, 172, etc. ;, on certain terms, Id. 1, 60,

Thuc. 4, 60.—3. to agree to a thing,

allow, admit, confess, grant it, , Hdt,

4, 154 ; 8, 94, and Plat. :, I grant you, i. e. I admit it, Ar.

Plut. 94 : c. inf.,.,,
to confess that.., Eur. Auge 1, Ar. Eq.

296 ; . , to allow, grant that..,

freq. in Plat., e. g. Phaedr. 231 D.—
4. to agree, promise to do, C. inf. fut..

Plat. Symp. 174 A, Phaedr. 254
;

but also c. inf aor.. Lob. Phryn. 749.

—5 tu have to do with one, be connected

With him, ., Hdt. 6, 54.
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. so in mid., just like the act., but

rarely, Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 57.

C. pass, to be allowed or granted.

Plat., etc. : c. inf, to be allowed or con-

fessed to be, to be confessedly so and so,

Thuc. 4, 02, and i'req. in Plat., as,, Symp. 202 : and then
with the inf. omitted, ?/ '

uv, this habit
should be allowed (to be) justice, Id.

Rep. 434 A:, it is granted,

allowed. Plat., etc. : hence, -, .^, things

granted, acknowledged jirinciples, etc.,

freq. in Plat. : =, Polyb. 3, 111, 7.

Hence,, , that which is

agreed upon, taken for granted, a postu-

late. Plat. Phaed. 93 D, Gorg. 480 B.
— II. a promise., , , a confession,

Eccl.—II. an, agreement., ^.^ioreg., Diod.'/}, verb. adj. from-, one vnust confess, etc., Plat.

Tim. 51 E, etc.,, ,{) one
who confesses.—II. one who promises.', , , agreement. Plat.

Symp. 187 B, etc. : among the Stoics,

conformity with nature, Cicero's con-

venientia, de Fin. 3, 0, 21.—III. an
aiireement made, compact. Plat. Crat.
384 D, etc. ; ., Thuc. 6,

10 : esp. in war, terms of surrender,

Hdt. 7, 156 ; 8, 52, Thuc, etc. ; ouo-),',, of the
conquered, Hdt. 1, 150; 4, 201; 7,

150 ; ?. , of
the conquerors, 3, 13.—2. an assent,

admission, confession, Plat. Gorg. 461
C, etc. : from', ov, {,,)
assenting, agreeing, of one mind, ',
with one, Arist. Eth. N. 3, 6, 9 ; ., to agree
with one on a point, Xen. Symp. 8,

36, cf. Lob. Phryn. 3 : also of things,

agreeing, suitable. Adv. -, con-

fessedly, avowedly : but also, agreeably

to, in unison with, . ,
Arist. Eth. . 6, 2, 3 ;—,
like Lat. ex confesso, Polyb. 3, 91, 10,

etc. ; but also e.c compacto, by mutual
agreement, III. 1, 67, 1, etc.', adv. part. pres.

pass, from, confessedly,

avowedly, Thuc. 6, 90, Plat. Symp.
186 B, etc. :—but also, agreeably, con-

formably to, hence the Stoical phrase

r// . , Cicero's naturae

convenienter vivere, Uiog. L. 7, 87.

'Oooov,adv.=oreg.,C\em.
Al.,,, (sc.)=, q. v., ov, , Homolotchus,
masc. pr. n., Plut. Sull. 17., ov, {, ) of
the same band.—H.{)=^,
Gramm.^,,,, the Ho-
moloian gate, in Boeotian Thebes, fac-

ing towards Thessaly, and so called

from Mt. Homole, Paus. 9, 8, 6 : but
ace. to Schol. Eur. Phoen.1120, from, a daughter of Niobe., , learning together, v. 1.

for.,, ,{,)
one flogged with another, a fellow-slave,

comic word in Ar. Ran. 756.'7,,,^7./, a, ov, {,)
born of the same mother, a brother or

sister, Hdt. 6, 38, Plat. Prot. 314 E,
etc. ; , Ar. Ach.
790, cf. i\ub. 1372., , , r/,= ioreg.,

Orph. ap. Plat. Crat. 402 C.,,, the Homonades,
a mountaineer race m Pisidia, Strab.

p. 569., ov, having common temple;
cf.^., ov, {,) com-
panion in death, Luc. D. Mort. 2, 1., ov, {, )^. [], , , the temple oj

Concord {'), Dio C., , to be, to be of
one mind, agree together, live in harmony,
Thuc. 8, 75 ; opp. to, Lys.
196, 29, etc. ; to live in harmony with,, Plat. Rep. 352 A; . .., to

be agreed that... Id. Meno 86 C :—me-
taph., , Diogen.
(Trag.) ap. Ath. 036 B, cf. Lys. 194,
36., ,=, Plut. 2,
8 D., ,,{) con•
ducing to agreement, at unity, in har-
mony. Plat. Rep. 554 E, Phaedr. 256
B. Adv. -, ., to be of one
mind, lb. 263 A.',, -,{) sameness
of thought, agreement, unity, Lat. Con-
cordia, Thuc. 8, 93, Andoc. 14, 19,
Lys. 150, 43, etc.—II. as n. pr., v.., ov, {,) under
the same laws. Plat. Legg. 708 C.—II.{^feeding together, like,
Ael. N. A. 7, 17., ov, contr. -, ovv,{, )) of one mind, united, Lat.
concors. Adv -, Xen. Cyr. 0, 4, 15.

Ages. 1, 37 : cf. Lob. Phryn. 142., ov, allied by marriage., ov, dwelling together.',, .[) same-
ness of substance, Eccl., ov, , one who be-

lieves in the, Eccl.', ov, {,) con-
substantial, Eccl. Hence,, 7/,=,
Eccl., ov, {, pagus) from
the same canton, Dion. H. 4, 15., , to have the samefeel-
i7igs with one, , Plut. 2, 72 :

from/'/, , {,, -) having the same feclijigs or affec-

tions, Arist. Eth. N. 8, 11, 5; cf.

Wyttenb. Plut, 2, 72 : ., affected alike by pain and
pleasure. Plat. Rep. 464 D. Adv.
-.',, , a play-fellow,

Lat. collusor.,,,, twin-brother

or sister.. a, ov, {,)
by the same fatlier,, Hdt. 5,

25, Aesch. Pr. 559, Antipho 111,
39 ; ?^, Isae. S3, 7,

Dem., ov, {,) born

of the same father., , , ?/,= foreg.,

Plat. Legg. 924 E, Jsae. 65, 19.. ov, with a plane surface.,, , sameness offaith,
Eccl. : from, ov, {,) of
the same faith, Eccl.,,{,?.) plait-

ed together, entwined,, Anth.?., ov,=iQieg., Nonn.



/., , (, .)))
|

equal in quantity or number, Euclid. |/, , (/) sail

together or in company, Polyb. 1, 25, 1.,, ,(') a sail-

ing in. company, (Jic. Att. IG, 4, 4.,,=, Nonn,', ov, contr.-, ovv,{,',) sailing together or

in company, . a consort, Anth.

P. 7, 63o.,, ,{,)
one who sails in company, Opp. H. 1,

208., , {,) doing

the same, helping.), , {,) to

move together or alike, Plat. Crat. 405
D. Hence,, , joint motion,

Procl.,, b, , (,^,)
from the same city or state, Plut. 2, 276
B: poet,. Soph. Ant. 733., ov, travelling in com-

pany.', , (,) to

take part in an affair, Joseph.}, ov, {,)
a coadjutor, Joseph., ov, (,,) with

the same plumage, -, Aesch.

Supp. 224 ; , my fel-

low-birds, birds of my feather, Ar. Av.

229 ; hence, , comrades,

fellows, Lat. aequales, Straltis Incert.

17 :—then, generally, kindred, like,

ou.. kindred, like hair,

Aesch.' Cho. 174, cf. Eur. El. 530;

-, consort-ships (though Pas-

sow takes it swift as birds). Id. Pers.

559 ;// ., i. e. the two brothers,

Eteocles and Polynices, Eur. Phoen.
329, ubi V. Valck.'?, , , , poet, for, q. v., ov, =,
susp.',^^, to wipe off

,

, . Horn. Merc. 361, e conj.

Ilgen. pro voce nihili., , , that which is

wiped off, a spot : irom, fut. : aor., mid,, to wipe, ~', wiped off the

ichor /row her hand, 11. 5, 416 (though
this peril, belongs to) :

elsewh. in Horn, always in aor. mid.,, to dry one's tears,

Od. 11, 520 ; so, -', 11. 18, 124, cf. Od.

11, 529:— absol.,, to dry

one's tears.—II. to press out.—Rarer
coUat. forms are, . Horn.

Merc. 301, and, tirst in Q.

Sm. Ep. word. (Akin to,
and perh. to : the Sanscr. root

is mrij.), v. sub.,,^., oi',=sq., epith. of Jupiter,

Polyb. 2, 39, 6.", ov. Ion., (.,) having the same borders, border-

ing on, TLv'i, Hdt. 1, 57 ; 2, 65 : -,
a neighbour, borderer, Hdt. 1, 134, Thuc.

1. 15, etc. ; , neighbourhood,

Thuc. 6, 88., , {,) to

dwell under the same roof, Aesop.

Hence, , ), a. dwelling under

the same roof. Hence, ov, dwelling under the

same roof, Plut. 2, 727 £ : the usu.

form is, or, Lob.

Phryn. 709.

, ov, drawing water

from the same stream.{), ov, {,) spo-
j

ken together or at the same time,

Nonn.
I. 7), (/5) confluence, dub.
|', .{) to row

together, Orph. Arg. 254, Plut. 2, 94
j

:—metaph., to agree together. Soph.

Ant. 536, Fr. 435 (ap. Ar. Av. 851)

;

. Tivi, to agree with.., Eur. Or. 530., ov, rowing or swim-

ming with, , Anth,

P. 7, 374 : from)(), ov,{,) strict-

ly, rowing together : hence, all together,, Theocr. Ep.

3,5.)^), , ,=07, dub. :

from
///•, ov, contr. -, (,) flowing together, Plut. 2, 909 C.', , , Ion.,

resemblance, Hipp. : from, ov, Ion.-,(,
{)) of the sameform, like, Hipp.'2, , , one and the same;
hence, one, i. e. common, joint, Lat.

communis,^, II. 4, 437| ;, II. 13, 354 ; , II.

23, 91 ; , II. 15, 209 ;, 11. 13, 333 ; , Od. 17,

5G3 ; ?., 11. 8, 291, Hes. Th.
508 :

—

, to be of one mind,
Hes. Sc. 50 ; also, , togeth-

er with one. (Akin to, which is

mostly used of time, as is of

place ; also to Sanscr. sa-, sam, Lat.

simul, similis, etc. : hence, as

also the advs.,.,,,,, qq. .)—As adj. only

in Ep. .,, inf. and part. aor.

of, Horn.', ov, (,) of the

same flesh, Eccl., adv., () to one and the

same place, II. 12, 24;' '/. -, the battle came to the same spot,

i. e. the two armies met, the fight

thickened, 11. 13.337: hence in Att,,',, etc., in

hostile sense, like Lat. cominus, to

come to close quarters, join battle, tl-

VL, with one, Ar. Lys. 451 ; -. to go to meet, march
against them, Thuc. 2, 62 ;,, to run to meet, Xen.
An. 3, 4, 4, Cyn. 10, 21 ; . ?-, to rush on the spear, Xen.
Symp. 2, 13 : metaph., ou., to grapple with the ques-
tions, Plat. Euthyd. 294 D; so, -. , Eur. Or. 921

;

cf Plat. Rep. 610 C, Euthyd. 294 D

:

— , Lat. concedere, to

give way, Dem. 1287, 18.—II. like

or, c. dat., Polyb. 3, 51, 4,

etc.—III. TO, level ground, Plut.

1, 559 C., , equally strong., ov, (,) eat-

ing the same food, living together, Cha-
rond. ap. Arist. Pol. 1, 2, 5., , to eat or live together

with,, Hdt. 1, 146: from

j

, ov, (,) eatitig

I together,. ., Hdt. 7, 9., ov,(,) equip-

ped in the same way, Thuc. 2, 96 ; 3, 95.

j

,,=.'7, , , living in the

I

same teat, v. 1. Xen. Cyr. 2, 1 , 26 : from

I

, ov,(,) living

I
in the same tent, Lat. contubernalis

:

I
generally, living with, , Dion. H.

i 1, 55. Hence
[ ., , to live in the same

OMOT
tent or house with,, Xen. Cyr. 2,

1, 25, ubi al. divisim -., ov,(, /.-) =], Acsch. Theb.
72, Soph. Ant. 511., , to join one in a
treaty : from', ov, (,)
strictly sharing in the drink-offering,

sharing the same cup, Hdt. 9, 1 U ;•., Dem. 321, 14 ; ., Dinarch. 93,

18.—2. bound by treaty, in treaty, LXX.,,(,) sowh
together : sprungfrom the same parents

or ancestors, H. Horn. Cer. 85, Pind.

N. 5, 80, and Trag. ; a sister, Soph.
Tr. 212 :

—

., a wife coinmon to

two, Soph. O. T. 260 ; act., -, having the same wife

with him, lb. 460.', ov, with equal zeal.,, Ep. for,, Horn., ov, (,)
rushing together, Nonn., ov,=., , walking together

:

agreeing., , (,) /
walk together with,, 11. 15, 635., , = foreg., Nonn.:
from, , (, )
walking together, accom.pan.ying, Nonn., ov, (,) in

the same line or rank ivith,-, ov,=fureg., v. 1. Plut.

2, 503 D., ov, (, ?)
sent together : accompanying or accom-

panied by, ,-'. Soph. . . 212; ./... Rh. 2, 802.—11. (,) clad alike ; generally, like,-, Aesch. Supp. 496., ov, (,)
feeling the same affection, Nonn.', ov, walking in compa-

ny, ap. Hesych., ov, (,) of
the same shape, Theophr.,,(,) ranged

in the same way, in the same row or

line, Euclid.—2. in the same construc-

tion, Gramm./., ov, =,,
only in Gramm'. []', ov, {,) 6ti-

ried together, Aeschin. 20, fin., , (,) equal-

ly swij't. Adv. -, Arist. Probl. 16,

3,2., ov,=foreg., Heliod., ov, (,/)
with the same termination, Gramm.,, paying the same taxes., ov, {,) hav-

ing the same borders, marching with,

joined with, Plat. Legg. 842 E., , to practise the sarne

art, Hipp. : from', ov,(,) prac-

tising the same art, trade or craft,,
with one. Plat. Lach. 186 : as subst.,

., a partner in one's craft, fellow-

workman, Hdt. 2, 89, Xenarch. Por-

phyr. 1. 15 ; .. Plat. Charm.
171 C, cf Anth. P. 7, 206., ,—,-
^., , , () one who
administers an oath.—II. one who is

sworn. Hence. , , belonging or re-

lating to swearing., , , sameness of value

or honour : from
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OMOT', 01', (,) equally

valued or honoured, held in equal hon-

our, ]1. 15, 186; tlvc, with one, The-
ocr. 17, 16;, Pint. Fab. 9.— o/, among the Persians, like

oi, at Sparta (cf. II),

the chief tiobles who were equal among
themselves, the peers of the realm, freq.

in Xen. Cyr., as 2, 1,3; 7, 5, 85.

Adv. -.,,^,-, Dinarch. ap. Poll. 6, 156., ov, {,) hav-

ing one common wall, separated by a

party-wall, ., Isae. 60, 17 ; .. Plat. Legg. 844 C :—nietaph.,
., Aesch. Ag.

1004 ; so,? ., Antiph.

Incert. 64.), , to have the same ten-

sion ; hence, to have the same tone with,

Tivi: from, ov, {,,)
having the same tension : hence, having

the same tone : ., an equable tone,

between high and low, Plat. Phil.

17 C : hence adv. -', uniformly,

Arist. Probl. 15, 5, 1.—U. having the

same accent.', ov, {,)
sitting or eating at the same table with,

TLvi, Hdt. 3, 132 ; 9, 16 ; . •. Plat. Euthyphr. 4 ; cf.

: ., in Persia, certain

of the chief courtiers, Xen. Cyr. 7, 1,

30. []
^,,^=.

po,ov.{ov,pu)bored
at the same time, Nonn.,,=^, susp., , to have the same
character, the same manners or habits,

Eccl. : and,, i], sjmeness of char-

acter, Dion. H. 4, 28: from, ov, {.) of
the same habits OV life, suitable to one's

habits, etc., Pind. O. 13, 8 ; . 7/,
like habits, Hdt. 8, 144; . With
one, 2, 49 ; also, ol,,
Aeschin. 22, 32. Anv. -, in the

same manner.,,^=., . , being broxight

up together, Joseph. : from, ov, (, )

brought up, reared, bred together with,, . Hom.. 199; but also.
. Horn. 8, 2, — in both jdaces, of

twins :, of domestic animals, Hdt. 2,

66: ., of the mind. Plat.

Phaed. 83 D.—2.., plains

where we fed in common, Ar. Av. 329.

—II. parox.,, ov, act., bring-

ing up together., , {,) to

run in company or together, v. 1. Od.
15, 451, for-., , , sameness ofform,
Philox. ap. E. M., adv., strictly gen. neut.

from. together, of place, II. 11,

127 ; 23, 84.-2. together, at once : in

Hom. it usu. serves to join twosubsts.,
already connected by , as,

', II. 1, 61 ;, 11. 4, 122 ;, 11, 245;, 17, 745 ; etc ;?, Hes. Op. 241

;

—showing that the verb refers alike

to all the objects ; so, , Od.
12, 424: so too in Att. : — repeated,... , Soph. . . 4

;

cf..—2. together with, along with,

c. dat., II. 5, 867 ; , with
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or ajHong the dead, II. 15, 118 (where
it may however mean like the dead)

;

TJj, Hdt. 2, 101 : also with
following the dat.,, Od. 4, 723 ; and so,=. Soph. Aj. 767;

,' . Id. . . 1007 ;

—

which two passages were overlooked
by Blomf Pers. 432.—3. near, hard
by, Soph. Ant. 110, Phil. 1218, Ar.

Eq. 245 : also, c. dat., near to, like, Plat. Theag. 120 1); cf. Mei-
neke Menand. 254.—4. nearly, almost,

usu. : with numbers about,

usu. less than, almost, Valck. Hdt. 5,

97.— 5. , just like, Lat. aeque

ac, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 64 ; cf. . 7., ov, {, ?/) of the

same wood or 7naterial. [fi], fut. o{. Horn., ov, of the same hy-

postasis, Eccl., Ion. for, , to be, to border on, march with, abut

upon,, Hdt. 2, 33, 65, etc.— II. to

cohabit ; also like , of
lewd women, prob. with allusion to. Hence, -. Ion. for,
Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 64., ov, := sq., Ion. for-. . Kh.", ov, Ion. for, q. v., ov, and, ,
for, -. dub.. , {,) shi-

ning together, Nonn., , , =:,
Gramm., , {,)
sounding the same, agreeing in sound,

Nonn.,,{,) burn-

ing together or at once, Nonn., ov, for.. ov, {,) go-

ing together with, accompanying,,
Pmd' . 8, 56., , {,) talk-

ing together.—. agreeing in sound :

unanimous., ov, =.
Poet. ap. Ep. Plat. 310 A.). , .-?/, to be of one

mind, agree, Od. 9. 456, and Ildt.
;, with one, Hdt. 8, 75 ;-, Od. 6, 183 ;, a war resolved on unani-

mou.<ily, Hdt. 8, 3 : and, , , like, a

being of the same mind, asreement, Od.
6, 181, in plur., Od. 15, 198: from,, , ,{, /)=, agreeing, united,, II. 22, 263, Hes. Th.
60 ; , Pind. . 7,

10., , {, ) of the

same growth, age or nature. Plat.

Phaed. 86 A. Rep. 458 C ; , with

one. Id. lb. 439 E. Hence'., , sameness ofgrowth,
age or nature, Eccl., , ,{) same-

ne.'!s of race or tribe, Pint. 2, 975 E.. ov,= sq. [i]', ov, {,) be-

longing to the same race, tribe or people,

(wider in signf than, q. v.),

Thuc. 1, 141, Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 27;
generally, of the same race or kind,, lb. 1, 6, 39; .,
friendship with those of the same stock,

Eur. H. F. 1200; fo ,=^. Eur. I. T. 346 :

—

'. Plat. Legg. 843 A., ox', grown or originating

together.

, , to speak the same
language with, , Hdt. 1, 142, cf.

1 : hence, to sound together,

or in unison, to chime iyi with, ,
Arist. Eth. N. 1, 13, 17: and', , , sameness of lan-

guage or sound : in music, sarneness

of note, unison, Arist. Pol. 2, 5, 14: v.

sq. : from', ov, {,) speak-

ing the same language with,, Hdt.
3, 98, Thuc. 4, 3: generally, agreeing

in sound or tone, in unison with,,
Aesch. Ag. 158 : in music, in the sa7ne

note{, being in har?nony), \

Arist. Probl. 19,39, 1 : cf..
Adv. -, Strab.,, , ,{,)
one who receives his with Others,

a fellow-slave, Piut. 2, 643 D., ov, {) be-

longing to the same chorus, Plut. 2,

708 B., , to he, Geop., . ,{) same-
ness of colour, Xen. Cyn. 5, 18.—II.

=

sq.. Plat. Ax. 369 D., , . strictly Ion. for, but in different signf., a
level surface, esp. on the body, and so
the surface, skin, Wess. Hdt. 1,74, and
Valck. 4, 70 ; cf,-, , to keep time with,(•; , Luc:
absol., to keep time. Id. de Hist. Conscr.
50 : from, ov,{,) con-

temporaneous.—II. in or of the same
time or measure., ov, contr. -, ovv,{,) of one colour, opp. to, Arist. H. A. 5, 10, 3, cf 4,

1 , 24 :—also,,. Lob. Paral.

256., ov, Diod. ;-, ov, and,, , ,=^
foreg., ov, {,) fel-

low-countryman, Dio C.—II. bordering

on, a neighbour.—The form
is dub., , to vote together, Jo-

seph. : from, ov,{,) voting

with, •, Andoc. 23, 17 ; cf Lys. 139,
19.—II. having an equal right to vote

with,, Hdt. 6, 109
; ,

7, 149.-, ,=, Eccl. :

and-, , ,= : from, , {, -)=^-, like-minded, LXX.', , {.-, {) to' join to-

gether, unite : in pass., -, like , II. 14,

209.*, a pres. from which we
have a part,, in Hdt. 1, 153,

and which supplies the fut., etc. of., , v..', a, ,:!=. Poet,

ap. Suid."., .food, esp. corn, wheat,

and barley, Lye. 621, Sosith. ap. Herm.
Opusc. 1, p. 55 : m pi.,, cakes

of meal and honey, sacrificial cakes,

Call. Fr. 123,268;'7••//.-,
of honey-combs, Nic. Al. 450.— The
form is dub., Br. Schol. Soph.
O. C. 489. (Hence the adj..
etc. : akin prob. to?, and the

Lat. words ops. opes, coops (whence
copia), inops, opulentus, opimus, o/'ipa-

rus. all vi'hich words have the common
notion of nourishment, abundance, in-



crease: but the more prob. root of

dipov,', obsonimn is .), , ,=., , . II., , , Anlh. . 9, 707 ;

and, , 011,= sq., , , () consist-

ing of or relating to corn,.,
Moschio ap. Stob. Eel. 1, 242 ; 6., husbandry, Call. Fr. 183; nour-

ishing, Philet. 49.— II. wellfcd, nour-

ishing, thriving, large, Lat. npimus,op•
ulenluSj opipanis, ., a huge
cloud, Soph. Fr. 2J3

; .,. Rh. 4, 989 ; /, Lye.
1264.—II., , epith. of -?, like alma Ceres trotn alo, as

mother of corn and fruits, Anth. P. ap-

pend. 51 ; cf. Miiller Literat. of

Greece, 1, p. 16. [This is one of the
very few trisyll. feminines in tu, of

the same form as, and ihe ac-

cent conseq. is on the antepenult.,

Spitzn. Vers. Her. p. 30, Draco p. 20,, a, ov, {) prophetic,

presaging, Nonn.,, , Omphace, a city of

Sicily, Pans. 8, 46, 2., ov, b,{) sc.,
wine made from unripe grapes, Ath. 26
D.—II. as adj. masc, harsh, austere,, Ar. Ach. 352 ; cf IV.

—

2. , unripe dead, i. e.

young persons, Luc. Cat. 5., usu. as dep. mid.-{):—to be unripe, strict-

ly of grapes, but also of other fruit

:

also of younggirls, v.: proverb.., the Sicilian

steals sour grapes, Epich. p. 98 : me-
taph. in Aristaen. 2, 7, to deflower a

very young ^iW.—II. of a vine, to bear

sour grapes, LXX., , ov, () made
frojnunripe grapes,.,=-, :—so, ,~.,
oil madefrom unripe olives, Diosc. ; v.

sq. [u], ov, , ( ) sc.

?., oil made from unripe olives,

elsevvh., Diosc. [], ov, = : 6.
uf/ , the unripe breasts

of a young girl, Aristaen. 2, 7 ; cf-'. [a]
^,, , the astringent cup

of the acorii, used for tanning, Galen., (sc.) 6,=-, Diosc. 5, 12.', ,, ,(,-) drink made from sour grapes and
honey, Diosc.,, b,,(, ^)
with sour grapes, Anth. P. 9, 561., ,(,) like

unripe grapes, Hipp., Theophr., , , Omphule, daugh-
ter of the Lydian king Jardanes, wife

of Tmolus, after whose death she
herself reigned, Soph. Tr. 252., , . the cutting of
the navel-etring : midwifery. Plat. The-
aet. 149 ; so,, Arist.

H. A. 7, 10, 1 : from?., ov, (?,-) ctUling the navel-string : y -, a

midwife, Hipp. ; so usii. in Ion. Greek,
whereas the Alt. word was : so,, in Sophron ap. Ath.

324 E.', ,,=, Pha-
iiias ap. Ath, 58 E.,,, dim. from--, ov, ,, the-
phalian plain in Crete, Call. Jov. 45.', ov,() belonging

to the navel : having a boss, bossy,

Anth. P. 6, 84: to .^=,
Leon. Tar. [a]/,, , a knife for
cutting the nnvel-string.',, b, Omphalion,
father of Pantaleon, Strab. p. 362.

—

2. a painter, pupil of Nieias, Pans. 4,

31, 12.7^6, ,(,)
like a navel or boss., . . (7)
having a 7uivel or boss. Hom. (esp. in

II.) ; usu., , a shield

with a central boss, II. 6, 118, etc. ; in

Od. only 19, 32 ; so ,
a yoke with a knob on the top, II. 24,

269 ; v. II. 2:

—

-, Ar. Pac. 1278,

—

joke,.., ov,{,-) bearing fruit like an,
Diosc.', oil, , the navel, Lat.

umbilicus, II. 4, 525 ; 13, 568. Hdt. 7,

60, etc.— II. any thing like a navel, i. e.

in the middle, etc.; esp.;— 1. the

raised knob or boss in the middle of the
.shield, Lat. umbo, II. 11, 34 ; 13, 192

;

cf.—2. a button or knob on
j

the horse's yoke to fasten the reins
j

to, II. 24, 273 (not a hole for the reins
|

to pass through).—3. an ornament on
books, Luc. Merc. Cond. 41.—III. the

centre or middle point : SO in Od. 1, 50
(the only place in Od. where the word
occurs), Calypso's island Ogygia is

called ?/ : and by a
somewhat later legend, Delphi (or
rather a round stone in the Delphic
temple) was called //0•, as 7?!ar^-

ing the middle point of Earth, first in

Pind. P. 4, 131 ; 6, 3, etc., cf Pans.
10, 16, 2, Miiller Eumen. § 27.-2. ihe

central part of a rose, where the seed
vessel is, Anst. Probl. 12, 8 ; the stalk

of thefig, Geop.(-', zi-mbil-icus,

Germ. 7iabel, Sanscr. nabhi ; akin also

to, umbo.)',,,?,
V. sub-., , contr. for-. Arist. . . 5, 18, 6., , , as if from -, worked in the shape of a navel,

or with bosses, bossy, Pherecr. Pers.

5 ; cf. Meineke Com. Fragm. 2, p.

49.., , an unripe grape,

Od. 7, 125, Hes. Sc. 399 :.,
Aesch. Ag. 955 : also of olives, cf-

:—later, , Schol. Ar.

Ach. 351, Lob. Phryn. 54.— II. me-
taph. a young girl not yet ripe for mar-
riage, Jac. Onest. Ep. 1, 3.— III. in

plur., the unripe hard breasts of a young
girl, Ariosto's due pome aceroe, Wern.
Try ph. p. 84; cf.— ., your bitterness, gibes. Plat.

(Com.). 5 ; ,
Paroemiogr. ; cf.—V. -, b, , as adj., unripe ; hence, sour,

harsh, .,,.
(Prob. akin to .) [ in all e.vam-

ples ; but ace. to Draco 18, 15, u
also.], , , the voice of God (opp.

to aboil), , or, II. 20, 129, Od. 3, 215, etc. :

divine voice, prophecy, oracle, esp. such
as were conveyed in dreams, II. 2,

41 ; in the flight of birds, etc..—much
like,' : also in plur..'', Soph. . C.
102 ; later, sweet tuneful voice, Pind.

N. 10, 63, Fr. 266; ?),
Pind. Fr. 45, 17. cf Aesch. Supp.
808.—2. fame, report, , the re-

port about thee, Soph. O. C. 550, cf.

1351.— Ep. word. — II. Lacon. for, Hesych. : hence the rose was
called in Arcadia tiioyiipa/.ov, Timach.
ap. Ath. 682 C. (From the root-,-,, with / inserted, as-. from. Hence, , , oracular, pro-
phetic, Nonn. : and, , , a soothsayer,

Tryphiod.,{ II) to makefamous.'?,, b, . Dor. for-, q. V., , a Persian plant, Plut.

2, 369 E., perf of., . to have the same name
uith, Tivi, Ath. 491 C.', . , a having the same
name, identity, Plut. 2, 427 E, etc.

—

II. of words, equivocal sense, Arist.

Soph. Elench. 4. 5 ;
',

equivocally. Id. Anal. Post. 1,24, 4:
prop. fem. from', a, ov,=sq., Anth. P.
append. 9. [v]', ov,(,) having
the same name, II. 17, 720, Aesch.
Theb. 984 ; , with one, Thuc. 2,

68, Plat. Rep. 330 B, etc. : also -, Pind. Fr. 71, Isocr. 223 C ; so,, or ., your namesake.
Plat. Prot. 311 B, Theaet. 147 D ; tu
., synonyms, Id. Soph. 234 B.— II.

ambiguous, equivocal, Arist. Categ. 1,

1, cf Eth. N. 1. 6, 12 ;—.so, adv. -,
Arist. Eth. N. 5, 1, 7., ov,(,) living

under the same roof with,, Antipho
130, 32, Dem. 321, 14 ; cf.-., oi',=fureg., Philostr., adv. from. like,
equally, likewise, alike, Lat. pariter, 11.

1, 196; 9, 605, Od. 11,565, and some-
times in Trag., as Aesch. Eum. 388,
Soph. Aj. 1372, Eur. El. 407 : in equal

parts. Hes. Th. 74 ;—like, joined
with two subst. connected by, to

show that they stand in the same re-

lation to the verb,, both man and horse alike, II.

8, 214 ; . as

well by day as by night, Od. 10, 28
;

so, ,
Pind. P. 9, 71 ;

' ', Aesch. Eum. 692;
also,, all together, all alike,

Od. 4, 775, iL 17, 422 ; so in Hes.

;

also, b, Hes. Th. 366 ;

ra', Aesch. Pr. 736.—II.

c. dat., like as, just as, equally tcith,, he knows mild
thoughts as well as you, Od. 13, 405 ;', hated like

death, II. 9, 312:— together with, The-
ogn. 252. Cf.'. conj.() nevertheless, not-

withstanding, yet, still, II. 12, 393 ; af-

ter, Hes. Op. 20 ; . Hdt.
5, 63 ; very freq. in Att. who also

strengthen it by other words, as', Lat. attamen. Ar. Vesp. 1085,
so Pind. P. 1, 163 etc. ; ,
Ar. Nub. 631 ; , Ar.

Ran. 61 ; or, but still,

for all that, Plat.—2. ... (c.

indie),., (c. subjunct.), al-

though, even though or if,—in which
case it usu. stands last,, Aesch. Peis. 295 ;'. Id. Cho. 115;, . Soph. Aj. 15, cf.

. C. 957.-3. , Att. oft.

joined with a part, altera finite verb,

like , which then takes the

place of the protasis, •
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ONEI• (i. e. ),
Soph. Tr. 1105; and strenglhiL, -, Aesch.
Theb. 712, cf. Eur. Or. 080, Meil.

280: also reversely with the verb af-

ter a part., -, Hclt. 6, 120, cf. Elmsl.
Med. 1216, Jelf Gr. Gr. -i eu7. c—1.) used to break off a speech, how-

ever..., Aesch. Eum. 74., , , Aeol. and Dor.

for, {, () holding or

dwelling together : ., like -, worshipped in the Aowe temple.

Thuc. 4, 97, where it seems to be a

Boeot. phrase., . Dor. and Alt. for ;;-
y, ii'i ass-driver., ?/, dub. 1. for., , , of or belonging to

a wild ass.,,(,)
grazed by wild asses, Strab. p. 5G8.,, , for , the

wild ass, Strab. p. 312.— II. an engine

for throwing missiles, elsewh.-.̂', , , Onaethus, a statu-

ary, brother of Thylacus, Paus. 5,

23, 5.

'ONA'P, TO, a dream, vision in sleep,

opp. to a waking vision(, q. v.),

Od. 19, 547 ; 20, 90 : only used in

nom. and ace. sing., the other cases
being supplied from and-
pov ; vkdiile the usu. plur. was the ir-

reg. form, first in Od. 20,

87, and freq in Att. ;
gen.,

dat. -, Hdt. 1, 120, and Trag.
;

and sometimes we find a gen. 'and

dat., -. Plat. Theaet.
201 D, Aesch. Cho. 5.31, etc. ; even a

sing. nom. is quoted by E.

M. p. 47, 53.—2. proverb, of any thing

fleeting or unreal, -
7701, Pind P. 8, 136; hence also in

prose, ' ,,
etc., Schaf. Dion. Comp. p. 70.-11.

in Att., was mostly used as

adv., in a dream, m sleep, Aesch. Eum.
116, 131, Soph. Fr. 63, and freq. in

Plat. ; , not even in a dream.

Plat. Theaet. 173 D : hence oft. opp.

to vTvap, Id. Tim. 71 ; —, in a dream or in reality. Id. Rep.
476 D ; vrrap, sleeping and
waking, i. e. always, like, Deniocr. ap. Stob. Eel.

2, p. 408 ; ovt' ', i. e.

not at all. Plat. Phil. 36 E, cf. Rep.
520 C.—This adverbial accus. was
always used alone, never',
Phot. Lex. s. V.'.— III. ior, . Horn. Cer. 270, e conj.

Herm., as contrariwise is

sometimes used for., , , dim. from, a

little ass, Macho ap. Ath. 582 C. [«], , Onnris, leader of the
Bisaltae, Ath. 520 D., inf. aor. 2 mid. of-.,,, Onasias, a painter,
Paus. 9, 5, 11.,,,).=',
masc. pr. n., Theocr. 4, 119.,. Dor. for,.,,, Onassiinedes,

a statuary, Paus. 9, 12, 4.

t'Oi'uraf, d, , Dor. = '/,
Onatas, son of icon, a celebrated

statuary of Aegina, in the time of

Phidias, Paus. 5, 27, 8 ; Anth. P. 9,

238., , ol, the Oneutae, a

tribe of the Sicyonians, Hdt. 5, 68., , the Onean mount-
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ains, nmning through Megaris, from
the Scironian rocks lo Cithaeron,

now Macriphtyi, Strab. p. 393 ; Thuc.

4, 44 mentions a smgle mount-
ain, TO', east of Corinth,

near Ceiichreae ; cf. Xen. Hell. 6,

5, 51.
_, , , (sc.) ass's skin,

strictly feni. from.,, {) :
—

a?iy thing that profits or helps, profit,

advantage, aid, succour, II. 22, 433, 486,

Hes. Op. 344 ; a means of strengthen-

ing, refreshment, Od. 4, 444 ; 15, 78,

Hes. Op. 41 ; ,
l^ooii for beds, Theocr. 13, 34 :— hence
in plur., food, victuals, freq.

in Hom. (esp. Od.; in the line, o'l
6'

''
: rich presents were also so

called, II. 24, 367 :—also not rarely

metaph. of persons, e. g. Hector is

called , II. 22, 433 :

—

, a hope to mortals, H.
Hom. Cer. 270, where however Herm., and Voss, metri grat. ; v.

III.—II. for, a dream. Call.

Ep. 51, 6, Jac. A. P. p. 227 : also a

thing on which one is always thinking,

awake or asleep, cf. 4.—Ep.
word. [Those who read. .
Hom. Cer. 270, use the middle syll.

short, which is very questionable.], , TO,= foreg., Alcae.
94 D., , , poet, for,
Ep. Hom. 4, 12.,,() reproachful,, with words of re-

proach, 11. 1, 519, etc. ; in Od. only
once, 18, 326; also ., II. 21,

393., poet, for sq., dub.), f. -',() to throw

a reproach upon one, cast in one's teeth,

object, impute, Lat. objicere, exprobrare,

Tivi Ti. II. 9, 34, Od. 18, 380, Hes.
Op. 716; so usu. in Hdt., and Att.

;

also,'... ...,
II. 2, 255 (cf. Plat. Apol. 29 E) ; also

. , Soph. . C. 754 ; also,

( ' -, Eur. Med. 547 ;—hence in pass.

to be objected or imputed. Plat. Tim.
86 D.—2. omitting the ace. rei, to re-

proach, upbraid, TLvi, II. 2, 255, etc.

;

Tivl , Hdt. 4, 79 ; -, 1, 90 ; , 8, 92.-3. . ace.

pers., to reproach, -, II. 1, 211 ; , II. 7,

95: so Soph. . C. 1002, Plat. Apol.
30 ; also,. ? (sc.),
to reproach one with being blind. Soph.
O. T. 412 :—fut. mid. (in

pass, signf.). ye will be reproached.

Soph. O. T. 1500. Hence, ],=^.,, ,() in-

sult, reproach, hlame, Hdt. 2, 133., , .() re-

proaching : abuse. Dion. ., verb. adj. from -, one must reproach. Plat. Legg.
689 C.,. o,=:sq., . -, Eur. . F. 218., , ,() one

who reproaches. Hence, , , reproachful,

abusive, Diod.,, Luc. Contempl. 7., , to be reproached

:

disgraceful.", TO, said to be strictly,

any report o{ one, fame, character, like,, hat-fama, (as it seems
to be in Soph. Phil. 477 ; and so,-

., Eur. Phoen. 821,

ubi V. Valck. (828) ;—but v. derivat.)

;

ONEI
but, at all events,—I. usu. from Horn,
downwds., reproach, blame ; esp. by
word, , ?,, II. 1, 291 ; 2, 222. Od. 17, 461,
etc. ; kpy ', Od. 22, 463 : , to
be in disorace, Hdt. 9, 71 ;, Aesch. Pers. 757 ; .-. Soph. Phil. 523 ; . ,
Eur. Heracl. 301 ; (). c.

inf., Id. Andr. 410 :—freq. also in Att.
prose.—2. mat ter ofreproach , a reproach,

disgrace,, to one, II. IC, 498; 17,
556 ; and so Hdt. 2, 36, and Att. ; so
Oedipus calls his daughters'. Soph. .. 1494 ; cf. Ar. Ach.
855. Dem. 558, 5. (The Sanscr. root
is }iid vituperare : so that a seems to
be euphon., and its affinity to
becomes dub:. Pott Forsch. 2, p. 164.)

'Oi.'eioj-•, oil, TO, an ass-stable., .[] of an ass. Ar. Eq.
1399; ., ass's milk:—also, a,

ov, V..', . Ion.,()
useful, rare word, to which Gramm.
assign the irreg. compar. :

—
cf.,/.',,, etc., v.

sub.,,, dim. from-, tittle dream, [], , ,() dreamy,

of dreains, - /, at

the gates of dreams, Od. 4, 809.,, ct'.= foreg., Orph.
H. 85, 14., ,(, *)
born of a dreaTn, Heliod., , ,-, , giver

of dreams.. , ,(,-) an interpreter of dreams, Theocr.
21, 33. Hence, . , fit for inter-

preting dreayns,', Plut. Aris-

tid. 27 : - (sc. '), a book on
the interpretation of dreams, such as
that of Artemidorus.. , , (, ?.-

') discourse about dreams., . , ,(,) foreboding from drea7ns, an in-

terpreter of dreams, Aesch. Cho. 33,
Magnes Lyd. 2.', ov, TO, collat. form of, Od. 4, 841, Hdt. 7, 14, sq.,

and Trag., as, Aesch. Cho. 541, 550,— indeed the masc. can never be
proved in Aesch. or Soph., for the
plur. gen. and dat. may belong to

either, cf. sub :
— <•

vCtv, my dreaming phantasy,
Soph. El. 1390. The plur.

occurs in Eur. H. F. 518 ; elsewh.
only in gen. and dat., - ;

the irreg. form, -, being
more common ; v. .«ub.-,,(,/.) struck, scored by a dream., , 6, 7;,=foreg.,

Philo., 6v, producing dreams., ,() to

deal with dreams, i. e. to dream, Plat.

Rep. 534 C, etc. : . , to dream of
a thing,. Ar. Nub. 16, 27;

., of vain schemes,
Dem. 54. 10 ; ., Luc.
Merc. Cond. 20, cf. D. Mort. 5, 2.—
II. to cheat by dreams, etc., Ar. Eq.
809.—III,&5.,,
to dream of a thing, Diod. Hence,, . a dream,
Clem. Al., ij, a dreaming.} ia, ac, , a dreaming, a
dream. Plat. Epin. 985 C : and



ONHI-, , , of or belong-

ing to dreaming : ., the art of in-

terpreting dreams, Plut. 2, 904 D. Adv.-: from'—'/, ov,(, 70?^)
occupied with dreams ; hence a dream-
er; or an interpreter of dreams, 11. 1,

63 ; 5, 149., , sending dreams., ov, , the plur. is usu. in

the irreg. form. more rarely, cf. sub bvap, :
— a

dream, freq. in Hoin. (also in Hdt. 1,

34 ; 7, 16, 2, Eur. 1. T. 569, 1277,—
though elsewh. ia Hdt. and Trag.,
either the form is used, or

the forms, -<j, etc. leave it

doubtful, which was intended ; cf.

sub) : sent by Jupiter, II. 1,

63 ; hence, called his messenger, II.

2, 26 ;—after a dream they purified

themselves, hence, -, Ar. Ran. 1340, cf. ad Aescb.
Pers. 201.—2. as prop. n.,
god of dreams, 11. 2, 6, etc., also in

plur., Od 24, 12, and so also Hes.
Th. 212, where dreams are the chil-

dren of Night without a father.—3.

proverb, of any thing unreal, fleeting,

Valck. Phoen. 397.—4. also that which

one is ever dreaming of, v. Od. 19, 581.

—On the difl'erent signt gf ivvnviov
V. sub voc., ov, an interpreter of
dreams., ov, wise, versed in

dreams., ov, (,)
dream-producing, ., , , vision,

Artemia. : from^, ov, (, -) appearing in dreaTns, haunting

one's dreams, Aesch. Ag. 420.,, , , {,) versed in dreams and their inter-

pretation, Eur. Hec. 708., ov, ,() an

effusion during sleep, Arist. H. A. 10,

6,4.', , like a dream, of or

disposedfor dreaming.€, , , a dreaming, a

dream. Plat.' Tim. 52 '.—\\.=-
: from, Att. -, to dream.

Plat. Rep. 476 C, etc. ;-, lb.

533 C.— II. to have an effusion during

sleep. Hence', , , belonging to or
coriiisting in dreandng., ov, , Onltes, son of
Hercules, ApoUod. 2, 7, 8.', ov, gen., irreg. corn-

par, of, useful, q. v./, ,(, l/.aoof) a kind
of antelope, cf./, Callistr.

ap. Ath. 200 F.^, ov, , Onestes, an epi-

grammatic poet, Anth.', ov, ,=^ VI., a wind-

lass, pulley : also the persoji who works
it. JHence, to draw up with a windlass,

Thuc. 7. 25: generally, to haul up,

Strattis Mac. 1, ubi v. Meineke., l), donkey-driving., ov, , Dor. and Att.-, (,) an ass-driver. I, ov, Ion. for, useful.
\

Hence the irreg. superl.,
[, , ov, the most useful,

serviceable, Anaxag. 4, Pythag. ap.

Diog. L. 8, 49 ; ,
exert yourselves to the utmost, Ap. Rh. '

2, 335;-, the most

effectual remedy for the dropsy, Are-

tae. I

/., , to drive donkeys, Ar.

Fr. 598 : from, , , {, ?)
donkey-driver, Archipp. Incert. 2,

Dein. 1040, fin. [], part. aor. 2 mid., Od.

;

, Ep. for, aor. 1, II. ; and, 3 fut., 11.
;—of.,, , Onesigenes, a

Syracusan, Polyb. 7, 4, 1., ov, or a, ov,(,) profitable, Plut. 2, 317 A. [I],, , Onesicrates,

a physician, Plut., , , Onesicritus,

chief pilot in the fleet sent by Alex-
ander the great to explore the south-
ern coast of Asia, Arr. An. 6, 2, 3

;

Plut. Alex. 8.,, , Onesilus, brother
of Gorgus king of Salamis in Cyprus,

I

Hdt. 5, 104.

I

, ov,() useful, pro-

fitable, beneficial, Aesch. Eum. 924,
i Soph. Aj. 665, etc. ; aiding, succour-

\

ing. Soph. Tr. 1013. Adv. -. Plat.

Legg. 747 C., ov, , Onesimus, a slave

of Philemon, N. T./, , , , (,) useful to the state, Simon. Fr.

12, 12, Schneidewin. [<], ov, , Onesippus, a
son of Hercules, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.',, ,{) use, profit,

advantage, good luck, Od. 21, 402 ; en-

joyment, delight,, of or from, a
thing, Aesch. Ag. 350, Eur. Hec.
1231 ; . Plat. Soph.
230 C ; Irr" , for a delight

to me, Sappho 33 ; . .
Soph. . C. 288 ; etc., ov, (, )
bringing advantage, Hipp., Alex. Prot.

1,4., , , Onesiphorus,

masc. pr. ., IN'. ., , , Onetes, a Carys-
tian, said to have been the one who
betrayed to Xerxes the pass over the

!

mountain at Thermopylae, Hdt. 7, 214., , , profitable, useful., , , son of Onetor,

i. e. Phrontis, Od. 3. 282.-2. Onetori-

des, masc. pr. n., Thuc. 2, 2.', , ,() profitable.

—II.() blamed, dub., Dor.,, ,='', beneficial, ,
Pind.'O. 10 (), 12, e conj. Herm.,, , Onetor, a priest

of Jupiter on Ida, II. 16, 605.—2. fa-

therof Phrontis, V., Pans.
10, 25, 2.-3. son of Philonides of
Melite, Dem. 831, 8.'',=^, dub., ov, , dirt, dung, like -

and, II. 23, 775, 777

;

later also , like -., , like,/., the use of forced meat,
etc.. Meineke Menand. p. 160. [v], ,, like'-, stuffed, of meats : from?^, to dress ivith forced
meat, stuffing, etc., in cookery",-'/., Diphil.

Incert. 38, ubi v. Meineke ;, Sotad. '.7.. 1, 15;
—the collat. form
occurs in Alex. Incert. 3 ; and a form/. is quoted, v. Lob, Phryn.
356,—II. to doctor wine, Schol, Ar.
Plut. 1063 ; like III. (Pas-
sow derives it from,—as if,

strictly, to stuff with dirt,—comparing
the Germ, mtisten. misten ; cf. n"7;AOf,

;

and V. Herast. Schol. Ar. Plut. 1064.) \

OXIN

j
, , , Aeol. for, Alcae.

I
72 ; V. Bast Greg. Cor. p. 600., ov, . a sea-fish, the scarus,

,

from Its gray colour, Ath. 320 C.

[

, ,^, dub.
I
, . , dim. from, a

little ass, Ar. Vesp. 1306. [i], , , {) of or belong-
ing to an ass : . '/., a mill-sione
turned by an ass (i. e. larger than that
of the common hand-mills), N. T., inf., redupl.
from root -, which appears in the
deriv. tenses and forms : fut. ?) :

aor. : mid., fut.-
: aor. 2 /, , , or, opt, //, inf :

for the impf act.,?. was used

:

but the inipf. mid.. Plat.
Rep. 380 : perf., rare.-
Horn, has pres. act., only in II. 24, 45 ;

fut. act. and mid. ; aor. act., some-
times without augm. ; but he and all

Ion. use no other aor. mid. than-, part,. Od. 2, 33 ; im-
perat., Od. 19, 68;—for-

is always the aor. 1 of :

even the Att. prefer, though
later also freq. occurs : Xen.
has besides an aor. pass,/. An.
5, 5, 2, rashlv questioned by Valck.
Adon. p. 362, cl. Lob. Phryn. 12,
sq.—There are no such presents as,,.—I. act. to profit,
advantage, help, support, absol., 11. 8,

36, 467, Hes. Th. 429 : but usu. c.

ace. pers. vel rei,. or , . 1,

395, 503, etc., Od. 14, 67, Orac. ap.
Hdt. 7, 141 ; also c. dupl. ace,' '/, this at least
will profit thine old age, Od. 23, 24:
to delight, cheer, as perh. II. 1, 395 : ., IjZt. juvare aliquem, freq. in Att.,
as, Eur. Tro. 933, Xen. An. 3, 1, 38,
etc.—II, mid., to have profit or advan-

j

tage, to enjoy help, support, II. 7, 173,

I

Od. 14, 415: also, c. partic, to have
the delight or advantage of being or do-
ing so and so, Theogn. 1380, Plat,
Apol, 30 C, Rep. 380 ; and with
neut. adj. as adv., .. Id. Ale.
I, 120 D: but usu. c. gen., to enjoy,
have delight or enjoyment of a thing,
like, , Od. 19,

68 ; ; what en-
joyment will others have of thee ? i. e.

what good will you have done them
II, 16, 31, cf. Soph, Tr. 567, Ar.
Thesm. 469 ; also in prose,, so may ye have profit

of these things ! Dem. 842, 10 : also,-. Plat. Rep. 528
A, Charm. 104 B.—2. part. aor. -, in an ellipse,', (sc. or), he
seems brave, may he be fortunate ! and
so for, answering to Lat. mac-
te esto virtute, Od. 2, 33.-3. opt. aor., aio, , freq. in good
wishes, , so tnote 1
thrive ! (v. Sijpra) ; and reversely,
with a negat., , ?', may I not thrive, but die.
Soph, 0, T. 644 (where Siov or some
word must be supplied (cf supra 1)

;

ovaio, sis felix ! Eur, Or, 1677. etc.

;

also with, ), bless thee for thv noble spirit,

Soph. O. C. 1042 ; ovaio -
.' Luc, Pseudol. 22,— 4, also with

an ironical sense, , el, you'd be the better of
it, if one were to wash you clean, Ar.
Plut. 1063 ; /. ', he'd be very nice if he v^'ere

rubbed down with salt, Ar. Nub.
1237 ; so also, '/. ..,
how lucky am J that.., Theocr. 15, 55.
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ONOM,, ,=^, Arist.

Probl. 20, 18, 2.,, , ass's dung, in plur.,

Ar. Pac. 4. ^

'?!, , , dim. from , a

little she-ass., , , dim. I'roin, a

little ass.—II. a sea-fish of the gadas

or cod kind, Lat. astllus, Eulhyd. ap.

Ath. 315 F.— 11.=)•.—IV.^iAe

wood-louse, Lat. muttipes.—V. like

VI., a windlass or crane, Lat. sucula.

—VI. a saw.,^, Ath. 35 O.

'07, , , a kind of Scythian

stone, [ij,, , a kind of,
Nic. Al. 5 ; in Diosc. 3, 33,., , Onoba, a city of His-

pania Baetica, Strab. p. 143., , (, jiariu) to

have a mare covered by an ass, Xen.
Eq. 5, 8.— II. of the ass, to cover.3, ov, , fern,,, {,) riding on an ass,

Plut. 2, 2'Jl E, in fern., . , a plant of the

orach kind, v. 1. Hipp.,, , a leguminous
plant, prob. saint-foin, hedysarum ono-

brychis, Linn., Diosc. 3, 170., , ?/,() afat
paunch, A. B., 6,, wine of "Ovo-, a hamlet near Pitana in Laconia,
Ath. 31 C., ov, , a prickly plant,

Nic. Tn. 71, Diosc,—whether a kind

of thistle, and different from-,, is dub. — Proverb.,

ovoyvpov KLvtlv, to take a prickly

business in hand, Liban./, , of the ass kind., ov, b, and, ,
dub. 1. for-., , , a kind tail-

less ape, Ael. N. A. 17, 9., ov, o,=foreg.^, ov, , {,)
donkey- driver, epithet of Pisander in

Eupol. Marie. 6 ; in Hesych. also7.., -, the plant,
Diosc: cf,., ov, , {,) ly-

ing in the ass's stall, applied by the

heathen in mockery to our Lord,
Tertull., ov,{ VII.,)
chipping a millstone, Alex. Amph..l.', ov, 6, a water-bird,

prob. the cormorant, Plin. 10, ^ 47./., , , also ?.,, , with ass's legs, epith. of the

hobgoblin Empusa, like' :

from, ov, {,) hav-

ing ass's legs.,, : Ion. and poet.

: Aeol. :
—the name by

which a person or thing is called (v.

sub fin.), Horn., etc. : he uses the

word oft. in Od., only twice in II., 3,

235 ; 17, 260,—and n'lore freq. in the

common than in the Ion. form ; but
always for the name of a person (ex-

cept in two places quoted infra 11.).

—2. . tlvl, to give one a

name, Od. 19, 403 ; but in Att. more
usu. in mid. ., as first in

Od. 19, 40G, cf 8, 552, and \ alck.

Phoen. 12 ; . (or more
freq.), to give a name from
or after another, v. Schiif. Mel. p. 93

;

cf. ; so,. ,
to be called after..., Hdt. 1, 71 : also,., to bear a name, Id. 1,

173.—3. the name itself, usu. in num.,
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as, iuol ' ovoua , Od.
19, 183, cf Ruhiik. H. Hoin. Cer. 122;/ , a city by name
Caenae, Xen. An. 2,4,28: later, it

was otten put in genit. after.—. . to call one
by name, as. e/tt' ', ^?, Od. 8, 550, so Plat. Crat.

393 ; and so, -, Thuc. 2, 37 ; but later also

freq. .—II. name,
good name, report, Od. 13. 248 ; 24, 93

;

generally, or ., to

have the credit of a thing (good or bad).

Plat. Hipp. Maj. 281 C ; ., Thuc 2, 64 ; ,
to have a name, be much spoken of.

Wolf Dem. Lept. p. 346.— 111. a name
and nothing else, opp. to the real per-

son or thing, Od. 4, 710 ; esp. to -, Pors. Phoen. 512, cf Or. 454,

rlipp. 502: hence also, •— 2. a false

name, pretence, pretext, (or ir:'), under the pretence, Thuc
4, 60 : ' , like

Sallust's honestis nominibus, Dion. H.
—IV. is also used in penphr.
phrases, , -, etc., for,,
Pors. Or. 1080, Seidl. Iph. . 875

(905), as Lat. nomen, Markl. Stat.

Sylv. 1, 1, 8 ;—so, with the names of

persons, periphr. for the person, '-
., Eur. Phoen.

1702.— V. like, a word, exprcs-

sio7i, esp. of technical terms, as,

iv T?j I'avTiK)) ., Xen. Ath. 1, 19:

generally, a saying, speech.—VI. in

grammar, a 7ioun, Lat. 7wmen, opp.

to, verbum, Plat. Theaet. 108 B,

Arist., etc : also a proper name, Lat.

nomen proprium, opp. to,
Lat. nomen appellativum, Gramm. (The
- in is euphon., cf. Lat. nomen,
Sanscr. nihna, our name, etc. ; the

common root being -, )'iy-Ni2-, NO-sco, and so strictly, that by
which one is knoivn.)', f. - : Ion. -,
Hdt., but not so in Horn. : Aeol. and
Dor., (.- or- (Pind.

P. 7, 6) ; aor. (Ih. 2, 84). Horn,
uses pres. ; impf. (without augm.)

;

aor. only in Od. 24, 339.

To 7iame or speak of by name, call or

address by 7ia7ne, of persons,/, II. 10, 68, etc.

;

cf'/7/ ; so,', Hdt. 1, 86 (who elsewh. uses

the Ion. form) ; so in Att. : of things,

to na7ne, repeat,/. '-, II. 18, 449 ; but in 11. 9, 515, to

name or promise, opp. to giving, cf
Seidl. Eur. El. 33.—2. to 7iame or call

after something, Hdt, 1, 23; so, .
, to call one something, Eur.

Hel. 1193, cf Aesch. Ag. 081, Thuc.
1, 3 : is often added pleori.,' ...,
who they say are called Hyperoche
and..., Hdt. 4, 33 ; -(>. Plat. Prot.

311 , cf. Rep. 428 , v. sub . :

—mid. to have one called, name. Soph.
O. T. 1021 :— pass, to be called, Pind.

O. 9, 71 ; . Soph. . . 1036

;

, by surname. Plat. Phaedr.
238 ; -, receives its name from him, Hdt.

6, 129: c. dupl. nom.,, this was the ship's name,
Anth. P.—3. to use 7iames or words,

. , Dem. 237, 11, cf.

268, 13 ; 565, fin.—II. to 7nake famous

:

o'l =, v. 1.

Isocr. 398 D.—Cf.,, dub. for-. Lob. Phryn. 668.

ONOM, 2 sing,, 3 pi

: imperat. ; 3 opt.-
to: fut., Ep.:
aor. and), the lat-

ter only in Hom. ; opt.,
Ep. int..—Besides these
forms Hom. has Ion. 2 plur. pres. ov-, II. 24, 241 ; 3 aor., 11. 17,

25. To blame, reject, scorn, vi'v7, now scorn I thy
thoughts, II. 14, 95 ; 7/ ',' )'' ; do ye find
fnidt, are ye not content that Jupiter
iiath sent me woes? 11.21,241 : cgen.,' -, as it is, 1 hope thoxi wilt not
qiiurrel with thy ill-luck (i. e. deem it

too light), Od. 5, 379 ; or., to

throw a shir upon, Hdt. 2, 167.—Ep.
and Ion. word : cf. (Hence, : but it is prob. not
connected with, q. v.), Aeol. and Dor.-

(Tim. Locr. 100 C): Ion. fut. ov-, Hdt. 4, 47 : Ep. aor. with-
out augm..vva. Horn., and Hes.

;

the pres first in H. Hom. V'en. 291 :—

•

=, to iinyne or call by name, II.

10,522, etc. : of things, ?!(i»?e, repeat,

11. 9, 121 ; or, simply, to utter, .'.peak,', Od. 11, 251, cf.

. Ven. 291 : — then (cf) to

promise to do, c. inf fut., Od. 24, 341.—2. to name, call by a name, Hes. Op.
80 ;

'''-. Hes. Fr. 3, 2.—3. to nominate,
appoint,, as attendant, II.

23, 90., adv., {, •) calling by name, by name, ., Od. 4, 278.?./, ', , Onomacles, a
leader of the Athenians, Thuc. 8, 25.

—One of the thirty tyrants, Xen.
Hell. 2, 3, 2.-2. a" Spartan ephor,
Id. 2, 3, 10.,, ,(,-) one who annoutices g^tests by name,
Lat. nomenclator, Luc Merc. Cond.
12, Ath. 47 D., , offamous name,
renowned, 11. 22, 51 (ubi Heyne divisim), Ibyc. 22, Pind. Fr.
279.—II. act. celebrating, Anth. Br. 2,

p. 525, where it is written-., ov, , Onomacritus,

a seer and poet at Athens, in the
time of Pisistratus, Hdt. 7, C—Oth-
ers in Arist. Pol. 2, 9, 5 ; etc., , . Onomantius, a
Spartan ephor, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 10., ov, a, Onomarchus, a
commander of the Phocians in the
sacred war, Dem. 413, 27. — Others
in Plut. Eum. 18; etc.,, , Onomas, a Spar-
tan, Air. An. 2, 24. 4.', , , () a na-
ming, 7iame, Lat. appellatio, Plat. Polit.

275 D, Arist. Top. 6, 10, 5., verb. adj. from -, one 7nust name. Plat. Crat. 387 D.7/, f/, ,=.
(sc. ), , (-) thefestival or anniversary of one's

receiiimg one's name, Eccl.', ov, , one who gives a
name.,() sd v., by name,
Lat. nomiyiatim, ov. Tiva ^, Hdt.

5, 1 ;, Hdt. 6. 79. Antipho 144,

7 ;'. Thuc 7, 70 ; etc. [t]', ,\() skil'

ful at 7>ainiiig, Plat. Crat. 424 A : of
or belonging to naming, hence -'?/ (se.), lb. 423 D, 425 .—11. also j)- (sc. '), the nom.inative ca^e.



ONOP
Gramm.

—

. - (sc.?), a
vocabulary, arranged ace. to the sub-
jects, and not alphabetically as in a,—such as the work of Jul.

Pollux—IV. adv. -, Ath. 646 A.', 7/, , Ion. -,
Hdt. 2, 178; 4, 58—elsewh. in the
common form,{) : — named

:

to be named,— , nol to be

named or mentioned, i. e. abominable,

Lat. infandus,' .-, Od. 19, 200, 597 ; 23, 19, Hes.
Th. 148.—JI. of name or note, notable,

famous, Pind. P. 1, 73, Hdt. 4, 47,

etc. ; compar. and superl., Hdt. 2,

178 ; 6, 126 ; also of things, notable,, Eur. . F. 509.

Adv. -.', ov, , Onomastus, son
of Aegaeus of Elis, one of the suitors

of Agariste, Hdt. 6, 127.—2. of Smyr-
na, first victor in boxing at Olympia,
Pans. 5, 8, 7.', , ,() belong-

ing to a word, esp. a noun substantive.

Adv. -, Dion. H.', , , dim. from-, Longm. [], , to write names:
and, , , a writing of
names, LXX. : from, ov, {,-) writing or inscribing names, []', , ,{-
/) the giving a name, nomenclature.' (sc.), ,=^-., , (not-. Lob. Phryn. 668):— to name,

prob. 1. Arist. Anal. Post. 1, 22, 3,

ubi nunc, cf. vv. 11. ad
Plat. Charm. 175 B, Crat. 389 D:
from

(not,
Lob. Phryn. 668), ov, ,{,-) one who gives or assigns a name, a

namer. Plat. Charm. 175 B. Hence, ,, belonging to

the giving of a name.', , , {, -) word-hunter, Ath. 98 . Hence, or -, , to hunt

after words, Ath.'//,, ,^-.', , {, ")
collecting words.— II. telling people's

names, Lat. nomenclator, like foreg.,

Plut. Cat. Min. 8., ov, {,-) fighting about a word, expression or

name, Critol. ap. Clem. Al. p. 161. [a], ,{)
to coin names, Arist. Categ. 7, 11, Elh.

N. 2, 7, 11: esp. to form words ex-

pressive of particular sounds. Hence, . the making of a

name, esp. to express a natural sound :

and, , , making
a name, esp. to express a sound.', , ,=^-

: from'. ,{,)
coining nnrnes, esp. to express a natu-

ral sound, Ath. 99 C.,,— :

from.,{. *^pvu)=6, Plat. Crat. 388 ..,{,) like

name : ./loyof ., a nominal defini-

tion. Arist. Anal. Post. 2. 10, 2., ov, TO, a sort of cotton-

thistle. Diosc., ov, . a plant, Theophr., ov, , a plant, Diosc.

, ov, and , an ass, Lat.
asinus, asina, first in II. 11, 558; in

niasc. also in Hdt.—Freq. in proverbs

:

— 1. or .
of a dunce who can make nothing of

music, also ?d'pac, Meineke
Cratin.. 6, Menand.'p. 184.—2.

u,for an ass'sshadow, i. e.

for nothing at all, Lat. de lana caprina,

At. Vesp. 191 (ubi v. SchoL), Plat.

Phaedr. 260 C.—3. . ass's

wool, like , of that

which is not. Ar. Ran. 186, cf. Mein-
eke Cratin. Incert. 80.—4. ', of one who gets into a scrape

by his own clumsiness, with a pun on, Ar. Nub. 1273, cf.

Plat. Legg. 701 D.— 5. ,
said of obstinate people who feel no-
thing, Cephisod. Amaz. 1.—6., of one heavily laden,

Ar. Ran. 159.—7. ,
of brutality, Xen. An. 5, 8, 3, ubi v.

Schneid.— II. a kind of codfish, Lat.

asellus, Henioch. Polypr. 1 ; also-.—III. a wood-louse, Theophr. ;

also and iorZof.—IV. a kind
ofwingless locust ; also.— V., two stars in the breast

of the crab, Theocr. 22, 21, v. Plin.

18, 35.—From the ass as a beast of

burden (whence Lat. onus -is said to

be derived) the name passed to—VI.

a windlass, crane, pulley, Lat. sucula,

Hdt. 7, 36.—Vli. the upper millstone

which turned round, 7.,
Xen. An. 1, 5, 5; also, 7.,
Alex. Amph. 1, cf. ad Hesych. s. v.

: Phot, also calls ihefixed nether

millstone ,—wrongly ; for Arist.

Probl. 35, 3 says, u/.ovv-, when tlie millstone is grinding
stone (as it does when no grist is in

the mill) ; cf..—VHI. a beaker,

wine-cup, Ar. Vesp. 616.—IX. a spindle

or distaff.—X. the ace on dice, also, Lat. unus, unio, akin to.
ivavpo, , , Onosander, a

Platonic philosopher, who wrote a.,, ,{) blame.,, , {, ?.)
she with the ass's legs, like '/.,
usu. epith. of the, q. v.t

—

In Luc. V. Hist. 2, 46 are mentioned
certain females with asses' legs.-, .",, , a fragrant ivild

boragineous plant, Diosc. 3, 147 ; also, ; cf.'., Ep. for,
part. aor. irom, II., Ep. for,
inf fut. from, Horn., ov, , {,)
an ass-stall, [].,,{) tobeblamed

"
, 11..scorned,, II. 9, 164: ci.•., /, sacrifice of ass-

es. Call. Fr. 188., like', to blame, rail

at, H. Horn. Merc. 30; .,
Hes. Op. 256 ; also in mid.,, Aesch. Supp. 11.

Oi'orof, 7J, , for, Pind.
I. 4. 85 ; so, for-.,,^., , (ass's jaw) Onu-
gnathns, a peninsula of Laconia near
Malea, Slrab. p. 363.'., , a plant, Diosc.

:

also written,,-./,., . the Onuphi-
tic nomeOT district, in which was'Oi'O'j-

<j>ic, a city of lower Aegypt, Hdt. 2,

166. [i]

ONYX, , {.) tin

ass-keeper, Hdt. 6, 68, 9.,,, Theophr. ;-, , , and'. ,
boragineous plant, deemed an antidote
to venemous bites. (Akin to :

we also find,, as if from, strictly ass's hoof.)^', ov, b, the Onochonvs, a
river of Thessaly falling into the Pe-
neus, Hdt. 7, 129., , pi. part. neut. from,
the things ichich actually exist, the pr-s-

ent, opp. to the past and future ; but
also,—2. reality, truth, opp. to that
which is not. Plat., v. .—II. that

which one has, property
,
fortune, like, Dein. 260, 12., adv. part, from. really,

actually, verily, Eur. 1. A. 1622, Plat.,

etc. ; opp. to , Legg.
056 ., , Aeol. for, Pind.
Hence,,. and Dor.
for-.,. , Ep. dat. pi.-: Horn, always in pi., and of the
eagle's talons : so of the falcon, Hes.
Op. 202, 203 ; later also of bea^s of
prey, a claw, Pind. N. 4, 103; of hu-
man beings, a nail. Hes. Sc. 266, Hdt.
4, 64, and Att. ; of horses and oxen,
a hoof, Xen. Eq. 1, 3 : metaph.,, Eur.
Cycl. 401.—Special phrases:—1., Lat. ex unguicidis, . -, to love onefrom the finger-ends ;
and V. versa, -, the pang thrills the qidck, both
in Anth. : so,

(sc. ) warmed me to
my fingers' ends, Eur. Cycl. 159 : but,' , to stand
on tip-toe, Lat. summis digitis. Id. El.
840.—2. / -, the model stands the test of the
nail, like Horace's factus ad unguem,
because the sculptor tries its polish
and the niceness of the joints by draw-
ing his nail over, Casaub. Pers. 1, 64,
Wyttenb. ad. Plut. 2, 86 A, cf. Horat.
Sat. 5, 32, A. P. 294, v. IV;
so too, ; and so
of many things, e. g. ' -

(al. ), a most careful,
close life, Plut. 2, 128 ; ,
also ' and '', to a
nail, i. e. to a nicety, Lat. ne traiisver-

sum quidem unguem : -, a nice fit, like Lat. committere in

unguem, Galen. :—in all which phrases
we use hair for a nail.—3. ;-, from very chiklhood,
Horace's de tenero ungui, Plut. 2, 3 C.
^4. ' , to
judge by the claws, i. e. by a slight but
characteristic mark ; so, .-. Lat. ex ungueleonem. Paroemiogr.
— II. any thing like a claw, Lat. uncus,
the hook of an anchor, Plut. 2, 247 :

also an instrument of torture.—III. the

white part at the end of rose-leaves, or
cloves of garlic, by which they are at-

tached to the stalk, (as it were) their

nail-mark, Lat. ungues rosartim, Dlosc.
—IV. a thickening like a nail on the
cornea of the eye.— V. part of the

liver.—VI. a veined gem, onyx;•, a sardonyx, Luc. Dea Syr,
32: V.. (Usu. deriv. from',- with euphon.

:

this initial vowel appears also in

Lat. un^-tiis. ung-ula, ung-ulus. unc-us,

but not in .Sanscr. nakh-a. Germ, nag•
el, our nai-l.) Hence, to pare the claws, hoofs, or
?ifli7s.- pass,, with one's
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nails pared, Cratin. Iiicert. 127, v. Lob.
Pliryn. 289.—II. lo kave the hoof cloven

or divided, LXX.— 111. to examme with

the nail, ejcainine closely, Clem. Al. ; cf.

bvvi; I. 2.—IV. metapli. to overreach,

Artemid., a, ov, like nail-parings,

A. B.
'', , ov,( VI) 7nade of

onyx, Diosc, Plut. Anton. 58., ov, TO, dim. from
VI, Theophr. [i•]

_

., , ,() a par-

ing of the nails.— 11. examination by the

nail, close examination.', /, ,{) one

who pares nails.— il. the hoof, or o>ie

side of the cloven hoof, LXX. Hence, , , (sc.-
ptov) a nail-knife OX scissors.7], , , I'em. -,(
VI) of the onyx kind, DluSC., , (,) to

mark with the claws or nails, Hipp.

'Ovuxocio/jg, , (,) like a

nail or an onyx, Diosc., , to ?nake like a nail, claw

or hook.^, , contr. for /,
Pluti2, 3U2F.'', , ?),=>, also

written•• Diosc. 3, 147.

'07/, , , Oxatlires, Persian

niasc. pr. n., Arr. An. 3, 8, 5., or -iof, ov, {) sour-

ish,, ApoUod. Car. tipoiK. 1.',, , {) a sour wine.

—II. sorrel, JNic. Th. 840, Diosc.,, , {,) saiice

made of vinegar and brine, Cratm.. 5, 3, Ar. Vesp. 331.', , later form for., al,, {the sharp, point-

ed islands) Oxtae, a cluster of islands

on coast of Aetolia, ace. to Strab. p.

453, belonging to the Echinades and
= Hom., v. 11., ov, , dim. from., , ov, later form for-, Geop.', ov, , {,) a

sauce of vinegar and oil., (sc.), , cheese made

of sour milk., ,,{) of or belonging

to vinegar, ., a jar/or vine-

gar. Anth. P. 12, 108.,{) to taste like vinegar, of

wine, Diosc., , {) a harrow (Lat.

occa), so called from its spikes., ov, 6, {) sharp, sour,, Plat. 2, 913 -.— (sc.), , sour wine, such (says Pas-

sow) as the common Neckar-wine,
etc. ; Plut. ; distinguished from,
Plut. 2, 732 B, 1047 : hence, a sour-

tempered, tart fellow, Ar. Eq. 1304. [i],, i], {) an earthen vm-
egar-cruet, Lat. acetabulum, Ar. Ran.
1440 ; but also,?/, Id.

Plut. 812; so, o;if)' upyvpav ,
Sopat. ap Ath. 230 E.—2. a measure,
at .Athens the same as, Ar.

Fr. 550 ; at Cleonae=KoriJ^??, Diphil.

Incert. 8.—II. in Ar. Vesp. 1509, a

sort of shrimp., ov, , Oxodates, a Per-

sian, sitrap of Media, Arr. An. 3,21, 3., ov, , {,) a

vinegar-merchant., , , () sour wine,

Alex, Incert. 20, cf. Xen. An. 2, 3,

14, Eubul.'. 1 : vinegar made
therefrom, Aesch, Ag. 322, Ar. Ach.

35, etc. ;—cf., and v. sub

II.

or, , a tree, prob. the
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beech, elscwh., Xanth. p. 175,

and Theophr. ; later and in modern
Greek called. Lob. Phryn. 301.

—II. a .^pear-shaft made from Us wood :

in genl. a spear. Archil. 128, Eur.

Heracl. 727.

ivWp, a, Oxyathres, brother

of Danus Codomanus, Strab. p. 544., , strictly sharp-thorn,

the barberry-tree, or perh. the mespitus

pyracantha, Theophr., Diosc. 1, 122.^, ov, , Oxyartes, a Per-

sian, father of lio.xane, Arr, An. 4,

18, 4.—In Arr. 7, 4, 5, also brother of

Daiuis Codomanus., , , dim from sq.,

Antiph. Myst. 1, 5. [], ov, ,{,) a

small vinegar-saucer, Lat. acctubuluin :

generally, sliallow earthen vessel,

Cratin. tlvTiv.S, Ar. Av. 301, cf. An-
tiph. Myst. 1, 5.—II. as a measure,
thefourth part of a, about 5 of

a pint, cf. Eubul.. 1, 2. [], , {,2) sharp-

pointed,, 11. 4, \') :
— .,

of the porcupine's spines, Einped.
234 ; , 0pp.. 2, 346 ;.,. 4,41.

—

\\.&ct. quick-shooting,

shooting swift arrows : esp.,
, with and without, an
engine for throwing missiles, of which
three kinds are noted by Diod. 20, 85,

86 : also{&.),,
lb. 75., , , the Oxybii, a Li-

gurian tribe, Polyb.), , to be sharp-sighted,

Arr. Epict. 2, 11, 22: from'?7, ov, , {,)
one (jho is sharp-sighted. Hence... sharpness ofsight., ov, 0, and, ov, 6,

shrill-screaming, of birds, Aesch, Ag,

57 ; sharp-buzzing, of gnats, Mel, 93,

Luc,,, , {,)
sour or curdled milk, whey or curds,

Strab. p. 311, Plut. Artax, 3; cf, Col-
uinell. 12, 8. Hence, , ov, made of sour

or curdled milk., ov, TO, a sauce of vine-

gar and, Ath. 67 E., ov, ivith a pointed chin., , a toad, dub..,,,,, a drink ofvinegar and honey

:

also,, Hipp. : from,, , {,)
of sourish sweet, (), Aesch. Fr. 318., ov, {,) shrill

wailing, Aesch. Tlieh. 320., , to ivrite fast : and, , , a writing fast :

from, ,{,) wri-

ting fast, a ready writer, LXX., ov, {, )

acute-angled, Arist. Top. 1, 15, 13,

Eucl., etc. Hence, , , the being

acute-angled., , to be sharp-sighted,

V. 1. for, Arist. Rhet. Al.

1, 14: betterwriters said oft) /3At/rftv,. Lob. Phryn. 576.', , {,) sharp

or quick-sighted. Hut. 2, 68, ill superl.. Hence), , , sharpsightedness,

Gnlen., etc. ; Lob. Phryn. 576., , , making the

sight sharp.,,=: (q. v.),

Strab. ; Lob. Phryn. 576.,,,—.,(. v.,

Ilippodam. ap. Stob. p. 555, 7, Diosc,
etc., ov, {, ^)
sharp, shrill-sounding,, Anth.
P. 6, 94.^',, , the Oxydracac,
an Indian people, Arr. An. 5, 22, 2,, , to run swiftly : from, ov, ,,)
swift-running. Adv. -., ov, {,) with

sharp or pointed, Konn. : we also

find a fem, ; and in Anth.
a metaplast, plur..,=^, Lob. Phryn. 210,, , ,./,, , sharp, quick ear,

Hippodam. ap. Stob. p. 555, 6 ; cl. sq., ov,{, /co;)) quick of
hearing : of quick perception, keen,. Flat. Tim. 75 B, Arist. H.
A. 4, 8, 17, with v. 1. (from

(), quick of perception : SO,

is the reading of the Mss. for ]-
Koia usu., and is defended by Wyt-
tenb.', , ov, quickly heard,

Sext. Emp., , Philostr. ; and 0^1;;?-, ov, {. /) sharp, shrilly

sounding, esp. of high notes., ov, {,)
dying quickly, short-lived, Strab. [u],, o,Oxythemis,niiiSC.

pr. n., Ath. 614 F., ov,{,) sharp-

edged, sharp-pointed,,?,
Eur. Andr. 1150, El. 1159: of a per-

son, goaded to fury or despair. Soph.
Ant. 1301. Adv. -., ov, bitterly lamented.), , {) to be

quick to anger, Eur. Andr. 689 :—also

as pass., to be provoked,, Ar. Vesp. 501 : cf. Thesm. 406.

Hence, , passionateness, Ar-
temid., , ,{) sudden
anger, choler, Eur. Andr. 728., , places at cross-roads

near the statues of Hecate, where the
remains of the purifying and expia-
tory sacrifices were burnt ; the fire

was made of the twigs of wild thyme,{) which had been used to fiog

animals, Eupol. Dem.20, et. Hyperid.
ap. Harpocr. [], ov, , one who is quick

to anger.', ov, {.) quick

to anger, quick-tempered, passionate,

choleric, Eur. Med. 319 : sharp to pun-
ish, of the Areopagus, Aesch. Eum.
705; TO,^, Eur.
Bacch. 671.,5[)88.,^., , ov,{) ofbeech-wood,
Theopomp. (Ep.) ap. Ath. 183 B, The-
ophr. []^, ov, 6, Oxycanvs, a

nomarch in Aegypt, Arr. An. 0, 16, 1., ov,=, Aesch.
Theb. 907, Ar. Vesp. 430.7], ov, =,
Dion._ P. 642. [], , , the red juniper

with pointed leaves, Theophr.', ov, {, ?.)
travelling quickly, JN'onn., or,=sq.,, , , {,)
with pointed horns,. C. 2, 445., 01', with pointed tiead.7, ov,{, v)qu^ck^
ly-moving. Luc. Abdic. 28. [l], , ?/, v. sub., ov, {, Kotin) with



pnivted hair, of the porcupine, 0pp. I

H. 2, 599 ; of a stag, lb. )94 : of a

pine or fir, Anth. P. append. 129., ov, V. sub., ov, TO, sour wine mixed
with water, Lat. posca., ov, {,)
loudly ivailed,. Soph. Ant. 1316.

'OfuZuJtia, ac, , quickness in seiz-

ing an opportunity, [a] From,, ,() to seize

quickly : to seize an opportunity, Xen.
Hell. 7, 4, 27. Hence^, Tj. a kind of tongs.—.
r=o;t'?.a;ieia, Palaeph. 72. [«]'', ,(,) quick

at seizing, Arist. H. A. 9, 34. 3., , .^=?../3,=.'', , (, ?.) glib-

tongued, Ar. Ran. 815.', . , a kind of sor-

rel, rumex acutus, Diosc. [a], , so., a sour

sauce with fat in it, Tirnocl. Dactyl.

1. [I]', ,, bread dressed

with vinegar and fat, Galen.3, , to have sharp ears, to

hear quickly.

t'OiDAof, ov, 0, Oxylus, son of

Mars and Protogenia, Apollod. 1, 7,

7.—2. son of Haernon, conqueror of

Elis, Arist. Pol.^ 6, 2, 5., b. Oxymagis, a river

of India, Arr. Ind. 4, 4., ., quickness at learn-

ing, Strab. [] : from, , (, )

learning quickly.,,=., , Dor. for.^', , clear-singing, . 1.

Ar. '. 1095.. , ro,=sq., oxymrl,

Lys. ap. Ath. 67 F. []?., ion.-, .
' a mixture of vinegar and honey, Hipp., ov, (,,)
producing sharp cares ; keenly laboured

or studied,, Ar. Ran. 877., ov, , {,)
strictly sour-apple,—as the Laconians
called, ap. Ath. 83 A.^,,{.7') quick-

ly roused to anger, -, murder
in hot blood, Aesch. Eum. 472.^, ov, (, )=, Aesch. Theb. 1023.', ov, in a pointed form

;

or, quickly formed : dub.',, , like-, the prickly myrtle, DlOSC.', ov,(,) strict-

ly, pointedly foolish ; hence, to-
pov, a witty saying, the niore pointed for
seeming absurd or parodoxical, such
as insaniens sapientia, strenua inertia in

Horat. [], , ,=67}, dub.

1. in Hipp.,, , OxynSa, a town of

Thessaly, now JEuskineh, Strab. p.

327., ov, sour: ,^^,
Geop., a, ov, verb. adj. from, to be written with the acute ac-

cent, Gramm.., 6,() a sharp-

ener, . ?'/, i. . a penknife,

Anth. P. 6, 64., ov, , Oxi/ntes, father

of Thymoetas, Paus. 2, 18, 9.'',() to sharpen.—metaph.,
to Z"ad to anger, provoke, Soph. Tr.

1 176 : pass., to be provoked, angered,, Hdt. 8, 138.—2. in Gramm.,

=6(, just like Lat. acuere.—
. to make sour or bitter : pass., to be

or become so, Arist. Gen. An. 3, 2, 17.,, , , (,) with sharp teeth, Nonn., who
uses it with a neut., cf. Lob. Paral.

248.,, , in Horn. (esp.

in II.) freq. epith. of and ;)(;,
also. II. 14, 443 ; usu. explained8= (from ), beechen ; but

ace. to Apion, poet, for, sharp-

pointed

:

—in the one case, epith. of

the shaft ; m the other, of the point.. ov, =.
Hes. ap. Ath. 116 B.

^ ^, ov,(,)
with a sharp shell, Luc. Lexiph. 13., , (,)
pointed, Anth. P. 6, 109 : prickly, 0pp.
H. 1, 261.', ,(,-) keen-

ly sensitive, tivl., ov, (,) rav-

enous, greedy, Arist. . . 9, 34, 3,

Cic. Att. 2, 12, 2.^, , (,)
mixture of vinegar and pepper, Xenocr.,,(, ?/) sharp-

pointed,, Aesch. Cho. 640.,,(,) keen,

smarting : metaph. smarting.,, , , (,-) shrill-dashing,, Soph.
Fr. 469., , to be swift of foot.

Hence, , , swiftness offoot., ov, , (sc.),
a digestive medicine : also,., oi>, with a pointed mouth,, Opp. H. 2, 406.', ov, , Oxvporas, son
of Cinyras, brother of Adonis, Apol-

lod. 3, 14, 3., 6, , -, , (,) siL'ift footed, Eur. Or. 1550. [f],,(, ppa)sharp•
prowed : sharp-pointed,, Aesch.
Pr. 424., ov, (,)
swift-winged, LXX., ov, (,)
with pointed bottom, Xenocr., ov, v. sub.,, ,,=-, of a cup, Eubul.. 1.,,= : from, , ,(,)
the sour fumes caused by indigestion,

heartburn, Hipp. : the peevishness or

fretfulness caused thereby, Ar. Fr.

398. Hence, , to be troubled with

heartburn, Diosc. ; and, , causing heart-

burn : troubled therewith, Hipp., , poet, for),
=(), .. with quick-

turning art, Pind. O. 9,' 138., , ,^:., ,, .-, Ath. 67 F.^ or ^^, , , tj,

(, ) v>ith sharp or fine nose,

Hipp. : also,, ov.^^, {.)-, , rose oil mixed with vinegar,

Ath. 67 F: fin form., ov, {. () turn-

ing quickly, strictly of a delicate bal-

ance : metaph. easily turned, Lat pro-

pen.ius, . , sudden to

anger. Plat. Theaet. 144 A ; also, 6., sudden anger, Rep. 411 ; cf.. Adv. -.', ov, (,)
sharp-snouled, epith. of a kind of stur-

geon, Ath. 312 :

—

sharp-pointed, (la-, Epich. p. 35.', ov, , Oxyrynchus, a
city of middle Aegypt, so called from
worship of foreg., Strab. p. 812.',, {', sharp, keen, pointed,

cutting, oft. in Horn., and Hes., esp.

of weapons or any thing made of
metal,,,,,,,, II., etc.

;

, Od. 12, 74 ; , sharp-

ened so as to serve as a knite, Hdt.

3, 8 ; , brought to a

point. Id. 7, 64 ; ), the vertex of a

triangle, Id. 2, 16.— II. in reference

to the senses,— 1. of feeling, sharp,

keen,, II. 11,268 ; ,
the piercing sun, H. Hom. Ap. 374;, Pind. . 7, 128; -, Archil. 42 ; so, . like

Horace's g-ehi acutum. Pind. P. 1, 30:
also of grief,, II. 19, 125

;-, Od. 19. 517 ; so. ^.,-, Pind. . 8, 111, . 11, fin. : cf
P. 3, 172.—2. of things that affect the
sight, dazzling, bright, ,
II. 17, 372

;, II. 14, 345 ; hence,
of colours, , a bright

scarlet, Ar. Pac. 1173 :—also of the
sight, , to be keen

of sight, II. 17, 675 ; so. . to

notice a thing sharply, 11. 3, 374;, Od. 5, 393 ; (so, ,
to be quick of hearing, II. 17, 256.)

—

3. of sound, sharp, shrill, piercing,, II. 15, 313; and of the voice,, II. 17, 89 ;, 18, 71
;?., 22, 141 ; ,

etc. ; of whinnying horses, -, Hes. Sc. 348, cf Hes. Sc. 233,

243, Aesch. Theb. 954, etc. : esp. of
musical tones, sharp, high, opp. to-. Plat. Tim. 80 A, etc.—4. of taste,

sharp, pungent, acid,, Hipp. ; and
freq. in Plat.— III. metaph., sharp,

keen, quick, hasty, esp. quick to anger,

passionate, in 11. freq. epith. of Mars

;

so, , . Hom. 7, 14 ;. Soph. . C. 1193 ; .
Plat. Gorg. 463 :—in this sense, the
Att. use it more in compos.—2. sharp,

quick, clever, ., Thuc. 1,

70 ; , quick, Plat. Rep. 526
; . Id.. 39 .—

IV. of motion, quick, swift, from the

way in which pointed things pierce

the air, post-Horn., as -, Hdt. 5, 9 (but with v. 1.-), cf Herm. Soph. Phil. 797

;

opp. to, Thuc. 8, 96, Plat.

Theaet. 190 A ; esp. in adv., soon,

quick, immediately, also freq. in com-
pos.—V. (sc.), , the

acute accent, Lat. acutus, Gramm.

—

VI. usu. adv., Thuc. 6, 10, 12,

etc. ;—forwhich Hom. uses neut.,
and pi., in Hes. also :

—
compar., Anth. P. 6, 220 :

j

superl., 11. 17, 675 ; or,, Luc. Nigr. 10 : cf supra II. 2.

! (Akin to, but prob. not to,
Buttm. Lexil. s. v./. 3.) [], , ,(,) dis-

order in which the food turns acid on the
stomach, like. Aristid., ov, (,] with

a sharp mouth or beak, of the eagle,

Aesch. Pr. 803 ; of the gad-fly, sharp-

stinging, lb. 673, cf Ar. Av. 244 ;—of
asword, sharp-edged,sharp,KuT. Supp,
1206., ov, 6, (,)
a sharp-pointed rush, Theophr., , (,) extend-

ed to a point, pointed, ap. Suid., 7/, , () sharpness,

pointednerss, of acute angles. Plat.

Tim. 61 E.—II. of the senses,— 1. of
1035
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sound, sharptiess, opp. to. Id.

Phil. 17C,Theaet. 1G3C.—2. of taste,
pungency. acidity.^l\\. metaph.,s/iar/)-
ness, cleverness. Id. Charm. lUO A. etc.—2. of motion, quickness. Plat. Tim.
56 D, etc.—3. of action, quickness,
haste, violence, also in phir., I)em. 730,
18.—\.:= ; v. sub V., , . (sc.),
a medicine to procure quick delivery :

from, OV, bringingforth quickly., ov, {,) sharp-

cutting, keen, Pind. P. 4, 468.), ,() to end in

a point.—II. trans, to mark or pronounce
with an acute accent, i. e. on the last

syllable, Gramm. ; like. Hence, y, a marking with an
acute accent, Gratntn., ov, {,) like, stretched to or ending in. a
point : sharp, piercing ; esp. of sound,,, iSoph. El. 243, Aj. 630.

—

2. sharp, violent,. Id. Phil.

1093.—II. having the acute accent, i. e.

accent on the last syllable, Gramm.
Adv. -.. ov.{. ~tp)piercing,
pointed, ., the pme with its

sharp spines, Mel. 1, IG (ubi Brunck.
-.)', ov,, sharp-leaved

trefoil., ov, with pointed hair, etc.,, 6, a kind o[,
a sea-fish, Opp. H. 1, 140, ubi Schneid... , keen-sighted., , {, )
bright-beaming, Chaerem. ap. Ath. 608
V., ov, (,)
.^harp-toned, shrill, Ath. 633 F, Anth.
P. 6, 51.^, , , {, -') violent inflammation, Foes.
Oecon. Hipp.,, , , {, /)
sharp-witted, Eur. Med. 641.,.{,?') with

pointed leaves, Diosc.', , , sharpness of voice,

Arisl. Eth. N. 4, 3, 34 : from^, ov, {, >/)=-, Soph. Tr. 959. []., , y, {,)
fuick with the hands, . e. quarrelsome,

iys. 101, 20, Theocr. Epigr. 20, 2.—
2. ., quick-beating with the
hsnds in lamentation, Aesch. Cho.
23. Hence., , quickness of hand,
Alex. Incert. 52., , , a hot temper: from^', ov, {, 7.) quick to

anger, fSolon 5, 26t, Soph. Ant. 955,
(ubi legend, videtur), Anth.
P. 9, 127.^, , to be sharp-sighted,

Clem. Al. : from, , {, ) sharp-

tighted,, Luc. Icarom. 14 : su-

perl. -, Arist. H. A. 1, 10, 2,

etc. — II. act. sharpening the sight.

Hence, , , sharp-sightedness
,

Arist. Probl. 4, 3. Hence
'Ov:a,ov,b,onewho sees sharply.. ,=, Arist.

. . 9, 30, 3., . {,) like vine-

gar, sourish, Galen., ,,^=.^, , , (as if from ),
prepared with vinegar, pickled, Ar. Fr.

180., ov, TO, Lat. sorbum, the fruit
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of the service-tree {sorbus), the sorb-

apple, which was pickled by the
Greeks, Plat. Symp. 190 D.

"Oov, Ep. gpn. from or o, for ov.

11. 2, 325, Od. 1, 70, H. ApoU. 156.—
It should strictly be oo., Dor. for ?/, Pind., etc., Ion. ^7,= s^., Ap.
Rh. 4. 974., Ep. and Ion., ,
tofollow, accompany, attend, ri);<, Horn.,

and lies. ; also, tlvl, Od. 7, 105,

181, Hes. Th. 80 : , Hes.
Op. 228 ; cf' II.— II. of things,

70.^^0! , the arrows/oWou; or

ge with me, Jl. 5, 216 ;,~/, the manhood which is ever

with thee, Od. 8, 237 ;, 11. 17, 251, '. Hes.
Op. 141.—Horn, only uses 3 sing,

pres. and impf. and,
always without augm., inf.,. . 530.—Ep. word.7, , . Ion.,
a following after, attending, pursuit,

Crito ap. Stob. Eel. 2, p. 350. [a],, o,^sq., , Ion. 7], following
or accompanying, . Tivi, H. Hom.
Merc. 450; later also c. gen., Pind.

N. 3, 13, Aesch. Ag. 426
;
pursuing,, Soph. O. C. 1093 :—as subst.,

an attendant, Pind. Fr. 63, Soph. Tr.
1264, and Eur. ; of body-guards,
Aesch. Supp. 985 ; ., of a, Eur. Med. 53. The
Att. prefer the form, Pors. Or.

26, Lob. Phryn. 431, cf. Most-
ly poet., but also in Plat. Phaedr. 252
C, Phil. 63 E. (On the deriv., v. sq.)

'07raC(J, f -. used by Hom. in

pres., impf, fut., but mostly in aor.

:

the pass, he has only in pres. : the
mid. in aor.; he both uses and omits
the augm. of aor., in latter case usu.

c. dupl. . as also in fut. To make to

follow, send with one, giiw as a compan-
ion or follower, ,
to send with one as a guide or leader,

II. 13, 416; so, ., Od. 15,

310; ^, Od. 10, 204;, II. 24, 461,

Od. 9, 89 ; ,
to giWhim much people to follow him,
i. e. make him leader over many, II. 9,

483 ; cf. Pind. N. 1, 23 :—mid., to

make anoiher follow one, take with one,
take as a companion, av ',. 10.238; '-, Od. 10, 59 ;—Nic.

uses the mid. in act. sense.— Hes.
never has it in this signf.—II. also of

things, in Horn., esp. . ,
to give him glory to be with him, II. 8,

141, etc. : generally, to add, attach to,. . Hom. Merc. 120; and
then, simply, to give, grant, freq. in

Hom., 07.,. ?,,
'/, /, ', etc. : to give as

a portion, II. 22, 51 ; .,
to grant a happy end, Hes, Op. 472

;',, Hes. Th. 420, 442; usu.

with col lat. notion of lasting.- con-

struct., . , v. supra; so in

Pind., and Aesch. Pers. 762, Eum.
529. Eur. Med. 517, Ar. Eq. 200 ; with
pleon. inf, , 11. 23,

151, like , cf. Pind. . 9,

100 :

—

, to

put a work of art on the shield, Aesch.
Theb. 402.— III. like, to press

hard, chase,", -', 11. 8, 311 ;, lb. 103 : absol,,

to press on, force one's way, 11 5, 334
;

17, 462, cf, and Seidl.

Dochm. p. 375 :— Pass.,, a torrent

forced on, i. 6. swoln and turbid with
the rain, II. 11, 493. (Usu. deriv.

from , : Pott considers
the as, and traces the
root to Sanscr. pad ire,, -
, etc. : to belong,,,. Ion.,.), , , {) with hole or
opening: , a tile ivith a
hole in it for the smoke to escape, Di-

phil. ap. Phot. ; so, . , or

(sub. (^>/•), :
— or, the hole in the roof, Pint. Pe-

ricl. 13 ; cf.—On thereadmg ', Od. 1, 320, v. sub., ov, , a precious stone,
the opal, Orph. Lith. 279, Diosc., 0i',:=o//07rU7piCf,= sq.,

Lye. 452.,,—, by the

same father, ,
II. II, 257 ; 12, 371. (Not,
any more than or-
.),, . Ion.,,
as in Hdl.

;{) :—like, a
companion, comrade ; esp. in war, an
armour-bearer, esquire, denoting the

slight subordination in which one hero
stood to another, as Meriones to Ido-

nieneus, 11. 8. 203 ; 10, 58. etc. ; Phoe-
nix to Peleus, 11. 23, 360 : later, a
servant, attendant, slave, Hdt. 5, 111 ;

9, 50, and Trag., as Aesch. Cho. 769 :., a shepherd, Pind. P. 9,

114; also, , . Hom. Cer.
410 :—later as iia'].,folloiving, Opp. H.
5, 489.—Only poet, and Ion. [u]., , an awl, Lat. sub-

ula, Hdt. 4, 70, though the Mss. have
the Aeol. form : hence dim.
/'/,, and,. (Prob. from .), Ep. for, II. 7, 114.. and,^,,., very dub., Meineke Com.
Fragm. 3, p. 224.,, , Ion. for,
Hdt. 9, 50 ; for Hom. always has the
usu. form, which also occurs in Hdt., , ?'/, an opening, hole, Ar.
Plut. 715:—esp. a hole in the roof,

serving as a c\\\vrmey,=v, and, Ar. Vesp. 317, 350, cf.

Xenarch. Pent. 1,11 ;—its covering
was called .—11. in architec-
ture, were the holes in the frieze

between the beam-ends ; cf. sub -.—2. later, of windows, lights in

doors. .Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 551. (Prob
from oi>.), Hom., who also uses an Ep.
form ; Dor. (Pind.); Ion.

OK7j (Hdt.) :—adv., correlative to :

—I. of place, by which way, Lat. qua ;

hence=o-OD, where, Lat. 7ibi, II. 22,

321, Od. 9, 457 ; but more usu. much
like, whither, Lat. quo, usu. how-
ever with a pregnant notion oi motion
to, and then rest in a place, lieq. in

Hom., cf. Herm. Vig. n. 252 c, Jelf
Gr.,Gr. ij 646 Obs. : Hom. ;

..'.Tfc4, thither, whither..., II. 12, 43.—
2. later c. gen., , Lat. quo ter-

rarum. quo gentium, Aesch. Pr. 563 ;

but also like Lat. uhi terramm. where

in the world, Eur. Heracl. 19, 46.—II.

of manner, how, II. 20. 25, Od. 1, 347
;, II. 22, 185, Bockh Expl. Pind.

O. II, 62: more freq. in Att,. as

Aesch. Pr. 586, Thuc. 1, 129, Lys.
139, 45 :

—

', with the subj., like

other conjunctions, ;,
Thuc. 5, 18, Xen., etc.: — so also, ,. Soph. , .
1458. Plat. Soph. 251 A, Tim. 45 C,
etc. :—but,, in any way what'



ei.-fr, Plat. Prot. 353 D, etc. ; also,

whithersoever, Id. Legg. 950 A :—cf..— IIJ. in intiiiect questions,

Aescli. Pr. 563, v. supra I. 2. (Strictly

dat. from an old pron. *,*, v.

: hence also written as dat. tern.

ottt;, and, even in Wolf's Odys-
sey.)

,

'

.^, or -ew,,-. Ion. for -,-, qq. v.^-,, , {) with an
opening or hole, ., a night-

stool, nipp., , ov, how big or old so-

ever, relat. to, Plat. Leg-g. 737

C: strengthd.,077/, Anst. [t], v. sub.', adv., when, at what time.

Soph. Phil. 464, Xen. An. 3, 5, 18,

etc. : also in indirect questions, Ar.

Av. 1499: cf. Lob. Phryn. 50.— II.

like, Lat. quoniam, Dein. 527,

21. [i],, advs., v. sub
III., ov, to, and,, , dim. from.

-Lov, ,, dim. from,
Nicochar, Cret. 1., adv., v. II, fin.', (sc.) L•, cheese made
from milk, curdled with fig-juice{),
Ar. Vesp. 353—with a pun on :

in full , Eur. Cycl. 136 ;

cf. Ath. 65S C ;—v. sub 1., , , dreaded, awful,.
Rh. 2, 292 : from, f. -, dep. mid.,

used by Horn, only in pres. and impf.

with or without augm. (). To
care for, regard, with coliat. notion of

dread of punishment; to dread, fear,

Lat. vereri, revereri, ', Od.

14, 283, Hes. Sc. 21 ; ,.
13, 148 ; , II. 18, 216

;

also, to look up to with awe and reve-

rence, to reverence,, li. 22, 332, H.
Merc. 332 ; esp. of the gods, parents,

and superiors; hence,, a

pious, religious man. Find. P. 4, 152,

I. 3, 7 : also like the similar verbs,,,, c. gen.

pers., Theogn. 732, 1144, Ap. Rh. 2,

181 ; cf. 3.—The act. only oc-

curs in a late epigr., Anth. P. append.

^, () to extract juice, esp.

milky juice, Theophr. : also to get resin

from a tree by making incisions :

—

pass, to ooze out, Diod.—II. .,
to curdle milk with fig juice {),
Arist. Meteor. 4, 7, 9 ; cf.

and, adv., poet, for., Horn., ov, poet, for -, following a jnortal,., the glorj' that lives after me^n,

Pmd'. P. 1, 179.
^. , , the territory of the

Opici, m Italy, Thuc. 6, 4 : from
i'OniKoi,, oi, the Opici, an an-

cient race in Italy, Thuc. 6, 4: v.

Niebnhr's Rome, 1, p. 64, C6, sqq.,

transl. Hence, ., Lat. Opicus, Opican,

with a play on, Anth. P. 5, 132., , , dim. from, esp.

poppy-juice, opium, Diosc.', , , in Arist. Probl.

16, 8, 9, seem
to be the stumps of nails broken in.

(Prob. from, .),, , late form for/, Manetho : from, late form for,
q. V., ov, o, one who spies at

:

mostly in compds., as,

,,/)-. [],, , starer, ga-

per, later : from, to look around after, Osn.

with coliat. notion of curiosity, to

stare at,, Od. 19, 67 ; or of

fear, ' -, II. 4, 371, cf. Hes. Op. 29:

hence, generally, to observe, watch,

Lye. : absol. to lie in wait, watch one's

opportunity, ov ' ...
?', II.

7, 243, Hes. Op. 804. A later form
is, Musae. 101. (From same
root as, fut. of.)"., , ace Hom., and
Hes., but in Od. and other poets also. Ace. as we derive it from,- (fut. of ), or from,', it will be, either the re-

gard paid to men's deeds, or their con-

sequence ; and so,— 1. in bad sense,

as always in Horn., retribution, ven-

geance, punishment: in Hom. usu.,, the vengeance or visitation

of the gods, for transgressing divine

laws, , II. 16,

388, Hes. Op. 249 ; . ,
. ', Od. 20, 215 ; 21,

28 ; so, (. , Hes. Op. 185
;

and, lb. 704, -
: also without, of the

future vengeance of the gods,, Od. 14, 82; , 14,

88 ; and of the avenging goddesses,, Hes. Th. 222,

cf. 'rheocr. 25, 4 : hence.—2.

in good sense, the care or farour of the
gods, , Pind. P. 8,

101.•—3. the awful regard which men
pay to the gods, to their elders, and
to their superiors, religious awe, vene-

ration, obedience, Lat. revererdia,, to hold the gods in awe,
Hdt. 8, 143; 9. 76, just hke

; also, ' (or ), strict in his reverence ioti-ards

strangers, i. e. in the duties of hos-

pitality, Pind. O. 2, 10, ubi al. :

so, ',
to maintain due reverencefor the hoary
beard, Mosch. 4, 117, as if -.—. attention to things, zeal in

the games, etc., Pind. I. 5 (4), 74., , {,,) going backwards, Soph.
Fr. 921., adv. Aeol. and Dor. for.,, 6, , with the

arms upon the back.,, , a desk, read-

ing-desk, Eccl.

and before a vowel -,
(in Horn., Hes. Th. 323, and other
Ep. also, and before a vowel or

to make a long syll., as in II. 16, 791,).—Adv. :—I. of place, behind,

at the back, freq. in Horn. ; opp. to. 11. 5, 595 ; -
:«> , 11.

6, 181 ; ', Od. 10,

209;, II. 9, 332, etc. : ' -, those who are left behind, e. g. in

dying, Od. 11, 60 ; but also those which
follow, the rest, as, oi },
the remaining books, Hdt. 5, 22 :, the hinder parts, rear, hack,

\

11. 11, 613; , back, hack-

j

tmrds, Eur. Phoen. 1410; .-, i. e. ' tiersis sagit/is.' like the
Parthiaiis, Xen. An, 3, 3, 10 : opp. to

!
, Ar. Eccl. 482 : .-, to place the riv-

er in his rear, Xen. An. 1, 10, 9.—2. as
prep, with gen., behind, '

:
, II. 17, 468 ; , 13,

536; , Hdt. 1, 9;
etc. : sometimes alter its case, II. 24,
15 : , to be
held second to... Soph. Ant. 640.—II.

of time, after, in future, hereafter, Od.
2, 270 ; 18, 167, Hes., etc. ; either of
a thing absolutely future, or of one
which follows something else, opp. to, 11. 9, 519 ; . -, Hdt. 5, 22 :—cf.—III. in
Gramm., sometimes of what follotvs,

sometimes of what has gone before,

Buttm. SchoL Od. 1, 127,Lob. Phryn.
11.—Comp., superl. -, q. v. (Prob. Irom, akin
to.,,,, but yet not contr. for :

it is dub. whether the Att form was
not always, and only
a poet, license. Lob. Phryn. 8, 284.),, ,(, •) the back of the hand, Galen., a. ox',= sq., Call. Dian.
151. Adv. -. [til]', a, ov, also . ov {-) :

—hinder, belonging to the back or
hinder part, Lat. posticus, . /ta,
the hind-]egs. Hdt. 3, 103, Xen. Eq.
11.2;—so, ra. Arist. H. A.2, 1, 12:

—opp. to. Adv. -, LXX.', ov,{,)
going, walking backwards, Anth. P. 6,
196.— II. mounting, covering, of male
animals, [], , loaded behind., ov, , =-

II, Mel. 22. [], , , used to go
backicards, etc., Clem. Al., ov{,,
thrown backwards, Noilll., ,(,)
loaded behind, Aesch. Fr. 349., ov, {, -) written on the back or cover,/-
ov, Luc. Vit. Auct. 9,— Juvenal's
scriptus et in tergo.'?, ov,{, -) with fingers bent backwards,
Strab., ov, (, )
bound btitind or backwards, Simon. 8.,,=^.', , , (, -) a back chamber : esp. the inner
cf'lla of the old temple of Minerva in
the Acropolis at Athens, used as the
treasury, Ar. Plut 1193, Dem. 743,
1 : cf Bockh P. E. 2, 189.— II. as
adj., at the back of a building,? ai,

Polyb. 12, 12, 2.',,,{,?.) hinder covering, Clem. .
[], , {, -) bearing its fruit under (instead of
above) the leaves, like some iig-trees,

Theophr., ov, (, -
7-) going backwards ; following,
Nonn., ov,{, -) with a sting in the tail, Epich. p.

35, Arist. H. A. 1, 5, 12.?., , , the hack

of the head, occiput., ov, o,= sq.£, ov. (,)
wearing the hair long behind, Nonn., ov, , the back
part of the skull, occiput, [a], ai, a kind of wo-
men's shoe., , a backward curv-

ature of the spine. [£']. , , (,\) a part of Ephesus behind the

Lepra, Strab. p. 633.
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~3, , .-.'/, , TO,= sq., , , {, -) the back of the thigh. Ptolem., , (,)
gra:ini; backwards, of Certain cattle^ large horns slanting forwards,

Hdt. 4, 183, cf. Arist. Part. An. 2, 16,

6, Ael. N. A. 16, 33.. ,{,)
pricking from behind,, Aiith.

P. 6, 104., o'l, v. sub.^, ov, ='-, Nonn.', , , -, ,{•,) : walking behi?id, following,

attendant, •, Eur. Hipp. 54, ubi v. Monk, et

Valck. lb. 1177:—Aesch., Cho. 713,

ha.s the ace. pliir. ,
as if from, cf.., , to hasten back.

Hence. , hastening back., , , {,) the back part of the-
(q. v., signf. 11. 3), Ar. Fr. 309, 4.'?, , Boeot. name for

the or cuttle-fish, which squirts

its liijiiorfrooi behind, Strattls Phoen.
3, 3. [f], , , a disease in

which the limbs are draicn back and

stiffen, Pliny's dolor inflexibilis, Hipp. :

and, , , of or subject

to : from, ,{,)
drawn backwards,, Nonn. : sub-

ject to. Hipp.—II. -,=. Plat. Tim.
84 ; opp. to., ,(,) like, or, suffering from-. Hipp.,,,{,-
)) retromingent, Arist. . . 2, 1,

45., , bald behind., , {,-) showing behind, backward, LXX.'. , {,)
tending backward, in a backward direc-

tion, Opp. H. 3, 318.', , to guard the

rear, form the rear-guard, Xen. An. 3,

3, 8.—. to command it, lb. 2, 3, 10,

etc. : and,, , the command
of the rear, Xen. An. 4, 6, 19 : from,, , //,{,) one tiho ivalches behind, esp. in

the rear of an army : ol ., the rear-

guard, Xen. An. 4, 1,6, etc., , , {,) late, an after-winter, Hipp.,, , ,(,) with the hands tied behind, Dio C.,, ,() the juice,

esp. the milky juice of trees or plants,

Diosc., , ,{) a drawing
out the juice, esp. the milky juice of
plants, Theophr.', adv. Ep. for, Horn.,

q. V., , , {) hind-

most or last, Lat. postremns, 11. 8, 312.

—The compar.. a, ov, Lat.
posterior, occurs in Arat. 284, and Nic.

—No posit, occurs.', Ep., adv. {).
—I. of place, behind, backwards. Hum.,
and Hes. : , Od. 11, 149;
opp. tc, 11. 12, 272 ; to-, 11. 3, 218: Att. also ,

1038

contr., , back-

tmrds. and so , Hdt. 1, 207 ; 8,

108.—2. as prep, with gen., like-
1. 2, LXX., and N. T.— II. of

time, afterwards, hereafter, oft. in

Hom., also Hes. Op. 739, Th. 488;, Od. 20, 199 ;, ?^:,, to

look at once before and behind, i. e. to

the present ana future, or to the imme-
diate and more distantfuture, II. 1, 343

;

3, 109 ; 18, 250, Od. 24, 452 ;—which
Hej'ne and others wrongly explain,

to look forwards and backwards ; for

always refers to a future time,

and that, strictly, m relation to some
other; just so in Att. '

TO. Erf. Soph. Ant. 607:
the real oppos. of the past and the
j'uture is found in and, Od. 11, 483 : of the present and
future in vi'v and, II. 6, 352

;

or and, Soph. O. T.
488 : o'l ., the following

books, Hdt. 1, 75.—III. as all going
backwards implies a retracing, and so

a repetition of former motion,
took the signf. of over again, again,

., Hdt. 1, 61 ;-
., 5, 92, 3 :

', Eur. 1. . 38 ; and so just like. Cf..—Hom. uses the

Ep. form much oftener than the com-
mon, which he has only in signf. I. [l], ov, , Opitergium, a

town of Venetia on the Plavis, now
Oderzo, Strab. p. 214.

'\"?., ov, , Opiacus, masc.
pr. n., Plut. Pyrrh. 16., ov,, dim. from,
Plut. Flamin. 17. []. ,{,) to

put on armour, Nicet.

07., , , Hopleus, one of

the Lajiilhae, Hes. Sc. 180.—2. son
of Neptune and Canace, Apollod. 1,

7, 4.—Others in Apollod., etc,, (7) poet, for,
to make ready, , Od. 6,

73.., , , {?.) hoof: strict-

ly the solid hoof of the horse and ass,

11. 11, 5.36; 20, 501 ; then the cloven

/ioo/ of horned cattle, H. Horn. Merc.
77, Hes. Op. 487 ; of swine, Simon.
131, Ar. Ach. 740.',,,{) armed,

Dio Chr.^,, , Hoples, father of

Meta, Apollod. 3, 15, 6: son of Ion,

after whom ace. to Hdt. 5, 66, were
named the following.", ol, =, name of

one of the four old tribes at Athens,
Hdt. 5, 66, Eur. Ion 1580: cf.-.', f.- : aor., but
in Hom. also, metri grat.,.: he always uses the

augni., except in the forms-,/. : ('). To make
or get ready ; in Horn, of meats and
drink, to dress, II. 11, 641 ; so in mid.,

or , to

7nake one's self a meal ready, freq.

in Hom. ; of chariot-horses,?., II. 24, 190 ; and in mid.,' ?., he harnessed his

horses, II. 23, 301 :
— of soldiers, to

equip, arm, Hdt. 1. 127, etc.; but also,

to train, exercise, Id. 6, 12 ; esp. to arm,
equip as, Thuc. 6, 100.

B. pass, and mid., to be made ready,

get readi/. be ready,/,
Od. 17, 288, II. 7, 417, Od. 14, 526 ; -

(3 pi. aor. for), the women got ready (for

dancing), Od. 23, 143 ; to arm, prepare

for battle, 11. 8, 55, Od. 24, 495, Hdt.,
etc. ; /^,
Aesch. Theb. 433 : — c. ace,. to arm one^s self xiitk

courage. Soph. El. 996 ; but more
usu. c. dat. instrum.,'/, Eur. Or. 1223, cf.

Phoen. 267 ; also,, Id. Bacch. 733. Hence',, , a preparing, esp.

for war, equipment, accoutrement, arm-
ing, Ar. Kan. 1036, Thuc. 3, 22 ; also
armour. Plat. Tim. 24 B.—The form

in Anth. P. 6, 210, e conj.
Lobeck.", , , {) an
army, armament, Eur. Supp. 714, 1. A.
253 :

—

armour, defence, in plur., Plat.
Polit. 279 D.', ov, ,=, Aesch.
Ag. 405: said to be less good Att.,

Phryn. 511., verb. adj. from,
one must arm, Xen. Hipparch. 1, 6., , a warrior-

dress, Anth. P. 7, 230.?, ,{,)
commanding the heai^y-armed, Thuc. 6,

25, 31., , , the service of the

heavy-armed: . }, a battle

fought by them at sea, Plat. Legg.
706 C : from/, to serve as a man-at•
ar7},s, Thuc. 6, 91 ; 8, 73, Xen., etc.

:

from', ov, , {) heavy-
armed, armed, ., a race of
men in armour, opp. to the naked race
(v. sub il.). Find. I. 1, 32, cf.

: ., an
armed host, Eur. Heracl. 800 ; ., xvarrior-dress, armour, lb. 099.—11. mostly as subst.,, , a
heavy-artned foot-soldier, man-at-arms,
who carried a pike {), and a
large shield {), whence the
name, as the light-armed foot-soldier{') had his from the light? :

—' are opp. to,
Hdt. 9, 30, Thuc. 1, 106 ; to,
Hdt. 9, 63 ; to, Plat. Rep. 552
A ; to. Id. Criti. 119 B. [i]. ov. , the Hoplltes, a
river near Haliartus, in Boeotia, Plut^
Lys. 29 ; also., , ,{) of or
belonging to a man-at-arms, ?). Plat.

Rep. 374 D.—II. - (sc. ?/), the

art of using heavy arms, and in genl.
the art of war, lb. 333 D.—2. to-,= , Thuc. 5, 6, Xen.
An. 7, 6, 26 : so, .,
to serve as a man-at-arms, Plat. Lach.
183 C.

7.1, , ,,, etc.,

fern, from. Pans., , to run a race in

armour : from, ov, running a race

in armour.

'7.17, Dor. -•, ov, ,{, 7.) a heavy-armed war-
rior, Aesch. Fr. 427. [uj'7), ov, o, one who teach-

es the use of arms.'7, ov, o,= foreg., , {7,)
give arms. LXX.'7, ov,{.)
rattling with armour, Orph. H. 64, 3.', , , {7,) an
armoury, Plut. 2, 159 , Sull. 14.7•., ov, ,{, -) the coyisecration of arms, Lat.

armilustrum., , , and--
ov, ov, (sc. ic'po;'),=foreg.



-, ,{,)
=07rAO(Sof -TOf.tSeidl. conj.in Aesch.
Theb. 83.-'/., , {?.,) to

collect arms, LXX.", poet, for/, as

mid., -, to prepare

one's self a meal, II. ]9, 172 ; 23, 159 ;

ct.' 1., . to be madly fond of
war, Leon. Tar. 50, cf. Ath. 234 C :

from, , {6?.,)
madly fond of war. Hence, , , mad fondness

for war., , {?.) to

serve as a man-at-arms : to practise or

learn the use of arms, Isocr. Antid.

269, Plut. 2, 793 E, etc. ; cf. '-
t^X"?• , , , ^ ,, ov, o, =/,
Plat. Eiithyd. 299 C. [a]

^, ov,,=^?..
Hence~], ,, belonging to

the use of arms: - (sc. ?/), the

art of rising arms, Sext. Emp. p. 726.'?, , ,() a

fighting with heavy arms :
— lite art of

using them, Ephor. ap. Alh. 154 D

:

hence, genferallv, the art of war, tactics.

Plat. Legg. 833 E, Xen. An. 2, 1, 7,

cf. Plat. Legg. 813 E, 833 E. Cf./^. Hence, ,, o/or belonging

to., ov,{,)
fighting in heavy arms, Xen. Lac. 11,

8.— II. ?^-, one who teaches the ttse

of arms, a drill-sergeant, as opp. to a

mere fencing-master, Teles ap. Stob.

p. 535, 21. [u], 01), TO, a tool, implement,

usu. in plur., like and:
hence, — La ship's tackle, tackling,

Horn., but only in Od., as 2. 390, etc.,

Hes. Op. 625 ; esp. the cordage, cables,

ropes, Od. ; in which signf Hom.
twice uses tlie sing., a rope, Od. 14,

346; 21, 390: generally, ropes, Hdt.

9, 115, cf. 7, 25.— II. of tools, strictly

so called, in Hom. esp. oi smith's tools,

II. 18, 409; in full, , Od.
3, 433 : , a sickle, Anth.
P*6, 95 ; /., a staff,

Call. Ep. 1, 7.

—

III. most freq.,,
implements of war, all that goes to fit

out a soldier, arms, esp. offensive

arms, but also harness, armour, Hom.,
but only in H-, as 10, 254; 11, 17,

etc. ; rarely in sing., a weapon, Hdt.
4, 23, Eur. H. F. 161. 570, 942. Plat.

Rep. 474 A : — but in the historical

writers,~ are generally the large

shields (from which the men-at-arms
took their name of-, poet, also) ;

— and then, generally,

heavy arms

;

—hence, tu '~'/.,^=~-. men-at-arms, prob. not before

Soph. Ant. 115, v. Francke Callin.

p. 188 ; but from Xen. downwds. freq.

also in prose, as An. 2, 2, 4, Cyr. 5, 4,

45 :

—

rd ~?., also, the place of arms,

camp, Hdt. 1, 62 ; 5, 74, Xen. Cyr. 7,

2, 5, etc. ; ,
Thuc. 1, 11.—Phrases, ip-, in

full armour. Plat. Gorg. 456 D ;-, to be under arms,
Xen. An. 3, 2, 28 ; so,

-. Id. ; --
/., lb. 1, 5, 13: ',,,, .
sub voce. ; so, for -/., v.

. IX. — IV. membrum virile,

Nic.—V. a gymnastic exercise, the last

which came on in the games, Arte-
mid.

onoo, , ( ) to

make arms or armour, LXX. Hence~?.7}, , , v. 1. for, in Plat./.., , a making ofarms ,

Diod. : name of the 18th book of the

Iliad, — ' the making of Achilles'

arms,' Strab. : and•, ', , able to make
arms: - (sc. ), the art of
forging arins. Plat. Polit. 280 D : from', , (, )

making ur/ns, an armourer.?., , , (, -<) an inspection of arms : a review,

Philo., ov, , epilh. of Jupiter
in Caria, Anst. Part. An. 3, 10. 10 :—
and, '?., , , of Juno in Pe-
loponnesus, Lye. 614 ;—prob. armed,
bearing arms., a, ov, and/.,
, ov, compar. and superl. without
any posit, in use ;—poet, for,, the younger, the youngest,

Hom. ; and more fully,., younger by birth, Lat. minor
natu,' II. 2, 707, Od. 19, 184, always
of persons : the superl. is not found
in 11., whereas Hes. uses superl.

only, though only in Theog. The
orig. signf, as is evident from the
root /., was the jnore or most fit

for bearing arms ; and so, we find -
simply the youth, i. e. those ca-

pable of bearing arms, the serviceable

men, just like, opp. to the old

men and children, II. 3. 108, Ep.
Hom. 4, 5 :—but as the youngest are
the last born, also

means the latter generations, menoflater

days, Theocr. 16, 46., , ,=/..', ov, corroding arms or
shields, [a]/., . to bear arms, be

armed, Xen. Cyr. 4, 3, 18.—II. pass.,

to have a body-guard, Plut. Aemil. 27 :

from^, ov,{.,) bear-

ing arms, arrrted : an armed man, a war-
rior, soldier, Eur. Phoen. 789, Xen.
Cvr. 8, 5, 7.

—

.^, Xen.
Hier. 2, 8.?., ov, , an armoury,
Strab. [u] from,, , , ( 7.,/) one who has the charge of arms,
an armourer, Ath. 538 B. [v]?., , {,)
delighting in arms, Orph. H. 31, 6.'/., ov, [, 7,-) the juice of the balsam-tree, Di-

osc. 1, 18., ,, correlative to-, in indirect questions, of what
country, what countryman, Lat cujas,

Hdt. 5, 13 ; 9, 16, v. Lob. Phryn. 57., , {,) like the

juice of the fig-tree{) ; esp. fit for
curdling milk, like it, Hipp., , , ( ) juicy,

Nic. . 318.,, , contd.,, {Opo'is or) Opus, son of Jupi-

ter and Protogenia, king of the Epei,
Pind. O. 9, 87.—II. in Pmd. O. 9, 22,

, capital city of the Locri named
from it Opuntii, native place of Pa-
troclus, II. 18, 326 ; Pind. ; etc. ; its

site near mod. Talanta.— 2. a small
place in Elis, Strab. p. 425.', Ep.. Ion.:
never —for' in Od. 3, 89,

is :—adv., correlative to,
whence, from ivhat place, in Od. always
in Ep. form, in II. not at all ; in indi-

rect questions, ,

Od. 3, 80 ;,, Od. 1, 400: or simply relat., to

the place from which, Xen. An. 5, 2, 2 :— uv-, uhencesotver it may
be. Plat. Theaet.' 180 C :— so,•
voi'v. Id. Gorg. 512 A., Ep. : adv.:— cor
relative to, where, poet, for,
11. 9, 577, Od. 3. 89 (where t is elided),

—each time in Ep. form., adv., correlative to :—I.

of place, whither, also thither where,

Pors. Hec. 1002 ; uv, with sub-
junct., whithersoever. Plat. Apol. 37 D,
etc. :. Soph. Aj. 810 :. Plat. Ax. 365 C :

—

-, so far as possible
; ,

how far, Plat. Gorg. 487 C :—also m
pregnant signf with verbs of rest, cf.

Lob. Phryn. 43, Jelf Gr. Gr.
(J
646 :—

on its difference from , v. sub
voc.—2. c. gen., , whither in
the world, Lat. quo terrarum, Ar. Ach.
209, here too in pregnant signf, with.—II. of manner, for, how,
how Jar, Lat. quatenus or quam in par-
tem, Reisig. Enarr. Soph. O. C. 373
(383)., , , Opoee, wife of
Scyles, Hdt. 4, 78., a, ov, Ep., , ov,
as usu. in Hom.. though in Od. he
sometimes has the conmion form:
Ion., , ov :—relative to,
correlative to, of what sort or
quality, Lat. qvalis, ', ', such
as (is) the word thou hast spoken,
such shalt thou hear again, II. 20,
250 ; , such as he
might be, Od. 17, 421, cf 19, 77 : in
indirect questions, Od. 1, 171 ; 14,

188; cf Pors. Phoen. 892, Herm.
Bacch. 655 (063) :

—

only
makes the phrase refer pointedly to
a special suliject, Xen. An. 2, 2,2,
etc. ; so in Hom.,', of
what sort was it, for , Od.
19, 218 ; . Plat. Gorg. 465
A :—, of what kind soever,

Lat. qualiscunque. Plat. Theaet. 152
D, etc. : so, ,/,•, and ; genit.,•. Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 10 ; ace. fern.,, Lys. 130, 37:-, Aesch. Cho. C69.—II. adv. -:
also in neut. pi., like as, Lat. qualitcr,

Eur. Hec. 398. [In h\i., oi is some-
times short, Seidl. Dochm. p. 101.]
Hence,, , the quality of a
thing, cf Lob. Phryn. 350./., or -', ov,

TO, the poisonous juice of the carpasus,

a gum-like myrrh, used to adulterate
aloes, (ace. to Bruce, the gum sas.ia,

still so used in Abyssinia), Diosc.

:

also to make the hair yellow and
curly, Archig. ap. Galen., ov,, the juice of
the. [a]., , the juice of the

plant, Theophr.', 01', , juice,—distinguish-

ed from;^;t;).of, in that

is only vegetable juice, the milky juice

which flows naturally from a plant or

is drawn off by incision. Soph. Fr.

479 : esp., the acid juice of the fig-tree,

used as rennet{) for curdling
milk, II. 5. 902 ; cf, :

—rarely of animal juices, as in Plat.

Tim. 60 :—inetaph., , the

juicy freshness of youth, opp. to,
Anth. P. 5, 258.—II. the plant '-, Hipp. ('OmOc is the same with
our sap (Lat. sap-ere). Germ. Soft

:

hence, opium, the likeness ot
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which to sopor is merely accidental,

cl., fin.)

.^•, ^en. from , II.'0~, adv.,() as many
timrs as..., Xen. Cyr. 2, 3, 23 :-
Kir (IV, so often as ever..., Plat. Theaet.
197 D. [], ov,(,) as

man u months old as..., Hipp, []', a, or. [] and
-?., ov, as many-fold :-7?., kotu manyfold soever,

Arist., , ,-, , {-.) of or untli as many feet as...

:

—in indirect questions, how many
feet long.... Luc. Gal. 9. [a], ( ) Adv., at as

many places as..., Xen. Cyn. 6, 23.

'Onaae, Ep., poet, for,
Od. 14, 139.,.: Ep.,-,—thougn Horn, also uses the sim-

ple form: is also quoted:
ion.:—correlative to:—
of number, as many, as many as...,

Lat. quot ; of size, as great as, Lat.

quantus ;~7.~ ,
II. 2t, 7 ; /., Od.
14, 47 ;-, as far as it

spread, II. 23, 238;— freq. in later

writers :

—

, with the sub-
junct.. Plat. Soph. 245 D, etc. :

—

-', how great or 7tiuch soever, Lat.

quanJuscunque, Thuc. ti, 56, Plat.

Soph. 245 D ; so,-, Plat.

Legg. 753 B:

—

, for
however large a price, Lys. 165, 32., , ov, Ep. for foreg.,

Horn., a, ov, on what day, e. g., Arat. 739., , ov, as it were, the how•
manietk, in. what relation of nmnber,

Lat. quotas. Plat. Rep. 618 A : also,, Lat. quotusctmque, Dem.
328, 26., Ep. ( both in

Hom.), for' , as indeed Wolf
in Hom. writes, adv. () :

—

when-
soever, so soon as, like. of a pres.'

or Alt. possibility, usu. with the sub-
junctive, Horn., who uses
just in the same way, 11. 4, 40, 229,
etc., — although Herin. H. Horn.
Merc. 287 draws a subtle distinction

between' , and :
—

never with indie. : for (II.

21, 340),^ (Od. L 41), are

shortd. Ep. forms for and
; and Od. 16, 282 is made

suspicious by Od. 19, 4 : Herm. Vig.

append. VIII, however, defends the
indie.—Strengthd.' uv to-, Lat. qnimi prinmm,\\. Hom. Ap.
71.—2. is joined with optat.

ofpast actions ill 11.7,415; but never
so in Att., except perhaps in oratione

obliqua, V. Herm. Vig. uhi supra.—II.

in Att. also causal, v. sq. B., Ep., both in Horn.,

adv., when, as, since, like, correla-

tive to :— I. with the indie,
when a thing really is coming, has,

or will come to pass, II. I, 399, Od.
4, 633, etc. : the indie. 7/ is omit-
ted, II. 8, 230: Att., /-, like

Ep. until when, by ivhat time,

Aeschin. 67, 39 ; so,, Xen. Cyr. 1 , 4, 23.—2. esp. in

comparisons, , as when, 11.

11, 492 ; 23, 630 ; also with the sub-
junct., Od. 4, 335; 17, 120.— 3. in

protestations,, , would
that death had rather pleased me,
when... I 11. 3, 173. — II. with the

subj., when an action is spoken of
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without being restricted to any time
or place, freq. in Hom. for' ,
11. 16, 245, Od. 14, 170, lies. Th. 782 ;

but in Att. prose the must be ex-

pressed with the suhjnnct., v. sub.— III. with the optat. when
such an action is treated as past. freq.

in Horn., and Att., as Plat. Symp.
220 A, Xen. An. 3. 4, 28 : also in ora-

tione obliqua, Soph. Tr. 824, Xen. An.
4, 6, 20.

B. in causal signf., for that, because,

since, like Lat. qunndo for quoniam,
Theogn. 747. Plat. Legg. 895 : also,

ye, Lat. quatidoquidem, Xen.
Cyr. 8. 3, 7.

C. , sometimes, Xen. An.
4, 2, 27 : so,, at any time, al-

ways, Arist. Metaph. 8, 7, 1., a, ov, Ep.,
as always in Hom. ;—correlative to, relative and in indirect ques-
tions, which of two, whether of the twain,

Lat. titer, Horn., and Hes. : also which
of us two, 11. 3, 71 ; whichofyou two,

11. 3, 92 ; also in plur. of several on
either side, e. g. of two armies, like

Lat. utrique, II. 23, 487:

—

. , or

Ep.. , with the subjunct.,-
/'/?], II. 3,71;, Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 37 :

—

, either of the two, Lat.
utervis, vterlibet, utercunque, Thuc. 5,

18, Plat., etc.—2. neut.^ and, freq. as adv., for,
in whichever oftwo ivays : also used for', whether, Lat. titntm, when
one has the choice of two things,

utrum..., an..., followed by ..., ...,

Hdt. 5, 119; ox-.., ..., Ar.
Nub. 157 ; or by ..., ..., Xen.
Hell. 3, 5. 19.-3. adv. -, Thuc. 1,

78, Isocr. 248 B, and Plat. :-, Arist. Anal. Pr. 2, 9, 1.—II.

one of two, Lat. alteruler, Dem. 209, 14., v. sub. foreg. I. 1., -, Ep. ., II.

14, 59,() adv., from which of
the two, from whether of the twain : also,, Arist. Anal. Pr. 2,

11, 3., () adv., on
whether of the two sides, Lat. ulrubi,

Hipp., Xen. Hipparch. 4, 15.,() adv., to

which or whichever of two sides, Thuc.
1 , 63 ; 5, 65 : in wh ich of two tvays,

etc.. Plat. Symp. 190 A., v. sub
L3.

"Ottod, Ion. oKov, adv., correlative

to, relat. and in indirect ques-
tions, where, Lat. vbi, Od. 3, 16, cf.

the poet, : with verbs of motion
in pregnant sense, just as, reversely,

is used with verbs of rest, Jelf
Gr. Gr. iji 646.—2. in prose also c. gen., where in the world, Lat. ubi

terrarum ? Hdt. 4, 150; -, ?., Plat. Rep.
429 A, Prot. 342 :— ...,

..., here..., there..., Plut. 2, 427
C, etc. :

—

', in some places,

Lat. est ubi, i. e. alicubi. Erf Soph. O.
T. 449 ; so, ?}, Hdt. 3, 129:—,, wherever, with
the subjunct., Trag. ; who also omit
the , Pors. Or. 141 : but never so
in prose ;

—

, liHt. ubicunque.

Plat. Crat. 403 C : so,, Xen.
Cyr. 3, 3, 5.—II., of time, also

like Lat. ubi, when, at the time when,
Schiif Soph. O. C. 621.—III. Causal,
because, since, seeing that, luai.qiiando,

quoniam, Hdt. 1, 68, Antipho 112. 17;
so, . Lat. qunndoquidem, Hdt.
7, 118. (Strictly genit. ofan old pron.*, from \vhich come also the

kindred forms , ,,,,,, etc.)\, , , of Opvs, Opun-
tian, .', the Opuntian gulf
a part of the Euboean sea, Strab. p.
416 : ol, v. 2.'',. , Opnntius, masc.
pr. n., formed withallusion to,
Ar. Av. 1294.\., and,.., ,(,?)
the seed of the, Diosc.", poet, for,., Aeol. for,
Sapph, 2, 11., Ep. for , Horn., and
Hes., adv., Ep. for,=, xvhen, Arat. 568.''•, ov, , Oppian, a Gre-
cian poet, who wrote of fishing, hunt-
ing, etc., Od.,, II., Ep. for,.,, Ep. for,, Hom., , , . for,
Od. ; later al30.,',. for', Od.,. for, Hom.,^, . for-., . for, Horn.

and, rare forms of
pres., formed from /tai, fut. of, LXX : in N. T. :

—
also in Ar. Av. 1061 ; and

in Archyt. ap. Iambi. Protr.
3,—though this is dub., a, ov,() roasted,

broiled,, Od. 16, 50. 11.4, 345;
opp. to, Od. 12, 396; opp. to

(boiled). Ath. 380 C, cf. Matro
ib. 135 :—later also baked, e. g., A nth;, ov, , cf. sub-
viov., , ,^, Matro
ap. Ath. 134 F.

—

1.=., , () one who
roasts., ov, ,() a place

for roasting, a kitchen, Ar. Eq. 1033,
Pac. 891, Comici ap. Ath. quoted by
Lob. Phryn. 276. to show that-

is better Att. than :

the latter occurs in Luc. Asin. 27,
Plut. Crass. 8, etc.—II. dry fire-wood., , ,() roasted:
to be roasted, opp. to^, tu .,
meat for roasting, Arist. Probl. 20, 5., v.. Hence, , , later form of oi/'/r.

a sight, esp. a vision, Anth. P. 6, 210,
LXX, and N. T.

_, , f. -, to roast, broil or

fry, , Od. 3, 33, etc. ; also

c. gen. ))artit., , to

roast some meat, Od. 15, 98: opp. to-, Xen. Cyr. 8, 2, 6, etc. : in pass.,, Od. 20, 27.-2. to bake, of

bread, , Hdt. 8,

137, cf Xen. An. 5, 4, 29 ; -, Ar. Ran. 507 :— also of pot-

tery, to bake or hum,?,(). Plat. Hipp. Maj. 288 D.—
3. to bake, harden, as the sun does the
ground, like Virgil's terrain excoquere.

Xen. Oec. 16, 14. in pass.—4. metaph.
(as we say) ' to roast' a man, Ar. Lys.
839 :—in pass., like Lat. uri, of the
fire of love, Theocr. 7, 55, cf Mel. 4.

(Akin to '.), a, ov, verb. adj. of

((.), to be seen., =, to see, Ar. Av
1061 ; cf..



, , , {,)
one who looks or spies, a spy, scout,

Lat. speculator, Od. 14, 2G1 ; 17, 430,

Aesch. Supp. 185, Soph. Aj. 29.

,

O~~r/pca, , ,{, ),
(sc. ), presents made by the bride-

groom on seeing the bridf without the veil,:=', OfupijTpa : gener-

ally, presents upon seeing orfor the sight

of a person,- ., Eur. Ion

1 127, cf. Call. Dian. 74, Aspasia ap.

Ath. 219 D., ov,for roasting, Eubul.
Anc. 4 : from, , ,() a roast-

ing, broiling, frying, Arist. Meteor.

4, 3, 18 :

—

a baking of pottery, Luc.

Prom. 2., , , belonging to,

skilled in roasting : from, , ,() roasted,',=, dub. 1. in Archyt.

;

V.., , Byzant. from Lat.

officio, court-places.', , , (-) belonging

to seeing or sight ; , the theo-

ry of the laws of sight, optics, Arist.

Metaph. 12, 2, 9, etc. : - (sc.-
). Id. Anal. Post. 1, 9, 4.', , , epith. of Mi-
neri'a. Plut. Lycurg. 11.', ov, ,() the eye

;

Dor. for, Metop. ap. Stob.

p. 50, 15, Plut. Lycurg. 11. [i],, , Lat. optio, the as-

sistarU chosen by any one, esp. Jjy the

general of an army^ or aid-de-camp,

Plut. ualba 24, where is af. 1.

(Plut. wrongly derives it from the

Greek-, fut. of.), , , . (shortd. for-, from) roasted, broiled,, Od. 4, 66, etc. ;, Aesch.
Ag. 197,©0/-, boiled meats
and roast, Eur. Cycl. 358, cf. Plat.

Rep. 404 C—2. baked,, Hdt.2,

92, also of pottery or bricks, baked or

burned. Xen. Ai). 2, 4, 12, cf. Oec. 16,

13 :—superl., best dressed

or done, Cratin.. 5.—3. gene-
rally, prepared by fire ; of.forged,

tempered. Soph. Ant. 475.— B.{,^) seen: visible, Luc. Lexiph. 9.2, or (which Piers.

Moer. p. 278, Pors. Od. 4, 798, holds

to be the old and genuine form)

:

f.- .• used by Horn, only in pres.,

and impf. with or without augin. :—I.

act. of the man, to marry, wed, take to

ivife, have to icife, , Horn., and
Hes. : absol.,, married men,

Od.6, 63, opp. to the unmarried, :

also to have intercourse with, know a
woman, Od. 15, 21, Ar. Ach. 255.— II.

mid. and pass., of the woman, to be

married, become a wife, 11. 8, 304, Pind.

I. 4, 102 (3, 77).—Only poet., and in

late prose, Arist. Elh. N. 7, 5, 4,

Luc, etc. [6 in all tenses of.], , contr. for., I have seen, Ion. and poet,

pf. 2 of, Horn., later form for ,
formed from the pf., Orph.
Arg. 181, 1020;, Eu-
phor. 48., , , () poet, for, a. sight or view,, Od. 3, 97 ; 4, 327.— II. sight,

power ofseeing, ,
Od. 9, 512., , =, .
Horn. Merc. 15., or,{) o/or belong-

ing to the eye, Hipp., , fj : Ion. : La-
con, (A Icman 26) :

—

the part of
66

the year between the rising of Sirius '

and of Arcturus (acc. to the division

of the year into seven seasons,,,,,,,) ; and so, not so

much the Lat. auctumnus, autumn, as

our dog-days or at most the end of
summer, Horn., who names and

together, ', Od. 11, 191 ; even in his time
was known to be the star of

this season, II. 22, 27 ; cf..
It was the proper time for both the

field and tree fruits to ripen, Hdt. 4,

199, cf. Ideler ub. d. Kalender d.

Griech. u. Rom. p. 15 ; but it was
also the rain-time, II. 16, 385. Hes.

Op. 672 ; and windy season, of Boreas,

acc. to II. 21, 346, Od. 5, 328 ; but of

Notus acc. to Hes. Op. 675 ; (these

diversities belong perh. to different

places) :—Xen., Hell. 3, 2, 10, says,/ .
—II. since it was the fruit-time, (1. c., Od. ) also

means the fruit itself, esp. tree-fruit,

pears, apples, g:rapes. Soph. Tr. cf.

: in this signf. also in plur.,

Isae. 88, 27 ; and Alcman (26) even

calls honey .—HI. me-
taph. summer bloom, i. e. the bloom of
youth, manhood, like , Pind. I. 2,

8, N. 5, 11 ; ripe virginity, Aesch.

Supp. 998, 1015 ; .,
Chaerem. ap. Ath. 608 F., , , Opora, goddess of

fruits; Ibreg. personified, Ar. Pac.
523.-2. fern. pr. n., Ath. 567 C., a, ov, of or belonging

to: ..^ 11, fruit,

Theophr.,( II) to gather

fruits, ., Plat. Legg. 844
E, 845 A ; absol. in mid., to gather in

one's fruits, Theopomp. (Hist.) ap.

Ath. 533 .— II. to gather fruits off,

(Ion. fut. for-), Hdt. 4, 172, 182.', , .() belong-

ing to fruit-lime : made offruit. Gal., ov,=ioTeg. :

07. /ruii-tree., , , in from the time

of, autumnal or more strictly

sununery, II. 16, 385, Od. 5, 328, etc.

;

., the summer-sta.T, dog-star,

also, whose rising marked
the beginning of, II. 5, 5. [t

in £p., if the last syll. be long, as it

is always in Horn. ; but Hes. Op.
676 has- : in Alt. I al-

ways.], ov, ,() the

gathering of fruit, LXX.-.,, ,( ,) the queen of fruits, a fine

kind oifig, Incert. ap. Ath. 75 D.,,/,(\1,)
a placefor keeping fruits, a fruit-room.,

Varro., ov, , a fruiterer,

Alciphr. [«]/, ov,( II,)
plucking fruit, Opp. C. 1, 125.'), ov, , a fruiterer., , to bear fruit, Anth.

P. 6, 252 : from', ov,( II,)
bearing fruit, Anth. P. 7, 321., ov, , the hut of
a garden-U'atcher, LXX.

—

.=07-. [] From'?,. , ,( ,) ivatcher of fruits, garden-

watcher, Arist. Probl. 25, 2, 4, Diod.

4, .6. [i]
^, ov, ,( II,-

uai) one who buys OTfarms fruits, also

=^7.. Dem. 314, 14: c£
Lob. Phryn. 206., p., both in Hom. :

Ion.. A. as simple uonjuxc-
TioN, correlative to :—1. how. in

what way or manner, the most freq,

signf in Hom. : also like , in suck
wise that.., so that.., 11. 1, 136, Od. 14.

172 ; where in full or would
stand, as Od. 15, 111.— 1. with the
subjunct., without , to represent an
action as prese7it, Od. 1, 349.11. 10,225 :

—but with til', or, to express a
present possibility, -, ao?/f,hebidsyou
think how you maysa\e the ships, 11.

9, 681, cf. 20, 243, Od. 1, 270, 295.—
2. with the optat. to represent an action

as past, or in oratione obliqua, II. 18,

473 ; 21, 137, Od. 9, 554, etc.—3. with
the indie,

—

a. of aor., simply to relate

how a thing has happened, 11. 10, 545,

Od. 3, 97, etc.

—

b. of fut., when it is

said or asked how a thing will or ought
to happen. II. 1, 136, Od. 13, 376, 386,
etc. : in Horn, most freq. in phrase,,, we know not how these
things will be, II. 2, 252, Od. 17, 78,

etc.—c. of pres., in Hom. usu. in

phrase, , do as you
like, II. 4, 37, Od. 13, 145; besides
this only,, '/. (scil.'), Od. 14, 172 ; and,,, Od. 15, 111,
cf sq.—4. is sometimes (by an
easy anacoluthon) put for , as,, , for, Od. 16, 208 ; and freq. in

Att.—5. , as I am, i. e. im-
mediately, on the spot, Herm. Soph.
Phil. 808.—6. c. gen.,

(sc. ), run as you are off

for feet, i. e. as quick as you can,
Aesch. Supp. 837, cf. Eur.'El. 238,
Jelf Gr. Gr. ') 528.-7., Hdt.
1, 22, etc. ;, howsoever, Lat.

utcunque, Isocr. 15 E,Xen. Cyr. 8,3,
14, etc. ; so,, Arist. Eth.
N. 3, 5, 18 ;, Plat. Phaedr.
258 C ; 011(5', not in any
ivny whatever, not in the least, Id.

Phaed. 61 C, etc.—8. ',
it is not (cannot be) that.., Aesch.
Ag. 620, etc. ; but,'' ov,
Lat. nonfieri potest quin.., it cannot but

be that... Soph. El. 1479, Ar. Eq. 426 ;

hence used in strong asseveration,

Ar. Nub. 802.-9., with the inf.

is always ellipt., as,?., for, Xen. Oec. 7,

29.— II. like and Lat. ut, of the
time of a thing's happening, ifAtvi, as,

so soon as, c. indicat. aor. II. 12, 208,
Od. 3, 373, Soph. Tr. 765, etc.—2.

with the optat. after thai, Hdt. 1, 17,

etc., like hat. posiquam with the sub-
junct. : , as soon as ever,
Hes. Th. 156.—III. hke , and
Lat. quod, in assigning grounds for a
thing, with the indicat., as, because,

for that,, -, grief for that he hath been
long away, Od. 4, 109: this is very-

rare, vet found in the best Att.,

Heind.'and Stallb. Plat. Euthyd. 296
E.— IV. likecifand and Lat.juam,
with superl. of adv., , as
quickly as jDos«!6/e, Lat. quam celerrime,

Theogn. 427 ; , Aesch.
Ag. 600 :—the full phrase would bo
like , strictly, in

a way as pleasant, as the most pleasant
is. Soph. Tr. 330.—V. like, in com-
parison, as, even as, like, Seidl. Eur.
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Tro. 147, yet rare: also redupl., ..., Eur. 1. c, cf. Diiid. ad. Hec.
398.—VI. like wf, Lat. quam. our
how..! in exclamations of astonish-

ment, etc.— VII. never ior ; in

direct interrog., but usu. substituted

for It in repeating another person's

question, Ar. Plut. 139, Eq. 128.

B., as FUN.tL conjunction,
denoting an end or purpose, ikat, in

order that, so that, Lat. ut, Horn.—J.

with the subjunct. :— 1. without ,
V'hen the action is going on, and the ante-

cedent t)erb is of the present time, Horn,

etc., as II. 3, 110, Od. 1, 77 ; but the

subjunct. may follow, though this an-

teced. verb be in past tune, if the

action is marked as continuing up to

the present, cf. Jelf Gr. Gr. § 806 : \n

Thuc. the subj. is esp. freq. found in

narrative, where regul. the opt. would
have stood, prob. to indicate a result

of which the agent—or in oratione

obliqua the speaker—was confident

:

so too the subj. usu. follows verbs of
fearing in past tenses, Matth. Gr. Gr.

§ 518, 4.-2. with uv or and sub-

[Unct., to denote a continuous action, or

an object not to be attained at once : first

Od. 4, 545, more freq. in Att., Heind.

Plat. Phaed. 59 E.—3. also with sub-

junct., in independent sentences,

without any chief verb to express a

caution, etc., usu. with , as,) {see) thou do it

not ; and so bpa,, ',
etc., have a care, beware, etc., are usu.

supplied : so too c. indicat. fut.,, see that ye be men !

cf. Pors. Hec. 402, and v. infra III. 1.

—With the negat., therefore, it warns

01 forbids ; without, it cheers or urges

on.— II. with the optat., ;/' the antece-

dent verb be ofpast time, in which case

the action is represented not abso-

lutely, but as the thought of another :

—1. after imperf , Od. 3, 129 ; 6, 319.

—2. after aor., II. 1, 344, Od. 13,319.—III. , with the optat. is very

dub. in Att., though it so stands in

Thuc. 7, 65, cf Herm. Vig. Append.
viii.—IV. with the indie.— 1. of fut.,

to denote an object conceived as future

in regard to the time of the anteced. verb,

and so after the pres. as well as the

fut. and preterite : in Horn. prob.

only once, Od. 1, 57,'>]-, she beguiles him
with the view that he should forget

Ithaca (which therefore he could not

yet have forgotten) : in Att. the in-

dicat. fut. after is very freq. :

—

also like B. I. 4, to convey a caution,

etc., ' . Soph. Aj.

556, which is better explained as

ellipt. for , ,
than by a mixing of two construc-

tions, and bpa.—2. of past tenses, to denote

an object which itas intended, but not

effected, Monk Hipp. 643, Herin. \^g.

n. 254.— V. in Att. is freq. found the

oUipt. phrase, , a'k'/. or

,« .., not only not so, but.., as,,
TOVTUVI, you not only

are not grateful to them, but you are

even taking measures against them,
Dem. 271, 1,—which would be in full,

oil', I do not say that, etc.,

Herm. V^ig. n. 253 ; so, ,'. not only not so, but not at

all.— VI.• u7),=the conjunction

<.— Dawes, Misc. Crit. p. 228, sq.,

lays it down that is never

used with subj. aor. 1 act. and mid.,

but only with aor. 2, or, if the metre
will not allow this, with indicat. fut.

:
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wherefore he and Brunck changed
all places (esp. in the Att. drama)
where they found this aor. 1, though
they allowed it after and

: some places however escaped
them, as Soph. Aj. 700, or presented

difficulties, as Ar. Eccl. 117. Though
Dawes' canon has been adopted by
many excellent critics, as Wolf Dem.
Lept. p. 266, yet later editors have
begun to forsake it, as founded on
no principle, and have returned to

the reading of the Mss., v. Heind.
Plat. Prot. 313 C, Poppo Obs. in

Thuc. p. 155, and Thuc. t. 1, p. 136,

and esp Herm. Soph. Aj. 557.("
was orig. adv. of the old, v.

sub.),,, () that which

is seen, a view, sight, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3,

66, Arisl.—Hence very late,-,- and-., , later form for-, Nic. . 154, Anth.",, , () seeing, the

s€?ise of sight, Lat. visns, Demad.278,
41, Arist. Eth. N. 10, 4, 1 :—in plur.,

the eyes, op., Diod. 2,

6.—II. thai which is seen, a vision,

LXX., a, ov, verb. adj. from, to be seen.7/. ov, b, one who sees, a be-

holder, Plut. Nic. 19., , , () able to see,

Arist. Metaph. 8, 8, 2, Plut., etc., ov, 6, the Roman name
Horalius, Plut.', , , (bpuu) seen

:

—to be

seen, visible, freq. in Plat., esp. joined
with, Tim. 28 B, Rep. 524 D,
etc. : Tu bp., visible objects, opp. to-, lb. 509 D., dep., (, avyif) to

inspect closely, Aresas ap. Stob. Eel.

], p. 854 : Ibrmed like., , iinpf. Att., strict-

ly: pert', (which Dawes,
metri grat., also wrote ; but
the more prob. Att., at least comic,
form is. v. Buttm. Ausf. Gr.
ijS 84 Anm. 12, not.)—Pass,,
contr. : pf. : aor. mf.

bpad/jvai only in later authors ; verb,

adj. and.—Besides
these, we have from the root-,
fut., always in act. signf , from
which we have an aor. 1 in

Pind. Fr. 58, 11, and Herm. would
read in Soph. O. T. 1271, cf.

Lob. Phryn. 734 : fut. jiass.-
: aor. pass,, inf. :

rarer pf. pass,,,,
Aescli. Pr. 998, etc., inf : verb,

adj. and.—Again Iroin

the root J^IA-, are formed aor. act. f
('-, inf. : aor. mid., inf.

: perf with pres. signf., 1
knoiv, inf: verb. adj. :

(for these v. sub *-)—Of these

tenses Horn., besides those from *-, uses pres. act. and pass., 3 sing,

impf. act. and mid. without augm.,,, and fut. : he also

has the perf. 2, never found in

Att. prose, and in Od. 3 sing, plqpf., in Hdt. :—further to

be remarked in Hom. is or-
ai, Ep. 2 pres. mid. for bpuij or bpa-, as if from, Od.' 14, 343.

He also uses contr. forms, as, ,,,,,-. no less than lengthd. Ep.,
1,, 2 pi. opt., II. 4,

! 347 ;, etc.—In . prose,

I

the pres. is, W^ess. Hdt. 2, 148,

impf., yet Hdt. also has inf.

I
, and in impf. the forms t>pa or

and, inf. pass,, etc.

;

he never contracts Ion. forms,, or, etc., cf.

Schweigh. v. 1. 1, 99.

Orig. signf, to see.—I. absol., to

look, oft. in Horn. ; or ,
to or at a thing, or person, II. 10,239,
Od. 5, 439, ct. Eur. Peliad. 7 ; so in
mid., Hes. Op. 532, Fr. 47 : ' -

bpa. he kept looking doivn at

them, II. 16, 640; so, ,
II. 24, 291 ; ,
looking over the sea, II. 1 , 350 ; ', like Lat. spectare ad..., to look

towards, and so to lonkfor, prepare for,

expect, long for,, Eur. I. . 1624 ; so,. ,
Sc'haf. Dion. Comp. p. 143.—2. to have
sight, opp. to , to be blind,

Soph. Aj 84: hence says Oedipus,' uv,' /,
(though I ain blind) my words sh(dl

have eyes, i. e. shall be to the purpose,
have meaning, Soph. O. C. 74 ; iv-, i. e. may they be
blind; O. T. 1274; cf. infra II.—3. to

see, look to, i. e. take heed, beware, esp.

inimferat.,hke ..., look to

!/, whether.., Aesch. Pr.997,cf. Herm.
Soph. Phil. 849; also, /.., Soph.
Phil. 30, etc.—4. ; ; sec'st

thou ? d'ye see / parenthetically, esp.

in explanations, like Lat. viden'' ? Ar.
Nub. 355, Thesin. 490, etc., cf. Valck.
Phoen. 726 :' at the begin-
ning of a sentence, 6«,^<•;.., Heind.
Plat. PfOt. 336 B.—5. c. ace. cognato,
like I, to look so and so,', Pind. . 9, 165.—II. transit.,

to see an object, hok at, behold, come in-

sight of, perceive, observe, c. ace , ol t. in
Hom. ; also pleon., or kv', to see u'lth or before

the eyes, Id. : to have in eye, keep in

sight, II. 23, 323 ; , with ei

and opt., to be glad to see a thing, 11. 4,
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; ,

poet. .* , like, olt. in

Horn.; so , Eur. Or. 1523,

Ale. 691 ; for which, later, is

used alone : c. part., -, just like our I see you hiding...,

Eur. Hec. 342; so, '-, I see that I have done, Soph. Fr.

703 ; and often so in Att., cf. Jelf Gr.
Gr. § 683, and infra : rarely c. gen., to

see something of a thing, have a view

of, lb.—The pf. I have seen,

belongsexclus.tosignf.il.—111. Hom.
has no pass., and always uses mid. in

act signf : but in Att. the pass, has
not only the signf. to be seen, but also

like, to let one^s self be seen,

appear, esp. in aor. /•, freq. in

Plat. ; c. part., ,,
we were seen to be..., Eur. I. T. 933

;, he ttill prove to be....

Plat. Phaedr. 239 C, cf Symp. 178 E,
and supra : , all that is

seen, things visible, like .
Plat. Farm. 130 A.—2. metaph.
is used of mental sight, to discern,

perceive. Soph. El. 945, etc. ; so blind

Oedipus says, ouvfi , -, see by'sound, as the say-

ing is. Soph. O. C. 138, ubi v. Brunck.
(Orig. prob. it had the digamma, for

the Sanscr. root isrn, our ware, a-ware.

Germ, wiihren, Wehr : cf. also Lat.

verus. Germ, ivahr.), , , Orbelus, a chain
of mountains in northern Macedonia,
(Paeonia), Hdt. 5, 16.

or-, ov, ,
Lfit. malum orhicidatum, Diphil. Siphn.
ap. Ath, 80 F., f. -,_^{) In soften,

knead, temper, Lat."s7/K^inf;-4iJie_tia-



. Soph. Fr. 432, Ar. . 839

;

and in j)ass.,, moulded,

Plat. Theaet 194 C, ubi v. Slallb.,

cf. Kuhnk. Tim. ; hence lilie-,. tan, v. 1. Hdt. 4, 64, ubi
plurimi vel, gener-

ally, to make ripe or ready, tl,

Anst. Probl. 2, 32, 2., f. -, trans., like-, to make angry, enrage,

'&, tioph.

. '. 335.—II. iutr. like .>,
to grow or be ojigry. Soph. 'I'r. 552

;

Tivi, u'ith one, Eur. Ale. 1106.',,=^6., , /,^,)=
epyavij. [],^, Hipp.^, ,,{) instru-

mented, Arist. Eth. ISi. 3, 1, 6, esp. of

music, Plut. 2. 657 D.—II. instrumen-

tal, ejficient, effectual. Id. Adv. -^,
by way of in,slruments, Arist. Eth. JN.

1, 9, 7.', ov, to, dim. from-, Mel. 64. []", ov, , (*),)
aninslrument, implenvetU, tool, or engine,

for 7naki7ig or moving a thing, Soph.
Tr. 905, cf.- ;-, Eur. Bacch. 1208

;

, i. e. the

wails of Thebes, Id. Phoen. 115;

freq. in Plat., etc.; .,
Aeschin. 9, 9. 2. metaph., an organ

f^ senae. Plat. Rep. 518 C.— II. a mu-
sical instrument, Aesch. Fr. 54, Plat.

Lacli. 18S D.—III. the material of a

work, kv, timber. Plat.

Legg. 678 D.—IV. the work, product

itself, like,?-
CTOu -. Soph. Fr. 464.—V. Aristo-

tle's logical writings were collected

under the name of ro, the In-

strument of all reasoning, Amnion.
Herm. ad Categ. Ibl. I. a, cf Trende-
lenb. Elem. Log. p. 48 (Ed. 2).

_,, ,7/,=^-, Manetho.7], , , fit for, be-

longing to the Tiiaking of instruments

:

and, , , the making of
instruments, Tim. Locr. 101 ; from,,{,)
making instruments, Diod., , ov, {, )
working, forming,, Eur. Andr.
1015., ,{) to furnish

with organs, to organize, Tl, Sext.

£inp. Hence, , i], organization,

arrangement, Porph.,, ,{) sc., any
well watered, fertile spot of larid, esp.

meadow-land, partially wooded, with
or without cultivateil fields, just like

the Germ. Au, Eur. Bacch. 340, 445,

Xen. Cyn. 9, 2.—2. esp., like,
rich tract of land sacred to the gods,

comprehending meadows, fields, and
groves : such a tract between Athens
and Megara, sacred to Ceres and Pro-

ser])ina, was pecul. called /}, or

by Plut. Pericl. 30, Paus.

3, 4, 2, cf Ruhnk. Tim.

—

11. as fern,

adj., teeming, fruitful, of women, <-
cet., , , the Orgas, a tributa-

ry of the Marsyas in Greater Phrygia,

Strab. [). 577.', ov, ,{) a knead-

ing-, softening.—U. [) luxuriant

fulness^ appetite, Hipp., , , for-, a place uhcre were held.

iSic. 1. 8.

'Opyaw, , strictly to swell, teem
with moisture, sap, etc. : hence—I. of

soil, to be well-watered and fertile, esp.

to teem with fruits, abound in grass,

Theophr. : so too of plants and trees ;

and of fruit, to swell as it ripens,, Hdt. 4,

199; also, c. inf, , is

ripe for cutting, lb., cf Xen. Oec. 19,

19.— II. to swell with lust, like-
(0, to wax wanton, be rampant, Ar.

Lys. 1113; or of animals, to be at heat,

be at the age for sexual intercourse, •,.-, Arist. . . 6, 18, 13; 10, 5,

11 :—then, generally, to be eager or
ready, to be excited, be passionate, op-, to judge under the influ-

ence of passion, Thuc. 8, 2 :—c. inf.,, Aesch. Cho. 454 :, Anst. . . 9, 8, 5 ;— absol.,

Thuc. 4, 108; cf Ruhnk. Tim. : so

also plqpf. pass., in act. siguf, Thuc.
2, 21.—HI. in Ar. Av. 462, some ex-

plain it:=, and at least there

must be a play on this word. t(v. sub,).,, , at Athens a citi-

zen chosen from every, who at

stated times had to pertorm certain

sacnlices, and so a sort of priest, like

the Rom. curio : they were also call-

ed ., Isae. 19, 19;
20, 20 ; 28, 54 :—poet., generally, for, a priest, Aesch. Fr. 135; cf.. (Prob. from, not from.), , , fem. from foreg.,

a priestess., , , belonging to the, ., a least of the, Ath. 185 C : cf.',, , natural i7>ipulse or pro-

pensiu/i ; the character or disposition as

resultingfrom impulses, the disposition,

nature, heart, -, Hes. Op. 302; cf The-
ogn. 98, 214, 958, etc. ; so,,, Pind. P. 9, 76 ; but
more usu., ?/, ,
Aesch. Supp. 187, Pr. 190, etc. ;, ' mind diseased,' Aesch.
Pr. 378 ; so in plur., H. Hom. Cer.

205, Pmd. I. 5, 44 (4, 38), Aesch.,

etc. ; , Pind. P. 2,

141 ; , social dispo-

sitions. Soph. Ant. 354 :—also in prose,

Hdt. 6, 128, Thuc. 1, 130 ; -, to suit one's temper to an-

other, Lat. morigeruri alicui, Thuc. 8,

83 ; so,, Id. 3, 82.—If any violent pas-

sion ; but most freq. (esp. in Att.) an-

ger, wrath, op'jy, to indulge
one's anger, Hdt. 6, 85 ; ) -, to get into a passion, 3. 25 ; -
?) . Soph. . C. 855;

p^J, Eur. Hel. 80 ;, Ar. Pac. 659 ; ?/, Dem. 14,2; -}, Eur. Or. 096, etc.; but,

'), , to

be pacified, Ar. Kan. 700, Vesp. 727:, to make one an-

gry. Plat. Legg. 793 :} -, to be angrily received, Dein.

571, 11, etc. : , prone to

anger, passionate, like,
Hdt. 1, 73:—hence ?^, as adv., in

a7igcr, in a passion, Hdt. 1, 61, 114,

etc. ; so, ' -}, Sojjh.O. . 807;'. Id. Tr. 933, etc.
;
'. Isocr. 19 C ; , Ar.

Kan. 844, etc. ; ,, Eur. Andr. 688, I. A. 353; cf.—3. , panic
lears, Eimsl. Eur. Med. 1140;, anger against a person or at a

thing, Dem. 1300, 10, Lys. 107, I;
122, 3.—Neither nor oc-
curs in 11. or Od., where is

used instead, in Hes. only used once,
but very freq. from the earliest Eleg,
and Lyric poetry, and Ion. and Alt.
prose. (Clearly from, tPseu-
do-Phoc. 58 where it isczp and
distinction between it and J\,ci'., with a notion of swelling with

e/notwn or desire.), , , =, late

word.,, , Orges, masc. pr. .,
Hdt. 7, 118.,, ,( II) passion-

ate man. Adamant.,, , orgies, i. e. secret

rites, secret worship, practised by the
initiated alone, just like:
of the secret worship ol Ceres at

Eleusis, as early as H. Hom. Cer.

274, 476 ; of the rites of the Cabiri
and Demeter (Ceres) Achaia, Hdt. 2,
51 ; 5, 01 : later, mostly of the ntes

of Bacchus, with their dedications,
purifications, etc., which were indeed
partly shown to the uninitiated, but
left unexplained, Eur. Baccii. 34, 79,
etc.—11. any worship, rites, sacrifices,

Aesch. Theb-.-180, Soph. Tr. 765 ."Ant.
1013.—2. anymysteries, without reler-

ence to religion, e. g. the mysteries
of love, Ar. Lys. 832, cf Jac. Ach.
Tat. p. 689.—The sing, is not
found. (Prob. from, as
was used of perlbrming sacred ntes,
like sacra facere, Ugen H. Hom. Ap.
Pyth. 212; others Irom, -)7/,, on the analogy oi tlvaia, bvu,

; if so, the name refers to the
furious transports oi those who cel-

ebrated the: whichever root
is fixed upon for must be adopt-
ed also for and .)
Hence', . -, to celebrate orgies,

Eur. Bacch. 415; and c. ace, ., -, to celebrate orgies.

Plat. Phaedr. 250 C, Legg. 910 C ;, in honour of a god, Legg. 717
(in mid.)— II.., to con-

secrate temples, lb.— ill. // -
., to honour the goiidess

by orgies, cf Plut. Cicer. 1) ; cl. Dion.
H. 1 , 69.—I V.. , to initiate

into the orgies or mysteries.',, , pecul. poet. fem.
of.', ov, ,{) a cel-

ebrating of orgies, Plut. 2, 169 D., ov, , () one
who celebrates orgies, -, Plut. 2, 417 A ; . -, an enthusiastic adherent of the
Academy, lb. 717 D. Hence', , . belonging to,

used in orgies,, Anst. Pol. 8,

6,9., , poet, for or, both in Manetho.^, f- Alt. - : (-} II)

;

—to make angry, provoke to anger, irri-

tate,, Al. Vesp. 223, Plat. Phaedr.
267 C, etc.—Pass., c. lut. mid. op-, to grow angry, be wroth, c.

part.. Soph. O. T. 339 ; , Eur.
Hel. 1646, Plat. Apol. 23 C. etc.

;

, Isocr. 201 ; -, angry feelings,

Thuc. 2, 59., , ov,( II) inclined

to anger, passionate, irritable, Xen. Eq.
9, 7, Dem. 73, 27, cf Arist. Elh. JN.

4, 5, 8. Adv. -,., to be
angry, Dem. >8'3, 12. [ij Hence-'^, , , irascibility,

Arist. Eth. N. 2, 7, 10.
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, , , ., .,, ,{,)
one who shows or teaches the orgies : a

priest, one who ittitintes others into or-

gies, formed like, Anth.
P. 9, 688, Orph.', , 6, like, a

priest, H. Horn. Ap. 389 ; also,^ in Antini. Fr. 36 :—in Herme-
sian. 19, it would be for ?/, a

priestess, but Bach reads' .
(On the deriv., v. .) [I always.],, or 6p)via, , : (-, cf.) :—strictly the length of
the outstretched arms, 11. 23, 327, Od. 9,

325, cf. Xen. Mem. 2, 3, 19.— 2. as a

measure of length,=4 ^r^6fee
1 inch, about ourfathom, Hdt. 2, 149,

—where he says that 100
make one stadium, cf 4, 41 ; but

Piiny translates it by nlna=\0 feet.

—3. rodfor measuring land,^Q^-?, instead of .—Also, q. v. (Ace. to Arcad. p. 98,

3, always, but in nom. pi. -, which certainly agrees with
the Homeric usage : but in prose the

sing, is also written.) Hence, a, ov, an long

or large, Anth. P. 6, 114.^, , , poet, for

foreg., Nic. Th. 216., ,() to extend the

aryns :—in Lyc. 1077, to bind with out-

stretched arms., ov, Orgysus, a city of

lUyria, Polyb. 5, 108, 8., 6, Ordanes, masc. pr.

n., Arr. An. 6, 27, 3., , to begin a web, the Lat.

ordior. Hence,, , a ball or bottom

of V)orsted,^=ToXvK^., ov, a, tlie Ordesstis, a

river of Scythia, flowing into the
Danube, Hdt. 4, 48.?^, {) =,
Gramm.,, ,=, q. v.

or, oi, a name
for 7nen in the mystic language of the
Pythia, Plut. 2, 406 E. [], adv., with outstretched

hands : eagerly.,,,[) a stretch-

ing out,, Aesch. Cho. 426 (and
so Dmd. now reads with Herm. in

Aesch. Ag. 1111);, Anth. Plan.

189 : absol., a step, stride, Arist. H. A.

9, 50, 9 :

—

a holding out, offering, e. g., Eur. Phoen. 307.•—11. as

a measure of length, joined with-
and., = sq., ,

(part, pres.) 11. 1, 351 ; 22,37.

'OPETii, {. -, to reach, stretch,

stretch out, Lat. porrigo,',
Od. 17, 366, etc. ; , 11. 15,

371, Od. 9, 627;— stretch out the
hands in entreaty to, , Od. 12,

257 ; , Pind. P. 4, 426, cf
Soph. O. C. 846, etc.—2. to reach out,

hand, offer, give, ,
Od. 15, 312;, 11. 24, 102: -, II. 17, 453, etc., cf
Hes. Th. 433 ;?., Pind. P.

3, 195 ; . Soph. Phil. 1202.

. mid., aor.,
also with aor. pass, :

—to

stretch one's self out, .ttretch forth one's

hand, Od. 21, 53, (so,', II. 24, 506) ;-, to reach or lea7i over

the chariot, He.s. Sc. 456
; .,

to reach with the hands, II. 23, 99,

Hes. Th. 178 (cf infra 4) ; op.,
to lunge with the spear, II. 4, 307 ; also, . 5, 851 :
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(3 1. perf ) -, of horses, they strode, i. e.

galloped to the light, II. 16, 834: so,'. he stretched himself as he
went, i. e. went at full stride, II. 13,

20 : (3 ]. plqpf ), .stretched towards the neck, i. e.

forwards, II. 11, 26:—of lish, to rise

at the bait, -, Theocr. 21, 44 :—lor Aesch. Ag.
llll, V. sub.—2. c. gen., to

reach at or to a thing, grasp at, ov Tcat-, he reached out to his child,

11.6, 460 ; to reach at, aim a blow at,

II. 16, 322; and so, to attack,,
Tyrtae. 3, 12: metaph., to reach after,

grasp at, seek for, desire,, Eur.
Ion 812 ; freq. in Att. prose, Thuc. 3,

42, Plat. Rep. 439 B, 485 D, etc.

:

also c. inf. Plat. Phaed. 75 .—3.

C. ace. to reach, gain, win one's end,

Od. 11, 392: to reach with a tveapon,

strike, ivound, II. 16, 314 : to hand to

one's self, help one's self to, e. g. -
Tov, Eur. Or. 303 ; so,, 1 will put the noose
on my neck. Id. Hel. 353.—4.= opt-

II, . Rh. 2, 878.—Horn. usu.

admits the augm. : there are other
collat. forms,, 11., and -, Hes., later and 6-. (Clearly akin to Lat. rego,

erigo, porrigo, Germ, reichen, recken,

our reach, and prob.-^ :

hence, and prob. .). , v.., ov, , (, )
m.ountain-king, i. e. Pan, Anth. P. 6, 34.,, , () pecul. fem.

of, of belonging to mountains,

., a moiintain crag, Anth. P.

6, 219.—II. as subst., an Oread, moim-
tain-nymph., ov, (,) inhab-

iting the mountains, 0pp. C. 3, 18:

generally, on the mountains, Id. H. 4,

309.,, , , {,)^. Hence', ac, , mountaineer's

life, Aei. . . 3^ 2 : and', ,, festival in

which persons traversed the moimtains

in procession, Strab. p. 726, 845. [a], , to traverse mountains,

c. acc. Diod.— II. intr. to roam the

mountains. Anth. P. 10, 11. From'7], , , {,)
mountain-ranging, , Soph. Phil.

955, cf Eur.Tro. 436 ; also as epith.

of Theseus, Soph. O. C. 1051, but

this is a 1. dub. Cf sub.
[] Hence', , , fit for crossing

mountains, Clem. Al., ov, , roaring m the

mountains,, ov, , and,
, for., ,[,*) moun-
tain-born, Nic. Th. 875., , , running on the

hills, Anth. P. 7, 413.
^
Hence, ov, {,)

running on the hills,, Eur. I. A.

1593., , , Orea, a high hill in

Aetoha, Ath. 297 .— II. a daughter
of Thespius, ApoUod. 2, 7, 8.,,{,) bloom-

ing on the hills, Lyc. 1423., , , () of or be-

longing to a mule : ., a team
of jnules.

or-, ov, built on
mountains, dub., but v.., ,{.) couch-

ing on the hills,, Emped. 227.

OPEK, ,=., , {,
raging a7nong the hills, Tryph. 370.—
II. passionately loviyig the hills, Orph
H. 30, 5., , (,) loving

the 7nou7itains,, Emped. 220., , to graze or live on th

hills : from, ov,(, ) feed
i7ig on the hills,, Anaxil. Circ
1 ; mou7itai7i-ranging.. Eur.
H. F. 364 ; ., a roaming o'ei

the hills, Anth. P. 6, 107. (Not pro
parox.)', , , {) mouniainmts,
hilly,, Hdt. 1, 110; 2, 34 ; opp.
to, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6. 43. — 11.

on, of, belongi7ig to a mountai7i, a moun-
taineer, Xen. An. 7, 4, 11 : hence wild,

opp. to domestic, Arist. H. A. 8, 3, 4.. ov,,^. [], ov, {,) vwu7i•

tain-dwelling., ,=, dub., ,=6, Anth•
P. 6, 14, 240.". a, ov. also , ov : =•, . Horn. Merc. 244 (in Ion. forrii), Pind. N. 2, 17; and com-
mon in Att., as, Soph. Phil. 937, etc.

Hence, ov, , Oreus, a centaur,
who fought with Hercules, Pans. 3,

18, 66., , (,) de-

lighting in the hills, Anth. Plan. 256., , , strictly, a
mountain-stork, a kind of vulture, also

(or), Arist. H. A.
9, 32, 3., ov,= sq.,,
Ar. Thesm. 326.'?, ov,(,)
mountain-roaming, Nonn.7,=., , , Lat. ulmus mon-
ta7ius, the wych-ebn, Theophr., ov, ,() a 7nouniaineer,

Orph. Lith. 356.'7),,(,) moun-
tain-fed,, Tryphiod., ov, = foreg., , , mountain-labour,

esp. felling of wood, or quarrying of
sto/te, Hipp. : from, ov,(,) v;orh-

ing in the mountains, felling wood or
quarrying st07ie, Anth. P. 7, 445 : also, .,.— II. op. -, the giants swinging mountain-
tops about as weapons, [v],,,~, dub., . to roa77i the moun-
tains, Sostr. ap. Eustalh. : from, ov, , {,)
mountai7i-Toaming, Phanocl. 3: also,,,.', , , of-, Plat. Criti. 119 C : from'7., ov, , {,)
Lat. orichalcu7n and aurichalcum, strict-

ly yellow copper ore and the brass made
from it. H. Horn. 5, 9, Heinr. Hes.
Sc. 122, Stesich. 86, Bacchyl. 58,

Plat. Criti. 114 : a mirror of it,

Call. L. P. 19: —hence the French
archal., , (,) moun-
tainous., , , ()=,
Anth. . 9, 824.',=, Suid., , , () close

combatant, v..,=, late word.', , , () appeti-

tive, Arist. Eth. . 6, 2, 5 :



, a collective, the desires, lb. 1,

13, 18. Adv. -., , , () stretched

out,/ ., pikes to be presented

(not thrown), as when the phalanx
was drawn up, II. 2, 543 ; so in

Strabo , opp. to/.,
ajavelin.—II. longed/or, desired, Arist.

Eth. N. 3, 3, 19.-, oi, (, )

drainers of the mountains, epitll. of
rivers, Orac. ap. Piut. 2, 406 F., , , {) a longing

or yearning after a thing, desirefor it,

c. gen., Def. "Plat. 414 B, Arist., etc.

;

more rarely , Schaf. Schol.
Par. Ap. Rh. 2, 878 : absol., propen-
sion, desire, Arist. Eth. N. 1, 2, 1.^, ov, b, {,-) one who yokes mules : the form

is dub., , to be an,
to keep or tend mules : the form-

IS dub. Hence, , , a keeping or
breeding of mules., ov,(,) keep-

ing mules, a muleteer. Plat. L)'S. 208
B, and Xen. :

— in Ar. Thesm. 491,
we tind, for which Lob.
Phryn. 697 would read,—
but needlessly., as pass., =, to

move, stir, 11. 2, 398 ; 20, 140 ; 23, 212.

—the act. seems not to occur.

7/,(, , to haunt mountains,

Luc. Dial. D. 20, 7 : from', ov, {,)
haunting mountains.^7.1,,, mountain-pars-

ley, Diosc. 3, 76.-, ov, usu. prose form of

(q. v.), Theophr. []'/.,, , one who watch-
es mountains, []3, ov, (,) living on
mountains, Opp. C. 3, 345 ; also -. Hence
i:3o, ov, , Oresbius, a Boe-

otian from Hybla, II. 5, 707., , , Orestheum, a
town of Arcadia, Thuc. 5, 64: in

Paus. 8, 44,^ : so named
ace. to mvthol. from Orestes, cf. Eur.
Or. 1643-7

:^
and Arnold Thuc. 4, 134.+, , , Orestheus, son

of Lycaon, Paus. 8, 3, 1.—2. son uf

Deucalion, king of Locris, Id. 10,

38, 1.,, , sc. , Oresthis,

the territory of', Thuc. 4,

134., ov, , poet, for-, []',,^=. [£], , and,,=. [], , =,., , , and-, ,^/7/., ,=.,,^=. [],,^, in

Horn, always epith. of the lion, II. 12,

299, Od. 6, 130, etc.,,=, Phur-
nut. de ^'. D. 34. [], ov, poured from the

mountains. [I], {) live on mount-

ains.', ov,(.) overshad-

owed by mountains, Anth, P, 9, 524,

16.,,=, dub., oi',=sq., Aesch. Theb,
532, Eur. Hipp. 1277, Cycl. 247.

OPEX
,, ov, {,) lying

]

on mountains, mountain-bred, wild, of

the centaurs, II. 1, 268, ubiv. Heyne,
Hes. Fr. 31, 5 ; ^, Od. 9, 155.' .,^'/.,.
Plan. 233, Coluth. 107., ov,,=,
Uuv, . Soph. . . 1100, Ant.

350. [], ,=. [],,,)fed
on the mountains., , and in Ar. Ran.
1344,, ov, =.
t*^

. ..., ov, =,
Orph. Arg. 21., ov, =,, Hes. Sc. 407., ov, walking the moun-
tains, Xonn., ov, =,. [ij, , ol, the Orestae, a

people between Epirus and lUyria,

Thuc. 2, 80 : also reckoned in Mace-
donia, Strab. p. 434., , , the tale of Orestes,

the general name for Aeschylus' Aga-
memnon, Choephoroe and Eumeni-
des, being the only certain trilogy

extant, Ar. Ran. 1124: cf.-., ov, , =^,
Eur. Or. 1647., a, ov, poet, for,
epith. of the dragon, II. 22, 93, of
wolves and lions, Od. 10, 212, Eur.,
etc. : yd. Soph.
Phil. 391./,,= : but prob.

only as prop. n. : v. sq./, Ep. ao, , Orestes,

son of Agamemnon and Clytaemnes-
tra, king of Mycenae and Sparta, II. 9,

142 ; Od. ; etc. ; the sufl'erings he had
to endure from the Furies for having
slain his mother became a frequent

subject for representation with the

tragic po°ts.— 2. son of Echecrati-
das, tyrant of Pharsalus in Thessaly,
Thuc. 1, III.—3. an Athenian, Ar.

Av. 712.—Others in ApoUod. ; etc., , , {) of the

mountains,'^=-, II. 6, 420. . Hom. 18, 19.—
., , mountain-wind. Call.

Fr. 35.
^,, , the territory of

the Orestae, in Epirus, Strab. p. 326., . , of the Orestae,

Orestian, 'Ap}Of ., Strab. p. 326.^, or -, , , an herb,

elsewh., Diosc. 5, 66.,, /,=^.,, , Orestis, territory

of the Orestae, v... ov, , Orestorius, a
Gallic leader, Paus. 10, 22, 3.,, Ep. gen. and dat.

sing, and pi. from, 11.', , ,^, a vine

loaded with grapes ; also written avpo-,,., , , mule, freq. in II.,

as a beast of draught and burden, but
always in Ion. form, synon.
vvithV;,MiOi;of, II. 23, 115; cf 24, 702
with 716. (Prob. from, as mules
are chiefly used in mountainous coun-
tries.)—II. poet, for. Lye. 111., to watch or guard. (From,,, .), , . =,
. . . 461, 27, ubi legend, videtur., , f.•,=, to

stretch one's self ; -

, in II. 23, 30, is, either, the
steers lay stretched as they were slain

(cf . just be-
low, and V. Gatak. M. Anton. 4,

Heyne II. T. 8, p. 362) ; or, lay stretch

ing themselves, l. e. panting or heaving
in the throes of death ; so,, my heart beats, pants with
eagerness, Ar. Nub. 1368, Opp. H. 2,

583 ;/ -', let the sea stretch itself, i. e. roll

up to the beach, Tlieocr. 11. 43.

—

11. metaph., like, to reach at,

longfor, desire, Ap. Rh. 1,275. (Most,
though by no means all, of the an-
cients explained the places in Hom.,
and Theocr., by to roar, bellow, in

which case the word would come
from. The moderns mostly
agree in taking it as a collat. form,
or rather frequentative of :

the only places which yet favour the
old interpr. are Aristias ap. Ath. 60 B,
and a corrupt passage, Aesch. Fr. 146,
where Gorlitz proposes, v.

Sjiitzn. Excurs. xxxiv. ad II.), V.., Ion. for, freq. in Hd.., ov, , ., and, ,
sub optoK-., , {, ).--, a word probably invented
by Gramm., Lob. Phryn. 696.-, ov, ,(,)
a mule-dealer, in Suid., perh. should
be-.

or bpr/ai, 2 sing. pres. mid.
of, as if from, Od. 14,
343.,, , {) mountain
ous, Gramm., Aeol. and Dor. for,
hence inf., Ar. Lys. 1077.

or, 3 sing. impf. mid.
ol, as if from, proposed
by Zenodutus in several places of
Hom. for., , , Ion. for.} '/.. , [,7)
to announce rightly and truly.}, , ,=. Lye. 538,
al.'. [], , , {) mock
prop, ., with an obscene allusion,

Ar. Eccl. 916.', ov, , Orthagoras, a
flute-player of Thebes, Plat. Prot.
318 C, Ath. 184 —2. a tyrant of
Sicyon, Arist. Pol. 5, 9, 21.—Others
in Plut. Timol. 4 ; Strab. ; etc., ov, , or-, a sucking-pig, Lacon. word,
Ath. 139 B, 140 B.

p6'}^•of,,^, dub., ov, poet, for, [], Ep. form without connect-
ing vowel, for, inf. aor. mid.
of, II. 8, 474, where others,

wrongly, ; others take even, as inf. perif. for, Buttm.
Ausf. Gr. ^ 110, 9 n., , , Orthaea, daughter
of Hyacinthus, ApoUod. 3, 15, 8., ov, , {) a sort of
demon with the attributes of Priapus,
tStrab. p. 588., ov, TO, a woollen cloth

for wiping, Lat. gausape.,{)=, Eur. Or.
405., , , Orthe, a city of the
Perrhaebi in Thessaly, 11. 2, 739., , ,=., dub. in

Strab., , , epith. of Diana in
Laconia and Arcadia ; at her altar

the Spartan boys were whipped,
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Xen. Lac. 2. 9, Valck. Adon. p. 277
A, Miiller Dor. 2, 9, 6 ; also., iieut. plur. from.
Used as adv., II. 11. 11.

and bpOtaCe, adv.,()
straight up. upwards, Xen. Lac. 2, 3

:

Stol).., f. -,() to speak

in a hiu,h tour, speak . .,
to shriek with land vvailings, Aesch.

Pers. 687, cf. 1042.—.=(3, to

set upright, Leon. Tar. 26.,, , the hirer part of a

mast, Epich. p. 61. [(2, Draco p. 19,6.]

—Also,, ov, b, Hesych., , v..,, , ()
raised tone of voice, loud speaking, shont-

ing or crying, Ar. Ach. 1012.;,=^, late word: hence, ?/, Ion., a setting

vpright, dtlh.^, ov, (,)
rowing upright., a, ov, Att. also , ov, as

Thuc. 5. 58 : () :
—straight up,

going upwards, steep, up-hill, .
Has. Op. 288 ;. Soph. Fr. 110

;

3. Eur. El. 489 ; so in Xen.

:

—hence,^, to inarch

up-hill, Thuc. 1. c. ; so, or, Xen. An. 4, 6, 12. Hell.

2, 4, 15 ; , to lead

by a steep path, Cyr. 2, 2, 24;

6(.>, on rising ground, opp. to iv^. Id. Hell. 6, 4, \-i:—Tu,
the country from the coast upwards,

Hdt. 4, 101.— 2. upright, standing,

Hdt. 9, 102: esp. of hair, -. Soph. . C. 1625; -, Aesch.

Theb. 564, cf. Eur. Hel. 032 : of ani-

mals, rampant. Pmd. P. 10, 56.— II.

of the voice, high-raised, i. e. loud,

shrill, clear,, Aesch. Cho.

751,, Soph. Ant. 1206, etc.

:

esp. as adv., , she cried

aloud, 11. 11, 11 ; and, . Horn. Cer. 20, 432
(not found elsevvh. in Horn.) ; so,,, Pind. . 9,

163, . 10, 142; ,
Eur. . . 94:— hence,— 2., an air of sharp, stirring tone,

like our military music, Hdt. 1,24;
so, alone, Ar. Ach. 16, etc.

— III. m military language,, Livy's recti ordines, battalions

in column or file, Lat. altitudo, where-
as in, the men stood in line,

forming a long front of various depths,

Schneid. Xen. An. 4, 8, 10, cf. Po-
lyaen. 5, 16, 1 ;, to throw the battalions

into column, Xen. Cyr. 3, 2, 6, An. 4,

2, 1 1 ; so, ,
to bring them up in column, lb. 4, 3,

17.— I V. generally, like opi^of,.sira(^^A<,

opp. to crooked, slant, Xen. Cyn. 6, 14

and 15: metaph., 7/, straight-

forwardness, Plut. Sull. 1 :

—

,
a right angle, 11. 2, 373 F., ov,(,)
with straight thorns, Theophr.3, ,(,) to go
straight on or upright, Anth. P. 9, 11., , ,(,) one

who cries aloud, Ath. ; but

is preferred, q. v.>, ov, thrown straight., , i], right counsel:

from, ov, (,)
right-counselling, wise,-,
Pind. P. 4, 400 ; 8, 106 ; of persons,

Aesch. Pr. 18. Hence?,, , Orthobulus, an
Athenian, Lys. 146, lin.
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, , to think or judge
rightly : the less correct form-

also occurs, Lob. Phryn. 382:

from, ov, (,)
thinking or Judging rightly, Hipp., , , v.., , (,) to

write correctly. Hence', , , writing cor-

rectly, orthography.— 11. the elevation of
a building, opp. to the ground-plan,
Vitniv. 1, 2.'. , • , rectangularity,

Archyt. ap. Stob. Eel. 1, p. 784 : from, ov,{,) rec-

tangular, Tim. Locr. 98 A : also, -.,,(,) know-
ing rightly, c. inf., how to..., Aesch.
Ag. 1022., ov, (, )

strictly just,, Aesch. Eum. 994., Dor. for, ,
,(,) judging righleoxisly,

Pind. P. 11, 15. [], , ,(,-)^. Clem. . Hence, adv., according to

a right opinion., , to have a right opin-

ion, Arist. Eth. N. 7, 8, 4 : and', . , correctness of
opinion, a right opinion : from, ov,[,) having

a right opinion, Eccl. Adv. -.', she who
gives a right judgment, Orph. H.
75, 5., , to rvm. straight for-

ward, Xen. Eq. 7, 14 : from, ov, (, )

running straight forward., , ,(,
II) the lengthfrom the wrist()
to the finger-ends : acc. to others=., ,=, Orph.
. 18, 8._, , , correct speaking

or pronunciation. Plat. Phaedr. 207 C,
cf. Quintil. 1, 6 : from), ,(,) speak

pronounce correctly, Dion. . 1, 90., , , , (,) tvith hair up-standing, or making
the hair stand on end,, Aesch.
Cho. 32 ; cf.., , f. 1. for., ov,{,)
sitting tipright, Paul. Aeg.. ov,(,)
straight-stalked : ., the name of a

plant, Diosc., ov, =,
\. 1. Orph. H. 18, 8. []'?, ov, (,)
straight.stalked, Theophr.,, , ,(, -) straight-homed:—. ,
horror which makes the hair stand up
like horns. Soph. Fr. 922. cf. Poll. 2,

31, who e.xplains it by./, ov, tvith head erect., ov, b, upward-creeping

ivy, opp. to., ov, prob. v. 1. for 6p-., , oi, the Or-

thocorybauiii, a people on the borders

of Media, Hdt. 3, 92.,, , a very lark (-), of one with a thin bad voice,

Alciphr. 3, 48 ; cf. Paroemiogr. p. 48,

Juven. 3, 91.—The Mss. give-., a, ov, (,-

pa ) with straight or upright horns,

epith. of horned cattle, 11. 8, 231, Od.
12, 348 : xvith upright beaks, of the two
ends of a galley which turnetl up so
as to resemble horns, II. 18, 3 ; 19,
344.—Hoin. has it only in poet. gen.
pi. fern,.. ov, (,)
having a high head or crown :'
., a high funeral mound, Soph.
Ant. 1203., , , righteous judg-
ment, Eccl., ov, lamefrom stiffness

of limbs., ov,(,) with
straight, stiffened limbs, Galen., u,=.sq.(^, , (,) to

speak correctly. Hence, , , exactness of lan-

guage. Plat. Soph. 239 B.), , , true prophecy,
Aesch. Ag. 1215: from, Ion. , 6, »,(.) a true prophet. Find.
N. 1, 92 ; opp. to-., , the whitewash-
ing of upright walls.?., ov, with an upright
boss,, Inscr., ov, dispensing justice., ov, contr. -, ovv,(, ') of upright mind, or sound
understanding, Clem. Al., , (,)
fixed erect,, Plut. 2, 340 C ; cf.., , , (,)
wrestling in an upright posture, Opp. to, Luc. Lexiph. 5 ; cf. Lob.
Paral. 370. [a],, ov, walkiiig

about erect., , to rear up, as
horses : from, , , . (,) striking upwards ; of a horse,
rearing, Ar. Fr. 130., , to sail straight for-
ward

:

—to have a fair voyage; hence,
to be successful, Eurypham. ap. Stob.

p. 557, 11, Cliniasib. 8, 26.?, ov, contr.-, ovv,(,) sailing straightforward :—having a prosperous voyage ; hence,
successful, cf. Soph. Ant. 190., , ,() up-
right breathing : hence, a kind of asth-

ma, which only admits of breathing in

an upright posture, Foes. Oec. Hipp.
Hence, , , affected with, Hipp., ov, contr.-, ow,(, 7rvfcj)=foreg., Hipp., ,() to icalk

straight or uprightly, N. T.,, . ,(,)
upholding the city. Pind. . 2, 14.', , , -, , (,) with straight feet : standing up-

right, going straight, Nic. Al. 419.—II.

like, -up-hill, steep,>, Soph. Ant. 985.', , (,)
to act uprightly, Arist. Pol. 1, 13,

10.,, ,(,)
an instrimient for trepanning, elsewh.. [i], ov, of erect coumte-

nance., ov,'with -upright stern., ov, (, "^
with upright feathers or xvings. — .
with a high row of columns^ Soph. Fr.

31.



, , , =/•, the nominative case, Gramm., , =,
dub., , ,—,
dub. [ii], , iviik upright but-

tocks, dub.>/', , i/,{, /S^y-) correctness of speech or pronuncia-

tion : the right use of a word, Themist.', ,, (akin to >, •) straight, Lat. rectus:—L in height,

upright, standing, Horn., who USU.

joins it with, <?', II-

23, 271, etc. ; bpOcii , 2-1,

359, cf. Hes. Op. 538; so,

iaraOTup ayopi], II- 18, 246; freq.

later, esp. of buildings, standing, tvith

their ualls entire, opp. to,
Thuc. 5, 42. — II. in line, straight,

straight-forward, in a straight or right

line, opp. to/, crooked,/,
aslant, . , ?^,.
Find., etc. ; ' 7/ -, straight, right opposite the

sun, Hes. Op. 725 ; , straight-

wav. Find. O. 10, 7 ; so, .
Id. 13, 102, Fr. 148 ; but,

is prob. to put the foot out, as

in walking, Aesch. Eum. 294, cf.

Eur. Med. 1166, (v. sub) :

for v. sub : /,-, opp. to being blind, Soph.
0. T. 419.— III. metaph. ;— 1. right,

safe, happy, well, prosperous ;
—a. part-

ly from sigr^f. I., as, =, to set up, restore. Find. F. 3,

95 ; so, , to stand safe,

Soph. O. T. 50 ;, Find. . 11, 5:' '
(sc., as if ), Soph.

Ant. 190. — b. partly from signf il.,

as,' ', of prophecies.

Id. O. T. 88 ; ' , to

waft in safe course, lb. 695 ; and so,', safely. Id. Ant. 994. — 2.

right, true, .,,. Find., etc. ;, Soph. Fr.

322 ; . Find. . 8, 32 ; so,

^ . Soph. . . 528

:

', to be rightly called, lb.

903, cf Fr. 408: , strictly

speaking, in very truth. Hat. 2, 17 ; 6,

68:—so in adv., , Hdt.

1, 51 ; , thou hast rightly

spoken, Lat. recte dixisti, Soph., and
Eur., V. Valck. Diatr. p. 103 ; so, to/. Soph. Tr. 374;, lb. 347: '=. Flat. Tim. 44 .—3. upright,

righteous, just, like Lat. rectus, opp. to

pravus, , Hdt.
1, 96, etc. ; , uprightness. Flat.

Rep. 540 D.—4. of persons, highmind-
ed, steadfast, firm, Lat. erecto animo.

Plat. Theaet.' 173 A : but also, roused,

excited, like Lat. spe, juetu ereclus, k~L
Tivi, Isocr. 96 ; , 348 .—IV.,— 1. (sub. (^) aright angle,

Arist. Anal. Fr. 2, 17, 7.-2. (sub.) a right, straight line. Id. Anal.
Post. 1,5,2;—though,
is more common of lines.—3. (sub.) the nominative, Lat. casus

rectus, as opp. to the oblique cases,

Gramm.— V. Adv. -, v. supra III.

2 : freq. also really, truly. Flat. Fhaed.
67 : superl., Hdt. 4, 59., adv.,{,)
standing upright, Aesch. Fr. 32, Luc.
Gymnas. 3, etc., opp. to-. [], , 6, and-, ,, loose, ungirded tunic,

which hung down in straight folds,

from the neck to the ground, Lat. tu-

nica recta, talare, v, sub,-

; Miiller Eum. < 34: in Ar. Lys.

45, also, . [a], adv., =.. Rh. 4, 1426.,, ij, cf.

m., , an upright posture,=, dub.', , to stand upright,

Hipp.: from',, ,{,)
one who stands upright : an upright

shaft, pillar, Eur. Ion 1134 :', upright ladders, Eur.
Supp. 497.— II. a sort of cake used in

funeral oblations. Id Hel. 547, ubi al.. [], , {,-) ., an upright wall
cased with marble, Hierocl. ap. Stub,

p. 415, 54., ,,=.,,(,) stretch-

ed out, straight, Opp. C. 1, 189., 7/, , {) slraight-

ness, upright posture, Xen. Mem. 1, 4,

11: straight direction.— II. metaph.
Tightness, fitness, , Ar. Ran.
1181 ; oft. in Flat., and Arist.^, , and,
, {,) with out-standing

breasts, like a young girl, stantibus pa-

pillis (Stat. Syiv. 1, 2, 270)., , to cut in a straight

line, direct aright, , LXX. :

and, , , a chitting in a

straight,=, Eccl. : from, ,{,) cut-

ting in a straight line, going straight.

—II. proparox., , pass.,

divided evenly., , to vjrite or pronounce

with the full accent, v..
Hence, , the xise of the full

accent., ,{,) with

the full accent: hence ., also, a word with full ac-

cent, opp. to TO., , to have one's hair

upstanding. Hence, , , hair which stands

on end, Diosc.,^.,, , ,{,)
of mind erect or excited, Lat. erectus

animo, Soph. Fr. 923., , to grow straight, The-
ophr., , {, ) of
straight growth, Theophr. Hence, , , straight growth,

Theophr., , , {,)
with hair on end or mane erect., , f. -, {) to set

straight

;

— I. in height, to set upright,

gel up one fallen or lying down, raise

up, II. 7, 273 ; 23, 695, and Att. : freq.

of buildings, to raise up, rebuild, Eur.
Tro. 1161, etc.; or, generally, oiiiW,

Thuc. 6. 66, Xen., etc. : hence,-, raised up, II. : and so in pass., to

stand upright, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 10.—II.

in a line, to set straight, send straight

:

hence pass., '?), if

this dart go straight. Soph. Phil. 1299
;, the rule is straight.

Id. Fr. 421, cf. Arist. Eth. N. 2, 9, 5.

—III. metaph. (mostly from signf I)

to raise up, restore to health, safety, hap-

piness, etc., Hdt. 3, 122, Soph. O. T.
39, Ant. 167, etc. ; ., to

bring my trials to a happy end, Aesch.
Cho. 584, cf. Eum. 897.-2. to exalt,

honour,,, Find. . 1,

21, I. 6 (5), 95 ; to makefamous. Id. P.
4, i06.—3.. vuvov, to raise the lofty

song, Dissen Find. O. 3, 3.—4. (from
signt. II) to guide aright, 7/,
Aesch. Ag. 1475.

B. in pass., of actions, to succeed,

prosper, Hdt. 1, 208, Thuc. 3, 30, etc. :

TO, sticcess, Thuc. 4, 18 :

—ot persons and places, to be safe and
happy, flourish. Soph. Ant. 675, Thuc.
2, 60.—2. to be right, be true, -, Hdt. 7, 103; -)-, Eur. Hipp. 247.—3. to be upright,

deal justly, Aesch. Eum. 708, 772., , v..,{) to rise early, to

wake early, Theocr. 10, 58 ; so, -/.,,.
Tro. 182 ;—also in mid., Luc. Gall. 1 .

and so in a general sense, to wake, be

restless, , Eur.
Supp. 978., (sc. ) , morning

.

strictly fem. from., a, , poet, for,
Anth. P. 5, 3. []',=:, LXX.', ,, (opt/pof) laterforni

for, Anth. P. 6, 100, etc. ; -. Mel. 91 ; as adv.,-. Id. 73. [j usu. : but l

thrice in Mel., where Grafe proposes, V. Jac. A. P. p. 89, 602 ; cf..'\, , , {,) the early crower, of the cock,
Diphil. Incert. 12.", a, ov, also,,{)
at day-break, in the morning, early, H.
Horn. Merc. 143, Theogn. 861 ; op-,, Ar. Eccl. 283,

Flat. Frot. 313 :—-, as
adv., in the morning, Hdt. 2, 173 ; so,, Ar. Av. 489, Eccl. 377.—Ir-

reg. compar. and superl.,-.,, , an early comer
or goer., ov, , {,)
the early caller, like, epith.

of the cock, Mel. 72, cf. Alexarch. ap.

Ath. 98 E., , , early-wailing,

epith. of the swallow, Hes. Op. 566,

ubi al., loudly-wailing., ov. {, .)
early twitterinf^,e^\\h. of the swallow,
Anth. P. 6, 247. [a], ov, , the time before or

about day-break, dawn, cock-crow, Hes.
Op. 575, H. Horn. Merc. 93 ;, , Hdt. 1,

196 ; 7, 188 ;
', just at day-

break, Batr. 103 ;
', Eur. El.

909 ; , Theocr. 18, 56 ;
', , . Vesp. 772,

Eccl. 20: , absol,, in the

morning, Hdt. 4, 181 :., the

first dawn, the first appearance of
day-break, Ar. Vesp. 216. Flat. Crito

43 A, Frot. 310 A. (Fromopi'i'//i, Lat.

orior,, the rising time of the sun,

of man and beast.), ov, , a mythical dog, son
of Typhaon and Echidna that kept
the herds of Geryoneus on the island

Ervthea, and was there killed by
Hercules, Hes. Th. 309, cf. 293.'-
trupoi, early-rising base-inform-

ing sad-litigious plaguy vi^ys, Ar. V esp.

505.,, b, Orthon, masc. pr.

n., a Syracusan, Anth. P. 7, 660., ov, {, )
rightly named, named aright, Aesch.
Ag. 700; opp. to., , ,==^, Suid.
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OPIZ,. , Orthosia, a city of
Caria, Strab. p. 650.—2. a city of Sy-
ria, Id. p. 670: also called,, Dion. P. 914.',, /,=', Find. .
3,54.,, ,, hat. Jupiter

Stator, Dion. . 2, 50.,, ,[) making
straight, direction, guiding, ., Plut. 2, 166 D., ], ,() one rvho

sel.i or keeps upright, a restorer or pre-

server. Find. P. 1, 109.

'Opi-can hardly be right in compds.,
of, a muuntatn : the regular form
is -, and when a long syll. was
wanted,- ; and as this was often

the case in poetry, the latter fonn
was adopted even in prose : rarely

-, -.. a, ov, {) bordering on

or forming the boimdMry,? ., a

boundary-sione., , {-,)-
tain Bacchtm, because his orgies were
held there, 0pp. C. 1, 24 ;—prob. bet-

ter.3, ov, , dub. 1. for-
37], V. Dind. Ar. Av. 276., to be like.,.,=, Diosc.^, , ivine flavour-

ed with, Diosc. 5, 61.,, . made oj or

with, Nic. Th. 65., ov, , an acrid herb, of

which there were several kinds, The-
ophr., etc. ; also, ?'/, .\r. Eccl.

1030, Clearch. ap. Ath. 116 D|. Ion ap. Ath. 68 :

—

bpt-

yavov 3?7, to look origanum, i. e.

to look sour or crabbed, like .,. Ran. 603. [t],=., dub. in

Clem. Al., dep. c. aor. pass,-
(Isocr. 419 ) :

—

to stretch

one^s self, like, ?)(5', they

fought with outstretched spears, Hes.
Sc. 190.—2. C. gen., to stretch one's

self after a thmg. reach at, grasp at,

Eur. "Bacch. 1255, Theocr. 24, 44,

Flat. Ax. 366 .—3. c. ace, to reach,

gain, Dion. H. 1, 61.', Ion. ovp- : f.- : {) :—to divide or separate from, as a border

or boundary, /. Hdt.

2, 16, of Soph. Fhil. 636 ; also, op.

Tivu /, to part, banish one
from..., Eur. Hec. 941 : to separate,

"-/ }/ , Hdt. 4,

51, cf Flat. Legg. 944 A, etc.^II. to

mark out boundaries, mark out, Hdt. 3,

142, Xen.Cyr. 8,6, 21, etc. :

., to make a track through
the waves, Aesch. Supp. 545 :—me-
taph., bp. Ti , to limit one thing
according to another, Thuc. 3, 82 :

—

in pass., to be bounded, Eur. Ion 295,

Thuc. 2, 96 ; , so

far let it go and no further. Id. 1, 71.

—III. to determine, appoint, .
Aesch. Cho. 927, Eur. I. T. 979;
hence c. inf., , appoint-

ed her to die. Id. Ion 1222, cf Soph.
Fr. 19 :— so, op. , to determine

one to be a god, deify, Mel. 21 ; to ap-

point, lay down,, Soi'ih. Ant.

452; so, . /, to give a vote.

Eur. Hec. 259 ; ., Lycurg. 156, 13 ; cf Di-

narcii. 98, 6 :

—

. , to

assign one to his destiny, Eur. Antiop.

12 :—in mid. to mark outfor one's self

appoint,. Soph. Tr. 237, cf
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OPKA
Xen. An. 7, 5, 13 :—cf sub.—2. esp. to define a word. Flat., and
Arist. ; more commonly in mid. than
act. : cf. Arist. Top. 1,8; 6, 1, etc.

—

IV. intr. to border upon, /-, Hdt. 4, 42.— V. -' , having the house
marked with (cf I. 3) to the

amount of 2000 drachms, Dem. 877,

11. Hence' (sc.), , the horizon,

i. e. the boundary line, Cicero's orbis

finicns, Tim. Locr. 97 A., ov, o,Oricadmiis.masc.

pr. n.. Ael. V. H. 11, 1., , , {)^=6,
dp., a pair of mules, Flat.

Lys 208 B, Isae. 55, 24, Aeschin. 42,

36., , ,() belonging to or

like a definition, Arlst. Top. 1, 5, 1., ov, , Oricus, son of Ari-

apithes, kmg of the Scythians, Hdt.

4, 78., ov,,{,) dwell-

ing on, liaunting the hills, . Find.

Fr. 267, ubi al. melius., , v. sub., ,=, . . Hence, , ,, bread made
of. Soph. Fr. 532., to stir, raise, Lat. ngitare,' or ., 11. 9,4 ;

11, 298, cf Od. 7, 273; mostly me-
taph., , to move the mind,
esp. by pity. Od. 4, 360, II. 4, 208,

etc. : also with desire or longing, 11.

2, 142; with sorrow, 14, 459; fear,

Od. 24, 448 ; rage, 8, 178 ; so, 7/ and. Oil. 17, 47, 210 ; also,

op., 11. 24, 700;, II.

21, 313:—pass, to be stirred, roused,, . his

heart was stirred within hiyn, freq. in

Horn. : esp. to be affrighted, thrown
into confusion, II. 11, 521, 525; 18,

223 ;, the affrighted, Od.
22. 23.— II. to jnove, go, hasten, post-

Hom. (From*., q. cf

)

, , ,{,-)=^., . (,) to

set boundaries, LXX.",,=^, bound, goal

;

usu. in plur., , the boundaries,

bounds, frontier, Eur. Tro. 375, Thuc.
2, 12 ; ?., tite limits of a

road, i. e. the road itself. Soph. Fr.

647. Dim. only jn form., ov, TO, dim. from, a

small hill.", ov, () of boundaries,', guardian of boundaries and
land-marks, Flat. Legg. 842 E, Dem.
86, 16.,,. Ion. -,{)
a boundary, Hdt. 2, 17; and in plur.,

like. Id. 4, 45, Eur. Hec. 10 :

—

proverb., -, of disputed points, Plut. 2, 122 C.
—II. a determination, appointment.', , , () a viarking

out

:

—esp. the definition of a luord,

Arist. Rhet. 2, 23. 8, cf Top. 6, 1., verb. adj. from,
one must determine. Flat. Legg. 632 A./, , , {) one who
marks the boundaries, Plut. Ti. Gracch.
21.—II. one who determines, -, Dem. 199, 17 ; cf. A. B. p. 287.

Hence
OpiCT7i/coc, , , qualified for de-

fining. Plut.'2, 1020 C— II. y-
(sc.), modus indicativus,

Gramm,, , ,-^,
(from,), enclosure, Jence,., Aesch. Theb. 346 : a

net, trap or pitfall, Eur. Bacch. Oil,
in plur., , , Orcaorici, a
place in Phrygia near Fessinus,
Strab. p. 567., ov, , an oath breaker,

Anth. P. 5, 250., , V. sub '.',=, make one swear,
adjure, : rejected indeed by the
Atticists, but found in good authors,
as Xen. Symp. 4, 10, l5em. 235, fin.;

678, 5 ; cf Lob. Phryn. 361.—II. to

affirm upon oath, ., ov,, ov.

Ion. for-., ,,^.". ,=, an oath, II. 4,

158, Hdt. 1, 29, Aesch'. Ag. 1431. etc.:

also that which serves instead there-

of, a pledge, surety. Find. O. 11, 6.

—

II. usu. in plur.,, , the offer-

ings and other rites iised at a solemn
oath or treati/ : hence also that which
is sivorn to, the treaty, solemn agreement,

oft. in Hom. (esp. IL), also in Hdt.

;

most freq. in phrase,, to conclude such a treaty, Lat.
foedus ferire , icissefoedus , II. 2, 124; 3,
"105, Hdt. 7, 132 (though Hdt. has sing,

also in this signf , , 1,

141, 143, etc.) ; so. -, to form friendship
and solemn bonds of alliance, II. 3, 73 ;

and, of two parties, ,
Hdt. 4. 70 ; ,

., to violate a solemn treaty,

II. 3, 107 ; 4, 67 ; so,/, 11. 3, 299 ;
', they trampled on

the treaties, II. 4, 157 ; ,
II. 4, 269 ; , II. 7,

351 ; . to , 11. 3,
280 : but, , to lake oaths,

Od. 19, 302, Eur. Supp. 1232 ; so,.. Rh. 2, 433.—Jupiter
was the witness of such oaths, II.

7, 69, 411.— 2. sometimes the victims

sacrificed on taking these solemn oaths,

II. 3, 245, 269, just like , . --. 1. ("Op/i/ovis not, with Buttm.
Le.xil. s. v., 10 be regarded as dim.
from, but rather as neut. from, with which or may
usu. be supplied.)", ov, rarely a, ov, {)—belonging to an oath, i. e.,— 1. sworn,
bound by oath, , I speak
as if on oath, Soph. Ant. 305, cf O. C.
1037.—-2. that is sworn by, ,
the gods invoked at an oath, who
watch over its fulfilment and punish
its violation, Thuc. 1, 71, 78; esp.

the office of' Jupiter, .
Soph. Phil. 1324, cf Valck. Hipp.
1027 ; , Eur. Med. 2(i9

;, a sword sworn by, Eur.
Phoen. 1677., , = :

from, ov, {,)
swearing solemnly at a sacrifice, Ion.

: the form is

dub., ov, taking an oath.

Ion.., ov, .{) adniini.i-

trationof an oath, Plut. Cat. Maj. 17.7), , , later and less

Att. form for., ov, , the object by which nnt
swears, the tvilness of an oath, as tha
Styx among the gods,,,
?. , 11. 15, 3S, of,

2. 735, Hes. Th. 400, 784, 805.. Hom.
Cer.260;or as Jupiteramong mortals,

Find. P. 4, 297. (Thig Buttm., LexU.



02
s. v., has proved to be the orig. signf.

of the word :—Hence,—2. an oath,

Horn. ; he often has, ,
to swear an oath, cf Hes. Op. 192

;

mostly with epith., and-
: , an oath by the gods,

Od. 2, 377 : , Od. 10,

"299 ; .', a, firm-based oath,

Emped. 123> 153.

—

, an oath not to do a thing, c. inf

aor. et fut., Od. 4, 253 ; k'Kecdai, to take an oath of one, i. e.

make one swear, Od. 4, 746 ; also,', II. 22, 119 :

and. to lay oath upon a man, put him
on his oath, Hdt. 1, 146 ; 6, 62 ;, to tender an oath

to another or accept the lenderfrom him.

Id. 6, 23, Aesch. Eum. 429: so,3, Arist.

Khet. 1, 15, 27 ;, to take

it oneself, Dem. 443, 15 ; but also,, to propose an oath—of

either party, hence generally to offer

to swear, Eur. Supp. 1232, cf. I. T.
747 : opKu, to abide by it,

Eur. Med. 754 ;—for the early usages
observed in taking oaths, v. II. 14,271

:

for the Att. legal use thereof, Arist.

Rhet. 1, 15 :— Proverb.,. Soph. Fr.

694, cf Meineke Com. Fragin. 3, p.

C20.—II., personified, son of

Eris, Hes. Op. 802 (which Virg. G.

1, 277, strangely enough, translates

by pallidus Orcus) ; a divinity, who
punishes the false and perjured. Op.
217, Th. 231, Orac. ap. Hdt. 6, 86, 3 ;, as servant of Jupiter,

Soph. O. C. 1767.{ was orig.

equiv. to, as to,
to ', from ,', and so strictly a check, etc.,

which holds one infrom doin^ a thing :

hence Lat. Orcus, ' the bourne from
which no traveller returns.')?.,, ,{,-) an oath-breaker., , ..', ,,^, Mel.
129, 2 ;

—

' and being orig.

synon., Jac. . P. p. 785., , () to make one
swear, bind by oath, Ar. Thesm. 276

;

Tiva , Thuc. 4,

74 ; . , Isae.

54, 17, . ace. cognato, ., Thuc. 8, 75, Ar. Lys. 187 : cf., ,,—, Ael. . .
1, 40, Dorio ap. Alh. 315 C.-,{,) to stand

on tiptoe and lean forward, SO as to ex-

amme a thing. Lob. Phryn. 669.,, , ace., a large

kind of tunny, Anaxandr. Protes. 1,

61, Arist. H. A. 5, 10, 5; cf.",,,{) an oath,

Aesch. Eum. 486, 768., , ,{)
swearing, an oath, . ., , ,{)
asseverations on oath. Plat. Phaedr.
241 A.—II. like, the sacrifice on

taking a solemn oath or swearing to a

treaty, Id. Criti. 120 B.—III.-, , , the place where a treaty or

alliance has been sworn to, Plut. Thes.
27.— Strictly neut. from., =, dub.

form., a, ,^ : v.

sub, : from, , {,) to

take an oath,, to one, Aesch. Eum.
764; , for one, Eur. Supp.
1190; . , to

swear by the gods that they did it not.

Soph. Ant. 265: -, c. inf. fut.,

Aesch. Theb. 46. Hence, , , =.
Hence, , , belonging to,

customary at the swearing an oath.

Adv. -., ,= 2, that

which is sworn by. Lye. 707., , , {) one who
bind.•' by oath :—in a court of justice,

the officer xvho admiiiisters the oath, An-

tipho 143, 8, cf. Cratin. Incert. 137 a,

Xen. Hell. 6, 5, 3. ^, , , {) bound by

oath.,, ,=, v. 1. Soph.

Ei. 1510., an aor. form belonging

to, to rush (as to,
etc., v. sub ), whence subj., Eur. Andr. 859 ; but in mid.

189,) is Dor. for], subj.

aor. 1 pass, from, v. Elmsl. ad

1. (186.), to set in a row, string to-

gether.,,, dim. from sq. [], , , {) string,

chain or cluster of things hanging one

from the other (strictly, a string of

beads, and the like, Plat. Ion 533 E),

as of bats, Od. 24, 8 ; so,.-,, Ar. Plut. 705, Lys.

647;. Id. Ran. 914;,
Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 2 : ef I.—In

Od. some wrote., used by Hom. only in

pres., iinpf and aor., always
without augm. : {). Strictly,

to move to and fro, set in violent motion ;

but in Hom. always, to turn over or

revolve in the mind, to debate, ponder,

like Lat. animo volvere or agitare, --, II. 1, 193, Od. 4, 120, etc. ; also

more shortly, -, . 10, 507 ; , Od. 4, 843,

. Merc. 66,, II. 10, 4, Od. 3,

151 ; , Od. 2, 156 ; and foil,

by, to debate, ponder how a thing

is to be done, II. 21, 137 ; 24, 680:—
hence also,—2. alone,

to debate, ponder over, ?nuse on, like

Lat. meditari,, '/, etc.,

II. 10, 23, Od. 3, 169 : so also, '/.
or , Od. 7, 83 ;

18, 345 ; , Pind. . 8,

54.—3. seemingly intr. to titink. muse,, thus he debated tvtth him-

self, [1. 14, 20 ; 21, 64 ; also followed

by T].., fj.-, to debate whether.., or.., II.

16, 435, Od. 15, 300 ; so too by 1....;

Od. 4, 789.-4. to long for, desire, wish,

e. inf, Ep. Hom. 4, 10, Theocr. 24,

26.—II. after Horn.,— 1. trans., to set

in motion, drive on or forth, .,
to gasp out one's life, Aesch. Ag. 1388 ;

to excite, urge, , Pind. .
3, 45.—2. intr. to get in motion, hasten,

be impatient, e. g. ,
Aesch. Theb. 394 ; -, Bac-

chyl. 26, 12 : so,, eagerly,

quickly, Pind.0. 13, 119.—Poet. word., , , fern, from sq.,

Orph. H. 31, 9.,, , one who urges

or spurs on., , f. -/ : in the augm.
tenses Hom. retains the augm : (-
;}).— I. transit, to set in motion, urge,

prick, spur, cheer on, rouse,7., II. 6, 338, Thuc. 1, 127
;, Pind. . 10, 24;, Hdt. 8, 106, cf 1,

76, Eur. Or. 352 : to stir up,,
Od. 18, 376 :. ,

Eur. Phoen. 1063 : . •, tear from one's hand, Eur.
Hec. 145 ;—pass., , ex

cited, inspired by the god, Od. 8, 499,
cf 4, 282 ; 13, 82.—II. more common-
ly intr., to put one's self into violent

motion, to hurry, rush : hence c. inf,

to be eager to do, of /) -/, starts in chase of,

11. 13, 64 ; for which, v. 02, he had
: <5'

'/. , whenever
he started to rush at the gates, made
an effort at them, II. 22, 194 : SO. -

d' 3,
II. 21, 265 : absol. to be eager or fore-

most, Thuc. 8, 34.—2. to purpose, set

out with a thing, Plat. Prot. 314 ;

oft. also c. inf, Hdt. 1, 76; 7, 150,

Soph. Ant. 133, Plat., etc.—2. to rush

headlong, esp. at one, c. gen.,,
II. 4, 335 ; , Hes. Se. 403,

Hdt. 1, 1, Thuc, etc. ; . -. Id. 7, 179 ; ], Aesch.

Pers. 394 ; , Eur. Supp.

1221, cf Plat. Phaedr. 238 , etc.;, just like

., (cf infra), Thuc. 2, 19.

B. m pass., intr., like signf II, with
aor. mid., and still more
freq. aor. pass,, Hom.,
Hes., etc. ; and so pf pass,,
Hdt. 7, 22, Thuc, etc. :— 1. c. inf.,, that they put

not themselves in motion to flee, II. 8,

511 ; so, , II 10,

359 ; -, he hastened to snatch.., 11. 13,

188
;, was eager to.., 11. 21, 572:

generally, to be eager, to long, purpose

to do, c. inf, Hdt. 1, 158 ; 7, l,etc.—2.

the object /or or after which one goes

is in genit., II. 14, 488 ; 24, 595 ; also,, Od. 10, 214 : also,, , , Thuc. 6, 9 ; 8, 47,

60, Plat. etc. ; , after one,

II. 17, 605 : the starting-point with

,' , II. 3, 142. ci.

Hdt. 3, 98. Plat., etc. ; or,. Plat.

Phaed. 101 D, etc. :— in historical

prose, .., to start from, be-

ginfrom, esp. of the place where one
carries on any regular operations,•, living there and go-

ing outfrom thence to do one's daily

work, "Hdt. 1, 17 ; so of a general,

making that place his headquarters, or

base of operations, Hdt. 8, 133, cf. 3,

98; 5, 125, etc., Thuc. 1, 64; 2, 69,

etc. : ' , sci-

ting out. biginuing withsmdiWeT meAna,
Id. 2, 65 ; cf.—3. absol.

to rush on, make a desperate attack, II.

13, 182, 496, etc., Od. 12, 126, and
freq. in Horn. ; also with,-
, etc., added, II. 5, 855; 17, 530:
also, to be eager. Soph. O. C. 1008:

generally, to make a start, go, depart,

Trag. ; and so, , the

report flies abroad, the story goes,

Wess. Hdt. 3, 56, cf 7, 189; o. .. Id. 4, 16 ; 6, 8(j, 4 :

so too, , in-

sult has gone fearless/, Soph. Aj.

197., Ion. for, 3 pi.

pf pass, from foreg.. Hdt., , v. sub., Ep. ao, , son of
Ormenus, i. e.— 1. Amyntor, father of

Phoenix, II. 9, 448.-2. Ctesius, Od.

15, 414., , , Ormenium, a

city of Masrnesia in Thessaly, II. 2,

738 : cf. Strab. p. 436.,, , having a long

stalk, 'Nic. Th. 840.

1049



' or, , , shoot,

sprout, stem, stalk, hence :

also in pliir. rtt, Poskiipp.

Syntr. 2. (Orig. prob. the same with. part. aor. mid. of.), part. aor. mid. oi,
q. v., 11., ov, 6, Ormenus, son of

Cercaphus, grandson of Aeohis. ace.

to Strab. p. 43, founder of Ormeiii-

um.—2. a Trojan slain by Teucer,
11. 8, 274.-3. another, II. 12, 187 ; v.

also., , f. -,( II) to be

moored, lie at anchor, of a ship, iv, Hdt. 7, 21 ; ?], 7, 188
;

opp. to .. Thuc. 4, 2G

;

also in mid., ,
Hdt. 7, 188 :—Proverb., -

(sc.) -, i. e. ' to be in one boat' with the

many, Dem. 319, 8 ; -, ' to have two strings to

your bow,' Dem. 1295, fin. ; so, me-
taph., , to

depend on children for one's safety.

Soph. O. C. 148 ; of. sub :
—

inetaph. also to nestle, -
, Aesch. Cho. 529., Ion. part. pass, of, Hdt., , fj, {*,') any
violent pressure onwards, an assault, at-

tack, esp. the first shock, onset in war,

Lat. impetus^ li. 9, 355 : of a wild

beast, II. 11, 119: more freq. of things,, the force of a hurled

spear, II. 5, 118, Hes. Sc. 365, 456;
EO-, the rage of fire, II. 11,

157 ; ., the shock of a wave,
Od. 5, 320 ; , spring oiknee,

i. e. power to spring or leap, Find.

N. 5, 39 ; ., speed of foot, Eur.

El. 112.—2. esp, the first stir or move
towards a thing ; in Horn., the begi?i-

ning of thing, first start or eagerness

in an undertaking, II. 4, 466, Od. 2,

403 ; a struggle, effort to reach a thing,

Od. 5, 416 ; so in Hdt.—3. later esp.

eagerness, violence, passion or appetite,

joined with. Plat. Phil. 35

D, Soph. Ant. 135, Thuc. 3, 36 :, one feels an impulse,

c. inf., Thuc. 4, 4 ; , Plat.

Phaedr. 279 A
; ), with one

impulse, Xen. An. 3, 2, 9 : c. gen,,

eager desire of or for thing, Thuc.
7, 43.—4. simply, a start on a march,

etc., , to be on the point

of starting, Xen. An. 2, 1,3; an expe-

dition, lb. 3, 1, 10, Polyb. (Hence,.), adv., impetuously, tiermes
ap. Stob. Eel. 1, p. 1070."/,, ,{) any vio-

lent act or feeling, eager longing, vio-

lence :—only found in a disputed
phrase, 11. 2, 356, 590,'-, expl. by the old

Gramm,,owr (the Greeks') Zorag-m^s and
groans/or Helen ; by others, the vio-

lence suffered by Helen, and her groans.

V. .plura ap. i3uttm, Lexil. s. v.,, ,{) rapid mo-
tion., , , {) any
means of stirring up or rousing, a stimu-

latit. incentive, Isocr. 74 D, Xen. Eq.
10, 15,— II. (from mid.), a

starting place, station, whence all oper-

ations are carried on, as a pirate's nest,

Dem. 409, 5 ; 445, fin. ; a wild beast's

lair, Plul. 2, 961 ; esp. military

position. base ofoperations, point d'appui,

Polyb, 1, 17,5; 5,3, 9.-2. the first

start, beginning of in a thing, C. gen.,

Liban., , o,=sq.

', , ,{) impetu-

ous, ., appetite, Tim.
Locr. 102 ; . , eager for

a thing, Arist. Probl. 2, 31, 2, etc.

Adv. -,., Atli. 401 C., , , {) fishing-liiie

of horse-hair, Lat. linea, Eur. Hel.

1615, Plat. (Com.) al ' 3,

Opp., etc. : the form is dub.

in Theocr. 21, 1), v. Spitzn. Pros,, 1, c. [{, except Eur. 1. c. where
it is short ; also in Babrius 6, 3.], ,=, Strab. p.

233., , , an angler: from,() to angle, fish with

rod and line., ov, throwing a line,

angling, Anth. P. 6, 196 ; 7, 693. [iin

last passage ; the other is uncertain.]

: fut.- Att.- ;{) :

—

to bring to a safe anchorage, bring

into harbour, to moor, anchor, vavv, Od.

3, 11 ; 12, 317, Hdt. 6, 107 ;
'-

-, Thuc. 7, 59 ; (or)
., to moor a ship in the

open sea, let her ride at anchor, II. 14,

77, Od. 4, 785, (though the anchors in

Hom. were but large stones, v.

II : ',,
Xen. An. 3, 5, .-^ -, to

bring safe home, to land, Eur. Tro.
1155.—il. mid.,c. fut., aor.

:— to come tn an anchor,

anchor, Hdt. 9, 96 ;, to come to a place and anchor
there. Soph. Phil. 546 ; so ,
Xen. An. 6, 1, 15, Dem. 80, 10, etc.

;, Thuc. 8, 11 : . ,
or , Xen. ; but also,—2.

metaph. to be in haven, i. e. rest and in

safety ; also, to come to man's last ha-

ven— death, Ael. ap. Suid. ;-, to rest, be dependent on

a thing, as, , Eur. . F. 203.",,, Theophr., or-, , Poleino ap. Ath. 478 D : a kmd
of sage : also written and. Hence, , like.", , () bringing

ship to anchor.—II. (from pass.) a com-
ing to anchor, anchorage, Ael.', , , dim. from,
a small necklace, LXX.",, ,=:11, He-
raclid. Alleg. 61., , /, a cord or chai7i

for holding fast or hanging up a thing,

"Diod. 17, 44.,, ,{ II, -) harbour-giver, of a god, Anth.
P. 10, 16.", , , a cord, chain, esp. a
necklace, collar ; the ladies of the he-
roic age wore them of gold and elec-

tron, II. 18, 401, Od. 15, 460, Hes. Op.
74 ; so, , Aesch.
Cho. 616, cf. Ar. Vesp. 677, Plat. Rep.
390 A : , a string of
crowns, i. e. of praises, Pind. N. 4,

28 ; which is perhaps parodied in

7^, Ar. Ran. 914.—2. a
kind of dance, performed in a ring by
youths and maidens alternately, Luc.
Saltat. 11.—II. a roadstead, anchorage,

Lat. statio navalis : esp. the inner part

of a harbour, where ships lie. (cf.),
11. 1, 435, Od. 13. 101, Hdt. 7, 194,

Trag., etc.—2. nielaph., a haven, place

of shelter or refuge, Eur. Hec. 450:

—

also, pudenda mutiebria, Jac. Anth. 1,

p. 64, 3, p. 210 ; cf. 3.—III. in

Anth. P. 9, 296, it seems to be a ship's

cable : and Hesych. quotes (sic)

in the signf. of shoe-strings. (That
I belongs to the root, Lat.

OPNI
sero, to tie, fasten, and is akin to -

and HI, is certain : Buttm.,
Lexil. s. v.^ 2, assumes U,
as radically different, and refers it to, ; but this seems need-
less, since II, is nothing but
place where skips are fastened. For
distinction some Gramm. write op/iof,
in signf. I.), ov, , Boeot. for 6p-, Ar. Ach. 913.,{) dep., to catch

birds .• proverb, to carry the head high,

like a fowler looking out for birds,

ap. Hesych., , al, and poet.-, Orniae, an ancient city of Argolis
on the borders of Sicyonia, seat of
the ancient Cinyrii, II. 2, 571 ; Thuc.
6, 7.-2. a town between Corinth and
Sicyon, Strab. p. 376., , , of or belonging to

birds., , . Ion.,
of Orneae. oi, the Ornealae,
inhab. of Orneae, Hdt. 8, 73 ; Thuc.
6,7. [a]^, ov, eaten by birds., , , {,) skdlrd in bird-catching

; •
(sc.), Ath. 25 D., , {,)
one who predicts from the flight of birds., ,{,)
half-bird, half-man., ov,= foreg.,{,) bird-

shaped, Procl., ov, ,^=, a bird, II.

13, 64, Thuc. 2, 50, Plat., etc.— II.~, the bird-market, Ar. Av. 13;
cf. II.,,, a place where
birds are sold : from, ov, , {, -?) a dealer in birds.,,^^.
Hence, , , of or be-

longing to augury., , ,=-., ,=.
', ,=., ,{,)

frequented by birds, Anth. P. 10, 11., ,=., , , Omeus, son of
Erechtheus, Pans. 2, 25, 5., , =, of a
fickle man. Pint. 2, 44 C., ov, , a bird-catcher., ov, TO, dim. from -, Anaxandr. Protes. 1, 62, Nicostr.
"A3pa 2. [], ov, , {,)
kirig of birds, Ar. Av. 1215. [i], , ,{) ob-
servatiim of the flight or cries of birds,

for divination, Polyb. 6, 26. 4., a, ov, also , ov, Ar.
Av. 865() : of or belonging to a
bird, 6pv., birds-flesh, Ar. Ran.
510, Nub. 338, Xen., etc. :—, a haunt of birds, A. B. p. 54. [/:], or. poet, for,
Arat. 274. [where it must be pro
nounced as a trisyll.l, ov, h, {) a
fowler, bird-catcher, Ar. Av. 526, Plat.

Legg. 824 B, Plat. (Com.) Symm. 8.',, , v. sub-., {) to catch, nit,

trap, snare birds, Xen. Hell. 4, 1, 16.

—II.. dep. mid.,= oi(j-, to ob.ten^e the flight or cries of
birds for divination, Dion. H. 4. 13.



OPNI, ,,{) belonging

to birds : ,, history of
birds., , , (), the north winds in winter
and spring, which brought the birds of
passage, Arist. Meteor. 2, 5, 10, Mund.
4, 15;—hence in Ar. Ach. 877,-.. tempest of birds.—JI.

a dealer in birds, Liban., , ,() belonging

or peculiar birds, Luc., ov, TO, dim. from,
a little bird, Hdt. 2, 77 : esp. chicken,

Cratin., etc. [v<], a, ,=. [?]'3, ov, , a place

xehere birds are fed, an aviary, poultry-

house : liom, ov, {,)
feeding, keeping birds or poultry.^, , , a plant, the

star of Bethlehem, Diosc. 2, 174 : in

Plin.. ornithogale., , =,
Artemid. 1,39., ov,(,-) knowing in birds, Ael. . . 16, 2.., , . the generating

of birds :
— brood of chickens ; from, ov, (, *)

sprung from a bird,, Eur. Or.

1387.', , (,) like

birds : esp. like poultry., , , {,)
catching or killing of birds. Hence, , , bird-catcher,

fouler, Ar. . 62. Hence, , to catch birds, Te-
lechd. Pryt. 8, Lob. Phryn. 627., , , (,) belonging to bird-catching:- (sc.), the art of bird-catching,

fowling, Plat. Soph. 220 B, ubi tamen
Bekk. e Codd.., ,,=., , , (,-') dealer in birds, Critias 61. []

f ', ov,, a place where

birds, esp. poultry, are kept : from, ov, (,)
keeping birds, esp. poultry., ov, understanding birds., ov, ,(,)
one who interprets the flight or cries of
birds, [], ov, (, )
speaking or treating of birds.^?, ov, Dor.-, (-,) lying in wait for birds,

bpV; a bird-catcher, fowler, Pind. \. 1,

67., , to be bird-mad, Ar.
Av. 1273, etc. : from
pvo(iv7/g)^,(,)

mad after birds, bird-mad, Ath. 464 D.
Hence, , , madness after

birds., ov, (,)
bird-shaped.,() as pass., to be

changed into a bird, Ath. 393 E.,, , , {,) born of bird : hence, like a bird,

Lye. 731, cf. Lob. Phryn. 500., , , {,
snarefur birds, Anlh. P. 9, 396.'?., , , a dealer in

birds., , like-
•, to observe birds, interpret their

flight arid, cries, J^at. augurium capere,

LXX. : from, ov,{,)
observing and predicting by theflight and

crUs of birds, Lat. augur, auspex : -

OPNI
bpv., an augur's seat, Lat. teviplum

augurale. Soph. Ant. 999., , , a bird or
poultry-house : from, , to keep birds, esp.

poultry, Cieop. : and, , , a keeping of
birds, Plut. Pericl. 13 ; from, ov, (,)
keeping birds, Diod., ov, (,)
eating birds, Arist. H. A. 9, 6, 11., , (, ) of a
bird's nature or shape. Ath. 491 D., , contr. tor-, Arist. H. A. 6, 10, 2.,, , a poultry-house

or yard.

ipvv, , (city of birds)

Ornithopolis, a city of Phoenicia,
Strab. p. 758.', a, ov, also, ov, poet, for, knth. P. 9, 377., 6, but also II. 9, 323 ; 14,

290, and oft. in Att.
;
gen.,

etc. ; ace. sing, and opviv,
neither in Horn. : the plur.,
etc., post-Hom. Collat. forms of

nom. and ace. or. Ale-

man 21 and Att.
;
gen. (formed

like ), cf Schaf Greg. p. 476.

The Dor. form the trisyll. cases by ,., etc., as if from a

nom..—On the gender and de-

clens. V. Ath. 373 sq.— I. a bird, Horn.,

both the wild bird of prey and the do-

mestic fowl : oft. added to the names
of birds, , .
Soph. Aj. 629, Fr. 300 :—also like, a bird of omen, from the flight

or cries of which the augur divined,

Has. Op. 826 ;,, -, Horn.: hence,—ll.metaph.,

like Lat. avis for augurium, the omen
or prophecy taken from the flight or cries

of birds, Hom. (in this signf always
in sing.) ; in full, ,
Eur. Phoen. 839 ; cf.—2. gen-
erally, an omen, fatefid presage, with-
out direct reference to birds, 11. 24,

219, Pind. P. 4, 33 ; cf sub, et

V. Ar. Av. 719, who is very witty on
this usage.

—

III. in Att., is

usu. cock. Soph. Fr. 900
; , a

hen, being the commonest ana most
useful of domestic fowls ; more fully,, Aesch. Eum. 860 ; •. Soph. Fr. 424, cf Br. Ar.

Av. 102 ; and so in Bucolic writers,

as Theocr. 22, 72 ; 24, 63, cf Schaf
Mosch. 3, 50.—IV. in plur. sometimes
the bird-market, Br. Ar. Av. 13, Dem.
417, 21 ; cf.— V.' -, song-birds, i. e. poets, Kiessl.

Theocr. 7, 47.— V^I. proverbs :-
vuv , Aesch. Ag. 394

;, , Eur.
Hipp. 828 ; , ' pigeon's

milk,' i. e, any marvellous dainty or

good-fortune, Ar. Vesp. 508, 1671 ; cf. (Prob. from '*, .)
[Hom. has in nom., II. 9, 323 (m ar-

sis), II. 12. 218, H. Hom. 18, 17 (in

thesis) ; but ^, II. 24. 219. In

Trag. it seems ueu.. -Iv, but in

Aristoph. usu. l, Pors. Hec. 204. For
later Ep., though they oft. use I in

nom., no absolute rule can be given

:

vet the Gramm. call Attic,

JDiaco p. 71, 7, E. M. p, 632, 3. Spitz-
ner Anleit. z. Griech. Prosodie, p. 37,

tries to explain this uncertainty by a
double form, - -iv, -
-Iv. In trisyll. cases always.], ov. Dor. for bpvt, Pind. _, •

of, Pim
, -, Dor. gen,, and ace.

"'
d.

OPNT
or -vo) [] : lengthd. form

of root OP- (v. sub tin., and ), to

stir up, Horn., who only uses impe-
rat.,, taking the rest of
the pres. and impf from [] ;

fut., 11. 4. 10 ; aor., , ,
part,, very freq. in Horn. : also, 11. 17, 423.—Mid.,
to stir one's self, in Horn, only 3 sing.

opvvTui, imperat., part, oo-
: impf, Hom. only 3

sing, and ))1.,. F'ut.//, not in Hom..whohas instead

a fut. 2. 3 sing,, II. 20,

140. Aor., 3 sing, ,
only in II., but much more freq. contr., 3 pi. without augm., Od.
3, 471 ; also, 11. 2, 398: 3
sing. subj., Od. : imperat. op-

or. Horn., Ion. contr.,
II. : inf (not), 11. 8, 474,
contr. for : part,. ?/,

ov, for, 11.—Intr. only in

perf, I have arisen, am aroused,

in Hom. only3sing., subj.-
py, plqpf, also, II. 18,

498 ; the form, is usu. aor.

trans., II. 2, 146, Od. 4, 712, etc.
;
yet

as perf intr. in II. 13, 78, Od. 8. 539,
which however some take as if trans.

—The pass, form, Od. 19,

377, subj.?;, II. 13,271,=-
.—There is no pres. or,
V. sub opo/iai.—The tenses are formed
very like those of*, q. v.

liadic. signf, to stir, stir up : esp.,

—I. of bodily movement, to set on, oi' , to set on, let loose his

eagle upon him, Hes. Th. 523.—Mid.
with perf, to move, s!ir one's

self ' ),
while my limbs have power to more, 11.

9, 610, Od. 18, 133. etc. : esp. in im-
perat. pres. and aor. mid., arouse thee !

up! arise! in Horn, used just like

uye and in exhorting, freq. with
collat. notion of haste, force.—2. cau-
sal, to make to arise, call forth,-

atf ',, Od. 23, 348, cf
Od. 7, 169 : to awaken, arouse from
sleep, II. 10, 518 : of animals, lo rouse,

start, chase, Od. 9, 154 ; , II.

22, 190.—Mid. to stand up. arise, esp.

from bed, , II.

11,2; , 11.11. 645 ; absol.,, Hes. Th. 843

;

so, , Hes. Sc. 40 ; hence,
to wake out of sleej), esp. to rise sudden-
ly, spring up : also c. inf., to rise to do
a thing, set about it, bpv.,,, as we say, to go to sleep,

Horn. ; also with part., ,
get up and go to bed, Od. 7, 342 : lo

begin, c. inf , 11. 12, 279 ;—just like the
intr. and the pass,,—3. to stir up, rouse, encourage , esp. lo
fight, against one, kiti rivi, 11. 5, 629 ;

uvTia Tivor. 11. 20, 79; , II. 17,

72 ; , Pind. P. 2, 54 ; sometimes
c. inf,, , he
cheered him on to light, etc., Hom,,
esp. of the suggestions of the gods:
so, ,
stirs my tongue to speak, Pincl. O.
13, 15, cf Soph. Ant. 1000:—pass,
and mid., lo be roused, stirred in mind,,, . etc.. of any
vehement, esp. hostile, feeling, Hom.;
against one, , II. 5, 590; 11,
343 ; 21. 248 ; but elscwh. mostly ab-
sol., whereas. usu. has a defi-

nite object of the e.xcitement.— 4. oft.

en used of things as well as persons,
to make to rise, call forth, cause, excite,

Lat. ciere, ,,,
?pLV.,., also,•
-, etc., Hom. ;, Aesch.
Pers. 496 :—and in mid., to come eii,
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to arise, ?,,,,,', etc.,. ; so too,,, , etc., Hoiii. ;, a lire that has arisen, 11. 17,

738 ; , the darts

flying onwards, 11. 1 1, 572 :, started from the skin,

lies. Th. 191 ; .
Pind. 0. 8, 45 ; cf.'/. -dnd. —. Rh. olteri uses

lor, and for -—
The word is also freq. in Find., and
now and then in Trag., but very rare

in prose. (From the root-, more-
over come,,,-,,. prob. also,,,,., the

Lat. orior, ortor, hortor ; akin also-, riio, etc.), , , son of Ornytiis,

i. 8. Naubolus, Ap. Rh. 1, 208.,, , Ornytion, son
of Sisyphus, Paus. 2, 4, 3., ov, , Ornytus, a Be-
brycian, Ap. Rh. 2, 05.—2. v.-.— Others in Paus. ; etc.^, {not-), ov,, dim.
from. Bast Ep. Cr. 195.,=, q. v., Horn.'', ov, , Orxines, a satrap

under Alexander in Persis, Arr. An.
6, 29.., 6, Oroatis, a river of
Persis, Strab. p. 727., , , (,)
a parasitic plant, which seems from
Tiieophr. to be cuscuta, our dodder

;

but from Diosc. 2, 172, it should be
OMX broom-rapn , orobanrhe. Also writ-

ten. Said to have been
called also, 7.,7,7\,, -

and7.^,,-—, Gramm.7, ,,=^., , , said to be the

fruit of the 7, Nic. Th.
809., , v..', , a plant, Diosc.,, , Orobatis, a city

of India, Arr. An. 4, 2S, 5., , at, Orobiae, a city of
Euboea, near Aegae, Thuc. 3, 89., a, ov, of the size of the, Theophr., ov, b, like the, Ar-
chig., Diosc.3, to fatten,feed with the-, Diod., , ov, made of,
Diosc.,, , dim. from,
Hipp.., ov, , Orobius, a Roman
praetor, Ath. 215 A., . , like or of the size

of the, Diod. : fem.,. []', , (,) of
the nature of the, like it, Galen., ov, , Lat. ERVUM,
the bitter vetch, a kind of pulse, The-
ophr.—II. the plant which bears it. Id., , to eat,
Hipp., , contr. for-, , {, *) pro-
duced on the frontier. Iambi., ol, mountain-tops, Dion.
P. 280, Nic. Al. 4) : in Hesych

,

. (Usu. deriv. from and.), , , poet, for,
Pind. P. 4, 40C. Ar. Fr. 661.., , dim. from-, Theocr. 7, 138.
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, ov, , a bough, branch,

shortd., Nic. Al. OIG (003).

Opo(5f,ii)'i(ic5ff,, a'l, {, -) couching on the mountains, epith.

of the mountain-nymphs., , , the fixing of boun-

dnrirs, a boundary, N. T., ubl al. TU
: and, , to fix boundaries

:

from, , , (,) one

ivho fixes boundaries.',^', to stir up, rouse,

urge on, usu. of persons, U. 10, 332,

etc. ; also of things,, -, 11. 21, 312, Od. 5, 292 .-^-Ep.

word used in pass., ,
by Aesch. Pr. 200. (Merely a lengthd.

form from *,, like,,.), ov, , Oroebantius,

an earlv Grecian poet, said to have
lived before Homer, Ael. V. H. 11, 2., , ,Oroedus, a king of

the Paravaei in Epirus, Thuc. 2,

80., ,, Oroetes, a Persian
governor in Sardis, Hdt. 3, 120 : in

Luc. Contempl. 14, also., ov,=:, Nic.

Th. 5, 377. [e], ov, TO, {,)
the mountain-nut, a tree which grows
near the Black sea, Strab. p. 74 : but

others prefer, Lat. cornus

viontana. [a]', ov, sounding on the

mountains, [fi]",.(,) to watch,

keep watch and tvard, Od. 14, 104.

(Others refer this to the root *,, but no such pres. as is

ibund in use : nor would the sense
admit, of this deriv.), , {, )
Dor. for, a kind of ivild

apples, Theocr. 5, 94, ubi olim-, cf. opt-.. ov and a, and 'OpoiTT/f

,

ov. , Orontes, a Persian nobleman,
put to death l)y order of Cyrus the
younger, Xen. An. 2, 4, 8.—2. a gov-

ernor in Armenia. Id. 3, 5, 17.—3. the
last Persian ruler in Armenia, Strab.

p. 531.—4. m Dem. 180, 25 a governor
of Mysia, or ace. to others the river

( sq. ). — II. a river of Syria, former-
ly called Typhon, flowing from Li-

banus, Strab. p. 750., ov, , Orontobates,

a Persian, Arr. An 1, 2, 3., , (, )

mountain plain, table land, Strab., ov,,^.,,, Ion., moun-
tain, hill, height, chain of hills, freq. in

Hom., who has both sing, and plur.,

in the usu. as well as the Ion. form,',, etc. : so also

in Hes., who (in Theog. 129) calls

mountains children of Vaia,
' , -.—Hdt. indeed prefers the Ion.

form, but in all Mss. the usu. one is

sometimes found, as 1, 43 ; 2, .
(Perh. from same root as,—
strictly anything rising.)', or ^^ (v. infra), , ,
Lat. SERUM, the tmtcry or serous

part of milk, whey, Od. 9, 132 ; 17, 225
;

cf. Arist. H. A. '3, 20, 0. Eust. ad II. c.

—2. the watery part of the Woorf,. Plat.

Tim. 83 D. — 3. the watery port of tar,

elsewh.,. — 4.

/6/•, Plut. 2, 909 .— The form 6/) first occurs in

Arist.—The Ion. form is found

in Nic. Th. 708,—which may imlicate

a relation to, urina.

Opor, o,= op/jof, q. V.', , . Ion., a boun-

dary, limit, frontier, 11. 12, 421 : a land-

mark, 11. 21, 405 ;
(the word only oc-

curs in these two places of Horn., and
each time in Ion. form, which in Hdt.

also is the only one) :

—

the boundary

between two objects is usu. expressed
by putting both in gen., as,, Hdt. 1, 7'2

;, to fix as the

limit to a thing, Hdt. 1, 32. cf. 74;, to lay it down for one's

self, as Plat. Phaedr. 237 D, Dem.
548, 24 ; so , Dem.
033, 3;, Lycurg. 157, 0; so,, Thuc. 3, 92 ;

TLVi, Hdt. 1, 210: also in

plur., bounds, boundaries, -, Pind. . 6, 130; ', Aesch. Pr. 060:—
metaph., , Aesch.
Ag. 1154 ; for , lb. 485, v.

sub.—2. in Hdt. 1, 93,

are marking stones {, cippi ),

bearing inscriptions.—3. so, in Att.,

this was the name for stone slabs or

tablets set up on mortgaged properly, to

serve as a bond or register of the

debt, opov,, Isae. 59, 40, Dem. 876, 9 ; 1029,

27, cf. Herm. Pol. Ant. <^ 100, 9.—II.

the broad piece of wood forming the up-

per part of the oil and wine press, Aesch.
Fr. 98, "Menand. p. 63.—III. a rule,

standard, bound, limit, measure,, Plat. Rep. 373 ; a prin-

ciple, as op., Id. Rep. 551

A.—IV. in Aristotle's Logic, the term
of a proposition, subject or predicate.

Anal. Pr. 1. 1, 5, etc. :—but usu. the

definition of a term, its species, Top. 1,

4,2; 8, 2, etc. :—2. in mathematics,
are the terms of a proposition,

Eucl. 5, Def. 9.—V. a goal, end, aim,

Aristid. (Akin to Lat. sors, as

to sulcus.). ov, , Orus, son of Lycaon, A
Apollod. 3. 8, 1., ol, Persian word lor

the Benefactors of the King, Hdt. 8,

85, Soph. Fr. 193 ; cf. Esther 6, I. sq.,, , the mountain-finch,
Arist. H. A. 8, 3, 5., ,^=,,
Aesch. Theb. 85. [],, ,{)^-, Gramm., , {) =,, defined as, Stob. Eel 2, p. 102., impf., Eur. . F.

972: f., . Hom. . 417;
Hom, and Hes. uap only the aor.

without augm. :—a snortd. part,-
or, Hes. Sc. 437, H. Hom.

Ap. 417 •.=:., intr., to rise and
rush violently on or forward, Lat. ruo,

irruo, to move quickly, hasten, dart for•

ward, Hom., both of men and things:
Hom. always joins it with a word ex-
pressing motion to a place,, -, II. 11, 359; 2, 310; '-?., 14, 401 ; so Hes. Sc.
412, 436 ; or motion from a place,, . 13. 505,
etc. ; so, -. Aesch. Eum. 113 ; c. ace. cog-
nato, .. Id. Ag. 820 :—in
Pind. P. 10, 95, as with all verbs of
desire, the object is put in sen. :— c.

inf., to be enoer to do, Pind. O. 9, 155:
not rare in Eur.—2. generally, fo rise,

tower, 0pp. (From *..),, , and O^^ogif>•



, in., Orophernes,

sou Ariarathes V. of Cappadocia,
Polyb. 3, 5, 2 ; etc.', , ?/, (^) the roof of a

hnuse or deling of a room, Od. 22, 298,

Hdt. 2, 148, and Att.
;
pleon..-. Id. 2, 155 ;'/, to take oft' the tiling,

Thuc. 4, 4ij ; cf. :
—the wood-

work of the roof, usu. in plur. like

Pliny's contignationes, Theophr., of, (»},)
roof destroying, , Anth. P. 9, 152., ov. {, )

\

bearing a roof, of the tortoise, Anth. I

P. 9, 631. I, a, ov, belonging to the
[, Inscr. I, , ,{) living under I

roof; ^' op., the common mouse,
|

opp. to . Ar. Vesp. 206 ; :

op., a tame Aouje-snake.
[, , ,{) of or be-
;

longing to a roof.
j, »/, ov, () covered
\

viith or made of reeds. 1

'Opoo^~,,=^pl(|o,L•'K^^.
j

from, ov,,=6.
\, ov, 0,{) the reeds used

for thatching houses,/.', II. 24, 451, v.

Spitzner Exc. xxxvi. — II. a roof
.

Orac. ap. Hdt. 7, 140, Aesch. Supp.

650. Thuc. 1, 134, Flat. :—in plur.,

like Lat. tecta, opoooi3, i. e. his

temple, Eur. Ion 89. Hence
j', as pass., to be roofed,
;. Plut. 2, 210 D. Hence^,, , a roof cieling,
\

LXX. ; and ^
j, , a roofing, deling., , , roofed or deled.
|, ov, hilly, mountainous,

Aesch. Fr. 146, 7, ace. to Herm.
Opusc. 3, 50 :—for, v. sub

\.
I, Ep. for. Horn.
|, ov, , Aeo!. for-, Sappho 37, Theocr. 29, 13.

OpT7y5, Att. ~, , Aeol.

and Dor. —,, , a sapling,

young shoot or tree, II. 21. 38, cf. Ap.
Rh. 4, 1425, Theocr. 7, 146;-, Sappho 34: hence of things

made of such young trees, as a goad
for driving cattle, Hes. Op. 406; a

lance, Eur. Hipp. 221.—II. metaph.,

a sdon, descendant. (Usu. deiiv. from
*«, as if : ace. to others

from -,-, so that the original

notion would be that of a point or

spike ; cf. Lat. urpex, a harrow.) [In

Anth. we find an ace., v. Jac.

A. P. p. 262.]^, ov, , Aeol. for,
Sappho.^~, ,{ 3,) the

xeatery part oftar,=avo (q. v.),

Tlieophr.-, , , = 6()~ :

from)~, , (, ) to

drink whey, Hipp. Hence^-, , , a drinking of
whey, Hipp.', ov, . {^,)
the rump and tail-feathers of birds,

Arist. H. A. 2, 12, 9 -.—the tail-fin of

fish. Id. 4, 1, 25:—(but lb. 9, 32, 3

and 5, Bekk. writes ovporrvyiov)

:

—
generally, the tad or rump of an ani-

mal, Ar. Vesp. 1075, Nub. 162._'[i.]'0^^)-, ov, ( opporrv-,) having spotted or barred

tail fathers, Arist. ap. Ath. 313 D.

'01)/), 6, V. sub, serum.), ov, b, the end of the os sa-

crum, on which the tail of beasts and
birds is set, cf.^^~ :—in the
human body, strictly the space between

the anus and pudenda, =,-
: generally, the tail, rump, bottom,

Ar. Ran. 222, Pac. 1239, etc. — Also
written . (Akin to : cf.).)
Oppou. ,() to turn into whey., , Ion. /i/S-, f. -r/au :

—
to fear, dread, shrink from, C. aCC,
Hdt. 1, 34, etc. (always in Ion. form),
Eur. El. 831, Ar. Eq. 126, etc.; c.

gen. rei, to fear for or because of a
thing, Hdt. 1, 1)1; so, ,
Lys. 180, 10 ; /5. , Thuc.
6, 9 :. ..., Hdt. 8, 70 ; but more
usu. ..., 1. 9, etc. ; also c. inf..., Eur. Hec. 768. (Not a
compd. of,, from the no-
tion of dropping the tail ; — the Ion.

form is enough to refute

this, and no doubt the word, like the
kindred Lat. horreo, horresco, is ono-
matop., expressing the shuddering,

etc., of fear.) Hence, , fearful, shy. Adv.
-.', , {, ) like

whey, serous, Hipp., , , {) fear,

affright, dread, Eur. Phoen. 1389,
etc. ; . :., Med. 317 ; h .

tl, Thuc. 2, 89.. part. aor. of, Horn., Ion. 3 aor. of, for. 11. 17, 423., ov, , Orseas, masc. pf.

n., Pind. L 4, 123., , , Orsedice, daugh-
ter of Cinyras, Apollod. 3, 14, 3., . Homer, imperat.
aor. mid. of, v..',, , Orse'is, a nymph,
Apollod. 1, 7, 2., , ace. sing., one
ivho excites women, epith. of Bacchus,
Poet. ap. Plut. 2, 607 C, 671 C—No
nom. was in use, Lob. Phryn. 659. [v], ov,(,)
stirring or making noise : ZfVf, the

rouser of thunder, Pind O. 10 (11), 97.

V/., ov, , Orsilochus, son
of Alpheus, ruler of Pherae in Mes-
senia, II. 5, 545.—2. son of Diodes,
II. 5, 542.-3. a Trojan, II. 8, 274.-4.
pretended son of Idomeneus, Od. 13,

260.—5. an Athenian, Ar. Lys. 725., , {, )
cloud-raising, Homer's,
Pind. . 5, 62., , raising its flight,

soaring.,, , , (,) raising the foot ; hence swift-

footed,, Anth. P. 15, 27. [I], ov, , Orsippus, a
Spartan, Xen. Hell. 4, 2, 8.-2. a
victor in the Olympic games, Paus.
1,44, 1., ov, , a Cretan dance,
Ath. 629 C., ov, 6, Orsiphantus,

masc. pr. n., Hdt. 7, 227.. imperat. aor. mid. of,
bestir thee ! up ! Hom., who also uses

for it, and (in II.) the contr.

Ion. form.03, , , Orsobia, fem. pr.

., Paus. 2, 28, 6., 7/f , , an insect which
eats the buds of plants, .\rist. H. A. 5,

19, 21. — (The word, a bud, is

not found in use.), , , (,)
prob. a door approached by steps or
stairs, Od. 22, 126, 333 ; '-, lb. 132; also in

OPTT
Simon. 219 [where appears to be
long], [i]

or -, , to provoke,
assault, c. ace, '', . Horn.
Merc. 308 ; /.-. Max. Tyr. 107:—pass.,, my heart is troubled,

Aesch. Pers. 10, though the MSS.
have : from, ov, eager for the fray,
tempestuous, epith. of Mars, Anacr.
74. (Said to be deriv. from
and, /., bristling the mane

:

but prob. only a poet, form from -, , and so is sometimes
written, /..), Lacon. for, Ar. Lya.
995.,, , =, Cratias
ap. Dind. Gr. Graec. 1, p. 40., gen. a, ace.. Dor.
for-, ov,,(,)
the tvielder of the trident, Pind. O. 8,
64, P. 2, 22,"N. 4, 140., , , (,)
water-pipe., fut. , q. v., II., Ion. for. Hdt., to bound or frisk about,

flap the wings, like a young animal,
Lat. vitrdari, lascivire, v.

from7.,, , the young of any
animal, Lat. pullus, a young bird, a
chicken: generally, afoul, Nic. Al.
295. — A Dor. word (cf. sq.), which
passed into general poet. use. (Prob.
from. akin to: the prob.
orig. form does not seem to
have been used.) Hence,, o,=sq., Nic. Al.
228., ov, , = 7., a
chick, Theocr. 13, 12 ; a domesticfowl

;

being Boeot. for, ace. to
Strattis Phoen. 2, cf. Ar. Ach. 871,
et ibi Schol. :—generally, any young
bird, .\esch. Ag. 54.,, i/. Ion. for, Hdt., ov, o, the Rom. Hor-
tensius, Plut. : also, Strab.,, , Ortospana, a
city of Persia, Strab. p. 723., , , () Ortygia,

strictly Quad-island, the ancient name
of Delos, Od. 5, 123 : also part of the
city of Syracuse, otherwise called• or the Island, fStrab. p. 270;
cf. Pind. N. 1, 1.—II. name of Latona's
nurse, Strab. p. 639.

—

1. the name
was also given to a grove near Kphe-
sus, where Latona is said to have
given hirtli to her twins, Strab. 1. c.

'OpTvyiov, ov, , dim. from,
Eupol. Pol. 9, Antiph.. 3., ov, ,[,)
a quail-catcher. Plat. Euthyd. 290 D., ov, (,)
keeping quails, Ar. Fr. 36., . to play at, Plut. 2, 34 D.. , . quail-striking,

an Athen. game described by Poll. 9,

102 : V, sub : and, , , skilled in, playing thereat : from}, ov, [,)
playing at-,, a quail-striker.

Plat. (Com.) Penal. 4., , , (,-) madness after quails, Chrysipp.
ap. Ath. 464 D.,,,(,)
a bird which migrates with the quails,

perh. the land-rail. Cratin.Xfip. 15 ;

—

ludicrously applied to Leto. the Orty-

gian mother, Ar. Av. 870 ; cf Opwyia.
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0PY37^, , , dealer in

quails., , , quail-

coop. Anst. Probl. 10, 12, 1 : from, , to feed or keep

quails, M. Anton. 1, 6: from^, ov. {,)
keeping quails, Plat. Euthyd. 290 D., ;, !>, the quail, Lat.

coturni.i•, Epich. p. 25. Htlt. 2, 77, Ar.

Av. 707, etc.— II. a herb, elsewh.-, Theophr.', •, , Ortnn, a city and
haven of the Frentani, Strab. p. 212., barbarism for, Ar.

Thesm.,,^, a sausage, name
of a play of Epicharmus.,},:=^ ;

pf., Gramm. : v.., , , the beard of a he-

goat ; also written/, q. v., , /,=, Dion. . 4,

59;cf. Lob. Phryn. 231.. ov, . Dim. from.,, ,() place

dug out, a pit, ditch, hole, like,
Lat. scrobs, Hdt. 3, GO; 7, 23, Plat.,

etc. ; an underground passage, Hdt. 4,

200; ditch or 7nnat, Thuc. 1, 106: a

mine, Polyb. 5, 100, 2, etc. :

—

op.-, the grave, Eur. Hel. 546: — at

AUiens,= i3apaepor, the pit intowh'ich

condemned cruninals were thrown,
Lycurg. 165, 4, Dmarch. 98, 13., , , a late form for, Pors. ad Od. 9, 235., , , dim. from, [], , ?/,=, Aretae., , as root of,
only in Gramm.,, ,=.

and,:=, He-
sych. [].—II. =,, ci.

Lob. Phryn. 318. [>], , , also, , ,
Theophr., rice, both the plant and the

gram. Hence, , rice-cake,

Ath. 647 D.. ,(,) to

grow rice, Strab. p. 838 Casaub.,, o,= sq., Philo.', , ,{) one who
digs, a digger.—II. atii/ tool for digging,

etc., a spade, mattock, pick-axe, like.—III a plough-share, hecauae it

digs furrows ; or the furrow itself,

Strab. p. 092 Casaub., ?/, , () dug. -, U. 8, 179, etc., Xen. An. 1, 7,^. Eur. Tro. 1153.— II. dug
(mt, quarried ; ra, opp. to tu. Arist. Meteor. 3, 6, 10,

cf. Polyb. 34, 10, 10; ., fossil

fish, Polyb. 34, 10. 2., ov, , a loud noise, din,

as ot a throng of men fightii)g, vvork-

ing or runnmg about, freq. in Horn,

(esp. in II.), Hes. Sc. 232, 401 ; also

of horses and dogs, I!. 10, 185-, 17,

741. The word seems not to have

been used of loud voices, shouting,

etc., but only of confused, inarticu-

late sounds; hence ^.\so,, the sound of wood-cutters,

11. 16, 633 ; , of the

rattling made by throwing a bundle

of wood on the ground, Od. 9, 235,

cf II. 21, 313 ; of the roar of a moun-
tain torrent,^'),
II. 21, 256; and of the sea, Simon.

125. Epic word. — A later form is- (From,,. akin to.),, , also,,(^) pickaxe, or any sharp iron
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tool for digging, etc., Anth. P. 6, 297
;

cf. Lob, Phryn. 231.— II. a kind of,?^n-

zelle or antelope, in Aegypt and Libya,

so called from its pointed horns, v.

Bahr Hdt. 4, 192, cf. Ath. 200 F,—
III. a great fish, prob. the narwhal,

Lat. orca., ,() a digging, -, Plut. Pomp. 66.,, , an unknown wild ani-

7nnl in Libya, perh. the same with, Hdt. 4, 192.', Att. -: fut.:
pf. : 3 piqpf. pass,,
Hdt. : Horn, never uses the augm.
To dig,, U. 7, 341 ;,
Od. 11, 25;, Hdt. 1, 186;, having dug up some
earth. Soph. k]. 659.—2. to dig up,

?., Od. 10, 305 : also in mid., ?-, to have stones dug or
quarried, Hdt. 1, 186, cf. 3, 9: pass.,. the soil that was
dug up, Hdt. 1, 185;. Plat. Criti. 114 ; cf.

sub.—2. to dig through, i. e.

7nake canal through, (like), Orac. ap. Hdt. 1, 174;
so, TO . Id. 1, 186.

—

4. to bury, , Xen. Oec. 19, 2. — 5.

sensu obscoeiio, like Lnt.fodere, Ar.

Av. 412. (Perh. akin to,[.) Hence', , , =, Plut. 2,

670 A, : cf..,^, Arat. 1086. []. , . young,
Uorion ap. Ath. 315 .., , orphan state,

Eur. . F. 546: [] from,() to take care

of, rear orphans,,, etc.,

Eur. Ale. 165, 297: — pass. c. fut.

mid. ,=z , to be an orphan,

lb. 535, Supp. 1132; cf.-., ac, , orphanhood. Plat.

Legg. 926 : generally, bereavement,

want of..., .', Pind. I. 8

(7), 14.,() to make an or-

phan : generally, to bereave, deprive,, Pind. P. 4, 504 ; to make
destitute, . Eur. Ale. 397.

—

Pass, to be left in orphanhood, lb. 6, 22 ;. Soph. Tr. 942., , , for, or-

phaned, fatherless,, II. 6,432; 11,

394: but, 7/, the day
which makes one an orphan, i. e. or-

phanhood, II. 22, 490 ; so, .,
Plat. Legs'. 928 A ; .,
lb. 922 A.", ov, = foreg., ,
Leon. Tar. 99., ov, ,() one

who takes care of orphans, a guardian,

Soph. Aj. 512., TJ, , but in Att. (ace to

Pors. Aj. 507, Hec. 150) always ,
ov, (though Dind. Eur. El. 1010 has, and Plat. Legg. 926 C has) :

— or-

piianed, without parents, fatherless, -, orphan-daughters, Od. 20, 68
;. Hes. Op. 332 : also,., reft of father, Eur. El.

1. c. : and so, from Pind. downwds.,
more widely, bereft of I. 7,

16 ;, Sosith. ap. Herm. Opusc.
1, 55 ; op'bavni3, free from inso-

lence, Pind. I. 4, 14; hence even of

parents, , reft of off-

spring, childless. Id. O. 9, 92; .',, Enr, Hec. 150, Diet.

1, Plat. Legg. 730 D ; -
?., Soph. Ant. 425 :—Comic

metaph.,., salt-iish with-

out sauce, Pherecr.. 4 ; cf-
I. fin. (Later shortd. form,

Lat. orbus, cf. Germ. Erbe. The root is

prob. Sanscr. rabh, Lat,rapio,our reft.), ov, , an or-

phan-hospital: Irom, , to bring up or-

phans : from, ov,(,-) bringing up orphans./.,, .(,) one who guards orphans : at

Athens, the were
guardians of orphans who Ixifi lost

their fathers in war, Xen. V'ectig. 2,

7, ubi v. Schneid. []',() as pass., to

be orphaned or destitute, Anth. P. 6, 101., a, ov, of or relating to

Orpheus. Orphic, ., Plat., ov, , (,^,' III. )one ivho initiates into thejnys•

teries of Orpheus, in genl. hierophant,

Theophr., Plut. 2, 224 E., , , Orpheus, son of

Oeagrus and Calliope, a famous an-
cient mystical poet of Thrace, an
Argonaut, torn in pieces by the Bac-
chantes, Aesch. Ag. 1029, etc. ; v.

Miiller Lit. of Greece, 1, p. 231 sqq., , , =,,
Meineke Com. Fragm. 3, p. 433., , , Orphic ; -. SC., the followers of Or-
pheus, ApoUod. : V. Miiller, 1. c., ov, TO, dim. from,
Alex. Trail., ov, ,=.7 II., Pan-
crat. ap Ath. 305 D.', a, ov, dark, dusky, in

Hom. always epith. of night, 11. 10,

83, etc. ; which was later called sim-
ply op(/>yat??,Ap. Rh., Anth.—II. night-

ly, by night,. Aesch. Ag. 21 : from. . , darkness, esp. of the
night, night, first in Theogn. 1075,
and Pind., who has bolh
and . . 1, 115, P. 1, 43;
so, 5', Eur. Supp. 994

;- ^), Eur. . F. 46 ;, lb. 352 :—also in late prose,

Polyb. 18, 2, 7, Phintys ap. Stob. p.

445, 18. (Akin to adjs., -, hal.furvus : the root is-,
to cover, cf..),, , poet, for -, Q. Sm. 3, 657, Manetho.'7],() adv.,from dark-

ness, from the night., , ov, = :-, a colour mixed of black,

red and white (but with most black),

a brownish gray. Plat. Tim. 68 C ; put
by Xen. betyv-een and•, Cyr. 8, 3, 3., ov, = €, Plut. 2,

565 C., , , () a dark
garment., . , dub. epith. of a

in 1/eon. Tar. 9, 4., , , dark, dusky, like, Nic. ap. Ath. 684 C., ,(,) dark,

dusky, Hipp., ov, , for-, =, from .
Hence, , , the care or«
cation of orphans. Lob. Phryn. 521., , Att., not,
Meineke Com. Fragm. 2, p. 99 : — a
delicate sea-fish of the kind, Lat
orphus, Ar. Vesp. 493, Comici ap
Ath. 315., 7], , late shortd. ior;n

from. Hence, ,=,



\', . Orphondas. a The-
ban. victor in the Pythian games,
Paus. 10, 7, 7., , Att. for.^'/., ov, 6, Orchalides, a
hill near Haliartus, Orac. ap. Plut. ;

Lys. 29., , v..
j, ov, , () strictly,
,

the first of a row. a file-leader (Germ,
j

Rittmeisier) ; hence, generally, the '

first, in Horn, and Hes. always masc, !

and only in the phrases, . ;—the former
beina: applied even to the swine-herd

i

Enmaeus, oft. in Od. ; and the cow-
herd Philoelius, Od. 20, 185 : —. \, Aesch. Pers. 129:— in Alt.

freq. for the Coryphaeus or leader of
the chorus.—Ep. word.

], rjc. , a hedge ox fence, for. as for : but] in Poll., enclosed and planted

land, a park, ought prob. to be cor-
i

rected. []
|,,7,= : but in

Soph. Fr. 935, it seems to be enchsing,

as epilh. of. \,, ,{) a kind of
\

olive, so called from its shape, Nic,
]

and Virg. G. 2, 86 ; cf. III.
j, ov, b, a piece of land en-

closed and planted, an orchard (Milton's

orchat), garden, Horn.
; ,

a kitchen-^fi-ariieiz, II. 14, 123. 'From, like from, -
from, etc.)

|, ov,, dim. from,
Diosc.

I, f.- : aor.-
: dep. mid. To dance, 11. 18, I

591, Od. 8, 371, Hes., etc. ; c. ace. I

cognate, AaKOjviKu -, to dance Laconian steps, Hdt.

6, 129; . , Xen. Cyr. '

8, 4, 12 ;—but also c. ace, to represent

by dancing or pantomime,, ,
Luc. Salt. 80, 83, cf. Valck. Aden. p.

390 (so in Horace. Saiyrwn, Cyclnpa
moveri, Heind. ad Sat. 1, 5, 63) :

—

-
{\ike

in Hdt.), Antiph.. 1 : also,

TOL- ,
to dance in or on, Orac. ap. Hdt. 1, 66.—2. generally, to leap, -, Aesch. Cho. 167, cf. An-
axandr. Incert. 8, and Ion infra cit.

;/., Thessaly shook,

trembled. Call. Del. 139.— II. post-

Hom. in act., , f. -, to

make to dance, hence in genl. to put in

motion, shake.^. ~/, cf.

Plat. Crat. 407 A : very rare, but we
have , to make one's,

heart leap, Ion ap. Ath. 21 A ;

in Ar. Thesm. is a barbarism for.
(Prob. from,, as in
Germ. Reige. Reihe is a row of dancers, '

and so dance.)
\, adv., {) one after
'

another, man by man, Lat. viritim, Hdt.

7, 144 ; like3 and the Homeric.', , , Ion., but Att. •, () a dancing, the

dance. /, Od. 23, 134

;

y/.7}, 11. 13, 637 ; cf. Hes. Sc.

282 :—later esp., pantomimic dancing., , , [) a
dnncp, pantomimic performance. Soph.
Aj. 700, Xen. Symp. 2, 23, Luc. Salt.

70.\], , oi, the Orcheni, a
class, a family of the Chaldaei, Strab.

p. 739., ewf, , {.) dan- ,

OPXO
cing, the dance, Epich. p. 79 ; esp. pen- '

tomimic dancing, Hdt. 6, 129, olt. in

Luc. de Salt. : — a part of -
ace. to Plat. Legg. 795 D ;~/ ., Id. Crat. 406 D., ov, , Att. for, Aesch. Eum. 376.', f/poc, , = sq.,, II. 18, 494., ov, ,() a dan-

cer, 11. 16, 617 : later esp. a panto-

mimic dancer,, Luc. : .7., a dancer of the war-dance,
i. e. a warrior, Wern. Tryph. p. 434.

—II. dancing-master, Plat. Euthyd.
276 D. — III. leaping sea-fish, 0pp.
Hence', , , of, fit for, given

to dancing, ., a poem in a

dancing (i. e. trochaic) metre, of the old
satyric drama, ArisL Poet. 4, 18, cf.

: - (sc.) the art

of dancing. Plat. Legg. 816 A:

—

pan-
tomimic, Luc. Salt. M./., ov. , a dan-
cing master, Xen. Symp. 2, 15., , to be dancing-

mad, Luc. Salt. 85.-/., , poet, for-, Salm. in Solin. 986 A.', , , () an
orchestra, in the Attic theatre a large

semicircular space on which the chorus

danced, having on its diameter the
stage (which was raised above it),

and on its circumference the specta-
tors' seats : in it stood the.
Plat. Apol. 26 E, cf. Diet. Antiqq.

p. 968 sq. :—metaph., .,
Plut. 2, 193 ., , , fem. from-, dancing girl.'., ^,=foreg., Arist.

Eth. Eud. 7, 13, 2., ,,=,
Ath. 531 C.', , , dim. from-., , 7),=,
Ar. Ach. 1093, Nub. 996, Plat., etc.'7,, . Ion. for,
the dance, Hom., also in Eur. Cycl.
171 ; contr. dat., Od. 8, 253 ;

17, 605. {v in nom. and ace. only.],,, dim. from. [],\, ov, , a bird, prob. the

wren.(ci.), Ar. A v. 568, V'esp.

1513 ; also.,/.- :

a bird of ill omen at weddings, Spohn
de Extr. Od. Parte, p. 123. []-(, , f. -7/,()
to seize the testicles, Ar. Av. 142.'—, , , (, )
strictly restraint of the testicles, hence
impotence, Anth. P. 10, 100.^7,=^., ov,, usu. in plur.. the testicles;' '/.-=, Ar. Eq. 772, .
442. (From and, like.) [], and >, , Att. nom.
pi.. Ion., a testicle, the

testicles, Hdt. 4, 109.—. the orcfii.•;, a
plant so called from the form of its

root. Diosc. 3, 141.—III. , a
kind oi olive, v..',, , Orchistene, a re-

gion in Armenia, Strab. p. 528., .,^, Hesych., , , the territory of
Orchomc^Ms in Boeotia, Strab. p. 401

:

prop. fem. from'.', to side with the Orcho-
menians., a, ov, of Orchomemis,
Orchomenian.', ov, , fThuc. 1, 113,

02
0, Id. 4, 76, Orcho7nenus,i the name of
several Greek cities, the most famous
of which was' in
Boeotia, ton its site is the modern
«An7)OK,I1.2,511;Od.ll,284;Thuc.;
etc t ; cf. Muller's Orchom. u. die
Minyer.— 12. a city of Arcadia

; on its

site is mod. Kalpaki, 11. 2, 605 ;., Thuc. 5, 61.—3. a city of Eu-
boea, Strab. p. 416.—II. as masc. pr.

n., , son of Minyas, fabled founder of
Orch. (1), Paus. 9, 36, 6.-2. son of
Lycaon, fabled founder of Orch. (2),

Id. 8, 3, 3. — Others in Apollod.,
etc.". 01'. , a row of trees, a
place planted with rows of trees, an or-

chard, garden, vineyard. Od. 7, 127 ;

24, 341, Hes. Sc.296: - /.-, a vineyard, Ar. Ach. 995. (-
is a lengthd. form. Hence,, the first of a row or rank.

Others derive it from.,
and make its orig. signf. an inclosure.)

—II. in Gramm. also= opujjua, tipit,

fiom, although some recog-
nize the Lat. Orcus in this signf., , (.,) to

castrate : perh. better.
Hence, , ij, castration : perh.
better.,^, dub.', ,(,) mountain
ous, tor.—II.() like curds,

curdled.', , , 2 perf. of, II., 3 sing, piqpf. of,
Hom., and Hes., pass, form of,
equiv. to, . Od.
19, 377, 524 ; subj., 11. 13,
271., 3 pi. perf. pass, of. 11. 16, 834.', 3 pi. plqpf. pass, of, 11. 11, 26.'. Att. perf. from., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, of. Hdt., ,,—A. relative pronoun,
Lat. qui : more rarely,— B. demonstr.
pronoun for, Lat. hic : and,

—

C. , i], ov, possessive adject., usu.

of the third pers. sing.. Lat. suus.

is declined just like the article,

except that in Att. prose the reiat.

pron. has gen. or, . ov. etc.. never, , . etc. Further should
be remarked the Ion. gen. .' 11. 2,

325, Od. 1. 70, fem. , 11. 16, 208 ;

Horn, always has fem. dat. pi.^ and
yai.—Besides this usu. relat. prcn.,

the Ep. writers from Hoin.downwds.,
as well as the Ion.. Dor , and the
Trag. poets use in same signf. the
article with the accent , , ,—v.

sub C.

A. EELAT. VRONOuN, who, which or

thnt:\eTY freq. even in Hom.—I in two
relat. clauses, joined by or, the
relat. pron. is sometimes omitted in

the second, though the case be differ-

ent from that of the first clause, as,

', ' ?., -/. (for -
/.), Od. 2, 54, cf 2,' 114;

20, 342 ; sometimes also in prose,

cf Herm. Vig. n. 28.—II. in two relat.

clauses, joined by. , or , the

relat. pron. is oft. replaced in the sec-

ond clause by a pers. pron., as,,' (for -
), 11- 1, "9. cf 3, 235, Od.

1, 70, Orac. ap. Hdt. 1, 47 ; a kind of

anacoluthon, not rare even in prose,

Herm. \'ig. n. 28.—HI. the relat. pron
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or
very often takes the case of the ante-
ced. by attraction, as, ,7 (for i/v..), where, however, fol-

lows in ace, just as if it were i/v and
not /), II. 5, 2u5;~this is very Ireq.

in Alt., V. Jelf Gr. Gr. § 8-22, Herm.
Vig. Append. V : for the contrary at-

traction of the anteccd. to the case
of the relat., v. Jelf ^ 824.—IV. the

relat. pron. is sometimes replaced by
a relat. adv., esp. (if, most freq. in

Horn., e. g. 11. 14, 45 : 23, 50, but also

in Att. : but,

—

2. reversely, the Att.

oft. use the relat. pron. for, esp.

if goes before, Valck. Hdt. 4,

52, Soph. Ant. 220, Ar. Ach. 737.—V.
the neut. of the relat. pron. is used by
the Att. in independent clauses,'', -, etc., just as if with a
predicate went before : in this case
the next clause usu. begins with yap,,, , etc.. Wolf Dem. Lept.

p. 372, Matth. Gr. Gr. § 432. 5.—VI.

the relat. pron. also stands for ', as

in Lat. qui for ut, to express an end
or intention, as,?, -. they send a messen-
ger to tell.., Od. 15, 458, v. Jelf. Gr.

Gr. ^ 83C, 4 ; though m this case
is more usu., v. Aa. 111. 3.— Vll.

the relat. pron. is also simply he who,
that which, as our what, and in poetry,

who : so also in indirect questions for, but only in Hdt., and Att., v.

Jelf § 877, Obs. 3, 4 : never in direct

questions like ; ;

A a., the relat. pron. joined with
particles or conjunctions :— I. ,
Lat. qui quidem, gives the relat. a lim-

iting or distinguishing force, who at

least, and so almost like Lat. quippe

qui, since it was he who.., Herm. Soph.
. . 688 : post-Hom.—II. ? ,
who also, who too, Hom. : but ,
and who, Herm. 1. c. ; cf. .—III.

or «, Att. , is used in

case of uncertainty, much like,
Lat. qiiicunque, whosoever, who if any..,

where it is left undetermined wheth-
er there be such an one or no ; usu.

wilh subj., more rarely m opt., cf.

. Ill, IV ; very freq. in Hom.—2.

is also used so as to contain the
anleced. in itself, much like , as,',, am not wroth that men
should weep /or whoever be dead, Od.
4, 196 : is also used in this way.
—3. for Iva, like Lat. qui for ut, to ex-
press an intention, 11. 9, 165, cf. A.
VI.

—

,, ofrtf will be found
each under its own head.
A b., absol. usage of certain cases

of the relat. pron. :—I. gen. sing. neut.. to mark— 1. time, in Hom. only
in form,/ the time whe7i, since,

II. 1, 6, Od. 2, M, etc. : later also

alone, when ; , sometimes, at

titncs :—in full, ,.—2. place, of which place,

i. e. where, post-Horn., but very freq.

in Att. : , in some places, in

many places ; also, like ij, joined with
verbs of motion, cf. Heind. Plat.

Phaed. 108 B.— II. dat. smg. fem. y,
of place,, and Lat. qua, at which
place, i.e.tvhere, verv freq. in Horn., and
Ep. ; usu. 7/ , also ?}, Hom. also
has in this signf. Ep. dat., though
in Od. Wolf writes? :—more rarely

of motion to a place, whither, II. 13,

329: in full ?}, .., there, where..,

thither, whither.. i ll.'l5, 46, Hes. Op.
206.—2. of the way or manner, like, as. which Hom. mostly uses in

the phrase, , as 'tis right,
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(though some write ?/ , v.

sub I) : in this signf. also Hom.
has, e. g. Od. 3, 87 : Ty, you have found a way to con-

quer me, Hdt. 1, 40: freq. in Att., so

far as, Lat. qua, quatenus.—3. with
comparal. like Lat. quo plus.—4. with
superl. adv.. y, y ^, y, etc., like , and
Lat. qua7n celerrime, etc., oft. ill Xen.

;

cf. Jac. A. P. p. 901.-111. ace. sing,

neut. (), very freq. for ' or, that,

how that, and so also because, like Lat.

quod, freq. in Honi.—2. in Att. at the

beginning of a clause, wherefore, Lat.

quapropter, allowed by Pors. Hec. 13
;

but Matthia's examples, Eur. Phoen.
155, 203, may be more simply explain-

ed ; also, the ace. neut. pi. u is taken
in this signf., Herm. Soph. Tr. 137;
and dat. sing, , Valck. Phoen. 157.

—3. tor whereas is ascribed to Thuc.
2, 40, by Viger, Arnold, etc., but there
it must be taken as a nomin., v. Pop-
po I. c , and Proleg. p. 134 ; and for

Thuc. 3, 12, v. Goller ad 1.

B. DEMONSTR. PRON. for oirof, this, that : oft. also like,
simply as pron. of 3 pers. he, she, it,

in Hom. usu. in nom. sing, masc, as

II. 6, 59, Od. 1, 286; in nom. plur.

only Od. 4, 653 ; also in noin. neut.,

U. 23, 9, Od. 24, 190: Hom. usu. has
either the negat.,, before

it, or, yap, , immediately after

:

or kuI, Hdt. 8, 56, Xen.
Symp. 1, 15, Plat. Theag. 129 ; also

in fern., , Hdt. 7, 18, Plat. Symp.
201 ; in the oblique cases the arti-

cle only is used.—II. in opposition,

0.., 01.., these.., those.., or the one par-

ty.., the other, 11. 21, 353; so, ol.., o'i

-, 11. 23, 498: in later Att., esp.

Dem., .., .., freq- in all ca-

ses : « .; .., partly.., partly..,

Hemst. Thom. M. p. 1, Valck. Anriot.

Ined. p. 141, Tittm. : .., -.,
first in Theogn. 205, though the read-

ing varies.—III. , such andsuch
a person, so and so, Hdt. 4, 68 : the obi.

cases are taken from the article.—IV.

in Att. this pron. is most freq. used
for the personal in the form ?;

' ,
y , said he, said she, esp. in the
Platonic dialogues ; cf. sub.

C. POSSESSIVE PRON., Of, , ,
(never ), v. esp. II. 1, 609, Od. 11,

515.—I. most usu. of the third person,

for iOf, his, her, Od. 23, 150, II. 6, 170

:

in this signf. only Hom. has the gen.

010, II. 4, 333, Od. 1, 330, etc. : not un-
known to Trag., as Soph. Tr. 525, cf.

Seidl. Eur. El. 477, but never found in

Att. prose.—II. of the second person,

for, thy, thine, Od. 1, 402, Hes. Op.
379, and as v. 1. II. 19, 174.—III. of

the first person, for, my, mine,

Od. 9, 28; 13, 320, Ap. Kh. 4, 1015,

Mosch. 4, 77.—Signfs. II and III are

acknowledged by the old Gramm.,
and Wolf supports them, Prolegg. p.

ccxlviii; while Buttm., Lexil. s. v.

5 , rejects them, alleging the
ease with which most of these places

may be altered ; but this alone is not

a strong argument, since in the other

pronouns ,,, and
esp., we find the same confu-

sion of persons ; or rather the pron.

seems to be orig. simply possessive,

taking its person from the coiitext,

buttohave been gradually superseded
by (-'//of and CTOf, though learned poets,

like Ap. Rh., still retained it.— .More-

over Of always strengthens the notion
ot property—his own, etc., and even
absul. one''s own, , Od. 9,

34, where follows : hence, as

Buttm. 1. c, remarks, Wolf did well,
in II. 14,221, 264; 16, 36; 19, 174,
etc., to write ayoiv, not
yoiv ; and in Od. 15, 542, -,,—because here
there is no such emphatic notion of
property; not to mention that the pos-
sessive pron. Of, ?/,, always has the
digamma in Hom. ; cf. Lat. s-uus, i. e.

s-vus,- : so too ov, sui ; , se., V. sub IV., and -, adv., () as
many times as, as often as. Plat. Theaet.
143 A : in Hom. always in Ion. form, II. 21, 265; 22, 194; relative

to, Od. 11, 585. [u], ov, as many fold as,

asmany times as, Arist. Probl. 21, 22, 2.

«of,-, gen. -TtocJof, with
as many feet as. [], v. sub., {) adv., in as many
ivays as, also,/. Plat. Tim.
43 E. (This and the two next forms
come from an obsol., as does
the adv. from.), () adv., in as many
places as, Dem. 682, 12 ; also=nffa/ci., .^?}, Arist. Me-
taph. 4, 7, 4, Top. 1, 14, 1., also, Aeol. for,
Sappho 35.^, Dor. for., ov, and, ov,{,) yearly, Lat. quotannis, dub., but
cf sq., adv. for , as
viany days as are, i. e. daily, day by
day, Lat. quotidie, Ar. Plut. 1006,
Tliuc. 7, 27, Alex. Incert. 36 ; foil, by', ap. Dem. 707, 13 ; cf. of I. 4., , , Ionic , strictly

fem. from, divine law, the law of
nature, all that is hallowed, or allowed
thereby : , Att. , c.

inf., it is against the law of God and na-

ture to.., Od. 16, 423 ; 22, 412, Pind. P.

9, 61, Hdt. 2, 45 ; but,;, Att., it accords with such law, Hdt.
2, 171 : so, , . Hom.
Merc.470 ;,'^ -, to hold a thing fully

sanctioned, Ar. Plut. 682:—cf..
—II. the service or worship owed by 7/ian

to God, rites, offering, eic, ,
the right to cat of the meat of the of-

fering, H. Hom. Merc. 130;, to enter on, perform the due
rites, H. Cer. 211, Merc. 173:, the rites were duly performed,
H. Ap. 237.-2. esp. the funeral rites,

the last honours paid to the dead, as in

i

Ijat. justa facere, Wyttenb. Plut. 2,

375 E.— III. proverb.,

, to do a thing form's
sake, Lat. dicis caussa, Seidl. Eur. I.

T. 1428 (1461), an expression borrow-
ed from the niere outward perforinance

of religious rites : cf. sub IV.—\.= 2, Lat. pietas, only iti

late authors, as Iambi, [t]',=^, dub.", a, ov, hallowed, i. e. sanc-

tioned or allowed by the law of God or

of nature, hence,— 1. as opp. to-
(that which is sanctioned by human

law), -, cf. Thuc. 5, 104 : hence
also in a freq. antithesis, ', things of divine and human or-

dinance. Plat. Polit. 301 D, etc. ; ex-

pressed fully, Tu

, Polyb. 23, 10, 8 ; cf. omnino
Plat. EuthyphroO , sq. :—also,, Ar. Thesm. 676.—2. as

opp. to itpo'f (that which belongs sole

ly to the gods), not forbidden by the law



qf God or nature, , the

properly gf gods and men, things sacred

and profane, Thuc. 2, 52, Plat. Legg.
57 , etc. : or {) foil.

by inf., it is lawful, not forbidden by any
law, Hdt. 9, 79, Find. P. 9, 62 :, I deem it impious,

Hdt. 2, 170:—hence, , a
place which, inay be trodden by man
without impiety, and8=37?, Lat.

profaniis, Ar. Lys. 743, cf. Soph. O.
C. 167 : , to dis-

charge duty men owe the gods, Eur.
Supp. 40, cf. Hipp. 1081 : so,,, Hdt. 9, 79,,
Eur. El. 120.}, etc.—On this twofold
relation of, v. Ruhnk. Tim.,
Stallb. Plat. Rep. 344 .—II. more
rarely of persons, pious, devout, reli-

gious, Trag. : c. gen.,, revering the sacred rites of his

forefathers, Aesch. Theb. 1010; so,, pure, clean hands, Aesch.
Cho. 37S, Soph. O. C. 470.— III. adv., Eur. Hipp. 1287, Plat., etc.

;', Thuc. 2, 5.—IV. Homer
only uses subst. , formed from, Att., q. v. Hence'7,, , divine or natural

law, justice ; hence,— 1. objectively,

religion, religious observance, Plut. 2,

359 F, Alcib. 34.-2. subjectively, pie-

ty, reverence for the gods, holiness. Plat.

Prot. 329 C, cf omnino Euthyphro
14 E, sq., Xen. Cyr. 6, 1,47., , to do a holy or pious

work : from,,{,*) doing

a pious work, Eccl., ,{) to make holy, hal-

low, free from guilt by expiatory offer-

ings, Lat. expiare, , to

yun/y by banishment, Eur. Or. 515;
Tiva, to reinstate a

citizen on his return from exile, Dem.
644, 9:—mid., , to

keep one's tongue pure, not to speak
profanely, for , Eur.
Bacch. 70, cf. 114.—II. Ty, to inter one out of piety, Philostr., to be given to the worship

of Osiris, Plut. : from,, , Osiris, an ancient

Aegyptian king,fhonoured after death
as a god, Hdt. 2, 42 ; etc., uv, o'l, the Osismii, a

people ot Belgic Gaul, Strab. p. 195.',, ,() hallow-

ing, purification,, from a thing,

e. g. , Dion. . 1, 88.,, ,() the victim

offered when a priest is elected, Plut. 2,

292 D.~,=:, Hesych., 7,=?., Theophr., , , the Oscius, a river

of Thrace, rising in Mt. Rhodope,
Thuc. 2, 96., , ol, the Osci, an old

Italian people, Strab. p. 233 : v. Nie-

buhr Rom. Hist. 1, p. 66 sqq., transl., {) dep. mid., like, trans, to smell, scent, track :

generally, to perceive, remark, c. gen..

Soph. Fr. 186.,, , a fragrant herb of

the anchusa kind, Diosc. ; also

and : from',, ,{) a smell,, of
a thing, Aesch. Eum. 253 ;

'. Soph. Ant. 412 : generally, a

smM, scent, odour. Plat., etc. ;, Eur. Cycl. 153 ; but more com-
monly a bad smell, . Soph.
Phil. 891 ; , Thuc.
7, 87.—2. the object of smell, a scent,

perfume, Xen. Hier. 1,4.—3. the sense

ofsmell.—Horn, always uses Ion. form
67

, q. v., but is held to oe bet-

ter Attic, Lob. Phryn. 89. Hence, , smelling, odorotis,

Nic. Al. 237:—also,, , ,
Id. Fr. 2. _

_ ^, ,{) a smelling,

smell, Aretae., , ,{) smelt

:

—that can be smelt, Theophr., , ,=, Diosc., , , strong-smelling

sea-polypus, Arist. ap. Ath. 318
;

also,,,-
and, ..

[]?, , , and-, ,, dim. from ?., Ar. Fr. 242., , , Arist. 1. c. sub. [yj,,=, Arist. de
Sensu 5, 4., Ion. for , however
little, Lat. quantulumcunque, Hdt. 1,

199 ; 2, 22., , ov, Ep. and Ion.,
freq. in Horn, and Hes., in both
forms ; Hdt. uses only :—^just

like Lat. quantus,—of size, as great

as, how great, or quantity, as much as,

how much : of space, as far as, how
far : of time, as long as, how long : of
number, as many as, how many : of
sound, as loud as, etc. :—its antece-
dent is, after which is

simply as : also , -,,., Hes. Op. 686: or, as much as possible,

Hdt. 1, 14 : also, , Hdt.
4, 194 : more rarely. .., as
much as.., Ar. Eccl. 173, the usu.
Att. being. In plur., all

that, as inany as, Lat. quot. Soph. O.
T. 1464.—2. periphr., c. gen.,^, (for ) 11. 1

1
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;

', II. 5, 267 : so in Att.

—

3. , quantus et qualis. II.

24, 630.—4. of periods of time,, (contr.,
q. v.), , , every month,
day, etc., monthly, daily, etc., as in

Lat. quot menses, quot dies, quot anni,

contr. quotidie, quotannis : in full,, Od. 14, 93.—5. for, Jac. . . . 861 ; cf., II.

3.—6. c ace. absol.,] /, a lake in size
such as that of Delos, Hdt. 2, 170, cf
1, 199 ; 2, 175.—7. ,-, how great soever he {she etc.) be,

Lat. quantuscunque, Hdt. 1, 160, 157,
etc. ;, no more than, but so

great as, though often merely
adds precision, Hdt. 4, 87 ; ,
how great soever.—On , etc.,

v. sub , ?), , . III. 1.—II. the i

adverbial usage of neut. , is

very freq., usu. in Hom. of sound
;

so , 11. 23, 431.-2. in Ep. and
Hdt.,' . as far as, II. 10, 351,
Od. 10, 1 13 : also alone, II. 9, 354

:

the noun of distance is often added,
r', about a fathom, Od.

9, 325 ; , Od. 10,

517 ; also, ' , to about
half, Od. 13, 114; later also with
numerals, , about
ten stades, Hdt. 9, 57, etc.—3.

ov or, like Lat. tanium non,
all , Thuc. 1, 36 ; 5, 59 : or, only so far as, only just,

Thuc. 6, 105, Plat. Rep. 607 A ; also, only ju^t, the least bit, Ar.
Vesp. 213.—4. and
', in Horn., as far as, II. 2, 616

;

3, 12.—5. with an adj. of quality or
degree, in Hom. usu. with compar.
and superl., ?^, sofar

as, inasmuch as, seeing that he is a
greater king

; so too, ,,
etc.

; in Hes. also , strictly
only a strengthd.. Op. 41, 344;
so too, , Hes. Th. 582:
later, , ,-, only a little.—6. with prep.,', , ', so far
as, inasmuch as : , while : ', besides that, except.—7., as quick as possible, Ar. Thesm.
727 : usu. —8., also, , all bui

now, i. e. immediately, Eur. Hec.
143 ; so too, , Jac. Ach.
Tat. p. 683.-9. foil, by inf., e. g., just so much as to live
off, Thuc. 1, 12.— 10. , not
only not, Lat. ne dicam, Herm. Vig. n.
89.—III. , inasmuch as.., Hdt. 5,

49 ; freq. with compar., ,
Hes. Op. 40 ; ., the more
Since, especially since ; also with su-
perl., , Hdt. 3, 82, and
so like : so too, ,
Hdt. 8, 13.—2. , with compar.
when followed by another compar.
with, the more.., so much the
more.., like Lat. quo, quanto melior,
eo.., etc. : much more rarely with
positive, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 14 ;—so in
Liv. 1, 25, eo majore cum gaudio,
quanta prope metum res fuerat.—3., by how much, in so far as.

Soph. Tr. 313.—IV. in plur. is

used just like, but very seldom
in Hom. : Att. esp. in signfs., so far
as, inasmuch as.— 2. , besides
that, except that, like' : also
=)', only not, i. e. almost,
Lat. tantum 7wn.—There is no adv.., so some write for. V., I. 7., , , however
great or ?nuch, as great or as much as :

but here too, as in (q. v.),,
often serves merely as a connecting
particle, and then should be written
separately, as Hdt. 2, 170; 4, 50, 87.,,, who, which in-
deed, the very man who Or thing which,
Lat. qui quidem, Horn., and Hdt. ; but
there are few cases in which the affix

can be rendered in English so
as to distinguish from the sim-
ple of ; usu. serves to connect
the relative clause more closely wiuh
the antecedent. Other words may
be inserted between of and, II. 5,
524.— For , Horn. oft. uses.', ov,{,-) holding pulse.', , , a place to keep
pulse in., , , pulse, esp. heans,
Hdt. 2, 37, Xen. An. 4, 4. 9, etc.

;

generally, vegetables. Plat. Criti. 115
A.—The form is also found,
but rejected by Gramm. : nor is it

prob. that there was ever such a word
as, , or, , from
which would be a dimj
(Usu. deriv. from,. ?)/., ov, , fern, -,,(,) orne tcho deals
in pulse.,,{,,
to eat pulse, Hipp., {,
like pulse, Ath./.,, b, a weed in-

jurious to pulse, Geop.
; perh. the same

as.', ov,, and, ov, ,
V.., , voice, report, rumour
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which, fromits originbeingunknown,
is held divine, a word voiced abroad

one knows not how, Atof,
Od. 1, 282 : 2, 216, cf. Soph. Aj. 998

;

personified as fem. prop, n., Ossa,

messenger of Jupiter, 11. 2, 93, Od. 24,

413.—2. generally, a voice, of the

Muses, Hes. Th. 10, 43; of a bull,

lb. 832.—3. still more generally, a

sound, of the harp, H. Horn. Merc.

443 ; the din of battle, Hes. Th. 701.

—4. an ominous voice, prophecy, warn-

ing, of a god, a bird of omen, etc.,

any ominous sound, = the Homeric
bu(pTi,,, first in Find.

6, 106,. Rh. 1, 1087.—Very rare

in Att. prose,—in form —as Plat.

Legg. 800 C, so Ael. N. A. 12, 1 ; cf.

Ruhnk. Tim. (Akin to /;, hence
: but has nothing

in common with , v. Buttm.
Lexil. s. v., 4.), , , Ossa, a mountain
range of Thessaly, separated by the

Peneus from Olympus, now Kissovo,

Od. 11, 315; etc.—2. a mountain in

Eiis, so named from the Thessalian

mount, Strab. p. 356.", Ion. neut. pi. from ,
for, Hom., , oi, the Ossadii, an
Indian people, Arr. An. 6, 15, 1., a, ov, and ^, a,

ov, of Ossa, Ossaean, Call. Dian. 52., adv., Ion. for, Hom., Ep. for,^,
II. 5, 758,. Rh. 1, 372, etc.,, neut. dual, the two eyes,

nom. and ace. freq. in Hom., who
however adds the adj. plur.,),, 11. 13, 435, 616 :

ater a gen. plur. was formed to it,

as if of second deck,, Hes.

Th. 826, Aesch. Pr. 400, (though
Hesych. also cites) : also a

dat., as early as Hes.

Sc. 145, 426, 430, Sappho, Aesch.
Pr. 144, Soph., etc.—In sing. Eust.

cites a dat. sing,, whence the

Gramm. assume a double nom.
and , which, however,

do not really occur, Spitzn. Vers.

Her. 75. {Hence,.), ,, . sub -.", , , (not,
Meineke Theocr. 4, 55), the only

used form of, dim. from,, as little, how little, Lat. quantu-

lus, Theocr. 1. c. ; cf.- [t], (from) dep., only

used inpres. and impf. without augm.,
—older form of *-,, as

of, cf. Buttm. Le.xil.

s. V. ; hence, strictly, to see, as in Ap.

Rh., and in the compd.,
to look to, look on, in Od. 7, 31 : but

mostly,— II. to see in spirit,' ivi (' / see my
father...., in my mind's eye, Horatio'),

Od. 1, 115 :

—

to presage, forbade,

or , Od, 10, 374
;

18, 154 ;, 11. \', 224, cf. Od. 5,

389 : by imparting such presages to

others, to foretoken, -,
II. 14, 17; esp. by look or mien,', looking ominously, II. 1,

105 ; so two eagles ,
boded, were a sign of wrath, Od. 2,

152 :—generally, to foretell, prophesy,

TLVL TL, 11. 24, 172, Hes. Th. 551 ;—
but apparently, like our ominous, only

used of evil. (The usu. deriv. from
is wrong.), , and, 6, v. sub.
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01", , ov, Ep. and Ion. for
', freq. in Hom.', , ,{,)

forceps or kind of pincersfor eviracting

splinters of bone, Galen.

—

.=-
II, Theophr., , , Att. for,

a crab., ov, TO, dim. from,
a little bone, Anth.,, , Att. for,.",,, {, ) who, which,

etc., freq. in Hom.,who also uses masc.
form : usu. rendered into English
just like the simple or, but,

ace. to Harm. Soph. O. T. 688, its real

force is distinct, less strong than

, yet still copulative ; cf..', , ov, () made of
bone, bony, Hdt. 4, 2, Plat. Tim. 74
A^etc. [t], , (, *)
produced by the bone : to ., the mar-

row. Plat. ap. Arist. Top. 6, 2, 4., ov,(,)
shattering bones, -, a pain

which racks every bone, Theophr.—II.

., as subst., a seiise of weakness,

as if one's bones were giving way, Hipp.:

also written, Galen., , , (,) gathering tip bories.—II. (
IV) osteology, the science which treats of
the bones, Galen., ov,{, II)

collecting bones., ov, TO, Att. contr.,, Leon. Tar. 68 : pi., Alt. contr., for which
[], 0pp. C. 1, 268:

—

a bone,

freq. in Horn, and Hdt. but not in the

Att. form : in Hes. only in plur.

;

, the bleached bones of the

dead, Od. 1, 161, etc. ;. lb. 9, 293, etc.— II. the stone or

kernel of fruit. (Cf. Lat. os, Sanscr.

asthi.),, ,(,)
forceps for extracting splintered

bone, Hipp., poet. gen. pi. from -, Od. tl4, 134; dat. pi., Od. 12,

45 ; Thiersch Gr. Gr. () 182, 5a; cf.

Kiihner <^ 262, 1., , ov, ()^=-. but more Att., Lob. Phryn. 262 :

Tu oartva, Lat. tibiae, bone pipes. At.

Ach 828.",, (also written ,
), with regul. double inflections,

gen.,, dat. ,
yTivi, etc. : Hom. has also the masc.

collat. form , esp. in Od., and
the neut. . From also come
cases with a single inflexion, but

usu. not as if from, but like,, viz., gen. , dat. , Att.,

whereas the Homeric and Ion. gen.

is, Od. 1, 124, contr., 17,

121, and , 17. 421 ; Hdt. has
usu. : dat., also as dissylL,

II. 12, 428 ; and so usu. in Hdt. : ace.

oTiva, Od. 8, 204. Plur. nom. neut., II. 22, 450: gen., Od.

10, 39, and Hdt. : Att. : dat., II. 15, 491, and Hdt., also

fem. ore7;CTtv.Hdt.,Att.§roiCTi, Buttm.
Ausf. Gr. i) 77, Anm. 3 : ace.,
11. 15, 492. Cf. also the Ion. and

Hom., Att..
Radic. Signf., whosoever, whichso-

ever, any one who, any thing which, thus

strictly differing from the simple ,
as Lat. quisque, quicunque from qui

:

freq. without any express anteced.,

ovTLva,, whom-
soever he caught, he stopped, 11. 2,

188 ;
' ), rvhoio

forswears himself, 11. 19, 260, Od. 1,

47, etc.—2. Att. it is freq. strenglhd.
by an anteced., but only in sing.

:

in plur. is used, not.—3. made still more
indefinite by adding , ,, -, or , ivhosoever he
may be, etc., Pors. Praef. Hec. p. 46
Scholef., Lob. Phryn. 373.—4. ior, Hes. Th. 783, Seidl. Eur. El.
811.—5. for, if or any
such word goes before, Schiif. Mel.
p. 71.— 6. ov, every one,, every thing, Hdt. 5,

97, Thuc. 7, 87: in which phrases
the case usu. depends on that
of, sometimes however the
reverse, v. Stallb. Plat. Prot. 317 C,
323 B.—7. sometimes refers to
a definite object, but never without
some general notion therein implied,
as ,

'' ,
may see thee now for the last time,
since I a?n one who was born from un-
lawful wedlock, like Lat. ut qui,

Herm. Soph. O. T. 688.-8. ,
who, what, in indirect questions not
unfreq. even in Homer : in direct ques-
tions only when the person question-
ed repeats the question before he gives
the answer, Ar. Ran. 198, Ach. 595;
but in II. 10, 142, it seems to be just
like ;—II. neut. or , is oft.

used absol. as adv., wherefore, for
what reason, esp. in indirect questions
and generally in dependent clauses,
also ' , Att., ' , Hdt.
6, 3.",, , also,
hair, esp. curled hair, a lock of hair,

Lat. cirrus, cincinnus. Call. Fr. 12.

—

II. any thing curled or twisted, as— 1.

the tendril of the vine and other creep-
ing plants, Theophr.

—

2. forked light-

ning, a flash of light, etc., A p. Rh. 1,

1297 ; cf,,.—3. of the feelers of the polypus, Nic.
Al. 470., ov, , a place for
keeping bones in., ,(, ;) like

bones, Hipp., , ,(,)
place for putting bones in, Lye. 367,

Inscr., , ,(,-) . bone-breaker, an instru-

ment, Hipp., , (5,= foreg., ,= II.,, , the osprey, Lat.

ossifragus., , to gather bones, Isae.

48, 22 ; and, , , a gathering up of
bones after the burning of a body,

Diod. :—also,,, Lat.

ossilegium., ov,(, II)

collecting bones : was
the name of a tragedy of Aeschylus.,, , and,
ov, (,) game like our

Chinese puzzle, but played with four-

teen pieces of bone instead of seven,

Auson. Cento Nupt. Praef., , Att. contr. for,
q-v-

, . , ,, , (,)
to eat bones, Strab., ,(,)
shoiv bones, Hippiatr., , (, ) of
bony nature or substance, Batr. 297.', a, ov,—,
Orph. Arg. 320. [a]



*,•< <•'> <5){)
potfr, nth. Plan. 191., , ,{) of
the nature nf earthenware : -, testaceous animals, Arist. .
. 4, 4, 18 : cf., .', , o,=foreg. : a kind
of cake, Ath.,{ I. 2) to ban-

ish bi/ potsherds, ostracisx, Thiic. 1, 135,
Andoc. 23, 42, etc. : in Hdt. also.—Ostracism(-) vvas adopted at Athens not as a
punishment, but as a means of check-
ing the power of individuals, when it

was thought to have become too

great for the liberties of the people,
V. Arist. Pol. 3, 13, 15. sq., 5, 3, 3,

tPlut. Aristid. 7t, Diet. Antiqq. p. 135

:

cf.,.^,() adv.,-. a game at potsherds ; in

which a potsherd, black on one side

and white on the other, was thrown
on a line, and according as the black
or white turned up, one party was
obliged to fly and the other pursued,
Pollux 9, 111; the game was also

called . Plat.

Rep. 521 C, cf. Phaedr. 241 B.—In Ar.

Eq. 855, , there
is a pun on., /, ,() like

earthenware : earthen, made of clay,

Lat. testaceus, Anth. Plan. 191, Luc,
N. T. [a], , , dim, from. []',, ^, dim. from-.— II. the hair or scaly covering of
the pine-cone, Mnesith. ap. Ath. 57 B.', , ,(,
<j. V.) a voting or banishing by potsherds,

vstracis?n, Arist Pol. 3, 13, 15.',,, fern,,, like,^,
esp.,— 1, a kind of cake, Ath. 647 E.—2.., s-sort of stone, o.sira-

cites, perh. meerschaum, Diosc, Plin.', , (,) with a skin or shell like a pot-

sherd, Batr. 297 : for -, V. sub?, ., , , poet, for, Anth. P. 9, 86.', , ,(,) pavement made of crushed
potsherds or tiles, Lat. pavimentum. tes-

taccum, Geop.", , , burnt clay or
anything made therefrom, an earthen

vessel, Lat. testa, Ar. Ran. 1 190, cf.

Eccl. 1033.—2. a tile or potsherd ; esp.

the tablet used in voting, v. :

for. Plat.

(Com.) Hyperb. 2 ; also, to. to vote for any one's
banishment, Plut., q. cf.,Pericl. 14.

—

3. on , v. sub.—4. a sort of earthenware

Castanet, Ar. Ran. 1305.— II. the hard
shell of testacea, as snails, muscles,
tortoises, H. Horn. Merc. 33 ; v. sub, : hence, tortoise-shell,

7nother-of-pearl, Philo.—2. an egg-shell,

Aesch. Fr. 390. (Signf. II. seems to

have been the oldest and makes its

affinity to doubly probable

;

cf., ostreum, oyster.),,(,-) with a back covered with a hard
shell, Teucer ap. Ath. 455 E.,,(,-) making earthenware : .,
potter., ,(, (5-)=, . . 1,

313 ; 5, 589.

, ,( . 2,) to give one's vote with a potsherd.

Hence, , , a voting with

potsherds, Plut. Ale. 13., , with metapl.
ace.,(,)
with a hard skin or shell, Anth. P. 6,

196. Cf., ., ,() to turn

into potsherds, dash in pieces : pass, to

be dashed in pieces, Aesch. Fr. 166.

—

II. to make the skin like shell,. TO, Arist. Probl. 2, 32, 1 ;—pass.

to become covered with a hard shell. Lye.
88.^, ,(,)
like potsherds, Diosc., , ,() of, be-

longing to or living in a shell, testaceous.

Plat. Phil. 21 C. [?],,,-) purple-painted, Anth. P. append.
330., , , = II,

Plat. Rep. 420 C. Hence', a, ov, purple.,,=^, Aris-

tid. Quint.", ov, , an oyster, Lat. os-

trea, usu.. Plat. Rep.
611 D.—II. a purple used in dyeing,

prob. that produced from the murex,
Lat. ostrum. Plat. Crat. 424 D, cf. -. (Akin to and-

: but as orig. form of -
is no more to be found than
of.) Hence, ,(,) of

the oyster kind, Arist. H. A. 8, 30, I., ov, , a stable, Lye. 94,

Antim. ap. Phot., 6, a kind of stone,

Orph. Lith. 339. [«], , , a tree with very
hard wood, like the hornbeam: also, Theophr.',, , with dim. -,—a dub., or at least late and
rare form of., ,=^., , (,) like

bone, bony, Xen. Eq. I, 8.", , a plant, Diosc. 4, 143

;

prob. the, which the
Greeks still call.", , ,=^, Ach. Tat.

;

V.., , , =-
: from, dep. mid. : fut. -: aor.,-, Ar. Ach. 179, Vesp. 792 ; more

rarely. Ion. 7],
hence, Hdt. 1, 80; later

also,], Arat. Dios. 223,

cf. Lob. Phryn. 741. To smell, scent,

track, c. gen., Hdt. 1. c, Ar. Ran. 654,

Xen., etc. ; absol., Plat. Phaed. 96 B,
etc. ; c. ace. cognato,.,
Hdt. 1, 80.—II. as pass, to be s7nelt,

only in later medic, writers ; who
also have act., ,
to make one smell anything, cf. Lob.
Phryn. 468 : but the pres. forms -,,, made
out of the aorists are not Greek,
though is found in Luc.
Pise. 48, Lob. Aj. p. 220. (Akin to

.) Hence", , , a smelling,

smell, Clearch. ap. Ath. 611 : and,,,^.
Hence, a, ov, smelling, able

to smell, sharp-smelling, .,
Ar. Ran. 893, like Lat. nares aculi.—
II. pass., TO (sc. •

), a medicine that one smells at
to strengthen or revive one's self,
Lat. olfactorium., ov, ,()
one who smells, scents, tracks. Hence, ,, quick smelling,
Arist. Gen. An. 5, 2, 7.', 3 plur. aor. 1 mid. Ion.
of, Hdt., , ,()
smelt : that can be smelt, Arist. de An-
ima 2, 9, 1., , , =,, poet, inf aor. of-.', , =. Plat.

Phaed. Ill , Theaet. 156 .', ,,^^,
Diog. L. 9, 80., , ,=., part. aor. 2 mid. of., , to have the sciatica,

Hipp. ; from'', , (, )
with a pain in the hips and loins, Aesch.
Fr. 363. Hence', , , a pain in the hips

and loins, sciatica, Hipp.,, , ,(,-) having dislocated one's hip, hip-shot.', , gen. : ace.-, also, m Anth. P. 12, 213 :—the loin,or the fleshy muscular parts
in the small of the back, . to, Hdt. 2, 40, Aesch. Pr. 497; of
wasps, -, Ar. Vesp. 225 :—Xen. Eq. 1, 11
describes a horse's loins ;—called -, from the furrow or divi-

sion that runs down the back, and
which is somewhat inaccurately ren-
dered duplex spina by Varro and yiig.
G. 3, 87. [v in dissyll. cases ; hence
Arcad. p. 92, 11, writes it, like.], ,, , and,
, . 11., also, , , like -, , young branch, sucker,

shoot, Nlc. Al. 108:—esp. a vine-branch

with grapes on it, ,
Ar. Ach. 997, ubi v. Dmd., cf. Ath.
495 F :

—

with euphon., v.

M.V.I.—II. a bag, esp. the scrotum,

Hipp. ; also called,.—
In Arist. Gen. An. 1, 12, 2, is also
found, ; if this reading is

right, the word in this signf should
be, not.', ov, , the raised margin
round the orifice of the womb, Hipp., but
the reading is very dub., ov, (,) de-

stroying young twigs, Or. Sib.', or, , v. sub., , to celebrate the fes-
tival., or -, , (-) a day of the Athen. festivai-
pa, on which chosen boys, sons of cit-

izens, in women's dress, carrying the

vine-branches loaded with grapes, went
in procession from the temple of Bac-
chus to that of , Plut.
Thes. 22, Ath. 495 F.

or -, , , be-

longing to an or-. Ath. 631 B.. ov, TO, a place in
Athens in which stood the temple of', . . p. 318.

or-, , (, -) bearing vine-branches laden with
grapes, esp. at the festival,
Hyperid. ap. Harpocr., adv. for , everu
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OTE
hmir, hourly, late word, formed after-", Aeol. for , like for., for or' uv (ore) as Wolf

|

always writes it in Horn. :—Adv. ot

time, usu. followed by the subjunct.
|

of a possible contingency, present or

future, whenever, as soon as, tor which
the Att. also have , II.

I, 519, Od. 9, 6; , U. 4,

164 ; in similes, ', as ivhen,

II. 10, 5, Od. 5, 394, etc.— 2. no good
[

author has it with the indic, for in

II. 12, 42, is Ep. form for
;, Herm. Vig. n. 257, ap-
,

pend. 10 : it is true that Od. 10, 410,

'... (for),
seems to be an exception, but this is

1

by anacoluthon.—3. it is never used

with the optat. by good authors (for
j

in .-., Aesch.

Pers. 450, Dind. now reads ot' f/c !

with Eimsl.), except in oratione obli-
\

qua after another opt., where in ora-

tione recta the subjunct. with

would have stood, Jelf Gr. Gr. ^ 844

Obs. : so Horn, an•, usu. with

subjunct., 11. 6, 225, 454 ; but with

opt., where a mere possibility is men-
tioned, 11. 1, 567, cf. 9, 525 ; so,, Hes. Op. 131 ; , even

with indic, Od. 24, 88, cf. Herm.
Vig. Append. 10.—Strengthd.,-, Xen. Cyr. 8, 5, 21, Plat. Rep.

565 A. Cf. '-. [Perh. some-

times in late writers, Meineke Me-
nand. p. 544, not.], ov Ion. , , Olanes, a

Persian nobleman, Hdt. 3, 68.—Other
distinguished Persians, Hdt. 5, 25;

7, 61 ; etc., ov Ion. , , Otaspes,

a leader of the Assyrians, Hdt. 7, 63.

", adv. of time, usu. with indic.

of past tenses, when, of a thing actu-

ally gone before, freq. in Hom., usu.

with impf and aor. ; also with perf

,

II. 21, 156; with piqpf, 11. 5, 392:

strengthd. , freq. in Horn., and

Hes. : ijv ot' Ijv, there was a time

when. ..once upon a time, formerly, Rei-

sig Comm. Crit. de Soph. O. C. 1691

(1699).—II. with pres. indicat., when,

of a thing actually exi.sting at any

time, 11. 2, 471 ; 4, 259, etc., cf. Herm.
Vig. append. 10.-2. also sometimes

in causal signf., since, seeing that, Lat.

quando or quandoquidem, 11. 16, 343,

etc., Herm. Vig. ubi supra ; so,

ye, Hdt. 5, 92, 1.—III. with fut. in-

dic, of a thing actually future, 11. 1,

518, Od. 18, 272, etc.—IV. with aor.

subjunct., ij, in case that, supposing

that, like, denoting that which
will be certain under particular cir-

cumstances, hence freq. in similes,

11. 2, 395, 782, etc. ; , Lat. si

quando, Od. 10, 486.—V. with opt.,

esp. aor., whenever, as often as, of re-

peated actions, habits, II. 1, 610; 4,

263, etc. ; also , II. 3, 216.-2.

but the opt. loses this signf, and is

used like the subjunct. of a single

act, in clauses dependent on a verb

in the opt. or subj., 11. 3, 55 ; 18, 465,

etc.—3. , always with the opt.,

for ei, unless, except, save when, 11.

13, 319, Od. 16, 197: so with verb

omitted, ,
save to Jupiter, 11.

16, 227; and thus just=Lat. nisi.—
VI. to introduce a simile, ',
as when, usu. with the subj. pres. or

aor., II. 2, 147 ; 6, 506. etc. ; whereas, usu. with the indic, II. 4, 130,

etc. : the verb must usu. be supplied

from the context, as 11. 2,394, Od. 10,
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462.—VII. after, takes

the place of , Lat. memini cum, as

we, 1 remember when, for that, II. 15,

18 ; after, 11. 1, 397 ;,
11. 7, 627 ; and, generally, with verbs

of knowing, or not knowing, Pors.

Hec. 109: in Hom. usu. with aor. indic.

— VIII. ore with other particles,— 1.

for ', V. sub.—2. tire and

l)a, stronger than , Ireq. in

Hom., and Hes., usu. with indic pres.,

impf., and aor., more rarely with opt.

aor.—3. ore re, as in the case of ofre,

joming it more closely to what goes be-

lore, treq. in Horn., and Hes. ; also

, II. 4, 259, usu. with indic.

pre.s. and aor., more rare with aor.

subj.—4. , II., and Hes.—5., ere the time when, be/ore

that, Od. 13, 322 ; so, y' ,
II. 9, 488, etc ; also, y' ' ,
with aor. subj , Od. 2, 374.—-6. etc ore, against the time when.., with aor.

subj., Od. 2, 99.—IX. the usu. cor-

relative adv. is ,— ..,
.., II. 10, 365 ; , 23, 722 ;

/, 22, 209 ;
' , 24,

32 : for we sometimes have -
, as in II. 2, 303 ;, 3, 221 ;, 4, 210 ; , 5, 438 ; ,
2, 743 ; but this correlative is, as in

our own language, often left out.

—

X.' for , like Lat.

f."ii ubi, there are times when, sometimes,

nniv and then, esp. Att., also in Hdt., 2, 120 : cf I. 5.

. ore, as adv., like", some-

times, now and then, but (hen strictly

used like at the beginning of

each of two corresponding clauses,

noiv.., now.., sometimes, sometimes.. : in

Att. usu. ore .., .. : but in II.

ore -, or' , 18,

599 ; also, ore -., ..,
11,64; and reversely,? ..,

.., 11, 566 ; also in the sec-

ond clause, without any correlative

in the first, 17, 178 ; Soph, joins'
and, Aj. 56, cf. Herm. Vig. n.

258.

Ore, neut. from ofre :—also Ion.

masc. for, II., Ep. for, II.", Ion. for, Od.

"Oretj, Ep. for, Hom.", Ep. for, Od.

"Ori, Ep. (both in Hom.) :—
conjunction, that, usu. after verbs of

seeing or knowing: also alter,, and the like, so much so,

that.., as in II. 4, 32 ; 6, 126, Od. 5,

340 : Hom. freq. joins ori pa, also

?}, 11. 7, 448 : in Hom. always
with the indic.—II. Att. is used

like our that in quoting another's

words, instead of the ace and inf.,

and this is esp. freq. with verbs of

saying, usu. with the indic. of what-
ever tense the speaker himself used

;

but also freq. with the optat. in ora-

tione obliqua, Jelf Gr. Gr. i^ 602.—2.

the opt. and indic. are found even in

the same sentence, Id. Obs. 3, }.—3.

so .., and the ace. with inf are

found together. Id. § 804, 5.-4. with
the optat., is sometimes left out,

Soph. Phil. 617: but,—5. is oft.

followed by the very words of a

speech (where in our idiom the con-

junction is left out, its place being

usu. supplied by inverted commas),
Plat. Prot. 317 E, etc.—6. is also

used pleonast.with the infin.and ace,
as, -', v/hich is in fact

a mi.-sture of the two constructions,

and, Plat. Legg. 892

D, cf Stallb. Plat. Phaed. 63 , Lob.
Phryn. 772.— III, in Att. olten re-

presents a whole sentence, esp. in

affirm, answers, as, KanCi/. uv
; answer, }•

(i. e, , or

). Plat. Gorg. 475
D : there Is a like ellipsis in the af-

firmative forms' ','. Wolf Lept. 508, ]7,Heind. Plat.

Gorg. 486 : and hence arose the

practice of using as adv.

—

IV. , usu. when a negat. goes
before, unless, except, except that, Lat.

nisi, nisi quod, and so just like ei '/,

Hdt. 1, 18, 143, cf. Malth. Gr. Gr.

^ 624, 3, b. Herm. Vig. n. 347.—V., foil, by or , an

ellipt. phrase, like and
', I do not say that.., but,—not only

not so, but,—like , Lat.

7wn modo non.., sed ne quidem or nedum,
Jelf 762, 2, 3.-2. .., ...
or/ .., is constructed in the

same way, except that it refers to :i

thing as really existing, not as mere-
ly supposed, Herm. Vig. n. 267.—VI.

itself in apodosis, without an
answering', like Lat. nedum, ne

dicam, not to mention that.., not to

say that.. ; usu. after a negat.—2., in apodosis, Lat. quamquam,-,
hTL ,

warrant him not to forget, though he
says... Plat. Prot. 336 D.

B. as a causal particle, /or //,
because, oft. in Horn., esp. in phrase

; in Hom. and Hes. alway.s

with the indic. (for Theog. 199 is

spurious), but from Hdt. downwards
also with optat.—2. sometimes, like

all relatives, it has a demonstr. force,

therefore, and forms an independent
clause, ,
therefore is thy mind ruthless, II. 16.

35, cf 23, 484, Od. 22, 36: here,

strictly speaking, a protasis is omit-

ted, roOro TO , ...— II.

; always used without a verb,

which must be supplied from what
goes before, and so always as a re-

joinder, why so ? in full it would he
' ; Herm. Vig.

. 348 :—so too, ; and

;—but ' does
not belong to this place, v. sub-.— III. in indirect questions,

ivhy is it that., ; why
did 1 laugh ? Luc ; hence, q. v.

C. with super!, of adv., to give

them the greatest possible force, in

Horn, only , as quick as

possible, Lat. quam celerrime, II. 4.

193, Od. 5, 112, and oft. in Hes. : more
rarely with compar., as, ort,
Hdt. 7, 184: ,\:24,
48.—II. in Att. also with superl. of

adj., as, , Xen.
Cyr. 6, 1, 43; . Lat.

quam plurimi.— 111. with a subst. only

in phrase , for ,
Hdt. 9, 7, 2 ; like .

D. ori was orig. neut. from,
as Lat. conjunction quod, and om thai,

and so strictly is for (5( ,
or ' : hence, the readings vary

between and , as in 11. 1, 64,

where one is as good as the utiicr.

The clearest traces of this deriv. re-

main,—I. in its construction with su-

perl., for strictly is, that which is the most,

i. e. the most possible : and,^2. in

, in negat. clauses, for strictly' is

., nothing that is not Athens,



L e. nothing but Athens, Herm. Yig.

n. 3-17. {'On answers to Lat. uti, ut,

cf. id, ill-ud, ist-ud.) [The last syll.

is short, but used long in arsis by
Horn. But though short, the is

never elided in Att., prob. to avoid
confusion with , Pors. Hec. 109

;

nor is the hiatus permitted except in

comedy, Br. Ar. Lys. 611, Ach. 516,
Kiihner Gr. Gr. (^ 30, 2 : in Horn, the
elision is freq.]

*0 ri or , neut. from ,
Horn, and Hdt.

'Ort^, conjunction,=£ , because,

Ar. Eq. 29, 428, etc. ; hence ;

for bTLTj ; why so ? wherefore so ?

Ar. Nub. 784; and, ; lb.

756.—Cf. Till,., ace. niasc. sing, and neut.

pi. from, Ep. for and, Horn., ace. pi. from, Ep.
for,, IL, any thing at all, Thuc.
7, 48.", Ep. and Ion. for, Horn.

:

for further irregularity of declens. v.

sub ocTiQ.',=6,. Rh. 2, 10O8.

/.), to suffer, endure, c. acc.
Call. Fr. 274 ; absol., Ap. tth. 4, 1227,

Lye. 819 t(v. sub.) Hence/.,, , that which is

suffered, distress, hardship.?, ov, ^,,
suffering, unhappy./, ov, a, suffering, distress,

Aesch. Theb. 18. ('Or/of,,?^ seem to be formed from"",,, with
euphou., just as and

come from same root, with aeuphon.)3, , to sound loud, sound

wildly, /., Aesch. Fr.

54 ; of the flute,'---~-, Aesch. Pr. 574 : from3, poet, - (but v. Pors.

Or. 1386), ov, 6, any loud, wild, start-

ling noise, as the din of battle, or. ~-., Hes. Th. 709 ; the rattling of

chariots, Aesch. Theb. 151, 204; of

thunder. Soph. O. C. 1479 : also of

the sound of the flute. Id. Aj. 1202.

(Doubtless onomatop.). an exclamation of paiu

and grief, ah ! woe ! Trag. : also

lengthd., , Soph. EL
1245 ;, Eur. Tro. 1294.

Cf.., f. -fu, to cry, to

wail, Ar. Pac. 1011: in pass., to be

bewailed, Aesch. Cho. 329. Hence, , , comic pr. . in. . 1043, the men of Wails, with
a play on., a, ov, (orpuvtO= sq.,

Opp. H. 2, 273, Q. Sm. 11, 107 :—in
Hom. and Hes. only in adv.-
ijf, quickly, readily, as 11. 3, 260, Od.
19, 100., Ep. , , Otreus,.

son of Dymas, king of the Phrygians,
II. 3, 186., . , Otrir?., a queen of

the Amazons, Ap. Rh. 2, 387., , , () quick,

nimble, busy, ready, in Hom. epith. of-, Jl. 1, 321. etc. ; cf Ar. Av.

909 ; of, IL 6, 381 ;^-
p^, comically, Matro ap. Ath. 136 D.

Adv. -.—II.= oft3f, sharp, cutting,

painful, Opp. H. 2, 529.^, nom. plur. from, II., , , Oiroea, a town of

Bithymia, Strab. p. 566., ov, =,
Archil. 96.\, , oi, the inhab. of

OTQ
Otryna, an Attic deme ; in sing.,^, , of (the deme) Otry-
na, Dem. 1083, 5., fut. from, Hom.

;

Att.., ,, of Otryna, Otry-

nian, Antiph. Tim. 8.,,,=, q. v., ov, , son of Olryn-
teus, i. e. Iphition, IL 20, 383., Ep., , Otryn-
teus, a Lydian from Hyda, 11. 20, 384.,, o,^sq.', ov, ,() one who
stirs up or rouses., , , stirring up, rous-

ing-,, . Ion. for,
a stirring iip, rousing, encouragement,

II. 19, 234, 235 : [,] from'2 .• fut. -, Ion. and
Ep.- .' aor. :

—to stir up,

rotise, spur on, encourage, esp. to bat-

tle, to any sudden or violent e.xertion,

freq. in Hom. ; to rousefrom sleep, wake
up, II. 10, 158 ; usu. c. inf ,.,, II. 4, 294, 414,

etc. ;, Od. 19, 158, etc.
;

also , Od.
2, 244 :—also,. , II. 15,

59, Od. 1, 85 ; . II. 24, 289 ; -, Od. 15, 40; ?, Od.
15. 306 ; /., II. 2, 589 : so too

in Pind., and Trag. : more rarely c.

dat. pers., Pind. P. 4, 71.—Pass., to

rouse one's self, bestir one's self hence
to hasten, Hoin. : the act. in this in-

trans. signf. is very rare, for even in

II. 7, 420 the reading is dub., v. Heyne
T. 5, p. 379.—2. more rarely of ani-

mals, to urge on, cheer on, /, 11.

23, 111 ; -, IL 16, 167, etc. ; -
', IL 18, 584.—3. also of things, to

push on, urge forward, quicken, speed,, Od. 7. 151 ; 8, 30 ; ,
Od. 2, 253 ;, Od. 16, 355

;, II. 22, 277.— Always with
collat. notion of zeal or activity, as in, ^^..—Poet. word.
(Hence, /..) { in all

tenses except fut.], , Att. for., , a supposed collat.

form from., , , a foreboding, esp. of
evil : the superstitious fear 0 dread

caused thereby, Dion. H. 1, 38 : cf... Ep. for, gen. of, Od. 1, 124 ; 22, 377 ; contr., Od. 17, 121., {,) Att. for, to divine from omvious
voices or sounds, Plut. 2, 356 E, .\el.

N. .\. 1, 48:—generally, to have fore-

bodines of a thing, ?.?., Polvb.

27, 14, 5 ; . Id. 1, 11, 15 :

— , she sits

lookingfor omens of a lover, Ar. Lvs.
597.— ll. to deprecate as ill-omened,

Lat. abominari, Dion. H. 2, 19.

—

/.-
was the equiv. Hellenic

form, acc. to Moeris., Ep. for (the conjunction),
Horn., and Hes., Ep. for , neut. from,
Hom., ,=:,.esycL• cf.., 3, 6, poet, for; but V. Pors. Or. 1386., Att. for., = OToToi. disputed by
Pors. Phoen. 1052, but defended by
Seidl. Dochm. p. 44., , . Oiys, king of the
Paphlagonians, Xen. Hell. 4, 1,3;
more correctly..", Att. dat. of, for.

OT
' , as a diphthong regularly long,
except in AeoL, where it is not sel-
dom short, V. Priscian 1, 6, SchoL
Dionys. Thrac. ap. A. B. p. 779. Buttm.
Lexil. s. V. '/. 7-9. Later po-
ets make it short when it represents
the Lat. , only in prop, names, i. e., ', etc., Jac.
A. P. p. 631.926.

O'Y, Adverb, not (for its differ
ence from , v. sub init.) ;—be-
fore a vowel with spiritus lenis, ;

with spiritus asper, ; but before

/3, oi' : in Att. also [t], w^hich
however also occurs in II. 15, 716;
16, 762, though Hom. more usu. has

[], and that always at the end
of the clause and usu. of the verse,
answering to an affirm, clause which
has gone before, as, .—
From Hom. downwards used,

A. strictly in absolute, independent
clauses : when joined with single
verbs followed by infin. to deny a
fact, it is rendered esp. in Lat. by a
single negat. verb, as ov, Lat.
7iego, II. 7, 393, Od. 7, 239, wliere we
join the not to the infin. which usu.
follows, / say it is not so, etc. : so oi., , etc., oft. in Att.;., I forbid, Lat. veto, II. 5, 256,
Herm. Vig. Append. IV'.—II. but ov
may be used in dependent clauses,

—

1. afterthedefinite relative of.(where-
as after the indef., etc., it should
be ). after the conjunctions, be-

cause,,, since, and others
which introduce a positive fact.

—

2. with a single word or phrase,
is usu. found, the negation being then
usu. subjective : but" even here when
a negative fact is intended, ov is pro-
per, as, ov,,
the non-breaking up of the bridge,
Thuc. 1, 137 : so, ov
3. 95, Valck. Hipp. 191, and v. sub^/)^
A. I. 5.-3. with a partic, when this
is resolvable into though or since with
the finite verb, whereas the part.,

when resolvable into if unless, etc.,

with the finite verb, takes. v. sub
A. I. 6.—4. as in ov and, ov is attached also to adjs. and

and advs., to give the directly opposite
signification, ov, on no account,. above all,—freq. in Att.

—

5. oil is used where would be
equally good, in such places as,-

ov , where the ov is

retained in oratione obliqua from the
oratio recta, ov .—where-
as strictly it should be, Jelf <^ 745 Obs. 1 : m
such a case ov. is to be taken
as one word, unhandsome. To the
same class belong the places where
... occurs, as, ov,
if he shall refu.te. II. 24, 296: cf Herm.
Vig. n. 309, Jelf « 744, 1 Obs.—.
ov is oft. emphatically repeated,
yup ov ,
do not think, no..., Od. 3. 27 ; more

freq. in Att., as in Aesch. Ag. 1645,
etc., V. infra C. II. So ov and
occur together,-. II. 17, 641.—2.

when several negative clauses are
joined, either or may fol-

low ov. Hom. ; for the Att. usage in
this respect, v. sub.—3. w^hen a
negative sentence is strengthened by
any, even, anywhere, etc., these also
take the negative, e. g., no one ever did
it ;- ' -
. Plat. Parm. 166 A, cf. Eur.
CycL 120:—this accumulation ofeim-
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ilar negatives strengthening, instead

of destroying the negation (cf.<)
I. 8).—But,—4. the negation is de-

stroyed, as in Lat. and Engl., in two
cases :

—

a. when the two negatives

belong to dift'ereiit verbs, or to a verb

and a partic, ' -, II. 4, 224 ; but in this case,

for clearness, one negative is often

strengthd., as, /, 1 cannot not (i. e.

must) hate him.

—

b. ii precedes ov

with coUat. signf. ol fear, warning,

etc. (as in 11. 1, 28, vv roi oh-)/', lest thy God's

sceptre be no help), ?/ is a conjunc-

tion, oh joined with) so as to

make one word with it, as in --, v. supra II. 5, and sub oh.—
IV. ov foil, by ace. in solemn dis-

claimers, for ov, Soph. O. T. 1088;

cf. sub.—V. oh is sometimes omit-

ted, but may easily be supplied from
an or ovre in the ne.Kt clause,, lor. Pind. . 10, 46, cf Herm.
Soph. Aj. 239, (in which last place

however,
ought not to be so interpreted, v. 185,

215.)

B. oh AS iNTERRoa. PARTICLE al-

ways expresses a question to which
an affirm, answer is expected, as, ov

vv ; are there not oth-

ers too ? implying that there certain-

ly are, II. 10, 165.—2. in this case

the Att. oft. put oh after the word or

words to which it belongs, as,-
oh... ; for oh... ;

Plat. Symp. 202 C, cf Rep. 590 A.

—II. the fut. with oh is oft. used in-

terrog. instead of the imperat., in

command, entreaty or exhortation.

Soph. Aj. 75, Phil. 975, Tr. 1183,

cf Herm. Vig. n. U5.—2. but Horn,

always uses opt. aor. for this purpose,

OVK uv ]^ 7,
II. 5, 456, Od. 7, 22 ; also to strength-

en the command, II. 24, 263.—HI. be-

sides this direct interrog. usage, there

is another half interrog. usage of ov

and fut. for imperat., as, ov,
you surely will not say so,—where the

speaker expresses his firm conviction

that the thing will not be.—With the

imperat. itself//?; only is used, v. sub
A. II. 1.—IV. for oi.../i^ interrog.,

V. sub//^ C. 1.

C. ov takes the accent,—I. when
it is the last word in the clause,

Tol yap -
, Pind. . 7, 87 ; -. , Soph. Aj. 541 : esp.

when followed by an opposing clause

that ends with , , -
' , Xen. An. 4, 4, 3 ; similarly,,

Hdt. 7, 208, ubi v. Valck.— in this

case does not become before. Cf. sub OVK.—II. when it is

repeated singly after anegative clause,

and so forms a clause of itself; it is

then esp. emphatic, and may be ren-

dered by our no ! as,, oh, ov. Soph. Aj.

970 (where, as in Ar. Ach. 421,Elmsl.

needlessly proposes ). Plat. Hipp.

Maj. 292 : but if a particle is added
to the second ov, it loses its accent,

as, oh uv, oh,
Plat. Symp. 199 .— HI. when oh is

a simple negat. answer, 710.—IV. in

all phrases such as ov ;

' ov ; ; etc. But in the

protestation ov ..., has no
accent, v. II.

D. Ov in connection with other

particles will be found in alphabet.
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OTAT
order : the corresponding forms of

should be compared.
E. [In the poets, if stands before

oh, the two vowels coalesce into one
syllable, esp. in oh, 11. 5, 349, Od.
I. 298: Att. also in oh and }
oh. This synizesis is usu. in Ep.,

universal in Att.]

Oh, gen. of relat. pron. , used
freq. as adv.,= Lat. ubi, when 01 where,

v. sub , , , A b. I. 1.

Ov, Lat. sui, gen. sing, of 3 pers.

masc. and fem. tor,, and
ahTov,, freq. in Hom., but only

in Ion. and Ep. forms, , , (II.

4, 400,, . Rh.) ; he uses eo en-

clit. in Od. 14, 401 ; , II. 14, 427,

etc ; is another old form, Hom.,
used by Aesch. Supp. 66 ; this also is

enclit. in II. 9, 686 :

—

ov is rare in

Att., as Soph. O. T. 1257, Plat. Symp.
174 D, Rep. 393 E.— II. dat. ol, sibi,

=, avTy, to himself, to herself,

ol, II. 16, 47, etc. ; also, -, 11.' 13, 495, Od. 4, 38 : . Rh.
uses It in the first person, 3, 99 :—but\..^, avTy, to him, to her,

II. 1, 72, 79, etc. ; also in Att., Aesch.
Ag. 1147 : it is usetl pleon. after the

dat. of the person, Hdt. 2, 175 ; 6, 68 ;

the adj. is sometimes added in the
gen. instead of the dat., H. Hom. Cer.

37, cf Herm. H. Hom. 19 (18), 31.—
III. ace. i, se, , ahiijv, Od.
8, 396, II. 14, 162; which in Att. be-

comes, etc., v. sub :
—

also enclit., , and , him, her, 11. 1,

236 ; 24, 134 :—rare in neut., H. Hom.
Ven. 268.—The nom. is i, v.sub voce.

(These pronouns have the digamina,
fov, fol, F, represented in Lat. by
s^u- ; c. fin. ; . Hence ov o'l,

not, appears even in late Greek

;

the V was omitted be-

fore it ; and a short syllable before it

became long, as oi, oi. Heyne
II. 1, 114.)

Ova, exclani. of astonishment, Lat.

vah ! in N. T. of abhorrence, cf. Arr.

Epict. 3, 32.

Ohui, exclam. of pain and anger,
Lat. vae, ah ! woe! from the Alexandr.
writers downwards ; c. dat., ohaiuoi,
ohai ., woe is me ! woe to thee ! N. ., , oi, the Vaccaei, a
people of Hispania, Strab. p. 152.

iOvQKOva, , , the Vacua, a river

of Lusitania, Strab. p. 152.

iOhapa, , ?;, Valeria, Rom.
fem. pr. n., Pint.—II. a city of La-
tium, Strab. 238./., , , the Rom.
name Valerianus, Plut. Dio 74.

\Ohapo, , b, the Rom. name
Valerius, Plut.

\Oh7., and, b, the
Rom. name Valens.

iOhapia, , , Varin, a city of

Hispania on the Baetis, Strab. p. 162.\, ov, a, the Rom. name
Varus.—II. the Varus, western bound-
ary of Italy, Strab. p. 177.

tOua/i/)(jc,, , the Rom. name
Varro, Plut.

Ovaf,, , poet, for , the

ear : the usu. form in Hom., though
he only uses it in sing, gen.,,
11. 22, 454 ; m plur. nom. and ace., ,,
10, 535, etc. ; and once dat.,
12, 442 :—Hes. also has only nom.
and dat. plur.— II. an ear, i. e. handle,

11. 11, 633; 18, 378. cf.^,, ol. the Vascones, a

people of Hispania, Strab. p. 155., a, 01»,= sq., dub., , , () long-

eared. Call. Fr. 320, Mel. 12a

, ov, , (,)
one who lies upon his ear, a sleeper,

Nonn.^, uv, ol, the Ubii, a Ger-
man people, Strab. p. 194.

Ov, in oratione recta, for not,

in assigning a negative reason, Hom.

:

other particles are sometimes put be-
tween, as, oh , 11. 5, 402.—
II. in answers, it gives a strong neg-
ative, as, ,
may I not know that cither '. Answ.
oh, no—why should you... ? Luc.

—

HI. in questions, where an aifirm.

answer is expected, is not... ? Ar. Eq.
1389, etc. ; so, ov ; alone, Lat.
quid enim ? is't not so .' Plat., an ellipt. phrase,
freq. in Att., expressing a negation
and giving a reason for it, Lat. immo
vera, as, ', .'^ (which in full would be' ,

), Ar. Ran. 58 ; '
oh ' ;

ought not the women to be here long
ago ? Answ. ov, ', -, no, by Jupiter,

(they are not here), but they ought
to have come flying long ago, Ar.
Lys. 55, cf Nub. 232, Ran. 192, Eccl.
386, Eq. 1205.

Ov , for probably not, mnch
like ov , except that adds a
degree of uncertainty, oi ,
Od. 12, 107 ; so in Att., ov, ov , for by no means,
for never, Soph. O. T. 1456, Plaf^
etc. ; oi) , Hdt. 1, 124.

Ov , like oh , only with
the reason added by. Soph. O. T.
576, Ant. 46, etc. : so, ov .
Plat. Prot. 309 C ; ov .
Id. Rep. 509 A.

Ov , a negat. answer to a
negat. propos., where ovv refers to a
foregone proof as conclusive, ivhy

then, certainly not, Plat. Pann. 134 B.
Oi' yap, for never. Soph. El.

482, cf. sub .
Oh , for in no manner, Plat.

Phaed. 62 D, etc. ; oh .
Id. Symp 199 A, etc.

Ov TOi, merely ov strength-

ened, Od. 21, 172, etc.

Ov Toi, merely ov
strengthd., Plat. Euthyd. 286C., , , also, Lat.

uncia, an ounce.'[, ov, , Ugemum, a
town of Gallia Narbonensis, Strab.

p. 178.

>', Att. contr. for , Ar.

Pac. 64, etc., a, ov, () like-, on the earth, earthly, Orph. Arg.
396.—II. in the earth, infernal, like, of gods, Lye. 49, 698,

Dion. P. 789.\, ov, b, TJdaevs, one of the
Sparti, who survived, and assisted

Cadmus, Apollod. 3, 4, 7., Ion. oh, adv. from ov-, nowhere, in no place,, Hes. Sc. 218 ; to no place,

no way, Hdt. 1, 24, 34, 56, etc.—II.

in no way, in no wise. freq. in Hdt.

—

In the poets also []. Jac.

A. P. p. 914, which Schweighiiuser
also rightly prefers in Hdt.. except
when the form is used : -

was orig. dat. fem., neut.

pi. from, cf. Reisig Enarr.
Soph. O. C. 508 (517):, -, was the old way of writing., , ,{) worth-

less, good for nothing : hence also jioui-

erZess, feeble. ence •



/,, , nothingness,

tDort/dessness., adv. from,
from no place, from no side. Plat.

Phaed. 70 D, Xen. An. 2, 4, 23., adv from, poet,

and Ion. for, nowhere, in no
place, Hdt. 7, 49 ; ,
3, 113 ; c. gen.,. ,/, 7,

126., , , for , not

even one, i. e. none, like, freq.

in Hdt., though he uses only plur.,, etc., like,
1,21, etc. ; much more rarely in fem.,

as Hdt. 4, 114. Hence, adv., to no place, to no
side, no way, Thuc, and Plat. Phaed.
108 A, 109 A, etc., adv. from,^-, nowhere, answering to ;

where ? Hdt. 2, 150, etc. ; also c. gen.,, Hdt. 7, 166, cf V'alck.

Hipp. 1012 ; sometimes with verbs

of motion, Xen. An. 6, 1, 16;

—

-
uov '/., to esteem as nought,

Lat. nalto loco, nulla numero habere,

Aesch. Pers. 498, Soph. Ant. 183, cf
Ruhiik. Xen. Mem. i, 2, 52 ; so, oh-,, like Cicero's

HP apparere quidem, not to be taken
into account. Plat. Phaed. 70 A, 72
C, ubi V. Stallb. ;

', Eur. I. . 115.—.
of manner, , in no

other way. Plat. Symp. 184 E, Prot.

324 E., adv. from, in no
wise, freq. in Hdt., etc. ; -, Hdt. 1, 123, etc. ;^-. Plat. Phil. 29 B.

^'2, TO, gen., dat. -, :
—the ground, earth, strict-

ly, the surface of the earth, hence~-
Tov', like yij, Od. 13,

395, and elsewh. in Hom. :', the rich soil, Od. 9, 135; ov-, to bite the dust, of
wounded men, freq. in Hom., as II.

11, 749, Od. 22, 269; ',
from the ground, II. 12, 448, Od. 9,

242;> to the ground, to earth,

11. 17, 457, Od. 10, 440;,,. Soph.
:. 752, Eur. Hec. 405, 1. . 49, etc.

—2. esp. the floor or pavement in

rooms and houses, freq. in Hom. ;•, Od. 23, 46 ; tv, on the floor of Jupiter's abode,

11. 24, 527; so too, ',
5, 734; 8, 385.—Proverb, ', to bring a man to the

pavement, i. e. Strip him of all he has,

H. Hom. Merc. 284, like, inTheocr. 1, 51. (Akin
to , a threshold, to , and
to- No nom. oc-

curs, and the Ion. cases,
may be explained by the usu. change
of a into , cf and.)', adv. ( ) but not, Horn.,

and Hes. ; though in this signf the

Att. prefer to write separately ,
and so Heyne has written here and
there in II., against the Ep. usage.

—

II. and not, connecting two whole

clauses, either so as to put them in

strong opposition, or simply in transi-

tion, while is used to connect

parts of claiises only : further, the

in gives it rather a distinctive

force, while the in makes it

eiinply connective, V. Herm. ad Elmsl.

Med. 4.—2. ..., ..., at the be-

ginnmg of two following clauses, not

even.... nor yet..., Hom., etc. ; thus

marking a stronger opposition than

,.., ..-, neither..., nor...;—the

second negation is usually the strong-

er, as, Kul ^ ,
and so we have 7io reason at all to

fear their fortifications, no nor yet

their navy, Thuc. 1, 143 ; so, we have
thrice repeated, not even..., nor...,

nor yet..., Od. 22, 221, Soph. O. T.
1378.—But oft. also follows the

simple negat. ..., as,?, lb. 220;'. Soph.
Phil. 691, cf lb. 681 ; it may also fol-

low, as in Soph. O. C." 1297,

Plat. Rep. 499 ; but whether, in

Att., may follow (as in II.

1, 115, H. Hom. Cer. 22) is question-

able, Elmsl. Med. 4, et Herm. ibid.

:

— may also follow a negative
compound, as, '-, ' 07/, Soph.
Phil. 2, . C. 39, ubi v. Reisig.—
When the first clause is affirm.,

should be written , v. sub7.—. when joined with a single word
or phrase, not even, Lat. ne quidem,

Horn., etc. : Hom. usu. joins it with
advs., as ' /, ,, etc., not even a little,

no not a bit, i. e. not at all. Hom.
oft. joins both these last signfs. in one
clause, , II. 2, 703, etc.,, Od. 8, 32,

etc., where the former is con-
junctive, neither, the latter adverbial

conj. ne... quidem: their juxta-position

is accidental, and each retains its

proper signf : so and stand
in one clause, v. A. Ill, cf.—IV. is oft. foil, by the

same particles which follow ov, as

in Hom.,' and ,
yap, , , ,' , , etc. ; but
these particles retain each their own
signf, for in such cases serves as

a conjunction ; v. therefore ,, etc.,,, gen.-,,, etc., (declined

like ,, ) ;—for ,, , and not one, i. e. no one,

none, no, as Lat. nullus, for ne ullus,

oft. in Horn., and Hes.— 1. the neut., as adv., like, in no-

thing, by no means, in no wise, the most
freq. use in Hom., also oft. in Att.

—

2. in plur., gen. owi/i'cji', dat., for, none. Hdt. 9, 58,

Xen., etc.—3. and /;, a good-

for-7iothing, a worthless, useless person,

Trag. : so in masc., a nobody,

one of no mark or likelihood, ov-, being nobodies, Eur. Andr. 700.

—4. Ti,= Lat. nihil quicquam,

Stallb. Plat. Phaed. 65 E.—5.

, Lat. nihil non, every, all, Hdt. 5,

97 ; so in masc, , Lat.

ne77io non, every one, Hdt. 3, 72 : also,

. Soph. Ant. 4.—6., nought, in Arithm. writers.—7.

-, v. sub VII.•—8. -
, like Lat. ne77io

non, every one, in Xen. Symp. 1,9, is

contrary to usu. Greek idiom, cf. sub
III, Herm. Soph. Ant. 4.—II. the

more emphatic and literal signf, no,

7iot even 07ie, i. e. 7ione whatever, belongs

to the full form, , ,
', which is never elided, even

in Att., but oft. has a particle insert-

ed between, as' ,, etc., Pors. Hec. Praef p. 31

Scholef Later form,,,
q. v.—(Zenob. in E. M. 639, 17, and
others assume, as a compd.
not of and , but and the

Aeol.,, , ap.

Plut. 2, 1109 ; , 1-
cae. 89 :—thusJEt'f, (whciice-,,) would be=Tif, ,

j

and =. But the argu-
ments from the accent, and from the

I

use of a plur., are insufficient : and

j

the fem., with the adj.-
I

and, are decisive
I
on the other side, v. Buttm. Ausf Gr.
) 70 Anm. 7, n. Might not the Aeol.

be=£<f rather than ]), Ion. for, Hdt.
and, adv. from, only in later Arithmet., jio< mice,

no times, [], , ,() nothingnexs,

weakness, worthlessness. Plat. Phaedr.
235 A, Theaet. 176 C, with v. 1..,() to bring to nought,

Anth. P. 5, 138., ov, (, )

worth no notice or regard, ...', II. 8, 178., , () bring to

nought. , adv., in nowise, i. e. by no
means, certainly 7iot, Od. 12, 433;, c. inf., 'tis in nowise possi-

ble, H. Hom. 6, 58 ; also written in

one word and ), cf.. ( Wolf writes in Od. '

}.)
^, m Ion. prose,,

adv.(,) and not ever, i. e. never,

in Hom. mostly with past, but also

pres. tenses, Od. 10, 464 ; and with
fut., Od. 2, 203, Hes. Op. 174. In
Att., usu. has the pres. or
fut., and, the past, Piers.

Hdn. p. 461, Br. Ar. Eccl. 384; but
is likewise found with past

in the best writers, as in Xen. An. 2,

6, 13, Aeschin. 75, 8, like Lat. 7iu7i-

quam, cf Priscian, Gramm. 18, p.

1196, Wolf Dem. Lept. 485, 23, Lob.
Phryn. 458. Cf.— Wolf in

Hom. sometimes writes,
sometimes separately :
sometimes a word is put between, as
in II. 6, 99., adv., and not yet, not as

yet, Aesch. Pr. 320, Plat. Symp. 172
E, etc. :—in Horn., usu. with a word
between, ,' , etc.,

always of the past, cf. Hence&, adv., and not yet, never

yet at any time, always of the past, as
Soph. Phil. 250, Plat. Prot. 313 ; cf
Interpp. ad Thom. M. p. 662, and v.

sub, ., a, ov, (,) not

either, 7ieither of the two, like Lat. neu-

ter for ne uter, first, but only in plur.,

in. Hes. Th. 638, Sc. 171 ; so too in

Hdt. 3, 16 ; fin Solon 20, 6, strengthd.

by oii/ct ; also in sing., Hdt. 1, 51,

Plat., etc. : neut. pi. as adv.^oi'dere-. Plat. Theaet. 184 A. — II. in

Gramm. (sc.), Lat.
ge7i7is neutrum. Hence, adv., from neither

side.,'. from, in

neither of two icays. Plat. Legg. 902 :

in Gramm. in the neuter ge/ider, Ath.
701 A., adv. from,
to or towards neither of two sides, no•

whither, II. 14, 18.' , and no more, no longer,

Hom., V. : freq. confused with
., certai7ily not, in sooth not, Lat.

7wn sa/ie, Horn., also strengthening
the negat. interrog. with, Od. 7,

239.,, , () on the-
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ground, terrestrial, v. 1. Od. 5, 334 ; 10,

136.

Oh TTOV or ov, I suppose

not, probably not, surely not, cf. Sub ov
:—also,

Ov /, no, truly, Aesch. Pr. 347,

770, etc.
^(5£•£•, a, ov, =,

Dion. H.
and,

adv. for ' ,', in no wise, by no means., 6, Ion. for Alt. , Me-
nand. p. 233 :

—

a threshold, esp. the

threshold of a house, in Horn, either

; 9, 404
;

or, Od. : in Hes. always-
:
—the threshold or sill of any door,

etc., to a chamber, court-yard : even
to the nether world, 11. 8, 15, cf. Soph.
O. C. 1590 :—in plur., perh., the lintel,

Wustem. Theocr. 23, 50:

—

-, on the threshold, verge ot

old age, or, more prob., on the threshold

that leads from old age to death, (so,, the end of life, Q. Sm.
10, 426), 11. 22, 60, Od. 1 5, 348, Hes. Op.
329 ; also in Hdt 3, 14 ; cf. Plat. Rep.
328 ; so, , Od.

15, 246 ; 23, 212.—Poet, word, used
by Luc. ( must be carefully

distinguished from?;oti(5oi•, and -
: and note, that though and

are kindred words, it is quite

wrong to think that is Ion. for

7/ (), a way : and, are

also akin.), . Ion. for ij, a way,

Horn, only in Od. 17, 196, Hdt. 2, 7
;

3, 126 : but even he has the usu. form
far more freq.*, TO. V. sub., neut., for, , no one

soever, nothing whatever : in neut. also

as adv. not in the least, not at all.,, , a kind of shoe made
offelt OT fur, Lat. udo.\, , , = ', Velia,

Pint.
^\,, al, Velilrae, a city

of Latium ; hence oi,
the inhab. of V., Strab. p. 237 : and
adj., of Velitrae, ,
Ath. 27 A.\, , ol, a people of

Aquitanic Gaul, Strab. p. 190.^, , , Venafrum, a

city ofCampania, now Venafri, Strab.

p. 238.'[, ov,, Vendiim, a city of

the lapodes, Strab. p. 207.;, ijv, ol, the Veneti, a peo-

ple of Gallia Cisalpina, Polyb. 2, 17,

5.—2. a people of Gallia Transalpine,
Strab. 194.^, , , the ^enones, an
Alpine race, Strab. p. 204., , , the city Venusia

in lower Italy, now Venosa, ace. to

Strab. of the Samnites, p. 254.^, ov, , the Rom. name
Ventidius, Strab. p. 751.^,, ,, lacusVer-

banus, now lago Maggiore, in Gallia

Cisalpina, Sirab. p. 209.', , the Veresis, a small
river of Latium near Praeneste,

Strab. p. 239.

tOuip^/roi», ov, TO, Veretum, a city

of Calabria, the earlier Boris, Strab.

p. 291.]?., , oi, Vercellae, a

city of Gallia Cispadana, Strab. p.

218.\. , 6, Vercin-

getorix, a cnief of the Arverniin Gaul,

Strab. p. 191.
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OTK^, uv, oi, Vettones, a peo-

ple of Hispania, Strab. p. 162.

tOiV}iOi, , ol. Veil, a city of

Etrnria, Strab. p. 226.

iOiiY/vaaa, , Venesa, a place in

Cappadocia, Strab. p. 536.^,, , Verona, a city

of northern Italy, Strab. p. 213.^, , oi, the Vestini, a

Samnite people, Strab. p. 219.,,, the breast of fe-
males, orig. only of animals, the udder,

Od. 9, 440, Hdt. 4, 2 ; distinguished

from oi, by Plut. 2, 496 C :

—

later also, of women, the breast,

Aesch. Cho. 532, cf. 531 ; with collat.

notion oifulness, fruitfulness : hence
—II. metaph., , the rich-

est, most fertile lamf, II. 9, iu, 283. H.
Cer. 450 ; lilie Lat. uber arvi, Virg.

Aen. 7, 262. (Sanscr. udhas. Germ.
Eater, our udder, Lat. uber : but it

has nothing to do with uterus. Pott
Et. Forsch. 1, p. 106, 170.) Hence. a, ov, belonging to the ud-

der,, Anth! P. 9, 430. [a]',, v,= (oeg.,, later form for the
common,, freq., esp. in

prose, after the time of Aristot. and
Theophrast., Lob. Phryn. 182, cf.

Gottliug Arist. Pol. p. 278 : the fern.

never passed into.
Hence, , , later form for oi-., a, ov, later form for-., surely not, certainly not, only
poet., freq. in Horn. : also strengthd.

ov , Od. 3, 352, nearly equiv.

to ov , but less definite, v..\, , Vibo Va-
lentia, later name of (q. v.),

Strab. p. 256.,, ( for the
spelling varies), ov, , an Aegyptian
plant, the root of which was eaten,

Theophr.
;

perh. the arum colocasia,

which has a bulbous root, used for

food.^, , , Vienna, capital of

the Allobroges in Gaul, Strab. p. 185.^, , , Vicentia, a city

of Gallia Transpadana, Strab. p. 214.\, , ,, collis

Viyninalis,the Viminal mount in Rome;
after which was named the Ov-, Strab. p. 234.^', ov, Vindalus, a city of

Gallia Narbonensis, Strab. p. 185;
ubi Kramer.\., , ol, the Vindelici,

a German people, Strab. p. 206.

tOi'tViOi, , ol, the Vitii, a people

on the Caspian ; their territory Oi/i-, Strab. p. 508., ov, , the Lat. vitulus,

Hellanic. ap. Dion. H. 1, 35.. for oi'i before a vowel with
spiritus lenis. Ion. also before spiritus

asper ; usu. also when it concludes

the sentence, but with exceptions.

as in Soph. Aj. 970, where oh.-, is right ; and so in Ar. Ach.
422, oh, ;— but in Ar.

Ran. 1308, , , is

right ; and in Menand. p. 99 the read-

ing must be , ;—be-

cause, generally, emphasis requires

the same negative word to be repeated.^,, , Ucalegon, a

Trojan, II. 3, 147.

uv, surely not, hardly, freq. in

Horn., who also uses Ion. ov or ov. to soften the negation, both with
subj. and opt., uv being used by him
with both moods.—II. in negat. ques-

OTAA
tions il limits the absoluteness with
which an ailirm. answer is expected,
in Horn, then usu. uv , with
opt., II. 3, 52 ; 5, 32; 10, 204, Od. 0,
57. , so not, not then, Horn.

;

surely not, \\. 16, 33.— II. in questions,

ovK up'?
; so not even in death canst

thou forget thine anger? Od. 1 1. 553 ;

but the words , always denote
an inference from something foregone;
V. ovy 3.

Ov , ov, v. ., adv., {,) no more, no
longer, no further, and generally, not

710W, freq. m Hom., and Hes., so also
in Hdt., and Att. ; , II.

13, 701 :—' , and no more, nor
more, Horn. ; sometimes also reversely

ir' OVK, Soph. Tr. 161 ; tr',
Phil. 1217.—Opp., not yet., Ion. adv. for,=. in

Hom. always at the end of a clause,

and usu. of a verse, after a foregone
affirm. ; hence always: also in Hdt. ], 132, 173. [], Ion., adv. (',),
in positive clauses, therefore, so not,

Lat. non ergo, very freq. in Att.—2.

generally, in truth not, indeed not, Lat.
non sane, esp. after an affirm., always
implying an inference from something
foregone, though oft. this is scarce
discernible, and the negation alone
remains in full force. At. Plut. 889,

Eq. 465, Soph. Phil. 872. 907.— 11. in

interrog., not therefore i" not then ? and
so not ? like Lat. nonne ergo ? used
when the question is an inference
from something foregoing, and an af-

firm, answer is expected, -
; is it

not then the sweetest laughter, to
laugh over one's enemies? Soph.
Aj. 79 ; also sometimes separately,

ov ; Ar. Eq. 875.

. ohKOVV, therefore, then, according-

ly, Lat. ergo. freq. in Att.—When the
word has this accent, the negat. signf.

appears to vanish, so that the adv.

ovv alone remains in force: but strict-

ly is a negat. interrog. like

II, not indeed to be referred to
the whole sentence, which is posi-

tive, but to be taken as having orig.

formed a separate clause ; as in Soph.
Ant. 91, ohKobv, ,. therefore I will cease,

seeing I have no power,— it ought
strictly to be , -

'
; seeing 1 have no

power, I will cease

—

shall I not ?—So
Plat. Phaedr. 274 B,-, for '

;

enough of this : is it not ? i. e. there-

fore enough of this.—The difference

between and. by which
the latter in practice loses the negat.

signf., was clearly laid down by the
old Gramm., v. Amnion, s. v. A. B. p.

57, 10 ; 525, 28. The explanation of

it here given is due to Herin, Vig. n.

261 : Elmsl. Heracl. 256 proposed to

write OVK, ovv, divisim in all oases,

making it interrog. or not. as the

sense required ; but this could not be
applied to the imi)erat. mood, as in

the place quoted Irom Plato.^, ov, . Ucromynis, a
prince of the Chatti, Strab. p. 202.

or ov, Ion.'. Hdt.
and. Ion. for

and, Hdt.
or . Ion. for,

Hdt., ov, v.., ai, Alt. ,, coarse barlei^



OYAI
which (mixed with salt) was sprinkled

on the head of the victim before the

sacritice, like the mola salsa of the

Romans, except that this was of spelt,

Od. 3, 441, Hdt. 1, 132, Ar. Eq. 1167,

Pac. 948, 900 ; in Hdt. 1, IGO,

: the sprinkling was called, cf. also,--—Ace. to the usu. mterpretation,
derived from ancient authors,

or are the whole, unground barley

corns, as if : and so there

would be a difference between the

custom of the Greeks and Romans,
since it is certain that the mota ofthe

latter (from molere) was of barley

coarsely ground or bruised, Heyne
Opusc. Acad. 1, 368 sq., Voss Virg.

Eel. 8. 82.—On the otherhand Buttm.
Lexil. in voc. has raised objections

against the deriv. from ?., from the

change in the accent and breathing
;

and gives a new deriv. from *,,, so that. Ion. ov-. would be from the same root as

Lat. molo, mola, our meal, malt. Germ.
malmen, mahlen, with euphon. v.

V. (hence also the name of the kindred
grain) : it would also be equiv.

to mola, and so there would be no
ground for assuming a difference be-

tween the Gr. and Rom. custom, on
which cf. Dion. Hal. Antiqq. 7, 72.

Accordingly the obsol. sing, must
have been the oldest name for bread-

corn, as prepared for use by grinding or

bruising : but this name was later ap-

plied to barley only, as the most com-
monly used grain, just as our corn,

and the Vtenchfrornent, is chiefly ap-

plied to wheat, and the German Korn
to rye: but the word came
soon into use for barley itself, while., was confined to the sa-

cred cake opposed on the one hand to

the whole barkij-corns, and On the other

to the fine barley-7neal.], ov,{,)
bringing an army, Lyc. 32.?., ov, 0, a band, throng of
warriors, esp. in battle, Lat. globus, in

Horn, always , as II.

4, 251, 273, etc., (never in Od.) ; ov?.., Nic. Th. 611.—II. later,

only of cavalry, a troop, consisting of
a certain number, Lat. turma, ata,

Polyb. 6, 28, 3, etc., Plut. Lycurg. 23.

(Like,,, from,, cf. Buttm. Lexil. s. v.

21.),, ov, () named
from the armed throng(), Lyc.
183 : al., named from
barley (), or from the shepherd's

scrip ().,. , pecul. poet. fern.

for, Nic. . 260.— II.

as subst. = 7;, Tzetz. Lyc. 183,

dub., a salutation, v. ov?m., V.., , , wound healed ,
scarred or skinned over, a scar from a

wound. Lat. cicatrix. Od. 19,391,303,

etc , never in II. ; also in Eur. El.

573 ; , Xen.
Mem. 3, 4, 1 ; -. Plat. Gorg. 524 C. (It is usu.

explained, healed flesh, as if an adj.,=, with understood, ivhole,

but in that case it should be parox.

: hence it is better to make -
a verbal from , strictly, a

healing, and so esp. a wound healed up.),, , =, Phe-
recr. ?

\07, a, b. Ulias, father ofThe-
aeus of Argos, Pind. N. 10, 44.

OYAO', , 01^,= sq., Hesych., a, ov,{ II,) like,, pernicious, hurtful,

deadly, ., of the dog-star,

II. 11, 62; epith. of Mars, Hes. Sc.

192, 441, Pind. O. 9, 116; of spears,

and of dirges, Pmd. O. 13, 33, P. 12,

14, and once in Trag., ..
Soph. Aj. 932 : cf. Buttm. Lexil. s. v.

7.—II. as epith. of Apollo and
Diana, in Fherecydes, some explain

it in like maimer, because both gods,

as is well known, had to do with
death, so that' is derived

by many from7., the destroyer

:

others take it inexactly the contrary
signf., healing, saver, deriving it from, ?.—Which deriv. is right,

can scarcely be determined, as both
may equally suit the language and
sense, and the ancients themselves
are divided on the point : perh. the

whole word should be derived from, and the .signf. whole, strong,

mighty, be everywhere adopted, cf.., , ,=^?-, the gums.
Alex. Trail., ov, (? II, )
with deadly bile, or{ I) all-devour-

ing, Nic. ap. Ath. 312 D.?, ov, 6, (o ?., )
one who binds sheaves., ov, , (, )
a straw bandfor binding sheaves, also., ov, (eflcipa)=sq.,-, , ,(• . 4,) with crisp curly hair, like negroes,
Hdt. 2, 104., ov,( II,)
of pernicious mitid, like..,, , a whole or perfect

sacrifice : from, , (?^ I, ) to

offer up a U'hole or perfect sacrifice, or
(from) to streiv the sacred barley

before the sacrifice, like., ov, (? I. 4, -) with thick, curling hair, Od. 19,

246.— II. '',, .
Horn. Merc. 137, for ,, cf.. [], , gen. ,( .
4,) with curling or crumpled
horns, Strab.?.?, ov,()^-, Pherecr. Incert. 66.?, poet, for -
Kivvoi(c{. II),Telesilla

ap. Poll. 2, 23 : Bergk would read., , to have curling hair:

from, ov, o,==sq., Plut.?, ov,{ I. 4,)
like ?., with curling hair, Alex.
Incert. 49.?., ov, ()=-, Arr. Indie. 6., , {?. I,)
like, sound of limb. Parmen.
ap. Plut. 2, 1114 C. Hence?^ or -. . ^,tcholeness

of limbs : hence, generally, ivholeness,

entireness, , a thing in

general, Hipp., cf. Arist. Metaph. 13,

6, 8 ;?, as adv
.

,=^,
upon the whole, Heysch.?., , ov, poet, for-. part. aor. mid. from', used
as adj . in act. sense, periiiWoMs, destruc-

tive, deadly, mischievous, of persons
and of things, II. 1, 2, etc. ;—the
pass, signf. unhappy, ruined, undone,
lost, Lat. perditus, cannot be proved
from such passages as II. 14, 84, Od.

i

4, 92, where it is better taken as act.,

hence later, sad, mournful, -, Aesch. Cho. 132.

Ov7mv, to, only used in pl.,,, the gums, Aesch. Cho. 898, Plat.
Phaedr. 251 C.?', , , Ep. for /., cf... Rh. 2, 85, etc., ,(? I. 4,)
a making curly, Galen.,, v. sub-

II.', , :—\. old Ep. and
Ion. form oi, whole, entire,, a ivhole loaf, Od. 17, 343;, afull month, Od. 24, 1 18 ;, . Merc. 113 ; cf/.,-,-,-,-.—Im-
mediately akin to this is the signf.

undivided, unhurt, like Lat. integer, our
whole, (whence the verbs,.,
and ov7Jj, a wouyid healed, made whole,

also perh.7) : hence,—2. offull
force, able, powerful, substantial, like

Lat. solidus : , not a
mere unsubstantial vision, but the very,

actually existent Dreamgod, II. 2, 6,

8, (where others render it pernicious;

but the sense requires a general epith.,

and pernicious cannot be so applied
to the Dream-god) : later in signf.

vigorous, esp. in Call. Jov, 52, Ep.
5, 5.— 3. applied to sound, -undivided,

i. e. continuous, incessant,oi the screams
of fugitives, compared to birds Hying
from the hawk, ,
screaming incessant, 11. 17, 756, 759,

where however Buttm. takes it from, screaming vilely, horribly ; but
Passow, compadly, in one inb'ed cry;

and Ilgen refers it to the subst.

II (q. v.), crying oh ! oh ! Later it is

used for strong, i. e. loud,, Anth. P. 7, 27 ; .-, Call. Dian. 247.—4. of

sight or touch, Horn, uses', esp.

as epith. oifine, thick woolens, cloaks,

rugs, etc.,7,, 11. 16,

224, Od. 4, 50, etc. : so, ov7iti7,
thick, fleecy wool, II. 10, 134: ov7.aL, a thick head of hair, Od. 6,

231 :—in the same sense Horn, has7, others, oix-7,7,, etc.

;

and Hdt. 7, 70, describes by-, the thick woolly hair ot

the negro;—' then does not apply
to soft andflowing hair, e. g. of Apollo,
of Paris ; but to that crisp, short, curly

hair which bespeaks manly strength,

as in the case of Ulysses and Eu-
rybates ; and thus. -

are close-plaited violet-wreaths,

Stesich. 46 : later, generally, twisted,

crooked, , Incert. ap. Arist.

Rhet. 3, 11, 13; of a dance, mazy.
(From the signf. of thick, close-pressed,

come /, a sheaf of corn, aud, so as to prove an intimate
connexion with,, 7..)
—II. Ep. adj. from,, as.,, for /.,7, destructive, deadly, pernicious,

epith. of Mars, II. 5, 461, of Achilles,

II. 21, 536; though here too it is

a great question whether the signf.

be not mighty, powerful, and so tev

rible, as this would quite suit the
sense : and thus might be
wholly referred to one root 7., cf?. Compds. such as,/., do not make against this :

for they are of a very late age, when
we know that many held to

be =. Nay, many of these
words admit of other explanations.

(Buttm. Lexil. in voc. assumes
three roots,— 1. .—2. /. •
?., to which he refers our sigafs.
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I, 2, and 3 (very unsatisfactorily),—3., ', to which he refers our
I. 4, prob. rightly, except in thinking
that this could not come from,
of. Lexil. V. 22. The subst.

TO, the gum, and are

clearly nothing akin to this family.),, , a sheaf of corn, Arte-

mid. ; also'. from adj.< I.

4.— II. a cry or song, oho ! in honour
of Ceres, who was herself from this

word named /., v. Ath. 618 D, E,
Ilgen Praef Scol. Gr. p. xxi; cf.,.,, ,{ 1. 4) curli-

nes.1, Arist. Probi. 14, 4., , to have curly hair,

Strab. : from, ov,{ I. 4,)
like, curly-haired.?•,, ov,{ I,)
very deadly, Nic. Al. 280.', ov, {0 ,)
bearing sheaves.',,{ I,) utterly

ina stale ofnature, uncultivated, Emped.
198, cf. Arist. Nat. Ausc. 2, 8, 12., ov,{ I. 4,-) with curling or (rather) downy
leaves, opp. to ?.?, Theophr.' or -, ov, , the

vessel in which the sacred barley for
sacrifices was kept : for Other rarer

forms V..?., Ta,= sq.^ or ace. to Lob. Paral.

^b6ovovaL,ai,i.o'a,)bruised
or coarsely-ground barley sprinkled over
the victim and the altar before a sac-

rifice, ,-
^., 11. 1, 449, 458; ., Od. 4, 761 : hence,-, of the ceremony of
sprinkling the barley, Od. 3, 445,
elsevvh. called : cf.-, uL [v\ Hence, dep., to sprinkle the

sacred barley at a sacrifice, Theophr.?, as pass.,{ 1,)
to be scarred over, Arist. Probl. 10,

22, 2.?., ov, 6, Ion.',
freq. in Horn., who also uses-

for, esp. in II. : so
too Hes.,( I) strictly, to be whole
or sou7id : but only the poet, imperat.

was used, as a salutation, like, health to thee, hail, Lat. salve,, health and
joy be with thee, Od. 24, 402, H. Ap.
466 ; cf. Buttm. Lexil. s. v.? 8,

., who justly rejects the deriv. of
Lat. vale, valeo, etc. from,,
?^. Heysch. also gives or., , i], ()^,
Ath. 618 D : fcf. sub II., adv. from, dub.

Oil. ov yap, v, sub II.

Oil, no more, just as little., in truth 7iot, assuredly not,

a strong denial, strictly Dor. for ov, but also freq. in Horn., who has
too 01' and , v.

3.

Ov, without after it, no truly,

nay verily, like oh, strengthening
the negation, Horn., in truth not, nay verily,

also ov , in sooth not at all., for , then not,

Ar. Plut. 870, Ran. 1183;
' , so

then you thought I should not know
you again ? Plat. Symp. 201 C—11.

in answers,
• answ., -
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' , nay it is

not 1, but rather truth that thou canst
not gainsay, Stallb. Plat. Symp. 201

C ; V. .
ye, surely not then, Paus., like, by no means,

in no wise, without afterit, II. 2, 203., not hoivever, ov,
not, however, otherwise than...,

but only..., not, however, but that. Plat.

Phaed. 62 ; ov /....,
Id. Symp. 173 B.—II. in interrog.

ov.., is it not surely ! where an
affirm, answer is expected, Plat.

Phaedr. 229 B., -, Aeol. or Boeot. for,, Corinna ap. Ap. Dysc., in independent sentences
oft. used to strengthen the simple
negative, most freq. with indicat. fut..

yet not rare with subj. aor. Dawes'
rule (that in the latter case it is used
with subj. aor. 1 pass., and aor. 2 act.

and mid., never with subj. aor. 1 act.

and mid.) is disproved by many pas-
sages which cannot be altered, Elmsl.
Soph. O. C. 177, cf. . VI;
though certainly the aor. 2 was pre-

ferred.— I. when used with fut. indie,
the clause is always interrog., ov

; where the actual construc-
tion seems to be ... ;

no one shall lead thee off.., shall he ?

—so that ; is merely
a strengthd. way of saying. no one shall lead thee : and the
2d pers. of fut. becomes merely a
strong prohibition,

;=. Ar. Ran. 202, v. Herm.
against Elmsl. , Med. 1120.—Elm-
sley's explanation (that ov -

; means 'will you not notttifie V,

i. e. do not trifle), neglects the dis-

tinction between ov and.—II. with
subj. aor. the simplest way seems to

suppose an ellipse of ,, etc., which is actually
found in some passages, as,, Hdt. 1, 84; ', Ar. Eccl.
650; cf. Plat. Apol. 28, Rep, 465
, Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 25 ;—so that,

here too, ov is merely a
strong negation for ov :

in this case is sometimes used
in dependent clauses, e. g. Xen. Hell.

4, 2, 3, , -..—Other words are oft.

put between ov and, and is oft.

replaced by its compds.,,
etc. , indeed not, surely not, not
at all, Horn....ye ; also

a..y, nevertheless, notwith-

standing, yet, still. Plat. Gorg. 449 C,
Polit. 263 B.

, after a negative, no nor
even yet, Lat. nedum, yup, ,
Ar. Pac. 41., nay not even, v. ov., Att. contr. for ; also
in II. 8, 360.

OT'N, Ion., adv., then, denoting
the mere sequence of one clause upon
another, Hom., and Hes., who often
use , to continue the narrative,
now when, xvhen then, II. 1, 57, Od. 14,

407, etc. ; also, ^, Od. i, 414,
etc.,', Od. 17, 401 ; in which
cases^ is usu. put only in the first

clause, though there are some few
exceptions, as Soph. O. T. 90, O. C.
1135.—II. therefore, accordingly, conse-

quently, to denote the consequence of
one clause upon another, esp. in Att.

OYNN
—So always marks a sentiment
dependent on one that has gone be-
fore : and the following cases may be
distinguished :— 1. when a speech is

brought to an end, and the result of
what has been said is to be collected,
then' or rather is used to in-

troduce that result.—2. when a speech
has been interrupted by parenthetic
clauses, serves to take it up
again, like our / say, why then, Lat.
dico, inquam, igitur, Matth. Gr. Gr.
'5i 625.—3. at the beginnmg of a new
speech, in reference to a proposition
implied, but not expressed ; esp. in
passionate exclamations, so then

!

what then ! c5' oiw, thou'rt
dead then !—1. in questions, after an
assertion which one allows, usu.

; suppose it be so, what then—what
follows ?—5. in rejjetitions" implies
the truth of what is repeated, surety,

of a truth, verily ; esp. in parenthetic
relative clauses, as, ',, il he is, as he snrely

is, a god. Plat. Phaedr. 242 : so,, even us, just as, Aesch.
Cho. 96, 888 : so too, ' ,, whether it shall be
so (as it surely will) Or no, Eur. Heracl.
149 ; also, yup, of a surety, Pors.
Med. 585 ; but' ^, introducing
an objection, certainly, but.., but still..

;

and , v. sub, . II. 5.—6.

attached to a relat. pron. or adv., ovv
makes it less definite, as,, who-
ever,, whosoever :, how,, howsoever :

another,be he who he may : so,-,,,-,,, etc.,

just like Lat. cunque. Lob. Phryn. 373.

Ovv, contr. for ev, Ar. Thesm.
1105., and before a vowel-, adv. for , on which ac-

count, wherefore. Od. 3, 61.—2. usu.
relative to, since, for that,

because, II. 3, 403, cf. 11, 21 ; also
after', II. 1, 111 ; after,
Od. 13, 332 :—but it mostly stands
alone without any antecedent ex-
pressed, freq. in Horn., who also joins' (Herm. . Ven. 200;, and, 11. 3, 403 :—also in Pmd.
N. 9, 85, and Trag.—3. after certain
verbs, just like,, that,—
after, Od. 5, 216;, .. 376; , Od. 7, 300;,
Od. 16, 379;, Od. 23,214;
so loo in Trag., e. g. after, Soph.
Phil. 232 ;. Ant. 63 ;,
. . 7.—Hom. always joins it with
indie. ; he has not the form,
which first occurs in Pind.

II. as prep. c. gen., just equiv. to', on account of freq. in Att.

poets, as Aesch. Ag. 823, Soph. Phil.

774, El. 387, etc. ; usu. following its

case ; whereas reversely in Call.,

Bion, and even in H. Hom. Ven. 199,

and are used for,
because. Ahlwardt (zweite Beytrag
zu Schneider's Worterb. 1813) pro-

poses, with much plausibility, that
wherever stands as prep, for, it must, oft. with the consent
of the MSS., be changed into the so-

called Ion., which form is not
unknown even to Attic prose : cf.

ho\veverjMf;{;pd,I.4.

—

' proves
nothing for as prep., but rather
makes against it, being derived from
oTov., II. 24, 241, Ion. 2 pi. pres.

from, q. v.

jOi'vvoi, , , the Huns, Dion.
P. 730.



, , Ion. for, Horn.,

thougli with him the usu. forai is

more freq., while Hdt. uses only the

Ion. : also occurs in Trag.,

ace. to Schaf. and Buttin. Soph.
Phil. 251, denied by Herm. ibid.,

Elmsl. Bacch. 320 ; certainly never
in comedy, Br. Ar. Av. 812.', Ion. for', Hdt.;

though i, 80, we have., Ion. for, Hdt.
4, 47., ;, . Ion. for -, Hdt. 2, 178.

Ov vv, nearly like oi , strength-

ening the negation by an implied
conclusion from the foreg., surely not,

only in Horn., and Ep., Jelf Gr. Gr.

^ 732. Also to strengthen a negative
question, II. 4, 242, etc.

', contr. from .^, , oi, the Uxii, a people
between Persis and Susiana, Strab.

p. 728 ; Arr.\', , , Uxisame, an isl-

and on the Gallic coast, Strab. p. 64.

tOw/coiTtoi, uv, Oi, the Vocontii, a

Gallic people, Strab. p. 178.\)(),, , Volaterra, a

city of Etruna ; oi -, the

inhab. of v., Strab. p. 222.^+'•, , , Vologesus, a
king of the Parthians, Luc. Hist.

Scrih. 31.

tOt'oZffiViOi,, ol, Vulsinii, a city

of Etruria, now Bolsena, Strab. p. 226.

tOi'o/tff/coi, , ol, Volsci, a people
of Latium, Strab. p. 237.

Oi'or, TO, another form of.
iOvo?.opvo, , , the Vultnr-

nus, a river of Campania, with a city

on it of the same name, Strab. p. 238,

in Polyb., in Plat.-., Dor. for/, Ar. Lys. 1157.

Oi TZfp or, a strengthd. nega-
tive, 6^ 710 means, Horn. : Wolf some-
times writes it in one word, some-
times in two., {,) nowhere, in no wise,

n. 13, 191, Od. 5, 410 ; , li. 6,

267.~/, ov, 6, a song on Diana,

of Ath. 619 B, Ilgen Scol. Praef not.

47.

Oi-if,, . Ion. for Dor. ^,,
epith. of Diana, Call. Dian. 204.— 11.

name of a Hyperborean maiden :—on
their voyage to Delos, v. Bahr Hdt.

4, 35.—III. later, epith. of Is'emesis.

(Prob.= 07rif, Miiller Dor. 2, 9, i) 2.), nowhere, II. 13, 309 :, in nowise, Od., Dor. for sq.)~, adv., not ever, never, freq.

in Hom., who joins it as well with
fut., as with pres. and past tenses :

—

sometimes he puts one or more words
between ol• and, as II. 1, 163 ; 4,

48, etc., cf Plat. Phaedr. 245 C.-, contr. for i-, Ar. Av.
226., adv., (, ) not yet, Lat.

nondum, freq. in Hom., who oft. puts

another word between, esp. oi yap: so also Hes. : usu. with past

tenses, much more rarely with pres.,

11. 14, 143, Od. 2, 118, etc. ; with fut.

only in Od. 5, 358. 0pp. to,
no more.-, {,) never yet

at any time, Horn., usu. with past

tenses ; with pres, only in Od. 12, 98,

cf. Aesch Eum. 616;—with in-

serted, , II. 1, 154; 3,

442, etc., adv., (, ) no-how, in

nowiae, not at all, giving the greatest

OTPA
possible strength to the negation,

Hom., etc.

OT'PA', , , Ion. 7/, , the

tail, of a lion, 11. 20, 170 ; Od. 10. 215
;

and of other animals, Hdt. 2, 38, etc.

—2. generally, the hinder-parts ; esp.

the after-part of a ship,^7rpt;//J'7;.—3.

of an army in marching, the rear-

guard, rear, Xen. An. 3, 4, 38, etc.
;

the rear rank. Id. :

—

^, to follow in his rear. Id. Cyr.

2, 3, 21 ;
', the rear-rank

man, lb. 5, 3, 45 : or',
to the rear, backwards, strictly tailwards.

Id. Ages. 2, 2, Cyr. 2, 4, 3 , ',
in rear, Id. Hell. 4, 3, 4. (Akin to

/^.)', , for ovpoi,, bounda-
ries, limits, Horn. ; v. sub oi'pov., , to be, to lead

the rear-guard ; generally, to be in the

rear, Polyb. 4, 11,6, etc. : and, , , a leading of the rear-

guard : generally, the rear itself, Polyb.

6, 40. 6, etc. : from, , [,) lead-

ing the rear of an army on march :, the leader of the rear-guard,

Xen. An. 4, 3, 26, Cyr. 2, 3, 22, etc. :

hence any thing which is hindmost,-, the stalk-ends

on which the ears of corn grow, Ael.

N. A. 6, 43 ; as Schneid. corrects

from Diosc. 4, 179 : al.., , , dim. from,
Geop. [, Drac. p. 13, 10.],, , poet, for, cf sq., a, ov, () of the tad,

oiip., the iai/hair, 11. 23, 520 ;

generally, at the hinder parts, hindmost,., the hi»d-ieet, Theocr. 25,
269.—2. TO ovpacov, the tail, Achae.
ap. Ath. 277 : in fish, the tail-fin.

Soph. Fr. 700 :—generally, ,
the hinder parts, Eur. Ion 1154, Luc.
V. Hist. 1.35.', ov, , the middle part of
the oar. [a .''],, . a chamber-pot, Aesch.
Fr. 166, Soph. Fr. 147. [],, , Urania, strictly, the

heavenly one, name ofone ofthe Muses,
Hes. Th. 78 : later she was looked on
esp. as the Muse of Astronomy.— II.

name of Venus, the heavenly, opp. to

nai'(5?iuof,Plat. Symp. 181 C.cf Hdt.

4, 59. Pind. Fr. 87, 3.—III. the Ara-
bians called the moon, Hdt.
3, 8.— 12. a nymph, daughter of Ocea-
nus and Tethys, H. Hom. Cer. 423., to throw a ball up high

in air., al. ., poet. dat. for

ovpavig, Alcman 5., ov, 6, son of Uranus,

i. e. Kpoj^of , or Saturn, fHes. Th. 486t,

Pind. P. 3, 5 :

—

, to/, de-

scendants of Uranus, i. e.t the Titans,

Hes.Th.502 : tbut as appell. inhabitants

of heaven, Lat- coeliles, opposed to oi

{) , Eur. Hec. 148t. [tj,() as pass., to

reach to heaven, Aesch. Fr. 391., a, ov, Att. also , ov,() :
—heavenly, of, from or in

heaven, dwelling in heaven, ovp.,

H. Hom. Cer. 55, Aesch. Ag. 90, Eur.
H. F. 758 ;', the goddesses,

Pind. P. 2, 70 ; .. Id. Fr. 6 ;

etc. ; cf sub.—2. generally,

in or of heaven,, Pind. P. 3,

175:, Aesch. Pr. 430 ;-, Soph. O. C. 1466; oip.,
i. e. rain, Pind. O. 11, 2 ; and so,., of a storm. Id. Ant. 418 (not i^e-

hement, as infra III. 2, cf EUendt s.

V.) : iTu, the heavenly bodies,

phenomena, Xen. Mem. 1, 1, Uf.—II.

reaching to heaven, high as heaven,-, Eur. El. 860
;

or, for -, to kick up sky-high, Ar. Vesp,
l'lu2, 1530: hence,—2. nietaph., like, enormous, awful.furious,., Aesch. Pers.573 ;. Soph.
Aj. 196 ; , like-, Lat. immane quantum, Ar.
Ran. 781, 1135 :, as adv.,

vehemently, ovp.,
Eur. Tro. 519. [], ov, , dim. from-, a little heaven or sky, hence—I.

the vaulted deling of a room, esp. the

top of a tent, a canopy, Plut. Alex. 37,

Phoc. 33.— II. the Tonf of the mouth,

Ath. 315 D ; v. II. 2.—III. a
constellation of the southern hemi-
sphere, Corona Australis, Procl.,, ,() like, the heavenly one, in Hom.
always in plur. . also, the gods, Lat. coehtes

;

so Hes. Th. 919, 929 :—also the Ti-
tans, as descendants of Uranus, 11. 5,

898.^, ov, gen., tra-

versing heaven, [], ,(,")
to walk or move in heaven, Eccl., ov,(,-) skilled in the heavens, Luc. Ica-
rom. 5.,.,(,-) description of the heavens, title ot

a work by Deniocritus, Diog. L. 9, 48., ov,(, -) shown from heaven, showing it-

self in heaven, , . Horn.
32, 3., , to run along the

sky, Clem. Al. : from, ov, (', -) running along the sky.', ,(,)
like the sky : like a tent-cieling (v.-

II).,,, poet, for foreg.,

Manelho: .^ II. 2,

the roof of the mouth, Jsic. Al. 16., adv. (old genit. of), from heaven, downfrom heaven,

Hom., and Hes.
;
pleon.,'^, II. 21, 199, Od. 11, 18, Hes. Sc.

384;|'0, II. 8,19,21; 17,548., , ,(, -) the position of the constellatimis., adv. (strictly an old genit.

or dat. of), in heaven, in the

heavens : , II. 3, 3, is ex-
plained by the ancients by -po-, (like

and ), so that-
must here be for or., ov, dwelling in

heaven.., ov, 6, one who talks

of heavenly things.', ,(,)
as high as heaven, shooti7ig up to heaven,

exceeding high Or tall, '/., Od. 5,

239 ;, Hdt. 2, 138 ;,
Aesch. Ag. 92:— then, generally,
mighty, prodigious,,, Ar.
Psub. 357, 459 ; . Jncert. ap.
Arist. Rhet. 3, 11, 7; ovp. ,
to exalt it to the skies, Isocr.

^ 142., ov,(,)
conquering heaven: >.,=:-
viov, .\esch. Supp. 165.,, , ,(,) child of Uranus, Orph. .
26, 13..,(,)
fallen from heaven, Plut. 2. 830 , etc

10(j7



, , {,
"^) wandering through heaven,

Orph. . 20, 1., ,(,)
the creation of heaven, Diog. L. 3, 77.,• ,{,-) the celestial city, Ath. 20 C. Hence, ov, , a citizen of
heaven, Eccl. [i], ov,{,)
with a vaulted deling or canopy, Ath.

48 F ; V. sq. II., Aeol., , ,—I.

heaven: in Horn.,— 1. the vault or fir-

mament of heaven, the sky represented

as a concave hemisphere resting on
the verge of earth, with an opening

in it, through which the peak of

Olympus stretched upward into pure

ether. It was upborne by the pillars

of Atlas, (sc.) -,. 1, 54 : it was, II. 17, 425;,
11. 6, 504, Od. 3, 2 ;,. 15,

329 ; enwrapt in clouds, II. 15, 192

;

described sometimes as above the

ether, II. 2, 458; 19, 351. On this

vault the sun performed his course,

whence an eclipse is described by ^e-

?. ', Od. 20,

357 ; the stars too were fixed upon it,

and moved with it, for it was sup-

posed to be always revolving, 11. 18,

485 ; 22, 318 ; hence -, the starry firmament, olt. ill

Horn.—2. heaven, as the seat of the

gods, outside or above this skyey
vault, hence—, II 6, 108,

Od. 1, 67, etc. ; also -
, II. 1, 497 ; 8, 394 ;?, II. 19, 128 ;- Heaven-gate, i. e. a thick

cloud, which the Hours rolled back
and forward, 11. 5, 749 ; 8, 393 ; so in

Find-, Trag., etc.—3. in common lan-

guage, the space above the earth, the ex-

panse of air and sky, Hom., etc. ;

or , heavenwards, i. e.

aloft : esp. in such phrases as,, evpiip, renown reaches to heaven, tills

the sky; so ?},,, etc., cf., -
: and, inetaph.,3 , deeds

of violence ' cry to heaven,'' Od. 15,

329 ; 17, 5G5 : ,
to exalt to heaven, as in Horat. evehere

ad Deos, Soph. 0. C. 391.—4. later

esp. the astronomical heaven ; general-

ly, the universe, v. Arist. Coel. 1, 9, 9.

—5. a region of heaven, climate.—II.

any thing shaped like the vault of heav-

en, as—-1. a vaulted roof or cieling (cf.

French del), Matro ap. Ath. : esp. of

a tent, a canopy.—2. the roof of the

mouth, palate, Arist. H. A. 1, 11, 2,

Part. An. 2. 17, 12; as, conversely,

Ennius coeli palatum.—III. as niasc.

prop. n. Uranus, son of Erebus and
Gaea, Hes. Th. 127, sq. : but in Honi.,

II. 15, 36, Od. 5, 184, and
yala as witnesses of an oath are sim-

ple appellatives. (Ace. to Arist. 1. c,

from, a boundary, cf. : bet-

ter, from-,.,,
akin to,—like our heaven,

from heave.), adv., heavemvard., ov,{,-) observing the heavens.— [I. -.. a kind of fish, elsewh.-, Plin. . . 32^ 7.^,,{,)
covering heaven : ., the task

of bearing up tlie heaven, Aesch. Fr.

285.

1063

OYPH, ov, {, )
holding heaven ; -, the rule of
heaven, Aesch. Cho. 960.,, 6, , {-,) appearing in the heav-

ens, or shining tip to heaven., , to walk ox move
in heaven : from^, , o,=sq., ov, {, -) walking in heaven : soaring aloft,

opp. to, Philo.,,{\\,)
with a canopy, Casaub. Ath. 48 F.,,{,)
heavenly-minded, Eccl., ov, planted or
made from heaven., ov, heaven-sprung., ov, {,) sky-coloured, sky-blue, v. 1.

Diph. Siphn. ap. Ath. 90 D., ,{) to remove to

heaven, deify. Hence, , a removing to heaven,

deification., gen. (not ), ,
Attic name of the bird, Arist.

H. .. 6, 1,7., , ,{) the urinary

canal of a foetus, Hipp., , nom. and ace. pi. from. Ion. and poet, for, ,
mountain, Hom. (esp. in 11), Hes., and
Hdt.^,, v. sub-.
iOpov, ov, , Ureum (Hyrium),

a town of Apulia, Strab. p. 284., , ov, Ion. and Ep. for,{, ) ., moun-
tain nymph, . Hom. Merc. 244, Hes.
Fr. 13; ., of the Sphinx,
Eur. Phoen. 806 ; etc.

iOpo,., Ureus {mountaineer),

a centaur, Hes. Sc. 187., ov, poet, for -,
mountain-haunting, Jac. A. P.p. 82:

fem.,, Anth. P. 11,

194.
_, , , poet, for-

3., feeding on the mountains,.
Soph. Phil. 1133., ov, poet, for.,
v. 1. Eur. Bacch. 986., ov, poet, for-, Anth. P. 6, 181., , , fem. -,,=^,-, Anth. P.

9, 524 ; 525, 16, Nonn., etc., ,=-, Mel.
92, Nonn., , . Ion. for, a

mule, II. 1, 50, etc.— 11. in II. 10, 84,

Tiv' '-, it is='•,, guard,

warder, cf Arist. Poet. 25, 16., , (A) f.- ; in impf.

etc., with syllabic augm., :

an irreg. inf. pres.,=^ also

occurs, Buttm. Ausf. Gr. >5> 105 Anrn.
14: {ovpov). To make water, Hes.
Op. 727, 756, Hdt. 1, 133, etc.—2. c.

ace. rei, to pass with the water, Hipp.

:

hence pass..,=//,
Hipp.—II. like Lat. meiere, SlIso semen
emittere. Foes. Oecon. Hipp., , () f. -,{ )=., , (C) f.-,{ ) to

watch., ,=.
7/0, , ,{) the urethra,

passage of the urine, beginning from
the neck of the bladder, Hipp., v.

Foes. Oecon., , ,=^, urine,

Hipp., in plur.

, ,{ A) urinary,., a chamber-pot., desiderat. of, to

want to make water.,, ,{) a making
water, Hipp. ; , Mnesith.
ap. Ath. 121 D.

Oi'p7/r//p,^por,o,= ovp^flp«,Hipp.:
but, OL, the urinary ducts,

leading from the kidneys to the blad-

der. Foes. Oecon.,,=, Ar. Vesp.
807., , ,{ A) of or
belonging to urine : inclined to make
water much or often, Hipp.—II. promo-
ting urine, Ath. 54 A, 371 B.,, , a chamber-pot., , , v. sub II. 2., , w, water-bird, Ath. 395
D., , Ion. for, but not in

Hdt.
_

tOt'ip/a, , f],
Uria, , a

marsh near Oeniadae in Acarnania,
Strab. p. 459. v. '.^, ov, , Viriathus, a rob-

ber chief in Hispania, Strab. p. 158.,., ,{) the hindmost
part, bottom, hence in 11., .,
the butt-end of the spear, shod with
iron, opp. to the, 13, 443 ; 16,

612; 17, 528; elsewh. and., , , poet, for-, walking the mountains , Eur. El.

170, Phacth. 1, 27 ;, Ar. Av.
276 : the forms -, -, seem
not to occur, cf. Dind. Ar. 1. c, and v.

sub., Ion. for, to bound,
limit, Hdt., f.- ;{ A) :

—

to car-

ry with a fair wind, to waft on the way,
of words and prayers, Aesch. Cho.
319: to speed on the way, guide prosper-

ously,' -. Soph. . .
695 ; so, an accus. may be
supplied in Aesch. Pers. 602,—or it

may be taken intr. to be fair and fa-
vourable, cf,., , ov, Eur. Hec. 204,{,), poet, for., moun-
tain-bred, where Pors. ;

but cf. Lob. Paral. p. 455, et v. sub., , ov, v. 1. for III., , to run, i. e. sail

with a fair wind, Pherecyd. ap. Diog.
L. ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 617: from, ov,{,)
running, i. e. sailing with a fair wind,

etc., ,{ ) watch ; dub., a, ov, also , ov. Soph.
Phil. 355 ; { A) ;

—

with a fair

irind, Lat. vento secundo, esp. of a ship,. Soph. I.e.; .,-, etc., a prosperous voyage, etc.,

Soph. Phil. 780, Aj. 889 : hence, gen-
erally, prosperous, successful,,
Aesch. Cho. 814, cf. Eur H. F. 95;
neut. pi. as adv., , to run
before the wind, Ar. Lys, 550, cf. infra

II. 2.— II. prospering, favouring, fair,,, Eur. Hel. 1663, Hec.
900 ; . , Thuc. 7, 53

;

hence"-, as sendingfair winds,

as conducting things to a happy issue,

Aesch. Supp. 590, or (ace. to Buttm.
Lexil. s. v. TTfpa fin.), the ruler of the

elements.—2. (sc. ),=:-, a fair wind, hence ,
to commit one's self to the breeze, sail

before the wind, Plat. Prot. 338 A ;,, Arist. Me•
chan. 7, 1, Polyb. 1, 47. 2; also, ', Soph. Aj. 1083,—IIL



., tvind-egg, elsewh.-
>, Lat. subventanum ; those laid in

spring were called/, those in

autumn, Arist. H. A. 6,

2, 13., ov, ,(,)
standing prosperous or secure, or trans.

securing fortune, Aesch. Cho. 821. [«2], ,{ A) to give to the

winds,, Anth. P. 9, 777.,,. Ion. for,
a bound, boundary-line, Hdt. 2, 17

;

4,45.,, , () a fair

wind, dub., contr. for , At..
284., ov, -o,=sq.', , ,{.)
chamber-pot, Xen. ap. Phot., ov, 70,=foreg. : from', ov, {,)

holding urine.

Ovpor, ov, TO, urine, Hdt. 2, 111,

etc. (Lat. urina. Germ. ham. In

Sanscr. vari is water, cf. Lat. urinari

to dive, Pott Et. Forsch. 1, p. 122.

Prob. akin to 2, q. v.), , poet, for,, a

boundary : found in three places of

Horn., viz., II. 23, 431,

ovpa ~/.~. as far as the bounda-

ries of the quoit reach, i. e. a quoit's

throw (for which in 23, 523, we have
the word):—but the sense

is more dub. in the other two passa-

ges, viz. Od. 8, 124, " -(... : and II. 10, 351, -
' — /.

(ai.), but . Spitzn. Excurs.
XX. ad II.) :—in both these passages, a

certain distance is expressed by ov-

pov, ; and
in the latter the explanation is added,

al yap (sc.) douv-' fja-, whence the

common explanation, viz., that the
distance meant is that by which mule&
would beat oxen in ploughing a furrow at

the same time, cf Nitzsch Od. I. C., ov, ,=)'!,
q.v.[i.]. ov, 6, (A) a fair wind, right

astern, Horn., etc. ; / ' -.,. /.-, Od. , 7 ; so, -, Pind. . 1, 66; -, Eur. Tro. 20 ; -?..
Theocr. 13, 52 ; (rarely of a rough
breeze OT storm, 11.14, 19, Ap. Rh. 2,

900) ; in plur., Od. 4, 360 ;, the gods changed the

wind agam to a fair one, Od. 4, 520

;

', to send down
(i. e. with) the wind, speed on its way,
Orac. ap. Hdt. 4, 163 ; so.',, metaph. of good luck and
success, Aesch. Theb. 090, Soph. Tr.

468 ; so, ,
Pind. . 13, 38: ()7.

'-' ,
let fair wind be with her as she goes
from my sight, i. e. let her go as quick

as may be. Soph. Tr. 815: ()
like, 'tis afair time, Soph. Phil.

855 : ,, Pind. . 9,

72, P. 4, 5, . 6, 48. (Usu. deriv.

from OP-, : better, with Coray
Heliod. 2. 345, from, cf ,
fin. : or perh. from, a tail-wind,

stern-wind.), ov, 6, (B) a watcher, warder,

Od. 15, 89 ; Nestor is in Hom.', II. 8, 80, etc. ; so, -, Pind. I. 8 (7), 121 ; cf.

II :—hence. (Usu. deriv.

I from : better, with Damm, re-

I

ferred to, as we have
'' /., cf.,—ovv,-: cf..), ov, , (C) Ion. for, a
boundary, 11., and freq. in Hdt., ov, , (D), a wild bull,

Lat. urus, perh. formed from the
Germ. Auer-ochs, Anth. P. 6, 332., , . Ion. for , a
mountain, freq. in Horn., and the usu.

form in Hdt., ov, 6, a trench or cha?inel{oT

hauling up ships and launching them
again, , II. 2, 153;
—i. e., the had got choked up
and had to be cleared before the
ships could be laurnf-hed : in Ap. Rh.
this trench is called., ov, . Ion. for, /3/50£•,

serum, Kic., the Arabian name of

Bacchus, prob. as the Sun-god, v.

Bahr Hdt. 3, 8.

I
, , (,)

-, to dock a horse's tail.

Ovpou,,{) to have afair wind

:

usu..\ /., , = Arsia sylva

(Liv. 2, 7) near Rome, Plut. Poplic. 9.',, , Urso, a city of
Hispania Baetica, Strab. p. 141.', , gen. , dat. :
plur. nom., gen., dat.,
very late 1). Lob. Phryn. 211:
Hom. has only ace. sing, and dat.

plur., II. 11, 109; 20, 473, Od. 12,

200 ; the other cases he forms as if

from, q. v. ; Hdt. usu. employs
plur. Ttte ear, Hom., etc.

; fjoa/., rings in the ear, Aesch.
Pers. 605 ;) ' '.
Soph. Ant. 1188 ;

' .)•,
Eur. Med. 1139; so, ', Theocr. 14, 27 ; --. Soph. Aj.

149 ; so, , into the ear,

i. e. whispering, Plat. Euthyd. 275
;, to lend the ears,

i. e. to attend. Id. Crat. 396 D, etc.

;

so, , Id. Symp.
216 A :—metaph. of spies, like ^-

3/., in Persia, Plut. 2,

522 , Luc. adv. Indoct. 23.—Athle-
tes are described as having their ears

bruised and swollen,, Theocr. 22, 45 (cf.,) ; and so they
are represented in statues of Her-
cules and of Pancratiasts, Winckelni.
Werke 2, p. 432 ; 4, p. 411, sq., plate

viii. B.—If. an ear, handle, esp. of
pitchers, cups, etc. ; in this signf.

Horn, always uses the longer forms. etc.

—

111. , a
kind o{ shell-fish, Antig. Car. ap. Ath.
88 A. (In Cret. and Lacon. ,, and Dor. , ; cf. Lat.

auris, audio, ausculto. Germ. Ohr, our
ear, and mod. Greek, the hear•, , , {,,) that

which is one's otcn, one's property, sub-

stance, Hdt. 1, 92 : 6, 86, 1, and Att.,

as Lys. 150, 41, Plat. Phaedr. 252 A.
etc.: so in Soph. Tr. 911,-
is prob. property without its fitting heir,

not childlessness, for Deianira had
children, v. Ellendt Lex. s. v..
—II. the being, essence, true nature of a
thing, Plat. Phaed. 78 C, etc. ;, ace. to
Arist. de Anima 2, 1, 3 : the first of
the categories, Id. Categ. 5.—2. in
Stoic philosophy,=j'v.)?, matter, Ritter
Hist, of Philos. 3, p. 515. Hence

;, ov,, dim. from 1,
'

Nicom. Incert. 1. [i]

OTTI, ,( II.) to invest with
being or reality, call into existence, cre-
ate : pass, to be existent.

Wvai-iot, uv, oi, the Usipii, a
Geriiian nation, Strab. p. 292., , (,•( II.,) e.i-

sential; substantial, Plut. 2, lOSo D.
Adv. -.,,=, q. v., Lye., . -, V. sq., , fut. ; aor. 1 -. pass,, both in Horn.

;

and besides these he has 3 impf -, Od. 22, 356, usu. contr.,
and of the poet, syncop. aor.,
3 sing,, inf and ov-, part. aor. pass, [] ;

also the forms and'-
j

, II. 15, 745; 22,375. As pres.,
he uses the collat. form ^^, of

I which he also has impf. act. and
pass., aor. act., and pf. pass.
3 sing,, part. :

I

there is no such lorm as.—
I
To wound, hurt, hit with any kind of
weapon, 7.<,, ', -

', , etc., Hom. ; freq. also opp. to
?./: (q. v.), to wound by strikitig

or thrusting, 11. 11, 659, 826, etc.
;

which is more fully expressed by
! and ,-
I
, etc., as m II. 5, 458, Od. 11,
536 : usu. c. ace. of pers. or part
wounded, hence also c. dupl. ace,- , II. 5, 458

;

elsewh.,. ,,', etc. ; more rarely
c. ace. rei, , they hit,

shattered the shield, 11. 7, 258, etc.,

Hes. Sc. 363 :—also c. ace. cognato,, , the
wound which a man struck me withal,

U. 5, 361 ; hence, ,
the wound inflicted, II. 14, 518 : some-
times, generally, to wound, like /iu/,-

/., with lightning, Eur. Hipp. 684
;

with arrows, H. F. 199; cf. Opp. H.
2. 373. (From comes :

akin to.), adv., (ov, ) and not, II. 22,
265, for which however ov is not
unfreq.. Plat. Legg. 806 C, Xen. An.
2, 1, 10.—II. usu. repeated, ...,
..., neither..., nor..., like Lat. ne-
que..., neque..., connecting clauses in
such manner that the things denied
are placed in reciprocal relation, freq.

from Hom. downwds. In such cases
not only ..., .... correspond,
but also ..., ..., as in Lat. 7ie-

que..., et..., 11. 24. 185, cf. Bockh
Simon, p. XV., Stallb. Plat. Apol. 26
C; .... .... Hdt. 1, 108; 8. 142,
cf. Schaf. Dion. Comp. p. 297, Stallb.
Plat. Rep. 388 ; also, ..., ....
Schaf. ut supra p. 36, 299, sq. ; and
(though perh. not in Alt), ...,
..., V. sub :— freq. also -
..., '..., Hdt. 8, 98, Eur. Or. 41

:

also ov..., ..., II. 6, 450. Od. 9,
147 : is sometimes wholly omit-
ted in the first clause, Bockli Pind.
P. 6. 48 ; 10, 41. See further Jelf Gr.
Gr. » 775, Herm. ad Elmsl. Med. 4,
1321., Ion. for , Hdt.
I, 34, 134; neut., Hdt. 1,

32., Ep. 3 sing. aor. 1 act.

for, from. 11., ,() a wounding., , , Anth. P. 7, 172,—fem. from,, , {) one who
wounds., neut. from, q. ., , , Att. also , ov:{) :

—useless, in Hom. always of
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persons of small esteem, fnble. pow-
erless, cowardly, ovT. KM, 11. 1,

293; ava'AKic, ohr., 11, 390: later,

generally, worthhss, poor, sorry, ovri-
kv^', are swept

away leaving nought behind, Aesch.
Theb. 301. {- is a mere suffi.x,

as in/. etc.)

tOirioi, ur, , the Utii, a people
of Persia, Hdt. 3, 93 ; 7, 68., for , tiot, I sup-

pose ; not, I ween; used in a half inter-

rog. vvay, Find. P. 4, 155, Soph. Phil.

1233, Ar. Ran. 522, Plat., etc.

Ourt—, for , like,
not yet., neut., gen. :

{, ) :

—

no one. nobody, neut. no-

thing, Lat. ne ullus, nullus, freq. in

Horn., who also puts other words
between and ; so in Hes. ; also

as an adj., ovtivu, Aesch. Pr.

445 ; . Id. Pers. 413, etc.

:

—the neut. is freq. used as adv.

in strong denial, not a whit, by 7w

means, nut at all, Horn., and Hes.—II', 0, ace. OvTLV, Nobody, Noman,
a fallacious name assumed by Ulys-
ses to deceive Polyphemus, Od. 9

;

and further carried out by Eur. Cycl.

549, 672, sq. : hence—2., the
name of a particular fallacy, Diog. L.

7, 44, 82, with pi..
OvToi, adv., {, ) indeed not,

Lat. noil sane, Hom., and Hes. ;, certainly never. Soph. Ant. 522,

etc. : also before protestations,,-. Ar. Plut. 64 ; so

too, /', , Id. Vesp.

1141, cf: . Plat.

Phaedr. 271 ; , Id. Crito

43 D. (Oiroi is often confounded
with ovTi.,, •, gen.,, roiiroi», etc.,denionstr. pron.,

this, very freq. from Hom. downwds.

:

mostly used to refer to the latter of
two objects, as being the nearer to the
subject; hence also are the

things round and about us, earthly

things, = Tu ', Heind. Plat.

Phaed. 75 E. — Yet it often stands,

esp. in Hdt., without any such rela-

tive sense, just like, he, it,

Hdt. 1. 180.—II. but often re-

fers not to what has gone before, but
what follows, and serves to intro-

duce a narration, the following, as fol-

lows, where we also say this, II. 13,

377, Od. 2, 306 ; though is more
freq. in this sense.—3., followed

by with a relative clause, answers
to our he who..., the ?nan who..., as

Od. 2, 40 ; 6, 201.—IV. referring em-
phat. to a person, it means the well-

known, famous, notorious person, Lat.

hie, Bentl. Ter. Adelph. 5 8, 23,

Heind. Plat. Phaed. 69 C—V. refer-

ring emphat. to the place of its subject,,, are a kind of vocat. like

Lat. hexis ! you there ! holla you ! hear !

Eur. Hec. 1127, Ale. 773; so,, hexts tu! Hec. 1280, Or. 1567 ; and
doubled, Ar. Thesm. 689 ; so, ,, Soph. . C. 1627 ;, , Ar. Ran. 171 ; oft.

with an angry or scornful expression

:

the fem. is much more rare than
masc, as in Ar. Thesm. 610. Cf

II.—VI.^, e. g.! Pind. . 4, 38.— Vlt.

in Att. law-pleadings, was ap-

plied sometimes to the plaintiff, some-
times to the judge or defendant : in

plur. it meant all present in co\irt,

Wolf Dem. Lept. p. 222, 283.—VIII.
after a parenthesis, the subject,

though already named, is oft. em-
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OYTO
phat. repeated by, as, yhp... -, Hdt. 4, 16,

cf 4, 81, etc.—IX. the deinonstr. is

oft. omitted before the relat. pron., II.

10, 305, Od. 24, 286.—X. oft. strength-

ened, esp. in neut., tout' uvto,, , Lat. id ipsum.—
XI. ..., ..., also

..., ..., form cor-

relative clauses, on the one hand..., on
the other..., partly..., partly..., very freq.

in Hdt., who in latter clause oft. re-

places TovTo by another word,, , , etc., cf Schweigh.
Hdt. 7, 22, cf 3, 108, etc. ; so too,

..., .... Erf Soph.
Ant. 61 ; ..., oi ..., . C.
441 ; ...,' ..., Ant.
165, etc.—XII. is oft. used to

refer to a more remote stibject, with-
out regard to gender or number,
Soph. El. 1366, ubiv. Schaf—XIII.
when a circumstance is added as
strongly confirmatory of what has
been said, the demonslr. pron. is freq.

joined with the connectmg ,, and that too, and especially,

often without any verb expressed,
as, , Soph. .
611, cf Aesch. Eum. 627: but usu.
with a partic, when it may be. ex-
plained by although. Plat. Rep. 404 B,
cf Jelf Gr. Gr. 697 c : also in masc,
Hdt. 1, 147; 6, 11.—XIV., like, to close one
part of a subject, so much for this,

Lat. haec hactenus, oft. in Att. ; but,

—

2. , so it shall be,

Heind. Plat. Phaed. 78 .—XV.-
in ace. as adv., /or this reason, like, Theocr. 14, 3 ; freq. also' and',^ this rea-

son then, accordingly, Br. Ar. Nub.
319, Vesp. 1358, etc.—2. (sc.

or), in affirm, answers,' , yes sir, Ar. Pac.
275, cf Eq. HI : so, , Elmsl.
Ar. Ach. 815 : , Vesp. 1008 :

—so too, , e^en so, true, yes,

Lat. ita est, Valck. Phoen. 420. — 3.=^, thus,' (but al. '), Pind. P. 4, 408. —
XVI. dat. fem. sing, was also

used as adv.,— 1. of place, suh.,
in this spot, here, Soph. Phil. 1331.

—

2. of manner, in this way, so. Id. O. C.
1300 ;

' , Ar.

Eq. 843, cf Eur. Med. 365 ;'',, etc., to

be so called, like.—3. in this re-

feet, so far, for the matter of that.—
VII. the article is often added to

the pron.. to strengthen its demonstr.
force : the pron. usu. precedes the
article, but sometimes follows the
subst., h or :
the article is in this case sometimes
omitted, esp. in contempt, Stallb.

Plat. Gorg. 467 C—XVIII. is

oft. strengthd. Att. by the demonstr.
-i,,,, gen.,
nom. plur., neut., etc.,

this man here, Lat. hicce, French celui-

ci : before a vowel becomes iv, but
prob. only after , as, Buttm.
Ausf Gr. § 80 Anm. 3 ; the neut. also,, esp. in Com., became,, to avoid the hiatus
in,, but is al-

so found, though wrongly defended
by comparison with ,,
Elmsl. Ar. Ach. 108, Dind. Ar. Av.
18 :—in Trag. this is very rare, Pors.
Med. 157. [This is always long,

and a long vowel or diphthong before
it becomes short, as , •-

02,,, . sub oirae
XVIII., and before a consonant
usu. (v. sub fin.) :—adv. from, in this way or manner, i. e. so,

thus, esp. so much, Hom., and Hes,:
hence, under these circumstances or
conditions, accordingly : in full,

is antec. to , so..., as, Lat. sic..., ut,

II. 4, 178, Od. 4, 148, etc. : but wf is

oft. left out after, and v. versa
sometimes after, ..., Thuc. 8, 1, cf Theocr. 7,

45, sq. In Att. usu. follows, but in comparisons is used
without it, Heind. Plat. Phaed. 72 C.
The relat. pron. oft. follows in Att.

instead of, so..., as to, Soph.
Ant. 220, Ar. Ach. 736.-2. redupl.,, Od. 19, 300.—3. -, so it shall be, ratifying

what goes before, Od. 1 1, 348 ; 16, 31,
etc.—4. emphatical, c. imperat.,', lie thou thus, of one who is

stricken down forever, II. 21. 184, cf
Od. 5, 146.—5. , .to then, II. 2,

158, Od. 5, 204 ; , II.

15, 201 ; , so ween, 11. 2,

116, etc. ; , II. 24, 373 ; 7, all too much, so utterly, Od. 13,

239.—6. c. gen., like or, Valck. Phoen. 364. — 7.

where stands for so much,
or wf usu. follows to define the quan-
tity more strictly : yet not always, as,,-^, (as
we also say) so hard, you could scarce-
ly break them, Hdt. 3, 12, etc. : in

this case too is oft. followed by
the relat. pron., Valck. Hdt. 4, 52;
cf Of A. IV. 2.—II. with a qualifying
or diminishing power, like, so,

only so, simply, no more than, like Lat.
sic, Donat. Ter. Andr. 1, 2, 4: in
Hom. always , II. 2, 120,

for without- he always has av-
or.—III. in wishes for one's

self or others, always with oplat., Od.
8, 465 : also after and ', ) up

(, would
were the son of Jove so (truly) as...,

II. 13, 825, cf Od. 17, 494.-2. so Att.

in protestations, as,\ -, (as

we say, ' so help me God'), Ar.
Thesm. 469, cl. Nub 520—IV.",,-
', etc., the so-called..., Schaf Mel.

1, p. 14, 82. — V. ...,
..., partly..., partly, ci. /..;
but ..., not so, nut so

much..., as.— VI. in colloquial phrase,
beginning a story, ', so there were once on a
time..., Ar. Vesp. 1182. — VII.

oft. introduces the apodosis after a
long protasis, or expresses the se-

quence of several things when a long
participial clause has gone before, cf.

Hdt. 1, 94, 196, etc.. cf Matth. Gr.

Gr. ^ 565, 1 : also, /, in this

state of things..., Valck. Hdt. 7, 174:', Schaf. Dion. Comp. p. 414.

—VIII. oft. stands at the end
of a sentence descriptive of the na-

ture or manner of a thing, to take up
the thread of the discourse, in which
case it (req. cannot be translated,

Schweigh. Hdt. 7. 170 ; cf VII.

—That is found even before

consonants, is shown by Jac. A. P.

p. 159, 503 : indeed it is not improb.
that was the orig. form, for

which came into use for conve-
nience before a conson. : before

a vowel is quite inadmissible, except
in Ion. prose.



, and before a vowel some-
times, =, strengthd.

by the Att. -< demonstr. [i], adv. for , II., but more
freq. in Att., as Aesch. Pr. 932. [tj, for , Ar. Vesp.
1437.\,, , Uchoreus, found-
er of the Aegyplian Memphis, ace. to

Diod. S. 1, 50.^, , , the Volcae, a
people of Gaul, Strab. p. 186; ubi
Kramer., , , like,
dim. from, Strab., , , small debt.',, ,{) debtor,. Soph. Aj. 590.,, , fern, from foreg.,

debtor, Eur. Rhes. 965.,, ,{) debt, duty,

. ., and Xen. ap. . .,, ,() that

which IS owed, a debt, Tliuc. 2. 40

;

: -. Plat. Legg. 717 B.?., adv. part, from-
?., as of debt, deservedly.', fut.. : aor. 2. Ion. and later in Att. prose

/., cf. sub/. (A). To owe,

have to pay or account for,-^,
II. 11, 688; , Pmd. . 10 (11),

3, Aesch., etc. ; absoL, to be in debt,

Ar. Lys. 581 ;—pass, to be due, ,
II. 11, 680, Pmd. P. 4, 4, etc.— II. in

wider siguf., to be under an. obligation,

to be bound, usu. c. inf., oft. in Hdt.,

as 1, 41, 42, 111: hence part, pass.,, bounden, due, fitting, to

., one's due;, Aesch. Cho. 310 :—in

this signf. the aor. /. is esp.

use;l, / ought to have..., of that which
one has not done,/.-, II. 23, 540;, II. 10, 117, cf.

Od. 4, 97, 472: and so,—2. this aor.

is usu. in wishes that a thing had hap-

pened, which has really not happened,

e. g. ' kv, v:oald that Diana had slain

kerf (but she had not), Lat. utinam in-

terfecissel ! II. 19, 59 : usu. with a conj.

which expresses the wish still more
strongly

,_^

e. g. with . Ep. ,'- or, that thou
hadst... ! II. 1, 415, etc. ; and so with
the other persons. aW, Od.
18, 401 ; uW ', II. 24, 254

;

aW, Od. 13, 204 : so with './. or, that I had...

!

etc., U. 11, 380, Od. 14, 274; «o,, Od. 2, 184; or?^, II. 3, 173, Od. 14, 68, etc.

:

strengthd. , Od. 1, 217, etc.:

also with negat., ?., would
thou hadst never... ! li. 9, 698, Od. 8,

312. — In Att. poets usu. with the
augm.,, ' ?., etc.

;

but sometimes without it,',
Aesch. Pers. 915 ; 7.. Soph.
Aj. 1192.—3. occurs once in

Piiid. (N. 2, 9) as an impers., it is fit-

ting, Lat. decet, oportet.— III. hence,
of any thing binding upon us neces-
sarily by the laws of nature, etc.,

esp. in pass., '-, this is a debt we all

must pay. Soph. El. 1173, cf. Phil.

1407 ; so, -, Horace's debemur morti. Bur.
Ale. 419, cf. 782,_and Or. 1245 : hence,
generally, to, destiny,

Jac. Ep. Ad. 692.—2. of the natural

and fitting results of men's dealings,

that which they have deserved, and
conseq. will receive, ,
to be liable to, be in danger of a. penalty,

etc., Lys. 115, 10: so, -

7., Id. 94, 40 : but,—3. of retribution

in good or evil, ., to

owe one an ill turn, Eur. Andr. 360 ;

so, or ., to have
to render one good for good, evil for

evil. Plat. Rep. 332 .—In pres. and
impf. Hom. sometimes uses the form, cf. also7. and.?., a, , Ophelas, masc. pr.

n., Alh. 243 B.fO, , , Ophelestes, a
Trojan. II. 8, 274.

(A), in pres. and impf.

not rare in Hom. for, to owe,,, Od. 8, 332, 462
;

pass., /., Od. 3,

367.— IJ. to be obliged, bound,. you are bound, you
ought to do this, II. 19, 200 ; the form

is also frcq. in Hom. for the
aor., 11.^7, 390, etc. ;,
I, 353. (This must not be
confounded with sq.)'02 tB),f., aor.-, old poet, word, increase, enlarge,

elevate, strengthen, Horn., who how-
ever only uses pres. and impf. act.

and pass., and Ion. opt. aor.-',—,, ,,,,, Horn.
;', the force

of the wind raises high the waves, II.

15, 383
; -, to multiply words,

II. 16, 631 : also, . ^, to

raise one in honour, Lat. honore augere,

II. 1, 510, cf. Pmd. P. 4, 404;

., to increase, add to insult, Hes. Op.
211 ; so, / ., Hes.
Op. 14, 33 ; to further, forward, help,

serve, make to thrive,, Od. 15, 21,

cf. Aesch. Theb. 193 —Pass, to wax,
grow, thrive, ', Od. 14,

233 ; and, generally, increase, A.esc\\.

Theb. 249.— II. from the signf. of in-

creasing, heaping up 0 together, to

sweep, Hippon. 8 ; cf./. II,-. (Cf., fin.),,.[) increase,

advaiitage. Soph. Fr. 920.— II. a broom,

besom, Hippon. 8 : also—2. sweepings., , (,) only used in

nom., furtherance, advantage, help,

Horn., and Att. : ai ' -, whether we can be any help, of
any use, II. 13, 236; so, of TOI', who was a great help

to thee, II. 17, 152 ; and, ', it is no ^ood to thee, 11. 22,

513 ; so in Att./ -. Soph. Phil. 1384
;' UV ; what

good conldst thou be to us ? Ar. Plut.

1152; cf. Plat. Rep. 505 A, etc.—2.

but c. gen., '/., whose
iise was nothing, i. e. who were quite

useless, Hdt. 8, 68, 3 ; so, ^ -. Aesch. Supp. 737 ;

ij. Plat. Rep. 530 C :, Xen.
Cyr. 1,6, 18; -, Dem. 784,
11 ; etc.—3. ', all

that are good for aught, Ar. Eccl. 53
;

so c. gen., /.,
the really useful part, the floicer of the
army, Xen. Hell. 5, 3. 6. (The usage
of -/. () agrees remarkably
with that of the Lat. op-us (est) ; and
prob. the words are from the same
root.)?.. ov, poet, for,
Call. Ap. 94, Orph. Arg. 467, 0pp. H.
3, 429., , Ophelias, a king of
Thessaly, Plut. Cim. 1., ov, , Opheltes, son of
Lycurgus, Apollod.—2. son of Pene-
leus, Pans. 9, 5, 16.

, ov, , (Jpheltim, a Trc•
jan, 11. 6, 20., to sweep, cleanse, clean,
Lye. 1165.", ov, TO, (. II) a
broom, like., , (,) snake-
like. Plat. Rep. 590 .'., , ,() a dis-
ease of the eyes accompanied by the
discharge of humors, ophthalmia, Lat.
lippitudo, Ar. Plut. 115, Xen. Mem. 3,

8, 3, Plat., etc. ; . , Arisl,

Probl. 1, 9, 3., , ,() the

quicksighted, name of a kind of eagle,

., Lye.'., ,() to have
the ophthalmia, to have running, tvatery

eyes, Hdt. 7, 229, Ar. Ran. 192, Xen.,
etc.—11. metaph. of the pain causerl
by envy at the sight of Other men's
prosperity, , to be
envious or covetous ofany thing, Polvb.
2, 17, 3 ; so, . , to fed a
painful longing for any thing, e.sp. ol

lovers, Incert. ap. Suid. ; and c. acc.^

to look longingly at, Polyb. 32, 2, 1 :—
so beautiful women are called. Hdt. 5, 18.. ov. , dim. from, Ar. Eq. 909. [l]/.,() as pass.,

to be ill of ophthalmia, Plut. 2, 633 D.'?., , .() be-

longing to the eyes, Diosc. : ., an
oculist, Galen.., , epith. of Mi-
nerva as goddess of the moon, Paus. 3,

18, 1.'?,,(,-) to cast the eyes upon an object ) v..., ov,(,-) picking out eyes, Arisl. H. A . 9, 1 8, 2,/.,, , eye-service,

. . : from?./., ov, (/,) doing eye-service : susp., ,(, -) like or in the nature of eyes, Diosc.', , : (, part.

I

aor.) :
—the eye, freq. in Hom.,

]

who like Hes. mostly uses plur. ; he

]

also oft. joins ,., etc. : the plur. continued most
common, but the dual recurs, as in
Ar. Nub. 362.—2. generally, sight,

presence, , belbre
one's eyes or face, 11. 24, 204 ;-, to get out of

i any one's sight, Hdt. 5, 106
; f j; -

'. Lat. in ocii/i«, before the eyes,

I

Xen. An. 4, 5, 29 ; '
'., to tell one to one's face,

\

At. Ran. 626 ; so, ', to accuse one to
his face, Xen. Hier. 1, 14. Cf -

;.—II. the eye of heaven, as the
moon is called,-, .,
Pind. . 3, 36, .Aesch. Theb. 390 ; cf.

Blomf. ad. 1. (386), and v. sub
' 111.—III. the dearest, best, as the eye
is the most precious part of the body,
hence of men, first in Pind.-,, etc., . 2,
18 ; 6, 27 ; also Ugh/, cheer, comfort,

! Soph. O. T. 987, cf Eur. Andr. 406:
cf IV.—IV. in Persia,., the king's eyes, were coiiti-

dential officers, through whom he be-

I

held his kmgdom and subjects, Hdt.

I
1, 114, V. Stanl. Aesch Pers. 985 ; cf.: so the Chinese state paper of

\ 1834 called the British Superinten-
dent 'the barbarian Eye.'— V. thetye

', or bud of a plant or tree, Thcophr.
I, ov,(,-

mi



) skilled in the eyes, an oculist, Luc.
lex. 4., ov,{,) wetting the eyes,',

Eur. Ale. 181.',,{,-) manifest, open, Strab. Adv.

-, LXX., ,='.^, ov, {,) tearing out the eyes, Aesch.

Eum. 186., ?/, , {) belonging to

or treating of serpents., , {, as if from a verb) a bald place on the head, of ser-

pentine or windingform, Cels. [i], ov, TO, dim. from. [I]^, , , also,
the Ophies, or Ophiones, a people of

Aetolia, Thuc. 3, 94 ; Strab. p. 451., ov,,^= : fern,-, serpentine, Orph. Litii.

336, Dion. F. 1013., ov, {,) ser-

pent-slaying, Anth.3, ov, {,) ser-

pent-eating, Orac. ap. Plut. 2, 406 F./'/, , {, *) be-

gotten of serpents., ov, {,) ser-

pent-necked, Orac. ap. Arist. Mirab. 24., ov, {,) bit-

ten by a serpent, Diosc., , {,) like or

in the nature of a serpent.,, , {) of or be-

longing to serpents, poet, ior.
—II. abounding in serpents, Antim. 70,

[who has -, cf. .],, , , {,)
snake haired, TzetZ.?], , , serpent-killer, a

kind of, Diosc. : from, ov, {,) ser-

pent-killing., ov, 6, and-, ov,

{,?) fighting ivith serpents:

., a kind locust, LXX. [u], , oi,y. sub,
Thuc., a, ov,{) of, belonging

to or like a serpent, Lat. anguineus. [I

in 0pp. C. 2, 237 ; 3, 436.]^', , , Ophionetis, a

blind seer of Messenia, Paus. 4, 10, 5.'/., ov, {,-) ivith snaky curls, Orph. H. 68, 12.,,(,) with

serpents for legs, LuC. Phllops. 22., ov, {,-) with serpent's face.

and -, ,, wild garlic, allium scorodoprasum,

Diosc., ov, by poet, metath., {,) sown or

engendered by serpents.,, , or-,
ov, , Diosc. 4, 184, a kind of bryony,

also ., ov, {,) serpent-

tailed., contr. for, v..
f, , ij, more correct

than ', Ophiussa, a city of

European Scythia on the Tyras,

Strab. p. 306.— II. one of the Pityu-

sae islands near Hispania, Id. p. 167.

—2. ancient name of Rhodes, Id. p.

653., ov,{,) holding a

serpent : esp. the constellation Ophi-

uchus, Serpentarius or Anguitenens,

Aral. 76, etc. Hence, a, ov, belonging to Ophi-

uchus, Arat. 75, 521.
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, ov, eating serpents. [2]', Ion. , , a serpent,

snake,/, II. 12, 208 ; -^^, Find. P. 4, 443
;

freq. in Hdt. and Trag. ; /, Theocr. 15, 58 ; equiv. to -
in Hes. Th. 322, 323, 825 ; me-

taph., , of an
arrow, Aesch. Eum. 181.— II. like, a serpent-like bracelet. Me-
nand. p. 135, Pierson Moer. 288.— III.

the constellation Serpens, Arat.—IV.

in Hipp, a creeping plant.—\ .=-. Medic. [The first syll. is some-
times made long in the older poets,

prob. by the pronunciation of i;&, II. 12,

208, cf. Wolf Praef. 11. p. Ixxi, Herm.
El. Metr. p. 57, Spitzn. Vers. Her. p.

78, in which case some would need-
lessly write, Schiif. Theogn.
1057. The ace. is used by Hes.
Th. 334 with I in arsis, of which also
Aesch. Cho. 928 is an example.], , , the Ophis, a river

near Mantinea, Paus. 8, 8, 4., , , Ophitea, a city of
Phocis, the earlier Amphiclea, Paus.
10, 33, 9., ov, , fem., ,{) of, or like a serpent, Diosc. [l], , =, Arist.

Part. An. 4, 13, 19.—II. =,
snaky,, Pind. O. 13, 89., , , Ophiode.s, an
island on the coast of the Troglody-
tae, Strab. p. 653.,, , a fabulous animal
in Sardinia, Plin. 28, 9. [i],, , Ophton. a Titan,

Ap. Rh. 1, 503;—in Lye. 1192 king
of the Titans : cf. Schol., V. sub-,, , {) debt,

esp. fine incurred in a law-suit, etc.,

damages, Isae. 88, 28., , an owing, debt, like.'7], ov, b,{) a debtor., ov, b, Mt. Ophlimus, in

Pontus, Strab. p. 556., the only form of the

pres. in Att., whereas Hdt. 8, 26 has
impf., as if from,
but with V. 1. (aor. 2) : fut.

: perf.. The aor.

is ', inf., — sometimes
wrongly written,, as if

there were a pres., Elmsl. Ar.

Ach. 689, Eur. Heracl. 985. Strictly=, but usu. in the technical

phrases or,
to be cast in a suit, lose one's cause,

freq. in Alt., as,, Aesch. Ag. 534, cf.

Ar. Nub. 34, etc. ; also, -
., to be found guilty of a capi-

tal crime. Plat. Legg. 856 D ; then
oft. without,., to be

found guilty of murder, lb. 873 B, sq.

;

.,, Dem.
732, 23 ; 790, 2 ; and absol., to be cast,

be found guilty, Thuc. 3, 70, Plat.

Legg. 755 A, etc. ; hence, ',
the losing party :—also c. acc, to lose

one's suit, as, {),
to let judgment go against one by de-

fault, Antipho 131, 1
; ,

etc., to incur a penalty, Eur. Med. 581,

Dem., etc. : , to lose in

an arbitration, Isae. 111,7, Dem, etc.

;

?^., etc., Andoc. 10, 15:

hence,—II. generally, of any thing

which one deserves or brings on one's

self, -/,, -, to bring laughter, infamy, loss

on one's self, incur them, Eur. Med.
403, Hel. 67, Andr. 188;-, to be laughed at

by one, Eur. Bacch. 854 ; also,, . Plat. Phaed. 117 A,
Hipp. Maj. 282 .—2. expressions like

., to be thought a coward,
are elliptic for . olkijv or, to get a characterfor coward-
ice, etc., as, -, he drew upon himself the re-

proach of cowardice from the king,
Hdt. 8, 26 : also, -. Soph. Ant. 470 ; so <. •,. Soph. . . 511,
Ant. 1058,, Eur. Hec. 327.", conjunction, marking end
or intention, only used in Ion. and
Dor. poets, that, in order that, to the

end that.— I. with the subjunct.— 1.

after pres. and fut., like Lat. subj.

pres., the most common usage, also, freq. in Horn.— 2. after past
tenses, II. 5, 128 ; Od. 9, 13, Pind. P.

4, 163 : see the account of this in the
Grammars, e. g. Jelf § 806 sqq.—
Where the indie, seems to stand for

the subj., it is in lact only the Ep.
suhj. aor., as for, II. 2,

440.— II. with the optat., after past
tenses, like Lat. impf, .subj., v. Jelf

ubi supra.

—

III. , like ,
Lat. ut ne, II. 1, 118, 578.

B. as adv. of time, like Lat.
donee,— 1. of the indefinite time during
which a thing happens to be, and so
marking the relation of two actions
in point of time, so long as, white,—
I. usu. with the indie, 11, 2, 769, Od.
20, 136, etc. ; the sentence is com-
plete when answers to,
as II. 4, 220, Od. 9, 56, etc. : the
clause with regul. follows that
with. seldom goes before, as in

Od. 4, 289; orjipa is also found,
and maintained by Schiif. Theogn.
953, by comparison with -—2.

more rarely with the subjunct., II. 4,

346, Od. 15, 81, etc.; and with an-
swering, II. 7, 193.—3. also
with , ,, and the subjunct.,

II. 6, 1!3, Od. 2, 124, etc.; and with
answering, Od. 2, 204 ; some-
times also with other conjunctions,' . II. U, 202, Od. 5,

361 ; 6, 259, in which case al-

ways follows.—4. with the
indicat.. 11. 24, 553.—II. of duration
of time up to a definite limit,— until.— 1

.

with past tenses of the indic, always
of things represented as really past,

and so the limit is already reached,', till at last

they too were slain, 11. 5, 557, cf.

588, Od. 5, 57, etc.— 2. with subjunct.
aor., if the limit is not yet reached,, , he bears
malice tdl he shall have satisfied it,

II. 1, 82, cf. 14, 87; 16, 10.-3. also

with , or and subj., il. 6,

258, etc. ; and with going be-

fore, II. 1, 509.—HI. absol. of indefi-

nile duration o/ii'me without reference

to another act, like III, for a

while, only in II. 15, 547, v. Jelf § 816
e.—Ep. and Lyr. word ,= Att. ,
and also : used only once or
twice by Trag. in former sense, and
that only in lyric passages., , V. : also rarer

acc. of., {) to signify any
thing with the eye-brows, to knit or raise

the eye-brows in rage or scorn, A. B., ov, , {,) one ivho raises his eye-brows

in scorn, Epigr. ap. Ath. 162 A.. ,{ II) to have ridges

or hills, •, Poet. ap. Strab. p. 382 Ca-
saub.



OXAN^. /, . Ion. for , Hdt.

4, 181, 182, 185 : the same form (not) is used by Eur. Heracl. 394.

'0(j>fH;KVt;aro^, ov, (,)
nebbing the brows to conceal a blush, opp.

to Lat. homo fronte perfricta, one who
has rubbed it so often as to blush no
more.'-, ov, TO, Ophryneum, a
city of Troas, Hdt. 7, 43 : also called^, Xen. An, 7, , 5 ; Dem.

;

etc. Hence'^-, a, ov^ of Ophryneum,
Ophryiiiaii^ Lyc. 1208.,, ,( II) on
the brow or edge of a steep rock, beet-

ling,, li. 22, 411 : of the Acro-
corinthus, Orac. ap. Hdt. 5, 92, 2.—2.

metaph., lofty, pompous,, of Aeschylus' poetry, Anth.
P. 7, 39.,() as pass., to be

sHpercilious, Timon Fr. 13 ;-, supercilious, Luc. Amor. 2., ov,{.) sha-

ded by the eye-brows,, Plat.

(Com. ?) ap. Arist. Top. 6, 2, 4.',, : ace., but

in late poets, Opp. C. 4, 405,

Anth. P. 12. 186: ace. plur.

(in the fourth foot), Od. 9, 389 ; but

(in the third), II. 16, 740 ; cf., Thiersch Gr. Gr. <5 191. The
eye-brow, Lat. supercilium, in plur.

always in Hes., nearly always
in Horn., esp. in phrases ', II. 1, 528, etc. ;

-', . 13, 88, etc.

—Since by the motion of the eye-

brows men show earnestness, grief,

rage, and esp. scorn or pride, various

phrases arose, as, raf -, in token of grief, Ar.Ach. 1069 ;

of pride (cf.), Dem. 442,

11 ; so, , Menand. p.

159 ; so, , Eur. Incert.

;

, Leon. Tar. 85 ; ., knit the brows, frown.

Soph. Fr. 752, Ar. Nub. 582, cf.-
: so, -, Luc. \'it.

Auct. 7: but, /., ?\.,, to let down or

unknit the brow, to become calm or

cheerful again, Eur. Cycl. 167, Hipp.
290, 1. A. 648 ; so,, Plat. (Com.) '. 5 : the
brow was also the seat of smiles and
joy, ', Pmd. P. 9,

67.—2. alone, like Lat. super-

cilium, scorn, pride, Anth. P. 10, 122.

—II. from likeness of shape, the bruw

of a hill, a ridge with overhanging bank,

a beetling crag, II. 20, 151, Pind. O. 13,

150; the overhanging bank of a river,

Polyb. 2, 33, 7, etc. ; of the sea, Ap.

Rh. 1, 178, etc.—In this sejise Hdt.

always uses the form . (Cf.

Sanscr. bhni, Pers. abru, our brow,

•fLat. frons.\) [v in nom. and ace.

sing., I3uttm. Ausf. Gr. ^ 42 Anm. 3
;

whence many Gramm. wrote these

cases,. But all compds.
have V, and the accent on antepenult.,,,. etc.], ,{.) raising,

elevation, Paul. Aeg. [],. adv., only found in Horn.,

vhere it is pretty freq., though only

as intensive before superl.,', etc., far the best, for

which later writers have .
(Prob. from, to seize, grasp ; for

as Doderlein remarks, is to-
as the old Germ, fast, very, to

fest. fast, tight.),,/,=5(.,\.[., ov, TO, (., ) the
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OXET
handle of a shield, consisting of two
bands fastened crosswise on the un-
der side of the shield, through which
the bearer passed his arm, to sway it(), with greater ease ;—an
invention ascribed by Hdt. 1, 171 to

the Carians, cf Bergk Anacr. 91 : for

in earlier times the great shield {-, in Hom. )
was hung by a leather strap (-) passing round the neck and left

shoulder : hence Hom. only speaks
of these straps, and the cross pieces of
wood() which served for han-

dles. The were ne.xt sup-

planted by the or,
prob. a metal ring which was taken
out at need. cf. Ar. Eq. 849 sqq. : and
this was succeeded by the more con-
venient handle of the Carians, though
the- still continued in use,

Ar. Ach. 1. c. : ace. to Lessing (.\n-

tiq. Briefe Th. 2, p. 51), was
the upper or arm-strap, or-
VOV, the lower or hand-strap, in which
case we need not assume that Soph.
Aj. 576, used for. [], ,^^, a cave, grot, Nic.

Th. 139, Orph. Arg. 78: also ,
Arat. 956., Ion. impf. from,
Od.. , f),{) a covering or

impregnating, of the horse, Xen. Eq.

5, 8 ; , of the female,

Arist. Gen. An. 2, 8, 14 ;, of the two. Id. H. A. 5, 2,

8.— II.', {) the hold-

er of the ship, i. e. an anchor, Hesych., ov, TO,{) a male ani-

mal kept for breeding, a stallion, Arist.

Gen. .\n. 2, 8, 15, etc. ; a cock, lb. 1,

21, 10.—2. the place for the,
Harpocr. s. v.— II. ()=,. Aesch. Fr. 180.', a, ov,{) belonging to

capable ofcovering0 breeding,'7co,
Lycurg. ap. Harp., -, poet. dat. plur. for, from , Hom., -}},=,
-. Plat. Legg. 844 .,,^., , ,[) draw-

ing off by a ditch, a conducting \vater

bij a canal or aqueduct irrigation, Arist.

Part. An. 3, 5, 11.,, ,{) wa-
ter conducted by an aqueduct, etc. : an
aqueduct, a canal

:

—also the passage

of the nose, Arist. H. A. 1, 11, 8.,{) to carry off by a

ditch, to conduct water by a canal or

aqueduct, -, Hdt. 2, 99
;, Hdt. 3, 00 ; hence

metaph., (;iarif ~,
Aesch. Ag. 867 ; ., Plat. Legg. 666 .—In

mid., Anth. P. 9, 162./, , to carry off or con-

duct by ditches or canals : and, , /, a conducting by

ditches or canals, irrigation : from, {, ) con-

ducting or drawing off water by ditch

or canal, II. 21, 257; ., of

the flute, Anth. P. 9, 505, 6: ., Anth. 9, 362, cf 5. 235., ov, TO, dim. from.
;^;', ov, ,=, Gramm., oi,{, -) sluices to supply canals with wa-

ter, and keep it at the proper height., ov, ro,=sq. [a], ov, , {,) the end or issue of an aque-

duct, Hyperid. ap. Poll. 10, 30: also—?,.

OXHM', ov, o, (,) a
conduit, ditch, canal, aqueduct, water
pipe, Hdt. 3, 9, Plat. Phaed. 112 C,
etc. : in plur., waters, streams, Pind.
0. 5, 29, cf. Eur. Or. 809, I. A. 767 :

metaph., -, to
make a side channel or means of escape.

Id. Supp. 1111 ; cf sub 11. 2.,, ,{) the re-

sult of, the foetus or embryo,

Arist. H. A. 6, 23, 3., Ion. -, ,[,)
any thing for holding or fastening : in

Hom., the band or strap for fastening

the helmet under the chin, II. 3, 372 :

in plur., the clasps of the belt, 11. 4,

132 ; 20, 414 : most freq. of bolts on
the inner side of the door, II. 12, 121,

Od. 21, 47, etc.,,,-=./, ov, , {() any ani-

mal keptfor breeding, a stallion : met-
aph., a lewd person, lecher, Anth. P.

11, 318. Hence
^, , , belonging to, capa

ble of covering : salacious, of animals,
Arist. Gen. An. 3, 1, 6, sq., , , covered, impregna-

ted, Diosc. I from, orig. like, to ride ;

but only used of male animals, to rov-

er, impregnate, , Hdt. 3, 85

;

. Plat. Euthyd. 298 , etc.

:

—also of the groom, to put the horse to

the mare, Arist. Gen. 2, 8, 13.—In

pass.,., of the female, to bt

covered or impregnated,, Arist. . . 5, 14, 12 ; but
in mid. of both sexes, to copulate, Hdt.

2, 64.— Rarely of mankind, Nake
Choeril. p. 245., , f. -, {) collat.

form of, as of:—to

bear, endure, support, suffer,, -,, Od. 7,211 ; 11, 619
;

21, 302 ; 7]•7, to play

childish tricks, like,, Od.

1

,

297
; , to keep watch,

Aesch. Pr. 143 :

—

to uphold,, Eur. Hel. 277.—2. to

carry, . Id. Or. 802 ; ?.,
Xen. Cyr. 1,3, 8 ; also, to let another
ride, to mount, ...
', Ar. Ran. 23 ; so of a general,

to let the men ride, Xen. Hipparch.

4, 1.—II. much more freq. in pass.,

with fut. mid. :
—to be borne

or carried, fiave one's self borne,-, Od. 5, 54 ; -, II. 24, 731 ;-,
. A'en. 218: hence, often, without
the dat. '~,, etc., just like the
kindred Lat. vehi (sc. equo, curru, navi),

to drive, ride, sail, etc.,—/
vol, hard to drive, II. 10, 403

;

17, 77 : also, ', ', Hdt. 1, 31, Xen. Cyr. 4, 5,

58 :

—

~' , to ride at

anchor, hence metaph., /., to have but a slight

hope for a stay or anchor, Ar. Eq.
1244, v. Pors. Or. 68, cf. :~
Arat. sometimes uses it.
(Cf Sanscr. vaha, Lat. veho, our wag-
on.), , , {) support, nourish-

ment, food, Lyc. 482.

—

\\.=^, q. v.

—\\\.=, Arat. 1069.^ , , Oche, a mountain in

south of Euboea, Strab. p. 445.—Also
ancient name of the island. Id. ib.,, , {) any thing

that bears or supports, hence Jupiter is

called , prop of earth, like, Eur. Tro. 884.—II. car

riage, a chariot, Lat. vehictdum, Hdt.

5, 21, and Trag. ;
properly mule-car

as opp. to apua (the u'nr-car), Pind
1073



Fr. 73 ; but also, , \

Soph. El. 740 ;, ko7uk.6v,
Eur. Ale. 67, Rhes. 621 :—also of

ships, hut usu. with some addition,

as, ., Aesch. Pr. 468
;.. Soph. Tr. 656 ; vutov .,

Eur. I. T. 410; for, strictly, it is opp.

to a ship, Plat. Hipp. Maj. 295 D :—. a nrfm,!; -beetle, (as

we say a riJing-horse), Ar. Pac. 866.

—2. Pind., Fr. 89, calls an ode'. Hence, , , belonging to a

vehicle.',, , dim. from-.", , {) bearing, carry-

ing. Plat. Tim. 89 .—. (from pass.)

a driving, riding, sailing. Id. Rep. 452

C : =,
Strab. p. 55 Casaub.oa,= sq., Gramm., , f. -, strictly to be

heavy laden, but only used metaph.,

to be heavy or big with anger, wrath,

grief, to be vexed in spirit, esp. in SO

far as this is expressed in words,', 11. 1, 517, . 4,

30, etc. ;
(5' , II. ,

403, Od. 5, 298, etc. ; -, Od. 23, 182, ivraihfully he
spake. Besides this part., Horn, only

uses 3 plur. aor., they were

heavy at heart, 11. 1, 570 ; 15, 101.

Later we have in compos, the pres..—Ep. word. (Prob. from, only diflenng from in

that this was used in the strict sense,

of bodily burdens, as well as metaph.,

^while was only used met-

aph. : is to

to, to, to3,
etc., Buttm. Lexil. s. v.)", , , older form of,
any height or rising ground, natural or

artificial, a batik or dyke,—mostly in

plur., the raised bank of a river, in full,, II. 4, 487, Od. 6, 97,

Hes. Fr. 12, Pind. P. 4, 81, Aesch.

Pr. 810, etc. ; , the

raised banks of the trench, dykes, II.

15, 356 ; also, , like

(V. sub ), Od. 9, 132, cf Pind. P.

1, 34 ; so of crags by a river, Xen.
An. 4, 3, 3 and 5, cf 11 and 17.—
Many, both ancients and moderns,
have thought that is always the

bank of a river, etc., always a

hill ; but v. Mehlh. Anacr. 22, 2, p.

98 ; cf.. Hence, . . raised, hilly, Eu-
phor. 91, Anth. Plan. 256 : rough,

warty, Diosc., , () indignation,

vexation, Gramm., later form for, Opp.
H. 5, 179, 540 : v.., , , a purple stripe

doum the front of the, Ar. Fr.

309, 2 : cf. the clavus on the Roman
tunica., ov, b, later form from
(a. v.), a rising ground, hill, first in H.
Horn. Ap. 17, Pind. O. 9, 5, freq. in

Hdt., as 4, 203 ; of the Areopagus,
Id. 8, 52 ; also freq. in Aesch., and
Eur. ; of a barrow or tumulus, Aesch.
Pers. 647, 659 : rarely, like, of

a river's bank.—Aesch. Cho. 955, has
dat. as if from, , ,
but the place is corrupt.', ,, 6, ,{ or,) watchman 071 hill., ,(,) mound-
like, hilly : with a raised edge or bank,

Dion. H.'?, ,^?., , {) to
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collect the people, stir them up to sedi-

tion. Polyb. 25, 8, 2 : to lead a mob by

the nosr, Strab., , , a collecting a

mob. crowd, Pint. Pyrrh. 29: and, , , a riotous as-

semblage, mob ." from, ,{,) col-

lecting a mob. esp. for sedition, a mob-
leader, Joseph. :—generally, collecting

a crowd,, a mountebank.,{) to come together in

a riotous manner, Eccl.,,=, a lever, hence
: from,^, to move by a

lever. (The root is,,,, hence,, /,,, and prefixing ,', -,.), Ion. for foreg.., all the pebbles
are rolled, swept away by the water,

II. 21, 261., , () to disturb by a

mob ; in genl. to trouble or importune,

c. ace, Hdt. 5, 41, Aesch. Pr. 1001
;

absoL, to be troublesome, Soph. O. T.
446. More usu. in its compds. Hence],,, annoyance, Sext.

Emp.,, , troublesomeness, im-

port imi y, hXX: from

?\., , , {7) trouble-

some^ importunate, Hdt. 1, 186; ,
to one, Eur. Ale. 540, Plat, etc.—II.

riotous, . Plat. Rep. 569 A.

Adv. -, Dion. H., , ,() disturb-

ance, annoi/ance, Pint. 2, 1127 D.—II.=, Moer. p. 289., , , belonging to a

rnuliilude or mob, Procl., f. -,=?.,,
strictly to remove by a lever, hence in

genl. to move a great weight, roll it away
by dint of strength, II. 12, 448, Od. 9,

242, (in both passages in Ep. opt. aor.) : . to open

the mouth violentltj, i. e. begin talking

violently, Nic. Al. 225.—II. ()
to raise a tumult, like., , , () suited to

the mob,. Kui. Pint.

Num. 2, Pericl. 5 ; .,
public entertainments, Posidon. ap.

Ath. 540 C. Adv. -, Plut. 2,

484 B., , 6, {, -) one ivho flatters the mob, prob. 1.

Timon ap. Diog. L. 4, 42.,,() to court

the mob, Plut. 2, 790 E., . , the conduct or

disposition of an., ,, belonging to an

: - (sc. }) the art

of cajoling a mob, Sext. Emp. p. 299 :

from, ov, (,)
courting the mob: 6 ., a mob-court-

ier, Polyb. 3, 80, 3 ; cf.

and., , , (?, -) mixture with the populace, doubted
by Lob. Phryn. 520.?, {,)
as pass., to live under mob-rule, as opp.

to. Hence, , , inob-rule, the
lowest grade of democracy, Polyb.

0, 4, 6 : in Philo also,
Lob. Phryn. 526.7•., ov. (7, ?.-) reviling the mob. Timon Phi.), ,(.)
to be mad after mob popularity, Plut. 2,

603 D.

OXYP7., , (,) to

make a riot : . , to set it

iti an uproar, N. T., ov, b, a throng of people,

an irregular crowd, Pind. P. 4, 150,
Aesch., etc. i^e.sp. the populace, 7nob,

Lat. turba, opp. to (the jieople,

popidus or plebs). Plat. Polit. 304 C,
Legg. 707 E, etc. ; ,
Id. . 368 D ; cf,-,.: thecamp-folloivers, opp. to
the army, Xen. An. 3, 4, 26 ; 4, 3, 26,
etc. :---Proverb., '
, this is already m the mouths of the

people, Dion. H. : in Polyb. also in
plur. :—generally, a mass, multitude
of any thing,, Eur. I. A. 191

;. Plat. Tim. 75 ; cf Valck.
Phoen. 204.—2. the noise made by such
a crowd, a riot, tumult, Lat. turba

then, generally, disturbance, trouble,

like, ,
to give one trouble, Hdt. 1, 86, and
Att. ; ' ,, to
become trouhleso?ne. At. Eccl. 888,
Plat. Ale. 1, 103 A. (Aeol.,
Cret. , cf. volgus, valgus,

Germ. Volk, our folk : perh. also akin
to, 7..), , (7,)
delighting the mob., , (,)
courting the mob, . Anton. 1,16.7:, , contr. for,(,) like mob, turhident, un-
ruly,, Plat. Rep. 590 :

., troublesomeness, Thuc. 6, 24.,, , () like,
hold, band, fetter. Hence, like, to grip fast,
Eur. Cycl. 484 ; .,.
Or. 265 ; to bind, ', Aesch. Pr. 5, 618;
., to bit or rein horses, Eur. El.
817.— II. to bear, support, Ap. Rh. I,

743., ,,=: esp. the han
die or strap of a sh\e\a,z=oxavTi,•
vov or., ov, b. () a strong hold,

fortress, Lyc. 443., , later way of writing, q. V.", , , {,) car-

riage, Lat. vehiculum : Horn, always
uses it in plur., even of a single cha-

riot, , II. 4, 419, etc. ; and in

poet. dat.. -. II. 4, 297 ; 5,

28, 107, etc. ; so in Pind. O. 4, 20;
P. 9, 18. (Strictly old neut. collat.

form of sq., but alwa3's in this special
signf)", ov, b, () any thing which
holds: thus hnrbmirs are called', steads for ships, Od. 5, 401.— II.

any thing tvhich bears, hence esp., like

foreg., a carriage, chariot, mostly in

plur., H. Hotn. Cer. 19, Aesch. Pr.

710, and freq. in Eur. ; but also sing.,

Hdt. 8, 124, Aesch. Ag. 1070, etc.

;

periphr.. ^=€.,
Eur. Hipp. 1160, I. T. 370; '\mi,Tpo-7. , the swift or round
hearers of the chariot, i. e. the wheels,
Eur. I. A. 140, cf Phoen. 1190-.—, of a ship, Aesch. Supp.
33; cf..— Dor., Pind., ,, {) holding, securing,

bearing, Philo., dep., (,) to fasten, fortify, Polyb. 1, 18,

4 :—the act. is in Philostr., , , () like,
firm, lasting, durable, of wood, Hcs.
Op. 427, in superl. : of
men, Aesch. Pers. 78, Ag. 44 : esp.

firm, .leciare, of places,,
Eur. 1 A. 738 : esp. as military term



of a strong hold or position,, (•
piov, Xen. An. 1, 2, 22, etc. Adv.
-, Eur. Med. 134. Hence',,, firmness, strength,

esp. of a stronghold or country, Po-
lyb. 5, 62, 6, Diod., etc., , () to make fast

and sure, fortify. Plat. Ax. 371 : so

in mid.. Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 39, Polyb.,

etc. Hence, , , a stronghold,

fortress, LXX.—fAs pr.n. ofa strong-

hold near lalysus in Rhodes, Ochy-
roma, Strab. p. 655.t ['], ov, , dim. from
foreg.. LXX.,, ,(') a mak-
ing jirm, secure, fortifying, LXX.
Hence'', , , serving tofasten

or secure, Se.xt. Emp., /), gen. , dat. , ace.

OTTO, a voice, whether in speaking, 11.

16, 76 : or singin?, Od. 10. 221, etc.

;

so in Pind., and Trag., of the human
voice ; but al.so of the cicada, 11. 3,

152 ; of lambs, II. 4, 435.— II. a dis-

course, word, II. 7, 53 ; 11, 137, etc.

—

Poet. word. Horn, and Hes. never
use the iiom., and no one seems to

have the plur. (From *-,,
/'.)
>, , gen., {-)~-,

the eye, face, Emped. 284, and Antim.. ov, , (,) one

«cAo 7/iOiOS till late at even, -
udra (vocat.) Theocr. 10, 7./,,='., ov, , (}=5,
Aesch. Cho. 530.', () dep., to cat as. , Plut. 2, 668 ., ov. , dim. from sq.,

Spohn de Extr. Od. Parte p. 130., ov, TO, dim. from oibov,

esp. fish, Ar. Fr. 140.', . 6, {,) one

who ploughs late, Hes. Op. 488.,, , ()
food dressed or seasoned, a made dish,

Nicet., , i],{) the

art of cookery : a cookery-book. Plat.

(Com.) Pha. 1, 4, Alex. Lin. 1, 9., ov, 6, (-•) a

cook, Polyb. 12, 9, 4. Hence, , , of, belonging

a cook or cookery : hence - (sc.), the art of cookery, Ath. : r«., cookery-books, lb.. {,) to dress

or season food, Polyb. 12, 24, 2. []"', adv., after a long time, at

length, late, Lat, sero, Horn., etc. :,, to be

late in learning, learn too late, Aesch.

Ag. 1425, Soph. O. C. 1264 ; so,

, Eur. Or. 99 ; cf.-
; also, , II. 7, 399, etc.,, Aesch. Ag. 1425 ; , Pind.

. 3, 140.—2. esp. late in the day, at

even, opp. to, II. 21, 232, Od. 5,

272 : late in the season, Hes. Op. 483 :

,, it was, was getting

late, Xen. An. 2, 2. 16 ; 3, 4, 36 ;, , until late, Thuc. 3, 108,

Dem. 1303. 14.— 3. c. gen ,, late in the day, Livy's serum

diei, Xen. Hell. 2, 1, 23; also,, Dem. 541, fin. ;, late in life, Luc. Dem. En-
com. 14, cf. Amor. 37.— For the com-
par. and superl. adverbs, v. sub.
(Perh. akin to,.),{6)9\.(,
to wish to see. c. gen., -, II. 14,37., inf. fut. of, Horn.

Oi^IM,^=, dub.,, ,=^, Plut. 2,

664 A, for., , {,) evening,

like.1),, 6, \).=^,
Theodond. ap. Ath. 229 ., adv., Aeol. for , ap.

Apoll. Dysc., , «/.(so.) the latter part

of the day, evening, oft. also joined with, . . Hdt. 7, 167;, Thuc. 8, 26 ; so, -, Dem. 1301, lin. Cf. -
.—- to.,, Att. com-
par. and superl. from-, , to bloom late, The-
ophr. : from, , {,) late-

blooming, Theophr., , a black stone,

perh, a kind of agate, obsidian, Pliny's

lapis Obsidianus or Obsianus, Arr. Pe-
ripl., Orpli., , to sprout or shoot

late. Theophr. : from-', , and,
ov, {,') late sprouting or

shooting, Theophr., , a prosecution

for putting off marriage beyond the ap-

pointed age, Plut. Lysand. fin. ; cf.

Miiller Dor. 4, 4, 3 : from, ov, {,) late-

marrying, [], , late-born., ov, {, *) late-

born, 11. 16, 31 : usu. in plur.,-, of men after-born, II.

3, 353, etc.—2. of a son, late born, born

in 07ie's old age, H. Cer. 165, Hdt. 7,

3.—3. later born. i. e. younger, Aesch.
Supp. 360. [I],, compar.
and superl. o{., f. -', {) to do, go or

come late, Xen. An. 4, 5, 5, Hell. 6, 5,

21 : to be too late in doi7ig, etc. : so too,

in Pass., , to

be in the streets late at night, cf. Xen.
Cyn. 6, 4, Lys. Fr. 8;,
belated, benighted. Id. Lac. 6, 4.. , to be late in fruiting,

Theophr. : and, , , a late fruiting,

Theophr. : from, ov,(.) fruit-

ing late, late-bearing, Theophr. [J], ov, {,)
coming or going late, Nonn.,, , {,)
one who steals in the eveniyig or at night., ov, {,) going

late to bed, late-watching, ,
Aesch. Ag. 889. [Z], , ,=. [], , to learn late, Luc. :

from, , {,) late

in learning, late to learn, Horace's senis

studiorum', Isocr, 208 B, 252 D ; too

late OTtoo old to learn, c. gen.,.
Plat. Rep. 409 ;, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 6, 35.— II. vain of late-gotten

learning, pedantic ; SO Cicero,-
qiiarn .tint insolentes non ignoras,

ad Fam. 9, 20, 2 : also misapplying
what one has learnt, Polyb. 12, 9, 4.

Hence, , , late-gotten learn-

ing, pedantry. Lat. sera eruditio, Plut.

2, 634 C., ov, {.) dying
late or with difficidty, Ojip. H. 1, 142., ov, {) poet, for,
late, slow, .. a prognostic that

is late offulfilment, II. 2. 325 ; also in

-^
later prose, as Xen. Oec. 17, 4, and
5 ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 52., ov, (,) late-ob-
serving, i. e. remiss, inobservant, of
Epimetheus, Pind. P. 5, 36. [r], , ,^, somewhat
rare and wholly rejected by Phryn.
p. 51., , ov, () late, iv, Pind. I. 4, 59 (3, 53) ; cf. '.
—II. Att. compar., a, ov,
superl., ?/, ov, Xen. Hell.

5, 4, 3 : hence, as compar. and superl.

of,, Plat. Crat. 433 A ;, opp. to, Xen.
Hell. 4, 5, 18, etc. :—we also find a
compar., in Plut. 2, 119 C :

and, in Theophr. Opp.
to. Hence'7,, , lateriess, sloivness,

Theophr. : opp. to.,, , {,)
one who has long been in fetters, Me-
nand. p. 287., ov, {, ?^)
that has grown rich late., ov, {,)
going late, Nonn., ?/, genu, Ion.: {-) :—I. objective, a sight, hence an
appearance, figure, fnr7n,, II. 6, 468 ; -,, Aesch. Pers. 48, Supp.
567: esp. a vision, apparition, Hdt. 1,

39, etc. ; also joined with other
words, ,
or, freq. in Hdt., as 1, 38 ; 7,

18 ; , Aesch. Pr. 645,
cf. Soph. El. 413, etc. :

—

-, (as we might say) a sight

of buildings, Hdt. 2, 136.—2. outward
appearance, look, ol ,
Pind. . 10, 20 ; cf. Thuc. 1 , 10 ; 6, 58;
7, 44 : the face, visage. Plat. Phaedr.
240 D. 254 B.—II. later also subjec
live, the power of sight Or seeing, eye-

sight, ',, II. 20, 205,
Od. 23, 94 ; so in Hdt. 2, 99 ; 9, 93,
Eur., etc. ; ,
to put it before his eyes, Hdt. 4, 81

;

, to quench the orbs of
sight. Soph. O. T. 1328, cf. Ant. 52.—
2. a viewing, vieu•, sight, Lat. conspec-

tus, , etc.. Plat. ;

, Plat. Tim. 67 D;-, to come into
one's sight, i. e. presence, Hdt. 1, 136 ;, Aesch. Pers. 183, cf.

Eur. Or. 513 ; so,, Hdt. 5, 106.. ov, ,{) being too

late, Dion. . 4, 46., , to sow late, The-
ophr. : from, ov, {,) late

sown, to be sown late, Theophr.,, {,) alate
descendant, Lyc. 1272. [Z], ov, {,) late

of fulfilmejit . to he late fulfilled,,
II." 2," 325, like., ov, {,)
= foreg., compar. of, q. v. [], ov,{,) cut late,

to be cut late, Theophr. [i]. ov, {,) late

gotten, Aianetho. [], , {,) ap-

pearing or rising late, Nonn., ov, {, ) late

bearing, Theophr., ov, {,) flying
1 late, [i]

I

, adv., Byzant. for , cf.
' Lob. Phryn. 51.7., ov,{,)
skilful in dressing food, a clever cook,
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OiOH
epith.of Archestratusin Ath. : formed
like7.6.-, , ?}, (oipov,) a want

offood or fish, Suid.,/,=^6., ov, receiving food.?!, , , {, )
place for keeping victuals in, like •.

'OipoXoyia, , , a treatise on food
or cookery, Ath. 284 : from-, ov, (,) dis-

coursitig onfood or cookery, Ath. 337 B., fut. of, Horn., etc., , (, )

mad after dainties, Ath. Hence, , , madness after

dainties., ov, TO, () strictly boiled

meat, as opp. to bread ; then, general-

ly, meat, flesh,/ ol-

, Od. 3. 480, of. 5. 267 ; 6,

77, II. 9, 489.-2. then, any thing eaten

with bread or food, to give it iiavor

and relish ; hence onions are called

oipov, a zest, relish to wine, 11.

11, 630, cf. Plat. Rep. 372 C .—hence,
— 3. seasoning, sauce, like /.
Plat. Theaet. 175 £, Xen., etc. ; me-
taph., ,, ' hunger is

the best sauce,' Xen. Cyr. 1, 5, 12,

Mem. 1, 3, 5; so, oi, Id. Cyr. 7, 5, 80 ; so, Ij^iov, are treat to the

envious, Piiid. N. 8, 35.—4. in plur.,

generally, rich fare, dainties,, , etc., Plat.

Rep. 372 .—5. at Athens, fish, the

chief dainty of the Athenians (--
-/ -, Plut. 2, 667 F, cf. Ath. 276 ),

freq. in comedy, v. ap. Ath. 648 F :

in Hipp, also : cf.

omnino Buckh P. E. J, 137.-2. the

market-place, esp. the fish-market,

Aeschm. 9, 41.

—

then is

used of all kinds of food eaten with

something else, though very rarely, if

ever, of vegetables., , to be an,
Critias 50., ov, 6, {,) one

who watches the price of provisions, esp.

of fish, Sophil. Andr. 2., ,(,) to dress

food nicely, Plut. 2, 063 B, etc. ; ., to make a dainty speech, lb. 55
A :— mid., to eat ' with bread,

Xen. Mem. 3, 14, 5, Hell. 7, 2, 22.

Hence,,, a dainty dish :

generally, /ood, LXX. Hence, , , of or fit for
delicate cookery : - (sc.) the

art of cookery, Arist. Eth. N. 7, 12, 6,

Metaph. 5, 2, 8 :—but in Plat., Bekk.
reads always., , , skilfid, fine cook-

ery, Xen. Mem. 3, 14, 5, Plat. Gorg.
462 D : name of a cookery-book, Ath.
112 D : and, , , =-

: - (sc. ),==-. Plat. Gorg. 463 , etc. ; v. sub
; from, ,(,) cook-

ing food skilfully : -, cook, Hdt.

9, 82 ; esp. fine cook, opp. to-. Plat. Rep. 373 C, cf omnmo
Oionys. (Com.) Thesm. 1, 5, sqq., oi>,(',) dress-

ing food elaborately, Anth. P. 6, 306., , , a cook-shop,

eating-house : from, ov, , (,)
a victvaller : esp. a fishmonger : fem.
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, , Plut. Timol. 14.

Hence, , , a dealing in vict-

uals, Clearch. ap. Ath. 6 A.,,,^., , strictly, to eat things

meant to be eaten only ivith bread (as

we might say, to eat butter), hence to

live daintily, Ar. Nub. 983 : and,, , dainty living, Aes-
chin. 6, 33, Muson. ap. Stub. p. 166,

15 : from, ov, {, )
strictly eating things meant to be only

eaten with bread : hence lickerish- tooth-

ed, a dainty fellow, epicure, gourmand,
Ar. Pac. 810 ; cf omnino Xen. Mem.
3, 14, 2, sq.—Irreg. Att. superl. -, lb. 3, 13, 4. [], ,=, dub., , , love of dainties ;

dub., ov,(,) bearing

or carryingfood, Matroap. Ath. 135 D.',, , a basket for fish,

etc., ap. Hesych.ivp,, , the Lat. op-

sonator, Ath. 171 A., , to buy fish, dainties,

etc , Ar. Vesp. 495, etc. ; cf. Amphis
Plan. 1

;
generally, to buy victuals,

Xen. Mem. 3, 14, 1
;
proverb.,-, ap.

Plut. 2, 709 A : from, ov, , {,)
one who buys fi^h Or victuals, a purvey-

or, Ar. Fr. 424. Hence. ,, practised inpur-
veying,, Ath. 313 F.,, , the purchase offish :

purveyance, Critias 50., (') to furnish

with provisions, to victual,.,
to furnish an army with supplies or

ftay, Died.—Pass., to be supplied, Po-
yb. 23, 8, 4. Hence, ov, b, a furnishing
with provisions, the pay and provisions

of an army, Menand. p. 289, Polyb. 1,

66, 7 ; 69, 7 ; but v. Lob. Phrj-n. 420.,,^., ov, , provisions, esp.

supplies and pay for an army, Lat. sa-

larium, stipendium, like,
Polyb. 6, 39, 12 ; in plur.. Id. 1, 67, 1 :

—questioned by the Atticists, Lob.
Phryn. 420.

11

, , , indecl. : si.xteenth letter

of Gr. alphabet. As numeral '—
80, but ^7=80,000. But m Inscrr.,

is for: [^1. |Hl, 1x1, [mI,
for , ., . -, ..
Changes of , esp. in the dialects,

— 1. as the hard labial, interchanges
with the soft , as in ,, :

—oft. also with the aspirate , which
is most common in Aeol. and Ion., as

for, for,-
for, for. ;

so also m Dor., esp. Lacon., Koen.
Greg. p. 344 ; and was retained, in

apostrophe, even before an aspirate,

by the Ion., as, ' /, '-, ', etc. : on the contrary
the aspirated form seems to have been
always preferred in Ait., as,-

for,? for,
for, etc., hoii. Phryn.

113.—II. in Ion. prose, becomes /c

in relatives and interrogatives, as

for iroffO^, Greg. Cor. \. 413 : this took
place in other words, also in old
Aeol. Greek, with the forms of which
the Lat. corresponds, as lupus,

equus, sepes, se-

quoT, oculus, Greg.
Cor. 579, sq.— III. in Aeol. is used
for , as for o/i/ia, for-, Greg. Cor. p. 580.—IV. in Aeol.
and Dor. is for r, as, for, for,
{spatiu7n} for, for-,ar)r. Koen. Greg,
p. 364, 615; ct. studeo,sludiu7n,-.—V. is sometimes interchanged
with , as in 7.6 /.,-, lepus.— VI. in

Aeol., and generally in poetry,
is oft. redupl. in relatives, as, for(i7r7?,elc.,

Greg. Cor. p. 588.— Vli. in poetry,

is inserted after , esp. in? and
cJofor and with
their derivatives., Dor. for or ; how ? Ar.
Ach. 785, Lys. 175.— II. , enclit..

Dor. for or, somehow, Theocr., shortd. Aeol. and Dor. for-., cf, and., Lacon. for, like

for, Ar. Lys.^, , >.=\, (\. v.,, the Latm Pagana
lia, Dion. H. 4, 15.'\, . a'l, Pagasae. the
port of lolcos, and afterwards of Phe-
rae, famed as the harbor from which
the Argo set out, subsequently merged
in Demetrias, Hdt. 7, 193; Ap. Rh.
1, 238. (On deriv. of name v. Strab.

p. 436.)^, a, ov, poet, -/, ,
ov, of or relating to Pagasae, Pagasae-
an, Ap. Rh. 1, 524 ; Apollo was styled

., from his temple in that place,
Hes. Sc. 70.^\7.. , fem. to foreg.,

Ap. Rh. 1, 319.^, ,, of Pagasae; b
. '/., the gulf of Pagasae ; now
gufof Volo, Strab. p. 438']\,, , Dor. for-. Mosch. 3, 78.^, , . ,^=11•

., Dem. 159, 26.^, , , Dor.= nJ7}'Cffor,

Pind. . 13, 91.

ilaalov, , , Pnngaeum, a
range of mountains on the borders of

Thrace and Macedonia, containing
gold and silver mines ; now Pundhar
Dagh, Pind. P. 4, 320 ; Hdt. 5, 16., ov, (,)
thoroughly ridiculous or absurd, Plat
Phaedr. 260 C., adv., v. sub., , , fem to sq.,

mother of all, Anth. P. 12, 97., ov, b, and-., b, (,, -p)fa
ther of all, Orph. H. 19, 5 ; 3, 1, etc., , (, *) of all

races or kinds.—2. with one's whole race,

in which signf, and-, were used as adv., Xanth. p. 182
;, Ael. . . 17,

27; cf Lob. Phryn. 515.. ov, for, (,,) holding the whole earth, .-, Orph. . 58, 8., ov, (,)
training all as a husbandman, Jo.seph., . , (,-) sweetest of all, Ar. Lys. 970.,. . (,)
wordiness, Pind. . 2, 157., , quite naked.



, (,) adv., with

all the vmrnen,- .,
with all their women and children, Dio
C. 41,9., ov, with angles all about.

1(, Aeol. for, 3 pi.

aor. pass from, 1!., ,, frozen .-frosty, cold,

Aretae.

}'70•,, , (.) icy coldness,

frost, hoar-frost, ice, Find. Fr. 74, 10,

Xen. Cyn. 5, 1.\-/, , {, 16)
frosty, ice-cold. Soph. Phil. 1071,

Arist. Mund. 5, 13., Ep. for, 3 aor. pass,

from, II. [}, , ,{/) strictly any
thing that fixes or holdsfast ." hence
STiare, noose, trap, Hdt. 2, 121, 2; the

toils used in fowling, ..
Soph. Fr. 378 (Virgil's puniceaeformi-

dine pennae), cf. Plat. Legg. 824 A
;

afowling-net, Xen. Cyr. 1,6, 39; cf..—2. metaph. a snare, stratagem,- (sed nunc Dind.-
), Aesch. Ag. 822. []

or, , Dor. for.),{) to layasnarefor,

LXX, N.T., a, ov,() firm, fast,

close, solid, lasting, -, a close,

well-formed argument. Plat. Epin. 984

D. Adv. , metaph.,

like, to say with confi-

dence or certainty, Plat. Rep. 434 D ;

so, , Theaet. 157 A,

ubi V. Heind. ; -, Id.

Tim. 49 D. [a] Hence, , , firmness, cer-

tainty., ,() to makefirm or

fast. Hence,, f], a makingfast, ap.

A. B. 1408.,, ,() like,
any thing which fixes or holds fast, a
tinare or trap, Batr. 117, Ar. Av. 194,

527.— 2. metaph. a trick, snare, of

women, Amphis Kovp. 1, Menand. p.

219; cf. Ar. Fr. 663.

—

U. -, the anchor which holds ships,

Anth. P. 6, ., ov, (,)
ever new fresh,, Aesch. Ag.
960..., ov,(,) quite or

utterly bad, ., a most unlucky

day, Hes, Op. 811: in moral sense,

tUterly bad, most evil or wicked,heoga.
149, Plat. Legg. 928 E, etc.: very

noxious. Id. Prot. 334 B.—Superl.. Soph. Ant. 742, Eur.
Med. 465.— Adv. -, . ,
Aesch. Cho. 729 ;. Id. Pers.

282;, Eur. Med. 1135., ov, utterly wicked.?, ov, also , ov. Plat.

Legg. 722 C, etc. (, /.) :
—all

beautiful, good or noble, Ar. Plut. 1018,

Plat. Symp. 216 E, etc.—Adv. -,
Eur. Bell. 20, 7; . . Plat.

Phaedr. 230 C., , ^,=sq., Eur. Fr.

103., , -f), an offering of all

kinds offruit, Soph. Fr. 464 .• from, ov,= sq.,^,
Theophr., cf. Anticlid. ap. Ath. 473

C, Harp. ibid. 648 B., ov, (,) of
all kin'L• of fruit,. Soph. El.

635 : rich in every fruit, rich in fruit,,. Find. P. 9, 101, 1. 4, 70
;

., produce ofall kinds. Plat. Ax,
371 C.. ov, (,-) mixed of all sorts, prob. L in

Philoxen. ap. Meineke Com. Fr. 3, p.

636.

,, , , (,
aavV)^^terly lewd, Ar. Lys. 137.

[]. ov, (,-) utterly accursed, abominable, Ar.

Lys. 588., , (,) all-

concealing, , Soph. . C.

1563., , , (,) at

Rhodes, the season when the vine was
pruned.

or-?..,(,
K?.aiij) all-lamented, much to he lament-

ed, most lament(le, Aesch. Pers. 822
;

. , i. e. death. Soph.
El. 1086.—II. act. mu^h weeping or

wailing, tearful. Soph. Tr. 652, Ant.
831.—On the form, v. sub-, ov, (,) all-

renowned, Castorio ap. Ath. 455 A.,, , Pancleon, an
Athenian against whom one of the
orations of Lys. is directed.1?., , , a sole inheritance,

fortune, possession, Aesch. Cho. 486,

Eur. Ion 814 : from?.. ov, (,) all-

inheriting, sole heir : ., a house
held in full possession, Eur. Ion 1542./., ov, dub. 1. for?.-., ov, (,) com-

mon to all, ., of Olympia, Find.

O. 6, 107,cf Soph. Ant. 1119; of death
and the nether world, Aesch. Theb.
608, Soph. El. 138 -.—universal, ., Eur. Tro. 425 ; .,
all the band together, Aesch. Cho. 459.. ov, (,)
lord of aU, Opp. C. 4, 21., ov, 6, (,) -

., where! must sleep, i. e. the

grave. Soph. Ant. 804 ; ., lb.

811., ov, (,) cover-

ed all over with dtist, .,
prizes gained by all kinds of contests.

Soph. Tr. 505., a, ov, (,)
common tn all the world.,,,,=^-,
Diosc. 4, 157., . (,) -
pnwerful, all-mighty, epith. of Jupiter,

Trag., as Aesch. Theb. 255 ; also, ., of his throne. Aesch. Pr. 389:
of the gods, Eur. Rhes. 231, etc.: of

things, ., Pind. . 4, , .,. Soph. Aj. 675, . C.
609 :

—

., their victo-

rious slayer, Aesch. Ag. 1648.., . Pancrates, an
Ale.xandrean poet, Ath. 677 D.—2.

another poet, an .\rcadian, Id. 13 B.
—3. an Aegvptian conjurer, Luc.
Philops. 34.—Others in Plut. ; etc., , ,()
full power or possession, Philo., to perform the exer-

cises of the or the-. Plat. Gorg. 456 D, Xen.
Hence, ov, 6, one who
practises the. Plat. Rep.
338 C, etc. ; title of plays by Alexis,

Philemon, etc. Hence, , , skilled in

the, cf. sub :

7/., the pancratiast's art,

Plat. Euthyd. 272 A.,, ov, ,()
strictly a complete contest, hence an
exercise of the Greek youths which
combined both wrestli__ng and boxing

(6 .

• ry ^,• ' ,, Arist. Rhet. 1, 5,
14), Hdt. 9, 105,' and freq. in Find.,
who celebrates several victories in the
Pancration in his Psem. and Isthm.
Odes.,,=,
Anth.,, , (,)
the sweetbread, Lat. pancreas, Arist.

. . 3, 4, 5.—II. a nickname given
by Tiinonto the skeptic Pyrrho. Diog.

L. 4, 33., (,) -, to row all in time (cf

II. 3), or with a great noise, Aesch.
Supp. 723., ov, quite concealed, dub., ov, (,) pos-

sessing all, Clem. Al., , , entire possession., , , a kind of bent-

grass, Ael. N. A. 14, 24., , (,) quite

crooked : .. the sacred olive-

tree in the citadel at Athens, because
of its dwarfed shape, Ar. Fr. 664, cf.

Miiller Archaol. d. Kunst (^ 371, 3.^, , , the Panj:ani, a
nomadic people in north of Cauca?
sus, Strab. p. 506., ov, (,) all-hos-

pitable, common to all. Soph. Fr. 68.?., ov,(, /.vu) thaw-
ed, ., the water from thawed
ice.,, , (,-) beingfrost-bitten., ov, , () firm-set rock,

esp. a mountain peak, (or, in Cum-
berland, pike), Od. 5, 405, 411 :—then,

generally, a hill, Hes. Sc. 439, Pind.

O. 10 (11), 59, I. 2, 47; esp.

(Ion.), the Areopagus at

Athens, Hdt. 8, 52, Aesch. Eum. 685
sq. ; also, -. Eur. L
. 1470 : cf.. (From same
root with sq.) [a], ov, 6, (B), (^,-) any
thing that has become solid, stiff, thick

or hard ; hence,

—

1. frozen water, ice,

frost. Soph. Phil. 293, Plat. Symp.
220 B, etc. ; also in plur., Aesch. Ag.
335, Soph. Ant. 357 ; also, dat. pi.

(as if from to ), Arist.

Probl. 12, 6; cf,,,.—2. the scum on the

surface of milk and Other liquids,

elsewh. (hence) :
—

also, the salt deposited by the evapora-

tion of sea-water : and poet, for ?.,
the sea, Lyc. 134.—2. the peritoneum,

Medic, [],., the Paguridae,

a name formed with comic allusion

to sq., in Luc. V. Hist. 1, 35.

-}', , , a kind of crab,

prob. the common crab. At. Eq. 606,
Arist. H. A. 4. 2, 3 ; in Plin. pagyrus,

Ital. paguro:—Lyc. calls the old Phoe-
nix by this name. (Either from-

alone, that which has a solid

coat : or from and, hard-

tail, shell-tail.) [], ,() to freeze or cur-

dle., , , Pagrae, a strong
place in Syria, Strab. p. 751., ov, 6. an unknown bird.-\, , , Panchaea, a fabled

island in the Erythraeummare, Strab.

p. 104.. ov, (,)
very hard, 7nost difficult and dangerous,

Xen. An. 5, 2, 20, Plat. Phaed. 85 C,
etc. Adv.-, Xen. An. 7, 5, 16. [}.^, ov, (. ?.)
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aii-brazen, all-brass, , {}, 1

Od. 8, 403; 11, 574; ofa man, 11.20,102.'.7,,=^.,, Od.

18,378; -if, Aesch.Theb.591 ; etc.,{,) gladdening

all, Herinapio ap. Amm. Marc. 17, 4,

22.—II. pass, viuch rejoiced., \'.,=, Orph. : but

the form in Anth. is very dub.. ov, (,) all-

satiating,. Soph. Fr. 579.. ov, {,)
goodfor all work,,. Ach. 936;, Xen. Mem. 2, 4, 5., ov, (,) all-

anointed :

stands without a subst. in Soph. Tr.

C61 of the robe anointed with the

blood of Nessus ; the Schol. supplies

; but this, as Dmd. remarks,

cannot be ; he proposes—the potent unction of persuasion ;—

a

word equally doubtful., ov, (,) all-

gold, of solid gold, 11. 2, 448, H. Horn.,

Hes. Th. 335. [v], ov,=foreg., Pind. O.

7, 4, P. 4, 121, Soph. El. 510, Eur., etc., adv. {, ) Ion. and

poet, for, quite, wholly, entirely,

altogether, Horn., and Hdt. ;

or /.^, c. inf., to believe

or hope fully that..., Hdt. 1, 31 ; 4,

135, etc. :—strengthd., ,
11. 14. 143; , 11. 12, 105;, Pmd. . 2, 150; also, Hes. Op. 262.—Also in

Att. poets, Aesch. Theb. 641, Ar.

Kan. 1531., 1 sing. subj. aor. pass, of., , (, )=-, Theophr., , , Pagondas, a

Boeotarch of Thebes, Thuc. 4, 91.—
Ace. to Eustath. father of Pindar.

—

2. a Theban of this name first con-

quered at the 01. games with the

chariot, Paus. 5, 8, 7.

tnaJc'.ypof, ov, b, the Padngrus, a

river of Persis, Arr. Ind. 39, 2.

+(5,, oi, the Padaei, an In-

dian nomadic people, Hdt. 3, 99.

(5, Dor. for., , ov, of or from the tree. []., . the Padusa (in Virg.

Aen. 11, 456), one of the arms of the

Padjis, Polyb. 2, 16, 11.

tlIa<5of, ov, 0, the Padus, now Po,

the principal river of Italy, flowing

through Gallia Cisalpina into the

Adriatic, Polyb. ; Strab. ; etc., ov, , a tree, perh. Lat. pru-

nus padus, Theophr. ; cf.
fTltaa, oi,Pazaiae, a city of In-

dia, Arr. Ind. 4, 5., () to make impas-

sioned. Dion. H. de Thuc. 23 :—Mid.
to represent passion, sjjeak, etc., with

passionate gestures, etc.. Id. Antiqq. 3,

73 ; of an orator, Id. de Lys. 9, Plut.

2, 447 F, etc. ; so of a mimic actor,

Anth. P. 5, 129; of a musician. Plut.

2, 713 A., for, Ep. 3 aor. of, Horn, [o], Ep. inf. aor. of,
for, Horn., inf. aor. of., , , =,,
mostly in first signf., s-nffering, pain,

misfortune, Pind.^P. 3. 73, 171, etc.,

Hdt. 1, 122, Soph., Plat., etc.
;, blindness, Hdt. 2, 1 1 1.,, : Aeol. pi. dat.7/ for-, ap. Eust. :

—

=^, a suffering, misfortune^ in
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plur., Hdt. 8, 136, Soph. Fr. 142, etc ;. opp.to -, Antipho 114, 19:

—

the lessons of experience, whence the

proverb, ,
Hdt. 1, 207.— II. a passive condi'ion,

such as results from suflering, feel-

ing, etc., a situation, state of jnind, opp.

to, Plat. Soph. 248 B, Rep.
437 C.—III. in Medic, an attack of
sickness.—IV. in plur., the incidents of

quantities, magnitudes, etc., Arist.

Anal. Post. J , 10, 4 ;

.. Id. Metaph. 1, 2, 9. Cf.,
[] Hence, , , liable to-, Sext. Emp. \•.-, Id. p. 68.

17],. , {,)
suffering or enduring, Arist. de Ani-

ma 3, 2, 7. [] Hence, . , subject to feelijig

ov passion, sensitive, Tim. Locr. 102
;

c. gen. lei, capable of feeling, Arist.

Eth. N. 2, 5, 2.—2. full offeeling, sen-

suous, impassioned, pathetic, ,
Arist. Rhet. 3, 7, 3 ; so,, lb. 2, 21, 13.— II. passive,, Arist. Categ. 8, 8:—and
freq. in Gramm. of verbs., , , (,)
one who has suffered, Menand. p. 331.

— II. subject to suffering or passion.

Cicero's patibilis ; to -, Plut. Peiop. 16, cf. Num. 8.—
III. liable to change, opp. to /,
ap. Plut, 2, 887 D., dap., to be a,
Anth. P. 11,73., , , () strictly

remaining passive : s-ubject to unnatural

lust, Lat. qui muliebria patitur, cf.

Juven. 2, 99., , vulgar form of,
Moer. p. 391., , , (,) skilled in judging of affections

or diseases, Galen., , , and in Joseph,, ,(,
the government of the passions, self-re-

straint., ov, killing passions./, , (,) to

treat of the, . Anton. 8, 13, Ga-
len., , , able to treat of
the : • (sc. ), the art

or science which treats of diseases, pa-

thology, Galen., , , excitement of the

passions., , causing bodily dis-

ease, Galen., , , (,)
suffering,— 1. ofthe \>oay,pain, Aesch.
Pr. 703, and freq. in Trag. ; hence also

the last suffering, death, Hdt. 2, 133.—2.

external, a distress, misfortune, misery,

calamity. Hdt. 1, 91 ; 5, 4, etc.; cf.

and : hence, ip-, to do an act which is a suffering

to another, do him a ynischief Hdt.

1, 137.—3. of the soul, any passive

emotion, passion, violentfeeling, wheth-
er love, hale, etc., , Thuc.
3, 84; , etc., Plat.;

opp. to (capacity for action),

and to (action), Arist. Eth. N.

2, 5 ; to ^pyav,, Plat. Phaedr.
245 C, Soph. 248 D; .
to e.xcite passion, Arist. Rhet. 3, 17,

8.—H. ani/ passive state, either of

body or soul ;— 1. outward or inward
condition, state, incident. Plat., etc. :

—

also, of things, their incidents,

the changes to which they are liable(-' ^.,
Arist. Metaph. 4, 21), -

.. Plat. Phaed. 96 C ; esp. in

relation to colour, quantity, magni-
tude, etc., Arist. Metaph. 1. c. ;. Id.

Rhet. 1, 2, 1, cf. Anal. Post. 1,7, 1.

—2. esp. of the mind, sensibility, a
feeling or natural taste, e. g. for art,

opp. to, Dion. H.—111. m
Gramm. the inflexion of a word, declen-

sion, conjugation, etc.

flava,ov,,Pahyniias, masc.
pr. n., Ath. 48 B., subj. aor. of, Horn.

Hat, vocat. from, Od., poet,

also, Od. 24, 192.

Huiav,, , Ion. and Ep. Tlai, (as always in Horn.;, and
later,. Paean. Paeon, the

physician of the gods, who, in 11. 5,

401, 899, cures the wounded Hades
(Pluto) and Mars, cf. Pind. P. 4, 481

:

hence,', physicians,

Od. 4, 232.—2. alter Horn., the name
and office of healing were transferred

to Apollo, hence invoked by the cry, Aesch. Ag. 146, Soph.
O. T. 154 ; so too. , Id. Tr.
221 : also his son Aesculapius : hence
also,—3. as appell. /siciCH ; and,
generally, a saviour, eleliverer, -

., Aesch. Fr. 229, cf. Eur. Hipp.
1373 : cf., and v. sub.
—II., Ion., a paean, i. e.

a choral song, a hymn or chant, addrcss-

eil to Apollo or Diana, the burden
being or , etc.. ut supra,
esp. in thanksgiving for deliverance
from evil, as in II. 1, 473, cf. ProcL
ap. Phot. p. 523:—strictly therefore

opp. to cries for help, wailing, and
the like. Soph. O. T. 5, 187, cf. Scho!.
Ar. Plut. 636 : also addressed to other
gods on like occasions, as to Neptune,
Xen. Hell. 4, 7, 4.—2. esp. a song of
triumph after victory, properly to
Apollo, II. 22, 391. sq. ; -.,

Aesch. Theli. 635; so in Xen. Hell.

7, 4, 36, etc. ; but also a triumphant
song even before battle, a war-song,

Aesch. Pers. 393, wliich was address-
ed to Mars, cf. Schol. Thuc. 1, 50.

—

The phrase was, -, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 58 ; out also,-?,?, cf. Zeun. Xen. Cyr.
7, 1, 26.—1. any solemn song or chant,

esp. at beginning an undertaking, in
omen of success, Thuc. 7, 75 ; so,. . Hom. . 517 ; also
sung at feasts, Xen. Symp. 2, 1.

—

See further Miiller's Literat. of
Greece, l,p. 19.—5. Aesch. also, by an
oxymoron, joins . ^,, -, Ag. 615, Cho. 151.—II)., paean-singers. .
Hom.. 518.—IV.= 7raioyIlI,Arist.

Rhet. 3, 8, 4.

illatuvia, , , Paeania, two bo-

roughs of Attica, both belonging to

the tribe Pandionis. Hence,, , of or belonging

to Paeania, Paeanian, Dem. 243, 15;, Hdt. 1, 60., f. -,( II) to chant

thepaean, singa song oftriumph, Aesch.
Theb. 268, Plat. Ax.' 364 D; used of

a song after dinner, Xen. Symp. 2, 1

:

— cf.-, , ,( II) belong-

ing to a paean, of the cry , Ath. 696
D.

'\TlaiavLov, ov, TO, Paeaniu^n, an
Aetolian town, Polyb. 4. 65, 3., ov, o, Paeamus, an
Elean, an Olympic victor, Paus. 6,

15, 10., , ,( ) of or

like a paean,, Pind. Fr. 103., , ,() the



^Jtanting of the paean, Strab. p. 422,

Dion. H. 2, 41 ; cf.., ov, 6,() one
who chants the paean., ov, tilting, compos-
ing paeans.,, b, Dor. for.
[], ^ , {) play,

sport :', &ate playing,

Eur. Bacch. 161., ov, .,=^,,
ploy, sport., , , poet, for-,, as if from,
Stesich. Fr. 68., not -, ,() like-, play, sport, a game, Hdt. 1, 94 ; 2,

173.

—

.=, At. Lys. 700., ov,( III,) writing playful poetry, Ath.
638 D.

-','', ov, like ?],
fond of a joke, Hdt. 2, 173., ov, v. 1. for --., , ,() play-

thing, toy,

{), Plat. Legg. 803 C, cf Polit.

288 C: oft. in plur.. Ephipp. Incert.

3, Plat. Legg. 797 B, etc. :—in plur.

alsO. a person to toy with, Lat. deliciae,

Ar. Eccl. 923, Plut. Ant. 9.—II. in

Theocr. 15, 50, the Aegyptians are

called , roguish cheats,

—unless here it be the ace. cognat.

after.—III. a sportivepoem, etc.,

Polyb. 16, 21, 12, and Anth. ; of The-
ocritus' poems, Ael. N. A. 15, 19 ; of

the jnerry chirp of the cicada, Mel.
111,6., ov,() sportive,

droll. Anth. P. 12, 212., , (, )
playful, sportive, merry, Plut. Ages. 2,

etc. : TO ., playfulness, Xen. Hell. 2,

3, 56 ; rb. Id, Symp.
2, 26., , officers at Sparta,:=~~, Ruhnk. Tim., ov. ,(-) a school-room or house, Dem. 313,
12.' Plut. Pomp. 6.^, , f. -, to be a^/, to guide, attend boys : to

lead or watch like a child, Soph. Fr.

623. Eur. Bacch. 193.—2. in genl. to

lead, guide, train, leach, freq. in Plat.

Hence,,, themethodof
a, plan of training, educat-

ing, Clem. Al.— II. the subject of edu-

cation, a pupil, like., ^,=sq. I, ?.-, Clem. Al., , ,()
the ojfice of a : a guiding,

attending, training boys : education.

Plat. Rep. 491 E.'etc. ; of trees, Plut.

2, 2, : generally, attendance, Eur.
Or. 883., , , suitable to a

teacher or to education : - (sc. -
), the art of training and teaching :

but also of tending, taking care of, -. Plat. Rep. 46 A.—II. in

gan\. guiding,forwarding. Adv. -,
Plut. 2, 73 A : from
1.-/, , (,,-) guiding, attending, and training

boys: usu. as subst., one who trains

and teaches boys,=za^: at

Athens strictly the slave who went with

a boy from home to school and back

again, a kind of tuinr. Hdt. 8. 75, Eur.

Ion 725, (cf Med. 53), v. omnino Plat.

Lvs. 208 C :—hence Phoenix is called

the :. of Achilles, Plat. Rep. 390

E, etc. ; and in Plut. Fab. 5, Fabius
is jeeringly called the -. of Han-
nibal, because he always followed

him about.—Cf Diet. Antiqq. s. v.., ov, , dim. from, [],., to behavechild-

ishly, Stob. : Irom, ov, , dim. from,
a young, little boy, Ar. Av. 494, Plut.

536 ; a Uttle girl. Id. Thesm. 1203 ;, young children, Id. Yesp.

I
568; cf Moer. p. 321.—II. a young
slave, Xen. Ages. 1, 21. [],, 6, like,
dim. from, Heliod., ov, 6, v...,(,)
childish, trifling, silly. Plat. Phil. 14

D, Nicoch. Incert. 7. Adv. -,
Polyb. 27, 2, 10., said to be a Dor. (or

Pythagorean) word for, to

warn, dub. in Iambi.: but cf -
/..,,=^•: dub.,

V. foreg.{', ov, , dim. from., Lacon. for,
fern. gen. plur. of participle, Ar. Lys.
1313; cf...,, ,() the rear-

ing or bringing up of a child, Aesch.
Theb. 18 : but esp. its training and
teachino, education, Opp. to. Ar.

Nub. 9'61. Thuc. 2, 39. Plat. Phaed.
107 D, Phil. 55 D, etc. ; for its con-
stituent parts, V. Plat. Rep. 376 E,
Arist. Pol. 8, 3.—2. then, generally,

mental culture, civilization, as we too
use education, (rendered bv Gell. 13,

16, humanitas). Plat. Prot. 327 D :

and so, objectively, the literature and
accomplishments of an age or people.
—3. the practice of an art, 6. g. of
music. Plat. Symp. 187 D.—4. the

culture of trees, Theophr. C. PI. 3, 7,

4.— 5. '/., ., the
twisted handiwork of Aeg^'pt, i. e.

(says the Schol.) ropes of papyrus,
Eur. Tro. 128.—II. youth, childhood,

Theogn. 1.305, 1348, cf. (To
be carefully distinguished from-
.), ov, ()^,

., songs to the boys (they
loved), Pind. I. 2. 5 ; ., Aesch.
Ag. 1242 ; ., a mother's cares,

Soph. Ant. 918 ; ., Plat.

Legg. 747 B, etc., , to be a-. Plat. Symp. 192 A, etc., ov, , (,) a
lover of boys, usu. in obscene sense,

Ij'eA. paedico, paedicator, Ar. Ach. 265,
Plat. Symp! 192 B.

_
Hence, ar, , puerorum amor.

Plat. Symp. 181 C. Hence, . . belonging to, Luc. de Dom. 4., ar. ?;, Lat. puerorum
amatrix, v. 1. Ath. 601 B.,,,^=,
Teleclid. Incert. 26 .—II. a plant

tvith ro.iy floivtrs used for wreaths,
Diosc. 3, 19, Nic. Fr. 2, 55.—111. a
kind of opal, Plin. 37, 5, cf Orph.
Lith. 280.—IV. a red pigment, rouge,

Alex. Isost. 1, 18.,, 6,() that

tvhich is reared up or educated, i. e. a
nursling, scholar, pupil, Eur. El. 887 :

freq. also in plur. for sing., Eur. Hipp.
11. Plat. Tim. 24 D; cf Pors. Or.
1051.—II. a thing taught, lesson,-/. Soph. Fr. 779 :

Plat. Legg. 747 C, Xen. Oec. 7, 6

;

I

, heaven-taught wis-
dom, Luc.

I ,,,() a rear-

:
ing, training, and teaching ; education,

I Hdt. 4, 78; a system of education, Ar.

I
Nub. 986 ; " '-

I

, his education by virtue,
Xen. Mem, 2, 1,34:—its result, tticti-

tal culture, learning, accomplishments,
\ Ar. Thesm. 175, Plat. Rep. 424 A.etc.
I
— II. fj ', our city is the school of

I Greece, Thuc. 2, 41.

j

, a, ov, verb, adj., from, to be educated. Plat. Rep.
526 C.—II., one must train

I

up, instruct, lb. 377 A., ov,, a school, Diod.
13, 27, Strab. : from,, o,=sq., ov, , ( ) a
teacher, master, tutor. Plat. Rep. 493
C, etc.—II. a chastiser, N. T. Hence,,,fittedfor teaching,, Tim. Locr. 103 :—;; -
(sc. ), education. Plat. Soph.
231 ; so, TO, Plut.
Lycurg. 4., , , to be taught,. Plat. Prot.
324 : from, f -, () to bring
up, rear a child,. Soph. Fr. 433: but usu.,—2.
opp. to, to train and teach,

educate. Soph. Tr. 451, Eur., Plat.,

etc. : hence also of animals, like.—Construct., . ,
to educate in or by... as,..
Plat. Rep. 522 A, 530 A ; also ., to teach one thing. Plat.
Rep. 414 D ; and so, c. ace. rei only,
to teach a thing, Arist. Pol. 8, 3, 1 ;

also, . , Lys. 190, 33

;

, Plat. Gorg. 519 ; ,
Xen.. 29 : also, ., c inf

,

as, Hdt. 1, 155 ; and with
inf omitted, . ,
(sc. ). Soph. . C. 923, Eur.
Andr. 602.— So in pass.,, Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 3, freq. also
c. ace. rei, to be taught a thing, Plat.,

etc. ; and c. ace. cognato,, Hdt. 4, 78 : -, a man of education, one who
is versed in a science or art, opp. to

or fa layman),
Plat. Legg. 658 D, Xen. Cyr. 5, 2,

I 17;cf Epich.p.80:—Mid. to have any
! one taught, educated, etc.. Eur. Incert.

I 38, Plat. Meno 93 D ; but so also in

[

act., as lb. E, Prot. 319 E.—Cf -
[

.—3. to accustom, use to a thing,
' TO ., Xen. Mem. 1, 3,

5. — 4. to chasten, discipline, 3, chastened sauciness,
1
Aristotle's definition of wit, Khet.
2, 12, 10.—5. fo chastise, punish, N. T.

I

, , iov, Ion. for.,, ,() childish play,
' sport, pastime. liKe, opp. to. Plat. Rep. Coi B, etc. ; ., to play a game, Ar. Plut.
1056 ; , in sport, Thuc.

' 6, 28 ; .. Plat. Crat. 406 C ;
-

Kul /.. Id. Crito 46 D ;, to be done in fun, la.

Phaedr. 265 C :—metaph..

! 6?.... , will
seem mere child's play, Aesch. Pr.
314 : Plato plays on the words
and, Legg. 656 C ; cf. sq., not -, ;), v. 1. for

.,,, darling, love, but
USU. of buy, and though plur. always
relating to a single person, Lat. ama-

, sins, deliciae, Soph. Fr. 165, Thuc 1,
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132, cf. Heind. Plat. Phaed. 73 D:
hence used with masc. adj., Thuc.
1. c, Stallb. Phaedr. 238 :—also of
a girl, Cratin. . 7, Eupol. Incert.

38; metaph. of all that is pursued
with ardor or pleasure,

Tu . .. Plat. Gorg. 482 A ; cf
Lob. Phryn. 420.

—

U.=.
-^. (sc. ]), songs to or
about a beloved boy, as that of Theocr.
29.—Neut. from, ij, ,{) belonging to

a child, whether boy or girl, but more
usu. the former, Lat.pucn/is, childish,

boyish. Soph. Fr. 721, Ar. Lys. 415,

Fiat., etc.—2. playful, sportive,

1., Plat. Crat. 406 C, cf. Xen. Ages.

8, 2 ; so, adv. -, opp. to.
Plat. Crat. 406 C. — II. belonging

to, or beloved youth

(cf.) : ., /ore-songs,

Bacchyl. 12, cf. foreg. Ill ; .,
a foue-tale, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 27 :

—

(from in this signf. come
Lat. paedicare, paedico, paedicator.), adv., frorn childhood,

from a child, N. T. : from, , , dim. from, a

little or young child, Hdt. 6, 61, Ar.

Pac. 50, Plat., etc.: Proverb.,, father's own son,

a chip of the old block, A. B. ; so.

., Strab.— II. a young
ilave-lad, Ar. Ran. 37, Nub. 132., ,^^,. Antim. 4, 32., ov, , dim. from, Strab., Luc. D Mort. 27, 7., , , a house for
girls, a brothel, Ath. 437 F : from, , , dim. from ,
a young girl, maiden, Xen. An. 4, 3,

11 ; ., Plut. Cic. 41.— II. young
female slave, Lys. 92, 41, Isae. 58, 13 :

esp. a prostitute, Hdt. 1, 93, Plut.

Pericl. 24, ('ato Maj. 24, etc. :—the
Gramm. deny that its use for slave

was correct, cf Lob. Phryn. 239.,, , dim. from ,
a young boy or son, boy, Xen> Hell. 5,

4, 32., ,(,) fond
of play, playful, Lat. ludibundus, Ion
a,p. Ath. 003 F, Arist. Eth. N. 7, 7, 7.

—II.{)=, childish., . , also , Anth.
P. 6, 269, (strictly shortd. from-, as from, etc.)

childish, silly, Aesch. Ag. 479 :

for ., Anth. P. 7, 632.

—II. as subst. 7rai(5t'of.=o ,, a
boy. lad, Od. 21,21: 24,338., oi>,{,) child-

enling ; ., said of Thyestes,
Aesch. Cho. 1068, ubi olim-., , {,)
keeping boys, Luc. Lexiph. 13.,, v. 1.. for-,.
q. . Hence, , , an eating of
children., (, ), fea.st at which children were
eaten, Lyc. 1199.,, , an old child,

dotard.,, ,(.)
begettmo of children, Plat. Symp. 208
E, etc. Hence,,,^=,^ :' (sc. ), a festival at a

child's birth, Diod. Ejcc. p. 595, 3., ov,{,) beget-

ting boys or children, on the

person of a woman, Eur. Supp. 628 :

-fpossessing the power ofgeneration, .,, Pseudo-Phoc. 173|.
IQSO

—II. giving generation vigour, making
fruitful,, Anth. : . ,
a spring tvith aphrodisiac properties,

Theophr. H. PI. 9, 18, 10, Ath. 41 F.,,, v. sub'., {) adv., from child-

hood, ihyc. 1. Luc. (?) Philopatr. 19., , to take care of a

child, Anth. P. 7, 623 : and, , , the care, educa-

tion of a child : from, ov, (,) tak-

ing care of. educating children..,, ,{,)
boy-raven, \. e. greedy after boys,

Anth. P. 12, 42.. a late bad word for, Erot., , to murder children,

Eur. H. F. 1280 : and, , , child-murder,

Phi : from, ov, {,)
child-murdering, Soph.Ant. 1305, Eur.
H. F. 835., , , murderess of
her children, Eur. Med. 849, Anth.
Plan. 138: fem. from..,,),^=.,,,=,
Anth. P. 3, 3 ; so,.,,,{,)

child-murderer, Aesch. Theb. 726,
Eur. Rhes. 550., ov, , (, 7\.)
ruining, destroying children, Aesch.
Cho. 605, with a fern, subst. [*]1&], , {.)
having learnt or being taught in child-

hood, Hipp. 2 ; 7. , Antidot.

rot. 1 ; , Polyb. 3, 71, 0.

Hence, , , a learning in

childhood, Hipp. 2., , {,)
mad after boys, Anth. P. 5, 19, 302,
Plut. 2, 88 F. Hence,, , inad love of boys.

Pint. 2, 769 B.,,,{,-) school-festival. Theophr. Char.
22 (Didot) ; cf Bremi Aeschin. Ti-
march. () 5, Diet. Antiqq. s. v. Mou-
seia p. 613., , to be a',
(Artemid. 2, 30?): and, . , the office of a, Arist. Pol. 6, 8, 23 : from, ov,{,) taking

care of boys :, magistrates
who superintend the education ofyouths,
esp. at Sparta, Xen. Lac. 2, 2, cf. lb.

11'; and Arist., Pol. 4, 15, 13, says it

was an aristocratic institution, cf. lb.

7, 17, 5, and v. sub., , , {,)
spying after boys, and 80=:•

; cf,-,. \_1\, ,{) to

beget children, of the man, Ar. Eccl.
615

; , Eur. Heracl. 528 :

also of the woman, . ., to

cohabit with. Soph. El. 589 :—more
commonly as dep. mid., of the man,
Eur. Or. 1080, Plat. Rep. 449 C, Xen.
Mem. 2, 2, 4 ; , Aeschin.
52, 3. Hence, ov, able to beget

children.^,,,=.
Plat. Legg. 947 D.,,6,=:,
dub., , , begettim; or
bearing children, procreation. Plat. Rep.
423 E, Sy.mp. 192 A, etc. : from, , {,) he•

getting or hearing children,, Eur.
Andr. 4

;
generative,^ fldt. 6,

68 ; -, Eur. Pnoen. 338., ov. {,)
through wim.h a child passes,,
Anth. P. '>, 311., , to sow, i. e. beget

children. Plat. Phaedr. 251 A : from, ov, {,)
sowing, i. e. begetting children, Ar. Fr.
328.,, , poet, for., ov, {.) be-

getting or bearing children, Nonn., , , the art of a, Meineke Archipp. In-

cert. 7., ov, , the school of
a()., , to teach boys wrest

ling : generally, to train, exercise, prac-

tise, . , Dem.
771,26 ; metaph., ., Plut.

Cic. et Dem. '.—\\.^,
Anth. P. 12,34,222: from, ov, , {,)
who teaches boys ivrestling, a gymnastic-
master, Ar. Nub. 973, Antipho 123, 7,

Plat, etc. ; iv, at his
school, Ar. Eq. 1238 : generally,

trainer, teacher, master, Luc.—11.=, [], , v. 1. for, q. v., if, , belonging to

a : - (sc.), the

art of the, the art ofwrest

ling, IsQcr. Antid. ^ 194, Arist. Pol.

8, 3, 13. Adv. -, like a gymnastic
master, Ar. Eq. 492.

TlaioOTpiip,, , {,)
a slave thai attends upon the children or
household slaves, iormed like,,
Luc. Tim. 14; nisi legend., , to rear children,

Ar. Lys. 956, Luc. D. Mer. 2, 1 :

and, , ;, the rearing nf
children. Plat. Rep. 465 C, etc. : from, ov, {, )
feeding, rearing children, Simon. 18

; 7
., a mother. Eur. H. F. 902 ; ~..
Soph. O. C. 701, cf Hesych.. ov,{,)
woundedby children ; ., wounds
and death at children's hands, Aesch.
Eum. 490., , {, *)=::, Eur. Ion 175. Hence, , .=.
Plat. Legg. 775 C: also,= )/Dv^ ^^-

(abstract for concrete). Soph.
O. T. 1248.,, , contr. for., , {) rich in

children, the fem. in Callim. ap. Schol.
Soph. Tr. 308 ; cf.., ov, {,-
child-devouring, Pind. Fr. 143. [a], , to kill children : to

seduce boys, Clem. Al. ; and, , , a ruining, se-

duction of boys, Clem. Al. : from, ov, {,)
ruining, seducing boys.,,{?) to love

boys, like, fSolon. 4, If,

Theogn. 1318, 1315 : in pass., of the
boy. Plat. (Com.) Incert. 47., , o,=sq., Theogn.
1357, Teledid. Incert. 26 A. [], ov. {,) lov-

ing boys.=:. — 2. fem., epith. of Ceres, Orph.
H. .39. 13., ,=:, Q.
Sm. 2, 322., , to hill children ; and



' Tlaiduipovia, , , child-murder,

Piut. 2,727 D: from, ov,(,) kill-

ing children, 11. 24, 506, Eur. Med.
1407 ; TT., the accident or

calamity of having killed a son, Hdt.

7, 190 ; ., the blood of slain

children, Eur. H. F. 1201.,,,=,
Philo., , to bear waft away
a boy,, Mel. 7 ; from, ov, (,) bear-

ing away children or a hoy.,, ,{,)
one who guards boys, Bockh Inscr. 2,

p. 482. [], , {) to get with child.

Hence, , the procreation of chil-

dren, Joseph., f. and:
aor. 1 in good Att. always ,,
and pf. pass, (notwith-

standing that the same forms belong

to) : aor. pass, : later

writers, as Plut., have the more
analogous forms, aor., pf. -, pass,, Lob. Phryn.

240, Stallb. Plat. Euthyd. 278 C,

Horn, has usu. pres. and impf. ; im-

perat. aor., only in Od. 8,

251 : (). Strictly, to play like a

child, to sport, play, Od. C, 106 ; 7, 291

(never in II.), Hdt. etc. ; to jest, joke,

Hdt. 2, 28 ; opp. to. Plat.

Legg. 636 C ; to trifle, Hdt. 9, 11.—2.

to dance, Od. 8, 251; 23, 147, Hes.
Sc. 277 ; and in Mid., lb. 299 : so,

often in Ar.—3. to play (a game),) ., to play at ball, Od. 6, 100
;

so, . , Plat. (Com.)
Ztiif. 1 ; , for a stake :, with others, Hdt. 1, 114

;

also, c. ace. cognato, .,
Anacr. 53 ; . , Ar.

Piut. 1055-7, cf. Plat. Ale. I, 110 B.—4. to play (on an instrument), H.
Hom. Ap. 206.—5. to sing. Pmd. O. 1,

24, referring however also to the
dance ; cf..— 0. to play amor-
ously, IS'ake Choeril. p. 245.—7. ., to make sport of one, mock
him, Eur. H. F. 952. Plat. Euthyd.
278 C ; ., to jest upon a thing,

Plat. Phaed. 89 B.—8. transit, c. ace.

rei, to treat jocosely, satirize, Luc.
Nigr. 20 ; hence in pass.,, Hdt. 4, 77, cf. Plat.

Phaedr. 278 B, Tmiarch. ap. Ath.

501 :—in Grainm., of words played
or coinedfor the jokers sake., a, ov, healing, like, Anth. Plan. 270 : fem.,, Anth. : and, ,)' '''* healing art:

from,, . Ion. for,, Paeon, the physician of the
gods, Hom.— II. as appellat.

for, a festal song, II. Plura
V. sub.',, , , as adj.^Haijyo-, Anth., , ,() dancer or

player, Leon. Tar. 84 ; fem.,
Orph. H. 2, 9. Hence, ,, of, fitfor, practised

in playing, etc. Adv. -., , ,() played with,

joked upon, comical., Ep. acc. sing, from,.
Rh., barbarism for,
Ar. Thesm. 1114.

'\\.., ol. the Paeenes, Paeo-
nians, a people inhabiting the districts

on the rivers Strymon and Axius, and

the countries to the north of Mace-
donia, II. 2, 848 ; Thuc. 2, 96 ; etc. ;

V. MuUer Dor., vol. 1 , Append. 1 , . 22
transl.—In Hdn. the Pannonians, 2,

9; etc.

iUaiovia, , , Paeonia, a large

country north of Macedonia, II. 17,

350 : Hdt. 3, 13 ; etc. : v. Midler,

Dor. vol. 1, Append. 1, ij 11 transl.

iTlaov7|, , b, son of Paeon,

i. e. Agastrophus, a Trojan, II. 11,

339.—!n pi. oi, descendants

of Paeon, son of Antilochus, Pans. 2,

18, 9.-2. In Ar. Lys. 852, pr. n.,

with obscene allusion to, or, whence Enger reads, with
Bentley,, v. ad 1./, ov, 6, v. 2.^, , , of or relating to

thePaeovians or Paeonia, Paeonian,.
?], Thuc. 2, 96 : , sc.

, Hdt. 7, 125, v. Miiller quoted sub.— In late wr. confounded
with, Dio C. ; etc.,, , fem. to foreg.

;

Hdt. 4, 33.

illaio~?.ai, , oi, the Paeoplae, a

Paeonian race around Pangaeum,
Hdt. 5, 15., , , Paeus, a city in

western Arcadia, Hdt. 6, 127., , to be subtle, artful

;

yvvTj, a cunning woman,
Suid. s. V. ?/ : from, , , (redupl. from -
7. or, like ?. from) the fiyiest flour or meal, Lat.

pollen, flos farinae : any fine dust, cf.?] :—hence metaph., of a subtle talker, Ar. Nub.
260 ; and in the literal signf , lb.

262 : cf. sq. [a]'/., , like-, of a subtle fellow, ., Ar..
430 ; cf. Aeschin. 33, 24 ; cf..
[]7, ov, subtle, sly. \a], redupl. for,
Hesych.17.,, , an old Ep.
word of rather uncertain signf ; in

Hom. epith. of hills,, 11. 13, 17;, Od. 10, 97 ; also, .,
Hes. Th. 860 ; ofMimas and Cynthus,
H. Hom. Ap. 39, 141 : of mountain-
paths,, II. 12, 168, Od. 17, 204

;

, 11. 17, 743 ; of the rocky
islands Imbros, Chios, Samos, Ithaca,

11. 13, 33, Od. 3. 170; 4, 671 ; 11,480,

H. Ap. 172. The best general signf.

for all these cases is craggy, nigged,

but the origin is very dub. Danim
derives it from,, cf.,. Herm.
. Hom. . 39, refers it to,. Lat. crispare, torquere, in

the signf. twisted, crooked, Lat. torluo-

sus, flexus ; this however scarcely

accords with any sense of.
Schneider seems to refer it to ?.?,
by comparing it with?., rough,

toilsome, wearisome, Lat. diflicitis., op, later form for-, q. v. ; Call., Dian. 194, has
, steeps and

crags.,,(2,)
of a subtle, wily nature.(?). ov, , Pirisades, an
elder and a younger, rulers of Bos-
porus, Strab. p. 309.,, and , gen. plur., only Dor., dat. plur.. in Horn., Hes.. and Ion.-

: in Ep. nom. oft. as dissyll.

TTUif, which Buttm. and Herm. pro-

pose to restore always in Horn., un-
less the verse requires it to be mon-

osylL, whereas Wolf so writes it only
where the second syll. begins a foot,
and is long by position or in arsis,
which agrees with the usage of :

besides the nom., the vocat. is

found once in Hom. with i in arsis,

Od. 24, 192: acc. , . Rh. 4,
697 ; cf. Jac. A. P. p. 37, Spitzn. Exc.
vi. ad II.—I. in relation to descent,

child, whether ., a son, or rr., a
daughter, Horn., and Hes. : also of an
adopted son, II. 9, 494 ; , a
child's child, grandchild, II. 20, 308

;

, Pind. . 7, 147, etc.:

of animals, Aesch. Ag. 50, Pers. 578:
—metaph., Pind. calls wine,. 9, 124 (as, reversely, the vine
is the mother of wine, Eur. Ale. 757),
cf. Chaerem. ap. Ath. 608 C ; and
Echo is , Eur.
Hec. 1110: periphr. in phrases like

oi , sons of the Lyilians,

i. e. the Lydians, Hdt. 1, 27 ; cf. 5,

49 ; ?., i. e. physi-
cians, Plat. Rep. 407 ; oi

., Id. Legg. 769 ; so, ()J]to•, i. 6. orators, Luc. Gymn. 19, etc.

—II. in relation to age, a child ; .,
boy, youth, lad, , a girl :, , Hom. ; also with

another subst., , a boy-
swineherd, II. 21, 282 ; ^j; -, Pind. . 3, 125 ;

',, Aesch. Cho. 755, Plat. Prot.
310 ; opp. to,,
Xen. Symp. 4, 17, Cyr. 1, 2, 4 ;

or, from a child, from
childhood, Plat. Rep. 374 C, 386 A,
etc. ; '. Id. Legg. 694
D; ,
to be just out of one's childhood , Xen.
Hell. 5, 4, 25 ; cf /.—2. later

freq. a beloved boy or grrl, Anth.

—

III.

in relation to condition, like hat. puer,, ., a slave, and in genl. a senant,
maid, etc., Aesch. Cho. 653, Ar. Ach.
395, etc. : esp. in Att., and for persons
of all ages, Moer. p. 297 ;

— as the
French use gar^on, and we say ' posl-
6oi/.'—2. ., oft., like , for

a courtesan, as they were mostly slaves
or foreigners.— IV., like,
was prop. n. of Proserpina in relation

to her mother Ceres.

Hiiic. , V. foreg., Dor. for.^, , oi, the inhab. of
Paesiis, Strab. p. 589., , oi, the Paesicae, a
Persian people between the Ox us and
laxartus, Hdt. 3, 92, with v. I. Uav-.̂, ov, , Paesus.^,
q. v., II. 5, 612, Hdt. 5, 117.\, ov, 6,?., the sinus

Paestanus, west of Italy, Strab. p.

251 : Irom, q. v., verb. adj. from,
one must play. Plat. (Com.). 1., , , () playful,
sportive.

ilao, ov, , Paestum, a city of
Lucania, the earlier Posidonia, Strab.

p. 231.^, , , of the Paeti ;, sc. , the coitntry of tk.e

Paeti. Arr. An. 1, II, 4.\, . oi. the Paeti, a people
of Thrace. Hdt. 7, 110., (redupl. form from -,) to look wildly, to stare wildly

about,', II. 2, 450; in Hipp., tn he

mad : later, generally, to run iiildbj

about, rush. Lat. mere, Ap. Rh. 4,

1442 ; to quiver, hat. patpilare. Opp. G
2, 250, H. 2, 288.
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, fut. usu., more
rarely, but aor. enacaa : perf.: aor. pass,. To
strike, smite, whether with the hand,
with a rod, or weapon, like,
Hdt. 3, 137, Aesch., etc. : .

», Hdt. 9, 107 ; -, Aesch. Theb. 901 ;', Soph. Ant. 171 ;
'

. , lb. 1315; ., . Nub. 549;, Xen. Cyr. 4,6,4;, Aesch. Pers. 409
;

. (sc. '), Xen. An. 5,

8, 12 ; '.
(sc.) ; Soph. Ant. 1307 :

—

sometimes reversely, .^, Eur. Or. 1472, of. :

mid., , he smote
his thigh, Xen. Cyr. 7, 3, 6 :—rarely,

like, of missiles, Xen. Cyr. 6,

4, 18, An. 1, 8, 2G, and Pint. — 2. of
sexual intercourse, like and
Lat. tundo, Ar. Pac. 874.—3. to hit

hard in speaking, like ,
Ar. Ach. 086.—11. intr. to strike against,

to dash, knock, beat,fall against or upon,
like, Lat. illido, ', Aesch. Pr. 885

;

so, ., Xen. An. 4,

2, 3, ubi Schneid. e conj.
;

hence,^,.
(With of. Lat. pavio, pavimentuin,
depavio and obpavio in Festus.), f., to eat, '
u?u , Ar. Ach. 835.—(He-
sych. gives as one interpr. of•, and Elmsl. ad 1. c. connects
this signf. with,,
Lat. pasco : — but perh. it is only a
modification of, to strike,—nmch
as is used in Ar. Pac. 25.),, , like', Paeon,
the physician of the gods, the god of
medicine ; in Ar. Plut. 636, of Aescu-
lapius : hence, generally, a physician,
healer, Aesch. Ag. 99, 1248 ; .,
Soph. Phil. 108.— II. like, a
solemn song or chant, Aesch. Cho.
343.—in. in prosody, a paeon, a foot
consisting of three short and one long
syll., with four variations, - -./ ^ -,
,./_vyw, ww-^ and ^^^-.^, , , a Paeonian ; as
adj. Paeonian,, Eur. Rhes.
541.— II. as masc. pr. n.. Paeon, son
of Endymion, Paus. 5, 1, 4.—Others
in Plut. Thes. 20, etc.^, , , Paeonaeus, one
of the Curetes, Paus. 5, 7, 6., ov, , () like, a physician's fee.,,^^., , ,() like-, the peony, Theophr.—2. an
antidote, named after its discoverer
Paeon : al..,, , v. sub.),=, Hdt. 5, 1,

Ar. Eq. 1318, Thuc, etc. :—pass, in
3 sing., the paean is sung, Aesch. Fr.
147 ; so, , Thuc.
1, 50., , , () belong-

ing to Paeon, skilled in medicine, of. sq.

—II.( IIL) consisting of paeons., ov, , a hospital, Crates
Ther. 2., a, ov,() belonging
to Pneon or medicine, heali?ig,,
Aesch. Supp. 1067

;. Id. Ag.
848 : cf. Soph. Phil. 1345 : c. gen.,, Soph. Tr. 1208 ;-^ Anth. . 9,

420: — , the healing •

art, medicine, Anth. P. 11, 382; SO,,, :
—

:
—, festival ofPaeon, Ar. Ach.

i032

1213.—IL in Aesch. Pers. 605,-
., seems rather to refer to

the paean or song of victory.^,, ov, h, Paeonius, a statu-

ary of Mende in Thrace, Paus. 5,

10, 8., ov, 6, =,
Thuc. 7, 44.^, , , Pacate, a courte-
san of Larissa, beloved of Alexander,
Luc. Imag. 7 : in Ael. V. H. 12, 34,., ov, , Pacorus, son of
Orodes, a Parthian prince, Strab.

p. 748., -, -, Dor. for,
etc., qq. v., .() tofasten, make
fast, close. Archil. 117:,
to rnakefast the house. Soph. Ai. 579

;

. 7 k7Jj-, Ar. Lys. 265, hence also—2.

to stop up, stop, caulk,

Ty, Hdt. 2, 96, ubi v. Valck.

;

7. , Ar. Vesp.
128.—3. to bind fast,, Anth. P.
10, 23.^, , ol, the Pactyes, a
people of Asia, Hdt. 7, 67 ; v. sub

.^, , , Pactya, a city of
the Thracian Chersonese, on the Pro-
pontis, Hdt. 6, 30 ; Strab. p. 331.. ov Ion. . , Pactyes,
a Lydian, an ofl'icer under Cyrus,
Hdt. 1, 153, sqq.—II. Mt. Pactyes, in

the territory of Ephesus, Strab. p.

636.'[. , {/, sc. , the terri-

tory of the Pactyes, a district of cen-
tral Asia, in the same with the', Hdt. 3, 93 : hut also bor-

dering on India, hi. 3, 102 ; 4, 44. and
hence Rennel supposes two of this

name.ia, ov, b, the Pactohis, a

river of Lydia rising in Mt. Tmolus
and falling into the Hermus, and
flowing with golden sands, now Ba-
gouly, Hdt. 5, 101., a, ov, of Pactolus,
Lye. 1352.,, , () a light

boat which might be taken to pieces
and put together again at pleasure,
Strab. p. 818., , , a fastening or
putting together., ov, 6, () a
sprinkling,? -, Aesch. Fr. 329., , , sort of shape or
cake 7nade nf preserved fruit, mostly of
figs, but also of olives, grapes, etc.

(like our damson-cheese), Hdt. 4, 23,

cf. Luc. Pise. 41, Amynt. ap. Ath. 500
D, Wessel. Diod. 17, 67. [], , ,=, Pole-
mo ap. Ath. 478 D. [2a],, , — foreg., Strab.

p. 99., ov, ,=, dub., , (, )
like a, Diosc. 1, 80., adv., long ago, in olden

time, in days of yore, in lime gone by,

Horn. ; opp. to. II. 9. 527 ;?, Ar. Pint. 1002. — II. formerly,
erst, before, denoting no duration of
time, but merely the past : also of
time just past. opp. to the present, 11.

23, 871 ; opp. to, II. 9, 105, Soph.
Ant. 181 : hence ?, comes to
mean not long ago, but now, just now,
Aesch. Pr. 845, cf. Valck. Hipp.
1095, Stallb. Plat. Apol. 18 B, Xen.
Oec. 18, 10 ; but opp. to, Plat.

Theaet. 142 A :—so, , Hdt.

1, ; 4, 180, and freq. in Att. :—6, ^
for , , Pind.

L 2, 1. Soph. . . 1, etc. Cf. -, [], ov, long-lived.[, ov, , old Byblus,
in Phoenicia, Strab. p. 755.'\, ov, , Palae-
gambrium, a city of Aeolis, on the
coast of Asia Minor, Xen. Hell. 3,

1,6., , (, *)
bom long ago, i. e. aged, full of years,
ancient, , addressed
to Phoenix, II. 17, 561

; ., Od.
22, 395 ; .,, Molpac
Aesch. Pr. 220, 873, Eum. 172

; .. Id. Ag. 1637; (5<, Eur. Med.
421, etc., , , the olden time,
antiquity, v. 1. Orph. Lith. 182: from, ov, =,
Pind. O. 13, 70; 14,5.'\,, , =,-
lyb. 5, 3, 4.., ov,{,)
of old renown, Philo.7/, , old in years.', , for ,
Gramm., ov, (,)
established long ago ; generally, an-
cient, old,. Ion ap. Ath. 634 F., , as if from•

for,—, to wres-
tle or fight, Pind. P. 2, 112.', , , the festival of
Palncmon, Lat. Portunalia.\', ov, 6, an Argonaut,
= sq. 2, Ap. Rh. 1, 202.,. , Palaemon, masc.
prop, n., sU\ct\y=, and so
as a name of Hercules ; or (more freq.)

of Melicertes, son of Ino, who was
adored under this name as a sea-god
friendly to the shipwrecked, cf. Virg.
G. 1, 437, Aen. 5, 823: in Lat. also
Portunus.-\— 2. son of Vulcan or
Aetolus, an Argonaut, Apollod. 1,9,
10: cf..—3. son of Her-
cules and Autonoe, Apollod. 2, 7, 8., , =,
Ar. Nub. 358., ov, =.
Plat. (Com.) Xant. 1, Anth. Plan.
295., , (,)
to speak of or examine antiquities, App.
Hispan. 2.,, , (,) ancient mother, Eur. Supp.
028. [], ,=.. Ath.
182 D.1?, , , an old
rogue, Lat. veterator., , one that ?nourned
long, opp. to., ov, (,?) rich from early times, like, Thuc. 8, 28 ; opp. to., , , (,) Old-toum, Pularpolis, a name
given to Parthenope, the city sup-
planted by Naples (1^7', New-
town)., ov, gen., old
in bttsiness., ov, a cobbler, []?, ov, (?,)
with old roots, Luc., , , () old, aged,
Hom., etc. ; i) , II. 14,

108, etc. ; . lb.

130 ; also, ., ., 13,

432 ; 19. 340.—2. ancient, ofolden times,

II. 11, 166, Od. 2, 118; .



, Plat. Gorg. 499 C ; ^ .-, Id. Rep. 329 A : /,
as adv. like , anciently, for-

merly, Hdt. 1, 171, Plat., etc. ;/., Plat. Crat. 420 ; also, e/c/, from of old, Hdt. 1, 157,

Antipho 115, 23 ;
'

joined, Lys. 107, 40, Dem. 597, 18

(cf. Soph. Tr. 555),—as in Lat. prisca

et vetusta, Ruhnk. Veil. Pat. 1, IC, 3.

—0pp. to and, Hdt. 9, 26.

—3. old, in a good sense, as .,
Od. 2, 340 ; freq. in Pind., . /,,, etc. : and so more strong-

ly, time-honoured, venerable,~ 77-, quae hominihus

antiquissima sunt, Antipho 141,34:
but,— 4. in bad sense, antiquated, ob-

solete, like, Aesch. Pr. 317,

Soph. O. T. 290.—5. also iveak or silly

from age, doting, cf. II.—II.

regul. compar. and superl.,-, Pind. N. 6, 90, Thuc, etc.;/., Thuc, etc.—The more
usual forms,/,
(from ),^ Pind. P. 10, 90, N. 7,

65, and .\tt. ; /.,from old

time, Hdt. 1,G0.—Cf.. [at not

unfreq. in Att., Eur. El. 497, cf. Ar.

Lys. 988, Gaisf. Hephaest. p. 21G.]

Hence,, , age, length of
time, antiquity, obsoleteness, Eur. el.

105G, Plat. Crat. 421 D; . -, Id. Rep. 609 F : — dotage,

Aeschin. 33, 34., ov,{,)
having brought forth long ago, opp. to, Aretae./., ov, of ancient fash-

ion : by aticient custom., ov, b, a cobbler./, ,(",-
uai) appearing old, Geop.

,, 6, ,(?,) old in mind, with the wisdom, of
age, Aesch. Eum. 838. Supp. 593., ,{?) to make old :

hence to abrogate, Lat. antiquare legem,

Plut. :—pass, to become old or obsolete,

Plat. Symp. 208 B, Tim. 59 C ; Arist.

H. A. 5, 32, 2.+/7, ov, , Palnepaphus
(old Paphus), in Cyprus, Strab. p.

683. .+, , , Palaerus, a city

on the coast of iicarnania, Strab. p.

450 : hence /.,, the in-

hab. of P.. Thuc. 2, 30., , ,() a
trick of the, a bout or fall

in wrestling, Hdt. 9, 33, Aesch. Eum.
589 ;?, deeds of wrestling,

Pind. O. 9, 20, P. 8, 49, etc.-2. any
struggle. Id. Ag. 63, Eum. 776, cf.

Soph. O. T. 880 ;'. Eur. Supp. 550.—3. any trick

or artifice, Ar. Ran. 689 ;
—

.-, a trick of the courts, Aeschin.

83, 19. []
_/., , , poet, for-

.?!, wrestling, the wrestler's art, II. 23,

701, Od. 8, 103, 126.(?.,),
, wine that runs thick or has become

oilvfrom age, Nic. Th. 591./, , to thrust away with

the hand, Luc. (?) Philopatr. 1.—II.

to measure by the, dub. in

Eust., , , =, the

patm of the hand: hence,—2. a meas-
ure of length, a palm, four fingers

'br/eadth (a little more- than three inch-

es), Cratin. Nom. 9:—Att.,
to distinguish it from signf. 1, Lob.
Phryn. 295 ; Alexandr..—
The same measure was also called

, either because it was /our

fingers broad or because it is the

fourth part of a, Lat. palmus./., , , () a

wrestler, one who practises the,
Od. 8, 246, Hdt. 3, 137 ; .,
Ar. Lys. 1083 : generally, a rival, ad-

versary, Aesch. Pr. 920, Eur. Supp.
704 : a candidate, suitor, Aesch. Ag.
1296.—2. metaph. an expert, cunning

fellow. Soph. Phil. 431, cf. Valck.

Hipp. 921 ; cf. 2.—II. Al-

exandr. for/ 2./, a, ov, (aa)of
a hand's-breadth, Hdt. 1, 50., , , (/)
expert in. wrestling, Arist. Rhet. 1, 5,

14 ; 7/ - (so.), the art of wrest-

ling ;—cf.?.^', , , Palaestina,

Palestine, a country of Syria lying

along the eastern shore of the Medi-
terranean, south of Phoenicia, Hdt.

1, 105 ; 2, 104, where it is also called

i] .. [] Hence\7., , , the inhab. of
Palestine.,, , a palaestra, wrest-

ling-school, wherein wrestlers(-) were trained, usu. by public

officers, Hdt. 6, 126, Eur. 'El. 528,

Ar., etc., cf..—. metaph. any
school or institution even for menial
training, as in Lat. ludus came to be
used.?.,, . Palaestra, name
of female slave in Luc. Asin. 2., , ,{?)
later form for (q. v.),

Alex. Incert. 70, Arist. Categ. 8, 26

:

., Arist. Ibid. — Cf. Lob.
Phryn. 242. Adv. -./, ov, li, like a-, Call. Fr. 191, Plut. 2, 274 D. [i]?,, ,[-,) one who ivatches or super-

intends a wrestling-school(),
Hipp. 1201. [ii]/ and.7., irreg.

compar. and superl., v. fin.

ilaat-vpo, nv, , Palaetyrus {old

Tyre), in Phoenicia, Strab. p. 758.

\7-}, ov, consumed by age

;

cf. sq. II./, ov, spoken long ago,

esp. epith. of ancient oracles(-
), Od. 9, 507 ; 13, 172, cf. Pind. O.

2, 72, Soph. O. C. 454, etc.—II. spo-

ken nf long ago, having a legend attached

to it, legendary, ., an oak of an-

cient story, Od. 19, 163 (with v. 11.,) : hence,

—

III. generally, primeval, primitive, an-

cient,, Pind. N. 6, 54 ;,
Aesch. Supp. 532 ; so, ..
Soph. Tr. 823;, Id. O. C. 1381.

Adv. -.—Poet. word. (Usu. deriv., and. : but prob.

better with Doderl. from -,.
and so strictly, shown forth, declared

long ago : cf.)
iTla/, ov, 6, Palaephatns, a

mythological writer: also an Epic
poet, and a historian of this name,
Suid., ov, (, )
planted long ago ; v., II., ovoc. 6, , (?,) that has been long in a country,

an ancient inhabitant, indigenous, Aesch.
Theb. 105 : almost like, cf,

Anth. P. append. 362.\1\,. , Palaechfkon,
father of Pelasgus, Aesch. Suppl. 250./ /, f.- : aor.,
Ion., Hdt. 8, 21 (though one
MS. has) : (). To
wrestle, Horn., etc. ; tlvl, with one,

Od. 4, 343 ; 17, 134 ;, Find. P,
9, 45:—metaph., to wrestle with a ca-
lamity,, Hes. Op. 41 1

;,
Pind. N. 8, 47 ; ,
Xen. Oec. 17, 2 ; — pass., to be strug-
gled with or overcome, -, Eur. Cycl. 678. — 2. absol. to

struggle, fight. Plat. Meno 94 C : but
also to suffer or be unfortunate in battle,

Hdt. 8, 21. In this signf. the pass,
also occurs,, beaten, Eur.
El. 686., , , ()
that which is made old: also,=-, LXX., Lacon. for7.1?,, ,()
growing old, esp. of wine, Strab. p.

243, Plut. 2, 656 B, Ath. 33 B.\, ov, TO, Palacium, a city
in the Tauric Chersonese, Strab. p.
312.

^7., ov, b, Palacus, a Scy-
thian, Strab. p. 306., f.-, dep. mid.

:

():— to manage, work, bring

about, ? ,
Xen. Cyr. 4, 3, 17 :—hence,—II. like,, to lay hold of
any thing adroitly, dei:ise skilfiiliy,

contrive cunningly, Ar. Ach. 659, Nub.
176;/,, to plan.

a daring deed, Ar. Pac. 94. (Hence
the name of ; and so the
artist Daedalus was said to be the
son of' or.)'', , : . gen. and
dat.',- :—Lat. LMA,
the palm of the hand ; generally, the

??, esp asusedin grasping,striking,
etc., ?.7 ' ?.,
Od. 1, 104 ; /[,
II. 3, 338 ; etc. ; ''?)/., by the hands of Mars. 11. 3,

128, cf. 5, 558 : hence a deed offorce,7.. Soph. Phil. 1^06.

—

2. also, of the hand as used in works of
art, etc., Hes. Th. 580, So. 219, 330 :

hence,— II. metaph. a device, skilful

plan or method, means,/,
a device for one's livelihood, Theogn.
624, cf. 1022, Hdt. 8, 19; sometimes
in good, sometimes in bad sense:
esp. of the gods, ,', , by
their arts, Pind. . 11 (lOi, 25, P. 1,

94, . 10, 121; cf. Aesch. Pr. 165;'. Ar. Vesp.
645 ; .-, a fire-born instru-

ment, i. e. a sword, Eur. Or. 820.

—

III. hatidiwork, a work of art, esp. of
painting or statuary, cf. Lat. 7naniis

Meyitiiris, as we say ' the master's own
hand' Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 101.—Poet,
word, []\7., , , Palamedcs,
son of Nauplius, king of Enboea,
famed for many inventions. Eur. 1. A.

I

198 ; Apollod. 3, 2, 3. Hence appell.

I

of ingenious men. as 6' 11.,

I
of Zeno, Plat. Phaedr. 261 : cf. Ar.

Ran. 1451. (v. sub/. fin.)

j

. ,, ofFalomedes,
TO .. an invention worthy of

I Palamedes. prov. of a diliicult and in-

I genious invention, Eupol. ap. Alh.
I 17 E.

1.7.,,.()
! a device, scheme, Ael. N. A. 1, 32. []', ov, .() like, a murdirer, one deliled bii a
deed of blood, blood-guilty, Soph. Tr.
1207, El. 587 : esp., the svppliant not

yet purified, like, Aesch.
Eum. 426 ; '.'., a
murdFrcr''s supplications, Ap. Rh. 4,
709.— II. general ly,= u/a(7r(jp, /.^»

avenger of blood, /, •
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3(j, Eur. I. . 1218 : .,
«ccng^iH"- deities, Tim. Locr. 105, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 7, 18 :—also ,
Babrius ap. Suid., ov, ,=,-
?, Ar. Pac. 574. [], f. - : pi. pass,-. :—to besprinkle, stain, befoul,

defile,' ' , Od. 13,

395; 'AvOpuJlb. 22, 402;?, the brain uias

scattered about, ]\. 11.98; 12,186: in

mid., , he defiled his

hands, 11. 11, 1(59: in Horn, the part,

pf. pass, is esp. freq.,

also in Hes. Op. 731.—ll. to draw lots,

Horn. ; but always in pf. pass. c. act.

signf., ?., settle the

matter by lot, 11. 7. 171 ; -?, Od. 9, 331 ; so,-.. Rh. 1,

358.

—

. word. (Both signfs. come
from the common root, to

shake: for 1st, a thing is sprinkled or

scattered by shaking or swinging it

about, and 2ndly, the Homeric lots

were always shakeii m a helmet, v.-
I. 2, and : hence.'.— is akin to first

signf.), , Att. for,
V. 1. Od. 1,252: from,, Att. for•-., , ro,=Lat. Palatium., , ,{ II) any
thing gotten by lot, an office, rank, He-
svch. : also/aie, lot, ,, Nic.

Th. 419., adv. for Ik.^, Ion., Att.',, , the Palians, inhab. of Pale, a
town of Cephallenia, Hdt. 9, 28

;

Thnc. 1, 27 ; etc., --, Lacon. for -, Dmd. Eur. El. 497, Ar. Lys.
988.,, , an allurement., , ,() a decoy-

bird., , , fem. of-
Tf/, Arist. . . 9, 7, 8 ; metaph. of

courtesans, .,
Eubul. Pann. 1.— Also,,., to catch by decoy birds, Ar.

Av. 1083.—II. in genl. ., to de-

coy, ensnare, entrap into one's own de-

signs, like and Lat. illicerc,

Piut. 2, 52 B, cf Jac. Philostr. Imag.

p. 341, 569. (Akin to, -.)* ." the aor., is

found in Hdt. 8, 21, but v.., , , wrestling, Lat. lucta,

II. 23, 635 ; ) y -, Od. 8, 206 ; ,
Eur. Ale. 1031 ; ., Ar.

Eq. 1238 ; etc. The had
to throw his adversary either by
swinging him round or tripping him
up, and then to keep him down,-, ace. to Arist.

Rhet. 1, 5, 14: on the various modes
of wrestling and the customs observ-

ed therein, v. esp. Plat. Legg. 796,

Theocr. 24, 109, Plut. 2, 638 D.—2.

in gen\. fight, battle, Aesch. Cho. 866;
. (5o/)0f, Eur. Heracl. 159. (Like
sq., from ,. to swing round :—
not from sq. II., the wrestler's sand or

d7ist ; for this did not come into use
till later, and must itself be derived

from, though in a different

way.) [a]

;;,. Ij, {or ace. to Schol.

Ven, 11, 10, 7, to distinguish it from
lOSi

foreg.) :

—

the finest sifted meal, Lat.
pollen, flos farinae, Hipp, hence 7ra<-

?/.—II. any fine dust, sifted sand ;

esp. that xvhich was sprinkled before

wrestling on the anointed bodies of the? to give them a good grip

of one another, Pherecr. Ipn. 5 ; cf.

Kovia III,. {Vtom, i. c.

any thing which is sifted by shaking,

akin to and.) [].,,=^,fine meal,
Nic. Al. 551. [], ov, , dim. from-, Ar. Fr. 548.7}, inf. aor. of?., shortd. poet, form of,
not m Ep., fPseudo-Phoc. 80,t Anth.
P. 7, 520, etc. ; cf. Wern. Tryph. p.

417. [a], , , {) —,
Hesych.

for,
Theophr.\ or '.?., ,, Palibothra. capital of the Prasians
in India, Strab. p. 689.

7ioof , 01',=.,, ,(, -) mutual mockery, Philo.. , , (, •) new birth, Plut. 2, 998 C, Luc.
Muse. Enc. 7 :

—

regeneration, N. T. :

restoration to life, resurrection, N. T.
Hence, ov, belonging to re-

generation, Clem. Al.1?, , (, *)
born again, INonn.

')'>'•, ov, like ?.•
II. 2, {•,') contradicto-

ry, false,, Pind. . 1, 88.

—

II. of strange OT foreign tongue, Id. I. 6

(5), 35., ov,(,-) bent or doubled back, 0pp. C. 2,

305, H. 1 , 54., ov, learnt or known
again., to be a-, to sell over again, sell wares by
retail, Dem. 1285, 6.^'/•, ov, b,{, -) one who buys and sells again, a
petty retailer, huckster, Ar. Plut. 1156

;

., Dem. 784, 9. [], , moved back, going
back., ov, broken again or
refracted, crooked., coUat. form of sq.,

Hipp. 760., ,() to

grow malignant again, recur, of relap-

ses in sickness : of wounds, to break

out afresh, Hipp, ubi supra. Hence, , a return, relapse

of a sickness, the breaking out again

of a wound, Hipp. 772., , 7/,= foreg., Hipp.
422.?, ov, strictly of disease
or wounds, growing malignant again,

breaking out afresh, ., like

Lat. dolores recrndescentes, denuo ex-

candescentes, Hipp. 796 :—hence adv.

-, . , according

to his old ill-hick fared it with him,
Hdt. 4, 156

; . -, to bear accidents not as if
they were inveterate, Eur. Oenom. 3,

2; hence,—II. metaph., of fresh out-

breaks of passion, malignant, .ipiteful,

iaveternte, Sappho 29, Pind. O. 2, 30;
., hostile, injurious reports,

.\e8ch. Ag. 863, 874 ; ., adverse
fortune, Aesch. Ag. 571 : of persons,
hostile, malignant,, Ar. PaC. 390,
cf. Theocr. 22, 58 ; qI,

adversaries, Pind. N. 4, fin., Aesch.
Supp. 376. (Usu. deriv. from,

.• but V. sub fin.), ov,{,) very swift, Anth. P. 15, 27.

}777"•, ov, rebuilt, restored., , 6, a fishing-net,
Polyb. Fr. Gramm. 99.

)'•,-}'/7^, etc. later
poet, forms of.-/'/, ,(,)
lookirig back, for, v. 1.

Orph. . 61, 1.'£•,,^=.
1?.1, , (,)

for, bent back, . Rh., , , the Palici, sons
of Jupiter and the nymph Thalia
(daughter of Vulcan), or of Vulcan
and Aetna, worshipped in Sicily,

Diod. S. : , a marsh
emitting from its waters a sulphure-
ous stench, in Sicily, Strab. p. 275.

//;70-, ov,(,-) to be taken back.?2., , to say again, repeat,

Hdt. 1, 18 (V. Schvveigh.'ad 1,90): and', , , a repeating of
ivhat has been said, recapitulation, Arist.

Rhet. Al. 21, 1, Theophr. Char. 2:
from}'•, ov,(, II,

to gather) gathered or collected again,

II. 1, 120.—. (, 67 IV, to

say) saying again, repeating.1?, ov, (,) re-

laxed, loosed again, Nonn., ov, , a metrical
foot, Lat. antibacchius . Draco 128, 22,
Schol. Hephaest. 159: strictly re-

versed'., ov, (,)
walking back, ,
ofwomen working at the loom, where
they had to walk back and forwards,
Pind. P. 9, 33, cf. Leon. Tar. 78.?, ov, living again., t'f.=sq., Eur. H. F.
1274., ov, (, •) sprouting, growing again., , .., . , change of mind,
repentance, Anth. P. 5, 302 : from, ov, {,)
throwing back again : metaph. change-

able, fickle, false,. Plat. Legg. 705
A ; ., Plut. Crass. 21

;

cf. Aeschin. 33, 24:—hence=7r^-, Menand. p. 155.—II. pass.,

turned rotmd, reversed, ., turn-

ed or patched sandals, Nic. ap. Ath,
370 A : iarofTT., the web of Penelope,
which was undone every night, Aristaen.

1, 29.?^, ov, 6,(,-) a local wind counter to the monsoon
or prevalent north wind, Lat. aquilo re-

currens, Theophr. de Vent. 28.,, , change of coun-
sel or plan : from, ov,(,)
changing counsel or plan., , ,(, -) continual change back and
forwards., ,(,) as
long again : very long,, Aesch.
Ag. 196.,, 6, , (,) again a child, Luc. Saturn. 9., , {',)
falling back:—only used in neut. as
adv., like, , ;

he forced back, II. 16, 395 ; /-, they may go back,

Od. 5, 27 ; so in Ale.\. poets, Call. *i

Del. 294, Ap. Rh. 2, 1350.—Some



(Sramm. took the adv. as a nom. plur.

shortd., V. Buttm. Lexil. v. 1., ,{,.)
cobbled shoes, Comici Anon. Fr. 321.,, ,(,-) patching up again, a soling or cob-

bling of shoes, Theophr. Char. 22./, r/f, ;}, piCch rehuiled,

dry pitch, Diosc.-, ov, wandering back,

returning,, Aesch. Pr. 838

:

from,(,)
as pass., to wander back, only found in

part. aor., 11. 1, 59,

Od. 13, 5.1?.7, ,(,)
wandering to and fro, Anth. P. 6, 287., ,{, ?^)
twined or plaited back, Opp. H. 4, 47., b, ,-,, (-,) sailing back, Ael. . . 3,

14./., ,{,)
washed up again, va7>iped up : metaph.
of a plagiarist who retouches the
works of others and passes them off

for his own, Anth. P. 7, 708., ov, loa. for-, Lye. 1431.., , , poet, -,{,) counter-wind.. Rh.
1, 586., , , Maxim. ; also

, , {,) requiting, re-

venging : ., requital, retribution,

Aesch. Cho. 793., ov,=sq., Lye. 180,

628., ov, {,-) going back, Nonn. : going to meet,

Opp. H. 4, 529., b, ,{,) go-

ing back, returning, Mel. 108, Lye.
126 : 7., a reverse, Joseph., , , like-, one who sells again, a huck-

ster, Epist. Socr. 1 : and,. Ion.,{-
7.1V,) sold again or by retail,

often sold, esp. of a goodfur-nothing
slave who passes from hand to hand

;

generally, worthless fellow, Philo
;

cf..,, , double treach-

ery, treachery to both sides, Polyb. 5,

90, 4, Dion. H. 8, 32 : from, ov, b, {,) a double traitor, traitor to

both sides, Dinarch. ap. Poll. 6, 164./., adv., stern-fore-

most, as Herm. (and now Dind.) reads

in Eur. I. T. 1395, from Hesych.

:

from., , {, -) slernforemost.

,(,)^ .,

rump-foremost, . 1. Arist. Part. An. 2,

16,6.,,=^., Dor.-, , dis-

sonant, like, Eur. Ion 1096., , returning., , , /;, (,) changing one's mind, Lyc. 1349.?, , {?.,) grow-

ing again, of the Hydra, Luc. Amor. 2.'.?., ov, {, -)
scratched or scraped again: as subst.,, , parchment, from
which one writing has been erased to

make room for another, Plut. 2, 504

D, 779 C, cf Ctc. Fam. 7, 18./., ov, with a new soul,

re-animated., adv., hack, backwards, in

Horn, and Hes. the only signf., most-

ly joined with the verbs to go, come,

' turn, move, etc. ; so also, but less

! freq., in Hdt., e. g. 5, 72 ; and Att.,

!
cf. Valck. Phoen. 732, 1409 : so, -
?\.iv, to give back, restore, II. 1,

116 ; more rarely c. gen., -' , she turned back from
her son, II. 18, 138 ; -

', 11. 20, 439 ;

, II. 21, 504, cf Od. 7,

143.—The same notion is expressed
by the double adv. , back

again, Hom., and Pmd. ; also, aire, Od. 13, 125 ; , II. 18,

280; , ,.,\9;, Hes. Th. 181 ; /uv. Plat. Prot. 318 , etc. ; /.-',. Ran. 1486 :—in Att. with
the article, ;; ., Eur. Or. 125.

Connected herewith is—2. the notion
of opposition, where it is variously
rendered, as, , to gainsay
(i. e. say against), U. 9, 56 ;

-, to take back one's word,
unsay it, II. 4, 357 ; opp. to, Od. 13, 254 ; so, ?.-, she iransformed him into
an old man, Od. 16, 456; .,
to think contrariwise, Aesch. Theb.
1040 : freq. in compos.—In this signf.

also sometimes c. gen., -, youth's opposite, Pmd. 0. 11

(10), 104 : , the change
of time, Eur. H. F. 778, cf.—3. in Hdt. and Att. usu., again, once
more, anew ; so also . Soph.
Phil. 342 ; or, more freq., -

; , Soph. Tr. 1088 ; or,

more freq.,? , Ar. Plut. 622,
etc. ; also, av , Ar. Nub.
975 ; or, more freq., :

—this signf freq. coincides with that
oi back, as is seen from .—

(q. V.) was a later poet, form,
Anth. P. append. 19. (In compos.,

sometimes merely strengthens,

as in a,slong again,?-, etc., v. Jac. A. P. p. 653.)/, ov, bringingmessages
to and fro.?., ov, {?.,)
taken back : to be taken back or recalled,

, an irrevocable

word, 11. 1, 526 : .. Hes. Sc. 93.

—II. act. retracting one's word, Euseb., ov, {/uv,)
removed from office and re-elected, USU.

of public officers, Eupol. Bapt. 5.

—

— II. pulled down and then rebuilt, usu.
of buildings, Find. Fr. 54 : hence,

—

2. generally, ill-conditioned, corrupt,. Plat. Tim. 82 E.//, , {, )
waxing or growing again, Anth. Plan.
221.1?, ov, {, -) deserting back again, a double

deserter, Xen. Hell. 7, 3, 10, ubi al.

avT-., , (?, * II)

learnt again., , go to law again,

bring afresh action: and, , , a bringing of a

fresh action : hence, frivolous, pro-

tracted litigation, Plut. Dem. 6 : from^, ov,{?.,) going
to law again. Crates Incert. 15.—11.

unjust,^, Dem. ap. Poll. 8, 26., ov, (?.,)
ivhirling round and round,,
Anlh. P. 9, 73 ; ^.-.-, lb. 9, 505.

YluJuvolvia, , , {?.,)
the eddying of water or air.?^, , chased again or
back, Hesych., , pros, for,
App. Pun. 46.

I

, , , (,)
piece of stout leather for shoe-soles,

Plat. (Com.) Syrph. 1, cf. Pore. Praef.
Hec. p. 55 Scholef, ,(') to
run back again, of a ship, Vita Horn.
19, Plut, Cic. 22 ; to recur, of a disease,
Hipp. 1034: . , to fall back
upon..., Polyb. 7, 3, 8., -, ,=/.,
Hipp. 1136., , =?.,
Aretae., 7j,=sq., , , running back,

going backwards, ^\.e\.9\ : a recurrence,, Hipp. 91 C : and, , , recurring, of
the tide, Strab. p. 53 : from, ov, {/uv,,) running back again, .,
Luc. Timon 37 : recurring,,
Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 210./,, , a re-build-

er, Paul. Sil.?, , , a second life,

Eccl. : from, ov,(,) living

anew. Nonn.?., , , {/uv,-) returning calm, dub. in Anth. P.
10, 102.

iTl'vo, , , Palinthus, tomb
of Danaus in Argos, Strab. p. 371., , {/uv,)
an establishing again, Hipp. 47., ov, returning, Nonn./, , (/uv, ) to

trace a path, return, cf..—II.

in genl. to repeat., , , (,)
retracing one's path, return., ov, (,)
looking the reverse way, Hipp. ap. Ga-
len., , ov, rushing back,

11. 11, 326; cf., ov,(,)
=foreg.1?, ov, Att. for sq., Ar.
Ach. 1179, ubi V. Elmsl., ov, (/uv,)
rushing, darting back, ,
II. 3, 33 ; .... /., .
Rh. 1, 410; cf. :

—., recurring, inveterate wrath, like?, Aesch. Ag. 154 (ubi ai., sed legendum c. Schiitz.) :—also in neut. as adv.,

back again, Emped. 271., , to return.1?, ov, of or belonging

to a return, ., a desire of return-

ing, Opp. H. 1,616: from., or, ov,(,) returning, Nonn., ov, (, ovpov)
making water again. Martial., ov, b, Palinurus, a
promontory of Lucania, Strab. p.

252., , , v. 1. for-
7u-pooa, in Dion. H., , , = a?u^v,
q. v., Polyb. [y], ,=. Ar-
chil. 26, Soph. Fr. 272., , , (,-) looking back again ; the acc.

as adv. in Eur. Or. 1262, e conj.

Pors., , (,)
to speak again or against, Aesch. Tneb.
258., ov, (?,-) turned back or round, Nic. Th.
679 : al.-.
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;'/37/{•,,{,-) whirled, twirled round, Lye. 739.^, , =-,. G. 2, 99.', , {'!?,) re-

quited, repaid ; hence, avenged, pun-

ished, 7. ipya, Od. 1, 379 ; , 111., , ,{,)
demanding the repayment of interest

paid. Plut. 2, 295 D., , {, )
stretched back : \n Horn, always epith.

of the bow, TirJ-ivTova, and said

to be iLsed, soiiii3times, of the strung

or bent bow, which the archer pulls

towards him by the string that it may
fly hack with greater force, cf. 11. 8,

266; 15, 443, Soph. Tr. 511 ; some-
times, of the unstrung boiv, which bends

back in the contrary direction, II. 10,

459, Od. 21, 11.—But all the passa-

ges may be reduced to one sigiif., de-

noting the form of the bow ( 5 ), back-

bending (not merely supple, elastic) ; cf
sub , : so that it denotes not a par-

ticular slate of the bow, but its gen-

eral appearance or quality,—which
sort of epithet seems required in Hdt.

7, 69, cf. Aesch. Cho. 160, Soph. Tr.

11 :—Eust. therefore rightly ex-

plains it by -, and so Attius ap. Varr. renders

It arcus reciproci.—In Ar. Av. 1738,

also vviat ., back-stretched reins.—II., , military engines for
casting stones, as a mortar throws
shelIs,also called,', the Rom.
Batista : whilst the, like

the Rom. Catapulta, threw large ar-

rows or darts point-blank.''~,,,^-: : from??., , =-, Find. . 2, 69. [],^, , (,)
Tubbed again and again, hence of the

ass, obstinate, resisting all blows, Si-

mon. Araorg. 43, cf. Herm. Soph.
Phil. 448, where it means hardened,

obdurate in vice.,, , ^,=;foreg., ()
as pass., to tvm about, Ap. Rh. 1, 165,

643.,, =,
Nic. Th. 403.—,, , a turning about

:

hence, in Ap. Rh. 3, 1157, doubt, fear

:

from?, , {,)
turned back or away, Lat. retorius, .,, an averted face, Aesch.

Ag. 778, Supp. 172.— II. turning back,

TT. ', Soph. Phil. 1222 ; - ., Anth. P. 9, 61.—2. chang-

ing to the other side, reverse. Soph. Fr.

14; ., Polyb. 14, 6, 6., , (,)
beaten back, neut. as adv., Ap. Rh. 3,

1254.[7), , {, )
with a reverse of fortune, Aesch. Ag.
464 : opp. to., , f. -, {,) to recant an ode, and so, general-

ly, to revoke, recant, Plat. Ale. 2, 142

D ; . , Luc. Merced.
Cond. 1. Hence', , , a recantation,

strictly of an ode, as one of Stesicho-

rus, V. Kleine p. 96 sq. ; so Horat.

Od. 1, 16. is a palinode to Epod. 5,

and 17 ; generally, a recantation. Plat.

Phaed. 243 B, 257 A., or, dub. 1. for-
: ace. to some from ,

changing and returning ivith Or like the

seasons, v. Aral. 452.
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iTla^uov, ov, TO, Dor. for., , made of the-. Strab. p. 776.. ov, , a kind of thorny
shrub, rhamnus paliurus, Linn., Eur.
Cycl. 394, Theocr. 24, 87 ; cf../., (?..'), , a three-pronged ibrk made
of the wood of the'. or with a
handle of that wood, Anth. P. 6, 95

;

ubi al.?.-, , earlier reading for

in Thuc. 2, 30, v. sub., ,{)) to flow
back again, esp. of the sea in a storm

;

also to ebb and flow, Strab. p. 153 ; of
the wind, Theophr. Vent. 10., , , = '//^ ."

from, , , {?,[)
dashing or floiving back, ., a
wave dashing to and fro, ebbing and
flowing, Od. 5, 430 ; 9, 485 : general-

ly,=n/l//oof, ., Arat. 347 :

Tu .
,
=, Ap. Rh. 1, 1170., ov, = foreg., Aesch.

Ag. 191.

IlaAi^f)ota, , , the flux and re-

flux of water, esp. of the stormy sea, an
eddy, Hdt. 2, 28 : also the ebb and flow,
tide. Soph. Fr. 716, Polyb. 34, 9, 5:
metaph. of fortune, Polyb. 1, 82, 3.

[In old Att. poets also,
Soph. 1. c. ; cf. uyvota.'\1^)3, ov, {, -) dashing to and fro, of waves,
olvat, Opp. H. 5, 220, with v. 1. -^./, ), , poet, for sq.,

Lye. 380, tubi Seal,,
Dind. Thes.-.
\\)(), ov, contr. -, ovv,{, ) flowing backwards, .', a returning wave, Enr. I. T.

1397 : also ebbing and flowing, of the
sea; and of the breath, Opp. H. 2,

398.— II. metaph., recurring, returning

upon ofie's head,,, Eur.
. F. 739, El. 1155.?.', ov, {, ,) turning itself back, ., back-

ward-sinking knee, Eur. El. 492.1?, or. , ,
any movement backwards, ., a
reverse of fortune, Polyb. 15, 17, 1.

Iv]?,,=, Phi-
lo.x. ap. Ath. 043 B., ov,{,) shad-

owed over and over, murky, gloomy, -, , Hom. Merc. 6 ; -, in thick-shaded place, Plut.

Num. 10. Also?., v. Wern.
Tryph. p. 217., , to rush, go, or turn

quickly back, Diod. 1, 32 : from, ov,(,, -) rushing hurriedly back ; -
., a backward course. Soph.

O. T. 193; ., to go back,

Eur. Supp. 388 ; so, ., Polyb., ,^?-, q. v.?, ov, gathered togeth-

er again.2, ov, seivn together

or patched again.?, ov,=7.•.7, ,(,) beat-

ing back pursuing in turn, as when
fugitives rally and turn on their pur-

suers, II, 12, 71 ; 15, 69, Hes. Sc. 154

:

opp. to. [ in arsis.], , a ball,' the usu.-, and so some would even read in

Od. 6, 115. (Cf.,, our
ball, hat. pila. Acc. to Hesych.,-

pa •
; cf., pie-ball.),, ,=7.', Aesch. Supp. 296.'\7, , , Palladas, a poet

of the Anthology., , , the statue of
Pallas, Hdt. 4, 189, Ar. Ach. 547.—.
a place at Athens vihexe the court of

the was held : hence they
were said to sit , fPlut.
Thes. 27 ; etc.f ; it was, however,
likewise used by the Heliasts, Att.

Process p. 143. [](5•, a, ov,() of or
sacred to Pallas, [], , , concubinage,

Strab. p. 816, cf. Ath. 573 B.,— I. as dep.,.,
to keep as a concubine, Hdt. 4, 155.

—

II. as pass., to be a concabiiie, Plut.

Them. 26 ; , to one, Id. Fab. 21

:

—so the Act. in Strab.

p. 816. From, , fj, a concubine, like, Hdt. 1, 84, 135, Plat., etc. :

usu. a captive or bought slave, dis-

tinguished on the one hand from the
lawful wife (), on the other from
the mere courtesan (), Uem.
1386, 20. Cf., , , dim. from?,, Plut. 2, 789 .', , , {?)
so?i by a concubine, Sophron. ap. Et,
Gud. 450, 18.?, ov, TO, dim. from-. Plat. (Com.) Incert. 45.1?.,, 7/,=, a con-

cubine ; opp. to a lawful wife (-
), 11. 9, 449, 452 ; freq. a purchased
slave, as in Od. 14, 203. Cf.-.,,, concubinage.—11.^='., , , amasius, from, q. v.?, , , Pallantia, a
city of Iberia, Strab. p. 162.,, , = ?.?,
Jac. Phil. Th. 18, 7.^,, , son ofPallas ;

01 ., the Pallantidae, descendants of
Pallas (brother of Aegeus), a celebra-

ted Athenian family, Eur. Hipp. 35;
Plut. Thes. 3.^', ov, . Pallantium,

a city of southern Arcadia, said to be
so named from Pallas a son of Ly
caon. Pans. 8, 3, 1 ; etc. : from this

Evander passed into Italy, and hence
by some is derived the Palatine hill

in Rome.—Pans. 8, 44, 5 mentions
also 70' in Ar
cadia.7?, , , , the

Palatine hill, in Rome, Ael. V. H.
11, 21.',, orig. and ^,=,, a youth, maiden, esp.

one beloved : but the fem. appears
soon to have prevailed, esp. in signf.

of a concubine, like Lat. pellex ; cf.

sub],. The form
is also quoted.—Acc. to Rie-

mer,akintOyueAXaf=^tipa^, ayouth,
cf. sq.,, , Pallas, epith. of
Minerva, hence in Hom. always

or•',
but after Pind. also used alone,=.—II. plur.. , vir-

gin pricsfesse.i, whether of Minerva0
other deities, Strab. (Usu. deriv.

from, the Brandisher of the

spear or aegis, as goddess of war.
But it is not only as such, that Mi-
nerva is called Pallas m Hom. : a



more prob. deriv. is from 77./. in

the most ancient signf., the maiden,

virgin ;
— being related to it,

as to, etc., v. sq. fin.) [],, , Pallas, masc.
prop, ., . Horn. .Merc. 100.

—

12. son
of Crius and Eurybia, a Titan, Hes.
Th. 375.—3. son of Tartarus and
Gaea, a giant slam by Minerva, Apol-
lod. 1, 6, 2.—4. son of Pandion king
of Athens, brother of Aegeus, Id. 3,

15, 5 ; Plut. Thes. 3 ; etc.—Others
in Fans. ; etc., toi. .=»', Bust. p.

1419, 50.

tliaAAarif ,, , of or relating

to Pallas ; ai ?./.,
the Tocks of Pallas, a part of Mt. Cri-

us near Argos, Call. Lav. Pall. 42.'/., ov, {~,) all-

white, Aesch. Eum. 352, Eur. Aled.

30, etc. : also >?,.
/././'/, a, ov, of belonging

to Pallene, Pallenian, Ap. Rh. 1, 599.

tna/-A7}i-7/, . //, Pallene, a penin-

sula of Macedonia, earlier called also, Hdt. 7, 123 ; Thuc. 4, 120.

—II. an Attic deme of the tribe An-
tiochis, with a temple of Minerva,

who was hence called /,
Pallenian, Hdt. 1, 62.

'/./., a, ,^^/.,
Lye. 1407.

tlloA^o/cOTraf, (5, Pallocopas, a riv-

er or canal from the Euphrates, Arr.

An. 7, 21, 1., aor., Ep. aor. 2

part, '/. used in Horn, only in

compos, with, as in redupl. form
/MV : so, the syncop. form of

aor. mid. in pass, signf is only found
in the compds., /.,
except in 11. 15, 645 (for in II.

13, 643 ; 21, 140,- from-/ is admitted to be the true read-

ing). To wield, brandish, sway, in

Horn. esp. of missiles,,,, etc. ;
(also, ., Hes. Sc.

321); to swing, pitch, hurl, /., II.

5, 304 :—generally, to toss with the

arms, as Hector—, dandled

his son, II. 6, 474, cf Eur. Hec. 1158;\', she drave it fu-
riously, Eur. Ion 1151.—2. '/
'^'/. kv Kwi-g, to shake the lots

together in a helmet, till one leapt

forth, Hom. : hence absol.,

to cast lots, II. 3, 324; 7, 181: but,/ /., they ranged

them as the lots came forth, drew

their places by lots. Soph. El. 710 :

—

in mid., to draw lots,-/. ?^ (so.

or /.) as the lots were

drawn, Hoyne II. 15, 191, cf Hdt. 3,

128, Soph. Ant. 396 : in Att. usu. /.-
and.—II. mid.-

?., to set one's self a-going, move

swiftly, kv , he hit him-

self {in turning) on the shield-rim, II.

15, 645 : to spring or fly, Pind. N. 5,

33 ; to quiver, leap, as tish on land,

Hdt. 1, 141, cf 9, 120 ; esp. to quiver,

quake for fear,/. II.

22. 461 ; , . Hom.
Cer. 294, Orac. ap. Hdt. 7, 140, etc.,

cf. infra II ; so, /.'/.-, the heart in his

breast sprang up to his mouth, II. 22,

452.—III. intr., like 7:7., to leap,

bound, Eur. El. 435, ubi v. Seidl., Ar.

Lys. 1304: to quiver, quake,,
Soph. O. T. 153 ; to quiver in death,

Eur. El. 477: cf supra L 1.—Cf.

Plat. Crat. 407 A, Jelf Gt.Gt.^ 360 ;

and V. sub. (/ is orig.

only another form of /./, hence

Lai. pello, palpo, palpito, to which are

akin /^ in both signfs.,,

/.,, ?,,,
/.), : to the sense of

casting lots belong esp., -
., and prob. -.) Hence,, , any thing swung
or shaken.—II. a swinging, a spring.

flla/.pa, , Palma, a city on the

larger of the Balearic isles, Strab.

p. 167., 6, v. sq. ./., , , ., an
earthquake with violent shock.•!, Arist.

Mund. 4, 31.—II. or-
(sc. ), , palm-wine./, , ,=., , , shield, the Lat.

parma./, 7], ., belonging to palpi-

tation., , ,() swinging,

rapid motion, ., etc. ;

—

quiver-

ing, leaping, Nic. Th. 744 : a palpita-

tion, Hipp. 167, Arist. Respir. 20, 2

;

of the pulse, Anth./.,, , divinationfrom
the pulse : from'.74, ov, [/, -
•)) diviningfrom the pulse., , ,=?. Hip-. Fr. ], 2, 3 : epith. of the king of

the gods, Jupiter, Lye. 691.

—

f2. Pal-
mys. masc. pr. n., a Trojan, son of

Hippotion, U. 13, 792./., , {, )
pulse-like, Hipp. 70.

IlaAof , , ,(- L 2) the^ lot

I

cast from a shaken helmet, /., to cast the lot again. Pind. O.

;
7, 109 : used generally for/ in

r Ion. writers, /. ?., Hdt. 4,

94, 153 ; , to hold
public offices by lot : but also not sel-\ in Trag., as, -,

I

.\esch. Pers. 770 ; and
I. Id. Theb. 126, 374: 7} .,
' Id. Ag. 333 ; /., Eur. Ion
416. etc. [(2]•,, . Pains, the
city of the in Cephellenia,

Polyb. 5, 5. 10.

'/., , , {~?.) a swing-

ing or brandishing.

Jln/., to throiv a dart {/.)., Ep. syncop. aor. 2 mid. of, c. signf pass., II./., , , any thing brandish-

ed or thrown, esp. a dart, Aesch. Fr.

14 : described by Xen. as a light spenr

used by the Persian cavalry, either

as a lance or javelin, perh. hke the

jerid, Cyr. 4, 3, 9 ; 6, 2, 16. Strictly

neut. from
17~, , , {7.7.) brandished,

hurled,. Soph. Ant. 131./. , , Lat. polenta, malt.

./., to strew, scatter upon, uZ-, 11. 18, 560. Od. 10, '520
;

TivL, Soph. Ant. 247.—II. to bestrew,

uKTy -, to besprinkle with
flour, Od. 14, 429 ;

/.
!, snow sprinkled the fields, II.

' 10, 7 : so in Pass., '.-. . Rh. 3, 69 ;

! , Theocr. 4, 28.—2.

[
besmear,, .\nlh. . 10, II. (Akin

j
to : usu. deriv. from ?.,
fine flour ; strictly to sprinkle with

flour.) [0]
(7/,,{) property, The-

ocr. Fistula 12, Anih. P. 15. 25., , , {,-) absolute monarchy, Arist. Pol. 3,

15, 1.
^ I. , , queen of all,

all-poiierful queen, Ar. JSub. 357, 1150,
'

Ap. Rh. 4, 382, Orph., etc. Fem.
I'rom., , , {,- .

') an absolute monarch, Arist. Pol.
, 3, 16, 2.

^

'/., , , (, ?^-) all-abominable . Lys. 969, EccL
1043./., ov, all-profane, Eccl., ov, ,{.) all-subdu-

ing,, Pind. ". 9, 53., , {, /.)
hurtful to all, Manetho.
307], ov, {,) all-

renowned : notorious., , , (sc. )
the festival of the united Boeotians, like,, etc., Polyb.

4, 3, 5 ; cf. Herm. Pol. Ant. % 160, 1., ov, {.) all-de-

vouring, Ael. N. A. 1, 27.,,,{,)
herbage of all kinds, LXX., ov, {,) all-

nourishing, Aesch. Supp. 559./., ov, {,) all-

counselling, v. 1. Orph. 24, 4.

iTla,ov,^,ofPambotadae,
a demus of Attica of the tribe Erech-
thels, Dem. 1250, 20.13. , , fem. of sq.,

Soph. Phil. 392.,, , , {, •,,) all-nourishing,

Fr. Hom. 25, cf. ap. Schol. II. 1, 5.,, , v.., ov, , the Pamisus, a
tributary of the Peneus in Thessaly,
Hdt. 7, 129.—2. a river of Messenia,
flowing into the Messenian gulf,

Strab. p. 361.—3. a river of Ehs, Id.

p. 336.—4. a small river of Laconia,
Id. p. 361.. , f. 1. for.,. , ,{.)
a!l-btissf'Hl, Orph. . 18, 3., , to be deemed
perfectly happy., ov, (,) all

in vain, all-useless, Aesch. Ag. 388.

[], adv., in which all fight., ov, , the cemibination

of all kinds ofbattles: hence=7raj-
Tiov : from, ov, {,) fighting

every-tvhere : all-conquering, triumphant,

Aesch. Ag. 169, Ar. Lys. fin.—II.=, ready for every kind
ofcontesie. Plat. Euthvd. 271 C, The-
ocr. 24, 112., -, -, {,) very great. Plat. Phaedr. 273
A. Tim. 20 : superl.,
Ael. V. H. 10, 2, cf. Lob. Phryn.
516., , {,)=
foreg.. Plat. Legg.013 D, Xen. Mem.
3, 6, 13:— ,
Aeschin. 42, 4.,, ,{,)
all-ruling: fem., Nonn., ov, exceeding mild./.. aiva, , (, '/.)
all-black,, Od. 3, 6; 10, 525;, 11, 33.

1?., , {.) in all

kinds of melodies, LXX., , , Pammenes, an
Athenian, masc. pr. n., Dem. 521.—
Others in Luc. ; etc.—In Paus. 8,

27, 2. is wr.., , , Pammerope,
daughter of Ccieus, Paus. 1, 38. 3.. ov. {,) quits

full, c. gen., Theophr.. ov, (,) in all

kinds ef metres, Diog. L. 7, 31., , {, '^ very

long, prolonged. Soph. O. C. 1069 ; .
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, Plat. Polit. 286 ; ., Id. Phaedr. 268 C., (TTUf,) , , a
night lighted by the full-moon, A rat.

18i)., ov, (Jruf,) through

all months, the whole year long, Sojjh.

El. 851 ; 7.=^, ij,

Plut. 2, 93G A.17},,, , all-inventive,

Lye. 490./,,,=-7'/,.
Horn, 30, 1.,, , , (,)
all-knowing, all-planning, Simon. 221.,, , (, ))
mother of all, . -, Aesch. Pr. 90.

—

II. very mother, . -, Soph. Ant. 1283., , (, '/)
all-devising, exceeding crafty., , {-,) all-

abominable, A.t. Pac. 183, Ran. 466., , (,) mixed

ofall sorts, all-confounded, Aesch. Pers.

269. Adv., like,
Lob. Phryn. 515.. , (,) very

small, Arist. Poet. 7, 9.,,~,,
Aesch, Pers. 53., , 6, and 12.,
Pammilus, a Megarian, founder of

Selinus in Sicily, Thuc. 6, 4., , {,) all-

hapless, Soph. . C. 161., ,(,) of all

shapes., , ,=,
Ar. Lys. 969.

ilv,, , Pammon, a son
of Priam and Hecuba, II. 24, 250.—
2. a Scyrian, Hdt. 7, 183., , to have property, be

rich • from,,,(,
)) having property.

17'/. , (,, -) all-suffering, Manetho., adv.,. sub.
[]?, , {,)
very old. Plat. Theaet. 181 , Arist.

Metaph. 1, 3, 6., , gen.,(,-) possessing all, Ruhnk. Tim., adv., (,) like the

more common prose or-, quite, wholly, altogether, II. 1 , 422,

Od. 2, 49 ; also in Pmd., and Eur.

:

—freq. preceded by a negat.,, not at all, by no means, 11. 9,

435, cf 21, 338 : — rare in prose, as

Plat. Polit. 270 E, Tim. 41 B.\., adv., strengthd. for -
vv. dub. in Dio C., , {,) all-per-

suasive, Pind. P. 4, 327.

'./07, adv., () like -,,, entirely, The-
ogn. 615, Aesch. Pers. 729, . 151,

Soph. Aj. 916. (Not a compd. with*-, : but, like -, a redupl. form of with the

adverbial termin. -/.)], , fj, (,)
entire possession, the full property,

Aesch. Theb. 817, Eur. Ion 1305, Ar.

Eccl. 868., , , 7nosi of all,

dub. 1. Menand. p. 220.^,, , , (,-) much more, Arist. Audib. 63.?., adv , of with the whole

multitude, V. 1. Plat. Criti. Ill A, N.
T., etc.: from7, , (, ?.) of
or with the whole 7nultitude, Xen. Hell.
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6, 5, 26, Plut., etc. :—also=7ra/iTro-

?, very many, 7nost numerous. Plat.

Legg. 782 B, etc. ; very mtich,,
Isocr. Antid. ^ 165.—Neut. as adv.,

Dem. 347, 8. Hence\1, , , the e7itire multi-

tude. Soph. Fr. 342.17/, , (,)
., battles in which all sorts of

blows are given and received, or, prizes

for which all sorts of blotvs have been
endured. Soph. Tr. 505., , (,)
very rich. Plat. Legg. 743 C., , = foreg., Soph.
Fr. 572., , also , , Plat.

Tim. 82 (,) :
—all-vari-

egated, of rich and varied work,,
11. 6, 289, Od. 15, 105 ; of sacred
vases, Pind. N. 10, 68 ; of fawn-skins,
all spotted, Eur. Hel. 1359.— II. me-
taph. all-changeable, very various, Plat.

1. c.,, , , (,)
prevailing in all cities, universal,,
Soph. Ant. 614 :—the passage is cor-
rupt, V. Dind., 7],, (,-) very 7nuch, very great, Ar. Eq.
320, Plat. Rep. 373 C, etc. ; and in

plur. very many, Ar. Pac. 694, Plat.,

etc. :—in Pind'. P. 3, 190, Soph. Ant.
614, it is a mere conj.—Neut.-. as adv., very much, freq. in Plat.

Cf.,./, , very expensive,

Joseph., , ij, utter depravity,

V. 1. Dem. 521, 7: from, , (, 7})
all-depraved, most villanous, Ar. Ach.
854, Nub. 1319, and Plat. : generally,

very bad,, Epich. p. 53. Adv.
-, Luc. Abdic. 14., , (,)
all-purple, Pind. . 6,91., , ?), (,)
all-venerable, Leon. Tar. 7., , , an unreserved
sale of properly, Poll.. , (,) all-

conspicuous, splendid, , Aesch.
Ag. 117 : the form is dub., 1. corrupta in Aesch.
Ag. 714.'. , , one of un-
bounded power, Philo. [\, 7/, , {,)
the very first, first of all, II. 9, 93, Pind.

P. 4, 19(5, etc, ; also in neut.-
Tov and -, as adv., Od. 4, 577 ; 10,

403, etc.: — Superl.,. Rh. 4, 1693., , (,) quite full

ofpus or matter, Hipp. 177., , (,) all-de-

vouring, Alcnian 23, Eur. Med. 1187 :

— Arist. divides animals into-,, and, Pol.

1, 8, 5., , (,) quite light,

translucent,, Aesch. Pers. 612:
of fire, bright-shining. Soph. Phil. 712:
of the sun, Eur. Med. 1251 ; etc.^, , , Pa?nphaes. an Ar-
give, who entertained the Dioscuri,

Pind. N. 10, 92.—Others in Ael. ; etc., to shine or beayn brightly,

Ilom., who freq. uses the Ep. part.

(q. v.) in same signf., of

burnished metal, 11. 11,30; 14, 11,

etc. ; of a star, ,
(as if 3 sing, from 7/), 11.5,

6 ; , of a star just

rising, Hes. Op. 565.( is

no compd. of» and, to ap-

pear entirely, which would be against

[

all analogy, but is a poet, fotm Oi, strengthd. by redupl., like
from,

j

from, from *,
I - being inserted for euphony, as in

I

^^-^, redupl. form like-, to look around, esp. in fear,
rare Ion. word in Anacr. 124, and
Hippon. 105, akin to and., gen., fern,-, Ep. part, of, as
if from, of which however
no other forms occur, bright, shining,
beaming, freq. in Horn., esp. as epith.
of fiery or metallic substances, II. 2,

458; 18, 144, Od. 13, 29, etc, :—for
the true deriv. v. sub., , (,)
skilled in all charms or drugs, epith. of
Medea, Pind, P. 4, 415., , (, )=, Soph. El. 105., , (,) all-bear-

ing, all-including, Galen., , all-speaking, Zonar., , (,) all

destroying or ruining,, Aesch.
Cho. 296., , [,) de-

stroyer of all, Bacchyl. Fr. 36., , with or of all

sounds., adv., =, from,
Hesych.ia. , if, Pamphile, fern. pr.

n., Ath. ; Diog. L ; etc., , , Pamphilidas, a
naval commander of the Rhodians,
Polyb. 21,5, 5., , also ,, beloved of
all.^, , , Pamphilus, an
Athenian commander, Xen. Hell. 5,

1, 2.—2. a demagogue, banished for

peculation, Ar. Plut. 174, Schol. adl.—3. a celebrated Athenian painter.

Id. 385.—Many others of this name in
Dem. ; Ath. ; etc., , (,) all-

burnt, blazing, 3. Soph. Ant.
1006 ; so, .. Id. El. 1139, Axio-
nic. Phileur. 1, 11.,, very dreadful., ,,(,) all

feeding, Anth. P. 7, 698., , (,) all-bear-

ing, all-productive, Lat. oynnimn ferai;/, Hdt. 7, 8, 1 ; , Aesch.
Pers. 018 ; so in Plat., Xen., etc. : a
friend is called ,
by Xen. Mem. 2, 4, 7.—II. bearing all

things with it, ., a mixed mass
of rubbish, Pind. P. 6, 13./', (,) adv., in to-

tal rout, Opp. H. 2, 548.^, , , Pamphylia. a
province of Asia Minor between Ci-
licia and Lycia, Strab. p. 667.

Hence\, , and -,
, , of Pamphylia, Pamphylian.\, a, , Pamphylian,
Strab. p. 064, sqq.^,,, , pecul. fem. to

foreg., ala, Dion. P. 639.^,, ol, the Pamphylians,
inhab. of Pa?nphylia, Hdt. 1, 28 ;

Aesch. Snpp. 552 ; etc.—2. a tribe of

the Sicyonians, Hdt. 5, 68.

i.?o, ov, , Pamphylus, son
of Aegiinius, king of the Dorians
around Pindus, one of the Heracli>
dae, Pind. P. 1, 121 : after him were
the (2) named ace. to Hdt.
1. c.1?, ov, (,,)



vf mingled tribes or races, Plat. PoUt.
291 A : of all sorts, At. Av.
63., adv., (,) in

titter confusion, V, 1, for,
Opp., ov, {,) mixed

of all sorts, Opp. H. 1, 779, Longin., ov, {, >•) with all

tones, many-tonf.d, epith. of ilutes,

Pind. O. 7, 21, P. 12, 34, I. 5 (4), 35;
also, 7., Id. P. 3, 30 : gene-
rally, expressive,, Antli. Plan.

290 : ., Philox.'ap. Ath. 35 D., , , Pamphos, an Athe-
nian poet before Homer, writer of
hymns, etc., Paus. 1, 28, 3 ; 7, 21, 9

;

etc., ov,{,) much-
blamed. Manetho.,, , (, ipiyu)
one that blames all, Manetho.,{,) adv., with

all the votes, ., Anth. P. II,

239., ov, (, ) in

Soph. El. 841, 7., ace. to

Schol.,^7raCTwv , cf.

Od. 11, 483 sq., Aesch. Cho. 355., and, Dor. for

: from, ov. Dor. for.
', gen., neut. from,

q. V., gen., 6, Pan, a rural

god of Arcadia, son of Mercury and
a daughter of Dryops : drawn with
goat's feet, horns (these distinguish

him from the Satyrs), and shaggy
hair, v. Miiller Archaol. d. Kunst ^
.387 : called Pan, ace. to H. Horn. 18,

because he delighted all. Hdt., 2, 145,

makes the worship of Pan later than
the Trojan war ; indeed at Athens,
ace. to 6, 105, 106, it did not begin
till after the battle of Marathon, cf.. Later, the legends of Pan
were much enlarged and varied, and
supi)0sed to contain mysterious sym-
bols of nature.—The plur.- oc-

curs Theocr. 4, C3, = Lat. Fauni,
which word is merely another form
of., ov, {,) quite

or very soft, Luc. Rhet. Praec. 11., , , perfect goodness,

Theag. ap. Slob. p. 8., ov, also , ov, (,
)

perfectly, absolutely good,

Cratin. Incert. 114, Ep. Plat. 354 E.

["^
, „, ov, never growing old,

immortal., , {,) all-hal-

lowed, Lat. sacro-sanctus, Dion. H. 6,

89, Plut. Camill. 20.—II. under an, Philonid. Cothurn. 1., , , perfect purity, holi-

ness, Eccl. : from, a, ov, {,) quite

pure and holy, LXX. [], ( sc. ) , a holy-

day. , , i], thorough purifi-

cation., ov, all-pure and chaste.,,=, Pseu-
do-Phocyl. I'JO., ov,=sq., Anth. P. 6,

75.,, ,{) one

who catches every thing, Anth. P. 5.

219.. ov, {,) quite

wild or rude, Opp. C. 2, 45., ov, , a fishing or hunt-

ing net {v. sq.), Opp. C. 1, 151, H. 3,

83.—II. large hen-coop in which fowls
69

are fattened, Ath. 22 D.—Strictly

neut. from. ov, {,) catching

or grasping all," ., of a large

fishing-net, II. 5, 487, cf. Ath. 25 B., ov,{,)
quite sleepless, wakeful,, Mel.
112., Dor. for,
Pind., , (,) un-

wrought, undigested,, Nic. Al.

66., ov,^sq., ov, (,)
quite lawless, Opp. C. 2, 438 ; 3, 224 :

—the form, in Manetho,
is doubted, [], ov,{, a priv.,-

)
quite inexorable, Hesych.

[a],, , (sc.) the

Panatheyiaea, two festivals of the Ath-
enians, and , in

honor of Minerva : the greater cele-

brated in the third year of each Olym-
piad, prob. on the 28th of Hecatom-
baeon ; the latter annually, or ace. to

others in the same month in each of

the other three years. (On the day
of their celebration, v. Clinton F. H.
2, 325, note, 3.32 sqq.) Hence, , , belonging to,

spoken at the Panathenaea ; . (sc.

/.). name of a speech of Isocr.

:

77., name of certain cups, Posidon.
ap. Ath. 495 A.?, a, ov, (, ?.) all

wretched, Trag., as Aesch. Cho. 695,

Soph. O. C. 1110.?.,, , {, -
?./) all-shining, radiant, Anth. P. 9,

806., , ov, {, ) all-

blazing,, II. 14, 372. []^, , , Panaenns, a cel-

ebrated painter of Athens, Strab. p.

.354.

iUavaloi, , ol, the Panaei, a
Thracian people. Thuc. 2, 101., ov, {, a/o/lof) epith.

of,, II. 4, 186 ; 13, 552,
Hes. Sc. 139, either all-variegated,

sparkling ; or quite light, easily moved,
V. sub.—II. metaph. manifold,, Aesch. Pers. 635.,, , Panaerus. a Thes-
salian of Pharsalus, Thuc. 4, 78., ov, all-impious., ef,= sq., Arist. Eth. N.
1, 8, 16., ov, {, )

wholly ugly, base, shameful : irreg. su-

perl., Mel. 115. Adv.
-, V. 1. Polyb. 4, 58, 11.'.,,{,) the cause

of all, , Aesch. Ag. I486:— to

whom all the guilt belongs, opp. to-, Aesch. Eum. 200.\, ov, b, Panaetitts, masc.
pr. , Hdt. 8, 82 ; Andoc. ; etc. ; asp.

a celebrated Stoic philosopher of
Rhodes, Plut. ; Strab., ov, 6, Panaetolus,

masc. pr. n., Polyb. 10, 49, 11., , {,)
all-barren, Nic. Th. 612., , , {,) an
universal remedy, panacea :—name of
a healing herb, also. Call.

ApoU. 39.—II. personified as daugh-
ter of Aesculapius, -fPanacea-f, Ar.
Plut. 702, 730. [.•],. , (sc.) a fes-

tival, prob. celebrated in honor of
Aesculapius : strictly neut. from, ,^=!/, Nic. ?, , v. ?'/ II.

, , ,=. Anth.
Plan. 273. [ /c], ov, all-unhurt : invi-
olable, Nonn./, , {,) all-heal-
ing, . Call.. 49

:

so, alone.— II. ., herb
Strab.-, (sc. ), , wine
prepared with the herb.

iTlavuKpa,, Panacra,a mountain
range in Crete, branch of Ida, Call,
Jov. 50., ov,=, all-

healing, Nic. Th. 626.^, ov, TO,Panaclum,a{oT-
tress of Attica on the borders of Boe-
otia, Thuc. 5, 42.,, 6, strengthd.
for, Anth. P. 9, 269./, , {,') quite

true. Plat. Rep. 583 ; .-, an evil prophet all too true, Aesch.
Theb. 724. Adv. -, Id. Supp. 85., ov, gen. , {,/ ) roving all about, Procl.
Hymn. 2, 15.,, {, /.) all-heal-

ing, Nic. Th. 939., ov, exactly like, Nic.
Th. 739 ; v. 1.-.

_, , {,) all-poti-

erfiil, Aesch. Theb. 1C6., , {,?.)
all-purple-dyed, Xenophan. ap. Ath.
526 ., ov, {,,

) all-catching, all-embracivg., Aesch. Ag. 361. [], ov,{,)
all-unsmiling,. C. 3, 141., , {,-) all-implacable, Opp. C. 3, 223., ov,{,?)
all-unkind,= i'ureg., Opp. C. 2, 203., ov. Dor. for. Soph., ov, (,)
withoxU all share in,, Anth. P. 14,

125.— II. all-luckless., ov, {,) all-

blameless, Smion. 139 ( Schneidew
12, 19). [], ov, for -, belonging to, common to, con-

sisting of all men, Eccl., ov, {) fully ac-

complishable, [],, ( ?) the plant-, the juice of which is., ov,{,) all-wor-

thy, Opp. C. 3, 407., ov, sung by all, Anth.
P. 1, 9, Plan. 71.?., ov, {, ?.) all-

tender or soft, delicate,, Od. 13,

223, [where,, metri grat.]'/--, ov, {,)
without tasting,, Nic. Al. 605., , all-incredible, Par-
menid. Fr. 42., ov, {,-) all-unbounded, immense, Opp. C.
2,517., ov, gen. oi'Of,=::foreg.,

Orph. H. 58, 10., , (,)
wholly without grief Anth. Plan. 265,
—nisi legend,./, ov, {,) all-

harmless, Hes. Op. 809 ; of Apollo,
Anth. P. 9, 525, 17.17], , {,) all-

mimutilated, Call. Car. 125., ov, all-incredible, [], ov, all-unpunished, [a][7], ov, all-astounded,

Ep. Socr.
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-, , {,)
all-hapless, 11. 24, 255, 493. [], , all-unheard of.

—
II. act. all-ignorant, [], , (, )

all of silver,, Od. 9, 203 ; 24,

275., , (,) all vir-

tue, quite virtuous, Luc. Phllops. G. []
ilavo, , , Panaretus, an

academic philosopher, Alh. 552 C.

Yiaviiptov, ov, TO, the Lat. panari-

um, in Greek strictly and, Sext. Emp. p. 265., ov, (, )

best of all, Has. Op. 291, Anth. P. 11,

394., , ov, all-effective, vio-

lent,, Aesch. Cho. 70,—a corrupt

passage., , (,) all-suf-

iicing, ., the sun that shines on

aZZ, Call. Fr. 48, 1., a, ov,(,)
consisti?ig of all modes, ., sc. -, an instrument on which all modes
can be played. Plat. Rep. 399 C, sq.,

Alex. Incert. 62.—2. harmonizing with

all, all-harmonious,, Id. Phaedr.
277 C.^>, ov, all-unutterable., ov, most ancient, pri-

meval., ov,(,) all-porv-

erful, ruling all, Soph. O. C. 1293.

llavupxuv,, 6, ruler of all,

Philo., , all-impious.', , all-impotent., , , total want of
provisions., , all-unharmed, He-
sych., ov, all-starry., , (,) all-

exact, infallible, Anth. P. 7, 594., , , the fount of light,

whence the sun etc. are fed, Philo.,.{,) all-bright,

all-brilliant, Orph. . 9, 3., ov, (,) all-

sleepless,. . 2, 659. [], , all-invisible.,, , , (,-) ail-away from thefriends of one^s

youth, 7/, 11. 22. 490.,,(,) all-

imperishable, Anth. P. 7, 14., , all-unadvised., , (,)
all-inevitable, Anth. P. 9, 396. []?:, , (, ?^
aU-hafless, . Horn. Cer. 452., , (sc. ) all Achaia,. Rh. tl, 243.,, , all the Achaians,
Horn., ov, all -unstained., ov, (,) all-

untimely, ., a boy doomed to an
all-untimely death, W.'ii., 540, cf. Anth.
P. 5, 264.'.7., etc., better-,
etc., , , Pandaea, a daugh-
ter of Hercules, Arr. Ind. 8, 7.?, ov, (,)
all-wrought, jnuch-wrought, Pind. Fr.

45, 5.,, ,(,) com-
plete banquet, a banquet at ivhich no one

and nothing fails, Hdt. 5, 20, Plut. 2,

1102 A; cf. Oratt. ap. Harp. s. v.—
Later also, ., , , (,)
biting all, of Cato, Epigr. ap. Plut.

Cat. Maj. 1.
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, ov, (,)
all in. tears, all-tearful,,
Soph. Tr. 50. — II. all-bewtpt, most

miserable,, Aesch. Theb. 654 ;. Soph. Phil. 690 ;, Eur. Or. 976.', ov, Dor. for-. [], f/, , -, ?/,

Orph. . 9, 26.=sq.,, 6,(.)
the all-subduer, all-tamer, esp. epith. of

sleep, 11. 24, 5, Od. 9,373; .,
Simon. 16 ;. Soph. Phil. 1467.. Dor. (or i. Soph.\, ov, , Pandareus. son
of Merops of Miletus, Od. 19, 518, sq.^, ov, , Pandarus, son of
Lycaon, leader of the Lycians in the
Trojan war, II. 2, 827.^, , , Payidataria,

an island on the coast of Italy near
Formiae, Strab. p. 123.\.7, ov, (,) all-

cowardly, all-miserable, Opp. C. 3, 230., ov, all-dreaded, ap.

Stob., as if from,
TO, with the fear of all, Pind. Fr. 197,

si vera 1., v. Bergk ad 1., ov, (,) all-

dreadful, Plat. Rep. 605 C : .-, a terrible thing, Dem. 1267, 17.

—

II. clever at all things, very clever, Plat.

Polit. 290 B., , , = sq. : fern., Hipp., ov, 6, (,)
all-receiving, all-containing : hence, oi, name for an Universal

Dictionary or Encyclopedia, Tiro ap.

Cell. 13, 9; but later, the Pandects or

General Code of Law drawn up by or-

der of Justinian.,, o,=foreg.^, ov, of or relating to

Pandeletus (a pettifo£;ging Athenian
rhetorician), ., Ar. Nub. 924., oisstrengthd, for,
Synes.17], , o,= sq., Eur. El.

1177., , (,) all-

seeing, Anth. P. 9, 525, 17, Q. Sm. 2,

443., , {,) all-

embracing, Plat. Tun. 51 A.?., ov, (,)
all-dcstroyi7ig, gluttonous, Hippon. 5.

7]/., ov, all-visible : visible to

all.

or -, adv. of,
with the whole people, in a mass or body,

Hdt. 6, 16, 63, etc. ; -, Aesch. Theb. 296: esp. of a

whole peoA going out to war, .,-, Thuc. 1, 126;

5, 33 ;, Lys. 195, 19. [-i ;

but -l in Anth. P. 5, 41.], , , the whole people,

Plat. Legg. 829 A :, as
adv..=foreg., altogether, Aesch. Supp.
602: from, ov, (, //) of or

belonging to all the people, public, gen-

eral, ., one who begs of all

people, a public beggar, Od. 18, 1 ; .,, a public day or festival,

Nonn. ; ., a draught of all kinds

offish, Anth. P. 9, 383., ov, in prose the more
usu. form of foreg., of or belonging to

all the people, public, common,.
Soph. Aj. 175,, Eur. Ale. 1026;, Id. Bacch. 227 : . ?,, the ivhole body o/the city, of
the army. Soph. Ant. 7, Aj. 844; ., general favour, Arist. Rhet. 3,

3, 3.— II. 7. ',, common, sensual
love, as opp. to the spiritual sort,
Lat. Venus vulgivaga. Plat. Symp.
180 E, sq., Xen. Symp. 8, 9 ; .so, ,, vulgar music, Ath. 632 B., uv (sc. ), ret, a festival

of Jupiter in Athens, Dem. 517, 10., , , Pandia, daughtei
of Jupiter and Selena, H. Horn. 32,
15., ov. (, ]) all right-

eous, Aesch. Theb. 171, Soph. Tr.
294. Adv. -, most justly. Id. Theb.
670, Cho. 241 ; duly, Spph. Tr. Oil.\1., ov, , son ofPandion,
1. e. Aegeus, Dion. P. 1024.,, , fem. patronym.,
daughter of Pandion, i. e. the swallow,
Hes. Op. 566.— II. one of the Attic
tribes, fPandionisj, Aeschin. 50, 43., ov, all divine.^,, , Pandion, son of
Erichthonius. father of Erechtheus
and Procne, king of Athens, Thuc.
2. 29, etc.—2. a later, son ol Cec-Ops
II., being banished from Athens
reigned in Megara, Eur. Med, 665.—
3. a companion of Teucer, II. 12, 372.
— Others in Apollod., etc., , , the trade or life

of an i7in-keeper. Plat. L^gg. 918 D
and, ov, , a house for tne

reception of strangers, an inn, Ar. Ran.
550, Aeschin., etc. : also,,
cf Lob. Phryn. 307 ; from. , , =

,

usu. a host. Plat. Legg. 918 : me-
taph., ., Id. Rep. 580
A ; .", Lye. 655., , =. Plat.
Legg. 842 D.', ov, , a host, inn-
keeper ; and, , , a hostess, Ar.
Vesp. 35, Ran. 114: from,() to receive

all, take charge of all, esp. to receive

and entertain as a host, Hdt. 4, 95,
Plat. Legg. 918 ;—pass, to be fur-
nished with inns, Dion. H. 4, 53., iZi,=forRg. ; metaph., ., Aesch. Theb. 18.,, v. 1. for-, -.,,^=., , or parox.,(,) all-receiving, of Cha-
ron's boat, Aesch. Theb. 860, ubi v.

Blomf. : common to all, of the sacred
places at Elis and Delphi, Pind. O. 3,

30, P. 8, 88 :—esp. hospitable,,
Id. O. 4, 25 ; ., Aesch.
Cho. 662 ; .. Soph. Fr.

258. (The forms with ,,,, etc. were not
considered pure Alt., Lob. Phryn. 307,
Thorn. M. 676.), , , Pandocus, a Tio-
jan, II. 11, 490., , , absolute fame, per-

fect glory, Pind. N. 1, 14: from, ov, (,) all-fa-

mous.\, , , Pandosia, a city

of Cassopia, Dem. 84, 22, Strab. p.

324.—2. a city of Bruttium, Strab.

256., ov, (,) all a
slave, Anth. P. 5, 22., , and,,
, a musical instrument with three

strings. Poll. 4. 60, cf Ath. 183 F :—
also written : it has been
compared to the pandura or pandorc

of the Italians, and the four-stringeu

7naiirfo;e of the French. Hence, to play the



IIANE, (. , ..;, ,.{~)
One who plays the', Euphor.
31., 6,=travoovpiaTiig, He-
sych.^,=-,
Polyb. ; cf..,^=7.,, , pecul. fern, of
sq.

or7,=\ more
Att.. Lob. I^hryn. 307.

iTlavov, ov, , the temple ef
Pandrosus in Athens, ApoUod. 3, 14,

2 : from^ , , Pandrosus,
daughter of Cecrops and Agraulos,

Paus. 1, 2, 6., ov, (jraf,)
all-powerful, [], ov, poet, for-, all-lamentable,, Aesch. Pers,

940 ; all-plaintice,. Soph. El.

1077.,, , the total settiiig of
a star, etc., Leon. Tar. 90.-', , , giver of all, epith.

of Earth, Ar. . 971.— II. pass, as

fem. prop, n., Pandora, i. e. the All-

eu.doived, a beauiiful female, made by
Vuican, who raftved presents from all

the fiods in order to win the heart of

Epimetheus, Hes. Op. 81, cf Th. 571,

s<]. From, ov, {,) giver

of all, epith. of Earth, Ep. Horn. 7,

Opp. C. 1, 12., , , giver of all, v. 1.

Orph. H. 9,25.,.,-, 6, giver ofaU.
adv., with the whole na-

iiOH.,Strab. p. 213.

or, , , (!.')
(sc.) the feast of Pan. the Roman
litipercaiia.—II. sub., panic

fears, any sudden fright without vi-

sible cause being ascribed to Pan,
who ace. to Hdt. assisted the Athe-
nians at Marathon by striking such a

terror into the Persians: cf. Eur.
Rhes. 36., ov, (,) fur-
nished with all sorts offood, Q. Sm. 1,

89., ov,=sq., dub./, , {, ) of all

shapes or kinds, Arithm. Vett.?, oi',=sq., Manetho., ov, {,') like

in all points, Opp. C. 1, 433, Anth. P.

12, 156.^, a, ov, of or relating to

Pan ; , the temple of Pan,
Strab. p. 795 : v.., ov, {,)
entirely free, Anth. Plan. 338., g)v, , {,,7;)
all the Hellenes. II. 2, 530, Hes. Op.
526 :—on the Panhellenic assembly,

V. Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 789. The sing./ in an Inscr. in Walpole's
Travels 2, p. 508. Hence, uv, , (sc. ), a

festival celebrated in Attica and other

Hellenic states, Inscr., ov,, the whole body

of Hellenes ; their place of meeting and
common temple, Wachsmutli Gr. An-
tiqq. 1, p. 60. , the chief God
of the'united Greeks, Paus., , Dor. and Aeol. for. Alcae. 53.. 6, among th^ Boeotians,

name of the month, or

among the Corinthians of-

', Philipp. ap. Dem. 280, 14 : — in
Call. Ep. 48,., ov, in full honour or
rights.'•, ov, quite different., ov,far above all, Orph.
Arg. 80., ov, all-sitfficient., ov, all-lovely, Anth.
P. append. 237., ov, of very close

texture, Opp. C. 3, 172., ov, all-covetous., ov, all-treacherous,

Opp. H. 2, 28.. ov, all-surveying,

Anth. P. 7, 215, Manetho., ov, gen., all-

knoiving., ov, gen., (,) all-remarking, crafty :, great cunning, Opp. C
1,328., , , all-observing,

LXX., (, ,)
all night long, Leon. Tar. 1.

Tlvo,ov^all-s^rveying,Non\., , , (,)
all-effecting, Aesch. Ag. 1486., ov, {,) all-

desolate, Slrab. p. 805, Luc. D. Mort.
27,2., ov, {,)
lasting the whole evening, Anth. P. 7,

194.. ov, (,) with

all the house, Plut. Solon 24.. ov, {,)
last of all, Ap. Rh. 4, 308., , {,) lasting the

whole year : neut., as adv.,

the whole year long, Pind. P. 1, 38., ov, (,)
all-true, Orph. Arg. 538., ov, {.) all-

ineffectual, Orph. Arg. 1220., ov, (,)
quite happy, Plut. 2, 1063 B, Luc.
Contempl. 14., ov, all-serene., ov, {,)
allowing an easy access, Polyb. 4,

56, 6., ov, (,)
all-silent. . Rh. 3, 1196., , all-becoming., , very cheap, vile., ov, (,)
much strained, very active, Anth. P. 7,

425., ov, all-praiseworthy,

Eccl., oi', all night long,

strange word in Cratin. Incert. 114.. (') to the part of
Pan: but transit., . )vvalKa,to have
intercourse with a female, Heraclit., ov, (, ) quite

boiled : of metals, quite purified, quite

cleansed from dross,, Hes.
Sc, 208. [], , {,) all-hos-

tile : all-hateful, Orph. . 60, 11 : su-

perl.. Lye. 1057.,,, h, {,)
ruler of all, Philo, and Clem. Al.^/, ov, , Panegorus, a
Macedonian, Arr. An. 1, 12,7.). , to be president

of a, Bcickh Inscr. 2, p.

157., ov, ,(,) the president of a,
Plut. 2, 679 B.',() to cele-

brate or attend a public festival,-
., to keep holy-days, Hdt. 2, 59

;

. ?, to go to a city to attend a
festival, Hdt. 2, 59

;
generally, to en-

joy one's self, Ael. V. H. 13, 1. — II.

later, to ?nake a set speech in a public
assembly, esp. a panegyric, Isocr. 85 A:
hence• C. ace, to praise highly, pane,
gyrize., , , belonging to,

fit for a public festival or assetnbly,, Isocr. 288 : soletnn, festive,

adorned, ., (sc. ^oyor), a festival

oration, such as those pronounced at
the Olympic games, a panegyric, eu-

logy. Id. 84 B, etc. :

—

hence flattering,

false, . 7., Wyttenb. Plut. 2, 6
A. Adv. -, pompously, Plut. 2, 79
B, etc. ; compar.-, Polyb. 5,

34, 3 : from, Dor. -, , ,{,,) an assembly of
whole nation, etc., esp. for a public
festival such as the Olympic games,
a high festival, a solemn assembly on
such festival. Archil. 68, Hdt. 1,31,
Pind. O. 9, 145, etc. ; cf Herm. Pol.
Ant. ^ 10, sq., and, etc.:

Hdt. has},( and, to hold such
festivals, keep holy-days, 2, 58, 59 ; 6,

111 ;, Isocr. 41, 1 :—metaph.,
., Ael. V. . 3, 1., ov, ,{)
the celebration of a, Dion.
H. 7, 71, Plut., etc. : display, ostenta-

tion, Plut. 2, 791 B.7, ov, b,{)
one who attends a, Luc
Herod. 2, etc., ov, hearing all, more
usu.., ov, all-sunny, sun-bright.1>;, adv., late poet, form
for sq., V. 1. Opp. H. 3, .360.^, {,) adv.. all day;
the livelong day, Od. 13, 31. Hence, a, ov. late poet, form
for, Opp. H. 1 , 696., to spend the whole day
in a thing, keep it up all day long,-, Eur. Rhes. 361 : from, a, ov, (,) all

day long, used with verbs, oi .
?.?) , II. 1, 472, of.

Hes Sc 396 ; . a ship
which sails all day, Od. 4, 356, cf.

: neut., as
\.,=, II. 11,279: .-, the livelong day, Eur. Hipp.
369., ov, (,) every

day, Aesch. Pr. 1024. — 11. = foreg.

;

neut. (oxyt.) as adv.. Hdt.
7, 183.— 111. in Soph. Tr. 660, .-= 7) ) ., acc.
to Herm. ; al.., ov, (.) quite

tame, soft, gentle, mild., ov, for,
quite in want, Hesych.'/, , convenient for, agreea-

ble to all, like.?., , . Panthalis, a
handmaid of Helen, Paus. 10, 25, 4., , exceeding bold, Ma-
netho., ov, all-wonderful,

Suid., , , Panthea, wife of
Abradates. Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 45, sqq.

—

2. wife of the emperor Marcus Anto-
ninus, Hdn., ov, (sc. ), a tem-
ple or place consecrated to all gods, also, Arist. ap. Schol. Ar. Plut.
586: from, ov, (, ) of or
common to all gods, ?., Orph. H.
34, 7.
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'//,, (,,) charm-

ing all, Nonii.1//,, b, {,)
charmer of all : hence lem.-, Simon. 51., , and, , epith.

applied by the Romans to deified

personages, Lat. Divus, Diva.1}, , , {,) ves-

sel for cooking, digester, Lat. sartago,

cacabus, like-, , (,)
7., a wood sprouting, flourishing with

all manner of trees, Anth. P. 9, 282.. , , " panther, Lat.

panthfra, Hdt. 4, 192, Xen. Cyn. H,
J, Arist. H. A. 6, 35, 3./, , the whole booty, very

late., ov, b, dim. from

Truvtiijp-, ov, (jraf, 7]) catch-

ing all. Anth.\, , , the Panlhia-

laei, a division ol the Persians, Hdt.

1, 125.,, b,Panthias, of Chios,

a statuary. Paus. 6,3, 11.\, , Panthoedas, masc.

pr. n., Plut. ; etc.

+(5?/•, , , son of Panthoiis,

i. e.— 1. Polydarnas, II. 13, 756.-2.

Euphorbus, 11. 16, 808.,.—.', , to give a high, stately

feast., also -i-et, adv., at a high

festival. [(]', , r/, a high festival,

Ael. N. A. 2, 5~-.—( is f. I.,

V. Lob. Phryn. 499).. ov, [,) feast-

ing high or splendidly, with, etc.=:-, Babrius, Opp. H. 2,

221.

\.', ov, contd., ov,

6, P'tnthoiis or Panthus, a priest of

Apollo at Delphi, conveyed by Ante-

nor to Troy, and priest of Apollo

there, II. 17, 9 sqq., Luc. Gall. 17., ov, contr. -, ovv,

bratiling on all occasions.', adv., in high tvrath,

Od. 18, 33 ; formed like.. ov,(,) celebrated

with all kinds of sacrifl.ces : generally,

all-hatloived,. Soph. Aj. 712.

Ilavia, , //,=:7/;';/, and-
via, ,= 7///<, dialectic forms,

Dinoloch. ap. Ath. Ill C.,, pecul. poet. fern, of

/cof., ov, all-holy, Philo. Adv.

-.,, , ov, in Aesch. Fr. 92,

also '-, a, ov, (') belonging,

sacred to Pan : esp. , with
or without. Panic fear, cf.-

II, Polyb. 5, 96, 3., adv., iyi ivhole troops., ov, {.) all-gra-

cious, Opp. H. 2, 40. [i],, ov, {,) all-

cheerful, Nonn., ov, (.) all-

lovely, Anth. P. 2, 169; cf.., ov. , () (so. ),
the festival of Pan, like. [], ov, . Dot. for,
Leon. Tar. 8. [a], ov,,^=, v. -., a, ,=. [], Dor. for,
Theocr., ov, , dim. from,
Cic.IS. D. 3, 17.
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, , , Panic fear, dub.

in Plut.

tI'if, ov, b, the Panisus, a riv

er of Thessaly, Howing into the Pe
nens, Ap. Rh. 3, 1085., ov, very strong or firm.

iTlai'iTfjr, ov, , Panites, masc. pr,

n., Hdt. 0, 52., ov, TO, the whole track,

usu. Ill plur., Opp. C. 1, 454., , , the whole body of
Jonians. [I] Hence, ov, TO, the body or com-

munity of lonians : esp. their place of
meeting at Mycale, and the common
temple there built, Hdt. 1, 141, etc.,

cf.7•..— 11. .
(sc. ), the festival of the united

lonians, Hdt. 1, 148, cf. Herm. Pol.

Ant. § 77, 18.^, ov, 6, Panionius, a citi-

zen of Chios, Hdt. 8, 103,., or, all white, more usD., Nonn.', ov, {,)
grievously disfigured, hideous, Luc.
Tox. 24.?., ov, {,.) all-

cloudy, Orph. H. 18, 4.

iTlavvovioi,, o'l, the Pannonians,
a people dwelling north of lllyricum,

Strab. p. 313, sqq.', v..,{) to celebrate

a night -festival. Ty, Ar. Ran. 445,

cf Tiinae. ap. Ath. 250 .— II. gen-

erally, to xvatch or do any thing the

livelong night, Ar. Fr. 116 ; ?.-
., il lasts all night long, Pind.

1.
4, '110(3, 83): c. ace, . -, to spend the livelong night, Ar.

Nub. 1069., , , belonging to a, Anth. P. append. 68., . ov. Att. also , ov,

{, ') all night long, used with
verbs, ., 11. 2,2; . "^, 11- 23, 105 ; . ' -

aiooir/, Hes. Sc.

46 ; ., winds which blow all

night long, II. 23, 217 }) .. Od. 2,

434; 7.. Soph. Ant. 153; Eur.,

etc. :—n'ent. as adv., 11. 2, 24.—Opp.
to. Cf.. []
Hence, , , a night-festival,

Lat. pervigilium, ,
Hdt. 4, 76 ; , Eur.

Hel. 1365 ; .,.
Plat. Rep. 328 A :—in EccL, a mgil.

— 1 ] . »Y! tching, keeping awake all night.

Soph. El. 92., , ij, Panmichis,

fem. pr. n., Luc.,, TO,= sq. [•]^, ov, b, the keeping a

iiight -festival.', ov, b, one who keeps

a night-festival.,,=:. II. 10,

159, Aesch. Pers. 382, Soph. Ant.

1152, Eur. Al. 451 :—asadv., in neut.

pi.,, the livelong ni^^ht. Soph.

Aj. 930 : also in Hdt. 2, 130., ov, should be written, q. ., ov, most lamentable,

Mel. 109.—II. act. L•menting sorely;

V.:, , gen. , [,)
all-unhappy, Aesch. Cho. 49.,-, -, and -, . sq. [], Ion. -, adv., {,) strictly dat. from a supposed
num.,, ivith all the house,

household and all, Hdt. 7, 39; 8, 106,

Philem. p. 373 : (the nom.

only in Philo) :—we also und iraf&i-, Tbuc. 2, 16; 3, 57; and ~av-, Dion, H. 7, 18,— likewise
without nom. ; whilst the real-, -, (found in Plat. Eryx, 392
C) are rejected by the strict Atticisis,

Lob. Phryn. 516 sq. : cf,,., ov,(,) with all

one's house, Diod. 5, 20, Strab., oi',= foreg., dub., oh utter woe ! Aescd.
Cho. 875., ov, {,,) tndy
happy, H. Hum. 6, 54, Theogn. 441 .

jrreg. superl.'. Or. Sib.?,, oi'r=^breg.,Aesch. Supp.
582.., ov, and,
ov, worse forms for -. Lob.
Phryn. 705., adv., in whole troops, cf
sub., ov, {,) all-

eyed, Anlh. P. 1, 117., ov, Ep. -. {,) just like, Anth. P. 7, 599.

Adv. -, Hipp. 21., ov, , {, /) a

sender of ominous voices, or, generally,

of divination, epith, of Jupiter, 11. 8,

250, Simon. ,, ef, = foreg., Poet. ap.

Euseb. Praep. 5, 8,\,, ol, the Panopiims,
inhab. of Panopeus, Strab. ; hence=, Hdt,
8,35.^. . /, , Pano-
peus, a city of Phocis on the borders of
Boeotia, on the Cephisus, II. 17, 307 ;

Od. 11, 581.—II. son of Phocus, one
of the Calydonian hunters, II. 23, 665.^, , , Panope, daughter
of Nerens and Doris, II. 18, 45 ; Hes,
Th. 250.—Others in ApoUod. ; etc., . , son of Pano-
peus, i. e. Epens, Anth, appernl. 88.

iavo—i,, ?/,daughter of Pa-
nopeus,, Hes. Fr. 51., , . the territory of
Panopeus, Hes. Fr. 15.', , ,{) the

full armour of an, i. e. shield,

helmet, breastplate, greaves, sword,
and lance, a full suit of armour, Ar.
Av. 434, Thuc. 3, 114, I.socr, 352 D :/), Att, -/«, in full armcmr.

cap-a-pie', ViAX.. 1, 60, Plat. Legg, 796
B.— II. a troop of men-at-arms, dob.

[On the supposed i in Tyrtae. 2, 38,
V, Fraucke Callin. p. 188.J Hence
\7.~, of, , a man in full

armour, Tyrtae. 2, 38 ; v. foreg. 11., ov, {, /') infill

armour, ' with all his harness on' Aesch.
Theb. 59 ; ., Eur. Phoen. 149., , ov, {,-) the very youngest. . Rh. 3,

244.

iUav&o,,^., ov, , {,) the

all-seemg, of the 8un, Aesch. Pr. 91 ; of

Jupiter, Id. Eum. 1015 ; of the herds-

man Argus, Id, Supp. 304,—who is

called simply in Eur.
Phoen. 1115, Ar. Eccl. 80., ov, {,) seen

of all, fully visible, [a], , , fem. of-, late., ov,{)='^.
/fi and -, adv.,{) with

all one's force.-,' ov, (, II) al-

ways lit for landing in, "', Od.
13; 195.



^,, , Panormus. a city

and port of Sicily, founded by the
Phoenicians, Thuc. G, 2.—2. a city

of Epirus, serving as port to Oricum,
Strab. p. 316.—3. a harbour ofAchaia,
opposite Naupactus, Thuc. 2, 66.

—

4. a harbour on the Ionian coast of
Asia Minor, port of Ephesus, Hdt. 1,

157 ; Strab. p. 639., ,=, bread, among the
Messapians : cf. Lat. panis, and v.

Ath. inc.
Ilarof, (5, Aeol. for, like-

for, etc., torch or beacon,

Aesch. Ag. 280, Eur. Ion 195: also
lantern, A. B., or -, ov, b, (•,) all-scent : name of a flower,

Nic. ap. Ath. 684 C.

fTlavo, , a mountain near
Marathon with, a grotto of Pan,
Paus., , , a mixture of all

sorts nf pulse ; cf.~.',. , a knavish

trick, subtle dealing, LXX : from', dep. mid.,=:sq.,

LXX., , £ -, to be-, to play the knave or villain,

Eur. Med. 583. Ar. Ach. 658, etc.

;

77., to do a holy deed in an unholy

way. Soph. Ant. 74 ; .
, Dem. 943, 1. Hence, ,,^-. Soph. . 1387., , ,^) un-

scrupulous conduct, knavery, villany,

Aesch. Theb. 590, Soph. Phil. 915;
and in plur, knavish tricks^ Id. Ant.

300, Ar. Eq. 684, etc., , , knavish. Adv.
-,., ov, , a cap-

tain of rascals ; or perh., knave-Hip-

parchides, Ar. Ach. 603., ov, (~,*) strict-

ly ready to do any thing, hence, almost

always in bad sense (v. Arist Eth.
N. 6, 12, 9), knavish, roguish, vilianous,

treacherous, first in Att., as Aesch.
Cho. 383, Eur. Ale. 766, etc., and
freq. in Ar. : like, shrewd, Po-
!yb. 31, 20, 3 :—as subst. or ., a

knave, rogue, villain, deceiver, Eur.
Hipp. 1400; so, ., the knavi^.
Soph. Phil. 448 ; to.^-,
Id. El. 1507. Adv. -y«f, Ar. Eq. 317,
Plat., etc.., ov,() quite fair, of
the wind.1•, , V.., ov, {,) all-seen,

catching every eye, epith. of a bright-

glancing spear, II. 21, 397 (where
others falsely derive it from, and
expl. it /.).—II. all-

seeing, Nonn., ov,(, ^, ()) quite

liquid, Orph- H. 9, 23.. or—,, ,(,) =^/. :. as

adv., in full armour. Soph. Ant. 107.3, ov, all-reverend.1?., to be at the full

moon, Procl. : and/., , . belonging to

the full moon, ProcL : from, ov, or -, (as

Bekk. Arist. Anal. Post. 2, 8. 6, etc.)

(, /.) :—of the moon, at the

full, .,
Thuc. 7. 50; ., the time offull

moon, Hdt. 6, 106 :

—

., the

moon s full oib, Eur. Ion 1155; and,

., absol., the full mooti, Hdt. 2, 47,

Aesch. Theb. 389; avpiov .. to-

iS^xxof/'sfull-moon. Soph. 0. T. 1090.

—. round as the full moon,,
Hermipp. Cere. 2., ov, (,) all-

reverend, very stately, Luc. Vit. Auct.
26., ov, all-respected : also

=foreg., adv., with all one's

strength: from, , {,) all-

powerful, almighty,, Clem.., , , digging pits

for planting, Geop., ov, {,) all-

seeing, all-surveying, Anth. Plan. 233., ov, {,)
very small. Plat. Legg. 903 C., ov,{,) all-wise,

very wise. Soph. Fr. 784, Eur. H. F.

188; 7., .A.esch. Supp. 319. In

Plat, written also, Stallb.

w. 11. Protag. 315 E, Buttm. Ausf.

Gr. % 120 Anm. 12. Adv. -, Phi-
lostr., adv.{)
with all sorts of seeds, Nic. ap. Ath.
372 F., , , a mixture of all

sorts of seeds, like, Luc.
Hermot. 61 :—metaph. of a mixture
of the elements, Democr. ap. Arist.

de Anima 1, 2, 3, Plat. Tim. 73 C :

so, . , Plut. 2, 462 F :

from, ov, (,,)
composed of all sorts of seeds, Anth. P.

€, !)8•' and -, adv. later

forms for sq., q. v. [i]. Ion. -Tty, {,-) with the iihole army, Hdt. 1, 62
;

3, 39, etc., Thuc. 6, 7, etc. ; dat.,

used as adv., without any nom.-
in use ; though we find a

gen. avTfJa7/ in Thuc.
4, 94. The regtil. advs.

and - are only in Gramm., cL -
.

and -, also written-, adv., v. sq.

or), adv., (,,) :— with all speed,^

>} , 11. 2, 12, 29, 66. etc.,

where Aristarcn. reads),—
whereas Ap. Rh. etc. prefer the soft-

er form, 1, 323, etc.; Att.

in Eur. Tro. 792.— II. later, with the

whole body, all logether.=ava,
Wem. Tryph. 112. — Strictly dat.

from a nom., not in use,

from which also we have ace.-
or in same signf.,

Ap. Rh. 3, 195, cf. Buttm. cit. sub. The adv., or. occurs Thuii 8, 1, Xen.
Hell. 4, 4. 9, Ages. 2, 19. Cf.-.., ov, {,) swept

together from every side, -, a life of accumulated woe.
Soph. El. 851., OV, and,
ov, of all shapes., adv.. Dor. for, q. v.

(Not.), , , sub-.̂ ,. , Pantagnotus,

brother of Polycrates tyrant of Sa-
mos, Hdt. 3, 39.^, ov. h. Pantaenetus,

an Athenian against whom one of the
orations of Dem. is directed.

HavTuKr/.an Ion. form,
and so written in Hdt. 2, 124 in the
best MSS., which elsewh. agree in.

^/.,, , Pantactes. an
Athenian, Ar.'Ran. 1036.—2. a Spar-
tan ephor, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 10.—Oth-
ers in Andoc. ; etc., ov, , the Pantacyas,
a river of Sicily, between Megara and
Syracuse, Thuc. 6, 4./, aiva, , {, /.)
all-uretched, Aesch. Pers. 638, Eur.
Andr. 140.,, , Pantaleon,
son of Alyattes, brother of Croesus,
Hdt. 1, 92.—Others in Strab. ; Arr.

;

etc.,, , king of all.

[ar], , fern, of foreg.,

queen of all. [ar],-, adv.,( re-

dupl.) a/Z in all, altogether, wholly. Plat.,

etc. ; ., very few indeed. Id.

Polit. 293 A ; . /., quite a simple-
ton, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 12 : to tt.. Thuc.
3, 87. In replying, it affirms strong-
ly, by all means, quite so, undoubtedly,

and then . ovv is usu. employ-
ed. Plat. Phaedr. 278 B, Soph. 227
A ; so, . , Xen. Mem. 4, 5, 3 ; cf.?. III.3, ,{, Tap,ei(j)fear

oil, Ma, , ov.{, II)

scaring all, Anth. P. 9, 490.— II., a precious stone, Ctes. p.

265, Bahr.,, , Pantares, father
of the tyrant Hippocrates in Gela,
Hdt. 7. 154., , , Pantarces,
masc. pr. n., Paus. 5, 11, 3., , {,) all-

powerful, Aesch. Pers. 855., , 6, Dor. for-, {,) ruler of alt, Ar.. 1059 and v. 1. Soph. O. C. 1085., , , universal sway

.

from, ov, {,) all-

ruling. Soph. O. C. 1085., ov, all-shadowless.,, eyeing all, Manetho., ov. , Pantavchus, a
Macedonian of Alorus, .\rr. Ind. 18,6., ov, f. 1. for-.

or -^. Ion.,
q. v., {), adv. of place, every tvhere,

like, c. gen. loci, Hdt. 7,

106, Eur. Ion J 107 :

—

in every direc-

tion, every way. Id. 2, 124. etc., and
Att. ; cf. Valck. Phoen. 272.—II. by
all means, absolutely, Hdt. 3, 38 : in all

respects, altogether. Id. 5, 78, Aesch.
Pr. 198, etc.. adv., from all pieces

or .'Sides, Ar. Lys. 1007, etc., adv.,=, c.

gen., Luc. D. Deor. 9, 1., adv.. in every direction,

every way. Ar. Vesp. 1004., adv..= foreg., Thuc. 7,

42. Plat. Rep. 539 E, etc., adv., every where, like, Hdt. 3, 117 (though the
reading varies), and freq. in Att.. adv., in all ways, alto-

gether, Piat. Farm. 143 C., , , {?.) per-

fection, completion ; . ,
the utter ruin, Polyb. 1, 48, 9.

—

.-
., of the great mvsteries,

Plut. 2, 671 D.— III. was
a Pythagorean name of the number

j

Ten.

I , ov, later form of sq.

:

., the completion, i. e. chief oay of
the festival, Heraclid. ap. Ath. 647 A.

J ./., , {. ) -
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IIANT
complete, all-perfect ; then, simply,

complete, entire,, Id. Cho. 5,, ?^, , etc.,

Plat. : ., a perfect wil'e, i. e.

one who has borne children, or ace.

to Herm. uxor legitima, the mistress

of the house, Soph. O. T. 030 ; .-, Id. Ant. 1163.—2. all, i. e.

fully accomplished,r|aa, Aesch.

Supp.601.—3. generally, n//, the whole,

Lat. viiiversiis, ., all the sac-

rificial hearths, Soph. Ant. lOlG.

—

11. act. all-accomplishing, all achieving,, Aesch. Theb. 118;. Id.

Cho. 965.— III. adv.,, Ion.

-, also, completely, entire-

ly, absolutely ;^•, it was
accomplished, Hdt. 4, 95 ; .,
to die outright. Soph. O. T. 609 :—in

answers, like, most cer-

tainly. Plat. Rep. 379 ; . ,
Id. Parm. 155 C.,,-,=^-.17, , ,=^7].-, , {,) all-

delighting, Poeta ap. Plut. 2, 1104 ,
0pp. C. 3, 149.,, , Panteus, a Spar-

tan, Plut. Cleom. 23., , ih {, )=^, complete armour, Eur. He-

racl. 720, 787 : esp. in dat. as adv.,

or EV, in full armour,

Aescli. Theb. 31, Fr. 291 :—also, .,, enemies in full

array, Eur. Supp. 1192., ov, all-surveying., ov, (,) skilled

in all arts :
—all-working, , Aesch.

Pr. 7.

(less good ), Dor., Buckh. v. 1. Pind. O. 1, 47 ;

3, 22 ; (), adv. :

—

every where, on

every side, every way, Hom., etc. ; often

followed by a prep., uvu-, 11- 1, 384 ; ,
12, 177, etc. ; so,' , Hes. Op. 124 ;, Hdt. 1, 181 ; and
freq. in Att.— 11. in every way, by all

means, altogether, entirely, Eur. Incert.

87 ; . Plat. Phil. 60 C,

Arist. Eth. N. 1, 10, 11.—III.=, Alciphr.>], , [) all-hearing., , Pantica, a beautiful

woman of Cyprus, Ath. 609 C., , , the Panti-

capaeans, Strab. p. 494 : from^, ov, , Pantica-

paeum, a city in the Tauric Cherso-

nese, a colony of Miletus, now
Kertsch, Dein. 933, 12.\, ov Ion. , , the

Panticapes, a river of European Scy-

thia, joining the Borysthenes, Hdt.

4, 54.\, . oi, the Pantima-

thi, a people around the Oxus, Hdt.

3, 92., ov, {,) all-hon-

ourable,, ., Soph. El.

687., ov, . Pantiles, a Spar-

tan, the only one that survived at

Thermopylae, Hdt. 7, 232., ov, gen . (,)=. Soph. . .
1379, El. 150, Eur. Hec. 198.. ov, , (, ) all-

overpowering, Anth. P. 7, 732. [t], ov,{.)
all-generating,father of all,, Orph.

H. 14, 7.—II. of every kind,,
lb. 57. 6., , gen. , (,-) makini; all old, i. 6. weakeni7ig or
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subduing all,, Soph. Ant. 60C :

Kiemer conjectures,
never growing old, not improb.. ov, all-generating.. , (,) all-

knowing, Epigr. ap. Diog. L. 9, 44./, , rare form for sq.,

V. 1. Arist. Mirab., ?'/, 6v, () of every

kind, of all sorts, manifold, like-, first in H. Hom. Cer. 402,

Aesch. Theb. 357, etc. ; .=^. Plat. Rep. 398

A ; also,

—., Hdt. 7, 22, cf. Wytt.

Ep. Cr. 134.— A superl. -,
Hipp. 286, Isocr. Antid. i^ 315. Adv.

-, in all kinds of ways, Poeta ap.

Arist. Eth. N. 2, C, 14, Plat. Parm.
129 E. (Not a compd. of:
but on the terniin.- v. sub -.),,^/., ov,(,) all-

consuming, Orph. . 65, 5. [t], ov, all-learned. \], , , dub. 1. for, Orph. . 39, 3.^, , all-powerful, [], , , = foreg.,

Orph. . 11,4., , all-chattering, Phy-
sioiin., , (, *) all-

effective,, Philolaos ap. Stob.

Eel. 1, p. 8.?^'/,,(,)mak-
ing every thing bloom, Orph. H. 33,

IG.,() ?idv., from all quar-

ters, from every side, Lat. undique,

Hom., etc. ; oft. with a prep.,-
..., II. 13, 28, etc. ;. Od. 14,270: c.

gen., Arat. 455.—The form
(post-Horn.) occurs in Theocr. 17, 97,

and is read as Ion. by Schweigh. Hdt.

7, 225., () adv., every where,

like, Mel. I, 47, Arat. 743., a, ov, () of all sorts

or kinds, manifold, freq. in Horn., Hes.,

etc. : a freq. phrase is -
ra<, strictly he lakes all possible shapes,

i. e. tries every shift, turns every

stone (in order to effect something),

usu. of persons in danger or difficulty,

Hdt. 9, 109 ;
-. Id. 7, 10, 3 ;

(sc. ),, Id. 3, 124 ; . -
, Luc. D. Deor. 21, 2: .-, Plut. Mar. 30

;

rarely of joy, '-, they played alt sorts of
anticsfrom joy, Luc. Demon. 6 ; (-

was used in the same way
by Plat.) ; also and. Adv. -, in every

way, Hdt. 7, 211, Plat., etc. Hence, ov, of every kind.

Adv. -., , , fern, from
sq., Orph. H. 9, 4. ^,,,—-.,, , supremepow-
er, omnipotence, LXX. Hence, , , qf or be-

longing to, Clem. Al.,, , {, -) omnipotent, Anth. P. append. 282,

Orph., ov, 6, (,)
Creator of all, Eccl., ov, (,)
taking all ; as a pr. n., Grasp-all, in

Herat.

17^, f/, o,=sq. : fein-, Orph. H. 25, 2.,, 6, (,) destroyer of all, Anth. P. 11, 348., ov, utterly short

lived, V. 1. Anth. P. 7, 167., , , high-daring

:

from, ov, {,) all

daring, shaineless, Aesch. Theb. C71,

Cho. 430, Eur. I. A. 913.?, ov, all-speaking., , , all-predict-

ing, epith. of the Molpai, dub., ov, exchanging
alt things : ]\€.=/., ,mixed ofevery thing., ov, {,)
nll-imitating : ., a word adopted in

Italy about the time of Augustus for

the Greek, one ivho plays a
part by dancing arid duinb-show, or who
acts to another's words, a pantomimic act-

or, Sueton., etc. ; v. Diet. Antiqq., , (,) -
hatiful, Aesch. Eum. 644., ov, =,
Hipp. 1289, Soph. Fr. 548., ov, an arch-fool, dub., ov, o, (,)
all-conquering, Dio C. 63, 10., , (,) all-

suffering, sensu obscoeno, Anth. P.
5, 5.., roving everywhere.,, (,) ready

for all, reckless, Theophr. Char. 6., ov, (,) al-

ways ready with expedients, all-inven-

tive. Soph. Ant. 360., Dor. for,
ov,,=^, Aesch. Supp. 139,

Fr. 178, Soph. O. C. 1085.?., oi>,, a place where
all sorts of things are for sale, a general
market, bazaar : from?., > to deal in all surls

of things: from, ov, 6, (,)
a dealer in all kinds of things, huckster,

Anaxipp.. 1, 10. Hence, , , the selling or
dealing in all kinds of wares, Archipp. '. 16., ov, ,^=-. Plat. Rep. 557 1).,, fern, from-, a female huckster., ov, , ravager of all., ot>, , Panturdanas,
masc. pr. n., Arr. An. 2, 9, 3., ov, 6, {.^) at-

tempting all, audacious, Anacreont. 10,

11. (Others from.), {) adv., every toay, m
all directions, II. 13, 649, etc. ; cf. sub

: also in Xen. An. 7, 2, 23,

etc., ov, =,
Aesch. Eum. 637.,,^=. Plat.

(Com.) Xant. 1., ov, spotted all over,

late., adv., always, proscribed
by the Atticists, who recommend-: but v. Sturz Dial. Mac. p.

187., ,=., , =:,
Orph. . 9, 20., , 6, (, -) shaker of all, Orph. . 14, 8.

lavoo,ov,engenderingo{ bear

ing alt., ov, =7.,
Aesch. Ag. 221, 1237.., ,^=^().



, , =,
Aesch. Fr. 178, dub., , ,=:-.[7.,=}. Soph.
Aj. 445., , , indiscriminate

feeding on nil things : from, ov, ( ~, )

eating every thing, Anlh. P. 8, 213./,,(,)
all eyes, Ar. Fr. 525., all-fearing.,,=~, Arist.

Pol. 7, 5,1., , {,) all-pro-

ducing, Orph. ., 10., , =,
Aesch. Eum. 530., ,(,) of all

or all hinds of colottrs, Orph. H.
42, 4.,,(,) bored

quite through, pierced with holes : av?MV
^vpov,one of the pieces of a dute,

Plut. 2, 853 E., , veryfearful, v. 1. for.-,,{,-) utterly

routed, ., Aesch. Theb. 955., . {~,) all-

nourishing or rearing, yij, Mel. 109 :

but in Aesch. Theb. 294, for . -
/., a dove that rears all hernestlings,

the V. 1., (in the Med.
MS.) is very prob.', adv., {) wholly, alto-

gether : in Horn, always followed by

OV, ill no wise, by no means, Lat. omnino

non, IL 8, 450, Od. 19, 91 : so in prose,

not at all, Hdt. 5, 34, etc. : without

OV, first in Hdt., «See, it was
altogether, absolutely necessary, 1,31 ;

7. /^', to wish at all hazards, 2,

42 ; . ?,-, if ye positively

will go, 6, 9 ; in any way, 5, 111.—II.

in strong affirmation, at all events, at

any rate, at least. Plat. Gorg. 497
;

and so,•^ , Ar. Eq. 232 :

~~.., only add... Plat.

Symp. 175 :—in answers too it

affirms strongly, yes, by all means, yes

no doubt, like. Plat. Rep. 574

; so, }ap...Ar. Plut. 273. .-. Plat. Phaed. 75 E, etc. :—cf
6ub., adv.,(AUi•) altogether, Aesch.
Cho. 861, Thuc, Plat., etc. ; in all,

Dem. 1347, 14; ov —. ri, not at all,

Plat. Phaed. 57 A, Xen. An. G, 1, 26.

—2. very, very much, exceedingly. Soph.
O. C. 144, etc. ; freq. with adjs., .
7?., 6?,,. etc..

very many or few, very small or large,

etc., Aesch. Ag. 1456, Ar. Eq. 1134,

Plat., etc. ; also after the adj.,-, ., Xen. An. 4, 7, 14;
so with advs., ., Ar. Plut.

25 ; :, , -, etc., Xen., etc., -, like Lat. benigne, no I thank
you! Ar. RaiL 512: also with a subst.,

kv ..
8, 50;—with a part., ., if

ever so criminal, Thuc. 3, 44.—3.

(where or the like

may be .supplied), the well-known, fa-
mous, o'l . , Thuc.
8. 1, cf. 89: /C. Xen.
Mem. 3, 5, 1.— II. in answers it

affirms strongly, yes by all means, no

doubt, certainly. Ar. Plut. 393 ; esp.

when joined to particles, as,

, , lb. 97, Plat. Eu-
thyphr. 1.1 D; so, , ., /,, etc., cf Heind.
Plat. Phaed. 80 C—First in Att.,

Mid mostly in prose, []

^, , , Panyasis, an
old epic poet, Apollod. 1, 5, 2 ; etc., ov, {, ') quite

damp or wet, dub. in Plut. 2, 355 F.

["^
, , ,, ov,(,)

eminent above all, Opp. C. 2, 63, Anth.

P. 9. 741., , (,)
very sad, dub., V. Jac. A. P. p. 872.,, ov,{.-) highest of all, Od. 9, 25, Arist.

Mund. 5, 9.,, exceedinghaughty,

Orph. H. eo, 12.', , from. Dor. for/, a fillet, the hat. panuclum. []. a. ov, later form for

sq.. Call. Pall. 54, Anth. []. , ov,{,)
last of all, II. 23, 532, Od. 9, 452,

Soph. Tr. 874, etc. :

—

,
as adv., /or the very last time, Soph.
Aj. 858, Eur. Ale. 164; so,-. Id. . F. 457., ov, should be written., ov, {,) all-

grievous, App.?.,, , utter destruction,

utter ruin : mostly used in dat., -, Hdt. 2, 120 ;-
07/{)...-, Thuc. 7, fin. :—the genit. in Dio

C. 56, 4., ov, [-,,) utterly ruined, destroyed, .. Hdt. 6, 37 ^vhere how-
ever most MSS. have the adv. -);
.,, Aesch. Cho.
934, Eum. 552 ;. Id. Theb. 71 ; . -. Soph. Aj. 839 ; etc.

— 2. also in moral signf , utterly aban-

doned. Soph. Phil. 322.—II. act. all-

destructive, all-ruinovs, ., Hdt.

6, 85; 3?., Aesch. Pers. 562;
cf Supp. 414.17., , ,^=:
from
'.?., , {,) utterly

ruined, destroyed, or miserable, Aesch.
Pers. 732 ; -., lb. Theb.
552 : also in moral sense, bitterly

abandoned or ivicked. Soph. O. C. 1264.

El. 534, Eur. El. 60.—H. act. all-de-

strvclive. Soph. O. C. 1015.'', , ,-=7..
7., , Panopolis, a city

of the Thebaid in Aegypt, Strab. p.

813., , , a general sale of
wares.., ,=,
visible to all, Anth. Plan. 166., ov, (, ) in every

season, Aesch. Supp. 690. [«], an exclam., like Lat. pax!
hush ! still ! also to end a discussion,

well ! enough ! like . cf Lob.
Aglaoph. p. 778, sq.—II. in Ar. Nub.
390, onomatop. for a crepitus ventris ;

and redupl.,., Dor. for, aor. 1

opt. mid. oi, Pind.'\, ov. , Paxamus, a writer

on cookery, Ath. 376 D.^, , Paxaugusta, a

Celtic city of Spain, Strab. p. 151.

tlTaiOi, , , Paxi, two islands

near Corcyra, Polyb. 2, 10, 1.*, dep., to get, acquire,

but chiefly used in pf ,^, to possess. Pind. P. 8, 103,

Fr. 72, Ar. .-iv. 943 ; inf,
Sol. 5, 7, Theogn. 146, Eur. Andr.

641 ; part,, Xen. Au. 5,

9, 12 :—fut., Aesch. Eum.

! 177 : the aor. 1 occurs in

I

later poets, as in the proverb-
' , i. e. order vour own
slaves, Theocr. 15, 90 ; t3 sing, plpqf^, in Xen. An. 1, 9, 19.—This
word must not be confounded with
aor. £7raffa/i7/r,perf7re7raa//a<, which
belong to, to eat, taste;—
indeed, the aorists, I got,

and, I ate, are sufficiently

distinguished by the quantity of the
radic. sylls., Valck. Ammon. in voc.

(From come,-,-. Ion. :

and, may be akin
to it.), 6, Dor. for -.
+naof, ov, , Paiis, a village of

Arcadia, Paus. 8, 23, 9., exclam. of suffering, Trag.;
esp. of bodily pain, Lat. vae, Aesch.
Pers. 1029, Soph. Phil. 734, sq.—II.

of surprise, like Lat. papae, rah. atat,

first in Hdt. 8, 26, Soph. Fr. 165, and
freq. in Eur. ; c. gen.,, Luc. Contempl. 23. (Usu.,
but wrongly, written,\. Herm.
Soph. Phil. 735.), a burlesque on.
hence only comic, as Ar. Lys. 924 :

also, . Id. Vesp.
235, cf Luc. Fugit. 33.—II. so loo
as exclam. of surprise, Eur. Cy cl . 1 53., ov, b, a Scythian name
of Jupiter, Hdt. 4, 59., an exclamation of
joyous surprise in Ar. Thesm. 1191.,, v. sub., Dor. for , Theocr.
8, 34; 11,68.,() to call any one
papa, as a child, II. 5, 408; also of
grown up persons, to wheedle one's

father in this way, Ar. Vesp. 609.—II.

absol. to say papa, hence to prattle like

a child,. Q. Sm. 3, 474.. v. sub .', ov, , papa, childish
word for ap,father, (just5,
mamma, for, etc.), as is com-
mon in many languages ; usu. in

vocat., Od. 6, 57, cf Philem.
p. 370, Valck. Hdt. 4, 59.•, like, Ar. Pac.
120, Eccl. 645.— So, - from

: cf. also ,•,,~.,, ,() calling

out papa.-•, , ,{,,) one's grandfather'sgrand-
father, Nicoph. Incert. 1 ; cf-?... ov, , dim. from,
dear little papa, a term of endearment.
Ar. Vesp. 297, Pac. 128, Ephipp.
Phil. 2.-, ov, . = foreg., Ar.
Eq. 1215, Vesp. 655. [t]1,=^.. , ,{) belong-

ing to a grandfather, like.. •, grandfather-slay-

ing. Lye. 1034.', ov, . (akin)
a grandfather, Ar. Eq. 447, etc.;, on the mother's or
father's side. Plat. Legg. 856 D ; also
of any ancestors, . ,
Arist. Pol. 3, 2, 1 ; .,
Dion. . 4, 47.—2. a character in
com. dramas, also /.,.
cf Poll. 4, 142, sqq.— IT. the down oh

' the seeds of certain plants, e. g. the
dandelion, which serves as wings
for them. Soph. Fr. 748, Eubul.
Sphing. 1, 19 ; cf.

I
—hence (from the likeness),—2. the
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first down on the cheek, Lat. lanugo.—
Jll. a little bird, also, Ael.

iJ. A. 3, 30., ,( II,) seeds crowned with light down,
Theophr.,,^,
Theocr.-, , {,)
woolly, downy, Tlieophr., , , called after

one^s grandfather, tonned like-., a,,=, Ar.. 1452; Plat. Lach. 179 A, etc. ; ., the contribution appointed by

our grandfathers, Ar. Lys. 653, alluding

to the fact in Thuc. 1, 96.,, , a Thracian lake-

fish, Hdt. 5, 16.^,, , Papremis, a city

in the western part of the Aegyptian
Delta, Hdt. 2, 59, 63 ; from this was
named [i], the

PapremXtic 7io?ne, Id. 2, 71.

: fut.-actj; aor.-, in Horn, always without augm.

:

to look about or around : he oft. has', mostly with
collat. notion of/tar or caution, to took

timidtyrotmd, 11. 13, 551, etc.; followed

by /i?/, to take heed lest.., 11. 13, 649,

Aesch. Pr. 331; by, to look about

(to see) how.., II. IG, 283 ; also in

full, , II. 4, 497 ;

15, 574 ; but with other preps., .
, to look at a thing, 11. 11, 546

;

so too, 7r.', to look wist-

fully after her playmates, Hes. Op.
442 : TT. ' and , to look

up at.., look along...— II. c. ace. to look

round for, seek after a person or thing,

II. 4, 200; 17, 115; . ,
Pind. P. 3, 39, cf. O. 1, 183 :—simply,
to look at. Id. P. 4, 169, Soph. Ant.
1231. (As the word seems orig. to ex-

press a iiVwiii peep, it is prob., like sq., a
redupi. form from the root -..), rare form for foreg..

Lye. 1162; cf.., ov, b and , the papyrus,

an Aegyptian kind of rush or flag, of

which writing paper was made by
cuttmg its inner rind (/iii/i/iof) into

strips, and glueing them together
transversely, Theophr. ; it was also

used for making ropes, etc., Juvenal

;

or linen, Anacreont. [Usu. w--, but

in Antip. Thess. 13, 2,-^^^
; cf. Piers.

Moer. p. 311.], ov, eating the papy-
rus, esp. i/s stalk or root, [a]

7;(5/;•,,{) likepapyrus., poet, abbrev. for, used
before consonants, very freq. in Horn,
before , esp. before , also freq.

before and ; but rarely (and only

in II.) before y , in Od. only
before and ; in compds. before

.—II. it is also used
for (i. e.) ; and in Ar.

even for.', prep, with gen., dat., and
ace. ; the radic. signf. being beside,

which is variously modified by its

relation to its different cases.— Cf.

Ep. and. ( is prob.

akin to Lat. prae and praeter.) [-^^:

in Ep. when ult. is to be long,

is used, Hoin.]

A. WITH GENiT. it denotes the

object from the side of which some-
thing comes or issues, from beside,

from alongside of, just like French de

chf.z moi, as in the Homeric phrase,
from beside his tliigh : and so,—I.
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motion from a place, like and
, esp. with verbs of going or com-
ing, freq. in Horn. : — rare usage,,' , the

side was exposed by its going from the

shield, II. 4, 468.—2. so loo from a
person, ,'-, etc., oft. in Horn.

;

] / 3/7/, Hdt.

8, 140, 1 ; hence oi, or simply, oi , per-

sons sent from or by any one.—3.

melnph. issuing, derivedfrom a person

or thing, ' 'A&jjvniuv,
Hdt. 8, 55 ; /; !, glory from, given by men. Plat, i

Phaedr. 232 A ; ',
\

the favor /rom, i. e. of any one, Xen.
j

Mem. 2, 2, \2;esp.,-, , eXc, Hdt.
j

2, 104; 7, 182: , all

that issues from any one, as well com-
;

mands, resolves, commissions, as
'

promises, gifts, presents ; hence'
\, to give/rom one's self,
j

i. e. from one's own means, Hdt. 2, !

129 ; 8, 5 ; elsewh. ' and :

Trap', is of one's self, i. e. of
^

one's own accord.—4. in Att. prose,

is oft. used like with pass,

verbs to denote the agent, as,
\, Plat. Symp.

175 .—11. rarely c. gen., lor
!

c. dat., by, near, , i

Pind. P. 10, 97, Soph. Ant. 966,

1123; though these examples are

only in lyric poetry : so in late prose, ,

V. Schaf. Dion. Comp. 119.

B. WITH D.iT. it denotes the ob-
ject by the side o/ which anything is,

beside, alongside of, by, and SO in

case of a number of objects, among,
freq. in Horn., and Hdt., only with
verbs implying rest,,,, etc., and so used to answer
the question where ?—not only of pla-

ces and things, but also of persons,

like Lat. apud and coram,, he sang by or before the
suitors, Od. 1, 154, cf. Wolf Dem.
Lept. p. 249 : ' , Lat. me
judice, \1. 1,32; so

KpiT7j, Hdt. 3, 160, cf. V'alck. Hipp.
324 :

—

, that which is or

happens near or by any one, one's

state or circumstances: ',
at one's home or house, Lat. apud se,

Hdt. 1, 105, cf. ], 86; hence ', , mine, yours, etc..

Erf. Soph. O. T. 611 :—as, in Lat.,

penes me may be put for meum.
C. WITH Accus.—-I. of place, where

a thing moves alongside of, near or by

another,— 1. along, beside, ,, along the shore or

river, Horn. ; and so expressing mo-
tion, not to a single point, but to one
point after another, i. e. motion in an
extended line.—2. also simply motion
to a place, to, towards, i. e. to the side

of, and so usu. of persons, ',, , Od. 1, 285,

Hdt. 1, 36, 73, 86: beside, near, by,

but always with reference to past

motion,/ /,
they went and lay down 6^.., Od. 12,

32, cf 3, 460 ; so Hdt. 4, 87, cf. Valck.

ad 8, 140, 1, and supra B. II : also,

/, II. 1, 347.—3. in pregnant
construct, with verbs of rest, '

', it rests with us.—4. with
the notion oi alongside of is connected
that of going by, leaving on one side,

11. 22, 145, Od. 3, 172;3. to go, pass by
Babylon, Xen. Cyr. 5, 2, 29 : esp.,—
b. metaph. in signf oi going by, beyond
or beside the mark, ., be-

yond one's strength, II. 13, 787, opp
to . : and as what goes wrong
is contrary to right, it may usu. be
rendered by contrary to, against,, beyond, contrary to ilesliiiy,

Od. 14, 509 (just like-,
II. 20, 336) ; opp. to , oft.

in Horn. ; so, , ', , , etc.,

cf. Dissen Pind. . 7, 69 (iUl); v.

also sub , IV, infra G, 111

:

hence, — 5. beside, except, which
strictly is the same notion with
foreg., oiiK ',
besides this, there is nothing else, Ar.
Nub. 698, where is pleon. ; so,

with, Schaf Dion. Comp.
p. 117 ; , besidex

all this, Wolf Dem. Lept 490, 23 : so
in the following examples,?. '.
he won the Olympic prize save in

one exercise, he was within one of
winning it, Hdt. 9, 33 ; so, -, Isae. 41, 36 ; reversely in Auth.,
it IS said of one Map/iOf,, you are but one letter

from a bear {', Jac. A. P. p.
695. — 6. in comparison, because
things are best compared when put
side by side, , com-
pared with all other animals,', etc. : hence may be
explained,

—

a.' , il is
as nothing. Erf. Soph. Aat. 35 ; '

or' ,,, . to consider as
nothing, make no account of, Valck.
Diatr. p. 9, A.—6. ,', , by a little, . e.

v^ell-nigh, almost, , by
much, , by so much,', by how much, Lat. qua-
tenus.—All these phrases imply com-
parison, which we mark by by or
within, but their special signf. can
only be determined by the context,
as, ,
he came within a little of (i. e. off)
dying, Isocr. 388 ; so, -, Thuc. 3, 49

;

, by lar better,'/ ',)){6'(, to conquer
by a great deal ;,/, by much otherwise

than one deserves or hopes, quite
contrary to one's merit or hope.— c.

the notion ot comparison is closely

followed by that of alternation, as,', day by day, etc. ; so,, every third month,
Arist. H. A. 7, 2, 1 ; ', every other day, Dem. 1360,

20; cf Antipho 137, 44, Soph. Aj.

475 : hence, , every other
day, Polyb. 3, 110, 4:

—

, blow for blow, Ar. Ran.
643 : ' ,
old men and young alternately.—d.

the notion of comparison oft. implies
that ot superiority, as m Lat. prae, be-

fore, , men before

all other animals live like gods, Xen.
Mem. 1, 4, 14;, to labour 7nore thmi the rest :

freq. joined with uof or, cf.

supra 5 ; also pleon. with compar.,
like , , Hdt. 7,

103.—7. also esp. in Gramm., like,

TO", '-, etc., Schaf. Schol. . Rh.
3, 158.— 8. metaph. to denote depend-
ence on a thing, when it may be
be rendered by on accomit of, because

of, answering to the vulgar English
along of, Arnold, Thuc. 1, 141, c£



Find. . 2, 116, Isocr. 120 , Dem.
43, 15; 305, 3.—9. in Gramin.it marks
the deriv. ot one word from another,

Schaf. Schol. Ap. Rh. 2, 624.— II. of

time, much less freq., and not till

after Horn.,— 1. usu. of duration of

time, and with the notion of an action

or event that accompanies another,
daring, ', in the course

ofthe war : also without such notion,

Trap'' , one's life long,, Aeschin. 49, 14 ; so,' olvov, at wine, Jac. A. P. p.

895 ; more usu.', Erf. Soph.
0. T. 773.—III. also, like iv, of a
point of tune,' -, in the moment of danger : SO,'/, Dem. 229, 19

;

nap'' , in the moments
of death.

D. Position :

—

may follow

its subst. in all three cases, but then
becomes by anastrophe -upa, except
when the ult. is elided, as II. 4, 97 ;

18, 400.

E., absoi., as Adv., near, to-

gether, at once, oft. in Horn. : this must
be distinguished from in tmesis,

which is also freq. in Horn.

F. oft. stands, esp. in Horn,
and Hes., for and,
when it always suffers anastrophe : so

in Att., as Aesch. Pers. 167, Soph.
El. 285.

G. IX Compos., it retains the chief

usages it had as prep. ; esp.,—I. along-

side of, beside, as ill 7],,-,.—II. to the side of
to, as in,, to hand
to.— Hi. to one side of, by, past, purely

local, as in,.
: but also oft.,— IV. me-

taph.,— 1. aside or beyond, i. e. amiss,

wron^, as in3,,,,,-
•}}, just like German ver- in

i;erschworen, our forswear.—2. be-

yond, contrary to, as in,.—3.ofalteration.orchange,

as in,,-,., . D, and F.^, aor. 1 pass, of sq., f. -/ ; pf. -/3-, part,-, .- : pf.

pass,- : aor. 2{,). go by, by the side

of: in Horn, only twice, both times
in Ep. part. perf., stayid-

ing beaide, c. dat., II. 11, 522 ; 13, 708
;

so too impf. is used as=:7}, i. e. tlie combatant in

the chariot, il. 11, 104 ; but reversely

in Hdt. 7, 40, oi -.—II. usu., to pass by the side of,

and esp. metaph., in trans, signf.,— 1.

to overstep, transgress, Tu, Hdt.

1, 65; /, Aesch. Ag. 789; -,,, etc., Ar. .
331,461, Thuc. 1, 78, etc.; also, ., to sin against a god,

Hdt. 6, 12: hence absol., ,
the transgressor, Aesch. Ag. 59 :—pass.

to be tran.-'gressed or offended against,

Thuc. 3, 45.—2. to pass over, omit,

Dein. 298, 11.—3. to let pass,,
like Lat. omiitere, Dmarcli. 94, 44.—1.

ov , it escaped me not, Eur.

Hec. 704.—III. to pass on, -
(al.), Hdt. 1, 5.—In

comedy, or Trpof. step forward to address the

spectators, Ar. Ach. 029, Eq. 508,

etc. ; cf.3 III., ov.{,)
near or like a staff, .-,
services as ofa staffEm. Phoen. 1564,

Fors.

, ov, (,)
nearly Bacchanalian, Plut. Demosth.9.'/. : f.- : aor. 2-

: pf.- (,-
). throw beside or by, throw to

one, as fodder to cattle,'-, etc., Lat. ohjicere, projicere, II. 8,

504, etc. (always however in tmesis)

;

.'/ , Thuc.
2, 77 ; . , Polyb. 40. 4,

2 :—so in pass., 7,-, given up to dice, Ar. Plut. 243.
—2. to hold out to one, hold out as a

bait, Xen. Cyn. 11, 2.—3. to hold out.

cast in one's teeth, Lat. objicere.

, Aeschin. 81, 3.—II. to set side by

side, and so to stake one thing against

another, esp. in games of chance, m
genl. to venture, hazard : mostly in mid.
to expose one's self to danger, Lat. ob-

jicere se periculo, projicere se, usu. C.

ace. / -, setting jny hie upon a

cast, risking it in war, II. 9, 322 ; so,-
'/./., Hdt. 7, 10, 8, cf.

Thuc. 2, 44 ; '/.-
VOl, not having equal interests at stake,

Xen. Cyr. 2, 3, 11
;
falso c. ace. of an-

other, /./, Hdt. 1,

108t ; also, ., like. {)-
or (q. v.), Lat. ale-

am jacere, Thuc. 3, 14 : ?.?.-
, to expose one's se// a risk,

Polyb. 1, 37, 9 ; 7. '/., Id. 2, 26,

0, etc. : cf./..—2. to set, place

side by side, and SO to compare one with
another, , Hdt. 4, 198 ;

, Xen. Mem. 2, 4, 5, Isocr. 195 G
;

Ti . Plat. Gorg. 475 :

—

hence in mid.,'/. -
bpviOi, I set my songs against It's,

rival It in singing, Eur. I. T. 1094

;

and, absol.,', vieing

with one another. Id. Andr. 290 .—so in

pass., ' -, one piece of treachery set

against another. Soph. O. C. 231 ; cf.

infra B. 3.—III. to bring to the side of
or to, or near : esp. as naval term, to

bring to, put to land, to come to, Ar.

Ran. 180, 269 ; cf. infra B. 2.—IV. to

throw, turn, bend sideways, ., to

cast it askance, like a timid animal,
Aesch. Fr. 284 ; ., to turn one's

ear to listen. Plat. Rep. 531 A : so

too, . , to lend one's

mouth to Hercules, i. e. join in his

praise, Pind. P. 9, 152 ; . -
fi'oiif, to lay to one's grinders, Ar.

ac. 34 ; . /., to cast both
eyes sideways, Ar. Nub. 362, cf. Eq.
173 ; . , to put to the door,

shut il, Plut. 2, 940 F.— V. to deposit

with one, entrust to him, Lat. commit-
tere, Tivi Ti, Hdt. 2, 154 : pass.,-, Thuc. 5,

113.—VI. ace. to Suid. to deceive, be-

tray ; so prob. Hdt. 1, 108, Thuc. 1,

133, cf. Alcae. (Com.) Incert. 5.

B. intr. for mid. of sigiif. Ill, to come
near, approach, usu. or, Heind.
Plat. Lys. 203 E, Polyb. 12, 5, 1,

Plut., etc. ; . '., to meet one
another. Plat. Rep. 550 C, cf. 499 B.—2.esp., to go by sea.-, Hdt. 7, 179; more
rarely to come to shore, land, ., to push across to Ionia, Thuc.
3, 32, cf. Dem. 163, 3; opp. to-, Arist. . . 8, 12, 11 ; so,-^/., Ar. Eq. 762: v.

supra III.—3. to vie with,, Xen.
Eq. 9, 8 ; v. supra II.}/.,,, Paraballon,
niasc. pr. n., Paus. 6, 0, 3.,, ,false bap-
tism, Eccl., , 6, (.,

) m Epict., one falsely bap
tized, a spurious Christian.—2. in Eccl.,
one who baptizes irregularly., f. --. (,-) to dye at the same time, Piut. Phoc.
28./., {,)
to reign beside or along with.— 11. to

govern ill, or to commit treason. LXX., , i/. usu. lorni lor, q. v., cf. also sq.

llapupatTif, , , Ep. .,
q. v., {—upa;!) a going asiue, de-

viation, Plut. , 649 .—11. an ovir-

stfpping, transgression, extravagance,

Plut. 2, 746 C, etc.; a digression,

Strab. p. 15.— 111. the parabusis, a part

ol the old comedy, in which the cho-
rus came forward and addressed the
audience in the poet's name ; not
however indispensable, for in three
of the extant pieces of Aristoph., viz.,

Eccl., Lysist., Plut., it is wanting:
the parabasis was in no way con-
nected with the main action (whence
the name, as if a walking beside, di-

gression from the plot) ; and so was
like the prologue of Roman comedy,
except that it was always in the mid-
dle of the piece, usu. soon alter the
lirst chorus ; and even this was imi-
tated by Plautus in the Curculio and
Cistellaria. When complete it con-
sisted of seven ditierent parts, -, proper,,,(),, : the lirst three
with the' and
were spoken by the Coryphaeus, the

and by the w hole
chorus, Herm. El. Metr. 3, 21. There
are complete in Ar. Ach.,
Eq., and Vesp., , to stand beside the
combatant in a chariot, Philostr.

:

generally, to sit by the driver, Ath. 609
D, 111 poet, form- : from, ov, ,{ I)

one who stands beside : esp. the unrriot

or combatant who stands beside the cha
rtoteer, II. 24, 132 (in Ep. form), and so in Eur. Supp. 677,
Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 29; two
are mentioned Ijy Strab. p. 709.—The, in Plut. Aemil. 12. were
light troops {velites) who ran beside
the horsemen, cf. Liv. 44, 26.— II.{ II. 1) transgressor,

Aesch. Eum. 553, in poet, form-, [], , ,{)
of or disposed J'or transgressing.—11.

belonging to the comic.,, fern, from-, poet, -, a woman who
follows the reapers, 'I'heocr. 3. 32., , , poet,,{) to be gone beyond, over

come, or overreached, ov-, Aesch. Supp. 1049
;

oil-. Soph. Ant. 874., tf,=., inf. peri. pass, of./., adv. part. pf.

pass, ot,=/,., adv. part, perf
pass, of.-, inf. aor. 2 of., f. -, {,) dep. mid. ;

—

do a thing
by force against nature 0 law, LXX :— to use violence, . Polyb.
26, 1, 3.— 11. c. ace, ., to

force the palisade. Id. 22, 10, 7.—2.

to constrain, compel, X. T.

i
, ov, , a drink made from
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millet and /, Hecatae. ap. Ath.
447 D., , 6,(-) a Jorciiij• of nature or law, Plut.

2, 1097 F.,{,) to put
aside, carry away, LXX., {,) to

hurt or damage beside., f.-,{-,') to sprout or shoot up
beside, to grow up beside or by, Hipp.

401, Plat. Rep. 573 D., , , a sucker, off-

shoot, Theophr.,, , (-) that which shoots or grows

beside, and so=foreg., Theophr.1?./, ,{-) a shooting or growing beside, The-
ophr., ,,(-) shooting or growing beside, The-
ophr. ; V. 1. for., , , a side-

glance, sideling look : Irom, f. -,{,)
to look aside, lake a side look, Ar. Ran.
409 : . (sc.) to

wink with one eye, Ar. Vesp. 497

;

but also, to peep out of the corner of
one's eye, Id. Eccl. 498 :

—

to look as-

kance, look stern, Nicostr. ap. Stub. p.

427.—2. to see ivrong, Luc. Necyoin.
•— II. to overlook, neglect, C. acc, Po-
lyb. 6, 40, 0. Hence,, >), a looking at in

passing, or askance, Piut. 2, 521 B., adv.,{)
thrown in by the way, .,
either to speak ivith-a side-meaning,

i. e. with malicious insinuations, or to

speak with side-glances, i. e. askance,

in rnockery, opp. to fair, open attacks,

11, 4, 6 ; acc. to others, merely to

speak ?^/, in objection or to

answer, as Ap. Rh. seems to take it,

2, 448; 3, 107, cf. Opp. H. 2, 113.—
IJ. parallel-wise, Arat. 535.,, ,{-) that which is thrown beside or be-

fore, fodder.— II. that ivhich hung be-

fore to protect or cover, esp. a kind of

curtain or screen used to cover the sides

of ships, Xen. Hell. 2, 1, 22 ; cf.-
()^., f/, , ,(-) distraught, Manetho., , , =-, Plut. Ciuioii 3., '/,, fitted for put-

ting aside or comparing., , ,(?)
placed by one another : to be compared,
comparable, Plut. Aemil. 8, etc., f. -,(,)
to tnake gush out beside, both C. acc., and c. gen.,,
Jac. Philostr. Imag. p. 340., pf. ?•.,
poet,-, to go beside, e.sp. for

the purpose of protecting, 11. 4, 11 ;

24, 73,—both times in the poet, perf, , , , looking

askance, squinting,, II. 9, 503,
cf, Luc. adv. hid. 7. (From-, like from.), , f. •, (,) to call or cry out to, Dem. 1359,
16., , , help, aid, suc-

cour, Plat. Legg. 778 A : from, , (,)
to help in a thing, to come to aid,,
Thuc. 1, 47, etc.: absol. come to the

rescue, Ar. Eq. 257, Thuc. 3, 22:

—

also to aid on the other hand, like uv-, Plat. Rep. 572 E. Hence
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,, , help, aid,

succour., poet, -, adv.=:.. Rh. 4, 936. [«],^.,{)
to venture, expose one's self, like-, . ?) ], v. 1. . ., re-

ceived by Scholz.,, ,( .)
placing beside or together, esp. a com-

paring, comparison. Plat. Phil. 33 :

an illustration, Isocr. 280 A.—Arist.

Rhet. 2, 20, expressly distinguishes
it from the {apologue or fable),

which answers to ihe parable of scrip-

ture.—II.( HI, and B) a
ranging ^ide by side, a meeting AO.Plat.

Tim. 40 C : « {)-, fight a sea-fight broadside
to broadside, Polyb. 15, 2, 13, Diod. 14,
60.— III. « sidelong direction, obliquity,

-, Plut.
Arat. 22.—IV.( I, mid.)
the making a venture, a venture.—V. di-

vision, as opp. to multiplication.—VI.
the conic-section parabola, SO called be-
cause its axis IS parallel to the side of
the cone. Math. Vett.—.=;-

(v. sub? III), Arist.

Oec. 2, IG, 3, with v. 11.,-. Hence, , , comparative,

figurative. Adv. -., , , later form for, v. III., ov,( IT,

mid.) putting upon, 1. e. staking, risk-

ing : hence,— 1. of persons, venture-

some, reckless, Ar. Vesp. 192 : so, -, like'-, to fight desperately, Lat.
projecta audacia, ,
etc., Meineke Menand. p. 227.—2. of
things and actions, hazardous

,
perilous,, Hdt. 9, 45 ; . ,

Isocr. 120 A, Polyb., etc. : hence
-, dauntlessness, Polyb. 3, 61, 6:

—

adv., -', in Polyb., suddenly, by a
coup-de-main, 1, 23, 7.—II. as law-
term, deposited, ., a deposit made
in appeal-cases as security for the
fine due in case of failure, later-, Herm. Pol. Ant. ^ 140, 16

:

cf.,.—
See the poet, form., , . -, {,) to hum beside or after, Synes.^, ov, having the north

wind at the side., {,) to feed
beside, entertain, Epilipp. Epheb. 1.11?,, . {,-? II) like, to lead

astray by fraud or treachery, mislead,

Oenom. ap. Euseb., = foreg., dub. I.

Lye. i094., =-, . . ; cf. sub-., (,)
strictly to give an unjust judgment m
an athletic contest : generally, to decide

unfairly, Polyb. 24, 1,12.,. for ,
nearly ; v. I. 7, b.,, ,()
that which is stuffed in beside, a stopper., ov,{) stuffed
or forced in, hence of a self-invited

guest, Timoth. (Com.). 1, cf.

Ath. 257 A : hence, ,
Plut. 2, 617 .—II. crammed together

in a body or throng.—III. -
(sc.), an Athenian

law-court lying in a distant, back part

of the town, Lys. ap. Poll. 8, 121,
Paus. 1, 28, 8:' hence, -, in a corner, Dem. 715, 20, Arist.

Top. 8, 1, 17, cf. Hemst. Luc. Ne-
cyoin. 17.,(,) to stuff in,

insert, Luc.—II. lo stop up, tu ,
Sext. Emp. p. 15. \v in Anth. P. 11,

210.], ov,(,) be-

side or at the altar, v. 1. Soph. 0. T.
184, Philo., , ,(-) an informer, accuser., , , a proclamation,
public notice, command : esp. as milit.

term, a general order, the word of com-
mand, signal, Xen. Hell. 2, 1, 4, Po-
lyb. 6, 27, 1.—2. the summoning oriels

partisans to support one in a suit at

law, exertion of influence, Dem. 34 1 , 2
;

432, 1 1 ; hence canvassing for ]iublic

offce, the Lalin ambitus, Plut. Crass.

15, cf Id. 2,276 C.—3. instruction, ad-
vice, Diod. 15, 10.—4. a rule, system,

Arist. Eth. N. 2, 2, 4: from?., f. -?., (, •) strictly to announce beside, i. e.

to hand an announcement from one to

another, pass it on, , Aesch. Ag.
289, cf. 294.—II. esp. as military term,
to give the watch-word, which was
passed from man to man, Lat. impe-
rium per manus tradere, Xen. All. 1, 8,

3 ; cf., :

then,—2. to give the word, give orders,

Tivi , Hdt. 4, 89 ; 8, 70, etc.

:

and so, generally, to order, recommend,
exhort, not so strong as, .

. Soph. Phil. 1178, Plat.
Phaed. 116 C, etc. ; Tiw ri, Eur. Supp.
1173, Heracl.b25, etc. ;. ....
Plat. Rep. 415 :— c. acc. rei only,
to order, . . or-

der corn to be prepared, Hdt. 3, 25

;

, Thuc. 7, 43 ; .,
like Lat. indicere, Aeschin. 63, 7 ;, orders, Thuc. 2, 11.

—III. also, to encourage, cheer on, c.

acc, ', Theogn. 992; ., to cull to arms, Xen. An. 1, 5,
13.—IV. to summon one\i help, esp. at
Athens, to summon one's partisans, en-

deavour to gain anything by their

means, Dem. 515, 19, cf. Lys. 95, 28,
sq. ; esp., . , to canvass
for the chief power, lilie Lat. magis-
tratum ambire, Dion. H. 11, 61, Plut.

;

also, 7. , Plut. Caes. 13,

cf. Cat. Min. 8 :'
, to oppose one in a contest

for an otiice, App. : cf.

2; so too.— V. to

teach, admonish, Plut. 2, 12 D, 210 E,
etc.— VI. of a divorced wife, to an
nounce to her husband that she is preg-
nant by him: if the latter declares
that she cannot be so, he is said. Hence,,, an announce-
ment, Aesch. Ag. 480 : an order, word
of command, Thuc. 8, 99, Lys. 121,

32;, Fo\yh. 1,27,
8.—2. instruction, precept, Xen. Cyn.
13, 9. Hence, -, , admoni
tory, Dion. H. de Comp. p. 302., , ,(-) an announcing, connnanding .-—in
war esp. a giving an order, an order,

word of command, which was passed
from one to another, Thuc, 5, 66,
Plat. Legg:. 942 ; -, Xen. An. 4, 1, 5 •

cf.,., , , . 1. for.
Hapuynof, ov,{, ) haunting

the shallow water ytear the shore, opp.
to, Arist. H. A. 8, 19, 18.7], , presence, Epicur.



, (,) to give

just a taste of a thing, :

metaph.,, give women a slight taste (i. e.

share) of courage, Plut. Lycurg. 14:

—mid., to taste just slightly,,
Anaxil. Calyps. 2 ; , An-
tiph. Incert. 14., , f. -, {,
yijpatjj) to be the worse for old age, be-

come childish or doting, Aeschin. 89, 28., Ion. and in later

Gr.- [] ; fut.-/ :

aor./ {,).
To be at hand, by or near, be present

with or at, c. dat. pers. et rei,,, Od. 17, 173
;

c. dat. pers. only, to sta?ui beside or

near, Hes. Th. 429 ; . -), I was by when he was asked.

Plat. iiep. 329 ; hence,—2. .,
to stand by, second, support one, Hdt.

8, 109, Aesch. Eum. 319, Ar. Eq. 242
;

to come to aid, , Hdt. 3, 32 ;, against one, Thuc. 2, 95.— 3. of

things, to be at hand, to come, happen

or accrue to one, tlvL, Lat. contingere

alicui, Thuc. 1, 15, Xen. Mem. 4, 2,

2
;, , Isocr.

69 .— II. to come to, arrive at, ,
Theogn. 139 ; also, , Hdt.

I, 185 ; and absoL, to arrive, Id. 6, 95

;

— , to come to the same
point, Id. 2, 4.—2. to come to maturity,

of corn, etc., Hdt. 1, 193; 4, 29., later form --, fut.- : aor.{.) :

—

to decide beside

the right, hence tojudge wrong, give an
unjust judgtnent, Xen. Mem. 1, 1, 17., {,-) uep., to take into one's arms.

Hence,,, that which

is taken into the arms, of a mistress or

wife. Soph. Ant. 650, cf. Lye. 113.

[ku], {, -) as pass., to be furnished with

barbs, Diod. 17, 43, Plut 2, 631 D., {,) to

fold the arms, set them a-kimbo, Ath.

—

raid, to push aside with the elbows, el-

bow, Luc. Tim. 54, etc. ; hence, gen-
erally, to push aside, supplant, Strab. p.

229. Hence, ov, b, one who el-

bows, Clearch. ap. Ath. 258 A.', f. -,{,)
to counterjeit. forge a seal, -, Diod. 1, 78 : cf.—
II. to scratch slightly, Hipp. 773. [v], ov, on. or belonging

to the cheek : [] Irom,, ij, {,-) the cheek-piece of a helmet or

tiara, Strab., (. -,(,-,) bend to one side, Coluth. 239., ov,,{,)
the space between two joints in a reed,

etc.. Synes. [a], f. -, =:-, A lex.. 3.. Dor. for -.
Find.,, , a denial, Jo-

seph.,, ,{-) that which one writes beside, an ad-

ditional clause, codicil, rider, Dem. 997,
10.—II. an altering, falsifying of a

writing.—III. dub. for-. Hence, to alter by chang-
ing a letter, Strab. p. 41 ; cf sq.— II.

TT., to make a pun vi One, Diog.
L. 3, 20. Hence

, ov, 6, a put-

ting one letterfor another, esp. in puns{ , Arist

Rhet. 3, 11, 6) ; such as Caldius Bi-

berius Mero lor Claudius Tiberius

Nero, Suet. Tib. 42, cf. Cic. Fam. 7,

32,2., , ,()
any thing written beside, a marginal

note, Isocr. 322 A : esp., a critical or

grammatical mark of punctuation, esp.

to mark the end of a sentence, Arist.

Rhet. 3, 8, 6 ; or to mark that a pas-

sage is spurious, Luc. Imag. 24.^—II.

an exception taken by the defendant to

the indictment, {/), a demurrer,

Isocr. 371 A ; -
or, Dem. 912, 15 ; 939,

11, cf Diet. Antiqq. in voc.—III. a

figure in rhetoric, a brieffinal summa-
ry of one subject before passing on to

another. Hence, , , belonging to a

(signf. Ill), ., the
speech of the defendant against the in-

dictment {]), the constitutio trans-

lativa of Cic. Inv. Rhet. 1, 8.,, , a writing in-

strument., ov, }), (sc.), a

line or stroke drawn in the margin, with
a dot over it, to mark the correspond-
ing parts of a chorus or parabasis,

which are interrupted by parts of the
dialogue, Hephaest.—II. as a mark of

punctuation,prob.= 77apQ;}7jai>/; : perh.

also the middle line dividing two col-

umns of a writing.—III. -, in later Greek, a pencilfor draw-
ing lines, Salmas. Solin. p. 643, sq.

From., f. -,{,)
to write beside or in addition to, to sub-

join, esp. a clause to a law, a con-
tract, or the like, Ar. Lys. 513, Dem,
1237, 1, to write up, post up in public.

Plat. Legg. 785 A :—esp.ol fraudulent
interpolations,/, to enroll one's self u'i'iA

a wrong ifather's name, Dem. 1003,

fin.—2. to imitate, esp. in Gramm.

;

cf Schaf Schol. Ap. Rh. 3, 158;
IV.—II. mid.,-, to have him

registered as arbiter, Dem. 1013, 4.

—

2. -
(sc. '), to take an excep-

tion to an indictment, Dem. 939, 11
;

984, fin., sq., etc. ; and absol.-, to demur, Isocr. 371 ; cf
III,: hence

also in act., -, to cheat the usurers, Synes.—3.

to have a thing copied out, Dem. 23,

60, cf 73.— III. ant., to draw a line

across, cancel, Polyb. 9, 31, 5 : hence
to end, as elsewh.. ; cf.-

I. Hence, ov, exceptionable,

Sext. Emp. p. 406., ov, (,)
naked at the side, half naked, Diog. L.

2, 132., , (,)
to lay bare at the side, expose, Dio C.
49, 6 : metaph. to lay bare, disclose,, etc., Hdt. 1, 126 ; 8, 19 ; 9, 44.

Hence ,, , , a laying
bare at the side, Clem. Al.>, adv., moving along a
circle, i. e. round and round, unceasing-

ly, ap. Hesych. [], f. -,{,) to lead

beside, ., use your wings
and be off, Eur. Ion 160:—hence,— I.

to lead by or past a place, c. ace. loci,

Hdt. 4, 158 , 9, 47.-2. as military

term, to make the men march off side-

ways, file them off, Xen. An. 3, 4,21

:

also to wheel them from column into

line, Id. Cyr. 2, 3, 21, An. 4, 6, 6 ; cf.

sq. I. 2.—II. to lead asidefrom the way,
lead away, , Aeseh.
Pers. 99, etc. : . ,. Thuc. 1,

34,. Plat. Rep. 383 A : hence
absol., to mislead, beguile, Lat. sedu-
cere, Find. P. 11, 40, N. 7, 34, Plat.

Phaedr. 202 D, aftd very freq. in Att.

;

cf. II.—2. to lead aside, and
so to change, alter the course of., ., Hdt. I, 91 ; . -

, like Lat. dtflectere. Plat.

Rep. 550 D; .,. Id.

Crat. 398 D, 400 C, cf Plut. 2, 354
C : esp. to distort, pervert, distract,, Lycurg. 159, 20.—3. general-
ly, to persuade, lead to or into a thing,

, Theogn. 404: but usu. of
something bad :—pass, to be persuaded.

Plat. Legg. 885 C ; c. inf ,-} . Soph.
Ant. 294, cf. Thuc. 2, 64, Bornem.
Xen. Mem. 4, 8, 5 : to avert anger,
etc., Diod.— III. to bring and set beside

or before others, to bring forward, ., Hdt. 3, 129, etc. ; so, .. to bring before the people,
Lys. 132, 38 ; , be-

fore the court, Dem. 805, 14 : and ab-
sol., to bring forward, as on the Stage
(sc. ), Meineke Com.
Fr. 1, p. 536; cf. Thuc. 5, 45, etc.:

also to bring forward as a witness,
proof, etc., Plat. : and so in mid.. Id.

Legg. 830 C.—Cf.—W

.

to lead on, protract, , Diod.
18, 65 :

—

to put off,. Id.

;

. , to pass it away, Plut.

Agis 13, etc.—V. to direct, guide hith-

er and thithtr. Id. 2, 981 .—VI. to de-

rive one word from another, Grainm.
B. intrans. to pass by, pass on one's

way, Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 44, Polyb. 5, 18,

4, etc.—2. to pass away, N. T. : so
also in pass., lb. Hence, , , a leading by or

past, carrying across, Xen. An. 5, 1,

16.—2. as military term, a wheeling

from column into line. Id. Lac. 11, 6,

"Polyb. 10, 21, 5; cf foreg. I. 2.-3.
7r. , a sliding motion oi the
oars, so that they made no dash, {-,) in going in and out of

the water, Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 8.—II. a

leading aside or away, misleading,-
., Hdt. 6, 62 : esp. as law-term,

a false argument, false light, jallacy,

quibble, Dem. 652, 14 ; 693, 2 : ., a matter foreign to the
subject, 871,7;! 77.,

Plut. Fab. 3:—also delay, Id. Lucull.
29.—2. an alteration, change, variety,

as of language, Hdt. 1, 142 : devia-

tion from right, a transgression. Plat.

Legg. 741 D.—3. a persuading, turn-

ing, . Id. Rep. 364 D.—HI.
derivation, Gramm.—iV. (from pass.)
a coming to land, Polyb. 8, 7, 4., to demand a transit

duty from one,, Polyb. 4, 44, 4,
cf. 3, 2, 5 : from, ov. ,()
a tra7isit duty (such as is paid by ships
passing the Sound), Polyb. 4, 47, 3 ;

cf.,, , the carriage of
a military engine. Math., ov, {) leading

or guiding by, past or aside : hence

—

1. misleading, dectilfid. Com. Anon.
219.—2. pass, led astray, -, a

dislocated bone, Hipp,— II. derived

from another word, Gramm.: adv.

-, by a slight change, in the deriva-

tion of one word from another, cf.
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. pnrce detorta, Plut. 2, 31C A, cf.

Ath. 480 F.', f.-,(,') dine with,, Siininias

ap. Tzetz., (,) to

weep beside or («, rcvi, Luc. Navig. 2., f.- :

aor., poet,

(as always in Horn.](,) :

—/u s/i-e/» beside or 6y, w, Od. 20, 88
;/, II. 14, 1C3.

ll«pti(5ti}'//a, a70f, ro, (-) .1 pattern, model, plan, as of a

building, Lat. crenip/ar, Hdt.5, 62, and
freq. in Plat. : a copy, representation,

Hdt. 2, 86.—2. a precedent, example,

Soph. 0. T. 1193, Plat., etc. ; .,
1. c. ; . , Plat.

Meno 77 ; ,
Thuc. 3, 10 ; ., '-, Dinarch. 103, 38, Lycurg.
149, 5 ; . , Ar.

Thesm. 670 ; . , Dem.
373, 22 ; , byway
of example, Aeschin. 25, 16 : so,-(, Lys. 166, 8.—3.

Oil argument, prooffrom example, Thuc.
1, 2, etc. : for Aristotle's logical ex-

pansion of this argument, v. Anal.

Pr. 2, 24.

—

111. in Gramm. a paradigm.

Hence, to make an exam-

ple of one, Polyb. 29, 7, 5 : to make a

show of, point at, put to shame, N. T.

Hence, , , consisting

of examples, Rhet. Adv. -, Arist.

Metaph. 1 M. 3, 2: and, ov, b, the mak-
ing an example of one, the pointing out

to public shame, Polyb. 15, 20, 5

;

30, 8, 8., verb. adj. from, one must punish for
example's sake, Polyb. 35, 2, 10., , like a-, Arist. Rhet. 1, 2, 10., , ,=-, dub. [],, and -vu, f.-,(,) '— to show by the side

of, to set beside and exhibit, hold up to

view: hence— 1. to set up as an exam-
ple, model or pattern, represent. Plat.

Legg. 829 E.—2. to set by the side of
and so compare, Isocr. 240 E.—3. to

hand over, give an orderfor money, Xen.
Hell. 2, 1 , 14 ; 2, 3, 8.-4. to use as an
example, prove, show, Polyb. 4, 28, 4 :

—so in mid., Dem. 178, 11., , f -, {,) to dine with,\'=-
: but,

—

. in pass, to go without,

lose one's dinner, Theophr. Char. 8, 4 ;

and so prob. in Amphis Plan. 2., , side-dishes, dain-

ties, Porphyr., , 6,,=-, , Eubul. 1-
cert. 16., , 6. park or plea-

sure-grounds : an Oriental word in

Xen. Hell. 4, 1, 15, Cyr. 1, 3, 14, etc.

;

and used by LXX, for the garden of

Eden. (In Hebr., pardes ; in Arab.

firdaus ; in Sanscr. paradesa.) Hence
'\\]., ov, ;/, Paradisus, as

name of a city in Coele-Syria, Strab.

p. 756., Ion. for-
uai., verb, adi^ of -, one must admit, Plat. Rep.
378 L).— II,—, a, ov, to be

admitted, lb. 595 A,, 7J, ov,(-) receiving readily, Clem. Ai.
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' , ov, accepted : accepta-

ble., {,) to skin,

flay, Hipp. 914., Ion.-, f. --,{,) dcp. mid. :—
accept, take, receive, II. 6, 178, Pind.

O. 7, 134 : esp. to receive from ano-
ther, esp. as hereditary, ,
Hdt. 1, 102 ; so, .

Trarpofld. 1, 18.—2. to take upon
o?ie's self, 7] ., to take up and
continue a battle, Lat. excipere or sus-

cipere pugnam, Hdt. 9, 40: c. inf., .
Tivi , to engage to ano-
ther to do a thing, Lat. rectpere sefac-
turum, Dem. 1334, 16.—3. to admit,

let in, . Plat. Rep. 605 B,
etc. ; , Aeschin. 25,

25 :—hence to admit of, allow, Lys.
138, 3, Plat. Legg. 935 D ; cf-.—4. to hear of, like Lat. acci-

pere, lb. 713 C, Tim. 23 D.—In later

writers also in pass. esp. in aor. -.,{, ) to fasten to

or alongside of, Moschio ap. Ath. 208
B.

;, , {, 7]) to

make known by a side-wind or hitit,

Dem. 348, 7, Plut. : to accuse under-

hand, inform against, Plut. Alex. 49:
pass., Hipp. 1275. Hence, , a jnakitig known
by hints and the like.

and -, f. --, {,,) to join dis-

junctively, ,
rfiii/imciiDe proposition, Aul. Cell. 16,

8. Hence, , , disjunc-

tive. Adv. -: and, , aputting together

disjunctively., , {,-) to live with one and serve him,, Ar. Av. 838.,—'-
. Hence, , ,=^-, Qumtil. 9, 3., Att.-,{,) dep. : to transpose,

change, Hierocl. ap. Stob. 229.', ,, useless dispu-

tation, . ., f-,{,-) to give or hand over to another, as

a torch in the torch-race. Plat. Legg.
770 B, etc. ; then, in various ways,
like Lat. tradere, as a kingdom to

one's son, answering to-, Hdt. 2, 159 ; one's son to a tu-

tor, Hdt. I, 73, etc.; a prize to the

winner, Soph. Phil. 399 ; a purchase
to the buyer, Xen. Oec. 20, 28 ; and
so on :—so, . , to hand
it doivnlo one's posterity, Xen. Hell. 0,

3, 4 ; . ), to com-mit one's

self to fortune, Time. 5, 16 :—c. inf,

iiv ?) (,
Eur. Or. 64, . -, Plat. Legg. 811 .—2. esp. to

give a city or person into another^s

hands, esp. as a hostage, or to an en-

emy who requires it, Lat. dedere, to

deliver up, surrender, Ildt. 1, 45 ; 9, 87,

etc.; also, with .collat. notion of

treachery, like, Lat. pro-

dcre, Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 51 : so, ., Dem. 515, 6; to give up
to justice, Antipho 146, 19. etc.—3. to

hand down legends, opinions, and the

like, Lat. inemoriae prodere.-, Dem. 641, 19 ;, the traditionary

gods, Dinarch. 102, 13.—II. to grant,

bestow, , Pind. P. 2, 96 ; to

grant, offer, , Id. N. 10, 155, Eur.,
etc. : c. inf., to grant, allow one to .

,

Hdt. 1, 210 ; 6, 103, etc. ; and so ab-
sol., ,
Hdt. 7. 18, Pind. P. 5, 4 :—so in pass".,

./?/. a blow being of-
fered, i. e. it being in his power to
strike, Eur. Phoen. 1393.. f-. {,}) dep. mid., to relate inci-

dentally or by the way, Arist. Rhet. 3,
16, 5. Hence, , , an inci-

dental narralive, Phllo : and,, , a relating in-

cidentally : also^foreg., , {,)
to govern with another, interfere with his
government, Plul. 2, 817 D.—II. to gov-
ern baiUy, Synes.. , {,)
to correct blunderingly, Euseb. Hence,,, a blunder-

ing correction, Porphyr. : and,, i/, a marginal,
or parenthetic correction, Plut. 2, 33 B., f. -, {,)
to follow closely, Dion. H. de Comp. p.
284., , f.-,{, -) to entertain a false opinion ; -, I was wrong, v. 1. Xen.
Ath. 3, 1., , {,-) to chatter, gossip by or near,

Plut. 2, 639 C., {,) to

make wonderful, LXX. H^nce, , , an object of
wonder, LXX., , , {)
marvellousness , Strab. p. 36, etc.

—

il.

surprise thereat. Id., , to tell of mar-
vels, Strab. p. 626 :—pass., .,, many marvels are
told. Id. p. 248 :, Diod. 2, 1 : and/,, , , tale of
umuler, marvel, Aeschin. 72, 24, Polyb.
3, 47, 6 : from, ov, {,.) telling of marvels, Diog. L. 8, 72., , ,{,) conquering marvellousli/, of one
who conquers in the // and-

on the same day, Plut. Cun.
tt Lucull. 2. [(-], , to work wonders
or miracles, Eccl. : and, , , a working of
wonders, a miracle, Eccl. : from, , {,) wonder-working. Eccl., ov,(,) contra-

ry to opinion, unexpected, strange, mar-
vellous. Plat. Rep. 472 A, Xen. Cyr.
7, 2, 16, etc. ; , con-

trary to all expectation, Dem. 780, 4.

Adv. -, Aeschin. 33, 23. Hence,, , marvellous-

ness, rhoniist., ov, ( )

handed down, transmitted, hereditary,, Polyb. 6, 54, 2 : . ], a
conimeworative tablet, Id. 12, 11,9.—
II. handed over, given up to punishment,
Diod. 10, 92.,, ,{) a
giving up, surrender,, Thuc. 3,

53 : , opp. to, Polyb. 9, 25, 5 : a giving up to

punishment or torture, Isocr. 301 E.- -

2. a handing over or down, leaving as

inheritance, bequeathing, transmission,

Thuc. 1, 9.— 3. pass, a being given up
or over.— II. esp. the transmission, oral

ly or by writing, of legends, doctrinee



etc., the propagation thereof, tradition,

Plat. Legg. 803 A ;, Polyb. 12, 6, 1.—2. that which

is handed down Ot bequeathed, any thing

founded on tradition or prescription, a

tradition, N. T., a. ov, verb. adj. of•, to be given up. Plat. Legg.
802 E.—IJ.-, one must give

up, Thuc. 1.86. ^, , ,()
given «p.—2. to be delivered or taught,

capable of being taught, Plat. Meno
93 B., , ,() a

receiving from another, Plut. 2, 1056

F.—2. that which has been received, a

hereditary custom, Eur. Bacch. 201 :

frarfiVio/!, Hippodam. ap. Stob.—II. ac-

ceptance. Polyb. 1, 5, 5, etc., poet. inf. aor. 2 of

: Ep. -, 11., inf. aor. of-, f.- [], poet,-, {, )) to be near one as

a servant, to serve, . Tivi Tl, to do one
service, -, Od. 15, 324 ; ct. ~-.', adv., in running or

passing by, Orph. Arg. 856., , ,()
a running beside, ., con-

course, accompanying swarm ot flatter-

ers, Posidon. ap. Ath. 542 B.— II. a

running or passi7tg by, -,
in passing, Polyb. 22, 17, 2 ; .-, to treat by the way, Lat. obiter,

Arist. Pol. 7, 17, 12.
^,, , a place for tak-

ing the air, like the Roman Xystus,
Vitruv. 5, 11 : from, ov, ( )

that may be run or passed through :, spaces for getting through,

gaps, Xen. Cyn. 6, 9., {,) to

scratch or scrape off at the side. Liban... for,
jnf aor. 2 of, II. [ti], (, -() to govern, reign with one, Thuc.
2,97.

,=., as mid., with intr.

aor. act. (, ): — to

creep in underhand, stink or steal in, II.

23, 416, (in Ep. inf aor.-
for) ; . Plat.

Rep. 421 : so too in mid., ;}-, lb. 424
D: . , Dem. 608, 3.,, , creeping in be-

side, encroachment, Dem. 219, 7., desiderat. from -, to be disposed to deliver up,

Thuc. 4, 28.,(,) to sing be-

side or to one,, Od. 22, 348., contr.) (,,) : to lift up and set beside, .. to lift up and pervert the mind,
Archil. 84, of. 0pp. H. 4, 19:—pass.

to hang beside or at one side, •. . 16, 341., poet, for,
make to grow or thrive beside : pass, to

grow beside,, Nic. Th. 01 :

—

more usu..,(,) to live beside,

in close connexion with,- -, the soul living as a
mere accompaniment o/' the body, Plut.

2, 672 D : hence to live merely, with-
out doing any thing, ,, i was alive, but lived not,

Anaxandr.. 3, 4 : and so, to

live amiss, cf. Wyttenb. Plut. 2,

13 B.
and -, f. -,(,) to yoke beside, couple,

Tivi, Eur. Mel. 9 :

—

to set beside,

Eur. Ion 22 :—pass, to be joined side

by side, coupled together, Dem. 1460,

fin. Hence,, , a yoking beside,

co7<p?in^, Plut. 2, 1110 A., , (, 7) to

provoke to jealousy, LXX. Hence, , jealousy : emula-

tion, Philo., , (,) to

pursue a fruitless inquiry, M. Anton.,, , ,(-) yoked beside : hence inetaph.= 7re-, superfluous, Anst. Pol. 2,6, 11,

cf Sclineid. Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 32., , , (,)
girdle. LXX. Hence, a, ov, at the girdle

:

Tu, ., daggers or hangers worn at the

girdle, Posidoii. ap. Ath. 176 B., ov,— foreg.

and - : f.-{,) :
—to gird at the side,

hang at the girdle,. Plat.

Rep. 553 C ;—mid., to wear at the gir-

dle, Dion. H. 2, 70, cf Plut. Anton.
79:— pass.,, gird it, Theophr. Sign. 4, 2.

Hence, , , a dagger

hanging at the girdle.?., ov,=sq., Thuc.
6, 62. [i]?.. a. ov, Att.- ;

also or, ov, Thuc. 4, 50{,-) '—beside the sea. lying on the sea-

side. Hdt. 3, 135; 4, 109, etc. : .,
(sc. ) Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 7., i, ) to

warm, soften, assuage, cheer, Eur. Med.
143., new Att. 1),(,) to embolden, cheer on,

encourage, Thuc. 4, 115, Xen. An. 3,

1, 39, etc.

: f.-, Ion. -^-, (,) dep. mid. :
— to

inspect side by side, confront, compare,

Tl , Ep. Plat. 313 C., f. -, (, /^)
to soften, assuage, soothe, Aesch. Ag. 7 1

.

,, ,{)
any thing fixed on or at the side, v. 1.

LXX.—II. an extra dish, delicacy., , Parathemidas,
masc. pr. n., Paus. 9, 13, 5.,{,)
to transgress a law, and injure thereby ;, Hermes ap. Stob. Eel. 1, p. 984., contr.,(,) to mow or cut down in

passing, like.. Rh., (.()
to heat to excess ;, ot

a man become quarrelsome in his cups,

Aeschin. 49, 18.—II. to warm, cheer,

Ath. 185 C., ov, (,)
over-hot: metaph. over-hasty, Diod.,

Plut. Pelop. et Marcell. 3.,, .{) a

putting beside, opp. to, Chry-
sipp. ap. Diog. L. 7, 151 : an adding,
annexing,, Polyb. 3, 36, 3.—2. pass, being placed near, neigh-

bourhood, connexion, Polyb. 2, 17, 3,

etc.— II. a comparing, ,
on comparison. Id. 3, 62, 11, etc.—2.

matching of wrestlers, Lat. commissio,

Plut. 2, 638 P.— III. a setting before

one, e. g. of a dish : dish or dinner

so set out, Polyb. 31,4,5, Ath. 664 C :

so ., Polyb. 13, 2, 6.—1V\ a

storing tip, Polyb. 3, 17, .—2. a store

ofprovision, etc.. Id. 2, 15, 3.—V. what
is laid before one, advice, .
Id. 9, 22, 10., verb. adj. from-, Dion. H., ov, 6, ( )

one who serves dishes. Hence, , , placing beside ;

presenting, recoinmending

.

, f.-,(,)
to run beside or alongside, Plat. Lach.
183 E, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 21. etc.— II.

to run to one side of, deviate from,. Plat. Theaet. 171 C— III. to

run beyond, cnitrun,, Xen. An. 4,

7, 12, etc., ,(,) to

consider, examine a thing beside anoth-
er, compare, , Xen.
Mem. 4, 8, 7 ; , Luc.—II. to

overlook, slight, Dem. 1414, 22., f. -,(,) to

whet or sharpen upon,, Hermipp.
Moer. 1 :—metaph. to incite, provoke,

Dion. H. 8, 57, Plut., etc., , ,() any
thing put beside, an addition, Plut. 2,

855 D (al.).—II. any thing

entrusted to one. a deposit, Hdt. 9, 45,
elsevvh. : also of per-

sons, a hostage, Hdt. 6, 73., , a sharpening : incite-

ment., (, ) to

serve onefor hire,, Poeta ap. Plut.

2, 761 E.,(,) to

touch at the side or in passing./,(,) to press
at the side, Sext. Emp. p. 14. [t]

Hence?-,, , pressure at the

side, Galen., , , a bye-contest, cf... ov, beside or along the

seats of the.1,=.<.,, , any thing
broken off, At. Ft. 335 : from,(,) to break

offfrom, or at the side : metaph. to break,

weaken, Lat. infringere. Plat. Legg.
757 E., , f.-,=^., to make a
alongside ; to edge, Theophr., contr. for,
q. V., f.-, (,) to run or leap past, Dion. P.
286., , (,) to

burn incense beside, fumigate, ,
Diod. 3, 47, etc.

Tiapa'^vpa,, , a side-door, wicket

[t'], ov, , dim. Irom
foreg. [i]', ov,(,) by the

door : . =, Plut. 2,

617 ., poet, for, Horn.,hence
Lat. prae.,() adv., in

going beside or 7iear to, c. gen.,, Opp. C. 1, 483., , , poet, for-,=, transgression, a

going wrong, Hes. Th. 220.\3,, TO.Paraebasium,

a monument in Arcadia, Paus. 8, 28,7., , poet, for

:
— bye-way, means of escape, Ap.

Rh. 4, 832.,,•, poet, for-.
1101



+TIa/)fii.3ar??f, • Ion. , b, Parae-
bates, a Spartan, Hdt. 5, 46.4^,. o,Paraehiits, attend-

QiU ot Phincus, Ap. Kh. 2, 4oti.,, ov, poet, for^•
?. .• — napai.)io7.a, piob.

like , to teaze

with sneering side-speeches, H. Horn.
Merc. 56., ov, or-, ov,=
sq.. Xenocr. Aquat., ov, , haunting the

shore, of certain fish, Clearch. ap. Ath.

J32 C., poet, for.,, , for-, the hand from the little finger to the

wrist, ap. Hesych.,.-,{,)
to stir up, 7., to raise a shOTIt

in applause, Pind. O. 10 (11), 90 ;-, . Rh. 2, 1253.— II. intr., of

words, to fall hy chance from a person,

Find. P. 1, 169.-., /,() an
adiisoig, exhortation, address, esp. ad-

vice, counsel, Aesch. Eum. 707 ;,
of a person, Hdt. 5, II, 51 ; but also,, of or towards a thing, Thuc. 4,

59.,, , Ath. 14 ;

and7?, ov, ,{) an
eiicourager, adviser. Hence, y, ov, hortatory,

Sext. Emp. p. 372., , fut. - Ep. -/[,):—to recommend, adinse,

TivL Ti, Pind. P. 6,23, Aesch. Pr. 307,

etc. ; also . , Hdt. 3, 4.

Plat. Phaedr. 234 , etc. ; oft. also c.

dat. pers. only, Aesch. Cho. 903, etc.;

rarely c. ace. jiers., Pors. Med. 719,

Reisig Cornm. Cr. Soph. O. C. 1397

(1402):—esp. to advise publicly, as a

speaker in the assembly,, Thuc. 1, 139, etc. ; also. Id. 2, 13 : ov ., to advise not...,

c. inf., like ov, etc., Thuc. 2, 18.

Cf u'l/viu., Att. -, .

-;()/, dep. mid. :

—

to intimate darkly

and enigmatically, Ath. C04 F.,=., to trick, Lye. 1094,

13S0.-, -, Ep. for, -, 3 sing. subj. and
fern. part. aor. 2 act. trom-.1(, , ,{)
taking away from beside, stripping one

of, , , Thuc.
1, 122, Plat. Rep. 573 ; .-, Arist. Pol. 5, 10, 11., . f.- ; aor.-{,) '— take aivayfrom
beside, , Eur. Heracl. 908; to

withdraw, remove, E,UT. Hec. 591, Thuc.
3, 89, etc.—2. . . thou

hast drawn aside the curse on thy son's

head, Eur. Hipp. 1316. — II. mid. to

draw away from, draw over to otie^s

own side, seduce, detach, Xen. Mem. 1,

6, 1.—2. generally, to take awny from,
Ti, Hdt. 2, 109, Eur. 1. T. 25,

etc. ; TL, Dem. 289, 5 ; to lessen,

damp, . Id. 406, 3.

Hence, , , the edge or

selvage of cloth {which is cut off by the

tailor) : generally, ftanrf, strip, Thuc.
4, 48., contr. for poet,,
q. V., f.-, {-
,) dep. mid. : to remark,

hear of by the way, Tivor, Xen. Cyr. 4,

2. 30 ; absoL, Theocr. ', 120.—. to

1102

II

let onfi's Si^lf he deceived by one's senses.

Plat. Theaet. 157 E., 07',= sq., ov,{,) of ill

omen, ominous,/. II• 4, 381., . -.{,)1
rush, dart by the side of or past, II. 5,

090 ; 8, 98 ; ., to dart past one,

II. 11, 615. [In Ep., in arsis; cf
'.], , ol, in Arr. An.

3, 19, 2,= nnpn<ra/i7?voi'.^, , , Paraetacene,

a mountain district in northern Per-

sia, Strab. p. 522 : from, . ol, the Parae-
taceni, a people of Persia, Hdt. 1, 101., f-,{, -) dep. mid. :

—

to beg of or from
another, Lat. exorare ab..., ,
Aescb. Supp. 521, Eur. I. A. C85, Ar.

Eq. 37, Plut.,etc. : then,—2. to obtain

by prayer, c. acc. cognato,-
., Plat. Criti. 107 A :—also to beg

iL'ithout obtaining, Hdt. 1, 24.— 3. C.

acc. pers. only, to ?nove by entreaty,

obtain leave from,, Hdt. 6, 24:
also to intercede with a person, prevail

upon him bi/ supplications. 111, 3, 132,

Eur. Heracl. 1025, Ar. Vesp. 1257,

Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 14 ; . ',
Aesch. Supp. 521.—4. c. acc. et ml.,

to entreat one to do, Hdt 1, 90; also

c. gen pers.,/ -, Eur. Med. 1154 (so, .
Ttvu .... Hdt. 4, 158) ; c. inf only,

to obtain, leave to do, Hdt. 4, 146, etc.
;

. , Thuc. 5, 03.— II. c. acc.

rei, like Lat. deprecari, to avert by en-

treaty, deprecate, bpyjjv, Aeschin. 82,

17 ; . Id. 30, 31
;, Polyb. 1,80,8:, -, Plut., etc.—2. to decline, beg to

be excused, , Pind. N. 10, 56, Plat.

Prot. 358 A.—III. c. acc, also to en-

treat earnestlyfor, intercede for, beg off,

esp. from punishment, ',
Hdt. 1,24;, Hdt. 3, 119; also,

. Ttvu, Dion. H. ; also, ., Xen. An. 6, 6, 29.—2. to

renounce a slave, Diog. L. 6, 82.

Hence,, , an obtaining by

prayer, also the obtaining of a request,

Plat. Legg. 915 C : arequest, entreaty,

Id. Criti^ 107 A.—II. a deprecating,

preventing by entreaty, Thuc. 1, 73.

—

2. an excuse : pardon, Synes.— III. an
interceding for, begging off, Dem. 120,

26., a, ov, verb. adj. from, to be declined, Plut. 2,

709 D., , ,{)
an intercessor, Plut. SuU. 26., , ,{)
fit for deprecating, .,
words fitfor turning away wrath, Dion.

H. de Thuc. 45., , ,{)
appeased by entreaty, placable, Lat. ex-

orabilis. Plat. Legg. 905 D. etc.—II.

to be deprecated, Plut. 2, 23 A., , , a secondary or col-

lateral reason., ov. also a, ov, Aesch.
Cho. yiOC7rapa,OiriOf) :

—

being in part

the cause,, of a thmg, Eur. An-
tig. 14 : in bad sense, accessary to a

crime, Aesch. 1. C, cf Polyb. 18, 24,

3, etc.

^HapaiTOVLOV, ov,, Paraetonium,
a city and port of Aegyptian Marma-
rica, also called '. Strab.

pp. 40, 799 ; in Luc.., , ov, Ep. for -, part. pres. mid. from, exhorting, encouraging, II.

21. 771, Horn Cer. 3.37, Hes. Th. 00.

[], , ;),= 8q., p. Rh., , poet, for', counsel, encimragement. persuasion,

II. 11,793; 15, 404: also,
(q. v) : a beguilement,, A nth. P.
5, 285., poet, for-., , {,)
hang up beside

:

—jiass. to he hung or
hang beside, -

in •, Hdt. 7, 61, cf Achae. ap. Ath.
45i D;, they had
daggers hung at their side, Hdn. 2, 13,

19 :—absol. to hang upon another, Plut.

Anton. 77. Hence., , that which
hangs by the side.— II. that by which 07ie

hangs one's self : and,, , a hanging up
beside, Arist. Coel., Ep. for-, 3 sing. aor. 2 of-, II. 23, 127,683., f. -/, {, -) to fasten, join, hang by the side., f. -, {-,) dep. mid. : to sit down
beside or near, , Ar. Plut. 727,

Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 8, etc., , , keeping or
holding by one., f. -, {,-) to sleep beside, of a dog, Ael.

V.H.I, 13., inf-, {-,) dep. mid. : to sit beside

or near, , Ar. Ran. 1492, Thuc.
6, 13. Plat. Crito. 43 B, etc., f.-, Att. -,-,) to set beside or near. Plat.

Rep. 553 D.— II. mid. to sent one's self

,

sit down beside or near another,,
Id. Theaet. 144 D, Xen. Cyr. 5. 5, 7.—2. c. acc. pers., . , to let

another sit down beside one, Lycurg.
167, 42 ; but also, ., to make a
man assessor or arbiter, Dem. 897, 3.

—

III. intr. in Act., Diod., f -., {,) to let down, drop, , Plut. 2,

63 ; so in mid., Eur. Hel. 1536 : cf
Arist. H. A. 9, .37. 30 -.—to let drop or
sink by the side, , Plut. Nic.
9 :—intr. (sub.), to sink down,
., Polyb. 35, 1, 4., f. -, {,) to set down beside or near,

Dem. 47, 5 : to establish beside,-, Isocr. C2 ; . -, Diod. 16, 38.

—

. in intr.

tenses (v. sub '7]), to stand beside

or near., ov, {,)
untimely, unseasonable, Hes. Op. 327., ov, commoner form
for foreg., Epich. (?) p. 124, Menaiid.

p. 321, Luc. Nigr. 31. Adv. -,
innnoderately, Isocr. 2 E.. f.-,{,)
to light, kindle, burn beside or near,

Hdt. 2, 1.30, in pass., , f -, {, •) call one : hence,—]. to caU
to aid, call in, send for, summon, Lat.

arcessere, Hdt. 1, 77, Ar. Vesp. 215
etc. ; . , Hdt. 7, 158
. , 7, 205 ;

Thuc. 5, 31 ; .
Xen. An. 1, 6. 5.-2. esp. to summon
one's friends to attend one in a trial,

7., Isae. 30, I, etc. : hence,, .lummoned. Aeschin.
24, 30 : to call as ivitness. Lys. 142, 19,

Dem. 9)5, 25: ., Id. 227, fin.

;



, ' voca-

ius atque non vocattts,' Thuc. 1, 118.

—

3. to invite, , Eur. Bacch.
1247 ; , , Xen. Cyr.

4, 6, 3, etc. ; . /, to invite

him to mount the tribune, Aeschin.

64, 5.—III. to call to, call on, exhort,

cheer, encourage, , Aesch. Pers.

380; , Eur. Phoen.
1254; ' ,. . 3, 1, 24; ., c inf., to

exhort one to do, Eur. Cycl. 156, and
Xen. — 2. to excite, ,
Eur. Or. 1583 ; , Id. I. A.

497 :—of things, . <p7Mya, Xen. Cyr.

7, 5, 23. — IV . to dematid, require, 6

., Id. Oec. 9, 3.', (, «)
to trot beside a horse and pat him, ., Plut. Alex. 6.',, , any thing

hung up beside or before so as to cover a

thing, a covering, curtain, Plut. Alex.

51, etc.—2. metaph. a veil, cloak, -, Antiph. Ncai». 2 ; — an excuse,, for a thing. Plut. Pericl. 4, of.

Wyttenb. 2, 27 : from, f. -, {, -.) to cover by hanging something

beside, to cloak, veil, disguise,-/. ?., Plat. Rep. 503 A :

mid. to veil one's self and weep, Plut.

2, 161 D, cf. Id. Alcib. 34., poet, for-
UVU, to give a side ivink at., f. -, {,-
iTTu) to bend sideways.— II. to shun by

turning aside, decline, C. acc, Diod., (,) to

be thorny 0 prickly on the side, The-
ophr., f.-, (-
,') to dismount, alight

beside, of horsemen who dismount to

fight on foot, Polyb. 3, 115, 3, etc.^, f.-,(,) strictly to throw or put

down beside or near, II. 23, 127; ., to put a girdle round one,

11. 23, 683 (in both passages-, poet, for).
—II. as law-term, . ,
to deposit a sum. of money to be forfeited

in case of failure, preparatory to com-
mencing a suit for the recovery of an
inheritance, like Lat. sacramento con-

tendere cum aliquo, Isae. 40, 43, cf.

Dem. 1092, 20 ; . ,
to bring such action to prove that the

inheritance belonged to himself by
gift, Isae. 47, 25. — Cf-.—HI-7-, to publish it with their manifesto,

append it thereto. Polyb. 4. 25, 6.,, , (-
TaSaivu) a descending so as to place

one's self beside another : esp. an ap-

pearing in a court of law to answer an
accusation, and that esp./"or the second

time in the same cause, Plat. Legg.

950 E..,, ,(-?.) money deposited by the plain-

tiff or appellant, esp. in suits for re-

covery of an inheritance, to be for-

feited in case of failure, Lat. sacra-

mentum, Isocr. 395 B, Dem. 978, 20,

etc. ; cf. Bockh P. E. 2, 84 sqq., Att.

Process p. 616, sq., and v. sub-7,., /, , trick in

wrestling, a tripping up., . ,(-) any thing deposited with one,

esp. of money or property entrusted

to one's care, a deposit, trust, Hdt. 5,

92, 7 ; . . Id. 2,

156,, Thuc. 2, 72, Aeschin.,

etc. ; cf. : . ,
money deposited m a bank, Dem. 946,

1.—2. a pledge, security, .. Id. 572, 7.—II. in law pro-

ceedings=7rGpaKara/3o^^. Cf. Lob.

Phryn. 313., (, -) to die beside or near, Anth.

P. 9, 735., inf.-,(•
,) dep. mid. : to lie, rest

beside or near, esp. to sit by at meals,
Lat. accumbtre, , Xen. Cyr 2, 2,

28, Ep. Plat. 360 A./, (.-) to lay doiim, beside, to put to bed

with, , Aeschin. 48, 10, Luc.
D. Deor. 6, 4.'.?., (, -) as pass., to lie down beside, to

lie or sleep with, , II. 9, 565, 604

(in form, 3 sing, aor.,

by syncop. for).1?•,, (, ?.-) to leave with one, ,
Thuc. 6, 7.7,7), , in music, an
irregular kind of chanting, Arist. Probl.

19, 6, cf. Plut. 2, 1140 F., (, -) to drive in alongside,-, Thuc. 4, 90., dep., to adjust

or arrange beside., , -=-
,., , keeping back,

restraining., (,-) to deposit a thing, jmt it in a

persons hands.—Mid. to deposit one's

own property with another, entrust it

to his keeping, give it him in trust,

, Hdt. 3, 59, Xen. Hell. 6, 1,2,

Plat., etc. ; ^..
Rh. 2, 504., (,-) dep. inid., to use beside, make
a different or additional use of a thing,

Tivi, Arist. Part. An. 2, 16, 6, etc., inf.-, toga down
beside., (,)
to eat with something else, Sotad.

1?.. 1., f. -, (,) to keep back, restrain, detain,

Thuc. 8, 93, Polyb. 1, 66, 5, etc.,, 6, a col-

lateral notion ; v.., (,)
to make to dwell beside, , Isocr.

121 C ; 7. (poSnv , to

make fear and watching his compan-
ions. Plut. Pericl. 11.— Mid. to settle

another near one's self,, Isocr.

134 A., Att. -,(,) to bury beside or 7itar,

Hipp. 813., Att. for -,(,) to sew on: in mid.,

generally, to put all in order,. Ar. Plut. 663. [v]1?., {,) to

put out side-shoots. Theophr., inf.- : Ep.
impf., Od. 14, 521, {-,) dep. mid. — To lie beside,

Yiear or before,, II. 24, 476

:

generally, to be ready at hand, Od. 21,

416, Plat., etc. : metaph., -, the

choice is before you, to fight or flee,

Od. 22, P5
;
', li/ing

at death's door. Soph. Phil. 861
;, Pind. . 13, 103

;

, the present, Id. . 3,

131•; Tu, Ar. Lys. 1048;
but TU ., also, the dishes on table,

Polyb. 3, 57, 8 :

—

. /., the yiear-

est gate, Id. 7, 16, 5 ; eii -, things present in memory,
Plat. Phil. 19 D.—II. in Gramm.,, tempus perfec•

turn. Hence, adv., parallel, Ath.
489 ; similarly, Plut. 2, 904 .—II.

next, thereupon, Lat. deinceps, Id. 2,

882 B.—III. conveniently, Arr. Epict.

3, 22, 90., adv. part. pf.

pass, from, under cover,

concealedly, Clem. Al., adv. part,

pf. pass, from, in a
bold dashing style. Plat. Legg. 752 B., adv. part. pf.^8.,=:., adv. part, pf,

pass., briefly, Luc.,, , as Bekk.
reads for, Plat. Rep.
407 B, Legg, 688 A, etc. : from, (.)
dep. mid., to order one to do a thing,

advise, prescribe, Tl, Hdt. 1. 120,

Thuc. 7, 63 ; . , c. inf.. Plat.

Syrnp. 221 A, etc. ; also foil, by
..., Hdt. 8, 15.—11. to exhort, en-

courage, Tivi, Heind. Plat. Phaed. 60
: abso!., to encourage one another by

shouting, Hdt. 8, 15; 9, 102, and
Thuc. ; so, ., Thuc. 4,

25 ; cf./.—The act. is very
rare, as in Polyb. 7, 16, 2 ; 16, 20, 8 ;—but• we have?, as

pass., orders had been given, Hdt. 8, 93
;

and so., Ep. Plat.

333 A, cf Polyb. 10, 39, 2. Hence17^,., a calling out to,

cheering on, Thuc. 7, 70, etc. ; in plur.,

Xen. Cyr. 3, 3. 50, etc.— II. the organ-

izing a party at elections, Dio C. 53,

21 : and,,, an exhort-

ation, encouragement, Eur. Supp. 1156,

I. T. 320 ; cf.. Hence17., , , horta-

tory. Adv. -.., ov, , =-, Thuc. 4, 11, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3,

59.^., ov, , (-) one who calls out to or en-

courages. Hence, , , calling out

to, encouraging, urging on, Tl, Plat.

Euthyd. 283 B. Adv. -., , , (•7.) called out to, summoned, of a
packed audience, Thuc. 6, 13 (ubi al.'^ ; v./.,
and cf.7,., v..., (, 7)
to ride by or past,, Ar. Pac. 900., (. /)
dep., only used in pres. and impf, to

call to, call upon. --7.', . Rh. 4, 1668., , (,) to

empti/ beside or near, ,
a void, vacuum, Plut. 2, 903 D, 907 C., , (.) to

pierce at the side, Theophr. : esp. to

tap, in case of dropsy : also to courh

for a cataract. Medic. Hence, , perforation, esp.

tapping lor the dropsy, or couching for

cataract., ov, , a kind

of needle for tapping or couching : from. ov,.{)
one who taps for the dropsy or couches

for a cataract.
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.)>, {,)
to make /iain by the way or unlawfully.,, ?/, the small bone

of the leg, also ntpovrj., ,=, Diog.

L. I, 34., , , {-') desperate venture, Thuc.
5, 100., verb. adj. from), onr must hazard some-

what, Dion. H. 9, 57., . , venture-

somr,, P1:U. Soph. 242 B. Adv.

-, Plat. Rep. 497 : from.),(':,)
to make a rash venture ; c. ace. rei, to

venture, risk a thing, Ar. Eq. 1054,

and Pint. ; c. inf , to have the hardihood

to..., Ar. Ach. 045, Xen. Hell. 3, 5,

16; absol. to venture, run the risk, Ar.

Vesp. 0, Andoc. 21, 11, Plat., etc.;

7. , to venture to Ionia,

Thuc. 3, 56 : — for Plat. Euthyphr.
15 U, V. Stallb. : — -/, a bold, venturous phrase,

Ar. Ran. 99 ; so, rr., desperate

battles, Dion. H. 9, 30; etc.', ov, {,-) dangerous. Adv. -vwf, Strab.

p. 231., , f. -), {c, -) to move aside, disturb : to move

one from his purpose, alter, Dion. H.

— 2. to stir up in. passing, make passing

mention of., Plut. 2, 656 C — 3.

to excite, stir up violently, Luc. : hence,

in pass., to be distracted, Lat. pcrmo-

veri mente, Herm. Soph. Aj. Argum.
•— II. intr. to shift one's ground, change.

Plat. Kep. 540'A, cf. 591 E.—2. to be

fdghlii excited or impassioned, TLVL,

Xen." Mem. 4, 2, 35 ; , Theo-
ponip. (Hist.) ap. Alh. 531 B: hence
to be mad. Plat. Phaedr. 249 D. — 3.

also to raise troubles, enter into plots,

like, Dem. 193, 27, Dion.

H. 7, 55. Hence,, , a thing dis-

placed : dislocation. — II. a derivative,

Gramm. [i] : and,, . an excitement,

arousing.—11. dislocation, derangement.

—HI. derivation, Gramm. [("] Hence, , , given to dis-

placing ; deranged, Philo ;—adv. -,
.', to show symptoms of madness,

Plut. Solon 8., , {,) to

mir. with, Joseph.

ilapaKUj. (, ) to pass by,, 11. 16, 263, m tmesis. [I]

HapuK?Mio), (,) to weep

beside or at, Theogn. 1037. Hence/, , , a weeping at

or about.', ov, , {,
K?.ai(j,) a lover's complaint sung

at his 7nistres.i's door, a serenade, Plut.

2, 753 B. We have examples in Ar.

Eccl. 900, Theocr. 3,23, Propert. 1,

16, 17. [i], ov, .{,-
•) a false key. Plat, (('om.) Met. 1.), Ion. -/, {,') to shut out, Hdt. 6, 00 :

—

to shut

in. Polyb. 5, 39, 3, si vera I., {,) to

steal from the side or in passing, filch

underhand, Ar. Pac. 414, Isae. 88,

33.^/, Ion. for7,
Hdt.,, ,[)
a calling to one, .summons, esp. to one's

aid, , on summons,

Dem. 275, 20.:—2. a calling upon, im-

ploring, an appeal to,, Thuc. 4,

1104

61. — 3. exhortation, encouragement,

Tiva, Id. 8, 92, opp. to-, Isocr. 2, 2. etc. ; ., Aeschin. 16, 33., , , {7)
to lie callxl in or quoted, Luc. PsPU_^dol.

4.— II., one must call on.

Plat. Legg. 893 B.7/,=7,\\.', , ov, exhorting, en-

couraging. Plat. Rep. 523 D, 521 D:
7., e.vhorting to a thing, Dion.

H. 4, 20 : from/.7, ov,{) call-

ed to one's aid, assisting, esp. in a

court ofjustice, Lat. advocatus : hence
-, as subst.. a legal assistant, advo-

cate, Dem. 341, 10, cf Herm. Pol.

Ant. § 142, 14.—2. generally, a helper:— ., the Comforter, N. T., opor, ,{)
one who exhorts, encourages, LXX., adv., {)
bending sideways, turning aside, swerv-

ing, ,
to speak swerving from the truth, Od.

4, 348; 17, 139;

?., she turned her eyes
aside, H. Ven! 183.,,,=-, Anth. P. 9, 257., {, ?.) to turn

or bend aside,, Od. 20, 301
;. . Rh. 2, 93 ; . -, Ar. Pac. 157 ; .,/, to set the gate ajar, open it a

little, Hdt. 3, 156 ; so, . ,
to open a bit of the hall door, Ar. Pac.
981.—2. metaph., /,?/, they turn ]visuce from her path,

Hes. Op. 260; so also, ~. ,
Arist. Rhet. Al. ; of words, in pass.,

to be slightly altered {parce delorta),

Plat. Crat. 400 B, 410 A.—3. to lay

beside, Ath. : — pass, and mid. to lay

one's self or lie down beside, esp. at

meals, Lat. accumbcre,, Theocr.

2, 44, etc. ; to lie side by side, Arist. H.

A. 5, 2, 5: of adjacent lands,-, Call.

Del. 72.— II. intr. to turn aside, slip

away, escape, II. 23, 424, Aeschin. 25,

9. — 2. to turn aside, swerve from the

right way, Aesch. Ag. 745. [I, hut

in perf and aor. pass,

and.} Hence, , . one who lies be-

side, esp. at meals, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2,

28. [Z],-= IV., Anth.
Plan. 255.

^, f. -;, to be past {-) the prime {/), Xen. Mem. 4, 4,

23 : hence to be faded, to be gone by, Id

Symp. 4, 17; 8, 14; and metaph. of

persons, Ale.x. Dem. 6, 5 ;-, Arist. Rhet. 2,

13, 1, cf. Polyb. 6, 51, 5, Plut. Caes.

69. Hence. }/,=, dub. 1.

Theophr. : and , , a fever

that is past its crisis. Medic., /, , {,) the

point at which the prime is past, Plut.

Marc. 24., (.,) to scrape

or rub against, Philostr. Imag. 1, 28., ,,{,-) armourfor horses' legs. Poll. 1, 140., , , (,-) the outer shin-bone, cf.-, as pass. ,^/-, Hi[)pon. 78.

riapiiKriOj, to tickle a little: me-
taph. to make jealous, Eccl.. Ion. for., , ,{) that

which haft been heard amts.i, or tmili

half heard, hearsay, Ep. Plat. 341 B.—ll. unwillingneae to hear, disobedience,
Galen., N.T.,{,) as
pass,, to sleep beside or near,, Ath.
189 E. Hence,, , sexual in-

tercunrse : and, , a sleeping beside

or near : and, ov, 6, one who sleeps

beside, a bed-fellow./, {,) to

lay (isteej), put to bed beside or with.

Ti, {,) as
mid., / communicate a thing to another,
TLvi Ti, Pind. P. 4, 236.. , =.
—II. to keep watch or guard beside, TIVL,

Polyb. 0, 33, 12: from., ov, , {,)
one who sleeps beside, a bedfellow, USU.
a husband, spouse, 11. 6, 430, etc., Hes.
Th. 928., , , ace. , fern,

from fbreg., a wife, llom., and Hes.:
Ep. dat., Od. 3, 381, Hes.
Sc. 14, 46., oi', sleeping beside :=:, Diod. 5, 32.', , {,)
to glue or fasten on, Hipp. 846. Hence/.,, , that which
is glued on, esp. carved woodwork
glued on furniture by way of orna-
ment, Theophr. : and. , a glueing or fast-
ening on, Hipp. 745 : and, , , glueing or
fastening on, CelsUS.'{,)-, low couch, with only one end to it ;

when it had two, it was called-. Poll. 10, 36.?, , f. -, {,?.) to go he.-)ide or near,follow
close or on the heels, , Ar. Eccl.
725, Plat., etc. : to follow clo.se, stick

to, dog one's steps, Dem. 519, 12,

etc. : to attendfuwningly , as a parasite,

Id. 281, 22: of rules, to hold good
throughout, . ' ,
Xen. Eq. 8, 14 : ., to follow
all the times and dates, to trace accu-

rately, Nicom. ap. Ath. 291 B. — II.

metaph. to f,lhw with one's thoughts,

i. e, to understand, .,
Dem. 285, 21 ; , Demad.
178, 32, etc. : so esp. as Stoical term,
usu. absol. ; they also said

..., to understand
that..., Epict. 2, 26, 3; also c. part.,

Id. 4, 5, 21. Hence.?., , , that

which follows besides, an additional con-

sequence, Plut. 2, 885 C : and, , , a folloie-

ing or resulting, Plut. 2, 1144 B.

Hence, , . ready at

following or understanding, M. Anton.

5, 9. Adv. -. Id. 0, 42.,, , a carrying be-

side : a carrying over, transporting,

Thuc. 7, 28, Polyb. 10, 10, 13. — II.

(from pass.) a going beside or near, a
sailing along shore, coasting-voyage,

Thuc. 5, 5 ;
— a going across, Polyb.

3, 43, 3, etc. : from
: f. - Att. -t&

:

{, )— to carry beside or

along with, escort, Eur. H. F. 126.—2.

to cam/ or convey over, to transport,

Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 61, Diod. 2, 17; esp.

to a place, Xen. Hell. 1, 4, 7 ; . vav<:

, to bring ships to an anchorage
Dem. 1208, 4 ;

generally, to convei,



carry, Hdt. 7, U7.— II. pass., to or

sail beside, coast along, ,
Thuc. 6, 44 : also, , •, Id. 4, 25 ; 6, 52 :

—

to go or sail

across-, to cross, pass over, Polyb. 1, 52,

6, etc.— HI. niid., to have a thing
brought one,, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 57.

Hence,, , one mho car-

ries beside or over.,,,()
money with a false stamp : metaph., a

counterfeit, Philo,, ov, {trapi,) cov-

ered with hair. Com. Anon. 313., , f. -,{,•) to sharpen or whet besides, Ar.

Ran. 1116, in pass.: -, ' -
^iova,Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 33.—II. in genl.

to rub against.,{,) to

throw the dart with others, Luc. Paras.

61., , ,() a

striking falsely, esp. of money ;—me-
taph. madness, frenzy, Aescll, Ag. 223,

Eum. 329, Polyb. 40, 3, 2.

Ilap.oo,ov,{apa)struck
falsely, counterfeit:—metaph., mad,

Aesch. Pr. 581 ; ., Eur.

Bacch. 33 ; ^ ., Ar. Thesm.
€68. Hence-, , , mad, frantic,

raring.(^ f. -,{,)
to strike aside or awry, and SO to strike

falsely, properly of nioi'iey, Diod. 1,

78 :—hence, generally, to falsify, Luc.

Le.xiph. 20 :—in mid., to cheat, swindle

out of a thing, c. gen.,, Ar.

Eq. 807 ; simply to cheat, , lb.

859 : pass, to be cheated, Tivi, in a
thing, Ar. Nub. 640.—II. metaph. to

.strike the mind awry, drive mad, de-

range, ., Eur. Hipp. 238 : so

too, , Hipp.

:

but, , base

coin, knavish fellows, Ar. Ach. 517.

—

2. so too, intr., Ty -, to be mad, Arist. Mirab. 31 ; ab-

sol.,, in a ft of 7nadness,

Diog. L. 4, 44, cf. Pluc. 2, 1123 F:
hence, II.—III.

to cut ill pieces, cut up,, Polyb.

10, 15, 5., , f. -, {, -) to sweep out; to cleanse. Plat.

(Com.) Lac. 1, 3., ov,{,) out

of order, improper : adv. -, Joseph., , a hearing amiss or

wrong, dub., Lob. Phryn. 352. [],,,{)
thing heard wrong or misunderstood,

Dion. H. 9, 22, Strab.—II. a iirotig

doctrine, bad advice, Ep. Plat. 338 D,
340 B. []

, ov, , dim. from
foreg., Plut. 2, 354 A., verb, adj., o?ie must
disobey, Muson. ap. Stob, p. 458, 11

:

from, f. -,,{,)
to hear beside, esp. to hear accidentally,

to hear talk of,, Hdt. 3, 129 — II.

to hear or learn underhand, listen un-

derhand to any one,, Ar. Ran.
750, Luc. Merc. Cond. 37 : to overhear

something/rom another, Lat. subnns-

cultare, tl . Plat. Euthyd.
300 D.—in. to hear wrong, misunder-

stand, Plat. Prot. 330 E, Theaet. 195

A.—IV. not to listen to, take no heed of,

Polytj. 26, 2, 1, etc. ; . Id.

30, 18, 2 : also to pretend not to hear,

Id. 3, 15, 2., . {,)
70

to hold back^ restrain, 0pp. : also to re-

strain against nature, M. Anton. : ., to bind up the hair, Diosc., {,)
as pass., to hang beside : -, appendages, dependencies, such

as the far provinces of an empire, Po-

lyb. 5, 35, 10., and - ; fut.

Att. -, {, Kpt-). To hang beside, -, letting the hand hang down,

li. 13, 597., ov,{,)
steep OH the side, Strab. . 391, Diod.

11,8.

[i], f.- ; aor.-
; pf.-, pf. pass,--

; aor. pass, [] ; aor.

mid./, (, ).
To separate and place beside : in pass.,

ai-

yiuAov, the land force drawn up along

the shore, Hdt. 9, 98 ;, Hdt. 8, 70; cf. Plut.

Cat. .\lin. 13., f.- []=:7-, Joseph. Hence, , a hearing wrongly

:

disobedience, Joseph. : and, , 6, one who hears

'Wrong.,{,) to be

somewhat saffron-coloured, Diosc.5, 145., . f. -, {,) to pat or clap one, ., Luc. Gymn. 1.,, ,{)
striking beside or wrongly, esp. strik-

ing a false note in music, a discord,

Plut. 2, 826 :

—

a missing, mistake,

Anst. Pol. 2, 5, 13 ; 7nadness, Hipp.
68.—II. a cheating, deceiinng, fraud,

Bern. 679, 3 : 760, fin.—III. a draw-

ing in or checking of an eruption, TOV, Arist. Probl. 3, 12., ov, {-.) cheating withfalse meas-

ures. Com. Anon. 318.,,,=^-, Hipp. 68. Adv.- : and, ov, = :

from, f. -, {,)
to strike aside ; Strictly (ace. to Harp.),

of persons who strike the scale so as

to weigh falsely : hence, of persons,

to mislead. Plat. CritO 47 A ; deceive,

cheat, Dinarch. 103, 13 ; but much
more freq. in mid., lb. 95, 22, Plat.

Crat. 393 C, Dem. 19, 18, etc., cf.

Wolf Lept. p. 291 : in pass.,-, to be led astray

by one, Plat. Theaet. 168 A ;, in a thing, Polyb. 24, 3, 3 ; but
Luc. Tim. 57 uses the pf.-

in an act. sense.—11. in

mid., to strike aside from one's self,

parry, ,
Plut. Lncull. 28, cf. Id. Sull. 18 : to

shun, avoid. Id. 2, 198 :

—

-, to be drivenfrom
one's senses, A. B. : so also intr. in

act , Hipp. 966., f. -,{,-) hide beside or near : to hide or

disguise, Diod. 18, 19., f. -, to croak beside., a, ov, {,)
on the shore or bank, 0pp. H. 4, 316., f, -, {,) dep., to get over and above

:

in pf. -, to have over and
above, , Hdt. 4, 80., ov, ,{) one who
brings hounds to the chase., ,{) pos-

session beside or near, Clem. Al.

, oi',=sq., Anth. P. 9,, a, ov,{,) on
the sea-side, ?^,, Aesch.
Pr. 836, Soph. Aj. 654 ; .,
Eur. I. T. 1424./, ov, , a part of a

chariot-wheel./^, f. -, {, ?)
to roll beside or past, [i], ov, {, )
wavy,, Bockh Inscr. 1, p.

249., f. -•,{,)
to stoop aside, throw one's head conceit-

edly on one side, Ar. Ach. 16.—2. gen-
erally, to stoop and take a careless side

glance at a thing, , Dem. 46, 27.

—3. to peep out of a door, window,
etc., like Horace's despicere, Ar. Vesp.
178 ; esp. of girls peeping after a lover,

Id. Pac. 982, 985 ; also, . .
Id. Thesm. 797 ; . , Hipp.
884 :—metaph., , &.

hope of safety peeped out, Id. Eccl.
202. Hence, , f. -,^=-, Q. Sm. 11, 423.-, , ,{)

stooping to one side, peeping in :—pro-

verb., ., like our ' bull in a
china shop,' Menand. p. 86., , {, -) to satirize incidentally in a com-
edy, Ath. 525 A., -, , or rather-

(V. sub) :
—a yielding,

contribution,, v. 1. Thuc. 6, 85,
ubi Bekk..7\,, , f. -, {,-
7) to chatter beside : to prate or talk

at random, cf. Meineke Menand. p.

202., f. --. Ion., {,) to re-

ceive from another, , as
a successor does the command, like, to take possession of,

freq. in Hdt., and Att. prose ; .-, Hdt. 2, 120, cf. Thuc. I, 9,

etc. ; 7., opp. to, Id. 5,

105, cf. Isocr. 180 A; esp. to inherit,

Eur. Ion 814; opp. to.
Plat. Rep. 330 A ; ., to inherit

curses, Eur. Phoen. 1611.—2. to take

in pledge, Hdt. 3, 136; also, to take by
force or treachery, seize, get possession

of, Hdt. 7, 211, Xen.—3. c. ace. pers.,

to take to one'.s self, as a wife or mis-
tress, Hdt. 4, 155, Xen. Oec. 7, 6 ; as
an adopted son, Hdt. 1, 113; as a
partner, helper, or ally. Id. 1, 76; 2,

121, 4, Thuc, etc. :

—

., to

bringforward as a witness, Dem. 1 159,
27.— II. to receive, , in hos-
pitality, Hdt. 4, 154; ., to re-

ceive an answer. Id. 1, 126.—2. esp.
to receive by hearsay or tradition, Opp.
to, and so to learn, hear,

Lat. accipere, Hdt. 1, 55 ; 2, 19, etc.

;

TL , 2, 51.— III. to take upon
one's self, undertake, Lat. suscipere ; ., Ar. Eq. 344 ; 7.. Id. Eccl. 107 ; -, Aeschin. 20, 13 : hence,, things taken in

hand, undertakings, Hdt. 1, 38.—IV. to

wait for, intercept, Lat. excipere. Id. 4,.

203.—V. to take up, , Po-
lyb. 33, 16, 9 : . , to state

concisely, Id. 6, 58, 1.—VI. to take

prisoner, Id. 3, 69, 2.?, f. -, {, -) to shine beside 0 a little, Plut. 2,

889 D. Hence?, , a shining spot on
the cornea, prob. in Hipp. 102.']17, f. -', {,
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-) to escape the notice of,,
Plat. Hipp. Maj. 298 B.

i', », /, the Paralatae,

a Scytliiaii people, Hdt. 4, 6.', {, Ataivu) to

smooth, polish, Clearch. ap. Ath. 522

D. Hence, , , viaking

smooth ; lenitive, Diph. Siphll. ap. Ath.

62 D.)', f- -^,(,) to

lay beside or near : usu. in mill., to lay

one's self or tie with one,, in Horn,

usu. clandestine intercourse, 11. 2,

515, etc. ; also with tl•»' add-

ed, 11. 14, 237 ;
generally of inter-

course with a woman, ., 11. 20,

224 ; when the woman is in nom. and
the man in dat., simply to He down be-

side, be his bedfellow, II. 24, 670, Od. 4,

305. Homer usu. has 3 aor.-, also fut. : but 3 aor. syncop.

does not occur till H. Ven.
168.— II.), to speak beside the

purpose, wander in one's talk, rave,

Lat. delirare, Hipp. 976.

—

111. Ttapa-, like, to gather

superfluous hair : hence,',
you have had your eyebrows polled, Ar.

Eccl. 904.—IV. yijv,, to sail by or along the land, like

Lat. legere Oram, Diod. 13, 3, Strab., verb. adj. from-, one must pass over, ri, Xen.
Ages. 8, 3 ; , Diod. 5, 83.•, ?/, , leaving on

one side, passing by : irom', f. -, (,)
to leave on one side, leave remaining,

Thuc. 3, 26. Xen. Hell. 4, 6,4.-2. to

leave on one side, leave utmoticed, pass

by, pass over,, Ar. Eccl. 1145 ; as

dogs a hare, Id. Cyn. 3, 6, etc.—3. to

neglect, Lat. omitiere, Ar. Ran. 1194,

Av. 456 ; of orders, Xen. Cyr. 8, 6,

10 ; opportunities, Dem. 24, 25, etc.

:

esp. Itj leave untold, pass over, Lat. prae-

termitlere, Eur. Hel. 773, Plat. Symp.
188 E, etc. ; -. , Eur. Tro.

43.', f. -,{,)
to rub along, bedaub with ointment, Ar.

Eccl. 406 ;, Arist. Rhet. 3, 4, 3.

^-,?/,() a pass-

ing over, omitting, Plut. 2, 33 A., ov, (,)
whitish, partly white, Arist. H. A. 4, 1,

10•, =, in tme-

sis, Eur., (, //) to make
to cease beside.—II. intr. to be all but

ceasing : hence ?^, with
and without, the penultima,

Gramm. Hence
'.7), , the penultima of a

word, Uramm., verb. adj. of-) one must take to one's self,

get, Dem. 910, 4.17], , ,(-) to be accepted, .
Plat. Meno 93 .—. to be used or

applied, , Chrysipp. ap. Plut.

2, 1035 p.7),, ,(-) a receiver, Hermes ap. Stob.

Eel. 1, p. 932.1?., , (, ?.) to

talk nonsense, babble, Hipp. 401 ;—gen-

erally, to dote, Lat. delirare, Ar. Eq.
531, Ran. 594. Hence
17,7),, , silly talk,

071 absurdity, Dio C. 59, 26 : and17], , a talking foolishly,

dotage, Hipp. 1210.

/pof, ov,(,-) talk-

ing foolishly, Lat. dclirus, Philo.
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', , ,(-) receiving from a7iother, succession

to, 7'/, Polyb. 2, 3, 1, etc.—2. the

taking nf a town. Id. 2, 46, 2.—3. learn-

ing, Epict., , ,() the sea-

coa.it, land on the sea, Hdt. 7, 185 ; esp.

applied to the maritime district of

Attica, Hdt. 5, 81, cf. 1, 59; strictly

fem. from (sc. y?}) ; and in

Thuc. 2, 56, we have in lull,-
: also (sc. ),

Polyb. 3, 39, 3.(?, (,) to he

stony at the side, Theophr., ov, (, ?.) ly-

ing by lakes or marshes, Plut. 951 E.^', collat. form of -, Arist. Probl. 29, 13, 4.^, ov, ,(lpao)thesta-
tion of the ship Paralos, Dem. 1191, 25.., ov, also , lov, Aesch.,

and Eur., and cf. :
—=-',-, Aesch. Pr. 573,-. Soph. Aj. 1065., as pass., to be caught

beside or 7iear.', f. -?; ; aor. '-,(,) to do amiss,

sin, Ti, Q. Sm. 13, 400;, to sin against the gods, Ap. Rh.
2, 246.

—

is a late collat.

form ; a corruption./,, , a sailor of the ship, q. v. [j]«7/•, ov, b, an inhabitant of
the., /, y,()
a passing from hand to hand, transfer,, Aesch. Ag. 490

;

a passing over, , of one
thmg into another. Plat. Theaet. 196

C :—., of the alternate motion

of the feet, or their crossing, Critias

29 ; cf. 2.—II. difference

between things, Theophr. H. PI. 6, 6,

5, Polyb. 6, 7, 3
;

.,
Diod. 5, 37.—III. changing, cha7ige,

N. T.2., , , (-) thai which passes by:-7.\, the overlapping ends

of oroken bones, Hipp. 792.— II. an
i^iterchange, exchmige, Plut. Num. 16.

/creov, verb, adj., one must
pass by, Strab. p. 591..., ov,()
altered : changeable.?.() adv., al-

ternately, Soph. Aj. 1087 (ubi v. Lob.),

Tim. Locr. 95 C.—II. in quincuncial

order, i. e. in alternating rows, Thuc.
2, 102.^<•, , , alternation, ., Hipp. 762, cf. :

. )'/, 7noving of the head to

and fro, Plut. 2, 977 B.—II. a passing

by or away, change for the 7iorsc, de-

clensio7i. Plat. Tun. 22 D, Polit. 269

; ., mental aberration,

Hipp. 369.— III. the 7nutval inclination

oftwo linesforming an angle, Theophr.,
Plut. 2, 930 A ;—esp. the angleformed
by lines from a heavenly body to the

earth's centre and the horizo7i, Math.
Vet. : from, Att., -: f. -^,(,) to make things alter-

nate, Lat. alternare, e. g., . -, to 77iake the teeth of the saw stand

contrary ways, Theophr.—2. to change

or alter a little, Hdt. 2, 49 : esp. for

the worse, to corrupt, .. Soph.
Ant. 298.—3. of place, to pass by or

beyond, go past,, Xen. Hell.

5, 1, 12, Polyb. 5, 14, 3, etc. .—to go
beyond, s^irpass, Tivu , Arist.

Meteor. 1, 4, 14.—4. to elude, avoid,

Plut. Camill. 24 ;

—

to get rid of,,
Id. Caes. 41.—11. intr. to pass by one
another, of two tunnels or the like,

which start from opposite directions,
and, instead of meetmg, overlap each
other, Hdt. 2, 11 ; cf.,
and V. sub :

—to alternate,

reciprocate, Arist. Anal. Pr. 1, 26, fin.—2. to be interchanged, altered, different,, from a thing, Plat. Legg. 957
;

absol.. Id. Rep. 530 D, Tun. 71 E,
etc. :—impers.,, it vtakes
a difference, like Lat. refert. Plat. The-
aet. 169 :—part. pf. pass, ?^•,, different from a thmg, -, Polyb. 7, 17, 7; and so unusual,
strange. Id. 2, 29, 1 ; 3, 55, 1.-3. to go
aside, turn from the path, Xen. Cyr. 1,

4, 21 : hence to slip aside, escape,, Aesch. Ag. 424.—4. . -, to go beside the 77iark, Plat. The-
aet. 194 A, Tim. 27 C, 71 : hence
usu. nietaph., to go wrong, err. Id. Rep.
530 : so too, -, words that wander
from reason's seat, Eur. Hipp. 935.

;/7•7(5', ov, , (-7/,) a body with par-
allel surfaces, Plut. 2, 1080 B.7;. , -,(]7)
a being side by side, parallelism., () to

place side by side, or parallel. Hence,, , comparing

ofparallels.., ov. (-, ?'/} bounded by parallel

lines, Strab. p. 178 : ., a parallel-

ogra7n, Plut. 2, 1080 B.7;^ , ov, (.,)
beside one another, side by side, Arist.

Coel. 2, 6, 14 (ubi Bekk. divisim) :

a'l . (sc. ), parallel lines,

Arist. Anal. Pr. 2, 16, 2, etc.:—c. gen.,
parallel with, Polyb. 9, 21, 10.—-, parallel-wise, Plut. Agis et

Gracch. 1 : so adv.-, Arist. Muiid.
7, 1., , i;,= sq., Plut. Ti-
mol. 9., , ,(?) cni

excuse, subterfuge : a fallacy., f.-, (-) dep. mid. ;

—

to reckon wrong or
falsely, jnisreckon, miscou7it, esp. on
purpose, Dem. 822, 25; 1037, 15:
hence,—2. to reason falsely, draw a
false conclusio7i, use fallacies, Arist.

Phys. Ausc. 1, 3, 2.—II. to cheat, de-

lude by false reasoning or fallacies,

Isocr. 420 C, Aeschin. 1,117; .
, to cheat a person out of a thing,

Arist. Rhet. 1, 14, 1 :—also in pass.,

Id. Sophist. 1, 5;?. Id. Top. 1, 18,

2. Hence)?, , , false reckon-

ing : a false co7iclusion, fallacy
,
quibble,

Lycurg. 152, 4, Arist. Pol. 2, 3, 3, etc.

—II. a cheating by false recko7iing or
reasoning, outwitting, Menand. p. 218 :

a deceit. Polyb. 1, 81, 8, etc. : and?. ov, , 07ie who cheats

by false reasoning, M. Anton. 6, 13.

Hence, , , fitted for
deceiving by false reasoning, fallacious,

Arist. Rhet. 1, 9, 29. Adv. -.?., ?'/, ,(-) deluded, or suffering one's self to

be deluded by false reasoning., ov, (, .
Ill) strictly, beyond or co7itrary to calcu-

lation, unexpected, Jinlooked for, Thuc.
1, 65; hence neut., as
adv., Eur. Or. 391 (nisi legend,) ; and so adv. -, Dem. 835,

7 :

—

casual, uncertain,, Polyb.



2, 35, 6.—2. beyond the usual calcula-

tion ; hence, ru, the over-

portiotis of food given to guests which

were not to be reckoned upon, Xetl. Lac.

5, 3, Hence, , 6, as subst.=• , that which is beyond all

calcxdalmn,, 6 -, an event

much, greatly contrary to calculation,

Thuc. 3, 16 ; 7, 55 ; so, -
; .--, Id. 7, 28 : iv?, by miscal-

culations such as men make, Id.

8, 24 : TO7..,2, 61., ov, (,)
remaining besides, Arist. Anal. Post.

2, 8, 7.'.?^, (, ) to

make crooked, Hipp., ov, {, ) by or

near the sea,. Soph. Aj. 412 ;, Eur. Ion 1584 ; jy

(so. y-7/'!=, Thuc. 2, 55:

—

generally, concerned with the sea, naml,

., Hdt. 7, 161.—II. oi-? in Attica, the people of the sea-

coast (Tlapa?J.a), Hdt. 1, 59; opp. to

the or dwellers on the plain,

and the or mountaineers,

Herm. Pol. Ant. (} 106.—III. -? (sc. or), the Paralos,

one of the Athenian sacred galleys,

reserved for state-service, for the-
upiai and religious missions, for em-
bassies, the conveyance of public

monies and persons ; and freq. em-
ployed as admiral's galleys in sea-

fights, B5ckh P. E. 1, 321 ; the other

was called? : hence,—2. oi, also oi?, the crew

of the Paralos, which contained none
but free citizens.—IV. name of a

plant which probably grew near the

sea, Mel. 1, 20.

tn«pa?iOf, , 6, Paralvs, founder

of Clazomenae, Strab. p. 633.—2. sou
of Pericles, Plat. Prot. 315 A ; etc.—
3. son of Demodocus, a pupil of So-
crates, Id. Apol. 33 E.,,(,,
edgedon both sides with purple, Clearch.

ap. Ath. 255 E.—II. oi,
among the Persians, the second order,

tchose garments ivere only bordered with

purple: the first, called by Xen. An.

1, 2, 20,, had them all of

purple.,, , pecul. fem.

of foreg., dub., , =
1, Plut. 2. 583 .

^', oi, those who bathe to-

gether, Ar. Fr. 436 : from, (, ) as

pass, to bathe together, Ar. Fr. 150, in

contr. inf., , , the back of the

horse's neck, where the mane grows./., ov, (,)
dwelling near the Alps, Plut. Aemil. 6./^, to bend or twist, prob.

I., Theophr., (,) to be

changed and become salt, Plut. 2,897 A., ,(,) to

^n>i;<?a/o)i^untAsomethingelse,Tliuc.

2, 51, Plat. Phaed. 65 C : oi-, the refractory, Xen. An. 2, 5,

29.}, ov, (,)
rather safL: of soil, rather poor, Strab.

p. 142., , ,() a

loosening aside : hence a breaking open

illicitly, Plut. 2. 519 C—II. a disabling

the nerves m the limbs of one side,

palsy, paralysis. Medic. : SO, ., Polyb. 31, 8, 10.

'7£, verb. adj. from -
7., one inusl loose, set free,,
from a thing, Plat. Legg. 793 E., , , affected with, paralytic, . .?, ov, loosened along the

side.—II. impotent.?, , (, ?)
to release 071 receipt of a ransom :—mid.

to redeem from a person 6^^ ransom :
—1?., name of a play

of Sotades., f. -, (,) to

loosefrom the side, loose and take off,

Tu , Hdt. 3, 136;
so in mid.,?. ,
taking off our rudders, Xen. An. 5, 1,

1 1 ; and in pass.,?^?', with their oars taken away,

Polyb. 8, 6, 2 :— ;r. , Plut.

Anton. 76 :

—

to separate, part from,, Eur. Ale. 933 :

pass, to be partedfrom,, Hdt. 1,

149.—3. to release or set free from,, military service, Id. 7, 38 ;

and in pass., to be exempt from it, 5,

75 :—so, . , to setfree

from cares, Pind. O. 2, 95 ; .. to discharge, dismiss from
command, Hdt. 6, 94, cf Thuc. 7, 10 ;

8, 54 ; 7. , to remove from
anger, Thuc. 2, 65 : c. ace. only, to

set free, , Eur. Ale.

115.—4. to undo, put an end to,,
Eur. Andr. 305.—5. to undo secretly,, Diod. 13, 106.—II.

to loose beside, i. e. one beside another,

. Tijv . Xen. Cyn. 6, 14.

—III. to relax or disable at the side ;

esp. of a stroke of palsy: pass, to be

so disabled, be palsied, Arist. Eth. N.

1, 13, 15 ; then, generall}', to be enfee-

bled ofexhausted, to flag, Hdt. 3, 105,

Polyb., etc.,,,(,)
hem, border., (,)

dep., to be quite mad, Aineips. Conn. 2., (,)
to miss by going on one side, to fail, Ar.

Fr. 283., , , as Att. law-

term=., , ,(,-) trencher-companion, parasite,

like, Alex. Troph. 2.,. o.=foreg., Alex.

Tarent. 4, 8, Ephipp. Epheb. 1., , , a small

side-dagger. [Z]',(.) to

blunt rather, by degrees, Plut. 2, 788 E.,(,) to let

pass beside

:

—to relax 07ie's hold of,

^W-
, , ^, f. -,(,)

to change o?ie's place and pass on, to

leave at one side, pass by, Ap. Rh. 2,

660 ; hence to exceed, excel, -, Soph. . . 504 ; but very rare

in act.

B. USU. in mid., to pass beside, pass

by, go past one,, Od. 6, 310 ; very

freq. in Hdt., ,,,, etc. ; also of

rivers, Hdt. 1, 72, 75.—2. topassover in

narrative, make no meiition of, Hdt. 2,

102 : also to run past, outrun, Pind. P.

2,93, Eur. I. A. 146.—3. of time, to pass,

go by, Hes. Op. 407.—II. to change for
one's self, i. e. the arrangement of

troops, Xen. An. 1, 10, 10.—III. to

lead aside from the road, turn aside,, Pind. N. 3, 47 : cf..?, ,(,) to

disregard, USU. c. gen., Thuc. 1, 25,

Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 14, Plat., etc. : ab-

soL,, herecked little, Hdt.

I , 85.—pass, to be slighted or abandon-
ed,, by the gods, Aescb. Theb.
702. cf. Eum. 300, Plat. Rep. 620 C., perf. of -, q. v., perf. of-., f.- : poet,•, etc.(,) :

—

to stay beside,

with, or near, , II. 11, 402; 15,

400; , Aeschin. 8, 6.—II.

absol. to stand one's ground, standfast,

II. 13, 151, cf. Hdt. 6, 14, 15.—2. to

stay at a place, stay behind or at home.

Hut. 1 , 64.—3. esp. to survive, remain
alive, Hdt. 1, 30, cf. 3, 57.—4. of wme
and other liquors, like, to

last, keep their strength and quality,

opp. to. Strab., ov, Dor. for/,
Pind. [a], , (sc. ?'/), the

string next the middle, e. g. the second

of five, Arist. Probl. 19, 47 : strictly,

fem. from sq., ov, (,) be-

side or 7iext the middle., , f. -, (,) to measure / or ivith another
thmg, Plut. 2, 1042 D, cf. Luc, Imag.
21 :—also as dep. mid., Plat. Theaet.
154 A.—II. . ^, tomeasure alike dis-

tance of water with another, i. e. sail

alongside of, Ap. Rh. 2, 939.—IIL to

measure falsely, cheat by a false meas-
ure. Hence, , a measuring by or
with another thing, comparison.—II.

retribution., a Dor. form of-
: mid.,, to surpass the beauty of

others, Pind. N. 11, 17.,,(,) some-
what long, Lat. oblongus, Polyb. 1, 22,
6.—II. extending beside or along, as
Euboea along the mainland, Strab.., (,)
make a thing long or oblong.—II. me-
taph . to prolong, Ath. 502 D., , , (,)
the inside of the thihs, Lob. Soph. Aj.

814, p. 361. Hence. a, oi',=sq., ov, (,)
at the side of or along the thighs ;., armour for the thighs, cuisses,

Xen. An. 1, 8, 6. [t]

ami - : f. -(,') :

—

to mingle, intermix

with, , Ar. Vesp. 878 : to mix
in, add by mixing,, Hdt. 1, 203
(in Ion. form -), 4, 61., adv.,= 7rapu,
within a little, almost.'7., dep., c. fut. mid.,

aor. pass, et mid. :

—

to outvie, ,
Polyb. 12, 11,4.//•, ov, (, .)
vicing with, Anth. [a\, dep. c. fut. mid.-, pf. pass,-(,) :•—to mention besides or

by the way, to make mention of one
thing, along with another, c. gen. rei,

Hdt. 7, 96, 99, Soph. Tr. 1124., poet, for,
\)80\. , to abide, tarry, Od. 2,297 i'S, 115.

or-, to lessen ; or,

intrans., to fall below the right ineasure,

c. gen., Hipp. Foes. Oecon. [f],() adv., mix•

edly., {,) to introduce the semi-Lydian inode

Plut. 2, 1144 F.1,= (q. v.),

1 only used in pres., and impf.
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, , , Parnmmon,
appell. Mercury in Al'rica, Paus. 5,

15,11.', Ion. ior-., inf. aor. 2 of-3?., , ,() .]

) dep. mid., to hdlow beside

or near, of thunder, Aesch. Pr. 1082., f. -,{,)
to tear, scratch slightly., f. -, {,) to

be closed at the side, to be partly closed,

i. e. to be half open, v. 1. Dion. H. [v.

staying by a person or at a place

:

hence a persisting : steadfastness, Ath.
—2. of time, duration., ov, poet. fem. -,
Piiid. P. 7, 21 :{) .—staying

by a person or at a place : hence last-

ijtg, constant, steadfast,,
Pind. 1. c. :. Plat. Theag.
130 A : of persons or dogs, faithful,

Xen. Mem. 2,4, 5; 3, 11, 11. Neut.. as adv., steadfastly, The-
ogn. 198. Cf. sq., ov, poet,,
rarer form for foreg.,, Xen.
Mem. 2 10, 3 ; ,
Pind. . 8, 29., ov, {,)
contrary to the Muses or music, i. e. out

of tune, discordant unih a thing, C. dat.., Eur.^Phoen. 78C:

hence harsh, horrid, ,
Aesch. Cho. 407: cf..

or -, f.- :

aor.- {,) :
—to

cover with a cloak or robe, Arist. Rhet.

3, 3, 3 : hence to cloak any thing

shameful or bad, . 7., to cloak

OT disguise one'sv/ords, Pors. et Elmsl.

Med. 234 (ubi olim.) : also

in mid., to allege as a pretext, c. ace,, {, !;) to

bind the hair with a fillet or headband,

At. Lys. 1316, in Dor. form-., ov, ,{, -) an additional fillet, head-band., {, )
dep. mid., to address in words of en-

couragement or consolation,, 11. 9,

684 ; 15, 45.—II. c. ace, to encourage,

e.vhort, advise, Aesch. Pr. 1063, Plat.,

etc. ; c. inf.. to advise one to do. Soph.

Ant. 935. Plat. Legg. 606 A; also

foil, by .., Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 1 : to en-

courage a dog, Id. Cyn. 6, 25.—2. to

console, appease, soothe, Hdt. 2, 121,4,

Thuc. 2, 44, Plat., etc. ; . 7m-

yoiai. Ax. ^^. 115.—3. of pain, sor-

row, losses, etc., to relieve, assuage,

repair, , Locella Xen. Epli. p. 153 :

., to soften down, avoid the use

of a name, Piiit. Cleomen. 11, cf Id.

2, 248 B. Hence, verb, adj., one must
exhort. Plat. Legg. 899 D : and, ov, 6, an encourager

or consoler. Hence, , , consolatory,

Arist. Elh. N. 9, 11, 3, Pint., etc., , ,()
addressing, and so encouragement, ex-

hortation, Plat. Rep. 450 D : also per-

suasion, argumentation, Heind. Plat.

Phaed. 70 B.—2. consolation. Plat.- .365 A.—3. pleasure, amusement,

opp. to. Plat. Soph. 224 .—
4. a defence, Longin., , (>v, late and dub.

form for-, ov, ,{-) an address, exhortation, Plat.

Legg. 773 E.—2. a consolation, etc.,

Soph. El. 130, Thuc. 5, 103 ; etc.—
3. Plat calls certain fruits-, stimulants of a sated

appetite, Criti. 115 B.—He is fond of

this form, on which v. Lob. Phryn.
517.. f. -/, {,
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, ov, almost foolish,, f. -, {,) to mount, ascend a chariot be-

side or with one, CaWix. ap. Ath. 200 F., later- :

f.- (^,) :

— to read beside, near or with, esp. io

read an accusation or defence in public,

Dem. 712, 9.— II. also to read side by

side, compare or collate one document
with another, ., Aeschin. 82, 35 ; ,
Isocr. 65 D ; , Dem. 315,21 ;

so in pass., Plat. Theaet. 172 E.—III.

to read wrong., f., to accomplish

a thing by force, Dion. H. de Lys. 13 :

—., to force the ends of a bone
together, Hipp. 800., , a reading side by

side, collating.,{,)
as mid., c. aor. 2 et pf. act. :

—

to come

out, come forth, appear beside or near,

Plut. Alex. 2., , {,)
to dwell beside or near, c. acc, Soph.
Tr. 635., {,) to make to

dwell, set beside or near:—mid. c. aor.

1-, to dwell beside or near,. Call. Fr. 143, 2.
^

^, {,)
to lay beside or near, , LXX. [t]?, f.-,{,) to spend beside or amiss, to

ivasle, throw away, Dem. 1432, 16

:

also, 7. , Id. 167, 14 ;

cf..', rarer pres. for -, Antijjh. Myst. 2, 5.,, , {-) an additional or useless expense,

Plut. Pyrrh. 30 : hence a mere make-

weight, Wessel. Diod. 14, 5., as pass., to take

rest beside or xvilh., {,)
to fall back beside, Artemid., {,)
ta,rise or appear beside or near, Anlh.

P. 9, 614.,{,) as

pass., to be fit for marriage ; of girls,

to be marriageable, Hipp., , , =,
Cratin. Nom. 14. -, rarer

forms for.,{,) to pasture

beside or tiear, Ael. N. A. 1, 20., {,) dep.,

to go by, sail by, Ap. Rh. 2, 357., {,)
as pass., to be ill strung, ()f)ai -, of

bad strings, which sound dull and
harsh{) ; to jar, Arist. H. A.

7. 1, 3, Probl. 11, 31., f. -, {, ^)
to raise beside.—. intr. to rise beside

:

V.., f.-,{,)
to sicim beside or by, Luc. Lexipli. 5., f. -, {, )
to heap, pile up be.sidc, near or in : more
used in Ion. forms and --, Horn, only having the last, -
Tov tv, Od, 1,

147 ; 16, 51., . foreg.

, , , (sc. ]), the

string next the undermost, i. e. the last

but one of five, Arist. Metaph. 4, 11,

4 : cf.., f.-,{,•) dep. mid., to swim beside, by,

beyond, round, Od. 5, 417., , . -, {, •) to bloom beside or near, of plants

which have a succession of blossoms,
like monthly roses, or which blow
and fruit at the same time, like the

orange-tree, Theophr.— II. like-, to be past the bloom, y. 1. Plut.

Brut. 21, ubi nunc^., , t. -, [, -) to conquer and so corrupt, Aesch.
Cho. 600.1,.,=^,
to go, pass beside, near or beyond, c.

acc, H. Horn. Ap. 430., f. -, {,,) to set up beside, Ath. 150
C.—II. mid. io stand up beside, Joseph.,—, but al-

ways trans., to raise, set up beside or

by, Thuc. 3, 22., , f.-,{,)
to misunderstand. Plat. Theaet. 195 A.
— II. like, to be deranged,

senseless, Eur. 1. A. 38 : to go mad.
At. Nub. 1480., , , () de-

rangement, madness, folly, Aesch.
Theb. 756, Ar. Nub. 845, Plat., etc.:

—but also, Ar. Fr. 29 ; cf..
and- : f.-{,)—to open at the side

or a little, set ajar, Dem. 778, 12, Plut.

2, 903 D., , f.- ; irapf. and
aor.,7, as if a
compd. of and, Thuc.
3, 67, Lys. 98, 2 ; though the pf. is

regul.,, Xen. Hell. 2,

1, 31, etc.{). To be a-, to transgress the law, act ille-

gally, Thuc. 3, 65, Plat., etc. : and so
—2. to commit an outrage upon one,

Ti Tiva, Hdt. 7, 238. Lys. 98, 2

;

Ti Tiva, Thuc. 8, 108 ;, a return illegally pro-

cured, W.h, 16.— II. c. acc. pers.,/0 treat

as law forbids, wrong, 7naltreat,,
Plut. :—whence we have the pf. and
aor. pass, to be ill-used, Dem. 1090, 6,

Plut. Timol. 13. Hence,,. an illegal act

or conduct, transgression, Thuc. 7, 18,

freq. in Plut. : and, , an acting illegally,

transgression, App., , , the character and
conduct of a: transgression

of law, of decency or order, Thuc. 4,

98, Plat." Rep. 537 E, etc. :

. , loose and dis-

orderly habits of life, Thuc. 6, 15, cf.

28: from, ov,{.) con-

trary to law and. custom, Thuc. 2, 17 ;

unlawful, illegal; and, generally, wn-

just, violent, cruel,,, Eur.

Bacch. 997, Tro. 284 ; freq. in Plat.,

etc. ; ., Plat. Apol. 31 ;

TO ., illeguliiy, Aeschin. 82, 15:—so

in adv., -, illegally, Thuc. 3, 65,

freq. in Plat.—II. esp. as Att. law-

terms, ,, to indict one for
proposing unconstitutional measures,

Dem. 515, 27, etc. ; the indictment

itself being ,-, Aeschin. 82, 12, etc.

;

hence, (sc. -) to be indicted on this score,

Lys. 150, 32 :—cf. Diet. Anliqq.



, , contr. -, ,{,) distrajight, Aesch. Ag.
1455., adv. of, side-

ways, sidewards, II. 23, 116,- ",, , -
' rf/Sov.7, poet, for-

?.., , {,) prob.

only found in adv., q. v.,{~,)
to pass the night beside, Plut. Pelop.

35, etc., , 6, (-,-) the bridegroo?n's friend, who went
beside him in his chariot to fetch his

bride : also-., , ,{,)
the bride's-maid, who conducts her to

the bridegroom, one of the dramatis

personae m Ar. Ach., Att. -ttu, f. -, (-,) to prick or sting beside or

near : metaph. to prick on to do a

thing, c. inf , Luc. Philops.,,(,) slight-

ly intimate : hence a pretended guest,

fahe friend : in genl. false, spurious.

Ar. Ach. 518, (where however it in-

cludes a charge of.)—2. strange,

rare., f. -, (, ) to

graze or rub in passitig, like-, Leon. Tar. 67.—II. to be always

at anotheis side ; and so, generally,

to imitate,, Eunap.7],,{,) some-

what dry, Strab., , , dim. from
sq. [t],, ,(,)
dagger or knife worn beside the sword, a

dirk. Wessel. Diod. 5, 33., , (,) be-

side or near the axle : to tt., a linch-pin,

A. B. 58 ; also called

and.—But -, in Ar. Ran. 819, seems to

be the rapid whirling of<77.., , 6, v. foreg.,, , the nave of a

wheel., ?/, Att. for-, q. v. : and so for all compds.
with-, v. sub-., , .-. Ion.-,{,) to shave beside or near,^,, , (;)
that which falls off in carving, etc. : in

plur. chips or shaviyigs, superfluities,

Dem. Phal.,, , a mason's tool

:

used by Schol. Ar. to explain-
: cf.., f -, (, ) to

scrape or smooth at the side, Anth. P. 6,

65. To graze beside : metaph. cZose-

ly border on, c. ace. Longin. 31, 2., v. sub., , poet,, the

upper bolt of a door, ap. Hesych., , to kelp to train

or educate, Plut. 2, 321 13.—II. to train

gradually : gradually to alter what is

had, TT. nai, Luc. Nigr.

12., £.- and-,
jest by the ivay., adv, part, from-

II., in a foolish way.,, ,()
folly, m.ad)uss : in Hesych.•~, , foolish, mad

:

from, (,) to strike

on the side, tt.?., to sweep the lyre,

Aesch. Fr. 308 : but usu.,— 11. intrans.

like, to strike or fall aside,

slip out, Lat. excidere, esp. of the

plough slipping out of the furrow, like

Lat. delirare, Theophr. : hence,— 2.

metaph., to wander,fly offfrom a thing,

c. gen., , Polyb. 3, 21, 9

;

4, 31, 2; also . , to

commit a folly, Luc.—3., to wander from one's mind,
lose one's wits, go mad or be so ; but
more usu. without, Aesch.
Pr. 1050; cf. Interpp. ad Ar. Plut.

508, Pac. 90, Plat. Symp. 173 E.1?.',(,) to hurl,

throw besides or with :— mid., to run,

bound beside,, Eur. I. A. 228., adv. for , alto-

gether, absolutely, freq. in Hdt., who
always joins it with art., to tt., 1, Gl,

oft. with a negat., to ., Hdt.

1, 32, cf Plat. Apol. 26 C :—in reck-

oning, , up
to two hundred altogether, i. e. at least

two hundred, Hdt. 1, 193. [-^, but
perh. also , Buttm. Ausf. Gr. ij 62
Anm. 5, not.], ,.-, to meet ac-

cidentally., Att. - : f.-(,) :
— to strew, sprinkle be-

side or near, v. 1. Theophr. [], Ion. for., , . -, (,) to mislead, cajole, Aesch.
Eum. 728.

: fut.- : aor.

: poet, for :

—to mislead, Od. 14, 488. Ap. Rh.,

etc. : c. inf , to induce to do a thing by

craft or fraud, II. 14, 360, where the
aor. is used in just the same signf. as, by which Hesych. ex-

plains it.,{.-7,(•,)
to persuade by craft or fraud, to cajole,

beguile ; and sometimes in good sense
to appease, soothe, witi over, c. acc. -/., II. 13,

788, etc. ; c. inf, to persuade to..., Od.
22, 213, Eur. Supp. 59.—Hom. freq.

uses an Ep. redupl. aor. 2, e. g. 3 sing,

subj., Od. 22, 213
;

part,. 11. .14. 208
;, Od. 14, 290 ;-, II. 23, 37, Od. 24, 119. [t], f- [ ],{,) dep. mid. :— to

make trial of one, so as to ascertain

his will, c. gen.,, Pind. O. 8, 4., verb. adj. from -, one 7nust persuade, win over

to the wrong side, Sext. Emp. p. 290.

77£7/(•, , , able to per-

suade or cajole.', ,(,?.)
to hew at the side with an axe, Theophr., one must dismiss,

Clem. Al. : verb. adj. from, .-',(,)
to send by or beyond, make to pass, carry

clear past or through, Od. 12, 72 ; hence
also—2. to scud by or along the coast,

Thuc. 8, 61, in pass.—3. to escort, at-

tend, convoy, Xen. Hell. 7, 2, 18, Phi-
lipp. ap. Dem. 251, 6, etc. : so too in

mid., to convoy ships, etc., Dem. 96,

10 ; esp. to attend to the grave, Diog.
L. 3. 41, cf Ath. 594 E.—II. to send
besides or addition, Xen. An. 6, 3,

15, cf Hell. 4, 3, 4•—HI. to send to,

of an echo, . . Soph.
Phil. 1459; so, .. waft
hini applause, Ar. Eq. 546.—IV. me-
taph., to let pass, take no heed of, ap.

Dem. 283, 24 : hence also to put off,

neglect, pass over, Lat. praetermittere,

Polyb. 30, 17, 17, etc.—2. mid., to

send away from one, put away, e. g
one's wife, ApoUod.-^, adv. part. pf.

pass, from /., twined or
bound together., , to walk beside

or near, Joseph.,, covered with leaves

or plates, esp. of gold or silver., Ion. for-.
and- : f. --

: pf-(,-) -
—to stretch a curtain before:—

pass., to be stretched or draivn as a cur-

tain. Polyb. 33, 3, 2, etc.-.—-, the bird hovers before it

with out-spread wings, Arat. 312; so,, Dion. P. 98.. Ion. for-., , , (,) that which is spread out be-

fore a thing, a curtain, covering, veil,

Hdt. 9, 82 ; Trap. ', Ar. Ran.
938 ; metaph., a cloak, screen,. Plat. Prot. 316 , cf.

Dem. 1107, 1 ; . , Alex.-
cert. 41., i.-, usu.- : Ion. and, (,) dep.
mid. :

—

to fly beside, near, by or beyond,
Ar. Thesm. 1014, Arist. H. A. 6, 6, 6 :

to fly along, v. sub :
—to fly

to,, Simon. 214.'}, , , any thing

fixed beside or wear, esp. a tablet on
which were written laws, chronolo-
gical or astronomical observations,
etc., a sort of calendar, Cic. Att. 5,

14, 1 : ., chronological
annals, Diod. 1, 5 ; v. Salmas. in
Solin. p. 520:— a rule, order, Sext.
Emp. p. 263 : from

and - : f.-(,) :
—to fix. plant beside

or near, as a spear in the ground, Hdt.
4, 71 : esp. to engraft a twig, Plut. 2,
640 F :—pass., c. pf. 2-, to be
bound up with, /.-, Isocr. 12 ; so in
Theophr. :— mid., to set up a calendar(, q. v.). Plat. Ax. 370 C,
cf Wyttenb. Plut. 4 C.

7>;(5, , f -7;,(,-) to spring by or beyond : also C.

acc, to overleap, transgress, -, Aeschin. 81, 28.—II. to leap

I upoyi, of hounds, Xen. Cyn. 6, 22./^, , , (, -
?.) besmeared with mud, Geop.,, ,(,)
the small bone of the elbow, also :

the large one in front of it was-., , gen.,(,) beside the elbow : 7,
tvoman's loose garment, with a purple

border on each side, also,
Stratocl. ap. Ath. 582 D., f -, {,)
to press from one side, to press down,
6?., Sext. Emp. p. 410. Hence, , 6, pressure from
one side., (,)
to embitter, provoke, LXX. Hence, , , provocation,, f.-, (,) to kindle, bum beside or
7iear. Pass., to be inflamed, Xen. Eq.
1,4., .-, (,) to fall beside or at the side,
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Plut. Lysand. 29.—II. to fall in with

by chance, fall upon,

V7ivg, lidt. 8, 87, Xen. : to come upon,

happen to, nvi. Plat. Legg. 686 U:—, an opportunity

offers, Thuc. 4, 23, Xen. Hipparch.

7, 4 ; so, TTotif.v'-)/, Eur. Or. 1 173 :

—

-, like, the first that

comes ; 6 , that

happened to arise, Plat. Legg. 832 B,

cl. Phil. 14 C— 111. to fall or rush iti,, Polyb. 4, 80. 9.—IV. to fall

aside, fall away from, c. geii., -, Polyb. 12, 7, 2, cf. 8. 13, 8 ; to

7nistake, err, TlVi, Xen. Hell. 1, 6,4.,=>, dub. in

Heliod. 6, 8., , , Parapita, a Per-

sian female, Xen. Hell. 4, 1. 39.,()
make sloping or oblique at the side.

Hence'?, ov, 6, a trick in

boxing., ov,{,)
sloping, slanting, sideways, Theophr.

["] , , ,), f. -), (,) only used by Horn, in aor.

act. and pass. To make to wander

from the right way, lead astray, of sea-

men, to drive out of their course,... ,
Od. 9, 81; 19, 187; metaph., to per-

plex,, Od. 20, 346 ; in moral

sense, to lead astray, mislead, Pmd.
O. 7, 50.—Pass., ,
the arrow went aside, II. 15, 464 :

—

to

wander away from, ,
Eur. Hipp. 240 ; absol., to err, be

wrong, Pind. N. 10, 10.

B. The act. also occurs in intr.

signf., poet, logo astray, Nic. Th. 757,

Nonn., etc., ij,=:foreg./.,,,(•
(^) any thing stuck beside another : esp.

the coloured wax put in the margin of

books, to mark doubtful or obscure

passages, etc., Lat. cera miniata, Cic.

Att. 15, 14, 4; whence cera signare \n

Vitruv., ov, b,()
the wax used to stop the holes of flutes,

Arist. Probl. — II. change of form,

Sext. Emp. p. 254.
^, f.-,{,-) to change the form, esp. for the

worse, to deform :—pass., to receive or

take such a form., ov, counterfeit, spu-

rious.,, ,(-) any thing plaited, woven beside or

on., a, ov,(,)
almost full, ,
as Plat. Rep. 390 A quotes Od. 9, 8,

where our text has., f. -,{,)
to braid beside or among : esp. of wo-

men, to put on false curls, Hipp., etc.

;

7., Plut. 2, 785 ; simply=. Id. 2, 357 :—pass., to be in-

woven with, Tivi, Strab. p. 33.1?., , covers for the

sides of war-horses, Xen. Cyr. 6, 4, 1 :

Strictly neut. from, a, ov,~sq. [i], ov,{,)
on or along the sides. Hence, , to cover on the

sides with a thing,, Philostr., Ion.- : f.---{,):
—to sail beside, near or alongside,
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)', shaving close

past, Thuc. 2, 84 : to sail by or alurig,

esp. along a coast, or, Hdt. 4, 99 ; 7, 100, Thuc, etc.

—II. to sail past, Od. 12, 69, Xen.
Hell. 5, 4, 61, etc.—III. to sail to land,

Xen. Ath. 2, 4.—IV. to sail along with

:

, a supercargo., , . Ion. for-. Lob. Phryn. 530., , . Ion. for -, Hipp. Adv. -, Id.', {,) to be

full at the side, Od. 9, 8, in tmesis., ,,{-) stricken iyi one side or limb, para-
lyzed, Hipp., m>,{)
frenzy-stricken. Soph. Aj. 230.,, , ,{-) strictly struck sideways:{ .,
a coast which slopes off towards the
sea, a shelving beach, on which the
waves break sideways, and not di-

rectly as against clitls{), Od. 5, 418.— II. metaph.=7., mad, Hdt. 5, 92, 0, Ar.
Plut. 242, Xen. Oec. 1, 13, etc., , ,{)
paralysis.— II. derangement, Oenom.
ap. Euseb., , {,)
to fill beside, near, over and above : esp.

to fill ivith something unnecessary or

superfluous. Hence,, , any thing

added to fill up, a stop-gap, make-weight,

vo/^(irl'p7.,words and phrases
of such kind, Cicero's complementa
nuvurorum, Dion. H. de Demosth. 39.

Hence, , , serving

to fill up. Adv. -., , a filling up with

things superfluous., {,)
to be a neighbour.— 2. to approach in

way of sexual intercourse, Lat. coire,

Arist. H. A. 10, 3, 1., ov, also a, ov, Hdt.

1, 202 ; 4, 128, and Plat, {,-) :

—

coming alongside of, lying close

to ; hence, near, like,, Hdt. 4, 78,

etc. ; kv %''/?., they were about

equal in the sea-fight, had a drawn
battle, Hdt. 8, 16 ; -, such and such-like, Thuc. 1,

22 ; . .... Id. 5, 112.—Supcrl.,

Ty -, Hdt. 5, 87 ; compar.-. Plat. Pol. 275 C—Neut.,, as adv.,

nearly alike, almost. Id. 4, 99 ; SO adv.

-. Plat. Apol. 37 A, etc. : but,-, to tight with

nearly equal advantage, Lat. aequo

Marte contendere, Hdt. 1, 77, like-
: . ..., Lat. aeque ac.

Id. 1, 94; 7, 119., Att. - : f. -{, ): — to strike beside,

near, at the side.—Pass., to be stricken

on one side or in one limb, be palsy-

stricken

:

—to be deranged, frantic, mad,
like, Ar. Lys. 831, Eccl.

139 ; , Eur.
. F. 935., ov, having curls or

locks at the sides., , ,()
a braiding beside or at the side : an in-

tertwining : intermingling, union, Sext.

Emp. p. 236., , ov, coming to a

place, Ep. syncop. part, from a pres., which is not in use., o.contr.-,{,

) a sailing beside or alongside, a
coasting along ; a coasting voyage,-, to Italy, Thuc. 1, 36, cf. 1. 44 ;

2, 33 ; cf. Jelf. Gr. Or. <i 502.-2. a
point sailed by or doubled, Strab., Ion. for, to

sail by or beyond, Od. 12, 09:-
3 aor. Ep. syncop.,.-,{,)

to blow beside or by the side, to escape
by a side-way, of the winds confined
by Aeolus, Od. 10, 24.— II. to smell

of one thing beside another, to have a
slight smell of a thing,, Diosc.
Hence,, , a breathing through
a side aperture, Hipp.^, adv. for ,
in the track, close behind, straightway.
—2. at the feet, close to; v. sub
L3.

: f.- Att. - {-,) :—to entangle the feet, gen-
erally, to hinder, Lat. impedire, Polyb.

2, 28, 8 ; to perplex, ensnare, Ep. Plat.

330 ; and so to deceive. Plat. Legg.
652 B., ov, poet,^,{,) at the feet, i. e. present,

Pmd. N. 9, 90., , ,{-) an entangling, hindrance, Artemid.,[,)
as mid., c. aor. 2, perf., ct piqpf. act.,

to pull off one's clothes along ano-
ther, esp. in order to fight with him,
Plat. Theaet. 102 B., , f. -, {,) to n,aki a thing wrong or amiss,

spoil.— II. to copy a thing, counterfeit

:

and, in mid., to imitate for one's self,

counterfeit,, Thuc. 1, 132,

cf. :
—to forge, falsify, ,

Ath. 513 A. Hence,,, a counterfeit,

dub. I. Hipp. : and, , a copying, forging,
adulterating., {, )

to have the benefit of a thing besides,, Luc. Alex. 45.1?. : f.- Att.-{,,) :
—to destroy, ruin

besides, Dio C. 74, 2 : . ,
to lose one's passage-money besides,

Plut. 2, 439 E.— Pass., c. perf., e«

plqpf. 2 act., to perish beside or near, to

be ruined by the way, Ar. Vesp. 1228,
Dem. 543, tin., adv. for ,
by much, by far, by a great deal, opp.

to, Luc. Nigr. 13., , ,{)
an attending, convoying,, Decret.

ap. Bern. 249, 16 : a« escort, .•
£, Anst. Oec. 2, 31, 1, Polyb. 15,

5, 7.—II. a procuring, importing OT ex-

porting, Arist. Pol. 7, 5, 4 : that which
is procured, supplies, proitisions, Xen.
Hell. 7, 2, 18; -, Antiph.-, 1, 15. Hence, oi<, attending, escort-

ing., , ( )

escorting, ., a ship attending

as convoy, Polyb. 1, 52, 5, etc.— II,

procuring, convoying supplies or pro-

visions,, ov, {,)
beside or near the sea, A nth. P. 7, 71.,(,)
dep., c. fut. mid., et aor, pass., to go
beside or alongside, Arist. H. A. 6, 24,
3 ; to escort, Dion. H, 7, 9.— II. to go
past, Ti, Polyb. 3, 99, 5 ; . Id,

3, 14, 6; , Id. 2,27, 5., ov, edged with jnir-

pie.



\~, , , and -,, , Parapotaynii, an ancient city of
Phocis on the river Cephisus, Hdt. 8,

33, 34 ; Strab. p. 424 : also oi liap..., the Parapotamians.—2. , a tract

of Syria, Polyb. : from, a, ov, {, -) beside or near a river, lying or
dwelling on a river,, Hdt. 2, 60

;

oi ., people who live on a river. Id. 8,

34 t(here it is the name of foreg. city,

q. v.)t; ., Arisi. . . 9, 46,
2. [«], Att. -: f. -{.):—to do a thing be-

side beyond the main purpose, Hdt.
5, 45.—IL to do a thing with another,
join or help in doing. Soph. Aj. 261.

—

III. do or act unjustly, esp. to exact

nuoney illegaUy, Piut. Agis 16., , , an embassy
executed in a faithless manner, dishonest

embassage, Dein. 515, 27. We have
a speech of his on the-, (Falsa Legatio) of Aescliines :

from, {, -) dep., to exeetite an embassy
faithlessly or dishonestly. Plat. Legg.
941 A, Isocr. 375 D ; , Dem.
740, 17 :—rare in act., as Dem. 401,

4. Hence,, , a dishonest

ambassador.,, , that which

falls off in sawing, sawdust, Ar. Ran.
881 : from, {,) to saw
beside or a little, [i], , {, -) to miss the appointed time.

Hence,, , a missing of
the appointed time, Schol. Luc. Tox. 44., , to coTisider before-

hand., dep., admit
inconsiderately, xCpict.,., to dissem-

ble. Hence, dissimulation.,, , a mask,,, , stumble,

mistake, trip, Oenom. ap. Euseb.

:

from),(,) to stum-
ble by the way, blunder, Plut. : 7., v. L pro, in

Polyb.,=?.,\., f. -, {,)
spit beside or aside, ., to

foam at the corners of the mouth

:

also c. gen., Jac. Philostr. Imag, p.

398; cf.., f. -,(,) to

fasten beside, near or alongside:—Pass.,, '. the oar

grasped or plied by the hands, Soph.

O. C. 716 (though others take this

to be part. aor. 2 of):—
mid. to touch beside or at the side : to

touch in passing or slightly, Menand.
p. 27, Plut. Cleom. 37.,,,{)
a fall beside

:

—a faUe step, blunder,

Polyb. 9, 10, 6: a defeat. Diod. 19,

100: a transgression, N. T.,,,()
afalling beside, slipping off, Arist. Gen.

An. 1, 7, 2.—II. a falling off from the

nglit way, . , Polyb.

15, 23, 5 : 6[,=,
I<L 16, 20, 5.—III. Jr. , the

gituaiion of a place off the road. Id, 4,

32,5,, , comic word, a

gickn£ss which prevented onefrom being

victor at the, Anth. P. 11, 129
;

cf.. [], {,) of a
sore, to begin to discharge matter, Hipp.1?., , , a side-door, [], , , dim. from', Inscr. [], , ,^,
Heliod., ,{,) with
sides of box-ivood, or covered therewith,

Cratin. Dionys. 11., {,) to

cover with a lid, Arist. de Virt. et Vit.,,-,, . )-., to be mad.,, . /)-., , f. -, {, -) to dislocate a limb, Hipp., Plat.

Ax. 367 : like. Hence,,, a. dislocation,

Galen. : and, , ?/, dislocation,

Plut. Cimon et Luc. 2.,,^., , v..), , f. -, {,) to count beside or among,
reckon in or besides, Plut. 2, 78 F.

—

II. to deceive in counting ; and, gene-
rally, to cheat,, Stob. Eel. 2, p.

232.,-,.^.1,=^, dub. 1., Luc.
Cyn. 5.,, , (, *)
. 1. for, in Thuc. 4, 48., . Ion., like/, inad, deranged in mind,
The'ocr. 15, 8. (Rather as Valck.
Adon. p. 241 sq., from,,
than with Eust. from *.), {,) to

take awayfrom the side,filch, Anth. P.
II, 153.1/),,{,{))
to be neglectful of,, Diod. 14,

116., {, ) to

sprinkle besides, Posidon. ap. Ath.
692 D.,, , any thing

sewed on, a border.,.-,{,)
to sew beside or along ;—Pass, to be

sewn as a fringe along, Hdt. 4, 109., to snore beside or near., f.-^ : aor. --
: pf. -, {, ) :

to flow beside, by or past, c. ace, -
or , Hdt. 2, 150 ; 6,

20, etc.—2. . , to slip off one,

{sc. ), Xen.
An. 4, 4, 11.— II. to drop or slip away,
escape : hence to drop or slip from
one's memory, Soph. Phil. 653, cf.

ad Plat. Legg. 781 A.—2. of persons,
7. , to slip awayfrom one's
senses. Eupol. Incert. 1,6; cf. Valck.
Adon. 242 A, and v. sub?.—
III. to slip in unawares or by stealth,

Dem. 170, 25, Plut. 2, 969 E; cf.

Arist. Part. An. 3, 3, 6. (The forms, -, -, are only
assumed by Gramra. to derive cer-

tain tenses from them, v. .), {. -, {,) to break at the side, esp. to

break a li.ie of battle, Thuc. 4. 96

;

and in pass., to be broken. Id. 5, 73 ; 6,
70.—II. in pass., c. perf. 2,
to break or burst out beside or from,-. Soph. Phil.

824 ; /, being

rent at the side, Ar. Ran. 412
;, a cracked, broken voice,

Theophr. :
' ,

to break out in a passion, Plut. T.
Gracch. 2. Hence/, , , a breaking at
the side, breaking of a line of battle,
Arr. An. 2, 11, 9., , an incorrect expres-
sion, Plut. 2, 994 D., , , {,,?], ,) of persons,
that may be 7noved by words, ., II. 9, 526.—2. prayed to,

worshipped, Eccl.—II. of words, spo-
ken to one,?/,
to listen to exhortations, II. 13, 726., , {,) to

freeze beside or near,, Anth. P. 5,
43.

and -,
{,) to throw beside : inetaph. to

run the risk of doing a thing, c. part.,

. . Soph. . .
1493.—2. c. ace. rei, to risk, hazard,
venture a thing, . Id. Fr. 499 ; ., Diod. 13, 79.—II. to

throw away, Anth. P. 6, 74 : to reject,

scorn, lb. 9, 441. Cf.,?., , {,)
to whiz or rustle past, Joseph., in mid., ov, out of time {-), irregular in measure, Ar. Thesm.
121 (in poet, form) ; of
the pulse, Galen. — II. in time or
measure, Orph. H. 30, 3 ; but dub., , , any thing
drawn along the side for shelter, etc. :

esp. a leathern or hair curtain, stretched
along the sides of ships to protect the
men, Xen. Hell. 1, 6, 19; elsewh.,, like
the Lat. cilicia, storeae, plutei, also, Aesch. Snpp. 715:—, a covering for the
foot. Soph. Fr. 475 : from, dep., to cover as with
a curtain., , to mark with the., , v. sub,, , Ion. - : f. -{,) :

—to hang alongside, to

or upon, Ael. N. A. 1, 2.—II. Hdt.
uses the Ion. mid.,
either,— 1. in trans, signf , to fit out,
equip, get ready, >/, etc., 7, 20,
142, etc., like and-.—2. as pass, or mid., to get
ready, hold 07ie's self in readiness, ., , 8, 108

;

9> 29.—'3. also, ,
to have it hanging by one, Luc. Peregr.
15; cf. Plut. Anton. 4.. Ion. for foreg., Hdt.,, ,()
any thing hanging at the side, a periapt,
amulet, Luc. Philops. 8.,{,) dep.,
to make ready beside.

'napapv,=:oeg., esp. of food, to

season by the way or incidentally, Philo

:

—mid..= foreg., Plut. Lucull. 7. [],,-, .-.,, , parasang, the
Persian farsang, containing, ace. to
Hdt. 2, 6, thirty stades., {,) t«

shake or agitate beside, Philo., , to sweep beside or
at the side.,.•,{,)
stuff in beside, , Hdt. , 125., , , the topsail, Lat.
supparum, Luc. Navig. 5. (Prob.
from, and akin to •.), ov, {,) be-

side orfastened to a cord or line : usu.
1111



7. •, a horse lokich ions fas/encd
'

alongside of the regular pair by a rein

or trace, an otilrigi^er, elsevvh. aeipa-, opp. to :—hence ine-

taph. a true associate, or a yoke-feltow,

Eur. Or. 1017.—II. generally, at the

side, Ael. N. . 15, 10 :

—

tu-, sometimes wrongly written, the hollows at both sides oj

the tongue, in Heysch..,, , a dangling

of the anns beside one, a swinging of

the arms in walking, etc., Hipp. : irom

Rapaat:iij, {,) to shake at

the side, , to swing one's nrms

beside one, Gasaub. Theophr. Char. 3,

of. Arist. Incess. An. 3, 4 ;

(sc.), Arist. Eth.

N. 4, 3, 15; like demissis mambus
fugere in Plaut.[, pf. pass,{,) : to drive beside, by or

beyond :—Pass, to rush past,)-, Q. Sm. 2, 214., {,) to

mark at the side, or by the way, Arist.

Rhet. 2, 22, 17, Top. 1, 14, 3.—Mid., to mark something

for one's self, seal up, e. g. a house,

Dein. 1039, 11, etc.; to sign and seal,, Id. 837, 13 ;-, to countersign what is already

signed and sealed. Plat. Legg. 954

B, cf. Piers. Moer. p. 313.— II. in

inid. to note for one's self, remark in

passing,, Arist. Top. 1, 14, 6,

cf. Polvb. 16. 22, 1.—III. to mark
falsely, forge, Poll. 3, 86. Hence, , , a critical mark
at the side : any incidental remark on a

thing: jiofice, Polyb. 23, 18, 1., ov, , {, -) a marginal mark or note.— II. a

counterfeit seal, Plat. (Com.) Met. 1.

Hence, , to make a marginal

note on or uf a thing. Hence, , the making a

marginal note., ov, , a mark of dis-

tinction ; esp. the ensign or flag of a

ship, Plut. 2, 162 A ; the badge of a
soldier. Id. Coriol. 20 ; cf. Stanl.

Aesch. Theb. 214 : the badge of a state,

Plut. 2, 399 F, — whence figs are

called . ', Alex..
2 : strictly neut. from, ov,{.) mark-
ed amiss or falsely, or marked as base

or counterfeit, esp. of money, Ar. Ach.
518, Dem. 766, 6, cf. :

hence counterfeit, spurious, debased,

<], Eur. Hipp. 1114, iibi v. Valck.;

7., Dem. 307, 26 : ., power falsely stamped with
praise, i. e. praised by a wrong stand-

ard, Aesch Ag. 780, ubi v. Blomf.-

—

. later, vxnrked in any way, and so=:, Hdn. Adv. -.—On the
word, V. Jac. A. P. p. 084., ov, in Xen. Cyn. 5,

23, usu. explained with a white stripe

pn the side, or ivhite along the side :

others would read, others

in same signf.

tlapaar/au, , {,) to

pass by in silence, Strab.

tUapdaioi, , ol, dub. I. in Thuc.

2, 22, as name of a Thessalian city,

,v. Comment, ad 1., 7(3, very dub. 1. for--, , f. -, {, -) to eat beside, with or in the house

of one, board or lodge tilth one,,
Plat. Lach, 179 C -.—to live at another's

table, and play the parasite or toad-eater,

Luc. Paras. 4, freq. in oome(iy,'=II,

to be honoured with a seat at the public

table, Plut. Solon 24 ; cf.,
lin. Hence, , , an eating at

another's table : hence, toad-eating.

ilapni,i/,v,ofa:
ij {sc.). the trade ofa, toad-eatmg, Luc. Paras.

4, Alh. 240 B.

or lov, ov, , the

meeting-place ofthe priests, called-, V rates ((iramm.) ap. Ath. 235

D : from. ov.{,) eating

beside, ivith, at the table of another : as

subst., 6 ., one who lives at another's

expense, and repays him with flattery

and buffoonery, a parasite, toad-eater,

name of a play by Antiph., cf. Corn,

ap. Ath. 235-240 ;—Luc, Lexiph. 6,

calls oifiov, ' . — Orig. there

was no bad sense in the word ; and
so it was the name of a class of

priests who prob. had their meals in

common, Ath. 234 sq., cf. Bergk ap.

Meineke Com. Fragin. 2, p. 1022., , 1. -, {,) to pass over in silence, omit

mentioning, tl and , Polyb.

2, 13,7; 20, 11, 1.^ Hence, , a passing over in

silence., {,) to

bound beside or near, JSonn.,, , a side-

covering., to cover beside or at the

side., f. -, (,) to get ready, prepare,,
lldt. 9, 82. Xen., etc. ;.
Time. 4, 74 ; orrAa, .,
etc., Xen. : to hold ready, ,
Lys. 94, 7 :

—

is rather

to fit otit, and so prepare what one has,, to get, provide, and so
prepare what one has not, cf .,
lin.—2. to procure, provide, .
Plat. Symp. 188 D, Xen., etc.—3. to

make, render so and so, with an adj.

or part., rr. , -, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 18; 5, 2, 19:

also, ., c. ind. fut.. Plat. Apol.

39 : c. inf., .
tivai. Id. Legg. 803 ; ., to accustom him not to do,

Xen. Hell. 7, 5, 19, Eq. 2, 3 : absol.

to make one's friend, Dem. 501, 21 ; cf.

infra B. 2.

B. mid. to get ready or prepare for
one's self, but oft. much like the act.,

and more freq. than it in Hdt., and
Thuc. ; 7.- , Hdt. ,'2>; .,, etc.. Thuc. and
Xen.—2. esp. in Oratt., to procure per-

sons as witnesses, partisans, etc., so
as to obtain a sentence by fraud or

force, 7. , Dem.
840, 27 ; .,-,, etc., Isae. 36, 2 ; 37, 5,

Dem. 852, fin., etc. ; and ai)sol., to

form a party, get supporters, Dem. 813,

20 ; 7., to bring men over to

one's party. Andoc. 14, 17, Dem. 1092,

13: also in act., as Xen. Hell. 1, 5,

1 1 ; , to

pack a jury, Lys. 130, 41 ; cf.-.
C. pass, to get one's self ready, pre-

pare ; and, in pf., to

be ready, be prepared, freq. in Hdt.,

etc. : . , Hdt. 3, 150, etc. ;

, Id., Xen., etc. ; , Xen. :

also, , ,
Thuc. 4, 13, Xen., etc.: foil, by ,
c. part, tut., as, . ,
Hdt. 7. 218; ,
Thuc. 4, 8, and freq. in Xen. ; less

freq. without, as, .,
Thuc. 5, 8, cf. 6, 54, Xen. Hell. 4, 1,

41 : loll, by, c. inf., ., Eur. . F. 1241, cf. Xen.
An. 7, 3, 35 ; and freq. c. inf. only,

Hdt. 1, 71, Aesch. Theb. 440, eic:
foil, by, c. iiidic. fut., .. Plat. Theaet. 183 D.—2.-

, to be prepared, provided,

furnished with a thing. Plat. Rep. 3G5
B.—II. of things, to be got ready, pre-

pared,, when prepa-
rations had been made, Thuc. 4, 67 ;

and so, (plur. for

sing.) ', Hdt. 9, 100.

Hence, , =,
Diod. Excerpt, p. 491, 7: and,, , any thing

got ready or prepared: also=;7rapa-, Xen. Oec. 11, 19., ov, , = foreg.

:

susp., verb. adj. from, one must prepare, etc.,

Plat. Gorg. 480 E, etc.—II. (from
pass.) one must prepare one's self, be

ready, , id. Gorg. 507 D., ov, o, (-) a provider, procurer, Plat.
Gorg. 518 C. Hence, ,, preparing,
Xen. Mem 3, 1, 6., i), ov, {-) that can be prepared, to be

prepared, provided, jjrocured. Plat. Prot.
319 B, 324 C.,, ij, a getting ready,
preparing, preparation, Hdt. 7, 18 ; ., Hdt. 9, 82 ;/, to order corn
to be prepared. Id. 3, 25 ; .,
Ar. Ach. 190: pnparation, practice, as
of a speaker preparing his speech,
Isocr. 43 C, Lvs. 127, 7, Xen. Mem.
4, 2, 6; . , Plat. Gorg. 5J3 D :.—, of set purpose, by
arrangement , Lai. ex institulo, Alltipho

143, 33, Lys. 189, 34 ; so, -, Thuc. 1, 133; so also, seenistobe used, Elinsl.

Bacch. 457 ; (5i' ,
at short notice, off-hand, Thuc. 4, 8.
•—-2. a plan, method. Plat. Gorg. 510
E, 513 D.—3. a plot, intrigue, cabal,

Antipho 138, 37 ; cf.

. 2.—II. that which is prepared, furni-
ture, provision, etc., Lat. apparatus,
Plat. Rep. 495 A, etc. : pomp, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 3, 14.—2. esp. of warlike
preparation, of men, arms, ships, etc.,

a force, power, Thuc. 5, 7 ; 6, 31, and
Xen. : m genl. power, means. Thuc.
1, 1.—On lis difference from-, cf. Arnold Thuc. 1, 10, and v..

sub init./, or, ,{, 7/) to pitch one's tent beside

or near,, Xen. An. 3. 1, 28., , m Dem. 520. 18,

either the space at the sides of the .vtage,{,), the side-scenes, Mein-
eke Comment. Miscell. p. 12 sq. ; or,

the side-entrances to the theatre through
the orcliestra, and=., ,{,/)-., to throw a wide gariiieni

like a tent over one, Aosch. Eum. 634 ;

which he calls, in Cho.
999.

—

II. V. 1. tor or -,
Xen. ubi supra., {,) to

strike into or near, of lightning,,
Luc. Tim. 10., , {c, tp')
to spring or leap beside or near, Plut.

Mar. 38., ,{,) to.



look beside, miss the meaning of, c. gen.,, Aesch. Ag. 1252,—nisi leg., pro ap' ..., ut nunc, Dmd.

—

2. to give a sidelong glance at,, Plat.

Symp. 221 B.), f. -, (,-) to jeer, jest beside or indirectly,

H. Horn. Cer. 203 ; . ,
Pint. Cic. 38., , f. -, {, -) scare away, esp. birds, v. 1.

Arist. Mirab. 118, 2. — II. to stalk

haughtily by, Plut. Cat. Maj. 24., f. -, {,) dep. mid. :

—

to apply art at the

wrong place, ., Chrysipp.
ap. Ath. 137 F; — , towish
to be wiser than the physician, Arist.

Rhet. 1, 15, 12.,, ,,=:,
Theophr., 7/,= sq., , , twisting

aside, Plut. 2, 906 F : from, f. -, [a] fto draw or

tearfrom the side of, strictly of young
shoots from the parent trunk, Theo-
phr., cf Wagner Virg. G. 2, 23t ;—
to wrest, draw aside. Soph. El. 732 ; 7.

Tiva. Id. O. C. 1185 ; .-~ ';/. Id. Ant. 792 :—mid. to

draw off or awayfrom a thing, ,
Heind. Plat. Soph. 211 C t(rather, to

draw off or gather for one^s selffrom, c.

gen., Stallb. Plat. 1. c.)+ : also,-, to detach him from
another's side one's own, Xen. Hell.

4, 8, 33, cf Dem. 10, 6., , f.- [], (-,) :

—

to wind or fold beside

or near

:

—pass, to be entwinid or coil

beside, Apollod. 3, 14, 0., f. -, (,) to sow or scalier beside. Plat.

Ax. 366 A :—in pass., of places, to lie

scattered, Stral). p. 829., f -,{,)
to bear a shield beside, i. e. to fight be-

side, stand by another, Eur. Ion 1528,

Phoen. 1435 : metaph., () -' . Id. . F.

1099. Hence/, , , shield-bearer,

or rather a companion in arms, comrade,

Eur. Phoen. 1165, Cycl. 6., , f- -), to be-, to act contrary, to an alli-

ance or compact, break a treaty, Dem.
85, 22 ; , Dion. . 2, 98 ; .
TLva, to break faith with one, Polyb. ]

,

7, 8, Plut. Sull. 3 ;—pass., to suffer by

a breach of faith, Polyb. 3, 15, 7, etc.

Hence,, , a breach

offaith, Polyb. 2, 58, 4, etc. : and,, ?/, a breaking

offaith, Polyb. 2, 7, 5, etc. : and, . o,= sq,, , (,)
contrary to a compact or treaty, Thuc.
4, 23 ; or, Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 30, Ages. 3,

5.

—

2. faithless, foresworn, Lys. 127, 4.

—II. , the gods in-

voked at the., , ,()
sowing beside, mingling with, Sext,

Emp. p. 14., adv., (, )=:, immediately, at once, Ap.
Rh. 1, 383; 2. 961, etc., adv.() step-

ping beside, going iip to, II. 15, 22, Od.
10, 173.— II. standing beside, at the side,

Theogn. 473, Aesch. Cho. 983 ; .
iyyt^f, Theocr. 25, 103.. f -.(,)
to drop upon, Hipp., Diod. 2, 4.

, , the parts of the

door next the door posts.,, ,()
strictly, any thing that stands beside or
next to : esp. a post, pillar : hence in

plur.. al, acolonnade : and
as this was usu. at the entrance of a
house, an entrance, portico of a house
ortemple, hat. vestihulum, Eur. Phoen.
415, etc., Cratin. Dionys. 9, Xen. Hier.

11,2; elsewh. and.—Also in sing, a house, chamber, Eur.
Androm. 1121.,, ,—I.(-) a pulting, setting aside or away,
banishing, v. Ast Plat. Legg. 855 C,
Arist. Pol. 5, 8, 12.—2. setting out

things /or sale, retail-trade, Arist. Pol.

1, 11, 3.—3. metaph. a placing before

one, a representation, explanation, proof, !

Hipp.—II.() intr. a being '

beside, hence,— 1. a position or post
near another, as, near a king, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 4, 5.—2. that which is present to

the soul,=^TO T?) ^JV^ij :

judgment, thought,' Polyb. 5, 9, 6.

—

3. presence of mind, courage, Polyb. 16,

33, 2, etc. : ready wit, Plut. 2, 589 A :

but also,—4. a being beside one's self,

absence ofmind, violent passion, rashness

and thelike, Polyb. 8, 23, 4, etc. ; ., Id. 3, 84, 9 :—also de-

sire, wantonness,\... l.cf
Meineke Menand. p. 199.—111. asAtt.
law-term, a small money-deposit on en-
tering certain public suits, prob. as a
fee to the court, Andoc. 16, 5, Isae.

42, 31 ; cf Herm. Pol. Ant. ij 140, 11, I

Bockh P. E. 2, 69 sq.
i, , f. -, to stand

by or near, absol., Aesch. Ag. 14, etc. ;
'

Tivi, Id. Theb. 669, Soph. O. T. 400, !

etc. : from
i, , ,()

one who stands by or near, c. gen., Eur.
Beller. 6 : absol., one's comrade on the

flank as, is one's front-

rank-man,//•, one's rear-rank
man, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 59 : generally,
a comrade in battle, etc., Hdt. 6, 107,

!

117, Pind N. 3, 62, and Trag. : hence
in genl. a helper, assistant, companion.
—3. one's right or left-hand man in a
chorus when drawn up in order,
Arist. Pol. 3, 4, 6.— II. in anatomy,
=, the testicles, Plat.

(Com.) Pha. 2, 13.—III. in a ship, two
stays of the mast., , , able to exhort

or rouse, c. gen.,, Polyb. 3,

43, 8 ; 7], Plut. Lye. 21.—II. hav-
ing presence of mind, collected, calm,
courageous, Polyb. 16, 5, 7.—III. beside

one's selj, transported, 7nad, furious, Id.

1, 67, 6, etc.—Adv. -, compar. --
pov, Id.,, fem. from-, a helper, assistant, Soph. O.
C. 559, Tr. 889, Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 32., , to enclose by pali-

sades placed along or before., aor. (-,) :

—to go by, past or beyond,

pass by, c. ecc. loci, H. Hom. Ap. 217,
c. dat., Aesch. Cho. 568:—in Soph.
0. T. 808, the gen. should be al-

tered into, or it must be taken
with.1?^,(, /^^) to set

\

on one side, turn sideu-ay.t, e. g. a sail,

Heliod.— II. =', ap. He-
sych.

I,(,) to

sigh beside or near : to check, Hipp., in
mid [•], , . (-) calmness, self-possession, courage, I

Diod, 17, 11, Dion. H. de Dem. 22.—
\

' . -, divine inspiration, Dion. 8, 39.— III. in plur. principUs, max
ims,M. Anton. 3, 11., f. -, to mark by prick
ing at the side., L -/), (,) shine beside, at the side, Stob
Eel. l,p. 590., , , dim. from
sq., Diog. L. 8, 78.., ,(,)
any thing written beside or at the side,

esp. the title of a book, wliich was
written at each end of the roll, or ap-
pended on a label, Diog. L. 5, 93, cf.

A. Cell. 14, 6., f.- and• (, ) :
— to

stretch beside or near, to lay flat, throw
a person, Ar. Eq. 481.

Tlapapvv^,={oeg.,(,-) uep., to aim at,, Sext. Emp.
p. 183., , squinting side-

ways., (, -) dep. to inarch beside or with an
army., , (,-) to be at the generaVs side, act

with him, like, Dion. H.
10, 45, Plut., etc.—II. to meddle with
the general, Plut. Aemil. 11., (,) to encamp near or opposite,

Tivi, Polyb. 2, 6, 3 ; 3, 17, 4, etc.,, , that lohich

is twisted : a twist, distortion, Hipp. :

from, f. -, (,-) to twist aside or from its proper
place, Hipp. 589 : to distort the eyes,
Nic. Th. 758.•—2. to turn aside, prevent,, Eur. Melan. 9 : generally, to

change. Plat. Crat. 418 A ; esp. for
the worse, to pervert, c. gen. Anst.
Pol. 8, 7, 7.?, , roundish., f.-,=7ra-, Joseph., , . -, poet, for, . Rh. 2, 665., (, ) be

rather astringent, Diph. Siphn. Ath.
73 A., , to cheat one in
breach of contract(), to break
contract with, , Dem. 1291, 17

j

1293, 7.&, , , a breach of
contract., f.-, to mingle
improperly., , (,-) to calunuiiate beside or secretly,

Plut. 2, 73 B.^/^, (,-) as pass., to assemble beside or with
others, Andoc. 17, 24./, (, ?.-) to compare : pass, to be like,,
LXX., , , (,) in ihe technical language
of the Stoics, a subordinate notion or
circumstance, Luc. Vit. Auct. 21 ; cf.,., , v. foreg.()}, , ?/, inflammation

of the throat, Hipp., v.., to assemble illegally

or secretly, [a] Hence1'}, , , ari illegal,

secret meeting., 7/,=foreg., fj, , binding

along with,
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, f. -, to bind with., ,{,)
niisunderslandiiig, Hipp.', , formation from a

compound, Graiiim.\, ov, esp. in neut.

plur. : " 7., words formed from com-

pounds,, , , {,'/) collateral signal, a signal

added to the watch-word, Polyb. 9, 13,

19 ; V..,{,) to play

the beside or near, Nonn., f. -, (,)
to hurry away or along, carry with the

stream, Diod. 17, 55 : metaph., ., Ar. Eq. 527.-2. ., to

dra^ a word in, use it out of time and

place, Aesch. Pr. 1065.—3.

., to sweep off the oars of a ship by

brushing past her, Polyb. 16, 4, 14.

-^4. OL',=-, wrestlers tripped up. [v],, , the part near

the throat., , {,)
wandering by past, Nic. Al. 416., {,?) to

secure byplacing beside, tofortify, LXX./., fut. -/. .• aor. -
{, ) ; to push

sideways, hence to make a thing glance

off to the side, e. g. an arrow, to jnake it

fail miss, foil it, II. 8, 311 ; ., tofoil oneo/(obtaining) a thing,

Pind. N. 11, 41 : . , 0pp.
. 3, 200.—Pass, to err. be deceived,, Critias 2, 13

;

also to wander from, c. gen.. Plat.

Epin. 976B.^, , to wedge in beside

or 7)ear., , to bind in at the side., f.-, to bind, fasten

beside or on., f. -, (,) to set a seal beside : to seal

up. Teles ap. Stob. p. 523, 11 ;—pass.
to be sealed up, lb. 14.—II. to counter-

feit a seal. Hence, ?/, the counterfeiting

of a seal., ov, {,)
beside, near the ankles. 0pp. H. 3, 307., to detain, dub., fut.-, to perforin

or execute in haste, off-hand, carelessly :

hence\50=.,{,) adv.,

beside, near : of time, like,
straightway, Ap. Rh. 1, 354, Nic. Th.
799.— II. nearly, well nigh, Dion. H.11,=, poet.^',, inf. aor.

2 of, Horn., , , an offering,

Dio (5., a, ov, verb. adj. from, v.., t. -, {,,) tochange from the true or

ri''ht form, to alter, disfigure, disguise,

Theophr. ap. 11.2,63, Diog. L. 6,

9.— II. to imitate, copy, Pausan. Hence, , , the form-

ation ofa wordfrom another by a change

of tfiinination, gender, etc., Gramm., , chips which fall by

the side in cleaving, hewing, etc., Hipp,

[i] : from, f. -, {,)
to rip up lengthwise, . -, Hdt. 2, 86 ; to open fish, Epich.

p. 104, Alex. Leuc. 1. Hence, ov, , ? who slits

or rips up lengthwise, e. g. a COok who
guts ftsh, etc. -.—one ivho opens corpses
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to embalm them, Diod. 1, 91.—Tl. a

housebreaker ivho breaks through doors

or walls, Polyb. 13, 6, 4.,.-,{,-) to fence with lines, Strab. p. 710.

Hence,, , a cord

drawn beside or along., , to busy one's self

with trifling things.^, , , Parasopia.i.e.

lying along the Asopus, a district of

Boeotia ; hence ol, the

Parasopii, inhab. of P., Strab. pp. 404,

408.,, , Parasnpias,

a town or district of Thessaly, Strab.

p. 424 : prob. near source of",
II. 3.

or-, to celebrate

the Taenaria like the Laconians, Her-
mipp. QroL 7.,, ,{) a

placing beside, esp. a disposing soldiers

in array ; hence also an army in array,

a line of battle, ., Isocr.

210 D : , in regular bat-

tle, Thuc. 5, 11, Dem. 123. 24, Aesch.

00, 15; so, ?). Polyb.
—2. metaph. emulation, . -, Plut. Cim. 8 :

—

the regular par-

ty of a demagogue, Lat. ambitus, Dem.
1081, 12, cf. Aeschin. 53,2., Att. - ; f. -,{,) to confuse, confound,

Epict.,, ,{) ex-

tension by, near, before.—II. in Gramm.
., Lat. tetnpus imperfectum,

also , because
the impf. expresses continuance du-

ration of time in the past., Att.- : f.- {-
,) .—to place or post beside

others, to draw up an army /or battle,

esp. in battle-order, Hdt. 9, 31, Xen.
Hell. 1, 1, 33, etc. ; and in mid., to

draw up one's men in battle order, Xen.
Hell. 7, 5, 23, etc. :—pass. : to be set

or posted beside in array, ,
Hdt. 8, 95 ; to be drawn up in battle

order, Thuc. 4, 32, 43, etc.: mid., to

meet one another in battle,.,
Xen. Hell. 4, 3, 5 ; absol. to staiid

side by side in battle, ov,, Dem.
297, 12; cf. Thuc. 1, 29.-2. in mid.

and pass., also, to prepare one's self,

slaiid prepared,

, Plat. Prot. 333 E.^, -, ,{)
stretching out, lengthetiitig.— II., theimperfect,Sext. Emp.
p. 049 ; V. II.,{,) to stretch

out along, beside or near, Hdt. 1, 185
;

to stretch out the line of battle, Lat. or-

dines explicare, Xen. An. 7, 3, 48 ; ., to draw a long trench, lb. 1, 7,

15 ;
produce in a straight line. Plat.

Rop. 527 A ; ., Arist. Poet.

17, 5 —2. of time, to protract, prolong,

exhaust or wear out by delay, Xen. Cyr.

1,3. 11, of Mem. 3, 13, 6.-3. to stretch

on the rack, torture, bring to extremity.

At. Eq. ; metaph., in pass., Plat. Lys.

204 C ;', to strain themselves to the

uttermost, hold out to the last, Thuc.
3, 46.—4. in pass., also, to be laid pros-

trate, laid low, ,
Plat. Symp. 207 ; so, of a corpse,

Valck. Phoen. 1691, cf. infra II.—5.

., to relax the bowels, Ath.

115 E.—6. ot pronunciation, to pro-

nounce a word long or slowly, lengthen

it in promincialion. Ii'dt.producere.—11.

intr, to stretch out, lie beside, before or

along, of a wall, a line of country,
etc., Hdt. 1, 180, Thuc. 4, 8, etc. : c

ace. loci, Tu -
6 , Hdt.

1. 203 : 80 also in pass., Hdt. 2, 8 ; 4,

38, etc., Ar. Nub. 212, sq.—2. of time,

to extend, Luc. Macrob. 3, etc.— III.

as auxil. verb, c. part., -
; how long will

you go on fearing this .' Lat. quousque

tendes Or perges haec timere, Philostr., {, ) to

build a wall beside ; to fortify beside.

Hence,, , a wall or

fort built beside : a side or cross-wall,

Time. 7, 11, 42 (v. Arnold 42)., aor. :

in Horn, only in mid. {,-) :—strictly of timber, to work into

another form : hence, generally, to

transform, niter, ?., not even be could
make it any way else{ being al-

most pleonast.), II. 14, 54.—2. to alter

from the truth, disguise, falsify,,
Od. 14, 131.— II. to botch, alter clumsi-

ly, of carpentry, Plut.—111. to build or

make besides, Plut., a, ov, {,
?.) the last but one, Ath. 106 C.

napaTeAei'rof,ov,=foreg.,Gramm.?,{,)
dep. to cheat the revenue, Tt, Diog. L.

4,46.
: f.-. Ion. and poet.-, {,) :

—

to cut or cut

vp at the side or lengthunse, ., to cut in half, Ar. Lys. 117,

132, cf. Posidon. ap. Ath. 152 A., adv. part. pf.

pass. Irom, in battle-array,

well-prepared. Plat. Rep. 399 B., adv. part. pf.

pass, from, carefully, ex-

actly, Philo.7., , to introduce a

thing incidentally and without system,

Dem. Phal., , f. -, {, •) to watch closely, obser^'K narrowly,

c. ace, Xen. Mem. 3, 14, 4, Arist.

Rhet. 2, 6, 20, etc. ; esp. with evil

design, to lie in wait for, Polyb. 17, 3,

2, etc.—2. to observe constantly, take

care, foil, by ..., Dem. 281, 16.

Hence7/, , , any thing

observed, an observation, esp. of the

flight of birds: and,, , an observing

or remarking beside or near, also=:

foreg., Diod. 1,28.—2. awatching or /y-

in^init'ai7/ora person, Polyb. 10,22,8., verb. adj. from-, one must take care, Arist.

Anal. Pr. 2, 19, 1., ov, 6,{)
a7iobserver,overseer,OiO(.\. 1, 16. Hence, i], ov, belonging to,

fit for observing., also 3 sing. pres.-, Od. 1, 192, {, ).
To place beside or before, esp. of meais,

to set something before one, . ,
in Horn. (esp. in Od.) theusu. signf.,

as II. 18, 408, Od. 4, 06 ; ..
II. 23, 810;. Od. 5, 92; •, Od. 21, 177, cf. Hdt. 4, 73, etc.

:

hence, generallv, to offer, provide, fur-

nish,, II. 11, 779, cf. Od. 5,"91
;

9, 517 ,, Od. 15, 506; .-, to place power at one's dis-

posal, Od. 3, 205: . , c. inf., to

enable one to do. Plat. Prot. 325 E,
Theaet. 157 C—Hom. oft. has it in

tmesis.—2. to place by or upon, -, Hes. Th,



577.—3. to lay before one, to propose,

represent, declare, explain,,..
CjT. 1, 6, 14; to allege, produce, Isae.

78, 13 ; also in mid. ; cf. infra B. 6.

—t. to set over against, Tivi ri, Plat.

Phil 47 A, Demad. 179, 16.—5. to set

side by side, compare, rivi ~i, Plut.

Demetr. 12 ; -^ tc, Luc. Prom.
15.—6. to place as a pledge ivith some
one, give into another's charge or keep-

ing, to deposit in his hands, :

but also in mid., as Hdt. 6, 86, 1, Xen.
Ath. 2, 16 ; (hence, the de-

posit.)

B. mid., to set by or before one's self,

have set before one,, Od. 2, 105
;

19, 150; 24, 140;, Eur. Cycl.

390;, Thuc. 1, 130; esp.

to take to one's self, take as an assistant

or helper.—2. to give as a deposit, v.

supra 6.—3. to venture, stake, hazard,,-, Od. 2,

237 ; 9, 255, Tyrtae. 3, 18 ; cf.-'/./.cj mid.—4. to lay by one's self or

by one's side, lay up or set aside for

something, , Polyb. 3,

17, 10.—5. to apply something o/ one's

own to a purpose, employ it, .
Plat. Phaed. 65 .—6. to bring quote

in one's own favour, quote as evidence or

as an authority, —.,~,
Plat. PoUt. 275 B, 279 A :—but most
freq. in Gramm., and that sometimes
in act., Schaf. Dion. Comp. p. 84, 359., {~, /J.iS) to pluck

the hair from any parts of the body
but the head, . ,3?., Ar.

Eq. 373 : a practice among voluptu-

aries and women. Id. Lys. 89, 151 ;

—

also the penalty inflicted on adulter-

ers when detected. Id. Plut. 168, cf.

Valck. Hipp. 415, and v. sub :

—mid., to pull hairs out of one's self,

Ar. Ach. 31 ; cf. t'O'/.u. Hence., ov, , a plucking the

hair from any parts but the head : and/., 7/,= foreg., Clem. Al./^, ,{-'/.7.) strip-

ped of hair in any parts but the head./., , , {'.)
afemale slave who plucked the hairs from
her mistress's body, Cratin.. 2., (.) to fu-
migate, smoke on ail sides, Geop./., ,(—,) to

be fool-hardy, Polyb. Fr. Gramm. 102., ov, (rrapu,)
fool-hardy, Plut. Pomp. 32, etc. Adv.

-^<jf, Heliod. 9, 21., ov,() stretch-

ed out beside or along, ., hands
hanging down by the side, Lur. Ale. 399.,, , (, -) CL shooting as with an arrow in

passing, Plut. 2, 521 B., ov, at the wrong or

bad place., inf. aor. 2 of-.
'n.apaTpUYiKevu,=sq., , to tell in fahe

tragic style, to exaggerate., ov, (,-, pseudo-tragic, bombastic, Plut. 2,

7 A, Longiii.'.7.,$ like a child., f.-, {~,-
-jzu) to turn aside, off or away,,
II. 23, 398; , 423;-
-, to turn a river/rom its chan-

nel, Lat. derivare, Hdt. 7, 128, cf. 130.

,2. to turn onefrom his opinion, change

his ?nind, Hes. Th. 103 ; and, in bad
•sense, to mislead, seduce, Plat. Legg.

885 D ; so in mid., Theocr. 22, 151 :

., to pervert falsify a stor\',

Hdt. 3, 2 :—generally, toal'ter,la. 7, lb.

B. mid, to turn, deviate, ,

Xen. Hell. 5, 1. G ; . 7^, Id.

Oec. 12, 17. Cf., -., f.-,(,-) tofeed beside with :—pass, to live

at the expense of another, Dem. 403,
23.

—

. to feed to no purpose, of men
and animals that are not worth their

keep, Schaf. Greg. p. 1041, Meineke
Menand. p. 85., f.-, usu.-Jpa-

: aor. (the only
tense used by Horn.)

;
part. aor. 1. . Rh. 3, 955, Anth.{, ). To run, rush by or

past, II. 10, 350 ; c. dat. loci, 22, 157
;

later also c. ace, to escape, ,
Eur. . F. 1020 ; hence,—2. to out-

run, overtake, rivu, II. 23,

636, cf. Ar. Eq. 1353: generally, to

excel, surpass, Polyb. 32, 15, 12.—3.

to overreach, outwit, 0pp.—4. to run
through or over. Lat. cursu conficere,?., Xen. An. 4, 7, 6.—5. to

run over, i. e. treat in a cursory way, Lat.
percurrere, Isocr. 55 C : also to pass
over, omit, Polyb. 10, 43, 1 : to slight,

neglect, Theocr. 20, 32.—6. to escape

unnoticed, Polyb. 6, 6, 4 : so of time,

Hdn. 2, 12, 7.—II. to run up to, run

quickly to,, or , Xen.
An. 7, 1, 23, etc., f.-,(,)
to start aside from fear,

o'l, the horses swerved, II. 5,

295., ov, (,)
pierced at the side, ., a kind of

flute for playing mournful airs.13. , , a nibbing against

one another : hence, metaph., collision,

clashing, enmity. Polyb. 2, 36, 5 : from, f. -/', {,)
to rub beside or. alongside, .

(sc. -
\ ), to rub pure gold beside other

I
gold on the lapis Lydius and see the
difference of the marks they leave,

; Hdt. 7, 10, 1 ; hence in pass., to be

riobed beside baser metal, and SO test-

!
ed, ''3-

i, ?.3, Theogn.

j

417, cf. 1101.-2. rub .''lightly, .
1 , Diod. 5, 33.—II.

pass., or
', to clash against, fall out v.ith one,

Polyb. 4, 47, 7, etc. ; cf..
I —III. m\d. , torubone againstanother

:

—
but also,' ,
like Lat. os or frontem perfricare, to

harden the forehead as it were by per-

petual rubbing, and so to be utterly hard-

ened, dead to shame, Strab. p. 603 ; cf.. [] Hence.,, inflammation
caused by friction in riding or walking,
Lat. intertrigo, Diosc: and-,, , a rubbing against
one another, Diod. 3, 36, Plut.,=^ :

; wny
tell me this, leading me astray, mis-

leading me ? Od. 4, 465 ; cf. Ap. Rh.
3, 946., , ,() a
turning off or away, averting, means of
averting,, Eur. Ion 1230.—2.

a slight alteration, inflexion, Plut. 2,

376 ..—3. a misleading, •. Id. 2, 758 .—II. mir. a falling
away, degeneracy ; error, Plut. 2, 40 :

madness, ia. 2, 759 A.—2. bye-way,

\
side-stream, Longin. :

—

a digression,

\

Plut. 2, 8.55 C, Luc. Encom. Dem. 6., , ,=:•
II., ov,() turn-

ed aside : turned from the right way,

latvless,, Pind. P. 2, 65 ; cf. 0pp.
H. 1, 515 :

—

strange, unusual, lb. 4, 18.

—II. act. turning auay .averting athing,, Eur. Andr. 528., ov,() rear-

ed beside or in the same house, Lat.
verna, Polyb. 40, 2, 3., poet, for-, to run past, Anth. P. 9, 372 : to

outrun.—II. to run alongside, App. Civ.

3, 70., ov, (,)
beside the wheel., , f. -, (,) to pluck grapes by the way or
by stealth : hence, like,
of lovers' pleasures, Aristaen. 2, 7., to coo beside or riear., , , (,) side-hole, Procl..= : susp., fut.- : aor. -(,) :

—tognaw at

the side, nibble at, take a bite of, c. gen.,, Ar. Ran. 988, Pac. 415: also

metaph., . ,,
etc., Sueton. Galb. 4., , poet, for-, ', mox^^lsturn aica / the anger
of the gods by sacrifices, 11. 9, 500.. Att. for, Arr.

: f.-' : aor(.) :
—tohap

pen to be at hand, come to,, II. 11,

74 : to be present at, Lat. interesse, ., , Hdt. 7, 236 ; 9, 107, cf.

Plat. Pr'ot. 340 : absol., to bepresent,

Hdt. 6, 108; and of things, to offer, pre-

sent themselves, Lat. praesto esse, Thuc.
4, 19, Plat. : hence,, who-
ever chanced to be by, i. e. the first comer,

any chance person, Thuc. 1, 22 ;

or, what-
ever turns up or chances, an emergency,

Thuc. 1, 122 ; 5, 38 ; -., to speak off-hand

:

, absol. like,
it being in one's power, since it was in

one's power to do, Thuc. 1, 76; 5, 60., ov, (,)
marked with a false impress, counterfeit,

Valck. Hipp. 1115. Hence, , to marktvith a false
impress, form wrongly. Hence,, , a false copy,

wrong impression, reflection, etc, Plut.

2, 404 C : and', , , giving a
wrong or false impression, Sext. Emp.
p. 470. Adv. -.

fHapavaia, , , Parauaea, the
territory of the Parauaei, Arr. An. 1,

7, 6., (,) to dry
beside or between, Theophr.

iUapavaloi, , o'l, the Parauaei,
i. e. dwellers along the Auas, in Thes-
saly, Thuc. 2, 80., (, ') to il-

luminefrom the side, Dion. P. 89?

—

.
intr., and in pass., to he lighted, illu-

mined on the side, Strab,', , f. -, (, av-) to speak to, address, -. , Od. 15, 53
;

16, 279 ; ., to make light

of death to any one, Od. 11, 488,—II.

to try to persuade of a thing,, Od. 18, 178., , to play on the flute
beside or near.., {, ?.) to

dwell or lie near,?,,
Eur. Ion 493 :—also in mid., ,
Ath. 189 E. *', ov, , a court at the

side or front of a hotise.

IH5



IIAPA?, ov, {,) dwell-

ing beside ; neighbouring, near, Soph.
Aj. 892 (which others refer to sq.),

0. C. 785.• , ov,{,) piping

amiss, discordant, out of tune, Uf?-?/,

Incert. ap. Ath. 1G4 K, ci. \ alck.

Adon. p. 225 A., f.-,,)
to increase by putting beside or to, Strab./, 1/, , Att. for sq., Philo., //,{) en-

largement by pieces placed beside, Strab.

Hence/, , , tending to in-

crease. Adv. -, Sext. Emp. p. 318.'^,=•',. Emp.
p. 362., ov, {,-) exceeding hoarse or austere, Dicae-

arch., adv. for' (sc.

Tu7),= or-/, immediately, opp. to,
Eur. Incert. 47, Polyb. 24, 5, 11.—JI.

in like manner, Lat. perinde, Aesch.
Ag. 737. [-a], (.,) adv.,

immediately , forthwith, straightway (cl.

foreg.), Aesch. Supp. 767, Eur. Ale.

13 : TO TT., Hdt. 1, 19, etc., and Thuc.

;

iv TT; Thuc. 2, 11, Plat. Phaedr.

240 B, Xen., etc. :—also with sub-

stantives, to express brief duration,

T) TT-, momentary splendour,

Thuc. 2, (34 ; ai ./, Xen. Cyr.

8, 1, 32; etc. [I], ad\.= avTOdev, Att., .=, Tzetz., to Lend the neck on

one side, and so to cut the throat or

break the neck., , ov,{,)
beside or on the neck, hanging from the

neck,, Anth. Plan. 253., inf. aor. 2 of-.) : f.- : poet..(,) :
—to show, make appear

hesi/le or at, Hes. Op. 732 : to show,

produce, At. Lys. 183 : . -, to give a glimpse of it, Ar. Eccl.
94.—2. to walk beside and light, show
the way to a place, Ar. Ran. 1362,

Plut. T. Gracch. 14.— II. pass, to

show one's self, appear beside or near ;

generally, to appear. Plat. Theaet. 199

C, Soph. 231 B, Xen., etc., , a taking awayfrom
the side, secret stealing., , poet,

and (—) :

—

speak-

ing to, an address, esp. in the way of

exhorting, comforting, etc., II. 11,

793; 15, 404: — ., calming

them, Anth. Plan. 373.—2. allurement,

persuasion, said of the cestusof Venus,
il. 14, 217, cf. Arist. Elh. N. 7, 6, 3 :

deceitful speaking, ,
Pind. . 8, 54 ; cf..
Y\apL, , { ) a

touching slightly, Galen, [u], , {, ) the

seeing an image behind a mirror., {,) to

touch at the side, touch slightly or se-

cretly, Hipp., , {,) that

which a bride brings over and above her

dower, {)., f. {, -) :
—to bear, bring, carry along to, of

meats, like, to hand to

one, serve up, Hdt. 1, 119, Xen. Cyr.

1, 3, 6, etc. ; so in pass., Hdt. 1, 133.

—2. to bringforward, produce, Hdt. 4,

65 ; in full, . . Id. 3, 130 : to

allege, mention, Id. 9,26; .^,
1116

Eur. I. A. 981, cf. Herm. Soph. O. C.
1671 ; 7., to bring forward, pro-

pose a law, Antipho 124,39.— II. to

carry past or beyond, Plat. Rep. 515 A,

cf. Plut. Sull.29,elc.:— to sweep aivay,

as a river does, Plut. Timol. 28 ; cf.

Id. 2, 432 A, Anst. H. A. 4, 8, 17, etc.

2. to turn aside or awayfrom, Ttjv oipiv, Xen. Cyn. 5, 27.—3. to turn in

a wrong direction, Dem. 305, 5 ; — to

lead aside, hence to mislead, lead away.
Pint. 2, 15 D, 41 D ; and oft. in pass..

Plat. Phaedr. 265 B, etc.—Pass, lobe

mad, (sc. / /),
mad, Hipp. ; cf.—. — HI. to

let pass, let slip, . Orac. ap.

Dom. 531, 16; , Plut. Arat.
43. — IV. to overcome,. — V. to

change, alter.

B. pass,, to tie borne

past or round, Thuc. 4, 135: hence to

go past or beyond, metaph. to go past
or beside the truth, to waiuler, err, Plat.

Phaedr. 265 B, Phil. 60 D : of danger,
to be past, orer.

C mtrans., like pass., to go past:
to be beyond or over, ', '. a few days over, more
or less, Thuc. 5, 20, 26 ; cf
II.—2. to change, differ, Dion. H. 1,28., f.- and-{,) :

—to flee close by, past,

beyond, c. dat., Od. 12, 99, in Ep. inf.

aor. 2..,^., f. -, {,)
like, to speak to, c. dat.

pers., 11. 1, 577; in mid. also c. ace.

pers., to exhort, persuade, appease,-, Od. 16,287; 19,

6 : also, and-, II. 12, 249, Od. 2, 189,

Hes. Th. 90. — 2. often with collat.

notion of deceit, to speak deceitfully

or insincerely, , -, Pind. . 7, 121, P. 9, 76 ; and, in

mid., to speak so for one's oivn interest.

Id. N. 5, 58 : cf.., adv., overtaking, c.

gen., Opp. H. 3, 298., (- and--
: aor. 1 : aor. 2-, inf.- : perf.,{,) anticipate, overtake,

excel, in act. and mid. c. ace. pers.,

II. 22, 197 ; also, . ,,
11. 10, 346; 23, 515. — Horn, has it

only in II., and always in aor. opt., part,, and
part. mid.., f.-, {,) dep. mid.:

—

to speak, say
beside, to add aijualificalionin speaking.

Plat. Eulhyd. 29G"A, ubi v. Stallb.—2.

to say by the way, to let drop, , Isae.

71, 23, uTi, Polyb, 28, 15, 13.—3. to in-

terrupt, Plut. Alex. 9, etc.—4. to say
secretly, Heliod. 5, 8. Henco/, ov, belonging to

addressing : and,, 6, a thing spo-

ken by the way, a qualification added.

Plat. Euthyd. 296 ; cf--— II. a fault of speech or false

note, etc., as pass., pf.-, {.) to be partly de-

stroyed or injured, . to lose

one's voice, Plut. 2, 848 B. Hence, , , a slight or grad-

ual corruption, Plut. 2, 1131 E., f. -], to dismiss he-

side., , {,) a

disorder of the penis, in which the pre-

puce cannot be drawn over the gland.m

[7., , , {,) savoury roasted dish, Achae.
ap. Ath. 368 A., , ,{) de
rangement, distraction,,kmch.
Eum. 330, Plut. 2, 249 B, etc., ,=, to bring
forward, Hdt. 1, 133 : to set before,

Tivi, Ar. Eq. 1215:—mid. to collect,

Plat. Legg. 858 B., ov,{) borne
aside, carried away : hence,—2. wan-
dering, reeling, staggering,. Eur.
Hec. 1050: of a drunkard, unsteady.
Plat. Legg. 775 D ; ., a
stammering tongue, as of a drunkard.
— 3. metaph. wandering awayfrom, c.

gen., 7., deranged, Plat.
Soph. 228 D ; ,, to look or shout like a mad-
man, Luc. Fugit. 19, Amor. 13.—II.

melajih. confusing, ?naddening, -, Hipp. Adv. -. Hence, , - :
—.-, awkwardness of the body, mis-

management of the limbs. Plat. Tim. 87
; v.., {icapa,)

dep. mid., to load or put in besides, to

cram into, C. dat., , Plut. 2,
BE.

', , , {-) place enclosed by a fence,
etc.—II. a fence, fortification, Thuc. 4,

115 : and in a ship, the rail, bulwarks.
Id. 7, 25 : a low screen or curtain. Plat.
Rep. 514 B., f. -,{,)
to speak at the same time ivith another :—to add to another's words : to amplify
or paraphrase. — II. to imitate, esp. in
Gramin., Schiif. Schol. Ap. Rh. 3,

158; cf 2. Hence
11(>, , a paraphrase., Att. - : f. -{,) : — to enclose with a

fence, etc., Polyb. 10, 46, 3., ov, a,{
II) a paraphrast., Att. for-.,{,) tofoam
at the side, esp. of the mouth, JNic. Al.
223., ,{) to be
beside one's self, mad, Hdt. 3, 34, 35,
Aesch. Theb. 806, Soph., etc. : poet.-, Thcocr. 25, 262. Hence, , and in N. T.,, ,^^., ov, =.
Soph. . . 691., , ,{)

waneteniig of mind, derangement,
Hipp., Plat. Soph. 228 D., , {,)
to keep guard beside or 7iear, Strab.

p. 166., dep. mid.,=
sq., Lys. 136, 7., , {,-) to make signals to the enemy
underhand., ov, {, /) wan-
dering from reason or truth ; hence, out

of one's wits, mael. Plat. Legg. 649 D ;

7., Eur. Hipp. 2.32 -.—false, fool-

ish,. Sofih. El. 473.,, /, {,)
sucker, an off-shoot, Lat. soboles, stolo,

Anst. Eth. N. 1, 6, 2: opp. to-,, Theophr. : of the veins, etc.,

Hipp.; cf Part. An. 3, 10,5. [v : in

Nic. Fr. 12 should be read,
cf..'}, ,{) groiiing

beside or near; TT-, an off-shoot,=s. Arist. Khet. 1, 2, 7.



,, ,{,)
painting, rouging, Clem. ., , ..', , ,(,-) guard, garrison, Polyb. 2, 58, 1.—2. a watching beside or near, observa-

tion, Hipp.?., verb, adj., one

•1 observe, take care., , , servingfor
watching or observing.,, 6, a watcher, [i]/. , , a watching
beside or near, Euseb. : from', Att. -~roi : f. -{, /.) : — to watch, keep

guard beside or near, to watch narrowly,

c. acc, Plat. Polit. 297 A, Xen. Lac.

4, 4; 7. Tivu~ .... Plat. Legg.
715 A ; 7.~ , to take precautions

about..., Id. Polit. 284 A. — Mid., to

guard watchfully. Polyb. 5, 92, 8 ; c.

dat., (o be on one's guard against, Id.

16, U, 10.

TlapaoiOJ.ig, , , {, /.-
?,) an off-shoot or sucker which is

hurtful to the parent stock., , f. -, [,-) to puff up, . ., f/, =, Arist.

Gen. An. 4, 4, 45., , a planting beside,

Geop. : ['] from, {,) to

plant beside, Plut. 2, 92 B., ov, that has grown be-

side or near, Theophr. : from, f. -, (,) to

produce beside, to rnake grow beside,

Theophr.—Mid., c. perf- et

aor. 2 act., intr, to spring

up, grow beside or at the side, Hdt. 2,

92, Arist. Part. An. 2, 14, 4.— II. -, growing over and above,

esp. of the limbs of the body ; unnxU-

urally shaped or sized, Arist., , f. -//, {,•
') to say beside or near : to say in a

low tone or aside, Plut. 2, 183 B.•;), , , a side sound, an
echo, as it wore the image formed by
a sound in the ear, Epicur. ap. Por-
phyr., ,{) a
calling to.

Tlapaoui'ia, , ?/, an accomjianying
sound in imison or harmony ; on the
musical use of the word, v. Bockh
Coinm. de Metr. Pind. p. 254 : from, ov, {, )

sounding beside with, harmonious,
Longin.,, , false bap-

tism, Eccl., ov, a, {, -) false illumination, false light, as

of the sun after setting, Strab. p. 138,

ubi a!,-., dep., to step aside

and give place.?,, ,{-) any thing relaxed., ov, , dim.
from loreg./., , f. -. {,
/.) to sL•cken beside : of a ship, to

let in water, leak, Ar. Eq. 430. — 2. to

slacken the reins, unbend a bow : me-
taph. to slacken in zeal or strength,

Hipp, [], to forge beside, near

or upon., , , a fake
stamp, Clem. .: counterfeit coin:[ and, ov, b, a forger, a

falsifier : froui, Att. - : f. -

{,) : — to mark with a

false stamp, forge, Luc. Demon. 5 ; to

coin with a different stamp, Plut. 2,

332 B., f. -, {,-) to winter at a place, Dem. 909,

14 ; 1292, 4, Polyb., etc. : and, , , a wintering in

a place, Polyb. 3, 35, 1./., , , the Para-
chelo'itae, i. e. dwellers along the Acht-
loiis, in Thessaly, Strab. p. 434. — 2.

also others in Aetolia, Strab. 1. c.

Hence\?., , , Parache-
loUis, the country along the Acheloiis,

of the Paracheloitae (2). Strab. p. 458., f- ; aor. pass., Arist. Probl. 20. 35, 2{,) : — to pour in beside, pour
in, Hdt. 4, 75 : to throw beside, throw

up in a heap beside, like.
Id. 1, 185./, f. -,{, ?.•) to warm a little.—II. to warm by

or at, e. g. the fire, Hipp. [: v. 7.-
'.], {, ) to

gnaw beside, nibble at, , Ael.

N. .\. 1, 47.\1, ov, 6, Parachoa-
thras, a mountam of Media, Strab.

p. 511., {,) to

strike beside the right string, i. e. to

strike a ivrong 7iote ; generally, to blun-

der, made a slip, Ar. Eccl. 295.—The
form is dub.

j

, ov, {,)
I

striking a wrong note : generally, blun-

dering, V. 1. Arist. Probl.

j , {,)
dance in the chorus beside or near

:

—
pass, to have dances performed by or
near, v. 1. Eur. Ion 463.1.,{.) to

make an additional outlay as'} :

, in genl. to furnish or supply over and
I above, Ath. 140 E. Hence
I
7,, , the part

I of a second or sordinate chorus,

I which retires when it has ceased
singing, as the cliildren of Trygaeus
in Ar. Pac. 114 ; the frogs in Ar. Ran.

I
—The Schol. of Ar. Pac. 1. c. has

1, perh. better., {,) to

j

mix, defile beside.

I

. f. -, {,
I

) dep. mid., to use improperly

I

or obscenely, misuse, , Po-
j
lyb. C, 37, 9, etc. : to maltreat, -. Dion. . 0. 93 : — to act

wrongly or ill, , Hdt. 5, 92, 1 :

—hence,—2. to use a little or too little,

to disregard, neglect, slight, c. acc,
Hdt. 1, 108; 8,20; cf : the
Ion. part, is used
absol., Hdt. 4, 159 ; 7, 223, of furious

I

combatants, to fight without thought

I

of life, set nothing by their life (where
or^ is usu. supplied),

! equiv. to -
<, in Diod.

I

. adv., poet, for sq., Nake
Choeril. p. 214 sq., adv. for -

I , on the spot, forthwith, straightway,

like, Hdt. 3, 15 : also, to
TT., Id. 6, 11, and Att.: .

I

', to speak off-hand, on the spur
I of the moment, Dem. 9. 7 ; ., Xen. Hell. 6, 4, 11 :• ., pleasures which
offer themselves without seeking
after, Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 20; .,
Antipho 138, 5:—Thuc. 1, 138 oppo-
ses Tu and ?.?.,

the present andfuture ; .,
., Isae. 36, 17, Dem. 1178, 14; -

., Antipho 113, 31.—The word
is freq. found m Hdt. and the best
Att. prose, but was unknown to the
graver sort of poetry, ISake Choeril.
p. 215., ,{) a
misuse., (, -) to play a trick upon the oracle,

Strab. p. 402., f. -, (.) to

anoint along or all over, Hippon. 35., ov, contr.-, ovv,{,) of a false or altered

colour, colourless, faded, Luc. de Hist.

Consor. 51., ov,=foreg.
and -, f.-{,) : to cohmr falsely,

falsify, esp. to corrupt music by intro-

ducing the , Arist.

Pol. 8, 7, 7. Hence,, ,false colouring,

falsification: esp. /.,
corruption of music by introducing the, Plut., , ,{)
pouring in or upon, Strab.. ov, b,{) one
tcho pours in, esp. tvho brings water for
bathing, Cle.arch. ap. Ath. 518 C. [v]

I

,,, a side-embank-
ment, Strab. p. 212 : from

I, . -, {,
I

) tu throw up near Or beside,

raise a jnound beside, Hdt. 1, 185 ; cf.., , f. -,{,-) to go aside, and so to make room,
give place, absol., Ar. Ran. 767, Plat.
Symp. 213 A: . to one, Plat.

Prot. 336 : ., to retire from
a place or thing, as , Dem.
38, 24 : hence in full, . ,
Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 20, cf Isocr. 118 D;
so too, TT. /.,
to give up freedom to Philip, Derh.
247, 24 ; . ,. Id
525, 23 ; 655, 17 : also . -
?., Dion. .—2. to give way, yield,, to one, Dem. 212. 4 ; to obey,. Plat. Legg. 959 E.—3. .

., to allow, grant, Id. Polit.

200 E. Hence,, , an acces

sion : and,, , a giving way,
Dion. H. 4, 27, Diod., etc., verb. adj. from, one must give way, Xen.
Lac. 9. 5., , ,{-) disposed to give way, . Anton.
1, 16., ov, situated beside./., to clip with scissors,

and £0 to spoil. Hence/, ov, b, one who clips

and spoils., {,-), to touch it lightly, Plut. De-
nietr. 19., , , a touching

gently or lightly, Plut. 2, 588 : from.{,) to touch

gently or lightly, Hipp. ; Plut. 2, 971 C.,{.) to rub at the

side or lightly, -, to smooth
down the hair : cf. 4, 152./, {, <7.) to

stammer sUshtly, Strab. p. 70.,^.,,{) a mask
(for female characters) with the hair

straight down., f. -,{.) to



strike, rub down, scrape at the side. Plut.

2, G tl : metaph. to caress, soothe, v. 1.

Call. Cer. 46, for., ov, {,) in-

cidental censure, a rhetorical word used
by Evenus of Paros, blamed by Plat.

Phaedr. 267 A., v. sub.', ?/, , a cooling, refresh-

men', consolation, Eur. Hec. 280, Or.
02 [ubi V. Pors.j ; ., Isae. 19,

17 : from.(,) to bring

coolness to one, to cool, refresh. Call.

Cur. 46 : also as dep.,,
to refresh, comfort,, Theocr.
13, 54 Gaisf., ubi al.' -.
[], ov, , poet, for-, [], poet. part. perf. of-, for, II., adv. poet, of-/, . Rh. [], . wet, damp,,
Ar. Pac. 1147; the Schol. quotes the
word from Archil., and Simon. ; the
latter also quoted in Strab. p. 619,
but in the form (cf.-,). (Prob. from( ), 7(, , (sc. ), leop-

ard-skin, II. 3, 17, Hdt. 7, 69, Pmd.
P. 4, 143 :—in Alt. contr.,
strictly fem. from.. a, ov, also , ov,^
sq., LXX. []?, a, ov.() of or

belonging to a leopard ;
v.?/., , contr. for.

Hence, ov, leopard-borne,-
., a leopard's skin. Soph. Fr. 16.,, an unknown animal,

Arist. H. A. 2, 11, 6., , , a plant,

leopard's-batie., , , dim. from, a young leopard.,, leopard-killing., Ion. , , =-, Lat. pardalis, in Hom. also-
: the older form was,

which is everywhere found in the
text of Horn., though Aristarch. pre-

ferred and all agree in read-

ing. — Ace. to Apion and
Hesych. 2, p. 1006, was the
male, the female : others

say that- was used of the ani-

mal, and- of its skin, v. Jac. A.

P. p. 367. Cf..—U. a raven-

ous sea-fish, prol). a speckled shark,

Ael. N. A. 9, 49, Opp. H. 1, 368., , ,=. 1. for,
Ael.—II. a7i ashen coloured bird, Arist.

H. A. 9,23, 1.'.), ,{,)
leopard-like, Ath. 38 ., , , spotted like the

pard, Luc. Bis Ace. 8., inf. aor. 2, and-, fut. of., jjoet. for,
Pind., ov, TO, an unknown ani-

mal. Arist. H. A. 2, 1, 20.^, 6, Pardocas, name of a
slave. Ar. Ran. 608., ov, 6, like

and, a pard, i. e. a leopard,

panther, or ounce (which the ancients

do not seem to have distinguished),

Ael. N. A. 1, 31 ; cf.:—auc

to Plin. the pardus was the male of

the panthera., subj. aor. 2 of, never
pres for-, f. -, to let pass, susp.

1118

, f. -,{,)
to come rather near, Theophr., oi',= sq., Aeschin.

51, fin., ov, secretly, and so

illegally introduced, enrolled, Ath. 180

F ; esp. among the citizens, an intru-

sive citizen, lb. 211 F ; cf. Herm. Pol.

Ant. ^ 123, 13: from, f. -,{,-) to write by the side, add, subjoin.

Plat. Legg. 753 C : usu. in bad signf.

to interpolate, Aeschin. 64, 15 : to enrol

secretly or illegally amojtg the citizens,

(part. aor. 2 pass.) -. Id. 38, 10. [], , f. -, {, -) to hand on to one's neighbour, to

pass on, , Eur.
Supp. 700; esp. in war, . -, to pass o7i the watch-word or word
ofcommand along the whole line, 1 ,at.

imperium tradcre per manus, Xen. Cyr.
3, 3, 58, like, cf Moer.
p. 324 :—hence to give the word of com-
mand, comynand off-hand or suddenly to

do a thing, c. inf, lb. 2, 3, 21, An. 4,

1, 17, etc. ; and so, to exhort, encourage.

Id. Cyr. 3, 3, 42 and 61 :—also in mid.,
Xen. Lac. 11, 8, Plut.—2. to pass one's

word, give a pledge or promise, c. acc.

et inf., 7. , Soph. . C.
94.— II. to commit or co?nmend to ano-

ther, ', Hdt.
3, 8; , Plut. Ant. 11.^', , 7/,= sq., Xen. An. 6,

5, 13. On the accent, v. Lob. Phryn.
302.,, ij,{)
a handing over, passing on, esp. the
watch-word or word of command, a

sudden command, like,
Xen. Lac. 11, 4. []\.,{,) adv., close

by,, Arist. Pol. 2, 10, 1, cf. 7,

16, 3., {,) to raise

partly, Plut. Eumen. 11.

nrtpe)'KU^7;^ai,mf.-, as pass.,

to sit in beside., {,) to

swallow up besides or over and above,

of superfluous dainties, like-), Eubul.. 1, 8., (,) to

lie among, to be inserted, Galen., dep. mid., =-, Plut. 2, 188 ., , , {, -) the cerebellum or hinder parts

nf the brain, Arist. H. A. 1, 16, 3., {,) to

make incline sideways or away, Arist.

Eth. N. [I] Hence, , a slanting direction

or inclination, Plut. 2, 883 A, etc., {,) to

shut in unawares, stop, to,
Wytt. Plut. 2, 130 B.,, , =-'., , , {,) the stage directions for

exits, entrances, and changes of
scenes, entered on the margin of a

MS. play; cf.., , . -, {,) to undertake, but with col-

lat. notion of something faulty : esp.

to arguefalsely, Plut. Timol. et Aemil.
1. — II. to undertake with another.
Hence, , , a false ar-

gument, Cic. Att. 15, 4, 3.,{,) to pour in

beside, Arist. Meteor. 2, 3, 33, Ath., etc., {, ,-) to touch very slightly, Ath. 215 E.

,, ,{)
any thing poured in beside : the name
given by Erasistratus to the peculiar
substance of the lungs, liver, kidneys,
and spleen, as ifformed separately by
the blood of veins that run into those
parts : the word he used only ol

the muscular flesh., ,{) a pour
ing in beside : in Manetho also, al., , , sitting con
statitly beside, Lat. assiduus : from,{) to sit con
stantly beside, to be always with, Lat
assidere," ,
Eur. Ale. 746; so m tOlyb., etc.—2.

to be an assessor,,, Dem.
572, 10., poet, for foreg., Nonn., , ,{) a sit-

ting beside : addition, Arist. Part. An.
2, 7, 2.—11. the office or dignity of-, ap. Dem. 1373, 22. Hence
«£((,=,-

!-. . Rh. 2, 1040., ov, {,) silting

beside, as at table, Hdt. 5, 18: ^en-
erally, beside, near,, Eur. Or. S3,

Hec. GI6.—II. sitting beside ; and so,

attending, assisting another ; and as
subst., an assessor, assistant, coadjutor,

associate, foil, by dat. or gen. ; hence
Themis is -, Pind. . 8, 22;
but Rhadamanthys -,
lb. 2, 139 ; is . ti-. Soph. Ant. 796: but, Ty
-, Eur. Med. 843.-2. in prose,-

was the assessor or coadjutor of
a magistrate, as of old kings, lldt. 8,

138; of the three chief archons at
Athens (each of whom had two al-

lowed him by law, to assist ihein
chiefly in judicial duties) ; and of oth-
er magistrates,—freq. in Oratt. ; cf.

Diet. Antiqq. s. v., 1.-,{,-) dep. mid. :

—

to sit beside,, II.

1, 557, Od. 4, 738, etc. : esp. to sit

down to talk with one, Herm. H. Hom.
Ap. 315., , , the cheek, Hom., al-

ways in plur., as 11. 3, 35, Od. 2, 153
;

whereas he has the Ion. usu.
in sing. : oddly of an eagle, Od. 2,

153 : the irreg. dat. occurs
in Ap. Rh. 4, 172 (si vera 1.):—an
acc. pi., was assumed by Aris-
tarch., etc., 11. 3, 35 : cf. and'.—The word is also used by
Trag. (usu. in sing.), as Aesch. Pr.
400, Soph. Ant. 1239; but rare in
prose, as Xen. Cyr. 6, 4, 3.—II. the

cheek-piece of a helmet, Herm. H.
Hom. 31, 11, cf. in II. 10, 70.

(Prob. from, the sides of the
face.)\, , , Parea, a nymph,
Apollod. 3, 1,2., ov, 6, = (q. v.),

Cratin. Troph. 6., aor. 2, with no pres. in
use, being used instead,{,) to observe by the way, to

remark, notice, Tl, something in
one, as, , Hdt. 1, 37, cf.

38, 108.—II. to look past, overlook, disre-

gard, v. 1. Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 37, and Plut., usu., 3 aor. 1 pass,
of, 11. 23, 868., - -,{,)
to compare, . Plat. Rep. 473 C,
cf Polit. 260 .., Att. aor. form of-. Soph. . C. 1334, Ant. 1)02;
v. sub, and cf Ellendt Lex.
s. V.. [], f. -^,{,) to go



aside, yield, give way ; like kau, to I

permit, allow, , Plat. Rep.
374 ;

~. TLvl . Id. Legg.
934 C.—II. impels., , it

is competent, allowable for me, tl. Soph. Phil. 1048, ubi v.

Schaf. ; oTvy, wherever it

was practicable, Thuc. 3, 1 ;
'. Plat. Symp. 187 ;, by such ways as they

found practicable, Thuc. 4, 36., poet, for., adv., part. pf. pass,

from, re?7iissly., inf. : f. -
.• (, to be). To be by

or present, Horn., who oft. has part.,, one present, oh, one

absent.—2. to be by or near one, c. dat.,

Od. 5, 105 ; /., Od. 4, 640 ; ., Soph. Phil. 1056 :

—

to be

present in or at, \7], Od. 4, 497 ; kv/, II. 10, 217, 'cf Ar. Ach. 513,

Plat.' Prot. 335 B.—3. esp. to be pres-

ent to help, come to aid, stand by, like

Lat. adesse, , II. 18, 472, Od. 13,

393 ; and in Att.—4. to be by, i. e.

ready or at hand, Lat. praesto esse, of

things, property, etc., Horn.
;-, giving freely ofwhat

was ready, such food as did not need
dressing, Od. 1, 140:, if power were at my co7n-

mand, if 1 had the power, Od. 2, 62

;

, so far as

power is mine, 11. 8, 294
i-
—so of feel-

ings, states of mind, etc., fiap-), Aesch. Pers. 391 ;-. Soph. Ant. 254.-—5.-
vai .., to arrive at, or strictly to have

arrived at.., oft. in Hdt., as 1, 9, Thuc.
6, 88, etc., cf Valck. Hdt. 1, 21,

Heind. Plat. Phaed. 57 A ; so too c.

ace. loci only, Eur. Cycl. 95, 106
;

so, . , Xen. An. 7,

1,35; . , lb. 6, 4,

26 ; ., Thuc. 3, 8.-6.

inipers., , c inf. like -, it depends on me, is in my power,

Hdt. 8, 20 ;'' -, Aesch. Eum. 867
;

and freq. in Att. ;—so also the part.. Ion., is used absol. c.

inl., it being possible or easy, since it is

allowed, Hdt. 1, 129, etc., Thuc. 4, 19,

etc. ; like .—7. , in

Att., USU. the present, the present cir-

cumstances, state or condition ; also,, Hdt. 6, 100 ; so
neut. 70, first in Hdt. 1, 20.

—

8. the part. masc. oft. stands,

esp. in Trag., at the end of a verse

almost like an expletive to round off

the sentence, like, e. g. Soph.
El. 300, Tr. 422, cf. Valck. Phoen.
481, Lob. Aj. 57, and v. sub-
. . 1., inf.,{,

to go). To go by, beside, or near, to

pass,, Od. 4, 527 : 17, 233 : to

go alongside, Thuc. 4, 47, and Xen.

—

2. to pass by, pass over, omit, .. Plat. Legg. 776 D.—3. to pass

by, overtake, surpass, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 5.

—4. of time, to pass on, pass, Hdt. 4,

181.—II. tn pass on one's way, . ..,
to pass into, enter, Hdt. 3, 84, etc.

;

and absol., to approach, Id. 3, 72:
sometimes with a notion of secresy,

as, ., Eur. Ion 229 ; but

not necessarily, for we also have, Xen. Cyr. 1, 2,

2.—III. to come forward, opp. to•, Xen. An. 7, 3, 46;', Ar. Ach. 43, cf Plat. Phaed.
59 ; esp. to come forward to speak.

Plat. Ale. 1, 106 C, Dem. 285, 6 ; also,

. , Aeschin. 76, 18

;

hence at Athens, , the

public orators, Andoc. 19, 37, Dem.
170, 6; ,
Hdt, 7, 143 : cf. VTl.

—

IV. to pass from one to another, -/, the word passed from
man to man., aor. 2, with no pres. in

use, being used instead,{,)—I. c. ace. pers., to talk

over, persuade, like with
collat. notion of deception, 11. 1, 555

;

6, 337, Aesch. Pr. 130: hence ex-

pressly, to cheat, beguile, Valck. Adon.
p. 350 ;—c. ace. cognato, to give such
and such advice, ., 11. 6, 62

;

7, 121 :—absol., to persuade, advise, U.

11, 793 ; 15, 404. [In 11. the first syll.

of part,, is al-

ways long in arsis, prob. by the di-

gamma.], f. -, to keep off or back,

shut out., poet, and Ion. for-
pvu, Hdt.,{,) to fasten be-

side or near, insert, Aesch. Fr. 265,
Xen. Symp. 6, 2 : ,
adding observance of the laws. Soph.
Ant. 368, as the Schol. seems to ex-

plain it ; but the word is prob. cor-

rupt ; Dind. (v. ad 1.) proposes-, EUendt (after Musgrave)-., 2 sing, indie, pres. from., part. aor. 2 act. from-.—II. part. aor. 2 pass, from., 1. -, {,)
to lead in by one's side, bring forward,
introduce, Isocr. 175 C.—II. to bring

in beside, introduce secretly, Polyb. 1,

18, 3. []\, , , v. I. for B;?-, q. v., Dem. 624, 1., ov, {)
brought in beside, introduced privily,

N. T., , to incorporate., {,)
to throw in beside or secretly.—II. intr.

to get in beside, etc., , , {, -
an i7iscribing secretly and ille-

gally, Plut. 2, 756 C., f. -, {,) dep. mid., to take in be-

sides or along with a thing. Soph. Tr.
537, Arist. Part. An. 3, 1, 10: to take

171 secretly.,^, Demad.
178, 41. [v], {,) as
pass., with aor. 2, pf , and plqpf. act. :

-

—

to get in by the side, to slip in, insin-

uate one's self, Hipp., Plut. Agis 3, etc.

[v. .] Hence,, , a getting by the

side, a slipping in : also a way to get in,

loop-hole, Plut. 2, 476 C,, inf -, aor. with
no pres. in use, (cf). To
look at from the side, catch a sight of,

v. 1. Ar. Lys. 155.,{, , )=sq.,
Philippid. ap. Ath. 262 A.,{,)
dep. mid., c. aor. et perf. act. : to

come or go in beside or by stealth, Po-
lyb. 1, 7, 3, etc.), f. -, {, ,o)to bring in by the side or secret-

ly, Joseph., , f. -, {,'^:) to roll in by the side or se-

cretly, smuggle in, Juba ap Ath. 661 B.
Tlapovo],=apo,huc.

(?) Philopatr. 12.

, v.., . -, {, •) to let in secretly, Plut. 2, 700 .,{,) to

get in by the side or secretly, Polyb. 1,

18, 3, etc., as pass., c. fut.

mid.-, {,) to

go in at the side or secretly, LXX., Att. -~ : . -,{,) :
— demand or ex-

act besides or beyond, i. e. illegally, of
tax-gatherers., f. -, aor. --
(yvijv,{,) to glide in by the
side, by chance, or secretly, Arist. Part.
An. 3, 3, 6, etc.

Hap , {,) to

bear or bring in beside: esp., . -, to propose a new law inconsistent
with another, Dem. 484, 1, 12, etc.,{,'-) as pass., to steal in to the loss or
ruin of another, Philo., before a vowel .{, )—. as prep.,—1. c. gen.
loci, outside, before, Od. 9, 116, II. 10,
349.—2. like, besides, except, ex-
clusive of, Hdt. 1, 14, 93, 192, etc.—IL
freq. c. ace, out by the side of, out
along, beyond, II. 9, 7, Od. 12, 27C, etc.

;

in 11. 24, 349, the prep, follows its
case : , out of sense and
reason, ioulishly,-ll. 10, 391 ; 20, 133.—2. except, besides, II. 24, 434.

B. more freq. as adv.,—1. of place,
out by, out over, Horn. : hard by, II. 11,
486.—2. metaph. beyond or beside right
and truth, and so wide of the question,
beside the 7nark, , Od. 4,
348 ; , II. 12, 213

:

senselessly, foolishly, Od. 23, 16.—3., let us talk
of somethmg else, Od. 14, 168: hence
except, Hdt. 7, 196 ; ..,
except so long as.., , Hdt. 1, 130, cf.

Clinton F. H. 1, p. 258, 200.
(This word includes the signfs.

both of and , though one
often prevails over the other.—In re-
gard to Hdt. it may be observed,— 1.

that in him it is usu. written,
but in Horn, and Hes.,,
except Hes. Sc. 352, 353, Gaisf :—2.
the rule, that is used before a
conson., before a vowel, is al-

together neglected by Hdt., who al-

ways has : so even in Od. 14,
168, , cf Od. 12,
276, 443, 11. 11, 486.—Ace. to E. M.,
and Eust., the word was written dif-

ferently ace. to its signf . scil.

= in Horn, and Hes.,=
in Hdt. ; v. plura ap. Spitzn,

Exc. xviii. ad 11.), f. -, {,) to step or turn aside fro7n, de-
viate from, c. gen.,, Hes. Op.
224, cf Polyb. 12, 8, 1 :—but also c.

ace, to overstep, tran.sgress, -, Aesch. Clio. 645, Plut. Num. 9 :—absol. to exceed botuids, Arist. Eth.
4, 5, 13, etc. ; to make a digression, lb.

1, 5, 1, Polyb., etc.,{,) to

compile a set of critical remarks ; v.-.,, ,{)
turning from the right way, a devi-

ation, declension, Arist. Eth. N. 8, 10,

2, Pol. 3, 7, 2, etc. : a digression, Isae.

62, 13, Polyb., etc. Hence, , , apt to wander
from the right uny ; a digressing from
the subject : extravagant. Adv. -., dep. mid.,=^7ra-

: from, , , {?^)
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the compilation of a set of critical re-

marka, .IS those of Eustathius on Ho-
mer. Hence', , , belonging to3'/, : ..=^•'., f. -, (,) dep. mid., to lake in a dif-

ferent or wrong sense, misconceive, mis-

construe, M. Anton. 5, 6.

£(5<(5/, (,) to

give out beside or underhand, esp. in

marriage ; //', name ol

a play of Antiphanes., (, ) as

pass., c. aor. 2 et pf. act., to slip out

by the side, steal away, Luc. Jup. Trag.

11., Ep. for,
frequentat. impf. from,
Od.,(,) to run out

by or past, c. acc, Ap. Rh. 1, 592.

\.7;3, (, ?3) to

press out of the right course, jostle aside,

Arisl. Probl. 23, 5, 3, in pass., (, ') to

turn aside from, to alter slightly, of the

infle.xions of words, Dion. H. 5, 47.

—

H. intr., to turn aside from, shun, C.

acc, Arist. H. A. 6, 29, 1 ; . .., to

deviate towards... Id. Part. An. 3, 4,

19; absol. to turn aside, Aescliin. 25,

9.—Oft. confounded with'-. [] Hence,. , turning aside

from the way, Stob. Eel. 1, p. 40.17., {, ?.) to col-

lect secretly, . , to embezzle

the. pubhc monies, Dern. 435, 21 : of

birds, to collect food, Ael. N. A. 8, 25.', (, /.) to

let out. let pass.—II. intr. to go out, be

wanting, fail, LXX., (,) dep.

mid., to sail out by past, Ap. Rh. 2,

941.,(,) to

send out beside or past, Philo., , f.- [], (-,) to go out past, c. acc,
Aesch. Fr. 23.\1, f.-, {,) to fall out secretly or by

chance, to fall from One, of words,
Dion. H. de Comp. c. 25.}, f.- and-, (,) to

flee out away from, to escape, of prizes

which elude the grasp of the con-
queror,, 11.23, 314., {,)
as pass., to take fire meanwhile, Arist.

Meteor. 1, 4, 6., , ?), an averting:

perversion., f. -,=-, .\nth. P. 5, 251, Q. Sm. 3, 337., ij, a stretching out be-

side, a lengthening, esp. of a sj'Uable

:

from, f. -, (, -) to stretch out along, esp. in mil-

itary tactics, to deploy. Polyb. 11, 12,

4, etc. ; so of a fleet, . vavv.
Id. 1, 26, 15.—11. intr. to stretch out

along or beside, Arist. Anal. Post. 2,

17, 5, Strab. p. 631 ;— so in pass.,

Thcophr. ; also, .
to miasure one's self with one, Democr.
ap. Stub. p. 189, 47: c. gen., .
avu'j, to extend beyond what is

required.-, , f. -,(,-
/.) to accomplish otherwise, or

against one's iiisk, Mosch. 4, 125., verb. adj. from. one must afford, furnish, Xen. Cyr
2, 2, 15.
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, , , () in-

clined to give, offering readily., ov, somewhat out of
the way, dub.,(,) adv., out

of, without, besides, LXX., and N. T., f. -/, (, -) to turn aside,, Eur.

Supp. 1111 :—pass., to be turned aside,

distorted, Arist. Gen. An. 4, 4, 4.-;^"' ('^,) to

run out past, Plut. Flainin. 8., f. -^p,(,-) to rub along or against a thmg

;

pass, to sziffer great friction, Arist.

Coel. 2, 7, 2. [i], , if,(-) a turningfrom the right way, a bye-

path, Clem. Al., (,)
as pass., to appear beside, Galen., (,) as

pass., to be carried, go beyond bounds,

Plut. 2, 102 C.

:;\;, f. -, (, -) to pour out at the side :—pass., of

rivers and lakes, to overflow, Strab. p.

760 : Diod. 5, 47. Hence, , , a pouring out,

running otit on one side or the other, esp.

of a river overflowing, etc., Polyb. 34,

10. 4, Strab., \. -?. [], Ep.
-'/., Att./: aor. /.-, Horn., Ep. also', II.,(, '). To drive by or past,

Theocr. 5, 89 ; 8, 73.—II. usu. as if

intr.— 1. to drive by (sc,,', etc.), II. 23, 382, 427 :—then
with a new acc, to drive past, overtake

another, ' •, II. 23, 638 ; but, ., to

drive on to Trachis, Hes. Sc. 353.

—

Later ., are added, .-Vr.

Av. 1129, Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 55; also, .'(, ', Xen. An. 1,

2, 10 ; 3, 4, 46.—2. to row or sail by,

past (sub vavv), but also, -, Od. 12, 186: then c. acc. rei

aut pers., to sail past.., Od. 12, 197.—3.

in prose, also, to ride by, run by, etc.

(sub.,, etc.), freq. in

Xen. ; . , Id. An. 3, 5, 4,

Cyr. 4, 3, 12 ;—more rarely to ride up
to, rush towards, or ,
Xen. (^yr. 4, 2, 12, Hipparch. 8, 18 :

—to ride on one's way, lb. 3, 3, 4.

—

Arat. uses mid., in

intr. signf.

/.}';^, f. -,=^, Ga-
len.,, , a passing by or

beyond.—II. the tvay past to a place., f. -, (.)
to turn beside, turn round, also-.., adv. part. pres. from/, dragging beside, hence su-

perfluously, Gramm.., , a protracting, delay-

ing.., , , one who pro-

tracts, delays, Irom...,, , fem. of foreg.^, ; f. -, also- :

aor. : {,) :

—

to

draiv aside or to the side, Pind. O. 7.

84 ; ., to withdraw secretly,

Plut. Cieom. 8:—mid. to draw aside

for one's self, get hold of by craft or

evil device, , Od. 18, 282.

—

2. to lead alongside, as one does a led

horse, Hdt. 3. 102 :. /,
to tow from the bank. Id. 2, 96.—2. to

distort, twist, . (sc. yva-), Ar. Pac. 1306, \ibi v. Interpp.

—II. of tifne, to spin out, Polyb. 2, 70,

3, etc.; ahsol., ^.,

put not things o^by excuses, Od. 21,
HI ; in pass., to be delayed, Polyb. 5,

30, 5.—HI. also intr. to drag beside,

hence to be redundant: so in pass.,

Tu?. ,
things merely appended to the arts, ex-

traneous additions to them, Polyb. 9,

20, 6., , (,)
the omission of something at the side,

esp. of a letter, Gramm., f.-, (,) to go beside or near, . -, to drive along in a four-horsed
chariot, Dion. H. 2, 34./, f. -?., (,.) to put in or beside or between,

Ar. Vesp. 481 : to insert things foreign
to the subject, interpolate,,-, Dem. 1026, 20 : hence, to throw
in by the way, ., to drop
hints in speaking, Aeschin. 24, 6, cf.

41, Arist. Rhet. 3, 14, 9.—2. esp. to

put in rank, draw up in battle order,

Polyb. 2, 27, 7, etc. ; strictly of put-
tiiig in, distributing au.xiliaries among
the other troops, cf. Id. 1, 33, 7 : gen-
erally, to place a?nong a class or order,

Plat. Legg. 741 A.— II. intr. tofall into

line with the rest of the army, Polyb.

—

2. of an army, to encamp. Id. 1 , 77, 6,

etc.—3. to fall upon, attack,, also

. Id. 29, 7, 8.

•, adv., parenthetical-

ly, Gramm., (, -) to grow up in beside, Phllo./., f. -,{,-) to look askance, , Eur. Hel.
1558., , i],()
insertion beside, between or amon^ Oth-

ers, Aeschin. 83, 21, cf 23, 41, cf.

Lob. Phryn. 377 : esp. in dramas, an
insertion, interpolation.— II. a putting

in or distributing men through an
army, a drawing up in battle-order, Po-
lyb. 11, 32, 6 : also a body so drawn
Zip, Id. 6, 28, 1 ; and then, like-, a crnnp. Id. 10, 35, 7, etc. :

hence,-—2. any fortified place, a castle,

N. T.— III. =— (q. v.),

Polyb. 21, 5, 4, nisi legend,-.—IV. a pugilist's and wrestler's

phrase, ./. to trip an adver-
sary by a twist of the leg, Plut. 2,

638 F,'Luc. Hence, , , m a camp,
like a camp, Plut. 2, 643 C./, ,(.,) like an interpolatioyi, Gramin., {,) to push
or stuff in, Luc. de Hist. Conscr. 22.

[i'l, as [>Ss.,^=ka•. but somewhat milder./, , =, but
rather milder., Ep. inf. from,
for, Horn., {,)
to 7nix in besides, Ael. N. A. 3, 30., f.-, (, -) to stretv beside, among, with,

Diosc.,(,v)to drink

to excess..,(,)
to fill secretly with a thing, Tivor,

Pint. Marcell. 18.. f.-, (,) to inflame, gall by rubbing,

Strab., f.-,(,) to fall in by the way. creep

or steal in. Plat. Cliarmid. 173 D:
7. < , of intrusive cit-

izens, Aeschin. 51, 20 :—of a word or



teTiri, to be inserted, Arist. Anal. Pr. 1,

S3, 11, Post, 2, 12, 8.—II. to coincide

with, Tim, Plut. 2, 570 F, etc. [i]/., Att.- : f.-
(,,/.) :

—to plaster at the

side : generally, to stop up, plaster,

Diosc- Hence'.7?^,,, stopping up., f. -, {~apu,-) to entwine, interweave with 0 be-

tween, Diphil. Siphn. ap. Ath. 57 C.//^, to be filled to excess./., , , an entwining

leith, interweaving.,{,) to

be in the way, be a hindrance, rtvi , Luc.
Amor. 15., adv., like,
in the way., , f. -, (,) to traffic underhand or besides

in a thing, to smuggle a thing in, ., Eur. Med. 910 : .7^]-, a falsely enrolled, intrusive citi-

zen, like, Poll.,, , an infe-

rior article in trade, merchandize ofsmall

value, elsewh.^:—hence,^7rap-, Luc. Dem. Encom. 22, M.
Anton. 3, 12 : from,{,-
uai) dep., to traffic in besides :—me-
taph., TO ., to yield deUght
besides instruction, Luc. de Hist.

Conscr. 9.,, ,{,-) coming in besides, of superflu-

ous nutriment, etc., v. Foes. Oecon.
Hipp., Arist. Respir. 11, 5.,.-,{,-) to show, display beside or along

with, Plat. Tim. 50 , Plut. : to show
by the way, indicate, .,
Polyb. 28, 3, 4, cf. 12, 24, 2.-2. .,, to show the aspect or

smell of, i. e. to look or smell like,

Diosc.—II, pass., to be shown, appear

beside, near or at the side, Arist. de

Anima 3, 4, 3, or by the won/. Id. Phys.

Ausc. 4, 4, 16 ;, water in which objects are reflect-

ed. Id. Probl. 23, 9, 2.
^
Hence, , , showing be-

side, near, or by stealth : and, , , a showing be-

side or near., , ,=^-.— II- usu. in Gramm. ., the

finite moods of the verb, opp. to the

infinitive{)., , somewhat like, v. 1.

Arist. H. A. 4, 1, 18, Diod. 1, 35 : from,{,) to come
near, be somewhat like,, Diosc., Att. -, {,) to block up beside, Galen., {, ) as

pass., to grow in at the side, hang upon,

Luc. Fugit. 10. [i], like,
to show by the way or secretly., , to dwell beside., f.-,{, tv-) to give or yield up, Plut. 2,

813 t)., {, ) as

pass., c. aor. 2 et pf act., to slip in by

the side, Plut. 2, 479 A., inf -, aor. 2 with
no pres. in use (cf.), to take

a side look at, , Ar. Lys.

156., (.,) to put

in by the side or secretly,, to intrude one's self into every
thing, Plut. 2, 793 D./, , etc., impf. from, Od.

71

, to be by or near, -, such
was our plan therein, Ap. Rh. 1, 664

;

, Orph.
Lith. 628.—In form it seems to be
perf , but with signf. of pres. or aor.,

cf. and : there

is no simple., Dor. for,
Theocr.,, ,{)
a putting in beside, inserting.—II. an in-

sertion : esp. a parenthesis, Gramm., ov,{) put
in beside, parenthetic, Gramm., , ,()
something put in beside, an addition, ap-

pendix:, Hdt. 1, 186 ; 6, 19 ; .?,
a digression, Hdt, 7, 5, 171, cf. Plut.

Pomp. 41.—II. smaller ware packed
within larger., {,-) dep., c. fut. mid., et aor. pass.:
to disregard, neglect, M. Anton. 5, 5,

Philo. Hence, , , want of at-

tention, disregard, [], ov, , false sentiment

or affectation of style, Longin., cf. Win-
kelm. Gesch. d. Kunst 5, 3, '^ 23., ov, (, -,) fruiting every other year,

Theophr., {,) like, to speak to one, Ap, Rh,
3, 367.,^., , .-,{,-) to trouble or annoy one while

about something, Hipp., and (in pass.)

Dem. 242, 16 ; rr. ,
Polyb. 1, 8, 1,. Id. 16, 37, 3.

Hence,,,= 5^., Phi-
lo : and, , , annoyance
while one is doing something., f. -,{.-) to sew to or on,, Anth.}., , a shaking to and
fro : [a] from,(, ,)
to shake to and fro :— intr. to move to

andfro, . , Ar. Plut. 291

;

. , Philostr., to sow or strew in

among.,, , a putting in be-

side, insertion, Plut. 2, 1022 D ; like

: from, Att. -, i. -,(,) to put in beside,

Plut. 2, 1022 C.,{,) to ex-

ert beside or near, , Plut. 2,

623 , cf Dion. H. de Dem. 54., f.-, {, -) to put in beside, mix up, Galen., f.-, {^
i.vpy)to eat ox gnaw besides, Eubul.
Aug. 1,8; cf.., , , a meeting by
chance.

or, Horn., Hes.,. and
Hdt. ; v.. 1, {,) to lead

,

out beside, lead out past, C. acc. loci,
\

V. 1. Hdt. 4, 158: hence to mislead,

to which is referred the phrase, II. 10, 391, . Ven. 36

;

v. .—II. to lead out against

:

intr. to march out against the enemy,
[a] Hence, , , a leading or
marching out against the enemy, Ar-
temid., {,) to lift

up beside, Strab. p. 528 :—^pass., to be

lifted up ; oi, the arro-
gant, Lat. nijnis elati, Scymnus 342.1?., Att. - : f. -{, ?.) :

—

to exchange by
the way., . -•, {, -) to go or sail by. . Rh. 1,

581., {, ?. )
whence part. pass. pf.?.-
VOl, strictlj' worn out by being played
upon, and so, generally, worn out. hav-
ing lost voice, strength and all things,

Ar. Ach. 681, cf Suid., inf :{,, to go) :

—

to go out beside, pass
by or alongside, c. acc. loci, Hdt. 7, 58,
109 ; absol., 3, 14 ; 4, 92.-2. to over-

step, transgress, H. Horn. Cer. 478,
Herm. ;. , to thwart
the rule of Jupiter, Aesch. Pr. 551
cf. Soph. Ant. 60.—3. to pass by, omit.

Plat. Rep. 503 A., v. 1. for ,
Od. 4, 348., , ,{,•) that part of the ship which is be-

yond, i. e. unoccupied by, the rowers,

and so either end of the ship, the bows
or the steerage, but usu. the former,
Thuc. 4, 12, cf. esp. 7, 34, Plut. 2,

347 B., ov, TO,=foreg.1?. : f.- Att.-{, ?.) :—seemingly intr.

(sub.,, etc.), to drive or
ride out beside, esp. to march out against

the enemy (cf. ?.,-
), v. 1. for ., II. 23, 344,
Od. 12, 55.^2. to go or march by,

Hdt. 8, 126, Plut., etc.'.?^, ov, 6, {, ,?^) a fallacy used in refutation,

Arist. Soph. El. 17, 12., f. -, {, -) to refute by fallacies, Arist.

Top. 2, 5, 3., Ep. for, infl

aor. 2 of.. Ion. fut. of-, for, v. 1. for

.. Od. 23, 16., f.-7., {-,) dep. mid., c. aor., et

perf act. ; the aor.- being the
only tense used by Hom., and that

only in inf and part. To go out be-

side or near, to slip out or away, past,

Od. 10, 573 ; to go past or over, c. gen.,, II. 10, 344 ; but, . ?.-, to go beyond or aside from the
truth, Plat. Phil. 66 :—also, c. acc,, to pass by one,
Hdt. 6, 117 ; . Pint. Alex. 76.
-—II. to overstep, transgress, c. aCC,,, Od. 5, 104, 138 ; -. Soph. Ant. 921., f. -,{,-) to put one thing by another, so as
to compare them, , Dem.
742. 1. Hence, , a comparison., (,)
to fiiid out besides or in addition, .
u?Jmv, to find out a- law which
neutralizes another, Hdt. 3, 31., f-, {,) dep. mid., to misinterpret.

Hence, , misinterpretation., adv. for '',=:,
formed like, etc., f--,{,)
to let out beside, Dio C. 40, 2 ; of time,

to let pass, , Hdt. 7,

2J0., Ep. for, int

of {),. Hom. Cer. 478.
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, ,() presenting,

furnishing, procuring, Hipp.^, , {,) to

place beside as equal, rank with, TLvi,
Archestr. ap. Ath. 29 B.—2. to com-
pare., f.- (,) : to remove, change : to drive

out of one's senses, Plut. 2, 713 A.

B. in pass., c. aor. 2, pf., et piqpf.

act., undergo a change, change, Epich.

p. 76 ; ry to go

mad, Polyb. 32, 7, 6 ; -, wine that has turned, sour

Avine, Lye. ap. Ath. 420 C., ov, , a side way out,

Hipp., , (,,) to

push out at the side, Arist. Mund. 4,

29, in pass., ov, ,(,)
bye-praise : esp. subordinate or second-

ary praise, such as Was rhetorically

used by Evenus of Paros, Plait.

Phaedr. 267 A ; of.., Ion. for-.'.,(.,')
to introduce by the way, i. 8. as an epi-

sode, prob. 1. Eust., ,(,-
)} to comefrom the side to help, Diod.

2, 6.,, , something writ-

ten in addition at the side : esp. stage-

direction ivritten in the margin, such
as, , Ar. . 223, cf. Aesch.
Eum. 116, 127. These often crept

into the Scholia, esp. those on Aris-

toph. Cf. : from, (,)
to write by the side of an inscription,

and so correct it, Strab. p. 675. [u], (,-) as dep. mid., to exhibit out of
season, make a display, Plut. 2, 43 D,

Luc. de Hist. Conscr. 57.—. the

act. is found in LXX, to

point out beside or along with., , i.-, to be so-

journing as a stranger in a place, Polyb.

27, 7, 3, Macho ap. Ath. 579 A : and, , , a sojourn in a

strange place. Plat. Ax. 365 B, Polyb.

4, 4, 2 : from, ov,(,)
sojourning in a strange place, Polyb>

32, 22, 4, LXX., , to assist along

mth,=apo, Sext. Emp.1(>, ,(,) to

invent besides, Diod. 12, 11, in mid., (,)
to interweave besides, Galen., poet, -vu^ {,) to waft to from the side or

gently, of a side-wind, Ap. Rh. 2, 961., as pass., to go
towards at the side.). , (,•
••)) to inspect beside • to compare,

Plut. 2, 129 E, Aemil. 5., (,)
as mid., to draw gently to one's self,

Philo. [a], f. -, (,-) to turn to the side :—pass., to

turn round in passing and look after a
thing, Plut. 2, 521 B. Hence, , , a turning

round in passing, Plut. Sull. 25., to run to beside., (,) to

carry to beside or to the side, Arr.

Peripl.-, (,•) to

touch at the side, just touch, Plut. 2,

888 C.
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, 3 sing. aor. 2 (by syncop.)

of, Od. 12, 69., f. --, (,-) dep. mid., to follow along aside,

follow close, Tivi, Plat. Legg. 667
;

esp. as an escort, Xen. Apol. 27 ; ab-

sol., Plat Phaed. 89 A, etc., , , [,-
1. 4) bye-gains.17, ov, ,() one

who is occupied with petty things, .-, an idle babbler, Eur. Supp. 426.

[], , (sq., and -) to fake something as an acces-

sory, Philo., ov, , a bye-work, sub-

ordinate or secondary business, append-

age or appetidix, Eur. Or. 610, and
freq. in Plat. ; kv, as a bye-

work, as subordinate or secondary, Lat.

obiter, bv ., to treat in such
way, Soph. Phil. 473, (so,

may be supplied in Thuc. 6, 69) ;

,, Thuc. 1,142; 7,27; also,

, Dem.
1233, 5 ; .. Plat. Legg.
766 A, cf. Eulhyd. 273 D; more fully,

., Eur. El. 509.—2. in painting,

a subordinate object, an accessory.— 3.

that which has but little to do with, is

not part of, c. gen., .,,
an addition little needed to one's lot,

one's misfortunes, etc., Eur. Hel.
925, H. F. 1340 ; , =^, Seid!. Eur. El. 63.—4. . -, to be slain among the rest,

Paus. 10, 27, 2.—Strictly neut, from
sq., ov, (,) vol

belonging to the main subject, subordi-

nate, incidental, ., a discourse,

narrative introduced incidentally, Plat.

Tim. 38 D ; ry ku-, to treat it as a mere acces-

sory, lb. 21 C ; cf. foreg. Adv. -,
by the way, cursorily, Id. Legg. 793

;

. , Dinarch. 110, 3.,(,) to irri-

tate, excite beside, Hipp., Att. -, to movefrom
the side as with oars.,, , a side-prop, sup-

port or stay, susp. in Hipp., , , a false interpre-

tation : from, to misinterpret., {,) to creep se-

cretly up to, Theocr. 15, 48 : so in aor.

1, Ar. Eccl. 511 ; but lb.

398, comic for, of an orator,

to creep forward (to speak.),.-, poet, and Ion.-, (,) to draw along the

side,, fidt. 7, 36.—II. to draw
on one side, . , to distort the

mouth, Hipp., fut.-, aor.-, m(.-, more rarely--,(,) dep. mid., c. aor.

et perf act. To go by, beside or past,

pass by, Od. 12, 62 ; 16, 357 ; also c.

ace, II. 8, 239, Hdt. 3, 72, etc.—II. to

go on one's way, pass on, Od. 5, 429,

cf. Soph. O. C. 902. 2. also of time,

to pa.is, Hdt. 2, 86 ; 6 -, time past. Soph. Fr. 304 ; ., the past season. Id. Tr. 69
;

., wanderings noiv gone by. Id.

O. C. 1397, as in Lat. arti labores ;. Plat. Prot.

310 A ; , in time

past, of old, 3ien., etc.—III. to pass

by, outstrip, surpass, esp. in speed,, II. 23, 345 ; sometimes with-
added, Od. 8, 230; but, . -, to surpass in wiles, Od. 13,

291 ; so, 7. Tivu, Theogn. 1283,, Eur. Bacch. 906;,
Ar. Eq. 277;— hence to circumvertt,

outwit, , Hes. Th. 613, cf. II.

1, 132 ; so, ., Dem. 227, 20.-^

IV. to pass by, pass over, disregard,

slight, 11. 8, 239 ; esp, in word, Ar
Veep. 636, Plat. Phaedr. 278 E, etc.
—2. also to transgress, i^oiioiif,

Lys. 107, 42, Dem. 977, 15.—V. of
things, to pass unnoticed, escape the

notice of,, Theogn. 419, cf. Soph.
Tr. 226; -, Dem. 550, 26 : also, to pass
away, vanish, Id, 291, 12.— V^I. to come
up alongside of, come to a place, arrive

at, Hes. Op. 214: , Hdt. 3, 77:
esp. logo into a hou-se, etc., . ,
Aesch. Cho. 849, Soph., etc., v. Elmsi.
Med. 1105:—also, . -, to arrive at the chief power,
Dem. 117, 4 ; cf. Luc. Gall. 12.—VII,
to come forward, esp. to speak, .
Tm>, Thuc. 5, 45 ; and so al)sol.,

Hdt. 8, 80, Ar. Thesm, 443, Thuc,
etc. ; cf (') III,

VI,., . 3 . impf, from, for, 11. 11, 75., , to insert beside,

incorporate, v. 1. Diog. L.
: i.- : aor. -,•, inf.- (, &) :

— to

eat besides or also, Hipp.—11. to gnaw
or nibble at, c. gen., Ar. Eq. 1026:

—

hence to disparage, sneer at, like Lat.
rodere. [},, ,() a letting

pass, Hipp.— 11. a letting go, dismissal,

Plut. Dion, et Brut. 2.—HI. a slacken-

ing, esp. of strength, i. e. weakness,
Plut. 2, 652 D.,.
Ion. 3 pi, pf plqf. pass, from-, [], adv. part. perf.

pass, from, with prepa-
ration, ready,, Hes., and-, Horn., poet. inf. perf, from., ov,(,) by or
at the hearth,. Soph. El. 209 '

—genera\\y,=o, Soph. Aat.
372, Eur. Med. 1334., ov, {,)
the last but one, v. Schaf. Greg. p.

65., f -, (,)
to put beside and compare., verb. adj. from,
one must let pass, neglect, Plat. Legg.
796 A., to make ready bcsidis,

Aesop. Hence, . , preparation., ov,() relaxed, lan-

guid,, Anth. . 5, 55 ;, Diod. 3, 26., to give the deriva-

tion of a word by the way, Ath. 35 C,
etc., dep. mid.,^7rapei'-, Polyb. 4, 32, 5. Hence11//, ov, , -, a
kind of water-fowl that comes on land

in fine weather, prob. 1. in Ath. 332 E., , to live peacefully

among or beside., , (,-) surpass in fame, influence, eic,, Plut. Pomp. 37, etc., ,(.)
to surpass in fortune, etc., Philo.,(,) to lead

one from the path ; hence to constrain

one's actions, ., Soph. Aj. 1009
;

cf.



and -, adv. =,
tidv, immediately, Dio C 63, 19., , (,)
to calm, soothe, Eur. . F. 99.

IlapEV/.aJiouai, dep., to be afraid

durinjy or meantime., (,) as

pass. c. fut. mid., to lie, sleep beside,^, Od. 22, 37., a, ov, — :

dub., f. •,^=:•-, Orph. Arg. 134., ov, , a bed-fellow

:

fem. -,, Nonn., ov, {,) lying

beside or with, rtvi, Aesch. Theb.
1004 : a husband or wife, [on ap. Ath.

463 C., , ,{)
the invention of a false pretext, a sub-

ttrfuge. pretence, ap. Dem. 238, 6.,,, afalse, treach-

erous device. Pans. 2, 16, 2 : and, adv. part. pf. pass.,

with crafty devices ; from^,.-/<, aor.-,{,) to find out, discover

besides, Hdt. 3, 31 : to invent, Id. 1,

26 : to detect something in one,

TivL and .—II- to fabricate

a narrative.,,{,)
to perform, one's duty regularly, Polyb.

3, 50, 7., {,)
to put in order, arrange, make ready,

Seidl. Eur. I. T. 707 ; and in mid.,

Polyb. 5, lOS, 4.—2. to arrange badly,

neglect, Eur. Cycl. 594., (,) to

feast beside, App. Civ. 1, 48./, dep., to leap on at

the side.,{,,)
dep., to touch the side, Plut., (, )

to sit beside, to watch dosely, Polyb. 3,

100, 7, etc.

: 3 impf., v. 1.

for, Od. 14, 521 : f.

: pf. : aor.-, 3 sing,, Hes. Th.

639,{,) to hold beside, hold

in readiness, have ready, Od. 18, 317,

II. 18, 556.—II. usu. to offer, furnish,

supply,,,,,, etc., Hom. (esp. in Od.), etc.;

c. inf., . , to

offer, devote himself to destruction,

Hdt. 9, 17, cf. Thuc. 8, 50 ; so, ., to give one's

self up to another to practise upon.
Plat. Phaedr. 228 E, cf Xen. Cyr. 1,

2, 9 ; TT. , to put one's self

at the disposal of another, like Lat.

suppediiare, SO, ., Ar. Nub.
441 ; also without, Hdt. 1, 9,

., (foil, by inf ) Xen. Jlem. 1,

2, 54 ; esp. of a woman, Ar. Lvs. 227
;

cf Stallb. Plat. Gorg. 475 E, Klausen
Aesch. Ag. 1429.—2. of immaterial

things, to afford, cause, bring, grant,

give, /.,, /., II. 3, 354, Od. 18, 133 ;

20, 8 ; s^ .' , Pind. .
9, 41 ;, . , to

cause trouble or suffering to one, Hdt.

1, 86, 155, 172; rr. ,
Thuc. 2, 50 ; etc. : cf. Lat. praebere

(from praehibeo,= exhibeo}.—3. .-, to show or bear one's self so and
so, as,, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 22

;, Aeschin. 1, 3; ., Lys. 1 39, 29 :—so,, Pind. .
1 . 32 :

—

to put forward or exhibit that

which has been made, and so to make,

render, as ., like.
Plat. Phaedr. 274 E, 277 A: so with

part., ., Thuc. 5, 35 ; so also m
mid., Plat. Rep. 432 A, Legg. 809 D.

— III. to allow, grant, Tl, Hdt. 3,

4 : also c. inf., to allow one to do or

be, Id. 1, 170; 9, 17.—2. impers.,, c. inf. (where
is usu. supplied), it is time, it is allowed,

easy, in one's power to do SO and so,

Lat. licet.., Hdt. 1, 9 ; 3, 73, 142; 8,

75, etc., Pind. L 8 (7), 152, cf. Seidl.

Eur. El. 1075 : hence neut. part.,

used absol., and,
it being in one's power, since one can or

could, like Hdt. 5, 49 : ,, Thuc. 1, 120; 4, 14.— V.

absol. in imperat.,',
put yourself aside, get away, Ar. V'esp.

949: for,, Eur. Cycl.

203, v. sub 1. 1.

. the mid. is used
much like the act., the refle.x sense

often disappearing;— 1. to offer or

supply of one's self from one's own
means, Hdt. 4, 44 ; 6, 15, etc. : to pro-

duce, bring forward, display on one's

own part,, Xen. An. 7, 6,

1 1 ;, Dem. 228, 26 : also,, .-, to bringforward as a witness, as

proof for one's self. Plat. Apol. 19 D,

Parm. 128 B, etc.—2. to have as one's

own, possess, esp. to show, produce as

one's own, ,
to acknowledge as one's general, Hdt.

7, 61 . 62, 67 : to represent, be so and

so. Id. 7, 161 ; . , of

an ambassador, Thuc. 4, 64 ; cf

supra III.—3. to bring about for one's

self, to gain, win,, Eur. Andr. 55.—4. in arith-

metic, to make up, amount to, give,. Hdt.

1, 32, cf Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 28. [In Od.

19, 113, in arsis.],, ,{,)
side-dish, dainty.', ,{, -)=^-, Palaeph. 44, 2.13, , .-, to be past one's

prime, to be growing old, Hdt. 3, 53,

Thuc. 2, 44 ; also ina corrupt passage,
Aesch. Ag. 985 : from^. ov,{, 3) pastone's
prime, Anth. Plan. 289., ,(, -) to address, exhort,, Hdt. 9,

53, Aesch. Pr. 646 : c. ace. pers, et

inf, . Tiva , Hdt. 9,

55, cf Soph. Fr. 186.—II. more freq.

as dep. mid.,, f. --, to console, comfort, Aesch. Pers.

530 : to appease, soothe, Eur. Phoen.
1449.—2. generally, to speak to one,
advise, counsel, Aesch. Pr. 616, 1001,

Eur. Hec. 288 : c. inf, Hdt. 5, 104,

Pind. O. 9, 117.—In Att. prose-
is more used. Hence,, , encourage-

ment : consolation, Aesch. Fr. 405.

—

2. something that passes behind the

scenes or (as we say) ivithin, but is

intended to be heard by the spectators., ,,=:-, Schaf. Schol.. Rh. 2, 628., , , an addressing,

address, exhortation.. Rh. 2, 1281 :

a\so ^, consolation, ., rkit. Cimon 4:—metaph.,/. ., Aesch. Ag. 95.—2. 7/,^,\\'\11.
Ep. Cr. p. 173.—3. a surname, Joseph.:
and, ,, addressing, en-

couraging.— 2. consolatory, soothing,

Hipp. Adv. -, Id. : from

n.VPH, ov,(,) ad•
dressing, encouraging : consoling, sooth-

ing, Soph. El. 229, Ap. Rh. 1, 479.—
II. or, a
goddess, like, Paus. 1, 43, 6.,(,) to sueeten
or season a little, Dorio ap. Ath. 309
F ; metaph. of language, Dion. H. de
Dem. 45., 3 sing. aor. 1 pass, from, 11., , f.-,{, f/)
to filler through, v. Foes. Oecon. Hipp., ov, TO, Ion. for,
which IS not in use,= n-apeia, the

cheek, Hom. : also of the jaw of a
wolf, II. 16, 159 ; of a lion, Od. 22,
404.—II. ', the cheek-

ornament of a bridle, II. 4, 142 : also. Strictly neut. from, ov, of or belonging to the

cheeks.,,,=^,,
Aesch. Cho. 24, Eur. Hec. 410;
contr. 7), ^, Eur. I. A. 187,
Anth. P. 9, 745.—From the epith., Eur. El. 1023, it would seem
to be the lower part of the face, or the

neck., ov, hearing wrong, mis-
understanding.—II. disobedient., adv. part. pf. pass.
=foreg.. Iambi., f. -, {,) be
come to ; hence,— I. to arrive at, Henn.
Soph. Aj. 723.—II. to reach, extend to

or towards, , ,
Duk. Thuc. 4, 36; , Xen. Cyn.
4, 1.— III. so, of time,, up to the present time.
Plat. Ale. 2, 148 C—IV. to lie beside,

stretch along, Hdt. 5, 114 ; 9, 15 : also,

. , to stretch alongside of it,

Hdt. 2, 32 ; 4, 39, Thuc. 2, 96.—V. to

be over, past, gone by, Pind. P. 6, 43.— VI. to come forth, appear, like-
III, VII, Soph. O.

C. 570, Aj. 742., 3 aor. of,
Hom.,, , the decline of life,

dub. : from,, , , (,)
like, past one's prime, Plut.
Alex. 32, Anth. P. 12, 228.

/?., ov,(, 7/?) beside

or tiear the sun

:

—as subst., ., a
parhelion, Arist. Meteor. 3, 2, 6.1•;,3... pf pass,
from, differently, unusu-
ally. Pohb. 15, 13, 6, Diod. 14, 112., inf -/,(,)
as pass., to sit by, beside or at, c. dat.,,, Hom. : to sit by one, so
as to converse, , Od. 17, 456,
etc. ; but also so as to annoy or dis-

tress, 11. 9,311, Od. 11.578: generally,
to dwell or abide by one, Od. 13, 407,
Eur. Supp. 290: to be present or at

hand, Od. 19, 209., adv. part, pf pass,
from, negligently, reckless-

ly, Dion. H. 7, 12., to pass the day with
one or in doing a thing,., ov, Dor.-,{,

) coming day by day, daily,, Pind. O. 1, 160.—II. every

other day, like.
and ^•ap;/ro/z77ffa,impf.

and aor. from, q. v.^•, ov, , the Parenus, a
river, Arr. Ind. 4, 12.

(;7^•, , , an arrival : land
ing place, Aesch. Ag. 556, in plur., ov, ,(,) on
the shore : fem. -,, Anth. P.

7, 693.
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1, , , the reins by which

the TTop/yopof wasfastened beside a pair

of horses in the yoke (), II.

8, 87; 16, 152, (both times in plur.)

—II. Me side of a ship, Ap. Rh. 4,

943 : the side of a river, Aral. uOU.

—

111. folly, madness., a, ov,=sq., Anth. P. 9,

603, A p. Rh.
Xlapz/opof, (not ^). Dor., ov

:

—strictly hanging be-

side, hence (sc. ), a

horse which draws by the side of the

regular pair(), cm outrigger, II.

16, 471, 474 ; elsewh. or.—II. lying beside, at the

side or out ofthe way. li. 7, 150 ; hence,

—III. beside otie's self, mad, foolish, II.

23, 603 ; in full, .. Archil. 15,

5 ; , ,
Aesch. Pr. 363.—Cf.,•. (The root is prob.,,
of.,,, and

llgen Scol. p. 196 sq.), 3 sing. aor. 2 of-, II.,, , madness: rare word
from, ,=7/, mad, ap.

Hesych. ; Dor., q. v.,, , contr. lor,
q. V. ' ', f. -, to pass over

in silence, rhilo., , f. -7/, to imitate in

sound. Hence,, , a like tone or

sound : and, , , likeness of a

tone or soutid, alliteration, ct. Mei-

neke Com. Fragm. 3, p. 618. Hence, , , of like sound., , , the Parthini,

an Illynan people, Polyb. 2, 11,11 ; in

Strab. p. 326,., poet. part. aor. 2 mid.

from-, for,
Od., , , ( )

maidenhood, virginity, Eur. Heracl.

592, Tro. 980 : also, q. v., or, : v.

sub.., ov, Ion. and poet.•() : of or belonging to a

maiden, ., Pind. . 8, 3 ;

aii>v ., the maiden's life, Aesch. Ag.

229; ., etc., Eur. Tro. 671,

etc. : also, q. v.,, , the slate of a

virgin,=aptkva, Eur. Ion 1425,

1472 : in plur. the pursuits or amuse-

ments of maidens, Phoen. 1265 : and, ,=, Luc.

Salt. 44 : from,[) to bring -up

as a maid or virgin, Eur. Supp. 452.

—2. usu. in pass.,, to

lead a maiden life, remain a maiden,

Hdt. 3, 124, Aesch. Pr. 648, Eur.

Hel. 283.-3. also intr. in act.-, a soul of virgin purity,

Philo.,, ,^=,
<1• ^•,,,=, Pind.

. 8 (7), 96, Aesch. Pr. 898, Eur.

Phoen. 1487 ; never for.^, , , Parthenia, the

ancient name of Samos, Ap. Rh. 1,

188.—II. appell. of Juno from Mt.

Parthenius in Arcadia, Pind. O, 6,

150.—Others in Paus. ; etc., , , {50.) songs

sung by maidejis to the flute[) with dancing, of which

some remains will be found in Pind.

Fri. 62—70; cf. Miiller Literat. of

1124

Gr. 1, p. 194; also,, At.

Av. 919.—II. signs of virginity, LXX.
—Strictly neut. from., ov, ,() the

S071 of an unmarried woman, esp. used
of the Spartan, Arist.

Pol. 5, 7, 2; cf. Muiler Dor. 4, 4,

iUapdevLac, ov, , the Parthenia»,

a river of Elis, Strab. p. 357., , , poet, for-, Horn., and Hes. ;, Od. 7, 20: strictly fern, from
sq. (sub. ), cf. Seidl. Eur. El.

174., , , like,
maidenly., ov, , a plant, perh. a

kind of pellitory, Theophr., Plut. Sull.

13 ; elsewh..—II. cf. sub-, ., ov, , Parthenivm, a

city of Mysia, Xen. An. 7, 8, 15.—2.
a place in the Tauric Chersonese
sacred to Diana Parthenos, Strab. p.

308.—II., Mt. Parthenius, a range
in Arcadia, now Mt. Partheni, Hdt.
6, 105 ; Strab. ; etc., a, ov, also , ov, Eur.
Phoen. 224,{) like-

and, of a maiden or

virgin, maiden, maidenly, /,. 11,

245 ;, Hes. Th. 205.—2.-, like, the son of an
unmarried girt, II, 16, 180; SO also,, Pind. . 6, 51 :—but,
., a woman's first husband,
Plut. Pomp. 74.—II. metaph. pure,

tindefiled, esp. epith. of spring water,

Rulink. H. Horn. Cer. 99, as in Lat.

aqua virgo, cf./ III.^, ov, a, the Parthenius,

a river of Paphlagonia, falling into

the Eu.xine, now Bartan, II. 2, 854
;

Hes. Th. 334.— II. Parthenius, an
erotic writer of Nicaca, Luc. Hiat.

Scrib. 57.—Others in Anth. ; etc.^,, fj,Parthenis, fem.

pr. n., Anth. ; etc., ov, , dim. from., ,{, *-) virgin-born, Eccl., , , the care of
maidens., , , the slaughter

of a maiden, Plut. Parall. 35: from, ov, {,) maiden-slaying. Lye. 22.,, ,{,) the maiden-mother, the Virgin

Mary. Eccl.,,.=-, Anth., ov, , Partheno-

pacus, son of Atalonta and Milanion,

one of the ' Seven against Thebes',
Aesch. Theb. 547.—2. son of Talaus,
Apoliod. 1, 9, 13.\, , . Parlhenope,

daughter of Stymphalus, mother of

Eueres, Apoliod. 2, 7, 8.-2. ace. to

Schol. Od. 12, 39, and Arist. Mir.

Ausc. 103, one of the Sirens.—3.

daughter of Ancaeus, Paus. 7, 4, 1.

—II. early name of-, in

Italy, Dion. P. 358., , b,{,) one who looks after maidens,

a seducer, II. 11, 385; cf. yvvaiKO-,-,-. [t]

T[kYQY,'^0'Z,OV,ij.amaid,maiden,
Lat. virgo, Horn., etc. ; also,, Hes. Th. 514; .,
Eur. Phoen. 1730 :—generally, a girl

(not yet married), II. 2, 514, Soph.
Tr. 1219, Ar. Nub. 530 : opp. to,
Soph. Tr. 148, Theocr. 27, 64 : so in

Lat. virgo and puella, cf..—2. ^, as a name of divers god-
desses, of Minerva at Athens, Paus.;
of Diana and the Tauric Iphigenia,

Hdt. 4, 103.—II. as adj. like-, maidenly, maiden : hence chaste,

pure, ., Aesch. Per». C13, cf.

11 : ,
maiden, i. e. 7iew ships, Ar. Eq. 1302

;

cf. Valck. Hipp. 1005.—III. as masc., a yoking unmarriid man,
late, esp. in Eccl., cf. Jac. A. P. in

Indice,, ov, (,) . (), streams of a slaugh-

tered inaiden's blood, Aesch. Ag. 209., , to bring upfrom
girlhood. Hence, , , bringing up

of maidens, Clem. Al.,, , ,{-
',) of maidenly, delicate colour,, Mel. 1, 12.

napi^fi'U)(5?;f, ,{,&)
maiden-like.,, ; also-, late £., as Musae. 263, Anth. P.

9, 790(^):—lhemaidens\yowig
women's chambers in a house, usu. in

plur., Aesch. Pr. 046, Eur. I. T. 826,

etc.—II. esp. the temple of Athena
(Minerva) Parthenos in the citadel at

Athens, the Parthenon, rebuilt under
Pericles on the site of the old Heca-
tompedon, Dem., etc. ; cf. Miiller

Archaol. d. Kunst <i 109, 2., , {, Cnp)

of maidenly aspect, Eur. El. 949 : me
tapli. effeyninale, ., Dion. .
de Comp. c. 23., poet, for, 3
pi. aor. 2 act. from, Od.,, ,{) a de-

posit, pledge, Anth. P. 7, 37.^, ,, Parthian, Strab.

p. 525.,,=^, Strab.

tnap^iof, a, ov, Parthian, Anacre-
ont. 55, 3.,, , pecul. fem. to

foreg. ; esp. Parthian history, Luc.
Hist. Scrib. 32 ; cf..
'\\., adv. in the Parthian lan-

guage, ., ap. Plut. An-
ton. 46., b, shortd. form oi-, dub. in Anth.
tHupPoi, , ol, the Parthians, a

people of central Asia, Hdt. 3, 93,

117 : cf.., , , {,) books / or relating to Parthian
victories, Luc. Hist. Scrib. 32., ov, b, a Parthian.—II.

Parthus, a Persian leader, Aeech.
Pers. 984.^,, , the territory of the

Parthians, Parthia, in Asia bordering

on Media, Strab. p. 491.^, , .='., the

more usu. form in Strab.1:, , , =,
Polyb. 10, 28 ; Strab. p. 514.^, poet, for.,, , an <ur set for the

harp, . , Epich. p.

62.— II. stringed instrument, Alh. :

from, ov, , inpro3ody=7n'^-

(- "). [t]
^ . ^ r.^, , ov. Ion.-, ofPa-

rium, Parian, ol ., the inhab. of Pa-
rium, , the territory of P.,

Strab. p. 588., (,) to sleep be-

side or with,, II. 9, 336 ; and (m
tmesis) 9, 470., inf. from.



,{,) to set up,

establish beside, Aiith. P. 9, 315., (, ) /, an ex-

priestess, Plut. 2, 795 D.',(,) to seat one's self

beside one, . 4,311: to sit beside,

Hdt. 6, 57, etc. IJut as early as Hdt.

7, 18 ; 8, 58, the mid. was used in this

signf. ; and the act. became trans., to

set, make to sit beside, , to place

one beside another, Hdt. 5, 20., fut.,{,
to let drop beside or at the side, let fall,, Sappho 8, cf. Soph. El.

819, Eur. H. F. 1203; so in pass.,7ra-, it hung
down to earth, II. 23, 868.—II. to let

by, past, through, or -, Hdt. 8, 15 ; 9, 1 ; freq. also, .
or , and so in Att. : hence,

—

2. metaph. to pass unnoticed, disregard,

neglect, Lat. praetermittere, , Pind.

P. 1, 165, Hdt. 1, 14, 177, Aesch. Ag.
291, etc.; cf. Valck. Diatr. p. 71.—3.

of time, to let pass, , Hdt.

I, 77; , 8, 9; ,
Thuc. 4, 27 ; etc.—III. to unloose, re-

lax, Lat. remittere,. Soph. O. T.

688;, Eur. I. A. 1609, etc.;

also, . , Arist. Eth. .
10, 1, 2 ; , Polyb. 2, 59, 3.

—2. c. gen., , like, to let go one's hold of
..., slack away the sheet,—a metaph.
for yielding, giving way. At. Eq. 436

;

cf. III ; so, perhaps,, letting go one's hold of moder-
ation, i. e. letting it go. Soph. O. C.

1212 (though Herm. joins

with), cf. Plat. Phaedr. 225
E.—3. in mid. and pass, to be relaxed,

weakened, hence part,,-,, exhausted, lan-

guid, Lat. renussus, freq. c. dat.,, ,, Valck.
Phoen.859; also, ,
Elmsl. Bacch. 682.—i. to remit pun-
ishment, Lat. condonare,,
Lycurg. 148, 41 ; forgive, pardon,

TTjv, Ar. Ran. 699.—IV. to

yield, give up, Lat. concedere,permittere,, Hdt. 6, 103 : also c. dat.

pers., Ar. Eq. 341, Plat., etc. ; foil.

by inf., Hdt. 7, 161 ; ^. Soph. . . 283 :—also,, Eur. Bellev. 16 :—ab-

sol. to allow, give way, Soph. O. C.
591, Plat. Symp. 199 C, etc.—2. of
place, to make room for, admit,

. .-, Plat. Rep. 561
; -^. Plat. Phaed. 90

; so in pf. pass., Dem. 194, 27.—V.
the mid. has also the signf.

of, to try to bring over,

u'ina person to one's self, Ruhnk. Tim,

;

usu. c. gen. pers., as Plat. Apol, 17

C ; yet also c. ace. Plat. Legg. 742
B, 951 A, cf. Herm. Soph. O. C.
1662 : to beg off a thing, beg to be ex-

cused or let off something,, Iask no quarter. Plat. Rep.
341 C : to ash pardon, Eur. Med. 892.

[Usu. Ep., I Att., V. .]
illapLKavioi,, ol, the Paricanii,

a people in the neighbourhood of
Colchis, subject to the Persian em-
pire, Hdt. 7, 68.—2. another Asiatic

people, adjacent to the Medes, id. 3,

92./, old poet, form of,
Pind. P. 6, 43, cf. Biickh v. 1. Pind.

0.4, 11. [i]1?., to look askance at.

tnupioi', ov, TO, Parium, a city of

Mysia on the Propontis, Hdt. 5, 117 :

cf..̂, a, ov, of Paros, Parian,

6 IL ?, Parian marble, Pind, N.

4, 131 ; Hdt. 5, 62 : oi, the Pa-
rians, Hdt. 5, 28, etc.—2. o'l Hapioi,
the Parii, a race of the Dai in Margi-
ana, Strab. p. 515., dep. mid.,=sq.,{,) to ride

along or over,, Eur. Hel. 1665 :

to ride alongside, Thuc. 7, 78.—2. to

ride past, , Eubul. Orth. 2.—II. to

o-utride ; and, generally, to surpass,

Philostr., ov, {.) riding

beside one, a comrade, Polyb. 11, 18,

5 ;

—

keeping pace with a horse, like., dep. mid.,collat. form
from.^, Ion., 6, Paris, son
of Priam, seduced Helen and thus
gave occasion to the Trojan war ; II.

3, 325; etc., , ,^^,
q. V..,^, Sext. Emp.
p. 252., , {,) the

tonsils, Arist. . . 1, 11, 12.—II. an
inflammation of the tonsils, Anth. P.

11, 129, (with a pun on the Isthmian
games),

fTlapiaioi, , oi, the Parisii, a
people ofGaul pn the Sequana, Strab.

p. 194., ov, {. ) almost

equal, evenly balanced,, Polyb. 2,

10, 2, etc. :—adv. -, almost, nearly,

V. 1. Dem. 606, fin.—II. in rhetoric, of
clauses of a sentence, which are exactly

balanced and even, . '-, Arist. Rhet. 3, 9, 9, cf. Diod. 12,

53 ; cf.. [l Ep., I Att.]

Hence, ov, almost contempo-
raneous, [i], , {.) to make
just like, . Plat. Rep. 498 E.
Pass, to place one's self beside, measure
one's self with, , Hdt. 4, 166 ; 8,

140, 1, Theocr. 18, 25., collat. form of sq.,

Polyb. 3, 113, 8.{,) :
—. in

pres., impf., fut. and aor. 1, transit.,

to place by, beside, Polyb. 3, 72, 9 : to

present to one,, Dem. 286, 20 :

. , to set one near a
thing to guard it, v. 1. Id. 1194, 19.—
11. to set before the mind, present, offer,, Id. 28, 9 : .,,, to cause anger,

etc., Id. 519, 20, etc. ; so, --, to give one opportunity to know,
Id. 228, 4; also, . , ...,
Xen. Oec. 13, 1, Plat. Rep. 600 D.—
2. to prove, show, -, Lys. 125, 1.—III. to set side by
side, and so to compare, Isocr. 240 E.
—The use of these act. tenses is first

in Plat., but first becomes common in

Oratt.

B. pass., c. aor. 2, perf , et plqpf.

act., intr. ;—I. to stand or be by, beside

or near,, oft. in Horn., esp. of per-

sons attending on a great man, Od.
1,335; 8, 218, etc.—2. to stand by, i.e.

to help or defend,, oft. in Hom.,
and Hes. ; so too Hdt. I, 87 ; hence
just \ikevvev,'ll. 15,255; 21, 231.—3. to stand near, to be by, be beside

one,, II. 7, 467, etc.—4. of events,
to be near, be at hand,, as

Toi ,
II. 16, 853 ;, Od. 9, 52 :—hence, -. present circumstances, Aesch. Ag.
1053, Soph., etc. ; so, to,
or -, Ar. Eq. 564 ; ,
Xen. Hipparch. 9, 1.— II, to set one's

self near, stand by, approach, come to,, oft. in Horn., as well in hostile
as in friendly relation, II. 20, 472 ; 22,
371, etc. : to approach one to beg of
him, Od. 17, 450 : ., to be come
hither, II. 3, 405 : esp. freq. in Hom.
in part. aor. 2, also,, usu. at the end of the
verse, and almost superfluous as to
sense, like in Trag., cf-, sub fin.—2. to come to the side

«/"another, come over to his opinion,-, Hdt. 6,

99 : absol. to come to terms, surrender,

submit, Hdt. 3, 13 ; 6, 65, etc. : also,, to yield to
war, Dem. 597, ult. ; cf! infra C. I.

—

3. or ,
to come into one's head, occur to one,
foil, by ..., Thuc. 4, 61, 95, etc.:
also c. inf, Hdt. 7, 46; so,-, etc., or c. ace. et
inf.. Plat. Phaed. 58 : also,. Soph.
. . 911 ; , -, that which comes into one's

head, a thought, v. Hemst. Luc. Con-
tempi. 13 ; . ?., to speak

-hand, Plut. Dem. 9.—4. to collect

one's self, take courage,,
, Diod. 17', 43, 99 ,

7. Ty, Polyb. 14, 5, 7 ; cf-
: hence, ,

the wine improves, becomes fit for
drinking, opp. to, Theophr.

:

but—5. , to be
beside one's self, lose one's wits, Polyb.
18, 36, 6 ; cf II. 2.—7.

absol. 7},=:,, c.

inf , it being in one's power to do, Thuc
4, 133.

C. The fut., and aor. 1 of mid. are
used, trans., in pecul. senses:— I. to

put by one's side, set by one, Dem. 546,
20, etc. :—esp. to bring to one's side,

make one's own, and SO,—1. to bring
over byforce, overcome, subdue, Hdt. 3,
45, Thuc. 1, 29, etc. ; and so in pres..

Soph. O. C. 916 ; or,—2. to gain by
kindness, win over,, ., etc., Thuc. 4, 79 :—cf.

supra B. II. 2.—II. to arrange or dis-

pose for one's own views or purposes,

...,50
to dispose a person that..., Hdt' 4, 136 :

but,— III. we find the fut. mid. in-
trans., to happen, take place, Hdt. 7,

46 : and of men, to come to terms, sub-
mit. Id. 3, 155., , , {,)
side hearth., , , {,
II) at the loom, Leon. Tar. 78., ,{,) to

inquire by the jvay, Cic. Att. 6, 1, 25:
to notice incidentally, Plut. 2, 891 A.—II. to narrate falsely., {, )
to make thin or lean, Arist. H. A. 5,
14, 18., collat. form of,
to hold in readiness, II. 4, 229: to pre-
sent, offer, 11. 9, 638, Pind. P. 8,
109., , () like the -. [],, ,{)
resemblance. — . in rhetoric, =: sq.,

Cratin. (Jun.) Tar. 1 ; cf ,
[], , , { )

making even, equalizing, esp. in rheto-
ric, an eve7i balancing of the clauses ia
a sentence, Isocr. 233 B, cf Arist.

Rhet. 3, 9, 9, Rhet. Al. 28., ,, making like., a, ov, to be approached,
Philo.
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;;7',(1-6, verb. adj. from>, one must approach 0 go,

, Thuc. 1, 72., , ,{,) ac-

cessible, Call. Lav. Pall. 90.

Ilaf)ixvtv(j,{,) to track

closely, to run at the side of ; hence to

emulate, imitate, v. 1. in Pint., Ep. form of aor.

Irom, 11.,Ep . for,
Pind.\, poet, for .,
Xenophan. 1, 9. Bgk., . for,
Hes. tOp. 260., Ep. for., , , Parma, a city of

Gallia Cispadana, Strab. p. 216

:

hence oi or

Id. p. 217., Ep. for ., 3

perf oi, II. 4, 11.^, ov, , Parmenides, a

celebrated philosopher of Elea, Plat.

;

Strab. p. 252 : in pi. oi ., Plat. The-
aet. 180.\(, ov, , Partneniscus,

masc. pr. n., an Athenian, Dem. 1284,

sqq.—Others in Ath. ; etc.,. , Parmenio, a

celebrated general of Philip and Al-

exander, Dem. 3G2, tin. : Arr. ; etc.—2. a poet of the Anthology., poet, for, II.

13, 151, Find.^, and , ,
Parmenn, an Athenian, Ar. Eccl. 868

;

a frequent name in Menander, as

slave, cf Terent. Eunuch. — 2. a

comic actor, Aeschin. 22, 26.—3. a

Byzantian, Dem. 894, sqq. — Others
in Ath. ; etc., , , a li<;ht shield, buckler,

Lat. parma, Polyb. 6, 22, 1.

tnaputf,, , /iis, masc. pr.

n., Anth. P. 6, 95 ; etc., ov, poet, for-, Theogn., Pind., ov, poet, for,
Pind.,, , Parmys, daughter
of Smerdis, wife of Darius Hystas-
pis, Hdt. 3, 88.,, pecul. poet. fern.

of : Ion., Eur.
Ion 86., a, ov, also, ov, tEur.

I. T. 1244t, Ion. ], of or

from Parnassus ; tpecul. feni. Tlup-,, Ion.-, Orph.f []:
from, ov, . Ion. 17),
Parnassus, a mountain of Phocis, ton
which lay Delphi, with two summits

and ; it is now
Liakura, Od. 19, 394t ; Hes. ; Pmd. ;

etc. : later usu., Schaf.

Mel. p. 1.—12. a mountain of Asia,

at the base of which dwelt the Bac-
trians, Dion. P. 737., , , more rarely ,
Parnes, jnow Xozeaf, a mountain of

Attica, v. Bentl. et Pors. Ar. Ran.
1057, Nake Choeril. p. 53, sq., , Ion. lor,
Od.,, , a kind of locust,

Ar. Ach. 150, etc. : also.,,,, a moun-
tain on the borders of Laconia and
Argolis, Paus. 2, 38, 7., i. e.' , wherefore, cf-
•— II. besides that., , , a passing by., ;/, = foreg., Procl.

:

from, (, Qu) to pass
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bij, Theocr. 23, 47 ; c. ace. to go past,

Luc. Nigr. 30, Plut. 2, 759 F., , , belonging to a. Adv. -., ov,{) by or on

the road-uay, street : —., win-
dows looking to the street, Plut. 2, 521

D., ov, 6, a passer by, trav-

eller, Hipp. 1280:— fem. -£-tf, ,
Anth. [i] : from, ov, i],{,) a rvay

or road by, past, through, or along,

Thuc. 3, 21.—2. a going by or past,

passing, passage, Thuc. 4, 82: -, , in passing, by the

wai/, much like , Polyb.

5, C8, 8, Plut. 2, 212 .—11. side-en-

trance, a narrow entrance or approach,

Lys. 193, 29, Xen. An. 4, 7, 4, etc.

;

opp. to, Xen. Cyn. 6, 6 : -, the side-entrancis on the stage,

opp. to a'l , Ath. 622 C.
—III. a coming forivard, appearance,
esp. before the assembly, to speak,
Dem. 1481,15, cf : hence
also,— IV^. thefirst enlrariie of a chorUS
in the orchestra, which was made
from the side : their departure was
called, and their reappear-

ance.— 3. the first song
sung by the chorus after its entrance,

Herm. Arist. Poet. 12.—V. in a ship,

a passage from one end of the deck
to the other by the side of the rowers,
Lat. agda, Plut. Demetr. 43.^ =^,
Grainm., (, )

dep.. lament beside or cdortg with,

Dio C. 43, 19.

and : f.- :

aor.- {,):—to open

at the side or little, half-open, Herm.
H. Horn. Merc. 152; ~? ., Eur.
I. A. 857 ; , open-

ing a little of the door, Ar. Pac. 30.—
II. to open by degrees,, intr., to swell at the side,

Diosc., dep.,=foreg., Are-
tae., and before a vowel -
poiOtv : ().— I. as prep., c. gen.

loci, before, and c. gen. pers., before,

in the presence of, hence=;Lat. ante

and coram, Hom. — 2. of time, ., before me, Aesch. Pr. 503 ;
-' ., Soph. Tr. 605.—II. as adv.,

of place, before, in front, ot

oi , II. 23, 497.—2. of time,

before this, erst, formerly, Horn., who
in Od. has also , like -
>, 1, .322 ; 2, 312, etc. ; ., men
bygone, Pind. P. 2, 111 ; . ?'/-, Eur. Phoen. 853, cf Aesch. Pers.

180.—. Soph. El. 1130.

(Hence come,-
.) [], , , =,
LXX., , f -, (, -) to dwell beside, c. acc, ., to dwell along the coasts of
Asia, Isocr. 74 D : but also intr. c.

dat., to live near, Thuc. 1,71; 3, 93 :

absol.. Id. 6, 82.—II. to live in a place
as, sojourn. Died., and N. T.
Hence, , , and in Thuc.
4, 92, , , a dwelling

beside or near, neighbourhood., , ?/,( II) a
living in a place as, sojourn-

ing, LXX.— II. an ecclesiastical district,

much like, Suicer s. v., f -, {,)
to place one near another, :

so in Mid., Call. Ep. 25.—Pass, to

! settle, live by or near, Hdt. 4, 180.

I ,, pecul. fem. of -, Strab. p. 237., , {,-
I

) 1. -/, to build beside or near,

build a wall along or across, Thuc. 2,

75 ; 7, 6, 11.—II. to keep off by a wall
or batik, TO, Dem. 1276, 10.

Hence,, , a side-

building, Arist. Part. An. 3, 10, 3., OV,{,) dwell
ing beside or near, neighbouring, neigh-

bour, Tivi, Hdt. 7, 235 ;. Soph.
Ant. 1155; so, Opy-/., Aesch. Pers. 869 ;

—

absol. a neighbour, Sappho 45.—II., an alien, foreigner who lives

in a place without civil rights, so-

journer, Lat. inquilinus, LXX., , ij,{) a pro-

verb, common saying, saw, ."Vesch. Ag.
204, Soph. Aj. 604. Ar. Thesm. 528,
Plat., etc. : /cam ., as the say-

ing goes. Plat. Symp. 2'22 ; v.-.—2. parable, dark saying, iu
St. John's Gospel ; the same as-

in the other Gospels. Hence, to make a proeerb of,
make proverbial

:

—Pass, to pass into a
proverb, become proverbial. Plat. Phil.

45 D, , Arist. Gen. An. 2,

7, 12 : mill, to use a proi'erbial expres
sion, speak iu proverbs, Plat. Hipp.
Maj. 301 C, Theact. 162 C ;—but the
mid.=:act.. Id. Legg.1 A : and. ,. proverbial, Plut.
2, 636 .—II. ., sub., a-
roeminc, L e. an Anapaestic diiiietei

catalectic, usu. at the end of an An-
apaestic system, and sometimes ia
the middle of a long one, Gramm.
Adv. -., ov, colUctitig pro-
verbs., , ,=, a
proverb. Hence, ,{) like a pro-
verb, proverbial : that becomes a proverb
for absurdity, Plut. 2, 616 C, etc., ov,{,) by the

road, at the roadside : hence
and>\ away-side, trite expres-

sion, a proverb., ,{) : in the
augm. tenses usu. with double augm., etc., Xen. An. 5, 8, 4, v.

I. Deiii. 612, 20, etc.: ])i-, v. Moer. p. 332, Lob. Phryn. 154.

To behave ill at icine. play drunken
tricks, Ar. Eccl. 143, Plat., etc.:, .'^nliph. Ar-
cad. 1 ; also, ., Xen. 1. c. ;

Tiva, towards one, Ar. Fr. 213.

—

II. trans, to maltreat one in dru kin-

ness : in geill. to act ill. treat with vio-

lence or itisult, like, Dem.
1257, 13 : hence in pass., to be so treat-

ed. Id. 403, 8, etc. Hence, , , any thing
misused during drunkenness, a drunk-
ard's laughing-stock., , ,{) ill be-

haviour under the influence of leine,

drunken, violence, Xen. Symp. 6, 1, 2,
Amphis Pan 1 : a drunken frolic,

Aeschin. 9. 19.,^^, Gramm., . of,=sq., Ar. V'esp.

1300. Adv. -, Cic. Att. 10, 10, 1., ov.{,) belovg-

ing to ti'iiie or a drinking parly, suita-

ble thereto,,, etc., Ath.
629 E, Luc. Salt. 34 : tu or

{sc. ?.), drinking songs,

Bockh Pind. Fr. p. 555, cf Plut. Do
mosth. 4.— II. of persons, like -tipui-



rof, drunken, quarrelsome over one's

cups, At. Ach. 981.-, ov,=foreg. II, Lys. 101,

20, Antiph. Lyd. 1.', , f. -, (,) to stand beside one and pour
out wine for him, Q. Sm. 4, 279.,,. --: -,
r=oia~piuj, LXX.,,{,)
half-frantic, passionate., , , superl. of-,, the foremost

:

—of time,

the first, earliest, oldest, Ap. Rh. 2, 29., a, ov, compar. of -,, the one before or in front,

11. 23, 459, 480 :—of time, the former,
earlier, older. Adv. -ripu, Ap. Rh. 3,

686.

and, poet
for sq., f.- : pf. -. Ion., (., ol-) dep. mid. :

—

to havepast by,-\, he passed on, went on his way,

1. 4, 272.—2. of time, etc., to be gone

by, , II. 10, 252
;
-, the by-gone night, Hdt.

1, 209 ; ~., by-gone time, Id.

2, 14 ; , men of
by-gone times, Pind. N. 6, 50;, like Virgil's acti labo-

res. Id. L 8 (7), 23; sc. -, the past, Hdt. 7, 120 ; also

:—in Gramm., -
(sc.), tempus praeteritum.

—II. to be gone, be dead,, with
fright, Aesch. Supp. 738.—III. c. gen.

to shrink aside from, shrink from,-, lb. 452 :

—

,
bow art thou fallenfrom thine high es-

tate. Elmsl. and Herm. Eur. Med. 964.7,=^6}.., , v..'.-/,,=^6'/, Plat.

Epin. 991 D, Luc, etc./. and- : f.--
cu, {~,'/) ' to slip beside,

near, aside, Plut. ; to fall. Id.—2. to

slip in secretly, Luc. Laps. 15. Hence/., , a slipping in se-

cretly.

'.?., /, , a spinning out of
time, delay.—IL Gramm.=--

^/., , , (,?) tow-

rope., , {,)
to accompany, Plut. Anton. 26, Luc.
Tim. 55., f. -, =,. ., poet, for sq., ov, also a, ov, Hipp.{,) :

—nearly like,. Hdt.

2, 73 ; . , a matchfor, Thuc.
1, 80: nearly equal, . /.?,7, Xen. HelL 3, 4, 13 ;-
y^a, clauses which sound
alike.—Adv, -, opp. to, Arist.

Respir. 17, 2., , {,) to

make nearly alike. Hence, , , assimilation,

esp. of sound in the ends of succes-

sive clauses, Arist. Rhet. 3, 9, 9./, , f. -, (,
6?.')) to grant, admit, usu. treach-

erously : generally, =, Po-
lyb. 3, 89, 3. Hence'/., , , a pretended ad-

mission or concession, Quintil.,, ,()~-.,, , neut, part. pres.

from ().,^., {,) to

form word by a slight change, e. g./ vvv -, Strab. p. 391. Hence, , , a slight change

in a name or word, esp. so as to give

it a new shade of meaning, Lat. par-

va verbi immutatio, in littera posila, Cic.

de Orat. 2, 63 : hence,—II. a play

upon words which sound alike but have
different signfs., a pun, playing on a

name, Lat. annominatio. Quint. 6, 3,

53, etc.—The form is

rejected bv Spalding ad 1. with Scha-
fer. cf. Lob. Phryn. 712., f. -, to have a some-

what sour taste, Diosc., ov, b, one who incites,

rouses : and, , , fit for inciting

or urging on, , Xen. Cyr. 2, 4,

29 ; , Dem. 489, 4 ; ,
Plut. Pomp. 37 :

—

exasperating, Isocr.

9 A ; from, f. -,(,) :

—like and, to

sharpenfor a thing :—metaph.. to urge,

prick or spur on, , Xen. Hell.

6, 4, 6; , Isocr. 82 C ; c. inf,

Xen. Mem. 3, 5, 3 : to anger, provoke

against one, , Polyb. : .,
to stir up, provoke, irritate, exasperate,

Eur. Ale. 674, Thuc. 1, 84 :—in pass.

to be provoked,, at a thing, Thuc.
5. 99, , 6, 56 ; , Isocr. 82

C: , Dem. 1299, 17.—2. in

pass., also of sickness, to grow violent,

esp. to take an inflammatory character.

Medic.—II. in .,—-., , {,) precipi-

tate, Antiph. Uidym. 2, 8., , ,() ir-

ritation, exasperation, Dem. 1105, 25.

—2. in Medic, the severe fit of a dis-

ease, a paroxysm., , to put the acute

accent on the penultima : from, ov, (,, -) paroxytone, i. e. marked with the

acute accent () on the penultima.

Adv. -, Ath. 409 A. [ii], , , the-
pamisadae, a people dwelling around
Paropamisus.Strab. p. 823,etc. : their

territory,, , Arr.

:

from, ov, , Paropamisus,
a high mountain of Central Asia, on
the northern borders of Ariana, a

branch of Taurus, Strab. p. 723, etc., f -,(,)
to disarm, Polyb. 2, 7, 10, etc. : in

mid., Numen. ap. Ath. 306 C., , (,) to

roast slightly, half-roast, Polyb. 12,

25, 2., a, ov,{, -) to be overlooked or disregard-

ed, Strab., Luc. Tim. 9., , a half-roasting.,,,() an
oversight, error, Plut. 2, 1123 B., , ,() an
overlooking : carelessness, Luc., lj, ov, apt to overlook,, Plut. 2, 716 : from, , f.-, aor. -, (,) to look at by the

way, notice, remark, Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 5 ;, something in one, Ar. Av. 454.

—II. to look past a thing, overlook, Arist.

Pol. 6, 4, 17, H. A. 8, 19, 12 -.—to slight,

make light of, , .4ntipho

114, 6, etc. ; cf. Xen. Hell. 7, 4,21.—
III. to see amiss, see wrong. Plat. The-
aet. 157 E, cf Hipp. Maj. 300 C—IV\
to look side-ways, or Trpof ,
Xen. Symp. 8, 42, Cyr. 7, 1, 4 ;

?. . ?.?. -, Arist. . . 9, 45, 5. Of.-., (,) as
pass., to be or be made angry at, Dem.
805, 19.—The act., to pro-
voke to anger, only in LXX. Hence,, , a provoca-
tion, cause of anger, LXX. : and, ov, o,=foreg., LXX., (,) stretch

out beside, Ael. N. A. 1, 4., ov, (,) along
a mountain, also, but-

as adj. is dub. ; though, as
subst., the form (q. v.) is

preferred to Eind.
Lob. Phryn. 712., ov, (,) tol-

erably straight. Math. Vett., f. -, (,) to

border, limit, Longin. 2, 2.—II. to out-

step one's boundaries, encroach on a
neighbour's property, Anth. P. ] 1, 209.
— III. to drive over the borders, banish,
Plut., (,) to excite

a little, Aicae., a, ov, {, )=, q. v., a, ov, {,) on
the frontier., ov, b, a passing of
boundaries, an encroaching., ov, , an encroacher., , (,) to for-
swear one's self, App., , f -, (, -) to put in motion, urge or prick on,
Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 10; . , to

urge on to a thing, lb. 2, 2, 1 ; ,
lb. 8, 1, 12; Trpoc , Arist. Magn.
Mor. 2, 7. 27 ; c. inf, Xen. Cyr. 8, 1,

43 ;—pass. c. fut. mid. : to be eager

for, ' , Polyb. 2, 22. 6.—II. some-
times also in act., . , to strive

after a thing, Lob. Phryn. 439., ,(,) to lie

at anchor beside or near, Diod. 14, 49,
Plut.,, , an incitement,

stimulus., , ,()
an urging on, incitement, Xen. Hip-
parch. 1, 25, Polyb. 6, 39, 8., , ,()
urging on, , Plut. Lye. 15.

: fui.- Alt. - (-,) :

—

to bring to anchor beside

or near, and in genl. to anchor,,
with ships, Lys. 132, 6 (nisi legend.).,, b, ,(,)
having ill omens, ., an ill-

omened voyage, Aesch. Eum. 770 ; ci.

sub.,(,) to urge
on.. Rh. 3, 486, in tmesis., Att.- : i. - (-,) to dig by, beside or along,

Thuc. 6, 101.—II. to dig alongside, i. e.

one against another, a preparatory
exercise performed for 40 successive
days by those who were to contend
as boxers at the Olympic games, In-
terpp. ad Theocr. 4, 10.—III. as a
term in boxing, to punch in the side,

Lat. latus fodere,. ,
Diog. L. 6, 27., f. -, (,) dep. mid. : to dance ainiss,

dance the wrong dance, c. acc, of pan-
tomimic actors. Luc. Sah. 80.,—A, adv. of time, before, erst,

formerly, one time, in Horn., who uses
just like and .

the same use of it occu rs in Hes., and
Hdt. : usu. opp. to vvv, II. 1, 553, etc.
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, forefathers, Pind. I. 7, 1
;

SO, , Aesch. Pr. 405 ;

., . to . Soph. Aj.

34, etc.—2. with a pres., this long time,

as in hat., jamdiidum video, Heync 11.

12, 347 ; 15, 256, Od. 5, 88.-3. c. inf.

aor. like, before, -, ,
etc., II. 6, 348, Od. 1, 21 : very rarely

with inf. pres., as, -, II. 18, 245.—4. foil, by

, rather.., than, 11. 5, 218, Od. 2, 127.

—5. before the time, too soon, II. 23,

474.—6. rather, sooner, II. 8, 166.—II.

of place, before, in front, post-Hom.
B. prep., c. gen. loci, poet, for,

before, in Horn, only once, II. 8, 254
;, Soph. Ai. 73, Eur.

Hec. 1049; cf Valck. Phoen. 310.

—When is a prep., it seems
always to follow its case ; not to

have been used of time, and not in

prose.—(In form, stands be-

tween, and, though
in signf. it belongs to : from -

again comes,-,.) [], , , Paros, one of the

Cyclades, famous for its white mar-
ble, fnow Paro-f, H. Horn. Ap. 44,

Cer. 491.—V.. []
Hapoaippaivo, f. -, {,) to hold beside one to smell at,

Geop., , , belonging to,

fit for inciting : from, f. -, (,-) to urge on, c. inf , -, Bockh Pind. . 3, 68 (38)

;

cf. Luc. Tox. 35., ov, (, ) with

ears by the side, with hanging ears,

Kvuv, Call. Dian. 91. [o],, , a gum-boil; cf.'.'•, ov,{, II. 4)

somewhat curled. Hence'.?, ov, with slightly

curling hair, Geop., b, one who keeps watch

beside, \. 1. Od. 11,489., , fj,() a being

present, presence,, of a person or

thing, Trag., as Acsch. Pers. 169,

Eur. Hec. 227 ; for. Soph. Aj. 540.

—

2. esp. pre-

sence for the purpose of assistmg.

Soph. El. 948.-3. arrival, Thuc. 1,

128; , Dion. . 1, 45.—II.

like , present circumstances.

Soph. El. 1251.—III. substance, pro-

perty, like and, Me-
nand. p. 163, cf Piers. Moer. 297.-2.
abundance, -, Plat.

(Com.) Pha. 6. Hence, to be present.—^11. to

arrive, Eccl,, f.-, dep. mid.,

to be a., , turning of water

into a side channel, Galen. : from, {,) to

turn, as water from its course, Plat.

Legg. 844 A, Pint. Themist. 31 -.—to

tur?i off into a side channel; and me-
taph. tO turn off from, evade, c. gen.,

Eur. Bacch. 479.

;^^^^,, , one who supplies,

afarnisher., (,) to have

vadawful intercourse with a female:—in

pass, of the female, Arist. H. A. 9,

7,5. _^ t -,{,) to

carry by or beside: in mid., to sit be-

side one in a chariot, Xen. Cyr. 8, 3,

14.

,\-^, 7/; ,() a supply-
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ing, firnishing,, Thuc. 6, 85.

—

II. a present, gift, esp. such as is of-

fered to ambassadors, etc., hospitality,

Polyb. 22, 1, 3, etc.. , {,) to

trouble by being near to, like Tfupt'VO-?, 'I'heophr./, f- -,{,)
to move aside with a lever : generally

to remove a weight, Anth. P. 9, 204., ov, o, {,) one

who sits beside another in a chariot,

esp.^=, ., Ar..
1740., ov,{) supplying,

fur7iishing : ., in the Roman pro-

vinces, those who supplied public offi-

cers with necessaries, Hor. Sat. 1, 5,

46, cf. Cic. Att. 13, 2, 2.,{,-) dep.,

to eat dainties, Luc. Merc. Cond. 26.

Hence•,, , a dainty side-

dish, Ath. 367 C.)7], ov, , dim. from
foreg. []-, ov,, dim. from-. [], a, ov, belonging to a'. []'•,, , {, •)
dainty side-dish, entremet, Ar. Fr. 236,

etc., Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 4: metaph., ., afresh taste of misery, Magnes
Dwn. 1, ubi V. Mcineke ; cf.-.—II. dish on which such 7neats

are sened, Antiph. Boeot. 3 : but the

Atlicists condemn this use of the

word. Lob. Phryn. 176, cf. Comici
ap. Ath. 367, sq., fut. of.', ,{.) to

buy a dainty side-dish and set it before

one, Ttvi, Cratin. Cleobul. 8, Ar.

Eccl. 226. Hence,, ,=--, metaph., . / '-, new relish to the pleasures of

my bed, Aesch. Ag. 1447 ; cf.-- I. fin., b, Ep. for.^. ov, ,^-. V. 1. Dion. P. 1097.,, Ep. for -, redupl. part. aor. 2 of -, Horn., ov, poet, for-, q. V./), , ov, Ep. for-, []
|/)/5£, , , Parrhasia, a city

of Arcadia, II. 2, 608: only in Horn.

as city. Hence\, , i), sc., the

territory of the Parrhasii, in the south-

west of Arcadia, Thuc. 5, 33.

\Ila})()aaiOi, , , the Parrhasii,

in Arcadia, Thuc. 5, 33./), ov, , , Mt.

Parrhasius, in Arcadia, Call. Dian. 99.^, ov, 6, a Parrhasian.—
II. Parrhasius, a celebrated painter

from Ephesus, flourished at Athens
in the time of Socrates, Xen. ; Plut.

Thes. 4 ; etc.—2. a poet of the An-
thology./), , , {, )
free-spokenness, openness, boldness,

frankness, freq. in Eur., as Ion 672,

Plat. Rep. 557 B, etc. : also in bad

sense, license of tongue, Isocr. 229 B.

Hence), ov, 6,Parrhesiades,

(free-spoken), as pr. n., in Luc. Pise., (-) dep.,

to speak freely, openly, boldly, Plat.

Gorg. 487 D; , lb. 491 ;. Id. Lach. 178 A ; -

. Id. Charm. 156 A:—in pass.,

Isocr. 312 B. Hence^, ov, , afree speaker,

Arist. Eth. N. 4, 3, 28, Diod., etc.

Hence}(), , , disposed
to speaking freely, free-spoken, Arist.

Rhet. 2, 5, 11. Adv. -.\.)>, , {,) free-spoken, Diod. 15, 6. Adv.
-.
|/>,, , Parrhon, masc

pr. ., Arist. Pol. 5, 8, 12., Lacon. for -,
Ar. Lys. 1263.^,, etc., Ep. for,, from, Ho;n., Ep. for,
2 dual subj. aor. 2 from,
Od. 18, 183.,, Ep. for-,., Ep. for, Od.
1, 192., , , ()
like {•'/, small book.'\, ov, b, Paryadres, a
mountain range in northwestern Ar-
menia, Strab. p. 547.}'', {,) to

moisten or soften a little, Ath. 356 E., ov,{,) some-
what wet, Galen., ov, by or near the wa-
ter, [a], ,^^, Arist.

. . 8, 3, 13., , f. -ijffw,{) to come into the may of,

meet, Joseph., (,) to be

near, assist, like-, , i/, (sc. ), the

string next the first OT uppermost, .\risi.

Probl. 19, 3 ; fern, from.
[] Hence, , () sound-
ing like the).

napt)rrarof, , ov, next the upper
most, [v],(,') to sleep

by or with, Tivi, Qu. Sm. 10, 128., to assume falsely,
Aristo.x. /, flit. -%),(,/) to remind by the

way or in secret, Polyb. 5, 31, 3.

Hence',, , a reminding
by the way, M. Anton. 1, 10., ij, co-existence : cas-

ual existeyice., f. -, to cool gmtly,
Diosc. [il>v]\, , , Parysatis,

wife 01 Darius Ochus, mother of Ar-

taxerxes II., and the younger Cyrus,
Xen. An. 1, 1, 1 ; etc., (, ) to

weave beside or along, attach to,?}, a garment with a pur-

ple hem or border (//), Diod. 12,

21 :

—

(as it were),

armed men hemmirig in an unarmed
crowd, Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 48.—2. to ex-

cel in weaving, Jac. Philostr. Imag. p.

549. Hence, ov, woven along with

a hem or border, [],, ro.= sq. [], 7/f, ,() hem
or border woven along any thing, esp.

of purple, Lat. clavus, Plut,, cf. Ath.
521 B. Hence/, , wearing a rttbewith, Lat. praetextaius : to .)=, Ar. Fr. 309.



/, {,) to

etfdoiparf of a substance, rare in act.:

—pass, to coexist with, Diog. L. 9, 105., poet, for,
Ar. Lys.,, poet, for-, Horn. •, , , poet, for-., Tj, poet, for,
II. 14, 217., poet, for-.

tn«p©o/30f, on, (5, Parpkorus, masc.
pr. n., Paus. 7, 3, 8.

0>'', poet, for,
inf. aor. 2act., Od. 12, 99., ov, poet, for-, to be avoided, ..
Find. P. 12, 53.^, , ,[) . reddish-

brown snake, sacred to Aesculapius,

Ar. Plut. 690, Dem. 313, 25 ;—also
written, cf. Schneid. ad

Stob. Eel. 1, p. 22.—II. . ', a

horse of the same colour, Arist. H. A.

9, 45, 3., , f. -ijau,() to

sing beside

:

—to sing a song with cer-

tain changes, esp. to burlesque or par-

ody a song, Ath. 364 B.—II. to cele-

brate by the way, sing of, Diod. Hence, , ^,= sq.

Tlapudia,, , a song sung beside

:

— parody, Arist. Poet. 2, 5, Ath.

698 : and, , , in the way of
parody, burlesque,, Dion. H. de

Dem. 54 : from, , (,) beside a

song

:

—singing a song with certain

changes, esp. burlesquing a song : 6 .,
a parodist, such as Matro and Sopa-
ter in Ath. : on the parodies of the

Greeks v. G. H. Moser in the Heidelb.

Studien 6, 2, p. 267, sq.— II. describ-

ing indirectly, ., Eur. I. A.

1147.

IIapw0ei5(j,= sq. : dub., , fut.- and-[,) :

—

to push aside or

away, slight,' 7., Eur. Andr.

30, cf. El. 1037, and so Xen., etc. : to

put aside, keep secret, slur over,.
Soph. Tr. 358 :—mid. to push away
from one's self, reject, etc., Eur. He-
racl. 237; of time, to put off, Plat.

Rep. 471 C., ov,{.)
near or on the ocean, Plut. Caes. 20., ov, b, = foreg. :

—

fem. ^lL, -,, (sc. ) the sea-

coast, Polyb. 31, 5, 6, Diod., etc. [f], , , = foreg.,

Strab. p. 189., ov,{,) next

the elbow, on the arm.^, ov, {,)
nearly smooth or even, Strab. p. 167.

Ilaptjfiif, , , {,)
clothing worn upon the shoulder, LXX :

cf. and.', , kind of light ship, Po-

lyb. Fr. Hist. 65 ; cf..',, , Paron, niasc. pr.

., Arr. An. 3, 16, 2., , , f. 1. for-, q. v.'', , f.-,^-, Philo. Hence, ii,^sq.,lamh\. [], , ,{) the

formation of one teord from another by

inflexion,—II.=. Hence, to derive a name from
a word, call by a derivative name or

word, Arist. Phys. Ausc. 7, 3, 2 ; cf.

sub. Hence

, , , an epi-

thet.,^^., ov, also a, oi',= sq.,

Plat. Legg. 757 D : hence, -, =: II, Id. Soph.
268 C. [v], ov, {,)
formed from a word by a slight change

(Arist. Categ. 1, 5), '
. (i. e. the name of)

Aesch. Eum. 8 ; cf. Arist. Categ. 8,

25, sqq. ;. Id. Top. 2, 4, 4 :— -^ II.,=., , ,{,)
whitlow, Lat. reduvia, Hipp., Plut. 2,

440 A*, etc.—II. a plant, Diosc. 4,

54.,, ^,=foreg., , also written,, reddish-brown or bay, usu.

: cf.., , f],{,) the cor-

ner of the eye next the temple., ov, , {, ) in

harness, blinker, blinder.—II.= foreg.,, .—., , , Paroraea. a dis-

trict between Macedonia and Epirus,

Strab. p. 325 ; the inhab., ol-.̂ . . ol. Ion.-,
the Paroreatae (dwellers on a moun-
tain-side), dwelling on the mountains
that stretched ffom Arcadia into

Triphylian Elis, Hdt. 4, 118; Strab.

p. 346.,, ,{,) dis-

trict on the side of a mountain, Polyb.

2, 14, 6, etc. :

—

,- are

less correct. Lob. Phryn. 712., ov, v.., ov, 6,() one

who lives on a mountain-side, ,
Anth. Plan. 235.

tnnp(,jpfi'f, , , Pnroreus, son
of Tricolonus, Paus. 8, 35, 6., adv. part. pf. pass.,

violently., ov, (, ) out of
season, imtimely : neilt., as

adv., Anth. P. 12, 199, Cic. Att. 10,

12, 2.— II. beyond the proper time, too

late. Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 122., , ,{,)
the eaves or cornice of a roof, Hdt. 2,

155., ov, , {, ) a

covering or ornament for the ears., , , {, ) the

gland beside and behind the ear, the pn-

rotis, Lyc. 1402.—2. a tumour of the

parotid gland.—II. in architecture, an
ornament on the upper part of door-posts,

Vitruv. 4, 6, 4
(sc. ), , the

past tense, Lat. praeteritum, Gramm. :

strictly part. pf. pass, from-., ov, {,) rath-

er pale, sallow, Plut. 2, 364 A.",, : gen.,, : gen. plur. masc. and
neiit. (not) : dat.

plur. masc. and neut., besides

which Horn, and Hes. use the poet,

form : gen. plur. fem. -, for which Horn, and Hes. al-

ways use dissvll., once -, Od. 6, 107. Radic. signf., all:

hence, of one, the whole, entire, all

the.... like? :— of several, every,

like:—in plur. all. Even in

Horn, and Hdt. the signf. ivhole, en-

tire, and the use of the plur. prevail

:

— , all the wood, Hes. Op.

509, cf. Th. 695, etc. ; also of imma-
terial things, , all, the

whole truth, II. 24, 407, Od. 11, 507:, an utter horror, Soph.
Phil. 927

; , nothing
but mischief, lb. 622, cf. El. 301 ;

--, all the gates, i. e. the uhole
gate. 11. 2, 809 :—in prose, -,
the wiiverse. Plat. Tim. 28 C, etc.,

talso in pi. , Xen. Mem. 1,

1, lit; but also, that on which all de-

pends, the whole matter. Id. Theaet.
204 B, etc. : , to the ut-

termost, the height of evil, Hdt. 7, 118;
9, 118; and so later, ,
and , v. Valck. ad. 11. cc.

—

The signf. every occurs in II. 10. 265,
Od. 13, 313, cf. Soph. El. 972, Herm.
Bacch. 1127.—When a relat. pron.is
to follow, Hom. usu. has,
..., Lat. omnes quicunque..., which
is also usu. in prose.—In Att. oft. c.

art., but only in signf., the whole, and
in plur. : , every single one,

first in Theogn. 621, andfreq. in Hdt.,

as 1, 50; 3, 79.—Emphat., with the
art. repeated, ,
Hdt. 7, 59.—II. several adverbs are

used to strengthen, esp. in plur.,

as, , all together, at once,
Hom. ; in prose more usu.,
but not always ; even oc-

curs, Schaf. Dion. Comp. p. 124: so
too, , II. 15, 98 ; in prose
also . Bast Ep. Cr. p.

164; , Horn.: but -
'/.7, above every thing, most

exceedinslv, Lat. ita ut nihil supra,

Heind. Plat. Phaedr. 228 D.— IIL
joined with a superl. ,
all the noblest, like Lat. optimus tfuis-

que, II. 9, 3, Od. 4, 272, etc.—IV. with
numerals it marks an exact number,, quite nine, full nine, no
less, Od. 8, 258, etc., cf. Wess. and
Valck. Hdt. 4, 88, (where, and in 1,

50; 9, 81, others make=-, as, , with ten

of every hind, Bahr Hdt. 1, 50 ; Herm.
Vig. n. 94 thinks it would otherwise
he Tu ; but v. Schaf. Dion.
Comp. 335).—Horn, always puts-

after the numeral ; Hdt., who has
it only in neut., always before : later

they stand indiscriminately.— 2. with
the article, tu . ten in all

:

so, TU , Hdt. 3, 74, cf.

Thuc. 3, 85 ; so in Lat. omnia tria

genera sunt causarum, Cicer. de Inv.

1, 9.— V. in dat. pi. masc., with

or in the judgment of all, 11. 2, 285,

Herm. O. C. 1448, Erf. O. T. 40, Tr.
338.—2. as neut., in all things,

altogether, Hdt. ; SO, , Hes.
Op. 692.—VI. varioususagesofneut.

:

— 1., not merely all. but also

all kinds of things, Hom., most freq.

in phrase ?. : so too',,-, 11. 1, 5.

—

2.

(strictly) become all things, i. e. as-

sume every shape, Od. 4. 417 ; hence,
like , to turn every

wat/, try every expedient, Schaf. Mel.

p. 98 ; so, , for -, to be in great danger
or fear. Plat. Symp. 194 A, Rep. 579

; , to venture
niery thing, Xen. Hell. 6, 1, 4, cf.

Valck. Hdt. 7, 118.— 3., to be fiiery thing to One, Hdt. 1,

122, Dem. 240, 11, cf. Herm. A'ig. n.

95 ; also, h>. to be
all in all to one, Hdt. 3. 157 ; 7. 156 ;

and . to

esteem or love one above all, Xen.
Hell. 7, 1, 26, An. 1, 9, 16.—4.

as adv. for, entirely, utteriy,
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wholly, oft. in Horn. : and, as one
word,', complete, abso-

lute knowledge, Herm. Soph. Ant.
717 : but, Td, in evert/ way, by
all means, altogether, Hdl. 1, 122 ; 5,

97 ; 7"a , far the most,
Hdt. 1, 203 ; 2, 35 ; and so, -, V'alck. Phoen. 622 ; , on
the whole, altogether, Aesch. Ag. 682,

etc. ; for which we find . Plat.

Legg. 959 A ; or alone, Hdt. 1,

32, etc. ; so, -, and strengthd.,. Plat., v. sub
fin.—5. (sc.), or

as one word, through all

time, continually, always. Soph. Aj.

705 ; also like , altogether,

thoroughly, frcq. in Plat., who also

has .. Soph. 254 ; so
also , Orac. ap. Hdt. 7,

220 ; . Plat. Tim. 30 D.—
6. , on the whole, in general,

generally. Plat. Legg. 875 D ; esp.,. Id. Euthyd. 279
. etc.—VH. (sc.-), . sub, [ always,
except in neut. of its conipds., as in,,,, and
even, or (as it should be writ-

ten), Bockh Pind. O. 2, 93
(152): yet the - of coinpds. is

sometimes long in Att., A. B. p. 416,

13, Buttm. Ausf. Gr. § 62 Anm. 5,

Meineke Menand. p. 51.], Ep. and Ion. aor. 1 of, II. ; inf., Hom.,
and Hdt.

^.aaya,, ol, the Pasarga-
dae, the first and noblest of the Per-
sian tribes, Hdt. 1, 125.—II. ai,Pasar-
gadae, the ancient capital and treas-

ure-city of the Persian kings, founded
by Cyrus, Strab. p. 728 sqq., , 6, Paseas, an Atheni-
an, Dem. 1266, 26.—Others in Paus.

;

etc.], ov, 6, Pasiades, masc.
pr. n., Plut.,, , =,
universal king, v. Bast Ep. Crit. p.

72. []\\., , ol, the Pasiani, a
Scythian people, Strab. p. 511.

iia, ov, 6, Pasias, a usurer in

Athens, Ar. Nub. 21.,,(,)
all-known, faiTums./, ,=., , , Ion. and Ep. -,
Pasithea, one of the Graces, II. 14,

268, 276.-2. a daughter of Nercus
and Doris, Hes. Th. 247.—3. a nymph,
otherwise called, Apollod.

3, 14, 6., , 6, Pasitheus, a Tro-
jan, Q. Sm. 10, 86., , , Pasithoe, a daugh-
ter of Oceanus and Tethys, Hes. Th.
352.-, ov, better divisim}.\,, b, Pasicles, father

of Philistus of Athens, Hdt. 9, 97.—
2. an illegitimate son of Pasion, Dem.
—Others in Ael. ; etc.^, , , Pasicrates,

masc. pr. n., Arr. An. 2, 22, 2, Plut.

Ale.x. 29.^, , , Pasicyprus, a
king of Cyprus, Ath. 167 C.^, , , Pasimachus, a

Lacedaemonian, Xen, Hell. 4, 4, 10./^/, , , Pasimelus, a
Corinthian, Xen. Hell. 6, 4, 4., ,{,/^) epith.

of the ship Argo, a care or interest to

all, i. e. known to all, famous, Od. 12,

70, ef. 9, 19 :—hence was formed a
1130

masc.? by Strabo, and
Eust.,—quoting Od. 12, 70., , , Pasinus, an Athe-
nian, Isocr. 397 D., , , Pasippidas, a

leader of the Lacedaemonians, Xen.
Hell. 1, 1, 32., , (*) gain, posses-

sion.\1,, , Pasisocles,

masc. pr. ., Ath. 473 A.^, ov, , Pasitelidas, a
leader of the Lacedaemonians, Thuc.
5,3.iIp, T^rofand,, , a name applied to the Tigris
after its junction with the Euphrates,
Strab. p. 729., , , Pasiphai•, daugh-
ter of Helius and Perseis, wife of
Minos, mother of the Minotaur, Ap.
Rh. 3, 1016 ; Apollod. ; etc., {, *<j)uu) shining on
all, Orph. H. 7, 14 : so -, ,
Nonn., ,,^, dear
to all, Ath.^,, , Pasiphon, a
physician at Athens, Dem. 873, 21.

—

Others in Plut. ; etc.,, 6, Pasion, a Me-
garean, a Grecian leader under the
younger Cyrus, Xen. An. 1, 2, 3.

—

2. a banker at Athens, freq. in Dem..,,^, the stalk

of a fig, Hesych.,, ,() a sprink-

ling, Axionic. Philem. 1, 9.?, , ?;,=, the

finest meal : metaph., -, not morsel of sleep, Ar.
Vesp. 91 ; cf. fm. []., ov, meal-fed,-, Hippon. 48, e conj. Porsoni., , , for,
q. V., { ) =-., , , pinned down,
Aesch. Pr. 113 : from., Att. -, {-) to peg, pin or fasten to,, Aesch. Pr. 56, cf. Eur. Rhes.
180.—2. to drive in like a peg or bolt,

Aesch. Pr. 65., , , and-, , , dim. from,
pin in musical instrU7nents., , , driving in

of pegs, Math. Vett.•, . , Att., a
peg on which to hang clothes, arms,
etc., Hom., who oft. uses the old gen., as' -, to take down from a peg, U. 24,

268, cf. Pind. 0. 1, 25 ; but,, to hang ujion a peg,

Od. 8, 67, V. sub ^ I. 3 : also as dat.,, Hermipp. Strat. 3.

— II. from the likeness of form ;

—

1. a gag, Ar. Eq. 376.— 2.=,
Ar. Eccl. 1020.-3. the fall of a mouse-
trap.—4. a wooden peg pin for boring

holes.—5. a sucker or cutting for plant-

ing. (From,}/, pango

:

Lat. pessulus paxillus, palus.) Hence, , to furnish with pegs.,, Ep. for,, part, and inf.

aor. 1 mid. of, Od.,, , rarer collat. form
of, Ar. Ach. 763.,, , Passaron, a
city of Molossis in Epirus, Plut.^, for-, as Bekker
writes in Arist., Lat. vinum passum,
raisin wine, Polyb. 6, 2, 3.

, ov, for, as
Bekker writes in Plat., v. Buttm.
Ausf. Gr. ^ 120 Anm. 12., -, -, -, adv. lo', etc., and so Bekker writes
in Thuc. 8, 1. Hence•, to assemble., .,^, dub.,
V. Lob. Phryn. 515.', Att. : f.

[] : pf. pass,. To strew
or sprinkle, ., to lay healing
drugs upon a wound, II. 5, 401, 900,
etc. ; , to spri?ikle some
salt, II. 9, 214.-2. metaph.,, to sprinkle the seals with em-
broidery, i. e. embroider them, II. 22,
441 ; hence,=(«/, .,
to U'ork battles in embroidery, \\. 3, 126:
cf.. (Not in Od., and in II.

only in pres. and impf.)—3. . ,
to besprinkle with a thing,, ()•, Ar. Nub. 912, 1330 ; of. -., ov, gen., irreg. corn-
par, of, for and->, like from,.-

from? :
—thicker, broader,

in good sense of a stout man,-, taller and broader,

Od. 6, 230
;^

8, 20 ; of a woman, -
., Od. 18, 195.,, , kind porch in

front of the house, Hdt. 2, 148, 169;
like Homer's : later, like, a colonnade, piazza, esp. round
temples, Lat. porticus, Xen. Mem. 3,

8, 9, cf. Hier. 11,2; but even in Hdt.
the is of stone, and adorned
with pillars:—in Plut., etc., it repre-
sents the Roman basilica.—II. the part

of the house next the porch, a hnll, Lat.
vestibulum, Anth. P. 6, 172 ; the-

of Hom.^111. like, an
inner room, occupied by the women,
Eur. Or. 1371 ; but also the bed-room
of the master and mistress, Theocr.
24,46.—2. a bridal-cha>nber ; whence
Soph. Ant. 1207 calls the cave in

which Antigone was immured her
:—in this signf.- is also

used. (Usu. deriv. from in
the signf., cf. : ace.
to Passow, shortened from,.), , , the last day of the

year, E. M. (Said to be from
and -,, as if the end of all.), a, ov, verb. adj. from-, to he besprinkled, Ar. Pac. 1074., , , a mess of food, expl.

by , Ar. Fr. 547: strict-

ly fem. from., ov, , an embroidered cur-

tain before the or,
dub. : strictly neut. from, ,,{) besprinkled,

esp. with snlt, hence salted., , , strictly masc. from
foreg.,= 7ra(Truf III, a ivomans cham-
ber, sleeping room, bridal chamber, like, also the bridal bed itself,

Anth. P. 5, 52; 7, 711.— II. a small

chapel in which stands the image of

a god., ov, , and-, , , that which is borne by a.—\\.^= II., ov,{ ,)
carrying the image of a god in a shrine,

esp. ol ., a set of priests, appointed
for this purpose, Diod.— II. epith. of

Venus, Anth. P. append. 40., , , hist, esp. un-

natural lust, Luc. Gall. 32 : from/, , to be lustful, esp. to

feel unnatural lust, Luc. Amor. 26,

Ath. 187 C;,,



provocatives of lust, Meineke Menand.
p. 161 sq. From'2, fut. (just like

fut. mid. of) : aor. :

perf., vvhich tenses occur in

Horn. ; in Has. only pres. and aor.

—

Rarer collat. forms, 2 pi. pf.

for, Horn. ; fem. part. pf., Od. 17, 555 ; fut.,
and in Hdt. 9, 37, : aor. --, V. 1. Aesch. Ag. 1624 : pf. :

Epich. p. 6 has also a Sicd. form -, v. Koen. Greg. 455.

Radical signf. : to be subject to action

from without, one's self being passive,

to receive or feel ati impressionwhether
pleasant or unpleasant, to svffer any
thing, and so directly opp. to free ac-

tion, as even m Od. 8, 490 and
are opposed, cf. /Sefw ; but

more usu. ir. and 6pav, v. sub:
in Soph. O. C. 267, q. v., the part.

takes a sort of adjective

sense : ', he has learnt by

hard experience, Hes. Op. 216, cf. -
: m Horn. oft. joined with -, e. g. ?., Od. 5, 223.—2. so also the

Homeric phrase , esp. /
or ^, lest thou, he suffer

any ill': in Att., or

was usu. a euphemism, if

aught were to happen to me, i. e. if I

were to die, like Lat. si quid mihi ac-

ciderit or si humani quid acciderit, first

in Callin. El. 17. and Hdt. 8, 102, cf.

Br. Ar. Eccl. 1105, Theocr. 8, 10.—
3. interrog., ; or -
uai ; expressing the extreme of per-

plexity ; what is to become of me ? i. e.

what can I expect but the worst ? \[. 11,

404, Hdt. 4, 118; and freq. in Att.,

•who also have ;; and, ; what are

you about? Ar. Nub. 708, Av. 1044,

(in all which cases, though the Lat.

quid faciam ? quid agam ? quid agis ?

etc., conveys somewhat the same no-

tion, cf. Valck. Phoen. 902, it must
not be supposed that here=^ or, the coincidence

of sense being merely casual :—in II.

23, 96,, ,-
belongs to, will obey)

:

—also to express an unwilling assent,' ; I allow

it,

—

how can I help it ? Plat. Euihyd.
302 E.—4. so the freq. Att. interrog.

; of itself expresses some-
thing ill or amiss ; as even in Hem.,

?.'/. '/. ;

what atls us that we have forgotten... ?

11. 11,313; ;

what came upon you that you died 1—
Od.24, 106;—which places sufficient-

iy show the difference between
; and ;

pointed out

in V.— II. with its

general signf. limited by other words,

as,— 1. , to be ill off, in

evil plight, unlucky, Od. 10, 275, Hdt.

3, 146, etc. : also, . -, to be ill used, ill treated by..., also

and , Aesch. Pr. 92, 759,

etc. : Horn. usu. expresses this by a

snbst., as,,, . ;

also with an adj.,.,
7., Horn. ; and so in Trag., . -, ?.,, ,., and freq. in prose

.—Generally, the use of -
absol. for is not

very freq. in .Vtt., as Soph. Phil. 323,

Pla't. Legg. 730 A, 878 C ; though .
is freq. in this signf, Xen. Cyr. 1,

4, 22, etc. ; cf supra I. 2.-2. -,, to be well off, in good case, lucky,

first in Theogn., and Pind. ; c. gen.,

, to

have the good of, enjoy one's own, like,, etc., Theogn.
1003, cf. Pind. N. 1, 46;), I shall feel well at heart,

Theogn. 971, ubi al.: also,

. Wolf Dem. Lept. p. 271 :

. , to be well used, well

treated by..., receive kindness from...

:

also with an adj., ., Hdt. 2,

37 ;, ., Ar. Pac.

591, Eccl. 794, etc.—But,
in good sense, must have some other

word to mark this, being never used
absol. in this sense, and in Horn, and
Hes. never in this sense at all.—Also
of things, Tu , kindness-

es, favours, Aeschin. 79, fin.— III. in

Att. freq. metaph. of the mind or feel-

ings when excited by something ex-

ternal, to be actuated by feeling or im-

pulse, to be influenced by a passion :

hence, , the man of feeling
or impulse, and , the un-

impassioned, apathetic man, Arist. M.
Mor. 2, 6, 47.— 2., to feel in any way towards one.

Plat. Tim. 19 B, Xen. Symp. 4, 11
;

and so, , Jac. Ach. Tat.

p. 865.—3. , be in

the same case with, feci with him,, Plat. Symp. 198 C :

more precisely, ', that it be not with you as

with the horse in the fable, Arist.

Rhet. 2, 20, 5 ; so, . ,
Plat. Apol. 21 C ; ,, etc., Plat., Xen. etc.

;

sometimes an adj. is used, as,, he is swinishly disposed, Xen.
Mem. 1,2, 30.—4. also of things, to

be liable to certain affections, be subject

to them. Plat. Soph. 253 A, etc. ; -, this is just

the way with..., Ar. Nub. 234.^5. as

a technical term of the Stoic school,

is to he acted upon by outward
objects, take impressions from them,
usu. foil, by , to be led to suppose

that..., Epict. 1, 2, 3 ; 18, 1, etc. : opp.

to .—6. in Gramm., of

the changes that words undergo.
(The simplest form of the root is-, which appears in,-, Lat. potior, passus :—a stronger

form is -, whence --,, cf., : prob.

also is akin. In Sanscr.wefindanact.
verb, biidh, to make to suffer, trouble.), Scythian ,=,
Hdt. 4. 110.-, ov, ,=,
Plut.

~}'', ov, , a golden stripe,

border or facing on a woman's gown,
hence Lat. patagium, tunica patagiata,

answering to the clavws of a man's
dress : from
}'', , f. -,() to

clatter, clash, clap, of the sharp loud
noise caused by the collision of two
bodies, Ar. Nub. 378, sq. : ofthe waves,
etc., to dash, plash, Theocr. 22, 15 :

chatter, as scared birds, Soph. Aj. 168
;

to gnash the teeth, Philostr. :—in mid.,

of thunder, Luc. Tim. 3.— Proverb.,, well hit ! prob.

from the game described under-, v. Ar. Fr. 171. Hence, . ^,= foreg.,, a
clapping of hands. Long.., ,() a
clash, clatter, like.—2. a body
or instrument tvhich makes such noises,

a rattle : hence of persons, a chatterer,

rattle, Menand. p. 276. [], , , ()
clattering, etc., Clem. .

, ov,{,,) clattering as it runs, Orph.
. 19, 3.

Tik'Tk'T.,ov, a,a clattenng,clash-

ing, etc., any sharp, loud noise made by
the collision oftwo bodies, II. 16. 769 ;

., Ar. Lys. 329; .-, a chattering of the teeth, 11. 13,

283 : the dashing or plashing of the
waves or of a body falling into water,

11.21,9, Pind. P. 1,46; the raii/in^ of

the wind, Schaf Mel. in Indice : also

of the voices of animals and the sound
of musical instruments, but never of

the human voice, so that] -
means, with a great

shouting and clashing (prob. of arms),

Hdt. 3, 79 ; 7, 211, cf. 8, 37 ; as like-

wise, 77., Aesch. Theb. 104

;

. Soph. Tr. 517 ;, Ar.

Ach. 539. (Akin to and,'.) [~(]^, ov, b, Patagyas, a Per-
sian. Xen. An. 1, 8, 1.,, , Pataecion, the

name of a notorious impostor and mis-

chief-maker : hence any one of like kid-

ney.., oL also written-, Phoenician deities of strange

dwarfish shape, whose images form-
ed the figure heads of Phoenician
ships, Hdt. 3, 37. [a], ov, 6. PataYcus, father

of Aenesidemus in Sicily, Hdt. 7, 154.

—Others in Dem. Ep. ; etc.

,,=.,>\0.
P. 1093., ov, , dim. from -, Ath. [], ,(,) an
eel, because dressed in a,
Epich. p. 109, cf. p. 45., , , and', ov, also Sicil., a kind oi flat

dish, cf., and. alsc

Lat. patina, patena, patella, like», trulina. [], ov, , Sicil. ., dim
from foreg., Antiph.. 2. [], , , Patanion

name of a cook, formed as if patron

from, Philetaer. ap. Ath. 16!

E., ov, -; v.., v... ov, , Patavimn,

city of Gallia Cisalpina, now Padua ,

the inhab., o'l, Strab.

213., , , Palara, capita!

and a seaport of Lycia at the nioutk

of the Xanthus. containing a temple
and oracle of Apollo, Hdt. 1. 162;
Strab. p. 665, sqq. : its site is still

called Patera.,,, Patarbemis, an
Aegyptian, Hdt. 2, 102.,, . and fem. -,, an inhab. of Patara, Patareau

;

as adj. , the Patarean

promontory in Lycia, Dion. P. 129,

507.^, , , of Patara, Pa-
tarean, .. Luc.-,. . Patarmis, a king

of Aegypt, Ath. 6S0 C., ov, . Patarus. son o<

Apollo and Lycia, fabled founder ol

Patara, Strab. p. 605... -, intr. to beat, knock." -
his heart brat within his breast,

as II. 7, 216, cf. 23, 370 ; so too.-, 11. 13, 282,

(as Shaksp., ' my seated heart knock»

atmy ribs') : ..
Soph. Phil. 743,-2. to dap the hands
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—II. trans, like, to strike,

iDound, beat, smile, ., Eur. Phoen.
1463 ; , Ar. Ran. 548, cf. Lys. 94,

9 : and freq. in prose : ., v.

sub dvpa

:

—metaph.,. Soph. Ant. 1097 ;' ., Ar. Ran. 54.—Aor. pass.; but, in Att., 7^'
was always used instead, Valck. Hdt.

5, 120. (Akin to,,
but not to,.),,, broad,flat drink-

ing-cup, akin to and?..
["]^,, ol, the Patis-

chores, a Persian race, Strab. p. 727., ,=, hat. patel-

la, [],,, dim. from foreg.,, b,{-,) comic name of a parasite,

as it Dish-friend, Alciphr., aor. : perf.

: of these the pres. first oc-

curs in Hdt. 2, 47, 66 : Horn, uses the

aor. always except in II. 24, 642 : in

the part, he has metri grat.,-. To feed on, eat, in Horn,

sometimes c. gen. partitivo, .,,,, etc., to eat

of... ; sometimes c. ace, .,
; sometimes absol. ;

in Hes. only once, Th. 642, and that

c. ace. : in Hdt. always c. gen., as 1,

73 ; 2, 37 ; opp. to (q. v.).—

The whole word is only Ep. and Ion.

—[<2 always in radio. sylL, which at

once distinguishes the aor.-, (poet, also-) of, from 7],, aor. of*, : but the

perfs. of, and
of*. are sometimes

confounded in the Edd., v. Bekker
Tlieogn. 663 : however is

also perf. from.], f. -, {) to say

or call father, Ar. Vesp. 652., ov, TO, dim. from,
little father, Luc. Necyom. 21., , i. -,() to tread,

laalk, .,, Pind. P. 2,

156 ; , Aesch. Ag. 1298
;

., to walk on high, of a king,

Find. O. 1, 185: more usu.,—II. trans.

to tread on, tread,, Aesch.

Ag. 957; .
Soph. . C. 37.—2. to tread constantly,

frequent, traverse, A^/ivof, i. e.

dwelling in it. Soph. Phil. 1060;-, Aesch. Ag. 1193; and
later, ., oka, Jac. A. P. p.

358 : hence metaph. like Lat. terere,

to use much or constantly, .,
to be alivays thumbing Aesop, Ar. Av.

471, cf. Plat. Phacdr. 273 .—3. to

tread under foot, trample on. Soph. Aj.

1144, and Plat. : freq. metaph., -, II. 4, 157 ; ., -,, Aesch. Ag. 1357, Soph.
Ant. 745, Fr. 606 : and in pass.,, Aesch.

Cho. 644, cf. Eum. 110.—4. later also

to plunder, Coray Heliod. p. 166.

Hence, , , that which is

trodden or trampled upon: hence— 1.

a step, Aretae.—2. a contemptible per-

son or thing, LXX.—3. dirt, filth, [u]

IIA'TH'P, 0, gen., dat.

(but as early as Ilom. and
Hes. more commonly,),
ace. always : in dual and
plur. is always retained, except in

gen. pi,, Od. ; in dat. pi.

always [], which, however,
was not used by Horn, and Hes.

—

A
fother, Hom., etc, ; ,
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a gra7idfather,l\. 14, 118, Od. 19, 180;, to be one's father's

own son, Soph. Fr. 107.—. among
the gods Jupiter is emphat. called, or,-

, Hom., and
Hes.—III. a respectful mode of ad-

dressing persons older than one's

self, as in all languages, Od. 7, 48

;

8, 145, etc.— IV. metaph., the father of

any thing, like,, Lat.

auctor, as Orpheus is ., Pind.

P. 4, 314 ; cf Plat. Tim. 41 A, Symp.
177 D; etc.—V. in plur.,

—

I. fathers,

i. e. forefathers, Horn., etc.; hence,, inherited /rom o?ie's/a-

tkers, Jac. A. P. p. 792.—2. one's pa-

rents, Schaf Mel. p. 45 ; so also Lat.

patres, Burm. Ov. Met. 4, 61, and so-

ceri (for socer et socrus), Gron. Liv. 1,

39, 2.—3. like Lat. parens, the parent

nation or state, opp. to the colony{), Wess. and Valck. Hdt. 7,

51; 8, 22, Duker Flor. 1, 3, 9: cf.. (The word recurs in all

the cognate tongues, Sanscr. pitri,

Lat. paler. Germ. Vater, our father,

etc. ; cf.^, , 6, Patesiades, a
Spartan ephor, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 10., , , {) a tread-

ing on, trampling,', Aesch. Ag.
963., , , a place where

grapes, etc. are trodden : from
?/7/•, , 6, one who treads

grapes, olives, etc.7], , , () trodden

upon ; to be trodden upon, LXX., Ion. , 6, Pati-

ztthes, one of the magi, brother of the

false Smerdis, Hdt. 3, 61.\7. Ion. , , Pati-

ramphes, a Persian, charioteer of Xer-
xes, Hdt. 7, 40.^, ov, ij, Patmus, a small

island of the Sporades, Thuc. 3, 53,

V. 1..
TlaTvrj, . Dot. and Lacon. for-.', , , a trodden or beaten

way, path, footpath, II. 20, 137.— II. a

treading, stepping, step, -, the steps of man, II. 6, 202, Od.
9, 1 19 ;

-.. Rh. 3, 1201 : ,
07U of the 7vay, Luc. de Hist. Conscr.
44.— III. dirt, mud, dung, like-
7, Nic. Al. 535, Th. 933. (The
root appears in Sanscr. pad, to go

:

hence, our path, etc., cf .), ov, , Patinnus, a city

of Arabia, at the northern end of the

Sinus Arabicus, Hdt. 2, 158., Of, . Ion. and Hom. -() :—one's father-land, 7ia-

tive land, country, ho7ne, just like -, II. 12, 243 ; 24, 500, Pind. O. 12,

24, Hdt., and Att.

—

.=7, of

persons claiming descent from a com-
mon ancestor ; and so, a stock, house,

fa/nily, hut. getis, such as in the Greek
states formed themselves into guilds

or houses, Pind. N. 7, 103; 8, 79.

Though does not seem to have
been used for (in the strict

Attic, Spartan, or Sicyonic sense) to

denote a civic union of families recog-

nized by the state, v. Bockh v. 1.

Pind. N. 4, 77, Miiller Dor. 3, 5, § 5,

—still it is prob. that both words be-

long to the same root ; and in some
Greek states, as Aegina,
was just equiv. to,.—
This sense does not occur in Hom.

;

for though II. 1, 30 ; 13, 354 are some-
times referred to this head, they be-

long to signf L—Cf..—III. as

a relationship, is that between
parents and children, Dicaearch., , , (, -) the virtue and good deeds of one's

father or ancestors, Pint. 2, 534 C.1?., , , poet, for-, Pind. I. 8 (7), 144.,, , afather's sister,

aunt by the father's side.

'.?.., , , relationship by
a father's brother or sister ; a family of
cousins by the father's side, Aesch.
Supp. 39, [ubi t, nisi legend,-'\ : from,, ,(,-) father's brother, uncle, Isae. 49,
11, Dem. 1084, 17: later word for, or .
Lob. Phryn. 304, 306., adv., Dor. for,
Pind.

^, , ai, Patrae, one of the
twelve ancient chief cities of Achaia,
earlier called , now Patras,
Thuc. 2, 83 ; Strab. p. 384 : in Hdt.
1, 145, ol, the inhab. of Pa-
trae ; in Polyb., , ol,

Polyb. 4, 6, 9., a and ov, 6,(,) one uho strikes or slays his

father, a parricide, Ar. Nub. 911, Ran.
274, Plat., etc.1?., ov, ,= foreg., 6, (, ') the

chief of a, tutelary god, LXX.', , , Patreus, grand-
son of Agenor, said to be founder of
Patrae, Pans. 7, 18, 5., . Ion. and Hom. for,
q. V. Hence

naTp7?(/£and -, adv.,= £/c -, from 07ie's native land, Ap. Rh.
2, 541, etc.

—

1\. from a race or family.
Dor., Pind. N. 7, 103.., ,() Uncage, ped-
igree, descent, esp. by the father's side,

Hdt. 2, 143; 3, 75; who, in 2, 146,
uses instead —II. a race, line,

stock ; hence also a division of the peo-

ple founded on an ancient union of
families, a house, clan, Hdt. 1, 200 : cf.

and II., f. -,() to lake

after 07ie's father, be or live like /um,
Lat. patrissare ; also., , , a patriarch's

house : from, ov, ,(,)
the father or chief of a race, a patriarch,

LXX. Hence, , , a patriarchate

and, , , patriarchal,

Eccl. Adv. -., , , dim. from -, Ar. Vesp. 986, Xenarch. Pent. 1,

15. [i]
,

,, , b, the Roman patri-

cius, Dion. H. 2, 10. [t], ,,{) from one's

fathers or ancestors, paternal, ancestral,

Lat. paienms, Ar. Av. 142, Thuc. 7,

69, etc. ; esp. hereditary,3,
Id. 1, 13

;
(sc.})=,

Eur. Ion 1304.— Cf" sub fin.

Adv. -/cijf, Arist. Pol. 5, 11,29. Hencu,, ^,fathership, Lat.
paternitas., a, ov, Trag., but also ,
ov, Eur. Hel. 222, as mostly in Att.

prose, cf. however Andoc. 26, 45 •

(). — Of, from, established by

forefathers, Lat. patrius, Pind. 0. 2,

26, N. 2, 9, Trag. (though they more
freq. use, q. v, sub fin.),

Plat., etc. : hence hereditary, custom-

ary, lo7)g- established,, it is an ancient custo7n among



them, Ar. Eccl. 778, Xen. Hell. 7, 1,

3 : Tu, manners, customs, in-

stitutions ofancestors, Lat. inslituta ma-
jorum, Kara , Ar. Ach.
lOOO, Xen. Cyr. , 7, 1, etc. ; opp. to

napa tu tt., Plat. Polit. 296 C ; ttol-, to

serve the state as our fathers before

us, Isocr. 46 E. Adv. -, Joseph.,, poet. fern, of,
of one^s fathers, , ala,, one^sfather-land, country, freq.

in Horn. ; but he also uses
alone as subst., like, 11. 5, 213,

Od. 9, 34, etc. ; so too Hdt. 3, 140,

and freq. in Att. ; Hes. only has -, and that only in Scut.

1, 12 : . ?, one's native city,

Find. O. 10 (11), 45. Proverb., -' iv' uv}; Ar. Plut. 1151.
^, , 6,{) one of

the same country, a fellow-countryman.

Ales. Incert. 74 ; but the wora was
A ong. only used wUh regard io foreign-

ers, whereas Greeks were fellow-citi-

zens {'/), cf. Poll. 3, 54 : hence
.—, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2,

26 : Plat, however uses the word
quite generally, Legg. 777 D ; and, by
a metaph.. Soph, calls the mountain
Cithaeron, the Taroiur^^f of Oedipus,

O. T. 1091 ; and Plut. calls the The-
ban Bacchus his , 2,

671 C. Hence, , , of, belonging to

a or, Arist. Oec.

2, 4, 1, Dicaearch. ap. Steph. B. s. v..,, fem. from-
; .=, Eur. Heracl.

755 : 7., one's own country's

dress, Luc. Scyth. 3.

\'.3, a, , Pairobas, masc.
pr. n., N. T., b, epith. ofNeptune,
perh.=sq., Plut. 2,730 E.,,{, *() of
one's fathers, ancestral, v. 1. for•' (q. v.), , Soph.
Ant. 938., ov, {,)
late word for sq., ov,{,)
given by a father, Luc. Tragop. 268., adv., {) from or

after a father, e. g. -, to accost him as his father's

son, U. 10, 68, cf. Hdt. 3, 1, T'huc. 7,

69 ; 7.,
to have one's name inscribed on a ta-

blet as the son of such a father, Hdt. 6,

14, cf. 8, 90 ; so too, , to

write one's name adding that of one's

father, tribe, and township. Plat.

Ij€gg. 753 C :—also, comingfrom, sent

by one's father, ., Aesch.
Ag. 1508 ;

—
. , a father's

curse, Id. Theb. 841., , , a father's

sister, aunt, Q. Sm. 10, 58., ov, 6, a father's

brother, uncle, II. 21, 469, Od. 13, 342,

Hes. Th. 501 ; also and.. ov, moved by afather.\, , , the Pairoclea,

the 16th book of the Iliad, which de-

scribes the death of Patroclus, Ael.

V. H. 13, 14.\'.?., , 6, Patroclides,

an Athenian public speaker, Ar. Av.

790.

iTlaTpoK/.., ,='.?,,
Theocr. 15, 140; from wh. oblique

cases come in Horn., though he has
not nom., v. sub.—2. a

wealthy Athenian, who affected a

Spartan mode of living, esp. in neg-
lect of bathing, Ar. Plut. 84.-3. an
Athenian, nephew of Socrates, Plat.

Euthyd.— 4. a king archon in the

time of the thirty tyrants, Isocr. 372 A.
—5. a Lacedaemonian, father of Tan-
talus, Thuc. 4, 75.—Others in Xen.
Hell. 6, 5, 38,= npo«/.7}f,- Dem. ; etc.

'.?., , , Patroclus, fson
of Menoetius and Sthenelef, the friend

of Achilles, Horn., esp. II. : he has
the oblique cases, gen.,
ace., voc. ;

but there is no nom.7^ or

-7..\'.7., , the island of
Pa?roc/us, a small island near Sunium,
Paus. 1,1,1: also called'.7., Strab. p. 398., ov, {,)
taking care of his father, Nonn., , to murder one's

father, Aesch. Cho. 909 : and, , , murder of a fa-
ther, parricide, Plut. Rom. 22, etc.

:

from, ov, {, -
vu) murdering one's father, parricidal,

Trag., as Aesch. Theb. 752, etc.;

-, vengeance on a parricide,

Soph. Fr. 624 : but, je?p
is (strangely) a father's murdering

haad in Eur. I. T. 1083.—II. propa-

rox.,, ov, pass., slain by

a father./,, , {, 67.-

/) parricide, jac. . . ..,, ,{, -) mother's father, Luc. Alex. 58 :

., a grandmother. Lye. 502., ov, 6, pater mystarum
Bacchi, Inscr.), ,{) to

rule like a father

:

—pass, to be under a

fatherly or patriarchal government,

Plat. Legg. 680 E, Plut. Dicn. 10., , , the authority of
a : a father's power, Luc.
Dem. Encom. 12 : and, , , of or tike a

or : -
(sc. -£ji'?/)=foreg.. Plat. Legg. 927

: from, ov, {, )
strictly, ruling as a father, Plut. 2, 795
F :

—

01, at Sparta, the

great council, after the reform of Cle-

omenes, answering to the earlier -, Paus. 2, 9, 1 ; cf Bockh
Inscr. 1, p. 006, Miiller Dor. 3, 7, <i 8., ov,{, -) handed down, inheritedfrom
one's fathers, Dion. H. 5, 48., ,{,) a

father's father, Pind. P. 9, 144, N. 6,

29.
^7, , , {, -

7.) one'S father'S town, Antiph. Philo-
mel. 1, ubi V. Meineke.)^, , , a parricide., , {,)
reft of one's father, fatherless, Aesch.
Cho. 253.,, , paternity, dub., ov, , {, -
)) one who beats his father, Sext.
Emp. p. 298. Hence, , , beating of one's

father, Sext. Emp. p. 298., , a sole-

heiress, opp. to a coheiress, Hdt. 6, 57,

cf. Ruhnk. Tim. :—in Dor.
for, and in Att.7.., poet, , b,{,) the murderer of one's

father, Od. 1,299; 3, 197., ov, {,)
parricidal,, Aesch. "Theb. 783;

,. Or. 193 :— ., a parri-
cide. Plat. Legg. 869 B., ov, o,=foreg.. Soph.
O. T. 1441 : also as fem., Soph. Tr.
1125., , , also, a
step-father, like, a step-
mother : also., o,=foreg.
tHarpw, off, , Patro, a daughter

of Thespius, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.

1,~,<\..,1\\\.,
Philostr., etc., Dor. a, ov, poet.,

esp. Ep., lengthd. form of

(q. v.), in Hom., Hes., and Ion. prose.,, . Patron, masc.
pr. n., Paus. 10, 33, 3 ; etc.,,,=^, Plut.
Fab. 13., or -via, , , the Lat.
patronatus, Dion. H. 2, 10., the Lat. patrocinari,

to be a patron, Inscr., , , of, peculiar to,

like a.. ov, b, theljat. patronus,
Welcker Syll. Epig. 135, 7., , {,)
to name after a father. Hence, , , a name taken
from one's father, a patronymic, as/^ is the patronymic of Achil-
les, '., of Agamemnon, etc.

Hence, , , of, belonging
to one's father's name, formed after it :

TO . (sc. jia)=oeg. Adv. -., ov,{,):
in Aesch. Pers. 146 - —

., as adv., by
the father's side orfamily., a, ov, also . ov : poet,
and Ion., Dor. a, ov,
which form only is used in Horn.,
Hes., and Hdt. ; the former, or Attic
form, is first found in Theogn. and
Pind. : {). Of a father, coming
or inherited from him, Lat. paternus,

freq. in Horn., Pind., and Att.
;, Hdt. 9, 27, cf 1, 41 ;

yala, one's father-land, like,. Od. 13, 188, etc. ; so,, Pind. P. 4, 516, and Att.

;

7., Xen. An. 1, 7, 6; .,
hereditary glory. Id. Hell. 7, 5, 16 ; 77., 7.. Plat. Charm. 157 E,
Legg. 923 D, etc. ; , one's

patrimony, Arist. Pol. 5, 4, 4 ;
——

.

, tutelary gods of a family or
people, as Apollo at Athens, Soph.
Phil. 933, Plat. Euthyd. 302 D ; Ju-
piter among the Dorians, Id. Legg.
391 E, cf Lob. Aglaoph. 1, 769, 1206,
1238.

—

, and -
seem often to be used quite

as synon. ; but the ancients dis-

tinguished them, as,, de-

scending from father to son, as prop-
erty, fortune ;, that handed
down from one's forefathers, as man-
ners, customs, institutions :,
esp. of hereditary friendships and
feuds, Ammon. s. v., A. B. p. 297,
30 ; Hermann hoviever distinguishes
thus,, quae sunt patris, -, qriae a patre veniutit,,
qualia patris sunt, v. ad Elmsl. Med.
420, and Eur. Bacch. 1302 ; cf also
Eilendt Lex. Soph. s. v. [Seidl.

Dochra. p. 101 maintains, against
Pors. Hec. 80, that the is some-
times short in Eur.], ;,^, a step

father, Plut. Cleom. 11, Arat. 41., , gen. and , ace
and ', in plur. only of 3d decl{)=,

' deA^Of, an uncle by the father's side
'
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Lat. palruus, Hdt. 2, J 33, etc.; opp.

to^, one by the mother's side.\7, , Fattala, a city of

India, Strab. p. 701, in 7.>,
Vi'y >1' Pattalcne, a district of India,

1(1. p. 700 stjq., Alt. for., ov, , stag in his

second year, when hi.s horns begin to

shoot, a pricket, Lat. subulo, (from the

likeness of his horns to),
Arist. H. A. 9, 5, 4.

UurraAof, 0, , Att. for-.
II , , (,) rest, a resttng-

poinf, stop, end, pause. Soph. O. C 88,

and Plat. ; c. gen., .,,
rest from them. Soph. Phil. 1329, Tr.

1255 ;. Plat. Phacdr. 245 C
;

etc. ; ovK iv', there

seemed to be no end of if, Thuc. 6,

CO ; recreation, amusement.—II. a bring-

ing to an end : means of stojtpiyig, Xen.
An. 5, 7. 32.. 7, , the Rom. fem. n.,

Paula. A nth.

tnau/iiOf, ov, , the Rom. Pauli-

nus, A nth.,, 6, the Rom. n. Paulus,

Paul, esp. the distinguished apostle

of the Gentiles, N. T.*,=, with the freq.

interchange of and ; it remains in

Lat. paulus.

fllrttSi'a, 7/, Pauna, a city of the
Samnites, Strab. p. 250.

or -kc, adv., like,
few times, seldom, as some read in

Theogn. 857. [pa],, pecul. poet. fem. of

Tiovpoc, for, Nic. Th. 210.. a, ov, poet, for,
little, of time, Hes. Op. 132 : neut.

'travpiSiov, as adv., a very little. []-. -, {,) of
few words, Anth. P. 7, 713.. a, ov, though the fem. is

never used m Hom., or Hes. ; little,

sjnall,/, Hes. Op. 536 : .,
Pind. . 13, 138 ; .. Id. P. 9,

43; and Att.:—of time, short, Hes.
Op. 324: but—2. usu. in plur., of

number, /<?!(', Hom., Hes., etc. ;•, Paid. . 11,26:—with a

collective subst.,7r. -,/) people,

11. 2, 675 ; opp. to, II. 9, 333,

Od. 2, 241, Ar., etc. :—the compar., fewer, is not unfreq. in

Hom.—3. neut. pi. as adv.,

seldom, Hes. Th. 780.

—

is

qnother form : but both are poet.,' being the jirose word. (Cf., /-, and Lat. paulus and
paucus.), ov, {,)
stilling the wind,, Aesch. Ag.
215. [a], ov, 6,{,) one

who allays sorrow. Soph. Fr. 765 ; like.[, ov, . Ion. -,. Pausanlas, son of Cleombrotus,
brother of Leonidas, leader of the

Spartans in the battle at Plataeae,

Hdt. 4, 81 ; Thuc. 1, 132.—2. son of

king Plistoanax, grandson of foreg.,

a king in Sparta during the Pelopon-
nesian war, Thuc. 3, 26 ; Xen. etc.

—3. an Athenian, a friend of the poet

Agatho, Plat. Symp. ; Xen.— 4. the

celebrated traveller, and author of a

description of Greece, Ael. V. H. 12,

61.— Others in Dem. Ep. ; etc., ov, 6, Pausias, a cele-

brated painter of Sicyon, Paus. 2,

27, 3., , ol, the Pausicae, a

people on the Caspian sea, Hdt. 3, 92.
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, , , (,)
sort of round, projecting collar worn

by slaves white grindmg corn or

kneading breau, by way of muzzle,

to prevent them from eating any of

the, Ar. Fr. 287, cf. Interpp.

ad Pac. 20 : also for animals used to

turn a mill : elsewh.. [], ov, (, )

ending pain, , Soph. Fr. 375

;

, Eur. liacch. 772. [], ov,{,) end-

ing the fight, Welcker Syll. Ep. 142.\, , , Pausimachus,
a geographer of Samos, Avien.

—

Others m Ath. ; etc., ov, (, )

curing sickness, Anth. P. append. 234., ov,(,-) stopping drowsiness, in Gramm.
to explain., ov, {, )
ending labour or hardship, Eur. I. T.
451, et ap. Ar. Ran. 1321. []•, , , Pausippus, a

Spartan, Arr. An. 3, 24, 4.

^\\lavpL, , , Pausiris, son of

Amyrtaeus, king of Aegypt, Hdt. 3,

15.,, ,{) a stopping,

ending, relieving.— ll. ( ) a

ceasing, ending, end, LXX., verb. adj. from tfa,
one must stop, put an end to. Plat. Rep.
391 E, etc.—11. from, one

must cease.,, 6,() one who
stops, calms, a reliever,. Soph.
Phil. 1438, cf. El. 304, Alex.'. 1.

Hence, ov, fit for ending or

relieving,, Soph. O. T. 150., , oi',=foreg., ov, {, )
soothing pain.1?, , , like, rest,

II. 2, 386.'2, f.: but no pf. act.

seems to have been used
; fit occurs

in inf., Dem. 478, 7 ; 3

sing,, Antisth. Soph. 183,

22t : impf., in Soph. Ant.

962.—Mid., fut.. Soph. O.

C. 1040, etc. ; though
(Soph. Ant. 91, Tr. 587) is said to be

more Att., v. Piers. Moer. p. 293

:

aor. ;—pass., pf.-
: Hes, Th. 533, and Hdt. 1, 130,

have an Ion. (and perh. old Att.) aor.

pass,, while in later Att.

and pf., are

preferred, cf. Lob. Soph. Aj. 321 :—

a

form .7] is also quoted in A. M.

in Indice. (From Lacon. aor.

for, of which Hesych. quotes

a pres.,, it has been

thought that is the root of the

exclam., and of Lat. pax.)

I. transit, to tnake to end or cease, to

stop, bring to an end, make an end of,

. , i. e. to strike him
dead, II. 21, 314, cf. Od. 20, 274,

Aesch. Ag. 1024, Soph. Ant. 962,

etc. :—more freq. of things, to make
an end of; and of suffering, etc., to

allay, soothe, calm,,,-,, ,, etc.,

Hom. ; . , Eur. Med.
197, etc. ; ., to let one's bow
rest, Od. 21, 279 :—Pass, and mid., to

come to an end, take one's rest, cease,

rest. freq. from Hom. downwds.

;

h, II. 14, 260 ;
v.

infr. 3.—Generally, the mid. denotes
willing, the pass, forced cessation.—
Construction :— 1. c. ace. pers. vel rei

only, V. supra.—2. c. ace. pers. et gen.

rei, to make to rest, stop, hinder, keep
back from a thing, .',??/,, etc.,

Hom.
; II., etc. : -

^-, Od. ; ., to depose one from being
king, Hdt. 1, 123: c. gen. only, ai" , that Jupiter
would make an end of woe ! Od. 4, 35 ;

and in Att., as Soph. El. 798, etc. :

—

so in pass, and mid., to leave, rest

cease from a thing, take or have rest

from..,
,,,,,,,,

etc., Horn., etc. ;, Hdt. 4, 124
;, to be deposed from

office, Hdt. 1, 56, cf. 6, 66; also,, Ar.
Ran. 1531, Eur. El. 1108.-3. c. part.,

to stop a person from doing or being
so and so, . , to

stop him from being first, II. 11, 506 ;,
Hdt. 5, 23 ; and very freq. in Att., I will stop your
talking, etc., cf. ¥alck. Phoen. 1723, '

Jelf Gr. Gr. ' 688 ;—but the inf. was
also used for part, in the oldest Greek,
as, ' •, II. 11, 442, so Hdt. 5, 67 ; 7, 54

;

in Att. the part, was almost universal,
though we have, Aesch. Pr. 248,
CI. Ar. Ach. 634 :—the inf. or part,

must oft. be supplied from context,
as in Hdt. 8, 99 tin. ; and so in most
cases where the ace. only follows.—So in pass, and mid., to leave

off doing or being SO and SO, '
', , when
he stopt playing, II. 22, 502: freq. in
Hdt., and Att.—Theconstruct. of the
pass. c. inf., is rejected by Thom. M.
p. 096, and several modern critics, but
it occurs oft. in later authors, v. SchUf.
Schol. Ap. Rh. 3, 48 :—here too the
part, must often be supplied from the
context, as,,, -, the blood stopt (flowing), the
fire (burning), the wind {blowing), etc.,

Hom. ; so,'
(sc.), Hdt. 2, 135, cf. 7, 9, hn.

II. intr., just like or7,
to cease, leave off,, Od. 4, 659

;, Hes. Sc. 449, cf. Herm. H.
Hom. Cer. 351 : but in Att., so only
in imperat.,, stop ! have done ! be

! Soph. Phil. 1275, Ar. Vesp.
1194. Ran. 122, 269, Plat. Phaedr.
228 ; so,' , Ar. Ach.
864, where the other verbs are plur.^, , , Pauson, an
Athenian, derided by Ar. Ach. 854.—

'.i. a celebrated painter of Athens
in the time of Aristophanes, Ar. Pint.

602; Arist.; etc.— Others in Ath.;
etc.

tna^iOf, a, ov, ofPaphvs, Paphian

:

, the Paphian goddess, epith.

of Venus from her temple in P.,

Theocr. 27, 15., , //, Pnphlagonia,
a province of Asia Minor between
Pontus and Phrygia, Xen. An. 7,

8, 25.

tHaoAnyovt/cof, , 6v, of Paphla-
gonia, Paphlagonian, Xen. An. 5, 4,

13 : ij...,=:, Id. 6,

1, 15.1?., , a Paphlagonian,

in II. always in plur. :—in Ar. Eq. 2,

6, etc., Cleon is represented as a?., doubtless with a play on
II, and III.?, f. -. to bubble, froth,

foam, of the sea in a storm, II. 13,

798 ; of boiling water, Ar. Fr. 423

;

of the wind, to bluster, Emped. 255;



aiso in mid., Antiph. Philoth. 1, 4.—
li. to slammer, stutter, Hipp. —.
metaph. to splutter, fret, fume, of the

angry Cleon. Ar. Pac, 314, Eq. 919,

cf. foreg. (Redupl. form from,
(j)AaivQ, like the kindred?
from ,).) Hence/, , , a bubbling,

frothing, foaming, of the sea, boiling

water, etc.

—

. metaph.,-, spluttering, big words, Ar. Av.

1243., ov, , Paphus, a town in

Cyprus celebrated for its temple of

Venus as early as Od. 8, 363, cf. H.
Van. 59: fStrab., p. 083, calls this\7, and mentions in its

vicinity the later city '(,
founded by Agapenor : its site is

still called Baffo, cf., , poet, for, thick-

ness, Od. 23, 191, cf Nic. Th. 385,

465.

—

. in Od. 8, 187, •, usu. taken as

irreg. compar. for, he took

a quoit larger and thicker : ace. to

others accus. of a subst.

(not found elsewh.), a quoit larger as

to its thickness, [a]

tllu \'/;f ., 6, Paches, a general

of the Atheniansin thePeloponnesian
war. who reduced Miletus, Thuc.
3, 18.. . ov, irreg. superl. of, 11. 16, 314. [], ov, gen., irreg. com-
par. ot., , ,{, ^-)
hoar-frost, rime, Lat. pruina, Od. 14,

476, cf. Plat. Tim. 59 ; also in

plur., .. Plat.

Symp. 188
;, the mould and frost of age,

cornic description of an old man's
gray hair, Incert. ap. Arist. Gen. An.

5, 4. 8:

—

., the clotted

blood of the slaughtered children,

Aesch. Ag. 1512. (Akin to.)
Hence,, . frosty, Nonn., to freeze with hoarfrost ."

impers.,, it is, was
a white frost., ,() to cover with

hoar-frost or rime.— 2. to thicken, make
solid. Pint. 2, 396 B, 736 .— II. nsu.

metaph., like, to strike chill,.. he made his

blood run cold, made it curdle. Has.

Op. 358 : mostly in pass., to be struck

with chill, shiver, shudder,

ijTop. his blood rmis cold

oris curdled within him, II. 17, 112:

later, , .,
Aesch. Cho. 83, Eur. Hipp. 803, ubi

V. Valck., and cf Ruhnk. Ep. Cr.

p. 120., , [,) =., , ,() thickness,

Od. 9, 324; absol.,, in thick-

7iess, Hdt. 4. 81 ; ,
Pind. P. 4, 43G ; ., fatness,

Eur. Cycl. 380 : breadth,,
Thuc. 1, 90 : opp. to.. Plat.

Rep. 523 E, etc., ov,{,) thick-

blooded, Hipp.., ov, thick fingered.. ov.v-'ith thick trees:

thick with trees,, Himer.1(, , to be thick-skinned,

to have a thick skin : and, , , thick-skinned-

ness : a thick skin, Hipp.', ov, (,)
thick-skinned, Arist. Gen. An. 5, 3, 10,

Luc.

, 6, i],{,) with

thick hair. Arist. Gen. An. 5, 3, 10., ov, {,-) thick-stalked, Theophr. [], ov, =,
Eccl., ov, with a thick stalk

or stem., ov, (,)
with stout calves, Ar. Plut. 560., , , a sort of dim. from, thickish, rather coarse: adv.

-, coarsely, rovghly. opp. to-, Arist. Eth. jN. 1, 3, 4. Cf. -
III.,,, thickness ofparts,

Galen. : from, ,(,) con-

sistiui; of thick or coarse parts, Tim.
Locr. 100 E, Plut. 2, 626 A, etc.— II.

metaph., coarse, clumsy, stupid, Strab.,

like III, and?. Adv.

•, Strab., , (,)
to have su-ollen sinews, as in gout., ov, contr. -, ovv,

thick-witted, []. ov, poet, for foreg. [], ov, and T],Pachijnus, the

southeastern promontory of Sicily,

now Cape Passaro, Strab. p. 265 : in

Polyb. 1, 54, also .
[ also in Dion. P. 409, 471.]

', a, ov, of Pachynns,
Pachynian ; and, , , Ath. 4 C.,. ,() thick-

ening. Arist. Meteor. 4, 6, 4., i], , of or fit for
thickening, etc.),() to thicken, to fat-

ten. Plat. Gorg. 518 C, Rep. 343 ;

KOTm> 7', Aesch. Supp. 618, si

vera 1.—Pass, to become thick, of the

skull. Hdt. 3, 12; to grow fat. Ar.

Ach. 791 ; to be swolleji., Mel.
120 ; to be enlarged, of the sun in a

mist, Dion. P. 35; metaph.., wealth ' that has

waxed fai,' Xesch. Theb. 771.—Phi-
lostr. and Galen, have a pf pass.. [],, 6, , thick-footed.. ov, with thick rods or

stripes : better., , , , thick-nosed,

better^.^, ov, thick-rooted.^, ov. thick-snouted.'', tta, , thick, large, .itout,.,, Horn., always in

good signf, of large, stout limbs ; so,

-. . Has. Opp. 495 : also, .
.. a large, heavy, stone, II. 12. 446 ;

. . Od. 22, 18; ., Hes. Op. 507 ; .,
Ar. Nub. 59 ; of linen, thick, coarse,

opp. to.. Plat. Crat. 389 B.—
2. of the con.'^istenca of a mass, thick,

curdled, clotted, opp. to thin and
liquid,, II. 23, 697.-3. later, fat,

opp. to, ., Ar. Ach.
766 ; ., rich land, Lat. pinguis

terra, Xen. Oec. 17, 8.

—

i. generally,

great, .,, Ar. Lvs. 23,

Eccl. 1048.— II. in Hdt. 5,30, 77, etc.,. are the men of substance,

the wealthy ; so in Ar. Eq. 1139, Vesp.

287, Pac. 639 : in Hesych. oi-.— III. in prose, thick-witted, dull,

stupid, like Lat. pinguis, crassus, opp.

to, .. —
., Ar. Nub. 842 ;, too dull for the arts, Hipp.

;

. , Philostr. :

—

, to croak hoarsely, Arat. 953.

—IV. proverb.,, of a lewd woman, v.-

Ti^ffj;.—-V. Adv.-ecjf : whence compar.-^-. Plat. Pout. 294 E,
295 A.— VI. compar., ov, Od.
6, 230, etc.;, ov. Arat.; cf.

II :—Superl., II.

16, 314 ; regul. and', post-Hom. (From,.) [^^}, , {,)
thick-legged, Poeta ap. Plut, 2, 1101 F., , to speak broad or
roughly, Strab. ; and, , . broadness of
pronunciation, Strab. ; from, ov, (,)
wide-mouthed, of a drinking cup, He-
nioch. Gorg. 1.— II. metaph., speaking

broad or roughly, Strab. : but Schnei-
der prefers-.

—corrupt read-
ing in Antn. P. 9, 227 : Br.,
Jacobs., , , () thick-

7tess, of stalks, skin, etc., Hdt. 4, 74,

173 : the thick part or sediment of

liquor, lb. 23.—II. thickness of wit,

dulness. []., ov, thick-necked,

Geop.,,=:./., ov, (,)
with a thick rind or bark, Diosc., ov, gen. ,=-.., ov,(, .,)
thick-leaved., ef,=sq., Leon. Tar.
1, e conj. Reisk.,, ov, (,)
thick-lipped, Arist. H. A. 4, 4, 7., ov, (, ?)
with thick juices, Theophr. : also., ov, , Lacon. for,, blood-relation.^/, , the Pencalas, a river

of Phrygia, Paus. 8, 4, 3., Dor. and Aeol. for,
Pind. ; less correctly , Bockh
V. 1. Pind. P. 5. 47 ; but v. Buttm.
Ausf Gr ^ 117 Anm. 8, n.. Ep. for, 3 sing. pres.

from TTfi^au, Od... and Ion. impf from, Od. [], ov. Dor. and Aeol. for

(), caught in its flight

or by pursuit., Dor. and Aeol. for•, Eur. Phoen. 1027, etc., ov. Dor. and Aeol. for; Aesch. Cho. 589.

or, ov, v,

sub., Aeol. and Dor. for•, Pind. . 12, 18., , , () like-
:— growing low, short, little, Lat.

humilis, Nic. Th. 226, 289., ov, Aeol. and Dor. for

(q. v.),, Aesch.
Cho. 590, e conj. Stanl. : the old

reading is. supposed to

be a Dor. and Aeol. form, deriv. from,=. which at all events
should be. []. ov, , Pedaritus, son
of Leon, a leader of the Lacedaemo-
nians, Thuc. 8, 28, sqq.. ov, Aeol. and Dor. for-, Aesch. Pr. 269, etc.. Aeol. and Dor. for-
rat•}, Pind. . 10, 115., or, Aeol. for,
Sappho, dub., ov, gen., in Pind.

P. 8, 103, has been usu. taken as

Dor. and Aeol. for, wise too
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late : but it is now read',
with the foolish.(5 , f.- : Ep. and Ion.

impt., Od. 23, 353 : {).
Strictly, to bind with fetters ; general-

ly, to bind, fasten,, Od. 21, 391
;

to bind, shackle, trammel, hinder,, II. 23, 585, cf. Pind. P.

6, 32, N. 5, 49; so, ., II. 13,

435; . , Od. 13, 168;

C. dupl. ace, ' ,
Od. 23, 17 : in Horn. esp. of a Deity

overruling a mortal's will,',-
,, , . ace. pers.,

11. 4, 517 ; 19, 94, Od. 23, 353 ; of sleep.

Soph. Aj. 676 : also c. inf ,"
uelvat uolp', fate chained

Hector to the spot, U. 22, 5, cf Od.

3, 269 ; 18, 155 ; so, c. gen. pro inf, as

with, ' -, Od. 4, 380
(unless here the gen. be confined to, q. V.) :

— rare in prose, ., Hdt. 6, 23 ;
''. Plat. Tim. 71 .,, . Dor. and Aeol.

for,' ., rearing

horse., , ,=, dub. in

Theophr., Aeol. and Dor. for, to follow, ensue, Pind. N.
7, 109., Dor. and Aeol. for,
Sappho 19., contr., Ion. for,
post-Hom., , , () a fetter, Lat.

pedica, compes, usu. in plur., for

horses, II. 13, 36; for men, fSol. 15,

33t, Theogn. 539 ; , a

pair of fetters, Hdt. 7, 35;, to put one in fetters, Hdt.

5, 77 ; ai, kv Tyat, lb.

;

. Plat. Legg. 882 :

—in sing., of the poisoned robe, Soph.
Tr. 1057.— II. a term of the menage,
amode of breaking in a horse, Xen. Eq.

3, 5 ; 7, 13 and 14, cf. Sturz. Lex.
Xen., Herm. Opusc. 1, p. 73, sq., =, Nic. Th.
729., , =, very dub., , , () one iiho

fetters, a hinderer, Anth. P. 9, 756., nv, 6,( pass.), one

fettered, a prisoner, Ar. Fr. 720., a, ov, v. sq., , , () of the

plain, dwelling on the plain, opp. to

mountaineers, maritime people, etc.

:

—oi, in Arist. Pol. 5, 5, 9,

the partu of the plain, i. e. those who
opposed Peisistratus, called oi

by Hdt. I, 59 ; o'l by
Plut. Solon 13 ; also oi,, and. — Cf. II,-.,, pecul. poet. fern, of,^=, flat, even, )', Hdt.

4, 43, 47, etc.
; . (sc.yij), Id. 9,

122 : .,, rind. P. 5,

123, Eur. Rhes. 283.—II. on or of the

plain,. Soph. Ant. 420 : -,
an army in the open field, i. e. a battle

ore a fair field. Soph. Tr. 1058.

fflftJiuf ,. , Pedias, daughter
of Menys of Lacedaemon, Apollod. 3,

14, 5.—II. an Attic deme ace. to Plut.

Themist. 14., ov,= :
—-

is quite a late form.il, , oi, contd.,
Pedies, a citv of Phocis on the Cephi-
sus, Hdt. 8,'83., , 6, Pedieus, masc.
pr. n., an Athenian archon, Diod. S.

;

others in Dion. H. ; etc.
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I ,, , =, q. v.

;

I

in Diog. L. 1, 58, a dweller in the plain

:

'. oi, v..
j

,() like, tofetter., ,(,) consist-

ing of or abounding in plains, Aesch.
Pers. 566, where the usu. reading

should be separated,-.
J

, , ,() of a plain
or surface, ., iand-measur-
ing, Strab.,,, mostly in plur. (as
always in Hom. and Hes.), sandals, a
pair of sandals, put on by persons go-
mg out, like : made of ox-
hide, Od. 14, 23, etc. ; adorned with
gold, II. 24, 341, Od. 1, 97.— II. any
covering for the foot, shoes : also, boots,

brogues, ., Hdt.
7, 67 ;

., lb. 75.—III. tie for cows
at milking time ; cf..—
IV. metaph.,', i. e. to write in Doric
rhythm, Pind. 0.3,9: also, >', to have one's foot

in this shoe, i. e. to be in this condi-
tion or fortune, lb. 6, 11, ubi v. Don-
alds. (From, q. v.),, , , () flat, level,, Hdt. 7, 198, and Xen.—II. of
the plain, opp. to,, Xen.
Cyn. 5, 17., adv. () from the

plain orfleld., , , dim. from.,,,() plain,flat,
open couyitry, a field or succession of
fields, freq. from Hom. and Hes.
downwds. : they have it both of cul-

tivated fields and battle-fields : Hom.
uses it almost always in sing., though
we find plur. in II. 12, 283, Hes. Op.
386, as mostly in Att. : ,
the oceaM-plains, Lat. Neptunia prala,

aequora ponti, Valck. Phoen. 216, cf.

Aesch. Fr. 142.—2. in Att., the sing.

is used of some particular plain, -
., Soph. . C. 1312 ; esp. the

plain of Attica, Thuc. 2, 55, Fsae. 53,

5, cf. sub.—II. the bones be-

hind the toes, Lat. metatarsi.— III. pu-
denda muliebria, Ar. Lys. 88. Cf.-. Hence, adv., to the plain fields,

II. 11,492, etc., ov, (,)
dwelling in plains, ., the rural

deities, gods of the country, Aesch.
Theb. 272.

^, in a corrupt pas-

sage, Aesch. Theb. 83, where Seidl.

Dochm. p. 187, ^,
hoof-stricken plains : aliter Dind., q. v., ov, very dub. for., ov, (,) hav-

ing a plain, hence level, flat, used by
Schol. (Soph. O. C. 691, with s. q.)

to explain., ,(,) like a
plain, level, v. foreg.ilv7, ov, , Pednelissus, a
city of Pisidia, Strab. p. 570 : hence,, b, an inhab. ofP.,
Polyb. 5, 72, 1., ov, gen.. Dor. for, (,) walking
upon earth, of the earth, Aesch. Cho.
591. [a],,, , ()=-, Nic. Th. 662., adv., () from the

ground, like, Hes. Th. 680,

Eur. Tro. 98 -.—from the bottom, Pind.
O. 7, 112; metaph.,, who are dear to theefrom
the bottom of thy heart, Od. 13, 295

;

from the beginning, Pind. I. 5 (4), 48

:

cf Nake Choeril. p. 107.

(not, cf. sub ),
adv., on the ground, (m earth, Aesch.
Pr. 272., Aeol. and Dor. for •

: from, ov, Aeol. and Dor. for, Aesch. Fr. 45., ov, b, (, /)
lying on the ground, Anth. P. 6, 102., ov, TO, the ground, earth, H.
Hom. Cer. 455, then freq. in Pind.,
and Att. poetry, only being
used in prose ;

vvvai, Aesch. Ag. 909; ,
having fallen to earth. Id. iiuni. 479,
cf Soph. El. 747 ; so,^,
Eur. I. A. 39, etc., v. Dind. Aesch.
Pr. 749 :

— also, , to
trample to earth, Id. Ag. 1357; ^. Id. Cho. 044 :

—

never used in plur., Elmsl. Bacch.
585. (Of same origin as: for

the Dor. altered the inflections gen.,, etc. into,-, etc., whence, and
Lat. pes, pedis, akin to, and-, q. V.) Hence, adv., to the grmtnd, earth-

wards, II. 13, 796, Od. 11, 598, Soph.
Tr. 786., adv.,== foreg., Eur. Bacch.
137, 599., , (,)
digging the earth, Nonn., , {,)
treading the earth, opp. to,
Aesch. Supp. 1000;,, Eur.
Med. 1123, Hel. 1516; .,.
Rhes. 763.—2. on foot, opp. to-
/., Aesch. Pers. 127., ,(,) fed
on by earth, Nonn., , (, )
wearing away the ground, Nonn.-, , b and , (,) wearing outfetters, comic epith.

of good-for-nothing slaves, like •,, Lat. furcifer, Luc.
Saturn. 8., ov. Dor. = ;

dub.,, b,() a good-for-

nothing slave, like, hence
: cf.^, b, for

Dor. for, Theocr. Ep.
17, 5., ov, (,)
digging the soil, Anth. P. 10, 101., , , the foot, orig. Dor. and
Arcad. for, Anth. P. 12, 176:—
usu. metaph., the bottom or end of a
body, ^ ), on
the pole at the very etid, II. 24, 272

:

also, ., the pole-end, Eust.

:

—in a garment, the hem, tuck, border,

Ap. Rh. 4, 46, Anth. P. 6, 287.—II.

round fishing-net, Opp. H. 3, 83., ov, b,(,-) afoot-javelin-man, Polyb. 3, 72,2., ov, (,) lead-

ing infantry or a land-army : 7.,

leader offoot, Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 41., ov, (,)
trafficking by land, Strab., oi, (,) the

foot-guards in the Macedon. army, the

horse-guards being called simply-, Dem. 23, 2, Plut. Flamin. 17 ; cf.

Thirlw. Hist, of Gr. 5, p. 179.,, , infantry, foot., , , able to walk, go-

ing on foot ; . , opp. to,, Arist. Gen. An. 1, 1, 5:
from, () to go or travel on



. foot, walk, opp. to riding or driving,^, Eur. Ale.

869, cf. Jac. A. P. pi 592.-2. to go or

tTavd by land, opp. to going by sea,

Xen. An. 5, 5, 14; ai,
land-forces, Arist. Pol. 7, 6, -8 : c. ace.

cognato, 7., Strab. : ., of Xerxes at the Helles-
pont, Isoer. 58 E.

^, V. sub IV.

•,, , ,{) on foot ot by
land, belonging to a walker, or foot-sol-

dier,~ S"., Plat. Legg.
753 : 7. ^, infantry, or simply
«it army, opp. to a fleet, dub. 1. in a
Fr. of Aesch. : also, -., Thu&.
6, 33 ; 7, 16 (but Bekk. :) ; or -6

K., Xen. ; .. Plat. Legg. 753 B.

—The old Gramm. condemn the use

of this word in prose for, v. Ar*
nold Thuc. 6, 33.,, and,, , a kind

o{fungus mthout a stalk, Theophr. ap.

Ath. 62.,, ^,=^, Ar. Fr. 409,, , ,^=. []3, , {,), to walk the sea, v. 1. Anth.

P. 9, 551., Dor. for -, ov, ,(,,) strictly, one who shouts

the battle-cry on foot ; hence, a foot-

soldier, Pind. N. 9, 81.), , to write prose: from, ov, (,)
writing prose : 7., a prose-ioriter., , ij, {,)
hunting, as opp. to fishing. Hence, ,, belonging to -

; - . = foreg.. Plat. Soph.
220 .%,= : from7^,, ,(, /.)='.', ,(2.) to speak

or ivrite in prose. Hence, , , a speaking or

writing in prose.', adv., in prose.-, ov,(,) speak-

ing ov writing iti prose., ,() fight
on foot: to fight by land, opp. to vav-, Hdt. 3, 45, Ar. Vesp. 685,

Thuc, etc., ov, 6, =,
Pind. P. 2, 121. [] Hence.,, a battle ofinfantry

:

a battle by land, opp. to, Hdt,
8, 15, Thuc. 1, 23, etc., ov, (,)
fighting on foot or by land, Luc. Ma-
crob. 17., , , {,)
belonging to grazing or pasturage : .
(so.), grazing, Plat. Polit.

264 E, cf. 265 C., ov,(,) dwell-

ing on land, commanding by layid, opp.

to, Aesch. Pers. 76., , to go on foot or by

land, Xen. Hipparch. 4, 1, Luc. Alex.

53 : from, ov, (,)
going on foot, Mel. 80 ; .,
Anth. P. 9, 304., , , (,,)
on foot, walking, Hom., who oft. op-

poses, fighters on foot, to'.
: in Hdt. is some-

times /ooz-soWiery, opp. to , as

I, 80 ; 4, 128 ; sometimes a land-army,

opp. to ]. Id. 4, 97, etc. : also,

. (sc.), 3, 25 ; and ,
7, 81 ; for which, later, is

also found.—II. on land, going or trav-

elling by land, Horn. (esp. in Od.),-, opp. to tv VTjt, Od. II, 58;
72

hence also , cf. supra.

—

III.

metaph. of language, not rising above

the ground, prosaic, opp. to poetic, and
so, ., like Lat. oralio jxdeslris,

prose, cf. IV. 2.—2. hence also of the

lower comic poetry, as opp. to the

loftier style of tragic and lyric, as

Horace calls his satires sermoni pro-

piora, and repentes per humum.—3. in

music, like, of either vocal or

instrumental music, without the accom-

paniments of the other. Soph. Fr. 15.

—

4. so, , and ih Plat.

(Com.) Symm. 12, , com-

mon courtesans, opp. to -
or: — v. Ellendt

Lex, Soph, in voc.—IV. dat. fem.-
^, as adv.,— 1. (sub. o<5w). on foot or

by land, usu. the latter, Hdt. 2, 159,

Thuc, etc. ; ), to follow

by land. Hdt, 7, 110, 115 : so too, ret, Thuc. 4, 12,—2, in prose,^. Plat, Soph. 237 A., , (,)
like prose.,{,), ,
a gown reaching to the feet ; or, better,

act.,, having a tuck or bor-

der, Aesch. Fr, 226 ; v... Dor. for , , like for

f), ov., , f. 1. for ; also f. 1.

for, Od. 5, 289., ov, 6, Pithagoras, a
seer, Arr. An. 7, 18.\, Ion. , , lon.^
foreg., a tyrant of Selinus in Sicily,

Hdt. 5, 46., , ,(,)
compulsion under the disguise ofpersua-
sion or request, Polyb. 22, 25, 8, cf.

Cic. Att. 9, 13:—the Thessalian and
Spartan became prover-
bial, Wyttenb. Ep. Cr. p. 196.,, etc., f. 1.

for-., , , . Ion. /'/-,{, ,) obeying men,
obedient, Aesch. Ag. 1639. [], , f -,()
to obey one in authority; generally,

be obedient,. Soph. Tr. 1178, Eur.,
etc. ; , Ar. Eccl. 762, etc.

:

—the mid. is used in the same signf.

by Hdt. 5, 91. Hence, ^,=sq., Euseb., , , obedience, Aesch.
Theb. 224, Soph. Ant. 676 : and, , , obeying readily,

obedient, Arist. Eth. N. 1, 13, 18 : from, ov, (,)
obeying one in authority, obedient, ., Aesch. Pers. 374., Aeol. for, Sappho., ov,() obedient,

obsequious, , to one, Anth. : in

Eccl., having faith.—II. act. persuad-
ing, convincing, Wem. Tryph. 455., ov,{,) obe-

dient to the rein, of a horse, Flut. 2,

592 : generally, obedient, lb. 90 B,
etc.—II. act. that makes obedient,-, lb. 369 C.^, , , Pithianassa,

an attendant of Semele, Nonn., , , Pithias, a Corcy-
rean, a friend of the Athenians, Thuc.
3,70.?, 6, 1. e. '.?., Pi-
tholas, a Thessalian, Dem. 1376, 5., , , a form of,
against analogy, in 1 Cor. 2, 4.2, to per.<niade, Hom.. and
Has. : fut., Hom. : aor. 1-

(of which Hom. has only opt.-, Od. 14, 123) : aor. 2, in

Hom. never in indie, and always with
Ep. redupl.,,,-

,, etc.,, .. 275 ; pf..—Mid. and pass., to obey, Hom. : fut.-
(just like the fut. of ),

Hom. : aor. 2,,
Hes, ; imperat,, Hes. ; inf. -, Hom. ; and redupl. in opt.,, II. 10. 204. — Intr. tenses
of act., in pass> signf., pf. 2,
Horn., and Hes.. Ion. plqpf.,
Od. 4, 43^ ; 8, 181, syncop. 1 pi.--, II. 2, 341 ; 4, 159 : in same
signf. pf pass,, an imperat.

in Aesch. Eum. 599 :—Pind.
also uses a part. aor. 2=-, P. 3, 50 ; and in same
signf., I. 3 (4), fin. ; but Herm. alters

both passages, to avoid the solecism.
—As if from a collat. form,
Hom. has a fut. and part. aor., both intr. (the latter also in

Pind. P. 4, 194, Aesch. Cho. 619);
but the redupl. subj. aor.,
transit., II. 22, 223 : is also

in Hes, (With,, cf.

Lat. fido, fides.)

I. act. to prevail upon, win over by
any fair means, esp. by words, to talk

over, persuade,, oft. in Horn., who
oft. adds,,

: later usu. c. ace. pers.,

. Tivu, Pind. O. 2, 144, Trag.,
etc. ; c. ace. pers. et inf., II. 22, 223,.

etc. ; in prose also, . -, etc., Hdt. 6, 5; . ,.
Thuc. 5, 76: , per-
suade myself, am persuaded, believe,
like. Plat. Gorg. 453 A, etc.

:

^'req. in part.,, by persuasion,

i. e. by consent of the other party, by
fair means, opp. to kv 7.. Soph.
Phil. 102, cf. 612 ; , hav-
ing obtained the city's consent, Id.

0. C 1298 ; oi), without con-
sent obtained,—but, , unless
by leave. Plat. Legg. 844 E, Aeschin.,

.

etc. :—in impf., to endeavour to per-
suade.— II. special usages :—I. to talk

over, mislead by cunning, lead into ill, .

merely euphem. for cheat, betray, 11.

1, 132, Od. 2, 106, etc.—2. to move, pre-
vail on by entreaty, II. 24, 219, Od. 14,
363.—3. to soften, appease, propitiate,

make one's friend, II. 1, 100; 9, 112,
Hes. Sc. 450, and so in Att. ; and thus
too in bad signf., . , to

bribe, Hdt. 8, 134 ; so, . or, Id. 8, 4 ; 9, 33 ; proverb.,, Hes. Fr. 87 (ap. Plat.

Rep. 390 E) ; so, later, ,
alone, Lys. 110, 13.—4. to move, im-
pel, stir up,, II. 15, 26.—5. to

bring to obedience, make to obey, II. 9,

345.—6. c. dupl. ace, ,
to persuade one of a thing, first, in
Hat. 1, 163; so, -
va, Aesch. Ag. 1212 ; also c. ace. rei

only, to carry, establish a point, . pfj-. Id. Supp. 615 ; ' a. Soph. . C. 1442 ; cf. infra II. 3.

B. Pass, and mid., to be moved by
fair means, esp. by words, to be won
over, prevailed on, persuaded to comply,
very freq. in Hom., usu. absol. : also
Att., esp. in imperat., or -, listen, yield, Herm. Soph. El.
1003 ; he explains by sine tibi

persuaderi, by obedi, implying
immediate compliance, cf, Ellendt
voc, sub fin.—2. , to

listen to one, obey him, freq, from
Hom. downwds. ; , II, ;
788, also sometimes c, dupl. dat,,, .. , 1, 150; 23,
157

;
, to yield to, bend

under old age, . 23, 645 : so,-
pf] , to comply with the
custom of eating, sad though the
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meal be, . 23, 48 : but,, to comply with night's invita-

tion to sleep, U. 8, 502 ; 9, 65 : also

with adj. iieut., , to

obey in all things, Od. 17, 21, cf. Jl. 1,

289 ; 20,4 (where is usu.

wrongly explained as pass. I'or -), 11. 4, 93 ; 7, 48, Hdt. G,

100, etc. ; so soinctunes in Att., as,, Valck. Hipp.
1288 :—lor the dat., Hdt. sometimes
has the gen., , 1, 12G,

ubi V. Bahr, 5, 29, 33 ; so also Thuc.
7, 73, cf. Matth. Gr. Gr. S^ 3G2 : the

gen. occurs as v. 1. in 11. 10, 57.—3.-, to believe or tnt^t in a

thing, be persuaded of it, Hoin. USU.

with : C. int., to believe that..,

Od. IG, 192, Hdt. 1, 8, etc. : later also

sometunes with an adj. neut.,, ., Hdt.

2, 12; 8, 81 ; so c. dat. pers.,}, Hdt. G, 100 ;-, Ar. Thesin. 592 ;' , do not

take this on your word, Plat. Phaedr.

235 B.— II. intr. 2 pf., inf., to trust, rely on, have con-

fidence in, c. dat. pers. vel rei, Horn.,

and Hes. ; c. dat. pers. et inf., II. 13,

90, Od. IG, 71 : absoL, -, that you may feel confidence, II. 1,

524, Od. 13, 344; also c. inf. only,' . I
trust to win this fame, Soph. Aj. 7G9 ;,
Hdt. 9, 88 ; , daring

to.., Aesch. Theb. 530.—III. the post-

Hom. perf. pass, has usu.

.the signf. to be fully persuaded, believe,

trust in,, Aesch. Bum. 599, etc.

:

but also of things, to be believed, ad-

mitted, Ar. Thesrn. 1170. Hence, contr. , , Puho,
Persuasion as a goddess, Lat. Suada,

Suadila, Hes. Op. 73, Th. 349, Piiid.,

and Trag., cf. Hdt. 8, 111, Isocr. An-
tid. § 2UG. She is the handmaid of

Venus, Pind. P. 9, 70, Aesch. Supp.

1040 ; opp. to , Jac. Philostr. p.

245 ; had a temple at Corinth, Paus.

2, 4, 6.— II. as appellat., the faculty

ofpersuasion, winning eloquence, persua-

siveness, , Aesch.

Pr. 172, etc.—2. a persuasion ill the

mind, Aesch. Ag. 385.—3. means

of persuasion, inducement, argument,

.Eur. I. A. 104; ,
Ar. Nub. 1398.—4. obedience, Xen.
Cyr. 2, 3, 19 ; 3, 3, 8.-5. dat.,
by fair means, opp. to, Xen. Mem.
1,7,5.

t,, , Plthon, a Mace-
donian, son of Crateas, Arr. An. G,

28, 4.—2. son of Agenor, satrap of

Alexander in a part of India, Id. C,

15, 4.—Others in Arr. ; etc., Ep. for., bad form for,,
for which we also find lor,
Jac. A. P. p. 684., 7j, Ion. and Ep., hun-

ger, famine, Od. 15, 407 : both forms

are found in Att., in Plat. Rep.
585 A, in Phil. 31 E, Lys. 221

A ; cf Piers. Moer. 194, Lob. Phryn.

438, 499.—2. metaph., hunger or long-

ingfor a thing,. Plat. Phil.

52 A. (Akin to,,-, penuria.) Hence, , , also , , hun-

gry, Opp. C. 4, 94, Plut. 2, 129 :'/., hunger., , , =
(q. v.), Plut. Pomp. 51., contr., /, f) : inf., Ar. Nub. 441, etc., Ep.-, Od. 20, 137 : fut.,
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more rarely [], Lob. Phryn.
204 : but from Arist. downwds. we
also find the un-Att. forms,
-, -, lb. 61 : (.) To be hun-

gry, suffer hunger, , U.

3,25; IG, 758; and Att.: .,
to be starved, Hdt. 2, 13, 14:— pro-

verb., — , cf
Theocr. 15, 148.—11. c. gen., to hun-

ger after,, Od. 20, 137 : hence,
—2. metaph. to hunger after, long for,, Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 39 ;-, Id. Oec. 13, 9; but also, siinjily,

to be in want of, lack,. Plat. Rep.
521 A. [a in pres., 11., but then it is

always followed by a long syll. : it is

not found in Od.], Ion. for.], . Ion. and Ep. for,
^''•

,, Ep. for, inf
from, Od., , , (.) suffering

from hunger, hungry, Plut. 2, 635 D :

cf., , b,() v.., , Ion., trial, at-

tempt, essay, -, Pind. . 3, 122 ; ,.,
by means of experiment, etc., Hdt. 7,

9, 3 ;
' oi ,

Soph. Tr. 591 : hence, ,
to be proved, Pind. N. 4, 123 ; but,, to have experience of.,

Xen. An. 3, 2, 16, etc.; or, to make
proof o{.., test, try, Thuc. 1, 140;-, to make trial

or proof of., Xen. An. 6, 6, 33, etc.

;

, Eur. He-
racl. 309, Plat., etc. ; ,
Lat. specimen sui edere, Thuc. 1, 138,

(and so he uses ,
2, 41) ; .. Plat. Prot. 348 A ;, to try an action

by sea, Thuc. 7, 21 ; -
.., Thuc. 2, 20: -, i. e. a contest.

Pind. . 9, 67 : , by way of

test or trial, Ar. Av. 583 ;, to be acquainted, as-

sociate with one, Xen. An. 1, 9, 1.

—

II. esp. an attempt on or against one,, Soyjh. Aj. 2 : an assault, attack,

Aesch. Theb. 499 :—esp. an attempt

to seduce a woman, cf. II. 1 :

—

an attempt upon one's property, robbery,

hence'/, q. v.—III. generally,

ari attempt, enterprise, Aesch. Pers.

719, Thuc. 3, 20, cf Lob. Aj. 2 : hith-

er must also be referred -, to go forth upon an enterprise,

Soph. Aj. 290,—where has
been strangely explained by,. (For kindred words v.-, lin.), , f/,() a point, edge,

Aesch. Cho. 800, ace. to Schol., f- : pf pass,-: aor.,=^ :—to make proof or trial of one,,
Od. 16, 319 ; 23, 114 ; and absol., 9,

281.—2. absol. to make an attempt, Po-
lyb. Fr. Hist. 60.—II. to tempt, seek to

seduce,, LXX., N. T.
iU.pa, , 6, son of Piraeus,

i. e. Eurymedon, II. 4, 228., Att., ,
tPlat. Menex. 243 E, in Thuc. al-

ways -, 1, 93 ; 2, 13, etc., ace., Id. 1, 93 ; v. Buttm. Ausf
Gr. Gr. ^ 53, 2, Lob.f, , Peirceeus,

the most noted harbour of Athens,
tjoined to the city by the long walls,

and containing within itself three
ports, Cantharus, Aphrodisius, and
Zea ; it is now called Porto Leone or

Draco.—2. ace. to Strab. p. 547 also
a name of the city Amisusf. [<t

sometimes in comedy, Dind. Ar. Par
145.]^, , , of or relating to

the Pineeiis, Pira'ic, a'l ., the

Pira'ic gate, in Athens, Plut. ; // 11.

in Thuc. 2, 23, v. sq., , , over the border,

., border-connUy , the March, v. Ar-
nold Thuc. 2,23; 3, 91.\\, f- : aor. :() :

—

to tie on or to, strictly, to

fasten two ends together by a knot,-, tying a rope
to It, Od. 22, 175, 192 : on in this
signf , V. I. 3.—II. like, to

end, complete, . , Pind. 1, 8
(7). 50: and so in i)ass., -, Od. 12, 37 ;, this is accomplished, Soph. Tr.
581 (but with V. 1.).]\, adv. in Pireeeus, Ae}.
V. H. 2, 13.^, , . Piraeum, a sea-
port on the Corinthian gulf, belong-
ing to Corinth, Xen. Hell. 4, 5, 3 : cf.

sq. II.

'\\\, , 6, Piraeus, son of
Clytius, companion of Telemachus,
Od. 15, 540.—11. ace. to Thuc. a har-
bour of Corinthia, 8, 10 ; now Frang-
Limiona, v. Blooinf ad 1.,,,() a tried.

— II. temptation., ,.=7, Pind.

[]
(in Pind.,),,, poet. esp. Ep. for, an end,

usu. in plur., , II. 8, 478,
Od. 4, 503, etc. :, the ends
or ties of ropes, hence knotted ropes,

Od. 12, 51, 162, H. Ap. 129.—II. the

end, issue of a thing, ,
to. reach the goal or end, 11. 18, 501

;, complete victory, II. 7,
102 ; , the issue of a
conflict, II. 13, 359;',
the ways of accomplishing them, Pind.
P. 4, 391 ; cf..—III. the

farthest or highest point, the extreme;

usu.,', -utter destruc-
tion, II. 6, 143, Od. 22, 33, etc. ; so,, Od. 5, 289;, Pind. . 2, 57, cf.:
hence the chief, most important object,

point, II. 23, 350.—IV. act. that which
gives the finish to a thing : hence a
goldsmith's tools (ace. to Schol.) are
called , the finishers

of art, Od. 3, 433.,, , poet., cf foreg.,

Pind. O. 2. 57.^, , , Pirasia, a city

of Magnesia in I'hessaly, Ap. Rh. 1,

37. Hence\[,, , the Pirasii, in-

hab. of foreg., Thuc. 2, 22.,, ,() a trying :

an attempt, Thuc. 6, 56., oi, b,() tempta-

tion, LXX.•, , , Pirasus, a Tro
jan, Qu. Sm. II, 52.—2. son of Ar-
gus, Paus. 2, 16, 1.., ,() a tempt-

er, seducer. Hence, , , fittedfor trying

or proving, - (sc.,-
), as a branch of dialectics, Arist.

Sophi-st. El. 8; 11, etc., , ,() pi-

racy., verb. adj. from,
one jnust make trial, attempt. Plat. Rep.
453 D, Isocr., etc. : also -, Plat.

Legg. 770 B.,() to be a pi-



1
rate, Strab.— II. trans, to capture by

piracy:—pass., to be attached by pi-

rates.,, , rarer form for(., , , =:
hence, , the mur-
derous ordeal, i. e, torture, the qiies-

lio/L, Eur. I. T. 967.—II. a pira/e's nest

or lurking-place, Plut. Pomp. 21.^, ov, ,() a pirate,

Lat. pirata, from TKaking attempts

attacks on ships, Polyb. 4, 3, , Strab.

etc.j—ill earlier Greek. Ayarz/cValck.
Ammoa. s. v. Hence, ,, belonging to a pi-

rate, piratical: Tu —., pirates, Plut.

Pomp. 45. Adv. -., , .- Ion. and .•: but much more freq. as dep.

: f.-. Dor. 2 pi. rrit-, Ar. Ach. 743 ; pf. pass, -. Ion. and Ep. :

aor. mid.—. Ion. and Ep., and Hom. has the

much rarer aor. pass,, Att., which Thuc. 2, 5, 33 uses
in act. signf , of. Plat. Lach. 188 ;

but in Tbuc. 6, 54,., being

attempted, as a real pass. : (the pf.

and aor. pass.,.-
/, belong to ,. Bast Ep.
Cr. p. 199. (.)

A. to attempt, undertake, endeavmcr,

try. c. inf., H. 8, 8, Hdt. 6, 84, and
Att. ; foil, by .., 11. 4, 66, Od. 2,

316; by --.,. 4, 545: with an
adj. neut., .?, Thuc. 6, 38.

—

II. c. gen. pers., to make trial of a per-

son, i. e. put him to the proof or trial,

II. 24, 390 ; to try to persuade him, II.

9, 345 ; 2-1, 433 : also in hostile signf,

to make an attempt on, attack, II. 12,

301, Od. 6, 134 ; so. ,
to attempt a city, Hdt. 6, 82 ; .,, Thuc. 1,61, etc.:

more freq. in mid., v. infra.—III. after

Hom., c. acc-, to make an attempt on,

bring into temptation, esp.,— 1. to at-

tempt a woman's honour, Interpp. Ar.

Eq. 517, Xen. Cyr. 5, 2, 28, Ruhnk.
Tim., like Lat., tentare, Hor. Od. 3,

4, 71; (so, ,
Find. . 5. 55) :—the mid. in same
signf., Pind. P. 2, 62, Lys. 92, 40.—2.

absol. to try one's fortune, to try one's

skill in thieving, H. Horn. Merc. 175

:

(whence).
. much more freq. as dep. (v. sub

init.), to attempt, make an attempt, try,

prove, Horn., and Hdt. : to try, prove

one's self, II. 16, 590 : . ,
to try for a prize, II. 23, 553 :—gene-

rally, to attempt, try, undertake, ven-

ture

:

—I. when absol., usu. foil, by
inf., to try to do, as in II. 4, 5, 12, Hdt.

6, 138, and Att.—2. sometimes also

c. part-, v4oi',
Od. 21, 184; then, freq. in Hdt., cf.

Wess. et Valck. ad 1, 77; 7, 148;

rare in Att., Plat. Theaet. 190 E.—3.

foil, by , II. 13, 806, and in Att. ; by

tav, Aesch. Pr. 325.—II. most freq.,

as also sometimes in act., c. gen. ; in

various usages :— 1. c. gen. pers., to

make trial q/One, put bim to the proof,

as one does in case of suspicion, to

see whether a person is trustworthy
;

hence also to examine, question, 11. 10,

444, Od. 13, 336, etc.; ., to

tempt a god, Hdt. 6, 86, 3 : also to try

one's self against ariother, usu. in hos-

tile sense, to match one's self with him,
sorneiimeswithcollat. signf. of strug-

gling for the mastery. II. 21, 225, 5>^0,

Od. 8, 23; oft. in Hdt., who mostly
joins ?^?., as,-

?>?.?,

Hdt 1, 76 ; so in Att., as Aesch. Ag.
1401.—2. c. gen. rei, to make proof or

trial of..,, II. 15, 359 ;, Od. 21, 282: esp. to try

otie's chance at OX in a work or con-

test, ipyov, Od. 18, 369 ;, II.

23, 707; 7..7],. 8, 126:

also to make proof of a thing, to see
what it is good for,, Od. 21,

159:, Od. 21, 410, cf 394;, ' -, arrows whose force they were
soon to prove, i. e. feci, Od. 21, 418 ;

and so, like, not without a
touch of satire:—so also in Att., to

make proof of, have experience of, esp.

in pf pass., which occurs as early as

Hes., . Op. 658 ; so,

oh oi-', Hdt. 4, 159 ; . -,, Thuc. 2, 44 ; 5, 69.—
III. C. dat. modi, to make a trial or at-

tempt with words, with the spear, II.

2, 73 ; 5, 279 ; but, ., to try one's

self on foot, i. e. prove one's speed,

Od. 8, 120, 205 ; also, . kv,, 11. 5, 220,

etc. ; but in pf , ,
I have tried myself, i e. / am practised,

skilled in words, Od. 3, 23 ; so in Att.,/, to be practised in a
thing.

—

IV. c. acc, '-, one should
first inquire and examine each partic-

ular, Od. 4, 119 ; 24, 238 (where some
old Gramm. read) : . ) i'-, V. supra A. III.—2. later, with
neut. adj., to make an attempt, attempt,, Xen. Cyr. 1, 5, 14.

(From the subst., whence
also adj., : the

Lat. root is PERI-, as in pieritus, pe-

riculum, comperio, experior. Is this root

connected with that of, -, ?—Pott points out the

curious likeness oi Germ, fiihren,fah-
ren( opvac},fahrt (-
), erfahren (peritus), Etym. Forsch.

2, 329.) [a by nature in all tenses e.x-

cept pres. and impf, and so Ep. it

changes into ?/.]

il^pa,v,,==-,.
Rh. 1, 584., . Ion. for, Hdt.

iTlpJ/v,, , Piren, father of

10, elsewhere called Inacluis, Apol-
lod. 2, 1, 2.-2. son of Glaucus, Id. 2,

3, 1., a, ov, of Pirene, Pi-
reman, $ ., i. e. Pegasus,
Eur. El. 474 : from^, , . Dor.,
Pirene, one of the Danai'des, ApoUod.
2, 1. 5.—2. daughter of the Acheloiis,

or of Oebalus, Paus. 2, 2, 3, cf. II.—
11. a fountain of Corinth on the Acro-
corinthus, Eur. Med. 69: Strab. p.

379 : from this Piud. styles Corinth, . 13, 66., .-,^, to at-

tempt, try, prove, absol., II. 15, 615,

Od. 24, 221 ; c. inf., II. 12, 257.—II.

foil, by a case,—1. c. gen. pers., to

make trial of, put to the proof, Od. 14,

459; . ., 15, ;«)4: also

to try another in battle, fight with him,
II. 7, 235.—2. c. gen. rei,, Od. 22, 237;, Od. 21,

124, 149 ; cf. . II. 2.-3. c.

acc, 7. , to attempt,

i. e. attack the lines, 11. 12, 47. (Hom.
only in pres. and impf.), ov, . contd.-, Pirifhoiis, son of Ixion or Jupi-

ter and Dia, one of the Lapithae, a
friend of Theseus, of LarissainThes-
saly, II. 14,318; Od. 11. 630., ov, , later form from sq.

,. , the wicker- basket,

which held the load of a cart or wag-
on, II. 24, 190, 267 ; so that it was in

fact the body tied upon the or
carriage, cf. Od. 15, 131.—Hom. only
uses the acc..

tHfipoof, , (and, Suid.)
gen. , II. 20, 484, Plroiis, son of
Imbrasus of Aenos, leader of the
Thracians before Troy, II. 2, 844.

tHeZpof, ov, , Plrus, a river of
Achaia, rising in Arcadia . Hdt, 1 , 145

:

acc. to Paus. 7, 22, 1 also.,, oi, the Pirustae,

a people of Illyria, Strab. p. 314.2, fut. : aor. 1 .

aor. 2: pf. pass, .

(). Strictly, to pierce quite

through ; to run through, pierce, spit,, they spitted meat, Od.
3, 33 ; also in full, ., II. 7,

317, Od. 19, 422, cf Od. 10, 124 ;' , they stuck the
meat around, i. e. on the spits, 11. 1,

465, Od. 3, 462,_ etc. (v.^ . I.)

:

also, ', he ran him through the teeth
with a spear, II. 16, 405 ; and c acc,
aixpy -, . 20, 479:—pass., -, stuck, studded w'ith golden
nails, II. 1, 246; 11, 633; but, -
7], piercM with pain,

II". 5, 399, Archil. 24; also,-, 11. 21, 577 ; '•, Hes. Op. 203.—II. nietaph.,, to cleave the waves,
II. 24, 8, Od. 8, 183 ; so, .,
to cleave the ocean-way, Od. 2, 434

:

Ap. Rh. uses absol. in the
same signf., just like , to

cut through, i. e. to pass over, accom-
plish a way, 2, 326, 398., ov, , Pirossiii, a city

of Mysia, Strab. p. 589., , ,() poet, for-, persuasion, or rather obedience,

' , i. e. it re-

mained calm, Od. 20, 23 : others
make ^^=, an anchor : cf. Plut.

2, 453 D., ov, b, Pisaeus, masc. pr.

n.. Arr. An. 6, 28, 4., ov, , (prop. Persuader

of men), in Horn, only as pr. name
^Pisandtr, son of Antimachus, a Tro-
jan, II. 11, 122.—2. son of Maemalus,
a leader of the Myrmidons. II. 16, 293.
—3. son of Polyctor, a suitor of Pe-
nelope, Od. 18, 299.-4. a Lacedae-
monian, Xen. Hell. 3, 7, 29.-5. an-
other, brother-in-law of Agesilaus,

Plut. Ages. 10.—7. another, a naval
commander, Paus. 3, 9, 6.—8. a poet
of Camirus in Rhodes, Strab. p. 655.
—9. an Athenian statesman, Ar. Pac.
395., , f. 1. for, q. v., Ep. ao, , son of
Pisenor, i. e. Ops, Od. 1, 429 ; 2, 347.

i^Ivp,, , (prop. Persua-
der of men), as prop, n., Pisenor, a no-
ble "Trojan, 11. 15, 445.—2. a herald

in Ithaca, Od. 2, 38., ov, , Pisthetaerus,

one of the characters in Ar. Av.\, , , Pisias, an Argive,

Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 41.— 2. a statuary,

Paus. 1,3, 5., ov, (,)
persuading mortals, ., i. e.

the sceptre, Aesch. Cho. 362 ; ubi
olim..,=^., ov, (,) per-

suadmg before a tribunal : hence fem.

prop, n.,, , , jPisidice

Apollod. 1, 7, 3 ; etcf [i]
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,, persuading to die.

[]
iIleiaif)fioooc, , 6, Pisirrhodjis,

an Olympian victor, Paus. 6, 7, 2.,. ,{) persuasion :

thence I'ein. pr. n.,, ;/, Plsis,

a Trojan female, Paus. 10, 26, 1.,, , {,)
=, Hipp. : in later philoso-

phers, are the softer feelings,

affections, and, generally, susceptibility,

Gataker M. Anton. 3, 6.^/. , b, son of Pi-
sistralus ; oi., the sons

of P., Hippias and Hipparchus, Hdt.

5, 62 ; in 8, 52 Bahr makes it refer

to Hippias and the Athen. exiles who
accompanied him.

ilnao, ov, 6, Pisistratus,

the youngest son of Nestor, Od. 3,

36; Hdt. 5, 65.-2. a son of No. 1,

grandson of Nestor, Paus. 2, 18, 8.

—

3. son of Hippocrates, became tyrant

of Athens, Hdt. 1, 59; Thuc. 1, 20;
for origin of name v. Hdt. 5, 65.— 4.

son of Hippias, grandson of No. 3,

archon at Athens, Thuc. 6, 54.—Oth-
ers in Diog. L. ; etc., ov,{,-) obeying the rein, Pind. P. 2, 21.

[a],, , () strictly

=/, the cable by which the

ships were secured to the land,

Blomf Aesch. Pars. 117 ; while those

from the prow were fastened to -, q. V. : then, generally, a cable, of

any kind, v. esp. Od. 9, 1.36, cf.

Nitzsch ad 13, 77.—. the stalk of the

fig, Geop. ; also.—. like. persuasion, confidence, trust,

Sext. Enip. p. 6.—IV. that on which

one may trust. (Strictly, that which

holds in obedience, or which is obeyed,

whence both signfs. : cf, and
Wytt. Ep. Cr. p. 251.), ov, ,=,
dub. 1. Orph. Arg. 626./, ov, , dim. from-. [\, a, ,() belong-

ing to cables : engaged with them, v. 1.

Orph., /,,^= III,.., fut. mid. from,
Hom., irreg. fut. of, Od., , v..^., , Pisus, son of Apha-
reus. Apollod. 3, 10. 3., verb. adj. from'^, one

must persuade, Plat. Rep. 421 C.

—

II.

from pass., one must obey. Soph. O. T.
1516, Plat., etc., , 6, () a per-

suader :—one who is persuaded, an obe-

dient subject.—]].=^, a cable,

rope, dub. 1. in Theocr. 21, 58. Hence/, a. ov, persuasive, win-

ning, Eur. I. T. 1053., , ov,^ioxeg., Plat.

Legg. 723 A : -?) (sc. ?!). Id.

Polit. 304 D ; so, to, lb. C, , ,^=, prob.

only f. I.', fut. from, Hom.
iTlv,, , Pison, one of

the thirty at Athens, Xen. Hell. 2,3,2.—2. the Roman Piso, Strab.—Others
in Anth., ov, 6, () a leivd /e/-

ioii), Lat. peni deditus ; also,
like, Lob. Phryn. 613., , () wool, a fleece .•

also, but usu.., , f.-,=. to comb.

shear, Ar. Av. 714.

—

.=:7 1.2,

Ar. Lys. 685.
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,, , () a shearer,

plucker off of wool., ), , combed, shorn, Lat.

pexii.i : verb. adj. from', f. -, To comb, -, to card it, Od. 18, 316: hence
mid., >, when she

combed her hair, II. 14, 176.—2. to

shear, , Hes. Op. 773, cf
Theocr. 5, 98 ; so, ,
Simon. (Fr, 124) ap. Ar. Nub. 1356

:

also—3. metaph. from carding wool,

like Lat. pectere pugnis, to comb a per-

son's head for him, i. e. pummel him.
—II. to shear, clip, also to pull, pluck
out, Vike ?.. (Hence pecto,pecten,

prob. also pecus.), or, , for^eAa,,, Macedon. for a stone, cf.

7.' II.,•/, ov, dub. form of sq.,

Paus., a, ,=. [], f. -, () to

form a sen or lake : of a river, to over-

flow, b, Hdt. 1,

184 ; of places, to be flooded, underwa-
ter, , Hdt. 2,92.

—

2. trans, to overflow, swamp, only late,

cf. Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 724, sq.

—

II. to

be out at sea, to cross the sea, Xen. Oec.
21, 3, Hyperid. ap. A. B:—so, later,

in mid., , , () fre-
quenting the open sea : ,
sea-gods, dub. I. Plut. 2, 685 E., a, ov, Att. also . ov,

Eur. Hel. 1436, but cf 1062: (-) :
—

of, on, by the sea, Lat. marinus,, etc., Eur. Hec. 701,-
.. Id. 11. cc. (v.) ; ., Ar. Ran. 1438 ; cf. sub-

: esp. out at sea, on the open sea,

Soph. Tr. 649 ; of ships, .,
Thuc. 8, 44, etc. ;, Xen.
Hell. 2, 1, 17: opp. to :

—
also epith. of Neptune. The forms

and are dub.
[a], ov, b, (?)=^, usu. in plur., Alciphr.17/, ov, , fem. -,,() of or on the sea,, Mel.
80., , to run or sail on

the open sea : from', ov, running, sailing

on the sea., , ,(,) harbour formed in the open sea

by means of sand-bags, Polyaen., etc.

?.(,, , , the Pelagones,

= the later Paeonians, Strab. p. 331.\, , •//, Pelagonia, a
district of upper Macedonia, prop, be-

longing to Perrhaebia, Strab. p. 326 sq.,, , the sea, esp. the

high, open sea, Lat. pelagus, hence in

Horn. usu. : in plur.,

kv, Od. 5, 335, for

which Ap. Rh. has?-
; and Pind.' ., or-
., . 7, 104, Fr. 259; Aesch.

u?.r, Pers. 427, 467 (cf. (,
) ; Eur. ., ., Hec. 938,

Tro. 88 : so, -, Hdt. 8, 60, \.—, strict-

ly, is to, as the part to the
whole, and therefore often takes an
epith. from the adjacent countries,

like : in Hdt. 4, 85, the Black
sea is called: he also ap-

plies it to a flooded plain, -, 2, 97. cf. 3, 117 ; cf..— II. metaph., of any vast quantity,, Pind. Fr. 239 ; .,
a 'sea of troubles,' Aesch. Pers. 433

;

so, . . Id. Pr. 746 ; .

, Id. Supp. 470, cf. Valck. Hipp
822 :—of a vast distance,

. . Soph. . G.
663.

—

III. personified as a god,synon.
with, born of the earth with-
out a father.

—

' is not unfreq.
omitted, e.g.', Luc. (Prob.
akin to , q. v., fluo, fluctus.

Others compare Hebr. peleg, a river.)

Hence, adv., to. into or towards
the sea, Ap. Rh. 4, 1233., ov, (7.,) roving about the sea, that is,

upon or frequenting the sea, Opp. H. 3,

174., ov,(,-) sea-nourished, V, 1. for foreg., , (^,) to turn into

sea, swamp, Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 724.'^,, b, Pelagon, a
Py lian, 11.4. 295.—2. a Lycian, a com-
panion of Sarpedon, II. 5, 695.-3. a
Persian leader, Aesch. Pers. 958.

—

Many others of this name in Apollod.

;

Arr. ; etc.), f. -, Att., cf.

Elmsl. ap. Dind. Aesch. Pr. 282 : aor., Horn, and-
: aor. mid., II. : opt. in

trans, signf, 11. 17, 341 :

aor. pas*ifff?iufff^7;v, II. : poet, syncop.
aor., ahvays intr., hence 3
sing, ana pi. /./ and, II. : in later poets also-

and ?>/ [] : pf. pass, -', part,-, Od. 12,

108.

—

,, qq. v., are col-

lat. forms.

—

().
I. intrans. to approach, hence to go

to any point, and absol. to come near,

draw near or nigh, c dat.,, II.

12, 112 ;, Hdt. 9, 74 ; -/, Od. 12, 41 ; freq.

in Trag. :—Proverb, \, like draws to like, !Plat.

Symp. 195 :—also with, a prep., ., Hes. Op. 730 ;, Hdt. 2, 19 ; ,, Eur. . . 1212, .
1332 ; later also, , Anth. ;

and , Orph.

—

II. like, cf infra . II. 2.

. transit., only poet., to bring near

or to, make to approach. Construct.

:

— 1. in full, c. ace, et dat., freq. in

Horn. (Hes. only in Op. 429), both ol

persons and things, . ,, . ,, etc.,

Hom. ; also. ., to let

them approach the ships, II. 13, 1

;

•
,\\.^, 123; . ,

one swimming, Od. 14, 350: .
or, to bring one to

earth, level him to the earth. II. 8,

277, etc. ; . , to put

the mast in the hole for it, ll. 1, 434 :

—metaph., .,. to bring

him near to, i. e. into anguish, II. 5,

766 ; so, ., Aesch. Pr. 155 :

—the ace. is sometimes left out,, (sc. ),
having made it like, i. e. firm as ada-

mant, Orac. ap. ildt. 7, 141 ;, bring (him) to strength, i. e.

make him strong, Pind. O. 1, 126 ; cf.

: sometimes the dat., as,

/'' '
(sc. ), no more will ye draw me
after you... Soph. Phil. 1150, ubi v.

Herm. : sometimes both cases omit-

ted, as II. 15. 418 ; 21, 93
;?. (sc.), when he has fix-

ed, secured (the share to the plough-
tail) with nails, Hes. Op. 429 :—rare-

ly c. gen. pro dat.,, thou may'st bring back light to



the ships, Soph. Aj. 709, cf. infra II.

1, fin.—2. followed by a prep.,-, Od. 7, 254 ; ]-'., Od, 10,

404.—3. with, an adv.,, Od. 5, 111;, Od. 10, 440; cf 11. 23, 719, and
Niike Choeril. p. 108.—II. hence in

pass., like the intr. act., to come nigh,

approach, etc., -
(sc.), 11. 12, 420 ; so in

syncop. aor., >' ?;-
?^ijGi, II. 4, 449 ; , he came
near, . e. sa7ik to earth, II. 14, 438

;, lb. 468: and in pf,-, Od. 12, 108
;

also, /jvai . Soph.
. . 213 : rarely c. gen... Soph. Phil. 1327;

(but not so, lb. 1407, v. Dind. ad 1.);

cf supra B. I. 1, fin.—2. to approach

or wed, tsaid oft a woman,/-, Aesch. Pr. 896, fEur.
Andr. 25t, ci". Pind. N. 10, 152, and?7: cf A. II.—The word is rare

in prose, though used by Hdt. ; once
by Plat. (v. supra) ; and a few times

by Xen. in intr. signf, Alt. intr. collat. form from
foreg., Aesch. Fr. 125, Eur. El. 1293,

Ar. Thesm. 58, always intr. []., , any half-liquiC mixture,

of various consistency, as oil, Aesch.
Ag. 96 ; honey, ., Eur.
Cress. 13 ; foam at the mouth, Id. Or.

220 ; clotted blood, Aesch. Eum. 265,

Eur. Ale. 851 ; whence, .-, a reeking mass of slaughter,

Aesch. Pers. 816, ubi v. Blomf (821).

—II. esp. of a mixture offered to the

gods, of meal, honey and oil (cf Tim.
Lex. S. v.), liquid enough to be poured,

Aesch. Cho. 92; joined with libations,

Eur. Incert. 103; burnt on the altar.

Id. Ion 707, Tro. 1063 ; hence,

., Aesch. Pers. 204, Eur. Ion 226,

etc. ; cf infra III.—2. the meal of

which this mixture was made, in

\>1•.,?}?,. Rh. 1, 1077.

—III. in Nic. Al. 488,=,^•, perh.

because the ttDmvoi came to be made
up into round cakes when offered, cf.

Paus. 8, 2, 3.—First in Trag. : rare in

prose, though Plat. Legg. 782 E, has
it in signf II.>', , Pythag. word in

Diog. L. 8, 20, and^.,^^,
to admonish, warn, prob. taken from
the caution of storks {),
which set a watch, like rooks, to

warn the rest of coming danger.

trifAapyr/,, , Pelarge, daughter
of Potneus, Paus. 9, 25, 7.1(, b,[] ayoung
stork, Ar. Av. 1356.,, , ,{) of
or belonging to the stork.— II. in Call,

also for?, Fr. 283., , , an unknown
herb, perh. storksbill, Galen,7., ov, , the stork. Ar. Av.
1355.—IL sometimes for,
prob. from the notion that the word/ designates a roving tribe,

and so orig. was the same with -
7.apyoL, storks being birds of passage.

Lob, Phryn. 109. (It comes from-
/of,, strictly the black-white.

Pott Et. Forsch, 1, 131 : cf.-.)1?.,, , ,{-,) stork-coloured, Lyc.
, ,{,)

stork-like, Strab,', adv., near, hard by, close,

opp. to, Rom., hut only in Od.

:

usu, c. gen., which stands before the

word, as in Od. 15, 257, Hdt. 8, 39

;

in Trag. also after its case,, Aesch. Supp. 308; in Pind.

also, like, c. dat., Pind. O. 7,

34 (ubi V. Bockh), N. 11, 4: c. gen.,

it answers to Lat. prope ab aliquo loco ;

c. dat. to Lat. prope ad aliquem locum,

Herm. de Dial. Pmd. p. xi (Opusc. 1,

p. 254) sq. : oft. also absol.,. Od. 10, 516 ; .,-
ivai,, etc., Trag.—II. -

(sc.,), one's neigh-

bours, i. e. fellow-creatures, all inen,

Hdt. 1, 97, and Trag, v. Elmsl. Med.
85; in Hdt. 7. 152, are

opp. to Tu :—the sitig., one's neighbour, any man, just

like o'l', is rare, as Hdt. 3, 142,

Eur. 1. c. ; cf 7..—\\\. superl., nearest, Hipp. : a superl.

adj., , ov, occurs in

Inscrr. (From comes-
: hence too was formed, by abbrev.,

the synon. word,, as

if for : it seems akm to-,.), , Ion. -, , ,
Pelasgia, land of the Pelasgi, original-

ly, early name of Greece, Hdt. 2, 56 :

also,—2. the Peloponnesus, Eur. I. A.

1498 ; cf Strab. p. 221 ; and esp. Ar-

gos, Eur. Or. 960.—3. in Strab. the

district of Thessaly otherwise called., p. 329.?,, pecul. poet. fern.

of sq.., , , Pelasgic,^
., appell. of Jupiter at Dodona, II.

16, 234 ; . ", in Thessaly,
II. 2, 681 : ., the Pelasgic

plains, at the southern base of Oeta,
Strab. p. 436: . is the

northern part of the walls of the cita-

del of Athens which the P. had built,

Hdt. 5, 64 : and , the

Pelasgicum (Pelasgic quarter), a space
of ground at the foot of this wall,

Thuc. 2, 17, V. Arnold ad 1.—In genl.

Grecian, Eur. Phoen. 106.) iof, a, oi',=foreg. ; .
TTo/lii^Argosm Peloponnesus,Aesch.
Suppl. 634.ila,, , fern, of foreg.

;

appell. of Juno in Argos and Samos,
Ap. Rh. 1, 14: also of Ceres, Paus.

2, 22, 1.

|/}'<,, , the Pelasgi-

otae, in Thessaly, Strab.^,, , Pelasgiotis,

a district in south east of Thessaly,
so named from the Pelasgi, Strab. p.

430 ; etc./^, ov, 6, a Pelasgian: usu.

in plur., the Pelasgians, placed in

Thessaly by Hom. in II. , but among
the allies of the Trojans ; in Od. we
hear of them in Crete, and about Do-
dona in Hes. Fr. 18.—The locus clas-

sicus is Hdt. 1, 56, 57 ; no doubt the

Hellenes were a kindred race, v.

Wachsm. Hist. Antiq. of Gr. vol.- 1,

^Q, Clinton F. H. 1, 92, Thirlwall
Hist, of Gr. 1, c. 2 ; though Niebuhr
seems to hesitate. (The word has
been referred to ., ?, etc.,

but with little success. Its likeness

to seems accidental. Pott
Et. Forsch. 1, 131.),-, b, Pelasgus, son of

Jupiter and Niobe, in inythol. from
whom the Pelasgi were named, Apol-
lod. 2, 1,1: ace. to Aesch. Suppl. 250
son of Palaechthon, ruler in Argos in

the timeof Danaus.—2. fatherof Hae•
mon, grandfather of Thessalus, Dion.

H. 1, 17—Others in Paus.?,-, v. '/- subfin.?7!,,,{)—.., , , (as 1' from-

) the relation of dependents to their

patron or jnaster, Lat. clientela : de-

pendence., ov, b, fem. -, ,{) one who approaches or comes
near. Soph. Phil. 1164: a neighbour,

Lat. accola, . /^, Aesch. Pers.
49 : /., of
Ixion, Soph. Phil 679 : cf .
il. 2.— II. esp. one who approaches to

seek protection, a dependent, hireling,

Lat. mercenarius. Plat. Euthyphr. 4
C, cf Ruhnk. Tim. : used to trans-

late the Rom. cliens, Plut. Rom. 13,

etc. (Cf from.) []
Hence, , , belonging to a-

: ., the body of clients ; the

working class.,, fem. from,
Plut. Cat. Maj. 24. [a], poet, collat. pres. form for, both trans, and intrans., first

in H. Hom. 6, 44 ; but never in Att.,

Herm. Soph. O. C. 1063 ;—for
is Att. fut., cf sub init., , also, human
ordure, Ar. Ach. 1169, Eccl. 595.,=?. Hence/,,,=., , , lengthd. poet,

form for, a measure of land,

11. 21, 407, Od. 11, 577.,.,{7,.-
?.) the wood-pigeon, ring-dove, cushat,

from its dark colour, in Hom. usu. an
emblem of timorousness,, II. 21, 493 ; hence with epith., Hom. ; so, Soph. Aj. 140,
Lur. Ion 1197.—II,, , the
name of the prophetic priestesses of
antiquity, prob. borrowed from the
prophetic pigeons of Dodona, also, cf Hdt. 2, 55, 57.. .=17, Hes.
Fr. 44, Pind. N. 2, 17, Pors. Or. 1001

;

also in sing, a Pleiad.,,,=, II. 5, 778,
etc. (but only in plur.) ; so in Hdt. 2,

55, Aesch. Supp. 223, etc. ; but in

sing.. Soph. O. C. 1081 :—distinguish-
ed from by Arist. H. A. 5,

13, 3 ; but used lor by the
Dorians, e. g. Sophron, ace. to Ath.
394 D:.., ov, {, -) pigeon-feeding, Aesch. Pers. 309., a,,{7) black, blackish.,, b, Arist. H. A. 8,

12, 13 ; also,, , or-,, Ar.. 1155 : Dor.-, : {) :—strictly the

wood-pecker, the joiner-bird of Aris-

toph., Av,884, 1155.—II. a water-bird
oi the pelican kind, elsewh.,
Arist. H. A. 9, 10, 2, Ael. N. A. 3, 20

;

—perh. from some resemblance to the
woodpecker.—The forms .,
and., if not false, are at
least late..,, b.Pelecas. a moun-
tain in Asia Minor, Polyb. 5. 77, 8., , f. -, () to

hew or shape with an axe, Lat. dolare,

Od. 5, 244 (in Ep. form),
Ar. Av, 1157; cf. and•.—II. sensu obscoeno, Ara-
ros Caen. 4. Hence, , , hewn wood,
chips : and
/?;(•,^,^,)^ of wood,

Theophr., , , hewer of wood.., , ,{) hewn,
Theophr./,, , poet, for-, Manetho.,,=^.
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TlF7.K, f. -<, (/^) to ait

offu'ilh an axe, esp. to behead, Lat. se-

curi perctilere. , Polyb. 1,7, 12;
11, 30,2, Strab., etc. ; cf. Lob. Phryn.
341.?.>, ov, 6, a water-bird of

the pelican kind, Ar. Av. 884 ; cf. -".—Il.aii'eec/that grows among
lentils, Lai. securidaca, Theophr.— 111.

in carpentry, dovetailing, Lat. securi-

cula, Vitruv. Hence, ,,()
dovetailed, Vitruv./, Ep. 3 sing. aor. from, Od., ov,,{,) an axe-

handle. 11. 13, 612.^, , {,)
like an axe, Procl.', ov, , dim. from-
7.. [], ov, , a piece of
wood like an axe-handle., Ion., .• dat. pi.-, Ep., II. : in Aelian,

and other late writers, are sometimes
found gen.:, dat. pi.',
etc., V. Lob. Phryn. 24G. An axe or

hatchet, ?., -, Od. 5, 235 (cf.) ; a

battle-axe, U. 15,711 ; a sacrificial axe, \l.

17, 520, Od. 3, 442 :—but, usu., a carpen-

ter's axe, , II. 23,

114, etc. ;—hence the phrase, ov -, ,
. e. to fight to the last, not soldiers

only but every man, Hdt. 7, 135 ; as

an image of perseverance, -
/'/, 11. 3, 60 ;—in The-

ophr. Char. 5 (3), as a child's

nickname seems to mean sharp

blade, opp. to. q. v.—II. amath-
ematical figure. (Sanscr. parafu, cf.

Pott Et."Forsch. 1, 117. 231.) [The
of nom. and ace. smg. is in Horn,

sometimes iengthd. in arsis, II. 3, 60
;

17, 520 : ace. plur. is in

Horn, ahvays trisyll., ^^-]., ov,{,)
carrying an axe, an axe-bearer : used to

translate,— 1. the Lat. lictor.—2. con-

sul or praetor, before whom axes are

earned, Polyb. 2, 23, 5., fut.- : aor. pass,-', in Horn, always without
augm. :—like', to swing, shake,

and, generally, to make to shake, quiver

or tremble, ,
11. 16, 766: ,
II. 16, 108, cf 13, 443 ; . (), to

struggle at (the bow), m order to bend
it, Od. 21, 125 :—pass., to be shaken, to

tremble, quake, ^'-', 11.16, 612, Hes. 458

;

in aor. pass., to be shaken, i. e. driven

back, , II. 4,

535 ; 5, 626 ; so,

2., Pind. . 8, 51. (From-, 7?, akin to.)', Ep. 2 sing. impf. from, II. 22, 433.

'/., Ep. 2 sing, imperat. from,. 24, 219.,, . Ion. for,
Opp. C. 1, 350., ,=, susp.', to make livid :—pass., to

be or become so, Hipp.

/•,, pecul. poet. fern, of, Hipp.]. Ion. -, gen. ov Ion.

Dor. a, 6, Pelias, son of Neptnne and
Tyro, half brother of Aeson, whom
he deprived of his kingdom, and
whose son Jason he compelled to

undertake the Argonautic expedition,

Od. 11, 254, sqq. ; Apollod. ; etc.

—

2. son of Aeginetes, Paus. 7, 18, 5.
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/<(•,, . fcm. adj., of Pe-
lias, , the daughters

ofPelta.y; Eur. Med. 0.., ov, 6, Pelignas, the

cook of Olympias and Alexander,

Ath. 059 F.\, , , the Peligni, a

people of Italy, Strab. p. 219., a, ,=?..,,=.,, , poet, for sq., , , =, livid,

Soph. Fr. 577, and (in the so-called

Att. form ?) Thuc. 2, 49,

Alex.. 1, 17. Hence,, , the livid colour

caused by extravasated blood, Lat.

livor.,,(}=:
in pass., Arist. Probl. 8, 1. Hence, . , a livid spot

from extravasated blood., 7,=, Are-
tae., ov, , dim. from sq.,

Theophr.),, , a sort o{ wooden howl,

basin or cup, Cratin.. 5.—II. a

hole or basin in the sea, Theophr.
(Hence, akin to ^, -,, ',,,
Lat. pelvis.) [], , , Pelinaevm, the
highest mountain in the island Chios,

Strab. p. 645.

?7, , an Attic measure con-
tainmg eight., , , and,
ov, , Pelinna. a strong city of Thes-
saly, on the Peneus, Pind. P. 10, 7

;

Strab. p. 437.^,, ,^^,., , , (?,)
strictly of parts of the boiy, discolour-

ed by extravasated blood, black and blue,

livid, Dem. 1157,6: generally, rfarA:-

coloured, blackish, Anth. (•, like•, seems to be belter than the

usu.•, Arcad. p. 41, 3.),, 7,-=7.., ,(•)='., or, or , Lat. pelvis,^=,., , , . sub., , . dim. from,
Alcman 17, cf. Ath. 495 .,, ,()=-, Hipp., Arist. Probl. 9, 14.,, ,() like-?, extravasation of blood, a livid

spot. Lat. livor, Hipp., , , (A) Ion., a

wooden boui, milk-pail, Lat. mulctra,

II. 16, 642, Theocr. 1, 26, cf Ath.

495.— II. a drinking-cup, Hippon. 24.

(Cf.', ?.,,,
Lat. pelvis, OUT pail.)', , () a hide, leather.

(Lat. peliis. Germ. Fell, Pelz, our

peltry, etc.: prob.=:foreg., cf.,
and Lat. cutis, the skin being

as it were a vessel to hold the body.), , a stone, v.., , . Pella, an early city

of Macedonia, the royal residence,

Hdt. 7, 123 ; Thuc. 2, 99. Hence'(, a, ov, ofPella, Petlaean,

Luc.•, a, ,=,-., , and -, ,
collat. forms of.7., , Pellana, an old city

of Laconia, Strab. p. 386 : in Xen.
Hell. 7, 5, in Att. form ^'??,, , , prop, adj., of
Pellana; of a fountain near Pellana,

Paus. 3, 21, 2.

-^,, i, also-, ov, ti, { /.. A) one who milks
into a pail, Thessal. for\,
Ath. 495 E.-,, 7/,=,. .^. , ,(. ) sort

of bandage or buskin worn by runners
next the foot and ancle, also .-,' and or.'^,, . Peilen, an Ar-
give, son of Phorbas, Paus. 7, 26, 12.^/, ov, ,=',
Dion. P. 535./, , , an inhab. of
Peltene, oi, Alt. •, the
Petlenians, Thuc. 2, 9.

"|•/('??, 7/f, . Dor. 1/>•,
Pellene, an old city of Achaia, be-
tween Sicyon and Aegira, with a
temple of Juno, to whom games were
here celebrated, 11. 2, 574 ; Pind. O.
7, 156; Ar. ; etc.—2. v..—
3. a village of Achaia between Aegae
and Pellene (1), Strab. p. 386.

^7.7', ,, of Pellene, Pel-
tenian./, cloaks
that were given as prizes in the games;
from Pellene (3) ace. to Strab. p. 386.^., , Pelles, grandfather of
Asterius and Amphion, founder of
Pellene in Achaia, ace. to Ap, Rh.
1, 177.

17.7., , , v..'•., ^,= (), Hip-
pon, 23, Nic. . 77.+^•, , , Pellichus. a Co-
rinthian, father of Aristeus, Thuc. 1,

29., ov,(,)
sewing skins together, []', or, , , Lat.
PULLiUS, dark-coloured, dusky, ash-

coloured, 7., Soph. Fr. 122
;^ , Theocr. 5, 99 ; 7.. Arist. . . 9, 1, 23.—Synon.

forms are•,•, 7.,-
7.,,, Koen
Greg. 288, Piers. Moer. 325. (The
accent. 77. is less correct, v.

Valck. Theocr. 5, 99.) Hence, ,=.
or, ,=-, Aesch. Fr. 238./,, , the sole of the foot,

of camels, Hdn. 4, 15, 8 ;

—

the sole of
the shoe. Polyb. 12, 6, 4 : also the shoe
itself, Nic.—II. the stalk, esp. of ap-
ples and pears, Geop.—III. generally,
Uke, the end of a thing. (Ace.
to some from, others from-
.),,(,€) like

the sole of the foot.7., V..|£, , . Pelopla, daugh-
ter of Pelias, . Rh. 1, 326.-2.='.̂7., ov Dor. a, ,=-, Pind. . 8, 21 ; Theocr. 15,

142.,, , fern, to sq., ., the Peloponnesus, . Rh, 4,

1570: alone, Call. Del. 72.

iTLor/io, , ov, .=-, of Petops, Ap. Rh.', , . Pelopia, mother
of Cycnus, Apollod.— 2. dauchterof
Thyestes, Ael. V. H. 12, 42.—Others
in Apollod. Cf..^, a, 6, .=<-. — 2. Petopidas, the celebrated
Theban leader, friend of Epaminon-
das, Xen. Hell./, ov, 6, son or descend-

ant ofPelops ; esp. Agamemnon ; also
in pi, Trag, ; Plut, Thes. 3.7., a, ov, of or belonging to



Pehps; .,^ Peloponnesus,

Eur. Hipp. 374.

+IIe7.o~<'f,, , pecuL fern, to

foreg.+/.-•, , , Dor. for-, Thuc. 5, 77.

iJIe?J}~ovv^aiaKOc, , , of the

Pdopotinestts, PdopoTuusian, Plat.

Legg. 708 A./-, a, 01»,= foreg.;

oi ., ike Peloponnesians, Hdt. 7, 137
;

9, 73.'.7•:, adv., in the Pelo-

ponnesian, i. e. Dorian dialect, . -
?., Theocr. 15, 92, fin Dor. form
-vaoia~i., , , for TUXottqc

t(so written in Tyrt. 5, 4)t,

tfie Peloponnesus, fthe southern part

of Greece, connected with the main-
land b)- the isthmus of Corinth,+ now
the Morea, H. Hom. Ap. 250, 290, etc, 7/, , v. /. : others

write.
/.,, ,(, ) strict-

ly the Dark-eyed, Pelops, son of Tan-
talus, said to have migrated from

Lydia, and to have given his name to

the Peloponnesus, 11. 2, 104; usu., Pind. ; Trag.—2. a son of

Agamemnon and Cassandra, Paus. 2,

10,6.

17., (') to he a -
or targeteer, opp. to 6~/,

Xen. An. 5, , 5, Vect. 4, 52.^, , at, Peltae, a city of

Greater Phrygia, near Apamea, Xen.
An. 1,2,3./~, ov, to, dim. from,
Callix. ap. Ath. 200 F.\{, ov, b, (/.-^) one

who bears a target or light shield {7?.-)
instead of the largero7r?:.oi',a targeteer,

Lat. cetratus, first in Eur. Rhes. 311,

Thvic. 2, 29, and Xen. ; usu. mention-

ed with the, as Cyr. 2, 1.5.

The peltasts were orig. Thracian
mercenaries ; they held a place be-

tween the OTz/'iTat and-. ; hence

., generally, for light troops, levis

armaturae milites ; first made an effi-

cient force in the Greek armies by
Iphicrates the Athenian, v. Xen.
Hell. 4, 4, 16, and 5, 12, sq. Cf.
Hence/., , , skilled in the

use of the. Plat. Theaet. 165 D ;. Id. Prot. 350 A :

—

- (sc. ), the art or skill of a

targeteer, Id. Legg. 813 D : -,=
oi, Xen. Hell. 6, 1, 4 :-, in the best style, quite in the

manner of -jTEATacTai, Xen. Oec. 21, 7., ov, {,)=.',, ), small, light shield

of leather without a rim (), orig.

used by the Thracians, Hdt. 7, 75, cf

89, Eur. Ale. 498, Bacch. 783 ; on its

form, V. Diet. Antiqq. s. v.—2. a body

of, Eur. Rhes. 410; cf.

2, HI, brr/.ov HI. 3.

—

II. a shaft, pole, Xen. An. 1, 10, 12;

cf Philostr. Imag. 2, 32.—III. horse's

ornament, Eur. Rhes. 305.

/., ov. 6. the Nile fish,-
eIvoc, saked, Diphil. Siphn. ap. Ath.

121 B. (), ,
the plain of Peltae, Strab. p. 629./., ov, (, )

bearing a target: .,=:,
Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 24 ; ., light

horse, Polyb. 3, 43, 2., , v. sub ?.7..,, ,=, Ath. 392.—11=, LXX., 6,—?^.

,,, . sub^., only used in 3 sing. pres.

and impf, '/., syncop.,
II. 3, 3 ; 5, 729 ; 12, 11, etc. ; inf -, Parmeu. Fr. 65 :—much more
freq. as dep., 3 sing,, II. 11,

392, etc. ; imperat., II. ; syncop.

2 sing,, contr., II. : 3 sing., freq. in Hom. and Hes. : the

other forms do not occur syncop.,

except that Euphor., 55, used part,

pres.7. {AS Hom. in thecompd.~7.,/.) : impf
mid. freq. has the signf of pres.—Ep.
lengthened forms, 2 impf mid. /.-, II. 22, 433 ; 3 impf,
Hes. Fr. 22, 4.—The word is only

poet, and Dor.

The orig. signf, to be in motion,

seems to have been soon lost, the

only Homeric examples being 11. 3, 3,7. , the cry

goes, rises to heaven ; and Od. 13, 60,

jT/paf Koi '.7), old age and death come

upon men ; so,7. 7., Od. 15,

408 ; but the signf is plain in the

compd. participles7. and
--|•.• hence naturally comes
the notion of busy traffic in 7.-

and 7., as in Lat., venio

veneo, ventito vendito, are connected,

Lob. Phryn. 583. Hence,—11. springs

the more common signf to be, very

freq. in Horn., but usu. distinguished

from in implying a continuance,

to be used or wont to be, and so often

used in similes, as 11. 2, 480 ; 3, 3

;

)'et sometimes quite=, e. g. 11.

11, 736; and m Trag., who oft. use
it, it would be hard to draw any dis-

tinction : rarely with , '
7^, 11. 5, 729, cf

1. 3 ;
' /.-, all this is from thee, II. 13, 632

:

c. part, of another verb, periphr. for

the verb itself, •-, 11. 23, 69 :
' 7, when once in being they

pass not away, Dind. Aesch. Theb.
768, ubi vulg. 7.'.—The signf.

to become, assumed for places like II.

22, 443 ; 24, 219, 524, Od. 1, 393,

comes easily from the radic. signf,

but is not wanted., , a monster, but only of

living beings, and mostly in bad signf,

as of the Cyclops, Od. 9, 428 ; of

Scylla, Od. 12, 87 ; of the serpent

Python, H. Ap. 374 ;—of a dolphin,

merely to denote its hugeness, H. Ap.
401 ; and even of Vulcan, 11. 18, 410

;

cf/.—The word is Ep., only

occurs in nom. and ace. sing., and
seems to be no further declined : it

was not used as a regul. adj., but al-

ways put in appos.'to another subst.

tHence— II. b,Pelor, as name of one
of the surviving Sparti, ApoUod. 2,

4, 1.•,, ,^7., Ar-
chestr. ap. Ath. 92 C.•,, , (sc.) the
promontory o/Pe/orus, northeast point
of Sicily, now Cape Faro, Polyb. 1,

42. 5.

?.<•, . ov, also , ov. Hes.
Th. 179, and Att.,=/-, freq. in

Horn., usu. of gods, as', ;

or heroes, as',, etc. ; but
also of things, as arms, II. 8, 424 ; a
stone, Od. 11, 594; waves, Od. 3,

290, etc. ; also in Pind., .. .
7, 26 ; 7^ 10 (11), 25; but rare in

Trag.,., of a dragon, Eur.
1. T. 1248 ; tu , the

1 mighty ones of old, Aesch. Pr. 151 ;

—

also in late prose, Ath. 84 E, cf. Ar.
Av. 321.—2. 7 (sc. ),
the great harvest feast, celebrated in
honour of Jupiter in Thessaly, Bate
ap. Ath. p. 639 E, sq.. falso called', Id. 610 A ;t and Jupiter
himself was called/., Q. Sm.
11, 273.—Hom. has no fem. ; and it

is only once in Hes., 1. c.-, , , also ~7.,, , the giant-muscle, elsewh./
or ., Ath. 4 C, 92 F.

\\7.,, , (sc. )— ths
promontory of Pelorus, Thuc. 4, 25.

Cf./., , ,:=7., a mon-
ster, prodigy, of the Gorgon, II. 5, 741,
Od. 11, 634 ; of the offsprmg of the
earth, Hes. Th. 295, cf 845, 856 ; of
a large stag, Od. 10, 168 ; of the en-
chanted animals of Circe, Od. 10,

219; —7., portents sent by
the gods, 11. 2, 321 ; cf. : strict-

ly neut. from sq.7., , ov, (7,) monstrous,
prodigious, huge, usu. with coUat. no-
tion of terrible, in Hom. much rarer

than the form/,, but in Hes.
much the most usu.: epith. of the
Cyclops, Od. 9, 257; of a serpent, .
12, 202, 220, Hes. Th. 299 ; of a goose,
Od. 15, 161 :—neut. pi. as adv., •

3, he strides gigantic, H.
Merc. 225, cf 349 :—Hom. has not
the fem. : but 7. is freq. in
Hes. Th.., ov, ,= II., Paus.
9. 5, 3.—2. Pelorus, helmsman of
Hannibal, said to have given name
to the northeast promontory of Sicily,

Strab. p. 257 : cf-.—3. ap-
pell. of Jupiter, Bato ap. Ath. 640 A

;

v.7. 2.,, ,(,)
orig. any kind of dressed food ; but,

mostly in plur., pastry, cakes, sivcet-

meats^ Hdt. 1, 1, 160. v. Valck. ad 1,

132. Plat. Rep. 404 D ; cf., ov,, dim. from foreg.,

a .vmall cake, Ath. 645 E. []7., ov, {, 7.)
discoursing of cakes, Ath. 648 A., ,{, *)
a pastry-cook, Luc., , o,^sq., ,(,)
commar.der of, or body of five,

Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 23, Hipparch. 4, 9., f -, {,)
strictly to count on five fingers or count

by fives ; then, generally, to count,

Aesch. Eum. 748, Ap. Rh. 2, 975 ; so
in mid., ,
when he is done counting them all,

Od. 4, 412.— 11. metaph., to count up,

reckon over, consider, •,. Rh. 4, 350.—III. hence
of animals, to chew the cud, as, reverse-

j

ly. Lat. ruminari.—In prose,-
I

is more usu. (Some derive it

in the last two signfs. from,
as if to setid up the food, others even
from.),, , Aeol. for,
the number five : a body of five ; used
also in Att., Plat. Rep. 546 C, Xen.
Cyr. 2, 1, 24, etc., Arist Pol. 5, 12, 8
Bekker ; but in Anal. Post. 2, 13, 2,

he writes., ov, b,{) one

who counts ; used as a verbal c. ace.,,

-, reviewing by tens of thou-

sands, Aesch. Pers. 981, cf Hdt. 7,

60., Aeol. for, five, Vit.

Hom., ov, an obscure epith. of
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very old persons, ., etc., Lye.
682, 826 :—perh. fi om the same root
as^.., a, ov,() in five

days, on (he fifth day, -, on the fifth day we came, Ud.
14, 257 ; iytvero, it was
on the fifth day, Dem. 359, 19, cf.

Pind. 0. 6, 89; ,
Xen. An. 6, 2, 9, cf. Ar. Av. 474.-, \.,=, very
dub., ov, Dor. for-, Pind. O. 5, 13. [a],, ,=7, as Bek-
ker Plat. Phaed. Ju4 A,cf. Xen. Hell.

7, 2, 6., verb. adj. from,
one mnst send. Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 11., ov,. the fifth part,

Hipp., and Plat. Legg. 956 C., , ov, {) the fifth,

vne^s self with four others, Hoin., etc.
;, Od. 9, 335 ; so

in prose:—(sc. ), via quintana,

one of the lanes in a camp, Polyb. 6,

30, 6, 7/ (sc. ), the fifth

day, lies. Op. 800, 801 ; but, .^, , , verb. adj. from
sq., sent, 'I'huc. 8, 86.'2,1. /.- Horn., only
in pres., iinpf., lut. and aor. of act.

:

Pind. has also the pass, in part. i)res.

and aor. ; Hdt. the last : all these are

freq. in Att., but the pf. act.

is later, Thuc. 7, 12, etc. : 3. pf. pass.,

in Aesch. Theb. 473 ; but
part, pf pass, only in

Phot.—The defective tenses are sup-
plied by(.

To send, tlv'l Tiva or Ti, oft. in

Hom., anil Hes. ; also to let go : as

well of persons as thnigs, esp. of am-
bassadors and heralds : . ,
to send one evil, II. 15, 109 ; of a ship,

to conduct, carry, Od. 8, 556.— Con-
struction :— 1. foil, by a prep., ,, with ace, also ,,. ;, to send for a purpose,' , Hdt. 5, 12 ; 7],
Aesch. Gho. 477 ;

(so, . -. Soph. Phil. 45) ; .
or , to send for some one or thing,

also against one, as II. 10, 464 ; so too

TLVi, Lob. Phryn. 475 ; ,
about something ; , to some
one.—2. by an adv.,,,, ,,-, etc., Hom. ;"
is indeed usu. to send a living maii to

Hades, i. e. kill him ; but in 11. 23,

137, to condtict a dead man, i. e. attend
his funeral procession, cf infra III.

—

3. by inf , , Od.
4, 8 ; ', II. 16, 575 ;, Od.
14, 396 ;, Od. 4, 29 ;,
Od. 24, 419 ;, II. 16, 454 ; -, II. 16, 681 ;—where the inf.

is only poet., and for the most part
pleonast., as in } ',
(5', etc. ;•—but not so in Soph.
El. 406, -.—II. to sendforthor away,
dismiss, like, esp. to send
home, Od. 4, 29 ; 7, 227, etc. ; more
rarely in II. ;

/., , ' wel-
come the coming, speed the parting
guest,' Od. 15, 74 ; also of the father
who dismisses his daughter to go to

her hu.sband's house, Od. 4, 5, 8 ; .
tivu. Soph. O. T. 1518 ; etc.—2. of missiles, to discharge, shoot

forth, like, Hes. Th. 716 ; also

to throw away presents, throw about

money, like Lat. mittere missilia, post-

Horn.—3. of words, to send forth, lit-

ter, Aesch. Theb. 443, Soph. Phil. I

U44

846, 1445, etc.—III. to lead away, ac-

company, attend, escort, 11. 1, 390, Od.

11, 626; so in Att., as Soph. Tr. 571
;, of Mercury, Id. Phil. 133

(cf,, etc.) : — so

also,/, to conduct a

procession, Thuc. 6, 56
;, Eur.

El. 434 ;, -, Meineke Menanil. p. 166, just

like: hence in pass.,-, to be carried in proces-

sion in his lionour, Hdt. 2, 49 ; cf
Plut. Aemil. 32, Demetr. 12.—2. to

send with, esp. to give, to take ivith one
on a journey,',, Od. 16,

83.

—

\\ . like, to send ,
produce, ula,
Soph. Phil. 1161.

B. in mid., =-, to serid for one, Schaf.
Soph. O. C. 602 : esp.,

Tiva, to sendfor one in one's own mat-
ter, Herm. Soph. O. T. 555, Polyb.

32, 5, 2 :—cf Ellendt Lex. Soph. s. v.,

sub fin.—2. ,
send one's daughter, Eur. Or. 111., ov,,{.,,) a five-pronged fork,

for stirring the sacriiiciai fire, 11. 1,

463, Od. 3, 460 ; also used as a kitch-

en utensil, Vit. Hom. 37.\\, , , a kind fish,
Psumen. ap. Ath. 309 F., , (,)
full of blisters, looking like blisters,

Hipp.17;, ,=foreg.., , (also,
fi], in Lye. 686):

—

breath, air: some-
thing filled with air, a blister, Lat. ptis-

tvla, Hipp. ; usu.? :
— bub-

ble,, blisters like the bubbles formed
by rain in falling, Nic. Th. 272; so,

., Aesch. Fr. 169.—2. aflash

of light, . (as it were) a sun-
bubhle, Aesch. Fr. 158 ; so, .-. Soph. Fr. 319 ; -

.3. Soph. Fr. 483.

—

3. a mass of clouds driven together by
the wind, Ibyc. 43 ; also, a storm, ., Aesch. Fr. 181.—4. Lye.
1. c. speaks of , the

voice of departed souls.—For all these
meanings v. Galen, ap. Herm. Opusc.
4, p. 27G. (The same with,, akin to,,
etc.),, , Pemphredo, one
of the Graeae, Hes. Th. 273 : v. 11., and,
V. Heyne ad Apollod. 2, 4, 2.,, i/, like ?]-, a kind of wasp that built in hol-

low oaks or underground, Nic. Al.

183, Th. 812.,, ,() a .lending

:

a mission, Hdt. 8, 54 ;, Thuc. 7,

17.^, , , =),
Anth., , , the state or posi-

tion of a.—.=:;,
the body, class of Penestae, Arist. Pol.

2, 9, 2.

and, corn-

par, and superl. from., ov, , a servant, labourer,

workman. One who serves for hire, like' : the were the Thes-
salian serfs or villains, Ar. Vesp. 1273
(with a pun on ), Xen. Hell.

2, 3, 36 :—like the, in Laco-
nia, they were orig. a conquered tribe,

afterwards increased by prisoners of
war : for they formed a link between
the free-men and the born slaves

;

cf. Schol. Theocr. 16. 35, Ath. 265,

Thirlvv. Hist, of Gr. 1, p. 437.—.
generally, any slave or bondsman, -, Eur. Heracl. 639, Phrix. 61 : a
poor man: cf. Rnhnk. Tim. (Some
make it=jrtr7/r, from: but
more prob. from Peuestia, on the bor-

ders of Macedonia and lUyna, Bar-
tholdy Beitr. z. Kenntn. v. Griechenl.

45, sq.) Hence, , , in the state of a
: ., the senile

caste, Plat. Legg. 776 D :

—slavish., to be poor, Hesych., 7), ,() strictly

one who works for his daily bread, a
day-labourer, hence a poor tnnn, Hdt.
1, 133, etc., Soph. Phil. 584, Eur.,

etc. ; , Hdt. 8, 51.

—II. also as regul. adj., .,
Eur. El. 1139; and c. neut.,, lb. 372: c. gen., .-, poor in money, lb. 38 ; .,
Ep. Plat. 332 C :—also fem. •//-, ap. Hesych. ; compar.-, Xen. Ath. 1, 13 ; superl.-. Hence, to be poor, Pseudo-Pho-
cyl. 26 : jc. gen. to be without, want,
Emped. 234 Karsten., ov, tending the poor,

Anth. P. 8, 31., a. ov, ( ) sad,

mourning, Anth. P. 7, 604.\', , , the Penthali-
dae, a family in Mytilene, Arts». Pol.

5, 8, 13.,, pecul. poet. fem. of
foreg., Noim., , , poet, collat. form
of, Aesch. Ag. 430., Ep. lor, 3
dual of, 11. 23, 283, ace. to
others., , , fem. from-, a mother-in-law, Lat. socrus, Dem.
1123,1., a, ov, of, belonging to a, Arat. 252 : from, ov, b, a father-in law,

Lat. socer, II. 6, 170, Od. 8, 582, Hdt.
3, 52, and Att. ; ", Soph. . C. 1302 : — in

Horn, also, .—\\. generally a
connexion by marriage, e. g. brother-in-

law, Valck. Phoen. 431 :

—

?\90=•, son-in-law. A. B. 229, 2. (Pott
F,t. Forsch. 1, 251 compares Sanscr.
handhu, a relation, from root bandh to
join, our bind, bond; to which also
Lat. af-fin-is prob. belongs.) Hence, oj',=sq., ov,(.-) slaying one's father-in-law, Lye.
161.^, , , Penthesilia,

daughter of Mars and Otrere, queen
of the Amazons, Q. Sm. 1, 40.

tHei'^^eiV, ,, , Pentheus, son of
Echion and Agave, king of Thebes,
torn in pieces by his mother and sis-

ters inspired with bacchanal fury, be-
cause he had insulted Bacchus, Eur.
Bacch. ; Apollod. 3, 5, 2 ; etc., , f. - : Ep. 3 dual

for,,
II. 23, 283: inf. pres, for.^,, Od. IH, 174 ; 19,

120; this form used to be wrongly
called inf. aor. for from an
old form, . Buttm. Ausf.
Gr. 4 105 Anm. 15, cf.,,., from ^,
etc. (). To bewail, lament,

mourn for, esp. one dead,'^. II. 19, 225 ; wj, Hdt. 4, 95 ; ., Aesch.
Pers. 545; . , Lys 19G.

43 ; absol, to nxourn, go into mowniiag



Plat. Phaedr. 258 ; c. ace. cognato,
|•,Aesch. Supp. 63:

—

pass, to be mourned for, Isocr. 213 C.
—2. of things,,, Soph.,

and Eur.', v.., , , lamentation,

mourning, Aesch. Cho. 432., Ep. for,, Od. ; v. sub., ov,(.) of

five days : ., a space offive days,

Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 14 : cf.--, , (,-) consisting of five halves, i. e. of
two and a half:—hence in prosody,

., the caesura after two feet and
a half, esp. in Hexam., and Iamb.

Trim. ; to ( with or

without), the first two feet and
a half oi a verse, Quintil., a, ov, (,) consisting of five half feet,

i. e. of 2J feet, prob. 1. for-,
Xen. Oec. 19, 3 and 5, v. Lob. Phryn.
540, sq., ov,{,-,) five half spans, i. e. 2^ spans

long.^, a, ov,(,
-,) weighing ox^worthfive

half-talents, i. e. 2\ talents., ov,() mournful,

torrowful. sad, Aesch. Ag. 420., , {, ?) la-

menting, mourning, formed like -, etc., Eur. Phoen. 323, Tro.

141., , , {) of or

for mourning,, Anaxil. In-

cert. 5.,, 6, , {) a

mourner, Aesch. Pers. 946, Theb.
1002 : — fem.., for
evils, Eur. Hipp. 805. Hence], a. ov, of ox in sign of
mourning, Aesch. Cho. 9., , , {) dis-

posed to mourn. Adv. -, Plut. 2,

113 D., , fj, fem. from-, q. v., , , {)^ sq.,

Plut. 2, 102 . Adv. -, ., to be in mourning for a person,

Xen. Cyr^ 5, 2, 7.\7. ov, 6, Penthilus, son of

Orestes and Erigone, leader of a col-

ony of Aeolians to Thrace, Arist. Pol.

5, 8, 13: Strab. p. 582.-2. son of

Periclymenus, Paus. 2, 18, 8., ov,{) of or belong-

ing to anguish or grief, mourning, sor-

rouful, Aesch. Supp. 579, Eur. Or.

458, etc.— II. mournful, sorry, wretched,, Eur. Ale. 622.,. , grief, sadness, sor-

row, freq. in Hom., Hes., etc. ; -, sorrow for one, Od. 24, 423,

etc. : esp. mourning for the dead, ., to make a public mourn-
ing, Hdt. 2, 1 ; so, .,
Hdt. 6, 21 ; . Id. 2, 46 ;

kv , Soph. El. 290, Plat.,

etc.—II. an unhappy event, misfortune,

TT., one's illfortune, Hdt. 3, 14 ;

ov /.', Pind. I. 7

(6), 51 :—of persons, a misery. Soph.
Aj. 615. (Not from : but a

collat. form of, as of, and so from same root as--. perf. of.)^. ov, , Penthylus, a

leader of the Paphians, Hdt. 7, 195., , . Ion. and Ep.,(^) poverty, need, Od. 14, 157
;

freq. m Hes., Hdt., and Att. ; •

,-. Plat.. 23

C,' Rep. 613 :—the plur., in

Plat. Prot. 353 D, Rep. 618 A, etc.

Cf.., , like, fem. of, Gramm.,=^, Plut. ap.

Stob./, a, ov, collat. form of, Anth. P. 6, 190.'.,=^, Or. Sib., , , like, poor,

need,), Od. 3, 348. Theogn. 621,

Pind. N. 7, 27, Ar. Plut. 970 :—poet,
word, used by Plat. Rep. 578 A,

Polyb., etc. Adv. -, Arist. Pol.

1, 2, 3.,, ,^=.', dep., only used in

pres. and impf. :—I. intr. to work for

one's daily bread ; generally, to toil,

work, Od. 10, 348 ; . ,
to be busy preparing a meal, Od. 4,

624 : hence,—2. to be poor or needy,

Theogn. 315, Eur. Hec. 1220, Thuc.
2, 40, Plat., etc. ; c. gen., to be poor

in. have need of, (i. e.), Aesch. Eum. 431, cf. Eur.
Supp. 210.—II. more freq. trans., to

work at, prepare, get ready,,
II. 24, 124 ; -
, Od. 2, 322 ;, Hes. Op. 771 ;,
when we are -doing this, Od. 13,

394.—On the precise meaning of -,, cf. omnino Ar. Plut.

551, sqq. (From come -,,, and Lat. penuria,

also,, etc. : but
do not belong to it.), =, only found

in part. aor.. poor, needy.

Sent. Sing. 508, Brunck., ov, {,)
consisting of five books : -

(sc.), a work in five

books, [], ov, {,)
consisting of five ox-hides ; v. -
-., ov, {, -) with five sons-in-law, Lye. 146., ov, or -,{,) offive lines or strokes,

Soph. Fr. 381, Lue. Laps. 1, 5., , , like a penta-

gon : from, ov, {,)
pentagonal : ., a pentagon, Plut. 2,

1003 D., ov,{,-
7•.) with five fingers or toes, Arist. H.
A. 2, 1,5: five fingers long : also-., ov, , and -, 6,=-, q. v., ov, , {,,) one who is fifteen years

old: fem., : but,

— II., , for fifteen

years., , , {) con-

sisting offive, of the number five.,,,=, a dim.
only in form, [], , , five drachms,

Xen. Hell. 1, 6, 12: also,.,
Dinarch. 97, 18 : from, ov, {,-) of the weight OX value of five

drachms, Hdt. 6, 89 : ro ., a piece of
five drachms., ov.{, )
five hand-breadths wide.?., ov,, poet, and Ion.

for./., ov. , poet, and Ion.

for /iov, Hdt•, and Pind.

, ov, , poet, and Ion.

for, q. v., Hdt.,,=^.., ,()
period offive years. Hence, , , falling every

five years,, Plut. 2, 748 F.,. ,{)
a space of five years, Lycurg. 161, 40,
V. 1. Dem. 740, 1 : the Roman lustrum,

Polyb. 6, 13, 3.—II. as adj., coining

every five years.=', ., Piiid. . 10 (11), 70, . 11,

35 ; also alone in same signf., Id. O.
3, 38 ; cf.., ov, j)oet for-, five years old,, , II. 2, 403,

Od. "14, 419., , {, ) five

years old, Hdt. 1, 136, Thuc. 1, 112,
etc. :—fem., Plut. 2, 844
A.—II. of time,, lasting

five years :, as adv., for
five years, Od. 3, 115. Hence, , , =,
Luc. Vit. Auct. 3, Plut. Pericl. 13, etc., ov.{,) with

five girdles or zones, Strab.?^, to be a?. ; to

practise the, Xenophan.
ap. Ath. 413 F., , = foreg., Artemid.
1, 59. Hence, , , belonging to

the., ov, , rarer collat.

form of sq., Pind. P. 8, 95, I. 1, 35., ov, . Ion.-(,) :
—the contest of

the five exercises, Lat. quinquertium,

Pind., who in O. 13, 41 has-. and N. 7, 12 :•
or. Hdt. 6,

92 ; 9. 33 :—in Soph. El. 691, Dind.
(after Pors.) gives' -, instead of the reading of the
MSS.,' .; but in his

notes he follows Harm, in rejecting

the line.—These five exercises were
7.,,,,,
the last being afterwards exchanged
for the (also,-, and, in Schol. Plat. p. 87
Ruhnk., called) : no one
received the prize unless he got the
better in all of them, v. Bbckh Inscr.

l,p. 52. On the order in which they
followed, see Bockh and Donalds, on
Pind. N. 7; against them Herm.
Opusc. 3, p. 26 sq. Hence, ov, . Ion./.,
one who practises the, the

conquerer therein, . ', Hdt. 9, 75.

—li. metaph. of one who tries evrry

thing. Plat. Rival. 138 D ;?, versed in every depart-

ment of philosophy, Diog. L. : also
used in depreciation, of ' a jack of all

trades,' Xen Hell. 4, 7, 5., ov, , Pentathlus, a
Cnidian, who led a colony to Lipara,
Paus. 10, 11, 3., ov, {,)
five-pointed. Anth./., ov,(,) with five ways, Orac ap. Paus., ov, fire-headed., adv..{) five times,

Pind. N. 6, 33, Aesch., etc.", ai, a,(,) five times ten thousand, i. 6.

50,000, Hdt. 7, 103, etc. [fi], ai, a, fivethovsand,

Hdt. 1. 194,etc. []/., ov, five-branched.

'vCvo, ov,{,)
a room, with five beds or couches, Arist.

1
Mirab. 127, 2.

lUS



, , {-,-) five crows'-lives old, v.-., , 6,(-,) the commander of 500 jneii.

Hence, , , the office of, Ael. Tact.,,,^=-, Plut. Alex. 70., , ,=-.. , , .-, five hundred. Oil., etc. : also

sing., , five hundred

horse, Longus.— II. at Athens ol-,=, the senate cho-

sen by lot [ol ), 50 IVotn

each tribe, ace. to the constitution of

Cleisthenes, Lycurg. 152, 30: under
Solon It had been 400., , {-

,) possessiyiglatid which

produced 500 medimni yearly, Thuc. 3,

16 :—ace. to Solon's distribution of

the Athen. citizens, the-
the first class, Bockh

P. E. 2, 259 sqq., 272 sq., Thirlw.
Hist, of Gr. 2, 37., , ,(-) the fir'e-huridredth, Ar. Eccl.

1007. Hence, , , a number

of five hundred., , , (,)
the fifth wave, supposed to be larger

than the four preceding, Luc. Merc.
Cond. 2: cf.-,,{,)
offive marriage-beds, 1, e. five times mar-

ried, Lye. 142.

or-, Hermipp.,
V. sq., ,(,) of
or with five stones : -

or, a game played

by women, in which five pebbles, pot-

sherds, dice,, etc. were
tossed up from the back of the hand
and caught in the palm, Poll. 9, 120

;

like the French^ew des osselets, Span-
ish juega de tahas., , (,)
weighing five or pounds., , (,) in

five parts, Strab., ,(,)
consisting offive measures feet : .,
a pentameter., , (, /) of
five months, Arist. . . 7, 4, 19, Plut.

2. 933 ;—rejected by Phryn. as un-

Att., cf. Lobeck p. 412.,, havingfive shapes.,, , a kind of oint-

ment., ar, i],(,) a
squadron of five ships, Polyaen. 3, 4,

2 ; also written, Phryn.
432., , , () five-fold,

five, Arist. Metaph. 1 2, 2, 7.,, , five-branched, e, g.-, , (, -) five hand-breadths wide, Xen.
Cyn. 9, 14 ; 10, 3. [], , ,=;•
/., Theophr.1'?, , ,=-?, Mic. Th, 839 : neut. from, , (,-
,) five-leaved,17], 8f,=;8q., Strab., , gen. , (,
!}>) five cubits long or broad, Hdt.

9. 83, Alh. 202 ;—-rejected by Phryn.
as un-Att., v. Lobeck p. 412.

1116

), to make five times

as much or as large: from, a, ov. Ion. -?.•, five-fold, Hdt. 0, 13, Arist. Pol.

2, G, 15. Adv. -, LXX. [], , gen. ,=
foreg., , (, -) five broad, long or large,

Joseph.?'/, , . Ion. for-, Hdt. 6, 13./.,, , cup of five in-

grediettts, Callix. ap. Ath. 495 C., ov, five times twisted.

ev7of, /, ov, contr.-,
ovv, fivefold, LXX., , (,) a
state offine towns, jthe Pentapolisj, as
Doris, ton the coast of Asia Minor,
composetl oi lalysus, Camirus, Liiidus,

Cos, and Cnidus\, Hdt. 1, 144., ov, (,)
with five passages, Dion. P.,, , , (,) with five feet.—. five feet long
or broad : also written., , , the office or
rank of the., ,(,)
the five first men in the state, Byzant., ov, (, )
with five gates : ., part of Syra-
cu.se; Plut. Dion. 29., ov, five in number,
dub.)}, ov,(,)
consisting of five staves or strokes, Te-
lest. ap. Ath. 637 A., ov.(, ()) with

five berries, Leon. Tar. 13., , , (,)
the magistracy of the Five, Lat. quia-

queviratus : at Carthage the highest
political authority after the Suffetes,

Arist. Pol. 2, 11,7, V. Gottlingp.48G.,, , v. sub./, ov, with five signs.', ov, {,-) with five places or benchesfor oars,

Ephipp. Geryon. 1, 17., ov,(,-) five spans long or broad, Xen. Cyn.
2, 4. and 7. [I], ov, (, •) five stades long, of five stades,

Strab., ov, (, -
Ti'/p) five in weight or value,

Sosicr. Parac. 1. [], ov, (,)
of five lines or verses, Anth. P. 9, 173., ov, {,)
tvilh five mouths or openings, of the

Nile and Danube, Hdt. 2, 10; 4, 47.., , , the having

five syllables : from, ov, (,-) office syllables. Adv. -,.. ov,{,)
with five pipes or holes, cf.-., ov, (,)
of five different shapes, Plut., ov, five
long or broad., ov, (, -) five talents in iveight or value,

also written-. [ru], ov. (,
5) consisting offive books in one volume :

as subst., 71•., the five books of Moses,
Pentateuch, Eccl., ov, (,) of
five tones :—, a term in

music., ov, consisting of
five colours or drugs./, ,(,) offive-

fold nature, five,, Anth. P. 7,

383., ov, (,-
)) divided into five watches,, Ste-
sich. 52., ov,(,), cinque-foil, Lat. qiiinquefoliiun,

Diosc. 4, 42., ov , five-leaved, The-
ophr., ov, five-voiced.

';^;, adv.,{) five-fold, in

five divisions, 11. 12, 87.}, adv.,= foreg., Strab., , ,(,-) the five thousandth, one /' 5000., ov, {,)
five-stringed, Ath. 037 ., adv., () in five
places. Hut. 3, 117., ov, (,)
consisting of five different times,-, Dion. H. de Comp. p. 238., adv.,() infiveways.', o'l, a'l, , indecl.^re,
Horn., etc.: Aeol.. In compos,
it takes the form- as well as-, e. g. and, but the forms in e
are thought more Att., Herm. Ar.
Nub. 755 (759), Lob. Phryn. 413.
(The. becomes in Lat.
quinque, acc. to the change of which
takes place in,, equus

:

the Sanscr. pancha stands between
them : Germ./tt/i/, our five, etc.), ov, Aeol.,^^, Sappho 38.1,,=,
Soph. Fr. 381.,,=•, ov, Hipp., ,,=^•, like, etc., , , . sub-.\\, , , , indeci.,

fifteen. Hdt. 1, 203, etc. Hence,, ,()
term offifteen years., ,(, ) fifteen years old, Arist.
. ., , , weigh-
ing or worth fifteen minae., , ,(•,) squadron of fifteen
ships, Dem. 183, 2., ,(-,)fifteen cubits long or broad,

Diod., ov, fifteen-

fold, Plut. 2, 892 A.\\, a, ov,(-) on the fifteenth day, Strab.1\,,(-,) of fifteen tale/its'

worth or iveight, Dem. 838, 25., ov, , the

fifteenth part, Hipp., , ov,(-) the fifteenth, Plut. 2, 1084 D.], , (-,*?) withfifteen banks ofoars,
Diod. Plut., ov,(-,) of fifteen days, Polyb.
18, 17, 5.)), ov, ()
with twejity-five marks : [u] from, ol, a'l, , indeci.,

twenty-five, also written. Hence, , ( )

twenty-five years old, DlO C, , , (-.) the twenty-fifth. Plat. The-
aet. 175 13,



'7>7,,{)
fifty-five years old, Plat. Rep. 460 E.', ov,(, ,, /)
of or lasting forty-five days, Hipp.,.,,, ) of thirty-five

years, thirty-five years old, Plat. Legg.
774 A.'/, , and,
ov,(,) : ., variegalfd

garment with a purple border, Alltiph.

Incert. 76, Meineke Menand. p. 34.^, , , Pentete, an Attic

deme of the tribe Antiochis ; hence
adv., from or of Pentele,

Luc. Jup. Trag. 10 :, at,

in Pentele, 6/.- ?, Plut.

Fopl. \5,=.?.?,=^, Ar. Fr.

335., a, ov ; . ,=
?., Paus. 7, 23, 6; etc., , , of Pentele :.?. , Mt. Pentelicus, in

Attica, famed for its marble, now Mt.

Pendele, Paus. 1 , 32, 1 : .. Plat.

Eryx. 394 E, ,
Strab. p. 399, the Pentelic marble, usu.

called by Paus... :

also , Anth. P. 6,

317., ov, =,
V. 1. Soph. Fr. 548., , ov, poet.

for, Anth.,, , ,=^-. Plat. Theaet. 147 D.,,=-:— -, sort ofpillory, being

a wooden machine /urai'i/iei/ ivithfive

holes, through which the head, arms
and legs of cruninals were passed,

Ar. Eq. 1019: metaph., ., of

the palsy, Polyeuct. ap. Arist. Rhet.

3, 10, 7. [v],,^^-., Oratt. : ., an action

for the recovery offive talents, Ar. Nub.
758, 774., , , happening

every five years : offive years, Strab.

:

from, , , a term of five
years, , every nve

years, Hdt. 3, 97 : 4, 94.—II. a festival

celebrated every five years, such as the
Panathenaea at Athens, Hdt. 6, 111,

Thuc. 3, 104. From, ,{,) of five
years,, Ar. Ach. 188.

., {,) (
conquer five times, Anth. P. 11, 84., ovv, of five, Ar.

Fr. 183..,,(,]) nffifty days, Dion. H., , , , indecl.,

fifty, Horn., etc., ov, {-,) offifty drachms^ weight

or value. Plat. Crat 384 B.,, , a period

of fifty years : from, ,{,) offifty years, Plat. Alc. 1, 137

: contr.-, Thuc. 5, 27., , , a space of

fifty years.&, , fem. from, Thuc. 5, 32., , ()
offifty-three years. Polyb. 3, 4, 2., ov, (-,) fifty-headed, Hea.
Th. 312,., ov, = foreg.

V 1. Hes, Th. 312.

, oi>,{-,) weighingfifty, Diod.

11, 26., , b, ,{,) consisting of fifty

children, Aesch. Pr. 853; ubi al.., ov, {-,) fifty plethra large,

Nonn., a, ov, and, , gen. , fifty

cubits long or broad, Joseph., , to be a-, Dem. 1215, 1.,, , the office of. Plat. Legg. 707 A :

from, ov, b, {-,) the commander of fifty

men.—II. one who commands or steers

a (q. v.), the captain of
a penteconter, Xen. Ath. 1, 2.,,,{)
the numberfifty, a number offifty, Soph.

Fr. 379.., , ij, fifty

talents, Dem. ap. Poll. 9, 52 : from, ov, weighing

or worth fifty talents.,. a, gen.

o)v, fifty-four.,, ,=^-, dub., ov, contr. -,
ovv,{, () yielding or

multiplying itself fifty-fold, Theophr.,
Strab., , v. -.,, ,=^-, Thuc. 5, 66, Xen., , withfifty banks

of oars. {* ?), , , . 1. for-.,,{,) of fifty acres of corn land, II. 9,

579., ov,{-,) fifty fathoms deep, high,

etc., Hdt. 2, "149., ,,fifty-oared,

Polyb. 25, 7, 1 : from, (sc. ), , a

ship of burden with fifty oars, Pind. P.

4, 436, Eur. I. T. 1124, Thuc. 1, 14,

etc. In Hdt. we find also the form, which Schweigh. has
restored, 3, 124, and 6, 138, though
Schneider considers the other best., , contr. for, q. v., at, a, Ep. for-
KOaioitfive hundred, Od. 3, 7., a, ov, on thefiftieth

day., , , ( )

the chief of the body which farmed the

tax, ihe farmer-general of

the taxes, who represented the whole
body, also, Bockh P. E. 2,

not. 70., to exact or collect

the tax :— Pass., to pay
such tax, Dem. 932, 27.,, b,[)
the commander of fifty men, a title

pecul. to the Spartan army, Xen.
Lac. 11, 4, Hell. 3, 5, 22 : the Athen.
said :—also,-, q. V., , to collect the

tax., ov, , the cus-

tom-house where the was
paid.^, ov, {-, Xiyu) collecting or receiving the

tax : as subst., b ., the

collector or farmer of the,
Dem. 558, 18; 909, 10; cf. Lob.
Phryn. 638., , , {) with

fifty children, Aesch. Supp. 32(5., , ,{)
fiftieth. Plat. Theaet. 175 .—II. as

subst.,,— 1. {suh),
the fiftieth part, esp. in Athens the tax

of the fiftieth, or 2 per cent., imposed
on all exports and imports, as im-
ported corn, ., Dem. 1353.21,
Bockh P. E. 2, 24, and Diet. Antiqq.

s. V.—2. (sub), the fiftieth day,

Pentecost, LXX, N. T.^ "Hence, , , the number

fifty, a number offifty, esp. as a division

of the Spartan army, Thuc. 5, 68,

Xen. An. 3, 4, 22 : v. sub., ov, b,(-,) one who farms the tax, like., , {) with five
bariks of oars : . (sc. ), a
quinquereme, Hdt. 6, 87. (v. sub-)

, ^ ^ ^ ^, , ov,=foreg., Polyb.

1, 59, 8, etc., ov, {, ) like, with five branches or points;

Hes. Op. 470 calls the hand,
the five-pointed., ov, (,)
offive fathoms, Xen. Cyn. 2, 5.3, , -, ov, , a
plant, elsewh., Diosc., ov, less usu. form for, q. v.3, ov, {,)
of worth five obols'; .,
to sit in the Heliaea, at 5 obols a day,

Ar. Eq. 798 ;. -., a cup of five-obol wine. Lye.
ap. Ath. 420 B., ov,{,) with

five 7iails Or claws ; v. Lob. Phryn.
708., ov, {,)
withfive stones : the form
is less usu., Schaf Dion. Comp. p.

203, Lob. Phryn. 709.*, V. :
—, v..,, ,{) shearing or

combing., , {,) with

swollen., , , { also written), membrum virile, ptjiis, freq. in

Ar., Ep. for, from, Od. 17, 555., adv. part, pf pass,

from, in a well-bred manner,

Ael. V. H. 2, 16., f. •,() to ripen,

make ripe or mellow, Hdt. 1, 193, Lur.
Incert. 115 : of pain, to soothe, assuage,

awl so of anger and other passions,, Ar. Vesp. 646, cf.

Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 21:— Pass., fut., aor., to

become ripe, soft, etc., Hdt. 4. 199: to

be softened, appeased, Eur. Heracl. 159,

Meleag. 55 : in Medic, of tumours,
etc., to soften and suppurate, Hipp. ;

cf.—II. intr.,= pass., be

come ripe, Ar. Pac. 1163.

and', irreg. com
par. and superl. oi., part.,?.,
inf of pf pass. ; 3 sing,

plqpf. pass, from, Horn., Ep. for. part,

aor. 2 of/.. cf...,.*, Theogn.
663.
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, , rarer collat. form

from, Artemid. 1, 75.,, ,{) mel-

lowing, ripening, Arist. Meleor. 4, 2, 1.

Hence, , , making ripe,

bringing to maturity, c. gen., Hipp.

395.— 11. intr. becoming ripe.

IleTiupdv, an old (prob. Aeol.)inf.

aor. 2, only found in i'ind. P. 2, 105,

where the Greek. Inlerpp. explain it

by,, to display, mani-

fest. Ace. to Bockh (57), akin to

Lat. parere. Hence,
explained in Hesych. by,: hence also the name of the

island.
^Rapo, a, ov, of Peparethus :

ol il., tke Peparethians, Dem. 162, 4

:

from\-:, ov, , Peparethus. one

of the Cyclades, opposite Magnesia,

famed for its wine, now Piperi, H.

Horn. 1, 32; Thuc. 3, 89., part. pf. pass, from, W-, and Hes., Ep. plqpf. of,
II. 24, 042., ov, , (7Tf7raiV(j)=Tr£-: esp. in Medic, a proper mix-

ing of the juices, like Lat. concoctio,

Hipp. : also suppuration, Foes. Oecon.

Hipp., ov, in Soph. Tr. 728

also fern, .—like and, ripe, mellow, Lat. maturtis,

esp. of fruit, inetaph. of men, opp. to, Ar. Eccl. 896 : c. dat., ripe for

a thing, . ; also,
Anth. P. 12, 9.-2. in gen. soft, boiled

down: melaph. mild, softened, appeased,. Soph. 1. c. ; .,
a disease come to its crisis, Hipp., v.

Foes. Oecon., an irreg. 2 imper. pass,

of, Aesch. Eum. 599., adv. part. pf. pass,

from, boldly, confidently, Strab., a definite nu?nber

of times, as Bekker Arist. Anal. Post.

J, 21, 5, ubi vulg.., Ep. part. pf. pass.

from, II. 21, 58., , pepper, the pepper-tree,

Lat. piper, Antiph. Incert. 18 :—gen., Plut. Sull. 13, Ath. 381

: or -, Eubul. Incert.

15 B, ubi V. Meinek. : an ace.-
piv occurs in Nic. Al. 332, Th. 876,

with nothing in either passage to

mark the gender, which some refer

to ; others read with

I in arsis. Hence, to be or taste like pepper,

Diosc., ov, , dim. from -, a pepper-corn, Ath. 126 B.,, , a pepper-corn : in

genl.=:ep, q. v., ov, , fem. -, -,() like pepper, peppered, Phn., , , peppered-
pov-,,{,)
sprinkled with pepper., 3 sing. perf. 2 of,
11., Ep. redupl. inf aor. 2

act. of, 11. ; ', fem.

art., II. ;,, opt.,

L ;, fut., II., Ep. syncop. 1 plur. pf.

pass, ot., adv. part. pf. pass,

from, of simple beauty, ClC. Att.

15, 16 a; of..17, adv. part, pf pass,

from', roaming,., Isocr,

197 C : esp. of the tits of diseases, ir-

regularly, Hipp., V. Foes. Oecon., adv. part. pf. pass,

from, by pretence, feignedly,

opp. to/. Plat. Rep. 485 D., adv. part. pf. pass,

from, widely.,',-
, Ep. redupl. aor. 2 act. and mid.

from, Hom., via, , part. pf. 2 of, Horn., syncop. part, pf pass., Od. 12, 108., ov, , (7r£7r?i.Of)=:Sq.'., ?/, a plant, euphorbia

peplis, purple spurge, Diosc., , ,(,-) description of the peplos, or the

subjects worked on it,—name of a

work by Varro, being a sort of ' Book
of Worthies,' Cic. Att. 16, 11, 3, of
Ern. Clav. s. v.

7(5/(•, ov. Ion. for sq.

Tl/.oo,ov,{oa)receiing
or keeping the ?., ov, b, in late poets also

c. heterog. plur. tu :—Lat.

peplum, orig. any woven cloth used for

a covering, a sheet, carpet, curtain, veil

;

as cover of a wagon, II. 5, 194 ; of a

funeral-urn, I!. 24, 796; of a seat,

Od. 7, 96.— II. esp., a large, full robe or

shawl, strictly worn by women, opp.

to the men's dress, 11.5, 734 ; it was
made of line stuff,,,, 11. 5, 734 ; 24, 796, Od. 7, 96 ;

usu. with rich patterns,, II.

5, 734 (cf) ; and being

worn over the common dress, fell in

rich folds about the person ; answer-
ing therefore to the man's or' ; that the of the

woman imght cover the face and
arms is plain from Xen. Cyr. 5, 1, 6

;

but it must not be hence inferred

that it was merely a veil or shawl.

Most famous was the splendidly em-
broidered? of Minerva, which
was carried like the sail of a galley

in public procession at the Panathe-
naea, Plat. Euthyphr. 6 C, etc. : it

may be seen on several ancient statues

of the goddess, Batr. 182, sq., Virg.

Ciris 21, sq,cf Meurs. Panath. 17,

Winckelmanns Werke, t. 5, p. 26,

Diet. Antiqq. s. v.—2. later, some-
times, a man's robe, esp. of the long

Persian dresses, Aesch. Pers. 468,

1028, 1060, cf. Poppo Xen. Cyr. 3, 1,

13 ; a man's cloak. Soph. Tr. 602,

Eur. Cycl. 301, Theocr. 7, 17.—HI.
from its likeness, the peritonaeum, dub.

in Orph. Arg. 310; elsewh.

and.—IV. also, like ?, a

kind of spurge, Diosc. 4, 168. (The
deriv. is dub. : ace. to Damm from, : ace. to Rie-

nier from, Lat. pellis, palla,

pallium, etc. ; akin to and.,, , as if from -, a robe, garment, Aesch. Theb.
1039, Soph. Tr. 613, Eur. Supp. 97,

cf. Ar. Ach. 426., strictly poet. (esp. Ep.)

pf pass, of, with pres. signf

,

to have breath or soul, usu. metaph. to

be wise, discreet, prudent : Hom. uses

its 2 sing, , II. 24, 377 ;

inf, II. 23,' 440, Od. 10,

495 (where it is still wrongly written), 2 sing, plqpf with impf
signf.,, Od. 23, 210 ; but far

most freq. in part, (Hes.
has this only in Op. 729, and does not

use the other forms at all) ;—always
in metaph. signf, usu. epith, of men,

but also, ., ., Od. 1,

361, II. 7, 278 ; ,,,, /'/, etc. :—this

part, also occurs in later prose,., living and breathing. Polyb.

6, 47, 9 ; 53, 10 ;
(so,. Id.

30, 6, 6) :—Nic. has an opt. aor. pass.. (From the old root-
some remains in the compds.,, i. e.. are
preserved in Hom., v..—
Others consider with its

derivs. to be shortd. from, -, hence, etc., and none
of these akin to .), perf 2 from, v.

. ., , trust, confidence,

boldness, . ., v. Lob. Phryii. 295

;

also,, ., adv. part, pf 2 from=^., subj. perf 2 from,
hence, Ep. for-, Od. 10,335., perf 2 of, Od., v.., adv. part, pf pass,

from., Ep. 2 pi. pf 2 of

for, Hom. : v. Buttm.
Catal. Verb. s. v.., poet. pert, of for, Epich. p. 6., Ep. 3 pi. pf.-. 11. 2, 90., ,() crepitus ven-

tris.— II. sort offish, []. Ep. 3 perf pass, from
the root HOP-, which occurs in aor., Hom,, q. v. ; hence also part., Hom., and, in Hes., •, 3 plqpf pass., v. sub*.,, pf pass,

from, Hom., Ep. for, neut.
pi. part, pf of, II. 21, 503., a, ov, =,
Aretae., Ep. for, part,

perf 2 of, frightened, timid,

shy, Od., , ,() conducive

to digestion, Diosc., ),, verb. adj. from•, later, cooked, but distin-

guished from Plut. 2,

126 D.—II. digestible.. pf of., Att. part. pf. 2 of

or., 3 sing, of Ep. redupl.

opt. aor. 2 oi, II., perf. from,
Hom., ov, gen.: compar.
andsuperl.TreTrairepoc-Tarof.• strict-

ly of fruit, cooked by the sun, i. e. ripe,

mellow, Hdt. 4, 23, Soph. Fr. 190;
opp. to, Ar, Eq. 200, Xen. Oec.
19, 19:—esp. , or more
freq. alone, a kind of gourd

or melon, not eaten till quite ripe, where-
as the common was eaten un-
ripe, Arist. Probl. 20, 32, 1 ; hence
proverb., , v.

Comiciap. Ath. 68 C, D.—II. gener-

ally, soft, tender, ,
Aesch. Ft. 244 ; ., Theocr. 7,

120: hence,—III. metaph. soft, tender,

etc., as always in Hom,, though more
freq. in II. than in Od., and in Hes.,

in addressing a person,, •, , sometimes as adj.,

sometimes as subst. masc: and that,

— 1. usu. like Lat, mollis and miiis in

good sense, as a term of endearment

:

so Polyphemus says, , my



pet ram, Od. 9, 447 : and in Att. mere-

ly as an Adj., mild, gentle, •, Aesch. Ag. 1365;, softened pain, Soph. O. C.

437, etc.; c. dat., <,),
gentle to one's foes, Aesch. Euin. 66.

—2. in bad sense, soft, weak, in Horn,

only once, , ye weaklings,

11. 2, 235 ; so. , Hes. Sc.

350, ci. Hes. Th. 544, 560. (The root

is the same as,.), enclit. particle, adding force

positiveness to the word to which
it is added, being in fact a shortd.

form of, and its strenglhd. -
: hence,— I. much, very, like, simply strengthening, in Hom.

usu. with an adj. and the part, ,
', all short-lived as 1 am, II. 1,

352 ; , .
3, 201 ; but also with the part, omit-

ted, , , etc., II.

1,416; 11,391.-2. usu. however it

serves to call attention to something
which is objected to, like the stronger, albeit, though, however, as,-, , brave, strong

though he be, Aou^erer brave, strong he
be, like Lai. quamvis fortis ; SO, ?,• ..., ,..., , etc.

In such cases it stands between the

emphatic word and the part, .
But it is subjoined immediately to

other participles, which are them-
selves emphatic, as, . how-

ever eager; , grieved

though he be, etc. : but in, ,', refers to the word which
it follows :—more rarely with an adj.

alone, uvr/p, however

shrewd, II. 16, 638; ,
21, 63

; , 17, 539.-3. also

to strengthen a negation, ,
no, not even, not at all, where, as m
Lat. ne...quidem, is divided by
one or more words from, as,'^,
11. 21, 130, cf. 8, 201 : Hdt. 6, 57 has

: also, ,
Hdt. 4, 50, etc.—II. to call attention

to one or more things of a number,
however, at any rate, yet, much like

ye, as, -, honour however {whatever else)

he owed me, II. 1, 353 ;, II. 8, 242 ;
'-, II. 9, 301. — III.

when refers to an imperat. sen-

tence it may be variously placed, as,, let us,

aye let us, go..., II. 2, 236;, II. 10, 70 ; (V, II. 17, 712.

—

IV. oft. stands after a relat. pron.,

an adj. or adv., and, unless some
word comes between, is usu. written

as one word with it,, {/,-,, etc., which will be found

in their places, cf. also,,
: but in Horn., and

are written divisim : so in

Hdt. , or as adv., ,
just so as. Id., etc. : in marking time
or place, , , ,/ , , just where or

when, II. 4, 259 ; 5, 802, etc.—In Att.

this particle is much more rare than

in Hom., and Hdt., and is almost al-

ways used with a pron. or adv.—The
•per in Lat. parumper, paulisper, etc.,

can scarcely be the same as., adv., beyond, across or over,

further, Lat. ultra,, ' , Plat. Phaed.
112 .—2. c. gen.,'

, Eur. . F. 234 : also, above them, . to. Soph. Phil. 666.—II. more
rarely of time, beyond, loriger,, Xen. An. 0, 1,

28.—2. c. gen., -, lb. 6, 5, 7 ; , Id.

Hell. 5, 3, 5.—III. lar most freq. me-
taph., beyond measure, excessively, ex-

travaganty,=vp, absol.,-,. Soph. Phil. 332,

1275, cf. Valck. Hipp. 1032, Heind.

Plat. Phaedr. 241 D ; ,
Eur. El. 1185. — 2. c. gen., beyond,

exceeding, .,, Aesch.
Pr. 30, 507 ; .. Soph. .
. 74, etc.—IV. expressing, general-

ly, something more or greater,, things incredible,

and }nore than that, Ar. Av. 416.—2. c.

gen., ^ojdov, beyond

the greatest, i. e. the most excessive.

Plat. Phileb. 12 C ; ,
7nore than marvels, Eur. Hec. 714

;

, Dem. 1123,

22 ; , more than a me-
dimnus, Isae. 80, 30.—V. very singu-

larly, from the notion of beyond and
awayfroin,::::^, except, Xen. Symp.
8, 19, where however is now
usu. read : so, , nothing

else, V. Markl. Eur. I. T. 91.— In all

senses may stand either before

or after the gen., but usu. before.

—

Comp., a, ov, adv. -
and -, qq. v. — oc-

curs first in Att., and so there is no
Ion. form, which one might in-

fer from, Ion. for. On
the difference between and, v. sub fin., J], for, v. sub
fin., Ion. and Ep. inf. pres.

from, for, Hom., Ion. and Ep. 3 sing,

impf. from, Od. [pu], Ion., adv.{)
from beyond, from thefar side, Hdt. 6,

33, Eur. Heraci 82, Xen. Hell. 3,

2, 2.^, , , v. . :

.', the coast of Caria opposite

Rhodes, Strab. p. 651., , b, {) a kind of

mullet{) found beyond, i. e. at

a distance from, the bank, Arist. H. A.

8, 2, 26., , , and,, , 11. 2, 749, poet. =,
etc., , , . sub .^,, . the Peraethians,

a people of Arcadia, Paus. 8, 3, 4.^[, ov, 6, Peraethus, son of

Lycaon, Paus. 8, 3, 4., in Pind. also :

aor. : pf. pass,.
Plat. Parm. 145 A; but 3 pi. -, Arist. Org. ; inf. -,
Plat. Gorg. 472 B, etc. : {). To
bring to an end. ., Pind. P. )0, 45: to end, finish,. Soph. Aj. 22, etc. : ., Pind. I., 8 (7), 49 ; and so with-

out, Dem. 991, 24: to bring

about, accomplish, Aesch. Cho. 830 ; to

execute, , Xen. Cyr. 5,

3, 50, cf 4, 5, 38 : '(5.', will

do no good, Thuc. 6, 86, cf. Plat. Rep.
426 A :—Pass, to be brought to an end,

end, be finished, Aesch. Pr. 57, etc.
;

to be fulfilled, accomplished,, Eur. Phoen. 1703 ; cf.

Ar. V^esp. 799.—2. esp., .,-, etc., to end a discourse, finish

speaking, Aesch. Theb. 1051, Plat.

Tim. 29 D :—hence absol.,

, speak and make an end of it,

Aesch. Pers. 699 ;' ,
Plat. Prot. 353 ; also to repeat from
beginning to end, Dem. 417, 16 : hence,

(sc. ), a kind of
syllogism in Diog. L. 7, 44. — 3. to

draw a conclusion, to conclude, infer,

Arist.—II. to transfix, pierce : esp. sen-

su obscoeno, ., KOprjv, like, Anth. P. 11, 339.— 111. mtr.

to make way, reach Or penetrate, ', Aesch. Cho. 55 : -, Arist. Top. Cf. and., adv., =, .
Rh. 4, 71, Aral. 606., a, ov,{) being on the

other side, beyond the sea or river.—II.

(sc. ?], ), as subst.,

the opposite country, .,
the country over against Boeotia, Hdt.
8, 44; cf. Ap. Rh. 1, 1112., , () to carry or con-

vey to the opposite country or bank, car-

ry over or across, ., like

Lat. trajicere exercitmn, Thuc. 4, 121
;

c. dupl. ace, 7. 7 -, Volyb. 3, 113, 6.—Pass, (with
fut mid. in Thuc. 1, 10), to pass over,

cross, pass, Od. 24, 437, in aor. pass.,

: c. ace. loci,-, Hdt. 1, 209, ci'. 5, 14
;) Of , Thuc. 1, 10; ..

Id. 1, 5; . .., Id. 5, 109.— II. mtr.
in act.,=pass., c. ace. loci,', Thuc. 2, 67., a, ov, compar. from, beyond, , roads
leadingfurther, Pmd. O. 9, 159.—Adv., beyond, c. gen., Aesch.
Pr. 247 ; . . Plat. Gorg.
484 C : absol., ., to learn
further, Eur. Phoen. 1681

;

.. Id. I. . 247 ; cf. Ar.. 1500 :

beyond what is fit, too far. Soph. Tr.
063 :—the neut. was also
used as adv., . ', better than
others, Pind. O. 8, 82., , ,{ ) one

of the opposite country, Joseph. [<],, ,{) a car-

rying over, Strab. Hence, , ov,for, fit for car-

rying over.,, , a placefor carry-

ing over, ferry., Ion. and Ep., adv.

:

on the other side, across, Lat. tra7is, in

oldest poets always c. gen., and usu.

with notion of water lying between,, II. 2, 626 (never in Od.)

;

, Hes. Th.
215 ; , Pind. . 5, 39

;

Tu , Hdt. 5, 9 ; so
in Att., . Soph.
Ant. 334 ; . ,, Thuc. 2, 67, Xen. An. 4, 3,

3 : (c. ace, ', Eur. .
F. 386, ubi, conj. Dind.) :

—

hence also of any intermediate space,
and so, as early as Hes.
Th. 814.—2. absol. over, on ..he oppo-

site side, esp. of water, ,
Xen. An. 2, 4, 20 ; ,
lb. 6, 5, 22 : foil, by,, Hdt. 8, 36 ; -', Xen.
An. 7, 2, 2: also without , as,/., having
crossed over (sc. ), Hdt.
6, 44 : oft. with the art., to, Xen. An. 3, 5, 2, etc.

;

TU, things done or happening on
the opposite side, Thuc. :

—

,
Thuc. 3, 91, is interpr. the country
just over the border, the border-country,

V. Arnold ad 1.: hence,— II. over

against, usu. c. gen., -
1149



, II. 2, 535 ; ,
Aesch. Ag. 190; here also usu. in re-

gard to water lying between, though
this notion is quite lost in Pans., who
oft. uses the word in this signf. : ab-

sol. in Hdt. C, 97.—Hi. much rarer,

=7repa, out beyond, and then usu. ab-

sol., Eur. Hip|). 1053, Ale. 585, cf.

Herni. Eur. tjupp. CTIi; but c. gen.,

Pind. 1. d (5), 33.—When lias

a gen., it rcgul. precedes its cases,

but in Paus. sometimes follows.

—

The difference between and
is laid down by Herm. Soph.

O. C. 869 to be, that means
beyond in a place, without reference

to motion, and is never used nietaph.

;

means beyond with a sense of

motion, and is most commonly used
metaph. beyond or exceeding measure

:

Buttni. (Lexil. s. v.) compares
to Lat. ultra, to trans, and
draws out the distinction at great

length.—They are no doubt the dat.

and ace. of an old subst. ;/ ,=,,, end, boundary,

from which we .still have a (doubtful)

gen. in Aesch. Supp. 262,, cf. Ag. 190.—(Akin lo,,,,-,, etc.
;

prob. also to

Lat. per.)), f. 1. for.
tllf/jui'raf, 0, Perantas, masc. pr.

n., Paus. 2, 4, 4., , ,() con-

clusive, . Eq. 1378., Aeol. for,
as liockh now reads in Pind. P. 3, 93., , , {) an end,

Aesch. Pers. 032, Eur., etc. ; -
/, Thuc. 1 , 69 ; of persons,

ov . , Eur. Andr. 1216,

Lys. 128, 19 ; . , Thuc.
7, 42 ; also of things, ,=^, Isocr. 42 ; so, . ?-, Polyb. a, 31, 2; -. Id. 1, 41, 2.—2. in a race-

course, the goal, Lat. meta.—3. esp.

as philosoph. term, the finite, opp. to

TO, Plat. Phil. 30 A, Par-

men. 165 A.—II. metaph. accomplish-

ment, achievement, full power, hence
like,

Ty , the

supreme court, from which there is

no appeal, the French ccnir de dernier

ressort, Dinarch. 110, 15.

—

III.

or TO, as adv., like, of
length, at last, Aeschin. 9, 22, Polyb.,

etc. Cf.,., , . sub, fin.

trif', , /, appell. of Diana
at ('astabala, Strab. p. 537., ov, {) that may
be crossed or traversed, passable, ,
Eur. Incert. 19 ; so, ...
An. 5, 9, 8. [],, ,() crossing

over: ., the passage from life

(to death). Soph. O. C. 103., ov, b, () a finish-

ing, LXX.,'^, Hesych., , v. sub II.

Hence, adv., =. .
Kh. 4, 54. [], ov, , one who carries over,

like. []
'.(>, , ,() dwell-

ing on the other side., ,(,) of
a limited or Unite nature, opp. lo-. Plat. Phileb. 25 D., , ov, () on the op-

posite side, over a^jainst, Lat. ulterior :

—usu. (sc.), as subst.,
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the opposite land or country, also the
[

opposite quarter of the heavens, esp. of '

the west, as oi)p. to the east ; iv- '

-. in the u-est, opp. to 'Huf, Od. I

23, 243, Ap. Kh. 1, 1281 ; but also

conversely, y, the east, Call.

Del. 169 : in Aral. 499, the lower (as

opp. to the uj>per) hemisphere., , . Ion. (-) like, that may be cross-

ed OT passed over, passable, Pind. N. 4,

114; ?/ ., Hdt. 1, 189,

193; 5,52.^, ov. . Peratus, successor
of Leucippus in Sicyon, Paus. 2, 5, 8.. , {) to end, limit,

determine, inclose : pass, to he limited,

Arist. Mun. 2, 2 ; to be completed. Id.

Anim. 1, 3, 20. Hence,, , afirdshing, lim-

itation, [uj, , (A) : fut. [].
Ion. and in Hom. : aor. --. Ion. and Hom. :

—
Hom. uses the pres., impf., fut., and
aor. ; with pres. inf. [], fut.

inf/, and 3 impf.-
: {). Strictly, to drive right

through, like, ., II. 5,

291.—2. esp., like II, to pass
right across or through a space, to pass
over, pass, cross, traverse, 7\.,, Od. 6, 272 ; 24, 118 ;, Od. 5, 174 ; , Hes.
Op. 736; , II. 5, 646,

Theogn. 427 ; 7]-, hard to pass, II. 12, 63, cf. 53
; -

., to pass the watch, whether
secretly or by force, Hdt. 3, 72 ; .., tv accomplish it, Xen. Oec. 21,

3 ; .. Soph. . . fin.

:

—met aph.,/i<V(5iii'0V. . topass through,

i. e. overcome, a danger, Aesch. Cho.
270 :

—

., prob., to go through

the words of the oath, Lat. jusjuran-

dum peragere. Id. Eum. 489 ; cf. -
I. 2.—3. rarely of time,', Xen. Lac. 4, 7.

—4. to let go through, . ,
to let go down one's throat, swallow,

H. Hom. Merc. 133.— II. intr. to pen-

etrate or pierce right through, of iron,,. , II. 21, 594
;

of violent rain, Od. 5, 480 ; -, through the temples, 11. 4,

502 ; , into the bone, II.

4, 460 : to extend, reach to a place.

Xen. Cyn. 8, 5.—2. esp., to pass right

across or through, pass, go, travel, jour-

ney through or over, (5/.', Od.
10, 508 ; (or ' ), .
Hom. Merc. 271, 158 ; so,

and 0' ., II. 2, 613, Od. 4,

709 ; , the

thought passes or shoots through one's

breast, H. Merc. 43 ; . ^, to

reach the abode of Hades, Theogn.
902; ., Pind. 1. 2, 61

;

, ., Aesch. Pers.

C5, 501 ; . Id. Pr. 573;. Soph. . . 531
; /,

Eur. Med. 272, etc. :—rarely of time,

., Xen. Mem. 2. 1, 31
;

., to live happy, Orac. ap.

Xen. Cyr. 7, 2, 20.—2. c. ace, .-., Pors. Orest. 1427, cf.-
11. 4.—3. rarely c. gen., -, to go toofar in.... Soph. O. T. 670.-, , () : fut. [],

Att. : aor. : hence
lengthd. Ep., pf.

pass,. To carry over Ihe sea

for sale ; hence, generally, to sell, m
Hom. almost always to sell men or

slaves, c. ace. pers., II. 21, 102, Od.
14, 297 ; . , to sell one
to Lemnos, II. 21, 40; which last is

\ more usu. expressed by a prep., .

Tiva , . 21, 78 ; -, Od. 15, 387 ; '-, Od. 15, 453 ;, II. 21, 454.

—

. uses the
pres., the aor. (with doubled or not
as the metre requires), and part. pf.

pass,. 11. 21, ba.—The
verb in this sense seems not to have
been merely Ep. ; being
the Att. form:.^. (From

in this signf. comes and).,, , (sc.), fand
pi.-, , , (sc. or •)^, parchment, from the city of

Pergamus in Asia, where it was
brought into use by Crates of Mallos,
when Ptolemy cut off the supply of

biblus from Aegypt : fprop. fem. from^. , , of Pergamus
or Pergnmum, Pergamenian, Strab. p.

615, 625 : oi ., Luc. Long. 12 :, sc., the territory rf
P., Strab. p. 571., ,,=', Pind.
I. 6, 45., ov, , an inhahitan' of
Pergamus (the citadel of Troy), Anth.
Append. 9, 83.,, ov, , "fin Hdt. 7, 43,
and Trag.t, for, v. Lob.
Phryn. 422.—2. and ,
Pergamum or -mus, a city of Mysia on
the Carystus, became celebrated un-
der the Attali for its library, Strab.

p. 623 : v. also., a, ov, of or relating to

Pergamus, Pergamian, Anth. Plan. 4,

91., ov, , Pergamus, the cit-

adel of Troy, 11. : later usu. -, freq. in Eur.: hence— II. -, as appellat., like-, Lat. arx. the citadel of a town,
Aesch. Pr. 950, Eur. Phoen. 1098,
1176. (Akin to. Germ. Burg,
Berg, and so to our -burgh, -bury : to
this also belong in Thrace,
and in Pamphylia).-[. ov, ,=\ 2, q.

v. : Pind. O. 8, 55.-2. a fortress in

Pieria on the Strymonicus sinus, Hdt.
7, 112., ov, 6, Pergamus, son of
Pyrrhus and Andromache, Paus. 1,

II, 1., adv. at or in Pergase,
a deme of the tribe Erechthel's, Ar.
Eq. 321.^, ov, 6, son ofPergasus,
i. e. Deicoon, II. 5, 535.^.. , Perge, a city of Pam-
phylia on the Oestrus with a temple
of Diana, Call. Dian. 187; Strab. p.

667., , () a breaking

wind, Hipp.,, 7,=.,,,{) ayoung
partridge., , , () of or
belonging to a partridge, Ar. ap. Poll.

10, 159 (V. Dind. ad Fr. 358)., ov, , dim. from-, Eubul. Incert. 11.—II. a plant,

pellitory, elsewh., Theophr.m, ov, Ion. -. , ,
Pcrdiccas, esp. Macedonian name,

—

1. a descendant of Temenus of Ar-
gos. founder of the kingdom of Mac-

I
edon, Hdt. 8, 139.-2. son of Alexan-
der, king of Macedon in the time of

'. the Peloponnesian war, Thuc. 1, 57.

j

—3. son of Amyntas II. brother of

j
the celebrated Philip.—4. a general
of Alexander the great, Arr. An.

1, ov, , (, -



) partridge-catcher, Ael. . .
12, 4., , , par-

tridge-coop : Iroin,,{-,)
keeping partridges, Strab. fp. 652., , 6 and /;, partridge,

Lat. perdix. [gen. -, as Soph. Fr.

300 ; but -, Archil. 51, Epich. p.

51.]

|(5, , , Perdix, fern. pr.

II., sister of Daedalus, mother of Ta-
lus, Apollod. 3, 15, 9.—2. , as inasc.

pr. n., Soph. Fr. 300; Ar. Av. 1292,

Fr. 148, ace. to Schol.' ; dep., fut.-
: usu. aor. : pf.-. To break wind, freq. in Ar. :

hence. (The same root ap-

pears in Sanscr. pard, Lat. ped-ere,

whence podex. Germ, farzen, etc.)

iJIepsypivog, ov, ,, Pe-
regrinus, a cj'nic philosopher of Pari-

um, Luc. Peregr., Aeol. for :

V. , and.-, , , Pert-us, son of

Elatus and Laodice, Apollod. 3, 9, 1.. Ion. adv. for.. Ion. and Ep. adv. for -, q. v., Horn., and Hes.,,,() a borer./, , , Ion. lor,
Hdt., Ep. syncop. inf. aor. mid.
of sq., c. pass, signf , II.', fut. : aor. 1-
ca : aor. 2, inf.,
poet,, but in Horn. aor. 1 is

more freq. : besides these tenses, he
uses the pres. and impf. pass. ; fut.

mid., in pass, signf, II. 24,

729 ; and a syncop. inf aor. mid. '-
Oat, in pass, signf, like from. II. 16, 708

;
pf. act.

is post-Horn. To waste, ravage, sack,

destroy, in Horn, only of towns : and
so mostly in later poets ; but also,

—

2. of persons, to destroy, kill,,-, Pind. 0. 10 (11), 40,

Soph. Aj. 1198 ; ubi v. Lob. ;], Eur. . F. 700 ; and even of
a single man, {viv), Pind. P. 9, 141 ;

'-. Soph.
. . 1456 :—so vastare nationes, in

Tacit. Ann. 14, 38.-3. of things in

general, to destroy,, Pmd. P. 3, 88.— II. to get by
plunder, take at the sack of a town,
II. 1, 125, Eur. El. 316.—, and
its coUat. form, are poet,

words, cf Heind. Plat. Prot. 340 A.
(Akin to, Buttm. Lexil. s. v./, not. 5.)', San.scr. PARI, prep, with
gen., dat., and ace. : radic. signf
around, about, expressing the relation

of circumference to centre, and so
strictly difl'erent from : cf. the
form.

A. WITH Genitive,—I. of place,

araund, about, , Od. 5,

68 ; }t2f, Sappho 1, 10 ; cf Eur.
Tro. 818.—2. about, near, Mosch. 3,

60.—But this literal signf of place,

c. gen., is very rare and only poet.

—

II. usu. causal, of the object, o/which
one speaks, etc., /or which one does
something:—and so,— 1. with verbs
of hearing, knowing, speaking, etc.,

about, concerning, on, of,, I have heard of his return,

Od. 19, 270 ; , I know
about him, Od. 17, 563 ; or, to speak of a. subject,

Hdt. ; , has made
a poem on it, etc. :—the prep, is often

omitted after a subst.,as,?
for , etc., Schal.

Dion. Comp. p. 213 : so in Hom.
sometimes even after verbs,, 7]',
for , , Od.
11, 174, 494.-2. more strictly causal,

with words which denote caring or

being anxious, about, for, on account

of, , II. 20, 17 ;, Od. 21, 249; •, Od. 16, 234 ;, for .,
let us be heedful of, about it, Od. 7,

191 ; so that is freq. only
periphr. of the simple gen. :

—; what? are you
all for drinkmg ? Ar. Eq. 87.—3. in

Hom. most freq. of fighting or con-
tending, , for an object,

—

from the notion of the thing's lying

in the middle to be fought about,, II. 8, 476 ; vr/, 11.

15, 416 ; ^', II. 22, 161
;

so, ,', Hdt. 7, 57 ; 9, 37 ;, Hdt.

8, 102, cf Ar. Ran. 191 ; so,?, II. 17, 147 ;,,, etc.,^

., C. gen. only, to tight jbr them, II.

12, 142, etc. ; , to

contend about speaking, i. e. who can
speak the better, II. 15, 284 ; ep., Od. 8, 225; 24, 515:— by
which examples the gradual change
from the literal to the metaph. signf.

is easily traced.—1. rather of the im-

pulse or motive, than the object,, to tight for very

enmity, 11. 7, 301, cf 10, 476; 20,

253 ; v,for these reasons, II.

23, 659.—5. generally, with a subst.

independent of a verb, as to, in refer-

ence to, about, Lat. quod attinet ad...,

where the genit. alone would express
the same, pL,as to number,
Hdt. 7, 102

; -, ' ', etc.,

. Heind. Plat. Gorg. 467 D :, for , Bockh
Plat. Min. p. 155 ; so, or, the circumstances of.., Xen.
Hell. I, 6, 37, etc.— III. like Lat.
prae, before, above, beyond, of compar-
ative excellence, freq. in Horn.,, II. 1, 287 : in

this signf., the prep, is oft. divided
from its gen.,

/./., in understanding to be beyo?id

them, II. 17, 171, cf 1, 258, Od. 1,

66 : with superl., ', II. 7, 289, un-
less we should in this last read,
V. infra E. II.—IV. from Hdt. down-
wards, esp. in Att., the phrase, it is / much con-
sequence, worth much to us ; and,'? or

, to reckon a thing for, i. e. worth
much ; so, ,,, /.,, are very freq., just like

the simple ?.7., Lat.
magni facere ; but the notion is. Strict-

ly, that the thing belongs to the sphere

or region of great, small, etc. ; cf.

VI. 3, I. 3.

. WITH Dative of the object,

about, or near which a thing is, aroiiiid,

about, in answer to the question where?
—I. of place, around, round about, usu.
of things close fitting round,

Xpot, , ,, etc., very Ireq. in Horn.,
and Hdt. : esp. of armour and wea-
pons, , the hand round,

grasping the spear, 11. 2, 389 ;

, -, Horn. : and freq. in
prose, as,. Plat. Rep. 359 :—tlien va-
riously applied,—2. of any thing which
is all round, ,
stuck on the lance, so as to close round
it, II. 21, 577; so,

i. e. with it sticking in his body,
II. 13, 570 ; ,
II. 8, 86, cf. . I : so,'. Soph. Aj. 828 ; cf.-.—3. in wider signf. of neigh-

bouring, for which the ace. is more
usu., hard by, near, yet always ofmany
neighbours rather than one, so thai
the notion of being round about is re-

tained, , Od. 2, 245 ;^, II. 18, 453: so, *
implies more than in one's

heart, it denotes strength like mail
about it, robur circa pectus, II. IG, 157.

—II. causal, of an object /«r or about
which one struggles, etc.,, II. 16, 568

;,. 17,471; almostlike
signf. . II. 3, but still more strictly

local, as, ,
11. 17, 133, cf 137, 355, v. sub-

:—in prose this signf. always
takes the gen. Hence,—2. of anxi-
ety, care, for, about, on account of an
object, II. 5, 566, etc. ; and reversely,, Plato Phaed. 114
D ; , Id. Prot. 314
A ; , Theocr. 1, 54 ;

so, perh., the dat., , may
be defended inThuc. 6, 34.—3. gener-
ally, of the cause or occasion, /br, on
account of, by reason of,. II. 8, 183, where however
Wolf{ /caTTj'oi ; more freq.= Lat.
prae, , for fear, Pind. P.
5, 78 ; , , Aesch.
Pers. 696, Cho. 35 ; .
joy, Ilgen . Hom. Cer. 429 :=., Hdt.
3, 50, nisi legend,.

C. WITH THE Accus. of the object
round about which a thing goes or
moves, around, round about, answer-
ing the question whither or ivhere ?—
1. of place, about, around, and in gen.
near, by, without the notion of very
close proximity ; very freq. in Horn.,
and Hdt. : esp. of events in war con-
nected with a place, as, -, the sea-fight off. near
Cnidos : then of any action about or
7iear a point, ?/' ,
II. 10, 139 ; /.,
Od. 9, 362 : so, without signf. of ac-
tion or motion, ,
II. 18, 378 ;? ,
II. 21, 11 ; also in prose,, alt about, throughout them,
Hdt. 2, 95 ; , Hdt. 1, 24,
cf 8, 133, Thuc. 6, 2 :—but,, many one, Hdt. 7, 103.

—

2. also strengthd., ' -, round and about the ditch. II.

17, 760 ;' , Hes.
Th. 848 ; , Theocr.
7, 142;— like Lat. ciratmcirca, also.— II. of persons who are
about one, his suite, attendants, con
nexions, associates, II. 3, 408: in
prose alwaysin plnr.. as, oi, etc., just like ol ..., cf.

C. I. 2 : but, , all that
belongs to a thing ; and so,=.—III. of the oD
ject with which one is occupied or con-
cerned, esp. and orig. where one is lo•

cally busied about it, •, , II.

24, 444, Od. 4, 624 ; so, ';^;, II. 15, 555 : but afterwards
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metapli. in Att., (
u/J/•, is occupied about or

UHih truth : herice, oi rrtpi rr/v-,),^7/>, etc.,

=01, etc. ; and
, more rarely , to be
busied about a thing.—2. of the object

to which an action refers, in relation or

reference to, ,', etc., freq. in Hdt. ;, Hdt. 8, 85 ; etc.

;

so c. gen., 1, 117: ,
bad in a particular thing. Plat. Prot.

313 D ; Toijg, Id.

Symp. 193 ; opp. to, Xen. An 3, 2, 20 : al

TO , the pleasures of the

body : iiv , to re-

i"oice in his neart, Pind. P. 4, 217.

—

V. after Horn., of time, in a loose

way of reckoning, about, Lat. circa,

7^xvuv, about the time of
lamp-lighting, Hdt. 7, 215 ; -, Thuc. 3, 89.—2. also

of numbers loosely given, -, about 3000 ; sometimes even, 5000, more or

less. Lob. Phryn. 410.

D. Position : may follow its

subst. in all cases, becoming by ana-

str. . It is sometmies put far

behind its case, of which a striking

example may be seen in Plat. Legg.
809 E.

E. , absol., as adv., around,

about, also 7iear, by, oft. in Horn.

;

strengthd., ' , round

about, . Horn. Cer. 277.—Not less

freq. in Hom. is the separation of

this prep., from its case by tmesis.

—

II. with accent thrown back, before,

above, and so exceedingly, especially,

or, generally, very, very much, only in

Ep. poets, as II. 8, 161 ; 9, 53, 100,

Od. 1, CC; 2, 88, etc.; so prob. it

should be written in Od. 14, 433.-2.

Hom. is very fond ofjoining 7repi/c;/pi,

right heartily, II. 4, 46, 53; 13, 119,. 5, 36; 6, 158, etc. ; so, -, 11. 22, 70, Od. 14, 146, Uahr Hdt.
3,' 50 ; , II. 17, 22 ;—in

which places, must not be join-

ed, as prep., with the dat.—3. some-
times just like a superl. foil, by gen.,, honour
thee 7nost among the Danaans, II. 4,

257 ; , ' -' 11. 17,

279, Od. 11, 550; unless in these
places it be better to write as

prep., V. supra A. III.—4. strengthd., where recovers its

HSU. accent, II. 11, 180; 16, 699;
sometimes written as one word -.—The usage of the adv., which
seems so little connected with that

of the prep., maybe explained from
A. III. : hence comes.

F. sometimes stands for-, but always with anastrophe.
G. IX COMPOS, all its chief signfs.

recur, esp.,—I. extension in all di-

rections as from a centre, around,

about, as in 3'/.,,.—II. completion of an orbit

and return to the same point, about,

as in, (), -.—lU. a going over or be-

yond, above, before, as in,,.—IV. gen-
erally, a strengthening of the simple
notion, beyond measure, very, exceed-

ingly, as in, /?.,, like Lat. per- in permultus,

pergratus, perquam. etc.— V. the notion

of (ioiift/c-ness which belongs to,
is found in only one compd. of,
viz., q. v.
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. Qu.vNTiTY. Though t in

is short, yet regul. it is not cut ofl'

before a vowel, as in, and
: with this was allowed only

in Aeol. dialect, as, for, Sappho 21 ; Pind. has
followed this usage, Bockh O. 6, 38

(05), P. 3, 52 (93) ; even Hes., Theog.
678, has ventured for-, like, and has been imi-

tated by Q. Sm. 3, 601 ; 11, 382.—In
Att. comedy Trtpt, as prep., was al-

lowed before a word beginning with
a vowel, Ar. Eq. 1005, sqq., etc. : but
never in Trag., except now and then
in choruses, Pors. Med. 284, cf. Herm.
El. Metr. p. 50., dep., to admire very

much, []
and, to

love very much., (,) to

announce around, , Thuc. 4, 122 :

absol., to send or carry a message round,

Hdt. 6, 58 ; 7, 119, and Thuc—II. c.

dat. et inf , to send round orders for
people to do something, .-, Thuc. 2, 10 ; so, .,

(so., ). Id.

2, 85 ; 7, 18.,(,) to collect

all round, to go round and collect as pay
or salary, Lat. stipem cotligere

;

—in

mid., to do so for one's self. Plat. Rep.
621 D.,, ,() curva-

ture, Arat.

?'/, ,() bent all

round, broken in pieces,, Mel.
115.—II.=p}{q v.), quite round,', Leon. Tar. 28 ; convex,

Plut. 2, 404 C., =, Arat. 23,

in tmesis., (,) to

tie the hands behind the back, Hipp.
Hence,, , a tying

of the hands behind the back., (,) to wash
all round,, Dion. H. 7, 72,,
Luc. Necyom. 7, etc.

and- : f.- (-
,) : to bend and break all

round :—pass., , the

voice is broken all round, i. e. spread

all round, II. 16, 78 ; so, ', echo broke forth arunnd
them, Hes. Sc. 279 ;

-.. Rh. 2, 791., , {,)
haunter of the jnarket-place., f. -, to strangle,

throttle., f. -,{,) to lead

or carry round, Hdt. 1, 30, etc. : also

c. ace. loci,. Id. 4, 180:—mid. to lead about

with one, have always by one, Xen.
Mem. 1, 7, 2, etc.—2. to turn round,?^, Ar. Pac. 682; -. Plat. Rep. 515 C ; .
Tu, Eur. Cycl. 686:— ./., to twist it round in or-

der to tighten a noose, Hdt. 4. 60
;, to

twist back the hands, to tie them behind

the back, Lys. 94, 10 ;, Jac. Philostr. Imag. p. 464 :

—

in pass., to go round, -. Plat. Tim. 79 .—II.

intr., to go round ; alsoc. ace. loci, ., Dem. 1040, 14 ; ., . . [] Hence,, , machine for
turning round, Luc. : and,, , a turning round,

revolution, -

., Plat. Polit. 269 , cf. Rep.
518 D : the whirling of sltng. Polyl).

27, 9, 6.-2. a going round or about,

Lat. ambages, ., Plut. 2,

818 F, cf. 407 C :

—

distraction, bustle,

lb. 588 D.,,^^,
Heuod.,,() leading,

turning, twisting round.,(, () to sing round

:

in pass., to be buzzed about by flies,

Plut. 2, 663 D. [(2], , f. -, {, -) to inspect all round, consider nar-

rowly, . Plat. Ax. 370 D.
Hence, , a looking at on all

sides., {,) to sport

or play' about, Ael. N. A. 1, 11 : ubi
Jacobs, q. v., =, to

take away all round., , a taking aivay all

round, Theophr., verb. adj. from -, one must take off, Arist. Oec.
2, 1. 4.. , , that may be ta-

ken off, removable, Thuc. 2, 13 ; ., Plut. 2, 828 : from, , f.- : aor.-, inf.?.{.).
take away something that is all round,

take away all round, , Hiit. 3,

159, cf. 6, 46, Thuc. 4, 133; ., lakingoffthe earthen jar into

which the gold had been run, Hdt. 3,

96 : generally, to take off, strip off

from, . . Plat.
Polit. 288 ; -. Id. Soph. 264 ;—but c. gen.

rei, to strip one of a. thing, ', Ar. Eq. 290 ; cf..
—II. mid., to take offfrotn one's self, .,, to take off one's

helmet, one's ring, Hdt. 2, 151 ; 3, 41 ;. Plat. Symp. 213 A: so,3, taking (the

cover) off one's letter, i. e. opening it,

Hdt. 3, 128:— but the mid. is oft.

used just like the act., to take off, or
away, Plat., and Dem. ; and so, c.

gen., . .. Plat,

(iorg. 502 C ; . , Xen.
Cyr. 8, 1, 47.—III. pass., to be stript

off, taken awayfrom one, Thuc. 3, 11,

Plat., etc. : but,—2. ,
to have a thing taken off or away
from one, Dem. 409, 18; 559, 26.

Hence, , , any thing

taken off or laid aside., f. -, (,-) to nourish exceedingly, Clem. Al.7., , if. -, to at-

tend or accoinpany from all sides., f. -, (,-) to dart at froin all sides, Plut.

Galb. 26., verb. adj. from-, one must bring round. Plat. Rep.
518 C., ov, () to be

turned round, turning on a centre,

., (like our music-stools) Artemo ap.

Ath. 637 C.—II. TO, an en-

gine for throwing missiles, which turn-

ed on a kind of swivel. Math. Vett.

—2. a sentiment which begins in praise

and ends in blame, Plut. Lys. et Sull.

3.—III. 7. /, a ma-
chine for changing the scene on the stage,

Plut. 2, 348 E., , f. -, {, ?-) to be greatly pained at a thing, Tj, Antipho ap. Stob. p. 155^



28 ; , Thuc. 4, 14 ; rj/ -
^, Plat, de Lucr. 229 .
1?.>/, , {,) feel-

ing extreme pain : metaph. very sad,

melancholy, opp. to, Plat.

Rep. 462 B. Adv. -.,, ro, a plastering

ell over, [] : from1<^, f. -Tbu,{,)
to anoint or smear all over, Plut. Alex.
35 ; cf. 2, 745 :

—

.,
to hang the temple with silver, Plat.

Criti. 116 D.

1?.?., adv., v.?..\, , Perialla, a priestess

at Delphi, Hdt. 6, 66,., ov,(, ?^,?.) twisting its stalk around other

plants, of creepers, Theophr., ov, {,) be-

fore all others, extraordinajy , Lat. prae
aliis, A nth.—Adv. /., before

all, H. Horn. 18, 46, Pind. P. 11, 8,

Ar. Thesni. 1070 ; exceedingly. Soph.
O. T. 1219., , =, only in

Graram.?., er,= sq.?., , {,-) dyed ivith purple all round : -
., double-dyed in villainy, Ar.

Ach. 856., , f. -,(,)
to gather from all sides, Geop., , ,()
any thing worn about the body, as amu-
lets, charms, etc., Polyb. Fr. Gramm.
63, Anth. P. 11, 257., f.- : aor. 2

(, ~):—
put round about, . , to put a
thing round or over one, Ar. Eq. 893 :

also, to cover up, . Plat.

Phaed. 98 D :—mid., to put around
one's self, put on. Id. Symp. 221 E.lpa-,= {oeg., v. 1. Ar. Eq.
S93 ; cf sub.,(,) to defend
or guard all round, Plut. Alc. 7., Att. - : fut. -,(,) :

—

to scratch, prick,

wound on all sides. Plat. Ax. 365 D., f. -, (,) to clothe or cover on all

sides. Plat. Tim. 76 A ; bke--, ov, (,)
having a way all round it, esp. (in

towns) of single buildings and a par-

cel of houses standing separate, else-

where 6?. and^ Lat.
insula., f. -, (,) to force round, Hipp.,.^, dub.
in Ocell. Luc. 4, 13.^, ov, b, Periander, son
of Cypselus, tyrant of Corinth, reck-
oned among the seven wise men of

Greece, Hdt. 1, 20; Pans. 1, 23, 1
;

etc. ; but not by Plat. Protag. 343 B.—2. a tyrant of Ambracia, Ael. V. H.
12, 35.—3. an Athenian, son of Poly-
aratus, Dem. 1009, 37.—4. another,
whose relating to the symmo-
riae is mentioned. Id. 1 145, 16., , f. -, (, -) to bloom or glow all round, of heat,

Plut. 2, 648 A., , (,) with

flowers all round, Nic. ap. Schol. Ar.

Eq. 406., f. -, to hang with

flowers : to paint ivith divers colours., (,)
as pass., with aor. 2 pf , et plqpf act.

:

to rise up round about, to start up at a
thing, ApoUod. 2, 1,4.
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, , f. -, (, -) to pour over or upon, Plut. 2,

502 B., , , Periapis, mo-
ther of Patroclus, ApoUod. 3, 13, 8./., , {, /.) to

unfold and spread around, Plut. 2, 809
C, in pass.., ov, hung about, or upon :

TO .=, an appendage, Arist.

Eth. N. 1, 8, 12: esp. an amulet. Plat.

Rep. 426 B, Philo, etc. : from, f. -, (,) to

tie, fasten, hang about or upon, apply
to, (Aeol.

form), Pind. P. 3, 94:—metaph., ., , etc., to attach hon-
our, etc., to fix it upon one, Ar. Ach.
640, Plut. 590 ; . -. Plat. Apol. 35 A, cf. Xen. Mem.
2, 6, 13, Dem. 460, 4, etc. :—mid., to

put round one's self, wear ornaments,
etc.. Plat. Rep. 417 A; .-, to gain a characterfor illiberality,

Xen. Cyr. 8, 4, 32.—II. to light a fire

all round, Phalar. Ep. 5, p. 28., Att. --; fut. - :—to break all in pieces.', ov, (,)
cased, set in silver, Chares ap. Ath.
538 D. Hence, , to case with silver,

Ath., and LXX., Att. - (, -) :

—

to fasten or fit on all round,

Plat. Ajc. 366 A:—pass., to have fas-
tened OT fitted on, Ar. Eccl. 274., , , a ploughing
round,, Dion. H. 1, 88 : from, ,(,) to plough
round, Plut. Pophc. 16, Id. 2, 820 E., , f. -, (, -) to hang round, Plut. Pericl. 38,

Id. 2, 168 D.'\,, , Perias, a city of
Euboea, Strab. p. 445.,{,) to

breathe round :—to breathe hard, Heliod.,, ,{) a mod-
ulation of the voice, Plut. 2, 41 D ;

—

but the readmg varies, and some pro-

pose7. or, a weak,
broken voice, Lat. vox fracta., f. -^p, {, -) to lighten or flash all round,

N. T.?., , (, ?.)
to be busy about a thing, Luc. Bis Ace.
11., f. -, (, -) to beam round about, Heliod.
Hence,, , an object

illumined, Heliod.,, , light round about,

illumination, Clem. Al.,,=, Strab.,,,=, Plut.

2, 936 ., , (, ) sur-

rounded with light, illumined, Plut. 2,

404 C.—II. act. beaming round about., ov, = foreg., Arist.

Mund. 4, 22., dep. mid., to be

exceedingly wilful., f.-, as mid.,(,) to be busy about one's

self.—II. to speak much on one subject./., , (,,
?.) to speak about one's self, brag.

Hence, , , a speaking
about one's self, bragging, Plut. 2, 41
C, ubi V. Wyltenb., ov, (,)
put round the neck : to,
a necklace, also ., Hat. 3, 20.

for, to sleep near,
very dub., Ep. for, Hes.
Th. 678., (,) to

take off the husks.13, adv., going round : esp.
of men on horseback, astride, where-
as Avomen rode sideways, Plut. Ar-
tax. 14 ; cf sq. [], f. -^, aor.: Hom. (though never in Od.)
uses only aor. 2 without augm.,{,). To go round, esp. of one de-
fending a fallen comrade ; either (like) to walk round and round
him ; or, rather, to bestride him (as
FalstafF says, 'bestride me, Hal'),
u/Jm --, II. 8, 331 ; 13, 420, cf Pliit.

?sicjas 12 ; also c. gen.,., II. 5, 21 ; and
c. dat., II. 17, 313 ; cf. and

A. I. 3 ; B. II. 1.—2. to bestride,

as a rider does a horse, Plut. 2, 213
E, ubi V. Wyttenb., ef Jac. Ach. Tat.
p. 403 ; V. loreg. :—sensu obscoeno,
Ar. Lys. 979.—II. of sound, to come
round one's ears, , Soph. Ant.
1209 ; cf.

: .- : aor.-
;(,) throw round,

about or over, put on or over,, Od. 11, 210, cf.

11. 18, 479; ., Eur. Or. 1044,
Ar. Thesm. 914 :—c. gen.,, Od. 22, 466 ; later usu. c. dat.,

as, . ,, Aesch.
Pr. 52, Eur. Bacch. 619 ;

., Eur.I. . 9.34
, (cf infra II) -.—., to put him round or

upon the sword, i e. sheathe it in

him, Aesch. Cho. 576, cf :

also, 7., HdL 1,215, etc.

;

. vavv , to wreck it on..,

Thuc. 7, 25 :—mid., to throw round or
over one's self, put on, c. acc. rei, >-/., putting on their

arms, Od. 22, 148 : -', Od. 5, 231 ; so,, -, etc., Hdt. 1, 152 ;

9, 109, Eur., etc. :

—

to throw round one's

self for defence,,,,
Hdt. 1, 141 ; 9, 96, 97 ; also, -. Xen.
Mem. 2, 1, 14 ; and c. dupl. acc,-'/., to build a
wall round it, Hdt. 1, 103, cf 6, 46 :

—in pf pass., to have a thing put
round one. Plat. Symp. 216 D.—2. me-
taph. to put round or upon a person,
i. e. invest him with it, like-,, . ,, Hdt. 1, 129, Eur. Ion 829.—3. attribute to a person, esp. some
quality, , Eur. Or.
1031.—II. reversely, c. dat. rei, to sur-

round or encompass, enclose with.., •/. (sc.), Hdt. , 141 ; so iii

Att., . ,, •, etc., Eur. Or. 25, etc. ; ., to embrace, lb. 372 (cf sub
iiiit.) ; and then metaph.,-,,-,, to involve one in calam-
ities, evils, etc., lb. 906, Antipho 122,

25, Dem. 604, 9, etc. ; . ),
i. e. to banish him, Plut. 2, 775 C :

—

so in mid., to surround or enclose for
one's defence, .,
Plat. Criti. 116 A, cf Xen. Cyr. 6, 3,
30.—III. c. acc. only, to encompass,
surround,3 , -, Eur. Phoen. 1453, . F. 1140:—
pL3'/.tvov,1he enclosure, Hdt.

2, 91.—2. of ships, to fetch a compass
round, double, , Hdt. C, 44

j
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, Thuc. 8, 95 ; like

in Hdt. 7, 21.—3. to frequent, be fond

of a place, Xen. Cyn. 5, 29; G, 18.—
IV. in mid., to bring into one's power,

aim at, Lat. affectare, as we say to

compass a thing, ., Ktpota,, Hdt. 8, 8, Xen., etc. ; also

witn expressed, Hdt. 3, 71 :

—

in pf. pass., to have come into posses-

sion of, be invested ttnth..,, Hdt. C,

25;, Isocr. 79 C.—3. to

appropriate menially, comprehend,-. rj, Jsocr. 106 C
;

also, to grasp in intention, to purpose.

—4. to cloak or a>ei7 in words, Plat.

Symp. 222 C : generally,=Lat. am-
bagibus uti, Id. Phaed. 272 D.—V.
(from . 3) to throw beyond, beat

in throwing ; and so, generally, to beat,

excel, surpass, ,
Od. 15, 17; or simply, ., to be

superior in a thing, II. 23, 276., Ta,= sq., al, {,) a
sort of women's shoes, Ar. Lys. 45,

Theopomp. (Com.). 3., , gen. , {,-) exceeding heavy, Aesch. Euni.
161., , , Clem. . ; and•,, , ap. Hesych. ;

—

the

protectress, epith. of Venus in Argos., ,{)) a walk-

ing round, a bestriding., contr., , v. sub., adv. part. pf.

pass., clothed, dressed., {,))
to gnaw all round, Diod. 2, 4, Plut. 2,

1059 E., , f. -, {,) to survive, Plut. Cor. 11, Anton.
53.—II. trans, to keep alive, LXX., {,)
to grow round about, Plut. 2, 829 A.

lFpo,o>,{o)look-
ed at from all sides, admired of all ob-

servers, notable, Eur. Andr. 89, Xen.
Cyr. 6, 1, 5 ; ., Eur. . F.
508. Hence.?.,, , celebrity.), f. -, {,)
intr., to look round about, gaze around,

Ar. Eccl. 403.— il. trans, to look at on
all sides; hence, to gaze on, admire,

IT., Soph. O. C. 990 ; ., to be jealous of, suspect force, or
to covet it, Eur. Ion 624: so in pass.,, like Lat. digi-

to monstrari, Id. Phoen. 551, cf.--—2. to look round after some-
thing, hence to rniss, seek for, like

Lat. circumspicere aliquid, Polyb. 5,

20, 5 :—so in mid., Id. 9, 17, 6. Hence, , , a looking or
gazing about, Hipp. ; .,
Arist. Physiogn. 3, 9.—2. close exam-
ination, Plut. Alex. 23.,,,{)
any thing put round one, a cloth, cover-

ing, like? (q. v.). Plat.

Polit. 288 B, cf. Democr. ap. Ath.
525 D., verb. adj. of-, one must put round, ,
Anst. Pol., , ,{)
that may be thrown round or put on, fit

for putting on,, Spohn de Extr.
bd. Parte, p. 199., ov, {)
thrown round, put on, esp. of clothes
and arms, Mel. 17, 2., ov, {,)
very weak, Ap. Rh. 4, 621.

1.,,=. sq.,, Arist.

Mund. 5, li.
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, {, /!) intr. to

boil or bubble up all round, Ap. Rh. 4,

788; also, c. ace. cognate, Philostr., , f. -r/, to shout round
about., , ^,= sq., Artemid.1), , , {)
great clamour, Artemid.

\\07], ov,() noised

abroad or much talked of, notorious,

Dem. 324, tin.
; famous, Thuc. 6, 31

;

and, in bad sense, infamous, scanda-
lous, Lys. 99, 7, Dinarch. 107, 4 ;—
adv. -, notoriously, Aeschin. 16, 6.

—II. act., crying aloud, 07)
Tiva, makes him cry

aloud. Plat. Phil. 45 :— so, in Soph.
0. T. 192, as epith. of Mars, or the
plague, ', meet-
mg me with shrieks and cries., , {,) to

dig, trench round, Theophr.'/, , , Periboea, daugh-
ter of Acesamenus, mother of Pela-
gon, II. 21, 141.—2. daughter of Eu-
rymedon, mother of Nausithotis by
Neptune, Od. 7, 56.—3. daughter of
Hipponous, wife of Oeneus, Apollod.

1, 8, 4.—4. daughter of Alcathoiis,

wife of Telamon, mother of Ajax, Id.

3, 12, 6 ; in Pind. I. 6, 65 called 'Ept-
and so Soph. Aj. 569,—Others

in Apollod. ; etc., , ,{)
that which is thrown or put round one,

esp. for covering; hence usu. of
clothes and arms, ., a poi-

soned garment, Eur. H. F. 549 ; a
covering, ., lb. 1269 : cf. Plut.
Alex. 67.

?'/, , ,{) a

throwing or putting round (or that which
is put round), , em-
braces, Eur. I. T. 903 ; so,

alone, Xen. Cyn. 7, 3 ;, of the grave, Eur. Tro. 389
;

. (), a scabbard. Id. Phoen.
276 ; 7., tents. Id. Ion
1133; ., seals, Id.

Hipp. 864 : absoL, of walls round a
town, ., Valck. Phoen.
1085.— II. a space enclosed, cnmvass,

., a house of large
compass, Hdt. 4, 79.—2. circumfe-

rence, circuit, as of a coast, Thuc. 8,

104 ; ., to make a circuit,

Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 30 ; . ,
Plut. Lucull. 21.— III. metaph.,— 1. a
compassing, endeavouring after, ., Lat. affectatio imperii, Xen.
Hell. 7, 1, 40.—2. . , the

whole compass of the matter, long and
short of it, Isocr. 85 D, 284 A ; ., Polyb. 16, 20, 9.—3. in

Rhet. the dress in which thoughts are

clothed, circumlocution, diction, the cir-

cumjecta oratio of Quintil., ov, 70,= sq. 2., ov,() going
round, compassing, encircling,,
Eur. I. A. 1477.—2. usu. as subst.,,,=^, .,
of serpent-scales, Eur. Ion 993 ; oi

., walls round a town, Hdt. 1, 181,
Eur. Tro. 1141 ; and in sing., Thuc.
1, 89, Plat., etc. :—so in Plat., of the
body as the case of the soul, Crat. 400
C.—3. an enclosure, circuit, .,
Eur. Hel. 1530; freq. in Plat.: esp.

of a temple, the whole sacred precincts,

Plut. Solon 32, etc., , f. -, {,) to hum round, Luc. Lexiph.
16, Imag. 13., f.-,{,)
to let cattle feed around, Nic. Al. 391,
Th. 611 :—pass., to feed on. ..all round,

, Call.. 84., to weed round about., ov,(,) sur-
rounded by hills, Piut. Philop. 14., to boil or bubble up round.), Att. -, {,) to shake all round :—pass.,, to laugh till

one shakes again, Nicet., a, ov, (,-) round or on the arm, Plut. De-
mosth. 30 ;—TO, an
armlet or piece of armour for the arm,
Xen. Cyr. 6, 1,51; 4, 2., {,) to roar,

bellow round about, Ap. Rh. 2, 323

;

also in mid., c. dat., Opp. C. 2 67,
Dion. P. 131., , {,) very
heavy, Orph.J''r. 38,— al.., {,) to weigh
down round about.—II. intr. to hang
down the head very much, Nic, Th. 851.

[].,=,. Rlr.

4, 17., , {,) very
luxuriant, Nic. Th. 531, 841,, a, ov, engulfed by the
surge all round, ., waves
swalloived up by one a/iothcr, i. e. wave
upon wave, Soph. Ant. 336 ; cf.-. (Prob. not from, as
Lllendt, v. sub.) [], to roar around, dub. [\, , a gnawing round
about., ov, gnawed round about., to stop up round about, [ij, to go round about the
altar., ov, {, )
around the altar, LXX., ov. Ion. contr. for -., , to make bright all

round : melaph. to cheer greatly., adv. pt. pass,
from, definitely., to shout round about., ov,{,,) about
or upon the earth, earthly, opp. to -, Plut. 2, 745 B, 887 B, 1029 D., , , Perigenes, a
general of Antiochus, Polyb. 5, C9, 7, , ,(-
a)superior, victorious, Plut. 2, 1055., , {,) very
joyful. . Rh. 3, 814; 4, 888.—II.
act. giving much joy, Emped./, {,) to

grow old in succession, Joseph.. Ion. and later form
[] : fut.- : aor.-,{,). To be su-

perior, to overcome, excel, c. gen. pers.,', Od. 8,
102, Hdt., etc.

;
perh. also c. ace. pers.,

Hdt. 9, 2 (ubi v. Schweigh.) ;

—

,
in a thing, .., -, II. 23, 318 ; so, ., Hdt. 2, 121, 5; etc.;
also c. acc.'rei, . ', Plut.

:

— -, they gain any advantage in the
war, Thuc. 6, 8 ; . 7,
you have a superiority in number of
ships, Id, 2, 87; . -, c inf., ue have the advantagt
in not.., Id. 2, 39.— II. to live over, to

survive, cicape, Lat. salvus evadere,

freq. in Hdt., as 1, 82, 122, etc., Thuc
4, 27, etc. ; also c. gen.,, he escaped from
this disaster, Hdt. 5, 46; . -. Plat. Legg. 905 A ; so, ,
Thuc. 2, 49 ; cf. II.—2. also



things, to remain 6i<er and ahove,) ,
which remained from the tribute, the

surplus, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 8 ; so, ., Isocr. 175 .—III. to come

round, turn out, -, Xen. An. 5, 8, 26: also,

to result or proceed from,
, the upshot of the mat-

ter is.,, Dem. 102, fin. ;, this is what I have
got by the business, and I hope that

you who evil think may get the like,

Dem. 1493, 18 ; -, Plut. 2, 44 ., ,{, y?Mo)f^dl
of milk, II 16,642., dep., {, /.-
V?]) to turn round the eye-balls, glare

around, , of a

lion. Theocr. 25, 241., , {,) very

bright, Arat. 476 : so,, ov,

V. 1. for., Orph. Lith. 651., ov,{,?)
very sticky, Hipp./, as pass., to become

very siveet : from?, , , {,)
very sweet

:

—superl. -/ctffrof, Ael. N.
A. 15,7./., f. -, (, ^)
to peel round about, Aristid. []?,, , , {,-) surrounded with beards of corn, v.

i; Hes. Sc. 398.17, ov, {,)
ready of tongue, eloquent. Find. P. 1, 82.,, , a covering of
the tongue, Ath., f. -, to bend round,

double a headland,^., Od 9, 80.'}', to murmur roundabout,

of a secret or uncertain rumour, Pho-
cyl. 6.,, J],Perigune, daugh-
ter of the robber Sinis, Plut. Thes. 8., , a pair of compasses;

for which others propose,
Gramm.,,,()
any thing marked round by a line, an

outline :
—an enclosed space, ring, Luc.

Anachars. 38., verb. adj. from -, one must trace out, sketch,

Plat. Rep. 365 C.,,{) mark-
ed round, , trom a cir-

cumscribed space, Thuc. 7, 49.,, , one who marks
round, etc.,,, a line draion round,

an outline, sketch, . -. Plat. Legg. 768 C, of
Pollt. 277 C : a circumference, circuit,

Polyb. 4, 39, 1.—2. that which is mark-

ed by an outline, an impression, . -, Aesch. Cho. 207., f. -, {,)
to draw a line round, mark round,-, Hdt. 8, 137 ; ., to

draw a circle round. Id. 7, 60 : hence
—2. to define, determine, Xen. Mem. 1,

4, 12, Arist. Eth. N. 1, 7, 17.—II. to

draw in outline, sketch out, Lat. delin-

eare. At. Pac. 879, Arist. Top. 1, 1,

6 : cf.—III. to enclose words
within brackets, hence to cancel, elsewh., Plut. 2, 334 C: . -, to exclude from civic privi-

leges, Aeschin. 83, fin., cf. Ruhnk.
Tim.—IV. to bring within limits, to

finish, conclude, Plut. 2, 14 A, 895 C.,, , {,)
circumference.

, , to bend or lead round., ov,{,)
all-variegated, 0pp. C. 4, 388., a, ov,{,) around

mount Ida, ,
land near Ida, in Crete, Pind. Fr. 126,

2.—On the elision of i, v. ., {,) to set on fire

all round, 0pp. H. 5, 411, in mid. :

—

pass., to burn round about : metaph.,',, to burn with

love for him (as in Lat. ardere aliquem),

Ap. Rh. 4, 58., ov, weeping much,

tearful., , {,) to

tame all round or thoroughly., dep. mid.=foreg.,
Q. Sm. 1, 165., , , exceeding fear:
from, ,{,) very timid

or fearful, ., Hdt. 5, 44 ;, at a thing, Id. 7, 15
; .., Thuc.

3, 80, Andoc. 34, 22.—Adv. -, in

great fear, Thuc. 6, 83, etc., f.- : aor. 1-, in Horn, (though only in II.)

always,,
etc. : pf., but in Hom.{,). Tofear very

much, be in great fear or dread about

one,, II. 10, 93; 17. 240; but
more usu., II. 11, 508; 15, 123,

etc. ; so also c. dat. rei, to be much
afraid for or a thing, 17, 242; 21,

328., ov, f. 1. for., , to give a funeral

feast, LXX : from, ov, , {, -) a funeral feast, Dem. 321, 25,
Plut. 2, 286 E.,, ,{,) the

circumference of the neck. Poll. 2, 135., ov,, an armlet,LXX

:

strictly neut. from, ov, {,) like, with two right hands, i. 6.

using both hands alike, Lat. ambidexter,

II. 21, 163 :—so that^^ seems
to be used for, metri grat.

;

for though has in the main the
same signf with, yet this is the
only compd. in which it has the notion
of dotift/e-ness proper to, Buttm.
Lexil. s. v. III.— II. very dexte-

rous or expert, Ar. Nub. 949. Adv.
-, Philostr. Hence,, , equal dexter-

ity with both hands,, ov, (,) pass-
ed round the neck, Plut. 2, 647 E, cf.

Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 519:

—

-
paiov, a necklace. At. Fr. 309, 5, Luc.
Pise. 12, etc.,, , a necklace., poet, for,
Anth. P. 5, 289., and -, , {-) to lie round, Geop.,, ,{) a tying

round, Muson. ap. Stob., ov, , {,)
a band, belt, girdle, Aristaen., ov, bound, tied round or
to : verb. adj. from, f. -, {, ) to

bind, tie round or on, , Hdt. 1,

193, Ar. Eccl. 127 ;—mid.,-
, to bind something round one's

self,, Hdt. 4, 176 ; -., Ar. Eccl. 100, 122;
esp. of pugilists, -. Plat. Legg. 830 , cf.

Plut. 2, 825 ./, ov, very clear, quite ma?i-

ifest.

,, ,{) any
thing bound round, a band., {,)
dep., to fight round about, Q. Sm. 4,
165., ov, {,)
fought for, like, Anth.
P. 5, 219., . -, {,•) to give all round.—Mid.-, stake or wager, c. gen. rei, -, let us
stake a tripod or caldron, II. 23, 485

;. I will wa-
gerfor myself, i. e. pledge myself. Od.
23, 78 ; also -, I stake my head, Ar. Eq 791

;

7.,
havea wager with me for a little thyme-
salt, Ar. Ach. 772 ; also absoL,-, .--, Ar. Nub. 644.

—The geriit. in these phrases must
be considered as a genit. of the price
one engages to pay for losing one's
wager, cf. Jelf Gr. Gr. ^ 515, 2.<(5, {,) to fasten
together round, Philostr., ,{,) tovihirl

or wheel round,, Aeschin. 77,

29 :—pass., to run round and round,7 (aor. pass.), 11.

22, 165 (ubi Spitzn. divisim -) :

to spin round, like a top, Xen. Symp.
7, 3.— II. act. in intr. signf., like pass.,

Soph. Fr. 310.', , {,) whirled
round, Anth. P. 6, 23., , ,{)
a whirling round, Plut. Flamin. 10, Id.

2, 888 D., ov, whirled round., , , () one
who roams about, a vagabond : also a
pirate. Plat. Legg. 777 C, cf. Ath. 264
F., , to fold round about,

wrap around., {,) old Ep. form
for, to be much afraid about

one,. II. 9, 433 ; 1 1, 557 ; . ..,
II. 17, 666, Od. 22, 96 ; alsoTr...,
II. 5, 566. In Horn., is metri
grat. always separated from the sim-
ple verb ; lie only uses 3 sing, impf

,

.- [], t. •, {,)
to pur.'iue on all sides, Strab., , {,) to

wrap round ivith darkness, Arat. 876., , f.-,,,)
to move or drive round, Dion. H.,, ,{) a
bargain, wager., , f.-, {,) to sound with a heavy noise, Phi-
lostr., ov, sounding with a
heavy noise.

Tlppov,{paiv)\eh.
adj., one must run round., Ep. for,
aor. 2 of, II.,, , a grasping with
the hands, Plut. 2, 392 A, cf. 979 D •

from, Att.-, fut.-, (,) dep. mid.:
to grasp with the hand,, Plut.
Camill. 26, Lysand. 17./^ ,, pecul.fem. of-, surrounding,, Anth.
P. 5, 13

(5/•, ^, , one who runs
round., , ,{) a
running round : a revolution, orbit, -, Eur. Hel. 776 ; ., to wheel about, Xen. Cyn.
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JO, 11.—IT. a round-about way, circuit,

Plut. 2, 493 D.—III. getting round,

cheating, Meintion 8., ',,=., ,(, -) running round, encompassing,

ike the rim of a shield, Eur. El. 458,

cf. Aesch. Theb. 495 : generally,

round, circidar, II. 5, 720, 728.—2. go-

vig about, roaming, Aesch. Supp. 349
;, Ar. Ran. 472 : so, yvv/i ., a

roaming, lend woman, Theogn. 581.

—II. pass, that can be run round, and

SO standing apart, detached, 7., II. 2, 812 ; so, .,
Od. 14, 7. Hence, , 6, as subst., that

which surrounds, as the rim of a shield,

Eur. Tro. 1197; the string that runs

round a net for closing it, Xen. Cyn. 2,

6 : a gallery running round a building.

Id. Cyr. 6, 1,53, cf Plat. Criti. 11GB.), f. -,{,)
to tear all round about : pass, lo be so

torn, (Ep. aor.

pass.), 11. 23, 395., f. -,(,) to pull

offfrom round, strip off (cf),, II. 11, 100; . ,
ilpich. p. 82 : hence, to plunder, de-

spoil,, Antipho 117, 3.—Mid. -, to take off, put off. [',
: but. cf. .^. 1 dual subj. aor. 2

mid. from, 11.,(,) to arouse

round about, Joseph.,{,') to sit round

or invest a town.
1?.,=, ap. Hesych.,{,). 2, with

no pres. in use, being used

instead :

—

to overlook, i. e. to yieglect,

disregard : also, to let pass, alloiv, suf-

fer, c. part., like,,
as, airtjv,
they did not suffer him to be carried

off^cf Hdt. 1, 89; 3, 65, Bergl. Ar.

Pac. 10, and v. sub; so,

also, freq. in Att. prose : but also c.

ace. pers. only, Hdt. 3, 155, Ar. Ach.

55 ; very rarely c. inf , like, Hdt.

1, 24 ; 4, 113.—Cf.?,, , encircling,,
Erastosth. 2, 3.,—, cf -- Hence1?.,, , that which is

wound round.,, ,{)
ivindinground: also=fOreg.—In Hdt.

2, 123, Plut. Cat. Maj. 13, f. 1. for-., Ion. for,
Hdt. 8, 128, but also Plat. Prot. 342

C., {, 17.) to fold or

wrap round, , Xen. An. 4, 5,

fin. :—pass, to be wrapped round,•
, Ar. Ran. 1064., {,) to be around,, Thuc. 7,

81 : but usu.,— II. like, to

be belter than, superior to another, sur-

pass, excel one in a thing,

, Od. 18,

248, cf 19, 326, Hdt. 3, 146, etc. ; in

Att., also c. dat. rei, /. .,
Thuc. 6, 22 ; . ,
Plat. Prot. 342 ,' cf. Symp. 222 ,
Xen. An. 1, 9. 24:

—

, at

an advantage, Thuc. 8, 46.—Cf-.—2. to exceed in number,, Hdt. 9, 31 ; and so in Att.—
III. to be over and above, outlive,,
Hdt. 1, 121 ; 3, 119 : absoL, to survive,

remain alive, freq. in Hdt., as 1, 11,

120 ; and of things, to be extant, be in
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existence, Id. 1, 92, etc.—2. of prop-
erty, etc., to be over and above, to re-

main when debts are paid, -, the surplus, balance. Plat. Legg.
923 D, Isae. 55, 13 ;, the money
remaining after paying the expenses,
the balance in hand, Dern. 1346, 18

;

so, , Thuc.
1, 89.—3. to be left as a result or con-

sequence, • ,
what you have got by all this is...,

Dern. 172, 9; esp. in bad. signf, -, you have got so much hatred
against nie left, Philipp. ap. Dem. 160,

12 ; ', Aeschin. 22, 8 ;^
', you will have plenty of

statutes, but..., Dein. 1432, 16; cf
III : hence also,, -, so far are matters come

with them, that.... Id. 1280, 1 ;, from sheer wantonness. Id.

1483, 15, cf Luc. Amor. 33., (,) to go round,

fetch a compass, Hdt. 2, 138 ; etc. ; ., to get round and
take him in rear, Thuc. 4, 36.-2. c.

ace, to go round, compass, . vrjbv, Hdt. 1, 159; . >?, to

go round the guards, visit them, Id. 5,

33 ; so, , Ar.

Plut. 708 ;) ., I^lat. Lach. 183

; Tijv', Xen. An.
7, 1, 33.— II. to come round to one, esp.
in one's turn or by inheritance, -, , Hdt.
1, 120;2, 120.—2. of revolvingperiods,, as time came round,
Hdt. 1, 4, 155, cf 2, 4.—Cf.-, -., Att. for the older form, q. v.,{,) to insertoxfix

round, , Hdt. 2, 96., , ,{) com-

prising, containing, cf Luc. Vit. Atict.

24 : hence, inetaph., universal, general,

like TO, Plut. 2, 886 .—II.

TO. Gra.mm.^ov,ver-
bum medium.— III. in1.=7;(•,
but dub. ; v..,, , a driving, lead-

ing, riding round about ; a place for
driving round, Hdt. 1, 179 : from, fnt. -, {,) to drive round,

., to push the cups round, Xen. Symp.
2, 27 :

—

to drive together, collect, as cat-

tle, booty, etc., Polyb. 4, 29, 6, etc.,

in mid.•—2. to drive about, harass, dis-

tress, ,
Hdt. 1, GO, cf. Ar. Eq. 887.—3. to draw
or build round, ' ,
II. 18, 564 ;

(5' ',
Od. 7, 113.—II. seemingly intrans.

(sub.,, etc.). to drive or

ride round, Hdt. 1, 106, Thuc. 7, 44,

and Xen. ; but also c. ace. loci, ., Hdt. 4, 7.,, ,{)
coming going round, Plut. 2, 916 D., , , winding, roll-

ing, turning round : from, Att. -, Ion.--
: f. - {,) :

—

to roll,

wind round, , Hdt. 8, 128 :

—

mid. to roll round one's self. Plat. Prot.

342 C :—pass, to be rolled, twistedrnund,

. Plat. Phaed. 112 D;-
•, Arist.. A.5, 4 ; Vi\so to be encom-
passed, , lb. 1 13 .?., , 6, a drawing or

dragging round.,, f. - : Att. aor.-

£7, (cf. sub) :
— to drag roun•!,

drag about, Xen. An. 7, 6, 10.—2. 10

draw round another way, divert, distract,

Lat. hue illiic ducere. Plat. Charm. 174
; so in pass., Id. Prot. 352 C., {,) to put

round, ' ,
II. 16, 670;—in mid., to draw round
one, , to put on
a cloak, Hes Op. 537 :,
rare Aeol. form for, Sap-
pho 21.,{, ,) logo en•

tirely round, App., adv. part, pf pass.

from, husked, winnowed,
clean.

: impf-, Xen.
Mem. 2, 9, 5 : fut. : aor.-, inf,—this aor.

only poet, and in Ion. prose : fut. mid.
in act. signf, Hdt. 2,

115 ; 7, 149 ; and aor. pass,-, Hdt. (v. infra) :—only the pres.

and impf occur in Att. prose {,
*). To be busy all round; hence
to tend diligently, to treat with care or
honour, ., to treat him well,
Hdt. 1, 73, etc. ;, ., to

court much, Xen. Mem. 2, 9, 5 ; .. Id. Symp.
8, 38 ; . . Id. Cyr. 4,

4, 12:— contrariwise,,- ., to handle roughly, Hdt.
1, 73, 114 (and more freq. in pass.,, 5, 1,

81, etc.); so, ,
Lat. ignominia afficere, Hdt. 1, 115;

., 1, 73 ; .
or ,, etc.,

Hdt. 2, 09, Xen. Cyr. 4, 4, 12.—The
synon. is only poet., f. -, {-) dep. mid. :

—

to take more pains than
enough about a thing, hence to busy
one's self with trifles, to waste one's la-

bour, Hdt. 2, 15; so,, Plat. Apol. 19 ;

so, ., to be busy and
over-busy, Dem. 150, 24 ; ', that they had overdone it

with their ' sack' (i. e. need not have
used the xvord), Hdt. 3, 46 ; . -, to be busy about ' some new thing,'

Ar. Eccl. 200.—2. to be a busy-body,
meddle ivith other folk's affairs, Dem.
805, 4 ; . '?, to

interfere in Italian affairs, Polyb. 18,
34, 2.—II. late, the pf. pass,-. be superfluous, Ael. Hence, verb, adj., one?nust
do more than needful, Antipho 119, 31., af, ^,and,
/;,= sq., , ij,{) over-

diligence, over-exactness in domg, writ-
ing, etc.. Plat. Sisyph. 387 D.—2. an
intermeddling with other folk's affairs,

officiou.sness, Theophr. Char. 13, Luc.
V. Hist. 1, 5, etc.}, ol, {,) name of a book written for
poor scholars, Hesych., ov,{,") careful

over much, over-carrful, taking needless

trouble, Lvs. 123, 21 ; ofgrammarians,
Anth. P.'ll, 322.-2. busy about other

folk's affairs, meddling, curious, a busy-
body, Lat. officiosus, Isocr. 102 A, Xen.
Mem. 1,3, 1 ; , to
look curiously, Anth. P. 12, 175.—II.

pass, done zvith especial care, .-, a very expensive war, Isocr. An-
tid. ^ 124: esp.,—2. over-wrought, too

elaborate, Plut. 2, 64 A ;

., Luc. Nigr. 13.—3. svptrfluous, -'. Plat. Polit. 286 C ; ., Andoc. 27, 35, cf Isae. 1, 38,



Isocr.,etc.—in., curious arts,

magic, N. T. Act. 19, 19., f.• : Att.-{,, ') :
—to inclose all round,

encompass, Hdt. 2, 148, Thuc. 1, 106
;

5,11.), Att. -, f. -, to

row round., ov,() shut in

all round., f. -, (,) to

creep, steal, wind round, Ael.^, {, />/3) to wander
about, Ar. Eq. 533., impf.,
in Ar. Thesm. 50i: dep. mid. witli

aor. 2 and pf. act. {,). To
go round, like a beggar, Xen. Cyr. 8,

2, 16 ; or a stranger seeing sights, Id.

Oec. 10, 10 ; lilve a canvasser, Lat.

ambire, Dem. 129, 20: and c. ace, ., Andoc. 13, 25 ; -, Dem. 411, 16; c. part., to go

about doing a thing, Plat. Apol. 30 A.
—2. to go round about, about or round,

Hdt. 7, 225, Thuc. 4, 36; . -. Plat. Theaet. 147 C.

—

11. to go round and return to a spot, to

come up to a. person or place, hence to

arrive at last somewhere, ,
Hdt. 1, 96, etc. ; to come round to,], ij 7, Hdt. 1, 7, 187, etc. ; also,, the disease

ended in... Id. 7, 88 : also c. ace,, ven-

geance came at last upon him, Hdt. 8,

106.—2. of time, to come round, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 6, 19.—III. c. ace. pars., like

Lat. circumvenire, to come round, take

in, i. e. to overreach, cheat, Od. 9, 302

;

^ ., Hdt. 3, 4, c£ Ar. Eq.
1142;, Luc. Luct. 10. Cf.

(),., {,) to eat all

round, nibble at, Luc. Lexiph. 23., adv. part. pf. pass,

from, circumspectly,

Plat. Ax. 365 B, etc.1?., adv. part, pf pass,

from, secretly, covertly., , , in Hipp. ap..,=, restorative, for which
had been proposed : but
is correctly formed from

{).,,,{,)
about the last, Hdt. 1, 86 ; 5, 101.,,(,) thoroughly

well-boiled, Luc., , {,) surround-

ing, embracing, Philostr., also -, Thuc. 5, 71

:

f. and : aor. -, inf: aor. mid., inf,{,) To encompass , embrace, surround,

Lys. 110, 40, Xen., etc.; fj-. Plat. Tim. 25 A :

—Pass., to be shut in or beleaguered,, Hdt. , 10, 80.—2. to em-

brace, comprise, comprehend, take in,

like II,?. Plat. Parm.
145 .—3. , as subst.,

that which is about and around us,

infinite space beyond the and, Anaxag. Fr. 2 ; also simply the

air, heaven, climate, Polyb. 4, 21, 1 ; 5,

21, 8 :—but,—4. in Aristot. -
is the universal, like

or TO/,, genericum, generate ; so,, a generic term or

notion, Hhet. 3, 5, 3 ; (and, conversely,

he uses, in pass., of

particulars, .\nal. Pr. 1, 27, 10; cf.—II. to surpass, overcome,

conquer, like, Thuc. 5, 7 ;

also to outnumber, Thuc, 3, 108 :— of

an army, to outflank the enemy, Thuc.

5, 71, 73.-

—

III. mid., to

hold ones hands round or over another,

and so to protect, defend, take charge

of, c. gen. pers., (Ion. im-

perat. aor. 2 mid.) , II. 1,

393 ; also c. ace, -, Od. 9, 199.-2. to hold fa.<:t on

by, and so to cling to, cleave to, befond

of a person or thing, c. gen., Hdt. 1,

7
1
, etc. ; , we

are compassing, aiming at the same
end. Id. 3, 72, cf Plut. Them. 9:

rarely c. inf,^, he was urgent with them
that they should stay and not leave

him, Hdt. 9, 57.', adv., very powerfully

01 violently, H. Hom. Mere. 495., {, ) to boil round

about, Luc. Tox. 20: poet, -,
Anth. P. 9, 632., ov, also,,{,) over and above a pair,

more than a pair ; so, speaking ofhorses'

harness, are spare straps

for repairing breakages, Poppo Xen.
Cyr. 6, 2, 32, where Schneider need-

lessly proposed.,, ,{)
that which is girded round one, under-

clothing, , opp. to, Polyb. 6, 25, 3 ;

—

an apron,

esp. of smiths, cooks, etc., Hege-
sipp. Adelph. 1, 7, Wytt. Plut. 2,

182 D : hence, -, Dion. ., to practise with the

apron on, i. e. merely with the outward

appendage of an art, superfkially., , , dim. from
foreg. (a], also- : f.-
{,) :

—to gird round ox on:

—mid., to gird round one's self, put on

as a belt or apron, c. ace, Ar. Pae
687, Theopomp. (Com.). 2 :—, with his apron on, of a

cook, Plut. 2, 668 D. Hence, , , a girding round

or oji, belting : and, , , a belt, girdle,

apron, band, Theocr. 2, 122., f -, (,) dep. mid.:

—

to lead round, .
TiVL TO, to show one the way
round the mountain, guide him round

it, Hdt. 7, 214 :—absol.,io shou} round

and explain what is worth notice ; hence,

generally, to explain, describe, Luc.
Contempl. 1, D. Mort. 20, 1 ; cf-

and.—II. to draw
an outline, describe in general terms, opp.

to. Plat. Legg. 770 B.

—The act., only in Heliod.

Hence,, , a thing de-

scribed : hence, , , descriptory., ,{, -7])
like, led round in a circle,

hence lying in a circle, of the Cyclades
lying round Delos, Call. Del. 198 ; cf

: generally, round, convex,

Emped. 24, Dion. P. 157. Cf.-
y^i; . - .,, ,()
leading round and explaining ivhat is

worth notice: hence, generally, descrip-

tion, Luc. Contempl. 22 : esp. geo-

graphical description, Aristid. : cf. •.—II. like, an
outline :, in shape and fig-
ure, Hdt. 2, 73.—III. a revolution, orbit,

Lat. orbis., ov, 6,{)
one who leads about, esp. one who guides

strangers about and shows what is worth

notice, a showman, cicerone, Plut. 2,

675 D ; and, at t)e[phi,=,
Plut. 2, 395 A: hence,—2. generally,

a describer, esp. of geographical de-
tails, as Dionysius, cf.

Luc. Ver. H. 2, 31; show-man. Id.

Calumn. 5. Hence, , , of or like a
general description, of, belonging to a, Plut. 2, 386 B.—2. de-

scriptory,, guide-books, lb. 724
D. Adv. -., ov, { )

drawn round, put round as a border., Att. plqpf from

(q. v.), also Od. 17, 317., , f -, {,)
to strain through. Hence, , , any thing

strained, Galen.— II. that which remains

after straining, dregs, refuse., , {, ) very

pointed OV sharp., f -,{, f/) to have
come round to one, like {),, Xen. Cyr. 4, 6, 6 :—c. ace,
to come round to one at last,, that which has fallen to

thy lot, Hdt. 7, 16, 1 : ,
we say that the greatest luck befet

this man. Id. 6, 80, 1
;
(here it is

possible to make the ace
after the verb, as we say that this

man compassed, gained the greatest

luck ; and so Schweigh. would take
even the former passage, but not so

well).—2. of time, to have come round,

Plut. Ages. 35.—Cf {),-., , like.
coming round, revolution, Hdt. 2, 123

;

cf. Hence?., dep.,=-, LXX., , f -, strictly

to feel violent pain ; hence, usu., to be

or become aggrieved, sad, angry ; ,
at a thing, as, , -, , etc., Hdt. 1, 44, 164;

4, 154 ; but, e gen. pers., to be ag-

grieved at or with him. Id. 8, 109 ;

absoL, Id. 1, 114. (The simple-
or does not occur.

This word, which is Ion. and little

used except in Hdt. and late Greek,
as N. T., is by some derived from, ; by others from ,, like,, for- : but at any rate it need not be
written.), Ion. aor. 1,
Hdt. 1, 84., , 6, Perieres, son of

Aeolus and Enarete, king in Messe-
nia, ApoUod. 1, 9, 5.—2. charioteer of

Menoeceus of Thebes, ApoUod. 2, 4,

11.—3. father of Borus, II. 16, 177,—4. a Cumaean, who founded Zancle
in Sicily, Thuc. 6, 4. Others in

Paus. ; etc., , f. -/, {,)
to ring all round,?., II. 7, 267 ;

also in Plut. Hence,, , a resounding.

Iambi. : and,, i,=foreg., Plut
Sull. 19.1?., , very warm, Nic.

Th. 40, Anth. P. 7, 742 : from, f. -/', {,)
to warm exceedingly.. , {, )

much alarmed, .\p. Rh. 2, 1158, Plut., to make very bold

:

from, v.{,,
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) very bold, confident, . Rh. 1,

152, 195., ov, most divine, dub., , [, I) to

fumigate all round with sulphur, to

purify : also, q. v. Hence., , , a fumigating
all round with sulphur, a purification.

Plat. Crat. 405 A.,, , any thing put
or placed round., , rarer form for -•, Meineke Menand. p. 42., ov,{,) very

hot, Plut. 2, 642 C., ov, to be put or placed

round, Joseph. : from, , ,() a

putting round, piUting on, N. T., , , and,
ov, Ar. Thesm. 258 :{) :

—put round, put to or : also to

be put round or upon, it., a

7nask, Aristomen.. 2;
., a head-dress, Ar. 1. c, ubi v.

Schol. :

—

7/ (sc. ), false

hair, a wig, Aniphis Alcin. 1, Polyb.

3, 78. 3, Ath. 415 A : also., f.- and--
{,) :

—to run round,, , II. , 320, ct'.

Od. 24, 207 ;, ,
Hdt. 1, 178, 181 ; c. ace. objecti, .
T7/V, Plat. Criti. 115 ; also

c. dat., Hdn. 5, 5.—II. to run about.

Plat. Rep. 475 D., , f. -, {,) to go round and observe, Luc.
Hermot. 44.,, , that which one puts

round, a ltd, cover.,, ,=, an
ornament, Nicostr. ap. Stob. p. 445,

47.?, , a bruising, Plut. 2,

609 D : from, (,) to bruise or

squeeze all round, Plut. 2, 341 A.

17.3, f. -, {,)
to press all round, Nonn. [^]\, , ai, Prrithoedae, a
deme of Attica, of the tribe Oenei's.

Hence, ov, a, of (the deme)
Perithoedae, ap. Dem. 1219, 20.^, contd. -, gen. -,,^, Soph. . C. 1594., ,=^--, q. v.,, , breaking all

in pieces, . . : from, {,) to break

all round, break off, Hipp. Plut. 2,

626 B., verb. adj. from-, one must run round, Plat. The-
aet'. 160 E., , f-,{,) to bewail very much :—pass, to

resound with wailing, Plut. Anton. 56., , {,)
to edge all round, Plut. Mar. 21., , the fir.^t growth of hair

before it is cut, ap. Suid.,,,)
as pass., to congeal all round, Galen., a, ov, {,)
round about the throne, Orph. H. 6, 4., or-',,.-,{,) to make a noise round

:

—Pass., ru, to

have one's ears still ringing iviih the

noise, Greg. Naz. Hence, ov, like,
notorious, fa7nous., f.-,{,)
to rub or pound in pieces, Diod., ov, {,) very
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wrathful, Aesch. Theb. 725. Adv.. Id. Cho. 40 ; ,
to be very angry, Hat. 2, 162, and
pcrh. 3, 50., , {,) to be

about the door, v. 1. Ael. N. A. 1, 11., {, ) to sacrifice

round about

:

—pass, to have sacrifices

offered to one all romid, Plut. 2, 1C8 D., ov, , v. 1. for

in Plut.,{,) to wound
all round, , Theocr.
2, 82. [], {,) to sou7hI all

round, re-echo, ' , Od.
9, 395 : . impf [] for, Hes. Th. 078., inf of aor.. [«], . inf of perf -, II. 13, 728., , to sweat all over.

Hence,, , a sweating all

over, Diosc., {, ) dep., to sit

round about, , Hdt.

1, 202, cf 5, 41 ;'also c. ace. objecti,

. Tiva, Id. 5, 4., {.) to ride

round, Polyb. 5,73, 12, Luc. Gall. 12., later form for-., later collat. form of

sq., to place roztnd, ., {.-/'/'.,):
—in trans, tenses, to put, place, set,

lay round a thing, , Hdt. 3, 24,

Plat. Tim. 78 C ; ,
Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 1 ; metaph., ., Critias 9, 37; ,
Polyb. 12, 15, 7.—2. to 7noiie about,

shift, transfer, , to another's

shoulders, Dem. 1014, 17 :—hence,
—3. to bring round, ., to bring it to his own views,

Arist. Pol. : esp. into a worse state,' }•, isocr. 125 D, cf Aeschin.

65, 24 ; . -, Polyb. 3, 8, 2 ;—and, rarely, in

mid.—II. in aor. 1 mid., usu. trans.,

to place round one^s self,,
Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 41 ; cf infra.

B. Pass., with aor. 2. pf , and plqpf

act. :

—

to sta7)d roimd about, 11. 4, 532
;

17, 95, etc. ;, a wave
ro.^!e around (Ep. aor. pass.), Od. 11,

212; c. ace. objecti, to stand round,

encircle, surround, ', U. 18, 603
;
(so in aor. mid.,, 11. 2, 410, Od.

12, 356 ;) ' h>a
(3 pi. subj. . aor. 2 for

-), that their numbers surround

me not, II. 17, 95, cf Od. 20, 50 ; so,, Hdt.

1, 43 ; cf 9, 5, Eur. Bacch. 1106 ; to, Thuc. 4, 10 :

—but also c. dat., though not, prob.,

in the literal signf,, Dem.
209, 22;. Id. 450, 13, etc. :

—«, Lys. 193,

36 ; , Polyb. 3,

80, 7.—II. to come round, turn out, esp.

for the worse,, fortune was so completely re-

versed, Thuc. 4, 12, cf Isocr. 93 C,
etc. ; , it

turned out quite contrary for him,
Thuc. 6, 24, Plat. Meno 70 C ; also,7] . Plat.

Rep. 343 A ; ,
to co7ne to be dependent on chances,
Thuc. 1, 78 ;

/3/ ta.

Id. 1, 32;, Dem. 551, 2, cf 969,
10, so, c. inf,' --, Id. 301, 8;

.., Lycurg. 148, 10.— III. to

step aside, out of the way, Luc. Hermot
86 : hence to simn, dread, Joseph.

—

IV. to be close at ha7id. Lob. Phryn
377., {,) to

dry exceedingly, Hipp.,^, Thuc. 5, 71., verb. adj. from -
(), one must go about, 7nake a

circuit. Plat. Phaedr. 274 A. [t], , {,-?) to laugh all round, Opp. H. 4, 326., Dor. for -,
Pind., ,{) on fire
all round : burning hot, Hipp. Adv.
-, Plut. Ages. 11., {,) to

purify on all sides : go round a7id purify.
Plat. Criti. 120 A., f. -, {, -) to fasten, hang on alt roimd
about : in mid. to fasten on one's self,

put on,, Plut. 2, 304 E., =,
LXX.,,,=,, ov.,{}
purification. Plat. Legg. 815 C., , , clearing

round, , Theo[)hr., {,)
dep., to sit doum round or invest a
town, c. ace, Dem. 1379, 23, Luc. V.
Hist. 1,23.. Ion. -, inf.- : strictly perf of the foreg.

:

—to be seated or to sit all roai7id,-, at table, Hdt. 3, 32 ; but us»,
c. ace. objecti, esp. ., to be-

leaguer, invest, besiege a town, Hdt. I,

103 ; 5, 126, etc. ; also of ships, to

blockade. Id. 9, 75 : c. ace. pers., to sit

down by one as a companion. Id, 3,

14. Hence, , a sitting round
about : esp a besieging., {,) to sit

round about, LXX,, {,) ta

overcome, e.vcel, c. ace. Nic. Th. 38.-«,\.-,{,)
to burn or scorch round about

:

—Pass.,

to be all scorched, Hdl. 4, 69 ; metaph.
to be inflamed, excited, Andoc. 20, 1., ,{) to be in

ea'tre7ne ill-luck, to be plunged in despair,

Polyb. 1, 58, 5 ; . Id. 3, 84,
6. Hence, , , extreme ill-

luck, Polyb. 1, 85, 2, etc., ov, {,) very

u7ifortunate, in despair. Prod.1,^=.—
Hence1?.,,=^-, Plut. 2, 919 ., , {,)
right beautiful, very beautiful, freq. in

Hom., usu. of things,,, 11. 1, 603, Od. 1, 153 ; %.,,,, etc. ; of women only

in 11. 5, 389; 16, 85, Od. 11, 281 ; and
of men first in H. Hom. Merc. 323,
397, 504 ; but of a man's eyes in Od.
13, 401, 433; of a statue, Orac. ap.

Hdt. 5, 60; of a country, Hdt. 7, 5.

Adv. -, -, post-Horn. Com-
par.-, superl.-, Ath
555 C, 680 C.1?, , oL those wha
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ere about Callimachus, his adherents,

comic word in Phil. Thess. 44, 6,

needlessly altered into-
; v. C. II. [d]/.,, , a covering,

garniKnl, Plat, Polit. 279 D: [a] from~, L -, (, -
?.77) to cover all round, cover quite,' , II. 17,

243, cf. 10, 201 ; . ,. Cyr. 7, 3, 13 ; . Plat.,

etc. — II. to put round as a covering,

Tivi Ti, Hdt. 4. 23 ; metaph., .-, to throw a veil of dark-

ness over the deeds, Eur. Ion 1522.

Hence]?, , , a wrapping,

covering. Plat. Legg. 942 D.,, , a bending round,

Hipp. : from, f. -, {, -) to bend round,' ., Luc. (?) Philopatr. 19.

— II. seemingly intr., to drive round

(sub. or). Plat. Euthyd.
291 B. Hence,, , a bending round., ov, {,)
about or near the heart,, Emped.
317, Critias 8 :

—

., the membrane
round the heart.-,,,having thorns

or prickles upon the, of

the ;3, Theophr., , , {, -
k) the case of the fruit or seed, the

pod, htisk, etc. ; the skin, peel, shell of

fruit, Arist. Probl. 20, 25, Theophr.
—II.{ ) bracelet., , 6, {,-) a practice of hens, so called by
Plut. 2, 700 D; and described by
Arist. H. A. 6, 2, 20, thus,/,—
by PlirL thus, villares gallinae festuca

aliqua se et ova lustrant.

/uj, {,-
7aj) to lay down around or upon,

Tivi, Ap. Rh. 3, 707., . -, {, -) to break all round, . /., to break it about his back,

Ar. Lys. 357., f. -, to break all

round about, OsanQ. Auctar. Lex. p.

126. [a]/, £ -^,{,) to embrace or

enclose all round, Arist. Probl. 25, 56,

2.—2. metaph., to overtake,/., Theophr.—3. to seize and force,,
compelled by circumstances, Polyb.

16, 2, 8, ct Arist. Mund. 6, 33.—II.

intr., ,
the season having come round or re-

turned, Theophr. ; v. G. II., , , {,.7) shining over against,

Tim. Locr. 97 , cf. Ast Lex. Plat., f. -, to leave

over, V. 1. in Polyb. 4, 63, 10., ov, {-3) overtaken and surrounded,

LXX., , an overtaking,

detaining, Theophr., {,-) to fall down around ocupon,,. Rll. 2, 831.,{,) to

fall in and go to ruin, Lys, 185, 20.1(), f.-,{,) to tear down all round

about:— mid.,^/, she tore off and rent

L•r outer garment, Xen. Cyr. 5, 1,6.

,.--,(,-) to overturn, throw down, Strab,, or-, f. -,{,) to slaughter over,

Ti , Polyb. 1, 86, 6., to put over round

about., f. -, to shed

around or over., f.-, to shut in

all round, Joseph., Ion. for,
Hdt., , ,{) a

burning or heating all round, Theophr., , , {)
burnt all round., Att. for. [], inf.- : .--
(,) :—as pass. To lie

round about, . , to lie stretched

upon one, /.-, II. 19, 4 ;, a case was round the

bow, Od. 21, 54; -, Pind. . , 100 :—absol.,-, Hes. Th. 733 ;, plates of gold

laid on (an ivory statue), Thuc. 2, 13.

—2. metaph., ov ,
there is no advantage for me, It is no-

thing to me, II. 9, 321 ; like ov -
or .—II. c. ace, to

have round one, to wear,?^ , Hdt. 1,

171 ; so, .,,
Luc. Icarom. 14, Nigr. 11 ;-, clad in arrogance, The-
ocr. 23, 14 ; cf.,{,) to shear or

clip all round, . ,
Hdt. 3, 154 ; mid., -, to clip one^s hair. Id. 4, 71., adv. part, pf
pass., covertly., adv. part. perf.

pass., briefly, Lat. concise., , . -, {,-) to prick on all sides, App., , {,) to out-

flank, of an army, like, ., Polyb. 11, 1, 5 ;. Id. 5, 84, 8., , greedy of gain., a, ov, {,-) tied round the head ; hence,—II. as

subst., '/. and -/., a covering for the head, hel-

met, etc., Polyb. 3, 71, 4; 6, 22, 3.—
2. a disorder of the head, Theophr. []/., ov, = foreg.. Math.
Vett.,{,) dep.,

to be very anxious or concerned about

one, c. gen.,^, Od. 3, 219;, Pind. . 10,

99 : — . , to take care of a

living for him, Od. 14, 527., ov, {.) ex-

ceeding dry, all dry or parched,,
Od. 5, 240

;, 18, 308., ov, b, {,) a

garden round a town or house, Diog.

L. 9, 36. — 2. way or space round a
garden, Longus 4, 20.—3. the border

of a garden-plot., {,) as

pass., to spread round about, Anth., , f. -, to move
round, drive round., ov, 6, a name of Bac-
chus at Thebes, Orph. H. 46, I., ov.{,) like -/, surrounded with pillars, Eur.
Erechth. 13, 7.—II. as subst., 6 and
. . a colonnade.,,{.?.) with

branches all round, Ap. Rh. 4, 216.

/., {. ?.) to make
a noise round about, Tryph. 249./., (, /.) to stand
weeping round, 0pp. H. 5, 674 ; ., Plut. Brut. 44., , , a breaking
round : a twisting about, clumsy gestic-

ulation,, Plut. 2, 45 D.—II.

the wheeling round of an army, Polyb.
10, 21, 6. — UL of ground, the being

broken, ruggedncss. Id. 3, 104, 4 : from, f. -, {,) to

break round 0 off, Theophr. — II. to

lead an army round, wheel it round to

right or left, Polyb. 11, ]2, 4, cf.

23, 2. — III. /.,
rough, broken ground. Id. 12, 20, 6;
so, /... Id. 18, 5, 9; -
7.., cities «» such ground.

Id. 9, 21, 7. [], , {, ?.) fa-
mous all round, far-famed, Anth. P. 7,

119.7., , , Periclea, fern.

pr. n., Anth. P. 7, 552.?., , . Dor. -,
Periclides, a Lacedaemonian, Ar.
Lys. 1138, Thuc. 4, 119.—2. an Athe-
nian, Aeschin. 22, 20.\7., . -, to celebrate all

round.,, ,{7.)
a place shut in all round., ov, later form for7., from7.., , nhut in all round,

V. 1. Plut. Cim. et Luc. 1.'17., , , {, 7.,
7.) famous all round, far-famed,
Theocr. 17, 34, Q. Sm. 3, 305 ; cf.

I

7..̂, , , Periclltus,

masc. pr. n_, Plut., etc".', Ion. -/., Hdt. ; and
in Thuc. --/, -7^ : {,7., 7.). shut in all round,7., 7.-, Hdt. 3, 117; 7, 129, etc.

;

to surround, of ships, Thuc. 2, 90 ; and
so in mid., 7, 52., Ion. for 7..
Hence'.7., , Ioxl for -, Coluth. 266, 285.1?, Ion. for,
Hdt.^,, , Pericles, son of
Xanthippus and Agariste, the cele-

brated Athenian statesman and gen-
eral, on account of his eloquence
styled '07., Hdt. 6, 131

;

Thuc. 2. 65 ; Ar. ; etc.—2. son of the
preceding, one of the generals at the

battle of the .\rgiausae insulae, Xen.
Hell. 1, 5, 16.—3. son of Periclitus,

Ath. 234 F.

'.7., , , {, 7.,
7.) = 7., Spohn de
Extr. Od. Parte, p. 199.

17^, v. sub/^./, , {. /-) slo-

ping on all sides, of the roof of the
Odeum, Plut. Pericl. 13; so,

.. Id. Pelop. 32, etc.7, ov, , {, 7)
a couch or sofa round a table, Philo.

/,'', , f.-, (, 7.-) to confuse, stir up a struggle all

round,, Q.. Sm. 2, 649./, ov, , Periclus, one of

the Codridae, Paus. 7, 3, 10./., {7. ) adv.,

pouring round about or over, Hipp. [v\7., as pass., to be

washed round by the waves, v. 1. Plut., f. -, {, /^)
to wash all round, of the sea : pass, to

be washed all round,, Eur. (?)

;
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esp. of an island, Thuc. 6, 3 ; /z^ -), i. e. venture not
on the sea, Aral. 287., ov, , also-, , , a creeping kind of

shrub, perh. the honeysuckle, caprifo-

Uum. Diosc. 4, 14. [i']\', ov, o,P(ricli/jnSniut,

son of Neleus, brother of Nestor, an
Argonaut, Od. 11, 280, Find. P. 4,

312, Ap. Rh. 1, 156.—2. son of Nep-
tune, engaged in the iirst Theban
war, Eur. Phoen. 11C4.—Others in

Pans., etc., ,=, Ael.

. . 16, 15.,, ,()
washing all round. — II. water for

washing, Galen.1?., , 6, a washing all

round : ablution., , ov, Att. also ,
ov, Aesch. Pers. 879 (') :

—
washed all round, esp. of islands, sea-

washed, ^, . Horn. . 181, cf
Aesch. Pers. 596 and 1. c, Eur. H.
F. 1080., , , {,)
strictly, heard of all round, and so fa-

mous, renowned, Lat. inclytus, esp. of

artists,, Od. 1, 325, etc. ; of

the god Vulcan. II. 1, 607, Od. 8, 287,

and Hes. ; but also of things, .,, excellent, noble, II. 6, 324 ; 7, 299., ov, 6, Periclytus, a

statuary, pupil of Polycletus, Paus.

5, 17, 4.—Others in Paus.

'.7<,, to drive off by clapping

of hands on all sides.?, f. -, (,)
to spin round about, LXX., a, ov,= sq.'7/, ov, {,)
round the leg : as subst. to ., Hipp./,, . {,)
coveringfor the leg, Dion. ., ov, , in Anth. P. 9,

226, , prob. stalks or

leaiies of thyme. [t(5], f. -, {,) to

giiaw all round, of bees, Anth. P. 9,

220 : metaph. to keep nibbling at, try-

ing a thing, Plut. 2, 10 B., to scratch or rub all

round, []
or-,{.-) to cry cuckoo all round, Ar. Eq. 697., , {,) to

glue all round, Geop.?., {,) to cut

xhort, clip all round, Nic. Al. 267.— II.

metaph. to humble, Plut. 2, 139 B., {, II. 2)

to sail round a bay, Arr. Peripl. 40.,, , a carrying round,

Geop. : from, f. -, (,)
to carry round, Thuc. 7, 9:—pass., to

go round. Id. 3, 81.,, ,{)
that which is cut off all round, mince-

meat, Alex. Pannych. 4, Metagen.
Thuriop. 1 :, Ar. Eq. 372.—II. =-

II., Plut. 2, 765 C., ov, , dim. from
foreg., Ar. Eq. 770., ov, {,) covered

all over with leaves, Theophr., , {,) to

sound round about, LXX., v. 1. Thuc.

6, 17., ov, {,)
very elegant, exquisite, Ar. Pac. 994., , (,?,,) loving swelled

knuckles, epith. of the gout in Luc.
Tragop. 201.
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, , i],{) a

cutting all round, mutilation, esp. of

the Herniae at Athens, Thuc. 6, 28,

Andoc. 3, 13.— II. the outline or gen-

eral form of a person or thing, Polyb.

6, 53, 6 : /, in ex-

ternals, Id. 10,25,5: even household

ornaments, plate, etc., 32, 12, 0.— 111.

a section: in Eccl., a portion of scrip-

ture for reading, as the Sunday epis-

tles and gospels ; elsewh. /., , , a thief, robber

:

from, f -, {,)
to cut all round, clip, mutilate, Thuc.
6, 27, Lys. 143, 34 ; cf I.—
2. to lay ivaste an enemy's country,
from the practice of cutting down the

fruit-trees, etc., Dem. 92, 9: hence,
generally, to waste, plunder, Id. 110,

19, Diod. 4, 19, Strab., etc. ; cf-
I. 3.—3. to lessen, weaken.,=^., . i. -, {, -) to sweep together from all sides.

Hence,, , sweepings., , . -, {,-) to deck all round, App., ov, round the world., ov,{) shorn

all round, as was done to boys, Lat.

circumtonsus.—II. surrounded and taken

prisoner, like., ov, , {, -) the female screw., (,) to croak

or scream all round, 0pp. Ix. 1, 7., , , the skin round
the skull (sub./)., ov, , a pillow: [ti]

strictly neut. from, ov, {,)
passing round the skull, [], , , a covering for
the head, helmet, Strab. tp• 502., , f. -, to conquer,

Joseph. : from, ,(,) con-

quering, powerful, 0pp. . 4, 540,

Anth.
: f.- [].

Att.- (,) : — to

hang round, Anth. :—pass, to be hung
about, to cling to, c. dat.,, Leon.
Tar. 4, 4. Hence, , hung round with a

thing,, Luc. Tragop. 141., ov, {,)
steep all round, {SlTah.'?) Plut. Sull. 10., , to rattle all round

:

from, ov, (,) rat-

tling all round, Noiiu,, {,) to strike

all round,, having stones and shells

struck downfrom it. Plat. Rep. 611 :

but, , to fasten fet-

ters on one, Plut. 2, 499 A. — 2. to

strike all round, as one docs an earthen
vessel, etc., to see if it be sound, Plat.

Phileb. 55 C :, un-

sound, cracked, ap. A. B. p. 00.,, very cold or frosty., f-,{,)
to conceal by wrapping up, Strab., Luc.
D. Mort. , ., f -, {,) to

caw all round, of the crow, Dio C., f-, dep. mid.,

to acquire., i.-, {,-) to kill round about, to slay near or

beside : once read in U., now divisim

KT:, , acquisition, posses-

sion.

,,,{,)
like, the dwellers around,
neiglibours, Horn. ; who also has ., ., Od. 2, 65, 11.

17, 220 ; explained by the words oi, Od. 2, 05 ; also in
Orac. ap. Ildt. 7, 148, Pind. N. 11,

24, I. 8 (7), 136. This sing, is not in

use, as in the case of : in
Att. prose, but Thuc. 3,

104 has : cf,-, []^}, , , Perictione,

daughter of Critias, mother of Plato,
Ael. V. H. 10, 21.—2. a female of the
Pythagorean sect, Stob. 1, 02 (Dind.
ap. Steph. Thes. for -)., , ol, =,
Od. 11,288. [}, , f. -, to crash or
sound around.,{,) to ex-

tol all round. Or. Sib., , {,) very

famous, Nic. Th. 345.,, ,{)
revolving,, Orph. . 46, 5., {,) to

move in a circle.—II. encircle, encom-
pass., , f. -/, {,•) to move in a circle. Mid., in
pres. and impf , to encircle, encompass,
enclose, Hdt. 8, 78 ; so that-

is used =^ the Ati.-, just as other verbs in

are used by Ion. for those in .
Hence, , , a tumhrg
round, revolution., ov, (,) all

round, spherical

:

—, as adv.,

round about, Plut. 2, 755 A, si vera !., , {,) to

encircle, encompass, enclose :—in mid.,
Ar. Av. 346, Xen. An. 6, 3, 11 ; cf.. Hence,, , an encircling,

encompassing, Thuc. 3, 78.

or -, aor. 1-{,) : to roll round,
Ar. Pac. 7 :—pass, to be rolled, and so
roll about, Plat. Legg. 893 E., , a rolling round, re-

volution, [ii], {.) to

heave or surge around, C. acc, Orph.
H. 82, 3., ov, {,) sur-

rounded by ihe waves, Eur. Tro. 790. [fi], ov,{,) con-

vex, Sext. Emp. p. 430. Hence, as pass., to be bent

all round, Ath. 783 B., , {) to cover with
leather., , to bend down round., to carry a bell round;
cf 1.—II. to prove or test all

round., (,) to wail

around, 0pp. H. 4, 259. [v'], f -, {,') to go about in a : also c. acc.

loci, to carouse round, Ar. Vesp. 1025., , (, II. 1)

to smear all over icith pitch, . -, to black shoes, Ar. Vesp. 000., to rend all round., {,) to

kick all round, Clem. Al., . f -, (,) to chatter on all sides, chatter ex
ceedingly, Ar. Eccl. 22,0: — to talk

about, describe, Philostr. Hence'-,, , prating, gos
sip : [a] and, ov, talked to death.



, , {, ?^) very

talkative., f. -7) : aor.• {,) : — to

seize around, embrace, en. An. 7, 4,

10 : to grasp, , Plat.

Soph. 246 . — 2. to encompass, sur-

round, Hdt. 8, 16:— to get into one's

power, catch. Id. 5, 23, cf. Plat. Soph.
235 ; ., to

catch them at sea, Thuc. 8, 42 :
—

pass, to be caught, trapped, Ar. Plut.

934.—3. to compass, get possession of,

Ti, Isae. 73, 9, cf. 25, 43. — II. like, to take in, enclose. Plat.

Criti. 116 B, and oft. in Polyb. — 2.

to take in, comprehend, a number of

particulars, Isocr. 16 D, 187 ; .(. Plat. Soph. 249 D ;

'., lb. 226 . — 3. to

define strictly, to determine in express

words, draw up in a legal form, Flat.

Legg. 823 B, cf Coray Lycurg. 3, p.

46. — III. in pass., to be constrained,

forced, , Polyb. 6, 58, 6., , {, 7.)
very brilliant, Plut. Fab. 19, Crass.?., ov, {,)
very brilliant, radiant. Adv. -., f. -//, {,)
to beam around, Plut. Camill. 17, etc.
•—II. c. ace, to shine around. Id. Cicer.

35 : hence in pass., to be shone around.

Id. Pericl. 39, etc. Hence«/•, , a shining round,

Plut. 2, 931 A.

i.pao, ov, 6, Ion.,
Perilaus, son of Icarius and Periboea,

brother of Penelope, Apollod. 3, 10,

1.—2. a Trojan, Qu. Sm. 8, 294.-3.

a Sicyonian, a commander in the bat-

tle at Mycale, Hdt. 9, 103.—4. a Me-
garian, a partisan of Philip of Mace-
don, Dem. 242, 2 ; etc.—5. the Athen-
ian artist, who is said to have con-
structed the brazen bull of Phalaris,

Luc. Phalar. I : also called-, Anth.—Others in Plut. ; Paus.

;

etc.. , (,) sur-

rounded with a variegated border., {,) to express

by circumlocution, Hermipp. Incert.

11., {,) as

pass., to be shed all over, c. dat., Anth.,
and Nic.,, ,{?.)
that which remains, a remainder, residue,

Plat. Menex. 236 B.., , =, dub.

in Dio C., f. -,{,) to

leave remaining

:

—pass., to be left re-

maining, remain over, survive, Hdt. 1,

82, Piat. Legg. 677 E, etc. ;,
Eur. Hel. 426., f -£, {,) to

lick all roMtd, Ar. Plut. 736 ; to lick off,

Luc. Icarom. 30.^•, , , circumlocution,

like, Ar. Nub. 318.,=^5^., f -, {, 7-) to

strip off all round, (> -- /., II. 1, 236 ; .7, Hdt. 8, 115.,,{, ?<.-) talked about on all sides, much
talked of Hdt. 2, 135., {,) to

surround with white, Ach. Tat.1?., ov, {, )

edged with white, to ., (sc.)
Antiph. Incert. 76 ; cf., , .='• (3),

Hdt.,, ,{-

) that which is embraced, an embrace,

LXX.17,, , , able to be ta-

ken hold of, of a loose skin, Arist.

Gen. An. 1, 12, 3.—II. comprehensive,

Plut. 2, 1003 D, etc. : embracing, col-

lective, Gramm. : from, ,,{?.)
embraced : to be embraced or comprised,

comprehensible. Plat. Tim. 28 A, C,

etc. Adv. -, Epicur. ap. Diog. L.

10, 40.
_ ^/., -, an embracing, LXX., (.,') to

surround with water, insulate,,
Thuc. 2, 102.—II. intr. to become all a

lake, Ael. N. A. 16, 15., rarer coUat. form of., , (?.) left re-

maining, over and above, Plat. Legg.
702 A, Polyb. 1, 73, 2.., .,=?.,
Plat. Ax. 372 A, Luc. Prom. 10, Plut.

Pyrrh. 32.1?.,{,?.) to lick

all round, nibble, prob. 1. Philo./., ov, b, v. 1. for -7., in Thuc./., ov,=7., Ar.

Fr. 208, Thuc. 1, 74.

'.7., =, Theo-
phrastus.?., (, 7.) to wash

all round or carefully, Plut. Lycurg.

15., dep., to maltreat

sadly., , , extreme grief,

Diog. L. : from?., ov, {,) very

sad. deeply griex^ed, Isocr. 11 B.., to wrap or envelope

round about., ov, (,)
bald round about

:

—Ion.-, Hipp.

[d],,{) very learned., , to gaze or peep ea-

gerly round, 7.-
(. part.), Od. 12, 95., {,) as

pass., to rage round about, C. ace, ., to rush furiously up and down
the grove, Hes. Sc. 99.—II. c. dat., to

have a violent desire for...,), Nau-
raach., , ,{)
one that purifies by magic, ., a

witch, Plut. 2, 166 A, ubi v. Wyt-
tenb., ,{)furi-

ous, mad, Plut. 2, 43 D, 52 D, etc.

Adv. -rdif, lb. 1100 A.,{,) to

sparkle all round, Q. Sm. 5, 114., poet, for-, q. v., Att.- : f.-{,) :
—to wipe or cleanse all round :

esp. to purify by magic, disenchant by

purification, Menand. p. 42, cf. Wyt-
tenb. Plut. 2, 166 A., ov,()
fought about, fought for,, by all,

Ar. Av. 1404, cf Thuc. 7, 84 ; esp. of

things, ,
not a thing one would fight for. Xen.
Symp. 3, 9, cf. Plat. "Legg. 678

;

., Isocr. 172 , cf 144 C. 211 C :—
in Ar. Thesm. 319, prob. with collat.

signf. offought around, surrounded by

battle, [a], ov, very desirable,

Plut. ?.{,) dep.

mid., to fight all round or on all sides,

Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 41.—II. to fight abovt
OT for a thing, [a]17., {,) to

dye black all round : m pass., . /.-, to have them darkened
or shaded off, Plut. 2, 368 C., , {,)
blaming greatly, v. 1. Arat. 1U9., {,) to

wish for ardently, Ap. Rh. 1, 670, 771., verb. adj. from sq.,

one must await, Dion. H. : from, {,) to wail for
one, await,, Hdt. 4, 89, Soph.
Ant. 1296, etc. ; c. part., . /.-, Plat. Legg. 890 , etc. :— -.

, to wait for, expect it. Plat. Phaed.
116 A, etc. ; to long for, desire, Plut.

2, 172 D :

—

ov ,
does not admit of.., Plut. Caes. 17.

—

II. intr. like the simple, to wait,

Hdt. 7, 58, Ar. Ach. 815., ov, {,)full

all rouTid, very full, Xen. Symp. 2, 11., , f. -, to measure
all round., ov,,=,
the circumference, Hdt. 1, 185; 2, 15,
etc. Strictly neut. from, ov, (,) like, above measure, in size or
beauty, Od. always epith. of cloth,

., as 2, 95 ; 19, 140; where
others not so well explain it of exact
measure, others round : .,-,. . 3, 190; 5,47., , , (sc.) the

circumference or periphery of a circle,

Polyb. 1, 56, 4, etc. ; cf., , , Perimede, daugh-
ter of Aeolus and Enarete, Apollod.

1, 7, 3.-2. in Theocritus 2, 16, a eel

ehrated sorceress, cf.. —
Others in Apollod. ; etc., , b, Perimedes, a
companion of Ulysses, Od. 11, 23.

—

2. a centaur, Hes. Sc. 187., ov, poet, for sq., very
tall or high, /.,, 11. 14,

287, Od. 6, 103., , {,) very
tall or long,, Od 9, 488 ;,, II. 13, 63, Od. 13, 183 ; 77.-, Hdt. 2, 175 :—a superl. --, in Plut. 2, 1077 ., , (,) any
covering round the hips or thighs., TO,= forpg., ov, {,):—
7. ., the heart of timber, next to the
pith, Theophr. ; elsewh. .., f.- (,) :—dep. mid. :

—

to prepare
very craftily, contrive cunningly, Od. 7,

200 ; , Od. 14, 340., to decrease on all sides.

[v], ov, , Perimus, a Trojan,
son of Megas, 11. 16, 695., , to dress a wound with
lint (). Hence, , a dressing with lint.. , Perimuda, a city of
India, Ael. H. A. 15, 8., , f--. (,-) to suffer toil for one,,
. 4, 258., {,)
dep.. roar round,, Plut. Crass
26. Hence, , loud-roaring, Orph.
Arg. 311., {, II) dep.,

to lament around, Q. Sm. 12, 489. [f], ,{,) ta

dwell round about or in the »eighbour-

hood, Od. 2, 66; 23, 136, Hes., ani
Pind. — 2. like, in pass»
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sigiif., to be inhabited, Od. 4, 177.

Hence, ov, a, one of those who
dwell round about, a neighbour, II. 24,

488, Ap. Rh. 4, 470., ,=,'. 1. Hipp.), ( /, ) to dwell

round, Aesch. Supp. 1021, in pass., ov, also -acoc, (,
vavTia) sea-sick, squearnish, Diod.2,58.,(,) as pass.,

to spread around, of fire, Plut. Dio 46.!/,\.. pf. pass.,

considerately., , the space between the

fundament and the scrotum, also, Hipp., b, also, =
foreg., V. 1. Hipp., Arist. H. A. 1, 14,

2.—II. the penis, Arist. Gen. An. 1, 2,

7; 4, 1,31., f. -,{,) to

bendforward and look around timidly,

App. Civ. 4, 40., ov, (, )

cverclouded,, Ar. . 1194., ov, (,) fat
about the kidneys, Arist. H. A. 3, 17, 6., (,) to swi7n round

a tiling, Arist. H. A. 9, 37, 10., f. -7/ : aor. inf.-, Hdt. 4, 164, but also lengthd.-, 2, 107, as in Q. Sm. 3, 678
(cf.) : but the only pres. he uses
is, 6, 80. To pile or heap

round, , 4, 164 :

also, . vkij, to pile it

round with wood, 2, 107., , gen. -, nom. pi.-[, Att. gen.):—strictly,

a supernumerary in a ship, a passenger ;&\0=3, opp. to.
Tfauc. I, 10, AeL N. A. 2, 15./, and-, aor. part,

of, Hdt., ov, edged with purple

:

hence, to ., (so.), a woman^s
robe with a purple border, Antiph. In-

cert. 76, Menand. p. 34.—The form, ov, is very dub.,(,/) dep.,

to swim round and round, Plut. 2,

977 A.^, a, ov, of Perinthus ; ol, the Perinihians, Xen. :

from, ov, , Perinthus, a city

of Thrace, on the Propontis, later

Heraclea, now Erekli, Hdt. 4, 90 ; Xen.
Hell. 1, 1,21., f. --, (, )) to

wash off all round, Hipp. : ', II. 24, 419., rare form of pres. for

foreg.. Died., (, )

dep. mid., to go round about,, as the cups go
round, Phocyl. 7 : to come round, of

time, , Eur. Ale.

449., , f. -,(,)
to contrive cunningly, Ar. Ran. 958.

Hence, , , shrewdness,

subtlety, Plut. 2, 509 : and, , , thoughtful,

considerate. Adv. -., , , intelligence,.
Plat.. 370 A :

—

over-wiseness, Thuc.
3, 43.,, ,(,) :

—

., in turns, in order,, ov, contr. -, ovv,() very intelligent ; in superl. -, Sext. Emp. p. 434, v.

Lob. Phryn. 144., , f. -, {, vo-
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) to go round, , Ar. Thesm.
796, Plat. Rep. 558 A: to go about like

a beggar, like, Ar. Plut.

121. Dem. 421, 22., to moisten all round., strengthd. for, mostly

in Ion. prose, and Trag., (though in

latter usu. as adv.): — I. as prep.,

round about, all round; in Hdt. both
c. gen., and ace, cf. 1, 179, 196 ; but
the latter far most usu., Valck. ad 4,

15 ; rarely after its ace, yet v. 4, 52,

79, Aesch. Pers. 368, Eur. H. F. 243.

— II. as adv., round about, 5, 115; -, to surround
him, 5, 87 ; , Aesch. Pers.

418 ; rare in Att. prose, -, Thuc. 6, 90 ; ,
TU ., Plat. Tim. 62 , Xen.
Cyr. 1, 5, 2., (,) to scratch

or strike round about, near, Joseph., , , (,)
polished round about,, Od. 12, 79., f. -, {,) to pol-

ish all round, Theocr. 22, 50.), (,) to

make dry all round:—pass., to be or
I become so, Arist. Gen. An. 3, 9, .
j
, ov, {,) dry

\
round about, dry at the surface, Arist.

Gen. An. 2, 3, 19., , Ion. - : .-{,) '.— to shave all round,, Hdt. 3, 8 ;-, Luc. Merc.
Cond. 33.

I ,, 6, a surgical in-

strumentforscraping or smoothing bones

:

from, (,) to scrape all

round ; to nibble at, Opp. H. 3, 525., ov, (,) of
great size, bulky, Arist. Physiogn. 6, 9., , , () a
journey round, circuit, Strab., ov, with circuitous

ways : from,,,^=., ov, , one who travels

round., , , disposed to

travel round, Diosc. : from, (,) to travel

round, mostly by land ; cf. :—to go all round, Plut. Camill. 32,

Phoc. 21.— II. metaph., to go all

through, , Id. 2, 87 : to go
regularly over, treat of. Id. 892 D, 897

: also to study a composition, Epicur.
ap. Diog. L.— III. to come round, take

in, cheat, like Lat. circumvenire, Luc.
—IV. to cure by systematic regimen,

Lat. cyclo curare: generally.=-, to cure, heal.— V. to write in pe-

riods, Dem. Phal. Hence \, , , a travelling round,

esp. by land.—II. a book nf travels, ac-

count of a country visited, Strab. ; cf., to be periodical,

., an intermittent fever, Galen., , , coming round at

certain times, periodical, Plut. 2, 1018
D.—II. in periods. Adv. -, Plut.

2, 893 B.,, to travel, go round
about, Hipp., ov, 6, v. sub -

IV. [vi], ov, 6, one who goes the

rounds, Lat. circulator, Aen. Pol., , Aeol. (q. v.)

(,) :
—a going round, march-

ing round, Hdt. 7, 219, 229.—II. a way
round, Hdt. 7, 223 : the circumference,

circuit, compass, , -, Hdt. 1, 93, 163, 185; so Xen.,

' etc. : absol., ., in circumference,
Hdt. 7, 109.—III. a book of travels, ac-
count of countries travelled over, -, Hdt. 4, 36, cf. Arist. Pol. 2, 3,

9, Rhet. 1, 4, 13 ;—but in Hdt. 5, 49,
and Ar. Nub. 206, / is

map or chart of the world, cf..—
CI.,.—IV. ago-
ing round in a circle, a coming round to the

starting point, esp. of time, a period of
lime, ., revolving years, Pind.
N. 11, 51 (in Aeol. form);
freq. in Plat. : esp. the period embracing
the four great public games, hence,

or -, one who has conquered in
all the games, Ath., Dio C. 63, 8.—2.

in medic, a regular prescribed course

of life, Ty, to live in the regular course, or by
the prescribed system. Plat. Rep. 407

; ., a course of medical
discipline, Luc. Gall. 23.—3. .,
a conversation in which each speaks in

turn, Xen. Symp. 4, 64.—4. also=:Tre-, a course at dinner. Id. Cyr. 2,

2, 2.—5. the orbit of a heavenly body.
Id. Mem. 4, 7, 5.-6. a fit of intermit-
tent fever, or the like, Dem. 118, 20.—7. , in rotation, Polyb.
2, 43, 1, etc.— V. well rounded sen-
tence, period, Arist. Rhet. 3, 9, 3, cf.

Cic. Orator 61., -, -, ov, v. --.,, perf and plqpf ,

in pres. and impf! sign!'., (,)
to know better, c. inf., ,
11. 10, 247 ; c. dat., ,
for he was better skilled in the tracks,
Od. 17, 317 ; c. ace. rei et gen. pers.,
to know better than others, -, Od. 3, 244

;

also,?) , to be
better skilled in counsel than others,
11. 13, 728.—Cf., ,(,) to swell
round about or very much, Hipp., ,() to dwell
round a person or place, Hdt. 1, 57

;

5, 78, etc., Xen. An. 5, 6, 16. Hence,, , a neighbour-
ing dwelling., , , a dwelling round
a town, Strab., ov, , like,
the space round a dwelling or toum,
Aristid., , , pecul. fem. of, dwelling or lying round
about, neighbouring,, Hdt. 1,

76 ; 9, 1 15 :, Thuc. 1, 9.—.
(sc. ,), the country

round a town, Thuc. 3, 16; the sub-

urbs. Id. 2, 25 ;—the Dorians called
it, Arist. Poet. 3, 6 ; and Po-
lyb. 5, 8, 4 speaks of ai ..—2. a town of, a dependent
town, Arist. Pol., cf II., , t. -, (,) to build round about,-, Dem. 1274, fin.—II. to enclose

by building round, to, Dem.
1272, 17 ; in pass., to be built up, wall-

ed in, Thuc. 3, 81 ; -, the space built round, Lat. ovile,

Hdt. 7, 60., ov, (,) dwell-

ing round or near, a neighbour, Hdt. 1,

160, 175, etc., and Att.—II. ol-
were, in Laconia, the free inhab-

itants of the towns, except Sparta it-

self, the provincials, who enjoyed civil

but not political liberty, opp. on the
one hand to the Spartans, and on the
other to the Helots and Neodamodes,
Valck. Hdt. 9, 11, Muller Dor. 3,2,
Thirlw. Hist, of Gr. 1, 307, sq., Diet.



Antiqq. s. v. ; so also in Crete, Arist.

Pol. 2, 10, 5:—so Plat, says,--, Rep. 547 C.

—

III. geo-

graphically, were those who
were in the sa?)ie parallel, but opposite

meridians ; those under the

same meridian but opposite parallels
;

those who were in oppo-

site parallels and meridians, diame-
trically opposite, Cleomed., a, ov, verb, adj., to be

borne round about., fut. of.), , (,) to

go round about, Agathocl. ap. Ath.

376 A.,(,) strict-

ly of a ship, to run aground ;
general-

ly, to be in difficulties, -, to engage in the most
disastrous undertakings, Diod., ,—, ap. He-
sych.' and- : f.--
{,?) :

—

to slip about,

Plut. Marcell.l5, Id. 2, 1089 D. Hence?., , a slipping away,

Plut. Camill. 26, Id. 2, 930 E.,, ,() a draw-

ing round about.—II. the drawing away

from a thing, esp. in war, diversion,

Joseph., , making to see

entirely,. Iambi., , looking quite

unripe : contr. -, Hipp., (,) to

pare the nails round, LXX., , , verb. adj. of, to be overlooked or suffered,

c. part., .•,
Hdt. 7, 168 ; c. inf . -, Id. 5, 39.— II.-, one must overlook or suffer, Xen.
Lac. 9, 5., ov,() to be

seen all round, in a commanding posi-

tion,, Plut. Arat. 53 :—hence,
—2. like, conspicuous,

Id. Pyrrh. 16 ; admirable, /,
Anth. P. 5, 27, etc. ;, Plut. Caes.

16 ; of Valck. Phoen. 554. Adv.

-, gloriotisly, Plut. Sull. 21, etc., , ,() a

looking round about.— II. an overlook-

ing, a looking on and allowing, Clem.
Al. p. 821,36., verb, adj., one must

look round, Diod. : from,, impf. Ion.

: perf., pass.

:—also f. :

pf. pass, : aor. pass,-:—(for aor., pf.-
6a, V. sub voce.)(,). To look

around.—II. to overlook, hence to dis-

regard, look on and allow a thing to

happen, usu. c. part., Hdt. 2, 110; 4,

118, etc. ; the part, is rarely omitted,

ov (sc., Ar. Nub. 124 ; also not seldom
c. inf, Hdt. 1, 191 ; 2, 64 ; also c. ace.

pers. sine inf.,

(sc.) Hdt. 3, 155 : to this

signf. also belongs the fut.-, Hdt. 1, 152, Thuc. 2, 20.—III.

mid., to look about before doing a thing,

hence to tarry, delay, wait, Thuc. 6, 93.

—2. c. gen., to look round after, to take

thought about, Lat. respicere. Id. 4, 124., , {, ) very

angry or wrathful, Thuc. 4, 130. The
adv. -, in Aesch. Ag. 216, is now
judged by Dind. to be a gloss., {.) as

pass., to be very angry, Polyb. 4, 4, 7., , {,) to

encompass with the arms : also in mid.,

with pf pass., Ctesias., ov, {,) to-

wards the -morning, about day-break :, dawn, Hdn., , ,—,
Thuc. 2, 3., f. -, {,) to

mark out the boundaries of,, Hipp.,

Plut. 2, 226 C :

—

, Luc. Salt. 37. Hence, , a marking out by

bonndanes : and,, , any thing sur-

rounded with limits., , ,=,
Plut. Num. 16.

—

II. as law-term,=
Lat. deportatio., ov, to be bounded, de-

termined, etc., , f.-,{,)
to anchor round, SO as to blockade,

Thuc. 4, 23, 26, Plut., f. -, {,)
to bring round (a ship) to anchor, Dem.
1229,9:—mid. and pass., to come to

anchor round, like foreg., Thuc. 3, 6., Att.- : --(,) :
—to dig round, ., to

dig a lake round..., Hdt. 2, 99 ;. Plat. Criti.

use'., (, )

dep. mid., to dance round about, in

tmesis, Call. Dian. 240., ov, strong smelling., ov, {,)
round the bones, Galen. : TO ., the

membrane of the bo?ies., dep. mid. . to

smell round, s?nell at., , ,{, )
that which is over and above necessary

expenses: the residue, surplus, balance

;

hence abundance, plenty, opp. to -. Plat. Gorg. 487 E; .,
Ar. Nub. 54;, Thuc. 3, 13:—

., abundance of means,
riches, wealth, opp to .,
Thuc. 1, 2, cf. 142, etc. ; so,-

alone, Isocr. 224 C, Xen., etc.

:

, to

enrich one's self by every means,
Plat. Rep. 554 A :—absol., also, supe-

riority of numbers or force, Thuc. 5,

71 ; , with plenty of
other resources. Id. 5, 103 ; ., su-

perfluously, needlessly, wantonly. Plat.

Theaet. 154 D, Dem. 226, 19 ; ., wantonly wicked, Dem. 1 122,

3 ; so, , Polyb. 4, 21

,

1, etc. Hence, f.-, to have plenty,

., to abound in a thing, e. g. -, Dion. .
6, 75 ;&), whenever
there is a surplus, Callicrat. ap. Stob.

p. 485, 54.—2. to distinguish one's self

in any way,, Diod.—3. to expend

one's means, on

one's relations, Phalar. Hence, ,,=:,
LXX., ,, belonging to., ov,{) abun-

dant :
—peculiar, proper, LXX.—II. of

persons, ivealthy :—also distinguished,

like., ov, {,-) round the eye, Galen., , to carry about

:

—pass.,

to drive or ride about., , ,{) an em-
bracing : circumference,, Plut.

2, 892 :—also a mass, body. Id. Ly-
sand. 12.—2. full extent, the full mean-

ing or contents, Oic. Att. 13, 25, 3.

—

II. a portion of a thing parted off so a*
to form a whole, e. g. a section of a
work, Dion. H.—III. that which sur-

rounds, e%^. apod,husk,shell,TheophT., ov,{) surrounded,
enclosed.—-11. superior to,, Sappho
Fr. 69, in Aeol. form., fut. of.. , f.-, to be or seem
in a state of violent passion or emotion,

Plut. 2, 168 C, etc.: from, , {,, -) in violent excitement, greatly dis-

tressed,, at or by a thing. Polyb.

1, 81, 1, etc. ; cf Wyttenb. Plut. 2,

130 C. Adv. -, Luc. Tim. 46, etc., (,)
to look wildly round, Q. Sm. 13, 72.',{,) to shake

all round :—pass., to tremble all round,

Q. Sm. 10, 371., fem. -, Ep.
part, of, as if from -, beajning all araund,Nonn., {,)
to look timidly round, Mosch. 4, 109., Att. -, f. -, {-
,) to strew or sprinkle all round,

Ti, Sotad.. 1, 28; ,
Theophr. Hence. ov, strewed round about,

Archestr. ap. Ath. 293 F.,,-,{,)
to walk round, walk about, Plat., etc.

;

. , Ar. Lys. 709 ; .-, Xen. Mem. 3, 13, 5.—2. esp.

to walk about, while teaching or dis-

puting ; hence, to argue, dispute, dis-

course, Ep. Plat. 348 C, Diog. L., etc.

;

cf II. Hence, , , a walking

about, Diog. L. 7, 98 ; esp. while
teaching or disputing ; hence,—2. a
philosophical discussion, esp. by way
of dialogue : [] and, , , one who walks

about., , ,{-) given to walking about ; esp. while
teaching or disputing: hence,— II.

Aristotle and his followers vvere call-

ed. Peripatetics, Cic.

Acad. Post. 1, 4, v. IV;
Tu, their doctrines, Id.

Att. 13, 19, 4. Adv. -., , ,()
walking about, walking, .,
.. Plat. Phaedr. 227 A, D,

228 ; ., Xen. An. 2, 4,

15 ; cf..— II. a place for
walking, esp. covered walk, Xen.
Mem. 1, 1, 10 : v. infra IV.—III. a
conversation during a walk ; generally,

a philosophical discussion, argumenta-

tion, like, Ar. Ran. 942 ; ., lb. 953.—IV. ol, the peripatetic philosophy,

school of Aristotle, because he taught
walking in a of the Lyceum
at Athens, Amnion. Herm. ad Categ
f. 1, a ; cf Plut. Alex. 7, and v.-

., Att. for., {,) to calm all

round ;—pass., to become quite quiet,

Ach. Tat., , {,) to

congeal all round, Orph. Lith. 520., , , flat or even all

round., al, (,) orna

mentsfor the feet, a?iklets., a, ov,{,) round

the fool or edge.—II. very flat or toiv

:

, , a flat country. Adv.
-), Suid., ov,=foreg., {,) to put on
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a spit, spit:—pass., to be spitted or
pierced,, Ael. N. A. 7, 48

;, Luc. Gall. 2.^, dep., of which Horn,
only uses syncop. Ep. part,-,{,). To move round,
be round: and so,— 1. of place, c. ace,, while the
pnemy are about the town, II. 18, 220.—2. more commonly of time,-,?\, as the year or years u'ent

round, went on, passed, Virgil's volven-

tibus annis, Od. 1, 16; 11, 247, etc.,

Hes. Op. 384, Th. 184; (so in Horn.,) : also,-
., during five revolving

years, 11. 23, 833.—II. like, to

surpass, conquer,,. Rh. 3, 130., ov, sent round about

;

cf. sub : from, f. -, (,)
to send round, Hdt. 8, 7 :—in mid.,

Thuc. 4, 96:

—

to send all round, send
about,, Hdt. 1, 48.,{,) dep.,

only used in pres. and impf., to be busy
about a thing, Od. 4, 024, in tmesis., late pres. for sq., Att.-: f.-{,) :—strictly of bread, to bake
round about, bake hard all over, Lat.

obcrusiare : but only used metaph,, to

crust or gloss over, . -,. Plut. 159; so, -, prob. 1. Xen.
Oec. 1 , 20 (ubi al.) ;?6 .,
Plat. Legg. 886 : but,, cajoled by words, Ar.

Vesp. 668:— also, to conceal, Plut.

Mar. 37., adv., spread round
about [u] : from, also- .' f. --

[] : pf. pass.- {,) :
— to spread or stretch

around, , Eur. Hel. 628
; to

spread out, as a cloak, Aeschin. 04,

27. Hence,, , any thing

spread out as a cloak or covering, and
so metaph., Menand. p. 147., , ,{-) spread out round about, spread
over, 7., a lewd kiss, Ar. Ach.
1021 ; ci.., , ,{)
turning right about, . e. a sudden
change, reverse of fortune, Arist. Rhet.

1, 11, 24, Polyb. 1, 13, 11, etc. ; rare-

ly from bad to good. Id. 22, 9, 16.—
2. esp. the sudden reversal of circum-

stances on which the plot in a tragedy
hinges, such as Oedipus' discovery
of his parentage, Arist. Poet. 11, 1., ,{) falling

round, ) .,
lying with his arms clasped round her
waist. Soph. Ant. 1223 ; cf.-
uai.—2. surrounded by,? .,
enshrouded in her robes, Aesch. Ag.
233 ; but, ., the sword round
which was his body, i. e. sheathed in

liis body. Soph. Aj. 907 ; (so,-, lb. 828) ; cf

1, . , and ; also-—• falling in with, full-

ing into evil, c. dat., Dem. 1490, 3.—
III. changing Or turning suddenly, of a

man's fortunes, esp. from good to had,

., a sudden reverse, Hdt.

8, 20 : SO, ., Eur. Andr. 982 :

cf., f.-, usu.-,{,) dep. mid..

In flu around, V. 1. Xen. All, 6, 1, 23,

aid Luc.
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, {,) as

pass., to be dashed against rocks all

round, ap. Hesych., Att. for,
q• V.

^, , {,) very

sharp, keen or painful,, II. 11,

845 ; cf., adv. part, pf
pass., very thoughtfully.', ,{) con-

gealed around or on, Nic. Al. 107.,, , a piece ofwood
fastened around : from, also- : f.-{,) ;— to fix round; to

make a fence round, c. ace. loci,, Pind. . 10 (11),

54 ; so, . ?, Diosc.—3. to

stiffen or congeal all round :—pass., to

grow stiff round ; as of shoes, to be

frozen on the feet, Xen. An. 4, 5, 14., , f. -, {, -) to leap round about, Luc., , ,{)
a fastening round about or inserting.—
II. a congealing all round, .,
Strab.,{,) to put
into another''s arms: mid., to take into

one's arms. Call. Fr. 344.,{,) make
very fat, Dion. P. 1071.,,^.., ov,{,) very
harsh or biller, Procl., ov, very fat., f. -, (,^7]) to fill very -much or entirely

:

—\mss.=zp^, Plat. Theaet.
156 E., {,) to

burn, set on fire round about, Thuc. 3,

98., f.-,{,-) to fall or throw one's self around,

upon, , Ar. Vesp. 523 ; cf. -
I. 2.—II. c. dat., tofallin with,

like, esp. of ships meeting
by chance at sea, Hdt. 6, 41 ; 8, 94, cf
thuc. 8, 33.-2. but, also, tofallfoul of
other ships,/ a^erep^/a/.Hdt. 8, 89;, of one another, lb. 16:

also, 7. , to be wrecked on
a place. Id. 7, 188.—3. usu. metaph.,
to fall in. with, fall into, -,),} ., to fall

iniquity, misfortune, slavery, Hdt.
1, 96 ; 6, 106. etc. ; so too freq. in

Att., .,,,, etc. ; also, ,
to be caught in one's own snare, Hdt. 1,

180, cf Luc. D. Mort. 26, 2 ; so,, Aeschin.
47, 13; also, .,
Thuc. 2, 65.—2. also of a thing, to be-

fal one, 7. , Ar. Thesm.
271.—III. to turn right about, suffer a
sudden reverse of fortune, cf.-, and., , cf.., =, c. ace,, to come over or upon the
heart, Aesch. Theb. 834.', f. -yfu,= sq., , {,) to

make wander about .'—pass, -7., to loander about,,
Hdt. 4, 151, cf Valck. ad 7, 16, 2:
metaph., to float round about one, of
the lion's skin round Hercules, Pind.
I. 6 (5), 69. Hence7., , wandering about,

Plut, 2, 1001 I) : and^, , a wandering about.

Pint, []
^2., ov, poet, for -?, Leon. Tar. 55. [2]

,, , a plasterput
round. Medic. : from?, Att.- : f. -{,):—to smear round about,
piaster over, , Plat. Rep. 588 D :

metaph., to put over so as to conceal,, Menand. p. 229 :—pa.ss., to be
plastered over,, with a thing, Eu-
bul. Stephan. I : from, ov, plastered over.—
2. spurious., , f. -, {,) to rattle all round, Q. Sm.
7, 500., {) adv.,
wound round about, Opp. H. 2, 376,
Luc.\.7, later form for, Suid., if,= sq., Nonn., ov, twined round, m
tertieined, of the feet of dancers, v. 1.

for-, Theocr. 18, 8; cf.,
1. 4 : from, f. -, {,)
to twine round about

:

—pass., to fold
one's self round a thing, to cling to, c.

dat.,/, Od. 14, 313;
to embrace, , Od. 23,
33 :—mid., to embrace or hug one an-
other, Luc. Gymn. 1.—2. to intertwine,

entangle, , Luc. Hermot. 81
;7, intncate and obscure.

Plat. Polit. 265 C ;.,
of a flatterer, Plut. 2, 62 D.—3. to di-

gress, Arr. Hence, , a winding round.

-

2. an entangling., ov, {,) very
or quite full, Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 33., , , {,) inflammation of the lungs, Hipp.
Plat. Lach. 192 E. Hence', , to have, be affected thereuith: and, 7/, , affected

with 7\,, Hij)p. Adv.
-. Id., , , a covering

for the sides., to embrace., , , suffering

from, Hipp,, ov, {,)
surrounding or covering the side, KVTOC,
Eur. El. 472., Ion. -, though
Hdt. uses both forms {, 7.) :

—
to sail or swim round, c. ace,,//, etc., Hdt. 4, 42, 179,
etc. ; 7. , Thuc. 2, 84

;, to sail round into a harbour,
Id. 5, 3.— II. metaph., to totter.,, Att. for,
Thuc. 4, 13.^/, , {, /)
very full, esp. of people,, Od.
15, 405 : c. dat., Opp.—2. very large,

Luc. Gymn. 25., f. -, {,)
to be quite full, Opp. H. 5, 591, 678., adv.=:sq., adv., tvilh the feet apart,

Lat. dii'aricatis pedibus : from, Att.- : f.- {,) : dep. mid.

—

to

spread out the legs and put them round,

, like.,..=,
Anth. P. 5, 252. []'?. , ,{)
twiniyrg round, embracing,,
Polyb. 2, 56, 7, etc.—2. entanglement,

intricacy,, Valck. Phoen. 497
;7., Plut. 2, 673 F.. or,() en.

folded,, Anth,— 2, entangled,

intricate.



, . syncop. part.

ires, from, Horn., and
[es.', ov, contr.-, ovv(^) : act. sailing round.—II.

pass, that may be sailed round, ,
Thuc. 2, 97. Hence, : contr. -'!?, gen.•, nom. plur.- :

—a sailing

round, c. gen. loci, Hdt. 6, 95 ;, Thuc. 2, 80 ; esp. round the
enemy's fleet, Xen. Hell. 1, 6, 31.—
2. the account of a coasting voyage,

whence Pcriplus is the title of geo-

graph. works, still extant, by Scyla.x,

and Nearchus (in Arrian) : opp. to, a land journey.

—

II.—-.,, , that which is

washed off, offscourings : from', (,) to wash
clean, scour well, Dem. 1259, 27 :

—

pass., , to have it

washed off one, Arist. H. A. 8, 2, 26
;

but, , like sq.

Hence, i], a washing out : ., a thin discharge from the

bowels, Hipp.. Ion. and poet, -, Hdt., poet, for.,-,-,-)=?.-., f-,(,)
to breathe round, c. ace. -, Pind. . 2, 130 : also—II. intr.

to breathe around., , pressed all round to

suffocation, Nic. Th. 432: from,.-,{^,)
to press all round to suffocation,' Geop.. 7), and-, , , a

blowing round about, Diod. 3, 19., ov, contr.-, ovv,{) blown round about, The-
ophr., , , like, a

border : Strictly neut. from, a, ov, (,) go-

ing round the feet ; cf., ov, (, )
much- beloved, Luc. Tim. 12., , f -,(,)
to make to remain over ayid above ; hence
to keep safe, save, opp. to,
Hdt. 1, 110 ; 7, 52, etc. ; . ,, hys. 107,22.—2. of mo-
ney, etc., to save up, lay by, Isae. CO,

10.—3. to put round, put upon or reserve

for, ) 7., Isocr. Antid.

% 322 ; , Aeschin.

54, 12, cf Dem. 193, 20.—II. in mid.

to keep or get for one's self, to compass,

win, gain possession of,,,
Thuc. 1, 9, 15, Xen. An. 5, 6, 17, and
freq. in Oratt. :, to make gain from..., Xen. Mem.
4, 2, 38.—2. the act. is sometimes used
in same sense, ,
Thuc. 3, 102 ; . -, to get things into their own
hands, Id. 8, 48, cf Isae. 64, 2. Hence,, , a keeping safe,

Def Plat. 415 C.—II. an acquiring,

gaining possessio)i, LXX. Hence, , , keeping safe.—2. productive, c. gen., Mnasith. ap.

Ath. 357 F., ov, (,)
variegated all over, Xen. Cyn. 5, 23., (,) to

pursue quickly, Q. Sm. : also in mid.,

Opp. H. 2, 615.,^^, dub. 1., ov, {,) open

all round.flat, ofeves, Arist. Physiogii.

5, 11.

or -, , ,(,) superintendent or
inspector ofpolice, the genit. in Thuc.
8, 92., and -, f. -,() to go round or about, wan-
der about. Soph. O. T. 1254, Eur. I.

T. 84, 1455 ; also,—2. c. ace. loci, to

traverse, .. Plat. Phaedr.
246 B, cf Theaet. 176 A ; so, .-, Eur. Rhes. 773.—3. esp. to walk
round, as a patrol, Xen. Vect. 4, 52

;

cf?..—4. also to walk (in pro-

cession) round thefields for purposes
of purification (htstratio). Hence, , agoing about, Diog.
Ij., (,) to go
about towns, Strab. fp. 675., ov, , like,
a stationfor (q. v.), a guard-
house, Thuc. 3, 99 ; 6, 45 ; 7, 48./, ov,(,) lying

round or going about a town., 6, ,(,) going
about towns : a vagabo7id, vagrant, stroll-

er, Phryn. (Com.) Mus. 3., , , (, -) disposed for wandering about,

strolling, ., Inscr., . adv. from,(), very much. . Rh.
2, 437., ov,(,) going
round, esp. goitig the rounds, patrolling :

hence, as subst.,— 1. oi ., the patrol,

police, Epich. p. 15 : esp. at Alliens
young citizens between 18 and 20,

who formed a sort of horse-patrol to

guard thefrontier, Ar. Av. 1176, Thuc.
4, 67 ; 8, 92 : hence.—2.

generally, ., an attendant, follower,

Soph. Ant, 1151.—3. . (sc. ),
a guard-ship., , Peripoltas, a seer
ofThessaly, Plut. Cim. 1., tolead roundor attend

in procession., , , a sending round
about., ov, very rascally, as a
pun on, Ar. Ach. 850., strengthd. for-^.,, , parasitic

conduct., (, )
dep. pass. c. fut. mid. :

—

to travel OTgo
about. Plat. Legg. 716 A.— II. trans.

to go round,, Polyb. 4, 54, 4, etc., as pass., to hang
something about one and fasten it with

a clasp (), App.,,(,)
edged with purple, Crates Sam. 3, Plut.

Rom. 26, etc. :

—

. (with or without), a robe with a purple border, esp.

the Roman toga praetextata or laticla-

via, Polyb. 6, 53, 7, Plut. Rom. 25,

etc. :—hence, ., the Lat. prae-

textatus, Plut. Poplic. 18., (foreg., ?]), , a bov in the pratexta, praetex-

taius, Anth. P. 12, 185., strengthd. for-, Manetho. [{], a, ov, dwelling by a
river, [a], poet, for-, to hover about, metaph., (5'

(sc. ),
Soph. . . 482., , (,) of a
cup, to be drunk from on all sides (cf), Ath. 783 B., adv. for , about,

Lat. circa, circiter.,, ,,^.

—. fitting close round, tight, like a
shoe to the foot.,, f. -, poet, for•., adv., very especially, II.

11, 180; 16, 699, where however
Wolf writes divisini ; cf.,., (,)
to throw round before : al80=-, Opp. H. 4, 657., (,) to go
forward and run round. Opp, H. 2, 440., f.-,(,-) to pour out all round or over

.

hence in pass., -
(part, aor.), love

rushing in a flood over his soul over-
came it, II. 14, 316.,(,) to stumble
upon or against,, Plut. Pyrrh. 10,, , that which sur-
rounds the. Math. V^ett., ov,(,) fiy
ing round about; ,
sparks of fire, LXX.—II. usu. in ar-
chitecture of a temple, with a single

row of columns all round it, Vitruv.

;

., Callix. ap. Ath. 205 A: cf.,., , the skins of
grapes, Dind. Schol. Ar. Nub. 45,ubi
olim -: from,(,) to strip

off the husk or skin,wi7inow, Theophr. :

metaph.,, freefrom the

chaff, clea7i winnowed. . Ach. 507
;

so, 7. TO, clean-built, taper of
form, Philostr., , , any thing
folded round, a covering, Eur. Ion 1391

:

and, , , a folding one's

selfround, embracing, , Plut.
Cat. Min. 11 ; from, f. -, (,-) to enfold, enwrap, enshroud,. Soph. Ant. 886 ; /. -, Eur. Hec. 735

,.,, to clasp, embrace it. Id.

I. A. 992, Med. 1206 :—as military
term, to surround, take in flank, Xen.
An. 1, 10, 9, cf Cyr. 7, 1. 26.—II. to

fold round, ., to fold the arms
ro7md another, Eur. Ale. 350, Andr.
417 : hence in pass., to fold one's self
round, coil round. Plat. Symp. 196 A.
Hence, , , something which
enfolds, a cloak, fence, etc., like-?, usu. in plur. ; -, Eur. Phoen. 1357,,
Ar.. 1241 (prob. a parody on Eur.)

;

' ., their naval c/
orfence, Eur. Hec. 1015.—2. an enfold-
ing, embracing, Eur. Supp. 815:, in all the sun
embraces, i. e. all the world, Eur. Ion
1516.,,()^•
ed round,. Soph. Aj. 915: hence,

., fallen, around, upon his
sword, lb. 899 ; cf., f. -, (,) to

spit upon : hence to abhor, Aristaen.
1, 21.,, ,()
a calamity. Plat. Prot. 345 B., , ,()
an accident, opportunity, Plut. 2, 440 A., (,) to

fear very much. Anth., Philostr., , , accidental,

subject to accident, , Epicur. ap.

Plut. 2, 420 D.,, , (,)
suppuration round about, Hipp, [], f. -, (,
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() to put thiclily round about

:

—pass.

to have dose or thick round, Tug •
irepl , Ctes./'/, ov, , (he husk

round the kernel, Theophr.., ov,{,)
known all around about, Ap. Rh., Co-
luth. 75., f. -,{,.-) to cover with a lid all round, The-
ophr., cf. Lob. Phryn. 671., = foreg,, Arist.

Probl. 22, 4, Theophr., , {>)
torn or broken round about,], tiith the Ups far apart, open-

mouthed, Clem. Al.— II. act. tearing

round about, consuming, Anth./,, , v.-, f. -, {,)
to besprinkle, loet round about, esp. in

sacreci ntes,, Ar. Lys. 1130.

Hence,, . a besprinkling,

wetting. Plat. Crat. 405 : and, ov, , an utensil

for besprinkling, esp. a kind of whisk

{'or sprinkling Water at sacrifices, etc.,

.at. aspergillum : also a vessel for lus-

tral water, Hdt. 1, 51, Luc. Sacrif. 12,

sq.— II./, the

parts of the forum sprinkled with lus-

tral water. Lex ap. Aeschin. 4, 2, cf.

79, 2 ; cf..), collat. form of •
)1)(, LXX.), f. -, {,-) lash round about, T7j ., offish, Plut. 2, 977 ., t -/;'", {,)
to stitch all round, Diod., to purify by expiatory

sacrifice^ like)., dep., to roam or

wander about., f. -, {,) to

turn round, incline to one side. Hence, , inclination to one side,

Hipp.
: f. : aor. pass,

(in same signf.) {,) :— I. c.acc. loci. / ftou• round,.
9, 388, Hdt. 2, 29, 127 : hence in pass.,

to be surrounded by water, Xen. An. 1,

5, 4.— II. absol., to floirall round, Xen.
Hell. 4, 1, 16: tos'lipfrom o/f athing,] /,
his shield slipt off his arm into the sea,

Thuc. 4, 12, cf. Xen. An. 4, 3, 8.-2.

to overflow on all sides,. may thy means of living abound.

Soph. El. 362.—3. to be all running or

dripping, Greg. Naz.
and -vvu) : f.{,/) :
— breakoffall round,. Plat. Criti. 113 -.—to

rend all round,tear off, ,
Dem. 403, 3 ; ^, Polyb.

15, 33, 4 ;~so in pass.,}-, Aesch. Theb. 329.

—

II. in pass., also, , at

the apex of tne Delta the Nile is bro-

ken round it, i. e. broken into several

branches, Hdt. 2, 16, cf. Isocr. 227 D,
and V. sub., adv. of sq., Ap. Rh. 4,

1581., , falling over or upon

a thing, . ). he
fell over the table to the ground, Od.

22, 84 : turning or moving to either side,

Hipp. ; so too,. (Prob.

from.), fl, a breaking off rouyid

about., poet, collat. form of.
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, to mock, ridicule., , ,{) a flow-

ing round, about, uv ij .,
whichever happens to be surrounded.

Plat. Phaed. HI E., , ?/,= foreg., Plut. 2,

1128 C.—.^ II, Hipp., , f. -?), {,) to spin round like a top, Plut.

Anton. 67., ov, contr. -, ovv,{) like, surround-

ed with water, Hdt. 1, 174.—II. ., ,
a flux of humours from all parts, Hipp.,

V. Foes. Oecon., , () falling

down all round, E. M., ov,{,) dirty

all round, very dirty, Anth., f. -//,{,)
to scour all round, Diosc., ov, also , ov, Alcman,
Aesch. Eum. 77{) .=-, surrounded with water, ./,
sea-girt Crete, Od. 19, 173, cf. Hes.
Th. 193, 290, Hdt. 4, 42, 45, Aesch.
I.e., etc.—2. RCt. flowing round, C. gen.,, i. e. the

sea, Pors. Ptioen. 216.,, , ,{-) broken off all round, rugged, steep,

Polyb. 9, 27, 4 ; cf..^,, , the Perisadies,

a people in Epirus, Strab. p. 326., (,) to wag the

tail round, fawn upon,, Od. 16, 4 ;, Od. 10, 215; metaph., .}, Orph. Lith. 424.—Horn, has
It only' in Od., in poet, form-., f. -, {,-) to sound a trumpet round one :

—

pass, to Jiave trumpets souttding round

one, Plut. 2, 192 B. Hence, ov, , a blowing the

trumpet round about, Julian. : and, , , having trum-

pets sounded round one., , a heaping round.,{,) to cut

into the flesh all round, Chirurg. Vett.

Hence, ov, 6, an incision all

round, Diosc., ov, {,) sur-

rounded with flesh, very fleshy, Arist.

Physiogn. 5, 5. Hence, , to surround or cover

with flesh. Hence, , a covering with

flesh, Chirurg. Vett.,, , sweepings,

like. [], f. -,{,) to

heap round, Arist. Probl. 20, 14, 2., also -, {,) to extinguish all round,

Plut. 2, 997 A., , the holloxvs at each

side of the tongue ; also written-,-., poet,, {,) to shake all round or violently :
—

pass, to be shaken all round,( .,
the hair floated round, 11. 19, 382 ; 22,

315, in poet. form., , ov, (,)
very solemn, Ar. Vesp. 604., , ov, {,)
much-revered, much-honoured, Aesch.
Eum. 1038, Ath. 376 A., ov, {,) very

famous or notable, Lat. insignis, Eur.
H. F. 1018, Mosch. 1, 6., f. --, {,) to

bring to titter decay :—pass., with pf.

act., to be utterly decayed,

Theophr.

, , f. -, to be exceed-

ing powerful, over-strong, part,, Od. 22, 368 : from, , (,) ex-

ceeding powerfid, very mighty, Pind. N.
3, 26, Fr. 96, 2.7, , , Perislhenes,

one of the sons of Aegyptus, ApoUod.
2, 1, 5.—Father of Dictys of Seriphus,
ace. to Pherecyd. ap, Schol. 4, 1091,17, , to edge with a vari-

egated border or riin, LXX., , . -'/, to bury in si-

lence, keep secret, dub., ov, {,)
surrounded or covered with iron, Diod.

m,{,) tojump
about, Opp. : to palpitate., {,) to

hack round about, Geop., f. -, to dig or turn

up all round.,=^.-, , a digging up all

round., , , dryness :—me-
taph., obstinacy ; hardness, Arist. ap.

Sext. Emp. p. 370 : from, ,{,) dry
and hard all round, very hard, Lat. re-

torridus, rigidus, of iron. Soph. Ant.
475.—2. metaph. hard, obstinate, stub-

born,,, etc.. Soph. Aj. 649,
ubi V. Lob. ; no, ,
to take a7niss, Lat. aegre ferre, cf,

Meineke Menand.440.— 3. aTroJeifeif
., dry investigations, Nemes., , (,)
round the leg, , breeches{) '. ., a statue tuith

the legs apart, such as Daedalus first

made., , ,=,
Paul. Aeg.,, , {,)
leg-band, garter, or rather anklet, Me-

nand. p. 291, Plut. 2, 142 C ; cf Diet.

Antiqq. s. v., ',,{^,) one who wears breeches, susp.

in Strab. ; cf., . -, {, -) to cover, screen all round, The-
ophr./, , {,)
covered all round,. Call. Jov.
11.

—

. covering or screening all round,

Theophr., Call. Del. 23., late pres. for-, q. v., ov,{) te

be seen on all sides, hence far-seen, con-

spicuous, like, Od. 1, 426;
10, 211.—2. worth seeing, Call. Epigr.
5.—II. of persons, circumspect.,—, Polyb.

2, 20, 3., , circumspection., ov, ,{,))
a tent, hut : metaph. the dwelling of the

soul, i. e. the body, Eccl.

—

.^-, dub., f. -, to support or

prop all round., f-,{,)
to overshadow, Plut. Nic. 21, in pass.

Hence, ov. 6, an overshadow-

ing, obscuration, of the moon, Plut. 2,

372 D., ov, (,) throw-

ing a shadow all round, of the inhabit-

ants of the polar circles, where the
shadow (in their summer season)
travels all round in the 24 hours,

Posidon. ap. Strab, p, 135 ; cf,.



IIEPI, , {,)
to leap about a thing, c. acc, Anth. P.

12, 181, Luc.
liepia, ov, (,)

vert/ hard, Antiph.. 2, 17., {,)
to make very hard, Hipp., , = :

dub. from, , f.-/ : pt'.• : (v. sub.) To look

round, Soph. El. 897 : to consider on
all sides or loell,

6 ..., Hdt. 1, 120 ; to watch, Thuc. 6,

49 : c. acc, ir., to speculate on

hidden things, Soph. Fr. 770 : also c.

gen., 7., Arat. :— mid., to look

about one, take care. At. Eccl. 487 :

—

cf.. Hence,,^., toscalp in the Scythian

fashion, cf. :—sensu obsc,
Mel. 5. Hence, ov, a, a scalping

;

also surgical operation : and,, a, one who scalps,

prob. I. in Strab. for., , , (,) sacrifice in which a puppy
was sacrificed and carried about, Plut.

Rom. 21 "etc.; cf Schol. Theocr. 2. 12.,(,) to draw

off the skin all round, LXX.,,{,)
to rattle all round, Luc. Hist. Conscr.
22., f. -, to rub about or

upon., f. -, {,)
to wipe off round or upon, Diosc., {,) to con-

sume on all sides or utterly by a slow,

smouldering fire, Anth. P. 5, 292. [], , f. -, {, -) chase or drive about, .-, to push round the wine-cup,
Menand. p. 79, cf Luc. Symp. 15.

—

11. intr. to run round abmt a thing, C.

acc, Ar. Av. 1425., {, )
dep., to overreach, cheat,, Ar. Av,
1646..,{,) to quiver

round or near, Lyc. 68., ,{) a mark-
ing with the circumflex, Gramm., , ,{) a
wheeling round, Polyb. 10, 21, 3.—II.

having one's attention drawn off, dis-

tracting business, Polyb. 3, 87, 9 ;. Id. 4, 32, 5 :

—

a
diversion, in military sense.—III. the

circumflex accent, Gramm. Hence, verb, adj . from-) one must circumflex, Ath., , , diverting or
distracting, Sext. Emp. p. 360 : from, f. -, {,)
to draw off from around, to strip off, like, Isocr. p. 615 Bekk.:—Mid.
to strip one's self of a thing, ., Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 13.—2. to strip

bare,, v. 1. Eur. I. T. 296.—II.

to draw round, wheel about, of an army,
Polyb. 1, 76, 5 :

—

, turning about one's eyes, Luc.
D. Deor. 20, 11.— III. to draw off to

another place, Theophr.,,
Polyb. 1, 26, 1, etc. : hence to divert

one's attention, distract, Polyb. 15, 3,

4, in pass. : to make a diversion. Lob.
Phryn. 415.—IV. in Gramm.,— 1. to

mark a vowel or word with the circum-

flex, esp. on the last syllable : -
(sc), the circumflex

accent.—2. to pronounce a syllable long,

lengthen it. Lat. producerc, more usu., [,]

, inf aor. of.
Hdt., , f. -, {,) to wind round,

Ty, Plut. Camill. 25:—in

mid., toform soldiers round one's self,

Id. Ages. 31 ; and pass., of soldiers,

toform round a leader,, Id. Cicer.

32.,{,) to streiv

or scatter about, v. I. Eur. Andr. 167., , , expedition,

quickness., in Hdt. 7, 207, Ao-,
the Locrians being much angered by
this opinion,—so that thus it would
be = or. But the word is doubted by
Valck., who proposes-, and by Schaf Mel. p. 69, who
would read (fromsq.)., , (,)
very hasty, ., a rash, ovcrhasly

death, (because Ajax might have
lived, had he waited a little longer,)

Soph. Aj. 982 : ., goaded by
pains, Opp. C, 4, 218, cf H. 5. 145.,{,) todrive

round about, press, agitate, Opp. H. 2,

334.—II. intr. to be in great agitation,

lb. 3, 449 ; 4, 330., (, ) to

press, pursue on all sides,, Joseph.:

to go after,go in search ofa thing,,
Arat. 1122., ov, (,-) great-hearted, Theocr. 16, 56., {, .)
to wipe with a sponge all round, Hipp., ov, {,-) much sought after, much desired,

Luc. Tim. 38. Adv. -, diligently,

Ath., ov, {,)
very eager,, for a thing., adv. part. pres.

pass, from, marked with

a circumflex, esp. on the last syllable,

Gramin., poet, for,
Od./•, later Att.-, adv.

of, of numbers, an odd num-
ber of times, i. e. mulliplied by an odd
number, e. g., 9 is the square of the

uneven root 'i, and therefore is-, Plat. Parmen. 144 A,
Plut. 2, 744 A, etc. [u],,{.)
odd and even : in ancient arithmetic,

of those numbers which become uneven
when divided by any power of two, such
as 24, for 24 -;-(2)3=3., , ,{) su-

perfluity.— II. superiority, advantage,

LXX., poet, for..,,, Att.-,=, . 1. Plut. 2, 905 ,
etc., ,^= : from, later Att.- : impf. later also,
Buttm. Ausf Gr. 86 Anm. 6 not.,

but only by a confusion with,, cf. also Lob. Phryn. 28

:

(). To be over and above the
number, first in Hes. Fr. 14, 4; -

o'l, the
enemy will outnumber (or perh. out-

flank) us, Xen. An. 4, 8, 11 ; cf-
II.— II. to be more than enough,

remain over, Plat. Legg. 855 A ; tu, the residue, surplus,

Xen. Symp. 4, 35 ; -
. . ., so much

more than sufficient were the grounds

which Pericles had for thinking.,,
Thuc 2, 65 ;

—

to abound in,, opp,
to-, Polyb. 18, 18, 5;,
Luc :

—

, 1 have an
abundance of any thing, Dion. H. 3,
11.—2. in bad sense, to be superfluous
or excessive,?. Soph. El. 1288.—III. to

be preeminent or superior, LXX.—IV.
later as act., to make to abound, N. T,, ov,{, -) with superfluous food, Nonn., , , inequality of
angles., ov, with more
than the usual number offingers or toes,

Geop.,,, poet.=^-
; and, poet.=•

: from, , ( ) poet.=.?^, , {,) exceedingly beautiful, Cratin.. 1., ov,(,)
exceeding hairy, Opp. C. 3, 317./., ,{/.)
to speak more than enough : to speak

dffusely. — II. to speak or write of'
fected.ly.,, , useless talking,

wordiness, Isocr. 250 E, Antid. (j 288.
—II. an affected style, Dion. H. From, ov,{, -) talking too ?nuch, wordy,—II. speak-
ing or writing affectedly, Dion. H., ov,{, -) with an over-big crest, Opp. C. 3,
369.?., ,(, -) with disproportioned /i7?)6s,Maneth.,,(,):='/., .

, superfluous
discourse, Eur. Alex. 16., ov,{,)
eminent for understanding, Opp. H. 3,
12, Nonn., ,() to suffer
exceedingly.,, {,) with a font too many, Nonn., , , in later Att. -

:

—

more than the regular number
or size, extraordinary, uncommon, pro-

digious,, Hes. Th. 399 (but never
in Hom) ;

' ' -, if he has any uncommon gift of
wisdom, Theogn. 767 ;, Philisc. ap. Plut.

2, 836 C ;
(for Find. P. 2, 167, v. sub) :—c. gen.,. ,

beyond others in.., Soph. El. 155.—2,

strange, unusual. Soph. O. T. 841,
Eur. Hipp. 437 : usu. in bad sense,
mnnsirous, . . Isocr.

248 C ; .. Id. Antid. ^ 155

:

but in good, extraordinary, uncommon,
. , Eur. Hipp. 948.^11. more
than sufficient, , to have
a surplus, Xen. An. 7, 6, 31 ; to ., a
surplus, residue. Id. : and c. gen., -, more than suf-

ficient. Id. Cyr. 8, 2, 21 : oi .,
the reserve horse. Id. Hipparch. 8, 14 ;

., spare tents. Id. Cyr. 4, 6,
12: hence,—III. oft. in bad sense,
superfluous, excessive, extravagant, ., Aesch. Pr. 383 ;,, to make extravagant

preparations, over-do the thing, Hdt.
2, 32 ; .., to be over-

busy, Soph. Tr. 617, Ant. 68: .. to be orer-wise, etc., A'alck.

Hipp. 444.—2. esp., of speeches, over-

subtle or over-wrought, curious, fine-
spun, . 7., Eur. Med. 819

; . iv
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TOif ^, Aeschin.
IG, 41, cf. Eur. Bacch. 429, and v.

eub : hence, later, as

a term of praise, subtle, acute,

., Arist. Top. 6, 4, 5 ; cf.

Schaf. Dion. Comp. 26, 47.—IV. with
numbers it simply implies something

yet more, , twenty and
upwards, Iiat. viginti amplius

:

—but

in Arithmetic, is

an odd, uneven number, Lat. impar
numerus, opp. to, Epich. p. 76,

Plat. Gorg. 451 C, etc.—V. adv.-,
exceedingly, Hdt. 2, 37, etc. ; also,. Find. N. 7, 63, Eur. Hec.
S79 :—Compar. -aaOTepov,more sump-
tuously. Hdt. 2, 129 : but -,
Isocr. 35 E.— 2. but, -

is Lat. nihil aliud,. .. Plat. Apol.

20 C ; so, . ?} ei..no otherwise

than if.., Id. Symp. 219 C. (-
is adj. from, v., A. Ill,

and E. II: cf.,.), ov, over-fleshy or

corpulent., , have one

syllable more than, Or Tivi,

Gramm. : from?., ov,{,
3>}) with a syllable more : in

Gramm., epith. of the third declen-

sion, imparisyllabic, opp. to those

whichwere. Adv. -., ,(,-) put in an uneven place, or in a

series of uneven numbers, Arithm. Vett., , ,{,) over-exactness in art, Dem.
Plial.,, , Att.- :{) : superfluity, excess, Isocr.

209 C ;—esp. excess ofornament, pomp,
Polyb. 9, 10, 5.—II. eminence, excel-

lence., ov, {,) over-luxurious, Timon ap.

Ath. IGO A., 6. ,=,
over-UHse, Aescli. Pr. 328.,., Att.-,(, as if from)
any thing over and above, a remainder,

residue, Plut. 2, 424 A, etc.—2. esp.

that which remains after the digestion

of food, excrement, Arist. Rhet. 3, 3,

4, Plut. Artax. 19, etc. :—.-, Id. 2, 04 1 .— 3. generally,

refuse, dregs, , Plut. Cor.

12: impure humours, eic. Hence, ,,.-,
ofexcrement or refuse, superfluous,vypo-, Plut. 2, 130 : and, , Att. :

—
an overflowing, superfluity : in genl.=, Hipp., adv.,()
standing round about, II. 13, 551, Hdt.

2, 225, Eur. Andr. 1136, Thuc. 7, 81., f. -, (,) to

drop round, drip upon, Anth., Nonn., p. 3 smg. aor. pass.

of, Od. [],-, adv.,{,
) dropping or dripping all

round ; v. sub'.,,,{)
clasping and compressing, .,
the peristaltic action of the bowels, by
which digestion is effected, Galen., ov, surrounded ;

., a full, crowded auditory, Timon
ap. Ath. 163 F, ubi v. Casaub. [a] :

from, ,() any
thing that is round about, the country

round, neighbourhood.—2. crowdstand-

ing round, a crowd, Lat. corona, Casaub.
1168

Theophr. Char. 8 ; cf. Polyb. 18, 36,
11.—II. circumstances, one's condition,

state, Polyb. 1, 32, 3; 35, 10, etc.:

state of the weather, Id. 3, 84, 2 ; Diod.

4, 22, etc.—2. change of circumstance,

esp. in bad sense, a reverse, peril,

Polyb. 2, 21, 2, etc.—III. outward
pomp and circumstance. Id. 3, 98, 2

;

32, 12, 3.—IV. the theme, subject of a
discourse or treatise, Lob. Phryn. 376., , ( ) to

stand round about

:

—pass, to be sur-

rounded by a throng., , , of circum-
stances: Tu .,-=-, critical circumstances, Plut. 2,

169 D : oi ., busy people, Galen.
Adv. -. From, ov,() sur-

rounded and admired by the crowd, ., Isocr. 135 , cf. Antid.
1^288., , (,)
to fence about with a palisade, secure,

fortify, Thuc. 2, 75, and Xen. :—
mid. to fortify one's self with a palisade,

Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 2. Hence,, , a place
surrounded with a palisade., ,() with
an ear (as of corn) growing round or
0)1 it,, Theophr., ov, covered all round,
well-covered., f. -, (,)
to cover all round, Hipp., (, ) to

straiten all round, Q. Sm. 3, 23., f. -, (,)
to go round about, c. acc, Od. 4, 277., Ep. 3 pi. subj. aor. 2
of for, v. 1. II.

17, 95., (, ) to

dress, clothe, Find. N. 11, 20: esp. to

dress or lay out a corpse, Lat. com-
ponere, Od. 24, 293, Hdt. 2, 90 ; 6, 30,

Soph. Ant. 903, etc., (also, ..
Id. Aj. 1171); hence, to bury, Anth.
P. 7, 613, Plat. Hipp. Maj. 291 D.—
II. to surround, wrap up, cloak,'

., Eur. Med. 582 : and so in mid.,

TU . Id. . F.
1129.— III. to take care of, protect, de-

fend, rnaintain,, Hdt. 9, CO
;7. Id. 1, 98 ; . ,

to maintain the laws. Id. 2, 147 ; cf.

Aesch. Eum. 097, Soph. Phil. 447
;

TU, Dem. 24, 150:

—

to attend

to, cherish,, Pind. I. 1, 47
;. Theocr. 17, 97 :

—

' -, fixed it carefully. Soph. Aj.

821., f.-,{,)
to lament vehemently, Plut. Anton. 56,

in mid., v.., f.-,^-
.•—mid., to resound around or re-

echo with..., Od. 23,

140, cf. 10, 454 ;/' (ubi legend,

videtur ?), Od. 10, 10 : cf.-., =, Q.
Sm. 9, 49. [], (,) sigh

about or over, sound round about, c. acc,
H. Horn. 18, 21.—2. to bemoan, Luc.
Dem. Encom. 9.—IL -, his full stomach groans
again, 11. 16, 163, or perh. better

derived from, is filled to reple-

tion : but this comes orig. from the
same root., ov, ( )

crowned, wreathed, Anth.

, , , a dove, pigeon,
Hdt. 1, 138, Soph., etc. ;— -, a cock-pigeon, Pherecr. Tpa.
2, Ale.x.. 2,—blamed by Luc.
Soloec. 7.—Cf.. Hence, , b, a dovecote,

Plat. Theaet. 197 C, D,— II. a kind
of verbena, Diosc., , b, a young
pigeon., ov, TO,=sq. Ath.,
654 A., ov,, dim. from-, Pherecr. Petal. 2., , , Peristeris,

fern. pr. n., Anth. P. 7, 662., ov,=., (,)
put round the breast, Aristaen., ov, , the region
round the breast : strictly neut. from, ov, round the breast,

or worn upon it., , contr. -,(, ) dove-like, Arist.
Gen. An. 3, 1,7.,,,{)
of or from a, Nic. Th.
860., b, v. sub., ov, , a place
where doves are reared., , v.-.,, 6, =, Aesop., ,=,
enwreathe, encircle,, Hdt. 7, 92 ; -•, lb. 130.—II. to form a crowd
around, Ar. Plut. 787., , wreathed, crowned,

., with a crown of flowers.
Soph. El. 895.—II. act. twining, encir-

cling,, Eur. Phoen. 651. From, f. -, {,)
to enwreathe, ovpavbv, Od.
5, 303., ov, (,)
round the breast : ., a breast-band,

LXX., .-,(,)
to prop all round, steady, Hipp., Ep. for, 3
pi. subj. aor. 2 of, 11. 17,
95., , the sacrifice of a pig
at the lustration of the popular as-

sembly at Athens : the lustration itself.

(Usu., but dub., deriv. from and,.) Hence, ov, b, one who offers

the, Ar. Eccl. 128.', , (, )

trodden all round ; compact, v. 1. forsq.,, spotted all over, vari-

egated, Nic. Th. 376 : from, f. -, (,)
stick, dot all round,, she stuck the wall
all round with breasts, Hdt. 4, 202:
and so, to set round at equal distances,/, Id. 4, 2:—(though Poppo
may be right in assuming a verb-, synon. with and, for these signfs.)—II., -, . sub 111. and .
Hence, , spotted all about,

dappled, Nic. Th. 464., f. -,{,?.)
to glitter all round, Diod., Plut. 2,

693 D.,, b. .(,)
set round in rows, Nonn.



, , to stand round in

rowx, Nic. Th. 442., =,
Aesch. Ag. 1383., v. sub., to scrape ail over

with a., {,) to

surround as with toils or nets, ol a be-

sieging army, Polyb. 8, 5, 2 : in mid.,, to encompass

or hedge in, Dem. 43, 1 :—pass, to be

hedi^ed in, Id. 72, 13., ov, (,)
set round in rows, Dem. 1251, 23, ci..7,{) adv.,

surrounding, Nic. Al. 475 ; v. 1. --
or-, ct'. Schol. ad. 1.

[], , ?/, {?) a

dressing out, esp. ol a corpse, Dion. H., a, ov, {,)
round a mouth or aperture, 0pp. H. 3,

60J : TO ., the 7nouth of a vessel, Po-
lyb. 22, 11, 15., ov, {,) with

mouths all round, with several jnouths

or apertures, Ael. Tact., (D,= sq., to sigh, groan round

about or exceedingly, -, the earth

groaned around, Hes. Sc. 344 ; where
several MSS. have-,—the latter perh. best, v.., , , {, )=/., Diod., {,-
Ul) to spread all round Or over, Orph.

Arg. 1332. Nonn.,{,-) dep. mid. :

—

to encamp about,

invest, besiege ; absol. or c. acc, Xen.
Hell. 3, 1, 7, Cyr. 3, 1, 6, etc.—The
act. occurs later, as in Polyb.[, ov, a, Peristralus,

masc. pr. n., Anth. Plan. 189., ov, , a sort of ves-

sel, rob. made by turning round, Inscr.

:

from, f. -,{,)
to turn round, whirl round, 11. 19, 131,

Od. 8. 189 ; . , to tie his

Hands behind him, Lys. 94, 19.—pass.,, to be turned or turn

round, spin round, II. 5, 903 : to turn

about, look round. Plat. Lys. 207 A :

7. t/i" /., to come round to it, Id.

Rep '519 B; cf. Polit. 303 C., , to turn round about.,{) adv.,

spinning round, 0pp. H. 5, 146. [], =, Q.
Sm. 6, 504., , ,()
turning or spinning round,

jr., Plat. Rep. 521 C ; -, the courses of the stars. Soph.

Fr. 379.—II. intercourse, concourse,

LXX.,, , a wooden im-

plement that is turned round, a strickle,

Poll. : from,,{) turn-

ed round:— ., a twisted rope, v. 1.

Xen. Cyn. 2, 6.,, , a covering,

like: usu. in plur.,— I.

the carpets, curtains, etc., of rooms : in

Alh. 48, C, opp. to, as the

outer wrappers or coverlets.—II. the

ditches and walls of fortified places.

From, f. •,=:-.
^, as pass., fiequen-

tat. of,-
74

, going round

to all the oracles, Hdt. 8, 135.\7, , , a colonnade,

gallery, Polyb. 10, 27, 10 : from,,{,'/) with

pillars round the wall, surrounded with

a colonnade, }, Hdt. 2, 148, 153 ;, Eur. Andr. 1099.—II. .,=
foreg., Diod. 1, 48.'.? and-, {,) to beat all round, ill-treat,

maltreat, Opp. H. 3, 23., f. --, {,)
to dry up by absorbent acids, Plut. 2,

659 C., , ,=., , . -, {, -) to strip off all round

:

—pass., -, to be stripped

of all one's property. Plat. Gorg. 486

C, cf. Luc. Philops. 20., to hold together all

round, dub.1,=., , ,{
II) ynockery., , , drawing from
the right way, Theophr. : from, (,) to strip off,

LXX. : to tear away from one, -, Polyb. 3, 93, 1 ; 4, 19, 4.—II.

metaph. to satirize, ridicule. ['. adv. strengthd. for

. Arat. 531.?., ,^?.,
to stagger, Nic. Al. 555 (542)., , very slippery : from

'.?., {,) to

make one slip and fall, upset

:

—pass.?', to slip, stumble about,

Hipp. Hence,, fj, an upsetting,

upset, Hipp., , {,-
ouai) to overflow,, Nic. Th.
553.,,=',-, Hesych., , {,) to

tie tight all round, as one does a jar,

Diosc., , to wedge all round., f. -, {,)
to tighten all round, Hipp., Luc. Amor.
41, etc. Hence, , a tying tight all

round, Stob. Eel. 1, 1096., , , a bandfor the

ankle, anklet, Hdt. 4, 176, Anth. P. 6,

172. [C] Strictly neut. from, ov, {,)
round the ankle, Anth. P. 6, 207. [i;]

^, ov,=foreg. ; hence.^=., inf. aor. of.,.,=, He-
sych., Ep. inf. aor. of-

for, II., Ep. imperat. aor. mid.

of for, II., , , ()
surrounding the enemy, Dio C.

£•;^;-•, ov, () sur-

rounded, encompassed, Opp. H. 4,

146., , slit all round .• al, a kind of shoe, Ephipp.
Olynth. ap. Ath. 537 : from, f. -, {,)
slit and tear off,, Plut. Cicer.

36.— II. pass., ,
of a river, to split round a country, i. e.

divide into two branches and surround

it, Hdt. 9, 51, cf Polyb. 3, 42, 7, etc.

;

also absol., to part and go different

ways. Plat. Prot. 315 : cf.^-. Hence

, , , slitting all

round, Plut., f. -, (,) to tie round with a rope ox cord

:

—
esp., to part off by a rope, as, in the
Athen. law-courts, the judges were
separated from the people by a rope

;

so, the rope served as 6ar in the coun-
cil-chamber, Dem. 776, 20. Hence, , , a place

surrounded by a rope, to keep the coun-

cil separate, Plut. 2, 847 A : and, , , a surround-

ing ivith a rope.,{,) to save alive

(in full, ),
to savefrom death or ruin, Xen. Hell.

2, 3, 25; 4, 8, 21:—pass., to escape

with one's life, lb. 2, 3, 32.,(,) to heap

up all round, , Plut. 2, 690 C :

in pass., to be heaped up with,. Id.

Timol. 29., ov, gen. , very

moderate or temperate., , to be very tempe-

rate., , , great tem-

perance., , , =,
susp., Ion. and Ep. for -, Od. and Hdt., , Arcad. for., dep. mid., to burn

all round, 0. Sm. 7, 157., ,{) extension

on all sides, Plut. 2, 1003 C, etc.;

a swelling all round, Theophr., , strengthd. for?., (,) to

surround with a trench, -, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 28, Po-
lyb., etc., {,) to stretch

all round or over, , Hdt. 1,

194 ; , Hdt. 4, 73 ;, being spread

throughout... Plat. Tim. 66 .—2. to

cause to stvell up all round., (.) to rub all

round or very much, Orph. Arg. 876.

, f.-,{,)
to wall all round ; and so,— 1 . to wall in,

fortify,7, Ar. Av. 552.—2. to

draw lines round, blockade, Thuc. 2, 78 ;

4, 69; , Dem. 1380, 1.

Hence,, 7],awalling round,

circumvallation, Thuc. 2, 77 ; 4, 131 :

and, , , a place

availed round, a fortress, Thuc. 3, 25,

Xen. Hell. 1,3, 5., ov, .^=-
2, Thuc. 4, 131 ; 6, 88., , =,

LXX., , f. -, to finish all

round, susp.'.?,, (,) as

pass., to go or run round, esp. of time,, as the year

came round, Od. 11, 295;-, as years go round,

II. 2, 551, cf. 8, 404, 418 ; so, ..
Soph. . . 156, Ar. . 696: cf -,.—The act.

occurs in later poets, as

Arat. 828, in signf to rise, of the sun
and stars. Cf., f. -: Ion. and Ep^, as always in Horn., Hes.,

and Heft.: (,) To cut round,

clip round about, Hes. Op. 572, Hdt. 4,

64 ; 7. . Id. 2,

162 ; , cir-
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cumcise, practise circumcision, Hclt. 2,

36 ; so absol., lb. 104 ;, to make incisions all over

one's arms, Hdt. 4, 71 ; so absol., lb.

104 :—pass., -/, to

be curtailed o/ certain land, like-
/, Hdt. 4, 159.— II. to cut

off and hem in all round, cut off, Lat.

intercipere ; hence in mid., /ioif •, cutting off cattle so as

to drive them off, ' lifting'' cattle, Od.

11, 402; 24, 112 (nearly like -): so also is ex-

plained 11. 18, 528,'
:—in pass., to be cut off

or intercepted, Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 8., , , a straining,

stretching, also : from,,{) stretched

all round, distended, swoln, Hipp., {,)
to enclose in a covering or case, Pole-

mo ap. Ath. 474 D., ov, {, )
bounding all round,, Orph. H.
82.—II. pass, bounded all round,-, Anth. P. 9, 297.'.,^='!)., dep., to contrive

with great art. Hence, , , eminent art

or cunning, Thuc. 3, 82.

17]},, , that which is

cast off in smelting, dross, Lat. scoria :

of persons, refuse, scum, as Chrysip-

pus called the nobility, Plut. de No-
bil. : from, f- -, (,) to

melt all round, smelt, Hipp., Plat. Criti.

112 A.—II. . , cover

with a coat of tin, lb. 116 13.' Hence, , a melting all round.—
II. discharge of humour, as in the

dropsy, Foes. Oec. Hipp., aor. 2, im-

perat. : {,) to place

round about, put round or on,, Hdt. 2, 162;. Plat. Rep. 406 D : hence,
—2. to bestow, confer upon, Tl, e. g./,,, Hdt.

1, 129 ; 3, 81, 142 ; so in Att., .,, ,
etc. ; 7. , to put dishon-

our upon him, Thuc. 6, 89 ;-, Andoc. 118, 3: but, . -
?,7?<, to put the

Median yoke round their necks, Thuc.

8, 43.— 11. mid. to put round one's self,

put on,, Od. 2, 3, in tmesis ;-, Eur. Med. 984, etc., {,) to pluck

all round, ., to pluck the

outside leaves off a lettuce, Hdt. 3, 32
;

so, , lb., , t. -, {, -) to honour or value very much, Or.

Sib. Hence, , , much-hon-

oured, . Hom. . 65., , the month February

among the Gazaeans., to stretch round about., , also-, to

pierce or bore all round., {,) to honour very

highly, Ap. Rh. 3, 74., f. -, Ep. collat. form
from.,, ,{)
any thing cat off, a slice, shaving. Plat.

Hipp. Maj. 304 A., , ,{)
one who cuts all round

:

— shoemaker's

knife., , ,{) a

cutting all round.—II. circumcision,

LXX.
1170

, , , an unknown
part of a ship., ov,{) cut off

all round about : abrupt, steep, Lat.

praeruptus, abruptus, Polyb. 1, 56, 4., a, ,^=,
stretched or strained over: hence, TO .,
the mcTiibrane which contains the lower

viscera, the peritoneum ; also .]
or, Galen, ap. Greenhill The-
ophil. p. 299., a, ov,=foreg., , ,{) a
straining, stretching., ov, , in a press, the

lever by which one turns it., .=.,,{) stretched

round or over.— II. ru ., a kind of

platform or deck at each side of the after

part of a ship, Lat. rejectum or tabula-

turn, iPoU. 1, 89: in the fore-part of

the vessel called and.,{,) to shoot

arrows from all sides.—11.=-, to overshoot, outshoot,, Ar.

Ach. 712.,{,) to round
on all sides ; metaph. of style, Dion. H., {,) to

turn as in a lathe, round on all sides,

Plat. Tim. 69 O, 73 E., ov, {. )
very distinct, , Plut.

2, 4 , ubi V. Wyttenb. Also-, , with adv. -, . Anton.
8, 30., ov, {,-• ) round the neck : ., a neck-

piece, gorget, Plut. Ale.x. 32., to tremble all round, cf.., f. -, {,)
to turn round about, . . to

bring on one's own head, Lys. 104,

25 : c. inf. to turn one, induce one to

do a thing, Plat. Crat. 418 : to turn

upside down, to overturn, ?Jjy'Ol', Plat.

Phaed. 95 B, cf Ax. 370 .—2. .. to turn away from, turn one's back

on him, dub. in Simon. Amorg. 58.

—

II. intr. to turn or go round, ', Od. 10, 469., f.-,{,)
to make to congeal,,. Rh.
2, 738 :—pass.,, the ice froze round the

shields, Od. 14, 477.

: i.-, usu.--
: aor., {,). To run round, spin or whirl

round, Theogn. 505, Plat., etc.—2. to

run about every where, be at large, Lys.

185, 13 ; . , to come round

to the same point, Lat. redire. Plat.

Theaet. 200 C : metaph., to be current,

in vogue, ., common socie-

ty, Ep. Plat. 333 ; -, like .. Dion.
. de Dinarch. 2 ; so, rhetoric was
called . a univer-

sal art, quod in omni materia diceret.

Quint. Inst. 2, 21, 7.—II. c. ace. ob-

jecti, to run round,, Hdt. 8, 128
;, Ar. Ran. 193 ; to run round

searching, ', Ar. Thesm.
657.—2. metaph., to come round, take

in, Lat. circumvenire, Ar. Eq. 56. Cf.., f.-, {,)
to tremble round about, -, the people stood trembling round,

11.11,676., , a piercing on all

sides, Chirurg. Vetl. : from, ov, {,)
pierced on all sides, Vitruv., , {,)

rotigh all round, very rough, Numen.
ap. Ath. 315 B.^'/, , worn all round by
use, Anth. P. 6, 63: metaph, U)or« o«i

with work, Lat. attritus, Ap. Rh. 1,

1175.—2. practised, shrewd, cunning.
From, f -, {,) to

rub or wear down all round, part. aor.

2 pass,, Lye. 790., pf, {,) to creak all round, Q. Sm. 12,

431.,, ,{)
any thing worn smooth by rubbing :

metaph., a practised knave, .
or, of a pettifogging, litigious

knave, Ar. Nub. 447, Dem. 269, 19
;

cf.., ov, { )

smooth-worn, , Orac. ap. Schol.
Eur. Phoen. 638.,.^^^ : usu.
as pass., -., all the flesh crej)! on his lunbs,

Od. 18, 77., ov,{) all-

trembling : much-scared, 0pp. Adv..,() adv.,

putting to rout, Ap. Rh. 2, 143. [a], Ion. and Ep. collat.

form o{, intr., to turn round,, a revolving

year, II. 2, 295.—2. -, sweeping aboiil in all

directions we drove away the sheep,
Od. 9, 465 ; where others understand
it in signf of, v. sub

II.—3. c. ace,-', perh. driving

about, perplexing ihem, H. Horn. Merc.
542., , .{) a
turning round. Plat. Theaet. 209 :

., proverb, of never-ending
labour, Plat. (Com ) Adon. 2.-2. a
turning about, changing, ,
by turns, one after another, Hdt. 2, 168;

3, 69 : later also ., ov,{) turn

ed round, whirled round, .,
rotatory motion, prob. 1. Plut. Lysand.
12., ov, a, a vertigo, dizzt

ness, Ael. N. A. 16,24??., ov,= :

esp., , to nave
one's hah• dipt round about, a tonsure
strictly called, Valck. Hdt.
3, 8, Wyttenb. Plut. 2, 2G1 F.,= 5(., Philo., collat. form of, to run round, c. ace,., Call. Dei.

28 : to crowd or dance round about,

Arat. 815, Anth. P. 7, 338., ov, {,) :, the axle round
which the wheel revolves, wheel and axle,

Papp., ov, , a running

round about., ov.{) run-

ning round, 11. 23, 455., f -, {,)
to murmur, grunt round about, Q. Sm.
14. 36., f.-, {,) to gnaw round about, to carp at,

Ar. Vesp. 596 ; . , to

nibble off, purloin her jewels, Ar. Ach.
258.. Ep. collat. form of, Q. Sm., -, -, -, etc.,

v. sub-.
: .- : aor



HEPI
(,) : — to

happen to be about, at or near, hence
fo ti^kl upon, fall in with, meet with,

Ttii, Thuc. 1V2O; 4, 120, Plat., etc.;

also c dat. rei, jr. , An-
doc. 6, 8 ;, Plat. Phaedr.
268 C ;-, Polyb. 1, 37, 6

;

—but, reversely,, an accident happens to, be-

falls me, Thuc. 4, 55 :

—

.^,
stumble upon medical success, of a
quack-doctor, Hipp. v. Foes. Oecon.^, to hew round about., ov, {~,)
round, or at the grave, Anth. P. 7, 500.~&». f. •,(,-) beat the round

:

—pass, to be stunned with drutns. Plut-

2, 144 D, 167 C.
Hepi~v~oto, , to examine by feeling

nil round, Aristaen. 1, 1.,,—, dub. •. f. -<, strengthd. for, to treat very ill, to insult wan-
tonly,. Hdt. 5, 91 ; , Ar.

Thesm, 535:—pass., to be so treated,

and ~, Hdt. 2,

152; 4, 159; .. Id. 3, 137.

11?<,, , {.)
to k'Mvl, bark around, Ach. Tat., to arcaken all round., to weave round or all

OOer.», (, vu) to rain round,

rain upon, dub. I. Strab. [v]., inf. aor. of,
« eat, gnaw all round. Died,, ,{,() ghaming
all TOund. /., 0pp. .
2, 6 [where, on the analogy of ^,
he writes -].(», (, ) as

pass., to appear or be visible all round,

II. 13, 179; , on an
eminence seen far around, Od. 5, 476

;

SO, jr. . . Ven. 100.

—

. to

be lighted on all sides, be in full light., ac, hj tbe clear look of
an object infull light, Plut. 2, 674 A :

—hence, disttjictness, full knowledge,

<7.7. , Hdt,

4, 24 ; 7., so great was the publicity of
the matter, Dera. 1102, 2, of. Isae. 66,

17 : [a] from&, ,{) seen

all rouTvi, Thuc. 4, 102 : -, figures

in high relief Stallb, Plat. Symp. 193

A. — 2. in full light, clear, manifest,

Soph. Aj. 66, Ar. Eq. 206, etc. ; .. Dem. 825, 20 ;-
piov, Lys. 165, 15 :—adv. -, mani-

festly. Soph. Aj. 81, Ar. Plut. 948,

Thuc. 6, 60, Dem., etc.— II. famous,
Lat. illusiris : also in bad signf. noto-

rious, LXX., dep., to judge su-

^srficially of a thing,, ov, =, ., too plainly he will die. Soph.
Aj. 229.—II. famous, reTtowned, Lat.

illuslris, lb. 599.,, 6, Periphas, a son
of Aegyptus, Apollod. 2, 1, 5.—2. son
of Echesius, an Aetolian, II. 5, 842.

—3. sop of Erytus, a Trojan herald,

II. 17, 324. — Others in Anton. Lib.,

etc.'^•, ,=, ., wide view over the country,

Polyb. 10, 42, 8., , , the light sur-

rounding an object, radiance, Plut. 2,

894 : from, , {,) sur-

rounded with light, V. 1. Orph. Arg.
212.,{,) dep.

: mid., to spare and save alive, Ap. Rh.
I 1, 620;, Plut. Lucull. 3.

I
, . , the line round a

I

circular body, a periphery, circumfer-

ence, Tim. Locr. 100 E, Arist. Eth.
N. 1, 13, 10:

—

the outer surface, Plut.

Camill. 40 : roundness, a round body.

— il. a wandering about, hallucination,

LXX. : from, ,{) moving
round, going about, .3,
Eur. Ion 743 ; ., rolling

eyes, Lj'c.—2. round, circular, opp. to. Plat, Parm. 137 E, Phaed.
108 E, etc. : , roundness,

Arist. Anal. Post. 1, 4. 3. — 3. sur-

rounded by, ., Eur. Hei. 430.

—II., v. 1. in Hdt. 4, 33,
for, q. v., ov,{,) bounded by a circular line,

opp. to and-, Arist. Coel. 2, 4, 1., f. : aor.-, (,) :

to carry round, , Id. 4, 36 ; but
in 1, 84, c. ace. objecli, -

: to carry

about v^ith one. Id. 4,64 ;'-
?iaiai ., Eur. Or. 464. — 2. to move
round: to hand round at table, Xen.
Cyr. 2, 2, 2 ; 3, 4 : . , to

bring the foot round in mounting a
horse. Id. Eq. 7, 2.—3. to carry round,
publish, make known. Plat. Prot. 343
B, Rep. 402 C— 4. to bring round (into

one's own power),, Plut. Pericl. 15
—II. ov

(sc. ), my memory
does not carry me back to these thmss,
Hdt. 6, 86, 2; cf. Plat. Lach. 180 E.—, to endure, hold out, like-, Thuc. 7, 28. cf. Theophr. H.
PI. 9, 12, 1.—IV^ intr. to come round,
recover, cK , Gramm.
. pjiss., to move, go

rattnd, revolve, avTiJ.
Plat. Parm. 138 C, etc. ;-, like and7,7., Hdt. 4, 72 ; also of
argument, .
Plat. Gorg. 517 C.—2. to wander about,

Xen. Cyn. 3, 5. — 3./., giddy
with the greatness of the venture,
Pint. Caes. 32 ; cf. Id. Dio 1 1 :—so
mid., in LXX., -, turns the wise man mad., f.-{,-) : — to flee from, escape,,, 11. 12, 322 ; --. the sand
mncks thy numbering, Pind. O. 2,

178. — 2. esp. to escape from illness,

come out of il alive, Dem. 1256, 4, cf.

Plat. Legg. 677 B., ov, (,) very

famous, Orph. Arg. 24., ov, b, Periphemvs, a
hero honoured in Salamis, Plut.
Solon 9., ov Ep. ao, b, Periphe-
tes, son of Vulcan and Anticlea, a
famous robber in Argolis, slain by
Theseus, Paus. 2, 1, 4, Plut. Thes.—2. son of Copreus of Mycenae, II,

15, 639.—Others in Paus., etc., {,) as
pass. :

—

to ivander about in destitution,

Isocr. p. 615 Bekk., {,) logo
all to ruin, Orph. Lith. 515. [], , f. -7/.{,)
to lo^'e greatly. Hence7,, ov, greatly beloved,

A pp.

I ,, , (,)
an unnatural obstruction in the bowels,
Paul. Aeg., , {,) very
burning,, Plut. 2, 699 . Adv.
•, 7.. Id. Cat. Maj. 1.

I 7.. f. -, {,)
to burn, blaze all round or about, Plut.

2, 648 C.— II. trans., to set on fire all

round: in pass., Polyb. 12, 25, 2./., to scorch, singe or char
all round, Hdt. 5, 77, in pass. ; cf. -.17., , {,) to

be ahnost bursting with..., , Nic.
Al. 62.7., f. -, {, ?.•) to set on fire all round, dub., v.

Spohn de ExtV. Od. Part. p. 199.

Hence
: 7, ov, a, a setting on
fire all round, LXX.

I 7^, f. -, {, /,)
I

to strip off the bark, Theophr./., ov, {, 7.) with

j

bark all round, Xen. Cyn. 9, 12.7., , b,{7.)
a stripping off the bark, rinding, The-
ophr., ,=7.17.. = 7., of light-

ning, Ar. Nub. 396. [i], {, ) as
pass., c. fut. mid., tofear greatly, only
in Xen. Cyn. 9, 17 ; and here L.
Dindorf writes., ov, {,) in
great fear, exceeding fearful, Aesch.
Supp. 730. Thuc. 6, 36 ;, of a
thmg. Plat. Phaedr. 239 B;, Polyb. 5, 74, 3., , f. -, {.-) to wander about, Cratin..
16. Hence, , , wandering
about, Plut. Lysand. 20, Id. 2, 592 D., ov, {, )

wandering about, Lat. vulgivagus, CalL
Ep. 30, 3 ; 40., , ,{) a car-

rying round, handing round, of dishes
at table, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 4 ; (also ol
the meats carried round, Lat. gustalio-

nes, Ath. 120 B).— II. (from pass.) a
going or turning round, circuit, revolu-

tion, e. g. of the heavens and heavenly
bodies, Ar. Nub. 172, Plat. Phaedr.
247 C, etc. : hence, — 2. revolving

body ; the universe. Jd Rep. 616 C, of.

Heind. Theaet. 153 D
; .,

the heavens, Critias 9, 31.— 3. the cir-

cumference of a circle ; also the area or
space included in it, Herm. Eur. Bacch.
1059.—4. inetaph. in plur. twists, cir-

cumvolutions, EubuL Oenom. 1. — 5.

error, LXX. Hence, adv., carrying round,
trailing about, Hipp, [a]. ov, v..^, Hdt. 2, 48.

Hence, , , any thing,

handed round, a dish., , oi',=sq., dub. 1..

Sext. Emp., ,{) car•

ried about : to be carried about,^, Hdt. 4, 190. —• II. going or roving

about.—III. notorious, infamous, Anacr.

.

19, 2, ubi V. Bergk : — with a pun in

Plut. Pericl. 27.". ov, {,)
covered with skin,, Diphil.

incert. 7, ubi al....^, susp,., ov, much laden, susp.-;, , ^,= sq., Geop.•),. .{*
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) fence round a place, Tim. Locr.
100 B., , = :

from, ov, , afencinp; round., , very lliou<;lttful, very

careful, H. Horn. Merc. 461, v. 1. Od.
23, 73. Adv. -, freq. in Horn.,
always in phrase ., U. 1,

460, etc. : from, (,) as
mid., to think about, turn over in one's

mind, consider on alt sides,. Od.

1, 76, cf. Nic. Th. 715. — II. much
later as pass., to be expressed peri-

phrastically, involved, Pkit. 2, 407 A., op, ()
fenced round, Luc. Bacch. C: .,
an indosure, Plut. Thes. 12., >, , a fencing round.,, ,()
circumlocution, periphrasis, Plut. 2, 406
F, etc., Att. -, {. -,(,) to fence round, Hipp,

p. 291, in pass. : also to fortify all

round, Plat. Rep. 305 B., .,()
periphrastic. Adv. -, Grainm., (, ) to

shudder around, , Q. Sm. :— to shudder at a thing., f. -//,(,)
to turn over in the mind, speculate about,

c. ace. rei, , ,
Ar. Nub. 225, 734.— II. to pass over in

thought, i. e. neglect, despise, c. acc.

Thuc. 1, 25 ; later also c. gen.. Plat.

Ax. 372 B.— III. intr., to be xvise above

others,. ,
Aeschin. — 2. to be very thoughtful,, Plat. Ax. 305
B. Hence,, , speculation.—

•

. contempt, Plut. Camill. 6, Pericl.

5, etc., , r/, = foreg. II.,

V. 1. Plut. : in pi., Colulh. 190., = sq., Opp. H. 4,

233., , f. -, (,) to guard on all sides, blockade,

Thuc. 3, 21.^/, , quite dried up,

parched ; from, f. -^, (,)
tu dry up, parch all round, LXX. [],, , , (,)
very thoughtful, very careful ; freq. in

Od. as epith. of Penelope ; of other
notable dames, Od. 11, 341 ; 19, 357 ;

and (only once) in II. 5, 412 ; of men
first in Hes. Sc. 297, 313;.
Has. Th. 894. — . like,
haughty, overweening, Aesch. Supp.
740 ; so, d'. Id. Ag.
1426., , . () a
place of refuge, Plut. Demetr. 40., , () growing
round about or on, . , growing
close to the ground, Diosc., , , an outpost, pi-

quet : from, Att. -, to guard
all round., to mingle round about,

confound utterly, [i], , . -, to blow round
about. Hence, ov, blown upon from
all sides, Ar. Lys. 323. [], , , ()
growing around ; or, that which grows
round, Theophr.—II. of corn, the com-
ing to full growth.,(,) to plant

round about. Plat. Legg. 947 E.
1172

, ov, planted or sown round
about, p. : from

[], fut.- [] ; aor.

1 (,) : to jnake to

grow round or ujion, make to stick on a

thing as if it had grown there, stick

or fi.v upon, Ti . Plat. Tim. 78
D.—II. pass., []; with
fut. mid.- [] ; pf and. aor. 2
act. ;, inf -, part, [f ], in un-Att.
writers also and
(Hom. has it only in Od.) :

—

to grow
round about or upon, (5', Od. 9, 141 ; c. dat.,, Eubul. Stephan.
2 : but in Hom. to cling to, c. dat.,, Od. 19, 416 (so of
shoes, ,. Nub.
151, cf Plat. Rep. ei2A);-also c.

acc, to embrace, hug. Oil. 24, 236, cf
16, 21 ; 24, 320.—2. of corn, to come to

fill growth, Theophr. — 3. metaph.
of a report, togain currency about, rivi,

Isocr. 97 E., , f. -, (, -) to sound round, re-echo, Plut.
Mar. 20., ov, (,) easy to

detect, Plut. 2, 49 C, ubi v. Wyttenb., . -.(,)
shine round about, Plut. 2, 953 .

Hence,, b, a shining round
about, Heliod., (,) like -, to swallow'with wide-opened

mouth, Ael. N. A. 4, 33, Luc. Merc.
Cond. 3 :—also to gape at with aston-

ishment, c. acc, Nicet., f.-, to rejoice at

a thing: also in mid., , f -(, to loose all

round, stack one's hold., , (,)
to bridle all round, hem in, .4pp., ov, (,)
covered with brass or copper, Ath. 1 1 3 ti., , (, 9)
to cover with brass or copper, copper,

LXX./'/, , (,)
much-containing, Nic. ap. Atn. 372 E., , (,>
to surround with a palisade, . Tr> -, Aeschin. 87, 30: generally, to

fortify, Polyb. 4, 50, 8 :—pass., to be

all hemmed in, Dinarch. 98, 22., , 6, (-) an in.strume?it for cutting away
the gums from teeth to be drawn,
Medic., ,, fitfor cutting

rou7id, Diosc., , , an in-

trenchment, LXX. [],, , a cutting round,

scarifying, [], Att.- : fut. •(,) :

—to scratch or cut all

round, scarify : esp. to engrave letters

which form a circle or part of one, such
as O, P, C, V. Bourdin ad Ar. Thesm.
782., , , excessive joy.

Plat. Phil. 05 D, Legg. 732 G ; opp.

to : [] from,.{,) exceed-

ing joyous or glad., opp. to',
Hdt. 3, 35, etc., Soph. Aj. 693, Plat.,

etc.; Tivi, at a thing, Polyb. 1,34,
12 ; , 1, 41, 1 ; , 4, 80,

5; ff.=foreg., Thuc. 2, 51 ; 7, 73.

Adv. -. Hence, , , poet, for-., collat. pres. form of, Hipp.

, , (, ?.)
edge round,, Xen. Eq. 4, 4-, ov, =.
[],, (, )

dep. mid., to subdue entirely, Dion. H., ov, (,) round
the hand : to . (sc.-) a bracelet., ovj^foreg. : also,,^=, Polyb.

2, 29, 8 : cf,.,,,()
which is melted round, a rim or edging,

V. 1. II. 23, 501, ubi nunc divisim., f.- : aor. :

Ep. pres., aor.(, ). pour round about,

over or upon, 11. 21, 319 : e.>>p. of nu-tal-

workers, . , put
gold round the horns, i. e. gild them,
11. 10, 294, Od. 3, 384 ; also in mid.,, he puts
gold round his silver, 1. e. gdds his

silver, Od. 0, 232 ; 23, 159.—In pass.,

to be poured or spread all about. Hdt. 3,

12 ; of persons, to pour or crowd round.

Id. 9, 120; •. round one. Plat.

Rep. 488 C , also riva,Xen. Hell. 2,

2, 21.—2. in aor mid., to

take a moderate bath, Mnesith. ap. Ath.
484 B., , , {,) roimd
about the earth, Anth. P. 9, 778, acc.

to Brunck's conjecture., , to eat one's fill., to wrapi one's self in

a.
Tlpav,=ocg., dub., ov, (,) full of

bile, very bilious, Hipp.,{,) to dance
roundoT about, Eur. Phoen. 315;,
Luc. D. Marin. 15,3., ov, spat upon, de-

spicalile., ov, surrounded with
possessions, rolling in wealth., ,, drawing near,

f. 1. Aesch. Supp. 878; v. Dind., , ,() a
plastering over, besmearing, Diosc,, ,()
ointment., ov, plastered over, be-

smeared, Plut. 2, 102 A : from, f -, (.) to

plaster over, besmear, Hipp, [^, ov,{,) cov-

ered with gold or set in gold. Chares
ap Ath. 538 D, Luc. Nee 12. Hence, , to gild all over, Hdt.
4, 65.— )l. to set in gold., () adv., Shrd
around, Hipp.,, , that which is

poured round or over., , a pouring round ov
over.,, 6, one ivho po 'vs

over. •, ov, , a vessel for
pouring over : neut. from,, a, ov, pouring >-cnind

about or over, bathini;., oy, ,=. []. {, •)
heap around with earth, Diod., f. -, (,) to be exceeding angry, ,
with one,/, about a thing, II.

9, 449 ; 14, 200,—both times in aor..— Ep. word., , t. -, (, -) to go round, Ar. v. 958.— II. like, to come roinid to the same
place, to revolve, as the heavenly bo-

dies, Anaxag. Fr. 8.—2. to :ome round



tOfCome to in succession, . ^, Hdt. 1, 210; cf.-, {'). Hence,, , going round
about.—JI. a coming round to the same
place, a revolution, Auaxag. Fr. 8., ov,{,) round
about a place : , the people

about, Plut. Cat. Maj. 25, etc. : // .
(sc. yij), the country round about, LXX., {,-) to touch or

handle all round,, Kic. Al. 122., inf. -iltf/v, Ar. Eq. 909 sq.

;

fut. -Tpr/aij {, -) :—to u'ipe alt

round, esp. to wipe the eyes, Ar. 1. c,
Plut. 730. Hence,, , anything wiped

off, filth, offscouring, N. T. :—also me-
taph., like : and17, , a wiping or cleaning./, ov, , a master of arith-

metic, Suid.1•,=•().-, . -, to murmur,
whisper around., , {, -) to

make bald all round,, to have one^s flesh stript

all off, Hdt. 9, 83.^ Hence
1?.), , a stripping of hair

all round. [], , f. -, {, -) to sound loudly, Plut. 2, 266 .
Hence, , a loud noise, Plut.

2, 549 C.-, ov, , =.
Plat. Ax. 366 D., op,() cooled

all round, quile cool, very cold, Anth.

:

—cooled on the surface, chill, of places,

Plut. Aemil. 14, Id. 2, 649 C— II.

faniud all round, hence made nxuch of,

fondled, beloved, Alciphr. (The deriv.

from ", in this last signf., has
been aisproved by Riemer, ci. Jac.

A. P. p. Ixxxiv.), ), , {-,)) a

cooling thoroughly.—IL a being chilled

on the surface or extremities, Lat. per-

frictio, Hipp., and off. in Plut. ; v.

II., ov, cold all round or

very cold.—The form, ov,

is very dub. in Anth., f. -, {, 4'^X(j) to

cool all round : to cool or chill on the

surface or extremities of the body, Lai.

verfrigerare :—pass, to become so chilled,

Hipp., and oft. in Plut. ; v. Foes. Oe-
con. [], adv. part, pf. pass,

from), by digressions, circuit-

ously, Plut. 2, 537 D., , {,) like-, to subdue by spells, Luc. (?)

Pliilopatr. 9., , f.-{-) to cause excessive pain : pass, -, to suffer excessive pain,

Hipp.), , . -),{-) to feel excessive pain, Hipp., , , excessive pain,

Hipp., Plat. Rep. 583 D, Plut., etc.;

V. Foes. Oecon. : opp. to :

from, ov, (,) ex-

ceeding painful, of death, Aesch. Ag.

1448, cf. Plat. Legg. 873 C—II. siif-

fering great pain, Hipp., and Dein.

1200, 25. Adv. -^.—The form -
is bad, but, -veu

not to be rejected, Lob. Phryn. 712., , f- and -,
{,) to push or shove about,

Dem. 570, 17, Plat. Tim. 79 C, :—
yass., to be shoved away, pushed out of,

, Thuc. 3,

57 ; . , to lose one^s place in a

person's favour, lb. 67 : absol. to he

rejected, defeated, Lat. repulsam ferre

,

Arist. Pol. 5, 4, , cf. 6, 14., f. -', v. 1. for foreg.

in Arist. Pol. 5, 4, 6., ov, , a garment worn

round the shoulders, Lat. supparum or

supparus : strictly neut. from, ov, {,) round

the shoulders. Hence,,/.^., ov, {,) far-

famed, Orph. Arg. 147., , f. -,{)
to gaze around, Philostr., , , (,) place

commanding a wide view, like,
a watch-tower, II. 14, 8, Od. 10, 146,

etc. ; so Plat. Polit. 272 ; -, by a bird^s-eyeview, Luc. Symp.
11.—II. circumspection, . -. to show much caution

in a thing, Thuc. 4, 86. (The form
is only a f. 1.), , {, -) far-seen,

dub. in Orph. Arg. 14., dep. mid.,—-., ov, immense, vast, extra-

ordinary, like, Solon 12, 7
;

'/. Soph. Fr. 604 ; •, of Pythagoras, Emped. 419:

—

usu. as adv., exceeding, be-

yond 7neasure, 11. 4, 359, Od. 16, 203 ;

so, in H. Horn. 18, 41 :

—

alsoc. gen., just like,
?Lv,far beyotid the rest, fi. Horn.
Cer. 363, Pind. L 5 (4), 3. (Prob.

orig. an Ion. form for from, Cnseq.=pv). ,{) a shoving

about, Arist. Rerumpubl. Fragm., , {,) to

cicatrise all round, Hipp.,, ,=.. , . sub., . -,{) to turn

to a dark or blackish colour, strictly of

Qfrapes and olives beginning to ripen,

Chaerem. ap. Ath. 608 F. Theophr.—
2. meiapli. of young men, whose beard
begins to darken their faces. Call.

Lav. Pall. 76 ; cf.., to make dark-coloured,

blacken.?., ov, , Percalus, daugh-
ter of Chilon, wife of Demaratus,
Hdt. 6, 65.,, a sort of woven stuff.,, poet. fern, oi,
Eratosth. ap. Ath. 284 D., , ,{) a river-fish

so called from its dusky colour, the

perch, Lat. perca, Coniici ap. Ath. 319
13 ; also, 7/, V. MeinekeMenand.
p. 181., , , dim. from-, Anaxandr. Lycurg. 1. [],, ,=., ov,{,-) dusky-winged,, Arist. .
. 9, 32, 3.', , , dark-coloured,

Strictly of grapes or olives when be-

ginning to ripen, hence dark, dusky,

name of a kind of eagle, II. 24, 316,

cf. Arist. H. A. 9, 32, and v. foreg.

:

livid, like, Foes. Oec. Hipp.,
etc. : cf..—Less usu. col-

lat. forms are.,-.—II. , as subst.. a kind
of hawk, Arist. ubi supra. Hence,,^. Hence,. . a dusky spot., , ,=, Anth. P.

6, 102, Arist. . . 9, 36, 1.

, -, 7/,=, Xen., ,, of Percote, .,
II. 2, 831 : from^, , , Percote, a city of
Mysia on the Hellespont between
Abydus and Lampsacus, 11. 11, 229;
Hdt. 5. 117: also called,
Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 26 (ubi v. Schneid.):
in Strabo.. and-, ov, , the

Permesus, a river of Boeotia, vvhich
unites with the Olmius and empties
into the Copaic lake, now Panitza,
lies. Th. 566 ; Strab. p. 407.. , , a ham, Lat. perna,

Strab. (Either from II, or
the same word with, which
might itself be derived Irom., part,, 3 Ep. impf.

in Horn. To carry out, esp.

for sale, to export, sell, esp. of trade in

slaves, of captives, who were trans-

ported to countries beyond the seas
and sold,'' -., II. 24, 752; so,, II. 22, 45 ; also of

other merchandise, -, goods sold orfor sale, II. 18, 292,
cf. Pind. I. 2, 11 ; so,, Eur. Cycl. 271, cf.

Ar. Eq. 176.—A poet., and mostly Ep.
word. (From , akin to -, hence, q. v.), , name of a bird of prey,

prob. f. 1. for., , Aeol. for,
Pind. . 11, 51, cf. Bockh ad O. 6,
38 (55)., , Peroedas, a cavalry
officer of Alexander the Great, Arr.
An. 2, 9, 3., . Dor. for., , f. -?;, {) to

pierce, pin, , II.

7, 145 ; 13, 397.—2. in mid.,',, to buckle on one^s

mantle, one's robe, II. 10, 133 ; 14, 180,
cf. Theocr. 14, 66.,, ,{,) orig.

any thing pointed for piercing or ptn-
7iing, esp. the tongue of a buckle Of
brooch : hence, a buckle, brooch, Lat.
fibula, II. 5, 425, Od. 19, 226 ; a state-

robe with twelve brooches is mention-
ed in Od. 18, 293 : also a large pin used
for fastening on the outer garment or
cloak{), Hdt. 5, 87, Soph. O.
T. 1269.—Cf..—2. a pin for

twisting ropes round, on board ship,

Ap. Rh.—3. a linchpin, Parthen. 6 ; cf.

Diet. Antiqq. s. v. fibula.—II. the small
bone of the arm or leg. Lat. os radii,

Xen. Eq. 1, 5; cf.:—also an
excrescence from a bone, Hipp. : v.

Foes. Oecon.

—

III. a sea-fish, so called
because like a pin in shape.,, , {)=< garment pinned or buckled
on, like, Theocr. 15, 79., , ^,= sq.,-

., Anth. P. 7, 413., , . Dor. -,{) robefastened on the shoulder
with a buckle or brooch, Theocr. 15, 21,
the same as (lb. 34) is called-, cf..
It was a woollen garment worn by
Dorian women ; being sleeveless, fast-

ened on each shoulder by a brooch
;

closed on the right side, but on the
left only kept together by a few clasps,
hence called and -

: whereas the Ion. and
Att. women's was, like a mod-
ern shirt or shift, of linen, close at

both sides, etc., v. Miiller Dor. 4, 2,

<} 3.—Ace, to Hdt. 5, 87, the Dorian
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was the original Hellenic, and even
Athenian, dress.

Hepoviov, ov, TO, dim. from-.,, /,=, Soph.
Tr. 925.^,, , Perusia, a city of

Etruria, now Perugia, Strab. p. 226., . , idle boasting,

vaunting, Clem. Al. : from, (TtpTrt-pof) dep., to

boast or vaunt one's self, like-, . . ; of.-., , Perperena, a city

of Mysia, Strab. p. 607., ,,^.^[-, a, , the Rom. name
Perperna, Strab. p. 646., ov, vain-glorious, brag-

gart, like, Polyb 32, 6, 5 ; 40,

6, 2. (Cf. Lat. perperus, perperittido.)

11), , only in Lye. 1428, where
an old gloss explains it as a dialectic

word for , which gives a sutficient

sense.

^()/), , , and,
Thuc. 4, 78, Perrhaebia, a district of

Thessaly between Olympus and Tem-
pe, Strab. p. 440 sqq. Hence, , , Perrhaebian,, Strab. 1. c.^, , , and,
the Perrhaebi, Perrhaebians, a Thes-
ealian tribe, Strab. p. 439 sqq.

^,•, ov, Aeol. for,=,, Sappho 69., Ep. for, aor. from-, 11., , v..
iYlaIo, ov, , Persaeus,—1.=, father of Hecate. H. Hom.

Cer. 24.—2. a stoic philosopher from
Citium in Cyprus, at first a slave,

Ath. 140 , etc.,.^.
or, , , poet, also

(q. v.). Lat. Persea, a kind of

Aegyptian tree with the fruit grow-
ing from the stem, perh.=,
Hipp., and Theophr. :—often con-

fo\mded with the peach-tree,, Lat. Persica ; prob. also

dinerent from the poison-tree, -
caia. which is said to have been
brought to Aegypt by Cambyses, v.

Schneid. Ind. ad Theophr., , poet, for, Nic.

Al. 99.,, , Persia, a fountain

near Mycene, Paus. 2, 16, 6.^, ov, 6, son of Perseus :—oi, the Persidae :— 1. de-

scendants of Perseus, Thuc. 1,9: and
—2. of the Persian kings of the
Achaemenid family, Hdt. 1, 125 ; de-

scendants of Perses (II. 2)., a, ov, of Perseus, Per-
sian, Eur. Hel. 1464.'-,, , ,{,-
(•) destroyer of cities, Lamprocl. ap.

Ar. Nub. 967
;
poet, also-, Aesch. Pers. 65.—II. , Persepo-

lis, the ancient capital of Persia and
burial-place of herkmgs, also written

70/(:, tStrab. p. 728 sqq.

—

111. , son of Telemachus and Poly-
caste, Hes. Fr. 7, 3., , , }, poet, for

foreg.f, Ion. and Ep. 7/ later

Ion., , Perseus, son of Jupiter and
Danae, one of the most famous Gre-
cian heroes, 11. 14, 320, and Hes.

—

+2. son of Nestor and Anaxihia, ()d. 3,

414.— 3. the last king of Macedonia,
reduced to subjection by Paullus Ae-
milius, Polyb. t—II. afish, Ael. N. A.

3, 28.
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, , Att.'-,
Eur. Phoen. 684 ; also,^
(q. .),=^'?;., , poet., esp. Ep. for?/. fH- 9, 457 ; Od. frcq.. , , poet., and esp.

Ep.,, as always in 11.

and Od., while the common form first

appears in H. Hom. Cer. 56, Hes.

'I'h. 913; later also (q.

V.) :

—

Persephone, Lat. Proicrpinn,

daughter ot Jupiter and Ceres, II. 14,

326, Hes. Th. 912 : Pluto carried her

off, and as his consort she continued

to reign in the lower world, see H.
Hom. (Usu. deriv. from -, Bringer of death, cf Plut. 2, 942
D).

. ,. the watch-tower

of Perseus, in the Aegyptian Delta,

Hdt. 2, 15.

;;, , , Perse, daughter of

Oceanus, wife of Helius, mother of

Aeetes and Circe, Od. 10, 139: Ap.
Rh. 4, 591 : also, Hes. Th.
356, 956.

+;?(5??•, gen.,,. patron.

=1, i. e. Sthenelus, II. 19,

116.^/, a,,>.=^,
Theocr. 24, 72.., , danghterofPerses

01 Perseus,— 1. appell. of Hecate, Lyc.
1173: V. II. 1.—2. Alcmene,
Eur. H. F. 801 ; as granddaughter of

Perseus.—3. v..
17]. ov, , a Persian, inhabitant

of Persis or Farsistan, first in Hdt.
(who, in 8, 108, 109, has theheterocl.

ace. or, but the read-

ings vary) : voc., but

when it is the name of an individual,

Buttm. Ausf Gr. §34,4. (The Greeks
derived the name of the people from
fPerses son off Perseus, Hdt. 7, 61).

— til. as masc. pr. n., Perses, son of

the Titan Crius and Eurybia, father

of Hecate, Hes. Th. 377, 409.—2. son
of Perseus and Andromeda, gave
name to the Persians, Hdt. 7, 61, 150

;

Apollod. 2, 4.—3. brother of Hesiod,

to whom is addressed Hesiod's poem
' Works and Days.'—4. a poet of the

Anthology.t—III. thename of throw

on the dice., i/, v..,() to hold or side

with the Persians : to imitate them : to

speak Persian, Xen. An. 4, 5, 34., , , Persian, fAesch.
Pers. 116; and
7/^, the Persian gulf,

Strab.
; , sc. ;^;,=-, Hdt. 4, 39 :| hence— 1. ul-, a sort of thin shoes or slippers,

Ar. Nub. 151, Lys. 229.-2. *-
or , the peach, Lat.

malum Persicum, cf., :

. or ai , Persian

nuts, our walnuts, Theophr.—3. .-, the common cock, Ar. Av. 485,etc.

—4. TO, a Persian dance,

Schneid. Xen. An. 6, 1, 10 ; cf &?.-
II., ov, , Persinous, masc.

pr. n., Qu. Sm. 1,227.•,, prob.=^, The-
ophr.-,, .() destroy-

ing, taking, e. g./ ., a poem of

Arctinus, forming one of the Epic
cycle., , pecul, poet. fem. of, Persian, Aesch. tPers. 59,

406t, etc.—IL as subst.,— 1. (sub.}-^),

Pesis, Persia, now Farsistan, Hdt. 3,

97, etc.—2. (sub), a Persian wo-

1 vian, Id. ; [Aesch. Pers. 155t.—3.

(sub. ;^'), a Persian cloak, Ar.
Vesp. 1137.—f4. Persis, fem. pr. n.,

N. T. Rom. 10, 12.. adv. (^) in Per-
sianfashion ; esp. in the Persian tongue,

Hdt. 9, 110, and Xen. [], ,(, ,))
cha-ter ofthe Persians, .\lith. Plan. 233., ov,(,)
slaying Persians.,{,)
as pass., to be governed by the Persian
laws or hy Pirsians, Aesch. Pers. 585., ov, (,)
ruling Persians, Aesch. Pers. 919.,, =,.

or, adv. ()
year ago, last year, Cratin.. 6,

Ar. Vesp. 1038
; ., Ar.

Ach. 378. Hence, or (sc.),
, last years wine, Galen., , , () nf last

year, last years, Ar. Ran. 986 ;-, Plat.'Legg. 855 C.^•, oi, the name of the five

officers who escorted the Hyperbo-
rean maidens to Delos, Hdt. 4, 33, cf.

Niebuhr Rom. Hist. 1, n. 267, sqq.', ^•, , Peron, a dealer in
unguents at Athens, Ath. 553 £ ; etc., ov, Aeol. lor,
dub., adv., Dor. for ), The-
ocr., Ep., inf aor. oi'. Hence
;/;^,, , a fall, Aesch.

Supp. 937, Soph. Aj. 1033, and Ireq.

in Eur.—II. that winch fat's ovt, a hap,
Anth.

TA;of, 6,=^, a hide, skin,

rind. Nic. Th. 549. (Ace. to old
Gramm. by transpos. from.), ,=, dub.,,=,, Eur.
Phoen. 1299.— II. weight., , Att. -, , game
at draughts, Soph. Fr. 381, Plat.

Phaedr. 274 D, etc. ; v. sub -.
—II. in music, a striking the samt
string several times in succession.
Hence,=., Att. -,, ,
game at draughts : in plur. draught-men., ov, , an astronom-

ical draught-board of the Aegyptian®,
on which Mercury is said to have
played with Selene, and won five

days, V. Ruhnk. Tim. : from?/, /, o,= sq., ov, , () a
draught-player, Plat. Polit. 292 ; ap-

plied to divine Providence, Id. Legg.
903 D., -, , Att. -, fit

for draught-playing (), skilled

therein, .:=. Plat. Rep.
333 B: - (sc. )(),=^.
Id. Gorg. 450 D ; so, .. Id. Charrn
174 : from, Att. -, (.) to

play at draughts, Plat. Rep. 487 ; v.

sub: proverb.,, fortune
plays at draughts with human affairs,

Philo.,,=.^. a, ov, of Pessinus,

Hdn.^., , ofPessinus,
Pessinuntian, appell. of Cybele, Strab.

p. 469.,, and , Pes-
sinus, a large commercial city of

Phrygia, later reckoned in Galatia.



celebrated for the worship of Cybele,
[

Strab. p. 5C7.
^

I, Att., , , a

draugJtt~board,=a,3UKiov, called-
by Soph. Fr. 381, because

it was divided by five lines both ways,
and so into thirty-six squares : the

middle line cross-wise was called

(cf. -^) III).—On
the nature of the game, v. Diet. An-
tiqq. s. V. Latrunculi., ,(, III.

2) to set the in order for play-

ing : generally, to arrange, dispose,

Aesch. Supp. 13., as mid., to make
and apply a to one's self.'2, Att.-, ov, , an

oval-shaped stone for playing a game
like our draughts ; usu. in plur., as it

is found so early as Od., -'- 1, 107; cf Hdt. 1, 94,

Find. Fr. 95, 4, Soph. Fr. 380, Eur.,

etc. ; , Plat. Rep. 333
:—proverb., -, Plut. 2, 1068 C—2. also the

board on which it was played ; cf.-.—3. , the place in which
the game was plaj'ed, also the game
itself, Eur. Med. 68; for which usu.

or v^ras used.—II.

a kind oi plug of linen, resin, wax, etc.,

mixed with medicinal substances to

be introduced into the uterus, etc., a

pessary, Cels. 5, 21.—2. any oval body,

. /., App. Mithr. 31.—111.

in architecture, a cubic mass of

building to support the piers of

arches, Strab. (Perh. akin to Lat.

tessera, tessella, like to -)', Att. (with later

collat. form) : fut. : pi.

pass,, inf : Horn,

uses only pres. Orig. signf , to soften,

make soft ; and so,— I. of the sun, to

soften, ripen, Od. 7, 119: (hence, -
1ZUV,, etc.).— II. in artificial

ways, to boil, like tibu : hence in genl.

to cook, dress, Hdt.' 2, 37 ; 8, 137, Ar.

Plut. 1 126, etc. : also, expressly, to

bake, like,, Ar. Ran.
505, cf Plat. Rep. 372 13 (but v. sub) :—mid., ,
to cook one's self cakes, Hdt. 1, 160:

(hence,,, -).—3. to make to ferment.—III.

of the action of the stomach, to di-

gest, like Lat. coquere, concoquere, Plut.

2, 917 D; opp. to (to

chew), Id. Eumen. 11: hence,—2.

nietaph., ?., to stomach,

i. e smother one's wrath, II. 4, 513;

9, 501, cf Arist. Eth. N. 4. 5, 10; so,

., 11. 24, 617, 639 ;}, Phi-

let. 1 :—but, , to feed

on one's honours, brood over them, en-

joy them, II. 2, 237 ; so,, to lead a sodden life

of ease, Find. P. 4, 330, cf : -
?., to have a dart in one to

brood over or to take care of, 11. 8, 513.

(The root no doubt is -, as ap-

pears from the collat. form -,
and the deriv.-• : it occurs

in the Sanscr. pac/i, and prob. is akin

to -. Is not also Lat. roquo the

same, by the same change of into

c or qu, that occurs in cquus,, etc. ? Cf our bake, Phryg.

3.), part. aor. of, Horn.

or, Aeol. for, cf.., ov,,=^./,, ov, , poet, for-
?. Nic. Th. 629. []

iUera?-ia, , , Petalia, a rocky

island at the entrance of the Euripus,

Strab. p. 444.

7.), {?) to banish by

petalism.—II. the signf, to put forth

or drop leaves, only in Hesych.

, , a full-grown sow,

Achae. ap. Ath. 376 A : v.' II., oi, 6, {'^) pe-

talism, a mode of banishing citizens

pi-actised in Syracuse, just like the

of Athens, except that

their name was written on olive-leaves

instead of pot-sherds, Died. ; v. Herm.
Pol. Ant.

s*!
06, 13, Niebuhr Rom.

Hist. 1, n. 1119.—The same custom
also existed in Athens, v. sub-.,,,=7, Nic.

Th. 864., ov, , indat. pi.-
as well as, Buttm. Ausf

Gr. li 56 Anm. 13 n. : the Ion. form

'/., first in Hes. Sc. 289 :

—

a

leaf, usu. in plur., 11. 2, 312, Od. 19,

520, etc., Eur. Hel. 245, etc. ; but

rare in prose, though used by Xen.
An. 5, 4, 12, Cyn. 9, 15-.—
/., contentious votes, (cf.-), Pind. I. 6 (7), 91.— II. a leaf

or plate of metal : hence of the High-

priests' mitre, in LXX, and EccL
(Strictly neut. from ?..)/.,,{?.,)
making leaves of metal, a gold-beater./, , ov. Ion.), {-) outspread, broad, flat, Anth.

P. 9, 226 ; usu. in compd..
— II. metaph. of young animals, futl-

grown,, etc., Ath. 376 A : ;/

/Jl, a young girl, Alith., ,^?.,
Clem. Al.?(, ,{?.) to make into

leaves.—II. to cover with metal-plates,

as gold, etc.

(5?/, , {7., )
leaf-like, Lyc.— II. flaky, in flakes,

Hipp., V. Foes. Oecon./, i],{/.ou II) a cov-

ering with gold, []/., ,,{) leaf-

shaped., =, Pind. . 8,

129, . 6, 81, and in later prose, cf

sub.
and -, lengthd. from

the root- (cf sub fin.) : f. -
[], Att.: aor.,

Ep., etc. : pf pass,-, also, Orac. ap. Hdt.

11, 62, Luc. Somn. 29): aor. pass.

I

: of which tenses Horn.

j

uses only aor. act. (both in common
j

and Ep. form), with pf, plqpf , and
aor. pass. To spread out, nnj'old, un-

furl,,, 11. 1, 480 ; 5, 195 :

., to stretch out both arms, to

embrace a person, 11. 13. 549 ; tlvI,

towards one, 11.4,523: metaph.. -, to open one's heart, Od.

18, 159.—In pf. pass., to be spread on

all sides,. -, Od. 6, 45, II. 17, 371 ;
part, pf ,

spread wide, opened wide, of folding

doors,., 51.21,531,

cf Od. 21, 50 ; later,, . Rh. 2, 405 ;, Opp. C,3, 106.-^1 . 1,

351, Zenodot. read ;

and in Parmen. Fr. v. IS, is found a

part. aor., having opened,

which arose from a confusion with.—Poet, collat. forms,, and, but very late,.
(From the same root come,, and prob. Lat. pateo, patu-

lus.—,, are prob.

I akin, to spread the wings, fly, the op-

posite being expressed by.
Perh. also from notion of bei?ig ex-

tended, falling flat, (-),.), pres. in later prose for, Lob. Phryn. 581., , , flying, made for
flying, lu], ov, , dim. from-, Posidon. ap. Ath. 176 B. [], ov, ,() a plant

with a broad leaf like a hat, a kind of
colts-foot, tussilago petasites, Linn.,

Diosc. 4, 108., , ,()
any thing spread : in plur. hangings,

carpets, Aesch. Ag. 909., ov, , () a
spreading or broad-brimmed hat used
for protection against the sun and
rain, chiefly by shepherds, hunters,

etc., and esp. by, with the
: in this dress their tutelary

god Mercury was usu. represented,

Ath. 537 F, cf Miiller Archaol. d.

Kunst, {) 380, 3 : hence, as the badge
of the palaestra, ,
to make one practise gymnastics, 2
Maccab. 4, 12.—On its various kinds
and shapes, v. Diet. Antiqq. s. v. Pi-
leus.—II. from its shape, a broad um-
bcllated leaf e. g. of the lotus, Theo-
phr. ; and coltsfoot : also the umbel of
umbelliferous plants :—cf.
In botanical signf, also ,
Theophr., etc., , {,)
like, hat-shaped : esp. of
plants, with umbellated leaves OTflowers,

Phanias ap. Ath. 371 D.,, , a fore-quarter of
pork, a ham, Lat. petaso.), . -,() to

dance on a rope. Hence, ov, , a, rope-dance

:

metaph., . , Plut. 2,

498 C., , o,=sq., Ma
netho., ov, , a rope-dancer,

Lat. peta arista.

or, ov, , a
pole or perch for fowls to roost at

night, Ar. Fr. 667, Theocr. 13, 13, in

form : hence any pole, spar,

plank, Lyc. — II. a stage for rope-

dancers : generally, a platform, stage,

Polyb. 8, 6, 8. (Prob. from-
poc, Aeol. for.), ov, ,() a
broad, flat cup, Alex. Drop. 1 : also

written or.
Hence, , to spread out, expand.

In pass., metaph., to boast, play the

braggart, Ar. Fr. 279., very late form of pres. for., , , poet, for., , , . lengthd. form
for, q. v., Hom., , . Att. for,
Aesch. Theb. 1020, Eur. Rhes. 515,

cf Pors. Hec. Praef p. vii ; but also

in Theogn. 1097, and Hdt. 1, 140 ; 2,

123, and v. I. 3, 106.—Cf., ov, ,^avpov,q.y.,. , Peleon, a small

town of Boeolia near Haliartus, II. 2,

500; Strab. p. 410, who places it in

the territory of Thebes.. and , , Peteiis, son
of Orneus, father of Menestheus, ex-

pelled from .\ttica by Theseus, II. 2,

552 ; Plut. Thes. .32.

^'?., , , Petelia, a city oi

Lucania in Italy, Strab. p. 254.
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, , kind of

crab, prob. from, from its

outspread clatvs, Ael. N. A. 7. 30.

)•/', ov, TO, Ion. for?,
esp. of the stalks of corn, Hes. Sc.

289, usu. in plur.', , •, Ion. for ?•.,
outspread, stretched at ease, hence rest-

ing, , kneeling,

Arat. 271., , , . lengthd.-
(like for), as

always in Horn., and then shortd.

again,, q. {) :
—able

to fly, winged, flying, as a general

epith. of birds, -, II. 2, 49 ; and absol.,-, birds, fowls, -.., II. 8, 247, etc. ; so -, fowls, Hdt. 3, 306.—2. of young
birds, fledged, -, Od. 16, 218.—Cf the Att. form

:—Thorn. M. p. 765, is perh.

right in rejecting, in Att.

;

cf Jac. A. P. p. 126, 535, Bockh v. 1.

Pind. N. 3,77(140). (Festus connects
it with petna, pesna, penna.), ov, 6, Petines, a com-
mander of the Persians, Arr. An. 1,

12,8.^, b, Petisis, a prefect of

Alexander the Great in Aegypt, Arr.

An. 3, 5, 2.. Dor. for, aor.

2 part, of, Pmd.', dep. mid., impf.-', : f., Ar.

Fac. 77, in Att. prose usu. shortd./ :— syncop. aor.,
inf ; but freq. also,
inf., with Ep. subj.

for,. II. 15, 170 (as if from -. V. infra) ; also an aor. of act.

form, inf. part,

(as if from ', which is never
found), first in compd., Hes.

Pp. 98, and freq. in late writers : pf/, only in Gramm., for the

Att. always use (v.-) : aor. pass,, first in

Arist. H. A. 9, 40, 12, and Luc, cf
Lob. Phryn. 582. — Horn, uses the

pres., impf, and once, (II, 4, 126) inf.

aor.—The only pres. used in strict

Att. is : the pres.,
used by Pind. and late writers (v. suh
voc), prob. never occurs in good Att.,

Pors. Eur. Med. 1, Dind. Ion 90, etc.

;

and (q. v.), first occurs in

later prose.—Cf the lengthd. forms,.
Orig. signf (resting on its connex-

ion with), to spread the

wings to fly, hence usu. to fly, of birds,

Hom., Hdt., etc. ; hence of arrows,

stones, javelins, etc., II. 13, 140; 20,

99 ; and of any quick motion, to fly,
dart, rush, of men, 11. 23, 372, etc.; of
horses, '', ', II. ; of chariots,

Hes. Sc. 308 ; of dancers, Eur. Cycl.

71 ; of the oar, Id. Hel. G73 ;,
fly.' i. e. make haste, Ar. Lys. 321,

cf 55 :—of a departing soul, -, II. 23, 860.— II. me-
taph., of young children, -. Soph. . .
17.—2. to be on the iving, flutter, Lat.

volitare, hence, . , Pind.

P. 8, 129; ., Soph. . .
486: '' ., to fly off to ano-

ther, of inconstant people, Ar. Eccl.

899 :

—

, a bird ever on

the wing, proverb, of fickle people, Ar.

Av. 169 ; so, ,
'you are chasing a butterfly,' Plat.

Euthyphr. 4 A ; cf,.
«—3. to fly abroad, of fame,
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? , volitat per ora,

Pind. N. 6, 81.—HI. c. ace,-, flying in mind, Pind. Fr.

87, 3 ; like . (On the

root, V. sub'). Aeol. for,
dal. plur. part. aor. 2 of -,
Pind.^, . Petosiris, an Aegyp-
tian philosopher and astrologer, Anth.
P. 11, 164; cf Juvenal. 6, 577.', , . Ion. and Ep. -. a rock, generally, whether /leoA-eci

or ridf^ed, Lat. petra, .',-, ', 7, /., Hom. ;

when in or by the sea, a ledge or shelf

of rock (cf ), hence of the
beach,?., free from rocks,

Od. 5, 443 :—then, freq. in all authors.

—There is no example in good au-

thors of, in the signf of -, for a single stone : for even in

Od. 9, 243, 484, Hes. Th. C75, Pind.
P. 1, 42, are not loose stones,

but masses of living rock torn up and
hurled, cf Buttm. Lexil. s. v.-:— ?.7/, a hollow rock,

i. e. a cave, 11. 2, 88 ; so, .,
a rock with double entrance, i. e. a
cave, Soph. Phil. 16, cf 937 ; but-

can hardly be said to be a cave

simply, as appears to Elmsl. Med.
1326.— II. On ', . sub :—as a symbol of
firmness, Od. 17, 463 ; of hardheart-
edness, V^alck. Hipp. 305. Cf. --

tilf-., , Petra, a village near
Corinth, Hdt. 5, 92.-2. ,
in Thiic. 7, 35,= AcDK07rtTpa.— 3, a large city of Ara-
bia, Strab. p. 776 : hence o'l,
the inhab. of Petra, Id. p. 729., a, ov,() of a rock,, Hes. Op. 587 ; living on or among
the rocks,, Od. 12,231 ;,
Aesch. Fr. 291, 3 ;' ., rock-

Nymphs, Eur. El. 805 ; ., rock-fish, Lat. saxatiles pis-

ccs, Theopomp. (Com.) Phin. 1, ubi v.

Meineke.

—

2. of rock, rocky, ..
Soph. El. 151, cf sub: .,,, Trag.—II. -, , epith. of Neptune in Thes-
saly, as he v:ho clave the rocks of
Tempd, and drained Thessaly, Pind.

P. 4, 245:— +and—2., , a

daughter of Oceanus, Hes. Th. 357., , , Pelraeus, a cen-

taur, Hes. Sc. 185.—As masc. pr. n.,

Polyb. ; Plut. ; etc. — II. as adj. : v.

HfT-pa (3).,, gen.,() hard

as rock, dub. in Orph. Lith. 228. [], , (,* )

rock-horn, Anth.,{) adv., like rock,

Luc. Tim. 3./., «',() rocky,

in Hom. always epith. of countries,,,., II. ;, Hes. Op. 531.^, ov, , the Rom. name
Petreius, Strab. p. 161./, , (, )

o^er-arched with rock,, Aesch.
Pr. 300, Eur. Cycl. 82.

7//7;•, , {,* ?) of
rock, rocky,. Soph. Phil. 1202., ov, TO, dim. from -. [], a, ov, poet, forsq., Anth.
P. 9, 570. [I], 7), ov. () of rock,

rocky,, Hdt. 2, 8 ;. Soph.
Phii. 160 ;,, etc., Eur. ;—cf?.., ov, TO, an herb, perh. -

. in Nic. Fr. 5, but
Schneid. reads.], , to climb ox frei]uent
rocks, Diod. 2, 6, Strab. : from, ov, 6,(,)
one who climbs rocks, App. Civ. 4, 56.^, ov,(, /3)
thrown at, pelted with stones.—2. very
late, ., suffering from the

stone.1>, , () to

throw stones. Hence, , , a stoning, Xen.
An. 6. 6, 15 ; and'?, , , fit for throw-

ing stones, ., the Lat. balis-

tae, Polyb. 5, 99, 7., ov, b, a throu-ing

stones at, stoning, late.^, ov, [,)
throwing slo7ics, Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 12.

—

2. as subst., ., the Lat. balista,

Polyb. 5, 4, 6, etc.),,=^., ov, (, )
haunting rocks, [r]. ov, (, )
lying or sleeping in a rock, Anth./, , to dash in pieces

against a rock., , , the Petroco-

rii, a people of Aquitanic Gaul, Strab.

p. 190., ov, 6,(, -.) aroller of rocks or gtones, Strab., , ,(,)
making or using of stones, stonework,

Callix. ap. Ath. 205 F., , [, ^)
hurled from a rock, ., Eur.
Ion 1222., ov.(,) floii>•

ing from a rock, Orph. H. 50, 9.', ov, , a piece of rock, a
stone, and thus distinguished from>
Tpa ; in Hom., used by warriors,•, 11.

16,734; 7, II.

7, 270, etc. (never in Od.): so in
Pind., . . 10 (II), 86;, Aesch. Fr. 182 ; -, Soph. . C. 436 :/. or, Eur..Andr.
1128, 1153: -, to produce fire. Soph. Phil.

296 ;—proverb., -, Eur. Heracl. 1002, cf Plat.

Legg. 843 A :—but,—2. it is some-
times used for, as,.,

., where caves are spoken
of. Soph. O. C, 1595, Phil. 272; cf
sub.—In later poets also -, like ., Jac. . P. p. 327.

—The prose word is., ov,o,Pelrus, Peter, masc.
pr. n., Anth. P. 7, 579 : esp. appell.

of the distinguished apostle, whose
name was Simon, N. T.^, , Petrosaca, a town
of Arcadia, Pans. 8, 12, 4.'.?., . ,, wine

of, Diosc. : from, ov,, a plant, rock-

parsley, Diosc. 3, 77., ov, (,)
cutting stones, like, Anth.
Plan. 221 : as subst., a stone-cutter

:

but,—II. proparox.,, ov,

pass, cut or hewn in stone., ,(,) grow-
ing upon rocks, /^, Pseudo
Phocyl. 44 :

—

, a plant,

Diosc., . () to turn into

stone, petrify, Lyc.—II. in pass., to fe
stoned, Eur. Or. 564 ;, lb. 946., , (,) likt
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TOCK or sfnne, rocky, stony, like -. Plat. Rep. 612 A ; .-. of a grave, Soph. Ant. 774, cf.

948.,,,^.,, ,{) petri-

Jactinn.—II. -, to die by stoning, Eur. Or. 50,

442.

7-•,, b, a rocky or stony

place, Inscr.^, ov, 6,Petronius, Rom.
pr. n.. Strab. p. 788.-,^., . Petta, daughter of king
Nanus in Massilia, Alh. 576 B.,-,-, •, Att.

for-, etc., qq. v., ), . {:)^=7-, dub. in Theophr.. , Att. for., ov, , five ounces,

Lat. quincunx, Epich. p. 5.7-,,= —tn-a/cm, ap. Moer.. Att. for.,/, {~):=, ap.

Hesych.,, , an inquirer, a spy,

Luc. Alex. 23, 37, Arr., poet. pres. for the prose

(q. v.), freq. in Horn,
(who uses the common form only
twice in Od.), once in Hes. Th. 463,

in Find P. 4. 66. 193 ; and sometimes
in Traa., as Aesch. 617. 988, Soph.
O. T. 604. etc. : hence fut..
perh. also, Aesch. Pr.

988 : pf.-. Hence,, , tidings, news, Aesch.
Theb. 370., Dor. for, Soph.?., ol, v../., a, ov,=, only in

Hesych.?.. , ov, Homeric word,
which however only occurs in II. 8,

366; 14, 165; 15, 81 ; 20, 35, in the
phrase, . and so

in Hes. Fr 33 : usu. referred to-
], as denoting a sharp, piercing intel-

lect ; but others, as Buttm. (Lexil.

s. V.) rightly explain it by
the old gloss,,, of

which~?.,5 merely a length-
ened form, T. hemg=KVKival, for which v. sub : so,,
Orac. ap. Diog. L. 1, 30. Cf.',., , the Peucanes, a

people of India. Dion. P. 1143 more
correctly '.7.., ov, , a bitter, um-
belliferous plant, like onr hog's-fennel

or sulphur-wort, Theophr.:— also,., oi^epith. of war. rrro-7 ^/ ', the
huge maw of bitter, or rather keen,

heart-piercing war, II. 10. 8 (v.,
fin., and -,) ; .?, 0pp.. 2. 33.fv, ov, . son of Peuceus,

a centaur, Hes. Sc. 185.^., , , Peucela, a city

of India, Arr. Tnd. 1, 8.

}1.7.., , Peuceladtis,

a district of India, Arr. Ind. 4. 11,

with V. 1.. An. 4, 22, 7 :

in Strab..— 2.:=foreg..

Arr. An. 4, 28, 6.,='., Dion.

P. 361.^, ov, 6, Peucestes, son
of Macartatus, a Macedonian, Arr.

An. 3, 5. 5: Pint. Eum. 14.. , , Peucetia, a prov-

ince of Apulia from the Aufidus to

Brundisium ; oi, the inhab.

of Peucetia, Strab. p. 277., ov, , Peucetius, son of

Lycaon. in myth, said to have led a
colony from Arcadia to Italy with his

brother Oenotrus, Apollod. 3, 8, 1.', rjr, . the fir, Lat. picea,

II. 11, 494 ;
23,' 328, Hes., etc. ; dis-

tinguished from the/. and.
Flat. Legg. 705 C, Pint. 2, 676 A, cf
Theophr., Lob. Phryn. 397.— II. any
thing madefrom theivood OT resin ofthe', a torch nf fir-wood. Aesch. .\g.

288. Soph. O. T.'214, etc. : a wooden
UTiting-iablet, Eur. I. A. 39, etc.

—

(Buttm., Lexil. s. v.. makes
it very prob., that the radic. notion of

is not, as usii. supposed, that

of bitterness, but of shnrp-pointedness :

the fir being so called either from its

pointed shape or from its spines.

The same root appears in.
Lat. pugo. pungo, and onx pike, peak ;

and this enables us to determine more
accurately the signf of,

and, words in

which the signf of bitter is out of the
question, and only that of keen, pierc-

ing appears. From-, moreover,
comes,, as the produc-
tion of the tree ; whence, again, —£-

ri'c, pi'ius, as also hat. pix, our pitch.), . . Pence (fir-island), an
island at the mouth of the Ister,

Strab. p. 301 . etc. : and, the inhab. of Pence.,. . Dor.,') grown u-ith firs,, Dion.
P. 678.—2. nf fir or fir-wood, .-, Eur. Andr. 863; .',
the fire of fir-tnrches. Soph. Ant. 123.

—II. inetaph. sharp, keen. piercing, sad,

6/.?:. Aesch. Cho. 385 ; also,

7., 0pp. H. 2, 457 ; of. -.
*'!, , =, only

found in compd.., , ov, () of, from
or 7nade of fir or fir-imod, .,
Eur. Hec.575

;
'. "/.-. Soph.

Tr. 1198 ; ., tears of the fir,

i. e. the resinous drops that ooze
from it, Eur.^Med. 1200.?.:. , v. sub-, Strab. p. 698.••., ,{) an ask-

ing, inquiry, question, Plut. 2, 614 D.

—

2. information : cf..,, , rarer form for.,..., Verb. adj. of,, one must learn or ask,

Plat. Soph. 244 B./,/,.=. Hence?/, a, ov, of or for inqui-

ry .• 7/ (sc.) a sacri-

fice for learning the u'ill of the gods,

Eur." El. 835. ubi v. Seidl., ov. a,(-) an ask-
er, inquirer. Hence, , , fond of asking.

Adv. -, by way ofquestio7i., , ,{) asked
after, learnt., in Aesch. Ag. 374, prob.

3 sing, pf pass, from. q. v.

;

ace. to others, 3 plur. pf pass, of*., inf pf pass, of *(,
II. 24, 254., , ov. part, pf pass., said, spoken, II. 14, 127, though
it might be referred to sq., , ov, part, pf pass,
of, brought to light, made mani-
fest, visible, declared. Solon 5, 71,
Aesch. Pr. 843. Adv. -<, mani-

festly, declaredly. Lex ap. Lys. 117,
40., , ov, part, pf pass,
of*, slain, Lye., adv. part, pf pass,
from, forhearingly, sparingly.

Tleorjva, perf from., poet. lut. pass, of-, II. 17, 155.. poet. fut. pass, of*,
II. 13, 829'; 15, 140., redupl. inf aor. of, II. 21, 101; redupl. opt., Od. ; fut.,, a, ,^=, Lye.
87.,,, etc., v.

sub*.
iTl^•o. ov, , Pephnus, a city on

the coast of Laconia, and an island
near, Pans. 3, 26, 2.\.3, , ov, part, pf pass,
from, II. : adv.-, timorously,

Xen. Hell. 7, 5, 25., adv. part, pf pass,

from, close-pressed, thickly,

Joseph., 3 sing. aor. Ep.-, ^, Horn, : Ep. inf-
and, Od. 7, 49 ; 19,

477. Hes. Op. 764.'-,,^., pf from, II., adv. part, pf pass,
from, thoughtfully.. adv. part, pf pass,
from, carefully, Strab., Ep. 3 pi. pf. of >,
Horn., and Hes. [v], , ov, part, pf pass,
of. Horn.

or }', Aeol. pres.
for, Alcae., nom. pi. part, pf Ep.
for, from supposed pres.*,^, II.; cf.., part. pf. from :—
hence,, adv., naturally,

opp. to7., Arist. Rhet. 3,

2, 4.. Ep. pres. formed from pf.,^=, hence, Hes.
Op. 148, Th. 152. Sc. 76. []
1?.}, . ov, part. pf. pass,

from }., 11. and Hes.— II. adv.

-, cautiously. Xen. An. 2, 4, 24,
Dem. 83, fin. :—11. safely, Xen. Hip-
parch. 6, 2., adv. part. pf. pass,
from, indiscriminately, confused-
ly, M. Anton. 2, 11., Ep. fem. part, pf of,
II. 14,' 288., Ep. pi. part, pf of,
Od. 5, 477.

/'if, , , (,) a
cooking.—2. a digesting, digestion. Lat,
concoctio, Hipp., etc.

;
joined with

', Plut. 2, 636 D.—3. of wine,/er-
mentation, lb. 656 A., , (, ) with a
large, also. Lnc., Ion. (but not in Horn.) .
Dor. : enclit. particle:— 1. of
manner, in some way orOlher, somehow,
Horn.; in questions, at all, 11. 6,

378, 383 ; . at all so, II. 24,

373 ; so, ~/;, Tbiic. ; ...•. Plat. Prot. 354 E; -
'/.^ 7.:., Id. Crat. 427 : oft.

joined with demonstr. and other pro
nouns, to make their signf more in-

def , . Hdt. 5, 40. etc. ; Horn,
sometimes adds it to the neeat.

; so, ovTt. Hes. Op. 105.—2. of
space, to some place, 11. 3, 400, Od. 3,
12" ; also, to any place, Od. 22, 23

:
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generally, like , but prob. not in

Att. prose ; cf. infra II.—3. -..,
mj (5..., now one way, now another, part-

ly..., partly..., Xen. An. 3, 1, 12; here,

there, Plut. :—(this is usu. written //
..., -., properisp., but //
must be always interrog., Herni. Vig.

n. 200 c).

II. ttF/, Ion. (but not in Horn.) .
Dor. ; interrog. particle:— 1. of

Dianner, '.'' Lat. qua rationc f Od.

2, 36t: hence also why? II. 10, 385;
in Att. how ? Plat. Phaed. 7C B, Prot.

353 C, etc.—2. of space, which way ?

Lat. qua ? and so sometimes like ;

whither f in Hom. the usu. signf.
;

more rarely like ; where ? as U.

13, 307 ; in Att. it seems to fluctuate

between both signfs.,Pors. Hec. 1062;

but V. sub. (As it is dat. of an
obsol. *, of which is adv.,

some write it iry and //, as Wolf in

his Homer, Ed. 1804 : but no one has
dared to write for, and Wolf
returned to., as also to .)
7;;, .-, {) to spring

giish forth, Anth. Plan. 310.—II. c.

ace. cognato, to gush forth with,, Anth. P. 9, 404.}, , ai. Dor., {the

Springs j Pegae, a town of Megaris on
the Halcyonium mare, now prob.

Psato, Thuc. 1, 103; 4. 21; Strab.

p. 380.—2. a place m Arcadia, Paus.
8, 44, 4.

tn7;>'0i'a, , , Pegaea, a nymph,
Paus. G, 22, 7 : froii

Il/yyaiOf, a, ov, also or, ov, Eur.
Ale. 99 : {) :

—

from, at or near a

well, Jr. ^, spring-water, Aesch.
Ag. 901 ;, Eur. 1. c. ; . -, a weight of water. Id. El. 108., ov, , {,?•) oil of rue., f. -,() be

like rue, Diosc.^,, . ,{) made
of rue, Galen, [], , , dim. from7;y-.—. herb with fleshy leaves like

rue, Theophr. Nic. Th. 531, Al. 49. [a], , wine flavoured

with rue.,, , made of rue,

Nic. Al. 154 : from,,, rue, (in Nic. (,
Lat. rula) ; . and,
farden and wild rue:—proverb., '
V/', . e. scarce-

ly at the beginnmg of a thing, because
these herbs were planted for borders in

gardens, Ar. Vesp. 480. (Prob. from, from its thick, fleshy leaves.)

Hence, ov, ,{)
rue- seed, Geop., , {) like rue., , , {.) any
thing that has become thick or hard

:

esp.,— 1 .=i,, hoar-frost,

rime, Hes. Op. 503.—2. (sub ), earth

dried and hardened after rain: also, a
rock, like., ov, , dim. from Tlj/ya-, Ar. Pac. 76. [a],. . Dor.-, fem.
adj. from sq., of or relating to Pegasus,

7} n., the fountain o/ (produced
by) Pegasus, i. e. Hippocrene, Mosch.
3, 78.— II. Pegasis, a nymph, Qu. Sm.
3, 301., , 6. Pegasus, a horse
sprung from the blood of Medu.sa,

and named from the springs (^})
of Ocean, near which she.was killed,

Hes. Th. 281, 325.— Later writers

make him the winged horse which
Bellerophon rode when he slew Chi-
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maera ; and, then, the favourite of
the Muses, under whose hoof the

fountain Hippocrene {' /)
sprang up on Helicon.'?., ov,{,-) thick-fleeced,, II. 3, 197

;

cf..
^/,,=, Dion. P.

667.', , . Dor., ,
spring, well, hat.fans, rarely in sing., as

Aescti. Pers. 202 (cf. infra) ; in Hom.
always in plur. of the .source of rivers,, II. 20, 9, Od. 6, 124,

so always in Hdt., as 1, 189, etc. ; ex-

pressly distinguished from,
the spring,) ' ''-, ,
11.22, 147:—metaph., '-,, the source fount
of tears, i. e. the eyes. Aesch. Ag.
888, Soph. Ant. 803 ; and, strangely,, the fount of hearing,

i. e. the ear, Soph.'O. T. 1387: //-?•,, streams of

milk, of wine, id. El. 895, Eur. Cycl.

496 : so, , Pind. P. 1,

42 ; but, , the fount or

source of fire, Aesch. Pr. 110;. the fount of light, i. e. the East,

lb. 809 ; so, , the West,
Soph. Fr. 655 : , a well,

(i. e. rich vein) of silver, Aesch. Pers.

238 ; , Pind. P. 4, fin.

—

2. then more completely metaph., the

fount, source, origin, cause, when it is

more freq. in sing., },
Aesch. Pers. 743 ;, Xen. Cyr.

7, 2, 13; .
Plat. Phaedr. 245 C, and freq. in Plat.

1\7, , , like, dim.
from ;/) . [], , , {) from or

out of a fountain., ov, , dim. from. [], , , {) any
thingfastened or joined together, a plat-

form, stage, etc. : metaph., of an oath,

. , a bond in honour
bound, Aesch. Ag. 1198, cf. sq. HI.—
II. any thing that has become hard, any
thing congealed, ., frozen
snow, Polyb. 3, 55, 5.— HI. that which
jnakes to curdle, as rennet does milk,
Arist. H. A. 3, 6, 2.

and -, lengthd. from
root -, which appears in aor 2
pass. (v. sub fln.): fut.: aor..—Pass,: fut.-

: aor. 1, but more
usu. aor. 2 [].—Intr. like

pass., in pf. 2 : aor. mid.. A later aor. 2 mid. -
is found in Fab. Aesop. 146,

Ern.—Of these tenses Hom. uses the

three aors., perf. 2, with plqpf. ; and
of pass, the pres., and impf

—

,
Att., is a late form.

Radio, signf., to ?nake fast ; intr.

and pass., to be solid.— I. to stick or fix

in, as a nail, a spear or other weapon,
oft. in Horn., sometimes with ,-, 3, , etc.

;

sometimes c. dat. only, ,3 (or ) : so,

later, of plants or trees, to stick in,

set or plant : ., to fix, pitch

a tent, Andoc. 33, 9, Plat. Legg. 817
C ; ., Thuc. 6, 66 : ., to make fast the door, The-
ophr. :—intr., ' -, the spear stuck fast in his

heart, II. 13, 412 ; . -, II. 15, 315; [] ^,. Soph. Aj. 819.—2. to stick or

fix on.?. ., to

stick the head on stakes, II. 18, 177

;

so, ' ' ,

Eur. Bacch. 1141 :—in pass.,', having their \uwh9
fixed on spits, Eur. Cycl. 302 ;, impaled, kesc\\.Y.\im.
190.—3. to fix upon an object,

., . 3, 217 ; .
Plat. Rep. 530 :—intr. c. inf., -, is bent upon pleasing,
Lat. in eo drfixus est ut..., lb. 605 A.
—II. to fasten (dift'erent parts) togeth-

er, to put together, unite, and so to

build, , II. 2, 664 (hence) : so in mid.,, to build one's self a wagon,
Hes. Op. 453 ; ,, Hdt. 5, 83; 6, 12:—intr. to be

joined or put together. Plat. Phaedr.
246 C ; ,
the body is strung together by sinews
— III. to make solid, stiff, hard, esp. of
liquids, /rcece them, Aesch. Pers.
496, Ar. Ach. 139 ; to freeze men,
Xen. An. 4, 5, 3 :—in intr. tenses and
pa.ss., to become solid, stiff or hard,, the limbs stiffen, II.

22, 453 ; so, , Eur.
. F. 1395; of liquids, to become con-

gealed, freeze, Hdt. 4, 28 ; •, the salt hardens, i. e. sepa-
rates from the water and crystallizes,

Hdt. 4,53; 6, 119; ,
Aesch. Cho. 67 ; , curds,

Diosc. :—cf.,,,,.—IV. metaph., to fix,
appoint, Lat. pangere (foedus, etc.),, Lycurg. 157, 7 :, Eur. I. . 395, (v.

sub) ; in mid., [], that he might keep it

fixed in his heart, Pind. N. 3, 108:—
in intr. tenses and jjass., to be fixed, be

firmly established, -. Thuc. 4, 92
;' '-, Dem. 42, 15,

cf. 797, 10. (From the same root,

Sanscr. par, to tie, comes Lat. pango
{pugo), pepigi, pactum, pax, paco, pa-
ciscor ; also hat. figo,0\il fix, peg ; cf.7..), ov, {,)
gushing from a spring, v. 1. for sq., ov,{, (>) flow-
ing from a spring, Orph. H. 82, 5., , ,{ III) firm,
solid, strong,', well-fed,

powerful steeds, U. 9, 124 ; -, a huge, swelling wave, Od. 5, 388 ;

23, 235, like ,.—
Some of the old interpp. of Horn, ex-
plain by black;— others by
white ; these therefore render'

(in Lye. 336) a white lock,•, white-i\eecea, etc. ; so,

(as a subst.) a pedantic word
(or salt {ci. III), Strato Phoe-
nic. 1, 36.—Prob. they got tins signf.

simply from the fact that hoar-frost,,,,,
was white.,, ,{ III) cov-

ered with hoar-frost or rime, frozen, and
SO icy-cold, icy,, Od. 14, 476 ; -, . Rh. 2, 737.—II. as subst.=,,, hoar-frost,

rime, Anth. P. 9, 384, Alciphr. ; in

plur. snow-fiakes, Orph.
tn?;J(iioi',, , Pedaeum, a place

in Troas, II. 13, 172., ov, , Pedaeus, son of
Antenor by a female slave, II. 5, 69.

iTlov, ov, , Pedalium, a
promontory of Cyprus, Strab. p. 682.,, ,{) a rudder,

Od. 5, 270. etc. (never in II.), Hes.,
etc. : a Greek ship usu. had two,
hence we oft. find it in plur.?,,
Od. 8, 558, Hdt. 4, 110; they were in



fact moved like large oars, whence
Hdt. 2, 96, describing an Aegyptian
boat, says,

Kui' -
• the upper part with the tiller

was called .(. Plat. Polit. 27'.^ ) ; and
the two were oft. joined by cross-

bars(, Eur. Hel. 153C, •, . ), so as to work togeth-

er.—2. metaph., ., of reins,

Aesch. Theb. 206, cf. Find. P. 1, 166.

—11. the long hind legs of the locust,

etc., from their appearance, Arist.

H. A. 4, 7, 9. [a], , to hold the rudder

and steer, LXX : from?, ov,{,)
holding the rudder ; a steersman, Phllo., ,(,)
rudder-shaped, Arist. . ., , ,

furnished with a

rudder, Arist. Categ. 7, 12.\, uv, , and,
ov, TO, Pedasa, Pedasum, a city of

Caria, earlier capital of the Leleges,

united by Mausolus with Halicar-

nassus, Hdt. 5, 121 ; 8, 104 : the ter-

ritory was named in Strabo's time, , and the inhab. -, , p. 611 : v. Bahr Hdt. 5, 121.

Hence
iHav, Ion., , of Pe-

dasa, a Pedasian, Hdt. 8, 104 : oi-. Ion., Hdt. 1, 175.\, , , Pedasus, a city

of the Leleges in Troas, on the Sat-

niois, residence of king Altes, laid

waste by Achilles, II. 6, 21, 35
;

Strab. p. 321.— 2. a city of Messenia,

II. 9. 150 ; the later Mothone, Strab.

p. 359 : ace. to some the later Corone,
Id. 1. c.— II. 0, son of Bucolion, bro-

ther of Aesepus, 11. 6, 21.—2. one of

the horses of Achilles, II. 16, 152., . Ion. inf., Hdt.

8, 118: Cut. -?/, usu. -Yjaouai. To
spring, bound, leap, II. ; ,
II. 21, 269 ; metaph. of things,../.iov , II. 14,

455:—c. ace. cognato, ,
to take a leap, Eur. Or. 263 ; .-

(sc.'/) Soph. . . 1300,

cf. Eur. Ion 717 : but c. ace. loci,, to bound over them,
Soph. Aj. 30. cf. Elmsl. Bacch. 307.

—II. metaph., esp. in Eur., of pulsa-

tions, to leap, throb, '-, Eur. Hipp. 1353

;

7. ), Ar. Nub. 1392 ;-
TU. Plat. Phaedr.

251 D:—of sudden changes, -?., Eur. Tro.
67 ; so, 6. Id. Beller. 5, 2. Hence,, 6, springing, bound-

ing : the beating of the heart or veins,

pulsation, Hipp.,, ,() a leap,

Aesch. Pers. 95, etc., cf. sub—a leaping up in admiration, Plut. 2,

41 C.—II. beating or throbbing of the

heart, ' , Eur.

Bacch. 1289, cf. Plut. 2, 83 B.,, ,() a leaping.

—II. beating or throbbing of the

heart, Plat. Tim. 70 C, Legg. 791 A., , , () a leaper,

a dancer. Hence, , , good at leaping,

springing, Arist. Part. An. 4, 6, 15,

Luc. Bis Ace. 10., , ov, v. sq.

^,, , , the flat or blade of an
oar, elsewh. : generally, an

oar, Od. 7, 328 ; 13, 78.—II. a rudder,

like, Arat. Phaen. 155.

—

Some take the nora. to be not

., but , which is refuted by
Arat. 1. c. ; others distinguish3=,^'. (Either

from.,., pes,

pedis, or from-—Some think

was a kind of wood, because
the Gauls called the urpados or pades

;

and so, in II. 5, 838, they would read/ for ; cf..), . Dor., v.., , ,() belong-

ing to or fitted for thickening, congeal-

ing, freezing, curdling, Theophr.,, ,( II) an an-

cient sort of harp with twenty strings,

mostly used by the Lydians, also call-

ed, Hdt. 1, 17, Pind. Fr. 91,

Soph. Fr. 227, 361 ; in plur. -
Jef.A-r.Thesm. 1217; said to have been
introduced (from Lydia) by Sappho,
Ath. 635, E, cf. Aristox. lb. 182 F :—
the word was later also used for,
Luc. : Soph. Fr. 228, has -
pai-— 2. a sort of shepherd's pipe,

joined of several reeds, like Pan's
pipes (), Anth. Plan. 244.—3.

a cage or net for birds, 0pp. — II. =. — III. in Suid. a knife,

dub., , ,( I) stuck in,

fixed, . Soph. Aj. 909.

—II.( ) made out of pieces

joined, put together, jointed, built, Opp.

to, and esp. used of wood-
work,, II. 10, 353, Od. 13, 32,

Hes. Op. 431 (as being formed of

three pieces of wood, Voss Virg. G.
1, 169) ; 7. , a chair of several

pieces, H. Hom. Cer. 196 ; .7,
Eur. Phoen. 489 ; . . Soph.
Fr. 228.—2. , a sort of net or

cage set to catch birds, Ar. Av. 528

;

cf.7} I. 3.—3. (Dor.•) , that which closes•

the house, the door. Eur. Incert. 145
(parodied in Ar. Ach. 479).—II. (-

III) stiff, thick, as opp. to soft

or liquid, esp.,—-1. congealed, czirdled,, Eur. Cycl. 190 : . Dor., cream-cheese, Theocr. 11, 20 :— ., salt obtained from brine, Nic.

Al. 5i8. — 2. stiff from cold, frozen,

numbed., , v..?. inf. aor. from, II., a, ov. () made of
clay,, Manetho.—II. .,
kind offish., f. -, to throw dirt at

;

usu.. Hence, ov, o,= the more usu..,,,=^,8}.
Greg. p. 541.

'\?., , 6, Pelamus, a ficti-

tious name in Luc. V. H. 1, 38.7), , , the palamyde

fishery, Strab. : cf.-?, ov. , a place where

the is caught and cured, Strab., ov, , dim. from•.—.=. [].7. or -: ,.{7.);— sort of tunny, Lat. pelamys. Soph.
Fr. 446, Arist. H. A. 6, I"' 11 : the

same as, and still called pa-
lamyde at Marseilles, cf.,, , a bird of the _^ncA-

tribe ; cf.., Ion. for ?, 3 sing. aor.

from, II.,, . Pelegon. son of

the river-god Axius and the nymph
Periboea. II. 21, 141., ov Ep. and ao, 6,

patron, from, Peleus' son,

+i. e. Achilles, II. ), 146, etc.f : also,, Pind. P. 6, 22.

+7/, a, ov, of or belonging to

Pel, us. Anth.
7?,,, 6, the same as, II. fl, 188, etc., Ep., . Peleus, son

of Aeacus. husband of Thetis, father
of Achilles, prince of the Myrmidons
inThessaly, Hom.,tasll.9,252,etc.t,
and Hes. Th. 1006 : adj., ,
lov, II.. , , Pele, an island on the
Ionian coast of Asia Minor opposite
Clazomenae, Thuc. 8, 31., ov Ep. , b, Ep. for7, Horn, fas II. 1, 1, etc.

]7]7•.7, ,,=^, II. 18,

60, 441.'\, , , Peleces, an Attic

derne of the tribe Leontis ; hence,, , one of (the deine)
Peleces, Aeschin., 7], , a helmet, casque,. 11. 13, 805, etc.

;, 8, ,308 ; .-, 16, 797. (Usu. deriv. from '-,, either from the custom of

shaking up the lots in a helmet, v. 11.

7, 171 sq. ; or from the nodding of the
plume, V. II. 16, 797 ; ace. to others
akin to ?,, '/., pelvis,

etc. Also written , which
might point to a deriv. from).[,,,=^, Anth.
Plan. 110., ov,(,*)
murdering Pelias, Pind. fP- 4, 446.,, 6, Pelias, kingof lolcos.,, , of or from Mmint
Pelion, 71, 11. 16, 143, and Eur.
H. F. 370.—fAlso appell. of the ship
Argo, Ap. Rh. 1,525.

7/«•, , ov, interrog. of ,-,, how great or large ? Lat.
nuantus Plat. Meno 82 D, 83 E. [t]

Hence, , , size: age:
quantity, Quintil., , ov, () of clay,

eartlie7i, Isocr. p. 618, Bekk., Dein.

47, 15., , , Pelion, a mountain
in Thessaly, fnow Zagora or Petras,

II. 2, 743, etc.t, and''Hes. : also a
town in Thessaly, 11.— 12. a town ol

lllyria on the Macedonian border,

Arr. An. 1, 5, 5., ov, b, fern, -,,( 1) of or from Pelion. '-
., lolcos at the base of Peliuni,

Eur. Med. 484., ov, b, (,)
mud-walker, name of a frog in Batr. [], ov, (//..*•) h'u)l>orn.

from clay: in Call. Jov. 3, the giants

are called 7. =,
earth-bom, for which Hesych. and
E. M. read] or-, Peliigonians, but needlessly, Lob.
Phryn. 658./. , to build of clay,

Anth. P. 10, 4 and 5 : from?., ov,(, oiuu)buitd
ing of clay or earth : but—II. proparox., ov, pass., clay-built, Anth.
P. 9. 662., . Ion. for.7, , f. -, to walk on
clay or 7>md. Hence, at, mud-treoders . a

kind of shoes or boots with thick

soles, Hipp.'/, ov,(,)
7)}oulding clay, a potter, Luc. Prom. I,

["J7]??, ov, (^,-) moulded from clay, Aesch. Ft
, 362.
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.), , (,,) to

makf miiJily, }>, Lye. 473., , , Diosc. ; and, , , of or belonging

a/ : from
'/.070, , {?,,) ma-

king mud or dirt.—11.=•7,
«lui).', , , which form re-

mains unchanged in Dor. ; also 7) ..
ace. to Eust. :

—

clay, earth, esp. such
as was used by the mason and potter,

Lat. liiium, Hdt. 2, 36, 136, Ar. Av.

31, Plat. Theaet. 147 A: though
was sometimes used merely

for 7nud, Lat. coetmm, Hdt. 2, 5 ; 4,

28 (for which., were
the proper words) ;

proverb.,^ •, Aesch. Cho. 697

;

and dust is called 7?/ -, Id. Ag. 495.-2. metaph., the

clay or matter from which things, and

esp. man are made ; no doubt from

the legend of Prometheus, whence
Call, calls man . ,
Fr. 87, cf. 133, Ar. . 686. — II. m
poets also, thick or muddy wine, wine-

lees. Soph. Fr. 928, cf. Casaub. et

Schweigh. ad Ath. 383 C ; lience it

has been punningly connected with/. cf' :
— was

even used for itself, but prob.

only in very late poets, Wern. Tryph.
349. (Akin to Lat. pal-us.), ov, {,)
reared in mud or soft soil, 0pp. C. 1,

288., , . Ion. -, the

business of a, Aretae.

:

from, , {, *ipytj) a

worker in clay, Luc. Prom. 2.7?, , , of Pelusium,

Pclusiac, Hdt. 2, 15.

iTLrpiOvaiov, ov. , Pelusium, a

city of Aegypt, at the eastern mouth
of the Kile, Slrab. p. 802 ; cf. Hdt. 2,

15, sqq.^,,',^;
esp. TO7', the Pelusiac

mouth of the Mle, Hdt. 2, 17; cf.

Bahr Hdt. vol. 1, p. 905./), , to carry clay, Ar.

Av. 1142, Eccl. 310; from?, ov, {,) car-

rying clay., ov, {,) cast

in clay, earthen, Anth. P. 10, 16.

7/', {?') as pass., to be-

come clay.— II. to be covered with, roll

in mire, Plut. 2, 831 A, 980
^71/.,=:, rent, cleft.Gxa.mm., , {,) like

clay or earth, clayey, Thuc. 6, 101 :

muddy, dirty. Plat. Phaed. 113 B.

Hence , 6, {7nuddy haven)

Pelodes partus, the outer bay of Bu-
throtum, Strab. p. 324.,, , poet, for-, 0pp. . 4, 520, Nonn.
;}•,. ,{7]) wal-

lowing in mire, Plut. 2, 166 A, ubi v.

Wyttenb.
'/,,, which remains un-

changed in Dor. : (.,,) '.—suffering, misery, woe, ba7ie,

freq. in Horn., and Hes., Pind., and
Trag,, both in sing, and pi.: strength-

ened, ., . Od. 5,

179; 14, 338 ; . . Soph. Aj.

363 ;/ . Soph. Ant.

593, cf. Wese. Hdt. 1, 68 :—in Horn.,

a pere. is freq, called tlvl. a

bone to..., (cf Soph. O. T. 379) ; and

he oft. uses the phrase '/-
,, tlvl ; and so in pass.,

ZTiua tlvl, 11. , 317, Od.
1180

2, 163: — of the iron and anvil,^/. Orac. ap. Hdt. 1,

67.—Poet. word. Hence
: f. -, the fut. mid.

is only used in pass,

sigiif Soph. Aj. 1155 (wherefore
Elmsl. and Dind. read

or TL, in Ar. Ach. 842) : aor. pass.^. bring into inisery,

plunge in. woe, rui7i, undo: and in

milder signf to grieve, distress, Horn.,

Hes., and Trag. ; to harm, injure,

yfji', Hdt. 9, 13: absol., opKLa77/, might work mischief 111

transgression of oaths, 11. 3, 299 : for

which Q. Sm. has ,
to violate one's oath, 13, 379.— Pass.,

to suffer hurt or harm, ovv, Od. 14, 255, cf. 8,

563, Aesch. Pr. 334, etc.— Poet, word,
used also bv Hdt. 1. c, and Plat. Rep.
304 C, Legg. 862 A, 933 E. Hence>}, , a violation, injuring :

and, a, ov, to be violated,

violable : and, , , injured, violated., 7/, , {) poet, for, freq. in Trag., as Aesch. Pr.

237, Soph. Tr. 1189, etc.—Poet, word,
used also by Thuc., interrog. partic, whe7i cf.

and., , 7,=.,,
Aesch. Pr. 1058., ov, {/) baneful, Orph.
. 1, 31 : cf./.'{, . , the Penlus, the

chief river of Thessaly, rises in Mt.
PinduSjflowsthroughthe valeofTem-
pe, and empties into the Thermaicus
sinus, now the i^elimbria, 11.2, 752 ;

Strab. p. 327.—2. a river of Elis, emp-
ties into the Ionian sea near Cape
Chelonalas, now /^/iflco, Strab. p. 337.', Ep. gen. - in

II. 14, 489 (as if from a nom. ?/'•-

), , PeneUus, a leader of the

Boeotians before Troy, 11. 2, 494 : in

ApoUod. son of Hippalmus, an Argo-
naut, 1, 9, 16.7], 7/, , Pe7ielope. daugh-
ter of ticarius and Periboea, niece

oft Tyndareiis, wife of Ulysses, Hom.
always in poet, form \\7.
tAcc. to Hdt. 2, 145, mother of Pan
by Mercury, cf Luc. Dial. D. 22, 2,

Cic. N. D. 3, 22t. (Prob deriv. from,, Welcker Nachtr. zur
Trilogie, p. 223.)

7;', •, , a kind of duck
with purple strijies, Alcae. 53, Ar.

Av. 298, cf Arist. H. A. 8, 3, 16.', , , like , the

thread on the bobbin in the shuttle, the

wonf and in plur. the web, Eur. Hec.

471, Ion 197: more usu. in the dim.

form /'. (Prob. from same root

as Lat. pannus.)'/, , , v. sub., Dor., ., ,
the Weaver, i. e. Minerva., dep.. Dor. ;

{//'7) :

— wind thread off a reel for
the tfoof ; generally, to vmid off a reel,

Theocr. 18, 32., adv., interrog. to 7'/,, at what point of Ii7ne ? at what
hour? as always in Att., cf Lob.
Phryn. 50, (whereas asks vague-
ly, xvhen?); ; about
what o\loek is it ? Plat. Crito init. ; so

too,' ; Ar. Av. 1514 ; in

full, 7' ; lb.

1498. []
or,, 7), false hair,

a wig, Luc. D. Meretr. 5, 3 : also,,,. (The

following derivs. from make
it very prob. that it is only another
form for, in the orig. signf.

of false hair : others from,
7].) [t.^]

\\7], f. -, like, to

cheat, gull, ape. Hence,, , a decejdion,

cheat., ov, TO, dim. form from
or /, the thread u<oimd on

the bobbin for weaving, the thread of
the woof, 11. 23, 762

;
(ace. to others

the bobbin or spindle of the shuttle

itself). — Damm makes it an adj.

agreeing with, the thread upon
the spindle.— II. a kind of gnat, Arist.

H. A. 5, 19, 9.

\.7], , , {) the

thread, the spindle, the woof: general-

ly, a thread, (Eur. ap.) Ar. Ran. 1315.', , like,— lhe more
usu.. Hence,=., Gramm., ,{,-) she that freezes the sea, A. B.,, ,{) afixing in.

— II. a nutting together, esp. of wood-
work. Plat. Polit. 280 D.—HI. a hard-
ening: esp. congealing, coagulation,

freezing, Id. Phil. 32 : curdling,

Arist. Gen. An., ov, b, Pexodorvs, a
Persian satrap of Caiia, Plut. Alex.
10 : cf.
\1, ov. . Dor., which be-

came the common form :

—

a kins7nan,

II. 3, 163, Hes. Op. 343 ; esp. by mar-
riage, a connexion, Lat. affinis, Od. 8,

581 ; 10, 441 ;—nor was it ever used
by the ancients expressly of blood-
relations, Valck. Phoen. 431. (From, the being, cf Callicrat. ap. Stub. p.

485, 24, Eur. Andr. 641.) Hence', . , relationship by mar-
riage, Ap. Rh. 1, 48., . Ion., . , a
leathern pouch for victuals, etc., a
wallet, scrip, slung over the shoulders,
Lat. pera, Od., Ar. Plut. 298, Anth.

tIL;pEia, , , Perm, a region of
Thessaly, II. 2, 766, with v. 1.., ov, , dim. from,
Ar. Nub. 923. [pi],, 6, also, Ivor, ,{) the scrotum or bag of the testi-

cles, Nic. V. Foes. Oecon. Hipp., ov, {/,) binding
a wallet,, Anth. P. 9, 150., ,{,) dis-

abled in the limbs, mai7ned, Epigr. ap.

Diog. L. 5, 40.', , . disabled in a limb,

maimed, Lat. debilis : esp. in the or
gans of sense, blind, II. 2, 599

;
gen

erally, stupid, Anth.:— also with dat.

of parts affected, .,,
etc., Anth., ov, {,) car

rying a ivallet., , {) to lame, maim,
esp. in the limbs, Ar. Ran. 622, and
freq. in Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon. ;, Dem. 247, 12

:

—metaph., to incapacitate, . TLva (5t'

67'/, Plat. Phaedr. 257 A ;-, incapacitated for

reaching virtue, Arist. Eth. N. 1,

9, 4., , , Pero, daughter of

Neleus and Chloris, famed for her
beauty, wife of Bias, Od. 11, 287.—2.

mother of the river-god Asopus by
Neptune, Apollod. 3, 12, 6./,. .{) a 7naim•

ing in the limbs or senses, Arist. Me-
taph. C, 9, 5.



/

, , (, )

named after a wallet., , ,{) . maim-

ing or being maimed in the limbs or

senses, Hipp., and Plat. Legg. 874 E,

925 ; 7. , Luc. D.

Marin. 2, 4.

Il^ffif, , late form for., Ion. fiit. of, Hilt., late form for,
fut. of.
//, Alt., late pres. form

for, Diosc.

XI/^Ttia, 7/,= 7rvrta, very dub., , a piece of wood a-
long.7], a, ov, () a cubit

long, Hdt. 2, 48, 78, Plat., etc./, a, ov,=foreg., .,
(as we say) ' but a span,^ Miainenn.

2 ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 494.?., , Ion. word=, Poll. 7, 53., {) to give into the

arms:—mid., to take into

one's arms, embrace,, Rhian.

12, 121;, ISonn. : — but .
Rh., 4, 972, uses the act. much in

the signf. of the mid., , , gen. pi.,
only late contr., Lob. Phryn.

246. The fore-arm, from the wrist to

the elbow, Lat. ulna, opp. to.
Plat. Tim. 75 A : — poet., generally,

the arm, bv '/. -, 11. 5, 314, cf. Od. 17,

38; so, , Eur. Or. 14C6.

—II. the centre-piece, which joined tlie

two horns of an ancient bow, the handle,

()' (sc. )-.-?,, Od. 21, 419;/., 11. 11, 375 ;

13, 583, (though in the last place it

is usu. taken for the horns). — III. in

plur., ol, are (he horns or sides

of (he lyre, opp. to, the bridge,

Hdt. 4, 192, where they are made of

the horns of the. a kind of ante-

lope : hut/ seems also to be=, the cross-piece or bridge in which
the horns were fitted, and the strings

fixed with, v. Artemo ap.

Ath. C37 C, et ibi Schweigh.—IV. m
the balance, the beam.—V. as a meas-
ure of length, the space from the point

of the elbow to that of the little finger,

Lat. cubitu.t, a cubit, orig. contammg
24, Hdt. 2, 175; but, in 1,

178, he distinguishes the . 7.-
as longer by three. than

the : so then, the royal or

Persian cubit = 27/ or 20
inches ; the was the same
with the, or, or

Asiatic, which like the Samian and
Aegyptian, was = 24? or 18| mches, Wess. ad
1. c. :

—
• but later this was taken at

two feet, except that in measuring
wood and stone the old size was re-

tained ; hence, //
and always IJ

feet :—the was sometimes in-

terchanged with and.
—VI. a cubit-rule, as we say ' a foot-

rule,' Ar. Ran. 799, cf. Leon. Tar. 28.

—Vll. an angle, only in the later poets

of the Anth. (Prob. akin to.)
m, V. .. Dor. for. Dor. part,

aor., Theocr. 4, 35.—II. to lay

hold of, . .''; aor. pass, : pf, Ael. . . 13, 25 : [-):—to make fat, fatten, feed, Pind. N. 9,

55, Eur. Cycl. 333, Plat., etc. ; ., to fatten or enrich the soil,

Aesch. Theb. 587 : metaph. to in-

crease, enlarge,', Pind. P. 4,

267.—2. metaph., to make wanton,

Aesch. Ag. 276 -.—pass., to wax fat

and -anton, lb. 1669 ; -, to batten on quarrels, Pmd. P.

2, 101.—3. to cherish, foster, ,
Opp. . 5, 372 ;, lb. 620

;
-, Anth. P. 5, 294. [ only in

Greg. Naz.], , , poet, for,
Anth. P. 6, 190, 299., ov,= foreg., Hipp.

:_
but,

—

2. ace. to Hesych., =,
whitish, [i], a, ov, fattening, Hipp., , oi',=foreg., ApoUon.
Lex.

T\lap, TO, () fat. tallow, suet,, II. 11, 550 ; J 7, 659 : any fatty

substance, oil, even milk, Anth. :

—

hence fatness, the fat part, Foes. Oe-
con., Hipp. ; then, metaph., like Lat.

ubertas, the fat of the land, choicest, best,

H. Horn. Ven. 30 ; so, ., like, Anth. P. 9, 555.—In

/, '' (Od. 9, 135,

. Horn. . 60), is usu. taken
as an adj., since of a suiety the ground
is fat beneath; but Buttm., Lexil.,

proposes to write ',fat-

ness is beneath the surface, i. e. the

soil is rich ; and this sense might be

given to the common reading, if'
be taken for :— Passow's ob-

jection, that then it should be '
(or '), is of little moment, v.

Nitzsch ad 1.—Ep. word, never de-

clined., , , fat, rich, like,
Anth., , , () that

which makes fat, an enricher, faltener,

of a river, Aesch. Pers. 806. [rri],, ,{) Dor. for, Eubul. Orth. 1, 11. [], ov, ,() afattening.

-II.,/ii/, Ael. . . 13, 25., ov, , Piastis, an ancient

hero of the Peiasgi, Strab. p. 621.,,^., ov,=foreg., Heliod., 7/, 6, Pigres, a Paeo-
nian, Hdt. 5, 12.—2. son of Seldomus,
commander of the Carian fleet. Id. 7,

98.—A brother of Artemisia, compo-
ser of a Batrachoinyomachia, Plut.

—3. an interpreter of the younger
Cyrus, from Caria, Xen. An. 1, 2, 17.

—Others m Anth.,, ,() growing
at or about the spring,, Hipp. :

of the spring orfountain,, Anth.
No masc.7], is found.,, ,() gush-
ing,, Eur. Andr. 116., , {,) fidl

of springs,, Plut. Aemil. 14

:

., of a woman's breasts, Id. 2,

490 A.,, , a spring, fountain,

II. 16, 825, Hdt. 4, 198, Eur. Andr.
285; . >, Anth. P. 6, 238.—
The masc. b is very dub. (Cf.

(̂5,=7(5', very dub.',, , () rich in

springs,, II. 11, 183., ov, , Pidocus, an Athe-
nian, father of Demarchus, Xen. Hell.

1, 1, 29.,,,=, dub.\), . , (strictly the spring-

er) Pidutes, a Trojan from Percote, 11.

6, 30
; ['] from, to make to gush forth,, v. 1. Arist. Me-

teor. 1, 13, 10:— pass,, to

gush forth, Nic. Th. 302. (Ace. to

old Gramm. and were
the same word, as (accidentilly) our
spring is Used in both senses ; hence

: others refer it to,.) [], for, 3 s'mg. aor. cf,
Od. [], Ep. inf. aor. of for, Horn., and Hes., v. sq.', f. : aor. pass,-, in Hipp,^ : pf. pass., in Hipp,, inf.

; cf. In Od, we
find also an impf for-, as if from, 12, 174: also

part. pass,, Hdt. 3, 146;

6, 108 ;, Polyb. 11, 33, 3
;

act.., Plut. Thes. 6 :—cf.

also.
To press, squeeze, so as to extract

juice :—hence to press tight, make fast,

Od., Hes., &c. ; •, Od. 8, 336.— II. metaph., to op-

press, straiten, distress, . ],
Hdt. 5, 35 ; . ', Aesch. Cho.
250; and so freq. in Ar., as Eq. 259,

Nub. 437, etc. ;
+so m pass. Wol. 5,

37t : esp. to press hard, follow close,

Lat. premere, urgere, ,
Hdt. 9, 63 :—so in pass., -. Id. 4, 11, etc., and freq. in Xen.
—2. to repress, stifle,, Pind. O.

6, 61 : to press in argument, insist on,

Ti, Polyb., inf aor. of, Horn., ?/, pecul. fern, of or, fat, rich, in Horn. UiU. .
upovpa, yjj , rich, pros-

perous cities, II. 18, 511, cf Plat.

Criti. Ill B; , a rich,

plenteous meal, II. 19, 180; of wood,
resinous, juicy, Soph. Tr. 7G6 : in

Theocr. 18, 29, Wordsw. proposes

ar'.., v. ad I.—This
fem., which also occurs in Att. prose,

was seldom used of animal fatness ;

but Arist. Probl. 10, 19, has'. []., , Pielus, son of Pyr-
rhus and Andromache, Paus. 1,11.1., Ion. inf. aor. of for, Horn., and Hes.

^•,, ,() a pressing,

squeezing, but only in the new Icnic

of Hipp., for the common.
i^n

, „. „. .,, , thePieres.Pierians,

aThracian people, dwelling originally

on the borders of Thessaly, later

around Mt. Pangaeus, Hdl.7, 112;
Thuc. 2, 99 ; Strab., who calls them
also, p. 443, places them
on the Therma'icus sinus.

iTiispia,. Ion. -,, and., , Pieria, a province of the later

xMacedonia, on the coast of the Ther-
maicus sinus, north cf Mt. Olvmpus,
11. 14, 226; Strab. etc., p. 330, p.

410.—2. a district of Syria, Strab. p.

749.—II. fem. pr. n., wife of Oxylus,
Paus. 5, 4, 4., ul, the Pierides, name of

the Muses, either as daughters oi

Pierus, or as haunting Mount Pierus
in Thessaly. cf Miiller Literat. ot

Greece 1, p. 27, Hes. Th. 53, and
Pind. P. 6, 49: the sing. is

little used, tv. Hor. OJ. 4, 3, 18., adv., from Pieria in

Thessaly, Hes. Op. 1, H. Horn. Merc.
85.\, , , of Pieria (L 1),

Pierian, ., Hdt. 4, 195 :

., Thuc. 2, 99., , oi',=foreg., -,='. (1. 1), Thuc. 5, 13.

•\,, , . sub.
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tllifpiwv, iovof, , Pierion, masc.
pr. 11., Plut. Alex, 60., , oi>,=iKiapoc, Anth.

tlTifpof, Of, 0, Picrm, in Thes-
saly on the Macedonian bonier, sacred

to the Muses, in Thuc. 5, 13,

: in Pans. 9, 29, 3, also ;/.—2.= n£ipof, q. v.—II. masc. pr. n.,

Picni.t, a Thracian, son of Magnea
and the Muse Clio, Apollod. 1, 3, 3.

—2. a Macedonian, who introduced

the worship of the Muses into Thes-
piae, Paus. 9, 29, 3./, ov, () pressing.,, , {) a pressing,

squeezing, Arist. Part. An. 4, 10, 2 :

cf.. [],,,{) any thing

pres'-erl ot squeezed: whether, thepulpy

mass left after pressing, Hipp. ; or,

the juice pressed out, Diosc, V. Foes.

Oecon.

—

1.=. Mel. 49., ov,,^, Hipp.,, , a squeezer : also

=:sq., Diosc,6, ov. , (sc.),
a tnachine for pressing, a press, Diosc;

also,. Neut.

from, ov, also- and-, pressing, squeezing.,,,{) compressible,

yielding to pressure, Arist. Meteor.

4,9, 19., ov, , —,
Galen, []

HU'iF.ic,, , poet, for,
Leon. Tar. 13., , , Att., La-

con.- : () :—a sort of

tnine-cask or jar, Ar. Plut. 546: hence,

in Ar. Eq. 792, -, to live in casks, as some of the

poor Athenians were forced to do

during the Pelopoiin. war, cf. Thuc.

2, 14, 17 :

—

a drinking cup:—in Dem.
871, 22, reckoned among -.—The word is taken for a dim.

from.
nWuKviov, ov, TO, dim. from -. Eiibul. Incert. 7., Dor. for, Ar.

Ach. 907./,{) dep• mW.,
= sq. Artemid., Clem. A I., ,(^) to

bring reasons for persuading or making
probable, to use probable arguments,

Arist. Elh. N. 1, 3, 4 ; cf. Epicur.

ap. Diog. L. 10, 87. Hence?., , , a bringing of
persuasix^e or probable arguments, Plat.

Theaet. 163 A.[17, , , able to bring

probable arguninils : -// (sc. ),
—{oreg. Arr. Ejiict.: from, ov,(, )')
speaking so as to persuade., ,(,)
to make shrewd, sharpen the wits of one., , , () calculated

to persuade ; and so,— 1. of persons,

persuasive, having the power of persua-

sion., influential, esip. ot popular speak-

ers, . , Thuc. 6, 35

;

and of their arguments, Ar. Thesm.
464; ., Dem.
928, 14 :—c. inf., persuasive in doing,

Eur. Or. 906 ; . ?.. Plat. Gorg.

479 C : c. gen., ., Meineke
Menand. p. 222.-2. so of mantuTs,
persuasive, winning, Xen. Mem. 3, 10,

3; cf Meineke ibid. p. 575.-3. of

reports, and iheVike, plausible. credible,

Hdt. 2, 123 :—hence, jtrobabte, likely,

Lat. verisimilis. Id. 1, 214, freq. in

Plat.—4. of works of art, producing

illusion, ti-ue to nature, natural, Xen.
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Mem. 3, 10, 7.—II. pass., easy to per-

suade, credidous, Aesch. Ag. 485, cf.

Heind. Plat. Parm. 133 B.—2. obedient,

Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 16 ; .. Id. Oec.

13, 9.— ill. Adv. -, persuasively,

plausibly, Ar. Thesm. 268, Plat.

Phacdr. 269 C, etc.; compar.-,
Id. Gorg. 456 C. Hence,, . persuasiveness,

plausibility, Vlut. 2, 1040 :—of argu-
ments, speciousness, Plat. Legg. 839
D, etc., , , belonging to

a : - (sc. ),
persuasiveness, Plat. Soph. 222 C sq.:

from, ,(,*)
making probable or persuasive., ,() to make prob-
able, Arist. Rhet. 3, 7, 4., ov, TO, dim. from,
a keg. [a]. , , a meteor shaped like

ajar, Procl. : also., inf. aor. 2 mid. from, Horn.,, , () a place

where casks are put, a cellar, Diod., v.

Lob. Phryn. 166.—Il.= m7?0f, Anth., , b, (,) an ape-fox, an animal in

Ael. N. A. : also a nickname for

men., a, ov, apish.. , , () a

young ape, Ael. N. A. 7, 47., f. -,() to play
the ape, Ar. Vesp. 1290, cf. -.
Hence, ov, , a playing the

ape, aping, playing jackanape's tricks,

hke flatterers, Ar. Eq. 887, M. Anton.

9, .37., , (,)
ape-tike, Arist. . . 2, 1, 16.,,(,)
ape-shaped, Lyc. 1000.. Dor., ov, , an
ape, Archil. 59, Ar. Ach. 120, etc.

;

also 7] and : hence, as

nickname for a trickster, Ar. Ach.
907. as also Domosth. calls Aeschines
IT., 307, 25 :—proverb.,

avTi ., Plat. Rep.
590 ; . , Paroemiogr.
— II. a sort of. (Doubtless

from, ,=, from
ifs propensity to mimic, cf. ;

like Lat. simia from similis,simulo.) [?], uv,a'i.the Pithecusae

insulae, two islands on the coast of

Campania, Strab. p. 247: ol ...,
inhnb. of P., Id. p. 246., ,(,)
to eat ape's flesh, Hdt. 4, 194., ov,(,)
carri/ing apes, Luc. Pise. 47.,,=, Arist.

Physiogn. 6, 31.,, ,=-.,, , —. — 2.

dwarf, aj). Suid. [], part. aor. 1 of,
without any pres. in use., irreg. 2 sing, imperat. aor. 2

of., ov, 6, dim. from,
Lat. doliohis, prob. 1. Plut. Camill. 20., ov, , fem. -, ,
cask-shaped, Diosc., ov,(,)
pot-bellied, Euthyd. ap. Ath. 116 B., , , 7/,=foreg.,

Lob. Phryn. 660.. , , (,)
an opening of casks, esp. to taste new
wine.— II. , a festival on
the 11th of Anthesterion, being the

first of the Anthesteria, like the Vina•
lia of the Romans, Plut. 2, 055 E,
735 D., ov, , (,)
one who sleeps in a cask, epith. of

Diogenes., ov, , a wine-jar, Od. 2, 340 ;

23, 305, Hes., etc. ; not like our cast,

for it Was usu. of earthenware, .-, Hdt. 3, 96 (cf. Plat. Lach. 187
B, Gorg. 493 A); having a wide
mouth, Od. 23, 305 ; covered with a
close-fitting lid, Hes. Op. 98 : Croesus
sent silver to the Delphic tem-
ple, Hdt. 1,51.—Proverbs, ,
from Diogenes, Paroemiogr. ;?., from the pierced cask ot

the Dana'ids, cf. Luc. D. Mort. 11,4.
— II. any thing like a cask or jar, esp.=:, Arist. Mund. 4, 24. (Ace.
to Buttm.= 0i(Sor, whence also Lat,

fidelia : prob. akin to our butt, Germ.
'Biiite, Butte.){i] Hence, , (,) like a
cask., ,=, an ape, i. e.

flatterer, Pind. P. 2, 132. [I], €)vor, ,=^, Pherecr.
Pet. 5., part. aor. 2 of, Pind.
P. 3, 50.,, , Pithon, masc. pr.

n., in Arr. ; etc.^, , ,=,
Strab., , , Picenfia, capital

of the Picenlini, Strab. p. 251."^, , , the Picentini

or Picentes, a branch of the Sabines,
Strab. p. 240.—2. a people on the
Tyrrhenian sea between Campania
and Lucania, planted there by the
Romans as a colony, Id. 251 : hence,, the territory of the P.,

Id. p. 240.,,,=, Hipp.:
said to bei a Phrygian word.^, ov, 0, the Rom. name
Picus, Plut. Num. 15.Tp,= sq., Epict, ap. Stob. p.

31, Clem. Al., (/•) strictly, to make
sharp, keen or bitter, esp. to the taste,

pungent or bitter.—2. metaph., to em-
bitter, anger, irritate, LXX :— Pass.,

to grow angry, Theocr. 5, 120 ; to

foster bitter feelings. Plat. Legg. 731
D; to vex 07ie's self. Antiph. Lenin. 3.

—3. of style, to make harsh or rugged,?^, Dion. H., Demosth. 55.

Hence, , , embittering.

Adv. -,, Sext. Emn.
p. 442.,, pecul. fem. of -, for., ov, ,() bitter-

ness : bitter feeling, LXX.
TiiKpia, , , () bitterness,

LXX.—2. of temper, harshness,cruelty,

Dem. 580, 1, Polyb. 15,4, 11;

Tiva, Plut. Cor. 15., a, ov,() somewhat
bitter ; as name of a kind of olive, Ath.
78 A. [pi.], () to be or become
bitter, taste bitter, Strab., , , () a bitter

herb, esp. succory, endive, Arist. H. A.

9, 6, 8, Theophr., ov, (,)
whose nuptials are embittered, Od. 1,

266, etc. : married unhappily., ov,(,) of sharp or cutting tongue, . /,
bitter curses, Aesch. Theb. 787., ov,(,)
bearing bitter fruit, Aesch. Theb. 693



~., , [,)
making bitter.(, , , poet, also of,

Od. 4, 406. Strictly (as Buttm.
Lexil. s. V. has shown)
pointed, sharp, keen,,?^,
Horn.: hence, generally

,

piercing, pun-

gent to the sense ;— 1. of taste, sharp,

pungent, bitter, (), II. 11, 846 ;,
Od. 5, 323, etc. (which is the pre-

vailing signf. in the derivs.) ; so of

salt-water, opp. to, Hdt. 7,

35; ., Plat. Legg. 705

A ;
' oivov, Aesch.

Ag. 970.—2. of smell, sharp, pungent,

Od. 4,406.

—

3.of feeling, /ceere,piei-cmg,, II. 11, 271.—4. oi sound, pierc-

ing, shrill,, Soph. Phil. 189,, Id. O. C. 1010; , Ar. Pac.

805.—5. generally, painful, cruel, hate-

ful, Od. 17, 448, cf Hdt. 7, 35 :—so
of acts, words, etc., bitter, harsh, stern,

cruel, ., Pind. I. 7 (6), 69
;,,, Aesch. Pers.

473, Soph. Aj. 1239, Ar. Av. 1045
;, -

tipho 116, 42; etc. — 6. of persons,

cruel, , Hdt. 1, 123; also hate-

ful, hostile, Tivi, to one, Aesch. Cho.

234. Eum. 152, Soph. Phil. 254, etc.,

cf. Valck. Phoen. 963.-7. bitter, sad^

sorrowful,, Od. 4, 153 ;, Soph. Ant. 424.—II. compar.

and superl.,,
never, Buttm. Ausf Gr.

^ 65 Anin. 2, and Addenda. — III.

Adv. -, bitterly, Soph. O. C. 994 ;

harshly, severely, freq. in Dem. : su-

perl.-, Polyb. 1 , 72, 3. (On the

root, V. sub fin.) [I in Horn,

and Ep. ; but oft. in Trag., as

Aesch. Pers. 473, Ag. 970. Soph. Aj.

500, and in Theocr. 8, 74 :

—

there-

fore not long by nature as in-
Hence,, fj, bitterness, esp.

of taste. Plat. Theaet. 159 E, Tim.
83 B, etc.—II. metaph. harshness,

cruelty, Hdt. 1, 130, Eur. El. 1014,

Pint., ov,{, xo7J])full

of bitter gall, bilious, Hipp. : metaph.
splenetic, Anth., (3,() to make bitter :

to embitter, like.
fHiKTui, , , Piciae, a place on

the Latina via, Strab. p. 237., V. sub.^, , , the Pictones, a

people of Aquitania, on the Liger,

Strab. p. 190., , 6.{) the pileus or

cap given to Roman slaves when
freed, Polyb. 30, 16, 3. [t], , .-7,=:, in pass.,

Anth. P. 6, 282 :—also in pass., to be

close pressed, Ap. Rh. 4, 678, Anth.
Plan. 333. Hence,,, wool or hair made
into felt, a piece offelt, Galen.—2. any
thing made thereof: hence=7ri/lof.

Call. Fr. 124, 125.— II. in gen. any
thing pressedchse,iT., a pack of

cloud, Arist. Mund. 4, 17. [(], for, barbarism
in Ar. Thesm. 1190.

\.7., , 7/, (') a felting

^ wool : also— 2. ='. Plat.

Legg. 849 C.—II. generally, a pressing

close, making close or compact, thicken-

ing, Parmenid., Plat. Tim. 58 B, 76 C., ov, 6, ( ) a felt-

maker, hatter.— II. in genl. one who
pre.':ses tight or close. Hence, , , of, belonging to

felt-making, etc. : - (sc. ),
the fetter's or hatter's trade, Plat. Polit.

280 G.

, , , {?.) felted, of

felt, Plat. Tim. 74 B.—II. generally,

that may be pressed close without re-

turning to its shape, opp. to elastic,

Arist. Meteor. 4, 9, 23., ov, TO. dim. from,
Lat. pileolus, Ar. Ach. 439, Plat. Rep.

406 D, Dem. 421, 22. []1\, , ov,{) made offelt., ov, TO, dim. from,
Polyb. 35, 6, 4.', ov, , dim. from ?,
Diosc., ,=, to bring near

to, TLVL Ti : but only found once,, brings them
to earth, Hes. Op. 508.—More freq.

as pass., (but with no act.

form), to draw near to, come
near, approach, c. dat.,, the chariots go close to the

ground, II. 23, 368 ; so, ', II. 19, 93; ,
thou drawcst nigh the house, H. Hom.
Cer. 115; and, when there are two
subjects, absol.,, earth and sky threatened to

meet in the storm, Hes. Th. 703 :—in

II. 22. 402, absol., ,
—which gives no tolerable sense ;

Spitzn. receives the old. v. 1. -
TvavTO., , {',) like

fell, Stob., , to make fdt or hats:

in genl.= 7riAew. Hence, , , of, belonging

to felt-making.?., , , felt-making./., , ,=7-., , making felt : .,
hatter.,, , wool or hair wrought

into felt, used as a lining for helmets,

II. 10,265; or shoes, Hes. Op. 540.

cf Plat. Symp. 220 : also, the lining

of a cuirass, Arist. H. A.— II. any thing

madeoffelt,esp. afelt-hat. hat, Hes. Op.
544 ;. , they

wear turbans for hats. Hdt. 3, 12, cf.

7, 02, et V. sub (such hats

were also called from the

shape) : .?, a brazen hat, i. e.

helmet, Ar. Lys. 562.-2. feU-clolh,

used for carpets, mats, teiits, Hdt. 4,

23, 73, cf Xen. Cyr. 5, 5, 7 : felt-

cuirass, Thuc. 4, 34.—III. a ball, globe,

esp. that of the heavens and of the

earth, Lat. pila, Paus. (nisi legend.).—IV. for the Lat. pilus, i. e.

ordo triariorum, as in priynus pilus.

(Lat. PILUS, Germ. FILZ, our
FELT.), ,() to wear

a felt-hat ; to wear an apex, like the- flamines, App. Civ. 1, 65.. , , accustomed to

wear a, Luc. Scyth. 1 : from. ov, {7.,) xvear-

ing a, Anth. P. 9, 430.—IT. esp.

ivearing an apex, like the Roman /7a-

mines., ,{) tofelt wool : hence
to press close, squeeze tight, Eubul. In-

cert. 15 a; metaph.. ., Ar. Lys. 577 :—pass, to

be pressed close, Ar. Fr. 235., , like felt : generally,

close-pressed, close., , , Pilonis, a city of
Macedonia near Mt. Athos, Hdt. 7,

122.-, ,=, Theophr., ,,{?.)^?. :

hence, ,
Strab. : and Dion. . calls the pilei

of the Roman Flaminea ^-.

,, ,{, n7.ap)fat, Hdt.
2, 40, 47, Soph. Ant. 1011 ; distin-

guished from as, soft fat. Lat. adeps, Arist. H,
A. 3, 17, 1. Hence
17:, ,fat, compar.-,

Luc. Symp. 43 :

—

is dub.17.., (..7, io)fatty,
Arist. Part. An. 2, 6, 2., ,=11, Strab. p.

471., poet, for 7,
hence pres. mid. for-, II. 9, 679.[7, Ion. , =7. :

hence Ion. fem. part. pres.?•
for /., Hes. Th. 880,

with V. I.7.^, , , Pimplla, a city

of Macedonia, in Pieria, where Or-
pheus lived. Call. Del. 7, and sacred
to the Muses, Strab. p. 471. Hence^7., , , fem. adj., of
Pimplea, Pimplian, ., of He-
licon, Ap. Rh. 1, 25; in Lye. 275, cf. Schol. Ap. Rh.
I. c. :

—

ai 17.. the Muses,
Leon. Tar. 1 : cf Hor. Od. 1, 26, 9.

(lengthened from root-,-, which appears in

,, etc.), inf./^ [],
in pres. and impf just like /:
fut. : aor. 7,. aor. mid.

: pf. pass,/:
aor. pass, : also irreg. aor,

2 mid. 7.?, opt./ or bet-

ter (like /.), Ar. Ach.
236, imiierat..—Inthe compds.,
where comes before , the be-

fore is dropt, as (q. v.),

but it returns v^'iih the augm , as in. Lob. Phryn. 95. The
poets use the forms with and without

, as suits their verse, Buttm. Catal.

s. v.—The forms7.,/,/ are not Att. :, -
(q. v.) is always intr. ; though

the other tenses of7^ formed
from it are trans , and are treated of

here.

To fill, fill up, , one thing

with anotlier, as, olvoio,•, ,, etc., Hom., Hes., Hdt., and
Att. ; also , as ,,(5, filled it with tears,

Eur. Or. 1363, cf Aesch. Pers. 134,

Soph. Fr. 483; but, 7.'. Soph. El. 906; ,., filled me full of tears,

Eur. Or. 368.-2. c. ace. only, to fill,7 7. II.

21,23; to fill full, satisfy, glut. Eur.
Cycl. 146, etc.— 3. to fill, disci. urge an
office, Aesch. Cho. 370.-11. mid.,

esp. in aor., to fill for one's self, or

what is one's own,7.
olvoio, to fill one's self a cup of wine,

II. 9, 224 ; 7, to

fill up the measure of one's wraih wilh
a thing, like Lat. animum explere, Od.
17, 003 : 7', Soph. . C. 528;', fill the plain full

of your chariots, Eur. Phoeii. 522;
etc.—III. pass., to become or be full of,, Horn., Hdt., etc. : to be filled,

satisfied, have enough of a thing,, Phil. 520
;. Plat.\,, Pimprama, a place

in India, Arr. An. 5, 22, 3.lp,= sq., never in Att., (lengthened from root-. cf. suli tin.), inf

[], only used in pres. and impf. ; the

fut. being, aor., as if

from. Hom. only uses aor., except that he has impi
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in compos, with : the aor.,

in Hes. Th. 85, is shortd. into enpt-: the pres. in Aesch. Pers. 810,
Eur. . 81 : wherever in compels.
occurs before -, the before -

is dropped, as (q. v.), but
it returns with the augin. as in -

: the poets neglect this

rule metri grat.

Radic. signf. to kindle, burn,

TTvpi, 11. 22, 374 ; also, -\ 11. 2, 415 ; and freq. absol., as

Hes. 1. c, etc. :—pass,, to

be burnt, Ar. Lys. 341 ; imperat. pf.

pass.,, Pherecr. Crap. 1,4;
ran, Luc. Jud. Voc.

8. Cf.>. (The root- ap-

pears in Germ, brcnnen, our burn.)|/<, , Pimolisa, a moun-
tain lastness in Pontus, Strab. p. 5G2..?/, , and.,, , Pimolisene or -litis, a district

in Pontus by the Halys, Strab. p. 5G1.

lliv or rra', comic abbrev. tor -
vai from, Lucill. 28, 3 ; but Ja-

cobs prefers the form, as in Cod.
Palat.

Tiiva, ,^=-, very dub.^,, Finaca, a town of the

Gordyaei in Mesopotamia, Strab. p.

747., adv.,() likeplanks,

Ar. Ran. 824, cf. Schol., a, ov, {-) of the

size or thickness of a plank, Hipp., ov, ro,= sq., Arist. Mi-
rab. 57, 2. [<], ov, TO, dim. from,
a little tablet, esp. that on which the

wrote their verdict of ' guil-

ty' or ' not guilty,' Lat. tabella {con-

demnatoria vcl absolutoria), Ar. Vesp.

107 ; or on which the information in

case was written, Dem.
90, fin. : a mcnioraiidum-book. Plat.

Legg. 753 C.—2. a small plate or dish.

— 3. a small or bad picture, Isocr. 310
B, and Theophr. [a],, ?/,= 7rtva«i(5ioi', Phi-
lyll. Pol. 3.-11. in plur., like,
Lat. codicilli, Plut. T. Gracch. 6, Id.

2, 47 E., , , second dim.

of., Antiph... 1. 8.', ov, , =,
Ar. Plut. 813, Fr. 449., , to ivrite or pai7it

upon a : and, , i], a writing or

painting upon a, Strab. : and, ,, able to paint

on a : from, ov,(,)
writing or painting upon a., , like a tablet., /. , a collection of
pictures or maps, Strab.', ov, b, {, -
,) one who sells.—II. one

who sells Utile birds plucked and ranged

upon a board, Ar. A v. 14.

iva.oo, ,{,-) plate-sponge, comic name of a

parasite, Alciphr.,, ij, timber-work, Lat.

contabulatio, Plut. 2, 658 D.,, , board, plank, Od.

12, 67, cf Opp. H. 1, 191, and v. sub
:—hence of various things

made of Hat wood,—1. a writing tablet,

=the later, first in II. 6, 109
;

. (Uiougli here not for writ-

ing on, v. sul) ), Aesch. Supp.

946, etc.; also, , Ar.

Thesm. 778, cf, :

—a votive tablet, Simon. 60.—2. wood-

en trencher, dish or plate, Od. 1, 141
;

16, 49 ; and the name continued when
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the material was changed, Ar. Plut.
990.—3. a board for painting on, hence
a picture, Lat. tabula, Theophr. : then,
—4. generally, a plate with any thing

drawn or graven on it, ., ot

a map, Hdt. 5, 49 : were
used esp. for astronomical schemes,
hence, ;) Trtpt , the
art of casting nativities, Plut. Rom.
12, cf. Wyttenb. 2, 3K6 B.— 5. a board

on ivhich public notices were inscribed
;

generally, a register, list, Lat. album,
Dem. 1091, 7 : a table of accounts.—G.

a kind oi strop to sharpen knives on,
Schneid. Theophr. H. PI. 5, 5, 1.

(Ace. to Hemst.. from an old word*, i. e. pinus, and so strictly a

deal board. Acc. to Buttm., Ausf Gr.
'^ 16 Ainn. 1 n., from, so that
acc. to the Dor. custom would he
put for , and be inserted, as in -. []

illivcipa, , Pinara, a town of
Lycia, Arr. An. 1, 24, 4., , , a sort of vitriol,

elsewh., Dinsc.^, . , the Pinarus, a
small river of Cilicia near Issus, Arr.

An. 2, 7, 1 : Dion. P. 807.

Ilii'upof, , . Ion., {-
vor) dirty, squalid, Eur. El. 183, Anth.
Plan. 190, Luc, etc. Hence', , to defile, make dirty.', , {) to be dirty, Ar.
Plut. 297 (V. 1.), Lys. 279., , , an unknown bird,

Ael. N. A. 13, 25.^, ov, of or relating to

Pindar, Pindaric, II., Ar. Av.
939: from

tnu'dapof, ov, 6, Pindar, the cel-

ebrated lyric poet, of Thebes in Boe-
otia. Plat. Theaet. 173 E, etc.—2. a
tyrant of Ephesus, Ael. V. H. 3. 20., adv.,from Pindus, Pind.

P. 1, 126.^, ov, 6, Strab. p. 329, usu.

7/, Mt. Pindus, a range in Thessaly on
the borders of Epirus, now Agrnpha,
Pind. P. 9,27; Hdt. 1, 50; etc.—2.
6, the Pindus, a river of Lociis join-

ing the Cephisus, Strab. p. 427.—3.

7/, a city of Doris on the Pindus, also

called, Hdt. 8, 43; Strab.

1. c, p. 427., , . Ion. for,
Hipp., , V..

Tlivva and, , the pinna ma-
rina, Cratin. Archil. 5; cf. /-, and v. Arist. H. A. 5, 15, 17.—2.

a kind oi muscle which fixes itself to

the bottom of the sea by silken

threads which it spins, v. sq. ; one
variety is said to produce the oriental

pearl, v. Ath. 93 E.
or, , (sc.), a kind of whitish silk spun by

the, which was and still is wo-
ven for divers uses., , wool like the

silk of the., ov, ,[.)
the pinna-guard, a small crab that lives

in tlie pinna's shell, described by Plut.

2, 980 B, cf.' : hence,—2.

of a little parasitical fellow. Soph. Fr.

116, Ar. Vesp. 1510., ov, {,)
nourishing the pinna.,,.^=,
Arist. . . 5, 16, 2. [], , {,) like

the pinna.,, , poet, for-, dirty, . Rh. 2, 301.'. , liquor 7nade from barley,

beer, Arist. ap. Ath. 447 13.

niN«, as pass., to be rusted, d
statues, Plut. Alex. 4; cf.:
from, ov, !), dirt,filth, Lat. squa-
lor, Soph. O. C. 1259, Eur. El. 305;
inetaph., , i. e. by foul
means, Aesch. Ag. 776:—their7/ was much prized
in bronzes, whence freq. mctaph. of

stvle, Dion. H., Demosth., 39, cf.

Plut. 2, 395, B, etc. ; and v. sub -,. [Usu. properisp.-
as in . . p. 672, 40, and A. B.

1, p. 22, 11, prob. as if derived from
[t] : but it has I, cf Soph. O. C.

1259, Ap. Rh. 2, 200, and so in -
7'/ am\ all compds. : indeed Draco
121, 17, and Arcad. 63, 21, write it.}

tlla'Of, ov, 6, Pinus, a son of Nu
ma, from whom the Pinarii were so
called, acc. to Plut.. 21.,=^,. [], , prudence : [] from
.lv,= sq., Aesch. Pers. 830,

Call. Dian. 152., to make wise or prudent,

admonish, instruct, 11. 14, 249 : cf. -,'. (From,-, with L inserted.) Hence, , , understanding, ivis-

dom, 11. 7, 289, Od. 20, 71., , 7/,=foreg., Antli.

P. 7, 490., , , wise, prudent, saga
cious, Od. 1, 229; 4, 211. Solon 15,

39, Pind. L 8 (7), 56. (Cf. sub -.), , 6, Pinytus, a poet of

the Anthology.,, ,=(,.,, , , {,
7]) of wise or prudent mind, of Ul\ s-

ses, Anth. P. 3, 8 ;, Anth. Plan.

325..^=,., fut. . and after

Ari«t., found indeed as early

as Xen,, v. Bornem. Symp. 4, 7, Lob.
Phryn. 31 : aor., inf, im-
perat. , Od. 9, 347, only poet. ; in

comedy also, Ameips. Sphend.
2, Antiph. Myst. 1. Other tenses are
formed from a root -, pf.',
pass, : aor. pass, :

verb. adj.,. Ion. part., for : syncop.
inf. or, also written ,. Anth., cf Meineke Euphor. Fr,
105.—We also have collat. form

as pres., Pmd. O. 6, 147.—Hom.
uses all the act. tenses, except the
pf ; of the pass., only pres., and impf.

To drink, oft. in Horn. ; so too in

lies., Pind., Hdt., and Att. ; usu. c.

acc. ; but also c. gen., to drink nf a

thing, drink wine, etc., Od. 11, 96;
15, 373 ; also, ,
to drink bowls of wine, II. 8, 232 ; also,

. , Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 3 ;. Id. An. 5, 9, 4
;

absol., to drink, ,
Od. 2, 305 ;,' ,
Ar. Eq. 404 :—metaph. to drink up, as

the earth does rain, Hdt. 3, 117; so,, Aesch.
Eum. 980, cf. Theb. 736:-in pf •. to have drunk, to be drunk, Eur.
Cycl. 536 ; and of plants, Xen. Symp.
2, 25 ; also, . ', to drink in mu-
sic, Jac. A. P. p. 96.—Cf.,
to give to drink, [i always in,
for which reason in Strato 96, we
must read : in fut., but
in Ep. mostly i, as always in-
vor. iiictii grat. ; Theogn. 956 and
1125 has both quantities; in Ar. Eq.



1289, 1401, , but elsewh. in comedy
t ; ia fut. and in aor., except
the imperat.. always.], if, (, ') dirty,

squalid, Hipp., Eur. Or. 225. Hence, , , dirt, filth., ,() a dirtying,foul-

ing.'[,, b, Pixodnrus, a Ca-
rian, Hdt. 5, 118: son of Hecatom-
nus, king of Caria, Strab. p. 6.5C: cf.., , (,) shaped like

the letter . Math. Vett., fut. of, q. v., Horn.

—

II. as pres. rare coUat. form from -
(q. v.), Pind. O. 6, 147.

Tllov (sc. ), , fat, rich milk,

Nic. Al. 77.

illiovia, , , Pionia, a city of

Mysia. Strab. p. 610: in Paus. -, , , 9, 18, 4., , , rare poet, form for -, Pind. P. 4, 99, Epich. p. 74, Orph.
Arg. 508 ;—hence,,
compar. and superl. of.,,,^, dub.,, , fatness, fat, Arist.

. . 3, 17, 4, Luc. Amor. 14., , ,=^, pepper.

Hence, , , the pepper-tree,

A el. . . 9, 48, ubi Jacobs-..=sq^.,^ ?, . []. aor. ;

(). give to dritik, c. dupl.

ace. , I uitU

give them the water of Dirce to drink,

Pind. I. 6 (5), 108 ; . -, Luc. Lexiph. 20 :—fut. also in

Eupol. Dem. 24 ; the aor. in

Pind. Fr. 77./.,, v.,., poet, for, only
extant in impf in Hes. Sc.

291, and retained by Gaisf, though
Heinr., Gottl., etc., from MSS. give.

JliTTOf or, ,=, Arist.

. . 9, 1, 17.

HiTOc, , a young piping bird, Lat.

pipio, Ath. 368 F : perh. better-
noc, cf. sq., to pipe or chirp like young
birds, Ar. A v. 307., //, a bird, perh. =,
Arist. H. A. 9, 1, 13., Ion./, shortd.

from, redupl. form of-
(q. V.) : pf., pass, -, inf. : aor.-
[], Ion./, Hdt. : fut. 3

[], Ar. Vesp. 179, and
Xen. ; the fut. 1 is not
Alt.—The fut. and aor. act. are bor-

rowed from.—Note that, in

Ion., becomes ?/ in all tenses ; also

that the pf oft. stands for

the aor..
To sell, the act. first in Dem. 17,

16 (cf ), though Hdt. and
Trag. have pass. (v. infra),—the Ho-
meric words being (),-
.—Pass, to be sold, esp. for exporta-
tion, Hdt., and Att. ; opp. to-. Plat. Phaed. 69 B, etc. ; ., Hdt. 2, 56, cf-

: metaph.,, I am
bought and sold ! i. e. betrayed, ruined,

undone, ?./.. Soph.
Phil. 978 ; so, ,
Eur. Tro. 936 ; cf.,, poet, for -,., Ion. for., redupl. from root- (v.
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sub. fin) : fut.. Ton. ^-
: aor.,., in Pind.

: pf..—Horn. oft.

uses pres. and aor. ; of pf., only part... as dissyll. ; Att. -, : there is also a poet. aor.

1, claimed for the Trag. by
Wustem. Eur. Ale. 477 (463). Buttm.
Catal. s. V., but rejected in

them by Herm. ad 1. c, cf Meineke
Phitem. p. 414, Lob. Phr>-n. 724.—
Cf. the coUat. form.

A. Radic. signf to fall, fall down,

and (when intentional) to cast one's

self down, Hom., etc.—Construct. : in

prose usu. .., to fall into..,

first in Hes. Op. 618, Th. 791, cf
Pors. Hec. 1048 ; but Hom. always
says ..,8. . ^,
to fall in the dust, i. e. to rise no more,
to fall and lie there, freq. in II., as 11,

425 ; 13, 205 ; this phrase also in Att.

expresses a falling into and remaining

in a thing, whereas ... is

used offalling into alone ; cf'?.
.., .., and Lat. ponere,

collocare in.. : SO c. dat. only,, to fall and lie, II. 5, 82 ; and
SO in Att., Herm. Soph. El. 420, Seidl.

Eur. El. 424 ; also, . ,
Od. 24, 535, cf Hes. Fr. 47, 7 ;, Aesch. Ag. 1019 ; , Soph.
Ant. 134; , Eur.' Bacch.
605 ; oft. also in Horn, with an adv.,, II. 7, 16, cf.

Aesch. Theb. 358 ; , II.

4, 482 ; c. ace. cognato, .,, Aesch. Pr. 919, Eur. Andr.
653 ; absol., 11. 8, 67, etc. ; esp. in pf

,

to be fallen, lie low, Aesch. Cho. 263,

etc.

B. special usages :—I., to throw one's self, fall upon a
thing violently or resolutely, to attack,

storm, kvi , II. 13, 742 ;' /^, of combatants, Hes.
Sc. 379, cf 375 ; kv .. Soph.
Aj. 375; , Aesch. Theb.
462.— II. , tofalloutof,

lose a thing, unintentionally, esp.,, tofalloutof, lose his

favour, 11. 23, 595 ; so, . ,
Eur. Ion 23 : but also of set purpose,
Od. 10, 51 ; . , to escape

from.., Aesch. Eum. 147: and reverse-

ly, .,, -. Eur. ; but, . . Id. Or.
1418 : , know not
which way to turn. Soph. Tr. 705.

—

III. , to

fall between her feet, i. e. to be born,

II. 19, 110, cf Deuteron. 28, 57; so,

in Engl., a foal or calf is said to be

dropt.—lV. to fall in fight, very frcq.

in Horn,, e. g. 11. 8, 67, Od. 8, 524;
and so later.—V. to fall, sink, leave off,

esp., , the wind fell, Od.
19, 202 ; 14, 475, cf Lat. cadxint ans-

tri, Virg. G. 1,354. cf Eel. 9, 58:
(but in Hes. Op. 545, -

is used for,falling on,

blowing on one) : metaph.,, Aesch. Theb. 794, cf
Soph. 474; c. dat. -, to sink, fail in one's hopes, Po-
lyb. 1, 87, 1.— VI. . , to fall
by another's hand, Hdt. 9, 67 ; to be

overthrown, overcome, , esp.

of an army,?. -, Hdt. 7, 18 ; -' , Lat.
mole sua corruit. Id. 8, 10 ; so in Thuc,
etc.—VII. 7. , to fall asleep
(old Engl., on sleep). Soph. Phil. 826;
also ., Aesch. Eum. 68: re-

versely, ,
Hes. Fr. 47.—VIII. to fall short, fail,

hence ,failures, Valck.

Hipp. 718 : so of a play, to fad, break
down, Lat. cadere, explodi, Ar. Eq.
540 ; cf.—IX. of the dice,,
shall count my master's throws good
or lucky, Aesch. Ag. 32 ;

oi , Jove's
throws are always good, Soph. Fr.
763 : generally,, , to

be lucky, Eur. Or. 603, etc.—2. to fall,

turn out, . , Pind. .
12, 14 ; and, of a battle,, waiting to see how it

wouldfall, Hdt. 7, 163, cf 8, 130,
Valck. Hipp. 388 ; /. ., to

turn out true, Pind. O. 7, 126 :—gen-
erally, to happen, Trag. ; -, according to events, Plat.

Rep. 604 C, where however
goes before.—X. to fall in with, fall
into, of a period of time,, .''/., Polyb. 1, 5, 1, etc.—2. to fall in with, agree with, fit, suit,

, Diosc.—3. to fall under, belong

to a class, , Polyb.,, Plut.

—XI. to fall to one, i. e. to. his lot,, esp. of revenues,, Lat. redit ad.., Polyb.

31, 7, 7; or absol., '],
the taxes come in or are due, Strab.,

TO ,
Dion. .
. in Plat. Polit. 272 ,

(sc. '),
has been explained as trans, to let fall,

which cannot be correct, v. Stailb.

ad I.

(The root is -, Sanscr. pat:
whence. Dor., (as in
Pind. O. 7, 126, P. 5, 66),- :

hence by redupl.,, as
from, from,

from *. [t by nature,
as in, Herm. Eur. H. F. 1371.],, , a kind of woodpecker,

Lye.
n/pujtiif,anAeg)'ptianwordinHdt.

2, 143, said\)= :

but in modern Coptic, Komi is sim-
ply=Lat. vir

;

—pi is said to be the •

article : cf Jablonski Prolegg. p.

xxxviii, Wilkinson's Aegyptians, 1,

p. 17. ^/, ,()=. [], /, , Pisa, an ancient city

of Elis, but ace. to Strab. p. 356, its

existence was questioned, and it was
believed by some that only a spring
had been so called : in historical

times the name was applied to the
buildings, etc., of Olympia, first in
Pind. O. 2, 4 ; 6, 8 [who has t ; [ in
Theocr. 4, 29. and Eur. I. T. 1.]—2.
and, at, Pisae, or Pi.ia, a city

of Etruria, Strab. p. 217 ; Polyb.iIl, ov Dor. -, a, , an
inhab. ofPisa, Pmd. O. 1, 112 ; Strab.

[],, , fem. from foreg.,

of or relating to Pisa, Pind. O. 4, 20:
(sc. ), Pisatis, a district

of Elis, Strab. pp. 337. 355, etc.

—

2.

also the territory of Pisa in Etruria, Id.

p. 211.

t,, ,=,\.
23, 201.,, , Pisias, masc. pr. .,
Ar. . 766.,, , the Pisidae. a peo-
ple of Asia Minor, Xen. ; Strab. p.

569, sqq. ; in Xen. An. <5, 1.

1, 11, etc. ; and Mem. 3, 5, 26-., and,, ,
Pisidian, Dion. . 858., , , Pisidia, the coun-

try of the Pisidae, a province of Asia
1185



Minor north of Pamphylia, Strab. p.

570 sqq., , , Pisidian, .,
=., Strab. p. 571.\', •, , Ptsilis, a city of

Caria, Strab. p. 651.', rj, ov, {niaog)madeofpeas,

7., peasoup, Ar. Kq. 1171, An-

tiph. Parasit. 5, 7. [], 6,)=,
Gramm., ro,= sq.

or, ov, , a kind of

pulse, prob. a kind of jota, Lat. pisum,

Ar. Fr. 88, Ath. lOG C : also,
(ro). (Prob. from.) [,

Ar. 1. c], , (,,)
prob. only useti in nom. and ace. plur., wdl-ivatered spots, meadows, 11.

20, 9, Od. 6, 124, H. Ven. 99. Not
so well written or,
Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 53. — Old Ep.

word.

tlliffoc, ov, 0, Pisus, son of Perie-

res. Pans. 5, 17, 9.', Att. '-, /, pitch,

whether solid or liquid ; also tar,

Hdt., etc. Proverb.,>, black as pitch, II. 4, 277, cf.

Bast Ep. Cr. p. 90 ; aprt, i. e., now he hnds what mis-

ery he is in, Dem. 1215, 10, Theocr.

14, 51.—II. the resin as it flows from

a tree, turpentine.—III.:=7rfi'KJ7, the

pitch-tree, fir, Q. Sm. (From same
root as : cf. also). Hence

or -, , to smear

ivith pilch or tar.

or -,, , tarred,,, , the tvatery fluid

that floats on the surface of pitch, Lat.

flos picis, Galen. ; called by Hipp. 6^-

'), v. Foes. Oecon. ; also.\, uv, o'l, the Pissan-

tini, a people of lUyria, Polyb. 5,

108, 8.., ov, , a compound of
asphalt and pitch, Diosc. 1, 100.,,,{.)
a mixture of oil and pitch, Galen.—II.

—, Diosc. 1, 95., , , {} like

pitch, Nic. Th. 716.^, ,=, Aesch.

Cho. 2C8.—II. ., (sc.), a

pitch-plaster, Hipp., , ,=, Galen.,', f. -, {) to be like

pitch, Diosc., , ov, Att.,{) of o^c from pitch, pitched, -
., Ar. Fr. 262, cf. Luc. V. Hist.

2, 29., {), , wine
flavoured with pitch, Diosc. 5, 48. [[], , {,) like

pitch, pitchy., , {, )7, to extract pitch from the pine

by burning, Theophr., ov, Ij, {,)
beeswax, with which bees line their

hives, Arist. H. A. 9, 40, 10., -, v.-
vuu,-., , {,)
like, to pitch, S7near unth pilch,

Theophr.—II. to remove hair by pitch-

plasters, Alex. Incert. 10, in pass., cf.

Meineke Philem. p. 376., , , a pitching.—II.

a removing hair by pitch-plasters, Are-

tae. : and, , , of or belong-

ing to a : from, ov, {,)
1186

1
daubing with pitch.—U. removing hair

by pitch-plasters.

or -, , {,
11.) to daub with pitch or tar :

—the same as, except

that the latter is a compd. with,
Kovia,. Hence
. \/, ov, daubed with

pilch ; ., the death of one who
is pitched and burnt alive, Aesch. Fr.

110., , , a daubing with

pilch, pitching. — On the synon. form. formed like,, v. sub., f. -, =-.
\\, 6, . sub and., , {,)

yielding pitch, Plut. 2, 648 D.^/, ov, 6, Pissuthnes,

son of Hystaspes, governor of Sardis,

Thuc. 1, 115; 3,31., , to make pitch, Dion.

H.: and', ov, , a place where

pilch is made, Strab. : from, , Att.-{,*) : making pitch.^, , , the Pissuri, a

race of the Dai, Strab. p. 511., Alt., , {)
to pitch over, pitch, tar. — II. esp., to

pilch bronze siatues, in order to take
casts of them. — III. to remove hair

from the body by means of a pitch-

plaster, a custom among women and
efleminate men, Luc./, , {,) like

pitch, Arist. . . 9, 10, 5., , Alt., pitch-

ing over., , ,[) one who
pilches, Luc. Fugit. 33. Hence-, i], , Att.,
pitched, Theophr.)], , , the pistachio-tree,

also=sq., Alciphr. 1, 22. [a],, the fruit of the-
, Nic. Th. 891 ; also written-
Kia,,', v. Ath. 649

C, sq. [], , ,{)
pledge of good-failh, Aesch. Ag. 878.,, ,{) con-

fiding, Joseph., verb. adj. from -, one must trust. Plat. Tim. 40 E., , , disposed to

trust, confiding: but also creating be-

lief, ., Stallb. Plat. Gorg. 455
A. Adv. -, . , to rely

upon a thing. Id. Hipp. Min. 364 A., , , trusted, conflded :

from, f.-, {) to be-

lieve, trust, trust in, put faith in, rely

on. a person or thing, , first in

Hdt. 1, 24, etc.. and Trag., as, ., Aesch. Pers. 800
;-, hard to believe. Thuc.

1,20; tcf also Pseud-Phocyl. 74t

:

with an adj. neut.,? -, believe my words here-

in, Eur. Hel. 710 : later, esp. in N. T.,

we find also . , , and
more rarely', to believe on or

in :— pass, to be believed or trusted,

Xen., etc. ; . Plat.

Lach. 181 ; ,
to enjoy his confidence, Xen. Cyr. 6,

1, 39 :—mid., to believe mutually,-
a ,

Dem. 883, 14.— 2. to believe, comply,

obey, Soph. O. T. 625, 646, Tr. 1228.

—3. c. inf to believe that, feel sure or

confident that a thing is, will be, has

,
been, Eur. H. F. 146 ; /?/ -.

Plat. Gorg. 524 A, etc. ; also, . ...,
Xen. Hier. 1, 37 ; •, etc., Thuc. 2, 62, Plat.,

etc. : ., to dare to do a thing,

Dem. 806, 1 :
— in pass., to be believed

to be. Plat. Legg. 636 D. — 4. c. dat.

el inf., . , to trust to hiin

to be silent, i. e. to feel confidence in

his secresy, Hdt. 8, 110, cf. Xen. Cyr.
3, 3, 55.— 11. . , to entriist some-
thing to another, Xen. Mem. 4, 4, 17,

Symp. 8, 36: hence later in pass.,

, I am entrusted with a
thing, hace it committed to me, Ep.
Plat. 309 A, cf. Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 8,

Wessel. Diod, 19, 20.

\\, /, ,{)=^-,. Hence\\, , , =.\\.., , Pistias, an Areopa-
gite, Diiiarch. 96, iin., »/, , () liquid,, . .; bnt perh. better re-

ferred to seq., like, in sense
of genuine, pure., , , {) faithful,, Pint. Pelop. 8 ;

v. foreg.—II. freq. for, con-

vincing, persuasive,, Plat. Gorg.
455 A,, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 10, cf.

Arist. Khet. 1, 2, 1. — 2. pass, obe-

dient., , ,, the Jupiter Fidius
of the Rom., Dion. H., , , (,)
trust in others, /';, hat. fides, fidu-
cia, -, Hes. Op. 370: esp. faith or be-

lief in a higher power, ., faith

in them, Eur. Med. 414, Hipp. 1037 ;

(hence the theol. sense, which must
be sought elsewhere) : — generally,

persuasion of a thing, confidence, as-

surance, Pind. N. 8, 73, and freq. in

Att. ;, to be persuaded of another's

moderation, Dem. 300, 10. — 2. in
subjective sense, good faith, faitifill-

ness, honesty,. fides, Theogn. 1133,

Hdt. 8, 105;' '-
'. Soph. . C. 611.

—3. credit, trust, also like hat. fides,, have
credit with him. Dem. 962, 4, cf. 958,
3 ; fiV , to give in Int.il,

Id. 886, 25 ; so, h• -
vai, to be left m trust, as guardian,
Plut. Cicer. 41. — II. that which gives

persuasion OT cotfldence ; hence, — 1.

like TO, an assurance, pledge

of good faith, a treaty, warrant, alsc

like Lat. fides,' , Aesch. Fr.

276. cf. Valck. Hipp. 1321; distin-

guished from, etc., by Pors.

Med. 21 ; ,
to make a treaty by exchange of as-

surances and oaths, Hdt. 9, 92 ; so,

(Ion. for),
Hdt. 3, 8 ; , Thuc. 4, 51 ;/, Xen. Hell. 1, 3, 12; -, to give assurances, Hdt.

9, 91 ; , or ., to interchange them,

Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 4, Plat. Phaedr. 25G
D ; or, to receive into friendship on
assTirance g\\en, Hdt. 3, 74; 9, 106.

—

2. a means of persuasion, an argument,

proif, Plat "Phaed. 70 B, Isocr. 28
;

esp. of a moral rrature, opp. to a de-

monstrative proof{), Arist.

Rhet. 1, 1, 11., , v. . 2.

\\\., , , PistoxSmis, an
Athenian, Isae., ,{) to ac
credit, confirm, Joseph. Hence



, , confirmation., , {,)
accrediting, confirming., , (,)
fiailh-destroying, Or. Sib., , , () drinkable,

liquid ." , liquid 7nedici?tes,

draughts, . to,,
Aesch. Pr. 480, cf. Blomf. (488).-, . , {)—. of per-

sons one believes or irvists, faithful,

trusty, true,, II. 15, 331, etc.
;

ovAaKec, Hes, Th. 735 ;,
Find. P. I. 172 ;, Aesch. Pr.

969; etc.: freq. also c. dat., as in

Honi., , II. 16,

147 ; . Thuc. 3,

, cf. 8,•9
; 7. , Arist. Pol. 3,

13,2: — in Persia ot were a

sort of privy-councillors, ' our right

trusty and well-beloved,' Xen. An. 1,

5, 15; cf. Aesch. Pers. 2; so,

=, lb. 681 :=, good-faith, Thuc. 1,

68.—2. believed, trusted, thought trusty.

Antipho 129, 37, cf Thuc. 3, 42.-3!

of things one trusts or builds on,

trustworthy, to be trusted, sure,, Horn., Pind., etc. ; -, no longer can one trust

women, Od. 1 1 , 456 ; deserving belief,

persuasive, credible, . ,
Hdt. 6, 82, etc. ; made credible,

/., Thuc. 3, 40 : hence,

—

II. TO, as subst., like'
H., a pledge, security, warrant, freq. in

Att., as Soph. Tr. 398, etc.; so, tu,^=7,
Hdt. 3, 8; ., of oaths,

Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 7 ; or, to give and re-

ceive pledges, interchange pledges, c.

inf. fut., Xen. An. 3, 2, 5 ; so,, Aesch. Ag. 651 ;-, Eur. Phoen. 268 ;, Xen. Cyr. 7, 4, 3.

—

III. act.

like or, believing,

trusting in, relying on, , Theogn.
283, Aesch. Pers. 55, Schaf Soph.
O. C. 1031, Pors. Hec. 1117.—2. obe-

dient, Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 30. — IV. adv.

•, in a trustworthy manner, Antipho
120, 5: persuasively, Id. 122, 41.-2.
with disposition to believe, Dem. 922, 1,

cf Lys. 150, 37. Hence,, , good, faith,faith-

fulness, honesty, Hdt. 7, 52, Andoc. 4,

30, Plat. Legg. 630 C, etc.., b, , (,^) a guardian of truth, Orph. H.
7, 17., , f. -, [) to

make trustworthy ; -, to bind him by oaths, Thuc. 4,

88.—II. pass., to be made trust-worthy

,

give a pledge or warrant,,
. Horn. Merc. 536 ; and more fully,, to bind one's

self to another by oath. Od. 15, 436—2. to feel trust or confidence, i. e., to

trust, to be persuaded,, Od. 21, 218, cf. Eur. 1. A. 66:
hence,, like II.,, trusting, confiding. Soph. O.

C. 1039. — III. mid.', to give mutual
pledges or guarantees of fidelity, ex-

change troth, l\. 6, 233 ; more fully,, II. 21, 286;
7. , Polyb.

18, 22, 6.— 2. ', to secure his good faith by
oaths. Soph. O. C. 650, cf. Polyb. 8,

17, 2.— 3. , to believe

or be confident in a thing, Eur. Incert.

43, 6, 0pp. C. 3, 355.,. //,() a drinking-

trough, for cattle, Lat. alveus, Eur.
Cycl. 47.

,, , a sort of ship-of-

war, also, q. v., , , =, Eur.
Cycl. 29., , , Pistyrus, a city

of Thrace near the Nestus, Hdt. 7,

109., , , () an
assurance, guarantee, pledge, like •,, usu. in plur., Aesch.
Cho. 977, Eum. 214 : liut, ?,

for . Id.

Pers. 171.

ilv,, , Piston, masc.
pr. n., Paus., Ath. 220 D., , , () an ac-

crediting, giving assurance, confirmation.

Plat. Legg. 943 C. Hence', ?/, ov,() con-

firmatory., ov, , a shoemaker's

shop. Poll., ov, b. a shoemaker, Sap-
pho 38. (From ?) [tin Alex.

Aet. ap. Ath. 699 C : but perh. we
should write,
with Dind.], 7], ov, (,)
trusting on, relying or depending on,

confiding in, always c. dat..,-
, ?], 11. 9, 238 ; 5, 205, etc.

;

(Horn, and Hes. only use masc.) ;, Hdt. 1, 66; Pind., and Trag.

— II. obedient, , Orph. Arg. 263,

705. [r], o'l, at, neut., ,
Aeol. and old Ep. for,-, four, II. 15, 680, Od. 5. 70, etc.

[ij ; and are also

mentioned as Aeol.', fut. of, q. v. [t]

iTiiTOvaloi,, , the Pitanaei, a

people on the coast of the Leleg^s,
Strab. p. 611., a, ov, of Pitane (I. 1),

Pitanean, Ath. 5 A.

iTlav7|, ov, a. Ion. -, fem.,, of Pitane (]. 2); oi, the Pitanatae, whence, Hdt. 9, 33, though
the existence of such denied
by Thuc. 1, 20; v. Biihr Hdt. 1. c,
Miiller Dor. 3, 3, § 7, n. t. [dr], , . Dor. -, , ,
Pitane, a city of Aeolis, near the

mouth of the Ca'icus, Hdt. 1, 149.

—

2. a town of Laconia on the Eurotas,
containing a temple of Diana, Eur.
Tro. 1112: Call. Dian. 172: v. Muller
Dor. 3. 3, <is 7. — II. daughter of the
river-god Eurotas, mother of Euadne
by Neptune, Pind. O. 6, 46.

, ov, , a figure shaped
like the letter .[, ov, , son of Pittheus., , , Pittheus, son of
Pelops, father of Aethra, king of

Troezene, Eur., etc. : cf Strab. p.

374., ov, 6, Pitias, a Spartan
ephor, Xen. Hell. 1, 6, 1.', V. sub., part, :—poet, col-

lat. form frotn, to spread

out, (for ), 11. 21,

7 ; , stretching

out his arms to me, Od. 11, 392;
(impf or

aor. 2, for), Pind. N. 5, 20:

—

pass., to be spread out or opened, Eur.
El. 713; cf Anth. P. 7, 711., =,, only
in Hes. Sc. 291, ^ -, and here Gaisford gives -

: cf. Heinrich ad 1., Heyne II.

23, 402., aor. 2, =,
Pind., and Trag.—Herm. indeed, ad

Elmsl. Med. 53, supposes the pres. to
be always, with the aor.-,,. But Elmsl.
seems to be justified in considering

as merely a collat. form of* (), used by Pmd. N.
5, 76, 1. 2, 39, and oft. in Trag.,
when the penult, is required to be
short, (just as is merely a
collat. form of, cf sub
fin.) ; hence he altogether denies the

existence of a pres., and of

any such aor. forms as ', -, V. ad Eur. Heracl. 77, Med.
55, Soph. 0. C. 17.2; and herein he
is followed by Ditid. in the Poetae
Scenici, v. ad Soph. Aj. 58, Eur.
Heracl. 77.. , Att. for., ov, , Lat. pittacium,

a patch of leather for laying salve on,

a plaster, Dinoloch. ap. A. B. p. 112,

25: also occurs. Piers.

Moer. p. 306. — II. a leaf out of a
writing tablet, Polyb. 31, 21, 9, Diog.
L. 0, 89. []•. ov, of or relating to

Pittacus, Plat. Prot. : from
ilao, ov, b, Pittacus, one of

the seven sages of Greece, of Myti-
lene m Lesl)Os. Hdt. 1, 27, Plat. Prot.

343. — 2. a king of the Edoni in

Thrace, Thuc. 4, 107.

i?.ao, ov, 6, Pitialacus,

masc. pr. n., an Athenian, Dem.

;

Aeschin.\, , , Pittalus, a phy-
sician in .\thens, Ar. Ach. 1032.

or, , the fruit

of the, corriel-tree, also

and., , ov, Att. for.,,, ,,
Att. for, etc.', , dub. 1. Theophr., for.

rTliTva, , , and, Pitya,

a city of Lesser Mysia, between Pa-
rium and Priapus, II. 2, 829 ; Strab.

p. 588 : in Orph. '7?.^2. an island

in Ihe Adriatic, Ap. Rh. 4, 565.^, , , Pityassus, a
town of Pisidia, Strab. p. 570., , ov,() made of or

from the pine ; ^/ ., pine-resin;

., pine cones, Ales. Mynd. ap.

Ath. 57 B.—II. 7/], an unknown
parasitic plant, Theophr. [],. ,() the fruit of
the pine, kernel of the pine-cone().
Lob. Pliryn. 397.—II. ^jine-resin, Ga-
len, [], , , =•, prob. 1. Anth.,() to move quickly

to a7idfro, as in rowing : hence, gen-

erally, to plu one's task, Ar. Vesp. 678., () to make a

plashing sound as with oars ; hence,

7. , to drop milk upon
leaves, Hipp., cf. Foes. Oecon.— II.

to practice a regular swingnig of the

arms, as with dumb-bells, Galen.

Hence,, , any quick, reg-

ular movement, v. 1. Juven. 11, 173.

HI', ov,b, the regular sound

of oars pulled in time, the measured

plash of oars, . ', Eur.

I. . 1050 ; -, periphr. for a

ship. Id. Tro. 1123: hence, -, with one stroke, all together,

Aesch. Pers. 975.— II. any quick re-

peated lOund or movement ; as,— 1. the

plash o/'fast-falling drops, .,
Eur. Hipp. 1464; ., of wine
pouied into a cup, Id. Ale. 798 : cf..).— 2. of blows, esp. of the
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beating of the breast and cheeks by
mourners, clapping of the hands, etc.,

Aesch. Theb. 856, Eur. Tro. 1236,

Theocr. 22, 127.—3. hraniHshin/r of

the spear, ., Eur. Heracl. 834.

4. a gymnastic exercise (soiuevvhat like

our dumbbells), in which one stood

on tiptoe and swung the arms back-
wards and forwards as in rowing.

—

5. metaph., of violent frantic gestures,

violence, passion, it., 3<,
Eur. I. T. 307, H. F. 816;
., lb. 1187. (Prob. ond-

inatop., to express U\e plash of oars.)

U], , dub. 1. for., , , abounding in

pine-trees :
—like a pine., , ,(,)

poisonous grub found on pine-trees.—
II. a sort of small pine-cone., ov, , (,-) the pine-bender, epith. of the rob-

ber Sinis, who killed travellers by
tying them between two pine-trees

bent down so as nearly to meet, and
then let go again, Plut. Thes. 8 : also,, q. v., ov, pine-croumed, cf.., ov, (,)
growing pines, Anlh. Plan. 8.,, ,[) Pi-
tyus, a city on the Euxine, near Col-
chis, Strab. p. 496.-2. the territory of
Pilya, Id. p. 588., , a plant, Euphorbia
pityiisa, Diosc. 4, 166.

illiTvovaa, , , and-, (-) Piiyusa, ancient name of

Lampsacus, Salamis, and Chios,
Strab.—2. a small island in the Ar-
golicus sinus, Paus. 2, 34, 8.—3. at

HlTVoIiaai,thePityusae orPine islands,

near Hispania, Strab. p. 167.

Yllvp7Jv, , , made of bran., , bread made from
bran.,,— II, Hipp., a, >,=7. [], , small kind of
olive, of the colour of, which
was pricked before it was ripe, and
then preserved, Call. Fr. 50, Philem.
ap. Ath. 56 C.,,,=^., ov, ,—, Ath.

114 ., ,() bran-like.—
. like scurf., ,() the husks of
corn, bran: then, generally, grounds

or refuse, Lat. furfura, Hipp., and
Dem. 313, 17.—II. a bran-like eruption

on the skin, esp. the head, scurf dan-

driff, hat.furfures,porrigo, Diosc. : also,,. [] Hence, as pass., to be scurfy,

Hipp.',.{.) bran-

like, Hipp.

—

. like .icurf Id., v. Foes.

Oecon.
\.,, , Piiys, a nymph be-

loved by Pan, changed into a pine,

Luc. D. Dial. 22, 4 : from', , , poet. dat. plur., Od. 9, 186 : the pine-tree,

Lat. pinus, Horn., and Hdt. :—it dif-

fers from the (v. sub) :

0pp. calls it?., like the pinus

silvestris, montana and rubra.—Pro-
verb., 7, to

be destroyed like a pine-tree, \. e. ut-

ter/i/, because the pine-tree wben once
cut down never grows again, Hdt. 6,

37 ; cf. Bentl. Phalar. p. \&) sq.—II.

poet, also any thing made from the
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pine. (From the same root come, etc. ; cf. sub fin.) [t]

Hence,,^,
Anth. P. 6, 253.^, ,(,) like the

pine : abounding in pijies, Plut. 2, 676
A.,, , a pine-forest.,, ,=^.,=, Hes.
Th. 655., redupl. form of root

-,, akin to,, (as

of -,,) : only
used in pres. and nnpf :—strictly, to

let be seen, show, give a token, , II.

10, 502 ; esp. by words, to make known,
tell, tell of, , . Horn. Merc. 540

;

, II. 10, 478, Od. 11, 442 ;

aWij'koLOi, or ,
Od. 22, 131, 247.— Ep. word, used
also by Aesch. Pers. 061, Ag. 23, Cho.
279, Eum. 620.—2. so, also,-

as dep., to make manifest, show,

Ti, II. 12, 280 ; 21, 333 ; esp. by words,
to make kywwn, , Od. 15, 518 :

hence, as in act., to tell of, narrate,,
11, 15, 97, Od. 2, 32, Hes. Th. 655
(where however stands)

;

TL, II. 16, 12, etc.— II. later also

as pass., to have told one,

hear, learn, Nic. [- in the for-

mer half of a hexam. before the pen-
themimer, II. 10, 478, 502; 18, 500,
H. Hom. Merc. 540 : m the latter

half always - : the depon. seems to
occur only in the latter, conseq. with- ; so in Aesch. : and this is the
real quantity of in redupl., ace. to
the analogy of,, •,, etc.]-,, , . 1. for sq.,, , an unknown bird,

Arist. . . 9, 1,28.,. thecompd.., subj. aor. of, Od., , {,) fatty., , , neut., gen. -
:
—fat, well-fed, plump, sleek, esp.

of animals, , II. 9, 207
;

?/? , . 9, 464
;, II. 23, 750; -, Hes. Th. 538 :—also, . -, rich fat, II. 22, 501, cf Hdt. 2,

91: JTvpov ., Xenoph.
1, lot.— II. metaph. of soil, rich, fer-

tile,,, etc, II. 23, 832 ; 16,

437, etc. ; , pingues segeies,

12, 283 ; so, of wine. Soph. Tr.' 703 :

—hence, generally, like , of
•persons and places, rich, wealthy, -,, Od. 9, 35. II. 2, 549 ;, Aesch. Ag. 820 ; of

persons, .. Plat. Rep.
422 ; , in plenteous

measure, Theocr. 7, 33.—Ill.compar.
and superl.,, as if

from, II. 9, 577, . . 48, Hes.
Op. 387. [],, part. aor. of'. Od.\., , Pion, a mountain
near Ephesus, Paus. 7, 5, 10 : cf., Dor. for.., ov, , dim. from.—II. a kind of ointment., ov, . a sort of eagle, also

or, Lat. plancus,

Arist. H. A. 9, 32, 2..,, ,{) a wax-
puppet, doll. Call. Dem. 91.,, , Plango, fem.
pr. n., concubine of Mantias, Dem. p.

994. sqq.

—

2. ,, o,masc.
pr. n., Ath. 690 C.1?., f. -,() like., to turn sideways or aside,.

(sc. ttju), to tack to andfro so as to make
way against adverse winds, Luc.
Nav. 9 ; metaph.,. ' -, Plut. Demosth. 13.—II. pugilist,

term, to make a feint : hence metaph.,
to deceive, LXX.

—

III. in Gramm. to

inflect, decline. Hence?,, , 6, a placing tide•

wai/s, makiyig slanting.'/, f. -, to play upon
the crossflute : from. , ,{, -) the cross-flute, German flute, as
opp. to the fli)te-abec, Theocr. 20,
29, Bion 3, 7 :—elsewh. av-
?.—II. as adj.., ov, play-
ing upon the cross-flute. (Aemil. Por-
tusin Lex. Dor. compares the French
word flageolet.), ov,{,-) having fruit at the sides, The-
ophr., ov,(,-) having stalks at the sides, The-
ophr., a, ov, also, ov

:

—placed
sideways, slanting, aslant, athwart, Lat.
obliquus, transversus, Thuc.7, 59, and
Xen. ; opp. to, Plat. Rep.
598 A ; ., sideways, Xen. An. 1,

8, 10 :

—

Tu, the sides, Hdt. 4,
49 ; esp. in military sense, the flajiks

of an army, Thuc. 4, 32 ; .-, on the flanks, Xen. Cyr, 5, 2, 1 ;. tv, to make an army
file off right and left ; Id. An. 3, 4,
14 ; , from the side or in

flank, Thuc. 4, 33 ; 7, 6, and Xen.

;

so, ., Polyb. 1, 22, 8 ; /-, to take
the enemy in flank, Xen. Cyr. 7, 1,

26, etc. ; -, to lay one's sell open in flank,
i. e. open to attack. Plut. 2, 28 D, ubi
V. Wyttenb.—2. of places, sloping.—
II. metaph., as opp. to straightfor-

ward, sideways, crooked, treacherous,, Find. I. 3, 8, cf N. 1, 97 ; so,, Eur. I. A. 332; tim-

id, wavering, Polyb. 30, 1,6, etc.— III.

in Gramm. , Lat.
casus obliqui, Diog. L.—IV. adv. -.
(Usu. deriv. from, but-

has ; others from, v..) []., ov, constructed

with the oblique cases, Gramm.,, i], () a
slanting direction.— II. casus obliquus,

Gramm..,,{,•) one who guards the flanks of an
army on the march, Diod. 19, 82. [i], , = 1, Xen.
Eq. 7, 16. ^

^}. ,,\. sub-.., v. ?.,, ,() either

(act.) he that leads a.tfray, or, less

pro!)., (pass.) the roomer, epith. of Bac-
chus. Anth. P. 9. 524, 17., ,, also , 6v Aesch.
Ag. 593() :

—

wandering, roam-
ing, ', Od. 12, 61

;

•) , Od. 23, 327 ; these

are confounded by later writers (as

Hdt. 4, 85) with the Symplegades, v.

Nitzsch ad I. ; of ships, Aesch. Pers.

277 (v. sub.) ; .,
Eur. Supp. 961.—II. metaph. wander-

i7ig in mind, distraught, Od. 21, 363.

—

III. uncertain, tvavering, Aesch. Ag.
593.,, , poet, for-
, /., a wandering, roaming, Od. 15,
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1?., , )7,=foreg., dub. 1.

Lye. 1045.., , the side, old Dor. word,
whence/ (cf. Lat. plaga) is

usu. deriv., Tab. Heracl. p. 189., -. inf. and part,

aor. 1 pass, from 7?.., , , (-/.) wet,

damp,- , Agath.
50 : esp. of the hody, flabby, soft, loose,., etc., Hipp. (v. sub
7/^(5•> : — soft, tender, Ap. Rh. 3,

1393. Hence
1'/07, tjtoc, f/, dampness,

Hermes ap. Stob. Eci. 1, p. 1096., .(,)
tike wet. wettish, liquid, Hipp.',, , as if from
7/.,^•?.. []/., , {7?.) to be wet or
damp ; hence, to be or become flabby,

soft, Hipp., Arist. H. A. 3, 6, 2 : cf.

/.., , to talk nonsense, La-
con, word in Ar. Lys. 171, 990. (Perh.
from -/., like des platitudes in

French : or it may be merely onoma-
top., like 7, Lat. blaterare,

Scottish blether.)', ^,=7rZa{5of, Emped.ap.
Simplic. [],, , =,
Hipp.',, moisture, wet, damp-
ness, Hipp. : hence flabbiness, soft-

ness. Id. ; cf. Foes. Oecon. []
Hence'/., ,{}=6.', with (as if from root

.\-) fut. '/, aor. 7?.-
ySa. Like tt/mvuu, to make towander
or roam, drive about, esp. to drive from
the right course, cast away, II. 17, 751,

Od. 20, 307 : metaph., to lead astray,

mislead, Od. 2, 39G ; to lead from a
plan or purpose, II. 2, 132.—Pass. c.

fut. mid.,/, aor./.,
to wander, rove, roam about, go astray,

'/. , Od. 1,2;' , 6, 278 ;?. , brass
glanced off from brass, 11. 11, 351; —
so in Find. N. 7, 55, and Trag. , --, Aesch. Theb. 784

;/-^ ; i. e.'/. /. ;

Soph. . C. 1231.—Also in Hdt. 2,

116. but never in Att. prose., , , a platter, dish or
mould in which bread, cakes, etc.,

were baked ; hence the baking-wo-
man in Ar. Ran. 549 is called-. (Either from or from.) [a]., ov, TO, and,
ov,.=^, Theocr. 15,'115./,-,=?.,-,
V. sob../, poet, collat. form of-, but seemingly only intr., to ap-

proach, draw near, Tivi, Soph. El. 220,

Phil. 728, Eur. Ale. 119. So also in

mid../.., , , an oblong figure
or body, Ar. Ran. 800 ;

., a square, hke, Xen. An.
3, 4, 19, cf Sturz Lex. s. v. : esp. of

an army, , to be
drawn up in square or mass, Lat. ag-

ndne quadrato, as opp. to marching or-

der, Lat. agmen hngum, Thuc. 7, 78,

cf 6, 67, and Xen. (cf sub-) : 3/., for

/., C. 40, 2, cf Interpp.

ad Xen. Cyr, 5, 3, 39. ( Akin to

-/.,/,., —/.), , .:=:.
Hl/MKevTia, , /, Placentia, in

Gallia Cisalpina, now Piacenza,

Strab. p. 216.?, ,,{)=,
broad, Theocr. 7, 18.

_/., , , for, very

dub., Seidl. Dochm. p. 25.',.. -,, , Placia,

a city of Lesser Mysia, a colony of the

Pelasgi, Hdt. 1, 57.—. wife of Ilus

in Troy, ApoUod. 3, 12, 3., , , Ion. -, of
Placia ; oi /., the inhab. of
Placia, Hdt. 1, 57.?., , ov,() made out

of a board, wooden,, Anth. P.

6, 98. []
17,, , a bench, seat, couch of

flowers, Hesych.?., {?.), , a flat

cake, Sophron ap. Ath. HOC : fem.

-,, Diosc..,, , (,) flat,

Orph. Arg. 949 ; cf..
17., ov, J], fPlacus, a mount-

ain of Mj'sia above Thebe, which
was hence called Hypoplacian, II. 6,

396: ace. to Strab. p. 614 there is

no such mountain theref : v..-./.', ov, , dim. from, Strab. []?., , , (?•.)
like cake, Ath. 58 ./., , , dim. from./., ,, of or for
the baki?ig of cakes, Ath. 643 : from?, , (,) cake-baking, Sopat. ap. Ath.
644 C., , {, -) like cakes, Ath.,, , contr. from/., aflat cake, freq. in Ar., as,/. ?,, Ach. 1125; cf.

Ath. pp. 644-6 :—also resolved .-, Anth., , {) to cover vrith

flat pieces or plates.,. 6, Dor. for ?.-. Anth. P. 6, 294.1?., ,=., Arist.

. . 2, 17, 10., , one who
overlays with marble.

ill/.avaaia, , , Planasia, an isl-

and in the sinus Gallicus, Strab. p.

185.,, . Ion. in Hdt.

:

f.- {.) :—like, to lead

astray, lead from the right, road, lead

wandering about, Hdt. 4, 128, Aesch.
Pr. 573 : to lead from the subject, in

talking, Dem. 448, fin.— 2. to lead

astray, mislead, ?. (olim),) ; Soph. . C. 316 ; cf
Plat. 'Prot. 356 D, Legg. 655 D ; also

to seduce from, c. gen., Schaf. Mel. p.

88.—II. pass.?., f.- :

aor./, : pf :
—

to wander, roam, about, stray, II. 23,

321, Hdt., and Trag., as Aesch. Pr.

564 ; c. ace. loci,/.,
to wander over it, Lat. oberrare, Eur.
Hel. 598 ; but c. ace. cognate,-
?../., to wander
about a^ in a labyrinth, Xen. Cyr. 1,

3, 4 ; /. , Hdt. 2,

115 ; to do a thing at random. Id. 6, 52
;

esp. of reports, to be spread about.

Soph. 0. C. 304 :—c. gen.,', having missed one's opportu-
nity. Find. N. 8, 6.—2. to wander in

mind, Aesch. Pr. 473 ; io be at a hss,

Hdt. 6. 37 ;. .
Plat. Hipp. Maj. 304 C ;, Id. Phaed. 79 C,
etc.

.,7.. Ion. for 7.-,., Hdt.', , , like 7., wan
dering or roaming about, straying, Hdt.
I, 30 ; 2, 103, and freq. in Aesch., as
Pr. 576, 585, 622; cf. Elmsl. Soph.
0. T. 67 : 7.., a digression,

discursive argument. Plat. Parm. 136
E, Legg. 683 A.—II. metaph. a going
astray, Lat. error,

7., Eur. Rhaid. 1, 8; ., Flat. Phaed. 81 A, etc. []
17.7/, , , {7.)

wandering, going astray, Aesch. Pr.
828 ;

-.. Soph. . . 727.—
II. an error, []
17.,, , {7.) one who

wanders or roams, a wanderer, roomer,
rover, vagabond, Lat. erro. Soph. O.
T. 1029, and Eur. ; c. gen.,, roamers of the sea, Eur.
Ino 25.-2. , the

planets, Xen. Mem. 4, 7, 5 ; and, sim-
ply, o'l7, Arist. Anal. Post.

1, 13, 1.—3. 7.., fevers that

come in irregular fits, Hipp. ; also 7.•], cf Foes. Oecon.
^117jivrjaLa, , , Planesia, an

island onthecoastofHispania, Strab
p. 159., ov,(,)
having a wandering seat, i. e. moving
about freely, of the knee-pan, Arist. H.
A. 1,15, 5.,, ,() a mak-
ing to wander : a dispersing, ,
Thuc. 8, 42.—II. metaph., a mislead-
ing, []/., verb, adj., from 7.-, one must wander, Xen. Lac. 9, 5./', to wander about : from17., ov, ,= -/•7?•. Soph.
O. C. 3, 124 ; . , Eur.
Heracl. 878 : — of merchants, Plat.
Rep. 371 D; .'. - •, of hares, Xen. Cyn. 5, 17 : cf.7. Hence., , , disposed to wan-
der, roaming, Strab. p. 345.

17.,, , fem. from 7.•. Lye. 998./., ,,(7) wander
ing about. Flat. Tim. 19 .—II. me-
taph., erring, Plut. 2, 550 D./., ov, poet, for 7.
Leon. Tar. 100. [], , , (.,)
UTOng way, bye-way, . Horn. Merc.
75 [where-, but only metri grat.].

—Others take it as adj.,?,
a, ov, going by bye-paths, wandering,
in which case must
be joined.', , ov, also, ov, act
leading astray, cheating : -, a de
carer, N.T.—2. pass. ita/wfen'n^. roam
ing, 7.. , fortune 's a
wandering, fickle thing, Menand. p. 97,
cf Nicostr. Syr. 1 : but7.-—, opp. to o'l..—
II. 7, , as subst. a wandering
about, roaming, straying, like /..
Soph. O. C. 1114, Eur. Ale. 482, etc.

:

7., the wanderings of
thought. Soph. O. T. 67 ; but, .. wandering of mind, madness,
Eur. Hipp. 283, cf Fr. Incert. 164:, in uncertainfits, of a disease.
Soph. Phil.758,v. Ellendt s.v.:—., of the act of weav-
ing, Eur. Ion 1491./,,(/,)
trodden by wanderers, Aesch. Eum. 76./.,^/., to wander
about, Ar. Av. 3.17,,=^7.7], Hipp,
ap. Erotian.', , gen. 7., any thing
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fi,al and broad, esp. flat land, a plain,7/, Aesch. Pers. 718, cl'.

Euiu. 295. St)])!!., etc. ; vtKpCrv-, the nether world, Soi)h. O. C.

1564 ; so, , the ocean-

plain. Find. P. 1,21, and Kiir. ; -, Eur. El. 1310; cf. Jac.

A. P. p. 521 : the flat top of a hill.-,,, -, iSoph. Aj.

1220, etc. ; so, ', irom the top story ot'a tower,

ld.Tr.273 :—also, « flat stone, tovibstotie,

Anth. P. 7, 324.—The irreg. dat.-, in Orph.,
is very dub. (Hence,-, Lat. placenta : also, lanx lanc-is,

a dish : same root as Geim. flach, and

so akin to'-, q. v. Bultni. also

refers, q. v., to it, cf. our plank,

Fr. planche, etc.), ov. Dor. for/-, Pind.,, ,{) mould-

ing, conformation, Einped.218, cf. Po-

lyb. 0, 53, 5.—11. in iiiusic=^Aaa//a.

["],, ,() any

thing formed or moulded, esp. froijp clay

or wax, an linage, figure,, Ar. . 686 ;. Plat.

Theaet. 200 .— II. that which is imi-

tated, a counterfeit, forgery , Dem. 1110,

18 ; an assumed form or manner, like.—III. in music, an affected

'execution, such as the use of shakes,

falsetto, etc., instead of full, natural

tones, , Theophr. .
PI. 4, 11,5, cf. Interpp. ad Persium,

1, 17, and Quint. Inst. 1,8,2: of like

affectation in orators, actors, etc., Plut.

2, 405 D., ov, 6,{) fabri-

cated, counterfeit, Arist. Gen. An. 4,3,

30.—II. one addicted to lying, Plut. Ca-

mill. 22., , ,{) imi-

tating. Adv. -.
Iaop(po,ov,wriling speech-

es for possible (not real) occasions., ,[,)
feigned, unreal, Arist. Gen. An. 4, 1, 12.', Att. -rrw: fut.,
[(i]. To form, mould, shape, Lat. fin-

gere, strictly used of the artist who
works in soft substances, such as

earth, clay, wax,. , Hes.

Op. 70, Hdt. 2, 47, 73, Plat, etc.;

mostly opp. to -/, as the statu-

ary's art to the painter's. Plat. Rep.

510 ; . ,, to

mould in clay, in wax, Deni. 47, 15,

Plat. Legg. 668 ; also, kn, Id. Tim. 50 .—Pass., to be

moulded, made, one

is in course of formation, Hdt. 3, 108.

—II. generally, to bring into shape or

form, —. -,, , mould

and form the mind or body by care,

diet and exercise. Plat. Rep. 460 A,

cf. 377 C.—III. to form in the mind,

form a notion of a thmg. Id. Phaedr.

246 C, cf Rep. 420 C.—IV. put in

a certain form.. (SO as to

pronounce more elegantly). Plat.Crat.

414 D: so in mid.,?.. tj), having formed hnnsrtfm face, i.e.

composed his countenance, Thuc. 0,

58, cf. Dem. 1122, 12, 20.— V. metaph.

to make up, fabricate, forge,. Soph. Aj. 148
;

and freq^ in Dem. .who also uses mid.

in same signf. ; cf. Xen. An. 2, 6, 20 :

absol., , 1 shall

bethought to speak from invention, i.e.

not the truth, Hdt. 8,80. cf. Xen. Mem.
2, 6, 37 :—pass., -
vo,nofalseboSl. Aesch. Pr.lOSO;, saying !< was
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a forgery, Isae. 63, 9 ;'/ Aoyov, Plat.Tim.
26 .—2. of an actor or singer, to use

studied and affected ornaments, v.-
III.,, o,=sq. : fern,-, Anth. Plan. 310.', , ,() a moidd-

er, modeller, an artist who works in

clay or wax. Plat. Rep. 588 D, Plut.,

etc., ov, , Dim. from
sq.,,,.:
the scale nf a balance, Ar. Pac. 1248,

Ran. 1378, Plat.Tim. 63 B, etc.—2. the

scale on which the wine was thrown in

playing at cottabus, Antiph..-
1

.—3. from the likeness, the shell of
an oyster, Opp. H. 2, 179.— II. a pair of
scales, balance. Soph. Fr. 14, cf. El-

lendt Lex., s. v. 1 : hence, a yoke for
horses, Eur. Rhes. 303.—III. a splint

for keeping broken bones in their place,

Lat. regida or/i?ni/a,Hipp.—IV. from{) a whip, Aesch. Cho. 290., , ,{?) fit for
or skilful in inoulding : al .
the arts ofmoulding clay, wax, etc., the

plastic arts, statuary, etc., Plat. Legg.
679 .—II. well formed or 7nade, Id.

Tim. 55 E.- ,, fem. from?),
Ael. N. A. 5, 42.

7"0}', , to counterfeit

writing, Artemid. 4, 29 : and, , , a forgery,

Joseph. : Irom, ov,{,-) forging, Artemid. 1, 52?, , , (,) one who wearsfalse hair, Mane-
tho., ov,(, -) talking fictions., , to tell fictions,

lie : from,,{,)
telling fictions : ., a liar., , contr. for:
v. sq. sub fin.•, , ,{) formed,
moulded, esp. in clay or wax, Hes.
Th. 513.—II. metaph., 7nnt/e up, fabri-

cated, forged, counterfeit,.,
sham inspiration, Eur. Bacch. 218

;. a supposititious son,

Soph. O. T. 780:—and so perh. in

Aesch. Eum. 53, ov -
u,wilhOsharn,unrealsnongs,
i. e. snoring so as to show they are

really asleep ; but here it is usu.

taken for (Elmsl.Med. 1 19

would read), with snorings

unapproachable, adv. -, opp. to,. Plat. Soph. 210 C,

Legg. 642 D.
^)', , to form, mould.

Hence,,, any thing

formed: an image, etc.>•, , , a forming,
moulding : from,,{,*)
forming, moulding : creating., , ear-rings, Ar. Fr.

309, 10., , i/, fom. of,
Hermes ap. Stob. Eel. I, 1084., , v. sub)., , f. -, to clap, cIoo

the hands, Theocr. 8, 88 ; of broad,

flat bodies coming together, to clash,

crack. Id. 3, 29 ; so in mid., Mel. 125

:

cf. ?..—II. to beat, so as

to make a loud noise,, Bion
1, 4; ., Anth. P. 0, 218.

From

, ijif, ,{,-,) any noise caused by the

collision of two flat bodies :
—a rattle,

Arist. Pol. 8, 6, 2 (ubi cf. Guttling)
Diod. 4, 13, cf. Leon. Tar. 33.,,,(')
clapping, Theocr. 3, 29, Anth. P. 5,

296. [u], =.— II. to

cackle, v. I. for-.?.,,= : from,, ,{)
clapper, rattle.—. , the petal of the

poppy, etc., cf. sq.

}''»', ov, , dim. from
foreg., a small rattle for children.—IJ.

the broad petal of the poppy and aneinonif

so calle(i because lovers took omens
from it, laying it on the upper part oJ

the left band or arm, and striking it

with the right ; and it was a good
omen if it burst with a lo-ud crack,

7'heocr. 3, 29 ; 11, 57 ; cf.?].^,, . P/ii/nfa,daughtei
of the Asopus, Paus. 9, 1.— 11. Poet.
= sq., 11. 2, 504.. , , uSu. in prose,

poet, also (. foreg.) ; Pla•
taeae, a city in Boeotia, tHdt. 9, 29,

etc., who calls it also, 9, 51 f hence adverbial dat^, at Plataeae, v. Buttm.
Ausf. Gr. ^ 116, 6.— 12. a deme ol

Sieyonia, Strab. p. 412 ; whence, of Plataeae, Id. lb. [a]\,, , a Plateiean ;, Ion. -, , the-
taeans, Hdt. 6, 108, etc.\, -, , of Plataeae,

Platacan, ., Hdt. 9, 25.],, , fern, to foreg.,

. , the Plataean territory, Hdt.
9, 25. [].,,{,)
offlat shape, broad and even, Arist. H.
A. 5,16, 1.^,, , Platamodes,

a promontory of Messenia, also called

Cyparissium, Strab. p. 348.., ,{) any
broad, flat body or space, esp. aflat
.stone, H. Hom. Merc. 128 ; flat

beach, Ap. Rh. 1, 365; aflat reif ol

rocks at the water's edge, Polyb. 10,

48, 7, A rat. 993. (The form-
is very dub.)'^, a, ov, of or belonging to

the.— II. (sc.-
), , a kind of apple, Ath. ?1 A.^, , , the PIntanius, a
small river of Boeotia, emptying near
Halae, Paus. 9, 24, 5.'^•, , . Dor.-, =, tin Sparlat,
Paus. |3, 14, Sf.—II. an unknown
fish, Plin.,, oi',=,
Galen.•(-. ov,.=,
11.2.307, 310, Hdt. 5, 119, etc.,, , contr.

for ', = ,,
Theogn. 878. Hence,, , Plata
nistvs, ace. to Strab. p. 345 another
name for Macistus.—2. a promontory
of Laconia, Paus. 3, 23, 1.\.,, , Platanis
Ion, a river of Arcadia near Lycosura.
Paus. 8,39, 1., ov, //, the oriental plane,

Lat. pldtanvs, a tree of the maple
kind. Ar. Eq. 528, Plat. Phaedr. 229
A, sqq. (From, 3r-^if, bo
cause of its broad leaves and spreading

forni.l ^^]^,, , Platanus, a city



of Phoenicia : 1?~., Polyb. 5, 68, 6.',,{~,)
like plane-tree : ,,
substances like plane-leaves, Plut. 2,

896 .,, , (?.)
grave ofplane-trees, Lat. platanetum., ,,, b, Alexandr. name
oithe fish, Ath. 309 A. [],{) to slap Qr clap

two fiat bodies together.

iSl'/., , , Plalea, an island

on the coast of Africa, east of Cyrene,
now, Hdt. 4, 151 ubi v. Bahr;
also and., , , v. sub.-', Dor.-: {,):—to speak or pronounce broadly, esp.

like the Doric, Theocr. 15, 88, ubi

V. Valck. ;' occurs in

Hesych. ileace., ov, o, a broad (esp.

Doric) dialect or accent, Quintil.,, ov, ,(/) a plate,

table, tablet, Polyb. 6, 34, 8., adv. from ?^.
H/MTij or, , : (,) :

—the fiat or broad surface of

a body, esp.,— 1. the blade of an oar,

Lat. paimula remi ; hence also the

whole oar, Trag., as Aesch. Ag. 695,

Soph. Aj. 359, and very freq. in Eur.;

hence,? ), by ship, by

sea. Soph. Phil. 220 ; /,
with a fair voyage, lb. 355 :

—

., i. e. the shepherd's croolt, Lye.
96.—2. the broad $ ; \=--, the shoulder-blades, [a]

or, 7/,=ioieg.,

Lob. Phryn. 72. [a]

H?MTiov, ov, TO, dim. from 7.., adv. Dor. for,
Theocr., Anth. Plan. 249.,, ,[) poet, for, a wife. At. Ach. 132., ov, , a large species

of the fish, v. Dorio ap. Ath.

118 C : also,=, Ath. 308 F.,() as pass., to

be made fiat like the blade of an oar

(of.), Ar. Ach. 552.,, ,() breadth,

width, (opp. to and, Plat.

Soph. 235 D), Simon. 66, Hdt., etc.
;—absol., ., or to ., in breadth,

Hdt. I, 193; 4, 195; or, Plat. Soph. 235 D,
266 A. [a], , , {7) of.-

fin.., Att. for.,, with broad,pur-

ple border, Inscr,, ov, with broad roads.',, , ,(,
avx7'jv) broad-necked, Manetho.?.,, , ,(^,) broad-bellied.,{,) to

beat the ivater with tlie broad end of an
oar, generally, to splash about in the

water, of a goose, Eubul. Char. 1
;

to make a splash, splutter, swagger, Ar.

Eq. 830.,, Alt.-,{-, ?. ) broad-tongued, Arist.

Part. An. 2, 17, 4.?, ?), V. sub. [], dep., ( ) to

speak big, boast, swagger.,,(,)
with broad fruit, Diosc. [v], ov, (, -) broad-boughed, Diosc. [].?, ov, (, -) broad-stalked, Theophr. [],, ov,{,)

broad-tailed, Arist. . . 8, 10, 5.

1^^^
, . . .,, , ,(,) broad-horned, Diosc. [], , (, -

?) broad-headed., , ,(,
111) disease of the eyefrom dilatation

of the pupil, also, and, opp. to.., , , () in, de-

tail, diffuse, Paul. Aeg., , , (,
?.) wide-mouthed babbler, Anth.
P. 11,382.'', ov, (?,)
babbling.17., ov.(,)
broad-pointed: ., as subst., a

broad-pointed spear, partisan, Strab. ;

in full, ., Ar. Fr. 401, of.

Alex. Leucad. 3.?, verb, adj., one must
widen, Xen. Hipparch. 4, 3 : from?,() to make broad,

widen, extend; hence in mid.,-
/, to widen one's territory,

Xen. Cyr. 5, 5, 34.—2. to open wide,

T., to talk impudently, LXX :

so in pass., to talk big of one^s self,

Timon ap. Diog. L. 4, 42.?, ov,(,)
broad-backed, Batr. 298 []1?, ov, v.-, ov, (, )
broad-tailed, Opp. . 1, 99. []', ov, (/, -/.) having wide or large eyes.—IL
act. widening the eyes, to.^=,
Diosc. 5, 99., ov, of broadfelt, [], ov,(,-) with broad purple stripe or bor-

dtr,, Archipp. Plut. 5.-, , , -, , broad-

footed, [], , (,) broad-faced, Ael. . . 15,

26.&, , (,)
broad-bottomed.^, , , (,
1>7/) breadth (we say length) in speak-

ing, Diog. L.

1?^()[, , , , (,) broad-nosed, Strab., , contr. -,,
(?.,) broad-fiowing,,
Aesch. Pr. 852., ,(,•) broad-snouted or beaked, Timocl.
Tear. 2, Arist. Part. An. 3, 1, 16., ov,(,)
with broad streets., ela, v, fem. also,
Hdt. 2, {56:—fiat, wide, broad, even

(opp to. Plat. Phaed. 97
D), Horn., Hdt., etc. : far-spread, 11.

2, 474, Od. 14, 101, Hes. Th. 445 : of

a man, broad-shouldered, huge. Soph.
Aj. 1250:

—

., a broad, strong

oath, Emped. 153 : -
?.. flat (i. e. downright) mockery,
Ar. Ach. 1126; but, j'fAdi', to

laugh loud and rudely (so, --, Ar. Pac. 815), of. Lob.
Phryn. 472.—2. ? (sc. ),
a street

:

—also (sub.), the fiat of
the hand, /.,
Ar. Ran. 1096.-11. salt, brackish, -, Hdt. 2, 108, prob. because orig.

was used generally as

epilh. of the sea : but7'-, 11. 7, 86 ; 17, 432, is not the

salt, but the broad Hellespont (i. e.

considered as a river), cf. Aesch. Pers.

875 ;—though Ath. 42 thought oth-

erwise. — III. compar. and superl,,,—also-, Timon ap. Diog. L.—IV.
adv. -. (Cf.,/, Germ.
platt, our fiat, whence plate, etc ,

and7, planus : also through
Germ, fiach connected with ()7.-, etc., Pott Et. Forsch. 1, 93.)

iv]7, ov, (.7,)
with broad border :, Lat.
tunica laticlavia, a tunic with a broad
purple border, Strab. ; esp. that of the
Roman senators : opp. to -, tunica angusticlavia : ., ta-

lus clavus. [fi], , , (7)
any thing widened or spread out, a fiat
piece, plate, as., etc. []17, ov, , dim. Irom
foreg., , , () a
widening, enlarging, LXX. : metaph.,
a boasting, bragging, Timon ap Ath.
610 C. , ov, (?,) broad-breasted, Geop.17, , to speak broadly,

like : from7, ov,(,)
tvide mouthed, Ath. : hence, speaking
with a broad accent./, ov,(,)
with broad slit, Theophr.,,.() breadth,

width, Hipp. : size, bulk, Xen. Cyr. 1,

4, 11. [ig7, ov, (7<,,
7iOv) broad-leaved, Arist. An. Post. 2,
16,2.17., ov,(,)
with broad place or space, Geop. [ii]17,, , , atid17, , (7.,)
with broad nails or hoofs, Def. Plat.

415 A : the form. is bad.^.,, , Plato, son of Ly
caon king of Arcadia, Apollod.—2.

son of Ariston, the celebrated Athe
nian philosopher, pupil of Socrates.—3. a poet of the old comedy, Mei-
neke 2, p. 615, sqq., , , of or relating

to Plato (2), Platonic ; oi,
the followers of PL•to, Platonists,
Strab. p. 541., ov, b, (7. for7, ) one who dwells near,

perh. to be read Plut. 2, 292 D., ace. [?^, q. v.17, adv., (7) in plaits or
braids ; also, in bonds, tied., , , () any
thing twined or plaited,, 7., the
twisting tendril of the vine, Simon.
51 : wicker work, to . .
Plat. Tim. 79 I) ; hence=o,
Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 28 :—in plur., wreaths,
chaplets, Eur. Ion 1393:

—

.,
an embrace, cf. Jac. A. P. p. 590.
Hence, to make plaited work., ov, , dim. from, Arist. Part. An. 4, 9, 13., poet, for, Opp.
C. 3,213, H. 1,311. [i], oi, ace. 7., Ep. compar.
of, II. 2, 129; 11, 395; only
found in nom. and ace. plur. masc.

;

hence Dor. contr. form.17^, a, ov, of the size of a7., Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 11., orig. to run the :

metaph., to take long strides, 'shoot

with a long bow,' Theophr. Char. 23
(25).'7., ov, TO, dim. from /.—II. the Rornan circus.— f2. also
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name of a gymnasium in Elis, Paus.

6, 23, 2.1?.,, , (?^) a

race of a in length.', ov, TO. as measure
of length, a plethron, being 100 Greek
or 101 English feet, the sixth part of

a stade, Hdt. 2, 124, etc. ; also—2.

race-course of this length: and, racing

in one.— II. as a square measure,
10,000 square feet, Dein. 491, 27, cf

Herm. Eur. Ion 1152 (1 137) :—also,

uSed to translate the 'Ron\. jagerum,

though this was about 28.800 square

feet.—In Horn., who always uses the

form, it only occurs as a

square measure., ai. Ion., the

Pleiads, seven daughters ol Atlas and
Plei'one, who were placed by Jupiter

among the stars, II. 18, 48, Od. 5,

272 (in Ion. form):—later, in sing.,, i. e. about Autumn,
Vergiliarum occasu, Hipp.( is

nsu. deriv. from, because Greek
navigation began at the rise and closed

at the setting of the Pleiads, cf
'.), , old way of writing/, ?7/, v..
/., Att. for, like for, more, freq. in Ar., as Ach. 858,

Eq. 444 ; cf Koen Greg. p. 140, Piers.

Moer. p. 294.', ,(,)
to have a plurality ofparts., ,.,() plu-

raliti/, greater length., adv. from, more., , ov. Ion. and Ep. for, full, in Horn., and Hes. the

usu. form ; v. sub., , ov. Ion. and Ep.
compar. from, fuller, Od. 11,

359 ; hence richer, Nic. Th. 119, Arat.

644., ,,^,
dub., V. 7..\.,, 6, Plisthenes, son
of Atreus, father of Agamemnon and
Menelaus, Aesch. Ag. 1G02; Apollod.

3, 2. 2.], ov, , son of Plis-

thenes ; ol', Dor. ,
the Plisthenidac, i. e. Agamemnon and
Menelaus, Aesch. Ag. 1569.

iTl'av, ov, , Plistaenetus,

a painter, brother of Phidias, Plut.', adv.,(') most-

ly, hence very often. Plat, and Xen.
;

OTL ., Xen. Oec. 16, 14 ; ..
Plat. Rep. 459 D., ov, 6, Plistarchiis,

son of Leonidas, a king of Sparta,
(19th Agid), Hdt. 9, 10; Thuc. 1,

132.—Others in Paus. ; Diog. L. ; etc., adv., {)
from most or many places, Ar. Fr. 668., adv., {?.) in

manifold ways., , (•) mani-
fold, ., all the whole
leiigth of time, Aesch. Eum. 763.
Hence)(, also as dep. mid.

: to increase, Ne-
mes. ; esp. of the price of a thing, to

raise the price, make dear. Lys. Fr. 4,

Plat. (Com.) Gryp. 4 (in act.). Hence,, , a raisi/ig the

price, making dear.•, dep. mid., (-) to accuse one as taking the chief

part in a thing ; to assign as the chief

agent or cause of a thing, or r<

Tivor, Aesch. Cho. 1029.\?.,, , PUstoa-
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nax, son of the general Pausanias, a
king of Sparta, successor of Plistar-

chus (20th Agid), Tbuc. 1, 107; 3,

26: also written. Plut./, ,{?)
to throw the most or highest number.

Hence
(sc.) ^,

dice-playing.', ov,(,,-) throwing the most, throwing high,

of dicing, Leon. Tar. 84.?.', {?.,-) to have very great might or power.^?., a, , .=-, PUstolas, Spartan masc. pr.

n,, Thuc. 5, 19, 25: an ephor, Xen.
Hell. 2, 3, 10.?),('.,{,-) in various ways., ov, (,) crowded with people, crowded,, Pind. O. 6,116.

_, ov, b, Pliston'icus,

masc. pr. n., a physician, Ath. 45 ., , ov, superl. of,
most, hence also, a great deal, very

much, Horn., etc. : not only in num-
ber, but also generally of bulk, size,

strength, rank or worth, e. g.-, Od. 4, 097 ; ol,
the noblest, best. Hes. Fr. 73 ;?. , to consider of

the highest value, cf., A. 1 V. : av-

7]?] i/r, his opinion

was mostly.., Hdt. 5. 126; but also,. ?;), Hdt. 7, 220 ;> , he is mostly

engaged in.., Lat. plurimus est in hac
re: , , the

most possible, Hdt. 1, 14; 6, 44: so,

., Plat. Gorg. 481 B, etc. :

-, Thuc, etc.:—, Aesch.
Pers. 327 (cf sub) :

—

,
at the most, ', the

highest degree of a thing, Hdt. :

—

-
.., like the compar.,

Hdt. 2, 35 ; sometimes also^
is added to a superl.. Soph. Phil. 631,

O. C. 743, Eur. Ale. 790, cf Med.
1323: — iv or even, about the most, Thuc. 3, 17

;

cf sub, V.^., ov, , the Plistus, a

small river of Phocis, in the territory

of Delphi, falling into the Crissaean
bay, now Sizaliska, Aesch. Eum. 27

;

Strab. p. 418., ov, {, -) bringing forth most, Manetho., ov,{, -) bearing most, Theoplir.,, . Plistor, masc.
pr. n., an Athenian, Dem 967, 21., ov, , Plistorus, a

Thracian deity, Hdt. 9, 119., poet, for, to sail, Od.
15.34; 16,368., , , neut. 7, more
usu. in Att. than the other form-, neut., compar. of:
on the other forms v. sub fin. More,
Horn., etc. : not only of number, but

also generally of bulk, etc., like .•
: ,,, the greater number,

hence, like ol ?, the viass or

croivd, 11. 5, 673, Od. 2, 277; so oi

in Hdt. ; and c. gen.,, Hdt. 1, 1 ;

esp., the many, the people, opp. to the

chief men, Hdt. 7. 149 ; also the dead,, like ',
Br. Ar. Eccl. 1073, Leon. Tar. 79, 6 :

TO , the greater part

of., II. 1, 165, Od. 8, 475; and freq.

in Att.:— of time, greater, longer,?., Hdt. 9, 111, Soph.,

etc. ; , the greater part of
night, II. 10, 252.—II. pecul. usages
of neut., TO., mostly, to,
Hdt. 3, 52 ;

, to consider of a higher value, Hdt.
etc. : to , but what is 7nore,

but what is the real truth : ?,
mure and more, Hdt. 2, 171, etc. : ro, a higher degree of a thing,

esp., ^ or, Theocr. 1, 20 ; -, his opinion rather

tended, Hdt. 8, 100: , to

haw the advantage, have the best of it,

win, conquer, like, c.

gen., Hdt. 9, 70, cL Valck. Diatr. p.

150 ; so, . Hdt.
8, 29, opp. to : more
fully, , Theogn.
606 : or,
to get on ov forward with a thing, gain
by It, Lat. proficere, c. ace. Erf Soph.
O. T. 911 ; so, , e. g.?^ -. Plat. . 19 :

—

; what more, i. e. what good or
vse is it? Antipho 140, 42, etc. ; so,, 1 get something by
it, Valck. Hipp. 284 ; opp. to, Plat. Symp. 217 C ;

(or ) ,
Isocr. 41 , Dem., etc. :

—

,
as adv., more, further, also written

(q. v.), Plat. Gorg. 453 A,
etc. : but also is oft. used as
adv., esp. foil, by ... Lob. Phryn. 410

;

when a number follows, is omitted,
as is Lat. cptam after plus, and the
number remains unchanged, •7., annos
plus septuaginta natus. Plat. Apol. 17
1), Matth. Gr. Gr. § 4.55, 4: yet the
number, esp. if it be in ace, often

passes into the gen., Xen. An. 3, 2,

34 ; 7, 3, 12 :—as adv. with another
compar., Pors Hec. 624; and some-
times for, Herm. Eur. Ion p.

xii.

The nom. and ace. pi.,-. II. 2, 129 ; 1 1, 395 are only Ep. ; in

Dor. contr.: the contr. for,.,., etc., are Ion.

and Dor., and in Hdt. the prevailing

forms : , nom. and ace. sing,

neut. for,, like for, is

pecul. Att., though only in phrases
like , ?- -, etc., Ar. . 6, Ran. 751, cf
Buttm. Ausf Gr. /) 105 Anm. 23, n.

:

Ion. dat. plur., Hdt. 7, 224.

Hom., like Hes., uses or-
as his verse requires, pi.

and? : in Att. prose,

is far the most freq. ; but in neut.,? is more usu., esp. as it ap-
proaches the adverbial signf : in the
Att. contraction,,, etc..

are, if not the only, yet the older and
belter forms ; for even the neut.

is rejected by Buttm. Ausf Gr. 2, p.

411 ; this neut. pi. is by later writers

strangely enough joined with a sing,

subst., Wess. Diod. 1, 63, Schaf. Dion.
Comp. p. 229.,, 6, {,)
a full time or period, a year, Hes. Op.
615, Call. Jov. 89, Ant'h. P. 6, 93; cf.'.,, , (?.>;) any thing

twintd ox plaited, wicker-work, Ar. Ach.
454, Pac. 528., , v.., = :—xe-, ot the Eri-
nyes, Aesch. Cho. 1049./.. ?;{, ,() an^ ehi/ig

twined or plaited, a coil, wreath,,
Aesch. Theb. 495; .,



wreath of smoke, Ar. Av. 1717:—in

plur. the arms OTfeelers of the polypus-
tribe, Lat. cirri, cf. Foes.Oecon. Hipp,

[] Hence, ov, TO, dim. from
foreg. II, little aryn of a polypus,
Eubul. 1, cf foreg., ov, {,) corded, rigged, of ships, Lye.
230.

WkeKTuvoo), ,{) to twine

into wreaths, braids, etc., Hipp., , , strictly fem. from', a coil, wreath, Aesch. Cho.
248.—2. a twisted rope, cord, string,

Eur. Tro. 958, 1010, Plat. (Com.)
Hell. 4.—3. a fishing-basket or net (cf.). Plat. Legg. 824 B.—4.=, Plat. (Com.) Pha. 1, 16., , ,{) of, occu-

pied with plaiting,, Plat. Legg.
670 A, cf Polit. 288 D.— II. disposed

for twining or becoming entangled, Epi-

cur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 43., , , {) plaited,

ttvisted,,, ,
Od. 9, 247 ; 22, 175, 11. 22, 469 ; -, Hes. Sc. 63 ; and Trag. : ., wicker mansions, i. e. cars,

Aesch. Pr. 709 : and, any plaited or twisted instru-

ments, ropes, Xen. Oec. 8, 12 :, the twisted task-

work of Aegypt, i. e. ropes of biblus,

Eur. Tro. 128.—3. for ;), v.

sub voc.', fut.- : aor. mid. ?.-
.• pf pass,, Hdl.

:

aor. pass, [] or 7/,
the latter, ace. to Bekk., always in

the best MSS . To twine, twist, weave,

tie, enfold, Lat. plicare, plectere, esp. of

braiding the hair, twining wreaths,

making baskets, helmets, Hdt. 7, 72 ;

and twisting ropes, Hdt. 7, 85 ; ., Pind. I. 8 (7), 146 ; and in

Att. :—Horn, only uses aor. mid.,-?,, to braid

one's hair, twist one's self a rope, II. 14,

176, Od. 10, 168 ; cf Hdt. 2, 28, Ar.

Lys. 790 ;
generally, to contrive or

make by art, Jac. A. P. p. 440 : hence,
—3. metaph. to plan, devise, contrive,

like^, Lat. nectere, texere, usu.

in a sly, tortuous manner, .', Aesch. Cho. 220; . ?)-. Id. Fr. 299, Eur. Andr. 995

;

so,.,, Eur. Ion 826,

1280 ; ., Ar. Vesp. 644,

cf. Valck. Phoen. 497 ; in Pind. also,

,., (>, . 6, 146, . 4,

154 ; so. ., like Homer's. Plat. Hipp. Min. 369

; but, , to form a ra-

tional plan of life, v.?,-.—II. pass., to be plaited or twist-

ed,, , Hdt.

7, 85 ; ,
Xen. Cyn. 9, 13 : to twist one's self

round,, Aesch. Eum. 259 :

to clasp, embrace,, .\nth.—2. me-
taph., to be entwined or involved ; in ke.\.

N. A. 5, 30, of words, to be compound-

ed. Hence',, . a plaiting, weaving.

Plat. Polit. 308 D., neut. from (v.-
), and from., adv. part, from-, superfluously., f.- : () :

—to he

more. esp. to be more than enough, opp.

to (Arist. Eth. N. 2, 6, 5):

to abound or be frequent, Tim. Locr.

102 C, Polyb. 4, 3, 12:—. this often happens to me,
Strab.— II. of persons, to go beyond

bounds, take or claim loo much, Isocr.

21 D, Dem. 117, 5; to presume on

something, c. dat., ?;, Thiic.

1, 120.—2. , to have

an excess of, abound in a thing, Arist.

Pol. 1, 9, 7.—3. to have the belter of
one,, Strab.—4. to bid higher,

raise the price, Aristid.— III. in pass.,

to be magnified Or exaggerated, Thuc.
2,35., adv., [') more fre-
quently, oftener, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 14,

Plat. Phaed. 112 D, etc. []", , {) super-

abundance, excess, LXX.
1?'.,, ,{)

superfluity : a doing frequently., ov, , {?.)
abundance, excess, LXX.— II. act. a

magnifying, exaggeration, Polyb. 12, 24,

1, etc.— III. in Gramm., the rise of re-

dundant words. Hence, , , redundant,, ?;, ov, {)
abundant, rich, LXX., adv., in many points of
view. Plat. Rep. 477 A.', adv., () from
several sides, Arist. Coel., adv., in many places,

Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 95.', adv., in various xvays,

Arist. An.lPost. 1,33, 6, Eth. N.,etc., , . -, also --
(Plat. Lach. 192 ) ,= ,

to have or claim more than another, to

have ox claim a larger share. Plat. Gorg.

491 A, Xen., etc. : esp. in bad sense,

to be, have or claim more

than one's due, to be greedy and grasp-

ing, Hdt. 8, 112, Plat., etc. : to gain or

have some advantage, Thuc. 4, 62 ;, Polyb. 6, 56, 2 : freq. with a

neut. adj.,. ,,, etc.,

Thuc. 4, 61, Plat., etc.— 2. c. gen., to

have or gain the advantage over another,. Plat. Rep. 362 B, etc., and
Xen. ; , in a thing, Xen. Cyr. 4,

3, 21, etc. ; , Plat. Euthyd.
15 A : also, . (for -) Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 32, ubi v. Poppo :. , to lord it over the laws.

Plat. Legg. 691 A ; . 7/, to take advantage of your sim-

pleness, Dem. 1434, iin.—3. c. gen.

rei, to have a greater share of a thing,

Xen. Oec. 7, 26 : but, . ?.,-, to bear more heat, cold, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 6, 25.— 4. later, c. ace, to gain

the advantage over,, Died., Plut.

Marcell. 29 : but it occurs as pass.

earlier, to be overreached, defrauded,, Xen. Mem. 3, 5, 2 ;-?, to be de-

frauded in or of 1000 drachmae, Dem.
1035, 26. Hence,,. , advantage,

gain. Plat. Legg. 709 C, Dem. 245,

13 : in plur. gains, successes, Xen.
Hipparch. 5, 11.—II. an act of over-

reaching, trick. Dem. 1218, 29.', verb. adj. from
7\.', one 7nust take more than

one's share. Plat. Gorg. 490 C., ov, ,= ,
one who has or claims more than his

share, hence greedy, grasping, selfish,

Thuc. 1, 40; ., making gain

from his Josses, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 27 :

—

also as adj., .., a grasping,

overbearing speech, Hdt. 7, 158; and
so superl.7,, v. I. Xen.
Mem. 1, 2, 12, Hence, . , like a-, greedy, etc., Isocr. 283 D. Adv.. Plat. Phaed. 91 A ; ., Dem. 610^ 10., . Ion. -,, , (-) the character and conduct of a

, greediness, grasping self-

ishness, Thuc. 3, 82, Plat., etc. : over-

bearing teniper, arrogance, Hdt. 7, 149:

later, concupiscence, v. Jacobs. Patr.

Apost. p. 485.—2. advantage, superior-

ity, Isocr. 79 ; esp. in plur., advan-
tages. Id. 31 B, etc. : ., ad-

vantage over another, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6,

28 : 7., for one's advan-

tage, Thuc. 3, 84, Xen. Mem. 1, 6, 12 :. , gain made from a thing,

Polyb. 6, 56, 3.—3. abundance, opp. to. Plat. Tim. 82 A.''./3, , to be of many
or too many syllables., , , {)='.
'\7, adv. from, too

much, Hdt. 3, 34., , ov ; Ion., ,
ov (as usu. in Horn., though he has, Od. 20, 355) ; but also,,, Hdt, 1, 178, 194: Att.,,, hence fem. nom.
plur., not, as usu. written,

Herm. Soph. El. 1397, Elmsl. Med.
259 ; but neut. plur. '. Full, fill-

ed, c. gen., Hom., Hdt., 11. c, etc.;

hence also,/«W offood, satisfied, also

satiated, cloyed : oiime, fitll, complete,?, tenfull yeiirs,

Hes. Th. 636; ?., Hes. Op.
790.—Compar., Od. 11,

359. (Akin to out full, hat. plenus.), poet, for, from -.., shorter form for sq.,

Hipp., ,{) to havt

a disease of the lungs., , ,{) a dis-

ease of the lungs.,, ^,=foreg., Hipp., , {?.,)
like the lungs, of sponges, Arist. H. A.

5, 16, 10., ,=, Galen.
Hence1?^, , of, like a disease of
the lungs, Galen.,, , v. sub.
—II. a kind mollusc, pulmo marinus,

Plat. Phileb. 21 C., Ion. and Dor. for,
so also,, etc., Hdt.

;

V. sub., adv.. Ion. for,
too much, Hdt. 5, 18.', , , a rib, Lat. casta,

Hdt. 4, 04 : but mostly in plur., like

Lat. costae, the ribs, i. e. the side, of a
man or other animal, II. 20, 170 ; 24,

10, Hes. Sc. 430, Hdt. 9, 72, etc. ;

though, later, we find the sing, in this

plur. signf of side, as Soph. O. C.

1200, Aj. 834, etc. : indeed Elms!.
Herael. 824 thinks that the Trag.
used the fem. form in sing, only, and
for,, etc., would
always read (ra)., ^,
etc. ; he quotes Pors. Hec, 820, Or.

217, but perh. not to the purpose, v.

Herm. Soph. Aj. 1389.-2. also, the

membrane that lines the chest, the pleura.

—II. the side of a rectangle. Plat. Tim.
53 D, etc. : also the factor that enters

into any number, Nemes.— III. the

page of a book, like Germ. Seite, Anth.

P.'6, 62.—IV. in Eccl., wife, Jac,

A. P. p. 418. Cf ?.. Hence,, adv., sideivays, Gramm.. , , Pleiiratus. an
Iliynan, Polyb. 10, 41, 3 : cf 2, 2, 4.., , rarer Dor. form
for, Tab. Heracj., ov, TO, dim, from.

tviiVi/f , , , on or at the side .

cf./..
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•^6, , , suffering from
]

jsleurisy : troin, , {) sc.,
pleurisi/, Hipp., and Ar. Eccl. 417., adv.,{) from the

side. Soph. Tr. 938., ,{,)
to smite the ribs. Soph. Aj. 'i3u.

IIAETPO'N, ov, TO. a rib, an older,

esp. poet., form oi', but most-

ly in plur., the ribs, side, 11. 4, 408,

Hdt. 9, 22, 72, and the more usu. form

in Trag. ; the sing, in Soph. O. C.

1112, Aj. 874 (where we have, the side of the intrenchment

where the ships lay). Cf. sub.//, ,{,)
striking the sides or ribs, Mel. 72.,, , like,
a rib, Aesch. Theb. 890 : in plur., the

sides, }-. Id. Cho. 686.^.,, , Pleuron, an an-

cient city of Aetolia, on the Euenus,
containing a temple of Minerva, 11. 2,

639 ; Thuc. 3, 102 : Strab. distin-

guishe'S between ?/ and //, pp. 451, 459, sqq.— II. , son

of Aeolus and Pronoe, Apoilod. 1, 7, 6.?^, a, oc, of Pleuron,

Pleuronian^ oi ., the Pleuronians,

Strab. p. 401 ; ;), the terri-

tory of P., Id. lb.

or -, verb. adj. from, one must sail, Ar. Lys. 411., ,,() jit mfa-
vourable for sailing,, Theocr. 13,

52. Adv. -, Arist. Meteor. 2, 3, 34.-, , oi, the Pleutauri,

a people of Hispania, Strab. p. 155., fut. or usu.[ : aor. 1 : perf, pass,: aor.

pass, : Hom. uses only

pres. and impf , and in compos, also

fut., II. U, 22: besides

which he has Ep. and Ion. collat.

forms and, with Ep.

syncop. aor.. Though Hdt.

mostly uses, all MSS. give the

common form in some places, as 2,

96, 156.—The contr. into is oft. neg-

lected in this verb even by Alt.

writers, as Thuc. 4, 28 Bekk.
To sail, go by sea, Hom. ; also,., ,-. Id.; c. ace. cognato, -, to sail the watery ways,

Od. 3, 71 Hike , etc.) ; but

this will hardly defend the reading• , Od. 1, 183,

though is found in

ace, as Andoc. 18, 3, Lys. 105, 4,

Isocr, 163 ; and pass, -, Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 16:

vi/t, h Ty -, Plat. Rep, 341

D. 346 B':—late poets seem to use
'/.. generally, for to travel, even by

land, like the French voyager, Schol.

Nic. Th. 295, Merrick tryph. 614.—
II. to swim, like, Hdt. 2, 156.—III.

jnetaph. to be unsteady, like things

lloating in water, to totter, stagger,

Polyb. 3, 55, 2.—IV. proverb.,

tTi- (sc. ) dp-

/'/, while we keep (the ship of) our
country right, Soph. Ant. 190, cf
Dein. 419, tin. (Hence. The
root is- or-, Sanscr. plu,

to swim: cf Lat. flu-erc, our flow,

flood, anil plunge : also Lat.^ere, Gr.,,, so that

and are prob. akin, arid so no
doubt is ?..), Att. contr. nom. and ace.

neut. 1)1. for, from ?Jv : as

ace. sing, masc, v.., neut., for,
. V. : freq. in Horn., and Hes., but
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also in Att. who even prefer the neut.

of this form.[,, ?., neut. plur.

,ful, Att. for, q. v.•, ov,,{) a stick,

rod, like.
_//,, , {?.)=-, sickle, flesych.—II. ai-,—/, . Rh. t^j

655.,, and,{,?-,*) . half-brother, half-sister,, , , {) blow,

stroke, shock, Horn., Hdt., etc. ; -, Ar. Ran. 674, Thuc, etc.

;

/. Plat. Legg.
914 B; , Ar. Nub.
493 ; opp. to ,
ooiJvai, Ar. Eq. 5, Dem. 1261, 20;. Plat. Legg. 877

; hence absol., a wound, Lat. jAaga ;

of a stroke by lightning, Hes. Th. 857
;

also a beating or fighting, battle with

clubs, Hdt. 2, 64: metaph., a blow,

stroke, , Aesch. Eum.
933 ;. Id. Cho. 468 ; ., a

heaven-sent plague. Soph. Aj. 137,

279 :—also, a defeat, loss, Polyb. 14,9,

6, etc., , , v. 1.-,
Plegerium, a city of India, Strab. p.

697.

^-/,, ,=. Soph.
Tr. 522, Eur. I. T. 1366 : wound. Id.

Ant. 1283., , ,{) an apo-

plectic stroke., rare Att. collat. form
from : Thuc. 4, 125 has the

compd..,, ,{, -) fulness, mass, throng, croud,

esp. of people, II. 17, 330, Hdt. 1, 77,

etc. ; a number, Hdt. 6, 44, etc. :

—

to, the greater number, like, oi, the greater part, the

mass, main body, TO. ,
Hdt. 1, 82 ; cf 5, 92 :—hence, the peo-

ple, Eur. Phoen 715; esp.= (5//^of,

tite commons, Lat. plebs, Thuc. 1, 9,

Plat., etc. ; but also as opp. to,
the mob, Xen. Ath. 2, 18 : also, the

government of the people, democracy,

Hdt. 3, 81, Lys. 124, 5, etc. :, periphr. for ?,
Hdt. 9, 73 ; as a noun of multitude
with a plur. verb, Jac. Ach. Tat. p.

416.— 11. in Hdt. also oft. of magni-
tude, size, extent, -, ,, etc., 1, 203, 204 ; 4, 123 : and
of (juantity, . Plat. Rej).

591 ; TO . , Polyb.

1, 75, 5 ;—of time, length, -, Thuc. 1,1, Plat. Theaet. 158 D,

Isocr. 271 A.—III. , upon
the whole, in general. Plat. Rep. 389 D :

~1 TO, usually, mostly,

Lat. ut plurimum. Id. Phaedr. 275 B.{7., , , a dancing much
or nfirn : trom, OV, much dancing,, ov,{,)
containing much.', , ,() in-

creasing ; in Gramm., plural: ., the plural, lb. Adv. -., () to 7nake full

:

to increase, multiply.— II. intr., to be,

become full, like : also to wax
large or immoderate, Hdn., and N. T.
—2. to be full of a resolution to do a

thing, tl, Polyb. 3, 103, 7.~III.

pass.,, to be filled or full,

to abound, Theophr. ; cf. [C], , , Ep. dat.,
not -Ovi, II. 22, 458, Od. 11, 514; 16,

105 :—Ion, foroJ'ulness,a throng,

a crowd, esp. of people, freq. in Hom,
as noun of multitude with pi. verb,

II. 2, 278, etc. [ in nom. and ace.

sing, always in Hom. ; later, as in

Ap. Rh., sometimes , though the ex-

amples are rather dub., Wern. Tryph.
322 ; in the other cases, always.]

1?>,,, ,{) an in-

creasing, enlargement.,{)= II, to

be or become full,, of a thing,

Aesch. Pers. 420, Eur. H. F. 1172 :—
absol., , Hdt. 4,

181 (cf V); of rivers, to swell,

rise, Hdt. 2, 19, 20.—2. to abound.

Soph. Fr. 043 ; , in a thing. Id.

Tr. 54 : to increase in immber, multiply,

Aesch. Cho. 1052, Plat. Legg. 678 :—to spread, prevail, Lat. invalescere,, Aesch. Ag. 800

;

, the current story,

Soph. O. C. 377 ; ,
increasing time, age, lb. 930.

II. Pass., to be filled or full, Hdt. 2,

93 (v. 1.) : c. inf , to be fully

resolved to..., Aesch. Ag. 1381, cf-
II. 2.— 2. to be la the majority,

prevail. Id. Supp. 604., only found in pres., impf,
and poet, pf, with pres.

signf ; Hom. and Hes. use only the

pres.: (the trans, aor.^ belongs
to, q. v.) :—like,?, (intr.) II, to be or becomefull,, II. 21, 218, etc. ; rarely c. dat.,, swelling with
winter's rain, Hes. Sc. 478, (and in

late writers, cf Schaf Long. p. 410,

Bast Ep. Cr. 229, sq.) :—absol.,-/, the moon at full, 11.

18, 484: of rivers, to swell, rise, II. 5,

87 ; 11, 492 ; in prose, esp.,. Plat. Gorg. 469 ),?., Xen. An. 1, , 1,

etc. (V. sub V) ; so,, Pind. 4, 110:

—

to

complete or pass a full period, Pors. Or.
54.

—

?. is never trans., and only
late writers use mid., ,=, to be full

satisfied : also as dep. mid., , fulness : . -,=., Hdt. 2, 173;
7, 223 ; . sub V.—11. fulness,

satiety, Hdt. 7, 49, 2.—III. in medic,
repletion of blood or humours, fulness

c; habit, plethora. (Formed from ?., as from, not compd.
of .), , ^,= foreg., , ,{ III)

offull habit, plethoric.^., , Ion.=nAei(if, II

18. 480 ; also in Apoilod. 3, 10, 1.\, , ', Ple'ione, daughter
of Oceanus, mother of the Pleiades
hy Atlas, Pind. Fr. Dith. 8 : Apoilod

3, 10, 1., , ,{) a striker,

quarrelsome person : a disputer. fighter,

railer, Plut. Dion. 30, etc., cf. Wyt
tenb. 2, 132 D :— Att. superl.-. Hence, f-, dep. mid.,

to fight,, with one, II. 21, 499.

—

II. to beat one's breast for grief, Lat.

plangere, Anth. l• . 1 , 574.—III. to ex-

cite by lustful looks, etc., Ar. Eccl.

1000.—Cf., , ,() of or

fit for striking : - (sc.) fish-

ing by means of striking or spearing.

Plat. Soph. 220 E, cf 200, C—2. dis-

posed to strike, quarrelsome, Arist. H. A.
9, 1,7.—II. metaph., striking the senses,

overpowering,. Adv. -., ov, b,{)
amorous toying, Anth. P. 12, 209



/, , , () any
thing to strike with ; esp.— 1. an instru-

mentfor striking the lyre, Lat. plectrum,

usu. of gold or ivory, H. Hom. Ap.
185, Pind. N. 5, 43, Eur., etc.—2. a
spear-point, Soph. Fr. 164 ; . oiojSo-

?u)v, of lightning. Eur. Ale. 125.—3. a
cock's spur, Lat. calcar, Ar. Av. 759,
1365.—4. punting-pole or boat-hook.

Hdt. 1, 194, Soph. Fr. 151.

;;/3", , (,) making a., , {—/., -) with spurs, Arist. . . 2, 12, 11.',, ,—'/.,, Anth.
. 6. 294., 6,=^, Hesych., cf.

Lob. Phryn. 254. Hence
/.,^=?., Hesych., , , also written,

a rare form for., Polyb. 34, 9,

5, cf. Wessel. Diod. 1, 208.

/./., , , {771) a
mistake in music, false note : generally,

a mixtake, faultiness. Plat. Apol. 22 D,
Legg. 691 A./., , f. -, (?.-) to make a false note in music :

hence, to err, make a mistake, do wrong,

Ti, in a thing, Eur. Phoen. 1650, and
freq. in Plat. ; ' , Antipho 123,

10 ; , Aeschin. 24, 3 ; with a
part., ovv ri -... ; Plat. Rep. 480 A :—pass.,•- , to be mal-
treated, insulted by one, Stallb. Plat.

Phaedr. 275 E, cf. ap. Dem. 279, 11.

Hence-,,, fault, error,, Aeschin. 68, 35, etc.'/.,,{~,?.) strict-

ly, out of tune, making a false note, opp.

to?. : hence, failing, erring: of

things, unpleasantfharsh,^alv -,
Eur. Med. 306, and Plat.; ., Eur. Hel. 1091 : cf. Plat.

Soph. 243 A. Adv. -. Plat. Legg.
793 C. (Acc.toButtm. Ausf. Gramm.
^ 120. 7, from ~?.,)., , (')
failing, sinning, LXX., ij, v. sub. 7../., , ,^=7/.,
flood or tide, Plut. 2, 897 , etc. : also

written- (The paroxyt. ac-

cent,, is wrong before -pa,

cf. Buttm! Ausf. Gr. ^ 7 Anm. 17, n.), , to flow, of the tide :

generally, to overflow, pour over, befull

to overflowing, Hipp. Mel. 117. Hence
or, , ,=:•7..
or, f. -,

:=7'/.7.^'/., ,, Plemmyrium,
a promontory on the east coast of

Sicily, now Punta di Gigante, Thuc.
7, 4, 22 : Plut. Nic. 20.,, , the flow of the

sea, . , the flood setting

in towards land, Od. 9, 486 ; so, ./., Hdt. 8, 129, where it

is also the flood-tide, opp. to,, the ebb, cf, : also,

generally, a fl/)od, as of tears, Aesch.
Cho. 186, Eur. .Ale. 184 : hence, me-
taph., over-fulness, esp. of the fluids

of the body. Hipp., cf. Foes. Oecon.
(All words of this family are usu.

written with, upon the old deriv.

from /., : some would write

it with single , taking it to be

lengthd. from '/,/,, '/.-,,- Buttm. Ausf.

Gr. ^ 7 Anm. 17, .) [ in the one pas-

sage where it occurs in Hom., but in

Alt. V always, as Aesch. Cho. 186,

Eur. Ale. 184 ; hence later it varies,

V. Br. Ap. Rh. 4, 1269, but most
usu. : in the other words from same
root V always.] Hence,, overflowing, running

over, full, Hesych.') or ?:=7?.-, Panyas. 1, 18,. Rh. 4, 706.

[*]?,., , , Plemnaeus, son
of Peratus, Paus. 2, 5, 8./., , , the nave of a wheel,

II. 5, 726 ; 23,339,Hes. Sc.309 ; else-

wh.. (From, ?.?'/ ;

and so, strictly, any thing that is filled

up.) Hence, , , {) a hoop

to secure the spokes of a \vheel in the

nave()./., , (,, ) an
earthen vessel for water, Eur. Pirith. 1,

Pamphil. ap. Ath. 496 A ; also-
/..—It was used on the last day
of the Eleusinian mysteries, which
was thence itself called -'.., /,,7., etc., .-., as prep, with gen., (strictly

from, and so) more than, over,

beyond : hence, except, once in Horn.,

and Hes., viz., Od. 8, 207, Scut. 74

;

freq. in Hdt., and Att.—When found
with any other case than gen., it is

not a prep., but adv., as,

(as if it were' fv,

^). Soph. O.C, 1161, Eur. El.

752 ;, . Soph.
. . 118 ; /. .
Plat. Rep. 529 .—II. as adv., be-

sides, unless, save, freq. in Hdt., and
Att. ; , /. ..., except if,

or when, unless, save that. Soph. Phil.

710, etc. ; so,?. .., Dem. 141,

21 ; so, , Ar. Nub. 1429

;

... Soph. El. 293; 7.]..,
except.., Plat. Apol. fin. :

—

}. -, although, notwithstanding , however

;

also after parenth., yet, still, but; and
so, 7, .., Jelf Gr. Gr. 773
Obs. 4 : '., except so far as.

Soph. O.T. 1509; / '
.., Thuc. 6, 88 : /.^ for,
only so, much like, Hdt. 7, 32,
Dem. 241.3 ; also, '/. /.
or , Soph. Aj. 125, Ant.
236, etc. : hence also like ?;, after a
compar.. ' ?., Eur. Heracl. 231, cf. Jelf Gr.
Gr. ^ 779 Obs. 2.—A finite verb rarely

follows without or some other con-
junct., as, . only he is

gone, Soph.Tr. 41, cf. O.C. 1643 ; ;^' , for .•, Xen. An. 3, 31, 26, cf.

I, 8, 20., . Ion. for^., 3 1. aor. pass, from-, Od. 8, 57, Hes. Th. 688.—IL
3 pi. aor. syncop. poet, from,
II. 14. 468.,, r;,P/eTa?/re, daugh-
ter of Oceanus and Tethys, Hes. Th.
353.—2. daughter of Nereus, Apollod.

/^, , (?./,)
striking Or driving horses, Horn., and
Hes., epith. of heroes, like-.?., , . Plexippus, son !

of Thestius, si; 'n by Meleager, Apol-
lod. 1, 7, 10.—2. .--on of Phineus and
Cleopatra, Id. 3,

'

:. 3.,. ,{) a stroke,

blow, thrust. Ding. L. 2, 17.?., , o'l, the Pleraei, a
people of Dalmatia, Strab. p. 315., -. Ion. for,-, Hdt.

, , gen. , contr.

(/.) -.—full of, filled with,,
Hdt. 1, 180, etc., andveryfreq. inAtt';
more rarely,. ri^of. Soph. Ant.
1017 :—absol.,/«//, Hdt., and Att. ; of
a swollen stream, Hdt. 2, 92 ; of the
full moon. Id. 6, 106: hence,—2. gen-
erally, full, complete, sufficient. Id. 8,
122 ; TTjv , Eur.
Hel. 1411; of an assembly, /«//,^-. Ar. Eccl. 95, cf. Andoc.
15, 10 : of a pebble (^), ivhole,

opp. to, Aeschin. 11,34:
of numbers or periods of time,-., iour full years, Hdt.
7, 20.—3. satisfied, satiated,, with
a thing. Soph. Ant. 1052; c. part.,/. , he has gazed
h\9fill, Hdt. 7, 146, cf. Valck. Hipp.
1327.1?.,,(., .-) of the full moon : ., the full
moon.^,, ,{) ful-
ness., adv. part. pres. from, Arithm. Vett., ,{,) to

bring full measure, give entire satis-

faction or certainly, Ctes. Pers. 39 :

—

in pass., of persons, to have full satis-

faction, to be fxdly assured, know cer-

tainly ; and of things, to be fully be-

lieved, both in . T. Hence/.,, , full meas-
ure ; certainty, Eccl., , , full conviction,

certainty, IS. T., , i. - {., for

does not occur). "To fill,

make full, , Hdt. 3, 123, etc.

;

and in pass., to be filled full,,
of a thing. Plat., etc. ; rarely,
as , filled by
breath, Aesch. Theb. 464 :—rarely,

, to pour one thing
into another till it is full, as, ., Eur. I. . 954 : esp.,—2. .
vavv, to man a ship, Hdt. 1, 171 ; 6,

89, etc. ; also, . . Id.

3, 41, cf. Dem. 1211, J2, and-
; so,/., man the

walls, Aesch. Theb. 32; in mid., 7.-•, to mayi one's ship,

Isae. 89, 10, Dem. 1208, 14.—3. ., to make a woman pregnant.

4. to fill or satiate with food, Hipp., in

pass. ; so, ., Eur.
Antiop. 45 :—hence, to satisfy, sate,7., to glut one's rage,
Soph. Phil. 324, Eur. Hipp. 1328;. Plat. Gorg. 494 C—5. to

make a number full or complete, .., Hdt. 6, 63, cf. 7,29,
Plat. Tim. 39 D : oi7.7^, , those who ynake

up the entire number of the council,
chorus:—pass, with fut. mid. (Xen.
Hipparch. 3, 6), to befall, of an assem-
bly, Ar. Eccl. 89, and Oratt. ; of the
moon, Soph. Fr. 713.—6. to fulfil a
duty towards one, , Aesch.
Theb. 464 ; , to

supply it, Thuc. 1, 70: generally, to

fulfil, accomplish, perform, Aesch. Ag.
313, in Pass.—II. intr. to be complete,7. -, the way comes infull to this num-
ber, Hdt. 2, 7.—The mid. is used
like the act. in N. T., Ephes. 1, 23.

Hence'.,, , that by which a

thing is filled, hence a full measure,

complement,, Hdt. 8, 43, 45 ; esp.

of the men in a ship, a ship's comple-

ment, her crew, Thuc. 7, 4, 12, Xen.,
etc. : so. 77/. 7.. Plat. Rep. 371

:—of number, the sum,
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80 years are fixed as life's longest
sum, Hdt. 3, 22, cf. Ar. Vesp. CCU :—
Eur. oft. uses the word with a genit.

of the tiling tilled, as, ., of
men, Or. I(il2 ; ., of wine,
Tro. 824, cf. Ion 1051, 1 112: but, .. the satiety of the feast, Eur.
Med. 203 ; ., their fill of

cheese, Id. Cycl. 209.— II. a filling up,

completing, like sq.. Soph. Tr. 1213.',, , {) a fill-

ing up, filling, making full, satisfying.

Plat. Gorg. 190 E, etc.—2. Pass, like

foreg. i\,fuln,ss, Plat. Lcgg. 956 :

fulfilment, payment, completion.—3. the

completing a number, Ildt. 3, 07.. ov, b,(^) one who

fills or completes a number, . ipa-

tOv=/, Dem. 517, 18, cf.

Inter()p. ad Hesych. 2, p. 980./, , ,() mak-
ing full, filling up., f. -, {) to

bring near, Ttva TLVL, Xen. Eq. 2, 5

:

pass., to come near, approach, ,
Eur. El. 631.— II. intr., in signf. of

pass., or, Xen.
Cyr. 7, 3, 17; 3,2,8; ahsol. , to be jiear,

Soph. O. T. 91 ; .. Ainphis
Auip. 2 : hence c. dat.. to be always

near, live or associate with, Ijat.famili-

ariter uti, . Soph. . . 1136,

cf. Plat. La'ch. 197 D, Theaet. 144 A
;

oi,, a m^vCsfollowers or

disciples, Isocr. Antid. t) 187, etc. ; but,., like, to go in to a

woman, have sexual intercourse with

her, Isocr. 34 C, Dem., etc.

and,
V. sub./', ov,(,) near

the sea, like', Posidon. ap.

Alh. 333 C. [/]

'

/.,, ro,= sq., , ,() an
approaching, approach, ,
Arist. Rhet. 2, 5, 2 : sexual intercourse,

Diog. L. 2, 100., , , ()
broiight near, near.., ov,(,-,) filling the cheeks, Sopat.
Cnid.,-, v.-

fin.flao, ov, 6, Plesimachus,
masc. pr. n., Plut./, ov,() full

of distress, very dub.,, b, a near neigh-

how, next neighbour, Boeot.-, Inscr. ap. Miiller Orchom. p.

472.
^, ov, (,)

near the house, dwelling near, Dio C., a, ov, {.,)
near. Hotn. ;, II. 6, 249, Od. 5,

71 ; , II. 23, 732, Od. 2, 149.— II.

as subst., a neighbour, Hom., also Hdt.

7, 152:

—

adv.,-., near, nigh,

hard bi/,, Horn., and Hdt. 4, HI

;

, Horn. :

—

, (so. (jv)one^s

Ticig^Aoour, Theogn.221,Gll,Eur. Hec.
996, and freq. in Plat. ; so in Dor., 6, Theocr. 5, 28 ; 10, 3.—The
adj. is mostly poet, and Ion., though
it also occurs in Trag., as Ae.sch.

Eum. 195, Soph. Ant. 761 ; but in

Att. prose only the adv., v. supra.

B. Compar./, Xen.
Mem. 2, 1, 23 ; superl.-: also, -, Id. An. 1, 10,

5; 7, 3, 29 (but with v. 1.-,, v. Poppo ad 1.) ; nearer, near-

est or next, both forms Att., though
the latter more freq.—Adv.-, Hdt, 4, 112. \]
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, ov,(,)
near a country, bordering upon, ,
Hdt. 3, 97 ; but he more usu. has it

absol. of persons who live in a near

country, neighbours, as 3, 89; 4, 13,

etc. ; Tbv , Ar.

Vesp. 393., ov,(,^,) filling or swelling the sails, ov-, Od'. 11, 7; 12, 149;, Eur.
I. T. 430., ,(,,) in thefull light, esp. of the moon,
lanetho.', ov, ()^foeg./,,,(,-) like, that which fills or

sati.tfiis, V. 1. Ath. HI C.—11. impreg-
natio'i, conception, like, Arist.

H. A. 6, 23, 3.'/, , , also and/,(,) : like ?•.-, tlie fiood-tide ; and in plur., gen-
erally, the rising of water, -, Hes. Fr. 25.'/, a, ov,(/) filling,

gorging, Plut. Timol. 6 : ro,
a surfeit, disgu.it. Id. Anton. 24. ., , ,() a fill-

ing up, satiety, Eur. Tro. 1211, Plat.,

etc.; esp. with food, repletion, a sur-

feit, Hipp.: generally, fulness, plenty,

Eur. Incert. 112 : . , one
has enough of a thing, Ar. Plut. 189

;

cf Plat. Symp. 186 C, etc. ; ., Luc. Nigr. 33. Hence, ,,fond ofgorging.?., ,(, -) ofa filling or cloying nature, Hipp.

;

like.., Att. -, (cf. sub fin.)

:

f. - : pf 2 (sometimes with pass,

signf.) : pf. pass,-
: aor. pass, ., but in

compds. usu. (as ?-,, etc.), [] : Hom.
uses pf. 2 always in act. signf. and
Ep. redupl. ; aor. 2 act. and mid. -', inf.,•, and with augm., II.

5, 504 ; also in II. 3, 31, we have -
for : fut. 2

pass,/, Xen. Cyr. 2, 3,

10 ; fut. 3, Eur. Hipp.
894, and Plat.

To strike, smite, wound, oft. in Hom.

;

esp. of a direct blow, as opp. to-
., Hdt. 6, 117: c. ace. dupl. pers.

et rei, to strike one on...,, II. , 240, etc.; and still

more closely, ', Od. 10, 161 :

—

-, to kick or spurn, Od. 22, 20 ; but,, like Lat. tcr-

rayn pulsare or pede quatere, Od. 8, 264 ;/, II. 2, 264 ;, to whip on
the horses to the fray, II. 16, 728 ; of

Jupiter, to strike with lightning, Hes.
Th. 855 :—sometimes c. ace. objecti,

Koviaa?Mv ovpuvov.-, struck the dust up to heav-
en, II. 5, 504 ; and so, '

(for -) Pind. . 10, 132
;
(so in pass.,. Juts

been stamped, Aesch. Supp. 283) ; cf.

:—mid., , etc.,

to smite one's thighs, Hom. ; so /•, Hdt. 3, 14 ; this

was to e.xpress grief, like

and,. plangere pectus :
—

pass., to be struck, stricken, smitten, -, stricken by lightning,
Hom. ; 80 Hes. Sc. 422, cf Th. 861,
and freq. in Trag. ; also, -, stricken by a man, Eur. Or. 497 :

also to be beaten, worsted, or conquered,

Hdt. 5, 120, Thuc. 8, 38 : to be strick-

enhy misfortune, Hdt. 1, 41 : but,,, to be touched by bribes. Id. 8,

5 : . i. e.

I have lost it by this blow, Aesch. Pers.
1014.—11. inetaph. of sudden, violent

emotions, to strike one from one's
senses, amaze, confound, -, Od. 18, 231, cf 11. 13, 394,
(though these places properly belong
to) : later, of vehement
passion, esp. in pass.,, '/, Aesch. Ag. 544, 1660;, etc., like Lat. pcrciis-

sus or ictus amore, V^alck. Hipp. 38,

1303 : rz/f , Plat.,

etc.—The Att. usage of this word is

confined to the pass., though the fut.

act. is used by Aesch. Fr. 255; the
aor. by (Eur.) I. A. 1579; the pf. 2, by Ar. Av. 1350,—but this

itself took a pass: signf. in late wri-

ters, Oudend. Thorn. M. p. 703 : for

the act. the Att. preferred,
Valck. Act. Apost. 12,7: Hdt. also

mostly uses pass. (From the same
root-,-, comes,
Lat. plaga and plango : perh. also akin
to), q. v.), ( ) =^,, dub., . Ion. for.,. Ion. for,.,, ,= , lie-

sych., 3 sing. aor. pass, from-, Horn., anil Hes.— II. 3 sing.

aor. syncop. poet, from, 11.

14, 438., ov. Ion. for ., dub..,, ,(,)
step : standing with the legs far

asunder.—II. in wrestling, a tripping

up.—\\\.=... , ,() amak-
ing of bricks, LXX.—11. drawing up
of an army in square., ov, TO, a brick-kiln, Lys,
ap. Harpocr., a making ofbricks : and, ov, 6, a brick-maker

:

from,() to make into

bricks,, Hdt. 1, 179 : nowhore else

in this signf—2. to make bricks. Thuc.
2, 78, in mid.—II. to build nf brick,

Ar. Nub. 1126; ., Thuc. 4,
07.—in. to make in theform nf a plinth

or brick,, Ar. Ran. 800.. adv. () in the

shape of a brick, Hdt. 2, 96., , , () be•

longing to a brick, .,^=,
Diog. L. 4, 36., , , Plinthine, a city

of lower Aogypt, Strab. p. 799; Ath.
34 A. Hence, 6,, gulf /
Plinthine, forming the eastern bound-
ary of Aegypt, Hdt. 2, 6., , ov, () made
or built of brick, Hdt. 5, 101, Xen. An.
3,4, 11., ov, TO, dim, from, a small hrick, Thuc. 6, 88, Xen.
Cyr. 7, 1, 24: hence, like,
a plinth-shaped body, a chest, pedestal,

sock, die.—2. in the catapult, the parts
by which the arms are strained.—3. in

Arithm., the proportion of twice fo^n
times four.—4. ,
the fields or squares into which the
augurs divided the heavens, templa oi

regiones coeli, Plut. Camill. 32,,, , dim. from, Anth. P. 6, 295, Diod., ,() brick-like.
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7.&070, , to make bricL•, Ar.

Ran. 1139. Hence'?., , , brick-making., , , brick or ,
whether baked in the sun or bv fire,, Hdt. 1, 180, 186; .
Kspu/jcai,, Xen. An. 3, 4, 7 ; 7,

8, 14 (opp. to •, Paus.) ;-',, like Lat. du-

cere laleres, to make bricks, Hdt. 1,

179 ; 2, 136 ;, to bake them, Id.

1, 179; collectively,

layers of brick, lb. :—proverb., ./., laterem lavare, of useless

trouble, Paroemiogr.— 2. any brick-

shaped body, a plinth, esp. of gold, an
ingot, like Lat. lateres aurei, Polyb.

10, 27, 12, etc. ; cf. : the

otinth of a column, Vitruv., , to make bricks

:

from?.6, ,(, '«)
making bricks : ., a brick-maker.?), , to make bricks, Ar.

Plut. 514: and, , , brick-making,

LXX.: from, ,(, *)
making bricks: a brick maker, Plat.

Theaet. 147 A., , to carry bricks, Ar.

Av. 1149: from', ov,(,)
carrying bricks, Ar. Av. 1134., ,= :

—to make

of brick,. P. 9,423., , {,)
built of brick, Aesch. Pr. 450./., , () brick-

shaped, oblong.,,=, Gramm., adv., for which
(q. V.) is more usu., , , a stepping, striding

forward.—II. stretching out : hence
also a span-measure : from', f. -if(j.•— strictly, like

Lat. pltco, to fold : but mostly in mid.,

to cross one's legs inwalking, and hence
to stride, step out, once in Hom.,7?, of mules, Od.

6,318; ci.. (Hence-, q. v. : akin also to .)
Hence
?.,, , the inside of the

thighs, which is chafed in walking, Lat.

interfcmininum. Foes. Oecon. Hipp.-,, ^,=,,
flonring islands, Tlieophr.'.?, ov,{, riKTu^pro-
diicing navigation,, Anth. P.

10, 6., , , dim. from, skiff, boat, Ar. Ran. 139.

la]., more freq. as dep. /-, =), from, but

prob. not before Polyb., Lob. Phryn.

614, sq.?., , ov,=sq., dub./, ov, V. sub.,,() ship-shaped :

from, , , () strictly

floating vessel, hence ship Or vessel in

the most general sense, Hdt. 1, 168,

etc. ; then more nearly defined, as,, small crnft. Id 7, 36.

Thuc. 2, 83 ; ., trans-

poTt-vessels, Hdt. 6, 48 ; .,
ships of war, Id. 5, 30, Thuc. 1, 14 ;., ships of burthen,

merchantmen, Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 21:—
as distinguished from,
was mostly used for a merchant-ship

or transport, being a ship of war,

Valck. Hdt. 6, 48, cf. Sturz. Lex.

Xen. s. V..

1?,, ov, (, )

bearing ships., , , poet, for-, a lock or curl of hair : also col-

lectively, curly hair, Theocr. 13, 7,

Bion. 1,20, Euphor. 52.—Others take

it as dim. from. [ Ion.,

Att. in nom., ace. to Draco p. 23,

20 ; 45, 23 ; in trisyll. cases t always,

as in Bion 1. c], ov, TO, =,
dub.?., , 6,() a lock or

curl of hair, like /., Aesch. Cho.

7, etc. ; in plur., the locks, hair, 11. 14,

176 ; , Pind. P. 4,

145 : but also in sing., collectively,=, Hdt. 4, 34, and Trag. ; -
., Aesch. Theb. 564.—II. a

twisted rope, Xen. Cyn. 9, 12, cf. sq.,,, also written-{):—any thing twined

or plaited. Plat. Tim. 78 C : esp. a

wicker sieve, fan, or winnow, Lat. van-

nus. Ibid. 52 E., ,=?^6, Phe-
reer. Incert. 68.?, , , () twined,

plaited, v. 1. for., 6,(7) aplaiter, braid-

er, Epich. p. 79., , , () a twining,

plaiting, Epich. p. 79.—II. any thing

plaited or woven, a web, Eur. I. T. 817,

Plat. Legg. 849 C—III. metaph., en-

tanglement , intricacy ; the complication

of a dramatical plot, opp. to,
Arist. Poet. 18, 12.—2. web of deceit,

trick, , Eur. Ion 8:i6,

cf. I. A. 936., () =, to

twine or braid, usu., Hipp., ov,{) for twining

or plaiting,, Theophr.«,,, dim. from,
Pint. 2, 141 D.?, a, ov,() twined, v.

1. Od. 13, 295, for., , , ()^-
/zof, Trag., as Aesch. Cho. 197, Soph.

Aj. 1179: —also, a wreath or chaplet,7, the parsley-urfa/A at

the Isthmian games, Pind. O. 13, 45 ;.,, Eur. El. 778,

Med. 841.17, Ep. syncop. part. pres.

from ?., formed after the Ho-
meric?.. Euphor. Fr. 55.

'.?., , and?, Arist. .
., for,7, q. v., , Att. conlr.. , pi.,, etc. : later, we have a

gen. sing,, as if of third de-

clens.. Lob. Phryn. 453 (/.):—a

sailing, voyage, Od. 3, 169, Hes. Op.

628, Hdt. (who always has the dissyl.

form) 2, 29, etc., and Alt. ;,, Soph. Aj. 1045,

Phil. 552 : tfw, out of one's

course, Pind. P. 11, 60.

—

2.=?,
time for sailing, i. e. fair wind, tide,

etc., . Soph. Phil.

1450 ; . i. e. the wind
is fair, Thuc. 1, 137; /,
to have a fair wind. Id. 3, 3 ; ?-, Antipho 139,

12.— Proverb., , of

trying a second scheme when one's

first fails, Stallb. Plat. Phaed. 99 D,

Polit. 300 ; so,. Arist. Eth. . 2, 9, 4.-3. la-

ter used even of a journey by land,

Lob. Phryn. 615, cf.: in Nic,
of the crawling of a serpent, Th.
295., , (,) to

wait for a fair wind, Cic. Att. 10, 8, 9., , ,(,-

) health and wealth, Ar. . 731,

Vesp. 677, Eq. 1091. [i]'\3, , , Plumbaria,
an island on the coast of Hispania,
Strab. p. 159., , Att. contr. for,
q. V., (?) to enrich,

Hdo., , ,() pe-

culiar to a rich man, Alex. Incert. 10, 5., , late form for-.?., ov, giving rich gifts.—11. richly endowed.

1?,, a, ov, (?) rich,

wealthy, Hes. Op. 22, and Att.
;

., Hdt. 1, 32: c. gen. rei, rich in a
thing, Lat. dives opum, Eur. Or. 394,

Plat. Polit. 261 :—sometimes with
collat. notion of royal or noble, Soph.
O. T. 1070.—II. ample, abundant, Eur.
Dan. 3. Adv. -, Hdt. 2, 44, and
Eur./, , v.7.., , , the Aca-
demic philosophy which holds outward
goods in esteem., , 6, a rich churl, a
word coined by Eupol.. 1, 9,

like., etc. ; v. Mein-
eke Menand. p. 161, and cf. the Lat.
termin. -ax., , , Plutarchus,

Plutarch, tyrant of Eretria in Euboea,
Dern. 58, 5 ; etc.—2. the celebrated

philosopher and biographer, of Chae-
ronea in Boeotia.

tH/iOf Tfiif, ,= '.?,, Mosch.
3, 22.?^, , f. -,() to

be rich, wealthy, /-, Hes. Op. 311 ; .,, Hdt. 1, 32; 3,57;' . Soph. Ant.
1168 ; and freq. in Eur., etc. : ., to be rich from the pub-
lic purse, Ar.Plut. 569 ; so. ,
Dem. 576, 1 :—c. gen., to be rich in a

thing,, Aesch. Fr. 225, cf. Plat.

Rep. 521 A, Xen. An. 7. 7, 28 ; also,. Xen. Alh. 2, 11. Hence/., , , enriching,
Xen. Oec. 2, 10.?., , , Plutiades, a
philosopher of Tarsus, Strab. p. 675., f.- () to en

rich, Aesch. Ag. 1268, Xen., etc. :

metaph.,. , Soph.
. . 30 ; ?;, Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 9 :

ironically, to deck out, gladden, Aesch.
Ag. 586., (?) adv., ac-

cording to one's wealth, /.,,
Arist. Pol. 11,9, etc. ; cf././., , , (') an
enriching., a, ov, enriching,

Philo.?., . Dor. for ?.•,(^, )) delighting by
riches, Aesch. Cho. 801, e conj. Tur-
neb. ; for the reading of the MSS.,

is against the metre.?.. ar. , fern, from, Orph. H. 39, 3., ,() to

give riches.— II. to give rich presents to,, Orph. H. 17, 5.,, o,= sq., Anth.
P. 9, 525, 17., , ,(, -) giver of riches, Hes. Op. 125.

\?.//, , , Pluiocles,

masc. pr. ., Luc. Ver. H. 2, 33.1?., , fut. -7/, (?.-,) to govern through wealth.

Hence
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?., , fj, an oligarchy

/ wealth, Xen. Mem. 4, 6, 12.1?.,,{,)
creating wealth, enriching, Plut. Num.
16, etc.,, ov,o,ivealth, riches, Horn.,
Hes., etc. ; -, 11. 1, 171 ; 6?. ,
11. 16, 596 ; . to. Plat. Rep.
421 : in plur., treasures. Plat. Prot.

354 B, Gorg. 523 C, etc. :—c. gen.

rei, •,, trea-

sure ot" gold, silver, etc., tldt. 2, 121,

1, cf. Pors. .Med. 542:—nietaph.,.)>, Eiiiped.300.— II. as masc.
prop, n., Plutus, god of riches, son of

Ceres, and lasius, Hes. Th. U69 : the

later legend represents him as blind
;

V. also/,. (Prob. akin to-,, etc.)/, , {, -) buried in riches, Eust.., ov,(,)
bringing riches, enriching, Com. ap.

Plut. 2, 27 C.,, , ,{,) rich in the treasures of the land,

Aesch. Eum. 947., , , Pluto, daughter
of Oceanus and Tethys, Hes. Th.
355: a companion of Proserpina, H.
Horn. Cer. 422.—2. mother of Tanta-
lus by Jupiter, Paus. 2, 22, 3.,, , poet, also-, q. v., Pluto, god of the nether
world, first in Trag., as Aesch. Pr.

806, Soph. Ant. 1200, Eur. Ale. 360:

orig. an epith.'. from-, because corn, the chief wealth of

early times, was held as sent from be-

neath and the gift of Pluto, as hus-

band of Proserpina the daughter of

Ceres, v. Miiller Literat. of Greece :

hence Pluto was confounded with
Plutus, and was also considered as

the god of riches, cf. Soph. Fr. 259,

Ar. Plut. 727. Hence, a, ov, belonging to Pluto

or the nether world : ( . (sc.),
places where there are inephitic vapours,

like the Grotta del Cane near Naples,
looked upon as entrances to the ne-

ther would, Strab. fp. 244, p. 579, 629,

etc.t;cf. '..^., ov. , v.., , ,{) like-, USU. in plur. locks, hair, II. 17,

52,. Rh. 2, 677., , {,) swim-
ming.— II. meta[)h., loose, slack, not

solid, Hipp. ; v. Foes. Oecon.

1?.,, , {) water in

which something has been washed,., Plat. (Com.) Nic. 4: ., a decoction or infusion of it.

Foes. Oecon. Hipp.—II. metaph., a

low prostitute, [v, Nic. Al. 258, Herm.
Orph. H. 10, 22.]

'.?., ,=:^,, .
., , , thing that is wash-
ed., , , {?) pit, in

which dirty clothes were ivashedhy tread-

ing, 11. 22, 153, Od. 6, 40, 80 ; later

also, awashing-tub, Luc.— II. met:iph.,- ,=7>, , Ar.

Plut. 1061., , , Plynus, a harbour

of Africa; east of Gyrene, Hdt. 4. 108
;

Strab. p. 839 : in Scylax oi HJ.vvol., i/, ,{)^•. Hence./, ov, of orfor washing:

Tu. (sc. ), a festival at

Athens (on the 25th Thargelion), in

which the clothes of Minerva's statue

were tvashed. Xen. Hell. 1, 4, 12, Plut.

1198

Alcib. 34; cf. Miiller Archaol. d.

Kunst. \ 69., ov, 6, (7.) a clothes-

cleaner : the Gramm. however reject

this form. Lob. Phrjn. 256.', , ,= :. (sc.), clothes-washing. Plat.

Polit. 282 ., , , fem. from-, washer-woman.,, ry.^foreg., Ar. Fr.

642.—II. -, a kind ful-

ler's earth, Theophr., ov, , the wages of a.—1.=, Arist. Probl.

4, 29.

[], fut. contr.-
: aor.: pf., pass.

: aor. pass, [],
but usu. poet./. To uash,

clean, esp. linen and clothes, (opp. to, to bathe,, to wash the

hands or feet) ; ?, II.

22, 155 ; (, they

washed off all the dirt, Od. 6, 93 ; -, lb. 59 (these are the only
forms in Hom.) ; -, Ar. Pint.

166, etc. :—metaph., -, the thing is washed to pieces,

i. e. worn out, Sosipat. ap. Ath. 377 F.

—II. as a slang term, 7'.,
as we say to wipe him down, give him
a dressing, i. e. abuse or beat him, Ar.

Ach. 381, Dem. 997, 24; and so, .
Tivu//, Id. 1335, 5, cf. Mei-
neke Menand. p. 221. (On the root

V. ?. sub fin.) Hence, ov, to be washed, [],, ij,{) a washing,

cleaning, Plat. Rep. 429 E. []
17.,, ,=, susp., ov, ,=^., , 6,=7.. [], , , {) washed,

cleaned.,, , ()=-, sailing Or floating about,,. Rh. 2, 1054 ; and Pors. would so

read in Soph. Phil. 1093 : ..
the Harpy islands in the Aegaean
sea, aftervvds. called.

or, , , -
thca, a deme of the Attic tribe Aegeis

;

hence ., or,,
one of (the deme) Plothea, Dem. 1310., , ,^, The-
ophr. ap. Plut. 2, 292 C., to sail on the sea, use ships,' iv (or?),
Hes. Op. 632, cf. Thuc. 1, 13 :—Plat.

(Rep. 388 A) read'7. in

11. 24, 12.—Even the Alt. prefer 7.-
to. Lob. Phryn. 616, cf.

sq., ov,{) fitfor sailing

:

—l.ofashipitself,^l!/or.5ea,sea-uioriAy,

Thuc. 1, 29; 2, 13 (v. sub fin.).—2. of

navigation,

or, as navigation advanced, as

circumstances became favourable for
navigation, Thuc. 1, 7, 8 ;—but, '-, when the wind, etc.

became fair, Dion. H. 1. 03 ; so,-. Heliod.—Even the Att.

prefer to, cf. foreg.

:

Bekker in Thuc. gives the short form,

although he vrites, not-, in the same author.

?.,, , v. 1. for,.
Rh. 2, 1054.•, , gen., {)
swimmer.— ]{. fish, elsewh. called, Epich. p. 44./,,^=, Soph. .
C. 003. , , the Plotae {float-^-islands), earlier name of the Stro-

phades, Ap. Rh. 2, 285.

17., ov, ,{,) a
shtp-captain, Manelho., () to navigate,

Polyb. 16, 29, 11, in i>ass., , V. /.., , , =, Ar.
Eccl. 1087, Plat. Rep. 489 ., , , () one who
sails, a seaman.— II . a su-ir/imer. Hence, ?'/, , skilled in seaman-
ship, oi ., seamen, Plat. Ax. 308 B,
Pint., etc. ; also ship-owners, Plut.
Cat. Min. 61.ivo, ov, b, Plotimis, tho
celebrated new-Platonic philosopher.•, , , {) sailing,

floating,, Od. 10, 3, Ihlt. 2,

156 ; of birds, Arist. H. A. 2, 12, 3

:

—oi, a tribe oi fish that con-

stantly float on the surface,.-, Ath. 4 C—II. navigable, Hdt. 2,

102, Polyb. 1, 42,2, etc.; ^.,
Lyc: ., the season for sailing,

Heraclid./.,, ,=:, poet.

; f. - : pf. :
—

Ep. and Ion. for, to sail, float,

II. 21, 302, Od. 5,240.—Horn., besides
the pres. and impf., has Ep. syncop.
aor. 7, , , part, ^, gen.7. in the compds.,?.. part, .,/ ;

but Hdt. has pres. inf., 4, 156,
and part,, 8, 10, 22, 42 ;

impf 7., 8, 41 ; aor. 1 /.,
4, 148; inf. 7,, 1, 24; ])art.7, 4, 156, which also occurs
once in Hom. in the compd.-, II. 3, 47.— It was never used in

Att., Dind, Eur. Hel. 532, Ar. Thesm.
878. — Hom. seems to have used. and its derivs. more in the
signf. of to float, in that of to

sail., poet, for, q. v., Hom.,
and Hes., also Orac. ap. Hdt. 1, 67., , , {) tiind,

air, first in Hdt., ,
7, 16, 1 ; then freq. in Att., esp. in

prose, being the more usu. form
in poetry, and the only one in Hom.—2. esp. like Lat. anima (Cic. Tusc.
Q. 1, 9), the air we breathe, breath, ., the breath of life, Aesch. Pers.

507 ; , to collect

breath, Eur. Phoen. 851 ; .,,, to give up the nhost.

Id. Hec. 571, Or. 277, Tro. 780 ; cf.

Thuc. 2, 49:—proverb.,, Soph.
Fr. 13 : also breathing, respiration, esp.

freq. in Hipp., who uses it in various
phrases, iv,io breathe
hard ; , to be
out of breath ; to

(cf. Mein. Menand. 12);-
pov, like Horace's snblimis

anhelitus, breathlessness, when the
breath seems to be stopped at the
upper end of the wind-pipe ; also,.;., a thick,

quick breathing, etc.; v. Foes. Oecon.
Hipp. : also, absoL, diffix^idty of breath-

ing. Id. :—in plur. breathings, gasps,

Ici:—3. life, Polyb. 31, 18, 4, Plut.,

etc. :—also, the spirit, a living being,

like Lat. anima. Phoenix ap. Ath.
530 F.— 4. a Spirit, Spiritual licins,

N. T.—5. metaph., -ipirit, i.e. feeling.

Soph. O. C. 612 ; so,, Aesch. Supp. 30.—0. in

hunters' language, the scent.— ~. in

Gramm., the breathing, ., spiritus aspcr et lenis., ov,{, •)=., , , ( ) =
1. 3, Hipp.



, , =, to

pant., {) to fan by
blowing.— II. to write or spenk with the

breathing {spirilus), Antigon. Caryst., , ,() be-

longing to wind or breath, .,
the organ of breathing, Medic. : ., a machine moved by wind or
air.—2. windy, exposed to wind, The-
ophr.—3. a.ct., bloiving up, makingflat-
ulent,, Nicom. ap. Ath. 291
C.—4. of the spirit, spiritual, opp. to, Plut. 2, 129 C—4. oi., a school of physicians
ivho pretended to explain every thing

from the. Adv. -, fspirit-

ually, N. T., ov, , dim. from, Polyb. 15, 31, 5, Damox.
Syntr. 1, 26. '[], a, ov,() windy,
portending wind, Aral, [a], , ,(
II) writing or speaking with the breath-

ing {spiritus)., ov,() re-

ceiving wind.?, , , a flatulent or

windy hernia.,,() moved
by the wind or spirit., ov,(, -) fighting with the wind.—2. in

YiCcX., fighting with the Spirit, [a], ov, ,(,/) a hernia caxtsed by pent-up

vapours about the navel, Galen.1(, •, to produce wind,

to fill with wind, Arist. Probl. 24, 10,

2 : from,,,)
producing witid or breath, Philem. Lex.
164, p. 109, Osann.
.,)[), ov, contr.-,

ovv (, ) :—flowing with

winds, i. e. with draughts or currents

of air, Plat. Crat. 410 B., as pass., to be

borne, mooed by wind, or as by the wind,
LXX.—II. to be inspired. From, ov,(,)
borne by the wind, LXX.—II. inspired,, , () to turn
into wind, Plut. :—pass., to become
wind, evaporate, Arist. Gen. An. 2, 3,

14.— II. to blow or piifl^ up :—pass., to

be flatulent, or to be asthmatic, Foes.
Oecon. Hipp. ; v., fin., , (,)
windy, exposed to the wind,,
Theophr.—2. full of wind, flatulent,

Hipp.— 3. asthmatic. Id. : cf. Foes.
Oecon.—II. act. blowing or puffi?ig up.,, ,()
a blowing or puffing up, making vAndy,
Arist. Respir. 20, 6. [«] Hence, , , blowing up,

making flatulent., , , Att. 7\,•,() a disease of the lungs, Plut.

2, 918 D., ov, , () of
the lungs, pulmonary., , , Att. ?.-,() belonging to the lungs, Arist.

Probl. 33, 14, 1 : esp. affected with a

disease of the lungs., , , Att. -,()=^., , () like the

lungs, spongy : from,, , in common Att.

also 7?.5//', which may be allowed
in Plat. Tim. 70 C, but not in Trag.,
Lob. Phryn. 305, Br. and Herm.
Sonh. Tr. 564, 775 : (,):

UNIT
—usu. in pi., the organs

of breathing, the lungs, II. 4, 528,

Aesch. Theb. 61, Soph. Tr. 567, etc.;

also in sing., II. 20, 480.—Cf. '-. (With the Ion. form,
cf. the Lat. pulmo.), Dor. poet, for, impf.

of, Pind., ,() a blowing, breath-

ing., ov, 6, () one who
gasps, breathes hard. Hence

Jlvv7u,,tobreafhehard,l•lipp.,
and Arist. Khet. 1, 2, 18., , , disposed to blow

or breathe : from'2, poet, : fut.,
and later or usu.-

." aor. 1, pass,.
—Horn, uses only pres. and impf.,

usu. in poet, form, but also, Od. 5, 469 : Hes. too has both
forms and uses also part. aor. act.

—

For pf pass,, part,-, v. sub.
To blow, breathe, of the wind and

air, Od. 4, 301 ; 5, 469, etc.—II. to

breathe, send forth an. odour, .,
Od. 4, 446 :—c. gen., to breathe or smell

of thing, oh . Soph. Fr.

147, , VVern.

Tryph. 505 : rarely c. dat., to smell

with a thing, Anlh. P. 5, 200.—III. of

animals, to breathe hard, pant, gasp,

II. 13, 385 ; , Aesch. Cho.
622.—IV. generally, to draw breath,

breathe, and SO to live, 11. 17, 447, Od.
18, 131 ; oi = oi.
Soph. Tr. 1160.—V. metaph., c. ace.

cognato, , breathing

spirit, freq. in Hom. as epith. of war-
riors ; so, ., Hes. Th. 319,
Pind. Fr. 112, and so (in a rhetorical

passage) even in Xen. Hell. 7, 5, 12
;

so, ., Pind. P. 10,

69
;, ., to be of a low

or empty .spirit. Id. P. 11, 46, O. 10

(11), 111 ; , Lat. Martem
spirare, Aescn. Ag. 376 ; .,
lb. 1309

; , lb.

219;. Id. Cho. 34; and so in

comedy, ?-, of a swift

runner, Ar. A v. 1121 :

—

,
to be of a high spirit, Lat, magnum
spirare, Eur. Andr. 189 ; so too, •
?., Dem. 787, 20 ; also absol.,, breathing over
their shields, i. e. unable to repress
their rage for war, Hes. Sc. 24, like

Statius' animus ultra thoracas anhelus.

—VI. to breathe favourably on One, Lat.
aspirare, , Aesch. Ag. 1200

;. Call. .
9, 3. (The root is- or-,
hence,, etc. : is

prob. akin.) [The in this verb some-
times melts into one syll. with the
foil, vowel, Aesch. Ag. 1517, 1493,
cf. Herm. Soph. Ant. 1132.]1?.,, 6, () the

night?nare, Lat. incubo, also and
.7-, from the sense of throttling

which accompanies it. [ ?],, , a dry or vapour-bath,

Lat. vaporarium, Galen.,, ,() a place for
baking, an oven ; or, a couvre-feu, or
cover put on coals to nmother the flame,
Ar. Nub. 96, Av. 1001.—II. a hydrau-
lic instrument in ivhich air is pent up.—
III. a muzzle for horses, etc.,, , Pnigeus, a village

of Marmarica, Strab. p. 799., , , () choking,

stifling, whether by throttling or heat,
Ar. Ran. 122, where there is a play
on this double sense; in the latter,

Thuc. 2, 52.

0,=^, Anth. P. 12, 222.
(sc. ), y, a sort of clay,

Diosc, and Plin.,,, , (.) a chok-
ing, -, to have fast by the
throat, throttled, Cephisodot. ap.
Arist. Rhet. 3, 10, 7., , ^,;=sq., ov, ,() a choking,

Xen. Oec. 17, 12, Polyb. 4, 58, 9.—II.

being choked, suffocation, Hipp.—III.

a seething, stewing, Theophr. ap. Ath.
66 E., , (, )
choking,, Hipp. ; stifling hot.,, . =,
Anth. P. 7, 536, Nic. Th. 425., , () a choking,

Hipp. ; and so, drowning, or stifling

heat, Hipp., Ar. Av. 726, 1091, Thuc.
7, 87, Plat., etc.-—II. in the parabasis
of the Att. comedy, =/^a/cpdv, because
this part of it was to be spoken at one
breath, and so nearly choked the ac-

tor, Schol. Ar. Ach. 666, cf.-
III.—The accent also oc-

curs as if from aor. pass., Lob. Phryn.
107.

; fut. mid. with trans,

signf., usu.. in

Luc. also : fut. pass,-
: aor., inf., aor.

pass,. To stifle, choke, An-
tipho 125, 39, Plat. Gorg. 522 A ; to

seize by the throat, throttle, Ar. INub.
1376:—pass, to be choked, etc.; be

drowned, Xen. An. 5, 7, 25.—II. to cook

in a close-covered vessel, to smother, to

seethe, stew or bake, Hdt. 2, 92, cf. Ar.
Vesp. 511, Casaub. Ath. 66 E.—III.

metaph., to torment, like, Luc.
Proin. 17. (Cf., sub fin.) [I,

except in aor. pass.. Lob. Phryn. 107.], , (,) sti-

fling, suffocating, , Hipp.—2.

pass, choked, stopped,, Hipp.,, ,() a choker,

Nonn., , , () stifled,

strangled, . .—II. sodden, stewed,

as meat in a covered pan, Antiph.. 1, 4.,, , () stifling,

siffocation, Hipp.

—

.=., , , () stifling,

strangling, smothering, Theophr.—II.

seething, slewing., , ,. and Ion., as
always in Hom. ; Dor., Pind.

:

() :

—a blowing, wind, blast, air,

freq. in Hom., absol., or with gen.
added, as ,,•

; also in plur., -, along with, i. e. as swift as the
wind ; and so simply, ^,
Hom. ; , Hes. Th. 253,
268.—II. of animals, a breathing hard,

fetching breath ; generally, the breath,

I!. 23, 380 ; and freq. later, esp. in

plur., as Soph. El. 719, and Eur.:, the breath of Vul-
can, i. e. flame, II. 21, 355 ; also, -, Eur. Tro. 815: metaph.,. Aesch. Theb, 115;, Eur. Phoen. 454, cf Ar.
Av. 1396.— III. a breathing odour, fra-
grance, smell; generally, a vapour, ex-

halation., '', of a burning city, Aesch. Ag.
820.—IV. the breath of a wind-instru-

ment,, Eur. Or. 145.—The
word is almost solely poet.,

being used in prose.

17]~,, b, , wind-footed,

swift as the wind.,. and Ion. for, Horn.,

and Hes., , .4.tt. contr.,=^.
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,, , . : from, geii. (. infra), , the/, 1. e. the place at Athens where
the'/ or meetings of the peo-

ple were hold, freq. in Ar., v. infra ;

it was cut out of a hill about ^ of a
mile west of the Acropolis, being of

semicircular form like a theatre; v.

Wordsworth's Athens, p. (35, sq.— il.

the ptDple assembled in the-—The
old and proper genit. is, dat.

iruKvi, ace., Ruhnk. Tim.,

Dmd. Ar. Eq. 105. cf Ach. 2U, Thesm.
65ij, Eccl. 213 ; and v. sub :

late writers formed the cases regular-

ly, , , Buttm.
Ausf Gr. S> 5S, s. v. (The genit.-

is also conlirmed by comparison
with the adj., crowded, packed,

whence the strict sense of the word.

— Frob. the nom. was changed for

convenience of pronunciation.)^, , 6, Pnytagoras, a

king in Cyprus, Arr. An. 2, 20, 6.

—

Others in Anth., ,, prob. only occurs in

the lengthd. form.
Ho, Lacon. for, Ar. Lys. 155,

Diiid.

IIO'A, , . Ion. ;; and.
Dor. , cf Lob. Phryn. 496:

—

grass, esp. as fodder for cattle, Horn,

(always in the form) ; cf. The-
ophr. H. PL 1, 3, 1: ,,
Liat. herha Medica, sainfoin or lucerne,

Ar. Eq. C04 : generally of plants, as,', i. e. the bay or laurel,

Find. P. 8, 28 ; so also, og,, lb. 4, 427 :—nietaph., -}. Id. P. 9, 64,—just the

same as3 (lb.

193).—2. a grassy place, meadow, Xen.
Hell. 4, 1, 30,—Cf also Trota. Hence^, f. -, to root up weeds, to

weed, Theophr.—II. to be like grass,

Strab., ov, TO, dim. from ,
Theophr. [](,, ,{) weeding,

Theophr.,, , and fem. -,^) ivccder., , , sickle for cut-

ting grass ; also,.,,{,) lender-

footed, Orac. ap. Hdt. 1, 55, ubi al.'., . Dor. for

(q. V.) ; and the only form used in

Trag. ; v. sub.,. ,[,) trap

for the feet, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 28.—11.

gout in the feet, Arist. H. A. 8, 22, sq.

:

^. to. Hence,. to have gout in thefeet,

Ar. Plut. 559, Plat. Ale. 2, 1.39 E.

<)>73, , dub. for foreg.. Lob.
Phryn. 80., =, very
dub. in iStrab.,,,{) gouty,

Plut. 2, 1087 E., ;,= foreg., Luc. Sa-
turn. 7., , to have pains in the

feet; hence also^irti(5a}'/jau : from/..,{,) having
pains iti the feet, Diog. L. 5, 08.

'/., , f/, pain in the feet

:

a.lso=. Hence, ,,=^6., ov,=foreg., dub. in Ma-
netho.\7, , , Podallritis,

son of Aesculapius, brother of Ma-
chaon, surgeon in the Greek army
before Troy, 11. 2, 732 ; cf Strab. p.

284. Hence
1200

^, a, ov, of Podalirius,

Podalinan,, Anth. P. 9, 031., ov, Dor. for-. [<ij
, „ ,[, , , Fodanemiis,

masc. pr. ., Xen. Hell. 5, 3, 13.,, ,{,)
vesselfor washing tlie feet in, a foot-

pan, Hdt. 2, 172:—later also-/., , 7/,=-foreg.

1(5('7/3', , , {,,) water for tvashing the feet in,

usu. in plur., Od. 19, 504;-
Tpa, 19, 343:—later also -. Lob. Phryn. 689. [u], , ov,from what country ?

Lat. cujas t hence, generally, whence ?

where born? Hdt. 7, 218, and Trag.,

as Aesch. Cho. 576, Soph. O. C. 1160 ;

; Ar. Pac. 186, etc.

:

generally, of what sort ? whether of

birth or quality, Dem. 25, 48, Luc,
etc.—The latter signf some refer esp.

to the form, which is reject-

ed by others. (Buttm., Lexil. s. v., fin., considers the ter-

min., as in,,,,,, to be an old anastrophe
from, being inserted for eupho-
ny, as in Lat. prodire, prudesse. etc.

;

so would be for -oD or -
; and would be an

incorrect form, cf Lob. Phryn. 56, sq.

Ace. to Ap. Dysc. de Pron. p. 298, sq.,— only lengthens the word.), , swift-footed, or as

others white-fooled (v. ). Lye. :

hence ., a horse of Hector, also

oneof Menelaus, Swift-Foot or While-

Foot, 11. 8, 185; 23, 295: fem. -
as name of a Harpy, 11. 16, 150., , Podares, masc. pr. n.,

Paus. 8, 9, 9 ; etc., v.., , , dim. from,
a little foot. Plat. (Com.) Incert. 46.

[a]}, , , Podarce, a Da-
na'id, ApoHod. 2, 1, 5., ,(,) strict-

ly, sufficient or able with the feel, hence
swift-footed, strong-footed, epilh. of a

good runner, freq. in 11., esp. as epitli.

of Achilles ; but not in Od. : in Pind.

O. 13, 53, [sic], a

day o/ swiftness, i. e. on which swift

runners contended for the prize : so,, the sa-

cred field of swift courses, i. e. the

Pythian race-course. Id. P. 5, 45.

Hence^,, , Podarces, ace.

to Apollod. 2, 6, 4, earlier name of

Priam.—2. son of Iphiclus, a leader of

the Thessalians from Phylace before

Troy, 11. 2, 704 ; Strab. p. 432.—Oth-
ers in Anth., ov, {,) swift

as the wind, Hesych. ; cf.
or, , ,{)

=7;/, sock, Lat. pedale, Cri-

tias 55 : also,., , , also --, cloth for wiping the feet., ov, {, )
drawn upon the foot ; but—II. to -=, -, Aesch. Cho. 998.,, {):—in plur.,

the ragged ends in the skins of animals,

where the feet and tail have been ;

ukjjuv -, a lion's skin hung round one's

neck by the paws, Theocr. 22, 52.—2.

in sing., the neck or mouth of a wine-

skin, which was formed by one of

these ends, the others being sewn up,
Hdt. 2, 121, 4:—also, the neck of the

bladder, Hi])p. : hence was
also used for ,, Schol.
Eur. Med. 662, Elmsl.—3. generally
of any narrow end, , a
narrow strip of land, Hdt. 8, 31 ;—esp.,

the lower end or corner of a sail, the sheet,

which in old times was a strip of hide,

elsewh., Lat. ptdes, Luc. V.
Hist. 2, 45; cf HI.,, , a leading, guiding

:

from, , f. -7/, to lead, guide,

0pp. C. 4, 360, Lye. 1 1 : from, , , like /, a
leader, guide, Lyc. : from, , f. -;},{) to

lead, guide, c. ace, Plat. Legg. 899
A :—in pass., Ath. 522 I). Hence/, ,, fitted for lead-

ing or guiding., , ,{) lead-

ing, guiding, Lyc. 846., ,, belonging to, fitted

for a leader : from, . Dor. and Alt.-, Lob. Phrjn. 429, Pors. Or. 26

:

[, },)—strictly. g-mVi-

ing the fool : a guide, Eur. Phoen.
1715: generally, an attendant. Soph.
Ant. 1181.—Irreg. compar.-., , (, )

reaching down to the foot, II. 10, 24,

178 ; , Hdt. \, 195.,,{,) wind-

swift . e]iith. of Iris, freq. in 11., never
in Od. : comically, -. Crates Sam. 1 : cf.., , {) reaching down
to and touching the feet, ,, -

., a robe that falls over the feet,

leaving only the ends visible, such as

we see in the oldest Greek statues,

Eur. Bacch. 833, Xen. Cyr. 0, 4, 2;
hence,' ., a tall straight pillar

t(rather, a pillar reaching from the

roof to the groiind)-\, Aesch. Ag. 898:—., the large shield which

quite coverett ths body, Xen. An. 1, 8,

9, Cyr. 6, 2, 10.-2. ., a ship

with feet, i. e. oars.—3. Tt'i, the

feet themselves, Aesch. Ag. 1594.

(The termin.- is usu. referred to* : cf sub.)\,, , Podes, son of Eetion,

a Trojan, II. 17, 575.. a, ov, {) afoot long-,

broad or high, Xen. Oec, 19, 4 : // .,
a foot-measure, Plat. Theaet. 147 D.

—

II. ,=.,, f. -,() to bind or tie

the feet : hence in pass., of horses, to

have the feet tied, Xen. An. 3, 4, 35 ; to

be tied by the foot, ,
Id. Cyr. 3, 3, 27.-11. to furnish with

feet.— 111. in Prosody, to measure by

feet, scan.

opoq, ov, {, )

striking jvith the feet.—II. pass., ham-
mered or fixed on the feet,, Anth.

Plan. 15., , , dim. from,
Epich. p. 27.—?.=(5., , , dim. from, a

little foot, Anacreont., ov, ,{ III.) a

measuring with or by feet.,, ,{) :

—

-
-, a long garment such that tht

feet are caught in it, a foot-entanglmg

robe, Aesch. Cho. 1000 ; cf., , ,{) snart

for the feet, Anth. 6, 107, etc., Ep. gen. and dat. dual foi, Horn., and Hes., , , also written



, ( -, ) : strictly,

fbot-plague, a kind of slocks, better

known at Athens by the name o(-. Lex ap. Lys. 117, 32, Dein. 733,

6, Plat. (Com.) Incert. 27 B.., , , (£•) the

hoUcw of the foot.,, ,{,)
stamping with the feet, Strab.-, , f. -,{,-) " strike the earth with the feet,

esp. of dancers. Hence), , , a dancing-girl.

Luc. Leiiph. 8. [i]-, : Diomed. Gramm.
p. 49S, says,— sunt, qui in

singulis pedibiis singtdas partes orationis

adsignant, cf. Osann Auct. Lex. p. 26., Plut., -vL~Tpov, Phi-

lo, later forms for --.-, , , a fetter.}, , {-,)
bursting forth at a stamp of the foot,, Anth. P. 9, 225., , , {~,)
ike strong offoot. Call. Dian. 215.,, , the bottom of
a ship near the stern.,3, , , a snare or trap

to catch the feet, Xen. Cyn. 9, 11, sq.,

V. Sturz Lex. S. v.—II. an instrument

for twisting the feet, in surgical oper-

ations, or by way of torture, [],, , {-) having

feet, like- (a being winged),

Arist. Part. An. 1, 3, 2./..,, ,{7,^)
one who turns a wheel with his foot, i. e.

a potter., , , (,, ipdu)

that on which the feet are rubbed, afoot-

cloth, Aesch. Ag. 926., , , the noise of feet,

Aesop. : horn., ov, {~,) mak-
ing a noise with the foot or feet., , f. -, to haul a sail

tight by the sheet {-)., , , swiftness of foot,
. 2, 792 (in plur.), Eur. I. T. 33 ; cf.

Lob. Phryn. 533 : from, , {~,) swift-

footed, Horn. (esp. in II.), usu. as
epith. of Achilles ; also in Hes., and
sometimes in Att. prose, as Thuc. 3,

98, Plat. Rep. 467 :
— generally,

swift, quick,, Aesch. Theb. 623
;'/.. Id. Cho. 576

;

3. Soph. Ant. 1104:—
metaph., hasty, impetuous, rash,-, Chaerem. ap. Scob. p. 53, 5.

—

An irreg. superl., as

if from a posit.*, is found
in Ap. Rh. 1, 180, cf. --?.-.',,,^, Aesch.
Eum. 37, Xen. Cyn. 5, 27., , , corrupt form for, Lob. Phryn. 537.,, ,{) a floor., ov, {,) reach-

ing to the toes OT feet, like., , , {) tightened

by the sheet, of a sail. Lye. 1015., ov, (~,)
abounding in herbs, 0pp. C. 3, 189., ov, (-,) grass-

coloured, 0pp. C. 2, 409., said to be Att. for, but
V. (sub fin.)., Tj, Ion. for. Hence, , {?.) to gather

herbs., , to eat grass., , , an eating of grass

or herbs., ef,= sq., late form., ov, (,) eating
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grass or herbs, Hipp., Arist. H. A. 8,

6,3., carrying grass or herbs., late form for., , , Pothaeus, masc.
pr. ., Paus. 6, 19, 7., Ion. impf. from
for, II.^}, , , Pothlne, {era. pr.

., Ath. 576F., , {) exciting

a tender longing., , , also , , Eur.

Hel. 623 : {) : — longed-for, de-

sired, much-desired, esp. if absent Or

lost, tCallin. 1, 16t, Pind. O. 10

(11), 104, I. 5 (4), 9, and Trag. ; -, desire o/seeing Greece,

Pind. P. 4, 389 ; , Eur.

I. T. 515; 7., tears of regret.

Id. Phoen. 1737 :, Thuc. 2, 42 ;

7.7., Plat. Lys. 215 ; etc.

Adv. -, . , to long for

a thing, Xen. Lac. 1, 5.^, , , Pothimis, masc.
pr. n., Luc.^ Ion., as in. Hdt. — I.

interrog. adv. : whence ? whether of

place or origin, freq. with a genit.,

Horn., who usu. says,

; freq. in Od. ; so,; Hdt. 1, 35;

; from what source does

he boast that his race is? Od. 17,

373. — 2. in Att. also of the cause,

whence? wherefore? Aesch. Cho. 515 :

also, to express surprise, ivhence can

it be ? how so ? meaning that it is not

so, and so =. Valck.

Phoen. 1614, Br. Ar. Ran. 1455, Wolf
Lept. p. 238.-3. the Trag. use it, in

pregnant signf , with the verbs ?.-,, etc., with which
we indeed say where, though the no-

tion o{ whence is implied, Ar. Pac. 21,

Xen. Symp. 2, 4.—II., enclit.

adv., yroTO some place or other, Horn.,

who usu. has , also -
(cf) : also in Att., as

Aesch. Cho. 1073, Soph. Phil. 156,

Plat., etc.

(As the corresponding relat. adv.

is to , , ol,,, , so

is to *, , ,,, , and to , ,,, .), , , f. 1. for.-. Dor. for.-,. Dor. for--, hence , as adv., to-

wards evening, at even, Theocr. 4, 3

;

5, 113., , fut. usu., Xen.
Oec. 8, 10 ; also, Heind.
Phaed. 98 A: aor. act.-0, hence,, Horn., in Att. usu., while Hdt. has both forms,

3, 36 ; 9, 22 : pf, pass, -
: aor. pass,. The

inf pres., as if from-
, is pecul. to Horn., Od. 12, 110:(, ). To long for, yearn

after, desire (what is absent) ; hence,
to miss or regret (what is lost), Lat.
desiderare, c. acc, II. 1,492; 2,709,
Od. 1. 343, etc. ; so in Pind. O. 6,

25, Hdt., and Att. ; oh, Ar. Plut. 1127;, the place

itself li'iW viake us miss what is absent,

Xen. Oec. 8, 10 ; to require,. Plat.

Symp. 204 D : — also c. inf., to be

anxious to do, Eur. Hec. 1020, Xen.
An. 6, 2, 8 ;

; do we still complain
that it has not been satisfactorily

proved ? Plat. Legg. 896 A, cf. Tim.
19 A :—absol., esp., to love with fond
regret, o'l -, Theocr. 12, 2 ; in Soph.
Tr. 195, cannot be =

(as the Schol.), but it

may be one^s desiring, one's desire (cf.

70, , Thuc. 1,36,
142) ; Herm. however takes it as
nom. = oi. — Rarely as
dep., as , the longing

soul, Soph. Tr. 103 (where a need-
less alteration has been made), cf.

632, Eustath. . p. 806, 37.. , , =, fond desire,, for a thing, II. 14, 368, etc.

;

, from longing after thee, XL
19, 321., , , () that

which IS longed for or regretted: also=., Ep. inf of, as if

from-, Od. 12, 110., , () a longing, re-

gretting : a 1so^., , ,{) longedfor,
regretted, Anth.,, , poet, for,
0pp. C. 2, 609. [if,],, , {) one who
longs, Manetho., interrog. Adv., poet, for,
where? Od. 14,187, etc.. Soph. Tr.
98

i
c. gen., , Pind. . 10

(11), 2. — 2. for, whither ? Seidl.

Eur. Tro. 3, Jac. A. P. p. 363. — IL, encht. adv., poet, for, any
where or somewhere, Horn.—2. of time,

some time, II. 1, 128 ; 6, 526 : at length,

Od. 1, 379. — 3. also, to give an ex-
pression of indefiniteness, soever, hap-
ly, probably, II. 19, 273, Od. 1, 348,
etc.—Cf and the correl. advs.

{-) and., , , poet, for,
Jac. . P. p. 315., ov, {, ?.)
love-stricken, Anth. P. 6, 71 ; 9, 620..., . Dor. for.,, , Dor. for•, rein, bridle for leading, guiding
horses, etc.,,. Dor. -

for.',, , a longing, yearning,

fond desire or regret (for something
absent or lost), Lat. desiderium,,
Od. 14, 144, etc. (though he prefers

the form), Pind. P. 4, 327, and
Trag. ; , a yearning after

thee, Od. 11, 201 ; also in Hdt. 1, 165,

etc. (only in this form) : -' . Soph. Phil. 601 ;, lb. 646, Hdt. 3, 67,

etc.—2. esp. the longing desire of love,

love, desire, Hes. Sc. 41 (who never
uses the form), Theocr. 2, 143,

etc.—II. a kind of flower, which was
planted on graves, Theophr. (Oft.

confounded with, to which it

is prob. akin, cf,.), interrog. adv., whither ? first in

Theogn. 586, then freq. in Trag. and
Att. prose: c. gen., ; to

what spot of earth ? Aesch. Supp.
777; ; ;

etc.. Soph. . C. 170, 310.—It dififers

from, in that ; means whither ?

Lat. qwj ?,— ; which way ? where? Lat.

qua ? v. Ellendt Lex. Soph. s. v. :

—

sometimes it seems to be for ;

Lat. ubi ? as, ,
TiV/.?:, Soph. El. 958

;

but here it may oe joined with ?.-
: in other cases it is used with

verbs of rest in a pregnant construc-

tion, V. sub I. 2, iv I. 10, Jelf Gr.

Gr. ^ 646 Obs.—2. to what end ? Lat.
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qunrsum ? ^ ;
'

Aesch. Pers. 735, cf. Id. Cho. 732,
Herin. Soph. O. C. 227.—3. how long ?

Lat. quousque/ but dub., Henn. Soph.
El. 916.—11. enclitic, somewhither.

Soph. O. C. 26, Plat. Rep. 420 A,etc.

;

cf. Herm. Soph. Tr. 303.( is orig. the masc. dat. of the

old pron. *, as is the genit.

:

the relat. form is ol, o-oi.), , Dor. for,., , , the summer, year. Only

in late poets, as Aiith. P. 6, 252 ; 7,

627; cf. Jac. A. P. p. 412. (Prob.

from ',, a reckoning of tirne

by the grass season ; also freq. writ-

ten, V. Lob. Phryn. 496.),,, Dor. for,
q. V., , {,) luxuri-

ant in grass, Orph. Arg. 1048.^, a, oi',= sq.'\.. a, or, of Poeas, .. son of Poeas, i. e. Philoctetes,

Od. 3, 190 : from

tlToiaf,. 6, Poeas, son of

Thaumacus, father of Philoctetes,

an Argonaut, Pind. P. 1, 103.. ', , the Poedicli, a

portion of the Apulians, Strab. p.

282.', , f. -, to make, pro-

duce, create, strictly of something ex-

ternal to one's self and material, as

manufactures, works of art, etc., freq.

from Horn, downvvds. : in Horn., 'ery

freq. of building, etc., ., -,,, etc. ; ., to put in, insert, as, kv, 11. 7, 339 ; ,
to make of stone, Hdt. 5, 02 ; so, .

'/.. Id. 7, 05 ; less freq., .
?, Ruhnk. Tim. :—in mid., to make

for one's self, as of bees, -, to build them houses, II. 12,

168, etc. : and in Horn., the mid. al-

ways has its true signf., cf. II. 5,735,

Od. 5, 251, etc. ; so too Hes. Op. 501

;

though, later, it is oft. used just like

the act. : in mid., also, to have a thing

made, get it made, Hdt. 2, 135.^2. of

abstract things, to bring to pass, bring

about, cause, etc.,,
., Od. 1, 250, II. 12, 432 ; -, to cause, arouse anger ; but, -
ubv, to have one's anger
roused, Francke Callin. p. 184: -, like , Lat. sacra

facere, to do sacrifice, Hdt. 9, 19, cf.

2, 49 : 7.', to hold or celebrate

them, Dem. ; .?, to hold

an assembly ( we say ' to make a

house'), Thuc. 1, 139, Xen., etc.:

- tlvl, to create, rouse war
against one ; but,, to make war upo7i him: so too,'/ and : also,

avrij, she makes, uii7is

herself glory, Od. 2, 126:—esp. freq.,', to bring wndet
one's self, reduce, Hdt. 1, 201, etc.

—

3. to caiise, be the means of a thing,

hat. facere ut.., with or, Hdt.
1, 209 ; 5, 109 ; so also c. ace. et inf.,,
have let you come home, Od. 23, 258

;,,, to make one ashamed, etc.—4.

to make, shape, create,, Od. 4,

796; ', etc.,

Hes. Op. 110, etc., cf. Th. 161, 579
;

and esp. to beget,' ; and so in mid.

post-Horn., for which also-
was used. Lob. Phryn. 200:

but in mid. c. dupl. ace,, V. infra 5 : generally, to

produce, grow,, Ar. Pac. 1322 :

; what good does it ?—5. to
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make so and so, as, . , 1

make one senseless, Od. 23, 12 ; I, make them
blest, i. e. bless them, Od. 13, 42 : so

with a subst., ,
etc., Od. 1, 387, cf. 10, 21, Hes. Fr.

37, 5.—6. in mid., to make so and so

for one's self, ,
to viake him one's friend, Hes. Op.
705 ; , to take

her to wife, II. 9, 397, cf Od. 5, 120,

etc. ; , to make a

person otie's son, i. e. to adopt him as

son, II. 9, 495, and Att. ; also pleo-

nast.. vlov ., Hdt. 6, 57, and
simply, , to adopt him.
Plat. Lcgg. 923 C, etc. : -

, to make a thing one's own,

Hdt. 1, 129: hence, after Horn., gen-

erally, to hold, reckon, esteem a thing

as..,, , to take it

for a visitation, Hdt. 6, 61 : and very

oft., , to esteem it a

grievous thing, take it ill, Lat. aegre

ferre, Hdt. 1, 127, etc. (rarely in act.,. Id. 2, 121, 5, cf Valck.

3, 155) ; . , to count it clear

gain, Bast Ep. Cr. p. 120
; .

, Hdt. 3, 42, etc. : and with various

preps., ', kv,, ;

but most freq., 7..-, Lat. magni facere, cf. .
IV' : sometimes with a subst., tv

. , to consider a thing safe,

Hdt.' 9, 42.—7. pass. c. dupl. nom., to

become, be made into, .,
Hdt. 4, 192.—8. after Hom., to com-

pose, write, esp. in verse (old English,
to make), Lat. carmina facere,',, Hdt. 1, 23 ; 4, 14

;

also, to invent,, Id. 3, 115 ; and,

generally, of all poetical expression
;

' -, Id. 4, 16 ; . ,
Xen. Symp. 4, 6 :—also, to make, rep-

resent in poetry," -', Plat. Hipp.
Mm. 369 C ; '., represented Achilles saying,

cf Id. Gorg. 525 ; but, -, did it into verse ; and
so, , to work up a le-

gend poetically, Lycurg. 160, 17 ; ., to write a play on Phaedra,
etc., Ar. Thesm. 153, etc.—Cf-.—9. periphr., ,
i. e., to sport, II. 15, 303 : after Horn.,

this signf was very freq., esp. in mid.,

as, for,
Valck. Hdt. 3, 25, etc. ; . for^, Hdt. 1, 68 ; ,

for,, and
so passim, esp. in Thuc. : also,-

', ,
for /.,,
Wess. Hdt. 6, 4 ; 8, 134.— 10. In Al-

exandr. Greek, to sacrifice, like Lat.

facere, , like (), LXX.—II. to do, rather

with the notion of a continued than
of a complete action, and so more
like than, as,,

or, , to do

bad or good, Hom. ; -, II. 6, 56 ; ,
to act like a Spartan, Hdt. 5, 40 ;-

., to leave no stone unturned,
Xen. An. 3, 1, 35, etc.—2. -, to put a thought into

his head, Od. 14, 274, II. 13, 55, for

the more usu. iv ; so,

. , Hdt. 1, 27, 71

:

also, and , to

put in, out, Hdt. 5, 33 : also,'•, to put out of sight.—3. c.

ace. dupl., to do something to another,

or , first in

Hdt. 1, 115; 3, 75, etc. ; also ot
things,

he did this same thing with the silver,

Hdt. 4, 166 ; more rarely,

, Xen. Eq. 9, 12 : also,

, as, , Hdt
5, 37 :—freq. with an adv., as{
or , freq. in Att.

—

I.

, eupliem. for to do something

disgraceful.— 5. -, to spend much time upon a thing ;

7. , to be half the night
about it, Dem. 392, 18, cf. Thuc. 7,

28, Jac. A. P. p. 710 ; so Seneca, pau-
cissimos dies facere :—though this may
be explained strictly, to make much
time, i. e. to make the time long, spend
a long time.— 6. in Att.,, like

Lat. /acere, may be used in the second
clause, to avoid repeating the verb of
the first, as we say, ' that man knows
Greek, this does not.'— III. absol., to

be doing, to do, y, Hdt.
7, 11 : esp. of medicine, ro, it ivorks, is effective.—2. like -, to put the case, suppose or as-

sume that.., c. acc. et inf., Valck. Hdt.
7, 184, 186 ; so in Lat., esse Deos/a-
ciamus {{OT ponamus or sumamus), Cic.

N. D. 1, 30 :, be it granted.

Plat. Theaet. 197 E.—3. Thuc. has
also a pecul. usage,. ,
goodwill made greatly for, on the side
ot, the L., like hat. facere cum aliquo,

2, 8: so impers., .,
.., it was the general character of
the one to be landsmen, of the oth-
ers etc., 4, 12.

The most remarkable dialectic

forms are. Dor. for, -, Dor. tor,-,. and Ion. for, -, Alexandr. for, LXX.
[Alt. poets, esp. comic, oft. use the
penult, short, as also later Ep.: hence
even some oldGramm.,as E. M. 679,
21, concluded to be the Att. form,

i being merely inserted metri grat.

;

and it is oft. written so in Inscrr. and
MSS., followed by some modern crit-

ics, as Keen Greg. p. 75, Pors.Tracts
p. 371, Buttm. Ausf. Gr. 2, p. 384, cf.

Dind. Ar. Nub. 1448, Ach. 410:—but
granting that this was the common
pronunciation, that it is found with
other bad forms (in Inscrr.), and even
that the Latins said poeta, poesis, etc.,

yet the conclusion is too hasty : a
Schol. on Ar. Plut. 14, declares ex-
pressly against it ; and pari ratione we
should write,,,,,. for,, etc.,

whenever the diphthong is short.], , . Ion. for , grass,

Hom., and Hes., who with Hdt. use
only the Ion. form. Hence, ov, (,) grass-

eating, Oenom. ap. Euseb.,, , () grassy,

rich in grass, Horn., and Hes., and
Soph. O. C. 157 ;—Pind. also has a
contr. form, ,. 5, fin. Hence,, fj, Poeeessa, a city of
Laconia, Strab. p. 360.—2. a city of
the island Ceos, Id. p. 486.., ov, poet, for-.,,,() any thing

made or done ; hence—I. a work, piece

of workmanship, first in Hdt. 2, 135
;

4, 5, but only of works in metal

:

then—2. esp. a poetical work, poem,
Plat. Phaed. 60 C, Lys. 221 D ; cf.

:, like Lat. carmi
na, single verses,=7], Schif. Dion.



Comp. p. 30, 257 : generally, work,

i-e. a booh.— II. a deed, doins, action, act,

opp. lo nadjiLta, Plat. Rep. 437 B,
Soph, 248 B, etc. Hence, , 6v, poetical, Plut.

2, 744 E. Adv. -,, , , dim. from, Plut. Cicer. 2. [], ,=—, Eur.
Bacch. 1048, Cycl. 45, 61., , ,() making,
uvpov. Hdt. 3, 22 ;, Thuc. 3, 2 :

producing, forming, creating, Plat.

Soph. 265 B, etc. ; ^ ', a citizen of your
making. Wolf Lept. p. 250: a making
into one's sen, adoption, Isae. 63, 2 ; v., I. 6.—II. esp. of poetry, .,,. Plat.

Gorg. 502 A, , Rep. 394 C : hence,
Bbso\., poeticfaculty, poesy, art ofpoetry,

Hdt. 2, 82, and freq. in Plat., cf. Symp.
205 C : also.—2. a poetic composition,

poem, Thuc. 1.10, Plat. Ion 531 D:
usu. a whole poem, of which, some-
times,/ were the parts,

Francke Callin. p. 171. Cf.., a, ov, verb. adj. from, tobe made or done, Hdt. 1, 191
;

7, 15, etc.— II., one must
make or do. Id., ov, 6, {) one who
makes, a maker. Plat. Rep. 597 D,
Tmi. 28 C, etc. ; hence (with and
without vo/icji/), lawgiver, Def Plat.

415 B.—II. esp., the creator of a poem,
like our old Engl, maker: a poet was
called till after Pind., when
music and strict poetry began to be
separated : the name first

occurs in Hdt. ; of Homer, 2, 53 ; of
Alcaeus, 5, 95; cf. Wolf Prolegg. p.

xlii: also, a composer of music, Plat.

Legg. 812 D.—2. generally, the au-

thor of any mental production, a writer,

orator,., Heind. Plat. Phaedr.
234 E, cf. 278 E, Euthyd. 305 B.
Hence, to he a poet,, dep. mid. =foreg.

;

dub-, cf Lob. Phryn. 764., , , {) capable

ofmaking,. Arist. Top. 6, 10, 1,

Def Plat. 411 D:

—

ahsol., productive,

esp. of arts which have some sensible

objects for their end, as architecture,

opp. to ai, such as music,
Arist. M. Mor. 1, 35, 8, cf Plat. Soph.
265 B, Diog. L. 3, 84 -.—of persons.
inventive, i7igenious, Chaerem. ap. Ath.
562 F.—II. esp. of the poetic an, fitted

for a poet, belonging to a poet, poetical,

freq. in Plat. : r/ - (sc.), the

art ofpoetry, poetry. Id. Gorg. 502 D,
etc. :—of persons, poetical, . -, Id. Legg. 802 , cf. 700 D.etc.
Adv. -, Rep. 332 B.,,,{],) a poet's master, E. M. p.

428, 19., , , (.) made, freq.

in Horn., esp. of houses and arms

;

he always uses as=eii-, well or skilfully 7nade, like

and, II. 12, 470, etc.

;

though he also freq. joins -
in same signf , Od. 1, 333, etc.

:

—made, created, opp. to self-existent,

Theogn. 435.—II. made into something,

esp. Tnade into a son, hence, .,
an adopted son, opp. to.
Plat. Legg. 878 ; so, -, an
adopted lather, Lycurg. 153, 44 ; .

\, factitious citizens, not so

born, Arist. Pol. 3, 1, 3 : cf. I.
1

6.—III. made by one's self, i. e. in-
j

vented, feigned, Pind. N. 5, 53 ; :, Eur. Hei. 1517. '

i

, , , fem. of, a
poetess, Luc. Muse. Enc. 11, Ath.,
etc.<, ov, nourishing grass,

V. 1. for-., , to eat grass, Hdt.
3, 25, 100 : from-, ov,(,) eating

grass. Max. Tyr. ; v. Lob. Phryn.
643. [a]'.?., ,(,)
with variegated flowers, variegated,

Clem. Al.., ov. Dor. for -,{,) with broidered reins,

Pmd. P. 2, 14. [a],, pecul. fem.
of sq., ov, gen.,{-,) arrayed in various colours :

., night with spangled garb,

Aesch. Pr. 24., ov,{,-) marked with red, Arist. ap. Ath.
327 F.

\.7., , =^, Alex.
Incert. 58.7., Ion. , , Poeciles,

father cf Membliares, a Phoenician,
Hdt. 4, 147.?.,, ,{?.) a mark-
ing with various colours, esp. an em-
broidering, etc.: hence esp. embroidery.

Plat. Rep. 373 A, 401 A ; of the stars,

., lb. 529 D.—2.

apiece ofbroidery, like, Xen.
Mem. 3, 8, 10.—II. a being marked
with various colours, variegatedness

:

generally, variety, ., ^',
etc.. Plat. Phaed. 110 D', Rep. 404 D

;, Polyb. 9, 22, 10 : cf
Ruhnk. Tim.

—

III. metaph. of the
mind, versatility, artfulness, cunning,
mostly in bad signf., .,
Eur. Aeol. 25 : esp. subrle discourse,

Dem. 844, 11 ; v..?., 6, a kind oi' fish, Ath.
331 E.', , , a bird, like a
goldfinch, Arist. H. A. 9, 1, 13.7, f. -7., {7.) to

mark with various colours, to variegate,

broider, work in embroidery, Eur. Hec.
470, cf I. T. 224 : then, of any rich
work, ,, to make a of
cunning workmanship, II. 18, 590 (v.

sub) ; so, ., Em-
ped. 82 : to paint, cf 7-.—2.

generally, to diversify, vary, ,
Eur. Cycl. 339; -,/. 7-. Plat. Rep. 557 C : . -, to vary the
order of march with troops of horse,
Xen. Hipparch. 4, 3: then, to vary
and so distingui.ih, Plat. Tim. 87 A :

—of style, to embellish, ., to tell

with art and elegance, Pind. P. 9, 134
(cf sub ^i'rpa II. 2) ; a favourite word
of the rhetoricians, v. Schaf Dion.
Comp. p. 258.—3. metaph., to trickout

with false, fair words,7. .
Soph. Tr. 1121: hence, -., Eur. Supp. 187.—II. intr. to vary, change about, Hipp.
— 2. metaph., to deal or speak subtlely.

Plat. Symp. 218 C. Hence.,, , any thing mark-
ed by various colours, by staining or
broidering, hence esp., a broidered
robe or stuff, such as brocade, 11. 6,

294, Od. 15. 107, Aesch. Cho. 1013:
generally rich work, broidery, etc., Xen.
Oec. 9, 2 ; of the stars in heaven,
Plat. Rep. 529 C — II. generally,
variety, diversity. Plat. Legg. 747 A,
Tim. 67 A.

'.7., ov, ,=,-, Plut. 2, 1088 C..3,, ,,{,) with variegated clusters, Nonn., ov,{/^,-
7.) of changeful counsel, wily-minded,
Hes. Th. 521 ; cf7../., , , , Dor. -•,{,) of varied voice,

many-toned, (^, Pind. . 3, 13;
also cf/../, ov, { 7.,) with lines or stripes of various
colours, Arist. ap. Ath. 327 F., ov,{,-) writing orpainting in various colours.

—II. writing on various subjects, Diog.
L. 5, 85._ []/.,, ,,{,) shedding many tears, Nonn., ov, {7., -) with variegated neck, Alcae. 53,
Anth. P. append. 6 :—if we adopt it

(with Ruhnk.) in Hes. Op. 201, as
epith. of the nightingale, it may also
be=7.., ov,{,-) with pied or spotted skin.-, ov, gen. =:
foreg., Eur. 1. A. 226., ov, 6, { 7.,) whirling in various eddies, Opp.
H. 1, 676.7., ov. {7,, -) with chariot richly dight, Ath.
568 D.7., ov, {7., -
pov) rich in various gifts, Nonn./.,,{.*)
of varied v-ork. Paul. Sil. Ambo 262.., 6, ,{,)
with spotted hair, spotted,, Eur.
Ale. 584.-, ov, {7^.-) on rich-worked throne,,
Sappho 1.7., ov,{,)
of varied note,, Poet. ap. Plut.
2, 497 A.7., ov,{7.,-
7.) with variegated stalk, Theophr.., ov, , (,
)fullofvarious wiles, ivily-minded,

in II. and Od., as epith. of Llysses

;

voc. -, 13, 293 : in the hymns of
Jupiter and Mercury: cf. .-/.., , , ^,= foreg.,

Soph. Fr. 519.7.., ov, {7.,) full of various devices, Anth.
P. append. 302.7., , , variety oj

form, m.anifoldness : from7., ov,{7.,) of variegatedform, variegated,

Tia, Ar. Plut. 530., ov, {7, -) of various discourse, Anth. P. 5,
56, Orph.7.,,^., ov,{,) with back of various hues, Pind.
P. 4. 442, Eur. "l. T. 1245.7., ov, {,

) busy about many things,

Synes., ov,{,-) with variegated wings Or feathers,
Eur. Hipp. 1270 : metaph., changeful,

. ^., Fratin. ap. Ath. 617 D.
].7.. , ov, many-colmired, spot-

ted, mottled, pied, dappled, Horn., and
Hes.;, II. 10, 30;,
Eur. Bacch. 249 ;, Hdt. 7, 61

;

. 7.<^€. prob. some marble, Hdt. 2,

127;—in Xen. An. 5, 4, 32, tattoor l.=.—II. wrougiu in
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various colours, of painting, broidery,

inlaid-work, etc. : in gen. of rich, rare

work, freq. in Horn., as epith. of-, .,,,,,, etc. ; esp. ol

woven stuffs and work in metal, like,' : so, -, arms inwrmi;j;ht with

brass, Horn, and Hes. :
-7.=, Aesch. Ag. 923;

so, Tu, Aesch. Ag. 92G, 936,

Theocr. 15, 78 : hence,—2. as subst.,

(sc. ), the Poecile or

great hall at Athens adorned with fresco

painting of the battle of Marathon

by Polygnotus, Muller Archaol. d.

Kunst \ 135, 2.—llI.metaph., cAimg-

ing colour ; and so. changeful, various,

7nanifold, Aesch. Pr. 495, Plat., etc. :

—-., the changing months,

Pind. 1. 4, 30 (3, 37) : esp. of art, ., a song of changeful strain or

full of diverse art, Pind. O. G, 148 ; so,, Id. . 4, 23 ;
and

so, poetry is said to be/. Id. . 1, 46,

cf. Donalds, ad O. 3, 8 (12):—of

abstruse knowledge, -, Eur. Med. 301.—2. in bad

sense, intricate, riddling, of an oracle,

Hdt. 7, 111 ; ,
Eur. Hel. 711 ; ,. to-, Plat. Symp. 182 : artful,

tricky, .,. Soph. .
C. 762, Ar. Thesm. 438 ;

.. Plat. Rep. 3C5 C
;, Dem.

120, 21 ; so too, ,
speaking in double sense. Soph. Phil.

130, cf. Ar. Eq. 196:—hence also

artful, cunning, wily (like varius, in

Sallust), as epith. of Prometheus,

Hes. Th. 511, Aesch. Pr. 308; ., Pind, . 5, 52.-3.
changeable, changeful, unstable, Arist.

Eth. N. 1, 10, 14, Polyb. 14, 1, 5,

etc.:—• ,^, to be different,

Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 21.— Cf.

throughout.—(Perh. from same root

as Lat. ping-ere, pic-tus.)/, ov, Aeol. --, ov,{,, Aeol.) with broidered sandals,

Bergk .Anacr. 15.', ov, ofvaried breast

:

meiaph.,=?., ov,{,-) variously spotted, Jtiottled, Arist. ap.

Ath. 305 C.'.?, ov,{,-) with variegated robe : of a ship,

luilh variegated prow (v., tin.).

Soph. Phil. 343., ov,(,-) with variegated mouth : metaph.,=7.?.!/, , {7,-) delighting by variety, Anth. P. 9,

517., ov,(,-) curiously wrought, Anth. P. 9, 482.,,,(,-
YVJ/) skilled in various ari.s',Tryph. 536./, ov, (,) twittering or singing in vari-

ous notes ; ., Theocr. Ep. 4,10.,, , y (-,) accompanied by the va-

ried notes ofthe phurininx,, Pind.

O. 4. 4., , to be-
: from,, , ,(,

/) of manifold thought or counsel,

wilv-minded, Eur. Hec. 133., ov, (.,-) with various voice or tones, Ath.

258 A: metaph.,=//^;^•.
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, ov,(,)
of various colour, Arist. ap. Ath. 319

C., ov, and -,, ,,=., ,() adorn

with varied work, Aesch. Fr. 291., , , ()=, Plat. Legg. 747 ., verb. adj. from-, one must adorn. Plat. Kep. 378 C., ov, 6,() one

ivho variegates or embroiders ; a broid-

erer, Aeschin. 14, 4, Plut., etc. : fern., q. v., ,,() qual-

ified for an embroiderer or embroidery :- (sc.), embroidery, like-, Dion. H., , ,() varie-

gated, broidered, Longin., , , fem. of-, q. v., Strab.,,(,) of
various song.—. of perplexed andjug-
gling song, of the Sphinx, Soph. O.T.
130., f.-,() to feed,

tend, as shepherds do their iiock,-, Od. 9, 188 ;, Hes. Th. 23 ;, Eur. Cycl. 26 ;.
Plat. Rep. 345 C :—absol., tn keep

flocks, be a shepherd, Theocr. 11, 65;^, 11. 6,25; 11.

106.

—

. metaph., to tend, cherish,

mind, like, Pind. I. 5 (4),

14, cf. Dissen ad N. 8, 6; Aesch.

Eum. 91 :

—

to foster a passion, Jac.

Ep. Ad. 9, 2.—2. to take care of, guide,

govern,, Eur. Tern. 10 : cf..— 3. like, to soothe,

beguile, Lat. pascere, lactare, fillere,

-, Theocr. 11, 80 : hence, gen-

erally, to deceive, Eur. Hipp. 153, (ubi

libri).
. pass., like, to graze, of

flocks, II. 11,245, Eur. Ale. 579: to

stray about, Mosch. 2, 5 : but,—2. in

Aesch. Eum. 249., every country has been wander-

ed over, traversed., , Dor. for 7roi/i7/v,Theocr., ag, /;, () a

milk-pail, Lye. 326.^, ar, , Poemandria,

earlier name of Tanagra, Lye. : in

Strab., p. 404.

ioavo, ov, 6, Poemandrus,

founder of Tanagra, ace. to Paus. 9,

20, 1.—Others in Anth., ,=)/, dub. : from'.,=., ov, ,() a

herd : a hand under its leader, an army,

Aesch. Pers. 75., a, ov, verb. adj. from, to be fed, tended, Theogn.
689.,, 6, ()=:^. Soph. Fr. 379., , ,() of
fit for pasturing ; - (sc.) a

shepherd's art or life., ,,—,.,, ,=, shep-

herd, esp. shepherd of the people, prince,

chief, Aesch. Pers.'241. (Usu. deriv.

from and, like.-., etc., in which case it

ought strictly to be ..)
[«], , ,() feed-

ing, tending, keeping, Philo., , , () of or

belonging to a shepherd,, CalL
Fr. 125 :

—

- (sc.), Plat. Rep.
345 D. Adv. -.

, ov,, poet, for

ov, Opp. C. 3, 264 ; 4, 2C9., a, ov, rarer poet, fonn
for, Jac. A. P. 866.., b, a herdsman, esp.
shepherd, Hom., and Hes. ; opp. to
the lord or owner (), Od. 4, 87.

— II. metaph., a shepherd of the peo-
ple, esp. of Agamemnon,'-, Hom., etc. : gener-
ally, a captain, chief. Soph. Aj. 360;, Aesch. Supp. 767;, Eur. Supp. 674 ; cf. Valck.
Phoen. 1146 :

—

-, the Loves, Pind. N. 8, 10.

—

It does not make, in vocat.,

but remains, Buttin. Ausf.
Or. 5 45, Anm. 2. (Prob. akin to -,,, pasco ; and
to,,., ,,—,•
taen.,, , herd of cattle at pas-
ture, esp. a flock of sheep, Od. 9, 122,
Hes. Th. 446, Hdt., etc.— II. a single

head of cattle, Seidl. Eur. El. 721.

(Prob. from, like/ from
: or else for] from-.) Hence, adv., of or from a flock

or herd, Ap. Rh. 2, 491., , iov. Ion. form of a
supposed (?/) :

—

of or
belonging to a flock or herd,,, II. 2, 470, Hes. Op. 789 : also
of wild animals, as, ./., Pind.
Fr. 262., ov, , syncop. for-.,=, esp. of sheep, Hdt,
2, 2; 3, 05, Soph. O. T. 761, 1028,
Plat., etc.— II. a single head of cattle,

SclKif. Long. p. 327, 369., ov, ,=:^, -
., a shepherd's dog ; .,

a shepherd's marriage song, Ael. N. A.
12, 44.,=^, very dub., Lob.
Phryn. 204., a, ov,() punishing,
avenging, Anth. P. 5, 254.,, , , an avenger,

punislier, Aesch. Ag. 1281, Eur. El.

23. [] : from, , f.- [], Ion. -,
to avenge, punish :—mid., to avenge
one's selfon one,, Eur. I. T. 1143:

from,,,(*.) : strict-

ly quit-money for blood spilt, the fine

paid by the slayer to the kinsman of

the slain, as a ransom from all conse-
quences, (old Engl, were, were-geld)

;

c. gen. pers., ,,', the ransom
or were-geld for the slain, whether
paid or received, II. 5, 266 ; 14, 483

;

18, 498; ' -, II. 13, 059 : also

ransom, C. gen. rei, II. 17, 207 :—hence,
generally, a price paid, satisfaction, re-

tribution, requital, penalty, Lat. poena,-, Od. 23, 312, cf. 11. 21, 28,

Hes. Op. 747, 753 ;, to take vengeance

for Aesopus' life, Hdt. 2, 134 ; but,, to give Xerxes satisfac-

tion for the death of his heralds. Id.

7, 134 : in Alt., usu. in plur.,,,, to pay, suffer

punishment, Pind. O. 2, 106, Aesch.
Pr. 112, etc., Eur. I. T. 446, Xen.
Cyr. 6, 1, 11;, to inflict

it, Eur. Tro. 360 :—cf. (which
is the common word in prose),-
va.—2. in good sense, recompense, re-

ward, for a thing,, Pind. P. 1



113, . 1, 108.—3. as the result of

the quit-money, redemption, release,

Pind. P. 4, 112.—I], personified, «
goddess of vengeance, Vetigeance, a be-

ing of the same class with and, Eur. I. T. 200.

o^^7;«', , , pjirsuit by the

avenging goddesses,—II. the exaction of
a penalty : from.?., , to pursue with the

torments of the furies

:

—pass., lo be so

pursued, Plut. de Fluv. 23, \ : from, ov, {, /^)
pursued by the furies.., , (.) some-

thing inflicted by way of penalty, pun-

ishment.

Tloivr/, , , fem. from sq., f/, 6, () an

avenger, 0pp. H. 2, 421., ov, ,—, fem.

-,, A nth. P. 7, 745.,, ,=., ov,() avenging, pun-

ishing,,', Soph. Tr. 80,
Aj. 843; 7.. Id. EL 210.—2. in

good sense, bringing a return recom-

pense,, Pind. P. 2, 32., , , or - Uoivtvov,
Mount Pennmus, in the Alps, Strab.

p. 20S.-, , (, ^
)

taking vengeance : hence, al-
7701, the avenging goddesses, LuC. (.')

Philopatr. 23.-, 6, (, *) an
executioner., , to gather grass or

herbs : also to put up corn in sheaves,

Theocr. 3, 32., ov, {,) pick-

ing up grass or kerbs, Arist. ap. Ath.

397 B.

iHoiov, . Ml. Poeus, a part

of Pindus, Strab. p. 327.},,(,)feeding

on grass 01 kerbs, , Aesch. Ag.
1169.—IL proparos.,, ov,) with rich grassy fields,,
d. Supp, 50.,,'. Ion,,,

(but not in Horn., v. fin.)

:

—of what nature ? of what sort ? Lat.

quaiis ? in Horn. usu. expressing sur-

prise and anger, -
.' what manner of speech hast thou

spoken !

—

f and simply, !
Od. 2, 85; ! II. 23,570;
etc.—It retains this usage, to express
surprise, etc., in Att., Heind. Plat.

Charm. 174 C :—doubled, ?/[^^ -
; Plat. Theaet. 149 D :—some-

times for, Lob. Phryn. 59.

—2. in Att., not seldom with art.,

Pors. Phoen. 892, ElmsL.Ach. 418,

974 (963) ; esp. when it stands alone

(when indeed it is seldom omitted).

Soph. O. T. 120, etc., cf however O.

C. 1415 :—so also with the demonstr.,

; Id. . . 291, etc.
;

this usage of —oiOf with the demonstr.

is very freq., and we can hardly ren-

der it but by a periphr.,' ; what sort of word [is this

that] thou wilt speak? Soph. Phil.

1204, cf. 441, etc.:

—

)=-, the fourth of Aristotle's Catego-

ries. Categ. S.—3. : is oft.

joined, making the question less defi-

nite, Xen. HelL 4, 1, 6, and Plat.—4., as ..= ; Lat. quomodo?
Hdt. 1, 30.— 5., and
are oft. also used in indirect questions

for, Aesch. Supp. 519, Plat.,

and Xen. ; cf Jelf Gr. Gr. % 877, Obs.

2.—IL, , , indef. adj., of a

certain nature, kind or quality, freq. in

Plat., esp. joined with , as, , Soph. 262 , Rep.
438 .(, TTOcrof must be referred to a

primitive *, as the correlat. adjs.

olor, to , and the demonstr., to *, .) [Later ver-

sifiers sometimes make fem. a

trochee, Jac. A. P. p. Ixv:—hut the

first syll. is freq. short in Att.], , , () quality,

Lat. quatitas. Plat. Theaet. 182 A,
Arist. Eth. N. 10, 3, 1, etc., cf. Lob.
Phryn. 350., ov, =,
0pp. C. 1, 460.,.=, 0pp.
C. 2, 613. [a], ,() to furnish with a

certain quality, make such., , a servant, Hesych., strictly to blow, puff, be

out of breath from haste or exertion ;

hence, generally, to hasten, hurry, bus-

tle, Lat. salagere, II. 8, 219, Od. 3,

430 : hence, also, to do active service,

be waiting, -, make haste and sweep the house,

Od. 20, 149, cf. II. 1, 600 ; 24, 475 :—, labouring for

the sake of me (for there is no need
to make it trans, here), Pind. P. 10,

101. (Not from ; but formed
by redupl. from,, like

from /•.,
from -, ^(iof, from -, etc. ; hence its orig. signf. : v.

Buttin. Lexil. s. v. ; cf .)
[ir in pres. and impf , before a short

syll. ; but before a long one, though
only by position, as in II. 24, 475 : in

all other tenses i.],() adv., blow-

ing, puffing, hissing, Nic. Th. 371.,, ,() a
blowing, puffing, sobbing, .,
Aesch. Theb. 280., , a blowing, puffing : from, f. -, (redupl. form from) to blow, puff,srwrt.—II. trans.,

to blow up, burn up, Lyc. 198 :—but,

., like , Soph-
ron, cf. Meineke Euphor. 95. Cf.., ,(,) likegrass:

grassy, Hdt. 4, 47., , ,() giving or

having a quality.

or. Dor. for and, and so through the whole se-

ries,,, /.. [], . -,=., , , dim. from,
Hippiatr., , , () woolly,

fleecy.—II. wool, hair, Ar. Thesm. 567,

in plur., al, and, , v. sub -
III., {.- Dor. -,() :

=7/, to shear wool: mid., -
, to shear or cut for one's

self, , Theocr. 5,

26.
;, , (,) like

undressed wool : rough, raw, Longin.,, ,(, Lat. pecto)wool
in its raw state, a fleece, II. 12, 451 :

also lock or tuft nf wool, Soph. Tr.
675.—II. a sheep-shearing, Ar. Av. 714.

— III. proverb., , to an
ass-shearing, i. e. to a place where
nothing is to be got, Ar. Ran. 186 :—
some refer this ace. lo ai-, others to , but neither of
these is extant in nom., and this isor

lated form had better be taken as

heterocl. ace. of, cf. Buttm.
Ausf Gr. () 56 Anm. 13, n. Hence, . to cover or clothe with
wool, Anth. P. 6, 102.

iUo/.a. , or TLo'/ai, ai, Pola, a city
of Istria, Strab. p. 209., ,, , . plur.

from, for ', , Horn.,
and Hes.',,, dim. from /..

iTlo/.,, o,Polemageties,

masc. pr. ., an Athenian, Aeschin.
22, 20., ov. Dor. for7.•, rind.,, , Polemaenetus,

a seer, Isocr. 394./., ov, 6, Polemaestus,
unless corrupted from,
Dem. 1491, fin., ov, belonging to the,, Ath. 210 :

—

., his residence, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 5, Po-
lyb.\1, ov, 6, Polemarchius,
masc. pr. n., Polyb. 4, 79, 5., , f. -, lo be Pole-
march (v.), Hdt. 6, 109,

Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 2o./., , ,=7..,, , the office or rank

of Polemarch., , , =.-
: from,, ,(,)

one who begins Or leads the war, a lead'

er, chieftain,, Aesch. Theb.
828, cf. Cho. 1072.-11. the title of
high oiScers in several Greek slates

:

— 1. at Athens, the Polemarch or third

archon, who presided in the court in
which thecauses oiU\e were
tried : in earlier times he managed
the war-office and all foreign affairs,

and even took the field as general-in-

chief, as at Marathon, Hdt. 6, 109.—
2. in', the commander of a,
Hdt. 7, 173 ; and5=, Thuc.
5, 66, Xen. Hell. 4, 4,'7,'and 5, 7, etc.

—3. at Thebes, two officers of chiet

rank after the Boeotarchs, supreme
in affairs of war, lb. 5, 4, 2, sq./., , , Polemarchus,

a naval commander of the Lacedae-
monians, Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 11.—2. son
of Cephalus. elder brother of Lysias,

put to death by the thirty tvrants,

Lys. ; Plat. Phaedr. 257 ; 'Plut.

;

etc.—Others in Polyb. ; etc., ov. Dor. for•, q. V., ov, v.., , f. - : () :—to be at war, wage war, opp. to-
VTjv, Thuc. 5, 76; , with
one, oft. in Hdt., etc. : ,
Xen. An. 3, 1, 5 ; . Id. Vect.

5, 8 : absol., also, to fight, do battle,

Id. Cyr. 7, 1, 49; .
Plat. Prot. 350 A :—generally, to quar-

rel, wrangle, dispute witlt one, lb. 1, 3,

11 ; so, . r?/. Soph. O. C. 191,

cf Eur. Ion 1386.—II. c. ace, to make
war upon, treat as an enemy, attack, be-

siege,,. etc., . 1. Po-
lyb. 1, 15, 10, cf. Bast Ep. Cr. p. 112 :

hence in pass., to have war made upon
one, Thuc. 1, 37, Xen. Hell. 7, 4, 20,

Isocr. 92 A ; so, fut. mid.-
in pass, signf, Thuc. 1, 68 : but,

—2. c. ace. cognato, ?. ..
Plat. Rep. 551 D :—hence in pass.,~?., Xen.
Mem. 3, 5, 10 ; so, ,
whatever hostilities passed. Id. An. 4,

1, 1 ; ru 7.,
Thuc. 4, 23., ov, Dor.
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,{,) entering upon
a war, sustaining war, epith. of Minerva,
Stesich. Fr. 97 : generally, warlike,, Find. P. 10, 22.^,, Ion. for the supposed, (/•) warlike, Ireq. in

Horn. (esp. in II.): he usu. has ., II. 2, 338, etc. ; also, .,
11. 7, 193, Hes. Sc. 238 :— /ir/ta

= , Hdt. 5, ill., desiderat. from-, Thuc. 1, 33., verb. adj. from-, one muxt go to war, Ar. Lys. 496,

and (in plur.) Thuc. 1, 79./,,,{) the

place from which a general carries on his

operations, head-quarters, Polyb. 4, 71,

2 ; cf..], ov. Dor.--
:
—bringingforth war, bringing war,

Nonn., , , , warlike,

Hermann's coiij. in Opp. C. 3, 204., , V.' II. 2., poet,-, (bothin II.)

:

fut. -' Dor.- (the only fut. used
by Horn.) ;—poet, for, to

wage war, fight with or against one,

Tivi, freq. in Hom. (esp. in II.) : so,

7. , , 11.

8, 428 ; 20, 85
; , jointly with

another, II. 9, 352 ; ., Pind.

. 9, 49 : also m mid., Ici. . 8, 50 :—
later, generally, to quarrel, wrangle, .
ry), Ar. Nub. 419.—II. trans.,

to war or fight with, /)-. II. 18, 258:—hence in pass.,

Opp. C. 3, 209., , ,{) of or

for war,,, Thuc. ;,. Plat., etc. :— of persons,

skilled in ivar, warlike. Plat. Rep. 522
E, etc. ; distinguished from-, Xen. An. 2, C, 1.—2. -
(sc.), the art of war, war. Plat.

Soph. 222 C ;—so. ru, Hdt.

3, 4, and freq. in Xen. ; but also, war-

like exercises, Id.— 3. ,
the signal for battle, .,
Lat. signum canere. Id. An. 4, 3, 29

;

, gave a war-
shout, lb. 7, 3, 33.—II. like an enemy,

hostile. Id. Vect. 4, 44 : hence in adv.,- . Id. An. 6, 1, 1,

etc.—111. stirring up hostility, Id. Mem.
2, 6, 21. Cf. sq., a, ov, also , ov, Eur.
Supp. 1191 (?.):—of belong-

ing to war,, Pind. P. 2, 37 :

Tu,, whatever belongs to %uar,

war and its business, Hdt. 5, 78 ; etc.

— 2. rarely like, warlike,

Soph. Aj. 1013.—II. hostile, Pind.,

and Trag. ; , to one, Hdt. 1, 4,

Eur., etc.; but also, . {as

subst.) one's enemy, Hdt. 1, 78, Find.

P. 1, 30, and Att. : generally, opposed,

conflicting, Hdt. 7, 47.—2. esp. -
(sc. -^,), the enemy's coun-

try, Thuc, and Xen. ; cf Soph. Aj.

819. Adv. -.— is in genl.

older than : in Xen., etc.,

is mostly used in the sense
of hostile, in that of war-

like, skilled in war., 6, Ep. for:
also as voc. from, II. 10,

492.,, ,=^.
Hence, , , also , > :

of or belonging to the warrior, ',
Hdt. 1, 192 (unless we read-

with Wessel.)
; , .,

Ar. Ach. 572, 1132; ., war-

chariots, Hdt. 5, 113, and Xen. :, a military game, Ar.
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Nub. 28.—II. TO,, also

= Tu. Plat. Criti. 119 B,
Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 26.^-, ov, ,() a
warrior, combatant, Hom. (esp. in II.),

Pind., etc. : Hom. also has-. Cf. foreg., , , fern, from -, the old reading in Aesch.
Cho. 424; but v..?.,,=^., ov,{, -) rousing the din of war, Lyr. ap.

Dion. Comp. p. 107., ov,(,-) raising the din of war, Batr. 4,

276.1?>,,(,-) finishing war, Aesch. Theb. 161.^,, , Polemocra-
tes, a Macedonian, Arr. Ann. 5, 27, 3.

—2. son of Machaon, Paus. 2, 38, 6., , , comic
word in Ar. Ach. 1082, a compd. of, and'., adv. from, to

the ivar, into the fight, Horn. (esp. in

II.) : he also has., , to stir up zvar,

Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 30 : to stir up, provoke,, Hipp. : from, ,{,)
causing war or dissension : making hos-

tile, Arist. Pol. 5, 11, 10, Plut. Poplic.

21, etc., , , battle, fight, and,
generally, war, freq. in Hom., who
has also the poet, form? : in

Hom. and Hes. the signf. battle pre-

vails ; later, esp. in Att., that of war :

ill Hdt. both alike:

—

.', ., their ivar, i. e. which they
bring, II. 3, 1C5; 24, 8, etc. : he freq.

has such periphr. as,, -, II. 13, 271, 635, etc.;

and oft. joins,,, -, etc., with, as if equiv.

to it; cf:—. ,
Hdt. 6, 2 ; , Xen. Hell. 3, 2,

22 ; 7. -. Plat. Symp. 196 A ; in Att. we
have many phrases, as '-, to levy uxir against, Aesch.
Supp. 341, Ar. Ach. 913, etc.; .-,,, ,,, to begin a war;
., to make war ; ., Eur. Or. 13 ;—opp. to . -,, to put an end
to it, make peace : cf also,: metCLph.,ov -, i. e. your words are peaceful.

Plat. Legg. 702 D.—2. warlike force,

army, as in old French balaille was
used for a battalion.—II. in Pind., per-

sonified, War, Battle, Fr. 225. (From*, akin to,,-, and Lat. pello, bellum.), ,{, -) to foment or foster war, LXX.^, , , {the ivarring)

Polemusa, an Amazon, Qu. Sm. 1, 42., ov,{,-) wasting by war, Aesch. Pers. 652.,, , ,{,) of warlike spirit., ,{) to make hos-

tile, make an enemy of in fut. mid.,

Thuc. 5, 98 :—in pass., to be made an
enemy of, opp. to. Id. 1 , 36.,, , Polemo, a pupil

of Xenocrates in Athens, teacher of

Zeno, Diog. L. — 2. son of Zeno of

Laodicea, made king by Augustus,
Strab. p. 578 ; Ath. "234 C. — 3. an
Athenian, son of Hagnias, Dem.
1057, 10. — 4. /, a Stoic
philosopher, author of a descriplioo

of the earth, Strab. pp. 15. 396.-5. a
king of Pontus, son of Pharnaces,
Strab. p. 495, sqq.— Others in Arr.,

etc., Ep. gen. sing, from -
; gen. from in Att.

poetry., {,) intr. to

turn or go about, Lat. versari, ,
., to go about the city, i. e. live

therein, Od. 22. 223 ; cf. sq.— II. trans.,

to turn round, to turn up, esp. the soil

with the plough, with or without.
Soph. Ant. 340 : but,- ., to

pass one's life, like, Eur.
Incert. 99, ace. to Valck. Diatr. p. 246., , {') to turn round,
turn about, turn up, esp. the soil with
the plough, with or without , to

plough, Hes. Op. 460, hke polare agros
in Ennius: hence %>, ?..
—II. to surround, go round about, haunt,, Aesch. Pers. 307 ; so in mid.,-. Id. Pr. 645 (cf.).—
{\7^,,\.\8*7.), gen. plur. from :

—
but—II.. Ion. gen. plur. from, Hom.
*1//, , the surface, only found in

the adv., q. v.,, Ion. plur. from.
for,, Hom.

; gen. and
ace. sing. 7^,, Hes.,, ,{) turning
round. Plat. Cr«t. 405 C., , v..^/., ov, , Poliagrus, masc.
pr. ., Ael. V. . 5, 8., ov Ion. , , PoHades,
masc. pr. n., Hdt. 9, 53.7., {7.) to make gray
white :— pass, to grow gray or wliite^

e. g. of the foaming sea, Aesch. Pers.
110.

7.}, , ^, () an oint

ment made of, Inscr.. , to be a noTuavauoc,
Ep. Plat. 363 C.17, ov, b,{,) a
civic magistrate, the chief magistrate of
a city, Dio C., ov. Dor. for-,7 (q.y.), Pind., , to be a,
Dio C., ov, 6, (7^, ')
ruler of a city, a king, prince, .,
Pind. . 7, 125, Eur. Rhes. 381.— II.

the commandant of a city, Lat. praefec-
tus iirhi., ov, o,Poliarchus, masc.
pr. n., Ael. V. H. 8,4.,, , (7) guardian

of the city, epith. of Minerva in her
oldest temple on the Acropolis of
Athens, as distinguished from ^..., first in
Hdt. 5, 82, V. Midler Eumen. ^ 30,

67 note 6 : she had the same name in
many Greek towns, cf.., , Dor. for,
opp. to, Pind. I. 1, 74.7,. , dim. from,
a small town, Strab. [Z], ov, TO. =^ foreg., ov, TO, V..
iTloov, ov, TO, PoUSmn, a city

of Lucania, the earlier Siris, Strab.

p. 264.",, 6, guardian of the city
,

epith. of Jupiter, Arist. Mund. 7, 3:
the contr. gen.^• occurs in old
Att. Inscrr., f. -,() to build or

found a city ; and, generally, to build,

found, 7 (for •), II. 7, 453 ;'



, . 20, 217 ; ',
Hes. Fr. 39, 5 ; and freq. in Hdt., as

4, 108 ; 5, 13. — II. /,
to colonize a country bi/ building a city,

Xen. An. 6, 6, 4, cf. Plut. Rom. 9./. ov. Dor.,^', Find. . 5, 24.

/./, , , poet, for ^,,
a citizen, 11. 2, 806, freq. in Hdt., and
twice in Trag., Aesch. Pers. 556,
Eur. El. 119; also, a fellow-citizen,

countryman, Hdt. 1, 120: cf.-.,, fern, from-, Eur. Hipp. 1126,. Rh.,, ,=^7, Or.

Sib., adv. from, into or

to the city, Horn.,, {,)
gray-haired, Strab., , 6, (, -
CT)7)=sq., Nicet.', , (,-) with gray hair on the temples,

i. e. jtist beginning to be gray, (as says
Theocr. 14, 68, -?, cf Arist. Color. ,
11,) U. 8, 518, Hes. Op. 179; cf., , , Folium, later-, a city of Troas, Strab. p. 601.', , , a plant with a

strong aromatic smell, Lat. polium,

prob. so called from having glaucovs

leaves, Theophr.,() as pass., to he

or become gray, Arist. Anal. Pr. 1, 13,

5, etc.7, ov,(,-) gray-haired, Q. Sm. 14, 14., , f -'/ : (•,,) :
—to hem in a city, block-

ade, beleaguer, besiege, . or •, Hdt. 1, 26, etc., Ar. Vesp. 685,

Thuc, etc. : metaph., to besiege, an-

noy, pester, Xen. Hell. 4, 7, 1, Mem.
2, 1, 13.—The fut.7. is

used by Hdt. 5, 34; 8, 49, Thuc. 3,

109, in pass, signf for-. Hence, a, ov, verb, adj.,

that must be taken by siege, to be taken,

Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 7 : and/, , , taker of cities,

surname of Demetrius son of Cas-
sander, Plut. Demetr. 42, etc. Hence?}], , , of, ft for,
usual in besieging, Volyh. 1, 58, 4 : -, , a treatise on the art of
sieges., , ,() a
beleasuering, siege of a city, Hdt. 5, 34,

Thuc. 2, 78, etc. : metaph., a torment-

ing, Plut. Sull. 25.?, , , in Horn., and Att.

sometimes, :
—gray, white, Hom.

as epith. of wolves, II. 10, 334 ; of

iron, II. 9, 366, etc. ; of the surging
sea, , II. 20, 229, Od. 5,

410 ; but esp. of hair, gray or hoary

from age, II. 22, 74, Od. 24, 316, Hes.
Th. 271, and Trag. ; hence, ,
hoary hair, Arist. ProbL 10, 34 : ai

(sc.), gray or white hair,

Find. 0. 4, 40, like canae (sc. comae)

in Cicero ; -, as the gray hairs come down
(i. e. from the head and temples to

the beard, cf), Ca-
saub. Ar. Eq. 520, 908 ; as also -, a gray, hoary-headed man, Od.
24, 498, cf Flat. Farm. 127 :—Find.

P. 4, 175 has a strange phrase,

: i. e., ace.

to Harm., who was it bare thee in her

old age ? implying that he was /.-
(q. v.) ; or, ace. to Bockh, what

01
old woman^s womb bare thee ? imply-
ing a sarcasm.— II. white ; and so,

metaph., light, clear, serene,, Hes.
Op. 475, 490 ; ', Eur. Or. 1376

;

Uijp, Ap. Rh. 3, 275.—III. metaph.,
hoary, old, venerable,, Aesch.
Supp. 058 ;,, etc., Seidl.

Eur. El. 696
;

..
Flat. Tim. 22 . (Akin to?.
or,, and Lat. pullus :

but prob. not to.)
f.?.io or', 6,, Pol-

lian wine, grown at Syracuse, and so
named from a prince (Pollis ?), Ael.

V. H. 12, 31.

17',, , (?) gray-

ness, Arist. Gen. An. 5, 1, 33.,,^, 0pp./, ov,(, ) occu-

pying or protecting a city, like

and, always epith. of the

guardian deity of a city :

., in Chios, fldt. 1, 160 ;• .
at Athens, Ar. Eq. 581, cf Nub. 602
(so,/., Pind. . 5,

24) ; ., Aesch. Theb. 512, etc.

;

, Plat. Legg. 921 0•.—-,?, are synon.??., , (,-) to guard a city.— II. of an army,
to keep within walls, opp. to taking the

field, Polyb. 18, 22, 4.

iTlooo, ov, , Poliochus, a poet

of the new comedy, Ath. 60 C.,, , , (,) with white skin, white,,
Eur. Bacch. 1364.'.?, , (?^,)
sacker of cities, Aesch. Ag. 472., ov, — foreg., Aesch.

Ag. 782., , .(,)—?. Lye. 210. "',, . Ion. and Dor. gen., etc., in Att. poetry also •, etc., Ep. 7], etc. ; in Ion.

poetry also, Theogn. 774,

1039 :
— Hom. has genit. as

dissyll., II. 2, 811, like Att.,
Fors. Med. 906 :—-dat., Ep.-
?.:—ace., but Hes. Sc. 105
has ace. 7. Plur. nom.,
in Od. 15, 412 :—gen./:
—dat., Od. 21, 252, etc.

;

Dor., Pind. P. 7, 8, Foed.
Lacon. ap. Thuc. 5, 77, 79 :—ace.-, ?., fH- 4, 308| (as dissyll,

Od. 8, 560), and in Hdt.. Att.

dual gen., Isocr. 55 C :—nom.
and ace.. Id. 44 ; but in Att.?. seems to have been used,

Buttm. Ausf Gr. § 51 Anm. 7, note

:

cf also {, ?,).
A city, freq. as early as Horn., and

Hes. : , and,^=, the fortress of the city,

citadel, II. 6, 88, 257 ; 20, 52 ; which
at Athens also was often called sim-
ply ., while the rest of the city

was called, Ar. Eq. 1093, Lys.
245, cf Thuc. 2, 15, Xen. An. 7. 1,

27 : hence the guardian deities of the

Athenian Acropolis were -, esp. Polieus and '.
Polias, Br. Ar. Lys. 245, Hemst. Ar.

Plut. p. 260.—II. a whole country, as
dependent on and called after its city,

Od. 6, 177, cf Heinr. Hes. Sc. 380

;

so also in II. 17, 144, Soph. O. C.
1533, etc., Strab. : hence, an island

peopled by men, II. 14, 230
;-, Aesch. Eum. 77; cf

Bockh Expl. Pind. O. 7, 34, Dissen.
I. 4, 49, sq.— III. when/ and

are joined, the former is the
body of citizens, the latter, their dwell-

ings (though in the phrase

, Od. 11, 14, denotes

the town), ?, i. e., Soph. . . 179 :

—

hence, esp. in Att., the state(). Soph. Ant. 734, etc., cf.

Valck. Phoen. 932 ; esp. free state,

republic. Soph. Ant. 737, Xen. Cyr.
8, 2, 28 : 7., state-affairs,

government. Plat. Frot. 318 E.—2. the

right of citizenship, like Lat. civitas,

Ar. Ran. 717.—In prose always
has the art., except when it is used
generally of a state or commonwealth
as such, as in Flat. Rep. 422 E,
Legg. 766 D ; while in Trag. this is

usu. omitted, Ellendt Lex. Soph. 2,

p. 237.

tllo^tf,, . Polls, a village of
the Hyaei in Locris, Thuc. 3, 101.^,, , v..,,,(7) the build-

ings of a city, a city, town, (Lat. urbs

as opp. to civitas), sometimes^,
sometimes different from it, of Echa-
tana, Hdt. 1, 98; of Thebes, Aesch.
Theb. 63 ; of Troy, Soph. Phil. 1424;

of Athens, Id. O. C. 1496:—and in

prose, as Thuc. 1, 10, etc. :— also

tract of country that is peopled, Wun-
derl. Obs. Cr. p. 190.7., , , dim. from
foreg., Polyb. 1, 24, 12, Plut. [a],, , (7.) the build'

ing of a city, Dion. H.7.1, ,=^7, v. 1.

Aesch. Theb. 822., ov, (,)
managing or ruling a city,,
Aesch. Cho. 864;. Id. Pers.
853., ov, (, )

guarding a city or cities, H. Hom. 7, 2.\, ov, poet, for-,, Aesch. Theb. 69, 185 ;^,
Id. Eum. 775, cf 883., , 6,() the build-

er, founder of a city, Eur. Erechth.
17, 13, ace. to Reiske and Osann.7, , o,:=sq., . .17, , ,^=7.., , , Ion. -, (-) the relation in. which a citizen

stands to the state, the condition, rights

of a citizen, citizenship, Lat. civitas,

Hdt. 9, 34, Thuc, etc. ;7, Xen. Hell. 4, 4, 6 ; .
7., lb. 1, 2, 10.—2. the

life of a citizen, one's daily life, Lat. ra-

tio vitae civilis, Dem. 399, 6.—II. the

life and business of a statesman, hence
government, administration, Ar. Eq.
219, Xen. Mem. 3, 9, 15, Dem. 254,

18, etc.

—

III. civil polity, the condition

of a state, a state, constitution, freq. in

Plat., etc. : a form ofgovernment, Plat.

Rep. 562 A, etc., Aeschin. 1, 19, etc.

—2. esp., a well-ordered republican gov-
ernment, a commonwealth, Arist. Pol.

3,7,3; 4, 8, I , etc. ; and so, general
ly, a republic, Xen. Ath. 1, 1, etc.,, , (/)
the art of a governor ; USU. in plur.,

measures ofgovernment, as Plat. Legg,
945 D, Isocr. 156 A, etc. ; but in
sing., ., Aeschin. 51,
12.— II. citizenship, life as a citizen,

N..—.^ 111, Polyb. 1,

13, 12; 5, 9, 9, etc., ov, , a statesman •

from, f. -, to be a,
be a citizen or free-man, live in a free
state, Xen. An. 3, 2, 26 ; opp. to one
who is under a monarchy, Polyb. 4,

76, 2 : but this is more freq. as dep.,

v. infra B. I.—2. to have a certain form
of7. or government, . ', Thuc. 1, 19; 3, 62, cf.

4, 130: V. infra B. 3.—. trans., ta
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administer or govern a state, Thuc. 2,

65 : hence in pass., of the state, to be

governed, Plat. Rep. 427 A, etc. : tu)>!., his public meas-
ures, Dinarch. 9, 10. — 2. to create a

citizen. Died.

B. most usu. as dep., c. fut. mid., Ar. Eq. 1365, Xen.
Ath. 3, 9 : but aor. pass,-, Thuc. 6, 02, etc., and pf.-, Dein. 170, 23, etc. To be

afree citizen, live as sicch, lilie the act.,

Thuc. C, 92 ; and very frcq. in ail

Att. writers ;
generally, to live, Xen.

Hell. 2, 4, 22, Dem., etc. : also,' , they ivnuld form a

state, Eur. Aeol. 2.—2. then, since all

citizens were members of the gov-

erning body, to take part in the govern-

ment, Thuc. 2, 15 ; to meddle with pol-

itics, Plat. Rep. 561 D ; opp. to-, Aeschin. 27, 32.— 3. to have a

certain form of government, Isocr. 31

D, Plat. Rep. 508 B, etc. ; -, Plat. Rep. 402 D
;, Aes-

chin. 1,21.— II. trans., to adminiater or

govern, .';,
Dem. 151, 4, etc. ; and then absol., to

conduct the government, Ar. Eq. 1305 :

re. , to make per-

petual war the principle ofgwernment,
Aeschin. 51, fin., , , Ion. for,
Hdt., ov, . Ion., q. v.{) :

—

member of a city or state,

citizen, freeman, Lat. civis, II. 15, 558,

Od. 7, 131, Pind., etc. — 2. also like

Lat. civis,:::^co7icivis, a fellow-citizen,

fellow-countryman, Hdt., etc.—II. gen-
erally, belonging to, connected with one's

city or country, , Valck.

Hipp. 1126; =^-, Aesch. Theb. 253.'\, , , Polites, a son of
Priam and Hecuba, II. 2, 791.—2. a

companion of Ulysses, Od. 10, 224 :

cf. Strab. p. 255.—-Others in Paus.', f.-,=^., , ,() of or

belonging to citizens, ?~, ohcor.

Plat. Gorg. 452 E, Isocr. 19 A ; ., (as opp. to-
), Xen. Hell. 4, 4, 19, etc. ; .-, Lat. ager publicus, Polyb. 6, 45, 3.

—2. befitting a citizen, like a citizen,

constitiitional, Lat. civilis, Xen. Cyr.

1, 5, 13 ; hence, civil, courteous, Polyb,

24, 5, 7 ; hence in adv.,-, to

think, act like a citizen, in a constitu-

tional manner, Lat. civiliteragere, Isocr.

56 D, cf. 72 ; .,
Dem. 151, 4; hence, civilly, kindly,

Polyb. 18, 31, 7. — II. belonging to or

befitting a statesman, fittedfor state af-

fairs, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 14 ; hence 6-
lTl6,thesatestnnn,Flt. ,\\ho\vrote

a dialogue so called.

—

III. belonging to

the state or its administration, political,

Lat. publicus, opp, to, Thuc.
2, 40 : 70 .,= ', the bodi/ of
citizens, commonwealth, Hdt. 7, 103

;- (sc.) the art of government.

Plat. Gorg. 521 D, etc. ; but - (so.) the stience of politics, i. e.

the principles of social relations and du-

ties, etc., as opp. to / (ethics—
the science of individual duties), freq.

in Plat., as Polit. 259 C, 303 E, Arist.

Rhet. 1 , 2, 7, Elh. . 6, 8, 2 :— 70-, state-affairs, public matters,

Thuc. 6, 15, Plat., etc. ; .-, to take part in the government,

Plat. Gorg. 521 ). etc.—IV. general-

ly, having relation to public life, public,

opp. to ', Thuc. 8, 89 ; so,

., Xen. Mem. 2, 0,24; . -
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, Isocr. 319 C.—V. oflanguage or

style, suited to a citizen's connnon life,

received, the 7iotus civilisque vt proprius

sermo of Suet., cf. Schaf. Dion. Comp.
p. 6, 7.—VI. adv. -, v. supra I. 2.?,, fern, from,
a female citizen. Soph. El. 1227, Eur.
El. 1335, Plat. Legg. 814 C., , ,() the

administration of public affairs, Diog.
L. 4, 39.?, , f. -, (-,) to confer the citizenship

upon, in pass., Polyb. 32, 17, 3.

Hence, , ;/, the enrolling

as a citizen, Diog. L.17, ov, a, one who
deals with the state or with citizens.,, ,()^=

: in Plat. (Com.) Pels. 5,=^,. Hence, ,,^=.,,(,)
=, fawning on the citizens., ov. (,-) hurtful to the citizens, ruining land
and people. Plat. Legg. 854 C-71, ,()
to xvatch the citizens or people, whether
of the magistracy or of an enemy's
garrison. Hence, , fj, a watching

of the citizens. — 2. the garrison of a
town. ken. Tact.,, , (,') one who ivatches citizens: in

Larissa, the chief magistrate, Arist.

Pol. 2, 8, 9 ; 5, 0, 6.?, , , {2) a small

town, rare dimin. form, v. Bnltm.
Ausf Gr. % 119, 63, cf. Germ. -chen.

—II.., , Att. : cf.

Arnold Thuc. 8, 14, Polickne, a city

in Chios, Hdt. 6, 26. — t2. a small
town of Crete near Cydonia, Thuc.
2, 85: cf. Hdt. 7, 170. — 3. a small
town of Ionia near Clazomenae,
Thuc. e, 14, ubi v. Arnold. — 4. a

small town of Troas, Strab. p. 601.

—Others in Paus. ; etc.. ov, TO, dim. from foreg.,

Plat. Rep. 370 D, Isocr.^, ov, , an inhah. of
Polichne (II. 2) : ol 17.,
Ion., the Polichnitae, Hdt. 7, 170.^, ov, b, Polichus, son of
Lycaon,Apollod. 3, 8, 1.. ,(,) gray-

ish, xvhitish, Luc. Alex. 60.?. , () a making
gray.—II. a becoming so.. Ion., adv.,(-,) many times, USU. of time,

often, oft, II. 1, 396, etc., Hes., and
Pind. ; — either form being used, as

the verse requires ; so in Trag.,
Aesch. Theb. 227, Supp. 131, Soph.
O. T. 1275, etc. :—in Hdt. both forms
occur without apparent distinction,

and the readings vary, but in Att.

prose only :
— ., for the

most part, Pind. O. 1, 51 : — also of
number, . or, many
tens of thousands. Plat. Legg. 810 D :

—of size, rmdtoties, ., Plut. 2,

944 A. — II. very much ; altogether,

Theocr. 2, 88, cf. 1, 144.—III. in Att.

after . . , perhaps, perchance,

Lat. si forte. Plat Phaed. 60 E, etc.
;

and after , Lat. ne forte, Thuc. 2,

13, and Plat. ; cf. Heind. Phaed. 1. c,
Stallb. Phaed r. 238 D. [(«?]',(7)
to multiply, magnify, Polyb. 30, 4, 13.

Hence
7.7.~7., , multiplication

:

and

, ov, i,= foreg.,

Plut. 2, 388 C, etc.7, a, ov, also , ov,() many times as many, many
times more, many times larger, followed
by ..., ..., Hdt. 4, 50, Plat. Rep.
530 C, etc. ; or by a genit., Hdt. 7,

48, Antipho 122, 15, Thuc. 4, 94,
etc. : —7. ava7\,oyia, in

Arist. An. Post. 1, 12, 7, is under-
stood by some to be geometrical pro-

gressimi (e. g. 2. 4, 8, 16..) ; by others
a series in which each term is the
square of the one before, (as 2, 4, 16,

256..).—The Ion. form is-, 7}. ov, the prevailing form in

Hdt., where 7.7'/ seems to

be a mere f. 1. ; but Hdt. also seems
to have used the common form, for,

in 7, 100,77. is read in all

MSS., and Gaisf. has adopted it m 4,
50 ; 5, 45 ; 8, 10, where the readings
vary. Adv. -, Hifip. [] Hence, , to multiply , Plat.

Rep. 525 E., ,=^7.-, Polyb. 35. 4, 4., ,(-) multiplication, PJat•. Rep. 587 ,
Arist., etc.^•, , ov, Ion. for-//.. q. v.7, , ov, contr. -?.,
, OVV, manifold, many times as lung,. Plat. Tim. 75 B.—II. -/ ., like Lat. multiplex, i. e.

not simple and straight-forward. Id.

Rep. 397 E., adv., many times, often,

Hdt. 1, 42; 6, 21.— II. iVi divers man-
ners, Aesch. Supp. 468 ;,-7, Soph. . C. 1020 ;. 7.$.
Plat. Theaet. 179 C, etc. ; opp. to, Xen. An. 7, 3, 12.7,, Adv.,from many places

or sides, Thuc. 6, 32, Plat. Legg. 842
C, etc.7, adv., in many places,

Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 30., adv., towards many
sides, into many parts or (/iinr/fri!,Thuc.

2, 47 ; c. gen., . ', Xen.
Hell. 4, 4, 16.7, .,=, many
times, often. Hat. 6,122, Plat., etc.:

strictly,—II. in many places. Plat.

Symp. 209 E. Crat. 408 A ; .-, Xen. Cyr. 7, 1,30.7., adv., i?t many places,

Isocr. 42 C, Dem., etc.^, ,,. a city

in the island Majorca, now Pollenza,
Strab. p. 107.'17., , ov, dub. 1. for/, q. v.\, , Polles, a king of the
Odomanti in Thrace, Thuc. 5, 6.\7, V..
7,7, , , Pollis, an Argive,

sent as envoy to Persia, Thuc. 2, 67.
—2. a naval officer of the Lacedae-
monians, Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 1.—Others
in Paus. ; etc.

i^7ulo, ov, , Pollichus, a Sy-
racusan, Plut. Nic. 24.'7., (,)
adv., many tens of times, Ar. Pac. 243.

[]•, 7., Ion. masc. and
neut. for 7,., Horn., and
Hes., also in Hdt. the prevailing form,
where the later form 7- is rare,

and pro!), only in ace. niasc.,
as in 3, 57; 6, 125; neut. 2,

106; 3, 38; and ace. phir. ma.'^c. -q., 2, 107. More rarelv in Trag.,

as Soph. Ant. SO, Tr. 1190.\.7., ov, (7.7.



) consisling of one out of many
parts, hence very, very s7>iall : .,
an infinitely small part, Arist. Pol. 5,

8, 10', Top. 4, 4, 10 ; v. 1. Thuc. 6,

86., , : (7<., -) :
—one of many, Lat. multesimus,7', uv , Lat.

unus e multis, i. e. one of the common
sort at Syracuse, Isocr. 95 : hence,
generally, very little, smallest, least.

Plat. Legg. 896 ; , the

most trivial pleasures, Plat. Phil. 44

; ., the smallest part, Xen.
Mem. 4, 6, 7 ; usu. with a negat.,

(5 7., Lys. 144, 9, Isae. 1,

\ 42, etc. ; so, ., Thuc. 6, 86 ;

and so in mathematics, a very small

fraction : c. dat., .,
the least hard, Plat. Phil. 44 E.— II. of

time, , in the last of
many years, i. e. after many years

;

hence, , after a very

longtime, Ar. Pac. 559, Dem. 761,21 ;

cf. Meineke Menand. p. 116.—111.

later also=•,?./.,
that has done a great deal, LXX.,
opp. to. Adv, -., , ,{,)

description of the heavens, Hipp. : a

treatise by Democritus bore this title,

Diog. L. 9, 48.•, ov, 6, (,,-) a pivot or hinge on which any-

thing turns, an axis, esp.,— 1. the axis

of the sphere, the pole, Plat. Tim. 40 B,

Crat. 405 D.—2. also, the vault of hea-

ven, the sky or firmament, Lat. polus,

Aesch. Pr. 430, Eur. Or. 1685; cf

Ar. Av. 179 sq.— 3. the orbit of a star.

Plat. pin. 986 C—4. the polar star,

Eratosth. Catast. 2, cf Herm. Eur.

Ion xix.—II. latid tamed up with the

plough, Xen. Oec. 18, 8.—III. a spring

on the axle-tree, to bear the body of the

carriage, Diod. 18, 27.—IV. an astro-

nomical instrument for measuring time,

Hdt. 2, 109, where it is mentioned to-

gether with the. The latter

was the common sun-dial with its index
;

the former was prob. a concave dial

(called, from being shaped like

the vault of heaven), the sides of

which cast the shadows, cf. Diet.

Antiqq. p. 508.,, , Polus, a spot in Boe-
otia. near Tanagra, Paus, 9, 20, 3.,, ov, to, dim.

from, a little porridge, poor, bad
porridge, Diosc. ; cf..

110/i.TOC, ov, 0, porridge, Lat. puis,

pultis, also pulpa, Alcman Fr. 28 ; cf..̂?-, , , Poltyo-bria,

Thracian name for Aii'Of,=city of
Poltys, Strab. p. 319 : cf sq.\,, 6, Pollys, s-on of Nep-
tune, king of Aenos in Thrace, Apol-
loil. 2,5,9., , {?.,) por-

ridge-like, consisting ofporridge., ov, much-beloved./, ov, {,-) with many hooks : ., a
night line with many hooks, Arist. H. A.

4, 7, 14. Plut. 2, 536 E./', , rarer form for -, Opp. G. 1, 88., , , a catching mtich

game: from, ov, ( ?., )

catching much game, Anth. P. 6, 184.'.<?, ov,(,)
with many brothers, [u], ,(,) blowing
hard, Q. Sm. 1, 253., ov,(,) con-

quering in many contests, Luc. D. Deor.

10, 1. ^?, ov,[-,) abound-

ing in goats, Anth. P. 9, 744.

1?,,,^=. [], ov, {/.,) full

of blood, Emped. ap. Plut. 2, 083 E.?.. . to have much blood,

Arist. Part. An. 2, 2, 10; and2,. , , fulness of blood,

Arist. Part. An. 3, 6, 9 : from, ov, {,) full

of blood, of a full habit, Hipp., Arist.

Part. An. 3, 6, 6.—II. very bloody./., ov, gen. , like

foreg., bloody, Aesch. Supp. 840.?!,,^?,,\.
Heracl.761.\, a, 6, Polyaenidas,

masc. pr. n., a Spartan, Xen. Hell. 7,

4, 23 ; Plut.'. ov,(,) much-
praised, in Homer as epith. of Ulys-

ses, II. 9, 673, etc.,Od. 12, 184.—But
Buttm. Lexil., s. v. 2, follows

those of the ancients, who explain it

by /., not exactly talkative

(which would rather suit Nestor), but

full of ii'ise speech and lore (cf.

I, I)., ov, 6, Polyaenus, pro-

nounced one of the speeches of Ly•
sias.—-2. a celebrated writer.—Others
in Diog. L. : Anth. ; etc.?', iKor, (?,) with

many shocks, stirring,, II. 1,

165, Od. 11, 314: much tiring,-, II. 5, 811. []'.7, ov,{,)
with many thorns.—-11. ., a peculiar

kind of thorn, Theophr., ,{,) very

painful, Orph. . 66, 2., ov,(,)
feeling much pain., , (,)
much nourishing, Q. Sm. 2, 658./, ,(, u/) cur-

ing many diseases, Diosc., ov,(,)
yielding much meal,, Theophr..?', ov, (, )

abounding in sand, sandy..7, ov, with many vines., , , (,') much reading, much
learning, Ath. 654 A., ov,(,-) causing much expense., ,{) to be

full of men, to be populous,,
Thuc. 6, 17 :—as dep.,-, Ael. . . 5, 13..?, , ,()
plenty of men, populousness, Synes.?, ov, , a place ivhere

many people assemble.—l\. a place where

many people are buried, Plut. 2, 872 E,
Ael., ov,(,) of
places, with many men, full of men,
thick peopled, Aesch. Pers. 73, 899.

—

11. of persons, many, numerous, lb.

533, Ag. 693., ov,{,)
rich in flowers, blooming, Pind. O. 13,

23., , (, )

much-blossoming, Od. 14, 353, . Horn.
18, 17 : poet. fern,, Nic.

Th. 877.?', , 6, Polyanthes, a
commander of the Corinthians, Thuc.
7, 34 ; Xen. Hell. 3, 5, 1.—II. a river

of Chaonia, Lye. 1046.,,^,^\\.
. 50. 7.,, 6, , rich in coal.

?., , to be populous., , , dub. in
Joseph, for sq.,, , a large popu-
lation, multitude of people, Xen. Hell.

5, 2, 16: from7., ov,{.-) full of people, populous, Thuc. 1,

24 ; 2, 54, etc. :

—

much-frequented, na-, Luc. Peregr. 1 : ?mmerous,, Polyb. 3,37, II, etc.^, ov, 6, Polyanus, a
mountain in Epirus, Strab. p. 327.

'.?', b, , (7.,)
having many circumferences or rims,

Paul. Sil. Ambo 169.
^,, , ,(,)

populous, Eur. I. . 1282, Ar. .
1313.—. ., the wife of many
liushnnds, Aesch. Ag. 62. [a], ov,y.. [a\^, ov, o, Polyaratus,

masc. pr. n., a wealthy man in Ath-
ens, Dem. 1015, 26. Cf.. ,(?.,)
rich in silver, i. e. money, of persons,
Hdt. 5, 49., ov, (,)
much wished for, much desired, ,
Od. 6, 280 ; 19, 404, H. Cer. 220 : in

Att. prose, 7^. Plat. The-
aet. 165 E. [dp Ion., up Att.]/., ov,(,)
numerous, manifold, Diod. [a], ,(,) suf-

ficing for many or for a long time,

hence opulent, abundant, Luc. Necy-
om. 15: in super].,/., Hdt. 4, 53. Adv. -.?., , , ,(, •) with viany nets,, Opp.C 4,10.7, ov, {,)
with many chariots. Soph. Ant. 149., ov, (,-) many-toned. Plat. Rep. 399 D.?^', ov, with many lambs or
sheep, rich in flocks: metapl. dat., -, II. 2, 106 ; cf. Buttm. Ausf.

Gr. lij 58 (s. v.), and v. sub -
^()., ov, (7.,)
with many fields, [], ov, , masc. pr. ., in

Isae. 50, 38, where Reiske-.}, ov, , Polyarches. one
of the thirty tyrants in Athens, Xen.
Hell. 2, 3, 2 ; v. 1..., , , the authority or
government ofinany, Thuc. 6, 72, Xen.
An. 6, 1, 18: from, ov,{,) rul-

ing over many., ov, b, Polyarchis,

Athenian masc. pr. n., Xen. Hell. 2,

3, 2 ; Isae. ; etc.—Others in Paus.

;

etc.-, , Polyas, a spy of the
Greeks at Artemisium, Hdt. 8, 21.7., ov, poet, for-, Manetho.7., , =7.,
Orac. ap. Euseb., ov,(, -) with many vertebrae or

joints : . =,
Anth. P. 6, 234. []7., ov, (,)
with many stars, starry, Eur. Ion 870.17.,{7..)
much busied, Luc. (?) Philopatr. 25.

'.7.,, 6, },(.,-) ivilh many furrows, .,
wide, large field, opp. to^,
Anth. P. 6, 238.^, , {,)
mnch-grown, strong, large, Nic. Th. 73,
597.
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, , (,)
with many necks, Anlh. Plan. 92./, , , , — foreg.,

Geop.1?.,,{,)
with many oppoftunilies ; with abundant
materials. \_a],, Dor. for/-, Eur. []/,,(,) very

grievous,, Q. Sin. 10, 33.', . (,)
with /nurh chaff, Theophr. []

YloAvSaOLaror,,(,)
=^/.3. dub., , (,-) very barbarous. Or. Sib., , [,)
with many thorn-bashes, []. , (,)
much trodden. Pin J. Fr. 45./, , (?., )

much-dipped, of drowned men, Aesch.
Pers. 275.

—

. deep-dyed.?., oi>,(,-) with many 7nissiles.:/], , (,)
very deep, '/.,, Od. 4, 406; 16,

324.73, , (,)
takinn many steps.?., , , Polybiades, a

commander of the Spartans, Xen.
Hell. 5. 3, 20.7, , (,)
with, in many books or volumes, Atli.

249 A.,, long-lived, Lat. vivax.

—2. wealthy.

^7\., , , Polybius, son of

Lycorta.s, of Megalopolis in Arcadia,

the celebrated historian, Pans. 8, 30,

8; etc., ,{,)
hurtful in jnany ways or to many.— II.

pass., easily hurt, Plut. 2, 1090 B., , (,-) sprouting or shooting vigorously,

prob. 1. Theophr. Hence?, , , a vigorous

sprouting or shooting, Theophr.?, , (, -) with many eyelids, Nonn., , poet, .,
also , or,,) consistiyig

of or covered with. Tnany ox-hides, Q.
Sm. 3. 239.1?.,, , v. 1. for-•, Artemid. 2, 31., , (,)
much talked of, far-famed., , (7, )

throwing inany missiles, Philo.'/,,(,) much-
devoxiring. Plat. Criti. 115 , Ael.

^-/, . , (i. e.?-)
Polybus, a king ofCorinth, with whom
Oedipus was reared, Soph. O. T. 774.
—2. son of Antenor, a Trojan, II. 11,

59.—3. an Aegyptian prince, Od. 4,

126.— 4. an artisan among the Phae-
acians, Od. 8, 373.—5. of Ithaca, fa-

ther of the suitor Euryniachus, Od.
15, 519; 16, 345. 434; etc.—6. one
of the suitors of Penelope, Od. 22,

243, 284.1?, , (,)
much-7iourishing, , Pind. . 7,

114., ,(,)
abounding in herbs., , , fern, of-, (,) : much or all-

nourishing, freq. in Horn., and Hes.,
in poet, form:^, as epith.

oi ; inll. ll,770alsoof 'A;^a£/'f., , ( ?.,,) much-nourishing, Aesch. Theb,
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774.—II. having much cattle, many pas-

tures.,, 6, , (7,-) abounding in grapes, Hes. Fr.

19, 2, Simon. 10, Eur. i3acch. 651.1\7, , (•,)
much-counselling, exceeding wise, II. 5,

260, Od. 10. 282., , 6,(,)
rich in oxen, 11. 9, 154, 296, Hes. Fr.

39, 3., , (,)
loud-roaring., , (,)
much-moiste7ied, Diosc. 1, 186. — II.() with many nooses, Eur. . F.

1035.,,^7,, dub.
in Philo.7<, , (7.,)
of or with many hides or skins.,^,, , f/,=sq., Auct.
Cypr. ap. Ath. 334 D.7., , (,)
with large, rich clods, fruitful, like-
?.,, Eur. Archel. 3., , (7.,)
with many altars, Call. Del. 266.17^3., , Polybotes, a gi-

ant, Apoilod. 1, 6, 2 : cf Strab. p. 489., , in Cratin. Seriph.

6, prob. from, many-feeding,
fertile, as ironical epith. of the barren
island of Seriphus.7, , Dor. for-, Pind.7'7., , (7<.,)
with 7nuch milk, Arist. Part. An. 4, 10,

37.,,,() a plant,

polygala. Diosc. 4, 142.

].7,, , live in polygamy,
Eccl. : and7,, , polygamy, Eccl.

:

from, , (, )
living ill polygamy, Eccl., , and7, ,
, {7., ) much-laughing, Plut., ,(,)
strong-bearded.

'.7., , (, *) of
many or various families., . Dor. -, (-
7,) inuch-cheering, delightful,^, II. 21, 450;, Hes.
Th. 941, cf Pmd. Fr. 5, 5; ,
Pind. P. 2, 51 ;, Anth. P. 9,

189., ov,=foreg., dub.,, contr.7^,.(,) very old, Asius Fr.

1, Plat. Ax. 367 B./.,, f/,() great age./, ,(,)=7., Arat. 1100, Nonn.77.,, (/,7.)
abounding in must,, Anth. P. 6,

238.7., , (7,)
many-eyed, Anth. P. 5, 262.—II. tvith

many meshes,, 0pp. C. 1, 157.

11?,, , (7., 7)
much-carved, Nonn.7^, , Att. -, (-
7., 7,) many-tongued, .,
a noise ofjnany voices. Soph. El. 641,

798; ' ., the vocal (oracular) oak
of Dodona, Id. Tr. 1168.7, , , f/, (,
yPi(j;j;iV) with many barbs, Dion. P. 476,
Nic.117., , (,-) much-bent, winding,. rind.

. 3, 49;, Theocr.'?. 68.'17., , , depth of
knowledge : from, , gen., (-

,) of much shrewdness, saga-
cious. Plat. Phaedr. 275 A. Adv. --., , (,-) easy to be recognized.7., ov',=sq.7, , (,•) ivell-known, Pmd. . 10, 70.7,, , Polygnotus, a
celebrated painter at Athens, from
Thasus, Plat. Ion 532 C ; Arist. Pol.

8, 5, 7 ; etc., , (7,)
fastened with many nails, well-bolted,, Hes. Op. 658, cf Aesch. Pers.
72.—Also7., .7>,.(•, II.)

the many-knotted, a plant, Diosc. 4, 6.17., (•}) as
psss., to multiply, spread,, Luc.
Nigr. 38., , ,(7>) fe-
cundity. Plat. Prot. 321 , Plut. 2,

103 ., , , an herb, . /5-

/5, polygonum aviculare ; . 7,
perh. Hippuris vulgaris, Diosc. 4, 4,

sq., ubi Sprengel : strictly neut. from17,,(7,,)
producing much, fruitful, Hdt. 3, 108,
Aesch. Supp. 691.^. . , Polygonus, son
of Proteus, Apoilod. 2, 5, 9.17, , {7.,-) of great knowledge, very learned,

At. Fr. 43, Plut. 2. 1121 F, etc.117.,, (7.,)
marked with many lines 0 stripes, Arist.

ap. Ath. 313 D.'.7, , (?^,) eat-

ing much, Hipp., , , a writing much,
Diog. L, 10, 26 : from, , (7,)
writiiig nnich : superl.-, Diog. L. 10, 26, Cic. Att. 13, 18.

[a], , (,) Jiiuch-exercised.—II. act. exer

cising, and so, teasing long,,
Luc.7, ,(,) hav-

ing many wives, Ath. 556 F : also-. , : a gen.-, as if from 7<., occurs in

Strab. [], oi',=sq.'.7, , (7,) like a polygon, Arist. Probl. 15,

6, 4., ,(,) po-

lygonal, Arist. de Sens. 4, 23.17, , (7,-) much or highly wrought, richly

dight, Hom., who like Hes. uses it

chiefly of metal work,,,, II. 3, 358 ; 11, 32, Od. 18, 295,

etc. ; of embroidery, Hes. Op. 64.—II.

act. working with great art skill, very

skilful, II. 23, 743.'?, , (7.,)
having many deities, dub. 1. Orpli. H.
17, 11, ubi Ruhnk.7.,,,() an eating

much ; cf..'.7, . Or. Sib. ; and7', , (pvov)=sq.,
Tyrtae. 2. 7, . Rh.7.,, , ,(, -) of or with many tears : hence,

—

I. pass, much-wept, tearful, sad, '7/,,, 11,3, 132, 165; 17,

544 ; ,, Aesch. Pers. 939,

Cho. 449; ., Eur. El 126.—
II. act. much-weeping, Eur. Tro. 1105.,,(,)
much-wept or lamented, , 11. 24,

620 : very lamentable, tearful,, II,



17, 192;, Od. 19,213,251; -
, Aesch. Cho. 334.—II. act. much-

weeping, Eur. Hec. 650. [Horn, uses

before a short svll., II. 17, 192;

before a long one, 11. 24, 620, Od. 21,

57, etc. ; and this was imitated by la-

ter writers.]?.., ov,{,-) many-toed, Arist. H. A. 2, 1 , 30., a, 6, Polydamidas,

masc. pr. n., a Lacedaemonian, Thuc.
4, 123.\,, b, Ep. Tlov-

., voc.'/.,(,)
Polydamas, son of Panthoiis and
Phrontis, a noble Trojan, 11. 11, 57;

17, 40.—2. a celebrated athlete from
Scotussa in Thessaly, Luc. Hist.

Scrib. 35.—3. a Pharsalian, Xen.
Hell. 6, 1, 2.—Others m Arr. ; etc.

\'/., , , Polydamna,
wife of Then, an Aegyptian, Od. 4,

228., ov, {,)
taming much. — II. pass, completely

tamed., ov, (?,-) causing great expense or outlay,

Hdt. 2, 137 : of a person, expensive,

extravagant, Xen. Apol. 19.7., ov, gen.,{,) containing or receiving much.

Lye. 700.—II., 6, like. a name of Hades (Plu-

to), who must receive all mortals into

his kingdom, H. Horn. Cer. 17, 31,

etc. ; ubi v. Ruhnk., et cf. ?^-.,,{,) want-

ing much, Max. Tyr.'/., ov, {,)
much-affrighting, Or. Sib., ov, very dreadful., , , , {,) strictly, many-necked, USU. of

mountains, with many ridges or chains,, II. 1, 499 ; 5, 754 ; but also,, Q. Sm. 6, 212. Later form-
?,., ov./., , , {,-
ua.l) receiving or containing much : and
—II. as subst. ., the All-receiver,

i. e. Hades, H. Hom. Cer. 9 ; cf.-., Hdt. , , Dor.-, , Polydectes, masc. pr. .,— 1.

son of Magnes, king of Seriphus,

Pind. P. 12, 25.-2. eldest son of Eu-
nomus, brother of Lvcurgus, king in

Sparta, Plut. Lye. : Hdt. 8, 131 calls

him father of Eunomus, but v. Bahr
ad 1.—Others in Paus.,,{,)
with many trees, full of trees,,, Od. 4, 737; 23, 139., oi',=foreg. : the he-

terog. dat. plur. is al-

lowed in Eur. Bacch. 560,, ,{,)
much-seeing,far-seeing, 'H(jf , Hes. Th.
451,, 755.— II. of varied aspect,

dub. 1. Nic. Th. 209., ov, {,)
much-chained, strong-bound, firm,-, Od. 5, 33, 338., , , PoUjde^icea, a

fountain near Therapne in Laconia,

Paus. 3, 20, 1., , v. 1. Od. 19, 521,

ace. to some from^)
very sweet, formed like : ace.

to others from a vvord*. which
Gramm. sometimes explain by -,, sometimes by.
—II. rio/.L'(5f£'/C7;r, , , Pulydmces,

Lat. Pollux, son uf Leda, brother of

Castor, one of the Dioscuri, celebra-

ted in the old legend as a,

Hom. tas II. 3, 237 ; etc. ; Pind. N.
10, 93.—2. a Grecian lexicographer.

—Others in Luc. ; etc.\?., , , dim. from
foreg., Luc.', ov, {, )
mxich-peopled., ef,= foreg., Diog. L.

7, 14., , {?.,)=7,3,./., , ;;,= foreg., Parme-
nid. ap. Diog. L. 9, 22, nisi legend.

o?.vp,=:sq./, ov, {?.,-) much-contested, 0pp. . 5, 328.', ov, {, -) much-destroying., , to be litigious. Plat.

Legg. 938 : from, ov,{,) having

many lawsuits, litigious, Strab., , {',) mux:h

fast whirling, 0pp. . 4, 585.'.7., ov, {7,)
much or quickly whirled, whirled round

and round, Dion. P. 407.7.,,^., ov, {7.,) very

thirsty, of ill-watered countries, ., II. 4, 171 :—ace. to others,

metaph. much thirsted after by the ab-

sent Greeks ; not so well. Others
again would read 7• from, very destructive ; on the ground
that Argos was not poor of water,—
forgetting the old tradition, that it

really was so till iov7] (Hes. Fr.

58).7., ov,{,-) mak-
ing very thirsty, causing great thirst,

Xenocr. de Aiim.7. ov, {, )
much-driven,7, Aesch. Pr. 788.7, , , diversity of opin-

ions : from
\.7., ov, {7•,) hav-

ing various opinions, Stob. Ecl. 2, p.

82.— II. veryfamous, Anth. P. append.

217.17., , , abundance of
slaves.", ov, having many slaves.'7.,,,{,)
one who effects very much. Phurnut. 13.

'.7., , , dim. from -
?., only in Phavorin., ov, {7., ,) much running or wandering,, Aesch. Supp. 737., ov, {,)
very dewy, moist, Anth. P. 5, 134./', ov, very woody.7., ov, {7.,)
very powerful, [], . , open-handedness,

Xen. Cyr. 8, 2, 7: and[, , , Ep. -, Poly-

dora, a daughter of Oceanus and Te-
thys, Hes. Th. 353.-2. daughter of

Peleus and Antigone, wife of Borus,

11. 16, 175: cf, Schol.—3. daughter
of Meleager, wife of Protesilaus,

Paus. 4, 2, 7.—Others in Luc. ;etc:

from
_, ov, {, )

richly endowed, with ample dowry, .7.0-, . 6, 394, Od. 24, 294. Hence7., ov, 6, Potydoms,
masc. pr. n.,—1. son of Priam and
Laothoe, II. 20, 407, where he is said

to have been slain by Achilles : ace.

to Eur. Hec. sent secretly at the be-

ginning of the war to Polymestor for

protection, but put to death by him :

Eur. also makes him call himself son
of Priam and Hecuba, Hec. 3, 4, sqq.

—2. son of Cadmus and Harmonia,
king of Thebes, Hes. Th. 978 ; Hdt.
5, 59.—3. son of Alcamfmes, king of
Sparta in the first Messenian war,
Hdt. 7, 204.—4. brother of the tyrant
Jason in Pherae in Thessalv, Xen.
Hell. 6, 4, 33.—Others in Paus. ; etc., ov, (7.,) with

rich dowry or portion.7., ov, {,) with

many stats or sides, polyhedral, Plut.7., , {/.,) ma-
ny-peopled ; numerous, Orph. . 77, II.

/., ov, gen., {•
7.,) knowing much, Sext.

Emp. p. 229.

'.7., , {) of many
kinds, diverse, various, Thuc. 7, 71

opp. to. Plat. Rep. 612 A
to. Id. Phaedr. 238 A. Adv, Dion. H.7,, , Polytdes, masc.
pr. n., Arr. An. 3, 19, 6., , , {7.) di-

versity, variety. Plat. Rep. 580 D.^/., , v. /.^.'7., ov, {,) clad•

in many garments.•, ov, {,)
yielding much oil, abounding in oil,

Xen. Vect. 5, 3.

7.7,, ov, {/., 7\.) very

merciful, LXX.7., ov, {,)
rolled, twined in various ways, compli-

cated : generally, various,, Eur.
Phoen. 314.

7.7,, , ^,=foreg., Pha-
vorin., , {) with many
sores.7., ov,{)^^., ov, {7..)
with many outgoings, lavish, Procl., ov,() v. 1.

for sq., ov,{,)
much praised, Xen. Ages. 6, 8.,, , a speaking much :

from7., ,{,) much
speaking, wordy, Aesch. Ag. 1134.7., ov, {/',)
much-loved, Xen. Ages. 6, 8.,,^, Anth.
P. 7, 400./., , , muck or careful

labour, Philo : from
'.7., ov, {^, *)

working much, hard-working, Theocr.

25, 27. — II. pass, worked with great

pains, elaborate.7.,, , much-loving.7.~, ov,with many fellows

or comrades., ov,^sq./., ,{,) ofmany
years, full of years, Eur. Or. 473, Hel.
651. Hence, , , length cf years,

Diog. L. 1,72.7., ov, {7.,)
much wished for, much desired,.,
Aesch. Eum. 537 ; 7.-, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 6, 45.

+/.'-, ov, 6, Polyeuctus,

Athenian masc. pr. n., esp.,-— 1. an
orator, a friend of Demosthenes,
Dem. 129, 18. — 2. a partisan of Mi-
dias. Id. 560, 2 : but Ruhnk., Hist.

Crit. Orat., makes him same as pre-

ceding.—3. a Thriasian, Id. 1028, sq.

—Others in Dem. 1042, ; 1331, fin.

;

Andoc, ; etc.•, ov, {?.,) mar
ried to many./.^, ov,{,
TOr) very icell ordered.
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'.7., , =?.,
. Horn. Cer. 165.'^,, {?.,) much
or well-cooked.

.'.', , {?.,) very

stormy.,,{7?,) much-
envied,, Soph. . '. 381 : much-
desired, longed for, loved,, Tr.

185..7, , 6, Polyzelus, an
Athenian archon, Dern. 808, 1.—Oth-
ers in Dern. 525, 27 ; Ath. ; etc.'?., , {, ^.)
much envied or desired, Eur. Hipp.

169..'.,,(- ,) very

hurtful, susp.-, ,{, III.)

many-benched, /, II. 2, 293 ; cf.-
7.., ,{,) = -7, csp. long-lived,. C. 3, 117., , {,
tight-girded.1?, ,{,)
speaking much, Anth. F. append. 90., ,{,) taking

many characters, versatile.

\.7., , , much learning:

from'.7, , {7,)
kavitig heard much ; much-learned, kv'. Plat. Phaedr. 275
A ; c. gen., .. Id. Legg.
810 E.7'7, , {, -

V.) very reedy,, Aesch.
Fr. 6. []

I]7., , much-sunned, very

sunny., ,{,) of
many days, Hipp./, , {, )
much-loved, very lovely, , ,, , , etc., Od., .
Horn., and Hes. : more rarely as

epith. of persons, as in Hes. Fr. 1, 1
;, Orac. ap. Hdt. 4, 159. — But

in Od. 11, 275, where it is epith. of

Thebes, it was explained by all in-

terpp. as deeply-accursed (from-
).7, , (*) rich in soil,

Hesych., , very quiet./, ,{,) many-
toned, of the nightingale's voice, Od.

19, 521 ; }nuch, loud or far sounding,

7.., II. 4, 422.7, . Dor. -,{, ) loud-sounding, Eur.
Ale. 918., , , great clamour or

noise : from, ,—. Adv., Ael. . . 12, 27.7., , poet, for-, Anth. P. append. 173. [], , {7.,)
much-nourishing, Orph. . 67, 1 j cf./.,?..., , {,)
much frighted or astonished, Nonn., , {,)
much-confident, very courageous, bold,, II. 17, 156, Od. 13, 387., , {, -) much-admired.,, geu-,{,

having seen much, c. gen.,

Plat. Phaedr. 251 A. []^,, , {,)
much or often seen, very remarkable., , , polytheism : from[7, , {,) of

hehnging to many gods, ', Aesch.

Supp, 424;, Luc. Jup.Trag.
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14 ;
— ., polytheism, Philo.

Adv. -. Hence
.o7i-,, , polytheism., , {7,) viuch

feeding or nourishing., , {,)
very ivarm or hot, Plut. Alex. 4., , , son of Pn-
lytherses, i. e. Ctesippus, one of the
suitors of Penelope, Od. 22, 287

:

patron, from, ovr, 6, Polytherses,

masc. pr. n. ; v. foreg., , {7,-) much desired or loved. Call.

Dern. 48 ; cf., , , great plenty of
game : from7^, , {, ) u<ith

much game, full of wild beasts, Eur.
Hipp. 145, Phoen. 802.7, , {,)
much-pressed, Nonn., , {,)
leaping or covering much : very lustful,

Opp. C, 3,510., ,{,)
much broken., ,{,-) rich in cattle.7,, , gen. , =
foreg., epith. of the Nile, whether as
fertilizing the land or as full of mon-
sters, Aesch. Pers. 33 ; cf-,,.7., , {,)
much-nourished, abundant, Orph. .
42, 0.—II. act. much-nourishing, Anth.,,{,)
lamentable, Anth. . 7, 334., , {,)
7nuch weeping or luailing, Aesch. Ag.
711,714. Luc. Hale. 1.7,, , , {,) tvith much hair, Anth., , {7,)=> , Nic. Th. 875 : also7^, ., , contr. -,,{,) with much noise, clam-

orous, Aesch. Supp. 820.

'17'7^, or, (,)
much spoken of, hence well-known, no-

torious, Plat. "Rep. 506 B, Phaed. 100

B. Adv. -. []7, ,{,) with

many doors or windows, Plut. 2, 99 :

generally, with many holes,,
Luc. D. Mort. 1,2. — II. with many
plates or leaves, . ,
Eur. I. . 727.,, with many tassels,

[], , {,-) honoured tvith many sacrifices, [], ,{•) abound-

ing in sacrifices,,, Pind.

P. 5, 102,'. 7, 69 ; .. Soph.
Tr. 756 ; ., worship with many
sacrifices, Eur. Heracl. 777.,, {7.,)
with great impetuosity.7, ,{,) cry-

ing much, [t], , =,
Orph. Lith. 691.

tno/.iiidcif. , , (i. e.7,
as Pans. 1, 43, much-knowing) Polyi-

dus, son of Coeranus, of the family

of Melarnpus, a seer of Corinth, 11.

13, 663 ; Paus. 1, 43, 5.-2. a Trojan,

son of Eurydamas, II. 5, 148., , , {)
?nuch knowledge , wisdom, usu. in plur.,

Od. 2, 346 ; 23, 77 .• cunning, Theogn.
703., Ion. gen. , Att. ,
6, ,{,) of much knowledge,

wise, cunning, Od. 15, 459, Hes. Th.
010 : the dat.7. is in Sappho
111, cf Lob. Phryn. 320., , {?., ) with many
fibres, Theophr. [("], ar, , abundance of
horses : from,,{,) rich

in horses, 11. 13, 171.,, , ,{, -) of great knowledge, Uarned, Anth.
P. 9, 280 : also7,., , . Horn.. 417

;

and7',, , , Strab. {-
7.,) :

—

abounding in fish., , .., , {,,) very dry,, Anth. P. 9, 078 :

drying or parching exceedingly,,
11.11,642., ,{,) much
burning, Leon. Tar. 64., , {,-)=. [], , ,{,-) the government of many emperors
at once, formed after,
Plut. Anton. 81., , {,-) of many reeds, Diod. 3, 58. []7, , {/', -) act., causing great labour or pain.

— II. pass., made, done with great la-

bour or pains, [u]/., , {, -) very miserable, Anth. P. 9, 151., ef,=sq., Anth. P. 6,

297, Plut. 2, 615 C, etc.7, oj»,{,)
with many twists and turns, of elabo-
rate ornament in music, ., Par
menid. ap. Arist. Metaph. 3, 5, 12., , {, )
slaughtering,, Aesch. Ag. 1169., , {,)
with ?nuch smoke : smoky,, Eur.
El. 1140., , {,) many-headed, [], , to hear much fruit,

Arist. Gen. An. 3, 1, 15 : and, , , abundance of
fruit, Xen. Mem. 3, 14, 3 : from7, , {,)
loith much fruit, rich in fruit, fruitful,, Od. 7, 122 ; 24, 221

; ,
Pind. P. 9, 14 ;^ ?.-, Hdt. 5, 49.—II. ., a kind
of Crataegus.^, , , Polyca^te,

daughter of estor and Anaxibia, Od.
3, 464.—mother of Penelope, Strab.

p. 461.?, , {-) carefully wrought., ,{,) variously wrought./, , {, /.)
many-stalked, Theophr. PI. 7, 2, 8./ or-, , {-,) much burnt, Q. iSm.,. , Polycaon, son
of Lelex, first kingof Messenia, Paus.
3, 1, 1.—Others in Paus. ; etc. [u], , {7, -) much-sounding , Luc.7,,{,) with

many gaps or vacuums, Arist. Probl.

25, 22.17, , {)=^ "-., , , great craft or
cunning, Od. 24, 167, in plur. : from/, , {,)
very cunning, crafty, wily,, Od.
13, 255.— II. bringing great profit, Ma-
netho.7., , ^,=foreg.



, . , ,^ {,) many-lii/rncd : . , the

slaughter of much horned cattle. Soph.

Aj. 55.', ov, (,)
much wrought, 7., richly broider-

ed strap, 11. 3, 371.'/, , ('•, )
much concealing, .'/-, Clem. .' ,,{,)
tnany-headfd. Plat. Rep. 588 C, etc. :

7., a celebrated air on the flute,

so called from its expressing the hiss-

ing of the serpents round the Gor-

gon's head, Plut. 2, 1133 D, cf. Bockh
Expl. Find. P. 12, 23 (41)., , , much care or

grief: from
7.(], ,{,6)/

of care, grievous, Od. 23, 351../., ov,(,) very

destructive, deadly, Nic. Th. 798.^, ,{,) full

of great fishes or monsters, NfiAof,
Theocr. 17, 98 ; cf.., ov, {,-) with great danger, very dangerous,

I)ern. Phal.7, , , much, violent

motion : trom, ov, {,)
much or violently moved, Arist. Mund.
6, 34., ov,{,)
with a loud iioise or sound, Ael. N. A.

2, 51., £f,=sq., dub. in The-
ophr.'.7, ov, {,)
with many boughs or branches, The-
ophr., ov,=sq., ov, also , ov, Pors.

Med. 822 : {.) :
—much la-

mented, very laTnentable, Ep. Horn. 3,

5, Aesch. Pers. 674, Ag. 1526, Eur.,

etc.— II. act., much lamenting,-, Emped. 195.. , {?.,) far-

famed, Manetho.^, , , Polyclea, fem.

pr. n., Ath.642 C.?, ov, {, ?-
)) closely shut up./, ov,{,)
closely shut, Pseudo-Phocyl. 203.??., ov, also , ov, {•
Xvr,) far-famed, Pind. O. 6,

120, Fr. 206.\7.,, ov. 6, PolyclUus, a

celebrated statuary of Argos or Sicy-

on, in the time of Pericles, Plat. Prot.

311 ; Paus. 2, 20, 1.—2. a historian,

Strab. p. 510.—Others in Polyb. ; etc.

7.].,, ,=^7.-, Anth. Plan. 331.,, ?/, {,
IV) tcith many botches of rowers, in

Horn, and Hes. as epith. of ships,

like. [i always, hence it

cannot be properisp. : Spohn de Extr.

Od. Parte p. 195 writes?,
i(5of, but V. Jac. A. P. p. 359.]?.?., ov,{,)
very celebrated, Colulh.

?.7!~, , to have many
branches, Philo.?./, ov, strictly, of a large

lot : usu. luith a large portion of land,

exceeding rich, Od. 14, 211, Theocr.

16, 8.3.

\?.7, , b, Polycles, an

Athenian archon, Dem. 261, 12.—2.

another .\thenian, against whom is

directed Dem. p. 1206 sqq.— 3. a statu-

ary of Athens, Paus. 6, 4, 5.—Others
in Paus. ; etc..7, ov, {,)

called fro7n many a land, epith. of the

allies of the Trojans, II. 4, 438 ; 10,

420.

7.7.1, . (~7.,) ly-

ing with many, Manetho.7., ov, {7., )
with many couches or seats, Heliod.'.7, ov,{,7.)
much or always in motion, Synes.7, ov,{,)
stealing much, 0pp. C. 3, 267.7.7., ov, (,)
much dashing or swelling,', Od.

4, 354: 6, 204, Hes. Th. 189.—II.

pass., washed by the waves, sea-beat,

Hes. Th. 199., ov, {, )
with many suckers or branches, The-
ophr.,, , ^,=sq., dub.

'.7., ov, (,)
much or well wrought, in Horn. usu.

epith. of iron, as distinguished from
copper : also, ., Od. 4, 718 :

later, laborious,, Anth., ov, {7>.,)
with many highland forests, mountain-

ous and woody, II. 2, 497.—II. .,
a plant, Hipp., Nic. Th. 559., ov, (7., )
steaming with sacrifice, Ap. Rh. 3, 880., ov, (•, 7)
with many stomachs, Arist. Part. An.

3, 15, 1., ov,{7,)
sleeping much., ov, {7,)
common to many, Pind. P. 2, 77, Arist.

M. Mor. 2, 7, 4 : comjnon to all,",
Soph. Aj. 1192.., , , the rule of
many, II. 2, 204 : from, ov, {,-) wide-ruling, Ar. Ran. 1270., ov, {7., -) compact of many pieces glued or

joined together., ov,{, 7.)
with many bays, recesses, etc.77.3, ov,{,7•) diving much, ., the frog's

water-songs, Ar. Ran. 245., ov,{,) with

much hair foliage, Diosc., ov,{,)
much boasting.

17.', ov, very refined or af-

fected., ov,(,)
striking one's self violently : much la-

menting ;
pathetic : or (from)

very fatiguing., ov, {) much-
adorned., ov, {7.,)
many-headed, Eur. Bacch. 1017.7^, as pass., to be gov-

erned by many.17., , (7,)
very mighty, Aesch. Cho. 406.,, , Polycrates, a

tyrant of Samos, son of Aeacus,
famed for his wealth and good for-

tune, Hdt. 2, 182 ; Paus. 8, 14, 8 : tu, proverb, of

great wealth, Plut.—2. an Athenian,
a lochagus in the army of the ten

thousand. Xen. An. 4, 5, 24 ; etc.

—

3. son of Epiphron. an ambassador to

Philip, ap. Dem. 283, 7.— 4. proposer
of a colony to the Thracian Cherson-
ese, Dem. 163, 6.—5. a rhetorician of

Athens, lived and taught in Cyprus,
Ath. 335 C—Others in Polyb. ; etc., a, 6, Polycratidas,

masc. pr. n., Plut., ov, {,)
much sounding, Orph. H. 33, 16.

/., ov, with many steeps

or miiuiituttis.7., , to have plenty of
barley or fodder : from'.7., ov. {, )
abounding in, full of barley./., ov, {Kpipvov)~{oTeg.
iUo7Vp, , , Polycrite, fem.

pr. n., Plut. : in Polyaen. 8, 36-., ov, {7., )
widely separate, Orph. . 10, 18.

il7.po, ov, b, Polycritus, an
Aeginetan, Hdt. 8, 93.-2. an Athen-
ian, sent on an embassy to Philip,

Dem. 250, 16.—3. a historian, Strab.

p. 735 : , Arist.

Mir. Ausc. 112.—Others in Polyb.;
etc., ov,{) full

of pebbles.7., ov,{,-
7.ov) much rattling,, Nonii.'.7., ov,{,)
much struck or beaten.7., ov, also , ov (cf. infra){, ):—sounding loud or

clearly, H. Horn. 18, 37
;,

Posidon.ap. Ath. 527 F.— II. 7.-, the many-oared, i. e. a ship,

Anacr 90, 2 ; cf..—III. ."ily,

cunning, wily, v. 1. Od. ), 1.7. ov, {7,)
with many springs, ., foun-

tains many-gushing, Anth. 9, 069.7., ov, {,)
much-croaking, 0pp. C. 3, 117., ov. {7.,)=, Pind. . 10 (11), 44.,, , great wealth:

from7, ov, gen.,{7,) of great wealth, exceeding rich,

II. 5, 613, Soph. Ant. 843 ; c. gen., ., Eur. Ion 581., ov, rich in cattle.7.., ,{,)=:/<7], Ath. 233 C., , {7.,)
exceeding rich, Eur. Andr. 769.

i'.o7.vo, ov, b, Polyctetus,

masc. pr. n., in Luc. Fugit. 26., ov, {, )
building much, Orph. H. 9, 2.'?, ov, (,)
much-slaying, Aesch. Ag. 461, 734.

\'.7., ov Ep. ao, 6, son

ofPolyctor, i. e. Pisander, Od. 18, 299./,, , Polyctor, son
of Aegyptus and Caliande, Apollod.

2, 1, 5.—2. son of Pterelaus, an early

prince of Ithaca, Od. 17, 207.—3. of.

foreg.—Others in Paus. ; etc., ov, also , ov, (•
?~,) much-praised, honourable,

Anth. P. 7, 593 ; 9, 657.7., ov, {7.,)
pregnant with many young : containing

many eggs., ov, with many circles,

bends, windings./, ov, {,)
much troubled, of the sea, Porphyr., ov, {7., -) much or often rolled.17>, ov, {/.,-) swelling with many loaves., ,=7., v.

1. Ath. 301 F. [kv], ,() multitude of
waves., ov, gen.,{,,) sivelling uith many reaves,, Solon 5, 19. — II. bringing

forth much, prolific, Emped. 167. [kv]7-,, ,()=7./,, . , {~?.,
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KOBuv) a wine-bibber, Polemo ap. Alh.
43G U. ^?., ov•,{,)
much-taiiicnting, Theogii. 241.?., ov, {7,') in

many clauses, Deni. Phal.?.(, ov, (, )
much-revelling, Anth. P. 9, 521, 17., ov, {, )
many-oared. Sioph. Tr. G56., ov,{,)
much-chaitering : also ill good sense,

much-warbling,, Simon. 158.', , f. -?/, to be-
?., to prate apace. Hence.'/, oi',= sq. [ci]'', ov, {, )
nnich-prating, talkative, v. 1. in LXX.
lov'a!J, , {.,)

briiiht-skining, Luc., ov, populous.^, , b, Polylaus, a son
of Hercules, Apollod. 2, 7, 8./'/,, {/., ov)with
many cornfields, II. 5, G13, Hes. Fr.

39, i. [, ov, {,)
with many ports, Artemid. [t] Hence,, , a number

of ports., ov, b, {,)
ravenous hunger, of, Plut. 2, C94 A ;

—

also.7, ov, {, )
very stony, Anth. P. C, 3.', ov, and later ;;, ov(,/.):—much implored or

prayed to, Od. 5, 445 ; ., a tem-
ple much frequented by suppliants, H.
Horn. Ap. 317, Cer. 28.— II. prayed

for, yearned after. (The proper foim. is not found.), ov,()
= foreg. [], ov,(,)
=.. Call. . 80, Del.

316.1?., ov, (, Zo/3of

)

with many lobes or pods, dub. in The-
ophr.{7., , to be, to

talk much, Dion. P. ? Hence[), verb. adj.,o?ii must
speak at length, Clem. Al./., , , wordiness. Plat.

Legg. 641 E, Arist. Pol. 4, 10, 1;
from7., ov, (, )

wordy, talkative. Plat, Legg. 641 E,
Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 3.— II. pass., much
talked of., ov, ( ?., )

covered with many rinds, Thcophr.7, , , v. 1. for-
: [] from/., , f. -'/, to learn or

know much, Plut.7.)],, ,=-7^,-, Timon ap. Ath. 610 .7., ov, gen., (-
7vau)—sq.7., ,(,,) having learnt or knowing miich,

Ar. Vesp. 1175, Plat. Legg. 810 E,
Xen., etc. Adv. -. Hence7., , ?/, much learning or
knowledge. Plat. Legg. 811 A, 819 A

;

of..,, b, , most bliss-

ful or happy.//.. ov,(,7)
very wooly, Lye. 874., if, poet.-,{7.,) very furious, Anth. P. 12,

87., ov, (,-) often foretold, Plut.7., ov,(,-
1214

7.TI II) with many suckers or side-shoots,

Theophr.\.-, ov, quite vain, use-

less, [ft]/, ov, {7^,-) much fought for, Luc. Cyn. 8. [«]\\7., ov, , Polymachus, a

Phaisahan, Xen. Hell. 4, 3, 8 ; v. 1.., ov, Ep. -, (-
7.,) with many medimni.
Call. Cer. 2.^,, b, Polymedon,
a son of Priam, Apollod. 3, 12, 5.17, , {7.,) drink-

ing much wine, Anth. P. 11, 45., ov, poet, -,(, 7\.) with many apart-

ments, houses, temples. Call. Dian. 225.7., ,(,) with

many members. Plat. Phaedr. 238 A.

—

II. 77iany-toned, varied,7, Alcm. 1.?'/, , {,)
much-singing, ,(,)
much-blanung,., , , consisting of
many parts, Plut. 2, 910 C : from, ,(,) con-

sisting of many parts, Tim. Locr. 98
D, Arist. Part. An. 4, 7, 1 : manifold,

lb. 4, 6, I. Adv. -, . .7, ov, ( 7., -) with many cares.—II, act. caus-

ing much care, full of care, Arist.

Mund. 6, 34.7., ov, poet, for foreg.7.?), ov, often trans-

forming one''s self., ov, very change-

able., , , a consisting of
many measures, esp. Tnetres.7., ov, (7.,)
of many measures, measuring much

:

and, generally, large, abundant, ., Eur. Mel. 3 (ap. Ar. Ran.
1240) : consisting of many metres, Ath.
COS D.^/,, T},Polymede, daugh-
ter of Autolycus, mother of Jason,
Apollod. 1, 9, 16: called in Ap. Rh.
1, 233

''.'\7, . b, Polymedes, a

Thessalian from Larissa, Thuc. 2,

22.— Others in Diog. I,. ; etc.^. ov, , Polymedium,
a district and town near Ledum,
Strab. p. 606., , b, (, -) much bleating,, Bacis ap.

Hdt. 8, 20./, ov, poet, for sq., Q.
Sm. 2, 452.,, (7,,) very

long.7.,, , Polymele, daugh-
ter of Phylas, mother of Eudorus by
Mercury, II. 16, 181.—2. daughter of
Peieus, mother of Patroclus, Apollod.

3, 18, 8; elsewhere.7.7. ov. Dor.-, (-
7•.,) with many sheep or goats,

rich therein, Hom., (never in Od.), as
epith. of persons, places and coun-
tries ; in Hes. only of persons ; in

Pind. only of countries.—II. rich in

fruit.,, , //.{,)
very wrathful: but in Anth. P. 9, 168,

visited by much wrath.

iY^ov7'jp,, , Polymestor,
a king of Thrace, married Ilione

eldest daughter of Priam, Eur. Hec.
7 sqq.—2. a king of Arcadia, Paus.
8, 5, 9.7', 6, poet, for sq., 0pp.
H. 5, 6.

, , o,= sq,,, h, ,{,)
of 7nany counsels, ever-ready, freq. in
Horn., usu. as epith. of Ulysses, of.

Ar. Vesp. 351 ; also of Vulcan, 11. 21,
355.17.. ov, f. 1. for-

in Anth. P. 9, 656./, , , (7, -) mother of many,. . 1, 88., , , Ion. -, -,
the having many resources, inventive-

ness, Od. 23, 321, Plut. 2, 233 E., ov, {7,)
abounding in resources, inventive, ever-

ready, freq. in Horn., as epith. of
Ulysses, cf. Soph. Phil. 1135; in H,
Merc. 319, of Apollo.7}, , Ep.-(,) •.—much-mixed, 7notley, Anth.
P. 9, 823. Hence,, , a mixture ofmany
ingredients, Plut. 2, 661 E.,,^^,.
. 9, 11., , , =,
Plut. 2, 1109 C.17., , (, )

much-haling, Luc. Pisc. 20.7, ov, (,')
receiving much pay or hire, v. 1. Anth.
P. 5, 2.7',,, and-,
, , cf. sq. sub tin., ov,(,) con-

sisting of many threads : tu,
stuffs in which several threads were
taken for the ivoof in order to weave
flowers or other objects, as in dam-
ask, Lat. polymila and plumutica ; so,/, many-coloured, pic-
tured (Aegyptian) robes, Aesch. Supp.
432 : the art of weaving these stuffs

was called 7 or-, Suid., and Hesych.7. ,0V, gen..{,') remembering many things.

iYlovvo, ov, of or relating

to Polymnestus, ., com-
posing songs resembling those of Po-
lymnestus (2), Ar. Eq. 1287.7., oi',(,
v^o)nuchuooed, Plut. Q.Gracch. 4./'. , , (^,,-) much courted or wooed, wooed by
many, Od. 4, 770; 14, 64; 23, 140:
—prob. no masc. occurs
except in prop. n. 7.7, v.

sq.'[, ov, b. Dor. --, Polymnestus, father of BattUS
of Thera, Pind. P. 4, 104 ; Hdt. 4,

155.—2. a poet of Colophon, whose
songs were of an obscene character,

Strab. p. 643 ; Paus. 1, 14,4.— Others
in Diog. L. ; etc.'.7', ov,(,,) much-remembering, mind-

ful, grateful,, Aesch. Ag. 821.

—II. pass, much-remembered, never to

be forgotten, lb. 1459.,. , ,=7.-, Aesch. Supp. 535.7, ov,{,,) oft-?nentioned., , contr. for-, . 1. Orph., cf. sq., , , contr. for-,(,) Polymnia, i. e.

she of the many hymns, oneof the nine
Muses, Hes. Th. 78 ;— later, the god-
dess, sometimes of the higher lyric

poetry, sometimes of eloquence.7, ov,(,) full

of moss, v. 1. Nic. 950.7.,. , Polymnis, father

of the celebrated Epaminondas, Plut.

Epam.



^, ), , Polymnus, masc.
pr. ., Paus. 2, 37, 5.^ , , manifoldness,

Longin. 39, 3 : from. , (',)
multiform, manifold, Arist. Part. An.

4, 11, 22, Luc. Asin. 54. Adv. -.17., , {,)
rich in the Muses' gifts, accomplished,

Plut. 2, 744 A., , {-,)
much-labouring . suffering many things.

Soph. O. C. 165, (cf. sub ^' fin.),

Eur. I. A. 1330, etc.— II. pass, won
by much toil, toilsome,, Arist.

Scol. ap. Ilgen. p. 137.

?.?., , {,)
with much marrow, Hipp., ,{,) of
many words, i. e. wordy, talkative, II.

3, 214, Od. 2, 200; ace. to Schol.,

threatening violently.—II. pass., much
talked of,

famous in story,, Pind.

P. 9, 133.—III. full of story, storied,, Anth., ,(,) with

many snuffs, of a lamp., , {,) with

many temples, Theocr. 15, 109.. ,,{,)
with many sailors, ships, Aesch. Pers.

83., , b,{,)
much tvrangling, Aesch. Theb. 830 :

—

esp. as a prop, n., on which the trag.

are fond of playing, as Aesch. Theb.
577 : cf. sq.^/,, b, Polymces, son

of Oedipus and Jocasta, brother of

Eteocles, v.' (2), II. 4, 377;

Trag.—Others in Paus. ; etc.{, , , Polynicus, a

Lacedaemonian, Xen. An. 7, 6, I

:

V. I. -.—Others in Anth.,,, a plant, elsewh..?., , {?.,)
overcast with clouds, very cloudy : Pind.

has the Dor. form, gen.

a, N. 3,, , , c great calm,

Aiith. P. 10, 102 ; al.-., , loti. for/.
iTlo/,, , , Polyneus, son of

Tecton, a noble Phaeacian, Od. 8,

114.

'.7., , ,{,)
frequent conqueror, Luc.1?., ,{,) deep

with snow, Eur. Hel. 1326.^, ov,= foreg.?., , , in ApoUod. 1, 2,

6, for wh..'/., , ,{) plenty

of mother-wit, sagacity, opp. to-
(acquired learning). Plat. Legg.

641 E.

iTo?Vv,, , Ep.,
Polynome, a daughter of Nereus and
Doris, Hes. Th. 258., , {?.,)
grazing much or iiidiscriminately. The•
ophr.

no?,itOOf, ov, contr. -, ovv,

much thoughtful. Adv. -ur.\\, , b, (i. e.)
Polyiius, masc. pr. n.. Q. Sm. 8, 86.1?<, ov, liable to many sick-

nesses., ov, {?,)
making much return : of seed, yielding

much, Theophr. ; of meat, giving much
nutriment,, Hipp., ow, contr. for., , , the Lat. polenta.

Poll.., contr. for ",
adv. from.

, ov, {, )
much torn by the waves, prob. 1. Ar-
chias Ep. 2.^, , . Ion. and Ep., Polyxina, daughter of

Priam and Hecuba, sacniiced byNeo-
ptoiemus on the tomb of Achilles,

Eur. Hec. 75 sqq.—As fem. pr. n.,

also in Anth.^, a, b. Dor. : and
-, ov, Polyxcnides, masc. pr. n.,

Polyb. 10, 29, 6 ; Anth. ; etc.?;, . Ion. ?.,
ov, poet, also , ov, in both forms,

Pors. Hec. praef p. ix {/,,):
—of persons, entertaining many guests,

very hospitable, Hes. Op. 713, 720 (in

Ion. form); Zr/va, Aesch. Supp. 157.—II.

visited by many guests,3, vCiaoc,

Pind. O. 1, 149, N. 3, 3 ;, Eur.
Ale. 569. Hence^', ov, 6, Ep. and Ion., Polyxenus, a prince of

Eleusis in Attica, H. Hom. Cer. 154.

—2. a king of Elis, ApoUod. 2, 4.—
3. son of Agasthenes, leader of the
Epei before Troy, II. 2, 623.-4. son
of Jason and Medea, Paus. 2, 3, 8.

—

5. a naval officer of Syracuse, Xen.
Hell. 5, 1, 26.—Others in Anth. ; etc., ov.(,) much
polishea, Soph. O. C. 1570., ov, very dry or parched./., ov, {?) very uoody.],. . Polyxo, a nymph,
ApoUod. 2, I, 5.—2. mother of Anti-

ope, Id. 3, 10, 1.—3. nurse of Hypsi-
pyle queen of Lemnos, Ap. Rh. 1,

668.—Others in Paus. ; etc.7, ,{,) a long

way ox journey, LXX., ov.{,) strong

smelling, Orph. H. 42, 4.,. , , {/.,) with many teeth, Nic.?, , ?), the having many
boughs or branches, Theophr. : from, ov, (, ) with

many branches,, Diogen. ApoU.
ap. Arist. H. A. 3, 2, 8.\.7. , to he rich in wine, H.
Hom. Merc. 91 ; and17,, , abundance ofwine.

—II. excess in ivine. Plat. Legg. 666
B, Plut. 2, 239 A., ov,{,) rich

inwine,Th\iC. 1, 138, Xen. Vect. 5,

3.— II. drinking much wine.?, ov, delaying much, very

tardy.

'.?., ov,= sq., Orph. H. 2,

12.3, ov,{,) very

prosperous or rich, Dion. P. 934, Co-
luth. 280, etc.— II. act., crowning with

happiness, Sappho 58.'.7,, . much rain, Geop.'.7., ov,= sq., v. 1. Hes.
Th. 785.7.3, ov, very rainy./., ov,{,)
having much intercourse.7, ov, ('•,)
many-eyed, Luc. D. Deor. 3. 1., ov. {,-) ivith many navels or knobs ; esp.

of a shield with many bosses, Opp. C.
1,218., ov,{,)
dreaming jnuch, Plut. 2. 437 F., ov. {7, ) with
many holes or openings., ov, {7'.) full

ofjuice or sap, succulent, Theophr., ov, {*,)
much seen., ov, {,)

celebrated with manv or<iies, Orph,
5,4./•, ov, swearing very much.
dub., ov, {) exceed•

ing impetuous, like 7.. •, ov, {7:, )
aboundiyig in birds, Eur. I. T. 435.7.,, , 7},= foreg.7., ov, corrupt form for7.., , , strength or quan-
tity of smell, Theophr. : from, ov, Att. for7.,
Theophr.7•, ov, {7.,)
with many bones, Arist. H. A. 1, 15, 6.,{) very wealthy.7, ov, {7., 7,-) many-eyed, Diod.

—

2. with many
eyes or buds, Geop.— II. as subst., a,^=7-, Hipp.7,.-,€.\.:—to be much-peopled, of a city, Slrab.

;

—also sometimes in act., •7., a numerous army, Dion.
H. 6, 64 : and7., , , a crowd of peo-
ple, Polyb. 10, 14, 15.

1177., ov, (, ^)
much-peopled, populous, Polyb. 3, 49, 5-, ov,(,) contain-
ing much, dub. 1. Eur. Rhes. 166.7, , , abundance of

; generally, abundance, plenty,

Xen. Mem. 3, 14, 3.—II. an eating
much fish ; generaUy, gluttony, dainti-

ness, Plut. 2, 662 A. From,,(, o\liov)abound-
ing in orpov ; generally, luamrious,-, Luc. Gall. 11./,,. a suffering much,
a being subject to various passions,
formed after, Plut. 2, 167 E.
ubi v. Wyttenb. : from
\.7.,,.{,,-) subject to many sufferings or pas-

sions, Plut., V. Wyttenb. iibi supra.

^\loa,ov.b,sor^ofPlypas,\.e.
Cyrnus,Theo.25; v.Miill.Gr.Llt.p. 122.7.. a,f/,{o7.a)abun•
dance of children, Isocr. 203 D.17.7., ov,(,-
7.) exceeding crafty, Od. 15, 419 ; v./.7.,, 6, , {7^,) with 7nan.y children, LXX : me-
taph. of Tyre, mother of many colo-
nies, Mel. 123.—2. with many slaves., ov, {7•, .) shining bright, Anih. P. 9, 591.7, ov, gen. , {-
7-,,) exceeding wealthy,

11. 4, 433. [, the form7.
being wrong.]17., ov, exceeding wise.

Or. Sib.7., ov,{7,-) having been long a maid.7., ov, {7.,-) having many maidens, Orph. H.
51, 12.*7^., , , , much
strickeyi or stamped on : from-, but we only find it in ace. sing.,777. 7., the much trod-

den stage, Praiin. ap. Ath. 617 C, and
here Buttm. takes it as heterocl. ace.
of ; which however
only occurs in E. ., ov,{,)
much trodden : hence, common-place,
thread-bare. Plut. 2, 514 C. [a]17, , b, ?/, {,) having more than one country.17., , , great enterprise,

experience, Thuc. 1, 71, Plat. Legg.
811 A: from
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, , {,)
much - ej:perie)i,ced, shrewd, Ar. Lys.
1109.

''7/',, gen. {,) :—strictly, with many bounda-

ries : hence, of or frum many cnuntries,, . Hoin. Cer. 297 : with wide

boundaries, opp. to, of. Oiph.
Arg. 33. ^, ,{,-) approached closely., >, poet, -,. for, Q. Sm. 3, 396., , {?.,)
much-mourning, exceeding mournful, of

persons, II. 9, 5G3, . 14, 386 ; ., Aesch. Pers. 517. Superl., Plut. 2, 114 F.—II. pass.,

much-mourned,, Anlh.101,,:=&. II, Anth.

P. 7, 475.

'17^],,{,)
asking much:— ., a day
which many questions are asked, Plut.

/)(5?; , ,{)^=•.', , , son of Poly-

pemon, With a play on sq., Od. 24,

305., , (, )

very hurtful, . Horn. Cer. 230, Merc.

37 ; ., diseases manifold, Pind.

P. 3, 81.^?',, , Polypemon,
father of the robber Sinis, ApoUod. 3,

16, 2.—Ace. to Pans. 1, 38, 5, a rob-

ber near Eleusis with appell.-, q. v.', , {, )

thick-uoven, close-ivoven,, £ur.

El. 190., , gen. , {,/) many-armed, Nonn., o!^=sq.,-
'{7], . Horn. Ven. 54 ; but in

11. 20, 59, 218, Wolf writes•
'\, from sq.

'.76,, , , {7„,-) witit many springs, many-fount-

ained, as epith. ot Mount Ida, 11. 8,

47, etc. ; of. foreg. [i], , ,{) he-

longing to a polypus, ., a

knife /or removing polypi, Medic., , { 7., )

very keen Or bitter ; is adv.,

Od. 16,255., , {/^,) very

dirty or squalid, Eur. Rhes. 710.7., , very faithful.']7.,,{,)
much-wandering, roaming long or far
away, Od. 17, 425, 511, Aesch., etc.

:

—much-erring, Eur. II. F. 1197: 7., the years (of\) of wander-

ing, Soph. Aj. \\3 : fluttering about,

uncertain,7. (prob. 1.), Theogn.
1257.— II. act., leading far astray, driv-

ing far from one's course,, 11.

11,308.—!n Soph. Ant. 615, .
may be either ivandcring hope, hope
that indulges all ki)ids of fancies, or,

misguiding, deceitful hope. Cf.-. Hence' , , , a wan-
deringfar or long, Manetho.
'.7,!'}, , {7,-) roamingfar or long, Eur. Hel. 204,

Plat. Polit. 288 A ; ., the

wandering ivy, Leon. Tar. 30.— II.

much-erring, or, act., leading viuch

astray, Musae. 75 ; cf. Jac. A. P. p.

482. Adv. -.,,=77'/,
Hdt. 1, 56 ; ., Eur. Hipp. 1110;

., the pains of wandering. Id.

Hel. 1319:—of blows, showered from
all side's, Aesch. Cho. 425. [a]
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, , =7,
Aesch. Pr. 585, Eur. Phoen. 6Ci.', =-. V. 1. Plut. 2, 388 D.'.77, , 6,=•, Plut. 2, 1020 C., a, ,=^7•, V. 1. in Arist.7'., , gen. , =7. , susp.

7.7•.,,{,)
many in size, far-stretching,

Eur. Ale. 687: of persons, rich in

land, Luc. Icar. 18.17., , = 7:.?.,
Nic. . 224, Anth., , {7,)
many-sided, Plut. 2, 960 .
177}0,, , great quantity,

Hipp., Arist. . . 6, 4, 6 : and.7., , to be, become viuch

or great, LXX : from, ,{,)
very much or numerous. Hence76,,,=:77!/,
Soph. Fr. 583, Deni. ap. Poll. 4, 163.7] and,
should be written divisim, -,
cf. Phryn. 63

L

77., , {, -) thick-haired, long-haired, Anth.7.7., , , cunning, craft,

Theogn. 67 : from].7., , {,)
much-tangled, thick-wreathed, of a ser-

pent's coils, Eur. Med. 481, cf Stallb.

Plat. Phaedr. 230 A : hence of the
polypus, with tangled, twisting ar7ns,

Theogn. 215.—2. metaph. tangled, in-

tricate,, kr. Thesm. 403;,
Xen. Lac. )], 5; of the chances in

the game of, Eur. I. A 197.

—

11. act. entangling, intriguing, ,
Ar. Thesm. 435. Adv. -.
'17.,, contr.-, ovv,{, )) sailing 7nuch.\.?., , very rich.17., , , blowing often

or much. Or. Sib.: from, , contr.-. ovv,

{7., ) breathing or blowing
hard, Opp. C. 1, 401.— II. slrong-S7nell-

ing. siceet-smelling.'.7, , , dim. from7,. []7, ,, dim. from-, Mnesim.. 1, 43., ,{) of,

belonging to a polypus.1?, , 6, poet. -,^=7^, Anth. P. 9, 227., , ,{)
having many feet, Arist. Part. An. 4,

0, 1., , , a small kind of
polypus, elsewh.. [<]7:, , , dim. from -, Philox. ap. Ath. 147 B.— II.

a kind of fern, polypody, Theophr.
Hence7\,,, 6, wine fla-
voured with fern.

'.7^7], , {7., -) like a polyptis, of the polypus kind,

Arist. Part. An. 4, 9, 10., , (7),)
much-desired, much-regretted.—11. act.

much-desiring, Ath. 433 E.7, , (,-) much-variegated, Eur. I. . 1150,
Eubul., , {,)
punishing severely, Parmcnid. 14., . «, ), Poly-
poctes, son of Pirithoiis and Hippoda-
mia from Thessaly, one of the Gre-
cian leaders against Troy, II. 2, 740 ;

12, 129 ; 23, 848.-2. a son of Ulysses

and Callidice, Cyclic, p. 585 Dubn.

—

Others in ApoUod. ; etc.7. Ion., , , poet,-, {,) with many
cities. Call. Dian. 225., , very bad.. , , much labour or
toil. Plat. Rival. 133 : from, , {,) of

men, much labouring, toilsome, ,
Aesch. Pers. 320 ; much suffering, freq.

in Trag., esp. as a general epith. of

mankind, .,, Pind. .
1, 50, Aesch. Supp. 382, Eur. Or. 175 :

of conditions, wounds, etc., full of
pain and suffering. Soph. El. 515 ; also

causing pain, painful. Id. Phil. 777.

Adv. -.17.], , 6,{,) an instrument for re7noving polypi.17., , {,-.) much travelled or trodden.[7., , {, )
with 7nany passages Or pores, Plut. 2,

650 C, etc.

7\,,, , poet, for,
q. ., , ,.-, {,) hard-drinking, the dri/iking of
much wine, like, Hipp.,
Polyb. 5, 15, 2, etc., , {7>,-) with many or large rivers, Eur. H.
F. 409.17., , to drink hard, drink

much u-ine, Hipp. : from7, , b, {,)
a hard drinker, Hipp. : poet, /^-,
Anth. P. 9, 524, 17.7.,, fem. from foreg.,

Ael. V. H. 2, 41.7, , (,)
of inany fates or forttmes, Orph. H. 69.[7~, , , strengthd. for, . Hom. Cer. 211.,,(,) deep-

drinking, Hipp., Arist. . . 8, 18, 3.17,, , : ace. usu.
7;;', but also, Buttm.
Ausf Gr. §44, 2: poet,,{, ).— I. as adj., many-fiot-
ed. Soph. El. 488, Plat. Tim. 92 .—
II. assubst., the many-footed, esp ,— J.

the sea-polypus, Od. 5, 432, H. Ap. 77
(both times in poet, form7.),
and freq. in Att. comedy (cf infra).

—

2. the wood-louse, 7)tillepes ; also.—3. a polypus or morbid
excrescence lit the nose, etc., Hipp. ; cf.

Foes. Oecon.—4. .,='.—In the poets (even of Att.

com.), the collat. form 7., ,
, is freq. : it is usu. wrongly written, Ar. Fr. 235, etc., ap. Ath.
316-318 • cf.7,,

: the . form is,
6, Theogn. 215, Opr>. . 1, 310, etc.

,

Dor. and Aeol./. and-, Epich. p. 31, Koen Greg. 034, "^^

with which compare the Lat. polyptis.

[v], ,=;-, Arist. Pol. 4, 15, 6., , =-.
'.opaov,^:=:sq.7,, . Ion. •
7/- .' fut. - : to be-, be busy about many things, to be

curious or inquisitive, Flat. Parm. 137

B, Legg. 821 A ; , lb. 952 D :

—usu. in bad signf, to be a meddle-

some, inquisitive busybody, Ar. Plut.

913, Plat., etc.; tu-, Plat. Rep. 433 A :

—

esp., meddle in state affairs, intrigxie,

Lat. novas res moliri, Hdt. 3, 15 (like, Id. 5, 33), Xen. Aa.



5, 1, 15,—elsewh. : cf.

:—rarely in good signf.,

to be curious after knowledge, pursue it

carefully, Polyb. 9, 15, 7.
^,, , the charac-

ter and conduct of the,
officiousness, 7neddlesomeness, Ar. Ach.
833, Plat., etc.

;
joined with/-. Plat. Rep. 444 : a

bustUnv character, opp. to-, Thuc. 6, 87, cf. sq. :—rarely in

good Slgnf., acquaintance with many
things, search after knowledge, Polyb.

5, 75, 6 ; cf. Plutarch, -
: from', , gen., (-

?,,) busy after many
things, always bustling, Ar. Av. 471 :

usa. in bad signi., 77ieddlesomf, pryi?ig,

officious, a busybody, Lat. curiosiis,

Isocr. Antid.
«J
105, 245, 253 : an epith.

often given to the ever-restless Athen-
ian, esp. by their political opponents

;

cf., and v. Valck. Hipp.
785 :—rarely in good sign f., inquisitive,

active, curious after knowledge, Polyb.

9, 1,4., , , poet, for•, Manetho. []', ov, {-,)
very mild, Luc. Tragop.,,,,)
with many trunks, ?., . Rh. 4,

161.

ilovpv,, , Polypre-

pon, a celebrated fiute player in

Athens, Luc. Conv. 20., , f. -, Ion.

for, Hdt., , b, , (,) with viany hillocks, Hermesian.
57., ov, (?,-) rich in sheep or cattle, -7-, Hdt. 5, 49, cf. Xen.
Vect. 5, 3., ov, () richly

dowered., ov, (7.,-) many-faced, multiform,

7., prob. the ever-changing sky, Lyc.
(Trag.) ap. Arist. Rhet. 3, 3, 1 : of
plays, with many masks or characters,

Luc. Nigr, 20.^-, II. 2, 702, should
be written -.?., ov, (,)
many-winged, Arist. Part. An. 4, 6, 4., ov, Ion.-,
{'/.,) much-scared, shy, tim-

orous, ouua, Anth. : agitated,,
Anth. P. 7, 624.?., ov,{,)
with many shoots, branches. Nonn.1?-, ov, [, ,) of or with many folds : esp. of
mountains, with many vallies, (so that
from a distance their surface appears
to be in folds, cf. II), .'-, II. 8, 411, Hes. Th. 113 ;, 11.

21, 449, etc.; of the mountainous
tract of Phocis, Eur. L T. 677.—II.

with many tablets, folded into many
leaves,.,, , rj, abounding in

hares.,, ov, (,,) cvith or in many cases : .,
a rhetorical figure, cf. Quint. Inst. 9,

3, 36, Longin. 23, 1., ov,(•,) with

many gates, Diod., ov, (,)
with many towers, in Horn. Ap. 242,
the reading of all MSS., though the
Edd. mostly give., ov, (?, )
rich in corn, freq. epith. of fruitful

77

lands, II. 15, 372, Od. 14, 335, etc.,

Aesch. Siipp. 7 : v. foreg., ov, () full offire., ov,(,'-) much heard of, far-famed, Nic. AI.

303.,, , , thick-beard-

ed, dub.1?),, v. -
^.?, , for^, in a

poet, epitaph in Millingen Uned. Anc.
Monum. T. 1, n. 36, p. 86., ov, (7., ())
with many stripes, Arist. ap. Ath. 305^, , {, ())
with many rents or clefts, Nic. Th. 59., ov, (,-
yew) far-sounding, Opp. C. 3, 21, H. 5,

652. [],,, ,(,^) with many drops, Nonn.?.), ov, ,(, (})
slayer of many, Opp. . 1, 463, v. 1.

Lyc. 210.(), ov, Theocr. 25, 265 ;

2^-)., , Nonn.,= sq.

'.?). ov, (,)
sewn of many patches or pieces, also

much-embroidered, richly-wrought, like. Soph. Aj. 575., , to speak much :

from, ov, (,)
much-speaking, wordy, M. Anton.

*^?.,, , ,(,,) rich in sheep or flocks,,
II. 9, 154, 296, Hes. fr. 39, 3 : but

this adj. only occurs in oblique cases, -vi, etc., or nom. pi. --. never in nom. sing.\', , , Polyrrhenia,

a city of Crete : hence -
vioi, the inhab. of P., Strab. p. 479., ,=^*, Od.
11.257, Anth. P. 7,255.7], ov, often said or na7ned.?.,, , multitude of roots,

Theophr. : from, ov, (,) with

many roots. Theophr., Anth. P. app. 6., ov,(,) with

many hides,. . Fh. 3, 1231./, ov, o,= sq., very dub., ov, {?, )

abo7indins in roses, Ar. Ran. 448., ov, (,)
beaten by many waves, Aral. 412., ov, {, )

loud-roari7ig or dashing ; ., the

cries of many voices, Aesch. Theb. 7., ov, (, -) much-whirring,, Anth.
P. 6, JGO., ov, (,)
with a loud, rushi7ig noise, Nic. Th. 792.?., ov, contr. -, ovv,

= sq., Eumath.,,(, )muck
or strong flowing, of the sea, Aesch.
Supp.843"; ., Soph. El. 1420., ov, with many chariot-

poles.',,,: gen.-, , oi) : dat., ?;, ." ace.

7.,,. Ion. nom./,,, ace. -
7,,', and this Ion.

declension was retained by the Att.

in all cases, except the nom. masc.
and neut., and the ace. neut. : Horn.
uses both the Ion. and Att. forms in-

ditlerently : in Hdt. the Ion. prevail.

The following forms are also retained

in Ep.,—sing. gen., II. 4, 244,

etc. ; pi. nom.7, contr.,
11. 11, 708

;
gen. ; dat.-

,, II. 13, 452, etc.,•
, Hes. Op. 119 ; ace., contr., Horn. ; the dat. occurs
if at all, only in late poets, while the
gen. pi.7 and [a]
are fern. Lastly,, neut.•, are also Ep. fornis, of which

is sometimes used as fem.,
e. g. ', II. 10, 27 :, II. 5, 776, though in 17,

269 we find : the neut.
is only in Od. 19, 387 ; Hes.

also once in masc, Th. 190. Some
traces of the Ion. and Ep. forms are
also found in Att. poets, esp. in Trag.,
as dat. in a chorus, Aesch.
Supp. 745 ; 7.. Soph. Ant. 86,

Tr. 1196;, Meineke Quaest.
Men. p. 31 ; 7. in a chorus, Aesch.
Ag. 723, etc. ; in a chorus,
Eur. Hel. 1332 ;. Id. I. T.
1263.— I. strictly of number, many,
opp. to, Horn., etc. : -, opp. to , Hes. Th.
447 : unusual phrase, 7. -, wanting
ma7iy of thirty years, Hes. Op. 694

;

7•., Hdt. 1, 141 ; -
7.dv, Hdt. 4, 22 : also anything
often repeated,, Hdt. 1, 98; 7^-. . Id. 2, 2 ; cf.

infra 7.—2. not only of number in the
strict sense, but also of size or de-

gree, oft. in Hoin., and Hes. ; so,-, , heavy
storm of snow or rain, Horn. ; ., deep sleep, Od. 15, 394; ., a loud song, II. 18, 493 ; so
too, .,, etc. ; freq.

of rivers,' , the
river rolls mighty, is swoln, Valck.
Hipp. 443 ; so, . 6 ,
Eur. Bacch. 300 ; rarely of a single
person, , Hdt. 7, 1 :

also of conditions, 7., 6i-,,, etc., Hom.—In most
of these cases a sense of repetition is

.joined with that of degree, Ruhnk.
Ep. Cr. p. 142, Pors. Advers. p. ,307 :

—however, oft. simply denotes
that a thing is in a great or high de-
gree, and must (as we have seen; be
variously rendered ; so again,, great happiness

; 77\.., much hope ; 7,, deep
silence ; , a far-spread
report ; also, 7., Hdt. 3,

137; 7.7., strong necessit}•,

Valck. Phoen. 1668, Herm. Soph. Tr.
294: hence,—3. of the value or worth
of a thing, (for7.) II. 23, 562, etc. ; in Att. usu.
without, , it is

worth much, valuable, dear, where
is usu. supplied ;.

and } , Lat.
magni facere, cf A. IV : hence,

, it is worth much, nf great
consequence, Xen. Oec. 18, 7.—4. -
7., partitive c. gen., e. g.,

for the usu. 7.,
II. 18,271 ; also in neut., as.'

for7., Od. 19, 450 ;

.

so. freq. in Att., 7. ,7. , etc., where the adj.

follows the gender of the genit.,

Hemst. Luc. Tim. 9. Br. Ar. Ach.
350; also in Hdt. 1, 24, etc.— 5. -

was oft. used as the predicate,
and so is joined to another adj. by a, , many men
and good, II. 6, 452, etc. :-, II. 21, 586,7 , Od. 2, 188, etc. : more
freq. in Att., ., Br. Ar. Thesm. 351

; -, -
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: more rarely before a subst.,;^, etc.— 6.

in Att. with the artic, oi ?., the

many, i. e. the greater number, anrt so
like oi 7/., the most, V'aick. Di-
atr. p. 217 B, Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 29 ;

Hoin. has it in this sense without the
art., II. 21, 524 ; 22. 28 :—strengthd.,
oi?. rruvTcg.far the most, Hipp.

:

the sing, in this sense only in later

writers, /,,.
Lob. Phryn. 193, 3'JO ; but

like oi, Hdt. 1, 136 ; in Horn.,

and Hes., , more freq.

770/ : , the most,

and so ol'ten for, as in Od. 2,

58; 17, 537, Hes. Op. 37; but tu, absol. as adv., like, for the most part, Hdt. 1,

203 ; 2, 35 ; 5, 67 :—but, elsewh. in

Horn., as subst., means much
riches, great possessions, U. 9, 333, Od.
19, 195 :—TroAuf , viany a one

;

7. , many a thing.—7.

with a partic. and , e. g.?, he was all entreaties,

Lat. multus erat in precando, Hdt. 9,

91,cf 7,158; so with ei', eg.'- :^i'

?7, he was deep in philo-

sophy : cf..—8. sometimes
also ?. means too much, esp. in

=>,
Valck. Hipp. 785.—II. of space, large,

far, far and wide, wide-stretched, opp.

to, oft. in Horn., and Hes.

;

', he lay outstretched

wide, II. 7, 156, cf 11, 307, Od. 22,

384 : 7 , ., etc.,

Hom. ;' i6),^ifar\vay,Xen.
An. 6, 1, 16, etc. ; also joined with, 7. /,
Hdt. 4, 109, though ?) may be
understood of the quantity of water.

— III. ot time, long,',
esp. 7., for a long time,

Horn., Hes., etc. ; also,7.-, Ar. Plut. 98 ; (sc.) Luc. Necyom. 15 ; «-, Polyb. 10, 4, 2.

. as adv. in neut. sing, and pi.,

7. (Ion. ),, much,
very, strengthd./, Hom.,
Hes., and Att. ; also of freq. repeti-

tion, many times, i. e. much, oft-times,

often, II. 2, 798, Od. 1, 1, etc., Hes.
Op. 320 ; and the Homer, expressions7^, 7.'
7.7.,] 7.,, etc., may be
as well understood of repealed, as of

earnest commands and entreaties : of

space, a great way, Hdt. 1, 104; of

time, long, Hdt. 4, 126 : of degree, /ar,
very much, Hdt. 1, 126; 6, 82: the no-

tion of degree also lies in the absol.

gen. 7, like, very much,
Ar. Nub. 915: 7.7,/, , mxich too much,
Ar. Eq. 822, Ran. 1016, cf. Dind.
Nub. 915.—2. with, adjs.,

—

7. is

joined with a compar. to increase its

compar. force, 7.7,,, or Ion. ,-,, much, far more
beautiful, etc., Hom., and Hes. : -7, much more, far sooner :

Xen. likes to put several words be-

tween, Bornem. Xen. Symp. 1, 4,

An. 3, 1, 22; 3, 2, 30: in this case
also is freq. for, by far,

Hdt. 1, 134; 7.7., Heind.
Plat. Phaed. 80 ;' but -
.', a good deal more, Schiif Dion.

Comp. p. 70 ; so too, with compar.
advs., as , much sooner, oft.

in Hom. ; with the compar. verb-, , II. 13, 815; and,

in like manner, with,-
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,, etc., . 6, 125
;

11, 217 ; and before , II. 4, 373 ;

hence also may be explained the Ho-
meric 7., -, II. 17! 331, Od. 17, 404,—7 being for7'.
—3. in like manner with superl., -, 7..,, far the first, etc.,

Hom., etc. : also with superl. adv.,7, far the most,/, far the least.—4. also some-
times in Att. with a positive, to add
force to the adj., oi 7. or 7.7., the much unhappy, Valck.
Phoen. 624; as also and

are used. — 5., many
times, often : ,, ,
mostly, usually : so, ,

7., Schiif. Dion. Comp.
445.— 6. with preps., , in

many ways, much, Valck. Phoen. 022
;, for long, of time, Heind.

Plat. Prot. 345 C ; , far,
of place, Hdt. 2, 32.—V. for compar.7., Att.; superl.-, v. sub voce.

[ii always, Ep. the forms 7.,
n. 16, 655, and, 11. 1, 559, are

sometimes dissyll. ^-: -• is

always dissyll.]7., ov, {7.,)
much decayed, unsound, Luc. (?) Phi-
lo|)atr. 21., , to be very fleshy :

and,, ij.fleshiness, plump-
ness, Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 22 : from7<,, {7.,) very

fleshy. Arist. Part. An. 2, 10, 7., ov, (•,-) the Lat. augustissimus, Antli.

P. 9, 419., ov, (,)
exceeding venerable, Anth. P. append.
281., ov, {7..)
much-revered, Orph. H. 25, 6./, ov,{,-) signifying many things, Gramm., , , (,) giving commands to, ruling

many, as epith. of Pluto, H. Hom.
Cer. 31, 84, 377., ov,=,
dub., ,{,) of
much might, Q. Sm. 2, 205.'\7•,, , Polysthencs, a
foreigner, who obtained the citizen-

ship of Athens through the influence

of Timotheus, Dem. 688, 5.7/, , {,)
very hurtful, mischievous, Aesch. Cho.
446 : al. 7<.', , , abundance of corn

food, Xen. Hell. 5,2, 16.

—

. excess

in eating. From, ov, (, )

abounding irt corn, Xen. Vcct. 5, 3.

—

II. high-fed, full of meat, Theocr. 21,

40.

. 7,7., ov, (',-) many-oared, Leon. Tar. 91.7., ov, (^,-) much-springing , swift, II. 2, 814
;

or, acc. to Strah., driving swift horses,

but cf. Nic. Th. 350, Q. Sm. 5,

657.7., ov, {) —
foreg.17, , {7.,)
with many legs OT feet, Clem. Al.7., , {,)
covering very much, entirely, Ael. N. A.
14. 26., ov, {7-,-) far-seen,, Arat. 136.

, ov, {, -) wide-nding, Anth. P. 4,3.-, ov.{,) very

shady, v. 1. Xen. Cyn. 5, 9./, ov, {7.,-
7vOf ) very rocky. Anth.
\.7., ov,{,)

far-seeing, Pind. Fr. 74, 1.)«', , , , {7,,7.) with many dags, Nonn.[7.,, b, , fond of
mocking.7, ov,{,•) loud roaring, Opp. [u], ov,{,) very

wise, dub. 1. in Philostr. Soph. Vit. 2,

19, for', v. Kayser ad 1.7., , {7.,)
Ihick-ivovfn, Anth. P. 6, 39., ov, (7.,)
drawn from all sides or by several cords,

., a pulley, Plut. Mar-
cell. 14.7., ov,{,)
much wound or bent.17, , , a spreading

wide, difliiston, Nicet. : from??•, , {7.,)
wide-spread, scattered, numerous,, 11. 2, 804, Od. 11, 365;-
avlvai, Hes. Th. 365.— II. act. spread-

ing or scattering widely, Emped. 235., , , abxmdance of
seed : from7:, ov, {7.,)
abounding in seed, Arist. Gen. An. 1,

18, 57.7, , very diligent,

zealous.

iTlovpv,, 6, Polysper-

chon, an Aetohan, a celebrated gene-
ral of Alexander the Great, Plut.

Pyrrh. ; Arr. An. 2, 12: in Ael. V. H.
12, 437..of,, , rocky, many-
peaked.7, , , great com-
passion, Eccl. : from7, ov, {,) of great mercy, N. T., ov, {7.,)
abounding in seed or crops, fruitful,

Eur. Tro. 743, Opp. C. 3, 23. Adv.
-, Lat. sparsim, Sext. Emp. p.
347'17,,{7.,-) very hasty., <, {7\,,)
dropping or dripping fast. Adv. -yuf., adv.,= foreg. [t], ov,(,-) much harassed by factions, App., ov, {,)
standing thick, Philo././. ov, {7, -
/'/) rich iti grapes, II. 2, 507. H.
Hom. 25. 11, Plecatae. p. 64, Soph.
Ant. 1133. []7, , gen.,(,) rich in ears of corn, Theocr.
10. 42, and Strab.

7.7/, £f,= sq., ov, (, )
ivith many citUugs or stories, Strab., ov, {7,)
much trodden or walked on., ov, {7,) v.

sub.'7., , susp. in Theo-
phr. for sq.

';);»^, ov, {7.,-) with rnnni/ stems, Anth. P. 9, 312.7, ,{7-,-) much-sighing ; miserable, ,
Anth. P. 7, 155.7.~, ov, (7.,)
= sq., Paul. S. Ambo 269.7., ov, {7.,-



) tfith many wreaths or crowns, Em-
ped. 16.', , {?^,)
decked with many a wreath, Aesch.
Eum. 39: ., Soph. . . 83.

— II. twisted in many a wreath,,
Nic.?., ov, {,)
thick woven.7.3. , , a treading very
much, 0pp. C. 4, 433: from/^, ov, {/., ()
=7?., much-trodden.?.•, ov, {,)
nuidi pricked ; aad so,

—

2. micck spot-

ted, Anth.?~, ov, (.,) with
many small stones, pebbly, Call. Jov.

26, with V. 1., cf. Nic. Th.
950., or, , a number oflines,

Anth. P. 9, 342 : from, ov,{-,) of
or in many lines, Strab., ov.=foreg,,,
Anst. H. A. 2, 13, 11 : hence, .-, jaws set with many rows of teeth,

Luc.?.., , to speak much,
Aesch. Supp. 502 : from?', ov, (?,)
many-ynouthed:—mtta.ph.,miich-speak-

ing, talkative, , v. 1. Plut. 2, 999
A., ov, {, )
much-sighing, mournful, of persons,

Od. 19, 118.—2. of things, catising

many sighs,, '^, , 11. 1,

445; 11,73 ; 15,451 ; . 0artf, Aesch.
Eum. 380 ;, Soph. Phil. 1346 ;

freq. in Eur.
'\'.7^-, , , Polystratus,

an Athenian commander in the Cor-
inthian war, Dem. 46, 20.—Others in

Andoc. ; Ath. ; etc.. ov, dub. Orph. Arg.

1092 ; and, ,{,)=77.>,. . 5,

132.,, {7.,)
much-tost, distracted, Nic. . 6, Th.
310., ov, poet, for foreg.77.7,, , , {-,7.) whirling round and
round, eddying, '7, Musae. 293.7.,, , poet. fern,

of TroZuarpo^pf, Nonn.-', , , a turning etui's

self to and fro, Leon. Tar. 65 : from
17^(1), ov, {77,,)

much-twisted, /., Anth. P. 6, 107:
hence, supple, versatile,, Pind.

Fr. 233.7., ov, {, 7.)
with many columns, Plut. Pericl. 13.7., ov, mixed up of
many things.'.7,, ov, compounded of
many things.7.7, ov, {, -) ofrnany syllables, polysyllabic,

Luc.17., ov, jtsing many
conjunctions./^, ov, joined in various

ways or firmly : ~b ., the use of many
conjunctions in the same sentence.

Ilo7.v, ov, compounded of
tnany things.17, ov, easily deceived or

to be deceived., ov,{7,-)=,. C. 4, 445.

["]7., ov,{,)
with thick rind or hark, ap. Hesych.,

nisi legend. 7>,.

17.6, ov,{,-) many-joi?ited, Luc. Dips. 3.7, ov,{7.,-) with many seals, Nonn.7.7, ov, {,) multiform, Dion. H. [u], ov,=sq., Aristaen. I,

26. Adv. -., ov, gen. ovof,{,) of many forms or positions,

Strab. ; also of words and sentences.
Adv. -.7,,{,) split

or divided into many parts, Arist.

Probl. 22, 9 ; like :
—

esp. of feet, divided into toes, opp. to

hoofs, Arist. Gen. An. 4, 10, 65: and
so of animals that have toes, not
hoofs, Id. H. A. 2, 10, 2. Hence7', , , a splitting into

many parts : diversity, \{\[)'., ov, {7.,)
split into many parts, branching, ^-. Soph. . C. 1592 ; cf. Anth. P.

8, 7.7, ov, {7.,)
abounding in rushes, Anth., ov, {,)
with many bodies : of large stout body,

Diod.7>, ov, {, )
yielding heaps of corn, Anth. P. 6,

258.7, ov,{,-) uorth many talents, Luc. D. Me-
retr. 7, 4. [], ov,{,-) much disturbed, Ach. Tat. [ra]., ov,(,)
causing much noise or tumult.—II. very

noisy, tumultuous, [], , {.,)
frightening much ; or, much frightened,

Nonn.7, , {, )

wearying much, Q. Sm. 4, 120., , {7.,)
rich in stars, starry, Aral. 604.(5(• ,, al, Polytlchides,

a place in Colophon, containing the
tomb of Prometheus, Paus. 7, 3, 3., . to haveor bear many
children, Plut. 2, 278 : and7., , , abundance of
children, Arist. Rhet. 1, 5. 4: from7., ov, {,)
bearing many children, Aesch. Pr.

137 ; cf. : in Aesch. Supp.
1029, as epith. of rivers. /friiZizm^., ov, , Polytecnus, a
t5'rant of Chios, Ath. 259 A.
7.7., , . Ion. -, [-7.) great expense, costliness, Hdt.

2, 67 ; lavish expenditure, Thuc. 6, 12 :

., Xen. Lac. 7, 3 ; like-
/, Xen. Mem. 1, 6, 10.

'.7.7^..-,'. mid.,

to spend much, Epicur. ap. Diog. L.
10, 11., dep., late and rare

form for foreg., Diod.. v. Lob. Phryn.
67.7., , {,) re-

quiring much expense, very expensive,

costly, cf articles of sale, undertak-
ings, etc., Hdt. 4, 79, Thuc. 7, 28,

Plat., etc. : — of persons, spending

much, magnificent, sumptuous, Pol5'b.

8, 11,7 :—generally, great, excellent,

Diod.—Adv. -, Xen. Mem. 3, 11,

4 : superl.-, in the costliest

manner, Hdt. 2, 86.'^•, , poet,.. {-,)far-stretching, Dion. P. 99,

339.'.7, , {,)
much-delighting, Anth. P. 9, 504., ov tpoet. \, , {-

?il3f,) one skilled in divers arts,

Solon 5, 49.7, ,=7. .,
Orph. Arg. 583., , , many arts : in-

genuity, Plat. Ale. 2, 147 A : from7.. oi', {7.,)
skilled in many arts, very ingenious,

Strab., Plut.

—

. pass, wrought with
rare skill.., should be written di-

visim .. Lob. Phryn. 630.7, to make7,
to esteem highly.7, ov, also ;;, ov, At.
Pac. 978 : {,) :

—highly

honoured 0 revered. USU. epith. of a
divinity, Ar. Ach. 807, Nub.269,Vesp.
1001 ; of Aeschylus, Id. Ran. 851.—
II. ofhighvalueorprice, costly, Epich. p.

39, Ar. Ach. 759, cf. Meineke Me-
nand. p. 43. Adv. -. [i]7., ov, , Polytime'us,
a river of Sogdiana, Arr. An. 4, 5, 6./.,,^^/,^
dub. [-t]., ov,(,,) much-
revered,, Menand. p. 42 : much-
esteemed, costly, Anth. P. 5, 36. .
-/uwf, Polyb. 14,2, 3.7', ov, {7.,) much-punished., ov, {., )=:-/.. much-honoured : also, worthy

of high honour, Orac. ap. Hdt. 5, 92, 2.

[where .]
\\.7.,, , Polytioti, an

Athenian, Andoc. 2, 41.7.,, , {~7., 7.-) having borne much, much-enduring,
as epith. of Ulysses, and only in nom.,
Horn., Soph. Aj. 954.,, , , (.,) bearing much, much-enduring,, II. 7, 152 ;, Od. 18,

319;, Ar. Pac. 236.,, ov, {7, T/S/vai)
having borne much, hence, unfortunate,, Od. 11, 38.7., ov, {7.,)
much cut. lacerated,, Anth. P.
11, 66, cf. Opp. C. 2, 252.—II. act.,

cutting much or deeply, of sharp pain,
Opp. H. 5. 288.,,, being

much or many times so and so, as-
is a of^., , be prolific, Arist.

. . 6, 1, 3 : and., , , fecundity : from7', ov, (/,, )
bringing forth many children or young
ones, prolific, Hipp., Arist. Part. An.
4, 10. 36.., ov, {, 7)
very bold, Plut 2, 731 C., ov, {, )
much-piercing., , {,)
nourishing much, productive, Diod., many-necked. [«]., ov, {..)
much-turning, changeable, Piut.7, '. , ),{,) abounding in doves, II. 2, 502,
582.7,7, ov, (,,) much-pierced, full of holes,

porous,. Od. 1, 111 ; 22, 439;
of flutes, Anth. P. 9, 266, 505.,,,=-., , , {, -) abounding in tripods, Anth. P. 7,

709. [7,, ov, {,)
rubbed very fine, Nic. Th. 105, Opp.
H. 3, 502.
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, , , water plant

with many hair-like leaves, elswh.,-, Diosc: strictly neut. from, ov,{.) with

a quantity of hair, very hairy., , Ion. -, , ,
versatility, craft, lldt. 2, 121, 5, .
Anton. 12, 24.—II. multifariousness,

variety : from?~, ov, {7.,)
having had many turns of fortune. Or

having wandered much, tost to and fro,
much-travelled, epilli. of Ulysses in

Od., cf. Nitzsch Od. 1,1; whereas
Wolf Anal. 3, p. 1 15, takes it here in

signf. 11, as also Plat, seems to have
done, Hipp. Min. 3G-1E.— II. metaph.,

turning many ways, shifty, wily, Lat.

versatus, versatilis, H. Horn. Merc. 13,

439, Plat. 1. c, Polit. 291 ; ichange-

ful, fickle, 7. iarLV, Pseudo-
Phoc. 89t : 7r.=foreg., Thnc. 3,

83 :
— of diseases, changeful, Plut.

Num. fin.;? .--. Id. Sull. 33.—111. manifold,-, Thiic. 2, 44. Adv. -, . ., , , Polytropns, a

leader of the Lacedaemonians, Xen.
Hell, fi, 5, 11., , , f. 1. for-., , (?^,)
well-fed, fat, plump, Theophr., Plut.

Lycurg. 17, etc.— II. parox. -, ov, act., feeding much, nutri-

tious,, Ath., ov,(,)
running much or often, ., bust-

ling, or, perh., slippery, Anth., ov, {, )
much-wearied., , , a great eater., ov, much-wounded.,, ov,{,) with

much cheese, Pherecr. Pers. 1, 7.. , , plenty of water.

Theophr., ov, (, )
abounding in water. Plat. Legg. 761 13.?, ov,{,]) abound-

ing in timber, or in materials, [], ov, {,)
much famed in song, Pind. N. 2, 8.

Ilovva,a,,=lova,q.v..
from, ov, {,)
abounding in songs, much sung of, fa-

mous, H. Horn. 25, 7, Ar. Eq. 1328:

honoured With many hymns,, Eur.

Ion 1074.,, ov, {,)
sleeping much, or bestowing sound sleep,

Orph. H. 2, 4., , f. •, to eat to ex-

cess ; and, ar, , excess in eating,

gluttony, Arist. Gen. An. 4, 3, 20 ; from^, ov, {.,)
eating to excess, gluttonous, Hipp., Ath.
415 C., ov, Dor. for-, Pind., , poet,., ap-

pearing in divers shapes.

i'.o?^vva,,Polyphantas,ma.sc.
pr. n., Polyb. 10, 42, 2., ov,{, -) with many apparitions,,
Plut. 2, 167 A., ov, {.,-) knoiving many drugs or charms,, U. 16, 28 ;, Od. 10, 276 ;, Solon 5, 57 : also of coun-
tries, abounding in drugs, in healing or

poisonous herbs, ^)7, Theophr., , , {7,)
imrdiness.
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,,{,)
multiform, Orac. ap. Euseb. P. . 175

C., ov,{,) much
spoken of, very famous,, Pind.

P. 11, 71 ; ., an excellent, noble

Strain, Id. O. 1, 13, cf. N. 7. 119.?, ov, very bad., , {,)
bright-shining, Manetho., , very sparing.,. b,Polyphides, son
of Mantius, grandson of Melainpiis,

a celebrated soothsayer, Od. 15,249.^, v.., , =,
Nonn.,,{)=•.., , , far-spread fame,
whether good or bad : from,, ov. Dor.- : {-
.,) '—viuch speaking or sing-

ing, abounding in songs and legends,, Od. 22, 376 ; also of a,
Pind. I. 8 (7), 128, cf. :

tuneful ; and in bad signf much scream-

ing or croakijig, e. g. as epith. of a frog.

— II. many-voiced, wordy, ), Od.
2, 150; hence, -, to bring it forth to the many-
voiced, i. 6. the agora, Orac. ap. Hdt.
5, 79., , 6, Dor. -,
Polyphemus, son of Neptune and the

nymph Thoosa, a Cyclops, whose
eye Ulysses bored out, Od. 1.70, sqq.:

he was enamoured of Galatea, The-
ocr. 6, 6.—2. son of Elatus, brother of

Caeneus, one of the Lapithae from
Larissa, an Argonaut, and founder of

the city Cios, II. 1, 264; Ap. Rh. 1,

40; Apollod. 1, 9, 16.^7, Ep. , , Poly-
phetes, a Trojan, II. 13. 791.,, ,,=-.,,(,)
many-toned, full-toned, Plut. 2, 827 A,

etc., , (,-) very envious, as Epicurus called

the dialectic school of Megara, Diog.

L. 10, 8., ov,= foTeg., very dub./., ov, epith. of a day at

Delphi, on xvhich the oracle was much
consulted. Plut. 2, 292 F., ec,= sq., Emped. 376., ov, (,)
destroying manij, deathful, Pind. N. 8,

53, I. 5 (4), 62, Aesch. Theb. 926.—
II. proparox., ov, pass.

utterly destroyed or ruined, Acsch. Pr.

633 ; rife with ruin or murder. Soph.
Tr. 477, El. 10.—2. braving ruin and
danger, of merchants, Soph. Fr. 499./^, very benevolent-

ly., ov, much-loved, [t], , . abundance of
friends. Arist. Rhet. 1, 5, 4 : from, ov,(?,) hav-

ing many friends, dear to many, Pind.

P. 5, 5, Lys. 112, 43. Adv. -.,, ov. {7,)
suffering from many love-charms, hence
deeply-enamoured, love-sick, Theocr.
23, 1.?, ov, having much
phlegm., ov, (, )
fiercely blazing.7., ov, with thick bark., ov, (-, -) loud-roaring, freq. in Hom., al-

ways as epith. of ; so in

Hes., and Archil. 1.

,, ov, very talkative,

Phot.7, ov, very timid., , (, )
with much slaughter, ., prob. 1.

Alcm. 25.', ov, (,)
always roaming, Musae. 18).?., ov, (, o^'v)
killing many, murderous, Eur. H. F.
420.^., ov Ep. ao, 6, Poly•
phontes, son of Autophonus of Thebes,
II. 4, 395.—2. a herald of king La'i'us,

slain by Oedipus, Apollod. 3, 5, 7.

—

Others in Apollod. ; etc.^, ov, also , ov, . 9,
568, Hes. Th. 912 : {,):—-feeding many, bountiful,, 11. 14,
200, etc., , to be, to

bear or yield much, Theophr. Hence1.), ov, borne much or of-

ten.— II. act. bearing much.., , , productiveness,

Xen. Oec. 19, 19: from, ov, (?,) bear-

ing much, fruitful. Plat. Legg. 705 B.
—II. ., strong wine which will

bear much water : hence metaph., ir., to have a for-

tune that wants softening, Ar. Plat,
853., ov, (,)
heavily laden, Vit. Hom. 1.?., to be very eloquent OF
wise, only found in part,-
v,-=»q., Hes. Fr. 54.^, , (,)
very eloquent, wise, prudent,), Hes. Th.
494, Simon. Amorg. 93. Hence, , ,, the elo-

quence of songs, Hennesian. 5, 51., , ^,=foreg.,
Archyt. ap. Stob. Eel. 1, p. 786., ,=,
0pp. . 4,28, . Rh. 1, 1311.\\,, b,Polyphrad•
mon, father of the tragic poet Phryui-
chus, Paus. 10,31, 4.., ov, (,,)
often said : much spoken of, fanned. Par-
menid. 4.—II. shrewd,, 0pp. C.

4, 6., , , , (,) full of care, Anacreont., ov,{.,-) much thought of.— II. act., much
thinking, thoughtful, Anth. P. 7, 84.

Y\.ovpocnJv, , , fulness of un-
derstanding, great shrewdness, Hdt. 2,

121, 6; plur.,Theogn. 712.,, , ,(,)
much-thoughtful, very shrewd, freq. in

Horn., always in good signf., usu. as

epith. of Ulysses ; also of Vulcan, ni-

genious, inventive, like, II.

21, 367, Od. 8, 297.

iTlopv, , , Polyphron,

brother or uncle and successor of Ja-

son, tyrant of Pherae in Thessaly,
Xen. Hell. 6, 4, 33.-2. a general of

the Aetolians, Paus, 10, 20, 4.

7\., ,(, //) of vari-

ous sorts, manifold, Theophr., ov, {7^, 7)
with many leaves, leafy, Eupol. '. 1., ov, (,7 )

consisting of many tribes, Orph. H. 60,

2, etc., ov, rich in plants or

herbs., , to sound or speak

much : and, , , a having many
tones or voices, Plut. 2, 674 E, 1141 C :

from



•,, {?.,) hav-

ing many tones,, Arist. Part.

An. 2, 17, 4 : speaking much, talkative.

Dor. -0, usu. read in Alcman 25;
but V. '/.., , {7.,)
abounding in copper brass,-

., of Troy, Sidon, II. 18. 289,
Od. 15,425.—II. urought of solid brass,

all-brazen,, (cf. sub voc), II.

5, 504, Od. 3, 2, as usu. explained :

but Henn. Opusc. 4, 268, would take
it in signf. I, referring to the brazen
vessels in the houses of the gods., , {'/.,)
wide-yawning, all-containing, Nic., , {/.,)
feeling or causing muck joy./., , , Polychares,

masc, pr. n., Paus. 4, 4, 5./, hence -, Lacon. term of endearment in Ar.

Lys. 1098, I2i2, dearest.' sweetest! []'/., , {,)
very warlike, Anth. P. 5, 202.

ilo?.vapo, ov, 6, Polycharmus, a

Spartan, commander of cavalry, Xen.
Hell. 5, 2, 41.—Others in Ath. ; etc., ov, (70?.,)
very wintry, 0pp. C. 1,429.'/',, , , (,) many handed, with many hayids,

Soph. El. 488 : ivith many hands, i. e.

men, Aesch. Pers. 83. Hence'/., , , a multitude of
hands, workmen, assistants, Thuc. 2,

77. Xen. Cyr 3, 3, 26./., ,=-, Alci-

dam., ov,(,) suf-

fering from diarrhoea : ., the

diarrhoea, ap. Suid./., ov, gen. , (-
?.,) strong-flowing, Euinath.,, , , {?.,-) having many coats,,
Theophr. [I]', ov, very pale, Hipp., , and, ,
less correct forms for-./., ov, contr. -, ovv,{,) very downy, Lat. lanu-

ginosus, like the quince, etc., Nic. ap.

Ath. 66 E., , {?•.) pour

forth much, to abound, Arist. Gen. An.
3, 1, 5 ; of the earth, to yield abun-

dantly.

Jio?.vxota, , , {?<.) a
pouring forth much : an abundant crop,

Theophr.—IL diversity of kinds. Id./., ov, late form for sq.

'.?. or, ov, contr.-, ovv : {/., ) :

—

pouring

i'orth much : of animals, proZi/ic, Arist.

[. A. 9, 43, 2 ; of fruit and grain,

yielding abundantly, ., The-
ophr.— II. manifold, various, .. , :—Compar.-,
Id./., , , the having many
gtrings. Plat. Rep. 399 C : from, ov, {?.,)
many-stringed: many-totted, epith. of

the flute, Simon. 115. cf. Poll. 4, 67;
also, TV., Eur. Med, 196 ; . •, the sound of many strings. Id.

Ebes. 548., ov, with muck grass.117.,,{)
to abound in money, prob. L Strab. p.

414., . ,(-) ike possession of great wealth.—
IL dearness, eipensivenees, opp. to-, Xen. Symp. 4, 42./., ov, 6, the possessor

if a largefortune, Diog. L, 6, 28.

,=,
(q. V.) dub. 1. Strab. 1. c., ov, (^-?,-) having a large fortune, very wealthy,

Phintys ap. Stob. p. 445, 2./.7, ,,=^-
: irom. , gen. ,=-?, Polyb. 18, 18, 9., , , great useful-

ness. Theophr.
\.7.-,,{,)

useful to many or for many purposes,

very useful, Arist. Gen. An. 5, 8, 12., ar, , variety of colour,

Arist. Probl. 34, 4, 2., ov, late poet, form for7..', , {?.) =
sq.. susp.?, to last long, LXX :

from. ov, (,)
existing a long time, olden, ancient, H.
Horn. Merc. 125 ; sometimes also in

prose, as, Hdt. 1, 55, Plat. Tim. 75 B,

Xen. Mem. 1, 4. 16:—compar. --, Polyb. 1, 13, 11: superl., Call.

Del. 282.—Adv. -, Hipp. Hence/.,, , length of
time, long duration./., ov, later form for-.?., ov, contr.-, ovv,

{~7..) many-coloured, variega-

ted, Arist. Probl. 34, 4, 2, Opp. C. 4,

389.7., ov, {,)
rich in gold, of persons, cities, etc.,

II. 10. 315, Hes. Op. 519, etc., Pind.,

and Trag. :—in H. Horn. Ven. 1, 9,

of Venus, the gold-adorned, cf. lb.

65 ; and so later, sometimes in refer-

ence to her votive oiferings, some-
times to her beauty, like, Lat.

aurea \ enus.7.(1, ov, {7..)
=7', Strab..,—foTeg., Manetho./,, 6,.=^.
7.7.. , {, 7.)

with much juice or sap, sappy. Xenocr.7. oi',=foreg.. Xenocr.7., ov, {7.,) pour-

ed or flowing far. widely diffused. Plut.

Cat. Min. 26, etc. : manifold, like-
/..[7., ov, containing much.7,, , , extensiveness, .\>, comprehensiveness of

words : from' Yfcjpof , ov,(,) spa-

cious, extensive,", Luc.7.. ov,(,)
high-heaped, Aesch. Cho. 350.'.7., ov,= sq., Aesch.
Supp. 870. [], ov, (,)
very sandy, dub. in .4.nth. P. 7, 214,7, ov, { ) muck-
blamed.7., , , {7.)
number or diversity of votes, Thuc. 3,

10.,, , ,{,-) witk many pebbles, pebbly, esp. of
the beds of rivers or the sea-shore,", Orac. ap. Hdt. 1, 55, cf. Plat.

Rep. 566 C
;, Naumach. 60.

(Others write, trfof.wrong-
ly, Spitzn. Vers. Her. p. 50.), ov, (, )
witk many, various votes or voices, at

elections, etc., Luc. Harm. 3., ov, (7..)
loud-sounding, noisy, Paul. S. 74.7.1', , , great angvisk,

Epist. Eur. 4 : from

/, ov, (,)
very painful, Theocr. 25, 238.-11.
pass., suffering great pain, Anth. Plan.
Ill, P. 11, 386.

'.7.!. , to be,
to have many names : and, , , multitude of
names, Call. Dian. 7, ubi v. Spanh.

:

from'.?•, ov,(,) of
many names, worshipped under many
names, epith. of divinities, H. Horn.
Cer. 18, 32, cf. Soph. Ant. 1115, Ar.
Thesm. 320, Call. Ap. 67, Theocr. 15,

109, and v. foreg.—II. of great name,
i. e. famous, H. Hom. Ap. 82, Hes.
Th. 785. Pind. P. 1. 32./,, ov, (/>,) with

many claws, Arist. H. A. 2, 12, 3.7',, late poet. fern,

of sq.. Max. Tyr.7.. ,= s(\., Anth. P. 6, 27;7., i. e. honeycombs,
Nic. Al. 450./., , (,) with
many openings or holes, Od.
22, 386.—II. () many-eyed., ,(7<) to respect

much, pay much attention to, esteem

highly, providefor a thing, ap. Aesch-
in. 8, 5 ; . , to provide one
rvith a thing ;7. -, to be highly esteemed by one, Arist.

Rhet. 2, 2, 7.— opp. to.
Hence-, ,, attentive, care-

ful. Plut. 2, 276 A.^'', , , mttch attention,

opp. to, Diod. : from
17., ov, (770?i'C,) atten-

tive, careful, opp. to7../.,,(, pa)ofmany
years, old. Stob.7., ov, {7^,) of
many roofs or stories.'-, ov,(,) many
eared, Luc. (?) Philopatr. 3.

17.7., , (,)
very useful, useful in many ways, Xen.
Hipparch. 1, l,in supen. 7,?.-. Adv. -7., Ar. Thesra. 304./',, , ,^=?.,
Anth. P. 6,65.. . usu. in plur., a sort offa-
rinaceous food, like maccaroni, usu.
eaten with boiled barley or peas-por-
ridge, like ., Lat., puis,

puitis, Ar. Fr. 54S, Meiag. Incert. 1.

(Sometimes written /., but v.

Arcad. p. 84, 19.), , ,(,)
dish of inaccaroni and pulse : cf.•,7..
'.7., , the Aeol. (for) with the Cretan aspirate,

found on Cretan coins : cf. Lat. val-

gus, vulgus, Germ. Volk, outfolk.,, , (.)
drink, drnugkl, Pind. . 3, 136. Hdt.
3. 23. The genuine Att. form is cer-

tainly, Pors. Hec. 392, Monk
Hippol. 209, but seems to have
been used in prose. Lob. Phryn. 456,
Poppo and Bornern. Xen. An. 4, 5,

27., ov, , dim. from foreg.,

E. M., , , v. sub., a, , also , :() :
—attending, escorting,,

a /WiV wind, Pind. P. 1, 66; so of a
ship, . 7., Eur. I. A. 1322, cf.: esp. as epith. of Mercury,
wko escorted the souls of the dead to the
nether world, like,
Aesch. Eum. 91, Soph. Aj. 832,
Elmsl. .Med. 742.
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trio^Tre^iOi•, , , the Rom. Pom-
pediiis, Strab. p. 241., , ,() a lead-

ing or attending in procession, Polyb.

31, 3, 2; any solemn, esp. religioiis

procession : at Rome, triumphal pro-

cession :—hence, inelaph.,pom/), show,

display.—II. abuse, jeering, ribaldry,

such as formed part of the festivals

of Bacchus and Ceres, Dem. 229,

3; -, because persons usu. drove in

chariots upon the.se occasions, cf.

Meineke Menand. p. 141 ; and a like

license was allowed the Roman sol-

diers in their triumphs, Suet. Jul.

('aes. 49". metaph.,' , the mock that fate

makes of us, Heliod. : cf.

II.

ilola or, , , the

city Pompeii in Campania, Strab. p.

247., , ,() any ves-

sel employed in solernti processions, esp.

in. plur., Andoc. 32, iin., Dem. 608, 4 ;

615, 2.—II. at Athens, a public build-

ing where such vessels were kept, Dem.
918, 26 : a storehouse, arsenal.[,, 6, Pompeluna, a

city of Hispania, Strab. p. 161., Ion., ,{)
one attends or escorts a person,

guide on a journey, Od. 3, 325, 376

;

of favourable winds, ovpoi, Od. 4, 362 :—later, one who
marches in a procession, Thuc. 6, 58.

TlvL, , , (.)=^. Plat. Legg. 949 C., a, ov, of or fit for a

procession, Dion. H. : from, /, , and-, , ,=, Luc.,() to attend, escort,

lead, e. g. as a guide, Od. 13, 422
;

., to act Mercury's
part of messenger, Soph. Tr. 620:

later, to lead a procession, .,
ap. Dem. 522, 3 ;—in pass., to be led in

triumph (at Rome), Plut. Aemil. 34.

—

2. ilitr., to march in a procession, esp.

in a triumph, . , Polyb.

4, 35, 2:—metaph., to swagger, strut,

like persons walking in procession,

App.— II. to mock, jeer, satirize with ri-

bald jests, Dem. 268, 25 ; cf.

II.—III. in Heracl. AUeg. i,=-., dub. 1. for foreg., Anti-

mach. 5, 2.,, ,{) a sending un-

der an escort or in company ; attendance,

conduct, guidance, escort, '•
?], 11. 6, 171 ;, Od.

5, 32'; so Aiof, Aesch. Ag.
748; later also in plur.,'-, Pind. P. 5, 122 ;-
poio, Id. IS . 7, 42 ;, Blomf. Aesch. Pers. 58,

etc. :—also, an escort, Eur. I. A. 352,

etc. :

—

, to go through
with an expedition, Aesch. Theb. 613.

—2. sending away, esp. a sending

home to his country, freq. in Od.

;

-, 7, 191, cf 8, 545, etc. ; o<iipa -/, 6,

290 ;>/. 10, 18. cf.

Pind. P. 4, 292 : also, the dismissal of
an escort.— 3. simply, a sending,-, Plat. Rep. 382 —II. solemn

procession, Lat. pompa, Hdt. 2, 45 ; 7,

16, 2, and Att.
;, the flesh of sheep for sacrifice

carried in procession, Pmd. O. 7, 145 ;

—at Rome, a triumphant procession,

Polvb.—111. an intervention, suggestion,
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esp. , Hdt. 1, 62; 3, 77,

etc. ; cf..\,, , poet, -^;?, Anth.,

the Rom. fem. pr. n., Pompeia, Plut.

\\\., ov, , the Rom.
name Pompeianus, Hdn., ov, 6, the Rom. name
Ponipeius, Plut.\-, , , Pompei-
opolis (Pompey's city), a city in the in-

terior of Paphlagonia, founded as a
memorial of Pompey's victory over
Mithradates, Strab. p. 562.—-2.=-* in Cilicia, q. v.—3.-, a city of the Vascones in His-
pania, also called, Strab.

p. 161., , ov,{) of, fit for
going in solemn procession, ., a
horse of state, Xen. Eq. 11, 1, cf Poll.

I, 211 : hence, splendid, showy, Plut.

Mar. 22., ov, 6, the Rom. name
Pompt lilts, Plut. Num.,, ,^ : esp.,

—

II. a iish which follows ships, the gas-

terosteus ductor of Linn., Erinna. [t], ov, also , ov :{)—attending, escorting, guiding, Trag.,
as Aesch. Theb. 371, Soph. Tr. 560 :, the end of

one's return home, Pind. N. 3, 43 ; cf
I. 2.— II. pass., sent, brought,

conducted, , Soph. Tr. 872, Eur.
Med. 848, Hipp. 578., a, ov, {) belonging

to a procession, Diod. 12, 40.'[, ov, , Pompiscus,
masc. pr. n., Polyaen. 5, 33., ov, b, Pompus, a king of
Arcadia, Paus. 8, 5, 8., 6,() one who attends

or escorts, an escort, guide, 11. 13, 416
;

24, 153, Hdt. 1, 122 ; esp. as epith. of

Mercury, Soph. O. C. 1548 (cf.-) ; , altendants, guards,

ib. 723 : also, , a guide or

conductress, Od. 4, 826:
(for ),

Aesch. Cho. 147.—2. messe7iger, one

who is sent for a person or thing, Soph.
O. C. 70, Tr. 617.—3. as adj., . -, the conducting chiefs, Aesch. Ag.
124 : , the signal or bea-

con fire, Ib. 299, Herni. Soph. El.

554 ; cf.., ,{,)
to lead a procession, Strab.—II. to con-

duct a fleet or ship, Luc.
'\\., ov, , Poinpylus, a ser-

vant of Theophrastus, Diog. L., ov, , the Rom. name
Pomponins, which Plut. Num. 21 de-

rives from a son of Numa,,., , to bubble vp like

boiling water, Diosc. Hence, , , throwing up
bubbles, bubbling.,=., , ,{,) the rioise made
by bubbles rising, Ar. Ran. 249., , {) to

make to bubble or boil, ,
Arist. Pi-obl. 23, 4, 3., ,{, -) like bubbles, Galen., , >,{-) bubble-shaped, Lat. bullatus., f. -,{) to

rise in bubbles, bubble or boil up ; -, tears gushed forth,

Pind. P. 4, 215.,, , later also b .,
Lob. Phryn. 760: ():—a bub-

ble,, esp., water-bubble, Hipp.,

Plat. Tim. 66 B, 83 D, etc.—II. the

boss of a shield, elsevvh., from
its being shaped like a bubble.—III.

an ornament for the head worn by wo-
men, like, Ar. Fr. 309, 13.

—

IV. the slag or scoriae left Oil the sur-
face of smelted ore, Diosc. 5, 85.,=^., ov, , bubble : a blister

on the skin, Hipp. ; v. Foes. Oecon.
(Hence, ; akin
to.)^, , f.- () :

—. in
early Greek only found as dep.-, c. fut. mid. -, pf. pass.

(cf. 11. 15, 447, Soph. Tr.
985) : absoL, to toil, work hard, II. 2,
409, etc. ; -zovitctku-, he ought to suffer toil in pray-
ing, II. 10, 117 ; to toil or busy one's

self,, in a thing, 11. 18, 413, Od.
16, 13; , lor a thing, 11. 24,
444, cf. Hdt. 2, 63 ; so, c. gen. rei,

Aral. :— jr. , to trouble one's

self at or in a thing, as, . -, to toil in the light, 11. 5, 84, etc.

:

', II. 15, 447:

—

hence also alorie^/iti-^e-, II. 4, 374 ; 13, 288.-2. metaph.,
to be in distress or anxiety, to distress

or trouble one'*• self, 11. 9, 12 ; cf. infra

B. I. 1.—II. transit, c. ace, to work
hard at a thing, to make or do ivith

pains or care,, 11. 23, 245 ;

.,,' ,
11. 9, 348, Od. 9, 250 ; 11, 9, etc. ; so
Hes. Op. 430, cf. Bockh Expl. Pind.
O. 6, 9 (18), v. 1. P. 4, 236 (420).

B. in prose the act. form is

much more freq. : (on the lenses v.

sub fin.) :—I. rarely trans., and that,— 1. C. ace. pers., to afflict, distress,

Pind. P. 4,268 :—hence in pass., to be

afflicted or worn out, to suffer greatly,,\\.. 985;,.
4, 59 : to be worn out by riinning, L.
Dind. Xen. Eq. p. xxiv.— 2. also, to

train, exercise, in pass., Theocr. 13,

14: and, c. ace. rei, like, to

gain by toil Or labour,/, Xen.
An. 7, 6, 41 : and in pass., to be won
or achieved by toil, -, Pind. . 6, 17, cf P. 9, 166.—II.

inlr., the act. is used in all signfs. of

mid. from Theogn. and Pmd. down-
wards ; 7• , to suffer in or by a
thing, Pind. N. 7, 53 ;, Aesch.
Pers. 484-,. Soph. Tr.
681 ;. , Aiitiplio 116,
25 ; c. ace, , Ar. Pac.
820 : also c. ace. cognate, .,, to go through, suffer them,
Aesch. Pers. 682, Eur. Hec. 779,
Hipp. 1369 :—of an army, to be hard-
pressed, to suffer, Thuc. 5, 73, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 4, 21, etc.:—of implements,
arms, etc., to be worn out, broken, spoilt,

Dem. 293, 4, Polyb. 3, 49, 1 1, cf. Wes-
sel, Diod. 1, p. 499.—When,
as usually, means to toil, the regul.

Att. fut. is : when to suffer

pain,, aor., but the
perf. of both signfs. is, v.

I?uttm. Catal. s. v.—The intr. and
trans, senses are united in Anacieont.
40 (39). Hence', , , that which is

wrought out, icork, ?., Eur. I.

T. 1 65 : a work, book., ov, , dim. from
foreg., Phot. [«], , , a knavish
trick, Dem. 423, 23, in plur.. dep., to be-,
be in a bad state, Hljjp. 173 E, v. Foes.
Oecon,—II. to be bad or e»il, to do a
wicked deed, deal knavishly, Arist.

Rhet. 3, 10, 7.



, , , {.) bad
state or condition, wickedness, vice,

knavert/, Lat. pravitas. Soph. Fr. 6C3,

Plat, Rep. 609 C, e<c. ; etV rr.-
,, to turn to vice, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5,

75: in plur., knavish tricks, rogueries,

Dem. 521, 7 : also baseness, cowardice,

Eur. Cycl. 645.^, ov,{,) leading to vice, Strab., ov, {) bad-

hearted.,(,-
<>) as pass., to be giwented by bad
men, ArisL Pol. 4, 8, 5. Hence, , , the govern-

ment of bad men, Dion. H. 8, 5.

Tiovtjpo/Myia, , ,{, -) a speaking of bad things, Arist.

Top. 8, 14, 10.—11. a speaking or argu-

ing badly.'^, , , (,') Rogiie-toicn,a nick-name given
to some place by Philip, Pint. 2,

520 B., , , () strictly,

causing toil or hardship ; hence,— 1. in

physical sense, painful, Theogn. 274 ;

hurtful. Plat. Prot. 313 D : pass.,

unlucky, Lat. laboriomis, in which
sense Hercules is called-

Kui, Hes. Fr. 43, 5 :—of

persons, also, in bad case, badly off,

distressed, , he was
in a sorry plight, Dem. 1364, 5 :—and
of things, bad, sorry, ., Plat.

Rep. 425 ; useless, goodfor nothing,

Xen. An. 3, 4, 19, etc. : - -, weakly, Plat. Tim. 86 D ; ., a bad state of things,

Thuc. 8, 97, of. 24 : so,, Lys. 143, 7.

—

.
in moral sense, bad, worthless, knavish,

a knave, rogue, Lat. pravus, improbus,

Aesch. Cho. 1045, and freq. from
Eur. downwds. ; -, Ar. Eq. 336 4 ,
laboriously wicked, Br. Ar. Vesp.

466, Lys. 350 ; . , Xen.
Cyr. 8, 4, 33 :—also base, cowardly,

like. Soph Phil. 437, Eur.,

etc. ; ., i. e. the coward's
hue, Xen. Cyr. 5, 2, 34:— in all

signfs. opp. to.—Adv. -, v.

supra. The word is not found in

Horn., for Ep. 14, 20 is nothing.

(Ace. to Gramm., esp. Ammon. s. v.,

the Att. accent was when it

meant unlucky, cf. Lob. Phryn. 389,

and V. sub.) Hence/, ov, ( )

sore-eyed:—with envious eyes, LXX./, , , friendship with

the bad : from, ov,{,)
a friend of bad men, Arist. Pol. 5, 11,

12., , {) toil, exertion,

Critias 9, 30.-, verb. adj. from,
one must toil, Isocr, Antid. ^ 304., , ,{) fittedfor

hard work, Arist. Longaev. 5, 6., , , () toilsome,

hard-working : superl.,
Diog. L. 7, 180.,,,{) toilsome,

Manetho., , , {,) one that sports with danger.

Manetho., ov, b,{,) work,

csp. hard work, toil, drudgery, Lat.

labor, freq. in Horn., esp. in II., and
Hes.

; , the toil of battle,

IL 16, 568 ; and 3.[=,
II. 6, 77, Od. 12, 117, etc. ;—so too in

Hdt., a battle, action, Hdt. 4, 1 ; 6,

114; ,=, II. 6,

525 ; 13, 2, Hes., etc. ; -=, Hdt. 7, 24; but,, to cause toil to

one, Hes. Op. 468, cf. II. 21, 525:
bodily exertion, exercise, esp., hard-run-

ning, and oft. in Pind. of the ex-

ertions in the games, N. 4, 1, I. 4, 79

(3, 65), etc., cf. L. Diiid. Xen. Eq. p.

xxiv. Foes. Oecon. Hipp.—2. a u-ork,

task, business, trouble, Od. 1 1 , 54, Soph.
Phil. 864, etc.— II. the consequence of
toil, distress of body or mind, suffering,

pain, grief, II. 19, 227 ; 21, 525, and
freq. in Trag. ;. Soph. Aj. 866 : esp. in plur.,

pains, sufferings, Aesch. Pr. 66, 326,

etc. ; , Ar.

Ecci. 976 ;
— also sickness, Hipp.,

Thuc. 2, 49 ; generally, any thing un-

pleasant, opp to, Soph. O. C.

232.—2. any thirig produced by work, a

uork^ ., of honey.

Pind. P. 6, hn. ; ., Eur.

Or. 1570 ; ., of a child, Id.

Phoen. 30, cf. Aesch. Ag. 54 : in plur.,

the fruits or results of labour, Xen.
An. 7, 6, 9.—III. as a mythol.

person, son of Ens, Hes. Th. 226., ov, 0, and,
, {,) ruler of the sea,

Osann Syll. Inscr. p. 145.\, . , Poniia, an island

on the coast of Latium, Strab. p. 233.

^Tlovv,o,b.Pont^anus. masc.

pr. n., a deipnosophist in Ath. 2 D., , , poet. fein. of, /., Pind. . 4, 59 ; ., i. e. the isthmus. Id. I. 4,

34; ., Eur. Hec. 444., f. -,() to plunge

or sink in the sea, Aesch. Ag. 1014:

pass., to be drowned, Soph. El. 508., , , () of, from
or in the sea, esp. out of the Black sea :

iij .=, Slrab. p.

547.t—II. from Pontus, Pontic, ., the hazel, Hdt. 4, 23 : ioi

TlovTiKoi, the inhab. of Pontus, and, sc., Strab. p. 540, etc.?., ov, 6, = II,

Arist. H. A. 4, 1, 28. [I], ov, b, Pontinus, a moun-
tain and river near Lerna, Paus. 2,

36, 8.

tnovTiOf, ov, 0, Pontius, praeno-

men of Pilate, N. T., a. ov, also , ov, Eur.
Ale. 595, Anth.() :

—
of, from,

or m the sea, epith. of Neptune, H.
Horn. 21, 3;,, Pind. . 3,

60, etc. ; ., lb. . 2, 115 ;
-. Id. 7, 104 ;, ?,

Aesch. Pr. 89, Soph. 0. C. 1659, etc.:

—from beyoyid sea, of iron, Aesch.
Theb. 942 (cf.-),^.^, , , Ponlis, masc. pr.

., Paus. 6, 10, 7.,, ,{) that

which is cast into the sea, esp. as an
offering, Eur. Hel. 1548., ov, , () one

who casts into the sea, usu.-, Paus. 8, 52, 2., ,() dipped in

the sea., ov,{,)
drowned in the sea, LXX., , , the sea-bom,

formed like, Opp. C. 1,

33 : poet. fem. from/, , (, *)
sea-born, sprung from the sea., ov,=:foreg., {) adv., from or

out of the sea, II. 14, 395.
j,, ,{,) '

one whofishes in the sea, Anth. P. 6, 193. .

, , 6, {,) lord of the sea, Orph. H. 16,

B. 7.,, , {(-^,), woman that disturbs the sea,

1. e. a very shrew, ap. A. B. 1, p. 61.,,^. very
dub., , fem. from sq.

:

fas pr. n., Pontomedasa, a Nereid,
Apollod. 1,2, 6.,, , {,) lord of the sea, of Neptune,
Pind. O. 6, 176, Aesch. Theb. 131., , ,(,-) seaman. Soph. Fr. 499.,{) adv., into the

sea. Od., Aesch. Supp. 34.

iTlovvoo, ov, , Pontonous, a

herald of king Alcinoiis, Od. 8, 179., {) as pass., to

become a sea, Q. Sm. 14. 604./, ov,{, ?.-) roaming over the sea, Orph.
H. 37, 5., ov,{,)
= foreg., Orph. . 23, 8., , , a Nereid, the

Sea-traverser, Hes. Th. 256 : later as

adj., pecul. poet. fem. of., to pass, sail over the

sea, Od. 5, 277 ; later also as dep.,

Orac. ap. Plut. Thes. 24., , to pass the sea,, Od. 11, 11 ; to

sail the open sea, opp. to a coasting-

voyage, Plut. Dion 25., ov, (,,) passing over the sea, of ships,

II. 1, 439, Od. 12, 69, Soph., etc. ; of, only in Epigr. Hom. 8, 1.,, , Sea-Nep-
tune, comic compd. in Ar. Plut.

1050.', , , the sea, esp. the

open sea, very freq. in Horn., and
Hes., with the epithets olvorp,,,, etc. ( v. sub
voce.) ; opp. to, II. 8, 479, etc.

;, , Pind. P. 1, 46,

Aesch. Fr. 142; , II.

2, 145 ; but, ?, the

wide waters of the gray brine, II. 21,

59, Theogn. 10, 106 ; so pontus maris,

Virg. Aen. 10, 377 : cf.—2.

metaph., , Sophron,
like Shaksp. 'sea of troubles:'—so,., Phoenix ap. Ath. 530 E.
—il. in geography, the Black
sea; in full, , Hdt.
4, 99 ; but he also calls the Aegean
and the whole of the Mediterranean
simply, 4, 8, 99.—2. the coun-
try Pontus at the E. end of the Black
Sea.—3. tin myth., ace. to Hes. Th.
132, son of Gaea, father of Nereus,
etc. ; cf. Hes. Th. 233 sqq.f (Akin
to,,, and Lat.

fundus.)', ,(,)
sea-girt, Strab., ov, (, -) shaken by the sea, Ep. Hom.
4, 6, ace. to Pierson's emend, for the
corrupt -.,, 6, 7/,=-, . .,, poet. gen. from, Od., Ion. , ],{,) sea-gulf whirl-

pool, comic epith. for a desperate
glutton, Horace's barathrum macelli,

Hippon. 56 ; cf : but
perh. we should read,
with Bergk. [], ov, =, Arist.

Part. An, 4, 12, 10.
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, , , as if from, = sq., Anth. P. 6, 231.

[], ov, , () ) like, any thing baked, esp. a flat,

round cake, often used at sacrifices,

oft. in Ar. ; ., Ar. Thesin.285,
of Plat. Rep. 455 C ; v. Rulink. Tim.
Hence', , () like a -., an exclamation of surprise

and anger, akin to, and Att., : Aesch. Eum. 143

has iov, lov,-,, ,=, Anth.

P. 6, 232.,, to cry ^pop,' hoop like the

hoopoe ()., a, 6, the Rom. name
Publicoia, Plut.^, ov, b, the Rom. name
Publius, Plut.^-, ov, TO, the city Fop-
ulonia m Etruria, Strab. p. 223.,() the cry of the hoo-

poe, Ar. Av. 227., exclam. of surprise, anger

or pain, oh ! strange ! shame ! akin to

Tcanai, ^, Lat. papae, our fie

!

freq. in Hom., who always has-
at the beginning of a verse and

sentence : the exclarn. is seldom found

without ; but Aesch. Ag. 1076 has

6a. Later writers discovered

that the Dryopians called the gods
[sic] ; so that the word was

not to be a mere exclam., but a vo-

cat., and therefore was always to be

written . (as we find it in

many edd., but perh. without any
special purpose), and really signified

oh ye gods! But this is prob. mere
invention. The lact that Lycophron
and Euphorion declined it through
all cases only proves that the notion

was current among the learned of

their time, Meineke Euphor. Fr. 99., cry of the hoopoe, Ar. Av.
227., ar, , Rom. fem. pr. n.,

Poppaea, Dio C., f. -vau. Dor.,
to whistle or chirp with the lips com-
pressed : hence,— I. to call to, coax an
animal in this way, Ar. Plut. 732 ; to

encourage a horse, etc. ; so, as dep.,

Soph. Fr. 883.—II., as a

sign of ap])lause, is freq. joined to

: hence also c. ace,;-, to applaud, flatter him, Ti-

moci. Leth. 1 ; and in pass.. Plat. Ax.
368 D.

—

III. to smack, of loud kisses,

Anth. P. 5, 245, 285.—IV. of an inar-

ticulate sound, commonly used by
the Greeks 111 case of thunder, or any
sudden alarm, as a sort of charm
against evil, Ar. Vesp. 626, cf. Plin.

H. N. 28, 5.—V. in bad signf , to play

ill on the flute, let the breath be heard

in playing, Theocr. 5, 7.— Gell. 9, 9,

rightly remarks that the word cannot
be translated. Cf. sq., f-. Dor.-,
=foreg. Ill, Theocr. 5, 89., Dor. for.,, , a whistling,

esp. in applause, Juvenal, etc. :=ro
in all its signfs.-, ov, , = foreg., Xen,

£q. 9, 10, Plut. 2, 545 C.

iTlnpuTa, the Scythian name of

the river which the Greeks called, Hdt. 4, 48.,,^^. Strab.,, a, ov, (^. ) =, 0pp. C. 3, 467.—II. {:•
/j) flatulent, Luc.

J3§4

, , —-. K'ic. . 38., Ion. , and ,
older, strictly Dor. and Aeol. form,

now everywhere read in Horn., for, q. v.. , ?'/,() crepitus ven-

tris, Ar. Nub. 394.\'. , , Pordoselene,

an island between Lesbos and My-
sia with a city of same name, also

called, Strab. p. 618.,, , stinkard, nick-

name of the Cynics, Arr. Epict. 3, 22,

80. ^
^, , ,() a tvalking,

mode of walking, riinnmg, etc., Lat.

inces.'tus. Plat. Symp. 190 B, Tim. 45

A ; A list, wrote a treatise -.— II. a going, a journey,

ivay, passage. Aesch. Pr. 823
;
^-

.. Plat. Phaed. 107 D
;

.. Id. Crat. 420 : esp. a march,

Thuc. 2, 18, Xen.: a ivay of going,

Xen. An. 2,2, 10.—2. a crossing water,

Aesch. Pr. 7.33.-3. generally, the

course taken by a person, by an ar-

row, etc., Antipho 121, 28, Plat. Po-
ht. 274 A., V. sub*., ov, , () a means

of currying or passing : a carriage, Lat.

vehicuiutn. Plat. Legg. 678 D, Tim.
44 E.,, ,() apas-
sage, way ; ., a place where

they walk, their haunt, Aesch. Euin.
239. — 2. a means of going, carriage,

., a fleet, Eur. I. A. 300.,, 6,=:.,, also, ov():—that may be crossed, passable, Xen.
Cyr. 7, 5, 16. Plat. Tim. 24 E.-II.
act., able to go or travel, Plat. Epin.
981 D.—II. in neut. as verb. adj.=, Seidl. Eur. El. 1041., , , =, Def.

Plat. 411 ., a, ov, verb. adj. from, to be traversed, gone, .
Soph. Phil. 990.— II. neut.,
one must go. Id. Aj. 693, and Eur., , ,(:) go-

ing on foot, walking, ., Arist.

. . , 1, 19, etc.— II. of for a

march, ., Polyb. 12,

19, 7, cf. 20, 6., , , also 6,, Aesch.
Ag. 287 : gone over, passed, passable,

Polyb. 1, 42, 3; ., the season

for travelling. Id. 1, 37, 10.—II. act.

going, travelling, Aesch. 1. c. : from, . -,() to bring,

carry, convey, fetch or send by land or

wafer,, Pind. O. 1, 125, P. 11,

32, etc. ;
' -' , Soph. Phil. 516;".

Eur. Tro. 086 ; ., Thuc. 4, 132, etc'.—2.

of things, to bring, carry, Soph. O. C
1602 : to furnish, bestow, find,,
Eur. Phoen. 985.— II. pass,,-
ouai. with fut. mid. -. Soph.
O. T. 676, etc. ; aor. pass,

di)v, Pind. Fr. 45, 8. Eur., etc. : pf, Plat. Pol it. 266 C -.—to

be made to go, to be driven or carried.

Soph. Aj. 1254, O. C. 845 :—then, to

go, travel, sail, have o?ie's self carried

over, 7. , to come from one,

Hdt. 6, 95 ; , to repair to

one, esp. '' ',, to go in to... of married
persons, freq. in Hdt., cf Valck. and
Schwgh. ad 2, 115; 4, 1 ; also, ., Schiif Dion. Comp. 43 :

then freq. in Att,, Aesch. Pr. 570,

Plat., etc. ; c. ace. cognato, ,
., Xen. An. 2. 2,11, etc.

:

absol., to march, as opp. to going by
sea, lb. 5, 3, 1.^, ov, 6, son of Portha-
on ; ., the Porthaonidae, Strab. p.

463.], , , also called, Porthaon, son of Agenor
and Epicaste. king of Calydoii, Apol-
lod. 1, 7. 7. [d]^, Ep.. o,=foieg.,
II. 14, 115., , collat. form from •

(and more usu. in prose), to destroy,

ravage, waste, plunder, .,^, 11. 4, 308, Od. 14, 264;
and so Hdt., and Att. :—also, to besiege

a town, Hdt. 1, 162, and Diod. ;—of
single persons, to slay, kill, ?.,
Eur. Pel. 5 : of women, .,
to violate, ravish, Eur. Phoen. 56o, cf.

Heind. Plat. Prot. 340 .—Pass., to

be plundered, Acsch. Supp. 443 : to be

ruined. Id. Theb. 194; metaph., '
! Id. Cho. 691

;

so pf., J am undone.
Hence, , , that which is

ravaged, plundered: als0-.= sq., Plut.
SuU. 16./,, ,() destruc-

tion, ravaging, Plut. Sull. 33, etc., ov, .) a de-

stroyer, ravager, Eur. Tro. 213. Hence, , , destroying, rav-

aging.,, , poet, for •, Aesch. Ag. 907, Cho. 974., , , a ferrying across a
river, strait, etc., Strab., Ion. -, ov, , a
placefor criis.siiig, a passage over, ferry,
plur. in Hdt. 4, 12, 45 (where it is

used as a prop. n.).— II. a passnge-
boat, ferry-boat, Hdt. 7, 25, Xen. Hell.

5, 1, 23.—III. the fare of the ferry,
Luc.,, ,()
a crossing over, passage, .. of
the river Acheron, Aesch. Ag. 1558,—

' the Bridge of Sighs.', Ion. , , (-) ferryman, Lat. portitor. Od.
20, 187, Hdt.'l, 24: ., Eur.
Ale. 252 : generally, a boatman, sea-

man, Theocr. 1, 57. Hence\, , , of, fit for a

; ., people engaged as
ferrymen, Arist. Pol. 4, 4, 21.,() to carry, ferry

over a strait, river, etc. ; then, gener
ally, to carry over, carry, Aesch. Cho.
085 ; to carry away. Soph. Tr. 802,
Eur. I. T. 1358; .,, to
advance, Eur. I. T. 936, 2C6 : and
metaph. in Eur., as, -

.. Or. 1032 ; .', . . 371 ;

; lb. 1435: —
pass., to be carried or ferried m-er, to

pass from place to place, Hdt. 2, 97; c.

acc. loci, to pass over or through,-, Eur. Andr. 1229.—II. the act. is

also used intr.,=pass., like Lat. tra-

jicere, to pass over (sub ',-. etc.), Eur. I. A. 6 ; c. acc, .,, Eur. Andr. 1229,
Plat. Ax. 371 B.

"

, ov, TO, Ion. for-
ov, Hdt., , f. 1. for^&, PJut,
Rom. 5., , , v. 1, for&-., ov, , =\
Plut. 2. 604 .,, ,—•(^.—II, =3



" II, ferry-boat, boat, Eur.
I. . 3S5, Cycl. 362, Hel. 1061.,, 6, a ferry ; then, since
ferries were usu. in narrow places, a
strait, narrow, frith, Od. 4, 671 ; 15,

29, Hdt. 8, 76, and Trag. ; esp. of the
Hellespont, . '7., Aesch. Pars.

69;, Id. Ag. 307;", the Stvx, Eur. Hec.
1106:—generally, the sea. Find. P. I.

4, 97 (3, 75).—II. a crossing by aftrry,
passage. Soph. Tr. 571, in plur. ; ., a passage to it, Eur. Cycl.
108 ; cf.. (Though the Greek
railic. form is,, yet.

seems part of the root, cf. Lat. port-

are. Germ, (fahren) Fahrt, our ford,
Norse fiord, Scottish frith: hence,, :

—
cf. .), . , Porthmus, haven

ferry of Eretria in Euboea, Dem.
119, 21 ; etc.', ,=, very dub., i. -, {) to bring,

conduct, just =, Soph. El.

1266, ex emend. Dind. (cf. *7) :

to bring into the way, like ;

hence, to bring about, , Ep.
Horn. 14, 10.—II. to furnish, provide,

supply, produce, 7., ',, etc., Ar. Plut. 461, Eq. 594,

Eccl. 236, etc. ; and sometimes absol.,, Eur. Med.
879 :

—

to contrive, devise,/-,, Eur. Ale. 222, Ar. Eq.
759, etc.: . . Eur.
I. . 745 ; ./, Thuc. 6, 29

;. Plat. Prot. 321 ,
etc. ; also, like mid., to get, Dem. 22,

26. — Mid., to furnish for
one's self, (), Ar. Ran. 880: to

procure, get, Lat. sibi comparare, 6?.,
Thuc. 4, 9 ;. Plat. Gorg. 501
A, etc. ; sometimes also, Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 17, Plat.

Symp. 208 E. — We also have pf.

pass, in mid. signf., Lys.
182, 6, Phileni. p. 411 ; but as a strict

pass.. Isocr. Antid. ^ 297 ; so also aor.'. Id. 46 A :—the pres. pass., as impers., it is in

one's power to do..., c. inf., Xen. Oec.
7, 19. — III. in mathemat. writers, to

deduce from something already proved,

to draw as a corollary.,,() able to provide,

supply, afford,, Ar. Ran. 1429 :

also c. ace. rei, like, --, Aesch. Pr. 905.—2. well-provided,

rich, like, Thuc. 8, 76.—II.

full of resources, inventive, contriving,

Plat. Symp. 203 D.— III. of things,
practicable, Ar. Thesm. 777.—IV. in

medic, writers, finding or making a

passage., TO,^=iropelov,duh.\n Diod., , , rare poet, form for. Od. 10, 410, Eur. Bacch. 737,
Supp. 629. [i][, , , () any
thing procured or supplied, profit, gairi.— 11, in mathem., something deduced

from a previous demonstration, a corol-

lary ; &\=/^., , , (') provid-

ing, procuring, Polyb. 3, 112, 2, Plut.,

etc., verb, adj., oru must pro-

vide, procure., •, 6, {) one who
procures, supplies, provides, .,
Thuc. 8, 48 :—esp. one who finds ways
and menus ; in Athens the

were a financial board appointed lo

raise extraordinary supplies. Ar. Ran.
1501, Dem. 49, 18, cf. Bockh P. E. 1,

p, 223.—2. the name used by robbers

of themselves, Arist. Rhet. 3, 2, 10,

(as Ancient Pistol says, ' Steal !

—

convey the wise it call'). Hence, , , belonging to, fit

for procuring, supplying,. Plat.

Gorg. 517 D : able to procure, etc.,

Xen. Mem. 3, 1, 6., , ,() procured,

supplied : to be procured.,, 6, one who fishes with

the net called, Lyc. 237, Pan-
crat. ap. Ath. 321 E., ov. b, a ring, hoop, esp. of
gold, passed round the place vvheie

the iron head of a spear wa.s fastened

to the shaft, II. 6, 320 ; 8, 495.

tHop/cta, , , the Rom. fern. pr.

n. Porcia, Plut.

tnooKtof, ov, 6, Porcius, Rom. pr.

n., N. T.

/cof, ov, 6, a kind of fishing-net,

Stallb. Plat. Soph. 220 C, Plut. 2,

730 C.—2. in old Att., ace. to Varro,
a pig, Lat. porcus., , ,{) fornica-

tion. Dem. 403, 26, etc., ov, , a house of illfame,
brothel, Ar. Vesp. 1283, Ran. 113, An-
tipho 13, 5, etc.,,,-=, Ar. Fr.

172.,() to prostitute, de-

bauch:—pass., of a woman, to prosti-

tute herself, be or become a prostitute,

Hdt. 1, 93, and freq. in Dem.: in

Aeschin. 8, 8, 16, it is opp. to-
as more promiscuous.—The act.

intr.,= the pass., Luc. Alex. 5., /, , a harlot, prostitute,

strumpet. Archil. 26, Ar. Ach. 527,

etc. (Prob. from, because
the Greek prostitutes were usu.
bought slaves.)

nopv7/f, ov, b, rare poet, form for, Crates 2 (ap. Anth.).. ov, TO, dim. from,[ , Pors. Ar. Nub. 997 : in

Ran. 1301 we have : but
this passage is prob. corrupt, unless
we assume an intermediate form-, V. Dawes Misc. p. 213.], Tj, , () of or be-

longing to harlots, Anth. : .,
the tax paid by brothel-keepers, Aes-
chin. 10, 44 ; cf.?.., ov, , a place
where prostitutes are kept : from, , f. -, (-) to keep prostitutes, keep a
brothel, Ar. Pac. 849.,, , the trade, habits

of a brothel-keeper, Aeschin. 84, 32

:

from, , (,)
keeping prostitutes, a brothel-keeper,

Aeschin. 89, 4 ;—name of a play of
Eubulus., , {*v)=sq., ov, (, -
%•) born of a harlot, a bastard., ov, (,)
painting harlots, Ath. 567 B. [u]/., ov, b, ,(,?.) one who teaches fornica-
tion, Aristaen., , , commerce with
prostitutes : from, ov, (,)
having commerce with prostitutes.LXX ;

V. Lob. Phryn. 415., ,(,)
mad after prostitutes., , (,)
committing fornication with harlots., , b, Pornopion.
appell. of Apollo ; and also name of a
month among the Aeolians in Asia,
Strab. p. 613,

. ov, b, a fornicator, also
catamite, Ar. Plut. 155, Xen. Mem. 1,

6, 13. (On the deriv., v. sub.)
lop^^oc~o, ov,{,)

spying after harlots., , , =, Ma-
netho.?., ov, b, (, -) in Athens, the collector or
farmer of the tax imposed upon public

prostitutes( ). Philo-

nid. Coth. 1 ; cf. Bockh P. E. 2, p. 49., lior, b.(,)
earlier word for, ace. lo
Phryn. 415; formed like-., , Anth. P. 11,416;
and, ov, {,)
loving harlots. [Z], , f. -/,(,-) to make a way, open a path. Hence, . , the making a ivay

or passage, opening the pores ol the
skin, Clem. Al.

Hopof, 01', b, a means of passing (a
river), a ford or ferry, like,
Lat. vadum, Qpvov ,
Thryum the ford of the Alpheus, II.

2, 592, cf. 14, 433 ; 21, 1 : then, a nar-

row part of the sea, strait, .,,
Hes. Th. 292, cf. Hdt. 7, 183: esp. a
part used for crossing over, and pieo-
nast. .. Id. 8, 115; so, .", the Hellespont, Pind. Fr. 197,
and Aesch. ;/ ., the Sty-
gian ferry, Aesch. Pr. 806 : .,
the Ionian sea, which is the passage-
way from Greece to Italy, Pind. N. 4,
87 : kv. in or by the passage-way,
Hdt. 8, 76, Thuc. 1, 120; 6, 48:—-. Aesch. Pr,
281.—2. periphr., , the paths
of the sea, i. e. the sea, Od. 12, 259,
cf. /. : and very freq.,,", i. e, the Al-
pheus, Scamander, etc., Pind. O. 1,

148, Aesch. Cho. 306 : hence prob. in
lb. 72, absol. for rivers ; and
(iVTol, Eum. 452 :

—

., the

stream of life, Pmd. 1, 8 (7), 30. — 3,

generally, a way through or over,

thoroughfare, passage, hence of a
bridge, Hdt. 4, 136, 140, etc.: the

track of a wild beast, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6,
40.—4. a passage through the skin, etc.,

and so, , the pores of the body,
Lat. meatus. Plat. Meno 76 C.—II. c.

gen. rei, u-ay or means of achieving,

accomplishing a thing, as, Hdt. 2, 2 ;

3, 156 ; 77., a means ofperforming
the journey, Ar. Pac. 124 ;

—
.-, a way of getting money, Xen,

Ath. 3, 2 ; and then,—2. absol., a con-

trivance, device, resource, Aesch. Pr,

59, 477, etc. ;
' -

; Ar. Eccl. 653 ; like-.—3. in plur., esp., a way of meeting
expenses, ' ways and means,' resources,

revenue, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 9, etc. ; Xen,
also wrote a treatise . de
Vectigaltbus.—III. are also the

fibres of the nerves, Arist. ; and the

threads or filaments by which the lar-

vae of certain insects are hung. Id,

(From, q. v. ; our/ere (in thor-
ough/are, /erry, Germ. Fahrt, cf.-

: hence.)', ,,=:•. Paus. 3, 25, 7.
^, f. -. () to

grasp by the handle, esp. to take up and
bear a shield, also in mid., Ar. Lvs.
106: hence, to put the

hand through the handle of a shield, so

as to manage it, ap. Hesych., , to carry a shield

by the handle., , , () a

garment fastened with a, Eui
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El. 820, . F. 959 : cf., and
. sub.,, 6, the handle of a
shield, Soph. Aj. 576, Eur. Phoen.
1127, etc.; prob. like, a ring,

prob. of metal, inside the shield,

which could be taken out at pleasure,[, i. e.

they are ready for use, Ar. Eq. 858,

cf. 819: also=:o^-uv;;,, q. v.

•— II. part of the head-gear nf a horse,

Eur. Rhes. 385. (From ], as

from (^, from -, etc.), , , the Porpax, a

river of Sicily, Ael. V. H. 2, 33., : (.- [] : pf. pass.

: the fut. in -, etc.,

being only Ion., Lob. Phryn. 205 :

—

to fasten with a buckle, to buckle OT pin
down, Aesch. Pr. 61 : from, , , that part of a clasp in

which the (q. v.) was fastened,

like the tongue in a buckle ; hence,
generally, a buckle, brooch or clasp for

fastening dresses, esp. on the shoul-

ders, and mostly used in women's
dresses : mostly used in plur., as II.,

18, 401, H. Ven. 164, and Trag.: but, loosely,:=7, the burkle-

pin, Eur. Phoen. 62. (No doubt from, to pierce : hence also.)
Hence, adv., like a clasp., lon. for, Lob.
Phryn. 205., =, .
Hence
7//,=:/., adv., the Lat, porro, later

Att. for. Compar. ^^-, superl.), etc. ; v. sub., adv., later Att. for-
CuHiv, q. V., adv., far.,^, to offer, give,

like, Pind. I. 6 (5), 11 :

hence, also, to treat with care, attend

to, cherish, nourish,, Pind. O.
6•, 54 : to honour, adore,. .
Rh. 2, 719, cf. 4, 897:— absol., ., tu manage the house-
hold affairs, H. Horn. Cer. 156 ; cf., sub fin.\, a, b, Porsenna, king of

Clusiuin, Strab. p. 220: in Plut.-/., adv., compar. of,
Pind. ; v. sub., adv., superl. of,
Pind. ; v. sub.

[] (. contr.- ; {*}— proffer, offer, give,

present what one has before prepared
;

nence, , eu-

phem., she prepared and shared his

bed and couch, Od. 3, 403 ; 7, 347
;

7^:, to prepare

liis bed, II. 3, 411 ; in Horn, always
of a wife, but in Trag. also of female
slaves and concubines, v. Heyne II.

T. 4, p. 539.—II. generally, to make
ready, prepare, provide, order, adjust,

TU Toh, Hdt, 9, 7 ;, Pind.
I. 4, 105 (3, 79) ; so, -, Soph.
. C, 341 ; . , Aesch.
Ag. 1360, cf Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 17; -, Id. Ag. 1374 ; . tl-

vi, Eur. Supp, 132 ; so too, .-. Soph. El. 670; . ra -
T7/oiia, Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 47 ;', Eur. Med. 1020;

7. , to furnish thy house
with store of wealth, Pind. P. 4, 269 :

—mid., to provide for one's self, get

ready,, Aesch. Pers. 375 ;

—

in pass., to be all ready, Xen. Cyr, 7,
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5, 17.—HI. esp. of persons, to treat

with care, Eur. Rhcs. 878: hence, like,, to cherish, tend a

child, a sick person, etc., Ap. Rh.:

—

of things, to regard, esteem, ()7/, Pind. P. 4, 494.—The form
is oft. confounded with the

synou., but the latter is

unknown to the most ancient Epic,
as also prob. to Att. poetry.—Even

is a poet, word, though used
by Xen. 11. cc., .,:=6, q. v., to be frolicsome as a calf,

Lat. vitulari, from.,, ro,dim.fromsq. []
-af, uKOC, ,^, a calf,

II. 17, 4., Cret. for Dor. {),
Inscr., Koen Greg. 238.\, ov, b, Porticanus, an
Indian prince, Strab. p. 701.

Iloprif,, , a young heifer, calf,

II. 5, 162, H. Cer. 174, Soph. T"r.

530:—melaph., young maiden, like

Lat. juvenca, juvencuta. Lye. 102 ;

—

also, though very rarely, ,
Lat. juvencus, Aesch. Supp. 42, 313.

Hence, ov,() nourish-

ing calves, H. Hom. Ap. 21., . Ion. -, , , the

purple-fish, Lat. purpura murex, Ar-
chipp.. 6, Arist. H. A. 4, 4, 2.—
II. the purple dye for wool obtainedfrom
it, purple, Hdt. 3, 22, Plat. Legg. 847
C ; , Aesch. Ag. 959.

— III. in \\\., purple, i.e. purple cloths,

lb. 957.—IV. , the

broad purple stripe on a Roman toga,

Lat. praetexta, latus clavus, Polyb. 10,

26, 1, Dem. Phal, Plut., etc. (Prob.

from', q. v. [ii) Hence. a, ov, =,
doubted by Lob. Phryn. 147., ov,=sq., Plut.'', ,{, -) with purple blossom, Theophr. ap.

Ath. 681 B., ov, , a dye-house for
purple, Strab. [t)], a, ov,z=sq. [j;], a Ion. , ov, Att. contr.', , ovv,{) :—Lat.

purpureus, purple,—strictly, dark-red,

but varying in shade, Hom., etc. :

—

the first notion prob. (cf.)
was of the troubled sea, dark, purple,

like -, hence ., II. 1, 482,

Od. 2, 428, (of a river, II. 21, 326) ; ., 11. 16, 391
;
(hence, -, a seaman's troublous

life, Eur. Sthen. 4) ; so too, .-, a dark cloud, 11. 17, 551 : then
more definitely of colour, ., II.

17, 361 ; hence also, ., of

death in battle, II. 5, 83 ; 16, 334 ; 20,

477. (unless it be simply=//fAaf-): later, usu. of cloths, etc.,

coloured by the dye of the murex, pur-

ple, red (like),, 11. 8,

221
;, Od. 4, 115, etc. ; so

usu. later, as in Hdt. 1, 50, Pind. P.

4, 203, Simon. 7, 12, Trag., etc. (cf.) •—also, rosy, as very freq.

Lat. purpureus, . ', Anacr.

2, 3 ; ., Simon. 119:—lastly,

generallv, bright, beauteous, cf. BiJckh
Pind. N.' 11, 28 (30) ; and so Horace
has purpurei olores, Od. 4, 1, 10; cf..—Compar. and Superl., -, not--, cf,, and Buttm.
Ausf. Gr. S^65, 7.', , 6, () a

fisher for purple fish, apurple dyer, Lat.

purpurarius, Hdt. 4, 151, Ael. N. A. 7,

34, Luc. Tox, IS.

-^•, oi),o,=foreg. Hence, , , of, belonging
to a,, Eur. I. T.
263.,() to catch pur-

ple fish, Acusil. ap. Schol. Ap. Rh. 4,

1147; so in mid. ap. Ath. 87 B.—IL
in mid., also, to dye purple, Philostr., later poet, form for intr., v. 1. Arat. 158., f. -, to be purplish,

Diosc, ApoUod. ap. Ath. 281 E.. , , dim. from-, Arist. . . 5, 15, 4, Theophr.
— II. V. 1. lor. []^, ov, , Porphyrins, Por-
phyry, masc. pr. n., Anth. Plan. 335.^,, , Porphyris, fem.
pr. n., Anth. P. 6, 172.,, ,{) a pur-
ple garment or covering, Xen. Cyr. 2, 4,
6 ; 8, 3, 3.—II. a red-coloured bird, dif-

ferent from, Ibyc. 3, Ar.
Av. 304, cf. Ath. 388 C-E., ov, 6, fem. -,,
like purple., , 6, (.) a
red-coloured water-bird, Ar. Av. 707,
etc., Arist. H. A. 8, 6, 1, v. sub -.— II. kind whale :

—a poly-

pus, Artemid.^,, 6, Porphyrion,
one of the giants, slain by Hercules,
Pind. P. 8, 15.-2. an early king of
Attica, Pans. 1, 14, 7., ov, (,) dipped in or dyed purple, Plat,

(Com.) Incert. 8., ov,,(-) a dye-house for purple, Strab., ff,=-, only in A. B. p. 379.,,,{,-) a dyer of purple, Ath. 604 B. [a], ov, ()
born in the purple, a term of the By-
zantine court for a child born to the

reigning emperor., ,(,)
purpled, dark,, Aesch. Supp.
529, cf. Arist. Color. 2, 4, and -., , , purple, like, Nic. . 544., ov, with purple gir-

dle., ov, with purple
stalk., ov, 6,(,?.) a stealer of purple, Diog. L.

6, 57., , (,-) mixed with purple., ov, and pecul. fem.-,=, q. v,, ov, , fem. -?,,(,) a dealer m
purple, tN. T. Act. 16, 14., , ?/, (sc.),
the trade of a purple-seller, A. B., ov, (,) spread with purple cloth,

Aesch. Ag. 910.', ov, (,) purple-clad, Polyaen., a,, Att. contr. for., , to make purple, dye
purple., prob. a redupl. form ot, (as , -, etc., v. Lucas Quaest. Lex-
il.), used intr., strictly of the sea, to

grow dark, , as when the huge
sea grows dark with its dumb swell
(l. e. with waves that do not break, opp,

to ), II. 14, 16 ; and Arist.



.
Color. 2, 4, e.xplains it of the gleam
of the sun on the shadow side of a

wave ; though Cic. ap. Non. says,

vnda cum est pulsa remis purpurascit ;

ci.<:—hence, metaph., tto/l.-, much teas

his heart troubled, II. 21, 551, Od. 4,

427,572; 10, 309 (cf ', in

Soph. Ant. 20) ; though others take

it trans., his heart debated, brooded on

many things, and so it is found in an

Epigr. ap. Suid. in v. ; so also in Ap.

Rh-, absol., to think, debate, 3, 456,

1161.—II. of colour not till later, to

grow purple,, Theocr. 5, 125 ; cf

Opp. C. 3, 347.-2. trans, to dye pur-

ple, only in Nonn. [0], ef,=., , the flesh of the

swine scicrtficed to Ceres and Proserpina,, -, v.-, tin.*, assumed as pres. to the

aor., and pf..— I.

aor., in Horn. usu. without
augm. ; jsart., Aesch. Pr. 946;

inf, only in Hesych. (for in

Find. P. 2, 105, is now
read) :—strictly, to bring to pass, con-

trive (cf. II), hence to give, of-

fer, impart, of things, 7.,,, II. 4, 219; 7, 146,

etc. ; and of conditions or qualities,

., II. 1, 72;,, Horn. ;, Hes. Th. 904 ;

., to fulfil a wish, Od. 22, 7 ;

uvopl ., II. 22, 60, cf

Od. 10, 7 ; , he gave

her a son, i. e. begat one upon her, II.

16, 185 ; so, , Pind.

. 13, HI ;. Id. P. 4, 117; -
TLvl,,, Aesch. Pr.

108, etc. :—c. inf, -
pyaiv (for -
'), 11. 9, 513 ; so, -, Pind. . 3, 80:—

c

ace. pers., .
Id. . 2, 147 :—absol. -
, , Soph. . C. 1124:

—also, . =, to

bring kim so far, lb. 145S :—never in

Eur., or in prose.—II. perf-, to be one's portion or lot : hence 3

pf. pass.,, and in Hes. 3

plqpf., it has or had been {is

or ivas), fated, foredoomed, C. acc. el

inf aor., II. 18, 329, Eur. Ale. 21 ; c.

inf aor. (only), Hes. Th. 464, 475;
c. dat. et inf, ,
77) , Aesch. Pr. 519, cf.

753 :—part,, allotted, fa-

ted to one, , , 3, 309 ; also c.

dat. rei, destined to a thing,^ -
), II. 15, 209 ; 16, 441

;

cf. Eur. Tro. 341 :—freq. absol. in

Pind., , etc., P.

4, 109, etc. ;., one|s natu-

ral life (as in Lat. mors fatalis is a nat-

ural death), P. 6, 27 -,—-
(so.), like, an ap-

pointed lot, and so fate, destiny, Hdt.

1, 91, and Trag. ; so, . ,, etc., Aesch. Pr. 103, Soph.

Ant. 1337 ; etc. :— and so. -, Pind. Fr. 256, Aesch. (Some-
times thought to be a perf syncop.

from.—The whole word is

poet, only.)*' or 0', assumed as nom.
of the interrog. pron., answering to

the relat. , whence gen. , dat.

7C01, , , used as advs. ; also, -,,,; and the adj.. (The Lat. quis, qui, cf. -, sub fin.), adv., {) how matiy

times / how often 1 Ep. Plat, 353 D

;

poet, also, Call. Dian. 119.

[], a, ov, () how
many times mrdtiplied ? how manyfold 1

Plat. Meno 83 B, where the answer
is,. \\, ov, gen. ,^=
foreg., adv.,() how many
times? LXX., , , , (,) of how many feet ? how many
feet long ? Plat. Meno 85 B. [u], adv.,() in how many
places f, adv., () in how
many ways? Arist. Top. 1, 13, 1, etc., adv., (*7roc"l whither ?

; II. 16, 422iOd. 6, 199 ;
'

; Od. iO, 431 ;

—

was used in

common Greek.
and,, ,

Dor. for, q. v., a, ov, =-, hence, . , =,
Herm. Soph. . C. 1489.,, , .=-, II. 13, 351, etc. ; . sub-. [](5, , , flon.-,

temple of Neptune, Strab.,—fas pr.

n., Posideum, a town on the borders

of Cilicia and Syria, Hdt. 3, 91 : in

Strab. p. 751^ : neirt. from, a,,=.,, , Ion. for-, Hdt., , 6, the sixth

month of the Athen. year, the latter

half of December and former of Jan-

uary.,, , a bird sacred

to Neptune, the halcyon, ; also.\\1, , , .=3-, Hdt.|(5, , ,=,
q. .—2. a promontory and city on
the coast of Epirus, Strab. p. 324.

—

3. a promontory of Thessaly on the

Maliacus sinus. Id. exc, p. 330.—4. a

promontory of Chios, Id. p. 644.

—

Other promontories, so called from a

temple of Neptune thereon, in Samos,
Arabia, etc.. Id. pp. 637, 776, etc.^, , , Posldippas,

an Athenian pilot, Dem. 1222, 10.

—

Others of this name in Isae. ; Ael.

;

etc.,, , acc. <5,
voc. : contr. from the Ho-
meric form,, acc., voc. : the contr.

nom.^^ is first in Hes. Th.
732 : later the gen. was also-, etc. : Dor. and-,, or (acc. to Herodian.,., p. 10, Dind.)-, cf Bockh V. 1. Pind. O. 13, 5;
also perh., Eupol. Hel. 6

(whence the name of the town-, At. Eq. 438, but v. Arnold
Thuc. 1, 63): Aeol. : Ion.',, Hdt., — Poseidon,

Lat. Neptumis, son of Cronus (Sat-

urn) and Rhea, brother of Jupiter,

god of the water, esp. of the sea, hus-

band of Amphitrite : on his attributes,

etc., V. Miillor Archaol. d. Kunst,
^ 354 sq, [•] Hence^', , ,=1-
viov : strictly neut. from, a, ov, =-.̂ , , , Po.tjdonia,

Greek name of Paestum in Lucania,
Strab. p. 252.

jUoaeiouvtag,, , Ponldonias,

a small town near Troezene, Paus.
2, 30, 8.iIlov, ov, 6, Ion.-,, inhab. of Posidonia, a Posidonian,
Hdt. 1, 167 : . '/, the sinus

Paestanus, now gulfof iialemo, Strab.

p. 252., ov, (sc.), the

temple of Neptune, tStrab.p.257,etC.,t

Lob. Phryn. 368 : neut. Irom, a, ov,()
belonging or consecrated to Neptune

:

hence, , the halcyon,

which was sacred to Neptune ; and
(sc. ), his festival., ov, o, Posidonius, a

Spartan, Hdt. 9, 71.—2. a Stoic phi-

losopher of Apamea, Strab. p. 653.

—

Others in Diog, L. ; etc., , (,) fallen or comingfrom Neptune., , , membrum virile, Ar.

Nub. 1014: the foreskin, Diosc., , , a sty on the eye-hd,

elsewh., Hipp., ov, TO, dim. from,
Ar. Thesm. 254, 515.,, , ()) one that

has a large :—comic word for

a little boy, Ar. Pac. 1300, Luc. Lex-
iph. 12.,, ,= foreg., a, ov, =,
Osann Syll. Inscr. 1, p. 164., ov, b, (,)
the foot-shackler, fetterer, word coined

by Plat. Crat. 402 E., ov, . Ion. for-, the temple of Neptune, Od. 6,

266: tin Ap. Rh. 1, 1279 as pr. n., a
promontory of Bithyniaf : neut. from, , ov. Ion. for-, ., a grove sacred to

Neptune, 11. 2, 506, H. Ap. 230., , ov, ( .)=•, dub.', , gen. (and so in

Att., not) ; but dat.,
Ep. (11. 5, 71) ; voc. or, Eur. : pi.:—poet. nom., Leon. Al. 33.

—

husband,

spouse, freq. in Hom., Pind., etc. ;, Aesch. Ag. 1108:

esp., a lawful husband, opp. to,
a paramour,, .
Soph. Tr. 550. (Prob. its orig. sense

was that of lord, master, v.^
sub fin.), Att. , () :—

a

drinking, drink, beverage, ireq. in Hom.,
who usu. opposes it to ; also

to, Od. 10, 176 ; so Hes. Sc,

395 ; , to meet
for a carousal, Hdt. 1, 172, cf 5, 19 ;

so, , Lat. inter pocula,

over their cups. Id, 2, 121, 4 :

—

draught,, Aesch. Cho.
578 :-^also in Plat., etc., , ov. Ion. and Aeol.,
interrog. adj. of the relat. and
demonstr. ,—how great ? how
much ? of what value ? Lat. quantus ?

first in Aesch., ;
Pers. 334; ; Soph.
.. 558 ; etc.: ; for how much ?

price ? Lzi.quanti? Plat.Apol.

20 .—., , , indef adj., of
any size or number, Lat. atiqnantus.

Plat. Soph. 245 D : hence ,
also , to certain degree,

during a certain time : TO, Lat.

quant'itas. Plat. Phil. 24 D, cf Arist.

Categ. 6. Adv. -^. (The Aeol.

form, q. v., is the Lat. cot cotus

coties, i. e. quot quotus quoties, by the

same change as in* quis,

equus, etc. ;—some connect this
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with the numeral Sanscr. -pati, by
the terminations -, -,-; but the different letters these
assume in the cognate languages
makes this unlikely, viz., .>=
Sanscr. -, Lat. -ginla. It is likely

that in the old dialect, KOre,
etc., were spelt with a koppa, f ,=
Lat. q.)1\3, ov,(,-) of how many syllahles 17, tjtoc, i), () size or

quantity, Polyb. 16, 12, 10., ,{) to make of a cer-

tain size, of a certain price, state as so

dear, Theophr. Char. 23./, adv., {,) in

how mani/ days ? within how many days ?

II. iil, Go
7^, ov, {,)

famed for swiftness offoot, Dionys. ap.

Steph. Byz. s. v.., , , Possicrates,

masc. pr. ., Paus. 8, 27, 2., ov, {,)
struck with the foot in dancing, Orac.

ap. Hdt. 1, G6.—II. act. striking with

the feet, Orph. H. 30, 2.{, tor, , Possis, masc. pr.

n., Ath. 533 D., a, ov, {} in how
many days ! on which day ? like (Seu-,, etc., Xen. Cyr. 5, 3,

28.. a, ov, whatfraction or

proportion of a thing ?, TO, for^-, barbarism
in Ar. Thesm. 1188., , ov, {) which (in a

series) ? /
; Od. 21, 288.— II.

how little or small ? Lat. quantalus ?

Xen. Cyr. 4, 1, 16.
_fLoovo,ov,,Postumius,.o\.

masc. pr. n., Polyb. 2, 11,7., ov, o.the Rom. name
PostHnius ; [the OV following the

analogy of the Latin word is short in

late poets.]^, . , Posochares,

masc. pr. n., Leon. Tar. 10.

Hot, short. Dor. for., but,

as it seems, only before the art.,-, , , ,, , etc., for (Dor for

), etc., Ar. Ach. 723, 751,

783, Theocr. 15, 70; but not only in

poetry, for we find , in pub-
lic acts of Sparta in Thuc, 5, 77, 79.

—Many scholars, as Koen Greg. Cor.

p. 233, Buttm. Ausf Gr. (^117 Anm. 4,

write thess as one word,,-, etc., cf. ,,,., Aeol. for, like for., Dor. for, Theocr.
I, 62., . , Arist. Pol. 5,

II, 7. wliere Schneid. prefers-, ov, b : v. sub,.), Dor. for., a.a\.,just now, very dub.

:

from, a, ov, also, or, ov, {-
,) :— like, fresh,

new, Lat. receits,, Pind. O.
10 (11), 72; more freq. in Aesch., .
.. Cho. 1055, Eum. 282 ; metaph.,
unaccustomed, unwonted, unheard of,. Id. Pr, 102, cf Theb. 239, Eif
Soph. Ant. 8)2 ;—a Doric form, but

also found in the new Ion. of Hipp., v.

Foes. Oecon, [Sometimes made tri-

syll., Seidl, Dochm. p. 93.],,,—, dub,•, a, ,. 1. iox,
Eur, Tro. Iu(i7, []
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(//}', f. '. Dor. for-., cv, {, )
drawn or towed upo7i a river, going by a

river, of i)oats and vessels, Dion. H., adv.,{) like a

stream, Luc./, , ov, Ion. and poet, for, Nonn.,, pecul. poet. fern, of, . Rh. 3, 1219., ov, {, -) crossing, going by a river, Opp. C.

2, 178.', ov, {,-) drawn in streams,, Paul. Sil.

Ecphr. 596.-[,, i],Potamia, a district

of Paphlagonia. Strab. p. 562.. ov, , dim. from-, Strab. [a], a, ov, also oc, ov, Eur.
El. 309, but cf 56: {):—of
from a river,, Aesch. Theb. 392;
freq. in Eur. : on the river, of Acragas,
Pinii. P. 6, :—epilh. of Diana from
the conne.xion of her worship with
that of rivers, Dissen Pind. P. 2, 7

(11).— til., v. sub YloTu-. []
'\\\,, , Potamis, son of

Gnosias, leader of the Syracusans,
Thuc. 3,85; Xen. Hell. 1, 1, 29., , , dim. from -, a small river, Strab., , 6, a water-finder,

Lat. aqnilex., , h, , {-,) near a river.—II. ^ . a
water-plant, pondweed, Lat. potamo-
geton, Diosc. 4, 101., ov, ,{,) a ferryman on a river, Arte-
mid.,,{,-) washed by a river, Strab.,{) adv., into, to,

towards a river, Horn.^, ov,{,)
watered by a river or rivers, ap. A. B.

—

II. flou-in<; towards, on or ivith a river.,, , a river, stream, freq.

in Hom., Hes.,etc. ;.,-
)().', etc., Hom. ; cf. -
, Kpr/Vij,:—, into

or to a river, Hom.— II. as a person,, a river-god, II. 20, 7, 73, etc.

(Prob. from 0- {),, -, and so orig, not flowing, but

fresh, drinkable water, ,
opp. to the s-alt water of the sea ; al-

though in early geographical notions

the ocean also is a, v. sub(.)̂, , 6, Potamus, an Attic

deme of the tribe Leontis, Strab. p.

398 : in Paus. 1,31,3 o<:—
hence , an inhnb. of P., a
Potamian. Isae. 53, 26 : Ath. 299 B., ov,(. <*>o-) carried away by a river, N. ., ov,{,-) deposited by a river, Diod.\,, , Potamon, son
of Aegvptus, Apollod. 2, 1, 5.—2. a

rhetorician, who attained to an ad-

vanced age,Luc, Macrub.23,—Others
in Anth, ; etc,, , 6v, Dor. for,
winged, flying, furnished with tvings,

Pind. P. 8, 48 : kv, among
fowls. Id. N. 3, 140; -, Aesch. Ag. 394 (cf.-, II.l):—metaph.,7rorai'uf kvMoi-
aaiQL, i. . soaring in the arts of the
Muses, Pind. P. 5, 153 ;,-, by soaring a.x\,, \. e. bypoesy, Id.

N. 7, 31.

, Ep. and Att. poet, form
for, to fly, 11. 2, 462, H. Merc.
558 ; ol sounds, Aesch. Theb. 84,
Supp. 657 :—pf. (with
pres. signf.), to be upon the wing,(jn\. 1 1,

222 ; 3 pi. pf., 11. 2, 90

:

Ep. 3 plqpf., Hes. Sc. 148,
Lob. Phryn. 581 ; is also
Att., , Ar..
1445 ; but Aesch. and Eur. have the
Dor. form, Eum. 379,
Hipp. 564 : so, Dor. aor.

[], in Soph. Fr. 423.—In Ep. we
also find., , ',=^, . .
Adv..f.?., Dor. for ?,
Theocr., ,. Dor. for-, Theocr. 4, 33.. Ion. (. fin.), -
terrog. particle, when ? at what time 1

II. 19, 227, Od. 4, 642 ; '
vvv ; Aesch. Theb. 102 ;

' ,^=. Lat. unquamne, Eur. Ion
563, cf, Herm. Soph. O. C. p. xviii

;

] ; Aesch. Cho. 720, Plat.,

etc. : if ; (as in Germ.
his wann?) Soph. Aj. 1185.— II. more
freq., enclit. particle, at some or
any time, once, both of past and fut.,

freq. in Horn., Hes., etc. : also some-
times joined to the so called praesens
historicus, which we translate as a
past tense, Eur. El. 416, Bacch. 2
(cf, ) : , now at

length, Lat. tandem aliquando, 11. 1,

260, Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 2 ; ' iv, 11. 1, 205 ; Trore .., ..,
now. ..now.., first. ..then.., sometimes...

sojnetimes : Lat. modo...niodo.., Plat.

Theaet. 170 C ; so, ...
F...^ or . Id. Phaed. 59 A,
Rep. 560 A.—In questions it has an
intens. force, like Lat. tandem,

; in Hom. ; how ever ?
how in the world ? Pors. Or. 209. A
negat. is often prefi.xed, v.

and,,,
etc.—Sometimes used as enclit. part,

at the beginning of a sentence, and
then in case of elision the accent is

thrown back on the first syll., Bockh
v. 1. Pind. N. 6, 43, Ar. Vesp. 1 182.—
Cf also, ,.
(It belongs to the root *.), Dor., but,
Aeol. for, q. v., , , Potentia, a city

in the territory of the Picentini,

Strab. p. 241.^, , ol, the Lat. Pute-
oli ; v..

', Ep. for, tofly,
Od. 24, 7, Hes. Th. 691., a, ov, verb. adj. of,
to be drunk, drinkable. Plat. Legg, 674
B.— II., one tnust drink. Id.

Prot. 314 A., a, ov, whether of the two?
Lat. uter ! .., b ^ d

; Plat, Gorg. 464 D, etc.

:

—in Hom. only once, II. 5, 85, and
that in indirect question, like-, cf Plat. Rep. 527 E.—2. the
neut. heq. as adv. at the be-

ginning of an inten-og. sentence con-
taining two contrary propositions,

the alternative being e.xpressed by
f/.., answering to Lat. utrum...nn, in a
direct question, whether. ..or... ? first in
Pind. P. 1 1, 35 sq., Fr. 232 ; •
rijpSav, ?j

; Aesch. Pers. 351, etc.; so in

plur.,

; Id. Cho. 120, etc. :—rarely

in a single question, -
[?)— ; Sopli.



Phil. 1235, cf. Plat. Soph. 228 A,
Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 15.—The Att. used
both and neut. plur.,
as well in direct, as indirect ques-
tions ; and so Hdt. in Ion. forms -..— II. without interrog.,

like,, either of the

two, Lat. altcruter, Heind. Plat. Charm.
171 B, Stallb. Rep. 499 C : in this

signf. Phot. hex. s. v., would write

it oxyt., , . (The vvord

is formed by contraction from
and the root *~6.), Dor. for.. adv.{) on ivheth-

er of the two sides... ? on which side... ?

at which place (of two) ? Plat. Phaedr.
263 B. Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 17., adv. from, in

which xvay (of two) ? Lat. utro modo ?

Plat. Gorg. 502 B, etc. ;,
....., Xen. An. 7, 7, 30 :—also in

indirect questions, whether, haw, Plat.

Rep. 368 C, Polit. 272 D., adv.() to which
side ? to which place (of two) ? Xen.
Mem. 4, 2, 14., Dor. for.

TJoTTf, , ,() flight, a

fiyi'ig, Od. 5, 337., , , (,)
that which is drunk, a drink, potion,

drinking, Hipp., ,(,-) preparing drink, ParineniO ap. Ath.
608 A., Dor. inf. from
for-., , ,() winged,

flying, Poet. ap. Plat. Phaedr. 252 :

more usu. in the Dor. form,, , , (,)
drinking-cup, wine-cup, Eur. Alc. 756,

Cycl. 151.

IloTr/, ov, . Dim. from 770-

T7/PL0V, dub. in Menand. p. 12., ov, b, a carver of
drinking-cups., ov, 6,(,
7.~) a stealer of drinking-cups,

name of a poem by Euphorio., ov, TO, neut. from sq., a
drinking-cup, wine-cup, Hdt. 2, 37 ; 3,

148, etc., Ar. Eq. 120, 237, etc.—II. a
kitidof shrub, Astragalus Poterium,
Diosc. 3, 15., a,,() of upon
a drinking-cup./,,(,)
bearing a drinking-cup, Ath. 460 D./, , , (/,)
table on which drinking-cups are laid, a
beaufet. (The alteration ;ror;/pto&^«7

is needless.), ov, 6,(,-) a washer of cups, [], , , (,)
drinking, drink, freq. in Hom., always
opp. to,,,-

or, II. 11, 780; 19, 306, Od.
10, 379, etc., , , fem., drinker,

tippler, toper, Epicr. Antila. 1, 5, in

fem. ;
(the masc. does not seem to be

used of persons, being used
instead. Piers. Herodian. p. 432) ; -
7., a tippling lamp, i. e. that

consumes much oil, Ar. Nub. 57 ; so,3, Plat. (Com.) Incert.

15:—comic super!.,-;/, a hard
drinker, Ar. Thesm. 735., ->), ,() flying,
winged, ,fowls, birds,. 12,

62 ; formed like and., Dor., also freq. in Horn.,

Hes., Hipp., and Doric writers, whe-
ther in or out of compos. : the elision

of i before a vowel, so freq. in The-
ocr., esp. in compos., is so rare in

older Dor., that Bockhonly allovvsone
case of it in Pind., viz. O. 7, 90, cf.

V. 1. P. 1, 56. Shortd. form, q.,, '-. Dor. for-.\. . Ion. -. , ,-
tidaea, a city in the peninsula Pallene,
later merged in Cassandrea, Hdt. 8,

128; Ar. Eq. 438; Strab. p. 330.

Hence^, ov. Ion.-,,
. an inhab. of Potidaea, a Potidaean,
Hdt. 8, 126: andfYloa, ,, of or relating

to Potidaea, Thuc. 1, 118.

ioavia, , , Poiidania, a
stronghold in Locris on the borders of
Aetolia. Thuc. 3, 96.,,, v. sub-
'.. Dor. and Ep. for-, syncop. part. aor. from-, also in Hom., Dor. for.,-,-,
Dor. for-., Dor. for., f. -, () to give to

drink, Plat. Phaedr. 247 : jc. dupl.

ace. , . T.t : to

water plants, jr. , Xen.
Symp. 2, 25., Dor. for, imperat.
aor. 2{, Theocr. 14, 45.. Dor. for-,
p{. pass, from/., Od., ov. Dor. for -,
Pind. Fr. 280., , ,(,) fond
ofdrinking, Plut. Demetr. 1, etc. Adv.
-. ., to be given to drink-
ing, lb. 36., ov. Dor. for -.
Soph. Fr. 230., ov,(,) of wa-
ter, drinkable, fresh, opp. to,
Hdt. 8, 22, Arist. etc. : metaph., .-, a sweet discourse, opp. to-, Plat. Phaedr. 243 D ; and of
persons, mild, gentle, Theocr. 29, 31., Dor. for-, also

in II., ,=, Strab.

p. 243.

-'77;;', Ep. part. perf. from/, q. v., Dor. for-, Od.,, fem. from, q. v., Dor. for, Theocr.
1, 121., , a watering.,, , any thing water-

ed : also drink, Diosc., , ,() a water-

ing. LXX., Dor. for,
Pind., comic superl. from, q. v., , , =.
Hence, ov, , a canal or ditch

for irrigation, LXX./, , , () one who
D^ijies to drink, waters, LXX., , , () a water-

ing-place, a drinking-trough. Call. Diail.

50. Strab. ; cf.., Dor. for-, also in

II., ov. Dor. for-,
Aesch. Eum. 176., ov. Dor. for -,
=:, Epich. p. 59.

, Dor. for-, Pind
N. 3, 54., , . Dor. for-, also in Od., Dor. for -, Pind
Fr. 86, 2., ov, 6, (-,) that

which befals one, one's lot, destiny, usu.
one's evil destiny, a mishap, esp. like

and, death : in Hom. al-

ways in last signf. ; either of the kill-

er, , II. 4, 396, Od. 19,

550 ; or, of the killed, -, II. 6, 412, etc. ; he also freq.

joins ,
11. 20, 337, etc. ; more rarely, Od. 4, 562

;

, Od. 11,

197 (cf) ; ,
II. 11, 263 :—freq. also in Pind., and
Trag., as, •=.-, Pind. . 9, 91 ; -, . 10, 106 ; ,,^ ,
Eur. L . 914, etc. :—also,/, one's natural gifts, Pind.. 5, 74.—II. as a person. Destiny, Id.

P. 3, 153.— Only poet. [The Att. also
sometimes use the first syll. long,
Seidl. Dochm. p. 106, while later Ep.
sometimes shorten it, Jac. A. P. p.

572.], , v. sq. II., , a title of honour, used
chiefly in addressing females, whether
goddesses or women:— 1. as subst.,
lady, mistress, queen, Hom. ; hence
also c. gen., , queen of
wild beasts, Lat. poteris ferarum, II.

21, 470: , Pind. P. 4,
380 ; 7.,, etc., Aral.
112; , Eur. Ion 703:

—

Apion therefore rightly explains it by, cf. sub fin.—2. as adj., ace.
to Apion.,= ri/zi'a. revered, august, as
of the goddesses Juno, Hebe, Circe,
Calypso, Hom. ; of Juno, Minerva,
Tethys and Pitho, Hes. ; and in Ba-
cis ap. Hdt. 8, 77, of' ; .,
freq. in Hom. :—also freq. in Pind.,
and Trag.—Besides the nom.. the
rare ace. occurs in H. Plom.
Cer. 203, Ven. 24, Hes. Th. 11, 926,
Eur. Ion 873 :—plur. nom.,
Soph. . C. 84. gen.. H<lt.

9, 97, in which places it is a euphem.
name for the Erinyes, cf. :

elsewh. are Ceres and Pro-
serpina. Reisig Enarr. Soph. O. C.
1015 :—a superl. in Cleo-
bul. ap. Diog. L. 1, 93, where it is

epith. of Lindos, just as cities gene-
rally are called: so,, , Aesch. Cho. 722, cf.

Soph. Phil. 395, Eur. Ion 873.—.
synon. form in the phrase-

was sometimes read in Od., as
5, 215; 13, 391; 20, 61: but Wolf
has restored , being
pronounced as monosyll. : in the lines
just quoted, the word is in the first or
second foot ; elsewh. in Hom. always
in the fifth :—the oldest certain in-
stance of is in H. Hom. Cer.
118, like .
This form is never found but in nom.
and voc, so that Meineke is right in
correcting the one seeming exception
(tuv for), in Theocr.
15, 14.—Sometimes also in Trag., as
Eur. Bacch. 370.—The question,
whether is shortd. from-

or lengthd. from, is

immaterial : but seems to be
the older form.—No such masc. as,, seems to have exist-
ed. (Buttm. Ausf. Gr. ^ 64 Anm. 2,

n. makes an old fem. appella-
1229



live, lady, queen, from which
comes, as from :

hence the genit. alter it;—and perh.

it is strictly feni. of. as-
of, cf Sanscr. paii, lord,

husband, pa/rei, wife, lady, from root

pa tueri : akin to Lat. poteiis, potis,

Pott Et. Forsch. 1, 189.)

'/(5{•, ai,{) the shout-

ing, screaining oties, epith. of Bacchan-
tes, Eur. Bacch. 004 ; of horses, Id.

Phoen. 1124 : fv. infra H.f—2. perh.

also as plur. of, hence in Eur.
Or. 318, epith. of the Erinyes.— fll., ai, of Pnttiiae, Potnian,

., Strab. p. 409 ; and to this

prob. belongs Eur. Phoen. 1124 supra
;

cf and Virg. Georg. 3, 267., =, He-
sych.

iTloTviai, , at., Potniae, an an-

cient city of Boeotia, not far from
Thebes; its site nearly=mod. Taki,

Strab. p. 412., (, ,() a

calling upon the gods., ov, o,= foreg., Strab.

:

from
!;//, dep., strictly, to call

out nOTVia,., to a deity ; hence,

generally, to invoke, implore, lament,

only in later prose, as Luc. Merc.Cond.
17, Gall. 20, Plut. 2, 408 A, etc. ; cf
Ruhnk. Tim.^,, , of Potniae, Pot-

nian, appell. of Glaucus, who was
torn asunder by the',
Strab. p. 409., Lacon. for), •
^, Ar. Lys. 206., ov, TO,{) that which one

drinks, drink,, II. 1, 470, etc. ;, Od. 2, 341 ;, II. 11, 630; ,
meat and drink, Hdt. 5, 54 ;

7., Plat. Prot. 334 A, Xen., etc. :—
sprit)g offresh water, Soph. Phil. 1461,

cf Meineke Theocr. 13,40 ; and, gen-

erally, water, .",, Aesch.
Ag. 1157, cf Pers. 487: freq. also of

wine, lb. 615, Soph. Tr. 703.

nOTOf, ov, 6, {) a drinking,

esp., a drinking-bout, carousal, like, , Lat. inter pn-

cula, Xen. An. 2, 3, 15, Symp. 8, 41
;, Plat.

Prat. 347 C ; so, ,
Aeschin. 34, 20 ; -, Lys. 146. 35, cf Plat.

Rep. 329 A, Isocr. Antid. «i 305.— II.

oxyt.,,^^, drink, Hipp.

riorof, , , verb. adj. of,
drunk, for drinking,... ; Aesch. Ag. 1408., Dor. for.,,,,, etc., for , Dor. for, etc. ; . sub.
iilov, , , Potone, name of

the mother and sister of Plato, ace.

to Diog. L. 3, 1,4.

; Ion. ; interrog. adv.,

(strictly gen. from *, q. v.):

—

where Lat. uhi ? Horn., etc. ;.. ; II. 10, 407 ;

; 5, 171, etc. : later also c. gen.,

; ; where in the

world ? Lat. ubitiam terrarum ? Aesch.
Pers. 231, Soph. Aj. 984 ;

'
; Soph. El. 390 ; '

; Id. Tr. 375 :—even with
verbs of motion, in pregnant signf,

; 11. 13, 219 (cf) ; though this is questioned by

Pors. Hec. 1062, Herm. Soph. Aj. 1079.

—2.! .'' in what manner ? esp. to ex-

press indignation, Id. ib. 1260.—II.
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without interrog. as enclit., any- \

where, somewhere, Hom., etc. ;, somewhere not far off. Soph. Phil.

41, etc. : c. gen., -, some part of the country, Xen.
Cyr. 6, 1, 42.—2. also very freq. from
Hom. downwds., to qualify an ex-

pression, anywise, possibly, perhaps, I
.•suppose, I ween, , 11.11, 292

;

, Xen. An. 3, 4, 23, etc. ;, Plat. Phil. 64 D, cf,,.̂,, , Pudens, masc.
pr. ., . ., , , irreg. super]

.

of,, Simmias., , . Ion. for -, Horn., and Hes. : and in

the same way all other compds. with
may be written Ion. and poet.-, metri grat. :—Hom. however

only uses this licence in this word,...
iIlovva,, 6, poet.'=., ov. Ion. for iro-', Hdt. 1, 56., , 6, poet, for, Mnesim. -, 1, 43.?^, . Ion. for

(q. v.), but only in oblique cases, Od.,, Ion. for,
(q. v.). Ep., and Hdt.', , gen., dat. plur., for which Hom. also has

and : Ep. gen. and dat. dual., Hom., who never has the
usu. :

—A foot, both of men
and beasts, Hom., etc. : strictly, the

foot from the ankle doumwards, II. 17,

386 : hence freq. for the leg, as

for the arm, , legs and
arms, Hom.-.^, a wood-
en, artificial /ooi, Hdt. 9, 37:— in

plur., also, a bird's talons, Od 15, 526;
the arms or feelers of a polypus, Hes.
Op. 522.— Special usages:— 1. thefoot

as that with which one runs, whence
Achiles is called , cf •, : in plur., the feet,

foot-race, 11. 9, 124, Od. 8, 103 ;
', i. e. to race on foot, II. 13,325

;

23, 792 ; , 1. 20, 410, Od.
13, 261 ; , II.

9, 124, etc. ; freq. in Pind.,.,, . 12, 21 ; 13,

49, . 10, 36 ; -. Eur. . . 213.—2. as a point of

measurement, ,
from head to foot, II. 18, 353 ; -, II. 16, 640

;

and reversely, .
Ar. Plut. 650.—3. as a mark of close

proximity, or,, just before one,

oft. in Hom. ; or ,
i. e. close to, as we said at one's feet

or close at hand, whether of time or

place, straightway, at once, Theogn.
282, Pind. P. 3, 107; 10, 96;, Id. I. 8 (7), 25 : ,
Pind. . 1, 118; (but,. his courage fell at his

feet, i. e. left him, II. 15, 280) ;— in

Att. usu. , like, Soph.
Ant. 1327, Thuc. 3, 97, etc., and in

Hdt. 3, 79 ; ru . Soph. .
. 130:—so, . Soph. Phil.

838. Plat. Soph. 242 A ; and, Ib. 243 D (cf infra -) : hence, and
(5', what lies before one, any thing

plain, manifest, common, Soph., etc. :

all of which phrases are opp. to

^', out the way, far off, first in

Hdt. 6, 35 (cf) ; rarely,, Pind. . 7, 99.—4. various,

esp. Att. phrases :

—

, back-

wards : Ik ', to follow
in the track, i. e. close behind, Lat. svb-

sequi, Polyh. 3, 68, 1 , etc. :

—

, to go backwards, i. e. to
retreat without turning round, leisurely,

Lat. pedeteniim, Xen. An. 5, 3, 32,
Cyr. 3, 3, 69, etc., cf :—, strictly, with all the power of
one's feet, i. e. at full speed, on the

spur, and so following close, 07i the

track or trail. Lat. e vestigia,,
Hdt. 5, 98, Thuc. 5, 64, Xen., etc.

:

dibsoX. forthwith, directly, ;/, the very next day, Polyb. 1, 12,

1:— , strictly of a shoe,
round the foot, i. e. fitting well, suita-

ble, , that
suits me well, Luc.

—

,
as he is oft" for feet, i. e. as quick as

he can, first in Hdt. 6, 116,, 9, 59, and
freq. in Att. :

—

or , with both feet, i. e.

as fast as one can :

—

, to have one foot out of a thing,

i. e. be clear of it,, Aesch. Cho. 697 :. Id. Pr. 263;., Soph. Phil. 126Q ;, Eur. Heracl. 109, cf
Bockh Expl. Pind. P. 4, 289 (515)

;

opp. to ,
Eur. Heracl. 169 :

—

), Aeschin. 43,

18, cf 69, 10 :
', with all the

foot, i. e. entirely, A p. Rh. 4, 1165 :

—

on , v. sub-—5. the
dat. or, both in Hom., and
Att., is freq. joined with verbs which
of themselves express an action of the

feet, as ,,.,.,,;
also, ,,,, etc.— 6. , as peri-

phr. for a person, Herm. Soph. Ant.
43, Eur. Hipp. 661.—II. metaph. of
things, the font or lowest part, esp. the

foot of a hill, Lat. pes or radix mantis,

. 2, 824 ; 20, 59 ; of a table, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 8, 16, etc. ; cf .—2. in a
ship, are the two bottom corners

of the sail, elsewh. ; also the

ropes fastened thereto, by which the

sails are tightened or slackened,

which we call the sheets, Od. 5, 260
;

also in sing., 10, 32 : hence,, to slack away the sheet, as

is done when the wind rises, Ar. Eq.
436; so,., Eur. Or. 707 ;

(with reference to the
sail). Id. I. T. 1135 ;—opp. to

(), to haul it tight, Soph. Ant. 715;

and so, , a ship

with her sheet hauled close, Eur. 1. c.

;

cf Ap. Rh. 2, 931, Q. Sm. 9, 438:—
but,— 3. , in Pind. N. 6, 95,

seems to mean the keel.— III. afoot,

as a measure of length, first in Hdt. 2,

149: about | of an inch longer than
our foot :—proverb., ,
over the measure, Luc.—IV. afoot in

prosody. Plat. Rep. 400 A , and G ramrn.
— V. of trumpeters, fliite-players, and
criers, a loud, full sound, Galen.—-
The usu. accent in the Edd. is,
but the old Gramm. recognize
only, E. M. p. 686, 16, Arcad. p. 120,

6, A. B. p. 554, 31, Choerobosc. ap.

A. B. p. 1196, cf Buttm. Ausf Gr.

^ 41, 7, Lob. Phryn. 765.

(The Sanscr. root is pad, ire : hence
Sanscr. pad, Lat. pes, ped-is, our pad,

foot. Germ. Fuss, etc. : akin also to

7(5',= Sanscr. pada, and prob. to.), .\tt. for,, but v.

sub., , (,) like grass,



of the grass kind, Arist. Color. 5, 2 :, the grasses, Theophr.. Ion., , :(~) :

—

that which has been done,

a deed ; then generally, like Lat. res,

a thing done, a thins, fact, event, circum-

stance, etc., first in Pind. O. 13, 104, P.

4, 495 ; then, freq. in the Ion. prose of

Hdt., and Att. :—I. any thing necessary

or expedient, what must or ought to be,

freq. in Hdt., in phrase,

or , c. inf., it is necessary, expe-

dient, advisable to do..., 'tis my duty or

business to do, like Lat. opus est, Hdt.

1, 17, 79, etc.,cf Wessel. 4, ll.A'alck.

7, 12 ; cf infra II. 2.-2. with a negat.,' , it is no matter, of

no consequence to me, Lat. nihil refert,

Eur. Med. 451, Plat. Gorg. 447B, etc.

;

cf. Heind. Hipp. Maj. 291 A : hence,
—3. a thingo/consequence or importance,. , Hdt. 7, 150; -, Hdt. 6, 63 : so

too sometimes of single persons and
things, , a man of great

importance, Dem. 928, 6 ; and so,^ 1, he was made much of by
the king, Hdt. 3, 132; .,
of a woman, Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 36:

—

, some thing in the way.
. An. 4, 1, 17.—4. used of a battle,

as we say an action. Id. Hell. 7, 1, 17.

—II. in plur., is oft. used
of state-affairs, public business, Hdt.,

Plat., etc.; in full, ., Eur.
1. . 1062 ; ' ., .
Lys. 32 ; ., Plat..
31 D ; so, ., Hdt. 3,

137: , like', those who are in power or office,

the ministers, Thuc. 3, 28, Dem. 125,

7;, ., to

seize, hold the power, Lat. rerum potiri,

Thuc. 3, 30, 62 : ., inno-

vations, Lat. res novae, Lys. 130, 18.

—

2. also one^s private affairs OT fortunes,

Hdt. 7, 236, 237 ; ^ or

., Xen. Symp. 1, 15 : esp.

commercial affairs, hence, .,
like , success, good-luck,

and ru ., like , one^s all,

.,.
Ach. 474 : so too in sing.,'/.. Plat. Hipp. Maj.
286 , cf. Apol. 20 C—3. business,

esp. law-business, Antipho 142, 39 :

hence, in bad sense, trou-

blesome business, trouble, annoyance,.. c. part., to have trouble about

a thing, Hdt. 7, 147, Plat. Theaet.
174 B, etc. ; . , to

cause one trouble, Hdt. 1, 155, Ar.

Plut. 19, etc. ; also sometimes in sing.,}, Hdt. 7, 239.—4.

generally, , the cir-

cumstances, state, condition of a person,

as of a patient, Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon.

;

, Xen. Mem.
2, 7, 2, An. 2, 1, 16, etc. : -, Dem. 10, 2.—III. eu-
phem. for something bad or disgrace-

ful, the thing, the business, Thuc. 2,

64, Aeschin. 18, 38, sq. ; cf.

III., , (-) :
—the careful prosecution of an

affair or business, diligent treatment of a
subject, investigation. Plat. Gorg. 453
A, Crat. 408 A, etc., cf. Stalb. Phaed.
63 A: ., {/.) this

idle attention to argumentations, Xen.
Alem. 4, 7, 8.—II. an undertaking, oc-

cupation, pursuit, business, Plat. Rep.
500 C, etc., and freq. in Oratt. : a
trade, calling, art, generally, a way of
life, Dem. 1416, 2 : esp. law-business,

a law-suit, Isocr. 18 C, 318 C : in

plur., troubles, Dem. 1412, 20.—III.

later, esp., written treatise, Arist.

Top. 1, 1, 1, and 2, 1, etc. : esp. an

historical work, systematic history, in

which events are put together con-

nectedly as causes and effects, not

merely in order of time, Polyb., v.

esp. 1, 3, 1 ; 2, 8: ., the

accounts of the Trojan war, Argum.
Soph. Aj., ,{,) looking like business (without

being such), Plat. Parm. 137 B.

}'/£,.-/37;}//-: strict-

ly dep., c, fut. mid. -, aor.

pass, (Hdt. 2, 87), pf.

(Plat. Phaed. 99

D),—though this last is also used in

pass, signf , v. sub fin.(). iTo
busy one's selff; to be busy, Hdt. 1. c:

to carry on an affair or business, to make
a thing one's business, work at it, take

in hand, treat of, . Plat. Prot. 361

D, etc., Xen , etc. ; to treat syste-

matically, , Arist. Rhet. 1, 1, 3,

etc. ; esp. to write a systematic history,

Ti, Polyb. 1, 4, 3, etc. ; also, .
, . Plat. Theaet. 187

. Rep. 430 D : . , to work

at a thing, labour to bring it about ; and
so, . , Xen. Ages.

9, 3, cf Lac. 14, 5 :—esp., to carry on

a business, be engaged in commerce,

Lat. negotiari, ., to raise money by trade

and loans, Plut. Cat. Min. 59: ., to spend it ire business,

Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 26.—II. perf.,-
as pass., to be laboured at,

worked out, Plat. Apol. 22 B. cf. Xen.
Eq. 8, 10. Hence, verb, adj., onemust
treat, , Arist. Pol. 8, 1, 1,

cf Top. 1, 15, 1.., ov, b,(.-) one who carries on a business, esp.,

a merchant, trader, Plut. 2, 525 A,
etc., , , skilled or

experienced in business., ov, . a troublesome

fellow, A. B., , , ( )

busy, active, able, business-like, used
in later Greek for, esp. of

men versed in state-affairs, Polyb. 7.

11,2; 12,2, etc.—2. later still, sAiVW m
law, esp., pragmaticus, one who sug-

gested arguments to public speakers
and advocates, a kind of attorney, Cic.

de Oral. 1, 45,59, Juven. 7, 123.—II.

of things,— 1. of histor}', systematic,

Polyb. 1,2, 8, etc.; cf..
—2. strong, of a fort, Id. 4, 70, 10.—3.

of a speech, conduct, etc., able, pru-

dent. Id. 36, 3, 1, etc.— III. Adv. -.
Id. 2, 13, 1, etc., , , dim. from, ta little affairf, a petty law-

suit, Ar. Nub. 197, 1004., ov, , v. 1. for, Diod. 1, 1., , () to

describe a thing., ov, 6, (,)) one who makes up law-suits, a

pettifogger, Ar. Av. 1424.

Tlpa},,(.)
full of business or trouble, toilsome,

trcnihlesome, Hipp. 618., ,(., -) to meddle in business, to be a

meddling, seditious fellow, Polyb. 29,

8, 10, etc. ; cf., -.\7., ,(, -) to speak or discourse of things,

Arist. Rhet. Alex. 32,2.-11. to quarrel,

argue, Diog. L. 9, 52.

—

III. to choose

words, Philo., , (,) skilled in the business of the

world, ap. Suid. Adv. -., , =. Isocr. 208 C, Dem. 427, 20.},, , poet, for,
Pind. . 3, 10. Fr. 75, and Trag.

:

3.\so=^, state-affairs, Aesch.
Theb. 2., adv. from., poet, for, inf.

aor. of, Hes. Sc. 240., part. aor. pass, of, tSol. 28, 7.^, , fi, the city Prae-

neste in Latium, Strab. p. 238.\, a, ov, of Praesus, Prae-

sian ; o'l, the inhab. of Prae-

sus, Hdt. 7, 170 : from\, ov, , Praesus, a city of

the Eteocretes in south of Crete,

Strab. p. 475.\, ov, , the Lat. prae-

torium, a generaVs tent ; in N. T. a
part of the governor's palace used as

a court or judgment-hall., a, ov, verb. adj. from, to be done. Soph. O. T. 1439.

—II., one must do, Plat.

Prot. 356 B., , 6, Ion. and Ep.() :
—one that does, a

doer, , a doer of deeds,

11. 9, 443 : esp., one who manages busi-

ness, a trader, merchant. Od. 8, 162.^
II. in Att.,= 5TpaA:rtjp II. Hence, ov, efficacious, accom'
plishing, Aesch. Supp. 523., ov,,^., , .() fit or

disposed for doing or performing, fit

for business, business-like, practical,

like the later. Plat.

Rep. 476 A, Arist. Eth. N. 1,7, 13,

etc. ; hence, busy, active, able, effective,

also like, Ar. Eq. 91 ;. , carrying one's point

with another, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 3 ;

, Polyb. 7, 10, 5 :

—

(sc.), opp. to , prac-

tical, as opp. to theoretic, science,

Plat. Polit. 258 E, 259 D. Adv.

-, . , Polyb.

6, 25, 4., ov, 6, the Practius, a
river of Troas, falling into the Hel-
lespont between Abydus and Lampsa-
cus. II. 2, 835 : ace. to some a city/,.. 1, 12,6; Strab. p.

590., , ,() m-
duslry, Stob. Ecl. 2, 352., , , verb. adj. from, done, to be done : ,
things be done, points of moral action,

Arist. Eth. N. 1,2, 1.—II., called on to pay money by
one, cf..,, , Ion. for.,, , poet, for-, one who does or executes, an ac-

complisher. Soph. Tr. 251, Antipho
121, 39 : of a woman. Soph. Tr. 860.

—II. one tvho exacts payment, esp. at

Athens, an officer charged with the col-

lection of taxes, a tax-gatherer, Dem.
778, 18 • 1337, 2C, cf. Diet. Antiqq.—
2. generally, one who cracts punish-

ment, apunisher, avenger, Aesch. Supp.
646 ; ., Aesch. Eum. 319

;

. Soph. El. 953 : also as adj.,, Aesch.
Ag. 111.

fTlpva, , the Pramnae, a class

of Indian wise men, Strab. p. 718., Pramnian wine,
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nPAS
II. 11, C39, Od. 10, 235: acc. to an-

]

cient interpp. so called from Mount
Prainne in the island of Jcaria, or

acx. to others from a place near
Ephesiis or Smyrna : later, the word
seems to have been nsed of anyslrong.
red wine made from dried grapes,

without reference to its oriiiin.—The
form likewise occurs in

Ar. Eq. 107.

()(, ,=, Ar. Thesm.
50. [aj, Dor. adv.,= '7rp/i',,
before, of time, hence formerly, once,

lately, , a short time ago,

Theocr. 2, 115; 3, 28, etc—Its root

seem.« to have been, cf. irpiv. [],. Dor. and Att.

for,/.^., , Pranichus, a poet,

Plut. Ale.x. 50.

t, «•, , Prax, a descendant
of Neoptolemus, Pans. 3, 20, 8.^,, i],Praxagora, fem.

pr. n., Ar. Eccl. 124.\\, and aoi b, Ion.

Tipiji-, Praxagoras, father of the poet

Theocritus, Theocr. Ep. 22.—Others
in Ath. ; etc.

ipavpo, ov, b, Praxandrus,
mase. pr. n., Strab. p. 682 ; etc., , , dim. from•.̂,, b,P.raxias,a statuary

of Athens, Paus. 10, 19,4.ipaa,, , Praxida-

mas, of Aegina, Pind. N. C, 27., , , Praxidwe, a god-

dess worshipped at Athens, usu.

represented bareheaded, to whom
only the heads of animals were of-

fered in sacrifice, Orph. Arg. 31. []^, , , Praxithea, a

daughter of Thespius, Apollod. 2, 7,

8.—2. wife of Erechtheus, Id. 3, 13, 1.

—3. daughter of Leos, Ael. V. H. 12,

28.'\,, b, Praxicles, an
Athenian trieraroh, Dem. 1219, 19., , f. -;, (,) to do, conquer by stratagem,

surprise or treachery, ', Polyb. 3,

C9, 1 : hence, to overreach or outwit,, Id. 2, 46, 2.
^ilpni,o),b,L•.^p?j,Praxi-

leus, lather of Xenagoras of Halicar-

nassus, Hdt. 9, 107.,, , Praxilla, a poet-

ess, Arist.: cf^., ov,() practicable,

feasible.—II. of money, that can be

collected, recoverable, Polyb. 22, 20, 17.^,,, Praxinoe,ievci. pr.

n., Theocr. 14, 1.^, ov, 6, Ion.,
PraxuLus, a naval officer of Troezene,
Hdt. 7, 180.,,^. and Ep.,().'—a doing, deed, btisiness,

plan, hence , opp. to', advisedly, on purpos", Od.

3, 72 ; 9, 253 ;
' ' —ov, a private, not a public affair,

Od. 3, 82:—esp., traffic, H. Ap. 397:. , the transaction respect-

ing.., Thuc. 6, 88: ,
in fact, in reality, Plat. Phaedr. 271

D.—2. the progress, residt of a business,

OV , nothing

(no good) comes of weeping, 11. 24,

524 (explained infra 550, by ov

) ; so, ov, Od.

10, 202, 568 :, to spoil one's market, mar
his schemes: ',
to grant a happy issiie, Pind. O. 1,

136, cf Aesch. Cho. 814; .-
1232

, their issue, Aesch. Pars. 739.--
1

11. doing, acting, action, freq. in

Plat, etc.; opp. to . Plat.

Legg. 876 D, to. Id. Kep. 434 A ;

opp. to speaking, Dem. 1414, 14: in

Arist. Eth. N. 6, 2,, action, is

expressly distinguished from
(speculation), and (proiluc-

tion).— 111. euphem. for sexual com-

vterce or intercourse, Pind. Fr. 236,

Aeschin. 22, 35, sq.—IV. like

or , as if intr., a

being {well or i7/) off, a certain state,

condition, Hdt. 3, 65, Aesch. Pr. 695,

Soph. Aj. 790, 792, etc.— V. conduct,

practical abdily, Polyb. 2, 47, 5 ; 4, 77,

1 : also, practice, in the sense of

trickery, treachery, Id. 2, 9, 2, etc.

—

VI. the exaction of money, recovery of
outstanding debts, arrears, etc., 770.,. Plat. Prot. 328 B,

Rep. 425 D.—VII. a business, an office,

Hdn.— VIII. auiork,trealise,hke-., , &, Praxis, a rich My-
tilenaean, Ael. V. H. 14, 24.^, a, , Praxitas, a Lace-
daemonian, Xen. Hell. 4, 4, 7.[,, , Praxiteles, the

celebrated statuary of Athens or Pa-
ros, Paus. ; Luc. ; etc.—Others in

Plut.; etc., , , Praxiphanes,

a peripatetic philosopher of Rhodes,
Strab. p. 655.—Others in Diog. L.

;

etc., ov, b, Praxonides,

masc. pr. n., Paus. 5, 4, 6., adv., temperately, Ar. Ran.

856, cf. Lob. Phryn. 403:— Buttin.

Ausf Gr. ' 115 a. Anm. 2 note, makes
it not a compd. of,, but

simply metaplast. for from,, as if through a collat.

fonii., neut. : but the

fem. is from. Ion., ,
, which however is used also in masc.

and neut., of all the singul. cases : in

plur. also and in nom.,

and in dat.,

and in acc. : but the gen. is, rarely, and the neut.

nom. and acc. is. rarely

(as in Arist.) : the word is post-Hom.,

except in H. Horn. 7, 10. (Some-
times written,, which
Buttm., Ausf. Gr. '^ 64, 2. n., prefers :

but the authority for it is dub. : the

deriv. from /- is still more so.)

Mild, soft,', . Horn. 7, 10 ;, Pind. P. 4, 241 : more freq. of

persons, mild, meek, gentle,, lb. 3, 124, cf. Plat. Rep. 566

; /,^ Id. Phaedr. 213

C ; Tfpaof ev . Id. Euthyd.
303 D;—esp. after having been angry,

Hdt. 2, 181 (cf) -.—so of a

horse, gentle, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 29; of

other animals, ta7ne. Id. An. 1, 4, 9;
of illnesses, mild, Hipp.: of sound,

gentle, low, Xen. Symp. 1, 10.—2.

making mild, taming,, of a

bridle, Pind. 0. 13, 121, cf. Xen. Eq.

9, 3.

II. Adv. (from),—
(from),, mildly, gently,, . Plat.

Rep. 589 C, Crito 43 ;

, Id. Lys. 211 ; -, to speak lightly of it,

Xen. An. 1, 5, 14 : also, qv.

III. Coinpar.,./-,
Hdt. 2, 181 ; or. Plat. Tim.
85 A, etc.;—never'. Lob. Phryn.
403 :—superl., Plat.Phaed.
116 C, etc. Hence,, i], meekness, mild-

ness, gentleness, like, (q. v.),

Plat. Symp. 197 D, etc. : properly, the

contrary habit to passionateness (-), Arist. ICth. N. 4, 5, Rhet. 2,

3,1., ul,8=, the

midriff, diaphragm, ' 7], II. 11, 579; 13, 412; cf.

24, 514:—then, since this was deem-
ed the seat of the understanding,

—

2. usu. like', the imderstandtng,

mind, freq. in Hom., usu. -, 11. 1, 608; 18, 380
'; as the

seat of desire, the heart, II. 24, 514;
hence, -, a wile he had alter his own
heart, Hes. Th. 608 ; also in Pind. O.
10 (11), 10, P. 4, 500, Aesch. Ag. 380,

802 :—the sing,,, only in

Pind. P. 2, 113, Fr. 228, Eur. Bacch.
428, 999.— Only poet. (Prob. from,.) []

tHpaf,, , Pras, a city of
Perrhaebia in Thessaly, Xen. Hell,

4,3.',, bed in a garden, garden-

plot, Od. 7, 127 ; 24, 247, cf :

hence, . by companies,

in order, N. T. : also in p\m., a garden,

eep. kitchen-garden, Nic. (Prob.
from, and so strictly a bed of
leeks.)., a'l, and, ,
Strab. p. 399, Prasiae, an Attic deme
of the tribe Pandionis, with a temple
of Apollo, Thuc. 8, 95 : adv.-
etv,from Pr. ;, to Pr. ; llpa-, in Pr.—'l. a city of Laconia,
Thuc. 2, 56; 7, 18: in Strab. p. 374
assigned to Argolis.,,^, . An-
ton. 1, 5.

t '• /li'/uvj?, ^,a lake in Thrace,
= BoAiJ7//f, Hdt. 5, 15./, f. -, {) to be

green as leeks, Diosc., ov, () for sale,

Lat. venalis. Plat. Legg. 847 E, Xen.
Cyr. 4, 5, 42., , {) like leeks

in colour, green : from., ov,{) of a leek

green. Arist. Meteor. 3, 2, 5. [«], ,=.
tllp<2ffi0i, , , the Prasii, an In-

dian peo[ile, Strab. p. 702., ov, , the plant hore-

hound, Lat. marrubiimi, Theophr.
Hpufftor, 01',=. Plat. Tim.

68 C. [u], , . Ion.,() :
— selling, sale, PIdt. 1,

153; 4, 17, Plat., etc. ; -.
Soph. Fr. 756 ; -, Aeschin. 16, 22; .,
Ar. Fr. 477., ov, c, Theophr., {-
ciov) ., wine flavoured uith

horehound, Diosc. 5, 58.—II.{)
leek-green: hence,, , ,
a kind precious stone, Theophr.,,{,) like

a leek, Hipp., , , {)—
foreg., Opp. . 1, 107.^,, ,{,-) grub which destroys leeks, sub., Arist. . . 5, 19, 12, Strattis

Incert. 1., ov,,{,-) leek-slice, Anth. P. 11, 203.', ov, , a leek. Chienid.

Ptoch, 4, Ar. Ran. 621 , Theophr. , etc.

:

also a sea-plant like a leek. (Hence by

transpos.,, Lat. por-

rum.), -,,^., , to eat leeks : from



, , . -,(,) as a frog's name,
Leek-enter, liatr. 229.

/juffo^poif, ovv, {) leek-col-

ouretL, , , poet, for-
calog, Leek green, name of a frog,

Batr. 255.', Ep. and Ion.,
Att. (but not till after Trag.,

Herm. Soph. Phil. 1435) : fut. ~.
Ion. : perf, pi. 2, (the Gramm. make --

the Att., the Hellenic
form. Piers. Moer. p. 203, Meineke
Menand. p. 221 : in old

writers is both trans, and intr., later

only intr. ; from Xen. down-
wards always transit.) : pf pass, -

: the mid. fut. in

pass, signf , Herm. Pind. P. 4, 431.

—Horn, uses only pres., fut.,andaor.

To do, work, Od. 19, 324 ; absol,

like, Bockh Pind. Fr. 96.

—I. in Horn., usu., to achieve, bring

about, effect, accomplish, , II. 1, 562
;

18, 357, Od. 2, 191 ; -p., to avail

nought, II. 11, 552, etc., cf. Hes. Op.
400 : . 7., to achieve, win it,

Pind. I. 5 (4), 10 ; ., to cause

one's bondage, bring it on one's self.

Id. P. 2, 74 ; . , to do

murder upon him, id. N. 3, 81 ;?., Aesch. Pr. 660: . ...,
Lat. efficere itt.... Id. Eum. 896 ; etc. :

—also, .,, to bring

it about, Dem. 30, 16; 281, 19 ; but

also, to attempt, plot, , Andoc. 24, 16 :

to take charge, , Xen. An. 5,

6, 28: , Lat. acta,. ?.. Dem. 724, 24.—2, to ac-

complish, perform, make a journey, -, 11. 14, 282, Od. 13, 83 ;,. Merc. 203 ; but, . u7.a, to make
way over the sea, go over it, Od. 9,491,
V. mox infra:—also c. gen.,, to

finish the course, II. 24, 264, Od. 3,

476; 15, 47, 219; (in this signf al-

ways in pres., and only in Ep., cf.-, :—some, as..
p. 688, 1, Schol. II. 16, 282, Eust.

1779, 21, take here as an-
other word formed from, -, chiefly to explain the usage c.

gen. ; but the same usage is found
with similar verbs of motion, as,,, (cf Jelf Gr. Gr.
<$i 522, 2) ; and the usage may be ex-

plained by supposing?. to be
omitted, just as in : however
the phrase, (v. su-

pra) is strange, so that even Rhianus
read ; and Buttm., Lexil.

s. v., though he rejects a two-fold

root, yet considers the signf,, to bring [a journey] to an
end, as the orig. signf of).
-r-\l. to follow a business, trade, esp. of

traders, and merchants : hence, tu, to mind one's own
aifairs. Soph. El. 678 ; to keep one's

self to one's self, live in private, esp. to

avoid public life. Plat. Phaedr. 247 A,
Xen., etc. :—but, -, , to manage state-

affairs, take part in the government,
Plat. Apol. 31 D, Xen. ; and then,

without any addition, -, an able statesman or minister,

Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 15, cf 2, 9, 4, etc.

:

—hence, generally, to treat, tiegotiate,, with another, Thuc. 5, 76 ; .
Tivl ..-, 3, 4 ; . or, to practise upon him, 1, 131,

132 ; and in pass., aijv apyv-, unless some tamper-
ing had been practised, Soph. O. T.

78

125, cf. Thuc. 4, 121 ; 5, 83 : hence
also, . , to

manage matters for the interest of the

Thebans, Dem. 365, 15; and so ab-

sol., , Id. 126, 3 :

but, . ', to betray it to

one, Polyb. 4, 16, \1.—Ul. to do, prac-

tise, Lat. agere, freq. in Att. : .'/..-=. At. Ran. 228,

etc. : and then, absol., to act, opp. to. Plat. Rep. 527 A. etc. :', . e. he took our side,

Isae. 52, 5.—IV. seemingly intr., to be

in a certain state or condition, fare so

and so, have such and snch .sticcess, 6. Hdt. 3, 25, ubi

y. Valck., cf 4, 77, Thuc. 7, 24 ; so,, Hdt. 7, 18 : esp., or-, to fare, come off well or

ill, first in Pind. P. 2, 134, Hdt. 1,24,

42, etc. ; so,<7. ., Hdt. 6, 94
;., Aesch Pr. 979 { -, ;

Plat. Ale. 1.116 ); ..
Soph. Ant. 701

;, . Plut.

629 ; . - , Hdt. 5,

30 ; ., etc.,

Arr. : — but here too the word ie

strictly transit., and the phrase is el-

lipt. ; for it is in full {), to bring one's affairs to a good
issue ; and Xen. actually says,, ,, to prosper zs a statesman,
etc., Mem. 1, 6, 8 ; 3, 9, 8 ; so also,

.,. Plut. 341 ;

., Thuc 7, 71 ;. .,
., Xen. Cyr. 8, 4, 6, An.

6, 2, 8 :—but in these phrases the
success or failure is always consid-

ered as the result of our own good or
bad conduct, while in' and

it depends wholly on chance
and the like, lb, 3, 9, 14 ; the pf 2

is very freq. in this signf.,

Seidl. Eur. Tro. 625, (604) :—cf. -.—2. but and -
were also used in a pecul. signf,

to deal well or ill, oft. c. dat. pers., to

behave well or ill toivards one : but,

, to effect or procure

good or evil for another. Soph. Aj.

446, cf Herm. Vig. n. 196 ; so too,, e. g. -, effect another's safety, look to

it.—3. euphem. for to have commerce or

sexual intercourse, Theocv. 2, 143, in

pass., cf.—V. c. dupl. ace.

pers. et rei, , to do

something to one, like,, etc., Isocr. 251 .—2. but
freq. c. dupl. ace. in another sense,. to erart

money from one, first in Hdt. 3, 58
;, he makes me pay

up the interest, Batr. 186; .. Pind. . 3, 12, cf P. 9, 180 :, Aesch. Cho. 309; and
then very freq. in Att., esp. of state-

officers, who collected the taxes (cf

II, VI,,) ; also, . ,
to obtain or demand from another, Hdt.

1,106, cf DukerThuc.8, 5: metaph.,, to exact punishment

for a murder, to take vengeance for it,

and so avenge, punish, Aesch. Eum.
624 : , to

demand from one as the price for a

thing, Luc. : also in pass.,-, called on to pay up the
tribute, Thuc. 8, 5 ;, Lys. 116, 5, cf Plat. Legg.
921 C :—mid., -,,, to exact money,
etc., fir one's sfZ/", first in Pind. O. iO

(11), 36, Hdt. 2, 126, and freq. in Att.

writers, cf Blomf Aesch. Pers. 4S2;

also, or, Thuc. 8, 5, 37 ;, Lys. 17, 3 : freq. with a bad
sense attached, to extort money.—VI.
c. ace. pers., , to make
an end of him, prob. only in Aesch.
Cho. 440 : in part, pf pass,-, undone, utterly rtiined, like Lrat.

confectus {or perditus, lb. 131 (ubinunc). [ by nature m-, as the Ion. shows, Buttm.
Lexil. in voc. tin.], ,{)=-., , ,{) to be

sold, for sale, Lat. venalts, Plat. Legg.
849 U., Ion.,, 6, (-) a seller, dealer, PlaL Legg.
915 D, Isae. 10, 24., , . Ion. -, a
place for selling, a market., Hdt. 7, 23

;

neut. from, a, ov, Ion.-, (•) of orfor sale., ov, ,=, Isae. ap.
Poll. 7, 8. [a], ov, 6, =. Tare
word.\1, , Pratinas, Paus. 2,

13, 6., ,, verb. .'}^=^.
Soph. ?

Ilparor, a, ov. Dor. for,
like for, freq. in Theocr.
—Strictly contr. fiom Dor. superl.-, , , fem. from., Att. for., Ion. -, , ,(,) softly-snuling^ Allth.
P. 9, 229; 10, 4. [], , [,) of
gentle mind, LXX, []., ,{, .) of
gentle words, Synes. [fi]., ov, 6, Praylus, a phi-
losopher of Troas, Diog. L., , {,) of
gentle spirit. Adv. -. [],, , ,{,)
ofgentle counsel, gracious, kindly, Pind.
O. 6, 71. [i•], Ion.-, ov,{,) of gentle mind, Orph. H. 68, 13,
Anth. P. 7, 592, etc. : in Anth. P. 9,

769, with V. 1.. [], , , ()
softaiing, appeasing, Arist. Rhet. 2,

3, 2., ., fit for appeasing,
Arist. Rhet. 2, 3, 10: from, Ep. and Ion.> [f] :

fut.- : pf. pass,, Ael.
N. A. 4, 16 {). To make soft,

ynild or gentle, to soften, soothe, calm,, Hes. Th. 254 ;-, Hes. Op. 795, . Hom.
Merc. 417 :\' -, Sol. 15, 37t : ?.-, Aesch. Pers. 837; . .-7, Isocr. 50 ;., Eur.
Phrix. 6, 3 ;. .., to soothe a ra-

ging sore, Soph. Phil. 650 : also in
Plat., and Xen. :—pass., to become soft

or gentle, grotv imlder,, Hdt. 2, 25 ; and of pas-
sion, to abate, Id. 2, 121, 4; opp. to. of horses, Xen. Eq. 9, 10,
cf Arist. Rhet. 2, 3.^, , , gentleness, Phi-
lo •. \] and, , to he gentie, Philo :

[] from, ,(^) of
gentle temper.

IlpaiV, Ion. -, , ; v. sub.
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^,, oi, the Prausi, a Cel-
tic people, Strab. p. 187.,, , Ion.•,(,) tvith tamed neck,-, Anth. P. 9, 290.,, ,() softness,

mildness, whether physical or moral,
LXX : opp. to,.
[], , {,)
gentle of mood, Plut. 2, 493 D.,,,
i), Cret. for, -, --

; of. sq., Dor. and Aeol. form of, Battm. Lesil. s. v.-
V.

n.of//rtaf(j,=sq., Hesych., f. -',() to3
lip, root up, Lat. excodicare., ov, , dim. from-
vov.', adv., from the stump,

i. e. utterly, cf. : from, ov, TO, the bottom of the

trunk of a tree, the stamp ;
generally,

the stem, trunk, Lat. codex, caudex,

truncus, H. Horn. Merc. 238, Ar. Lys.

267, Xen. Oec. 19, 13, etc.— II. the

root or bottom of any thmg,, Pind. Fr. 58 ; metaph.,-
vov . At. .
321 ; ., Q. Sm. 14, 197. (No
doubt akin to.), o,= foreg., dub., , (, )
like a trunk, Theophr.\, ov, , Prepesinthus,

a small island in the Aegean, Strab.

p. 485.

ilp,, 6, Prepis, an Athe-
nian, derided for his efleminacy by
Ar. Ach. 843.,, , part, from-, q. v., adv. part, from,
in fit manner, fitly, meetly, Aescn. Ag.

687 : beseemingly, gracefully, Pind. O.

3, 16 :—c. dat.,) rg

., Plat. Legg. 699 D., , , () distin-

flushed, eminent, honourable, Aesch.
Jum. 914, Ar. Lys. 1298.' : the pres. and impf. were

chiefly in use : but a fut.- oc-

curs Aesch. Eum. 995, and Plat.

;

and aor.^ Aesch. Fr. 393, Plat.

Charm. 158 C. To strike the senses,

e. g. to catch the eye, be clearly seeyi or

heard, etc., be conspicuous among a

number,., 11. 12, 104
;
', Od. 8, 172, Hes. Th.

92 : to be distinguished in or 6^ a thihg,

Tivi, Od. 18, 2; cf Aesch. Ag. 241,

Cho. 12 :—always of impressions on
the senses ; as,—2. on the eye, to be

clearly seen, appear, Horn., and freq.

in Aesch., as Theb. 390, Ag. 389:, H.Cer.
214.—3. on the ear, , the

cry sounds loud and clear, Pind. N. 3,

119, Aesch. Ag. 321.—4. on the smell,

to be strong, or rank, lb. 1311 : and so
—5. generally, to be plain or manifest,, Pind. P. 10,

106.—II. to be like, . , to

be like one in form, Pmd. P. 2, 70:
also c. inf , , his running
is like Persian to behold, i. e. one may
see it is Persian, Aesch. Pers. 247,

cf. Supp. 719 ; also c. et inf,-. Soph. El.

664 ; , Eur.
Supp. 1056:—for the inf. we some-
times have a partic, Schaf. Dion.
Comp. p. 212.—III. to become, beseem,

suit, c. dat. pers.,
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, Pind. I. 5 (4), 20 ;, Aesch. Ag.
941. cf Plat. Polit. 288 C, Charm.
158 C :—oft. in part., -. Id. Rep. 4G0 A, etc. ; cf. — 2. most freq. impers., like Lat. decct, it is fitting, it

beseems, suits, becomes, from Hdt.
downwds., both of outward circum-
stances and moral fitness, c. dat.

pers. et inf,, Theogn. 235 ; ov, Pind. . 4, 261 ;. Id. Fr. 80 ; cf
Aesch. Ag. 483, 941, Eur. Hipp. 115 :

c. ace. pers. et inf, -, Pind. . 2, 83 ; cf
Aesch. Supp. 203, Soph. Tr. 728 :—
c. inf only, , Pind.
. 7, 121, cf Aesch. Ag. 036, etc. :—
when the ace. alone follows it, this

depends on an inf omitted, as,-,.[^]•, Hdt. 4, 139, cf 8, 08, 1 ; so,-[]-, Aesch. Supp. 195 ; cf Plat. Prot.
312 , etc. : very rarely c. gen. pers.,',
this were well worthy of my evil ge-

nius. Soph. Aj. 534 : but ace. to

Thom. M. p. 734, it is never so with, but only with ,
so that the gen. depends on the sub-

stantive force of the part.— 3. part,

neut. TO,, that which is

seemly, fitness, propriety, Lat. decorum,

Cic. Ofiic. 1, 17.—Buttm. Lexil. s. v., q. v., refers to the
root,, ace. to the orig.

signf) Hence, ,{,) fit,

becoming, suitable, proper, like part.,, ov, Ar. Plut. 793, Plat.

Ale. 1, 135 B, Xen., etc.,, , a kind of sea-fish,

Opp. H. 1, 140, Ael., , , pecul. old Ep. fern,

of, the august, honoured ; in

II., always as epilh. of a goddess,-, 5, 721, etc. (cf,);". 19, 91 ;

in Od., of a mortal, -
voio, 3, 452 : never in sense
of aged. Cf,., , ,() age,

eldership, , by the right

of the elder, Aesch. Pers. 4 : and hence,
—2. rank, dignity, respect. Plat. Kep.
509 B.— II. an cjnhassy, embassage, Ar.

Lys. 570, Plat., etc.—2. thebody of am-
bassadors, as we say, the Embassy,
Thuc. 1, 72, Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 2, Aes-
chin. 29, 30, etc. (This sense arose
from elders being usu. chosen as am-
bassadors.), Ion. and Ep. -, ov,

TO{) :
—a gift ofhonour, such

as was usu. offered to the elders, 11.

8, 289 : later usu. in plur., privileges,

prerogatives, ,
to give him as a privilege. Plat. Gorg.
524 A ; ,, to take, have as one's right,

Dem. 955, 11 ; 1003, 10 (cf):
c. gen., , the chief share,

sway oi the land, Soph. Fr. 19.—II.

oWao^e itself, LXX. Hence, , to present with a gift

ofhonour

:

—mid. to honour, adore, Lye.
1265., , =, fem. of, , . Horn.
Yen. 32, cf Eur. I. T. 963 ; applied
by way of parody by Ar. Ach. 883, to
a large eel, -.,, ,{)
one sent on an embassy, an ambassador.

Eur. Supp. 173 (cf, etc.)
—an E?ribas8y, Plut. Timol. 9., , an ambassador, only
found in dat. plur., Lye,
V. Lob. Phryn. 69 ; for the pi.-, in Hes. Sc. 215 (usu, wrongly
written), belongs to -

I. 2, Buttm. Ausf Gr. i) 58, s. v., , dub. 1. in Dion. H.
for sq. ; Lob. Phryn. 532.,, ,{) a
being sent on an embassy, embassage,.,, Thuc. 1, 73., , , an ambassa-
dress, Opp. C. 1, 464 : fem. of sq., ov, 6,{) an
ambassador, Thuc. 5, 4, etc. : the plur.

is usu. oi, though ol -
occurs, as in Thuc. 8, 77.

Hence, , , of, belonging
to, fit for an ambassador or embassy,
Pofyb. 9, 32, 4, Diod., etc., f.-{) :

—
intr., to be the elder or eldest, opp. to. Soph. O.C. 374, Plat., etc. : c.

gen. pers., to be older than, be the eldest

of a number, Hdt. 7, 2, ubi v. Valck.
—2. to rank before, take precedence of
Others, c. gen., . -. Plat. Legg. 752 , cf infra:

hence, to rule over, c. gen.,'
.. Soph. Aj. 1389; c. dat., Id. Fr.
256 ; and absol., to be best. Id. Ant.
720.—3. trans., ^/nce as oldestor first,

to put first in rank, Aesch. Eum. 1 :

hence, to pay honour or worship to,, Id. Cho. 488, Soph. Tr. 1065,
Plat., etc. :—pass., to be first or fore-
most, hold the first place, Aesch. Eum,
21 ; , is mo.vi nota-

ble of mischiefs, Id. Cho. 631, cf. Plat.

Legg. 879 : to have the advantage,

have the best of it, Lat. antiquiar esse,

Aesch. Ag. 1300; cf \. fin,

— II. to be an ambassador, treat, nego-

tiate as one, Eur. Heracl. 479, Ar, Ach.
610, and Xen. ; c. ace, . -, to 7^/ peace, Andoc. 26, 21,

etc. :—elsewh. the mid. (aor. -, Thuc. 6, 104 ; 8, 5) is usu.
in the signf, to sejid ambassadors,, Thuc. 1,

92 ; 4, 41, etc. : also to go as ambas-
sador, Id. 5, 39 :

—

Tu -, his yiegotiations, Dem. 347,
16.—III. to set forth, plead,,
Diog. L. prooem. 18, cf, Luc, Pise,

23., f/, Ion. for, but
not in Horn., ov, , Ion. for -, II., ,,=,-, the highest or most ancient

honour, H. Hom. 29, 3.,,=, only in

Lacon. Inscr., , poet, for, age,, according to age, H.
Hom. Merc. 431, Plat. Legg. 855 D.
—II. an aged woman, Aesop., , ov, := sq., Nic.

Th. 344., , ov, superl. of-, . Hom. 30, 2, Aesch, Theb.
390,' Soph. Fr. 523, 539., , poet, for,
an object of reverence, much like,
Aesch. Pers. 623, Ag. 855.•1, ov, =-, Orph. . 3, 2., , , seniority of
birth, Hdt. 6, 51, Plut. 2, 636 D., ,{,)
elder, esp. first-born. 11. 11, 249, Seidl

Eur. Tro.' 610 (590) ;
generally, old,

ancient, both of persons and things,



as,., Cratin. Chir. 3. — II., Lacon. for oi-, Lat. senalus, Plut, Lycurg. 6, Id.

2, 789 E.

1.3, and, , old, an old

man, poet, for, (but in this

signf. only in ace. and voc.-,
7rpt/T,Ji', and this almost exclus. poet.)

;

with fern,,, --, and (v. sub voce).

—

The compar., a, ov,

elder, is more freq. from Horn, down-
wards in poetry and prose, though
we also find in posit. =, Aesch. Ag. 184, 205,

530 ; also, , older

than the fit number. Find. Fr. 236

;

7., the wise counsels of age.

Id. P. 2, 122:—so in compar.-, elder, 11. 11, 787, etc. ;-, by a year, Ar. Ran. 18 ; and freq.

iri Att. : superl., , ov,

eldest, II. 4, 59, Pind., etc. ; more de-

finitely irp. /), 11. 6, 24 : (for the

superl. forms,-, v. sub voce.) : — in prose,^ is more usu. for the posit.

—2. the plur. oi, dat.-, occurs in old poets in signf

of aged men, elders, but ahva5'S imply-
ing dignitj', and so chiefs, princes, (cf.

infra III), Aesch. Pefs. 840: irreg.

nom. pi., Hes. Sc. 245, (ef.

sub). The dual,

occurs, Ar. Fr. 495.—3. the superl. is

oft. used in the sense of reverend, hon-

oured, from the respect paid to the
aged and experienced, Aeseh. Theb.
390, Soph. Fr. 523, etc. ; so in prose.

Plat. Legg. 717 :—so the compar.,
of things,'., Plat. Symp.
218 D ;- ()
is just ^= Lat. aliquid (nihil) antiguius

kahere, to dee^l higher, more important,

SO, ra
7j , Hdt. 5, 63 ; so, -73 -, Eur. Incert- 11 ;

'.... Plat. Symp.
218 D ; and so, tv

, Thuc. 4, 61 ; -
CTiKjjv . Plat.

Rep. 548 C : hence, merely of great-

ness, , one
evil greater than another. Soph. O. T.
1365, cf Plat. Legg. 717 D ; cf-

I. 3. — II. an ambassador, in

sing, only in poets, as Aeseh. Supp.
728 ; ', ap. Schol. 11. 4, 394 ;

gen., Ar. Ach. 93 : the prose
sing, is : but for the plur.,

is most usu. even in prose.

—III. at Sparta a political title, an
elder, like, in sing,,
Bockh Inser. 1, p. 610; just like the

A. Saxon Aldermen. [v\ (Doderlein
derives it from,, and so
strictly one that is conspicuous, like

from',
from,.), , dub. 1. for--, , , of or belong-

ing to the, Eccl., ov, , a council,

bodt) of elders{), . .,, ,{) age,

Inscr., , , an old man, Lat.

senex, Eur. Phoen. 847, Ar. Nub. 358
;, Plat,

Rep. 608 C ; ., Aesch. Eum.
914 : — fern,,, an old

woman, lb. 731, 1027, Eur. Hec. 842,
Plat., etc., , Lys.
93, 7 : cf.—II. a long-sighted

person, as the cid are wont to be,

Arist. Probl. 31, 25, 1, opp. to.
[i'] Hence, ,, like an old man,
elderly, Ar. Plut. 270, 787, Plat. Legg.
685 A, etc. Adv. -., , fem. of-, q. v.

^, ov, (,) receiving the aged, Aesch.
Supp. 666.

+,3,, , Preshon, son of

Phrixus, Paus. 9, 34, 8.^, ov, b, son of Pres-

bon, i. e. Clymenus, Orac. ap. Paus.

9, 37, 4.,, , Preugenes, son
of Agenor, Paus. 7, 6, 2.,, , gentleness of tem-

per, graciousness, Eur. Or. 1323 : from, , soft of temper, gentle

of mood, kind, friendly, gracious,,
to one, Aesch. Ag. 840, Eur. Hec. 538;
absol.. Id. Tro. 734 :—also of events,

favourable,., Aesch. Ag. 1647

;

, Eur. Hec. 540. — Adv. -,.,, Aesch. Pers.

220, 224 ;. Id. Eum. 236.—
II. propitiating,, Aesch. Pers. 609,

cf. 685.— Poet. word. (Ace. to some
from and: but really

from,, and, and so

contr. for.),, ,^, Anth. P.

6, 253.^, Ion. for, Theogn.,
and Hdt., Ion. for -,
Hdt., =, He-
sych.,,,^,
Ar. . 1113, Eq. 374.,, ,() burn,

swelling, Jsic. Th. 365., Ion. for, inf.

aor. pass, of., f.- : aor. :
—to

blow up, swell out by blowing,
' , Od. 2, 427

;

so too, d' -, !. 1, 481 ; /. -, Anth. . 13, 27 (hence, ;-,).—2. to blow out, dnve
out by blowing,. he bleio a shower
of blood from his mouth and nostrils,

II. 16, 350 : (hence,, -): cf..—3. to blow into

a flame, fan,. .. Rh.
4. 819.—II. intr.. to blow. Id. 4, 1537.—
Poet. word. (For the signf to burn,

V. sub ; and on the possible

union of these two signfs., to bum and
to blow, V. Buttm. Lexil. s. v. ; cf also

).,, . Ion. for

(q. v.), Horn.,, , name of a kind of
olive, Nic. Al. 87., {) to blow, blow
hard, ?.?., Ar. Nub.
336.—II. trans., to blow up.,, , a kind of tunny-

fish: also written. Plat.

(Com.) Europ. 2, Opp. H. J, 183;
also,,,.^,, , Premnis, a city

in Aethiopia, Strab. p. 820.

np^v, ,=^,., adv., forwards, headlong,

Nonn. : from/, , gen. , contr. :
Ion. for Dor. and Att., Lat.
pronus, bent forward, head-foremost,

headlong, freq. in Hom., usu. with
verbs of falling and lying,,,,, etc.

;

...?. tv-

^ , H. 6, 43, cf. Hes.
Sc. 365 ; -

10, II. 2, 414; .
and ), freq. in Hes.

:

opp. to, II., J 79: and 60,
and when applied to

man signify respectively before and
behind, when to animals, beneath and
above : so in Lat., pronus and supinus,

Schneid. Cur. Poster, ad Arist. H. A.
4, 1, 7, cf. Ath. 447 ; opp. to,
Plut. 2, 680 A: freq. of hills and
heights, steep, abrupt, in the form-, Xen. Hipparch. 8, 6 ; opp. to-

(up-hill). Id. Cyr. 2, 2, 24 ;, Id. An. 1, 5, 8. (On the de-
riv. and kindred words v. , sub
fin.) Hence, f.- and -, to throw
headlong, . /., to level it with
the ground, Euphor. Fr. 16, and Nonn.,
cf ValcL Hdt. 6. 27 :— pass., to faU
headlong,, Anth. P. 7, 532.
Hence, ov, , a throwing head•
long. Or. Sib., , .='.-.̂ , Ion. for, inf. aor.

from, Hom., , , Prexaspes, a
distinguished Persian under Camby-
ses, Hdt. 3, 30, 34 ; etc.— 2. another,
an admiral in the fleet of Xerxes, Id.

7, 97.

?.?., 7,='.7., Anth., , , . and Ion. for, q. v., Hom., and Hdt.^,. , Prexo, fem. pr. n.,

Anth. P. 6, 208 ; etc.,, , Ion. for, sale,

Hdt.,, ,{,)
setting on fire.—II.{) a blow-

ing up, Arelae.,, , {) an in-

flayned or swollen part ; an inflamma-
tion or swelling, Hipp., Ep. and Ion. for,
q. v., Horn., and Hdt., dub., v..,, ,{,-) meteor, flash of lightning;

hence, thunder-storm, Hes. Th. 846 ;-, Hdt. 7, 42, cf Xen. Hell. 1, 3,
1.—II. {) a violent wind, hum-
cane, storm, Ar. Lys. 974 : metaph.,
pair of bellows, Ap. Rh. 4, 777.—2. a
waterspout : generally, any swollen
stream ; and, metaph., a flood of tears,

EuY. Thes. 1.—3., the veins

of the neck when swollen by anger
; perh.

also the arteries.—4. a kind of serpent,

whose bite is poisonous, Diosc., ov,() burning,

flashing., , ,{)={.,
Galen., ,=. q. v.

Hp^r;;!', f/, ,=^, -, a year old: esp., a yearling
lamb; hence. (On the
deriv. and kindred words v. .), , . Ion. for•
ptov, Hdt. 7, 23.^,,,,,, . sub-.,, , jutting rock,fore
land, headland, Hes. Sc. 437, Colulh.
14, 102 :—the forms,,

are equiv. (From,,
akin to, v. sub. .)*., defect, dep., only
found in aor. (for-

is not Att., though the other
tenses are supplied by, q. v.,
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and cf. Lob. Phiyn. 138, Buttm. Ca-
tal. s. V.) ; subj. : opt.-, impcrat. and : int".

: part, : Horn.,
only in Od., and always in 3 sing, in-

die, without augm.. To buy,

Horn., and Att.—Construct., c. dat.

pretii, . , buy
with one's money, Od. 14, 115, 452;
later c. gen.,., to purchase

by his death, Pind. P. (i, 38 ; /.?, aLy'kuv, Xen.
Mem. 2, 5, 2, An. 1, 5, G:—inetaph.,}', to buy at no
price. Soph. Aj. 477 ; c. gen. pretii,

ace. rei, et dat. pers.,

ru, Ar. Ach. 812, cf.

Ran. 1229, Soph. Ant. 1170; but, ., Hdt. 9, 94 ; so, ., Andoc.
28, 20.—On Ar. Ach. 34, 35, v. sub. (Akin to,,.) \]^;, . and , ,
son of Priam, 11. 2, 817 ; etc. [/zt-

in Ep.],, , fem. adj., of or

belonging to Priam, Eur. Or. 1481.^, ov poet, oio, , Priam,
son of" Laoniedon, king of Troy : his

proper name was, but he
was called because redeem-
ed {') by his sister Hesione
from Hercules ace. to .\pollod. 2, 6.

4: Horn, as II. 3, 105, 117 ; etc./, , to shave the head, be-

cause Priam was always represented

on the stage with a bald head.\, ov, , an inhab. of
Priapus, Strab. p. 587., i. -, Ion. -, to

be lewd, Anth. Plan. 237.. ov, h, dim. from Jlpia-, strictly, a little or young Priapus :

hence— II. usu., a post, stake. Hence, , to make like Pria-
pus. Hence, , >, made like

Priapus.,, ,() pri-

apism, lewdness ; like., ov, , Ion., Pri-

apus, the god of gardens and vine-

yards, and generally of agriculture,

whose worship arose at a late period

in Lampsacus and spread over all

Greece : the poets have also a plur.,. like, Mosch. 3, 27.

He is variously described as the son
of Adonis and Venus, or of Mercury
and Chione : he was usu. represented

by a rude wooden terminal figure,

painted red, with a club or garden-
knife ; and with a large generative
organ, as the symbol of the fructify-

ing principle in nature, v. Voss My-
thol. Br. 2, p. 295 :—hence,—II. mem-
brum virile. [-—]

ilpo, Ion., ov, ,
Priapus, a city of Troas, where Pria-

pus was worshipped, Thuc. 8, 107
;

Strab. p. 582., , {,)
like Priapus, lewd.,, b, Prias, one of the
suitors of Hippodamia, Pans. 6, 21 , 11.\.3, ov, , Privemum, a
city of Latium, Strab. p. 237., o'u the Lat. principes,

Polyb. 6, 21, 7, etc., 6, Aeol. for,
Buttm. Ausf Gr. ^ 27 Anm. 20 n., f. -,^, to saw. Plat.

Theag. 124 A, cf. Poll. 7, 114.

'\)7/, , , Priene, a city of the

lonians on the Carian coast, Hdt. 1,

142; 6, 8.7], 6, Ion. for. []
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, 7], V.., Dor., adv. of time :—I.

in independent sentences, hfore, for-

merly, erst, one time, Lat. prtu.i, oi pa.st

time generally ; oft. in Horn, (who
uses just in the same way), 11.

2, 112, 314, Od. 5, 334, etc.; then
freq. in Hes., Trag., etc. :

also is freq. : =^,
not before, 11. 24, 781, etc.—2. for

we oft. have, like, 11.

6, 125, Od. 3, 265, etc., Hdt. 1, 129
;, . 5, 54 :—many write

divisim, as Wolf in his earlier

edd. of Horn., but differs from
TO (v. infra 5).—3. ere that, first,, ere that, even
night would be gone, Od. 11, 330;. Od. 14,

155. — 4. the notion of past time is

strengthd. by , once mi a
time, Od. 6, 4 ; and
, opposed, Od. 15, 226 ; and still

more,', long ago, II. 9, 250,

Od. 2, 167. — 5. in Att. oft. inserted
ellipt. between the art. and its subst.,

(sc. '), ancient

Aegeus, Soph. . C. 69 ; ru -, the giants of old lime, Aesch.
Pr. 151 ; and freq., ?/ ,, etc. : — hence it appears
that and differ, for in

the art. belongs immediately
to the adv., in to the follow-

ing subst. — II. still oftener,

serves as a relative adv., before that...,

before..., Lat. priusquam, very freq. in

Hom., who in this signf also uses
, as also Hes., and Hdt. :— 1.

with the indicat. pres., and (more
usu.) fut., II. 1, 29, , Od. 1.%

336, Hes. Op. 736; with indic. aor.,

H. Ap. 357 ; but ' , with
indic. aor., vp to the time when..., Od.
13, 322 ; so, ' , with in-

dic. aor., 11. 12, 437, Od. 4, 180; and
with indic. impf., It. 9, 588 : — gen-
erally, with indic, answers
to Lat. donee tandem, Elmsl. Med.
1142.—2. with subj. aor., 11. 24, 551,

Od. 10, 175; so, , U. 18, 135,

Od. 17, 9 : and ' ' iiv, Od. 2,

374 : in Att., this mood was regul.

only put after , Heind. Plat.

Phaedo 62 C, as also in Hdt. 3, 100

;

4, 196
;
yet uv is oft. omitted by Trag.,

Pors. Med. 222, Elmsl. lb. (215), and
even in early Att. prose, ace. to

Stallb. Plat. Phaed. 1. c. : — further,
y' av is as common in Att. as

, Elmsl. Ach. 176. Strictly,, was foil, by the conj.,

only when the forog. clause is negat.

or prohibitory, Elmsl. and Herm.
Med. 215.-3.' with optat. aor., if the
foreg. clause contains a negat., not

before..., not untd..., II. 21, 580; so,, Od. 3, 117; , Hes.
Sc. 17, where also goes before

in the negat. protasis ; also, '
, II. 9, 488.—4. most freq. with

inf aor., and if there be a new sub-

ject, c. ace. et inf ; very oft. in Horn.,

Hdt., etc. ; , II. 3, 430, Od. 23,

138, etc. ; and , Hdt. 1, 140

:

less freq. with inf. pres. or pf — A
distinction in the signfs. of with
these three tenses is attempted by
Elmsl. Med. 78, and still more nicely
by Herm. ad 1. — 5. for we
also find y' ij, as,,

'., not un-
til..., II. 22, 266, cf. 5, 288, where
however is pleonast., as has
of itself a compar. force, esp. after a
negat.

;
yet this pleonasm is so freq.

in Hdt., and Att., that was

oft. written as one word, like

Lat. priusquam : it Was also construct-
ed like, with subjun( t. (Hdt. 1,

19; 5, 1.33, etc.); or with inf. aor.

(Hdt. 2, 2, etc.) : — yet seems
to have come into Att. ai'ter Aristoph.
and Thuc, v. Elmsl. Med. 179.—For
a fuller account of this construct.,
Jelf Gr. Gr. ^ 848.—G. (sc.

y, DiOif). before it be time, before tho
time, Od. 15, 394 : very rarely c. gen.,

as in Pind. P. 4, 76, , doubt-
less by analogy of.— III.

very oft. stands both in the antec.

and relat. clause, as in Horn. esp.

when the antec. clause is negat., but
also without this, as7. ,' tTUpiU'f, who could first taste

the food, before..., Od. 10, 384; here
the former is a simple adv., and
may of course always be omitted :

—

so also, ..., ..., II. 1, 97,

Od. 4, 254 ; ..., -.., II. 9,

403 ; ..., ..., II. 15, 72
;

..., ' ..., II. 5, 288 ; -
..., ..., II. 5, 218;
..., ..., Od. 2, 127 ; ...,

..., Od. 23, 137: cf. Ruhiik.
. Cer. 333 ; most seldom ...,
..., where the relative clause is

put first, II. 21, 100 ; also...,
..., Hdt. 1, 140 ; 7, , 2. (On

the family of words connected with, V. sub fin.)[ properly,

as in II. 2, 344, 354, etc. : but even
Hom. has, and that not only in

the arsis, as II. 17, 5, Od. 4, 254 ; but
also in the thesis, as 11. 6, 81 ; 9, 403,
Od. 4, 668; 13, 113, etc.: this Ep.
lengthening of was seldom, if

ever, followed by Att. poets ; at least

in such passages the readings vary,

and alterations are usu. very easv, v.

Elmsl. Ar. Ach. 176, Br. Ar. Eccl.

857, Blomf. Aesch. Pr. 795.—u always
in Dor. .}/, V. . 5., Ion. , , Priae-
tades, a Spartan, Hdt. 5, 41.

Jlplv, ov, TO, dim. from,
Ar. Av. 615. [j;t], , ov, made from the ilex

(^), Lat. iligiieus, Hes. Op. 427 :

metaph., oaken, i. e. tough, sturdy, Ar.
Ach. 180; cf.^., ;/. the holm or ever-green

oak, Lat. ilex, Hes. Op. 434 (where
though in many MSS. and edd. is

short, the true reading ,
for , has been restored
by Shiifer, etc.),. Ran. 858, Theocr.
5, 95. — II. an ilex with prickly leaves,

ilex aquifolium, Arat. 1122. — III. the

scarlet-oak, which bears the kermes-
berry, whence the scarlet-dye -, (still called in Greece)

:

hence, , the colour scar-

let, Simon. 20 Schneidew.^, ov, 6, Prinus, a place in

Arcadia, Paus. 8, G, 4., , {,) like

the, tough as oak, Ar. Vesp.

383, cf.. — II. abounding in

holm oaks.,, , an ilex-grove.

iIlp?.a, , Priolas. son of Das-
cylus of Bithynia, Ap. Rh. 2, 780.

Tlpioviov, ov, TO, dim. from,
a small saw.,, , a plant, betonica,

also, Alex. Trail., ,{,) like

a sau; Diosc Adv. -., ,{) to make like a
saw. make jagged., ,=, Mel.
Ill, 3, [with t, cf..}



, , ,() made
like a saw, jagged,, Ar. Fr. 139:' ., the suture

o/the scull, which isot serrated form,

Arist. H. A. 3, 7, 2: ., ser-

pents with jagged crests ox hacks, Phi-

lostr. Vit. Apallon. 2, 5, (where Jac.

Pdilostr. Imag. p. 263, writes it-, as if a coinpd. of,-) : —, warlike engine.

Math. Vett.\, , ,, wine of
Privermiin, Alh. 26 D.,=-, but found only in

part. pf. pass,,^^•. and in derivs.,., , () sawing: in

Hipp, also, the hole made by a cylindri-

calsaw, as in trepanning. Foes. Oecon.
— II. np., a grinding of the

teeth, from anger, Plut. 2, 458 C ; or

as an eifect of some disease, Hipp.

mpLGKa, , -, Prisca, fem. pr. n.,

N. T.', , , Priscilla, fem.

pr. n., N. T.\, ov, 6, the Rom. name
Priscus, Luc.,. , () anything

sawn, saw-dttst, Theophr., cf. Anth. P.

11, 207: hence, rotten wood, Diosc.

—

II. a geometrical prism., ov, ro,dim. from foreg.

[«3
, , .,, ,^-.,, ,{) sawyer:

saw, Aretae. : ,
the incisors, Anth. P. append. 373;
also/.., ,{,)
like a saw, LXX., ov, 6, = :

—the

saw-fish, Arist. H. A. 6, 12, 1 (cf Buttm.
Lexil. s. V. 7) ; unless intend-

ed for the fish ^.,, , a large kind offish,

usu. taken to be a kind of whale, as if

frpyoTig (which some read), spouter

(cf., IV). Leon. Tar. 95,

Opp-, etc. : but ace. to Buttm. (Lexil.

. V. 5)(=. the

saw-ftsh. Hence Lat. pristis, pisfris,

pistrix.—IL a sort of ship of war, prob.

from its shape, Polyb. 17, 1, i, cf 16,

2, 9 ;—the Lat. navis roslrata, cf. Liv,

32, 32 ; 35, 26.—III. m Alh. a kind of

Clip,—for the same reason.,,, verb. adj. from,
eawn, that may be sawn, /., Od.

18, 196 ; 19, 564.

tlTpi^epvov, ov, ,=,
q- V./, imperat. of {*-), Ar. Ach. 35 ; cf. -., imperat. , Ar. Ran.
927 : fut. : aor. pass,-

(v. infra): pf. pass,-.
To saw, Ttp., saw asunder, Thuc.
4, 100 : to sever, cut in pieces, Eur. Hel.

389, in pass. : also,—2. to pierce, esp.

in surgery, to trepan, Hipp. ; cf. -.—II. to grind Or gnash the teeth,

or mayovac. Lat. stri-

dere or frendere dentihus, Hipp. : esp.

with rage, etc., Ar. Ran. 927 : gener-

ally, to bite, .
Soph. Fr. 777 ; and metaph.,, like (cf.

sub ), Opp ; cf infra :

—

hence,—3. pass., to be irritated, pro-

voked,.Tivi, by or at a thing,7/, Anth.. P. 9,77;
cf. Meineke Menand. p. 278.— III. to

seize as with the teeth, gripe, Lat. strin-

gere, -
Tvyuv. Soph. Aj. 10.30, cf. « 1. 3;

hence,.
. like II, to blow, spurt out,

, to snort out one's an-

ger, vent it on one, A p. Rh. 4, 1671

;

cf Buttm. Lexil. s. v. 3.

—

The freq. exchange of and i, in

words like and. etc.,

suggests a connection between ?;-
and as maintained by E. M.,

cf. and : yet. . Rh. 4, 1671, is expl. by
Lob. Aj. 1019, to gnash fury, i. e. show
it by gnashing the teeth : and Buttm.
Lexil. 1. c. grants that it may be so.

—Later there is a freq. collat. form, more rarely, q. v. : but) belongs to. [i], , , (')=-. [],. ,() saiv. Soph.
Tr. 699, etc. : ., opp. to., a toothless saw for

cutting stone, Galen. ; -, a saw of teeth, i. e. a jagged, ser-

rated row, Anth. P. 7, 401 :—m Ar.

Ach. 36, , that saw, that gra-

ting word (with a punning reference

to, buy ! in the lines before).

—

II. a sort of cylindrical saiv, esp. for

trepanning, Hipp.; cf..— Phot.,

Lex. s. v., writes it oxyt., to dis-

tinguish the subst. from the part,-, cf. Meineke Com. Fr. 2, p. 205. [t,

prob. always in Att., v. Pors. Med. 5 ;

but later poets, as Nic. Th. 52, Leon.

Tar. 28, 2, use I, cf Jac. A. P. in In-

dice.],. . a sawyer, Ar. Vesp.
694 (where' is dual for)
e conj. uind. ; but v. Meineke Coin,
pp. 2, p. 205.,, . Prion, a place near
Carthage, Polyb. 1. 85, 7.— II.,, , a mountain near Ephesus,
Strab. p. 633., , , verb. adj. from, saivn : trepanned.', radio, signf. before, Sanscr.
PRA.h?it. PRO. PRAE.

A. Prep, with Gexit. :— I. of

place, before, in front of, opp. to

c. ace, behind, freq. in Horn., and
Hes., Trpo. / ; also,', -, Hdt. 8, 53, cf. 9,

52 : also in some measure opp. to iv,

esp. in phrases , ,•, in front of, i. e. outside

the house, Pind. : of a leader, or mes-
senger sent forward, ', II.

10, 286, etc. ; (v. sub
I. 3).—2. before, in front of. for the
purpose of shielding or guarding,-
vai , II. 24, 215: hence,
like, in favour of for,\\, , -, II. 4, 156; 8, 57; so, '^), Lat. pro patria mori, II.

22, 110; and,
Hdt. 7, 134, 172, etc. ; also freq. in

Att., ,-,, etc. ;. Soph. . . 134.

—3. , further on the road,

i. e, forwards, onward, II. 4, 382

:

hence the Att. adj..—II. of

time, before, (opp. to c. ace, af-

ter), in Hom. only once, Od. 15, 524:
much more freq. in Hdt. : just before,

opp. to ?.£••, Thuc. I, 1
:—esp.,

in phrase or ,
sometimes written conjunctim-
roii (where is not to be sup-
plied, being neut.), before ihis, ere

this, Hdt. 1, 122, etc.. Plat. Symp,
172 C ; so, , like, etc., Thuc, in Att. :

—

but, , the one before the
other, II. 10.224.—III. of preference,

before, sooner or rather than,

, to praise sleight

before right, Pind. P. 4, 248 ; -?.,
merely periphr. for the coinpar., Hdt.
I, 02, cf 6, 12, Stallb. Plat. Apol. 28
D; but, /.-, any thing before, rather than their

actual grievance, Hdt. 7, 152; cf.

II. 4, C. 1. 6. d, C.
III. 4 ;' , to

choose one before another : 7.-, to esteem above much,
i. e. very high, Isocr. 110 B, cf Thuc.
6, 10 ; ?.?<, more than others,

Plat. Menex. 249 :—hence—IV. of

exchanging, valuing one against an-
other,/or, in lieu of,7. -. servant/or master :?., to be driven to one land
instead of another, i. e. from one to

another, Aesch. Pr. 682, Ar. Ach.
235 : Trpo, for himself, in his

stead, Hdt. 7, 3.—5. of cause or mo-
tive, Lat. prae, for, out of from,(, for fear, II. 17, 667 : to this

is also referred, -, to fight at his bidding, II. 24,

734 ; 7, there/ore. Soph. El.

495 ; cf. infra E. I.

B. Position : some words may be
put between rrpc and its subst., as in

II. 23, 115, but it is never put after

its case, except after the Ep. gen. in, , II. 8, 561 ;, II. 3, 3 ; , Od. 5, 469.

C. absol. as Adv. :— I. of place,

before, (opp. to, after). It. 13, 799,

800 ; before, in front, 11. 15, 360 ; forth,

forward, ( , II.

19, 118.

—

. of time, before, before

hand, , Od. 1, 37; be-

fore, earlier, Hes. Th. 32, 38.—.
joined with other preps.,, -,,,, it

strengthens the first prep., or adds to

it the notion of forward, forth ; see

these words with their adverb, forms,.
D. IN Compos.— I. of place, be-

fore, forth,forward, onward, away : be-

fore the eyes, in one's presence, as in,, 3/.,-,.—2. before, in de-

fence, as in,-, Valck. Phoen. 1005.—II. time,

before, beforehand, earlier, as in-7,,.—III.

of preference, rather, sooner, as in-,.—IV. strength-

ening, as in.,-, Jac. . P. p. 257.— V. in com
pos. with verbs, seems sometimes
to be quite pleonast., but it usu. in-

volves the notion of on, forth. Herm.
Vig. n. 417.—VI. sometimes it mere-
ly strengthens, , Aesch.
Pers. 986;, Ar. Eq. 1155;
cf. Lob. Phryn. 47, Dind. Soph. Aj.

1124.

E. Etvmol. Remarks. is a
root, whence, by change of the vow-
el, spring many branches ; all hav-
ing the common notion of before, in

regard sometimes to space, som.e-

times to time.— I. immediately from
come and rrpot ; from,,. and (by length-

ening the radic. vowel),,,, etc., contr. ,,,,,-,. Dor.,,. Ion. , /, also, ;—which forms
almost always refer to being before in

point of time, sometimes in point of

number or degree : this precedency
of degree, or preference of one thing

to another, is rendered by Lat. prae,
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which likewise includes the notion
of cause or motive, Lat. prae gaudio,

prac timore. for joy, for fear.— II. the
notion of before in point of ])lace or
space is found immediately m -, and then passing through Dor.

iTpoTL,,, into, is mul-
tiplied in numerous conipds.—The
change of into a and ;/ gives,,,,, over and
away, i. e. forward, hence the kindred
nouns,,,-,,, a foreAand, head-

land, jutting rock, also ;-, the front of a ship : also the adj.,',, Lat.pro-

nus, leaning forward ; and then ap-

plied metaph. to the mind,,,, inclined, ,. propensus,

and so gentle, mild.—As, fore-

man, certainly comes from it, prob. so

does.— 111. by change of

into t, we have a new series of words
connected with time,. Dor.,
hence Lat. PRIS in pridie, pridem,
priscus,, pristinus, prius, prior,

priimus (i. e. primus), princeps : though
time appears more strongly in,, while returns

to space.—This view is confined to

the immediate derivs., and might be
extended almost indefinitely., , , a previous an-

nouncement ; dub.7(, f. -, {,-) to declare beforehand, forewarn, C.

inf., Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 34 :,
Polyb. 3, 20, 8. Hence,, , a forewarn-

ing, Joseph., ov,{,) an-

nouncing beforehand : a harbinger, her-

ald, Musae. 164, Coluth. 60, Plut. 2,

127 D., , ,(-) a forewarning, early intimation,-, T^ViC. 1, 137., , , able to fore-

tell, Eccl., to tie with an-
before an operation, Galen.\\, , previous purifica-

tion : from, to purify by abstinence,

etc. : also intr., Eccl., f. -, to buy before-

hand, forestall.. , to be-
or aedile first, Dio C. 53, 33., , , a previous pur-

chase, dab., ov, 6, one who buys

beforehand, aforestaller.,, , that which

is foretold, a prophecy, A pp.,, , a foretelling,

Hipp., Arist. Poet. 15, 10., verb, adj., one must
foretell .• and, , , of, belong-

ing to foretelling, prophesying : -
(sc. ), the art of divination, Ar-
temid. 1, 66? from, f.-,(,))
to tell beforehand, , Thuc. 1 , 68 ; 2,

13; c. inf., to tell beforehand that...,

Hdt. 1, 74.—2. to foretell, prophesy,

Xen. Symp. 4, 5 : hence—3. to fore-

warn,, Hdt. 1, 153.—II. to pub-

lish or proclaim publicly , , Hdt.

3, 142, etc. ;, Thuc. 1, 131,

etc. ; esp. of a herald, to proclaim, like", Valck. Hdt. 3, 61, 62;
also, to have a thing proclaimed by her-

ald, Hdt. 1, 22 ; . /,
Hdt. 9, 98

;
(though was

properly the word for heralds, -poa-
for magistrates, Xen. An. 2,
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2, 20) : hence, to issue a general order,

c. inf , Hdt. 1, 125 ; .. Plat. Rep. 426 C, cf. An-
tipho 6, 34 : , Xen.
Mem. 1, 2, 35 ;—the fut. mid. in pass.

signf.. Id. Hipparch. 2, 7.

npoiiyoptu, v. sub., , () a leader., , . -, to be

sleepless or watch before., f- : rare pf. act.-, Dem. 346, 24 ; 772, 5(,) ;

to lead before : to lead on, onward,, Hdt. 3, 148 ; also like-, to escort, Id. 8, 132.—2.

., to bring out, shed a tear, Eur.

I. A. 1550.—3. to bring forward,, . Plat. Legg.
960 A, Polit. 262 C -.—to bring on in

age, 6, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 4, 4.—4. to carry forward a

wall, Dem. 1279, 13.—5. to lead on to

a thing, induce, persuade, usu. c. acc.

et inf., Hdt. 9, 90, Thuc. 3, 45, Plat.

Legg. 666 C ; also , as,, Theogn. 386 ;. Plat. Tim. 22 A ; -, , Xen. ;, Arist. Rhet. 1, 1, 5 :

—so in mid., -, they brought them to such a

pitch, Hdt. 7, 50, 2 ; ?-, to move one to laugh-

ter. Id. 2, 121, 4 ; , Ly-
curg. 152, 12; and freq. m Att. (cf.,) : but,—5. also in mid.,

with pf. pass., , has

had his son educated, Dem. 1264, 3.

—

6. to bring to, present, .—
II. seemingly intr. (sub. ), to

go before, go onwards, proceed. Plat.

Phaedr. 227 C, Phaed. 90 B, etc.;

so, Schweigh. proposes in Hdt. 9, 92,

TO for.—111.

pass., like the intr. usage, to advance,

increase, Dem. 426, 7.,, , a leading before

:

a bringingforward.— II. esp. the conduct

of a, pandering, procuring,

Plat. Theaet. 150 A, Xen. Symp. 4,

61 : this trade was criminal at Athens,
Aeschin. 3, 7, v. Att. Process, p. 332,
and Diet. Antiqq. : from, of a or

pander, to lead on to prostitution, pros-

titute,, Aeschin. 3, 9 : hence me-
taphor., jrp. , Ar.

Nub. 980 ; and jestingly, ., Xen. Symp. 4, 62., , , () lead-

ing on, promotion, Polyb. 6, 8, 4 ; 15,

37, 5, etc.— II. /, a

friend not for one's own sake, but for

base lucre, v. 1. for-, Dem.
C78, 19., , , rarer form for, Plut., , ,()
fit for leading on or furthering.—II.

pandering, bawdy., , dub. 1. for-., ,() leading

on :—as subst., a pander, pimp, pro-

curer, Ar. Ran. 1079, Thesni. 341,

Xen. Symp. 4, 64.,, , (,)
preliminary contest, prelude, name of a

play of Aristoph. (FraHinm. 74-82), v.

Bergk ap. Meinek. Com. Fr. 2, p.

1137, Plat. Legg. 796 D, Aeschin. 63,

14 ; , Dem. 611,
8.— II. prejudication, the Lat. prneju-

dicitim.( is the accent adopt-

ed by Steph. Thes., Wolf, etc. : but

by Arcad. p. 10, 20, v. Lob.
Paral. 201.)

, f. -, (,) dep. mid. : to fight before,, irom the cotitests

you have before had, Thuc. 4, 126 :

—

as pass., oi ,
Plut. Aristid. 12.— II. to fightfor or in

defence o/" another, lb. 14, Flamin. 11.

Hence\, verb, adj., one must
fight before, e. g. make a prelude to a
battle. Plat. Legg. 796 D : and,, , a previous
contest, A[)p., ov, 6,(-) one who fights before or fightsfor
another, a champion,.,
Plut. Lysand. 26.\\, , f. -^, (, -) to wrong another first .-—pass., to

be wronged before or first, Aeschin. 72,
37., (,) to sing before

one, to sing before, Aeschin. 50, 5., , f. -/, (, -) to reject as spurious before or soon-

er than another. Wolf Proleg. p. cclxxi,
sq.,=., f. -, foresee : to see

before one's self., to gather or collect be-

fore., dep. c. fut. mid.--
; but aor. pass,, as

well as aor. mid. : 3 pi. pf. pass,->) (Ion. for -), Hdt. 1, 61 :

(.). To owe one
or thanks for a thing, c. dat. pers. et
acc. rei, Wess. Hdt. 1, 61 ; 3, 140, cf..—II. to be ashatned be-

fore another, c. gen. pers., like-., f.-, {, -) dep. mid., to torture before, Jo-
seph.

tHpoatvof, 01», 6, Proaenug, a nava]
commander of the Corinthians, Xen.
Hell. 4, 8, II., , ,() a
choosing one thing before another, prefer-

ence, choice, will, purpose, v. Arist. Eth.
N. 3, 5, 4 : -/, wrongs by malice prepense,

Lycurg. 169, 4 ; . Lat.
ex instiluto, Dem. 1097, 22 : /; . -, the purjyose, scope of a thing, as.. , Iii. 662, 17 : the

purpose, character of a person,-. Id. 331, 24 ; and so, tj .•-. Id. 1478, 28.—2. esp.,.,
a purpose or plan of life. Id. 666, 21 ;

and, absol., a pursuit, Plat. Parmen.
143 C, Dem. 1475, 4.-3..-, a mode of government, such as an
oligarchy, Dem. 168, 19; but also, a
department of government, as home-
afliairs, Id. 245, 5 ; and also, a plan oi

government, policy. Id. 292, 1 6, cf. 257,
7.— II. a parly, esp. political, .. Id. 132, 18, cf. 323, 8:

also, a sect or school, Plut. 2, 1137 A,
Luc, etc.—III. good-will to a person,

friendliness, Lat. voluntas. Hence, verb. adj. from -, one must choose, prefer, fXe-
nophan. 1, 16t ; Plat. Rep. 535 A, and
Xen., ,, of, belonging to

choice, preference, will : choosing, pre-

ferring,, Def. Plat. 411 :

7., the will, Plut. Cor. 32., , ,() cho-

sen before others, preferred, chosen,pur-
posed, Arist. Eth. N. 3,3, 17.. , f. - : aor.-
(.) :

—

to take before, bring

forward or forth, produce publicly, Ar.

"Thesm. 419, Thuc, 8, 90.— II. usu. in



mid. (with aor. pass.), to take or choose '

before or suoner than another, prefer

one thing to another, ri ', Plat.*

Lach. i9Q D ; . Plat.

Phaedr, 245 ; tl , Xen.
Cyr. 5, 2, 12 ; also, . -. Plat. Polit. 292 ; foil, by-

.., Xen. Mem. 2, 1,2, etc.—2.

c. ace. (only), to prefer, Plat. Legg.
1. c. ; also c. inf.. Id. Demod. 381 A,
Arist. Pol. 5, 11, 30.—3. to purpose or

intend a thing, Eur. Incert. : to under-

take, Lycurg. 148, 23, Dam., etc. ; opp.

to , Arist. Eth. N. 10, 1, 1.

Ilpoaipu, (,) set out or
depart before, Plut. 2, 211 D., f.-,(,) dep. mid., to perceive,

learn or observe beforehand, Thuc. 3,

38 ; 5, 58, Xen. Hence,, i], a presentiment,

Plut. 2, 127D, ubi V. Wytt._, {,)
dep. mid., to accuse beforehand, N. T., .(,) before

time, from eternity, Eccl., . -, (,)
to ripen before or too soon, to be prema-
ture, Hipp.—II. tobe at the age just be-

fore one's prime., , . -, to sharpen

before or in front., f. -, {,-) to throw a javelin, 0 like a javelin,

beforehand :—pass., to be darted before,

Luc. Tim. 3., f. -, {,)
to hear beforehand, , Hdt. 2, 5 ; 5,

86, etc. ;, Polyb. 10, 5, 5 ;, Dem. 604, 7 ; also

.., Hdt. 8, 79., f.-,{,-) to skirmish with missile.<! before

the battle., , ,{) lead-

ing before or forward, furthering

.

—II.

intr., going before., , f.-, (,)
to feel pain beforehand, Hipp.(«', f. -, {,)
to anoint, besmear beforehand, Diph.
Siphn. ap. Ath. 90 A, in mid.-,,{,) spring-

ingforward, i. e. over-hanging, abrupt,, II. 21,262; ., water
falling sheer down, Ap. Rh. 3, 73 ;

—

like.—II. metaph., inclined

for a thing, ready, and so hasty, hur-

ried, Strab. ; esp. in speaking. Iambi.

:

Lat. promts, proclwis, declivis.—The
adv. is censured by Phryn.
245, Thom. M. 744., f. -,^=,
Joseph., pass.,with fut. mid.-, aor. 2 and pf. of act. form-.- :—to be convicted be-

forehand, Dem. 595, 17.?, , to change before-

hand., {,).,
spring forward, Q. Sm. 4, 510., -,
{,) to fail, sin before,.
., {,) vcaa.,

to answer previously.— II.^-
tpyov, to claim a thing before it

is due, Plat. Legg. 921 E..,(,) to ward
o^or repel beforehand,, Thuc. 6,

38: absol., to defend one's self, Thuc.
3, 12., f. -, {,) to go up to or mount before,

so as to preoccupy, Xo(4oi',Thuc.

3, 112.?, as mid., {,

) to say or sing by way of
prelude, Ar. Pac. 1267, Isocr. 240 D., f. -, to look up
before, look up., , . -, to exclaim

before, Dem. Phal.,, , an ante-prelude.,{,-) to read before, Joseph.—II. to

read aloud to one, SO that he may
learn, Plut. 2, 790 E., to announce before., f. -, to write down
before or first, App. [a], f.-, to exercise

before,, , . . 61,

14., . -, {,) to

lead up before :—pass., toput to sea be-

fore, Thuc. 8, 11. [], to look up before., fut.-, to

leap up before., , f. -,{,-) take away before, Isocr. 239 ;, from one, Dem. 398, fin.,,{,)
to use up, to spend before, (1) -, in times past before I was
born, Hdt. 2, 11.,(,) as

pass., to be dedicated before, Joseph., f. -^6), to cause to

be first proclaimed by herald., , f.-,{,-) to stir up and examine before,

Plut. 2, 948 C— II. intr. of boxefs,=, metaph., Arist. Rhet.

13, 14, 11.

, f. -, {,-) to cut off before, Joseph., f. -^, to cry out, ex-

clai?n before., {,) to

inquire into before, Arist. Pol. 4, 14, 7.,,== :

from, {,) to

push back before :—pass., to retire first

or before:—mid.,

, in music, to play a prelude to a

piece, Plut. 2, 161 C, 790 ; cf.

SchSf. Mel. p. 13., {,-) to undertake before, Diod., Ath.
45 E.,{,) to re-

count before, Geop., {,) to

smear on before, Diosc., iut. -, {,) to use up, spend, consume
before, Thuc. 1, 141, Lys. 157, 9, Dem.
1031, 14 :—and in pass., to be spent,

esp. to throw aicay one's life, before,

Thuc. 7, 81. Hence,, , previous ex-

pense, [], f. -, to sing before

or first, LXX., , f. -, to leap

up before., f.-, {,)fall down before, Philo. [(]

, f.-,(,-) to transform, reform before,

Hipparch. ap. Stob. p. 574, 20., {,) to

take breath again before, Plut., inf. aor. of -, to fly up before., f. -, {,-) to spirit away before, Dem. 555,
24., f. -{), to tear

or break open before.

,{,) to agi-

tate beforehand, , Plut. C.
Gracch. 4.,{,)
to disfurnish beforehand, Joseph., , i. -, (,) to look at beforehand, Jo
seph.?, f. -,{,?) to check beforehand, Plut
Pericl. 15., f. -, {, •) to turn back or aside first, .
Diog. L. 10,\^;\., f. -^, to arrange or

dispose beforehand., f. -, to stretch up-

wards, hold tip first or before., {,7.) to

rise before, of stars. Tun. Locr. 97 A., f. -, to, pound
before, Diosc. [i], , to design before-

hand, prefigure., . -, to hold on
high and display beforehand., {,) to

bear, carry up before : in pass., to rush

up before,, Arist. Probl. 10, 54, 5.,,{,)
to declare beforehand, Plut. Pelop. 2.

Hence,,, any thing

announced before : and,, , a previous

annouyicement, proclamation, Vit. Hom.,
Ath. 212 E. Hence, ,, signifying

beforehand., , . -, to go
away before. Hence, , , a former
departure, Thuc. 4, 128.-, f. -, {,-/) to determine beforehand, Jo-
seph., to proclaim before., to stretch outforward
01 first., (,) to draw
up or forward, Plut. 2, 905 C, in pass., . -, {,) to

hold up before, Clem. Al.—II. intr., to

tower, rise up above Others., , f. -, (,)
to bloom or flower before, Theophr.
Hence, , a previous flowering., to fly tip before., {,,)
to start up first, Strattis Incert. 4., , f -, to search

into before., =, Plut. 2,

427 F., {,) to open,

unfold beforehand, Plut. 2, 36 D.«,=8., Xen. Cvr. 4, 5,

22. []', f. -, (,) to

accomplish before, Iambi, [v].(,)
to announce before, Dio C. 38, 13., (,)
to give in, give way, fad too soon, Isocr.

322 A.—II. to renounce before, Joseph., (,) as

mid., to strangle one's self before, Dio
C. 77, 20., (,) to rise

beforehand, depart first, Dio C.7^, f. -, (,-) to wipe off, blot out first, Dio C./, Att. - ; fut.- (, ~?.) :
—to remove

beforehand, . Tivu .— II.

intr. and pass., to depart or die before-

hand, Diod.
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, , . -/, (,) to go forth to meet, be before-

hand with, Thuc. 1, 69 ; 4, 92: to meet
beforehand, Id. 6, 42. Hence', ?/, a being before-

hand with one.), , f. •(,=-, Plut. 2, 783 ., , L-, to threaten

beforehand,., {, , ) to go

away first, Luc. D. Mort. 5, 1.', aor. with no pres. in

\Xse,^T:poaTzayoptv(j, Isoer. 7 C :

pf., Id. 404 D:— n>id.,-, to renounce first, e.g.., f.-,{,) dap. mid., to go away or

depart before, Thuc. 4, 125 ; . )
ipovov (ior. ). Plat.

,egg. 943 D.— II. (sc.

), to die before :
—to die for or

m behalf of, , Valck. Phoen.
1005., {,-) as pass., to be hated beforehand,

Dem. 179, 11.,,
Ion. lor-.,, f. -, to throw

away before., f. •, to soak or

soften Lffure, Galen., to stop up before, [ii], as mid., to taste

before, Joseph., f. -, {,) to prove beforehand, Isocr.

29 B. Hence,, a preliminary proof., , f. -?), to leave

one\s country before., {,)
to give back before.—2. . ,
to finish the inarch or step too soon,

Longin., {,,) as

mid., to undress one's self beforehand,

Clem. A), [], to boil down before-

hand..7/(, f.-,{,) to die before or first, Hdt.

2, 1 ; , Plat. Symp. 208 D:. /, to die be-

fore old age, Antipho 125, 25 : of a
coward, to die beforehand,!, e. before

his real death, . ,
Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 25., , {,-
()) to bewail beforehand, Plut. Pomp.
78., f. -/,{,-) to make to emigrate beforehand, A pp., f. -, to uncover
or disclose before., {.-, {,) to grow tired, and so desist

before the end, c. irif.. Plat. Euihyphr.
HE., {,-•) to risk an engagement first,

DioC., {,) to

shut out or off beforehand, App., , {,-
$) to allot beforehand, Luc. Bis Ace.

I'.i, in pass., f. -, to cut off be-

fc re, Joseph., mid., to strike off

in front or before.\, f. -, {,) to kill beforehand, Luc.
Catapl. 8., -ktivvvu, Phi-
lostr., and Die C.,=foreg.
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), {,) to

enjoy beforehand, Plut. Aemil. 30., f. -ipu, {,-) to leave first, or too soon,,
Arist. Rhet. 1. 31, 5.— II intr., to

fail before or first, Hipp. Oil, Antipho
140, 29 : c. gen., ., to fail be-

fore, i. e. in comparison of,', Plut. 2,

7«9 D, cf. 797 D., f. -, {,-) to shell or peel beforehand,

uiosc., i. -, (,-) to cease first, M. Anton., { , )

destroy first

:

—pass, and mid., to

perish before or first, Antipho 137, 20,

Thuc. 5, 61, Plat., etc. ;, Lys. 193, 3., (, ) to

loosen or release beforehand, Clem. Al., {,-) to dry beforehand, Hipp.,{,) to scrape

off beforehand, Diosc., (. -, {,-) send away, dismiss first,

Thuc. 3, 25., f.-, to fall

off before, [t], to wash offfirst., ov, fallen off before

its time, v. 1. for., , . -, {, -
) start, consider preliminary

doubts and difficulties, Arist. An. Post.

2, 19, 1, metapli. 2, 1, 3:—also as

dep., , Plat.

Tim. 49 ., .-, to fall

off before./^, f. -/;, {, ()-
()) to throw off or away before,

Dio C., , to make incar-

nate before, Eccl., f.-, (,) to extinguish first.—II.

pass., with pf. and aor. 2 intr., to go
out first, M. Anton. 3, 1., f. -, to wipe off be-

fore., , f. -, to strip

off before, Dio C., , to fortify with

palisades before., f. -,(,-) to send away, dispatch before-

hand or in advance, Thuc. 4, 77 :—in

pass., to be sent in advance. Id. 3, 112

:

but, , =z-/ , lb. 5., . -, {, -) slay before, Luc. Hist.

Conscr. 26., Att. -, . -,{) to put away before:—
inid.,<ii take leave of before,, Philo., (. -, {,-) to cut off in front, uio C., {,) to

put down, put aside beforehand :— mid.,.•, to throw out some praise

before beginning to blame, Plut. 2,

856 D., {,) to

lay eggs before, , Arist. . .
5,' 27, 3.

^, . -, {,-) to turn off or a u ay hejurehand

:

—mid. to turn one's self away from a

thing, to leave off doing, c. part.,-, Xen. An. 6, 5,

31., (,) to

declare, beforehand :—in mid., ./, to declare one's opinion,

Plat. Prot. 340 B, cf. Hipp. Mai.
288 D.7], {,) to

deny before, Arist. So])h. Elench.l9, 2., , i. -, {,) depart, 1. e. to die jire-

maturely, Plut. 2, 120 A., f. -, dep.
mid., to kill before.,,.-,{.-) to go away before, Thuc. 4, 90., {,) to water
before, Clem. Al., , f. -/, to count oi

pay before. Hence, , a counting or pay
ing before., , (,) to

breakfast beforehand, Hipp., Diog. L.
2, 139.. ov, {,)
before breakfast, Scylax.

Tipoupov, ov, TO, {, )
large xcooden bowl in which wine was
mixed, Pamphil. ap. Ath. 495 A., , to plough or till

before.,, , a taking away be-

fore : from, f. -, and -, {,) to take away, snatch up hefare
or first. Plat. Gorg. 454 C, Luc. Tox.
6, etc.(), to deposit before-

hand by way of earnest., f -, {, up•) dep. mid., to begin before or
first.— II. act., to govern before,,
Dio C. 47, 21., , f.-, {,)
to train, exercise before, Isocr. 56 A.,, ,{) that

which is sung before, a prelude., {,) to hold
a shield before : to shield, Hdn. 6, 2,

14. Hence,, , one who holds
a shield before, a champion, JSoun.: so,, ot, 6, Dion. H. 3, 14., Ion. -, , , the

space immediately in front of or round
a town, a suburb, Hdt. 1,78; 8, 129
(in Att. form) ; 3, 142 (in lun.) ; opp.
to . Plat.

Legg. 759 A :—also in plur., Hdt. 2,

41 : also house or estate near a town,

Polyb. 4, 78, 11, Luc. Hermot. 24.

Strictly neut. from, ov, {.) lying

before a city : suburban, Plut., ov, ,=,
Pind. Fr. 95, 2, Soph. El. 1432., a, ov, Soph. Fr. G47,
rarer form for., f. -, to secure be•

forehand., , f.-,{,)
to say, declare before or first,

Tivi, Ar. Av. 556, in the rare contr.

inf.\\, , f. -, {, ?.)
play on the flute before, prehide on the

flute, Arist. Ilhet. 3, 14, 1. Hence,, , a prelude on
the flute : a prelude., dep. c. fut. mid., et

aor pass., et mid. : to encamp before a
place, App.

JVpoavAiov, ov, , {,) a
prelude on the flute. Plat. Crat. 417 E,
Arist. Rhet. 3, 14, 1.—IJ. () a
place before a court, vestibule, porch.—
2. , the day before a wed-
ding, as is the day after., .-,{,)
to increase beforehand, Hipp. Hence, , well-grown, Hipp,, v.

Foes. Oecon. : and



, , previous growth,

Hipp., collal. form from -., , f. -,{,-) to take off away before, Diod., f. -', (,-) to make to disappear, destroy before,

Diod., (,) to

dry up or parch before, Phllo., f. -, {,)
to boil away or down before, Diosc., f.- : Ion.,- ; {,), dep.

mid. :

—

to relate or explain before,, Hdt. 3, 138., {,) to send

away before first, Hipp., Dio C., {,)
dep. mid., to arrive first, Thuc. 4, 2., {,)
pass., c. fut. mid., et aor. 2, et pf.

act. :

—

to revolt beforehand, Thuc. 3,

12.

—

. to leave off Or desist before,

Plat. Phaed. 85 C : to depart before,

Alex. Acha. 1, 2., f. -, to foam before,

Diosc. Par. 2, 31.

npo^aojjv. adv.,() as one

adna)ices or goes along, Hes. Op. 727

:

goingon, straightforward, Ar. Ran. 351:

metaph., advancing gradually, Iambi.

["], f. -. {,)
to go before or beforehand, Plut. 2, 707

B., , gen.,{,)
very deep. . Rh. 4, 283 : opp. to., fut.- : pf. -

.• aor 2, inf,
part, : Horn, uses only pf

,

and Ep. part. pres. and,, [,). To
step on, step forward, advance, Od. 15,

555. etc. ;, -, II. 13, 18, 158; (--, they arefar-gone in lieaven, i. e.

it is past midnight, II. 20. 252 ; so,, etc., the night is wear-

ing, Xen. An. 3, 1, 13 :— c. ace. cog-

nate, ., Eur. Ale. 263 :—me-
taph.,, Hdt. 1, 5 ; . ' -, Eur. Or. 749 ;, Aesch. Pr. 247 ; . '. Soph. Ant. 853

;? ; Eur. Hipp.

342, cf. Med. 907, Ale. 785 ; -3 .., it has gone so far

that... Plat. Legg. 839 C ; ., to he far gone in knavery,

Xen. Apol. 30.—2. of time,, as time went on, Hdt.

3, 5, 140 ; so, -, Polyb. 2, 47, 3 .—but of time
also, to be gone by, past, Theogn. 583.

—3. to go before ; hence, to be before,

superior to another,, II. 6, 125
;

Tiv'i, in a thing, II. 15, 24 : hence, -3-, by might and awe he was over,

i. e. ruled, Trachis, not (as some) he

guarded it, Hes. Sc. 355.—4. c. ace.

rei, to overstep, (for), Pind. . 7, 104.—5. to ad-

vance, proceed, succeed, make progress,, the nation

made advances in dominion, extended

its sway, Hdt. 1, 134 ; -, Lat. tantum profecimus.

Plat. Tneaet. 187 A : to creep on, in-

crease, . 7, Aeschin. 25, 30.

—II. in tut., and aor. 1 act., transit.,

to move or putforward, advance,,
Pind. O. 8, 83.—2. but in some phrases

also quasitraiis. in pres., .,

,?. etc., Theogn. 283,
'

Eur. Phoen. 1412, Or. 1470; cf.-
11. 4., , Ion. for-, {, ?) in Eur. Bacch.

411, epith. of Bacchus, /eacZer o/

Bacchanals., ov, , a preparato-

ry bath, Inscr. []^, ov, , Probalinthiis,

an Attic deme belonging to the tribe

Pandionis, Strab. p. 383 : hence-/, a, ov, and/.,
a, ov, of Probalinthus, Probalinthian,

Dem., f. -: aor.-
: pf.- : Hom. has

only aor. act. and mid. without augm.
{./.). To throwox lay before,

throw to, Lat. projicere.' Tl, Od. 5,

331, Hdt. 9, 112 ;?.-, Ar. Plut. 798.—2. to put for-

ward, hence, 7, like, having putforward, i. e.

begun the contest, II. 11, 529.—3.

put forth beyond, . Soph. El.

740.—II. to expose ox give up to another,. Soph. . .
745 ; . Plat. Phaedr. 241 , ubi

V. Stallb. : to throivforward, throwaway,

Soph.Tr.810; ., togiveone's

self up for tost, Lat. speyn abjicere, Hdt.

7, 141 : but also,—2. to put forward,

hazard, venture, .. Eur. Rhes. 183 : hence,

prob.,/', des-

perate policy, Dem. 349, 15, cf Lat.

projecta audacia.•—III. toputforward an
argument, Thuc. 6, 92, in pass. : also

to put foncard as a plea, to allege, Kl'-, Eur. Hec. 825.—2. to propose a

question, task, problem, riddle, etc.

(cf), Ar. Nub. 757, Plat.

Rep. 536 D, Charm. 162 (cf infra B.

V.) ; 6. Plat. Phil. 57 :—so, . -. Id. Soph. 245 .
. mid., to throiv or toss before one's

self,7., II. 1, 458. Od. 3, 447 :

hence, later, to throw away, expose.

Soph. Phil. 1017.-2. to throw, lay be-

fore or first, ?-?,
11. 23, 255.—II. to throw beyond, beat in

throwing, like / ; and
so, generally, to surpass, excel, c. gen.

pers. et dat. rei, , II.

19, 218.—III. to set before one's self,

propose to one's self,, Hes. Op.
777.—IV. to put foru-ard, propose for
election, Lat. designare, Hdt. 1, 98 (and

pass., ibid., to be so proposed), Plat.

Legg. 755 C, sq. : Thuc. has pf pass., in act. signf., they

have proposed, 1, 37: cf supra A. III.

—V. to bring forward Or quote on o?ie's

oivn j)art, in defence,. "/,
Plat. Lach. 201 ; .,
Isae. 63, 13, etc. ; and so, -, one who has brought evidence.

Lex ap. Dem. 1132, 5: to quote as an

example, , Hdt. 4, 46, ubi v.

Wessei.—2. to use as an excuse or pre-

text, Thuc. 2, 87.-71. to hold before

one's self so as to protect, -,
Ar. Ran. 201 ;?. ,
i. e. to advance the shield and lay the

spear in rest,3 -, Xen. An. 1, 2, 17, cf 4. 2, 21,

etc. (v. sub I) : hence, ab-

sol., in pass, to stand on guard, Xen.
Cyr. 2, 3, 10, Dem. 51, 27 :—hence
also,',-
', to shelter one's selfunder it, Dem.
258, 23 ; 293, 20 ; but in pass.,-37., to stand before an-
other, cover or shield him. Id. 560, 2

;

and,?, to have an-

other before one, be covered by hiin,

Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 24.—YII. to denounce,
accuse a person of a thing, ., Dem. 514, 6, cf 571, 16 : and
in pass., to be so accused, Xen. Hell.

1, 7, 39 (on the particular kind of ac-

cusation, cf V.)/• or, , {-
. VI) like, some-

thing held before one by way of guard., f. -, [,-) to dip, baptize before, Clem. Al., f. -, {, -) to try or torture before, Luc.
Tyrannic. 17., heterocl. dat. for-, Hesych./,, {,.) to

rule or govern before, Diod., ,{) strictly,

a stepping forward :—hence, property

in tvalking things (i. e. cattle,),
abundance of cattle, Od. 2, 75, where
it is opp. to : in prose-., ov,.(,-) safeguard against witchcraft,

an amulet or figure hung up by work-
men before their shops. Plut. 2, 681
F, A. B. p. 30, Lob. Phryn. 86:—
also, scarecrou), for which the wooden
images of Priapus were chiefly used.
[.-«], , ,{)
keeping of cattle, esp. sheep, a shep-

herd's life, Plut. Solon 23, Poplic.

1 1.—II. property in cattle, herds of cat

tie orflocks of sheep, like the Homeric, Strab,, Ael. N. A. 4, 32., a, ov,{) of,

belonging to a sheep : . (sc.-
), lands suited for breeding sheep.,,=, name
of a play of Antiphanes., , ( )=. [] Hence, ov, suited for pas-
turage,, Phllo., ov, b,{)
a grazier., , , suited to the

breeding of cattle : - (sc. /),
the art of breeding or keeping cattle,

esp. sheep, Lat. pecuaria, Xen. Oec.
5, 3 : from, { ) to keep

cattle, esp. sheep, Anth. P. 7, 636 :

—

, to be grazed by cattle,

Dion. H. 1, 37.,, ,=,
Hesych. [], , , =,
Strab., , ,{) of,

belonging to cattle, esp. sheep : 7/ .
(sc. ), the sheep-gate, N. T., ov, TO, dim. from-, a little sheep. Ar. Plut. 293,
i299. Plat. Phaedr. 259 A : cf-

fin. [a], ov, 6, {) a
shepherd., ov, gen. ,{,) a good judge of
cattle ; metaph., a good judge of char-

acter. Aesch. Ag. 795., ov, {) skinning

or flaying sheep.?., ov,{,/) a retailer of cattle, Plut.

Pericl. 24., . only used in phir., in Gramm.with heterocl.

dat. for, though
Herm. de Emend. Gr. Gr. p. 308
takes this to be a mere vulgarism ;

—

{).
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Strictly, any thing that walks for-
ward ; and so (among the lonians
and Dorians), of all animals that walk,
opp. to such as fly, creep, swim, etc.;

esp. tame animals, hence, cattle, a

drove ox flock, in plur , II. 14, 124 ; 23,

550, Hes. Op. 556, Hdt. 1, 203 ; -, opp. to, . Merc.
571 :—but USU. of small cattle, esp.

sheep, opp. to horses and oxen, Hdt.
8, 137 ; though in 2, 41, he uses it of
oxen; and in 4, 01, of horses, cf
Find. Ft. 182, 183:—in Att. almost
always sheep, which together with
goats are called by Hdt. 1, 133; 8,

137, : gene-
rally, slaughtered animals, whether for

sacrifices, Lat. victimae, Hdt. C, 56 ;

or for food. Id. 1, 207:—proverb, of

stupid, lazy people, Ar. Nub. ; so,, i. e. a lazy, do-

nothing life, Ar. Plut. 922: also,-, Dein.

782, J5; , Plut.

Cleom. 33, cf Polyb. 5, 35, 13., , ,[,) cattle-dealer, esp., sheep-

dealer, Ar. Eq. 132., ov,() breed-

ing or keeping sheep., ,{,)
like sheep, Simplic.3, , to confirm before,. an isolated poet. pf.

2, as iif of, which how-
ei'er does not occur, to wish rather,

i. e. prefrr one thing to another,, II. I, 113; cf. Anth. P. 9, 445,

Coluth. 199.—On this form, v. Buttm.
Ausf Gr. > 113 Anm. 5., adv. part, pf
pass, from, prcmedita-

tedly, advisedly.

17/,, ,() a

step forivard, a step, Ar. Plut. 759., .-, [] ; dep.

mid. :

—

to obtain by force
,
force through

before, Aeschin. 64, 8.

: f. •, Att.-
[,) :

— lead or bring

forward, to Uad on,. Soph. O. C.

180; ,; to

what a pitch do you niean to carry u s ?

Ar. Av. 1570 ; , Plat.

Frot. 328 : to lead on, induce,

Tivu ., Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 17, v. 1.

Aeschin. 07, 2.— II. to advance, exalt,, Polyb. 9, 10, 4.—2.

intr.,=. Id. 5, 100, 1 ; 10,

44, 1., Ep. part. pres. of-, Horn., , a leading on or for-
ward, advancing. [I], oi), o,= foreg., 1., to eat,

devour before.,, Ep. part. pres.

of, Horn.,, , a former life,

Clem. Al. : from, , .-,(,)
live before : , one's

previous life, Polyb. 11, 2, 9., . -, (,) to shoot or sprout before,

Theophr. Hence,, , a previous

shoot or bud, Theophr., ov, shooting or bud-

ding before, Theophr. C. PI. 5, 1, 6,

Schneid.—II. as subst., a surname of

Bacchus, Lye., , , foreseeing., (,) to fore-

see: to providefor one, N. T., in mid.,, ,(,) :
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—any thing which comes forward, juts

out or projects, ., a jutting

headland. Soph. Aj. 1219: hence, ii?ij/

thing that projects between one and
something else, a hindrance, obstacle,

Hipp., cf Ael. N. A. 2, 13—11. any
thing put forward or held out by way of
guard, a rampart, barrier, fence, skreen,

Hdt. 4, 175 ; 7, 70, cf Plat. Polit.

279 D, sq. ; so Aesch. calls a shield,., Theb. 540 ;-, the brazen ar-

mour of horses, Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 51:—c.

gen. objecti, a defence against a thing,., Aesch. Theb. 070 ; ., Plat. Tim. 74 ; . -, Ar. Vesp. 015 ; but, ., to have fear or shame
as a defence. Soph. Aj. 1076 :

—

.,, Po-
lyb. 2, 66, 1 ; 3, 14, 5.— III.a«y tlimg

putforward as an excuse or screen,, Deni. 1122, 21 ; so, . -, (as we say) to make a
stalking horse of him, Soph. Phil.

1008.—IV. that which is proposed as a
task, a task, business, Lur. El. 985,

ubi V. Seidl. : esp. ,aproblem in geom-
etry. Plat. Rep. 530 B, Theaet. 180
C, sq. (but in the Logic of Arist., a

,
proposition to be discussed, Lat. quaes-
tio. Top. 1, 11, cf 1, 4, 3): —
problem, i. e. a difficulty, Polyb. 28, 11,

9. Hence', , , belonging to

or disposedfor a problem, problematical.

Arist. Somn.', ov, , dim. from?. []/, , , of or
belonging to a :., the faculty of construct-

ing fortifications, Plat. Polit. 280 D

:

from?., ,(
II,*) making arms armour., , (

IV,) like problem, problematical,

Plut. Cat. Min. 25.,, , , without neut.,(?.) strictly, thrown before or

forward : usu., jutting, towering,-,,, II. 2, 396 ; 16,

407 ; 12, 259 ;, Od. 5, 405 ; also, without suhst., forelands,
headlands. Soph. Phil. 936 : but, lb.

1455, , may
be the roar of the waves dashing
against the headlands (Herm. however
reads (v. II. 3),

and others ').1(, , ,()
throwing forth or away./., ov,() thrown

forth or away, Lat. projectus,

., cast to the dogs, Soph. Aj.

817.? : aor., inf

(,) :
— to go or

come before, forth Or out, esp., to go out

of the house, Od. 4, 22, etc.; .,
Od. 21, 239, 385.—Horn, always uses
the pres. and aor. without augm., , f. -, (,)
to shout before or ?. front, to cry or
shout out, 11. 12, 277 : . ,
Soph. Phil. 218., . f. -. Ion. -, (,) to hasten to an-

other's aid or drfince beforehand,, Hdt. 8, 144, where
however Wess. reads
from some MSS., ov, ,^=3, a
spear held out before one, Orac. ap.

Hdt. 7, 148 ; ,
Theocr. 24, 123 (where. may
be an adj., outstretched, couched ; or, it

may be a subst. in appos. with 6•)., 6, a producer, Eccl.,, ,() a put-
ting forth, , Theophr.

—

2. putting forward, esp. of a weapon
lor aelence,, to bring the spears to the

rest, couch them, Xen. An. 6, 5, 25;
so, , to bring
it to the guard, Anth. P. 7, 433 ; cf.

Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 70 :—hence, the

attitude of a soldier with his spear in

rest, Polyb. 2, 05, 11
; . -, the phalanx with its pikes

couched, Id. 18, 13, 1 ; also ?/ -
.. Id. 1, 22, 10 ; also of a pu-

gilist, a lunging out with the fist, The-
ocr. 22, 120: hence,— II. a;i^ thing put
out, a prominence, Hipp. : hence,— 1.

thing so held out for defence, esp., a
spear, like, :

hence a guard, defence, bulwark,, Xen. Mem. 3, 5, 27 ; so of the
eyebrows, Id. Cyn. 5, 26 : c. gen. ob-

jecti, defenceagainst...?.. Soph.
Aj. 1212;, Eur. Or. 1488;. Plat. Tim. 74 ; cf-

II.—2. an elephant's trunk, pro-

boscis, Aretae.—3. a jutting rock, fore-

land. Soph. Phil. 1455. e conj. Herm.

;

V. sub, and cf Dion. P. 1013,

Leon. Al. 25, Polyb. 1, 53, 10.-4. any
thing put forward as a pretence, a pre-

text.—111. a proposing a person's name
for election, Plat. Legg. 705 A ; cf.

. IV.—IV. in Att.,-
or (more commonly)

was a vote of the Ecclesia directing a
public prosecution to be undertaken,
like the Yloman praejudicium, -, Aes-
chin. 47, 26 ; etc. : this was only
done in certain cases, as in that of
Socrates, Xen. Hell. 1, 7, 29 ; and
that, wherein Demosth. made his

speech against Meidias : on its nature
V. Herm. Polit. Ant. § 130, 12, Att.

Process, p. 271 sq., and Diet. Antiqq.,

cf . VII., ov, , dim. from-
II, esp., a boar-spear, \en. Cyn.

10, 1.—2. a cloak, Philostr. Imagg. 1,

2, cf Welcker., ov, ( ) any
thing that is held forward or out .—I. a
jutting rock, foreland, ,
Od. 12,251; ,?. , Dem.
104, fin. ; 795, 14.—II. weapon held

out for defence, esp., a hunting-spear,

Hdt. 7, 76, cf Schweigh. ad 7, 148 :

generally, a defence, bulwark, as-?, of a fortress, Xen.
Cyr. 5, 3, 11, and 23: also of a per-

son, a shielder, guardian, Ar. Nub.
1161.—Cf.,., , , (,)
an elephant's proboscis or trunk, Polyb.

3, 46, 12, etc.— II. in plur., the long

feelers or arms of the cuttle-fish, Arist.

Part. An. 4, 9, 12, H. A. 4, 1, 8., , , (,)
one who drives the herd to pasture, Hdt.
1, 113; not (as usu. expl.) one who
tends the herd in another's place, an un
der-hcrdsman, Buttm. Ausf Gr. § 121

Anm. 9, n. : others write.,, ,(-
7^) preliminary decree : at Athens,
a preliminary ordinance of the senate,

which became a or law
when passed by the Ecclesia, Dem.
703, 17, Aeschin. 71, 22 ; v. Diet. An-
tiqq. p. 168, sq., , , dim
from foreg., Luc. Paras. 42. [a], (,) to



pL•n, contrive before or first, Thuc. 3,

82; so in mid., to debate or consider

first, Ti, Hdt. 1, 133, Xen. Cyr. 4, 3,

17.— 2. of the senate at Athens, to

frame a3' (q. v.), Xen.
Hell. 1, 7, 7, Dem. 607, 3, etc.—3. to

act as, , Arist.

Pol. 4, 15, 11.—II. to have the chief

voice in the senate and in passing de-

crees, Xen. Cyr. 8, 7, 9.—III. rrp. -, to deliberate for one, provide for
his interest, Ar. Eq. 134 ; c. gen.

rei, to providefor a thing, Xen. An. 3,

1, 37 ; -, Thuc. 8, 1, Arist.

Pol. 4, 14, 14.3, 7/, ,{,)fore-

thought : /, by malice pre-

pense, Antipho 112, 10.', ov, ,=^ -, cf. Lob. Phryn. 519./, v..'-,,, in Aesch.
Ag. 398, ", prob.

= , the crafty

daughter of Ate ; formed on the anal-

ogy o{, etc. ; cf. sub-./, oi>, {,) de-

bating beforehand, or for others

:

—
hence oi were— 1. in some
Greek states (prob. aristocratic), a

standing committee to examine measures

before they were formally proposed to

the people, Arist. Pol. 4, 14, 4 ; 6, 8,

17 : such were those of Megara, Ar.

Ach. 755; cf. Aesch. Theb. 1006.—2.

used too of the twelve deputies of the

Ionian states at the Panionium,
Valck. Hdt. 6, 7, Wess. Diod. 15, 49 ;

and so of the deputies appointed by
the western Greeks to consult on the

mode of meeting Xerxes, Hdt. 7, 172.

—3. at Athens, the provisional commit-

tee of ten for legislative purposes, just

before the constitution of the 400, Ar.

Lys. 421, Lysias 126, 10 ; called-
by Thuc. 8, 67, cf. Thirlwall

Hist. Gr. 4, p. 3.', , or, ,
(,) very flat, very shallow,

Strab. : opp. to, v. Lob.
Phryn. 540., f. -, (,) to

soak beforehand, Hipp., Arist. Probl.

22,11,2., b, {,) a for-

mer mortal, Heraclit. ap. Diog. L. 8, 45., f.- {, ):—., like, to push the

wick of a lamp up, to trim it, Ar. Vesp.

249. [], Ion. for ),
Hdt., ov, {,) at or

in front of the altar,, Eur. Ion

376 ; 7a, thefront or space

in front of an altar, Heracl. 80., ,==.—II.

(sc. ), the sacrifice

before a marriage, also and. Poll. 3, 38. [a]

)•«, , f. -, {,)
to marry or lie with beforehand, Strab., a, ov,= sq., cf. Lob.

Phryn. 544., ov, {,) before

marriage, Ael. N. A. 9, 66. [a], ov, {,) marry-

ing or married before,, Tryph.
341.—II. before marriage or a wedding:

oi, title of a comedy of Me-
nander, v. Meineke p. 149., a, ov, (, -) worn in front of the belly : .,
a piece of armour for the belly, Luc.

Salt. 27. Jup. Trag. 41._[i],, , , {, -)fatpaunched, pot-bellied, Meineke
Antiph.., 1, 6, etc.

?., ov, (,)
born before, Nonn., ov, {,) with

prominent chin, long-chinned, Theocr.
3, 9., , ov,{,)
earliest in birth, i. e. oldest, H. Hom.
Cer. 110, Polyb. 6, 54, 1.—II.-, a, ov, compar., earlier in

birth, i. e. older, freq. in Hom. ; also,) ., II. 9, 161 ;, 23, 789 :

—also in Polyb. 9, 2, 2.—The posit.,, of old time, ancient, is re-

stored in Soph. Ant. 938 by Herm.
and Dind. ; cf., , ,=^-, Pempel. ap. Stob. p. 461., , f. -r/, {, -) to beget before, Theophr.•,, , an ancestress

;

a mother. Lye. 183, 200.., b,()
a first ancestor, founder of a line: in

plur., ancestors, forefathers./, , b, = foreg.,

Eur. Hipp. 1380.,, ,() that

which has been tasted beforehand : some-
thing eaten before a regular meal : gen-
erally, a foretaste. Hence, to give a thing to be

tasted beforehand, Arist. de Anima 2,

10, 5.;, ov, b, one who tastes

before, a taster, Plut. 2, 990 A., {,) in mid., to

taste before, Arist. Part. An. 4, 11, 3,

Plut. 2, 49 E.7], f. -, aor. 1- (,) :
—to grow

old before, , Hipp. :

—

togrow
prematurely old, Luc. Rhet. Praec. 10,

cf. Tim. 20., ov, {) prematurely
old., later form-
[] :

—

.- : aor.-
; {,) dep. mid. :

—

to

be, come before OT forwards, -, quickly they slept forward,
came in sight, 11. 18, 525, H. Horn. 6,

7 ; , Hes. Sc. 345.

—II. of time, to be, happen before or

earlier, ', ancestors,

Hdt. 2, 146; 7,3; oi,
the former ones, Polyb. 10, 17, 12: oi.
Plat. Legg. 699 ; ]-, things foregone, things of old time,

Thuc. 1, 20, cf. 1, 1., later- : f.-{,):—to know,
perceive, learn or understand beforehand,

H. Hom. Cer. 258 (in inf aor. -, Ep. for), Eur.
Hipp. 1072, Thuc. 2, 64.— II. to judge
beforehand, ,
judged beforehand to have done wrong,
Dem. 861, 23./, to be of hasty tongue,

be talkative.?.,, , the point of the

tongue.7., ov, {,)
hasty of tongue, talkative, Clem. Al., (,) to rec-

ognize or know before, tl, Arist.

Top. 6, 4, 5.,, ,{)
a perceiving beforehand, Luc. Ale.x. 8,

Plut., etc. : esp, in medicine, a prog-
nosticating, Hipp. ; V. Foes. Oecon.], ov, b, one who knows
beforehand. Hence), , , fit for know-
ing beforehand or foretelling, Plut. 2,

433 A: TO ., a sign of the future,
prognostic, Hipp.

, , , a step-daughter:
fern, from., ., ancestral, Polyb.
3, 64, 2 ; 13, 6, 3, etc. : from, ov, (,, -) earlier born or begotten, hence
older, Od. 9, 221 :

—

oi, fore-
fathers, ancestors, Pind. O. 9, 80, Hdt.
7, 150, and freq. in Att. ; -, Lat. antiquitus. Plat. Theaet.
173 D, (for Soph. Aj. 1197, v. sub-) : rarely in sing.. Plat. Symp.
186 E, Euthyphr. 11 :—also of gods
who are the authors or founders of a
race (cf.), ,
Eur. Or. 1242 ; , Plat.

Euthyd. 302 D., ov, b, , {,) a
child by a former marriage, i. e. o?ie's

step-son or daughter, Eur. Ion 1329,
Isae. : ], a step-daughter.,, ,()
a public proclamation or written order, a
public notice in writing,programm, Dem.
772, 15, Plut., etc.; v. Lob. Phryn.
249., , , deputy, Inscr.,, ,() pub-
lic notice, advertisement, Xen. Hipparch.
4, 9 : esp., a public sale of confiscated

property, Lat. proscriptio, Strab. : a
praetor's edict, Polyb. 26, 5, 2, Dio C., f. --, (,) to

write before OX first, Thuc. 1, 23.—II.

to write in public, . ,
to put up a public notice, Ar. Av.
450 ; 77p. or , to give
notice of a trial, Dem. 1151, fin.:

—

also, to ordain or appoint by public no-

tice,, Aeschin. 35, fin. ;

hence, in Pass., -, Dem. 1257, 5.—I1I.= Lat. j^roscr;-

bere, ., Polyb. 32, 21,
12 :, the proscribed,

lb. 22, 1 : but,—2., of the censor, to put one
at the head of the senate, name him
princeps senatus, Plut. Aemil. 38, Fla-
min. 18 : so in pass.,. Id. 2, 318 C, ubi v.

Wyttenb. [], , {,)
to wake before the time, Arist. Probl., f. -, (~, -) to exercise beforehand,..
Soph. Fr. 450 : in mid., to exercise

one's self beforehand, Aristid. Hence, , , previous exer-

cise, preparation, Clem. Al. : and',, , a prepara-
tory exercise,, for war, Ath.
631 A: esp. in rhetoric., ov, , (-) one who exercises beforehand or
prepares : esp. a servant of the -, who rubs, anoints, etc., Ga-
len. : also a slave who goes through ex-

ercises with his master, Senec. Epist.

83,3., inf aor. pass, (with
act. signf.) from the root *, to

know beforehand, ,
Od. 4,396; inf., . Rh. 1, 106., {,) to lend

before, Luc. Sacrif. 3, Plut. Pericl,

13.', , f. -, {, -) to spend beforehand, Luc. .\b-

dic. 11., f. -, (, )=:. Soph. . . 90.7., . {,) be-

fore evening, ., Theocr. 25,
223.

and- : f. -,
(,) to show beforehand,

point out, Hdt. 4, 10 ; esp., by way of
1243
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example, ,
'/.' -~>, Hdt. 1, 60: make known
beforehand, c. acc. et inf., Thuc. 3,

47 : to tell first, ^,
Aesch. Pr. m9, cf. Soph. O. T. 024.

—II. to foreshow \\\\dX is about to hap-

pen, Tivi Ti, Hdt. 1, 209 ; 6, 27, etc.

—

III. to point before one,- .,
to feel one's way with a stick, ot a

blind man, Soph. O. T. 456 (Seneca's
baculo senili iter praetentare) : also c.

acc, to put out before one, TO,
Luc. Here. 1 : hence,—IV. as a tech-

nical term of pugilists, ., to

make feints with the hands, make as

if one was going to strike, like Lat.

praeladere, Theocr. 22, 102.—2, also

in war, to make a demonstration, as-

sume an attitude of attack, Xen. Hip-
parch. 8, 24. Hence, ov, 6, a pantomimic

actor, Diod.(•, (,) to

fear beforehand, , Hdt. 7, 50, 1., , f. -, {,-) to dine or sup before, rlut. 2,

226 E., ov, (,)
supping or dining beforehand : .,
a piece of Timon's, Ath. 406 E.,, b, Ion. for -. one who foreshows, foretells,

Hdt. 7, 37.. {,) dep.

raid., to see beforehand, Aesch. Pr.

248., , f. -, {, -) to bind, tie in front or before., to moisten beforehand., dep. mid., to hurt be-

fore, V. 1. Hdt. , 68, 3., ov, {,) clear

beforehand, manifest, evident, Hdt. 9,

17, Eur. Or. 190, Plat., etc. : .-
ojp.ov, manifestly. Soph. El. 1429.

Adv. -), Id. Aj. 1311. Hence, , to make clear before-

hand, show plainly, Thuc. 6, 34, in

Pass., Polyb. 10, 46, 10, etc. Hence,, , a declaring be-

forehand, prognostication, Plut. 2, 398

D : demonstration of the event, Id.

Mar. 19. Hence, , , fitfor showing

beforehand, Del. Plat. 414 B., , f. -), {,) to be an arch-demagogue,

Himer., f. -, (,) to go through or over before

Others,, Xen. Eq. 8, 3.', f. -, {,-) to raise prejudices against or

slander beforehand, Thuc. 6, 75, Luc.
Tois. 34., , to confirm fully
beforehand., f. -,
{,) to understand be-

forehand, Thuc. 1, 78.— II. to re-

solve or decree beforehand. Id. 5, 38.

Hence, , a knowing accu-

rately beforehand, esp. of symptoms,
Hipp.

, , ,, , {) a

foretelling exactly, Hipp., {,) to

draw out beforehand, Aristaen. 1, 20., , , a leading for-
ward through a thing, Plut. 2, 913 C., {,-) dep. mid., to fight it out before-

hand, Diod. Hence. ov, 6, one who
fights it out before, Philo., {,) to

1244

spread beforehand, ,
Polyb. 40, 4, 2.

{,-) : hence, in Grainin.,-
(also called-) a figure often used by Alcman,

when a verb, being the predicate of

two words, IS joined specially to the

first, as , Schol.

"Od. 10, 513 ; cf. Jelf Gr. Gr. <^ 393, 5., , , a predisposi-

tion, Sext. Emp. p. 27., f. -, (,) mid., to divide or distin-

guish beforehand, Isocr. 294 C. Hence,, , a previous di-

vision, Diod. 13, 82., verb, adj., 07ie must
divide before or first, Arist., , , {,-) preparation by diet, Luc. Ne-
cyom. 7., as pass., to be in a
certain state before, Arr. Epict., , to set all in motion

before, Joseph., to distinguish, deter-

mine beforehand, Sext. Emp. p. 82.), , and as dep. mid., to serve or be useful

before, Joseph.', {,-) to judge and decide beforehand,, , Polyb. 9, 31,

2 ; 27, 7, 3.^, {,)
dep. mid. c. aor. pass. :

—

to speak or

converse beforehand, , Isocr.

233 . Hence', , a speaking or con-

versing htforehand./, (, ?.) to dis-

solve, break before, Arist. Probl. 23, 28,

Polyb. 11, 16", 2., {,-
/'.) dep. mid., to call to witness

or ini ike beforehand,, Polyb. 26,

3,6. [-.J,(,) dep.

mid. c. aor. pass. :

—

to think well over

before, Charond. ap. Stob. p. 291, 10., , to exhaust before-

hand., {,-) to pass the night before, Clem.
Al., f. -, {,)
to accomplish beforehand, Ciem. Al. [iij, (,) to

send through or over before.—Mid., to

send on as a messenger, Polyb. 8, 20, 3.7., f. -?., to sail,

swim through or over before., , to declare, eivucle-

ate beforehand, Se.xt. Emp. p. 237.,, {,) to

plunder beforehand, Dio C., , to publish before-

hand, V. 1. Polyb. for-., , previous publica-

tion, [], to extinguish be-

forehand, M. Anton. 12, 15.,^=&\., q. v., , c. fut. ---
from foreg., to examine well be-

forehand, Dio C., {,-) dep. :

—

to give a positive opinion

beforehand, Hipp. : to settle, make an
agreement beforehand with another, -
, Ath. 521 A., {,) to rid-

icule beforehand, Arist. Rhet. Al. 19,

13. i-v], Att. -, (,-) to range at regular distances be-

forehand or in front, Aen. Tact.

, to cut through before-
hand., to set apart bejore-

hand, Joseph, [l], , f. -, to sift be-

forehand., , to sketch out be-

forehand, Philo. Hence, , a previous plan
or design, Clem. Al., {,) to

spoil, ruin, destroy beforehand, Isocr.
408 C : to corrupt or bribe beforehand,
Dem. 520, 26 :— pass., to he'rumed or
lost beforehand, Thuc. 1, 113 : 6, 78., to besmear all over be-

forehand. \_xpi^, , {,)
to separate, differ from one beforehand,
Arist. Rhet. 1, 12, 29., f. -, (,-) to teach beforehand, , Soph.
Aj. 163;, c. inf., Id. Phil. 1015,
Dem. 1231,26: .so also in mid.. Soph.
Tr. 681, Ar. Pint. 687; cf.

.—II. to teach by degrees ; and so, to

teach thoroughly, Ar. Nub. 476, cf.

Stallb. Addend, ad Plat. Prot. :—
pass., to learn beforehand, Thuc. 2, 40., f. -, {,)
to give beforehand, pay in advance, Xen.
Hell. 1, 5, 7, prob. 1. Polyb. 8, 17, 7 :

but,— II. most commonly, to give up
to the enemy, betray, freq. from Hdt.
downwds. ; . , Hdt. 6, 23,
etc., Aesch. Pr. 38, etc. ; 7.,, Ar. . 766, Ran. 362,
etc. ; 7(7. Tivu , Hdt. 3, 45 •

c. inf., ov , Eur.
Or. 1588, pass., ,
Hdt. 7, 137 ; ,-, Soph. Phil. 922.-2. for
sake in distress, abando7i, esp. in battle

;

and so, absol., to desert, Hdt. 5, 113;
6, 15, etc. ; so, '-, it proves traitor. Soph. Aj.

1267 ; TO. Plat. Rep. 607 C.—3. of
things, to betray, fail one, Xen. Hell.
5, 2, 5, Dem. 1239, fin. : hence, seem-
ingly intr., to fail, Lat. deficere, e. g.
of a river that has run dry, Hdt. 7,

187 ; of a tottering wall, useless for a
defence. Id. 8, 52 ; cf. Xen. Hell. 5,

2, 5.—4. to let go, give up ; hence, to

lose, bid adieu to,, etc.. Soph.
Ant. 1166; , Aeschin. 16,
19. m, {)=sq.,{.-,{6,) go through and out again
before, go through first, Xen. Cyn. 5, 4,
Aeschin. 2, 10.

Tlpoo,=^oeg. ; esp., to go
through a preliminary train of thought,

Sext. Emp. p. 409., f. -, {, ,) to celebrate a festival before-

hand, Dio C., f. -/', to administer be-

forehand, Joseph.,(,)
dep., to work,form OT mould beforehand,

Arist. Eth.N. 10,9,6, Probl." 22, 11,2., , f.-, {,,) to search through, dis-

cover by searching, Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 4,

Diod. Hence, , 6, one sent be-

forehayid to search, a spy, scout, Xen.
Cyr. 5, 4, 4, Plut. Pelop. et Marc. fin., f.-, (,) dep. mid., to go through or
narrate before, Xen. Cyn. 1, 47.

npoc5ifi'/cpii'f'6J, , to examine care-

fully, sift beforehand., f. -, (,) dep. mid., to relate before-



hand, premise, Hdt. 4, 145, Dem. 1345,

10. Hence},, , a detailing be-

forehand, Aeschin. 16, 30., , {~,) to

strain or sift beforehand, V. 1. Arist.

Probl. 23, 21., f.-, to put asun-

der beforehand

:

—pass., C. aor. et pf.

act., to go asunder beforehand.), f. -, to judge before-

hand. Hence, , , as Att. law-
term, the preliminary proceedings in a

prosecution for murder, Antipho 146,

15; cf. A. B. p. 186; and, ov, , one who judges

befurehand, OXfur another.6(, , f.-, to be a-, to be a patron, advocate, or guar-

dian. Pint. 2, 787 B,, 973 A.^,, , , Prodice, fem. pr.

n., Anth. P. 5, 12 ; etc., , /}. the offi.ce of-, advocacy, Plut. 2, 793 D., ov, (-pa, ) judged

beforehand, 7., a dispute which

is submitted to or decided by arbitration

:

—but, also, a cause which has the first

turn of hearing, Inscr.—II. as subst.,

., an advocate, defender ; and SO,

an avenger, Aesch. Ag. 450.—2. esp.

at Sparta, a >oung king's guardian,

Xen. Hell. 4, 2, 9 ; cf. Plut. Lycurg. 3.

tnpoJiKOf. ov, b, ProAczis, a sophist

of Ceos, a contemporary of Socrates,

Plat. Prot., freq. ; Apol. 19 ; etc. ;

Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 21.—2. a poet of

Phocaea, author of a Minyad, Paus.

4, 33, 7., , f. -, (,-
)) to regulate, order, govern, manage
beforehand, Dem. 625, 5, in pass. ; cf.

Luc. Hist. Conscr. 52 :—mid. in act.

signf , Aeschin. 20, 33. Hence,, ij, previous regu-

lation, Dion. H. Hence, , , regulating

beforehand, . Anton. 1, 16., {,,-
ocJ) dep. mid., to agree in allowing

beforehand. Plat. Tim. 78 A, Arist.

Top. 1, 18, 6:— also pass.,-/, points granted on both

sides beforehand, Id. Soph. 241 A.
Hence

, verb, adj., one

must grant beforehand, Arist. Top. 2,

3, 2., , to improve before-

hand. Hence, , previous improve-

ment.

]1(., f. -, (,)
to limit or define beforehand, Diod./, f. -, to strain or sift

off beforehand., f. -, {,) to

pursue further or to a distajice, Thuc.
6, 70, Xen. An. 3, 3, 10. Hence, , continued pursuit., f.-, to lie in waitfor.

: iisu. in pass.,-, this was my former
opinion. Plat. Phaed. 88 D ; ra-, previous resolves, Thuc. 3,

40.—The act. in use is., , , (,, -) place tchere one lies in wait, a

lair, ambush, kv,
in the secret places of the rock, II. 4,

107., f. -, to try or

prove beforehand., ov, , dim. from sq., ov, o, {,) the

entrance-hall or chamber which one en-

ters from the 7., vestibule, in Horn.
serving as the guests' sleeping-room

,

I

evL -, 11. 9, 473 ; also,

;
, II. 24, 673, Od. 4, 302., , {,) before

the house ; cf.., I. -, {,)
to deem judge beforehand. Plat. The-
aet. 178 : also in mid., Arist. Rhet.

1, 2, 4 : cf.., ov, judging of a thing
prior to experience., f. 1. for., ov, betraying one's

companions ; cf.., . Ion. -,, : {-
) :— giving up, betraying,

abandoning in need, betrayal, Hdt.,

and Att. prose ; also in Eur. Hel.
1633 ; ,-, Hdt. 6, 88, 100 :

was a state-oflence, like treason,-', Dem. 740, 14 ; cf.

Diet. Antiqq. Hence, ov, ( ) a

boaster who breaks his word., , ,() a

paying beforehand : earnest-money, Dem.
1203, 16; 1210, 10.—II. a giving up,

betraying, Plat. Legg. 856 E., verb. adj. of,
one 7nust betray. Plat. Theaet. 203 E., ov, ,{ U) a

betrayer, traitor, Hdt. 8, 30, 144, and
Att. : also, one who abandons in dan-

ger, Aesch. Pr. 1068:—fem.,, a traitress, Eur. Med. 1332, etc.,

Ar. Thesm. 393. Hence, , , of or belonging

to a traitor, ., a traitor's

hire, Plut. Adv. -., ov,{- II) be-

trayed, abandoned. Soph. El. 126,208;. ., Eur. Hipp. 595., ov, {,') serv-

ing for a slave, p. ,
Aesch. Ag. 945., ,{,7) to en-

slave beforehand, Onosand., , {,) to

make a hollow sound before, to fall doton

with a hollow sound, esp. in pf.-, Nic. Al. 313., , , (, )

running before forward, esp.. sally,

sudden attack, Xen. An. 4, 7, 10: me-
taph., , sallies. Plat.

Ale. 1,114 A., ov, {,, -) running before, forward, in ad-

vance, ?. ,
Schweigh. Hdt. 9, 14 : with headlong
speed, Aesch. Theb. 80, 211, Soph.
Ant. 108, etc. ; cf Valck. Phoen. 310.
— 2. beforehand with others, premature,, Theophr. ap. Ath. 77 C.—3. of
place, , before

the house, Aesch. Fr. 374 (nisi legend.).— II. as subst., o'l ., men
sent on before to reconnoitre, scouts, Hdt.
1, 60; 4, 122: also of horsemen who
ride first, as an advanced guard. Id. 4,

121 : cf. Thuc. 3, 22, Plat. Charm.
154 A.—2. oi, certain winds
which came before the monsoons, Arist.

Probl. 26, 12, 2; cf.— 3. the

first shoot of a tree, Theophr. Hence, , , a sweet wine of
Mytllene which flowed unpressed from
the grape, like the Germ. Strohwein,
Ausbruch, Ath. 30 : others called it., ov, ,=., , {,)
to be unhappy beforehand, Isocr. 69 ., , to be shamefaced or
diffident beforehand, Joseph.

, , , {,') small building before another, an
ante-chamber : also a vestibule. Cf.
Lob. Phryn. 252. [i], desiderat. from-, to wish to betray ; not-. Lob. Phryn. 770.. ,=:•, ace. to Ilgen's emend., Scol. Gr.

p. 99 ; cf Lob. Phrjn. 770., f. -/;,{,)
to inscribe beforehand, Dio C. [], , , v.^,., {,) to rouse

beforehand, Arist. Eth. . 7, 7, 8., {, ,)
as pass., to be set in or implanted before,

Polyb. 3, 15, 9., {, ,) as
pass., to lie, be in before, Hdn. 1, 17.,, , for,{) a hold, prop, stay., , {,)
to lay hand on, attempt, undertake first

Arist. Top. 8, 9, 1 ; or before the time,

Polyb. 2, 68, 2., {,) to rub in

or on before, Diosc. Par. 2, 20., ,=, Giamm., , , precedence, rank,

Polyb. 2, 56, 15 ; cf., to be, Aeschin.

5, 21., , . Ion. - : {-) :

—

the seat or dignity of,
the first seat, presidency in council, at

public assemblies, games., etc., Hdt.
], 54 ; 9, 73, Ar. Ach. 42, etc.-2. the

privilege of the front seats at a theatre,

an honour sometimes hereditary ; at

Athens given to those who had de-
served well of their country, and
(sometimes) to their descendants, Ar.

Eq. 575, 702, etc. ; or assigned as an
honour to ambassadors, etc., Aeschin.
64, 26 ; or to strangers, Xen. Vect. 3,

4.—3. the front seat itself, chief place,

Hdt. 4, 88 ; also in plur., Hdt. 6,
57'

at Athens, esp. the seats of the

in the Ecclesia, Dinarch. 106,

34. [t, Xenophan. ap. Ath. 414 A, nisi

legend,], , , dim. from-, or foreg., ov, {,) sitting in

front or in the first place : ., a pres-

ident, Thuc. 3, 25, etc. : esp., in the
Athenian, the in

office were so called, ap. Dem. 706, 20,

Aeschin. 36, 27 ; cf.., V. sub., Ep. for, to hin-

der or stop by standing before, c. acc. et

inf., , II. 11,

569., Ep. aor. 1 of, for, Horn., f. -, {,) to

train beforehand, Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 29., aor. with nopres. in use,

being used instead, part., inf {,) :—to look forward, ',
Od. 5, 393 : to see from afar, Horn. :

so too in mid.,. Od. 13,

155, Hes. So. 386 (ubi al. .) :

of time, to foresee, first in Hdt. 7,

235, Pind. N. 1, 40. Plat., etc. : so in

mid., Xen. An. 6, 1, 8, Dem. 128, IP,

etc.—II. to have a care for, provide

against,, Hdt. 8, 144 ; so in mid.,[ .^'] -, Thuc. 4, 64 ; ., Dion. . ; .., Dem.
1262, 17.—Cf.'/., , to form an
image or representation beforehand. He-
liod.
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, (,) to conjec-

ture beforehand, Arist. Rhet. 1, 3, 4., {,) to go fortvard,

go oil, advance, Hdt. 1, 80, and freq. in

Att. : freq. also of time,', as time went on, Hdt. 3,

96 ; so, , Hdt.

6, 129 ; , Xen.
An. 2, 2, 19 ; >,
Plat. Phaedr. 238 D, etc. :, going on reading.

Id. Phaed. 98 :

—

.,
Arist. Eih. . 1, 2, 1.—2. to go first,

go in advance, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 7.—3. to

go forth, Ar. Thesin. 69.—4. .
, to pass on to, begin another thing,

Xen. Eq. 10, 13 ; of persons, to be-

come, ., Luc.
Nigr. 20.—5. of an action, to go on

well, succeed, Xen. Vect. 6, 3., {,) to be before,

',. 1,70., aor. with no pres. in use,

being used instead, part., inf. {,).
To foretell, say before, ,
Od. 1,37; Plat.Euthyphr. 3 C, etc.

:

to premise, Aeschin. 1, 15.— II. to or-

der, bid beforehand, ordain by public pro-

clamation, Lat. indicere, . -
, Hdt. 1, 21, etc., Soph. . .

351 ; also, . , Thuc. 4,

26 ; also,. 7., to proclaim

against one. Id. 7, 9, 2 ; tivl,

Plat. Legg. 698 C :

—

. (povov.

make proclamation of murder against

him, Dem. 1348, 12 ; . ..,
.., Plat., and Xen.—III. to give no-

tice or ttxirning of a thing, , Hdt.

7, 116. Cf.., . -, v..(, [,) to

pacil
If
beforehand, Joseph.,, v. sub., Ion. : f. -

{,) '—to bring in or introduce

before, , Dem. 1004, 6 ; .-, to bring upon the stage before one's

self, Arist. Pol. 7, 17, 13 :—mid., to

bring in beforehand for one's self, one's

own use ; to bring in from the country
into the town, Hdt. 1, 190; 8,20. []
Hence}, , , a bringing in

beforehand.?, {, to

throw in before, Longin.—II. intr., to

fall in or on before, make an inroad.

Hence, 7/, , a previous inroad., {,) to irivolve

in previous ties : ol,
bound by previous alliances, Polyb. 9,

31,1.?., to drive in before.—
II. intr., to go in before., inf. aor. of-., (,)
dep., to come or go in before, Dem.
840, 5., as pass., {)
to slip in before., ov, , {,)
an introduction, prelude, Heliod., fut. of., to burst in before., f. -, {,-) to send m before, Xen. Cyr. 5, 2, 6., to fall in or into be-

fore., to convey in or intro-

duce before., {,) to carry

in before : esp., to pay in ad-

vancefor others, Dem. 1046, 24 ; 1208,

25 : of. sq. Hence
1246

, , , money advanced '

to pay the for others, Dem. 977,

19 ; 1209, 2, cf. Bockh P. E. 2, p. 5,

299, etc., and Diet. Antiqq., {, ?) to

throiv out, let out before, Callistr.
j. , a previous going out.
|, {,) to

urge, drive forward, , Po-
lyb. 20, 3, 2., , {,-) to consume, exhaust before, Polyb.

9, 43, 2., , to frighten be-

fore., {,)
dep., to intercept and detain before,

Strab., to teach thoroughly

before, lainbl., {,) to

give out, publish beforehand, Polyb. 16,

20, 7. Hence, , a previous expendi-

ture., , , a running out in

advance: usu., a sally of troops., , ,{)
a previous notice, introduction, preface,

Polyb. 3, 1, 7; 8, 13, 2. Hence, , , introductory,

prefatory. Adv. -., {,) to run out

before, rush too hastily on, Thuc. 7, 30 :

to outrun,, Pint. 2, 446 E., to leap out before, be

beforehand with,., {,)
to clean or clear out before, Joseph., to burn up before., {,) as
pass., to lie before : tu,
words quoted above, Ath. 105 C, Lon-
gin., {,) to

carry out beforehand, Hdt. 2, 03, Plut., {,) to se-

crete and carry off before, Hipp. Hence,, , previous secre-

tion, Artemid. 4, 84 .'

j

[,{,) to push
or drive out before, Dio C., {,) to col-

lect money or taxes not yet due, tu, Dem. 305, 18; 1209,

7., {,) to

leave before, Hipp./, {,) to weary

before the time, Polyb. 15, 16, 3., to learn by heart be-

fore., , to clean beforehand

xvith.. {,) to

send out before, Plut. CamiU. 41, Alcib.

34, etc., , {,) to

leap before OTforward, Diod.//', {,) to drink

off, drain before, Ath.,{,) to get

abroad before, ?/, Plut. Galb. 5

:

, to go far beyond limits,

Longin... {,) to set

sail before, Plut. Aristid. 23. Nic. 20.,{,) to

scare or astound before, Plut. Lysand.
25., , {,) to

work out, finish before, Simon. 204., {,)
as pass., to break out suddenly, esp. of
diseases or storms, Hipp. : also-. Id.

or-, , to drink
up before, Eumath.

, to stretch out before.—
II. to stretch out in front., , {,.) to

bring quite to an end before, Ael. V. H.
13, 1., {,) to melt
before: metaph., in pass., /lt;7raif-. Plut. 2, 107 A..{,) to put
out before.— Mid., to present before,, Arist. Gen. An. 2, 7, 4; to set

forth at the beginning or by way of
preface. Id. Rhet. Al. 30, 2, Polyb. 1,

13, 1, etc., {,) to lay
eggs before, , Arist. .
. 5, 17, 8.., to pluck out before., {,) to run
out before, Theoplir., Pint. Cor. 9, etc., (, ) to

wear down utterly beforehand, A pp. [v], , {,) to

mould or model before, Philo., {,) to bear
or put out before, LXX : esp. to bury
before., to escape before., , {,) to

scare away before, Plut. Mar. 19, Luc.
Hence, , , a previous
panic, Thuc. 5, 11., , {,)
to go out before, Dio C., {,) to pour out
before, Luc., , {,) to

go out before, Dio C..,, f/, a going or riding

forward, advancing against the enemy,
Xen. Hipparch. 8, 3 : from/., f.-. {, ,•) to drive forward.— II. seemingly
intrans. (sub. ), to ride on or
forward, Xen. An. 6, 3, 14; c, gen.,
to ride before one, Id. Mem. 3, 3, 1 :

generally, to advance ; and so, in pass.,?.,
the night being nowfar advanced, Hdt.
9,44.'^, , to set free before,

DioC., ,{) a go-
ing before or forth, an issue.?^,{.?.) as pass.,

to be ulcerated before, Diosc. Par. 1, 159., later form for sq., Ath., {,) to draw, drag
forth, Ael. V. H. 4, 15.., {,) to hope

for before, Posidipp. ap. Ath. 377 C., {,) to em-
bark first or beforehand, Strab.11?, {,) to

put in, insert before, Arist. Rhet. 3, 5,

2, in pass. : metaph., . .-, Polyb. 3, 82, 8.— II. absol.,. -, the horns first striking against

the ground, of the ,
which by reason of their projecting
horns were obliged to graze back-
wards, Hdt. 4, 183.—2. of ships, to

make the charge{) first, ThuC.
4, 25

;
(in Polyb. 16, 3, 2, .

Ty VTji).
_ ^, ov, belonging to a: ., a reward giv-

en one who first boarded the enemy's
ship, Heliod. : from, . ,{)
one who embarks before or first ; esp.

who first boards the enemy's ship,

Heliod. [«], f. •, {,-) to put tn uefore ; jrp.



, to make one hated, Po-
lyb. 2, 45, 4.3}., , the under part of the

ship towards the bow : from.?., ov, , (-///3)
the projecting beak of a ship, for pierc-

ing the enemy's ships : also-
/., : opp. to., Ep. for-, inf. aor.

2 of-, Od. 10, 155, cf
and~—., to vomit beforehand, Diosc., (, /^)
to fill up before, Luc. Calumn. 8, in

pass., {~,) to

rtish in first or before, Plat. 2, 948 A
(al. -).-7., {,) to

be quite full, Luc., to blow into before or

first.?:., , previous buyer,

A. ., (, ) to

show or exhibit before, App., as pass., to appear

before, Longin., (,) as

pass., be filled,'glutted before with a

thing,. Plut. 2, 1067 F., (~,) to

stop or block up before, Clem. Al.'.,.-.{7,,)) dep. mid., to begin before, N. T., to state beforehand,

esp. in a court of justice., , [,) to

be in the country or among the people

before, Joseph. : metaph., ., tofamiliarize one^s seZ/"wilh

things beforehand, Posidon., {~,) to

give in or yield before, Hipp, [t]', inf. aor. of., , , an atnbush.), (,) to

lay an ambush before, App., to join to, attach, insert

before.-, and lengthd.-,, (as always in Trag.)

(,) : to proclaim, announce,

Tivi -I, Aesch. Eum. 98 ; , lb. 852 :. Ttvu. I publicly bid him
hail, Soph. Tr.227., , {,) to

VDork at, practise before, Arist. Metaph.
8,5,1., (, tv, ) as

pass. : to be caught or held in bonds be-

fore, LXX.,{,-) as pass. : to be laid under obligation

by a previous favour, CharitO., dep., c. fut. mid.

et aor. pass., to thirik on or take to

heart before, c. gen., (,) to

object beforehand, Arist. Soph. Elench.

15,8., v..,, f.-,(,)
to ponder beforehand, Artemid. 1, 3., , (,) to

dwell in before:—c. ace, to inhabit be-

fore, Synes. Hence,, , a dwelling in

before, c. dupl. gen. pers. et loci,

Thuc. 1,25., {,) to urge

on or set at before, , Plut. Eu-
men. 6., verb. adj. from-, one must object beforehand,

Arist. Soph. Elench. 17, 19., {,) to lay

eggs «n before,, Arist. H. A. 4, 2, 17.

'}';^;', {,)
toconversewith before, Plut. Nic. 10,etc., to make ready before.'/^., {,/)
to announce beforehand, Dem. 419, 15.,{,)
as a pugilistic term, to move the arms
and elbows before, as in sparring, me-
taph., Arist. Rhet. 3, 14, 11.

^>', {,) to bring

out beforehand or first, Hdt. 9, 106: to

lead out before or in front,.
(as if intrans.), Thuc. 8, 25 (but cf.,) :

—

. -, Polyb. 30, 7, 8 :

—

pass., to go out first, Thuc. 7, 70. [a], , to be wholly pow-
erless before, Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon., , {,) to

take out before, Luc. Alex. 15, in pass., Alt. - ; f. -
{,) :

—to dart out before, as

out of the ranks in battle, Hdt. 9, 62

;

and so Dind. reads in

Thuc. 8, 25, where Bekk.'-
(from ), [ p.], {, ?)

dep. mid., to leap out first or befc/he,

Themist., {,-) to do wrong before, Isocr. 75 ;. Id. 123 C., {,) as

pass., to put out to sea before, Dion. H., , {,) to

put forth as flowers first, Plut. 2, 552

C. Hence,, , a blossom

put forth before, previous produce., pass., with aor. 2,

pf , and piqpf- act. : {, , ,) :
—to rise arid go out before,., to rise before oth-

ers and march against them, Hdt. 9,

62 ; so too, . , Plut.

Rom. 16, etc. :—in a race, to start be-

fore the signal is given, start too soon,

Hdt. 8, 59. ^, , (,)
to deceive before. Arist. Rhet. 3, 11, 6.^—, (, -/.) to send out before, Polyb. 3,

86. 3.^-, , (,) to

hang up in front or before, Diod.

^(;^;, {,) to begin

first of all, v. 1. for in Thuc.
8, 25, adopted by Poppo ; cf. Lob.
Phryn. p. 287.

^.,{,')
to become quite weak before, Arist. Probl.

1, 50, 2., to excite before, A. B., , . Ion. -, a raised

seat, chair of state, Hdt. 7, 44., {, .) to go out

or sally forth before, Thuc. 3, 1., , , a part of a

ship's sides,.^.?., fut. -/, {,?•) go, ride, drive out before,

Plut. Philop. 7, etc. ; ., to run

cut in a ship before. Id. Nic. 24., inf aor. of-., contr. -,
{,,) dep., c. fut. mid.,

et aor. pass. : to know exactly before-

hand, Aesch. Pr. 101, 699.^7', dep. mid., to bring

work to an end before., , contr.- ;{,) to investigate before,

Eur. Phoen. 92. Hence, contr.-,«
, an explorer sent before, Eur. Rhes.
290., {,)

dep. mid., c. aor. et pf. act. : to go out

OT forth before, Thuc. 7, 74, Polyb. 2,
23. 6., {,) to ex-

amine before, Luc. Merc. Cond. 5., . to examine care-

fully, distinguish before, like-, Hipp., contr.-, {,,,) as mid., to command, bid,

require beforehand, Soph. Tr. 759., {,)
dep. mid., to explain before, Dion. H.,{,/.) dep.

mid., to propitiate before, Sostrat. ap.

Stob. p. 404., as pass,, {, ,) to go out of the way, make way
before.—II. to stand out. project., {,) to go
out, go forth before, Joseph., {,) to

make even or level before, Joseph.), , {,) to

set nut beforehand, Xen. Mem. 3, 13, 5., f. -, {,-) to celebrate before, as a festival,

Hdn.£•, ov, {) before a
festival.,{,?)
to announce, declare, appoint before, Dio
C. 40, 32 : — mid., to promise before,

N. T. Hence'7.,, , a previous

announcement, Dio C. 38, 41.-', , (,) to

praise beforehand, Thuc. 3, 38.-, {,")
to raise the hand against before : me-
taph., , it

was in agitation before, Thuc, 5, 17., {,) to

send forward against, Luc. Tox, 54,, to carry in before,

Inscr,, . to march out,

sally forth against before.'/., {, ?.?.) to

throw or lay upon before, . -, Polyb, 16, 9, 3.—II. intr., to

fall or rush upon before.'.,{,?.)
to plot against beforehand,, Thuc.
1, 33./.,, , a plot laid be-

forehand, Dio C., {,^-) to become acquainted with before,

Sext. Emp.
I,{,)
to display before, prob. 1. Isocr. 29 A,

I

po7r<(5^of, ov, 6, {,. -
') a band or ligature put on at first,

i Galen,
1, {,) to

1
make a free gift before, Clem, Al, [<]

: , ?/, a rhet, figure,

I

where a verb is put between two sub-

stantives, so as to belong to both, cf..
i

, , to impart as a

1
subject for deliberation, Dio C.

]

, {,) to

!

judge upon before, Sext. Emp,

I

.. dep,, to calculate

or consider before, Pllilo,

' , to consider before,SU?ih

j

. {,,)
as pass., to be received as a guest before,

I
turn in and abide at one's house,,
Luc. Bis Acc. 7., to strew upon before,'/., {,/.)
to be thefirst to blame,, Ansl. Rhet.

3, 7. 9., , sq., , c, fut. mid. --
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"^ (,) to observe,

inspect, consider before, Strab., Luc.
Merc. Cond. 3.()~, (,)
dep., c. flit. mifl. et aor. pass. : — to

know or im'lcr«tand beforehand. Plat.

Gor?. 459 E. Xen. Cyr. 4, 3, 12.:?, {,)
to send on before, to gii:e command, en-

join before, Ttt'i, Pans. 7, 11, 1.11), ,{,-)
to undertake, attack before, Thuc. 6, 34 ;

Pint., , , an attack-

ing -first. Dion. H., , (,-) to

settle upon, inliabit before, Strab., {~,)
dep. mid. c. pf. pass., to do or work at

beforehand, TLvi TL, Hdt. 2, 158 ; .
/', till the land first, Xen. Oec.

20, 3 :—perf. also in pass, signf., tu•:,former exploits, former
deeds, Thuc. 2, 89, cf. 8, 65

; -, glory won before, Xen.
An. G, 1, 21., f. -, (,)
to ejxite before, Galen., f. -, (,)
to row forwards, , Od. 13,

279., , f. -, (,-) search out first or before : also

in mid., ol ,
the videttes, Xen. Lac. 13, 6., Att. contr., serv-

ing a.s tut. to, {,) to

order beforehand or publicly, , C.

inf., Hdt. 1, 77, 81, etc.; also, .
rivi ..., Hdt. 3, 61. — To this also

belong fut. pass, : pf, pass,- ; hence,

part,, fore-ordained, ap-

pointed, Hdt. 1, 120 ; 6, 128 ; aor. pass.

^/)/, Xen. Ages. 1, 17.

tri/jofpi'a, , , Proerna, a city of

Phthiotis in Thessaly, Strab. p. 434., i. -, {,) to

draiv on or forward, in Horn, always
of ships, ., to -move a ship for-

ward, whether by liauling from the

beach to the sea, 11. 1, 308 ; 9, 353
;

or, by rowing from the open sea to-

wards the shore, Od. 9, 73 ; the latter

signf marked by the addition of-
in 11. 1, 435. [f; ; hence in Honi.

fut.-, aor. without augm..}, f. -7. ; (,) dep. mid., c. aor. et pf act.

;

(v. tin.) To come or go fonvnrd, to go
on, advance, Hdt. 1,207; 9, 14: tu-. the power of the Persians hav-

ing advanced to this height, Hdt. 7,

50, 2: so, in Att.,

.. Deal. 29, IS ; ... 038, 17 ;?., ad-

vanced in age, Xen. Hell. 6, 1, 4 ;

tto^W ?.7/, to be

far gone in cautiousness, Id. Hier. 4,

4 : also, c. ace. cognato, . .
Plat. Rep. 328 E.—2. io go before or

first, Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 9, etc. — 3. of
time, to go on,7.,
Plat. Polit. 273 A ; cf Farm. 152 A.

Cf.—Usu. pf form-. Piers. Moer. p. 302 ; but also

77.?'/7., Meineke Menand. p. 45., , f. -/, to ask before.•, imperat. aor. 2 of,
Od.,(,) to eat before,

Luc. Paras. 59 : the part. aor. pass.

occurs in Arist. 20, 34, 2
;

but no pres. 7(5 occurs.•,, ,{) a sending

forth, letting fall, casting,,
1248

Arist. . . 10, 2,2: a throwing away,
|

opp. to 7., Id. Eth, N. 2, 7, 4.

or. Ion. for, Hdt. 5, 49, cf. Buttni.

Ausf. Gr. {} 110 Anm. 13., ov, (,) of the

last year, Arist. Probl. 20, 14, 2.

/)-()!', verb. adj. from,
one must lltrow away, or give up, , Di-

nji-ch. 101, 44, Pliit. Galb. 4., ,,{) throwing

away. giving lavisltli/,, Arist. Rhet.

L9, 29; lauish, Xen. Mem. 3, 1,6,
opp. to, Arist. Probl. 33,

)5, 4 : ., lavish of expense,
Def Plat. 416

;, Arist.

ap. Stob. tit. 1, 18. Adv. -/coif.,,', f -, {.-) get ready, prepare before :—
mid. to prenare for one's own use, Hdt.
7, 21 ; 8, 24. Hence, , previous prepara-

tion ; and\, , , one who pre-

pares beforehand., {,-7.) to bring glad tidings before-

liaM, Philo., and as dep.-, to be in good repute before,

Dion. H.'>', , {,)
to confer a favour before,, upon
one, Diod., f. -', {,-) to arrange before, Apoll. Dysc. de
Synt. p. 303, Sylb., , to pick out carefully

before, Aretie.7,,{,)
dep., c. fut. mid. et aor. pass. : to lake

heed, be cautious beforehand, Dein. 798,
fin., {,) as
pass., to be provided with resources,

Dem. 731, 3 ; al. -, sed v.

Schaf App. Dem. 4, p. 231., to liold clieap, despise

before.. to adjust or ^^t in

good order beforehand., {,) to

rejoice before, Ael. N. A. 10, 19., dep., to pray for, -., f.-, {,) to call one's attention to a

thing beforehand, .
, Polyb. 10, 2, 1., {,)

travel tlirough or traverse before, Strab., {,)
furnish beforehand for a journey, Philo., . {,) to

survey before, . Anton. 7, 49., , to rush upon first,

Heliod., , prominent : from. contr., and so al-

ways in Hom., except when there
should be an augm. ; therefore-, not 7;^;, for. Od. 12,

11 : contr. also in Soph., and even in

the prose of Thuc. : f : aor.,, {, ).

To hold before, esp. SO as to protect
another, as, . , Xen. Cyr.
2, 3, 10; 7. .,
Ar. Nub. 989: — mid.,,
contr., to hold before one's

self, Od. 3,8; to hold out before one,", 1. 17, 355, cf.

Hdt. 2, 42.—2. inetaph., pul for-
ward, use as a pretext, with or without, Hdt. 8, 3 ; cf V'alck. ad 9,

4, Soph. Ant. 80, Thnc. 1, 140.—3. to

holdfnrih. offer, in mid., Thuc. 3, 68 :

in mid., also, to hold out a child (to do

its needs), Ar. Nub, 1385—. to have
before or in preference to Others, ., to have honour
before the just, Soph. Ant. 208 (al., sed v. bind.)—III. intr.,

to come forward or forth, to advance, jut
out, Horn., always in a local sense,
of projecting shores, towers, hills,

etc., ' ', Od.
12, 11, cf 10, 90; "'^-, Od. 6, 138 ; -, II. 22, 97, etc. ; so, -, Hdt. 4, 177;
and in Att., as Thuc. 4, 109; 0, 97;
Tf) , Id. 2, 76 :

also in running, to be the first, have the

stari, 11. 23, 325, 453 ; . -, keep a day's march ahead

of him, Hdt. 4, 120 ;

() geiling before the rest,

Hdt. 9, 22 ; ., beal by a
head, in racing, Xen. Cyr. 4, 3, 16:
—and of time, ..
Plat. Legg. 879C—2. of rank, c. gen.,, ihey are ihe first

or c/ii>/ of the people, H. Hom. Cer.

151 :—abso!., , one's s7ipe-

rior, Thuc. 3, 84 ; , ihe

chief men. Id. 5, 17 ; and so freq. iu

Oratt.— 3. sjirpass, excel, .
Soph. Phil. 133 ; , in a thing.

Hdt 1, 1,32, 56, etc., and freq. in Att.:

also, , Thuc. 6, 16 ; .
Dem. 10, 14 :—very rarely, like -, c. ace. pers., Xen. An. 3, 2, 19,

ubi v. Poppo.

—

W . have before, be-

forehand or first, of time, Valck. Hdt.

9, 4, Schaf Dion. Comp. p. 27.— V.

in rare signf, lo hold, be in possession

of know beforehand,=:p~po•,
Schwcigh. Hdt. 9, 4.— VI. impers.,, it nought avails, c. inf

,

Valck. Hdt. 9, 27.—Cf., {.-, {, ') to

cook or dress before. Hipp., Ath. 381 B.\.7, {, 7) to make
meat tender by keeping, Galen., , to punish before., , f -, {,)
to seek before, Arist. Memor. 2, 9.,, , paini before., (.-, {,•) to gird beforehand or in front

:

—
mid., to gird one's self so, as with au
apron, Pherecr. Ipn. 7., , f.-, to grow young
or youthful before., f-, to guide be-

fore, Nonn.,, , {,)
one u'ho goes before as a guide, Dem.
313, 27., f.-, {, -) dep. mid., go firsi and lead ihe

way, Hdt. 2, 48, and Xen. ; , for a

person, i. e. guide him, Ar. Plut.

1195, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 1 ; . ,
Xen. An. 6, 5, 10: to be the leader or

spokesman. Id. Hell. 1, 1, 27:

—

, the tracks of persons

gone before, V. 1. Xen. An. 7, 3, 42 :

—

also c. gen., . , Polyb.

12, 13, 11.—2. , things

granted, the premises, Lat. data, posita.

Id. 16. 16,2., , fern, from-, Paul. S. Ecphr. 199.,, and in Philem.

p. 420, ',),^., ,{) going

before slinw ihe way., , fern, from sq...
Rh., , Eur. Bacch.
1159; and, , , Soph.
. . 1292, Ant. 990;{):—one who goes before show the way,

a guide. Hence



, , , going before,

guiding., . part. pf. pass, from
1. 3, a term of Stoical philo-

sophy, things that are. preferred before

others, not as absolutely good {ayaOa),
but as coming next to these, and to

be chosen rather than what is abso-

lutely bad, Cicero's promota, producta,

praeposita, praecipua, v. esp. Zeno ap.

Diog. L. 7, 105 ; opp. to--
va, Lat. remota, rejecta.—The aor.

pass, was also used in

this signf., uiog. L. 7, 106.—Cf. Rit-

ter Hist, of Philos. 3, p. 568.-, , f. -7/,()
to speakfor or in behalf of,, Xen.
An. 5, 5, 7, Hell. 2, 2, 22 ; also rivi,

Plut. Brut. 6.,, , also contr., the crop of birds, prob.

from and, because they
collected and softened their food

there before it passed into the second
stomach.

Rporp/opia,,, a speakingfor in

behalfofothers, an intercession, defence

:

from, 6, {,) one who
speaks for or m behalf of Others, a de-

fender, advocate, LXX./, adv. part, from•, beforehand, antecedently,

Plut. Demetr. 1, Id. 2, 653 D, etc.—
II. principally, excellently, Theophr., f. -,, {,
7/) as pass. : to rejoice, be delight-

ed before., , (,) pointed in

front, epith. of an oar, Od. 12, 205 ;

others make=-, projecting., f. -), {,) to have

gone before, be the first,,
Thuc. 2, 34 ;, Xen. Hell. 7,

1, 23.—II. to jut forward, reach beyond,. Id. Cyn. 10, 7 :

—

irp. :iaHv, Ar. Nub. 513 ;

!., to be come to this pass, Dem.
28, 5.

'.7', f. -, to lay or dry in

the sun before., (, f/) adv., all day,

opp. to-, Simon. Amorg. 47., a, ov, (~,) :
—

done or held before the time of tillage,

hence, (sc. )', or ai

(sc.), a festival at

that time celebrated by .Athens for the

whole of Greece, Lycurg. ap. Suid.,

Epict. 3, 21, Plut. 2, 1119 F, cf.

Wyttenb. ad 159 : ,
the gods in whose honour it was per-

formed, e. g. Ceres, Plut. 2, 158 E., . , (-)
joy beforehand. Plat. Rep. 584 C, Bek-
ker; al.., Alt.-, (~,) pass., c. fut. mid. : to be

beaten or worsted before, ,
Polyb. 3, 90, 4, etc.:—rarely in act.,, Id. 2,

53, 3., rare pf. from,
q• y- \ , , ,;;, , -, (,)
to make to resound before, Phllostr., , {,) grow-

ing before the time, unusually early,

jtrecocious, H. Hom. Cer. 242., f.- [], dep.

mid., to see before.., (,-) to dry in the sun before, Diosc./., ov, (, ?.)
by the roots, from the bottom, utterly,

like^,?^, he tore his hair out by the

roots, 11. 10, 15 ; so, -
79

)3/., he threw to earth

trees uprooted, II. 9, 541 (so also,, Ar.

Eq. 528; /.
Id. Pac. 1210) :—but somewhat dif-

ferent in the third passage in Horn.,

II. 13, 130,, fixing shield on shield

close-pressed ; — where' are

the several layers or coats of the shields,

as in/. ; and so,-
would be (as translated) with

layer upon layer, close-pressed, thick

:

it may however likewise be under-
stood of the whole phalanx, fixing

their shields one over the other, so that

each became a sort oifoundation to

the one next it, somewhat like the
Roman testudo.—Poet. word.,, ,() a

notice or order posted up publicly.—II. a

foundation, base., , , previous ser-

vice, attendance, care, esp., medical

treatment or attendance : from, (,) to

court beforehand, , Plut.

Alcib. 25 : to prepare beforehand, Plat.

Rep. 429 E., (,) to

warm before, Plut. 2, 690 C, D, etc., , , () a

placing before, setting up : also, a lay-

ing out, as of a corpse. Plat. Legg.
959 A, E, Dem. 1071, 21.— II. a
public notice : the statement of a ques-

tion to be discussed, Arist. Rhet. 3,

13, 2:' ,
to discuss a question, Id. Categ. 8,

38.—III. a purpose, end proposed. Id.

An. Pr. 1, 32, 2, Polyb. 1, 54, 1, etc.

—IV. in Gramm., a preposition., a, ov, (,)
appointed beforehand :

(sc.), a da.y fixed for any thing,

a limited period, within which money
was to be paid, actions brought, etc.,

Plat. Legg. 954 ; at Athens if this

period (prob.^ve years) was allowed
to expire, the debt was not recover-

able, Dem. 952, 19, cf. 989, 19, and
Diet. Antiqq. : hence, -, Lys. 109, 42 ; .. Id. 137, 37, etc., .-, (,)
to foretell, Aesch. Pr. 211, Luc. Alex.

19., , ,() hav-

ing to do with prefixing : ., a

preposition, Gramm., f.-, {.) to

run before, II. 10, 362 ; -, he was far ahead, II. 22, 459,

Od. 11, 515, V. 1. Hes. Sc. 240 ; opp. to. Plat. Crat. 412 A.—2.

to runforward or forth, Xen. An. 5, 8,

13.— II. C. ace, to outrun, outstrip. Id.

Cyn. 3, 7 ; c. gen., Plut. Crass. 18.^, old radic. form of-, found once in Horn.,

;

do they therefore let him speak re-

proachful words? II. 1, 291; cf Buttm.
Ausf. Gr. ^ 106 Anm. 9., , f. -, (.-) to consider before, Hipp.—Hence
verb, adj.,, one must consider

before, v. I. Arist. Coel. 3, 3, 3.,, , previous examina-

tion., f. -, to sharpen at the

point, or, beforehand., , ,() a set-

ting out, displaying

:

—a sign set up by

artisans.—11. aproposition

:

—apurpose,

like., (,)

to store up b'forc, Arist. Part. An. 3,
14, 9., f. -, (,) to die before, Thuc. 2, 52.

—

II. to diefor one, Eur. Ale. 383, 684,
etc.^, , , Prothoenor,
leader of the i3oeotians before Troy,
II. 2. 495 ; 14, 450., ov, , (,) Pro-
thoiis. son of Tenthredon, leader of
the Magnesians before Troy, distin-

guished for his swiftness, 11. 2, 753.
—2. a Lacedaemonian, Xen. Hell. 6,

4, 2.—Others in Apollod. ; etc., part. aor. oi,
tllpo^otjv,. 6, Prothoon, a no-

ble Trojan, II. 14, 515.,,(,) to wail

before, Aristid.. or-, , (,) to noise abroad beforehand,

Luc.
: f.- : aor., part,, inf. •

(,) :
—to spring be-

fore, forth, forward, Horn., but only in
II., and always in part,, as
II. 17, 522

; , springing

{arforward, 11. 14, 363./, , ,(, ?.)
storm the forerunner of another, v. 1.

Hes. Th. 742., , , () a
preparatory sacrifice offered before the

regular one, Ar. Plut. 660 ; cf. Eur. I.

A. 1311., dep. with fut. mid.. Plat. Phaed. 91 A, etc. ; but
also pass,, Xen.
Cyr. 2, 3, 3 : aor., Xen.
An. 4, 1, 22, Plat. Phaed. 69 D, but
also (). To
be ready, willing, eager to do a thing,

c. inf., Hdt. 1, 36, 206, etc. ; .
... Id. 1, 91, Plat. Phaed. 91 A:
— c. ace, to be eager or zealous for a
person or thing, desire ardently. Thuc.
4, 81 ; 5, 17, Plat. Phaed 64 A, etc. :

—absol. . to beforward, zealous, anxious,

Hdt. 8, 86, Aesch. Pr. 381, 630, Xen.,
etc. :—also to be ofgood cheer, in good
spirits, opp. to, Xen. Cyr. 6,

2, 13. Hence, verb, adj., one must
exert one's self, Plat. Phaed. 90 E,
etc. : so too m plur. -. Id. Legg.
770 ., , Ion. -, , (-) :

—willingness, readiness, eager-

7iess, zeal, first in U. 2, 588, {/-
[where i ], i. e.^ : then in Hdt. 1, 124,

etc., and Att., as Aesch. Pr. 341, etc.

;

c. inf., readiness to do, Hdt. 1, 204 ;, at the desire of one,

Hdt. 6, 05, cf. Eur. Hipp. 1329 ;—but
c. gen. objecli, ., the will oi

purpose to act. Soph. Tr. 609 ; so.' , Eur. Tro.
684 ; also, .,=^-, c. inf, Plat.

'

Prot. 327 :

VTTO, with zeal,=^po,
Plat. ;^, with all zeal.

Id. Rep. 412 ; opp. to, Xen
Cyr. 3, 2, 4.—II. good tvill, ready kind

ness, . ,, Xen. Hell. 6, 5, 43, An. 7, 7, 45., , f.- [], tofumi-
gate before, Joseph., dep.,(,) to make willing, ready or conf,

dent, to encourage, Diod. 14, 56., ov, (,) ready,

willing, eager, zealous, f/v, he
was ready or (more strongly) he wish

ed or purposed, Hdt. 6, 74 ; c. inf., ea-
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ger to (, etc., Hdt. 2, 3 ; 6, 5, etc.

;

. tic ~l, ready, eagKr for.., Ar. Flut.

209. Xen. Cyr.' 1, 4. 22 ; km , Xen.
Hell. 1, 1, 34 ; , lb. 1, 5, 2 :—
c. gen. objecli, eagerfor a thing, Sojih.

El. 3;

—

TO}'=^(>,\.
Legg. 859 B.—II. hearing good u'ill,

wi.ihing well to one, Tivi and ,
Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 40; G. 5. 42.— 111.

adv. -/i/(jf , readily, actively, Hdt. 1 , 111;

5, 13, etc. ; . , Plat.

Syinp. 17CC :—compar.-orepov.Xen.
An. 1, 4, 9:—superl. -, Hdt.

2, 59 : opp. to, Aesch. Ag.
1591., ov, (,) before

the door, epilh. of Diana, Orph. H. 1,

4 ;

—

, like, the

space before a door, H. Hom. Mere.
384. [{'], a, ov,= foreg., Sext.

Emp. p. 592. [I]', , , (,)
front door, the door-U'ay leading to the

open air, Od. 24, 323, etc. ; also in

plur., /, Od. 1,

103, etc.—2. the space before a door, a

porch, Od. 20,355; 21, 299; where,

as in a chapel, the household pods

were placed, Find. P. 3, 139 :—Hdt.
has it only in this signf., and always
in plur., 3, 35, etc. ; so iii Att., Aesch.

Cho. 9G6, Eur. Tro. 194, Plat., etc. ;

but in sing.. Plat. Symp. 175 A, Prot.

314 C :—nietaph., -, Plat. Phil. 64 C—It

is the Lat. vesttbulum, which Gallus

ap. Gell. 16, 5, e.xplains as louns ante

januam doinxis vacuus, per quern a via

aditus accessusque ad aedes est ; so

Vltruv. 6, 10, ante januam vestibula.,, ,() the foot

or base of an altar, elsevvh.,
Paus. 5, 13, 9 : the form is

dub.
ilpovr, ov, a, Prothytes, a The-

ban, Plut. Alex. 11.. (, ) to sacrifice be-

fore, Tipo Tjj) ., Plat. Crat. 401 ).— II. to

sacrifice in behalf of one, and', Eur. Ion 805, Supp. 29
;

—in Ar. Thesm. 38, both senses seem
to concur., ov, , (,)
a breastplate, corslet, Strab. [u], adv.,{)=, prob. only

occurring in the derivs.,-.?., (,) to send

forth or away, dismiss, II. 8, 365 ; 11,

3, Od. 14. 18, Theocr. 25, 235.—Ep.
word, used by Hom. always in impf.

without augm. [i], f. -), (, )=
foreg., to send away, di.^miss, in Hom.
always of men sent nntimely to the

nether world, ,
11. 1, 3; 6, 487 ;

', 11. 5, 190.

Ep. word, used by Aesch. Theb. 322,''. []•, Ion. and Att. impf. of, Od.
\,=^5(\.
\\, f., (, ) to

let or place before :—mid., to sit before,

lake the first seat, Hdt. 8, 67., Att. impf.,, ,
now read even in Horn., Od. 9, 88

;

10, 100. cf. Buttm. Ausf. Gr. (j 108

Anm. 1 : fut. 7/ : aor. 1-, in Horn, also: 3 pi. aor.

2, imperat.,,
. ; inf. for, Od.
10, 155.—We also have 3 pres.

as if from, II. 2, 752 ; 3 opt.

[t], H. Hom. Ven. 153 ; cf.-
:-/ II : {, ).
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send before, send on or fonvard,

II. 11, 201, "Od. 9, 88, etc.; Hom.
mostly uses it just like '/, except

that the prep, denotes a point towards
which the action is directed :—also,

to send sometiiing to another,-. Od. 2, 92 ;, 11. 16, 241 ;7/ , let her go to the

god, i. e. in reverence to him, 11. 1,

127 : hence,—2. to let loose, let fall,

esp., thoughtlessly, , he

let drop a word, Od. 14, 466, cl. 20,

105; so,' ,
he let the helm slip from his hands,
Od. 5, 316 :—with an inf. added,, he let his foot slip,

and fell, Oct. 19, 468; so also,/, he let them loose to

fly, let them lly away, Od. 2, 147
;

ovpov , Od. 3, 183:

—

and in Pind., //-, P. 4, 295.—3. with direct pur-

pose, to throw before one. throw away,
Od. 12, 253, Ar. Nub. 1214.— 4. esp.,

of missiles, to send forth, shoot or dart

forth,,,, etc., freq.

in Hom., esp. in II., e. g. 5, 15, 280.
— 5. of a river, -
, it pours its water into the Peiiei-

us, 11. 2, 752, cf. Hes. Kr. 6 fap.

Schol. Ven. II. 2, Catal. 29), Eur.
Hipp. 124.—6. to give away, give vp,

deliver over, betray one to his enemy,
Hdt. 1, 159 ; 3, 137 ; ., to

give away his money, Hdt. 1, 24;
hence also,

and , to give up, devote one's self

to a thing, throiv one's self vpo^i it,

), Xen. t3yr. 7, 5, 76, ubi v.

Poppo ; but,—7. to allow a person to

do a thing, c. inf., Pind. P. 4, 290,

Xen. An. 7, 2, 15.— II. in ])rose most-
ly in mid. (which is never in Horn.),

to send from one's self, shoot,,
Polyb. 3, 73, 3

;, Id. 2, 29, 6

(c. infra 3).—2. to give up, betray. Hdt.

2, 121, 5, and freq. in Att. : also, to

desert, abandon, leave in the lurch,

Thuc. 1, 120, Xen. An. 1, 9, 10, etc.

—3. of things, to give away, givefreely,

Lys. 162, 35 ; , Thuc. 2,

43, cf. 1, 44 ; -. Dem. 264, 23 :

—

to give a thing vp
without payment received. Plat.

Legg. 849 :—esp., in bad sense,

to throw away. Plat., etc.
;'

-, to throw it aivay on one. Plat.

Gorg. .520 C, Xen. An. 7, 7, 47 ; so,", tothrnwwora» away,
Elmsl. Med. 1020 (but also simply, /o

utter them, Tim. Locr. 100 C, cf.

Dem. 377, 10) : to let go, let .slip,-, Dem. 583, 20 ; and metaph.,. , , Lycurg.
105, 36, Dem. 11, 22: . -, to leave it undone. Plat.

Legg. 780 A :—Whence, c. part.,, to svffer us
to be wronged, Thuc. 2, 73.—4. in

good sense, to confide to one's care, give

over to one, Xen. Cyr. 5, 2,9; to lend,

Plat. Demod. 384 C—5. to drive for-
ward, , Xen.
Cyn. , 10: hence c. inf.,}-, forces them
on to do, Soph. Fr. 162.

—

ill. pass., to

be let go, be neglected, Isocr., and Dem.
[In Hom. I always, in Att. i : v. plu-

ra sub '.'\, adv., v. I., ov,() belonging to

a dowry., ov, TO, dim. from, Plut. 2, 767 C : neut. from sq., a, ov, =,
Philo.,() to portion, give a
dowry, Diod.

, a, ov, {) gra-
tuitous, Dio C., 01.',= foreg., .,
of the cicada, Leon. Tar. 60 ; ., of honey, Anth., ov, , { ) ==, Schol. 11. 13, 382., adv., v. I.—II. 6,=., , to give a dowry :

—mid., to receive one., ov, (, )

bringing a dowry.—II, receiving a dowry.7, ov, 0, () strictly,

one icho asks for a gift, hence a beggar,

Od. 17, 449 ; uvr/p ., a beggar-man,
17, 352.•, a,,^=., . -, (, '/.-) to appease beforehand, Paus. 5,

13, 4., ov, () early, lenglhd.
form from. [t]

npori, Alt., : gen.,
dat., ace. :

—a gift,

present, , to enjoy a
free gift, Od. 17, 413: hence, the
gen. is used as adv., freely,

without return, Lat. gratis,', burthen-
some is it for a single person to give
without return, Od. 13, 15 :—so, later,

more usu. in ace., like <5fc>-, Ar. Eq. 577, 679, Nub. 1426;. Plat. Rep. 346
E. etc. ; also, of one's self, vnlhoitt a
teacher, and in Soph. Fr. 779.— II.

post-Horn., a marriage-portion, dowry,
Lat. dos, first in Hippon. 52, then
Lys. 153, 19, Plat. Legg. 774 C, etc.;, to reckon as part of
the dowry, Dem. 1156, 15. (From, as Lat. dos from do.)

iTlpoi, ov, , Proexes, a Persian,
Arr. An. 3, 28, 4.

ITpoior, a, ov,{)=., , ij, {,-) riding before others, at the head,

Polyaen., {,) to ride

before Or in front, Plut. SuU. 28, etc.;

in mid.. Id. Poplic. 22., dep. mid., lefly before,

take the lead in flying.

: f., Att.

: dep. mid. :

—

to ask a gift,

hence to beg. Archil. Fr. 28 : but the
word is most freq. in the cornpd.-, though this is only used in

fut. and aor. 1. (Some make-
a form of, to put out

the hand and beg, like, which is also used by Archil.:

—hence,, Lat. pro
care, procari, precan.), f.- : aor. 1/, part,, inf.-

: \)., hence Ion. 2
plur., Hdt. 5, 49 ; (,). To set before or infroixt, set

at tlie head as leader, in frnnt

for defence,, 11. 4, 156 (the only

place in Hom.): to putforward, allege,

Eur. Cycl. 319 : to set over, -. Plat. Lach. 197 D,cf. Polyb. 1,

33, 7.

B. mostly in pass., with aor. 2 act.

; pf., inf.•, part, (v. infra)

;

very rare in aor. pass., as-. Soph. . . 206. To put one's

self before or fonvard, come forward,
Dem. 1393, 19 : to stand near,,
Hdt. 1, 129.—2. c. ace. pers., to ap-
proach, Soph. El. 1378, cf. Fr. 580 :

so. viv, that it entered his

mind, Hdt. 1, 86: ubi v. Matthiii;

(Schweigh. would refer this to-



, q. cf., as if).—II.

C. gen., to be set. over, be at the head of,

lead, , Hdt. 3, 82, cf. I, 59

;

and freq. in Att.; absol., oi-. Ion.-, the leading men, chiefs,

Hdt. 4, 79, Thuc. 3, U, etc. ; so, ol

in Xen. : hence,—2. to

'manage, govern, rule, direct, c. gen.,

Hdt. 5, 49 : metaph., -}, you do not manage
yourself well, Hdt. 2, 173.—III. to

plaoe one's self, stand before one to

guard him, to take charge of, protect,, Hdt. 9, 107, Eur. Heracl. 306,

etc. ; so, ^/,
relieve me from my difikulties. Soph.
Aj. 803 ; , the

champion of peace, Aescllin. 49, 41

;

so, uftuyu. . Soph. . .
206 :—but also,—2. to offer one's self

for an affair, attempt, undertake it,

esp. o-f laborious things, c. gen., '., Ath. 612 A,, Polyb.

S, 5, 8 :—so, -. Soph. £1. 980.—3. -, to stand over against one,

esp. as an adversary. Soph. Aj. 1133.

C. in mid-, also c. ace, though
Hdt- only uses aor, 1 in this way, to

pat one before one's self, choose as one's

leader, Hdt. 1, 133; 4, ; so,-, to take as

one's guardian, Plat. Rep. 565 C,
Dem. 1357, 25.—2. to putforward, put

out,, Hdt. 4, 172 : hence,
metaph., to put any thing /oru)ar(/ as

an excuse, pretence, and use it as

screen, , Dem. 62, 4, etc. ; for a
thing, , Antipho 118, 1., , f. -,(,-) inquire into before : to relate be-

fore. Polyb. 1, 13, 9, in pass.,, b, one who knows
beforehand.', poet, collal. form from, Nonn., {,) to

dry up beforehand.—II. intr., to become

dry or leantcfore, Arist. Probl. 3, 23.,—. to hold before,

hold out, as a shield, Hdt. 4, 200 (al.

7).—2. as in rnid., to make ex-

cuses, Xen. Hipparch. 5, 10.— II. usu.

in mid., to hold out before

one's self, stretch forth,, Thuc.
3, 58, 66.—2. to bring forward, esp. by
way of proposal, to propose, offer, Hdl.

1, 141. 164. etc.—3. to put forward, al-

lege, plead. Id. 1, 3, etc., thuc. 1, 26;
esp.. . , Hdt. 4, 165;

8,
3.'^, , . son of Proelus,

L e. Melampus, Anth.

iTlotr,, , fern, adj., of or

relating to Proetus ; al,
daughters of Proetus, i. e. Lysippe,

Iphii;oe, and Iphianassa, ApoUod. 2,

2, 2 ;

—

ai , the Proe-

tian gate in Boeotian Thebes. Aesch.
Theb. 377, v. Pors. Eur. Or. 1150: in

Aesch. Theb. 395 /..•, ov, , Proetus, son of

Abas and Ocalea, king in Tiryns in

Argolis, II. 6, 160 ; Pind. N. 10, 77

;

Pans. ; etc.—2. ace. to Paus. 9, 8, 4,

a Theban, different from previous

one, from whom the gate

was named.—Others in Paus. ; etc., to track or trace before-

hand.,, 71, {,) a driving

before one or onwards, Hes. Sc. 154 ;

—opp. to ^-. [], Ion.. .forthwith, straight-

way, suddenly, Hdt. 1, 111; 6, 134.

(Not from, but from . as

Lat. protenus from pro, Lob. Phryn.

51).

,{,) topre-

pare by purifying, Clem. Al.), f. -«< and -,
to snatch away by force before., ov, ,{-
pco) previous purification,, ?),=foreg., ,,^, .
., (,)
dep. pass., to sit before others, preside

:

to sit down before and besiege :,
Dion. H.—II. y ,
the presidiyig city, the capital, Schol.

Soph. El. 4., f.-,{,-) sleep before or ffrst, Ar. Vesp.

104., f. -, {-,) dep. mid., togo before and
guide, Polyb. 3, 95, 6; . Id.

3, 6, 7. Hence,, and-], ov, , one who goes before, a lead-

er : thefirst author of a thing.—II. ari in•

struwentfor boring holes, Math. Vett., Ion.,
strictly, pf of :

—to sit

before, /^-, with the notion of distance, Hdt.

7, 172 ; esp., to sit down before a place,

so as to defend it, and so, generally,

to protect, defend,, Hdt. 8. 36 ; 9,

106 ; so of sentinels, -,
Eur. Rhes. 6.— II. to sit over, preside

over, . Plat. Legg. 758 D

:

-—absol., to sit in public, sit in judg-

ment, Polyb. 5, 63, 7, etc., {, , ) to

let down beforehand, . -, to plunge the city into confu-

sion, Dera. 179, 20.—II. . tlvu-, to put a person forward in or-

der to deceive. Id. 365, 13., Ion. : f.-
{,) :

—

to sit down before or

in front, II. 2, 463 : to sit in public, sit

in state, , Hdt. 1, 14, cf. 97 :

—so also in mid.,, Hdt. 5, 12.— 11. trans.,

to set over, , Polyb. 2, 24, 6.

Hence,, , a silting before,

presidency.—11. a sitting in public, Plut.

2, 166 A., (,) to

lay down OV set before, 7\., Xen. Hier. 6, 9.—II. in

pass, and intr. tenses of act., to be .s-ei

before, ,
no guard having been set, Thuc. 2, 2., , f. -,
(,) to examine beforehaiid,

Hdt. 8, 23., , to dedicate before,

Joseph., f. -, (,)
to burn before or infront of,, Xen.
An. 7, 2, 18, Poppo., , (,-) to suffer ills before, Aesch. Supp.
864., ov, (,) exceed-

ing bad, , evils beyond

evils, Aesch. Pers. 986, 991 ; cf. Jac.

Anth. P. 3, p. 257, and v. sub-., , (,) to treat

ill before, LXX., , f. -, (,)
( call forth

:

—but hardly used save in

mid.,, to call forth or out

to one, esp., to call out to fight, challenge,

defy, II. 13, 809, Od. 8.142 ; with ^a-' added. II. 3, 432 ; 7, 39 ; also,, II. 7,

218 : so later,. , Oast.
Cr. p. 56 ; ), Anacreont. 12, 7

;

, Luc. Symp. 20 ; ,
Hdt. 4, 201 ; also,/, to challenge one in a thing, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 4, 4.—2. to invite beforehand,

Tiva ^, . -, Thuc. 3, 34 ; 4, 19 ; 5, 43 ;. Plat. Symp. 217
C : c. ace. pers. et inf , . ,, Plat. Symp. 217 C, etc.—II. c.

ace. rei, , to make of-

fers 01 proposals, Thuc. 2, 72, 73, etc.
;

and c. ace. pers. added,?
Tiva, /, to offtr one
peace, Ar. Ach. 652, Eq. 796, Plat.

Eulhyphr. 5 A.—2. as law-term, to

make some offer or challenge to the op-

ponent for bringing about a decision,

e. g. for submittnig the case to arbi-

tration, letting slaves be put to the

torture, etc., Antipho 112, 15 ; 144, 6,

etc. ; 7rp. 7, to offer

that she should take an oath, Dem.
1279, J5; also,. ,.
1240, 27 ; also, . , to make
one an offer, Id. 1168, 7. cf. 969, lin. ;

V..—3. to appeal,-, Polyb. 20,

2, 13.— III. to call up or forth, rouse,

awake, Eur. H. F. 308 ;

Tiva , Dem. 586, 20.^ f. -, Dep.
mid., like, prob. only
found in pres. and impf :

—

to callforth

or out, challenge, defy, II. 5, 807 ; 7,

150 ; with added, II. 3,
19 ;, 11. 4, 389 ;,
Dd. 8, 228 ; hut, ,
to challenge one to a pugilistic combat,
Od. 18, 20., , =
(q..v.) :—pass., to fall prostrate before

another, Lat. provolvi ad genua, Isocr.

72 C, Dem. 450, 3.

'

,, 6,(7-) summons, challenge., , , any thing

put before, a veil, curtain, such as were
hung in doorways instead of doors,

Aesch. Ag. 691 : a covering, as a pro-

tection, Thuc. 2, 75 : metaph., a screen

or cloak, Thuc. 3, 67 ; . /-, Luc. Pseudol. 31 : [] from, f. -, {,-) to hang before or put over as a cov-

ering, , Eur. I. T. 312 :

so, in mid., to put something over one's

self, as a screen or cloak, , Plat. Prot.

316 D ; hence, ov
[^, putting no veil over one's

face, Eur. Phoen. 1485:—pass., •-
, having a thing put

otter one. Id. Gorg. 523 D.—II. to cover

over, ., Xen. An. 3,

4, 8, Schneid. : so in mid., to cover

one's selfor what is one's own,-', veiled her ej'es, Eur.
Med. 1147 :—pass., to be covered, Xen.
Cyr. 5, 4, 45. Hence, , a placing before, so

as to cover or protect.. {,) to work
or toil before, Theogn. 921.—II. to work

for another,. Soph. Aj. 1270.—

HI. to grow weary, give up, faint too

soon, Aesch. Eum. 78 ; /-, Eur. . F. 119.—IV. -, to

have a previous illness, Thuc. 2, 49 ; to

be distressed beforehand, , by a

thing, Thuc. 2, 39., ov, bent in the fore-

part, bent forward., ov, TO, () the

pit of the stoniach.. ov, (,)
head-foremost, like 7'/, Anth. P.

7, 632 ; 9, 533, Nonn., etc. [a], ov, , the part of the

hand next the, Diosc.
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,, ,-=, . Horn.
Veil. 71., (,)
to go down before, Arist. . . 7, 4, J.,(,)
to lay down beforehand:—mid., lo lay

the foundations of before,,
Dio C, 57, 10.?.,,, that which

is paid beforehand., , , {-) a laying down beforehand

:

esp., paying in advance., to moisten before., to announce or de-

clare beforehand. Hence^, , previous an-

nouncement., ov, 6, {)
one ivho goes before, a leader., , fem. from

forcg., Anlh.,{,-) to condemn befurehand, Ar.

Vesp. 919 ; to condemn by a pre-judg-

ment,, Dein. 58G, 22 ; also c. inf.,

7rp. Ti, to prejudge that.., Thuc.
3, 53 ; so, TTp. , Lys. 160,

1 ; also, irp. , as ,
to give a verdict of murder against one
beforehand, Antipho 139, 39; so, .

, Id. 129, 40;, Lys. 152, 40., to break in pieces be-

fore., ,{-) a pre-judging, condemnation

without hearing.), (. ->, {,)
to lead down or back before :—pass., to

run into harbour, come to land before,

Luc. Catapl. 18. [a] Hence/?'/, , , arunning into

harbour before.,(,)
to conde?nn beforehand,, Dinarch.

ap. Poll. 8, 24., ,{,-) enslave or subdue before. Died.), and -, (,-) to drown, sink before.—IL intr.,

esp. in aor. 2 and in mid., to go down,
sink before.,{,) to run

down bej'orehand, Xen. An. 6, 3, 10./, to sharpen at the

point before., {,) to

burn before : also of a country, to burn,

Iny waste all before one, Xen. An. 1,6, 2., .-, {,) defect, dep., to lie down
VI front of or before, esp. at meals,

Luc., f -, to break in

pieces beforehand, Joseph./., {,)
to make lo lie down bej'ure Others, esp.

at meals:—pass., =,
Luc. de Deor. 13, 1. Hence, , the first or high-

est place at table, Joseph.', to wash or overflow

beforehand., to lull to sleep be-

forikand, Clem. Al., {,)
to cut up beforehand, Antiph. Incert. 5., {,)
to pronounce judgment, decide against

one, : hence to think or expect

ill of a thing in one, e. g. -'/, Plut. 2, 112 C., {,-) to seize beforehand, preoccupy,

esp. a military post, Thuc. 4, 89 (In

pass.), Xen. An. 1, 3, 16, etc. ; then,

generally, to preoccupy, Aeschin. 89,
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13 ; in a speech, Isocr. 55 D :—me-
tapll., to prevent, anticij>ate,-, Thuc. 3, 46 ; . , Id.

1, 33; . -, Id. , 18; ab-

sol.. Id. 3, 2, Plat., etc., {,.) to

speak of in detail, describe beforehand,

Hdt. 4, 175, in pass., {,) to

leave off, terminate beforehand, Polyb.

2, 14, 6.,, ,{-.) seizing beforehand, preoc-

cupation : an anticipation, e. g. ot an
adversary's arguments, Arist. Rhet.

Al. 19, 1., i. -, {, -) to exchange beforehand,

esp. one place for another : hence
pass., to retire beforehand, Uiod., {, «') to

break up or annul beforehand,,
Thuc. 3, 84 ; , Dem. 1290,
15:—mid.,. -, lo end their mutual enmity before,

Hdt. 7, 6., {,-) to sofleyi beforehand, Diosc., {,-) to learn, consider bej'orehand,

Hipp., {, -) dep., to prophesy,foretell,

Dion. H., {,-.) to ivaste, squander beforehand,

Dion. H., , {,)
to remark, perceive beforehand, Joseph.

Hence,, , forekriotvl-

edge, Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 79., Alt. -, {,) to pierce, slab beforehand,

DioC., to burn before-

hand, Dio C., to gulp or swallow

down beforehand, Joseph., {,)
to fall down beforehand, . -, to despond beforehand, Diod. :

metaph.,', rumours reached Rome
beforehand, Plut. Pomp. 43.?^, {,) to

sail to or towards bej'orehand, Polyb. 1,

21, 4., f. -, {, -) to strike with terror before-

hand, .• so too in mid., Polyb. 5,

70, 9., , a libation offered

before the chief sacrifice., , {,-) to reckon up beforehand, Sext.

Emp. p. 441., , , {-) beginning beforehand, previous,

., the immediate causes ot things,

Hipp. : ., a paeon preceded

by a long syllable, opp. to-, Dem. Phal., ,{) a

first beginning.^, {, ()-) to break down befurehand, Dio
C, 35, 7., {,) to

repair, amend beforehand, Hipp., {,) to

prepare beforehand: metaph., to calm

or moderate beforehand, Plut, 2, 31 D., {,) to

begin first : so in mid., to begin hos-

tilities, Polyb. 3, 31, 5 : c. gen.,-, Dio C. 58, 1 ;

—but, -

, to serve one fir.st or with the best

portion of the victim at sacnlices (one
of the privileges of the citizens of the
mother-city in their colonies), Thuc.
1,25., dep. mid., to

inspect bej'orehand., (,-) to prepare bejorehand, Xen. Cyr.
3, 1, 19;—mid., /or one's self, Polyb.
4, 32, 7, etc., , , a preface, in
troduction, Polyb. 1, 13, 7, etc./, , (, ,) to harden beforehand : met-
aph., ,
inveterate enmity, LXX.*, , ,{) disposing beforehand, prepara
lion, Dion. . Hence, , , prepara
tory., to compose, quiet

beforehand., {,-) to alter bej'orehand loo soon : .
(sc. ), lo come lo an untimely
enrf, piog. L.2, 138. Hence, , , previous or
premature change : untimely death, sub., Diog. L. 10, 154., {,) to

plunder all in front of one, Polyb. 4, 10,
8. [*], {,')
to slay before, App. Hisp. 12., f. -, (,-() lo slit beforehand, Diosc., poet. aor. form ol.,^^ sq., to occupy by com-
ing beforehand., {,,-) as mid. :

—

to set down before, ., lo make a speech bej'ore doing a
thing, Hipp. ; ., to anticipate

one in conferring a benefjt, Joseph., , {,,-) trial of the flute In get the proper

pilch before playing, Theophr. H. PI.

4,11,4., (,)
to rush, fall down first, Arist. Probl.

12, 2., {,)
to take refuge or sanctuary beforehand,

Thuc. 1, 134 ; . , to escape

before to... Id. 2, 91.\, {,-) dep., to use up bej'orehand, Dem.
389, 13., to rub or smear be-

forehand, [i]-, to cool, refresh be-

forehand, [i], , lo betroth or pro-

mise bej'orehand., (,)
to hope beforehand, , Polyb.

14, 3, 1., {,)
to urge, press beforehand, Joseph.', {,-) dep., lo accomplish bej'orehand,

Plut. Demetr. et Anton. I, in pf pass., (,)
dep. mid., c. aor., et perf act. :

—

to

come or go down beforehand, return be-

fore, Hdn., f.-, {, -) to eat up beforehand, Luc., (,)
dep. mid., to pray before doing any-
thing, c. gen., , Joseph.', (,) to hold

or gaiji possession of beforehand, preoc-

cupy, Thuc. 4, 105 ; -



, Polyb. 8, 33, 1 :

—mid., to hold doiL'ji before one^s self,, .
Horn. Cer. 197.— 11. intr., to be su-

perior, Tivi, in a thing, Polyb. 27,

13,7., , (,,-) to accuse beforehand,, Dem.
95, 25. Hence, , , a previotis ac-

cusalion, Thuc. 3, 53./, Ion. for,
Hdt., , (,) to

instruct beforehand, Eccl. Hence, , previous or first

instruction, Eccl., Ion. for,
Hdt., to find out by pre-

vious search or inquiry., , to fear or dread

beforehand.-,,. oi,
Hdt. 8, 23., Ion. 77poA.T0/i«i,aspass.,

c. fut. mid.- {,) :—to lie before (locally), to lie in front

of, c. gen.,, Hdt. 2, 12, of. 4, 99 ;, in which
was a brooch in front of the breast.

Soph. Tr. 925: absol., to stretch for-
ward, of a cape, island, Xen. An. 6,

4, 3, Id. Ath. 2, 13.—II. generally, to

lie bifore the eyes, to be present or ready,

in Horn, always, ,
the meats ready laid ; so in Hdt., ., 1,211 ; 5, 105; -, the matter in hand,

question at issu£, Hdt. 8, 56 ; so, .
TLVi,, Plat. Phaedr. 247

:—as in Lat. in medio positum esse.

—2. metaph., -, three opinions were set forth, pro-

posed, Hdt. 3, 83, cf. 7, 16, 1 ;-
(sc. ) the

question is concemmg safety, Ar.

Eccl. 401, cf. Eur. Or. 847 ; so,-. Plat. Rep.
533 :

—

, the task
proposed, Hdt. 1, 126 ; 4, 10 ; so,

., the struggle before one. Id. 9, 60:
but, ., signs are fixed before-

hand, agreed upon. Id. 2, 33 ; so,-, the settled, appointed

days. Id. 2, 87 ; so, -, are .tet, fixed at 80,

Id. 3, 22; .. Id. 1, 11
;, Aesch.. 257, cf. 755 : ,

Soph. . . 865.—III. to lie before one,

lie exposed, Hdt. 1, 111;, says Ajax ofhimself, Soph.
Aj. 427 :—esp., to lie dead, Aesch.
Theb. 965, Soph. Aj. 1059, etc. ;, the corpse, Ar. Eccl. 537.

—IV. to be held out, set forth,, esp.

as a prize or reward, Hes. Sc. 312
;, Plat.,freq. in Xen.:

also of punishments, Aesch. Pers.

371, Soph. Ant. 36, Thuc. 3, 45.?., ov, {,)
leading the way, conducting, ,
Mosch. 2. 147.7., , ,(,-/.) . proceleusmatic, a foot con-

sisting of four short syllables (sub.,^), Dion. .
/30«, to rouse to action before-

hand., , (,-
)) to clear the bowels beforehand,. ,{,) to empty
beforehand, Luc. Alex. 13, in pass.,, , (, •) thing pricked or traced out be-

forehand, the plan of a building, Sext.
Emp. : also./., ov, {<>7) with the

head or point first., (,) dep.,

to take care of, take thought for,,
Aesch. Pr. 629, Soph. Ant. 741, etc., {,) to be

anxious for,. Soph. Tr. 29 ; cf.

Monk Eur. Hipp. 223.,, ,(-) a previous announcement., f.-, (,) dep. mid., to have proclaimed
by herald, to give public notice, -, Andoc. 23, 45 ; , Aes-
chin. 51, 14.,,,=., Att. - : f. -
(,) :

—to proclaim by her-

ald, proclaim publicly. Soph. Ant. 34,
El. 684, Isae. 60, 2, etc.,,,()
a prelude on the lyre., {,) to

run risk beforehand, brave the first dan-
ger, stand the brunt of battle, Thuc. 7,

56, Xen., etc., cf esp. Dem. 297, 11 :

also c. dat., . (sc..7), braved him for Greece,
Thuc. 1, 73; also,. /.-, Lys. 151, 38, cf. Isocr. 56 ., , f. -?/, (,)
to move forward, , Xen.
Cyr. 1, 4, 21 ; to urge on, . ''.
Id. Eq. 9, 3 :—pass., with fut. mid.,
to come on, advance. Id. Cyr. 1, 4, 23.7., fut.-, (,7.) to weep beforehand, or openly.

Soph. Tr. 963, Eur. Phoen. 1520.—
II. trans., to lament beforehand,, Hdt. 5, 8 ; cf. Eur. Ale.
526.7., ov,(,7.) broken
or broken off in front.^7. contd. 7\.,,
, Procles, son of Aristodemus, broth-
er of Eurysthenes, a king of Sparta,
Hdt. 6, 52; 8, 131: from him the
Proclid line of kings was so named.—2. a Spartan, ruler of Teulhrania
in Asia Minor, Xen. An. 2, 1, 3.—3.

ruler of Epidaurus, father-in-law of
Periander of Corinth, Hdt. 3, 50.—4.

an Athenian commander, son ofThe-
odorus, Thuc. 3, 91 : cf7..— 5. a Lerian, subject of the satire of
Phocylides, 5, 2.— Others in Xen.

;

Pans. ; etc.

^17., , , ProcUa, daugh-
ter of Clytius, Paus. 10, 14, 2.\7.7}, to forebode, pro-
phesy, Joseph.

\7., , v. 17.., Ion. , , (-7.) calling forth or out

:

—a chal-

lenging to combat, , upon
or according to challenge, Hdt. 5, 1 ; 9,

75.—II. a;i invitation, proposal, Thuc.
3, 64.—III. esp. as law-term, a formal
challenge or wager, offered by either

party to his opponent, for the purpose
of bringing disputed points to issue,

etc., somewhat like the Roman spon-

sio, freq. in Oratt., as Antipho 6, 27,
Lys. 4, 15, etc. ; cf 7. fin. :

on the various kinds ot 7.,'.
Hudtwalcker iiber die Diateten, p.

49; the most, common was a chal-

lenge to the opponent to let his slaves
be put to the rack to give evidence
against him : also an offer of one's
own slaves to be tortured, cf Dem.
978, 8 ; see also 1387, 13, where the
whole form is given. Hence7, , , calling forth,
challenging, 7.77., Plut. Marcell. 7.

'.7., ov, (7,£) called

forth, challenged, summoned.7., (, 72) to lean for-
ward,. , Soph.
. C. 201. [ Hence17., , , one who occupies
the first place at table, []

tHpo/c/of , ov, ,=^17. : also
answering to the Rom. name Procu-
lus, Plut.7., {. -, (, 7.) to

wash out beforehand, Philo :—esp. as
medic, term, to purge beforehand with
a clyster.7., ov, (, 7,) heard
formerly : ., ancient legends,
or old saws, II. 20, 204., {, 7') hear be-

forehand, Aesch. Ag. 251. [{;], , , Procne, daughter
of Pandion, king of Athens, wife of
Tereus, changed into a swallow,
Thuc. 2, 29 ; Apoilod. 3, 14, 8., ov, , (,)
the inner and larger bone of the leg, shin,

Lat. tibia ; cf., , , {,)
covering for the shin, Polyb. 6, 23, 8.

or,, , a sort

of dried fig, also written or. Pamphil. ap. Ath. 653 B., ov, (. ) with a
paunch.

17., ov,=foreg., to sleep beforehand,
Clem. Al., ,,^., ,() to keep
guard before a place, Joseph., , , a watch before a
place, Polyb. 2, 5, 6, etc., , , dub. 1. for-., ov, (,) keeping
watch before a place, Lat. excubitor,

Polyb. 20, 11, 5 ; c. gen., ., Plut. 2, 325 .,,,, antechamber.

Lob. Phryn. 252.17., f. -, to chastise be-

forehand.17., (,7.) to

flatter beforehand. Plat. Rep. 494 C.7^, ov,, (,)
a robe foiling over the breast, Theophr.
Char. 6, 22, Luc. Pise. 7.— II. the en-

trance into a gulf, Jac. Ach. Tat. p.

394., ,,=^, Ael.

. . 16, ., , , bringing for-
ward : from, f. -, (,)
to bring forward :—pass., to be carried

away into distant lands, Hdt. 4, 122., ov, , (,) the

front hair of a man ; also, the forelock
of a horse, Lat. capronae, Xen. Eq. 5,

6, Arist. H. A. 9,45, 5.—II. false hair,

esp. afalse front, such as the Persians
and the Greek women wore, Ar. Fr.

309, Arist. Oecon. 2, 15, 3 ; ., Ath. 523 A :—also,,.,,,(,)
Proconnesus, an island in the Propon-
tis, famed forits marble, nowj/arwiara;
Hdt. 4, 14 ; Strab. p. 588.?}, , , progress on a jour
ney : generally, pro^rei-s, advance,-,, 7.,
Polyb. 2,37,10, etc.; improvement, esp.

in science, Cic. Att. 15, 16 ; and in
plur., 2, 75 B, Luc. Alex. 22 -.—.7.. progress in a contrary
direction, Polyb. 5, 16, 9 ; .

or TO., Philo : from, f. -, (.) to
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forward a work :—pass., to beforward-
ed, to advance, thrive, prosper,--, Hdt. 1, 190 ; {:. Id. 3,
56.—II. in this intr. sig:nf., the act.

is usu. employed in Att., ntyo-

; what good would you get ?

Eur. Ale. 1079 ; ovoev—
.-, they made no progress towards..,

Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 0; also, . -, Eur. Hoc. 901 ; .,
Polyb. 39, 9, 2 ; . -. . . :—80, prob., -} , having
made improvements in their navy to a
great extent, Thuc. 7, 56, cf. 4, GO :

—

also,, , the day,
night was far advanced, App., N. T.

;

. , to proceed upon
the high-road :— generally, =, Plut. 2, 543 . (Most in-

terpp. follow Coray ad Isocr., who
thinks the usage borrowed from the
practice of armies, which hew down
the trees, etc., that obstruct their pro-

gress, V.. Schneid. and
Passow make the first signf., to beat

out, stretch by beating, as a smith does
metal.), . to adorn in front or
before ; susp. Hence,,, an ornament
in front, DlOg. L. 6, 72., or, (, II.)

before the world, Eccl.—II. to trpOKO-, the frontlet of a horse (nisi le-

gend,, Plut. 2, 970 D.. . {-,) to

govern before or beforehand, Dio C., {,)
to hangforward, Arist. Physiogn. 6, 19., ov, (,)
overhanging, abrupt, LXX.,. , a choosing be-

fore others, partiality, N.T.—II. a pre-

judgment, Lat. prarjudicium : from, [,) to choose

before others, pick out, choose, Thuc.
4, 80, and Plat. : to prefer before,

or , Hdt. 1, 70 ; 9, 26 ; ., Eur.
Hel. 47 ; '-, Phoen. 746 ; also in mid.,-.
Plat. Rep. 537 D :—pass., to be pre-

ferred before, he superior to Others, -, Hdt. 2, 121, 6, cf. 1, 56; c. inf.,,
Xen. Cyr. 2, 3, 8, cf. Apol. 21.—II. to

jvdge beforehand ; and so, merely, to

judge, c. ace. et inf , Xen. Apol. 15,

Isocr. 42 A, etc. : ., ' -, to decide the battle by the horse
before the foot comes up, prob. 1. Diod.
17, 19. [i]

or, v. sub-.\,, , Procris, a daugh-
ter of Thespius, Apollod. 2, 7, 8.

—

2. daughter of Erechtheus, Id. 3,

15, 2.,, ,{) pref-
erence, choice, election. Plat. Folit. 299
A.—H. a pre-judgment, Lat. praeju-
dicium. Hence, , , only found as
subst., TO -p.. a kind oi verse or metri-

cal foot. Y\u\..''i, 1141 A', ov,{) chosen

before others, preferred, picked. Plat.

Rep. 537 D, Legg. 945 :—as a trans-

lation of Lat. Princeps senatzis, Dio C.
II. prejudged., Lacon. impf. from-, for, Ar. Lys.
1252 ;—not an adj., as says Gottling
Theodos. p. 215.
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, , ov, or , ov (v. in-

fra) {,) :
—wilh projecting

OT battlements : in II. 14,35,
the ships are drawn up on the beach, i. e., prob. ranged side by
side so that their sterns stood np like a row

of battlements

;

—and so, in Hdt. 7, 188,

a number of ships are said to be
ranged (at sea) -, i. e. ranged in rows turn-
ed seawards eight deep :—also of a
richly-carved cup, -

oi , the
heads of griffins were set at regular
distances round it, Hdt. 4, 152:—(opp.
to, Democr. ap. Theophr.
de Sens., cf. Opp. H. 4, 606).—In all

these places Schweigh. takes -
{-ai) to be m ipiincwicem dis-

positae, the French par echelons.—
Metaph.,, rushing one after another

into danger, Agathocl. ap. Ath. 30 A.\, ov, Procrustes, ap-
pell. of the robber Polypemon, also
called Damastes ; v. sq., Plut. Thes.
11 : cf.?., Dor., {,) to beat out ; hence, to stretch

and torture, whence the name of the
robber, who stretched
all his captives, great or small, on the
same bed.— II. like, to lie with
a woman, Ar. Eccl. 1017., {,) dep.,
to gain btforehand, v. 1. Plut. for-., f. -, to build,found be-

forehand., , f. -, to steer in

front., strenglhd. for,
Orph. Arg. 1223, ace. to Herni.1?., , f. -, {, -) to roll forth or out, in the Swal-
low-song ap. Ath. 360 C, ubi olim-./, , later form from

: pass., . , to fall
at thefeet of, prostrate one's self before

one, Lat. provolvi ad genua alicujus, Ar.
Av. 501, ubi V. Schol. (cf.'-) ;, Dem. 450, 2. Hence,, , that which
is rolled before.'/., f. -, {, -?) to roll before, fonvard or away:
— pass., to rollforward, on, past, of the
waves, II. 14, 18 ; fut. mid. in pass,

signf., Dion. H. :—cf..
Hence?,, , a casting one's

self at the feet of another,, Plat. Legg. 887 .
or, , ,

and or, :

{, )•.— embankment against

the waves, a dyke, breakwater, Joseph., , {,) of a dog,
to bark beforehand, i. e. before game is

found., f. -, (,) to

sloop and bend forward, hence, to peep
out, Ar. Ran. 412, Av. 490

; ?., Luc. Alex. 12 ; cf. Jac.
Ach. Tat. p. 593., , {,) to con-

firm or ratify before, N. T.,, , {, )
Procyon, a constellation which rises

before the dog-star ; strictly, a single
star, which by later writers was itself

described as a dog, Schol. A rat. 450.—11. ,
a nickname of the grammarians,
snappers and snarlers, Anth :—cf.-.

,, , (, «-) bulwark, defence, Heliod. 9, 17., ov, {,] before
the : ., the prelude
of a song sung by a, Pmd. P4.

4, 17.

and, ,, groats offresh or unroasted barley,

Hipp., who also mentions -, y. Kocs. Oecon., ov, {,) grasp-
ing the sword by its hilt, swirrilin-hand,

Aesch. Ag. 1637.—2. of the sword,
grasped by the hilt, Aesch. Ag. 1651,
Eur. Or. 1477., 7}, it,() like, a hilt., {, Xayxavu)
obtain by lot beforehand, Ar. Eccl. 1 159././, dep., to receive btfore-

hand or by anlicipalimi,, some of
a thing, Eur. Ion 1027 ; cf.,
fin., ov, TO,(,}
a hole in the ground lying before a larger
one, Arist. Part. An. 3, 14, 13., , {, .) to

prate before, Anth. P. 12, 208.—II. to

foretell., ov,{,) flippant
in words, chattering, Ael., f. --, aor., {,.) to take

beforehand, Lys. 176, 5, etc. ; . -, to receive as earnest money,
Dem. 1211, 5.—2. to take before or
sooner than another, .
Soph. . C. 1141.~3. also, to take

away before, Aeschin. 24, 30 : . -, first to get one's self out
ofmiscliief, Eur. Ion 1253.

—

i. gene-
rally, to obtain, get, Dem. 970, 28—11.
to outstrip, get the start of,, Xen.
Cyn. 5, 19:

—

. , to get a
start, Hdt. 3, 105 ; so,. ),
Thuc. 4, 33 ; also, . ,
Xen. Cyn. 7, 7 ; absol.,'-, was far ahead, Thuc. 7, 80.—2.

to be beforehand with, anticipate, like, Eur. Ion 407, etc. : part.,, by anticipation, Xen. Cyr.
1. 2, 3 :— also c. ace. rei, to anticipate,, Eur. Hel. 339; . -, Lat. decerpere florcm aelatis,

Aeschin. 23, 18.— 3. to anticipate one's
words, prejudge, Dem. 44, 3.—4. to

prepossess, ivin beforehand, ., Dem. 1439, 6.—III. to repeat

from the orisin, Lat. altius repetere,

Isocr. 119 A, 351 C., f. -, to shine before-

hand, shine before others.^, , , Prulaiis, masc. pr.

n.. Pans. 5, 2, 4.

i2(V(j,=.., f. -^, (,) to

pick out or choose before others, prefer,'/, II. 13,089

;

, Pind. . 2,
28.—II. to foretell, of an oracle, Hdt.
1, 53 ; 8, 136, and .\tt. ; .
Plat. Euthyphr. 3 C -.-—to say before-

hand, Aesch. Pr. 1071.—2. to tell pub-
licly, denounce, esp. punishment, as,. . Dem. 719, 25, cf. Ly-
curg. 148, 10 : to cavtian, warn, .
Tiv\ .., Antipho 126, 17:— gener-
ally, to profess, declare, Aesch. Theb.
336 :—c. inf., ta order, ,
Xen. An. 7, 7. 3.. , to ir^ake smooth before.

—2. to potind btforehand./., t. -/, (,) la

go J'orth and leave behind ; hence, to

leave 6(7Hiii/,/r)r»v)/;f, of persons, places,

and thines, Horn , Hes., etc. ;., prudeuce/orsooA- ihce.

Od, 2, 279 ; ^, Vina.



P. 9, 50 ; and Trag. ; ., to

abandon one's post, Thuc. 2, 87.—2.

c. inf., to omit to do a thing. Theogn.
351 ; so, . , Soph. El.

132.—II. intr., to cease, fail beforehand^

to cease, oil 7'/.~-, Eur. Or. 817 ; ru—, Thuc. 7, 75: absol., to faint-,

fall a swooK, Eur. Hec. 438., ,, (jzpQ'Kzyui)fore-

telUng. Paul. S. 74, 67.-, {,) to

make tkin orfine beforehand, Plat. Tim.
66 \., dep. c. pf. pass.?.;^//, to hold converse

with one before, rivi, Hdl. 6, 4./., ov, {, <!) volu-

ble in. talk, prating, Aesch. Supp. 200., to make white or

bright beforehand..7.,{,?.) to see be-

fore one's self OT in front. Soph. Phil.

1360.,, ro, {7.-
vu) that which is taken beforehand; TCp.

Tivi, to give one some start or

advantage, Polyb. 17, 10, 3. Hence/, to place before or in

advance :— hence,,,, , a preparatory exercise in singing,

Byzant., , , (, 7.)
vessel in front of a wine-press, LXX., , , anticipating,

Plut. 2. 427 D : from?.,,,(?) an
anticipating: esp. in point of time, a

prolepsis, anachronism.—II. previous

assumption, preconception, Polyb. 8,

29, 1 ; -p. . Id. 10, 43, 8 :

esp., a vague or indistiiwt conception,

like the notiones insitae of Cicero :

and in the Epicur. philosophy, con-

ception formed through the senses, as

opp. to, Plut. 2, 900 B, C, etc./.,, , {~, ?)
stagnant water near a river or lake, a

marsh formed by a river overflowing,

Arist. H. A. 6, 14, 2 : in E. M. also

'/., .,[,/.) toform
a marsh before a river, Paus. 8, 22, 3./., , {', /.-) to famish beforehand, Arisl. . .
8, 6, 3.?,(, ?.) tofat-

ten or enrich before, Diosc./, to lick or nibble before-

hand.?, ov, TO, (, ?^))
the lower part of the flap of the ear.'/, ov,6,=^, the

j

crop offowls, esp. pigeons ; also writ-

ten/. Hence/,,,() like the crop

of a bird, Arist. Part. An. 4, 5,9., f.-, dep. mid.,

to calculate beforehand./., to speak beforehand,

speak a prologue.?, ov, b, (/.) a pref-

alorij discrmrse, preface :—in Trag. and
old Coin., the prologue, all that portion t

of the play that comes before the first
j

chorus, Ar. Ran. 1119, cf. Arist. Poet. I

12, 4 : after Eurip. it was usually a
|

monologue containing a narrative of
]

facts introductory to the main action,
j

as in the Roman comedy ; opp. to
j'/.—. in arithm., of ratios in
;

which the first number is the largest,

as 5 : 3 ; cf II.', wash beforehand, :—
pass., to bathe beforehand., (,),
to lay ail ambuscade beforehand ; hence,

iapass., at?.?..

the ambush that had before been laid,

Thuc. 3, 112.—II. to beset with an am-
buscade, , Thuc. 3, 1 10, cf
Plut. Sertor. 13 : also, ./, Thuc. 2, 81.

Hence/., , , laying of an
ambuscade beforehand, Conon., ov, 6, Prolochus, one
of the Lapithae, Hes. Sc. 180.

npoAv, (,/.)
dep., ravage beforehand, Polyb. 2,

68, 5.?•, , . ->,(,)
to pain or distress beforehand

:

—Pass.,

to feel pain OT distress before. Plat.

Phaedr. 258 E, Phil. 39 D, etc.

Hence/., , , previous dis-

tress. Plat. Rep. 584 C. [v]. , Prolyta. daughter of
Agesilaus, Plut. Ages. 19, v. 1. -
avya./., , V. /..,, Dor. for7-.̂, , , Promethidas,
masc. pr. ., Ath. 296 .,, , Promathion,
a historian, Plut. Rom. 2., ,^, susp.

in Theophr., ol, a Cyprian name
for flatterers, Clearch. ap. Ath. 255 F./., , , (-) the bath-room in which the body
was rubbed and mude supple before bath-
ing, Galen.'/., =sq./, Alt. -, f. -foj,(,7.) to soften beforehand,

make soft or supple by rubbing, Arist.

Probl. 2, 32, 2 :—so, metaph., in mid.,, Plut.
Caes. 6.

1.7., ov, , an unknown tree

with supple springy branches, like, and Ztijof, prob. a kind
of willow, Eupol. Ai}'. 1, Ap. Rh. 3,

201 ; cf Foes. Oecon. Hipp., , , (, II)

great-grandmother, Lat. proavia., {,) to

learn beforehand, and (in aor.) to know
beforehand, Pind. 0. 8, 79, and Att.

;

c. inf , Soph. Phil. 538 : opp. to t~i-, and to, Thuc. 1,

138 -.—to learn by rote, Ar. Nub. 966., , Ion. -, . ,() the right of consulting
the Delphic oracle first, Wess. Hdt. 1,

54, Dera. 119, 17,"etc., , , a predic-

tion : from,(,)
dep. mid., to foretell, prophesy, Hdt. 3,

125; Ti, Eur. Melan. 3: — an act., in Plut. Cat. Maj. 23.,, ij. Ion. for-, Hdt., ov, , =-, Nonn., Ion. , , ,(,) prophet or prophetess : .
was specially the title of the Pythia
or Delphic priestess, who gave out the
answers of the oracle, Hdt. 0, 66 ; 7,

111; also,^ ai.
Hdt. 2, 55 ; generally, the representa-

tive of the god and the organ of his

prophecies, Wess. Hdt. 8, 135; cf
Thuc. 5, 16 :—V. sub II.

—

II. as adj., prophetic, ., justice
giving presage of the issue. Soph. El.

757; ., 'my prophetic soul,'

Eur. Andr. 1072 :

—

., prophet-
ic, foreboding of a thing, Aesch. Cho.
758, Eur. Hel. 338.

. (,) as
pass., wither awayfirst, Arist. Probl.,(,)
dep. mid., to witness beforehand, N. T.
[i•],, . Dor. for-, Aesch. [],^, Xen. C\^r.

3, 3, 60.,, ,()
bulwark, rampart, Lat. propuznacu-

lum, Hdt. 1, 98 ; . , Hdt.
1, 164; 3, 151.,() to fight be-

fore,, in froru of the Trojans,
as iheir champion, II. 3, 16 ; but, also,

to fight with anoiheT as champion, '-, II. 20, 376., f.- and
.4tt.- ; (,) dep.
mid. :

—

to fight before,fight in the front

rank,, before all, II. 11, 217;
17, 358.—II. to stand before one and
fight, fight for him,, Ar. V'esp.

957.—III. to fight before, i. e. sooner

than another,, [], ov, (,)fight-
ing before, fighting in front : freq. in

Hom., esp. in II., always as subst.

:

in plur., the first or foremost fighters,

champions, freq. in Horn., -, among the foremost ;-
CLV kvi, Od. 18, 379;'', Pind. I. 7 (6),
49:— as adj., . . Soph. Tr.
856.— II. fiahting for,.,,
Aesch. theb. 418, 482., ov, , Promachus, son
of Parthenopaeus, Apollod. 3, 7, 2.

—

2. son of Aeson. slain by Pelias, Id.

1, 9, 27.—3. son of Alegenor, a Boeo-
tian before Troy, II. 14, 476.—Others
in Dem. ; Paus. ; etc.., ,=:,
dub., cf Lob. Phryn. 167.,, , Promedon,
masc. pr. n., Paus. 10, 30, 7., (,) to let

go, despatch before, A p. Rh. 2, 329.,(,) as pass.,

to be drunk with wine before, Plut. 2,

734 A.?:, (, ?^)
pass., to become black before, Nic. Th.
797.,, . f. -, (,-7^) to practise beforehand.. Eccl.
117, Xen. Ath. 1, 20, Plat. Soph. 218
D. Hence7.., , previous exer

cise, prosecution of an art, etc.,, ,(,) name
of a prophetess of Dodona in Hdt. 2,

55, stnctly forefeeling, presage.,. , a sort pome-
granate, Nic. AI. 490.., , Promenes, masc.
pr. n.. Anth. P. 6, 112., , . -, (,-) to take thought beforehand,

S. .17.(,?.)
to change, transform beforehand, Sext.
Emp., , f. -, to measure
out before. Hence. ov, b, one who mea
sures out, a servant of the//£T/3oi'o//oi,.

Bockh P. E. l,p. 68., , ,()
measured out to., ov, , the skin or
hair of the forehead, -, Hdt. 7, 70.—II. frontpiece,.

frontlet, esp. for horses, Xen. An. 1,

8, 7. Cyr. 6, -if 1. [] Hence, , , a star in the

forehead, Callix. ap. Ath. 200 E, 202 A.
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fTlpofiei'c, eoc, h, Promeus, masc.
. Ti., Ap. kh. f, 1044./, ar, y, Dor.;
Ion., though the ibrm in- was also used in Att. poets, and
occurs as a freq. v. 1. in Att. prose, v.

Eilendt Lex. Soph. s. v.{):—-foresight, forelhoiieht. mariness, dis-

cretion, Hdt. 3. 3, Find. 1. 1, 57, and
Trag.; esp. Va;-itiv, Aesch.
Supp. 177, Eur. Hoc. 705.— II. respect,

consideration, iv '??)], Hdt. 1, 88:-, Eur. Ale. 1054., , , the festival of
Prometheus, Xen. Atli. 3, 4, cf. Diet.

Antiqq. : from^, a. nv, of or relating to

Promethrus, Promrthcan ; -, sc. <.. a drug: usetl in

magic rites, said to have sprung I'rom

the blood of Prometheus, Ap. Rh. 3,

845., dep. c. fut. mid. et

aor. pass. (Hipp. 5i»5) :

—

to be-, to take care beforehand, to jirovide

for, c. gen., TTfi., Hdt. 2, 172
;. Plat. Prot. 31G C ;, Jd. Lach. 198 ; absol., Aesch.

Pr. 381 :—generally, to take care, Lat.
cavere, . .., Hdt. 3, 78 :—c. ace.

pers., to show regard or respectfor, Wai.
9, 108., f. -, dep.
mid..= foreg., Ion.. , Prome-
theus, son of the Titan lapetus and
Clymene, Hes. Th. 510: inventor of
many arts, esp. those of working in

metal and clay, whence he is said to
have made man from clay, and to
have furnished him with the -
rvov , stolen from Olympus

:

hence also his name, the Forethinker
(from), opp. to his careless
brother-, as it were Fore-
thought and Afierthonght. The ele-

ments of the legend of Prometheus
are in Hes. Op. 48, Th. 510 sq., cf.

Plat. Prot. 320 D, sqq. ; the punish-
ment inihcted on him by Jupiter for

his zenl in the cause of man in the
Prom. V'inctus of Aesch.— f2. a popu-
lar leader in Thessaly, Xen. Hell. 2,

3, 3G, ace. to Wyttenbach appell. of
Jason, tyrant of Pherae.f—II. in Att.,

all artists that worked in clay were
called, Hemst. Luc. Prom.
2.—III. as. , forethoiight. cau-
tion, Aesch. Pr. 80;"-(), Piiid. . 7, 81, ubi v.

Boekh (44), cf. Meineke Euphor.
128:—as adj., . , provident
rule, Aesch. Supp. 700.—Cf.-. Hence, 1), , using habit-

ual forethought.7], , fore-thinking, wary,
discreet, Thue. 3, 82 ; 4, 92 : troubling
one^s self, caring about a thing,. Soph. El. 1078 : errl -/ , Hipp. 650.
(From, and or, akin
to.), , Ion. -, . sub-., , ,—7)-
.«of. Adv. -, Ar. , 1511.^/, , f), Promethiis, son
of Codrus of Athens, founder of Colo-
phon, Pau.s. 7, 3, 3., , (,) pro-
longed : ohhns, rectangular, Lat. ob-

longus, Plat. Tim. 5 1 :— of numbers
made up oftwo unequal factors {an 8=2,
4 ; 32=4, 8), Id. Theaet. 143 A.^/. , [,/,) to probe
beforehand, Hipp.
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, ar, , she who lays

information., (-pa,) to denounce

or betray beforehand. Tivl . Soph.
Ant. 84, cf. Luc. Merc. Cond. 3./, Dor.,,

: (,/) first mofherni'a race,

Aesch. Theb. 140, Eur. Phoen. 67 :

formed like—.]\?, (. -, (,) dep. mid., to plan or con-

trive beforehand. Dion. H. 1, 4), etc.,

Luc. Alex. 38., (,) to defile

beforehand, Joseph.
and - : f. -(.):—to mingle beforehand:— pass., ', to

have intercourse with her before, 11. 9,

452.. to remind beforehand., coliat. form of-., , (,) to let

beforehand : pass., to be let beforehand,
Plut., {,) dep.,

to woo or courtfor another. Plat. The-
aet. 150 A, 151 B: generally, to

endeai^our to obtain, solicit for one,

, Xen. Mem. 2, C, 36; . , to

sue or plead iviih another, Id. An. 7,

3, 18 ; . TiVL, to persuade
one to do. Plat. Menex. 239 C— II., my mind
forehodeth somewhat. Soph. O.C.1074.

\('\<.\\.,={.,
Luc. Herod. C, Alciphr., ,.()
fitted to woo for another :

—

/'/ - (sc.), the art of match-making. Plat.

Theaet. 150 A., Ivai, one by one, one
after the other, ,
Od. 11, 233; ,
Od. 21, 230. (Usu. deriv. from -, for — or, as Buttm.
writes, —each waiting

for the one before. But Riemer derives
it at once from,. and
so, apparently, onejust before the other;

cf..), , , = sq., Eur.
Hipp. 589, Ar. Nub. 41, Plat, etc., ifioc, ,()
a woman tvho voos or courtsfor another,

a match-maker, Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 36., , , (-) one who courtsfor another., , v. sub., , {,) before

the destined term, i. e. untimely, e. g.,. Anth.: so also adv.,•., (,) to pro-

cure a woman, pimp for a person,

Tivi, Plut. Galb. 19., inf. aor. oi.
Hence, , ?/, an approach, 7>estt•

bide. Call. Dian. 142, Ap. Rh. I, 1)74:

also, the jutting foot of a mountain, in

plur., Anth. P•.'?, », 246.

Tlpnuo?Ajv, part. aor. of-, Horn.,.^, Epigr.
in Welcker's Sylioge., , h, () the foremost
man, in Hom. always=Tp«/^«jof .•

. , opposed to another in the

front rank, II. 7, 75, 116;, II. 5, 53 : later, generally, a
chief, Lat. primus, princeps, Aesch.
Ag. 200, Eum. 399, Sor)h. O. C. 884

;

80 the .sun is -. Id. . . 660.—The forms-
in Aeech. Supp. 904, and -

in Ar, Thosrn, 50, are dub.

,{,) to set

a .slip or cutting m a nursery, The-
ophr., , f. -tjou, (,-) work beforehand, like-, Eur. Supp. 1234,, , f. -7/, to initiate be-

forehand. Hence,, , a previous initia-

tion, Plut. 2, 107', . Dor. for-, Valck. Hipp. 589., , , () the in-

troduction to a fable or legend. [()], 7/, , the end of the
snout : cf.

or, , , the
godiless who presides over mills.'/. (,) to

pout the lips. Hipp. ; v. Foes. Oecon., Att. -, (,)
to snuff a lamp, , Plut. 2,
798 : generally, to extort money
from, , Hipp,, ubi Coray-, to teaze.

iUpovala, , , v., II.\\\, , in, v. subEporroi., . Ion./, ,{,) :
—before temple : hence

as subst.,— I. TO, the court

before a temple, or perh.= 7rpoi'i70f II,

Hdt. 1, 51 ; Tu, Leon. Tar,
7.—II. 7] \\7[, Att. Wpovaia or, as epith. of Minerva at Del-
phi, because she had a chapel or
statue there before the great temple of
Apollo, tAesch. Eum. 21 1, Wessel.
Hdt. 1, 92; 8, .37, 39; cf.

III :—other gods had the same epith.,

as Mercury at Thebes, where his
chapel lay before that of Ismenian
Apollo, Pans. 9, 10. 2., oi',= foreg., Lat. protem-
plaris,, Aesch. Supp. 491.— II.

as subst., ,—. the

hall or first room of a temple, through
which one went to the or cella,

Luc. ; who also has the form -.
iTlpo^'r}, , 6, Pronapes, masc.

pr. n., an Athenian, Isae, 65, 17,, , f. -. (,) to fight at sea for or in de-

fence of,, Hdt. 6. 7 ; 8. 60, 2., (,) to assign,

allot beforehand, , Pind. I. 8, 37
;

.. to present un-
spotted hands, Aesch. Eum. 313:

—

mid., to go forward, esp. in grazing :

hence, to gain ground, spread, of War,
etc.. Soph. El. 1384.—Cf.., (, ^) dep., to

go forward, like, Opp. H.
3, 238.•. (.) to stoop for-
wards. Plat. Euthyd. 274 : of a
rider, to bendforward. Xen. Eq. 8, 7 ;

of rowers, Polyb. 1, 21, 2,. f. -. (,) to heap
7ip in front or beforehand., f,-, (,)
to swim before, Ael, N. A, 1, 4, acc. to
Paris MS./-, Tf, ov. Ion. for,
q. v., Hdt.

tnpoi'??(7i)f, ov, 7/, Pronesus, a city
of Cephallenia. Strab. p. 455.. ( <),) tofast
beforehand, Hdt. 2, 40, Hipp,.. f.-, {.-) to swim before, Plut. 2, 980 F ; c,

gen. 984 A., «a, f. -^cti, (.')
to gain a victory beforehand, Thuc, 2,

89, Isae. 85, 28.

iTlfiovvot, , ol, Pronni, a ssmall

city on the east coast of Cephallenia,
Polyb. 5, 3,3: hence oi Ilpovvaiot.



or Tlpovacoi, the JPronnaeans, Thuc.
2, 30., , f.-, (~,) to

see or perceive heforehnnd, /., II.

18. 526, Plat., etc.,—II. to think of,

plan, devise beforehand, Od. 5, 364 ; to

provide, , opp. to, Epich.

p. 82 ; Tu -, v. 1. Hdt. 7,

172.—2. c. gen., to provide for, take

care of, take thought for, Xen. Cyr. 8,

1, 1, etc.—3. foil, by a relat. adv.,.
OTL.., .., ~.., to provide, take care

that a thing may be, Xen. ; . ...
-, cavere ne... Id. Oec. 9, 11,

Cyr. 1, 6, 24.—4. absol., to be provi-

dent, act warily, take measures, -, Thuc. 3, 38.

. the Alt. writers, except Xen.,
prefer, lut.-, aor.- (Eur. Hipp. 399); but also

aor. pass, -- (Plat. Crat. 395 C,

Lys. 98, 46) :—the construct, is just

the same ; but we have also-,~, Lys. L
C, Dem. 19, 14.

^, . , Pronoe. daughter
of ]Sereus and Doris, Hes. Th. 261.

—

2. a daughter of Phorbas, ApoUod., , , {)
foreseeing, providing : and, verb, adj., one mitst

take care. Xen. Oec. 7, 36., ov, 6.{) a pro-

vider, Hermes ap. Stob. Eel. 1, 966., ,.{) cau-

tious, considerate, prudent, Xen. Mem.
1, 3, 9.—II. of things, showing fore-

thought or design, lb. 4, 3, 6., . Ion., , ,{) seeing or perceiving before-

hand. Soph. . t. 978, Tr. 823.—II.

foresight, forethought, forecast, Ireq.

from Hdt. downwds. : kn,
with forethought, purposely, Lat. con-

sulto, Hdt. 1, 120, 159, etc. ;• opp. to. Id. 8, 87, of. Stallb. Plat.

Phaedr. 241 ; esp. of crimes com-
mitted with design or malice pre-

pense, tu ,,
Aeschin. 84, 21, Dinarch. 90, 33, etc.

:

, to take thought

for.., Thuc. 2. 89 ; so, ., Dem. 546, 6, etc.—2. from Plat.

downwds., the providence of the gods,

divine providence. — III.'-
voia, Minerva as Goddess of Fore-

thought, under which name she was
worshipped at Delphi, Siebelis Paus.

10, 8, 6; and occurs in the Amphic-
tyonic oath, Aeschin. 69, 14:— cf.

Bentl. Phalar. p. 523. Lennep Pha-
lar. p. 159, and Herm. would so read

also in Aesch. Eum.21,for IJpovaia,

but the title seems to be
later than Aeschylus ; whereas Upo-
vaia or was current in his

time ; v. sub., , , = II,

Plut. Alex. 60, Fabric. 20., , ,()
foraging, plundering, Luc.,, , that which is

plundered.. cv, , a forager, plun-

derer, Strab. Hence, {,) to go out

for foraging or plunder, to forage,

Polyb. 2, 27, 2, Plut.—II. trans., to

sack, ravage,, Dion. H. Hence,, ij, a foraging,, Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 24:
also, a sally, foray, raid,. Hell. 1, 1,33; -?, . 5, 1, 7 ; etc. :

—

., also, foraging parties, Polyb.

4, 73, 4.—II. an elephant's trunk, Id. 5,

84,3.

npos, , , (,)
privilege, Plut. 2, 279 , 296 C., , , song sung be-

fore the (q. v., signf. 11), Synes.
—Ii.=foreg., ap. Suid., ,{.)
to make a law before, Dio C. 36, 22., ov, (,) grazing

forward, opp. to (q. v.),, grazing herds, Aesch.
Supp. 691.^, ov, 6, Pronomus, a flute-

player of Thebes, Anth. Plan. 28

;

Ath. 631 ; so in Ar. Eccl. 102 ace.

to Schol., ov, contr. -, oiiv,=;, Hdt. 3, 36, Aesch. Supp.
969 :—compar.. Soph.
Aj. 119; superl.-, cf. Lob.
Phryn. 144., , f. -, (,)
to he ill beforehand, Hipp., f. -, to wet, moisten

beforehand.,,,(,)
the day before a new moon, LXX.

tp^'Ol'f, ov, 0, Pronus, son of

Phegeus, A polled. 3, 7, 6.-2. a Tro-
jan, 11. 16, 399.^, {,) adv., all night

long, opp. to, Sijnon. Amorg.
47.

^, f. -, (,) to

goad on, Polyb. 28, 15, 8., , =z, bent for-

wards, overhanging, Lat. pronus: droop-

ing, at the point of death, ., Eur. Ale. 143 ; so, in

Aescli. Ag. 234,.3.—
2. metaph., inclined, ready, -, Eur. Andr. 729. (Prob. from

and Jji/i,, and so strictly

with the head OTfaceforwards : the an-

cients carefully distinguished it from
sq. both in deriv. and use.). ov, before the walls:

hence, generally, in front of or outside

of a place, Eur. Bacch. 645.—II. as

subst., TO, a hall or court,

like, lb. 639, cf. Monk Hipp.

376 :—the Lat. compita, hence, Lat. lares compitales, Dion.

H. 4, 14.—Cf. and,
but it must be distinguished from
foreg. (From ,, for.),,=, dub.', gen., , also , a

kind of deer, like, perh. the

roe-deer, roe, elsevvh.3, Od. 17,

295, cf. Arist. H. A. 2, 15, 9, Part.

An. 4, 2, 2 :—also, . Hom.
Ven. 71 : (hence the name of an isl-

and,, q- v., as if Roe-
island., 6, Ion. for,
Hdt., , .- : impf.-. be any one's

(q. v., signf. I),, Xen. Hell. 6,

4. 24, Dem. 194, 18, etc. : generally,

to be one's protector, patron, Eur. Med.
724, Ar. Thesm. 576.— IJ. from the

duties of a (y. signf. II),— 1.

to negotiate, manage ; and so, general-

ly, to effect, do any thing for another,

Eur. Ion 335; ., to lend

daring. Soph. Tr. 726: also, c. dat.

et inf., to contrive for one that.., as,

7rp. Tivi, to be the means of liis

seeing, Soph. O. T. 1483 ; ., to grant one to die,

Xen. Apol. 7 ; also, ., to guide

one, give him directions, Soph. O. C.
465.—2. to introduce, recommend one
person to another, , Dem.
969, 18: hence —p. ,, to introduce him as teacher,

npos
as pupil, Plat. Lach. 180 C, Ale. 1,

109 D : . . Long. 3, 36,
and Himer.—3. metaph., .-, to put danger upon one. Xen.
An. 6, 5, 14, cf. Apol. 7, Ael. V. H. 13,
32. Hence17, , a negotiating, bring•

ing about, effecting., ov, 6,() one
who negotiates between two or more par-

ties : m mercantile atiaus, an agent

or broker, retained in the Lat. proxe-

neta. Hence, , , belonging to,

befitting a negotiator ; hence, to .,
brokerage, Lat. proxeneticum., fem. ol,
a mediatress., , , () the

rights and privileges of a
public friend, esp., of an ambassador :

generaUy, friendship (for a foreigner),

Pind. O. 9, 123, >.. 7, 96; ci. Eur.
Med. 359.—2. the duties of a

(signf. 11), Dem. 475, 10, etc.—II.

treaty or compact offriendship between
a stale and a foreigntr, the Lat. hospi-

tium, Thuc. 5, 43 : G, 89.—2. the origi-

nal record or uritten instrument in wit-

ness of s-uch compact, Polyb. 12, 12, 2.^, ov, , Proxenides, a
wealthy Athenian,, q. v.,

Ar. Vesp. 325.—Others m Luc. ; etc., Ion., ov, 6, a
public, public guest fritnd, as
Alexander 1. of Macedon was to the
Athenians, Hdt. 8, 136, 143, cf. Pind.
I. 4, 13 (3, 26), etc. The word ex-
pressed the same relation between a
state and a (foreign) individual, that

did between two (loreign) indi-

viduals, (the relation between two slates

seems to have been also expressed
by, Hdt. 6, 21, cf. Wachsm. An-
tiq. of Greece <) 25). The
possessed great rights and privileges

in the state to which he was allied

(cf. Diet. Antiqq. p. 513), which he
might transmit to his children : so
Alcibiades' family were of
Sparta, till his grandfather renounced
the tie, Thuc. 5, 43 ; also Callias' fam-
ily, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 22.— II. esp., one
who enjoyed these privileges, under the

condition of entertaining and assisling

the ambassadors and citizens of a foreign
stale in his own : this office was at tirst

prob. self-chosen (cf.,
Thuc. 3, 70) ; but soon became mat-
ter of appointment, sometimes by the
government at home (as perhaps at
Sparta, v. Hdt. 6, 57), but most usu.
by the foreign state itself; these-

answered pretty nearly to our
consuls, agents, residents, though the

was always a member of
the foreign state :—on their duties v.

Dem. 1237, 17, cf. Herm. Pol. Ant.
i 116, 4. Ulrich de Proxenia Berl.
1822.—III. generally, a patron, assis-

tant, supporter, defender, Aesch. Supp.
419, Eur. Tel. J8: a hostess. Soph.
El. 1451 :—in this sense also,—2. as
adj., assisting, relieving, c. gen., >•, Aesch. Supp.
830.,, 6, Proxenu-i. son of
Capato, of Locri in Italy, Thuc. 3,

103.—2. a Boeotian, friend of Xeno-
phon, a commander of the Greeks un-
der the younger Cyrus, Xen. An. 1,

1, 11 ; 2, 6, 16 ; etc.—Others of this

name in Xen. Hell. 1, 3, 13 ; 6, 5, 6

;

etc. ; Dfem. ; etc., (,) to dry
beforehand, DlOSC., , to rub dry befort-

hand.
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, , {. -ijou, (,) \ , , ,() placed

to shave beforehaiid, V. 1. Luc. Alex, or sei before.

15, in pass.
j

llpooLxi,t:vu,=sq.,—.
|

, (,) have,., goiw on befure, Xen. Cyr. 7, 4, 8

to bray beforehand, Luc. Asia. 20, , a travelling before

:

from, f. -, {,) to

travel before, Luc. Hence/. oi; a, one who goes be-

fore to show the way, Jac. A. P. p. 198., ov, {) foregoing, fore-

running., , to travel before,

Luc. Herrnot. 27., ov. travelling before,, , (,)
to go bifure to prepare a way ;

general-

ly, to pave the way, c. dat., Arist. Part.

An. 2, 4, 4 (in pass.), Luc. Abdic. 17.

Hence, ,, going before

to prepare the way., ov, (,) going or

travelling before ; hence as subst., ol

-, a party of soldiers iii advance, Xen.

Hipparch. 4, 5., , , (,) going

on, advance, Xen. Hell. 3, 4, 15. — 11.

a going out of camp, opp. lo,
Polyb. 14, 1, 13.,, 6, ?/, with promi-

nent teeth.,, , 7},= foreg.

Tlpooioa. pf., with plqpf. ^,
-7]., f., to know before-

liand, Arist. An. Post. 1, 1, 4: of.., , io make friendly be-

forehand:— mid., to make friendly to

one, win over beforehand., , f. -?'/, to dwell or

dwell in before.

UpooiKia, , , the projecting eaves

of a house, Lat. suggrunda., , to build before or

beforehand., ,{,)
to arrange beforehand. Oic. Q. Frat. 2,

3, 6: in pass., Luc. Alex. 14. Hence, , , previous ar-

rangement. Hence, , , preparing.

Adv. -., dep., c. fut. mid.•, pert. pass,.,
Luc. Nigr. ID:(). To make

a preamble or preface, Lat. prooemior,

Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 4, Plat. Legg. 723 C,

etc. : — C. ace, to say in the preface,

premise,. Plat. Lach. 17'J A.

Ct.. Hence, ], , belonging to a

preface or proem., , , Att. contr.-, as oft. m Aesch., and Eur.,(,) '.—an opening, introduction to a

thing ; as in music, a prelude, overture,

Pind. P. 1, 6, etc.: in poems and

speeches, proem, preface, beginning,

Find. N. 2, 3, Trag., etc. ; esp. of a

short hymn, introductory to a longer

poem. Plat. Phaed, GO D ;—of laws,

preamble, Plat. Rep. 531 D:—then

oft. metaph., of any beginning, Xeu.

Mem. 4, 2, 3, etc. ; zp. <^^' Pind.

Fr. 225; cf, Aesch. Pr. 741 ; . -, //•. Polyb. 23, 2, 15 ; 20,

5, 8 :—cf. Schaf. Mel. p. 29.-2. gen-

erally, a hymn or shorter poem, as those

attributed lo Homer, Thuc. 3, 104,

Plat. Phaed. CO D. Hence,, ,() like a pre-

lude., verb, adj. of,
one must carry before, Arist. Top. 2,

3,6.
135

'/., destroy, kill beforehand,, to inake level, smooth,

even beforehand.,, = foreg., Plat. Tim.
50 E.

and -,(,)
to swear before or beforehand, Aesch.

Ag. 1190; , by the gods.

Plat. Legg. 954 A ; . , Dem.
839, lin. Hence, , , =,
susp., , f.-,(,-) to grant or allow beforehand,. Plat. Rep. 479 D : pass.,'/, things granted be-

forehand. Plat. Theaet. 159 C, cf.

Phaed. 93 D. Hence11?, verb, adj., one

must grant beforehand, Arist. Top. 2,

3,3., to name beforehand., late and rare form for, Nicet., , f. -?/, to roast be-

forehand.., verb. adj. of,
one must look to, take care of,,
Hdt. 1, 120.7, ov, 6,() one

who looks out, a scout, vidette, Polyb.

29, 0, 13., Att. contr.,
ov, verb. adj. of, foreseen

:

manifest,, Hdt. 9, 17 ;".
Soph. O. C. 1440; so, .,
Aesch. Theb. 848., , , ( )

quick at foreseeing providing : hence
cautious, provident, Arist. Divinat. 2, 2,

Philo., , , verb. adj. from, foreseen, to be foreseen, Xen.

Cyr. 1, 0, 23., , f., (cf aor.) (,) :

—

to foresee,

TO', Hdt. 5, 24, and in Att.

prose : absol., to look forward, be provi-

dent, Hdt. 7, 88 ; 9, 79.-2. to lookfor-

ward at, see before one, Thuc. 7, 44, cf.

Xen. Hell. 4, 3. 23 : also, to see from
afar, Xen. Cyr. 4, 3, 21.-3. c. gen., to

provide for a person or thing, Hdt. 2,

121, 1:, Hdt. 5, 39.-11. in

Att. also as dep., to pro-

vide for, TO ', 'I'huc. 1, 17.

—2. to provide agauist, Lat. cavere, ,
Dem. 03, 11, etc. ; , Lys.

915, 2 : also, . .., cavere ne..,

Dem. 773, 1., {. -, to rise before

dawn., f -, (,) to

mark out beforehand

:

—nud., to have a

thing marked beforehand, v. 1. for-, in Dem. (1. c. sub-
). Henc'e. , , a previous mark-

ing out or determining, llipp., , 1. -, (~,)
to drive forward or onward : hence, in

pass., to rush, drive, push on, Xen.
Cyr. 4, 3, 1. — . so, intr. in Act.,

Xen. Cyr. 1, 4. 21, Hell. 5, 2, 28., f -, (,)
to moor, anchor before or in front, -, Thuc. 7, 38., (,) to break

loose beforehand, Themist., f. -, to dig before, in

front, or beforehand., f.-, dep. mid.,

to lead the dance. Hence

,, and, ov, , one wlio leads the dance :

among the Thessalians=:-., to make water before,

Hipp., f. -7/, (,)
to owe beforehand, . , to

owe one an atonement, i. e. to deserve

evil at his hands, Eur. I. T. 523 ; -
., to oive one's

nbs a mischief, i. e. deserve a beating,

Ar. Vesp. 3 ; so, . , c. inf., I
owe it tu him todoio and so, Ar. Lys.
C48.-^Pass., to be due beforehand 0
long ago,/., lldt.

, 59 (though Schweigh. has given., whereas Stephaniis and
Schneid. have done just the reverse

in Xen. Hell. 1, 5, 7) ; -, the hatred one has
long had reason tofeel, Hdt. 5, 82 ; but,', a kindness
that has long remained as a debt, Thuc.
1, 32 ; so, ,
a debt of jiunishment had long been

owing to him, Antipho 136, 20, cf.

Dem. 539, 18.,, ?/, the first bud
of a young vine, Geop., (,) to impreg-

nate beforehand, Arist. Gen. An., , , () an emi-

nence, etc., Polyb. 4, 43, 2.,, , (,) afore-
seeing, Thuc. 5, 8.— II. seeing before

one, ' y..,

since there was no seeing where.., Id.

4, 29., fut. of., , (,) fixed

in front, -prominent, 7, Luc.
Muscae Enc. 3., , ,() the

presentiment or first symptoms of a dis-

ease, Phit. 2, 127 D, ubi v. Wyttenb.
[]/, , , a previous

svffermg, dub., , ,()
iirevwus or preparatory teaching. Plat,

{ep. 536 D, Luc. Rhet. Prae'c. 14.,, , that which
has been taught by way of preparation,

Philo : from, (,) to

teach beforehand : pass,-
. to be taught a thing beforehand,

Plat. Rep. 536 D.,, b, at Lacedae-
mon, a child up to the end of his fourth
year, after which he began to be call-

ed.—1\.=^, Hesych./<, (,') adv., very

long ago. Lob. Phryn. 47 ; strengthd.

by being joined with, e. g. Ar.

Eq. 1155., ov, (,)
very old, Synes., v. Lob. Phryn. 47.

[] Hence, . make to grow old., irreg. compar. of

; ct..,(,) to strug-

gle beforehand,, with one, Heiiod.
7•77•(•, , , of, belonging

to a greal-grarulfather.. ov, , (,)
a great-gramJfother, Lat. proavu.i, Lys.
143,26, Plat. Tim. 20 £., (,) as prep, with
gen., oe/ore, of place, Hes. Th. 518:
also, »•,. Rh. 1, 454.— 11. absol.

as adv., before, sooner, Aesch. Supp.
791, Eur. Phoen. 120; cf.-., (,-
?.) to put beside or along beforehand

:



—mid., to do so for one's self,,
Thuc. 7, 5., {,-
7.) to announce beforehand, Heliod. 9,

10., to deliver, teach be-

forehand, Clem. Al., , to warn before-

hand.), to accept or re-

ceive beforehand., to be all but next to

the end : 6 (sc.-
7), the antepenultimate., {,-) dep., to persuade beforehand,

Sext. Emp., as mid., {-) to make a mark 0 note before-

hand, c. ace. rei., f. -, {,•) to prepare for any pur-

pose beforehand, Thuc. 2, 88, Plat.,

etc. ; and in mid., Isae. 73, 15, Plut.

Eumen. 6 :—pass., to be so prepared,

Thuc. 1, 68. Hence, verb, adj., one

must prepare beforehand, Plut., , , pre-

paring. Adv. -., /, , preparation., Att. -, . -,
to post in front, Dio C., ov, (,,) all but next to the end : esp.,. (sc. ')=-^-./,(,)
to place by one before, Clem. Al. [<], {,) to sup-

ply, furnish beforehand, Xen. Hell. 5,

I, 18: . , to offer

one's self as an ally. Id. Cyr. 5, 5, 20., and before a vowel, (,) prep. c. gen. ; be-

fore, freq. in Horn, of place, things
or persons ; , be-

fore the assembly, II. 23, 804: ., at one's feet, i. e. close at

hand (cf.) ; •, before the door, i. e. outside

;

and so, ., Horn., and Hes.
—2. before, in front of, II. 2, 92 ; -, before, i. e. beyond the

ship, Od. 9, 482 ; opp. to, lb. 539.—Sometimes-
IS placed after its case, e. g. 11. 14,

297 ; -}, Hes. Op. 287.—Never
c. dat., for in such passages as Od. 4,

225, the dat. belongs to the verb, and
is an independent adv.

—

II. absol. as adv. :— 1. of place, infront,

in advance, forward, before, II. 15, 260,

Od. 17, 277, Hes. Th. 769.-2. of time,

before, formerly, \\. 10, 476; 11, 734;
opp. to, Od. 11, 483. [], , , usually

having the acute accent on the antepe-

nultima : from, {,) to

mark a word with the acute accent on

the aniepeuultima, Plut. 2, 845 B. [Dj', . —foreg,: and, , a marking the

antepenultima with the acute accent: from, ov, marked or pro-

nounced with the acute accent on the an-

tepenultima. Adv. -. [], , ,
strengthd. poet, form for , in

Horn, and Hes. always, /,
all day long ; except m 11. 2, 493,, all the ships together : also

in Trag. ; }'a£a,Aesch. Pers.

548: . Id. Ag. 1011;. Id. Eum. 898

;

irOTuov, Sopn. Ant. 859, etc.

,, , a hall, ante-

chamber ; also a dining-hall., {,) to suffer,

bear, undergo before or beforehand, Hdt.
7, 11 : to be ill-treated before, -, Thuc. 3, 67., , , belonging to,

proceeding from forefathers, ancestral :

from,, , {,)
the first founder of a family, forefather

,

Pirid. N. 4, 145, Hdt. 2, 161 ; 9, 122:
esp. in plur., o'l, ancestors,

forefathers, Hdt. 2, 169 :—epith. of Ju-
piter (cf), Soph. Aj. 389., {,) to bring to

an end, stop beforehand, Diod. :—mid.,
to cease beforehand., {,) to persuade
beforehand, Luc., , , a previous attempt,, Lat. experimen-

tum, periculumfacere, Hdt. 9, 48, Thuc.
3, 86.7,= 8., , {,) to at-

tempt beforehand : also, dep., with. aor.

mid. and pass,-,--, Luc. Hermot. 53., a, ov,= sq., Phi-
lostr., , ,{)
accompanying, belonging to, or done in

accompanying. Adv. -., ov, usu. in neut. pi., five days before, on the

fifth day. Lex ap. Dem. 1076, 21 ; cf.., f. -, {,)
to send before or beforehand,,
Hdt. 1, 60 ; to send on or foneard, Hdt.

4, 33, 121 ; and in mid., Xen. Cyr. 5,

3, 53.—2. to send away, disjniss, 11. 8,

367, Od. 17,54, 117:— <o send forth,., Aesch. Ag. 820;., send forth, shoot arrows.
Soph. Phil. 105.—3. also, simply, to

afford, furnish, , lb. 1205; and so in

mid., Xen. An. 7, 2, 14.—II. to con-

duct, accq/npany, escort, Hdt. 1, 111;

3, 50, etc. ; esp., to follow a corpse to

the grave, Aesch. Theb. 1059, Plat.

Legg. 800 : to carry oiferings in

procession, Aecch. Pers. 622 : .,
to add one thing to another, Xen.
Mem. 3, 14, :— pass., -, to be led by all the people,
Isocr. 213 C.—2. to pursue, Xen. Hell.

7, 2, 13.^, ov, o, one's father-in-

law''s father., f. -, to roll or
wind round beforehand., , 6, a marking
the penullima with the circumflex accent., , f. -,(,-) to draw round before.— II. esp,

in Gramm., to put the circumflex accent

on the penult. : TO,
a word with circumflex accent on penult, ;

and so, adv, part,,
with this accent., Att.-, f, -:—to scarify all round before., {,) adv., two
years ago, Lys, 114, 31, Plat. Euthyd.
'272 C./', ov, of the year before

last,, Theophr. [0], Att. -, f. -/', to

digest beforeha?id.

and, {, -) to spread out before, -, Xen. Cyr.
4, 2, 23. Hence, , , something
spread out before, a curtain,,,,{) afall-

ing or rushing forwards : hence, head-
long hastiness, rashness, Dem. 612, 28,
etc, : fickleness, Polyb, 10, 6, 2.

npo7rfri{)o/zai,dep. mid., behead-
long or rash., ,{) falling
forwards, bent or bending Jorward, pros
trate, Lat. prociduus, proclivis, Soph.
Tr. 701, Eur. Hec. 152 : esp., droop-

ing at the point of death, Soph. Tr. 976,
Cf. : ., a short life,

Menand. p. 134. — II. metaph..— 1.

being upon the point of,. ?, Eur. Ale. 909.—2. ready for,
prone to a thing, or , Xen,
Hell. 2, 3, 15; 6, 5, 24; also,, Plat, Legg. 792 D ; so,, Xen. Cyr. 1,'4, 4.

—

3. sudden, headlong, hasty, violent,-, Aeschin. 27, ; .-, senseless laughter, Isocr. 5 A : of
a lot, drawn at random, Pind. N. 6,

107 ; oi , Anth.
Plan. 89 :—so also, Ireq. in adv.-, hastily, rashly, violently, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 3, 8, Plat., etc.—4.,flowing rhythms, Dion. H.
—5. as medic, term, subject to diar-

rhoea, Ath. 584 D., 3 sing. pf. pass, from, II., also- : f.-
{,) :

—to fix in front or be-

fore.—2. to make to congeal beforehand :—, congealed before, Diosc., , f.-, {,)
to spring before, 7., Luc. D.
Mort. 19, 2., , a springing before or

forward.
.• fut, - Att. -

{,) :
— to bespatter with

mud, or (as Buttm. Le.xil. prefers) to

trample in the mire : hence, to treat

with contumely, to abuse,, first in

Soph. O. T. 427, Ar. Thesm. 386

;

and then freq. in Att. prose, as Thuc.
6, 54, 50, Andoc. 31, 14, etc. :—also

c. ace. rei, to throw in one's teeth, re-

proach one with,, Dem. 312,
16. Hence?,. . contumelious

treatment. Plat. Rep. 329 B., ov, , = foreg.,

Hdt. 6, 73, Plat. Legg. 855 B, etc.?], , ', contume-
lious, grossly abusive. Adv. -,
Dem. 874, 14., TO, v,.,{,) to drink before

or to one, . , to drink before

another, i. e. to his health, Lat. ^jropi-

nare, because the Greek custom was
to drink first one's self and then pass
the cup to the person one ple<lged,

first in Anacr. 62, Pind. O. 7, 5 (for

there is no trace of the custom in
Horn.) : . ?.,, to

drink it to one's health, pledge it to
one, Pind, 1, c, Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 35

:

. , to drink to one's
health, Dem. 380, fin.—2. then, since
on festal occasions it was often a
custom to make a present to a person
when one drank his health, as of the
cup itself (Pind., and Xen, 1. c., cf
Xen. An. 7, 3, 26) ; came
to mean, generally, to give away, make
a present of, . -
?(;>, Dem. 324, 23 ; esp., to give
thoughtlessly away, to throw away,
Aesch. Fr. 122 ; so, -, tne interests of the state have
been sacrificed for mere present pleas-

ure, Dem. 34, 24; cf, App, Civ. 2,

143.— II. to drink before dinner; v..
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), f.- [], to give

to drink beforehand, ^lipp., to sell beforehand. [«]—, f.- : aor.-, inf. (,) :

—to fall or throw one^s selfforward, as

in rowing, , like

Lat. incumbere remis, Od. 9, 490; 12,

194.—II. to fall forward, fall down,

Eur. Supp. 63.

—

111. to fall suddenly

upon or into, , Heriu. Soph.

O. C. 157.

—

W. to advance, project be-

yond,, Polyb. 8, G, 4, .
Id. 18, 12, 4.

tripOTif,, b, Propis, a harper of

Rhodes, Ath. 347 F.,(,) to trust

or believe beforehand, Xen. Ages. 4, 4,

Dem. 6C2, 20., (, ) to fall

down before one, fall prostrate, yuv,

Aesch. Fers. 588 :

—

to fall down a sup-

pliant. Soph. El. 1380 ; , before

one, Id. O. C. 1754.—On the form, v.

sub.1?.,, ,{)
model, Cic. Att. 12, 41,4., f.-, (,) . before, Thuc. 4, 120 ; cf.. Hence', , contr., ,

sailing before, in front or at the head,

Thuc. 6, 44, V. 1. Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 27

:

ai (sc. ), the leading

ships, Isocr. 59 D., to wash out, rinse, clean

before.7., Ion. and poet, for-, Hdt. 5, 98.,,, the place before

a, Vitruv. 5, 11., , Propodas, masc. pr.

n., Paus. 2, 4, 3., , ,=-., , fem. from

foreg., Orph. Arg. 340.-//, , {,)
going before to show the way, a guide,

Plut. 2, 580 C ; ./, nth.-), . -, {,) to

put the fool forward, stride forward, II.

13. J 58, 801) ; like- Hence, , 6, a striding for-

ward : an advance, progression. Mode-
rat, ap. Stob. Eel. 1, 18., adv. for , at

one's feet : close at hand., , --, {,)
to do before, beforehand, sooner, ., Hdt. 1, 41.—II. to

make beforehand, prepare :—pass.,-, Hdt. 7,

44., , f. -, {, •) to fight before or in front of, to

war for or in defence of another,. Plat. Rep. 429 ;, Isocr.

302 : oi?, the guards

or defenders of a country. Plat. Rep.
423 A ; so, ., lb. 442 . Hence, , . a defence

in war, outwork, Diod. 14, 100., , [, 7.)
before war, customary before war, DlO C., , {,) lying

before a city ; late word.,, , service done,

., the prophetic virtue of the

laurel, Eur. Ion 113: from,{) to serve as

a priest, : hence, to prophesy.7'.= foreg., Anth. : also in

mid., Ach. Tat., ,{)=-
Of, very dub.,, {,) gray-

haired before his time : but,—II. -
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?., seems to be a
kind of c/irtp/f<, in Ath. Hence, as pass., to grow
gray beforehand, Scxt. Einp. p. 652.,, , {,) the

first part of a town, a suburb.— ll. ill

a beehive, the gwnmy substance with

which the bees line andfence their hives,

Voss Virg. G. 4, 40.. f. -, (,-) to transact bcforeha?id : -, the previous measures

of his govern7nent, Polyb. 4, 14, 7.\\, , {,) em-
ploying one's self before ; esp.,— 1. a
servant that goes before one, , .
Horn. Cer. 440 : aji attendant, minister,, Aesch. Cho. 359 ; absol., Eur.
Hipp. 200: a rower, Pind. O. 13, 77.

—2. esp. a priest, priestess, .,
Ar. Plut. 670, Eur. Hel. 570: gener-
ally, one who serves in a teinple, Hdt.

2, 64, like, :—po-

ets were metaph. called,, etc.— II. as adj.,

ministering to a thing, devoted to it,, Pind. N. 4, 129.,, , {,)
drink taken before : and so^—-I. a break-

fast-drink, esp. a kind of wine, PhU. 2,

624 C, cf II.— II. later,

a light, savoury dish, taken to stirmdate

the appetite, as oysters sometimes with
us, Lat. gustatio, Phylarch. ap. Ath.
58 C., , ,=. ., {,) to go
before and escort in procession, Luc.
Mere. Cond. 25, Plut. 2, 365 A., ?/f, ,{) an
attending, escorting, esp. on departure,

Xen. Ag. 2,27, Polyb. 20, 11, 8 :—
also, an attending a body to the grave., , , a going before

and escorting in procession, Hierocl. ap.

Stob. p. 402, 37.— II. the first place in

a procession, Luc. Hence, , belonging to an es-

cort or procession., ,{) escort-

ing, esp. in a procession, c. ftcc, ., carrying drink-offerings in pro-

cession, Aesch. Cho. 23.— II. as subst.,

a conductor, escort, esp. in plur.. Id.

Pers. 1036, Eum. 206, Xen. Cyr. 3,

1, 2., , f. -, {,)
to work or exert one's self beforehand,

Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 80.—2. also, to work

for or instead o/" another,, Xen.
An. 3, 1, 37, Cyr. 8, 2, 2: also, sim-

ply, to work before another, Luc.—3.

c. gen. rei, to work for, i. e. to obtain, a

thing,, Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 32.-4.

c. ace. rei, to obtain by previous labour

:

hence, 7], things for-

merly pursued with zeal, Xen. Mem. 4,

2, 23 :—of meats, to dress before, pre-

pare,, Theophr.—II. also in

mid., to grow weary, tire

too soon, sink under ajjliction, Soph.

O. T. 685., , {,) very

troublous, , troubles

beyond troubles. Soph. Aj. 1197, e conj.

Dind. (cf)., , , {.)
strictly, the Fore-sea, -fthe Propontis},

a name given esp. to the sea of Mar-
mara, that leads into the Pontus or

Black Sea, jAesch. Pers. 877t, Hdt.

4, 85., , i], a going before or

in front,—II. the body of those who go
in front, advanced guard, Polyb. 9, 5,

8 : from/, {,) to send

before

:

—pass. c. lut. pass, et mid., to

go before or forward, Xen. Cyr. 4, 2,
23 ;, before one, Polyb. 18, 2, 5.

—2. to overtake, surpass,., . -, {,)
to provide btforehand ;—liud., for one's

self, Luc.,,7/,{,,)
a drinking before (a meal) ; a draiifsht,

dra7n, Lys. Fr. 2, 4.

—

I), a drinhiiifi to

one,povv,io^ikhe<hs,
Alex. Demetr. 5; .,
Critias 2;, Polyb. 31, 4,

0.—2. the drink itself, Simon. 101.

—

Cf.,, ,{) one who
drinks health, ., bands of rev-

ellers, Eur. Rhes. 361., . -, {,)
to give to drink before.— II. to present a
drought, esp. as a physician. Hence,, , a draught

given : and, , 6, a giving to

drink, presenting a draught Or potioTi

:

also= foreg., Dioec.,, , {,) one

that has large feet.—II. a star at the

feet of the Twins.—III. in plur.,-, the fore-feet.—IV. metaph., the

first rise of a momitain from the jilain,

its first step or lowest part, Polyb. 3,

17, 2, tcf Id. 4, 11, 6, where it is pr.

n.. Propusi, cf Anlh. P. 7, 501.. Att. -,{.-) to do one thing before another,, Aesch. Cho. 834 ;

—

-, Luc. Jud. Voc. 2.,, and,, , {,) aprevious pur-

chaser, retail dealer, like/,
Lys. ap. Poll. 7, 12.,, ,=,
Isae. ap. Poll. 2, 11. [d],, , {,,) literally,= sq. ; but used me-
taph. by Pind. N. 7, 126, for,
readi/, friendly, kind., , {,) in-

clined or bent forwards, Od. 22, 93
;

flung down forwards, II. 24, 18; opp.

to, II. 3, 218., strengthd. for , as

prep. c. gen., before, Ap. Rh. 3, 453.

—

II. as adv., thoroughly, quite, lb. 1013,

cf Heyne II. 22, 221 : more freq. in

compds., Schiif Dion. Comp. p. 188., f -, dep.

mid., strengthd. for..
Rh. 1, 380., strengthd. for,
Orph. Arg. 1255., strengthd. for, Opp. C. 4, 334., adv., rushing

down on and onward still, A p. Rh. 2, 595.

npo7rpo/ii'^iV(5oiia<, as pass., streng-

thened for : -,
to keep rolling one's self at another's

feet (as a suppliant), II. 22, 221 :—

absol., to be driven, wander about from
place to place, Od. 17, 525.. strengthd. for, Opp. . 4, 103, in mid., adv., as if from -,(,) stem-foremo.it,

strictly of a ship on the point of sink-

ing ; hence, metaph , utterly widone
or lost, Aesch. Theb. 769.,, , a previous

fault or failure, Clem. Al. : from'. {,) to stumble

orfail beforehand, Luc., , , {,-) projecting branch : afirst or early

branch., f. -, {,) to

spit forth or out, LXX.,, ,{) a



falling before forwards, prostration,

LXX.—2. inclination, , Ath. 180

A.— IJ. an occurrence, event (Germ.
Vorfall). Hence, , , falling from
over-haste, M. Anton. 11, 10.,,{)falling

off before, Theophr.
7<7., ov,{,) before

the gate.—. ra, a gate-

vjay, entrance, esp. ot'Aegyptian tem-
ples, Hdt. 2, 63s 101, 121, etc.: at

Athens the entrance to the Acropo-
lis, built by Pericles, Ar. Eq. 1326,

Thuc 2, 13, cf. esp. Dem. 174, 23,

Aeschin. 42, 2 ;
— also in sing.,

., Andoc. 6, 13.

[]7?, Wof, >7,=sq.?., , , (, ?-)
portico, vestibule; freq. in plur., like, Hdt. 2, 91, Soph. El.

1375, Eur. H. F. 523., f.-, aor.7?, (, )

dep. mid. :

—

to learn by inquiring before,

hear beforehand, , Hdt. 1, 21 ; 5, 63,

102, Thuc. 4, 42., ov, , a small out-

work, dim. from sq.,, 6, afore-tower, out-

work., ov, (,,) be-

fore orfor towers ; ., offerings

made for the city, in her behalf, Aesch.
Ag. 68.', {,)
to have afever beforehand, Hipp., , {,) tofo-
ment before, soothe by hot applications,, ,{,) to bum
or glow beforehand, Ale.t. Trail., ov,{)
having learnt before, A. B., ov,,{,)
thefront part of the beard., , {,) to buy
beforehand, be a retail-dealer : hence,
also, to buy for another, negotiate a

baraain. Plat. Legg. 954 A. Hence, ov, , one who buys be-

forehand, a retail-dealer, agent, Ar. Fr.

669, cf. Poll. 7, 11 sq.?, , o,^foreg., in the
Aegypt. Papyrus edited by Bockh,
p. 5., ov, o, {,) a
breaker at sea, Arr. Peripl., f.-, {, /^) to

flov: forward, forth, onward, along, Lat.

proflucre, ., II. 5, 598 ; 12.

19 ; «V. Od. 10, 351 ; -
?, Hes. Th. 792.— II. trans., to

make to flow forth or forward, po-ur

forth. Lat. profundere. H. Horn. Ap.
380, cf. Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 268 ; but
Wolfvvrites, with Eustath.,

who quotes the verse as Hesiod's
(Fr. 6).—Later also.

and-, to gidp down
beforehand, also, Hipp.( and), to

sprinkle beforehand.

/^/5, V.., as pass., to break

forth beforehand.

Tlpofy^iidfivai, aor. inf. pass. ; v. sub.,, , that which is

foretold, a prophecy.^, , , {, [))
foretelling, prediction, Hipp., Anth. P.
11, 382.—II. previous instruction or or-

ders, Thuc. 1, 49, Plat. Legg. 871 C,
etc.—2. a proclamation,7/), Dem. 114,2: ui-, public notices, esp. in case of

trials for murder, Antipho 139, 42, cf.

Luc. Sacnf 12., one mtislforetell, Flat.

Legg. 854 A.()?, ,, foretelling., ov, {, () told

before : proclaimed, commanded, Soph.
Tr. 684.

'.(){). ov, {, ) by the

roots, root and branch, utterly, Lat. ra-

dicitus, funditus, .,-, 11. 11, 157 ; 14, 415 ; so,.-, Hdt. 1, 32 ; and in pass.,., Hdt. 6, 86, 4 ; 7.,
id. 3, 40 ;, Soph. El. 765,
cf. Valck. Hipp. 683 :— also-

or, as adv., Aesch. Pers.
812, Ar. Ran. 587., ov, () flowing before

or m advance, very dub.', prep, with gen., dat. and
ace.—in which three cases, the orig.

signf's. are, respectively, motion from
a place, abiding at a place, motion to a
place.—Dor. (Sanscr. prati).

[-"]; both which forms occur
in Hom.. usu. c. ace, much more
rarely c. dat., and each only once c.

gen., II. 11, 831 ; 22, 198.—To avoid
confusion with, the elision of t

(in) is inadmissible, except in

compds. and a few special forms, as,,,. -,, of. Bockh v. 1. Pind.
P. 1, 57 (110) : seems never to

Ije elided even in compds. The
shortened form is not unfreq. in

Dor., cf sub V. By metath. arose
the Cretan form, Koen Greg,
p. 238.

A. GENiT., refers to the
object, from which something comes,
like c. gen. :— I. of place, from
any place, from forth, II. 10, 428,
Od. 8, 29.—2. to express the relative

situation of objects or places,, comingfrom the South, which
we express by towards the South, go-

ing from ourselves;—hence is

often rendered by towards, -, nonhuards, Od. 13, JIO; so,, -, Hdt. 3, 101, 102; and
even, -, Hdt. 1, 84, though in this

phrase the ace. is more usu.—Of
course, the same notion may be ex-
pressed by c. ace, which strict-

ly agrees with our usage, and some-
times we find the two combined,
7/ re , Wess. Hdt.
4, 122 ; ., Hdt. 2, 121, cf. 4,

17 : hence,—3. in hostile sense, from
the side of, towards, against,(, , Hdt.
3, 30.

—

. from the side of ; and so, hard
by, near, II. 22, 198; freq. in Hdt.,?, 2, 154 ; -

8, 120 : hence, also, before,

in presence of, Lat. coram, II. 16, 85
;

22, 514 ; like c. dat.—5. metaph.,
from, on the side of, , on
the father's side ; oi ,
blood-relations; also, oi -. Soph. El. 1125.—II. of ef-

fects proceeding from what cause so-
ever :

—

I. from, at the hand of, with
verbs of having, receiving,.,, Od. 11, 302 ; -, 11. 1, 160 ;-, II. 6, 525 ; like.
Pors. Hec. 768.-2. so also with all

passive verbs, as., to be taught by one, II. 11, 831
;? , Hdt. 1, 47 ;-

or/ ,
Hdt. 1, 61 ; 2, 75 ; •

, Hdt. 1, 120; -, Hdt. 1, 73, etc.

;

c. part., TO, Hdt. 7, 209; also with an
adj., , Od. 18,
162.—3. by means or agency of,

uX?J/?.Oiv, Valck. Phoen. 1275 :

joined with,, Herm. Soph.
Tr. 1150.—4. byconnnandof, according
to one^s will, ^, , by
the will of Jove, of the gods, II. 1,

239 ;, II. 6, 57 ; -
?.7/, II. 6, 456.—III. of the dependence
or close connection of two objects

;

and so,— 1. dependent on one, under
one's protection,

, Od. 6, 207 •, 14, 57.-2.
one's side, for, like or. c.

gen., Hdt. 1, 75, 124, cf. Francke
Tyrtae. 1, 8, Soph. O. T. 1434.—3.

besides or before, like c. dat.,

where our with or by will often ren-
der it,/ ?~,
Hdt. 4, 144 :—to this head belongs its

common use in oaths and protesta-
tions, , -, witnesses before gods and
men, 11. 1, 339; -, to forswear one's self by a god,
II. 19. 188; so, also, with the object
by which one swears, '(., Od. 11, 67; ,, Lat.perZJeos, in which case
the Att. usu. insert between the
prep, and ace, ; or,

omitting the verb, ,
?) , etc., Valck. Phoen.
1 659, Pors. Med. 325 ; as in Lat. per om-
nes te deos oro :—the gen. is sometimes
soused without, Pors. Or. 663.

—

4. in the eyes nf before, esp. in phrase
or, right or wrong before gods

and men, Thuc. 1, 71.—These last

are closely connected with the strict

local usage of proximity, v. supra I. 3.

—IV. denoting that which is of and
from any one, and so, that which is

suitable, agreeable, fitting, becoming,

etc., first in Hdt., -,. • -, 7, 153, cf^ 5,

12; , Aesch. Cho.
704 ; Trpof, agreeable to justice,

Br. Soph. O. T. 1014, El. 1211 ;,, Lat. e re mea, tua, Br. Soph.
O. T. 1434, cf Valck. Schol. Phoen.
1686 :—hence, after any one's fashion
or way, , 'tis a wo-
man's way, Aesch. Ag. 1636 ; oh. Sojih. Aj. 581,
etc. :

—

, ,
or

, to take a tiling as an insult, regard
it so. Lob. Phryn. 10.

B. WITH D.\T., it expresses the ob
ject near which a thing is. hard by,

near, at, on, freq. in Horn., and Hdt. :

so, , ). Hdt. 3,

III, Aesch. Eum. 305 ; ra ,
that which is close to the feet, before

one. Soph. O. T. 130. etc.— More
special usages,— 1. with collat. notion
o{ motion towards , followed by
rest in or by it, esp.,?.
yanj, to dash upon earth. 11. 1. 245,
etc. ; so, oi, to take to

one's bosom, 11. 20, 418, ?.
oi, as, ?., II. 21, 507.—II. with col-

lat. notion of clinging together,, Od. 5, 329.—.
to express a joining, addition to some-
thing before, esp. ,, added thereto, moreover, Od. 10.

68, Wessel. Hdt. 7, 197 ; esp. freq.,, Lat. praeterea, rarely in
1261



sing., , as Hdt. 1, 41 :, besides, not

to mention them, cf. infra C, D : in

numerals, ahnost=Kai,, Diod. 1 , 58, cf. Aesch.

Pr. 774.—1\'. of employments which
one attends closely to,-, , etc.,

be closely engaged in considering, etc.

C. WITH .\ccus., it expresses a mo-
tion or direction towards an object,

—

I. of place, towards, to, upon, Lat. ver-

sus, very freq. in Horn. ; of points of

the compass, r'' ,, 11. 12, 23i), Od. 9, 2 ; in

prose, ,,,, towards the east, etc. ; also,,'/, etc., Hdt.

I, 201 ; 4, 40; cf supra . 1. 2 ;-
eiv , to cry to heaven,

II. 8, 364 ; also,/, Hdt.

6, 22: hence,—2. in hostile signf,

against, , II. 17,

471 ; , II. 4, 108,

etc. :—in the titles of judicial speech-

es, Tiva, in reference or reply to,

and so against, though not directly in

accusing (which is ),— Lai. ad-

versus, not in, Wolf Dem. Lepl. p. clii:

hence also, , against the

deity, in spite of him, II. 17, 98.—3.

generally, without hostile signf, -,,,, to address one's self to-

wards or to him, Horn. ; and so,-, to swear to one, take

an oath to him, Od. 14, 331 ; 19, 288 ;, Thuc.
4, 15; etc. : so, ,
Stallb. Plat. Apol. 21 C—4., to exchange ar-

mour with one, so that it goes from

one to the other, II. G, 235 : but of

the thing exchanged the phrase is,

Tt ,-, etc., one for the other,

insteati of the usu. : so,,, . Plat.

Phaed. 69 .—5. of numerals, nbottt,

nearly, close upon, Att., v. Lob. Phryn.
410.

—

II. of time, touards, near,, towards evening, Od. 17, 191

;

so in prose, , Xen. An.

4, 5, 21.—HI. generally, of reference

or relation, as,— 1.,
, to speak, consider with a

view to.., ., in reference

to the matter. Plat. Sjvmp. 199 B, etc.

:

, military mat-

ters, equipments, etc. : 7a, our relations, i. e. duties to the

gods, etc.—2. according to, suitably to,

^),'\\.
7, 47 ; , Xen. Hip-
parch. 5, 9 :—also, , to the

iiute's accompaniment, Eur. Alc. 346;
./', by the light of the

moon, etc.— 3. according to, in conse-

quence of, ToiiTo ,
Hdt. 3, 52; /, at the

news, Id. 3, 153 ; and so freq. such
phrases as ; wherefore? to

what end Jac. A. P. p. 83 ; -, for nothing, in vain. Soph. Aj.

1018 ; , therefore, this being

so, Hdt. 5, 9, etc., cf. Valck. Phoen.
524, Herm. Vig. 425.— 4. in proportion

or relation to, in comparison of,, Wessel. Hdt. 3,

34 ;

7/, Hdt. 2, 35 : often implying
superiority as the result of the com-
parison, ('.,
Lat. prae aliis omnibus, as Schweigh.
renders Hdt. 3. 94 ; 8, 44 ; cf. A.
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.—IV. in Att., c. ace. is oft.

merely periphr. foe adv., as,, , by force, forci-

bly, freq. inTrag. : also, ^. Soph. Phil. 594 ;^ /-
17/1', with pleasure ; , in

season ; , in a friendly

way, V. Br. Ar. Kan. 1457 ; -, to please one; but absol., opp. to , Soj)h.

. . 1 152, etc. ; and c. gen. rei,, like and Lat. ura-

tin, for ', Buttm. Soph. Phil.

1155 :—here too may be placed

), straight toward, II 14, 403 ; also,

TO for,
Aesch. Pr. 212 ; for, etc. ; and in super!.,, like /, in the

highest degree, Hdt. 8, 20 ;, to my hand, i. e. ready
for use, like. and Lat. ad

manum, Herm. Soph. Phil. 148.—V.

like c. dat., of rest in a place,

hut only rarely in late poets ; lor the

instances collected by Schiitz Aesch.
Pr. 347, Br. Ap. Rh. 2, 496, imply to-

wards.

D. ABsoL. AS .,= c. dat.

Ill, besides, over and above ; in Horn,
always , also Hdt. 1, 71, etc.;

so, , Hdt. 3, 91 ; 5,

20 ; , Hdt. 5, 67 ; in Att.

also, , , Pors.

Phoen. 619.

. IN Compos.—I. motion towards,

as,),, etc.

—

.
addition, besides, as,,^.—III. a being on, at, by, or beside :

hence, a remaining &fs!i/e,andmetaph.,

connexion and engagement with any
thing, as,,, etc.

F. Remakks•.— I. does not

seem ever to follow its case.—2. in

Iloni. it is very oft. separated from
its verb by tmesis.—3. it is very sel-

dom followed by an enclit. pronoun,

though we find in Ar. Plut.

1055, etc., cf. Buttin. Ausf Gr. 2, p.

413.\\, ov, (,)
before the Sabbath, N. T., {, )) to

honour or adorn besides, Eupol. Dem.
19., , (, -) to be angry or wroth besides,

Hipp., Dion. H., , , a bringing of
tidings, a message, Polyb. 5, 110, 11

;

1 4 . 0, 2 : froju, {,)
to announce, bring tidings, , •
Plat. 362 C : to notify, , Luc. I).

Deor. 9, 1 ; ,
Polyb. 4, 19, 6.

—

II. to denounce, ac-

cuse. Hence, ov, b, one who brings

tidings.—li. an accuser., f. -, to add to the

herd or throng., inf. aor. 1 from-., {,-) take in one''s arms besides,

Aristaen. 1, 21., , {,)
to fasten on with thongs, Math. Vett.,^^.), , (. -, {,) to be ignorant of besides, The-
ophr., f.-,{,)
to break upon or against, Q. Sm.^, {,) to

buy besides, Dlod.,,,{-) an address, a name, Dion. H.

, , ,{) an addressing, address, Plut.

Fab. 17, etc., a, ov. to be called

or named, Plat. Phaed. 104 A : and, , i>v, addressing,

naming.—II. as subst., -, thedole given to visitors, Lat. spor-

tula, App.•—2, inGramm., the vocative

case, Diog. L. 6, 67 : from, {,) to

address, accost, Lat. salulare,, Hdt.

1, 134 ; 2, 80, Th'ic. 6, 16, and Plat.

:

. '. Plat. Legg. 823 D.—II. to name, call by name, c. tjupl.

ace, . viv, Aesch. Cho. 950,
cf Plat. Gorg. 474 E, Soph. 216 C,
etc. : . , to bid one hail,

or farewell, Ar. Plut. 323, Plat. Legg.
771 A :—pass., to be called, Aesch. Pr.

834, Plat., etc.

—

III. to assign, award,
attribute to, , Heind. Plat. The-
aet. 147 D.—IV. to notice, state, . Id.

Legg. 719 E., , f. -, {,) to lie awake by, sit up over,

c. dat., Plut. 2, 1093 D., f. - : aor. 2-, very rarely aor. 1, as

Thuc. 2, 97 : fut. mid. (in pass, signf.)

Thuc. 4, 115 {, ). To bring

to or upon,

; Od. 17, 446 ; ., .. . 272 ; ., Hdt. 3, 24 ; to put to, apply,,
Id. 3, 130 : to bring to, move touards,

like Lat. applicare,

~p. Tij. Id. 2, 68 ; so, ., Eyr. Phoen. 1104, cf Thuc.
7, 43 ; so, tjf, Aesch. Supp. 441 :

—
also, . , Plat. Gorg. 480
D : , to pal the
oath to one, make him take an oath,

Hdt. 0, 74 : also in mid. c. iiif ,'2 i/, she
put us upon considering. Soph. 0. T.
131.— 2. to bring in, introduce,, Thuc. 5, 61, Lys. 105, 37,

etc. : to introduce at court, Xen. Cyr.

1, 3, 8, cf..— 3. to put to,

add, ., to add, i. e. execute a
work, Schweigh. ap. Gaisf Hdt. 9,

92 : also in speaking or writing,

Ephor. ap. Mac rob.—4. to apply, em-

ploy,, Eur. Med. 859 ; -. Plat. Legg. 798 :. , Dem. 372. 25.— 5.

to give in moderation or gradually, esp.

of giving food to persons lately recov-

ered from sickness. Foes. Oecon.
Hipp. ; cf. I. 4.—II. seem-
ingly intr. (sub.,, etc.),

to draw near, approach, Xen. Hell. 3,

5, 22 : esp. in a hostile sense, ., , Id. Cyr. 1, 6, 43, etc. :

—, Dor., come on,

Theocr. 1,62; \5,7.—2. {swU.vavv),

to bring to, come to land, Polyb. 1 . 54, 5.

B. mid., to bring or draw to one's

self, attach to one's self, bring over to

one's side, Lat. sibi concilinre,-, Valck. Hdt. 2, 172;^, Id. 6, 25 ; -., Lur. Andr. 226 ; ur|. /, Thuc. 3, 43, cf 48';-, Plat. Legg. 695 D ;-, Isocr. 31 :—also, .-, Thuc. 5, 82.

—

. to draw to

one's self,, to draw all eyes

upon one's self. Xen. Symp. 1, 9.— 2.

to draw to one's self, embrace, salute,

Ar. Av. 141, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 39.-3. to

take up, Tu, Thuc. 8, 106.

—

III. to get for one's self, procure, import,

Xen. Vect. 1, 7; so too in act.. Id.

Cyr. 5, 2, 5 : ra, im-



ports. Id. Vect. 4, 18.—IV. to take to

one's self, enjoy. Hence,, , one tvho brings

to, an introducer, ., one

who liuntsfor one's profit, a jackal, uem.
750, 21 :—so, the spies of the Sicilian

kings were called, tale-

hearers, Plut. Dion 28 ; also,-
or (Por.-

-), Plut. 2, 522 F, cf. Anst. Pol. 5,

11, 7.,, , , () a

bringing to or towards,, of en-

gines to the walls, Polyb. 1, 48,2.—2.

esp., a bringing of offerings in proces-

sion, Hdt. 2, 58, (unless it be taken
in signf. II. 1, like?.).—3.

a bringing to, acquisition, .-, a bringing over of allies, Thuc. 1,

82.—4. a setting before : a giving grad-

ually, /, gradually, freq.

in Hipp.; opp. to ^-, -Arist. Pol.

5, 8, 12 ; cf. I. 5.—II. com-

ing to or towards, approach, .,
a place for ships to put in, Polyb. 10,

I, 6.—2. approach, access to a person,

esp. to a king's presence, Xen. Cyr.

7, 5, 45., ov, b, Dor..,=, q. v., ov, to, a tool used by

carpentersfor straightening wood, a vice,

Plat, Phil. 56 C.,, v. sub-., ,() leading

to

:

—then, like, attractive,

persuasive, Thuc. 1, 21, cf. Def. Plat.

414 E.
and-, very dub. for-., , {,) to

vyrong one or do wrong besides, Joseph., (, ) to sing to,

Tiv, to thee will I sing,

Theocr. 2, 11.—2. ., to

sing the songs in a tragedy to music,

Ar. Eq. 401.—II. to harmonize, chime

in with, Lat. concinere,, ivith one.

Soph. Phil. 405 ; absol.. Plat. Phaed.
86 E, Legg. 670 B., to gather to. Hence, ij, a gathering into a

place., , (,) to

be discouraged at,, Joseph.,:=. [], {.) to send into

the air., (,) to flatter,

win by flattery beforehand., , {,) to

sprinkle andfoment, Hipp.'.,{,)&8.,
to choose and associate with, TIVC,

Thuc. 5,63 ; ., to choose,

havefor one's companionor ally, Lat. co-

optare, Hdt. 3, 130 ; 9, 10, Xen., etc.—
II. generally, to choose or elect in addi-

tion to, Tivi, Xen. Hell. 6, 2, 39
;

Ttva , lb. 2, 1, 16., {,) to take up,, ,, Pherecr. Petal. 7 :—mid.,

to eat, Philotini. ap. Ath. 81 B., {,) to show
one's teeth before, v. 1. Lyc. 880., fut. -,{,) dep. mid., to re-

mark, perceive besides, Arist. Memor.
1,8. _, f. -,{,) to

spring or rash to, Od. 22, 337, 342,

365 : ., a cloud co??ies

ower their eyes, Aesch. Pr. 145., , f.-,{,)
to ask besides, Pind. Fr. 166 : to demand
more,, Aesch. Cho. 401 ; .-

, to askfor higher "pay
,
Xen. An. 1,

3, 21.—II. to continue asking, and so, to

beg, ask an alms of one,, Hdt. 3,

14 ; . , to beg somewhat of
one, Eur. Hel. 512 :—absol , to beg

hard, Id. Supp. 94, Ar. Ach. 452.

Hence, ov, 6, a beggar, N. T. :

fern, -.,., , , begging, beg-

gary, Plut., ov,,^., {,)
dep. mid., to accuse besides, Plut.

Fab. 7., , {,) to

raise beside or near : mid.,-
Ty^, to raise one's self up

by or on one's lance, Diod., , f. -, to sharpen
besides.,{,) to

dart, throw a javelin at, Luc. : also as
dep. mid.,, Ael., f. -, {,) to hear besides, , Xen. Hell.

2, 4, 22 : to hear a discourse, -, Plut. 2, 37 F.,, f.-, strengthd.

for, Arist. ap. Diog. L. 5, 28., {,-) dep. mid., to skirmish with

besides, Polyb. 3, 71, 10, etc., verb. adj. from-, one must bring to or near, Plat.

Rep. 537 A., a'l, {) the

feelers or antennae of a cockchafer
(strictly the bringers-to), ap. Hesych.', f. -,{,)
to rub or smear upoji, , Od. 10,

392., ov, like; v. sub-.,.•?,(,) to be cast in one's law-
suit besides, Ar. Ach. 701 (ubi melius
divisim -)., {, to

jump up at one, like a dog, Xen. Cyr.
8, 4, 20., as pass., to be

estranged or aversefrom., ov, {, "/.)
beside or near the Alps, Strab.7^, , {, /.)
a previous trumpet-sound, signal..?, ,{,)
notified by sound of trumpet., dep. mid., to heap
together upon a thing., , poet, for-, Aesch., Eur., .-,{,)
to 7nilk besides, Theocr. 1, 26, in

pass.,.-,{,?) dep., c. aor. pass, et

mid., to be emulous about or in a thing,

vie in doing.,, ,{) a
band fastened on or to., as pass., {,) to remain held or entangled in

a thing, Anth. P. 12, 93.,{,) to go or
come to the aid of one,, II, 2, 238

;

5, 139; 16,509., f.- Att. -,{,) to put on one
besides or over, , Ar. Eq. 891., f.-, {,,) to go up besides, of riders,

to mount a horse besides, Xen. Hip-
parch. 1, 2.—2. to rise, as a swollen
river, Polyb. 3, 72, 4.—II. c. ace. loci,

to climb, ascend, to, Plat. (Com.)
Nic. 1.

1?,{,3?,)
to throw up besides, Arist. Mund. 4, 31., , poet,-:{)— going up, approach,
LXX :

—

, of

a scaling-ladder, Aesch. Theb. 4G0,

cf. Eur. Phoen. 489, Bacch. 1213:

., a place where they may
be approached, Eur. Phoen. 744, cf-

Herm. ad I. T. 97., {,-) to read besides, Aeschin. 40,

17., f. -, {,) to force or constrain besides,

Thuc. 7, 18 : to compress too tight, of
a wound, Hipp.—2. to bring under
command, discipline, Thuc. 6, 72.—II.

c. acc. et inf., to force one to do a
thing, -, . Horn. Cer. 413, cf. Plat.

Symp. 223 D, etc. : also, ,
Thuc. 5, 42, Plat., etc. : . •, Plat. Phil. 13 .—HI. p., to prove that a thing necessarily

is, Plat. Legg. 710 A, Polit. 284 B.
Hence, verb, adj., one
must compel. Plat. Polit. 284 B., {, -) to announce besides. Plat. Rep.
580 C., f. --,{,-) to record besides,--
}, Lycurg. 164, 34: — in mid.,, hav-
ing painted the rest of their skin, Ath.
524 D. [a], f. -^, {,)
to carry, raise up to or on, Dion. Comp.
14, in pass.—2. seemingly intr., to

come up to, approach, Plut. 2, 5(J4 C.
[a], to strip off the skin,

flay besides., verb. adj. (from,), one must bind on be-

sides, Geop., fut.-,{,) dep. mid., to expect be-

sides, wait for, Polyb. 5, 13. 8., {,)
to distribute in addition, Polyb. 10,

14,3.1?., f. -, {, uva-7) to press, compress besides, Clem.
Al. [I], dep., to act im-
pudently besides, ap. Suid., , {,)
to lift up besides

:

—mid., to take upon
one's self besides,, Thuc. 7,
28.—II. to destroy besides, Arist. An.
Pr. 2, 11, 10.

—

III. of an oracle, to give
an answer besides, Plat. Rep. 461

;

. , Dem. 532, 6., , {,-) to spend, use up besides, Hdt. 5,

34, in pass., , to call to besides./., (,-?.) to disclose, reveal besides, Strab., {,)
as pass., to be wholly given up, devoted
to,, Plut. 2, 314 A., fut. -,[,) to viix up with,

Ael. N. A. 14,4., ,{,)
to stir up or rouse besides, v. 1. Plut.
Cat. Maj. 26., Att.- [u], fut.-, {,) to la-

ment at the same time or with one,
Synes.7., , , that on
which one leans, Anth. P. 7, 407 : from
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, as pass., (?rpof,

aviiK/.ivu) to lean oil,. [ij Hence11[), , , a leaning

or lyi'ig on, Luc. Amor. 31.,, as pass., (),
afaiioivou)) logo and comnmnicate with

one, 1. e. take counnd with liiin, Dioil., {,-) lighten, relieve besides, Joseph.,{,)
inquire into, examine besides, rlut. ,, {-, -
Kpovuj) as mill,, to begin to speak, Plut.

2, yyo B.3, fut. -?.?,
(, /.;3•) to take or receive

besides, Dom. 910, 10:

—

-/.•!3 ti'f >/> -
\'/., ot the new senators, Plut.. 13.— 11. to recall (to strength), to

refresh, recruit, restore by rest, eavTOv,, Polyb.

, 8, 7 ; 0, Uiod. 17, 1G :

—also,—2. intr., to recover, revive, Po-

lyb. 3. GO, 8.— 111. to refer besides, re-

peat, Theophr.[[, (,,^)
to recount besides, LXX./, , to ivinnow be-

sides, ot corn, Geop./., lut. -, {,/.) to lavish or consume besides,

Plat. Prot. 311 D; , v. 1.

IJeni. 1025, 20.'',(-,?.?.)
dcp. niid., to leap up at a thing, Atli.

277 E.?., {, /-)') dep., to reckon tip besides, Piut.

2, 115 A.\\7.(, {'^,-) to soften besides, Hipp., {,) to

await besides, Diod., {,-) to remind of, , Po-

lyb. 4, 28, G :—mid., to recall to mind., , to renew besides,, {,) to

make to rest at or beside. Polyb. 4, 73,

3 :—mid., to rest near, Plut. iSull. 28., {,)
to persuade besides, uio C.^, , {,-

to leap up besides, Ael. . A. 5, 23.', {,-.) to fill up besides, Anst. Probl.

1,7., {,)
to lie down or recline by, Tivi, esp. With

Others at meals, Polyb. 31, 4, 0.,^ Att. -, fut., {, /.) to mould

besides or upon: in pass., of a gar-

ment, to be moiddrd on, take the exact

form of, stick close to,, Clem.
Al. p. 234, 33.?., {,)
to plait, knit to 0 on, Ael., f. -/., to

swim to or towards.?,, , {, -/.) to fill tip by pouring into, fill

up the measure of, DioJ. :—mid., to add
so as to fill up. Plat. Men. 84 D., to recover breath be-

sides., {,-) to unfold and fix upon, Arist. H. A.

5, 17, G., to attach to besides., f -[), {,) to break off besides, ,
Plut. Crass. 25.— II. to make to break

or burst, TO. Id. Cleoin. 30.^, , /ipi-) to fan besides, Pllilo.
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, , {,)
to hang up upon, , Luc. Philops.

11., {,) to

shake or stir tip besides: metaph., to

rouse slill further, . rivu /,
Polyb. 1, m, 8 ; . , Plut.

. (iracch. 21 ; cl. 2.^, {. -, to draw he-

sides, Kust.??~, {,-
?.) hold back or check besides, Plut.

Alex. C., {,)
to restore toformer order, Arlemid. 1,1.),{,) to

put off, protract further, Polyb. 1 1, 23,

3 :—mid., to hold out by way of threat,

Ti, 20, 3. 13 : hence, to threaten,.
Id. 18, 3G, 9.7., poet, -,{, 7.'/.) rise up towards,

Eur. Supp. C88., {,)
to lay on an additional burthen, Ttvi :

—mid., to take such burthen on one's

self, Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 8 : but, also, to

conifer upon, , . .— II.-
avr.TiHtaOai, to take counsel witn

one, Luc. Jup. Trag. 1 ; ,
Diod. 17, UG.'), f. -, {,-
[)) to overturn besides, LXX.])), f. -, {,) restore by food, Cic. Alt.

G, 1,2., fut. -,{,) to run up to : me-
taph., to rise, ., i. e. to get

rich, Diod.— II. to run back, retrace

ptist events, , Polyb. 1, 12,

8, etc., f. -, {,-) to rub upon or against : usu. in

mid., to rub one's self upon a thing;

and, metaph., to rub one's self against

one,, i. e. to sharpen one's wits by

disputing with him, Plat, 't'heaet. 169

C ; cf. theophr. Char. 27., {,) to

carry to or up: pass., to be borne up

agoinst.—II. to refer to any one/or ad-

vice,. >) 7.?'/ , Lat.

referre ad setiatum de aliqua re, Polyb.

17, 9, 10; . , Diod.•, , f. -7/, {,) to blow up besides, esp., to

play on the fiiile besides. Plat. (Com.)

Lacon. 1,6., , {,-) to cry out besides, Plut. 2, 996 B,

Wytt. Hence, , a crying out at

or during any thing.', {, -;) to give one a colour or hue :

—but in imd.,

TO •, to impart a lalse colour,

Wyltenb. Plut. 2, 16 F ; cf-
}.,{,-) to enslave besides, . 1. Hdt. 8, 29., {,,) to go

up to, Thuc. 7, 44.[, {, ,)
aor. 2 without pres. in use, to declare,

publish, order besides, Xen. An. 7, 1, 11., inf aor. 2 of-., {,)
dep. mid., to question besides, Joseph., . -, {,-) to creep up to, Plut. Themist. 2G., , . -, {,() question besides. Plat.

Meno 74 C.,{,)
tofind out besides, Stiab.

, f. -,{,)
hold up besides : metaph., to hold up in

mind, persevere, persist,, Polyb.

5, 72, 2 ; also to tcait patiently for, C.

dat. vel ace. Id. 1, 84, 12; 5," 103, 5:

.'.... Id. 4, 19, 12.\7, , Dor. for,
Pind., , f. -, {, -) to flower near or beside, Plulostr., {,) to send

tip or forth besides, Plut. 2. 1145 D., , {,) to

draw up (water) besides, Aristid., {,)
pass.. rise and press against, ,
Dion. H., and-, (. -,{,() to open besides, Plut.(), , to add in re-

building, LXX.>,{,) to

moan, si^h at a thing, Polyi). 5, IG, 4., {,) adv., up
hill, upwards, Dicaearch. p. 11 Huda.?., poet, for-
?.7., Eur.1]), to issue an order

against in return, Dio C./), . -,{,)
to hold out against slill longer, ,
Polyb. IC, 30, 5; absol., Id. 11,21, 4., , gen.,{,-) rising tip against, strep, iip-hill,

Lat. adversiis, Pind. I. 2, 47, Thuc. 4,

43, Plat. Phaedr 230 C— II. metaph.,
steep, arduous, difficult, opposed to one,, Eur Or. 790, cf Plat. Legg. 746
C ; {), cf inf, Isocr.

IGl D :—also, irkscme, annoying, pain-

ful, Lat. adverstis,, Hdt. 7, 160,

cf Arist. Eth. N. 1,G, 1.— 111. of per-

sons, like, Elmsl. Med. 375:. , setting one's self against,

previously opposing it, Xen. Apol. 33.

Adv. -, Diod. :—also -, q. v., f -?.'.,
{(),,) as mid., to lake

hold of one another, , by the
hands, Strab., a, ,=.7-, , {,) to

draw and pour upon : to bathe, fomsnt,
Ale.x. Trail. Hence/., ,fomentation, Alex.

Trail., ,{,) to wish,

demand besides, Inscr. ; also in Polyb.

3, 11, 7; 17, 8, 5.

'.?.7.,{,-
?.) to announce or declare besides, Xen.
Hell. 4, 3, 2, Diod. 11,4.

^, {,-) to forbid besides, Die C. 38,

34., , f. -, {,) to requirefrom as a duly be-

sides, Dion. H., Luc. Tyrann. 13., , f -, {,) to meet, Clem. Al., adv., once, [], complete besides., , f. -, {,) to deceive besides, Strab.11?, , f -, {,?.) to threaten besides, ap. Dera.

544, 26., aor. 2, with no pres.

in \€,=^, Aeschin.

60, 5., {) mid., to

undress one's self besides., {,-) dep. mid., to finish off besideg,

App.
^, as pass., {,

I
, -j) ( press forciljly against,

' , Arist. Probl. 25, 1 : metaph.,



In an argument, to rely mainly upon
something, t-i , Polyb. 3, 21, 3.~, <lep., to go away
besides.-, , {,—)
to be distntsl/ul oesities, Alistaen. 2,

14.

1(}:<,3/.7.,{7,73/.?.)
to throw awaij or lose besides, Ar. Nub.
120G, Xeii. Mem. 3. G, 7.

<3£•~,/.'~, f. -, (rrpof,"o-

/.~) to ttirii one's eyes and look at,

V. 1. Polyb., Ath. 180 B.-, . -,(, —•
ypa(pu) to enrol or register besides, Lys.

132, 34 ; 135, G.~, {~,-.) to demonstrate besides. Plat.

Phaed. 77 C.-, verb, adj., one

must prove besides., {~,•^())
to give back or pay as a debt besides,

Dem. 103G, 13. Hence, verb, adj., one must
give back besides, Arist. Top. 5, 2, 12., as mid., to draw,

put off besides., ,{-~)
a putting away besides.

\~/.3, f.,{,-
6/d'iu) to squeeze besides, .loseph. [i]~^, (, ~•) to die besides or ivith, LXX.—\€.,{~,(.—•) to answer with so?ne addition..

Plat. Eulhyd. 29G A. [i] Hence(:', verb, ailj., one

7nust answer besides, Arist. Metaph. 3,

4, 19., (^pof.)
to kill besides, Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 6, Plut.

Dion fin.?., (,) to

partake of, enjoy besides, c. aCC, Plat.

Ale. 2, 150 C, Dion. li.-/., (,)
to forsake besides or at the same time,

Plut.

'poa—o?.v,= {oeg././. and -7. : f.-(. '/.) :
—to destroy, kill be-

sides or at the sa/ne time, Hdt. 1, 207
;?./. ,

Hdt. 6, 3; . Plat. Gorg.
519 A : to lose at the same time, Hdt. 9,

23 :—mid., with pf. 2/.,
to perish besides or with others, Hdt. C,

100, Lys. 12C, 5., (, ,) dep., to try besides or once

more, Clem. Al.,(,)
to send away or off besides, Ar. Plut.

999./.(,)
to tvash off besides, Phllo., [,)
to choke or strangle besides, Aretae. [/]'^,(,^)
to sprinkle besides, Ael. IV. A. 9, G3.

\-/.7., (, }.•
7.) losend off dispatch besides, Thuc.
4, 108., ,(,-) to rob besides, esp., to defraud of
a loan, c. gen., Dem. 53G, 14, in pass., (,-

to turn away, divert besides, Joseph.^ and-, f. -^,
to slaughter besides., (,)
to lose besides or together with, rb-, Polyb. 13, 2, 5.1], , f. -, [,) to value or estimate besides,. (sc. ), Dem. 103G,

17.

80

, (,)
pay besides,. Plat. Legg. 945., poet, lor-., (,)
to rub off upon, , Ael. . . 9,, (,)
to show or prove besides, Plat. Polit. 287
A./, (,) to

carry off besides : to send in Or return,

Dem. 1208, fin. :—mid., to carry off,

winfor one's self, ., also -,
Alt.- : . - :

—to stop or blockup

besides, Dio C., (,)
scrape or rub off besides, Diosc. 2, 92., one must apply, .

Plat. Rep. 517 A: from, f. -, (,) to

fasten to or tipon, attach to ; generally,

to hestoiv upon, grant to, , 11.

24, 1 10 (in Dor. form) ; so,. /., Pind. . 8, 62;. Soph. £1. 35G, cf.

432, Eur. Med. 1382 (ubi v. Elmsl.)

;

.,7., Bacch. 859,

Ion 27 ;'^, Plat. Rep.
420 D, etc. ;—and in bad sense, to fix

upon, 7., Soph. . C. 235 ;. Menand. p. 204 ; p.-, Soph. Fr. 514 ;

to deliver or confide to, ,
Xen. Ages. 1,3G;— to attribute to,

), Polyb. .32, IC, 3 :—also, .
, Eur. Erech. 20, 10. In Aesch.

Ag. 15GG, Blomf.), fur-.—II. ialr., to fasten one's self to,. , to come very near to

one, Sojjh. Fr. C9 ; also, to be added,, Soph. . .
CC7 ; cf.— III. mid.,-, to touch, lay hold on, reach, -. Plat. Tim. 71 E, etc. ; to have to

do with, meddle with, Aeschin. C9, 3G ;

72,31., ,(,) to

push away from beside, LXX., ,,()
dashed against., , a dashing against.

[up]
^, Att. -, f. -;(,) :

— to dash against,., to slam the door in

one's face, Luc. D. Meretr. 15, 2 : .7., Plut. Marc. 15., Ion. pf. of, II.

5, 725. [], 3 sing. Ion. pf. pass,

of, Hes. Op. 429., , (.) to

fasten to by joints, joint, Hipp. Hence, , connection with or

to by joints, Hipp., , {,)
to count or reckon among, Joseph., , (,)

breakfast besides or upon, Hipp., , f. -, {, -) siiffice, esp. to yield needful aid,

succour, help, assist,. Soph. 0. T.
141 ; cf. ibid. 12, Eur. Hec. 862.—II.

C. ace. rei, to afford, yield, preseiit.

, Soph. . C. 72 ; .. Id. Fr.

470 ; so perh. in mid.. Plat. Theaet.
168 C ; cf.., ,, and (in Polyb.

34, 5, 9), ov,(,-) towards the north, northern., , , ()
that which one takes ; hence in plur.,

victuals
, food, Hipp. ; v. Foes. Oecon., in later Att.- :

.- {,):— fit , at-

tach closely to, , Eur. Ion

762 ; TL . Plat. Theaet. 193 C ;, Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 17 : to bririg

alongside, to close quarters, of ships ill

action, Eiir. I. A. 25G :

—

.,
add fitting gifts, Soph. Tr. 494.—li.

intr., to suit or agree with a thing,.
Plat. Phaedr. 277 ; , Xen.
Cyr. 8, 4, 21., to snatch away besides., ,() a giving

or taking of food, Hipp., v. Foes. Oe
con., , f. -/, (,) tofasten or attach to.—Pass., to

befastened or attached to, or, Polyb. 3, 46, 8 ; 8, C, 5 -.—to be-

long to,. -, Plat. Phil. 58 A ;-7. , Xen. Oec.
6, 15 ; to accrue to one, 7.7/•, Dem. 60, 4 ; ijoovij /-, devoted to.., Luc. Xecyom.
5. Mid., to make another dependent
upon one's self, Manetho. Hence,, , that ichich

is fastened to, an appendage : and, , a fastening on,

Hipp. ; or,—II. (from pass.) a grow-
ing upon, , Theophr.,, , a spice add-
ed to a thing, dub.

: in Plat. Theaet.
1G8 C, vulg., where
Heind. with Schneid. proposes•

; while Buttm. Le.\il. de-
lends the usn. reading in the signf.

of, devote, assign, pre-

sent.*\, only used in pf. 2 --
pa. Ion.-, in intr. signf, to be

fitted to or on, -, plates firmly fitted, II. 5, 725 ;

and in pf. pass., -, Hes. Op. 429. [], , 1. -, (,) to e-rcrcise besides, Polyb. 5,

109, 4., (,)
pant besides Jirar, Plut. Otho 2., dep., (,) to add wittily to one's words,
Ti, Polyb. Fr. Gr. 109., to lighten upon,., , (,)
dishonour or disgrace besides, esp., to

deprive of civil rights, Dem. 834, fin., as pass.,(, av-) to became dried up, waste or pine
away at or upon,, Aesch. Pr.
147., {ut.-,(,) dep. mid., to look at or beam,

upon, Joseph. : the act.,
to look at, in Lvc. 1082, cf. Ap. Rh. 1,

1231. Hence', , a looking at or
beaming upon., , f. -, (, -) to speak to, address, accost,,
freq. in poets from Hom. dovvnwds.

;

., Aesch. .\g. 514 :—Hom.
oft adds,.
or ; so too Hes. : Hom.
also has a double ace., 7.?,7. ., to speak so and so
to one. 11. 1, 201 ; 17, 431 ; 22, 37,
etc. ; so also Hes. Sc. 326 ;

., Eur. Hipp. 826. — Hom. most
freq. uses 3 sing. impf.,
also Ep. dual, 11. 11,
136; 22, 90.'.7., ov,(,7) neai

a farm-yard, rustic, Eur. Rhes. 273./., , f. -, (,
7.) to play the flute to, accompany with
the flute, Ar. Eccl. 892 ; ., Nicoph. Cheir. 5. Hence
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?/, i], accompaniment on

the flute.'.?., dep., with f. mid., aor. pass, et mid., (rrpof, av-

7.) to settle, encamp with ornear., f. -, {, -
)) to increase besides : — pass., to

grow besides, Theoplir. ; to be added,, Philet. 13. Hence, , additional growth,

Theophr., =, to pro-

viote, to honour., to move to, put upon, or

t'n, TTvnl ), as

is now reaii in Soph. Ant. 620, e conj.

Seidl. ; cf. s. v. 10. (On the

deriv., v..)), = foreg., Trag. ap.

Hesych., , to make with

07ie's own hands besides., to set on fire, bum., , [,)
to take away besides: — mid., fo take

aivay for 07te's self besides, Isae. 73, 38,

Dem. 467, fin.-, f.-, {, -) to boil down besides or with, Diosc., , , {) a

touching or handling, Diosc.-, ,() touching

upon, adjoining, Hipp., {,-
uai) dep. mid., to arrive at, Thuc. 8,

30., {,) to

cause to revolt besides, Thuc. 4, 117., {,) to

void excrement at one, Arist. H. A. 9,

45, 6., to part off beside,),{,) to foam

or sprinklefoam beside or upon, Heliod., to make still deeper., f. -?^ : aor. 2•, aor. mid.,
Horn, (rrpof,). To go towards,

on, up, step upon, Horn, (who only

uses aor. 2 act. and aor. mid.), c. ace.

loci, II. 2, 48; 23, 117, Od. 21, 5, etc.

;

so too Hes. Sc. 33, and Att., as Aesch.

Pr. 129 ; c. dat.. Plat. Phaedr. 227 D ;

absol., Soph. Phil. 42, Eur., etc.:

—

to

mount or ascend, like, Hdt.

1, 84:—metaph., to come upon,

; Soph. . . 1300

;

. , Xen. An. 4, 2, 28., {,) to

send Bacchic rage upoyi one,, Phi-

lostr. — II. intr., of Bacchic fury, to

come over one,, Id.

Hpof3/.,{,?.) to throw

or put to, apply,?. ., of

a surgeon, Pind. P. 4,483;., Eur. Ilec. 410;?-. Id. Supp. 498 ; . ,
to attack him. Id. Phoen. 728 (cf

Aesch. Theh. 460) ; . ,
Lat. incutere timorcm, Id. Ion 584

;. . Plat. Theaet. 193

C.—2. to assign to, procure for,

., Hdt. 7, 51 ; , e. g. . Aa-
aovo'?Va,to givethem
the honour of an Olympic victory. Id.

C, 70 ; . , to ca^ise

him distress. Id. 1, 136 ; so.. ?.-, Pind. I. 5 (4), 37 ; -
Ty, Aesch. Pers. 781 ;-, Soph. Tr. 42; ., ?. Soph.. 973, Eur. Ale. 315.—3. of the sun,/., to strike the

earth with his rays, II. 7, 421, Od. 19,

433; so, []/.,
Ar. Pac. 180: . /. c.

inf. to force a person to do.... Soph.

O. C. 1178.

—

i. meiaph.,
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Tt, to lay a thing to heart, attend to it,

understand It. Soph. Tr. 580, 844 ; cf
Lob. Phryn. 282.—5. ./ , to put one's form upon

another, i. e. be like him in form,

Ael. N. A. 14, 12.— 6. mid.,, -'/. , Dor. for., to throw one^s self upon an-

other with word or work, i. e, attack

him, 11. 5, 879 :—but, also, to associate

wtth one's self, 0pp. H. 5, 98. — II.

intr., to strike against, make an attack

or assault upon, ?., Aesch. Theb.
615 ; , Eur. Phoen. 724 ;.
Thuc. 2, 19, 93, etc. ; also, irpof To, Hdt. 3, 155, 158;, Xen. An. 6, 1,7, etc. : ab-

sol., to attack, charge, as Hdt. 7, 211
;

9, 22, 25. — 2. to put in with a ship.

?., Thuc. 8, 101.—3. gen-

erally, to go or coine to, ,
etc.. Plat. Rep. 401 C., , {,) a

lying heavy or pressing upon, [], {,)
to torture besides. Ath. 214 C., ,{) a means

of approach, access, esp. up-hill,•
, 3 , Hdt.

3, 111, cf Eur. . 489, Thuc. 6, 96.. , ,{) ac-

cessible,, Xen. An. 4, 3, 12 ; 8, 9.^, . -, {,) dep. mid., to force or compel to

a thing, c. inf, Ar. Plut. 16.—II. ., to force or storm a place, Diod.

20, 39. — III. in aor. pass.,-, to be forced or hard pressed,

Thuc. 1. 106. Hence, verb, adj., one must
force to a thing, Plut.: f- Att.-{,) :

— to make to go to or

towards, bring to. . ^, to

reduce into syllables, Plat. Crat. 427 C :

metnph., Trp. ?., to bring one over

to another opinion, Ar. Av. 425 ; so

too, tC) } ,
Schiiei'd. Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 17; also

simply,, to bring over,

persuade, Ar. Eq. 35, Plat. Phaedr.
229 E, Mcno 74 B., , (,) to live

longer, Plut. Num. 21, Luculi. fin.. f. --', {, -) to hurt or harm besides, Hipp.?7, , {,-) to slander, blaspheme besides,

Joseph.
: f. -, also-

(Eur. I. A. 1192) {,) — to

look at or upon, c. ace, Aesch. Pr.

215, Soph. O. T. 1183, Eur., etc.

Hence,, , a looking at or

upon,, Plut. 2, 45 C./, ,{) a put-

tins to, adding to, Hipp.

•/377{•, , ov, {7.)
added, LXX.
'.?., {, ?.) to spirt

out uTJon, , Plut. Pericl. 10, ubi

V. Schaf, ,(,) to shout,

call to one :—mid., to call to one's self,

call in, , Hdt.

0,35., , Ion.,{,) to come to aid, come up
with succour, Thuc. 6, 66, 69, etc.

;, Hdt.
8, 144., , ,{.)
putting to, application, e. g. of the
touchstone, Aesch. Ag. 391, cf Arist.

Rhet. 3, 2, 12 ; . ,
Plat. Theaet. 153 .— II. (from intr.

signf.) a falling upon, attacking : an as-

sauh, frcq. in Hdt., as, or-, 3, 158 ; 4, 128 ;•, 6, 101 :

so also in Att., usu. in plur. ;•., Aesch. Cho. 283;. Id. Eum. 600 ;,
Ar. Pac. 39:

—

). an
attack or attacking parly of the .Vchai-

ans. Id. Theb. 28.—2. generally, a ,-
ing towards, approaching, arrival, Soph.
Fr. 737 : hence, an approach. Plat.

Soph. 246 A,, l-egg. 865 :37., of kiss-

es, Eur. Supp. 1138; hence, absol.,

kiss or embrace, Id. Med. 1074 (ilbi V.

Elmsl.). — 3. of ships, a putting to

land : a landing-place, harhnur, place to

touch at, ., Thuc. 4, 53 :

of a place, ^, to be a
general placefor ships to touch at. Id. 6,

48;'/ -, to aflbrd means of entering

Sicily, Id. 4, 1.— III. (from pass.) that

which is thrown to Or se7it itpon one.
chance, accident, ., JEur. El.

829 ;., divine judg-
ments, Antiplio 123, 23.—2. that which
is put upon a weapoyi, the iron point,

A. B. p. 58.7, ,{7 fin.)

pointing of weapons., ov,~,]).
to, q. v., Arist. H. A. 5,

15. 7, theophr., ov, rarer collat. form
of foreg., ov, {. [).) to-

wards or exposed to the north-wind, Eur.
Ion 11, 937, Strab.

or -, {,) throw up against,3 -, Plut. 2, 675 .^, , dub. 1. for -, soinewhat shallow, Strab. ; but
V. Lob. Phryn. 540., f -,{,) to

wet or moisten besides, Hipp., Ion. for,
Hdt.7., dep., to play
the buffoon to another., ov, {yala)=sq., ov, {,,) near

the earth, Tim. Locr. 96 D, Zeno ap.

Diog. L. 7, 145.— II. near land, of fish,

opp. to 7., Arist. H. A. 8, 13,

1 ; oi. , lb. 8, 13, 2., , . -, but-
[], Ar. Pac. 600 (-,) -.—to

look laughing at one,, Hdt. 5, 92,

3, Eur. Med. 1162;
7., lb. 1041 : generally, to gladden,^/,
Aesch. Eum. 253 : also, ., to

smite upon one, Valck. Hipp. 862,
Lob. Phryn. 463 ; like Lat. arridere.], , (*) akin to., later- [] :

fut.- : {,)
dep. mid.— To come or go to, unite

one's self with, join one's self to an-

other, , esp. as an ally, Hdt. 4,

120 ; 5, 103, etc. : to incline toxeards,

befriend,. Id. 6, 136
;
generally, to

be added, accrue, Lat. accedere, Id. 6,

110, Eur. Andr. 702, Thuc. 7, 14,

Plat., etc. ; to be so and so in addition,. Plat. Rep. 375 E. — 3. to

arrive : sO also of things, to come to,

happen to, )
ov .. Soph. Tr. 1173, c. Plat. Tim.
86 E, etc., to make still more
sticky or slipperij. Hipp., {, 7.)
dep., to be eager for besides, cling close

to,, Arist. Metaph. 1, 5, 3.



•, , , (, }-) covering for the jaws and
neck., , ,{) a
writing besides, addition., ov, added to a list, Lat.

adscTtptiiius, opp. to those enrolled

originally, Dion. H.—II. as subst.,, a note or bill of the

price, 'Pint. 2, 833 A: from, f. •, {~,)
to write besides, add to a writing or in

writing, Dem. 165,13; 629, 1, etc.;

also in mid., Id. 615, 2-t : -, conditions added to a treaty,

Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 37, of. Lys. 136, 31.

[a], , {,-) to watch or attend to, Anst.

Probl. 18, 1., f.-, (,•) to exercise at or with. Plat. Legg.
647 C ; — pass.,, Plut. Marc. 27.), {',) to hindle or

light 7ip besides, , Pind. P.

4,328= 184 Bockh, who has there

restored it for., (~,) to

lend in addition to

:

—mid., tn have lent

one, bnrrew^ Tt, Xen. An. 7, 5, 5, Plut.

Caes. 7.,, f. -,{,-) to spend besides, Luc. Saturn.

39.,, , {-
uai) a reception, ,
Soph. Tr. 628., ,(,) needing

besifles. yet tacking,. Plat. Tim.
33 D, Luc. Demon. 4./, ,() want,

fieed, Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 77., impers. of,
there is still wanting, is yet lacking,

. Soph. Fr. 218 ;/.-
(al.) ; Eur. . F. 90.—2.

really impers., c. gen., there is still

need of, , one has

still n^ed of..., Thuc. 3, 13, Plat. Phil.

64 ; , Id. Symp.
205 A :—distmguished from by
Dem. 14, 23 ; cf. I. 2., to shoio besides.

Hence, verb, adj., one must
prove besides, Arist. Top. 4, 2, 7., a, ov, verb. adj. from
7:^., to be received or accepted.

Plat. Tim. 89 B., , ,(.)
received : metaph., acceptable, Lat. ac-

ceptus, LXX., ov, {,)
woody, Theophr. C. PI. 2, 18, 2,

Schneid.,, ,{) a

receiving, Diog. L. 7, 47., (rrpof,) dep.

mid., c. aor. pass. :

—

to be in want of,

stand in need nf besides,, Thuc.
1, 102; 2, 41, Plat., etc. — 2. impers.

like. Plat. Demod. 384 B,

Ale. 2, 138 B. — II. to beg, ask of an-

other, , Hdt. 3, 75 ; 0, 35
;

rarely in this signf. c. gen. rei. as Id.

5, 40 :—c. ace. pers. et inf., to beg one
to do. Id. 1, 36 ; 6, 41 ; c. sen. pers. et

inf., to beg of one to do. Id. 8, 40., dep., with fut. mid.- ; aor. act.- (.\esch.

Eum. 167), pass,- (Id. Pr.

53);.- (, ).
To lank at, behold, c. acc., Od. 20,

385, and Att. poets : Dor.-, II. 16, 10. Od. 17, 518., ,{) a tying on
or to.

, {,) to

bind, tie on or to, Diod.,^= foreg., ov,{) tied to a

thing,, Eur. Rhes. 307., Dor.-, poet, for-, Theocr. 5, 63.. in Ion. prose-
: fut.- : dep. mid. :

—

Horn, uses only the Dor. part. pf.-(,). Strict-

ly, to accept, receivefaixiurably, esp. an
offer, an embassy, etc., Hdt. 1, 48,

Aesch. Eum. 656, Thuc, etc. ; to re-

ceive hospitably, Eur. Phoen. 1706: to

admit into one's presence, Xen. Cyr. 7,

5, 37 : to admit to citizenship, Dem.
1317, 6, etc.: to admit arguments.
Plat. Rep. 561 : /.,,
Polyb. 1, 16, 8 ; 17, 1 : cf.:
but,—II. in Horn., always, to waitfor
or expect a thing, c. acc,,/, , Od. 2, 186,

403; 7, 161; so in Hdt. 1, 89 ; 3, 146;

and Alt., as Soph. Tr. 15.—2. absol.,

to ivait, abide, Horn. ; followed by-' with opt., II. 7, 415; by
with opt., Od. 23, 91 ; also c acc. et

inf., Hdt. 5, 34, etc. ; cf..
—II. the impf. occurs in pass, signf.,

Thuc 4, 19, cf. Poppo Thuc. 1, 1,

p. 185., f. -, {, ) to

tie, fasten to or on, pf. pass,-
raz, Hdt. 6. 119./., f. -, {,?.) dep. mid., to ruin or destroy

besides, , Hdt. 8, 68, 3.?., , {, ?) to

show or make plain, besides, Arist. An.
Post. 2. 7, 4.

3?.?., {,?)
to insinuate besides, Tl ,
Antipho 124, 12, cf. Plut. Fab. 7, etc. :—!o slander besides,, Id. Alcib.

28: —?^ . Id.

Pericl. 29., {, )

dep. mid., to divide, distinguish besides

OT further, Arist. Rhet. 1, 10, 9.?., {,-) dep. mid., c. aor. pass. :

—

to an-

swer one who speaks with one. ?.-
oil, Hdt. 3, 50,

and so Plat. ; 6?.,
the person conversed with, the respond-

ent. Plat. Prot. 217 D.—2. simply, to

hold converse with, . Plat. Legg.
887 E. Hence^^, , conversation with

one., , {, -) to testify in addition, Isae.

59 7, Aeschin. 46, 5., {, -) to adjure in addition, Po-
lyb. 26, 3, 6, e conj. Schweigh. [v].{,-) to force or compel besides, Hipp., {,) to

distribute, upyvpiov'
., Plut. Cat. Maj. 10:—mid., to di-

vide among themselves, Dem. 393, 26., {,)
dep. c. fut. mid. et aor. pass. :

—

in re-

flect on or consider besides. Plat. Legg.
857 E. Hence, verb, adj., one

must consider besides, Plat. Legg. 740
B., to fasten to a

thins with nails,. , v. 1.

Hdtr7, 33., Att. - : to

mould in addition., , {,-) to end in war besides, Dio C., ,{,.-

) to be uncertain besides, Plut. 2,
669 F., f. -, {,-) to achieve or accomplish be-

sides

:

—mid., /o achieve or acquire for
one's self besides : also like act.,

, Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 47., , to last out, Aristid., {, )

to plunder besides, Polyb. 4, 79, 2., , {, -) add by way of explanation, Po-
lyb. 3, 24, 25.'.?.?.,{,?^-
?.) as mid., to addfurther conditions ;

hence to agree upon, covenant, Posidon.
ap. Ath. 263 D. Hence/., , , further con-

dition.,(,)
to pervert besides, Plut. 2, 697 D, etc., {,) to

satirise or ridicule besides ; v. 1. for-., f. -, {,) to disturb besides, Dio C.
35, 10., Att. -, f. -,{,) to ordain besides,

Phdo.'], , , a dwelling by
or with : from, f• -, {, •3) to dwell by or with, have inter-

course with, Tivi, Plat. Theaet. 168 A.

[_-pi\. {,)
to spoil or ruin besides. Soph. Phil. 76 :

—pass., to perish besides, Isocr. 390 B., f. -, {,•) to teach one something besides,

. Plat. CharjT). 173 D.. {,) to give

besides. Soph. Phil. 309 ; -. Eur. Hel. 700, cf.

Cycl. 531 : also in Plat., Xen., etc., {,)
dep. mid., to go through or detail be-

sides, Hipp., {,)
dep. mid., to narrate besides, Luc Pe-
regr. 43., {,) to

filter through besides, Arist. Probl. 23,

21.., f.-,{,)
to award to as a judge

:

— mid., to be en-

gaged in a law-suit, Dem. 976. 2., , to manage or gov-

ern besides., ,{,}
ordain besides, Inscr. Rosett. :—mid.,

to correct one's self besides, Aeschin.

39. 34., {,) de-

fine or specify besides, Dem. 496, 17;
in mid., Arist. Interpr. 6, 4 : mid., also

to assert or maintain besides, ,
Polyb. 32, 7, 10, Plut. Hence,, 6, a further limi-

tation : and, verb. adj.. one must
define besides, Arist. Top. 6, 14, 1., f. -, {,)
to pursue besides, v. 1. Thuc. 6, 70., , Ion.- : fut.- :

aor.- :
— expect, whether in

hope or fear, first in Hdt. ; c. inf, to

expect that... 7, 156, Aesch. Pr. 930,

990, Eur., etc. ; also.. , to expect,

look for a. thing, Aesch. Pr. 1026, Soph.
Phil. 784, etc. (The simple is

not found, only.), , aor. -. (,) to seem or be thought besides, c.

inf.. . Dem. 017, 7,

cf. 757. 18.,,~,{'^\
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thatwhich is expected :,. '

Phil. 32 ., ov,() ex-

pected, Aesch. Pr. 935., , ,() a

looking for, expectation, whether in

hope or fear, but more commonly the

latter,'^-,. Plat.

Lach. 198 , Tim. 70 C, cf. Soph. 261

; .... or // oh...,

Thuc. 2, 93 ; 5, 14 ; also,< .-,\. 7, 12: so, .
—, Isocr. 159 ; in plur.,

Tuf ,
i. e. the fulfilment of the expectations

raised, Aeschin. 52, 10 :

—

-, according to expectation,Thvic.

6, 63 ; so, KUTu -. Plat. Soph. 261

B; , hi. Rep. 581 C ;

opp. to .\.,,(,)€^-
ed, looked for, or to be expected, freq. in

Hclt. ; . , 1, "8; ,
., expected to come to

Cyprus, agaiyist Miletus, Id. 5, 108
;

6, 6:—also in Att , as Thuc. 7, 15,

Dem. 69, 23., , ,{)
that xuhich is given in., (,) to hold

additional opinions. Plat. Theaet. 209

D : to imagine further or besides, Epi-

cnr. ap. Diog. L. 10, 50, 62., , (, -) to act according to mere opinion

in a thmg.—Pass., to be subject to wrong
opinions, Polyb. 17, 15, 16,where how-
ever Schweigh. writes -
divisim., ov, Dor.-
,{,) belonging to or serv-

ing for supper, Od. 9, 234, 249, in Dor.

form., , , {,)
reception, Lpicur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 89., inf. aor. 2, of-). Hence

, /, -, a running , to-

wards or against one., (,-) to be peevish towards one, Flut. 2,

818 A., {,)
dep. mid., to present besides, Diod., f. -, {, ) to

suffer to go to or towards, N. T., (,) intr.,

to approach, Polyb. 39, 1,4 ; , Leon.
Tar. 81. Hence,, b,an approaching,

approach., f. -, {, -) to inscribe besides upon a pillar,

[dt. 2, 102 : to add a saving or limit-

ing clause, Aeschin. 83, 5.,{,) as

mid., to become surety besides, . -, to become surety for the sum
owed, Dem. 879, 2., near to, Hipp.

\7-,,(.-,(,-) to accuse besides :.,
exprobrare aliquid alicui, Plut. 2, 401 B., as pass., to lie heavy
upon..{,)
dep., to exhort besides, Plut. Aemil.
33 ; TLvi, Id. Alex. 10., f. -, (, -) to pour in besides, Arist. Probl.

32, 10, Diphil.., 1, 10.,(,) to smear

on besides, .—2. to besmear besides or

once more,, Anth. P. 11, 117. [i],{,)
to heap up in besides, Geop.\,, (,) to

fasten to the ground oxfioor

:

—in Aesch.
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Theb. 496, - '], the run ;

oft lie ^\ was made fast to the centre

with wreaths of snakes., , ,() a !

sitting by or near: esp.,— 1. a silting
i

before a place, besieging, blockade, Lat.

obsrssio, Thuc. 1, 126.—2. close atten-

tion to a thing, Lat. assiduitas :—esp,,

a sitting by a sick-bed, Eur. Or. 93, in

form -., , , sitting by or

near, assiduous : Irom,{) to sit near,, Eur. Or. 403.— 11. to sit by con-

stantly, . , to

attend school, Dem. 313, II ; so, ., to be always at his side. Id. 914,

28 : hence—2. to sit before and besiege

a town, Lat. obsidere,, Polyb.

8, 9, 11 :—hence, metaph., to sit by

and watch, . -, Dem. 14, 15, Polyb. 38, 5, 9 ; to

sit down patiently as if blockading,

Chaerem. ap. Ath. 562 F., , , v. sub -., ov, (,) sitting

or being near,.', the surround-

ing smoke, Soph. Tr. 794.—II. apply-

ing diligently to a business ; diligent,

industrious.,{,) to accustom

one to a thing, , Xen. Apol. 25

;

c. ace. et inf.. Id. Cyr. 8, 1. 36:—
pass., to accustom one^s self to a thing,. Id. Lac. 2, 4. Hence, ov, , an accuMoming
to, habituation., -, inf. and part, of, q. v./,,{,) similar,. Nic. Fr. 2.,.,.-): aor. 2 without any pres. in

use, being used instead,

(.) :

—

to look at or ?<pon, first

in lies. Fr. 64, 2 ; also in mid.,-, but first in Aesch. Pers. 48,

694, (for in Od. 13, 155, the true read-

ing is, and in Hes. Sc.

386,).—II. pass.,-, to appear beside : hence, to be

like, Aesch. Cho. 178 ; cf U.—
Cf.., Att. for, q.v., f. - : aor. -/,{,) :

—to make like to, make
after a model, Tl, Xen. Mem. 3,

10, 8 :—pass., to he like, resemble, ',
Aeschin. 89, 11.-— II. metaph., to com-

pare, , Aesch. Theb. 413, Cho.
12, Eur., etc. ; -, think this looks like mis-

chief, Aesch. Ag. 1131:—but Ibid.

163, some take=^, to con-

jecture, which is dub., v. Klausen
adl., , ov, also , ov,{, ):—somewhat like, c.

dat., Hdt. 2, 12; 3, 110, etc.,,=, from, Nic. Th. 292.,,. -,{,')
to press orforceupon, against ot together,

11. 10, 347, in Dor. form,;
—cf. II.

npoff tZof , ov,{,) towards

the sun, sunny, warm, light,,
Aesch. Pr. 451., (,) to go to, to-

wards, Horn, (who, like Hes. Op. 351,

only uses dat. and ace. of part. pres.) :

—

to go to, approach,,
Hdt. 1, 62; esp., ., like, to go in to a woman,
Xen. Symp. 4, 38:— c. ace, Aesch.
Eum. 242, Eur. Cycl. 40: ... or

... Soph. El. 436, Plat. Kep, C20
D; absol.,, Eur. Or. 150.—2.

in hostile sense, to attack,, Xen.
Cyr. 7, 1, 7 ; make war, -, lb. 2, 4, 12 ; ., lb. 7, , 24 •

—to come forward to speak, ., Xen. Mem, 3, 7, \ ; . tjj^, , to come before..,

Dem. 346, 16, Polyb. 4, 34, 5,-11. ol

time, to come on, he at hand,, Hdt. 4, 30 (with v. 1.).—111. to come in, esp. of rev-

enue; Thuc. 2, 13, Andoc. 24, 29 ; ., the public revenue,

like, Lat. reditus, Ar. Eccl.
712; more freq.. alone, Id.Vesp.
6C4, and Oratt., {,) to be at, near

or by another ; and, in hostile signf

,

, to stand
against an opponent, Hes. Op. 351,

(where some critics, both ancient
and modern, have wrongly assumed

as =, but v.

Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 84 : others, as

Voss, explain it, visiting the visitors.)

—II. be added to,, Hdt. 2, 99
;

7, 173, and Att.: to belong to, be in,. Soph. Aj. .521, Eur. Hec. 383,
Xen, Mem, 3, 10, 12, etc. ; -, there was nothing else in

the world, Dem. 571, 25., inf, aor, 2,

without any pres, in use,

or, being usetl instead:

also,, , etc, Eur. Med.
895, Cycl". 101, {, ).—
speak to one, hence to address, or ac-

cost, , freq. in Horn., and Hes.
who always use the Ep. lengthd.

forms, etc. : only in II.

22, 329, the Dor. :—to ad-

dress as a friend, hence to salute, '-, Hes. Th. 749 :

—

to address the gods, Aesch, Ag. 811 :—.', Dem. 1351, 10.

—

II. say something further, add, C. acc,

rei, but also c, acc. el inf., Plat, Soph.
250 ; more rarely c, diipl, acc,-', Ar. Pac. 520,—HI.

generally, to call so and so, to name,
Aesch. Cho. 997, Soph. O. T. 1072,

etc. ; ivl. Plat. Theaet. 148 D.^, to join to, annex., f -. {,)
to bring in besides, Diog. L. 9, 88., , (. -, {,) to aid in procuring, c. gen.,(, Isae. Fr. 2 (ubi olim-.), to bring into besides.[l^, = :—pass.,

to resemble : cf,.,{,)
to exact payment besides, Plut. Alcib. 8.,{,) to con-

tribute besides, v. 1. Plut. Arat. 19.

Hence, , , an additional

contribution, Joseph., (,) to hold out and
shake, ., to shake it threateyi-

ingly, Eur. H. F. 1218, Hel. 445
(where Herm., from-') ; (sc.?), to shake it up and
down. Id. Bacch. 930 ; -., hold nut and shake a branch
to a sheep, hold it out as a bait. Plat.

Phaedr. 230 D; hence,= 7I•po7t^'v,, v. Ruhnk. Tim. s. v.

:— then, metaph., . /-
or , ., to

hold a thing out as a bugbear, Thuc. 6,

86., {,) to

distmburk in or upon, Dio C. 50, 34.



3/, {,?) to

cast out besides, Dem. 555, 2,. Plut. C
Gracch. 14.—II. to draw out farther,

prolong, e. g.., ,{,) to

call out at the same time, DlO C, (,) to flay
besides, Posidipp. Xop. 1, 14, Meineke., dep. mid., to inter-

cept, expect besides.), strengthened for, Dio C., , f. -, to search

out, examine besides.?, f. -, to squeeze out

besides or farther, [i], to spring out besides., f. -, (, •) to set fire to, kindle besides, Dio C.?., f. -, {, -,) to uncover, disclose besides,

Strab.., (,) as

pass., to project towards, Philostr.?.), f. -,{,)
to pick out besides

:

—mid., to pick out

besides for one's self, Polyb. 6, 24, 2., f.-,{,) dep. mid., to think out,

reckon on besides, Dio C. 58, 7.,{,) to loosen,

relax, uxaken the more, Plut. 2, 143 C,, (,-) pass., to be violently enraged be-

sides, Aretae., .-, (,,-) to send away besides, Xen. Cyr. 5,

3,24., , f.-, to leap out

besides or against.,{,) to dnnk
up, drain besides : hence verb. adj., Plut. 2, 1111 C. [i]), Toake a sally he-

sides, dub. 1. Strab. p. 16, v. Casaub.., , f.-,{,-) to work out, finish besides, Plut.

Nic. 17./, {,-) to purchase or ransom, besides,

DioC. [£-],, to kindle, set onfire
besides., , f. -, {,-) to draw out besides, Arist. ProbL
4,8., , intr. (sub.iau-

), to be degraded, Plut. 2, 814 E,, {,-) to confuse still more, Plut. 2, 463 F., verb. adj. from-, one 7nust apply, , Plat.

Meno 96 D ; and so, absol., one must
attend. Id. Demod. 384 E., , , (,) at-

tentive, Xen. Mem. 3, 5, 5.—11. act.,

making attentive, Arist. Rhet. 3, 14, 7.

Adv. -., {,) to

pluck, pull out besides, Ar. Av. 286., f.-, (,-) to pay in addition,. Plat.

Legg. 933'E ;, Plut. Phoc. 27., , {, -
?.) to blind outright besides, Plut.

2, 176 F., (,) to pay
besides, Polyb. 3, 27, 8., ,{,)
to frighten away besides, Dio C., f. -, (, -) to pour out or away besides, LXX., (,-) to ridicule besides,, Dem. 704,

24,}(, , li,= sq,, , a coming to: an ar-

rival: from

, f.- : aor. 1

-ff/uaa {,) :
—to drive to-

wards, usu. intr.,— 1. (sub. ), to

ride towards, ride up, Lat. adequitare,

Hdt. 7, 208 ; 9, 20. and freq. in Xen.

:

also, ., Hdt. 9, 43, Xen. Cyr.

1, 4, 17 ; . , lb. 6, 2, 7:. , to ride up to him, Xen.—2.

(sub.), to march up, arrive. Id.

An. 1, 5, 12. [a]/.,, ,{)
going or coming to, Luc. Prom. 6.- or, a word

found only in two passages of Att.

poetry, viz. Aesch. Pr. 438, Ar. Ran.
730 ; explained by old Gramm. by,, to misuse, mal-

treat, insult, .—Its origin is still

dub.— Dawes, Misc. Grit. p. 164,

brought it from, to bemire, like.. A difficulty arises

from the fact that in both places the

first syll. is long: Brunck accounted
for this by the aspirate, and even ven-

tured to write?, -. Dawes referred it to the

digamma, which is supported by the

Lat. Veliae, derived by Dion. H. from
?. Then Porson from the E. M.
p. 690, II, and other Gramm. (who
give as an old word),

proposed to write (i. e.), wherein he was follow-

ed by Blomfield and W. Dindorf, and
this is now confirmed by the Raven-
na MS. of Aristoph. Besides-', Hesych. also gives-, which seems to be another form
produced by a different change of the

digamma ; v. Buttm. Lexil. s. v. 5,

Catal. s. V. '-—Buttm. makes the

root to be,, to throw

down, trample on. Passow suggests?. No one will now think of, q. v.?, ov, also a, ov,=-.,, pecul. fern, of sq.17, ov, {,') be-

fore the moon, older than the mooyi : in

Plut. 2, 282 A, a name assumed by
the Arcadians, as priding themselves
on their antiquity : others would fain

connect it with, and ex-

plain,^ : Doderlein sup-
poses the word to mean pre-Hellenic,

v.., later form for sq., q. v., {,) to draw to

or towards, draw on, prob. 1. Pind. O.

6, 142 :—mid., to draw towards one's

self, attract, , Theogn.
372 ; absol., Plat. Rep. 439 :—aor.

(v. sub) Eur.
Hipp. 1432, I. A. 1452./, {,) to

be still wanting, . ,
to fail by the whole length of tHe
course, of a very slow runner, cf. Jac.

Anth. 2, 1, p. 449 : tu7.-, that which is still wanting to a thing,

Diod., to hope besides; v. I. for-, in Ath., , {, 7.)
to wrap up or cover besides, Ath. 6 C., , {,)
near a marsh,, Arist. Probl. 23,

34, 1., {,) to

enter, embark in besides. — II. to step

upon : metaph., to trample under foot,

trample on, Lat. insultare,.,
Soph. Aj, 1.348., {, 3?.) to

Ihrniu or put into besides, Plat. Crat.

439 C.— II. intr., to go into besides.

Plut. 2, 751 F.

, f. --, {, •,) to look into besides, v. ]. in
Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 29 ; but v. Bornem.
Xen. Symp. 2, 16., (,•) Dep., to be very wroth with be-
sides, LXX., to feel besides, dub.
in Aristaen. 2, 22./, to plaster in be-

sides., f. -, {, •
) to sprinkle upon besides, Diosc., {, -) pass. c. fut. raid., to be

angry with besides, Tivi Hdt. 3, 146
j

Cf. 5", 62., to kindle besides., (,) to

fall into besides, Aristid. [[], =,
LXX., (,)
as pass., to appear to be in a thing,, Arist. Mechan.,{,) to

make visible or testify besides, Joseph., , , resemblance,

Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10. 58 : from, , resembling, like,, Hdt. 4, 2 (in superl.-), Xen. Symp. 4, 19. Adv.
-, Diod.—Cf.,-., to bring or put in be-

sides :—Pass, to be like., w,=foreg., Plut. 2,
168 A; hence verb. adj.-, one must put or pour in,, lb.

1104 B.,{,) pass.,

'

c. aor. 2, perf., at plqpf. act., to hang
upon, cling to besides or still more,
Diod.,{,) adv.,

very lately. Longin.,{,)
to announce, display besides : Mid. to

show one's self off to another,, Aes-
chin. 85, 15.,{,) to

lie in wait besides.—II. to place in am-
bush besides., {,)
to seize as a pledge for payment,,
Dem. 610, 17., {,-) Dep., c. fut. pass, et mid. :

—

to

think on, consider besides or at the same
time, Lys. 176, 26. Hence, verb, adj., one must
consider besides., poet, for,
but prob. only found in this form, to

address, accost, Pind. P. 4, 171, and
Trag. :—c. inf., to intreat or command,

, Pind. I. 6 (5), 24:

—

. , to call by a name, Aesch.
Ag. 1291., , {,) to

think on, observe besides, Xen. Symp.
2, 16, Arist. de Anima 3, 6, 2.7•., , {,)
to disturb besides or still more, Hipp., , {,) to unite

to or with, Joseph., {,) to

strain still more, . 7., to

give more blows to one, Dem. 528, 25,

cf. Plut. 2, 237 D.'.-7., {, .-) Dep. mid., to enjoin or command
besides, Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 34, Polyb. 14,

2, 6., {,) to

lay eggs in besides,, v. 1. in Arist.

H. .. for-.-, {,-
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) to converse with besides, Plut. Nic.

10.3, {,) io

abuse, maltreat besides, Polyb. 4, 4, 2.,{,) to

weave in besides, Plul. Demetr. 12, in

mid.), {,'-) to make savage besides or still more,

Joseph., as mid.,(,•) to pick out for one's self, select

besides, ',1.3,]50.—In Act.,

to destroy besides, Liban.,(,) to raise

besides or still more, Joseph., {,-) to err besides or still more, Dem.
1295, 23., dep., (/30£• ,') to enslave besides, Hdt.

1, 156 (ubi nunc divisim, .),
Dem. 375, 12., {, , ,) pass. c. aor. 2, perf., et plqpf.

act : — to get up to, , Plut.

Pyrrh. 3., , (,-) to deceive besides, , Arist.

de Lineis, 18..?, , {,)
to unfold, explain besides, Erotian., (,-) to send away besides, at the

same time, LXX.,{,) to kin-

dle, inflame besides or more: metaph.,. T71V/, Joseph., , to adorn or culti-

vate besides, v. ]. Pkit. Caes. 17., {,)
to drive out besides.— II. intr., to ad-

vance and break loose, Dio C., f. -, {,-) to convict or convince besides,

Dio C., f. -, {, -) to unfold, unrol besides ; as

military term, to ivlieel half-round, Po-
lyb. 6. 40, 13., , f. -, {,-) to spit out besides, Plut. 2, 524 A., f.-,{,) dep. mid., to work out or

accomplish besides, Dem. 550, 10 : pf.

in pass, sign!".. Id. 549, 19., {,)
as pass., to support 07ie's self by,, Polyb. 3, 55, 4., {,)
dep., to come or go oat besides, v. 1.

Plut. Artax. 27., {,) to

examine, search into besides, Dem. 722,

23.,, , an addition-

al discovery, Plut. 2, 1135 D: from, {,)
to find out or devise besides, Tnuc. 2,

76, Isocr. 75 E., {,)
dep. mid., to interpret, relate besides,

LXX., , to turn still more
into dry land, Strab. p. 537.,{,) to

draw out moisture besides, Plut. 2, 689
E.,, .{) atten-

tion. Plat. Rep. 407 ., {,) to

disconcert still murr, Plut. 2, 128 E., perf. with pres. signf
(no pres. being in use), Att.

inf., Eur. Bacch. 1284,

Ar. Eccl. 1161 : besides which we
have a pass, form of pf ,

(of. ij'iKTo, in Horn.) in Eur. Ale.
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1063 ; V. Buttm. Catal. s. v. .
To be like, resemble in a thini, ,
Eur. and Ar. 11. cc, Plat. Prot. 331

D, etc.—II. to seem fit, ,
things fit and seemly. Soph. Phil. 903,

cf El. 618.—III. to seem to do, c. inf,

Dem. 505, 4.,{,,-?) as mid., to promise besides,

Diod., f. -, {,)
to bring to besides, add, Polyb. 15, 25, 6., , f. -, {,) to praise besides, Aeschin.
49, 13., {,) to

raise besides or still more, Dio C, {,-) dep. mid., to accuse besides, Plut.

C. Gracch. 6., dep. mid., to ask
besides, Dio C., , to threaten be-

sides, Dio C., dep., to imprecate

curses besides, Tl, Dio C., to govern as

besides, c. gen., Joseph., to enlarge, increase

besides, Dio C., {,-) dep., to partake in besides, -, Hipp.', aor. 2 (cf.), to

say besides, Polyb. 4, 85, 2, Plut.,{,,)
carry into Or to besides, Longin.,{,) to

allure by hope besides, Dio C., v. 1. for-, Soph. Aj. 1348., =?,., dep. mid., to

finish off still further.,{,,-) to invent for any purpose be-

sides, Thuc. 2, 76., dep. mid., =., Clem. Al., , to ask besides.

Hence7]7/, ov, 6, one who asks

besides, a second questioner.,., intreat about

something besides.,(,) to

abuse, insult besides, Arist. Top. 8, 11, 1., to tread upon.—II.

metaph. ,=7rpofF///3aiV(j II., (,)
to throw upon besides, add over and
above, . {) ,=-

{) Isocr. 123 D; . /, to throw some more earth upon,
Polyb. 9, 38, 2.>, (,, -) to blossom besides or again,

Theophr., {,)
to look at be.<!ides, Arist. Anal. Pr. 1,

28. 16., , {,)
to exclaim besides, DiO C. to plot against he-

sides, f 1. in Thuc. 3, 37, v.., . {,-) to beget produce besides, 'I'he-

ophr.,{,-) dep. miu., to be added to, Hipp., f -, (,-) to write besides, Theophr.
Char. 13. [a]', dep., to be

liberal besides, Liban., to display besides,

dub. 1. Isocr. 29 A.

, u,=sq., f. -, {,-) to bind to fasleu besides, Hipp./, , to come to, visit

as a strangiT or traveller., (,-) to instruct besides, Clem. Al.,=, Plat.
Soph. 222 E., to agree to, approve
of an opinion, Epict., Att. -,{, ,) as mid. : — to

grasp or seize for one's self, appropriate
be.ndes, ¥o[yb. 21, 11, 6: metaph.,., to draiv envy on one's self.

Id. 9, 10, 6., to add over and
above., , {,)
to seek, demand besides, Polyb. 25, 5,
11., (,-
) dep. mid., ( observe besides, Lon-

gin.. verb. adj. from --
/, one must add besides.1,=,
Hipp., to press upon besides.

[], , {,-) . -, to accuse or denounce be-

sides, Dio C., f. -, {,,) to tie on or over besides,

Hipp., to strain besides
or still more, Joseph., {,)
as pass., to press hard upon, be urgent
or instant, Dem. 834, 19.

1}</7). . -, {,) to publish proclaim be-
sides, Dio C., , {,-) to embellish besides, Polyb. G, 22,
3, etc., , {,-) to conquer, be master besides, Dio
C.,{,-) to hang to, upon or over be-
sides, Hipp., (,}
to strike upon or against besides, Dio
C., f.-, {,) dep. msd., to gain or ac-
quire besides, Tlfi Tl, Hdt. 1, 29.,,, that which
is built besides or upon.., {,-) to take or require still more,
Theophr. H. PI. 8, 2, 7:—mid., to

help in a thing,, Hdt. 5, 44; so absol..

Plat. Tim. 65 D ; cf,,.., {,) to

say siill further, Theophr., Polyb. 22,
7, 14., to be hungry be-

sides.,{,-) dep., to conclude besides, Eccl., {,-) to learn besides, Dlod.. {,-) dep., c. fut. mid. et aor. pass.,

to take care or provide for besides, c.

gen.. Plat. Legg. 755 B., , (,-) give as additional measure,
assig^n over and above, Tl, Polyb.
4, 51, 6, Plut. 2, 513 A., ,{,) to

devise, invent besides, Polyb. 20, 6, 4.



, , (.~,)
to suear a false oath besides, Ar. Lys.
1238., , to leap upon be-

sides, Liban., (,)
to/all upon or against besides, Philo.

.~7?.>, toform or compose
besides, Phurnut.-, f.-/,, to sail

towards or against.^, Att. -, f. -,
to strike at besides : esp. to inveigh

against besides., {,) to

blow against, Plut. Sertor. 17.

TipogeTztTzovFu, , (~,-) to work still more :', to take the additional trouble

of listening, Aeschin. 34, 1., f.-, {,) to flow besides ; to flow to,

Hipp.
^ _ , , , r ., (~,-) to strengthen besides Or stilt more :

—Pass., to be stronger in any thing,

Tivi, Polyb. 4, 80, 3., (, , -
vvvui) to treat with still more reverence,

Dio C., (~,,-) as mid., to givefurther signs of
approval or disapproval at any thing,

Philo., f.-,{~,,) as mid., to provide one's

self withfurther supplies of corn, Polyb.

1, 29, 1., f.-, dep.

mid., to consider besides.~, {~,-) to fit out, put in order besides, Jo-

seph./, {,-) to intreat besides, Heiiod., {,-) to jest besides, Plut. Ages. 15., {,) to

draw to or on besides, Hipp. :—mid., to

drag forward for one's self,,
Polyb. 12, 13, 3. [], {,)
dep. c. fut. mid., et aor. pass. : to un-
derstand or know besides, . Plat.

Phaedr. 268 B, Charm. 170 B., {,)
to go, come to or towards, Orph. Arg.
536.7.,{,?)
tonotify, enjoin, command besides,h\lC.

2, 85 ; esp. by letter. Id. 1, 132.,, , f. -, to

crown besides, Iiiscr., to connect with

besides.

or-,{,-) to kill over again, or besides,

Plut. 2, 1104 E., f. -, to bind or

fasten to besides., {, ,) as dep., to set one's seal to

a thing besides : to confirm or affirm

besides, , Dem. 1487, 3.', to strengthen be-

sides, Uio C., to pile up besides,

Arithm. Vett.?., , to endure

still longer, Joseph., Att. -, f. -,{,) to enjoin besides,

V. 1. Isocr. 123 D :—mid., to take one's

appointed post, Polyb. 1, 50, 7., {,) to

stretch still farther, to lay more stress

upon, Ti, Polyb. 3, 24. 14 : to make still

more intense,, Plut. 2, 639 D.

, {, ,) dep., to invent as a new
wonder or miracle, Clem. Al.1,{,-) as pass., to enjoy one's self still

more, Ar. Ran. 231., f.-, dep.

mid., to contrive besides., (,)
to lay on besides, Hipp. ; ., Polyb. 35, 2, 7.

^, , f. -, {,) to reprove, reproach besides,, LXX.—II. to raise the price of a
thing still more, Ael. ap. Suid. s. v.., , to add with

tragic exaggeration., {,)
to entrust, make over to besides, Dio C.3, {,) to

wear by rubbing, to annoy besides , Plut.

2, 1048 E., {,-) to act as guardian to one still

longer

:

—pass., to be under as ward,, Dem. 833, 18.,{,-) to gain Of reach besides, Joseph., (,) to

bear or carry besides : to bring forth

besides, Xen. Oec. 5, 2 :

—

to put upon
or add besides, Clem. Al./, (,)
to spread reports about one besides,

Strab.,{.-.{,) uep. mid., to speak, ex-

claim farther, Polyb. 10, 4, 2.

—

11. to

agree with, Dio C., , {,-) to come in besides, Philo p. 552,

fin., , {,-) to say besides, add, Plut. Cat.
Maj. 27.

, f.-,,) dep. mid., to gratify be-

sides,, Xen. Hipparch. 3, 2., f.-, to pour still

more to.,{,-) to heap upon besides, Piut. 2,1058 A., {,-) dep. mid., to lie oesi(ies,Hellod.,

7, 2.-,{,-) raid., to decree by vote besides,

Philo.,(,) to

swear besides, Dio C.?:,, to owe, incur be-

sides, Dio C., {,) to

levy contributions besides : /^-, to be

overloaded with expletives, Dion.
Comp. 9., f. -, {,) dep. mid., to work besides,. , to do something besides

another, Eur. H. F. 1013 ; but, ., to do good to one besides,

Hdt. 6, 61., ov,{,*) belong-

ing to v:ork. Leon. Tar. 8., to provoke besides., f. -, {,)
to plant or set firmly against, ,
e. g. , Polyb. 4, 19, 3:—to thrust violently against,,
?.,, etc.. Id. 15, 33, 4 ; 6, 25, 5 :

absol., to fix firmly, Arist. Part. An. 4,

12, 32.— II. intr.,and in pass., /o press

against, assault, or , Polyb.
1, 10, 11 ; 17, 8., {,) to row
to, Ael.

, {,)
dep., to belch or vomit forth against :

metaph., of waves, -, they break foaming
against the rocks, II. 15, 621.", Att. contr. -, serving
as fut. to, {, ) to

speak to, to address, , Eur. Alc.
1005 ; esp. of one who addresses a
god, Hdt. 5, 72.—II. to call by a name,
name. . . Plat. Soph.
224 ; and in pass,.
Id. Polit. 259 B. To this also be-

longs the perf..—Cf. ;rpof-., Dor.-,{,-) to strive at the same time with or
against one,, Theocr. 5, 60., f. -, (,) dep. mid., to ask besides. Plat.
Prot. 311 E, Tim. 50 A., later pres. for sq., Dor., f. -- :

but the aor. mostly in use is-
(Plut. Pyrrh. 3, etc.); (,) :
—to creep to, creep or steal on,

approach, draw nigh, ., i. e.

the time that's coming. Pind. P. 1,110,
cf. N. 7, 100; -0 ., the coming event,

Uie future, Aesch. Pr. 127, Soph. Aj.;

ai , Aesch. Pr.
272; also, to steal or come to one,,
Pind. O. 6, 142 (ubi al.);. Soph. Aj. 1255.,=,\6-
ophr. Char. 19., f.-,{,) dep. mid. c. aor. et pf. act.

:

—to come or go to,, Aesch. Eum.
474 ; but also, Elmsl. Med. 67

;

also, . or , Hdt. 2, 121,

2 ; . , to comeforward
in public, Dem. 312, fin., cf 891, 2;
so,. /.,/., Dinarch. 104, 18 ; 107, 1

;

and absol., to approach, draw nigh, Hdt.
1, 86, etc. : so of pain, pleasure, etc.,

to be nigh at hand. Soph. Phil. 777,
Eur. Or. 857.—2. to go in to a woman,, Xen. Symp. 4, 38.—3. to visit,

associate with one, , Dem.
755, 5.— 4. in hostile sense, to go
against, , Xen. Cyr. 6, 2,
16.—II. to come in, of revenue, Lat.
redire, Hdt. 7, 144, Xen. Mem. 3, 6,
12.—Cf. ()., , f. -, {,) to ask besides. Plat. Theaet.
165 D : pass., to be questioned besides,

Xen. Mem. 3, 9, 4.,, ,() a put-
ting to or into, . , a tak-

ing of meals, Anst. Probl. 30, 14, 4., ov, {,)
towards evening:—western, Polyb. 1, 2»
6, etc., ov. Dor.,
=foreg. : , as adv., to-

wards evening, Theocr. 4, 3 ; 5, 113
;

cf.., ov, {,)
next to the last : close upon, Strab., {,) to

give to another as his friend, :

—mid., , to take

to one's self as a friend, choose as one's

friend or comrade, associate with one's

self,, Hdt. 3, 70; 5, 66:—pass.,
to join another as a friend or partner,

side or comply with him. Plat. Ax. 369
B. Hence, , joined with as
a companion, attached to the same

or cluB,, Thuc. 8, 100., verb. adj. of,
one m:ist allow or permit, v. 1. Dinarch.
102. 1., adv., over and above, be-
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sides, Hdt. 1, 41, and Att., as Ar. Av.
855, Plat. Phil. 30 ; sometimes
separated by a word between, as,

' , Xen. An. 3, 2, 2.., , ,{-
uai) that which is offered to a god : esp.

a votive offering hung upon the statue of
a god, Eubul. Seinel. 2 : also., , {^,-) to do good besides,, to one,

Diod.,(^,) to bring

to an account besides, Arist. Probl. 6,

8, 16. [v]), ,(,)
to have fit time or leisure for, Lat. va-

care,, Plut. 2, 316 A : also some-
times/ as dep., ,{)
a place for praying, Philo., ,=, Orph., a coined word, on
which V. Lob. Phryn. 620., , {,)
to procure for besides, provide, TL,

Dem. 962, 3 ; v. Phryn. 595 :—pass.,-, to be forthcoming, v.

1. Dem. 731,3., {,) to

find besides. Soph. El. 1352, Polyb. 1,

59,6., , to pass one^s leis-

ure ill a thing,., , , prayer, LXX.—II.

a place ofprayer, esp. a Jewish oratory,

Joseph., and perh. in Act. 16, 13; cf.

Juven. 3, 296 : from, f. -, {, -) dep. mill., to pray, offer up vows,, Aesch. Ag. 317, Eur., etc.
;. .

Plat. Criti. 106 A :—liut also c. ace,, Ar. Plut. 958:—and, absol.,

to worship, Hdt. 1, 48, Aesch. Pr. 937,

etc.—II. . , to pray for a thing,

Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 22., to fit to besides., =:,
Clem. Al., , , connexion, near-

ness.— 11. attention : from, ,() of place,

adjoining, bordering upon, close to, next.

With or without a dat., freq. in Hdt.,

as 3, 13, 89, 91 : keeping close to,

) yrj, Arr. Ind. 33 :

exposed to the wind, Dion. H. 3, 44
(with V. 1.).— II. of time, like, not far gone, i. e. lately

passed, late:—adv.,, imme-
diately, Porphyr. Isagog. 2, 24.—III.

attentive, = , cf.' I. 3., adv. from,
with attention, Hipp., f. -,{,) to hold

to, bring to or near, , Aesch.
Cho. 531 ; so too, ,
Hdt. 4, 200 :—esp.,—2. ., to

bring a ship 7iear a place, bring it to

port, , Hdt. 9,

99 (which some write) ;

also, , to bring a sea-
man to land, make hitii put in. Soph.
Phil. 236 : more freq. without vavv,
to put in, touch at a place,, , Hdt. 1, 2;
3, 48, etc. ; so, //, Hdt.
3, 58 ; also c. dat. loci, . Ty yy,, etc., Hdt. 4, 156; or'c> ace.',. /. Soph. Phil. 244: absol.,

to land, Hdt. 2, 182, etc. : cf-
).—3. . ', to turn one's mind,
thoughts, attention to a thing, be intent

on it, Lat. animadrertere, or

Tivi, Ar. Eq. 1014, 1004, Xen. An.
2, 4, 2, etc. ; or absol., ., to

attend, Ar. Nub. 575 ; so, .,
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Ar. Eccl. 600, Thuc. 5, 26 :—freq.

also without, ., to give

heed to one's self, Ar. Eccl. 294 ; ., Id. Plut. 553;.
Plat. Ale. 1, 122 D, etc. :—. ,
Critias, 9, 19 ;—also, to devote one's

self to a thing, Lat. totus esse in illo,

c. dat.,, Hdt. 9, 33 ;7^, Thuc. 7, 4: also absol.,, , Hdt.
8, 128: c. inf., to expect to do. Id. 1,

80 :—also, to continue, Hipp. :

—

to pay
court to,, Xen. Cyr. 5, 5, 40.— 4.

mid., to attach one's self to a thing,
cling, cleave to il, , Hdt. 2, 136,

Ar. Vesp. 105: also metajih., to de-

vote one's self to the service of any one,
esp., a god, Pind. P. 6, 51, though
the ])lace is dub.—5. pass., to be held

fast by a thing, , Eur. Bacch.
756 : metaph;, to be implicated in,,
Thuc. 1, 127.— II. to have besides or
in addition. Plat. Rep. 521 D, Dem.
877, 26.-,, , {)=^. Lob. Phryn. 176., , , an addressing, hi-

tercourse: also written Trpof, prob.
with a reference to -., f. -7/, (jrpof, ^) to

boil or cook besides or with, Ath., ov, (,) towards
daivn or morning.—II. towards the east,

Casaub. Strab. p. 511 ; cf. Ion.-., . -),{,-) to yoke, bind, tie to

:

— pass., to be

bound or yoked to,, Eur. Hipp. 1389.), , {,) to

punish besides, Isocr. 9 ; ivith or in

a thing, ^. Plat. Gorg. 516 D., ov, {, ) near
manhood, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 4., , {/) to

address, accost, Soph. El. 1471 : to con-

sole,, Eur. Phoen. 989:•—pass.,

to he addressed as, called,-, Anaxil. Neott. 2, 5 ; ., Philem. p. 400. Hence,, , that which
is addressed, the object of one's address,

Eur. Supp. 803.—II. an address.,, ,{/) an
addressing, accosting, esp. consolation.

— II. a naming, name, Isocr. Antid.
•^ 303, Dem. 72, 1, Arist. Categ. 5, 30.

—III. in Gramm., a common noun, no-

men appellntivum, as opp. to a nomen
proprium, Zeno ap. Diog. L. 7, 58.

Hence7], , , addressing,

accosting.— II. naming: to .,
a surname, Dion. H. Adv. -., ov, {,)
addressing, accosting, ai., the

speaking oaks, Aesch. Pr. 832 : c. gen.,.?, addressing her, Soph.
Ant. 1185: hence, generally, roni'fr-

sabte, affable, kind, agreeable,., Theaet. 146 A : agree-

ing, answering, . Id. Rep. 546
B.— II. pass., addressed, accosted,,
by one. Soph. Phil. 1353: also, -, . . 1437, cf. Fr. 360 .—an ac-

quaintance. Plat. Theaet. 146 A, cf.

Plut. Cic. 40., fut.-, aor.

-7/7, as pass., to be delighted or
pleased at or in doing., pf. pass.*,
V. sub., aor. 1 mid. of-., adv. part. pres. from'/, suitably, fitly, duly, .', as besee?ns the dignity of the
state. Thuc. 2, 43 ; so also Plat. Legg.
659 B, Isocr., etc.

/,{,) to be come to,

to have arrived at a place, to be come,
be lure, 7iear, at hand, ,
Aesch. Pers. 143 ; -, Soph. Phil. 229 ;', Eur. Or. 693.— II. usu.
metaph., to belong to, -, Soph.
. . 814 ; to have to do with, ,
Thuc. 1, 126: and so,—2. mostly im-
pers., , it has to da
with, concerns one, Hdt. 8, 100 ; more
freq. c. dat. , it is my
business, Soph. El. 1213 ; and c. gen.
rei, , 1 have to do
with a thing, have part m it, Xen. An.
3, 1, 31, Hell. 2, 4,40, Dem. 934,3 ;—
esp., with a notion of suitableness,

fitness, etc., it belongs to, beseems,

tlvI, Aesch. Cho.
173, Soph. El. 1213, etc. ; but also c.

ace. et inf., as Ag. 1551, Eur. Or.
1071, Xen. An. 3, 2, 15 (where the
impf. is used for,
cf. Id. £q. 12, 14 ;— an Att. usage,
ace. to Thom. M.) :— oft. also c. dat.

only, though an inf should oft. be
supplied, as in Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 32,
etc. :—absol., it is likely, probable.—
III. the partic. is very freq.;— 1. ol

(with or without),
one's ki7ismen, relatives, Hdt. 1, 216;
3, 24, etc. ; -, Plat. Symp. 179 C :?^ ^, Hdt.
6, 128 ; so prob., ai •, hereditary fair fame, Thuc. 4, 92 :—, one who has no-
thing to do with, knows nothing of the

matter. Plat. Rep. 539 D : also c. gen..

Til ., all that btlwigs to
the subject, Plat. Legg. 643 : // ,
one's own safety, Thuc. 6, 83 ;— also

befitting, proper to, . Id. 1, 91 ;

hence, , what is fit,

seemly, one's duties, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 1,

etc. : also, to, fitness, pro-

priety, ', Eur.
Heracl. 214 ; ..
Plat. Crat. 413 A ; also one's due, to. , Id. Rep. 332
C :—c. inf, ' -, one who has nought
to do with assisting in sorrow, Aesch.
Ag. 1079; , fit to
hear. Plat. Rep. 496 A.—IV. to be come
in, of revenue : cf ().7.{,) to sun,
put in the su7i, Geop., ov, {,) to-

wards the sun, exposed to the sun, sun-

ny, ., Xen. Cyn.
4, 0.?,,=^, . 1. in

Theophr., etc. ; it ought everywhere
to be changed into.. , (,) to nail,

pin or fix to, Tivi, Tt , Plat.

Phaed. 83 D, Luc. Prom. 2.—II. to

7iail up, Dem. 520, 19./, ,=, ap-

proach, arrival., , residence as a
stranger, [fi] : from
^7/?'', to live in a place as

a stranger : from, ov, ()
come to, that has arrived at a place ;

hence a new-comer, stranger, LXX. :

—

in N. T., o«e xcho has come over to Ju-
daism, a convert, proselyte. (Acc. to

Valck. Amnion.,,-, were later forms for'/, etc.)/, ,{) a nail-

ing on or to., strictly a perf. of ^-



, to sit upon or dose to, c. dat.,, Aesch. Ag. 1191
; ^,

Soph. O. T. 15 ; rarely c. ace, -, Aesch. Ag. 808 (cf.

fin.):—generally, to be or lie

near, , Aesch. Pers. 880 :

—

to

besiege, Lat. obsidere,, Eur.
Rhes. 390., (,) to pre-

signify, foretell, announce, esp. of the
gods.Hdt. 1,45, Eur. Supp. 213, Xen.,
etc. ; so of Socrates' Genius, Xen.
Mem. 1, 1, 4.— II. metaph., to declare

beforehand, proclaiin, etc.,> Tl, Eur.
Med. 725 ; of a herald, Hdt. 6, 77

;

rrp. Tivi, c. inf., of the Pythia, lb. 123.

Hence, . , signifying

beforehand, Diod., Ath. 490 A : and,, , aforetoken, prog-

nostic, Strab., Diod., , (,) to

sig)iify beforehand:—mid., mark or

note for one's self beforehand, LXX., ov, {',) hap-

pening in one day Or a short time, Ar-
temid. ?—opp. to., , , {,)
foretoken, presage., , ,{) mild-

ness, softness, gentleness., ov, {,) to-

wards the wind, windward, Xen. Oec.
18, 6., . Dor., like, soft, gentle, kind, opp. to-, Einped. 229, Pind. P. 10, 99;•, to drink soothing

draughts, lb. 3, 93 ; . , to

speak smooth, Thuc. 6, 77 ; to np., Luc. Rhet. Praec. 12:

—also c. dat.,7, i. e.

suitable, fit for burning, Hdt. 2, 94.

Adv. -, Hipp. (Prob. from ,.) Hence, , Ion. for., (,) to make to

rot before :—usu. in pass., with pf. 2, to grow putrid, rot before-

hand, Galen., , {,) to re-

sound or re-echo, Plut. Alex. 31., , re-echoing, v. 1. Plut.

Alex. 17., ov, {,) Ion. for: as adv. (Dor.),

towards morning, Theocr. 4, 33, cf.., adv. Aeol. for,
Apoll. Dysc., , {,) to sit

beside, near or upon,. Soph. O.
C. 1166.,{,) to ivarm

besides or at, Joseph., . -, to admire be-

sides., Ion. and poet, for,,, ,()
an addition, appendage.—II. =,
membrum virile, Anth. P. 12, 3, Clem.
Al.—III. a pessary, Hipp., poet, and Ion. -. Lob.
Phryn. 284 ; adv. : (, Trpof.)

A. as prep, with gen. :—I. of place

or space, before, very freq. in Horn.,
and Hes. , with various collat. notions,

viz.,— 1. before (by way of defence),[ /cof] , II. 7, 224
;

and so, like,, for, ,
II. 21, 587, cf. Od. 8, 524.—2. in front

of, outside, ., .,
11. 12, 145 ; 22, 464, etc.—3. just be-

fore, close to, II. 19, 13 ; -, U. 23, 877 ; and Att., as Aesch.
Pers, 447, Eum. 46;—also, -b-

. Flat. Rep. 618 .—The
gen. sometimes stands before -, II. 4, 54 :—when it seems to be
followed by a dat., as in II. 5, 300,

Od. 5, 452, this dat. must be connect-

ed with the verb, and taken
as adv.—II. of time, before, '', II. 2, 359, Soph. Phil. 778,

Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 43 : also put after its

gen., '. before them, Hes.
Th. 746, Aesch. Pers. 529.

B. as adv. :— I. of place or space,

before, in front, oft. in Hom., Hes.,

and Hdt., esp. with collat. notion of
defending, e. g. , Hom.
—2. on, forward, -, II. 23, 572 ; so, may be
easily supplied in 7.,
driving before, outstripping, 11. 23, 639.
—3. or, to prefer one thing to another,
Eur. Hec. 131, Incert. 3, 6 ; so,. Id. Bacch. 225;.. Plat. Legg. 732 .—
4. in Att. oft. with the art., , ,, the first, foremost, b ., the

front rank man, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 8;

TO, forward, farther, to the

front, Hdt. 8, 89, Xen., etc. ;, Xen. An. 3, 1,

33 ; opp. to or, II. 5,

595 ; 6, 181.— II. of time, before, for-

merly, erst, Horn., Hes., etc. ; -, not before, Od. 17, 7 ; -, the men of old, II. 9, 524

;

so, ', Soph. . . 268 :

—

, ,, earlier, foregoing, .,, Xen. Cyr. 2, 3, 1 ; .. Id. ; , times bygone,

etc. : also,, as adv., for-

merly, 11. 23, 583, Od. 4, 688 ; and so,

Tu ., Aesch. Ag. 19 :—also,, like Lat. supra.

C. foil, by a relat., ., before..,

Lat. priusquam, Pind. p. 2, 169, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 2, 8 ; .., Soph. . .
736, etc. ; , Xen. Cyr.

1, 4, 23: also, like Lat. potius, .
.., to die sooner than.., Id.

An. 2, 1, 10. Cf. (} II. 6., , ,()
putting to, , Thuc. 4,

135;, Polyb. 5, 60, 7.-2.
«71 adding, attaching,. Plat. Phaed. 97 A : also, an
addition, Arist. Eth. N. 7, 4, 3 ; of the

mode of a proposition, Id. An. Post. 1,

27 (cf.).—3. long series,

Mus. Vett., verb. adj. of-, one must add. Plat. Symp. 206 A

:

one must teach, Tivi , Xen.
Mem. 2, 1, 2., v. fin., , ,{)
addition, Diog. L. 10, 94., ov, verb. adj. of-, added, put or fitted to, Xen. Eq.
12, 6 : put on, of false hair, Xen. Cyr.

1, 3, 2 ; cf.—II. given up to

the creditor (of debtors), Lat. addic-

tus, Plut. Lucull. 20.—III.,, like III, apessary, Hipp.,
and Theophr. : hence, to

make or apply a pessary, Hipp. 505., f.-, {,)
to run towards or to, ', Xen. Cyr. 5,

3,20: absol., Id. An. 5, 7, 21.,,=, only in He-
sych

.

, , ,{) an
addition, appendage, supplement. Plat.

Rep. 339 ; , by
way of appendage, Dem. 22, 4 ; 37, 4 :

—hence, an accident, mere circumstance,

Dem. 1477, 20:, everything has two

modes of doing, Id. 645, 3 : hence,—2,

an appendix, episode, digression, Hdt. 4,
30, cf. Arist. Rhet. 1, 1, 3.-3. a con-

clusion, issue, Aesch. Ag. 500.—II. aid,

help, assistance. Soph. O. T. 38 ; esp.

of an adventitious kind, Dem. 777, 1.

—HI. Gramm.,apariic/e,Longin.21,2., , , =,
Eur. El. 191 (v. 1.)., f.- : aor.-, inf. {,-) :

—

to touch, , Aesch. Cho.
1059, Soph. Phil. 9, 817 ;, with

the hand, Eur. Heracl. 652., a, ov, poet, for sq.,

Nonn. [t], a. ov,{) the fore-

most, opp. to, o'l.,
thefore feet, Hdt. 2, 69 ; tu ..
Plat. Tim. 91 ; so,, i. e. using the
hands as fore-feet, Eur. Rhes. 210 :—
., Achae. ap. Ath. 690 -.—., Lat. volnera adversa, Anth.
P. 9, 279.17, f. -, {,)
to press still more, Plut. [i] Hence, , a pressing against., ov,{,)
dwelling in a house before, the chief of a
house, Aesch. Cho. 321.—II. as subst.,

., the front-room, opp. to-, the back-room., imperat. aor. 2 mid from., , {,) to ad-
dress, call by a navne, Aesch. Pr. 595.. ov, {,) ac-

cording to one's mind, welcome, ,
Anth. [f], to heal besides, Hipp., inf., and, part,

from aor., q. v., [,) to sit by
or near, attach to, rest on,, Simon. Amorg. 84

;

generally, to remain by or near.—II. to

be always near, cling to, pursue, Lat.
instare,, Aesch. Theb. 696 ; also,

Tiva, Id. Pr. 276., f.-,{,) to sit

by ; c. ace, to come and sit near,•, Aescli. Supp. 186 ; ",
Eur. Hec. 935 (cf fin.) ;

TU. Plat. Rep. 564 D., fut., mid. --
: aor. 1, mid. -7]{, ). To send to or towards,

let come to, , Xen.
An. 4, 5, 5 : to apply, , Id. Cyn.
10, 11.

B. usu. in mid.,, to let come
to or near one, admit,, admit one into my
society, Xen. An. 3, 1, 30, cf Plat.

Phaedr. 255 A ; ?., Dem. 124, 5 :

—

., -, like Lat. admittere, Xen. Cyr.
7, 1, 13.—2. to admit, approve, agree to,

allow, believe, Hdt. 1, 75, 135. etc., Eur.
El. 622 ; . r«,, to agree

to the proposed terms. Thuc. 4, 38

;

cf Plat. Phaed. 97 B.—3. to submit to,, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 45.— 4. c. inf

,

to undertake or venture to do, Xen.
Mem. 2, 7, 11, Plat. Legg. 908 : but
also c. ace. pers., ,
nothing moDed or pleased him, Hdt. 1,

48 ; so, tv ' ov , one
thing pleases me not, Ar. Eq. 359, cf.

Vesp. 742., f. -, {,) dep. mid., to come to, arrive

at, reach, rt, Aesch. Ag. 792:

—

also C. gen., to reach so far as, come up
to, come at, Aesch. Cho. 1033, cf Ar.

Eq. 761 : esp., to come to as a suppliant,

c. acc. loci, Aesch. Cho. 1035. Hence
137^



, = sq., suppliant, Mos-
chiori ap. Stob. p. 561, 34., opoc, , one that comes

to the temples, like, a suppliant,

Aesch. Euin. 441 : but also,— 11. pass.,

he to whom one comes as a suppliant, of

a god, a protector, lb. 120, v. Miiller

Eum. () CO, not. ; cf.,-., (,) dep., to

hurl before, Aretae. []-^,{,)
dep. mid., Diod. ; and,{) Thuc. 2, 79, to ride up to,

charge., later pres. for-, q. v., (,) to place

near, bring near, , Eur. Tro.

103.— 2. to weigh out to, . Ma-
cho ap. Ath. 243 F.—3. to stop or check,

e. g. blood liowing from a wound,
Hipp.

11. usu. in pass,, with
intr. tenses of act., to stand near to,

by, beside or at., f Idt. 5, 51 ;
•, Aesch. Theb. 12G, cf. Ar. Ach.

C83 ; also, to come to, c. ace, Aesch.

Pars. 203 :— inetaph.,, it comes into my head, occurs to

me, Plat. Symp. 175 D, Theaet. 173
j

D : cf. . I.—2. to set one's
\

self against or opposite to, oppose, at-
j

tack, press hard upon, Lat. instare,,
Hipp. ; . Plat. Phil. 41 _B.— I

3. to offend, give offence to, -, Dem. 1393, 16 : impers.,-, it is offensive or revolting

to me, Schiif Dion. Comp. p. l4l., ,(,) to

narrate besides, C. acc. et illf, Plut.

Themist. 27.,{,) to

dry up besides, Hipp. 999, in pass.^, {,) to be able

to do a thing besides, Sext. Emp. p.

528. [0],=, freq. in Hdt.

(who uses both forms) ; to hold a thing

against, ,
lidt. 4, 200 :—esp. (seemingly intr.)

of seamen, to put to land, Hdt. 3, 136,

etc. ; in full, /. -
pav, Eur. Or. 362,' cf. Thuc. 4, 30;
cf. 2:

—

m\a.,tostickorcleai'e

to,, but also, Ar. Plut. 1096., verb. adj. of

(), one must go to or approach. Plat.

Theaet. 179 D., as pass., to be access-

ible, Geop.-.),,{) approach-

able, Plut. Philop. 15., , to take, pull, or

tear down besides., dep. mid., but in

later writers c. aor. pass,-
(v. 1. Aeschin. 77, 33, cf. Lob.

Phryn. 269), while in strict Att..
is aor. mid.(,-

). To sit down before a town, be-

siege it, Lat. obsidere,, Thuc. 1,

26 ; T>j, Polyb. 3, 98, 7 :—absol.,

Thuc'. 1, 134 ; in full ..
Id. 1, 11 :

—

to sit by and watch,, Dem. 14, 15., f. -: aor, 1--
(cf ;), )) —to haul down

besides, e. g. ships, Lat. una deducere,

Plut. Camill. 8,, to come down to : gen-
erally,=-(•7, LXX.', ,{,)
to nail fast to, Clem. 1., Ion.-, strict-

ly pf. of, like-, to sit by or near, to sit constantly

by one•, to live with him,, Hdt. 6,

1274

94 ; esp.,— II. to sit down before a town,

besiege it, Lat. obsidere, c. dat., Hdt.

2, 157 ; absol., Hdt. 5, 104, Thuc. 7,

48, etc.—III. to rest or be upon, ,
Theophr., {,) to set

down by, near.—II. intr., to sit down by

or near, -, Eur. Hei. 895 ; cf

Plat. Apol. 31 A. Hence, , a sitting by, near,

V. 1. Plut. 2, 166 A., {,)
to appoint besides, Plut. Kom. 7..{,)
to arm or equip besides, Plut. Cleom.
23.

, ,, ,{,)
to behold besides, , Plat. Charm. 172

B.,,{,) to re-

new III addition, prob. 1. Plut. 2, 273 C., ov, {,) at

the right time, seasonable, Plut. Pelop.

15.— II. lasting but for a time, opp. to

: transitory, N. T., f-. {,)
to set on fire or barn besides, Theophr.

:

—pass., a, pots

burnt at the fire, Ar. Vesp. 939 ; ine-

taph., , to be in love

with..., Aen. Symp. 4, 23., , to feel pain or

sorrow at a thing,.. , to do one an ill

turn besides,, Dio C., ,{,) to treat

ill, damage besides, Hipp., , f. -, (, -) to call to, call on, summon,.
Soph. Aj. 89. Thuc. 8, 98, Plat. Meno
82 A.— II. mid., to call to one's self,

esp. to call to one's aid, , Hdt. 1,

69
;
(but, -. Id. 4, 201, is f. 1. for •) :

to invite, Luc. Asin. 51.—2. in Alt.,

esp. of an accuser, to call another into

court, summon, accuse him, Ar. Nub.
1277, etc. ; . :3, to lay an

action of assault against him, Ar. Vesp.

1417; so, . , '-, etc., Oratt. ; and in full,. , Lys.

104, 13, cf. Dem. 166, 32 : so in pass.,', the party summoned,

Dem. 1190, 4 : hence,
q. V., {,) to work

at the same time, Paus., ov.Dor.-,{,) at the heart, Bion 1, 17.,,{.)
to persist in a thing, apply diligently to

it,, Polyb. 1, 55, 4 : ab.sol., to per-

severe, Xcn. Hell. 7, 5, 14.—2. to ad-

herefirmly to a man, be faithful to him,, Dem. 1386, 6, cf Polyb. 24, 5, 3.

—3. pass., -, time diligently employed, Diod. 2,

29. Hence, , perseverance,

patience, N. T., , to blight besides,, {,-) to go down or to, descend besides,

Cebes., to pay so as to

make up a deficiency. Hence, , , that

which is paid afterwards or besides

:

in plur., sums paid (from other funds)
to make up a deficiency in the revenue,
Dem. 731, 5 and 11 :

—

?^/
(at Athens) being the sum required to

be advanced beforehand by the farmer

j

of the revenue ;. to

I

make up the deficiency afterwards,

Bockh P. E. 2, 61, sq.

I
, , ,{-

) paying afterwards or besides,

paying to make up a deficiency ; cf.

foreg.?.,, TO,=foreg.', , laughed ai

besides, Longus : from/., ,{,) to laugh at besides,, Ath.
508 ., {,-) to condemn besides, Anlipho
122, 44.— 11. to adjudge or award to,

, Dem. 1281, 3., i. -,{, -) to enrol besides ; .-, to enrol as a new member oi

the council, Dion. H. [], i. -, {,) to fear besides, Uio C, {, -) to point out, ordain besides,

DioC., f.-, {, •) to fasten to besides, Hipp.
'/., to sail down

against, Diod., {, -) to disgrace still further, Plut.

Phoc. 22., {, ,/) as mid., to lament one with

another, Polyb. 40, 2, 9., {, 7- '

) deluge besides, Plut., {, -) dep. mid., to get besides, Po-
lyb. 15, 4, 4., , {,-) to mix or confuse besides, Hipp., , to talk down be-

sides., {, -?.) to seize besides, Dio C, f -,{,-
?.) to enrol besides or iii addition to,, Plut. C. Gracch. 5, Arat. 14 ; in

pass., Id. Rom. 20.', {,-) to leave behind besides as a legacy,

, Thuc. 2, 36 : also, to leave or
lose besides. Id. 4, 62./, Att.-, f. -,
to reconcile besides :—pass. c. fut. mid.,

to become reconciled besides., {,)
to allot or assign besides, Plut. Solon
19, Cat. Min. 33., , {, -) to perceive besides, Epicur. ap.

Diog. L. 10, 67, 72.
^
Hence^, , a perceiving be-

sides, Epicur. Ibid. 79., {,-) to scrape or bruise all m pieces.

Lye. 173.,{,-) to fasten in besides, Ael., f. -^, (,) to strike with terror be-

sides, Dio C.
poaaov.^=sq., Liban., , to sink ih the

sea besides, Dio C., to accomplish

besides, Aristid.,, to burn besides., , to make still

closer, stop up more closely, Plut., , {,-) to count besides, Plut. Marcell.

30.•}, to break down
besides.,{,/)
to make rotten besides .—pass., with pf
2, to decay or rot besides, Hipp., to undermine, de-

stroy besides, Joseph.



-, (, -) to furnish, prepare besides,-, Dem. 467, 9 ; so in mid.,

Arist. Top. 3, 2, 11.—Pass., to be so

furnished or prepared, Dein. 365, 25., f.•, (, «-~) to draw down besides, esp.

ships into the sea, like,,
Polyb. 4, 53, 1., f. -i/'u,(,-) to put under, subject besides :

—mid., to subject to one's self besides,

Dion. H., {,)
to pull down, destroy besides, Anth.

[6],(,-) to append, subjoin, Polyb. 3, 20, 1.,{,)
to stretch out or extend besides, Hipp., (,-) to pay down besides, make a further

deposit, Ar. Nub. 1235, Plat. Theag.
128 A., (,-) to overrun or ravage besides, Joseph., to flee or escape to

one, Tivi., , (,-) to despise besides, Dio C., f.-,{,-) to pour out besides or still more,

.--?/,{,) dep. mid., to kill besides,

Dio C.-,-,{,) dep. mid., to tell more

lies of,, Polyb. 12, 13, 3, Dio C.11},(.-,{,")) dep. mid., to accomplisk

besides.—2. to despatch or kill besides,

Dio C.,(,)
to throw dOwn besides, Paus. 3, 7, 10., f. -, (,) to eat besides, Alex. Pan-
liych. 1, 5., f. -, (,) dep. mid., to curse besides

or at the same time, Theophr., f.-,(, -) to detain besides or near, Hipp., ,(,/-) to accuse besides, -
-/,, to accuse one also of ma-
king a display, Thuc. 3, 42 ; . -

.., Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 34.— II. in

the logic of Arist., to attribute or pre-

dicate besides, Tt, Arist. Interp.

10, 3.. Ion. for-. Hdt., to remove to another

settlement, Arr.,(,)
adjure be.-^ides :—pass., to take an

oath bcsidef, Pausan..,(,)
to assist besides, Heliod. 6, 13.?, , (,) to

put forth a stalk or stem besides, Hipp.., ,()
that which is kindled.—II. a kindling,

burning, LXX., , ,()
apt to burn the meat, of a cook, Posi-

dipp. ap. Alh. 662 A, of. Ar. Vesp.
939., Ion. -, (,) as pass. :

—

to lie beside or upon,, handles were vpnn
it, II. 18, 379 ; -^ ,

lie at, keep dose to the door, Ar.

Vesp. 142. cf Eur. Phoen. 739:', the inside horse

1
turning a corner). Soph. El. 722.

—

I, of a womaiij to lie with, to be given

to wife,, Hdt. 1, 196, cf.-
: generally, to be involved in or

bound up xvith,,. Soph.
El. 240, 1040; (but, -

TivL, Soph. Ant. 1243, cf. infra).

— III. to be attached OT devoted to,,
Hdt. 6, 61 : also of things, . -, to put faith in a story, Hdt. 4,

11 ; .. to be given to wine, Hdt.
1, 133 ; Ty, Hdt. 3, 34 ; also,

to devote one's self to a business,,
Soph. Aj. 406, cf. Plat. Soph. 254 A.
—IV. to press upon, entreat, solicit, like,, Hdt. 1, 123 ; hence, in

bad sense, to press close or hard, pur-

sue closely,, Hdt. 9, 57, cf. 40, 60
;

so, Scph. Ant. 94, Thuc. 4, 33, etc.
;

TO, the enemy, Hdt. 9,

61.

—

V. to fall to one, belong him,, Hdt. 1 , 1 18, 1 19 ; 2. 83, etc. ; .
Tivl, Eur. Tro. 185 : to be put
upon, /.. Plat. Apol. 30 ; esp.

of punishments, to be laid upon,,
Xen. Yect. 4, 21.— VI. to be added,, Eur. Ale. 1039 ; . Id. He-
racl. 483 ; , Eur. Rhes. 162 :

absoL, . Soph.
. . 232 ; cf. Plat. Crat. 393 D.17., (, '/.) to push
to latid, land,, Orph. Arg. 1048., dep. mid.,= irpo-, q. v., f.-,(,-) to gain besides, Dem. 1292, 6,

Polyb.?., ov, , dim. from
sq., Eust. []', ov. , {, -) a cushioii for the head, pillow, Ar.

Plut. 542, etc. : but, also, a cushion

for sitting on, esp. a boat-cushion. Cra-

tin.. 18, cf. Theophr. Char. 2.?., ^,=foreg., LXX./, ,(,) bring-

ing into alliance or kindred,,
Od. 21, 35; or, ace. to others, kind,

affectionate.—II. akin to, allied xvith,, Hdt. 8, 136.,(,.,
to care or provide for besides, rejected

by Schaf. Soph. Aj. argum., ov, , (,)
the fore-part or entrance of a tent, LXX.
•— II. Lat. proscenium,^/., Po-
lyb. 30, 13. 4, Ath. 536 A., to pretend., (, -) dep., to setid a herald to one,
Thuc. 4, 118., Att. -.(.-) to summon by herald, Luc. Pisc.

39., , to sketch iii out-

line beforehand.,, , a covering,

skreen. []?, (,?) to

move to andfro or wag (the tail) at

:

—
pass., fii (Dor. for?.) how nimbly didst

thou tu'ist about? Theocr. 5, 117., to be in or expose

one's self to danger., ,{,) to move
to or toivards : pass., with fut. mid.,

sensu obscoeno, of women, Ar. Eccl.
256, Pac. 902., ov, , (,) afirst
sketch or outline, Strab., , f. -, to skip,

hound before. Hence-, . a springing, skip-

pins, bounding before./., f.-?, (,7.) to weep at or during, Ael. V. H.
9, 39. Hence, . a weeping at or du-
ring a thing.

, (, ?.) as pass.,
to be shattered or shivered against, XeD.
Eq. 7, 6. [u]?.7, f. 1. for/..?., ,(,) to

assign by lot, , Luc. Amor.
3 :—pass., to be attached to or associated
with,, Plut. 2, 738 D. ,1?., , ,()
a judicial summons or citation, accusa-
tion, Ar. Vesp. 1041 ; cf. Dem. 1054,
21, sq. ; Att. Proc. p. 576, and v. sub/.- Hence, , , calling to, ad-
dressing, Plut. 2, 354 D.,, leaning upon, recum-
bent, Geop. : and/, ov,, that on which
one leans, an easy chair : from/., (, ?.) to make
to lean against, put to or against, -
, Od. 21, 138, 165-.—-

(Dor. pf. pass.) av-)y, the seat
IS turned towards the light of the fire,

Od. 6, 308 (though there is a v. 1., sc., which Nitzsch pre-
fers) ; vuTov, his
back thereon reclined, Pmd. P. 1, 54.

—II. to make the scale incline one way
or the other : hence, to turn or incline

towards, ^^' '', . 1.

Plut. 2, 36 D :—and,—2. seemingly
intr. (sub. •), to incline towards,
to be attached to one, join his party,

Polyb. 4, 51,5. [i] Hence,, , an inclining to
one side :

—

inclinaJion, bias, Polyb. 6,

10, 10 ; . to one. Id. 5, 51, 8./^, f. •, {,)
to wash with waves, Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 22 ;

also c. dat., /.. Polyb. 5, 59, 5 ; also,, Plut. Dio 24. Hence, rj, a washing with waves,
Diod. : and•, , , water for
washing out or rinsing., Att.- .' f.-{,) :

—

to rub against

:

—mid.,
to rub one's self against a person or
thing,, Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 30, cf.

Plut. 2, 917 D.
npof/ci';}(?(j,=foreg., poet. ap. Plut.

2, 462 F.,, dep.,=sq., Philo
stratus., (, )
dep., to whine to one in a fmvning jnan

ner,, esp. of a dog, Heliod.,»»9.,{.•) to lie down and sleep beside,-, Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 19., , (,) to

commutiicate to one, give one a share,

Tivi , Dem. 918, 1 : also in
mill,, Joseph..,(,')
to partake ofa thing,. Plat. Soph.
252 A, Legg. 757 D., , (,) f.

-, glue on or :—in pass., gen-
erally, to be fastened to. cleave to, Plat.

Phaed. 82 E, Legg. 723 B. Hence/.7}, , a glueing to

:

—
metaph., adherence, devotediuss, Jo-
seph., , , glued to./., =. An-
them.. ov. Dor. -,^), Pind. Fr. 260., , , a conducting or
bringing to., f. -, (,)
to carry, convey to a place, Xen. Cyr.
7. 3, 4':—mid., to import^ lb. 6, 1, 23 ,'

so in act., Id. Oec, 11, 16. Henea
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,, , one who brings,

carries to.,,,()
stunihltiig, false step :

—the result of
stumbling, a bruise, hurt, Ath. 97 F :

—

metaph., hindrance, offence, LXX,
N.T., pres., c. fut.-, aor.- (no pres.

being used in good
Att., so that in Thuc. 8, 06, Elmsl.

reads-, as piqpf. i'or-; cf. ). To see

beforehand, neigh well, look to, , Hdt.

7, 10, 4; 177,"in aor.; so Thuc. 1,

120, etc., in pres. ; and so in pros.

mid., Eur. Med. 459 ; . .., Thuc.

3, 57 : to provide for, '. Soph.

Ant. 688, Eur. Ileracl. 470 ; ./, to provide against suffering,

Thuc. 3, 83 :—also in mid., to natch,

take care of,, Eur. I. A. 1098 in

pres. mid., Ar. Eq. 154 in fut.—II. to

be a, to spy or reconnoitre

beforehand, Theophr. Char. 25, 2.

Hence, , , a spying or recon-

noitring beforeha7ld,v,b^lC. 1, 116., , . {)=^, offence, Polyb. 6, 7, 7 ; ./.. Id. 31, 18, 4.,, ,()
shade for the forehead and eyes, visor,

dub. in Ath., ov, {,,-) seeing beforehand, foreseeing, sa-

gacious. Find. Fr. 255 (for Aesch.
Eum. 105, cf).— II. .,
an outpost, vidette, Xen. Lac. 12, :

and, in plur., a reconnoitring party, Id.

Cyr. 5, 2. 6.
•, f. •-,(,)

to strike against, esp. with the foot
;

hence, to stumble, Lat. offendere, Ar.

Vesp. 275, Xen. Eq. 7, 6.— II. metaph.,
to give umbrage to, offend, hurt one, Tivi,

Polyb. 5, 49, 5; stronger than -, Id. 7, 5, 6.—2. to take offence,

be angry at one,, Id. 1, 31, 7: also

of things, . /, to be disgusted

with life, Diod. :—so also sometimes
in pass., M. Anton. 9, 3.,,{,,) to eat garlic first, Diosc., . -, to satiate

besides, disgust.', ,=sq., Luc. D. Mort.
26, 2.— II. pass., sated., ov,{,) satiat-

ing, palling. Adv. -, A nth., , {,) to

deck besides, add ornament, Plut. 2,

316 D. ubi V. Wyttenb. Hence, , , an addi-

tional ornament., , (,) to

darken, cloud over beforehand, Polyb. I,

48, 8., ov, {,) on
the head: to-. Dor. .,^=, Theocr. 15, 3., f.-,{,) to hang a thmg on or to :

—pass., to be hung up to, to hang up,

Ar. Fr. 187; so,, Po-
lyb. 2, 10, 4, etc./, = foreg.,• , while they were
hanging the anchor to the ship, Pind.
P. 4, 41.,{,) to adjudge
or award to :—pass., to be joined with,

to be assimilated, secreted, a word of

the Atomic Philosophy, Anaxag. Fr.
23. Hence, , an adjudging.—II.

paes., union, increase.,,,)
1276

stumbling : hence, offence, injury,

Plut. 2, 137 , ubi v. Wyttenb.,, ,{) a

dashing against a thing, Plut. 2, 096

A. — II. offence, -, to give him offence. Id.

Cic. 34, cf. 2, 138 E, etc., , , =-, Dem. 1257, 8, Arist. Part.

An. 2, 13, 12., ov, ,—-, Stob. Ed. 1,598., , , belonging to

stumbling, offensive : from, {,) to stum-

ble upon or against ; and so,— 1. to fall

in with, come in contact with,, Plat.

Tim. 43 C.—2. to have a collision teith

one, quarrel with, like. Id.

Phaed. 89 E; , Dem. 701, 23;, Arist. Pol. 2, 5, 4 ; cf.

II., f.,(,-) dep. mid., to gain, get or win be-

sides, Ti and , Hdt. 1,

73 ; 5, 31, etc., and Thuc. ; -
.,

Dem. 409, 9 :—also of persons, .', Hdt. 1, 56 ; ?..
Id. 6, 44 ; but, . ,
to win over Calhmachus to his side,

Hdt. 6, 110; so also, . '-, Hdt. 8, 136. Hence17,,, a getting besides,

newly-gotten property, increase of for-
tune, Artemid. 3, 62.,,) got-

ten besides., f. -,{,) to

build found besides, Strab., ,{)=,
dub.?, ,= sq. ; cf.-7., , Clearch. ap. Ath.
332 D ; and,, f. -7.
[] : to roll to or against. Hence?., ov, , a rolling to or
against, Dion. H,?~. poet, for,
Ar. Vesp. 202. [l], {,) to

swell, dash against, as waves, Philostr., ol, (,) span-
iel-like flatterers, fawners, Hippias ap.

Ath. 259 A (al.)., , f. -, more
rarely- : aor., poet,

also, inf, Soph.
Phil. 776, 1407, {, ). To
kiss the hand to another as a mark of
respect ; to do obeisance or homage to

another; esp. of the Oriental fashion
of making the saUim or prostrating one's

self before kings and superiors ; either

absoL, as Hdt. 1, 119 ; or c. ace. as 7,

136 ; later also c. dat. Lob. Phryn.
463 ; strengthd., . -, Hdt. 1, 134 ; 7, 136 ; so also in

Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 14, etc., Arr. An. 4,

11, 10: . TLva , to salute

him as king, Hdt. 3, 86.—2. so also

of gods, to worship, adore, Hdt. 2, 121,

and Trag., cf Job 31, 27 :—proverb.,. , to deprecate Ne-
mesis, Aesch. Pr. 936, Plat. Rep. 451
A ; so, ., Soph. Phil. 776.
—3. generally, to do homage to, look

up to. Plat. Rep. 398 A, 469 B. Hence,, , a worship-
ping, prostration : [xi] and,, , adoration, Plat.

Legg. 887 E. [ii], , ,{)
a worshipper, ]N . ., , , worshipped : to

be worshipped., f. -, {,)

to stoop to or over one,...-- ^, Ar. Vesp. 608 :

TO ., to whisper into one's ear,
Plat. Euthyd. 275 ; absoL,. Id. Rep. 449 .

IIpof«rpt'(j, , {. , and with
three irreg. tenses, impf.-,
f., aor.,{,). To reach, touch, arrive at, c.

dat., , lies. Th.
198 : to be at or near, . -, a fall betides the house, Aesch.
Cho. 13 : c. ace, to meet with. Soph.
O. T. 1299. Hence, , an arriving at,

reaching, dub. in ilipp. .[v], , to confirm, assign be-

sides. Hence, , a confirmation, as-
signment. [f], {,) to

burst riotously in upon,, Philostr., ov,{, ?/) at the

oar ; ., a rower, Thuc. 1. 10.?, pf. -7., {,7.) to obtain by lot oesides, .•, to bring an action against one
besides, Dem. 884, 26.?, to take besides,,
Eur. Hec. 64 : cf fin./., , f. -, {,-) to talk to or with,, Henioch.
Troch. 1, Luc. Nigrin. 7. Hence, , , a talking to, ad-
dressing, dub. in Luc., fut.-, aor., {,):— to

take, receive besides or in addition to,

Ti , Aesch. Pr. 321 ; to add,

, Eur. I. A. 1145: to get over

and above, to win or get besides, Thuc.
5, 111, Plat., etc. ;—so, ,
Xen. Symp. 4, 8 : absol., to make ad-
ditions, gain something. Soph. Fr. 779

:

—also in mid.. Plat. Rep. 556 E.—2.

to take as one's helper or partner, take
to one's self, take with one,, Aesch.
Pr. 217, Soph. O. C. 378 ; ., Xen. An. 7, 6, 27: also of
marriage, . , , Eur.
Med. 885, Hipp. 1011 : also in mid.,?., Polyb. 1, 37, 5;7/, to get his
vote besides. Id. 3, 70, 2.-3. to as.iume
besides, in argument, Arist. An. Post.

1, 12,9.-11. like, to take
hold of,, Soph. Tr. 1024 : to take

part in a work, Xen. An. 2, 3, 11 and
12 : . , to take part with
one in... Plat. Legg. 897 D:—more
freq. in mid., to help, assist,, Ar.
Pac. 9 ; and c. gen. rei, to contribute

to,?., he was partly
the author of a calamity, Schvveigh.
Hdt. 8, 90, ubi Bekker-., f. -,{,)
to shine with or upon. Plat. Rep. 617
A : in pass., 7/
f/, Plut. 2, 889
C. Hence,, , shining on
along wiih, Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10,

109., f. •, (,) to

lay near:—pass., (3 aor.

syncop.) he lay beside or by her, Od.
12, 34.— II. to speak to, address, accost,

: metaph., koku ?^, he took evil counsel with him-
self, meditated evil, Hes. Op. 497.', (,) to be

wanting to or in,, Arist. Pol., {,) to

make thin, fine or slender besides, Hipp.^,(,) to look

on or at, c. ace, Soph. Aj. 546, etc.

;

absol., Id. El, 10C8.



,, , that which is

taken, besides.--, verb. adj. of-
?ia/if3ui'0), one must assume besides,

Arist. Org., , , taking in ad-

dition : from7,, ,{))
a taking or assuming btsides, Plat. The-
aet. 210 A.—3. the minor premiss of a

syllogism, Lat. assumptio, Plut. 2, 3S7

C, Diog. L. 7, 82 ; cf. Cic. Divin. 2, 53./., to run into harbour./, [', ^) to

make still fatter or larger, Dion. H. 5,

13.?, , f. •, (,] to persevere in, c. dat., Plut.

2, 39 A, ubi v. Wyttenb. : to remain

still in, Ty, Arr.— 11. to impor-

tune, Ttvi, Luc. Abdic. 16. Hence/,, ?/, an abiding

in.—II. importunity, Luc. Calumn. 20.?, f.-, {~,) dep. mid., reckon or

count in addition to,> TL, Hdt. 2, 16
;

5, 54, Lys. 155, 41. Hence,, one must add to : so

in plur./, , Hdt. 7,

185., , {, -) to add in narrating, Joseph.'/., {',)
dep. mid., to rail at besides, Joseph./., ov,{,) still

left over and above. Iambi., dep., to ravage be-

sides.1?^),, f.-,(,-) to rage against or at, Joseph.., ,{-) thefaculty of acquiring fresh knowl-

edge, Xen. Mem. 1, 4, 13, ubi nunc
divisim . [], verb. adj. of-, one must learn besides, Xen.
Oec. 13,1.1?.), to soften still more., f-,(,) to learn besides, Aesch. Pr.

697, Ar. Thesm. 20, 24.,.,)
to bear ivitness in addition, -up. ,
Isae. 60, 42; , to a thing, Polyb.,

etc. :

—

Tvp. , to bring it as addi-

tional evidence. Deal. 1105, 2., dep. mid., to call

as a witness to a thing, [ii], ov, bearing additional

witness, Manetho., f. -, {,)
to knead or plaster one thing against

another, to attach closely to, -
•, the cupping-glass to the bruise,

Nic. Th. 921 ; so, . ?), Ar. Eq. 815 ; and in pass.',•!?, stuck close to

his sides, of the poisoned robe, Soph.
Tr. 1053, cf. Lye. 1029; so in part.

aor. mid. (with passsignf. ; fJelf de-

nies this, Gr. Gr. ) 364, 4 b),i-, Theocr. 3, 29,

nisi legend,., ov,Dur.,
on the breast.,.- usu. -;foi-, {,) dep. mid., to

fight against,. Plat. Legg. 617 C,

830 A : esp., to assault a town, Xen.
Cyr. 7, 5, 7. [a], ,{,)
smile upon, or to laugh at,, Plut.

2, 28 A, 754 C : cf. Lob, Phryn.
403./^, dep. &5.,=:-., , {,)

to sing songs to or besides, Semus ap.

Ath. 618 A., {.) to abide or

wait still longer, Hdt. 1, 199; 5, 19;. Soph. El. 1399 ;

—

., to remain for some one, Aesch.
Eum. 497. — II. trans., to wait for,

aivait, c. acc, Theogn. 1140, Soph.
O. T. 837, etc. : to uaitfor one m bat-

tle, i. e. to stand one's ground against,

Pind. N. 3, 105., {,) to ap-

portion to,.in pass.,, Polyb. 22, 5,

15., as mid.,{,) to sendfor or send to fetch

besides, Thuc. 2, 100., {, -) to alter still more, Dion. H.
de Comp., , f. -}, ineasure

out to, join to.7], {,) to point

out besides, Sest. Emp. p. 275., f.-,(,?) dep. mid. •.—as pass., to

be cunninglyfastened to or upon, Aesch.
Theb. 541, 643.—II. as mid., to con-

trive or procure for one's self,?^. Plat Rep. 467 C., to contrive besides./, f. -, {,) to

rub down or clean beforehand, Geop.
and- : fut.- :

{,, cf.) :

—

to

mingle 0 join with, : hence,
metaph.,. , to lead

him to sure victory, Pind. O. 1, 34;
and reversely, . ,
Aeschin. 74, 24 ; cf..—II. intr.,

to mix with, come or go to a place,, Thuc. 3, 22, Xen. Cyr. 2, 4,

21 ; and c. acc, ., Eur.

Or. 1290; but c. dat., . ',-7/, to land in.., arrive at, Hdt.

6, 96; 7,' 168, Thuc, etc. :—so, of

persons, to come suddenly upon,.
Soph. Tr. 821 ; and, simply, to ap-

proach, Ti.vi, Id. Phil. 106, Xen. An.
4, 2, 16 ; so, . , to come
near one, Thuc. 4, 93 ; 7, 41 ;-. Plat. Polit. 290 C

;

, Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 21 :

—

. ], to cleave to virtue. Plat.

Legg. 904 D.—2. in hostile signf. to

go against a place, attack it, to meet in

battle, engage with,, Hdt. 5, 64 ; 6,

112, Thuc, etc. ; also,. ,
Thuc 7, 22 ; to attack, ,
Thuc. 3, 22.—These intr. signfs. oc-

cur also in pass., poet, collat. form for, Orph. Lith. 11.\,, ,{ II)

a coming near to, approaching, and (in

hostile sense) attacking, Thuc. 5, 72., Ion. collat. form for. ., difficult to

deal with, Hdt. 4, 46 ; but also in

Thuc 3,22; 6, 104., ,{,) to hate

besides, Dem. 1001, 16; 1017, 14., , {,) to

let out for hire or interest besides, .(, to put capital out at interest,

Dem. 948, 12:—mid., to lake on hire,

take into one's pay, hire, Thuc. 2, 33,

Dem. 663, fin., {,) to

allot to, assign, Hermes ap. Stob. Eel.

1, 956.?^, inf. aor. of pres.-, which does not occur,=, to come or go to, reach,

arrive at, c. acc. Soph. Aj. 721 ; ab-

sol.. to approach, lb. 72., , to melt still

more lead, Eratosth.

, , , () an
abiding by a thing.. ov,{,) doom-
ed to woe, dub. in Aesch. Theb. 576., {,)
dep. mid., to address, accost, Od. 11,

143, in Dor. form,
;

so, c. dat., Theocr. 25, 66.,{,) to add
further fictions, Polyb. 34, 2, 9, in

mid.?., ,{.•) to talk or prattle with one,,
Luc — Also,/., as

dep. mid., , {,-) to speak words to one, ,
Strab..{,) dep. :

—

tofiow to, with, Anth. P. 9, 362. [v], , {,-
') to build ships in addition to, Hdt.
7, 144.,{,-) dep., to add in youthful wanton-
ness, Dio C.,{,) to allot, as-

sign, award, dedicate to, . Plat.

Legg. 828 C ; ,
Polyb. 6, 10, 9 : . , to

attach one's self to any one. Id. 9, 36,
7; , Id. 2, 43, 5:
—so, in mid., , grant
a further favour. Soph. Tr. 1216:

fctj, to devote him
to the god, Ar. Av.'563.— II. ., to drive his liocks to pasture,

Eur. Cycl. 36., , ,= sq., Arr.
Epict., , , a nodding to :

approbation.—II. a leaning to, the ten-

dency of a falling body, Ptolem.

:

from, {,) to nod to,

esp. in approbation : to incline towards., f.-, {.)
to swim to or toicards, Thuc. 3, 112., {,) to heap up or
on, Plut. 2, 775 D.,{,) dep., to

swim tow.irds. Call. Del. 47, Plut. Mar.
37, etc.—II. also of watei,in the act.,

to dash upon, pocv,
Theocr. 21, 18.,,.-,{,)
to conquer besides, Hipp., {,)
dep., to come or go to, ...., II. 9, 381
(in Dor. form-) ;,', Pind. . 6, 167 :—also,., to approach them
with sacrifices, Aesch. Supp. 530.

—

II. to come against. Soph. Ant. 129., , {,) to per-

ceive besides, Xen. Symp. 2, 16, v. 1.

Cyr. 6, 3, 7., , {,-) to ordain by law besides, DlO C.
37, 29, etc

^, , {,) to

move one's self or go to, . Soph.
Phil. 717.-, V. sub-, , {,) to

frighten away before the time, Synes., f. -, {,) dep. mid., to roar or bellow

to, esp. to bray like an ass, Luc.'•/, , to gain in bulk or
weight, Arist. Probl. 34, 11 : from/, , {,) in-

creased in bulk or tveight., {,) to carry

in, esp. from the country, Clem. Al.

:

—mid., to receive income or revenue,

Strab. ; cf. II.,=..
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10, ,,:=7(,
Plut. 2, 1141 sq. (si vera 1.) ?, ., ,{ II)

productive^ Strab.., belonging to or used

in processions, jirocessional, ., Flut. Aemil. 33 : hence,

TO, (sc.), a song, usu
accompanied by flutes, sung on such

occasions (v. Pind. Fr. 68-61) ; a sol-

emn thanksgiving, Lat. supplicatio.

Soph. Fr. 435, Ar. Av. 853, cf. Spanh.

Call. Jov. 1 : from, , /, {'.) ago-

ing or coming to, an approach, Find. N.

6, 76 ;
ri/v ., Hdt.

1, 20 ;/, to make
one's approach, go towards or against,

Hdt. 7, 223, etc. ; -, onsets, or attacks, Hdt. 7, 212.—
2. a solemn procession to a temple with

singing and music, Ar. Nub. 307, Xen.
An. 6, 1, 11, Dem. 254, 16; elsewh.

5rpofrt)'W)Ty,/; cf. foreg.—3. the

coming forward of speaker in a public

assembly ; also an address to the people,

a speech, Isocr. 140 A.—4. sexual in-

tercourse, Hipp.— II. income, rent, but

esp. the public revenue, -, Hdt. 3, 89 ; . -, Hdt. 6, 46 ; .,
Thuc. 3, 13 ; verj' freq. in .\lt. from
Thuc. downwds., but usu. in plur. as

the revenue, returns, Lat. reditus, pro-

ventiis, first in Hdt. 2, 109 ; Xen.
wrote a treatise intitled

:—cf,-.—2. generally, returns, profits,

Plat. Legg. 846.\\', (, )

(lep., to lament beside,, LXX., pf. {,):—to hold to one to smell, rivi Tl.—II.

inlr., to smell of a thing,, Ar.

Fr. 216;, Philcm. p. 370:

abso!., to be rotten, stink, LXX., and in LXX, -,(,) to open besides, at the

sa7ne time.

npofOitSd.perf. without anypres.in

use (cf. *), to know besides. Plat.

Apol. 20 A.—2. , to

one thanks besides, Ar. Vesp. 1420
(uhi uind. -).), , (,) to

assign to one as his own, rivi ,
Strab. : '-/, associated himself

with.., flut. Anton. 60.—II. mid., to

rnake one one'sfriend:—pass., o'l-, near relations, Diod.,, f. -/,(.)
dwell at, by. or near ; of towns, to lie

bi/ or near, border on,, Plat. Tim.
23 D.— II. trans., to dwell in or near,

c. ace, Thuc. 1, 24; o'l-, neighbouring tribes, Isocr. 125

B. Hence, , , a dwelling

near, Paus. 6, 25, 5., (,) to found
and people near or beside, Uiod., , (,-
UHj) to build in addition to, near, by,

Thuc. 2, 76 ; . Id. 6, 54 ; me-
taph., . tij ?.,
Plut. 2, 163 .

^, dep., to manage
besides, Clem. Al., ov, (,) dwell-

ing near to, bordering on, neighbouring,

Hdt. 1, 144: . . Plat. Legg.
705 .\ : ., a neighbour, Thuc. 1,

7, 24..(,) to ivail

besides or over, Joseph.,,,()=
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, that which is brought

to one, food, like, Hipp., a, ov, verb, adj^ of, to be added to,, Eur.

llec. 394.—2., one must

add, Ar. Thesm. 1132.,(,) dep.,

to go to a place, Pind. P. 6, 4./,(,),
to run a ship on. shore, Luc. V. Hist.

2, 2, Tim. 3 ; ., to strike one's

foot against, Aretae./^, (,-) dep. mid., to wail over, ,
Thuc. 8, 66 : . '/., to wail to

one another, Plut. Cic. 47. [i], , (,)
to go along with,, Theogn. 609., , (,) to

hold intercourse, live or associate with,, Theogn. 31, Eur. Med. 1085,

Incert. 1 13 ; also, to converse with one,

Tiva, Xen. Hell. 1, 1, 30;, in our [)rivate

society, Thuc. 2, 37 ; .. Plat.

Phaedr. 250 E.—II. c. dat. loci, to

reside or remain at a place, Theogn.
216.

—

III. C. dat. rei, to busy one's self

with, engage in a thing,. Soph.
Tr. 591 ;, Thuc. 1, 122.

Hence, , , qualifiedfor

intercourse with Others : - (sc. -
), the art of discoursing, Plat.

Soph. 222 C., , ,()
commerce, conversation with one.,(,) to swear
besides, Xen. An. 2, 2, 8, Plut. 2,

223 B., to be like, Geop., ov, (,)
nearly like, like, Eur. Phoeii. 128,

Plat. Soph. 207 A, etc. Adv. -ur.

Plat. Legg. 811 C. Hence, , f. -, to make
like, , Dem. 1398, 24.

, , f. - : also?, as dep. mid.{,):—to concede, grant, .
Plat. Gorg. 461 ; to allow or confess

a thing ; to acknowledge a debt, ., Isocr. 366 D

;

, Dem. 826. hn. ; c. ace. et inf

,

Plat. Soph. 248 D, Dem. 1179, 17.—
2. to promise, c. inf. fut., Dem. 1284,
17.—3. to give in, surrender, Xen. An.
7, 4, 24. Hence/!.. , , a confession,

admission, Dem. 1007, 7.},{,6)
as mid., to wipe upon another, impart

it to him, Tivi , Plut. Crass. 2., ov. Ion. for obsol., like, adjoin-

ing, adjacent,, Hdt. 4, 173., to insult, reproach be-

sides., (,) to

call by a name^., to give them
the name, Hdt. 2, 52 : to surname,

Plut. Thes. fin., Diog. L.,etc. Hence, , , a naming,
appellation, Diog. L. 7, 108., , Aeol. for foreg.,

Inscr., Dor. -, poet,

for, Nossis 6., (,) to

gaze at : Dor., ap. Stob., Ci, f.- {,): to look at, v. 1. Od. 16, 29.

t.Mimn. 1, fi+, and oft. in Soph. ; cf.

aor..—In Att., also,-
as dep. mid.. Soph. O. C. 244.\, (,) as

pass., to be enraged at a thing, Plut.

2, 13 D.

, {,) as
pass., to stretch out after, make an
attempt upon a person or thing :—c.

dat. pers., like, to be
urgent, pressing with, Schweigh. Hdt.
7, 6., , f. -, {,)
to border on, c. dat., Polyl). 10, 41, 4., ov, {, )
toivards morning : hence Dor. adv.,

TO, Theocr. ' 5, 126 (al.') ; cf.., {,) to deter-

mine or define besides, Arist. Rhet. 3,

5, 4, in mid. :—but in mid., strictly,

to mark out for one's self besides,-, he had
the house marked with other bpoi (v.

I. 2), to the amount of 2000
minae, i. e. mortgaged it anew to that
amount, Dem. 877, 7., , f. -, (,) to drive towards or against.—
11. intr., to rush on, towards or against,

V. 1. Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 21., , (,) to

come to anchor at,, Polyb. 10, 42,

1, Schweigh.]],(,) to bring

(a ship) to anchor at or near a place:
—pass, and mid., to come to anchor
near a place, , Hdt. 6,

97; cf Dem. 52, 28 ; 795, 15. Hence, , i], a coming to

anchor or to land, Thuc. 4, 10., ov, , {,) a
landing-place, Strab., ov, v. sub., (,)
dep., to dance to OTwith, Luc. Calumn.
10 ; . , at the words.
Pint. 2, 46 B., v.^., (,-) to give to smell, , Geop., {, ') to dash
to the earth, Hdt. 5, 92, 3 ; also, ., Eur. 1. A. 1151 : to throw down., , f. •, (, oi-) to make water upon,

Tin, Dem. 1257, 18; . ?)-, to piddle upon tragedy, Ar. Ran.
95 (where the Schol. falsely derive
it from, a fair wind, as if to

prosper in tragedy)., ov, Ion. for,
like and, ad-
joining, bordering on,, Hdt. 2, 12,

18 ; 3, 97, etc. ; so Xen. in Att. form
Tu, Cyr. 6, I, 17:—in Soph.
Phil. 691, it is usu. taken in same
sense, iV , where
he had no neighbour hut himself, i. e.

lived in solitude; but Ditid. now
reads (with Bothe in his 1st Ed.), ;', •
—having no neighbour's irvad, . e.

no neighbours (for the lonism cf.,, etc.)., , , ()=(-, Ath., f.,(,)
to owe besides or still, ?^, Thuc.
7, 48 ; . , Xen. Cyr. 3, 2,

16, and Dem.:—pass., to be still owing,

be still due,.,
Thuc. 8, 45 ; so, •' -, the hatred ivhich was still due
from the Aeginetanslothe Athenians,
i. e. their ancient feud, Hdt. 5, 82
(V. 1.-) ; cf.—II to

be behind-hand, Polyb. 39, 2, 6./, f.- : aor.-, inf.- (v. sub-
):—like?, to owe besides :

—but usu., c. ace, to incur or deserve

besides, ., Dem. 58, 10

;



•»rp., to get a character for
malignity, Plut. 2, 43 D, ubiv. Wyt-
tenb. ; . , to deserve

to be said to live like fish, Polyb. 15,

20, 3.-^111. esp. as law-term, to lose

one^s suit and incur a penalty besides,

rep., k—u3e/.iav, Dem. 939,

27; 1103, 15, Aeschin. 23, 25; and
absol., Antiph. Stratiot. 1, 5./, )/. .{ ) atten-

tion. Plut. 2. 514 , etc.

and -(, to be wroth

u)ith, Tivt, LXX ; N. T. Hence,, , LXX ; and-, ov, , abhorrence, detestation

of a thing.'/., , {, 6?^) to

annoy or vex besides, Ath. 180 A., ov,[ II) direct-

ing the mind to, attentive., , {,) to

strengthen besides or still more, LXX.,, ,{, -) any thing eaten with or besides (the

regular meal), Ath. 276 E, Diosc., ov, v. 1. Soph. O. C.

1600, for --., , appearance, aspect,, Pind. P. 4, 51 ; cf.

Soph. Aj. 70, Eur. Or. 952, Hel. 636.

—II. a seeing, beholding, sight, Eur.
Or. 1021 ; ?.,
Andr. 685.}, , (., 6\1)) to

buy.—II. to add to the

dishes already mentioned, Ath. 331 C., , , {-)
passionate attachment, partiality fur,

TLva, Dicaearch. ; cf. Gatak.
Anton. 12, (} 4.—II. in Academ. philo-

sophy, the assent or approval bestowed

on things probable, though not certain .[a],), , to feel passionate love

for, , Arr. Epict., cf. M. Anton.

5, 1 : from, ,(,) pas-
sionately attached to, '- Adv. -.- : f.- : aor.-, only in later writers-
TratirtClo suit thefut.){,).
To play or jest with, Ttvi, Xen. Mem.
3, 1, 4, Plat. Euthyd. 273 B, etc.

;

TLva, Ast Plat. Legg. 653 E,
804 ; and absol. , to jest, joke, Id.

Phaedr. 262 D, etc.—2! to laugh at,

mnih,, Plat. Alenex. 235 C, Eu-
thyd. 285 A ; cf./.), and Lob.
Phryn. 463.—II. trans., ., to

sing to the gods, sing in their praise or
honour, Plat. Epin. 980 ; and c.

dupl. ace,, to sing a hymn in praise of
Cupid, PlaL Phaedr. 265C ; cf. Ruhnk.
Tim.. ov, (.,) strik-

ing upon ; hence, accidental, sudden,
also new, fresh,, Aesch. Ag. 347

;

of. Lye. 211, Nic. Th. 690 :— /c --, as adv., suddenly, newly, Arist.

Eth. N. 9, 5, 2, cf. Polyb. 6, 43, 3.

Also adv. -(jf, Arist. Eth. N. 1. c.

npof7rat'ij,=7rpof~7, V. 1. Soph.
Fr. 310.

'.7?., {~, /) to

wrestle, struggle or fight with one,,
Pind. I. 4, 90 (3, 71), Plat. Theaet. 162

B, etc. :—metaph.. ., to

strive against heaven, Pind. P. 4, 516 :

but, 7Tp., to practise with (i. e.

play at) ball, f^lut. 2, 793 B.,, , Prospalta, an
Attic deme of the tribe Acamantis

;

hence ~/., one of (the
deme) Prospalta, Prospaltian, Plat.

Crat. 396 D : Dem.8?., (~,-) as pass., to be put by (the ta-

ble) besides, Plut. Cleom. 13.

, {,-) to write beside, in addition, add yet

besides. Plat. Phaedr. 257 E, Dem.
997, 6, sq. [a],,{7,)
to encourage or exhort besides, Dio C.-,(,,-) to take away besides, susp., , f. -,(,/.) to call in besides, invite,

Thuc. 1, 67; and in raid., Id. 2, 68,

Polyb. 3, 64, 11. ., (,-) as pass., to lie beside, Antig.
Caryst. 15., (,,.) dep. mid., to persuade besides,

Joseph.?., (,-7.) to take besides or still more,

Diosc. Hence., verb adj., one

must take besides, Clem. Al.?,7]•, , a taking besides,

or still more., to plant beside

in addition, Geop., (,-^) to prepare besides, Dem. 94,

20, Plut.,(,-) to put beside, to add, Antig. Caryst.
15 ;

—

to propose besides, Polyb. 3, 99, 7.

npof 77apa-pu}'(j, (rrpof,-) to gnaw at the side besides ; and,
metaph., to nibble at one's reputation,

attack besides, Diog. L. 2, 107.

IIpofTrapdm', inf. aor. of-., dep., to go into

besides, Eunap., .-,(,)
to furnish or supply besides, ,
Thuc. 1,9: so in niid.. Plat. Rep. 437
E, Legg. 808 C.,(,)
to overpower, subdue.— II. in pass., and
intr. tenses of act., to coine to besides,

Dio C. : , it oc-

curs to him further. Id., , to dwell near be-

sides., ,(,)
to play the drunkard besides, Philostr.. (,)
to provoke besides, Hipp., Plut. Alex.
52..?., Alt.-,(,) to nail fast on or
to, or Tt Tivi, Aesch. Pr. 20, Ar.

Plut. 943 ; , Menand, p. 193 :

—in Hdt. 9, 120, reversely,•7?. (sc. ),
though one is tempted to read-

or , cf. 7, 33.— II. to

nail up or hang upon a peg, Hdt. 1, 144,

Theophr. Char. 21.., u—foreg., Clem.
Al., Att.-(.-) : to sprinkle besides or upon, LXX.,(,) to have
an additional, sp'cial feeling or affection.

Plat. Phaed. 44 A -,', for a thing,
Cic. Att. 2, 19, Plut. 2, 514 A, etc.—
I].=;7pof;rofi'e(j ; cf..?.,, Att.
for-., ov, (,) hun-
gry,^. ., to make an attempt
besides.?, f. - [u] (,/.) :

—to make to approach, bring
near to, . to

drive her against the headland, Od. 9,

285 :—pass., to approach, ?.-, having had intercourse

j

with Pan, Soph. O. T. IIOL—.
\

intr., to draw nigh to, approach, Tivi,
Plat. Symp. 206 D ; cf..
Hence?., , a bringing near to,

—II. a coming near./., ov, b, =,
Theopomp. (Hist.) ap. Ath. 271 E.
[«],^=., (,) to send
to, esp. of messengers or ambassadors,
Hdt. 9, 108, ubi V. Valck., Thuc. 7,

3 :

—

. , to send or conduct
one person to another. Soph. O. C.
1101, 1349, Xen. Cyr. 8, 5,18.7], adv. part. pf.

pass. Irom, disguisedly., dep., with aor. 2
act. -, (,) oppe-
dere, , Ar. Ran. 1074, Sosipat.. 1, 12. _3?., (,-
?) to throw round besides, -, Thuc. 5, 2 :—mid., to put round
one's self,, Isocr. 198 C ; to in-

volve 07ie's self in, /.,
Plut. 2, 831 A : — pass., of the wall,
to be put round,, Thuc. 8,

40 ; also, -3/<., having also a garden
surrounded by one fence. Plat. Criti.

112 B.—II. in mid., also, to compass,
seek to obtain, Dem. 42, fin.,(,-) dep. mid., to remain over and
above as surplus or net profit, Dem.
4G7, 18., f. -,(,) dep. mid., to

act uith care or curiosity, concern one's

self about still further, Dio C.
Vi/,, (,7.3) to embrace besides, Dem.

714, 24 ; 726, fin. ; . :-, Polyb. 3, 24, 1 ; . .
Id. 5, 32, 3.

'
', (,)

to travel rvand and describe besides,

Strab.,(,,-) dep. mid., to comprehend besides or
at once, Longin. 28, 3., , {, -) to lay by or save besides, Dem.
832, 24., , f. -, (,') to fasten to or on with a pin() : generally, to fasten to, ri. Plat. Phaed. 83 fi ;, Xen. An. 7, 3, 21., dep. mid.,= 7rpof7ri•

TO I., .() strict-

ly, /ai/ing- to or upon: .,
i. e. true harmonies, Dion. H. De-
mosth. 40.

: dep., with f. --
; aor. -', but pott, also

with aor. act. (v. infra)

;

and in the later common dialect, c.

aor. pass, (Ath. 395
A), (,). To fly to or to-

ivards, Ar. Ach. 865 : generally, to

come upon one suddenly, come over one,
', Aesch.

Pr. 1 15 ; ?. or,
music stole over my sense, lb. 555 :

—

then of evil, misfortune, etc., to come
suddenly upon one, lb. 644, Soph. Aj.

282, Eur. Ale. 421.. poet, for-
(q. v.). Soph. O. C. 121., adv. part. pf. from. clinging to.,. , that which is

congealed on, a concretion, Hipp. — .
part of a ship, Hesych. : from
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and -, f. -,
(ff/xif,/) to fix to or on,,
Eur Scir. 3.[-, , (.,) f.

•tjao also-, Alex. Leb. 5, 16:
—lo leap against or upoM, >,
Aiuloc. 21,31; piai, Alex. 1. c.\1~, late collat. form of./, {~,) to

embrace, take in one's anii.i besides, Call.

Jov. 40 ; /-. Anth., 1. -, (rrpof,)
to press upon, oppress besides, V. 1.

Aesch. Cho. 301 ; , to press to-

wards or upon, Arist. H. A. 4, 2, 13.'>, (,'
as pass., to move forward 0 towards,

approach quickly,, Od. 13, 95., {,) to

give to drink besides, rlipp., to sell besides or at

the same time.

npof'-, fut.-, etc.

;

{,) — to fall tipon, strike

against, if . Soph. Ant. 855 ; ,
Xen. Eq. 7, G : lo Jail against, as a

mound against a wall, Thuc. 2, 75.

—2. to fall upon, attack, assault, TllUC.

I, 5 ; 3, 30, etc. — 3. simply to run to,

Hdt. 2, 2, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4,'4
; lo em-

brace,, Eur. Ale. 350 ; hence, .. join the party of another, Xen.
Hell. 7, 1, 42.—4. to fall in with, light

upon, meet with, ;-. Soph. Phil. 46, cf. 156; .
/., Eur. Tro. 291.—5. of events,

accidents, etc., to come suddentij upon,

befall one, Hdt. 1, 32, Eur. Med. 225,

and freq. in Plat., etc. ; absol.,, such cas-

ualties as occur, Hdt. 7, 46, cf Isocr.

417 13 ; . , Hyperid. ap.

Stub. p. 618, 19 : so of passion, etc.,

Plat. : of e.vpenses, tofall upon, Thuc.
7, 28 ;

— inipers.,, it bifcl,

chanced, c. ace. et inf., Polyb. 25, 4,

10.— 6. to come to one's ears, be taught

as news, like Lat. accidit nuntius,

el ,
Aeschin. 62, 6, cf Polyb. 5, 101, 3.—
III. to fall down to or before, prostrate

one's self, Hdt., cf ; .. Soph. Tr. 904. cf 0. C.

1157 ; , Eur. . F. 79 ;

, . Eq. 31 ; but in Eur., oft., ., to full down lo, supplicate him,
as Andr. 537, Tro. 757 ; cf. Aesch.
Theb. 95. [i], poet, for foreg., to fall

upon,, Aesch. Pers. 401, and Eur.:

to fall upon a person's neck, embrace,, Eur. El. 576, Med. 1205; so,. , Id. . F. 1208.—II. to

fall down to or before, supplicate,,
Aesch. Pers. 152 ; -, Soph. Phil. 4.S5

; ., Eur. Hec. 274 ;, Id. . F. 1203 : also, ., i. e. to kneel
down to one, Eur. Phuen.293; hence,
C. inf ,. , 1 beseech thee
that I may not die. Id. El. 221.—On
the form v. sub., poet, shortd. for-' (intr.), to come near, approach,

II. 12, 285; c. dat., Od. II, 583: cf
Buttm. Catal. s. v.., f. •7., (,) to -make to wander still more

:

pass., In wander or roam still more.\?., Att. - : f -{, ?) :
—to form or mould

upon, 7,
nests formed of clay and attached to

precipitous mountains, Hdt. 3, 111.

Heuce
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'.?, , , fit, serving

for fastening on.11?., ov, {7.)
formed upon

,
fasteyied on./., or rather ?,-, ov,(, -) ap-

proachable, , Aesch. Pr. 716, ubi

V. Dind.?., f. -, (,)
to fasten on, connect U'ith :—mid., to

cling to, hold on by a thing, Polyb. 5,

60, 7, Pint. 2, 796 A., f 7., {,
7,) to sail towards or against, Hdt.

2, 5; 7, 194, Thuc. 2, 83, etc.: so.

Ion., Hdt. 8, 6.7, ,(.) to

fill up or complete a number,. , Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 24,

cf. Hell. 1, 6, 3: esp., tu man and
equip ships besides, man still more ships,

Thuc. 6, 104 ; 7, 34 ; so in mid., Xen.
Hell. 5, 1, 27., 6, (7.) a sail-

ing to or towards, A pp.17^, , , accessible by

sea, Hdt. 4, 47, 71 : from, Ion. for,
Hdt. 8, 6., poet. =,
Theocr. 17, 52., , a breathing on '.fra-

grance or odour, Diod. from, f-,(,)
to blow or breathe upon, infuse,

-, Soph. Fr. 310: iinpers., c. gen.,

(sc. ), i. e.

there's a smell of meat, Ar. Ran. 338.

—II. in Gramm., to add the hard breath-

ing, Seleuc. ap. Ath. 398 B., ,(,) to de-

sire to know besides, Plat. Charm. 174 A., ,{,) to add
or attach to, Tivi TL, Lat. tradere alicui

in 7nanus, . ,
Thuc. 1, 55, cf 2, 2, etc. ; .-

Ty 7., Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 28,

etc.; . , Uem. 1393, 15.

— II. iisu. as miii., (aor.

pass, in Polyb. 5, 25, 7) :

—

to add or

attach to one's self, Hdt. 9, 37 ; also of

persons, to bring them to one's own side,

lein or gain over, , Ar. Eq.
215 ; , Xen. Vect. 6, 3; so,., Hdt. 1, G ; 5, 71 : .-, Thuc. 1, 8; ., Thuc. 2, 30.

—2. with collat. notion of taking other

people's property, to take to one's self,

pretend to, lay claim to, Lat. affectarc,

usu. c. ace, as Thuc. 1, 137 ; but also

c. gen., Ar. Eccl. 871, Isae. 47, 11.—
3. generally, to pretend, feign, affect,

Lat. simidare, /, Hdt. 6, 121, 4;
and c. inf, to pretend to do, lb., and 3,

2 ; also, , one
must 7nake as if it were not so, Thuc.
3, 47 ; and c. inf, to pretend to... Plat.

Apol. 23 D, 26 E, Xen. Cyr. 8, 2, 27,

etc. : c. ace, also to use as a pretence,

allege,, Thuc. 8, 108. Hence,, , that which

one takes to one's self ; a pretence, Arist.

Elh. N. 4, 7, 1 : and so, a mask, dis-

guise, Dion. H. 10, 13, Plut., etc./, , ,{)
a taking to one's self, pretending to a

thing,, Thuc. 3, 82: a preten-

sion, pretence, or claim to a thing, c.

gen.. Id. 2, 62; 6, 16:

—

is

defined to be .^, affectation of., Theophr.
Char. 1., , ,(
IT. 2) pretending to a thing, c. gen.,, Arist. Eth. N. 3, 7, 8., , or ?/, , also, v. Lob. Paral. 403

( II. 2) :

—

taken to one's tctf,

assumed, affected, pretended. Plat. Lys.
222 A, DeiiL 1334, lin. : ., an
adopted son. Adv. -, ojip. to

6vTi, Plat. Theaet. 174 D.
HpofTToAf/ifij, , i. -, (,) to carry on ivnr against, be

at war with, Thuc. 8, 96; , Aes-
chin. 9, 34

;7.7^,
Isocr. 69 A, cf Dem. 24, 12:—also,., to harass in war, Xen. All.

I, 6, 6., , (,7.)
to make hostile besides:—mid., to make
one's enemy besides, go to war with be•

sides,, Thuc. 3, 3., , to be a,
attend, serve, , Eur. Tro. 204:

—

pass., to be led or attended by-
7.01, Herm. Soph. O. C. 1100., ,=, serv
ing : as subst., or ^ .. a servant,

handmaid, Aesch. Eum. 1024, Soph.
El. 23, 78, etc., and Eur. ; of ininis-

tering priests, Soph. O. C. 1053; ., Eur. Supp. 2 :

—

., min-
ister of death, Aesch. Theb. 574 :

—

V. 1. for7., Hdt. 2, 64., , (,) and
sometimes as dep. mid. :

—

lo work du-

ring or at, tire one's self with, .—
II. to work besides, Diod., App., {,)
dep., c. fut. mid. et aor. pass. : to go
lo, approach, , Polyb. 4, 3, 13;. /, to go in

quest of the oftlce of Aedile, be candi-

date for it, Lat. ambire, Id. 10, 4, 1, cf
10, 27, 8.— II. to attach one's self to

any one, belong to his party, etc.,

LXX., f -,{,)
to procure or supply besides, Xen. Mem.
3, 0, 5, Dem. 48, 9 : in logic, lo assume
besides, Arist. Meteor. 3, 5, 6. Hence, ov, , a procuring
besides, the Lat. pieculium.,=., , , fastened on
or to with a, pinned down,-, Aesch. Pr. 141 : from, , to fasten on with a, like., (,)
dep., c. aor. pass, et mid., to exact or
demand besides,' .,
Andoc. 30, 39., , ()
striking or stumbling against.

Tlp<Jua,, , a stumbling
against, a bruise, wound or hurt arising

therefrom, Arist. Eth. N. 5, 11, 8 : from,(,) to strike

against a thing, and so, to sprain, to, Hdt. 6, 134 : esp., to strike one's

foot against, stumble upon, strike against,, Dem. 104, lin. ; of ships, ., Hdt. 7, 22, cf 6, 44 ; ab
sol., to stumble, Xen. Hell. 3, 3, 3,

Plat. Rep. 604 C ; also, to stumble
along, limp, Ar. Plut. 121 : also of the
mind, Arist. Rhet. 3, 9, 6.—IL met-
aph., to fail, Hdc, etc. ; esp., to suffer

a defeat,?/, Hdt. 9, 107 ;-, Hdt. 1, 16; 2, 161,

etc. ; opp. to. Hdt. 3, 40

;

also, . , lo lose a battle or

be unlucky against one, Hdt. 1, 65 ; so,. , Hdt. 9, 107.

—

III. ., to offend one, dash teith him,
Plut. Pencl. 32, Cat. Min. 30., inf aor. of-., (,) to

crouch or cower towards : -
(. i>art. pf for), headlantls, verging

towards the harbour, i. e. shutting it



in, Od. 13, 98 :—usu. referred to-, but V., --, and Buttm. Ausf. Gr. ^ 97,

Anin. 10.,, , that which is

embraced, the object of embraces, Eur.

Or. 1049 : from. {,) to

embrace, Eur. EI. 1255, 1325.

B. mostly as dep.,,
Dor.. (but in Od. 2, 77,--, ace. to Schol. Harl.) : fut,-r-: pf., Pind. 1. 2,

57 :—strictly of a garment, to fold it-

self close to, cling to, cling close round,

c. dat.,. Soph. Tr. 767 :

hence,—II. usu. of men,— 1. to fold to

one's bosom, clasp, embrace,,
Od. 11, 451 ; also c. daL ;•, he clings to the maid-

en, Herm. Soph. Ant. 1222: fof a fe-

male, Theocr. 3, 19t.—2. to receive

viarmly, greet, welcome, , Od. 8,

478 ; c. dupl. ace, . , to ad-

dress a friendly greeting to one, Od.

17, 509; ,. to welconve with word or deed,

H. Hom. Car. 199 : also,-<, to entreat warmly, Od.

2, 77 ; 4, 647 ; and so Nonn. has it in

the act. form.^—3. -, to welcome the feasts of

the gods, i. e. honour or celebrate t\iem,

Pind. I. 2, 57.—The word is poet, and
chiefly Ep.

. 1~, ov, spitten on : degra-

ded, Pfut. 2, 565 : from

., f. -vau, (,) to

spit upon, Tci'L, Plut. Phoc. 36, Luc.
Asin. 56 :, in contempt,

Plut. Lucull. 18.,, ,()
a /'ailing, lying against, Hipp. : ., their occurrence, Plut. 2,

904 F., {,-) dep., to learn besides, Arist. Soph.
El. 13, 3., , {,) to

kindle, and metaph. to incense still

more, LXX., (,) to sprin-

kle besides, throw about, .
?., Ar. Eccl. 379 : to sprinkle on

one, Tivi . Lye. : — pass.,-, to be sprinkled tinth...,

Plut. Ages. 30.

Jipopav,^o^g., one 7nust sew on, ap.

Plut. llys. 7 : verb. adj. from, f. -iliu, {,)
to stilch, sew on., ,=7 : from, Att. -, =-, LXX.. to incline^towards., f.-, {, /5')
to flow to or towards : to flow together,

assemble, Hdt. 1, 62: — to steal, creep

towar/L•, Trj .), Plut. 2, 760 A.' and - : f.-(.) :
—to dash, beat against,

nvi, N. T.— II. to dash in pieces.,, , {, ())
an address, salutation. Plat. Charm.
104 E. — II. that by which one is ad-

dressed, a name, designation. Id. Phaedr.
238 B. etc., Dem. 630, 8., ,() a dash-

ing against, shattering.,, , {,) an
addressing, accosting, -
vai, to accost him, Eur. I. A. 341

;

cf Plat. Charm. 164 D : — hence, an
object of salutation. Plat. (Com.) In-

cert. 1.-—^11. a naming, name, Plat.

Polit. 258 A, 306 E, etc. — III. ', according to the
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mode added in each case (cf.-
), Arist. An. Pr. 1, 2, 1., Att. -, =/-., a, ov, verb, adj., from
fut., to be addressed, called,

Plat. Rep. 428 B. — II.,
one must call, lb. 431 D, etc., , , verb, adj., from
futv, accosted., , {,) to

shiver besides or at a thing, Hipp., ov, {,] at the

root. Hence'.?., ov, {?.) with

leaves at the root, Diosc., ,=3., Plut. Lucull.

35., f. --, (,)
to throw upon, , Polyb. 17,

14, 1, Luc, etc., {,) dep.,

to take refuge in,, Philostr., and -, f. -,{,) to strengthen still more,

pass., to grow still stronger., (,) to fawn
upon, like .?, strictly of dogs,

Arr. Cyn. 7, 2 : — but usu. metaph.,

ov yap ' ' -, Aesch. Ag. 1665: of

thmgs, to please, like Lat. arridere,

, Aesch. Pr.

835 ; also, generally, to affect, agitate,

Eur. Hipp. 863., {,) to grin

or snarl at, Lye. 880 : poda-, grinning roses, like, etc., Pherecr. Pers. 2., , at which the

trumpet is blown, cf..:3, (,) to worship

or honour besides, Aesch. Theb. 1023., (,) to shake be-

sides, A el. {, ) : hence
part. pf. pass,, rushing

at or upon, Q. Sm. 8, 166., f. -, (, -) to show or signify besides, Arist.

Interpr. 3, 1, Rhet. 1, 13. 10. Hence, , , signifying

besides.

or-, to spit upon,

LXX., . Dor. -, a

heaping of earth upon. Tab. Heracl.) and-. to grow dry

on or in a thing : — hence, intr. pf., metaph., to persist in

firmly., , {,)
also as dep. mid. : to contemplate be-

sides, Strab., (,) to

jeer besides, Diog. L. 2, 120, in aor.

pass., adv., poet, for-, like for-, forwards, onwards, II. 23, 533

;

where others take it simply as an-

other form for., adv., poet, for-., {,) to

pant after a thing,, Plut. Otho 2., , , attractive,

Arist. . . 10, 3. 3 : fro.m, f. -, {,)
to draw to :—pass., to have spasms, [], (,) to

poitr out or upon besides, Dion. H. 7,

73.,(,) to be

jealous besides, Teles ap. Stob., Dor. -, (,) to drop on, shed over, ,
Pind. . 6, 128;

, letting fall mild words. Id. P.
4, 244., , (,)
to draw a stockade along or before a
place, c. ace, . , Ar
nold. Thue. 4, 9., (,) to go
to or towards,, towards long Olympus wejit

she, Od. 20, 73./., {. ) to

keep close to, , Plut. Sull. 19,

in mid.—2. part, pf pass., of a dress,

tight-drawn, tucked up, Lat. adstrictus ;

hence, , thin,

drawn-up loins, of dogs, Xen. Cyn. 4,

1 : metaph., plain, modest,. . Plat. Gorg. 511 D.

, {,)
as mid., to clasp to one's breast, Longus., (, -) to encamp near, ,
Polyb. 1, 42, 8 : also as dep. mid., to anoint besides, [], , (,-) to slander or backbite besides,

Dem. 280, 2., (, -) as mid., to take part in be-

sides, : v. sq.,(,?^-
?) to contribute to besides or at the

same time, c.gen., , Thuc. 3,

36 (with v. 1.).. {,)
to join with or add still further, Alh.,(,)
to sit together by one in council, v. 1.

Diod. 11,34., (,-) to warm besides, Hipp.,(,^) to ob-

serve, understand besides, Hipp., (,)
to recommend further, Dem. 1411, 5., ,{,)
to settle with Others in a place, joiti

with others in a settlement, c. dat. pers.,

Thuc. 6, 2., (,). , to give one's daugh-
ter in marriage besides, Dio C.—II. ill

pass., to come to live, settle together with,

M. Anton. 4, 21.,{,)
as mid., to concert besides, Dio C.

or-, to give a signal

to, v. I. for-., , , that which

is slain at.. ; cf.
or -, (,)

to slay at, near, , Plut.

Brut. 28., adv., poet, for,
Hom., esp. in II.,(,) to pile

up besides or at the same time, App.,, ,()=.,, .()
an ordinance, command, Plat. Rep. 423
C. etc., Isocr. 77 E, etc., verb, adj., one must
order, Xen. Hier. 9, 3 ; cf,
fin., , ,{)
belonging to commanding, commanding

,

, Plut. 2, 1037 F":—in Gramm.,
7/ - {

sc.), the imperative

mood ; also -, Diog. L. 7, 6C,

67. Adv. -•, ov,() or-

dained, quoted from Dem. jiii a decree
256. 10./, ,(,?-) to persist persevere still far-
ther, Ar. Lys. 766; ., to perse-

vere still in a thing, Thuc. 2, 53.,, ,{) a»
1281



ordaining, an ordinance, command. Plat.

Legg. 031 D, 761 ;, to command him,
Arist. Top. :—but, also, .•, to make an assessment of the

number of men to be supplied, Thuc.
8, 3. — II. at Athens,, citizens deprived of their

rights in certain specified particulars

(opp. to ), Andoc.

10, 25, sq., f. -), (, -) to throw into confusion besides,

LXX., , (,-) to fasten to, Lyc. 748.,, ,{) an

ante-chamber, vestibule, Ath. 205 A,

Vitruv. 2, 8: in Vitruv. 2, 10 prop,

the part between the two antae (or

projecting walls) of a building.—II. a

f
prostitute, i. 6. one who,
ike Lat. prostibulum, Ath. [], , , (,)
standing before or at the head of, ., Thuc. 2, 65 ; ,.
6, 89 ; cf. 1.—2. authority,

power whereby one commands others,

chieftainship, ., Thuc. 2,

80 : the authority of a writer, Polyb.

12, 28, 6.—3. outward dignity, pomp,
show, etc., .,, Polyb. 4, 2, 6 ; cf. 1, 55, ,
etc.—III. rt standing up in behalf of

,

assistance, protection.—iV .partisanship,

party, faction, Dem. 145, 8 : hence
collusion, champarty, Id. 872, 6.—V. a

place before or round a building, area,

Polyb. 15, 30, 4 ; and so perh. in

Aeschin. 42, 2, cf Harpocr. s. v.—VI.

;as translation of the Roman patrona-

tiis, Plut. Rom. 13., (,) to

be in or bring into uproar before, uio C, , ,() a

standing at the head, chief place : au-

thority.— 2. outward dignity, pomp,

]fhow, etc., Plat. Rep. 577 A ; cf-.— 3. generally, predominance

of humours, Hipp. cf. Foes. Oecon.

—

11. that which one puts before a thing,

to conceal it, a pretence, pretext, like., Att. -ttu: f. -,(,) :
—to place or po.H at a

place, , Aesch. Theb. 527, in

pass., cf Soph. Ant. 670 ; ol, Eur. Or. 1678.—2. to

ascribe to a class or party,, Hdt. 3, 89 ; also c. dat.,/
Tivl ., to join one
party as their king, Hdt. 1, 94 ;— so,. , to assign them to his

command, Thuc. 5, 8 ; and in pass.,),
Hdt. 7, 65 ; -, Thuc. 6, 42: but also,—3.

reversely, . , to ap-

point as commander over them. Id.

93, cf. 8, 8.—II. to enjoin, give as a

command, , Hdt. 1, 114, etc.:

hence in pass., '-, to others orders had been giv-

en to supply cavalry. Id. 7, 21, cf.

Aesch. Eum. 208 : ,
orders given, Hdt. 2, 121, 4, etc.—2. c.

dat. pers. et inf, to command, order

one to do, Hdt. 5, 105 ; 9, 99, and
Alt., as Soph. O. C. 494, 1018; and
this dat. must be supplied in such
places as Hdt. 1, 80:—pass., to be or-

dered to do. Id. 1, 192, etc. ; also,. Id. 7,

39: — in Plat, also,

... Rep. 527 C., , , (^)
authority, etc., Xen. Mem. 3, 6, 10: a
-taking care of, providing for ; general-

ises

ly, protection, like III, Id.

Oec. 2, 6., = , c.

gen., Xen. An. 5, 6, 21, etc., , f. -, to be a-, to stand before or at the head

of, be ruler over,,, Vj\.\x.

ileracl. 207, El. 932 ;. Plat.

Gorg. 519 C ;, Xen. Cyr. 8, 3,

25 : ., to be steward of the

games, Xen. An. 4, 8, 25 :—pass.,, to be ruled

or led by one, Xen. Hier. 5, I.—II. to

stand before as a defender, to be pro-

tector, guard, c. gen., Aesch.
Theb. 396; to be patron, guardian, -, Ar. Eq. 325, etc.—III. to make a

motion or proposition, to provide, take

care, .., Xen. Mem. 2, 7, 9.—IV., the time that's

close at hand, Soph. El. 781.,, ,=.
Hence, a, , standing he-

fore, protecting, Aesch. Theb. 449

;

epith. of Apollo (from his statue stand-

ing before the doors). Soph. El. 627

(cf 7), ap. Dem. 531, 8, etc. ; cf. sq.

ill. — II. standing before, ., fear hovering before my heart.

Id. Ag. 976.—III. ., a Boeotian
month, perh. the Att. Anthesterion,
Plut., ov, 6,() one

who stands before ox first, a front-rank

man, like, Xen. Cyr. 3,

3, 41 : but,— II. usu., a chief, leader,

Hdt. 1, 127 ; 2, 178, and Att. ; opp. to, Aesch. Supp. 963 ; ., Xen. Cyr. 7, 2, 23.—2. esp.,

the leader of a party, 6 . ,
freq. in Att., as Thuc. 3, 75, 82 ; 4,

66, etc., cf Plat. Rep. 565 D, sq.,

Herm. Pol. Ant. t) 69, 4.—III. one

who stajids before and protects, a pro-

tector, champion, Aesch. Theb. 408,

798, etc. ;, against a thing. Soph.
O. T. 303 ; esp. of certain gods, as

Apollo, Soph. Tr. 209, cf-.—2. at Athens, of the citizens who
took care of the and others

who had not civic rights, which rela-

tion resembled that of the Roman
patronus and cliens (whence-

is used to translate pfliro7iKi, Plut.

Rom. 13, Mar. 5), v. Herm. ut supra
'5» 115, 5 : hence the phrases,, to live under pro-

tection o{ a patron, Lys. 187, 29, etc.;, to choose
as one's patron, Luc. Peregr. 11; so,, Ar. Pac. 684

;. Id. Plut. 920, cf Soph. O. T.
882 ; but, , to

enter one's self Ay one's patron's name,

attach one's self to patron, --. Soph.
. . 411.—3. surety, guarantee,, Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 36.—IV.-, one who stands before a

god to entreat him, a suppliant, like, Soph. O. C. 1171, 1278, cf
El. 1378. [] Hence

/cof, , , belonging to a

(signf I), Plat. Rep. 565

D.—2. of rank or honour, Polyb. 6, 33,

9, etc. Adv. -, magnificently, Id.

5, 88, 4., , fern, from -, Soph. . C. 458, e conj.

Dmd. ; cf Luc. Bis Ace. 29. [a], , , = foreg., cf.

Osann Auctar. Lex. p. 141., Att. for., , (,) to

draw a stockade in front of or along,, Thuc. 6, 75., {,)

as pass., of grapes, to be dried, become
raisins before being used, Diosc.,, , (,-) projecting roof, a projection in

a building for shelter., , , (,)
place protected by a projecting roof

;

. ', a porch, Plut. Caes. 17.,,,= foregoing,

also., , to stop up in front

or before.,{,) to add
to a wall or fortification, include in the

city-wall, Thuc. 6, 3., (,) to ad-

vance, go before. Soph. O. C. 30, 320.,(,)
dep. nud., to judge of by further signs

or symptoms, Hipp. Hence, a, ov, verb, adj.,

to be judged by further signs, Hipp.,(,)
as mid., to add of one's own device.

Pint. Lysand. 26., , f. -, (, •) to pay or spend besides, Thuc. 6,

31 (but perh.- should be read),

Xen. An. 7, 6, 30.,(,) to guard
or cover infront, shelter, Tu ,
Thuc. 5, 71 :— mid.,, to bring one armed into the field,

Aesch. Theb. 415: but,, go forward on a way, Soph.
O. C. 20.—^11. Hipp, also uses pass,

of humours, to be dispersed., . -,^=sq., Aesch.
Pr. 696, in tmesis., (,) to sigh or
grieve beforehand, Aesch. Ag. 352., dep. mid , more
rarely act.,^^., ov, (,)
before or on the breast : to ., a cover-

ing or ornament for the breast, of horses,

Xen. An. 1, 8, 7, cf Cyr. 6, 4, 1. [t], ov, (,) be-

fore or on the breast, like foreg., Aesch,
Cho. 29.

npofTfpTTij, Dor.,(,) to delight, please beside or at

the same time, II. 15, 401, in Dor. form., , (,}
to crown beforehand, , Ath.
128 C.,(,)
dep. mid., to devise besides, Plut. Ser-
tor. 11., ov, (,)
like, worn or to be worn
on the breast : and to . alone,

breast-ornament, Polyb. 22, 20, 6. [j], f. -,(,) to

melt besides, pom' something molten to.—
II. pass., and in perf,
intr., to stickfast to or in,, Wytt.
Ep. Cr. p. 240; but also c. ace,-. Soph. Tr. 833.

Hence,. , attachment, devo-

tion, ', Plut. 2, 1089 C., fut. - : aor. 2, (,). To put to,-, Od. 9, 305 (cf II) ;.,, to put to the door,

Hdt. 3, 78, Lys. 92, 42 (cf-
).—2. to add, , Hdt. 1, 20,

etc., and freq. in Att. ;., Aesch. Pers. 531 ; .•, Eur. . F. 327;, Id. Ale. 1047 ; . , to add
it, Pind. . 5, 56, Plat. Crat. 431 D,
etc. ; . , to add to it. Id.

Rep. 468 ;' and singularly,-
vai T^ (for



..), lb. 335 .—3. to put upon,. , Eur.
Andr. 895 :—then, metaph., .-

Tivi, impose further business on
a man, Hdt. 1, 108 ; 3, 62 : and in

various relations, . , to

give one honours, H. Horn. Merc. 129;
np. Tivl, to impose, inflict dis-

grace upon him, Hdt. 7, 11 ; so, .
uopov, Aesch. Cho. 482 ;, Sopn.
O. T. 820;, Id. Ant. 243;-. Id. Fr. 321 ;/,, Eur.
Supp. 946, Heracl. 505 ; etc. ; .
Tivl , to strike

hmi dumb with fear, Eur. Hel. 549:
also, . ru iota ,
Menand. p. 208 : c. dat. et inf., .
Tivi. Id. 5, 30.— II. ., to hanil over, to deliver over,, Eur. Hec. 368 ; . -, to give one to wife, Hdt. 6, 126

;

TLVU. , to condemn him to

death, etc. ; .,
Find. . 3, 120.

. mid. : aor.-,
imperat.-. join, add, associate

one's self to, , Dem. 154, 1 ; and
so, to agree with, consent to, . Ty^, Hdt. 1, 109, Xen. An. 1, 6,

10 ; so, . ? ,
Hdt. 2, 120 ; . '', Plat. Legg.
674 A, cf. Thuc. 1, 20 ; . ,
to be favourable, well-inclined to him,
Hdt. 2, 160; absol. to come over, sub-

mit, ap. Dem. 238, fin.:— prob. the
above usage is found in full in the
phrase, , /, to give one's vote in fa-

vour of, i. e. agree with another,
Aesch. Eum. 735, Dem. 1320, 16;
1243, 9.—II. , to

join, associate with one's self, i. e. take

to one as a friend, ally or assistant,

freq. in Hdt., ., 5, 69
;., 1, 53, 69, etc. ; .,

to lake to wife, Soph. Tr. 1224 ; ., to get good or advantage. Id.

Ant. 40 : . , to declare
war against one, Hdt. 4, 65, cf. .

Tivi, Hdt. 1, 229 ; ., Plat.

Prot. 346 .—III.

, to put, lay upon, ,
Soph. . . 1460. ubi legend, ^,
cum Elmsl., v. Dind. ad. 1. : also c.

dat. et inf, Q, f. -, {, -) to befoul with dung, Ar. Nub.
411., , f. -, (, -) to award farther punishment be-

sides the legal and regular one, Plat.

Legg. 767 E, 943 ; . ,
Dem. 732, 21 ; . 7, to ad-

judge to the treasury as a debt, Dem.
528, 13 sq. :—the act. was used of the
court itself (the), the mid.
of that single who proposed

the additional penalty, ap. Dem. 733,
8.—Pass., ,
the further punishment ofimpi'isonment
is laid on him, ap. Eund. 712, 20 ; also,

avTCj,

Id. 1152, 16. Hence,, , that which is

awarded over and above the regular pun-
ishment, a fine, Dem. 700, 16. [i], , ,{)
the adding a further punishment to the

regidar one, Ael. V. H. 14, 7. [ri][,,,(,) pun-
ishment awarded, Polyb. 2, 56, 15., , {,)
to assist besides, Hipp., {,) to

shake at, Anth. P. 12, 67 (ill tme-
pis)., , {,)

to place first as elementary, Sext. Emp.
p. 239., , , {,) the

joining of the lips., ov.,{,)
a mouth, esp. of a river, Aesch.
Supp. 3.,, , {,)
mouth-piece. Math. Vett.. ov, {,) point-

ed, Eubul. Sphing. 1, 10., , , {) portico., , f. -, {,) to exaggerate in tragic style,

Strab., {,-) also as dep. mid. : to encamp
before, Diod.,{,)
to wrench the neck in tcrestling, Plut. 2,

234 D.-', f. -, {,)
to turn or guide to, cf. infra :—mid., to

turn one's self towards, C. acc, Ep.
Horn. 15 ; esp., to turn towards a god
as an, to approach with prayer,, Aesch. Eum. 205 ; to pray to,

supplicate, , etc.. Soph. Fr.

724, and in later prose, as Ael. H. A.

15, 21 :—but in Att. poets, the act is

used in this signf , ", 7.,. Soph. Aj. 831 ; c. acc. et

inf, to intreat one to do. Soph. O. C.

50, Eur. Supp. 1195.—2. to approach

(as an enemy),, Pind. . 4, 90.— II. to

turn, avert, , Plat. Legg. 866 B.,.--,{,)
to bring up in,, Aesch. Ag. 735.,{,) to run to

or towards, come to one,,.
Plat. Rep. 440 A ; rm, Xen. An. 4,

3, 10 ; and, absol., to run up, Id. Cyr.

7, 1, 15.—2. in hostile signf . to run
at, make a sally, , lb. 5, 4,

47.—II. metaph., to join or side with,, Polyb. 28, 7, 8,

cf. 17, 15, 2., f. -, (Trpof,)
to rub on or against : hence in pass.,, having had m-
tercourse with.., Lat. versatus inter..,

Aesch. Eum. 238.—II. in mid., to rub

one's self against, hence to defile or

stain by rubbing one's self against, esp.

in bad signf, to affix, inflict, -, Antipho 127, 2 ;, Dem.
786, 6 ; ,
etc., . Wyttenb. Plut. 2, 89 F :—
hence, to reproach or charge one with a
thing ; but also, -, to give one a beating, Ar.

Eq. 5 : also in good signf.,, to get one
the reputation o/ wealth, Dem. 617, 4;
757, 16.—Also in pass., to be inflicted,] ,
Aesch.' Pr. 329. [i] Hence,, , that which is

rubbed on : metaph. that which is im-

puted to or inflicted upon one, esp., a
brand, disgrace, aflliction, Aesch. Ag.
395.—II. a fragment, Plut. 2, 99 C.. . ,{) a
rubbing on, galling, Theophr. : also an

affixing, inflicting ; v. II., ov,{) :
—

I. act. , turning one's self towards, hence
esp.,— 1. of one who has committed
murder, etc., and turns to a god or man
to obtain protection and purification

;

hence=??•, a suppliant, c. gen.,., etc., Aesch. Ag. 1587 ; ab-
sol.. Soph. Aj. 1173, Phil. 930, etc.

;

and as adj., ., suppliant pos-
ture, Aesch. Eum. 41 ; ..
Soph. . C. 1309.—2. hence, also, of
one who has not yet been purified af-

ter committing such crimes, a poUu•
tedperson,L•t. homo piacularis,e]se\ilh, Aesch. Eum. 234, 237, 445

:

alsoofthe pollution incurred,.,
hlood-guiltiness, Eur. Ion 1260, H. F.
1161 : TO ., guilt, Antipho 125, 2.

—

On the nature of such pollution, the
condition of the suppliant, etc., v.

Muller Eumenid. )51 sq.— II. pass.,

he to whom one turns, esp. with sup-
plications, or ., the god
to whom the murdered person turns for

vengeance, hence an avenger, like, 6 . , Anti-

pho 125, 32 ; 126, 39, etc. : hence also

of the manes of murdered persons,
visiting with vengeance, implacable, Id.

119, 6, cf Aesch. Cho. 287.—For the
same double (act. and pass.) signf.,

cf.,., . ,() :—
strictly, turning one's self towards ;

hence, the turning of a suppliant {-) to a god or man to implore pro-

tection or purification, the prayer or
supplication of such person, Aesch.
Eum. 718 : then any address to a god

;

in plur., prayers, esp. of a solemn
kind with sacrifices, Aesch. Pers. 216,
Eur. Ale. 1156 ;, Aeschin. 69, 11 : -, to discharge the

duty of praying to the goddess, i. e. to

be her minister, Eur. I. T. 618 : but,7. , to address
a petition to the city, Soph. O. C. 558.
—2. ., a suppliant band
of women, Aesch. Cho. 21, cf 85.

—

II. the guilt or pollution of a murderer,
etc.,-^, to be pol-

luted.. ov, poet, form for, Orph. Arg. 1233., ov,{) turn-

ed to or towards

:

—hence, like-, a suppliant,. Soph.
Phil. 773; absol., Id. O. T.41.

npofrpo;i;of, ov,{) round., {,) te

hit or light upon, meet with, .
Soph. Phil. 552 ; .. Id.

El. 1463 ; also, v. 1. Plat Soph.
246 B, etc.—2. of events, to befall one,
to happen, Pind. Fr. 171, 4.—3. -,. theflrstperson

one meets, the first that offers, any body,

like , 6. Plat. Legg.
808 , 914 , cf Thuc. 1, 97 : ., the gifts that come to one's share,

Eur. Ale. 754 : to, a com-
mon, every-day matter, Plat. Tim. 34
C : , by chance., ov, {,) with
pillars in front, Vitruv. 3, 1.,, ,{)
the process ofpreparing wool before dye-
ing it., ov, {,) exe-

cuted in low relief {basso relievo), opp.
to, Sta'llb. Plat. Symp. 193
A, cf Ath. 199 E:—generally, lying

flat,', Diosc. Hence, , to execute in low re-

lief, opp. to.—II. topressflat,

Chirurg. Vett.', ov,{) press-

ed beforehand, esp. of wool.. ,{) a
pressing flat, Paul. Aeg. [{i], f. -, (,) to

press beforehand ; esp. to prepare wool
for receiving and keeping its colour,

Theophr. [*], ,{) be-

ing iji or near, engaged in or tvilh,,
Piat. Polit. 264 C ; meeting with,,
Id. Epin. 973 B, etc. ; .==, Id. Legg. 954 D.
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or, , ,=, Plat. Prot. 314 ; cf. Lob.
Phryn. 495.,, f.-.{,)
to insult, maltreat besides, Dem. 521,

24.. old Att.-,
(,) dep. mid., to come
together^ speak with one brfurehand,

Tivi, Thuc. 8, 14., (, )

as pass., be established before, Jo-

seph./, f. -;\;f, (, )•-) to confuse before, Polyb. 5, 84, 9., to yoke, join togeth-

er beforehand.->. , (,)
to bark at, rivi, Dion. H., , . -, to rob, spoil,

plunder hiforehand.'} , to collect before.), {, >?.-) dep. mid., to conclude by a prosyl-

logism (cf. sq.), Arist. An. Pr. 2, 19, 2.

Hence, ov, , a syllogism,

the oenclusion of which forms (he major

premiss of another, Arist. An. Pr. 1,

25, 1 1 : and, verb, adj., one

must use a prosyllogism, Arist. Top. G,

10, 4., ov,, 7.) belonging

to, adhering to mailer, Eccl.,, {, (')
tojmt together beforehand, Hipp., ov, , a previous

sign, foretoken, prognostic.

and -, {,>) intermix, mingle together

first, Hdt. 7, 129.^, , Pro.iymna, an an-

cient in Argolis with a temple of

Juno, Strab. p. 373 : ace. to Pans. 2,

17, 1, the tract around the temple of

Juno., {, ,) as

pass., with aor. 2 and pf. act., to grow
together before, Hipp., ,{,)
to accord, harmonise beforehand, Sext.

Emp., to assemble to-

gether., {,) to

connect or unite beforehand, Joseph., {,) to per-

ceive or observe beforehand, Hipp.. {.) to

recommend or praise btfore, uion. H., , {,)
to live together before : esp., to live

with one before marriage, Tivi, Hdt.
3, 88., {,) to

make to live together before ; esp., to

marry before to one, tivl, M. Anton.~7, , f. -, to com-
plete, finish together before., to make a contract

beforehand with one,., . -1>, to crush or
break in pieces before, [j], {,) to

understand something not expressed, to

supply in thought, , Plat. Legg. 898
D : esp. in Gramm., like Lat. subaa-

dire., , to meet with.,{,) to ex-

ist besides ; -, and besides I could not have
been buried, Deni. 519, 12., to indicate ]>rivate-

ly besides., f.-, dep.

mi<l., to arrange for diXiOihex privately.
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,{,) so. -, to be answerable also for a thing,

c. gen. Dem. 143G, 7., dep. mid., to

promise besiiles..?, to substitute falsely

besides. ^, f. -,{,-) to sketch out besides, Longm.

["3
, . , , , .,{.-) to shoiv besides, , Polyb. 23,

10, 4.^, f. -^, {, -) to whet upon, , Ael. . .
9, 16., {,-) to suppose besides, Arist. Coel.

4, 1, 6., {,-) to remind one of a thing be-

sides, , Polyb. 39, 2, 2—11. lo

add in a memoir or history, Strab., ( ) —
foreg., {,)
to suspect besides, Dio C, {,)
to range under another besides, Sext.

Emp., to assume in addi-

tion to or together., , also as dep.

pass. : to conjecture besides., , to be instrumen-

tal, ansist in besides., , {,)
to make into a tube, hollow out first,

Diod., Att.-, f. -^,(,) to xvhistle by way of signal

beforehand, Polyb. 8, 22, 5., {,) to in-

terweave with, . Plat.

Tim. 41 D., {, ,-) to exist or take place together.—2.

to present itself to the niindfrom without,

M. Anton. 5, 19., , {, ) to

heighten besides, still farther, LXX., inf. aor. of,
to eat over and above. Hence,, TO,=sq. Aesop., ov, ,{)
any thing eaten with other food ; like/ : generally, something to

eat, N. T.,, , that which is

sacrificed beforehand ; generally, a vic-

tim, , Eur. Hec.
41, ubi V. Herm., cf. Plut. Thes. et

Rom. 2 :— also sacrifice, slaughter,

Aesch. Ag. 1278: from, later Att.-,{,) to sacrifice beforehand, ,
Eur. Hel. 1255,' Plat. Minos 315 E., {,) as

pass., to appear besides, Xen. Cyr. 4,

5, 57., inf. mid. from-, Od. 23, 106., ov, {, *, -) lately slain, fresh-slaughtered,

11. 21, 757 ; .. afresh corpse,

Hdt. 2, 89; 121, 5; then, generally,

fresh, new, Lat. recens,, Aesch.
Cho. 804; /, Lys. 151, 5:

—

--. as adv. of time, lately, Pind.
'. 4, 533 ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 374. Adv.. Polyb. 3,37, 11., ,{) brought

to or near, approaching : hence,— 2.

metaph., like, resembling, , Hdt.
2, 105 ; 4, 33. Aesch. Ag. 1218, etc.

;

cf. Valck. Diatr. p. 6 C ; and v. sub
sq. B. 3,,.—II.

=^, conducive, useful, ,
Hdt. 5, 111, where Schaf. from one
MS.., f., {, -) ; to bring to or upon, ,

, Hdt. 3, 87 :— ill various rela-

tions, as, . , lay hands
upon... Pind. P. 9, 62 ; . -, Hdt. 7, 136, 172 (where how-
ever most MSS. have mid.), Aesch.
Cho. 76 ; and without dat. ;.,
to apply force, Hdt. 3. 19 ; .-. Id. 6, 18 ; . , Ar.

Thesm. 1130; ta/ic, Thuc. 2, 51 :

—

. ('), to bring it to bear, Pind.
N. 10, 55 :—also, .', Hdt.
7, 9, 3 ; but, . , to make
a speech to a person, i. e. make hiin

an otier, Hdt., 3, 134 ; 5, 30, etc. ; so,

without, to make proposals,

Hdt. 3. 74 ; 5, 40; so, ., Eur.
Ion. 1002;. Thuc. 2, 97.-2.
simply, to add, Soph. O. C. 481, Plat.

Theaet. 205 C.—3. lo set (meat) before

one, Xen. Mem. 3, 11, 13 and 14; c.

inf., . Tivi, Xen. Cyr. 7,

I, 1 ; cf. infra C.—4. to bring forward,
quote, Pind. O. 9, 162, Dem. 937, 16.

—II. to contribute, to bring in, yield,

like Lat. conferre,

., Hdt. 3, 91, Xen. Vect. 4, 15,

Dem. 816, 11 ; but, ., to

pay an alien-tax, Xen. Vect. 2, \ :, saurces of income.— III.

to bring one thing iiear another, make
it like, . , Pind. .
6, 7, cf. Fr. 173 ; so, ., Incert. ap. Schol. Pind. N. 3,

117; cf. infra Ij. III.

B. in pass., to be borne or carried, go
to or towards, and of ships to put in,, Xen. Cyr. 5,4, 6: hence,
—2. to rush against or upon, attack, as-

sault, freq. in Hilt., sometimes
Tiva, as 5, 34, Xen. An. 7, 1, 6 ; some-
times Tivi, as Hdt. 5, 109, Tliuc. 4,

126; and absol., to rush, 7nake an on-

set, etc., -], Hdt. 9, 71 ; -, burst-

ing forth or out of it, Hdt. 6, 96: but,

also,—3. in good sense, to go to or to-

wards, approach, to join or associate

one's self with, agree with, and, gener-

ally, to have dealings with, behave one's

self in a certain way towards, or

Tiva, Thuc. 5, 105, 111, Eur.
Cycl. 176, etc., cf. Heind. Plat. The-
aet. 151 ; ., to meet

them, Thuc. 4, 18 : and, absol., to be-

have or bear one's self, Hdt, 7, 6 :

—

, to answer

it, Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 44.-4.-, to come near one, be like him,
Tiva or , Hdt. 1, 116 (cf. supra

A. Ill) : opp. to.—
-11.-. to be put or imposed

upon one, •, Hdt. 2, 173.— 111. of things, to be

managed. Plat. Lys. 223 B.

C. mid., , take to

one's self enjoy, csp.,.,,
to eat, drink, Aeschin. 20, 26

;
(hence

in pass., , meat or

drink, food, Xen. Cyn. 6, 2 ; cf. supra
A. I. 3, 111) :—so in Soph.
Phil. 1108, (sub.) =.—2. like the

act., to apply,, Polyb. 1, 18,

II, etc.,{,) tofleefor
refuge to,, Plut. Pomp. 46, etc., verb, adj., one must
stand an action besides, Dem. 977,

27., {,) to speak to,

address,, Horn, (who also some-
times has it absol), and Hes. ; both



osu. in aor. act., , : but
Hoin. also has inf. mid.,
Oil. 23, 106., f. -, {,) aep. mid., to call to, accost,

salute, ', Eur. Hipp. 1097, etc.

—

II. to call by name, call, . .
Find. . 10 (11), 61. Eur. Ale. 331

;

cf. Plat. Polit. 287 E. Hence
, verb, adj., one must

pronounce, v. 1. Dem. 977, 27.(://, a, ov, {-) accosting, ., gifts

brought to a bride with a salutation., , ov,^oreg., , {-
uai) addressed, saluted by one,.
Soph. Phil. 1067.

—

II. act. addressing,

saluXing.,, ,{-) an address, sahitation ; esp. m
plur., words, accents, Aesch. Ag. 903,

Soph. Phil. 235, and freq. in Eur.
;

in smg., Soph. Aj. 500 :—cf.-., , an addressing, salu-

ting., {,) as

pa.ss., to go to destruction, arrive in an
evil hour, fjv ?. -, if he be unlucky enough to

meet and insult you, Ar. Eccl. 248 ;] , having been

so unlucky as to meet a swift ship, Ael.

N. A. t2, 17t; s^,yvvaiK.L OT, Alciphr. 1, 32, 34 ; like., ov,{)
addressing, saluting, -, words

of salutation, Aesch. Pers. 153,. , lb. 935., , (,) to

bear envy towards, Plut. Camill. 36.^, f. -, {,)
to bind beforehand, Clem. Al.'/.,, ,{) kind-

ness, good-will,friendship, Aesch.Theb.
515. [Z]/., , {,) dear,

beloved, Hdt. 1, 123, in superl. ; .
Tivi, dear friendly to one. Id. 1, 163,

Soph. Phil. 587 : also of things, pleas-

ing, grateful, dear, Lat. gratus,,
Aesch. Theb. 580 : 7.,.
Soph. Phil. 224, 558.—II. act., of

persons, kindly affectioned, grateful,

£> ' , Soph. Phil.

532. Adv. --, kindly. Soph. El.

442 : ~p. , to be kindly af-

fectioned to one, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 44
;. . Id. Mem. 2, 3, 16.'/, , {,7-

,) to add from a love of splendour,

Strab. p. 624., ,{,-) to vie with another in any thing,

Tivl ^:, Polyb. 2, 19, 6.., ,{, ?-) to study philosophy besides, to

.speculate further upon, c. dat. rei, Luc.
Tim, 6.

—

II. to philosophise with anoth-

er, c. dat. pers.. Id. Gall. 11./., , {, -) to employfurther art, Athenio
Samoth. 1, 25,/., {, .-) dep., c, fut. mid., aor. mid. et

j)ass.. to take to one's self as a further

honour, Ael. V. H. 9, 9., , . -,{,-) to go to one frequently, to haunt

or conue constantly to, as shops, etc.,

Lys. 166, 37 ; , Id. 170, 8,

Dem. 786, 8.,,,{) a bring-

ing to, applying., Polyb.

:

application, use. Plat. Legg. 638 C.

—

IL (from pass.) that which is brought to

a person or thing, an addition, increase,

Herm. Soph. O. C. 1272 : a kindness,

benefit, Lat. beneficium, lb. 581.—2. in-

tercourse, conversation.— III. (from mid.)
that which one takes to one^s self, food,
victuals, Hipp., V. Wyttenb. Plut. 2,

129 -.—flavour, smell, Ath. 33 F.,=, Hdt. 1,82.

Hence,,,=
III, Eur. El. 423., ov. Dor.-, Pind.

:

{) :
—serviceable, useful, pro-

fitable,, to one, Hdt. 7, 20, Soph.
O. C. 1774, Eur., etc. ; also absoL,
Hdt. 4, 14, Soph., etc. : hence,—2.

suitable, fitting, Pind. N. 3, 54; 8,82,
etc., cf. sub : suited to, fit

or meet for,, Find. N. 7, 93, Eur.
Supp. 338, Hec. 1246, Thuc, etc.

;

(so, in Pmd. N. 9, 17, where the gen.

is usu. read, Herm. and Bockh have
restored the dat.), c. inf., fit or meet
to do, Aesch. Eum. 207, cf Elmsi.
Heracl. 481.—3. , fitting

service, attention meet, , for a
thing, Aesch. Cho. 711, 714, etc.:

also, ,-, as adv., fitly, Eur. Hipp.
112.

—

II.^:, approaching to,

i. e. like,, Eur. Phoen. 192.—III.

that which is taken or eaten. Adv.., to seal beforehand.,, ,() a ref-

uge., ov,{) fleeing

to, esp. for refuge, Aesop., Ion. adv. from-, Hdt.,. , {)^-, Arist. . . 4, 4, 8., , {) growing
upon ; hence, hanging upon or to,, Od. 19, 58 ; elsewh., usu., ., clinging to, attached Or devoted to.

Plat. Rep. 519 B, Phil. 64 C—II. na-

turally belonging to, suitable OT fittedfor
a thing, Ep. Plat. 344 A :—adv. -.
Ion. -, e. g. 7, to

speak suitably, ably, Hdt. 1, 27.?>, , , a keeping guard
in or at, v. I. Polyb. 3, 75, 4, for-
'•.,, ,{) an
appendage, Dem. Phal.,, b,{) a
runaway protected by another : hence,
also, a client, Hdn., , f.-, {, -) to blow upon fan besides, Arist.

Mirab. 144; . 7., Polyb. 11,

5, 5.,, ,{)
growing to, clinging to, as a man to his

horse, Xen. Eq. 1,11: . -, assimilation of food, Arist. Probl.

2, 3.—II. the place ofjoining, joint,, Hipp., cf Foes. Oecon., to plant besides or at

the same time., f.- : aor. 1-{,) :
—to make to grow

to ; hence, to fix or fasten to : metaph.,, to fix by words,
i. e. to confirm, prove, Aesch. Supp.
276, Ar. Kub. 372.— II. more freq. in

pass., with intr. tenses of act., aor. 2, pf. :
—to grow

to or upon ; hence, to hang upon, cling

to, ', Od. 12, 433
;

so part fern,, II. 24, 213 ; so
too in Plat. Legg. 728 B, Tim. 45 A

;

of a fish, , The-
ocr. 21, 46:, they clmg fast to it, Luc.
Pise. 51., , f. -, {,-) to call or speak to, address, accost,

, freq. in Horn. ; absol ., Od. 10, 109,
etc. : when a dat. is added, as in-, Od. 22, 69, is

not to them, but in these words.—2. to

callby name; and so, to speak of. Aesch.
Cho. 1015, Soph. El. 1213.-3. .
Tiva., to salute him king, Po-
lyb. 10, 38, 3, etc. Hence,, , addressing,

capable of addressing, Od. 9, 456, in

Dor. form., , , {-) that which is addressed to another,
an address, like, in plur..

Soph. O. C. 325, Eur. Ale. 1144 ; in

sing.. Soph. O. C. 891. Hence, , , usual in

addressing, Dion. H., ,{) an
addressing., ,,=-., .- : aor.-

: pf in pres. signf-
va, {,). To gape or stare

open-mouthed at one
;, fall not pros-

Irate before me with loud cries, Aesch.
Ag. 920 :

—

to gape eagerly at,, like

Lat. inhiare, Polyb. 4, 42, 7., [,) to rejoice

at,, Plut. Anton. 29./., to fasten on by weld-
ing., {,)
dep. mid., to gratify or satisfy besides,, Xen. Oec. 13, 9 ; , to grant
hirn so much, Luc. D. Meretr. 9, 5., aor. form of
(v. sub) to hold before, :

—
mid., to ward off from one's self,, Theocr. 25,
254., ov,{) close at hand,
near to., ov.^^ioieg., dub. 1. Ath.
149 B., , {) a holding

before., f-, {,) to

pour to or on, LXX :—mid., to pour on
one's self, Hipp. ; to have poured on one,

Arist. Probl. 3, 26, 5.,, .{) that

which is held before ; hence,—I. that

which is held before to cover, a skreen,

cloak, TO .,
Thuc. 3, 82 : hence, a pretence, pre-

text, freq. in Hdt., usu. c. gen., as,., , the alleged

cause /" the campaign, the pretencefor
it, Hdt. 6, 44, Polyb. 11, 6, 4 ; -" -, make apretence or shoiv of march-
ing against Athens, Hdt. 7, 157, cf.

Thuc. 5, 30 ; so, . ,
Thuc. 1,96:, as ace. ab-
sol., by way of a pretext, Hdt. 9, 87.

—

II. that which is put over by way of or-

namejit, clothing, Plat. Prot. 316 D,
317 A : hence, outward shoit, an orna-

ment, Plat. Rep. 495 C ; so, Miletus
is called , Io-

nia's chief ornament, Wcss. Hdt. 5, 28 ;

and the Pythian games7., Soph. El.682,ubiv. Herm.

;

cf Ar. Ran. 913.

—

III. generally, a

form, figure, Heind. Plat. Hipp. Maj.
286 A : the outwanl appearance, stale,

coiidiiiOn,e.g. ofawound.Hipp. Hence,, , in Gramm.,
the lengthening by a syllable ; also-.

_,, f. -, to split, cleave be-

forehand., , , Proschinm, a
city of Aetolia, Thuc. 3, 102 ; cf. Uv
7,.
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,, ,()
sort of slit or slashed shve, Ar. Fr. 670.—2. part of a shoe, Arist. Rhet. 2, 19,

10, Probl. 30, 8, 3., (,) to

mock, jeer besides, Polyb. 4, 16, 4., ov, (n-pof,) at-

tuned to a stringed instrument
;
gener-

ally, in harmony with, tlvl ; hence,-, -, to make voices har-

monize with voices, Plat. Legg. 812 D., ov,{.) belong-

ing to a chorus, Ar. r r. 396., old pres. for-
, Thiic. 2, 75, 102., f. -, {,) ilep. mid., to avail one's self

of a thing besides,, IVeq. in Plat.

;

Tivi . Id. Criti. 115 A, of. Phi-

leb. 44 D.^, f. -yau : Ion.-,
f.- {,):—to require or

desire besides, C. gen. rei, Hdt. 5, 11,

18; but also c. gen. pers. et inf.,^-, request you to obey him, Hdt.

8, 140, 2. cf Soph. O. T. 1155 ; so in

poetry, when it is used c. ace. only,

an inf may easily be supplied, as

(sc.), Aesch. Pr. 641, cf. 787,

Soph. O. C. 520 :—c. gen. pers. only,

Soph. Phil. 1055., ,{^ use

in a thing, M. Anton. 7, 5, Longin.

27, 2., verb. adj. from. one must use besides,

Plat.' Legg. 713 A., {,) to

touch, graze, Orph. Lith. 53., {,) to smear
upon, Hipp, [i], f -, {,

) to rub or spread upon,

>iod., adv., body to body (cf.'), Artemid. 1, 79., ,() a pouring

upon, N. T., Longin., ov, 6, {) one

who pours upon, [f],, , mud deposited

by water, alluvial soil : esp., the bar of

a river,, Aesch. Pr. 847 : a

mound, LXX : from
and- : f.- :

—a pres. also occurs in

Thuc, V. infra, {,)—to

pour to or upon : esp. of water, to

deposit mud, silt, etc. ; hence,— 1.., to form new lands by deposi-

tion, Hdt. 2, 10.—2. to choke up with

mud. etc., silt up, Hdt. 2, 99, Thuc.
2, 102 ; . , to fill up
hollows, level, Polyb. 9, 41, 4.—II. to

throw earth against, hence in pass., r/

[rb ], where [the

wall] had earth thrown against it,

Thuc. 2, 75., , f. -, {, -) to go to, approach, c. dat., Trpof-,
Hdt. 4, 112, cf. Thuc. 3, 32.— II. 'to

come or gn over to, join another,,
Hdt. 1, 58, and Thuc. ; ,
Thuc. 3, CI ; also . 6?.
or, Hdt. 7, 156, Thuc. 2,

100; . , Thuc. 1,

103 ; to surrender, give in,, Xen.
An. 5, 4, 30 : so in mid., to give one's

self quite up to, . Plat. Rep.

539 A.—2. to accede, assent or agree to,, Hdt.

8, 60, 3, cf 8, 103 ; 9, 55 ; ., to yield to, concur in one's views,

Soph. Phil. 964.—3. to approach, i. e.
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to agree with, be like,, Hdt. 4, 104
;, 1, 172.—4. put faith in,

believe,, Id. 5, 45. Hence,, , a going to or

towards, approach. Plat. Tim. 40 C.

—

II. a surrendering to, joining.

'npopo,ov,= sq.,Aub. in Paus., ov, {,) lying

near, neighbouring, , Aesch.
Pers. 273, Soph. O. T. 1127;.
Id. O. C. 493 : but, o'l, one's neighbours, Hut. 9, 15,

Thuc. 8, 11, \., etc..=,
Soph. O. C. 1065.,, ,()
a pouring to or upon, esp., a depositing

mud, etc.; and8,=^, Thuc.
2, 102.— II. a hank or inound raised

against a place. Ibid. 77.. Dor.^), {,) to touch upon, touch,, Piiid.

Fr. 86, 2, cf. P. 9, 213 : absol.. Soph.
Phil. 1054, O. C. 330., f.-, dep. mid.,

to tell a lie besides.-, {,) as
mid.. vole besides,, c. inf, Lys.
105, 23 ; to grant by a majority ofvotes.
Pint. Cat. Min. 32, etc., {,) to

whisper, chirp, whistle to, Tivi, Mel.
90.', {,) make
still colder, Hipp., Anth. P. append.
368. [], poet, ; Att.

(as also in Pind. O. 3, 78) ; and in

later Alt. ^, like Lat. porro

;

adv. (tt/jO, ).— I. of space, for-
wards, onward,further on, oft. in Horn.,

esp. with the verbs or,
and with part. 58.,•,-,,; somTrag.,., Aesch. Ag. 853 ;,, Soph. Tr. 195, 547 ;, to speak no further. Id. El.

213:— generally, opp. to, far

off, afar, Hdt. 3, 133; 5, 13, Aesch.
Euiri. 65; cf Valck. Phoen. 597.—
In orig. signf.. forward ; oft. with the
art. TO ., first in Hdt., and freq. in

Att. ; TO ., Hdt. 1, 5 ; 3, 25, and
Att. : also, ' ., Schneid. Xen.
An. 1, 3, 1.—2. from Hdt. downvvds.
freq. c. gen., . /, further,

i. e. later in the night, Hdt. 2," 121, 4 ;. , further into the
river, Xen. An. 4, 3, 28 ; ., farther to one's advan-
tage. Id. Cyr. 1, 6, 39 ; .-, further in point of size or

power, Hdt. 3, 154; so, ., Hdt. 7, 237 :—but also with
notion of distance, far from, ov .?., Hdt. 5, 13 ; . -, Aesch. Eum. 414; ov rro/i^u, Stallb.

Plat. Phaedr. 238 D;^'. Id. Phaed. 96 ; /^/, Isocr. 44 , etc. ;

—

also foil, by , . -, Hdt. 4, 196; ,
Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 49.—. of time, for-

ward, Horn., always in the phrases,,,, II. 1, 343; 3. 109, Od. 24, 452;
cf. Plat. Crat. 428 : — he.enfler,

?. , Pind. P. 3,

196.—III. compar. adv.,, far-
ther. Id. O. 1, 183: superl.,,
farthest, ., as far as possible, Id.

N. 9, 69:—but these are only poet.,

— the regular forms being-, -, qq. v. (From come, : akin to our
far, further, etc.)/, ,{,) smelling,

stinking, Galen.

, ,{) swoln., , ,{,) song
sung to or ivilh, aii accompanying song,=^ , Critias 48, ubi
V. Bach.— II. the accent accompanying
the pronunciation of a word, the tone or
accent of a syllable, ditfi'ring from its

metrical quantity and rlietoncal hito-

natioii. Plat. Rep. 399 .—2. a mark
to show the tone, an accent,.,,, the grave, acute,

circumflex, Grainm.; but they applied
the word to other marks of pronuncia-
tion, as the breathing, apostrophe, hypo-
diasiole, and the usual mark for length
or shortness.—3. the doctrine of accent-

uation.—1. later, the doctrine of the

quantity of syllables, 1. e. prosody in
our sense. Hence, , ov,= sq. : and, , , belonging to ac-

centuation.—II. ., a foot con-
sisting of two long syllables, and one
short, more correctly written-:—hence, ., verses of
suchfeet, opp. to the dactylic, Dion. H., , f. 1. for., , {,) singing
or sounding to, harmonizing or in har.

mony with,, Eiir. Ion 359 ; ., a song in harmony. Id. Plislh.

6, 2 : so, metaph., ., a
groan in consonance with griel. Id.

Phoen. 1499., and in later Att.^-: Ep., II. 23, 533.
adv. ():—from afar, II. 1. c,
Aesch. Ag. 947, 952, Soph. Tr. 1003,
Plat., etc. :—compar.!),
Isocr. 45 A., , f.- and -,(,) to push to or towards,
Theophr., f. -/, {,) dep. mid., to buy besides,

Xen. Vect. 4, 7, Dem. 823, 18., , dub. 1. for-., , , {,)
surname, Plut. Pericl. 8, 39, etc., , old Ep. plur. of, q. v., ov, ,{) a

mask, Luc. Nigr. 11, Tim. 28, etc.. , , dim. from, Ar. Fr. 256. [i], , , of or belonging

to a mask., ov,, and-,,
, aim. from, the Lat.
persolata (Plin.), a kind of cucumber,
Diosc. : also,, , ,
Geop.'\{, , , sc.,
Prosoptiis,an island of Aegypt formed
by the Canobic and Sebennytic
mouths of the Nile, Hdt. 2, 41

;

Thuc. 1, 109., , {) formed
like a face., , to be a respecter

of persons, N. T. : and/., ov, 6, a respecter

of persons, N. T. : from?., ov, {,) respecting persons. Hence^, , , respect of
persons, N. T.,, : poet. plur.-. for, Od. 18, 192,
Opp. etc. ; dat. 7--«/,1. 7, 212.
cf. Lob. Paral. 176:—and a nom.

is quoted from Plat. Com.
(Incert. .')9, v. Meineke Com. Fragm.
1, p. 173):

—

{, ). A face,
visage, countenance, Horn., always in
plur., even of a single person, ex-
cept in II. 18, 24 ; but in the Hyiiuis



the sing•, is more freq., as in Hes. :

—

-, to unveil, appear, Find.

N. 5, 31 ; Tip., Eur.
Hipp. 280 ; . ,
to come before him, lb. 720:

irp- or ., /ace to face, Xen.
Cyr. 1, ti, 43, Cyn. 10, 9 ; so, ^
frp., a tete-a-iete, Plut. Caes.
17.—Usu. of the human face, jrpo-

being used for that of animals
;

but, Hdt. 2, 76. uses of
the Ibis.—2. later, the front of any
thing, as of an army, -•, in front, facing, Polyb. 3,

65, 6, etc.—II. later also one's look,

countenance, Lat. viiltus, Aesch. Ag.
639, 794, etc. :

—

., periphr.

for . Soph. . . 448, cf. Dissen
Pind. N. 5, 16.

—

2.^=7~, a

viash, Dem. 433, 22 (and some MSS.
give), cf. Aesch. Eum.
990 ; also, ., Aristomen.
Goet. 1 : hence, dramatic part,

character, Lat. persona. — ( On the
masks of the ancients, v. Diet. An-
tiqq. s. V. persona.) Hence also,

—

3. like. Lat. forma, show,
outward appearance, beauty, Pind. P.

6, 14, cf. I. 2, 13.— III. a person, Po-
lyb. 8, 13, 5 ; 12, 27, 10, N. T., etc.

;

cf. Jacobson Patr. Ap. p. 6.—2. a per-

son in grammar., , to personify, 1. e.

represent (lifeless objects, abstractcon-
ceptions, etc.) in hitman form or with

human attributes.—II.?. ., to

dramatize a dialogue, Dion. H. : and,, , personification,

Vit. Horn.—II. a dramatizing : from, 6v,{,-
•)) personifying, investing with human
attributes.—II. dramatizing.—III. ma-
king masks., , for,() a vessel with a face, Mei-
neke Com. Fragm. 2, p. 51., (,) to heap
up before or beforehand, App., Luc., Att.(), com-
par. from, further, further off,

Hdt. ; also c. gen., Hdt. 4, 16, etc.

;

TO, Hdt. 1, 105 ; 3, 45, etc.
•—II. superl., Att.-, furthest, Hdt., etc. ; c. gen.,^ , Isocr. 34
C : also,, Hdt. 2, 103 :, Soph. Aj. 731, ubi v.

Dind. ; al., but the adjs.,- seem to be later

;

Polyb. 5, 34, , has as
adv.(7^, , f.-.{,-) to help or assist besides, contribute

to assist,, Hdt. 9, 68; absol., lb.

105: also c. dat.,=7pe, Eur.
Ale. 41, Heracl. 330. Hence,, , help or aid

in a thing, Eur. Med. 611 : and?.,. , help, aid, ad-

vantage. Soph. Phil. 1406., verb. adj. from', one must assist, Xen.
Ages. il,8., , ,()
the van, Diod., Plut. LucuU. 28.

Tlporaivi. adv., in front of, . -, Eur. Rhes. 523. [t], a, ov, =.
Adv. 7ri3oraii'(ov,= foreg., verb. adj. from-, one must place in front, Xen.
Mem. 3, 1 . 10 ; one must prefer, -, Aeschin. 78, 8., , , placing before.—11. placet! before : hence in Gramm.,

-, the prepositive article , ,
.• from, ov, or •, , {•

) posted in front, ' ., the van,

Plut. Camill. 41, Crass. 23, etc. ; cf.

Lob. Paral. 491.

—

W. predetermined., . also as dep.

pass., to suffer beforehand., ov,,{,)
a room before a magazine or storeroom,

Schneid. Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 5., {,) to lay

in beforehand, Luc. Salt. 61 : also as
dep., Ion. for ;

hence-, opt. aOr. mid., Od.

;

and-, part, aor., Horn.,,{o)aposling in

front.— II. predetermination, Clem. Al., f. -, {,-) to confuse or disturb beforehand,

Hipp., , (,) to

fear beforehand, , Aesch. Theb. 332
;

c. inf , Eur. H. F. 908.—II. to fear or

be anxiousfor one,, Soph. Tr. 89,

Ant. 83.

—

III. to fear more, Eur.
Erechth. 17, 25., {,) to

salt or pickle beforehand
;
generally, to

preserve or preparefor keeping, Hdt. 2,

77.— II. in Hipp., to reduce a patient by
fasting ; V. Foes. Oecon. s. v., ,{) a stretching

or puttingforward : ., an
attempt to breathe, Hipp. ; v. Foes.
Oec.— II. (in pass, sense,) that which is

putforward : hence,— 1. in logic, a pro-

position {') used as the pre-

miss of a syllogism, Arist. passim ; cf.

I
III.—2. in Gramm., the hy-

pothetical or limiting clause of a sen-

tence, answered by the.—3.

a question proposed, problem, Ath. 234
C.—4. part of a dramatic poem, opp. to

the., Att.- : f. - {,) :
—to place or post in front, ., to put one's self in

front o/ another, so as to defend him,
Andoc. 14, 31 : so in mid.,-
To , he post-

ed his horse in front of it, Xen. Hell.

6. 4, 10:—pass., to take the lead, go

first, Aesch. Sspp 835 ; to-, , the front

ranks, van, Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 37, Hell.

2, 4, 15 : cf..—II. gener-
ally, to appoint or determine beforehand,

Soph. Tr. 164., verb. adj. from-, one must use as a, Arist.

Top. 8, 1, 4.,
fi,
, of or belonging

to a (signf. II. 1 ), Arist. Top.
8, 14, 9. Adv. -. Id. Soph. El.

15,9., ov, , and-,, , {,) the forepart

of a roof, also,-., {,) to stretch

out, spread or hold before one, so as to

defend him, . . Soph.
Aj. 1270.—2. metaph., to hold out as a

pretext or excuse,., Hdt.
1, 156; .. Soph. Phil. 992;
so in mi(l., Ep. Plat. 317 C—II. to

stretch forwards or in front, stretch

forth, hold out,, esp., in sup-
pliant posture, Hdt. 1, 45 ; 7, 233 ; so
in raid., Hdt. 4, 136 : also,6\ (sic legend,
c. Hermanno pro), Aesch.
Ag. 1111.—2. ., to offer, ten-

der it as a pledge. Soph. Phil. 1292,
Tr. 1)84, Eur. Ale. 1118, Xen.. etc.

;

so,., Dem. 659. 10 :—hence,—3. to hold out, offer, tender, show at a
distance, I, at. ostentare, Hdt. 8, 140,

2 ; so, , Aesch. Pr.

777; 7., Eur. Bacch. 238, cf.

Hel. 28, Plat. Rep. 382 A ;,
Ar. Plut. 1019 ;, Antipho
135, 16 ; also c. inf., . ,
Xen. Oec. 5, 8 :— also in mid., Hdt.
5, 24, Dem. 179, 17, etc.—4. in mid.,, to claim or de-

mand as a reward, Hdt. 9, 34.—5.

intr., to stretchforward. Plat. Ciiti. HI
A.—III. to put forward as a proposition{ II. 1), Arist. Top. 1, 10, 1

;

so in mid.. Id. An. Pr. 1, 27, 9., f. -, {,)
to build a wall in front, protect by a wall.

Hence
i,,, an advanced
fortification, outwork, Thuc. 6, 100,
Polyb. 2, 69, 6, etc./., ov, {,) before
initiation 0 consecration,

(sc.), ail expiatory saerilice usual
before any solemnity ; -, to perform an initiatory sacrifice

for or m behalf of.,, Aesch. Ag.
226, cf. Eur.'l. A. 718.—II. esp., be-

fore or in the solemn marriage rite,

Sappho 44 (in Aeol. form?.)
Plat, also says in full -, Legg. 774 D, cf. Ruhiik. Tim.
—III. , generally, be-

ginning, outset, e. g. of battle, Aesch.
Ag. 65 ; ., lb. 720 :—also the
rudiments of a science.., , f. -, {, •) to end before, die before, Plut
2, 113 E., , f. -, {,)
to pay as toll or tribute, give, pay, or
expend beforehand, Thuc. 6, 31, ace.
to .\mold ; . , Xen. Vect. 3,
9.—II. to initiate or instnict beforehand
in a thing, , in pass., Luc. Rhet.
Praec. 14., , {,)=-, esp., of the victim which was
offered before a marriage, Agathocl. ap.
Ath. 376 A., f.-,=

;

hence, ./ , to
present her along with an offering to
Diana preliminary to marriage, Eur.
I. A. 433 : pass.,/., to be
so presented, Cratin. Pyl. 8.,, , {, -) the precincts Or entrance of a, v. Arnold Thuc. 1, 134: later
the vestibule of a temple, where the lus
tral water was kept., f.- : aor..

and in prose usu.,{,). To cut up beforehand,
II. 9, 489.—II. to cut off in front, cut
short, Lat. praecidtre,, Od. 23, 196.

—

III. to cut
forward or infront of one, Lat. prosece,
praeseco : hence in aor. opt. mid., ei
'/. , if in
ploughing I cut a long furrow before
me, Od. 18, 375; like

in Theocr. 10, 2., , () fore-
stretching, Opp. C. 2, 304 : of a spear,
in rest, couched, Ap. Rh. 1, 756.,{,) to taste

before and pick out the tid-bits
; gene-

rally, to have the pick of a thing, Ar
Nub. 1200 : cf. sq. Hence7], . , one who picks out
the tid-bits beforehand, a dainty fellow,
gourmand, Br. Ar. Nub. 1198, Mei-
neke Com. Fragm. 2, p. 859.—At
.Athens, was an old name
for forestallers or regraters [-), who bought up provisions be-
fore they were brought into the mar-
ket, Sctiol. Ar. 1. c—The fem. -

occurs in Ael. N. A. 15, 10;
cf. Lob. Paral. 272.
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, , ,{) on

the day before, formed like,, etc. : . (sc. /), the

day before : USU. ry TTpOTtpaig,, Lat.

pridie, Hdt. 1, 84, 126. elc. ; ry .
7/, Plat. Phaed. 59 D ; and, c.

gen., Tjj . /'/, the day
before tlie audience, Hdt. 9, 9, d'. Plat.

Phaed. 58 A., a, ov, compar. from

foreg., for ppo,\\h^ch it-strengih-

ens, as if days and days before, Ar. Eq.
1165., v. 1. for sq. in Hdt. 9,

66.,,() to be before,

in front, at the head, Hdt. 9, 57 ; also,

Tip- Tr/, to be forward on the way,
Hdt. 9. 66 (with v. 1.).—2.
also of time, to be beforehand, get the

start, Thuc. 1, 33: to come before the

thne, o|jp. to. Polyb. 9, 14, 9;

to be older than,, Dion. H.—3. to

be before or beforehand, to get the ad-

vantage, , Philipp.

ap. Dem. 239, 9; , Polyb. 3,

110, 6.. .{, *-
Vu) born sooner, older. Call. Jov. 58., , ,()
priority in rank, etc. ; a privilege,

LXX :—in plur., gain, advantages,

Polyb. 16, 20, 6.-2. in war, an ad-

vantage, victory. Id. 1 , 9,7 ; 2, 10, 6, etc., ,{) a being

before or iirst, Heliod., f. -', =,
susp.. , ; ., a

kind of early fig. with V. 1. ., Se-

leuc. ap. Ath. 77 D : from, a, ov, () before others,

in form and signf a compar. without

any posit, in \ise, answering to Lat.

prior, as its superl. (q. v.) to

Lat. primus ; opp. to :— I. of

place, before, in front, forward, 11. 16,

569; 17, 274; ., the fore

feet, Od. 19, 228:—but more freq.,—

II. of time, before, sooner, earlier, older,

Hom., and Hes. ; ^,
11. 15, 182 ; or -, also alone, Hom.

:

but, ., children by the first

or a former marriage, Od. 15, 22 ; Ty

TTpoTf-py (sc.) on the day before,

Od. 16, 50 ; so,), i\. 13,

794 ; (in prose more usu. Ty-, ci.) ;
—then freq. in

Att., 01 , the first

assailants, Thuc. 1, 123 ; o'l .-, Xen. An. I, 4, 12, etc. :—as

a regular compar., c. gen., -, 11. 10, 124; -.. Plat.

Hipp. Maj. 282 D ; . ?, Polyb. 2, 43, '6.—The neut.

was esp. used as adv., be-

fore, sooner, earlier, very freq. in Hdt.
fol). by ;; and inf., -, Hdt. 7, 2 ; by , and
inf., Id. 1, 82, 140; also by ?) and in-

dicat., Id. 6, 45 ; 8, 8 ; by 7/ and sub-

junct., Id. 7, 54 ; also by ?/ and
subjunct., 7, 8, 2 ; 9, 93 ; ct. II.

6:—sometimes it stood for the prep., , Hdt.

8, 95 ; also with artic,, Hdt. 2, 144 : the

adv. is oft. put between
art. and subst., e. g. -, Hdt. 1, 84, etc. ; cf.-,,.—Comic com-
par., Ar. Eq. 1165.

—

III. post-Horn, of rank, worth, and

in gen. of precedence, before, above,

superior,, in a thing, Isae. 37, 3 ;., , superior to him in...,

Plat. Lach. 183 B.
1388

, adv. from, or

directly from, like Irom, further before, forwards, like-, , 11. 4, 507 ; .,, 11. 3, 400 ; 5, 072 ; ine-

taph., , ttie fight

went further, i.e. grew hotter, U. 23,

490 : oil -, no further, no more, Ap.
lib 1, 919.— II. of time, sooner, for-

merly, Call. Dian. 72., adv. from forcg.,/i-oni

aforetime: from the front., adv. from, in

the former manner., adv. from foreg., toward

the front, forward, H.Hom. 32, 10, Ap.

Rh. 1,306. etc., adv. part, perf pass,

from, spread or stretched

out., {,) to make or

do beforehand : pf. pass, inf-
\, to have happened beforehand, to

If pa.1t, II. 16, 00 ; 18, 1 12 ; 19, 05.'/., , to instruct in the

rudiments of an art. Hence,,, instruc-

tion in the rudiments of an art., -, . {,) great

grayidmother, DlO C,, ,{,/) born

before Tethys, coinic name of an old

woman, with a play on foreg., Cratin.

Incert. 134., to melt beforehand. Hence, ij, a melting beforehand :

esp. a consuming, dub., an oUl, esp. Ep.. form for

•, q. v., freq. in Hom. : in Cretan,. (Never used for .) [], Por. for, II.

24, 110., Dor. for-, II. 5, 879., Dor. for,
II. 10, 347.. Dor. for, .
22, 329.,.-, {,)
to place or set before, set out, esp. of

meals, II. 24, 409, Hes. Th. 537 ; -, Hdt. 1, 207; ifi-, Id. 7, 29 : generally, to hand

to, present to, , Soph. El. 1198:

—so in mid,, to set before one^s self, have

set before one,, Od. 1, 112;, Hdt. 4, 26.-2. to put forth,

expose a child, like, Hdt. 1,

112; so, to expose to danger, '.
Soph. Phil. 268.-3. to set before, set

up as a mark or prize, propose,,
Hdt. 7, 197 ;

', Eur.
Med. 546;, Thuc. 2, 46;. Plat. Phaed. 90

;, Id. Theaet. 196 C ;'', Arist. Pol.:—., Eur. Hipp. 1046 :—also, to set

as a penalty, ./. Id. 3, 44, cf.

82;, Dem. 918, 4 :—gene-
rally, to set, fix,, as a limit, Hdt.

1, 32, 74.—4. in mid., to put forth on

one's own part, display,,
Thuc. 2, 42 : but, . ,
to set before one's self in pity, i. e. com-
passionate, Aesch. Pr. 239 :

—

to vur-

fose to do, c. inf, Plat. Rep. 352 1).

—

I. to set forth, put out publicly, ., to lay out a dead body, let it

lie in slate, Hdt. 5, 8 ; so in mid., Eur.
A!c. 664, Thuc. 2, 34, and ap. Dem.
1071, 1 ; also, -, Hdt. 3, 148 :—motaph.,, they shoued great

sorrow, Hdt. 6, 21 ; and in act.. Soph.
Ant. 1249.—2. esp., to set out wares
for show or sale, Luc. Nigr. 25; cf.

Ba.st Ep. Cr. p. 179..—3. to publish,

make publicly known in any way :

—

also, to propose, bring forward a thing
to be examined and debated, Lat. in

medium afferre, ),', Hdt. 1, 206; 8, 59; also c.

inf., ,,
Hdt. 3, 38; 9, 27; so, . .
Id. 9, 94:—in mid., to appoint an as-

sembly for debating a matter. Soph.
Ant. 160, cf. Hemst. Luc. Necyom.
19:—pass., oi; (>'/.},
speech was not alloued them, Xen.
Hell. 1, 7, 5, cf Aeschm. 36,28.-111.

to put forward, as one foot belore the
other, Eur. Hec. 67;

—

to hold forth,

offer, tender,. Soph. Phil. 942
(but vi'ith v. 1.} —and in

mid., ,.
4, 65 ;

(al -)
Id. 7, 229.—2. to hold out as a prele.xt,

Soph. Aj. 1051.—Cf.—IV.

to put before OX over, ,
Eur. I. "a. 1550, cf. ]. T. 1216: .. Plat. Legg. 723
C ; and in mid., to put before one's self,

Polyb. 1, 33, 9.—2. to prefer one to

another, , Hdt. 3, 53, Eur.
Med. 963 ; . Soph.
. C. 419 ; , Eur. Hipp.
382., {,) to bring

forth before, Hipp.
/'/., to pluck or pluck out be-

fore, or infront.. Dor. for,
Theocr. 3, 29.,, .-,{,) to

honour one before above anolheT,topre-

fer one to another,raa. Hdt. 1 , 86,

Xen., etc. ; also,. .
Plat. Lys. 219 D; . id. Legg.
727 D ; , lb. 777 D.—2. c.

ace. only, to prefer in honour, honour,

esteem, regard, Aesch. Ag. 1415, Eum.
739, Eur., etc. ;—hence in pass., to be

so preferred, Thuc. 6, 9, and Xen.

:

also, (as we
say) to be preferred to public honours,
Id. 2, 37 ; the fut. mid. is used in

pass, signf by Xen. An. 1, 4, 14.—3.

c. gen. only, to care for, take heed of,

reck of, Aesch. Ag. 1672, Eur. Ale. 72
;., Ar. Plut. 883, Dem.

80, 22.-4. c. inf. foil, by 7/..., to wish

rather, prefer,' -
7/, Hdt. 2, 37, cf.

Plat. Legg. 887 : c. inf. only, to

wisli greatly, wish much, care to do or

be. Soph. Tr. 722, Eur. Med. 343

;

strenglh<i., ., Hdt. 3, 21 :

—so, —p. , Ar. Ach. 27.

Hence7, , , an honouring

before others, preference, Thuc. 3, 82
[Ti]

7//7?, verb. adj. from -, one must prefer, c. inf.. Plat.

Criti. 109 A ; tl . Id. Legg.
726 A.11), , , belonging to

preference or precedence.,, 7/, greater honour, pref-

erence., ov, , like^,
earnest-money, Luc. Rhet. Praec.

17., ov, {,) honoured

above, worth more than, tivoc. Xeno-
plian. ap. Ath. 414 t(2. 17^ Bgk.)+,

Plat. Eryx. 393 D ; ., precious

stones, Id. Legg. 947 D,. Dor. for-, Od. 1 1 , 143., , f -, (ir/yi, (-) to help beforehand or first,,
Thuc. 1, 74 :—mid., to revenge ene^s

self. Id. 6, 57., ov. Dor. for rpofoir-

TOf, Manetho.



, dep., only ., only

used in pres. and impf., and never in

the common form-, {-
uai). To look at or upon one, to be-

hold,, Od. 7, 31 ; 23, 365.—II. to

sec with the mind ; hence toforesee,fore-

bode, /j,

or, Od. 5, 389 ; 14,

219:—and so, prob., /}
' -, from thorough

knowledge of thee / for :see it, 11. 22,

356, though others explain it / recog-

nise thee., to prepare before,

Welcker Syll. Ep. n. 183, 24.

Tlporicj, f.- [i], (~, ) to

honour one before another, prefer, ri,

Aesch. kg. 79, Eum. 545 ; ., to deem the one more worthy of

burial than the other, Soph. Ant. 22., ,{-) a cutting

forward.—2. the waist or loins, where
the body is drawn in, 11. 11, 424, Q.

Sui. 6, 374./, , {~,) to

venture before Others :—pass., to be first

ventured Or risked,'-, Thuc. 3, 84.,, ,{-) thefore-

most or upper part of any thing: esp.,

— 1. the face of an a?iimal (whereas- is used of men),'
., Antiph.. 1, 4.—2. an image

reaching down to the middle, a half-fig-

ure, Anth. Plan. 147 :—hence,—3. the

forepart of a ship, Anth. P. 7, 215., to haul up with-. Anth. P. 10, 2 : from, , , two ropes from
the masthead to the bows of a ship, serv-

ing to raise, lower, and stay the mast,

the forestays, -, 11. 1, 434 ;

(sc. ), Od. 2, 425

;

()' •
//, ' -, Od. 12, 409 : later the haul-yards

or ropes to haul up and stay the sail,

Eur. Hec. 114, I. T. 1134:—in sing.,, Aesch. Ag.

897, cf. Mel. 77 ;—where it is usu. in-

terpreted fore-cable.—A neut.,

is also quoted.-, for , and this for, ere this, aforetime, erst,for-
_

merly, Hdt., and Att. ; (sc.), Thuc. 1, 32; cf. A. II., , to demean one's

self in tragic manner beforehand, make
much ado about a thing., , , fitted for urg-

ing on, exhorting, etc., ,
Aeschin. 75, 30 ; . /., Isocr. 1 C.

Adv. -, persuasively, Luc. Somn.
3 : from, f. -, (,) to

make another turn forwards : but in

this literal signf rarely save in pass.,

to turn and go forward, turn towards,

i-l, II. 5, 700 ; ' yaiav ', Od. 11, 18; 12, 381; me-
taph., (aor. mid.

in pass, signf.), to give one's self up to

grief, 11. 6, 336.—11. usu., to turn and

urge forwards, urge on, impel, exhort,

'] T7j ; Soph.. 1193 : c. ace. pers et inf, to urge

one on to do a thing, Hdt. 9, 90, Soph.

Ant. 270, Plat., etc. ; also, ., or , as,.. Plat. Euthyd. 274 ,
307 ; ', Isocr. 16 C, Ly-
curg. 119, 7, etc. ; -, Plat. Legg. 711 :—so,

in mid, much like act., c. ace. pers.

et inf, Aesch. Pr. 990, Soph. O. T.
358 ;' ,,. Mem. 1,4, 1

;

4, 5, 1 ; but in Hdt. 1, 31, c. dupl.

ace, Tu '/J.ov-
xpaTo . Solon
roused the curiosity of Croesus re-

specting Tellus : fm \iass.,(obetirged,

impelled onwards, Xen. Mem. 1, 1, 4t.

— III. in mid. also, like Lat. praever-

tere, to mttstrip, outdo, .
Plut. 2, 624 C—IV. also m mid., to

make a change,?))), Hipp.,
V. Foes. Oecon.— V. m Eur. Hipp.
715 (si vera lectio) it is espl. by the
Schol., to search out, discover., .-, {,)
to nourish, feed before, Alex. Trail.-,, fut.-: aor.

(,) :

—

to run
forward or forth. Xen. An. 4, 7, 10.

—

11. to outrun, overtake,, lb. 5, 2, 4 ;/.' -, isocr. HA: absol., to escape,

Antipho 122 1..3, (,) to bruise

beforehand, Diosc.7-, adv., (,) three

days before, orfor three successive days,

Tiiuc. 2, 34 ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 414.7—ucJ;;!', adv., {)
turned forwards, i. e. headforemost,

headlong ; esp. of flight, tuith headlong

speed, .3, II. 16, 304 ; .. Plat. Symp. 221 C ; -, Pojyb. 12, 4, 4 ; .,
to drive headlong, Plut. Ages. 18:

—

generally, hurriedly, Pind. P. 4, 167.

[d], coUat. form from-., , ,() ex-

hortalion, Plat. Legg. 920 , Anst.
Rhet. 1, 3, 3.— II. impulse, motive,

Arr. An. 5, 28.—Of, , V., Diosc.

Ilporpo^of, ov, , {,) a

fore-wheel., ov, {, Tpvyij) he-

fore the vintage.— II. epith. of Bac-
chus, presiding over the vintage ; also,, Jac. Ach. Tat. p.

491., , , a festival before

the vintage : from,,^^.,, ,= II,

susp. in Ael.^, -, , Arat., and-, ov, , (, ?!) a star on
the right of Virgo, which rises just

before the vintage ; also called-, vindemitor., f. -, (,) to gnaw, nibble beforehandjUipp., f. -, (,) to happen or be before one,

TO, the first thing that came
to hand, Pind. P. 4,61, cf. A p. Rh. 4, 84.—Of, OV, [,) pre-

figured : TO, a model, pat-

tern. Hence7'—, , to for?n or mould be-

forehand, Luc. Paras. 40 :—mid.,-
. to figure to one's self,

conceive, Heliod., f. -, (,)
intr., to press fonvards, break forth,

burst out, , 11. 13,

136 ; 15, 306 ; 17, 262 ; (, Od. 24, 319 ;

so m later Ep,, as Ap. Rh. 1, 953, etc.

— II. in pass.,, driven, urged
on, Aesch. .\g. 132, unless it be taken
immediately from the signf. of,
forsced, Lat. procusum.,, ,()
a model, pattern. [£•],');, etc., for-.},, for-, giving

: surety:—Dor..

/.,,=:/., Stob.,
and Hesych. ; v. /.., to be healthy before, [i]}'•, (, ) to

moisten first, Hipp., for-.,,-, for-., for-, II.',, for-
e/c-., , (,?) to

hark for or 2/1 watching one,,
Alciphr. []'/., contr. for /..^.. . Prunmis, lather

of Bacchis in Corinth, Pans. 2, 4, 4.>, ov, TO, a lum,L•at.ru-
num, also : from, ov, , the plum-tree, hat.
primus : also,., ov, {,)
bearing burdens, a porter.—II. like-, lustful, lewd, Anth. ; cf. Diog.
L. 4, 6., v. sub•., , , ==, The-
ophr.', ov. , and Trpoivof, ,/,=,.'.,-, and -,,
. sub-. ,, . -, {,) to

lead on gradually

:

—mid., to reduce first

under one's power, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 41,

ubi al. TTpofi'TT-., , f. -, (,) to advance to meet, to meet
before, Joseph.

poi'-l••(si,=foeg., Philo., ,{) pre•

existence., /, , a beginning of
kindnesses. aprerious service, Arist. Eth.
N. 9, 2, 5 : from, f. -, (,)
to be beforehand in a thing, to fc'i'i'n

with, make a beginning of, C. gen.,-, Thuc. 3, 40 ; c. dat., .
, Dem. 471, 2 : hence pass.,, =,

benefits formerly received, Dem. 1191,
26.—II. intr., exist before, Thuc. 4,

126, etc. ;, thijigs that

happened before, past events, Dem. 12,

16 ; so too, . Id.

314, 9., (,) to

loosen or weaken beforehand, Heliod.-, for, Horn., f. -, to carry out se-

cretly beforehand., (,-) dep., to go out secretly before, Dio
C., , (.-) to go out secretly beforehand, Luc.
D. Mort. 27, 3., f. -, (,) dep. mid., lo accomplish

secretly beforehand, prob. 1. in Plut. for

TTpofi'Tr. Hence. , , a preparing,

strengthening beforehand, Lat. praemtt-

niiio, esp. as a form of rhetoric, like., (,•) dep., to promise before, Xen. Cyr.
3,3.34.3'?, (,/)
to put under as a foundation, Plut. 2,

966, D, in mid.—Pass., to lie under as

a foundation.~},{,)
mid., to sketch out before, Plut. LucuU.
31., (,
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) to notify, explain beforehand, Aris-

ticl., (, )

dep., to exist before, Plut. Solon. 15,

Id. 2, 678 F ; like II.,3,(,-
V6j) / assume beforehand, Arist. An.
Post. 1, 1,3, Rhet. 2, 21, 15.-, to remind before., dep. mid., to

write remarks before., to strew under be-

fore.•), (,) to

suspect or guess before, Joseph., (,) to

draw from under before, Geop., ,()^^, Diosc., to strew or pitt

under before.(;>, /, , preparation of
woolfor dyeing ; v.)., (,) to

cut away from under before, Heliod., to set under before

:

•— mid., to suppose or assume before-

hand., , (,)
to guess or suspect before, Dio C.-, , (,)
* make an outline of beforehand, Philo.), to indicate beforehand., to flee or escape se-

cretly beforehand., ov, contr. for,
q• ^-

, ^ s, contr. for (as

it is written in Arist. Rhet. 1, 1, 10),

for a work or object ; hence, of any
thins; serviceable, ivorth the attainment,

prnfilahle, useful, Tt ,
something useful, Ar. Plut. 023 ; ovoiv. (), it's no good, Aniloc. 22, 20

;. , Ar. Eccl. 784 ; .
, to make a step to-

wards gaining one's end, Xen. Hell.

7, 1, 10, Plat. Meno 84 :—also as

adv., serviceably, conveniently, . '-, to be of service, Eur. I. 1 . 309,
of. Hel. 1379 ; .,,
Plat. Theaet. 197 A, Rep. 370 C, etc.

— II. hence compar.',
a, ov, more serviceable, useful, import-

ant ;' (or -pa), it

is of greater importance. Plat. Gorg.
458 C, Ar. Lys. 20 ; . ,
to deem of more consequence, Thuc. 3,

109 ;—superl., , ov :

but the form is dub.

—The compar. and superl. are used

almost wholly in neut. : but in Di-

narch. 104, 44, we find-
pa., , fi, Prnsa, a large city

of Bithynia. ;}
' 7-, Strab.

p. 563 ; also called : b,, an inhab. ofPrusa, Id., v. sub., ov. 6, Pmsias, a king
of Bithynia, Polyb. 4, 47, 7 ; etc.,,-. for-., for, Od., , (,) to

' draw from under before : . 77/)' -
'/., to have the assembly held be-

fore another's arrival, Aeschin. 36, 5., to snatch away be-

forehand.

['7-, V. sub./. (,) to

put under before.—11. pass. C. aor. 2
act., to exist before, like

II ; , pre-existent

things, proh. 1. M. Anton, for-,,,,
for-, Horn.
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, inf. aor.()
of, to eat before., (,) to bring

forth to tight, show forth, manifest, -
paa, Od. 12, 394 ; /),
Pitid. I. 8 (7), 123 ; ovpavC) -,
Soph. El. 753 : esp., to show forth by

word, declare. Id. Tr. 324, etc. : to pro-

pose as a prize, ?., Xen. Cyr.

2, 1, 23:— pass., to be shown forth,

come to light, appear, Od. 13, 169, and
freq. in Att., as Soph. Ant. 1150, Eur.
Hipp. 1228 ; c. inf ,oi'(5f', there was not light enough for

us to see, Od. 9, 143; also in part,

aor. pass,,, stepping

forward and appearing, 11. 8, 378, Od.
24, 100 ; , II. 24, 332 ; pf.

pass., , all came
into sight, 11. 14, 332 ;, prizes delivered beforehand, v. 1.

Hes. Op. 053 (v.) : also

metaph., to be plainly heard,. Soph. Phif. 202.— II. to show
beforehand, foreshow, esp. of oracles

and divine revelations, Hdt. 1, 210;
3, 65 : metaph., to shoiv a hope or pros-

pect beforehand, i. e. promise. Hot. 7,

101 ; also foil, by o/cwf.•—and in pass.,

and mid., to show itself or appear be-

fore, Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 12.—111. seem-
ingly intr., to give forth light, shine

forth, ,
Od. 9, 145 : to hold a light before one,

Plut. Cicer. 32 ; also of a torch. Id.

Solon 21 ; 6, torch-bear-

er. Id. Cat. Min. 41., , , clearness, dis-

tinctiiess. [a], , to manifest before-

hand., ,() showing
itself first or from afar, Xen. Cyr. 4,

2, 15:—metaph., quite plain clear,

Plat. Rep. 530 D ; or roij-, openly, Thuc. 2, 93 ; 3, 43 :—very famous or renowned, Manetho.
—II. (from pass.) appearing beforehand.

Adv. -., , ,()
putting forward, advice, instigation,

Soph. Tr. 002, e conj. Dind.,,,=^., ov, () like, appearing at a distance, far-

seen, hencefarfamed, . ', Pind. . 1, fin.— II.' fore-

shoum, psp. by an oracle, Hdt. 5, 63,

Soph. Tr. 1159.— III. surname of

Neptune, Lye. 522.,, 6,^=.', f. -,[-) dep. mid., to set up as a pretext or

excuse, allege by way of excuse, C. acc,
Theogn. 935, Thiic. 5, 54 ;

., Plat. Rep. 474 :

—

absol., tc make excuses, Ar. Lys. 750,

Thuc. 1,90:—in aor. pass.,-, to be pretended, be a pretence,

Thuc. 8, 33.—II. to bring a pretended

charge against, C. dat. et inf, Plat.

Menex. 240 A., gen. Ion. , :—
strictly, that ivhich appears ; and so,

that which is alleged to cover the real

state of the case, an apparent cause, rea-

son, motive, a pretext, colour given to a

thing, first in "Theogn. (v. infra) ; also

in plur., Hdt. 6, 80: sometimes of a

real cause, as -, Thuc.
1,23; 6,0;, Isae. 48, 28;, Xen. Hell. 6, 4, 33 ; cf Pind.
P. 4, 56 :—but mostly in bad sense,
like, a mere pretext, a pre-

tence, excuse, shuffle, shift, Hdt., etc.
;

-, Thuc. 3, 39.— Con-
struct. : rrp., the pretext or pre-

tencefor a thing, Hdt. 1, 29, etc. : as

gen. absol., , Hdt. 4,

135 ; so, absol. in acc,,
pretendedly . as one pretends or says, II.

19, 262, 302, Hdt. 5, 33, Ar. Eq. 466,
Thuc. 3, 111, etc.; in Att. strictly,

.., , but

is freq. omitted and used
alone, Eur. Bacch. 221, Wolf Dem.
Lept. p. 270 ;

— so,

and , by way of excuse,

Theogn. 323J Hdt. 7, 150 ; -, Hdt. 2, 161 ; ,
Hdt. 4, 145 ; , Anti-
pho 143, 6 ; , Hdt. 1,

29 ; , to make an ex-

cuse, 'I'heogn. 364 ; .,, to put forward an ex-

cuse, Hdt. I, 156; 8, 3; .-, Ar. . 581 ; , Hdt. 6,

86;, Plat. Crai. 421 D; -, Antipho 137, 8, etc. ; -
.., to allege that.., Hdt.

6, 133 ;, gives tliem an excuse for not
going, Plat. Rep. 469 C ; but, .

, to have or use as an excuse,

Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 27 ; . ,
Ep. Plat. 349 D; elliptically,, no excuse, no shuflling, Ar.
Ach. 345 ; so in plur., ,
Alex. Leb. 2, 1, cf Erf Sopn. Ant.

577 ; , -, to lay hold of a pretext, Hdt. 3,

36 ; 6, 49, 94.— 2. an occasion, cause of
a thing, freq. in Hipp. : esp. the su-

perficial obvious cau.se, opp. to the
deeper and more real, v. Foes. Oe-
con.. and cf Hdt. 4, 79.—For Soph.
Tr. 662, V. sub.—II. Pind.
personifies, as daughter of', P. 5, 36(-

comes from : not, as
Schneider takes it, from).
Hence, , , serving for a
pretext, LXX., ov,() like, shown forth, renowned,
Pind. O. 8, 21.—U. foreshown.,. Dor. for-., () :— strictly,

carried before or first, placed before or

at the head ; preferred, excellent, •., before all Others, Hes. Sc. 260

:

—Horn, only uses compar.,-, c. dat. rei,, -, Od. 8, 128 ; 21, 134'; also

c. mf.,, II. 10,

352 :—the superl., as
V. 1. Od. 8, 128 (ubi Wolf -) ; but it is used absol. in Hes. to sig-

nify most advanced in age, oldest, like, Theog. 79, 361 ,777:— la-

ter.we have a compar.and superl.,^-,, Soph. . C.
1531, Fr. 399 ; and, in

Or. Sib.—II. looking older than one is,

forward, precocious, Heind. and Stallb.

"Plat. Euthyd. 271 B, cf. Aeschin. 7,

35 :
— also of trees or plants, bearing

before their time, and of young persons,

having sexual inttrcourse before the time,

precocious. Iambi., and Porphyr.

—

Poet. word. Adv. -., f. , aor. 1 •
: aor. 2 (Thuc.

5, 17) : in Hom. only pres. and impf,
an nnusu. 3 sing. subi. pres.-, as if from, a form in . onlv in

11. 9, 323, cf. Buttm.. Ausf. Gr. (j'l06

Anm. 7, (, ). To bring before

one. bring to, give, present, , II.

9,323; 17,121.-2. esp. of words, |., to throw reproaches in

his teeth, II. 2, 251 ; and so, .
, throw in one's teeth, bring forward,

allege, esp, in the way of reproach or



objection, Lat. objicere, exprobrare, .
3, 64, Hdt. 1, 3, Dem. 576, 13, etc. :—
but also simply to utter,,,
Eur. Supp. 600, Med. 189; so, .
Alyivav, to proclaim it as their

country. Find. I. 5 (4), 55 : ., to propose. Plat. Legg. 812 C ;

and so in mid.. Id. Phil. 57 A. Poiyb.,

etc. : to bringforward, qiwte, Thuc. 5,

26 ; , putting for-

ward her authority, Aesch. Ag. 201.

—

3. c. inf., of an oracle, to order, com-
mand, Hdt. 5, 63 :—gen. absol.,-, if it were commanded
one to do so, Aesch. Ag. 964.—II. to

bringforward, show, display,.,
II. 10, 479 ; , to show,

i. e. engage in rivalry, Od. 6, 92 ; -\ -, to declare war against

one, Hdt. 7, 9, 3 : so in mid.,-, to offer quar-

rel to one's host, Od. 8, 210, cf. 11. 3,

7.— III. to bear on or away, to carry off,

sweep away, of a storm, 11. 6, 346, Od.
20, 64.—iV. metaph., to forward a

man on his way ; and so, generally,

to advance further, assist, Lat. proferre,

promovere, . Tivi ,, for, etc., to further

on the road, in the work, Hes. Op.
577 ; Ttp. , to conduce, help to-

wards gaining an object, Thuc. 1 , 93

:

—pass., to increase, wax-, grow.—V.

intr., to surpass, excel another in some-
thing, , as —

otuv, cotton wool surpassing

sheep's wool in beauty and goodness,
Hdt. 3, 106 ; -', 6,127, cf. Thuc. 2,

89 ; so too, . , Eur.
Med. 1092 ; cf. Pind. P. 2, 159.—
Hence, q. v., cf.., f. -, aor.-

(as mostly in Horn.) (,-) :

—

to flee forwards, flee away, II.

11, 340, Aesch. Fr. 64.—II. c. ace, to

flee from, shun, avoid,,,,, II. 14, 81,

Od. 22, 325. etc. : ., to avoid

debts, Hes. Op. 645 : Ep. 2 sing. opt., Od. 1. c., to say beforehand, foretell.>7/, (,) to spread
a report, Dio C., =, Mane-
tho., , ,() the

office or gift of prophecy, Plut. Felop.
17, Luc, etc. :

—

prophecy, N. T.—II.

an expounding of scripture, public in-

struction, preaching, K. T., , , the sanctuary

of a prophet, Eccl. : from, Dor.- : f. --

—

to be a, or interpreter

of the gods,,, -
' . Find. Fr. 118: to

declare in the name of a god, interpret

or expound his word,, Hdt. 7, 111 (where some
propose to write 6 ., cf. Eur.
Ion 413) ; ,
Plat. Phaedr. 244 D :

—

to prophesy.—
II. to instruct publicly, preach, N. T.
(Though there is no simple,
the augm. is prefixed even to the root

itselt,,,
etc.), , 6, Dor.

[] ; {) ' — strictly, one who
speaks for another, esp. one who speaks

for a god, and intrets his will to

man, a pmphet, first m Hdt. 8, 36, 37,

etc ; so Tiresias is called -.
Jove's interpreter, Pind. N. 1, 91 ; so
of Apollo, -, Aesch. Eum. 19, cf. Id.

Fr. 79, Virg. Aen. 3, 252 ; Avhile the

Pythia was in her turn or

of Apollo, Hdt. 8, 36

;

then agam the is the inter-

preter of the words of the inspired, Aesch. Ag. 1099, Ar. Av. 972,

cf. Plat. Tim. 72 A : so also, poets

are called'. inter-

preters of the Muses, Plat. Phaedr.
262 D ; cf.,,, and v. Valck. Hdt. 7, HI:
—generally, proclaimer, as the bowl
is called , Pind. .
9, 120 ; and the cicada .,
Anacreont. 32, 11.—2. not till later in

our sense of a prophet or seer,—-
(q. v.) being the classical word

for this.—II. in N. T., and Eccl., an
interpreter of scripture, a preacher.,^^, Hipp., ,, iqf or proceeding

from the prophets,-f prophetic, N. T.
Adv. -, Luc. Alex. 60.,, fern, from-, a prophetess, Eur. Ion 42, 321., ov, {,) prophet-slaying, Eccl., ov,{, -) bearing prophets, Philo., ov,(,'}) uttered by prophets., ov. ,{,)=. Eccl.^,, , poet, for-, Manetho., adv. from sq., Nonn., a, ov, anticipating, [a] :

from, f.- and --
(,) :

—

to outrun, antici-

pate, c. ace, Aesch. Ag. 1028, Plat.

Rep. 500 A : also c. part., -, Ar. Eccl. 884 : absol.,

to be beforehand, Eur. Phoen. 1385.,,, later form for-
Diod., , , Prophthasia, a

city of Drangiana, Strab. p. 514., ,() anticipa-

tion., dep. mid. to speak

before. Hence, , a speaking before., , ov, dead or killed

before, Aiith. P. 7, 184. (A compd. of

the part,, for no pres.-
occurs.), , (, ?.3-) to open a vein before, Alex.

Trail.,(,) as pass.,

with fut. mid., tofear beforehand, fear
at the thought of, , Aesch. Supp. 1045,
Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 24. Hence, ,, apt to fear be-

forehand, Arist. Rhet. 2, 13, 7., f. -, (, -) to purify before, Nonn.—II. to

foretel, prophesy. Hence3,, . prophecy., , ,() bring-

ing forward, utterance,, Hdn.
1, 8, 12 ; cf. Wyttenb. Plut. 2, 41 A

:

— }=
?.. lb. 777 .—II. a public reproach, re-

buke, Polyb. 9, 33, 13., , collat. form of-:—mid., in weav-
ing, to carry oti the web by passing the

weft to andfro across the warp (which
process is called) : hence
metaph. to run to and fro, Xen. Cyn.
6, 15; ., Ar. . 4; cf. Mei-
neke Com. Fr. 2, p. 738., , ,( )
belonging to utterance, uttered, opp. to

h- (cf. fin), Plut. 2,

777 C, 973 A.

, ov, , {) sc., the li<juid in which the unborn foe-
tus floats, Arist. H. A. 7, 7. 3., adv., f. 1. for •, II.,,,()
fence placed in front, and 5=-, metaph., Polyb. 9, 35, 3,

etc., f. -, (,) to

foretel. Hdt. 1, 120 (where ischweigh.
lakes it=,, speak
out boldly) : in part, pf pass,-

/., Hes. Op. 653, where
Herm. prefers,\)\ cf.

Ap. Rh. 3, 1315., Ep. fem.,=7rpo^ptav,
well-inclined, kindly, gracious, 11. 10,

290, Od. 5, 161, etc.: others take it

having forethought, thoughtful. (No
doubt from)., Att.-, to fortify be-

fore or in front., f. -, (,-) to consider before, Hipp., ace. to

Coray.,, , , (,,) stuctly
,
withforward soul, Lat.

propenso animo, hence well-wishing,

kindly, gracious, willing, ready, glad to

do a thing, usu. joined with a verb,, 11. 1, 77; -
14, 1, etc. ; so, —p. /^,, Pind.. 5, 150, . 5. 41 ;-, Id. . 4,

73(3, 61); /,,
Aesch. Cho. 1063, cf. Soph.. 1380;—eager, earnest, , II. 8,

23, 40 ; 10, 244 ; 24, 140, where others
take It, steadfast, resolute :—in Od. 14,

406 it is ironical, , oh
yes ! earnestly would I pray to Jupi-

ter !—II. Ep. adv., readily,

willingly, gladly,,,
II. 5, 810 ; 17, 224 :—later,, Pind. P. 2, 29 ; e7rt(5tiv, Aesch.
Supp. l,cf Cho. 478./., , ,()
a guard in front, outpost, ai ., the

outposts, videttes, piquets, Xen. Cyr.
3, 3, 25, etc. ; oiu, on
guard, Thuc. 4, 30.—11. a guarding,

guard, Polyb. 5, 95, 5 : watching,

watch, LXX.— 111. a preservative, amu-
let, Diosc. Hence,, , -,
guard-ship, Thuc. 1, 117./., verb. adj. from-, one must guard before, Plut./., , ,(/.-) belonging to or fit for guarding ;

precautionary./.,, , (.)
an advanced guard : , =:, Thuc. 3, 112, Xen.
An. 2, 4, 15, etc.—II. the officer on
guard, Aen. Tact.—Also ., Era-
tosth. [], , caution : [] from, Att. - ; . -
(,/) :

—to keep guard before,

to guard a place or house, c. ace,,. Hom.. 538 (in the rare Ep. im-
perat. form, for-, cf Buttm. Catal. s. v. -), cf. Xen. Mem 2, 7, 14 : also,, to keep guard
over a person or place, Hdt. 8, 92 ;

and c. gen., Xen. Hier. 6, 10: also

absol., to be on guard, keep watch. Hdt.
7, 179, Ar. Ach. 1146, Thuc. 2, 93.—
Mid., to guard one's self, Thuc. 6. 38 :

esp. to guard against, to be on one^s

guard against, Lat. cavere, c. ace, Hdt
7, 176, cf. 130, Xen. Hell. 5, 3, 5 : ab-

sol. Hdt. 1, 185.
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,, , dough knead-
ed beforehand, Eratosth. ap. Alh. 140
A : Irom{(, , (, <1>) to mix
up or knead beforehand,/.—II nie-

taph., Aoyor.the speech
is already kneaded, Ar Av. 4C2 ;

(as we say)

there's a inisciiief 6reuii«j lor me, Ar.

Thesm., 75. Hence, , , kneaded before-

hand, ., a well-kneaded barley-

loaf, Hipp., , , {,) case

for the pipe ofa bellows ; cf.., ,{-) a germ, bud,

knot, Hipp; v. Foes. Oecon., {-,) to plant

before: metaph., to produce, engender.

Soph. El. 199..(,)generate before:

—pass., with aor. 2 act., to be born or

be before aLnother,. Soph. Aj. 1291., , f. -,(,)
to utter, say declare beforehand, Acsch.
Ag. 882, Euin. 400.— 11. to command
publicly, , Aesch. Pers. 303 ; c.

dat. et inf.. Soph. Aj. 1089.. dep. mid., strictly, to

give way beforehand., {,) to push out

one's mouth and open it uide :—explain-

ed by Eusl.8=^ ; cf.'., (,) to rejoice

beforehand. Plat. Phileb. 39 D : but,

—II. in 3 imperat.,, far
be it from me! away with it! Aesch.
Ag. 251 ; cf. V'l. 2.7, {, ?!) to

forge btforehand, Aesch. Cho. 047.,, , a pretext. Call. Cer.

73, Fr.' 26. (Cf. ->.) [],, , like -, an outline, pattern., Att. - ; f. -
{,):— to engrave, carve

before : hence, to make an outline or

plan by lightly engraving., dep. mid., to gratify

before., , a previous

thanksgiving, a festival of Minerva,
celebrated by all Athen. magistrates

at the beginning of spring, . B., ov, TO, {) the

projecting part of the lip. [i J, ov, with prominent lips :

TO peov,=:{oreg., f.-,(,)
to go into winter quarters before.— II. oi

the weather, in be wintry, stormy before,

Arist. Probl. 26, 8, 4. Hence, , previous stormy

weather, Plin., f. I. for sq., Schiif. Mel.

p. 15 :—mid., to purpose,

Ti, Stob. Eel. 2, p. 40., f. -, (,)
to put into the hand ; dub. in act. ;

—

though we find several pass. ])artici-

ples in pass, signf , to be taken in hand,

undertaken, -
'. Plat. Legg. 643 A ; to be prepar-

ed, -, Dem. 85, 7.—2. to be proposed as

examples, ' -, Arist. Categ. 5, 6, cf. Top.
1, 14, 1.—3. to be elected before, -', Polyb. 3, 106, 2.— II.

Most usu. however as dep. mid.,-, to take into one's hand, and
so to make ready, prepare for one's self,

At. Eccl. 729, Dem. 45, 10 : hence, to

have in use, make use of, Isocr. 184 A :

to make trial of, Arist. Categ. 8, 31.

—

2. to choose, elect, , Polyb. 3, 100,

C; , 3, 44, 4.-3. c. inf., to de-
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temiine to do, Id. 3, 40, 2.— 4. -
or , to finish

the discussion o/ a subject, Arist. Coel.

1, 5, 5, Meteor. 3, 0, 15., ov. {,) at hand,

close to. Soph. El. 1116: hence, at

hand, handy ready, Aesch. Pr. 54 ;

esp. of a drawn sword, So[)h Phil.

747, Eur. Hel. 1564, Xen. Cyi. 4, 2,

32; . , Thuc. 4, 34, Plat.

Phaed. 61 B, etc. ; .
Plat. Phaed. 61. 13 ; -, Doin. 700, 10 ; u'l.
7/, Plat. Phil. 45 .—2. ready,

easy, comynon, joined with ',
Plat. Theaet. 147 A ;() it is easy, c. inf.. Id. Soph. 251

; Tu ., opp. to , Arist.

Metaph. 1, 2, 9 ; , easily,

Diod. : 7", levity, lldn.

—

3. of persons, c. int., ready to do, Soph.
El. 1494; so,., readyJor flight,

Eur. H. F. 101.— li. Adv. -,^-
hand, readily,,,
Plat. Synip. 204 D, Ale. 2, 144 1) :

thoughtlessly, Acschin. 4, 4 : rashly,

Polyb. 5. 7. 2.—Compar.-, id.

1,21, 5. Hence7/, , . readiness,

esp. in handling a subject, Sext. Emp.
p. 268., , {,-) to choose or elect before, Plat.

Legg. 705 B, Dem. 703, 18., , (,-
}'f(j) to perform before, Joseph.,. ,() that

which IS poured forth : generally, de-

posit, Anst. Part. An. 2, 1, 22., poet, collat. form of sq.,

Dion. P. 52., f.-, (, ) to

pour forth or forward, >, voup, II.

21, 219, H. A p. 241 ; '-, to pour in three parts /irs/, Hcs.
Op. 594 ; , Hdt. 7,

192, Critias, 17 :—metaph., . -
th'/r, V. 1. Hes. Th. 83 ; , Pmd. P.

10. 87 (cf.) :—pass., to pour on or

forth, metaph. of large bodies of men
pouring over a plain, -, II. 2, 465; cf. 15, 300; 21,' 6.

Cf. and., adv., the day before yester-

day. Hence. ], , belonging to the

day before yesterday.\, adv.,{,) like,
with the knees forward , i. e. kneeling, on

one's knees,', fall-

ing on her knees, II. 9, 570 :—metaph.,' , may they
be brought upon their knees, (i. e.

brought low) and perish, II. 21, 4G0

;

so, , Od. 14, 09;—just

as Hdt. uses , 6,

27, cf. I. fin.—From ignomnce
of the true signf., was after-

wards used as8>'=',. Kh.
1, 1118; 2,249.^?}, , ?),{) a pouring

out: almost always in plur.,
the mouth of a river, II. 17, 263, Od. 5,

453, etc., Solon 22, Acsch. Supp.
1025, etc. ;

?., Pind. P. 4, 35;—the sing, in

Hes. Op. 755:—generally, the bed of
a river, a stream, Aesch. Fr. 178., ,,=.. Rh.,
Anth. ; cf. Lob. Paral. 379., Att... ov,

TO, dim. from, Cratin. Pyt.

10, Stratt. Lemn. 1; cf. Pors. Eur.
Hec. p. li., , , dim. from -. 8.=. a chamber-pot, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 8, 10, cf. Ath. 496 C—11.=, A. B.

, , Att. contr. -, :
helerog. dat pi., like ^,, as if of third dec!, (v. Dind.
Eur. ion 435, Ar. Nub. 272, Piers.
Moer. p. 296): ace. pi., Xen.
Cyr. 5, 2, 7, Ael. . A. 5, 23: (-). vesselfor pouring out, a jug,
pitcher, vase, esp. ewer Jor pouring wa-
ter upon the hands of guests, Ireq. ia
Hoin. (esp. in Od.), also Hes. Th. 785,
Eur., etc., II. cc. ;—so also the icine-

jug from which the cup-bearer jjours

"into the cups, Od. 18, 397., (,) to go or
dance before in a chorus, ., to

lead a or festive band, Eur.
Phoen. 797., ov, 6, Prochorus, one
of the seven deacons of the church at

Jerusalem, N. T. Act. 6, 5.,, v. sub -.. collat. form of-. Plat. Critj. Ill B.. (,) dep.,

to use before, Ari.st. de Xenocr. 1, 8., (,) to smear be-

fore ; . , to smear or rub with

a thing, Soph. Tr. 096. cf. Luc. Alex.
21. [/], ,(,) to pre-

cede in order of lime, Clem. Al., ov, (,) pre-

ceding in time, previous, Luc.\,, ,() wine
that flows from the grape without
pressing, Lat. vinum protropum.—II.

= sq.-, , () a pouring

out, also of dry things, as,./ /,
deposition of mud by water, alluvial

soil, Lat. alluvies, Hdt. 2, 5, cf. 12;., Opp. . 1, 116: also,,
where^ must be
taken as a simple verb,= 7rpoe;(;tt. Hdt.
1, 100, cf. sq.. , (sc. ),=-, Eur. . 803, 1. . 1112, 1472,. Rh. I, 425.— II. any thtn<; thrown
about, esp. thrown to persons in token
of respect and honour, as flowers, gar-

lands, ribands, etc., Lat. missilia : also
largesses scattered among the people,

Pint. Dio 29. [fi]
_/;, 7, , Prochyta, an Ital-

ian island on the coast of Campania,
now Procida, Strah. p. 123.. , ,{)=-, jug or pitcher, Ion ap. Ath.
403 ; esp. an urn, to pour lustral

libations from, Eur. I. A. 955., ij, ,() poured
in front or before, poured or scattered

upon.—II. ;;'^'''/, jv.-.,̂ ov, {,) very

lame or halt, Luc. Ocyp. 140.,, ,()
earth thrown up OTuashed before a place,

a dam, v. 1. Strab. for-., al, the hips, Lat. os coc

cygis, (cf.), Archipp. Rhin. 2., f.-, (,-) to deposit mud before, Plut. 2,

002 D. ^, , f.-, (,)
to go or come forward, advance, Soph.
Phil. 148, etc. ; also of time, Xen.
Cyr. , 7, 1 ; of power, to advance, be-

come greater, Hdt. 7, 50. 2 ; ,
Thuc. 1, 10.— II. metaph. of umlerta-

kings, wars, and the like, to go on in

a certain way, Lat, trnnsigi, Xen.
Cyr. 2, 3, 10 : esp. to go on well, suc-

ceed, prosper, thrive, Hdt. 8, 108, Thuc.
6, 103 ; TU . Id. 5,

54: also, ., Eur. Heracl. 486:



hence impers., , it goes

on well lor me, / have success, usu.
with a negat., oi ov —-. when he could not succeed by
craft, Hdt. 1, 20, cf. 84, Thuc. 1, 109,

etc. : also, ., as
much as is convenient, Xen. Cyr. 3, 2,

29, cf. Schneid. An. 1, 9, 13 : absol. in

part., -, when things went on well for

them. Id. Hell. 5, 3, 27 :—rarely in

bad sense, to turn out, ,
Polyb. 5, 29, 1.—III. to come forward
to spenk, . , tn come out

in front of the rest, Dinarch. 110, 7.

—

IV. to be excreted, Lat. excenii, Arist.

H. A. 8, 5, 6. Hence,, , progress.—
II. refuse, excrement, LXX.,, ,{) a
going on or advancing, precession, v. 1.

Plat. Tim. 40 C, for-. Hence, ], , conducive to,

advancing, prospering., , ,() a
throwing up a dam or bank before, a de-

posit, of rivers, Plut. 2, 941 B., {,) dep.

mid. :

—

to determine before, Dio C.'. (,) to

whisper before, Eumath., . -, to cool before.—II.

to dry before., ,, belonging to a pre-

lude ; opp. to., ov, , {,) a pre-

lude, overture.—. short verse before a
L•nzer one, Hephaest. : opp. to., dub. 1., , f.- and- :

or.ou,b\lta.\sOpa,contr.
inf., dub. in Anth. P. 12, 206,

(. ). To push forward or lo

the front, push Or ttrge on. Plat. Pliaed.

84 D: ., rush on, Xen.
Cyn. 10, 10.— II. to push off or away,
a wrestling term.],, (, 5?.) destroy-

ed or ruined beforehand, 7,
.. Dem. 395, 7, cf. 332, 22: cf. sub/., , ,{)
previous oath., (.,) dep.
mid. : buy beforehand, Inscr. ap. Vil-

lois. Iliad. Proleg. p. Iv., ov, , (,)
the Roman praenomen. [], ov, (,) with
a praenomen, Nonn., ,=, Nonn.
TopLv,\.,predeterminate-

ly, Clein. Al., ov, (,) before the

time, untimely, Plut. 2, 101 F.,, .() apush-
iiig away, Arist. Mund. 4, 31., ov, 6,() one that

pushes forward Or away : hence— II.

piece of wood standing out so as to keep

bodies from striking against others, a
fender, Aen. Tact. 32. Hence, ?}, , pushing forward
or away. Adv. -, Sext. Emp. p.

047., , , usu. explained
of heavy-armedfoot-soldiers, II. 5, 744

;

15, 517 ; opp. to chiefs lighting from
chariots, 11. 11, 49 ; 12, 77, Hes. Sc.
193.—Herm. explains it 5=•

(cf. -), Opusc. 4, 286-
291.—2. later as ady, close, inmasses,
like foot-soldiers, Opp.—Cf sq./,. , a dance in armour,
armed dance, like, Call. Jov.

52, Dian. 240. A Cyprian word, no
doubt akin to foreg. (On the deriv,,

V. Heins. Sil. Ital. 3, 347.) [vj

', b, Prylis, a seer, son of
Mercury, Plut.,, , , in Ion. and Horn.] (which form however was
also used by Att. poets, to make a
long syll.. Soph. Phil. 482, Ar. Vesp.
399, cf. Elmsl. Heracl. 19, Ellendt
Lex. Soph.):— strictly, fern, from

(sub.vaif), the hindmost part

of a ship, the stern, poop, Lat. puppis,
Ireq. in Horn., who also oft. has it in

full, , (where we might
expect the accent, oxyt.) as,, . 15, 435;/, 7, 383 ; -

( going before ) 8, 475
;

though he also has , Od.
13, 84, etc. :—then in Hdt. and Att.

Special phrases :

—

-
(v. sub and) ; -, of a fair wind, Soph. Phil. 1451,

cf. Theocr. 22, 10, and.—Ships
were generally fastened to land by
the stern, hence, ,
Eur. Hec. 539 ; cf.,-.—. metaph., . 7., the

Acropolis, Aesch. Supp. 344 : but also
of the vessel of the state. Id. Theb. 2,

760 ; cf. 2.—III. the hind-

most part of any kind of body, Valck.
Hdt. 8, 84; so., the foot of
mount Ossa, Seidl. Eur. El. 443 ; cf..—Opp. to. Hence, u, ov, of a ship's stern,

Opp. H. I, 191, Anth. P. 10, 16., , Prymneus, name of a
Phaeacian in Od. 8, 112, from-, as almost all their names are con-
nected with ships ; cf., . Ion. and Horn, for-
va, q. V., adv. from,from
the ship's stern, II. 15, 716, Aesch.
Theb. 920, Eur. I. T. 1349 :-, of a fair wind, Erin-
na ap. Ath. 283 D., a, ov,() : of a
.ship's stern,, Eur. H. F. 479

:

, (sc.,),
ropesfrom a ship's stern to fasten her
to the shore, steryi-cables, Lat. relina-

cula iinuis, freq. in Hom. (esp. in Od.),., -, 11. 1, 436 ; Od. 9,

137; opp. to .,?,
Od. 2, 418. etc. Cf., also, I, fin., ov, 6, () the

steersman, whose place is at the stern :

—metaph., , (as we
say) pilot of the state, Aesch. Eum.
16 ; ., lb. 765 ; cf..—II. as masc. adj.=, e. g., Eur. Med. 770:
—of a fair wind, Ap. Eh., ,,^,
Ath., adv.^pvvv,from
the stern or from behind.—II. from the

lower end or bottom, hence like Lat.
funditus, utterly, root and branch, -, etc., Aesch. Theb. 71, 1056,
nisi legend,, cf Call. Del.
35 : cf., but also-, III., of',, the lower part, end,., II. 5, 339 ;. at thefar end of the ago-
ra, Pind. P. 5, 125:—strictly neut.
from sq., , , the hindmost, last,

undermo.it, Horn. ; ,
the end of the arm (where it joins the
shoulder), II. 13, 532; 10, 323; .,. -,7,. ?.,.-, in all which cases it means the

end o/"the limb next the body, the root, II.

5, 232 ; 19, 705 ; 16, 314, Od. 17, 504

:

—hence, ?,
to cut off the wood at the root, II. 12,
149 ; , the bottom of a
spear-head (where it joins the shaft),

11. 17, 618 ; , broad at

base, opp. to (which fol-

lows), 11. 12, 440: superl.-, Od. 17, 463:—for ,
V. sub : also, cf.-, .
The adj. is rare save in Ep. (Ace.
to E. M., from,, akin to.), ov,(,) oc-

cupying the ship's stern, like -•. — II. detaining the fleet,,
Eur. El. 1022, cf. Aesch. Ag. 188, sq.^,, . Prymno, a daugh-
ter of Oceanus and Tethys, Hes. Th.
350.,, ,(,)
the bottom, foot of a mountain, 11. 14,

307 :—formed like, cf.-, fin.,, Ion.-,, (-) :
—the prytaneia Or presidency,

at Athens a period of 35 or 30 days,
about l-lOth of a year, during \vhich
theprytanes ofeach7. in turn presid-
ed in \\&7. and, (v.-.). The first six in the year con-
sisted of 35, the last four of 36 days, or
(in the intercalary year of the Metonic
cycle) the former of 38, the latter of 39
days, Herm. Pol. Ant. (^ 127, 6. Thus
the days of the presidencies were count-
ed as our days of the month : hence,, by presidencies, i. e.

every 35 or 36 days, Lys. 183, 27,
Dein. 1353, 23, cf. Clinton F. H. 2,
Append. 19, p. 388, sqq.— II. any pxib-

lie office held by rotation for given pe-
riods : hence in Hdt. 6, 110, ., Ihe chief command for the day,
held by each general in turn., Ion. -, ov, :() :

—

the presidents' hall, town-
hall, a public building in Greek cities,

Hdt. 1, 146 ; 3, 57, Thuc. 2, 15, etc.

:

the Prytaneum was consecrated to
Hestia or Vesta (Pind. N. 11, 1), to
whom a perpetual fire was kept burn
ing in it, which in colonies was orig.

brought from the Prytaneum of the
mother city ;—at Athens also called, being the hall in which the
Prytanes for the time being and some
other magistrates had their meals,
and entertained at the public cost
foreign ambassadors, etc., Ar. Ach.
125, Dem. 350, 24; citizens also of
high public merit, and the children
of those who fell in battle were often
rewarded by a seat at this public ta-
ble, ,-, Ar. Pac. 1084, Plat. Apol. 36 D,
Dem. 414, 9, etc. (cf sub) :

—
cf. Liv. 41, 20, penetrale urbis, ubt pub-
lice, quibus is houos dalus est, vescuntur,
and Herm. Pol. Ant. ^^ 127 : hence,
Plato calls Athens to . '/'7, Protag. 337 D.— 11.

law-cojirt at Athens, -, oi, Dem. 645, 15, Plut.
Solon 19.—III. -, sums
of money deposited by both parties to a
laiv-suit before the suit began, Lat. sa-
cramentum, Ar. Nub. 1136. 1 180, etc. :

the losing party not only forfeited his
own deposit, but had to repay the
winner : the sum differed in amount
ace. to the importance of the cause
the proportions are given by Bucki
P. E. 2, 64, Herm. Pol. Ant. ^ 140
hence, , tc

make this deposit against one, i. e.

bring an action against, Lat. Sacra-
mento aliquem provocare, Ar. Nub.
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1 136, etc. ; so,, for -, lb. 1191; ., to

pay this deposit, Dem. 1158, 22., ,^^^., to be or pres-

ident, to hold sway,', among
them, H. Horn. Ap. 68: hence esp.,

—11. lit Athens, to hold office as Pry-
tanis : the whole or tribe which
happened to have the was
called <j>. (of. sub-). Plat. Apol. 32 B, and Oratt. :

—. , to bring forward a

motion for peace, or to put it to the vote,

this being the duty of the Prytanes,

Ar. Ach. 40 ; so, ()-
vfjv, Isocr. 66 A ; also, . -,
to obtain peace for another, Luc. : 6, Lat.

auctor , suasor senlentiae, Dern. 191, 15.

— III. generally, to manage, regulate,

loined with, Dein. 58, 18 :

—

pass., , to

suffer one's self to be guided by One,

Dem. 126, 14 ;

—

, a daintily/urfiisA-

ed dinner, Alex. Kpor. 1, 4 :—and of

persons, to be entertained, Plut. 2, 602

A.,-, Ion. for-,-, Hdt., , , belonging to a

: pecul. fern. -mf, tcJof.Ath.

149 D., , , a prince, ruler,

lord, Pind. P. 2, 106 ; -
, of Jupiter, lb. 6,

24; so, ., Aesch. Pr. 169,

cf Eur.Tro. 1288.—II. esp. at Athens,

a Prytanis or President : they were a

committee of 50, being the deputies

chosen by lot from each of the 10-, and so forming jV P^^t of the- or council of 500 ; out of these

50 one was chosen by lot

as chief-president {), who
chose 9, and the real busi-

ness was m the hands of this smaller

body, with a secretary{)
in addition.—The which first

entered office every year was deter-

mined by lot ; and their term of office{ ia)v/3.s somewhat more than
a month (cf) : during this

time all treaties and public acts ran

in their name, in this form :-
[//],,

(Thuc. 4, 118, cf 6, 13, Plat. Apol.

32 ).—The had the first

place and hearing in the general as-

sembly {), conducted the

whole of the business of the council,

and dined at the public cost in the, v. Herm. Pol. Ant. >J 127.

—On the earlier -, V. sub.—In other

Greek states this office answered to

the Roman Pontifex maximus. (No
doubt from ,,.)
fTlpav, or, 6, Prytanis,

a Lycian, an ally of the Trojans, II.

5, 678.—2. son of Euryphron, a king
of vSparta, Hdt. 8, 131 ; Plut. Lys. 2.

—Others in Plut. ; etc.

or, adv., Att. for,
which some write ), but not so

well, V..,, etc., v.

sub II., to be surety, give secu-

rity : from, ov. Dor. for,., ov, Att. for, q. v., Dor., and contr.

(Call. Fr. 84) :

—

lately, just now,
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Lat. nuper, 11. 5, 832 ; 24, 500, Xen.,
etc.: esp., the day before yesterday;

hence proverb., or/, till yesterday or the day be-

fore, i. e. till very lately, Hdt. 2, 53
;

also, , -
, Ar. Ran. 726, Plat. Legg. 677 D,
uorg. 470 D, etc., cf. Lob. Phryn.
323, and .. { seems to

have come from (sub. ),
ace. sing, from ; and, if so,

ought, strictly, to be written,[- is used short by Theocr. 4, 60 ;

5,4; 15, 15.], , o,= sq., II. 8, 518,

Od. 8, 263., ov, also , ov,{,) in the prime, bloom or flower of
youth, fern,, Od. 1, 431.,, , usu., also, hindmost
foremost, last first, Gramm.' [], adv. : Att. shortd.,
as Ruhnk. Tim., Buttm. Lexil. s. v.' 2, would always write it, though
the MSS. usu. give, and in the
edd. of Xen. it is written ; but
the accent, or is deci-

dedly wrong : {). Early, early in

the day, at moryi, Lat. mane, (acc. to

Theophr. Fr. 6, 1,9, the forenoon, be-

tween and),, 11. 8, 530 ; 18, 277, 303, opp.

to : also c. gen.,, Hdt. 9, 101 ; , Ar.

Vesp. 104 ; Ty, early

next morning, Xen.'Cyr. 1, 4, 16.—2.

generally, betimes, early, in good time,

Lat. mature, tertipestive, Hes. Op. 463,

Fr. 45 ; also c. gen.,. ,, Hipp. : also, too early, untime-

ly, like Lat. mature for praemalure,

Plat. Parrn. 135 C.—II. mostly
takes its degrees of comparison from
its deriv. adj., viz. compar., Plat, Phaed. 59 D, Xen.,
etc. ; superl.. Plat. lb. E,
Prot. 326 C :—but we also have com-
par. (Foes. Oecon. Hipp.),

superl., which are preferred

by Thom. M., though not found in

good Att. writers (for in Thuc. 8, 101,

Bekker writes, and in 7,

19,);— cf. Ruhnk. Tim.,
Heind.Plat. Theaet. 150 E, Buttm.
Ausf. Gr. ^ 115, Anm. 6. (From :

cf. Germ./ruA, early, Sanscr. praA-na,

forenoon : perh. also Lat. prandium{,) pruina, Pott Et. Forscb.

1, 108, 242)., , (sc. tipa), fem. from, morning, N. T. [i],, v. sub
II., ,(,) flovj-

ering early, Theophr., , f. -, to sprout

early, Theophr. : from, , {,)
sprouting early, Theophr. Hence, . , an early bud-

ding or sprouting, Theophr., ov, Att.,^,
early, timely ; hence adv.,-

., II. 2, 303, where it is

used for, the day before yes-

terday : but, too early, Theocr.
18, 9,—like in Orl. 15, 393., adv.{) from morning,

LXX. [t], , to bear fruit early,

Theophr. ; and,, , a fruiting early,

Theophr. : from, ov, (,)
fruiting early, Theophr., ov, {) early, like, Xen. Oec. 17, 4, N. T.

, , , LXX : later form
of. [i], adv. =, LXX
from, <z, ov, Att. : {) : — early, early in the day, at

morn, II. 15, 470, where is

used as adv. like : —, the early part of the afternoon,

Hdt. 8, 6, Philem. p. 429 ; cf. ..
—II. early m the year, Hdt. 8, 130;, early fruits, like, Ar. Vesp. 264. Por the coin-
par., and superl., v. sub II.

Hence,, , earliness, esp.

of fruits, Theophr., , to sow early, The-
ophr., in pass. : from'•, ov, {,)
sown or to be soivn early, Theophr.,, v. sub, , (,) five years of debauchery,

Ar. Pac. 872., , , strictly t}ie anus,

hence in genl. the hinder parts, back-

side, bottom, /ai7, freq. in Ar. (Acc. to

some from ; occ. to others
from or 7;^;.) Hence, , {, -) to be a watcher cf, Ar.
Eq. 876.\, , , Promne, wife of
Buphagus, Pans. 8, 14, 9., ov, Att. for, Ar.
Fr. 340., 6, gen. and dat.,, not, - (as being contr.

from, ^), though we
also find in Anth. P. 9, 328

:

—ajiy thing that juts forward ; a fore-
land, headland, Lat. promontorium , 11.

17, 747 ; besides this there only oc-
curs in 11., plur., from the
lengthd. form, U. 8, 557; 12,

282
;
(never in Od.) ; ,

Pind. . 4, 85 ; ,
Soph. Tr. 788; cf Eur. Cycl. 116,
Ar. Ran. 665 :—in Aesch. Pers. 132,' is

explained by Blomf. to be the bridge

which jutted out across the Helles-
pont ; or, perh. better (by Schiitz),

the foreland of the Thracian Cherso-
nese :—but -, lb. 879, is the

headland of lonia, opposite Chios
(Blomf. ad 1.), or perh. rather the pen-
insula of Asia Minor, like in

Hdt. 4, 38 :—on Aesch. Ag. 307, v.. (The root is :,, is the same word as,,.)',, , Pron, a mountain
in the territory of Corinth, Paus. 2,

36, 1.,, 6, Pronax, son ot

Talaus and Lysimache, AjJoUod. 1, 9,

13; Ael.^, , , Pronesus, city

of Cephalienia, Slrab. p. 455, perhaps
same as., , gen., a drop, esp.

a dew-drop, dew, Call. Apoll. 40. (Usu.
4eriv. from .), a. ov, Att. for, q. v., {,) adv.,

tico years ago ; we also find it written, but Phryn., and ap. Dysc.
only recognise., , , (not, Herm.
and Dirid. Soph. Phil. 482) ; Ion. and
Ep. ; and in Att. prose usu.

parox., {) :

—

theforepart oj

a ship, a ship's head, prow, bmc, Lat
prora,>, Od. 12, 230 ; freq.

in Hdt., and Att. ; -



, a contrary wind, Soph. Phil.

639, opp. to :—metaph .,, the prow of life's ves-

sei; Eur. Tro. 103. — II. generally,

any front, , in front,

before me, Aesch. Cho'. 390 :—hence
the compds.,-, etc. Hence1,=^.^, or before a consonant- : Adv. {) .—from the ship^s

head, from the front. Find. P. 4, 39
;

10, 81, Thuc, etc. : also •, opp. to , Theocr.
22, 11., to be a, look

out a-head, Ar. Eq. 543., , 6, not,
Buttin. Ausf Gr. () 119, 44() :—a man who stood at the ship's head to

give signs to the steersman, a look-

out man, like, Xen. Ath. 1,

2 : metaph., .. Soph. Fr.

470:

—

^.[\ Hence, , , belonging to or

concerning a. Adv. -., ,{,) la-

den at the head or in front.,,,—, Xen.
An. 5J 8, 20, Oec. 8, 14 ;—in Horn, as

prop. n. of a Phaeacian, Proreus, Od.

8, 113 (from); cf. sub-., adv., Ion. for.^, , , Prorus, masc. pr.

., an Olympian victor, Paus. 10, 2, 3.,,, contr.

inf
,
part., and. imperat. aor. of-, for, etc., as adv. neut. pi. from-, q. v., Horn., ov,(,-) announcing first, Anth. P. 9, 383,

Opp., ov, o,(,-) Protagoras, a celebrated sophist

of Abdera, a pupil of Democritus,

Plat. Protag. ; etc.—Others in Diog.

L. ; etc. Hence^, ov, of or relating to

Protagoras, Protagorean, Plat. Phaedr.
266 B.^, , b, (in form
patronym.) Protagoridas, an erotic

writer of Cyzicus, Ath. 162 B., , , (,-
uai, ) hence, oi, the

vanguard, Poppo Xen. An. 2, 2, 16., ov, (,)
catching first : ., the first fruits

of the chase, Call. Dian. 104., , f. -, to be

: hence (as we say)

to play first fiddle, take the lead, Plut.

Tiinol.'Sl, etc. : from, , , (,) esp. on the stage, one who
plays the first part, the chief actor, Lat.

primarum partium actor : metaph.,
Aeschylus is said to have made the
dialogue, the princi-

pal part in a play, Arist. Poet. 4, 16 :

hence, generally (as we say), one who
plays first fiddle, the chief personage,

Ath. 257 B., o,=foreg., dub., ov,() a first au-

thor.

and,,() =. Lye. 469 ; v.., , , =,
Manetho.'[,, , Protarchides,

an Athenian, Isae. 53, 26 ; in form
patronym. from\, ov, b, Protarchus,

masc. pr. n.,

—

1. son of Callias, an

Athenian, Plat. Phileb. 19 C—2. an
]

Epicurean philosopher of Bargyliain
Caria, Strab. p. 658.— Others in

Paus. ; etc., ov, (, )
first-beginning, . , the primal

mischief, Aesch. Ag. 1192., , , Proteas, son of
Epicles, an Athenian naval officer,

Thuc. 1, 75.— 2. sonof Hellanicethe
sister of Clitus, a companion of Al-

exander, Ael. V. H. 12, 26: in Ath.

129 A, son of ', Alexander's
nurse.—Others in Arr. ; etc., ov, (, -) first-inscribed, Inscr., , ^,=sq., ov, ,() the

chief rank, first place, Dem. 151, 8;
331, 24: esp. in plur., ., thefirst

prize, first part or place, Plat. Phil. 22
E, 33 C, Dem. 247, 5.', , , (,)
Spartan youth in his 20th year. Phot.;

cf Miiller Dor. 4, 5 <;> 2 note., , ,, a kind of

early fig, Seleuc. ap Ath. 77 D., ov, . Dor. -,
Ion.-, Protesilaus, son of Iphi-

clus, from Phylace in Thessaly, lead-

er of the Thessalians against Troy
;

honoured as a hero at Elaeus in the

Thracian Chersonese, II. 2, 698 ; 13,

681 ; Pmd. ; etc.], TO,the Protesileum,

a monument of Protesilaus, in the

Thracian Chersonese, Strab. p. 595.\, Ep. and Ion., 6,

Proteus, a sea god, possessed of the
power of prophecy, and of changing
himself into different shapes, Od. 4,

365 ; ace. to Apollod. 2, 5, 9, son of

Neptune. In Hdt. 2, 112 and Eur.
Hel. 46, a king of Aegypt.—Others
in Apollod. ; etc., () be the first,

hold the first place, tlv'l, in a thing,

Xen. Ages. 10, 1, Aeschin. 27, 18;, Isae. 37, 25 ; . or, among others, Xen. Cyr. 8, 2,

26, Isocr. 149 C, etc. ; ., to be

first, before or over another, Xen.
Ages. 1, 3 ; freq. absol., Plat. Legg.
692 D, etc.[,, , Prote, a small island

on the coast of Messenia, Thuc. 4,

13.—II. fern. pr. n., Anth. P. 5, 108., ov, ,(,-) one who ploughs earliest or first,

Hes. Op. 488., , ol, the Protiadae,

a family in Massilia, descended from
Protus, Ath. 576 A., to be the very first, M.
Anton. 7, 55 : from, , ov, also of, ov, (H.
Horn. Cer. 157), poet, superl. of-, the very first, first of the first. II. 2,

228 ; 16, 656 ; and, in Hom., still fur-

ther strengthd., : but

he most freq. uses neut.,

and -, as ?\., first of all ; in Hes.
only ; , Od.
11, 168 ; and so in Att. poets, as Soph.
El. 669, Ar. Plut. 792 ; cf Lob. Phryn.
419., ov,(,) mak-
ing the first sea-voyage, like-, Hesych., , to fill the first

seat, LXX. : from, ov, (, -) sitting on the first seat, A. B., , . -, to throw

first, take the first shot, Plut. 2, 173 D.—2. to shed the first teeth, Geop.—3. to

fut forth as firstfruits,, Anth.
'. 5, 124 : from

7, ov,[,)
throwing first.—2. shedding the first
teeth, usu. of a horse.—II. proparox.,7, ov, pass., ^rsi thrown at
or struck, Eur. Tro. 1068..,, , (,) the first milk of a cow after
calving, beestings, more usu.,
Galen., ov,(,)
just married, Orph. Lith. 253.

ilpovLa, , , Protogenla,
daughter of Deucalion and Pyrrha,
mother of Opus and Aeihiius by Ju-
piter, Pind. O. 9, 63 ; Apollod. ; etc.—2. daughter of Calydon, Apollod. 1,

7, 7 : from, , first-born, pecul.
fern, of sq., Orph. H. 9, 5., , (, *)
first-born : hence, primeval, original,

Plat. Polit. 288 E, 289 A.^,, 6, Protoglnes, a
celebrated painter of Caunus in Asia
Minor, Paus. 1, 3, 5.—2. a gramma-
rian, Plut.,, ,(,) that which is born first, usu.
in plur.,^rsi/i>i^s, LXX., ov, () =.,,(,)
first, or 7iewly carved, Anth. P. 5, 36., ov, sometimes also

, ov, Paus. ; {, *)—first-
born, born first, 11. 4, 102, 120, etc.,

Hes. Op. 541, 590 :—., high-
born houses(, Schol.), Soph.
Phil. 180.—II. parox., ,
bringing forth first, cf., oi, persons married
for the first time, or who still have their

first wife ; cf. [], , (,)
having learnt for the first time, Opp. H.
4, 323., ov, (, •) yoked togetherfor the first time
generally, newly-married., vo,= {oIeg., Anth. P.
9, 245., ov, , (, -
7]) a primitive word, Gramm., , , (, •) the first part of a meal, Paus., ov,{,)
filling the first seat, Call. Dian. 228,
Coluth. 153: heterocl. pi.-, Anth. P. append. 51 ; cf Lob.
Phryn. 658., ov, Att. contr.-,
ovv,{,) sounding or speak-

ing first.— II. pass.,^rsi spoken, Nonn.
iTlpov, b, Protothyes, a Scy-

thian, Hdt. 1, 103.', , , (,) the first seat, chief place,

N. T., ov, b, () in-

scribed in the first line of a wax-tablet,

Lat. primicerius., , , a first call,

LXX. : from7/, ov,(,)
first called, Clem. Al., , ,(,-) the first place at meals, . ., ov, , the chief Cos-
mos (a Cretan magistrate), freq. in

Cretan Inscr. ; cf IV.', , , the first shear-

ing, LXX. : from, ov,(,)
first cut, Arist. H. A. 8, 8, 2., , b, {) the

first founder or creator., ov,(,)
founded or created first, Clem. Al.
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, ov,= foreq., , {,-) committing the first i/xnrder, of Ix-

ion, the first homicide, Aesch. Enrn.
718.— II. proparox.,, ov,

killrd first.,, b, , (^,/ 111) pregnant for the first time,, tilth love, Achill. Tilt, [], ,(,) the

first dog, i. e. the chief of the Cynics,

Anlh. p. 11, 154.^', ov, b, Protolaus, son

of Dialces of Mantinea, Paus. 6, 6, 1.',,{,) like, the first spoils in war, and,

geiierally,^rsi-/riiiVs (cf.'),
Lye. 298, 1228 :—hence, as adv., in

the first place, Eur. Or. 382.

'?'/, ,{, ?.)
bringing forth first, 0pp. H. 4, 197./., , to speak first, esp.

in a law-court : also to play the chief

part ; and?., , , the first speech,

esp., the right ofspeakingfirst in a law-

court, Demad. 178, 46: also, the prin-

cipal part in a drama.—II. the beginning

of a speech : from\7.. ov, {,)
speaking first : also=:.. , ,() the first

rank or line of the.(>, b, ?/,{,-) the first prophet or seer, Aesch.
Eum. 2.), , , {,) the first martyr, Eccl., ov, fighting first or in

the first rank, Inscr., ov, 6, Protomachiis,

a commander of the Athenians, Xen.
Hell. 1, 5, 16.—Others mArr.; Anth.;

etc.^, , , Protomedla,

daughter of Nereus and Doris, Hes.
Th.249.\\\. f/, in ApoUod. 1,

2, 6, where Heyne.. ov,(^,)
serving for hire first. Lye. 1384., ov, {,)
dying or dead first, Aesch. Pers. SC8.. ov, , {,-) one just initiated, Achill. Tat., , gen. , {)
going by ship for the first time., ov, {,) just married, Callicr. ap.

Stob. p. 487, 16., ,{,•) first, i. e. newly put together, new-

made,,, II. 5, 194 ; 24,

267., , //, a first feeling,

Galen : [a] and, , to suffer or feel

first, Heliod. : from, ,{,,) feeling first, Clem. . Adv.., , and -, , first

experience, a first trial., ov,{,)
trying first, making the first trial, a

novice, , in art, AIc.k. Isost.

1, 4 ; so,. , Polyb.

1, 61, 4 : more rarely , Jac. Ach.
Tat. p. 600.,, , ,{,) hurting first : the first cause of
ill, Aesch. Ag.'216./., , first formation or

creation : from, ov.(,?.•) formed or created first, LXX.?., ov, Att. contr.-'•,
ovv {,) :

—going to sea
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for the first time, , Od. 8, 35 ;,. Andr. 865;—metaph.,

Kp., a maiden just embark-

ing on the sea of love. Plat. Epigr. 6,

4 (ap. Diog. L. 3, 31) ; but Ath.

589 U. reads.— 11. sailing

first or foremost, Xen. Hell. 5, 1,

27.'?., , b, ,{,) first in the city,, Pind.

Fr. 14.), ov, , the first citi-

zen. [0, , , a going first

or before : also, the advanced guard of

an army, imnguard, like,
Polyb. 1. 76, 5, etc. : from, ov,{,)
going first or before.— II. tnaking one's

first march ; cf.?.., , ?/,{.•) woman married for the first lime,

or tvho has still her first husbayid, The-
miso ap. Ath. 235 A ; cf.-., , , {,) the first colltctinn of money
due.— II. the privilege of a particular

creditor to have first payment, Lat.

jus primae exactionis, Plin. Ep. 10,

109.^, ov, {, )
being the first root or origin, Luc.
Amor. 19.^), ov, {, /5')

flowing first, Opp. C. 4, 238., , ov, a superl. from
(Sanscr. pratamah), as if contr. from,, Dor. (in

Theocr.) :

—

the first, foremost, as a

numeral, or of place, rank, etc., and
of time, the first, earliest, very freq.

from Horn, downds. : the answering
numerals are strictly -, -, etc., II. 6, 179; 23, 265, etc.;

hut is oft. opp. to it, II. 11,

299, etc. ; more rarely, as in

Hes. Th. 34; also tVfira, 11. 2, 281,

etc.:—compar.:—the Lat.

prior, primus.— II. Special usages :

—

1. pi. masc. in Hom. usu.=, esp. h' and, among the first fighters, i. e.

m front ; , Od. 18,

379.—2. neut. pi. (sc. ),
the first prize, 11. 23, 275 ; tu

(more rarely ), to

carry oft the first prize,, in a

thing, Jac. A." P. p. 431, 890;, to the highest degree, Hdt. 7,

13 ; -u . , exce.is of hun-

ger, Ar. Ach. 743 :—also of persons,, Hdt.

6, 100, ct. 9, 78, Eur. Med. 917;, Ar. Ran.
421 :—in pliilos. writers, the first of
things, the elements, elsewh.

and.—3. (sc., •). as adv.,^rii, at present,

just now, Hdt. 3, 134, Ar. Thesm.
662 ; so, tJvui, like, Hdt. 1, 153.—III.,
in compar. signf , like, be-

fore, sooner, II. 13, 502 ; 18, 92 : later,

oft. followed by ;/.., or by a genit.,

Wess. Hdt. 2, 2 ; 9, 27, .Musgr. Soph.
Ant. 1327 (49), Schuf. Dion. Comp.
p. 228.—IV. neut., sing, and plur.,, as a<\v., first, in the

first place, like Lat. primum, first in

Hom. , ', d'?. : Od. 9, 14 ; an-

swered by {drinde), 11. 5, 458,

and Att. ; . ...,
Xen. Cyr.; .. or .-,
lb.-.——, are not
less freq. in Horn., and Hes., and
just in same signf. as,,

oft. also written divisim ,, even in Wolf's Odyssey ;

but better in one word, like,, etc. ; for essen-
tially dill'ers from in sense

;

cf I. fin., . 1. 4, Br. Ar. Kan.
421, Wolf. Praef II. p. Ixii, Schaf.
Soph. Aj. 719.—3. too early, before the

time, ' -/', Od.
24, 28.-4. after the relat. )>ron.,

after,, and -
mean once, once for all, Od,

3, 320; 4, 13; 10, 328;, as soon as, like Lat. quarn

primum, Od. 11, 106; so, ' uv. Hes. Op. 596 ; ,
Hes. Th. 156 ; . Plat.

Lys. 211 B.—V. iv, like

Lat. in primis, among the first, i. e.

greatly, Hdt. 8, 69 :— also, iv,, among the first,

etc. ; and so ,
remaining unchanged, GoUer Thuc.
7, 19. — VI. Adv., post-

Hom., esp. in Att. philosophic wri-

ters. Lob. Phryn. 311 ;—-generally, it

may be remarked, that the Greeks
used the adj. in adverbial signf.

much more freq. than the adv. itself.

—Hom. etc. often strengthened the
word by adding, as is common
with superlatives

;
yet a new superl., q. v., was formed from it.\, ov, b, Protus, masc. pr.

n., Dem. 886, 10.—Cf.., ov, {, -) first of a moon or month, USU.

., the first day of the month.,,{,)
sowing first.— II. proparox.,770/0-, ov, pass., first sown or generated,

Luc. Amor. 32, Cohith. 62, etc., , , a standing

first, the first rank: and, , to stand first or
in the first rank, Philo : from, ov, b, {,) one who stands first, esp. the

first man on the right, of a line, right-

hand man, Thuc. 5. 71 ; also, ol .,
the front-rank men, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 57

;

6, 3, 24, etc.—II. meraph , a chief,

leader, N. T. [«], ov,{,-) slaughtered first. Lye. 329., , , the right of
the first-horn, LXX. : from.{,) to

make one the first-born, give him the

privilege of such, LXX., , to bear the first-

born, LXX. : and, , , a bearing her

first-horn : andfpoa, , , the rights of

primogeniture, birth-right, LXX. ; N.
T. : from, ov, {) hearing

her firstborn, .. 11. 17, 5, cf.

Plat. Theaet. 151 C— II. proparox., ov, ]pass.first-born, Anth.
P. 9, 213, N. T., , to cut or cut off

first : from, ov,{,)
first cut or cut off; Anth. P. 9, 412., ov,(,)
rearing thefirst fruit or first child., , , the quality of a., ov, , a first form,
prototype.—II. in Gramm. a primary

word, primitive, whence others are

derived : esp., opp. to ; as,

e. g., '¥.7.7. is the.'.7. the : strictly

neut. from



TITAI
.'~~, ov, (.,)
ufler t/iefirsl form, original.

HpuTuv—viov, oii, TO, (~,) first sleep, susp.*, of,(, *))
^ first author. Plat. Legg. 897 A.,,{,)first

shining ; ., the new moon., , , first apjjear-

unce : from, , (,-
uai) appearing first, first visible.\,, , Protophanes,

an Olympian victor, Paus. 5, 21, 10., ov,(,)
murdering first, Eccl.), , (.,) to

bear first, bear the first fruits, Ath.
Hence, , the first fruits of
the earth, Longus.,,[,) first-

produced, first-born.. Rh. 3, 851., ov,:={oveg., Anth. P.

4,2., ov, contr.-, ovv,(,) with the first down,

Luc., ov, 6, the first chorus,

name of a play by Alexis, etc., ov, in orfrom earliest

time, Lat. pnmaevus., ov, (, )
flowing first,, Leon. Tar. 18.,, , Proto, daughter of

Nereus and Doris, II. 18, 43; Hes.

Th. 248.-•, adv. from, q. v., contr. for, Ar.

Av. 556 : prob. the only example of

this contraction.,, , Ep. lengthd. form
for, q. v., II., strengthd. from root-, which appears in the other

tenses: f. 7rrapw:aor. 1 : usu.

aor. 2. To sneeze, ', he sneezed aloud, Od. IT, 541,

which as early as Horn, was taken
for a good omen, cf. 545 : to make
one's self sneeze, plva. Plat. Symp. 185 : metaph.
of a lamp, to sputter, Anth. P. 6, 333.

—The Att. prefer the form-, q. V. (Perh. akin to, q. v.),,,{) a stum-

ble, trip, false step, mistake, Theogn.
1226.— II. failure, jnisforlune, eu-

phem. for a defeat, ., Hdt. 7, 149; cf. Aeschin.
77. 13, and v. sub II., , , dim. from
foreg. [], f. ; pf. pass,-

:—I. trans., to make to stumble

or fall, Tivu tlvi, Pind. Fr. 221.
—11. seemingly intr. (for the full

phrase is /.),
to strike the foot or stumble ; and so,

generally, to stumbL•, trip, fall, absol.,

Aesch. Ag. 1624, Soph. Phil. 215,

Plat., etc. ; . , to stumble

against, fall over, Aesch. Pr. 926, Plat.

Rep. 553 ; , Xen.
An. 4, 2, 3 ;

proverb.,

?., Polyb. 31, 19,

5 ; also, . , as,) •, lest Hel-
las should get a fall over him, Hdt. 9,

101 (cf. II) :—metaph., to

nake a false step or mistake, to fail,

rhuc. 2, 43, Dem. 23, 29, etc.; iv

nvi. Id. 321, 8 ; ). /.,
Polyb. 17, 14, 13; 3, 48^ 4 :—also,. . Plat.

Theaet. 160 1) ; /. ., stut-

ters, Arist. Probl. 3, 31, 2. (Akin to,.)
82

, adv.() timidly,..,, pecul. fem. of.
Hence, ov, 6, shyness, timidity., =,,
from., , , part. aor. of -, 11. [], gen., , (,):—shy, timid: hence as
subst.. a trembler, i. e. a hare, Aesch.
Ag. 137:—also, q. v., like,
{). [, Aesch. I. c. (though a, ace.

to Draco p. 19, 14; 80, 22) ;—but
when the penult, of the oblique cases
was to be long, (), etc.,

were used.], , , a plant, yarrow or
mill-foil, Diosc. 2, 192 : from, , , sneezing, inclined

to sneeze.—II. act., making to sneeze,

Tu, things like snuff, Hipp.

:

from, ov, 6,{) a sneezing,

Hipp., and Ar. Av. 720., dep.,=, said to

be the more Att. form, Xen. An. 3,

2, 9., ,,=^., Ep. 3 sing. aor. of
for, II. []/, , a wild-boar, Lyc. 833
in Hesych. also /../,, , . Ion. 7., , the

elm, II. 6, 419 ; 21, 242, Hes. Op. 433
Ar. \ub. 1008, etc. (Perh.=pniii/a

the spreading tree, Lob. Paral. 337.)\7, , , Ptelea, a wine dis-

trict of Cos or of the coast of Ionia

whence the /. was
obtained, Theocr. 7, 65.—2. ace. to

Steph. Byz. and Dion. P. 829, ancient
name of Ephesus./., , , of Ptelea, v.

sub foreg. 1., , ov, (/Ja) made
of elm, Theophr., ov, , Pteleum, a place
in Elis Triphylia, II. 2, 594 ; Thuc.
5, 18.—2. a city of Thessaly with a
harbour, lying between Antron and
Pyrasus, II. 2, 697.—3. a fortress on
the Ionian coast of Asia Minor near
Erythrae, Thuc. 8, 24.—4. a town
near Cardia in Thrace, Dem. 86, 16./., ,() elm-like.',, 6, {?.) an elm-

grove./.,, , Pteleon, a lover

of Procris, Apollod. 3, 15, 1,'/., . lake of Pteleus,

in Troas, Strab. p. 590., , Att. for, q. v., ov, . Dor. -?, Pte-
relaus, son of Taphius, king of the
island Taphus, Apollod. 2, 4, 5.—Oth-
ers in Strab. ; etc.^, , , Att. form of
foreg. name, ap. Ath. 498 C.^, , . Ion. -, Pteria,

capital of a district of same name,
near Sinope ; Hdt. 1, 76 assigns it to

Cappadocia., , ov, also , ov, (•) made of feathers,. /^, a

feather-ian, Eur. Or. 1429 ; . ^^,
Anth. P. 6, 306.—U.feathered,winged,
Ar. Av. 900.,, ,() a kind of
fern, SO called /row its feathery leaves,

Theophr.—Usu. written as oxyt.•, but wrongly, for the ace. is-• in Theocr. 3, 14.,, , a flapping of
the wings, Longin. Fr. 3, 5 ; ubi al.

vel.' or -,, , the heel, .
22, 397, cf Arist. . . 1, 15, 6 : also.

the under part of the heel, Aesch. Cho
209, cf Dem. 88, 2 :—proverb.,

iyKioa/.ov -, Dem. 88. 2.-2. the sole of a
shoe.—II. metaph., the foot or /otter

part of any thing,, Lyc. 442 ;

7/, Polyb. 8, 8, 2.—III. a
ham. Hence, to strike with the heel :

hence, to trip tip, supplant, LXX.—II.

to sole an old shoe, A. B.,, ,() the mid-
dle stalk of an artichoke, Theophr.

;

also,., ov, , dim. from-., ,= II, the bottom

of a dish, Alex. Incert. 54.

or, 6, a bird ofprey,
Arist. H. A. 9, 36, 1., ov, ,() a sup•
planlitig, LXX.,, , and -, ov,

,() one who strikes with the

heel., , to walk on one's

heels : from, ov, b, (,-) one who walks on his heels, Hipp.
ilrepro}/., ov, ,( HI,

/.) Ham-scraper, name of a mouse
m Batr. 227. [i], , (,)
to stamp with the heels, esp. in a thea-
tre, to show disapprobation., ,( III., -) Ham-cutter, nickname for a par-

asite, Menand. p. 95, Axionic. C'hal-

cid. 1,2., ov,,(.,) Ham-nibbler, name of a mouse
in Batr. 29., ov, ,( III.,) Ham-eater, name of a mouse
in Batr. 230.,, , i],(,) moving on wings or sails,-) Emped. 226. [], ov,(,)
moved by wings ; hence metaph. hip,h-

soariiig, high-flown, Ar. Av. 1390, 1402.,, , awinged course,

V. 1. Anth. P. 7, 699., , , , {,) feather-clad,. C. 2, 190.,, , () fea-
thered, winged,, , II. 5, 171 ;

16, 773:

—

a\so, feather-like, light, /.at-

(q. v.) ;, Hes. Sc. 220
;—but in Horn, mostly in the metaph.

phrase,e— pva,winged\\ords,
and so Hes. ; so, —

-., Pind. I.

4 (5), fin. ; ), Id. P. 2,

41 ; , of the sphinx.

Soph. O. T. 509 ; ;,
Eur. Ion 1237 ; ., Ar. Av.
576., of•, TO(,) :—a feather ; usu. in plur.feathers. Od.
15, 527, Hdt. 2, 73, etc. : then, like, a. bird's wing, usu. in plur.,

wings, Horn., Pind., etc. ; in sing.,, as an emblem
of speed, Od. 7, 36 : — in Hdt. 2, 76.

also of bat's wings :—, Aesch. Pr. 394 (cf) ;, to be (like chick-

ens) under their mother's wings, Id.

Eum. 1001, cf Eur. Heracl. 10 ;-, a quill, Hipp. 886, cf.

av?u

:

—proverb., uv' , misery is of

varied plumage, i. e. manifold, Aesch.
Supp. 328, (cf) ; -, strictly of

a bird snot with an arrow feathered

from his own plumes. Aesch. Fr. 123,

cf Pors. Med 139, viii. ; -piot^
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, to pride one's

self in ' borrowed plumes,' Luc. : Kf i-

TLvl ret, to clip his wings,

Call. Epigr. 48, 8. — II. any mn^ed
creature, as the sphinx, Eur. Phoen.

806; of a beetle, Ar. Pac. 7G: hence,
—2. like, Lat. avis, an augury,

omen, fate, lot, Soph. O. C. 97. — III.

any thing like wings OT feathers : as— 1

.

a ship's wings, i. e. oars,,
vijval.. 11, 25 ;

23,272 ; so, , Hes. Op. 626,

though others take it here of sails,

of. Eur. Hel. 147: hence of birds,, Eur. I. T. 289 ; so,,
Aesch. Ag. 52:—also, wheels, Miiller

Lye. 1072.—2.'. i. e. the

crown of victory, which lifts the poet

to heaven, Pind. O. 14. tin., cf. P. 9,

fin.—3. Me leafage of trees, Soph. Fr.

24, in sing. : also the down on a youth's

chin, Jac. A. P. p. 773. — 4. fan,

Meineke Com. Fragm. 2, p. 786.—5.

in architecture, the rows of columns

along the sides of Greek temples, Vi-

truv., cf.,-
: in Aegypt, where there were no

side-columns, the side-walls, Strab. :

also a kind of coping or battlement,

Lat. pinna. — 6. a kind of iron-shod

portcullis, or peril, draivbridge in gate-

ways.—7. were the

fluttering comers of a kind o(,
Hesych., v. Diet. Antiqq. s. v. Chla-

mys.—Cf. the collat. form., ov, {, -) motley-feathered, Ar. . 248.,,(,)
wing-footed, of Mercury, Anth. Plan.

234.^ and -(, ,{,
()) to shed the feathers, lose feather,

moult, Ar. Av. 106, Plat. Phaedr. 246

C ; metaph., to be plucked, fleeced, plun-

dered, Ar. Av. 284; hence also, ., Philostr. Hence(), , a. losing feather,

moulting, [],, , in the

abstract, formed like, Arist.

Part. An. 1, 3, 2 : also. [], ov,(,)
wing-walking ; hence the high-flown

phrase, dta ,
because he must walk on wi7igs, i. e. fly.

Plat. Phaedr. 252 B, where Heind
and Bekk. prefer the v. 1.-
Top', because he has grown wings, v.

Stallb. ad 1., ov, (,)
feathered, winged, Aesch. Ag. 1147,

Eur. Or. 317, etc. ; . , the

feathered tribes, Ar. Av. 1757 : — me-
taph., . , the winged bolt

of Jupiter, lb. 1714.— II. a fan-bearer

in Aegyptian processions, Inscr.

—

In. under the Roman emperors, a

flying-post, courier, Lat. speculator,

Plut. Otho 4., , to put forth, grow

feathers or wings. Plat. Phaedr. 251

C, 255 D, Luc. Icarom, 10: from/, ,{,) grow-

ing feathers or tvings. Plat. Polit. 266
£. [ii] Hence, , = sq., Geop. : [i]

and,, , a growingfeathers,

fledging, feathering., ov, () =-.,, 6, , . sub-. [], ,() furnish with

feathers or wings, feather,, Ar.

Av. 1334, etc. : pass., to be feathered,

lb. 804 : — , i. e. to
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tie it to a feathered arrow and so

shoot it, or perh. to put it on the ar-

row by way of feathers, Hdt. 8, 128,

cf Eur. Or. 274 : — -, Ar. Kan. 1388. —2. vavv ., to

hare the oars spread like feathers ready

to dip into the water, Polyb. 1, 40,

11 ; (the pf isinlr., ,
lb. 9) : hence, -, the dash made by the wing-
like oars, i. e. the oars themselves,

Eur. 1. T. 1346, (which line Herm.,
and now Dmd., places alter v, 1394

= 1362 Herm.).—II. metaph., in pass.,

to be excited, , Luc, Anacreont.,

etc. ; cf., f. -, () to

move the wings, flutter, like young
birds trying to liy, Ar. Av. 1467 : to

flap the wings, like a cock crowing,

Ar. Plut. 575, cf : — in

Eq. 522, the word alludes to a play

of agues called., , ov,()=^-. []
. ,. r, , , dim. from-, little wing, but usu., — 11. any

thing like a wing, as,— 1. a fin, Arist.

H. A. 1, 5, etc. : in plur., also, jiarts

of the cuttle-fish, which were eaten,

Sotad. 'Ey/cAsi. 1, 16. — 2. the end,

point or tip of a thing., LXX.
—3. a projection, esp. a turret or bat-

tlement, ace. to others, pointed roof,

peak, N. T., cf Joseph. Ant. 15, 11,

5 : a projecting piece of wood, in an
engine, Polyb. 27, 9, 4.—4. medic, a

disease of the eye when a membrane
grows over it, from the imter corner,

Galen. : — also a growth of the flesh

over the nails, esp. of the great toe,

Celsus.,, , v. sub-., , [,)
wing-like, feathery. Adv. -, The-
ophr.\\, , b, an instrument

for cutting away (signf. II.

4), Paul. Aeg., ov, () bearing

feathers or wings.

7>', , . -,() to

tving, hasteii : — mid.,, to fly to her, Sappho
75 ; cf sub tin., , contr. for-, Theophr. — 2. -, thin emaciated perso7is whose

shoulder-blades stick out like wings,

Hipp., V. Foes. Oecon., , (, )
fleet of wing, Aesch. Pr. 286.,, ,{)
the wing.-:, a wing.—II. any thing that

hangs like a wing ; esp. the lobe of the

ear ; a part of the pudenda muliebria. [], , ()
fledged, winged, wing-shaped,,
"Ar. Eq. 10S6.,, , () tving,

II. 2, 316, etc. : hence poet., the flight

of a bird, esp. as an omen, -. Call. L. P. — II. any

thing that hangs like a wing, as — 1. a

rudder. Soph. Fr. 930 ; of oars, cf.

III. 1.—2. the flaps or skirts at

the bottom of a coat of armour, Xen.
An. 4, 7, 15, cf Eq. 12, 4 and 6 : also

of a cloak, v. HI. 7.— 3. the

edge of an axe, sword, or knife, Plut.

Alex. 16; of the beak of the sword-
fish. Ael. N. A. 9, 40.—4. the lobe of

the ear, lungs, etc.—5. the wing of a

building.— III. any thing that covers or

protects like wings,., Eur.

Ion H43 ; ,
i. e. Aulis, Dind. Eur. I. A. 120.—IV.

metaph., ^ the viiigs,

i. e. the flight or flow of grief, Soph.
El. 243, ubi V. Herm.,, ,() a
flapping of wings.,, TO,={oieg. : from, f. -,()
dep. mid., to move the wings, flutter, to

clap the wings like a cock crowing
Ael. N. A. 7, 7 : metaph., to triumph,

exult, Diphil. Paras. 2.,, , () that

which is feathered, a feathered arrow,

Aesch. Fr. 123.—2. a getting fenlhers,

beingfeathered,feathering,¥\al.VhacUT.

246 E.—II. ., the fin by
the gills of fishes, Ael. N. A. 16, 12.

—HI.= HI. 5, Vitruv., ov, (,)
named fro7n its feathers or wings, Plat.

Phaedr. 252 C.,, ,() the wing-
ed god, a play on tlie name of,
Plat. Phaedr. 252 Ii.,, ;/,() a fea-
thering, plumage, Ar. Av. 94, 97., ov, b,() one who
feathers, w furnishes with wings.— II.

metaph., one who emboldens., , , also ,, Soph.
. C. 1460():—feathered,-, Hdt. 2, 76 ; winged,. Id. 2,

75 ;, Aesch. I'r. 135 ;•-. Soph. 1. c. (cf.) ; -, Eur. . F. 571 :
— so, ., of a sound in the air, Ar.

Av. 1198: — ., a tunic
u'orked with feathers, Plut., inf. aor. of., , , flight, a flying

.

from/, inf. aor., of-.7•, , b, ()
the king offeathered fowl, [], ov, , fem. -,

: (, ') bird-killing,

7,, of a net, Anth
P. 6, 185.

7/'7(5•, ov, (,) with winged sandals, Orph. H.
27, 4., , wing-footed,

swift-footed.

llr;;vof, , . Dor., , :(,) :
—feathered, wing-

ed ; ., i. e. the eagle,

Aesch. Pr. 1024, Ag. 136: . .
Id. Euin. 181 ;,. Soph.,
etc. : , fowls, birds, Aesch.
Cho. 591, Soph. Aj. 168 ; so,, Soph. Phil. 1146:—also of ar-

rows, . , lb. 160, etc.; cf -. — II. of young birds, fledged,

Seidl. Eur. Tro. 147. — III. metaph.,, like Homer's, Eur. Or. 1176:—but, ., fleeting, idle words, Plat. Legg.
717 C ; so, ,
fleeting hopes, Eur.—2. ,
soaring, aspiring strength, Pind. Fr.

74, 3., 7),() a crouchingfor

fear, terror, LXX.,, ,() a flying,

flight, Aesch. Pr. 486, Arist., etc.'2, fut.: aor.-
: and an aor. 2 appears

in the compd., Aesch.
Eum. 252 : pf (Isocr. 94 A),

more rarely, Buttm. Catal.

s. V. : Horn, uses, of pf , only the Ep.
part,, ; also Ep. 3 dual
aor. 2, in compd., II. 8,

136. — 1. causative, to frighten, scare,

alarm, Lat. terrere, -, 11. 14, 40 : but, ., to make
a yoke dreaded, Paul. S. Ecphr. 1,



S6.—II. intr., to befri^htcntd or scareiL,

to fkar ; e«p. to crouch or cower down
forfear (cf.), Find. P. 4, 100,

Aesch, Pers. 209, Soph. Aj. 171

;

more fully, .., to crouch

low, Eur. Andr. 165 ; also,.,
Soph. . C. 1466; . > -, Eur. CycL 408 ; e<f^

rrr., Eur. Andr. 755 ; .,
to flee cowering to it. Id. Ion 1280.—2.
rarely c. ace, to crouch for fear of a
thing, «a-ftXaf, Aesch. Pr. 174, cf.

Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 18 : but in the strange
passage ocavoiaig-, Lycurg. 154, 9, must
be taken as a cognate ace. (Akin to,,,,,,,,.). Ion. for, subj. aor.

from, . 15, 170., if,,{/,)
ready or able tofly, winged, Arist. Part.

An. 2, 13, 5. Adv. -, Plut. 2, 405 B., ov,{,)
staining or dyeingfeathers, [^]

Ilri?.ov, 01), TO, a feather, Ar. Ach.

585, 588 : plumage, . •,
Soph. Fr, 708 : hence, a doivn-ctcsh-

ion, Clem. Al. : also, down on a youth^s

chin, Jac. A. P. p. 773.—II. a wir^g,

of birds and insects, like,
Arist. Incess. An. 15,6: also oi the

wing-like membrane in a kind of ser-

pents, Hdt. 2, 76. — III. =,
Nic. Th. 524. — Usii. in plur. (Ace.

to some from' : others from
'/.) [], ov, (,)
with feathered back, Anth. P. 9. 256., as pass., () to

have feather wings, Philostr., 6, V. sq. II.

<<:, iwf, , {?.) like, plumage, Ael. N, A. 16, 4.

— 11, a di.'iease of the eyelids in which
their edges become swollen and in-

flamed, and the eyelashes fall off,

Paul. Aeg. ; also rrn/.a,
Diosc. ; and the person afflicted

therewith is called /., Galen.

[i] Hence, to have sore eyes ; cf,

foreg., , , {TtrCkov) feath-

ered.—2. stuffed with feathers., , i/, () peeled

barley, Hipp.— II. a drink made thereof

,

barley-water, a ptisan. Id. ;, . Fr. 201.—Sometimes, but
wrongly, written. [], ov, , poet, for foreg,,

Nic. Th. 590. [f] Hence^^, , , ()
drinking of a ptisan, Hipp.,, ,{) peeled

grain, Strab., ov, , a zoinnowing, Nico-
pho. 5 : from, fut.- : pf pass,-

: to husk, peel, or winnow grain,

Hdt. 2, 92, Luc. Hermot. 79 ; -, the song of women win-

nowing, Ar. Fr. 323. ("Shortd. from*, for the root is-, -,
Sanscr. pish, to bruise ; whence -
Tvpov and Lat. pinso, piso.) Hence, ov. b, a winnower, Jac.

A. P. p. 714. Hence, , , belonging to or

fittedfor winnowing., , , and (but not Att.)', () fear, terror, fright,

Tim. Locr. 103 B, and Erotian.—II.

excitement caused by passion, esp.

.ove.—On the forms, cf. Lob. Phryn.
495. Hence', also '', a, ov,

frightened, 0pp. H. 3, 431,

, also,, ;

f, • ; pf. pass, : — to

frighten, scare, Call. Del. 191, Anth.
P. 7, 214 : — pass., to be scared, dis-

mayed, , Od. 22,

298 ; , Aesch. Pr.

856, Cho. 535 ;, by ser-

pents, Eur. El. 1255.—II. metaph., to

flutter, excite by any passion, esp. by
hope or love, Sappho 2, 6 : usu. in

pass., to be in aflutter, be so excited,

Theogn. 1012, or rather Mimnerm.
5, 2, (where there is also a coUat.
notion of fear, cf. Merrick Tryph.
360 ; in full, -, Eur.
I. A. 587, '. Call. Dian. 191

;, tofeel a passinn for

a thing, to be eager about a thing. Plat.

Rep. 439 D ; so too, and, Heind. Plat. Phaed. 68 C, Schaf
Dion. Comp. p. 10; , Luc.
Amor, S :—generally, to be distraught,' , he gapes like

one distraught after his fellows, Hes.
Op. 449 : TO, distraction, Eur.
Bacch. 1269.—Cf.. (Akin
to,.) Hence, also, , y, U

frightening, scaring away :
—an exciting

to passion. — II. pass., any vehemc7it

emotion, esp. passio7iate desire. Plat.

Prot. 310 D, cf Arist. Gen. An. 4, 5,

9 ; . Plat. Symp. 206 D ; cf.

Lob. Phryn. 495., also, ^, ,
j() scared away, Nic. Al. 243,, ,, a, ov, (-,)=., q. v.,,, . sub, etc., Hes.

\\\6, ov, b, Ptoeodorvs, fa-

ther of Thessalus of Corinth, a victor

in the Isthmian games, Pind. O. 13, ;

58.-2. a Theban exile, Thuc. 4, 76.
'

—Others in Dem. ; etc., ,=,., , . sub., , ,() =-, Nic.^., , Ptoledarma,
a town of Arcadia, Paus. 8, 27, 3.^?, ,, ofor relating to

Ptolemy.Ptolemaean, Strab. p. 813, Arr.\11', ov, , the Ptolemae-
um, a gymnasium in Athens, near the

temple of Theseus, Paus. 1, 17, 2.^'/., ov, b, Plolemaeus,
Ptolemy, a freq. prop, n.,— 1. son of
Piraeus, father of Eurymedoii, II. 4,

228.—2. son of Damasichthon, king
of Thebes, Pans. 9, 5, 16.—Esp. freq.

of Aegyptian kings frOni — 3. Ptole-

my I., son of Lagus, a general of
Alexander the Great and governor of

Aegypt, Strab. p. 795. — 4. Ptolemy
II,, surnanied ?.. Paus. 1,

6, 8. — 5. III., surnamed,
Ath. 251 D.—6. IV., surnamed-, from having poisoned his fa-

ther. Id. 203 F. — 7. v., surnamed.—8. VI., surnamed-
or?.), Paus. 1, 9, 1.—9.

VII., surnamed or-. Ath. 184C—10. VIII., surnamed.— 11. IX., surnamed ?.-
', cf Strab. pp. 791 sqq. — 12. b', son of Ptolemy (3 supra),

king of Macedonia, Paus. 10, 19, 7.

—13. son of Seleucus, Arr. An. 1,24,
1.— Others in Polyb. ; Ath.; etc.

Hence, [, , prop, pecul.
fern, to[? ; as prop, n.,

—

1. Ptolemais, a city of Phoenicia,
Strab. p. 758. — 2. a city of Cyrene,
port of Barca, Id. p. 837. — 3. a city

of Upper Aegypt, also called -? ^., Id. p. 813.—4. a city

:
on the coast of the Troglodytae, Id
p. 768.

j

,,•
;

, . for-, 11.^-, , , . for7.,
Horn., and Hes. (The usual form is
however more freq. in Horn. : he
seems to have used this form and its

derivatives, only metri grat., after a
word ending with a short vowel.), ov, Ep. for-. Call./., ov, , inform a dim,
from ('/.) ; but in usage,

just=7i-o/.if, freq. in Hom., and Hes.

:

never found in the form ?.,
Wem. Tryph.?., ov, b, v. sub ?.-.1?/, ov, b, Ptoliporthes,

.son of Penelope and Ulysses after
his return from the Trojan war,
Paus. 8, 12, 6 : v..?-, ,=?.,
of Ulysses, Od. 9, 504, 530.'/., ov. ('.)
sacking or wasting cities freq. in Hom.,
esp. as epith. of Ulysses, Achilles, and
Mars ; of the last also in Hes. Th.
936 ; also, ., Pind. . 8, 46 :

Dind. reads in Aesch,
Ag. 783; and ?,, lb. 473,
but doubtingly. [I]

'/., , , poet., esp. Ep. form
for ?, Horn., though not freq.,

and prob. only metri grat., as-, q. v. : also in Aesch., and Eur.1?,, , Ep. for-.̂
{7., ov, b, Ptolichus, a stat-

uary of Aegina, Paus. 6, 9, 1.—Others
in Paus. ; etc., ov,(,-) with thorns on its branches, The-
ophr. [)
Ilopov,ov,,=sq.,'Nic.A].26^., ov. , a young branch,

shoot, sucker, sapling, Od. 6, 128 ;, Eur. Hec. 20
;. Id. Ion 103, etc.

—II. a sprouting, budding, Hes. Op. 419.), , () to bear
branches., b, rare form for., , (,) scared,

shy.

1?., . -, (7) to

spit much, have the mouth full ofspittle •

also, <?, Hipp. Hence/., , , a spitting much ;

also,, Hipp.', ov, TO, {) spittle

;

also,, Hipp., ov, TO, Dim. from -
ov. [u],, , () the spitter,

a kind of serpent, Paul. Aeg.,, , () any-
thing folded, ., a folded

mantle, 11.5,315; cf Anth. P. 6,271:
— ill Medic, a piece of lintfolded up to

stop a wound, a pledget., ov, to, dim. from
foreg., Paul. Aeg. [u], , , a water-bird,

Aesch. H. A. 9, 12, 5 ; cf.,/.,,=
?.•.?^, . Ion. for, Luc.
Philopatr. 20.

^, , , dim. from.
in,^.,, , folding book or
tabid : dim. from.. . ov.()folded,.

(like the later) fading
tablets, consisting of two thin ] lates.
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of wood, one folding upon the other,

ihe oldest kind of writing materials,

11. 6, IC'J,—though not then used for

wriliiis:, V. sub, and cf Wolf
Proleg. ]). Ixxxii, sq.—2. generally,

in many folds, infolds, plates, or layers:

cf. sq., , gen., and post-

Hom., '/, , which form pre-

vails almo.>it exclus. in Pind., and
Trag., V. Elinsl. Med. 1261, though
he need not have proscrihed en-

tirely in those authors, v. EHendt
Lex. Soph.: {): anything in

foldt ; hence, a fold, leaf, layer, plate,

usu. in plur., , plates of

metal or leather, five, six, or more in

strong shields, II. 7, 247 ; 18, 481
;

20, 269, Hes. Sc. 143 : the folds of a

garment, first in Hom. Cer. 176, then
m Soph. Pr. 437, Eur., etc. :

—

, folding tablets (cf),
Aesch. Supp. 947 ; so,, Sojih. Fr. 150; (5i Aroi), Eur.

I. A. 98.— II. of the sides of a hill, or

hilly country, (which viewed from a

distance appears to be in folds, cf.), a cleft, dell, gully, corrie,

coomb, , 11. 11, 77 ;

also, (from the

wind that rushes down a narrow
mountain-cleft), Od. 19, 432 : also in

sing., ,,
II. 20, 22, . . 260, Merc. 555: so

too, ,,-, Pmd. . 6, 18; 9, 28, . 2, 33;, Soph. . . 1026, and
freq. in Eur. :—so also of the sky
with its cloud-clefts, ,, esp. freq. in Eur., as Or.

1631. Phoen. 81,cf Elnisl. Med. 1204:

— but the metaph. phrase,

7;. Pind. . 1, 170, is used of
varied turns ofpoesy, referred by Bockh
to the varieties of the metre, mtisic, etc.,

by Dissen to the new turn given in that

ode to the legend of Pelops.—111. the

fiat plate of a ship^s stern, on which
her name was written, also,
7).—IV. in Comedy, are wrin-

kles in the face.—Poet. word., ,() a folding : also

a fold, LXX., ov, TO, {() a winnowinp-
shovel orfan, Lat. vannus, with which
corn after threshing was thrown up
against the wind to clear it of the
chaff, II. 13, 5S8 (in poet. gen.-
), Aesch. Fr. 194, Soph. Fr. 931,

Theocr. 7, 156, cf, :

— the later Att. form is. Lob.
Phryn. 321.— II. in Cyprus, corn-

measure, hence , half a.,, , and, 6,(/) consternation., , , timorous, Arist.

Mirab. 109., f., to frighten, scare :

pass.,, c. aor. 2,

tCi],
to be frightened, Hipp. : esp. of

orses, to shy, start, Uiod. 2, 19, Plut.
Fab. 3 ; , at a thing, Id. MarccU.
0, Id. 2, 800 C ; also c. ace, /-
vai , to start at, be alarmed
c< death. Plat. Ax. 370 . (Akin to,, -.) [], ,() spitting, Hipp.

:

also=sq. []/,, , () spittle,

Hipp., Polyb. 8, 14, 5., ov, , =, from. Hi[)p.', . -, to fold, double ,,',' ., to fold gar-

ments, and put them by, Od. 1, 439;
6,1 11,252:

—

, to

fold one's arms over or round another,
1300

Soph. O. C. 1611.—. pass., to be

folded, doubled up, 1:.
the spears bent back, II. 13, 134, like

and.—2. to

fold or cling round, as clothes on the

body, /. Soph.
Fr. 791 ; also, , to

cling to.... Ion ap. Ath. 447 E.

—

III. in

mid. , tofold round one^s self, icrap round
one, Ti, Ar. Nub. 267. (Prob. akin to

and.) Hence, , post-Hom. form of,
q. V.^, , , Ptyrhin, an island

near Coicyra, Thuc. 4, 46.,,=., a,,=. [],, , . 111., , {,) in

folds, wrinkles, layers, Arist. . . 5,

7,2., f., pf. pass,-:—to spit out or up,, II. 23,

697 ; absol., to spit, Hdt. 1, 99, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 1, 24.—2. of the sea, to dis-

gorge, cast out, £7' ., Theocr.
15, 133, cf. Rh. 2, 570, Leon. Tar.
96, etc.—3. metaph., to spit in token of
abhorrence, hence to abominate, Erf.

Soph. Ant. 645 (653) ; -, with an expression of loathing,

Soph. Ant. 1232.—4. -
', Lat. in sinum spruere (Plin.), to

avert a bad omen, disarm witchcraft,

and the like, which was done three

times, ,, Theocr. 6. 39, cf. 20,

11; so, ., Anth. . 12,

229. (The same as-, hence -, q. v., Lat. sjmo, spnito (cf pitui-

ta),—whence also spityna—our spnv,

spit.) [v in pres. and impf. : in liit..

etc. ; V. Grafe Mel. 124, 7 ; but in

Theocr. 24, 19, Ap. Rh. 2, 570 ; 4,

925, and later Ep., in impf., before

a short syll.], v..,, , {.)
shy, timorous, fearful, Ep. Horn. 8, 2,

Soph. Phil. 1093, where is

now admitted to be the correct read-

ing.,,,{,)
fall, freq. in Trag., ', Aesch. Pr. 919 ; cf

Soph. Atit. 1046, Plat. Lach. 181 ;, Aesch.
Supp. 662 :—hence, a misfortune, ca-

lamity, Lat. casus, tu ,
calamities from (sent by) the gods,

Eur. H. F.' 1228 : a failure, defeat, like, Polyb. 33, 12, 7.—II. that

ivhich is fallen or killed, a corpse, car-

case, usu. , as ',',
'ErfOh^foi'f-, Eu r.Or. 1 196, Phoen.
1697: so too, , the ruin

of a house ; so, ., fallen

olive-trees, Lys. ap. Harp. : but later

also without, Valck. Phoen.
1490, Lob. Phryn. 375, sq. Hence, f. -', to make to fall.

—II. o<, those who
have the falling sickness, epileptic per-

sons.,, , a sort of goblet.

literally, a tumbler, i. e. a cup that

will not stand upright, and therefore

must be emptied at once, Ath. 485 :

the correction seems need-
less., , 6,{
II) e.pilipsy, Procl.,. b, , gen.,()
crouching, cowering for fear, epith. of

the hare, II. 22, 310: also, ,
as subst..= 7rra^' (q. v.), II. 17, 676, cf
Aesch. Eum. 325.

iY\ov,,,, Mount Ploiis, a

mountain in Boeotia on the south-
east of Lake (Jopais, with a temple
and oracle of Apollo. Hdt. 8, 135;, Pind. Fv.70,4,B(>ckh., ov, . I'loiis, son of Atha-
mas and Themisto, Asius 9,—2. ap-
pell, of Apollo, Id. ib., ov, (,)
fallen, slain, Aesch. Ag. 639 : the
passage, Ib. 1122, is yet dub.,, y,(,)
a falling, faU,. Plat. Rep. 604
C;, Polyb. 2, 16, 13.— II. a
case, grammatical inflexion of any kind,
Arist. Top. 2, 9, 2,' Rhet. 2, 23, 2., poet, for, to

crouch or cower for fear, II, 4, 372,
where the v. 1. is rightly
rejected by Wolf and Heyne.
12'12, f. -, like

(intr.). to crouch or cowerfrom fear, {''", 11. 7, 129, etc. ; .
(without any notion oi fear), Tyrtae.
2, 36 ; , they cower
down for fear of their enemies, Pind.
P. 8. 124— also, to go cowering or
stooping about, like a beggar,-, Od. 17, 227 ; 18,

3()3; so,7 ,
to go begging to Other people's houses,
lies. Op. 393: cf.,.—2. to be frightened, scared, II. 4, 371,
Hdt. 9, 8:—to flee affrighted, ][. 21,
14, Eur. Hec. 1065 ; . ,
Eur. Bacch. 223 (cf.) ; and
so, c. ace,' Itl 7.)-, let ns no longer j?ee/ro;n one
another. II. 20, 427., >), ,() of, be-

longing to a case, GrF.mm., ij, or,(,)
falling, apt to fall, fallen.', , /;,(,-
>) braggart beggar, beggarly boaster,

Ath. 230 C.,, , dub. 1, for-., af. Ion. -, . ,(-) begging, Hdt. 3, 14 ; -
T1JV .. Plat. Legg. 936 ;.), Lys. 898, 9 :

—

proverb., 7•.,. Pint. 549.',,,(^) ref-

uge for beggars., , ,(, '-) beggar-Helen, . e. prostitute,

Ath. 585 ., . -,() to be a
beggar, go begging, beg, ,/, Od. 15, 309 ; 19, 73 ;, Antipho 117, 22.—2. to be as
poor as a beggar, Plat. Eryx. 394 —
11. trans., to get by begging,, Od.
17, 11, 19.— 2. c. ace. pers. to beg or
ask an alms of,, Theogn. 918., Ion. for,., f. -/,() to make
a beggar of, beggar, LXX., , ,() of, be-

longing to or befitting a beggar, beggar-

ly,, Lycurg. 158, 35;-. Plat. Rep. 554 B., irreg. compar. of, only Ar, Ach. 425., , ,() a
poor-house.>, ov,(,)
a beggarly poet, uorg. ap. Arist. Rhet.

3, 3, 1., ov, rich in jire-

tended poverty, or poor amidst a show

of wealth., ,(,)
drawing beggarly characters, of a poet,

Ar. Ran. 842.

;^•, r/, oi', also Of , OX",Aesch. Ag.
1274, Soph. O. C. 751 ;() :—



poor, strictly, one who crouches or crin-

ges (cf.) ; hence, as subst.,

beggar, Od. 14, 400, etc., Hes. Op.

26, Hdt. 3, 14 ; /, a heg-

garman, Od. 21, 327:—beggars, like, were pecul. under divine pro"

tection, Od. 6, 208 ; 14, 58 ; 17, 475.

—II. as adj., beggarly, like,. Soph. I. c. :—irregular

compar., Ar. Ach. 425 ;

butsuperl.7i-rtj;i'o-arof,Anth.P.10, 50.!), ov, ,=-: from, , to feed, support

the poor ; and, . , the feeding,

support of the poor : from^•, ov,(,))
feeding, supporting the poor.', 6, V..^, , /, (sc.) ; or, , , (sc.) : {-, hjjo)) :

—

the Pyanepsia, an Athe-

nian festival in the month,
in honour of Apollo ; said to be so

called from a dish of beans, or (ace.

to others) peeled barley and pulse,

which was then cooled and eaten :

but the form, , also oc-

curs, and this is said (v. Lycurg. ap.

Harp.) to have been the name m all

other parts of Greece. Hence, , 6, the fourth

month of the Att. year, so named
from the festival : corre-

sponding to the latter part of October
and former part of November.—In

Inscrr. we also find the form-
Tlvdviov, ov, TO, dim. from,

a mixture of various kinds of pulse,

cooked sweet, ace. to Sosib. ap. Ath.

648 B. [d], ov, made of beans,7^,
Alcrnan 28. [a]

YliUvov, ov, ro,=sq. II, Heliod. ap.

Ath. 406 C., ov, 6, an older word for, Heliod. ap. Ath. 406 C :

but Hesych. e.xpiains the Lacon.-
by :—others make

it a mixture of barley and pulse, eaten

boiled at the, Graram. [{)],, , v..,, ,=^7, thefirst milk

after calving, beestings, Lat. colostrum:

or, rennet made from it, cf. Nic. Al.

373.—Cf.., , v.., a, ov, {) of or on the

rump, TO -, the rump (of birds),

Hdt. 2, 76; and r« ^,=^7xvy^,—lhe
buttocks, Archipp. Rhin. 2, Arist. H. A.

9,35.— II. , in architecture,

the base of a column, elsewh.,
Hesych.— \\. =, dub. in

Suid.,,{,7) suffer-

ing pain in the buttocks, prob. 1. Strab.^, ov,{,) white-

rump, esp. as name of a Libyan kind

of antelope, Hdt. 4, 192 ; also of an
eagle, Arist. H. A. 9. 32, 1, which
Aesch. Ag. 116, calls ,—
perh. with a coUat. signf. of cowardly,

as we say to show the whitefeather ; cf.

Lye. 91 (at ibi Schol.), Soph. Fr. 932

A. [i], late form for^., , , Pygela, a small

town on the Ionian coast of Asia Mi-
nor, Strab. p. 639. Hence
\.?-,. 6, an inhabitant of

Pygela, Pygelian, Xen. Hell. 1, 2., , , the rump, buttocks. Ar-

chil. 59, An, etc. ; in plur., Luc. Per-

egr. 17 -.—TO. As. Thesm. 1 187,

is a barbarism, but there is a heterocl.

ace. sing, ^-, Arist. Physiogn. 6,

6 :

—

//., to kick up
the heels so as to strike the buttock in

dancing, to dance the fling, a girls' ex-

ercise at Sparta, Ar. Lys. 82; cf.-.—II. nietaph.of/, swelling land,

like. (Cf. fin.) Hence
-^'-, adv., tail foremost, Arist.

Part. An. 2, 16, 6.—II. ru7np to rump,

Id. H. A. 5, 2, 2., ov, . dim. from,
a thin rurnp, Ar. Ach. 638. [i], {) to strike on the but-

tocks.—II. paedicari, Theocr. 5, 41,

Anth. etc. Hence,, , a blow on the

buttocks.— II. paedicatio, Theocr. 5,

43. [v], ov, 6,{) paedico,

paedicator., ov,{,-) fighting with pygmies, [], a, ov,[ II) -
long or tall : hence of men, dwarf-

ish, Arist. Probl. 10, 12.— II. -, , the Pygmies, z.fabulous race

of dwarfs on the upper Nile, said to

have been warred on and destroyed

by cranes, 11. 3, 0, Valck. Hdt. 3, 37.,, , Pygmalion,

a king in Cyprus, Apollod. 3, 14, 3., , f. -), to practise

boxing, be a boxer, Hdt. 5, 60, Anth.
P. 6, 7 : and, ac, , boxing, Lat. pugi-

latus. It. 23, 653', 665, Pratin. ap. Ath.

617 D, Pind. O. 11 (10), 12, etc., ov,(,,-) fighting with the fist, boxing: USU.

., as subst., a boxer, Lat. pugil, Od.

8, 246, Pind. I. 8 (7), 135, cf. Theocr.
24, 112:—more freq.. [a],, , {) a fist, Lat. /wg•-

nus,^/, having con-
quered in the boxing-match, II. 23, 669 ;

also, , Eur. Ale. 1031 :, Pind. . 7, 30, cf. 10

(11), 82 ; , Plat. Legg.
795 .— II. a measure of length, the

distance from the elbow to the knuckles

= 18, about 1 ft. 1^ inches :

cf. II., , , rare form for.,, , and-, , . [,) the

fire-tatl, i. e. the glow-worm, Lat. cicin-

dela, Arist. H. A. 4, 1, 6 : also,-?.—Cf., of the fox.,, ov,,
a,,=., ,() a kind ( short,

stumpy root., . , {, -) strictly tail-leg, a water-bird ivith

legs set far back, like the grebe or

puffin., ov, (,)
epith. of a woman with a sweeping train,

Hes. Op. 371, parodied from-,—if it be not rather lewd,

lechrrous.', a, ov, of the length of a, Od. 10, 517 ; 11, 25 ;
poet, for

the USU..,, , like, the el-

bow.— II. as a measure of length, the

distance from the elbou'S to thefirst joint

of the fingers=20 ?. or 5 -, rather more than 43; ft.,

I

nearly=Roman/.?, Hdt. 2, 175,

cf. :—but and
are freq. confounded in Grainm. (The
root is no doubt to be found in Sanscr.

buj. Germ, beugen, to bou• or bend,

whence Ellen-bogen, el-bow

:

—^ is

also the part which is bent in sitting:

Pott Et. Forsch. 1, 236.) Hence

., a, ov, a long
Mnesith. ap. Ath. 494 B.. f. -, to hop, dance:
hence, , to

dance a fling. ai\ uncouth Laconian
dance, Ar. Eq. 697.—Dub. collat.

forms in Gramm. are and/.. (Ace. to E. M. for-
from : but the form-
points to a deriv. from,

q• V.)
^ , „ .. ov, o, the Pydius, a river

of Asia Minor near Abydus, Thuc. 8,

106, where Poppo writes'.
Wi-vovu, , , Pydna, a city of

Pieria in Macedonia, on the Ther-
niaicus sinus, later, now
Kithros, Thuc. 1, 61 ; Strab. p. 330:
hence oi ,, the Pydneans,
Dein., ov, TO, dim. from.
[0 Ep., V Att.],, , in a seal-ring, the

setting or socket cf the stone, Lat. pala

or funda, Ar. Fr. 297. [ Ep.,

Att.], later -, , a throw

on the dice, Eubul. Ku/i. 2.. ov, , (later, but less Att.,, Hemst. Thom. M. 863, Lob
Phryn. 309 ; also,, q. v.) :

—

tub, trough, pan, esp. for feeding ani-

mals, Od. 19, 553 : a bathing-tub, Ar.

Eq. 1060, Thesm. 562 : any tub-shaped

vessel, a vat, kitchen-boiler, Ar. Vesp.
141 :—later, a coffin, Theophr. : and
in Eccl., thefont. (Buttm. derives it

from, as if for. as
from/^ :—akin

to Lat. pelvis.) V Horn, and Ep.,

Alt.] Hence?], , () like a trough

or tub, hollow, [v Ep., Att.], , , () beestings, the

first milk after calving, that curdles in

the second stomach of ruminating
animals, and is used as rennet in

makmg cheese, Lat. colostrum, coagu-

lum, Arist. H. A. 3, 20, 15, Gen. An.
2, 4, 29 ; cf.,,., , {. -,{) to make to

suppurate : pass., to suppurate,, )7,=sq. Aretae. [v]/, ,() suppuration : esp.

pulmonary consumption, Aretae.\7., ov, 6, Pythangelus^

a tragic poet, derided by Aristoph.

Ran. 87.—2. son of Phylides, a
I3oeotian, Thuc. 2, 2.—Others in

Strab. : etc.^, ov, , Ion.-, ,
Pythagoras, son of Mnesarchus, of

Sanios, the celebrated philosopher,

flourished in Magna Graecia about
600 B. C, Hdt. 4. 95, etc. ; Diog. L.

8, 1, sqq., who also mentions others

of this name.— 2. a Milesian, Hdt. 5,

26.—3. a naval officer of the Lace-
daemonians, Xen. An. 1, 4, 2.—4. a
statuary of Rhegiuin, Pans. 6, 4, 4.

—

Others in Ath. ; etc. Hence, a, ov, also , ov,

nf or relating to Pythagoras, Pythago-
rean, Arist.: •, Strab., to be a disciple ofPy-
thagoras ; cf.., ,,=^•
, Luc. ; etc.

I

. ov, b, adherence to

the rules nf Pythagoras.•}, Dor. -. ov, 6,

a ythiigorca/?^ follower of Pythagoras

:

in the later comic poets they were
oft. ridiculed, seethe,
of Alexis, the^ of Aris-

tpphon, (ap. Ath. 161 A, sq.,) cf.

Theocr. 14, 5:—ace. to Origen, Tiv-
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was an exoteric,-', an esoteric Pythagorean.^,, , Pyihaeus, son of

Apollo, said by some to have built the

temple at Delphi. Paus. 2, 35, 2.',() to consult the ora-

cle at Pytho (i. e. Delphi.

)

, ov, 6, Pythaenittis, a

historian, Ath. 589 F./'/, , , one who cotisuUs

the Pythian oracle, Strab., ov, 6, Pytharatus,

masc. pr. n., Paus. ; etc.

illaf)o,ov,,Pytharchus,masc.
pr. n., Atli. 30 A ; etc., , , i. . ~u•, one who plays the air expressing

the battle between Apollo and the Py-
thon : it was played on a flute,

hence called , the air

was and av-. cf. Thiersch Pind. 1, p. 60.

tnj;i9i'af, ov Dor. a, , ion. -,
Pytheas. son of Lampon, of Aegina,

a victor in the pancratium at the Ne-
mean games, Pind. N. 5 ; I. -i.—2. an
Abdente, Hdt. 7, 137.—3. an Atheni-

an orator, an opponent of Demos-
thenes, Dem. 1481, 13 ; Plut. Dem. ;

etc.—4. a celebrated geographer of

JVIassilia, Strab.—Others in Diod. S.

;

etc,, ,() putrefac-

tion, Nic. Th. 466, in plur., ov,,^, Suid.'[, ov, 6, Pythermus, a
Phocaean, sent as an envoy from the

Greeks of Asia Minor to the Spar-

tans, Hdt. 1, 152.—2. a historian of

Ephesus, Ath. 289 F.—3. a poet of

Teos, Ath. 625 B., inf. aor. of,
Horn., Ion. imperf. from,
for.. Rh. []^,, , Pytheus, appell. of

Apollo, Thuc. 5,31, v. 1..^,, , Pythen, a naval
commander of the Corinthians,Thuc.
6, 104.^,, 6, Pythes, son of Is-

chonoiis ofAegina. Hdt. 9, 78.

—

2. son
of Aridromachus of Abdera. Paus. 6,

14, 12.—Others in Paus. ; etc., , . (sc. ), Ion. -,
the Pythia, priestess of the Pythian
Apollo at Delphi, who uttered the

responses of the oracle, freq. in Hdt.

:

cf.,, , (sc.) the Pythi-

an games, celebrated every four years

at Pytho or Delphi in honour of Py-
thian Apollo, Pind., etc.— It is pretty

certain that they were held in the

third, not the second, Olympian year,

and probably in the summer or au-

tumn, Clinton F. H. 1, Append. 1,

Arnold Thuc. vol. 2, fin., Thirlw.
Hist, of Gr. 6, p. 5.\, ov, b, Pythiades, a gov-

ernor on the Erylhraeum mare, Po-
lyb. 5, 46, 7., to he inspired by the Pythi-

an Apollo, to prophesy.,, pecul. fern, of -, ., a song to Apollo, Soph.
Fr. 435.— II. esp. as suhst.,— 1. (sub.),=, the Pythian priest-

ess.—2. (sub. ). and that,

—

a. a Pythiad, period of 4 years, after

which the Pythian games were cele-

brated, cf'.—h. the cehbra-

tiun i)f the Pythian games, and so=r<i, Pind. P. 1. 58 ; 5. 26.—13. sc., the road leading from Delphi to

Tempe, by which the Delphians sent

a solemn embassy in honour of Apol-

lo, Ael. V. H. 3, i.—4. also a solemn
1302

sending of oflerings from Athens to

Delphi, Strab. p. 404.^, , ,= ; -, the oracle of Apollo

at Delphi, Soph. El. 32.^, ov, TO, sc., the tem-

ple of the Pythian Apollo,Thuc. 2, 15 ;

as name of a place from a temple of

Apollo there, Strab. ; etc., /, , (,) a

victory at the Pythian games, [vi]\, , , Pythionice, fem.

pr. n., Ath. 339, etc.', ov, . Dor. -, (-,) a conqueror in the Pythian
games, Pmd. P. 9, 1. Hdt. 8, 47. [vi], ov, (, 7}) vic-

torious in the Pythian games : in genl.

of, belonging to such victory, Pind. P. 0,

4, etc., a, ov,() Pythian, i. e.

Delphian, of or belonging to Pytho,

freq. as epith. of Apollo, cf. H. Hom.
Ap. 373, and then freq. in Pind., etc.;

and cf, ., .—., at Sparta., four persons whose

office it uas to consult the Delphic oracle

on affairs of state, Hdt. 6, 57, Cic.

Div. 1, 43; two of them were attach-

ed to the person of each king, and
they had high privileges, Miill. Dor.

3, 1, 9. In Lacon. also.
[: t only in H. Hom. Ap. 373, and
this place is altered by Herm.]^,, , Pythius, a Lydian,
son of Atys, famed for his wealth,
Hdt. 7, 27.,, , a sort of bulbous

root, Theophr., ', 6, Pythion, masc.
pr. n., Ath. 609 B.', , (/ HI) of a
number, to be a power of some root., ?}, ,() of, be-

longing to the root of a number., ov, TO, dim. from -
/, Geop., adv., from thefounda-
tion, h&t. funditus, ov-, not at all,

cf. Foes. Oecon. Hipp.,, 6, the bottom, the hol-

low or belly of a drinking-cup, Lat.

fundus, II. 11, 635 ; 18, 375. Hes. Op.
367, Fr. 39, 7 ; .,,, the bottom or depths of the sea,

Hes. Th. 932, Solon 5, 20, Theogn.
1029 ; ., i. e., the beard,

Ae.sch. Fr. 27 :—metaph., .,
a depth, abyss of woe, Orph., like, etc. : also in plur.,, earth from her

foundations, like, Aesch.
"Pr. 1047, cf. Soph. O. T. 1261.—II.

the bottom, .itock. root of a tree, Od. 13,

122, 372 ;—metaph.. the original stock

of a family, Aesch. Cho. 260, Snpp.
104 ; also the stalk or strni of a plant,

cf. Aesch. Cho. 204.—III. in arith-

metic, the root or fundamental number,

as 2 is of 4, 3 of 9, etc., —..
Plat. Rep. 546 C; cf..
(.Akin to. ,,.,, and hat. fun-
dus : hence.) [ in Aesch.
Pr. 1047, Cho. 1. c, Fr. 27.],, , Pythoglnes, a

Sicilian, Hdt. 6, 23.^?., ov, o, Pythodelus, a

person ridiculed by Axionic. ap. Ath.
166 C.^, ov, 6, Pythodotiis. an
Atlienian archon, Dem. ; but Reiske
reads-—Others in Paus.

;

etc.^, , , Pythodoris,

daughter of Pythodorus, Strab. p.

555.^, ov, , Pythodorus, an

Athenian, son of Isolochus, a pupil
of Zeno, Thuc. 3, 115 ; Plat. ; etc.

—

2. an Athenian archon, Dem. 1174,

13, V..—3. an Acharnian,
Id. 1215, 13.—Others in Dem. 1140,
17 ; etc., adv.,() from Pytho
or Delphi, jPind. 1. 1, 92.^, adv.,() to or at Pytho
or Delphi, Find. O. 7, 17, P. 11, 74 :

—strictly dat. from :
—^the tri-

sylLformnt'Sot isquoted by Choerob.
from Pind. ; and Bultm.(Ausf.Gramm.
i) 49 Anm. 3, n.)^ restore this

at the end of Isihin. 7 (6)., d\.y=v, Hes. Sc.
480.'\., ov, 6, Pylhoclules, a
sophist of Ceos, teacher of Pericles
in music. Plat. Prot. 316 C.^/.,, , Pythocles, an
Athenian, father of Phaedrus, Plat.

Phaedr. 244.—2. son of Pythodorus,
an Athenian orator, Dem. 320, fin.

;

442, 15.—Others in Plut. ; etc., ov,(,)
confirmed by the Pythian god : Tu-, the Pythian oracles, Aesch.
Ag. 1255.^, ov, a, Pythocritns, a
flute-player of Sicyon, Paus. 6, 14,

10., ov, {Ylvduv,)
slaying the serpent Python, Orph.^., », , Pythoiaus, the
murderer of Alexander of Pherae,
Plut., ov,(,)
seized or rapt by Pythian Apollo, seized

with Pythic frenzy.
[i'], v. sub.,. , ,(,-) Pythian prophet : belonging to such

an one, ., Aesch. Cho. 1030 ;—., the prophetic seat at Pytho,
Soph. O. T. 965.\[, ov, ('>,Pyihaniciis, masc.
pr. n., Andoc. ; Ath. ; etc.^., , Pythopnhs, a city

of Bithynia, Plut. Thes. 76.—11. fem.
pr. n.. Polyaen. 8, 42.^, , 6, Pythopkanes,
a Macetlonian, Arr. An. 3, 22, 1.}}), Dor. -raf, ov, , (XIw-,) :

— -, an exile sent

by the Pythian god, Aesch. Cho. 940., ov, (,)
., oracles diUrered bif

the Pythian god, Aesch. ('ho. 901.— 11.

= foreg., Eur. Ion 1218.', fnt. : aor. :
—

to make rot, to rot, -
pa, II. 4, 174 ; ' ,
.. 309 ; .', lb. 374, cf Hes. Op. 624 :—
pass., to become rotten, to rot, decay,

moulder, 11.11, 395, Od. 1 . 1 61 , etc.,Hes.

Sc. 153. (From root-, which ap-

pears in Sanscr. /ju^. to stink, in,', and Lat. pus. puris, pundenlus,
puteo, putresco, putris, pvtridvs, etc.)

[v in all tenses ; though Call. Fr. 313
has the aor. for.]. gen. , dat. ot, . Pytho,
older name of that part of Phocis at

the foot of Parnassus, in which lay

the town of Delphi, Horn., and Hes.

;

also the oldest name of Deljjhi itself,

Pind., and Hdt. : cf,,,. (Some derive the
word from in reference to

inquiry of the orach, which is unlikely

from the difference of quantity : others

from, [], because
the serpent (Python) rotted there.)

Hence, adv.,() to Pytho, Od
11,581.



., adv.,() from Pytho,

ffor, Piiid. I. 1,92.,, , the serperit Python,

slain by Apollo, thence surnamed the

Pythian.— II. in Plutarch's time ven-

tnioquists were called '' and-, 2, 414 : ci'. Wetstein
ad Act. 16, 16.

—

\\\l. as masc. pr. n.,

Python,— 1. an orator of Byzantium,
an ambassador of Philip to the Athe-
nians, Dem. 272, 19 ; etc.—2. an -Ae-

nian, prob. same with foreg.. Id. 659,

27; 674, 21.—3. a poet of Catana,
Ath. 586 C.—4. a general of Alexan-
der the Great, after his death gover-

nor in Media, Arr. Ind. 15, 10.—Oth-
ers in Plut ; etc.f [&],, , older form for-, 11. 2, 519, . Merc. 178; also in

iSimon., and Pind. Hence^, adv., to Pyiho, Pind.

O. 6, 61,^, , 6, Pythonax,

masc. pr. n., Dem. ; etc., , , from Pytho : in-

spired by (he Pythian god.^, &.,{)='..1•, .,=,-
tae. 8, 1, Pind. P. 5, 141., a,,!=.

Tlvift, old poet, form of, Simon.
(Amorg. ?) Lob. Paral. 76.

'/, poet. adv. from ,=^7-,, freq. in Honi., v. sub
VI. 3. [], f.- : (,) :

—to make thick or close, cover or wrap
up, enwrap, oft. with collat. notion of

protection,;^ /,
11. 17, 551 ; -

(sc. /;), 11- 10, 271 ; . vf/a, to surround a ship with stones,

so as to protect it while lying up, Hes.

Op. 622, V. Herm. Opusc. 6, 1, p. 245 :—to cover thickly, shadow, of the down
on a youth's chin, Od. 11, 320; so,

JTVK. , to cover thick with
hair, Hes. Op. 540 :—esp., .-, to cover thick with crowns,
Eur. Ale. 796, Orac. ap. Dem. 531,

6 ; , Hdt. 7,

197 ; then, absol., to crown, Eur. Tro.
353:—part. pf. pass,,
thickly covered,,, II. 14,

289 ; 23, 503 ;^, Od. 22, 488 ; so, -. a hill well-clothed with wood,
iies. Th. 484; Aeol.,
covered, hidden, Sappho 30.—2. met-
aph.," ,
grief darkened, t/irew a shadow on his

soul, U. 8, 124; 17, 83.-3. to provide

well, prepare, hence in mid., tv-, look well to thy bow, Aesch.
Theb. 149.—II. to close, shut, shut up,, to sliut

themselves close up within, Od. 12,

225 ; ., to shut the house close.

Soph. Aj. 531.—IV. -, close, cautious of mind, Hes. Op.
791 ; of. V.,.—Poet,

word. Hence,, , that which is

close, covered or closely shut, [], , ,{) cover-

ing or shuttirtg closely./, ,{,,-) of close or cautious mind, shrewd,

Od. 1, 438, cf. II. 24, 282: also writ-

ten paroxyt., . Horn. Cer.

153 ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 671., neut. plur. used as adv.

from ; v. sub.',=^, Nonn., ov,(,)
moving constantly, Hipp.^, ov, )—/!)-, Hipp.

, , , poet, lengthd. form
for, freq. in Hom., and Hes.

Adv. -, Hom. ; v. sub.,, , ?/,{,)=, . Hom. Merc.

538, Hes. Fr. 36., neut. used as adv. from, q. v. (signf.^ VI. 2).^,^^, dub., adv.,{) oft times,

Arist. Piobl. 3, 9. [yu\, , , i], {,) closely fitted or joined, Democr.
ap. Stob. Eel. 1, 594.], , , as subst., wing ; and
also in a form, v. Lob. Paral.

319.', , , assembling in the

Pnyx, .•, Ar. Eq. 42 ; cf.., ov,{,-) covered with bads or shoots, The-
ophr., ov, {,
II) with thick knots OT joints, Diosc.,, , , with teeth

close together., ov, {)=8^.,, , , thick-hair-

ed., ov,{,)
thick with fruit, Luc. Amor. 12.', ov, {, -) ever in dangers, V. 1. Arist. Eth.

N. 4, 3, 23.,, ,{) a plant,

a kind of scabiosa, Diosc.

HvKvov, neut. used as adv. from, q. v., ov, (,) ' thick and scant of breath,'

Hipp., ov, with many passa-

ges or openings., ov,{,)
thick-feathered, .. Soph. .
C. 17,—where it seems to be merely
periphr. for.^, , {, )
thick with berries, Anth. P. 6, 22., ov, {, )
with thick or many roots, Theophr., ov, and -, wyof,{/))=, Anth., , ov, and poet, lengthd., , , close, compact, opp. to: and so,— I. of the material
quality or substance of a thing, close,

firm, solid, opp. to what is loose and
porous,, II. 15, 529 ;,
Od. 14, 521 ;,, II. 5, 751

;

16, 288; . /^, not a strong bed-

stead, but a well-stuffed, ^r7«bed, II. 9,

621, Od. 7, 340 ; also, -, II. 14, 349 :

—

,,
Plat. Tim. 59 , 75.—II. of the close

union of the parts of a thing, close,

thick, close-packed, crowded, Lat. den-

sus, opp. to what is loose and scatter-

ed, , joined, Od. 12,

92 ; ?, -, II. 4, 281 ; 7, 61, etc.;, II. 24, 453; ,
of the dense mass of heads in a crowd,
II. 11, 309; -, II. 13, 133, cf Od. 5, 480 ; -, thick-feathered wings, II. 11,

454, Od. 5, 53," etc., V. Schaf Dion.
Comp. 351, Lob. Paral. 319: esp. of
thick, foliage, copse or thicket, ,,,,,,, etc., olt. in Hom. ;, Hes. Op. 551 ; also, -, ?, etc., a thick shower of
darts, stone. II. 11,570; 10.212, etc.,

(though? . are also heaps, piles

of stones) ; so,, Hdt. 7, 218 ; .', thick-

falling shower, Soph. Fr. 503 ; . vi-

, Eur. Andr. 1129 ; .,, Plat. Prot. 321 A, Xen. An. 4,8,
2.—2. of an oft-repeated action, ., the oft-revolving wheel (of For-
tune), Soph. Fr. 713 : hence in rela-

tion of time, often, frequent, Lat. cre-

ber,frequens, as, .,, an
often recurring fever, flux, Hipp. ; ., a quick pulse, etc.. Id. ;-

pcvo,huc.~ ,44

;

jj

7/, Plat.. 40 .— III. of artificial

union, well put together, well-made,

compact, fast, strong,,,-
pai,,,. 10,267 -,13,

68 ; 14, 167, etc. ; -, 13, 804 ; cf. infra VI : hence,
well-guarded, closed, close, concealed,

as also Homer's . ?., . /^
may be explained : hence,—IV. gen-
erally, strong of its kind, great, sore,

excessive, ., II. 24, 480 ; ., Od. 19,516; ., II. 16,

599, cf Od. 11, 88, infra VI :—though
these might be taken melaph. from
the notion of an overshadowing cloud,

as in , II. 8, 124.

— V. metaph. of the mind,, II. 14, 294;, 11. 15, 461
;, II. 3, 208;, 11. 2, 55;, II. 18, 216

;, Od. 3, 23 ;, II. 11, 788 ;.?, Pind.
. 4, 130, . 7 (6), 11 ;, Eur. .
. 67 ; etc. :—of persons,, Pind. . 13, 73 ;,
the wise. Soph. Phil. 854 ; .,
Ar. . 420 ;, Critias 9, 12, etc. :—in these
places all agree to interpret it wise,

prudent, shrewd, though the way in

which it came to have these notions
is disputed;—some deriving it from
the notion of close, strong, forcible

;

others from that of close, guarded, cau-

tious ; that the latter is best, appears
from the phrases /.,, II. 6, 187, 189; ^,
Orac. ap. Hdt. 7, 141.— VI. adv. '-,, the former being post-

Hom. : Hom. uses, esp. in

phrase, or -, close orfast shut, II. 9, 475, Od.
2, 344, etc. : but oft. also metaph.,, II. 19, 312, Od. 19,

95, etc., V. supra IV : also, .-, II. 21 ,293 ; v. supra V.—2. Hom.
also uses neuters and .,

and as adv., esp. in

signf much, often, -, a 7nuch lorn cloak, a cloak full of

holes, Od. 13, 438; 17, 198 :—yer^
much, sorely, , Od.
11, 88: also, , Od. 9,

445 ; ,
Hes. Op. 582 :—also in AU., -. Plat. Rep. 501 ; compar., lb. 328 D, etc.— 3. lastly,

Hom. oft. has poet. adv. [•-~],

from an old, thickly, strongly,

usu. in phrases , II. 18,

608, etc. ; , 12, 317,
etc. ;—but also , 9, 554

;, to rear carefully, 5, 70.

—Chiefly poetic.—A Lacon. superl.

in Anth. P. 15,27. (With,, perh. akin to,
pango, OUT pack, as '^ certainly is to

pungo : perh. also to,.), Att. gen. from.. ov, {,)
with solidflesh, A list. Probl. 1, 20.', , to sow thick,The
ophr. : f-^om, ov,{,)
sowing thick.— II. prop.arox.-,, pass., thick sown, Theophr,, ov,{) with a
thick thread in the woof.
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, ,(,)
thick spoiled,. Soph. . C. 1093.

/£'7'•,,{,)
with the pillars close together, opp. to.), Vitruv.,, ,() close-

ness, thickness, diriseness, e. g. of

clouds, Ar. Nub. 3fl, 40G ;,
Plat. 'rim. 59 ; of flosh, opp. to, Id. Legg. 812 I), Arist., etc.

:

. ^, Thuc. 5, 71 :

as medic, term,' ., costivity,

Hipp.—II. frequency, (7,, Is-

ocr. C5 A.—HI. incta|)h., prudence,

shrewdness, , Ar. Eq.

1132,'.,,(,-) with thick-set ei/es, Menand. p. 185

:

—with thick-set buds, Theophr.'.,,{,)
with thickfoliage, Arist. Probl. 20, 36., ,() like,
to make close or solid, ,
Arist. Probl. 1, 52.—II. to close or

pack close, jr., to close their

ranks, Hdt. 9, 18 ;, roll yourself well up and
tumble about, Ar. Nub. 701-:

—

-, i. e. without tak-

ing breath, Lat. uno spiritu, Plut. De-
moslh. 11.—III. to close, shut up, ., Theophr. ; so,, Hipp.—IV. pass., to be

stuffed full of or lilled with a thing,

Xen. Cyn. 5, 7.

—

-V. in pass., also, of

words, to be compressed, become closer

in signification, Arist. An. Post. 1, 23,

4 ; cf.. III. Hence,,, that which covers

close, a covering, veil, Aesch. Supp.
235.— II. pass., close order or array,, Plut. Aemil. 20, cf.

Id. Philop. 9.—2. that ivhich is done

frequently, repetition, esp. of the same
tone, as in tuning instruments, Plat.

Kep. 531 A.,, ,() a clos-

ing, making or packing close, Polyb. 18,

12,2:—also=7rii/cyor;/f. Hence, , , closing,-
., medicines that close the pores.

1?^==5., Sopliron.1,=, Anacr. CI,

4. Sophron ;—as if from,
like,?, etc., , ,() box-

ing-ring.— II. () book-case,

very dub., ,() boxing., , , boxer, more
usu. : from, to practise boxing, box,

Plat. Gorg. 450 D ; ., to

strike with the fist on the head, Eur.
Cycl. 229. From, , (,) boxer,

Lat. pugil, tXenophan. 2, 15 Bgk.,t
Pind. . 10(11).2, Soph. Tr. 442,

Plat., etc. ; Pind. has also,
opp. to the, or wrestler,

cf. Arist. Rhet. 1, 5, 14. Hence. , , skilled in boxing.

Plat. Gorg. 456 D ; .. Id. Rep.
333 :

—

- (sc.) the art of
boxing. Id. Gorg. 4G0 D.

HvKTLov, ov, ,=, Jac.

A. P. p. 18.-,,.=^, a writ-

ing-tablet, Anth. P. 9, 340.,, prob. , an unknown
animal in Ar. Ach. 879, supposed to

be the beaver : but several MSS. have, which has been received by
Dind., , ()=-., , , dub. for,
Jac. . . . 50.
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, , ,() the art
]

of boxing, Xenophan. Fr. 19, 4.
I, ov, ,(,)

one sent as an orator to (the Amphicty-
onic council at) Pylae ; and, gener-

ally, the deputy of a Greek slate at that

council, Dem. 277, 1, etc. The older

form is, Hdt 7, 213, 214,

and so ap. Dem. 278, 19, 26.— Cf.

Herm. Pol. Ant. '^ 14, Niebuhr Kl.

Schriften, 2, p. 170. Hence, , to be a,
to be sent as such, Dem. 279, 15, Ae-
schin. 71, 20..?, , v. sub., ov, , Dor. -. a, Py-
lades, son of Strophius and Anaxibia,

the friend and companion of Orestes,

Pind. P. 11, 23; Soph. El.; etc.—
2. a banker in Athens, Dem. 816, tin.

—Others in Pans. ; etc., , ai, v. II. 2., , , (sc.) fem.

from, strictly, the autunm-
meeling of the Amphiclyons at Pylae
(or rather at Anthela near Pylae)

;

then, generally, the Amphictyonic coun-

cil, Hdt. 7, 213 ; ., Dem.
278, 18.—2. the right of sending depu-

ties to this council, Id. 62, fin. ; 71, 13.

—3. the place of meeting at Anthela,

Plut. 2, 409 .—On this place and
the times of meeting, cf. Biihr. Hdt.

7, 200, Herm. Pol. Ant.
(f

14, 2.—II.

iille jesting, nonsense, trifling, such as

loungers at the gate{) or at the

Amphictyonic meetings indulged in

(cf. sq ), Wytt. Plut. 239 C. Hence. , , a jcsler, merry-

andrew, mountebank, such flocked to

Pylae and Delphi, during the Amphic-
tyonic assembly : also, Rhodianname
for a liar, Hesych. : also-
1('), ,, jesting, silly, Plut.

Pyrrh. 29 ; cf. II./, ,=, in

Ar. Eq. 1 172, with a play on Pylos, as

the scene of Cleon's triumph.]. ovc, , Pylaemenes,

king of the Paphlagonians, an ally of

Priam, 11. 2, 831.\ , ov, TO,, Pylaeum, a

mountain in Lesbos, Strab. p. 621., a, ov, not. Lob.

Paral. 342
;
(') :

—

at or before the

gate.—2. (,) at Pylae, v. sub-.
iTlv?Mcoc, ov, , Pylaeus, son of

Lethus, leader of the Pelasgi, an ally

ofthe Trojans, 11.2, 842.7], ov, ,=?., , , (?;) door-keep-

er : fem. (or?.),
epith. of Minerva, Lye. 356., ov. Dor. for -,
fighting at the gates, Stesich. 71, Call,

ap. Schol. Od. 3, 380, ubi v. Butlm.

[]?, ,=, Plut.

2, 364 F.',, . Py/arge, a daugh-
ter of Danaus and Pieria, Apollod. 2,

1,5.,,^, susp., , ,(,) the

gate-faslener ; he that keeps the gale of
hell, epith. of the god who hekl this

office, , 11. 8. 367;
13, 415, Od. 11, 277 ;—ace. to Apion,, which
however gives the same sense., ov Ep. uo, , Pylartes,

a Trojan, 11. 16, 696.

\7., a, 6. Pylas, a king of Me-
gara, Apollod. 3, 15, 5; in Paus. also

and, 4, 36, 1 ; 6, 22, 3.,, pecul. poet. fern, of, Soph. Tr. 639.

, , (^-,) . for'•, keeping the gate, a gate-keep-

er, 11. 21, 530; of dogs, 11. 22, 69.

(Formed from,,
Lob. Phryn. 642.)

'»',', ,=.—II. La-
conic word for a wreath, (prob. from), Welcker Alcman 29, cf.

Call. Fr. 358, Ath. 678 A.
IIY'AH, , , strictly, one wing of

a pair of double gates,, Hdt. 3, 156 : nence, usu.
in plur., agate, the gales, strictly of a
town, opp. to (H'pa (a house-door),, II. 3, 145, etc. ;, 7, 339 ;, 12, 454 ;, 21, 531 ; etc. :,,, Pind.
. 6, 45, Aesch. Ag. 604 ; -^,
Plat. Rep. 560 C ; etc. :—in Soph,
also sometimes in sing.. Ant. 1180,
Aj. 11, El. 818:—but, in Trag., some-
times of the house-door, -, Aesch. Cho. 732, cf. 561, Soph.
0. T. 1244, etc. :

—

, usu.,

periphr. for the neilier-world, death,
Hoin., cf. Heyne II. 5, 397 ; so-, Eur. Hoc. 1, cf. Valck.
Hipp. 1445.—II. generally, nnojiriiiice,

inlet, orifice, . Empcd.
267 ; , the orifice of the
gall-bladder, Eur. i:i. 828, cf. Plat.

Tim. 71 C—2. esp., an entrance into

a country through a mountain -pass ; and
so, a pass, Hdt. 5, 52 : 1?. , the
usu. shorter name for>,
Pylae. the pass under the mountains
from Thessaly to Locris, considered
the gates of Greece, first in Hdt. 7,

176, 201 ; so, of the pass fiom Svria
into Cilicia, Xen. An. 1, 4, 4 and 5,

cf. Hdt. 5, 52 : ir, of the
pass also leading from Cappadocia
into Cilicia over Mt. Taurns, Xen.
An. 1, 2, 23: and a'l'. of

the pass from Mesopotamia into Bab-
ylonia, Xen. An. 1,5, 5; cf also Arr.

An. 2, 3, 1 ; Strab. p. 520.+—These
passes were sometimes really barred
by gates, Hdt. 7, 176, Xen. 1. c—
Hence, also, the isthmus is called-, Pind. . 10, 50.-3.
also of narrow straits, by vhich one
enters a broad sea, -, the straits of Gibraltar, Pind. Fr.

155 ; so of the Thracian Bosporus,
Aesch. Pr. 729 ; of the Euripus, Eur.
1. A. 803. [v], , v.'.//, , 6, Ion. for-., , (,)
watching at the door, epith. of Mercu-
ry, H. Horn. Merc. 15.

//!'??, , , Pylene, early name
ofthe city Proschium in Aetolia, II.

2. 639; Strab. p. 451.

^X{vvp,, , Pylenor, a cen-
taur, Paus. 5, 5, 10.'\, , , of Pylos, Pylian,
Strab., a, ov, of or relating to Py-
los, Pylian, Horn. : so Nestor is called., Luc. liiiag. 13.-., , dim. from, a
little gate, postern, Hdt. 1, 180, 186,
Thuc. etc., ,() like a ga'e., adv., from Pylos. Od. 16,

323., , (?, *)
born or sprung from Pylos. II. 2, 54, H,
Ap. 424; but the usu. form-
I'/yf is retained by Wolf H. Ap. 398,

as in Euphor. 59 ; cf Lob. Phryn. 647., adv., to or towards Pylos,

Horn.



£•, 6,=-, only found in II.

5, 397, , as Wolf reads with
Aristarch. :' TIv?m, v. Heynead, ov, usu. o, more rarely 77,

Pylos, a town and district of Triphy-

lia in Peloponnesus, where Nestor
ruled, Horn. : he used it in both gen-
ders, though mostly in inasc., as

Hes. Sc. 3G0. There were two other

towns of the same name in Elis and
Messenia, which even by ancient

writers are confounded <tith the Tri-

phylian Pylos, Bockh Expl. Pmd. P.

6, 35 : tcf. Strab. pp. 339, 350, sqq.f, ov, 6, {,)^, Hdt 3, 72, 77, 118, 156, al-

ways with V. 1. : also -.
—Cf..', ov,{,) having

or herpitig gates, Joseph.

'/, , {) to furnish with

gates, , Xen. Hell. 5, 4,

34 :—pass, to be so furnished,?.•/, Ar.. 1158. Hence,, , an enclosure by

gates ; a gate, gateway, Aesch. Theb.
406. 799, Eur. Phoen. 1113, etc. [], ', , {) gate,

gate-way : the gate-tower, gate-house,

Polyb. 4, 18, 2, Luc. Hipp. 5, etc.—
II. an ante-chamber, Luc. Nigrin. 23.. Pylora, an island in the

Persian gulf, Arr. Ind. 37, 8., , to be, keep

the gate, Luc. D. Mort. 20, 1, etc. :

generally, to guard. Pint. 2, 980 B:
and metaph., . , Hipp., , , the place of the, porter's lodge., , , a gate-keeper,

Aesch. Theb. 621, etc., cf/. ;

also, .. Soph. Aj. 562 ; "\t-

., Eur. . F. 1277 :—also

as fern., ?} ., Id. I. T. 1154.—Cf -.—-11. the pylorus or lower orifice

ofthe stomach, through which the food

passes into the intestines.— (From,, or, as Butim. Ausf. Gr. ^
120 .^nm. 9, prefers, : cf. also/.), , ov, the hindmost, II. 4,

254 ; , opp. to //era, II. 1 1 , 65 ; also of time, Oi»-

Tiv , Od. 9, 369,

cf. Soph. O. C. 1236:

—

outermost, iiv-, II. 6, 118 :

and, as adv., at the

last, for the last time, Horn., and Hes.
;

also, , II. 22,

203 ; , Od. 4, 685.

(From, as if for.)
'^,, ,() the bot-

tom of a vessel, Ar. Fr. 263 : -, to knock in the bot-

tom and so make the cup hold less, a

trick of wine-sellers, etc , Pherecr.. 7, cf Theophr. Char. 30 :—Soph.
is said to have used it for, a
sword-hilt, Fr. 291., poet, oa{q. v.),

dep. lengthd. from root- ; f., rarely,, Aesch.
Fr. 988, Br. Eur. Hipp. 1104: aor., inf, Ep. Opt., II., imperat., but
Ion. (with accent changed) ,
Hdt. 3, 68 : pf, 2 sing,-. Plat. Prot. 310 B, Ep. also. Od. 11, 494: plqpf ^-].—All these tenses in Horn.

:

the pres.• only in Od. 2,

315; impf, Od. 13,256:
more freq. the poet. prea.,
V. sub voce.

To ask, inquire ; to learn by asking

or inquiry, to hear, learn, understand :

to hear of, know.—Construction, like, strictly,. , to ask

or hear something from a person, II.

17,408, Od. 10, 537, Aesch. Ag. 599,

etc., and in prose ; but also, ., ,, , Hdt., and
Att. :— oft. also c. ace. rei only, to hear

or learn a thing, Od. 3, 187, etc. :—c.

gen. only, usu., to hear of, hear tell of,

hear news of ,-., Od. 1, 281 ; 2, 256, etc.,

cf Plat. Legg. 635 :—. ,
to inquire about one person of or frorn

another, Ar. Ach. 204 : so, ., Hdt. 2, 75, and Plat. : c. part.,, I heard

that he was starting, Od. 4. 732, cf
Hdt. 9, 58, Soph. Aj. 692 ;, they heard of his

having fallen, II. 17, 427, cf"377 ; 19,

322 :—c. inf, to hear or learn that..,

Aesch. Cho. 848, Soph. Tr. 103, etc.

:

. .., to inquire whether.., Aesch.
Ag. 617 ; . .., .., to hear that..,

Plat., etc. (Ace. to Ernesti and Pott,

akin to,, and so

strictly, to search to the bottom, like

Lat. percontari.)' adv., with clenched fist,, good at the fist, i. e. at boxing,

II. 3, 237, Od. 11, 300 ; ,•^ , Od. 8. 103, 206 ; so too,,, U. 23, 621, 634,

Hes. Sc. 302 ; ,
Pind. . 7, 163 :, have one's fingers doubled

up, fist clenched, Hipp : -,, Ar. Ran. 547, Lysias

101, 13 ; etc. (Hence, •
: akin to,, and our

box, cf, buxus, box-wood,',
a pyx or box.), , gen., later form for, Arist. Physiogn. 6, 6.^, , , Pyxa, a place in the

island Cos, Theocr. 7, 130.^, , {,) a

thorn like the box-tree, elsewhere -. [(/«],, ,{) wood or

grove of box-trees., ov,,=^, Ar. Fr.

671. m'.,{) to be yellow like box-

wood., a, ov,=sq., Leon. Tar.
33., , ov,{) made ofbox,

II. 24, 269, Theocr. 24, 108.— II. yel-

low as box-wood, Eupol. Pol. 22., ov, TO, dim. from sq.,

LXX.—II. a writing-tablet ofbox-wood

:

generally, tablet, Ar. Fr. 671, Luc.
adv. Indoct. 15.,, , a box of box-wood . a

box. Luc. Asin. 14., , to write or draw on

a tablet, Artemid. 1, 53./', , {,) like,

of the nature of box-xcond, Diod.', ov, , Lat. BUXUS,
the BOX-tree or box-wood, Arist.

Mund. 6, 37, Theophr.— II. the pale

yellow colour of box-wood, Nic. Al.
'592.^,, , Pyxus, a river

and town of Lucania on a promonto-
ry of same name, Strab.- p. 253., , =. — II.

abounding in box-trees.,, 6,=.,,{,) like pur-

tilent matter, purulent., ov, , di.tcharge from a sore,

matter, Lat. pus, Hipp. : cf., ,
and.—2. in Emped. 248=rriio!'

[i'] ; cf Arist. Gen. An. 4, 8, 14.

, , to generate matter,

suppurate : from, , (,,) gene-
rating matter, suppurating., , {/) to dis-

charge matter, suppurate ; and,, , discharge of matter,

suppuration : from, ov, contr. -, ovv,{,) ."suppurating.,, ,=, q. v., Hipp.,

V. Foes. Oecon.', or, , the first milk af-

ter the birth, Lat. colostrum, colostra,

whether of women or cattle : the lat-

ter, which we call beestings, was a
favourite article of food in Greece,

Ar. Pac. 1150, etc. (v. infr.) ; cf,,, '.— Some of

the ancients wrote, v. Draco p.

77, 16 ; some, and so Dind. Ar.

V'esp. 710, Pac. 1150, Fr. 302.476 :—
is certainly wrong, for is long,

Ar. Vesp. 710, Fr. 302., ,=^, v. 1. Od. 18, 368.' /cof. ov, {,) draw-
ing out matter, Math. Vett., ,{) to bring to a head,

make to suppurate. Medic., = sq., Cratin. Drap. 7:
from,=., to cry, cry ' bra

vo,' etc. : hence trans., ., to ap-

plaud loudly, cf.
and, an exclama-

tion of wonderment, trravo ! like -,,,, Lat.
papae, babai.', , gen., in plnr. of

2d decl. , dat. :

—the low Germ. FUR, high-Germ.
FEUER, French FOYER, _^our

FIRE, etc., freq. in Horn. ; \-, to kindle fire, 11. 8, 521, etc.

;

,,, Hdt.,

V. sub voce. : sometimes.;^, the

funeral-iire, ' -,'. 15, 350 ; 22,342:-, to burn one alive,

Hdt. 1, 86 : ^, lightning. Valck.

Phoen. 191 ; . Soph.
. . 470 ; ,
Pind. Fr. 112; . Soph.
Ant. 131:

—

\\\}.,,
to be consumed, go to nothing, 11. 2,

340 ; .
Plat. Rep. 569 ;, lb. 413 , cf Polyb.

22, 3, 7, etc.

—

U. fever heat, violent fe-

ver, ?.,,
Hipp., V. Foes. Oecon : and hence of

feverish hope. Soph. El. 888 : of love,

Call. Epigr. 26.—III. freq. as a repre-

sentative of things irresistible or terri-

ble, Hom. : so, viv /.,
ov , Pind. P.

4, 414, Fr. 256: -. Soph. . . 177 ; so.

(as we say) to go through

fire and water, dash through any dan-
ger, Xen. Symp. 4, 16, cf Oec. 21. 7 ;, (Helen)
braved allybran adulterous bed, Eur.
Andr. 487, cf Ar. Lys. 133 ; and so,. , Eur. .
1182: SO, , Xen.
Mem. 1, 3, 9 :). Soph. Ant. 620: of per-

sons,' .., Soph. Phil. 927:
rarely as an image of warmth and
comfort, as in Aesch. Ag. 1435. [v\n
all dissyll. cases, as in all compds.,

except, though the noin.

is Trip.] Hence, , , watch-fires, used by
Hom. only iti ace, as ll. 8, 509. 554

9, 77 ;
gen., dat. in

Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 16, An. 7, 2, 18 ; ^
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, Aesch. Cho. 485.

—No sing, occurs, and some
(as Passow) refer all these cases to

TTvp, but the accent shows that it was
usu. considered a different word., , fj, Ep. and Ion. rrvpi/,

any sput where fire is kindled, a fire-

place, hearth, esp.,— 1. a funeral-pure,

nvpai ^, II. 1,

52, etc. ;
'',

4, 99, etc. ;/,,
to raise one, Hdt. 1, 50, 8C; .,
to light it, Ibid. ; hence, also, a burial-

place, funeral-mound, Soph. El. 901,

Eur. Hec. 386, I. T. 26.-2. an altar

for burnt-sacrifice, Hdt. 7, 167 ; also,

thefire burning thereon. Id. 2, 39.—3. .2., a mass of burning torches,

Diod. 17, 36.

Tlvpajpa,, ,{,) a pair

of fire-longs, II. 18, 477, Od. 3, 434.,, o,= foreg.,

Anth. P. 6, 92.^, to burn, singe, susp., b, poet, for.
[, Nic. Th. 932.], ov, , a temple of the•, Strab., , () fiery, hot.., , {,) the Per-

sian fire worshippers, the Parsees or

Gubhrs, Strab. p. 733. [ii], , dub. 1. in Epigr.

Hoin. 14,11, perh. par?/ power's oven., to li<iht a uatch-fire, keep

it burning, Eur. Rhes. 78 (nisi legend,' or), ov, , Pyraechmes, a

leader of the Paeonians, an ally of

the Trojans, II. 2, 848.—Others in

Strab. ; etc.. , the pyracanthus, Nic.

Th. 856, Diosc.

and, dub. 1. for.'̂, , (,) to turn in

the fire, hence to harden in thefire, char,

Od'. 9, 328 : to burn, Nic. Th. 688., u,= foreg., Strab., and
Diod. :, Luc. Tox. 55.

Hence, , a charring, burning.

1?. or7?,, y, dub.

1. for ()7, q. v.

|'/{•,, , Pyrallis, fern.

pr. n., Luc.

'?], .=.—II. afire-basket,

late Greek, [u], ,(,) the

wheat-harvest. Or the time thereof, Arist.

H. A. 6. 17. 15., (~) as pass.,

to assume a pyramidical form, of ilame., i), ov,() pyra-

midal. Adv. -., , , (.) poet, for, of wheat, uheaten, Hes. Fr.

2, 2 ; like, poet, for -, [],, , pyramid, Hdt.,

V. esp. 2, 124. sq.—II. a sort of cake,

prob. shaped like a pyramid, Ephipp.

Cvdon. : diflferent from.
ace. to latrocl, ap. Ath. 647 C. (The
ancients derived sometimes
from, because of its pointed shape,

Ammian. Marcell.22, 15; sonielitnes

from, as if the pyramids had
been granaries

!

—No doubt the word,

as well as the thing, is Aegyptian.), ,(,)
like a pyrayjiid, pyramidal, Arist. Plant.

2, 7. 9,'Arr. An. 5, 7,8., , , the Pyramus, a

river of Cilicia, earlier called Aei'«o-. Xen. An. 1, 4, 1 ; Strab. p.

530.-11. Pyramus, masc. pr. n., Nonn.
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,, 6, for-,{) a cake of roasted wheat and

honey, Ephipp. Epheb. 1, 3, cf. Ath.

114 ii
;
given to hiin who kept awake

best during a, Ath. 647 C :

hence, generally, the meed of victory,

prize,

-, for stratagem the prize is ours, Ar.

Thesm. 94, cf Eq. 277., ov, , Pyrasus, a Tro-
jan, 11. 11,491.-11. a city of Thessa-
ly with a grove of Ceres, 11. 2, 695 ;

Strab. p. 435., , (, }) fiery

bright, . Hom. 7, 6, Mel. 49, etc.

tlvpavvov, ov, , () a pan of
coals, [i]17,, , (, avu)amoth
that gets singed in the candle,

,8\)..
Fr. 289. Hence, Tzelzes formed the

word, themoth-dcaih.

[The word is rather susp., from the

; V. ', fin.], ov, {,) cast-

ing fire, Manetho., , , Pyrgeus, father

of Lepreus, Paus. 5, 5, 4., adv., like a tower :—of

soldiers, in masses or columns, in close

array, II. 12, 43; 13, 152; v. II.. as pass., to be shut up
in a tower, to be beleaguered, defend one's

.lelf, Aesch. Theb. 22, 184, Eur. Or.

762, 1574 ; cf. Valck. Phoen. 1094 :

from, , (. *) of

persons, shut up in a tower, beleaguered

:

of a p]nce, furnished with toicers, forti-

fied,, Orac. ap. Paus. 10, 18, 2.

Adv. -. (Formed like,
etc. ; cf, /.), ov, . dim. from-. Ar. Eq. 793. [I], , ov, () of the

towers (i. e. the city), or strong as a

tower, ., Aesch. Pers. 859., ov, TO, dim. from,
Luc. Pseudol. 19. Vit. Auct. 9., ov, , [] and-, ov, , dims, from sq.), ov, , like,
dim. from, Artemid. 1, 76., , , fem. , ,() of or belonging to a tower ;

-, a Aouse-sparrow, Galen.|},, 6,Pyrgion, a wri-

ter, Ath. 143 E.
^^, , ,{, -

2) ( battlement on a tower ; bat-

ttemented house, LXX., ov,[,)
desiroijing towers,o, Aesch.Pers.

105. [a]
^, ov, () building

towers., ,(,) like

a tower, Joseph., metaph. ace. on the

analogy oi (cf sub --
), with totvering horns, Bacchyl. 44

;

where Lob. Phryn. 658 proposes-
-, fiery-horned., ,(,)
to assault or storm a tower, Xen. Cyr.

6, 4, 18, An. 7, 8, 13.— II. to fightfrom
a tower, Polyb. 5, 84, 2., , to build a tower.

Hence, , , the building of a

tov:er.', OV, h, a tower, esp. such
as were attached to the walls ofa city,

freq. in II., in Hes. Sc. 242, Hdt., etc.

:

—in plur., the city walls iiith their tow-

ers, 11. 7, 338, cf 437; so in sing.,-
?•. ijv , Od. 6,

262 ; ' ,

Eur. Hec. 1209 :—later also, a move-
able towerfor storming towns, first in
Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 53 ; 2, 18 ; tower in
ships supported by the,
(q. v.), Polyb.—2. metaph., a tower of
defence, as Ajax is called',. 11,556;
./, Alcae. 12, cf Dissen Pind.
1. 4, 45 ; ' -, Eur. Ale. 311:

—

, defence from death. Soph.
. . 1201 : cf II.—3. the

highest part- of any building, a hack-

lower, where the wonien lived, II. 21,

526 ; 22, 447, cf 440, where the same
is called :—in the com-
mon Greek country-houses the slaves'

garret, Dem. 1156, 10, sq.—II. part of
an army drawn up in close order, a col-

umn, 11. 4, 334, 347 ; hence,-, q. V.— III. in haX.., pyrgus was=
frilillum, a dice-box, SO called from its

shape. (Akin tc, q. v., also

to Germ. Burg, old Germ. Purg, our
burgh : which words are i)rob. akin
to Berg, a hill : v. plura in Pott Et.
Forsch.2,118.)^, ov, , and, ,
a'l, Pyrgus and Pyrgi, a city of Tri-

phylian Elis, Hdt, 4, 148.— 2. har-

bour of the inhab. of Caere in Etruria,

Strab. p. 226.', ov, (, -) undermining towers, Lyc. 469. [tt]. , , (, )
strictly, a tower-bearer ; hence, in ships

of war, platform, which bore towersfor
defetice, Polyb. 16, 3, 12.^, , to bear a tower or
towers, Luc. Dea S. 15 : from, ov (, )

bearing a toiver or towers, Synes.?., ,{,) a

tower-guard, warder, Aesch. Theb. 168., , i. -
; () :

—

to gird oxfence with towers,'..- , Od. ll, 264,

cf Ep. Hom. 4. 3, Orac. ap. Hdt. 1,

174, Eur. Bacch. 172:—in mid., to

build toivers, Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 20.—II.

to raise up to a totvering height: met-
aph., [, ' to

build the lofty rhyme,' Ar. Kan. 1004;
so, , Eur. Supp. 998,

cf Anth. P. 7, 39 :^hence. to exalt,

lift up, . Tu , Eur. Tro.
608, cf H. F. 475 ; so of doctors,, puffing them-
selves off, Mimnerm., or rather Me-
nand., v. Meineke p. 303; so, .-, to exalt, exaggerate it, F^ur. Med.
526. cf Heracl. 293 ; and, in pass., to

exalt one's self, be proud, , in a
thing, like, Aesch. Pers.

192 ; so, ,,
Eur. Or. 1568, . F. 238.

fHup), off, ij, Pyrgo, wife of Al-

cathoiis, Paus. 1, 43, 4.,,^. Soph.
Tr. 273.,, ,() that

which is furnished with towers, a fenced

city, Orac. ap. Hdt. 7, 140, Eur. Phoen.
287: — in plur., walls, Aesch. Theb.
30, 251, etc., , () a making
towers.,, pecul. fem. of-, towering,, Aesch. Theb.
346., , ,() made
like a tower:— of curtain hangings,

with an edge like battlements, Ath. 196

C., , (,) burnt in

the fire : burning, ., of Al-

thaea burning Meleager's fatal torch,

Aesch. Cho. 606.



, , , and,
,,(,) small woodfor burn-

ing, elsewn., Lacon.-
and.—II. kitchen.

or stove for cooking.—11.^=~-.', , , hot spicy plant,

feverfew, Nic. Th. 938, Diosc. [v], Ion., ov, ,
() :—usu. in plur., pieces of wood,

rubbed one against another till they

caught fire, Lat. igniaria, H. Horn.

Merc. Ill, where the invention of

this earliest mode of kindling fire is

ascribed to Mercury ; Soph. Phil. 36
;

'. -
, Plat. Rep. 43.5 A ; -, Luc. Ver. . 1,

32.— II. an earthen pan for coals.—III.

among the Persians, the place where

the sacred fire was kept./., ov, (/) yield-

ing fire., ,,{) fever-

ish., , feverishness : from, Att.- ; fut. ;

aor.: {). be fe-

verish, be in a fever, Eur. Cycl. 228,

Ar. Vesp. 813, etc.

ni'pfrna'(j,= foreg., Luc. Scyth.

2: also, Geop.^, ov, 6, Pyretides, an

Athenian, Isae. 39, 41., ov, TO, Dim. from sq.,

a low fever, Hipp., ov, , () burning heat,

fiery heat,

(of Sirius), U. 22, 31.—II.

esp. feverish heat, a fever, Hipp. : the

various kinds which he describes will

be found in Foes. Oecon. : esp. a re-

curring fever, 7.,.
a tertian, quartan/euir, etc.. Id., and
Plat. Tim. 86 A.

tllrperof, ov, 6, the Pyretus, a river

of Scythia falling into the Ister, Hdt.

4, 48., ov, (.) causing

fever., Att. for., , {. )
fiery hot.— II. like fever, feverish, in-

flamed, ?<,, Hipp. : subject to fever,, Id.',, ,() one who lights

fire or burns.—II. a fire-proof vessel,

Anth. P. 13, 13., ,,= I,

Theophr., ov, b,{) one who
lights or keeps up a fire.—II. esp. one

who fishes by torch-light. Hence, , ,{) fitfor
burning.— II. (from foreg.) - (sc), fishing by torch-light, Plat.

Soph. 220 D.', () to make fire.— II.

trans, to set on fire, burn, vAtjv, Plat

Legg. 843 E.^, , . Ion. and Ep. for

(q. v.), Horn., and Hdt., . Ion. for, q.

T\.vprjV,, , the stnne of stone-

fruit, as of olives, dates, Hdt. 2, 92 ;

4, 23 ; the pomegranate, Theophr. ;

of fir or pine cones ; etc.—II. the hard

bone offishes, as opp. to the cartilage.

—III. any grain of salt, frankincense,

etc.—IV. the round head of a probe.—
The form^^ is quite wrong, and
prob. arose from copyists not know-
ing that was long by nature.', , , Pyrenaean, ap-

pell. of Venus, Strab. pp. 178, 181.^, a. ov, of the Pyrenees,

Pyrenaean ; tu ., the Pyrenees,

Polyb. 3, 35, 7.

', ov, (,) fan-
ning fire, Anth. P. 6, 101.[', , , Pyrene, a nymph,
mother of Cycnus, Apollori. 2, 5, 11.

—II. the Pyrenean ran^e of mountains
between Hispania and Gallia, Polyb.

;

Dion. P. 698.— III. a city in the ter-

ritory of the Celtae at the source of

the Ister ace. to Hdt. 2, 33, which is

of course incorrect, v. Bahr ad I., adv., from the Pyr-
enees, Dion. P. 698., ,{,) like

a stone in fruit., ,( IV, -
?) cutting instrutnent with a blunt

end, Paul. Aeg. [[]', , =)]? :

., a fruit with a hard stone,

Arist. H. A. 6, 13, 12 : opp. to-.̂,, , Pyres, a Milesian,

Ath. 620 ., ov,{)—-
poc, Anth., ov, {,) pro-

ducing fire, dub. 1. Phil. Thess. 5,

6., ov, {,, -) formed like ?., ., the wheat-slaying

servant of Ceres, i. e. a mill-stone,

Anth. P. 7. 394. [<2]', ov, poet, for-, bearing wheat,, Od. 3, 495,

H. Horn. Ap. 228., , , () vipour-bath,

made by throwing odorous substan-

ces on hot embers inside air-tight

cloth, Hdt. 4, 75, cf Foes. Oecon.
Hipp. : place for that purpose, usu..—II. a bathing-tub,=i-, Ath. :

—

a pot, kettle, Anth. P.

11,243.^1,=., ov, {.)
wasted by fire, v. Jac. Philostr. Irnag.

p. 498. [u]., , {)=:-, Arist. Probl. 1, 55.^, ov, , Pyrias, masc. pr. .,
Pans., etc., , {) a warming
by a vapor-bath.', ov, 6, (only found in dat.

nvptdTij, which others refer to the

nom. , not so well), a pud-

ding made with beestings, i. e. the first

milk after calving{), beestings-pud-

ding, Ar. Vesp. 710, who joins], where before Bentley

was read, cf. Eubul. ,'.
1, Luc. Lexiph. 3. The dish was
called also. [];;, ov, , {, -) place where vapour-baths were

used: also the vapour-bath itself, Lat.

sudatio, Laconicum, Arist. Probl. 2, 29,

32, Plut. Ciinon I.'. , , heated by a vapour-

bath, sweated : from', ,{) to put persons

in a vapour-bath. Medic:—Pass., to

take a vapour-bath, Ath. 519 E., ov, 6, {,)
standing over a fire,, Arat.

983 : like., ov, living in fire. []3), ov, {,)
struck by fire : metaph., /', Nic.

Th. 774.— 11. act.=;^-, Jac.

A. P. p. 747., ov, 6, {,)=, v. 1. Orph. . 48., , {,) laden

with fire, Orph., ov,{,) roar-

ing with fire, Orph. Arg. 1120.

, ov, {,)
devoured by fire, Strab., ov, b, = sq., fire-

wrought,, Aesch. Theb. 207./, , {, *}'«')= fore-

going, born in or from fire,,
Eur. Incert. 120 :—esp. of instruments
wrought or forged by fire,. Id.

Hipp. 1223 ; ., i. e. a weap-
on, Id. Or. 820 ; cf. foreg., ov, {, )
fiery-eyed, Opp. C. 3, 97, IS'onn., etc.,, b, -, {,-) barbed with fire, v. 1. Opp. C. 2,

166., ov, {,) produ-

cing fire, Plut. Alex. 35.—II. propa-

ro.x., ov, pass., fire-engen-

dered., ov, {,) de-

voured by fire, Aesch. Eum. 1041., ov, TO, Dim. from ,
a spark, Plut. 2, 890 A. [i], ov, TO, Dim. from,
Ar. Lys. 1206. [«], ov, fiery in its course,

V. 1. for., ,=, dub. in

Philippid. ap. Ath. 658 E.. ov, {, ) cooked

in or at the fire : b ., or .,=•, Ath.', , {,) with fiery

point, Od. 9, 387.,,{, 0?.) heat-

ed in the fire,. Rh. 4, 920, Jsic. Tb.
40, etc.

"', , {, )—-, Maiietho.., ,= foreg., Leon. Tar.

7., ov, {:) =,
q. V., ,{,) burnt

in fire, II. 13,564., , =,
Luc. Asin. 6 : inflammatory,-. Plat. Tim. 85 C ; cf. Foes. Oecon.,, , one who bums
with fire, Timon. Fr. 41., ov, {, )
wrought at or with fire, }. Call.

Del. 145: cooked with fire, scorched,

Nic. Th. 241., , {,) where-

in fire lies or is kept, ., of

the cane of Prometheus, Anth. P. 6,

294., ov, {) =,
q. V.

Jlvpi, ov, hammered at the

fire or ivhen hot, forged hot., ov, {,) made
in or with fire : ,
in earthen pots, as Meineke reads

and interprets the Anaxandr..,
1, 2, ubi olim./., , ,=.-, , {,)
glowins tcith, bright as fire, Arat. 1040,

Opp. C. 3, 72, Plut. Crass. 24, Schaf.\?., , , Pyrilampes,

an Athenian, sent as an envoy to

Persia, Ar. Vesp. 98 ; Plat. Parm.
126 B.—Others in Paus. ; etc./•. , {,)
glow-worm , Lat. cicindela : also-, q. v.?., , (-,.)

seized by fire ; or having fire within it

,

., a volcanic country, Strab., , {,) to

break out into a furious blaze, to blaz

soon or easily, Plut. Alex. 35., ov, {,) gleaming with or like fire, Mau
etho,
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, >,{,) fiery in

the fight.— II. resisting fire : esp. of a
sort of lire-proof stone, Arist. Meteor.
4, 6, 10., ov, {) fire-like,

fiery., ov, {) =:,
Eur. Erecth. 15.,,^, Geop., ov, TO, dim. from-. [<], , ov. () of fire, fiery,

Arist. de Aniina 3, 13, 1. [], , ov,{) like '-
and. of wheal, .-, Eur. B.urysth. 2: wheaten,,

Xen. An. 4, 5, 31 : also,. []
Hvpiuv, ov, TO, {)=.—

II. a censer, LXX., b. , {,) Son of
fire, epith. of Bacchus, 0pp., , {,') full

offire, Orac. ap. Euseb. Praepar. 4, 9.''', Ep. for,
Musae. 41.

TlvpiTivevnTor, ov, =',
Musae. 88, Nonn.-,, ov, (,)
part, with no verb in use, fire-breath-

ing, Eur. Ion 203.', ov, contr.-, ovv,

(,) fire-breathing, Pind. Fr.

150 : fiery, Mel. 50, Anth. P. 7, 354,
etc. Cf.., ,=?., Orph.?!, 7]. , Pyrippe, mother
of Patroclus by Hercules, Apollod. 2,

7,8..,,=^!.', ov, {,•
yt(J) roaring, rattling in or from fire,

Theocr. Fistul. [a], ov, (,)
sowing fire, inflaming,, Antli.

Plan. 208.—II. pass., sown or strewed
with fire., ov, (,)
wrapt in fire, Paul. S. ecplir. 475., ov, (,) sow-

ing fire, Orph. il. 44, 1, etc.— II.-, ov, pass., sown or gendered in

fire, Opp. C. 4, 304.. ov,(,) for•, plucked from the burning, Aga-
mestor ap. Schol. Lye. 178., ov, (, )

atreaniing or running with fire,

-, of Aetna, Eur. Cycl. 2i)8., , ,() a tripod

to stand on the fire, [], , {,) fire-

wreathed, Nonn., ov,()=. []/, , (,-) sealed with fire,., , , {) of or in fire,

. , i. e. a smith, Luc.
Jup. Conf. 8.— II. ., a flint, or
the copper pyrites of nnneralogists,
Diosc, Plin. : also,,, ,
q. V., ov, 6, ( ),
wheaten bread, Ath., , i], v..—.
as snbst.,=, Nic. Th. 683,
Al. 531., ov, (,) produ-
cing fire, Jac. Anth. P. p. 143./, , (,) fire-

fed, Nonn.. ov, (,) cher-

ishing fire, Anth. P. 6. 101., ov, (,) fiery
in, its course, Nonn.

,
1.,(,,)

tlain by fire, Aesch. Supp. 627.,,(,) blaz-3

ing with or like fire, Orph. Arg. 212,

etc.,, 6, (,-) Pyriphlcgethon, one of the rivers

of hell, Fireblazing, Od. 10, 513.

0}7/, ,(,) flam-
ing, blazing, Xen. Hell. 5, 3, 19 : vio-

lently inflamed, Hipp.,, (5,=foreg., Eur.
Bacch. 1019., ov, (, )

burnt or blazing with fire, Aesch. Fr.

156, Eur. Ion 195 : fiery,',-, Anth. P. 12, 151, Lye. 217.', ov, {,) flam-
ing ivith fire, Emped. Si)haer. 112.. ov,(,) walk-

ing in fire, Orph.
'''?» '/' ' poet, for.

Anth. P. 12, 186 ; cf. Jac. p. 774. [i],, , , (,)
offiery colour or aspect,, Alcidam.
ap. Arist. Khet. 3, 3, 1.,, ,{,,)
afire-kindler, -, name of
a play of Aesch.,, Ep. and Ion.,, ; in Eur. Supp. 1207, trisyll.

: (,) :—like,
any place where fire is kindled, esp. a
funeral-pyre, -, II. 7, 428, 431, etc., cf. Eur.
1. C.—2. afire, conflagration,?, Hdt. 2, 66.— 3. metaph.,
the flame of love, Anth.— II. an olive-

tree which has been burnt down to the

stump, and grows up again a wild
olive, Lys. 110, 23, cf. Virg. G. 2, 303
sq. [ku in II., though by analogy it

should be , v. Lob. Phryn. 523.], ov, b, (~vp,) one who
watches a sacrificial fire to draw omens
from it, esp. at Delphi : hence the
Delphians were called or

(cf.), Plut. 2, 406
F, ubi libri., a, ov, () fit for
eating, ripe,, Theocr. 1, 46;
ace. to others from, of a yellow

colour : v. sq.

Tlvpvov, TO, shortd. for :{,) :
—wheaten-bread, Od.

15, 312 ; 17, 12, 302 :—generally, /ood,

meat, as opp. to drink, from which
sigtif. comes the adj..—IL
acorns or mast, ., Lye. 482,
cf. 639.

Iliipi^of, o,=foreg.',,^.?., ov, (,?) giv-

ing forth fire, fire-darting : ', arrows tipped withfire, Plut. Sull.

9, Anton. 66, etc., ov, {,) eating

wheat, Q. Sm. 2, 197., , (, *) fire-

born, of Bacchus, Auson./, ,{,*) made
from wheat, Anth. P. 9, 368., ov, , () a fire-

place., ov, (,)
receiving wheat,, Opp. H. 4, 501., ,(,) like fire,

fieri/. Plat. Legg. 895 C. Adv. -,
Phit. 2, 888 E., , (,) like

wheat.,, ,() fiery, Anth.
P. 5, 15 ; 9, 132.—II. b '., the planet

Mar.':, from his^cry color, Cic. N. D.
2, 20.— III. , a sort of
trout, Mnesith. ap. Ath. 358 C.

Ilt"pofp}7;f, , {, *) work-
ing in or at the fire, Manetho., to deal in wheat., , , a theft of fire,

Anth.

., ov,{) stealing, , ,() a
pair offire-tongs., , , =-.,.{,) reap-

ing wheat, Anth. P. 6, 104., and,,
, soothsaying from fire, Bcickh Expl.
Pind. O. 0, init., p. 152., , and , a fire-
prophet ; v. foreg., ov,=, .-, Thcophr. [], , to measure wheat

:

from,, ,() one who
measures iiheat., ov, ,= foreg.*, , V. sub, ., .. []
';;^•, , , .^).

[]7'/{•, , with fire-coloured

spots.,,, the wheat-mar-
ket : and', , to deal in wheat,

Dem. 376, 1 : from?., ov, b,(,)
a wheat-merchant, corn-merchant

.

^)&/, , (, 1))
bursting m the fire, Cratin.. 10: as
adv., cracked, Ar. Ach.
933., ov, b, wheat, Hom. (esp. in

Od.) : also in plur., of divers kind of
grain, Od. 4, 004; 9, 110, cf. Dem.
386, 4. (Usu. derived from, from
the red-yellow colour of wheat.), , () mighty
with fire, Lat. ignipotens., ov, ,=2.
[], , , (,)
reaping of wheat.,,:=. Or.

Sib., ,()^., (,) bear-

ing wheat, II. 12, 314 ; 14, 123, Hes.
Op. 547, Pind. I. 4, 91 (3, 72), Eur.,
etc. :—in Od. also.,,^=., , . -, () to set on

fire, to burn, burn up, Wess. Hdt. 7, 8,

2; 8, 102, Soph. Ant. 286, etc.: to

burn as a burnt sacrifice, Aesch. Pr. 497:

—in pass., to be burnt, Aesch. Ag. 440 ;, having been worn
out, Pind. P. 1 1 , 50 ; also, to be inflamed
or excited, by a thing, Aesch. Ag.
481.— II. to prove, test, try by fire : pass.

to stand thefire, Arist. . A. 3, 5, 0.

—

III. to fumigate, , Theocr.
24, 94., , {,?-) strictly, to handle fire, play with

fire, hence ace. to Eust.,=-
; and so,/, he

played some cunning tricks, H. Hom.
Merc. 357., . ov, (,)
flung like fire, of lightning, Pind. O.
10 (11), 96: ace. to Eust. and others

sii'ift as fire, and so crafty, [u],. ov, =, -, Aesch. Theb. 492;, ?J-
aiva, Eur. Med. 478, El. 474 : .-, of lightning. Aesch. Pr. 917.-', ,() to light

or make a fire, esp. to light and keep up

fire, watch a fire, Od. 10, 30, Xen. Cyr.

3, 3, 25 : 77. , to stir vp,

fan the fire, Ar. Av. 1580. Anth.— II.

to waste with fire, buryi (ind destroy, TTjV

oiKiav, Ar. Nub. 1497;, Vesp



1079 ; also . , Anaxil.

Neott. 1, 9, cf. Ar. Thesni. 727: and
eo in Hdt. 8, 50, it is better taken as

pass, than as a depon. :—nietaph., of

grief, Nic. Th. 245, 304; of love,

Anth. Hence'],, , a watch-fire,

beacon, Eur. Hel. 7t)7., , a ivasting with fire., ov, {,, -
7.) busying one''s self with fire: esp.

wasting with fire, burning, scorching,, Eur. Supp. 610.—2. epith.

of Bacchus, prob. because of the

torches used at his nightlyfestivals.—II.

pass., wasted by fire, Phlegon.

Wvfjlia, , (/) a red-coloured

bird, |). : also.
t Ilvi>(>a,, , Pyrrha, daughter of

Epimetheus and Pandora, wife of

Deucalion, Pind. 0. 9, 66.—2. a daugh-
ter of Croon, Paus. 0, 10, 3.— II. a city

on the west side of the island Lesbos,
Thuc. 3, 18; etc.—2. a promontory in

Phthiotis in.Thessaly, with a small

island of same name, Strab. p. 435.

—

Others in Strab. pp. 432, 606, etc.^, , {)=-/. dub.

.!), f. -,{) to be fiery

red, . ., , ?/, Pyrrhaea, earlier

name ot Thessaly from Pyrrha, Strab.

p. 443., ov, b, () red,

LXX. [(2]

nvf)puKuv,— (oTeg.,, ,{) a red-

coloured bird, prob. a sort of wood-pig-

eon, Arist. H. A. 9. 1, 15, Ath. 394 D :

also written',?.—II.7? orvpa,red-
dish olives.\, , b, Pyrrhandrus,

an Athenian, a public inlormer, Ar.

Eq. 901 ; Aeschin. ; etc., b, f. 1. for., ov, ,() a red-col-

oured serpent.—1.^=.—III. Red-
head, freq. name of a slave, as in Ar.

Ran. 730,— strictly, of the sly red-

haired slaves from Thrace ; cf. Sav-., ov, , Pyrrhias, an Arca-
dian, Xen. An. 6, 5, 11.—2. an Aeto-
lian, a commander, Poly b. 5, 91, 3. Cf.

foreg.

^/^, 6), to be ofa red,fiery colour.

Lat. rulilare, LXX., f. -, (7riip/iuf)=lOreg.,

LXX., , , (sc. ), a
kind ot war-dance ; hence, generally,

., strange violent movements,
Eur. Andr. 1135, Xen. An. 5, 9, 12,

Plat, etc.:—proverb., :7] '-, ' to look, daggers, 'Ar. A v. 1169.

(Called froyn, the inventor,

Ath. 630 D.) [t]1., ?'/, ,{) in

the Pyrrhic metre : the adv.- is

more freq., Granim., f. -, to dance the, Luc. D. Deor. 8, 1, Plut.,

etc., ov, of ox belonging to the,., the Pyrrhic dance,

Luc. 'Salt. 9 ; ., Hdn. 4, 2, 9.

—II. ., a pyrrhic, i. e. a foot con-

sisting of two short syll., which was
much used in the or war-
song : also. [ij, oD, ,{) a

dancer of the : ., the cho-

rus of Pyrrhic dancers, Lys. 101, 37,

Isae. 54, 30., , , belonging to,

like a.

, , ov. Dor. for,
red,, Theocr. 4, 20 ; it might
also be of Pyrrhus'' or the Epirus breed,

cf Arist. H. A. 8, 7, 3, though in this

case it should rather be, as

Bekker has written it, lb. 3, 21, 3., ov, , Pyrrhicus, a Co-
rinthian, lather of Ariston, Thuc. 7,

39.—2. a Cydonian of Crete, inventor
of the war-dance, q. v., Strab.

p. 467.—Others in Paus. ; etc., ov,{,, yfj)

of or with red earth., ov,(,-
ov) red-bearded, Anth. P. 7, 707.,, , ,{,) red-haired, Eur. I. . 225., , ,=,
Schol. brev. 11. 2, 642.,, , a sort of crow
with a reddish beak, Plin.^, , , Pyrrholochus,
an Argive, Xen. Hell. 1, 3, 13., ov, b,{,-) one that ogles boys, (cf.

I, sub tin.), with a play upon-, ogling wheat, (i. e. dinner in the

Prytaneum), Ar. Eq. 407, ubi. v.

Schol. : —cf., '-,,. [t], ov, red-spotted,

epith. of red granite., ,, but in older Alt. and
Dor.,, , , as Aesch. Pers.

316, Eur. Phoen. 32: () -.—flame-
coloured, yellowish-red, esp. of the col-

our of red hair (as we call it), Lat. ru-

fus, such as that of the Scythians,
Thracians, etc., Hdt. 4, 108, and
Hipp. ; much like, but some-
what darker ;. Plat. Tim. 68
C, V. omnino P'oes. Oecon. Hipp.

;

generally, reddish, tawny, esp. of
youths getting their first beard, Aesch.
Pers. 316, Theocr. 6, 3, cf. Valck.
Phoen. 32, and v. :—a\so,
red with blushes, Ar. Eq. 900., ov, b, (paroxyt.) Pyrrhus,
a name of Neoptolemus, V'irgil,

tApollod. 3, 13, 8 ; Paus. 4, 17, 4.-2.
the famous king of Epirus, Polyb.

;

Plut.—3. a lyric poet of Lesbos, a con-
temporary of Theocritus, Theocr. 4,

31.—Others in Dem. ; Isae. ; etc., 7/, , {) red-

ness, Arist. Gen. An. 5, 5. 3., ov, =,
Theocr. 8, 3.?, ov, 6, a red-coloured

bird, different from and-, Arist. . . 8, 3, 5., ,{) to make red:
—pass., to be so, Arist. Probi. 38, 2., ,{) red-looking.

iHvv,, , Pyrrho, a phi-
losopher of^ Elis, contemporary of
Aristotle, founder of the skeptic
school, Plut. ; Diog. L. ; etc., {) to make red,

tinge with red, . , Eur.
Tro. 227.', , {, )
fiery bright, Orph. . 18, 1., , ,{)) commu-
nication by means of, Polyb. 10,

43, 1 : the news conveyed thereby, lb.

45, 8., , b, one who conveys
7iews by means of.—II. one who
heats a room, etc., Aretae. : from, {) to set on fire,

light up, kindle, . ?., Eur. Hel.
112C: metaph., ., Diod. 11,
64.—II. esp., to communicate 7iews by
means of, make signals by torch-

es or beacon-fires, Xen. An. 7, 8, 15 :

hence, /,

five a shout in signal of the liattle,
;ur. El. C94., ov, ,=, Phi-

lostr. [i], , to shoot forth fire,
Manetho : from?., ov,{,/)
shooting forth fire, Anth. P. 12, 196., , {*yivu) fire-horn.7, ov, (') wind-
ing itself ox itrithing in fire., ov, {, )
red-haired, Paul. S. ecphr. 464., ov,{,)
=ioreg., ., a red-maned lion,
Aesch. Fr. 104., ov, (, -) with red grapes, Paul. S. Am-
bo 166.,, ol,() straps

of leather dried at the fire., ov, {,)
red-backed,, Eur. . F. 398., ov, f. 1, for•, iSonn.

'•, ov, b .• heterog. pi., ra, Eur. Khes. 97 {,) :—a fire-brand, torch, 11. 18, 211 : me-
taph.,/-, Pind. I.

4,74 (3, 61); and, in plur., the fires
of love, Theocr. 23, 7.—II. esp., a bea-
con or signal-fire, Hdt. 7, 182; 9, 3,
Polyb., etc. : cf.,-., , , old Att. for,
q. ., ov, {,)
producing fire, ., a flint, Anth.
P. 6, 27 ; ", Manetho.,, ij, and-, b,
f. 1. lor,-., ov, {, )
carrying fire,, Diod. 20, 48.,,=, Eur. Rhes.
43 ; ubi nunc (dat. pi.)., ,{,) like

a fire-brand, bright-burning, /, Eur.
Bacch. 146.'\,, b, Pyrson, an Epi-
curean philosopher, Plut. Epicur. 20, ov, , fem.

,~$\., Orph. Arg. 14., ,(, ) fiery-
eyed,. C. I, 183., , f), {, )

beacon-tower, light-house, like., , , {, )
like, watchman who makes
signals by fire, Schneid. Xen. Hell. 6,

2, 34., , to he a, to

carry a torch,=:aovv. Eur. Tro.
348 : to set on fire, Aesch. Theb. 341., ov, {,) fire-bear-

ing, charged with fire,, Pind.
N. 10, 132, Aesch. Theb. 444, etc.

;. Soph. O. T. 200; . -, Ar.. 1749 ; and so prob.,]. Id. Thesm.
1050:—epith. of Jupiter. Soph. PhU.
1198; of Ceres, Eur. Supp. 200:—
., the Fire-bringer, name of Prome-
theus in the last play of that trilogy

of Aesch., cf. Soph. O. C. 55 ; so of
Capaneus, Id. Ant. 135 :

—

, arrows with lighted tow and
the like tied to them, so that they
may set fire to wood-work, Thuc. 2,

75 ; so, OL alone, Diod. ; cf.^ : b, an engine

for throwing fire, Polyb. 21, 5, 1 ; -
., a vessel full of combustibles.

—II. , the fire-hearing

god, the god ivho produces plague or
/«w. Soph. O. T. 27.—III. b-, in the Lacedaemonian army,
was the priest who kept the sacrificial
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_/trc, which waa never allowed to go
out, Xen. Lac. 13, 2, cf, Sturz Lex.
Xen. s. V. ; hence proverb, of a total

deieat, oe -, Hdt. 8, 6., , =', fiery,

Plat. Criti. IIG C— 11. medic, i»-

flamcd, bftokening inflummalion, Hipp., , , {~) any
burning body, [ii]

^U.^l|)vij,o,b,Pyronides,r\m^
of an inhabitant of the sun, in Luc.

Ver. H./,, 6, fem.,,
= sq.,. C. 2, 317.•, ^, {,) fiery-eyed,

fiery,, Aesch. Pr. 7 ; also

of the sun, Id. Fr. 290.,, /}, {) a burn-

ing, lighting, kindling, scorching, etc.,

vAtj , fire-wood, The-
ophr. c a warming, e. g. in cooking,

Miiesith. ap. Ath. 357 D.—11. as me-
dic, term, infiammation. [], a, ov, () for -, poet, compar. as if from a

posit,, Arat. 798., , , () a metal-

worker, smith, LXX. Hence', ,, burning, inflaming.^, ij, , (TTvpou) fiery, An-
tiph. Philotheb. 1, 21., adv. Dor. for , Sophron
ap. Ainmon.,,,{) any
thing learnt by inquiry.—11. a question,

Plut. 2, 408 C.
^, , , interrogative.

Adv. -., , , kind of muzzle

put on calves' noses to prevent their

sucking, Virgil's capistrum, Ilesych.

:

in Hephaest.,, differing

from, prob. only in dia-

lect., =, only

in Gramm., ov, 6, Pystilus, founder

of Agrigentum, Thuc. G, 4.,, ,{) like, an asking, inquiring, -, for the purpose ol inquiring,

Thuc .1, 136; , Plat. Lach.

19G C : (>, to ask

questions of a man, Thuc. 1, 5.— II.

thai which is learnt by asking, hence
news, tidings, report, Aesch. Theb. 51,

Eur. El. 690:

—

-, by hearing of past deeds,

Thuc. 3, 82 : cf. Lob. Phryn. 728., , , verb. adj. from-, known : dub., a.^,{o)=vEa{qv.),
Arist. Gen. An. 1, 20, 18 ; also.
—II. a sort of cake, Alciphr., to cardie milk by

means of rennet., . -), to spit frequently,

spurt out water from one's mouth.

—

II. to taste, try. (,, also written, is a frequentat. form from

TTTvu, like Lat. sputa from spuo,

whence in Lat. also pytisare for pyiis-

sare iind pylisma.) [0, Br. Ar. Lys.

205, cf. Ter. Heaut. 3, 1, 48, Juvenal

1 1 , 173. The form therefore

is wrong.], a, ov, {) plaited

with tvillows, are given

by Ar. Av. 798 to Diitrephes, because

he had grown rich by his trade of a?.., 7/f, //, a flask covered with

plaited willow twigs or bass, like Flor-

ence oil-flasks :—name of a comedy
by Cratinus. [i, ace. to Draco, p. 45,

10; 90, 14.].?, ov, {, -
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) covering flasks with plaited willow

twigs or bass., , , {) that

which is spit out, spittle, Lat. pytisma

in Juven. 11, 173.^, , I'yina, a part of Mt. Ida

in Crete, Strab. p. 472.

t-, ov, , Pyitalus, an Olym-
pic victor from Elis, Pans. C, US, 8./, , {,) like mat-

ter, suppurating, Hil)p., ,{) suppuration., Ion. . enclit. i)arlicle, up to

this time, yet, in Hom., and lies., al-

ways with negat., with which it some-
times forms one word, and sometimes
with a word between; v.,-, , , ,,,—,

:—later, without a negat.,•-
; has ever a revolted city ? Thuc.

3, 45 ; though even here the question
implies a negative : cf.— II.

; as iiiterrog., where ? Sicilian Do-
ric for TToO or ; Sophron ap.

E. M. ; but in Aesch. Pr. 570, Ag.
1507, Dind. reads

;—cf.[ is a Dor. gen, from the old*,
for or.), short, for, drink ! E. M.
)',, , the beard,, Hdt. 1, '-,, Hdt. 8. 104

(cf) ; , to let it

grow, Ar. Eccl. 99.—2.}
or?, a beard or iaiV of fire, Aesch.
Ag. 30G, Valck. Phoen. 12G1.—3.

bearded meteor.,, , Pogon, the har-

bour of Troezene in Argolis, Hdt, 8,

42 ; , Strab. p. 373.^'•, , ov, bearded., ov, ,{) bearded:

., bearded star, i. e. a comet,
Arist. Meteor. 1, 7, 4., , b. Ion. ,=:. []
^')', ov, , dim. from -, Luc. Paras. 50, Anth. P. 11, 157., , , fem.-, ,

bearded., ov, , a barber's

shop : from, , , {) a
shaving., , to let the beard

grow, Diod. : and, , , a letting the

beard grow, Plut. 2, 352 : from, ov,{,)
letting the beard grow, Anth., , , the wearing a

beard : from, ov,{,)
wearing a beard, Anth. P. ll, 410., , {, )
beard-shaped, bearded, Thcophr., , V.., ov, , dim. from -, a youngfoal, ap. Diog. L. 5, 2. [], , ,=, a breed-

ing offoals, Xen. Eq. 2, 2, sq. : formed
like.. Ion. (used

by Hom. in part,, impf
: f.- : Hom. oft.

uses the iterative impf):
dep. mid. To tarn round arid round
in a place, frequent a place, wander
about, Lat. versari in loco : hence, to

go or come frequently to a place 0
person, ' 7.-.,. ' , II. 1,

490
; [] ?.-, Od. 2, 55 ;,

Od. 4, 384 ;, . . 170 ;, . Ven. 80
;
' '•,

Od. 9, 189 ; so, . , Emped.

368 ; , Archil,
115; c. gen.,/,
she goes on a message, Hes. Th. 781.— 11. to pursue a walk or line of life,

esp. of a prostitute, Archil, 20, ; so,, Solon ap.

Lys. 117, 40 (cf Hdt. 8, 105), but
Bekk. reads.— Strictly a
frequent, of, as
of, of, ate.:,

cf, and Lob. Phryn. 584., , , {) a
colt, young horse. Max. Tyr./.,, ,() horse-

breaking, Xen. Eq. 2, 1.11?, ov, , a horse-breaker

:

generally, a trainer of animals, as,

. '/., Ael. . . 13, 8 ; irom1',{) to break in a young
horse, Xen. Eq. 2, 1 : generally, to

train animals, Ael. IS. A. 13, 6., , f -, to exchange,

barter goods ; hence, to se'l, opp. to, first in Hdt. 1, 165, 196; c.

gen. pretii, " -
-, to sell at a high price for

exportation to Sardis, Id. 8, 105, cf.

3, 139, Thuc. 2, 60; so,, ., etc., Xen, ;-, to ask what ho
wants for it, Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 36 ; ., Hdt. 9, 80 ; hence, ., to deal uith one. Ar. Acli.

722; /uv ., to retail. Plat. Hep.
260 D :

—

7.. to let out the ta.xes,

Lat. locare, Aeschin. 16, fin. ; cf -. Pass., to be sold, Hdt., etc. :

of persons, to be bought and sold,

betrayed, Ar. Pac. 633 ; cf..
(From*? in, q. v.;

and this prob,, as Valck., from,. to be busy, to deal : just as
in Lat. there is a connexion between
vcneo and venio, vendito and ventito :

cf also.) Hence, , /,=, Hyperid.
and Sophron ap. Phot., . that which is sold,

ware, Xen. ap. Poll. 3, 127., ov, , a seller, dealer, Ar.
Eq. 131, 133 ; scarcely found elsewh.,
except in compds./•,, ,{) a selling,

sale, Xen. Oec. 3, 9., a, ov, verb. adj. from, for sale, Epich. p. 74./, ov, , a place where
wares arc sold, an auction-room, shop,

Xen. Vect. 3, 13, Luc. Vit. Auct. 1,

etc.—II. the place where the

sat, the place tvhere the taxes were let

to the highest bidder, Dem. 787, 27:
from, ov, ,() a seller,

dealer.— II. one who lets, a lessor: at

Athens the^ were tenofhcers,
who, like the Roman censors, let

out {locahant) the taxes and other
revenues to the highest bidders, and
sold confiscated property, Anlipho
147, 13, Dem. 788, 6; cf Bockh P.

E, 1. 209 sq., Herm. Pol. Ant. ^ 151,

2. Hence, f], , ready to sell,

offering for sale, . Plat. Soph.
224 D. Adv. -., , , {) of foals,
iillies or young horses, ., a
chariot drawn by young horses or (gen-

erally) by horses. Soph. O. T. 802
;

so, ., ,,,
Eur. Rhes. 567, I. . 623, etc. :—
esp. in the races, ., as opp. to

a inule chariot, Inscr. in Wordsw.
Athens and Att. p. 160.—2. of any
young animal, ,
a team young o.xen, Alcae. (Com.). ., I, 2.-3. in poets,=;7rap&£-



.
VtKOf, Aesch. Theb. 45t; cf. '::7.
1.2., , , dim. from •,
a pony, Ar. Vesp. 189, Pac. 75, Andoc.
9, 5.— II. the membrane round the foal

in the uterus, Arist. H. A. 8, 24, 10:

cl. 2./.', , , Pollianus, a

poet of the Anthology.?.(, , ,=7<-. Hence', , ,=7-
al•^?., , f. -, to break

young horses, Eur. Rhes. 187, 624,

Xen. Oec. 3, 10.—2. metaph., like

7?., to train up, kv -, Soph. Aj. 549 :—Luc. also has7?., Amor 45 according to

Lob. Phryn. 594./, ov, 6, (•, -) a horse-breaker, Xen. Eq. 2, 1

and 3. Hence?., y, ov, skilled in

horse-breaking : - (sc.), the

art of horse-breaking, Ael. N. A. 6, 8.

1)?•., ov, () tending

horses./., ov, {,)
fighting on horseback or in a chariot,

Anlh. P. 15, 50.', . and , a foal, whe-
ther colt or filly, ,/.^ , II. 11,

681, cf 20, 222 ; ,
Pind. . 2, 15; ., Aesch.

Pr. 1009 :—generally, a horse, Od. 23,

246 :

—

a young animal, esp. of domes-
tic kind, Anth. P. 12, 238.-2. in

poets, young girl, maiden, like -
un7.ir,,. Lat. juvenca,

Eur.'Hec. 144, Hipp. 546, cf Seidl.

Tro. 553: more rarely, a young man,
Eur. Phoen. 916 : hence a son, Aesch.
Cho. 791.— II. a Corinthian coin, from
the figure of Pegasus upon it, V'alck.

Phoen. 331. (The same as Lat. pul-

lus. Germ. Fohlen, out foal, filly, etc.)?,, ov, . Polus, a sophist of

Agrigentum, a follower of Gorgias,

Plat. Phaedr. 276 ; Gorg. 448 ; etc.—
2. a Lacedaemonian, Xen. An. 7, 2,

5.—3. a celebrated actor in Athens in

the time of Demosthenes, of Aegina,
Pint. Dem. 28, ace. to Luc. Nic. 16
of Snni'.im.—Others in Paus. ; etc.', , to rear or breed

horses : and, , , a breeding of
horses, like : and7.00, , , belonging to

horse-breeding : • (sc.) =
forpg., Ael. N. A. 4, 6 ; from
\7.>, ov, {7.,)

rearing young horses, Anth. P. 9, 21 :

—generally, rearing young animals,

Ael. N. A. 16, 36., , Aeol. and Dor. for

7.-, q. v., Simon. 143. [], ~, , = foreg., Diphil.

ap. Ath. 356 E.,, , a lid, cover,-,, 11. 4, 116; 16, 221, etc.

;

, Hes. Op. 94, 98 ;,
Polyb. 22, 11, 16.^,, , (,)
drink, draught, Aesch. Eum. 266,

Soph. Phil. 715, and oft. in Eur., and
Plat. — II. a drinking-cup. — On the

form Tioua, v. sub voc, and cf. Lob.
Paral. 425., () to cover, furnish

with a lid, Avist. Probl. 11, 8, 1 : also), Lob. Phryn. 671.

and, rare and
late forms for.7, adv. for ; how
in the world how in the name of for-

tune ? hence in Att. without any ques-
tion,=oi'(5ayU(jf, not a whit, Ar. Plut.

66, Fr. 126, Dem. 357, 2 : cf II., ov,.{)alid., ov, , {) a snail,

which in winter shut up its shell with a

lid, Diosc., f.-.^=^, Galen,, ov,, dim. from,
a little lid. [u\^, ov, , ==,
Strab. p. 231., Dor. for sq., Epich. p. 76., (,) usu. with a
negat., as always in Hom., and Hes.

;

cf. ov, ,-,. — II. without a
negative sometimes in Att., esp. in-

terrog.,
;

Plat. Rep. 493 D; and Poppo (Xen.
An. 5, 4, 6) is wrong in restricting

tiiis use to questions implying a nega-
tive (v. sub ) ; cf. Ar. Vesp. 556,

Ran, 147, Ach. 405, where it follows

, as in Plat. Theaet. 190 A, Xen.,
Lys., and Dem. ; v. esp. Plat. Rep.
352 C., a, ov,{)=,
Strab., ,() to be blind ; to be

wretched: — only in Gramm., as the
simple o{7... , misery, distress, Antim.
58. The forms and are

dub. [vr], a, 02',= sq., dub., , Porinas, a place in

Arcadia, Paus. 8, 15, 8., , ov, () made of
tufa or tuff-stone: . /., Hdt. 5,

62 ; v. sub 2., , , (,)
hardening of the scrotum.?>, , , (, )-
softening, relaxing., ov, ,()
hardening of the navel., , , tuff-stone, Ital. tufa,

Lat. tophus, white and sparkling, but
light, friable and porous, hence—2.

=, which is, ace. to Theophr.
de Lap. 7, kind of marble like the
Parian in colour and solidity, but
lighter, the 7 of Hdt. 5,

62, cf. Siebel. Paus. 5, 10, 2.-3. a
stalactite in caverns, Arist. Meteor.
4, 10, 14.—4. a node on the bones, esp.

on the joints of gouty persons, a chalk-

stone. Id. H. A. 3, 19, 9: cf-.—5. a callus or substance exuding

fromfractured bones and joining their

e.xtremities.', , , blind: misernhle,

only in Gramm. (Prob. akin to. ), ov, b, Porus, a king of In-

dia, conquered by Alexander, Arr.

An.; Paus. 1, 12, 3., , f -, () to pe-

trify, turn into stone.— II. to cause a
hardening, concretion, chalk-stone, etc.—2. to unite fracturtd bones by a callus,

(cf. II. 2), Diosc.—III. metaph.,
like Lat. obdurare, to harden the heart,

blunt the feelings, N. T., in pass., , f.-, (') to make
blind, like, LXX. ; unless it

should be referred to foreg., , (, ) like

tiff-stone, etc.,,,(,)
hardened part, callus., , , (,)
hardening, hardness, ifj,. T.f—II• the process by which the

extremities of fractured bones are re-

united by a callus (v. 5), Diosc., , , (,)=:', dub.

,., interrog. adv.. how 7

in what way or manner Lat. qui que
modo ? freq. in Horn., e.xpressmg won-
der or displeasure : in Att. sometimes
c. genit. modi, like ,, etc.,

; how are we come ofi

in it '! Eur. El. 751.—II. emphatic, at
the beginning of a speech. How now ?
Hou' in the world esp. in the follow-
ing phrases: — 1. yap..., as if

something had gone before, That
cannot be : for how can it... ? etc., 11. 1

,

123, Od. 10, 337, etc. ; cf. infra III.

2. — 2. . II. 4, 351, etc., and
Trag. ; cf Valck. Phoen. 1363. — 3., Od. 16, 70. — 4. ,
II. 21, 481 .

— 5. , Alt. — 6.

with another interrog., ...;
Heind. Plat. Hipp. Maj. 297 E, The-
aet. 146 D ; Bekk. divisim, ; ... ;— III. qualihed in various ways:— I., but how can... ? with the
subj., U. 18, 188, Od. 3, 22; with the
opt., II. 11, 838. —2. and

or , with the opt., how by any
ineans ? how could one think of it f 11. 9,

437, Od. 1, 65, etc. : with the
indie, II. 22, 202. — 3. , with
the opt., oft. in Att. poetry and some-
times in prose, asks a question, but
includes a wish, how might I...'?

i. e. would that I might..., like Lat.
si... or utinarn..., as, u.v ?.-

; Eur. Supp. 796, ubi v. Markl.,
cf. Valck. and Monk Hipp. 208, 345 :

later, as in M. Anton., in this
signf. without iv, Schaf Melet. p.
100. — IV. is freq. in broken el-

liptical sentences, as,— 1. vvv ;

how now? what means this? Od. 18,
223.—2. ; freq. inserted pa-
renthet. in a negative sentence, for
how is it possible ? and hence in em-
phatic denial, assuredly not, by no
means, Lat. quid enim ? just like-

(q. v.), Plat. Soph. 203 C, etc.

;

cf. Jelf Gr. Gr. § 872 ; opp. to it is

ov ; affirmative, how can it

but be ? i. e. yes certainly, freq. in Att.,

cf infra 4, and ; seems to be
so used in Soph. Aj. 279, ubi
Schaf, and cf Koen Greg. p. 144.—3. ; introducing an objec
tion, yet how can that be .' but how i

Eur. Phoen. 1343 : hence as a direct
denial, impossible .' Plat. Ale. 1, 134 C,—4. ov ; like yap oh ; (v.

supra 2), and hYit. qmdnt? affirmat.,

certainly
,
just so. Plat., etc. — 5.

oi'v ; how was the case then ? Dem. 379,
15. — 6. ; parenthet., in
earnest conversation, how think you?
and so (presuming the answer to be,
very much),= 7uav, Valck. Hipp. 446,
Br. Ar. Plut. 742, Herm.. Ar. Nub.
878. — IV. in indirect questions
for, only late.

B., Ion., enclit., i» any way,
at all, by any means, Horn., etc., usu.
put after ai, , ov or, sometimes
with a word between, v. sub tl,,: . somehow so,

Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 7 ; ?.7., in some
other uag, Id. An. 3, 1, 20 : — after
other advs. it qualifies their force,
but cannot always be expressed in
English, . Plat. Prot. 323
D;/ . Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 54;
etc. ; cf. Wolf Dem. Lept. p. 299.

(Strictly is adv. of *,
whence,,, etc.), f-, Ep. for-
Touai,, to fltj. 7.iOoi-
TO, II. 12, 287 ;'. . .
442; cf Lob. Phryn. 581. (-

is a frequentat. form of,
as of, of, etc.)
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^, , , Potachidae, a
deme of'l'egea, Pans. 5, 45, 1., , tv, (//)
flyinff, Nonn., , , {)
flvrkt, Aesch.. 250.

), , , \., , aflocit,

flockis, i'req. in Hoin. in sing, and pi.,

always of shrrp, and in plirases, i)iuv, ]i. 3, I'Jrt, pto. ; ,
Od. Jl, 402; , Od. 4,

413, etc.; in Od. 12, 129, -
is opp. to , cf. II. 11,

678; and in Hos. Op. 514, is

used absol. Unjiucks of sheep. — Ep.
Word. (Akin to,, -.),, , also written,, an unknown water-bird, Arist.

. .: on the form, v. Lob. Phryn.
72.

P, p, (, , indecl., seventeenth

letter ot Gr. Alphabet: as numeral
p'=100, but ,p= 100,000.

A. Dialectic changes of p: — I.

Aeol. at the beginning of words, a

was oft. put before it, as

for (),
Greg. Cor. G3S, cf CS9.—11. Aeol. in

the middle of words was doubled
after which then became t-, as

for ,
Keen Greg. 5S7.—111. Aeol. at the

end of words passed into p, as,

1~~ 7•.]7] for, Plat.

Crat. 434 C ; hence also in Lat.

arbor and arbos, honor and honos.^lV.

in later Att., the Ion. and old Att.

passed into /)^, as '' irvf)-

for , etc.,

Koen Greg. 630.— V. Att., was oft.

put for , as'
for'^7.3 /, .

IV.— VI. in several dialects is

transposed, as Ep. for -, for,
Dor. for : this is n^ost

freq. in Ion., Koen 'Greg. 337.— Vll.

() is doubled after a prep, or a privat.,

and usii. after the augment, as^-()<) )/) : so always
in prose, but the poets metri grat.

interchange single and double p, esp.

in compos, with a prep., as

and -()1), and,
and, more rarely

in a primary word, as and, V Jac. A. P. p. 78, 498, 774:

init tliese licenses are less freq. in

Horn., and very rare in Att., as Ar.

Thesm. 665.

B. [) at the beginning of a word
maybe sostrengthd. in pronouncing,
as to make a short vowel at the end
of foreg. word long by ])osition: how-
ever this is only the case when the
two words are closely connected, as

the prep, and subst., and when the
short vowel is in arsis, as-/-, II. 15, 171, etc., cf . 8, 25,

Od. 18. 262; very seldom when in

thesis, as 11. 24, 75a, Ar. Nub. 344 :

many examples are quoted from Pind.

by Bockh v. 1. O. 8, 23 (30), P. 1, 45

( 86 ) ; from Trag. and Com. by
Dawes Misc. Cr. p. 159, Valck. and
Monk Hipp. 461, Markl. Eur. Siipp.

94, Br. Ar. Plut. 617, etc.: ace. to

Meincke, Com. Fragm. 2, p. 303, sq.,

a short vowel was always long in

this position in the old comedy.
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C. if begins a word, it takes the

rough breathing, except only in '-
and : though indeed in

Aeol. was never aspirated, Scbaf
Greg. 588, A. B. p. 693, 11 :—double

in the middle of words, which used

to be printed /i/i, is now commonly (?)

pp.—Lastly was called by the an-

cients the Dog's letter, littera canina

(ace. to Lucil.), irritata canis quod 'rr''

quam filurima dicat, v. Seal. Varro de
Ling. Lat. vi (p. 192 Bip.), et ad Pers.

I, 109.

', enclit. particle, Ep. for

(q. v.), freq. in Horn., and Pind. ; and
in lyric passages of Trag., as Aesch.
Pers. 0.33, Soph. Aj. 172:—the only
monosyllable not ending in , which
allows elision, [u]

'PA't, poet, for, quoted from
Alcman by Apoll. Dysc. ; and from
Soph. (Fr! 932 b) by Strab., etc. It

is the old root, to which belongs the
compar. ibaiuv./)auv.

'PA', , the root of a plant of the
species Rhevm, to which belongs our
rhubarb {rha barbara) : so called from
a river in Pontus, the Rha or Volga,

Ammian. Marc. 22, 8, 38 ; hence rha

Ponlicum : also., 7), or ', (,, {], Joseph.) Rachab, fern. pr. n., in

LXX.;N. T., Att. -, also a^ifia-

{or),=,-, to make a noise, esp. by dancing

or beating time with the feet, cf. low
Germ, rabnstem : hence, b, a

dancer, and nietaph. a brawler., , , Rabba-
fammana, a city of Arabia, Polyb. 5,

71,4., indecl. (Hebr.= Gr.-) master ; a title of honour
applied to the Jewish doctors, N. T.', indecl.='Pa/J/3/, N.T.', () to fish with a

rod, angle.-— II. in pass., to rise like a, Arist. H. A. 9, 37, 5., ov, poet, for-, Lye. 1139., () to beat with a

rod or stick, cudgel, Ar. Lys. 587,

Pherecr. ap. A. B. p. 113 : .,
Theophr. ; ., to thrash out

wheat, LXX.>, , ov,() made of
rods.' or, ov, 6, dim.
from, a little rod, Arist. H. A.

9, 37, 5.—2. esp. a7i iron pin or stile,

used by painters in encaustic paint-

ing, Lat. veracidmn, Plut. 2, 568 A,

cf Ath. 687 B.—II. a narrow stripe.', ov,(,)
living by the painter''s stile (),
epith. of Parrhasius, a parody on', Ath. 687 C.'/, , {) like a rod.

—II. striped-looking.', , , divination by

a rod, dub.',, ?),{,)
a fighting with a staff OT foil, Plut. Al-

ex. 4.', , to be,
sit as umpire, Soph. Tr. 515.', ov, (,)
holding a rod or wand : hence, like, of the Rom. lictors, Plut.

Aemil. 32.', ov, , a rod, wand, stick,

switch, Hom. ; lighter than the-
or walking-stick, v. Xen. Eq.

II, 4, cf 8, 4: hence also the young
shoot of some trees, cf Schneid. Ind.

Theophr.—Special uses:— 1. amagic
wand, as that of Circe, Od. 10, 238,

319, etc. ; so, Minerva, to restore U-
lysscs' youthful ajjpearance,^, Od, 16, 172; so
of the wand with which Mercary
overpowers the senses of man, 11.24,

343, Od. 5, 47 ; that with which Pluto
rules the ghosts, Pind. O. 9, 51,cf.
Horat. Od. 1, 10, 18, and 24, 16.—2.
a fishing-rod, Od. 12, 251.—3. a spear-

staff or shaft, Xen. Cyn. 10, 3.-4. a
wand or staff of office, like the earlier, Plat. Ax. 367 A.—5. the

wand borne by the., -. Call. Fr. 138,
cf. Paus. 9, 30, 3, and/ :

hence also, , ac-
cording to the measure of his (Homer's)
verses, Pind. I. 4, 66, ubi v. Dissen.
(3, 56) cf Giittling Praef Hes. p. xiii.—6. a rodfor chastisement, .-. Plat. Legg. 700 C

; .,
Xen. Eq. 8, 4 :—later, esp., a'l -
(5o/, the/asces of the Ronian lictors,

Plut. Lucull. 36 ; cf,.—7. a kind of bird-trap,

Ar. Av. 527.—II. a stripe or strip, 11.

12, 297 : a streak in the sky, Arist.

Mund. 4, 22, Plut. 2, 894 F :— so in
cloths, atiimals, etc., cf:
the flute of a column, cf:
etc.—III. in Gramm.,— 1. a line, verse.

— 2. critical mark, like 6?..
(Prob. from, akin to,

; cf our rap, rapier ?)', , to be a.
carry a rod or wand, esp. as a badge of
office, Hippias ap. Ath. 259 D:— of
the Rom. lictors, to bear the fasces ;

but in pass., to have thefasces borne be-

fore one, Plut. Num. 10.', , ,{) the

carrying a rod or staff, esp. as a badge
of office :—at Rome, the office oflictor,

who bore the fasces ; and, collective-

ly, the lictors with their fasces, Plut.
Fab. 4, Cicer. 16.', , , belonging.', ov,(,) car-

rying rod or staff of office : esp.,

judge, umpire at a contest,= /,
Plat. Prot. 338 A.—2. 'magistrate's

attendant, like our constable, beadle, Ar.
Pac. 734 ; so, prob., in Thuc. 5, 50 :

—so, at Rome, of the lictors who car-

ried the fasces, Polyb. 5, 26, 10, etc.', , to carry a rod or

staff: from', ov, (, )
carrying a rod or staff:=,
at Rome, atictor, Polyb. 10, 32, 2: or
the magistrate who had the jus fascium.', , , and, ,
as some wrote for., consider-
ing these words as deriv. from-

; but cf, fin.', , as if from,(> II) the fluting of columns,
Arist. Eth. N. 10, 4, 2.', , , as if from-(), made or plaited leith

rods, p., wicker gates, Diod.— II.

striped,, Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 16 : ot

animals, streaked, striated, Lat. virga-

tus, esp. lengthways, Arist. H. A. 4,

4,6: of columns, j?i(ie(2 ; so of a cup,
Ath. 484 C.', , , Ravenna, a city

of Cisalpine Gaul on the Adriatic,

Strab. p. 213; also called'
and', Id., /,=', Strab. p. 514., a'i,Rhagades, a region ot

Media, Strab. p. 60.

YPayai, , al, Rhagae, a city of
Media, Arr. An. 3. 20. 2.',, ,() a rent

chink, Anth. P. 11, 407, Diod.



, , ,) tearing,

furious, violent, of rain, Diod. 2, 27,

Plut. 'I'iinol. 28, Luc. Tim. 3, etc.

;

of lightning, Wessel. Died. 1, p. 141,

Jac. Flulostr. Imag. p. 273; hence,
of persons, Antiph.. 7

; p. ev, Plut. Pelop. 1 ;

—

/3.,

violence, Plut. 2, 447 A. Adv. -,
Diosc. IJeiice',, , violence, fury.

'FiiYihjv, adv., (^,/, j)jj-) tearingly : hence violently, fa-
rioHsly, Lat. ruptim, Plut. 2, 418 E.

i'Payeia,, ?/, and', Rhagea,
a city of Media founded by Seleucus
Nicator, Stral). p. 524.', 7/,=/), ^r/, Hipp.', f. -<, (/^) to gather

grapes, Theocr. 5, 113.', , 6v,) of berries or

grapes, Theophr.'>,, , dim. from ^. [/3]', , {,) like ber-

ries or grapes.',, , (, ^)
torn, rent, burst, Nic. Th. 821.', , to gather berries or

grapes : from', ov, ({),) gather-

ing hemes or grapes, Anth. P. 6, 45.',, , {)=^.
£] Hence'.,=.—\\.=^.', , =, The-
ophr., Lob. Phryn. 76.'),, {')/) torn, rent, like

; susp.', , , ace. to Zenodot.
in 11. 18, 570, for,^-, movable : (v.)., , , Rhadaman-
Ihys, the oldest lawgiver of the Cre-

tans, lirst brought the island under
the control of laws, Strab. p. 476.—2.

son of Jupiter and Europa, brother

of Minos, 11. 14, 322 ; Pind. O. 2, 137
;

etc. ; made a judge in the lower world,

Apollod. 3, ], 2 : cf. Virg. Aen. 6, 566
sqq. ; proverb, of a just man, 'Pad.

(>, . . 61, 23.'', , , young branch,

sprout, shoot, Nic. Al. 92 ; also-,,. (Prob. akin
to, etc.) [^',,{) like a young
shoot.', f. -/, to swing, move
backwards and forwards, e.sp. of wool
in spinning, Aeol..', , , supposed form for, v. 1. for in 11. 18,

576, and prob. not found elsewh.', , a kind of easy shoes,

Pherecr. Incert. 7C.', , the Persian name
for a black ill-smelling petroleum found
at Ardericca near Susa, Hdt. 6, 119.., /, , Rhadine, fein. pr.

n., Strab. ; Paus. ; etc.''', , 01-, Aeol.-:—slender, taper, ?., 11. 23,

583 : esp. of the forms of the youthful

body, taper, slim, delicate,, .
Cer. 183, Hes. Th. 195

;. The-
ogn. 6, 996 ;, Anacr. 65 ; so, ().. Id. 104, ubi v. Bergk

; /i. -, Theocr. 11, 45; 27, 45;, Xen. Lac. 2, 6 ; oft. in Anth.

;

() , Plut.

2, 723 D :—then, generally, delicate,

tender, oi eyes, Aesch. Pr. 400.—Poet,

word. Cf., whence-, Aeol.'. (If orig. of

motion, then akin to,-,, /.,, -: if from flowing outline, as
seems more prob., then from /.)', , . a branch, also a

83

switch, rod, Nic. Th. 378, cf. Diod. 2,

53.—II. = (), Varro L. L. 4.

(Prob. from,, cf. Lat.

radix.) [a]', a, ov ; Att. also of, ov,

Eur. Med. 1375 ; Ep. and Ion. -, , ov [], as always in Horn.

;

, Plat. (Com.) Incert. 55: in

Theogn. 574, 577 also -, , ov.

Easy, ready, and SO easy to make or
do, {). Tivi, for one, II. 20, 265, Od. 16,

211; , a word easy

for tnee to understand, Od. 11, 146;
/?/, an easy road, Hes. Op.

290 :—c. inf., ,
II. 12, 54 ; so, c. dat. pers. et inf., oh' •, 11. 20,

265, cf. Od. 16, 211
;, rind. . 4,

484 ;. Soph. Fr. 99; cf. Aj. 1350,

}ien. Mem. 3, 11, 16, Plat. Phaedr.
250 A, etc. ; c. ace. et inf., Xen. Hell.

6, 2, 10 :—also, light, slight, little-heed-

ed, ' ,
Eur. Hec. 1247:

—

, easy shoes,

slippers, Pherecr. Inrert. 76.— II. of
persons, easy, ready, complaisant , oblig-

ing, Lat. yiicifo, commodus,-, Dem. 11, 21 ; so, ., Eur. Hipp. 1115;, Luc. Merc. Cond. 40.—2. in

bad sense, heedless, reckless ; cf. -, etc.—Cf.,.
. adv., Ep. and Ion.-, as always in Hom., in late au-

thors also, easily, lightly, readily,

oft. in Hom. : besides this he also has
the poet, ad [^^, but as one long
syll. in 11. 12, 381, Hes. Op. 5], and

:—in Att. oft./), to

Dear tightly, make light of a thing,

Eur. Andr. 744, etc. ; f).,
lb. 232

; ., to leave not

unwillingly, Thuc. 1, 2 (cf. infra C. II)

:

—recklessly, rashly, Plat. Legg. 917
B, etc.

C. degrees of comparison : the re-

gul. compar. is said to

have been used by Hyperid. ap. Poll.

5, 107 ; and a form oc-

curs in Hyperid. ap.' Ath. 424 D,
Arist. Probl. 2, 42, 2, and Polyb. ;—
elsewh. usu. the irreg.,,
neut. , Ion. /. /', for

which rtom. uses only Ep.,
II. 18, 258; 24, 243; contr.,
Pind. O. 8, 78 (cf. Bockh v. ad GO,

Lob. Phryn. 402) :

—

is esp. used
of ease or delivery from illness, trouble,

etc., e. g. Philippid. ap. Stob. p. 568,

9, Dem. 1118,28:—superl. also usu.
in irreg. form,, , ov. Ion. and
Ep., Od. 4, 565, Dor.,
Theocr. 11, 7; with the exclus. Ep.
form, Od. 19, 577 ; 21, 75.—
II. adv., also, and even, Ion., occurs as a com-
par. adv., Theogn. 577, v. Lob. Phryn.
403 ; superl. /iffffra, especially in the
phrases, or .
Soph. . t. 320, Aesch.' Pr. 104, cf.

Eur. Supp. 954, Thuc. 3. 82, etc. ; cf.

Valck. Diatr. p. 1 13. The degrees of
compar. are formed as if from a pos-
itive *,, of which only the
old neut. has been preserved.
(Ace. to Hemst. akin,—swim-

mingly, i. e. easily.)

f, ov, 0, Rhadius, son of Ne-
leus and Chloris, Apollod. 1, 9, 9.', ,() to do
with ease ; and so. to act thoughtlessly

^or recklessly, to do wrong, misbehave,
Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 25.— II. to lead an easy,

lazy life, shun work and care, lb. I, 6,

8, Hier. 8, 9, etc. ; and as dep. mid..

PAIR
Id. Lac. 5, 2.—III. c. ace, to treat

slightingly, slight, neglect, Jac. Phi-
lostr. Iinag. p. 284. Hence',, , a reckless

act, crime, Plut. Pyrrh. 6, etc.', , , ease in doing,

easy itork. a ready way ofdoing a thing,

facility, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 34.— II. easi-

ness, laziiiess, sloth, lb. 7, 5, 74, Mem.
2, 1, 20, etc.-—2. recklessness, wicked-

ness, Polyb. 12, 10, 5, Plut., etc. : from', , {, *)
doing things easily, ready, adroit.— II.

USU. in bad signt., easy, lazy, careless.

—2. reckless, wicked, Arist. Virt. 6, 5,

Polyb. 4, 29, 4, etc. :— also opp. to, impure, Xen. Symp. 8, 9.

—

III.

later,=, forging anoth-

er's hand.'',=, to bark, snarl, as a
dog :—metapn., to bark or snarl at,

Cratin. Del. 3. (The Lat. rabo, rabio,

rabula.)', ),=:,, to

make a voise : from
'(., ov, ,=^,, a

tioise. []',=, Gramm.',, , a drop, II. 11,

536; 20, 601, Hes. Th. 183.—II. of

solids, a grain, bit, ,
II. 23, 502 : later also a spark.—CL
(): [fla] from',=, Opp. . 5, 657,
Nonn.',{,) to give

one a slap on the buttocks, Ar. Eq. 796
;

where Suidas, to give a
loud slap.',=, Gramm.7, ov, b, Rhathenus, masc.
pr. n., Strab. p. 548., ov, 6, Rhathines, a Per-
sian, general of Pharnabazus, Xen.
An. 6, 3, 7 ; Hell. 3, 4, 13.', , , Rhathonices,
masc. pr. n. ; v. 1. ', Xen.
Cyr. 8, 3, 32.', , f. -, to be,
be light-hearted, easy-tempered. Plat.

Legg. 903 A :

—

to take things easily,

to leave off work, slacken, be idle, opp.
to, Xen. An. 2, 6, 6, etc.

; .
Tivi, Dem. 427, fin. ; ,

Polyb. 2, 49, 9. Hence', , , easiness of temper,

thoughtlessness, carelessness, rashness.

Plat. Phaed. 99 :— taking things

easily, Thuc. 2, 39 : but usu. in bad
sense, indifference, sluggishness, lazi-

ness, Lys. 117, 10, Xen. Mem. 3, 5, 5,

Plat., etc. ; ., to get a
namefor laziness, Eur. Med. 218.—II.

recreation, amusement, fun, Eur. Cycl.
203.', f. -/, to make.', , () 7naking
thoughtless, careless, etc. : from', ov,{,,)
light-hearted, easy-tempered, thoughtless,

careless. Plat. Theaet. 166 A
; .,

an easy life, Isocr. 03 :

—

taking things

easy, indifferent, sluggish, lazy. Soph.
El.' 958, Isocr. 195 D: cowardly, Eur.
Archel. 8.— II. adv. -, Plat. Legg.
659 ; also much liKe\ . -,. Id. Rep. 549 D,
Legg. 879 C : . , Polyb.

4, 7, 6 ; ., Id. 2, 5, 6.

'Pdia, , y, recoveryfrom sickness,

V..', adv., () as if

crooked.''/, , crooked-looking,

Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon.', ov,(,)
with crooked end,, Leon. Tar.
34.
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'', , , crooked, bent, esp.

of bandy legs, Arist. Soph. Elcnch.

31, 3, and v. 1. tor (q. v.) in

Archil. 52 Bergk. (Akin to ^3.)
Hence', , () bandy-

legged, A nth. P. 6, 190.

'/3, , (3) to make crook-

ed, bend, Lye. 563.

'(1, adv.
,,/)) piece-

meal, verb. dub.', Ion.: f.-: (/i(i(5/of,

f)ao)v) :
—to grow easier : usu., nietaph.,

to find relief, recoverfrom illness, Hipp.,

"Plat. Rep. 462 D, Dem. 13,2: to take

one's rest, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 68 (though

the reading varies) ; sometimes c.

gen.,/S., to rest from toil, Mem-
non 4 ; also, /). , Dem. ap.

Harp.'', fut. /^ui^GJ: aor. t^fx'ivn,

Jac. Anth. P. p. 761 : pf. pass, f/^/ia-

: v. infra. To sprinkle, besprinkle.

Strictly with water, etc., Hoin. .), Pind. I. 8 (7), 110;, Eur. I. A. 1589 : but also of

solids, to strew, bestrew, [-
/, 11. 1 1, 282 :—metaph., ^ '. , Pind. . 8,

81, . 6 (5), 30 (of. .) :— c. ace.

of thing scattered or sprinkled, /». i} -, Eur. Thes. 1 (cf. Imu.)) ;

fyaivELv (sc.) to sprinkle

the fish, Xenarch. Porphyr. 6 ; so,', to sprinkle

(vinegar) in their eyes, Ar. Ran.

1441 ; so, ., Opp., cf. Jac.

Anth. P. p. 80, Lob. Soph. Aj. 374.

—Two irreg. Ep. forms must be no-

ticed, imperat. aor./, sprinkle,

Od. 20, 150 ; and 3 pi. pf pass., ^/)-, Od. 20, 354

;

plqpf. a'iuuTi, 11. 12, 431

[]: — these are formed as if from

another pres., which however
does not appear in use, cf Buttm.

Ausf. Gr. t) 10! Anm. 14.—The very

rare forms,, -
are synon. [In fut. the

Att. are said to have used a, Apoll.

Dysc. de Adv. p. 600, 28 ; cf..]', a, ov. Ion.,=,
Opp. C. 1,101.'/, f/por, 6, () strictly a

breaker, smasher, and SO a hammer, II.

18, 477 (where it is fem.), Aesch. Pr.

50
;
/,

to set up a statue of one in beaten

gold, Anth. P. 7, 5 :—of a firebrand,

a destroyer, Opp. II. 5, 120. Hence', a, ov, S7nashing, ham-

mering, ., the blacksmith's sweat
or toil, Opp. H. 2, 28 : 7/,
the hammers, lb. 5, 153., , , (,) striking or working with a

hammer, Philo.', , ,{)=., , , () destroyed.', , , Dor. for ;

. C. []
'~07'70•, , struck with the

hammer, Manetho., , . Rhaetia,a country
of Europe ; also' in Strab., , , of the llhaeti,

Rhaeiian, Strab. : from
i'PaiToi, , ol, the Rhaeti, an Al-

pine people around the Rhine, Strab.

pp. 206. 313, etc.', to break, smash, shiver,.shat-

ter, ., to wreck a ship, Od. 8, 509 ;

13, 151
;, one shipwrecked,

Od. 6, 326:—in pa.ss., -, it shivered, II. 16, 339 ;-,
may his brain 6c dashed on the gromid
throughout the cavern, Od. 9, 459

;
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so, ' -, the

marrow came rushing tlirough the

bonos, Pind. Ft. 77 (nisi his 11. le-

gend,,', cf.).
— II. generally, in pa.ss., to be brukm
down by toil and suffering, Aesch. Pr.

189, Soph. Tr. 268, cf. Ap. Rh. 1,617.

(Prob. akin to, q. v. sub (in.)', ov, gen. , Ion. for. Hipp., V. Lob. Phryn. 402 : but

is prob. without e.xample.', ,(,//) torn,

rugged, steep, like, :

in Hesych. also. []', , topvt on, wear rags:

from', ov, o, (,)
putting on, wearing rags, [i]',=:.', ov, , also,
a cookijig utensil.', V. sub.',,, collat.

forms of.', ov, , dim. from,
usu. in plur., rags, Ar. Ach. 412, etc. ;

but in sing., , lb.

412. [], >, , Rhacivs, leader of

a Cretan colony to Asia, Pans. 7, 3, 1.', ov, 6,(,) a rag-stitcher, in Ar. Ran.

842, of Euripides, who tricked out his

heroes in rags, cf Id. Ach. 411, sq.',,,=, dub.', , to be clad in rags :

from', ov, 6,= sq., susp. [v]', ov, (,) clad

in rags: generally, ragged,,
Eur. Rhes. 712.',,, ragged, torn, tat-

tered, Anth. P. 6, 21.— II. like,
wrinkled, lb. 11, 66 : from'',, , a ragged, tattered

garment, , Od. 6,

178 ; cf. 14, 349 : usu. in plur.,, rags, tatters, Od. 18, 67, etc.,

Hdt. 3, 129, and Att. (never in 11.) :—
generally, a strip of cloth, -, Hdt. 7, 76 : a strip of flesh,

Aesch. Pr. 1023.—2. collectively, rag,

lint, Hipp.— II. in plur., also, T/Tf^A/^.t,

as if rents in the face, Ar. Plut. 1065.

—III. (metaph., of an old man,., a rag or remnants of life, Anth.

P. 9,' 242, cf. Jac. p. 308, Luc. Tim.
32. The Aeol. form (q. v.)

loses this general bad sense. (Cf., sub fin.) [] Hence', ,{) to wear rags

or tatters.', ,() to tear in strips :

—pass., to be so torn, Plut. 2, 642 :

— , wrinkled

faces, Diosc. :—also, to be dispersed

all abovt. Hipp.', a, ov,() fit for

striking with.—11. making a broken, in-

articulate 7wise, bellowing. Soph. Fi.

631.', ,,(,) bro-

ken, rugged, Lye. 92.', ov, 6, a broken, rugged hill,

a crag, like,.', , ,() pole for
beating olives with.',,(,) ragged

:

—wrinkled, Anth. P. 5, 21.',, ,() in plur.,

rags, Ar. Ach. 432.', ,() a becoming rag-

ged or wrinkled.—2. a being relaxed,

Medic, [],, , Rhacotis, a part

of Alexandrea ; at first a separate
town, Strab. p. 792., , (Hebr., Gr.',

, Joseph.) Rama, a city of the
tribe of Benjamin in Judaea, N. T., , , the Rhamani-
tae, an Arabian people, Strab. p. 782., , ol, the Rhambaei, a
nomadic people in Syria, Strab. p.

753.\'8, a, b, Rhambacas, a

Mede, Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 42., , ij, Rhnmbacia, a
town of India, Arr. An. 6, 21, 5., , Rhamis, wile of Sesi-

thacus, Strab. p. 291.',, ,() any thing

sprinkled, Galen: v. Lob. Paral. 422.

',,,() any thing

seurn or stitched : a seam, Pind. Fr. 55.

—2. a thread, Hipp., Plat. (Com.)
'Eopr. 11.', ,() as if sewn,
— 2. like a thread.', ov, , a kind of thorn or

prickly shrub, also called,
Eupol, . 1,5: there were two
kinds, white and black, Theophr.'',, , Rhamnus, a
demus in Attica, fbelonging to the
tribe Aeanlisf : . strictly contr. from, thorny, v. Wordsw. Athens
and Att. p. 43.', a, ov, Rhamnusian

:

', epitli. of Nemesis from
her famous temple at Rhamnus.',() to hare a beak.', /, , {) a honked

knife, like our bill, Polyb. 10, 18, 6.'/, ov, , a fish, prob. the

pike, Xenocr., oi', , Rhamphias, a La-
cedaemonian, father of Clearchus,
Thuc. 1, 139; Xen. Hell. 1, 1, 35.', ov, TO, dim. from.',, , a hook.—11. ship

of very curved shape.',, , the crooked beak of
birds, esj). birds of prey : generally,

a beak, neb. bill, Ar. Av'. 99, Plut. 2,

980 E. (Akin to : tlie adj., crooked, bent, is only found in

Hesych.)', ,() beak-shaped.

]''>', ov, , Rhampsinitus,
a king of Aegypt, Hdt. 2, 121.

'Paj'i'f, , , () any thing

sprinkled : hence=^ Homer's,
a drop, Eur. Andr. 227, Ion 106, Ar
Ach. 171.',, 6, () one who
ivets or sprinkles, Nic. Th. 673. Hence', a, ov, fit for sprinkling :

—pass., /, blond-reek-

ing floor, Aesch. Ag. 1092 ; 1. dub., cf.

Dind.'',()=, LXX.:
— fut. pass., Ath., 521 A. Hence',, , that which is

sprinkled: also=sq., N. T.', ov,,() a .sprink-

ling, LXX.', , , () a
vessel for sprinkling ; a whisk.', 7], , () moistejied,

sprinkled.

', , gen., a berry, esp. a
grape. Soph. Fr. 464, Plat. Legg. 845

A ; also, cf,.— 11. in

Poll. 2, 146, are the tips of the

fingers. — Draco writes the nomin., but V. Lob. Phryn. 76. (From,, whence also Lat. race-

7nus.)', ,()=: esp. thu

meeting of two armies (?).

'Paov, iieut. from, freq. as

cornpar. adv. for sq.', adv. from.', quoted in Gramin. as collat.



of, but prob. only found
in iieut.1),=^ : this is found
in the best Att., as v. 1. Isocr. 214 D,
Dem. 208, 9, though many P^dd. al-

ways alter it into ()a<Vov, cf. Schiif
Dion. Comp. p. 329,'Lob. Fhiyn. 403.

From this posit, the later Greeks
formed adv. (}, compar.^.

i'Faov^vi'u, 7,=^'3., , , and-
2., , (/)7].) piper, also

written (>7. and,
Ath. 176 D.', , , shepherd's pipe.]'—, , .^>, Diosc.', . -,) rap or

strike with a slick, to beat, flog, ,
Hippon. 44, 10, fXenophan. 6, 4 Bgk.f,
Hdt. 7, 35, 223 ;—Anacr. 105 has the

redupl. pf. pass.,(.
—II. to slap in the face, box on tlieear,

^iiff, Dem. 787, 23; .,
Plut. 2, 713 C : /), Timocl.
Marath. ; cf. A. B. 300, Lob. Phryn.
176.', , , dim. from.
'^"^

. , , ,-', , , rod : ( akin to^, also to and fjcil' : hence)-.)— 11. Dor. for,
JEpich. p. 35.—We also find it written.', , ,)
stroke, Antiph. Philotheb. 1, 21: esp.

a slap on the face, box on the ear,
f)., Luc. D. Meretr. 8, 2 ; cf.

Lob. Phryn. 176.', ov, ,() a strik-

ing, beating.', ov, , v.^).', , , {) one who
stitches, a cobbler. Hence', , , belonging toox fit-

ted for stitching.',, fern, from 7].', , , (') sewn to-

gether, stitched,, '/, Od.

24, 228, 229 : generally, strung togeth-

er, continuous, ,
Pind. . 2, 2 ; ct.1)-.—. nark-

ed with the needle ; hence, ,
an embroidered carpet, Xen. Hell. 4, 1,

30:/, a ball of divers

colours, Anth. P. 12, 44.', , , fem. of,
Luc.', strengthd. from root-,
which appears in aor. 2, in, etc.

:

f. : aor., aor. 2,
Nonn. : aov. 2 pass,. To
sew or stitch together,, II. 12,

290; to stitch, Xen. Eq. 12, 9:-, to have one's lip sewed

up, Dem. 1268, 2:—mid.,', to make one^s self a

pipe of leather, Hdt. 3. 9 ; but, also

to sew to one's self, Ar. Nub. 538 :—so

in pass., ,
to have a beard sewed on, Id. Eccl. 24

;

but, •, was sewn
itpin..,Eur. Bacch. 243.—II. metaph.,

to devise, contrive, plot, ,
Od. 3, 118, II. 18, 307;,-, ., Od. 16, 379, 422; ,
for another, Hom. 11. cc, cf. Eur. I. T.
081 ; also, ., Hdt. 9,

17; , Eur. Andr. 911 ; so, -
., just like Lat. suere dolos :

—
proverb.,, ,
you made the shoe, and he put it on,

Valck. Hdt. 6, 1.—III. generally, to

link together, unite,, Hes. Fr.

34;

—

., etc., cf..',. . the turnip, Lat. rapa,

rapum, also, Ath. 369 li. (Akin
to this is and.) []

', , , dim. of., , ov,from Raros, Rarian:

esp.,, the Rarian plain near

Eleusis, sacred to Ceres, H. Hom.
Cer. 450 ; whence the goddess was
herself called 'Papiaf. [a] from', ov, h, Rarus, father of Trip-

tolemus. The word is usu. written': but the first syll. is long;
and though, since Hermann's note on
H. Hom. Cer. 450, it has been usu.

written with a smooth breathing, as

by Siebelis and Bekker Pans. 1, 14,

3, yet it has been doubted whether
the remarks on this breathing do not

properly belong to the next word,
Gtittl. theodos. p. 213.', , a child mitimcly horn: or,

acc. to others, the womb, found only in

Gramm. The breathing is smooth,
acc. to A. B. 693, 11, Lex de Spir. ap.

Valck. Amm. 242, Moschopul., etc.

;

V. foreg.

'(£/,,,() that which

is sprinkled : also, sprinkling, show-

ering, Ath. 542 C.', p. imper. aor. of,
Od. 20, 150.'', f -, like (Lob.

Aj. p. 192):— to strike, S7iiite, push,, Dem. 1259,

11 : to overthrow, LXX. : to shiver,

shatter, which signf is retained, esp.

in Ion.,.', ov, irreg. compar. of-. for, . .', neut. pi. from, usu.

as a(iv.', . ov, irreg. superl. oi•, contr. from.',,—.',=, to be idle,

Xen.' Oec. 20, 18.', , f. -7/,= foreg.—II.

to give relief, relieve, Hipp. v. Foes.

Oecon.
'';;, , . Ion.,() easiness of doing any thing.

Plat. Rep. 460 1), e'tc. ; opp. to-. Id. Criti. 107 : 7],
easily, lightly. Id. Epin. 991 C.— II.

easiness of temper, good nature, Lat.yii-

cilitas, c. gen. objecti,

7/, from kindness to De-
mocedes, Hdt. 3, 136, cf Polyb. 38,

3, 11.—III. relief from any thing un-

pleasant, ') ; as, relief from pain,

Hipp. : generally, relief, rest,,
from a thing. Plat. Svmp. 176 B,

Legg. 720 C ; , lb. 779 .—2.

absol., rest, leisure, ease, -, to seek some diversinn,ljjs.

109, 8, Plat., etc. ; , for

the sake oi resting, Xen. An. 5, 8, 16:—es\>.,liixurious ease, indolence, \\\1C.

1, 120; . , Dem. 33, 12.

—3. resting-time, Arist. Pol.', a, ov, irreg. comp. of-
., q. v.' ., , the Ratwne-
nian gale in Rome, Plut. Popl. 13 : v.

Becker Rom. Alterth. 1, p. 134 sq.'-,, more correctly'-, a river of Celtica, Strab. p. 182.':, , , {)
oil of radishes, Diosc.

'^'^, 7jg,,=^, Batr. 53.

[] Hence', adv. , rn(i<'.';/i-;iA:e,Medic,', ov, TO, dim. from -. Plat. (Com.)'. 6. []', ,{) to radish,

thrust a radish up thefundament, a pun-
ishment inflicted ori, adulterers in

Athens, Ar. Nub. 1083 : the punish-
ment itself was called.', ,{,)
like a radish, Theophr.

PAXI',, , Alciphr.,—v. sub. [l\', , ov, of radish, Diosc.', [, , the radish, Lat.
raphanus, Ar. Nub. 981, Plut. 544,
and Comici ap. Atli. 50 E, sq. ; cf.. [if]', ov, , fem. -,,
like a radish.', ov, , Att. for cabbage,

Theophr.: in other parts of Greece,=, radish. Lob. Phryn. 141.

(Akin to,, Lat. rapa, ra-

pum.) []', , {,)
like cabbage or radish, Theophr., and ', , , Rha-
phia, a town of Syria ; in Strab. p.

759, a town of Judaea ; Polyb. 5, 80,

3 ill Coele-Syria.', ov, , the workshop of a.',, ,() stitcher,

patcher, cobbler:—metaph., .,
a planner of murder, Aesch. Ag. 1604.', , ,() a sea7n, Od.
22, 186

; ., the suture of the
skull, Hot. 9. 83 ; so, ,
Eur. Phoen. 1159, Supp. 503.—II.

seaming, seiving, .. Plat.

Polit. 280 C.'. 7/,=foreg., dub.',,,{)^-, Anth.', ov, o,= foreg., LXX.', ,,^=,•.',^.',, ,() needle-

box.', , , dim. from sq., Ga-
len, []',, , Oor.,():— needle, pin, Hipp. Archipp. Plut. 4,

A nth. p. 1
1

, 1 1 ; V. Lob. Phryn. 90—
II. a sea-fish, /rom its needle-like shape.', , . =, Nuinen.
ap. Ath. 371 C. [a]', , V. '.'. adv..() through the

spine, Hesych., dub. []',, , either from,
high ridge of country, or from,

, a woody country, Inscr.'. () to cut through

the spine, also. Plat. (Com.)
Incert. 67.', , , () the be-

ginning ov the 7niddle of the spine: gen-

erally, the spitie : also written-
Tpov. []', , , v., () . 3., , {'7), , , Jo-

seph.) Rachel, fem. pr. ., wife of the
patriarch Jacob, LXX.', , : Ion., in Arr.

also : (,) :—like, the sea breaking on the shore,

breakers, surf : hence, esp.. the flood

tide, opp. to, Hdt. 2. 11 ; 7,

198, Polyb. 1, 37, 2, etc. : then a high

tide, flood, joined with,
Hdt. '8, 129 (ubi v. Valck.), and Hipp.
—2. the roar of the breakers : metaph.
of a crowd of people. Plut. 2, 83 D,
Posidipp. Incert. 1, 11.— II. first in

Att. writers, a steep shore, upon which
the waves break, Aesch. Pr. 713,

Thuc. 4, 10. — 2.=£, a rugged

7nountain ridge, Soptl. Fr. 934.— III.

an enclosure, hedge, fence : also a pris

-

on, cf., .', a, ov,() of or be-

longing to the spine.', f. -, ( ) to cut

through the spine, as was esp. done in

sacrifices : hence, to cleave in twain,

hew in pieces, of persons and animal?,

Aesch. Pers. 426, et ibi Blomf., Soph.
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Aj. 50, 299.—II. to play the braggart,

boast, lie, Dinarch. ap. A. H. 113.

—

Rarer forms are,1), and.', Att. •, , the hark of

men or animals, the chine, fi-, 11.

9, 208 : strictly, the sharp rid^e ulo»/;

the back of an animal, and so, like, the backbone itself, Lat. spina

dorsi, vmh (> •;•, to be im-

paled, Aesch. Eum. 190, cf Eur.

Cycl. 643 : hence,— 11. any thing ridged

like the backbone,— 1. the ridge of a

mountain-chain, Hdt. 3, 54; 7, 216,

Polyb., etc. ; so, Archil. 21, likened

Thasos to an.—2. the sharp

projection on the middle of the shoulder-

blade.—3. (), the bridge of

the nose.— 1. /)/., the mid-

rib of a leaf, Theophr. (Cf. Germ.
Riicken, our ridge: Passow compares
also Lat. brachium, for is oft. pre-

fixed to in Aeol.) []',, h, and,, !}, \(),)) he who cats the victim

through the spine.— II. a boaster, briig-

^« Theopomp. (Com.) Pamph. 4.', ij. ov, {^) cut up,

cleft, Amphis, . 1.

'7), , ('), fern. (),,
(.) in or of the spine, .,
the spinal marrow, Arist. Part. An. 2,

C, 3, etc. :

—

(sc.) a

spinal complaint.', ,, l<h) u-ith

surf or breakers.'. ov. 7], Ion., (on the

accent v. Schvveigh. Hdt. 7, 142):

—

a thorn-bush, briar, opp. to high timber

trees, Xen. Cyn. 10, 7.-2. thorn-

hedge, Hdt. 1. C.— 3. a thorn-stick;

generally, a twig, small branch, Soph.

Fr. 935, cf: but others in this

signf. write, ?/, Theophr.— II. at

Troezeti, the wild olive-tree. Pans. 2,

32, 10. (Akin to, /, -,, also partly,, partly,, []', , ,=^, strip,

shred : esp. (running into the signf

of), a piece cut from the back or

chine, [u]'^, , (, , I. 3) to lop

the young vine-shoots sla7itwise.', , ?/, () a setting,

stitching together.'^, , f.-,{) to

be a (^. to recite the poems of

others, fiat. '\on 541 ; or, some-

times, to recite one^s own poems. Id.

Rep. 600 D, Diog. L. 9, 18:—pass.,

of the poems, lo be recited, Lycurg.

161, 41.—2. in contemptuous sense,

to repeat by heart or rntc, declaim,

Heind. Plat. Phaedr. 277 E, Dem.
181,4: c. inf, to keep saying that...,

Id. 770, 13.— II. c. ace. pers., to sing

of one, At. Eccl. 679. Hence', •, , any thing re-

cited by a rhapsudist : generally, a

piece of idle declamation.

'(.)(5', , ,() the re-

citing nf Epic poetry. Plat.' Ion 533 :

also Epic composition, opp. to lyric, or, Id. Legg. 658 B.— 11. a por-

tion of an Epic poem fit for recitation at

one time, e. g. a book of the Iliad or

Odyssey, Plut. 2, 186 D ; cf.-.— lU. metaph., a long, rambling

story, a rhapsody, tirade, Plut. 2, 514 C.', , , belonging to or

befitting a rhapsodist
; -/ (sc.).

the rhapsodist's art, Plat. Ion 538 B,

540 A, etc. : from', ov, , {, >)
strictly one who stitches or strings songs

together; esp., of persons who recited

Epic poems, a rhapsodist, sometimes
1316

applied to the bard who recited his own
poem, as to Homer, Plat. Rep. COO D ;

to Hesiod, Nicocl. ap. Schol. Pind.

N. 2, 2 (cf. infr.) ; but, usu., of a class

of persons who got their liring by reci-

ting the poem.•! of Homer, Hdt. 5, 67,

etc. ; see Plato's Ion, which is a sat-

ire on the art as practised in his day.

—Hence, the poems of Homer came
to be divided into certain lengths

called rhapsodies, i. C. lays.fyttes, can-

tos (v. II) : but it does not

seem that the word here

means any thing more than the even,

continuous flow (a kind of chant or re-

citative) in which the old Epic poems
were recited, whence the-
were also called : nor can
any conclusion be drawn from it to

prove that these poems were made
of fragments stitched (as it were) to-

gether ; for /^ai/"i'('of might be applied

(as we have seen) to the poet him-
self; also, Hes. Fr. 34 speaks of him-
self and Homer as / ;

and Pind. N. 2, 2, calls Epic poets

: moreover the

term was applied to other than Epic
poems, as to Iambic, and indeed to any
kind, except Lyric, v. Muller Litcrat.

of Greece, 1, p. 33, sq. ; and, more at

large. Wolf Proleg. p. xcvi sq., Heyne
II. 1,8, p. 793, Nitzsch. Quaest. Horn.

P. iv, p. 13.—The, while
reciting, held a wand in their hand
{ci. II. 5), whence some have
wished to derive the word hence, as

if ,.—\\. Soph., O. T. 391,

calls the Sphinx . be-

cause she proposed herritlille toevery

one she met, as the rhapsodists did

their lays, cf. Welcker Cycl. p. 363.', ov, irreg. compar. of-:-^, adv. from, Suid.

'Pf'u, Ep. adv. of, easily,

lightly, 11. ; cf.. [--, but as one
long syll. in 11. 12, 381 ; 13,144; Hes.

Op. 5.]', , Ep. and Ion. ', also

'Pe//, Rhea, wife of Saturn, and mo-
ther of Jupiter, etc., II., and Hes.

—

' is in II., and in Hes., the usu.

form : the prose ' is found in 11.

15, 187, as a monosyll. : '?;, .
Hom. Cer. 459, and Hes. Th. 467.

('Pill is prob. denv. by transpos. from

ipa. earth.)

t'PtOf, b. gulf of Rhea,
Aesch. Pr. 837,= 3fare Adriaticum,

Blomf., ov. TO, Reate, a city of

the Sabiiies, now Rieti, Strab. p. 228., , , Rebecca, fem. pr.

n., wife ol the patriarch Isaac, LXX.

;

N. T.', , and, f. 1. for

'^-.', f/, , and/,
ov, < one who dyes.', , , a snoring sound,

snoring, Hipp. : who also has,
cf..'',. to siwre, Aesch.

Eum. 53, Ar. Nub. 5, etc. ; of horses,

to .snort, Eur. Rhes. 785 :—in Ar. Eq.

I

115, also as dep.,.—)
j

is .\lt. for the common form,
which is used by Hipp. (Hence-,, : akin to-,,,,,.) Hence', , () as if snoring.', , , { ) that

which is dyed, like, Ibyc. 48.

I

',, ,() a snoiitg,

I

Hipp.

I

', eof, ,=/5,> or, q.

rug, coverlet, Anacr. 97.

',,,^=, q. v.

'7;^, common form for Att, q. v." Hence',,^, Hipp.', , , a waggon, the Lat.

rheda, fN. T. Apoc. 18, 13.

'(5, ov, TO, dim. from foreg.', ov, TO, Ion. and poet, for, q. v., freq. in Hom., Hes.,
and Hdt.
'PE'Zy, fut. : aor. and

: of pass, only aor.

is used :—the same word with ipdu
(q. v.), from which it is formed by
transpos. of and p, Buttm. Lexil. s.

V. 5.— I. to do. act, deal,, Hom. ; though he usu. has it

transit, c. ace. rei, to do, accomplish,

make, and SO Hes., etc. ; ' ;; Aesch. Theb. 105, Eum. 789 :

—c. dupl. ace. pers. et rei, to do some-
thing to one, oft. in Hom., -, II. 4, 32, Od. 2, 72 ;.
., Od. 22, 209, cf. 11. 9, 647 ;—
also with an adv., ., to

maltreat one, Od. 23, 56 ; more rarely

c. dat. pers., . Oi\.2i),

314,cf. Eur. Med. 1292; with strength-

ened signf., , to avail aught,

be of any service, II. 14, 62, Od. 8,

148 :, what is done or has hap-

pened, 11. 9, 250; 17, 32, etc. :—opp.
to. Od. 4, 205 ; to, Hes.
Fr. 69

,
,

Pind. . 4, 52: cf..—- or, to fulfil or ac-

complish a hecatomb to a god. like

Lat. sacra facere, II. 23, 206, Od. 5,

102, Pind. P. 10, 53 ;., Soph.

Tr. 288 : hence, to sacrifice, b., 11. 10, 292, Od. 3, 382 ; and, ab
soi., to do sacrifice, like Lat. operari,

facere, , II. 2, 400, Od. 9,

553, etc.—A poet! word, used by Plat.

Legg. 642 C.
B. ace. to Gramm., and

were used in ).=., to dye, cf.

Epich. p. 60 : hence, and/,,,.', , , {.
) with cheeks like apples, rosy-cheeked.',, , a limb, in plur., tpv-

' , II. 10, 856;

22, 362
;

, lb.

08 ; cf Theocr. 23, 39.— II. in sing.,

the face, counlevance. Soph. Ant. 529,

Eur. H. F. 1204: — i/ie body. Lye.

173.', poet., esp. Ep. for, adv.

oi, easily, lightly, freq. in Horn.,

and Hes. : , the gods

who live in ease. Lat. secvrum agentes

aevum, II. 0, 138, Od. 4, 805 : strength-

ened , Horn., and Hes.

'?;, , , Ep. and Ion. for ',
11., and Hes.

'PtWpov, ov, TO, Att. contr. from

Ion. and poet, : () :

—that

which flows, a river, stream: hence in

plur., , river waters,

streams. 11. 14, 245, cf. 21, 218 (Hom.
has only in Hymn 18, 9) ; so

in Pind. and Trag. :

—

streams of blood,

Aesch. Ag. 210 :—later, esp. of nuH/e/i•,

brooks, Polyb. 3, 71, 4, etc.— 2. later

also the bed of a river, freq. in Hdt., as

1, 75, 186. 191, etc., both in sing, and
plur., cf. IV. Hence, ov, TO, Rhithmm, a har-

bour of Ithaca on the east coast, Od.

1, 186.

t'Pttrot, , ol, () Rhiti, small

salt lakes on the road from Eleusis

to Athens, sacred to Ceres and Pro-

serpina. Thuc. 2, 19 ; Pans. 1. 38., ov, a, Rh'itus. a brook near

Solygia in Corinthia, Thuc. 4, 42.

'', poet, for, Anth. P. 7, 36.



\. , , daughter of Rhea,
i. e. Juno, Meineke Euphor. Fr. 138.

t'PtA'Qf, 0, Rhecas, a charioteer of
the Dioscuri, Strab. p. 496.', , fern, from,
Manetho.', a, ov, verb. adj. from (>(,
to be done.',, 6, (^) a doer, -, Hes. Op. 189, hlce Homer's-

; Manetho.'. a, ov, active, btcsy. Ion
ap. Ath. 004 D.', , , =^ : active,

Plut. Brut. 12.', ,, verb. adj. from),
dune.'3,=()3. Hence', ov, 6, a roaming about,

LXX.—II. inetaph., a wavering, anx-

ious frame of mind.'3),=3, LXX.', , rj,= sq., Galen.'3. /, , (,)) a roaming,

roving about, Hipp.',,=.',,=.', , , ') roam.ing,

roving about.', ,={), Hipp.', to turn round and round,

(but the act. only in Hesych.) Usu.^, dep., to roam, rove, roll

about, Plut. Fab. 20, Demosth. 6, and
Anth. : metaph., to be unsteady, act at

random, Id. Pomp. 20 :—of food eaten

without an appetite, Id. 2, 664 A.

(Akin to,,,,, perh. also to ^-
.)', ,,) ra-

ving, rolling, /., Plut. 2, 45 D

;

, Id. Dib 7.-2. metaph., de-

sultory, remiss, Polyb. 16, 39, 2.',, ,=^., ov, , the Kom. name Re-
mus, Anth. P. 9, 219., 6, indecl. or', or', Remphan or Rephan, a Coptic

name=:&'aiur«, N. T., , Rhemphis, an early

king of Aegypt, son of Proteus, Diod.

S. 1, 62.',, . Ion. for()., ov, , Rheomithres, a
Persian, Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 4 : in Diod.

S. 'P.',,, a kind of cup, As-
tyd. ap. Ath. 496 ; cf f)vTOv : strict-

ly part. neut. from.', , (/Sew) like (}, any
thing flowing, a stream, Aesch. Pr. 676,

812 : also of tears, lb. 400.'', f -//, strictly of the de-

scending scale, to incline downwards,

to sink, fall, Lat. vergere, inclinare,-, -
3i)v, (- ' ;^;,
11. 8, 72: so in 22, 212; cf Ar. Ran.
1393, Plat. Rep. 550 :— -,(, what is always shifting, never

steady, Pind. O. 8, 31 :—hence simply
to fall or turn downwards, as a young
girl's eye, , Aesch. Fr.

224:— /.,
bleep falling upon the eyes, Dissen

Pind. P. 9, 25 (44). Then in various

derived signfs., as,— 2. of one of two
contending parties, to preponderate,

prevail, Til [oZ'], /,
Hdt. 7, 139 ; so, i/j-

(), on consideration [the opin-

ion] that it w^as necessary prevailed,

Ep. Plat. 328 B.—3. of persons, ^-
, to incline towards a thing,

Isocr. 311 A; . Plat. Rep. 485

D; ft. T^/ , Polyb. 33,

15, 2.—4. of duties, feelings, etc.,

Tiva, to fall or devolve upon one,

(),
Aesch. Cho. 240; cf Soph. . .
847.—5. of events, to fall, happen in a

certain way, -^. Soph. Ant. 722 ; . , to

turn or come to something, Aesch.
Pers. 440, cf Ar. Plut. 51 : so, to

! , Eur. Meleag.

j

20 ; p. , to incline, conduce to-

wards.., Xen. Lac. 4, 1, Plat. Legg.

I

802 E.—2. trans., to make the scale in-

!
dine one way or the other, ^

\
, Aesch. Theb. 21, cf Erf Soph.

\ Ant. 1143: hence in pass.. -
1, to be equally balanced, Aesch.
i Supp. 405. Cf.
I

'-//'£•, part. perf. pass, from
:, Od. 6, 59.',, , () that which

flows, a flow, flood, Aesch. Pr. 139,

Plat., etc.—2. a stream, and so a river,

Hdt. 2, 20, 24; he uses it only in

plur. : also stream of lava, Thuc. 3,

116 : metaph., a stream or flood of men,

/5.,, Aesch. Pers. 871,

412, Soph. Ant. 129.—3. a flood, like, Thuc. 4, 75. — II. that

which is always flowing or changing, ., the ebb and flow of fortune,

Menand.— III. Medic, a humour dis-

charging from the body, a flux, rheum,
Plut. : esp. dysentery,() : also
a bloody flux,). Hence', as pass., to have or

suffer from a flux, Tim. Locr. 103 A :

act.(, Plut. 2, 902 A.', , , (}) III) of,

or subject to a discharge, running, or

flux, /,, Arist. Probl. 31,

5, 1.', ov, . Dim. from /3fi-, Plut. Thes. 27. [u]', ov, , liability to-
(signf 111).', , like a flux, of rheu-

matic nature, Hipp.', , , () flowing

:

more usu..', a, ov, (/3) liquid,

fluent.', , , () flowing,
liquid, Plut. Aemil. 14. Adv. -,
Id. 2, 874 F.', , ,) made to flow :

fluid, liquid : generally, fluctuating,

unsettled, , Plul. 2, 522 A,
etc.',. Ion. (,.'', f., Theogn. 448:
aor. ^) : fut. and aor. rare in

Att., cf Lob. Phryn. 739, hut in Att.

more usu. f., aor.

[], always in act. signf. ; hence is

formed the pf^. A pres. -/ occurs also in poets. Hom. only
has pres. and impf act. ; and in Od. 3,

455, the Ep. aor. for ()().
To flow, run, stream, gush, freq. in

Hom. etc., strictly of water, also of
blood, tears, sweat, etc. ; sometimes
c, dat., (>, the foun-
tain runs with water, 11. 22, 149, cf
Od. 5, 70

; , II. 8, 65,

etc.
; /5\ ^ ',

Eur. Bacch. 142 (cf sub hn.) ; and in

a strange form of the part.,, (iox, formed like) Orac. ap. Hdt. 7, 140

;

, Eur. Tro. 995

:

—also, , from
their hands rained darts, 11. 12, 159

:

—the usu. post-Horn, e.tpressioa for

a full stream is or .
the former in Hdt. 2, 25 ; 8, 138, cf
7, 129 ; the latter, metaph. of men, in

Aesch. Theb. 80, Eur. Hipp. 443 (cf.

infr. 2) ; so, , Ar.
Eq. 527 :—of a river, . ,
to derive its stream from melted snow,
Hdt. 2, 22 :—proverb., , to

flow backwards, of impossibilities,

Eur. Supp. 520.— 2. of a flow of
words, ?.-, 11. 1, 249, Hes. Th. 39,

97 ;
—' ',

Hes. Th 84 ; hence, absol., of the
tongue, to run glibly, Aesch. Theb.
557 ; so,', Dem. 272, 20, like

Horace's salso multoquefluenti. Sat. 1,

7, 28.—3. to fall, drop off, e. g. of ripe

or rotten fruit, of hair, Od. 10, 393,
Hes. Fr. 5, Theocr. 2, 89, etc.—4.

generally, to flow or melt oway. Soph.
Tr. 698 : to fleet auay,, Id. . C. 259 ; cf Plat. Phaed.
87 D.—3. to be always running on and
changing,. Plat. Crat. 439 C, cf 411C ;,]. Theaet.
182 C : hence, oi, the philos-

ophers who held that all things were in a
constant stateofflux, Heraclitusand his

school, oi TO . opp. to
Oi rot' , Heind. Plat.

Theaet. 181 A.—II. transit., to letflow,
pour, , Eur. Hec. 528,
Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 264, Wolf Dem.
Lept. p. 273 :—this differs from the
usage c. ace. cognato,',, let (the land) run milk, honey,
Theocr. 5, 124, 126, cf Schol. Ar.
Plut. 287; the latter being common-
ly expressed by the dat., cf supra I.

—111. in mid., Anth. P. 9, 522. (The
root is PE-, FT-, Sanscr.sni ; whence
the collat. forms, and,
—but no pres. .)*', to say, V. sub., , o,=sq.. . Rh. 2,
784., , the Rhebas, a river of
Bithynia, falling into the Euxine,
Ap. Rh, 2, 349 ; Dion. P. 794 sqq.'',, ,() a dyer.',, ,—, Hipp./^, , Regilla, wife of He-
rodes Atticus, Luc. Dem. 33.7., ov, , Regillum, a city

of the Sabines, Strab.', ov, TO, Rhegium, the
promontory at the southern point of
Italy, opposite Messene, where the
sea was said to have broken a pas-
sage (/) between Sicily and
Italy, Thuc. 4, 24 ; Strab. p. 257.—
2. a city of the Bruttii near this

promontory, now Reggio, Hdt. 1, 166
;

etc.—Other towns of Italy in Strab.

p. 213, 216, etc., , ov, of Rhegium, Rhe-
gian, oi ', Hdt. : ',
the territory of Rh., Strab.

''/.., rj. Regis villa, royal
residence of Malaeotus in Etruria,
Strab. p. 226.',. ,() a frac-
ture, breakage, joined with
(a strain), Dem. 24, 6, cf 294, 21 : a-
rent, chink, cleft, like, Jac.
Philostr. Imag. 370, Lat. nma: also=:, Francke Callin. p. 81.

—

11. an abscess, Hipp., cf. Foes. Oecon.
Hence'. ov, 6, one who fias an
abscess, Lat. ndsus, Hipp.', ,, )
like a rent or tear, full thereof: also=, Hipp.'^. or x&iher, (though
prob. no form of the nom. will be
found in use), gen., : {/-

.) :—like,, the sea break
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ing on the bench, breahers, surf, II. 20,
229, Od. 12, 214, where its signf. is

filainly marked : in other places, as

1. 1, 437; 2, 773, it is needlessly
taken to mean the ragged beach, =f)a-

II, but even) only has this

sense in Alt., v. sub voc, and cf.

Nitzsch Od. 9, 149: Horn, always
joins it with? or,,
Trapu.'. and in many
places it may be rendered ai the sen's

edge, cf. Pind. N. 5, 24 ;1), Eur. I. . 253.—2. melaph.,

. liioio, the verge ol life, i. e. death,

Einped. 224.—II. a rent, cleft, He-
sych.', o,= foreg., Gramm.'/, or- (v. sub fin.) : f.

!), mid.( : aor. (,
mid.^, pass,' [] :

intr. pf. 2^ : Horn, uses pres.,

impf., fut., and aor. very freq. in 11.,

but only once in Od., viz. 12, 409 :

Ep. impf. for, 11.

7, 141 : Ion. 3 plur. pass,

[] Arat. 817. We also have coUat.

lorms, II. 18, 571 ; and, in Att.,

(q. v.)—I. to break, to break or

burst through, lo break asunder or in

pieces, shiver, shatter,,.,/,,, -,, etc., 11., and Hes. ; only
once in ., /, 12, 409 :

—later, esp., to tear, rend garments,
in sign of grief, j)., Aesch.
Pers. 199, 468 :—., to make
grievous wounds, Pind. N. 8, 50.—2.

esp. as a term in the earliest art of

war, to break a line of battle or body
of men, .,,, 11. 6, 6; 11, 538; 15,015;, to break through the cen-

tre, Hdt. C, 113; also in n\\d..-'., to break one's

self a way through the lines, II. 11, 90 ;•

13, 680 : more rarely absol.,, to

break or force one^s way through, Hdt.

6, 113.—3. to tear away, and so lo un-

chain, let loose, t)., II. 20, 55:

—

later, esp.,/, to let loose

the voice, strictly of children and
persons who have been dumb speak-
ing for the first time, Hdt. 1, 85 ; 2,

2 ; then to speak freely, sptak out, Hdt.

5, 93, like rumpere vocem, Virg. Aen.
2, 129, etc.: poet., also, and/.,, Jac.

Anth. 2, 3, p. 385 : so,'/,. Nub. 583 :

—

(as we
say) to burst into tears, Erf. Soph. Tr.
921 (919); so, ]-, Plut. Mar. 19.

—

. absol., in the

form, to dance, -) r' -
~,, II. 18, 571 ; oi -;, . . 516, cf. .
Rh. 1,539; in full,}7/iOr, like,, Lat.

terrain pedibu^ pulsare, Huhnk. Ep. Cr.

p. 26.

—

III. later, as a term of light-

ers, to fell, knock down, Dein. 1259,

10 ; though seems to have
been more used in this signf., Jac.

Ach. Tat. p. 821.

B. pass,, mostly used in

aor., inf., to break,

burst, , II. 18,. 67, cf 4,

425 : to break asunder, Hes. Sc. 377 :

to break open, as the earth in an earth-

quake, Plat. Rep. 359 D, cf. Soph.
Fr. 781 :

—

/, Lat.

rumpiinvidia, Aristid.— 2. to burstfirth,

like lightning, ^• '. Soph. I" r. 507, cf. Ar. Nub.
583.—3. of ships, to be wrecked, Dem.
1289, 14 ; and so, metaph.,, Aesch. Ag. 506.

C. intr., like pass., to break asunder,

131

Hipp.

—

2. to break or bunt forth,-. Id. ; of a river, to break its

banks, Hdt. 2, 99 :—metai)h. of show-
ers, floods of tears, torrents, sudden
misfortunes, bursts of passion, etc.,

(sc. ),
Soph. . '. 1076, cf. Fr. 731 : v., fin. :—but in this intr.

signt. the perf. is commonly
used, and this usu. nas the signf to

have broken out, while pres. pass, -
means to break out.. Soph. Tr. 852 ; met-

aph., , Aesch.
Pers. 433, cf Soph. O. T. 1280, Valck.
Hipp. 1338.

The word is not common in prose.

(The root is -,-, or rather

/PHF-, /-, cf. Lat. fravg-o,

freg-i, our break, wreck. Germ, brcchen,

etc. : akin prob. to, Lat. frio,

friare.—Hence come a multitude of

words:,:.,
etc. :, etc. :,, -,,. , :

: and,, :

further,, etc.)',,, nig, blanket or car-

pel, freq. in Horn., usu. with epith., a or : it

was used either as a coverlet for a bed,

11. 24, 644, Od. 3, 349, etc. ; or, for a

seat, Od. 10. 352 ; also like, as
a garment, Od. 6, 38 ; but,—since, in

Od. 13,73, 118, Hom. e.xpressly dis-

tinguishes and, it is prob.

that the was of wool. (Usu. re-

ferred to the dub. word. to dye,

V. : others connect it with-.. : cf., rag.), , 6, the Rom. Regu-
lus, Polyb. ; etc.

'Pijoiou, Ion. , neut. adv.,

supposed to be an irreg. form,
Theogn. 577 : but—II. usu. neut. from
sq.'-, , . Ion. contr. form for

7., Theogn.
'7],, , part. aor. pass, of, Od.
',], , Ep. and Ion. for 5-, q. v., Hom., Hes., and Hdt.

Adv. -, Ibid. [}', Ion. '-, ,, Ion. and Ep. superl.

of, for, Od.', , , Ep. superl.-, Od.', ,, Ep. compar. -, II.', , 6, () tearer,

breaker, render, hence, an earthquake

which makes chasms, Arist. Mund. 4,

30.', , , belonging to. fit

for, given to breaking, shattering, burst-

ing, Hipp. Adv. -.', -, , {) broken,

rent : to be broken or rent,) -, vulnerable by brass, II. 13, 323.'., , (*, ^) that

which is said or spoken, a word, saying,

Theogn. 1148, Archil. 03, Simon. 7,

15, and Pind. : in prose first in Hdt.

7, 162; 8, 83. etc.;, opp. to. Pmd. N. 4, 10 ; to.
Soph. O. C. 873, Thuc. 5, 111 •.—-, Pind. . 4, 154; -, to hunt for fine words,

Andoc. 2, 23, cf. Luc. Tox". 34 -—-, to keep to the very

words. Plat. Legg. 656 C ;, to use words to that effect, Id.

Gorg. 450 D.—2. a sentence, opp. to a

single word. Plat. :, opp. to•, !d. Legg. 840 C—3. the

subject of speech, a thing, Hebraism in

LXX., and N. T.—II. in Gramm., i

opp. to, ,
verbs and nouns. Plat. Soph. 262 E,
Crat. 425 A, etc., Diog. L. 7, 58,

Hence', -, , belvnging to a
verb or u^ord, verbal.'7), oi\ , dim. from,
Ar. Ach. 444, 447, Nub. 943. [a]', , , dim. Ironi, Plat. Theaet. 180 A.
i'Po^, , oi. the Itcmi, a people

of Belgic Gaol, Strab. p. J94.', , ,^/, ace. to
Plut., an old v. I. in 11. 23, 886, for

' .', , gen., ace.,
sheep, lamb, a rare poet, word, first in

Nic. Th. 453 : so, however, foi', a pr. n., II. 2, 728. (Cf. apr/v.,',,,/.',',, Lat. rheno.)

fPitvala, ,=^', . Hom. 44 ; ', Theocr. 17, 70., , . Ion.' and
poet, also' OT'P^vnin,lihenen,
a small island near Delos, in which
the Delians buried their dead, Hdt.
6, 97 ; Thuc. 1, 13 ; Strab. p. 486.. , , Rhene, a n>m[)h.
wife of Oileus, 11. 2, 728.—Il.=Ti;-.', , , of a sheep : -
(sc. ), a sheepskin, Hipp.',, , and,, ,=., , , the Rhemis, now
iiAi>!e in Germany, Strab. p. 199.', , {,) clad in

sheepskin, Anth. P. 9, 524, 18.', , , force or might
to break through armed ranks, Otl. 14,

217 : from',, 6,(,)
breaking armed rn^iks, mighty in buttle,

in Hom. and Hes. always epith. oi

Achilles; of Apollo, Anth. P. 9, 525,
18. Hence,, , Rherenor, sou
of Nausithoiis, brother of Alcinous,
king of the Phaeacians, Od. 6, 63.—
2. lather of Chalciope, Apollod. 3,

15, 6.',,(,-) opening a path, Anth. P. 9, 525.
18.'.,(,) heart-

breaking, Anth. P. 9, 524, 18.',, .() a breaking

or bursting. Pint. '. 10, Pomp.
25.—2. a breaking forih. Id. Aemil. 14:

—in medic, writers suppuration, Hipp.
— II. a rent, cleft, like, Plut. 2,
935C.—On the obscure passage, Eur.
Phoen. 1256, v. ap. Dmd. ad I.', ,(,)
with cracked, split bark, Theophr.'/,, 6, ,()=-.', , 6, , (,) cleaving the earth, Orph. .
51,9.', ,=, q. V., , Rkesa, masc. pr. .,
. .', , , and,, , dim. from, short speech

or saying, proverb, etc. []', , (, )=. Strictly, to cut, hem out
phrases.', , (,) to

measure onc^s words, Lilc. Lexiph. 9.', Ion. , , (*,
saying, speaking : a word, saying,

speech, , Od.21, 291,

cf. Pind. N. 1, 89;?., to end one's speech, Hdt. 8, 83

;

., Thuc. 5, 85 ; fej-



ctv , Aesch. Supp.
273, cf. Ag. 1296;^ 7^yeLV, Id.

Supp. G15 ; ,
Plat. Phaedr. 208 C :— -, a Scythian answer,—

a

proveil» taken from Hdt. 4, 127.—II.

a tale, legend, -, Pilld. . 7, 101.— Hi. an ex-

pression or passage in an author, esp.

a speech in a play, A r. V'esp. 580, Ran.
15 i, etc.—IV. manner ofspeaking, style,

Graintn.

tP^aof, ov, 0, Rhesus, a king of

the Tbracians, 11. 10, 435 ; son of

Ei'oneus or of Strymon and a Muse,
an ally of the Trojans ; Diomede and
Ulysses slew him and earned off his

horses before they had tasted of the

pastures or waters of Troy, II. ; Eur.
Rhes.; Apollod.— II. a river of Troas,

which emptied into the Granicus, II.

12, 20.—2. a river and river-god in

Bithynia='P?/Jaf, Has. Th. 340.—
Cf. Strab. pp. 590. e02.', rarer coUat. form^-
, q. V. (signf. II)., 7/f, ,. for{,
Hdt.', a, ov, verb. adj. of *^,, to be said.

'PijTspor, Ion. for, The-
ogn. 1370 -Of. Lob. Phryn. 402.', 7/, 6, {*J)E(j, ) like, a speaker, /', II. 9, 443 ;

so in Anth.', , . >) resin, gum,
Lat. resina, because it runs from
trees, Theophr. [i Nic. Al. 300, 567.]

Hence', f. -', to be resinous,

smell or taste of resin.',,,^ that tastes

of resin, Lat. vitium resiaatum, as now
in Greece, Diosc. 5, 43.^, ov, () gathering

or collecting resin.', ,() to yield resin

:

part. pass. pf., mixed

uith resin,, Hipp. ; ,
Diosc.', ,{,) resi-

nous, Hipt)., Diphil. Siphn. ap. Ath.

57 C.',, , skill in public speak-

ing, eloquence, oratory, rhetoric. Plat.

Polit. 304 A.—II. a piece of oratory,

set speech, Isocr. 87 D, Arist. Rhet. 1,

2, 10 : from', to be a or public

speaker, speak in public, Isocr. 425 D :

to use oratory. Plat. Gorg. 502 D :

—

pass., of the speech, to be spoken,

Isocr. 87 C.—II. to be a rhetorician or

teacher of speaking : to show off in a

fine speech, Plut.', , ,) of be-

hnging to a public speaker or public

speaking, oratorical, rhetorical ; esp.,

(sc.), rhetoric, the art

of speaking. Plat. Phaedr. 206 D, etc.;

also, TO, Id. Polit. 304 D

;

and , Diog. L., etc, : of

persons, skilled in speaking, an orator,

Isocr. 2S B, and freq. in Plat. Adv.

-, Plat. Gorg. 471 E, Aeschin. 10,

30.',, ,,-) the Rhetorician's i'courge, as

Aeschines of Mytilene was called,

Diog. L. 2, 64.', ov, ,,)
Rhetorician-Mocker, Timon ap. Diog.

L. 2, 19, ubi Hemsterh.-
contra metrura.', , , verb. adj. from */iiw,

:
—said, spoken : named, specified,

covenanted, Lat. ratus, j)., II.

21, 445; p., at a set time,

Hdt. 1, 77 ; p., Thuc. 6, 29;, wilhfixed preroga-
tives, Id. 1, 13 ; .', a certain

sum. Id. 2, 70 ; , on set

terms, on certain conditions, according

to covenant, Hdt. 5, 57, Thuc. 1, 122
;

cf. V'alck. Hipp. 461 :—hence adv., definitely, by agreement, Polyb.
—2. spoken of, known, famous, Hes.
Op. 4.—II. that may be spoken or told,,, Aesch. Pr. 766, cf.

767 ; /), ". Soph. . . 993 ; ', lb. 1289 ; etc. ; v. sub
. 3.—2. possible to be spoken

or enunciated, Ep. Plat. 341 C.

—

HI. in tnathem., are rational

quantities, opp. to surds ; v. sub.-
III.—IV. TO=^ III.',,. Ion.,{*,)

an agreement, bargain, covenant,'', Od. 14,

393 : strictly, a verbal covenant, as in

Xen. An. 6, 6, 28:—also, a wager,

Ael.— II. a word, saying, esp. a com-
mon saying, maxim, saw ; hence of
unwritten /atts,vvhence the ordinances
of Lycurgus were called ^7}rpai,Tyr-

tae. 8, 6, cf. Plut. Lycurg. 13, etc..

Museum Crit. 1, p. 256, Francke
Callin. p. 199.—III. speech, Nic. Al.

132: also, leave or right to speak, -
?3, Decret. Byz. ap. Dem.

255, 21 ; .^,-
vai, Luc. Tox. 35, etc.—IV. an assem-

bly of the people, Lyc. 470. Hence', to pronounce, declare, ., Lyc. 1400.^'/,, , {*,) pub-

lic speaker, pleader, Lat. orator, Eur.
Hec. 126, etc. : esp. at Athens, oft.

in bad sense, , the public

speakers in the /., a regular
profession, by which merr rose to of-

fice and honours, Ar. .A.ch. 38, 680,

Eq. 60, 358, etc.—2. in Soph. Fr. 937,

one who gives sentence.—II. later, esp.

a teaclicr of eloquence, rhetorician, Lat.

rhetor, Plut. 2, 131 A, etc.',,—, Arr.', , ,written also /i^;;^;-^{^ --. III) the jailor who
kept condemned prisoners, Hesych.', , Ion. for, Ildt.',.=, Hesych.' (not so well), . Ion.

for, Hdt. 7, 142.', ,{,) thorny,

rough, Nic. Al. 230.

';)', ov. Ion. for, compar.
of, Lob. Phryn. 402., , , Rhianus, a poet of

Crete, in the Anthology.'', , , and later , ov,() strictly, making one shudder

vdth cold, chilling, but in Horn, only
'/, at rvhose name one

shudders, horrible, II. 19, 325 ; cf Opp.
H. 5. 37. (Formed like,,, etc.)

'>', , f. -, pf. with pres.

signf., hence irreg. Ep. dat.

part. f/SpiyoiTi, Hes. Sc.228: ().
Stiictly, to shiver or shudder with cold

(cf.) ; but in this signf. not till

after Ho.m., who only has it metaph.,
to shudder with fear or horror,

(V, Horn. ; -, ,
II. 12,20S; so Pind. . 5, 92, Soph.
. C. 1607 :—c. inf., to shudder orfear
to do a. thing, II. 3, 353; 7, 114:—
also, ..., Od. 23, 216.
—2. like Lat. frigere, to cool or slacken

in zeal, Dissen Pind. N. 5, 50 (91).—
II, trans., to shudder at any thing,-. II. 5, 351 ;, II. 17, 175; cf. 16, 119. (Akin

to. Lat. rigeo and frigeo, our
freeze, Genn. frieren, etc.) Hetice

'•//(•, , making to shiver, chill-

ing, Hes. Sc. 131.', as compar. adv. formed
from, morefrostily or coldly, Od.
17, 191.—II. metaph., more horribly,

Tivi, for one, Hom., and Hes. ; ro ol, II. 1, 325, etc.—The
masc. seems not to occur : cf.

superl.. []', ov, () frosty, chill,

dub.', , ov, superl. from-, coldest : most horrible,, 11.

5, 873;-.,. Rh. 2,

215. []"[', ov, 6, Rhigmus, son of
Piroiis of Thrace, an ally of the Tro-
jans, II. 20, 485.', , , rare form for-.', or -, , , fighting
with cold, Anth. P. 11, 155.', ,() a fever xvith

shiverings, a sort ol ague, Hipp. ; cf.

sq. []
'PI,,, frost, cold, Od. 5,

472, Hdt. 6, 44, and Att. ; 7
nai. Plat. Euthyphr. 4 D ; -, Xen. Cyr.
6, 1, 14.—2. a shivering from cold:

also, a feverish shivering fit, Hipp. :. Id.— II. metaph.,
shivering, shudder, fear, dread, like

Lat. horror.—We also find it with ac-

cent. Lob. Phryn. 107 ; but it

would be hard to find a passage with
. (Cf. Lat. rigor and frigus.)', ov, f. I. for-.'>, , f. -, () like, to be cold, shiver from frost or

cold, Od. 14, 481, Hdt. 5, 92, 7, and
Att. ; though oft. the forms may be-

long either to this or to, as,, Ar. Ach. 857,
cf. Nub. 416, Plat. Gorg. 517 D.—
This word, like, has an irreg.

contraction into and , for ov and
01, as, inf., Ar. Vesp. 446, Av.
935 (though is a v. 1. Ar. Nub.
442) ;

part. dat., Ar. Ach.
1146; fem., Simon. Amorg.
26; opt., Br. Ar. Ach. 1146;
subjunct.. Plat. Gorg. 517 D ;

—

all of which are Att. forms.', ov,(,) living

in frost and cold; hence, generally,

frosty, cold. Lob. Phryn. 420.' (not ), , , a root,

Horn., etc. ; ., a purgative

medicine. Foes. Oecon. Hipp. :^esp.
nom. plur. al, the roots, as al-

ways in Hom. : hence in various me-
taph. usages, e. g., the roots of the eye,

Od. 9, 390, cf. Eur. H. F. 933 ; the

roots or foundations of the earth, Hes.
Op. 19 ; of a mountain, Aesch. Pr.

365 :

—

, radicitus, Plut. Pomp.
21; cf..—II. any thing that

grows like a root from one stem ; Pin-
dar calls Libya the -, considering the earth as divided
into three continents, P. 9, 14 : but,

— III. also, that from which any thing

springs, as from a root, ,
of Cyrene, as the root or original of
the Cyrenaic Pentapolis, Id. P. 4, 26:
hence, the root or stock from which a

family springs, Lat. stirps. Id. O. 2,

83, I. (7), 123, Soph. Aj. 1178, etc.

;

and so, a race, family, Aesch. Theb.
755, Eur. I. T. 610, etc. :

—

.,
like Virgil's fans et origo mali, Eur.
Iiicert. 103, 11.',,, adentist's iiuitrumenl,

.

Celsus.
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,, , . 1. for, in

Nic. . 531.', , ,=, Nic. .
265.

'(^, adv., {()) like roots, Hc-
liod. 1,•29.', adv.,{) from the roots,. Kh. 3, 1400.', , , () made from or

out of the roois,Theophr.', , 01', () belonging to

the root, Plut. Fr. 49.', , , dim. from, a

little root. At. Av. 654.',, , poet, for, Nic.

Al. 403 ; of..', , an ^thiopic animal of the

elephant kind, Strab.'3, , to strike root, Sext.

Emp. p. 347, Anth. P. 11, 246: from', ,{,') strik-

ing root.', adv.,, Nic. Th.
307, Luc. Tyrann. 13.'(), , {,) of

plants, ofwhich the flower grows straight

from the root, Theophr.'?,, to gather roots.— II. to

root oat, Died. 16, 82 : from', ,{,) gather-

ing roots.—II. rooting out.',,{, ^/vv)rm^
ly rooted, Nonn.',, , {,,)
dealer in roots.', , to cut and gather roots,

esp. for medical purposes, Theophr.
—II., to root out : and',., a cutting andgather-
ing of roots, Theophr. : and', , , belonging or

suited to gathering of roots ; Irom',,{,) cutting

and gathering roots, e.sp. for purposes

of medicine or witchcraft, Luc. D.

Deor. 13, 1 : Soph, had a play called', the Venefcae, v. Dind.

Fr. 479 : . the time for
cutting roots, Nlc. Th. 494.—II. cutting

up by the roots.,, , Rhizus, a city

of Thessaly, Strab. p. 443.', transplant, Nicet.

:

from',.{, )holding the

root.— II. upholding the roots orfounda-

tion, epilh. of Neptune, like-. Call. Fr. 285 : generally, uphold-

ing, /5., 0pp. H. 5, C80.', , to eat roots or veget-

ables, Slrah.: from
'0>•, 01', {,) eat-

ing roots, Arist. H. A. 8, 6, 2.^'', , to put out roots, The-
ophr. : from', , {, ) putting

out roots : also,=/SiCo<i>i'rof, Theophr.
'/./, , {,)

with leaves from the root, Theophr.', , {,) grow-

ingfrom a root, prob. 1. Chaerem. ap.

Theophr. H. Pi. 5, 9, 5 ; vulg.-.
'), , {) to make to strike

root, plant ; hence, metaph., to plant,

fix firmly, Od. 13, 163 ;', Hdt. 1, 64 ; -, a firmly-rooted tyranny, Hdt.

1, 60 ; cf. ilat. Legg. 839 A, etc. :—
pass., to take root, strike root, Xen.
Oec. 19, 9; (so, intr., in the act.,

Schneid. Theophr. C. PI. 2, 4, 1);

also, to be made fast or solid, Soph. O.

C. 1591.—II. to plant with trees,

hence in pass., ./, Od.

7, 122.

'(), , () like a root.', , , () that
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' which has taken root, Theophr.—II.=, a root or element, Emped. 26 : a

stem, stock, race, lineage, Aesch. Theb.
413.', and, , Rhizon,

son of Cadmus,—II. a town of Dal-

matia on a river of the same name,
Polyb. 2, 11, 16: Strab. p. 316.

Hence, , , of Rhizon, Rhi-
zonian ;', in Strab.

', , , () the root of
the nail.', , 6,^=.', , to dig up roots, Plut.

' 2, 473 A : I'rom', , (,) dig-

gingfor roots, Anth. P. 11,322. [v]',, , () a making
\
to take ro«/.— II. intr., a taking root,

Theophr., Plut. 2,227 D:—metaph.,
lii. Lycurg. 14, Poplic. 8.., , poet, for -, Nic. Th. 137.', as pass, ():—
strictly, to grows/iff, to he shrivelled by
frost, heat, or old age, Arist. H. A. 5,

20, 5, Oi)p. C. 5, 592 :— al.so used of

unseemly contortions of the body.

Soph. Fr. 297.—Also written /ii;(;voo-.', ],, strictly, stiff or shriv-

elled with cold : hence, withe^red, bent,

crooked, , . Hom. .
317, cf. 0pp. C. 2, 346, Leon. Tar.
37 : shrivelled by old age, etc., Xen-
arch. Pentathl. 1. 8, Call. Fr. 49:
shrunk, contracted. Foes. Oecon. Hipp.
(Formed from, as if from .-, and so we sometimes find it

written.)',, , a being shrivell-

ed, etc.', , (/) shrivelled or

crooked by nature.', ,(,) shriv-

elled-looking, Anth. P. 5, 273, etc.', , , (,) a

shrivelling, esp., of the skin, Hipp.,

and Galen.',, ,() a throw,

cast, Arion 6.', , later form for^, Ni-
cet.', adv., lightly, swiftly, fleetly,, II. 6, 511, etc.,

and Hes.
; ., Pind. I. 2, 5 ;

., Aesch. Ag. 407: cf. Ap.
Kh. 1, 387, 1194. (Prob. horn,.) Hence', a, , light, swift.', ,(,) of
a swift chariot, ., Pmd.
. 3, 67 ; . 7., swift racing of

chariots. Soph. O. C. 1063.

'Piv, , later form for, q. v.

'Pivaptov, ov, TO, dim from, a

small nose, [u]', , (,) to blow

through the nose, snort, from anger,

etc., Gesn. Luc. Lexiph. 19.', , f. -, () to lead by

the nose, Meineke MenaiKl. p. 278.', , {. -, {?/)=^,
to file, fine down, Ael. N. A. 6,3: -, filings, Anth. P. 9,

310.', ov, (,,) with nose

reaching to the chin, with a nut-crack-

er nose and chin, Anlh. P. append.
288.', , i),()
injection through the nose.', , to inject at the nosr,

Diosc. : from', , , {,)

PINO
surgical instrument for passing injei

tions through the itose.', ov, {,) in

jected through the nose:

injections for the nose.', , f. -7/, to file, polish

from', ], , a file or rasp, Xen
Cyr. 6, 2, 33 ; , Leon
Tar. 4.—II. a shark with a rougli .tkin,

used (like shagreen) for polishing
wood and marble, Lat. sijua/ma,

Epich. p. 29. (Ace. to Arcad. p.

Ill, 24, the instrument was oxyt.,
the fish paroxyt. ?].)', , /, a tracking by the

nose, huuliiig by scent.'7, , to track by scent,

Aesch. Ag. 1185.

'?/., ov, , (,)
one who tracks by scent, a hound, []', , ov, (,)
tracked by the scent, 0pp. H. 2, 290.', , , () that

U'hich is filed off, m plur. filings,

Hipp., Eur. Teleph. 20. [i]

'Pivt/TT/piov, ov, ,=?/.
'//,, ,() one uhofilcs.

i'Ptvduv,, , Rhinthon, a tragic

poet of Syracuse, who lived in Tar-
enlum, Anth. P. 7, 414.', . ,-=.

'Piviov, ov, , dim. from.—
j

II. in plur. , dim. from ,
I

the nostrils, Arist.', , , {)=•.', , , rough-skinned

fish, between the species (signf.

) and, Arist. . A. 0, 11, 7
also -, Gen. An. 2, 5, 11.', ov, (, 3/.?,) hitting

or striking the nose.— II. proparox. -, pass., thrown out of the nose,

e. g. of a snorting sound, .,
Anth. P. 9, 769.'., ov, a,(,) a
leather-dresser, Hesych.',, , {,) the

Rhinoceros, i. e. Aose-horn, Pllii.^',, TU.Rhinocolara,

a city of Phoenicia, Strab. p. 759.', ov, 6, (, -.) one who cuts off 7ioses, a tiose•

clipper, Diod.', , f. -, (,)
to cut off the nose, ..', , () to make a
noise with the nose.',, , (,)
an instrumentfor taking hold of the nose.', ov, , () a pocket-

handkerchief dub.

'Pivox', ov, r(5,=oiv(3fll, 2, a shield,

Od. 5, 281, but dub.',, , a side-gale, wicket,

Polyb. 8. 27, 8, etc.'', ov, , (cf. sub fin.,) the

skin of a living person, II. 5, 308, Od.
5, 426, 435, etc. : rarelv of a dead one,

Hes. Sc. 152, cf. Jac. Anth. P. p. 740.

— II. the hide of a l>east, esp. of an ox,
an ox-hide, freq. in Hoin. ; a woiPs
skin. II. 10, 334 : Hom. does not use
it of the skin of a live beast, but it is

so in Hes. Op. 513.—2. an ox-hide

shield. II. 4, 447; 10, 63G.—The gender
is undetermined in Horn.; it is inasc.

in Nic. Th. 3GI, Al. 475; feni. in Ap.
Rh. 4, 174 : we also have, ,
q. V. ; and the plur. in sjgnf.

II, 1, Anth. P. 9, 328.. ov, (,) sttuh

nosed ; Luc. Bacch. 2.', ov, [, TtftViS) %eilk

the nose cut off.', , f. -, =•
: from



, ,,) cutting

off the nose.',,(,) pierc-

ing shields, epith. of Mars, II. 21, 392,

Hes. Th. 934, Anth.',, , a sewer, Lat. cloaca,

Strab. (Ace. to Coray from ,, and ^- ; dub.)', , {, )=()•
7., , , (,,)
nose-plague.

t'PiVon',, , Rhino, one of the

ten in Athens, Isocr. 373., , .=, a part

in the steni of a vessel.', 01', TO, any jutting part of a
mountain, whether upwards or for-

wards ; hence,

—

1. the peak of a mount-
ain, , 11. 8, 25, etc. ;, Od. 9, 191 ; ,. . 139.—2. headland, foreland,

Od. 3, 295 ; whence the pr. names
and 'P.

at the mouth of the gulf of Corinth,

Thuc. 2. 86, like our North and South

Foreland.— 3. later, also, a hay formed
by aforehnd, Ael. N. A. 15, 3. [i]

f'Piov, TO,'. or 'Avrt/-, Strab. p. 387, and'-, V. foreg. 2., , , the Rhipaean
mountains, a fabled range of mount-
ains on the northern edge of the

earth, Dion. P. 315 :',
Callim. Fr. 215 : also, ', Arist.

Meteor. 1, 13.',, {],=., very dub.', , , v..
'Pirn'/, , ,() the swing or

force with which any thiiig is thrown ;

and, also, the motion of the thing so

thrown, rushing motion, rush, . uiya-. the throw or flight of a javelm,

11. 16, 58;, of a stone, II. 12,

462, Od. 8, 192 ; so, ., Eur.
Hel. 1123; ., the sweep or

rush of the N. wind, II. 15, 171 ; later,

, Pind. P.

4, 346, cf. Fr. 58, 6 ; ., Pind.

P. 9, 84, Soph. Ant. 137; alone,

a storm, Aesch. Pr. 1089 : so, . -, the rush of fire, II. 21, 12 ; . -, 11. 8, 355 ;, Hes. Th.
681, 849 ; , of

love. 0pp. . 4, 14 1 :—and so, of

rushing sound, ., Aesch.
Pr. 126 ; hence also of the buzz of a
gnat's wings. Id. Ag. 893 ; of the
lyre's quivering notes, Pind. P. 1, 18 :

—then of quivering, twinkling light,. Soph. El. 106, cf.

O. C. 1248 ; and so, ., like, Eur. I. T. 885 :—lastly,

of strong smell, . olvov, Pind. Fr.

147.—Cf. /37/, /,, and
Lat. impetus.—. the wing as an in-

strument of swift motion, Ap. Rh. 2,

935.— Poet. word.

t'PiV?/, , 7], Rhipe, a city of Ar-
cadia near Stratia, II. 2, 606.', , , dim from,
a small bellows.', f. -,() to blow up,

fan the flame, Lat. conflare,?.. Fr. Hom. 26 ;, Ar. Ran. 360:—pass.,, the fish is fanned to boiling-

point, Id. Eccl. 842.—2. to fan a per-

son, Plut. Anton. 26.',, , (~) a fanfor rais-

ing the fire. Ar. Ach. 669, 888; .-, Anth. P. 6, 306.—. lady's

fan, Dion. H. 7, 9, Anth. P. 6, 290.—
11.~. [Ace. to Draco p. 23, 15,

etc., - in common Greek and Ion.,

- in Att., V. Ar. 11. c. ; in Anth., 11. c,
both occur, Jac. A. P. p. 204.]

', ,{) a blowing with
a belUiws or fan, Theophr.',, , () that

which isfanned or blown up with bellows.

II.=foreg., Anth. P. 5, 294.', ,,^.', a, ,{) fitfor

faiming : ..=.', , ,() fanned,
blowTi with the bellows.', not,, , like,
a mat or wicker-hurdle, Hdt. 2, 96 : also, , Diosc. ,', f. -, frequentative
from, to throw to and fro, throvj

or toss about, Lat. jactare,, II. 14, 257 ;, to inove the eyebrows xip

and down, H. Merc. 279 : —pass., to

toss one's selfabout, keep tossing, esp. in

bed, Hipp. ; so, -', Ar. Lys. 27 ; ?'-, Plut. Cicer. 37 :—Hipp, also has
., and, intr., in
same signf , cf. Foes. Oecon. [i]', Ep. impf. of,
Horn., and Hes.',, ,() throw-

ing or tossing about, /^, Hipp.:
absol., a tossing about, esp. in bed, Id.,

Plut. 2, 455 :—metaph., uneasiness,

anxiety.', , , tossing to and
fro, M. Anton. 1, 16.', , used only in pres. and
impf., a collat. form of, to which
it is related as Lat. jactare to jacere,

conseq. with the collat. notion of re-

peated action, first in Hdt. 4, 91, 188,

then in Att. poetry and prose : Elmsl.
(Heracl. 150) indeed wholly rejects it

in Trag. :—in the forms they use, the
difference is generally one of accent,( or), so that the sense
must determine the question, v. Dind.
Soph. Ant. 131, Tr. 780, Aj. 230 ; but'\$ the reading of theMSS.
in Eur. 1. c. ;, Ar. Eccl. 507 ;, Plat. Tim. 80 A.', , , verb. adj. from -, thrown, cast, hurled, .,
death by throwing down (a precipice).

Soph. tr. 357.', strengthd. from Root-
which appears in., etc.:

f. : aor.<, also 3 sing. aor.

2, in 0pp. C. 4, 350 : aor. pass.

[], less freq., Pors.
Hec. 339 : Ep. impf.,, ,
II. 15, 23, Od. 11, 591, and Hes.": a
redupl. pf. pass, in Pind. Fr.

281. Hom. only uses Ep. impf., fut.,

and aor. act.—A later collat. form
with modified signf. is, q. v.

:

see also the frequentat..
To throw, cast, hurl,,,

II. 23, 842, Od. 6, 115; )?-, II. 8, 13, cf. Aesch.
Pr. 1051 ; . Id. Cho.
913; . Soph.' Tr. 695; ., to throw on the ground. Soph.
Tr. 790; cf. Eur. I. A. 39 :— cast a
net, ^^, the cast has
been made, Orac. ap. Hdt. 1. 02 :

—

., like , to throw it at

one, Eur. Bacch. 1097 (ubi v. Elmsl.),

Cycl. 51 :—also, . ,
to throw him against a rock. Id. I. T.
1430 : but, ,
thrown down from..., Plat. Legg. 944
A.— 2. to throw about, like,

!, Eur. I. A. 758. Bacch.
150.—3. to cast out of the house or
land, Soph.O. T. 719, Phil. 265, etc.;

;37., Aj. 830,—4. to throw off or away, of arms,
clothes, Eur. El. 820, Plat. Rep. 474

j

A ; esp., ., Lys. 117, 1, etc.

;

cf -.—5. ., to cast
them forth, let drop, Aesch. Pr. 312,
Eur. Ale. 680:—but, also, to throw
them awav, waste them, Aesch. Ag.
1068, cf. Eur. Med. 1404.— 6. .-, metaph. from the dice, (as we
say) to make a bold throw, make a ven-
ture or hazard, run a risk, Valck. Hdt.
7, 50 ; v., II, Elmsl.
Heracl. 150.—7. intr. (sub. ),
to throw or cast one's self, i. e. to fall,

Theogn. 176 ; to dash one's self. Monk Ale. 922, cf. Meineke
Menand. p. 105:—the pass, is also
used in this signf. (Akin to.)
''. , gen., ace., plur., Ion. gen. p\., Hipp.:

—

the nose, both of men and beasts, Od.
4, 445, Hdt. 3, 154, and Att.—2. in
plur., the nostrils, Lat. nares, II. 14,

467, Od. 5, 456, etc., Hes. Sc. 267,
and Att. :^post-Hom. also :

—cf,.— II. metaph., the
power of tracking by scent. A later
form is , cf. Lob. Paral. 196. [i,.

except in late versifiers, Jac. Anth. P.
p. 729.]', , , a coffer, chest, Lat.
risciis, Antiph.. 1.', . , {)— and. Lye. 235, 1326.

', ;). (later also , Lob, Paral.
114), gen. :

—plaited work of
osiers or rushes, wicker-work, Od. 5,
256 :—hence, a mat, Lat. crates,-

,.. 4, 71 :—proverb.,,
ap. Plut. 2, 405 , cf. Ar. Ran. 699,
Luc. Hermot. 28,—said to be taken
from boys' learning to swim with a
bundle ofrushes.—Later collat. forms
are and . (Prob.
akin to, as to.
Hence, and Lat. scir-

piis, perh. also ripa : is akin, [j]',, . ,{,)
throwing away his shield in battle, a rec-

reant, Ar. Nub. 353, Pac. 1186, Plat.
Legg. 944 B.', , to throw the neck
up. esp. of horses : from'-,, . ,(^ -) throwing the neck up, tossing the

head, esp. of horses ; also of haughty
persons, Pind. Fr. 224; cf.,.
'', (not -),, ,()
throwing, hurling. Plat. Legg. 813 D.—2. a throuing down from a height,

Id. Rep. 378 D.—3. a throu'ing about,, Plut. Sull. 35.'', , to run risks, bt
fool-hardy, Dio C : from ift'-, , (,-) running needless risks : a fool-
hardy person. Lat. vir projectae auda-
ciae, Xen. Mem. 1, 3, 9 ; cf.-

II. Adv. -.'-?., , {,) to

bandy words, Polyb. 12, 9, 5, etc.

',,{,2) throw-
ing away his arms, hence, ., i. e.

a panic flight, Aesch. Theb. 315.', ,', (?.)
casting about the eyes, leering.', .=:, a pomegranate, Ar
Fr. 506, Plat. : cf..'. . Dor. for, a stream, Pind.'., , () a flowing, run-
ning, a disease of vines, Lat. roratio,

Plin. ; cf..'3.=3, Hesych.. h, (Hebr. in Greek form', ov)Roboam or Rehabeam, a
son of Solomon, king of Judah, N. T.',^=^,, Epich.
p. 111.
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', ,=1>.', o,= loreg., Foes. Oecon.
Hipp.', ov, , in Sicily and Magna
Graccia. a slack or rick put up in the
iielii ; hence, generally, ham, siore-

hoiise, Epich. p. 10. (Cf. Lat. rogus.)

'-^(,=)), Hesych.',, , <(>) like,
snoring, Lat. ronchua.', , ,=:,. C.

1,501.',,= and-.'. . , {)) the spun
thread, woof or icefl, Batr. 183; ace.

to Hesych., = : cf. Schneid.

Orph. Arg. 509. [«] Hence'^, to twist threads, spin.

'PnihlvDC, , , waving, flickering,/, 11. 18, 576
(al.',.,.) :

but is recognized by Aris-

tarch., V. Spitzn. ad. 1., and correctly

derived from, ; of..', ,,=. dub.^. , , the Rhodanus,
now Rhone, in Gallia, Ap. Rh. 4, 627

;

Strab. p. 183.'., , dim. from, a
dwarf-rose.'., , Rhodaspes, a son
of Phraates, Strab. p. 748.

'Po(5f'a, 7/. coiitr., a rose-bush :

cf.' tin.',, ,() a rose-wreath,

dub., , , Rhodli, daughter
of Oceanus and Tethys, a companion
of Proserpina, H. Horn. Cer. 451

;

Hes. Th. 351, ubi v. 1. '.', ov. and'. a, ov,() of roses, uv-,, Ibyc. 4, Eur. Hel. 245
;. Id. Med. 841 ;, Nic. Al.

155.'',, , a rose-bed, rosary,

also.
'), , contr. for, a rose-

tree, rose-bush, Archil. 37., 7/f, 7j, Rhode, daughter of

Neptune and Arnphitrite, ApoUod. 1,

4, 4.-2. daughter of Danaus, Id. 2,

], 5.—Others in Anth. ; N. T. ; etc.

—. a city of Hispania, Strab. p.

160., , 7,='.—II. the

Rhodian territory, as well the islands

as the territory on the Carian coast,

Strab.', ,, of Rhodes : 'P.,

=sq.. Epigen.. 2.',, 7], a kind of cup made
at Rhodes, Diphd. aip. 1.', f. •, [) to look or

smell like the rose, Alh. 677 E.—II.

trans, to tinge of a rose colour. The-
ophr.', , ov, () made of
roses, Anacr. 95.', ,,={., Diosc.', a, ov, (Todor) Rhodian, of
or from Rhodes. 11. 2. 651.

—

If.', the art of painting, Mehlhorn
Anacr. 15, 3, cf. p. 218., ov, , the Rhodius, a river

of Troas, II. 12, 20.—II. as masc. pr.

n., Diog. L. ; etc.. -, i), Rhodippe, fern,

pr. n., Ar. Lys. 370.',, , an unguent or paw•
der madefrom roses, Diosc.', , (), wine
flavoured with roses, DiosC. 5, 35.—2.

., a gem, Plin., 7, , Rhodogune,

mother of Xerxes.—2. daughter of
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Artaxerxes, Plut. Artax.—3. wife of

Demetrius Nicanor, App.
'(5(5«)/(•, ov,(,-

7.) rosy-fingered, always as epilh. of

'HiJf, Morn, Horn., and Hes. ; Kii-, Colulh. 98.', , , (, 7)
the rose-laurel, i. e. either the oleander

or the rhododendron, Luc, and Plin.
;

elsewh. I'/jptov.', ov. ro,= foreg., Plin.'//, ,(,) rose-

like, rosy, Musae. 114, Anth. P. 15,

40.',, ,() of roses,

?., II. 23, 186;, Eur. I.

. 1298;, Anth. P. 5, 81 ; etc.', ov, b, rose-ivy, Theocr.
5, 131 ; but prob. it should be written

: cf. Wordsvv. ad 1.'/., ov, rosy-bosomed.', ov, TO, Dot. for-
/..',, , rose-honey.', , . Dor. -,(, 7) rose-apple : hence
metaph., plump, rosy cheek, Theocr.
23, 8.— II. marmalade made of roses

and quinces.', , (,)
mixed with roses, Clem. Al.''. ov, TO, the rose, Lat. ro.^a.

first in H. Horn. Cer, 6, Theogn. 537,

Hdt. 8, 138:— proverb, of any thing
svveet_ or beautiful, ',
Ar. Xub. 910;, lb. 1330.—2. a garden of roses,

rosary, Coluth. 348.—II. part of the

pudenda muliehria, Pherecr. Metall. 1,

29.—A dat., as if from, occurs . Kh. 3, 1020 ; al.). (Perh. akin to --,
Germ. roth, our red, ruddy.)', ov, (,)
with roseate veil or robe, Q. Sm. 3, 608.,. , Rhoddpe, an ocean
nymph, companion of Proserpina. H.
Horn. Cer. 422.-2. daughter of the
river-god Strymon, wife of Haemus
king of Thrace, Luc. Salt. 51.—Oth-
ers in Luc. ; etc.—II. a lofty mount-
ain range in Thrace, Hdt. 4, 49

;

Thuc. 2, 96 ; Theocr. 7, 77.', Dor. -, , gen., (,) rosy-armed, .
Horn. 31, 6, Hes. Th. 247, 251, Sap-
pho 22, Theocr. 2, 148, etc.', ov, (, )

breathing of roses, Anlh.
'(507}•,,(,) rosy-

rumped, Anth. P. 5, 55.'?., ov, 6,() a rose-

srller.', ov. , the isle of Rhodes,

ton the coast of Caria, earlier called

Ophiiisa, Stadia, and Telchinis, II. 2,

655; Strab. p. 653.-2. the capital

of the island, havmg two harbours,
Strab. 1. c.', , and-, , (,) extract of
roses prepared with honey, like-/ 1.', , (,)
rosu-ankled, Q. Sm. 1, 138, Anth.

i'Pooovvria, . . Rhoduntia, a

strong place in Thessaly near Ther-
mopylae, Strab. p. 428.', ov,() bearing roses., , , Rhodockdres,
masc. pr. n., Luc. Catapl. 17.', ov, contr. -), ovv,(,) rose-coloured, 0pp. H. 1,

130, Anacreont. 57, 3, etc.', , , , = foreg.,

Theocr. 18, 31.', >,=:, Anth. P. 5,

36 (e conj. Jac).

,, , Rhodon, masc. pr.

., Anth.', , ,() bed, gar-

den of roses, rosary, Dem. 1251, 27:
rose-hush, Theophr., Ael. N. A. 14, 24 ;

cl..— II. a vine with gold-coloured

grapes,—.^.— \\ . a dish

prepared with roses, Ath. 406 A ; like7. — V. pudenda muliebria,

Cralin. Nem. 5.—IJsu. written-. but V. Lob. Paral. 317.^',. ri, Rhodopis, a court-
esan who became queen of Psam-
mitichus of .Aegypt, Ael. V. H. 13.

33.—2. another, who lived in Aegypt
in the time of Ainasis, Hdt. 2, 134.

—

Cf. Ath. 596 ; Strab. p. 808.', , pecul. poet. fem.
from sq., Nonn.', , () rosy-faced, Di-
osc.', , , as if from,
prepared with roses: to ., rose-wine,

rose-water, etc., Lat. rosalum.', , , dim. from,
a conduit or cha/inel, Inscr.

i'Po, ov, a, the river earlier

called Rhesus in Troas, Strab. p. 602.

', , , Dor., [) a river,

stream, flood, fieq. in Horn., always in

plur., and usu. with a gen. addeil, '', 11. 3, 5 ;', II. 2. 869 ;.,
etc. ; so also in Hes., and Trag.:-

or, the juice of the
grape, Eur. Bacch. 281, Cycl. 123:

—

metaph., the stream, of song or poesy..,, Pmd. . 7, 17,

I. 7 (6), 26 ; also, , .'streams of
events, the tide of affairs, Pind. O. 2,

62, cf. N. 11, 61.—2. a flowins. flux,
as a philosoph. term. Plat. Theaet.
152 E, etc., V. Crat. 402 A ; cf.

5. Cf..', ov, ( ) producing
streams.', ,() to make a rushing
noise, to dash, esp. of waves and the
stroke of oars : also of tire, -,, Aesch. Fr. 309.—2.

of any confuseii noise, as, -
VI, to murmur at one, Soph. Ant. 290:, there was a noise of
angry words, lb. 259.', {. -, strengthd. form
of foreg., to ply the dashing oar, Cra-
tin. Incert. 8, Hermipp. Stratiot. 5

:

also of the oars, to dash, Ar. Fr. 60.
—2. of pigs eating, to 7nake a guttling

noise, Ar. Ach. 807.',, , pecul. poet. fem.
of, roaring, dashing, ,
Aesch. P'ers. 396.', , , v. II.', ov, also, a, ov, Eur. I. T.
1133 :

() : — rushinc, roaring,

dashing, esp. like waves, .
Od. 5, 412; so of oars, ^,, Eur. 1. c, and 407.-2. of pigs,

guttling, Numen. ap. Ath. 327 A.—II.

TO ., as subst., wave dashing on the

bench, a breaker, iiave, esp. in plur.,

Soph. Phil. 689, Eur. Cycl. 17, etc.

:

and in sing., surf, .^urge, Aesch. Pr.

1048, Thuc. 4, ]0:—/. ., of
wine, Anth. P. 1 1, 64.—2. a hud shout,

esp. of applause, . , Ar.

Eq. 546 :—generally, tumult, riot.

Eur. Andr. 1096, cf. Aesch. Theb. .62.', 7], , noisiness, vio-

lence.', v.^.'', , , rushing noise,

roar or dash of waves, esp., the rushing

of a stream, the dash of oars,, with one stroke, i. e. all at once,
Aesch. Pers. 462 ; cf..—2.

of any confused inarticulate sound,



POIZ

ITtpffMof ?., the noise of

the Persian (i. e. barbarian) tongue,

Aesch. Pers. 406.—3. of any rushing

motion, '/.,
7/
' , re-

sistless course is that of Justice, though
she be dragged whithersoever bribed

judges lead her, Hes. Op. 222; -
pvyuv, 0pp. H. 5, 17.—II.

steep, rocky path, Nlc. Th. 672 :, a goat's cottrse or track, Nic. 1.

c. (Onomatop., like,,,
etc.)', , , Ion., a pomegra-

nate-tree, Od. 7, 1 15 ; 11, 589.—II. the

fruit, a pomegranate, H. Cer. 373, 412,

Hdt. 4, 143, Ar. Vesp. 1268; also,.', , () a. horse-pond, horse-

pool, Hesych. : hence.',, ,=, very dub., , 7/,=, . J. for, which is better.', , f. -,() like, to swolloiv with a noise, to stick

down, of Charybdis, Od. 12, 106:—in
Aesch. Eum. 404 Minerva comes,

/.-, letting her

oeliying aegis rusi/e (as she flies). Cf.; UTTOp-,^-.'3, adv., =, Q-
Sm. 5, 381.'3, , , (3) a

whistling, piping, ?., Eur. I.

A. 10S6.',, , any rushing noise or

motion, e. g. the whirring of wings.

Soph. Ant. 1004 ; the rushing of the

wind, . , Ar. Nub.
407. (The usage of.,
agrees with that of,, cf-(,)3} : though in

Horn, the verb {)3 is used=/(o-
j

; cf3.)', ,{)=.' or, -o,= sq.' or, , , dim.

from,, small pomegrannte,

Menand. p. 55 : the {orm was
held to be better Alt., Lob. Phryn.

87, Pors. Hec. p. li.', Ep. impf. of, Hes.

Th. 835.', , f. -,() to whis-

tle, Lat. stridere, II. 10, 502; of a

snake, to hiss, Hes. Th. 835 (in Ep.
impf with aor. signf),.
Rh. 4, 129, etc. ; of birds, to rush or

whirr through the air, Luc. Amor. 22:

—so in pass., Anth. Hence', adv., with rushitig sound or

motion, Nic. Al. 182, 498 : so, ?/-. Id. Th. 556, Lye. 66.',. ,{) whiz-

zing, rushing, Nonn.',, ,() rush-

ing, whirring noise or motion, as of

birds, Ar. Av. 1182, cf Luc. Muse.
Enc. 2;. Id. Jup. Trag. 1.'/,, , //, () one

who mores with a rushing sound, Orph.

H. 5, 5.',, ,{,)
noisy dispute, Cic. Att. 14, 10, 3.', ov, . Ion. /;, the ivhistling

OT whizzing of an arrow, II. 16, 361,

Opp. H. 2, 352 :—any whistling or pi-

ping sound, as of a shepherd, ?./.^, Od, 9, 315; .,
Plut'. 2, 18 : cf,.—1].

rushing motion, a rush, string, like-. Pint. Marcell. 15, Detnetr. 21., {, ') ', to water

a horse, to ride him in a pond ; also as

dep., Strab., but cf Lob. Phryn. 616.', ,(,) like a

rushing noise : ,,, a rapid,

whizzing motion, Plut. 2, 923 C.

POMB',,,^, dub.

in Orph. H. 7, 6.', . Ion. for, Hdt.',,,) curved

or crooked-looking, Galen.', , , like, crooked,, Theocr. 7, 18 :, oou)-!egged. Archil. 52, Bergk ;

V. 1. (q. v.).

. ', , , [,) flowing,

fluid : and of solids, soft, flabby, opp.

io firm,, Hipp.—II. suffering

from afluj: or diarrhoea., ov, b, Rhoecus, a centaur.

Call. Dian. 221.—2. a celebrated ar-

tist and architect of Samos, Hdt. 3,

60.',,—.
i'PoIor, , , Rhoeus, a general of

the Phocians, Pans. 10, 1, 8., 6, Rhoesaces, Persian

masc. pr. n., Arr. An. 1, 15, 7.', ov, b, dim. from , a

small pomegranate : also, a knob or tas-

sel shaped like a pomegranate, LXX.', , dim. from, a rivu-

let, brook.', , ,() a swimming., , the Rhoelaces, a river

falling into the Cyrus in Albania,

Strab. p. 500.
^,, , fern, adj., Rhoe-

tean, Ap. Rh.., ov, TO, Rhoethim, a city

and 1)1 omontory of Troas on the Hel-

lespont, containing the tomb of Ajax,

Hdt. 7, 43.

t'Poi77?if, , ,=', -, Anth. P. 7, 146.',, , pomegranate-wine,

Diosc. 5,^34.,, , Rhoetean,oVP.,

Strab. p. 595.', ,() to make to spin

like a top : to whirl, hurl.', adv., like a top, Mane-
tho.', ov, ,() one that

spins like a top, Orph. H. 30, 2.', , , () spun

round lile a top, whirled about,-
<'\•-' 7., Anth. r. 6,

219, cf. 218.,, ov, 6,, Rhom-
bites sinus, a gulf in the Palus Maeo-
tis, /., and another

near it, /. '-, Strab. p. 493.', , (, )
rhombus-shaped , rhomboidal, Hipp. : ., rhomboid, i. e. a four-sided

figure with only the opposite sides and
aneles equal. Galen. :

—

., a place

at Megara, Plut. Thes. 27.

')3, , , Alt. 3, Mei-
neke ' Com. Fr. 2, p. 452 (') :—
any thing that may be spun or turned

round :— I. top, also, 3•, Lat. turbo, . Eur.
Hel. 1362, ubi v. Musgr. (ap. Dind.)

;

cf Schol. Ap. Rh. 1, 1139.—2. a mag-
ic wheel, used by witches and sorce-

rers to aid their spells, in Propert.,

rliombi rota, Eupol. Bapt. 15, Theocr.
2, 30 ; cf Horat. Epod. 17, 7, v. sub.—3. a kind of tambourine, like- II, Ar. Fr. 288, Ap. Rh. 1. c.

—II. spinning, whirling jnotion, as of

a top, wheel, etc., hence, -
; , shooting forth whirling

I

darts, Find. O. 13, 134 ; .,
the eagle's swoop, Id. I, 4, 81 (3, 65) ;

I

. /., Id. Fr. 48.

i

B. ii rhomb, i. e. ft four-sided figure

with all the sides, but only the oppo-

site angles, equal, Euclid.— [I. a-
cies of fish, of which the turboi is one

I variety, so called from its rhomb-like

i
shape, Nausicr. ap. Ath. 330 ;

yet

this, though a Greek word, seems to
have been an Italian name, be-
ing the Greek, v. Mein. Nausicr.
Naucl. 2.—2. a surgeon's bandage, also
called from its shape, Hipp.', ,= : me-
taph., TO, the giddy whirl of
drunkenness, Plut. 2, 715 C.', , , as if from -, made i>i the shape of a rhombus.—11.=, dub.',, , ()=•, Hipp.' and, , wood-worm,
Lat. teredo, termes.', , , targe sword, used
by ihe Thracians,~, Plut. Aemil. 18 :—gen-
erally, a sword, . .'<,=), Hipp.',, , (he waxed thread

of shoemakers, usu. in plur.', ov. , Alt. contr., cf.

sub fin. () :—like , a stream,

freq. in Horn., but only in sing. ; he
often adds a gen., as, ',, etc., 11. 16, 151 ; 11, 726;
also, . II. 21, 263;-', lb. 219 : ,
down, i. e. with stream, Horn., Hdt.,
etc. ; avu, up stream, against it,

Horn. ; cf C. I, . 1.—II.

a flux, discharge of huinours, Hipp.;
V. Foes. Oecon.—lII.=po?/ 2, Plat.
Crat. 411 D.—Later writers have the
heterocl. dat., like vol from,
also gen. , and ace. . Lob.
Phryn. 454, Paral. 173.', , {~?.,)
to carry a club.', (/.) to brandish a
club, strike with a club.'?., : ,() like a
club, i. e. thicker towards the end: hence,
versus rhopalicus, a verse in which each
word is one syllable longer than that be-

fore, as, rem tibi confeci, doctissime,

dulcisonoram, Serv.'/., ov, b, (?.) a
striking with a club.— II. priapism, Ar.
Lys. 553.', ,() like a club.'', , , (,)

club, stick or cudgel which grows
gradually thicker, or which has a
butt end, used to cudgel an ass, Ii.

II, 559, 561 ; to walk with, Od. 17,

195 : also, a war-club or mace of brass,

Od. II, 57.5, Xen. Hell. 7, 5, 20 ; hence
expressly,/. /., Hdt. 7, 63 ;

of the club of Hercules, Soph. Tr.
512, Ar. Ran. 47, etc.—II. membrum
vinle, Leon. Tar. 26.—11.=077)>
III, Xen. Hell. 6, 4, 36.', , , as if from -, club-shaped.', , , () inclination

: downtiards, a sinking or falling, opp.
to ffoif (motion upwards) : esp. the

\
sinking of the scale, fall or turn of the

scale, Aesch. Pers. 437 (cf-
II) : hence,—2. usu. metaph., the

turn of the scale, the critical moment
which is to determine the issue, Lat.

• momentum : ^, Soph.
Tr. 82; , Thuc.
5, 103, like Lat. in discrimine est, 'tis

just balancing on the turning point, in

extreme danger, like: so. , Ar. A'esp.

1235:7.. Soph.
Fr. 409 ; so, . Eur.
Hipp. 1163, cf Plat. Rep. 556 , etc.

;

,, -
Ivb. 1, 20, 7 ; 6, 52, 9

;, Isocr. 69 C.,



the lurning, sinking point of life, i. e.

death, Sopli. O. C. 1508.— II. the

weight which makes the scale turn

;

nence, ineiaph., •' /, a slight weight

thrown in puts ail end to them, Soph.
O. T. UCI ; [), two balancing

weights, two alternatives, Eur. Hel.

1090: also weight, influence,/, to be ot importance, Dein. 154,

18; {) , Arist. Eth.
. 10, 1, 1

; yup//, Dem. 'Zi, 14 ;

cf. Polyb. 6, 10, 10. Hence', //,, inclined or inclining

to, prone, .—II. act., giving a

decision., , , verb. adj. from l)o•, to be supped up. Gal.), ov, TO, (1))^()-
?Ml'-—2. the wood in a trap which
strikes the mouse, etc., Archil. 100

;

nietaph., Eur. Hipp. 1172, ubi v.

Monk. : also,'.—. a musi-

cal instrument of the Corybantes, a

tambourine, Anth. P. 6, Tt ; a kettle-

drum, Plut. Crass. 23, also called, Att.(.— III. the knocker

on a house-door, Eur. Ion 1612, Lys.

103, 16; cf/^-., ov, , the Rhoscynus,

a river of Gaul, Polyb. ap. Ath.
332 A.', , (Hebr, in Greek 'Vov-3, ov, Joseph.) iiuiere, eldest son
of Jacob, N. T.

i'PoinJiKul', ), , the Rubicon,

in Italy, Strab.', TO, late form for,
Lob. Phryn. 87., , (Hebr., in Greek',
, Joseph.) Ruth, fern. pr. n., a Mo-
abitess, LXX. ; N. T.
To if, 0, Att. contr. for 1)-', and , gen. /5 and ().

Lob. Phryn. 454 :

—

a small tree, the

bark and fruit of which were used in

tanning, prob., the sumach, rhus coti-

nus, Linn., Antiph. Leuc. 1, 2.— II.

also, spice plant, Ath.. ov, !}, Rhus, a town of Me-
garis, later, Plut.Thes.
77.', to be reddish, Geop.', ov, reddish, Lat. russus,

russetis. Diosc, cf. Anth. Plan. 380.

'Poi'(7iiJ(57/f, ,{) of a reddish

colour.,, , Rhuscinon, a

city, and o. a river of Gallia Narbo-
nensis, Strab. p. 182 : cf'., , , Rhuspinum, a

city of Numidia, Strab. p. 831.', a, ,—().', . ol, the Rhuteni, a
people of Aquitania, Strab. p. 191./., ov, b, the Rom.
name Ruiilianus, Strab.

VPovTovAoi, uv, , the Rululi, a
people of Latium, Strab. p. 228., ov, 6, the Kom. name
Rnfinus, Anth., etc., ov, b,Rufus, masc. pr. n.,

N. T.', Hipp., and, (.-,
collat. forms of sq.', , f. -/ or-, which
last alone Elmsl. will allow in Att.,

and therefore alters Ar. Ach. 278, Eq.
360, Pac. 716,—so too Dind. (,^).
To sup greedily up, gulp down, Aesch.
Eum. 204, Soph. Tr. 1055, Ar. 11. cc.

—There are several collat. forms, f)o-,.,, -
: hence,(). (Form-

ed onomatop. like, Lat. sor-

beo.) Hence', , , that which is
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supped up, esp., a kmd of thick gruel

or porridge, Hipp.', ov, , dim. from
foreg.',, , (,) a supping

up. Arist. Meteor. 4, 3, 14.', , or,) belong-

ing, given to supping up, Strab.', . ,() that can be

supped up, Dlosc.', , b, =), quoted
from Kupol.', ov, TO, a strickle : prob.

strictly [), from ().
'::, ,() to roar, esp.,

of the sea, , Od. 5, 402 ;

12. 00 ; ,. Kh. 4, 925.—Cf..',={§., . 1. Orph. .
49, 5.'', , , roaring, esp.

of the sea, Nic. Al. 390, Lye. 402.', , , ) fluid,

liquid, watery, Arist. H. A. 9, 37, 9:
also, rough, boisterous,, Thuc.
4, 24, cf. Ael. N. A. 7, 24.— II. in me-
dic, running, ?\., Hipp. : also

soft, flaccid. Id. :—ot persons, affected

with diarrhoea, cf. Foes. Oecon. ; V.. Adv. -.',, , () plantation

ofpomegranate trees, LXX.', , , () like diar-

rhoea, Paul. Aeg.',, b, () a stream that

bursts forth, a mountain stream or tor-

rent swollen by rains, Thuc. 4, 96 :

esp., stream of lava from a volcano,
Ileind. Plat. Phaed. Ill K, 113 B;
(). in Thuc. 3, 116 : also, a
volcano itself, Theophr.',, , , , {) fluid,

running, hence flabby, opp. to lirm,, Arist.

Part. An. 3, 5, 14.—II. falling off, ., hair that falls off : ., a

vine that sheds grapes.— 111. as subst.,

o'l, fishes that go in shoals with

the currents, like herrings, Arist. H.
A. 4. 8, 22.

'Ptiaro, 3 pi. aor. sync, of,
Horn.', ov, b, b, the unstable crowd of the
Athenians, a Lacon. word in Ar. Lys.

170 (vv. 11.,,-) : Hesych. explams-
by , and Phot,-

by the same words :— if derived
Irom . is the
most likely Ibrm : cl..', adv., with a jwise, Arist.

H. A. 9, 40, 12; v. \..', , with a large nose or

snout, Lat. nasuta.', b, (,)
with an elephant's trwth.Anih.P. 1 1 , 204.',, , dim. from,
Ar. ;\ch. 744.', ,{) to fight
with the snout, dub.', , , {) a snout,

muzzle, strictly of swine, Pherecr.

Ar/p. 3, Anaxil. Calyps. 1 ; cf Schol.
Ar. Av. 348 ; of dogs, Theocr. 6, 30

;

of birds, a beak, bill, Ar. Av. 348, 304,
etc.

; generally, a face, Cratin. Incert.

83, cf Comici ap. Ath. 95, Mcineko
Araros Adon. 1.', adv., () flnwingly, i. e.

abundantly, Hippon. 20 ; [where D. un-
lf!ss we follow Welcker in writing, like for, cf.-
?.]—{.-', adv.,= foreg., -
, abundantly rich, Od. 15, 426.', , i.-, collat. form of, q. V,

' or, like, to growl,

snarl, like an angry dog, Hermipp.
Europ. 1, ubi V. Meineke

;
-, snarls its melancholy

ditty, Ar. Kan. 684. (Akin to,,, as also to Lat.
rudo, Tugio, ringo.)', Ep. for, 3 smg. aor.

pass, oi, Od. 3, 455.',, , {) strict!y:=,^ : usu. a kind ol honey-
cake, Galen, []',=,, prob. not found
in use.', , {,) over-

flowing with riches, very wealthy, Dion.
P. 337 ; cf. Hence', , , {,) af-

fluence. Call. Jov. 84.', f -, {) to bring
into a measure of time or proportion ; to

repeat a verse in proper time or rhythm,
i. e. to scan it, Schaf. Dion. Coinp. p.

238, Melet. p. 129.—)I. generally, to

order, arrange, compose. Plat. Phaed.
253 B, Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 20 ; . -, Luc. Merc. Cond. 30 ; so, .-. Tim. Locr. 103 I) ;, Luc. Gymn. 22 : pass., ', thus am I brought to or-

der, Aesch. Pr. 241.— ?.-. deflne the ])lace of grief

(referring to the line before). Soph.
Ant. 318.', , , {) set to

time, rhythmical. Plat. Polit. 307 A,
Plut., etc. : of a man, Plut. 2, 1014 C,', ov, , one who sets in

order.', ar, , a noting down
of the time or rhythm, Iliscr.', .{,) like

rhythm, rhylhinical, Dion. H.',, , a inaking of time

o\- rhythm, Plut. 2. 1135 C, etc. : from', , making time or
rhythm.' (also, q. v.), ov, ,
any motion, esp. a regular, recurring,

vibratory motion : hence,—I. measured
motion, time, Lat. numerus, whether
in sound or motion,, Plat. Legg. 665 A, cf. 672 E,
Symp. 187 B, cf. Cic. Orator 20 and
51, Suid. s. v., (though we confine the
word rhythm to sounds only) : there-
fore, opp. to and,
Plat. Rep. 398 D, 601 A ; for there is

rhythm or time in prose as well as
verse, lb, 397 B, Arist. Rhet. 3, 1, 4:
on the kinds of rhythm distinguished
by the ancients, v. Biickh Piud. T. 1,

P. 2, p. 22, sq.—Special phrases:, in time, of dancing, marching,
etc., Virgil's in numerum, . -. Plat. Legg. 670 ;,
Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 10; so, ,
Thuc. 5, 70 ; , to keep
time, Ar. Thesin. 956:, to play in quicker time, Xen.
Symp. 2, 22.— II. measure, proportion

or symmetry of parts, at rest as well

as in motion, ., Plat.

Legg. 728 :—hence, form or shape
made after a certain proportion, b, the shape of the let-

ters, Hdt. 5, 58 ; so of the .-ihiipe of a
cup, Alex. Drop. 1, 4 ; cf. Xen. Mem.
3, 10, 10.— III. generally, proportion,

arrangement, order, .4esch. Cho. 797 ;

Tivi, Eur. Cycl. 398:, not without reason. Call. Ep.
44, 5.—2. the stale or condition of any
thing, e. g. the state of the soul, temper,

disposition, Theogn. 958, where it is

joined with and : in Ar-
chil. 14, 7 for the state of man gener-

ally, Lat. conditio Humana

:

— the wise,



manner or fashion of a thing,"
p./ , Eur. Heracl. 130;

f>.

; vvhat kind of slaughter '! Id.

El. 772, cf. Supp. 94 : >, triangular-u'ise, Aesch. Fr.

70. (From root ^. ()-,-
vai.) [In Att., and esp. in late poets,

V is nut rare.], later collat. form of

bicj .• esp. to have diarrhoea.',, f. -ijau, to plane: from

'PvKUV7i, , . a plane, Lat. runcina

(as in Lat. becomes trutina),

Leon. Tar. 28. [a], ,() a planing.

Math. Vett.''.^=)-,, , (/5)=/5'//, any

thing that flows, a river, stream, Herm.
Orph. H. 9, 22. [v]',, , {*/>v(j,) that

which is drawn, a draiving ; esp.,— 1.

(>, of the Persians, opp. to, of the Greeks, Aesch.

Pers. 147 ; , within

how-shot, Xen. An. 3, 3, 15 ; so,, ap. Suid.—2. a towing-

line, Polyb. I, 26, 14, etc.—3. the pole

of a carriage,..—II.()
deliverance, protection, Aesch Supp. 84,

Soph. Aj. 159, Eur. Heracl. 260 ; cf.., , , .,)
street-inspector, Aen. Tact.3, , {()3) Att. for ()-. Plat. Crat. 426 .',,, dim. from3,

Att. for.', , () to swing

round ; and so to throw away :—nie-

taph., like), to squander money,
(as we say) to make ducks and drakes

of it, Ruhnk. Tim.',, , Att. for, q.v.', , ,^, -, esp. a sling.—II. serpentine mo-
lion, a coiling, coil, Ap. Rh. 4, 144.', . , (*,) the force,

swing, rush of a body in motion, Lat.

impetus, , the rush of

wings, Ar. Pac. 86, cf. Av. 1182; ., the flow of blood in the

veins, Hipp. :—absol., a violent attack,

charge, of soldiers, Thuc. 7, 70, Xen.
Cyr. 7, 1, 31, cf. Eur. Rhes. 64, Lob.
Phryn. p. 404

; ), with a swing,

Thuc. 2, 76 ; cf., :
—

metaph., , Plut.

Caes. 53 ; , etc.,

vehemence of passion, Dem. 546, 29
;

cf. Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 462.—II. a quar-

ter of a city, street, Lat. vicus.-, Ar. Eccl. 4, cf.

Polyb. 6, 29, 1 : a lane, alley, opp. to?., . . Hence', adv., with a swing or rush,

Polyaen.

'PtV^/^a, , , () that

which remains from ivashing, filth, dirt.

—II. any thing used for iiashins, soap,

lye, etc., Ar. Lys. 377, Plat. Rep. 429
E, Nic. AL 96, etc.', , , {*,) the pole

of a carnage, 11. 6, 40 ; 10, 505, Hdt. 4,

69 : also.—. a trace in harness,

usu., Ael. N. A. 10, 48.—III.

a furrow, row, line, train, like,
Lat. tractus, Arat. 927.

—

.= II., ,{ II,) ;

. -KOAiv, to divide a town into streets

or quarters, Diod. 17, 52. Hence', , , division of a
town, etc., into streets or quarters, Po-
lyb. 6,31, 10.'7, ,( I. 2,)
to draw by a line, to tow, Lat. remul-

care or remulco agere,, Polyb. 1,

27,9.

' and, collat. forms

oi, q. v.'', , , an Indian bird of

the size oi a pigeon, Ctesias; in Plut.

Arta.x. 19,, ov, . [], , , the Rhyndacus. a

river between Mysia and Bithynia,

the earlier Lycus, Strab. p. 576.',. :.-
.• . 2 sing. impf.,

from collat. form /, II. 24,

730 : syncop. collat. form of aor.,
3 pi., inf., 11. 15, 141

;

also,. Soph. O.T. 1352 ; tpvv-

To, Theocr. 25, 76.—Dep. ; but, in la-

ter writers, the aor. is used
in pass, sense, Heliod.

Strictly, to draw to one's self, i. 6.,

draw out of danger : hence, to rescue,

save, c. acc, fir.st in Hom. and Hes.
;

. ' , to save from out of

ill, Od. 12, 107, cf. II. 20, 300 ; . ', II. 17, 645, cf. 224 : also c. gen.

alone, . , Hdt. 9, 76 ;, Id. 1, 86: c. inf.

alone, /3. , Eur. Ale. 11;

TLva . Id. . F. 197 :—
absol., to save from an. illness, cure,

Hdt. 4, 187 : hence,— II. to free, re-

deem, , J set him.

free from thence, II. 15, 29 ; -, Hdt. 5, 49 ; 9, 90 ; -, Pind. P. 12, 32 ;, Ar. Lys. 342.— III. generally,

to shield, screen, guard, protect, esp. ot

guardian gods, 11. 15, 257, 290, etc.
;

so of princes and chiefs, 11. 9, 396,

and Trag. ; of warders or watchmen,
II. 10,417; of shepherds, Od. 14,107:

—hence Hom. oft. joins . -. also . , II. 15,

290 ; so, ., Aesch. Eum.
232.—2. oft. also in Hom. of defen-

sive armour, to shield, cover, II. 10,

259; 16, 799, etc.; of a wall, 11. 12,

8 : hence,—3. to screen, conceal, Od. 6,

129.— III. to draw back, to hold back,

check, ' ctt', Od. 23,

244 ; , Pind. .
9, 55 : to keep off. Id. 8 (7), 114.—IV.
by a rare metaph., to draw down the

scale ; and so, to outweigh, -
., to outweigh or more

than make up the faults by good ser-

vice, Thuc. 5,63.—Poet word. (The
act., , does not occur,. to

draw, being used instead : however
such derivatives as,,,.,..,8\\\
that an act. existed in sense at

least ; and that the act. signf. of

sometimes passed over into this

of, appears from signf. Ill,

also from, and,.)
[Hom. usu. has in indie, pres.when
followed by a short vowel, but in

arsis at the beginning of the verse, 11.

15,257; 16,799: in opt.. al-

ways V, even in thesis, II. 12, 8; 17,

224: V also in fut., Hes. Th. 662;
and usu. so in the regul. aor., of

which Hom. has the forms,7],, ; only
once in, 15, 29 : also in, II. 23, 819 (though Hes. Th.
301, has), and in, Od. 17,

201, II. 18, 515: Att. have in fut.

and regul. aor.]', , heterocl. plur. of,
q. v., Od. 6, 93.', aor.,() :

to befoul, defile, disfigure, Arist. Eth.
N. 1, 8, 16 : metaph., to abuse, dispar-

age, Pherecr. hicert. 48, Arist. Rhet.
3, 2, 10.—Pass., to be or become foul,

Xen. Lac. 11, 3.', , , () a dirty

fellow, formed like, etc.

', v..', as pass,()
tobe filthy, duh. I '..', , , dirt, filth.—2. me-
taph., sordidness, Critias 47.', ov,{,-) paintingfoul objects, also-

: but they are prob. only f. 1. in

Plin. for rhopographos.', ov, of a dirty

earthenware colour, also

and, Ath. 395 E.', aiva. av,{,) of a dirty black colour, Ath.
395 D.', , ,{) foul, filthy,, Polyb. 37, 3, 12.—2. metaph.,
sordid, stingy, ., Phlletaer.'. 1, 4. Adv. -, Anth. P.

10, 48. Hence',, , , =,
zUh. 220 .', ov,{) eating

dirt.',, , dirt, filth : []
from', ., {) to be

fold, filthy, dirty,?., Od. 6, 87
;,-, 13, 435 ;
' —, 23,

115; , 2,
227 : iinpf., Ar. . 1282.

—

11

.

metaph. to be sordid, stingy.',.,{,)
foul, dirty oil, Paul. Aeg.
i'Pv, , , Rhypes (or Rhy-

pne), one of the twelve old Achaean
confederate cities, Aesch. Fr. 315;
Hdt. 1, 145 ; in Strabo's time de-
stroyed, p. 385. Hence,, , ofRhypes, Rhypic :', the territory of Rhypes,
Thuc. 7, 34

;
'. Strab. 1. c.', ov, v..',, ,{=-, . 1. Od. 13, 435, Leon. Tar. 10,

Anth. P. 11, 158.', ov, v.--', ov, (,-
?.) with dirty knuckles, esp. of one
who imitated the Laconians, Archil.
114, Plat. (Com.) Piesb. 2, ubi v.

Meineke.', , V., .' or, , and,, , =, whey, Hipp., v. Lob.
Phryn. 150. []'', ov, , dirt, filth, dirtiness.

unclcanncss. Plat. Parm. 130 C ; with
heterocl. pi., Od. 6, 93 (but re-

gul. plur. 01, Ar. Lys. 1200).

i
The existence of a neut. to or

j
70 has not yet been proved,
and certainly does not follow from
Theocr. 15. 20, v. Lob. Phryn. 150.
— 2. metaph., sordidness, stingiyiess,

7neanness, Jac. Lect. Stob. p. 100.

—

II. in Att., esp., sealing-wax, Ar. 1. c.

[i] Hence', , to make foul and filthy,
to befoid (cf.) :

— pass., to be

foul and filthy, Ep. part. pf. pass, -, all filthy, Od. 6, 59, for

which some Gramm. would write
with the lenis.',, . for,, v..', a cry of the Athenian

rowers, like , yoho ! Ar. Ran.
1073 ; hence comically, —,
the crew, orie's messmates, Ar. Vesp
909.—Cf..', fern, of sq., a washet
woman : also as adj., ., soap
lye, Nic. Al. 370.',, ,{) one who
cleanses from dirt, a washer.
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, , , cleansing from
dirt, washing, l^lat. Tim. 65 D ; c.

gen., Arist. Probl. 11, 39: hence, ca-

thartic, lb. 3, 17, 1. Adv. -kCic: from', St rengthd. from root'-,
which appears in : I'ut. -/ ;

—

to remove dirt, to clcanae, wash, esp.

with soap or lye :—pass,,
to wash orie's self, Nic. A I. 530

;
pro-

verb., ', ever

since / bri^an to wash, i. e. from my
childhood, Ar. Ach. 17, of. Juven. 2,

152.', ,() foul, dirty to

behold.',{) as pass., to be

urinkled, Nic. Al. 78, Anth. P. 11, 103.', a, ov, wrinkled, Nic. Al.

180.', ,)^=).', /, ,) withering,

decay, Suid.',, , wrinkle, usu.

}). [\', inf. aor. syncop. of-, 11. 15,141.', {. -, strictly, to seize

as a (tvaiov or pledge : hence, to seize

as one's own property, as one's slave,

etc. (cf. II), Eur. Ion 523, cf.

1406; generally, to carry off, snatch

away. Aesch. Fr. 237 :—in pass., to be

so dragged away, of the addicli at

Rome, Plut. Coriol. 5 ;
generally, to

be dragged away, as a suppliant from
the sanctuary, Aesch. Supp. 424.', ov, ((),)
defending altars, Aesch. Euin. 920.', ov,,)
preserving the chariot, of a charioteer,

Piiid. I. 2, 31.

';•'', , , poet, for-. Nic. []', , , (.*),) that

tvhich is seized and dragged away

:

booty, plunder, prey,',
of cattle, 11. 11, 674: ', Aesch. Ag. 535 (which, how-
ever, may belong to signf. 11). — II.

esp., that which is seized as a pledge or

surety, a pledge, surely,^,
Solon 19, 3 (ubi v. Coray ap. Bach.)

;

l>.
'. Soph. . <J.

858, as Herm. takes it, (the

being Oedipus himself, and Thebes
the ?) : — hence, are

pledges entrusted to a god, i. e. sup-

pliants, Aesch. Supp. 412, 728.

—

111.

ihat which is seized by ivay of reprisals,

and so, reprisals,, to suffer death in return lor

death. Soph. Phil. 959; -
?^'', to threaten reprisals, Polyb.

4, 53, 2 : hence—2. , claims

to persons or things alleged to have been

seized, , to make this

claim, Polyb. 32, 17, 1, cf 23, 2, 13:
— also, — 3. Tii, deliverance,

Aesch. Supp. 314: — also, offerings

for deliverance, ., Dion. P.,

cf Anth. P. 7, 605. [v]', ov, () delivering,

saving, Aesch. Supp. 150;^', Anth. P. 7, 605.

'70?, , , ,{, -
}.) saving the city, Aesch. Thcl). 130.', ov, (,)
setting free from trouble, Anth. P. 9,

525, 18.', not, i/, () a

freeing, deliverance.

'.,, , () like, a

floiving, streaming. Plat. Legg. 944 :

the course of a river, streavi, Polyb. 2,

IC, 6, etc. []'', , a dub. form=/5iiroi',

Pjprs. Moer. 412, Meineke Com. Fr.

2, p. 90.
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PYTI', collat. form of,
hence, Ep. 2 sing, inipf , 11.

24, 730.',, 6, {) a drawing out,

stretching, extent, esp. a tract of coun-
try, Lat. tractus., 6, rarer form for

(q. v.). Archil. 14, 7, Democr. ap.

Arist. Metaph. 1, 4, 11, etc., Call.

Ep. 44, 5, Diog. L. 9, 47.', Ion. for, to form,
fashion, Democr. ap. Stob.', ov, ( ) with

shrivelled fruit.', ov,,)
with shrivelled branches, Diosc.', , , (*,) strictly,

drawn, drawn up : hence, shrivelled,

wrinkled, 11. 9, 503, Eur. El. 490, Ar.

Plut. 266: in Eur. Supp. 50,0.-. the tear-

ing of old wrinkled flesh (cf') :

., of a frown, Anth. P.

6, 64.—Written also, and so

in all derivs. and compds., but/^i'CTOf,, are older and better

forms ; a being doubled, simply from
ignorance that was long by nature,

cf. Jac. Anth. P. p. 60, Seidl. Eur.
El. 485. Hence'. , , wrinkledness,

wrinkles, Plut. Galb. 13, etc.', ,) to make wrinkled

:

—pass., to be or become wrinkled, to

shrivel, Arist. Probl. 24, 10, 2.',., etc.,

worse forms for, etc., v. sub.', . , a dragging
away, maltreatment. Lye. 1089 : from', f. -), frequentat. from
*(),, to drag about, drag to and
fro,' ,
he dragged it many tmies round the
grave of Patroclus, II. 24, 755 ;' .,
Od. 16, 109 ; 20, 319 : cf. sq., and v.,.'., , dragging vio-

lently : generally, violent treattnent

behaviour, Od. 18, 224. [,]', rare late form for,
ap. Wern. Tryph. 266.'. , 6,) a deliverer,

Luc. Philopatr. 6.', ,,) wrin-

kled-looking.', ,) wrinkling, []', ,, wrinkled, shrivelled.', , . sub II.', , ,) the

rope of a horse's halter, Xen. Eq. 7, 1 ;

cf. II. 2, III.

PvTij, , ij, Peloponnesian word
for. Lat. ruia, out rue, Nic.

;

cf. Valck. Adon. p. 220.'., . (*.) one

who draws or stretches, .,,
drawer of the bow, oi arrows, Od. 18,

262; 21, 173.— II. like. the strap

bii which a horse draus, a trace, II. 16,

475 : also,—2. the strap by which one

holds a horse, a rein,, with lo'ose rein, and so like

Lat. iynjuissis habenis, at full gallop.

Soph. O. C. 900 (usu. written, but not so well. Bast Ep.
Crit. p. 132, Rcisig Comm. Crit.

Soph. O. C. 896).— 3. a strap to flog

with, Dem. 402, fin., Aeschin. 49, 20,

cf. Soph. Fr. 938.

B.() a saver, giiard, defender,

. CTraW/iui',Od. 17, 187,223;,
Aesch. Theb. 318.,. 7/,Rhytia, mother of the
Corybaufes, Strab. p. 472.',() as pass., to be

wrinkled, Hipp., Luc. Luct. J 6.

'7., ov. (,)
with shrivelled rind, Anth. P. 6, 22.', ,(,) wrin-
kled-looking, Hipp.',, , any thing wrin-

kled ; also=sq. [i]', , a wrinkling, [i]'.=, susp., ov, , Rhytium, a city ol

Crete, 11, 2, 648 ; Strab. p. 479.',, ;/, (*,) a fold
tvhich drau's together, a wrinkle, esp. in
the face, Lat. ruga, Ar. Plut. 1051,
Plat. Symp. 190 E, 191 A. [Though
derived from *, q. v., ii, e.\cept in

late poets, as Greg. Naz., Jac. Anth.
P. p. 726.]',, ,() a darn
or patch, Menand. p. 288.', , V. () II.

'•, , , (,) dragged
along, , with large
stones dragged along. Od. 6, 207 ; 14,
10.—II., in pi., reins (cf

II), , Hes. Sc. 308.', , , also . , ()
flowing, running, fluid, liquid, .,, etc., Aesch. Ag. 1408, Soph.
. C. 1598, Eur. Hipp. 123

; .,
Aesch. Euin. 452 (v. 1. 2).—11.

TO, a drinking cup or horn, run-
ning to a point, where was a small
hole, through which the wine ran
in a thin stream, (v. Diet. Antiqq.
sub. v.), Cratin. . 10, Dem. 505,
fin., etc., ap. Ath. 496 F ; cf.-

:—a masc., in Diod. ; and
Lat. rhytium in Martial. 2, 35, 2,

whence we may infer a Greek dim.
TO.',,, an offeringfor deliver-

ance, V. 111. 3.,,, plant with prickles

only at the ends, Theophr.',, , (*,) one
tvho draws, like I, ., a
bow-man. archer, Ar. Thesin. 108.— II.() a saver, deliverer,, from them, Leon. Al. 29, 4 :

a guard, defender, Anth. P. 6, 37. [ii]', Ion. for., Ion. tor, Hippon. 88
;

also in Ar. Fr. 108 A.', , Ion. for, Hipp.

', ij,() a cleansing, pari-

fytnii. Plat. Tim. 65 E.
*'', whence, to draiv, v.

sub.
'7/, , (.) fluid : of

persons, . , incontinent of
urine, Hipp.

—

II. abundant. Plat.Tim.
86 C, D.
',.'.
', .=, dub.'. , a boy in his first year,

Lacon. word.', a, ov,() broken, cleft,' .. II. 2, 417 : esp. of
clotlies, torn^ ragged, Od. 13, 435, 438,
etc.',, , , {)={.,
Anth. : ., a cloven rock, cleft

in the rock, Ap. Rh. 4, 1448, Nic.Th.
389:

—

(sc. )//), a cleft in the

earth, cavern, Opp. C. 4, 393. Cf.-,,.', , , () like,
cleft,.', , , ()=.
Hence', , , =,
Galen.', , ,=^, a kind of

fracture, Foes. Oecon. Hipp. ; a cleft,. Arist. . A 9, 9, 4, cf. 5. 28,

4 : also, cf.,.'},^'.



20, , , the Rhogonis, a
river of Persia, Arr. Ind. 39, 6.

i'Fuoaloi,, oi,',
Rudiae, a city of Calabria, Strab. p.

282.'•, ,=}, Hippon. 37.'-,. , the nose ; in plur.,

the nostrils, Nic. Th. 213, Al. 117.',, , poet, for/.'(;, to hold with Rome, be of
the Roman party, App.', , , and', a,

', Roman, a Romany pecul. lem.',, a Roman voman.', adv., in the Roman fash-
ion, in Latin, App.', a, oi',() strong of
body : generally, mighty, strong,'/.. Hdt. 3, 22

; ,
Aiith. P. 7, 413. Hence'/-, , , bodily

strength.', ,) to make
strong : pass, tn be endued tcith strength,

Arist. Physiogn. 5, 2.', ov, , Romanus, son of

Ulysses and Circe, Plut. Rom. 2.. , //, v. sq. II.',., bodily strength, strength,

might^ Hdt. \, 31; 8, 113; (). },
Aesch. Pers, 913 ; y '', Soph. Tr. 1019 ;

-'', Eur. Or.

69; etc. ^2. generally, force, -. Plat. Legg. 633 C ; Xtyeiv,

lb. 71 1 E.—3. ov 1), not sin-

gle-handed. Soph. 0. T. ' 123 : like, a force, i. e. army, Xen. An.

3, 3, 14, Hell. 7, 4, 16.-11. ', ,
Roma, Rome, first mentioned, among
the Greeks, by Aristotle or Theo-
phrastiis, Nieb. R. H. 1, p. 12.—2.

the goddess Roma. (Cf, fin.)^'/,, . the Romulidae,
descendants of Romulus, i. e. the Ro-
mans, Anth. P. 6, 235.'/.. ov, b, Romulus, Strab.

p. 229 sqq. ; Plut. Rom. ; etc.' or -, - /5 : pf.

pass,^ : aor. pass,.
To strengthen, make strong and mighti/,

Tim. Locr. 103 B, E. But usu. in

pass,, to be strong nndmighty.

to put forth strength ; though hardly

any tenses are found in use, save pf.

pass, (with pres. signf ) ()1), Eur.

Heracl. 636, Plat., etc. ; the plqpf.

being used as impf , ({-
TO , Thuc. 2, 8 ; ifj-^, Xen. Hell. 3, 4.

29 ; also c. inf., to be able. Plat. Symp.
176 : in imperat. ^>, fare-well.

Lat. vale, the usu. way of ending a

letter, as in Xen. Cyr. 4, 5. 33, and
in those attributed to Plat., etc.

;

also ^, Lat. va-

lere jubere, Plat. Phaed. 01 B, Dem.
419, 12:— part. ,=^-', V. sub voce. (Prob. lenglhd.

from root 'PS2-,, q. v.)

', i], gen. y{k\n\.o('-
ui, ), a clrft,^, the

narrow entrance of a room, Od. 22,

143 ; ace. to some, a side-door, or a

window ; acc. to Voss, steps.—II.=. a grape or olive, LXX. : also a

venomous spider or ?>. some-
thing like a grape, Nic. Th. 716 : cf.

Lob. Phryn. p. 76, Jac. Anth. P. p.

127, 502.^, , , Roxane, daughter
of Oxyartes, wife of Alexander the

great, Arr. 4, 19, 5./, , . the Rhn.rolaiii.

a people of European Sarmatia on
the Borysthenes. also called-
VOL. Strab. p. 306, sqq.'', f.-, old Ep. dep.

mid., of which Horn, uses 3 pi. impf.

and, and 3 pi. aor.

(v. infra) : Nic. has also, Th. 351. To move with speed

or violence, to dart, rush, rush on, esp.,

of warriors, 11. 11, 50; 16, 106, cf.

Hrs. Sc. 230
; . , to run

round it, Od. 24, 69 :—of dancers,

(absol.), 11. 24, 610 ; or, c.

acc. cognato, , they

plied the lusty dance, H. Ven. 262 :

—

HvaKTL, lustily they moved
under the king's weight, II. 18, 417

;

so,, -joi'va-a, II.

18, 411, Od. 23, 3 : also of the hair,,^, it

waved streaming in the wind, II. 23,

367. (Hence prob.,,
Lat. robur, robustus : perh. also akin
to *1),,.)', , , dim. from sq.

'^,, , and,,,^.
i'Pa, , Rhoparas, a Persian

satrap in Babylon, Xen. An. 7, 8, 25.', ov,,{) regul. form
for'], q. v.', {}>) to cut down shrubs

and underwood, conject. in Leon. Tar.
54.—II. (/3-)=/77.', , , ()) grown
with underwood,, Q. Sm. 7, 715.'/, ov, , () Ep., and
Ion. for, rarely found save

in plur., bushes, brushwood, undcnvood,, II. 23, 122, etc. ;', 11. 21, 559.', , ,() of, belong-

ing to S7nall scares : tu, small

wares, trumpery :— hence, worthless,, Leon. Tar. 15 ; of persons,

Polyb. 21, 5, 5 :

—

,
to paint coarsely, cf. :

—
TO, tawdry ornaments in a

speech, clap traps, Toup. Longin. 3, 4.', ov, TO, ()=^,
a bush, twig, bough, Dio C.', , , the painting of
a, coarse painting, daub,

Cic. Att. 15, 16 6, cf. sq.'}, ov,{,)
one that paints merely to produce efftct,

a scene-painter, dauber ; or, one who
jiaints low subjects, still life, etc., like

the Dutch masters, cf. Plin. 35, 37,

Welcker ap. Jac. Philostr. Imag. 1,

31, 397 : others Tead,-. []', ov, ,{,) loose or random talker,

Com. ap. Plut. Demosth. 9 : this loose

talk is called/'/. ?/, for

which we have~?
(Com. ap. Diog. L. 2, 108), or-., the tolutiloquentia of

Naevius, Meineke Quaest. Men. p.

33.'7., , to deal in small

wares orfrippery : from'?., ov, , ',)
a dealer in small ware or trumpery : a

huckster, pedlar, Galen.', ov, o, any small ware, esp.

commort, vulgar ornaments or toys.

Aesch. Fr. 242 : pedlar^s ware, trum-

pery, Dem. 910, 1, Strab. pp. 200,

376.—II. as adj., coarse, dauby, Dion.

H. Epit. 10, 6 : cf.', , v. sub-.', , , () strong,

viighty, only in Hesych.', , ,() strength,

might, Schneid. Theoplir. Ind.—II.

strengthening, encouragement.', adv. part, pres., as

if from a verb,=,
strongly, Hipp.

, ov, , Rhossus, a city of
Syria on the gulf of Issus, Strab. p.

676 ; etc.'., , a stand for put-
ting any thing on, Math. Vett.', /, , () one
who strengthens. Hence', a, ov, strengthening.', ,,()— ioreg.', to make overmuch or
wrong use of p, Gramm.', of•, , overmuch or
wrong use of, rhotacism.', >/,=sq.

, ,', OV, , () like /,
a cleft, . "^, a run or gutter

scooped out by heavy rains, II. 23,

420 : metaph., wrinkle, Anth.—II.()=, in medic, writers,

who also write it.
'''', , gen., a shrub,

bush, hence in plur. underwood, brush-

wood, Od. 10, 166; 14, 49; 16, 47:
nor does the sing, seem to liave been
much in use : cf. (
and are kindred forms.

, ,, or better (for

the L in is long by nature), ,
indecl., eighteenth letter of the
Greek Alphaliet : as numeral '=
200, but ,=200,000.

Its oldest form was that of a
twisted curl (Eur. Thes. 7, 6, Theo-
dfect. ap. Ath. 454 D), or of a Scy-
thian bow (Agatho ib. D), ^, ,
whence arose the form now in
use : after this, but yet early, it took
the shape of a semicircle C , whence
Aeschnon calls the new moon,. cf. Nake
Choeril. p. 189; and late authors
call the orchestra to tov, Tim. Lex. p. 196: cf. also. When used in these
metaph. signfs., vvas some-
times declined, though Pors. Med.
476 denies this in the good Att.

writers, cf Plat. (Com.) 'Eopr. 7 :

—

late writers, however, as Eust., de-
clined it in all senses.

In the later written character, final

became : and we have followed
many late German editors in retain-

ing it at the end of the first part oi
compd. Vords. as of the preps. ,

and -, and in the forms-,,.-, etc. Different from this is the
case, when is doubled, or inserted
merely for euphony, as in' 7.?. ,
etc., . Buttm. Lexil. s. v.

1 ; cf however Lob. Phryn. 672.

From this must be distinguished
the character, which was ong. used
only as a numeral, r =6, but was
afterwds. used in MSS. and old edd.
as a short form of , cf .
Moreover [] is said to have
been a Doric form of. Hdt. 1,

139, Pind. Fr. 47, Ath. 467 A ; but,

rather, it was a second sibilant, being
to the Hebrew shin, as sigma to sa-

mech, v. Donaldson New Cratyl. p.

106. Hence the form(? or (/^~<,

^, which was used as a numeral=
900.

Changes of , esp. in dialects :— I.

Aeo!., Dor., and Ion., into , as

for , Koeii Greg.
589.—II. Dor. for , as '
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for '\!/', most freq. in La-
coriian, Cretan and Elfan,
Greg. 300.— III. Aeol. and Dor. into ,
in the words rv lor /.—2. also freq. in later AU.,as,•? rtvr'Aov

for ', cf. Luc.
Judic. Vocal., and Lol). Phryn. 194

:

—so also, passed into , esp. in

verbs, as,— for

; but also in siibsts. and adjs.,

as, for •: was Ion. and old Att., rr
Dor., Boeot., and new Alt. At
Athens, Pericles is said to have set

the fashion of rejecting the hissing

, and at the time of Plato (Coni.\
- had got the upper hand.—IV. in

Aeol., was often doubled, which
practice was followed by poets, as,

for , and
very freq. in fut. and aor. forms,., etc., to make the penult,

long, Koen Greg. p. 588. — 2. in

several, esp. geogra[)h., prop, names,
when followed a long vowel (as,' ?;-<['1 Kvap.elc.),
the late Greeks doubled , Wess.
Hdt. 1, 1, liockh V. I. Pmd. O. 9, 47

;

13, 102, P. I, 39 :—so in .
—3. poet.,ffis oft. doubled incompds.,
when the second part of the compd.
begins with , as,'-
V. Lob. Phryn. 047.— V. sometimes
passed into or vice versa, as,-

and —,* and, and, Buttni.

Le.xil. s. v./ 19.— VJ. into :

— 1. Dor., in fut. and aor. of verbs,

Koen Greg. 327 : so, for.—2. in old Att., the

prep,, with all its compds., was
written , Pors. IMed. 11, Elmsl.

ib. 2.— VII. Att. and sometimes
passed into ; cf. ip 111.—VIII.

was prefixed,—!, to words beginning

with a vowel, esp. in Aeol., and so in

Lat., esp. as a substitute for the

aspirate, e. g. sns, ,' sol,

sex, septem, srrpo,

sulcus, sero,.—2. to words
beginning with a conson., esp. before

and r, &s, ,-
payva, ,, , -, Lat. tego ; more rarely

before and (p. Koen Greg. 553.—IX.

was inserted in the middle of

words before , esp. by poets in the

1 peis. pi. pass, and mid., as•
for-, etc. : so too

the adv. in , as for-. Lob. Phryn. 8 ; cf supra IV.—
X. conversely, the Lacon. used to

throw out between two vowels,

writing for ., for, for./
for-. Koen Greg. p. 252, 301 :

in pronouncing, the second vovvel

was aspirated, as if written ,,,, and so it ought,

perh., to be written.—XI. changes
into pin some Dor. dialects, in which
the endings - - - - become• - -op -.—2. so also Att. when
another goes before, as for, ()1) for. v. sub p.—
XII. Dor., C passes into , as,-
y).a for

^)'/.7], .—XIII.

is appended to,,
before a vowel, though in the two
last this is not always so.

', by apostr. for , also, though
rarely, for, v. sub .—II. for,
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' in Od. 1, 356, II. G, 490, etc., cf Jac.

Anth. P. p. 948 ; but only when the

article goes before, as ', Markl.

Eur. Supp. 456., contr. for or, neut. pi.

from and, Piers. Moer. p.

347: now also restored from MSS.
m Plat. Criti. Ill C. But as

fcmin. nom. sing, is quoted by the

Gramm. only from lost writers.

/lav ; Doric or Cyprian for

; Ar. Ach. 757, 784, where it is

Megarian Doric.^. , Saba, a port on the

coast of the Arabian gulf; perhaps
same as, al, Strab. pp. 770,

771., ov, h,() a Phry-
gian deity, whose mysteries resem-
bled the of Bacchus : hence
afterwards taken as a name of Bac-
chus himself, Ar. Vesp. 9, Av. 875,

Lys. 388.— II. adj., a, ov,

Bacchic,, Opp. : frd,
the festival of Sabazius, Strab. p. 471., to keep thefeast ofBacchus., to break to pieces, destroy,

Hesych., , oi, the Sabaei, a
people of Arabia Felix, Strab. p. 778.

'\?..6, Sabaces, a Persian
satrap in Aegypt, Arr. An. 2, 11, 8., , or, like, rotten:

of a sore, putrid, Hipp.—2. shattered ;

and then (like.,
L•t. fraclns) enervated, effeminate, -, Anth. P. 7, 222.

—

Said by Hesych. to be a C'liian word., ov, , ( )

shatterer, destroyer, esp. of a mis-

chievous goblin who broke pots, Ep.
Hom. 14, 9.\, , b, Snbacos, a king of

Aethiopia, Hdt. 1, 140: in Diod. S.

1, 65., ov, TO, a linen cloth, esp.

for u-ipiyig with in a bath, Lat. saba-

ninn, Clem. Al. [u], ov, 6, {) the

feast of Sabazios or Bacchus :
—the cry

iised at this feast., , Sabata, a lake of

Etruria. Strab. p. 226., heterocl. dat. pi. of-
(the Hebr. word being shab-

bath), Mel. 83, 4. Hence, ov,. a housein which

the Sabhalh was kept, Joseph.
-', to keep the Sabbath., , ,() of

orfor the Sabbath : ., love for
a Jew, Mel. 83., ', 6,()
a keeping of the Sabbath, N. T., also

in Plut.2, 166 A., ov, TO, the Hebrew
Sabbath, i. e. rest : hence the seventh

day or day of rest ; also in pllir.,

aa;L'XX., and N. T. : dat. pi., v. sub voc.—2. a week, N. T.\, , , Sahbe, a Babylo-

nian or Aegyptian Sibyl, Pans. 10,

12, 9.\, , ol, the Sabelli, an
appelh of the Samnites, Strab. p. 250.,, r), fern, from.^. , Sabictas, a satrap of

Alexander in Cappadocia, Arr. An. 2,

4,2.

^aTvoL, , ol, the Sabines, a
people of Italy, Polyb. ; etc. : -, the Sabine territory, Strab. p.

228., a cry of the, at the

feast of Sabazios, Ej'oi, Dem.
313, 27 ; also, 3, Eupol. Bapt.
10., . , one dedicated to the

service of Sabazios ; generally a Bac
chanal, Phit. 2. 671 -.—], ?/,

Bacchante.—The modern Greeks still

call a madman.. ov, , Sabus, inasc. pr. n.,

Strab. p. 701, etc.

or, 6, a kind of
drinking-cup, Ath. 262 B.^', ov, h, Sabylinthus, a
leader of the Molossi. Thiic. 2, 80.'[, 01', , Sabytlvs, a citi-

zen of Gela, who slew the tyrant
Cleander, Hdt. 7, 154.^, ov, , Sa^alassus,
a city of Pisidia, Strab. p. 569 : also, Arr. An. 1, 28: hence
..., an inhab. of S., Strab., , prob. for. or .,

sandal-wood, Arr. Peripl., to be like the

vov in smell or taste.^/, ', ol, the Sagapeni,
a people of .Assyria, Strab. p. 745., ov, , the gum-like
juice of nn umbelliferous plant, used
as a medicine, Diosc. : also -). [], . . 1.. Ion.

, a weapon used by the Scythian
tribes, Hdt. 1,215; 4, 5 ; by the Per-
sians, Amazons, Mosynoeci, etc.,

Xen. An. 4, 4. 16 ; 5, 4, 13 :— ace. to

Hesych., single-edged, and therefore
joined by Xen. with, Cyr. 1,2,
9 ; 4, 2, 22 ; whereas Hdt. 7, 64 ex-
plains it by : prob. it was much
like the old English bill. (The word
is said to be Persian for a sword.)

["}'].
,^, , ol, the Sagartii, a

nomadic tribe of the Persians, Hdt.
1, 125.

+}>', , Savgala, a city of

India, Arr. Ind.

iaypto, ov, a, the Sangarius,

a river of Bithynia, now Sakaria, 11.

3, 187; Strab. p. 543.^, , , Sangia, a town of
Phrygia, near which the Sangarius
rises, Strab. p. 543., , v.., or (Arcad. p. 104, 25),, , the hou.sing.i, harness, etc., of a
horse, ass or mule ; hence of a man.-, i. e. carrying
his own baggage, etc'., Aesch. Cho.
675 :—then, generally, harness, furni-
ture, equipment, ., lb. 560 ;

.. Eur. . F. 188 ; esp. ar-

mour, \vhich we also ca.]\ harness,

Sooh. Fr. 939; also in phir., Aesch.
Pci-s. 240, Theb. 125, 391. (Prob.
from : hence- or

: akin also to, q. v.)

[a]. a, ov, belonging to a-, Anth. P. 6, 23, 192.. , , a hunting and tak-

ing with the.,, o,= sq., Leon. Tar.

91, Plut. Pornp. 73.,. , one who fishes

with the : hence, of a comb,
., Leon. Tar. 5., , o,= foreg., Plut.

2, 966 , Anth. P. 9, 370., to surround and take a lot

of fish unlh a drag-net ( ) ;

hence, metapk., of men, to sweep them
before one, a Persian way of clearing

a conquered country ; they joined

hands and so swept the whole face

of it, Hdt. 6, 31, Plat. Leeg. 698 D., , , a large drag-net for

taking fish, a seine, Ital. sagcna, Luc.
Pise. 51, Plut.2, 169 C, etc.', ov,{,)



tasting the : as subst. a fisher-

man, Anth. P. 6, 167 ; 10, 10., ov, {, deu)
bound to a net. —If. act. binding a net,

Aath. P. 9, ii99., , {, )) to

wear a cloak, Stiab., ov, TO, dim. from.,, if,{) a wallet.,, ,{) that which

is placed upon a horse, ass or mule, a

saddle, pack-saddle, Plut. Pomp. 41.

—II. of persons, a covering, clothing,

esp. like, a large cloak, Ar.

Vesp. 1142. — III. the covering of a

shield, Soph. Fr. 939, Ar. Ach. 574.—
IV. any thing piled together, a pile of
arms, etc., Plut. Cat. Maj. 20., , beasts of burden.) or?}, ,
, an Indian stuff, Arr. Peripl., ,{,) like a

cloak., ov, b, a coarse cloak, soldier's

cloak, Lat. sagum, Polyb. 2, 28, 7, etc.

(Said to be a Gallic or Celtiberian

word : but it is certainly akin to -
,,.) [], , , Saguntum, in

Hispania, Strab. p. 159.\, 6, the Sagras, a small

river of the Bruttii nearLocri, Strab.

261.', ov, , the Sagrus, a river

of Sainnium, Strab. p. 212.

iavJV, , the Phoenician
historian Sanchoniathon, Suid. ; cf.

Ath. 126 A.^, uv, , Sndacora, a

city of Cappadocia, Strab. p. 663., uv, oi, the Saddu-
cees, a sect among the Jews, N. T.

ioo, ov, b, Sadocus, son of

Sitalces king of Thrace, obtained

citizenship in Athens, Thuc. 2, 29,

67., ov Ion. , b, Sady-
attes, son of Ardys king of Lydia,

Hdt. 1. 16.^, 6, Sadoc, Hebr. masc. pr.

n., N. T., ov, TO, a kind of otter or

beaver, Arist. H. A. 8, 5, 8., , , membrum virile, Ar.

Lys. 1119. [0], , , like, rotten,

decayed, unsound, Hipp. ;' uv
eljj. Plat. Euthyphr. 5

;

(sc.-) b, Dem. 52, fin., cf. 24,

5 ; 303. 25 :—also, of the sound of a
cracked vessel, sounding false, opp. to, 7: , -'. Plat. Phil. 55 C ; cf.

Theaet. 179 D, Gorg. 493 E.—Adv.,, c., built on rotten

foundations, Arist. Eth. N. 1, 10, 8.

—II. metaph., ., rotten, perish-

able fame, Pind. N. , 59 :, before any
unsound thought comes into their

heads, i. e. before thev prove traitors,

Hdt. 6, 109; ., Eur. Hec.
1 190, cf. Supp. 1064 ; -, Id. Bacch. 487.—(Like,
from /,.) Hence,, , rotteriness, weak-
ness, faultiness., ,{) to make rotten,

frail, worthless, LaX. Hence,, , that which is

unsound, a flaw., , b, from, like

from, a coaxing word
of nurses to a boy-baby, Teleclid. In-

cert. 22.— \2. appell. given to Plato by
Antisthenes, Ath. 220 D.

64

iatv, , , Saedene, a high
mountain on the Aeolian coast of

Asia Minor, Ep. Horn. 1., , or, as in Ar. Fr. 674,, to move, stir, cf. ?,•., ov, (, ooipov)

coaxing by presents, Epicur. ap. Diog.,, pecul. fern, of sq., ov, {oaivu,) wag-
ging the tail, fawning, as a uog : Ion., Hesych..', f. : aor., and, v. Meineke Apollod. (Com.)
Incert. 1, p. 454 (akin to .) To
leag the tail, fawn, strictly of dogs,'.-.,
Od. 10, 217 ; viJ. 16, 6 ; also,^, 17, 302 ;, Hes. Th. 771 ; ., Ar.

Eq. 1031 :—proverb., -. Soph. Fr. 902.—II. c. ace. pers.,

tofawn upon, Anth. P. 9, 604: hence
metaph. of persons, to fawn on, pay
court to, Pind. P. 1, 100, cf. Aesch.
Ag. 798 :—also, . , Pind.

P. 2, 151 ; . , to re-

ceive it with joy. Id. O. 4, 7 :

—

to de-

ceive. Soph. Fr. 508 : ., to

cringe to It, shirk it, Aesch. Theb. 383,
704.—III. generally, to cheer, please,

Soph. Ant. 1214, Eur. Ion 685 :—so,

. ', to cheer one by a
look of recognition, Soph. O. C. 321

;

so, ' ' ', Aesch.
Cho. 191 :—of a summer-sea, to smile,

Valck. Theocr. 6, 11.^., , the Sa'ii, a people of

Thrace, Strab. p. 549., f. : pf. with pres.

signf, usu. in part,,
via, , Ep. fern,, Hes. Sc.

268. Strictly to draw back the lips and
shotv the teeth, to grin like a dog, Lat.

ringi, ? u', Ar. Vesp. 900 ; esp. in mock-
ery, scorn, or malice,, Ar. Pac. 020;, Mel. 52; but also without
any su( h bad sense,, Theocr. 7, 19 (cf.) :—later also,, Opp. :—also, -, Luc. Amor. 13 ; -. Id. C) Philopatr. 26.—II. to

sweep, clean,,, Eur. Hec.
363, Cycl. 29 : also to sweep up or
away, . Soph. Ant.
409.—Signf I. is pecul. to the perf.,

signf. II. to the pres., fut., and aor. 1.' other tenses occur. (From same
root come,, and Lat.
sarin, sarrio. Lob. Phryn. 83.)

tStiif, and. , Sais, Miner-
va among the Aegyptians, Paus. 9,

12, 2.— II. a city of the Aegyptian
Delta, Hdt. 2, 133; dat. , Id. 2,

28. Hence^, Ion., b, an inhabitant

of Sais, Saitic, Plut. Sol. 26: -, the Saitic name, Hdt.

^^', ?}, , of Sais, Saitic, b
.. Plat. Tim. 21 ; rb '-
Kov, the Saitic mouth of the
Nile, also called Tanitic, Hdt. 2, 17.^, a, 6, Sacadas. a poet and
cithara-playerof Argos, Heyne Pind.
vol. 3, p. 29. Hence, , , a stringed instru•

metit named after the musician Sacadas.

t/c£, Ion., oi, the Sacae,
a people of central Asia, near the
sources of the Araxes, Hdt. ; Xen.

;

etc. : in Hdt. 7, 64, a general name
for all the Scythiai.s among the Per-
sians ; cf. Strab. p. 507 sqq. : Dion..
P. 750 has sing..^, a, ov, of the Sacae, Sa-
caean : , a festival in hon-
our of Anaitis, Strab. p. 512.(), ov, b, {,,) comic word for the pudenda
muliebria, Ar. Lys. 824. []^,.. the Sacarauli,

a. Scythian people, Strab. p. 511.^, ov, b, v. : and so

—

2. an epithet applied to the tragic

poet Acestor to indicate his foreign
origin, Ar. Av. 31.—3. Sacas, cup-
bearer of king Astyages, Xen. Cyr.
1, 3, 8, sqq.], , , Sacasene, a dis-

trict of Armenia, Strab. p. 511.^, , , the Sacaura-
ces, a Scythian people, Luc. Macrob.
15.,, b, the Lat. sacer-

dos, Luc. Alex. 43.', , ol, the Sacesinae,

an Asiatic people, Arr. An. 3, 8, 4., ov, {, /,/.)
wielding a shield, II. 5, 126., ov, {, )
shield-bearing, of Ajax, Soph. Aj. 19,

Virgil's clypei dominus ; cf. Eur.
Phoen. 139.—II.{ or,
. III) a beard-bearer, epith. of the
demagogue Epicrates, Plat. (Com.)
Presb. 3, ubi v. Meineke., V. sub, Xen., b, Dor. for.,=, to strain, fil-

ter, Galen. Hence, , , any thing

strained or filtered, Diod.', ov, , a filter or
sieve.

-«;f^),= sq.

a,,{oo)^ostrain, filter, a.

Ti, to strain it througn cloths,

Hdt. 4, 23. , , strained wine,
Poll. 6, 18., f.-,=, to strain,

filter, Theophr., , ov, () of sack

cloth., Att., ov, , also
written,, dim. from, a small bag, Xen. An. 4, 5,

36. Diod. 13, 106., ov, {,, ) cherishing a huge
beard, Anth. P. append. 288., , {) a knap-
sack, wallet./, ov,{, /.)
plaiting sieves.', or, ov, , . sub
fin. :

—

{) :
—a coarse cloth of hair,

esp of goats' hair, Lat. cilicium, gen-
erally, sackcloth, LXX.— II. any thing

made ofthis cloth :— 1 . a sack, bag, Hdt.
9, 80, Ar. Ach. 745, etc.—2. a sieve,

strainer, esp. for wine, Hippon. 42,
ubi V. Welcker.—3. a coarse garment,
cloak, mantle.—III. a coarse beard, like

rough hair-cloth,', Ar. Eccl. 502, cf.

II.—The form is

said to be Doric, and Att.,

Thorn. M. 789, etc. ; and certainly in

Ar. Ach. 822, Lys. 1211 we have -, while the Megarian in Ach. 745
says, cf. Lob. Phryn. 257,
Meineke Menand. p. 44 : Hdt. also

says., , te wear hair-clolh,

or a garment made of it ; and,, , a wearing ofhaL
cloth : from
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', , (,)
iveartng coarse hair-cloth, or garment

of it, Plut. 2,239 C., 6, with a shield-like

*kin, Soph. Fr. 562., , V. sub., 6, Dor. Tor., , , Ion. gen.,
Hes. Sc. 334 :

—

shield, very freq. in

Horn., and Hes. : the earhest shields

were of wicker-work or wood, cov-

ered with one or more ox-hides ; if

more than one, the)' were parted by
metal plates (that of Ajax had seven

hides and an eighth layer of metal,

II. 7, 222) : hence the epithets,•,,7., -
rniotioi'.• It was concave, and hence
sometimes used as a vessel to hold

liquid, Aesch. Theb. 540. How much
the art of these early times was em-
ployed on the shields, appears from
the epithets '', ',, '/.>,, and the

description of the shields of Achilles

and Hercules, II. 18, 47, sq., Hes.
Scut. 139, sq.—2. metaph., a shield,

defence, Aesch. Supp. 100.— Mostly
poet.,~ and being used m
prose. (No doubt from .) [
except in Hes. Sc. 304, 461, where it

is long in the filth arsis : Guyet and
Heinrich hold both lines to be spu-

rious.], 07',= Ep.,
Gramrn.. ov, 6,() a sack. At.

Plut. 681.^, , Boeot. for. Strat-

tis Phoen. 3, 5.. 7/, ,() a sack., , , () crammed,

stuffed, Antiph. Cycl. 1, 3., , ,()^.,, ,() one who
crams m fills tip," ., one
crotfds the nether world, i. e. a slayer

of many, Aesch. Pers. 921 (where the

genit. should be joined with

ijSav, not with).,,, also and', , sugar, Lat. saccharum,

Diosc. (An Eastern word, the San-
scr. i;arkara, Malay ^ii^nra.), ov, ,(,-
1•) one ivho weaves or sack-

cloth, a sailmaker, Dem. 1170, 27.

i', •, , Sacon. a citizen

of Zancle, who founded Himera,
Thuc. 6, 5., -, distress, anguish, Aesch.

Fr. 394 ; cf.., , (Greek ?., ov, Jo-

seph.) Sala, Hebr. masc. pr. n., N. T.

?3, ,=., Soph. Fr.

940. [(2(3]^, ,=, to which
it is akin, as ^aay to,
Opp. C. 4, 74, cf. 3, 352., , i],() noise,

outcry.^}.,, , Salancon, a

river of lllyria, Ap. Rh. 4, 337.^, ov, o, Salagus, son of

Oenopion, Paus. 7, 4, 8.,=?.^/., 6, Salathiel, Hebr. masc.
pr. n., N. T., to cry out in distress,

Anacr. 126.?, , or, better,,
, ('/.) : a cry of distress.

^?., ov, , Salaethus, a La-
cedaemonian, Thuc. 3. 25.-2. a law-

giver of the Crotoniats, Luc., '", ,(, /.-) one rvho walks in a loose, swagger-

ing fashion (cf II. 4): hence,
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a flaunting coxcomb, swaggerer, Arist.

Rhet. 2, 16, 2, Eth. End. 2, 3, 9 ; 3,

6, 2 : V.?.. []?., . , vulgar display,

etc., swaggering, flaunting, Arist. M.
Mor. 1, 27, 1:—also,, ,
Ath. 691 F. From,() to play the, swagger, flaunt : so, /.-, whence, to

walk like a swaggering, flauntingfellow,

Ar. Vesp. 1169 (cf' II. 4),

with an obscene hit at the Lacedae-
monians, resting on the old irtterpr.

of the word(' ')
to wriggle one^s rump about,—^just like

the still coarser?..'vi,= foeg.,Hen\>p. ap.

Schol. Ar. Vesp. 1164.,,, swaggeritig,

flaunting, Cic. Att. 14, 2: but the
reading is dub., or- (Lob. Pa-
ral. 212), , , the salamander, a kind
of lizard, supposed to be a fire-extin-

guisher, Arist. H. A. 5, 19. 25, The-
ophr. de Igne 60, ubi v. Schneider.
Hence', ov, of the salaman-
der, i\ic. Th. 819., , , a hole, chimney.
Soph. Fr. 940, Lye. 98: also-.,, , ..,, , ,(,/) betrayer of Salamis, Solon
16, 6.

iaalvl(i, , ,=-
; . ?., Strab. . 335.

ia?.av,, , pecul. feni.

tosq.,f 7', Aesch.
Pers. 964.?, , , also ,, Sal-

aminian, of or from Salamis.— II. ij
', sub. I'af'f or, cf.

sub'. III : from, or (not so well),
gen. , , Salamis, an island and
town of the same name, just opposite

Athens, fir.st in II. +2, 557 : v. Thuc.
2, 94 ; Strab. p. 393 sqq. ; now Ko-
louri.-i—II. a town of Cyprus founded
by Teucer of Salamis, +H. Horn.
Ven. 4, Hdt. 4. 102: later, Constan-

tia, now Porto Knnstanza.i (Prob.

from.?•, from the breaking

nf the waves against the steep shores of

the island.) [i],, ,() aminer's

sieve or riddle.

}-?., , . Salapia, a city

of Apulia, Strab. p. 283.^., ,, the via Sola-

ria, running through the territory of

the Sabines, Strab. p. 228.[, a, 6, the Sola, now Saale,

in Germany, Strab. p. 291./., 7,, Dor.
for -., Att. -, f. -, (?.)
=, Nic. . 457.

—

. to over-

load, cram full,? ',
Leon. Tar. 37, cf. Anth. P. 11, 57.

Cf.[, , b, Salganeus, a

town of Boeotia on the Euripus,
Strab. p. 403.

?., , ,() continual

motion.[, , Salim, a place in Ju-
daea. N. T.[. , ol, the Salentini,

a people of lower Italy, Strab. p. 277.[7., ov, , Salermim, a

town of Campania, Strab. p. 251./.., ,() mo-
tiun like. i. e. constant, repented

motion, Artemid. 1, 79 : .

, the quick military pace of a
horse, Dio Chrys. []., , {?.) mov-
ing constantly, Arist. Mechan. 27, 1./., , , shaken, tossed,

Mel. 60 : from,() to make to shake or
rock, c. ace,?, ap. Stoi). p. 3, 48 :—

•

pass., to be shaken, totter, reel,, Aesch. Pr. 1081.— II.

intr., to move to and fro, roll., toss. esp.

of ships in a stormy sea or persons in

them, Xen. Oec. 8, 17 : hence,—2. to

toss like a ship at sea, to be in sore dis-

tress, .. Soph. . . 23,
cf . 1074, Eur. Rhes. 249 ; so. iv

.. Plat. Legg. 923 ;

cf II.—3. of a ship also, . ', to ride at anchor, Plut. 2,

493 1) : hence, metaph., .
(as it were) to ride at anchor on one's

friend, depend upon him, Plut. De-
nietr. 38 ; cf .—4. to roll like

a ship ; and so, to roll in one's walk,

esp. of persons with the hip-joints far

apart. Foes. Oec. Hipp. : hence, to

flaunt or swagger about, like-, Schneid. Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 6:

—

also in pass, or mid., Anth. P. 5, 35
etc.\,, . Sale, a city of Thrace
on the coast of the Aegean sea, Hdt.
7,60.ia, , Salem, afterwards 'Irpo-, q. v., N._T.

?., {,=, dub.io, , , the Salii, in Rome,
Plut. Num. 13... Dor. for, Alcman
64, Bergk.. , a name for,
Anth. p. 7. 222.^, , , Salmacis, a
fountain of Halicarnassus whose wa-
ters were said to have the effect of
enervating those who drank of them,
Strab. p. 656.-2. a fortress of the
same place, Arr. An. 1, 23. 3.[, a, ov, of Salmydes-
sns, Salniyde.s-sian, . -, Aesch. Pr. 726.\?.] and -. ov, 6,

Sahnydessiis, a city and port of Thrace
on the Euxine, now Midjeh, Hdt. 4,

93 ; Soph. Ant. 909 ; Xen. An. 7, 5,

12 : the tract along the bank of the
E. around this city also so called,

Strab p. 50.^, , Salmon, Hebr. masc.
pr. n., N. T.[, Ep. , 6, Sal-

moneus, son of Aeolus, ruled first in

Thessaly, then in Elis, hurled to

Tartarus by Jupiter for having at-

tempted to imitate his thunder and
lightning, Od. 11, 236; Apollod. 1,

9, 7.\, . , Salmone, a city

of Elis Pisatis, Strab. p. 356.-2.=
sq., N. T.^\, , , Salmonium, or
Sammonium, the eastern promontory
of Crete, Strab. p. 472 : also,-
viov., , , sc. ,=:
foreg., Dion. P. 110.', ov, 6. and in Alcman ap.

ApoU. Dysc, heterog. dat. pi.-, as if from ? :
—any un-

steady, tossing motion, esp. the tossing,

rolling sieell of the sea, Eur. I. T. 4f

;

., -, Id. Hec. 28, I.

. 1443; alsoin plur., .
Id. Or. 994 : hence, the open, exposed

sea, opp. to a harbour, -•^=?^ II. 3, Lat. in salo esse,

in ancoris start . hence,—2. a road-
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stead, anckoragt, ?.(>
tie, Polyb> 1, 53, 10, cf. Diod. 3,

44."IL of ships or persons in them,
tossing en the s^a., /' ^•', Soph. Phil. 21 ;

and metaph. of the ship of the state-

Soph.O.T. 24, Ant. 163, cf. Lys. 107, 28

;

cf.?. II. 2.—2. sea-sickness, like, Luc. :

—

restlessness, perplexity,

Atcman 1. c. (From ?. come-
?.o(j,',/,, ?.•,}, '/. : also ?.,,?.,/., -/., and prob., and Lat.

salmn, salio, salcijc : which again seem
t« bring us on one hand to ?,?,
on the other to, sal, and-. Dot.?. :—perh. akin also

to, /..) []/., rare form for/ :

pass. //,=/. II.

^?.7. , Salpa, a female of Les-
bos, Ath. 321 F. •/. or, , ij, a sea-fish,

Lat. salpa, the French saupe, Epich.

p. 31, Arist. H. A. 5, 9, 5, etc. ;— also

/.-/, , Archipp. Ichth. 11; and
)'^.'/.'7?7, ol, (-,, /) whiskered-lance-

trumpeters. At. Ran. 966.•:, ov, , (?.7) a

trumpeter, Thuc. 0, 69, Xen. An. 4, 3,

29, etc. :—rare collat. forms-, -. Lob. Phryn. 191.,, , a war-trumpet,

trump, r' ?^, 11. 18,

219 : (this was afterwards called ., another for sacred pur-

poses, .) : the ?.- was esp.

called Tuscan, ?/, Aesch.
Eum. 5G8, Soph. Aj. 18, Eur. Phoen.
1377, Heracl. 831 :

—

,
by sound of trumpet. Soph. El. 711,

cf. Ar. Ach. 1001 ; also, - ., Po-
lyb. 4, 13, 1 : cf.,--
\'(j,.—II. a signal note by
trumpet, trumpet-call, Arist. Rhet 3, G,

7; elsevvh. 7.•?.—III.

?.., elsewh.. Archil.

181 Bergk.— IV'. the trumpeter-bird,

from its trumpet-like note, Arteinid.—.=/~. From£2, fut. - and later

-', Phryn. 191 :

—

to sound the trum-

pet, give signal by trumpet, 7.~
-., Xen. An. 7, 3,32: metaph.,

(^ ,
heaven trumpeted around, of thunder
as if a signal for battle, IL. 21, 388, cf
Wern. Tryph. 327:— impers.,?. (sc. ^,) when
the trumpet sounded, Xen. An. 1, 2,

17; cf.,:—c. ace,
., to proclaim, announce day,
of the cock. Luc. Ocyp. 114.

—

-
is not Greek, ?.7 dub.

Hence., , , later form of7.7. Piers. Moer. p. 354.-, , , later poet, form
for.?,., , sound oftrum-
pet, trumpet-call.. ov, 6, later form of-, Polyb. 1, 45, 13., , , suited for a

trumpet.

?.~.^=?.7, dub., v. Luc.
Jud. Vocal. iO., , , {,)
constant motion, as of the spindle,

Gramm., nisi legend,.^,, , the Salyes, a people

of Gallia Narbonensis, Strab. p. 181.[/^, ov, b, Salynthius, iring

of the Agraei in Acarnania, Thuc. 3,

IIL
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^7., , , Salome, sister of

Herod, Strab. p. 765.— 2. wife of
Zebedee, mother of James and John
the apostles, N. T.^,, , Salona, in Dal-
matia, Strab. p. 315.—2. a city of Bi-

Ihynia, from which the
was named, Id. p. 565.

or .,=^, dub., TO, Dor. for. Find., ,[) a ship of Sa-
mia» build, used as a stamp on the
Samian coin, Plut. Pericl. 26 (on
which passage v. Bergk Ar. Babyl.

2) : they had beaks like a swine's
snout (cf.) ; so Hdt., 3, 59,

speaks of -, cf. Nake Choeril. p. 155, sq.

[], Dor. for.'[, a, ov, of or relating to

Same, oi, Thuc. 2, 30., ov, , an unknown
piece o(female attire : dim. from sq.,, , a mat, used as a
bed in war, Chion. Hero. 1., , a buffoon or cheat,

Eccl.

fapa, , , Samaria, a city

of Palestine, capital of the kingdom
of Israel, N. T. ; later named-
, Strab. p. 760 : also, a district of
Palestine, Steph. Byz. ; v. Interpp.

ad Act. 8, 5.^,,, an inhabitant of
Samaria, a Samarian, N. T.\,,, fein. to foreg.,

a female of Samaria, N. T., . , Samariana, a
city of Hyrcania, Strab. p. 508., ov, b, poet, for,
Dion. P. 304. [\, ov, , dim. from
sq., Hippon. 10., , Aeol. for?,
Sappho 38, Anlh. P. 6, 267 ; v. Bergk
Anacr. Fr. 15., , Sambas, a flule-player,

Ath. 624 B., , Sambaulas, a Per-
sian. Xen. Cyr. 2, 2,28.io, ov, , Sambus, a satrap
of Alexander in India, Arr. An. 6,

16,3.,, , a triangular stringed-

instrument, Lat. sambuca, Arist. Pol.

8, 6, 13 ; its notes were so high, as to

make it of little use.

—

2.^=3-, with a pun on signf. II, Polyb.

8, 8, 6.—II. an engine of likeform used
in sieges, lb. 6, 2-11 :—also,
q. V. [v] Hence', to play upon the sambu-
ca. Hence, ov, , a player on the

sambuca, Euphor. 3l.', fern, from foreg.,

Plut. Cleom. 35, Anton. 9., , , =,
Schweigh. Polyb. 8, 6, 2.—2.=foreg.,
Id. 5, 37, 10.^,, . Sambyx, inven-
tor of the (1), Ath. 637 B., Dor. for, Pind., , , Same, the older name
of', q. v., 11. : cf..
[]^, . Dor. for, Py-
thag.

iaa, , , Samia, an ancient
city in southern Elis, where, later,

lay, Paus. 5, 6, 1.—2. a city

of Samos (3), Hdt. 1, 70.—II, fem. pr.

n., Paus.

t2u//ifiicof, , , Samian, Plut.^, , , Samicum, a for-

tress of Elis, on the site of (1 ),

with a temple dedicated to Neptune,

hence called and,
Strab. p. 343 : cf. p. 347.fvo, ov, b, Saminthus, a spot
near the passes leading from Arcadia
into Argolis, Thuc. 5, 58.', a, ov, of Samos or Sa7ne,
Samian, Strab. ; etc.—II. , Samius,
a Lacedaemonian, Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 1.—2. a poet of the Anthology., ov, , Samippus, masc,
pr. n., Luc. Navig. 1.^, , , the Samnites, in
Italy ; in Strab., and in
Polyb. : then territory,-, , also and.
Hence, , , of the Sam7iites,

Samnite ; and., Strab., Ion. -, , ,
Samothrace, an island near Thrace,
noted for the early civilization of
its inhabitants, Hdt. 6, 47 : an inhab-
itant of it was (not-, Meineke Euphor. p. 6, but cf.

Lob. Paral. 277), and,
Hdt. 2, 51 ; 7, 108: cf. //( 2,and v..\,, , Ion. -^, .
foreg.^, , Samolas, an Achaean,
Xen. An. 5, 6, 14.—2. an Arcadian, a
statuary, Paus. 10, 9, 6., ov. , Samns, the name of
several Greek islands: — 1. an old
name for (q. v.), II. 2,

634 ; but in Od. called, though
this, ace. to others, is a town on the

island. — 2. .=-, l\. 1.3, 12; bat also called
siniply, II. 24, 78, 753.-3.
later usu. the large island over against
Ephesus, mentioned by Homer

:

hence adj.,, and-. (Ace. to Strab., was
an old word signifying a height, esp.
by the sea-shore, so it would be =0iv,
perh. akin to and.) [][, ov, . Dor. =, an
Arcadian of Mantinea, Pind. O. 10,
84.— II., b, Samus, son of An-
caeus and Samia, Paus. 7, 4, 1.

iaaafv,. Satnosata, cap-
ital of Uommagene, Strab. p. 064.?., b,{, ov, Jo-
seph.) Samuel, the celebrated Hebrew
prophet, LXX., N. T.-. not so well, Herm.
Schol. At. Nub. 23, an old letter,

whose character, "^, was retained as
a numeral,=900., ov, b, {,) a
horse branded uith the old letter,
Ar. Eq. 603, Nub. 122 : cf. --.\-^, ov, b, Sampsicera-
mus, chief of the Emeseni, Strab. p.
753.-, to be like,
Diosc., , ov, of or belonging
to, Diosc., , foreign name of the, Diosc. 3, 47.

f, ,{,, Jo-
seph.) Sampson, the celebrated He-
brew hero, LXX. ; N. T.^, ov.=^,,—
2. a plain around Alexandrea Troas,
Strab. p. 472., V. sub . [a]^, a, ov, of Sana, Sanaean,
o'l. Thuc. 5, 18: v. 2.^. ov, b, SanacharibOT
Sanherib. king of Assyria. Hdt. 1 , 141.[, ov, . Sandacus, father
of Cinyras, Apollod. 3, 14, 3.?., ov, . dim. from, q. v., Hdt. 2, 91. []
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, , J, dim. from-, Ar. Ran. 405, cf.-.
?.&,, , sandal- closet.,, , , Ael.63

(q. v.):— usu. in plur., a wooden sole,

firmly bound on by straps round the
instep and ankle, a sandal, first in II.

Honi. Merc. 79, 83, JUO; later usu. a

kind of womaiLs shoe ; on the-(), v. .Meineke Cratin.

Norn. 10.— IJ. a print of a foot, afoot-

step, Antli. (Ace. t(j flemst. for ca-, from, cf Pott Et.

Forsch. 1, p. 1-13.) Hence
(1/., , to furnish with san-

dals or xhoes., ,{) sandal-like.^, , Saiidatiis, a Lydian,
Hdt. 1, 71.^, , , red sulphuret of
arsinJc, realgar,( being the
yellow sulphuret, orpiment, Diosc. 5,

121), Lat. sandaraca, Arist. H. A. 8,

24, 8 ;—hence—2. a bright-red colour

made therefrom, Theophr.—II. hee-

bread. the same as 7}', Arist.

H. A. 9. 40. 5 ; and as, lb. 52., f. -,{
I. 2) to be of a bright red., 7/, ov, of or belonging

to : esj). of a bright red,

Hdt. 1, 98., ov, , a pit

whence is dug, Strab. p.

5G2., ,- and -,=, -,-.
^}], . Sondes, of Lampsacus,

a pupil of Epicurus, Diog. L.^, /,, , Sandijis, a hill

near .Myus in Ionia, Thnc. 3, 19.^,, 6, Sandion, masc.
pr. n., Paus. 1, 43, 3.

javo3•, , 6, Sandobanes, a
river of Albania, Strab. p. 500., a, or-, ov, , Savdracottas, a king in In-

dia, Arr. lud. 5, 3 ; Strab. p. 702., ov, o,= foreg., Ath.

18 D., , , also, a

bright-red colour, also called,
Strab. p. 529 ; prepared from-, ace. to Plin. 35, 23 ; though a

like colour was made from plant of

the same name, isosibius ap. Ilesych.,

Virg. Eel 4, 45.—2., among
the Lydiatis, were transparent flesh-

coloured women''s garments , Joh. Lydus.
[v in genit.. Prop. 2, 19, 81 ; but in

Gratius Phil. Cyneg. 86.]\, 6, Sandoce.-i, son of

Thaumasius, from Aeolian Cyme,
Hdt. 7, 194.^,, , Sandon, father

of the philosopher Athenodorus, Luc.

;

etc.^, , . Sane, a city in the
peninsula Pallene on the Thermai-
cus sinus, Hdt. 7, 123.—2. another in

the peninsula Atlios, a colony from
Andros, Id. 7, 22 ; Thue. 4, 109., ov, TO, dim. from,
a small trencher, Ar. Pac. 202 ;—but,, from the tablet or list, Lys.
140. C. [i], ,() to board over

:

esp. to deck a ship., ,{,) like a
plank., , ,{)
covering or plate of planks, Polyb. 6,

23, 3 : esp. a .thip's deck, Theophr., ;/, ,() covered

with planks, decked, LXX.',, //, a board, plank, and
zny thing 7nade thereof, hence— 1. a

door, Hom. always in plur., folding
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doors, II. 12, 121, Oil. 22, 12, etc.;, II. 9, 583 ;,, Od. 2,

344 :—also in sing., Eur. Or. 1221.—
2. a wooden platform, scaffold or stage,

V\pr/?J/, Od. 21,51.—3. a wood-

en floor : a ship^s deck, Eur. He!. 155G.
— 4. a u'ooden pail or tub, Arist. Mirab.
22.— 5. in plur., wooden tablets for

writing on, Eur. Ale. 968 : esp. at

Athens, tablets covered with gypsum,
(like Lat. album) on which were writ-

ten all sorts of public notices, esp.

the causes for hearing in the law-
courts, Ar. Vesp. 349, 848 ; laws to

be proposed, Andoc. 11, 28; lists of
officers, Lys. 176, 9 ; names of debt-
ors, Dem. 791, 11 (where the sing, is

used) ; etc. ; cf. omnino Isocr. Antid.

§ 253.—6. plank to which offenders
were bound or sometimes vailed as to
a cross, Hdt. 7, 33 ; 9, 120, and Ar.
Thesm. 931, 940.?'/, , , Sanisene, a dis-

trict of Paphlagonia, Strab. p. 502., ov, , (') ace. to the
Gramm.,^=, cf Lat. sanna,san-
jtio, a zany, Cratin. Incert. 33 A., ov, TO,{) tail.^,,=^.^, , , the Samnite ter-

ritory, Strab. ; as adj. ai ..
Id. p. 254.

iavvv, , , Sannioji. an
Athenian, called , Plat.

Theag. 129 D.—2. an actor, teacher
of a tragic chorus, Dem. 533, 9., ,{) a buffoon, jester,

dub.,, , the Sanni, ;\ people
of Pontus, Strab. p. 548.,, , Sannyrion, an
Athenian, a poet of the old comedy,
Meineke 2, p. 872 sqq. ; Ael. V. H.
10, 6.— II. in comedy, a comic person-
age, as if dim. of, q. v., , , of sandal-wood

:

from^, ov, TO, the sandal-tree:

sandal-wood, Diosc.^, , . the Santone.i, a
people of Gallia, Strab. p. 190.', ov, , a kind of worm-
wood, Diosc., to jeer, mock: from, , , {) a jester,

jeerer, mocker... ,{) a cramming
full, Arist. Probl. 25, 8, 4.^, ov, , Saxilanian, Ath.
121 A, of, a city of Hispa-
nia, Strab. ap. Ath. 1. c., ov, , ace. to Diod. S.

5, 47 an ancient name of Samolhrace., lor, o, ,{,)
protecting cities, Coluth. 140.

.\', as posit., is found only in

the contr. form , q. v. ; but we
find compar., 11. 1, 32, Xen.
Cyr. 6, 3, 4., ov, . the Savns. a river of
Pannonia, flowing into the Ister, now
Save, Strab. p. 207., ov,() saving or
supporting mortals., , indecl., in Joseph.. , Saul, the first Hebrew
king, LXX.; N. T.—2. the Jewish
name of the apostle Paul,,
ov, 0, in N. T.^,,,
poet, for-, q. v.,=^. q. v., oU the Sapae, a Thracian
peo|le,=:Oi and, Strab.

p. 519., , ,=, Hdt. 7,

110.

^, ov, b, the Saparnvs, a
river of India, Arr. Ind. 4, 12.\, ol,^.^.,, , part. aor. 2 pass,
from, Hes. Sc. 152., ov, . Pontic naiite for

the fish when sailed, Hipp.,
cf Ar. Fr. 54G, Archestr. ap. Alli.

117 A. [a, II. c, Pers. Sat. 5, 134.]-,,, dim. from foreg.:

also as a term of endearment, Ath.
591 C., , name of fresh fish,

different therefore from,
Arist. 11. A. 8, 30, 7.

/}/, Ep. lor, 3 sing. subj.

aor. pass, from, 11. 19, 27.7, , the Sapis, now Savio, a
river of Italy, Strab. p. 217., , . Supra, a lake, the
iiorlhern part of the Maeotis, Strab.

p. 308.—2. another near Astyra, Id.

p. 614.-, , , {)=-, Hipp., , old, high-flavoured
wine (V. 111), Hern ipp. Phorm.
2, 6, cf. Meineke Com. Fr. 2, p. 865., () to make rotten

or slinking :—pass., to be so, to stink,

Hipp. : also,— II. intr., in sense of
pass., ,{)= foreg. I.), ov, {-,)
rotten from old age, dub. in Diosc., ,{,-) stmkingly rich, perh. a parody on(), Anliph. Chrysid. 1 ;

where however Meineke, with Do-
bree,, rich as a sa-

trap., , , (,):— rotten, putrid, Hippou. 63, and frcq.

in Hipp. ; of the lungs, diseased, Lat.
tabidus. Id. ; of bone, carious, diseased.

Id. ; of wood, rotten, decayed. Id.

;

proverb., -, Theogn. 1362:—esp,, of fish

that have been long in pickle, stink-

ing, rancid, Ar. Pint. 813 ; of withered
flowers, Dem. 615, 11.— II. old, obso-

lete, Ar. Plut. 323.-2. filthy, disgust-

ing, Lat. spurcus ; ugly, , Phi-
lem. Incert. 47 ; cf Lob. Phryn. 377.

— HI. without any bad sense, of wine,
high-flavoured or old, Ath. 31 (v. -), c[. Piers. Moer. p. 353,Ruhnk.
Tim. et ad Rulil. Lup. p. 102 :—hence
proh. ('), ,
Ar. Pac. 554. Cf., ov,{,)
with foul breath, Stob., , , {) rot-

tenness, decay, Hipp., Plat. 609 K., ov,{ IV) fond
of disgusting things., (ffa7rpof)=sq., () to make rotten

or stinking, Nic. :—pass., to be so.^', , , Sapphira, fern,

pr. n., N. T., , ov, of sapphire,

Philostr. : from, also, ov, ,
the sapphire, a precious stone, of

which two chief kinds, the
and, are mentioned by The-
ophr. de Lap. 23 and 37., , vocat., ,
Sappho, Ithe celebrated poetess of

Mytilene, daughter of Scamandrony-
mus, Hdt. 2, 135t : hence adj.,-, a, , or, , ., part. aor. from., , , Lat. sajm, out

soof. Germ. Seifc, a Celtic or Ger-
man word, [a, Seren. Sammon. 153.]', OV; , dim. from foreg.



or -, , Antiph. !

Scyth. i ; and in Strab.,,, I

lonse Persian trousers, an Eastern i

word; V. Daniel 3, 21 (Chald. and
LXX.i, Bahr Hdt. 1, 7J, Pott Et.

Forsch. 1, p. Ixxx.

t^apuyyai, ', o'l, the Saravgae, a

people on the Aces, Hdt. 7, C7, per-

haps the of Arr. An. 3, 25.

}/}, ov, a, the Saranges, a

river of India, Arr. Ind. 4, 8.

ipa3o , , Sarambus, a

huckster, Plat. Gorg. 518 B., , , Saramene, a dis-

trict of Ponlus, Strab. p. 547.^,, b, a'araosius, a chief

of Bactria, Strab. p. 516.

tSapaxai'u, , , Sarapana, a

fortress on the borders of Colchis and
Iberia, Strab. p. 498.-:, Plut., and -, ov,

TO, the ternple of >Serapis,fPolybA,39,6.-, , , also,
SarapisOT Serapis,an Aegyptian god,

at first a symbol of the Nile, and so

of fertility, later an infernal god. Call.

Ep. 38, 5, Plut., etc. []-, gen. or , , a

white Persian robe with purple stripes,

Deinocr. £ph. ap. Ath. 525 C.^~>, , , Sarapion,

niasc. pr. n., Paus. 5, 21, 18; etc.,, , y, ace.-
7T0VV, and, in Alcae. 6,~• (-

1,) ;—strictly one who sweeps

with hix feet, hence one that has turned-

out feet which he trails in walking, Lat.

plautus, Alcae. 1. c, Galen, [](, , , like-,, wick-

er-work, a basket: esp., plait, braid,

bund, Aesch. Supp. 788.,, ^,=loreg., Cratin.

Dionys. 7.\,, , Sargarause-

ne, a part of Cappadocia, Strab. p.

534.^',, , Sargeus, a leader

of the Sicyonians, Thuc. 7, 19.,,,=^, Epich.

p. 20, Arist. H. A. 9. 2, 1.,, , name of a sea-fish,

Lat. sargus ; Epich. p. 3, Arcad. p.

46, 18, prefers the accent

(for so it should be read there for•
.), , a kind of /tinny caught

near Sardinia, Plin. ; cf.., v..^, and ?., ov,

, Sardanapalus, the last king of As-

syria, Hdt. 2, 150; Arist. Pol. 5, 8,

14 ; infamous for his debauchery and
efifeminaey ; hence as appell., Ar. Av.

1022., a, ov, hence
(sc.') /., to laugh a bitter

laugh, laugh bitterly, grimly, from an-

ger or secret triumph, /«(5/? -
'/., Od. 20,

302 ; so, -. Plat. Rep. 337 A ; a.,
Mel. 52; ridere ., Cic. Fam.
7, 25, 1. (Prob. from aaipu,.
grinning, sneering, hence also, acc. to

Gramm.,//:. Oth-
ers write, a, ov, deriving

it from, a plant of Sardi-

nia{), which was said to screw
up the face of the eater, Serv. Virg.

Eel. 7, 41 ; and in Lat. certainly the

form sardonius or sardoniciis lias pre-

vailed, as in our sardonic: others

again write :— cf. Paroe-

miogr. pp. 102, 370, Gaisf ) [],. a'l. Ion., iuv,

face., Hdt. 1, 15t, Sardes, the
capital of Lydia, tat the foot of Mt.

Tmolus, on the Pactolus, now Sart,

Aesch. Pers. 45t, Hdt., etc. :—hence
adj.,, , , and-, , , Ar. Ach. 112 ; also-, , , and, .
iapr/v, , , Ion. for-, Hdt. 1, 22 ; . sub foreg., , , the sardine, Lat.

sardina. [t], ov, o,=foreg., Epaenet.

ap. Ath. 328 F., ov, TO. the Sardian stone,

used esp. for seal-rings, Ar. Fr. 309,

13, Plat. Phaed. 110 D:— it was of

two kinds, the transparent-red or fe-

male being our camelian, the brown-
ish or male our sardine, Theophr. de
Lap. 30.

iapov, , , of Sardinia,

Sardinian, z.ivov, Hdt. 2. 105, v. 1., but v. Bahr ad 1. : cf

sub., a, ov, v. sub.,, ,{,)
the sardonyx, a kind of onyx, Plin. :

—

the stone was called simply onyx,

when the dark ground was regularly

spotted or striped with white ; but if

the different colours were disposed in

layers, then it was a sardonyx.], ov, 6, Sardus, leader of

Africans to Sardinia, acc. to Paus.

10, 17, 2.

«/)<5, , , Sardinia fin the

Tyrrhenian sea, Hdt. 1, 170; etct:
also.,, , and,
: hence adj.,, , ,, , ,, ,., ..—11. precious stone,

prob. the same as the or the, Philostr., v. Lob. Phryn.

187.,, ,^=.,, , the upper edge of a

hunting-net, Xen. Cyn. 6, 9 ; al.-.,=^., , , Sarepta, a city

of Phoenicia, N. T., TO, plur., an Aegyptian
water-plant, Theophr.^, , , Sarisa, a town of

Mesopotamia, Strab. p. 747., , , the sarissa, a very

long pike used in the Macedonian
phalanx, on which v. Polyb. 18, 12.

[] Hence, ov, () armed
with (he sarissa, Holyb. 12, 20. 2., () tear flesh like

dogs, Ar. Pac. 482, ubi v. Schol. :—
to pluck off the grass with closed lips,

like horses grazing, Hipp., v. Foes.

Oecon. — H. to bite the lips in rage,

hence to speak bitterly, sneer.'',,,{-.,) sneering-pine-

bendtr, comic word in Ar. Ran. 966., ois , a bitter laugh,

sneer, Vit. Horn., v.., , , sneering, sar-

castic. Adv. -., v. sub.?, (sc. ). , veni-

son-fif;s, a kind so called, Ath. 78 A., , . dim. from,
a bit offlesh, Plut. Cat. Maj. 23..( }=: : to clear

off the fl^sh, scrape it out, Hdt. 4, 64., , ,^=, Plut.

—1!. ill . ., and Eccl., /es/,/y, of
the flesh, sensual, opp. to., , ov. () of flesh,

Emped., Plat. Legg. 906 C. — II.

Pshy, fat, Ar. Fr. 504, Polyb, 39,, ov, TO, dim. from..
Diphil.. 1,2, Plut. Brut. 8. [l\

I , , to eat fl^sh : from

, ov,() eatingflesh,
carnivorous.,, , ,()= foreg., ,(,*) born

of the flesh, Eccl., , (,) bit-

ing or eating flesh, Orph., Fr. 12, 2.. , (,) flesh-
like, fleshy. Plat. Tim. 75 E.. , and -7., ,

bruise of the flesh., , , a fleshy excres-

cence on the scrotum.7., , a Persian gum,
Diosc., ,(,) a
grinning dog, Hippon. 116 Bergk : but
Dind. (Schol. Ar. Pac. 481) reads

or -. in same signf./.,, , and-, 6, a surgeon's forceps./, , (, 7.) for-
saken by flesh, lean, Anth. P. 7, 383., ov, , a fleshy ex-

crescence on the navel., , (,)
compact offlesh, Mel. 117., , to make into or out

offlesh : from, , (.) ma-
king or begetting flesh : making or chan-

ging into flesh, making fleshy, nourish-
ing, fattening, Plut.- , ov, , (,) a
fleshy pustule, boil, Hipp. 220. Hence, ,() like puru-
lent flesh.), ov,(,) with a

fleshy root, Theophr., (,) as
pass., to be born like lumps of flesh, of
young bears, Sest. Emp. p. 13., , to nourish or sup-

port the flesh., , to eat flesh, be car-

nivorous, Arist. Part. An. 3, 1, 14, .
/., to tear them all to pieces, Mel.
93 : and, , , an eating of
flesh: flesh-diet, LXX. : from, ov, (,)
eating flesh, carnivorous, Arist. H. A.
1, 1, 26.— II. '/. .. a limestone
(of which the best kind was quarried

at Assos in Troas). remarkable for con-

suming the flesh of corpses laid in it,

Diosc, and Plin. : hence coffins were
often furnished with it or made of it

:

a coffin of such limestone was itself

called, : hence, .,
generally, like, a coffin, [], ,(,) look-

ing like flesh, with a fleshy outside,

Sext. Emp. p. 14., ov, (,)
flesh-consuming, Orph. H. 69, 7., , to bear flesh, Clem.
Al. : from, ov, (,) bear-

ing flesh, clothed with flesh. Ecci., , (,) to pro-

duce flesh, make it to grow, Hipp.
Hence', . y, a growth offlesh,
an excrescence. Hipp.

/.?., ov, (, ?.?)
tvith fleshy leaves, Theophr.. , (£) to make fleshy or

strong, Plut. 2, 79 C, ubi v. Wyttenb.
— II. to make or produce flesh, to flesh

up a wound, Hipp., ,^=., gods of flesh

and blood, Hdt. 3, 29, cf. Plat. Tim.
75 B.,. , a fleshy excres-

cence, .Medic.
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,, J7,= foreg., Plut., , , good for adding

flesh or making flesh grow., , , [) a hole,

opening in the earth, like.—II.{ 11)=.,, , Sarmatian : poet.,. . |.^ .^,, , Sarmatia, a large

tract of country in northern Europe
and Asia., 6,[ ) that which is

swept together, sweepings.

tStiuiiOf, ov, , the Samius, a riv-

er of the borders of Hyrcania, Strab.

p. 511.', ov, b, the Samtis, a river

of Campania, Strab. p. 247., , gen., Aeol'. :

—flesh, Lat. caro, Hoin., etc. : he al-

ways uses plur., except in Od. 19,

450, where it is a part only of the flesh,

viz. the thick front muscle of the thigh :

for, strictly, by the plur. is meant«
whole flesh, all the flesh or muscles in

the body, as in 11. , 380, Od. 9, 293,

cf. Foes. Oecon. Hipp. ; hence with
later writers=, theflesh,

i. e. body, Eur. Hipp. 1031 ;—but in

Horn, the plur. is usu. the fleshy parts,

the flesh,, Od. 9, 293 ; -, Od. 18, 76 ; so in

Hes., and Att. :— the sing is freq.

later, as in Hipp., etc., flesh, the sub-

stance of flesh ; but also of the body,3, , Aesch.
Theb. 622, Ag. 72 ; etc. '(Ace. to

Ricnier, from, avpu, that which

may be stript ofl.),,^, Hesych. (Not. Lob. Phryn. 83.), ov, 0,{ II) a broom, be-

som, Plut. 2, 727 C.—ll. sweepings,

refuse, Lat. quisquiliae, such as sea-

weed. Call. Del. 225 :—comically, of

an old woman, Ion ap. Hesych. []
t2upof, ov, a, the Sarus, a river

flowing through Cilicia, Xen. An. 1,

4, 1., , f.-,{),=^
II : nietaph., in pass., to be swept by a
storm. Lye. 389. not Atl.,

as is, Lob. Phryn. 83 ; but, un-

like it, is used in pass., as well as

act., ,=^.^-, a, ov, of or relating

to Sarpedon ; ~), a

promontory of Thrace, Hdt. 7, 58;.. Rh. 1, 216;

—

.,
the tomb of S., a promontory on the

coast of Cilicia Trachea (where S.

was said to have been buried), Aesch.
Suppl. 869 ; cf Strab. p. 670.,, , Sarpedon, fson
of Jupiter and Europa, brother of Mi-
nos, said to have founded a kingdom
in Lycia, Hdt. I. 173; cf. Strab. p.

573.—2. son of Jupiter ami Laodamia
(or of Evander and Deidamia), grand-

son of foreg., king of Lvcia, an ally

of the Trojans, II. 2, 876 ; 6, 199
;

Apollod. 3, I, 9t : but we also have
gen.-, dat. -, II. 12,

379, 392; voc.-, 11. 5, 633 ;

as if from a nom..—13. son
of Neptune, slain by Hercules, Apol-

lod. 2, 5, 9.— 1. a general of Demetr-
ius of Syria, Strab. p. 753.—Others
in Diog. L. ; etc.— II. .^=)-
VLOV, v. sub.~, , a wooden chest : aniong
the Bithyriians, a wooden house, else-

where.
^(, , , Sara, wife of Abra-

ham, N. T.
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iva, , , Sarsina, a city of

Umbria, Strab. p. 227 : hence -, the inhab. of S., Polyb. 2, 24.i, , , Sarte, a city of Ma-
cedonia on the Singiticus sinus, Hdt.

7, 122., fut. from., ov, TO,{) a sweep-

ing-broom, [],, , {) sweep-

ings, [],, 6, ace. to some, a
lewd fellow : ace. to others, the puden-
da muliebria, Hesych. : prob. from. []',, , Saron, a fertile

plain of Palestine, N. T.^, , the Saronic

gulf, between Attica and Argolis,
now gulf of Enghia, Strab. p. 335

;

, Aesch. Ag. 306.,, /,aa,={oeg.,
Dion. P. 424.— 11. appell. of Diana,
also, in honour of whom the
festival was celebrated,
Paus.,, ,{) an old hol-

low oak. Call. Jov. 22., ,{) a svxeping out

:

also=. [], ov, , {) one that

sweeps, a sweeper., TO, =, Lob.
Phryn. 131.,, etc.. Dor.
for-.̂,, , the Saspires, an
Armenian people between the Arax-
es and the sources of the Gyndes,
Hdt. 1, 104; 3, 94; also,. Rh. 2, 395., v..iv, , Sasychis, an ancient
lawgiver of the Aegyptians, Diod. S.

1, 94.,, , Sason, a small
island between Epirus and Italy,

Strab. p. 281.

iav, and, , , a

Hebr. word ; an adversary, LXX. ;

usu. Satan, the chief of evil spirits,

LXX. ; N. T.^, Ion. , 6, Sata-

spes, a Persian who attempted to sail

round Africa, Hdt. 4, 43.

or, Dor. and Aeol. for,. this year.^, , Satibarzanes, a
Persian satrap in Aria, Arr. An. 3,

8,4., , , a war-chariot, .
Hom. Ven. 13: generally, a chariot,

car, Anacr. 19, 12, uhi v. Bergk. (Usu.
deriv. from, Paphian for-
.) [tu'I^,, , Salion, a city of

lUyria, Polyb. 5, 108, 8., , , Satnin'is, a
large rapid torrent of Mysia, II. 14,

445 ; also called and-, Strab. p. G06., . , Satnivs, son of

Enops, a noble Trojan, II. 14. 443., , a Hebrew measure, about

a 7nudius and a half, N. T.*., 6, the Rom. name
Satnrniiius, Plut.

tSurpai,, , the Satrae, a Thra-
cian people between the Strymon
and Nessus, Hdt. 7, 110.^, , Satraces, a Scythian
prince, Arr. An. 4, 4, 8., . Ion. -, , , a

satrapy, the ojfice or province ofa satrap,

Hdt. 1, 192 ; 3, 89, Thuc, and Xen.

:

from, to be a satrap:—to rule

as satrap, a. /, Xen.,.

7, 6 ; but also, , lb 3, 4,

31 ; cf. I and IV : from, ov, b, a satrap, Lat. sa•
triipa, title of a Persian viceroy or
governor of a province, cf. Xen. Cyr.
8, 6, 3. (In Theopomp. also-
/], and in Esther, achashdarpna ; no
doubt a Persian word, supposed by
Michaelis to be Schahderban, i. e.

KiTig's-doorkeeper, King's-Protector, cf.

Heeren's Ideen T. 1, p: 178, sq.,Pott
Et. Eorsch. 1, p. Ixvii. sq.), , , beloiigittg to a., cf. sub7..̂, Ion., , tht

Sattagydne, an Indian people on the
borders of Sogdiana, Hdt. 3, 91.

.\'12, fut., to pack or load,

strictly of putting the packsaddle with
its load on beasts of burthen, cf. -: hence,— I. of warriors, to had
with full armour :—pass., to he so armed
or harnessed, Valck. Hdt. 7, 62, 70,73,
always in Ion. 3 plur. plqpf. pass,-

; cf..—2. to load or fur-
nish with all things needful, as cloth-

ing, food, etc., , Wess.
Hdt. 3, 7.—II. generally, to load heavr

ity. fill quite full, stuff ; , of a
thing, esp. in pf. pass., -, loaded with woes, Aesch.
Ag. 644 ; iivOpi'-y-, Xen. Oec. 8, 8 ;, Polyb. 1, 19, 13.—2. to

fill full of meat or drink, to satisfy,

like and'. cf. Arist.

Probl. 21. 14, 2: hence,/-, having his fill ol

riches, Xen. Symj). 4,64.—IV. to pack
close, press down, e. g. .', stamp doum the earth
about a plant, Xen. Oec. 19, 1 1 : pass.,, to he packed close, sink

down, settle, Arist. Meteor. 2, 7, 8:

—

ffarrf IV , to pock or cntm
something into it, Polyb. 12, 2, 5.—

A

pres. of the form seems to have
beenneverin use, thoughFoes. quotes
it so from Hipp. (From come,,) or, cuyt/, :

cf. Germ. Sallel, our saddle.)', , and -,, , Satyra^
fem. pr. ., Ath. 576 C ; Anth. P. 5.

206., ov, &.=, v.

1. Arist. Gen. An. 4, 3. 22., , -, b, and-, ,() a swolltn state of
the genital organs, priapism, Hipp.—JI.

a disease in which the bones near the

temples ore elongated,, so as to be like

Satyr's horns, Galen. : also,
and later-—2. a swelling

of the glands of the ear, Galen.—V.

Foes. Oecon. Hipp.. o,= foreg., , suffer from-, Arist. Gen. An. 4, 3, 22, Bekk.^, <, ,, the Sa-
tyrides, islands outside the pillars of

Hercules, Paus. 1, 23, 5., ov, , dim. from -, Strattis Incert. 1 , 4. [pi], f. -,{)
or act a Salyr.— II. intr., to play the

Satyr, be leivd, lustful., , ,() -suiting

a Satyr, like Satyrs, -, Plut. Galb. 16, cf.

Pericl. 13, Cat. Maj. 7.-2. of the Sa-

tyric drama. Id. Pericl. 5., ov, TO, a plant, which
excited lust, Diosc. 3, 143, sq.. Plut.

2, 126 A, usu. supposed to be a kind

of orchis.— II. a four-footed water-ani•

mai^Arist. H. A. 8,5, 8. [i]



i'Sarvpiov,,- Salyrium, a place

near Tarentum, Strah. p. 279./,, 6, dim. from-, q. V. signf. I. 2.,,^^, q. v., ov, o, {) a
player of Satyric dramas : .,
Dion. . 7, 72., ov,{ II,

ypupoj) writing Satyric dramas, Diog.

1^- [«]', , a Satyr, compan-
ion of Bacchus, at first represented
with long pointed ears, a goat's tail,

and small knobs like horns behind
their ears : later, goats' legs were
added, and to this half-beast's form
was assigned a lustful, half-brutal na-

ture, of. Schol. Theocr. 4, 62 :—we
hear of a number of Satyrs, as sylvan-

gods, as early as Hes., -\, Fr.

13, 2; but he says nothing of their fi-

gure. Cf Mtiller Archiiol. d. Kutist,

% 385 ; ace. to Gerhard (del Dio Fau-
no. Neap. 1825). the Satyr differed

from the Pan or Faun by the want of
horns ; cf,.—2.

lewd, goatish fellow, Lat. caprineus, Ju-

lian. Caes. 5, 5 ; so,,
Theocr. 27, 48.—3. from their suppo-
sed likeness, a kind of tailed ape, Paus.
—II. a kind of play, in which the cho-

rus consisted of Satyrs, the Satyric

drama ; also apiv,-
: it formed the fourth piece of

a tragic tetralogy, and is said to have
been invented by Pratinas ; the only
one extant is the Cyclops of Eurip.

The fragments of the Satyrographi
have been collected by Friebel (Ber-
lin. 1837). [a]^, ov, , Satyrus, an Athe-
nian, one of the thirty tyrants, Xen.
Hell. 2, 3, 54.-2. a celebrated actor

at Athens, Dem. 401, 16; taugiit De-
mosthenes how to acquire a correct

elocution, Plut. Dem. 7.-3. a super-

intendent of the dock yards, Dem.
612, 21.—Others of this name in Dem.
953, 14; 1360, 8; Strab. ; etc., , (,)
Satyr-like, Luc. Zeux. 6.^, , , Sauera,a. town of
Cappadocia, Strab. p. 537., ,, easily rubbed to pieces,

friable: dry. (Syracus. word, akin
to,,, ).,, , , tender-

footed., ,, like?., tender,

soft, delicate.

iav/o, ov, 6, Sauliiie, a king of
the Scythians, Hdt. 4, 76.', as pass., (<•) to

bear one^s self delicately, or affectedly,

esp. in gait, lo mince, Eur. Cycl. 40 ;

cf. sq.}(,},,{,7-) to walk in a swaggering, conceited

way, so as to make the hinder parts

swai/ to and fro, Ar. Vesp. 1173; cf..
.'^', , 01', (not,

Arcad. 53, 8, . . 270, 45) -.—con-

ceited, affected, esp. in gait, aav7.a. . Hom. Merc. 28 ; cf
Anacr. 106, Simon, .\morg. ap. E.M.,
Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 29:—generally,

=

,. Anacr. 54.\', , , v.., , , (/)
effeminacy

.

. a piece of Triballian jar-

gon in Ar, Av. 1615.'', to hurl a javelin, to strike

tvith a jareli'n, Diod.

or, ov, , ajave-

lin, Diod. 14, 27. Festus.— II. mem-
brum virile, Cratin. Incert. 122.\, , ,=, Po-
ly b. ; 7/ =^.=^'.' (.not ), , . Ion., lizard, Lat. lacerta, Hdt. 4,

183, 192, Aesch. Fr. 138 : cf..
—II. a sea-fish, elsewh.,
usu. in masc. form.— 111. a

plant, prob. a kind of cress, usu. as

dim.', , Hipp.— IV. mern-

brum virile, esp. of boys, Anth. P. 12,

3, etc.— V. a twisted finger case, for

setting dislocated fingers, Hipp.^, , , Saurias, an Athe-
nian, Dem. 1360, 10.,, , v. III. \\, ,, fern, -,, of
or like a lizard.— II., , a

kind of serpent., , {,) tike

a lizard, Arist. H. A. 2, 11, 1., ov, (,,)
lizard- kilter, epith. of Apollo, as repre-

sented in a famous statue by Praxi-

teles, Plm. 34, 19, 10., ov, , Sarmatia7i

;

ioi, Ion. , the

Sarmatians, acc. to Hdt. 4, 21, a peo-

ple in Europe dwelling at the east

end of the Palus Maeolis ; also called, Strab., who divides them
into various tribes, pp. 114, 129, 306,

498, etc.t []^, , , Sarmatiaii.^,, , pecul. fern,

to foreg.. Plat. Legg. 804 E., , , {, -) she that eats lizards, Strab.

[]
AY, ov, ,=, like la-

certus ^lacerta, in V^irg., v. 1. Hdt. 4,

183 : acc. to A. B. p. 64, Theocr. also

had Tj.—II. usu. sea-fish,

Comici ap. Ath. 322 C, sq., Arist.

H. A. 9, 2, 1 : elsewh.., f/, , a spike at the
butt-end of a spear, by which it was
stuck into the ground, 11. 10, 153,

Hdt. 7, 41 ; elsewh., -.—2. generally, a spear, Leon.
Tar. 32., , , furnished with a: as if from'., , , (,)
spotted like a lizard., ov, , paralysis of the

tongue, Arist. Probl. 27, 3, 3., , , dry, parched,

Hesych. (Probl. from ,,
with prefixed, cf..),, contr. for,
etc., q. V., , also and-.M^b, from,, dry,

parched, brittle ; generally. /rai/, weak., poet. adv. of, clearly,

openly, plainly, assuredly, freq. in

Hom., etc., esp. with verbs of know-
ing, most freq. ,,
etc., like , to know assuredly,

of a surety ; of. II. 12,228 ; and freq. inTrag.,
as also in Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 21 :—so,, Od. 4, 730;, Pind. . 7, 166 :—freq. also,ffa•, to tell clearly, plainly, Od.
2, 31 ; but also to speak truly, asopp.
to-, II. 4. 404 : cf... . Dor. for,
Pind., Ion. for, cf. sub./., , pecul. poet. fem.
of sq., Epigr. ap. Paus. 10, 12, 3., ov, speaking clearly or
truly.

,, .{) clearnesi,

plainness, Aesch. Theb. 67 ; and freq.

in Plat. ; opp. lo. Id. Rep.
478 C ;/, to learn
the plain truth, Antipho 12, 44., , Dor. /,=•, Aesch. Pers. 634, 738, Soph.Tr.
892 : TO, the plain truth,Y'ind.

O. 10 (11), 67. Adv. -, Theogn.
907 ; Ion. -, in Hdt. (who never
has the adj.) with the verbs,.'', 1, 140; 3,

122 ; 6, 82., , , poet, for., . Alt. -,() to

make clear or plain, to explain, clear up,

Aesch. Pr. 227, 621, Xen. Cyr. 8, 4,

4 : . '/., to determine the
succession, lb. 8, 7, 9. Hence, ov, , explanation, elu-

cidation, Dion. H. Hence, , , making clear,

explaining, Luc. Salt. 36.'', , gen. , contr.,
clear, distinct, plain, sure, certain, esp.

of words, signs, etc., first in H. Horn.
Merc, 208, and Pind. (though Hom.
has the adv., q.v.) ; -, Pind. I. 1, 30 ;. Id. . 11,

55 ;. Soph. El. 23 ;-
piov. Eur. Hipp. 926 ;. Plat.

Legg. 957 D, etc.
;, Aesch. Pr.

641 ;. Soph. O. T. 978 ;, the truth, Thuc. 1, 22.—in

Trag. also of persons, '. ?,
Aesch. Theb. 82 ; , Eur. Or.
1 155 : esp. of seers, prophets, etc., as
in Virgil certus Apotlo, sure, unerring,

Soph. O.T. 390, 1011 ;—compar. and
superl.., -.—II.

adv.. Ion. -, . Hom. Cer.
149, and freq. in Hdt., esp. (like -) with verbs of knowing and say-
ing, , oifAovv,--, etc., Hdt.

;, Pind. P.
2, 47, etc. ; cf. Valck. Hipp. 1076 :?.?., to be undoubtedly
dead, Xen. Cyr. 3, 2, 15:

and are freq. joined pleo-
nast., Soph. O. T. 958:—compar. --, Aesch. Supp. 930, freq. in

Plat. :— superl.-. Soph. O. T.
286. Ar. Plut. 46, and Plat,{ is

orig. the same with, as Eur.
indicates in the words, ov . Or. 397

;

though jokingly opp. to it by Ar.

Ran. 1434, yap—,
' .—From the same
root come Lat. sapio, sapiens, sapor.)

Hence/,, , as if from,
an explainer, interpreter., part. aor. pass, from-., ov, .', root of tk}, to sift, bolt,

Hdt. 1,200, in 3 pi.., iinperat. pres. mid., and Ep.
3 sing, impf act. from, 11. :

—

, fut. from the same^ Hom.,, , Sao, a Xereid, Hes.
Th. 243.^. ov, , or -,
Saocondarius, father of the Galatian
chief Castor, Strab. p. 568.^,, , Saon, a mylhic
lawgiver of Samothrace, Diod. S. 5,

48.—Others in Anth. ; etc., 11. 1, 32 ; v. sub.,, , poet, for,
Simon. 57., ov, ,() poet, for-, epith. of Bacchus, Anth. P. 9,

603, Paus. 2, 37, 2..,, fem. from, she

that saves or delivers.

and- (Pind. P. 1, 8),
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lEBA
lengthd. from root-: fut.,
more rarely, ^/. Plat. Legg.
805 C : pf. pass,/ : aor. pass..—Horn, only has the aor.

act. or, and inf. Ep.
for. Hes. first has

part. pres. pass,.
To quench, put out, Lat. extinpicre,,., II. 16, 293; 23,2.17,

250 (though these passages properly

belong to) ;,
Pind.P.l.S.—2. of liquids, todrmn, dry

up; V..—3. generally,

to quench, still, stay, quell, esp. of pas-

sions, ?', , II. 9,

678 ; It), G21, etc. ; vJpiv, Epigr. ap.

Hdt. 5, 77, cf. Plat. Legg. 835 D ;.',... 40: hence,

.. Soph. Aj. 1057 ;, Ar. . 778.

—11. pass, (with intrans.

tenses of act., pf. ; and aor., opt., inf./, Dor.' : Honi. has only the aor.):

—

to be quenched, go out, Lat. extingui.

Strictly of lire, II. 9, 471 : so of in-

flamed pustules, to go down, flisappear,

Hipp.—2. of liquids, to become dry :

hence, vvvva,gOsvich
are off their milk, Hes. Op. 588, cf. Jac.

Anth. 2, I, p. 349 ; 2, 2, p. 179.—3.

generally, to become stdl, calm, lull,

cease, of wind, , Od. 3,

183 ; of a man, ,
the glow of his passion is gone out,

Anlh. P. 12, 39.—0pp. to oaiu and
; cf.. (From this

root comes Lat. Ve-sev-tis, Vesuvius,

i. e. the Unextinguished, Putt Et.

Forsch. 1, 87.),, , a quenching, putting

out ; or, from pass., a going out, ex-

tinction, , Arist. Resp. 8, 4,

Plut. Lysand. 12, etc.,, 6,() an ex-

tinguisher, Plut. 2, 1059 C. Hence'., a, ov, serving to quench

or put out,., Thuc.
7, 53., ov, 6,=^. Hence3, , , —'/,
LXX.'^, , Aeol. for 7.,
Erinna.
-, adverbial suflfi.ic, denoting mo-

tion towards, e. g., to some
other plate,<>(, etc., -/, contr., -/.
Ion.,, reflexive pron. of 2d

pers., of thyself, etc., only used in the

inasc. and iem. of gen., dat. and ace.

sing., first in Pind. Fr. 64, Hdt., and
Trag. : in plur. separated, -, etc.—Orig. it was separated also

in sing., as in Horn., who always
says, , ' : and so,

', ', for , IL C,

490, Od. 1, 356; 14, 185., f. -, dep. mid.,{) to be afraid of anything, c.

ace,3 , 11. 6,

167, 417.—2. later for, . ., , only used in nom., ace,
and voc. sing. ; though a plur.

is found Aesch. Supp. 755 : {-) :

—

reverential awe, a feeling of awe
and shame, which rises to prevent

one's doing something disgraceful

(cf), --^ 7.-, 11. 18, 178 :

rejoined, . Cer. 190: gener-

ally, reverence, worship, honour, esteem,

freq. in Trag. : . , Aesch.
Supp. 396 ; c. gen., , rev-

erence for him. Id. Cho. 645; so, -
., Id. Eum. 545, cf Supp. 707

;

.^. Ar. Nub. 302.—2.
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the awe onefeels at any nstoni.ihiug sight

;

and so, like,, astonish-

ment, wonder, //' -, Od. 3, J 23, cf 4, 75.-11. after

Hom., the object of reverential awe, ma-
jesty, holiness, etc., as Mercury is call-

ed KiipvKuv ., Aesch. Ag. 515;

—

hence as penphr. for persons,, Id. Pr. 1091 ; 3 --, Id. Cho. 157, cf Eur. 1. A. 033
;?• .. Soph. Phil. 1289 ; ci. Pors.

Med. 750 ; so Shaksp., ' my sceptre's

awe.'—2. an object of wonder, a wonder.

Soph. El. 685, where Orestes is call-

ed .—3. an hon-

our conferred on one, as the arms of
Achilles on Ulysses, Id. Phil. 402., , ,() rev-

erence, Plut. 2, 1117 ., , , ()
that for which owe is felt, an object of
awe or worship, LXX. : also=fff/iaCTif,

Dion. H. 5, 1.^,=, dub., a, ov, also , ov, (-) reverend, venerable, august, hence
also holy, divine, Plut. 2, 764 :—in

Hdn., like, for Augiistus :
—

TO,=. Id. 2, 10.,, , being ven-

erable, holiness., ov, 6,{)=-, Plut. 2, 879 F.^, /, , poet, for -]. Or. Sib.. , , temple of-, i. e. Augustus, Philo., late collat. form for-, Joseph.\, , , Sebaste, a city of

Pontns, earlier Cabira. Strab. p. 557.
—2. later name of Samaria, Id. p. 760., , transl. of the Lat.
Augusta, Leon. Al. 8., ?}, , venerable. Adv.
-. Dion. H., , ,() rever-

enced : venerable, reverend, august

:

hence the imperial name Augustus
was rendered by. . . ;

Augusta by or,
(q. v.).

and, ov,, the

case of the flower and fruit of the palm,

Galen., , , Sebennytic ;

TO ., the Sebennytic mouth of

the Nile, Hdt. 2, 17.
^. ov, , Sebennytus, a

city in the Aegyptian Delta : in Strab.

p. 802 ; -, the district of Seben-

nytusi, Id.^, ov, b, the Rom. name
Sevlrus, Hdn., f. -,=,8. to

worship, honour, Lat. revereor, ,
Pind. p. 5, lOT, Aesch., etc. ; ., Pind. I. 5 (4), 37 ; .,,, Soph. . C. 1557,

1007;, Eur. . 195; ., to honour or admire one for a

thing, lb. 994 ; ., to pay
homage to a new wife, 1(1. Med. 155 ;

., to commemorate them (prob.

by a dirge), Aesch. Pers. 945 :—also

mid. in signf. of act., Id. Supp. 815,

922, Cho. 912 ; and so Soph. O. C. 636
uses part. aor. pass,., , ,^=, He-
sych., dep. pass. ; of which,
besides the pres., only aor.

occurs in Soph. Fr. 175, and Plat. I.

citand., cf Bultm. Ausf Gr. 2, p. 386.

feel awe or fear before God and
man, esp. wheij about todo something
disgraceful, to feel shame, be ashamed,

be afraid, ov vv ; 11. 4, 242

:

Plat. Phaedr. 254 13 has part. pass,
aor., awe-stricken, v. StaUb,
ad I. ; , Id. Legg
729 C ; . , lb. 798 C

:

— rarely c. inf , to fear to do a thing,
Aesch. Pers. 694, Plat. Tim. 69 1);

and so c. ace. rei, to fear to do it, An-
tipho 120, 28.-2. after Horn., c. ace.
pers., to honour with pious awe, to wor-
ship, Lat. veneror, Kpovi()av, Pind. P.

6, 25; . Aesch. Sii[ip. 921,
etc. ; and so of heroes, Hdt. 1, 66; 7,

197; . Plat.

Phaedr. 251 A :—then, to do homage
/o kings, etc., Aesch. Pr 937:—gen-
erally, to pay honour or respect to men,
lb. 543, Soph. O. C. 187. Phil. 1163,
etc. ; hence also, « -', Hdt. 3, 128.—II. the
act. ibrin, f.-, is post-Hom.,
just=at7iu//rti, esp. in signf 2, to wor-

ship, honour, etc., first in Pind. O. 14,

17, and so mostly in Trag. ; usu. of
the gods, but also of parents. Soph. O.
C. 1377, cf. Ant. 51 1 : of kings, Id. Aj.

667, etc. ; of suppliants, Aesch. Eum.
151;

—

. . Id. Ag.
274 :

—

for, Pors. Phoen. 1310, Seidl. Eur.
Tro. 85 (cf.): or

Tivu tv •^, Aesch. Pers. 166, Plat.

Legg. 647 A ; c. inf., Aesch. Ag. 1612
(where however is for v.,

cf. Eum. 749):—absol., to worship, be

religious, Thuc. 2, 53.—Hence,-
as pass., to be reverenced. Soph. O.

C. 760 ; TO-=, Schaf.
Dion. Comp. p. 205. (Sanscr. sev, ve-

nerari : Passow compares the relation

of the Gr.,, with that ol

the Germ, schenen to scheuchen :
—-, come from throuffh

pf. pass,,, which
however is not in use.)^. ov. b, Sebrus, honoured
as a hero in Sparta ; his temple, Pans. 3, 15, 2.3, v. II.^, , Sege.tama, a city of
Hispania, Strab. p. 162.

iycn, , ,=',.i7j, ov, 6, Segestes, masc.
pr. n., Strab. p. 291.

+ }(5/;. , , in Strab. p. 162 ^, Segida. a city of the Celtiberi.^, ov, b. Segimuntus,

chief of the Cherusci, Strab. p. 292.ipa, , , Se.gohriga, a
city of^the Celtiberi, Strab. p. 162., , , the Segusiani,

a people of Gallia, Strab. p. 186.. , , Seguntia, a city

of Hispania, Strab. p. 162., poet. Att. as well as Ep. for, gen. of, freq. in Hom. : never

enclitic.\(, . the Srthroitic

nomc in Aegypt, Strab. p. 804.

iv., b, Sethon, priest of

Vulcan, king of Aegypt, Hdt. 2,

141., , b, {) =,
Poll..,. of like Silenus,

tPlat. Symp. 222 D : from. ov, b, Silenu.", a constant

companion of Bacchus, the oldest and
most famous of the Satyrs, distin-

guished above them all by proplietic

powers: from hi;n the older Satyrs

were called generally /^'. first

in H. Hom. Ven^ 263, v. Voss Virg.

Eel. 6, 14. 18, Muller Archiiol. d.

Kunst, § 386 :—the form is

later and not so good, cf .lac. .^iith.

P. p. 34.— til. masc. pr. n., a hislonau,

Ath. 542 A ; Dion. H.



7., , {/.,)
like Siietius, Plat. Symp. 219 D., Dor. lor, to ran.— II.

is also the whistling sound used by

nurses to make children make water.. Ep. for "', gen. of , freq.

in Horn. : never enclitic., a, ov, Lacon. for, freq.

ill Xen., , ?/, Ion., a cord,

rope, string, band, .',-, . 23, 115, Od. 22, 175, 192 ; .], II. 8, 19, 25.— II. cord or

line with a noose, like the lasso of the

Gauchos in S. America, used by the

ancient Sagartians and Sarmatians
to entangle and drag away their ene-

mies, Hdt. 7, 85, Pans. 1,21,5: hence
also the Parthians are called--—III. a lock of hair, LXX.— IV.=-. (From , Lat. sero

send; of Germ. Sell, i. e. cord.), 6,(,) a cord

or rope for leading, cf.()., adv.,() with a rope,

Anth., ov,, dim. from.
["], f. -,() to bind or

draw with a rope, also., f.-, and , also,() to dry up by heat,

parch, cf., a, ov,() joined by a

cord or band,, Eur. H. F. 445 :

-of.=. Soph. El. 722.,, , the noose or coil

of a:—generally, coil,,
Aesch. Cho. 248.,, , dim. from. \, ov. Ion.,
Lob. Phryn. 645 : (,) :

—

rnpe-carrying, led by a rope,,
Hdt. 3, 102:—usu. (-) the horse ivhich draws by the trace

only (not by the yoke), an outrigger

(cf.), so that

was taken metaph., sometimes for

a partner, assistant, Aesch. Ag. 842;

sometimes for one who has lis^ht work,

lb. 1040; cf.Ar. Nub. 1300.—A quadri-

ga had two in the middle, and
a on each side. Cf.-,,.— II.

carrying a noose, v. II.,() to bindor draw with

a rope, also.
,—8(]., f. 1., v. Herm. Eur.

H. F. 1005.,^=,.,, , late collat. form
from sq.,, , a Siren: usu. in

plur. a'l, the &>««.«, damsels
on the south coast of Italy, who en-

ticed seamen by the magic sweetness
of their songs, and then slew them :

the legend is first found in Od. 12, 39
sq., 167 sq., where only two are men-
tioned, hence the Ep. dual gen.-, lb. 52. 1C7 : later usu. three

in number, ';;. —rj,/~ ; or,'- (or-
),.' ; and
some added a fourth,. The
Greeks oft. put figures ol Sirens on
their tombs to represent mourners.
On the legend v. Voss. Antisymb. 1,

p. 253 sq. ; 2, p. 338.— II. generally, a

Siren, deceitful woman, Eur. Andr.
936 : and, metaph., the Siren charm
of eloquence, persuasion and the like,

Aeschin. 86, 17 sq. ; cf Schiif Dion.
Coinp. p. 26.

—

III. a kind of wild bee,

Arist. H. A. 9, 40, 2.— IV. a small
singing-bird, Hesych. ; perh. as an
interp. of its meaning in LXX. ; but
there it is rather used of the ouil or

some similar melancholy- sounding
bird. (Usu. deriv. from, the

entangling, binding, .which is support-

ed by the analogy of, q. v.
;

and cf., sermo.) Hence, ov, Siren-like : metaph.
bewitching, LXX.iv, , , pecul. fern, to

foreg. of the Sirens; . ,^^^, Dion. P.

300.,=,.^, , , also-, Strab. . 247, 258, the Sirenusae

islands, three small islands on the

south coast of Campania, the fabled

abode of the Sirens, p. 22, etc.\, , a

promontory of Campania.. ov,.., , not -, a disease pro-

duced by the heal of the sun, a coup-de-

soleil, Lat. sidcratio.. , not -,() to be

hot and scorching, of the sun, Arat.331.

—II. to be sufferiiig from.
Medic., , ov,() hot, scorch-

ing, esp. of summer-heat : .,
light summer clothes, Lys. ap. Har-

pocr.',, , scorching, like, 0pp. C. 4, 338., ov, (, )
scorched by the heat of the sun or dog-

star, Anth. P. 9, 556"., , V. sq., a, ov, strictly,=ffe<por (q.

v.), hot, scorching, esp. of summer-
heat : hence epith. of all the heavenly
bodies which cause this heat,, the sun, Hes. Op. 415; and,

absol.,—/, Archil. 24 ;, Ibyc. 47: but, -
is also the dog-star, Lat. Sirius,

I

Hes. Op. 007,—also called -, Aesch. Ag. 967 ; v. V.—Cf.
j

,, . Dim. from.
I ^7, , , Sirites, a Numid-
ian, Ath. 618 B.,,'.5\\)., , , hot, scorching, esp. of

summer-heat : hence, (sc.), and (sc.), a

light summer dress, cf. (No
doubt from same root as ,
summer, by Lacon. change of into ,
and redupl. of vowel.), ov,(,)=-, Eur. 1. . 223., ,() binding, tying,

fastening.\, , or, Sisames,

a Mysian, Aesch. Pers. 322., , ?}, (,)
strictly, a shaking off of burdens

:

hence the name given to an ordinance

of Solon by which all debts were
lowered, the disburdening ordinance,

Diod. 1, 79. Plut. Solon 15, etc.; cf.

Thirlwall Hist, of Gr. 2, p. 34., , () a shaking.,, , . (,)
earth-shaker, epith. of Neptune, Pind.

I. 1, 76; cf,.,, . () shaking,

LXX. : an earthquake., ov, , a storm that

causes an earl/iquake, Diog. L. 7, 154 ;., a being buried in the

ruins caused by an earthquake, Plut.

Cim. 16., ov, 6, () a shaking,

shock ; esp. an earthquake, Hdt. 4, 28 ;

5, 85, Soph., etc. ; in full, -jf/ .,
Eur. H. F. 862 :—also. . -of-, Plat. Phil. 33 E, Tim. 88 D.

'-',., , , (,)
the wagtail, Lat. motacilla., y, ()=:oreg., susp., ov, , () the earth-

shaker., , , () shaken, Ar.

Ach. 346.—II. as subst. a woman's or•

nament. Lob. Paral. 348., ov, , () Lat. sis-

trum, a sort oi rattle used in the wor-
ship of Isis, described by Plut. (de

Iside 63) 2, 376 C, sq,, , () an earthen

vessel for shaking beans in while being

roasted, like our coffee-roaster, Alex.

Lem. 1.-. ending of verbs expressing

desire or intention, desideratives, like

Lat. -urio. They are formed from
the fut. of the orig. verb, as /.2., so,-, etc., f.: pf. pass,-

: aor. 1 pass,. To
shake, move to and fro, Horn. (esp. in

11.) ; .,, to move the

poised spear to and fro, 11. 3, 345 ; 22,

133, etc. ; .. to shake the door
by knocking, 11. 9, 583 ; of galloping

horses, ,
Od. 3, 46 ; ., of a warrior,

Aesch. Theb. 385 ; // .,
Soph. El. 713 ; .,, etc.,

Eur. Cycl. 75, Med. 1191 ; .,
in sign of disapprobation. Soph. Ant.

291 ? :— also, . Ty oi-pa, Xen. Cyn.
3, 4:— to toss at sea, like',
Soph. Ant. 163.—2. (sc.• yf/v), of an earthquake, Ar. Lys.

1142; hence, •. Ar. Ach. 511 ; also ab
sol.,, there is an earthquake, Thuc.
4, 52, Xen. Hell. 4, 7, 4 ; cf.,.—3. metaph., to shake, agitate, dis-

turb,, Find. P. 4, 485; .
, to stir up or excite him to.., Plut.

Phoc. 23, Jac. Philostr. Imag. p. 574

:

—in Att., like, to accuse

falsely or spitefully, so as to extort

hush-money ; hence, . -, Ar. Eq. 840, cf Pac. 639 ; ., Antipho 146, 22 ;

cf. Lat. concussio and cuncussor.—II.

pass, and mid., to shake, heave,-
ovTO , 11. 20, 59 : general-

ly, to move to and fro, e. g.ya•, II. 13. 135, 558;. lb. 805 ;
' ,

II. 8, 199 ; rare phrase, -, an orchard waving with
foliage, Heinr. Hes. Sc. 298 :

- of

places, to have an earthquake, Hdt. 6,

98, cf 7, 129 : , his

teeth uere loosened. Id. 6, 107 ;-, Eur. I. . 46 : }•, Ar. Nub. 1270.

(Akin to .)
ioi)v, ov, , the Rom. name

Secundus, ., for /^ai, dat. from ?.,
Od.
?•., , f. -,() to en-

lighten, illtime.—Pass, aiat,to
beam brightly, 6' liv', Eur. El. 714 ; ^,
Ar. Nub. 285 : also tn be in a blaze,

Ar Ach. 924, sq — II. intr., to shine, to

beam, Ar. Nub. 004, 0pp. C. 1,210.
((}.,",=foreg. Hence,, , lightning, Ni-

cet. [u]-, , 6, (?, •) father of light, Anth. P. 9. 525,

19.7, ov. (, )
light-bringing, Manetho.
/.,. Dor. for;,^. ]
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\,, Theocr. 2, 10,

165, etc., .,.?/ II.', , 6, Selarlius, masc.
pr. ., Ar. Vesp. 459.',, : Horn, uses, besides

norn., thetlat., II. 17, 739, contr.

^, Od. 21, 210 : in later poets we
have also a plur., Antli. P. 9,

289 :

—

light, brightness, a bright flame,

blaze, esp. of fire, {•, -
uivoco, ., Horn., ties.,

etc.;, 11. 19^ 374 :—esp. light-

ning, a flash of lightning, II. 8, 7G ;

also called , Soph. . C.

95 ; , Hdt. 3, 28

:

—a torch, . Horn. Cer. 52 : 7/?Jov ..
Aesch. Eum. 926, Soph. El. 17 ; and

so of day-light,, Find. Fr. 106,

4, of. Soph. Aj. 856 ; rb ., Plat. Crat.409 -.—the flash

of an angry eye, Aesch. Pr. 356, cf.

Eur. Cycl. 6G3 (as in Horn., ?.-, II. 19,

366 ;, lb. 17)^ —Poet,

word. (Prob. from ^?., ', with
Dor. prert.xeil, and so akin also to

and.) []
/ia,, , and,

i, a shining, Manetho.,.,()=-,
to shi7ie : impers.,, it

shines, Aic. Th. 46.?, ov,(?,) light-

be.artng, light-bringing, Aesch. Eum.
1022., , TO,=sq.,Opp. . 1,

643. [], , , dim. from-,.. 2.— II. usu. in plur.

of the tribe of , Hipp, [],,{) like thelribe

of, after their kind, in contr.

form -, Arist. H. A. 5, 5, 5,

etc., , usu. in pi.,, a tribe of fishes with carlilnges in-

stead of bones, Plinv's carlilaginea,

Hipp.. Arist. H. A. 2,' 13, 6 ; 3, 1, 26,

etc. (Arist. derives the name from, because most tishes of this

kind emit a phosphorescent light.)

Hence,,==, q.v., {) like, to

enlighten.—II. intr., to shine, Nic Th.
691., , , Selge, a city of Pisi-

dia, Strab. p. 570: hence,. , an inhabitant of Selge, Polyb.
;

Strab.i?v, ov, 6, another name
for, Strab. p. 570.

i'un, , , Seldomus, a Ca-
rian. Hdt.' 7, 93.ia, a, , Seleadas, a Lace-
daemonian victor at Olympia, Paus.

6, 16, 5.^, , , Selemnus. masc.
pr. n.. Pans. 7, 23, 1.^, , . Seteucia, freq.

name of cities,— 1. , in

Babylonia, built, or at least enlarged,

by Seleucns Nicator. Strab, p. 738.

—

2. , in Syria. Strab. p.

749.-3. , in Cilicia, earlier

called". id. p. 670.—1. a mount-
ain slrongliold of Mesopotamia, near
Samosala, Id. p. 749.—5. a city uf

Elyniaoi, Id. p. 744.?., , 6, an inhabitant

of Sfieucia. Strab.\, , , sc., Se-

lends, the territory of Seleucia (2),

Si rah, p. 749.,, , a garment from
Seleucii in Syria.— II. a drinking-cup

from the same place, Polemo ap. Ath.
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497 F, Plut. Aemil. 33.—III. a bird

which eats locusts.^, ov, 6, Seleucns,— 1.', a general of Alexander the

Great, Polyb. ; Arr. ; etc.—2. -, brother of Antiochus Hierax,

Strab. p. 750.—3. a poet, Ath. 097 D.

—Others in Strab. ; etc., , . Ion. and Ep. for, Emped. ; Att.,
Eur. Phoen. 176, Ar. Nub. 614 ; and
iti late Prose ; cf. Jac. Ach. Tat. p.

661 : strictly fem. from, a, ov. lighted by the

moon, ., a moonlight night, Orac.

ap. Hdt. 1, 62 :

—

of the moon,.
Anth.—-2. moon-shnped, crescent-shaped.

—3. (T.7=<.?, , , the moon, Hom. etc.

:

a., the full-moon, 11. 18,

484 ; irpof , by the moon-
light, Andoc. 6, 18; also, .,
.\escliin. 67, 35 ; , Ach.
Tat. : — ., Horace's
lunam deducere, of Thessalian witch-

es. Plat Gorg. 513 A:— also for a

month, , in the tenth

moon, Eur. El. 1126, cf. Ale. 431 (cf.—). The fall moon was an
auspicious time for marriage, v. sub.—2. a round, inoon-shaped

whratcn cake.— II. as fern. prop, n.,

Selene, the goddess of the moon,
Horn., though it is often doubtful
whether he means the moon or the

goddess: ace. to Hes. .Th. 371 sq.,

she was daughter of Hyperion and
Theia; in H. Hom. Merc. 100, her
father is Pallas, in laier writers He-
lius : the worship of Selene freq.

agrees with that of Diana,(/?/ is

plainly akin to, and so prob.

referable to, ',). Hence,, , lighted by the

moon. Paul. S. Ambo 244.{,, , a harbour
in Etruria, Strab. p. 223., dep., to be moon-
struck or lunatic, N. T.7., , , {) be-

longing to the moon, lunar, , Plut.

Num. 18.—-II. moon-struck, lunatic.,,,{)
lunacy, Diosc., poet, for.,,, moonshine, moon•
light. [I], ov, TO, dim. from-, = foreg., Arist. Mirab. 55, Ath.

276 E.— II. any small moon-shaped ob-

ject, as,— 1. the bald crown of the head,

Synes.—2. at Rome, the ivory half
moon on the boots of senators, Lat.

lunula., , , = foreg. II. 2,

Plut. 2, 282 A ; and, b,

dim. from., , 6, fem. -, ,
{?.) of or from the moon, like the

moon, ., selenile, i. e. crystal-

lized gypsum, Diosc.— It was some-
times used to glaze windows, being

also cal led (;i)syyir;?i•,—and sometimes, moon-froth.3, ov, {,-) moon-struck, lunatic.?, , {, )
like the moon, moon-shaped., , , (,

) name of a mystical plant,

formed after.\, v. {.^^.,,,{,)
moonlight, moonshine, Chaerem. ap.

Ath. 608 : formed like,.\?., ov Ep. ao, 6, son of
Selepius, i. e. Euenus, II, 2, 693.

?, ov, {,)
devouring leaves of books, of a book-
worm, Anth, P, 9,251,, ov, , dim, from,
V, I. Polyb. 5, 33, 3. [i],, ,=. [I], ?/, ,{) of pars-
ley, Lat, apiaceus, Diog, L, [At]7, , wine flavoured
with parsley, Diosc, 5, 74., , {) like pars-

ley, Diosc,. ov, TO, a kind of parsley,

Lat, npiiim, II. 2, 776, Od. 5, 72 ; -, Hdt. 4, 71 :—the an-
cients ate the roots ; and made chap-
lets of the leaves, with which the
victors at the Isthmian and Netnean
games were crowned, Pind. O. 13, 46,

N, 4, 143, 1, 2, 23 ; it was also hung
on tombs ; whence, proverbially, ot

persons dangerously ill,'•, Plut, 2, 676 D, cf, Meineke
Euphor, p, 108. (Prob, from,, from its crisped leaves,

cf,, and Poet. ap. Anst. Rhet.

3, 11, 13: others from, because
it delights in wet spots,, II, 2, 776.) [t once in Anth.

P. 7, 621.] Hence, ov, , {)
parsley-seed.

ivovvo, a, ov, of Selinus,

Srlinunlian, oi -, Thuc. 6, 6.{,, and . {-) Selinus, a city of Sicily, on a

river of same name, a colony of the

Megarians, Hdt. 5, 46 ; Strab. p. 272.

—

2. a city of Cilicia, the later Trajano-
polis, Strab. p. 669.—II. a river of

Sicily, V. supra 1.— 2. a river flowing
by Ephesus, Xen. An. 5, 3, 8.— 3. an-

other near Scillus in Elis, Id. ib,

— 4, another in Achaia, Strab, p,

387, — Other names, of men, Paus,

;

etc.

ivovo, a, ov, =-, Hdt. 5, 46., , , a parsley- leaved

cabbage, Eudem. ap. Ath. 369 E., , , usu. in plur., the

space or passages between the rowing

benches{, to which it is akin):

also, the spaces between the benches in

a theatre.— II. metaph. the blank space

between two columns() in

a written page ;?, of the centre line by which
the columns are kept straight, Anth.
P. 6, 295 ;

'-, of a lead pencil, lb. 62:—gene-

rally, the page, leaf of a book, Polyb.

5, 33, 3, Anth. P. 7, 138., , a seat, Lat. sella, late :

but still the word may be genuine
Greek, akin to,.^, , , Sellasia. a city

of Laconia, Xen. Hell. 2. 2, 13., , {,-) the Lat. sellisternium.

\7.,, , the Selle'ts, a

river of Elis, between the Peneus
and Alpheus, II. 2, 659: Strab. p.

328.— 2. a river of Troas, near Aris-

be, II. 2, 839.—3. another near Sicy-

on, Strab. p. 338., as pass., to imitate the

Selti, afl^ect an ostentatious poverty,

Phrynich. (Com.) Kpov. 5, ubi v.

Meineke,, , ol, the Selli, original

inhabitants of Dodona, guardians of

the oracle of Jupiter there,?, 11, 16, 234,

cf. Soph, Tr. 1167, Strab. p. 328.—
Pind. has/, which is a sister-

form of the same v^'ord, akin to-, , Thirlw, Hist, of Gr. 1, 81.



to•, , , Sellus, an Atheni-
an, Ar. Vesp. 325.

?., Dot. for,,,, only Gramm. : hence,
perh. also akin to.
"/.,, , the upper timber-

work of a ship, the deck, H. Horn. C,

47 ; metaph., . -, Eur. Cycl. 506 : gene-
rally, a ship, Lye. 1216, Anth. P. ap-

pend. 15.—2. Tu, the rowing-

benches, Lat. transtra, Aesch. Pars.

358, kg. 1442, Soph. Ant. 717, Eur.
Or. 242 ; in Horn,, though he
has the compd.. — 3. in

genl. a seat, throne, Aesch. Ag. 183 ;

of., fin.— II. any timberwork, 7.-, prob. scaffolds on which
the defenders of the walls stood be-

hind the parapet, Aesch. Theb. 32.

—

111. logs of building timber, Strab.

—

(Akin to.) Hence
/.,, , any thing made of

planks.—W. an angler^s noose made of
hair, Hesvch., ,=?^, Hesych.
\?., , , Selurtis, a robber

in Sicily, Strab. p. 273.,,^, Hesych., Lacon. for 7, Ar. Lys.
1080., Dor. for, v..^, , indecl. Seme'i, Hebr.
masc. pr. n., N. T.
t//flif, , , son of Semele,

appell. of Bacchus, Anth. P. 9. 524. 19.}?.', , , (,) son of Semele, of Bacchus,
Anth. P. 9, 524, 19.^, , , Semele, daughter
of Cadmus, mother of Bacchus by
Jupiter, 11. 14, 323 ; Apollod. ; etc., and, , the finest

whealen flour, Lat. simila, similago,

Ar. Fr. 36 1, Hermipp. Phorm. 1, 22,

Strattis Anthr. 2. Hence, , bread made
of.̂,, , Semnamis, the
celebrated queen of Assyria, wife
and successor of Ninus, founder of
Babylon. Ctes. ; Theocr. 16, 100;
Diod. S. 2, 4, sqq.—2. another, queen
of Babylon at a later period, Hdt. 1,

184, V. Bahr ad I. [i], , ,{) a temple

of the ., , —?,
Philo., , ,=,
Timon ap. Plut. Num. 8., ,{,)=^)., , priests of the Kelts,

Druids. Diog. L. 1, 1., ,{,)
worshipped with solemn rites,, as Dind.
now reads in Eur. Hel. 866, e conj.

PHugk ; cf., ,[,)
to vaunt, boast highly, Aesch. Fr. 116

;

cf. Lob. Phryn. 416., , to trifle solemnly.^', , f. -,{-) to speak gravely and solemnly, .
rivl .., to tell one gravely that..,

Aeschin. 40, 29 ; , App.
Hispan. 18: also as dep.-. to talk in solemn phrases, Deni.
421, 19. Hence,, Ty,= sq. :

—

any
thing that one may be proud of, Dio C.?., , , grave, solemn
speech, Plut. 2, 1046 D.?, , , belonging to

grave, solemn speech.?., , (, )

speaking solemnly, affectedly, Dem.
271, 19. Adv. -, App.,, ,{,-) grave and reverend seer, Soph.
. . 556., ,{,)
=, Eur. Hipp. 490, Andr.
234 : also as dep.,
Phiio., ,,^., , pompous
parasite, Alex.. 1, 5., also in .,^-., , (,)
costly to drink, epith. of Lesbian wine,
Antiph.. 1, 5.,,, a grave, solemn
bearing, Diog. L. 8, 36: from, ,(,)
solemn-looking. Adv. -, Hdn., , f. , to as-

sume a grave, solemti countenance, Ar.
Nub. 363, Anth. P. 11, 382: and, , , gravity of
countenance., qv,(,-] of a grave countenance., , , revered, august, hon-

oured, holy, solemn, orig. only of gods
and things divine, H. Horn. 12, 1, H.
Cer. 1, 486, Pind., and Trag. ;, of oracles, Hdt. 7, 6 ;

=, Aesch. Cho.
109:—at Alliens the Erinyes were
called by an euphemism ,
Soph. . C. 90, 459, Ar. Eq. 1312,

Thuc. 1, 126; and also simply-
/, Aesch. Euni. 383, 1041, Eur.
Or. 410, cf. MuUer Eum. ^ 80, 87

;

but not so Ceres and Proserpina,
Meineke Mer.and. 346:.,
the cave of Chiron, Pmd. P. 9. 50, cf.

0. 5, 44 ; ., the temple of

Apollo, Id. N. 1, lin. ;, Aesch.
Pers. 393 ; .,. Soph.
Tr. 765, Eur. Hipp. 25, etc.—II. of

persons also, reverend, august, grave,

solemn, stately, majestic,, Hdt. 2, 173,

cf. Aesch. Cho. 975 ; and freq. in

Trag., esp. Eur. ; so in Plat., ., Soph. 249 A ; -
tv ', Phaedr. 257

D ; of tragedy, Gorg. 502 A.—2. in

bad sense, proud, haughty, tu', Soph. Aj. 1107, esp. contemptu-
ously, grave, solemn, grand,.-, how graiid the rascal is ! Ar.

Plut. 275, cf. Ran. 178 ; so,', Ephipp. Pel-

tast. 1 ; 7., to look
grave and solemn, Eur. Alc. 773;=, Id. Hipp. 93, cf.

Valck. ad 1., Elmsl. Med. 210.—3. of
things, stately, grand, fine, .,
Ar. Plut. 940, cf. Ran. 1061 ;-, Isae. 55, 31

;

',
Dem. 35, 22, cf. 36, 21 ; .-, these vaunted outlays. Id. 565,

22 ; , c. inf., 'tis a noble

thing to.., Isocr. Antid. i) 6.—III. adv.

-, Aesch. Supp. 193, Ar., etc.
;, Xen. Cyr. 6,

1, 6; etc. (From: cf. Lat.

somnus from sopio.), ,{,)
solemnly spoken,, Aesch. Pr. 953.,, ,() gravity,

solemnity, . Bacch. 486; dignity,

majesty, Plat. Menex. 235 B, Dem.
1452. 27; and in pkir., Isocr. 136 C:
in bad sense, affected gravity, solemnity,/, Luc. Prom. 7 ; and of a
girl, prudery, Eur. I. A. 1344:—of
things, staieliness, ,
Polyb. 7, 14, 4.

, ,(,) ref-
erenced with awe, Aesch. Cho. 358,
Eum. 833.<1>, , , (^) emplyi
gravity, . Anton. 9, 29., , f. -, to make,
esp. in a tale, to exalt, dignify, embel-
lish, Hdt. 1, 95 ; 3. 16 :—pass., to hold
the head high, give one's self airs, Cal-
lias Ped. 2.

v1;v,= foreg., to exalt, magnify,, '. Plat. Phil.

28 C, Dem. 691, 5; hence,, thus did he
throw a cloak of majesty about himself,
Hdt. 1, 99.—11. mid.,, aor., to be or haughty,
Ar. Ran. 1020, Isocr., etc. ; to affect

a grave and solemn air, Ar. Av. 727 ;

yap, Eur. I. A,
996 ; . . Plat. Phaedr. 242

:—hence, like, to be

proud of a thing, to pique one's self on
It, Tivi, Plat. Theaet. 175 A,
Isocr. 352 C, Dem. 414, 12; also c.

dat., Xen. Ages. 9, 1 ; and c. inf

,

lb. 2.,,, dignity, majesty,
Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 9, 77., , , the Semnones,
a race of the Suevi, Strab. p. 290., , 6, Sempronius,
Rom. masc. pr. n., Plut.\,, , the Rom. name
Senecio, Plut.^, , oi, the Senones, a
people of Gallia Lugdunensis ; in
Strab., and, p. 190,
etc. ; in Polyb. also/.
ivvov, , , Sentinum, a city

of Umbria, Strab. p. 227 ; hence-, , , an mhab. of S., Polyb.
2, 19, 2.

', Ep., gen. from , oft. in
Horn. : freq. enclitic., , ,=, in Py-
thag. philosophy.^, , Septempeda, a
city of the Picentini, Strab. p. 241., ()=, He-
sych., a, , {) belong-

ing to worship, worshipping : -
piov, , a festival at Delphi, Plut. 2
293 (al. -.), , ov,^ioxeg., , , verb. adj. from -, worshipful, august, holy, .-, Aesch. Pr. 812., , , an orchidemts
plant, elsewh. and,
Diosc. 3, 142.,, ,=.,, , Serapion,inasc.
pr. ., Plut. ; etc.^, , Seraspadanes,
son ol Phraates, Strab. p. 748.^, , , the Rom. name
Servilius, Strab. ; in Polyb. also -
povi?.ioc., , , /., , lake

Serbonis, on the eastern boundary of
Aegyipt, Hdt. 2, 6 ; 3, 5.^, , , the Rom. name
Sergius, IS. T., , gen. and , a kind
of endive, succory, Lat. seris, Diosc. 2,

160, Anth. P. 11, 413: called also, and (from its bitter flavour)., , , [pi] and,, , Diosc. 3, 27, or, ,, a kind of wormwood (),
called also. : cf. also •.
iip[o, , , Seriphus, a small

island in the Aegean with a city of
same name, now Serpho, Pind. ?. 12,
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21 : rc^-koned by Striib. p. 485, among
the Cyclades.^. a, ov, of Sirtphiis, Scri-

phian, OL ., Hdt. 8, 40.

1, 7. i/, aVr/iiy/e, a city of

Chalcuiice on the Toronaicus sinus,

Hdt. 7, 123.^, a, ov, of Sermyle, Ser-

vtylinn, oi ., 'I'huc. 1, 65.

f^|xniio, ov, , v.3.
tifyioiiof, oi), 0, the Uoni. name

Srrviu.i, Polyb.

t-fpciD^. ('),(',, Joseph.)

:Seruch, Hebr. masc. pr. n., N. '.

i|^f)ov, ov. , Scrrhliim, a

monnlaiti and promontory in Thrace
opposite Samothrace, Hdt 7, 59.\). , TO,= lOreg. ;(), , a fortress on foreg. pro-

montory, Dcm. 85, tin. ; etc.^, ov, b, the Rom. name
tSertorius, Strab.^, ov, 0, a small winged in-

sect, prub. a Itind of gnat or ant, Ar.

Vesp. 352 (ubi v. Schol.), A v. 82, 570 :

—provcrl)., [ ,
' even the gnat has its sling,' cf. Anth.

P. 10, 49:—we find it also written,,: but,—H., a kind of locust,=t>
:>, liowever, an old

maid, ap. Ouid.. perf. pass, from., Dor. for/ :-, Ep tern, in Hes... , and ', ,
i], a shrub of the same kind as the

or'-, Alex. Leb.

2, a, Arist. H. A. 9, 5, 1 ; cf. Diosc.

3, 54-50., ov, , a sea- fish, Arist.

ap. Alh. 305 D., perf. from '. 11., via, , part. perf. from

.).\,, , Se.sitlincus, chief

of the Cheiusci, Strab. p. 292.', , , a suad with a shell,

living on shrubs, Epich. p. 102 (ap.

Ath. G3 C, q. v.) ; al.so,
Diosc,,' ; but-. ace. to Hesych., is a snail with-

vut a shfll., adv. part. pf. pass.,

cuninrigly, Xen. Cyn. 13, 5.^., Ion., b, Sisos-

tris, a celel)rated king of Aegypt, Hdt.

2, 104; Arist. ; etc., adv. part. pf.

pass., timperatily, soberly, Aesch.

Supp. 724.^, , , Setabis, a city of

Hispania, Sfrab. p. 100., Lacon. for, 3 sing, im-

perat. aor. 2 of, Ar. Lys. 1080., enclit.. Ion. and Dor. for

aov,, gen. of, Hom., , , Ep. for, aor. 1

of, part,, Hom.\, b, Smnlrrs, a leader of

the Persians, Aesch. Pers. 0C8., , Seuthes, king of the

Odrysae in Thrace ; an elder in the

Peloponnesian war. Thnc. 2, 97 ; a

younger, treats with Xenophon in

his return with the ten thousand,

Xen. An. 7, 1, 5.—Others in Ath.;

etc.<, syncop. pres. pass, from, hence. Soph.

iopa. uv, (, Seusamorn,

a city in Caucasian Iberia, Strab. p.

501., ov, 6,() name
of a frog in Balr. 212, Brety./, ov, TO.—, a dim.

only in form, Euphro Apodid. 1.^. , a kind of garden stuff,
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difTerent from sq., Ath. 371 A, from
Diphil.. 1, where however v.

.Momcke.'. ov, TO, red beet, Lat. beta,

Att.', q. v.', with doubled in augm.
tense, as impf., pass, and
mid. 7/ : aor., mid.?/, but in Horn. oft. also

without augm.,., :

so, jjf. pass., oft. with pres. signf,, part,, adv.-: syncop. aor. 2 mid.,/,
2 sing, for, 11. 1(1, 585,

Od. 9, 447, 3 sing,, Ep.,
part, : aor. i)ass. /.
Soph. Aj. 294 ; bui also, Eur.
Hel. 1302. [v. in all these lenses.}

Horn, does not use pres. act., or aor.

pass., and no tut. seems to occur.

Besides these forms, we find,
3 sing, of a syncop. pres. pass.. Soph.
Tr. 045 ; or, more freq.,,-, Aesch. Pers. 25 ; imperat. ,
Ar. Vesp. 209 ;. Soph. Aj.

1414;, Aesch. Theb. 31. Ar.

Vesp. 498, etc. ; inf..—Poet,
word.

To put in quick motion, drive, Horn. ;

esp.,— 1. to hunt, chase, in which signf.

Horn, always has mid.,, 11. 11,415; -, II. 15, 272; 20, 148.-2. to

set on, let loose at, -
Ttjp ...7} ' ,
11. 11, 293.—3. to drive, hunt, chase

away, Od. 14, 35; and in mid., 11. 3,

26; also, to carry off, II. 20, 325.-4.
of things, to throw, hurl, 11. 11, 147;

14, 413 : also, , I made
blood spout forth, drew a stream of
blood, 11. 5, 208 : in mid., ,
Ihe blood shot or spouted out, II. 21,

107.— II. pass, and mid., the former
esp. in pf. vvith pres. signf,

the latter mostly in :
—to

be in quick motion ; and so, to run, rush

on, dart or shoot along, Horn. :, 11. 13, 70 ; , having
gone, departed, opp. to, Soph.
O. C. 119 ; ', Aesch. Pers.

805 ; , (), Eur. I. .
1294, etc. ;

'/, Aesch. Pr. 135;. Id. Eum. 1007.—2. c. inf., to

hasten, speed, ,
when he hasted to pursue, 11. 17, 403

;/, that the

wood 7night speed to the burning, i. e.

burn up quickly, II. 23, 198, cf. 210;, is eager to sing

of, Pind. I. 8 (7), 133.-3. inetaph., to

be eager, have longings, Od. 10, 484 : C.

gen., to be eager after a thing, long for

it, esp. in pf. part, used as

adj. (and therefore not), v.

sub voc.—(Akin to ,:
as in Lacon., changes into .), part. aor. pass, from,
q. v., Plat., Dor. for.),-,., etc.,

Ion. for, q. v., Hdt.

tS;/0. , indecl. (, , Jo-

seph.) Seth, Hebr. masc. pr. n., N. T./, () to sift, bolt ; in genl.,

to shake ; Lob. Phryn. 151.

7}, f. -, (/) to drive to

a pen and shut up in it, hence in genl.,

to pen in, coop up./ (lor ^') , they were

cooped up there, II. 8, 131 ; so, kv, Xen. Hell. 3,

2, 4., , , poet, for ?;/-.,=., , , {) female

hoiise-slave, housekeeper, porteress,

Ar. Vesp. 708./, ov, b. Dor. {-) : stallfed ; hence, young, tender,

Theocr. 1, 10, Epigr. 4, IH.'\. 6, the Srquana, a river

of (iailia, now .Seine, Strab. p. 192.\7/,, ol, also,
the Sequani. a people of Gallia on the
Sequana. Strab. pp. 180, 192., b, y, {/.)
cleaning a stable, byre or pen, a herds-

man, Od. 17, 224.—II. a chapel-keeper,

Eccl.?, , ,{,) a
stall-waster, of wolves and thieves,

Hesych.', ov. b, a pen, fold, esp.

for sheep and goats, Od. 9, 219. cf.

II. 18, 589; and Hes.—2. generally,
any dwelling, Plat. Theaet. 174 ; .. the dragon's den, Eur.
Phoen. 1010; . ', a nest, Arist.

H. A. 6, 8, 4.— II. any enclosure, a gar-

den, olive-yard, vineyard, Lat. saepes :

—esp., a sacred enclosure, a chapel,

shrine, Soph. Phil. 1328, Eur. (v.

infra), v. 1. Hdt. 4, 02.—Ace. to

Amnion., 6 was sacred to a
hero, to a god,—a distinclion

not observed by the poets, cf. Eur.
Phoen. 1753, Rhes. 501, with Ion
300, etc., and v. Valck. Hdt. 6, 19:
also a sepulchre, enclosed and con-
secrated, Simon. 16, Plut. Cim. 8.

—

HI. the hollow trunk of an old olive-

tree, v. Lysias .—IV.

weight, importance, Eust. Hence. , to weigh, balance, Plut. 2,

928 D ; cf., , ,=, Ael. Epist.
3. [f,j, ,{ II. 2,)
chapcl-like, Ael. . . 10, 31.7/,, .() iveight

in the balance, Hyperid. ap. Poll. 4,

172, Arist. Mechan. 20, 5: a counter-

poise, Polyb. 8, 7, 9.—2. metaph.=
[)0'K7'j. a 7nnmentum, Id. 18, 7, 5 :—also

a return, recompense, Phalar.—H. like

II. 2, chapel, sacred enclosure,

Eur.'EI. 1274.,, b,() the beam
of a balance.

7]'. 7;,= Att. 7.^7/, , , also,
Selymbria, a city of Thrace on the
Propontis, now Selivria, Hdt. 6, 33

:

ace. to Strab. p. 319,=;; ?.\, b, {7'/,, Joseph.) Sem,
Hebr. masc. pr. n., N. T., Dor.,, , a sign,

mark, token, whereby to know a per-

son or thing, Horn., etc. : esp.,— 1.

sign from heaven, an omen, Horn., usu.

in phrases, , II. 2,

353, cf. 308 ; ., II. 8, 171 :, II. 13, 244 : so,, Pind. . 4, 355, cf. 1, 5,

Aesch. Cho. 259 ; ., Aesch.
Pr. 498 : hence,—2. generally, a 'lign

to do or begin something, .,
Hes. Op. 448 : later, esp., a battle-

sign, signal, the banner for giving such

signals ; v..—3. the sign by

which a grave is known, a mound, bar-

row, Lat. tumulus, esp. , to

raise a 7nou7id, II. 6, 419, etc. ; c. dat.

pers., ' ol, Od. 2, 222 ;..<•,
Od. 11, 75; so, -,.. 10(1 1), 30 :— generally,

grave, to7nb, Hdt. 1, 93 ; 4, 72,

Thuc, etc. ; later also the grave-sto7ie

with its inscription,=7/?/.— 4.

mark to show the cast of a qunil, etc.,



n. 23, 843, Od. , 192. sq. : also, a

boundary-mark, Dion. P. 18.—5. any
significant character; and in plur.,

written characters: first m II. 6, 1(58,

J 76 of the carried by
Bellerophon, which however were

factorial, not written, Wolf Proleg. p.

XX.vi, sq.—6. the device or bearing on

a shield, by wliich a warrior is known,
freq. in Aesch. Theb., as 387, 404,

Eur. El. 456 ; cf.,.—7. the mark set on a closed vessel or

letter, a seal also, the stamp of a coin.—8. a constellation, ., Eur.
Ilec. 1273 ; usu. in plur., the heavenly

bodies, Lat. signa, Soph. Fr. 379 :—cf.

11. 22, 30, of Sirius,' •. (Prob. connected with,, by the common Laconic
change of into , and so strictly

that by which something is seen.), ,,^. []", , ,{ 2) military

standard, Lat. signnni militare, Polyb.

2, 32, 6 : also, a band under one stand-

ard, elsewh.~, a troop, company,
the Roman mampulus. Id. 6, 24, 5.

—

U. an image, statue, like Lat. signum,

Joseph.': fut.- Ion. -uviu, Od.
12, 26, Hdt. 1,75: aor. usu.?•,
but in Hdt. 3, 106, Xen.
Hell. init. ; inf.. rarely -. Lob. Phryn. 24 : pf. pass.. Plat., but inf./-, Ar. Lys. 1199:

—

{).
To show by a sign, make known, point

out, Ti, II 23, 358, 757, Od. 12, 26,

Hdt. 1, 31, etc. : absoL, of omens, .?., Xen. Hell. 5,4,

17, etc.— II. to give a sign or signal to

do a thing, c. dat. pers., II. 10, 58
;

17,250 ; . • , Hdt. 1,116,
cf. 6, 78, Aesch. Ag. 26, sq.. Soph.
Aj. 688 :—also c. gen., like, to

bear command over, rule, II. 14, 85

;

also. . , to rule over one, Od.
22. 427 :—absol., Od. 22, 450 ; hence,, a commander. Soph. O. C.

704, cf. O. T. 957 :—also, a. or- , to give a sign to do some-
thing, Wernicke Tryph. 145.—2. esp.

in war or battle, to give the signal of
altack, etc., Thuc. 2, 84, Xen., etc.

;

in full, . ry, Xen. An. 4,

2, I ; . ,
lb. 2, 2, 4 ; e. ace, ., to

give a signal for retreat, Thuc. 5, 10
;7., Xen. An. 4, 3, 29, cf. 32 :

—also impers., (sc. -), signal is given, as,

'/.?. , ivhen signal was
given for the Greeks to attack, Hdt.

8, 11 ; c. inf , -, signal was given to make
all ready, Hdt. 9, 42 ; cf.,?..—III. to signify, announce,

declare, . Hdt 7, 18 ; 9, 49, etc.:—. .., .., etc.. Id. 1, 34, 108 ; .
£.., Soph. Phil. 22; c. part., to

signify that a thing is, etc.,, Aesch. Ag. 293 ; Kpeovra. Soph.
. . 79, cf. . C. 1669.—2. of words,
to signify, mean, .,
Plat. Crat. 393 A,cf. Phaedr. 275 D,
etc.

—

W.^^, to stamp with a

sign or mark, to seal, Lat. obsignare,

USU. in mid.. Plat. Legg. 954 C, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 2, 17, Dein., etc. :.-

., sealed, opp.to. Plat.

Legg. 954 A, and Dem. : cf.-.
. Mid., like-, to give one^s self a toketi, i. e.

infer, conclude from signs, Soph. Aj.

32.—2. to mark for one's self, note down,, Hdt. 2, 38.

C. Pass, to be signified, etc. : hence
Gramm., , ac-

cording to the implied sense rather than

theform., ov, Lat. signifer, Po-
lyb. 6, 21, 6., a, ov, {) giving a

sign or signal, signifying, announcing,

epith. of Jupiter, who sends signs, by

thunder, Paus. 1, 32, 2.

—

II.ru-
?., his festival., ,{)=^., , , =.. Rh. 1, 575 ; . 7., its owner.

Id. 3, 1403.—II. seal, signet.7], ov, ,() a

mark or seal upon any thing to be kept,

Aesch. Ag. 609.— II. esp., a stamp or

die in coining :—also, place for coin-

ing money, a mint, ap. Harpocr., , , significant,--, Arist. Interpr. 2, 1 : c. gen., .. Id. Top. 1, 15, 10., ,,() marked,

emphatic, Plut. 2, 1140 F.,, , fern, from-. dub. 1. Soph. Fr. 379.

, , clay nsed for seal-

ing, like our wax, Hdt. 2, 38., ,,^,
a seal, , an unbroken
seal, Hdt. 2, 121, 2, cf. Eur. I. A. 325., , ,{) one

who gives a signal or command, a leader,

commander ; esp. of a horse, a driver,

II. 8, 127; of a herd, herdsman, II.

15, 325; Jupiter is called -, Hes. Sc. 56 ;, .. 542 :, sub-

ordinate officers, Hdt. 7, 81.— II. later

merely as an adj., Wern. Tryph. 237., , ,{) the giv-

ing a signal or command.—2. sign,

symptom, Aretae.,=., ov, , dim. from.
[],, , {) of
sign.—2.( 3) of or witfi a tomb,, Anth. P. 7, 628.7, , {, *)
making devicesfor shields , Aesch. Theb.
491., , f. 1. for Polyb.,

etc., , to be a short-hand

writer : from, ov,{, -) writing in certain characters, a short-

hand icriter, Plut. Cat. Min. 23. [], , . Ion. 7,^=
in all signfs.. and more usu. in

prose, but never in Horn., or Hes. :

generally, a mark by uhich something

is known, Hdt. 2, 38 , e. g. a footstep,

Soph. Ant. 257, Xen. An. 6, 2, 2 : esp.,

—2. a sign from the gods. Soph. O. C.

94 ; an omen. Plat. Phaedr. 244 C, cf.

Apol. 40 B, Xen. Cyr. 1, C, 1.—3. a

sign or signal to do a thing, esp. of a

general, ?., he made signal for the rest

to put to sea, Hdt. 7, 128 : esp., sig-

nal for batde, ., Thuc. 1,49,

63, etc. ; ., to take it down,
strike the flag,—a sign of dissolving

an assembly, Andoc. 0, 4.—4. a stand-

ard or flag, esp. on the admiral's ship,

Hdt. 8, 92 ; on the general's tent,

Xen. Cyr. 8, 5, 13 :—then, generally,

a standard, , out of
the Unes, Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 19 ; hence,

. ,
out of the limits of your factory, Dem.
932, 15.—5. a device upon a shield,

Hdt. 1, 171, Eur. Phoen. 143, 1114:
—generally, a badge,, . :,
Aesch. Supp. 218 :— also the device on
a seal, Plat. Theaet. 191 D ; and so.

generally, a seal, Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 30,
cf. Dem. 1039, 11.— 6. a signal, watch-
word, or iiarcry, Polyb. 5, 69, S.— U.

in reasoning, a sign or proof, Thuc. 1,

6, 10, etc. ; yap, or

, in apodosis, like yap, a

proof of it is this, Isocr. 58 C, etc.,

cf. Wolf Dem. Lept. 459, 28: for its

technical signf. in Aristotle's Logic,
V. Anal. Pnora2, 27, 2.—III. in Aiisl.

An. Post. 1, 10, 3, it seems to be
taken for, a point., ov,{, )=:, Plut. Brut. 43., ,{)=,
to mark (by milestones), Polyb. 3, 39,

8, in pass.— II. usu. m mid., to mark
for one's self, take a note or memoran-
dum of, remark, Theophr., Polyb. 22,

11, 12.—2. to interpret any thing as u

sign or portent. Id. 5, 78, 2.—3. in

Gramm.,,=\ nota bene.. , (,)
marking, marked, reinarkahle, ,. Anton. 1, 17 (al.).—II.

siViiijira?;/, Arist. Divin. 1.2, Theophr.

;

ominous,, Plut. 2, 286 A. Adv.
-, Slrab., , ,=,
dub., , , {)
marking, signification, Plut. 2, 961 C.
—II. remarking, observing, esp. of
symptoms, Hipp., a, ov,{) to be

noted or remarked.,,.{) fitted

for ?iiarki7ig, remarking, portending ;

/) - (sc.) the science of symp-
toms in medicine, Diagi:osis., , ,{) signi-

fied, noted, Sext. Emp. p. 89., , , of to-day : from, adv., to-day, II. 7. 30. Od.
17, 186, etc., Eur. Rhes. 683: Dor., Pmd. 0. 6,47, P. 4, 1 -.—the
familiar Att. form, as in the comic
poets, was, Ar. Eq. 68, etc.,

Piers. Moer. p. 364 ; also as if neut.

pi.,, Ar. Fr. 354 ; .
Plat. Syinp. 174 A ; ., lb. 176

; TO., for to-day. Id. Crat.

396 D; , Dem. 51.

23. (The or r was prob. a mere
prefix, nothmg to do with the article,

as if for ?),—for the word is

Homeric, and therefore prior to the
usage of the article :,-

is to, as, to.), , Ion. for, freq.

in Hdt., ov, , the Lat. sani-

cinctium, an apron, N. T., ov, {,) for
placing signs Or written characters, of a
ruler or ruled line, Anth. P. 6, 295., , , Semns, a Delian,
writer of a Delias, Ath. 38 A.., , the birch-tree, Theophr., 6, Lacon. for., , Se7ia, a city of Umbria,
also called/, Strab. p.

227.\, , ^,=foreg., Polyb. 2, 14,
10.7., , , v. ^'., ov, Ion. for.ivv. ,=, Polyb. 2,

17. 7.,, pecul. fem. of€,
dub. Jac. Anth. P. p. 857., ,,{) lead-

ing to decay, Heliod.
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/^^^, >{,)
rotten.—. act., making to rot.

7/<^,, ,{) rottenmss,

decay, pHtrefdciioii. in animal l)0difs

or wood. Hipp., Plat. Phaed. 110 K,
etc. ;^ ?.;^, 96 : of live

\\ef>\\,-tnontfii:ittion, of two kinds, «r.

7), wlicn a luiinoiir discharges,

and ij^fif/. when it is dry, cf. '.
Oecon.—2. in plur., pvind hniiiour.<t,

Hipp., Polyl). 1, 81, 7, etc.— III. a ser-

jient >vh(i.yr hitr causes pittnfaclion, Nic.

Th. 320.— IV. generally, moisture, wet-

ness, damn, mich as causes putrefac-

tion. Antipho ap. Harp. s. v.-
f2;/fffia, , ?;, Sepli, a place in

Argolis near Nauplia, Hdt. 6, 77., , , v. sub./.[] give a putrefying

poison, Manet ho.., ar, , the cultle-fi.'sh or

s<liiiil, which when pursued troubles

the water by ejecting a dark liquid,

troni which the colour sepia is pre-

pared. Epich. p. 31. Ar. Ach. 351, etc.,

Arist. H. A. 4, 8, 21 ; cf. (),

\,, . Sepia, a mountain in

Arcadia. Paus. 8, 16, 2./,, 7/,=, Nic. .
472.'[,, , sc.. Sepias,

promontory on the southern point

of Thessaly, Hdt. 7, 183; Ap. Rh. 1,

582 ; in Eur. Androm. 1266, .-
; in Paus. 8, 27, 14--.—2. a city this promontory,

Strab. p. 436.

, , ro,^sq., Comici
ap. Ath. 86 E.-,, 0, dim. from,
Ar. Fr. 242, Ephipp.. 1, 4. [<]/, , , the bone of the sepia

or cuttle-fish, pounce, Lat. os sepiae,

Arist. H. A. 4, 1, 21 ; 7, 10, but with
V. I. ; which Bekk. reads in

Anal. Post. 2, 14, 4.~:, ,{,) cajis-< rottenness, like., , , tneans of producing
decay, an eating medicine, a caustic,

Diosc. : fern, from., a, ov, Hipp., and -, , ,{) making rotten,

putrefying : \^ oI the Stomach, di-

gesting, 7/ . '/., Hipp.— II. -
(sc.)=. (oreg., Arist.

. . 8, 29, 3.

;;7•, , , verb. adj. from •
; ., thefood rejected after diges-

tion, Arist. Gen. An. 3, 11, 15.— II..=^., , dub. 1. for., to make rotten or putrid,

Aesch. Er. 255, Plat. Theaet. 153 C :

esp. of a serpent's bite. Id. Cho. 995.

— II. usu. in puss., with aor.

2 [], and ;!ct. pf.
;

pass, ;
—to be or become

ratten, to rot, moulder, of dead sub-

stances, esp. bodies,/,
II. 2t, 414

; ) (.
sulij. aor. 2 pass, for )), II. 19, 27;/ jin'olo. Hes. Sc. 152

;

<hiH)a, 11-2, 135:—also of live

flesn, to mortify, 6 ,, Hdt. 3, 66; 6, 136,

cf Plat. Phacd. 80 D,etc. :—of liquids,

tnferment. (The root strictly is-,
as it appears in aor.-, atlj.- ; is akin.). , gen., usu. in pi. ;/-, the Seres, an Indian people from
whom the ancients got the first silk,

tiStrab. p. 701 ; Luc. Macrob. 5t :

hence,— II. the Scric worm, si'kivnrm., , Lacon. for ; cf.•.
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^)'', , fo, dim. from ^-
pays•—. a place in the Athenian Pi•
raeeus, Ar. Pr, 173, Eye. ap. Harpocr, :

fro iv . i^a'AmnhiV, Isae. 69, 30., , ftj make hollow .-=»

pass., to be or become so, Heliod./, , {,)
holrlike,full of holes, cnt)cfnous, poroUs,

Hipp., cf. Foes. Oecon.,, , (prob. from -) a holloiv, hole, cleft ; esp. a cave

hollowed ont by the sea. Soph. Fr. 493;
of the pores of a sponge, Plat. Tim.
70 C •. a hollow rock, Id. Phaed. 110 A.

ipai3o, ov. , Serambus, a stat-

uary of Aegina, Paus. 6, 10, 9., ov, 6,(,-) a silk-weaver., ov,() twisting

or spinning silk : from,, ,() Seric: hence,
silken, Plul. 2, 396 B., ov, {!;) silk-hearing., ov, Lacon. for-,
Ar. Lys. 1202.', (5, gen. , (as if from
aftif),norn. pi., gen., Br. Ar.

Lys. 731, ace., Thom. .M. p. 790:

the regul. gen., etc., was first

used by later writers, as in Menand.
p. 198 : a moth, clothes-moth, which
eats woollen stuff, Lat. tinea, Pind.

Fr. 243, Ar. 1. c. : also a bnok-worm,
hence in Anth., ' ' -

or -^, nick-

name of the Grammarians, as we
also use book-worms, Anth. P. 11, 322,

347.

7, Ion. dat. pi. fem. from,,, for ', 11., a, ov, made of sesame,

Luc., , , sesame, an Eastern
leguminous plant, from the fruit of
which() an oil is still press-

ed ; the seeds also are often boiled

and eaten, like rice, [u], , , a mixture of sesame-

seeds, roasted and pounded with honey,

a sesame-cake, an Athenian delicacy,

given to guests at a wedding, Ar.

Pac. 869, Meineke Menand. p. 295:
also, q. v., 6, v.., , ov,() made
of sesame, ., sesnmeoii ; also

., Xen. An. 4. 4, 13. [u], and, 7/,=/;-, Eupol. . 17, Antiph. Deucal.
2.—II. a plant, elsewh., Diosc.? (), -, , bread, cake sprinkled with
sesame-seeds.—.^ II., , {,)
like sesame or sesame-seeds, Theophr.
—II. and,
two sesame like plants,K.inds { Reseda,
ace. to Sprengel, Diosc. 4, 150.,, , (?/) of
sesame: contr. / (sc.)
a sesame-cake, like, Ar. Ach.
1092, Thesm. 570., ov,, the seed or fruit of
the sesame-tree(), first in Hip-
pon. 26, Solon 30, Hdt. 1,193: in

plur., Ar. Vesp. 670, etc., ov,() sprin-

kled with sesame-seeds., ,='., ov, , Sesamvs, a city

of Paphlagonia, II. 2. 853 ; later Uni-
ted with Amastris, and the citadel of
that city, Strab. p. 511., ov, ,(, -) sesame cheese, Batr. 36. Hence, , ()
concrete with sesame-cheese; or-

SGEN,(,, itZ/yvV') concrete of sename and rue, PhiloX,
ap. Meinek. Com. Fr. 3, p. 630.,, contr, from ', q. V.,, ov,(, (puyu)
toatstrtt with sesame, Meineke COm. Fr.

3, p. 641., , =,
Theophr.., ,() sifting., verb. adj. of, one
must sift, Diosc. 5, 103., ,(,) like

one Scstius, i. e. foolish, silly : hence
compar. adv., Cic.
Att. 7, 17.

'>, ,, verb. adj. from,
sifted.— II. act. sifting ; hence Phryno
was called, the sifter, because
she drained her lovers of money, Ath.
591 C., ov, , also , Sestwt, a
town on the European side of the
Hellespont, over against Abydus, 11.

2, 836 ; hence, a, ov, pocul.
poet. fem.,, in Musaeus., ov, TO. () a sieve., a, ov, and/, a,

ov, () sifted, bolted: .,
fine meal, flipp. ; ., bread of
such meal. Id. ; also . ?. Id.

—

Ace. to others from,, of
this year, therefore

and would be this year''s

wheat, and /,,
Hour, bread of this wheat, v. Foes.
Oecon. Hipp. : but this sense is rather
expressed by the adj. or -.— II. ff7;r(iiiovis also the name
of a kind of onion, and a medlar,
Theophr. ; , Ath, 81
A. [a]

7y7•, () to eat, fret, of moths., a, ov, of this year, Lat.
hornntinus : from, this year, hardly found ex-
cept in the familiar Att. form,
q. V. Cf. plura sub.
+?/', , , Setia, an old city of

Latium, Strab. p. 231. Hence, , ov. Setine, of Setia,, Strab. p. 234: , the

Setine territory, lb.)•, , ,=./, ov. {,)
eaten, fretted by moths, LXX.], ov, (, )=:
foreg., Anth. P. 11,78., gen., , and ;},()
a putrefying sore, Hipp.— II. a serpent,

the bite of tvhich causes putrefaction,

Arist. MiVab. 104, Nic. Th. 147: cf.

Lob. Paral. 1 13 : also a kind of lizard,

Nic. Th. 817; and an in.<!ect., , (, )

causing putrefaction by its bite, Plat,

ap. Arist. Top. 6, 2, 4.,. ,() putrefaction,

decay, Tim. Locr. 102 C, Arist., etc.

:

fermentation.— II. a making to decay:
esp. the process by which the sto?nach

rejects that part offood ichich is not nu•
tritious, Arist. Gen. An. 3, II, 15.• an ancient ending of 2 pers.

sing, in the act., retained in Hom.
and other poets, freq. in the subjunc-
tive, more rarely in opt. ; so Horn,
has ?>,,,-, etc.—In Dor. and Aeol. it was
general ; while in Att. it was retain-

etl only in some irreg. verlis,,,,,.—Com-
pare the 2 sing.' pf. of Hebrew verbs,\, , poet.=/'., , , () strong,

mighty,, II. 9, 505., , , Stheneboea, wife



of Proetus, Apollod. 2, 2, 1 : in Horn,
j

'Avreta., . () a kind of

boxina-match, Plut. 2, 1140 C.

iv<^a, a. , Sihenela'idas, a

Lacedsetnonian, Time. 1, 85.

'\'., ov, , Slhenelaiis, son

of liiiaemenes. slain by Patroclus, 11.

16, 5S6.— 2. a Lacedaemonian, Xen.
Hell. 2, 2, 2.^. , , Sthenele, daugliter

of Danaus, Apollod. 2, 1 , 5.—2. daugh-
ter of Acastus, ace. to Apollod. 3, 12,

8, mother of Patroclus.

\?., ov, , Sihenelus, son of

Capaneus and Euadne, one of the

Epigoni, Apollod. 3, 7, 2 : also enga-

ged in the expedition against Troy,
11. 2. 564.—2. son of Perseus and An-
dromeda, king of Mycenae, 11. 19, 116;

Apollod. 2, 4, 5.—3. an actor at Ath-

ens, Ar. Vesp. 1313.—Others in Apol-

lod. ; etc., ,=, epith. of Ju-

piter at Argos.^,, , Sthenis, a statuary,

Strab. p. 546.,,{,)
hurting the strength, hence weakening,

0pp. C. 2, 82.3, , f. 1. for-. ap. Polyaen. 4, 7, 12.',, , strength, might,

esp. bodily strength, first in II., where
it is very freq., but not so in Od. ; in

II. joined ; also

?. ; II. 17, 499 ;, II. 20, 361 :—

c

inf., ., strength to war,

II. 2. 451 :—more rarely of the force

of things, as of a stream, II. 17, 751
;

so, . /., Pind. P. 4, 256, etc. :, by force, Eur. Bacch. 953
;. Soph. . C. 68

;

so, v-b, Eur. Bacch. 1127;, with all 07ie^s might,

Plat. Legg. 646 A, and Xen.—2. later,

strength, mighty power of all kinds,

moral as well as physical, Trag.—
3. metaph., like Lat. vis for copia, a

quantity, plenty, flood, . 7..
Find. 1. 3. 3 ;,. Id. .
9, 77, Fr. 74, 8.— II. a force of men,],\\. 18,274.—III. periphr.,

like, ,, as -,., etc., for

Hector. Idomeneus, etc., themselves,

II., Hes., and Trag.—Chiefly poet.

^',=»., Hesych.,() to have strength or

might, be strong or mighty, Trag.
;, Aesch. Ag. 938; -, Lat. quantum valet, Aesch. Eum.

619 ;
' y' . Soph.

Phil. 1403 ; ' uv, Ar.

Plut. 912 ; .,, to be strong

in foot, in hand, Eur. Ale. 267, Cycl.

651 ; also, .},. Id. :

—

oi . they who rule be-

low, the gods below, Eur. Hec. 49.

—

2. c. inf , like, to have strength

or potoer to do, be able. Soph. O. T.

17, 1486, Ant. 1044.—Rare, save in

Trag.

t , poet.,, T],Stheno,

one of the Gorgons, Hes. Th. 276., Lacon. for, Ar. Lys. 1263,

1320., ov, , Ion. -, dim.

from. , 6, the muscle of
the jawbone.,, . Ion., the

jaw-bone, Hipp., and Soph. Fr. 114;

cf. Arist. H. A. 1, 11, 10: \%,., a late bad form for-, Valck. Opuse. 2, p. 247., f. -. Ion. -, (-

) to slaver, foam, Hipp. : /.
/, a slavering noise. Id.

.?., , ,{) of spittle

or slaver.', Call. ap. Hesych. ; and., , Ath. ; a kind of bird., ov, b, Ion, -, a

slavering, foaming.?, , , Ion. -, a

bridle-hit, which is apt to be covered

with foam., ov, TO, Ion. ,
(cf. ?.. Ion. /.) :

—.spittle, foam
from the mouth. Lat. SALIVA, our

SLAVER, Hipp., Xen. Mem. 1,2,
54.— II. \50,=,, Hipp.

?.,,1.?.7.,{)
producing spittle.', ov, 6, a fat hog, II. 21,

363, Od. 2, 300, etc. ; also -, 11. 9, 208, Od. 14, 41, 81,—where
is the specific suhst., added as

in , ,, etc.—2. metaph.. blockhead,

dunce, with the same notion as in the

Lat. pinguis Minerva, pingue ingenium

:

in Hesych. also ', si vera 1.

—

II. fat, grease, Hipp.

—

\\\.^=.,
when (ace. to Suid.) it is oxyt. -. Ion. :—but the masc. form

at all in this signf. is somewhat dub., , to let the spittle run,

to slaver, Hipp./., ov, (?.,) let-

ting the spittle run, Hipp.. ,{) to fatten.—II.

to make shining, polish./., , (.,) like

slaver, slavering, Hipp.— II. {)
fat-like, fatty. Id., Dion. P. 791.,, ,=?, Are-

tae.

—

.—, Polyb. 6, 23, 4.

[«]^3, , , the Stbae, an Indian

people, Strab. p. 688., , Dor. for ', Call. Lav.
Pal!. 28.^, , ol, the Sihini, a Ger-
man people, Strab. p. 290.?., /, . a Sibyl, Ar. Pac.

1095i 1116.—Ace. to the old deriv,

?-, Dor. 3?: she that

tells the aill of Jove, a prophetess.—The
several Sibyls, Cumaea, Delphica,

etc., do not belong to the old mytho-
logy, cf Salmas. in Solin. p. 75 sq.

[] Hence3?., to foretell like a Sibyl,

Diod. 4, 66.?., a, ov. Sibylline, . -. at Rome, Plut. Fab. 4.', , to piny the Sibyl,

prophesy, Diod. : metaph., to be like an

old Sibyl,oldwomanish,silly, At. Eq. 61.3,=?. Hence, ov, , a seer, diviner,

Plut. Mar. 42.3. , ,, ov, 6.^=
hunting spear, Mel. 128, Anth. P. 6, 93,

[where v, cf..^3, ov. , dim. from foreg.,

Polyb. 6, 23, 9. [v], , and, ,=•. []
, „ ,^. , , Sibyrlius, an

Athenian, father of Clisthenes, Ar.

Ach. 118.—2. a satrap of Carmania,
Arr. An. 6, 27, 1.—Others in Diod. S.

;

etc.

ty, h, Siga, a city of Massaesy-
lia, Strab. p. 829.

}, adv., {) silently, stilly,

Trag. : '. Soph. Phil. 258 ;

also as an exclam.,, hush .' be

still! Aesch. Ag. 1344; so, ov;
Id. Theb. 250 ; oh ; Soph.
Aj. 75 :—also, (sc. ),
Ar. Ach 238.

1, imperat. from, hush I

be still ! Horn., 3 pers. sing, from ; or

Dor. dat. of., f.-,{) to bid one be

silent, to force him to be so,, Xen•
An. 6, 1,32., a, ov,{) silent, still,

Anth. P. 7, 597.?,,, {7., v. sub
fin.) : smooth, shinmg, glittering , Horn.

;

— 1. of woman's apparel, .,
Od. 15, 60 ; ', 11. 22, 154, Od. 6,

26 ;, Od. 6, 38, etc. ;,
II. 22, 468 ;—in which cases, some ex-

plain it fresh, new, with the gloss on it,

quoting Pindar's/., though
here the notion of 7iewness may belong

merely to the -.—2. of horses'

reins,, Od. 6, 81, 11. 5, 226, etc.

;

—not supple, flexible, like, nor

yet foamy (as if from).—3. of

splendid house-furniture, .,
Od. 5, 86 ; of a queen's chamber,-, Od. 16, 449, etc. ;

in Homer's time kings' houses were
decked with precious metals, v. Od.

7, 84, sq., cf. 4, 45. (The only true

deriv. is from, fat,

being related to, as

to. Fat, or things smeared
with fat, look shi7iing or glossy, so

that the transition is very easy, and
the signf. would soon take in the gen-

eral notion of rich, splendid. ?s'o ob-

jection can be made from the-' of Hermipp. Phorm.
20, for here the word is taken quite

strictly ,/ni, oily ; cf. ,
Numen. ap. Ath. 295 C.—(i is long,

simply because the word could not

otherwise come into the hexameter.)?., Dor. for', Pind.,[) to make smooth,

Gramin. Hence,, , an instrument

for smoothing OT polishing, esp. of shoe-

makers for smoothing leather.—II.

the polished metal rim of a shield ; also

i-i'f. [u]\, , , ace. to Herm. in

Aescn. Ag. 412, silent, for the reading

of the MSS.' :
—. Dor. for,, has also been pro-

posed., , f. -, but usu.-,
as Soph. O. C. 113, 980, Eur., and
Ar. : {). To be silent or 47iV/, to

keep silence, Horn., only in imper.,
hush! be still! 11. 14,90, Od. 17,393;
then in Pind. N. 10, 53. Aesch., etc.

;

—also, to cease to speflk ; and then,

generally, to cease, rest, ' •, Tryph. 428.—The distinction

that is properly intr., like Lat.

silere, properly trans., to keep

secret, Lat. tacere, may have been orig.

correct, but was little observed ; for

we find c. ace. rei. Hdt. 7, 104,

Pind. Fr. 49, Aesch. Pr. 100, 441,

Soph., etc. ; and the pass., to be pass-

ed over in silence, Lat. taceri, is very

freq., as Pind. O. 9, 156 (v. sub-
. 2), Hdt. 5, 21, Soph. Fr. 585,

etc. : 3 fut., Ep. Plat.

311 B:—the pert', is usu.

=, to be silent, Eur. Alc. 78, cf.

Grafe Melet. 125, 6.\, a, ov, of Singus, Sin-

gaean ; ol, Thuc. 5, 18.. ov, ,, Singi-

ticus sinus, gulf of Singus, Strab. p.

330: from^, ov, , Singus, a city of

Maceiionia on the Singiticus sinus,

Hdt. 7, 122.

;. fiuci, ,,^,
Strab.' p. 595.
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, Lacon. for, Ar. Lj's.

1004.

t2i/f',, , 6'/^'cuw, a promon-
tory ol' Troas, now Cape Jenischchr,

or usu. Jaiiissary, Hilt. 4, 38 ; also a

town near the same at the mouth of

the Scainaiuler, Id. 5, 65., ov, 6, (aha, ~)) "ne

thai uttdcs silenlty to a place, Call. Ep.

45, 6.^,, , Sigerlis, a king

of India, Stral). p. 510.

2i)7), i/f, ( 11) silence, a being

silent, -,•, to keep, maintain

silence, to 1)6 sUent, Htlt. 1, 80 ; -}7/, to make silence, Id. 6, 130;

ar,T/r, Eur. I. A. 512 ; ai-' rrtpt. Id. Med. 06 :

—, } ,
Soph. Aj. 293, cf. Fr. 01, Arist. Pol.

1, 13, 11, etc. :—in plur., -, Eur. I. A. 10.— II. )//, as adv.,

in silence, the only case used by Horn.,• elaro ciyy, II. 19, 255, etc. ;

and, like, as an exclam., aiy7j, be sdtnt now ! Od. 15, 440:—so,

Ty aiyij, Hdt. 7, 237 :—also, in an un-

der tone, -,) /., Hdt.

8, 74.—2. secretly, af)fj . to

keep it secret, like-, Id. 9, 93 ;/.,,, Pind.

. 9, 14, Soph. . . 341, Tr. 989.—
3. c. gen., /y, like -, unknown to him, Hdt. 2, 140.

—

(Prob. at lirst, cf. Germ, schwei-

gen. etc.), f/, Tj, Sige, fern. pr. n., Ath.

583 E.
^ ^/?^), rj, . Dor., ,

Pind. P. 9. 163 () :—silent, slill,

mule, ni rest, also in Soph. Tr. 416,

Phil. 7 J I, and Eur. : tu, 7/?, si-

lence, Eur. Bacch. 1049. Adv. -.
Cf. sq, , , less Att. form for

foreg., Sing. Sent. 454, Br.7/, verb, adj., one must be si-

lent, Eur. Hel. 1403.)7, , ,()=:-, Hipp.\, , , Sigia, the place

where, later, lay Alexandres Troas,

Strah. 604., ov, 6. Sigimerus, a

chief otthe Cherusci ; also wr.-
).. Strab. p. 292.^, . ol, the Siginni, a

people near the Caspian Sea, Strab.

p. 520 : V. HI.

/., at, ear-rings, Aeol. wrord.

Poll. 5, 97, and Hesych.^/,, , Sigliuria, a city.

Pint. Poplic. 16.

or, ov, o, the Hebrew
shekel= 2 drachmae, LXX. :—Xen.,

An. 1, 5, 6, mentions a Persian -
as worth 7^ oholi, or, ace. to

others, 8 oboli, v. Soph. Fr. 944 : or

even 4 drachmae.— II. a measure,^, Polyb. 31, 8,7; but Sch-
weigh. suspects it to be corrupt for

(sc.).
or -,, the letter sigma,

V. sub . Hence, to tcrite with sinTna : to

be fund of using the sigmu, of which
Euripides Was accused.. ov, , a writing with

sigTua, esp. an oi^er use of it.'. . and,
,(,) of the shape of sigma

(C ) : hence crescent-shaped, semicir-

cular, Strab. ; cf Bast Greg. Cor.

916., ov, 6, () a hissing, Ar-

ist. H. A. 4, 9, 9 ; also.
iva, , , Signia, a city of

Latium, Strab. p. 237 : hence adj.
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, e. g., lb., and-, Ath. 27 , Signian., ol, ace. to Hesych , small

wild swine, ., /, , Sigrinne, a dis-

trict of Media, Strab. p. 524.^), ov, TO, Sigrium, northern
promontory of Lesbos, Strah. 616.}, , collat. form of sq.,

q. V., ov, 6, or, as commonly
written,, Opp. C. 1, 152;
Cyprian word for ; so also ) i;-. , .\p. Rh. 2, 99 ;, ,
Aiith. P. 7, 578 ; and in Lye. 556,. Seemingly a dialectic form
0,•, : but. ace. to Suid.,

a Macedon.word,cf.Schweigh. Ath.
130 B.— II. among the Ligyes near
Marseilles used for, Hdt. 5,

9.— III. the} or were
a people on the middle Danube, Hdt.
1. c. ; in Ap. Rh. 4, 320.' ;

Strab., p. 520. [In Ap. Rh.,

and Opp., ; and ignorance of this

prob. caused it to be so oft. written

with double vv ; but in ai.ii'i•?/.

q• v]
- J ,, ov, TO, and, , v.

sub. []\,, , Sigon, a Phoe-
nician, Arr. An. 2, 13, 8.', , al, Sidae, a place on
the borders of Attica and Boeotia,

Ath. 650 F., , Dor. for. Pind.

;

and so for all Dor. forms in-, v.

sub-./. ov, 6, Lacon. word, a boy
in hi.i fifteenth 01 sixteenth year, Miiller

Dorians, 4, 5, (^ 2., 7). also, Ion. and=
lioiu, a pomegranate tree and fruit,

Emped. 289, Hipp., Nic. (v. infra) :

—

said to be a Doric word.—II. a wa-
ter-plant, in Boeotia. esp. near Or-
chomenos, perh. the waler-Uly, Lat.

nymphaea alba, Theophr. [l in signf

1, Nic. Ther. 72, 870, etc. ; I in signf.

II, lb. 887 : but I in all derivs. of
I•]

tXifS?/, , . Side, wife of Orion,
Apollod. 1, 4, 2.—^2. daughter of Da-
naus, Pans. 3, 22, 11.— II. an ancient
city on the coast of Laconia, Id. ib.

—

2. a city of Pamphylia, with a temple
of Minerva, Polyb. ; Pans.—3. a city

of Pontus, Strab. p. 548, later-.
it7jV^'/, , , Sidene, a district in

the northeastern part of Pontns
around Side (IL 3), Strab. p. 548.-2.

a city of Troas, on the Granicus, Id.

p. 587., , ,() a work-

ing in iron, whether mining or forging,

Xen. An. 5, 5, 1., ov, , a smith's work-

shop, smithy, Arist. Pol. 1, 11, 11., Ion. and Ep. ;;, ov,

Att. conlr., , ovv : in later

writers also or, ov ; Ep. also /-, , ov() :
—made of iron

or steel, iron. Hum., etc.,, II. 5, 723 ; . 7,

141 ; •7., 8, 15;-, an iron clang, i. e.

the clang of iron arms, 17, 424 ;-, the iron sky, which the

ancients held to be of metal, Od. 15,

329; 17, 505 (cf. ).—2. me-
taph., .,'. a soul, heart

of iron, whether stout, firm, m good
sense, or in bad, hard, cruel, (cf.-) ; /'/, 11. 24, 205, 521;

so, ') ,
thou art iron all ! Od. 12, 280 ;, the iron force of fire,

II. 23, 177 :—of men, Ar. Ach. 406;
so, /, ye iron-hearted, Aes-
chin. 77, 25, cf. Lys. 117, 44 ; el, •, Lys. 17, 44:—Hesiod's last and
worst Age was that of Iron, Op. 174,

sq.— II.. ol, a Byzantine iron

coin, always used in Dor. form, even
at Athens, Ar. Nub. 249, Plat. (Com.)
Pels. 3.,, ,() a worker

in iron, a smith, Xen. Ages. 1, 26,

Vect. 4, 6..[) to minefor iron ;—also to work in iron.

(5?;/)7/tf,,, poet, for ?'/-. Sic. . 51, Manetho.,() to be tike iron :

to contain iron., , , belonging to iron

or the working of it., ov, ,() an im-

plement, tool of iron or steel (as we use
the plur. irons), Valck. Hdt. 7, 18,

Thuc. 4, 4 ; esp., a sword or knife.

Hdt. 9, 37 ; , to feel

iron, Hdt. 3, 29.— Dim. only in form., ov, , fem. -, ;

Dor. -; ():—of iron, a., iron war, Pind. N. 5, 35 :

—

, the loadstone, Strab., Pint. 2,

041 C : . , iron ore.—II. -, a kind of herb, Diosc. 4, 33, sqq.,

ubi v. Sprengel.?., ov, (?•.) iron-

throning., ov, =,
Opp. C. 2. 174., ,(,)
loaded with iron,, Eur. Mel. 5.,, b, ,(,) eating iron, i. e. sharpen-

ing or whetting it,, Soph. Aj.

820... ov,(,-) iron-fingered,, A nth.

P. 6, 101., ov, and-, ov,

LXX.,(,) binding with

bonds of iron,., , () to bind in

iron, Heraclit., ef,=sq., .,
Bacchyl. 12., oV, (, )
iron-bound, shod with iron,, Hdt.
9, 37., , , , ()
tamed with iron.,, , , with iron

breastplate.,, , , (,) wrought witit iron.—II. slain by
iron, i. e. by the sword, used with the
nent. dat.. Soph. Aj. 323 ; cf., ov, () forging
iron.,, , .(,) mother of iro7i,, Aesch. Pr.

301., ov, , v., sub
fin.. ov, (,)
distributing with iron. i. e. the sword, or

swaying the sword,, Aesch. Theb.
788., ov.(,)
iron-backed,, Eur. Phoen. 1130.. 7/, , an iron fetter./., ov. Dor. -/.{,) :

—smitten by iron

or the sword, Aesch. Theb. 911.?, ov, (,) moulded of iron, Luc. Ocyp.
164., ov,(, -) plaited of iron, Heliod. 9, 15.



—/., , , name of
variegated stone, Plin.^-, , () iron-

winged."—,, , ^,=foreg., , , {) an
iTonmonser.', , , Dor.,
iron, in Horn., with epith.•, Jl.

9, 366, Od. 24, 168;, Od. 1,

184 ;, II. 23, 850 ,- and in Hes.
Op. 150, ?. It was the last of

the common metals which the Greeks
found out how to work, for general
use, Hes. I. c. (cf Hocks Kreta, l,p.

273, and ?.) ; hence,-, wrought with much toil, II. 6, 48,

Od. 21, 10 ; cf. It was early

made an article of traffic, Od. 1, 184 ;

and was evidently of high value,

since pieces of it were given as

prizes, 11. 23, 261, 850. It mostly
came from the north and east of the

Eu.xme, hence -, Aesch.
Theb. 817 ; cf'. — 2. oft. as a

symbol of hardness, sometimes in bad
sense, of hard-heartedness, sometimes
in good, oi unbending strength, wheth-
er of body or mind, cf, and
Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 815.— II. like Lat.

ferrum, any thing made of iron, an. iron

tool or implement, esp. for husbandry,
11. 23, 834 ; also of arms, a sword, oft.

in Horn. ; fof the iron head or point of

an arrow, II. 4, 123t ; generally, ar-

mour, arms, -, Thuc. 1, 6 ; cf:
—also a knife, sickle, Valck. Hipp. 76 :

cf..—III. a place for selling

iron, a cutler's shop, Xen. Hell. 3, 3, 7.

—!Nic. used also -, Th. 924 ; and
in plur., we sometimes find the hete-

rocl., : but the sing, rb, prob. only occurs Hdt. 7, 65,

and even here the reading varies. [Z]-,,{, --) sown or produced by iron, Luc.
Ocyp. 100.,, , {,) worker in iron, Aesch. Pr.

714., , {,-) made of iroiu 3?., Philippid.,

() ap. Ath. 699 F, cf. Meineke Com.
Fr. 1, p. 529., , to produce iron., , {,)
producing iron, Anth. P. 9, 561., ,{,)
to cut or cleave with iron, Anth. P. 9,

311., , , an iron

borer, ap. Steph. B. [], , ( )

wounded with iron., , , iron works,

a smithy, Strab. : and, , , a working in,

tron : from, , {,*)
working in iron : a smith, Theophr.
iLpov, a, ovv, v.., , to bear iron arms,

wear arms, Thuc. 1, 6 ; SO also in

mid.. Id. ], 5.—II. to go with an armed
escort, Plut. Cic. 31, also in mid. : from, , {,)
producing iron, ., of the Chaly-
bes, Ap. Rh. 2, 141 , cf 1005.—II. bear-

ing arms., , gen., {-,) of iron heart, Aesch. Pr.

242 ; .. Id. Theb. 52 ; .,
Eur. Phoen. 672., ,{,) born

of iron, of iron nature.', ,{, ?.-) of iron and copper, Luc. Ocvp. 96.

85

£2,, ,{,-) fighting m iron, epith. of mailed
war-horses, Find. P. 2, 4 : cf ?.-.,, , ,{,) with an iron tunic, Nonn. [], , {) to make of
iron, overlay with iron, Luc. Pise. 51 :— e~t u).-

7mv '/., iron had been laid over a
great part of the rest of the wood,
Thuc. 4, 100.\,, ,{) Sidero,

wife of Salmoneus, step-mother of
Tyro, Soph. Fr. 573.,,, iron-ware, iron-

mongery., , , {)
an iron-7nine.\, , , the Sidetani, a
people of Hispania, Strab. p. 162., , , the Sidiceni, a
people of Campania, Strab. p. 237., , {,) of a
pale yellow colour, like pomegranate-peel,

jaundiced, Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon.,, , {) of the

nature or colour of pomegranate-peel.—
11.=, dub., , , {) pomegranate-
peel, Hipp., Ar. Nub. 881 : dim. only
in form, [, Ar. 1. c],,, a medicineprepared

from or with.iv,, , the Sidones, a race
of the Bastarni, Strab. p. 306., , , {) of the

pomegranate, pomegranate-coloured, [i,

iNic. Al. 276.],{) adv., from Si-

don, II. 6, 291.

fvo, a, ov, .=,
V. sub, 11. 6, 290 ; Od. 4, 84., , from the Sidonian
loom.,, , Sidus, a place
near Corinth, where (no doubt) pome-
granates grew, tXen. Hell. 4, 4, 13+ :

hence adj., a, ov.ioa, , , Sidussa, a fort-

ress in the territory of Erythrae on
the Ionian coast of Asia Minor, Thuc.
8,24.,, , Sidon, one of the
oldest cities of Phoenicia, first in Od.
15, 425: hence adj., a, ov,

Hom. ; and , the country
of which Sidon was capital, Hom.

:

later also', a, ov, +Hdt. 7,

44; =, Ar. Ran.
1225t, with pecul. fern.,, +Eur. Hell. 1451+.— tl.,, , a man of Sidon, 11. 23, 743.

[Always ; but , Dra-
co p. 81, 23.]', ?., etc., Ion. for-, ?., etc.';.?:-:—
to hiss, esp. ofthe noise made by plung-
ing hot metal into cold water ; hence
also of the eye of the Cyclops when
the burnt stake was thrust into it,?. 7., Od. 9, 391

:

—also of a pot boiling, Magnes Dio-
nys. 2, Ar. Eq. 930 ; of fish frying. Id.

Ach. 1158:

—

. , of a
greedy fellow eating, Epich. p. 9.

—

(Hence,,,.)
—II. to hush, say hush, command si-

lence, hence,, etc.

—

. to

set a dog on by saying ' st !' Theocr. 6,

29 : this, ace. to Ruhnk., is properly. [t by nature, Elmsl. Med.
463.], , , Sithonia, a part of
Thrace, Hdt. 7, 122; and, poet.,

generally for Thrace: hence-
and, a, ov, Thracian

:

,, , a Sithonian; and,, , a Sithonian woman., , , Sicania, strictly a
part of Sicily near Agrigentum, and
so in genl. for, Od. 24, 307:
+cf Hdt. 7, 170 ; Thuc. 6, 2., a, ov, Sicanian. Sicilian., . , the Sicani. the
earliest inhabitants of Sicily ; ace. to

Thuc. 6, 2, having come from Iberia

from the river Sicanus, cf Strab. p.

270. [i in deriv., v., but I

Call. Dian. 57.]^, ov, 6, a Sicanian.—II.

Sicanus, a river of Iberia, ace. to
Thuc. 6, 2, where the Sicani dwelt
before removing to Sicily.—III. a
general of the Syracusans, Thuc. 6,

73., ov, 6, the Lat. sicarius,

N.T., ov Ion. , , Sicas, a
Lycian, Hdt. 7, 98., , , {?.) Sicilt/,

+first in Pind. O. 1, 20; in Hom.
called and.\ \-
in hexam., as in ?, -,
metri grat.]^/, ov poet, , , Dor.
-, a, , Sicelides, a poet of Samos,
Theocr. 7, 40, where the Schol. un-
derstands Asclepiades ; as also is ex-
plained in (Mel. 1, 46) Anth. P. 4, 1,

46., to do or speak like the

Sicilians ; to favour their side, Lat.
Sicelisso.— II. =, Theophr.
ap. Ath. 22 C.i?, , , of or relating to

Sicily, SiciHaii, to?.-, Thuc. 4, 53 : proverb.?.
(as also -), of delicate, well-spread tables.

Plat. Rep. 404 ; so ^ . oipoTroitu, Id.

Gorg. 518, for which they were
noted., , , a Sicilian Greek,.

Thuc. 3, 90, etc. : fern,-,,
Xen. : cf?., . , Sicilian, of or from
Sicily, Lat. Siculus, Od. 20, 383": for

the migration of the Siceli from Italy,

v. Thuc. 6, 2, and Niebuhr R. H. 1.

p. 47. [Ace. to Draco p. 84, 13, also

-.],, afermented liquor, strong

drink, LXX. : a gen. sing,,
in Euseb. Praep. Ev. 6, 10. (Hebr.
shakar, to be intoxicated.)^, ov, o, an inhab. ofSici
mts II, Sol. 16, 3., , 7}=, Dion. ., to dance the Sicinnis,

Clem. Al.

(or, Dind. Eur.
Cycl. 37), , , the Sicinnis, a
dance of Satyrs used in the Satyrical

drama, Eur. 1. c. : named from its

inventor Sicinnus, Ath. 20 E, 630
;

or, ace. to others, from Sicinnis, a
nymph of Cybele. Orig. a Cretan
dance in honour of Sabazius, Hocks
Kreta, 1, p. 209. [2t.],, , a Sicinnis dancer,

Ath. 20 A., , , a company of
Sicinnis dancers.— 11. a common air

on the flute, Ath. 618 E.^, ov, , Sicinnxis, a slave

of Themistocles and tutor of his

children ; sent by him to deceive
Xerxes, Hdt. 8, 75, 110; cf. Plut.

Themist. 12 : v. I..^, ov, , Sicinus, son of
Thoas and the nymph Oenoe, Ap. Rh.
1, 625.—II. 7/, a small island of the
Aegean sea near Crete, Ap. Rh. 1,.

624.
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\, , the city Sicca Veneria
in Numidia, Polyb. 1, 66, 6., 6,=?., q. v., , , Ion. ,^=•,
a fruit like tlie cucumber or gourd, liut

eaten ripe (cf. ), Hipp.; the

plant grew to the height of a tree,

Theophr. C. PI. 1. 10, 1:— esp. the

long Indian gourd (the round sort be-

ing called'}.—. a cupping

glass, because it was shapeii like the

Jong gourd, Lat. cucurbila, Hipp. ; v.

Br. Ar. Lys. 444.,( II) to cup, Arr.

Epiot. 2, 17.; 01', , dim. from,, Phryn. (Com.) Monotr. J., adv. () gourd-like,

esp. of a tracture, when the bone
breaks smoothly off without splint-

ers : f)a0avriouv is the same ; cf.

Kdv'/.TJ^OV., , , a forcing bed

for cucumbers, etc., Hipp., ov, ro=foreg., Lob.

Phryn. S6., , , the seed nf cucumbers

or pourds, Theophr. [], , b, for

•^, V. 1. 2.

or., , the common
cucumber or gourd, Ar. Pac. 1001, etc.

;

eaten unripe and raw, hence .,
Hipp. ;—the was a diflerent

Jiind eaten ripe,=CTt/£iioi•,
.-, or simply, cf. Foes.

Oecon. Hipp., Lob. Phryn. p. 258, sq.

:

the Lat. cucumis comprehends both

Jvinds ; also. [ Cratm. Od. 8.], , o,=foreg., Alcae. Fr.

118. []vu, ,() like the

or, Hipp.,, 6, {,)
cucumber-bed.,, , Sicyon, fa city of

the Peloponnesus, near the Isthmus,

11. 2, 572t: later, .. +Xen. Hell. 4,

2, 14t, Polyb., cf. Schweigh. Ath.

029 A :—adj., a, ov, Sicy-

onian, Hdt. 6, 92 :—adv.,
of or from Sicyon, Pind. N. 9, 2.

—

The people themselves called their

town : its oldest name was., , , and -, , //.=, Hipp., Wytt. Plut. 2, 154 C.\, , , () Stcy-

onia, a small territory of the Pelopon-

nesus around Sicyon, Strab. p. 37!.•.

(sc.), , a

kind of woman^s shoes, esp. made at

Sicyon, Luc., diss., ()=^sq.,
Hesych.,() to loathe, dislike,

c. ace. .
Call. Epigr. 29, 4 : so in mid., lb. 30,

i, and freq. in late, esp. Alex., wri-

ters, Gataker M. Anton. 5, 9, Lob.
Phryn. 226., , , disgusting, loath-

some.,, ,() loathing,

disgust.,,, squeamish, fastidious

person, esp. in eating, opp. to-
;of. Arist. Eth. Eud. 3, 7, 6, Plut. 2,

37 B, Ath. 262 A ; cf., -'. (Cf. sick.) Hence,,, and,,,=^, LXX.
fSi'/cui',, , »S'icon, masc. pr. .,

a cook, Ath. 378 A.

tSiZa, , Sila, a wood in

Brultium, Strab. p. 261.^, , , the Silaceni, a

people in Assyria, Strab. p. 745.
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', , 6, SHanion, a

celebrated statuary of Athens, Plut.

Thcs. 4.—Others iii Diog. L. ; etc.

^/., , .=7 ; as

pr. ., also Silanus,H seer ot Ambra-
cia, Xen. An. 1, 7, 18.—2. an Elcan

of Macistus, Id. 7, 4,26.—3. a Greek
historian, Strab. p. 172.,, , the Silarus, in Lu-
cania, Strab. p. 252 : in Dion. P. •, 361.\, a, b, Silas, and,
ov, b, Sdvanus, a companion of Paul,

N. T.— II. the Silas, a river of India,

Arr. Ind. 6. 2.

tSiA.Jia, Of, , the Rom. fern. pr. n.,

Silvia, Strab.?., b, v.., Dor.,() a word used by Sophron, of

a vulgar arrogant person, Lat. oppe-

dere alicui, to treat one mth rudeness.

(The first part of the cornpd. is diib.

:

perh. the Dorians had a form
for.) Hence, , , wanton rudeness,

Luc. Lexiph. 21 ; v. foreg., , the palma Christi, called

in Hdt. 2, 94. ; also-, ',,,—cf.

also.,,, Lat. siligo, spring-

wheat, which the Greeks first procur-
ed from the Romans. Hence',, . flour from spring-

wheat,\,3\.•., bread made there-

from.^ []/., (?.) to insult, mock,
jeer, banter, Diog. L. 9, 111, Luc. Prom.
8, Ael. V. H. 3, 40., also,
ov,,= or, Hdt. 2, 94, ubi

v. Bihr, et cf. Diosc. 4, 161.

op,,tou<riteo : and, , ?'/, a writing of
: from, ov,(,)

a wnier of, usu. epith. of Ti•

nion of Phlius ; cf.'. []\,, ', the Silli, an Aethi-

opian people, Strab. p. 772.., ov, 0, (not?) jeer-

ing, satire, usu. a satirical poem ; Ti-

mon of Phlius, who lived about 01.

127, seems to have given this signf

to the word ; he wrote three books

j

of in hexam. verse, in which
he attacked all the Greek philoso-

phers, except Pyrrho and the Skep-
tics, to winch school he himself be-

longed, V. Diog. L. 9, c. 12. His
Fragments will be found in Brunck's
Analecta, and separate editions have
since been published byWoIke (War-
saw 1820), and F. Paul (Berlin 1828).

—Later, the name /. was given

to any piece of satire or censure in

any poem, as to many passages in

the Homeric poems, to Xenophanes'
attack on Homer's and Hesiod's the-

ology, etc. : so Lat. sillus. The form
is dub. (Usu. deriv. from -

7.,, ?.,, with . pre-

fixed Dor.,/,. Schnei-
der takes it as a collat. form, of, as a turned-up nose was a

sign of mockery (cf I,),
connecting it with >},-, and so with : certainly

the Lat. silo and silus are in his fa-

vour, cf. Lucret. 4, 1165.)

i7.o, ov, , Sillus, son of Thra-
symedes, Paus. 2, 18, 8., =: ace. to He-
sych., -, which favours the deriv. of-

from, Archipp. Incert. 11.

1, , and ., , a
tuft, bob; generally, an appendage:
hence of the parchment labels which
hung from the written rolls of the
ancients to receive the title of the
book, Cic. Att. 4, 5, 3 ; cf.,,.., a Gallic word trans-

lated by the Greek, one
who has vowed to live and die with his

lord, Ath. 249 ; the soldurii of Cae
sar, B. G. 3, 22./., ov, b, Silvanvs, v..\, ov, , Silvium, a city of
the Peucetii, Strab. p. 283., ov, b, the eating of a, a serving it «p at table,

Diphil.. 1, 11. [?.]., ov, 6, a river fish, prob.
the shad, Lat. sdurus (usu. deriv.

from , Ath. 287 ), Dio-
dor... 1, 36, Sopat. ap. Ath.
230 E, Juvenal. 4, 33. [], , also, a plant
like a thistle, the shoots of which
were eaten, Diosc. 4, 159., , , a slinking insect, a
kind ot grub ot beetle, Lat. blalta,

Arist. H. A. 8, 17, 8. — II. book-

worm, Luc.7.,, tv, (?^) of
silphiuyn, Nlc. Al. 329./., ov, TO, Lat. laserpitrum, a,

plant, the juice of which was used in
food and medicine, first in Hdt. 4,

169, 192, Soph. Fr. 945 ; freq. in Ar.
as an eatable, esp. mashed up with
cheese, Av. 534, 1579 ; and certainly

not very sweet, Id. Eq. 895, sq.—
Bentl. (Correspondence, Lett. 235,
and ap. Gaisf. Hdt. 1. c.) thinks it is

the asa-fueiida, still much eaten as a
relL-ih in the East : it is now thought
that the Persian sort, which yielded
the /. was this. cf. Bot-
tiger Archaol. u. Kunst 1 , p. 220 ; bui
the African sort, yielding the/ (ace. to Delia Cella)

theferula Tingitana, or (ace. to Spren-
gci) the thapsia gummij'era, v. Bahr
Hdt. 1. c. Hence, ov, 6, ()
dealer m silphtum, Strab., ov, (,)
bearivg silphium, Strab., , loprepare with silphium :

fff(7iZ0i(j/ztjOr=sq., Philox. ap. Mei-
neke Com. Fr. 3, p. 644. Hence, , , prcpar':d with sil-

phimn, Ar. Fr. 180.i.. b, Siloam, a fountain at

the base ofMt. Sion, N. T., ov, b, Simangelus, a
Bopotarch, Paus. 9, 13, 0.^. , Simaetha, a courtesan
of Megara, Ar. Ach. 524, cf. Ath.
570 A.—2. a Sicilian female. Theocr.
2, 101.^, ov, b, Simaristus,

masc. pr. n., Ath. 478 C.,(-) to hive bees.—
II. intr., . honey col-

lects in the hive, Anth. P. 6, 236., , ,=. Hence, , , poet, for-
, ., honey. . Rh. 3, 1036 ;

—pecul. fern,,,
., hole in a rock used by bees as a
hire. Id.

;.^, Anth.
P. 9, 226./., a, ov,() ofa hive .•

like one : found in one.,, pecul. poet. fein. of'., , to make bee-hives,

generally,—/..., ov, b, a bee-hive, Hes. Th



598, Theocr. 19, 2,. Rh. 2, 132:—
metaph-, any store or hoard, 3?., Ar. Vesp. 241, as in Lat.

favtssae for thesaurus. — In. also

heterocl. pi., . (Prob. akin/,.), , f. 1. for-., , musical instrument

of thirty-Jive strin<;s.^, ;, , Simiche, a slave,

mother of Archelaus. king of .Mace-

donia. Ael. V. H. 12, 43.-2. in Luc.
V. 1.., , . Dor. for •6,
(strictly son of Simichus, or perh.

formed from, v. Subj. of 3d
Idyll. Theocr.), Siniichidas. a name
lor Theocritus himself, 7, 21., ov, , .SiViiums, aTheban,
pupil of the Pythagorean Philolaus,

Plat. ; etc. — 2. a poet of Byzantium,
Anth. P. 4, 1. — Others m Strab.

;

etc., , {,) snub-

nosed.,, 6, the Simols, fa
small river of Troas, nsing in Ida

and joining the Scaraandert, 11• 4,

•17C ; contr.,, Hes. Th.
342 :—adj., contr.-, , ov, also oc, ov in Eur. Hel.

250; pecul. poet. fern.,. tEur. Andr. 1183.-2.' ace. to

Strab. p. 60S a river of Sicily near
Aegesta.], ov. , Simoisius, son
of Anthemion, a noble Trojan, II. 4,

474.

ftovo. a, ov, v. sub., ov,{,-) with snub-nose, i. e. flat face.

Plat. Phaedr. 253 E.', , . snub-nosed, flat-

nosed, like the Tartars (or Scythians,
as Hdt. calls them). Hdt. 4. 23. cf 5,

9; so, Aiist. says that all children
are, Probl. 33, 18 ; also of the
hippopotamus, Hdt. 2, 71 ; of bees
and kids, Theocr. 7. 80 ; 8, 50:

1>, Plat. Theaet. 209 C : ro .
=, Xen. Symp. 5, 6:

opp. to-. — Since scorn is ex-

pressed by turning up the nose, we
find ye/.av = naso suspendere

adunco, Mel. 91, 4 : so,. Id. 52, 3, cf 95. —II. also
of other things, bent upwards, hence
steep, up-hill, Lat. acclivis, opp. to-, Lat. declivis, Ar. Lys. 288 ;

:rpof TO , to pursue np-

htll, Xen. Hell. 4. 3, 23 ; ., Dionys. (Com.) /.
2 ; so, '-, Xen.
Cyn. 5, 16.-2. generally, bent in, hol-

low, concave, '?/, Xen. Cyr. 8, 4, 21 :, the bottom of the liver:

—opp. to, convex. (Lat. si-

mitis, sirnia, seem to come from it.), ov, b, masc. prop, n., Simus,
strictlv Flat-nose, also. Jac.

Anth. P. p. 60. 131. — t2. a Sicilian,

founder of Himera, Thuc. 6, 5.— 3. a
Thessalian of Larissa, an adherent
of Philip of Macedon, Dem. 241, 27.

—Others in Dera. ; Theocr. ; etct

—

II. a kind of tunny. [, not -
iioc, should be written also in Anth.
'P.fj, 310; 9, 315.], ), .{) the shape

of a snub nose, snuhbiness. Plat. The-
aet. 209 C, Xen. Cyr. 8, 4, 21 ; opp.

to. — II. generally, hollmv-

ness, flatness, Hipp. ; so, . -, of the upturned tusks of a wild
boar. Xen. Cyn. 10, 13.

i.ovo, a, ov, v. sub.

,, ,=., , () to turn up the

nose : hence, to sneer at, Lat. naso

siispendere adunco. — II. generally, to

bend in or upwards :—pass., to become

hollow or flat, Hipp. ; -. up-turned feet, as of some
wading birds, Arist. Part. An. 4,

12, 8.^7. , ov, b, Simylus, a poet of

the middle comedy, Mcineke 1, p.

424.—2. a tragic actor, Dem. 314, 11.

—Others in Luc. ; etc.

ivpa, ; , Simyra, a city of

Syria, Strab. p. 753., , . {) a kind of

loose song, named from one, its

inventor, Strab., ov. , one who sings -, Ath. 620 D, cf., , , {) that

which is bent upwards, that which turns

up, -, the upturned bow of a ship,

Plut. Pericl. 26 : cf.^,, , Simon,a notorious

sophist in Athens. Ar. Nub. 351.—2.

an Athenian, who wrote concerning
horsemanship, Xen. de Re Eq. 1, 1.

—3. a Thracian, gifted with citizen-

ship at Athens, Dem. 624, 6, 15.

—

Others in Lys. ; Luc. ; etc.^, ov, , Simonactides,

a writer of Chios, Ath. C62 C.fv. ov, b. Simonides, the

celebrated lyric poet of Ceos, The-
ogn. 469. Hdt. 5, 102.—2. an elegiac

poet of the island Amorgus, Ar.

Nub. 1362 ; Ath. 106 F.—3. a leader

of the .Athenians, Thuc. 4,7.—Others
in Ath. ; etc., b, (to , Jo-

seph.) Mt. Siva or Sinai, in Arabia,

renowned for the delivery on it of
the law to Moses by the Lord, LXX.;
N. T.,=, dub. 1. in The-
ocr. 30, 32, V. Wvistem., , , a stolen

dainty, Pherecr. Incert. 10.. , to damage, waste,

destroy wantonly, '?.7.-, Hdt. 1, 152
;

cf 8, 35 : generally, tn treat roughly,

wantotily, lewdly, )-, . Nub. 1070. (The form
i.s rejected even by the

old Gramm., cf fin.), ar, , mischievousness,

joined with >3\ Aiist. Eth. N.
7, 6, 6.—II. lewdness: in Themist.
extravagance.. ov. mischievous, hurtful,

Hipp. V. Foes. Oecon. : c. gen. rei,

7"' kuvTov ., ruining his own af-

fairs, Hdt. 5, 92, 6 : tcantonly mis-

chievous, wanton, Anacr. 50.— II. wan-
ton, lecherous, Plut. 2, 3 .\ ; cf Jac.

Ach. Tat. p. 609. [lu] (The deriv.

from is clear: but as to --, it is as difficult to explain here,

as in the other words with the same
ending,,,<?-. The form is perh.

ace. to analogy, but rejected even by
the early Gramm., cf Wessel. Hdt.
1, 152, Jac. in Wolf's Anal. 3, p. 30

:

is equally dub., and perh.
arose from attempts at etj-mology.)?., ov, , mustard-oil,

Diosc.,, and,, ,
mustard, Lat. sinapi, Nic. ap. Ath.
366 D, N. T. : cf . The
better Att. however used neither of
these two forms, but (q. v.),

Ath. 367 A, cf Lob. Phryn. 288. [], ov, . dim. from -, a mustard-pudding. [7]

INI,() to apply a mus-
tard-hhater to one, , Xenarch.
Scyth. 1.—11, to look sourly at one,
Tivi. dub., , ov, of mustard, []'-, , , dim. from •', a little mustard, [], ov, b,{) tie

use of a mustard-blister.', verb, adj., one must
put on a mustard-bltster.^'/, , , Sinartho-

cles, a king of the Parthians, Luc.
Macrob. 15.

+Vpof, ov, , the Sinarus, a river

of India, Arr. Ind. 4, 9., , , ( ) mis-

chievous, hurtful.— II. pass., hurt, dam-
aged, esp. in medic, as Hipp. ; cf.

Foes. Oecon.',, pecul. fem. of foreg.

iva, , , Sinda, a city of
Pisidia. Strab. p. 570.^. , . Sindice, a district

in Asia on the Cimmerian Bosporus,
Hdt. 4, 85.^, . , of or relating to

the iSmdi, Sindian ; 7.<. a harbour
on the coast of the Cimmerian Bos-
porus, Strab. p. 496."[, , , Sindimana, a
city of India, Arr. An. 6, 16, 4., , oi,the Sindi. a people
of Asia just east of the Cimmerian
Bosporus, Hdt. 4. 28.-2, In Ap. Rh.
4, 322 a people near the mouths of
the Ister

;
prob. same with former

;

cf Strab. p. 495., , ,= : a gar-
ment, etc., made of it.. ov, TO, dim. from foreg.,

LXX., and Dio C. : also,. , Plut. 2, 340 D.', ov, b, fem. -,,
wearing clothes of, Strab., , to wear clothes of, Strab. ; from', ov, wearing garments

of., , wm^en like or of, Philox ap. Ath. 409 E.\, ov, , Stndus, a city of
Macedonia, in Mygdonia, Hdt. 7,
123., , also,, ,
Hermon ap. Ath. 267 , contr. for,=;3?.,, mis-
chievous :—also=/,-
?., Alh. 1. c. Hence,=, Gramm.., , Att. for sq., Valck.
Phoen. 458.,, , sindon, a fine In-
dian cloth, muslin (and SO prob. de-
rived from, Sind), Hdt. 1, 200;
2, 95 ; , esp. used for
mummy-cloth, Hdt. 2, 86; 7. 181 (cf.

sub) :—later, generally, fine
linen, linen. Soph. Ant. 1222, Thuc.
2, 49 ; /., surgeon's
bandages, Hdt. 7, 181 :—then, any
thing made of this cloth, a muslin gar-
ment, a napkin, Lat. inappula. Bast
Ep. Cr. p. 180., Ion. for, to hurt,

damage, waste, c. ace, Hdt. 4, 123 ;

5,81'; 9, 13, 49, 73, 87.

and, , Ion. for, : Nic. has also ace., Al. 533
;

gen.,
Arist. Plant. 1, 5, 5. [], ()=, to siftj

icinnotv, N. T. Hence, , , that which is

sifted off, chaff..^=./, , also,
(atvia(j)=sq.
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INT

^,ivLOi',ov,TO,asieve: this word with
all its (iurivs. is late, prob. not before
N.T.,, , ace.,()
a destroyer, ravager, robber, a. -, Soph. Fr. 230 :—also as aiij.,

destroying, ., Aesch. Ag. 718.

—

II. as prop, n., 6, the Destroyer,

a famous robber of early Greece,
called -/ :—also writ-

ten, Valck. Hipp. 977. [>^]'\', , , Sinnaca, a city

of the Mygdones, in Babylonia, Strab.

p. 747.

- ', , 6, , {,) hurting vjith the teeth.—IJ. .,
Qfish, Antiph. Arch. 1 ; cf.\, , appell. of Pan iiom
his nurse ', Pans. 8, 30, 3.^, and, , ?/,

Smuessa, a city of Latium on the con-
fines of Campania, Strab. p. 231., , , Sinoii, a nymph, v.., Ion. (q. v.),

dep., used liy Hom. only in pres., and
imperf., whereas Hdl. 8, 31, has an
aor.•- (nisi legend,):
—cf. sub tin. Strictly,/» tear away,
seize and carry off as booty, hence of

attacks or assaults generally, in

Hom. always upon living beitigs, tire

uoi ', Od. 12, 114
;

so of the Cyclopes, -, who used to attack and spoil

them, Od. 6, 6 ; esp. of the plunder
of cattle, ££ f5e,. 11, 112;
'2, 139, cf. uatvi'/r : so, later, of wild
beasts, to tear away, tear in pieces, de-

vour ; cf. ,,.—2.

of things, to carry off, plunder, e. g.,, Hes. Fr. 2, 3 ; in

prose more usu., or -, to pillage, plunder, spoil a coun-
try, Hdt. 6, 97 ; 8, 31, etc., Xen. Cyr.

3, 3, 15, etc.— II. in more general
sigP.f., to harm, damage, distress,^ , II. 24, 45, Hes.
Op. 316, and Hdt. ; like Att.-

or, cf. Plat. Legg.
936 E.—2. also, to hurt, wound, Hdt.
2, C8 : esp. of the damage done by
one army to another,', . ,
etc., 5, 27 ; 7, 147, etc., Xen. Lac. 12,

5.—No act. occurs, but
is used as pass, by Orph. Arg. 212,
and we have pf. in pass.

signf. in an Inscr.—Rare in Att.
!

prose, except Plat. 1. c, and Xen.
[]
f.vopa, . , Sinoria, a fortress

in Pontus, Strab. p. 555.,,,{) hurt, harm,
mischief, Aesch. Ag. 389,561.— II. act.

any thing Iturtful, a mischief, plague,

and 50=,, lb. 733 ; cf.

Valck. Hipp. 977. [ Aesch., Nic.

Th. 1, 6,53; but, in Nic. Al. 231, •
.] Hence,, 7/,faultiness., late coUat. form from-, Manetho.
iiv,, oi, the Siritcs, a people

of Africa, Strab. p. 131., ov, !), {) tearing,

ravenous, epith. of the lion and wolf,

like the later, II. 11,481 ; 16,

353 : (a fem. subst.)

Nic. Th. 715., , u,= foreg., but we only
find it in plur. as prop, n., ,
the Sintians, the early inhabitants of

Lemnos, who were pirates, II. 1, 594,

Od. 8, 294 : hence, , ?/,

old epith. of Lninnos, jSintian, A p.

Rh. 1,608., , ol, the Sinti, a people
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! of Macedonia, Thiic. 2, 98 ; also wr., Strab. p. 457, v..,, 6,=, Anth. P.

6, 45.,, ,{)8,\..
the Destroyer, the Greek who per-

suaded the Trojans to receive the
wooden horse : the story is not in

Horn., but Soph, had a play of this

name, [], , , Sinope, a town of
Paplilagonia on the Black sea :-, ov, and, , , an
inhabitant of it : adj., ,,
fof Sinope, Stnopic, Strab. ; -,, and '7£rf, the territory

of ,S., Id. pp. 546, 561 1•— II• -
(sc.), a red earth found in

Cappadocia.atid imported into Greece
from Sinope, Lat. rubrica Htnopica,
Theophr. ; so. , Diosc.^, , , Sinope, daughter
ofAsopus and Methone, Ap. Kh. 2,

946.—Others in Dem. 610, 17 ; etc.,. , , Sinotium, name
of two cities, and
in Dalmatia, Strab. p. 315., aor. 1 inf. from.,, r), (^) a hissing, such
as is made by plunging hot metal in
water, Arist. !\Ieteor. 2, 9, 16., , {) like., : Lacon. for,:=.. , , marsh or meadow
plant, Theocr. 5, 125, in plur. ; and
in Od. 5, 72, Ptolemy Euergetes
wished to read for lov. Wolf.
Proleg. p. cxciii., Lacon. for, Ar. Lys. 81,

174, etc. ; cf. sub II.^, , Siuph, a city of the Ae-
gyptian Delta, in the Sa'itic nome,
Hdt. 2, 172.?, lengthd. for, pur-
blind. Poet. ap. E. M.,, , also, Lat.

supparum, Ty:\).,-, Lat. suppara summis velis annecte-

re, to hoist all sail, Arr. Epict. 3, 2. []^,. h, the city Sipon•
turn in Apulia, Polyb. 10, 1, 8., , Ar. Eq. 1296, Plut. 806,
and in Hippocr.,, , also

:— vessel, case, cupboard ; esp.,

a meal-jar, meal-sack, Jac. Leon. Tar.
9. (The deriv. is obscure : prob. akin
to the dialectic forms,,(,=, therefore also to •,,, etc. : is

a collat. form without . Lob. Phryii.

301 ; also in Att. with aspirated -,,.)^, , , of SIpylus, ap-

pell. of Rhea from sq., Strab. p. 469.^, ov, h, Stpylus, a moun-
tain on the borders of Lydia and
Phrygia, now Sipuli-dag, II. 24, 615

;

Strab. p. 571.—II. ?/, a city of Lydia
by Mt. Sipylus, destroyed by an earth-

quake, Pind. O. 1. 62 ; Eur.' 1. A. 952
;

called by Strab. -.—III. , son of Amphion and
Niobe, Apollod. 3, 5, 6., ov, TO, new wine boiled

down, Lat. defrutum, Ar. Vesp. 878,
Antiph. Leuc. 1, Alex. Leb. 2, 8,., 2, 3 : also ,
Hipp. ; or , cf. Foes.
Oecon. :—cf. (-.-. [i\,, , the Siraces, a peo-
ple between the Maeotis and Cas-
pian, Strab. p. 506.'\,, , Sirace^ie, the ter-

ritory of foreg., Strab. p. 504.,, worse forms for,.

, , star., , , but also, Lye.
856, and, the Siris, a river of
Lucania, Strab. p. 201.— II. . a city
on foreg. river, port of Heraclea, also
called, Hdt. 8, 62.-2. a city
of Paeonia in Thrace, Hdt. 8, 115.^. , , an inhab. of Siris
II. 1), Hdt. 0,27.^, ov, TO, Sirmium, a city
of Pannonia, Strab. jj. 134., ov, ,{,)
strictly pit-searcher, a sort of probe or
gauge, with which the tax-gatherers
searched corri-ints and magazines.
Math. Vett. : in war it was used to
try whether there were pits etc. in
the ground.—11. a barbed lance, LXX.,
Joseph. Also written., ov Ion. , , Sirojni-

tres, a Persian, Hdt. 7, 68.,, , the Siropaeo-
nes, a people of Thrace, around Siris
(II. 2), Hdt. 5, 15., ov, , a pit, esp. for keeping
corn in, Eur. Phryx. 4, Anaxandr.
Protes. 1,28, Dein. 100, fin.; also a
pitfall, Lat. sirus. [I, II. c, and Anth.,
cf. V'alck. Diatr. p. 217 ; but in com-
mon language i, ace. to Draco p. 81,
25.]^, b, Sirrhas, masc. pr. n.

Arist. Pol. 5, 8, 11., , later form for ,
Schaf. Long. p. 336., ov, , Siromiis, son ol

Euelthon, king in Cyprus, Hdt. 5,
104.-2. a Tynan, Id. 7, 98., ov Ion. , , Sisam
Ties, a Persian, father of Otanes, Hdt
5, 25.-2. another, Id. 7, 65.iv,, , Sisapon, ,•^
and ?, two cities in Hispa^
nia, Strab. p. 141., ov, TO, a wcrman's orna-
inent, prob., a kind oi chain., ov, TO, a plant with an
eatable root, slum sisanun, Linn., Lat.
siser, Epich. p. 1, Diosc. []^ or, ov, . Si-
sictis or Sisicottus, a Persian satrap,
Arr. An. 5, 20, 7.\., ov Ion. , 6, Sisima-
ces, a leader of the Persians, Hdt. 5,
121.'\, , rock of Sisi-

mithres in Bactria, Strab. p. 517.iv, ov, , Sisines, a Persian
name, Arr. An. 1, 25, 3; etc., ov, , Sisi7ines, a Scy-
thian, Luc. Tox. 57.

tS/ffif,, , Sisis, masc. pr. n.,

Strab. p. 555.ja, , , Siscia, in Panno-
nia, Strab. p. 314., ,()=, a hissing., , , a mode of braiding or
dressing the hair, LXX., 6, rare dialectic form for, akin to and-., , ov, of,
Theophr. ; ., Antiph. Thoric.
1,5., , TO,=sq., Cratin.
Malth. 1, 3, Ar. Av. 160., ov, , a sweet-smell-
ing plant, perh., 7nint or thyme, [,
Mel. 1, 19, but , Nic. Th. 890.]

(not), , . orig.,

shaggy goat-skin ; and so, generally,

an outer garment of skin, or of skins

sewn together, like, Valck. Am-
mon., Ruhnk. Tim. s. v. : hence, a
thick, rough outer garinent, wilh the
nap uncut : it served as a garment by
day, and a covering by night, like the
modern Greek ^rego, Ar. Vesp. 1138,



Nub. 10, etc. ; in Hdt., q. v.

:

—,,,,, are rare collat. forms.

The word prob. belongs to,
Lacon. word (or a goat, and this again
connects it with.)i3, , , Sisyrbe, an Ama-
zon at Ephesus, Strab. p. 633 : from
her a portion of the Ephesians were
said to be named.,,,{) bul-

bous plant, Theophr., , later form for -., 7,=, garment of
skin, . ?., . 1. Hdt. 4, 109 ; 7,

67, Aesch. Fr. 101. [] Hence, , , {) one who
slips into a, wears a shaggy
upper garment. Lye. 634. [6v\, ov,,^. [],,,=^.—II. sur-

gical bandage. Hence, op, =,
Hdt. 7, 67., , like a skin or fur,, Soph. Fr. 362.7], ov,,=., ,=:. [], , to wear skins : from, ov, (, )
wearing a ski7i., ,=, Lye. [, ov, , the SisyphSum,

an old ruin by the Acrocorinthus,

Strab. p. 349.'\, a, ov, of Sisyphus,

Sisyphean ; TO ., i. e. Ulys-

ses, Eur. I. A. 524; , the

descendants of S., i. e. Creon and his

family, or perh. Creon alone, Id. Med.
404.^, ov, 6, son (or descendant)

of Sisyphus, 1. e. Ulysses, Soph. Aj.

190 ; ci. Phil. 417, 625., to act like Sisyphus, i. e.

slily and unscrupulously.

jiv, a, ,= ;, land of Sisypfius, i. e.

Corinth, Anth.\, , , pecul. fem. to

foreg., ., the Cori?ithian shore,

Theocr. 22, 158., , , Sisyphus, a mythic
king of Corinth, fson of Aeolus and
Enarete, famed for his cunningt, II.

6, 153 ;
punished in the shades be-

low, Od. 11,593. (Prob. aredupl.form

oi, the Wise or Cunning.) [<], , a Syrian plant, the seeds

of which were used as a spice and as

a medicine, Diosc., , heterog. pi. of ,
q,.v., ov, b,(,)
a collector of corn for state purposes, a

commissary. Tab. Heracl., , to convey corn to a

place, Luc. Nav. 14: and, , , conveyance of corn

to a place, Luc. Nav. 14 : from, , (,) con-

veying or transporting corn to a place,

., provision-ships, Hdt. 7, 147,

Andoc. 22, 21, etc. ; cf., v.

Phryn. p. 430.^, or, , , Silace,

a city of Babylonia, Xen. An. 2, 4, 13

:

hence, ov, , ati inhab.of

.v., Arr. An. 3, 8, 3.

'{., ov, 6, Sitacus, a Persian

river, Arr. Ind. 38, 8.^?., 6, Ion., ,
Sitalcas, a king of the Odrysae in

Thrace, Hdt. 4, 80.—2. another king

in Thrace, an ally of the Athenians,

Thuc. 2, 29.—Others in Arr. ; etc., ov, 6, ., a shrub-

like kind of wheat, Theophr.
;
perh.

the same as , q. v., ov, TO, dim. from,
usu. in plur., little corn or bread,

Hipp., Philem. p. 398. Polyb. 16, 24,

5. []
^ ,, , 7/,==, v. L

Polyb., , supply with provi-

sions, to provision., , i], sufficiency of provi-

sions, supplies, ., Arist. Oec.

2, 24, 2 ; V. 1., and in all

other places Bekker has so written

it, e. g. 2, 30, 3 ; 40: the same vv. 11.

occur in Polyb., , to be a :

generally,=. Hence,, , that which is

furnished as provisions : a soldier's ra-

tions, Antiph. Didym. 2, 12., ov, 6, and.
Harmed, ap. Ath. 148 F,(, -) the president of the commissariat, a

commissary-general. Hence, , , the office offurnish-

ing a town or army with provisions, the

commissariat of an army.—II. the sup-

plies furnished, v. sub.,,=. [], , , () feeding,

fattening : public maintenance in the

Prytanium, v. 1. Xenophan. ap. Ath.

414 A., ov, 6,() one who
feeds cattle, etc., Plut. 2, 750 C., , ov,fed up, fatted, Xen.
An. 5, 4, 32 ; ., Lat. altilis, Epi-

gen. Bacch. 2 : from', () to feed, fatten, Hdt.

7, 119 :—pass., to be fed, to eat, c. ace,

esp. to eat bread, Pplyb. 12, 2, 5 ; cf.

sq., , f. -, ,) to feed,

fatten :—usu. in pass.,, to be

fed, to eat, take food, -, Od. 24, 209, so Hdt. , 94,

133. Plat., etc. ; cf. sub :

—also like Lat. vescor, to feed on, eat

a thing, c. ace,, -, Hdt. 1, 200, 202, etc. ; -, Aesch. Ag. 1668;
.' At. Eq. 415, sq. (ubi v. Br. et

Dind.) ; . Id. Nub.
491., ov,(,) eating

corn, Nic. Al. 115.7,,{)=,
to convey, transport corn, TO-
Kov, Dem. 917, 26,-
. Id. 941, 4 : to import corn,, Id. 467, 25., , , the conveyance, im-

portation of corn, etc., , Dem.
1286, 17.?}, ov, created for the sup-

port of man, v. 1. Nic. Al. 429
;

Schneid..., ,()=:, ., Dem. 1213, 2., to supply with provi-

sions, , Arist. Oec. 2, 38 :

from, , , provisions, vict-

uals, esp. of soldiers' provision-money,

Xen. An. 6, 2, 4 ; - ,
Dem. 48, 4, etc. ; cf. Bockh P. . 1,

p. 365: strictly neut. from, a, ov,=sq., , ,() of corn,-, Arist. Eth. . 5, 7, 5'—\\. fit for
food, eatable.—III. Tu, corn or

grain in all its various hinds, Theophr. :

also TU.,. ,() an eating,

feeding . also^ood, provisions, Hdt. 3,

23 ; 4, 17 ; . , public

maintenance in the Prytaneiim, Ar.

Ran. 764, Plat. Apol. 37 A, and freq.

in Oratt. ; so absol.,/',
Ar. Eq. 574 : cf.. [], , ,{)= ., . -,() to feed, nnur-

i.th, fatten,, Hdt. 6, 52, Ar. Eq.
716, Isocr. 8 C ; , Xen. Symp.
4, 9: cf.:—pass.,= ffi7io//ai,

c. ace, , Theocr. 4,

16., , (w, and, , ov,() of wheat or corn, ^, the export of com, Polyb. 28,

14, 8., , ,() usu. in plur., food made of wheat corn,

bread
;
generally,/, victuals, provi-

sions, esp. for men, opp. to

(fodder for cattle), freq. from Hdt,
downwds. ; o?iv-, to feed oft' spelt, Hdt. 2, 36, cfv

:
— , three

days' provision (of soldiers), Ar. Ach.
197 :

—

T<X iv , public
maintenance in the Prytaneum, Id.

Eq. 709 ; cf..—\[.=^
U, Hipp.,, ,()=,
Theophr. [],, , and, ,
feeding, fatting.,, ,()=., , , verb. adj. from --,=^, Ath., , measure: from Lat. si-

tula., , . Polyb. 3, 100,

4 ; also, Menand. p. 69

;

and?., ro,= sq.,, ,(,)
place for laying up corn in, a corn-

loft, granary, Lat. horreum granarium ;

cf. 7^., , ,(, II)

distribution of com, prob. 1. Dion. .
7, 45,— for-., , . Ion.,(,) : wa/it or scarcity of corn

food, Hdt. 1, 22, 94, Thuc. 4, 36,

etc. Hence, for , to be

in want of corn orfood., , , a granary : from •, ov, (,)
holding food,,, Anth. P.
6, 95 ; 11, 60., , , a gratuitous distri-

bution of com, LXX., , to furnish with corn,

like : pass., to be provi-

sioned or victualled, Thuc. 4, 39: from, ov, 6,(,) a
furnisher of corn, like., , ,=^ :

from, ov,()=^^., . granary, sUsp./., to deal in corn., ov, a dealer in corn, a
corn-factor, [], or, (,) eat-

ing bread and doing nothing else, fruges
consumtre natus, Xlcx. Pann. 6, Me-
nand. pp. 85, 149., , to collect corn, gener
ally, /omg^f, Polyb 1,17,9: c. ace,
. . scour a country of
forage. Id. 3, 101, 2: and} ',, , a collecting of corn,

a foraging : conveyance of provisions to

any place : from, ov,(, ?.) collect

ing corn, foraging., , f. -. to be or act

as : hence, to deal out por-

tions of corn or provisions, .,
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LXX. :

—

.', to supply it with

iiTovisions, to provision, victual it, Po-
yb. 4, 63, 10, etc. ; and in pass., ol

TTt'Coi , they have it

served out as rations. Id. (i, 39, 13; from, ov, 6, (,)
one who measures and deals out corn or

provisions :
—a magislrnte who had to

inspect the corn-measures, Arist. Po!. 4,

15, 3., , , the office of a <-.—II. a measured allowance of
corn, rations, Diod. 2, 41., oti,= foreg. II, N. T.

:

so,, ov, , Plut. 2, 313 B.', ()=.-(, Granitn., 0}>,(,) dealing

out corn or food, ., the hope of
getting food. Soph. Phil. 1091., ,() to prepare

corn for food, to make bread, Eur. Tro.
494 : . Tivi, to give victuals to any
one, Xen. Cyr. 4, 4, 7.—II. mid., to

prepare food for one's self, lb. 6, 2, 31 :—to take food, lb. 1, 6, 36., , , bread-making, pre-

paring offood, Xen. Oec. 7, 21 : and, /, ov,for bread-making,,, Xen. Cyr. C, 2, 31,

Oec. 9, 9;, Polyb. 1, 22,

7 : from, , (,) pre-

paring com for food :—usu. in f'em., a womati that ground the

corn in the hand-mill (called ., Thuc. 6, 22) ; and, gener-
ally, a bread-maker, a baking-woman,
Hdt. 3,^ 150 ; 7, 187 : Thuc, etc.

;

opp. to/- (a cook). Plat. Gorg.
517 D, Xen. Cyr. 8, 5, 3 :

—

.,
the task of grinding and baking, Eur.
Hec. 362., , v. 1. for-
'., TO,= sq., , , (,)
the conveyance of corn, Dem. 671, 13 :

an escort accompanying it, a convoy. Id.

254, 22; 326, 11., , conveyance of com,
Diod., -, =,-, Philo., ,•=•., , 6, ()=?.. []), , to deal in corn: from7/., ov, , (, ?.)

corn-merchant, corn-factor, Lys. Or.
22, ., , 6, in plur. always
heterocl. , Hdt. 4, 128 ; 5, 34,
and Att., of. Pors. Med. 494 ; but no
neut. TO has yet been found :

—

wheat, corn, grain ; also, o{ corn ground
and preparedforfood, meal,flour, bread;
and so, generally, food, victuals, pro-
visions, like , first in Horn.,
and Hes. ; always of human food,
hence, as a general epith. of men, -
Tov, Od. 8, 222 ; 9, 90, etc.

;

strictly of bread, as opp. to flesh-

meat, hence , freq. in
Od. ; and it is said of savages, who
eat flesh only, that ri

7/, Hes. Op. 145 ; so,, Hdt. 4, :—yet also in wider sense, mcnt, as
opp. to drink, , Od. 9,

87, 11. 19, 306 ;
.' , Od. 3,

479, II. 9, 706 ; . , Od. 4,
74C, etc. ; , Hdt. 5, 34

:

—also, simply, food, as opp. to sleep,, Od. 20, 130, II. 24,
129 : and in Od. 10, 235, even of a
thick soup or porridge, called-, q. V. The same usages remain
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in Hdt., and Att., though in prose -, , is more usual, except in the

special signf of wheat, com, grain.—
II. in Att. law, the public allowance

made to wiitotvs and orphans, -,, Dem. 818, 0; 839,

4 ; cf. Harp. s. v. :— but the -
were actions under the Athenian

corn-law against regralers and mo-
nopolists, Isae. 38, 38, etc.—III. in

medic, that part offood which is reject-

ed in digestion, the excrement, Hipp.
;

V. Foes. Oecon., ov, (,)
sown with com, Dion. H. 4, 56., . (, *fpy<j)=, Plat. Polit. 267 ., ov,(,) eat-

ing corn or bread, Od. 9, 191, Hdt. 4,

109, a common epith. of men, like.
(sc.), , a ves-

selfor keeping corn, food in., ov,{,) carry-

ing corn, of beasts of burden, Hdt. 1,

80; 3, 153; 7, 125.— II. producing
corn., ov, ,() a
place for keeping corn in., ol, (, ?.)
corn-watchers. Athen. officers, origin-

ally three in number, but afterwards
ten in the city and five in Piraeeus,
who registered all imports of corn,
and superintended the sale of corn,
fiour, bread, to see that they were
sold by lawful measure, Lvs. 105, 35,

Dem. 467, 5; cf Bockh P. E. 1, p.

113, Herm. Pol. Ant. ^150, 11. []
Hence7, , to act as a-

: generally, to watch com, App.
Hence', , , the office of the^., ov, ,•=?.-. [a\, h, v... ov, contr.-, ovv,(,) of the colour of ripe

wheat, Lat. robeus, Opp. C 1, 435., also, a cry of drovers
to urge on or guide their flocks, st !

sht .' Theocr. 8, 69:—when fol-

lows, to drive them off,

'', ; Id. 5, 3, cf.

100 ; when , to entice them,\ a, ('>. Id.

4, 46 ; also, -.—The cry
is still used in lower Italy, says Stoli-

berg. (Cf III.), , , or, ,
softer pronunciation for'.'^', ', ol, the Sittaceni,

a people on the Maeotis, Strab. p.

495., o,= foreg., v.., , ij, a kind of woodpecker,

Lat. sitta, Arist. H. A. 9, 17, 1, Call.

Fr. 173.^, ov, b, Sittius, Rom. masc
pr. n., Ath. 543 A.\, , the Sittocatis, a riv-

er of India, Arr. Ind. 4, 3.'. , a leathern garment,
Hesych. ; prob. akin to., ov. ,^^^, -, Antiph. Parasit. 1, 7: also=
foreg.—II. pcrh. \&=?<., , , () epith. of
Ceres, Polemo ap. Alh. 416 B., , (,) of the

nature of com, Theophr., ', , () a corti-field,

y. I. Plut. ^ ^ ", , to be a, to buy
or buy up com.

,],=, dub., ov, 6,(,) a
buyer of corn, a cominissuri/ for buyin••

it, Dem. 310, 1, Plut. 2, 845 E./,, , and',,
, the office of a :

—a buying of
com, Dem. 918, 27.—II. com bought
up, Inscr.^, , , an inhab. of Si-
phae, Ap. Kh. 1, 105.^,, . Dor., Siphae,
a harbour in Boeolia on the Cri&-
saean gulf, Thuc. 4, 76., o,= CTt77«pof.', , , crippled, maimed,
defective in some part of the body,
Lat. mancus, a., Br. Ap. Rh. 1,

204 ; impotmit, prob. I. Xenarch. Bov-. 1, 5 (nbi v. Meineke) : of the
eyes, blinking, purblind, v. Jac. Anth
P. p. 662 ; cf. -', ^. -,.—II. e?nply, hollow., ap. Eustath. : of persons,
with an empty stomach, i. e. hungry.
greedy, Opp.H. 3, 183. -(The won!
is rare and only a poet, form for-, Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 166:
is another dialectic form, whence at-

ovvij and. By the signf.

blind it seems connected with rv^Aof,
by that of empty, with,-,.) Hence', , , defect, reproach,-. Lye. 1134.. , (') to maim, crip-

ple
; generally, to bring tomisery or re-

proach, Heyne 11. 14, 142., (?^) to mock, dub.,. ,(, .
2) mole, so called from its supposed
blindness. Lye. 121..() toptoy the Siph-
nian, Ar. (Fr. 558) ap. Suid. s. v.-, q. V.

ivo, a, ov. of Siphnus, Siph-
ninn ; o'l -, Hdt. 3, 57 ; 8, 40., .^=, dub., ov. , Siph7ius, one of the
Cyrlades, Hdt. 3, 57.,^., (,?. II) to be-

come empty, to decrease.,, ,( II) an empty
or hollow body, a reed, straw, any tube,

Lat. sipho ; esp.,— 1. the siphon, as
used for drawing wine out of the cask
or jar, Hippon. 41.—2. a fire-engine, or
its pipes. Math. Vett.—3. a water-spout

;

cf., II.— 4. moscjuitoes or
gnats are called ai-, blood-suckers, Mel. 93. 2.— 5. in

Eur. Cycl. 439, it must be taken sen-
su obscoeno for . [l by rule ,

but / in Eur. 1. c] Hence, to tap a wine cask with a
siphon, to draw off wine thirewith, . ol

vov, Ar. Thesm. 557., i), v.., rare coUat. form of, c{
Mehlhorn Anacr. p. 90, Herm. El.

Metr. p. 484.^, , Sion or Zion, in a broad
sense the hills on which Jerusalem
was built, in a narrower sense, one
and the highest of these hills, on
which was the tower of David, and
the upper city ;—also . met.
for Jerusalem, Or the Jewish state, N.
T. ; Jo.seph., : fut.-. Soph. .
. 233, Ar. Pac. 309, Plat., etc : aor.

:—cf. To be silent

or still, to keep silence, 11.2, 280, etc..

Hdt. 7, 10. and Att. ; ., to keep

silence touard.v anothr^r, Ar. Ran. 1134;
so, a. . Plat. Phaedr. 234
A ;—also like, in imperat.. -, hush ! be still ! Soph. Fr. 102,



and Eur.—II. transit., to keep in si-

lence, keep secret, not to speak of, like

Lat. tacere, Eur. Incert. 16, Xeii.

Synip. 6, 10, etc. ;—pass., to be kept

sileni or secret, Isocr. 6 E, etc. ; ri•' - ; Eur. Ion
432. C£ sub.— III. mid. -

. to make sileiU. to sile?ice, quiet,-, Polyb. 18, 29, 4. From
1£2IIH^ 7}(•, f/, silence, muritjv TTOi-, Xen. Hell. 6,3, 10 .—stillness, a

hush or calm, Soph. O. T. 1075, cf.

Aeschin. 33, 3 :—also in plur.,~> . inglo-

rious silence is their lot who make no
venture, Find. I. 4, 51 (3, 48) ;~. in titnes ofpeace. Inscr. Boeot.
ap. Bockh P. E.— II. dat.^, as
adv., in silence, the only case used by
Horn., .}• ), II. 3,95,
etc. ; ^ , Od.
13. 309: so in Find. P. 4, 100, and
Att. ;,,
., Eur. . F. 930, Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 43,

Deni. 1176, 2.

~?., , ,() silent,

still, quiet, Eur. Med. 320, Flut. Ages.
29, etc. : -, taciturnity. Id. 2, 47 D./, , , less usu. coUat.

form for foreg., L. Dind. and Bornem.
Xen. Symp. 1, 9, cf. Anth. P. 7, 199.~,, ,{) a being

silent, taciturnity., a, ov, verb. adj. from, to be passed over in silence,

Luc.— II., one must pass
over in silence, Id., f. -, to limp, halt, II. 11,

811: 19, 47.—II. , also ;^'-, the iambic verse of Hippo-
nar, being a regular senarius, with a

spondee or trochee in the last place ;, Anth. P. 7, 40S.

iaa, , . Ion., Scaea,

a daughter of Danaus, ApoUod. 2, 1,

5.^ /., ai, the Scaean gate

in Troy, v. II.

and,{, Saivci) to walk limpingly, to

walk or dance awkwardly., {) adv., from the

left.^, , , the Scaei, a people
of Thrace, Strab. p. 590.?., b, the Rom. name Scae-
vola. Plut.', ,, Lat. scaevus, strict-

ly left, on the left hand or side, Aesch.
Fr. 284, Plat. "Phaedr. 266 A, though
the commoner word is :

—
J) (sc. ), the left hand, in

Horn, always^, with the left hand,

II. 1, 501, etc. ; in full, ^.
lies. Th. 179.—II. western, westward,
for the Greek auspex always turned
his face northward, and so had the
West on his left : hence the name of
^Kaiai~v?Mi,the West-gate {oiTwy),
11. 3, 149, etc. ; so in Od. 3, 295,-
ov is prob. the west headland :

—

hence,—2. unlucky, ill-omened, be-

cause birds of ill-omen always appear-
ed on the left of the Greek auspex, or
in the west ; birds of good omen on
the right, or in the east (cf.

11) :—generally, unlucky, mischievous,/. , Hdt. 3, 53;
ov /', every thing is as well unsaid,

Pind. O. 9, 157 ; /.-, about to speak mischi/J', Soph. Aj.

1225.— 111. metaph., like French
gauche, left-handed, awkward, clum.<!y,

uncouth, lb^rly, -, Hdt. 1, 129; ?.-- /./., Soph. Fr.

660 ;
' '?.? y, -

, Eur. . 972 ;, Ar. Vesp. 1183;-, Id. . 174 ; -, Lys. 117,

27 ; . , Dem. 805, 19
;

etc. :—so adv., Ar. Plut. 60
;, Id. Eccl. 644.—In all

these signfs. is opp. to,
q. V.

—

. like ?., aslant, crook-

ed, Lat. obliquus, of serpents, Nic. Th.
266. (Lat. scaevus, our skew, low
Germ, schief: akm to.), ov, , Scaeus, son of Hip-
pocoon, Hdt. 5, 60.— 2., , a
pugilist, Anth. P. 6, 7., , ^,=sq., Sooh. O.
C. 1213.,, ,{ III) left-

handedness , awkwardness, uncouthness,

stupidity, ., Hdt
7, 9, 2 ;' ., Plat. Rep.
411 ; . . Dem. 70, 20., , {,*) to

be left-handed, to behave rudely,, towards one's parents,
Ar. Nub. 994. Hence,, , a left-hand-

ed deed, awkwardness.'2, to skip, dance, Od. 10,

412;, II. 18,572. (Akin
to, as also,-
.), , {) left-handed,

awkward.,,,{ cur-

vature, . 1. for/..,^ : . 1. for

in Plut.,, ,=-
; also malice, cunning, treachery:

so,, , v. 1. for in

Plut./., ov, , later form for

a/.a,^emeke Menand. p. 69., , , a subtle

question : a quibble, [u], ov, , dim. from
foreg., trifling subtlety or technicality,

petty quibble, Ar. Nub. 630./., strictly like,', to dig ; hence,— 1. to mdulge
in subtle speculation ; v..—2. sensu obscoeno, like Lat. fodi-
care, Ar. Eccl. 611. [], , = '/., dub. 1.

Theophr. []/., , {?.) hoeing., , , {?.)
that with which one stirs any thing, as
an oven-rake or poker, a hoe or mattock :

also/., in the common lan-

guage, and in Gramm. we
find the dialectic forms,,/. ,,'/.,,/.,
[],,,{?^) that

which is hoed, []/., , ./../.,, , {?.?.) one who
hoes young corn, Xen. Oec. 17, 12 ;

where others take it for a hoe./., , {}^) a hoeing.

I

["]?., ov, 6,=^?. : from
j
,= ?,?., to stir, hoe, hut,, to stir, poke them, Ar.

I

Pac. 440, cf. Luc. V. Hist. 2, 28./., , , unevenness, Plut.

j

2, 697 A.

I 7.7], 7), •,{) limping,

halting.— II. uneven, unequal, Oexaoci.

I

ap. Theocr. de Sens. 66 ;

I

., a rugged path. Leon. Tar. 63 ; .
i 7.4',\^\, Hipp.:

—

;
., an odd number. Plat. Eutnyiihr.

I

12 D ;' ., a triangle with

! unequal sides, Tim. Locr. 98 ; also

TO, Arist. An. Post, 1, 23,
I, etc. Hence/,, , () crooked-
looking, crooked, ., the ure-
ter, Hipp.,() as pass.,
to have the conception or impression of
something unequal or crooked, Plut. 2,
1121 A., ov, 6, the head of the -

or artichoke, Theophr./., ( ) =?.,/.., , spotted bird, Arist.. . 8. 3, 13., like, .,
to hoe :—Att. /../., , , {?.?.) an in-

strument for stirring or hoeing, a hoe,

mattock.— II. a bowl, cup, Hesych., , [] and, ,{?.)=?., Theophr.,, , {)=/.. Hence/.'/, , ,^=?../.,, , dim. fromaKaP.tr
II, Philet. 53.

/.?., to stir up, hoe, Hdt. 2, 14 ;. , Arist. Mirab. 91.

(Hence ?., ?,-,, 7., akin to

: and the root appears in, ,, Lat. scabo, scalpo,

our shave, scrape, etc. : perh. also akin
to /..),, , a knife, sword. Soph.
Fr. 549, V. Gatak. M. Anton. 11, 15.

(Said to be a foreign word, but at all

events connected with ?.?..)., , , dim. from sq.,

Ar. Fr. 714. [, Meineke Menand. p.

160.]^, , , the pin or thole to
which the Greek oar was fastened by
the, Lat. scalmus, paxUlus,
H. Hom. 6, 42, cf. Aesch. Pers. 376,
Eur. Hel. 1598, I. T. 1347.— II. ., a bank or bench of rowers,
Polyb. 16, 3, 4.-,, .{?) the dig-

ger, i. e. the mule, Ar. Ach. 879 ; cf: Phot, quotes the form-
from Cratin. (Cleob. 6, ubi v.

Meineke.),, , {7.) a hoe-

ing, Theophr. : also',.-,/,./.,, , dub. 1. in Po-
lyb., ubi al.:—it might have
the same signf , as derived from-
/.7/,—though strictly one would
expect/..^, ov, , Scamandrius,
V. sub. sq.—2. son of Strophius, a Tro
jan, II. 5, 49.—Others in Andoc. ; etc., ov, , the Scamander,
the famous river of Troy, ov?. , -, II. 20, 74 (cf.),—now
called the Bounabashi

:

—hence ad", a, ov, and in fSoph
Aj. 418t, Eur. Tro. 374, etc., , ov
Scamandrian, II. ; whence Hector call-

ed his son-, II. 6, 402.{ ; in Hom. the short vowel before
does not become long.], ov, ,{,) Scamandronymus, a Les-

bian, father of Sappho, Hdt. 2, 135., , , crooked, bent, bent
asunder, ot the legs, Lat. varus, opp.
to, Geop. (Prob. not from

or, but from,, with prefixed).^, , oi, Scamboni-
dae, an Attic deme, of the tribe Le-
ontis. Pans. 1, 38, 2.,, ,{) that
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which has been dug, a trmch, pit, Plat.

Legg. 845 E.— II. esp., in the gym-
nastic schools, a place dug out and
sanded, on which the leapers prac-

tised : proverb.,- th'ai,

to be at bay, Polyb. 40, 5, 5.—For tu, which were difl'crent, v.

sub II., ov, ro,= sq., "Sic. Al.

578.

iuiv,, 6, Scamon, a wri-

ter of \tytilene, Atli. 630 B., , , a plant, a kind of

hind-weed, scammony, from the roots of

which a purgative is e.xtracted, The-

ophr. : in Nic. also., . wine pre-

pared u-ith, used as a pur-

gative, Diosc. 5, 83., Dor. for, Theocr./, y, also^?,— sq.,

Alciphr. 3, 22. [(5]?.?, ov, TO, the stick in a

trap on which the bait is placed, and
which, when toucheil by the animal,

springs up and makes the trap shut,

the Imp-spring, also calleti

or : nictaph., '/./', setting word-irap*•, i. e.

throwing out words which one's ad-

versary will catch at, and so be
caught himself, Ar. Ach. 687, ubi v.

Schol. (Usu. deriv. from or.) [(5]?., make to stumble, give

offence or scandal to any one,, .
., and Eccl. : from', , , later form for', esp., snare laidfor an

enemy, LXA.—2. a stumbling-block, of-

fence, scandal, N. T., o,=:foreg., Hesych.',,{?)=•'/, susp.

iavapa,ar,7j,, Scandaria,

a promontory of Cos, also called, Strab. p. 657.

iva, , , Scandia, a port

on the south coast of Cythera, II. 10,

268 ; Thuc. 4, 54., ov, , a dealer in

chervil[), as Aristoph. called

Euripides, Hesych.,, (Schol. Ar. 1. c),

chervil, Lat. scandix, Ar. Ach. 478

;

cf. foreg.,, o,=foreg., Diosc.

2, 168.,=., Dor. for /, Tim.
Locr.,,,^, Luc., , ,() dig-

ging tool, a hoe, used by athletes for

exercise, Wiistem. Theocr. 4, 10 ; cf.

III.— II. a digging, trench,

Theophr., Anth. P. 9, 644., ov, 6, =,., ov, , dim. from-, susp., ov, , Dor. for-., , a game ofyouths at the

Dionysia : a rope was passed through

the top of a pole or through a hole in

a tree, and a youth at each end tried

to pull his opponent up : playing at

this game was called -. Poll. 9, 116. Hence, to pull up, provoke,

banter, Hesych., 6,() usu. in form, q. v. :,
and are also quoted., , Dor. for,•, Lat. scapus, Hesych.
so,,=.
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, , fern, from,
Anth. P. 6, 21./,, ,() a dig-

ger, delver. Ft. Horn. 2., . Dor. for,
Pind. O. 7, 28, P. 1, 9, etc., , ,() dug : that

may tie dug.—II. , a coun-
try in Thrace, named alter a forest,

Hdt. 6, 46: also, The-
ophr., iScaptesiila in Lucret., ov, Dor. for-., lengthd. from root-
or-, which appears in the aor.

2, and derivs., cf. sub lin. : fut.-
: pf. pass, : aor. 2 pass.]. To dig, delve, .

(as we say to hoc turnips, etc.), H.
Hom. Merc. 90; cf. Xen. Oec. 20,

20; . yr/v, lb. 16, 15; also, ., to dig a trench, Thuc. 4, 90

;

d.hso\., ., Ar. Plut. 525 :

proverb., .
Id. . 1432: also in mid., Pseudo-
Phocyl. 146.— II. , a
trench as the limit of the leap of the, hence metaph.,/, to overleap the

mark. Plat. Crat. 413 A, cf. Luc. Gall.

6, Bast Ep. Cr. p. 243. (Akin to the
Lat. cava, cavus, and to our scoop.),,^, susp., ,{)
a blinking, winking., =,
Luc. Lexiph. 4.'/, , d,(-) one who blinks or winks, Arist.

Physiogn. 6, 47., adv., winking., , , given to

winking or blinking, winky, blinking,

Arist. H. A. 1, 10, 3, Physiogn. 3, 6:

from, Att.- : fut.- :—to blink, wink, Lat. nictare, opp. to a

steadfast gaze, Eur. Cycl. 626, Xen.
Symp. 4, 24 ; cf. Foes. Oecon. : writ-

ten also. (Prob. from', and it is difficult not to con-
nect the lermin.- with.
ipo, ov, , Scardus, a mount-

ain range in Macedonia, Strab. p.

329.',, , Scardon, a city

of Liburnia, Strab. p. 315., , , (') a leap-

ing, leap, run.foots/ep, Ap. Kh. 3. 12G0,

Nic. Th. 139:

—

' ., the foot of

the bounding horse, Arat. 281., f. -,() to leap

:

to throb, palpitate, usu.,
Meineke Cratin. Del. 3., , ?/, another form of, q. v., , , () =.,, , stone coloured like

the fisft, Plin., f.-, dep. mid.() : to scratch or scrape up,

like fowls on a dung-hill : to scratch

an outline, sketch slightly, hence the

compd.- in Isocr. ; cf. Schol.

Ar. Ran. 1497, Nub. 630. (Hence
Lat. scarifi.care, our scarify.),,,=^
[] : from,^^.,, ()^=. [],, , scratching up :. trifling criticisms,

petti/ quibbles, Ar, Ran. 1497, ubi v.

Schol., ov, , strictly the same
as : esp. stile for drawing

outlines : hence, an outline, sketch,

[], ov, , a sea-fish, supposed
by the ancients to chew the ctid,

Epich. p. 24, Archestr. ap. Ath. 320
A. (Prob. from.) [, II. c.

;

but in Ennius, scarus, Meineke Phil

em. p. 386.], , , () a hap,
spri7ig, like. [], ov. ,() a leaper

.

in genl. swift, Hesych.^, , , and ,
Scarphea, a small town of the Kpic
nemidii Locri, near Thermopylae, 11

2, 532 ; Strab. p. 60., , 7/.=foreg., II.—2. a

city of Boeotia, Strab. p. 408., , ,() a limping,

hailing, LXX., (,) to defile

with dung., gen. of: not nom.
TO, , nor even

is found, though Sophronuseil
a gen. . Lob. Phryn. 293., , to eat dung or dirt,

Antiph. Corinth. 1, 4 : from, ov, (,)
eating dung or dirt, Epich. p. 31, Ar.

Plut. 706., , Lat. scaurus, with pro-

jecting ankles, Hippiatr.,, ,() digging,

hoeing., ov, ,() dig-

ging tool, spade, matlock, Hipp., ov,. Dim. from,
V. I. 4.,,=^.,, ,() digger,

delver, ditcher, Eur. El. 252, Archipp.
Incert. 2., , () =-. [], , cruel mode of death,

. (), [], ,,=: from, ()=^., to dig.

(),() to lay a per-

son in a trough with the head, arms
and legs hanging out, and so expose
him in the heat of the sun, until he
dies, eaten by insects.—a Persian
mode of torture, cf. Ctesias Pers. 30,

Plut. Artax. 16., , ,() like-, any thing dug or scooped out, as,

— 1. a hole, trench.—2. a trough, tub,

basin, bowl, Hdt. 4, 73. Ar. Eccl. 742:

a washing-tuh, jnoveable bath, Hipp.,

Aesch. Fr. 210.—3. a light boat, skiff,

Lat. scapha, Ar. Eq. 1315, with a pun
on signf. 2.-4. a cradle, Ath. 607 A,
Plut. Rom. 3., , ,() a digging,

like./, ov, ,=, susp., ,—, -, Theophr., , to be a,
V. sq., ov, (, )
carrying a bowl or vessel : at Athens
the were esp. called ?)-, because in the Panathenaic
procession they had the duty ol

carrying certain skiff-shaped sacri-

licial vessels ; as their wives were
from their carrying

pitchers() for ilie wives of the

citizens ; and their daughters-, from their carrying parasols() over their heads :—theso

duties were considered servile, v.

Herin. Pol. Ant. § 115, 10., , Sicil. for ., a
trench, pit, Inscr.



, , , dim. from•, in all its signfs., esp.— 1. small

; a small skiff, Polyb. 34, 3, 2, Luc.
Contempl. 8.—2. a small hoe or mat-
tock. [I], ov, ( ) and, ov,(,) one

who has his hair cut in the fashion

: v. II, I. 4." (not), ov,, dim.
from,, a small tub,

trough, basin, etc., Theophr. : a small

cup, Ath. 142 D, etc.—2. a small boat

or skiff.—3. a chamber-pot or night-

stool, Ar. Thesm. C33 ; like Lat. sca-

phium in Juven. 6, 264.—4. a concave

mirror, used as a burning-glass, with
which the Vestal virgms kindled

the tire, Plut. Num. 9 (ubi al.-) ; cf. ?'..—II. a fashion of
hair-cutting (borrowed from the Scy-
thians), in which the hair was cut off

all round the head, so as to leave it

only on the crown, which then
looked like a bowl ; hence,, shorn in this fashion,

Ar. Thesm. 838 ; ~-, Ar. . 806 : hence,—2.

is also used for the crown of

the head, ,
Ar. Fr. 02.—.=, Plut.

Arat. 3. Cf. [],, , like, dim.

from,, in all its signfs.

;

esp.,— 1. a smalt tub, bowl, etc., first

in Od. 9, 223, for a small milk-pail,

and so in Hipp. :—later esp. a drink-

ing vessel or 7neasure, like .
Foes. Oecon. Hipp.—2. a small boat,

skiff, canoe.—3. a kind oi sun-dial with

a concave dial plate, Mart. Capell. 6
;

cf. '?..—lL:=nTVOV, a winnowing-

shovel.,.^= ., ov, ,{ . 2) one

who guides a skiff or sm.all vessel, a

rower, steersman, Dem. Phal., Strab., , {, )
like a boat or skiff, Diod., Plut. 2, 890

D, sq., , {, -) to bathe in a tub, Alex. Trail.,, ,{,-
vat) a digging, , the

time fur trenching or hoeiag vines, Hes.
Op. 570 (where some would write

in order to mark the pecul.

signf ).—II. that which is dug, a trench,

pit, etc. : and so like, any
thing hollowed ; esp.,— 1. any deep ves-

sel, like, a washing tub, move-

able bath, Hipp.—2. the hull of a ship,

Lat. alveus, Hdt. 7, 182, Thuc. 1. 50;
ev , Soph. Tr. 803 :

—

generally, ship, Aesch. Ag. 1014,

etc. ; and so expressions like-, , etc., are to

be taken quite strictly for the hulls,

V. Blomf Gloss. Pars. 425 ; metaph.,., the ship of the state, Ar.

Vesp. 29.—3. the hollow of the belly :

—also, the hollow of the external ear.

— III. a spade, Anth., , like, a bitch-

fox, vixen-fox.^3, ov, 6, Sceblias, name
of a slave, Ar. Ran. 603., v. sq., also -, lengthd.

from root -, v. sub fin. : fiit.

[], Att.,, a, Aesch.

Pr. 25, Ar. Vesp. 229, but also in

Hdt. 8, C8 : pf. pass, :

aor. 1 piss, : Horn, uses

only aor,,. To
scatter, disperse, , II.

19, 171; 23, 158; . /,,
U. 17, 649, Od. 13, 352;,

Aesch. . . . ; hence in Soph. Tr.

989, . ,—
sleep being conceived of as a cloud

over the eyes ;—singularly, -' , he sprinkled, shed

the blood around, II. 7, 330 : to scatter,

spread abroad, Hes. Op. 95 :

—

/
., to shiver it, Aesch. Pr. 925.

—

II.

Pass., to be scattered, to disperse, uvu, Hdt. 5, 102 ; esp. of a

routed army, Thuc. 4, 56, 112 ; or of

plundering parties, Xen. An. 3, 5, 2:

—of the rays of the sun, to be shed

abroad, Aesch. Pers. 502 (cf-) :—of a report, to be spread abroad,. Hdt. 4, 14.

—CoUat. forms are, also

Ep.,, Horn. ; and.. Rh. (The form-
suggests the root ; if rightly

so, the radic. signf. is that oisplCtting,

shivering.) Hence,, , a scattering: -1=^, Od. 1, 116;
20, 225., o,=foreg., , , of, belonging to,

fittedfor scattering, dispersive, in genl.

= sq., , , verb. adj. from, scattered : that may be

scattered, -, dissoluble sub-

stance. Plat. Tim. 37 A., fut. of, q. v., , , tight, exact, careful,

Hipp., Lye. 270 ; v. Foes. Oecon.
Adv. -, exactly, .-, Aesch. Pr. 102. (From -,, aor. of : cf.)ipa, , v.., , , late form for-., 6, late form for or., late form for., or better,, b,

Attic name for the wind which blew

from the Scironian rocks in the isth-

mus of Corinth : hence a north-west

wind, like, Theophr. de
Vent. 62.—fH- Sciron, a notorious rob-

ber who frequented the rocks near
Megara, slain by Theseus, Eur. Hipp.

1208; Plat. Theaet. 169 A; Plut.

Thes. 10.—2. son of Pylas, king of

Megara, Paus. 1, 39.^, , , of Sciron II.

I, Scironian, Anth. P. 7, 496.^ or, , ,
pecul. fem. to foreg., , ., the

Scironian icay, leading from Athens
by Megara over steep rocks to Cor-
inth, Hdt. 8, 71 : ai -, the Scironian rocks, on the sea

near Megara, where Sciron (II. 1)

dwelt, Eur. Hipp. 979, called-. Id. 1208., not, al,{)
breeches, Antiph. Antea 3 ; elsewhere.,=?•,?, dub., , ,{) dry-

ness, leanness, a parched state., , , any thing

dry, parched, withered.?^,= :— pass. , to

wither or waste away, At. Fr. 677.

—

II. to dry or salt flesh, Diosc. : also, to

embalm a corpse, Teles ap. Stob. p.

234, 11., , ,^-,-
tae., , ,{) dried up,

parched: dry. lean. Plat. (Com.) In-

cert. 2, Nic. Th. 696:—ro
(sc.) a dried body, a mummy,
Plut. 2, 736 A ; also , .', Phryn. (Com.) Incert. 1, cf.

Plut. Anton. 75. (Never a skeleton in
our sense of the word.) Hence, ,{) like a mum-
my, Luc. Salt. 75, Erotian., v../', , {,,)
breaking the legs : ., a fracture of
the leg. (Perh. should be written.), f. -. {.) to run.—.=-/, Sext. Emp. p. 250.—III. for/., dub.,, 7),=Att., q. v.

—\1.=..—11.=. q. v., ov, , dim. from,
Ar. Eccl. 1168., , , {) dry,

parched, lean, dry or lean looking,

Hipp. ; Att.., q. v.•,,,. Scellius, an Athen
ian, father of Aristocrates, Ar. Av.

126 ; Thuc. 8, 89., f. -,{) to be

crook-legged.,, , also, late

for 7., Plut. 2, 349 A.'/, , ,() crook-leg-

ged ; elsewh.,—written also.2 : fut., also -
.• aor. 1. To dry. dry up,

make dry, parch, '/
!//' ., 11. 23, 191 : the subj.-
'krt in Nic. Th. 694.— II. in pass.,./. : fut.7. or-. : also with an intr. aor. 2 act.

; and so inf. (as if

from *?). pf with pres.

signf :

—

to be parched, lean, dry,^-, sinoke-dried, Choeril. 4

;

., . Rh. 2, 201 ; also

part. nom. pi., lb. 53 :

cf *~/.. (Hence,,, also,,, akin to,, v.

Lob. Soph. Aj. 648 ; also perh. to

squalco.), b,{) a garter,

usu.., , , {) the

fracture of a bone.', , , the whole leg

and foot (Arist. H. A. 1, 15, 5) ;
gen-

erally, the leg of a man, only once in

Hom., viz. , the but-

tock, II. 16, 314 ; then in Hdt. 6, 129,

and Att. ; also of animals, Hdt. 3,

103, etc. : esp. of dancers,,, Ar. Pac. 332, Eccl.

295 ; of men usu. ., not

., Meineke Com. Fr. 3, p. 451 :

—

as a military phrase, -, to retreat with the face towards

the enemy, retire leisurely. Lat. pe-

detentim, Ar. Av. 383 ; so, ~ '/., Eur. Phoen. 1400 ;

(like in Xen., cf 3) :—., to go (as the

giraffe and some quadrupeds do) with

the hind foot following the fore on the

same side, (not crosswise as most do),

to amble, pace, Arist. H. A. 2, 1, 15:, it meets one
across, i. e. crosses one's path, thwarts

one, Ael.— 11. ., the two long

walls between Athens and the Pei-

raeeus, Strab. p. 305, called brachia

by Liv. 31, 20, Propert, 3, 20, 23,

cf. Meineke Enphor. p. 18 ; also of

the long walls of Megara, Ar. Lys.

1170.', , , a lameness in

the leg, sucli as to make one totter

about, esp. frequent in Arabia, Strab.

p. 781., , ,{) a

subject for reflection, question. Plat,
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Rep. 435 C, 445 . — II. reflection,

gpiculalinn. 111. CritO 48 C., b, late and rare form for.', , , dim. from sq.", , , v. the Alt.-.", Aeol. for., poet.. and ace. pi. of, Hes., f. -«, (.) like~, to cover, shelter, Xen. Mem.
3, 10, ; and in pass.. Id. Cyr. 8, 8,

17 : cf..,,, a covering: strict-

ly iieut. from, ,, covering, sheltering,

Opp. H. 3, 630. — 11. pass., covered,

sheltered, Anlh. P. 7, 099.

(not), , also/, Siud•. a fish, Lat.

utnbra, 0|>p. . 1, 100.^)/, adv., like the bandage
called, Hipp.', 1. -', to hew ivith a. Hence, ov, , a hewing with

a'. — 11. a fracture of the

skull in the shape of a,
Hipp., ov, , a carpenter's

axe, e.sp. for lievving and smoothing
the trunks of trees; different from
the (felling a.xe or hatchet),

Od. 5, 235-7 ; 9, 391 ;. Leon.
Tar. 4.— II. from some likeness in the
shape, a surgical bandage ; also -. Hipp.— 111. o[ a. sheep-skin, as

if-, Artemid. 4, 24. (Per-

haps from.) [Hom. does not
lengthen the short vowel before -.], ,,^^ 11.,._

,, , , covering,

shelter, ., shelter from the
wind, Od. 5, 443, etc. : poet. nom. and
ace. pi., Hes. up. 530, cf
Kuhnk. H. Hom. Cer. 12 : in prose
iisii., q. v., or. (Cf
Lat. squama, Germ. Schuppe ; and
bee-skep. Scot, for a hive.),, ,() a cov-

ering, LXX.,, ,() ^=, anci poet,. Plat. Polit.

279 D, , 280 C, etc., a, ov, fitted for cov-

ering or shelleruig., ov, 6,{) one
that covers, LXX., , , =z-, c. gen., Arist. Metaph., 7, 2, 8

;

., defensive armour, Ath. 193
C. Adv. -, Hipp., , , verb. adj. from, covered.,, , contr. for-, a veil, LXX., Ep., like the
prose form, (, -
/) to cover, shelter,, they .ihelter the sea from the
wind. Od. 13, 99 ;

ilkipai, Theocr. 16. 81., , , like the poet.•, a covering, shelter,, a shelter from the south west
winil, Hipp. ; ) ,
under shelter from War, Hdt. 7, 172,

215 ; 80, ) ^, Hdt. 1,

143 ; , -, Ael. . . 7, 6 ; 9, 57 :.'. Plat, Tim, 76 D :—but,' -, under their
protection, Polyb. 1, 16, 10., , ,^ :, strong places. LXX.?,,—,
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, , ,=., ,=, Dorio ap.

Ath. 322 ., . for, 3 1.
pres. from., verb. adj. from-, one 7nust reflect or consider, Ar.

Eq. 35, Plat., etc., a, ov,=sq., Manetho., ?}, ,() inclined

to reflection or thought, thoughtful, re-

flective.—11., also-
TlKoi,, the iikeptics. a .school

of philoanphers vho doubted all things :

the followers of Pyrrho were esp.

so called, but also the Academics,
Diog. L. Prooem. 20 ; 9, 69, sq.

Adv. -, Id., lengthened from root-, dep. c. fut.-, aor.

; pf. in same
signf. Plat. Prot. 317 B, etc.—The
best Att. writers hardly ever have
the pres. and iinpf,-

(Plat. Lach. 185 C is an ex-
ception, as is Thuc. 8, 06—unless we
read plqpf with Elmsl.),

though Ireq. later, as in Luc. : they
prefer using or as
pres., while they always take the
other tenses from this form, viz. fut.', aor.-, pf-, Klinsl. Heracl. 148, ct.:
the pf IS used by Dem. 576, 27

;

1403, 21, in pass, signf , though even
he nsu. has it in act. : aor. 2,
LXX.— 1. to look about, look canfully,
spy, vvv..at , 11,

17, 652 ; . ,',
Od. 12, 247; c. ace, -,
he looked after the whistling of the
darts (so as to shun them), 11. 16,

301 ; , . Cer.
210.— 11. later of the mind, to look to,

view, examine, consider, think on, ,
freq. in Alt. from Soph.downds.; also,

Tivor. Plat. Lach. 185 C ; ., from these facts, Xen.
Mem. 2. 0, 38, Dem. 23, 1 -.—-
, to call people's attention to a

point, Thuc. 1, 143 :—foil, by a relat.,

as,,,, etc., Aesch.
Pr. 1015, Soph. Tr. 1077, etc.; by, Thuc. 1, 107; by ..,
()..., Xen. An. 4, 5, 22;
5, 4, 7 ; 3, 2, 20 ; etc. : by , where
7/ must be supplied, to consider

whether or no, lb. 3, 2, 22 :—rarely, to

think a thing to be so and so,. Plat. Lcgg. 854
C. (Ace. to Hemst. from,. and so strictly to shade the

eyes with the hand, and look steadili/ :

hence,,, etc.

:

akin to Lat. specio, spicio, specto, spe-

cies,) Hence, , , poet, for -. Timon ap. Sext. Emp. p. 58.', rare radio, form of-, Polyb, 16, 29, 13, Luc, Tim.
21, Pise. 29.. , Att., also

«t'pa^of, only found in trramm., who
explain it by,,, etc.

; perh. akin to-., to scold, alni.se, ., 'to talk Billingsgate,' use
foul abuse, Ar. Eq. 822 : also-.3, like, scolding,
abusive, Call. Fr. 281. (Usu. deriv.
from or -, as from ;
ct..)'\?, , 6, Scerdilatdas,

a commander, Polyb, 2, 5, 6.

, ,. -7/,{-) to pack up and carry away goods
-, to pack up and

leave the country, Dem. 237, 21,
Aeschin. 40, 28. Hence, , , a wagon
for removing goods, JSicet.,, , a packing up and
removing ofgoods.,,{,) con-

veying goods : ., the oflicer who
looks to the baggage of an army, the

baggage-master, Xen. Cyr. 8, 5, 4 :

., a baggage-wagon, Plut. Pomp. 6., f.- : pf pass,-. Ion. 3 pi., and so
of plqpf -, Hdt. {,).
To prepare, make readi/, make, esp., to

prepare or dress food, lldt. 1, 73, 207
;-, Alex. Leuc. 1

; ., Ar. Vesp. 1331 ; ., to make mincemeat ol

him, Ar. Eq. 372 : generally, lo pro-
vide, procure,, Plat. Rep, 559
D :—mid., to prepare for one's self, and
then much like the act., Eur. H. F.
956, 909 ; also, like, to

contrive, bring about,,-, Hdt. 5, 103; 6,
100.—11. of men, arjnies, etc., to fur-
nish or supply them wiih arms, etc.,

lo equip, accoutre, dress, -,/,, Hdt. 1, 60, 80 ;

5, 20, ubi v.' Wess. ; hence also,—2. to

disguise by dress, to dress up, . Ttvu, Ar. Thesm. 591
;-, A.ch. 739 ; also, . ',, to dress out as Baccnan-

tes, as Satyrs, Plut., cf Schweigh.
App. 7, 32, Xen. An. 5, 9, 12 ; so m
pass,,, dressed tip, Ar.
Ach. 121.—111. intr., ", to keep house, H. Hom. Merc.
285.,, ro.dim. from
and, Ar. Ach. 451, Ran. 172,
etc.. Plat. Ale. 1, 113 E, etc. []^, , 6, Sceva, chief of the
priests, N. T., , ?/,{) a pre-

paring, dressing, esp., of food. Plat.

A.lc. 1, 117 C, cf. Bast Append. Ep.
Cr. p. 52 : in plur., 7nodes of dres.ung,
receipts, Alex. Kpar. 1, 24, cf. Asty-
dam. ap. Ath. 411 .—II. furniture,
trappitigs, Ath., , , ( ) =
foreg., dub. Alex. 1. c.,. ,() that
which is prepared, furniture, etc., LXX.—1.=«'., verb. adj. from-, one must prepare, make ready, Ar.
Pac. 885.

«;f, , , verb. adj. from, prepared by art, opp. to. Plat. Rep. 510 A.

—

I], that may
or can be prepared., , , () equipment,
attire, dress, Lat. apparatus, freq. in
Hdt., as 7, 62, 66 : esp., of the dress oj
a singer, aclor, Hdt. 1, 24, Ar. Ran.
108 ; of soldiers, Thuc. 3, 94 ; ol
priests and public officers, Andoc.
15, 10. — 2. a fashion in dress, etc.,

Thuc. 1, C, 8, etc.— II. tackle, as of a
net, Pind. P. 2, 145 ; cf'.,,—., , ,{,)
storehou.se for all kinds of : esp.,

an armoury, arsenal, Aesch. Ft. 258;
cf. Aeschin. 57, 27., , f. -, (-) to prepare all kinds of,
generally, to make, Plut. MaVcell. 16.— 11. esp., to prepare cunningly,., of women painting their faces,



Alex. Isostas. 1, 27 ; -, (
forge a will, cf. Isae. ap. Poll. 10, 15,

Hyperki. ap. Harp. ;—pass., to be fur-

nished with dresses or disguises, Plut.

2, 59 ; cf.. Hence,,, in plur.. the

mask and dress of a tragic actor, Plut.

Crass. 33.—II. trick, Hyperid. ap.

Poll. 10, 15., , , a preparing of, esp.. of masks and other stage-

properties : from, , {, )
making masks and other stage-proper-

ties, Ar. Eq. 232, cf. Plut. 2, 1123 C."^, , , () one

who sells.,, , vessel or im-

plement of any hind, Thuc. 4, 128,

Plat. Rep. 601 D: — hence, usu., in

plur. , all that belongs to a

complete outfit, house-gear, kitchen uten-

sils, moveables, esp., as opp. to live

Stock, and fi.xtures, Lys. 154,35, Plat.,

etc. ; ., farming implements,

Ar. Pac. 552:

—

., sacred ves-

sels, etc., Thuc. 2, 13 :—esp., the bag-

gage of an army, and, generally, bag-

gage, luggage, Lat. impedimenta, Ar.

Ran. 12, 15, Xen. Mem. 3. 13, 6, etc. :—the tackling of ships, naval stores; en-

gines, etc., Xen. Oec. 8, 11 ; . -, Dem. 1 145, 5 : — dresses,

esp., of actors ; trappings of horses,

Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 55.—2. Protagoras
gave the name of, to neut.

nouns, elsewh. ,
since most neuters in ov denote an
implement, as, etc., Arist.

Rhet. 3, 5, 5, Soph. Elench. 14, 4.—
3. 7]. a person who
helps another, a mere tool or instrument,

Polyb. 13, 5,7. — 4. , the

body, as the vessel or instrument of the
soul, Plat. Soph. 219 A, and N. T.,

cf. Gatak. Anton. 3, 4., , , =,
Plat. Poht. 299 D., , {*)=^-.,,, yoke resting

on the shoulders for carrying pails, etc.,

Plat. (Com.) ., 8: elsewh.• : from,), , f. -,(-) to carry or baggage, Xen.
Cyr. 3, 1, 43, An. 3, 2, 28:—pass.,

, to have one's

haggcge carriedhy ca.mels, Plut. Crass.
21., , , a carrying ofbag-
gage., , ,()
belonging or suited to the carrying of
baggage, ., the body of

or sutlers, Xen. Lac. 13,

4 : -, the load u.<iually packed
on one anivial, a beast's load, Id. Cyr.
C, 1, 54., ov, , comic form
of sq., Meineke Eupol. Tax. 9,

—

formed after., ov,(,) car-

rying or baggage :
—oi-, the sutlers, camp-followers, esp.,

the servants of the, who car-

ried his baggage and shield,-, Hdt. 7, 40, cf,

Thuc. 2, 79. etc. : . 7\., the

baggnge-czn\e\», Hdt, I, 80; so,

(sc. ), the beasts of
burden in the train of an army, Xen.
Cyr. 5, 4, 45, An. 1.3, 7, etc./., , f. -, to watch
the baggage, Plut, Alex. 32 : and, ov, , a place for
watching the baggage : from1?,,,{,)

guard or inspector of the baggage.,{)=,., dep. c. fut. mid., and
(in Dem. 884, 22 ; 885. 10) pf. pass.

in same signf : {-
). Strictly, to watch, guard the

or baggage . hence, to look after,

inspect the baggage.—2. to examine
thoroughly, inquire into, c. acc, Plut.

Camill. 32, cf. 2, 587 F ; also .
, to look carefully or eagerly after

any thing, Arist. H. A. 9, 32, 8.—II. to

fit up, furnish,, Plut. Caes. 51.

—2. like, to contrive

cunningly or by intrigue, make up,

Dem. 11. C, etc. : to effect by intrigue,

Ti, Id. 115, 5 :—also intr., to act kna-

vishly, , Id. 217, 16.—III. to

plagiarise, Diog. L. 2, 61. Hence,, ,(-
II) a sly cunning trick, Dem. 955,

3; 1035, 14., , , care, attrition in

guarding baggage: generally, great

care, . , Arist.

. . 9, 49, 3, etc. : esp., over-great

care, Meineke Philem. p. 375.^11.
cunning, knavery, intrigue, Dem. 22,
8, cf. Plut. Lysand. 25 : from, ,(,,)
watching the baggage, Cratin. Pan.
7.,, ,() a view-

ing, perception by the senses, '-
.. Plat. Phaed. 83.—II. ex-

amination, inrjuiry, Id. Phaedr, 237 C,
etc. ;

—

consideration, reflection,, to take thought of a thing,

Eur. Hipp. 1323 ;-.
Plat. Phaedr. 237 D ; . ,
inquiry into, speculation on a thing, Id.

Gorg. 487 E, etc. ; . Id. Legg.
636 D.—2. hesitation, doubt, esp. of
the Skeptic or Pyrrhonic philoso-
phers ; V. II., inf. aor. 1 of, 3
opt., II. 23,191.,, ,(,-) dryness, hardness, Hipp. ap. Ga-
len. : a hard substance or body ; like.,,, for, barbar-

ism in Ar. Thesm. 1188!,, , dub. forms
for,., , , Scenae (i. e. the

te7its) a town of Mesopotamia, Strab.

p. 748., , f. -,=5<\.,. 1. Xen.
An. 7, 4, 12.—Also as dep.,-, to dwell, live,, Plat. Rep. 621 A ; -. Id. Legg. 866
D :—so, in pf. pass,, Ar.

Ach. 69, Thuc. 2, 52. Cf. sq., , f. -/,() to be or

di()ell in a tent, to be encamped, freq. in

Xen. : generally, to be quartered or

billeted, tv oktatf, Thuc. 1,89; ^i', , Xen. An. 1,

4, 9 ; 4, 5, 23 ; also, . -, to go to the villages and quarter

themselves there, lb. 7, 7, 1 : generally,
to dwell, stay in a place, .,
Xen. Lac. 5, 2 :—mid., •
7^, to build one's self hut or cot-

tage, Thuc. 1, 133.—The fut., etc.,

may belong either to this form or

foreg. : we have confined the depo-
nent usage to, because-

is certainly found in Plat. 1. c,
and the other forms may belong to it

;

cf, fin.—The strict differ-

ence of and 7/ is, that

of being in tents, being encamped ; and,
that of .lettitig up tents, encamping,

though this is not strictly observed,

V. Eustath. II. p. 70, 21, sq., Poppo
Indices ad Xen. Anab. et Cyrop., ov.,—, dub.', , , a covered, sheltered
place ; esp.,—1. a te-at, Hdt., Trag.,
Thuc, etc. ; , Thuc. 2,

34 ;, Hdt. 5, 83, etc. : a
booth in the market-place, Ar.Thesm.
658, Dem. 284, 24 ; (Horn, has only, q. v.) :—in plur., a camp. Lat.
castra, Aesch. Eum. 686, Ar. Pac.
731, freq. in Xen. : generally, a dwel-
ling-place, house, temple, Eur. Hec.
1289, Ion 806.—II. a wooden stage or

scaffold for actors to perform on. Plat.

Legg. 817 C :— later, in regular thea-
tres, the Stage, the part on which the

actors (strictly so called) performed,
opp. to (where the chorus
danced and sang), Ruhnk. Tim.

.

hence,—2. oi~, the actors,

players, the, opp. to the -', Dem. 288, 18; also oi \
., Schiif. Mel. 27, Bast Append.
Ep. Crit. p. iv ; oi , Plut.
Galb. 16 : but,—3.

(sc., ), songs in play
sung by one of the characters standing
on the stage (not by the chorus), Hertn.
Arist. Poet. 12,9, Elem. Metr. p. 733— 4. was also the scenes (in ou?
sense), esp. the three-sided back-sce7ie,

which moved on a pivot, Plut. :

—

is esp. a high sort oj

tower, such as that from which the
prologue of Aesch. Agam. is perh.
spoken, cf. Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 54, Plut.
Demetr. 44.—5. like, an actor's

whole equipment, stage properties.—III.

the tented cover, tilt if a wagon or car-

nage, Xen. Cyr. 6,4, 11, cf. Aesch.
Pers. 1000, Ar. Ach. 69: also bed-

tester, Dem. 1031, 10.—IV. an enter-

tainment given in tents, a banquet, Xen.
Cyr. 2, 3, 1 ; 4, 2, 34, etc., , , ()=, dwelling-place, Xen. Hell. 5,

3, 19 : in plur., a nest, Aesch. Cho.
251., ov, 6,() one that

is on the stage, : also belong-

ing to the stage., ov, , dim. from-, Thuc. 6, 37. [i], dep., strictly, to play
a part as an actor: generaWy, to de-

ceive one )?i a thing, , Memnon
51., , , () of the

stage or theatre, scenic, theatrical, Plut.

2, 1142 B:

—

, an actor,

Plut. Otho 6 ; esp. as opp. to one ol

the chorus(). Adv. -.
^7;^•'7T(.J,=^'',on!yGramm.;

yet Nic. Th. 193, has the compd.
; strictly, to pinch to pieces,

of the ichneumon which destroys the
asp's eggs.,,=, Plut. Lu-
cull. 7.^, , oi, the Scenitae, a
people of Mesopotamia, Strab. p. 747, ov,,^=, Isocr

365 C.—II. as adj., in a tent,

Diod. 2, 40;. Anth. P. 7, 36., , (,) to

tread the stage : but in pass.,, are brought upon
the stage, Strab. p. 233, cf. Heraclid.
Alleg. 30., , to paint scenes,

esp. in perspective.—II. in gen., to re

present theatrically, i. e. to exaggerate

and,, , the art ofscene
painting, esp, in perspective : hence,
illusion, delusion, . ,
Plut. Arat. 15 : and
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, , , belonging to

or in the manner of scene-painting, i. e.

in perspective :—hence - (SC. -)— : from, , (,)
painting the scenes in a theatre : .,
a scene-painter.—II. speaking OT telling

in theatrical manner, hence, inventing,

exaggerating, []//, , (,) of
the shape of a tent or theatre.

7-)/, ,[,)
put together like a tent., , to put up a tent or

tent-like building.-, , , a putting up of
tents : a making of nests, Arist. H. A.
9, 7, 1.— II. the feast of tabernacles,

LXX. : called also, ., . f. -7/, to make a
tent : in mid., Hdn. 7, 2 : and, , , the making of a

tent : a pitching of tents, Polyb, 6, 28,

3 : metaph., . , frequent
thange ot fortune, as if she was one
of a nomad tribe, Heliod. : from, , {,)
making tents : a tent-maker.^^, ov, , the work-

shop of a tent-maker, dub. 1. for-./, , to sew or make
tents : from^/, ov, (,)
sewing or making tents ; ., a tent-

maker, Ael. V. H. 2, 1, N. T. [], Dor., , , like, a hut, tent, etc.—II. the body

as the tabernacle of the soul : gene-
rally, the body, Tim. Locr. 100 A,
Nic. Th. 712, Ael. N. A. 5,3./.,, , , {,) guard or watcher in a tent,

Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 5, Piut. Pomp. 72., , (/) to pitch tents,

encamp, Xen. An. 2, 4, 11; 7, 4, 11.

—

11.^= (q. v.), to live or divell iri

a tent, Id. Cyr. 2, 1, 25 : generally, to

settle, take up one's abode, , Id.

An. 5, 5, 1 1 :—hence in pf. pass., to

live or be, -. Plat. Rep. GIO , though
with V. 1., which is prob.

best : cf.) tin., ov, , dim. from-
, Plut. Mar. 37.,,,{)^=-, mostly in plur., Eur. Hec. 616,

Cycl. 323, Xen. : soldiers' quarters,

Xen. An. 7, 4, 16.
^,, ,{) the put-

ting up of a tent : a dwelling in one,

Diod., ,,=.—.
comrade in a tent., , , =,, 11. 13, 59 ; 24, 247. [], , later poet, form for

foreg.,, ,=.,, 6, the Rom. name
Scipio, Strab. ; also-.. ov, gen., {•
TCTOv,) sitting on the sceptre, -. Soph. Fr. 76G, cf. Pmd. P. 1, 10.

[]. , for, seems
only to be found in Dor. form -, and the compds.,~., ov, 6,{) a gust or

nquall of wind that rushes violently

from above, nsu. with thunder, like. Soph. Ant. 418, cf. Valck.

Hipp. 438, Blomf. Pers. 721 : also, a

thunderbolt, Xen. An. 3, 1, 11, Arist.

Mund. 4, 19.—II. metaph, a«y sudden
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visitation or calamity, .,
Aesch. Pers. 715; so of war, Eur.
Andr. 1047, cf. Rhes. 674, Dem. 292,

28•,. , strictly the bear-

ing a staff or .sceptre: hence,— 1. su-

preme power, chief cominand, Aesch.
rers. 297.—2. the rank or power of a

Persian (v. sq. 2), Strab. :

from, ov, {, )
bearing a staff, baton or sceptre as the
badge of command, ., a
sceptred king, II. 2, 86, Od. 2, 231, etc.

—2. (5 ., the wand-bearer, a high of-

fice in the Persian court (somewhat
like OUT gold or silver stick, black rod,

etc.), always held by eunuchs, Xen.
Cyr. 7, 3, 16 (where indeed
IS a V. 1.), 8, 1, 38 ; 3, 15. Certain
provinces of the empire seem to have
been assigned to them, which they
governed by deputy., ov, . Dor.,
q. v., () :

—

a staff or stick to

lean upon, II. 18, 416, Od. 17, 199 ; a
walking-stick, Od. 13, 437 ; 14, 31, Hdt.

1, 195: but usu.,—II. a staff or batoyi,

esp. as the badge of command, a scep-

tre : in Horn. usu. borne by kings and
chiefs, and transmitted from father to

son, whence the passage in II. 2, 100,
sqq., is called -^, Thuc. 1, 9:—also borne by
judges, U. 1,238; by speakers, who
on rising to speak received it from
the herald, 11. 23, 568, Od. 2, 37; by
heralds, 11. 7, 277, etc. ; by priests and
soothsayers, II. 1, 15; later also by
minstrels, first in Hes. Th. 30 ; cf.',. The
was of gold or gilt,, II. 1, 15

;

2, 268, Od. 11, 91, 569 ; or,?, II. 1, 246. In
oaths or protests they held it up and
called the gods to witness, 11. 7, 412

;

10, 321, 328.—2. oft., as we use crown,

for royally, kingly power, rule, etc., II.

6, 15); 9,38;
' , II. 2, 206,

cf. 9, 156, 298: later usu. in plur. in

this signf , Hdt. 7, 52, Soph. O. C.

449, etc. ; cf. Pors. Phoen. 600, 1268.

— In the simple signf. of a stick, walk-

ing-stick,,,,
are more usu. in prose.

—

III. in LXX.,
etc., is\1=. of the

Jewish tribes, to translate the He-
brew Shevet, cf. Jacobson Patr. Apost.
l.p. 112., , to bear a sceptre :

to be king, rule, Mel. 1 1 : from, ov,{, -) bearing a staff or sceptre, hence
kinglij, princely,, Mel. 37., f. -; pf.,
Diog. L. 1, 118, in compd.-.—
I. trans., to prop, lean or stay one thing
against or upon another ; and so, like,, and-, to let fall upon, hurl, shoot or dart,

Aesch. Ag. 366 ; ., Eur. Med. 1333 ; so in mid.,, Aesch. Eum. 801.
— 2. intr., to lean upon, to fall or dart

down,, on the plain, Aesch. Pr.

749 ; . Id. Ag. 310 ; esp., of
lightning, ftre, lb. 302, 310; and of

any sudden visitation or calamity. Id.

Theb. 429: cf. also II. 1 fin. — II.

pass, and mid., to prop or support one's

self by a staff, esp., of old men and
beggars, Od. 17, 203, 338; 24, 158;
to lean upon, c. dat.,, 11. 14,

457
;. . Rh. 2, 198 : me-

taph., to depend or rely upon some
person or thing, , Dem. 915, 14;
921, 13.—2., c. ace, to

put before one's self as a prop or sup•
port ,• hence, to pretend, allege by way
of excuse, Hdt. 5, 102 ; 7, 28 ;. Plat. Soph. 217 :—so in Att.,

c. inf., to pretend to be. as, Ar. Eccl. 1027, cf.

Plut. 904, Dem. 69, 13, etc. ; also-
.., Plat. Symp. 217 D:

—

., to pretend illness,

Polyb. 40, 6, 11 ; cf. Isae. 57, 25 ; .. Bast Ep. Cr. p. 201 :—

•

Eur. also has act. =^-, Hel. 834 :— absol., to excuse

or defend one's self, -, to excuse one's self low aids
another, Thuc. 6, 18; also, ., to 7nake a defence for another,
Plat. Legg. 864 D. (From
come the synon. verb,-, anil the substs.,,,, •. Dor.,, Lat.
scapus, our shaft: from the mid.,
signf 2, comes : and from the
intr. signf.,: the coUat.
forms.,,,,, Lat.
scipio, are equiv. to these, v. Bockh
V. I. Pind. O. 6, 101=171.),,,^,-, Aiith. P. 7, 65., like, to prop,

fix, Ap. Rh. 2, 667 :—Horn, has only
mid., to support one's self,

to lean, Od. 17, 196;

, pressing, pushing
against it with hands and feet, Od. 11,

595
; ., Nic. Th. 721., , ,^,,. Hence,—?,.\•, , , of Scepsis, Seep•

sian ; , the inhab. of Scepsis,

Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 21 ; ^, the ter•

ritory of S-, Strab. p. 472 : from^,, . Scepsis, a city of
Troas on Ida, Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 15, sqq.-, , ,( II. 2)

pretext, excuse, pretence, Aesch. Ag.
886, Soph. El. 584 ; c. gen.,,
for a murder, Hdt. 1, 147, cf. Dem.
10, 27 :

—

, to use
as an excuse, Hdt. 5, 30 : .,,, Eur. El. 29,
1067, Med. 744 ; opp. to .•, Ar. Ach. 392.', , . Ion., a shadow,
shade, Od. 11, 207: also, the shade,

ghost of one who is dead, Od. 10, 495,
Aesch. Theb. 988 ; also, of one worn
to a shadow, Aesch. Eum. 302, Eur.
Melan. 27 : hence of things, mere
shadow, i. e. a nothing, Aesch. Ag.
1328, Soph., etc. : freq. in proverbs
of our mortal estate, -, Pind. P. 8, 136 ;, Aesch. Ag. 839 ; -, Id. Fr. 282, cf.

Soph. Phil. 946 ;-, Aesch. Ag.
1328 ;'. Soph. Ant. 1170;' . Id. Fr. 308, cf Ar.

Vesp. 191, et ibi Schol. : iv, of the Amphictyonic coun
cil, Dem. 63, fin.— 2. the shade oi'Uees,

etc. ; as a protection from heat,, the shade of a rock, Hes.
Op. 587 (where a short syll. stands
before ) ; ,
Hdt. 7, 226 ; also, , Eur.
Bacch. 458, cf. : ,
i. e. indoors, Xen. Symp. 2, 18, cf. 3,

3 (V. sub) :, shade from it, Aesch. Ag. 967.
—3. a shady place, Hes. Op. 591 : later

freq. in plur., Jac. Philostr. Imag. p.

564.—II. shade or shadow in pawling^



.
usu.,, Achill. Tat.—III. like

Lat. umbra, an uninvited ^test. one

guest introduced by another, ap. Suid., ,[) to

paint merely in light and shadow, l. e. in

one colour ; and so, to paint slightly,

sketch out, Lat. adumbrare. Plat. Rep.
593 B, 536 B, etc., always in pass.

;

of.). Hence, , , a subject

painted in light and shadow, a sketch,

Lat. adumbratio. Plat. Theaet. 208
;

cf. sq., , , the profession or

act of a, painting in light

and shadow ; hence, sketching, rough

painting, such as to produce an effect

at a distance, Plat. Criti. 107 C, Arist.

Rhet. 3, 12, 5, cf. VVyttenb. Plat.

Phaed. 69 B, Heind. Theaet. 208 ;

and., , , belonging to

or skilled in : - (sc.

v),^^oeg., ov, (,) :

strictly painting shadows, i. 6. painting

figures with their proper lights and
shades, which art was first understood
by Apollodorus,ar'epUTijv--,
Plut. 2, 346 :—hence, generally,, one who understands the

principles of painting, esp., a perspec-
]

tive-painter, hke, v. Miil-
[

ler Archaol. d. Kunst '^ 136.—II. shad-

owing out, sketching ; cf.-, -.—The forms in- are

ater. [], ov, ,() any thing

that affords shade, like:—esp.,

like /., an umbrella, or rather

parasol, Br. Ar. Eq. 1348, Av. 1508,

cf Diet. Antiqq. ; and v.,-. [], , ,^, Nu-
men. ap. Ath. 322 F., , to carry a parasol.

—II. of umbelliferous plants, to bear

flowers in an mnbel.— III. generally, to I

be shady, Ael.

—

is a later

form •. from, ov, (, )
carrying a parasol ; cf..—
II. having an icm.bel, umbelliferous.—III.

generally, shading, shady, Ael. N. A.
16, 18.,,,=, Strat-

tis Psych. 6.

—

1.= II, Diosc. [«], , . ==,
Anacr. 19, 13, ubi v. Bergk., f. -, {) to overshad-

ow, shade, darken, '/.)-? ' ?., II. 21, 2.32: '\
3, Soph. Fr. 348

;

. //'/, Xen. Oec. 19, 18;, , -; Eur. . . 1152 :—of the sun-

dial, ^,
Alciphr. 3, 4 :—pass., of a youth's

chin, to become shaded by the beard,

Eur. Phoeii. G3.—II. generally, to cov-

er,/, Hes. Th. 716
;

TO -, H-dt. 6, 117: cf «.—III. to

shade in painting.—IV. ., to

keep off the sun's heat, Lat. defendere

aestatem, Alciphr., ov, 6, (,)
strictly shadow-catcher, i.e. a sun-dial,

Vitruv. :—a later form is.
Hence, , to intercept the shad-

ows and point to the hour, of the sun-
dial : also to seek the meridian-line.. ov, TO, (sc.)—, Diog. L. 2, 1 : also,-, Plut. Marcell. 19.

,,=, Epich. p. 27.^, ov, , Sciathus, an island

in the Aegean on the coast of Mag-
nesia, now Sciatho, Hdt. 7, 76 ; Ap.
Rh. 1, 583., , , a sea-fish, Lat. um-
bra, Ath. 322 F. [],, ^,^foreg., , , () shady., ,(,) to fight

in the shade, i. e. in the school (merely
for practice), to spar, ., to practise the arms by beat-

ing the air, Cratin. Bon/c. 3.—II. to

fight with a shadow. Plat. Apol. 18 D,
cf Legg. 830 C : to fight or struggle in

vain, . ?./^/, Id. Rep. 520
C. Hence, , , a fighting in the

shade, i. e. practising in the school, Lat.

umbratilis exercitatio : esp., an exercise

with the hands and feet not much unlike, cf. Paus. 6, 10, 3.— II. a

fighting with a shadow, a mock-fight,

Plut. 2, 130 E.—, , , (,) the

Shadowfooted, a fabulous people in

the hottest part of Libya with im-
mense feet, which they used as par-

asols, Ar. Av. 1553, cf Ctesias ap.

Harp. : in Plin. also. [], ov, (,,)
shading or being shaded by hair or

leaves,, Eur. Bacch. 876., , . Dor. for,
Find.,, , () any covering

for the purpose of shade, a verandah,

canopy, pavilion, Theocr. 15, 119, ubi
V. Wiistem., Plut. Themist. 16:—
hence, like the at Athens,
theatre or odeum at Sparta in which
the assemblies of the people were
held. Pans. 3, 12, 8.—II. the umbel of
umbelliferous plants, Lat. umbella, mus-
carium.—\\\.^.,, ,() shad-

ow thrown over, a shadow, Plut. Aemil.

17, etc. :—generally, a cover., o,=foreg., ov, b. Laced, name for

a dancer., ,,() shading,

covering.,,^, q. v.

:

from, , (, )

brought up in the shade, i. e. within

doors, hence, brought up tenderly, lead-

ing a sedentary life, Lat. umbratilis, um-
braticus ; cf.. Hence, , , =,
q. V., . Ion.-; also,, which Lob. Phryn. 578
prefers in Att. ; and in late writers- : [, ). To rear m
the shade or within doors, i. e. to bring

up tenderly : hence pass., to keep in the

shade, shun heat and labotir,, Hdt. 6,

12, cf Xen. Oec. 4, 2 : but also,—II.

intr. in act., to wear a shade, cover one^s

head, Hdt. 3, 12 : hence also just like

pass., ?., a
rich, effeminate man, opp. to., one who bears all the heat
of the day. Plat. Rep. 556 D, cf
Phaedr. 239 C, Pars. Sat. 4, 18, 33.

Hence, , , a bringing up in

the shade: effeminate life, Plut. Lycurg.
14 ; and in plur., effeminate habits, lil.

Thes. 23:— also,. Id. Ae-
mil. 31, etc., ov, 6,=!/., , (, ') to have
dim sight, to be purblind, from having

as it were shadows before the cye.s,

Hipp.,= : but only used in
pass., to be shady or dark (in Ep. 3 pi.

pres.), '',. 2, 388 ; 3, 487, etc.

i/-'^aov, ov, , Scingoma-
gum, a city in the Alpine country,
Strab. p. 179., 6, also, a kind of
lizard found in Africa and the East,
and used in medicine, Diosc. 2, 71., like, collat.

form of, as pass., only
used in pres., and impf To be spread
or scattered, disperse, as a crowd or
assembly, II. 1, 487, Od. 2, 252, 258,
etc. ; kijv -, II. 19, 277 ; of foam or spray,^ ' , II. 11, 308;
ol a cloud of dust, ' '/J.a-, II. 16, 375; of a stream,, Od. 7, 1.30:

also, , . Cer. 279 ;

dtp, Hes. Th. 42 ;-, i. e. at seed-time,
ill spring, Orac. ap. Hdt. 7, 14;?, as the sun begins
to spread his light, i. e. soon after sun-
rise, Hdt. 8, 23 ; also not seldom in
Hipp., and Plut. ; but not found in
good Att. Cf,.—The act. seems to be pre-
served only in compds., esp.-., ov, , Scidrus, a city of
Italy, Hdt. 6, 21., . . Dor., Find.,
cf. Schaf. Dion. Comp. p. 340: ():—shady, giving shade,, '/.,
II. 11, 480, Od. 20, 278 ;.
Find. . 3, 32;, Eur. I. .
1246.'—2. shady, shaded,, Hes.
Op. 572 ; /.. Plat. Legg. 625

;, Xen. Hell. 5, 3, 19., , , Ion. for, Od.. Hdt, , afish, elsewh.•, also and., , , squill, Theogn.
537 : usu..?., , , () of
squills, ., vinegar of squills:

also written.
?-?.?., ov, ( ?.// )=./., ov, ,^?.
|\'/.',, , Scillus, a

city in Triphylian Elis near the Seli-

nus, where Xenophon lived during
his banishment, Xen. An. 5, 3. 7../., ,(,) like

squills, Theophr., Ath. 121 A.
iovpo. ov, o, Scilurus, a Scyth-

ian prince in the Tauric Chersonese,
Strab. p. 306., f. -, to fillip one.
give him fillip ; generally, to insult^, Ar. Pac. 549

;. At.
Ach. 444 ; ., to kick, Diog. L.
7, 17 ;—ace. to Schol. Ar. Ach. 444,
strictly, to ..
(Deriv. unknown.) [The quantity
of- is not determined.], f. -, Att. for-,, to halt, limp, crouch, A r.

Fr. 678., , , halt, limping, akin
to,.,^=., ov,, Philem. p. 365

;

and, ov, , dim. from sq.,, . () a
small couch, low bed, like,
Lat. grabbatus, Ar. Nub. 254. 709,
Plat. Prot. 310 C : esp. a kind of litter

or painnAeere for invalids for travelling;.
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also used by the later Sophists, as
Libanius.^, f. -,^, Pind.,

V. Bockh V. 1. O. 6. 101 (171).—1I.=, in which sigtif. olliers as-

sume a dub. pres.. (.Akin to

and ^.),, 6, and,
wi'Of. .^=(•,}., , . , (usu. deriv.

from >)) : quick, nimble, epith. of

hares ; so, .,=, Nic. Ai. 67,

Th. 577 ; ami Hesych. has, in

same signf. [t],, , the body, Nic. Th.
094. (Prol). akin to ff/(;/iOf II.) [], ,,—, dub.), to search thoroughly,

late w(jrd.,,,.-
-, A It.'', contr.?.-
uof, Ruhrik.Tnn., Piers. Moer. p. 360:—a splinter, Lat. scindula, scandida

:

inetaph., (')) -, straw-splittings, quibbles, Ar.

Nub. 130, cf. Ran. 819: hence ava-, to pierce. (Akin to -
.) {], ov, , astraw-

spliller, Anth. P. 11, 351./, , contr. for-., and -, v. sub-., ov,, an unknoionfish,

Ana.Kandr. Lycurg. 1,4., ov, , v. sub., ov, , v. sub., ov, 6, a four-striri);ed

.•!€ instrument, Theopomp. Col.,

etc., ap. Ath. 183 A : also,.
—II. an ivi/'like tree. Clcitarch. ap.

,3cliol. Ap. Rb. 2, 906.. = : also

written.,-, and :

but all these forms only in Gramin.,

ivho have also a subst.

IT'. e.xplained by Hesych.

TO/, / vv-'., , . . foreg., , , diving, dub. in The-
ophr.,, ,=, dub. in

Galen.. ,=, dub.. etc., later form for-. Lob. Phryn. 646.

17/, . {,) like a

shadow, pnssme like a shadow, shadowy,', Ar. . 686,

cf. Plat. Phaed. 81 D., , , {): like, shady, sltadowy, . ,
shady, i. e. thirkly-wonded mountains,

11. \, 157, Pind. P. 9, 60; .,
shadowy (dark) chambers, Od. 1, 365 :—., shndouy (^overshadowing)

clouds, II. 5, 525, Od. 8. 374, etc. :—
a neut. is found as v. 1. in Ap.
Rh. 2, 404./, ov, 6, and -, ov,

-('), later (orms for-, q. v.,-, later forms for-., -, etc., later

forms for-.. , , (,,') strict-

ly the shndoiu-lail. hence the suuirrcl,

Aftl., Opp. ; cf. Plin. 8, 58: also,-\<,-. (Hence our squir-

rel, tlirough a Lat. dimin. sciuriolus.), ov, {oKtd,) shadow-

brin^ins, shadou>y.,, .(, (7)) twi-

light, esp. everdixj-twilight, formed like, q. v., Heliod.
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SKIP, ov, {,) cool-

ed or dried in the shade., Ep. 3 pi. impf pass, of, Od.\,, , the Rom. name
Scipio, Polyb. : v..,=^ II, dub. in He-
sych.,, , {)=-. staff, Lat. scipio, Hdt. 4, 172,

Kur. Hec. 65, Ar. Vesp. 727 ; oil. in-

terchanged with, Jac. Anth.
P. p. 198 : also,,. [i],,=, Ar. Thesm.
834, Eccl. 18, 59, Pherecr. Incert. 49.

[i], ov, , v. sub./,^.,, , epith. of Minerva,
under which the were celebra-

ted in her honour at Athens, v.-
pov., , , also-, {-) play at dice, hazard., ov, , also -, a

place where persons play at dice, a gam-
bling-house, Isocr. 149 C, Antid. () 306 ;

also, Theopomp. (Com.)
Incert. 17, Amphis. 1 : [] and, ov, , dice-player,

Amphis. 1 : from, also, {-) to play at dice.^, a, b, Sciraphidas, a
Laconian, Plut. Lys. 27., ov, TO, v. sub-., ov, , also, a

dice-box.—2. metaph., trickery, cheat-

ing, Hippon. 82.— 11. an expert dice-

player. (Usu. deriv. from the place, V. II.) [<], , , the Scirites, a dis-

tinguished division of the Spartan
army, consisting of six hundred foot

:

they usu. fought on the left wing near
the king, and were (originally at

least), from the Arcadian
town, and its district-, Thuc. 5, 67, 68, and Xen. Some
have supposed that they were caval-

ry, from Xen. Cyr. 4, 2. 1, but wrong-
ly ; v. Muller Dor. 3, 12, % 6.], 6, () a worker in

stucco.^',, , Sciritis, a nioun-

t.Tin district on the borders of Laco-
Ilia and Arcadia, territory of Scirus,

Thuc. 5. 33., , like, a white

parasol borne, at Athens, by the priest-

esses in a festival of Minerva,
thence called or -. giving name to the month-

(cf.) : others derive

these names from. a Salami-
nian seer, who built a temple to Mi-

nerva under this name, cf Plut. Thes.
17. Pans. 1. 36, 4 ; and a promontory
of Attica opposite Salamis was called, Plut. Sol. 9 : for from

(unus. sing. ), , ,
a place near the harbour Phalerum
with a temple of Minerva, or a por-

tion of the city, Strab. p. 393, Paus.

1. ct—At the festival of Minerva
a white parasol was solemn-

ly carried from the Acropolis, and
took its name from thence.— II., like Lat. suhurra, a disrepu-

table |)art of a town, district of broth-

els, etc., Alciphr. 3. 8, 25. [?]. ov, ,^= : the hard
rindot cheese. cheese-partngs. Ar. V esp.

925. nt)i V. Dind. : cf, fin., ov, b, or :^)-,=., ,, usu. written

(. sq. sub fin.), hard : metaph.,-
{>ol, Schaf. Long. p. 304., not, ov, , (v. sub
fin.) :

—

gypsu?n, stucco, also ".
—2. any hard coat or coveri?ig ; a hard-
ened swelling or tumour, induration, Lat.
scirrhus, cf. Foes. Oec. Hipp. : a coat

of dirt, , Eu[)oI.. 5, cf Cratin. Incert. 28.—II.

taken ^— by Aristarch.. who
shortened 11. 23, 332, 333 into one
line, /'.— III., ,
, Scinis, a town in Arcadia ; v. sub. (The form, which
is commonly found, arose from igno-
rance that the was long by nature

;

cf., '.)^, ov, b, Scirus, v. sub -.—2. a soothsayer of Dodona,
Paus. 1, 30., or-,,(,) the festival / Minerva ;

also (, q. v., or -,, ,
Scirophorion, the ]2th Attic month,
the latter part of June and formei
part of July, so called from the fes-

tival, Antipho 146, 18, cf.

Theophr. H. PI. 4, 11,5., , to harden :—pass., to be

or become ingrained, Tci.v/, Sophron
ap. . . 718.—In Nic. Th. 75, pro, legend, videtur., v.., , .=^^), Aretae., -/), -, -1)(},-, . sub,. etc.. , {,) of
hard nature, hardened.,,,(,)=(>. ., , f -/, to spring, leap

hound, of horses, ore, •,. 20, 226, 228; itofrM about,

of young shegoats, Theocr. 1, 152 ;t
!o be unruly, vnmanageable, .,
Eur. Phoen. 1125; also in Ar., Plat.,

etc. :—metaph., of winds, Aesch. Pr
1086. (Akin to,,,.), Ion. for foreg., Opp. C. 4
342.,() adv., by leaps

or bounds, Orph. Fr. 24., ov, b, =,
Orpb. Lith. 218.,. ,() a
bound, leap, esp. of restive or fright-

ened animals, Aesch. Pr. 600, 675,
Eur. Hec. 526., , , () a

bounding, leaping, Plut. Cleom. 34., ov, 6,() a leap

er, Mosch. 6, 2. Hence. , , disposed leap ;

unruly. Pint. 2, 12 B., ov, b,() spring-footed,, Anth.

Plan. 15*., , to make to botmdOT
leap, LXX.\, ov, 6, Scirphoadas, a
Boeotarch, Thuc. 7,30.; b, v.., ov, b, Scironides, lead-

er of the Athenians, Thuc. 8, 25.

7.(, to feel show lust,

. dub. in Long. : from?., 01, lewd frllows. lechers,

invoked as demons in Ar. p]q. 634;
a word of quite uncertain origin.

[], perh.=foreg., Pherecr.

Incert. 50.^,, b, Sciton, slave of



Democedes, Hdt. 3, 130.—2. an Athe-
nian, Dem. 573, 18., , , {) =.
\.\, , . Dor. for, the

sword-fish, Epich. p. 28., Dor. for., , oi', made ofpalm-leaves

:

from, TO, Dor. for, a suord.

— II. a palm, prob. from its suord-

shaped leaves or fronds.—On the form
V. Meineke Com. Fr. 3. p. 73. [(],, ,=7., ov, . Dor. for-, Epich. p. 22. []-. ,=-. Lob. Phryn. 400., , contr. from,
Hipp. : also, shady,, Eur. Supp.
759. Adv. -.iv, 7/f, , Scione, a city in

the peninsula Pallene on the Ther-
maicus sinus, Hdt. 7. 128; hence, the Scioneans, Hdt., , , {) shaded:-, a belt striped with colours

shading one into another, Arr. Peripl.

?.?/,,, dryness, hardness,

induration.

?.7/, inf. aor. 2 of.?., , to bring up hardy,

harden, Luc. D. Marin. 16, I : ./, Dion. . de Thuc. 30.',, , hardy training,

Philo., ov, {, up•, of or with hard clay, Geop.,, , ,(,') hard stiff-necked, unman-
ageable, strictly of horses, Pint. 2,

2F., , , ()=?.-, prob. 1. in Hipp., ,,^', hard-

ness, Plut. 2, 376 , LXX.?., ov. , Sclerias, of Ta-
rentum, a poet of the Italian comedy,
Ath. 402 B.

7.7], ?/, hardening, indura-

tion, Galen. : from?,. , {?) to become

hard, indurated., oz',=sq.7., ov, leading a hard

strict life, A. B. [I], , {, )
with a hard soil : . (sc. ),
Philo., ov, gen. ,
(, ) hard hearted,

Mosch., ov,{, -) with a hard skin or hide, Arist. H.
A. 1, 5, 10., ov,{,-) of a hard, severe way of life, esp. in

food and dress, Philo. [<], ,{,)
of hard nature or kind., , , {7.,)
with hard, coarse hair, Arist. Physiogn.

2, 7., , , hardness of
heart, LXX. : from/.. ov, {.,-) hard-hearted, stubborn, LXX.7., ov, hard of head., ov,{,)
overlaid with hard wax, Diog. L. 7,

37.?., ov, {.,-) costive, Diosc., , f. -, {-,) to sleep on a hard bed, Hipp.
Hence, , , a sleeping on

a hard bed, Theophr.., ov,{,-

) with hard seeds, {), Antiph.
Boeot. 2.7.}, , , harsh-speak-

ing.,,{?6,•) firmly put together, firm, Xenocr.?.7/, , , (^,) a kind of buffoon or juggler,

also(), Hippoloch. ap.

Ath. ]29 D.), , to harden, Xen-
ocr. : from,,{?.,)
making hard, hardening, Plut. 2, 953
C. •?^~,, 6, , hard-

footed., ov,{) with a

hard kernel., ,,{,)
dry, hard, Lat. durus,, Pind. .
7, 53 ; , Aesch. Pers. 319 ; opp. to?.,, Plat. Prot. 331

D, Symp. 195 D.—2. first in Hes., of

sound, hoarse, harsh, rough, 7^, Hes. Th. 839 ; 7., Hdt. 8, 12 ; cf , and
Virgil's aridus fragor.—3. of taste and
smell, harsh, as opp. to sweet, Lat.

asper, Theophr. ; cf. 7..—4.

stiff, Lat. rigidus, opp. to (lithe

and supple), 7.,, Xen.
Eq. 1, 5 and 6; 10, 8; so of dogs.

Id. Cyn. 3, 2 ; of boys who look old

for their age, stiff, sttirdy, Stallb.

Plat. Symp. 196 .— II. nietaph., of

things, hard, . Soph. O. C.

1615;, Eur. Meleag. 8, 5 :., hard words or hardships.

Soph. O. C. 1408, etc. ; 7. 7.-
-•/, lb. 774 ; . =, Polyb. 4, 21, 1. — 2. of

persons, hard, harsh, stern, also, ob-

stinate, stubborn, Soph. Tr. 1250, Fr.

19, etc. ; 7.., Ar. Nub. 1264 ;, Ar. Pac. 350
;

.. ', . Soph. Aj. 1361,

Plat. Symp. 195 ; .,
stubborn courage, Eur. Andr. 260.—
III. Adv. -. Ear. Ant. 1, 9; .
/'/, Ar. Eq. 783, etc. (There
are collat. forms, 7.,,,,,7.,-

: akin to (),.)7.,,{^,)
ivith dry. hard flesh, Arist. . ., 1, 1, 7., ov. {7..,-) hard-mouthed ; strictly of horses,

unmanageable, refractory.^]l. hard to

pronounce, alyua, Aristox. ap. Ath.
467 B., ov, (,) hard-shelled, Arist. H. A.

4, 4, 9.7., Eretrian for 7.-. Plat. Grat. 434 C.7, ov, () with a

hard body., , , {7. )

hardness, harshness, olvov, Theophr.

;

of persons, , Antipho
122, 44 ; . . Plat.

Rep. 607 .717., , to be stiff-

necked: from, ov, (,7.) stiff-necked, LXX. []7., ,^=7.., , , {) severity,

Joseph.7., , , hardness of
the eyes, Paul. Aeg. : from7., ov, { 7^,7.) having hard, dry eyes, opp.
to,, Arist. . .
4, 2, 10.?., , {7.,) of
hard, harsh nature, Xeiiocr.

7.', ov,{.,)
hard-hearted.7., , {7.) to harden,
stiffen.?., , , hardening:
from., {7.) to harden,
e. g. the heart, LXX. : to make thick,

heavy, stupid, lb. : — pf. pass. 7.•,..7,,,^,
Hipp.7., , , hardening, in-

duration, Hipp.7., , contr. for7•, Manetho.7., , , hardened
body or part, an induration, Hipp.7., , , Att. for,
strictly conlr. for /, thm.
Plat. Euthyd. 271 B, Theopomp.
(Com.) Strat. 4., a, ov,{,•) : like, dark,.,
a wanderer in the twilight, Theocr. 16,
93., , , {,)
like, niggardly, stingy. — II.

a\so=. Hence,, , stinginess, like., {) to pinch, nip:
melaph., to be niggardly, griping.

(Akin to,,,,, : the collat. forms•, occur in Gramm.), , =, darkness,
gloom., ,,{,) like, dark, overcast, dim : also of
persons, dim-sighted, purblind : peril,

also written^. — II. {,)^. Hence,, , dim-sightedness

:

also., , {) to darken,
make dim., , not (Lob. Paral. 114)

:

gen. and, nom. pi.. Lob. Phryn. 399, =,
Plut. 2, 636 D : from the quick jump
these animals take comes the proverb,

%1> . what, a flea found
at home ! Strattis Incert. 12. — II.

inetaph., a stingy fellow, a miser., i), collat. form from, a
shade, shadow, ap. Hesych., , o'l, the Scodri, an
Indian people, Dion. P. 1147., ,=., , Macedonian for-,, written also : also
epith. of Bacchus, Heinst. Poll. 10,

16, Meineke Menand. p. 97., , , {) rare poet,

form ior.\, , appell. of Pan in Ar-
cadia, from a hill of that name, Pans.
8, 30, 7., f. -,{) to he

bent or crooked, . , to walk
in crooked ways, LXX.7, =:—pass., to

grow crooked, Hipp.7.7, ov, {',•) of crooked counsel ; cf.,}•.7.,,{.,-) marked with crooked lines, Arist.

ap. Ath. 286 F., , to run a crooked

course : from7, ov, (,) running hither and thither, Orph.
H. 50, 4.,, , ,{,) with curled hair or leaves, Mel.
1,37.
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, , , strictly neut. from
(sub. or), a song

which went round at banquets, sung to
the lyre by the guests one after an-
other ; paid to have been introduced
by Terpandcr (Plat. Gorg. 451 E,
sq.) ; hut the word is now first fouml
in Find. Fr. 87, 9, Ar. Ach. 532, etc.

The name is of uncertain origin:

some refer it to the character of its

music(, as opp. to -) : others to the, or ainphibrachic rhythm
recognized in many scolia ; but most,
after Dicaearch., Plut., etc., from the

irregular, zig-zag way it went round the

table

;

—each guest who sung holding
a myrtle-branch(), which he
passed on to any one he chose, cf.

Ar. Nub. 1364, ubi v. Schol.—A com-
plete collection of the scolia has been
made by Ilgen, Carm. Conviv. Graec.
(Jena 1798) ; and on their nature see

him, p. Ixxxv. sq., cf Ath. 694 sq.

(Usu. less correctly written,, Ilgen p. Ixxxiv.), , {,-) wandering crookedly, Nlc. Th.
319.,, ov,(,)
with crooked or winding passages,,
Sext. Emp. p. 33.', , , crooked, curved,

bent,, Hdt. 2, 86 : twisting,

wi?iding,, Hdt. 1, 185 ; 2, 29 ;?. -. Plat. Theaet.
194 : — opp. to, : and
so,—II. metaph., crooked, not straight-

forward, unrighteous, like,., II. 16, 387 ; .,,
Hes. Op. 192, 219 ;, Pind. Fr.

232, 2 ;. . Id. .
2, 156 : rarely of men, as Hes. Op. 7

:

—so in Att., ?'.. Plat.

Theaet. 173 A, cf Gorg. 525 A. Adv., lb. 256, 260.—Cf•.
—Strabo's , which has
caused great discussion, is only a

corrupt reading, for which Uhden
proposes ; Tyrwhitt,
etc., better, . (Usu. de-

riv. from ?, bent or curved
from dryness.) Hence?,. , crookedness,., of a Parthian bow, Plut.

Crass. 24. — II. metaph., inetjuality,/., to be unequally af-

fected, Hipp.—2. of men, crookedness,

dishonesty, LXX.7.(, b, ,(,)
of crooked mind, Nonn. ; cf.-
(?..,,(,)
with crooked lip : crooded-beaked, like., , () to bend,

crook, Theophr./, ,() crooked-look-

ing.?., , , ()
bend, curve, Strab./, , {7..) look-

ing askeiv, squinting, Manetho.7., , , ()
bending, curve, Hipp.i/, , , Scollis, a rocky
range between Elis and Arcadia,
Strab. p. 340.',, ,(?.) a way
of cutting the hair, in which a tuft is

left on the crown,7.,
Pamphil. ap. Ath. 494 F; written
also 7., 7.7, 7^.7, , like, cropped,

lopped, of short-horned animals, pol-

lard trees, and the like. Phot.7,,, , a large bird of

the snipe kind, perh. a woodcock, Arist.
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H. A. 9, 8, 12: sometimes written., cf Nemcs. Aucup. 21

:

Arist. also has7., q. v., , , the scolopendra

or miltiped, Arist. H. A. 4, 7, 4, etc.

:

also ",.— II. the sea-

scohpcndra, an animal prob. of the

genus Nereis, Id. 2, 14, 2, Ael. N. A.
7, 20, etc. Hence, a, ov, of or like

the scolopendra, NlC. Th. 684.7, ov, , a kind of

fern, hart's tongue (so called from a

fancied likeness to the scolopendra),

Theophr. : cf (17^./, ov, , =-., , (-,) like scolopendra, as Stra-

bo calls a hill that throws out a num-
ber of spurs().7., i], the fate of one

impaled, Manetho.,() to impale, cf- : in pass.,,
to run a splinter into one's self, Diosc., , (,)
pointed like a pale.'\7,, , the Scolo-

pn'is, a river between Pricne and
Mycale, on the coast of Asia Minor,
Hdt. 9, 96.'. ov, , (-,) a small surgical knife,

sharp on one side and blunt on the

other, Hipp., , contr. for-/, Theophr.ioo, , ol, the name by
which the Scythians called them-
selves, Hdt. 4, 6.., , any thing pointed

:

esp., a pale, stake, for fixing heads on,

II. 18, 177; or for impaling, Eur.
Bacch. 983, 1. T. 1430 :—in plur.-, a palisade, used in fortification

as early as Hom., esp. in II. ;, Od. 7, 45 ;, II.

8, 343; cf 12, 63; 15, 344; so also

in Hdt. 9,97, Eur. Rhes. 116, Xen.
An. 5, 2, 5:—though the usu. Att.

word was. (Perh. from
: akin to 7.)7., ov,. Dim. from sq..

Plat. Euthyd. 278 : also-., ov, ,() :
—

low three-legged stool, Teleclid. Amph.
5.— II., ov, as adj., low,

mean, shabby., ov, , an eatable kind of

thistle, which blossoms in the heat of

summer, prob. a kind uf artichoke,

Hes. Op. 580 ; in Theophr. also ?}

•. (Akin to, ),-
.), ,() like -., () like,
to dock, crop, lop ; also, to peel, strip,

esp. to pull back the praepiitium, which
signf shows that it is akin to,
Lat. glubo, deglubo.7,. =, Hesych.,
therefore perh. only another form of7..7., , v.7..\3, , , ()
Scombraria, the island by Hispania,

elsewhere called'/.,
Strab. p. 159: in Ath. 121 -., like ,^=-., . sub.'\3, , ,=^, Ar-
ist. Meteor. 1, 13.

, , , generic name for

the and, Epich. p.

30, Ar. Eq. 1008, etc.': proverb., ., Alex. Epid. 1,3, ubi
V. Meineke.
iov, ov, . Mount iScomius,

a high range in Thrace, near Rho-
dope, Thuc. 2, 96., , Att. for.^, , , descendants of
Scopas, an ancient princely house in

Thessaly, Pind. Fr. Incert. 182 ; Hdt.
6, 127.ioo, ov, of or relating to

Scopas, Luc., ov, , Scopas, a prince
of Pherae in Thessaly, victor at the
Olympic games, Xen. Hell. 6, 1, 15.

—2. another prince of Pherae, Ael.
V. H. 12, 1.— 3. a celebrated statuary
of Paros, Paus. 8, 45, 5., ov, ,(,)
leader of the spies or scouts, or of a rec-

onnoitring party, Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 6., , Scopasis, a king of
the Scythians, Hdt. 4, 120., ov, (,) running over rocks, Anth. P.
6, 74.?'/, ,() rock-like ;

generally, rocky.7, ov, ,(,) :

strictly, like, a look-out place,

usu. a high rock, standing in or by the
sea, Lat. scopubis, Hom., esp. in Od.,

as 12, 73, SO, etc. ; ., II.

2, 396 : generally, a high rock, peak,

Aesch. Pr. 142, and Eur. ; .,
of the Theban acropolis, Pind. Fr.

209; ., of the Athenian,
Eur. Ion 1434.^, ov, f), Scopelus, a small
island in the Aegean, north of Eu-
boea., , contr. for•.,, , looking about

one, dub. ; v. Lob. Phiyn. 613., ,,=•., , ,=, LXX., a dub. form of,
once read in Hdt. 1, 8, and still in

Xen. Hipparch. 7, 6 ; v. Lob. Phryn.
591., . only used in pres. and
impf , the other tenses being supplied
by, q. v. : (). To
look at or after a thing : to behold, con-

template,, Pind. O. 1, 7
; gen-

erally, to look, . ....?.
Soph. Phil. 16, El. 1474;. Id. Phil. 467, Eur. L A.490.~
2. metaph., to look to, consider, examine,, to look to one's

own affairs, Hdt. 1, 8, cf. Valck.
Hipp. 48; . , Thuc. 4,

23 ; also, . .., Eur. Phoenix 1, cf.

Med. 1166, Thuc. 7, 71 ; ., 7, Plat. Eu
tnyphr. 9 C, Rep. 348 ; .
Plat. Rep. 351 , etc. ; . Id.

Soph. 239 : — freq. with a relat.,,
Hdt. 1, 32; . /..., Plat. Legg. 861

; ..., Xen. Cyr. 2, 2,

26 ; ..., take heed lest. ., Plat.

Gorg. 458 C.—3. to look out for,-, Isae. 2, ' 22.—4. to

inquire, learn, , Br. Soph.
. . 280. — II. also, as

dep. mid. just like c. ace.
Soph. O. T. 964, Eur. 1. c, Hel.
15.37, and freq. in Plat., Xen., etc.:

—but the act. and dep. together,', in-

quiring, and hailing inquiry made by
others. Plat. Legg. 772 D.— As-,, refer to universal can-



templation ; so t!o,
to particular, cf. H(U. 1, 30, Thuc. 1,

1, Plat. Phaed. 99 D. Hence
//, , , =, a look-out

place, watch-tou-cr, Aesch. Supp. 713;
in plur., Id. Ag. 289, 309, Xen. Cyr.

3,2. II, etc. — II. a look-out, watch,

Aesch. Supp. 786.,, ,() a sur-

veying ; spying; consideration., , ?), Ion., (-
JTOf,) : — place whence one

can look out, a look-out place, in Horn,
always a mountain-peak,, Od. 10, 97 ; -, II. 4, 275, Od. 4, 524 ;, II. 5, 771 ; etc.

;

so of Athos, Soph. Fr. 229 ;; of the Trojan acropolis, Eur.
Hec. 931 ; cf. Phoen. 233, Ar. Nub.
281, etc., V. sub:—metaph.,
the height or highest point of any thing.

Find. N. 9, 1 12.—2. in prose, simply,

a watch tower, Lat. specula, Hdt. 2, 15,

Plat, Rep. 445 C. — II. looking out,

spying, keeping watch, ,
=, Od. 8, 302, Hdt. 5, 13 :

a watch, Xen. Hipparch. 4, 10. — III.", , =', Welcker
ap. Jac. Philostr. Imag. p. 421.

Hence, f.-, to look about one,

to spy from a high place OT watch-tower,

II. 14, 58 : generally, to spy, explore,

even in a plain, Od. 10, 2G0 :—as dep.

in Theocr. 3, 26.

—

II. transit., to spy

out, search out, discover, c. ace, II. 10,

40., later poet, form for foreg.,, Q. Sm. 2, 6., ov, 6,() a .spi/,

watch, scout.—II. a highlander, epith.

of Pan, Anth. P. 6, 16, 34., ov, () belonging

to or leading to a goal, end, object

;

hence suitable to an end OX object.\, , , Scopium, a place

near Thebes in Boeotia, Polyb. 5,

99, 8.\, ov, 6, Scopius, masc. pr.

n., Paus. 5, 3, 7., f.-^ffo//ai,dep.iTiid.,

to look about, observe from a high place

as a watch or scout : generally, to spy,

watch, observe, Ar. Vesp. 361, cf. Xen.
Cyn. 9, 2. From, , ,(, )
tpatcher, scout. Philostr., ov, , (-,-) one that watches, one that looks

about or after things, II. 23, 359 : a
housekeeper, Od. 22, 396 : in Pind., of

gods and kings, c. gen. loci, its guard-

ian, protector, ruler, O. 1, 86 ; 6, 101 ;

—

in bad signf., one who watches or dogs

another, lies in wait for him, Od. 22,

156, Soph. Aj. 945.—2. iisu., a look-

out man, watchman, watcher, stationed

in some high place to overlook a

country, esp. in war, Lat. speculator,

II. 2, 792, Od. 16, 365, Xen. Cyr. 3,

2, 1 ; 4, 1, etc. ; also, one who watches

or marks game, lb. 1 , 6, 40 :—in Horn.

,

also, a sny, scout, II. 10, 324, 526, 5G1,

in whicK signf. Xen. prefers-
; so in Aesch. Theb. 36, Eur.

Tro. 956 :

—

a messenger who has been

sent to learn tidings. Soph. O. C. 35.—
II. the distant mark or object on which

one fices the eye, a mark, Lat. scopus,

?., or 2, ', Od. 22,

6; ', av/ay from the mark,

Od. 11, 344, cf. Schaf. Mel. p. 51 ; so,. Pind. . 13, 134 ; -, to aim at it, lb. 2,

160 ; ^. Id. . 6, 46
;, Aesch.

86

Ag. 628 ; , -' . Soph. Ant. 1033 ;, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6,

29 ; ',. Plat. Theaet. 194 A ; -, Id. Legg. 744 A
;. Id. Rep. 519 C ;. Id. Gorg. 507

D. (Some, wrongly, write it parox.
in signf. I, cf. Wolf Anal. 2,

p. 469.)(,, later form of,, Jac. Anth. P. p.

657., f. -', strictly, to bid

one go : hence, in pass.,

to be treated contemptuously , Lat. con-

tumelia ajfici. Dem. 11, 12, Plut. Ar-
tax. 27. (Cf. the modern Utambiil
from tuv.), , contemptuous treat-

ment, Plut. 2, 467 E., V. J. for, Mnesim.. 1, 18.,() contr. for /co-., f.-. Ion.-, also, dep. mid.

:

—to stretch one's limbs, to yawn, gape.

Strictly of men, dogs, etc., only half
roused from sleep, Lat. pandiculari,

Hipp. : hence also of a person tired

or ennuye, Ar. Ach. 30, Vesp. 642,
Ran. 922 : later 3\5=), to

feel dull sick head-ache ; hence to retch,

vomit. (Perh. from II, .)
Hence,, , also-, yawning and stretching : a sick

head-ache, Hipp. [I]

or, ov,

o,= foreg., Hipp., ov, TO,() a plant
which smells of garlic, Diosc., , of the

kind, Diosc., , , and-, the Scordisci, a Celtic race in

Pannonia, so named from Mt.-, Strab. pp. 296, 318., , contr. for,
garlic., ov,, a plant which
smells of garlic, DlOSC., ov,,^-., , , like III,

young tunny-fish, Arist. . . 6, 17,

13., ov, ,=,
water-lizard, eft or newt, Arist. . .
1, 1, 15. [], , ,(,-) sauce or pickle composed of brine

and garlic, Cratin. Od. 5, Ar. Eq. 199,

etc., f. -',() to

feed or prepare with garlic: esp., to

train game-cocks on garlic for fighting,

Ar. Eq. 494 ; hence,,
primed with garlic, lb. Ach. 166; cf..—II. to look, smell, taste like

garlic., , , dim. from -, in plur., sprouts or stalks of
garlic, Ar. Plut. 818., , ol. Garlic-fight-

ers, Luc. V. Hist. 1. 13., , ,(,) made to resemble garlic, like

garlic, Ar. Fr. 122., ov, TO, contr.,
garlic, Lat. allium, the root of which
consists of several separate cloves(), and so distinguished from
the onion (), and leek (-) ; first in Hdt. 2, 125; 4, 17, and
freq. in Ar. ; —

, Ar. Pac. 502;=, Id. Lys. 690.
Hence, i-, , comic word in Ar. Lys. 458, a
garlic-bread -selling hostess./, ov, , () a
garlic-seller., , to eat garlic,

Hesych. : irom, ov, garlic-eating., ov,(,) gariic-bearing, Eust. ad Dion. P.
525., contr., ace. to
Hesych.,= CTi'j^oi)ffiu^u.,, ,() a
bed of garlic., a, ov. Ion. -, , ov,() of the scorpion, Orph. Lith.
504.,() to anger,
enrage :—pass., to be enraged., , , born under the
scorpion ; cf.., ov. , dim. from

IV, Polyb. 8, 7, 6. [Z], f. -', to scatter, dis-

perse, just like, an Ion.
word, used by Hecataeus, ace. tu
Phryn. 218, ubiv. Lob.; but most freq.

in Ale.x. Greek, as LXX., and N. T., ov, {) stung
by a scorpion..,(,)
scorpion-like : -, a plant, SO called
from the likeness of its seed to a scor-

pion's tail, Diosc. 4, 195 : also-, Scorpiurus sulcatus, Spreiigel.,, ,()
of a scorpion, Nic. Th. 654, Al. 145.,() adv., /roni
scorpion, Orph. L. 755., ov.{, -) fighting with scorpions,,

Arist. Mirab. 139.7., ov, ()=, Diosc. 4, 195., ov, . a scorpion. Aesch.
Fr. 155, Soph. Fr. 35, etc. :—adul-
terers were punished with it. Plat.
(Com.) Pha. 1, 21. (Perh. akin to, which Hesych. quotes
as equiv. to,).—
II. a prickly sea-fish, Epich. p. 35, etc.

(ap. Ath. 320).—III. a prickly plant,

Theophr.—IV. an engine nf war for
discharging arrows, Plut. Marcell. 15.

[], ov, () scorpion-

tailed : esp. the name of a plant, cf.. [], ,()=-., , , a kind of sea-
fish, Arist. . . 5, 10, 5 ; v. 1.-., , , scattering., ov,b,scorpionlike,., , contr. for-, Arist. . . 4, 7, 7., ,= IV., {.-, to darken, LXX.:
cf., a. ov, () :

—dark,
in the dark, either before morning,, Xen. An. 4, 1, 5;., Id. Hell. 4, 5, 18

;

or after night-fall,/ ..
Id. Cyr. 7, 1, 45, cf. An. 4, 1, 10: of..̂, . . Scalane, a spot in
Arcadia, Paus. 8, 23, 8.. ov, 6, () a
making dark.—II. a being or becoming
dark, darkness,?., Diosc.,= ; hence Ep. 3
pi., Nic. Al. 35.
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,,=, LXX., , ,{) :

—

dark,

like,- , Aesch.
Cho. 661 ; , lb. 286

;

., of a scabbard, Eur.
Phoen. 276, and Plat. ; uvu ., the darkness, Thuc. 3, 22 :—in the dark, darkling, blind, Soph.
O. T. 1326; . , Eur. Ale.

385 :

—

, the dark shadows
in a picture, Plut. 2, 57 C.—II. ine-

taph., dark, obscure, opp. to-
(well-known). Plat. Symp. 197

k ; so Heraclitus was called -, Cic. Fin. 2, 5, 15 ; .,
obscure reports, Plat. Criti. 109 :

—

adv. -, ., Plat.

Rep. 558 D.— III. tor Pind. N. 7,

901, V. sub. Hence, , , darkness.

Plat. Soph. 254 A., , ((5£•)=-., , ,=^,-, LXX., Joseph., . .=, . 1.

Orph. Arg. 1045 ;—like for, for,,
etc.,() to hide one's self

in darkness, Hesych.,=, Schiif. Dem. 1,

p. 260., , fj, () darkness,

gloom, esp. the darkness of the grave.

Ear. Phoen. 335.—II. in architecture,

the .scntia or cavetto, a sunken mould-
ing in the base of a pillar, so called

from the dark shadow it casts, Vitruv.

3, 3. Hence,,,^, Hipp.;

V. Lob. Phryn. 552., ov. , () one who
keeps in the dark, esp. a runaway slave

,

Lat. tenebrio, ap. Hesych., f. -', () to make
dark .—pass., to be dark, Plut. 2, 1 120

; Ty oiavoig., N. T. : also to he dizzy., ov, ,=, Carm.
Sib., a, ov, also , ov, Eur.
Ale. 123 () :

—dark, darkling,

Eur. Phoen. 154•-!, etc. : esp., in the

dark, secret, •
Tijp, in secret his mother hare him. II.

6, 24 ; hence, ,
the children of the gods' secret loves,

Eur. Ale. 989 ; so, ., 7.,, secret, stolen loves, Id.

Ion 860. Tro. 44, 252: .,
Anth. P. 7, 51.— 2. dark, obscure, of

dithyrambs, Ar. Av. 1389.— II. in

Crete, the boys l)efore the age of

manhood were called, because

up to that time they lived at home in

the or women's apartments,
Schol. Eur. Ale. 1. c.

ioo, ov, , Scoiius, masc. pr.

n., Pind. Fr. 282 Biickh., ov, ,() a mak-
ing dark, darkening.—II. a being, becom-

ing dark, darkness.—2. dizziness, Lat.

vertigo., ov, ,() epith. of
.lupiter, like 7.7],-, etc., Paus.3, w, (,)
comic word formed after,
in tenebris concumhere cum aliqua, Ar.

Ach. 1221.',, , ,(,,) dark with

rough thick hair, comic word in Ar.

Ach. 390.^?]. , , appell. of a

courtesan, Arched. Diarn. 2., ov,() eating

i7i the dark.
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, (, )

dep., to grow dizzy, to have a dizziness

or vertigo, Hipp. 677; so in act., Luc. (?)

Philopatr. 1., , , =,
Hipp. : ace. to Lob. Phryn. 499, the
worse form.,, , dizziness, vertigo,

Plat. Soph. 264 C; . -}0,
Id. Legg. 892 ., )7,= foreg. : from,=. Ar.

Ach. 1219. Plat. Legg. 663 B, etc. ;

cf. Lob. Phryn. 82., ,—-, Hipp., , (, )
dark-looking, P\at. Phaed.81 D, Bekk.,
ubi al.:,. , poet, for -, dark,, Hes. Op. 553 : --, a dark, doubtful opin-

ion, Einped. 301., , (, *)
working in the dark, Manetho., ov, (,)
eating in the dark : metaph., malicious,

mischievous., , Att. for,
Anth. P. 13, 12; cf. Phryn. 499., , () of dark
counsel, wily., , ,(,)
moonless night, Aristid. 1, p. 570., ,,=(. Hence, ov, moonless, dark,, Od. 14, 457.,, , v. sq., sub fin., 01», , darkness, gloom,

Od. 19, 389, Pind., and Att.: more
freq. in II., but there aKvays of the

darkness of death, usu. in phrase,?, 4, 461, etc.

;

' , 5,

47 ; so in Trag., e. g. ,
Eur. Hipp. 837; so, of the nether
world, '-, Soph. . C. 1701, cf. Aj. 394;, Eur. Hel. 62 :

•—in plur., -, Aesch. Eum. 665 ; cf. Cho. 63 :

—also of blindness, ?,
to see darkness, i. e. to be blind, Soph.
O. T. 419; also, ,
Valck. Phoen. 380, Diatr. p. 141 :—
—metaph., , like Ho-
race's nocte jpremere, to hide in dark-

ness, Soph. El. 1396, cf. Pind. Fr. 171,

5 ; 252 ; so, ,
Xen. Cyr. 4, 6, 4 : opp. to, to be in darkness, Pind. N. 7,

19, Eur. Incert. 30, 8 ; tv -, Pind. . 1, 134 ; -?^ ,
|

Eur. Ion 1522: , it

is dark and uncertain, Xen. An. 2, 5, i

9 ; .. Plat. Legg. 837
j

A :—also darkness, i. e. ignorance,

Dem. 411, 25.—A neut. nom.,
\, TO, also occurs, as in Pind. Fr.

106; 171, 5, and so in Att., as Xen.
Cyr. 1, 6, 40; 2, 1, 25, etc. ; but not
so freq. as the masc, cf Pors. Hec.
819. Piers. Moer. p. 355, Ellendt Lex.
Soph. s. V. ; Diiid. would wholly eject

it from the Trag., ad Eur. Hec. 1.

(Akin to, .)\, more correctly -, , ,() Scolussa, a
city of Thessaly, Strab. p. 329 : hence
oi, the inhab. of Scotus-

sa, Xen. Hell. 4, 3, 3.

1 , ,() to make dark,

1
darken, to blind,, Soph. Aj. 85.—II. in

pass..^aKorotiiviau,Hipp.,Plat.Prot.
339 K.

]
. , contr. for-

i . Plat. Rep. 518 C : obscure, Id.

Crat. 412B.—II. dizzy, Hipp. :

=, Id., , , a being dark, dark
ness.,, ,() dizzi

ness, vertigo, Polyb. 5, 56, 7, in plur.

Hence, , , causing dizzi-

ness., ,() a darkening,

eclipse.— II. dizziness, vertigo.,{) to look on
as dung : to despise, reject, treat con-

temptuously, LXX., , , contemptible,

Timocr. ap. Plut. Thetnist. 21."',,,^,
Pseudo-Phocyl. 144. [], ov, ,()
contempt, rejection, Polyb. 30, 17, 12., ov, , dung, Diosc.

:

filth, refuse, leavings,,
Leon. Al. 30, cf Anth. P. 6, 303 ; etc.

:

—that which the sea throws up, Jac.
Phil. Thess. 28, 2, Galakcr Advers.

p. 869 sq. (Usu. deriv. from, cf..) [t'l] Hence, ,() refuse-like :

TO.^.^, ov, , Mt. Scudises, a
range in Pontus and Armenia, Strab.

p. 548.,,^, He-
sych : from,=^, to be angry
with one,, II. 24, 592., . (<,,) sexual

desire, lust, Phllet. 32., , to be at heat, of dogs,
(cf), Arist. H. A. 6, 18, 8., dep., prob. only used in
pres. part, and mf , to be angry or wroth
with one,, 11. 4, 23, Od. 23. 209 j

absol., to be wroth, II. 8, 483 ; 9, 198.—
An act. only in Gramm. (Usu.
deriv. from•, and so, strictly, like, tosnarl : but, ace. to Schol.
Theocr. 10, 8, strictly of an angry
lion, letting down his', and
so, strictly, to look furious. From

come,.), , a fem. form of-, coined by Ar. Lys. 184. [], ov, , Scythian-wood,
=, Diosc., ov, , a Scythian, first in

Hes. Fr. 17, fusu. in pi. , a
general term for most of the nomadic
tribes in north of Europe and Asia,
beyond the Ister and Pontus Euxi-
nus, Hdt. 4, 18, sqq., ace. to whom
they called themselves/., and
were divided generally into,, and .t—proverb.,, Ar. Ach. 704, cf.

Aesch. Pr. 2.— 2. as adj., Scythian,, Aesch. Theb. 817; cf -
'.— II. metaph., any rude, rough

person.—III. at Athens, a policeman,

one of the city-guard, which Was most-
ly composed of Scythian slaves, Ar.

Thesm. 1017, etc. ; cf. IlL

i, ov, o, Scythes, son of Her-
cules and Echidna, Hdt. 4. 10.—2. a
king of the Zanclaei in Sicily, Id.

6, 23.— 3. another, father of Cadmus
of Cos, Id. 7, 163.—Others in Xen.
Hell. 3, 4, 20 ; Dem. ; etc.\, , , Scythia. country of

the Scythae in northern Europe and
Asia, Call. Dian. 174, Strab. pp. 7,

34. 119, etc., f. -, to be or behave like

a Scythian; and so,— 1. to drink im-

moderately ; cf.-.—2. from the
Scythian practice of scalping slain

enemies (Hdt. 4, 64), to shave the head.



, Eur. . 241 ; cf.,.^, adv. to ,Scylhi(u, Call.

Dian. 256., V,,{) Scythian,

to ., i. e. the Euxine, The-
ocr, 16, 99

; , sc.,
Scythia, Hdt. 4, 99, etc. :t -, a hind of shoes, like,, etc., Lys. ap. Harpocr.^, , , the i^cylhini, a

people of Armenia, Xen. An. 4, 7,

18.

ivvo, , , Scythinus, an
iambic poet, of Teos, Ath, 461 F.

ivi,, , pecul. fem. to-,— 1.' with or without, a
Scythian female.—2. SC. y^, Scythia., adv.() after Scy-

thian fashion, Soph. Fr. 420 : in the

Scythian tongue, Hdt. 4, 27, 59. [rt]^, i/, Scythopolis, a citj'

of Palestine, Strab. p. 7G3 ; in Polyb.

5, 70, 4. 71, . Aeol. for, Par-

ineno ap, Ath. 500 B., ov, ,(, -) a Scythian bowman, Xen. An.

3, 4. 15., f.-, to be angry, peev-

ish, Eur. El. 830., ,=, q. v.', , '. angry, sulleti, Me-
Dand. p. 8^ Aral. 1120., f. -,{)
to look angry or sullen^ be of a sad coun-

tenance, Ar. Lys, 7. Plut. ^56 : in part,

pf., ^-, Dem. 1122, 12;

aor. 1,, Aeschin. 33, 5 :

cf. :—hence, to he of a sad

colour, Jac. Philostr. Iinag. p. 378.

Hence !,, , sternness, sad-
|

nexs of coHntenance, Plut. 2, 43 F.-, , also , , Luc,
cf Lob, Phryn. 105 : (,) ;

—angry-Inoking, of sad or angry coun-

tenance, stdlcn, Eur, Med. 271, Hipp.

1172;,, Eur. Phoen.
1333, etc. ; opp. to, Xen.
Mem. 3, 10, 4 :—also of affected grav-

ity, Dem. 1122. 20. Aeschin. 56,31 :—
., to cloak joy under

a show of sadness, Aesch. Cho. 738 ;

—

TO aKvepu7rov,=^sq., Eur. Ale. 797.

—

Adv.,-, Xen. Mem.
2, 7, 1.— II. of colour, sad-coloured,

dark and dull, Lat. tristis, opp. to- >, Jac. Philostr. Imag. p. 378.

Hence,], , a. being-, snllenness, Hipp., , poet. fem. from, Anlh. P. 9, 604. [], , ,() the

breeding, training, etc., of dogs, Plut.

Cat. Maj. 5., a, ov, ( ) of
young dogs or puppies,, Hipp.

[«], , a puppy, young
dog, Epigr. ap. Plut. 2, 241 A, Anth.

P. 3, 7. [«]'/., 6, poet, for ?.,
Opp. C. 1, 480 ; 4, 227.

;

fv?.av, 6. Scylaceus, masc. pr.
'

n., Qu. Sm. 10, 147.,{) to pair dogs I

for breeding, c. acc, Xen. Cyn. 7, 1:— i

pass., ,
|

to be suckled by a she-wolf, Strab. ;, , poet. fem. of,
dub. in Orph. Arg.^ 982. [] I^, , , Scylace, a small

town of the Pelasgi on the Mysian
coast of Asia Minor, Hdt. 1, 57.

j, adv. like a young dog,

Ouppy-like, Synes.
[

»,() to copulate like
'

dogs.
I?, 71, , of young dogs.
,',, , dim. from-

?.. Plat. Rep. 539 . [d]\, or, , Scylacevm, in \

lower Italy, Strab. p. 261.
j, , protectress of dogs,

Diana, Orph. H. 35, 12.
j, ov,(, 6pa-) of the dog-days, cjpa ., Poet,

de Herb. 140., ov,(,-) dog-killing.— 11. proparox. ?.-, ov, pass., killed, worried by

dogs.,, , a breeding of
dogs, Opp. C. 1, 436., ov, (, -) keepingor rearing dogs, Opp. H. 1,

719., , (, )
like a young dog : TO ., the nature of
puppies, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 4.,, 6 and , (the latter

always in Hom.,and Hes.) :

—

a young

dog, a whelp, puppy, Od. 9, 289 ; 12,

86, Hes. Th. 834 ; ^ -^, Od. 20, 14 ;

in full, ., Hdt. 3, 32:—gene-
rally, dog. Soph. Tr. 1098, Eur.

Bacch. 338, etc. :—the Grammarians
are called , in

Anth. P. 11,321.—Cf..—U.

an iron chain, Plat. (Com.) Hell. 5:

—

chai?ior collar for the neck, Polyb. 20,

10, 8 ; so Lat. canis, catellus, in Plaut.

(Prob. akin to, from the na-

ture of young dogs, cf. : still

it may be akin to kvuv, as

is.) ]
i?M, , , Scylax, a cele-

brated geographer of Caryanda in

Caria, Hdt. 4, 44.—There were two
others of this name at a later period ;

for the various opinions respecting

these V. Bahr. Exc. X ad Hdt. 4, 44,

vol. 2, p. 671..., , , stripping a slain

enemy : from?., a rare form for,
Anth., , . a despoiling, esp. of

a slain enemy, LXX.?.,, ,() esp.

in plur., the arms slript off a slain ene-

my, spoils, Eur. Phoen. 857, Ion 1145,

Thuc. 4, 44. [7}]

v?i.v,7J,{?,)=?.., ov, o, one who strips a

slain enemy : from, {7.) to strip or spoil

a slain enemy of his arms (for it was
not right to take off the clothes also,

Plat. Rep. 469 C), Lat. spoliare, first

in Hes., and Hdt. Construct. : c.

acc. pers. et rei, ', Hes. Sc. 468 ; c.

acc. pers. only. ., Hdt. 1,

82, and Thuc. :— c. acc. rei et gen.

pers., Xen. An. 6, 1, 6, Hell. 2. 4, 19 ;

so, - , Hdt. 9, 80 :—la-

ter c. acc. pers. et gen. rei, ./. ?./. Plat. I.

c. ; , Nic. Th.
379. (Akin, to, /..)^, ov Ion. , , Scyles, a

king of the Scythians, Hdt. 4, 78., , , she who strips a

slain enemy. Lye. 853.,, poet, -, Anth. P. 9, 428.

7<,, , dog-fish, Lat. caniculae,

Arist. H. A. 6, 10, 10, etc. [], , , in Od. usu. ?.,
Scylla, daughter of Crataeis t(later,

of Phorcys and Hecate who was call-

ed Crataeis, Ap. Rh. 4, 828-9)f, a
monster inhabiting a cavern in the
straits of Sicily, Od. 12, 73, sq. ;—

a

fable that afterwards underwent many
changes, v. Heyne and Voss on Virg.

Eel. 6, 74. The usu. nom.
occurs in Od. only once, 12, 235.

(From }., because she rended
her prey in pieces, Od. 12, 96, 245.

Not from, for the dogs in her

womb belonged only to the later le-

gend.) — tH. daughter of Nisus of

Megara, who betrayed her father

through love for Minos, Apollod. 3,

15. 8.^?., ov, , Scyllnnim, a
promontory of Argolis opposite Suni-
um, now ca^ie Skillo, Thuc. 5, 53.

—

2. rocks m the straits of Sicily, where
Scylla dwelt, Strab. p. 257, who also

mentions a town of same name ; v.?.., , , also ?.,() a kind crab, which, being
unprotected by a shell, fixes itself in

empty snail-shells; perh., the hermit-

crab, Arist. H. A.^/^, ., of Scylletium
;

., Arist. Pol. 7, 9, 2 ; Strab.

p. 254 : from?^, ov, TO, Scylletium, a
city of Bruttium, later called•
KIOV.\. ov. Ion. -, , ,
Scyllias. a diver of Scione, Hdt. 8, 8.\, , , Scyllis, son of
Daedalus, a statuary of Crete, Pans.
2, 15.— 2.,, , fem. pr.

., Anth. P. 7, 475.

'\?.. ov, , Scylus.= v7.-, Ath. 296 F.', aor.?, strictly /
skin, flay : generMy, to rend, mangle,
Aesch. Pers. 577 ;, Mel.
CO: to pluckout the hair, Nic. Al. 412:
—metaph., to trouble, annoy, Lat. vex-

are, N. T. (From come-, ?. : cf., '.)
Hence,, , hair phicked out,?., Anth. P. 5, 130 ; cf.

Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 73., ov, b,() a rending,

manglina, Anth.: metaph., trouble,

griff, LXX., Artemid. 2, 30. etc./.,, f.-, to tan hides,

Ar. Plut. 514: from_/, ov, .(,,) a tanner of hides, Ar. Av. 490,
Eccl. 420 ; cf. >, from
which it differs only in the quantity
of the first syllable ; also,-.

' vo^|)o.,=o\eg.,pem.^\ ,18., ov, , (., perh•

also akin to, Buttm. Lexil. s.

V. 3) :—usu. in plur.,
like Ivapa, the arms stript off a slain

enemy, spoils, Lat. spolia. Soph. PhiL
1428, 1431 ; , to write
one's name on arms gained as spoils,

which were then dedicated to a deity,

Valck. Eur. Phoen. 577, cf. Cycl. 9,

Thuc. 2, 13 ; 3, 57 :—rarely in sing.,

like, booty, spoil, prey, ?., Eur. El. 897, cf. Rhes, 620.

— II [i)]=sq. ; but perh. no
certain example can be found, cf.

Intt. ad Ar. Plut. 514.

?.,, , an animaPs skin, a

lion's hide, etc., Call. Fr. 142, prob. 1.

Theocr. 25, 142, Nic. Al. 270: cf.

foreg. II. [v], ov, (, )
receiving the spoil, Anth. P. 6, 161 :

., as a transl. ofthe Rom. Ju-
piter Fcretrius.—II. bearing the skin of
an animal.
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'^, ., {,)
delighting in spoils or booty, Alilh.

Plan. 211., ,{) to veil, cover,

Hesych.', ,{))=., , (,-) to lead young animals.,{)=.,
Philoslr. hnag. 2, 18., , dim. irom,
Arist. H. . 9, 1,9.', 01', , any young ani-

mal, esp. a lion's whelp, II. 18,319; ., Hdt. 3, 32, Eur. Supp. 1222,

Ar. Ran. 1431 ;. Soph. Aj.

987; also, a., Eur. Bacch.

699 ;,, Arist. . .
6, 18, 5; 27:—then ol men. ;'-
?. ., knar. 1171, cf. Or. 1213:

—also .. Id. Or. 1493. Cf.-.— II. sea-monster of the

kind.^, ov, o.Scymnus, a geogra-

pher of Chios.—2. of Tarentum, a, Alh. 538 E., ,(,)
to produce its young alive, Arist. ap.

Atii. 314C., ov, , the skin above the

eyes, Nic. Th. 177, 443, in phir. : cf.. []
ivrr^tov. ov, . Scyppium, a

town near Colophon, Fans. 7, 3, 8.,, 'v. sub -,., , the Scyras, a river of

Laconia, Paus. 3, 25, 1.., rare poet, collat.

forms of, old reading in Nic.

for., , and,,
, also,, like. La-

con, for. (Perh. from-
.), ov, ,=, Diosc.

[]
ivpo, a, ov, of Scyrus.Scyrian,, Pind. Fr! ex Epin. V.

11, 3, Hdl. 7, 183.— II. , Scyrms,

father of Aegeus, Apoilod. 3, 15, 5., ^, oi, the Scynniadan,

a Thracian people on the coast of the

Euxine, Hdt. 4, 93., ov, TO, a plant, prob. the

same as, Diosc [v], ov, ,=-7, the chip-

pings of stone., ,,=, Hipp., ov, , the isle of Seyms,

+now Scyrof, one of the Sporades,

not far from Euboea, so called from

its ruggedness (cf. foreg.), ai-, U. 9, 668.—. adv.,

from Scyros, II. 19, 332. — fll. , a

river joiniag the Alpheus, Paus. 8,

35, 1.,,()=),3.
pave with .itones :—pass., to become

hard or indurated, Hipp., v. Foes.

Oecon.', V.., ,{,) stony,

rocky., , , {) paved

with stones, . , paved road,

Lat. via strata, Bockh Expl. Pind. P.

5,90(125)., , , a stick, staff, esp. a

thick stick, cudgel,v. Ruhnk. ap. Stallb.

Plat. Theaet. 200 D ; cf. :

—hence,— I. at Sparta, a staff, used

as a cypher for writing dispatches,

thus ;—a strip of paper was rolled

slantwise round it, on which the dis-

patches were written lengthwise, so

that when unrolled they were unin-

tellieible : commanders abroad had a
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stafTof like thickness, round which
they rol It'll these pajiers, and so were
able to read the dispatches :—hence,

Spartan dispntch.'Vhuc. 1, 131, Xen.
Hell. 3, 3, 8, cf. Plut. Lysand. 19, A.

Gell. 17, 9; and, melaph., a message

or rnrssmger, as Pind. calls an ode of

his /,. 6, 154,where
the Schol. quotes Archil. (Fr. 39, 2),

cf. Plut. 2, 152 E.—II. a sucker or

shoot cut off the stem to plant.

—

III.

a roller or winillass wherewith heavy
weights are moved, Arist. Mechan. 9,

1 ; 11, 1.

—

IV. a serpent, of uniform
roundness and thickness,Nic.Th. 384.

(If the deriv. from is right,

the Laced, usage would seem to be
the orig. signif : prob. however better

from, '.) [], , to carry a-, Strab. : from, ov, carrying a-., ov, ,() cudgel-

shaped, ., a long cucumber,
Theophr. ; also, -., ov, , dim. from -, Ar. . 1283, Nicoph. Aphr.
2., , if, like,
but with dimin. signf., a small cudgel,

Hdt. 4, CO.— II. a roller, ivindlass ; esp.

such as is used by fishermen for

drawing the net to land, hence Lat.
scututae, Ael. N. A. 12, 43.—HI. a fin-

ger-joint, like ?.} HI, Heliod.

—

IV. small crah, of the kind.

—

V. a kind of caterpillar., , , {7.) a

cudgelling : esp. club-law, such as pre-

vailed at Argos, Diod. 15, 57, Plut. 2,

814 B.?,,,^=], a cud-

gel, club, Pind. O. 9, 45, Hdt. 3, 137,

Ar. Ecc!. 76.

—

II. in Sicilian, the neck.

[ii] Hence?, €), to cudgel. Hence, , , cudgelled :—II.=1)., ov, , dim. from-, Anaxil. Syiiop. 1. [u], ov, TO.() a shoe-

maker's workshop., a, ov, ofa .shoemaker ;-
., the art of shoemaking, Mane-

tho ; from,, , () a shoe-

maker, cobbler, Ar. Av. 491, Plat. Gorg.
491 A, etc., , , shoemaking,

Arist. Eth. Eud. 2, 1, 6: from, (') to be a shoe-

maker, Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 22., Dor., , the head,

Archil. 130., , ,{) of shoe-

making or a shoemaker ; ?j -) (sub.)=. Plat. Rep. 374 B,

etc., -, ov, () leathern,

made of leather,.,,
Hdt. 1, 71 ; 7, 71 ;. Hut. 1,

194 ;, Xen. An. 5, 4, 13:

—

,-
Tivov', a leathern phallus

(of comic actors), Ar. Nub. 538 ; cf.

II. [],, , dim. from.,, , ,[,) with the leathern arm, Ath.

515'D., , f. -, to dress

leather : from, ov, ,(,,) leather-dresser, currier. Plut.

Num. 17; cf. Hence, , , belonging to

curriers : -, (sc.), the art of
leather-dressing, Theophr.

•, ,=, Plat,
Ciorg. 517 .. ov,(,)
a shoemaker, sudiller. []', , like KT'TOX,Lat.
CUTIS, Germ. HAUT.ai'kin.hide,
esp. dreesid or tanned hide, Od. 14,

34, Ar. Eq. 868, etc. ; cf sub fin.— 11.

any thing made of leather, esp. a whip,
Dem. 572, 27, cf Jac. Anih. P. p. 41

;

hence, , to look sroiir-

ge.'s, i. e. as if one was going to be
whipt, Eupol. . ytv. 12, Ar.
Vesp. 643 ; so,

(but with reference Cieon
the tanner), Ar. Pac. 667: also, the

leathern phallus introduced in Alt.
Comedy ; cf II. [
with V is very dub., v. Draco p. 83. 9.

Br. Ar. Plut. 514, Vesp. 643, Pac. 667.
Therefore, in passages like Theocr.
25, 142, Lye. 1316, it should perh. be
written or.], ov,, a shoemaker's
shop, Lys. 170, 9: from", ,() to cut

leather, esp, for shoes ; to be a shoe-

maker, Ar. Plut. 162. 514, Flat., etc.
;., Plat. Charm. 161

E., , , a cutting out of
leather, esp. /or shoes or shoemaking,
Plat. Rep. 397 E. Hence,,, of or bclonsing

to a shoemaker, to ., Ar.
Eccl.432; .=6. Flat.

Rep. 443 C : -(5.),=^.,
lb. 333 A, etc., ov,,^=-
ov. Macho ap. Ath. 581 D., ov, {,)
cutting leather, es]). for shoes ;—hence,
., a worker in leather, II. 7, 221

;

esp. a boot and shoemaker, Ar. Eq. 740,
Lys. 414, Flat., etc., ,{,•)
to eat, gnaw leather, Luc. llidoct. 25.

«'70(!«) Of, ov, eating leather., ,() cover, guard
with leather,,\,
Folyb. 10. 20, 3., , (,) like

leather, Anst. . . 9, 37, 24.>, , , like , Sle-
sich. Fr. 7. [, but .Stesich. 1. c. has
ii ; cf. sub.], ov, , dim. from,
Ath. 477 E.— II. Medic, the skull, so
called from its shape, Paul. Aeg., a, ,=. [ii], , () like a-, Ath. 499 A., ov, {, -) whirled about by cups, i. e. drunk-
en, Epich. p. 57., ov, o, and,, :— cup, can, esp. used by poor coun-
try folks, Od. 14, 112, where Wolf,
with Aristarch., reads ,
whilst Aristoph. Byz. had -

: however, the neut. is used by
Ipich. p. 49, and even in Att., as

Eur. Cycl. 390, 411, though he pre-

fers the masc, lb. 256, 550. etc., cf
Ath. 498 ; the masc. also in Ale-

man. 25. (Prob. from , to con-
tain, akin to II,'/, -. etc.) [ :—yet, Hes. Fr. 42. 2, 5,

Anaximand. and Panyas. ap. Ath. 1.

c, have , in which case it was pro-

posed to write : but even if

the word was so pronounced in Ion.

and Aeol., yet the old form was prob.

the same. Seal. Euscb. Chron. p. 1 19,

Wolf Fraef. II. p. Ixxi ; cf.,,,, iat,J.],, 7"o,=foreg., Aesch.
Fr. 171.



?,, 7/,=sq., very dub. in

Theophr. ; al.., /, a being worm-eaten,

SUsp.

()?., C>, {) to breed

worms, Diosc. : heace, to be or become

teorm-ealen, be rotten.", (?.) to be like a

worm, esp., to ?nove slowly : of tho
pulse, to beat slowly.

/J/Kiov, , , dim. from-
}., a little worm, Ath.', ov, , fem. -,,
of wor/ns, worm-like, Diosc.3, ov, eaten ofworms,
worm-eaten, Theoptir. ; N. T., ,{,)
worm shaped, Arist. . . 5, 20, 3.., , to make into

worms.7^, , to breed worms,

of animals that produce their young
in this shape, Arist. Gen. An. 1, 21,

7 :—pass., to be born in this shape, lb.

2, 1, 28: and, , , a breeding of
worms : from, ov, {, -) breeding worms, Arist. H. A. 4,

11,9., ov,(, -) eating worms, Arist. H. A. 8,

3,4., , (^) to make
into worms:—pass,. to

breed worms, be worm-eaten, Theophr..&, , contr. (or-, Arist. Gen. An. 3, 9, 6..,,= : c(..,, , worm, esp.,

the earth-worm, Lat. lurnhricus,

yaiij , II. 13,

C51; cf. Ar. Vesp. 1111 : also, a w-orm

in the stomach, Hipp.—II. the thread

which is spun or twisted from the

distaff, Epigen. Pont. 1. — III. said

also to be AeoL for /., Plat.

(Com.) Hell. 8 ; cf. Phot. s. v.— IV.

a worm-shaped cake, Alciphr. Fr. 10.

—

V. a heap of threshed corn ; also uv-
..?^,=, Epich.

p. 63.?, ov, ro,= sq.—II. an obsta-

cle, stumbling-block, hindrance, LXX. ;

like..•, , , like, a point-

ed stake, ., 11. 13, 564 ;

also, a thorn, prickle, Ar. Lys. 810.^., ov, 6, Scoliis, a town of
Boeotia in the territory of Thebes,
near Tanagra, II. 2, 497 ; Hdt. 9, 15 :

ace. to Strab. in the territory of the
Plataeans, p. 408.—2. a city of the
Thracian peninsula Chalcidice,Thuc.

5, 18: ace. to Strab. 1. c, near Olyn-
thus., dep., to curve, bind,

wind to and fro, dub. 1. Nic. Th. 229.

(Either from or.),, ,() jest,

joke, gibe, scoff, Ar., Plat., etc. ;, by way of a joke,

Aeschin. 17, 41 ; -, Dem. 1261, 14.', , . dim. from
foreg., Ar. Vesp. 1289. [], , , among the Syba-
rites, dwarf; also ox'-. (Prob. from, as if an

owl.)fa, , 6, Scopasis, a king
of the Scythians, Hdt. 4, 120.,, .= /£), signf

I. 2; cf. Aesch. Fr. 71, Lob. Phryn,
613., ov, b,{) a mimic,

mocker : hence, usu., like our mocker,

a scijffer, jester. Hence, . , given to mockery,

jesting. Pint. Adv. -., , , a knocker, jester,

Ar. Vesp. 788; cf. Lob. Phryn. 613.

(From ; as from.). , fem. of.2'2, fut., Elmsl.
Ach. 273, 844 (854), Dind. Nub. 296 :

aor. 1. To ape, mimic, mock

:

hence,— 1. nsu., to mock, jeer, scoff at,, Ar. Nub. 992, etc. ; ,
Aeschin. 33, 30 ; . Plat.

Theag. 125 ; atid in good sense, to

joke with,, Hdt. 2, 121 , 4 :—absol.

to jest, joke, be fanny, Ar. Eq. 525,

Nub. 296, etc. ; also, to joke, beinfun,
Eur. Cycl. 675 ; to make believe, opp.

to doing a thing really, in earnest, Xen.
Symp. 9, 5. (Cf. our scoff.)' (not, Dind. Ar. Ran.
146), TO, gen. :—dang, ordure,

Ar. 1. c, Plut. 305 :—a later form is

TO, q. v.. Lob. Phryn. 293.

(Lob. connects Lat. scurra with,
as from., cf. -) Hence,, , a night-stool, Ar.

Eccl. 371., , , {) filthy refuse,

scum, esp., the dross of metal, scoria, as

in Lat. stercus ferri, Arist. Meteor. 4,

6,9., , {) like the

dross of 7netals., 6, gen., nom. pi.—, a kind of owl, the screech-owl,

Od. 5, ti6. (Either from, be-

cause of its hooting, mocking note ; or

from, OiS /. from-, cf Ath. mox citand.)—2. dance

in which they mimicked the gait of

an owl, Ael. N. A. 15, 28, Ath. 029
F,—where he explains it of the ges-

ture of shading the eyes with the hand
to look to a distance, cf.,
sub tin. (But he mentions another
dance called.), fj,() mockery, scoff'-

ing. banter., a,,{) of
the emerald, Heliod. 2, 32.,() to be of
an emerald green, Diosc., , ov,()
of emerald, N. T.—II. emerald green., , , dim. from-, . Anton., ov, , fem.-.,
of the kind or colour of the emerald, -. LXX. : from

^, ov, b, and in Theophr.
Tj, Lat. smaragdiis, a precious stone of
a light green colour, usu. called the em-

erald, first in Hdt., who calls it .?. : however, it was prob. not the
same as our emerald, but a semi-trans-

parent stone like the aqua-marina, cf
Theophr. de Lap. 23, sq., Plin. 37, 5,

Lucas Quaest. Lexilog. ^46: there

was a pillar of smaraudus in the tem-
ple of Hercules at Tyre, Hdt. 2, 44,

which Theophr. (1. c. 25) suspects to

have been false.—A rarer form is-, Meineke Menand. p. 132.

(Prob. from, :—for

the Sanscr. marakala prob. came from
the west, though others derive this

from maraka, morbus, as if the eme-
rald were used as a talisman. Pott Et.
Forsch. 2. 195.).,', , f. -, to crash,

of various loud noises, as of thunder,

ot'' , II. 21,

199; of the sea, 11. 2, 210; of the

screaming of cranes, lb. 463 ; of the

battle of the Titans, Hes. Th. 679

;

so, lb 693 ; of the bowels,
Hipp. (Unomatop., like.)
Hence, , , a crashing, Opp.
H. 5, 245., f. -, v. sub-, sub fin., , a sounding scourge

;

cf.., ov, , a lubber-fiend in

Ep. Horn. 14, 9. [d],=,,
dub.. or,, , a small
poor A-ea-^sA, Epich. p. 32, Arist. H. A.

8, 30, 5, Opp. H. 1, 109, etc.'2, ion. : f.. Dor.
[a] : aor. pass, always-, from.—Contr. pres.,, ^, inf., not.

before Liic. : cf Lob. Phryn. 61.

To SMEAR, rub, wipe ; hence,

—

1. to anoint. /., to

anoint one's head, Hdt. 9, 110, Valck.
ad 7, 209; then, absol., to

anoint one's self, Ar. Fr. 320.—2. to

rub, wipe, wash off, cleanse,-
voi , having washed their

heads, Hdt. 4, 73, cf Valck. ad 3,
148.

—

, ace. to Phryn., is more
Att. than , v. Lob. p. 253.
(The root is* (),, and

I

so the orig. signf. is to touch, handle:
akin to,,, and
to -,,",,.), . , , dreadfxd,

\

fearful, terrible to look on,, II.

j

2, 309 ; of Ulysses when cast up by
i the sea, Od. 6, 137 ; etc. ;. .,
brass dire-gleaming, 11. 12, 464; 13,

j

192; so, of armour of all kinds,-,,, II. 20, 260, Od. 11,

:
609 : ., of Hades, II. 20, 64 :

I

—also, terrible to hear. esp. in neut. as
,
adv.,. ', II. 8, 92,
etc. ; .3,3, II. 2,

334, Od. 10, 399; -, of Jupiter, II. 7, 479.—Ep.
word, used by Ar. Av. 553.^,, , Srnerdies, a beau-
tiful youth, a favourite of Polycrates
of Samos, Anth. P. 7, 25 : Ael. V. H.
9, 4 : in Anth. P. 7, 29 also.^. , , Smerdis, son of
Cyrus and Cassandane, put to death
by his brother Cambyses, Hdt. 3, 30,
sqq. : cf. -.—2. a Magus, who
gave himself out to be the murdered
prince. Id. 3. 61.—3. a Mytilenean,
Arist. Pol. 5, 8, 13.-4..-., , ,^=/., •, II. 5, 742 ; -, Aesch. Pr. 355 :

—as adv., , 11. 15, 687.'^., , Smerdomenes,
a commander of the Persians, Hdt
7, 82.. Ion. for.,, ,()^, q. v., LXX. Hence.. ov, b, ()
one who sells unguents, etc., a perfumer., , {,)
fit for rubbing, anointing or cleansing,

Hipp., ov, b, () one who
i^bs or cleanses. Hcnce, , , fit for rubbing,

cleansing, etc., Diosc, etc.,,,^ (q. v.),

, Hipp.' ^
^, y, ov, verb. adj. from/, anointed, cleansed.

(sc. ),, .()
a kind of fullers'-earth, for cleaning
cloth, Nicoch. Here. 1 ; cf. Lob
Phryn. 253.
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, ,=/, dub. : from, =,, only in

Hesych./,, ,() more Att.

form , that which is used for
rubbing or clransing, unguent, soap,

Anliph. KufWK. 1, Philox. ap. Alh.
409 ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 253., ov, , {/,) a box oj unguents, etc., Ar.

Aeolos. 16 (Bergk.), adv. (/') in swarms./,, , aim. from,
Diosc.,, 6,=., ,{,)
holding swarm of bees, Anth. P. 9,

438., ov, {,)
keeping bees., ov, 6, the Smetius, a river

of Laconia, Paus. 3, 21, 9., , , a bee-hive,=-. Plat. Rep. 552 C, Arist. H. A.

5, 22, 1.— II. mostly, like, a

swarm o/bers,. , Aesch.
Pars. 129, Plat. Polit. 293 D:-gen-
erally, a swarm, crowd,. Soph.
Fr. C93; , Ar. Nub. 297; and,

metaph., .,, etc..

Plat. Rep. 574 D, Meno 72 A. Hence, , 1. -, to be a bee-

master.— 11. in mid., oCbees, to swarm,, Strab. : and/,, , a keepiiig of bees

:

from, ov,,=,
Ael. N. A. 5, 13.,, ,{) a stand

of bee-hives., , , {) a wiping

off, cltansing, Diosc., , , and, , ,
plant, shrub, acc. to Hesych. a kind

of,—written also.,, ,=, q. v.,

Lye. 37.7,=, cf.., ,,^, q. v.,

Plat. Legg. C44 ., ov, , = II,

Arist. Plant. 2, 9, 14./. , v.., , , {)=^, cf.., {. -, collat. form of,
( rub, wipe off or away, -), Od. 6, 226 : to wash
clean, Lyc. 876 : proverb.,

., ' to wash a blackamoor while,'

Paroemiogr. :—mid., -, wiping her brow, Anth. P. 6,

276.,, , Smicres, a gen-
eral of the Arcadians, Xen. An. 6,

1,4., ov, ,{) one who
minds little things, a niggard ; used as
a generic name in the new Greek
comedy, like Harpagon in the French,
Meineke Menand. p. 64, 565.'\, ov, b, Smicrinus, rnasc.

pr. n., Ath. 242 B.^,, , Smicrion, an
Athenian, Plat. Crat. 429 E.-, all words beginning thus
V. sub-, and cf. sq., , . Ion. and old Attic

for : this form is also used in

I). 17, 757, metri grat., H. Ven. 115,

Hes. Op. 359: freq. in Hdt., Pind.,

Trag., and Thuc, and even in Plat.

ilpo, ov, , Smicrits, masc. pr.

n., Isae. 46, 35.,, v. sub•.^, , , Smicron, an
Athenian. Dem. 573, 17 ; v. 1..^. ov, 6, >Smicytlies, a pet-
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ty Thracian king, Ar. Eq. 969.-2. an
Athenian, Dem. 401, 1.^,, , Smicythion,

an Athenian, Ar. Vesp. 401.—2. prob.

a Thracian, who betrayed Miltocy-

thes to Charidemus, Dem. 676, lin.^, ov, , Smicythus, an
Atiieiiian, Ar. Eccl. 293.—2. perh. in

Dem. 401, 1 ; v. 2., ,—, Anth. P. 6, 62,

295.

]}., , Smila, a city of Mace-
donia on the sinus ThermaJcus, Hdt.

7, 123., , ov, of the yew-tree

or its wood, [u],, ,= Atl. {q. v.),

the yew, Lat. laxus.—II. in Arcadia,

a tree of the— kind, Theophr.

—

ill. ,3 garden leguminous
plant, Lat. phnseolus vulgaris, the fruit

of which () was dressed and
eaten like our French or kidney-
beans, elsewh., also-, Diosc. 2, 176.—IV. ,
a kind ot bindweed or convolvulus, Id.

4, 145., , , ()
cari'id work : metaph.,

tpyurv, finely carved works, Ar. Ran.
819. [i] _

., , , cut, carved (cf.), Anth. P. 7, 411., like?, to cut out or

canw finely., 7, , a knife for cutting

and carving, Lat. scalper, scalprum,

Ar. Thesm. 779, Plat. Rep. 353 A :

a graving tool, sculptor's chisel, a sur-

geon's or shoemaker s knife, a penknife,

Anth. P. 6, 67, etc. [i, Ar. 1. c, and
oft. in Anth. : also, q. v.]', ov, TO, dim. from,
Lat. scalpellum, Plut. 2, 60 A, Luc.

+ 2//tAif,, 6, Smilis, a statuary,

Paus. 7, 4, 4.?, , , shaped like a-, Chirurg. Vett.., 6, poet, for, Nic.
Al. 624 (611).\, ov Ion. to), , Smin-
dyrides, son of Hippocrates of Syba-
ris, Hdt. 6, 127 ; Ath. 273 B.—2. an
Atlienian, Andoc. 3, 17.,, 6, epith. of Apollo,
II. 1, 39,—acc. to Aristarch. from, V. sq., the Sminthian ; acc. to

A pion from, the mouse-killer

:

also, .^,,, Strab. p. 605, and, , , Steph. Byz., Sminthe,
a town of Troas : cf foreg.^, ov, TO, the temple of
Apollo Smintheus, Strab. p. 605., , old poet, word (Cretan,

acc. to Schol. Ven. II. 1, 39), a mouse,

Aesch. Fr. 212, Lyc. 1307: in He-
sych. also, ., ov, , dim. from sq.. , , a two-pronged hoe or

mattock, Lat. bidens, like/, Ar.

Nub. 1486, 1500, A V. 602, Pac, 546,

Plat., etc. ; cf Lob. Phryn. 302. [i]

Jlvv, , of or belonging to a hoe,

Nic. Th. 386.,, and, ,=,
Ar. Fr. 372.,, , v. and-
,,,=,\., ,,=, also

and , Gramm. (Prob.
from.)^, , , Smoeus, an Athe-
nian, Ar. Eccl. 846.,,^=. Gramm., , , adv. -. poet,

for, -.. Rh. 2, 374 ; 4,

2
380 ; et sic legend. Soph. Phil. 1C6,
V. Dind.—Horn, has only the compd.
adv., q. v.. or, , a kind offish., 0,—,, q. v.,

Arist. H. A. 5, 11, 3., , , for, q. .,
Arist. . . 2, 13, 5; cl.. [], , , kind 1 fish,
Marcell. Sid. 14. [],{) to smooth or pol-

ish by rubbing ; also Written., poet, fur; -. Archil. 12.,, , emery, used by la-

pidaries as polishing-powder, Diosc.
5, 165: hence, polishing is called-. (Since is formed from,, the form is

equally good ; cf,,, etc. ; and perh. is the
orig. form, though usage is altogether
for. Hesych. has also.)
[],, ,{) that
which is rubbed off or polished.—II. a
small lube by means of which a vessel is

connecttd with a siphon. Math. Vett. :

written also., ov, , dim. from
foreg., written also-.'7, , the emery-stone,, , , Ion., like, myrrh, the resinous gum of an
Arabian tree (prob. a kind of acacia),
used for embalming the dead, Hdt. 2,

40, 86, ubi V. Bahr ; called
by Eur. Ion J 175;. Soph. Fr. 340.

^vpva, , , Ep. and Ion. -vrt,

Smyrna, one of the most celebrated
cities on the Ionian coast of Asia
Minor, on the river Meles ; it still re-

tains its name, Hom. Ep. 4, 6 ; Hdt.
1, 150; etc.—Acc. to Strab. p. 633,
Ephesus was also so called.—^11. fern.

pr. n., mother of Cinyras, called also
Myrrha, Apollod. 3, 14, 4.—2. an Am-
azon, Strab. 1. c.

^vpvai, ,, and nsu. (>•, , ov, of Smyrna, Smymaean ;

oi, the Smymaeans, Hdt.
1, 150 : but in Callin. 4 the Epkesians,
V. I. lin., a,,() ofmyrrh,
Mel. 1,29., ov, ,=, Nic.
Th. 848, Al. 405., i.- ; and,
f.-{):— toflavour, drug with
myrrh, , . .,,,{)/ myrrh,
made from it., ov, , an herb, the seeds

of which taste like myrrh, Sprengel
Diosc. 3, 72., , () myrrh-
like., ov, (,)
bearing myrrh, Strab., , a kind of eel, different

from, Arist. H. A. 5, 10, 3.', f. -, to bum in a slow

smoulderingfire, to 7nake a thing smoul-
der away, , II. 9,

I
65.1 :—pass,, aor.,
to smoulder avay, '\ Ttvpi -, 11. 22, 411 ; esp. (metaph.) by
the fires of love, Mosch. 6, 4. (Akin
to,,.) [, except
in aor. pass,., , =, only in

Gramm., , , helmtging to weals

or bruises, ., a plaistcr

for them, Hipp. : from'A> i} > Of , , a weal, swollen



ertttsf, esp. from a blow, Lat. vihrx,

'. 11. 2, 267 ;.. -. 23, 716.'. . and, , squall of
uiinrl, Gramm., f. -,^=},, to

rub: rub down, grind down with the
teeth. Ar. Pac. 1309 ;, Nic.
Th.530.^-, ov, , the Soamits,a. river

of India, Arr. Ind. 4. 12.', uv, oi, the Soanes, a peo-
ple of Colchis, Strab. p. 497.^,, , the Soastus, a river

of India, Arr. Ind. 4, 11.3, dep., to bear one^s

selfpompously, give one's selfairs. Anth
P. 5, 273; 11.382.37, ov, (3,7^) with haughty upraised eye-

brows, i. e. in stately pompous fashion,

Anth. P. 5, 217., , , () strictly,

moving like one who is going to scare

others away ; hence, strutting, pompous,
haughty, insolent, much like.
freq. m Ar., as Nub. 406, Plul. 872 ;

of a horse, like, Xen. Eq. 10,

17 ; . Kul'. Dem. 1357, 25
;

a.,, Anth. P. 5, 28, 92

;

Ty -. Luc. Zeux. 5 ; of

a triumphal procession, Plut. Suli.

34 :—so in adv., , opp.

to, to strut along, Ar. Pac. 83 ;

a. . Polyb.

3, 72, 13 :—so of things, ., Ar.

Ach. 674 ; ^, at a
higher price, Ael. N. A. 'l6, 32.,, . poet. fern, of-, esp. of bacchanals and courte-

sans, insolent, capricious, EupoL In-

cert. 62.— II. , kind of t/ance,

Alh. 629 F., , f. -, strictly to say
cov, (shoo! shoo f) to a bird, to

scare or drive aivay birds, Ar. A v. 34,

Vesp. 211 ; ov' -' 7/ ; Menand. . 62; cf
: hence, generally, to drive

away, knock off, c. dupl. ace, ., Xen. Eq. 5, 5 ; and,
still more generally, . ,
to push the bottle round, Jac. Philostr.

Imag. p. 597 ; cf..— II. to

shake, beat, (to rouse the
birds), Arist. H. A. 9, 36, 4 :—pass.,

to be vehemently excited,/, Anth. P. 6, 219 ;-, all in a fever for glo-

ry, Plut. Pomp. 29; -
7., a wild roving eye ; etc. ;—so
also,— III. intr. in act., to icalk in a
stalely, pompous manner, In strut, hustle

along. (5/(i , Dem.
S65, fin., -, Plut. Solon 27 ; and, away with you ! Luc. D.
Deor. 24, 2, etc. (Hence
and 3, q. v. : belongs
the root.,, akin
to,,,,
cf. 3, .), , ,{) horse's tail.

—II. the horsehair plume of a helmet.,, , {)3) a scaring,

driving away.—-II. strutting, bustling,

pompous motion:—c?. . a bust-

lins, ercitement about a thing, Plut. 2.

296 C., ,=, either from
their horse-tail (); or, generally

(from 3), to strut, be insolent, etc.

io^^t/,, , Sogdiana, a coun-
try of Asia between the O.xus and
laxartes, Strab. p. 511: -, t/te Sogdiani, lb. : also.

^,, , Sogdianus, son
of Artaxerxes, Pans. 6, 5, 7., , , the Sogdi,=o, Hdt. 3, 93.-2. a people of In-

dia, .\rr. An. 6, 15, 4., , .^, Antiph.

Incert. 1, 4. Hence, . () like the plant, Theophr., ov, , the sow-thistle, also, Theophr.{, , , Sodotna, Sodom,
a city of Judaea, Strab. p. 764 ; de-

stroyed by fire from heaven ; its site

now occupied by the Dead sea,

LXX. ; N. T.[3. and, , , the

Sueri, Strab. p. 290., dat. from , Horn.

iota, ov, 6, Soidas, a statuary

of Naupactus. Pans. 7, 18, 10., Ion. for , gen. from ,. Od.,, , (.)=.
and, bird which

indicates the nearness of land in the

Indian ocean, Cosmas Ind.

i?.o, a, ov. of Soli, oi,
the inhab. of Soli, Solou 23, 1 ; Hdt.

5, 110.\, ov, TO, Sollium. a city of

the Corinthians in Acarnania, Thuc.
2, 30 ; 3, 95 ; in Thuc. 3, 30 also-.?., ov, , Solmissus, a

mountain near Ephesus, Strab 640.^,, contd. ,,, , Soto'is or Solnx. a promon-
tory on the west coast of Mauritania,
Hdt. 2, 32.— II. , the old city Solus

or SoluJitum, on the north coast of Si-

cily, Thuc. 0, 2.?, , oi. Soli, a city on the
north coast of the island Cyprus, a
colony of the Athenians ( earlier). Strab. p. 683 ; inhab.-
01, V..—2. a city of Cilicia,

the later Pompeiopolis, Xen. An. 1,

2, 26 : hence , of Soli, Call.

Ep. 28 : cf, fin.7, , , ^=,
Luc. Salt. 27, 80.'/.. f. -,() to

speak or write incorrectly, cornmit a so-

tecis7n, ., to speak
bad Scythian, Hdt. 4, 117; . -
vy, Dem. 1110, 29.— II. to err against

good mamiers or propriety in anv way,
to behave amkwardly. Pint. 2, 45 E,
ubi V. Wyttenb., etc. Hetice?., oi•, 6, incorrectness in

the use if language, a solecism ; awk-
wardness, Plut. 2, 520 A, Luc. Vit.

Auct. 23, etc./^, , ,()
one who speaks or pronounces wrongly,

commits solecisms, title of a dialogue
by Luc.', ,() like a sole-

cism . solecistic : from7., ov, speaking or pronounc-

ing incorrectly ; esp., usi'ng provincial-

isms.—2. generally, barbarous, Anacr.
83 ; Oi, foreigners, Hippon.
30.— II. metaph., erring against good
manners, awkward, clumsy.^-
Knlor, . . Xen. Cyr. 8, 3,

2L Plut. 2, 817 A; cf.
(Said to come from the corruption of
the Attic dialect among the Athenian
coloni.sts of/ m Cilicia, Diog.
L. 1.51.)., , like a solecism.

Adv. -.?, ov, hammering a mass
of iron, [v]fo, . , Soloce, a city of
the Elymaei, Strab. p. 744.

^, , , the Solomatis,
a river of India, Arr. Ind. 4, 3.^/.,, , Solomon, Hebr.
name, son and successor of David,
celebrated for his wisdom, LXX.

;

N. T., ov, (5, (?.) a mass of iron

used as a qnoit, II. 23, 826, 839, 844
;

distinguished, by being spherical,

from the Hat round stone :

also, quoit of stone, Ap. Rh. 3, 1366.

toof'f, 6, V..'.. . Saloon, an Athe-
nian, who went with Theseus against
the Amazons, Plut. Thes. 26.'/., , , Sotygea, a forti-

fied town in the territory of Corinth,
Thuc. 4, 42, 43., , ,='\,
Paus. 8, 16, 5.—2. a mountain of Ly-
cia above Phaselis, Strab. p. 666 : cf.7..̂, , oi, the Solymi, an-
cient inhab. of Lycia, 11. 5, 184 , Od.
1, 283: ace, to Hdt. 1, 173=£
in Lvcia.—A mountain in Pisidia was
called 7!, Strab. p. 630.

\\',, b, Solon, son of Ex-
ecestides, the celebrated lawgiver of

the Athenians, Hdt. 1, 29; etc.

—

Others of this name, Dem. 1013, 4;
1 120, 27 ; etc.', , , spongy, loose, po-

rous, Hipp., Arist. Part. kx\. 3, 6, 7;, of fish, .^rchestr. ap.

.4th. 316 A.— II. metaph. of sound,
hollow or thick, ,
Hipp. 147 ; as in Lat. fusca vox, opp.
to Candida. Cic. N. D. 2, 146; half
way between 7. and in

sounds, like in colours, v. Ar-
ist. Top. 1, 13, 6 sq. ; and cf..
Hence., , sponginess, Arist.

Part. An. 3, 6, 4., , (,) of
spongy, porous nature, Theophr., v.., , contr., Dor., any
strong, rapid, veheniejit motion, esp. up-
wards, as /6o-// downwards, mostly
used by the Laconians, Democrit. ap.

Arist. Coel. 4. 6, 31, Heind. Plat.

Crat. 412 B. (Akin to,-
; and to. .), , ov, Ep. shortd. form of, safe and so-und in body, whole,

unhurt, unharmed . Lat. integer, incolu-

mis, II. 1, 117 ; 24. 382, etc. : so also, contr. from obsol.:—v. sub.
'[,,, contd.^, Sovs, Sus,

son of Aristodemus, king of Sparta,

Plat. Crat. 412 A., like, nick-
name of an old man, prob. akin to, with one foot in the grave, Ar.

Fr. 1, 1, ubi v. f)ind. The form -
?./ occurs in Eustath. II. p. 1289,

19, but is rejected by Bergk ap. Mei-
nek. Com. Fr. 2, 1034.^, and, adv.,= ff(jp-,

Hesych.^, , 6, a wine-e:od
among the Indians,=onO7roioc Cha-
res ap. Ath. 27 D.., 6, a nick-name
of an old person irith one foot in the

grave, ap. Flut. 2, 13 ; cf.,.., . (, *)
coffin-maker, .\r. Nub. 846. Anth., ov,/.,,
, {].:=., ,() making cof-

fins.'. ov, ^. vesselfor holding

\ any thing, esp. a cinerary urn,
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-, II. 23, 91 (being made of
gold, )., cf. 243) ; so, Hdt. 1, 68, Ar.

Ach. 691, etc. :

—

coffin, Hdt. 2,78.—
II. as nickname of an old man or
woman, Ar. Vesp. 1365, Macho ap.

Ath. 580 C.',, , Soron, a wood in

Arcadia, Paus. 8, 23, 8.,, , also, an
old fir-trre, cf..
,. ',, possessive adj. of 2 pers.

sing, from , thy, tlune, l. e. of thee,

Lat. tuns, lua, tuum, f loiii. : al.so ob-

jective, /or Ihee, , Od. 11,

202: Ep. gen. , Od. 15, 511:

—in Att. oft. with the article,, , Aesch.

Cho. 469, 918; but never so when
it serves as predicate, ov ", Soph. . 296, cf. Ant.
635.—Earlier Ep. and Dor. form,

(Dor. ), ', Horn., ov, , the Rom. Sosius,

Plut.\,. , the Sossinafae,

a people of Sardinia, Strab. p. 225., gen. from ; also from :

in Hom. only the latter., , nhoo f shoo! a cry to

scare away birds, etc. Strictly im-

perat. from, Ar. Vesp. 209.

(Cf., etc.)\?., , , SuageUt, a city

of Caria, Strab. p. 611.^, ov, , a kind of antelope,

0pp. C. 2, 382,—vv. 11., -, 3.\, uv, , the Siiffajiibri,

a German people, Strab. p. 292.\,,,=^, Sog-

tliana, Dion. P. 747., ov, TO, the Lat. suda-

rium, N. T. : but the Dor. form -
occurs as early as Hermipp.,

Jncert. 8. []\, , , Sudinus, masc.
pr. ., Strab. p. 739.[,, , the city Suexsa Po-
metia, in Latium, also called, Strab. pp. 231, 237.^, uv, , the Suessiones,

a Celtic people, Strab. p. 194.^7., , , Sues^a, a

city of Campania, Strab. p. 249., ,= 07/ joi.^, ov, , Suidas, a historian,

Strab. p. 329.—2. a celebrated lexi-

cographer.', , ov, (succinum) made of
amber, Artemid. : cf.^,, , Sacro, a town
of Hispania, on a river of same name,
Strab. p. 158, sqq.^, , the Sulgas, a river of

Gallia. Strab. p. 185.\', ov, TO, Sulmo, a city of

the Peligni in Italy, Strab. p. 241.\, ov, b, the Roman
name Sulpicianus, Hdn.^?., ov, , the Rom. name
Sulpicius, Plut.

iovo, and,, . Sul-

ci, a city of Sardinia, Strab. p. 221., contr. for (which is

found only in A p. Rh.),^©^!;^^,-, under which the forms in use

of will be found : cf also-̂, , , and,
, , a place in Arcadia, from-, , a son of Lycaon, Paus. ,
3, 4 ; etc. :, Id. 8, 36, 8., contr. for ,
Herm. Soph. Phil. 550.\), , , an archon, Lys.

109, 15, for which Diod. S.', , , of Sunium, Su-
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nian, 6 ., the promontory of
S., Hdt. 4, 99., ov, {. upao-) invoked, worshipped at Snnium,, Ar. Eq. 560 ; parodied in

Av. 868,, Hawk of Su-
nium. [],, , tpecul. fcm. to, . /, Dion. P. 51 1 1

;

epith. of Minerva, yi-oOT her temple at

Suninm, fPaus. 1, 1, 1., 6, epith. of Jupiter, /rom
his temple at Sttnium., OV, TO, >S'iiiii?(m, the south-
ern promontory of Attica, first in Od.
3, 278, fnow Kapo Cotonne.— 2. an
Attic deme of the tribe Leontis, on
the foreg. promontory, Dem. 238, 19;
Strab. p. 398.^, , . Sura, a city of
Syria, Luc. Hist. Scrib. 29.^, , , the Suraseni,

an Indian people, Arr. Ind. 8, 5., a, 6, the Rom. name
Surena, Strab. p. 747.

', , contr. for, b, q. v., ,=of.^, , v. sub., , , Susanna, Hebr.
fein. pr. ., . .,, , Susarion, a
poet of the old comedy, Meineke, 2,

p. 3 sqq., ov, , Susas, a leader of

the Persians, Aesch. Pers. 958., inf ,,, im-
perat., from., , , Susia, a city of
Ariana, Arr. An. 3, 25.], , , Susiana, a prov-

ince of Persia, Strab. p. 732, v. sub.
iovl•, , oi, the Siisiani, in-

hab. of foreg.. Arr.; etc.\,,,^., , (, *> )

born at S'usa, Aesch. Pers. 644., ?/, ov,() of lilies,

kAuiov, Hipp., cf Foes. Oecon.^, a, ov, of Susa, oi-, the Siisians, Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 10;
Strab. p. 732.

iov, , , pecul. fern, to

foreg., ., Xen. Cyr. 4, 6, 12:

V. sub., , {)=, ,
violent motion, susp.^, ov, 6, Susiscanes,

leader of the Aegyptians in the Per-
sian host, Aesch. Pers. 34., ov, TO, the lily, Persian
word, Diosc.—hence,, , Su-
sa, the royal city of the Persians, in

the province of Susiana, or Shushan,
Hdt. 1, 188: hence , ,
, this province, Aesch. Pers. 119,

577., contr. for , but

only when is enclitic, Ar. Ach.
339., v..^, ov, , Sutrium, a city

of the Tyrrheni, Strab. p. 226., ov, TO,==Lat. succitium,

Clem. Al., ov, , name of the crocodile

in one part of Aegypt, Strab. p. 811.^, ov, b, Sophaenetus, a

leader of the Gieeks in the army of

the younger Cyrus, of Styniphalus in

Arcadia, Xen. An. 1, 1, 11 ; etc., , . Ion..() :

—orig. cleverness or skill in handicraft
and art, a.s in carpentry, f)u

-^, II. 15, 412; in music
and singing, . Hom. Merc. 483, 51 1

;

in poetry, Pind. (who in O. 9, 161

uses the rare pi.), cf. Xen. An.

1, 2, 8 ; skill in driving. Plat. Trag.
123 C ; 7/ .. Id. Prot. .321

D ; ., knowledge of, acipiaint-

ance with a thing. Id. 360'D.—2. «^(7/

in matters of common life, nomid judg-
ment, intelligence, prudence, practical

and political wisdom, etc., such as was
attributed to the seven sages, Hdt. 1

30. 00; .. Plat. Prot
321 D : also, in not so good a sense,
cunning, shrewdness, croft, Hdt. 1, 68,
etc.—3. knowledge of a higher kind, as
of the sciences, learning, wisdom, phi-
losophy, freq. in Eur., etc., cf csp.
Arist. Eth. N. 6. 7.— Cf, -

throughout., t. -,() to make one, to instruct, make wise, ,
one in a thmg, LXX., und N. T.

:

the act. is rare in good authors.— II., as pass, and mid., to he-

come or be, to be clever or skilled

in a tiling, c. gen. rei,/ -, skilled in seamanship,
Hes. Op. 647 (like ,
lb. 658); so, ^. tv , Xen. Cyn.
13, 6:—absol. to be or become u'i.ie, to

pursue wisdom. Plat. Hipp. M.lj. 283
A, Xen. Mem. 1, 2,46.

—

2. .to play the

sophist, Ar. Eq. 299, 721 ; to play subtle

tricks, deal subtlely, Eur. 1. A. 744,
Dem., etc. ; . , to deal subllely

with one, Eur. Bacch. 200 : — in
speaking, to quibble, . Plat.
Rep. 509 D; , to

use fraud for an end, Polyb. 6, 58. 12,

cf Plut. Demosth. 27 :

—

, quack-aoctors. Foes. Oecon.
Hipp.—3. aor./, as pass.,

to be detiised or contrived, Soph. Phil.

77, and N. T. — Hi., as
dep. c. pf pass, (Hdt. 1,

80) C. ace. rei, to dmse, contrive any
thing cleverly, skilfully, Hdt. 1. C, 2,

66; 8, 27 ; ,
Ar. Nnb. 547, cf Jac. Philosir. Imag.
p. 194.—2. to deceive, beguile, Joseph.

;, Anth. P. 12, 25.— 3. to

perceive, . LXX.^, ov, b, Sophiliis, father oi
Sophocles, Anth. P. 7, 21.—2. v.-. [ in arsis Anth. 1. c], , ,() any
clever, cunning contrivance or thought,

a device, invention, trick, Pind. O. 13,

24, Hdl. 3, 85, 152, Aesch. Pr. 459,
etc. :—m Xen. Hier. 1, 23, the skilful

dressing of food :—also in less good
sense, sly trick, artifice, freq. in
Eur., and so Thuc. 6, 77, etc.;

stnge-lrick, clap-trap, Ar. Ran. 17.—2.

sharp, cnplious argument, a qvibble,

fallacy, such as the sophi.sts used, a
sophism, Dem. 775. 6, etc. ; and so
Ar. calls a person'.
431 :— opp. to a true logical conclu-
sion{',?/), Arist.

Top. 8, 11, 12.,, , a clever sophist,

Nicet.. ,, belonging to or
like a, sophistical.—. .,
as subsl., late form for., ov, , dim. from, Luc. Parasit. 43. [a], , () like a, sophistical., b, rare and late form
for.,, , the art of a sophist,

sophistry, Plut. 2. 78 F. etc., , ,=,
Oecon. ap. Euseb.,() to act as a
sophist, give lectures, Plut. LucuU. 22,

Caes. 3, etc.— II. transit., to dnise
artfully : but also to conceal artfully,

to dissemble, e. g., Heliod



. , , sophist's

school, Clem. ., , , (^) :—orig.

like, master of out s craft, esp.

of a poet, Pind. 1. 5 (4), 36 ; o!' musi-
cians, Aesch. Fr. 308 ;}) Qprj-

KL (sc. Orpheus), Eur. Rhes. 924 ; cf.

Ath. 632 C :—generally, skilful, --, Ael. . . 13, 9 :—metaph.,
., learned in misery, Eur.
Heracl. 993 :— then,—2. one who is

clever in tnatters of life, a judicious,

prudent man, a ivise statesman, etc., in

which sense the seven Sages are

always called by Hdt., 1,

29, cf. 2, 49 ; so too Pythagoras, 4,

95 ; ) -. Aesch. Pr. 62, ubiv. Blomf.:

—hence, in the noblest signf. of -
£, the uise man, philosopher, v. Valck.

Iipp. 921.— II. at Athens, esp., one

who gave lessons in the arts and sciences

for money, such as Prodicus, Gorgias,

Protasroras, etc., a sophist, Thuc. 3,

38, Plat., etc.; cf. Arist. Soph. El.

2, 6 :—the sophist, ace. to Cic. de
Orat. 3, 16, united dicendi faciendique

sapientia, i. 6. ability both to speak
and act ; for many of them, as Gor-
gias, were themselves public speak-

ers {oratores), as well as teachers of

rhetoric {rhetores). If theearliersoph-

ists are to be blamed rather for false

display, than for actual false inten-

tion, their trade soon became that of

perverting and opposing truth as

such, and in this character being

attacked by Socrates and Plato, as

also by Aristoph., and others, they
fell into deserved odium ; for a clear

popular account, v. Thirlw. Hist, of

Or. 4, p. 257 sq. In later times, the
term returned into honour,
being applied to the^, or high-

flown, prose-writers of the Empire, such
as Philostratus, Libariius, etc.—Cf.. throughout. Hence. , to speak or trrite tike

a sophist, Eubulid. ap. Ath. 437 D., , ,{) of a

sophist,. Plat. Phaedr. 24S"E:
TO . , the sophists. Id. Soph. 224 C:- (sc. ), a sophist's art,

sophistry, Id. 224 D, etc.—II. sophisti-

cal, fallacious,, Xen. Cyn. 13, 7:--Arist.

wrote a treatise.. Adv. -, Id., , to be mad after

the sophists, Greg. Naz.,, . fem. of,
Plat. Euthyd. 297 C.^,, , Sophocles, son
of . Sophilus, the celebrated tragic

poet of Athens.—2. son of Sostra-
tides, a general of the Athenians in

the Peloponnesian war, Thuc. 3, 115;

4, 5 ; etc.—Others in Pans. ; etc., , contr. -, ovv,(,) wise-minded, Luc. Rhet.
Praec. 17., , , strictly, clever, skilful,

skilled in any handicraft or art, cunning

in his crnft, generally, of any one who
excelled his fellows in any thing,

., Pmd. P. 5, 154;. Soph. O. T. 484 ; etc. ;

even hedging and ditching, as in the
Margites ap Arist. Eth. N. 6, 7 ; but,

in this sense, mostly of poets and
musicians, Pind. O. 1, 15 ; P. I, 42 ;

3, 200, Soph. ; cf. I :—esp.. one

who has natural abilities for any thing,

opp. to , one who owes all

to teaching, ' ,
Pind. . 2, 154 ; '.',, Aesch. Fr.

271.— 2. generally, clever in matters

of common life, judicious, intelligent,

prudent, wise, esp. in political matters,

in which sense the seven Sages were
so called, v. Dicaearch., etc., ap.

Diog. L. 1, 40 sq., cf. I. 2 :

hence, shrewd, cunning, first in Hdt.

3, 85 ; and so even of animals, Xen.
Cyn. 3, 7 ; 6, 13 : , a shreud

thought, shreu-dness, Plat.—3. as re-

stricted by philosophers, skilled in the

sciences, learned, profound, wise, freq.

in Eur., Plat., etc. ; hence, ironical-

ly, absti-use, obscure, (as the word
transcendental is sometimes used with
us), opp. to. Ar. Ran. 1434;
whereas Eur. Or. 397, says, .—From these

successive limitations of signf.. v.

esp. Arist. Eth. 1. c. N. 6, 7.—Con-
struction : — usu. c. ace. rei, Eur.
Bacch. 655. and Plat. ; also, ., Eur. I. . 662, 1238; . Id.

.\ntig. 6, 3 ; or. Plat.

Symp. 203 A, Apol. 19 C ; rarely c.

gen. solo, , Aesch. Supp.
453 : also c. inf., /.,', etc., Valck. Hipp. 921 : but

it IS mostly used absol.—The history

of our word cunning is much the

same with that of, or rather of.— II. pass., of things, clev-

erly devised, prudent, wise,, Hdt.
1, 196;, ^,, etc.; -' ' 3 ,
Eur. Med. 675.— III. adv.,
cleverly, uisely, etc., first in Soph.
(Though the word does not occur in

Horn, or Hes., except in the Margites
1. c, its dcrivs.,, do :

its roiit appears in Lat. sapere, sopor,

sapiens : also akin to, q. v.),=, LXX.iv., , Sophon. an Acar-
nanian cook. ap. Ath. 403 E.,=., rare, only Ep.,

to presence, save, deliver,,, II.

9, 424. 681,, II. 9, 393' Hence, , ,[) deliver-

er of sailors, the name of a harbour
;

written also, and perh. better, -.., (5,^,= (7n"af, Gramm.,() to draw off,-^, Hdt. 5, 25.,. ,[) hough or

branch torn off{c(.? irom) :

esp. palm-branch or frond, like ^,
Nic. Al. 528, Plut.' 2, 724 A : cf.

7.—2. also as adj., of that col-

our, our bay, Lat. spadix in Virg. G.

3, 82, cf. A. Gell. 2, 26, 9.— II. a string-

ed instrument like the lyre. Poll. 4, 59.

condemned by Quintilian as efienii-

nate, 1, 10, 3L

—

III. the rind stripped

from the root of the. [, Nic.
and Virg. II. c]., () like ~,, to tear to pieces ; .
r/yoi>, to make an abrupt, sharp sound,
Dion. H. de Comp. p. 75. Hence, , , a tearing,. Mel. 77, 5., , o,= foreg.,, sharp sounds distracting

the ear. Dion. H. de Dem. 40.,, and, . Lob.
Phryn. 273, (): an eunuch, Lat.
spado, Plut. Demetr. 25. [«], , , () a tear,

rent, rupture, Hipp. : esp. a convulsion,

cramp, spasm. Id., Nic. Al. 317;— like,. (Sometimes less

accurately written.),=, very dub.<1?. , , dim. from-
4 ; cf., [], , , Dor. for-.

, , . -, in weaving, to

strike down the woof with the (q
v.), . , Philyll. Pol 4 :

hence in Ar. Nub. 55, 7.iav,
to weave at a great rate, to go fast, a
cant phrase for throwing away money
(prob. with a play on'); so. Tu, Plut. Pericl. 14:—, to prune, clip plants,

Jac. Philostr. Imag. p. 496.—In Dem
354, tin.,

(prob.), these webs were woven
and these speeches made (cf.,, Lat. lexere), v. Schaf. ad 1. :

others take it, these measures wert

so inconsiderately taken ; so, -, Plut. 2, 168 ., , , any broad blade, of
wood or metal : esp.,— 1. a broad, flat

piece of wood used by the ancient weav-
ers in their upright loom (instead of
the comb,, used in the horizon-
tal), for striking the threads of the
woof home, so as to make the web
close. Aesch. Cho. 232, Plat. Lys.
208 D; cf. .—2. a spaddle,

spatula, for stirring any thing, Ale.x.

Drop. 2.—3. like /., the paddle
blade of an oar. Lye. 23.—4. the broad

ribs : in Hipp, also the shoulder-blade,

scapula.—5. the broad blade of a sword,
Eur. Eurysth. 2 ; a broad-sword, Phi-

lem. p. 378.—6. a scraptr for currying

horses.—7. the stern of a palm-leaf. Hdt.
7, 69 : also the spathe, i. e. sheath, of
the flower in many plants, esp. of the
palm-kind, Theophr. (Lat. spatha.

Germ, spntel, Ital. spada, our spade,

paddle, etc.) [«],, ,() a web
made close by striking : metaph., .,=^.,. ,() strik-

ing the web with the, Arist.

Phys. Ausc. 7, 2, 4.

—

11. a squander-

ing, [], , ,() struck

ivith the, q. v. : generally, wo-
ven, Aesch. Fr. 320, Soph. ap. Poll.

7, 36., , ,— IV., f. -,( 2) to

spread with a spatula:— mid., to use a
spatula in anointing one's self. — II.( 5) to play with the sword, v. 1.

Cratin. Trophon. 4, ubi v. Meinek.,. o,= sq., , ,() young
deer, SO called from the shape of its

horns.', , , dim. from,
Anth. P. 6. 283. [a], a, ov, shaped like a,
Opp. C. 1,296. [a],. .=, a spatula,

Ar. Fr. 8.—II. a closely-woven cloth, (w,

I)., ov, ,( 11) a
smiting with the sword.

olvoc, , palm - wine,
Alex. Trail.,, ,( 2, ?.)
spatula-shaped probe, Hipp., ,( 5, ?.-) with sword-shaped leaves or .tpines,

as the fir. Theophr. H. PI. 1, 10, 4..'. more usu. with pre-

fixed,. q. v. (From,
akin to.,.), Pers./, Hdt. 1,

110 ; cf fin., . , ..',, , defect in the eye,

dim-sightedness : from, , , also ?^
(q. v.), a viole., ov, to, v.,.
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, Aeol. for 7., part,

aor. pass, from.,, ov, ro,=^ipaXiov, -. [],, , Aeol. for-., , () wicker-

roof to shelter soldiers engaged in a
siege, Lat. vinea.(^/, ov,(,-) tvitk few brothers or sisters, Sext.

Emp. p. 355., , ,(,)
lack of men or persons., 7}, , and, , ,
= ffT<iVif, want, scarceness, Jac. Anth.

P. p. 201.

iava., , another form of-, . .: v.'., () adv., rarely,

seldom, Luc. Rhet. Praec. 17. [u], f. -t'ffw.(ffTrui'if) of things,

to be rare, scarce, few or scanty, Pnid.

N. 6, 54, Ar. Vesp. 252.—2. of persons,

to lack or be in want of a thing,-, diov. Hdt. 1, 187, 196; -', Eur. Med. 900, etc. ;,
Thuc. 4, 6; etc.—II. transit., to tnake

rare or scarce, , Philo :—hence pass.

= act. (signf 2),' -, Aesch. Pers. 1024, cf. Eur. Or.

1055, Med. 560 ; and so in Xen,, a, ov, like, of

persons and things, rare, few, scarce,

scojiiy, tirst in Hdt. 2, 67 ; 5, 29

;

, like Lat.

ditficiles aditus habere, Plat. Euthyphr.
3 D : c. inf ,., rare to behold,

Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 3 :—as adv.,, he seldom visits. Hdt. 2, 73

;

so, ~., Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 46 :

— comp., Hdt. 8, 25,

Plat., etc. Adv. -, seldom, Xen.
Ages. 9, 1 ; so. Plat. Phaedr.
256 C— II. of persons, tacking, needy.,, {i,=:sq.,lack, -^/,
Isocr. 47 C, 68 A.,, ^, (ffffoi'of) of things,

scarcetuss, rareness : ov, C.in{.,

Vis not hard to..., Eur. I. A. 1163.— 11.

of persons, lack, want, c. gen., as,.', Hdt. 5, 58 ; esp., .,
poverty. Soph. O. T. 1461, Eur. Hoc.
12 ; and so a\one. Soph. O. C.
506: ., Lys. 152, ult. ;

cv , Dem. 389, G.. i/, ov, () of

things, wanted, scarce, lackinn ; poor,

shabby,/, Soph. O. C 4.— 11.

of persons, stinted of a thing,,
Strah., , , lack of fruit,

Diod. : V. 1.-., , , (,) larkiii•^ beard, Galen.

Sn.VNO'i, //,, of things, itcnrce.

rare, like partus and rams.— II. of
persons, in ivant of, lacking, .
(Akin to., r/,, /.) [, though Draco
119, 26, would have .], . . older form of-
vof. Schiif Plut. Sert. 11., , , lack of corn or

food, Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 7 : froin, ov, (,)
lacking corn or food., ov, with few seeds.. ov,(,)
lucking children, Sext. Einp. p. 355., ov, () lacking in

tail, susp.?., ov,(?.) lacking

in haves., ov,{,) lack-

ing water, Diphil. Siphn. ap. Ath. 80

C.,, ,()
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' piece torn off, apiece, shred,.,
a man's mangled corpse. Soph. Ant.

1081 ; ., Eur. Andr. 826.—
I 1\.=:, Eur. Pacch. 739.

I [] Hence, , convulsive,, Plut. 2, 130 D., , .() a

tearing, rending, mangling,, by

them, Eiir. Bacch. 735 : but-,, etc., rending of
them, Eur. Phoen. 1525, Tro. 453.

—

11. a convulsion, spasm, Aesch. Fr. 155,

Soph. Tr. 77, 1254.•, , ()—-, Hipp., ov, , Sparadocus,

fatherof the Thracia'n prince Seuthes,
Thuc. 2, 101, V. 1..7, ov, 6, one who rends in

pieces.^, , , Sparamizus,

a eunuch of Sardanapalus, Ath. 528

F.
_ ^, ,=:. ['\, Att. - : . - :

—to

tear, rend in pieces, ?nangle, Lat. lace-

rare, esp. of dogs, carnivorous ani-

mals, and the like, . «', Eur. Med. 1217 ;-, to tear one's hair, Id.

Andr. 1209
;
generally, .,

Aesch. Pr. :—metaph., to putt to

pieces, attack, Lat. conviciis lacerare,. . Plat. Rep. 5.')9 B, cf.

Dem. 785, 18 ; /.., Lye.
656 :—pass., to be convulsed, retch with
desire to vomit. Foes. Uec. Hipp.
(Akin to,.),.=,-. Plat. Legg. 782 .

'}, {. -,()
like, to swathe, wrap up,

Hes. Th. 485.,,, dim. i'rom-.— II. a plant, Diosc. 4, 21., ov, 6, a child in

swaddling-clothes, H. Hom. Merc. 301

;

formed like : from. , ,() :
—a

swaddling or swathing band, H. Hom.
Merc. 151, 306. Pind. N. 1, 58: usu.

in plur., swaddling-clothes, H. Merc.

237, Pind. P. 4, 202 ;
', Aesch. Cho. 755, cf.

529, Ag. 1606:—hence, in Trag., any
thing which reminds of one's childhood,
the marks, etc., by which a person's true

birth and family are discovered, Lat.

7nonumenla.crrpnndia,c.{.Bninc\ Soph.
O. T. 1035, Donat. Terent. Eun. 4, 6,

15 ; allusion is prob. made to this in

Ar. Ach. 431. Hence, , to swathe a child in

swaddling - clothes,() Eur. Ion 955,

cf Ath. 258 A ; Hipp., in pass. ; cf. Hence,. , that which

is .swathed.—11.=.,. , a swathing a
child in swaddling-clothes. [}a]7], , b, Spargapl-

thes, a king of the Scythians, Hdt. 4,

78.^,, , Spargapises,

son of queen Tomyris, Hdt. 1, 211., , f. -, like opyau,
to he full to bursting, to swell, be ripe,, Eur. Bacch. 701,

Cycl. 55 ; of a woman with child.

Plat. Symp. 200 D ; also, to swell with

ttumours, Foes. Oec. Hipp. ; with
milk, Q. Sin. 14, 283; of the earth,
teem with life.— II. metaph., like Lat.
turge.re, to swell wtth desire or any pas-

sion, Plat. Phaedr. 256 A, Legg. 692

A ;, , Plut. 2, 585 C, 1 100
A ; , for a thing. Id. Artax. 3:. Id. Lycurg. 7.

(Not from or: but ra-

ther from the same root as,, akin to and-.) Hence, /, , like, swelling

impulse or desire : passion., f. -, to swathe, esp. a
child, hence to wrap in swaddling-
clothes, iv (), .
Hom. . 121. (Hence,
and the more usu. verbal fornvs-,,. Cf.,,.),, , swelling, -, Diosc.,, , ..^, , , Sparethra, wife
of Amorges, Ctes., part,, inf aor.

2 pass, from.,^^, Oramm., ov, with thin gray
hair., , , poet, for,, Aesch. Ag. 556., ov, , a sea-fish, not to be
confounded with, Epich. p.

24. (From, like• from.) [], , producing tht

shrub spartos, App., ,(,)
of Spartan breed., ov. , Sparlacus. the

celebrated leader of the gladiators,

Ath. 272 F., , ,=, a rope oi

cord of spartum, Ar. Av. 815 (with a

play upon Sparta), cf Cratin. Nemes.
9, et ibi Meineke.— II. like, a

plumb-line ; also ij., , f/, Sparta in Laconia,
Hom. as II. 2. 582 ; etc. : hence advs.., from Sparta. Od. 4, 10 ;. to Sparta.— fll. daughter
of the Eurotas, wife of Lacedaemon,
Apollod. ; etc., ov, , tlon.-,,
Hdt. 1, 65t, a Spartan, Eur., and
Thuc. : fern., /, ., Eur. Or. .537t ; and,

: adj., , ,
Spartan, [], ,,^=.. .
. 12, 43., rj, ov, made of,
Cratin. Nemes. 9., ov, , dim. from-,', a smalt cord or rope, Ar.

Pac. 1247.— II. the tongue of a balance,

Lat. a7isa, agina, Arist. Mechan. 2, 1;

9.

—

.=70(-, the shrub, Diosc., ov. , (,) like, with scat-

tered .scanty hair. Plat. (Com.) Presb.

2 ; cf Lob. Phryn. 602., ov, () bound with, Opp. C. 1, 156.^, , , v. II., ov, ,() rope,

cable. II. 2, 135, Hdt. >, 10, Thuc. 4,

48 : strictly, a rope made of
(cf ), Lat. spartum, spartea

:

also, in pi., this material for making
ropes, like, v. Plat, et Xen. 11. c.

sub.— Homer's cables could

not have been made of the Spanish, as it was not known to the

Greeks till long a'ter, Varro ap. Gell.

17, 3, Plin. 24. 40, first: Plin. supposes

they were made of another spartum,

a kind of broom (spartium scoporium,

hmn.).—U.^ II, Arist. Me-
chan. 1, 17 and 20.

—

.=(70{•,
Arist. H. A. 9, 40, 49. Cf. ff;raprof.



7, , making ropes,

esp. of., , with scattered

gray hairs ; cf..7?., , , ()
dealer in ropes Or mats of.
Hence

, , , the shop of
a, Menand. p. 289., ,,{) sown, scat-

tered : metaph. begotten, -, children of men, Aesch. Eum.
410.— II. esp., at Thebes,,
oi, the Sown-men, those who claimed
descent from the dragon's teeth sown
by Cadmus : hence for-, Pind. I. 1, 41 ; 7 (6), 13, and
Trag. ;?, the Theban
spear, Eur. Supp. 578., , 6 and , the shrub, either Lygeum spnrium or

flipa tenacissima, Linn., growing in

Spain (both still called esparto there),

and (as Pliny says) used by the peo-

ple ot the country for divers purposes,

but by the Carthaginians and Romans
for making cords or ropes, and then

by all the Greeks, cf. Plat. Polit. 280
C, Xen. Cyn. 9, 13, and Schneid.

Theophr. H. PL 1, 5, 2, Plin. 19, 7.

—2. another plant, a kind of broom,

Spartiiim scoparium, Linn., the seeds

of which were used in medicine:—v.

sub.— \\.,=^-
., , () bearing

the shrub, Strab.,, , f. 1. for-.
ipu?M,, , and-

?., Spartolus, a city of Macedonia,
in Botliaea, Thuc. 2, 79 ; Xen. Hell.

5, 3, 6.\., . Spartan, son of

Phoroneus, Paus. 2, 16, 4.—2. son of

Tisainenus, Id. 7, 6, 2.,, , () a pidling

:

convulsion, spasm, [], , , ( ) that

which is drawn, ., a drawn
sword, Plut. Otho 17 : that which has

been torn off, a piece, shred. Id. Sllll.

21 ; cf Wyttenb 2, 99 C— II. a con-

vulsion, spasm, Hipp., Plat. Tim. 87 £., , , dim. from
foreg., ,{,)
like convulsions, convulsive, spasmodic,

Arist. Probl. 5, 1, 1., , . {^)=
and, a convulsion, spastn., Hdt.

4, 187, Soph. Tr. 805, 1082, etc. : a

fit of epilepsy, Hipp.—II. tension, esp.

priapism, Lat. lentigo, Ar. Lys. 845., .=,
Theophr. Adv. -., , ,() pulling,

stretchina.

or, , ,
Arist. . . 4, 5, 2; ana,
, Ar. Fr. 359 ;—a kind of sea-urchm., , . -, to live riot-

ously or lewdly, to run not, LXX. : to

be effeminate or spoilt,, Theano : from, , , (prob. from-) wantonness, riot,,
Anth. P. 5,302: — .,
i. e. a bracelet, lb. 6, 74 ;., i. e. an anklet, lb. 5, 27 ;

cf'.., ,{?.)
= foreg.. Anth. P. 9, 642., . , written also. a kind of bracelet, Anth.

;

also, a mode of dressing the hair in. a

simple knot, corymbus, Saimas. ad So-

lin. p. 537. (Fiom?., q. v.) []

, ,() riotous,

gluttonous, Anth. P. 5, 18, 27., a,,{) of a skin

or leather, [u]ia3u, ov, b, Spatembas., an
ancient Indian king, Arr. Ind. 8, 1., f. -, {) to draw,

suck., , , thin excrement,

Hipp. : generally, human ordure, Ar.

Pac. 48. (From,, and.)— II. ( )
parings of

leather, dub. [t], , {/.,)
foul-tailed, filthy, [], , skin, hide, leather,

Boeot. word, [] Hence,^.'2, fut. : pf,
pf. pass, : aor. mid.-, the tense most m use in

Horn.: aor. pass.^/. To draw;
hence,—I. to draw out or forth, 11. II,

458 ; c. ace,, uop,

or -, Od. 22, 74, II. 16, 473 ; 19, 387
;, Od. 2, 321
;

(), Od. 10, 166 ; so m prose, this

signf. is usu. in mid., as Xen. Cyr. 7,

5, 29; but, , Eur. Or.

1194— (sc.

?,), II. . 458:—also,, to draw the lot (out of the hel-

met, etc.), Aesch. A^. 333.— II. of

violent actions, to pluck nff or out, •. Soph. . . 1243, cf. Tr. 690.—
2. to tear, rend, esp. of ravenous ani-

mals, like, Soph. Ant. 258,

1003.—3. to wrench, sprain, to, Plut. Arat. 33 ; in pass.,, Hdt. 6, 134.—4. to

tear or drag away, , Plat.

Legg. 666 ; , -, Eur. Hec. 92, 408.

—5. metaph., to dratv aside, pervert,, Soph. El. 561.—6.

medic, to cause convulsion or spasm :

in pass., to be convulsed, Plut. 2, 658

: cf.,,.—
III. to draw in, suck in, -, Aesch. Cho. 533 : hence, to drink

at a draught, /.-, Eur. Cycl. 571 ;, lb. 573 :—
hence, .. enjoy it, .
. 4, 269 ; ,
Heiiod. ; .
Id.—IV. to draw tight, pull the reins,

Xen. Eq. 7, 1 ; 9, 5.—V. -, to adopt a surname, Philostr.

— VI. proverb., ],
• he took nothing by his motion,' Ar.

Vesp. 175 ; metaph. from angling,, Thesm. 928.

—in prose is the more usu.

word. (From come,,,,-,.) [-, whence Hom.
doubles the ,, etc.,

when he wants a.], inf aor. of., Ep. imperat. aor. mid. of, , 11. 10, 285.. , . for, Od. 5.

194, . Ven. 264 : ace. to Hesych.
also., , ^, also written.
Lat. spira, any thing wound, wrapt, roll-

ed round or upon a thing,, to twist it tight up, Foes.

Oecon. Hipp. : hence,—2. in plur.,

the twisted folds, coils or spires of a

serpent. Soph. Fr. 480 ;

., Eur. Med. 481 ; cf..—
3. a twisted rope or cord, cordage of a

net, ... Soph. Ant.

.347 : esp., a ship's cable, Plut. :

—

a pad-

ded circle, useii by women carrying

weights on their head, Apollod. 2, 5,
11.—4. , thongs or
straps of ox-hide to guard and arm a
boxer's fist, the caestus, Theocr. 22,
80.—5. a knot in wood, Theophr.—6.

a body of men-at-arms, used to trans-

late the Roman manipulus,z=^two cen-

turies, Polyb. 11, 23, l,etc.;, manipulation. Id. 3, 115, 12:

—but in N.T. Act. 10, 1 , a largerbody,

prob. a cohort.—Horn, has only the

form'.• cf also•. (The
verb to which this is akin is ', for

in the signf is only

in Gramm. :,, and,,, are

also akin, as veil as and prob., Lat. sporta, sportuta,-.,.) Hence, , . spiraea, a kind of

shrub, prob. with the cells of its pods
spirally twisted up, Theophr., Dor. and also Att. for, q. v., Aesch., , {,)
rolling a burthen onwards, winding,

wriggling forwards, epith of reptiles,

Kic. Th.399., . . -, ()
coil up. Lob. Phryn. 204. Hence, adv., ; coils or spires,

Anth.—II.( 6) of troops, im

maniples, manipulation, Polyb. 5, 4, 9,

etc.,, . Dor. and Att.

for -,() :
—that which is

rolled or wound, a wreath, coil, spire,

esp. of serpents, Aesch. Cho. 248

:

., Anth P. append. 109.^
.=, Nic. Al. 417., ov, , dim. from sq., a
light, thin garment, Xen. Hell. 4,5, 4., ov, , [) a cloth

for wrapping about, a wrapper, like-, /, a cloth lor

wrapping washed linen in, Od. 6, 179,

cf. ; , sorry

wraps, of a beggar, Od. 4, 245 : so,

the shroud of a corpse, Od. 2, 102 ; 19,

147 : also, sail-cloth, canvass, Od. 3,

318 ; 6, 269. Hence, ov, 6, () orts

who sells clothes, esp. old clothes., , fern, from
foreg. : lience, "., the old

clothes market., , ,-= : me-
taph., , the coats

onions, Nic. Th. 882., ov, , (,)
circle-holding, circular, Anth. P. 6,

295., ,() like-, to swathe, esp. to wrap a child in

swaddling-clothes, like >.
Call. Del. 6 ; doubted by Lob. Phryn.
204., f.: aor.:
pf pass, aor. pass,-

[] : freq. impf.,
Hdt. 4, 42. To sow :— I. to sow seed,

Hes. Op. 389, Sc. 309 ; .,
Hdt. 4, 17.—II. to sow a field,,
Hes. Op. 465; 77(5(5, rfufi'Of, Hdt.

9, 116, 122; // ,
t.he arable part of Aegypt, Hdt. 2, 77 :, proverb, of lost la-

bour, Theogn. IOC, 107 ; also

and :—comi-

cally,. ,
Ar.Vesp. 1044.—111. metaph., to sew
children, \. e. engender, beget them. Soph.
A j. 1293, etc. ; . ., Eur.

Phoen. 18 ; but .Aesch. Theb. 754 e.\-

presses this by .-. to cast seed into the field :— pass.,

to sprins or be born. Soph. O. T. 1498,

Eur. Ion 554, etc.—IV. generally, t«
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scnUcr like seed, fliroiv about,

Kni af>yvpov, Hdc. 7, 107 ; -.-, Ting. . Anst. Foci 21,14:—
to spread a report,. :,
Soph. El. 642 : so, . ;''/<;.
scatter amon<r many, 1(1. Vt. 585 ; cf.

Ar. Kan. 1206:— pass., to be scattered

or dixpersed. «V,
Xeii. Hell. 3, 4, 22 ; , 11).

6. 2, 17. (Hence and Lat.

spari^o.)-,=?, only in Gramm.,
V.., ,(,^) like

covering.— 11. vith mant/ coats, like

an onion, Nic. Ai. 253, 527., inf. aor. o{, Od., Ion. for,' sing,

aor. of, Horn.-, , () =-,
dub.', fut. {.

+7,, , Hpio, a Nereid, II.

18, 43.,, v.?.
i^^op,, , the Lat.

speculator, or as Walil prefers spicula•

tor (from spiculum)=, one of
the king's body-guard. IV .

'., 6, and?.,, 6,

=, q. v.', , Aeol. for ?.?.'/,,-, 1. . for :•.': . : aor. -: pf.. Pint. Sertor. 14:

pf. pass, : Hotn. uses pres.,

impf., and aor. act., the impf. and
aor. indicat. in the frequentat. Ibrms. ; alsoEp. suhj.

pres,, Od. 4, 591.

To pour (i. e. offer) a drink-offering,

because before drinking wine they

poured some on the table, hearth

or altar, Lat. libare, oft. in Horn.
' ' -, Od. 3, 342 ; ?/', Od. 3, 45 : also with dat.

of the god to whom the libation was
made, ,
Od. 8, 89 ;

', of Achilles, U. 16, 227,

etc.; so also later, e.xcept that we
have.'. [sc.-
], Ar. Eq. 106 : also c. dat. rei,

-, to pour with water, Od. 12,

363 ; for which we also have the ace,. olvav, to pour wine, 11. '11, 775,

Od. 18, 151 ;
(so, /.3,,, Trag.) :—also c. dat. instru-

menti, . '., II. 23,

196, Od. 7, 137.—The religious sense,

which the word always has in Horn.,

is lost it) later authors, so that it

means simply to pour,/ , Hdt. 7, 54 ;

also. ^. Id. 2, 147 : to sprinkle.

Id. 4, 187 : metaph., ., to

pour offerings of song, Piud. I. 6. 12.

—This sense in Att. prose, as Plat.

Legg. 799 B, Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 1.—II.

mid., to pour libations one with another

;

and so, this being the custom in mak-
ing treaties, truces, etc., to make a

treaty, make peace, Hdt. 3, 144 : to be

at peace, Tu ~u, Thuc. 1, 18:—con-
struction, Tin, to make
peace tvith one, Eur. Bacch. 284,Thuc.

5, 5, etc.; in full,, Thuc. 5, 14 ; but,-
-, tu give the em-

bassy pledges of safe conduct, Aes-

chin. 62, 39 : also,

for, Thuc. 5, 17, Xen. An.

3, 5, 16 :—the object of the treaty, as

expressed by , these terms,

JEur, Phoen. 1240, and so Xen. ; also,
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, c. inf., Thuc. ;

or c. iiil. alone, Id. 7, S3 ; more rarely

c. ace, •/7/, to con-

clude a Jorninl peace, Hdt. 7, 148
;, to make up a quar-

rel, Eur. Med. 1140; .,•, to obtain a

treaty lor taking up, lor retreating,

Thuc. 3, 24, 109.—The pf(
is used in act. sense m Kur. 1. c. ; but

in pass., Thuc. 4, 16. Cf..,., , Spendon, masc.
pr. , Pint. Lye. 28., TO, Ep. ', Lat.

SPECVS, a cave, cavern, grot,,, Horn. :—of the form,
Hom. uses only nom. and ace. sing.,

with irreg. dat.. Od. 2, 20, etc.,

Hes. Th. 297 (v. 1., 11. 18. 402,

but V. Lob. Paral. 24) : of the

ace. sing, only in Od. 5, 194, and
more freq, gen., but only in

Od. : of the plur., Horn, has only dat.

and/. which are freq.,

but only m Od. : in H. Ven. 264 also

gen. : an irreg. dat. plur., as if from, is in

Xenophan. ap. Herodian., ., p. 30 Dind. — Ep. word.

(From are derived/
and ?>, Lat. spelaeum and spe-

Iwica.), , ()=,
Nic. Th. 649, . 134, 330.•;, adv., (;^;) hastily,

ap. Hesych.^,, , Sperthics, a Spar-
tan, who gave himself along with
Bulis to death for his country, Hdt.

7, 134 : cf.., , , () that

ii'hich IS sown, seed, the seed or ger7n

of anything, , a spark,

Od. 6' 490, cf. Piud. P. 3, 65 :—usu.,

the seed of plants, H. Hom. Cer. 308,

Hes. Op. 444, Hdt. 3, 97 ; -, seeds, Hes. Op. 444, 469 :—also

of animals, =:} 01»// 11,' IV, the

seed, Lat. semen senilale, Pind. P. 3,

27, Plat. Tim. 80 C :—metaph. of the

germ of any thing,.7. a spark,

Pind. O. 7, 87 ; .. Id. P. 4,

453 ; , Dem. 280,
28.—2. in poets very freq. for seed,

offspring, Orac. ap. Thuc. 5. 16, and
Trag. ; of a single person, Pind. O. 9,

92, Aesch. Cho. 474, Soph. Phil. 364
;

more rarely in plur., Aesch. Supp.
290, Eum. 909, Soph. O. C. 600, 1275,

and even Plat. Legg. 853 C—3. also,

race, orif;in. Soph. O. T. 1077.?.{,, /, a green-grocery-market-woman,

Ar. Lys. 457.,() like,
to sow, to yield seed : metaph.,. >'-, to beget a progeny, Hes. Op. 734., , a cucumber
left for seed, opp. to, Cratin.

Odyss. 8., f. -,=,
esp. to come to seed, LXX.:—pass., of

a woman, to conceive or bear seed, lb., , , {):—
of or from seed, Theophr. : metaph.,

containing the germs of things, hence
in Stoic philosophy, -, certain laws of generation, con-

tained in matter, Diog. L. 7, 148,

Hitter's Hist, of Philos. 3, p. 528.—
Adv. -, ., to observe in

passing, casually, Clem. Al., , , dim. from, Theophr. ap. Ath. 66 E. [«], , : '
(al.), the

spermatic veins, Syennes. ap. Arist.

H. A. 3, 2, 15.

, ov, 6,()
(Hii.v.sio/i of the seed.— II. ill plur., .sml-

liiigplanis, to be afterwards planted
out. Theii])hr.', , =-, Philostr. V. Soph. 1, 22.:()}, ov, =, Epich. p. 25.. ov, , a seedsman,
Nicoph.. 1,5., ov, () seed-hold-

ing, fruitful.. ov, (, •)) eating seeds, Strab., and•
, =-., , () to sow
ground, , Theophr.
— II. to bear seed.. , (,)
like seed : metaph., undeveloped, Arte-
mid. 4, prooem.,, ,()
a sowing.— II. bearing of seed, Pha-
nias ap. Ath. 61 F. [], ov, ,=-, Nic.

Th. 599., a, ov, also , ov,() of,
presiding over seeds, Orph.

33, 3 ; 39, 5., ov, v. 1. for foreg., ,(,,) scatter seed : to yield seed., , to bear seed, The-
ophr. : from, ov, bearing seed., , f. -,(-) to pick up seeds, like birds,

Hipp. : to glean, pick up, collect by little

and little, Philostr.—2. to he a-
(signf II), to be a babbler.., , , babbling, gos-

sip, Plut. Alcib. 36, etc. : and, , , like a-, babbling; generally, idle,

useless, joined with, Plut.

2, 664 A : from, ov, (,)
picking up seeds : hence as subst.

.,— 1. a crou< thatpicks up seed, rook,

Ar. Av. 232, 579 ; cf. Arist. H. A. 8,

3, 6, Plut. Demetr. 28.-2. one who
picks up scraps by begging or stealing :

hence, one who retails scraps of knowl-

edge, an idle babbler. Dem. 269, 19, cf.

Casaub. Theophr. Char. 6 ; in superl.,

Dion. H. Epit. 17, 6., , (,)
to generate seed, of men, Arist. H. A.
10, 5, 5., , (,) to

have or bear seed, dub. in Theophr., , , an eating of
seeds : from, ov, =:-, Sext. Emp. p. 16. [], , to bear seed, The-
ophr. : from, ov. (,)
bearing seed. Theophr., , . -, to produce

seed, 1 heophr. : from, , (, )
growingfrom seed, Theophr., , . Ion. -, the

SperchSus, a river of Thessaly, II.

+ 16, 174; Hdt. 7, 198+ : strictly the

Rapid, from^ ; +now the Hel-

lada.. , b, —,
Theocr. 15, 98., , , () hasty,

rapid,, Hes. Sc. 454 : generally,

hasty, hot, violent,, Aesch. Theb.
285 ; and so, of diseases, pains, etc.,

Hipp., V. Foes. Oecon.—II. act. has-

tening, pressing,^pvoo, He-
sych.



', f. -, to set in rapid

motion, to drive, hasten, ur^e on,

/?., when storms are

driving fast, 11. 13, 334 ; cf. Od. 3,

283:—pass,, to move rap-

idly or hastily, to /taste, be in haste, 11.

19, 317 ; (T~., to row rapidly,

Od. 13, 22: — Horn., however, uses
most freq. part. pres. pass,--, as adj.. in haste, hastily, hurriedly,

~. ~3, 11. 21, 322,

etc. ; cf. also of the mind, Hdt. 3, 72
;

so,~. Id. 1, 32;, in haste or heat, angry. Find.

N. 1 , CO ; so,/, be not hasty,

Eur. Med. 1133; tlvl, to

be angry with one, Hdt. 5, 33. Rare
in Att. (Akin to Lat. pergo, expergo,

expergisco.
)., imperat. aor. oi

for ,,, as ,, , . ., inf. aor. of, as

{, Od., . dat. plur. from,
Od., v..
7;(5, f..—. transit., to

urge on, set a-going ; esp., to press on,

hasten, quicken, ,
11. 13,236; ., Od. 19, 137,

Hdt. 1, 38, etc., cf Bornem. Xen.
Conv. 7, 4 ;, Hdt. 1, 206; so in Id. 8,

46, an ace. must he supplied :—also,

to seek eagerli/, strive after, c. acc,-;. Find. P. 3, 110, 1. 4, 22

(3,31);', Eur. Supp. 161:
—to pro/note or further zealously, to

press or urge on, ',
Thuc. 1, 141 ; -., Eur.

I. . 200; in arguing, .. Plat. Frot. 361 : — so in

mid., , Aesch. Ag.

151 (ubi Aid.): — so in

pass., ',
Hdt. 7, 53. — 11. more freq. intr., to

exert one's self, press on, hasten, Horn.,

and Hes. :—construct., c. part.,-
u (for-). Od. 9, 250, 310 :—

later, c. inf., to be eager to..., Hes. Op.

22, 671, Find. N. 9, 50, and Att., (so

in mid., /., Aesch.

Eum. 360) : c. acc. et inf , to be anx-

ious that..., Hdt. 1, 74, Ar. Pac. 672;
so, . ';
Aesch. Pr. 203; . //..., Klat.

Gorg. 480 A :—~. ?-, II. 17, 121 ; . ,
II. 4, 225 ; and in mid.,/, II. 15, 402 ; . -, Eur. Ion 599 :—. has part,

pf pass, as adj., in haste,

eager; in which signf. Horn, alwaj's

uses part. pres. act., II. 8,

293 ; 23, 506, etc. ; cf. Aesch. Pr. 192 :

', to exert one's self for

another (cf.), Ale.x. Incert.

65:—in LXX., to be troubled in mind.

(Usu. deriv. from,, :

from again come, eic.)

Hence\, ov, b, Speusippus,

son of Eurymedon, successor of Plato

in the Academy, Ael. V. H. 3, 19., verb, adj., one must
hurry, hasten, Ar. Lys. 320., , ,() hasty,

Arist. Eth. . 4, 3, 34., jj, , verb, adj., done or

pursued eagerly., Ep. dat. pi. from,
Od., Ep. dat. sing, from,
Hom., and Hes., ov, , dim. from sq.,

Theopomp. ( Corn. ) Pant. 1. [d,

- being put for- : cf. k7.a-

.'], ov, , () like

~>7., a grotto, cave, cavern, pit,

Lat. spelaeum, Plat. Rep. 514 A.

Hence?., ov, b, dwelling or wor-

shipped, in grottos, of certain gods,

Paus. 10, 32, 5.'/., ef,= sq.7,}, ,-,)
cavern-like,. Plat. Rep. 514 .-?., ef,=foreg./,, , {)=-
?., Lat. spelunca, Arist. . . 9,

17, 2, . Rh. 2. 568. (Perh. akin to, '.), ,=}., dub., ('),=~, Hesych.', , gen. , only in

II. 11, 754, ,
through ihe far-stretched, broad plain.

So Aristarch. ; but others read '. from an adj. /, ,
which (if right) is merely

! vvith a euphon.. and in nowise to be
derived from, as ii round, shield-

• shaped.—From the same root (for

I

which the Gramm. invent a verb

I

) we have. a, ,=-
i, Aesch. Fr. 323 ;^-
j

«po6ev,Antim. 74;^,
',\ =}•,-
\

., all quoted by Hesych. :

77^/^ also belongs to it; but hardly

the Lat. .ipissus.

[

and. , ,() :

I
—a synall piping bird. esp. a kind of

I

finch, Lat. fringilla. Soph. Fr. 382.

1 "Arist. H. A. 8, 3, 4 ; 9, 7, 11 : cf.-
j

. Hence. ov, b, the sparrow-hawk,

I

Arist. H. A. 8, 3, 1 ; 9.36, 1., ov, b, a titmouse, Lat.

parus, Arist. H. A. 8, 3. 4.12. to pipe, chirp, of the shrill

note of small birds, also,
Lat. pipio, Arat. 1024.. a, ov. dub. for-, Lob. Phryn. 544., , , () the space,

one can stretch over with the ends of the

thumb and little finser, a span, Lat.

dodrans : as a tixed measure, about

7i inches, first in Hdt. 2, 106. Hence, a. ov, of a span, a

.span long. Arist. Pol. 7, 4, 10., , { )=^foreg.,

Diosc., ov, b, Spithridates,

a Persian, general of Pharnabazus.
Xen. An. 6, 3, 7.-2. a satrap of
Ionia and Lydia, Arr. An. 1, 12, 8.?, , {, )
rock-like : rocky, Stral).',, , a rock in or by
the sea, ', Od. 3, 298 ; ov?. ..' a/rrci-, Od.

5, 405, cf. 401, Soph. Fr. 341, Polyb.

I, 37, 2:—generally, a stone. Soph.
Tr. 678 : a hollow rock, cave, Anth.

—

II. . (sc. ), argillaceous earth,

clay, Theophr. C. PI. 3, 4,4 Schneid.'•, ov, ^,= foreg., a rock, cliff,

mountain. [I certainly in Lye. 188,

and prob. in Ion ap. Hesych. : so that
the usu. accent -1?. is wrong.], ov, b. more rarely,
a spot, stain, blemish, Dorio ap. Ath.
297 C, Diosc. :—the Att. use 7.
instead. Lob. Phryn. 28.

~7., , to stain, soil, LXX.-, . {7.,)=-,, Polyb. 10, 10, 7., , , ()
spot, stain.

A, , ,() stained,
soiled., ,=, q. v.—. a kind
of fish, Ale.x. Eretr. 1. [<],, ;,
or -,, . . Rh. 4, 1544 ; and,. , . Horn.. 442:^^, spark.^, , , Spinthams, a
barbarian who passed himself off as
a citizen of Athens, Ar. Av. 7G2.—2.

an Athenian, son of Eubulus, Dem.
1259, 2.-3. another in Dem. 1358, ,
perhaps same as foreg.—Others in

Paus. ; etc., to emit sparks.,, , a spark, Lat. scin-

tilla, II. 4, 77 : metaph.,. , Polyb. 18,

22. 2., and in Theophr.), to emit sparks.7., ov,{,-) emitting sparks., ov, {)=:
foreg., ov, TO, dim. from sq.,

Ar. Fr. 344, 7. [i], ov, ro,= 8q., Eubul. In-

cert. 14., ov, b,() a small bird,

so called from its shrill, piping note (cf.

Arat. 1024), commonly eaten at Ath-
ens, prob. a kind of finch (yet differ-

ent from ), Ar. Av. 1079, Pac.
1149, Eubul. Incert. 15 a. 5, etc.

The name still remains in

Chios.—In Grarnm. we also find-
va,, our spink : but
(properisp.) is proo. wrong.— II. a
kind of iVoric, which blazes when wa-
ter touches it, Arist. Mirab. 41., , ,^, lean, thin,

Procl.^, ov, , Spitaces, masc.
pr. n., Ctes. ; Arr. ; etc., ov, b, Spitamas, son-in-

law of Astyages, Ctes.^, , b, Spitamenes, a
Persian general, Arr. An. 3, 2, 8.—2.

a Bactrian, Id. 7, 4, 6.7., to eat the inwards() nf a victim after a sacri-

fice, Ar. Av. 984, cf. Lat. visceratio :

also in mid., Arr.—II. to prophesyfrom
the inwards, like the Roman extispices,

in mid., Strab., ov, . dim. from7., Diphil. '7,., 1, 2.

[] . , ^7.,, f.-, dep.

pass.,() :
—tofeel pity, com-

passion or ?nercy, N. T.—The act.-7 occurs once in LXX.,=7..7., , , of the bowels,

good for thfm,, Diosc., ov, ,=^7.,
V. 1. Soph. Aj. 995.-, , , =,
Gramm., ov, b,(-) a feeding on the innards of a

sacrifice, Lat. visceratio, LXX.— II.

compassion, N. T., ov, .—usu. in plur.7., like Lat. viscera, the in-

ward parts, esp. the nobler parts of

them, the heart, lungs, liver, which
remained in sacrifices to be roasted

or fried at the fire, and eaten by the

sacrificers as a beginning of their

feast, 7.', II. 1, 464,

etc., cf Ar. Pac. 1105:— hence, the

sacrificial feast, Lat visceratio, Ar. Eq.
410,'Vesp. 654.-2. though the ~7.-

(viscera thoracis) were USU. dis-

tinguished from the bowels (viscera
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efcrfominis), as being eaten iaiiv evTi•, Aesch. Ag. 1221),

yet il was sometimes applied to the
latter also, cf. Eur. El. «28 sq., with
838 sq. :

—

}' 3?•, of
one vomiting, Piui. 2, 83 1 C—3. antf

part of the inwards, as of ,l child,~?. to come from the

womb, Find. O. G, 73. N. 1, 53 ; so... Soph. Ant. 106G; and the sing.

is so used m .-Xesch. Thrb. 1031.— II.

tnetaph., like our heart, ihr seat of the

fedingx, afferiions, esp. of anger, Ar.

Ran. 844, 1000; and, generally, of

anxiety, Aesch. Ajz. 995 ; of [)ity, N.

T. :—so m sing.. Soph. Aj. 995, Eur.

Or. 1201. Hipp. 118; -!, i. e. to learn a man's
true nature. Id. Med. 220.—But the

sing, is rare in the literal signf., as

Aesch. Eum. 249. Plat. Rep. 565 D,

Tim. 72 C, Plut. Pyrrh. 4. (Hence
: prob akin to.)/., ov, , one who

roasts.~~, ov,(',) examiiun/; the inu-nrds of a
victim, to prophesy from them, Lat.

txtispex.

~?.avoo,ov,(v)ctting
up the-/., ov,{,
ifiayilv) eating the, Plut., , to have sexual inter-

course, whence- : also writ-

ten 7.,. (Root sup-
posed to be, Hemst. Schol. Ar.

Plut. 1082.)

'/.&, ,= ff~0f5of, ashes, Lyc.
483, Nic. Th. 763.', , gen.:— the

milt, spleen, Hdt. 2, 47, Hipp. :-, of one dying with anx-
iety. Ar. Thesm. 3.

—

\\=^,
Hipp. (Lat. lien; prob. akin to'.), , to be splenetic, Arist.

Part. An. 3, 7, 15./, ov, 0,=:?.
[I], dep. &53.,=•'., , , (?J<) of the

spleen : esp., diseased »n the spleen,

hypochondriac or splenetic. Macho ap.

Alh. 348 E, cf foes. Oecon. Hipp.
s. V. /'/.^, ov,{) bound with

a bandage : from?., ov, TO, a bandage, com-
press of linen moistened or spread
with something to lay on a wound,
Hipp., Phileni. p. 405 ; cf. Foes. Oe-
con. Hipp. 8. V..— II. a plant

of ihe fern kind, spleenwort,^=^aonAr]-

vtov, Diosc. 3, 151., ov, , dim. from-
viov, a small bandage, Hipp.', ov, a, feni. -,,{):—of the spleen, ., a

bloodvessel of the spleen, Syennes. ap.

Arist. H. A. 3,2, 7., , to apply a'/
to one, Chirurg. Vett., tr, {?.. ^) like

ihe spleen: \90=\. Galen., ov, . Dim. from•, . .\nton. 5, 9. [], , .=,
f.nst. . . 9, 37, 6.. , , like,
tponge, Lat. spongia, Af. Ran. 482,

487, Arist. H. A. 9, 14, 3 :—in Ion.

written parox., Schiif. Greg,

p. 148. Att.-, q. v.,,=, The-
ophr., f. -, (.)
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wipe with a sponge, Ar. Thesm. 247

;

TH, Dem. 313, 12 ; .-, Ath. 351 .), ov, , Att. -, dim.

from, Ar. Ach. 463.., , that which is

wiped with a sponge., , ,{)
that belongs to sponging : - (sc.) Plat. Soph. 227 ., ,(,)
sponge-lihe, spnngi/ ; epith. of the -
Tovv, Hipp., ov, ,{, -) one who hunts for sponges, a diver

for sponges, Plut. 2, 981 E.?.7!//, ov, o,=foreg.,
Lycurg. ap. Poll. 7, 137., , (?.) to colled

sponges.—ll.=.. m-, o, Att., a
sponge, .7., Od. 1, 111, etc. ;'.
II. 18, 414; -' /'/, Aesch. Ag. 1329; esp.

for cleaning shoes, Id. Vesp. 600, cf.) } iC<.i.— II. ol, the glands
in the throat, tonsils, from their spongy
nature and liability to swell, Hipp.
(Akin to Lat. fungus.),,(,)
one that cuts sponges from the rocks,

0pp. H. 5,612., , =,
Hipp.', , Lacon. for, Ar.
Lys. 173, ubi v. Dind., ov, , (,)
lying on ashes, Anth. P. 15, 26 ; al.-., . f. •,{) strict-

ly, to knock off ashes or dust, to dust

:

hence, generally, to knock, .smite, beat,

Cratin. Uvriv. 8, 4, Ar. Nub. 1376,
etc. ; .. Id. Lys. 366

;

cf-,- : also pass.,-. pelted by the storm,
Eur. Andr. 1129; .,
dashed against the rocks, Id. Hipp.
1238 ; absol., -, handled roughly, in sorry plight,

Aesch. Ag. 670. — II. =, Ar.

Eccl. 1016; and in Mid., lb. 113.—
III. like,, etc., to eat

greedily, devour, gulp down, Ar. Pac.
1306. Pherecr.. 1.—Whether

is usetl in signf. of is

very dub. Hence7, , a street-walker,

ap. Eust. II. p. 1033, 61.. , . Ion., a heap

of ashes : generally,^ 50£•, ashes,

Od. 5, 488, Eur. Cycl. 615, freq. in

Anlh. Hence, a, ,=., , , made of the dross

nf metals. Medic.,, , a tree of the plum
kind, Theophr. ; al.., . -,() to roast

or bake tn the ashes. Plat. Rep. 372 C :

to singe, , Diod. :

—

to burn

to ashes, , Ar. Vesp.
329.— 11. intr. to be of an ash-colour,

dub., ov, , = III,

Diosc., a. ov, ash-coloured, gray,, Simon. Amorg. 43., () as pass., to

burn faintly under the ashes, Nicet.~/, , bread baked in

hot ashes, a\so, Diphil.-. 1., ff,=;sq., ,(,) ash-
like, full of ashes : also ash-r.oloured,=

, dun-coloured, Hipp. ; different
from.,, ,~^.7/, , ,{,)=.', , , ashes, esp. hot
ashes, embers, Od. 9, 375, H. Merc.
238: generally, ««/(»>•, Hdt. 2, 140;
of men. Aesch. Ag. 435, 443. and
Soph. ;

—

,
in sign of mourning, Eur. Supp. 826,
cf. 1160: — /,
a punishment among the Persians,
Ctes. Pers. 48, cf. Hdt. 2, 100 (ubi v.

Bahr), 2 Maccab. 13, 5, sq.— H. dvst,

Hdt. 4, 172.— 111. the oxide of certain
metals, as of copper, used in niedi-

cine. Foes. Oeron, Hipp.— IV. me-
taph., . 7.,, nf a lihu-

lous old woman, as we say ' a sponge,'
Anth. P. 6, 291 ; 7, 455. (Ace. to

Orion from, that which re-

mains after the fire is put out, and so
strictly : akin-,-..) Hence, , to hum ashes, Anth.

:

— to roast in hot ashes, Hipp.— Cf.-., , contr. for-.,, , leathern garment,

buffierkin. Soph. Fr. 16, Ar. Av. 933,
935," 944 ; Xeii. An, 3, 3. 20— Dor.
word adopted in Att. ; v. Schiif Greg.
364. and cf.., , , a kind of bread,

ov -, Philet. 55.

ioiov, or?, , ,
Spoleiium, in Unibria, Sirab. p. 227., part, a or. 2 niid. of-.,, offering,
. ., . . for, the beginning of the drink-offering

or libalinn, the right of beginning it,

Hdt. 6, 57., ov,(,) be-

ginning the drink-offering.7., , to play the flute at

a, Artemid. 1, 58: from?., ov, , playing the flute

at a, Inscr.,( II) to use
spondees. Plut. 2, 1137 B., , ,( II)

spondaic, consisting of spondees, Plut.

2, 1137 B., ov, ,()
the use of the spondee, Plut. 2, 1135 A,
B.— II. in music, a raising of the voice

through an interval of three quarter-tones(), Aristid. QAit. p. 28.', ov, ending
with a spondee.

or, ov, , (sc.), a cup from which Ihe

teas poured., a, ov, used at a,
Zei'f ., as the president of.
— II. (sc. ), , in me-
tre, a .spondee, a foot consisting of two
long syllables, Plut. 2, 1135 A, etc.

;

—so called because at slow
solemn melodies were used, chiefly

in this metre. So, ?,..,, ,() :
— drink-

offering, like ?'/-, \. e. the wine
which was poured out to the gods be-

fore drinking, to hallow the draught,

Lat. libatio, Hdt. 1, 132;, Pind. I. 6 (5), 55;
(where the

plur. is used of sing/e libations), Xen.
Cyr. 2, 3, 1 ; cf.(),
II) :—the custom is described in U. 7,



480:—esp. the solemn drink-offering

made in concluding treaties ol peace,

covenants, etc. ; hence—2. in plur.

GTCOioai, a solemn treaty or truce (liif-

ferent from, Andoc. 24, 40)

;

(TTT., a truce made by pouring
unmixed wiue, 11. 2, 341 ; 4, 159, of.

Hes. Op. 336 ; •:-, to make a truce with any one,

Hdt. 1, 21 ; , Ar. Ach. 52,

131 ;~^ (v. sub) ; and even-
(like bpKta -.), Eur. Hel. 1235; of.

also IV. 2,, /.,-
: — ,=~ , to agree to certain

terms, Thuc. 4, 15: ., to ask for safety to their per-

sons, Aeschin. 46, 38 :—rarely in

sing., Eur. Cycl. 469.—II.

~?., the juice of the grape, Soph.
Fr. 464. (From the same root comes
Lat. spondeo, sponsus, sponsio, orig.

used of solemn covenants.) Hence, ov, suitedfor a-
, Philem, p. 377., ov, , fem. -,,
making a., ,{) to make or

offer a.,, , v.., late form for., ,=-, Hesych., ov, , .., , , fem. -,,=, q. v., Anth. P. 6, 190., {,)
dep. mid., to make a drink-offering,

conclude a truce, Nic. ap. Ath. 477 B., , to be a-.
,, ,,,(. 2,) :—bringing .' usu. as subst.,

., one who brings proposals for a truce

or treal 1/ of peace. At. Ach. 217.— II.

esp., a herald or officer who published

the sacred and of

the Olympic and other games,-,', Piiid. I. 2, 35,

ubi v. Dissen (23) ; cf. Thuc. 5, 49,

Schneid. Xen. Hell. 4, 7, 2.-2. as a
translation of the fetialis of the Ro-
mans, Dion. H. 1,21., , , Att.<,, , , and-, , . <^-. [],,. Ion. and common
form for Att.?. (q. v.), Hipp.,
Arist. Part. An. 2, 9, 5, etc., , ,{) a sowing : a
begetting of children. Plat. Legg. 729
C—2. seed-time, -, i. e. in the tenth year, Eur. El.

1153.—II. the seed sown, .,
seed sown in a dry land, Eur. Andr.
()37 ; metaph.jg^enerafion, birth, Aesch.
Pr 871, Soph. Aj. 1298.—2. that which
is born, seed, offspring. Soph. Tr. 316,

420 : in plur., young ones, Eur. Cycl.

56 : generally, ., the female
race. Id. Hec. 6.59, cf. Tro. 503.^, , ai, v. sub., adv.,{,)
scatleredly, here and there, Lat. passim,. ?.?.va,h^^c. 2, 4;.
Plat. Prot. 322 A ; cf Isocr. 48 C, etc., , , .scattered, living

here and there, ., solitary ani-

mals, opp. to ?., Arist. Pol. 1,

8, 5, H. A. I, 1, 23 ; so fem.,
lb. 9, 25.

—

.=/3« U,,»• : from, , , , {):—
usu. in plur., scattered, Hdt. 4, 113:

esp. of ships scattered by a storm or

a defeat, Thuc. 1, 49 ; 3,69, 77 : also

with a masc. subst., . 3, prob..

a vagrant life, Eur. Rhes. 701 : al

(sc. ), the Sporades,

was the group of islands off the west
coast of Asia Minor, tStrab. p. 124,

etc.f—II. scaitereA all about, found
everywhere,, Hipp.—Cf foreg.-^,,,=.
iopy/.o, ov. , Sporgilus, an

Athenian, Ar. Av. 300.,, , {) a sower,

Xen. Oec. 20, 3., , ,= foreg., , , sowed, sown, ., seed-land, Theophr. : from, {)=,
sow the ground, susp., , , {) sown,
scattered like seed.—II. as subst.,, a sown field, corn-field,

Aesch. Ag. 1392.^2. a sowing, Xen.
Hell. 4, 6, 13.—Cf.. ov,{) sown, to be

sown, fit for sowing, ?., Theocr.
2.5, 219

; yr/ ., seed-land. Xen. Hell.

3, 2, 10 ; so, . {scyf/), Theophr.

:

Tu, the corn-fields, N. T. :

—

.^, Manetho., ov, , the Rom. name
Spurius, Plut.

opooyoa, {, ?.)
dep., to gather the fruits of the earth,

Dion. H. Epit. 15, 3., ov, ,() a sowing,

Hdt. 8, 109, Plat. Tim. 42 D.—2. seed-

time, Xen. Oec. 17, 4.— II. seed, pro-

duce, . y, Soph. Phil. 706.—III.

like, semen genitale, Hipp.
Toi"', in Scythian, fye, Hdt. 4, 27., f. - usu.-

as in Plat. Euthyphr. 3 :() :

—strictly intr., to make haste, i. e. to

be busy, eager, zealous, serious, or ear-

nest, c. inf., to do a thing. Soph. O.
C. 1143, Eur. Hec. 817, and Plat.;
07^', wast eager to

rule, Eur. 1. A. 337 : freq. also .
or . Xen. Mem. 1, 3, 8,

Plat. Rep. 330 C, etc. ; ,
Dem. 1371, 10; . Id. 617. 10:

so with a neut adj., /./. ., Plal.

Gorg. 481 :

—

. , to be

busy with him, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 1 1 ;.. to be anxious for his suc-

cess, canvass for him, Isocr. 1, 10,

etc. ; so, .. Plut. Artax. 21 :

—

absol., to speak seriously, to be seriovs

or earnest, Ar. Ran. 813, and oft. in

Plat. ; opp. to -. .Ar. Plut. 557 ;

; Plat. Gorg. 481 , etc.
;, /..3-

?. , you took it seriously, because
I... Id. Phaedr. 236 ; . .., to

endeavour that.., Plut. Philop. 7:

—

, in haste, hurriedly, Ar.

Thesm. 572.— II. transit.,— 1. c. ace.

rei, to do any thing hastily or earnestly

:

hence pass.,. thing is bu-

silypursued,EOr. Supp.761. Plat. Rep.
485 : so, . se-

rious attention, Id Lys. 219 ; -,)-
orately worked up, Id. Legg. 722 D

;

so,'/.. . Xen.
Cyr. 4, 2, 38 ; --), if those pains

were seriously bestowed on letters,

Ep. Plat. 344 C—2. c. ace. pers., to

exert or interest one's self about a per-

son ;— pass., to be courted, of women,
Plut. Cimon 4, cf. Artax. 26 :—in
LXX., to trouble, disturb any one.', , f. -,{-.) to speak seriously, talk on
serious subjects, Xen. Symp. 8, 41 ;

and so in mid., Id. An. 1, 9, 28.— pass.,

/.}', the mat-
ter was treated seriously, Id. Symp. 4, SO.

!, ov, speaking geri'

j

misly or on serious matters.

I

, a, ov, {) :—of
!
persons, in haste, busy, zealous, seri-

I
ous, in earnest, opp. to, Schiif.

j

Plut. 4, p. 409 :—hence,—il. good, pjc-

j

cellent, first in Hdt.. but not freq. till

Plat. ; opp. to. Plat. Legg.
!
757 A, 814 ; . , lb. 817 A ;. , Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 2 : esp.

men of character and importance, Xen.
Cyr. 2, 2, 24.-2. of things, north
one's serious attention, serious, earnest,

weighty,, Pind. P. 4. 235 ; -, Hdt. 5, 78

;

opp. to, Ar. Ran. 390
; gen-

erally, excellent, good,.. Hdt.
4, 23 ; . oipiv, goodly to look on,
Soph. O. C. 577.— III. adv. -, with
haste or zeal, seriously, earnestly, well,

Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 9, Plat., etc. .—corn-
par,, Xen. Cyr. 2, 3,

20 ; superl.-, most carefully, in

the best way, Hdt. 2, 86.—We also
freq. find an irreg. coinpar. and su-
perl., Hdt. 1, 8;. Id. 1, 133. Hence,, , the character

of the, zeal, seriousness, ear-

nestness, goodness, Dei. Plat. 412 E.— H. of things, weight, importance,
Diod.,, , active can-
vassing, Lat. ambitus,, , f. -, to be eager
for offices of state, to canvass actively

for them, Dio C. : so,,
: from, ov, ,(,)

one who is eager for offices of state, an
active canvasser iox them, Xen. Symp.
1,4: but L. Dind. rejects the word
altogether, reading from
Hesych. and A. B. I, p. 63. Hence, , , eagerness gain
offices of state, active canvassing for
them, Lat. ambitus, Plut. Aemil. 38,
etc., , v. sub-
XVC-. , strengthd. for, .Arist. Pol. 5, 5, 10; cf.

Lob. Phryn. 81., ov, b, comic patro-
nymic of, one who is eager

for office, a mock prop. n. in Ar. Ach.
595 ; like,,
Etc.,, ,{)

thing or work done with zeal, a pur-
suit, Lat. Ktudium, Plat. Phaedr. 249
D : a great work, Arr. An. 7, 7, 13., ov, , Dim. from
foreg., a, ov, verb. adj. from, to be sought for zealously,

Xen. Lac. 7, 3.—II.. one
must bestir one's self, be anxious, Eur.
I. A. 902, Plat.'5-, , oi',=foreg. I, Plat.

Hipp. Maj. 297 B., ov, 6.{) one
who wishes well to another, a supporter,

partisan, Lat. fautor, Plut. Caes. 54,
Artax. 26. Hence, , , busy, zealous,

earnest, serious. Plat. Rep. 452 E.
Adv. -, . ^, Plut. 2, 613 .?}, , , haste, speed, readi

ness. ,, to

make haste, Hdt. 9, 89 ; .,
Soph. Aj. 13 ;, Hdt. 9, 66: also,., c. inf , to make haste to

do, Id. 6. 120 :, in haste, hast-

ily, Od. 13. 279; 15. '209, Hdt. 9. 1,

etc. ; so, , ,
Xen. Hell. 6, 2, 28, An. 7, 6. 28:—
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hence,

—

. zeal, pains, trouble, uTep, Oil. 21, 40U ; •
/'/, Aesch. Theb. 585 ; >), Soph. . . 78, Plat., etc.:—, • ,-, c inf., to take great

pains to... Hilt. 6, 107 ; 7, 205 ;, Isocr. 91 : alsoc. g<!n.,-
7n'0f, to make much

ado about a thing, Hdt. 1,4; so, :
Tidtvui •. Find. P. 4,492;. , Eur. Ale. 778, 1014:— . , my zeal in com-
ing. Hilt. 5. 49 ;), with

great attention to the arms, Thuc. 6,

31, cf. Plat. Legg. 855 1) -.—-?],
as adv., ivith great trouble, i. e. scarce-

ly, hardly, like', Od. 24,
119,J1•

2, 99 ; 5, 89.'J, etc. ; so,/ rroA/.y,

lidt. 1, 88 ; '.)), Xen.,

etc.:—in plur., rivalries, Hdt. 5, 5;, Eur. Hec. 1.S2.— III.

an earnest, serious purpose, -
(%, in earnest, II. 7, 359 ; 12, 233

;

,—. Ar.

Kan. 522 : also, earnestness, serious-

ness, gravity, Xen. Symp. 1, 13:—
CKOVlhj, in earnest, serioiisly. Plat.

Apol. 24 C ; .. Id. Phaed. 98

; -, Id. Legg. 952
;, . to . Xen.

Symp. 1, 1
;

-. Plat. Legg. 887 D ; oh,
Id. Polit. 288 C, cf. Symp. 197 ,
etc. ; Wyttenb. Ep. Crit. p. 236.

—

IV. seal, esteem, respect, regard for a

person, / . out of

zeal for ine, Antipho 146, 13:, through regard of persons,

through party iiijluence, Ar. Eq. 1370:
—canvassing, Lat. a7nhitiis, Plut. Lu-
cull. 42. Crass. 7. (From:
akin to Lat. studco, studiam.)^,., Spudias, an Athe-
nian, against whom one of the ora-

tions of Demosthenes was directed., ov, (, -
?.010) blending jest with earnest, Strab., ^,dub. : and,
TO,= sq., Diosc. [], ov, or , ball-dung, as

that of sheep and goats, Hipp., v.

Foes. Oecon. (Orig. perh. any round
mass, from.) [] Hence, , () like sheep

or goat's dung, Hipp.,, , Hipp., and-,,^=-,=, Ar. Fr. 681., ov, , dim. from -, Ar. Ach. 453, 469. [?]', adv., like a, A. B., ,{) of the shape

or look of a.,, o,= sq. [f\. , , () round

plaited basket ; a fish-basket, Hdt. 5,

J6, Ar. Pac. 1005:"—used to translate

the Lat. sporta. sportnla, -•, Arr. Ep. 4, 10 ;, coena e sportnla, Ath. 305 A.,, , dim. iroin-.\7, ov, 6,, perh.

Spoletian, v., Ath. 27 B., , 6, and,. ,^=,, late./, adv., () in drops,

drop by drop, Hipp.\, ov, , Stngirus or Sta-

g^ra, a city of Macedonia on the si-

nus Strymonicus, birthplace of Aris-

totle, now IStnuros, Hdt. 7, 115; Thuc.
4,88; also wr., , Diog.
L., and, , Dio Chrys.

:

hence /, an inhab. of S.,

Stagirite.
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, v. sub-, ,() a drop.^, , Stages, a Persian, Xen
Hell. 1,2,5., , the character, dub.

•},, ,() a drop,

that which is dropped, a liquid, ., honey, Aesch. Pers.

012., ov, 6, running in drops,

drop by drop, Diosc.^, ov, , Stagonium, fcm.

pr. n., Ath. 586 B.,, , () a drop,. Soph. . . 1278, cf. Aesch.
(;ho. 400; oh'ov, Eur. Cycl. 67; -
1JII.0I ., of tears, Aesch. Cho. 186,

cf. Ag. 888 :—irreg. nom. pi.

as if from. . Rh. 4, 620.^— II.

a metal that easily melT.s, perh. Lat.

stannum, joined with,.
Locr. 99 C., a, ov (>) :

—

stand-

ing erect or upright,' ., as in

act to hurl his bolt, Aesch. Theb.
513; ., pikes for close fight,

0[)p. to missiles, Id. Pers. 240; cf.

I., adv. (7) in standing

posture.— II.( A. IV) according

to weight, Nic. Al. 327 ; cf.. []^,, . Stadia, earlier name
of Rhodes, Strab. p. 653.. a, ov, (>) a stade

long, deep, etc., Polyb. 34, 11, 14.— II.=^, Themist.,. b, Ion.,=-, very dub., , , a measuring by

.^tadrs. as if from., , ,-^,
Polyb. 40, 1, 1 : ., in the title

of Pmd. . 14, cf. . 8., ov, o,=foreg., Nicet.,() to run in the

stadium.. , v.., a fut. in Eur.

H. F. 863 contrary to analogy ; for it

should be, from sq. :

Herm. proposes ,
which Dind. supposes may have been
the gloss to., , to run in the sta-

dium, race, Dem. 1386, 10: from/, ov, o,= sq., Ar. Fr.

682., ov, (, -) running in the stadium, running

for a prize : ., Simon. 67 ; in title

of Pind. O. 13 : cf.., ov, , (in plur. ol-
or Tu, Hdt., Xen., etc.

;

but e.xainples of the sing. masc. are

rare, if any):—strictly, that uhich

stands fast ; hence, a fixed standard

of length, a stade,^=\QO, Hdt.

2, 149 ;— i. e. 600 Greek, 606^ English
feet, about 5 of a Roman mile, Polyb.

3, 39, 8; a longer slade, of which
there were ~\ in a Roman mile, is

mentioned first by Dio 0. ; cf. Hus-
sey. Weights and Measures, App. 11,

sq.— In Ar. we have -, ' a dozen miles best,'

Nub. 430; so,' y -, Ran. 91.—II. race-course

(because the most noted, that of

Olympia, was exactly a stade long)

:

hence, the course, race, strictly, a sin-

gle course, opp. to the 7, Pind.

O. 13, 50; (or ),,, Id. . 10 (11), 70 ; 13.

41, 49; .,. to, . 11, 74; .,
to run race, Hdt. 5. 22 ; .-. Plat. Legg. 833 A ; ,. Xen.
Hell. 1, 2, 1, cf. Pind. N. 8, 26.—HI.

firmness, solidity, fixedness. (DoT,, Lat. spatium.) [it], a, ov, () standing,

fast and firyn, , close

ilght, fought hand to hand, Lat. pugva
statnria, II. 13, 314, 713, cf. Thuc. 4,

38 ; / (sc.^), 11. 7, 241 ;

13. 514 :

—

uninoving, Opp. C. 4, 326.

— II. standing upright or stiff', hence.,=^, an ungirt
tunic hanging in straii;ht jdaits. Call.

Vr. 59, V. Lob. Phryn.' 238 ; also,

., a stiff breastplate, piate-ar•

niour, as opp. to or-, Miiller Archaol. d. Kunst
'Jv 337, 3 ; 342, 4.—HI.( A. IV)
weighed, Mc. Al. 402. [u], , v.., ,=.,, , Stazusa (the drip-

ping), a fountain. Pans. 2, 7, 4 : from, fut. .— i. transit.,

to drop, ht fall or shed, drop by drop,(),
II. 19, 39,' cf. 348, 354 ; (iva-, Pind. . 10,

151 ; .,, Aesch. Cho.
1059, etc. ; .. Eur. Phoen.
230 :—melaph.,. '-, Eur. Ilijjp. 520;. Anth.
P. 5, 13 ;, etc., Jac. Philostr.

Imag. p. 728.— II. intrans,, to drop.fall

in drops, drip, Hdt. 6. 74 ;, with

a thing, Soph. El. 1423 ; but also c.

dat., . , to have one's

hands dripping or reeking with blood,

Aesch. Eum. 42; so,. Soph. Aj. 10 (but, also,-, Eur. Baccli.

G20) ; so, ., Eur.
Andr. 534 ; (, Jd. I. .
308 ; , Id. Bacch.
1164:—also of dry things, to fall off,

e. g. of ripe fruit, Aesch. Supp. 1001

:

even of houses, to be ready to fall.

(Akin to,,-, and Lat. stagnum.), Aeol. 3 plur. aor. pass,

from for : but-
fitv. part. neut. aor. pass, from-
. []

^ ^, , ,() standing

fast, firm, fixed ; of the sea, calm, still,., Aesch. Fr. 259, cf. nth.

P. 10, 17 (nisi legend,. v. in-

fra) : ., highnuon, when
the sun as it were stands still in the

meridian. Plat. Phaedr. 242 A ; also,. 7/,. Rh. ; . -, Synes. ; •, mid-

summer, Antim. 76 : — cf. Ruhnk.
Tim. Adv. -, vehemently, Cratin.

Seriph. 4.— II. (sc. y/j),

Anth. P. 7, .393. Hence, , , steadiness,

firmness., , a warming: [] and, , , warmed, burnt,

Aesch. Pr. 22 : from, to scorch, burn, roast, fry,
esp. lish, Ar. Ach. 1041, cf. F>ccl,

127. (Not from, nor from :

but prob. from.), «,,=, Schaf.

Dion. Comp. 338. Hence,,,-=., Dor. ibr, imperat. aor.

2 from.,,, at, Stathmae, a place

in Lac(;nia, from whicli was named, Ath. 31 C.), , i. -/ :
— to measure

by rule(), Eur. Ion 1137 ; fut.

mid.. as pass., to be

measured, Ar. Ran. 797.— II.-, Ion., f. -,
dep. mid.,= the act.. Pind. O. 10 (1

1 ),

53 :—also, to calculate, estimate dis



tance or size, without actual meas- '

urement, Hdt. 2, 150 ; 9, 37. cf. Heind.

Plat. Lys. 205 A ; uerpttv ?}-, Plat. Legg. 643 C—2. metaph.,

to measure, estimate, judge of a thing,

Till, by some fact, Hdt. 2, 2 ; 7, 237 ;

so, ..., judaiu^ by the

fact that... Id. 8, 130, cf. 9, 37 ; absol.,

to conjecture. Soph. O. '. 1111 :—cf..—2. to pay regard to, ,
Plat. Lys. 205 .\.,,{) have or take

up quarters, App., -, ,() a carpenter's

line or rule, Lat. ajiiussis,--), Od. ; -, Od. 5, 545 ; also,/, 11. 15, 410;
CT., rule and compass.. Plat. Phil. 56

:—but, strictly, seems ra-

ther the chalked line, Lat. linea rubri-

cata, than the rule, and so it is e.x-

pressly distinguished from by

Xen. Ages. 10, 2 :

—

?, ., the line

that left no mark, Lat. linea alba, cf.

Soph. Fr. .307 ; hence, of a person,

with no power of judging,. ',
Heind. Plat. Charm. 154 .—2. pro-

verb., , by rule, straight,

true, Lat. ad amussnn. Theogn. 543,

939, cf. Soph. Fr. 421 (but also, beside

the line, wrong, Aesch. Ag. 1045) ;
-, to guess aright,

Theocr. 25, 194 :

—

,
the measure (of piety) towards his fa-

ther. Pind. P. 6, 45 :—for Pind. P. 2,

166, V. sub' . 3.

—

. the plum-

met, weight on the plumbline.—HI. like, the line which bounds the race-

course, the goal, Lat. meta, -, metaph. of man's life,

Pind. N. 6, 13, cf. Eur. Ion 1514.—
IV. metaph., a law, rule,, Pind. Fr. 4, 5 ; ''/., • e. according to

laws of Dorian rule, Id. P. 1, 120.—
V. , the butt-ends,

Diod. 17, 35., ,() a weigh-

ing out., rj, 6v,() of
Ol fitfur measuring., , . adj. verb, from, to be measured, , by a

standard. Plat. Charm. 154 ; ov,.—.{) straight-

ened by a rule or level., ov, , =,
susp., f. -, =, to

weigh, . ., . ,=.,,, dim. from
III, a balance.,, ,=., , ,{) one

xvho weighs., ov, ,{, -) he who assigns quarters, a quar-
ter-master. Plot. Demetr. 23., adv., to the stall, home-
wards. Od. 9, 451., ov, 6, in Att. freq. with
heterocl. plur. , Soph.
Phil. 489, O. T. 1139, etc. ; but also

7?//, Eur. Andr. 280, Or. 1474:{)—a standing place, shelter for

men or animals, freq. in Hom., of
farm-yard buildings, stables, stalls,

fo 'ds. etc. (so Lat. stabulum from stare),

II. 2, 470, Cd. 17, 200, etc. ; also freq.

in plur., II. 18, 589, Hes. Th. 444.

etc. : generallv, a duflling, abode, first

in Hes. Th. 294, Pind. O. 5, 21, etc.,

and Trag.— 2. quarters, lodgings for

travellers or soldiers, Lat. .itatio, man•
sio. castra :— so in Persia,

67

were stations or stages On the royal

road, where the king rested in trav-

elling, , Hdt. 5,

52; 6, 119: hence in reference to

Persia it is used loosely of distances,

a day^s journey, day''s march, usu.= 5

parasangs, or 150 slades, though this

was by no means fi.xed, cf. Xen. An.
I, 2, 10-20, and Sturz Lex. Xen.—
II. an upright standing-post, freq. in

Hom. ; sometimes of the bearing pillar

of the roof, , Od.
1, 333; 8, 458; sometimes of the
door-posts, elsewh., -, Od. 7, 89, cf. 10, 62, 11. 14, 1G7,

etc.; so 'in Hdt. 1, 179, and Eur.:
later, the plur., was used in

this signf , Ar. Ach. 449.

—

111.{
A. IV') the weight of the balance, II.

12, 434 :

—

a certain weight, .,
Hdt. 2, 168 ; ,
to weigh a talent. Id. 1, 14 ; ace. &\i-

sol.,inweight,vaaaaa.v,
lb. 92 ; -, two talents in or by weight, lb. 50

;/., a
talent, Babylonian weight. Id. 3, 89

;, Id. 2, 65:—-, Soph. Fr. 379, cf. Decret. ap.

Aridoc. 11, 25, Xen. Mem. 3, 10, 10,

etc. :—hence, the scale or balance, Ar.
Ran. 1365, 1407., , ,{,)

keeper of a house, landlord, Aesch.
Fr. 211: esp., lodging-house keeper,

one who rents a lohole house, and sub-

lets it by separate rooms, Buckh. P. E.
1, 188; 2, 15., , f. -,{) to

bring to quarters, etc.—II. the aor. mid.
is freq. in Hdt. in signf.

of (v.), to con-

jecture, conclude by or from a thing, c.

dat., Hdt. 4,58; 7,11; ., ...
to conclude by a thing that.... Id. 3, 38 ;

7, 102., , {,)
full of dregs or sediment, foul, thick,

turbid, Hipp.,,,-^ I, and

', , , opt. aor. 2 of,
Hom.,,, Att. pi.

opt. aor. 2 of, for,,, as,,., (more rarely. Lob.
Paral. 88), , gen. ; Att.

:
—whenten flour mixed and made

into dough, Hdt. 2, 36.—II.^.
Foes. Oecon. Hipp. Hence, , oi',=sq., y, ov,{) ofwheaten
flour or dough, Hdt. 2, 47.,, o,=foreg., Epich. p.

37., ,{,) like or

of wheaten flour., r/, , Lat. stacte or stacta,

the oil that trickles from fresh myrrh or
cinnamon, oil of 7nyrrh or cinnamon,
.\ntiph. ). 1, cf. Theophr. de
Odor. 29.— Strictly fem. of., , oi',=sq., , ,{) oozing out

in drops, trickling or dropping, . •
pov, At. Plut. 529;;^;rAo< ., Plat.

Criti. 115 A :,, resin, gums,
balsams: , oil that runs

off without pressing, virgin-o\\, like

:
—. 7^, brine ; .,

i\nie-water, Geop., . Dor. for, Pind., u,late form for-,
Or. Sib.

3.,,,{) that

which drops, a drop, Aesch. Eum. 802,
Soph. Ant. 1224. []/, a, ov, in drops, drop
by drop./, ov, b, dropping, trick-

ling, Plin., ov, b, {) a
dropping, dripping, Aesch. Theb. 61,
Eum. 247, 783, Soph. Fr. 340 ;-, Eur. Ion 351./, f. -,=^ II, -, to drop, drip. Hence, , , dropping, drip-

ping. Diosc.,,,, that which drops.

Id., , , {)=, Id., Att.- ; fut. -fcj ."=

I, Eur. Phoen. 1388 ;—c. ace.

cognato, to have a thing dripping
with.., Sappho 82 ; cf. 11, -.—1.= II, .,
Eur. Hel. 633.,= II, to drop, drip,

Anth. P. 5, 237.— II. trans., to let fall
in drops,, lb. 7, 552 ;— also-,?..,,, , drop., , , as if from,=7. [i]^.,, /, Dor. for,
Anth. P. 6, 109, 187; 7, 338. [].,, , Dor./[-) : any thing set up ; a stake to which
nets were fastened, v. I. Xen. Cyn. 2,

8 ; 6, 7 ; cf..,, . Dor. for.^, a, , iitalcas, an Elean,
Xen. Hell. 7, 4, 15.?, . Dor. for •{,*) :

— ., grave
with a or gravestone, Anth. P.
7, 423.., a, ov, verb. adj. from., Clem. Al., , ,{) draw-
ing together, contracting or lessening a
thing, c. gen., Arist. Probl. 1, 33, Ath.,
etc., , , verb. adj. from., f. -, to weep : hence,,.
(Prob. from, ..)},, . Dor. for--,{,) the twisting of
several threads of the warp into one, ap.
Hesych., Dor. for, inf. aor.

2 of, Pind.^,, , Stamcnes, a sa-
trap of Babylonia, Arr. An. 4, 18, 3.

or (no nom. is found
in use), , {):—any thing
that stands up ; esp., in plur., the ribs

of a ship standing up from the keel,
Lat. statumina,, fitting planks to the
close-set ribs, Od. 5, 252. [i in gen.], ov, , dim. of-, Eupol. Marie. 17, Ephipp. In-
cert. 3., ov, , dim. of,
Ar. Ran. 22, Lys. 196., ov, , dim. of sq., ov, , also , Hermipp.
Phorm. 2, 7 {') : an earthen jar
or bottle for racking off wine, 1. c, Ar.
Plut. 545,—which operation was calf*-

ed : generally, a jar,

Hipp._', Aeol. 3 pi. aor. 2 from-, for,, II.—2. neut.

of part,,., Cretic for', Insrr., ,{) a dropping, drip-
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ping, trickling, e. g. of blood from the
nose, Hipp., V. Foes. Oecon.,,, part. aor. 2 of, Horn., An. for, q. v., , , (/) a pledge

given, ap. Hesych. []
+«)', , 6, Slasanor, a

general of Alexander the great, Arr.

An. 3, 29.[, ov, 6, Staseas, a peripa-

tetic of Naples, Cic. de Orat. 1, 22.), f.- (): intr.,

to rebel, revolt, rise in rebellion,,
against one, Hdt. 4, IGO, Xen. An. 2,

5, 28; - -in, Hdt. 1, 60; -, about or for a thing, Hdt. 5, 66,

etc. ; . Id. 9, 27 :—gen-
erally, to form parties, quarrel, be at

odds, Hdt. 1, 59; 7, 2 ; 9, 27, Plat.

Rep. 488 B, etc. ; . , to

side with one against another, Ar. Eq.
590 :—esp., of states, to be at discord,

be distracted bij factions iind party-strife,

Ar. Av. 1014^ Thuc. 4, 1, 60, etc., ov, o, Dio C, and-, ov, 6, Aesch. Supp. 13 {-,) :

—

the chief of a band or

company, Aesch. : esp., the head of a

party, a leader in sedition, Dio C., ov, a,() the

raising nf sedition, Thuc. 4, 130 ; 8, 94., ov, ,() one

who stirs up to sedition, N. T. Hence, ,, of belonging

to a party : seditious, factious, Plat.

Polit. 303 C. Adv. -, .,
to hefactious, Id. Phaedr. 263 A, Dein.

245, 20.^, , , Stasicrates,

masc. pr. n., Anth. P. 12, 91., ov, rarely ?/, ov ; (-) :—act., setting, stopping : tu-, styptics, Hipp. 638.

—II. pass., brought to a stand : stand-

ing, statioyiary, ., Xen. Oec.
20, 11 : set, firm, like, opp.

to, Hipp., Foes. Oecon. :—gen-
erally, stable, steady, regular, set,-,. Plat. Soph. 256 , Rep.
539 D ; so adv. -. Id. Tim. 55 :

0 . -, heavy cavalry, -
lyb. 3, 65, 6.— 2. of men, steady, Lat.

constans, Polyb. 21, 5, 5 : .,
steadiness. Id. 6, 58, 13 : used of the
Hypodorian mode in music, Arist.

Frobl. 19, 48.— 3. -, money out at interest, Solon ap.

Lys. 117, 39.—4. (sc. -
?.), , in tragedy, a song of the cho-

rus continued without the interruption of
dialogue or anapaestics, and perhaps so

named from its rfgu/ar structure ; or,

ace. to others, because the

was not sung till the chorus had taken

its place in the orchestra, after the, cf. Herm. Arist. Poet. 12, 8,

Elem. Metr. p. 724, sq. ; is

also called ' in Ar. Ran.
1281 :—in comedy there were no-, Herm. Arist. Poet. 12, 2.— III.{ III) weighed, weighable. [a]^. ov. , Stasinus, a poet

of Cyprus, Ath. 682 C., ,() to stir up
sedition., , to cause sedition.,, ,() act. a plac-

ing, setting. — II.( . IV)
weighing, weighing off or to,.,
the weighing out or paying of wages,

Hipp.
B. () pass., a standing, the

posture of standing, Aesch. Eum. 36;
(^al.), Xen. Cyn. 2, 8 ;-

ace. to Plat. Crat. 426

D ; opp. to,, lb. 437 A,

etc.—2. the place or way in tchich one

137

stands or should stand, a position, post,

station, Hdt. 9, 21, 26, and Att. : esp.

a point of the compass,, , ,
Hdt. 2, 26, etc.—3. the state or condi-

tion ill which a person is, Lat. status,' . Plat. Phaedr.
253 D.—4. ?, v. sub-

II. 4.— II. party, company,
band, Ae.sch. Cho. 114, 459, Eum.
311 ;—esp., one for seditions purposes,

ati illegal union to carry out political

views, a faction, party, Theogn. 51,

779, Solon 15, 19, Hdt. 1, 59, GO, etc.

;

a'l ^, Thuc. 4,

71 ;—hence,—2. sedition, faction, dis-

cord, Pind. N. 9, 31, etc., Hdt. 5, 28,

Thuc, etc. ; ., Pind.

. 12, 23 ; /.-, Soph. Tr. 1180 ; -'. Eur. . F. 34 ;, Xen. Mem. 4, 6, 14;-, Isocr. 56 D ; -. Plat. Phaed. 66 C ;, Arist. Pol. 4, 11, 12;, Thuc.
2, 20 ; , there's no de-

nying it, Aesch. Pers. 738. [--]\, ov, 6, .=-.
,

,

., ,{,) sedi-

tious, tumuUuoiis, Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 4.', , in Eur. Cycl. 53,

usu. e.xplained by , a

mountain-fold

;

—but, prob., it ought to

be, 6, () watcher of the

station Or fold, like,-., , , state of fac-
tion, formed after ?.. Plat.

Legg. 715 B, 832 C : from, ov, ,( . II)

one ii-ho stirs up sedition, esp. one of a

party or faction, a partisan; in plur.,

the members of a parly or faction in a

state, partisans, ?^
., Hdt. as 1, 60, cf. 50, 173, etc.,

Thuc, etc.:

—

the chajnpions of Acause,
and with a punning allusion to-, as opp. to o'l, Plat.

Theaet. 181 A. Hence, , , inclined to fac-
tion, seditious, Thuc. 4, 130; 7," 57.

Adv. -, Arist. Pol. 5, 6, 15., Ion. for, 3 sing. aor.

2 from, I!. 3, 217.

iaav, , wine of Sta-

tana (a city of lower Italy), Ath. 26
D., a, ov, verb. adj. from, that must be placed.—II. -, one must place., ,=^, Arist.

Meteor. 4, 2, 1 : from,=^, q. v.,, ,( . IV) any
Wright.—II. esp. a coin of a certain

weight, a stater, at Athens of silver,

called also, = about
+70.4 cts. ;+ though, later, esp. in

Philip's time and afterwards, a gold

staler was current at Athens, worth
20 Att. drachmae, or j$3. ryzf. The
stater first occurs as a name for the
Persian gold coin, Hdt. 3, 130: the

oldest were struck by Croesus in Ly-
dia (cf. Hdt. 1, 54); Darius Hysta-
spis struck them of very pure gold,

and they arc said to have been called

from him Darics (like a Louis d'or, a

Napoleon, etc.), worth about 1/. Is.

lOd., -f English, or $5.33-[,—/, Hdt. 7, 28, cf. Ar. Plut.

816, Thuc. 8, 28. There were other
staters in Greece, as the Cyzicene,=
28 Alt. drachmae, Dem. 914, 11 ; the

basest was the Phocaean, Thuc. 4,

52, Dem. 1019, 16. Cf. Hussey An-

cient W. and M. 3, 4 ; 7, 2, sq., and
Diet. Antiqq.

—

111. oneivho owes money,
a debtor, opp. to, Epich. p.
06. Hence, a, ov, worth, of the

value of a arar//p, Theopomp. (Com.)
Call. 3 :

— is a dub. form., ,,^^, dub., , , Att. for--, poet, for, to place

:

5.=^, to stand, Eur. Ale
90 :—the act. is also used intr., to

stand, Eur. El. 315., , ,() causing to

stand, bringing to a stiindstill, Arist.

Probl. 13, 5: , astringent

herb, statici.— II. ( A. IV ),

skilled in weighing. Plat, de Justo373
C :—hence// (sc.),
Sialics, the science which ascertains the

properties of bodies at rest, opp. to

dynamics, Plat. Charm. 166 B, PhiL
55 E. Adv. -.'\?. and-, ov, l>, the
Rom. name Statilius, Plut., , ov, () Att. for. [a], ov, 6, () Att. for., , , verb. adj. from-
, placed, standing, , a
stalled horse, 11. 6, 500 ; 15, 263

;

, standing water. Soph,
Phil. 716 ; .. Id. Fr.

724 ;

—

, like

and (v.

II), Plut. Alcib. 32.— II. .
=^', Ruhnk. Tim., , , Statonia, a city

of the Tyrrheni, Stiab. p. 226., , an ancient Greek letter,

;•, which stood between and , and
was retained as a numeral,=:6; cf.,., adv.,() like a
pale or cross, susp., , shaped like a pale
or cross., , ,() an upright
pale or stake, '/., Od. 14. 11, cf. II. 24, 453:
also piles, Hdt. 5, 16 : cf.-

.—later, the cross, as the Roman
instrument of crucifixion, N. T. : its

form was represented by the Gr.
letter T, Luc. Jud. Voc, ov,(,)
marked with the cross, Eccl., , , (,) the appearance of the Holy
Cross, Eccl. [], ,() to strike in

pales, to impalisade a place, Thuc. 6,

100.— II. to crucify, Polyb. 1, 86, 4;
cf.: Hence,, , a place secured

with a palisade ; or the palisade itself,

Lat. vallum, Thuc. 5, 10 ; 6, 64, Xen.,
etc., , , () a

palisading : also=foreg., Thuc. 7, 25.—. crucifixion, Eccl. Hence, ov, of the crucifixion,

., Eccl.,, , and-, . ,() one who drives

in pales or slakes.— II. crucifier,

Eccl., a, ov, () of
dried and pressed grapes, like-, Hipp., ov, , dim. from-. [I]. ,^=, esp.', Hipp. [I], 6, roisin-wine.



^, , , making of
raisins, Geop.(^, , to dry grapes, make
raisins, Diosc. : from. t(5of. , a dried grape, raisin,

also, Theocr. 27, 9. (Akin
to and /..)'/., . ,( III,) forceps far taking hold of
the uvula. Paul, Aeg.''', /, , a bunch of
grapes, aTa<iv'/.yai, . 18, 561 ;•?. ?:!), Od. 5, 69,

etc. ; cf. Plat. Legg. 844 .—2. the

uvula in the throat when swolleti at the

lower end SO as to resemble a grape

on the stalk, Hipp., IS'icoph. Incert.

8, Arist. H. A. 1, 11, 12; cf. Foes.

Oecon. ; and v. sub /^^ :
—

also a vine.— II. parox.,, the

plummet in a carpenter's level ; also

the level itself; hence,--
? , horses equal in

height even to a level, matched to a
nicety, 11, 2, 765., ov,(, •
() cultivating grapes, Nonn., , , a cutting of
grapes./, ov,() cutting

grapes./., () to make
even by a level or plumb-line.. , ov, (?.) of a

bunch of grapes, []?,, , and , a kind of

carrot, or parsnep, Hipp., and Diosc.

3, 59.— II, ., an ijisect like the/., Arist. H. A. 8, 24, 6., ov, TO, dim. of-. , Anton. 6, 13. [•],',, , like,
hunch of grapes, Theocr. 27, 9.—II.

the stalk on. which grapes hang, Lat.

racemus.\, ov, b, appell. of Bac-
chus from, Ael. V. H. 3,

41., and-
?, ov, TO,() a place in which

grapes are put for pressing.?., ov, , burning the

uvula, Paul, Aeg./, ov, 6,(?.,«) stealer of grapes, Leon. Al.

42.'[, ov, , Slaphylus, son
of Bacchus and Ariadne, Ap. Rh. 3,

996 : ace. to Plut. Thes. 20, son of
Theseus and Ariadne ; an Argonaut,
Apollod. 1, 9, 16.—2. a historian of
Naucratis, Strab. p. 475./.), , to cut bunches of
grapes.—II. to cut out the swollen uvula,

Artemid. 3, 46 : and, , , a cutting of
grapes : from, ov,(,-) cutting grapes.—II. cutting out the

swollen uvula : ., a knife for this

purpose, Paul. Aeg., ov, (7., -) bearing grapes.—II. .,
the uvula, Arist. H. A. 1, 11, 12.7.,, , a defect in

the eye inside the cornea, [],, ,() balance;

Doric word., , . -,(,) to bear ears of corn for hair, of

lields, 0pp. C. 2, 150 ; cf. Lob. Phryn.
629: from, ov,(,)
cultivating ears of corn, Nonn.?,}, ov, gleaning ears of
corn., ,, with ears of com :

Tu ., the plants that bear ears, the

grasses, Theophr., ov,(,)
cutting ears of corn, reaping, Anth. P.

6, 95., ov, {, -) feeding ears of com, Anth. P. 7,

209., ov, (,)
bearing ears of corn, Anth., Nonn.. , ov, of an ear of corn,

Lat. spiceus. [i],, ,(,-) mother nf ears of corn, epith. of
Isis, Anth. Plan. 264.7., , f.-,(,
?.?.) to put forth ears of corn, to put
forth the ear, Theophr,,, , ,(,) epith. ot the, the leaves

of which form ears, Mel. 1, 45./., , f. -, to glean

ears of corn : and.?, , , a gleaning of
ears nf corn : from/., ov,(,)
gleaning ears of corn., as pass.,() to

have or be furnished uith an ear of
corn : to he in ear, Diosc.?, ov, (,?.) having the hair wreathed

with ears of corn, Orph. Lith. 240.', ov,(.-) crowned with ears of corn, Anth.
P. 6, 104., ov.(,)
feeding ears of corn, Orph. H. 39, 3., ov, {,)
bearing ears of corn,', , : pi, ace. -
yi'f, Ar. Eq. 393 :

—

an ear nf com,
Lat. spica, usu. in plur., II. 23, 598,

Hes. Op. 471, etc.; metaph., .
7;, Aesch. Pers. 821 :—in Eur. of

the Theban, Phoen. 939,

H. F. 5.— II. generally, a plant ; and,
poet., a scion, child, progeny, Eur.
Erechth. 17, 22; cf.- I. 1.—
III. the lower part of the abdomen, Lat.

pubes, Poll. 2, 168.—IV. the plant

stachys, woundwort, Diosc. 3, 110.

(Akin to Germ. Achel, Stachel.) [a:
V in Eur. H. F. 5.]iv,, , Stachys, masc. pr.

n., N. T.,,(,) like

ears of corn, Theophr., TO, gen.: contr., (') :
—stiff fat, tal-

low, suet, such as ruminating animals
have, Lat. sevum, sebum, -, a large cake of suet, Od.
21, 178, 183 :—? is soft fat (v.

sub voc); but we find used
for in Xen. An. 5, 4, 28.—II.

=, dough made from wheaten

flour, Theophr. H. PL 9, 20, 2, ubi v.

Schneid. ; cf. Foes. Oec. Hipp. ; as

vice versa (q. v.) is used for

:—also leaven, ], Gdlen.

—

\\\.^=. [ in the oblique
cases, cf. ; but they seem
to be always used as dissyll., as in

Od. 11. c._] 'Hence, , ov, of tallow.—11.=:, Aesop, [a], , , dim. from,
Alex. Eretr. 1. [a], , .-,() to turn

into tallow or suet

:

—pass., to befatted,

LXX. ; esp. to get a., , (,) tal-

lowy, ., animals that have tallow

or suet, Arist. H. A. 3, 17, 5, Part.

An. 2, 6, 2.., ,() a

kind offatty tumour, Galen.

, f.-,=, to cover,

wrap around. Soph. El. 781 ;, Xen. Cyr. 7,

1, 32:

—

/, a
decked vessel, Antipho 132, 8.. , ,() a cover-

ing, Anth. P. 6, 294. [a], , , the art of
secret writing : from, ov, writing in secret

hand or cipher., ov, , house-rent,

Ath. 8 D., ov,(, III)

inhabiting a house, -, the master of
a house, Lvc. 1095 ; v. Lob. Pliryn.

641.

7}''07'•,, , ,(-,) covering one^s self with one's

feet, Alcman 56 ; cf.— II., animals that have their

toes connected by a membrane, wcb-

footed animals ; opp. to,
Arist. H. A. 2, 12, 3 : cf., , ,() : covered,. by a thing. Soph. Ant. 114;
roofed over, Thuc. 3, 21.—2. close,

compact, xeater-proof, Xen. Cyn.
5, 10.—3. metaph. of persons, close,

reserved, Lat. tecttis homo. Plat. Gorg.
493 ; -, Memnon 6, cf.

Anth. P. 5, 216: proverb.,-
';.— 4. closed up,

obstructed,, Nic. . 367.— II.

act. covering, ., rafters, Eur.
Cret. 2, 7 : confining, enclosing,

OV, Aesch. Ag. 358.—2. constipating,

astringent: cf the contr. form -.—III. adv. -'. closely, in a close,

thick stream, ., Thuc. 4, 100.}, ,()^.
Hence,,, roofing-timber.

[«]
,, , , (,)

master of the house, Hdt. 1, 133.,, o,= foreg., dub., ,() a covering :

roofing.^, , , ():
any thing which covers or shelters, a cov-

ering, Xen. An. 1, 5, 10: esp., a roof,

Lat. tectum, opp. to 3.. Plat.

Polit. 279 D, cf Criti. Ill C.

-), verb. adj. from-, one must cover, Xen. Eq. 12, 7., , ,() a
tile., ov, , () one
who covtrs., , ,() cover-

ed, sheltered.,, ,() that

covers or serves for covering,,
Hdt. I, 194., ov, , () a
covering, cover, wrapper, Aesch. Cho.
984, cf Fr. 344 ; esp. of leather, Lat.

segestrium, segesire, Plut. Crass. 3.

—

2. a place in which to hide or keep any
thing, a receptacle. Antiph. Aphr. 1, 9.—3. a covered carriage., , , also, ():—
a roof, Lat. tectum, Hdt. 6, 27, Aesch.,
etc.—II. a roofed place, a chamber, room,

Hdt. 2, 2, 148 ; a tent. Soph. Aj. 108
;

a hare's seat or form. Id. Fr. 184.

—

2. esp. in plur., like Lat. tecia, a house,

dwelling, Aesch. Ag. 3, 518, Soph.,
etc. ; , at home. Soph.
O. T. 637, etc.—111. the deck of a ship

Hence}, ,(. *?) with

a covering or ronf, roofed,, Mos-
chio ap. Stob. Eel. 1^ p. 242., ov, , () belonging

to a roof, house or room, to be fjuna
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therein :
—-/1, , , prosti-

tute {whose haunt is calUd or).
)'6, , or, contr. from-, (;') :

—

covKred, water-tight,

water-proof, ttc/.oc, Hcit. 4, 23 ; «7/-, Eur. Cycl. 321 ; ., Hipp. :

—

-
', covered dwellings, Xen. Occ. 7,

•19.—2. closed, costive, Hipp.—3. -, wings joined hi) a mem-
.brane, like tliose ol the bat, Nic. Th.

"Gi; cf. II. Hence^, 7), , closeness: ., costivcness, Hipp.-,/. ,{,) of

thick nature, .Alltll. P. 11, 354.

6> ', ,{) to cover close-

ly.—. make costive : to check bleed-

ing, Diosc.—2. to solder, lute ; whence,(', to solder together ; cf. Lat.

ttagnum, stannum, i. e. soldering-metal.

Hence', , a making close or cos-

live, a checking of natural evacuations,

etc., Foes. Oecon. Hipp.

—

. a sol-

dering. Hence, , , suited for mak-

ing costive, astringent, Diosc., , , {)=.,, -o,=the Homeric •, roof, Aesch. Pers. 141, Ag.

310, Soph. Aj. 307, etc.:

—

a cinereal

urn. Soph. El. 11C5 :

—

, a grave.

Lye. 1098., f. -<, to cover closely,

esp. so as to keep out wet,, a house that keeps out the

sea, i. e. a gooil ship, Aesch. Supp.

134; absol., ,
not water-tight, Thuc. 2, 94 : so in

mid., , Pha-
laec. 5.—2. generally, to keep off, fend

off, ?. oi'K ,
Thuc. 4. 34 ;

'/Juiov,
Aesch. Theb. 216, cf. 797 ;.
At. Vesp. 1295; ., to protect

from.... Plat. Rep. 415 :— mid.,, to keep off rain

from one's self. Pi'nd. P. 4, 144.— II.

to cover over, shelter, protect,. Soph. . C. 15 ; cf.

Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 33.—2. to cover and
conceal, ,
Eur. Phoen. 1214 ; . ?/. Soph.
. . 311 ;

-, Id. Phil. 136; cf. Valck. Hipp.

974 : so in pass., to he kept secret,

Thuc. 6, 72.—HI. to hold water within

itself, Plat. Rep. 021 A, Criti. HID;' , Eur.

I. . 888 : hence, ,
leaky vessel, -, Eur. Incert. 9

;

hence applied by Plat, to a soul in-

continent of desire, Rep. 586 : then,
— 2. generally, to contain, hold any
thing, as ashes. Soph. El. 1118, Eur.

Ion 1412, Plat.—3. to bear up against,

resist, Polyb. 3. 53. 2; 18, 8, 4, etc.;

—whence some read in Soph. O. T.

1 1,, hearing, v. Dind. ad 1.

.(Lat. lego, tectum ; Germ, deckcn,

Dach ; our deck.), , worse form for aria., ,=3, -, dub., lengthd. from root- :

fut. : aor. 2 :— cf.,3. To tread or stamp on,

tread under fool, of horses,, II. 11, 534;

20, 499: but,, washed the clothes by treading

thim in the water, Od. 6, 92, like

walken in Germ. :

—

., Nic.

Th. 609; cf sub .—2. c. ace.
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cognate, >3., tread

mea.sure, dance, Eur. Ion 495.-3.

absol., to tread, Eur. Hel. 689, Hipp.

217.

—

i. mid., to go upon any one's

track, to chase, trace, hunt out, Theocr.

17, 122 ; 80 in act., Eur. Hipp. 217.—
II. to stamp down, stamp tight, Opp. C.

1, 456. {Hence,,-,,, :',',,,
:,, ?/,, :,-

: , : ,
:,,-

'/. : akin to Lat. stipo, stipes, stu-

pa, stvppa, our step, slop, stamp, xlujiip.)', aor. Ep. from-, for

?., Horn., o,=;sq., Hipp./., , . Ion. :
—

the holefor the handle of an axe, Od. 21,

422 : cf. ?.,,., , , the handle or

helve of an axe fitted in the,
Od. 5, 236., TO,=foreg., , , , narrow-

necked. Ion. for-, Anth. P. 6, 248., ov, Ion. for-, Hdt., , , Ion. for, nar-

row, Hdt.,, ,() :

—

nar-

row, close or confined space, II. 8, 476.

Od. 22, 460 ; ., a narrow part

of the way, a pass, II. 23, 419; ., the press of battle, II. 15, 426.

—11. generally, press, straits, distress,, Lat. angustiae, .
Horn. p. 533.—Cf Att.., {) Ion. for -
r06),= sq., Att. : {) :

—

to make strait, narrow or chse, to con-

fine, straiten, Orph. Arg. 112. — II.

elsewh. only in pass.,,-, to become strait, to he narrowed

,

' , Od. 18,

386: to be straitened for room, 11. 14,

34 : and so,—2. to be or become full,

be thronged, Hes. Th. 160 : c. gen., to

be full of a thing,' ', Od. 9, 219; c. dat.,

with a thing,, U. 21, 220.—3. hence, met-

aph., to be straitened, distressed, Hes.
Th. 160: ,
distressed by weight o( wool, Od. 9,

445.—Cf Att.. Hence.,,= Att.,
a narrow place., , Att. -, made
narrow, straitened, ., 11. 7, 143 ;

23, 416:

—

, . a narrow icay,

pass, Od. 12, 234. (For the compos.,
V. sub.), Ep. for, 1 pi.

subj. aor. 2. from, II. 15, 297 ;

like for,
for, etc., , , {) =:-, q. .,, . Ion.,{,) :

—-the stout beam of a ship's

keel, esp. the curved part of it, cutvater,

Lat. carina, '-', II. 1, 482, Od. 2,

428 : also,,,-. (Strictly fern, from.), , {^^, q. .)
in Horn, , a barren, cow,
Od. , 522 ; 11, 30,—where
must be taken as a specific subst..in

appos. with, like ,, etc. :—for, if it were an
adj. fern, from, the Homeric
form would be.,{) to be barren.

^, , . Sliria, an AUir
demc of the tribe Pandioiiis. Slrab.

p. 399 : also wr. and :

hence,, , one of the

deme Utiria, Lys. 147, 13; Plut. Alcib.

26 : and adj., i/, , of
Stiria. tStirian,^,, , Siiris, a place in

Phocis, Plut. Cim. 1 : cf., , ov. also , ov, Eur.
Andr. 711: {, OTtppac,-
) :—strictly, ol the ground, barren,

Lat. sterilis : inetaph. of the leinale,

Eur. 1. c. : cf., and.
Hence, , to make hard or barren :

—pa.ss., to be so.. ,{,) as it

were barren, Hipp., , , () =,., ,{) barrennes»,

unfruilfalncss., , , —, very
dub., lengthd. from root-:{.: aor. 1, but also

aor. 2. Strictly, to go up.

mount., a.\cend, . Od. 11,

17; /v, Hdt. 1. 9: then,

generally, to go, journey, Horn., Hes.,

and Trag., whether oi going to or from
a place, hence sometimes simply to

depart. Soph. Arit. 98, Tr. 47 ; or, t.t

approach, Eur. R hes. 992 :—esp. to go

after one another, go in line or order

(whence,.),
., to march to war, II. 2,

833 ; oi ' , II.

16. 253 -.—. «htu,' Od. 17, 204 ;., Pind. . 1, 37 ;

—which, later, is usu. expressed by
an ace. cognat., ., Aesch. Ag.
81, Soph. Ant. 808; so, the words
avi/p --, in Ae.scli. Theb. 467.

may be compared to our phrase ol
* walking horse up to a place:'

—

Ireq. also c. ace. loci, ., -, etc., Aesch. Su{)p. 955, Soph.
O. C. 643 :—metajih., ' lov-/ , Aesch. Theb.
531.—The word is only poet., and
Ion. (The root is found in the Lat.
ve-stig-ium.), , ,{) covering,

esp. against wet : i] - (sc.)
an art of sheltering. Plat. Polil. 280 C.•;10, , {7^)^t:/.?^, , =/-.£,= ; from, , 5;,= the more nsu.-, q. v., Polyb. 26, 7, 10.,,,= .

and, , ,=., , Jon.,=7/.. Rh. 4, 957.', , furnish with a han-
dle.. , ,=, ban
die, Anth, P. 6, 297 :—an implement
of cookery, Anaxipp.. 1. 3.?.,=, Leon. Tar. 4.. ov, , a plant bearing

ears, a grass. Theophr.
.{) adv., .<item

by stem, Ap. Rh. 1, 1004, (al.-
.), ov,{,-) cutting stems, .4nth. P. 6, 103.^, a, ov,() : of

a trunk or stem : ., the vena
portae, from which all the others
branch.



. , (^,
]

KapTTOc) bearing fruit on the stem.

Theophr., TO, the crown of the

root, whence the stem or trunk

springs, of trees, Lat. codex,^., Pind. . 10, 115, cf. Hdt.

, 55 :—generally, a trunk, log, -
??, ' pnrfare fustes,^ Ar. Lys.

336 ;' ?., Dem.
1073, 27. (Akin to ?.,?.,
our stalk. Germ. Stid.)', , to sprout out with, ,
Philo./.^, , (,,)
tike a stem, Theophr.'/, ov, TO,dim.{?,
Bahrivis Fab. 21. [t]

/.,, , also, a pa-

rasitic plant, a kind of mistletoe, also, Theophr./^. strengthd. from root

.-, -: ftit. -, Ep.

: aor., mid. -, pass,/ [], rarely -? : perf.. pass, ?^-, plqpf-)., of which a 3 pi./. occurs in Hdt. 7, 89,

which Buttmann holds to be an an-

cient error for /., as in Hes.

Sc. 298.—Horn, has only pres. act.

and pass., aor. act. and mid., and fut.

Ep., and these hut rarely.

Radic. signf. : to set, place ; esp., to

xet in order, to arrange, array,

/MV, II. 4, 294 ; oft. with collat.

signf., to furnish, equip, get ready, as,. Tivu , II. 12, 325 ; .. to rig or fit her out, Od. 2. 297 ;7• ., Hdt. 3, 52 : also,-, 7', ,, to fit

out an armament, Hdt. 3, 141 ; 5, Ci,

Aesrh. Pers. 177, etc. ; . /.
Soph. Aj. 1045: }.7^ tivu-
, tnfurnish with a garment, Id. 314:

—mid-,//.. to put on

robes, Eur. Bacch. 821 ;-/., Luc. Philops. 32 :— pass., to

fit one's self out, get ready, u?^?.OL/ , 11. 23, 285 ;, furnished uith

<lress,' dressed. Hdt. 7, 62,93; .7., Xen. An. 3, 2, 7 : also

c. inf ,7.7., he prepared

to go, Hdt. 3, 124, cf Eur. Tro. 181 :

—hence 7., /., apparel.—II.

from the sense o{ getting a ship ready,

and the like, comes that of to dispatch

on an expedition ; and, generally, to

dispatch, send, , .\esch. Pr.

387, etc. ; c. inf, to charge one to do,

(5* / 7', Soph.
Ant. 165, cf. Phil. 495 :—esp. in pass.,

to get ready for an expedition, to start,

Hdt. 3, 53, 124, etc. ; and so {esp. in

aor. 2 pass.), to go. depart, journey,

voyage, TO-QV, Hdt. 1, 165, etc. ;

, for some purpose, Id. 3, 102,

Soph. O. C. 530, cf. Aj. 32^ ;, Pind. . 13, 69.—
2. in Alt. the act. has sometimes the

intrans. signf. of the pass., like Lat.

trajicere, etc., to prepare to go. start,

set forth, where7. may be sup-

plied, Hdt. 4, 147 ; 5, 125, Soph. Phil.

571, 610, Eur. Supp. 646 ; also .7., AescK. Pers. 609.

—

III. in

mid. sometimes,/.. to

sendfor one, Br. Soph. O. T. 434, like7.7>,~.:—the

act. is sometimes used by Soph, in a

somewhat similar way, to fetch, bring

a person to a place, Phil. 60. 495,

Aut. 165.—IV. as a nautical term.

7.7., to take in sail, shorten

sail, Od. 3, 11 ; 16, 353 ; and in mid.,

7.7•.. II 1, 433 ; so,-7., they girded up their

clothes to work, Hes. Sc. 2SS : hence.
—2. generally, to bring together, con-

tract ; and in medic, writers, to hind,

make coslire. . Tt/v KoO.iav :—and

metaph..7 7.7., to dmu-

in, shorten one's words, i. e. not speak

out the whole truth, F]ur. Bacch. 669 :- 7., to draw up

one's face, look rueful, A. B. :—in

mid. and pass., to shrink up, flinch,

Hipp. ; to contract, Nic. At. 193.

7^.,,{7.)=,
a girdle, belt.7., , broad belts or girths,

put round dogs when used to hunt
wild beasts, Xen. Cyn. 6, 1. (Prob. a !

local form for ?..)
\

//,'3«,=8. !),^(), esp. to shake by

stamping : hence,,-. also7.,.,, , () :—usu.

in plur. (though Ar. Pac. 498 has
sing.), materials for crowning, a wreath,

garland, chaplet, II. 1, 14, where It is

the suppliant's laurel-wrealh wound
round with white wool, Lat. infulae;

so, Hdt. 1, 132; 7, 197: the-
were either worn on the head or

borne on the sceptre, cf 11. I. c, Eur.

Andr. 894. Plat. Rep. 617 C: hence,

also, the wool itself, Pors. Or. 12 :

—

. from shrine with

chaplets decked, Ar. Plut. 39.', ov. , a personwearing

a wreath. Paus. 3, 20, 9., ov, , dim. from. [], , f. -.() to

furnish, adorn with a wreath Or chaplet,

Eur. Heracl. 529.,, , dub. 1 for-
/.. .\th. 56 C./, ov. 6. fern. -.,(/.) : made from fruit already

pressed : ., wine from grapes

already pressed, bad nine, Lat. lora

:

'/, new wine/rom
grapes already pressed, Hipp.7.. ov, TO, usu. in pi. ru7. :(,):—olit^es

already pressed, the mass of jn-essed

olives, oilcake. Lat. fraces {torn frango.

Ar. Eq. 806, Nub. 45.— II. 'pressed

gropes. Lat. floces, Alciphr. 3. 20 ;

—

in which signf the stricter Alt. pre-

ferred,. Lob. 405.,=, dub.•)., . a sigh, groan.

Soph. O. t. 5, Eur. Or. 1326, Heracl.

478: and, ov. b, a sighing, groan-

ing. ?\nA. Fr. 150, 4. and Trag., as

Aesch. Pers. 896, Soph. O. T. 30;
Plat., etc. : from, f. -(ifw,strict!y frequentat.

of. to sigh much or deeply, gen-

erally, ro.>./g-/i or groiin.Tras, as Aesch.

Eura'.789,Soph.Phil.916;^eryfreq,in

Eur. : c. ace, to sigh over, bewail,-. Soph. Ant. 882 ; , Eur.

Phoen. 1640 : :

v/hy utieredst thouth\s cmnplaint ? Eur.
I. T. 550 :—the aor. i.s used bv Dem.
690, 18 ; 835, 12. Hence, verb, adj., one must
groan, Eur. Supp. 291.,,, sighing or groan-

ing continually., . , (') to be

mourned,. Soph. 0. C. 1663 ; -, , Eur. Phoen. 1302, H. F.
917., , , , (,') narrow-necked, cf. -., . sub.. , dub. for,

1 Buttm, Lexil. s. v. 3.

i'TEN". f-.=^.,. to groan, sigh, uail, -. Od. 24, 316. cf 9. 13, etc.,

Hes. Th. 853 ;—so in mid.. II. 7, 95 ;

but in Hes. Th. 159, all the MSS.
and good Edd. have.—
II. transit., to bewail, lament, c. ace,
Od. 1, 243.—The form ovair
which freq. occurs as a v. 1., is reject-

ed in Homer by Wolf, foil, by Spiizn.

Excuft. iii. ad 11., but defended by
Buttm. Lexil. s. v. Of or

only the pres. and impf.

seem to have been used by the an-
cients ; the aor. was furnished by..{ lengthd. by the

sound ach ! ) :—lengthd. form
for, to groan, sigh. freq. in Horn.,

who usu. joins., ,/e}/
or 7. ,, and uses the mid.

in act. signf.. II. 19. 301 ; 23, 1, etc. ;

sometimes also in Trag., as Aesch.
Pr. 99. Soph. El. 141 ; metaph. of the
roar of a torrent, the noise of horses

galloping, II. 16, 391, 393 ; -, like, groaning

from being over crowded, Ar. Ach.
548.—II. transit., to bewail, lament,/ . II. 19, 132, cf.

Aesch. Pr. 99 ; so in mid., Od. 9, 467.

—The ancients used only pres. and
itnpf of, and most freq. part,

pres. act. [], ov, (, -) narrow-throated, of vessels, Arr.

Epict. 3, 9.—, , narrow and
Ions;., , 6, , (,) with narrow breast or chest,

Galen., ov,(,)
narrnw-bellied. Medic., , (,
III) unnatural contraction of the pupil., , 6, , (,) surging in a narrow strait, Ar-

chestr. ap.' Ath. 313 A., ov, (, -
):— . hairs so

fast set in, that one screams when they

are pulled out, comic word in Ar. Lys.
448.

]

7., , to talk subtlety,

quibble. Ar. Nub. 320 : from

I

7., ov, 6, (•, ?.-

() one that talks subtlety, fond ojT

quibbling.

I

, , rj, qtiibbling.^•7.,^7..^7., ov, ()—•
!
, ov, narrow and long.

j

, , , Archestf.

ap. Ath. 92 D: fem. of

I, ov, (, -) at or on a strait, 7., Eur.

I. .A. 167., , , a narrow way or

pass, Dio C. : from'•, ov. Ion. .. (-,) with a narroiv pass Or open-

ing, ., Hdt. 7,211 ; /.,
Aesch. Pr. 729 : . Eur.
I. A. 1497 ;. ap. Anst. Rhet. 3,

3, 1 :

—

TU, narrow pas.^es,

defiles, Hdt. 7, 223, Thuc. 7, 73; also,

a strait, narrow, Xen. Ath. 2, 13.,, , . ('•,) narrow-footed, Arist. Physiogn.

6. 2., ov.(,-) narrow-faced, Arist. Physiogn.

5, 5.', ov, narrow-rumped.^, ov, () with a nar-

row, thin nose.
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'(>, tjr, , (, ()
II) narrow sirtit. [], , , Ion., narrow,
strait, first ill Hdt. 2, 8 ; 4, 195, etc. :

tv, in a ytanow cotnpass, Id. 8,

60, 2, Aesch. Pcrs. 413 ; ru, a

narrow pass, Hdt. 7, 223 ; so, -, Xen. Cyr. 4, 1, 3; , Thuc.
2, 99 : fiV oTivhv, will

be brought into smail compass, Dein.

15, 24.— II. inetaph., close, cofifined,

scanty, liitte, vetly. Plat. Gorg. 497 C.

— Opp. to and 7?. The
old Gramin. say that, like -, forms the coinpar. and super!., arfrorarof, which seems
to originate in tiie earlier Ionic form, cf. Buttm. Ausf. Or. ^ 65

Anin. 4, n. : occurs Hdt.

1, 181 ; 7, 175, and as v. 1. Plat. Phaed.
HID, Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 3 ; but-, Arist. H. A'. 2, 17, 29. Adv.
-. Hence, , , a strait, difficnUy,

trouble, distress, Aescll. Eum. 520; cf.

Ion..', ov, (,)
with narrow border: ., the Roman
tunica augusticlavia, opp. to-,
Arr. Epict. 1, 24., ov, (,)
narrow-moutked., /, . Ion. -,() : narrowness, straitness, Hdt.

4, 85, Thuc. 4, 21 ; 7, 62.— II. metaph.,
scantiness,, Lys. 93, 29 ; need,

Lat. angustiae, Josejih., ov, thin-necked, [a], ov, 6, a narrow
lancet, Paul. Aeg.^',,(,) narrow
by nature, Alex. Incert. 30, 5.?., , ?/, narrowness of
leaf, Theophr. : from. ov,(,?)
narrow-leaved, Diosc., ov, {,)
with a weak, thin voice., , f. -,[-) to be straitened or pressed for room,

perh. in Macho ap. Ath. 582 : but

more freq., — II. trans., to straiten,

Luc. Nigr. 13, Charito 9, 3, etc. :

hence pass., Luc. Tox. 29, N. T., cf.

Diod. 20, 29., ,=^. Ar-
ist. Gen. An. 3, 4, 5 ; cf. Lob. Phryn.
185., , , narrowness of
space, a confined space, by sea or land,

Thuc. 2, 89 ; 4, 30, Plat., etc. ; opp.

to.— II. metaph., straits,

difficulty, ., difficulty of
passing the river, Xen. Hell. 1, .3, 7 :., scantiness of means, Ael. N.
A. 2, 40 ?, ov,(,) of
narrow space, strait, Hipp., , f. -. Ion.,
to straiten, confine, Liban., a, ov.() Sten-

torian,, Arist. Pol. 7, 4, 11.^,, , sc., Lake
Stcntoris, an estuary formed by the
Hebrus near its mouth. Hdt. 7, 58.,, , Stentor, a Greek
at Troy, famous for his loud voice,

II. 5, 785 : hence proverb., a Stentor., , . Ion. for,
Simon. 200 : , a narrow
pass, Oenom. ap. Euseb., , . Ton. for-, V. Foes. Oec. Hipp., Ion. for, esp.

to contract. Galen.

^vv'po, nv, . Ion.-,
Stenyclerus, an ancient city of Mes-
senia, residence of its kings, Hdt. 9,

13a2

64 ; Strab. p. 361 : the plain around
it was', ace. to

Paus. 4, 33, 4, from an ancient hero7.'!2, Ion. ; only used
in pres. and impf ; (). Strict-

ly, to make narrow, straiten, esp. by
cramming full ;—pass,, Ep.

(v. sub), to be nar-

row or strait.— II. to groan, sigh, II. 10,

16, Od. 21, 247, etc., and Trag ;, Aesch. Pr. C6 ; Tivi,at a thing,

Aesch. Pers. 295 ; so, , Eur.
Hipp. 903 ;—also of the hollow roar

of the sea, 11. 23, 230, Soph. Aj. 675,
cf Aesch. Pr. 432; — also in mid.,
Aesch. Theb. 872, Eur. Ion 721 ; of
the plaintive note of the turtle-dove,, Theocr. 7, 141.— 2.

after Hom., also transit., to bewail,

lament, c. ace, Trag., as Aesch. Pi.

435, Soph. Phil. 338; and in mid.,

Aesch. Pers. 62 :, to pity him for his ill fortune,

Aesch. Pr. 398 ; and without ace,' ,
Eur. I. . 370. The strict signf. of
to straiteji seems to be confined to the
Ion. form, q. v., the usu. form
being confined to the metaph. sense
to groan, both in Hom. and Att. The
connection of groaning, with confiyie-

ment 01 over-fulness, is obvious enough;
cf. with its Lat. deriv. gemere., ,(,) some-
what strait or narrow, Scymn.,, ,() a nar-

row place or pass.,,,(—,-) a surveyor of streets or roads Dio C., . Ion. and Ep.-() :
—narrow, strait, con-

fined ; esp. (sc. ),—
also , Lob. Phryn. 106,

—

a

narrow way, by-way, lane, Lat. atigi-

porius. Soph. b. f . 1399, Plat. Tim.
70 B,cf. Luc. Nigr. 22 (where .) ;.", the narrow entrance to Ha-
des, Soph. Fr. 716; . ?.,
of the straits of Messana, Aesch. Pr.

364; so, . ?.. . Kb.:— also

dim., , and,
Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 902. (It is more
natural to assume a compos, of-

with or, than to consider- as a mere adject, termin.),, ,() a being

straitened : anguish, LXX., ov, () of for
crowning, tu=., , , () crowned,

Anth., , =, the Lat.
stercus. ap. Hesych., , , ()
love-charm, etc., like :—then,

love itself, affection, in sing., Aesch.
Cho. 241 ; in plur.. Id. Pr. 492 ;-. Id. Eum. 192 ; so,, Eur. Hipp. 256., , , ()
love-charm. Soph. Tr. 1138., ov, (, -) loving one's consort, Lye. 935.

[], f. -, aor.:
with the rare pf. 2, Hdt. 7,

104. To love, esp. of the mutual love

of parents and children, Soph. O. T.
1023, O. C. 1529, etc. ; -. Plat. Legg. 754 ; nence, of
the mutual love between king and
people, Hdt. 7, 104; 9, 113; of a
country and her colonies, Thuc. 1,

38.—2. less freq. of the love of hus-
band and wife, Hdt. 2, 181 ; 7, 69,

Soph. Tr. 577, Eur. Andr. 469, etc.

:

—very seldom of mere sensual lore,
as Xen. Symp. 8, 14 and 21. — II.

generally, to lore, like, to be fond of,

have pleasure in, ., Hdt. 7,

104, cf. Aesch. Eum. 673, Soph. Ant.
277, etc.—2. c. part.,, fir'/, wlx-ther thou
hktst to be nauied {Ithentius audi.'i)

Jupiter or Pluto, Eur. Incert. 103.

—

III. to be content or sati.'fieil, aci/uiesce,

like and. Soph. O. T.
11, O. ('. 7 ; and that,— 1. c. ace. ., to be satisfied or content

with the present state of things, ac-

quiesce in, subynit to, hear xvillt them,
Wess. Hdt. 9, 117 ; . -, bear with It, .'Vesch. Pr. 11 ; ?., Ag. 1570; . ,
Soi)h. Tr. 486; ru, Phil. 538.—2. c. dat., . , etc.

Valck. Phoen. 1679; ?). Plat. Hipp. Maj. 295 ':—

absol.,, oblige me, du 7ne the

favour. Soph. O. C. 518.— IV. bke, to pray, beg, entreat, c. acc.

et inf., Herm. Soph. O. C. 1006 ; and
so many interpret Soph. O. T. 1 1 (v.

supra 111, cf., also fin.).—Cf.) ., ov, also a, ov. Plat.

Epin. 981 .=, hard, fa.ft,

firm, Ei)icur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 46, 48.

Adv. -, Hipp. Hence, , to make hard, fast
or firm .—pass., to be or become so,

Zeho ap. Schol. Ap. Kh. I, 498., , of a hard ot firirt

nature.,, , ,()
hard firm of mind., .(,) oj

solid nature, Plat. Tim. 32 13., ov,(,-) hard-hearted, LXX., , to measure solids :

from, ov, h, (,-) one who measures solids. Hence, , , the rneasure-

ment of solids, geometry of three dimcn-
.sions, Arist. An. Post. 1, 13, 7.

Hence, , , belonging to

the measurement of solids ; .,
cubic foot., , f. -/, to make
hard, firm or solid., , , stiff and stark, hard,

firm, solid, ,, Od. 19,

494
;, II. 17,493 ;, all of solid gold, Hdt.

I, 52, cf 183.-2. metaph., stiff, stub-

born, , opp. to-, II. 12, 207 ; ^,^ Od. 23, 103:— so the
adv., ,,
II. 9, 510, etc. : ,, Od. 14, 346, II. 10, 263 :—
difficult. Plat. Rep. 348 .—hard, stub-

born, cruel, ^, Pind. O. 10(11), 45;, Aesch. Pr. 174 ;/,
Soph. Ant. 1201.— II. of bodies and
quantities, solid, cubic, opp. to-

(superficial), Plal. Phil. 51 C ;., a solid angle. Id. Tim. 54

; ., a cubic nmnher, Arist.

Pol. 5, 12, 8 ; , cubic num-
ber.K, representing solids (or bodies of

three dimensions), Plat. Theaet. 148

B. (The root is prob. -,-, to stand, be stiff and hard : ^-
is a coilat. Att. form, also-, Lat. stcrilis, cf. : hence

also,,,
: akin also to.), ov.(,)

with hard or firm flesh, Hipp.



,, ,() stiff-

ness, hardness, firmness. Plat. Tim.
74 ., ovoc, , ,{,) hard or firm of soul, stubborn-

hearted, Soph. Aj. 926., ,[) to makefirm,
strong, Xeii. Eq. 4, 3, Arist. Gen. An.
2. 2, 2, in pass. ;

—

to confirm, settle,

LXX., , fut. -, but also

•, Jac. Anth. P. p. 6S0, 711: hence
in Od. 13, 2G2, inf. aor..
The pass, is most common in the col-

lat. form, which however
has a modified signf. (v. sub voce)

:

fut., in pass, signf., Thuc.
3, 2, Xen. An. 1, 4, 8; 4, 5,28; pf.

: aor./, Pind., cf.

Pors. Phoen. 1277.—Cf..
To deprive, bereave, rob of any thing,, Od. 13. 262, Aesch. Pr.

862, Soph. Ant. 574, and Eur. :—
pass., to be deprived, bereaved or robbed

p^any thing, c. gen.,/»,
Pind. . , 46 ; ,, Hdt. 6, 117; 9,

9.3 ; , Aesch.

Eum. 755, etc. ; also c. ace. rei,-. Soph. Ei. 960, cf.

Thuc. 3, 2 : cf.., ,{,) of

firm or solid nature.,, ,() that

which has been made firm or solid, a

solid body, Anaxag. ap". Plut. 2, 891 C.
—2. esp., a fmndalion, basis : e. g. the

skeleton, on which the body is, as it

were, 6ui7i, Arist. Part. An. 2, 9, 12:

nielaph., stedfastness, N. T.— 3. also=, Theophr.—4. in LXX., the

firmament of heaven.,, ,() a mak-
ing firm or hard : . , hard-

ness, vehemence of battle, LXX., , , () that

which is taken away, plunder, booty,

Soph. Fr. 227.,, ,() depriva-

tion, privation, loss,, of a thing,

Thuc. 2, 63, Plat. Legg. 865 B.

Hence, . , depriving:

.=, Plut. 2, 917 D.—,
privative, negative, of propositions,

opp to, Arist. Anal. Pr.

1, 18. 1, etc. Adv. -., for, barbarism in

Ar. Thesm. 1185.. Att. collat. pres. of-, Thuc. 2, 43, Plat. Rep. 413 A :

in pass., c. pen., Eur. Supp. 1093,

Agatho ap. Arist. Eth. N. 6, 2, 6, etc.;

but also in Hdt. 4, 159 ; 7, 162., dep.,() to

be barren., , ,=, Hipp,

ap. Hesych., , to make firm, or

hard: from, . .=:, /5-
/), firm, hard, of ground, Thuc. 6,

101 ; strong, -, Id. 7, 30.

—

-. like Lat.

sterilis, barren, unfruilfid, of women,
Ar. Thesm. C41, Plat. Theaet. 149 B.
cf. Ruhnk. Tim., and.—111. of

a ship, =, ap. Suid.

Hence, , to make firm or solid.

Hence,. , a solidfound-
ation, App. Civ. 4, 109. [i], . '. () dis-

posed to love. nffectio>iate, Arist. H. A-

9. 44. 2: TO .=), Plut. 2,

769 C., , , verb. adj. from

, loved : to be loved, amiable,

lovely. Soph. O. T. 1338., ov, TO, dim. from.— II.=. [],, ,^^, He-
sych., , , breast of meat,

Alex. Trail., ov, , fern, -, ,
of the breast., ,(,)
with a strong chest,, Polyaen. 4,

7, 12., as mid., to beat

one's breast for grief.pvov,= (oreg.,d\lh. in Ae-
sop.,, , ,(,) one who prophesies from his

own breast, like :—also=., , , the breast,

chest, freq. in Horn, both in sing, and
plur. ; he always has it of males(-

being used of both sexes), ?>., II. 4, 528,

etc. ; and in plur., '-, II- 3, 194, etc.

;

. Pind. . 1, 34;
also of horses, 11. 23, 305, 508; and
of sheep, Od. 9, 443 -.—in Trag. oft.

of women, as ?.,-, like Lat. planctus, Soph. El. 90,

Aj. 632, cf. Eur. Hec. 563;', Aesch. Pers. 1054: — Xen.
also uses it in plur. of a single man,
Cyr. 1, 2, 13, etc.—2. in Trag., also,

like,, the breast as the

seat of the affections, etc., Aesch.
Cho. 746, Soph. O. C. 487, etc. ;

Xpt/ , one ought to

feel thus. Id. Ant. 639.— II. metaph.,, a broad-swelling country,

Poet. ap. Suid. , cf.., ov, v. sub^-., =-, to beat one's breast for grief, Lat.

plangere, Plut. 2, 114 F: from,.(,)
., the sound ofbeaten breasts,

of passionate wailing, Eur. Supp. 604,

cf Anth. P. 7, 711. Hence, , , a beating of the

breast for grief, Lat. planctus, Luc.
Luct. 19.,-,<\\). fox,-, Lob. Phryn.
593., ov,(, ):—

., broad-swelling land, of the
plain of Athens, Soph. O. C. 091 ; cf.

II.?., ov,(, -) with eyes in his breast, Aesch.
Fr. 188.'', , Stemops, son of

Melas, Apollod. 1, 8, 5 ; where Heyne., ,(,) like

the breast.,, ).() loving

;

love, affection ; like.', as pass., only used
in pres. and impf , with poet!, part,

aor. 2 pass. (',=}^, Eur.
Hec. 623, Hel. 95", El. 736 :—collat.

form o{,, hut
with a notion of state or condition,— to

be without, to be waiiting in, to lack,

want, lose, Lnt. carere,, Hes. Op.
209, cf. Hdt. 8, 1-10, 1, and Trag.,
Pint., etc ; rarely c. ace, Eur. Hel.
95. cf Elmsl. Baccli. 1309: absol.,. Soph. Tr.
136. — This difference of signf. be-

tween or -, and, should not be neglected.

, ,—'/, Po6t.
ap. Plut. 2, 1129 E, dub.,,.=,-, a flash of lightning, ., II. 11,66, 184, Hes. Th. 845

;-),
Pind. P. 4, 353 ;', i. e. Jupiter, lb. 6, 24

;)?) , Aesch. Supp. 35,

etc.:— generally, anyflashing, daz:.lmg

light, glitter, sheen,,,
II. 11, 83, etc. ; of the sun., Soph. Tr. 99 ; v..\, , , Sterope, a Pleiad,

wife of Oenomaus, Apollod. 3, 10, 1

:

ace. to Paus. 5, 10, 6, daughter of
Atlas.— 2. daughter of Pleuron and
Xanthippe, Apollod. 1, 7, 7.-3. wife
of Dorylaus, Strab. p. 477.—Others
in Apollod., , Ep. for-, either (from,-) he ho gathers the lightning, or

(from) who rouses the lightning,, II. 16, 298, cf. ?•..
[, but always long by position at

the end of the Hexam., before .],, , Lightner, name of
one ol the three Cyclopes, Hes. Th.
140., , ,=,^,
dub.,, , , lightning, flash-
ing, bright. Soph. Ant. 1127: ace. to

Gramm., also=repo7r;7. (Usu., but
prob. wrongly, deriv. from
and 6 : cf., •-.), ,(,)
hard and heavy, burdensome ; also-.(), , () =,-., ,(,)
ivith strong limbs, Anth. Plan. 52., , (,)
to make hard, firm or strong, Polyb. 5,

24. 9., , , also 6, , Pors.
Hec. 147 :—collat. Att. form of-, stiff, firm, solid, opp. to soft, pli-

ant, fluid, Tim. Locr. 101 A ; of wa-
ter, hard, Plut. 2, 725 D :

—

.<!liff, strong,, Eur. Supp. 711.—II. of lands or

countries, hard, stoiiy, Eur. Tro.
114: also barren, Lat. sterilis.—IIL

stiff with age, Ar. Ach. 219.— IV.

metaph., stiff, stubborn, hard, cruel,, Aesch. Pr. 1052 ;,, etc., Eur. Andr. 98, Med.
1031 ;, Ar. Nub. 420 :—in adv.,, stiffly, obstinately, Xen. An.

3, 1. 22. Hence, ov,(. -) with strong body or frame, Xen-
arch. But. 1, as Lob. Phryn. 176
reads for, cf. Meineke
ad I. ^,, , ^=,
hardness, firmness., ,() ^=,
to make hard, firm or solid.', , ov, and,
ov,() :

—hard, firvi, tight, esp.

of leather.(), ov, clad in hide or
skin, Lye. 652., , , () :

—
strictly any thing firm or tight : esp.

a hide, ski^i, Ap. Rh. 4, 1348, Leon.
Tar. 11; cf.,,.
—II.= ?.f7ri'poi', a husk, shell.—111.=:. Hence, , to cover with hide.

Hence, , a covering with hide., ), , one clad in hide

or skin, Ibyc. 55.
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2, not used in act., v.--, an Epic dep., usH by
Horn, only in 3 sing, of pres. and
impf.,, arevro, and by Aesch.

Pers. 49, in 3 pi. :() :

— strictly, to stand on the spot, art, he stood there thirsting,

Od. 11, 584 : usu. c. inf., to stand as

if going to do something, tn give signs

of something by o>ie's altitude or hear-

ing ; hence, to assure, promise, boast,

threaten, freq. in Hom. ; c. inf. fut., 11.

2, 507; 3, 83; 9, 241 ; 18, 191; 21,

455; c. nif aor., Od. , 525; also

., c. inf fut., II. 5, 832.^, , , Stephanas, masc.

pr. n., N. T., , , (,):— any

thing that surrounds or encircles the

head, fordefence or ornament: hence,

—I. the brim of the helmet, projecting

behind as well as before,'' -, II. 7, 12 ; ., 11.

11, 9G ; the helmet itself,?? /,
11. 10, 30.—2. part of a woman's head-

dress, a diadem, coronal, II. 18, 597,

H. Horn. 5, 7, Hes. Th. 578, Bockh
Expl. Pmd. O. 2, 75 (135) ; found on
statues of Juno, Miiller Archiiol. d.

Kunst ^ 352, 5 : ., Hdt.

8, 118, of Ar. £q. 908 :—metaph.,:),
thou hast been shorn of thy coronal

of towers, Eur. Hec. 910; (with al-

lusion to the technical sense of-,, the wall round a. town,

cf Id. Tio. 779) •.

—

., a front

of false hair.—3. the part of the head

round tvhich the)/ is placed, the

sutura coronalis. Medic.—4. the brim

of any thing, brow of a hill, edge of a

cliff, 11. 13, 138 ; cf Polyb. 7, 16, (J.—

5. part of the, Xen. Cyn.

9, 12. [] Hence, adv., like a cromi,

Nonn., , f. -, to plait

tvreaths, Ar. Thesm. 448 : and, , , a plaiting

of wreaths: and?., , , a place

where wreaths are plaited or sold, Anth.

P. 12, 8: from(?.. ov,{, ?:.-) plaiting wreaths. Theophr. : also?., hnt in all these com-
pounds the form with is best. Lob.
Phryn. 650., , f.-, to wear a

wreath, Eur. H. F. 781, Dem. 530,

fin. : and, , , the wearing

a wreath, esp. of victory, Pind. O.

8, 13; ., Eur. El. 862.— II.

the right of wearing a crown, which
belonged to certain magistrates (v.

sq. II), Dem. 525, 2, Plut. 2, 558 :

from, ov,{, -) : — teearing a crown or wreath,

crowned, Eur. Bacch. 531 : .=, a contest i7i which the

prize was a crown, Hdt. 5, 102, Andoc.
29, 11-— II. oi -, certain magistrates

in the Greek states who had the right if
wearing crowns when in office, as the

archons at Athens, Aeschin. 3, 33

:

compared with the Roman flamen by
Dion. H. 2, 64., a, ov,() of
or like a crown, Diod., Dor. aor. 1,
to crown, Ar. Eq. 1225., , , belonging to a
crown or wreath.
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, ov, , dim. from-, [a],,,^^.. ov, , dnn. Irom-, Anacr. 53., ov, , fem. -,,
,[) :

—

belonging to, consisting

of a crown or wreath : ., a con-

test in which the prize was a croivn or

wreath, Xen. Mem. 3, 7, 1, Dem. 500,

5, Lycurg. 154,22: esp. of the four

great games, cf II. fin., and: hence in Eccl., ., the

conqueror.—II. // (sc.)
sutura coronalis. Medic.,, , the crested daiv.?(, -/, --
ov,-, worse forms for--, Lob. Phryn. 650., ,(,-) making crowns, Arist. . Mor. 2,

7, 30., ov, 6,(,) a dealer in crowns ; fem.-., Plut. 2, 646 ., ov, ,() '—strictly,

that which surrounds or encompasses,

. ?^, the circling croud of

fight, II. 13, 736; of the wall round a

town, Pind. O. , 42, cf 2,.—II. usu., a crown, wreath,

garland, H. Hom. 6, 42 ; 32, 6, Hes.
Th. 576: esp., the conquerors wreath

at the public games, crown of victory,

Pind. O. 8, 99, etc. ;—.7. Hdt.

8, 26 ; also called., Aeschin.

34, 12, etc. ; hence, ./.-, an olive croum worked in gold,

Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 242 : — hence, the

meed of victory, the prize, victory, like

Lat. palma, b -, Soph.
Phil. 841 ;., Id. Aj. 465.

—We have it with various verbs,, to propose a

prize, Thuc. 2, 46 ; ., ^-
^, to win 07ie, Pind. O. 10(11), 73,

P. 1, fin.;., to put
one on, Eur. Med. 984 ;

-, Plat. Ion 530 D,' etc.

;

.,., Pind.

. 7, 113, Ar. Ach. 1006, Thesm. 400.

—These prize-crowns were usu. of

leaves, as of at the Olympic
games,. at the Pythian,-
vov at the Nemean, or

at the Isthmian.—2. a crown of glory,

an honour, glory, Inscr. ap. Hdt. 4, 88,

Lycurg. 154, 17, and freq. in Eur.—
3. in the later times of Athens a pub-

lic officer was oft. presented with a

golden crown in approbation of his

conduct, see the famous orations of

Aeschin. in Ctesiphontem, and Dem.
pro Corona.— 4. a croivn as a badge of

office, public honours, distinction, Dem.
524, 24 ; v.,
fin.— 5. , the garland-mar-

ket, Antiph.. 4, v. Meineke.

—

Cf.[, ov. , Stephanus, an
Athenian, son of Thucydides, Plat.

Meno 94 C.—2. son of Menecles of

Acharnae, against whom one of the

orations of Demosthenes was direct-

ed. — Freq. as masc. pr. n., Dem.

;

Ath. ; etc., ov,(,)
wearing a crown, Diog. L. 1, 73.',-,-,,
forms for7-, Lob. Phryn. 650., , . - : Ion. pres.

pass, for^,
Hdt. : — the act. does not occur in

Horn., or Hes. : (). Strictly,

to surround, encompass, esp. to surround
as a rim or border: hence, ^v. round
about the shield is Terror, II. 5, 739;

so, Ty iV ,
11. 1 1, 36 ; (5 -, all round about him •. a cloud,
11. 15, 153; -, the sea lies round about the
island, Od. 10, 195: rarely c. ace,, ' ,
constellations with which heaven is

encircled, Hes. Th. 382 : — also of a
crowd of people surrou?iding any thing,

6' ,
. Hom. Ven. 120; fV'. around were riches »
circle placed, HeS. Sc. 204 ; cf Q. Sm.
5. 99.—This was the Ep. usage.— II.

later, to crown, wreath,'. Pind.
O. 14, 35 ; -. Eur. Bacch. 177;,
lb. 101, Ar., etc.;, Ar. Eq.
966 : also of crowning with libations,. ', Eur. Hec. 128 (cf.

II. fin.) ; metaph,, ./, Ar. Nub. 1)60: —
sometimes also c. gen. rei, Schiif.

Long. p. 369, Phalar. p. 149: —2., to croun one for
good tidings. At. Eq 647:— pass., to

be croxvned or rewarded xcith a croa?i,

Hdt. 7, 55; 8, 59: — mid., to win a
crojc», of the victor at the games. Pind.

O. 7, 29, 146 , 12, 25, N. 6, 33 ; also,

to crown one's self of one going to

sacrifice, Thuc. ; of a Spartan pre-

paring for battle, cf Xen. Lac. 13, 8.

— 2. to crown, hnnmir, Eur. Tro. 1030,

Critias 3, 1. — HI. in pass, to wear a
crown as a badge of office, esp. of
persons sacrificing, Xen. An. 7, 1,

40 ; of magistrates in office,. Dem. 520, 16; cf.

111. — V. plura ap. Spitzn.

Excurs. xxviii. ad 11., ,(,)
like a wreath, wreathing, twisted,,
Eur. L A. 1058.,, ,() :—that which surrounds or encompasses,

. ), the .lurromiding towers,

Soph. Ant. 122.—II. a croum or wreath,

TheOgn. 995, Soph. O. C. 684:—esp.,

a crown as the prize of victory, Pind.

P. 12, 9, I. 2, 22.-2. generally, a re-

ward,, Eur. H. F. 355; a?i

honour, glory.?, Kt'piii'af,Pilid.

P. 1, 96 ; 9, 5. [a] Hence,,, belonging to,

fit for a crown, Theophr.,. , a crowning, []. ov, , one who crowns.. , nv,fit for crown-

ing,. .'Vth. 73 A.,, , Theophr., and-,. , belonging to, fit for a
crown or wreath, Apollophan. Cret. 1

;

cf Lob. Phryn. 255.', Plut. 2, 41 E; --, Dion. . ; and-. Lye. 327;=^-, v. Lob. Phryn. 680.,,,() :—i>oet. for, a crown, wreath, Eur. I. A.

1512, etc. : —, =,
Aesch. Ag. 1265, Theb. 101, Soph.
O. T. 913: —?, of libations,

Aesch. Cho. 95 ; cf II. 2.'2, f -: aor., pass.

: pf. pass,[ i. To
surround, encompass, encircle closely or

thickly, like', -' , II. 18, 205 : met-

aph., , the

god invests the Unsightly form with
power of speech, Od. 8. 170 ; cf. --— II. to crown, wrea/h, -, Hes. Op. 75;
?.{'. Sojih. A). 93;/. Eur. Ale. 759 ; . Plat.

Rep. 398 A ; . ,
Aesch. Theb. 50 : esp. of crowning



with libations, ., 7.3,
Soph. Ant. 431, . 53, cf. Aesch.
Cho. 95, Eur. Or. 1322 ; v. sub -

II, fin.,:—mid., to adorn

one's self, arkotauai '/., Mehl-
horn Ariacr. 32, 10 :—in pass., to be

crowned, Tivi, with a thing, Aesch.
Eum. 44 ; but also

and . , Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 423.—2.

generally, to crown, to honour, Soph.
El. 458.—The notion of excessive

fulness, proper to this word, appears
isp. in,, cf.-- Hence
'',, /, crowning., . for, 1 pl^r.

lubj. aor. 2 of. in Horn, al-

•«rays used as dissyll., 11. 11, 348 ; 22,

:31.

}, for, 3 sing. aor. 2

(.{. Horn./, adv.,{)= II,

4j weight, Nic. Al. 327.^, ), Ep. for ^,, 2

»:il 3 sing. subj. aor. 2 of, 11., imperat. aor. 2 of,
JL)., a, ov, () of the

ftt^ast.,€, , ,{) a kind of

»., d., ov, TO, dim. of,
» little breast. [I], , ,() of, at or

«. the breast, Arist. Part. An., , . dim. from,
. ist. Physiogn. 6, 11., ,,=6.&, ov, , and-,
* 1, , 1 breast-band for women :

—

t ence the dim.-, , and iii

^XX.-,, ., ,(,) like

he breast, Hipp./.. , {, /.) :

—singing with the breast ; epith. of the

cicada, V'aick. Theoer. 7, 139., , , the breast, Lat.

pectus. Horn., who has it of both sex-

es (cf. ), both in sing, and
plur.,/3aAe ,1\. 4,

4S0 ; .. 5, 19

;

/, ,
8, 326 ; so m Hes., and Att. :—also

of animals, 11. 11, 292 ; 12, 204, etc. ;

in this signf Horn, has most freq. the

Ep. dat. pi. ).— II. metaph.,

the breast as the seal offeeling, passion

and thought, the heart, freq. in Hom.,
but always in plur., kvi -, II. 2, 142 ;, 4, 309,

etc. :— proverb., ,
to speak from the heart, post-Horn.

—

III. the ball of the hand or foot, Arist.

H. A. 1, 15, 6.— IV. a brea.tt-shaped

hill or bank, a bar,k of sand or earth in

a river or the sea, Lat. dorsum, Polyb.

4, 41, 2; elsewh.. (Prob.

from, that which stands up.), ov, , dim. of,
Ephip7 Geryon. 2, 7.^, , ,., v.

sub.— 2. ai, a

mountain in India, to which Bacchus
is said to have proceeded in his In-

dian expedition, Strab. p. 171 ; in

Dion. P. 023 ai /..
—Cf. also Strab. p. 168, and 769., , . Dor. '/., (-
) :
—an upright stone, a post, used as

a prop or Stat/, II. 12, 259 ; hence as

an image of tirmness,, 13, 437 : also, a

block of rock-cr\stal, in which the

Aegyptian mummies were cased, Hdt.

3^ Z4 :—and so, generally, a block or

post, Lat. cippus, rather than a pillar

(which is, Lat. columna).— IL
esp., a post or slab, bearing an inscrip-

tion, a monument ; and so,— 1. a grave-

stone, 11. 11, 371, Od. 12, 14, etc.;/. , //r' ~, II- 17, 434 ; -.. Plat. Leisr. 873 D:

—

(of a poety.'Pind. . 4, 130.—

2. post or slab set up in a public place,

inscribed with a record of victories,

dedications, votes of thanks, treaties,

decrees, and other documents, Hdt.

2, 102, 106, Ar. Ach. 727, Thuc. 5,

47, 56, etc. ;

Ty .){,
Ar. Lys. 513 :

—

- '

7,, .}, whether '

for honour, as Hdt. 6, 14 ;' or for in- I

famy, as Andoc. 7, 45 (cf..);
'/., according to agree-

ment, Ar. Av. 1051.— III. a boundary-

post, Xeti. An. 7, 5, 13, Decret. ap.

Dem. 278. 23 :— and so, the turning-

post at the end of the race-course,

Lat. meta. Soph. El. 720, 744 :—hence,., Lys. Fr.

2, 3.— For -, v.

sub. (Akin to .,.) Hence, ov, , fem. -, .
Dor./, fem. -,=.-,, Anth. P. 7, 424./, ov, , dim. from -
/.,, , dim. from.—II. esp., a pole to carry a sail at a

.thij/s stern ; v. also /.., , a being written on a. : esp. a being publicly placarded

as infamous. Hence, ,, of orfittedfor
invective.., to inscribe on a,
Plut. 2, 354 ; esp., to placard public-

ly, inveigh against.., ov, b, fem. -, ,
(.) :

—of a, like one.—11.

inscribed on a. : esp., of one

whose name is placarded as infamous,. ,,
Isocr. 348 D, Dem. 122, 24 ; cf. -
. II. 2.

—

III. dwelling on a pillar, like

Simeon the hermit ; also., , f. -,(,) to engrave or inscribe on a tab-

let : — hence =., Dio C.

Hence7., , , an inscription

on a tablet.., , like a post or pillar,

of the form of one./.,, to engrave or inscribe

on a tablet : ]\6,^7].—II.

to break or mutilate a...., . and-, ov,

, (, ) tablet-picker,

epith. of Polemo, a sort of Old Mor-
tality, who used to go about copying
the inscriptions on public monuments(), Ath. 234 D./, , v.^.^., , to set up as a .,
Anth. P. 7, 394 : to make a pillar of,

LXX. :—pass., to be set up. standfirm,
LXX. :—mid.,., like?., to devote one\ self to

another, Eccl.,,,()=:/
II, the exterior part of the membrum vi-

rile. Poll. 2, 171.— li. the stamen of a

flower.—in. as nautical term,=<T-a-.], ov, contr. for,
dub., , , dim. from.

?, , , belonging ttf

the or warp, ., the
art of spinning. Plat. Polit. 282 E., ,,^= : in

Cratin. Incert. 96, of a thin, thread-

like curl., f.-, dep. mid.,

to stretch the warp in the loom, to begin

the web, Arist. H. A. 9, 39, 3., , ,=,
susp., ov, , dim. from-, Arist. Pol. 2, 6, 14.7, ov, of like the threads

of the warp., ,(,) of
the same kind with the threads of the

warp, Plat. Polit. 309 B., , (,)
like the threads of the warp, of a torn

edge. Plut. 2, 9(56 E.^), , f. -.{,) to undo the threads of the

warp.— II. intr., to break up into thread.•!,

be torn to shreds, Aesch. Pers. 836.', , , (): — the

warp in the ancient upright loom at

which the weaver stood instead of
sittmg, Hes. Op. 536; ,
Ar. Lys. 519;^the woof was callpil

(v. sub voc), cf Plat. Polit.

281 A, etc.—II. in wicker-work, the

sticks round which the pliant tivigs are

plaited.—III. a thread as spun, Ar. Lys.
519.—2. ., nickname, of
a very thin person, as we say, 'a
thread-paper,' Ar. Fr. 684., , a nightly festival in.

which the return of Ceres from the

nether world was celebrated by women,
with mutual abuse and low language,
Eubul. Incert. 25 : hence,,
to be scurrilous, ap. Hesych. — II.

place at Athens, Alciphr. 2, 3., ov, .=^., v.., , gen., contr. for

(q. v.) ; as for., , , ()
support, foundation, ., the sup-

port of one's hand, Eur. I. A. 617.—2.

= Lat. furca, Plut. Coriol. 24.-3. =,., ov, ,() a setting

firmly, propping, supporting.—II. pass.,

a standing still. Plat. 2, 76 D : fixture,

of Steady light, as opp. to flashing,

Arist. Mund. 4,23.,, , a support, prop,

stay, Xen. Eq. 1,5: the pole of a car-

riage, Lys. ap. Poll. 10, 157 : also, the

fork with which the pole was propped,

until the beasts were yoked to it, lb.,

Lat. /urea., f. -, (-,):—to set fast, make fast, prop, fix, set., he set rain-

bows in the cloud, II. 11, 28;, he set the stone fast in

the ground, Hes. Th. 498 ;. she lifts up her head
to heaven, II. 4, 443 : metaph., to con-

firm, establish, N. T.
B. pass, and mid., to be firmly set or

fixed, to stand fast,. i. e. he could not
get a firm footing, 11. 21, 242 ; so, ov-. Hes. Sc. 218 ;-

ovpavhv,
the house is lifted vp to heaven on
pillars, Hes. Th. 779, cf Eur. Bacch.
1073 ; -. evil

was set upon evil, II. 16. Ill ;, the tenth
month «.•; set in heaven. H. Hom.
Merc. 1 1 : , where
soever thou art lying or inrrying. Sojh.
Al. 195.—II. the act. a'so occurs in
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same signf., ?-, Od. 12, 434 (like-
in 11. 21, 242, . supra) ;, a wave rising tip to

heaven, Eur Hipp. 1207 ; and me-
taph., , Elm.sl.

Bacch. 970 ; also, -, lb. 1081 : — of diseases, to

or settle in a particular part,

(sc. ;/),
Thuc. 2, 49, cf. Foes. Oec. Hipp.^7], Ion. -,, , Ste-

sa^oras, an Athenian, father of Cimon,
Hdt. 6, 33. — 2. son of Cimon, Id. 6,

39.-3. a Samian, Thuc. I, 116.

iavpo, ov, a, Stesandrus, a

citharoedus of Samos, Ath. 638 B.

it|r}p, , 6, Stesenor, a

tyrant of Curium, Hdt. 5, 113.^-], ov, 6, Slesiclides,

an Athenian, who wrote a list of the

Olympian victors, Diog. L. 2, 56.\?,, , Stesicles, an
Athenian naval officer, Xen. Hell. 6,

2, 10.iao, ov, a, Ion.,
Stesilaus, son of Thrasylus, a com-
mander of the Athenians at Mara-
thon, Hdt. 6, 114.—2. another Athe-

nian, Plat. Lach. 183 C.^., , Stesimhrotus,

a rhapsodus of the island Thasus,
Plat. Ion 530 C ; Plut. Cim. 4.-2. a
historian, Plut. Pericl. 8., ov, 6, (): —
., the Rom. Jupiter Stutor, Plut.

Cicer. 16 ;—called-, Id.

Rom. 18.?, ov, {',) :
—

exhibiting or leading.— 11. throw

at dice which, showed eight pips,—acc.

to Poll-, from the eight-sided nionu-

ment of the poet at Himera. [I]^, ov, o, Stc^ichorus, a

Grecian poet of Himera in Sicily, a

contemporary of Pythagoras, Plat.

Phaedr. 243 A.

/'/ or, , a rare Dor.

word for vvr/j, Anth. P. 15,26; cf.

Lob. Paral. 429. (Some suppose the

form arose from the words, H. 1, 6, where some wrote
separately , con-

tending about a woman : but, more
pro!)., this inlerpr. arose from,
than vice versa.). , {,) contr.

for., . 3 plur. subj. aor. 2

from, for-, v. sub ., , , like /, small

stone, pebble, Schol. . Kh. 2, 1176:

alsoffrioi'.•—different from i/'ia, perh.,

only in dialect. [/.• later writers, ig-

norant of this, wrote,.]
Hence, to pelt with pebbles.3.(^) to vse as litter

for animals, to spread as litter, Diusc.3, ov, TO, dim. of,
Plut. Phllop. 4. [a].3), , f.-,{3,) steep on litter Or bedding of
straw, leaves, etc., Polyb. 2, 17, 10.

", {,,)
as mid., to make one a bed of straw,

leaves, etc., Anst. H. A. 8, 30, 4; 9,

7, 2.. f. -, like,
<3.3, to tread upon.— II. to

follow the track, track out, Aresas ap.

Slob. Eel. 1, p. 848, 854.3, ,.{) :—strict-

ly, close pressed ; and so, thick, strong,

si'iui, sturdy, frei]. in Horn., and Hes.,

both of men's limbs, ^,,. . 5, 400; 18, 415, Od.
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18, 68 ; and of weapons,, -, 11. 5, 746 ; 3. 3.35, etc. :—of a

man, Ar. Thesm. 639 :— compar.-, Od, 8, 187.— .4dv. -,' ', gates

close shut, 11. 12, 454.,, ,{) :
— bed

of straw, rushes, or leaves, whetlier

strewed loose or stuffed into a ma-
trass ; hence, a matrass, Hdt. 4,71;
esp., one used by soldiers, Ar. Pac.
348, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 16; made of

rushes, Ar. Plut. 541 ; of yew and
myrtle-twigs. Plat. Rep. 372 ; so,. Soph. Phil. 33., , , ()) a tread-

ing, walking.—. going on the track

with hounds.,, ,() :
—one who

treads or walks:—esp. a fuller, who
cleans clothes by treading them ; cf.

I. fin.

—

II. one who tracks out;., 0pp. C. 1, 462., ov,.= : from, =sq., Plut. 2, 399 A, 966
C. ', , f. -, pf. pass,-, {^,) :

— to trend,

walk upon.—If. to track, -
Tul , all has been tracked or

searched, Soph. Aj. 874., . . frozen dew, rime, hoar-

fro.1t, esp. in the morning, Od. 5, 467 ;

17, 25. (From, as,,. }?., from ?/-.) [] Hence,, , frosty, rimy., , Lat. $,=^,
q. ., , , poet, for.', ,{) to freeze., f. -, to stain with black

paint {3) :— mid., to paint one's

eyelids and eyebrows therewith,

LXX., ov, 6,() :
—a trodden

way, a footpath, H. Horn. Merc. 352,

Hdt. 4, 140, Soph , and Eur. ; cf..— II. a track, footstep, H. Hom.
Merc. 353 ; 3, on the track

or trad, Hdt. 4, 122 ; 5, 102, and
', Trag. : also, , Aesch.,

i

and Xen.: cf. Aesch. Ag. 411.—JH.

I

^=, a going, gait, as Herm.
takes ' in Soph.
Phil. 206 ; and the word is so used
in Crinag., a collat. form of;, beaten ways,—if the

reading of Schneid. and Dind.in Xen.
An. 1, 9, 13 be right.,, b, {) a brander,

Hdt. 7, 35.—11. the branding iron

;

also/, and in Suid.-
pioi>.,.,():—the prick

or mark of a pointed instrument, a spot,

mark :—esp., a mark burnt in, a brand,

Hdt. 7, 233 ; esp., of a runaway slave,

Plat. (Com.) Hyperb. 2 : also, gener-

ally, a mark, spot, as on the dragon's

skin. Hes. Sc. 106,—though Herm.
would read. Hence, a,,=, q. v./, , to bear marks,

esp. brandmarks, to be branded, Luc.
Dea Syr. 59.. ov,(,)
bearing marks, esp. brandmarks, Po-
lyaen. ; cf Lob. Phryn. 082., ov, h, flon. -^,
(^,) :

—one icho bears marks, esp.

I

brandmarks ; a branded culprit, runa-

[

tray slave, fAsius 1, It, Ar. Lys. 331,

j

Xen. Hell. 5.3, 24; .. Lys.

I

ap. Ath. 612 C.—2. in Comedy, one

!
whosL property is marked as mortgaged,

I

Cratin. Incert. 140 ; cf..—U. a

critic who lays great stress on punctua-

tion ; v. II., like, to brand., ,=^-, Polyaen. 1 , 24., f/, , (~) :
— prick,

mark made by a pointed instrument : a

mathematical point , Lat. punctum, Ar-

ist. Top. 1, 18,8, etc. :—metaph. of

any thmg very small, a jot, tittle,,
Dem. 552, 7 :—of time, a moment,, Plut. 2, 13 D.
— II. in Grainm., ^, or', the full stop, period : .,
the colon:, the comma.—2.

=?. HI. Hence, a, ov, iio bigger than a

point, Plut. 2, 1084 B: of'time, mo-
mentary, lb. 117 E, where the form
CTr/>|UaiOf is found, cf Lob. Phryn. 544., ov, , () a pricking,

poking, striking, Aesch. Supp. 839.,,,^, Ar.

Fr. 46.', f. : pi. pass,-. To mark uilh a pointed instru-

ment, to prick, Lat. pvngere : hence, to

tattoo, as the Thracians used to do,

among whom, Hdt. 5, 6. cf 5, 35 : also, to

burn a mark in, to brand, as a mark Ot

disgrace, lb. 7, 35 ; esp. of runaway
s\a\es, . Ar. .
760 ; so, .', Aeschin.

38. 26, (cf.) :—also, mere-

ly for the purpose of marking as one's

property, as, , elsewh., cf., :

but . also, to brand the figure

of a horse upon a person, Plut. Nic.

29, cf. Pericl. 20 .—hence, generally,

to murk, IV, to mark a piece

of land as mortgaged, by a notice

set up upon it, v. Meineke Menand.
p. 277, and cf. :—rarely c.

dupl. acc, , to

brand one with a mark, Hdt. 7, 233 :

—metaph., a breeze is said

', Simon. 137.— 2. to make spot-

ted or parti-coloured, .,
to beat black and blue, Ar. Vesp.

1296:—pass., to be spotted, Xen. An.

5, 4, 32.— II. in Gramm., to put a full

slop or period, Lat. interpungere, Anth.

P. 15,38; cf. 111. (The true

root is -, which appears in all

the derivs , and in Lat. instigo and
distinguo, etc.) Hence, a, ov, verb, adj., that

ought to be pricked, branded, etc.— II.

to he punctuated, Gramm., ovv, (,)
with spotted feet, 0pp. C. 1, 307., , , verb. adj. from-
, pricked, branded ;—in gen. marked,

spotted, dappled, esp. of deer. Soph.

Phil. 184, Eur. Bacch. Ill, 835 .—fa-

riegated,, Aesch. Fr. 291.

—

.
punctuated, Grainm.,, coniT.-, ovv,(, ) with spotted skin,

Anth.,, , (?.) the sheen

a bright or polished surface.— 2. a

mirror.— If. a lamp, •\r. Fr. 470. Plat.

(Com.) Incert. 15 ; cf. Hence', adv., shining, glittering., , ,^' I,

polish, ., Theophr./, ov. . Stilbides, a cel

ebiated seer in Athens, Ar. Pac. 1031., , f. -,() to make to shine, Diosc.', , ,-^, LXX.
Hence., ,=?^,
Plut. Alex. 57.



',,{?.)=/.,
LXX., f. -fu, to glitter, glisten,

of polished or bright surfaces, ?.,
11. 18, 59G ; metaph., /./.fi.-

., 11. 3, 392, Od. 6, 237 ;-'/.3(~, beam from
him, . Horn. 31, 11 ; ., Id.

Andr. 1146; ., Ar.. 697 : absol., of sleek
horses, Eur. Rhes. 618 : c. ace. cog-

nato,.—, toflash lightning,

Eur. Or. 180 :—of the fixed stars, to

twinkle, Arist. An. Post. 1, 13, 2.-2.

metaph., to shine, be bright, Eur. Hipp.
195.,,,,(,) any
thing made to shine.—JI.=?.(),
Diosc.

/.3,, 6, the planet Mer-
cury, .\rist. Mund. 2, 9 ; cf Cic. Nat.

D. 2, 20.—II. among the Sybarites, a

dwarf.^, ov, 6, son of Stilbo,

Ar. Av. 139./., , ?'/, (.) a
making to shine, polishing, LXX., oD, 6, a polisher./., , , an instrument

for polishing , Diosc.

/., , , a drop, Lat. stilla:

metaph., like, a little bit, a mo-
ment, Ar. Vesp. 213. [t].-, , , glittering, glisten-

ing,, II. 11, 351, cf. Luc. Gym-
nas. 29, Imag. 9.

7,•^,,,^,
Clem.., , to make to shine, pol-

ish, Arr. Epict. 2, 8.

/.—, ,=^~'3 .
^'/,—,, , Stilpo, a cele-

brated philosopher of Megara, Ath.

422 D : Diog. L., , ,() a shin-

ing, glittering., , Lat. stimmi or stibium,

a sulphuret nfantimony, whence a dark
pigment was made, with which wo-
men, esp. in the East, stained their

eyelids, so as to add to the beauty of

the eyes, Diosc. : also, or, , ace., Atitiph. Pa-
roem. 2 ; and,, .— It is still

used in Asia under the names cohel,

surmeh., to tinge the eyelids black

with :—mid., to

tinge one"s eyelids with black, Galen., , v..,, , the black pig-

ment prepared from.*, , a word only used in gen.

sing,, II. 16, 173 ; 20, 362, and
in nom. and ace. plur.,
(the other cases being taken for-, which, in all cases, is the com-
monest form in prose) :

—

a row, line,

rank file, esp. of soldiers, usu. in

pi., , 11. ;,
II. 16, 173; so Hes. Sc. 170:—mostly
of foot, but also, .
l~77(jv, II. 20, 326 ; , in

ranks or lines, II. 3, 326 : ~,
II. 18, 602: also in .\tt. poets,-,, Eur. Heracl. 676,

Ar. Eq. 163, cf Aesch. Theb. 925 :—
rare in sing., battle-array,-, II. 20, 362 :—metaph.,, Pind. P. 4, 373 ;

--. verses, lays, Pind. P. 4,

100.—Cf., as also and. (For the root, v..):, ,() a marking with a
pointed instrument, pricking, branding,

etc.—II. puttctuation., .^=, q. v., Hipp., ,, (not, Dind.

Soph. Phil. 33,—for it is formed from
the root -) :—strictly, trodden

down : hence, pressed closely, close,

firm, solid. Lat. stipatus : -
/.,=3. Soph. Phil. 33:—but,, a kind of hard coal

or charcoal, Theophr. de Ign. 37 ; from
which the Acharnians, as colliers,

are called, Ar. Ach. 180,

—

unless here it be better taken in the
signf. of, (being
joined with,),
sturdy, tough., and, Tj, Stiris, a
city of Phocis, Paus. 10, 3, 2., , , Stiphane, a large

lake in Pontus, Slrab. p. 560., , , {) :
—any

thing pressed firm, compact, esp. a body

ofmen in close array, Hdt. 9, 57, Aesch.
Pers. 20 ; <, the close ar-

ray of the ships, lb. 366 ; -, to form a close column, Hdt.

9, 70 ; cf Ar. Eq. 852, Thuc. 8, 92,

Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 19, etc. [I only in

Gramm., unless by error ol accent in

Edd.],^, dub., , , (3) :
—pressed

close : hence, close, compact, solid, stout,

strong, Ar. Fr. 190, Xen. Cyn. 4, 1 ; 5,

30, etc. ; opp. to, of flesh,

Arist. H. A. 4, 6, 9; to. Id.

Gen. An. 2, 2, 5 ; . , lb.

3, 3, 3'.— is a freq. v. 1.

(Strictly the same as: hence
'/.,,,-,, Ruhnk. Tim.) Hence,, , solidity, stout-

ness, Timocl. Marath. 1, 3.. , to make firm, solid., ov, , {,)
one who sings verses, a poet, Anth.
Plan. 316., ov, TO, dim. from -, [],, , poet, for.,{,,) :—to set in rows or ranks : usu. in mid., to march in rows, ranks,

esp. of soldiers, freq. in II., where
however we find only Ep. 3 pl.impf., II. 2, 92, etc. ; also of
ships in line or squadron, II. 2, 516,
602. etc., at, v. sub* : ], ,^, dub., () adv., by rows
or lines, Hdn. 4, 9.. , and -, , , in

rows or ranks : esp. in verse., ov, , dim. from -. Plut. 2, 60 A, 668 A. [Z],() to bring into rows,

to arrange, dub. in LXX., , ov,() of lines or

verses : ., of one uho was
rhymed t-o death, Anth. P. 11, 135.^, ov, 0, Slichius. a leader

of the Athenians before Troy, II. 13,

195.7/, , , a miter of verse., ov, (,)
ivriting verse, Anth. P. appeua. 321., , to answer one an-

other line by line. Hence
|, , , a conversation in

alternate lines.
[~. , , verse-making,

versification, Plut. 2, 45 : from
7;);77)•, , (,) I

making verses : ., a verse-maker., ov, , () :

—

a row,
order, line, of persons and things, a

rank of soldiers, Aesch. Pers. 366, 1

Xen., etc. : a row of trees, etc., Xen.
|

Oec. 4, 21 : also of numbers, Plat.
1

Phaed. 104 B.—II. a line of writing,

line in a book, esp. in poems, verse,

Ar. Ran. 1239, Plat. Legg. 958 E.—
Cf *-,,, [i], 7/,\. *., , () to

make verses ; hence',, , verse,, , , versification .

from, , (, *)
versifying., , contr. for,
Menaechmrap. Schol. Pind. . 2, 1.

.

, , (,) stony,

hard, Lat. scruposus, Galen./., ov, , dim. from
}'} if, Ath. 605 B./., , like-/., the servant who carried his

master's/. and to and
from the bath.?.77, ,() mak-
ing, Strab./^, to scrape or dress with
the/^ at the bath or palaes-
tra :—cf.-., ,, dim. from sq.,, {/, (rarely /.,) :—a sort of scraper. Lat.
strigil, to remove the oil and dirt(/) from the skin in the bath or
after the e.xercises of the Palaestra,
Hipp., Plat. Hipp. .Min. 308 C, etc ;

cf Diet. Antiqq. p. 150:—proverb, ol

poverty, ' -), Ar. Fr. 14, cf Cic. Fin.
4, 12, Plut. 2, .59 F :—at Sparta reeds
were used, elsevvh. it was of metal,
Plut. 2, 239 .— II. a sort of tiara of
this material, at Sparta. Sosib. ap.
Ath. 671 B: hence of gold, of the
same shape, Ath. 128 D; proposed
as a prize, Xen. An. 1, 2, 10 ; also by
the sent to an oracle or a sol

emn festival, v. Foes. Oecon. Hipp.—
III. in Ar. Thesm. 556, the women
are said to draw wine with )•} ('-... ,(/.)
like '/., the oil and dirt scraped
by the, Lat. strigmentum.
Lye. 874 ; ubi legitur., ov, ,=-\.
?.-)'':,,=^/.--: from, , rare collat. form ol., , . or, Elmsl. Eur.

Heracl. 431, Ar. Ach. 548 (/)•.
a place eticlosed by pillars, a colonnade,
piazza, arcade, cloister, Lat. porliciis,

Hdt. 3. 52, Xen., etc. : they were usu.
attached to a temple, etc., but also
were separate buildings, used as
places of resort in the heat of the
day, cf Diet. Antiqq.— II. at Athens
this name was given to various pub-
lic buildings, prob. of a long shape,
supported by pillars: as,— 1. a .store-

house, magazine, warehouse, esp. for
corn, Ar. Ach. 548; also, «-. Id. Eccl. 690 ; cf lb. 14.—2.

7/
'. (or ), the court where the

sat, Ar. Eccl. 684, Plat.
Theaet. 210 D, cf Paus. 1, 3, 1 ; 14,
6.—3. the Pocciie, Andoc. 11. 37, cf.

sub/. :— as Zeno of Cilium
and his successors taught in this pi-

azza, this school of philosophers was
called oi Ik or,
and, as a nickname,, Her
meas ap. Ath. 563 C.

—

III. a roof oi

shed to protect besiegers, like Lat.
vinea, testiido, Polyb. 1, 48, 2: cf.,, , v. foreg , II, 3.
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?3, like, to scold,

abuse. Hcsych.)3(, ov, 6, Siobaeus, a late

Greek writer or compiler.^,, , a scolding.

•3:, , scold, . .
tSriiJoi, ov, , Sioii, a city of

Macedonia, Strab. p. 389.

-:, ov, a, scoldtn^ (hom-
).—1.=:', bragging, vaunt-

ing. Lye., , V. sub.-, . -,{) to pile

or heap up, pack together. Luc. Catapl.

5 ; cf.. Hence'3, , , a stuffing, heaping

up., ov, heaped up or to-

gether., , 6, a heaping up,

Nicet., ov, , one who heaps

up.3,=3, dub., (not, Arcad. 104,

14,) 7/c, ?'/,[) :
—a stuffing, filling

up ; or that which is used for stuffing,

etc. : hence,— 1. a shrubbi/ plant,, 'I'heoplir. ; the leaves of which
were used to stuli" cushions, etc., and
to make brooms ; hence,—2., a broom-ena. Hippun. 8.—3.

a cushion, pad, etc., Arist. Part. An.

2, 9, C.— II. nietaph.. any thing stuffed

in, an expletite. At. Ran. 1179. Hence
:/.•((^/,,{ loose, porous.^, ov, TO, dim. liom,

Strab. [ij. , , prepared from
the plant,.,, etc.,

Diosc., ov, , (em. -,,
= toreg., Diosc.,, , dim. from-, [a],, 6, ?/,() :

—ly-

ing > rows or lines: hence,— 1. ai
(sc.), a row of islands

Otf Marseilles, now les Isles d' Hi'eres,

Ap. Kh, t4, 554; Strab. p. 184t; cf',).-—2. '/.-, olive-trees in rows, which were
not sacred, like the, Solon ap.

Poll. 5, 30.— II., , an aro-

matic plant, Lavandula sloechas, Diosc.

3, 31 ; sometimes wrongly written., ,,^= :

in the manner or order of letters, literal,

alphabetic. Adv. -.. , a name given to

the grammarians who invented the anas-

troplte of the accent, Gottl. 'I'heodos.

p. 208.,., strictly dim. from, a small upright rod or post

:

esp., the gnomon of the snn-dial, or the

shadow thrown by it, -
(which was supper-time), Ar.

Keel. 052.—II. a first beginning, first

principle or element : esp.,— 1. a simple

sound of the voice, as the first ele-

ment of language. Plat. Crat. 424 ,
426 , Theaet. 202 , etc. ;/, Arist. Poet. 20,

2 ;— therefore, strictly, were
diflerent from written letters(-
), as accurate Latin writers (e. g.

Priscian) distinguished between ete-

menta or elementa litterarum and litte-

rae

:

— , in the order of
the letters, alphabetically, Anlh.— 2. ra, the first and simplest compo-
lunt parts ; hence, in physics, the pri-

mary matter, elements, lirst reduced to

four by Einpedocles, who called them, v. Sturz Emped. p. 255
eqq.; being tirst used by

Plat., Tim. 48 B, cf. Bentl. Phal. p.
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;

are often interchanged
Willi. the formal causes of cre-

ated things, Sturz ubi supra :

., from the first elements, Xen. Mem.
2, 1, 1.—3. the elements of knowledge

and the sciences ; ill geometry, points,

lines, surfaces; in logic, =^r07rot, Arist. Rhet. 2, 22, 13.

— III. in Alexandr. writers, shape,

figure; esp., sign of the jiodiac.

Hence, , to teach the elements(), Chrysipp. ap. Plut. 2,

103C'a., , elementary.., ,()
an element, principle, Diog. L.— 11. IT

astrology, were the

signs of the Zodiac. Hence, , , belonging

to a. elementary.— II. later,.>, persons who cast na-

tivities, eic, from the signs of the Zo-
diac()., , ij. ()
elementary instruction, LXX., , ,() a

teacher of elements, esp. as an epith. of
Euclid. Hence, , , elementary., , f.-() :

— to

stand or go in a line or row, -?' >, -, not to desert him by whose side

he ought to stand in battle,—from the
oath of .\thenian citizens, ap. Stob.

p. 243, 21 :—hence, to go in battle-or-

der, Xen. Cyr. , 3, 34, Hipparch. 5,

7 : tn dance in rows or set order, Jac.

Philostr. Imag. p. 647 : -, in sequence, Arist. Iriterpr. 10,

3.— II. ., c. dat., to walk by a rule,

etc., .'iubmit to, Polyb, 28, 5, 6, Dion.
H. : also, , to be

satisfied with one wife, Heinst. Schol.
Plut. 773., , f. -,(,',) to tell in regular order, Aesch.
Pers. 430.7, adv.= sq., A. B. in in-

dice, s. V..], adv.,() in a row,

in order. Or one after another, Alist.

Gen. An. 4, 4, 6., , , () a

contract, pledge, very late., f.-() :

—

to set

in a row, set out, arrange, Aesch. Pr.

484 : esp., to set a row of poles with

nets to drive the game into, Xen. Cyn.
G, 8 ; cf. : mid.,-,=. Hence, , , surrounding
with hunting nets., , f. -, ()=^., , 6,() '.— row,, rows of

steps, Hdt. 2, 125 : esp. of persons
standing: one behind another, as in

a procession, , all in a roiv,

Ar. Eccl. 756 ; , Thuc.
2, 102:—of soldiers, a file, Thuc. 4,

47.— II. a line of poles with hunting
iiets into which the game was driven,

Xen. Cyn. 6, 10, and 21. (Orig. the
same word as,.) Hence, , () like rows, in

rows, ., barley which has its

grains one directly under another, The-
ophr., ov, 6, =^,
Anth. P. append 204., , , the office or rank
of', Nicet., 6,(,) the

cominander of a fleet.

,, . (7.) :
—going

in a body, like a or army, of

cranes, in Eur. Hel. 1480 (ubi Aid.).— 11. as subst. , a horseman s

cloak, V. 1. for in Xen. An. 3,

3, 20; 4, 1, 18.}, , , ():—equip-

ment, fitting out,, Aesch.
Supp. 764.— 11. esp., equipment in

clotlies. clothing, dress,, Hdt. 1, 80 ; .',
Id. 4, 78, and olt. so in Trag., etc.

:

cf.'/ 11 : esp. of soldiers, Xen.
Cyr. 3, 3, 42.—2. piece of dress, a
garment, robe, Lat. stolu. Soph. (J. C.
1357, 1597 and Eur. ; ?/,
the lion's skm which Hercules wore,
Eur. H. F. 465.— Later writers olt.

join , Jac. Philostr.

Imag. 390., ov, TO, dim. from -
7,. \l\'/, , () to fold (a
robe) so as to put it on :—mid., to put
on one's self dress in,, Kut.
Phoen. 1754, cf. 1. A. 255.7.1, ,( II,)
in folds, folded, Hipp., , ,()
a fold,, Anth. P. 5, 104. [t], , , verb. adj. troin, put o?!.— II. folded,-, a long tunic hanging in
many folds, such as we see in many
ancient statues, Xen. Cyr. G, 4, 2;
cf. Poll. 7, 54, and II., f. -, {?) :—like, to make ready, put in trim,. , drawing in the
sail, Hes. Op. 626 : to equip, dress,, Anacreont. 15, 29, Plut. 2, 366
F:—pass., , armed
with spear, Eur. Supp. 659 ;', Id. I. A. 255., , , dim. from
II, a small or scanty garment, esp. of
the dress of philosophers, Anth. P.
11, 157.,, ,^=7. II, gar-
ment, robe, Eur. Phoen. 1491 ;, i. e. fawn-skins worn as
garments. Id. Hel. 1359.—II. in plur.,

folds in a garment, -, Arist. Audib. 35 ; cf.-
:—hence, in Plut. 2. 64 A, prob.

of a folded or knitted brow.— 111., sails, Anth. P. 10, 6:—but7^^,\.^\.\\..
Catast. 35./.,, ,() an
equipment, dress : a garment, mantle,
Eur. Hec. 1156.7., ov, L•, an equipping,
clothing : dress.7, ,, a place where
the priests attired themselves or the

statues of the gods, a vestry. Plut. 2,

359 A, cf. Wytt. 352 B.7., ov, , one who equips or
clothes, Plut. 2, 366 E.7., ov, , ()=^,
Eur. Supp. 1055.

—

.=-//^ II,

fold, , folded robes,
Aesch. Supp. 715, Cho. 29 ; and in
sing., Eur. Ale. 215, Andr. 148./., ,[,)
to go in a fleet./., ov, 0,() equipment,
esp. for warlike purposes, an expedi-

tion by land or sea, olt. in Hdt. ; .'. , Hdt.
5, 64; oft. followed by c. ace,
Hdt. 3, 25, etc.;/., Aesch.
Pers. 795, Eur. Hec. 1141 :—gene-
rally, a sending or going a journey,/.• -, Ar. . 46 ; or (oftener) voy-

age, Soph. Phil. 244, 499, etc. : idty



<rro?.u, in a journey privately under-
taken, on one's own account, Hdt. 5,

63 ; ojip. .,- 6, 39 ;-
?.(>. with free course, Pind.

P. 8, 141, cf. 2, 114; -
/,, as adv., by my father's sending,

Schaf Soph. Tr. 562.

—

2. the purpose

or cause of a journey, Soph. O. C. 358,

Phd. 244.—3. that which goes or is

sent on an expedition, an army, Hdt. 5,

64 ; or (oftener) a sea-force, fleet.

Id. 1, 4 ; 5. 43, and Trag. ; /., i. e. in one ship. Soph. Phil.

547 :—generally, a party of men, a

band, troop, very freq. in Aesch.
Supp., as 2. 29 ; ~~ /., all

the people. Soph. O. T. 170.—4. --
., periphr. for,

Pind. . 3. 27 : also, . /.•, a set

narrative, Ernped. 58.— II. a stalk,

stem, ?.,
Anst. Part. An. 2, 14, 5; cf 4, 10,

52 : '/., Id. Gen. An.

3, 2, 6.—2.=e//.io/,ov, ship's beak,

of which the extremity was called?., Pind. P. 2, 114; usu.

plated with brass,/./,
Aesch. Pers. 406, cf Interpp. ad Eur.

I. T. 1135: hence,, for . Id. I. . 277.',, . Dor. :
—the

mouth, Lat. OS, Horn., etc.: later

poets oft. use the plur. for sing., like

Lat. ora, Jac. Anth. P. p. 2G3, 470 :—
also, for the whole face, II. 6, 43 ; J 6,

410: metapli.,a70^ia,-, the very jaws ol the battle, as of

a devouring monster, II. 10, 8; 20,

359 (but cf infra III) :—periphr.,, for Jupiter, Aesch.
Pr. 1033, cf Soph. O. C. 603; ., etc., like Lat. os Pindari,

Jac. Auth. 2, 1, p. 303 :—in Trag.
also very freq. the mouth, tongue, as

Aesch. Pr. 1032, Soph. O. T. 671
;

and sometimes for speech. uOrds,

Soph. 0. T. 426, 706.—Special phras-

es :

—

, like

y/., to speak by word of mouth,

1. e. by memory, like ,
Plat. Theaet. 142 D, Xen. Mem. 3,

6, 9, etc. ; so, ,
Aesch. Theb. 579, cf Eur. Or. 103;

/., Ar. Ach. 198

:

avu , to have always in

one's mouth, whether for good or ill,

Eur. El. 80, Andr. 95 ; so,, Ar. Lys. 855 ;,. Aesch. Theb. 51 ;, 'tis the common talk, The-
ocr. 12, 21 : kv or, Hdt. 3, 157; 6, 136:

k~i, whatever came
uppermost, Lat. quicquid ventrit in

buccam. Plat. Rep. 563 C, cf Schaf
Dion Comp. p. 13 : ,
with one voice, all at once, Ar. Eq.
670 ;

—

, i. e. to keep
silence, Aesch. Ag. 1247; so,,, Eur. Phoen. 865,

Hec. 1283 ; also, , i. e.

to keep a forced silence, Aesch. Fr.

279, Soph. Tr. 977 (cf,-) ;—opp. to /. ., Isocr. 252
C.—II. the mouth of a river, Lat.

ostia,, II. 12, 24, Od. 5, 441
;

so, , the wide
mouth of the bay,' II. 14, 36, cf Od.

10, 90, Hdt. 2, 17 ; . •,
Lat. fauces Fonti, Hdt. 4, 86, cf
Thuc. 4, 102 ; .3, Ar. Eccl.

1107:—but also, a chasm or cleft in

the earth or rock with a stream
gushing out, Hdt. 1, 202 : hence, any
outlet, or entrance,?,, Od. 22, 137 ; so, ., Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 4 ; .-, Id. An. 4, 5, 25 ;

, Pind. . 4, 78 ; -/., the seven gates of Thebes,
Soph. Ant. 119:—but, to ,, the width

of the trench at top, at bottom, Hdt.
7, 23, 37 (cf gape, gap).—III. thefore-

most part,face,front ; esp. of weapions,

the point, ' '/.,
11. 15, 3S9 : the edge of a sword, Lat.

acies. Soph. Aj. 651, etc.:—hence,
also like Lat. acies, the front ranks of
the battle, the front, Xen. An. 3, 4,

42 and 43 (and so perh..',
in Hom. should be taken) :

—

.face to face, front to front,
Lat. adversa fronte, Hdt. 8, 11, Xen.
An. 5, 2, 26 ; , con-

fronted with him, Plat. Legg. 855 D :— , the edge or
top of the towers, Eur. Phoen. 1166., , , a disease in

which all the teeth fall out, scurvy of
the gtims, Strab. cf Plin. H. IS. 25,

3. [] _, , f. -/, to be-.
__ ^7.-,^, ,{,) :

—
grievous ivith the mouth, i. e. talking

incessantly, like/.. (-,,, are prob.
merely Att. forms of /.-, v.

Pott. Et. Forsch. 2, 98 ; andcf.-
?..) Hence/.,7.,=-., used only in coinpd./, which Hesych. ex-
plains by ?../., , ,{, 7)
like/./, place where the

sea runs up inland, a salt-water lake,

Lat. aestuarium, Strab. pp. 184, 595.

(Before Aristarch., it was read in 11.

6, 4, V. Spitzn. ad 1.), ro,= foreg., f 1. The-
ocr. 4, 23.), , to be very talkative ;

and, , , endless talking,

Philo : from, oi>, busy with the tongue,

a noisy prater, loud-tongued, Aesch.
Theb. 447, Soph. El. 607 : . }-', wearisome talkativeness, Eur.
Meci. 525 :—cf., , ,{) belong-

ing to, for the 7/, Galen.—II. dis-

eased in the 7vouth., , (,*)
a word-maker, Ar. Ran. 826., , {. av?J(j) to

mimic a flute with the lips, Plat. Grat.
417 E; cf Poll. 2, 101., , , of or for the

stomach, stomachic.—II. disordered in

the stomach, Diosc. Adv.- : from, ov, b, { II):

—

strictly, mouth, opening: hence,

—

1. in the oldest Greek, the throat, gul-

let, ~ -, II. 3. 292; 17. 47; 19,

266 ; the same as, Arist.

. . 1, 16, 8, sq., compared with 1,

12, 1 : but, after Arist., the orifice of
the stomach ; and, in later medical
writers, the stomach itself:—in Hipp,
also, the neck of the bladder or uterus :

—v. Foes. Oecon., Greenhill Theo-
phil. p. 56, 10.3,=) : from^, , ,=;3,-, Galen ; cf II., , {)=,. , 6, hard-mouthed
horse : also., , , dim. from,
small mouth.—11. the mouth of a ves- i

sel ;—also of a grave, Soph. Ant.
[

1217; or of a cave, hence a cai'f, vauu;
of the lower world, Aesch. Cho. 807
t(so Schol. ad 1., but rather to be re-
ferred to the cave at Delphi over
which the sacred tripod was placed.
Blomf and Klaus, ad I.,

.. Strab. p. 641)1 :—generally, any aperture or opening.
Plat. Rep. 615 D, E.—III. a bridle-bit,

hit,/. ,
Hdt. 4, 72, cf 1, 215; so,, Soph. Tr. 1261 ; ^, Aesch. Pr.

287; ., Aesch. Pr. 1009;, Xen. Eq. 6, 9 ; cf Valck.
Hipp. 1223 : met., ,
Soph. El. 1462.'\, ov, , Stomius, masc. pr.

n., Paus. 6, 3, 2; etc., ,—', Aesch. Fr.
335.,, if{) :

—the mouth-
piece of a flute-player, also.
and, qq. v., Poll. 10, 56. Cf..,,^=, Phe-
recr. Incert. 71., , ,^=., , dub. 1. in Hesych. for,., , . -) \) :

—

to

stop the mouth of, to muzzle or gag, Hdt.
4, 69 ;—pass., ,
with their mouths muzzled, Aesch.
Fr. 330.— II.{ II), to furnish
with a mouth or oper.ing. iJH'a -, set round with mouths of vi-

pers, Eur. I. T. 287: hence

—

2.=-, to open, esp. medically, ei-

ther by the knife, or by alteratives,

Hipp.—HI.{ III) tofurnish with
a point or edge, and oI iron, to harden,
make into steel, Plut. 2, 943 D, 946 C :

mctaph., to harden, train for anything,
Ar. -Nub. 1108, 1110., f-{) :

—to

speak muuthj'u's, to mouth :
—to talk big,

vaunt, Ar. Vesp. 721.,, , ,{) one
who speaks mouth-filling words, esp.

such as have the broad a and :—so
Aeschylus is called m Ar. Nub. 1367.
cf. Schol. ad 1., ov, 6,() a
talking big, bragging, S icet., , , full-mouthed

:

bragging., ov, b, also. Lye.
395; and \)er\\. [) : strict-

ly,///^, hence— \. Inf y phrases,

like, Lat. ampullae, Longin.

:

also in worse sense bombast. Id.—2.

scoffing, abuse, like. Lye. I. c.— 11. as adj., ov, also ?/, m•,
high-sounding, bombastic : bragging,

Hipp., , {, )=-,' Soph. Fr. 947., , {) :

—

like U, mouth,'. Aesch.
Pers. 878.

—

.{ 111) any thing

pointed, sharpened or hardened, a steel

edge, Plut. 2, 326 :—also, .-, the hardening of iron into steel, Ih.

625 B.—2. a scale which flies fro?n ham-
mered iron, Lat. squama ferri, Cels.,, {) :

—

a giv-

ing an edge to a thing, hardening of
iron into steel, Muson. ap. Stob. p.

160, 55, Plut. 2, 73 C, etc. :—metaph..
/J.i/v , a

mouth that hath much sharpness of
tonsue. Soph. O. C. 795.., , and,
ov, ,^ 111) one who hardens
iron into steel., , f.-[) :

—
like,, to groan, sigh,
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I), 18, 124 : cf. 24, 79.—II. trans., to
'

.,, groiin over or fur ^, Soph. El.

133.—Tlie V. 1. ,), is rejected

from Horn, by Wolf ami Spitzrier; v.

sub., 7/f, ;/, (): like, a groaning, «;7(«, II. 24, 512,

(i'Jli, etc. ; also in plur
,
groans, sighs,

II. 2, 39, etc. (cf. (>) ; so in

Pind. N. 10, 141, Soph. Aj. 203, and
Kur.,, v. sub., ,,=.

^, , , (.):
cnusing groans or sighs, /., II. H,

159;, . 21, CO;, Od.

9, 12 ; etc. :—generally, mournful, sad,

wretched, uiiTTj,, Od. 1 1 . 382 ; 17,

102 ; (, 11. 8, 159 ;, Pind.

I. (7), 55 ; and in Trag.

tSrot'ot, wi', oi, the Stoni, an Al-

pine people, Strab. p. 204.', ov, 6,{) a sighing or

groaning, / >', II. 4, 445 ; (', 10.483 ; ., Od.

23, 40:—and in Trag. : also of the

sea. Soph. Ant. 592., , , like , any

sharp point, as of a rock, Ap. Rh. 4,

1G79, Lye. 1181 the tusk of a boar,

Id. 48ti ; a tooth, Id. 795 ; a sharp in-

strument, shears, knife, Anth. P. C,

307. Hence, ,() like a point,

pointed.<, ov, 6, the Astura, a small

river of Latiuin, now fitura, Strab. p.

232., , f. -/,=., f/, , (-) :—/'«>, af-

fection, esp. of parents and children,

Philein. p. 427 :—of sexual love, Mel.

14; 04.8; 103; 109: cf.., shortd., and
by rnetath. (v. fin.): fut.) and, Att., in

compd., Ar. Eq. 481 : aor.

and : pf. pass. usii.

: aor. pass,,
whence/'/ in Hipp.

;

but more freq., which is

the! strict aor. (orin,

—

only

in Hesych. : verb. adj..—Of
these forms Horn, has only aor.-

with and without augm., and
from', piqpf. pass,-
TO in II. From the iorin,
we have 3 sing,, Eiir. He-
racl. 702 ; imperat., Ar. Pac.

810; part,,,
Hdt. 7, 54, Soph. Tr. 898 ; and the

co:npd. in Od. 17, 32.

Strictly, to spread, spread or stretch

out, strew, , Lat. ledum
sternere, to spread or make tip a bed, II.

9, 021, 660; so,,,
., Od. 4, 301 ; 13, 73, 11. 24,

798 ; so,•. Soph. Tr.

902; '/, Hdt. 6, 139:
—/ ., to spread nhrnnd or

scatter a heap of coals, II 9, 213.—2.

to spread smooth, level, .,
Lat. sternere acquor, Od. 3, 158;, Hdt. 7, 193: metaph.
to calm, , Acsch. Pr.

190 ; to level, lay low,"
TO. Eur. Heracl. 702 ; iva-7,'\\. 6, 18; cf. Epitaph,

ap. Lycurg. 103, 32.-3. ., to

m ike a lecel road, to pave it, Lat. viam
sternere, viam stratam ficere, hence in

pass., , Hdt. 2, 138.

—^11. to strew, bestrew with a thing,,, Hdt. 7, 54, cf. 8, 99.

— 111. intr., tn stretch or extend to, so

}.390

in part. aor., Anacreont. 30,

3,cf. Wagner Alciphr. 1, I.— (Length-

ened from root '-, -,
which answers to the Sanscr. stri,

stri, Lat. sterno, stravi, stratum.)

Henee, , 6, one who spreads,

Lat. qui sternit.— II. the undermost of
two substances by which fire is produced{), Scliol. Ap. Rh. 1, 1182.,, , also,, J/, a point, spike, esp. the tyne of

a deer's horn. Soph. Fr. 1 10 ; the tusk

of a boar. Lye. 492 : a point or tongue

of land. Id. 865, 1400; cf. Jac. Anth.

P. p. 128, 149.—In Hesych. also-
. (Seemingly akin to,, siurio.), , ,=, Call. Fr.

476, Lye. 1330., a later form of-, q. V., , , a pointed instrument

used by surgeons, Aretae. (Seem-
mgly akin to.) [i•], to enclose cattle in a

fold; elsew.. (From,,,,, akin to

arceo.)^, , ), Slura, a place in

India, Arr. Ind. 21, 1., dep. c. fut. et aor.

mid.. Plat. Gorg. 464 C, etc. : pf. pass.. Id. Legg. 635 A : (-
). To aim or shoot at, c. gen.,

.. Plat. Rep. 519 C, Isocr.

420 A ; ?., to aim at one thing and hit

another, Antipho 115, 19 :—hence,
metaph., to aim at, endeavour after,/, Oorg. 465 A, etc. ; , Id.

Legg. 962 D.—2. esp., to endeavour to

make out ; to guess, c. ace. Plat. Legg.
635 A, Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 5 :—absol., to

make guesses, feel one^s way, }, Soph. Ant. 241.,, , a hillock or mound
thrown up for fixing the poles of nets{) in. Poll. 5, 36; but it ought
prob. to be.—II. as adj. v.

sub., , ,=,
Plat. Phil. 62 .,, ,()
the thing aimed at a mark, an arrow,

javelin, Eur. Bacch. 1205.—II. the

mark., ov, 6,() an
aiming at a mark : hence, a guess, con-

jecture. Plat. Phil. 56 A., verb. adj. from -, one must aim at,, Arist.

Pol. 2,7, 7., ov, 6,() one

who aims at any thing, one who has an

end in view. Hence, , , disposed to aim
at, able to hit, c. gen., rofi,
Arist. Eth. N. 6, 7, 6; able to guess,

guessing,, Def. Plat. 412 :

—

absol. , sagacious. Plat. Gorg. 463 A.

Adv. -, . , Arist.

Rhet. 1, 1, 11.

~•, , 6, mark, . 1. for-, Xen. Ages. 1, 25 :—ague.<ss, con-

jecture, Aesch. Supp. 243.—(Orig. the

same as,.)'•/, , to have curly, Soph.ap.Poll.2,23; cf. EUendt
Lex. s. V. : from,, ,(,) curly-headed.3,, like, twi.st-

ed- of hair, cur/y.• a\so distorted. (Like- t'ram.) [a]^,, , Strabax, an offi-

cer of the Athenians under Iphicrates,

Dem. 482, 25 ; etc.

, , , () a nooee,

fetter, mostly in plur. : more usu. in
compd.. [$\, ov, , () for7,, a wounded, distorted body,

as and, esp. a
snail. Soph. Fr. 299 : also a kind of
olive, Meineke Pherecr. Agr. 2. [«2],() have distort-

ed eyes, to squint. Hence, ov, o. a squinting.3, , ,() like-, distorted, oblique ; esp. squint-

ing, Lat. strabus. Poll. 2, 51. Hence,, . = foreg., Lat.
strnbo. Com. Anon. (Nov.) Fr. 314.^,, , Strabo, the cel-

ebrated geographer, of Amasea in

Cappadocia. — 2. the Rom. name
Strabo.?..=^?, dub.
in Menand. p. 289., ,() a halt»,

Pint. Agis 20., , , () a
knot hard to unloose, cf..—
1\.=^). Hence', , to tie knots, start

difficulties, Plut. 2, 618 F; cf.-.7,() tostran-

gle, Lat. strangulare, Alciphr. 3, 49., ov, , usu. in plur.

Tu ., indurations in the limbs, esp.

by humours.,,,=,
Strattis Phoen. 5 ;^^, Pherecr. Au-
tom. 12: ., a clot of
milk, Arist. H. A. 7, 11, 1: hence,
Chrysippus was called by Aristo-

creon, /
Kon'ic, a knife to cut Academic knots,

Plut: 2, 1033 E.

, ,, a strangling

:

generally, twisting., , {?,) like a knot.— II. metaph., knotty,

crafty, LXX., ,(,-
}/) to twist up, knot : hence,— II. to

strangle, choke, LXX. Hence, ,, twisted, knot-

ted., , , a hesitating, loiter-

ing, tarrying., ov, , a cupping in-

strument, elsewh,., , , =-.,() =,
to twist, wind:—usu. in mid.-, to turn one^s self about, hesi-

tate, waver, loiter, tarry, ' kv-, Ar. Ach. 126;' . ; Id. Nub. 1.31 ; .
, Macho ap. Ath. 580 :—cf.., , , poet, for-. , , a kind ol

wheal, Theophr.), () to press or
squeeze out, LXX.., //,=., , .() twisted,

crooked: also) of., . , {,) : retention of the urine (when it

falls by drops), strangury, Ar. Vesp.
810, Ep. Plat. 358 E. Hence, , to suffer from
strangury, Ar.Thesm. 616, Plat. Legg.
916 A., , ,(-) liable to, suffering from strangury,

Hipp. 513: -,=,
Id. 190.



2, fut. )^, Lat.

!

utriiigo, Germ, strangen, to draw tight,

bind or tk tight, sqtieeze, etc. (Root

seldom, if ever, used ; but hence
come,,,,,,
etc. ; akin also to.)", , gen.,(-) that which oozes out, a drop, Me-
nand. p. 82, Mel. 1, 38 ; of. Schoi. Ar.

Nub. 131., , ,=., f. -, rarer and later

for, to lighten, Soph. O. C.

1515, Ap. Rh. 1,544. (Ace. to some,

akin to, because of the zigzag

motion of lightning.), , f. -, to lead or

command an army. Hence, ov, 6,(,)
the general of an army,=pa,
Hdt. 3, 157 ; 8, 44, Aesch. Fr. 168.

Hence, , , the office or dig-

nity of a general, Phllo., ov, 6,=.
Find. P. 6,31, I. 5 (4), 50. [pa]

ipapo, ov, , Stratarchus,

brother of Lagetas, a relative of Stra-

bo, Strab. p. 477., assumed as pres. of the

Ep. impf., they were en-

camped, II. 3, 187 ; 4, 378 ; of. sub., , , Ion.,{) :
—an expedition, campaign,, Hdt. 1,71, 171,

etc. ; . , Eur. Supp.

229 ; , to be on

foreign service. Plat. Symp. 220 A ; so,, Xen. Cyr.S, 2, 19;/ >,
Thuc. 1, 15 ; ,
Lat. domi mititiaeque, at home and
abroad, Plat. Phaedr. 260 : freq. also

in piur., military service, warfare, Id.

Rep. 404 A. Legg. 878 C ; so,, returning from war, Ae.sch.

Ag. 603, Earn. 631.

—

is a

constant v. 1., and is sometimes un-

doubtedly used= (Trpa-fia, v. sub
voc. ; but is never=ff-pa
rat, an army, Stallb. Plat. Phaedr.

I.e., , , the Warlike, epith

of Minerva, Luc. D. Meretr. 9, 1.,, ,{)
—like, an expedition, cam
paign, Aesch. Pers. 758, freq. in Hdt.,

Thuc, etc. ; . , Hdt. 3,

49.— II. an armament, army, host, Hdt.

1,6; 7, 48, and Trag. ; .,
Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 26 ; a company, band,

Eur. Supp. 653. [pu] Hence, , , inclined to

war, warlike, military, Plut., desiderat., to he anx-

iousfor war, Dio C., ov, fit for military

service, serviceable,, Xen. Hell.

6. 5, 12 ; . . Id. Cyr. 1, 2, 4;

oi., Polyb. 6, 19, 6 : from, ?/, an expedition, like, Hdt. 1, 189. [], verb adj. from-, one must march, Xen. Hell. 7, 1,

41., ,,=^-, Chaerem. ap. Ath. 562 F., f. -, {) :

—

to

serve in war, serve as a soldier, do mili-

tary service, to take the field, march,

first in Hdt., ,, Hdt. 1, 77, Eur. . F.

825, Thuc, etc. ; c. ace. cognato,., Thuc. 1, 112 :—so also

as dep. mid., to take the

field, be on active service, serve as a

•

soldier, absol., Hdt. 4, 28, etc. ; and
]

like the act., . Id. 3, 139, etc.

;

aor. pass,, only in Pind. '

P. 1, 98; pf. pass,,
having been a soldier, Ar. Ran. 1113 :—

j

later the dep. became much the most ;

freq., and was used exactly like the

act., as in Xen.— II. later, to take or

receive into the army, to enroll, enlist,

App., and Hdn., ov, ,()
the general's tent, Lat. praetorinm :—at

Athens, the place where the

held their sittings, Lat. curia stratego-

rvm, Aeschin. 74, 21 ; cf.-., ov, 6,=., , . -, to be-, to he general, Hdt. 5, 28, Ar.

Eq. 288, Thuc, etc. :—c. gen., to be

general of an army, , etc.,

Hdt. 1, 34; 7, 82, 161 ; soinSoph. Aj.

1 100, and often in Xen. : but also like, c. dat., -', Hdt. 6,

72, cf. Aesch. Eum. 25, Lys. 135, 29.

— II. c. ace. rei, to do a thing as gen-

eral, Xen. An. 7, 6, 40 ;-., carry on the whole
war in Philip's favour, Dem. 30, 13.

—

2. c ace pers., to out-general, Epist.

Socr. 28, cf..—HI.

rare in pass, to be commanded, Plat.

Ion 541 C, Dem. 52, 2. Hence,,, the act of a

general, esp. a stratagem, piece of gen-

eralship, Xen. Mem. 3, 5, 22, Polyb.,

etc.,•. adj. from-, one must be a general, one must

command, Plat. Sisyph. 389 D., , , belonging or

suited to the command of an army, Plat.

Phileb. 56 B., , . Ion.,{) the office, dignity, post of

a general, command, Hdt. 6, 94, Eur.

Andr. 678, 704 ; ', being chief general of

Greece, Id. I. T. 17 :
-, Aeschin. 33, 28 :

—later, also the qualities, skill of a

general, generalship, Xen. An. 2, 2, 13,

etc. ; his conduct, Thuc. 1, 95., , desiderat. of-, to tiish to be a general, Xen.

An. 7, 1,33, Dem. 435, 27., , ,()
of fit for a general : - (sc.-)= II, Plat. Euthyd. 290

D, etc.; so., Xen. Cyr. 1,

6, 12.— II. stated orfitted for command,

general-like, versed in generalship. Plat.

Gorg. 455 C, Xen. Cyr. 8, 4, 7 :—adv.

-Kur, ., Ar. . 362 : coin-

par,-, Polyb. 10, 32, 7., ov, ,=
II, Dem. 1043, Jl, Aeschin. 39, 25.—
\\.=07, a camp, Soph. Aj.

721.,, fem. adj., of a gen-,

eral, ., the door or entrance

of a general's tent. Soph. Aj. 49 ;

., the admiraVs ship, ^^n^-ship,

Thuc. 2, 84; cf. Andoc. 2, 31 ; so //

., alone, Hdt. 8, 92.— II. as subst.,

fern, of sq., a female commander, Ar.

Eccl. 835 ; from], ov, (, ):
the leader or commander of an army, a

general, very freq. from Hdt. down-
wards ; opp. to (admiral),

Soph. Aj. 1232 (though at Athens the

two offices were not distinct) :— also,, Ar. Eccl. 49) , 500

;

, Hdt. 7, 83.— II.

at Athens, the title of 10 officers elect-

ed by yearly vote to command the army

ajid navy, a?td conduct the war-depart-

ment at home, first in Hdt. 6, 109,—
where they are all in the field, with
the Polemarch at their head ; cf.', and v. Herm. Pol. Ant.

1^ 152.—2. also the chief niagistrates

the Achaians and some other Greek
states, Polyb.— 3. ., the

Roman consul. Id. 1, 52, 5 ; so,-
ii\one, 1, 7, 12, etc.; cf. -

U; ., the praetor.

Id. 3, 106, 6.—III. an officer with a re-

cruiting commission., , , Ion. for,
Hdt., , . Ion. - :—an

expedition, campaign, freq. in Hdt.
;. ' 2, 1.—II.

sometimes, but rarely, the army itself,

as Hdt. 8, 140, 1.7., , f. -/(,) :
— to lead an army into the

field, , , Hdt. 1,

124, etc. ; absol., 7, \W, Aesch. Eum.
687 ; ., Aesch. Pers. 717.

—

II. trans., to lead, command, c. gen.,

Aesch. Pers. 717, Eur. Rhes. 276; c.

dat., Id.Bacch. 52, El. 917., ov, b, (,) a leader of an army , a general,

commander, Soph.Aj. 1223, and Eur.

;

.. Aesch. Eum. 637. [], , , Ion. :
—an

army, squadron, Aesch. Pers. 534, Ag.

799, etc. ; .,, Thuc,
6, 33, etc. :—generally, company,

band, Pind. P. 11, 75.— II. sometimes=:, an expedition, Ar. Eq.

587, Thesrn. 828, 1169, Lys. 592

(where the metre requires it), Thuc.

8, 108 ; cf. sub. (Not fem.

from, but a lengthd. form of.) Hence,, 6,—, -.^, , i], Stratia, a city

of Arcadia, II. 2, 606: in Strabo's

time in ruins, p. 388: cf. Paus. 8,

25, 12., ov,() of an army

or war, warlike ; epith. of Jupiter. Hdt.

5, J19, Arist. Mund.7,3; and of Mars:
—, as adv., valiantly, Ar.

Vesp. 618. []\, ov, 6, Stratius, son of

Nestor and Anaxibia, Od. 3, 413,

where ace is.—2. an .Athe-

nian, son of Buselus, Dem. 1055, 25.

—3. another, Isae. 84, 9.—Others in

Paus. ; etc., ov, 6,() .—a
citizen bound to or performing military

service : then generally, one serving as

a soldier, a soldier, Hdt. 4, 134. Thuc,
etc.:— later, a soldier by profession,

Arist. Elh. N. 3, 8, 9 ;—elsewh!.— U. , an

Aegyptian water-plant, Sprengel Di-

osc". 1, 100; ., our

yarrow, Achillea millefolium, lb. 101.

Hence, ,, of or belonging

to soldiers,. Plat. Rep. 415

E;, Xen., etc. :—ro . (sc.) the pay of the forces, Dem.
107, 16: but ro. (sc.,) the

soldiery, Thuc. 8, 83 :

—

-
(sc.,), military

affairs. Plat. Ion 540 E.—II. fit for a

soldier, military, like,., the military age, Xen.

Cyr. 6, 2, 37.—III. warlike, soldierlike,

Polyb. 23, 17, 3 ; opp. to,
lb. 10, 4.

B. Adv. -,. , Isocr. 248

; like a rude soldier, and so brutally,

Polyb. 22, 21, 6:—but,-
(opp. to
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) equipped raihcr as troop-

lihipx, Thuc. 2, 83.'(, itiof, fem. of pur-
/.— 11. as adj., a~f).}, llie mar-

tial aid, Aeseh. Ag. 47.—2. ;/. (sc.). a troop-ship, transport, Thuc. 6,

43 ; H, 02, Xen., etc../, ov, a,(,-) Rtrict.ly, one who is in the camp,

i. e. a soldier, Apollod.[ -{/, ov, , ISiratobates,

son of Electryon and Anaxo, Apollod.

2, 4, 5.\7, ov. 6, Stratodemus,

8 Lacedaemonian, Thuc. 2, 07, v. 1.

1107., , 6, {,/] the herald of a camp or army,

Joseph.?.., 6, Slralocles, a

leailcr of the slingcrs from Crete in

the Greek army of Cyrus, Xen. An. 4,

2, 29.—Others of this name in Isocr.

;

Dcm. ; etc.

ipn-a, , Siratola, fern. pr. .n.,

Dein. 1351. 14.]', a, , Stratolas, an
Elean, Xen. Hell. 7, 4, 15., , f. -/, to levy an

army, enlist soldiers, Plut. Mar. 9, Cat.

Min. 27, etc. : and', , , a raising, levy-

ing an army : from, or,{, ?J.yu)

raising, levying an army., , , {,) prophet to the army, Aesch.

Ag. 122.^, , , Siratonicea,

a city of Caria, founded by Antiochus
Soter, and named after his queen
Stratonice, now Esl.-ihissar, Strab. p.

C60.—2. another city of (Jaria, lb.^, , , Stratonice,

daughter of Pleuron and Xanthippe,
Apollod. 1, 7.-2. a daughter of Thes-
pius. Id. 2, 7, 8.-3. sister of Perdic-

cas, wife of Seuthes of ^'hrace, Thuc.
2, 101.——4. wife of Antiochus So-
ter. Luc. de Dea Syr. 17.—Others in

Ath. ; etc.^, ov, 6, Stratonicus, a

citharoedus of Athens, Strab. p. CIO.

—Others in Ath. 782 ; etc., ov, h. {-•,) a general officer, Luc.
Hist. Conscr. 22 :—the Lat. tnhunns
legionis, Dion. H. 10, 36. Hence, , . the office of~7], Dion. H. ib.. , /.=-, Xen. Hell. 4, 1, 24.,, , camp,
an army, Diod.,, , an encamp-
ing, Xen. Cyr. 8, 5, C, Plat. Rep. 526
D : also, the position occupied by an
army, or by a fleet. Hence, , ov.foran en-

campment, Polyb. 6, 30, 3., to encamp, bivouac,

take vp a position, Xen. An. 7, C, 24,

cf Poppo Cyr. 4, 2, 6 :—more freq. as
dep. mid.,, Hdt. 1,

62; 2, 141, Thuc, etc.; of a fleet,

Hdt. 7, 124 : from, ov, , (,) :—strictly, the ground on which
soldiers are encamped, Aesch. Theb.
79 ; in Hdt. 2, 154,, as

the proper name of a part of Aegypt :

—hence, a. c.nmp, encampment, encamp-
ed army, Hdt. 4, 114, etc.; in both
signfs., Thuc. 3, 81 ; generally, an
army, squadron, Hdt. 1. 76, etc. ; also,

»• squadron of ships, Thuc. I, 117,

Lys 162. 9.—2. the Greek name for

Ihe Roman legion, Polyb. 1, 16, 2, etc.
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7,,(,)
transporting an army, f)fiTpuL ., OT-

uem for sailing, Lyc. 1037.

f, ov, 6, Stratus, a Thra-
cian, Qu. Sm. 8, 99.-11. /), a city of

Acarnania on the Acheloiis, Thuc. 2,

80 ; Strab. p. 450 : hence jy,
the territory of Stratus, Polyb. 4, 63,

10.—2. a city of Achaea, the subse-

quent Dyrne, Strab. ,(37.', ov, 6, an encamped
army; generally^ n?; army, host, freq.

from Hom. downwards, who most
freq. has , .,
throughout the army : .>, a
military force, Hdt. 1 . 53 ; of a naval
force, . /,, Thuc.
4, 85 ; 7, 71 : m ])rose, as in Hdt., it

is olt. omitted with , -
: V. sub voce.—In Hom.

always means the soldiery, the people,

e.xclusive of the chiefs :—hence,—2.

later, the commons, people,=l'a, -, opp. to 01, Pmd. P. 2, 160
;

cf. 0. 9. 143, Aesch. Eum. 683, 762,

Soph. El. 749 ; cf. I. 3.-3.
any hand or body of men, as of the

Amphictyons, Pind. P. 10, 12; of the
Centaurs, lb. 2, 86 : metaph.,-, lb.

6, 11.,. gen. of foreg., II. 10,

347.?, , 6, {,,) sentinel in a camp army,
Strab. [}-)], ,{) to lead to

war, only found in the part. aor. 1

pass. :, Aesch. Ag. 135

(ubi al.) ;—for the Ep.
inipf. belongs to a pres., cf Buttm. Ausf. Gr. ^105
Anm. 6.^, . , Stratlis, a ty-

rant of the island Chios, Hdt. 4, 1,38.

—2. a poet of the old comedy, Mei-
neke 2, p. 263 sqq.. , Cic. ad Att. 16, 15,

a comic dim., Lat. imperatorculus.^, . . Strata, an
Athenian. Ar. Ach. 122.—2. another.

Id. Av. 942.-3. of the family of the
Buselidae, Dem. 1064, 7.—4. a Phale-
rian, Id. 541, 17.—5. a king of Sidon,

Ael. V. H. 7, 2.^. a subsequent
king of Sidon, Arr. An.—7. -, a philosopher of Lampsacus,
teacher of Ptolemy Philadelphus.
Strab. p. 49; etc.—Others in Plut.;

etc., ov, 6, comic patro-

nymic. Son of a Gun, Ar. Ach. 596
;

cf..̂, , island of
Strata, in Arabicus sinus, Strab. p.

770.), 6, lower of
Strato, in Palestine, the later Caesa-
rea, Strab. p. 758.,, part, and inf.

aor. 2 pass, from./,, , as if from, frowardncss, LXX. ; v.., , , strictly fern, from, an instrument for turning or

winding, a windlass, roller, Aesch.
Supp. 441, Arist. de Motu An. 7, 7.

sq. :

—

a screw, press, Plut. 2, 950 A :

—

a rack or instrument of torture, Polyb.
18, 37, 7., ov, froward of
heart.?,, uv, with crumpled
horns., now, crook-footed.^, ,{^) crook- nosed./., , ,{) :

—

Iwist-

ed, bowed, crookl, Ar. Thesm. 516 ;., tricks of wrestling. Id.

Ran. 878 : ol the eyes, squinting, like, A. B. : of the brows, knit,

wrinkled., Leon. Tar. 85.—11. metaph.,
like, crooked in one's ways,
froward, LXX. Hence>, 7], , a being twist-

ed, Plut. Mar. 25 : crookedness,.
Id. 2, 908 A.., ov,{,^- '

?.) crooked-lipped, i. e. deceitful,UicGt.?., , f. -, {',]) :
—to twist or strain with a

ti'indlass, ?-, Hdt. 7, 36: also to screw up,
stretch the strings of an instrument,. Plat. Rep. 531 .—11. to tivist

or wrench a dislocated limb, with a
view to setting it,., Hdt. 3,

129 :—also, of wrestlers, Jac. Phi-
lostr. Imag. p. 435 :—pass.,-, to squint.—2. to

stretch on the rack, etc., rack, torture,

Ar. Ran. 620, Antipho 133. 17, etc.

;

and metaph., Ar. Nub. 620:—pass.,

to be racked, wrenched, etc.,-. Ar. Lys. 846, Plut.

875; , Lysias
134, 40:—Plat, also has fut. mid./. in pass, signf.. Rep.
361 E. Hence?,, , a putting to the

torture, Plut. 2. 1070 B., /, b,=-
7/./, ov,, a rack, neut.

of sq., Joseph., a, ov, racking, tor-

turing./, , ,{? II.

3) torturer, executioner: also=arpf-?., , , {) that

whicli is twisted or wound.—II. a wrench,

strain, .sprain,[) 7/, Dem.
24, 6; 156. 1.7. , ov,{, -) whirling-bright, ,
coniico-dithyrambic epith,, Ar. Nub.
335.7,, ,{)=-, nth. . 5, 294., adv.() a game
in which a piece of money being laid

down, was to be struck by anothei
piece so as to be made to turn over,

Poll. 9, 117., 7), •, also , , verb,

adj. from, easily bent or twist-

ed, pliant : , in II. 5.

1 13 ; 21, 31, was (ace. to Aristarch.)

a shirt of chain-armour or mail, Lat.

lorica annulnta, elsewh.

. ; or, one covered with scales, else-

wh. . : ,
plin7it withs, Eur. Cycl. 225.— 2., also in full., a

collar of tiiisted or linked metal, Lat.

torques, esp. among barbarous nations,.. Hdt. 3, 20; 9, 80,

cf Plat. Rep. 553 C, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3,

2, etc.—3. of pastry, a twist, cracknel.

Dem. 314, 1, cf. Hippol. ap. Ath. 130

D.—II. metaph., to be bent or turned,, the gods
themselves may be turned, II. 9, 497 ;., 11. 15. 203 ; .-, a glib, pliant tongue, 11. 20, 248.

— 111. btiit, curved,. 07/, of a

pick-axe, Eur. H. F. 946., ov,{ 1. 2,) wearing a collar or necklace, Lat.

torqualus. Hdt. 8, 113.,, , distress, suffer-

ing, Nic. Al. 313.,{,,



) as pass. ; strictly, to

be sqtieezed or pressed out in drops ;

hence, to be gradually drained of one^s

strength, grow iveary, weary one's self,

aivy, if -, II. 15, 512, Od. 12, 351 ;.ao^, to be worn out by toils,

Ap. Rh. 4, 384 ; ., Call. Cer.

68 : later, generally, to be distressed,

to suffer distress, pain, etc., Nic. Al.

291. (No act. seems to oc-

cur: the usa. assumed mid. signf.,

to turn one''s se//" about, i. e. to hesitate,

leaver, etc., like, is also

dub.), , f. -7/,[,) :

—

to spin or whirl something
round : hence, in pass., to spin round

and round, oi (for-), his eyes went round, of one
stunned by a blow on the nape of the

neck, 11. 6, 792.—II. intr. in act., to

spin, whirl round, Q. Sm. 13, 6. Also'.;,,()=-., , =, q. .
Hence, ,=-.', f- : aor. 1-,. 3 1., II. 18, 546 : pf., cf. Theognet. ap. Ath. 104

C, Lob. Phryn. 578 : pf pass,-
; aor. 1 pass,, oil. in

Hom., but only in part.; Ion. and
Dor., Theocr. 7, 132,—

a

form never found in Ep. ; and in Att.

the aor. 2 pass, prevailed.

Hom. uses pres., impf, but most
freq. aor. 1 act., and pres., impf,fut.,

and esp. aor. 1 pass. No pres.-
seems to be in use.

To twist, turn,, Od. 4, 520 ; ., to

turn or guide liorses, II. 8, 168, Od.
15, 205 ; so, .', Pind.

Fr. 15 ;. Soph. Aj. 575 -.—.
.., Aesch. Pr. 707 ; -
novijpa, Ar. Nub.

1455:

—

to wheel soldiers round, Xen.
Lac. 11, 9.—II. to turn about, nal

., to turn upside down, Aesch.
Eum. 651 ; so, .. Soph. Ant.
717 ; ., Dem. 544, 2

;

and alone, to overturn, jtpset,

Eur. 1. T. 1166. Meleag. 21 : hence,
to change, alter, Eur. Med. 416, Plat.,

etc.—III. to twist a rope, Xen. An. 4,

7, 15 :

—

to torture, torment,, Antiph. Omph. 2,

cf Ael. . . 2, 44 : v. sub
II,.— IV. to twist threads, i. e.

spin, Luc.—V. as a technical term of
wrestlers, to twist the adversary back :

hence, , Pind. . 4,

151 ; cf..— VI. metaph.,. , to turn a thing over in

one's mind, Lat. consilium animo vol-

vere ; SO, absol.,
;

Eur. Hec. 750; cf Ael. N. A. 10, 48.

—VII. to turn from the right course, di-

vert, embezzle money, Lys. 905, 4.

B. pass, and mid., to twist or turn
one's self, to turn round or about, turn

to and fro, Hom. ; -, of one tossing in bed, II. 24,
5 : to turn to or from an object, ace.
to the prep, which follows, as, ?..-
'/.' ^, II. 6, 516:
hence also absol., to turn back, II. 15,

615, Soph. O. C. 1648, etc.; to turn

and flee, Xen. An. 3, 5, 1, etc. :—and
of the heavenly bodies, to revolve, cir-

cle, Plat. Tim. 40 B, etc.—2. metaph.,
to twist about, like a wrestler trying
to elude his adversary ; and so, in ar-

gument, W twist and turn, shuffle,

; Ar. Ach. 385 ;

; Plat. Phaedr.
236 , etc. ; -, to twist every way. Id. Rep.

405 C ; cf Euthyd. 302 B, I.

2. — 3. to turn and change,)). Soph. Tr. 1134: c.

gen. causae,, would not turn for any
noise of thing. Id. Aj. 1117 ; cf-.-—ii. to attach one'sself, stick

close, , Od. 9, 435 ;

16, 352 :—then simply, like Lat. ver-

sari, to be always engaged, .
Plat. Theaet. 194 ; and of things,

to be rife, -, Solon 15,23.

—

. of limbs,

to be twisted, dislocated, Hdt. 3, 129,

Plat. Legg. 789 E.
C. strictly in mid. signf, to turn

about ivith one's self, take back. Soph.
O. C. 1416.

D. intr. in act., like pass., to turn

about, II. 18, 544, 546; where, how-
ever, may be supplied from
V. 543 ; as may in Od. 10, 528

:

of soldiers, to wheel about, Xen. An.

4, 3, 26, and 32 : of the sun, to revolve,

Soph. Fr. 771, cf Eur. Ion 1154.( is orig. the same word
with : hence,-,,, -
.), ,{)=-.
ipa, , , Strepsa, a place in

Maceclonia on the Thracian borders,

Aeschin. 31, 38., Ep. for,
aor. 1 from, II. 18, 546., , b, ,{,) with twisted neck,, The-
opomp. (Com.) Strat. 1., ov, 6, Strepsiades, a
victor in the Isthmian games, cele-

brated in song by Pind. I. 7.—2. one
of the characters in the Clouds of

Aristophanes, formed from,
with comic allusion to ;

with irreg. voc., 1206., ov,(,-) with curly wool, :—metaph.,
using distorted phrases, of Euripides,
prob. 1. Ar. Fr. 542., ov, changing simple

airs, V. 1. for foreg.,, , a turning, twisting;

like., , f. -,(,) twist or pervert the right, Ar.

Nub. 434. Hence, , , (-) cunning in the perversion of
justice, Ar. Av. 1468.,=^, susp., , also, , ,
strong, hard, rough, harsh, esp. of
sounds, like, ; hence,,. Rh. 2, 323

;

so, , Anth.
. 7, 287 ; , of
the trumpet. Id. 6, 350 : cf ?]-, Lat. strenuus., , f. -,() :— to be over-strong ; hence, to wax
wanton, a word of the new comedy
for, Antiph. Didym. 1 (ubi v.

Meineke), Sophil. Philarch. 1, 3, Di-
phil. Incert. 48 ; cf. Phryn. 381.—II.

to exult over. Lob. 1. C., ,,=, q. v., ov, b, and, ,,(') :
—power, .strength, Anth.

P. 7, 680 : hence, haughtiness, like, LXX. : c. gen., eager desirefor
any thing,. Lye. 438.", ov, (-,)
ro IIsb- voiced, Callias Incert. 5.},() to cry strongly

or roughly, strictly of elephants : also
written., comic word,' uv, not the very least, not a
fraction, Ar. Ach. 1035. (Cf sq.), b, a weak, fine voice, the
root of, ace. to Schol.
Ar. Ach. 1035 ; though he expressly
distinguishes it from a bird's voice,. (Akin to.), ov, ,^=(., , gen.,(,) :

—

night-bird, so called from
its shrieking cry, Lat. strix.—II. a
row, line, cf *,, Lat. striga :

a form is quoted in Cramer's
Anecd., collat. form of,
seldom, if ever, used : hence,,, Lat. strideo.—11.

collat. form of, hence Lat.
stringo., ,, like,

(q. fortasse legend.), firm, hard,
solid, Plut. 2, 642 E., ov, b, hard, sinewy flesh,,-,=-., , , =,,.,, , an instrmnent for
stirring, used by fullers., , f. -,() :

—
to spin a top, to make to spin or whirl,, Ar.
Nub. 700, (hepce, seemingly intr.,

(sc. ), Ar. Eq. 386,
Vesp. 1528) :

—

to make giddy,, Aesch. Cho. 1052 ;

to distract, distress,, Plut. Num. 13.—Pass.,.
to be spun about, wheel round and round,.
Aesch. Cho. 203 ; with fut. mid., Ar,
Ran. 817: to be distracted,', Polyb. 24, 8, 13.

—

Cf, -.7], , , whirled round or
about, Luc. Tragop. 12.?.,,= 5.?, , f. ,=^-., , ,{
6) forest ofpines orfirs, hat. pinetum., , , a plug of lint twist-

ed into an oval shape like a pine-cone,

Hipp. ; cf Foes. Oecon. [i], () to twist

about,, Anth. P. 6, 94., , ov,( 6)

of like a pine-cone, Diosc. [Jt], , , dim. of-., a small pine-cone, or small pine-
tree, Diosc.—II. cone-shaped earrin'r.

[] , o,vime flavour
ed with pine-cones, Diosc. 5, 41.
',,^, Orph. Lith. 666 ; Herm. metri
grat., sed v.

fin., , like a-, conical, Theophr.7•., , to have curly
hair., , ,(,-,) :

—

any thing twisted up,' -, of the hedgehog, Ion ap. Ath.
91 ;—or, one ivliich turns round, spins

:

hence,—2. a lop. Plat. Rep. 436 D.

—

3. a whirlpool : a whirlwind, which spins

upwards, Arist. Mund. 4. 16; cf Luc.. 19.—4. a twist or turn in imisic,

Pherecr. Cheir. 1, 14, Plat. (Com.)
Incert. 57.—5. a whirling dance, pi-

rouette, , Ar. Pac.
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864, cf. Vpsp. 1502.

—

6.=, the

cone of the fir or pine, fir-apple, pine-

cone, Lat. ?it<,r pinen, Theophr., cf.

Schneid. in Imlice, Lob. Pliryn. 397:

also of the tree itself, a fir, pine, Plut.

2, 648 D.—7. a cone-shaped earring,

like.—II. as adj.,,
, , whirlin•;, Anth. P. 15, 25. [[

regularly, as in II. cc. ; but , in signf.

I. C, Anth. P. 6, 232.] Hence
3?.(, , to turn about, keep

goitig, ri/v, Plut. 2. 235 E., , contr. for-, Plut. Sull. 17., ov, a, also and,{) :—like,
a top.—11. a making to spin, a ivhirling

round ; , i. e.

by a whirlwind, Aesch. Ag. iB57.•—

Cf. I. 1., (.-}') to

round off, Plut. 2, 894 A.,, , a round

body, [w]2.,=.^, , ij, Strongyle. one
of the Aeolian islands near Sicily,

now Stromboli, Thuc. 3, 58; Strab.

p. 276., v. 1. for sq. in Dion.

H.^,, 6, Strongyli-

on, a statuary, Paus. 1, 40, 3.?, ( from ?.,
as from) to

rovnd off. rnake round, Leon. Tar. 78,

8, Dion. H. Comp. 14.,,,^-., , cut round., , (-,) turned into a round shape,

rounded, Archestr. ap. Ath. 112 A. [[]^.,, somewhat rou7id.

Adv. -., ,(-,) u'ith a round stalk, Diosc.73, ov, with a round

pod or shell.

, ov, ,()
sailing in a merchant ship, Ar. Fr. 685

;

cf..?, (^,) as

pass., to have an impression or concep-

tion of roundness, Plut. 2, 1121 A., ov,(-
/.,) round-sided, of an eel,

Strattis Phil. 1.', ov, (-,) ivith a round face,

Arist. H. A. 1, 16, 4, Physiogn. 3, 5., , ov,() :
—

rou7id, Hdt. 2, 92, Ar. Nub. 751, 1127,

Plat., etc.:

—

spherical, 0•\. to-, Plat. Phaed. 97 D ; or, circular,

opp. to. Id. Meno74 D:

—

-, =, 6?., a mer-

chant-ship,from its round, roomy shape,

as opp. to the long narrow ship-of-

war(), Hdt. 1, 163, Thuc.
2,97; ., full, swelling sails,

App.—II. metaph. of words and ex-

pressions, well-rounded, neat, pithy,

close, terse,. 1>7], Ar. Ach. 686;

so, . ,
Plat. Phaedr. 234 ;. ?., etc.

;

also, TO., neatness, terse-

ness expression, Ar. Fr. 397 ;-, like, to

express neatly and cleverly, cf. Lat.

verba or oralio pressa, Cic. de Or. 2,

23, Brut. 55, cf. Schneid. Theophr.
T. 3, p. 63 ; so in Germ, gedrungen :

hence also, , i. e.

to live closely, i. e. simply, Plut. 2,

157 B. Hence,, , roundness,

Plat. Meno 74 B.
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,,,=-
?,., LXX. [], , rounding, Hipp., and, , f.-,
=: from, 6,=,,
ap. Hesych.,. , l^fiff^us, an Ath-
enian, father of Leocrates, Thuc. 1,

105., ov, , dim. from
/,•, Nic.Th.629., , f. -,^=.
Hence, adv., like a top, whirl-

ing. Antii. Plan. 300.,,, dim.fwm-.̂ , ov, , Strombichides,

father of Diotimus, Thuc. 1, 45 ; vulg., as also in Strab. p. 47.— 2. son of Diotimus, a naval offi-

cer, Thuc. 8, 15; Xen. Hell. 6, 3, 2., , () like a, a top, cone, etc., ov, 6, () :—like,,,-
?., body rounded or spun round

:

hence,— 1. a top, II. 14, 413.—2. a

snail-shell, Arist. H. A. 1, 11, 1, The-
ocr. 9, 25 :—also, the snail, Arist. H.
A. 5, 15, 22, cf. 4, 4, 35.-3. tuhirl-

wivd, usu., Aesch. Pr.

1085.—4. a pine-cojie, elsev/h.-
(•,, Nic. Th. 884.—5. a spin-

dle. Lye. 585. Hence, , like, to turn

roxmd, spin about.—II. to make into a., , contr. for-
: ., animals of the snail

kind, Arist. H. A. 4, 4, 2, sq., , . dim. from, Eubnl. Incert. 14. [a]

ipova, , Struthas, a Persian,

Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 17., a, ov, ofor like a-.— II. ~.,= III,

Anth. P. 6, 252.

ipovca, ov. 6, Struthias, a para-

site often named in comedy, Luc.
Fug. 19., to chirp like a,
to twitter, chatter, Ar. Fr. 717.— II. to

clean ivith the herb, Diosc.. ov, TO, dim. from-, Anaxandr. Anter. 1.—II. tu .
(sc. 1)), soap-xtort, used for clean-

ing wool, Theophr. : a chaplet of this

flower, Eubul. Steph. 2 (with a play

on IV), Theophr., etc.

—

III.

(sub.), also, a kind
of qxiince, Theophr., a.,^.,, ,=-7..\7, , , (-.?) the SlnUhohalani, name
of a people in Luc. Ver. H. 1, 13., , also ,(-,) an ostrich, from its ca-

mel-like neck, struthiocamelus in Plin.

10, 1, 1. [a]^, ov, (,) with the head of a :

with a sharp-pointed head, Plut. 2, 520,, with sparrow's

or ostrich's feet.', ov, b, also , any
small bird ; esp., of the sparroiv kind, a

sparrow, II. 2, 311, sq. in iem. ; in

masc, Hdt. 1, 159: generally, oiVti,

even of an eagle, Aesch. Ag. 145 ; cf.

Ar. Vesp. 207, Av. 578.—II.

., the large bird, i. e. the ostrich,

Xen. An. 1, 5, 2; also called-
(i. e. birds that run, do

not fly); later also ,
Wess. Hdt. 4, 175, 192, Schneid.
Xerr. An. 1, 5, 2 ; also simply -, like, !. Ach.
1106, . 875.— III. ., aplant,=

II.—IV. ., lewd fel-

low, lecher (as in Juvenal, passer) ; cf.

II.

ipoo,, , Stmthus, a
promontory near Mases in Argolis,
Paus. 2, 36, 3., ov,(, -) feeding on birds, Strab., , , as if from, painted or embroidered with

bird.9, Sophron ap. Ath. 48 C.',. , the Struchates,

apeoplcof Media, Hdt. 1, 101.\: , al,, v.-
II., a, ov,() adroit,

cunning.—II. (
), epith. of Mercury, standing as

porter at the dnor-hinges, Ar. Plut.

1153, with a play upon signf. I,—v.

Schol.^, ov, , Strophacus, a
Thessalian, Thuc. 4, 78., , , (,) :

— whirl, eddy,. -
/, II. 10. 775, Od. 24, 39.—II.

curve, bend, Dion. P. 162, 584 : also a
star's orbit, Arat. 43.—HI. any thing

of a round shape, e. g. cheese, Nic.
i'h. 697.—IV. thing to turn upon,
piiwl, axle, etc., a lengthd. form of, ., to turn the
spindle, i. e. to spin, Od. 18, 315 ; cf.

Anth. P. 6, 218.,, 6, a top.—II. a cvrved
handle on a catapult.,,, , , ():—
turning round, whirling, circling, esp.

of the constellations, -, the Bear's circling paths,

Soph. Tr. 131, cf. Dion. P. 594:—
.. a whirlwind, Orph. Arg.

675 :— of cranes on their rrturn, Arat.

10.32.— II. ai (sc. ),
the Drifting Isles, a group not far from
Zacynthus, supposed to have been
once floating, cf. Thuc. 2, tin., fcar-

lier called, . Kh. 2, 295
sqq. ; another dcriv. is given from the
turning ( ) back here of the
sons of Boreas from the pursuit of
the Harpies, Apollod. 1, 9, 21t: cf.'.., ov, , ():—
twisted noose, cord, Xen. Cyn. 2, 7.

—

II an instrument for turning any thing
ti'ith, esp. in the theatre, a machine by
rvhich an actor disappeared from the
audience, Poll. 4, 132.—2. a woo/Jen

windlass on which a cable runs, Luc.
Navig. 5.,, ,() a verte-

lire of the neck or spine.—-11. the socket

in which the door moves (cf.-
), Ar. Thesm. 487, Polyb. 7, IG,

5, Luc.,=, esp. to have a
(signf. II), Ar. Pac. 175.,. ,() :

— turning,

Xen. Eq. 7, 15 : turning roxmd, cir-

cling., Soph. Fr. 379 ;. Plat. Legg. 782 A ; cf.-
: ., rolling of the

eyes, Eur. H. F. 932.-2. a twist, such
as wrestlers make to elude their ad-

versary ; a slippery trick, a dodge, ov, Ar. Plut. 1154, Eccl.

1026; so Aesch. Supp. 623; cf.-
. I. 2.-3. in music, a twist or

turn, , Ar.

Thesm. 68 cf..—II. esp. the

turning of the chorus, dancing towards



one side of the : hence also

the strain sung during this evolution ;

the strophe, to which the

answers.,, like a,
Math. Vett.,, . Plat, and Plut.

11. citand. :{) :—like,
the pivot, axle, pin. etc., ore which a

body turns. Ear. Phoen. 112G.— 2.

were pivots sunk in sock-

ets, Lat, scapi cardinales, at top and
bottom of a door, and which there-

fore served as hinges : they were
made from the /., or-, whereas the, made from
the, was the socket in which
the turned, Theophr. H. PI.

5, 5, 4, sq., cf. Vitruv. 4, 6, Plut. Rom.
23 ;—hence, the vertebrae, as the pivots

on which the body moves, Pherecr.

Incert. 71 B, Plat. Tim. 74 A, B.—
3../., ofa ivell-kung tongue,

Ar. Ran. 892.

fpor, , . Strophia, a fount-

ain near Thebes, Call. Del. 76., rj,,() -.—jitfor

turning about

;

—cf. sub /..—II.{ 11) strophic, consisting of a

strophe., ov, TO, dim. from-, a band worn by women round the

head, or (more usu.) round the breast,

Ar. Lys. 931, Thesm. 139, 255. Fr.

509; cf.\- 1.—II. ahead-band
worn by priests, Plut. Arat. 53, cf.

Diog. L. 8, 73.^, ov, 0, Strophius, father

of Scamandrius, 11. 5, 49.—2. son of

Crisus. king of Phocis, father of Py-
lades, Pind. P. II, 53 ; Eur. 1. T. 60:

in Paus. 2, 16, 7, also a son of Pyla-
des and Electra.,, ,{) a. twisting,

slipperyfellow, Ar. Nub. 450 ; cf.-
. 1. 2., , ,=^, Eur.

Andr. 718., {,)
as pass., to wheel eddying round, of

birds, Aesch. Ag. 51., f. -, as pass.,( II):— strictly, to have the

colic, Diosc., , ,{) :

—

a twist-

ed band or cord, used as a sword-belt,, on it was
a cord to hang it by, Od. 13, 438 ; 17,

198 : generally, a cord, rope. Hdt. 4,

60:

—

\90^, a 7naiden-zone,

Aesch. Theb. 871 (et sic legend, pro, in Supp. 457).—2. a swath-

ing-cloth. swaddling-band, H. Horn. Ap.
122, 128 ; like.— 3. basket-

work, braided-work ; also a braid of
hair.—II. a twisting of the bowels, colic,

Lat. tormina, ' ?/>-, Ar. Thesm. 84, and Hipp.
;

cf. Foes. Oecon., and v. sub,
A. Ill,. Hence, . like a,
Hipp. ; al..,,= U., , , dim. from.', rare coliat. form of.^;, , , Stryme, a city of

the Thasians in Thrace, on the Lis-

sus, Hdt. 7, 108 ; Dem. 163, 18..'\, ov, , Stryjnodorus,

a citizen of Acharnae, Ar. Ach. 273.
—2. a banker in Aegina, Den). 953, 19., Ion., (sc.), , a wind blowing from the

Thracian river Strymon towards
Greece, i. e. a jVXE. xvind, Valck.
Hdt. 8, 118 ; cf. Aesch. Ag. 192.^, ij, ov,=sq., b .

2TPQ
7.7, the Strymonicus sinus, a gulf

on the coast of Macedonia, Strab.^. a. or, of or relating to

the Strymon, Sirymonian. and so Thra-

cian, 6 ., of Rhesus, Eur.

Rhes. 386
; ., Anlh.

P. 7, 485.^,, , the Strymon, a

large river^tThrace, which empties
into the A^^an, now Karasou, Hes.
Th. 339 ; Hdt. ; etc.—The river-god

was the father of Rhesus, Eur. Rhes.
351, sqq., V,., , {):—strictly,

of a taste which draws up the mouth,
rough, harsh, astringent. Plat. Tim. 65
D, "Xen. Hier. 1, 22.—II. melaph. of

temper, manner, etc., harsh, austere,., Ar. Vesp. 877 ; cf. Xen.
Cvr. 2, 2, 11.—1.=-/<^• (q. v.),

stiff, 0pp. C. 1, 411 ; cf. Jac. Phi-

lostr, Imag. p. 263. [Ace. to Draco,

p. 83, 2, V by nature, as appears also

by its deriv. from.] Hence,, , a sour, harsh

taste, sourness, Arist. Categ. 8, 8,

Probl. 1, 42, 4.—II. metaph., sourness,

ill-temper, Dion. H., ,{) to make
sour or harsh : generally,=,
Plut. 2, 624 E.,,,^, dub. in

Diosc., ov, ro,=:sq., Nic. Th.
878., ov, , also , nightshade,

solanu?n, a family of plants of which
the ancients knew three or four spe-

cies, some poisonous, one bearing an
eatable berry of an acid, vmous fla-

vour, Theophr., and Diosc. 4, 71-4:

cf..,, ,{) :

—

any thing spread or laid out for resting,

lying, silting upon, a ?natrass, bed,

Theogn. 1193 : esp., in plur., the ma-
trass and bed-clothes, bedding, Lat. ves-

tis stragula, freq. in Ar., as Ach. 1090,

Nub. 37, 1069, Comici ap. Ath. 48 B,

sq.. Plat., etc. ; ,
Ar. Ran. 596; .-, to pull

the bed from under one, Dem. 762, 4 ;, Luc. Asin. 38.—2. in plur.

3.\50=,. sq. 2.—3. in plur.

also piles for building bridges on, Lat.
suhlicae, Poiyaen..,, , the coverlet of
a betl, first in the New Comedy, An-
tiph.. 1, Ale.x., etc. : also

=. cf. Lob. Phryn.
401.— 2. in plur.. patch-

work (such as these coverlets were
often made of) ;—the name of a mis-

ctUaneoiis work by Clemens Alex.— II.

a flat fish marked with divers colours.,, f. -, {)=^., ov, , ., a

pic-nic at which the host found the., ov, ; and in

Ar. Fr. 249, -, ov, :-—a leath-

ern or linen sack in uhich slai>es had to

put the bed-clothes{), and tie

them up therein{,), Ar. 1. c. Plat. The-
aet. 175 E, Xen. An. 5, 4, 13., , , a pack-saddle., , to spod carpets,

etc., cf.-.
,, , ,{-, ';) one who has the care of the

bedding, table-cloths, etc., Plut. [],, , a bed spread or pre-

pared ; generally, a bed, couch, Pind.

P. 1, 54, etc., and Att., as Aesch. Cho.
671, Thuc. 8, 8 ; matrass, bedding,

Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 30 .—.,
of the golden fleece, Pind. P. 4, 410., and -jihj, f.,
formed metaplast. from,, q. v. Hence,, , a spreading, cover-

ing, Ath. 48 D., , ,{)=.— II. in plur., the rafters laid

upon the bearing beam, Ar. Fr. 54
(where allusion is made to the prov-

erb in A. B. respecting a drunken
man, -

) ), Polyb.
5. 89, 6 : cf. Bockh Inscr. 1. p. 281.—
2, the laths nailed across the rafters,

Philo., , , dim. from
foreg., , 6, {):—
like, one that spreads, esp.

one that gets ready the beds and dinner-

couches, Lat. strator, Ath. 48 D, Plut.
Pelop. 30., ,,{) spread,

laid, centered, Lat. stratus,, Hes.
Th. 798, Eur. Or. 313 ;,.
Soph. Tr. 916., , poet, and Ion. freq.

of, as for :
—

•

to turn constantly, . 7.. to

turn the spindle of wool, i. e. spin,

Od. 6, 53, 306, etc. :—pass.,-, to turn, one's self about, keep turn-

ing, II. 13, 557; 20, 422: hence, like

Lat. versari in loco, to keep in a place,
abide, tarry, live there, 11. 9, 463, Hdt.
2, 85, and Hipp, (where it is wrongly
written) : usu.-, Aesch. Ag. 1224, cf.

Eur. Ale. 1052 ; but in pregnant signf.,. , to visit cities and
abide there, Hes. Op. 526.—II. intr.,

for.. Rh. 3,

893.

\3^), , , a city of Mace-
donia, Polyb. 28, 8, 8, in Liv. Slubera., i), ,{) the pri-

mary form of., , , , {,) hating the man or the male sex,

Aesch. Pr. 724. [a], , ,{) :

—

hated,

abominated ; hateful, abominable ; freq.

in Hom., Hes., and Trag., both of
persons and things ; ., II. 8,

368 ;, ?.,, \•-, etc., Od. 5, 396, 11. 4, 240, etc.
;

so, , etc., Aesch. Pers. 909,
Theb. 335, Eum. 308, cf. Herm. Soph.
Phil. 166 :— c. aai., filled with hate to

any one, ,
he was his enemy in heart, 11. 14, 158.

Adv. -. Od. 23, 23, etc.—Poet,
word. Hence,, , a being hated,

etc., hatrfulness, dub., , {, )
ivilh hateful, horrid look, epith. offiy-. Hes'. Op. 194., , = foreg. : hateful,

horrid, Anth. P. 9, 662.. , f.- : lengthd. from
root -, whence the deriv.

tenses used by Hom. are directly

formed, viz. aor. 1, opt. -, Od. 11. 502; aor. 2 eari'} or,

Od. 10, 113, cf 11. 17, 694: fut. mid.
as pass.,. Soph. O. T.
672. To hate, abominate, abhor, c.

ace, freq. in Horn., Hes., and Trag.

;

also in Pind. Fr. 217, 2, Hdt. 7, 236,

and Ar., but never in Att. prose ;—

a

stronger word than,—to show
hatred, not merely to feel it, cf. Eur.
El. 1016 :—sometimes, c. inf. also,

to hate or fear to do a thing, 11. 1, 186;

8, 515, cf." Soph. Phil. 87.—II. in aor.
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I, to make hateful, fearful, horrid,;
then would I make my courage ami

my hands a dread to many a one, Ofl.

II, 502 :—but this aor. is used in the

common sense by Ap. llh. 4, 512,

Anth. P. 7, 430. — Poet. word.

Hence,, , an abomination,

Eur. Or. 480.— II. Ari/m/. [v], .. also ,, Aesch.

Pr. 592 (ffryyftj) :

—

haled, abominated,

horrid : to be hated, hateful, Acsch. 1. C., a, ov, also of. ov, Eur.

Med. 195, He). 1355 (^):—Stygi-

an, of the nether world, Ae.sch. Pers.

COS.

—

\\.=), hateful, abomina-

ble,,, Eur. 11. c.,, f. -,{) to be

or become sad or gloomy, to look so,

LXX., and N. T.\, /, , Stygna, a Dana'id,

Apollod. 2, 1,4. ^, ov, making sad or

gloomy., , , strictly contr. from,^=, haled, abhorred;

hence, hateful, of persons and things,,, Aesch. Pr. 886, Pers.

472, etc. ; , you yield

with an ill grace. Soph. O. '. 073.—II.

sad, sorrowful, gloomy, of outward ap-

pearance, like Lat. tnslis,.-, Aesch. Ag. 639 ; ,
Eur. Hipp. 173 ; opp. to, Xen.

An. 2, 6, 9 and 11 ; but it is rare in

prose. Hence,, , sadness, gloom-

iness, Lat. tristitia: esp., of outward
appearance : hence of the sky, Polyb.

3, 20, 3, etc., ov,) sad-colour-

ed, Nicet.', , {) to make

sad :—pass., to be or become so, Anth.

P. 9, 573., ov,{,)
hating marriage,, Atith. P. 10, 68., , , {) hatred,

abhorrence : sadness, gloom,

., Aesch. Ag. 547
; ., lb.

1308.—II. the object of hatred, an abom-

ination, lb. 558, Cho.991 ; ,
of the Erinyes, Id. Eum. C44. []*, v..,, , dim. from.
—II. like, a mast or spar to

carry a sail at the stern, Plut. Pomp.
24.,, , dim. from,
Strab., , , fern, -,, of

or like a pillar, cf..^, ov, , Slyllagium,

a place in Triphylian Elis, Polyb. 4,

77, 9.,, 6,{,)
the foot or base ofapillar. Plat. (Com.). 12. [], ov,{,)
cutting pillars, Phllo. []/, ,{,) like

pillar.—II. like a stile or writing in-

strument., , , {,) pillar with figures oil it, Anth.

P. 3, tit., , a pillar, Hdt. 2, 109,

Aesch. Ag. 898, Eur. I. T. 50.— II.

any long, upright body like a pillar, a

post, pale, etc., Polyb. 1, 22, 4.-2. in

late writers,= Lat. stilus:— (but as

the best authorities write stilus, not

stylus, and the penult, of this word is

short, sl'ilus, whereas always in

(Eur. 1. c, Leon. Tar. 04, 5,

ap. Paus. 5, 20, 7), it is prob. that the

Lat. stilu.f rather belongs to/,
ir;96

stalk, which is one of its signfs.

—

{ is no doubt akin to ?},
q. V.) Hence, . f. -, to prop or stay

with pdlars, , to

give slay to one's life (by means of

children), Leon. Tar. 64.,. , AeoL for,
Thcocr. 29, 25. [] Jg^,, , (^Ku) priapism,

Plat. (Com.) Pha. 1.
^i3apa, , , Slymbara, a

city of Macedonia, Strab. p. 327., , , {) that

which contracts : esp. material for

thickening oil, that it may retain scent

better, Galen : see also.^, , , IStymmodo-

rus, masc. pr. n., v. 1. in Ar. Lys. 259

for., , ,{) drawn up:

hence, firm, solid.\, a, ov. Ion. -'/,
of Slijmphalus, Stymphalian, ],
Pind.^0. 6, 167. [d]i,, , pecul. fem. to

foreg., Pind. O. 6, 144; esp. ., in Hdt. 6, 76,, the

lake nf ISlyinphalus, or lake Slympha-

lis, in Arcadia, whence the-, killed by Hercules,

Strab. p. 371 ; Paus. 8, 22 ; etc. : fromio, ov, . Ion.-, Stymphalus, a city of Arcadia,

on a mountain of same name ; its

ruins near Znraka, 11. 2, 608 ; Xen. ;

etc.— II. 0, a river flowing from lake

Stymphalis, which disappears under

ground, and reappears in Argolis as

the Erasinus, Strab. p. 275, 371.— III.

masc. pr. n., son of Elatus. a king of

Arcadia, Paus. 8, 4, 4.—Others in

Apollod. ; etc., ij, gen.,{) :
—

the Styx, i. e. the Hateful, a river of

the nether world, by which the gods

in Homer swore their most sacred

oaths, II. 14, 271 ; 15, 37, Od. 5, 185,

cf. :— , the nymph of

this river, ace. to Hes. Th. 301, the

eldest daughter of Oceanus and Te-

thys.—2. a well offatal coldness ill Ar-

cadia, tnear Nonacris, Hdt. 6, 74 ; cf.

Paus. 8, 17, 6,sqq.t— 11• as appellat.,

piercing frost, in plur., ai .,
Theophf. C. PI. 5, 14, 4.-2. that

which is hated, an abomination, Aesch.

Cho. 532 ; like-—3. hatred, ab-

horrence, esp. of mankind, Alciphr. 3,

34.,.-,{) to strike,

bent. ,, 6, {-) rope-seller, nickname of the

Athenian Eucrates, Ar. Fr. 510 ;
cf..

or, ov. ,=, tow, Hdt. 8, 52, Xen. Cyr. 7.

5,23, Dem. 1145, 0; cf.. Hence
or -, ov, ,{) a hemp or rope-seller, Ar. Eq.

129 ; cf.., , oi',=sq., LXX.
or, a, ov, of

tow : [] from', , , tov:, the coarse part of

the stalks of flax or hemp next to the

woody bark {). [ by nature.

Lob. Phryn. 261 ; so that, etc.,

(with single ) are prob. the true

lorms, cf .] Hence
or-, //, ov, of tow,

Lat. stupcus, Diod. [li], , {) making
tow., ov,,^^-
7..7'.^, ov,{, ?,)

culling, heiving, working trunks stems, , , stem, stv.mp,

block, Lat. stipes. . Rh. 1, 1117,
Polyb. 22, 10, 4 :— also=Ki)roc> -

., Nic. Th. 952, Al. 70. (From,, akin to, etc.,

as Lat. .ifiries to .-itipo.),,,
etc. ; V., etc., Ion.) (sc. -),
ij, an astringent salt, prob. alum, made
from (q. v.), Hdt. 2, 180,

and freq. in Hipp. ; v. Foes. Oecon.,
Beckm. Arist Mirab. 139. From, a, ov,^=., , like,
containing it,, Theophr., ,,{) of astrin-

gent or bitter taste : generally, astrin-

gent, thickeniyig, Diosc.\, , , Styra, a city in

the island Euboea, near Carystus,
II. 2, 539 ; Dem. ; etc. ; hence ;-, Ion., , of Styra, Styre•

an, Hdt. 8, 46., f. -, () to

stick or thrust with the.—II. {) to be somewhat like the gum of

the siorax, esp. in smell, Diosc., , ov, {) made
of siorax, Diosc. [<i], ov, TO, dim, of,
, Thuc. 2, 4. [],, , like,
the spike at the tower end of a spear-

shaft, Xen. Hell. 6, 2, 19, Plat. Lach.
183 E. (Prob. akin to /};) [],, , (once in Strabo,

), the shrub or tree which yields siorax

(cf. sq.), Hdt. 3, 107. [v],, , siorax, a sweet-
smelling gum or resin used for in-

cense, ami produced by the shrub, {), Theophr., and Diosc. 1,

79.,=., , v. sub., , {) priapism., , , {) causing

priapism, leivd, Ath. 18 ., , .., , , striking, beat-

ing, pushing; generally, ill-usage,

abuse, Ar. Eq. 537 : from, f. -,{) :
— to

strike rudely, smite,'-, 11. 5, 437, cf. 7, 261
;

16, 774; ., of the wind, to

scatter the clouds, II. 11, 305; . -, to thrust him rudely from
his seat, etc., II. 1, 581, Od. 17, 234:
generally, to treat roughly and rudely,

maltreat, by deed or word, II. 21, 380,

512, Od. 18, 416, etc.—Ep. word, used
by tXenophan. 6, 2 Bgk.f, Pind. Fr.

247, Soph. Ant. 139,, , , also , Aesch.
Pers. 964 (cf) :{) :

—
close, solid, hard, rough,, Aesch.
1. c. : also of flavour, astringent, sour,

acid, Mel. 1 :—metaph., harsh, severe,

cruel,, Aesch. Pers. 80., , (fi(5of)= foreg., , shortd. from -', hard, rugged,,,
?'/, Aesch. Pers. 303. Pr. 748, Soph.
Ant. 250, Eur. Bacch. 1137:—often,
but wrongly, written., , ,^=, dub,,, , poet, for-, . 1. Nic. . 375.

rl(^o/of, ,{-):
striking with a slick; esp.=-, of a favourite Athen. game, in

which they put quails in a small

ring, and hit them on the head with
little sticks : if a quail flinched and



lan out of the ring, it was reckoned
as beaten, Ar. Av. 1299. (libri--, V. ad 1.),, ,,=^. Hence,, , ttackness, firm-
1USS, solidity, Plut. 2, 96 F., ,,{)^,,, . 1. Arist. . .
2, 17,' 29., . -, to contract, draw
together ; esp. of an astringent taste,, having one's lips

drawn up by the taste, Anth. P. 9,

375.—II. intr., to be astringent, Diosc:
inetaph. to look sour, [ always,
seemingly, Nic. Al. 375.]

i<j)v,, , Stypho, a Lace-
daemonian, son olCharax.Thuc. 4, 38.,, ,() a contracting,

drawing together, esp. by an astringent

taste.— II. in dyeing, the steeping of
wool iii some astringent solution, as

alum, to prepare it for taking the

dye aright, Arist. Color. 4, 4 ;

—

suffi.-

ccre lanam medicamentis, ut purpuram
combibat, Cic.—III. in perfumery, the

thickening of oil with certain drugs to

make it retain the scent longer, cf..', ., to make stiff or
erect ; sensu obscoeno, penem erigere,

Ar. Lys. 59S :—pass,, with
an intr. pf act., of men, freq.

in Ar. [ only in pres. and impf]
(Akin to.), , Dor. for, v.., ov, , dim. ., , >, {) of colon-

nade, piazza.—II. USU. Stoic, of or be-

longing to the Stoics or their system : 6

., a Stoic, Diog. L.,, pecul. fem. of-., and dep.-,^=., and in Ar. Eq. 1376 as

dep.,^=7.., ov, o,=sq., dub.?., ov, talkative, bab-

bling, Aristaen. 1, 1. [], , , wordiness, Ar.

Ran. 1069, Polyb. 9, 20, 6. Hence?,,,{•
/.) a gossip-gleaner, Ar. Ran. 841., only used in pres.,

(from, as' from?):—to be talkative, to chatter,

babble, Ar. Nub. 1033; ludicrously of

birds, Id. Ran. 1310.—More freq. as

dep.. Id. Thesm. 1073,

Ran. 1071 ; also in good signf , to

talk, chat away, ?, Ar.

Pac. 995. Hence, , ,=7.,
Ar. Ran. 943 : hence of persons, a
chatterbox, lb. 92., ov, ():—mouthy,
wordy, talkative, full of small talk, Ar.

Ach. 429, Polyb. 40, 6, 2 :—in good
signf, ^«eii, conversing like a gentle-

man, Anth. P. 9, 187. [i]

', Dor. TY', Lat. Tif, our
THOU, Gem. DU, Sanscr. TVAM,
etc. ; subst. pron. of the second pars.

:

Ep. nom., in II. 5, 485, etc. :

—

gen., dat., ace. , which are

also enclit. , , . Horn,
never uses the common gen. ,
but freq. the Ion. and Ep.,,

; also ; moreover,,
enclit.: Hdt. has only (enclit.),

.'—Dor. gen. , rarely ,
lengthd. and (in 11. 8, 37) reolo,

Aeol. and Dor. , -—Dat., Ion. and Ep. , in Horn, and
Hdt. alwa)'s enclit., while in them

has the accent : Dor.,,
the former also in XL 11, 201, Od. 4,

619, etc. ; the latter in Find. O. 10

(11), 114.—Ace. ; Dor. , The-
ocr. 1, 5; enclit. , lb. 56, 78, etc.

—Strengthd. by compos, with the

enclit. }',,, etc., thou at

least, for thy part, several times in

Horn., and freq. in Att. ; Dor.,
Theocr. 5, C9, 71.—In Ion. prose

is used c. inf., as c. imperat., Hdt. 3,

134 ; 4, 163.-igi)ifrerent roots appear
in the other numbers, dual, pi., qq. v. [v, except in Ep. nom.. I in and . Even in

Ep. there seems to have been no
elision of the dat. or, Heyne
11. T. 7, p. 401.], ov,{ II) of the

wild boar, DlOSC., , , (,)
boar-hunt, Anth. P. 6, 34.,,=,8
ap. Ath. 402 .,, , sea-fish, Epich.

p. 13., ov, 6, (,) one

who hunts wild boars. Soph. Fr. 166.—.='•, a wild boar, Antiph.. 1 ; but never in the best Att.,

Lob. Phryn. 381. [i]^, ov, b, Syagrus, an an-

cient poet, said to have sung of the

Trojan war, Ael. V. H. 14, 21.—2. a
Lacedaemonian, Hdt. 7, 153., , (, )
like a wild boar, Polyb. 34, 3, 8,

Strab., ov, (,) choking

suffocating swine, []\, , Syadras, a statuary
of Sparta, Paus. 6, 4, 4., , , () a sow.—.
sea-fish,. . 1, 129. [C], . Dor. for, q. v.,, , a kind { pulse, Lob.
Paral. 276.',,, usu. in plur.,
=•, '., if,=sq.,, , , {) hoglike,

sivinish, Hesych. : also, ruttish,

lustful, lb. : cf Lat. subare.'\3, ov, b, Sybariades, a
Lacedaemoniati, a conqueror at Olym-
pia, Paus. 5, 8, 10., f. -, to live like a Sy-
barite or voluptuary, Ar. Pac. 344
[where however in arsis]., and, , Sybaris,

a city of Magna Graecia, on a river

of the same name, noted for luxury.

tHdt. 6, 21; Thuc. 7, 35; etc.t;

afterwards called or,
tStrab. pp. 251, 262, sq.—2. another
city, of the Bruttii, Id. p. 264.— 11. ,
a river of Lucania mentioned under
foreg. 1.—2. a fountain near Bura in

Achaia, Strab. p. 386t : hence—III.

as appellat. luxury, voluptuousness.

(From, proud, ace. to Valck.
Callim. p. 182: but the name of the

city and river was doubtless older

than the luxury of the citizens. Yet
this existed in very ancient times,

and gave rise to the words,,.) [], ov, b, a Sybarite, fHdt.
5, 14t :—metaph., a voluptuary. [i\3, ,, of Sybaris : -

., a class of fables among the
Greeks, Ar. Vesp. 1259, ubi v. Schol.,

cf 1427, 1435 : -, Ael. V.

. 14, 20t.—II. metaph., voluptuous,

luxurious., . fem. of-, a woman of Sybaris, Ar. Vesp.
1438 : \ ., the fountain
Sybaris, Theocr. 5, 146 : v.

II. 2.

^, a, . Dor. for, Theocr. 5, 5, etc.,, , , v.., b, cf -, Mei-
neke Cratin. Incert. 33 B.

or [],, , a flute-

case, Ar. Thesm. 1197, 1215; cf •., ov, , (,)
herd of swine, 11. 11, 679, Od. 14,

(both times in pi. , and
with I in arsis) ; Polyb. 12, 4, 8.—II.

a pigsty., , Thuc. 1, 47, 50, 52,

54, the name of some islets near
Corcyra, and spots on the main-land
opposite ; originally, no doubt, swine-

pastures., ov, ,=3, Arist.

Poet. 16, 4, cf Jac. Ael. 8, 19., adv.,= rtip,J(i.,{) to riot, revel.

Hence, , , voluptuous ,• and, , , voluptuousness,

luxury., , f. -, to be a swine-
herd : from, ov, b, (,) a
swineherd, Od. 4, 640, etc., Hdt. 2,

47, 48, Plat., etc. Hence, , , of belonging to

a swineherd,?., the swineherd's
song. Poll. 4, 187., , , fem. of3,
Plat. (Com.) Incert. 12.', ov, (, )=.,, , brother-in-law of
the same person., , to marry together, at
the same time, Sext. Einp. p. 650:
and, , , union by wedlock:
from, ov, (,) united
in wedlock, married,/, to another,
Eur. El. 212 ; , ij, husband
or wife: the plur., also in a wider
sense, connected by marriage, like, Eur. Aiidr. 182, cf. Valck.
Phoen. 431.,6.,=^,
Themist., , .-, (,/
to laugh with or together, Eur. Erechth.
20, 22.,, f.-, to reckon
up one's pedigree, V. 1. Hdt. 2, 143., , ,() :

—
sameness of stock, descent or family,
relationship, kin, Eur. I. A. 492, ThuC.
3, 65, etc. :—not applied to the rela
tion of parents and children, Isae. 72.

32 :—generally, a class, Arist. An.
Post. 1, 9, 2.-2. kinsfolk, kin, family,
Eur. Or. 733, 1233 :—collectively,
one's kin, kinsfolk, kinsmen,

6?. ?.,
Plat. Gorg. 472 , cf Charm. 155 A;
in plur., families, Dem. 25, 87; 796,
17:—in Diod. 13, 20,, of
two sons.—II. the relation of a colony to

the mother-city. Wolf Dem. Lept. p.
328.—III. family influence or interest,

TiuTj ., Stallb. Plat. Symp.
178 C, where Wyttenb., needlessly,., , , fem. of sq.,

common mother, Eur. El. 746., ov, b, a common father.
Hence, , ,=-
pa, Philo., , (, *) bom
with, connate, natural, inborn, ,
Piiid. O. 13, 16; ., Hipp.:, natural to him, Aesch.
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Ag. 832, cf. Find. . 1, 41 ; v. sub.—. of the same stock, race,

descent orfamily, akin to, rivi, Hdt. 1,

109, and Atl. ; also as siibsl.,,
Plat., Xen., etc., as . -, Plat. Rep. 487 A:—absol., akin,

kindred, Pind., Trag., etc. ;-, inost nearly akin, Isae. 85, 25:
— OL, kinsfolk, kins7nen,

Pind. P. 4, 236, Hdt. 2, 91, etc. ; not

applied to children{) in rela-

tion to their parents, Isae. 72, 12
;

proverb., -. Id. 48, 40 :

—

70 .=^, kindred,relalionship,Aesch.

Pr. 289, Soph. El. 14C9, Thuc, etc.
;

but also the spirit of one's race, Pind.

P. 10, 20, N. 6, 15-.— •/ (for -
), Ar. Ach. 789.—Adv. -, Eur.
. F. 1293.— 2. metaph., akin, cognate,

of like kind, freq. in Plat., cf. Ar. Eq.
1280 ; ., a fitting, proper pun-
ishment, Lycurg. 105, 10:

—

homoge-
neous, Arist. An. Post. 1, 9, 1.—III. at

the Persian court,• was a ti-

tle bestowed by the k)ng as a mark
of honour, (like our old English cous-

in, Germ. Vetter), cf., Schneid.

Xen. Cyr. 1,4,27.", , like, a be-

ing together, meeting. Plat. Legg. 948

; cf. Lob. Phryn. 352.",, ,=•, dub., , ,() be-

coming, beseeming, or due to kinsmen,

belonging to one's race orfamily, Hipp.

;

.', Polyb. 32, 11, 1 ;

., things common and of
our own nature, Alex. Ach. 1, 7. Adv.
-, like kinsfolk, Dem. 797, 2.',, pecul. fern, of-, Plut. 2, 265 C ; cf. Lob. Phryn.
452., , f. -7;, {,-) to beget or produce jointly. Plat.

Theaet. 156 E. Hence, , , a common
father, Plat. Legg. 874 C., dep. mid., to taste with,

eat with., , to be a fellow-la-

bourer, Isae. 76, 25 : from, , , (,)
fellow-labourer, Ar. Plut. 223., , (,) pf. •-, to rejoice with,, Eur. Hel.

727.7}, fut. -, (,) to grow old together with,-
', Hdt. 3, 134 ; cf

Eur. Incert. 31, Isocr. 2 C ; cf. -.. ov, (,') growing
old together, Anth. P. 7, 260, 635., Ion. and later-- [], fu'•-, dep. mid.

(,). To be with any one,

hold converse or communication with,, Hdt. 3, 55, Thuc. 2, 12, Plat.,

etc. ; also, . , Ar. Nub.
253 ; of disciples, to discour.';e with a
master, . Plat. I'haed. 61

), cf. Meno 91 ;—of things, to fall

in with,, Plat. Phil. 45 ;—in

comic writers, of good eating, .•, etc., Meineke Com.
Pr. 2, p. 438 :

—

., like-, to have sexual intercotirse

xcith her, Hdt. 2, 121, 5, Xen. An. 1,

2, 12.—2. also, to come to assist,

or , Aesch. Cho. 456, 460 ;

cf. Soph. El. 411.—3. absol., to come
together, meet, Thuc. 5, 37 ; . -, Hdt. 1, 172; ,
comrades, Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 16.
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, Ion. and later-
•, f.- : aor. 2

(, ). think with,

agree with,, Hdt. 4, 43 ; ,
Id. 4, 5 ; , Thuc. 7, 73 ;—absol., like

Lat. con.sentire , to consent, agree, Hdt.

7, 13, Thuc. 2, 60 ; so in mid., Hdt.

3, 99 ; 7, 12 :—hence,—II. to yield up,

Lat. condonare, , Xen. Ath. 2,

20 : hence,—2. to yieltt0Kow, acknmv-

ledge, oum, conj'css, , Hdt. 4, 3, Thuc.
8, 24; c. inf, Hdt. 6, 92; c. ace. et

inf.. Id. 1, 89, 91 :—also in mid., to

grant, allow, etc., Hdt. 5, 94, etc. ; c.

inf., to allow, confess, that.., 1, 45; 4,

126, etc. ; so,c. part.

,

uv-/. Soph. Ant. 926

;

also, . ... Plat. Legg. 717 D.—3. to

be conscious, ), with one's self,

c. inf., Hdt. 3, 53 ; . , c.

part., Lys. 115, 11 ; so also in aor. 2
act., , c. part., Hdt.
5, 91.—111. to have a fellow-feeling with

another ; and so, to make allowancefor
him, excuse, pardon, forgive. Soph. Tr.
279; , Eur. El. 1105, etc.; -nn, Lat. ignosccre alicui

cvlpam, Eur. Andr. 840, cf. Aesch.
Supp. 215 ; also,, Eur. Hel. 82:—so in

mid., Aesch. Supp. 216:—pass., to

obtain pardon orforgiveness,-, Lat. ignoscitur mihi, v. 1.

Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 44.—This signf. of
the verb is first in Att., though Hdt.
uses so., , , = sq., Soph. Ant.
66., , , a fellow-feeling

with another ; and so, pardon, forgive-

ness, , pardon
one, Hdt. 1. 155, Plat., etc. ;,
for a thing, Hdt. 6, 86, 3, Plat., etc.

;

., Hdt. 2, 110 ;—opp. to, Xen. Mem. 1,

7, 4 ; , Hdt. 9,

58 ; , Tnuc. 8, 50 ;, Plat. Criti. 106

;,, Polyb. 12, 7,

5, Luc. Alex. 17 :—of acts, etc., -
Kij , admits
of excuse, is excusable. Soph. Tr.
328 ; , Thuc. 3,

445 ; so, {), c. ace. et

inf., it is excusable that.... Id. 4, 61 ; 5,

88, Dem. 415, 16: talso c. dat.,.
Toi..., Hdt. 1, 39.t—II. leave,

permission., ,() to

pardon, allow, worse form for-
III, Apollod. 2, 7, 6 ; cf. Lob.

Phryn. 382.,,,()
inclined to pardon, or 7)iake allowance,

indulgent, Ar. Rhet. 2, 6, 19.— II. of

things, pardonable.,,,=.,
Soph. Tr. 1265 : from, ov, gen. , (-

III): pardoning, forgiving a

thing, . , Eur. Med. 870:—disposed to pardon, indulgent. Id. In-

cert. 3, 1 ;. , to be in-

dulgent, show\\ to any one,Thuc.
2, 74, cf. Xen. Mem. 2,' 2, 14:.=, Plat. Legg. 757 D.
—11. pass., pardoned, forgiven, deserv-

ing pardon or indulgence, pardonable,

allowable, Thuc. 3, 40 ; 4, 98.—III.( I) agreeing with, App.,, ,{
III) a pardoning, Clem. 1., ox -, verb. adj. of, one must pardon, in-

dulge,, Plat. Phaedr. 236 A., , , verb. adj. of, to be pardoned, pardon-
able, allowable, Soph. Fr. 323, and

Eur. : (-), c. inf.,

Eur. Ale. 137, Med. 491.}, f. -,(,-) turn round together, Ar.Thesm.
61.(., , (,) to

join or fasten with nails, Diod., Plut.
Num. 9.', b, c. gen. rci, one who
has something (as a disease) hom with
him, congenital, Hipp. Foes. Oecon., ov, (cvv, *) bom
with, inborn, natural,, Pind.
N. 11, 15;, Aesch. Theb. 1034:

?.•. Id. Ag. 885.—II. connected by
blood, akin, Lat. cognatus, Pind. P. 9,

190, Eur., etc. ; ., the arts
proper to his race, Pind. P. 8,66:

—

esp., , , ., a brother, sister, freq. in
Eur.—III. ofone'snalive country. Soph.
Fr. 758.— Poet. word.,, ,():—that which is noted or written down, a
writing, a written paper, Hdt. 1, 48 :

—

a writing, book, work ; esp., a prose
work, opp. to. Plat. Legg. 810
B, Isocr. 16 B, 23B ; a written speech.

Id. 405 C :

—

a written form, law, ordi-

nance. Plat. Polit. 299 D, sq. ; a clause

of a law, Aeschin. 71, 30:—a physi-
cian's prescription, Xen. Mem. 4, 2,
10, Arist. Eth. N. 10, 9,21. Cf.-., ov, , dim. from
foreg., Luc. Herod. 1., b, a keeper of
books, librarian., . b,{):
one who notes or writes down ; esp. one
who collects and tirites down historic

facts, an historian, Xen. HeU. 7, 2, 1 :

then, a prose-writer, opp. to.
Plat. Phaedr. 235 C ; and, generally,
a writer, author, Ar. Ach. 1150, Plat.
Phaedr. 272 : cf. Heind. Plat. Lys.
204 D, Schiif. Dion. Comp. p. 105.—
11. oi, at Athens (in the
21st year of Pelop. war), a committee,
to consider all suggested alterations

of the constitution, Thuc. 8, 67 ; cf.

III. 2., , ,() :
—a

writing or noting down, Hdt. 1, 93.

—

.
that which is written, a writing, book,

esp., a hib-tory, Thuc. 1, 97.—2. esp.,

a written contract, a covenant, bond, Lat.
syngrapha, opp. to the looser-, etc., Thuc. 5, 35, Dem., etc.

;

., Dem. 932, 3;, according to the cov-

enant, Lys. 184, 38; -
-, having delivered the

statue according to contract, Dem.
268, 10 (hence, work dune by contract,

as a painting, Aiidoc. 31, 17 ; cf.-
V) :

—

any document. Plat. Legg.
953 E., , 7),=foreg., Arotae., if, , {')
belonging to a contract, Luc. Plsc. 23 ;

or to prose, A. B. 368, 25. Adv. -,
., to speak like a hook or bond,

i. e. with great precision. Plat. Phaed.
102 D., ov,^,^^, dub., f. -^', {',) to

write or note down, Lat. conscribere,

Hdt. 1, 47, 48 (in mid.) :

—

to describe,

. .
Id. 3, 103, cf. 6, 14.— II. to compose a
writing or a work in writing, Lat. com-
ponere : c. ace, 7. ., to write

the hi.<!tory of the war, Thuc. 1,1; to

describe, Theocr. Epigr. 20, 4 : so, .'•, to write a book on cook-
ery. Plat. Gorg. 518 B, etc. (hence) ; esp., to write in prost.



. to. Id. Lvs. 205 A; cf.

Schaf. DioQ. Comp. p. 25, TO, 105,
185:—then, generally, to compose,

write, esp. a speech to be delivered
by another, Isocr. 1 C, 230 A, and
Plat. ; so also in mid.. Plat. Euthyd.
272 \.—IIL to draw up,, Xen.
Hell. 2, 3, 2 :—esp., to draw a written

contract:—usu. in mid. avj
, to settle by contract or bond, Xen.
Eq. 2, '2;}£', to make a treaty of peace uith an-
other, Isocr. 205 ; . '}, to make
a coatract of marriage, Piut. 2, 1034
A :—but, ,
to make a contract to carry a ship to a
port, Dein. 1280, 19; 1297, 3 :—pass.,>, one hound by con-

tract, Hipp.—2. also in mid., to draw
up a form of motion to be submitted to

vote, Ar. Thesm. 432, Plat. Gorg. 451
B.—IV. to paint to order or by contract

(of. II), Ar. Av. 805; cf.., f. -, (, -^) to exercise together, Polyb. 5, C5,

3 :—pass., to exercise one's self with or
together, Plat. Symp. 217 B, C. Hence, , , common exer-

cise, jplut. 2, 898 B, etc.,, ov, a,()
a companion in bodily exercises. Plat.

Soph. 218 B, Legg. 830 B., v. ., . -, (,-) to burn up together, Plut. Aemil.
24 : to burn along with, tlvL tl. Id. 2,

141 E., . Ion.- ; fut.

-Tjau {,) :
—to pull down,

together, to join in pulling down,, Thuc. 1, 132 ; -', Id. 8, 46 :

—

to accomplish a
thing with any one, ., Hdt. 9, 35., (,)
to join on with or together.—11. esp.

like ~/<, to bury along
with, soph. Aj. 922.

•}, ov, (.)
sitting with or together, afellow-assessor,

Lob. Phryn. 465., c. fut. mid. --, {,) to sit with, to-

gether with, Tivi, Isocr. 236 D : to sit

together. Plat. Theaet. 162 D.,(,,-) pf. pass, with pres. signf., to be

joined with by fate, /.', Hierocl.

ap. Stob. p. 416, 3, M. Anton., Att. iox<,
to shut up with others, Xen. Cyr. 6, 1,

36, Aeschin. 26, 9., f. -: aor.-
(cf.) :

—

to drag down with or to-

gether, Aesch. Theb. 614.,, ,() a
letting down together with, letting in,

Galen.—II. (from.)=^-.], , a sleeping with,

sexual intercourse.. f. -, to sleep with,

Tivi, Aesch. Cho. )6; esp. of sexual
intercourse, . rivi, Cratin. Incert.

174, Plat. Legg. 838 B., f. -/,(,)
to boil down with, Diosc., (, , )
strictly perf. of, to sit

with or by the side of, Hdt. 3, 68, Eur.
Bacch. 810 : esp., to sit together at

one common work, or in deliberation,

meet in assembly, Thuc. 5, 55, Xen.
Hell. 2, 4, 23.—II. to sijik or subside

together, settle down, Lat. considere,

Strab.
', {,) to

set up or dedicate with, '/, Plut. 2,44:—pass.,

be set up together with,, Strab. p.

411., , to consecrate with

or at the sa?ne time., f.-, (,)
to make to sit together :—mid. or pass.,

to sit together, meetfor deliberation, Xen.
Hell. 5, 2, j^—11. -, a bent, stooping ligure, Arist.

Probl. 3, 2., f. -7/, (,)
to let down with or together, Eur. Hel.
1068:

—

., to let one's self

down, stoop, . Plat. Theaet. 174
A ; then absol., in like signf., to stoop,

condescend,, to another, Id. Rep.
503 A, cf. Stallb. Protag. 336 A,
Heind. Theaet. 168 ; cf.-, and Lob. Phryn. 398 :—pass.,

to stoop down and enter, , Po-
lyb. 8, 26, 1., {,) to

set with or together ; to join in setting

up, or establishing, esp. of setting up
kings, Lat. constituere, Aesch. Pr. 305,

Lex ap. Andoc. 13, 13, Xen. Ages. 2,

31 ; or, of settling disturbed coun-
tries, Thuc. 4, 107 :

—

to help iti ar-

ranging, managing, treating, Eur. Hipp.

294, ct. Thuc. 8, 68.—II. in pass., and
intr. tenses of act., to go down (into

the arena) with another
;
generally,

to take one's ground for a contest with

any one, . '/. ,', Po-
lyb. 11, 23, 4 ; 9, 3, ; , Id.

31, 20, 8 ;, the con-

tending parties , 4, 12, 6., f. -, {,-) to bring to port together : in pass.,

to be at anchor along with one, Polyb.

5, 95, 3., , {,)
to consecrate with or at once, Plut. 2,

636 E., {,)
to interweave with, LXX., ov, {,) con-

formable to the time : generally, agree-

able to, suitable, Alciphr. 3, 10.}, Att.- [] ; fut. --
{,) :

— to set on fire with or

at once, burn up, Lat. comburere. Plat.

Tim. 22 C : -, having a tendency to inflamma-
tion, Hipp. :—pass., to be burnt up,

Plat. Tim. 49 C., , f. -, {,) to be unfortunate with, at

once, together.—II. to be compassionate,

to feel with or for., , f. -, {,) to behave ill with others,

Liban. Hence,,, mischief

jointly done., , , a joining in

mischief with others., as pass., to en-

dure adversity with., ; and,
Theophr. ; to injure, harm, or corrupt

conjointly., , f. -, (,)
to call or summon together, call to coun-

cil, II. 2. 55 ; 10, 302 ; so Hdt. 1, 206,

Aesch. Supp. 517, etc. : also in mid.,

Hdt, 2, 160 :— invite to a feast, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 4, 1 :—mid., to call and collect

to one's self., as pass., to roll

about together or with, v. 1. in Xen. for

?.-./, {,) to

sweep or brush together, Arist. Probl.

24, 9, 1.

,, ,=?'-, LXX.',,,=?.:
formerly read in Ar. . 1496./.-, a, ov, {?,.•) to be covered or veiled, Aesch. Pr
520.?'.7,,,(,)
veiled, wrapped up, Aesch. Pr. 496.'/., f. -, {, ?.) to cover or veil completely, Eur.
Phoen. 872, Plat. Rep. 352 D :—mid.}'/., to wrap one's self up,

cover one's face, Xen. Cyr. 8, 7, 28,
Symp. 1, 14. Hence?', , a covering quite up.

["]
^, {,) to labour

or suffer with, sympathize with,,
Aesch. Pr. 413, 1059, Soph. El. 987,
etc.,, , a bending together

:

a joint, Xen. Eq. 1, 8, Polybus ap.
Arist. H. A. 3, 3, 4 : and, , , bent together,

Arist. Incess. An. 9, 11 : from, f. -, {,)
to bend together, bend the knee-joint.

Plat. Phaed. 00 B, cf. Xen. Eq. 7, 2 ;

—pass., to bend, so as to sit down.
Plat. Phaed. 98 D.— II. metaph., to

bow down, humble, LXX. Hence}, }/, a bending in or to-

gether, a crooking, curving., , to help as.,?., dep., help in

falsifying., {,)
as pass., of corn, to entwine its roots,

Pherecr. Autom. 8./, , , {,-) an own sister, Eur. I. . 800., and ?), {,) an
own brother or sister, Eur. Ale. 410., f.-, {,) to go or come down with

or together, Aesch. Eum. 1040, Eur.
Andr. 505 ; e. g. to the sea-side, Thuc.
0, 30 : to come to one's aid, Aesch. Cho.
727 :—of the hair, to hang down, Jac.

Philostr. Imag. p. 200 : so,-.—2. metaph., let one's selfdoum,
condescend, submit to, , Polyb. 4,

45, 4, etc. ; . , to agree to all

conditions. Id. 3, 10, 1 : cf.-.—II. to come to pass at the same
time./.,{,7.7.)
to throw down along with or together,

Plut. LucuU. 23 :—ra ., to

pay together, Dio C., , a going down with.

—II. metaph., condescension, submis-
sion, accommodation. Hence,,, condescend-

ing, accommodating., f. -, {, -3) to lead or decoy down with

one, Polyb. 5, 70, 8., , f.-, (,) to live with or together, Plut.

2, 754 A., , a growing old

together, a living even to old age together.

Plat. Legg. 930 : from, fut.- :

aor.-(,]/) :

—

grow old ivith or together, Hdt. 1,

203, Hipp., Isae.2, '^8., later-^/,
{,) to condemn along

with or at once, Dion. H., ,(,•) to nail together,join together, Plut.

2, 426 C., f. -, like ^, to write down, []
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", f. -, (,)
to lead down with :

—to join in bringing
back, Tvpawov, Ar. Thesin. 339., (,-) to sleep with one, Ar. Eccl. 613,
t)22., to sentence or con-
deimi together., (.,)
to pursue ivith Or together, Thuc. 8, 28,
in pass.), , (,-) to join in enslaving, Thuc. 3, 64 ;

8, 46.

and -: aor.-
(,) : to sink or set to-

gether uith,, Theocr. Epigr.
9. Hence, , , a sinking,

diving with, Strab., (,) to

spendone's life «7,<, Plut. 2,749 D., f. -fcj, (, -) to yoke together, to join in

marriage, marry, , Plut. Ca-
mill. 2 : . , to bind one fast
to misery, Soph. Aj. 123 ; cf.-., f. -, (, -) to buri) along with one, Hdt.
2,81 ; 5,92, 7, Lys. 196, 12.,, ,(-) agreement, approval, Polyb. 2, 58,

11, etc. ; esp. in Stoic philos., the as-

sent given by the mind to its perceptions,

assensus in Cic. Acad. Pr. 2, 47, cf.

Plut. 2, 1055 F, 1056 C, etc.— II. sub-

mission, Plut. Anton. 24. Hence, , , accordant,

approving, Plut. 2, 1122B., (,) to

make an inroad with another, Xen. Cyr.
5,3,1., (,) to

break all to pieces, Macho ap. Ath. 348
K., (,-) to die along with,, Anth. P.

7, 139.,(,) to burn
all together, Soph. Ant. 1202., , approval, sanc-
tion; from, , (,)
to agree with, favour, , Xen. Cyr.
3, 3, 20 : to sanction, approve, Polyb.
15, 8, 9, Plut. Camill. 6. Hence, , agreeing, approv-
ing, Philipp. ap. Dem. 284, 3., Ion. for-, Hdt., to come to land together,

V. 1. Polyb. 1,52, 6., f.-,(,) dep. mid., to accuse

with ;—aor. 1/, as
pass., to be jointly accused, Joseph.,=^,
App., Att.- [] (,) : to burn along with,

, Xen. An. 3, 2. 27 :—pass., to be

burnt with,, Hdt. 4, 69, Diod.?, f. -/, (,-') to wrap up with, Diod., (,)
as pass., to lie down with, to lie with, of
se.\ual intercourse, Ar. Eccl. 614,
_Plat. Phaedr. 255 E, etc., f. -, to break to

pieces at once, [a], Ion. -, (,') to shut in or enclose with

or together, Hdt. 1, 182 ; .,-, Luc. V^it. Auct. 9., , f. -r/, to

inherit along with, LXX.', {,)
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to make to lie with,, Plut. 2, 655 A :—pass,, to lie

on the same couch with another /a6/e,

Ar. Ach. 981, Nub. 49. Hence?,, h, a lying to-

gether with another in bed or at board,

Clearch. ap. Ath. 516 B., , (,-) cause to sleep together, Joseph. :

— t'ass. c. fut. mill., to sleep together., , f.-,(,) to follow along with,

Strab., f. -', (, -) to bring down together, Dion.
H. 7, 12., f. -,(,-) to cut up along with or together :

in pass., Plut. SuU. 22, Caes. 18, etc., , (,-) to order or arrange together,

Plut. 2, 938 F. Hence>],, , an order-

ing or settling together, Philodem. de
Mus., f. -, (,) to throw dow7i a preci-

pice along with or together, Joseph., f.-, (,) dep. mid., to join with
another in acquiring, j., Dem. 246, 3.. f. -, (,) to kill, sL•-!/, murder with
or together. Soph. Aj. 230, Eur. Or.
1089., (,)
to roll down at once or together, Dion.
H. [I], f. -,(,) to take, receive

with or together, Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 42.

—

II. to enclose with walls, Thuc. 7, 26., f. -^, to elect with

or besides : to note or write down with
or at the same time., f. -, (,-) to leave all together, Thuc. 5,

75. , f. -, (,-) to leave off together, Dem. Phal., Att. -, (,) to reconcile to each other,

Dion. H., f.-,(,) dep. mid., to calculate

or consider with or together, Joseph., (, ?.) to

join or help in undoing or putting down,, Thuc. 8, 68, Lys. 146, 7,

etc.—II. intr. to halt or stop fur the

night with another, Plut. 2, 94 A., , f.-,(,) to join in bearing wit-

ness against another, v. 1. Dem. 855,

18., and-viij, f.-',
(,) to mix in with,

mingle with, -, Eur. . F. 674 :—mid., to

absorb in a thing, give up to it,-, Xen. Hier. 6, 2 :— pass., to

be mingled with, Tt, Plat. Polit.

288 E., (,) to

shut, close quite Or altogether, Anth. P.

9, 311., , to conquer

with or together by sea, Diod., (,) to

allot or assign together:—mid., to di-

vide jointly among themselves, ,
Thuc. 6, 4., ov, (, -,) liinng by saying ' yes,^

comic epith. of a parasite, Crates ap.

Stob. p. 150, 40.

, (,)
agree, consent to, ,
Polyb. 3, 52, 6 ; to grant at the same
time, . Id. 7, 4, 9.. , (,-) to trample down together, Diod.,(,) to

bring at the same lime to an end

:

—
pass, and mid., to cease at the same
time.,.-,(,7) to fill up with at the

same time, esp., with something foul,

c. gen. rei, Antipho 116, 13 ; cl. uva-' J II.}, f.-, (,) to fall down along tvilh,

. , to let one's spirits/«//

together with one's ibrtunes, Dion. H.
de Isocr. 9.?^, f. -, (,-) to plait or tivi.st with, Dion. H.', , (,-) to overcome with or together,

Diod., , or -, to

sink in the sea together, So.xt. Emp. p.
352., f. -, to act or
do with or togetlier with, join in doing,

Dem. 63, 2; 96, 21., (,)
to burn with or together, Pans., , (,-) to include in the account, Arist.

Categ. 8, 38.^, f. -(, to flow
down or fall off together./^, (, ()1)•) to throw down together, Diod

,

Luc. Contempl. 5., f. -, (,-) to begin with, Eccl., f.-, to ex-

tinguish together., to make to putrefy
with or together :—pass. c. perf. 2 act.

to rot ivith or together., ov, 6, a joint-de-

stroyer. Lye. 222 : from, f. -, (, -) to raze, pull down with an-

other or altogether, Eur. Or. 735, Rhes.
39), Andoc. 13, 38.,.-,(,) to pour over at the

same time, Xen. An. 7, 3, 32, where
some books give the act., and some
the mid., (,-) to help in establishing or setting jip,', Thuc. 1, 93 ; c. dat. pers.,

Dem. 33, 4; 215, 27, cXc.\—to fur-
nish completely. Plat. Polit. 274 D,
Isocr. 27 E, etc. ; , with a thing,

Plat. Legg. 920 D., ,(,-) to bring into one tent or dwelling

with others, Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 17./, . -, to fall

down with or together., f. •, (,-) to snatch away with or together,

Xen. Cyr. 5, 5, 24, in pass. : tu pull

down with one's self, Luc. Nigr. 11., (,-) to scatter with or together, He-
liod., (,-) to help in stiiring up, ,
Plut. Philop. 13., , ,(•) falling in with so as to fight,

. /', a conflict with animals,
Polyb. 4, 8, 9., f. -, (, -) to end, close or conclude ia

gcther

:

—mid., to make subject togtiha



or at the same time, Thuc. 6, 69, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 1, 8.^^, f. -', {,) to bring into shape,

order in accordance with, tlv'l, Plut. 2,

442 D.", , ,{-) stretching together, violent ten-

sion, Hipp. 864., Att. -, f. -,
{,) to arrange, draw up
with or together, Xen. Cyr. 6, 3,32.,, {,) to

stretch, extend with or together, Hipp., f. -, {,-
Tr/Ku) to melt down together:— pass.,

to melt away with or together ;-, like Lat. intahescere,

to pine away over a thing, to spend all

one^s powers upon it,,. Anton.

5, 1., {,)
to deposit together or at the same time,

Isae. 59, 25, in mid. :—pass., to agree

with, assent to,, Philipp. ap. Deni.

283, 22 ; . Plat. Gorg.
501 C., {,)
to run together, come together, Leucipp.

ap. Diog. L. 9, 31.. (,)
to crush together, Plut. Cleom. 26., f.-, to gnaw
to pieces along with, to destroy gradu-

ally., inf. aor. of-, Plut. Thes. 22.}, f. -, to flee to

for safety., {,) to

carry with or together :— pass., to be car-

ried along with, Arist. Probl. 23, 4, 1
;

5, 4 ; metaph., to agree, go along with

in opinion,, Polyb., 10, 5, 9, etc.,{,)
to destroy or lose together, Polyb. 9,

26. 6., f. -, {,-) to burn with or together, Luc.
Nigr. 30.,{,)
to put to death with or together, Polyaen., , {,-) to despise with or alike, App.
Hence,, , utter con-

tempt, App., ov, {, ,) mixed or kneaded in with, Philox.

ap. Ath. C43 C., {,-
uai) dep., to consume or misuse alike,

Clem. Al., f.-, to bury
with, Geop., f. -, {,-) dep., to join in a lie

against,, Aeschin. 49, 21., f. -', {, -') to condemn with or together.

— II. to reckon, along with, N. T., in

pass., to eat, devour with or

together. {?), (,,) to go
down with, Luc. D. Mort. 27, 7 : esp.

like/, of hair, to fall in

ringlets. Jac. Philostr. Iinag. p. 260., f. -, Att.-, q. v., v. 1. Plut. Alex.

16. for., to urge on together., f.-, {,) aep. mid. :

—

to help or

assist any one in accomplishing a work,
XLvi Ti, Hdt. 1, 162; 2, 154, Eur. Or.

33, Thuc. 1, 132,— be of use to any

one, to help, aid, assist, , Hdt. 8,

142, etc.— . to kill with or together,

join in murdering, Eur. H. F. 1024.,.-,{,) dep. mid., c. aor. et perf.

act., to come back, return with or iw-

gether, Lys. 187, 33, Plut., etc., {,) to

eat up together, Plut. 2, 94 A., f. -, {,) aep. mid., to pray, beg

for with or together, . Soph. Ant.
1336.—II. to pray to with or together,, Plut., f.-, {,)
to help in holding down, Plat. Crat.

404 A.
^, , f. -, (,7) to charge or accuse with, at

once or together, Dem. 434, 22 ; 1232,

24. — II. in logic, to predicate jointly.

Hence, , , that

which is said or can be said of a per-

son or thing along with other words,
a syncategorematic word, such as ad-
jectives and adverbs. Hence, , , that

can be used as a., , a joint accusa-

tion., Ion. for,
Hdt., , quite covered,

Lye. 1280., , f. -, (, •) to dwell with, Soph. . C.
1259., f. -, (,-) to settle, colonize jointly with an-
other, . , Hdt. 3, 149 : to

establish jointly,, Thuc. 2, 41.

—II. ., to settle, plant in a place

along ivith or together, Eur. Hipp. 646 :

to help in establishing or restoring,

Thuc. 6, 4, 8., f. -, (, -) topityjointly withiLTiOthex :

—

mid., to lament with or together. Soph.
Tr. 535., {,-) to slip waafall together, Diod., , {,)
to help in righting, Isocr. 112 E, Plut.

2, 53 C., Att. -, {,) to bury with, Plut. Ly-
sand. 30, etc., , a patching up, cob-

bling, Clem. Al. : from, {.) to patch

up, cobble, strictly of shoemakers and
saddlers, Luc. Hist. Conscr. 23

;

.... Id.

Saturn. 28 : — metaph.,., to patch up lies, Clem. Al., , , {) a
burning : esp. scorching, over-roasting.

Plat. Tim. 83 A., part. aor. 1 of,
Ar., {,) as pass.,

to lie with or together. Soph. Aj. 1309.

—II. to have been put or fitted together,

to be composed, freq. in Plat.,

etc. ;, Plat. Phaed. 98 C ; --, Isocr. Aiitid.

$ 193 ; so of quack-doctors, -. Foes. Oec. Hipp.
;,

Aeschin. 86, 27: — of words, to be

compounded. Id. Crat. 402 D :, compounded into one
body. Id. Phil. 29 D:', misfortunes
composed by poets, Isocr. 76 A ; -

,
Lys. 98, 34; cf. Antipho 122, 41,
Thuc. 1, 22, etc.— III. to be agreed on
by two parlies, ,

., the tmie, place agreed
upon, Hdt. 4, 152 ; 8, 128 ; tu .,
according to the terms of the agreement,
Hdt. 3, 158, etc. ; ., according to what had been
agreed on with him. Id. 6, 14 ;, Thuc. 5, 25 ; .,
Luc. Jup. Trag. 37:\&,, Thuc. 8, 43;-, Ar. Eccl. 6, cf. 61.

—

2. impers.,, it has been or is

agreed on, c. inf., Hdt. 9, 52 ; absol.,

Thuc. 4, 23 : so, ,
C. inf., since they had agreed to..., Hdt.
5, 62.—Cf.. Hence, adv. part, pres., ac-

cording to agreement., adv. part. pf. pass.

of, in a mixed or tem-
pered 7nanner., adv. part. pf.

pass, of, as if hammered
together, firmly, Luc. Merc. Cond., {, ?.) to join
in ordering, bidding, etc., Eur. I. A.
892 : also in mid., {,) to push
together, 0pp. H. 5, 602., , to empty out with, to

make empty with., , f. -, {,-) to pierce together, to stab at once,

Lat. telis confodere, Hdt. 3, 77 : in
pass.,?. Id.

6, 29 ; cf..
or- : f.-

[] : pf.-, pass,- :—aor. 1 pass,. Ion.--
; also-. Plat. Legg.

889 C : fut. pass,,
Eur. Ion 406: {,). To
mix together, mingle, commingle, Thuc.
6. 18; ., to temper
pleasure by a mixture of pain. Plat.
Phil. 50 A.—II. in pass., to be mixed
with, or . Plat. :, Dem. 1414,

7 ; to become united, coalesce, Xen.
Cyn. 3, 1 ; — of persons, to be close

friends with, , Xen. Cyr. 1,4, 1
;

so, ',
Hdt. 4, 152, ubi v. Wess. (and so in
mid., , to form
a close friendship, , with
any one, Hdt. 7, 151) ; cf. Pors. Med.
138. — 2. to become closely acquainted
with, become deeply involved in,-. Soph. Ant. 1311, cf.

Aesch. Cho.' 744 ; so, ., Ar.
Plut. 853 ; ., to be deeply af-
fected by pity. Soph. Aj. 895 ; Tray-. Id. Tr. 662.— III.

mid. to mix U'ith or for one's self. Plat.
Tim. 35 A, 69 D. Hence, , , a mixing,
tempering., ov, b, a mixing, tem-
pering., , ,{-) mixed ; tempered by mixing., (,)
dep., to butt, fight with the horns,

LXX., , (,)
to strike uith a thunderbolt, shiver in

pieces, Cratin. Pytin. 8, Eur. Bacch.
1103, ubi V. Elinsl:— pass.,-, thunder-stricken, Lat. attonitus,

Archil. 36., f. -, {,)
to weave together, Plat. Polit. 310 B.?.,,{,)
to bring together, sum up the heads or
chiefpoints, to sum up, reckon up, Acs-
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chin. 62, 9 ; more fieq. in mid., Plat.

Phil. 11 B, Soph. 219 B, Xen. Cyr.

8, 1, 15, etc. Hence',, , the sum
total of a reckoning : and/., ewf, , asumming
up, conclusion, Def. Plat. 415 B.

Hence/., , , summing
up ike principal points.', adv. part. pf. pass.

from, mixedly. confusedly, in-

discriminately, Arist. Eth. N. 7, 1, 6.", , , {>, /-
) one's brother-in-law, ap. Dem.

949, 6 ; one'sfalher-in-law, Diod."), {,) to join

in burying, Phylarch. ap. Ath. COG), (,) to

be involved in danger along with Others,

Tivi, Thuc. 8, 22, Plat. Legg. 969 A,

etc. : absol., to be partners in danger,

Xen. Ages. 11, 13., , f. -'/, (,)
to move, excite together, Polyb. 15, 17,

] :^pass., to move along with, ,
Arist. Top. 2, 7, 5, Polyb., etc.

Hence,, , that which is

moved jointly.—II.=:sq. [i] : and, , ), joint-motion:

metaph., an emotion., and in Tim. Locr. 96

A,,—., f. -'{, to sound
with./, Att. -« [], to weep

with., , , a breaking to-

gether : . , collision with

the enemy's main body, Arr. An.

:

and, , o,=foreg. : from/., [] f. -?, {,) to break together, break off, Chae-
rem. ap. Ath. 008 C: — pass., to be

broken off. Plat. Theaet. 173 A ; me-
taph., .
Id. Rep. 495 .— II. intr., to dash to-

gether, Ath. 608 C.?, Att. for. [u],, , Att.?^,
,() :

— shutting up, closing

up (of a. line of battle), Thuc. 5,71.—
2. a being closed, , to

be closed. Foes. Oec. Hipp. : close

union. Plat. Tim. 81 :,
narrow passe.i, defiles, Polyb. 5, 41, 7,

Plut. Camill. 41 (Reiske et Schaf).,, ,()
joint, band, border, LXX., , ,—.
—II. confinement, prison, LXX.. 7}, ', shut up: with

the power of shutting or closing,-, Arist. H. A. 4, 4, 11 :—verb. adj.

from, f. -7. : Ion. -, f. - : Att. ?.{, i.

-^, {.). To shut up, hem
in, iiwlose, Hdt. 4, 157 ; 7, 41

; f., to intercept, Thuc. 5, 64; tpi-

., Eur. Andr. 122.—2. to

shut close, to close,,, Eur.

Hipp. 498, Ion 241 ; ,
Thuc. 4, 67 ; , Aeschin. 11,

5 :

—

to shut up, close shops, etc., •
'7., , Lys. Fr. 2,

5, Andoc. 7, 26 :

—

. 7,
to close them up (by blows), Dem.
1259, 13.—3. to close up, as an army
does its ranks, Thuc. 4, 35 ; 5, 72 ;

so, . , to lock their

shields, Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 33.-4. to

close, conclude,

., to viake the latter part
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of the speech^i as a conclusion to the

former, Isocr. 238 A : to close, corne to

an end, i/,
Polyb. 17, 7, 3.

—

. pass., to be shut

in, etc., -, Hdt. 7, 129.—2. to be closely

united, Isocr. 342 D ; \\\&,-/, Xen. Hell. 5,

2, )9.—Cf., sub fin.,, 6, a fellow thief., f. -, (,)
to steal along with, , Anti-

pho 145, 27 : to elude, evade,. Foes. Oec. Hipp., Ion. for., , ,{)
happening together, coincidence,-, Hipp. ; v. Foes. Oecon., , to be joint-heir,

Dion. H. : from, ov, a joint-heir., ov, {, 7^) allot-

ted together, coming together by chance,

bordering upon, neighbouring, ,
Eur. Heracl. 32;, Nic. Al. 1.

—II. assigned by lot, allotted, Plut. 2,

103 F. Hence, , to join or embrace in

one lot. Plat. Legg. 745 C : to choose

by lot,, Plut. Alcib. 19.

—

11. to assigyi by lot, , Dem. 183,

1. Hence, , an allotting, assign-

ing by lot.,^,.,./,7], i], , (7^ )

calling together, convening. — II.., a senator, Luc. Alex. 25, v.

sq., ov,() called

together, summoned, Eur. I. A. 301 :

—

7/ (sc.) a legisla-

tive body, Arist. Pol. 3, 1. 10; at

Rome, the senate, Polyb., etc. ; so,. Soph. Ant. 159., , {,) lying

with: a bedfellow. — II. inclining to-

gether, hanging upon, , Aesch.
Fr. 77. Hence, al, the meeting-line of
mountain-ridges which slant towards
one another, . , defiles,

Plut. Pomp. 32, Pyrrh. 28., f. -, {,) to

incline together, to lean towards, Polyb.

7, 12, 4.— Pass., to lie with,,
Hdt. 2, 181, Eur. Ale. 1090. []
Hence?, , an inclining together

;

cf., fin.7, , ,{) one

who ties with one, a companion at table,

Plut. 2, 149 B, 503 A. [t], , {,) f.

-7/, to dash together, confound utterly,

entangle, II. 13, 722, cf. Anth. P. 9,

755. Hence, , a dashing together.oua,= sq., Iambi., dep., to be dis-

turbed hi/ slorjns and waives.,{,) as pass..

to be washed over by the waves, of a

ship, Plut. 2, 206 C,_d67 D. Hence,, , , washed together,

esp. by the waves : metaph.,--, a promiscuous crowd, a

mob, Lat. colluvies hominum, Thuc. 7,

5, Plat. Kep. 569 A, Luc,, etc. ; also,, ov, Clem. Al.—Cf.-
?'.,, , that which is

washed together.7., , , {7.)
a meetins of waves, Menand. p. 194., to listen to, agree to., f. -, {,)

to spin together :—II. to unite by fate
Hence, , , a spinning to

gether : a uniting by fate, M. Anton.
2,3., and -, , to seethe

or stew together,, Ath. 395 F.-^, to hollow out with., as pass., with fut.

mid. -7/, {,) : to

sleep with another, lie with, of the
man, ., Hdt. 3, 69, Soph.
El. 274 ; of the woman, Aesch. Ag.
1258, Eur. Phoen. 54. Hence,, , a sleeping to-

gether.—11. the partner of one^s bed, in

plur., Eur. Andr. 1273, cf. Monk Hip-
pol. 11 : and,, , a sleeping to-

gether ; sexual intercourse. Plat. Phae
drus 255 E, Rep. 460 B.,, , and, , , husband., .-,{,) dep. mid., to join m
forming plans or plots, Dinarch. 93,

40., {,) dep.

mid., to impart, communicate, give a
share of, Thuc. 8, 75., ov, common, familiar., , f. -, to partake

with, have a joint share of a tbmg, -, v. 1. Isae. 70, 28, Dem. 1299, 20 :

from, , , {,-) partaking jointly,^, also

Tivi,i . ., , =,
Gramm., ,, (sc.)

harlot's hire.,, pecul. fern, of sq., ov, {,) a bed-

fellow, ., Pind. P. 9,

42., f. -, (,)
to help in chastising. Plat. Legg. 730
D., , {,) f.

-, to glue or stick together, Ar. V'esp.

1041 ; . Plat. Tim. 43 A.
Hence, , , a gluing or
sticking together ; and, , ,{)
a gluer or sticker together : metaph.,
a fabricator, ., Ar. Nub. 446.?, ov, {, /.) :

—
glued together : generally, closely join-

ed. Soph. Fr. 746:— ailv. -/, in.

accordance uilh, , Aesch. Supp.
310 ; ., to agree. Id. Cho. 542., , . -, to swim
with, dive together., , , a bringing togeth-

er, Thuc. 2, 52 : esp. of harvest, a
gathering in, housing, ., Id.

3, 15 ; . Plat. Legg. 845

;, Xen. Hell. 7, 5. 14 : from, f. -, {,)
to carry or bring together, Hdt. 1. 21,

etc. : of harvest, to gather in, house

it, Xen. Mem. 2, 8, 3, etc. : so in

pass., , it is ripe

for carrying, Hdt. 4, 199;—mid., to

collect to or for one^s self, supply
one's self with, Hdt. 2, 94 (and so
in Act. 2, 121, 4); to sfml for, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 2, 24 :, to store up in one's soul, to

learn, lb. 1, 5, 12; . , to

claim as one's own, lb. 4, 3, 17 :

—

pass., to be gotten or gained both at

once. Soph. O. C. 585.—II. to help in

burying, . Soph. Aj. 1048;
like/. Hence



", , , reaper.

Hence, ,, of or belong-

ing to harvest : ,{), the feast at harvest-home., , ,{)
brought together, of harvest, gathered

in: -, a picnic, Ath.: but,

—

II. c, bread of unbolted 7neal,

Trypho ap. Ath. 109 : . '/-
ra, mixed food, v. Foes. Oec. Hipp.,=^5]., (, koviou) as

pass., to roll in the dust with another ;

i. e. to wrestle or struggle with, Tivi,

Plut. 2, 97 A.?}, ijg, ,() a cut-

ting short : shortness, -, con-

ciseness, Longin. : hence, in Gramm.,
syncope, i. e., a striking out one or vwre

letters in a word.—II. a striking to-

gether, collision, Lat. collisio, /
., Dion. .—III. a sudden loss of
strength, swoon; cf., -

III., , to labour along with,

Eccl., ov,( III) falling

down in a swoon. Died. 3, 57., , , fit for cutting

short.—11. causing sudden faintness ;

cf. 111., ov, chopped up,-, Ath. 373 A : from, f. -, (,) to

beat together, cut up, Xen. Cyr. 6, 4,

3 : 6-
?, Hdt. 7, 34 ; to thrash soundly,

maltreat, , Lvs. 97, 42, Xen.

Symp. 8, G, Metagen. Thur. 4; ffny-, Eur. Cycl. 228, cf. Xen.
Cyr. 2, 3, 20.— II. to cut short, abridge,

Lat. concidere.—III. to shake violently ;

to weary, tire

:

—esp. in pass.,-, to feel all sore from weariness,

Theophr.?., , f. -, and -,
f. -,{)=:., , to join in the

revels of the Corybantes : to share inspi-

ration OT frenzy, Plat. Phaedr. 228 B., ov, {,) with

the vertices joined,, Arist. Probl.

15,11,2., ,=,
also to complete, Dion. H. Hence, 7],='-., , f. -, {, -) to arrange together, to adjust,

Arist. Coel. 2, 13, 2.—II. to confer

honour on, to be an ornament to, Xen.
Cyr. 2, 2, 2G., (,)
to play at the cottabus with., f.-. (..)
to help to lighten, or hold up, Luc. Tox.
20.. (,) to

shake together, Arist. Mund. 4, 29.,, ,{-) mixing, minture, Plut, 2, 943 .
Hence. , , belonging to

mixing ; of a mixed nature, Plut. 2,

904 F.,, ,()
a mixing together, blending, Eur. Aeol.

2, 4 ;, Plat, Polit. 277 C
;. , Thuc. 8, 97 ;

, Plut.'Arat."lO: of friendship. Id.

Anton. 31., verb. adj. of-, one must mingle or blend.

Plat. Phil. 62 B., , f. -/, {, -) to hold together, Plut. 2, 508 D,

876 A,

, ov, ()
mixed together, Luc. Amor. 12 : closely

united, ., Eur. Andr. 494., (, )) to

strengthen together : to make quite

strong, Plut. 2, 656 :—pass., to be-

come so, Hipp. 1006.. to weave together., (,) to

throw down a precipice with or together,

Polyb. 8, 34, 7.,(,) tomake
two parties join against the third. Hence, , 6, the union of
tivo parties against a third, Plut. 2,

490 B.,, ,() a
cotnpound substance, Plut. 2, 898 D, etc., ov, , dim. from
foreg., M. Anton, [], (,) to separate

from other matter a?id compound anew,
in gen., to compound, put together, opp.

to, Epich. p. 95, Plat. Tim.
67 D, etc. : hence, esp. in physical

philosophy, , com-
pound matter, Ana-xag. 3, cf. Plat.

Phaed. 72 C, Farm. 157 A, etc.— II.

to compare, , Arist. Rhet. 1,

9, 38 ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 278 ; ,
. . : . ,
Polyb. 12, 10, 1; and, in pass., to

measure 07ie's self with another, strive

or contend, LXX. Hence,, , a putting togeth-

er, compounding, opp. to.
Plat. Tim. 64 E, 65 C, etc.— II. a
comparing, comparison, Menand. p.

401 ; ?, Arist. Top. 1, 5,

9, cf. Polyb. 15, 11, 9; and freq. in

late prose, and Luc. and Plut. ; cf.

Lob. Phryn. 278.,. adj. of,
one must compare. Arist. Pol. 4, 12, 3., , , ()
compounding, compositive, opp. to-. Plat. Polit. 282 B, sq., Arist.

Top. 1, 15, 21.—II. comparing : -. (sc.) the comparative de-

gree, Plut. 2, 677 D, Gramm. Adv.
-., ov,() put to-

gether, cojnpound.—II. comparable,,
Polyb. 12, 23, 7.-2. v. 1. for-

., , f. -, (, -) to strike together ; . , to

clap the hands, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 5

:

absol., to clap, applaud ; and, in pass.,

to be applauded, Xen. Symp. 8, 1.—II.

to beat, hammer, or weld together, Ar.

Eq. 471.—2. metaph., ., to

weld words together (by composition,
contraction, etc.). Plat. Crat. 409 C,
415 D, 416 B.—3. to weld a number of

men into one body, i. e., train and dis-

cipline them, , Dem. 520,
11 :—in pass., esp. of ships, soldiers,

etc., to be well-trained, in good disci-

pline, Xen. Hell. 6, 2, 12 ;-, Dem. 23, 3 ;., Polyb. 1,61,3,
etc. Hence,, , any thing

beaten, welded together.—2. metaph., a

mass, multitude, crowd.—II. any thing

hammered out orforged in the mind, an
artifice, craft., , y.()
a hammering, welding together.— II. a
joining together, conspiracy, Joseph., ov, welded together, v. 1.

for., ,..,, ,()
borrowed money : hence debt., (),
laughter accompanied by clapping of

the hands, etc., immoderate mirth, Pa-
roemiogr. ; so in Suid.,? -.,, ,()
stnkins, dashing together, collision,-, Theophr. ;, Plut. 2,
1047 .—2. quarrel, Plut. Num. 17.—
II. in music, the rapid alternation of
two notes, a shake.—2. in genl. trem-
bling, quaking., , o,=foreg., Plut.
Marcell. 16, etc., , , struck or beat-

en together ; ., a cloth

with a thick, shaggy pile, like velvet or
plush, Diosc. : from,(,) to strike to-

gether, clap, , Ar. Ran. 1029 :—to bring into collision, Dem. 231, 12
;

282, 1 ; to throw into confusion, Isocr.

68 B.— II. metaph., to stir up, excite,

to embroil, . '/., to wear
them out one against the other, Thuc.
1,44; ., Diod.—III. intr.,

to strike one against another, -, Polyb. 1, 50, 3.

—Cf.., f. -. {,)
to cover up or completely, /.,
Eur. Heracl, 721 :

—

to conceal utterly.

Id. I. T. 1052, Antipho 1)8, 19, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 1, 40, etc. ; generally, to hide,, Amphis Erith. 1. Hence, , complete concealment., f.-. (,-) dep. mid., to win or gain along
with, Thuc. 7, 57, Arist. Pol. 5, 7, 9., f. -^, (,-) to join in paying the last honours to

a corpse, Ap. Rh., and-, ov,,
dim. from sq., , joint-possession., , , joint-pos

sessor., f. -,( ) to

join with another in founding or colo-

nizing, . -rcj, Hdt. 4,

156, cf. Thuc. 7,57. Hence, , the joint building or
founding of a city., ov, 6, () a
joint founder or colonizer, Hdt. 5, 46., , f. -, {, -) to crash with or at the same time,

Nonn., ov, 6, a person with
whom one plays at dice, a fellow-game-
ster, Aeschin. 8, 41 ; 9, 6 : from, (,) to play
at dice with,, Hdt. 2, 122, Arist.

Eth. N. 9, 12, 12., , f. -, (,)
to throw into an utter ferment, to con-
found utterly, Ar, Ach, 531, Plat.
Legg. 669 D.^, , f. •, (,) to roll along together. Plat. Polit
269 C : also.-,, 6, a fellow-Cy
clops.7., (,)
as pass., to roll about or wallow together,, Xen. Symp. 8. 32..(.) as pass.,

=foreg., ap. Ath. 588 E. [i], , . -, to hunt
together., , , =-, ,. -,—-, Arist. Eth. . 9, 12, 2 : from. Dor. and Att.,-. , (.) fellow-

hunter, Eur. I. . 709
; ., a fellow-

huntress. Id. Hipp. 1093., . , that which stoops

towards ; in mechanics, a kind of prop
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or support, Lat. capreolus, Vitruv. 4,

2 : froin, f. -, {,) to

bend forwards towards each other, -, Xen. An. 3, 4, 19: absol., to

stoop and lay heads together, Ar. Vesp.

570 ; hence, tvolovol,, tliey do it in concert, in

conspiracy, Hdt. 3, 82 ; 7, 145 ;

' , Ar. Eq.
854.', , .- or-
{,) :

—

. of persons, to meet,

come together by chance,/ -. 11. 23, 435 ; so ol ships,

Hdt. 8, 92 : to meet with an accident,

7^ ^, Soph. O. C. 1404 ; also, .
, to li^hl upon a thing, Eur. Andr.

1172: c. ^a.xi., a., Hdt.

8, 87.—U. of events and accidents, to

happen at the same time,. to one,

Hdt. 4, 15. Eur. Ion 1448 ; impers.,

c. inf., , it came
to pass tlial.., lidt. 9, 90 ; -, w/iat had occurred, Hdt. 1,

119; so in pass., -?/, Hdt. 9, 37.

—

III. of ulaces, to be contiguous to, TLv'i,

Polyb."3, 59, 7. Hence,, , a chance, ac-

cident, Polyb. 4, 8C, 2. etc.,, ,() a

meeting by chance : a conjuncture, event,

Polyb. 9, 12, 6., , , rarer form for

foreg-, , chance

events. Foes. Oec. Hipp. : ^, by chance, N. T.t.,=(,•
nic. ap. Ath. 432 C., , to establish or sanction

along with a thing., ,=., to make to stoop, LXX., {,)
dep., to tipple together, Ath. 19 D., ov, {,) with

limbs united : generally, standing close

together,], Xen. Cyn. 5, 30., 1. - Dor. -,
(, ()) to march together in a. Find. 0. 11 (10), 16, Luc. Salt.

11.(), ov, {,) a part-

ner in a, a, fellow-reveler, Eur.
Bacch. 1171, Ar. Ach. 264; c. dat.,

a., Aesch. Fr. 381, e conj.

Pors., , f. -, {, -() to play with in a comedy, Luc.—. to mock or scoff with., {>,) to card with

or together, to card thoroughly.—.
nietaph., to bring together, join., {,) to be

with on a journey or in a foreign coun-

try.), f. -, (, ) to

stnooth by scraping or planing : me-
taph., to polish one's style, Dion. H., to dry vp unth., f. -, {, ) to

scratch or tear to pieces, Diog. L. 4,

47., dep. mid.,^=-., {,) to rejoice

with, take part in another s joy, Aesch.
Ag. 793, Ar. Pac. 1330; a. kni tlvl,

Xen. Hier. 11, 12.

—

\\. to wish one joy,

congratulate, . ,
to wish one joy of.., Dem. 194, 23 ; so,

. .., Aeschin. 34, 9 : so in

aor. pass,, Anacreont. 34,

30 ; fut.- ,
Polyb. 30, 16, 1., , f. -, {, -) to relax with Or at the same
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time, Archyt. ap. Steph. Excerpt, p.

81., {,) to

weld together, Ath. 488 F.7, , ,()
congratulatory, Joseph., f.-, (,-) dep. mid., to be agreeable at

the same time, or ivith others, to comply

with, gratify :, dear-

est, 7nost lovely., ?'/,,=-., ', {, ') the

joining of the lips, Arist. Physiogn. 6,

18.
^ ^, f. -, {,-) to winter with or together.— Pass.,

to weather the same storm, Ar. Plut. 847., {,) to ad-

tninister with, , Polyb. 6, 2, 14., , (. •, {,,) to do at the sa7ne tirne by

manual labour, Luc. Lexipll. 2., , t. -, {,) to put hand to a thing to-

gether, to accomplish, , Isae. 70,

28., Ep. inf. aor. 1 of sq., f. - : Horn, uses
pres. and impf. act. and aor. Ep.-, but more usu., inf.

; and 3 syncop. aor. pass.,{,). To pour togeth-

er, comtningle, confound, II. 15, 364, cf.

366, 373 ; 16, 471 ; . -. Plat. Phil. 46 (so,, Id. Crat.

388 ): so, like, ., Hdt. 4, 127 ; , Hdt.

7, 1)5 (cf. Bahr ad 1.).—2. of persons,

to confound, trouble,,, Od.
8, 139, II. 9, 612, etc., Hdt. 8, 99 ; and
in pass., ,
II. 24, 358 ; '/ ;

Eur. Med. 1005 ; -, Hdt. 7, 142.—3. .,,, etc., to scat-

ter them to the winds, set them at

nought, violate them, II. 4, 269, Valck.

Hdt. 7, 136, Eur. Hipp. 1063 ; also,

., Soph. Tr. 1229 ; '-, , Dem. 729, 14 ; 777,

9, etc. : but, /. -, to stir

up a war, Lat. conjlare bellum, Polyb.

4, 10, 3.,, , afellow-tribune,

Joseph.,, , a kind of shoe or

sock, Anth. P. 6, 294 ; cf. Jac. p. 198
;

cf.., , a growing into one

cartilage.,,, harmony ofstrings,

concord. Soph. Fr. 361 : from, ov, {,) harmo-

nious, in harmony, strictly of musical

strings; generally, harmonizing, agree-

ing., ov, b,() a

companion in a dance. Plat. Legg. 053

E, 665 A, Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 20., , fern, of foreg.,

partner in the dance, Ar. Fr. 399., {,) to dance

with, Ar. Av. J 761 : to be one of the

same chorus, Plut. 2, 94 B., , f. -'/, to assist

with supplies, , Polyb. 4, 46, 5,

Plut. ; to assist by supplying,,
Plut. Rom. 6 : to contribute towards,. Id. Phoc. 30 : from, , {,) a
fellow - choragus : generally, sharing
with a partner in the expense, Dem.
853, 1., ov, {,) partner

in the chorus,, Orph. H. 10, 9.

, ov,{,) strict-

ly, with the grass joining, i. e. bordering

upon, , Aescll.

Snpp. 5, cf. Eur. Antiop. 9 ; c. gen.,, Eur. . F. 371
;, i. e. the marches or

boundaries of two lands, Id. Andr. 17., Ion. for^, q. v., f. -/, (,-) dep. mid., to itse at the saine time;

generally, to make use of,, Polyb.

3, 14, 5.— II. to borrow jointly, Id. 1,20,
14.

—

III. to have dealings, associate with,, . . Hence,, , common or joint

use, Clem. Al.— II. intercourse., dep., to consult

an Oracle together., f.,^=., , , ()
ointment, salve, Diosc., one must anoint ; and, , , anointed : verb,

adj. from, f. -<, to anoint., , f. -^, and-
f. -',() :

—to be contempo-
rary with,, Ath. 599 C.—II. to de-

lay a long time together, LXX.•—III. to

be in the same tense, Gramm. Hence, , , agreement of
time., ov, {,) con-

temporaneous., ov, contr. -, ovv,

{,) :
—of like colour or look,

like, Polyb. 3, 46, 6, Posi-
dipp. ap. Ath. 596 D., f. -, {,)
to colour, to give a colour to, Plut. 2,

934 D.— II. in painting, to blend col-

ours ; and in pass., of the colours, to

melt one into the other, though Schaf.
takes=\\,
Dion. Comp. p. 366.,, , , {,)
body to body, USU. as adv.,
Loi). Phryn. 414., {,) as
pass., to touch one another: to be in

contact, have close intercourse with, •, Diog. L. 7, 2 ; cf.., later form for., , , {):—a
miocing together, commingling, confound-
ing, Hipp.: a destroying,,,
Eur. Andr. 292, 959;, Thuc.
1, 146; 5, 46;, Isocr. 64 C:, to be confounded, Eur.
I. A. 354, 1 128 : was
the name given by the Gramm. to the
first half of the fourth book of the
Iliad, see v. 269 ;—of persons, confu
sion, Luc. Nigr. 35, cf. Polyb. 14, 5,

8. Hence, ), , commingling,
confounding, Plut. 2, 948 D.,, ,{)
that which is heaped together, a heap,

mound., {,) to melt

together, to melt down, Lycurg. 104, 29,
39, Dem. 615, 12.

and- ; Ion. pres., inf., Hdt. 4, 120,
also in Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 18 : f.-,
{,). To heap all together,

to heap with earth, cover vp,,,,, Hdt. 1, 68;
4, 120, 140; )), Hdt. , 71.—
. to make into ruinous heaps, destroy,

like '/^, Id. 9, 13 ; also in

pass.,,, Id.

8, 144.

—

III. to throw one thing into a
heap with another, confound with,

, Aesch. Pr. 1049., ; f. -^ (Xen. Hell,

3, 2, 12, Isocr. 118 D), and-



Eur. I. . 741, Plat., etc.), (,,-
). To come together, unite, like, Eur. I. T. 124 : to com-

bine, opp. to, Ana.xag. 19 :

—

?., to meet (me) in

argument, bandy words with me,
Eur. Hipp. 703.—II. to give place, give

way. Plat. Charm. 155 : raetaph.,

to make concessions, yield,-
ai ., to make con-

cessions to them about the command,
Hdt. 7, 161: . TivL, Thuc. 1, 140.

Plat., etc. : . 7.7.7^, to make a

compromise, Thuc. 3, 75 ; and, in bad
sense, to be in colhision withj connive

at, , Dem. 922, 17.—2.

C. ace. rei, to concede, give up, yield,

agree on,, Hdt. 9, 35 ; hence
in pass., ru ,
Dem. 985. 22;, -. Id. 231, fin. ; 1042, 26: ., to acqui-

esce in death being his punishment,
Dinarch. 91, 11 : ., ..., Plat.

Euthyphr. 13 C, etc.—3. to accede or

agree, assent, to acquiesce in, Ty,
Hdt. 4, 148, Thuc. 7, 72; Ty.
Plat. Phaed. 100 A: c. inf.,' agree

to do, agree that..., Hdt. 2, 2 ; c. ace.

et inf., Thuc. 3, 52, etc. : absol., to

agree, acquiesce, assent, Hdt. 3, 83 ; 4,

43': -h ,
a yielding, unexacting temper of piety,

Dem. 533, 17.—4. impers.,
it is agreed, it may be done, Try uv^, as may be agreed, Thuc. 5,

40; et, if it were possible,

V. 1. Xen. Efq. 9, 11. Hence,, , that which is

conceded, a concession ; permission, con-

sent,. 7.3 , -
lyb. 4, 73, 10; , . 1, 85,

3 ; . . Id. 6, 13, 3.,, ,{) ac-

quiescence, concession. Plat. Legg. 770
C : ., to take si-

lence/or consent. Id. Crat. 435 B., verb. adj. from-, one must concede. Plat. Phaedr.
234 E, etc. : so also in plur.-. Soph. . C. 1426., , , inclined to

yield, yielding, compliant., , , =,, , (,) neigh-

bouring, bordering on.,, ,{)
that which is heaped or thrown up, a

mound.—2. a place defended by a mound., adv., () with rushing

motion, hurriedly, . ,
Aesrh. Pers. 480. []\, , Syedra, a city in Cili-

cia, Strab. p. 669., a, ov,() :

—

ofswine, Lat.

suillus, ., Ao^s-lard, Xen. An.
4, 4, 13, (ubi Muret. ), of.

Luc. Hist. Conscr. 20. []\, and tor, 6. Syen-

ne.iis, name of the kings of Cilicia,

Aesch. Pers. 326 ; Hdt. 1, 74 ; 7, 48 ;

Xen. An. 1.2, 12., f. -, {, ) to live

with. Plat. Polit. 302 ; , Dem.
363, 4 ; . 7.~, to pass

one's life in meddling, Id. 13, 10 :

—

, a creature living

in water, Aesch. Fr. 21.^, f.-,(,-) to yoke together, cottple. Hdt. 4, 189
;

esp. in marriage, Eur. Ale. 166, Xen.
Oec. 7, 30.—Pass., to he yoked with,

coupled with,7. .. Eur. Ale. 482;^ ., Id. Andr. 98. cf

Ion 343 ; /'<, they
live in close familiarity, Xen. Lac. 2,

12 :—mid., to yoke for one's self,,
Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 51. Henee,, , a yoking together,

coupling, union, Plat. Rep. 508 A,

Legg. 930 B., t -, {,) to make to

boil uith, Diosc., , f.-, {,) to

seek, ej:amine with, at the same time or

together. Plat. Crat. 384 C, Meno 90

B. Hence, , , a joint inquiry :

and so, a disputation, N. T., ov, a,() a joint

inquirer: and SO, a disputer, N. T., , {,) to darken

at the same time, Anlll., in pass., , f. -,{) to

draio together in yofce, strictly ofbeasts

of draught, Aesch. Fr. 298 : of sol-

diers, to stand in one rank, Polyb. 10,

21,7., ,—. Hence, , ,=, union,

Eur. . F. 675: a joint, as in plants,

much like, Theophr.—II. a yoke

of animals, a pair, ., Eur.

Hipp. 1131, cf. Plat. Phaed. 71 C,

Parm. 143 D.—HI. in Gramm., a con-

jugation., a, ov, poet, for,
joined, united,, Eur. Hipp.

1147; cf SchiafDion. Comp. p. 175.

—II. act., joining, hence like,
epith. of Juno, as patroness of mar-
riage, Stob. Eel. 2, p. 54., ov, , fem.,
i(Jof,= sq., ov,{) :

—

yoked

together ;
paired, united, esp. by mar-

riage, . 7. wedded union,

Aesch. Cho. 599 ; hence as subst.,

/; ., a wife, Eur. Ale. 314, 342 : but,

., generally, a yokefellow, comrade,

friend. Id. I. T. 250, Ar. Plut. 945.

Adv. -., , b, ^,=foreg., Eur.
Ale. 921, Plat. Phaedr. 254 A., , to leaveyi, make to fer-

ment..,, a girding together.

—II. a girdle, Aesch. Supp. 462 : from, f.-, {,)
to gird together, gird up, , Ar. Thesm.
255 :—mid., to gird one's self, gird up
one's loins, lb. 656., , f. -, (, -) to quicken at the same time, N. T.7., ov, {.) strik-

ing or killing swine, Opp. C 2, 27., ai, () a pig-sty, the Lat.

suite, formed like.,., , f. -, {)^.̂, , . Syene, a city of L^p-

per Aegypt on the borders of Aethio-

pia, Hdt. 2, 28 ; Strab. pp. 786, sqq.

:

hence an inhab of S.,, 6, and
adj., , , Syenitic.,,,:=, Pherecr.-
cert. 11, Plut. 2, 988 : from, , , {)=^, stvin-

ish., Aeol. 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of, for. [], imperat. aor. 1 pass, of,
make haste, speed, formed like.
and, Hesych., ov, TO. dim. of £", a pork-

er. M. Anton. 10, 10. [?], f. -,{) :
—to gather

or pluck ripe figs, Ar. Av. 1699 (with
a play on) ; . ,
Xen. Oec. 19, 19.— II. in Strattis

Atal. 1, 2, to tickle ; cf.

II., , , () the fig-
pecker. Italian beccafico, {motacillafice-

2TK0
dula, Linn.), Epich. p. 25, 41, who
writes 7.7., metri grat.,,,^., , , of or belonging
to the, ., mulberry-
jam, Sotad. ap. Ath. 293 . [\, ov, , the fruit of the, a mulberry, Lat. morum,
Amphis Incert. 6; its juice was used
by women as a wash, Eubul. Steph.

1, 2. [], ov, , more rarely ,
the mulberry-tree, Lat. moms, Amphis
Incert. 6 ; black and white,

7., Theophr. C. PI. 6, 6, 4.

—

11.=, v. sub voc. [], , like the mulberry-

tree or mulberry., ov, TO, dim. of, a.

small fig, Eupol. Lacon. 1. []',, ,=., , , one who gathers

figs.
—1.=.., , fem. of., , , Ion. and .,

as always in Hdt., but in Od. always
eontr., , (except in Od. 24,

341, and here it must be pronounced
as dissyll.): Ion. gen. pi.,
Hdt. 1, 193: {):—the fig-tree,

Lat. ficus, Od., Hdt., etc. : Theophr.
mentions many kinds, cf. Schneid.
Index.

—

.^ II.^, , , Sycea, a city of Cili-

cia, Ath. 78 B., ov, , Syceas, one of the
Titans, Ath. 78 A.\,, , Syce, a fortified place
at Syracuse in Sicily held by the
Athenians, so called no doubt from
the fig-trees growing there, Thuc. 6,

98.—II. daughter of Oxylus, a hama-
dryad, Ath. 78 B.

_,, ,{,)
=., , . Dor. for, Tab.
Heracl., . , dim. from,
Ar. Pae. 598. [], . -, {) to fatten

ivilhfigs, Anth. P. 9, 487., , ov,{) of the fig-
tree or figs, ., fig-viood. At .

Vesp. 145 (where it is taken to ex
press the pungent smoke produced
thereby) : ., fig-wine, Plut. 2,

752 B.—JI. metaph. from the spongy,
useless nature of this wood (Horace's
inutile lignum), , weak,

worthless, good -Jor -nothing fellows,

Theocr. 10, 45 ; so, ., An-
tiph. ^. 1, 4: proverb., . -. Meineke Strattis -. 4
(there is an obscene play on this in

Ar. Lys. 110):—in Ar. Plut. 946, ., a false, treacherous comrade,
with a play on.., ov, , a fig-leaf., ov, TO,{) a drink made
from figs, Hipp.,, , {?]) a slip or att-

tingfrom a fig-tree, a youngfig-tree, Ar.

Ach. 996.—II. a person having large

warts ; cf. II., ov, , fem. -,, {-) fig-like, of figs,, fig wine.

Hipp.— II. a Lacedaem. name of

Bacchus, Ath. 78 C./, , , royal figs, a

very fine kind, Ath. 78 A; when dried

thev were called..
Id. 76 ., ov, living on figs.—II. /•-

ing by slander, of a.7, , f. -^, to gatherfigs,
Ar. Pae. 1346: fiO.m, ov,(, 7^) gath-

ering figs.—II. S2:'cahing nffio.i.
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, or-, , coward,
poltronn ; cf.., , ?],=, .
. , , wine pre-

pared from the., , , the fruit of the., , ,{,) :—the fig-mulberry, an Aegyptian kind
thai bears its fruit on the branches,

and has leaves like the white mul-
berry {ficus sycomorits, Linn.), Diosc.

1, 181, Plin. 13, 14 :—Theophr. calls

il ), . PI. 1, 1,

7 ; 14, 2 ; and the was oft.

called simply, as in LXX.,
Luc. 17, 6. (The Hebrew is sikemah.)', , , a fig, Od. 7, 121,

Hdt. 2, 40, and Att. : proverb.,, ' as differ-

ent as chalk from cheese,' Henioch.
Trochil. 1, 2.—II. from its shape, a
large ivart, esp. on the eyelids, Hipp.

:

also on the anus, oipiles, Galen., cf.

Foes. Oecon. Hipp., and v.-
—III. pudenda muliebria, Ar. Pac. 1349,

of. 1346.?, , ,{,-
7mv)fig-sandaled, a parody on Homer's, with a play on-, Cratin. Eun. 2., ,( II,-) with warts or piles on the poste-

riors.,, 6, and,, , (,) ;—comic for, formed after., , . -,(-) to eat figs, Theophr. Char. 10., , , a fig-nihbler,

comic nickname for a miser, Archil.

Fr. 114 : strictly dim. from, , (, )

fig-ealing, Ael. . . 17, 31., , o,= foreg., , also, {,) watching figs., , . -, to be a -
or informer : and so,— 1. c.

ace. pers., to inform against, accuse,

slander, Ar. Vesp. 1096, Av. 1431 :

hence in pass., -, Lys. Fr. 20.—2. c. ace. rei, to

lay information against a thing, Ar.

Ach. 519, Xen., etc. :—but .-, to extort them by laying

informaiioas, Lys. 177, 32.-3. absol.,

to use an. informer^s tricks. Plat. Rep.
341 B.

—

\\.= , Meine-
ke Plat. (Com.) Incert. 36, Menand.
p. 295. Hence, , , a syco-

phanVs trick, a false accusation, slander,

misrepresentation, Aeschin. 33, 19./, , ,{,) :— fig-shoiter, i. e. one who informs
against persons exporting figs from At-
tica, or plundering sacred fig-trees

:

hence, a common informer, and so,

generally, a false accuser, slanderer,

backbiter. The Sycophants began to

multiply from the time of Pericles,

and were a common object of attack
to the comic writers, Ar. Ach. 818,
sq., etc. ; V. esp. Schol. Pint. 31.

—

The literal signf. is not found in any
ancient writer; and is perh. alto-

gether an invention./, /, , accused by
syco])hants., , i],{)
the behaviour of a sycophant, false accu-

sation, misrepresentation, slander, Lys.
102, 5, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 12, Dem.,
etc. ; . Tivl, to give occasion

for false informations against him,
Dem. 012. 11. Cf. sq.

IIOC

, . ,{)
in Ar. Eq. 437, -, Caecias is blowing, and
the Sycophant-wind ; but there is a

play on ,\
is a wind of villany and sycophancy., ,,{)
like a sycophant, slanderous, Dem. 907,

11. Adv. -, Isocr. Antid. '^ 330., , , fem. of-, Ar. Plut. 970., , sycophant-like,

Lys. Fr. 2, 1., ,=, dub.
I. Diog. L., , , a basket for
carrying figs : from, , f.-, to carry figs :

from, , {,) car-

rying figs, Strab., ,{) to make into afig.—2. like, to feed with figs.—3.

in pass., to have warts.,, , also written -,, , and, b, like-, a kind of shoe or sock., ,{,) fig-like,

Arist. . . 9, 40, 5 : full offigs.,,,^^. [],, , {) . fig-gar-
den, LXX., , . -/, to watch figs:
from, ,{,) watching

figs,=, LXX., ,{) rough, fig-like

excrescence on the flesh, esp. on the
eyelids. Foes. Oecon. Hipp. ; cf. -

II. [ij], , ,{) fed or fat-
ted on figs, fjtvap ., the liver of an
animal so fatted. Lat. jecur ficatum.—
II. dressed or flavoured with figs, Tu, Hipp., , v. sub.', Ep. for, 3 sing. impf.

act. from.-^, , f. -7/ {,) to carry off as booty or plunder,

Heliod.—II. to rob, despoil, ,
Aristaen. 2, 22., Ion. impf. from sq. [v], , f. -, frequent. 3 impf., Hes. Sc. 480.

To strip off, esp. to strip off the
arms, etc., of a slain enemy, Horn,
(only in II.), Pind., etc. Construc-
tion ;— 1. in full, c. ace. pers. et rei,

to strip off froin another, strip him of
his arms, etc., ., II. 15,

428 ; 1 G, 500 ; . -, Dem. C16, 19 ; .{) \-, to steal one another's phras-

es, Dion. H. :—hence, in pass.,c. ace.

rei, to be stript, robbed, deprived of a

thing,, ',
Aesch. Pr. 761, Eur. I. A. 1275, cf
Soph. Phil. 413.—2. c. ace. pers. only,

to strip, . TLVu, 11. 10, 343,
387 : to strip bare, pillage, plunder,, , etc., Hdt. 6, 101, and
Att.—3. c. ace. rei only, to strip off. in

Horn. usu. ?, oft. with
the addition of', II. , 28,

etc. ; so, ., II. 13,

640 :—then, generally, to take away,

off, down, ., to take down the
bow, 11. 4. 105 ; . ,
to take the lid ojf the quiver, 11. 4, 116 :

usu. with a notion of violence or sud-
denness, a. ,,, Pind.
P. 12, 28 ; . , Aesch. Pr.

83, cf. Soph. Phil. 1363 ; -. -
•} ), Dem. 42,

7 : C. gen. loci,

; Eur. Hel. 669 :—pass., to be

taken away, carried off as spoil,-

. Hdt. 6, 118; to tie

taken away, Eur. Hipp. 799 ;-, taken out of the boys,
i. e. having become a man, Pind. O.
9, 135. Rarer collat. forms are -,,. (From•,•, akin to,.-, of. Buttm. Lexil. s. v.

/., , , Sylea, daughter of
Corinthus, Apollod. 3, 16, 2., , 6, Sylcus, son of

Neptune, king at Aulis, Apollod. 2,

6, 3.— II. TO , the plain

of Syleus, along the Strymonicus si

nus, Hdt. 7, 115., rare collat. form of,
to despoil, esp. of arms,, 11. 5, 48 :

also, iodespoi/ one secrei/i/ of any thing,

to trick, cheat, II. 24, 43C. Cf. -.,=, in Chandl. Insci., , , or, , , usu.
in plur., or :

—the right of
seizing the ship or cargo of a merchant
(esp. a foreigner), to' cover losses re-

ceived through him (cf II)

;

generally, the right of seizure, strictly

of goods only, as opp. to,
Dem. 1232, 4 ; -. Id. 931, 23; opp. to{ ?) , Arist. Oec.
2, 11, 1 ; -, where the Athenians have (to

fear) no right of seizure, ap. Dem. 927,
4 :

—

,
to exercise this right against them,
Lys. 185, 18.—This right of reprisals,

when e.xercised in war towards whole
states, answers, more or less, to the
modern letters of marque, v. BOckh P.
E. 1, 185; 2, 375.' ( Cf. .)
Hence, , , {) spoil,

booty, plunder, []?^, ,() robbed, sto-

len, Maxim. 583.,, ,{) spoiling,

plundering, [], , }/, fem. from sq.,

Eur. . F. 377.,, , and,,
,() robber., , , fem. from-
,,,=,.8\).

Supp. 927., , , {/.):—
taking together ; also, conception,

pregnancy.—. act. that which holds
together,?, i. e. a
girdle, Aesch. Supp. 457.—2. pass.,

that tvhich is held together ; usu., sive-

ral letters taken together so as to form
one sound, a syllable, Eur. Palam. 2,

2, and freq. in Plat. ; ., Ari.st. Categ. 6, 3 :

—

-', in written worcls,

Aesch. The!). 468.—III. in music,
the concord called the Fourth, Bockh
Philolaos p. 68. Hence', f. -, to join letters

into syllables, to pronounce letters to-

gether. Plut. 2, 496 F., , , belonging to

syllables, syllabic.

?.?.&, , {?^,, -) to fight for syllables, Phiio..,,{-,,) :
—ex-

amining each syllable before pronomi-
ciTjg-ii, Hegesand.ap.Ath. 162 A, with
V. 1. -'., ,=,?,
the title of a book, dub. in Cic. Alt

4, 4 b.?.7,:=.', f. -?/, {



) to be joined with any thing

by lot, Tcvi, Plat. Polit. 266 C, E,
Tim. 18 E, Plut., etc.^, ov, , Syllams, a gov-

ernor of the Nabataei, Strab. p. 780./.?, ,{,?.) . -,
to talk with,, Polyb. 4, 22, 8.?.?3, f.- : pf., aor., inf.:—?., for pass,

fut., in Xen. An. 7,

2, 14, is certainly wrong, (,-). To lake together, lay hold of,

seize, Hdt. 6, 26; to seize the person

of.., apprehend, arrest, Id. 1, 80; 2,

114, etc., and Att. ;, Soph. Aj. 310.

—II. to put together, close,

(of a corpse), Plat.

Phaea. sab fin.

—

III. to comprehend,?.,
Hdt. 3, 82 ; ,
Hdt. 7, 16, 3 ; also, . . Plat.

Theaet. 147 D :—also of the mind,

to comprehend, understand, ,
?., , Hdt. 1, 91

;

2, 49 ; 4, 114, cf. Pmd. . 13, 103.—
IV. to bring together, collect, esp. to

rally scattered troops, Hdt. 5, 46 ; .. Plat. Gorg. 456 A.—V.

to receive at the same time, enjoy to-

gether, Hdt. 1, 32.—VI. of women, to

conceive, become pregnant, Plut. 2, 829

B.— Vll.?., to take one's self off from the

land, Soph. Phil. 577.—VIII. to take

with or besides, take as an assistant,

., Eur. Palam. 5:—but

also,—IX. c. dat. pers., to take part

with another, assist hun, Hdt. 6, 125,

and Att. ; , towards a thing,

lb. 7, 6, cf Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 28 ; so,

. , to take part with one in

a thing, assist one in it, Eur. Med.
946, Ar. Vesp. 734, etc. : absoL, to

assist, Aesch. Cho. 812, Plat. etc. :

—in this signf. the mid. is also freq.,, he
took part in it, Hdt. 3, 49, cf Soph.
Phil. 282, cf. Br. Ar. Lys. 313, Pac.

465 : cf.?., f.-, {,) to

shine together, be bright on all sides or

all over, Lat. collucere. Hence', , , a being bright

on all sides Or all through.—II. a union

of light, Plut. 2, 025 F., f.-, to be kidwith

or together., , and -, , dub.

epith. of Jupiter and Minerva, Plut.

Lycurg. 6 (Schaf -).ia, , , the Rom. name
Sylla, Strab. — 2. a Carthaginian

mentioned in Plut.

Rom. 15., (, ) to

serve with or together, Plut. 2, 941 E.?, {--,{,)
to devour, carry off together. Lye. 1207./', {,) smooth

by rubbing together, to polish, Dion. H.
—II. to rub, pound up with, ,
Diosc., i. -, {,) to

collect, gather, II. 18, 301, Hdt. 1, 68
;

3, 107. and Att.; esp. of money, Xen.;
and in mid., /', II. 18, 413 :

cf. Ar. Pac. 1327.—2. of persons, to

call together, Eur. I. T. 303 ; and in

mid., Od. 2, 292:—pass., to come
together, assemble, esp. in aor. 2 -/, Hdt. 1, 81; 7, 8, 1, etc.;

., Plat. Lesig. 901 A ;

TO. Id. Phaed. 59 D ;

TO. Id. Legg. 784 A.—3. to

collect, get together,, Hdt.

1, 59 : to raise or levy an army, Lat.

conscribere, Xen. An. 6, 1,6, etc.

—

i.

., to collect one's powers,
make a rally, Eur. Phoen. 850 ; so,

.^ Plat..
370 .—5. ., to form many
friendships.—6. in pass., of things, to

come together, arise, become customary,

Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 3.7,, f., {, ?.) to

pour together, commingle, Arist. Meteor.

1, 13, 10.—Pass., to flow, run together.

?.?.., , to make smooth by
rubbing together.?, , f. -, to be a

fellow- : from, , performing a
public service{) with or at

the same time.?^, ov, gathered or brought

together., ov, {,)
partner of the bed : a husband or ivife,

Eur. H. F. 1, 1268: . , having

the same bed-fellow, L•uc. D. Deor. 6, 5.,, ,{) a gath-

ering together, assembling., {,)
to converse uith, App.,{) adv.,

taken together, i. e. collectively, in sum,
in short, Theogn. 147

;

., Aesch. Pr. 505 ; .
to (little by little).

Plat. Rep. 344 A ; to',
Xen. Oec. 19, 14 ; etc.2, to make to cease at the

same time,, , , {,)
joining together by tot OX fate ; gene-

rally, joining together, combining : ., a pairing of boxers by lot.

Plat. Legg. 819 B, cf. Wyttenb.
Plut. 2, 390 B.,, , fem. from 7.-.7.,'&\. adj. -, one must lay hold of together,

Eur. Cycl. 472.7.7.,, ,^7.7,'.7, , , {,-) apt or able to conceive,,
Arist. Gen. An. 2, 8, 13. Adv. -.7., , , verb, adj., taken

together.,,,=7^.,
Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 32.7.,, 6, {7-) a partner, accomplice, assistant,

Aesch. Ag. 1506;, in a thing,

Eur. Or. 1229, Antipho 123, 35, Plat.

Symp. 218 D, etc.?;, , f. -, to trifle with

or at the same time.r|,t join in robbery.—II.

trans., to steal with.

7:7.),, , and ?;-, , , {, 7^]) fellow-

robber.

7.7.,,, fem. from foreg.,

Ar. Fr. 399.7^, , ,{)
taking together, or putting together ;

esp., a seizing, laying hold of, arrest-

ing, apprehending, 7-, to arrest, Thuc. 1, 134 ; .-, Aeschin. 85, 37.

—

II. a

grasping with the mind, comprehension.

—III. conception, pregnancy, Arist. H.
A. 7, 2, 3, etc. : also, of the child,

kv . '7, Plut. Rom. 12.

—IV. a taking with one, taking as as-

sistant :
—a taking part with another,

help, assistance.7., to slip atcay at the

same time.'\,,, Syllium, a strong
city of Pamphylia, Arr. An. 1, 26, 5.

77, (. ?. ) to

melt down with something else, to melt
out, Strab.7.7,, , one uiho assem-
bles, Bockh Inscr. 2, p. 253 ? Hence7^, ?/, , belonging to

collecting or assembling., , , {7.) like, a gathering, collecting,, Thuc. 3, 111 : .,
the first groivth of a bearcl, Aesch.
Theb. 666.—2. a raising, levying of

soldiers, Lat. conscriptio,}, Xen. An. 1, 1, 6.

—

. (from
pass.) an assembling, an assembly, con-

cozirse, Hdt. 5, 105 ; 7'/.,
to hold an assembly, Lys. 160, 23.7., f.-, {, -) dep. mid., to reckon all together,

bring at once before the mind, Hdt. 2,

148 : generally, to sum up completely,

reckon up. Plat. Tim. 87 C : consider

fully, . on.., etc., Plat. Rep. 516 B.
—H. esp., to bring together premises,

and draw a conclusion from them, to

reason, infer, conclude, Lat. colligere,

Ti, Plat. Gorg. 479 C, Phil. 41 C ; .
., Id. Rep. 516 B, etc. :—hence,

in the Logic of Aristotle, to infer by
way of syllogism, to conclude ; 7., to conclude one thing of
another ;. tl. Anal. Post.

1, 16, 1 : cf7. Hence7.7., a, ov, wont to unite,

collected from divers places,,
Arist. Meteor. 2, 1, 6;,
Luc. Tox. 19.

7.7., , , {7•) reckoning all together, reckoning

up ; generally, consideration, reasoning,

Plat. Theaet. 186 D.—II. a conclusion,

consequence, inference from premises

(Cicero's ratiocinatio). Id. Crat. 412
A :—hence, in the logic of Arist., a
syllogism or demonstrative argument, in

which a conclusion is deduced by
comparison of its terms with a mid-
dle term (as opp to induction,-, q. v.). Anal. Pr. 2, 23, 1, Post.

I, 1, 2, etc. ; but sometimes in a
looser sense, for any reasoning, as., Anal. Pr. 2, 23, 2 ;

cf7 II.

—

III. in Diod.,

military pay. dub.7.7,, ov, , {7.7.-) one who reckons, an accountant.—
II. one u-ho deduces, concludes or infers.7, a, ov, verb. adj. irom, to be concluded or infer-

red. Plat. Rep. 517 C— II., one must conclude, Arist. Org.77, , , {-) of, suited for. practised in conclu-

ding, inferring, illative, Def. Plat. 414
E, Arist. An. Pr. 1, 25, 9, etc.7., ov, , {77) like

7.7., a gathering, esp. an asse?nbly,

concourse, meeting of persons ; froq. in

Hdt., usu. in the phrase, 7.7/, opp. to 7., Hdt. 7,

10, 4, and Att. ; of the people, 7.-
7.7., Hdt. 3, 73

—

so often ill Att., esp. of any special

regular meeting or assembly, opp. to the
common., Thuc. 2, 22, Plat.

Legg. 704 A, cf Xen. An. 5, 7, 2,

Dem. 378, 21.— II. metaph., collecied-

ness, presence of mind,/, /'-, Eur. . F. 626., . f.-, {,-) to join in reviling, LXX.
7.7., {,) mid. or

pass., to bathe together, Plut. Cat. Maj.

20, Luc, etc.

7.7., , in Li'KX .=7.7.•
".7., , , {,7 II)

joining soldiers into ?., levying
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troops.—II. medic, stoppage, obstnic-

tion, like, Hipp.?.,(,?) to put to-

gether with, Tivi, riut. 2, 761 B,

etc. Hence, 6,=?.?.., ov, b, a soldier of the

same, Hdt. 1, 82.), , f.-, {,)
to hurt or mortify together, c- Ttvu av-, to make him share one's grief, Ar-

ist. Eth. N. 9, 11,4:—pass., to feel

pain for, sympathize or condole with,

Tivc, Hdt. 9, 94, of. 6, 39, Antipho

122, 4, etc.,, ,() a dis-

solution, end of hostility : a treaty of
peace, league. Died., , (,) to

rave, go mad with : also in pass., Anth.

Plan. 83.
^, f. -,{,) to help

in loosing or setting free, e. g. from

crime, Aesch. Cho^294 ;—but others,

perh. better, explain it to lodge with,

(of.?,).— II. opp. to, pnri combatants, like Jt-, Soph. Aj. 1317., TO, V. sub ?.•.,, , .(',)
taking away, paring the nails, Anth. P.

6, 307.\?,, 6, Syloson, son

of Aeaces, brother of Polycrates in

Samos, Hdt. 3, 39, 139.^, ov, a, the Symaethus, a

river of Sicily, emptying into the sea

south of Catana, Thuc. 6, 65 ; Strab.

p. 272., adv.,{) with

the feet close together, opp. to-
(with the feet asunder as in rid-

ing), Nicet. [], f. -', {,)
to go with, Joseph., f.- : pf. --. Ion. inf., Hdt. 3, 146 :

aor. 2 7), inf., {,). To stand with the feet togeth-

er, opp. to',, Xen. Eq.

1, 14; 7, a statue

with closed feet, as in early Greek art,

Mullcr Archaol. d. Kunst ^ 68, 3.— II.

to stand with or beside, so as to assist.

Soph. Aj. 1281 ; but, -, he has reached Tiryns and is

there. Id. Tr. 1152.— III. 'to come to-

gether, meet, esp. on a conference : to

agree with, Lat. convenire ; and so,— 1.

to came to an agreement, make an ugrce-

vxent, Hdt. l', 13. 82, Thuc, etc.;, with another, Thuc. 1, 103 ;

4, 61 : generally, to tie or make friends

with, TLvi, At. Ran. 807 :; In. Vcsp. 867 :—pf. -, of the terms, to be agreed on,

Hdt. 3, 146,-2. to suit, fit, be like, -
, Hdt. 1, 116 ; 2, 3 : to coincide, cor-

respond with, ))-, Hdt. 1, 116; .,
Aesch. Cho. 210, cf. 580, Soph. Tr.

1164.—3. to be fitting, to .luit, Lat. con-

venire, Dem. 300, 5 ; 493, fin.—IV. to

fall to one's lot, Dem. 1154, 11.—V. of

chance events, etc., to come to pass,

fallout, happen, Lat. contingere ; usu.

impers., ,^ some-

times c. dat. ej inf., -, Hdt. 6, 103, cf. 3, 50, Thuc.

I, 1 ; also c. ace. et inf., -, Hdt. 7, 166, cf. Thuc.

i, 25, etc. : in Plat. oft. -
or, it happens to be, i.

e. is ; but also c. part., . ,-, Id. Soph. 224 D, Phil. 42 D

:

—TO, a chance event, con-

tingency. Plat. Parm. 128 C, Dem. 89,
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27, cf. Arist. Top. 1,5, 8, sq. : so, tu, Xen. Cyr. 1,6, 43 ;
-, by chance, contingent-

ly, Arist. Eth. N. 3, 10, 5, etc.; so,, 'tis an every-

day matter, Isae. 47, 40 : also euphem.,

av Ti ?, if any thing happens

(meaning something bad), Dem. 551,

15.—2. esp., to turn out in a certain

way, , Hdt.

9, 101 ; ;^. Soph.. 262 ; -
i7i?/,Thuc. 2, 17 ;.7,-, Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 63, Cyr. 5, 4,

14, Eur. I. . 1055 ; so, absol., to turn

out well, Lat. succedere. f/v), Thuc. 3, 3, cf. Plat. Legg. '744

A.—3. of consequence, to come out,

result, ', Thuc. 8,

45 ; -, Id. 6, 33 :—so of logical con-
clusions, to follow, freq. in Plat., as

Phaed. 74 A, Gorg. 459 B, etc.,, , Symbace, a city of

Armenia or Media, Strab. p. 523., {,) to

join in the feast of Bacchus, or Bacchic

revelry, absol., Kur. Bacch. 725; -, Plat. Phaedr. 234 D : so of

countries, mountains, etc., Jac. Phi-
lostr. Imag. p. 294.,, , and ,{,-) joining in Bacchic revelry,,
Eur. Tro. 500.) : .- : aor.-, inf. : pf-:
aor. 1 pass.? .—of which
lenses Hom. uses only pres., c. aor.

act. et mid. ; he has much more freq.

the Ep. intr. aor.- in the
forms,-, -',-',-,-/,,
Wolf, even where the verse does not
need it, writes with the Att. f, while
in the fut. mid. (pass.),
and in all other lenses, he retains .
In Hdt. may be noted the Ion. part,

pres. and aor.,-, Schweigh. v. 1. Hdt. 1,

68, etc., cf Buttm. Ausf Gr. () 112
Anm. 7, {, ?.).

To throw, bring OT put together, e. g.

of rivers that fall into one another,' or, 11. 4, 453
;

5, 774 ; also in mid., ?.-, Hdt. 4, 50 :

—

to throw together,

collect, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 5, etc. : and
then, seemingly intr., to come together,

lb. 6, 2, 41 :

—

.,, of

men in close combat, Ar. Pac. 1274,

and Xen. : . /^,, to close

the eyes, Aesch. Ag. 15, 1294:—gen-

erally, to join., unite, .', to twist

ropes, Ar. Pac. 37 ; ., to join

hands, Eur. I. A. 58; . ,
lb. 830 :

—

. or, to make a contract with a person,

esp to lend him money on bond, Dem.
907,5, Plat. Rep. 425C; absol. .in same
signf , Isocr. 402 D, Plat. Ale. 1, 125

D :—mid., bring tngctlier some of one's

own property, to pay a share, contribute,, to give

him one's merchant-vessel, Hdt. 3,

135
;' , to contribute

one's share for any joint-stock busi-

ness, invest one's money therein,-7^-, Dem. 822, 4 ;
generally, to con-

tribute, 7/ ?.', Tliuc. 3, 25, etc. ; so,7 , Xen. Cyr. 2,

4, 21, Isocr. 143 ; and so c. ace,?..
Plat. Apol. 30 A ; rarely c. gen. par-

titive,?„? -, many things contribute {their

share) of this fear, i. e. join in caus-
ing it, Eur. Med. 284;, to contract friendly relations,

Xen. An. 6, 6, 35 ;7, to add one's opinion to that of

others, Hdt. 8, 61 ; and simply, to add.

Pind. 1. 1, 84 ;

(or absol., as Lat. conferrc, witn or
without semionem), to bring words to-

gether, converse, confer,, Xen. An.
2,21; C, 14; also c. ace— II. to bring

men together ; esp., in hostile sense,
to set them together, match them, like, Lat. commitio, -, U. 20, 55 ;, 11.3,

70 ; . , to set one to fight
with another, Hdl. 3, 32.-2. intr., to

come together, , II.

16, 565 ; also,. alone, to come to

blows, engage, oft. in Hdt., either ab-

sol., or c. dat. pers., as 1, 77, 80, 82,

103 ; more rarely, . , Xen.
Cyr. 7, 1, 20; sometimes.,'
' , 11.

12, 377.—3. in Alt., we also have ., Lat. committtre pugnam,
Eur. Bacch. 837 ; so,, .. Id. Med. 44, 521 ; cf Soph. Aj.
1323.—4. in mid., to fall in with one.
meet him by chance, c. dat., freq. in

Hom., who uses Ep. aor.?,
etc., and fut., solely in

this signf., , II.

14, 27, cf. 39 ;, Od. 11, 127, etc.;, II. 20, 335:—(so,

later, in act., ,, Aesch. Cho. 461, 677 ; absol. cf
roads, to meet, join. Soph. O. C. 901).—111. to put together ; and SO, to com-
pare, , Hdt. 2, 10 ; 3, 160; also,

Ti , Hdt. 4, 50; so in pass.. Id.

2, 10; 3, 125; ro? -? -, the Babyl. talent being re-

duced to the Euboic, Hdt. 3, 95.—2. to

compare one's own opinion with facts,

and so to come to a conclusion, to con-

clude, infer, guens, conjecture,'-, Pind. . 11. 43 ; -,
Soph. . C. 1474, Eur. Or. 1394 ; also
to interpret. Id. Med. 1675:—but in
this sense, from Hdt. downvvds., usu.
in mid., and that either absol., as

Hdt. 4, 15, 45, 87, etc. ; or, -, 6, 107 ; or c. ace. et inf , ais Hdt.
1, 68; 2, 33, 112, etc.; or foil, by
---, Hdt. 3, 08 : also c. ace, to gaesf
or make out by conjecture, to interpret, un-

derstand, Hdt. 4, 111 ; 6, 107.—IV. to

put together, reckon, compute, Hdt. 6, 03.

65 ; and in pass., -, Hdt. 4.

101 ; cf.— V. in mid., to

agree upon, , Xen. An. 6, 3, 3.,, ,( V)

:

— chance, casually.—II. as philosoph.

term of the Stoics,=, a

complete predicate, such as is an in-

trans. verb, e. g. -
: while an impers. verb, was re-

garded as an incomplete predicate,

e. g. , and called -,. [It

Dor. for, it must be
: but Lob. Paral. 423 questions

this.] Hence, rj,,=-, Ptolem., f. -', {, -) to baptize with :— pass.,-, to sink along with others

in any thing./, f. -', to join in

siding with the barbarians., to weigh doivn xvith., desidcrat. from -



III. 1, to wish to make a league

or covenant with, rivi, Thuc. 8, 56.:3, , a joint-king.3, {,') to

rule conjointly with,, Polyb, 30, 2,

4, Plut., , , {) a

standing together or having the feet

closed, Hipp. ; opp. to.—II.(^ III) an agreement, arrange•

nient, treaty, Hdt. 1, 74; .,
Eur. Supp. 739; -, make them friends, Id. Phoen.

85 ; - . Id. Andr. 423.

—III.{ V) like, a

chance, casualty, Ep. Plat. 359 B., f. -, {,-) to carry together.—II. to hold to-

gether, to cornpare, Lat. conferre., (,) to go to-

gether, to pair, Palaeph.3, ov, = sq., ,
Thuc. 5, 76., ,,{ III)

:

—tending or leading to agreement, dis-

posed thereto,., Thuc. 6,

103 ; ,
having effected nothing towards an

agreement, Id. 8, 91, cf. 71. Adv. -,
., to be disposed for agreement,

Plut. Flamin. 5, etc.3=, Polyb.

9, 2, 4'., , {,) to

confirm with or at the same time, Clem.
Al., adv. part. pf. act.

from, by chance./, , to profane or dese-

crate with., , {,) hit by

several arrows at once, Polyb. 1, 40, 13 ;

elsewh.., inf. aor. 2 ., f. -, (,) to

extort by force at the same time, Dem.
100, 3, in pass., f. -, {,)
to bring together : metaph., to reconcile,

bring to terms, Hdt. 1, 74 ; . -
VI, to reconcile one to another, Thuc.
2, 29 ; . , to mediate.

Plat. Prot. 337 E.—Pass., like -
III, to come to terms with an-

other.—II. like III, to put

together, to compare, and SO to exam-

ine closely, Plat. Hipp. Mm. 309 D

;

so, prob., . b '. Id. Rep.
504 A (though Timaeus here ex-

plained it intr., to agree, v. Ruhnk.)

:

hence, to deduce, prove,. ..,
Arist. Top. 7, 5, 2, etc. :—but,—III. to

teach, instruct, and , like, only in LXX. and.. ;

the Attics using only

in this signf. Hence,, , a bringing to-

gether, an agreement.—II. a comparing,

comparison.—III. teaching, instruction :

[i] and, , o=foreg.. Iambi., , ,{)
a reconciler or comparer. Hence, rj,, leading to re-

conciliation, reconciliatory, Plut. Alcib.

14., ov, {,) living with

one, companion, partner, Arist. Eth.

N. 9, 11, 1; of wife, Anth. P. ap-

pend. 282., = sq., Anth. P. ap-

pend. 39., ,.-,{,)
to live with,, Dem. 313, 5 ; /-, Isocr. 414 A ; .-
vy. Plat. Symp. 181 D. Hence, , if, a living with,

companionship, connexion, Polyb. 5, 81,

89

2; , Id. 32, 11, 10: [t]

and, one must live with, -, Arist. Eth. . 8, 12, 8., , , {) one

who lives with, a companion, partner,

prob. 1. Eupol. ap. Poll. 6, 159, Po-
lyb. 8, 12, 3., {,) to hurt

together, Arist. Part. An. 4, 10, 65,

pass.,{,) to

sprout together, M. Anton., ov, 6, sprouting togeth-

er, dub., adv., {)^, dub.,, , {?.)
joining, joint, seam, LXX.,, , , {7•.)

thrown together, Orph. Arg. 684., , , {?.)
union: joint, LXX.—II. corriparison :

reference to any thing, Diog. L. 9, 87

:

—explanation.3?., Ep. fut. pass, of, II. 20, 335., a, ov, verb., adj., com-

parable., , , verb, adj., of3?, comparable, Arist. Top. 1,

15, 19 ; , Theocr. 5, 92., and in Nonn.^,
to spirt out together., , {,) to cry

aloud or shout together, to shout together

with,, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 26.—II. to

shout at once,?, lb. 3, 2, 6 :

but, . 7.], to shout to, call on
at once. Id. An. 6, 3, 6., , ?;, joint aid or as-

sistance, Thuc. 2, 82 : from, , f. -/, {,-) to render joint aid, join in giving

aid, Ar. Lys. 247, Thuc. 2, 80, 81, etc., , {,) aid-

ing or assisting jointly, LXX.?.,,, Symbola, a place

in Arcadia, Pans. 8, 54, 1.7.), ov,{) writ-

ing contracts, [], ov, ,{) :

like, a inark or sign from
which one concludes any thing, a token,

Hdt. 5, 92, 7 : syynptom, Soph. Phil.

884, Eur. Ion 411.—II. at Athens
usu. in plur., ?., a contract,

covenant, bond, usu. in acknowledge-
ment of money lent, Plat., and Oratt.

;

7.7.., Plat. Rep.
556 A ; '., bonds for money lent on freights

to or from Athens, Dem. 882, 6 :

—

this money was recoverable by ac-

tion,?, Dem. 882, 6

;

' ., \. e.

common civil suits, Id: 298, 3 ; -
(sc.), Lys. 148,

21 ; , the
opposite party in such a suit, Isae.

54, 16 : , to

fail in payment of money lent on sttch

bond, Isocr. 283 D, Dem. 884, 9 ;-?, to lose it. Id.

1185, 11 ; ., exaction of such
monies, Andoc. 12, 8 :—cf.,,.—2. generally,
iiitercourse, , Plut.

Alex. 30, cf. Anton. 25.—Strictly neut.

from sq., a, ov,{) of,

referring to, concerning bargains, con-

tracts, esp. in trade, .,=^?. ., Thuc. 1, 77; cf. -
II., in Epich. p. 58, ex-

plained by^,
prob. in trading signf.

?. {?.?.),
, one who twists cords : also the fork-
ed pole with which fishermen stretch
their nets. Math. Vett.—II. .,
one who sets friends at enmity.

?.,=5^.', , . -, like).-
?, to throw, carry, bri?ig together, c.

acc.— II. like, to meet
orfall in with,, Aesch. Theb. 352 :

from,, ,{7<.) :
—

< coming together, meeting, joining,-/., Aesch. Fr. 160, cf. Xen.
Hell. 7, 1, 29.—2. the part that meets,

the joining, end, Hdt. 4, 10 ; .,
of the joints, Lat. commissura, Hipp.,
cf. Plat. Phaed. 98 D, etc.—II.aHieei-
ing, esp. in hostile sense, a coming to

blows, engaging,/.,/.-, Hdt. 1, 74 ; 6, 100 ;

cf. Aesch. Pers. 350.

—

III. in plur.,7. were contributions made to
provide a common meal, Cicero's col-

lectae,/., to make
people pay their share of the reckoning,

Eubul.. 1, 4; -/, to have a picnic, de symbolis
esse in Terent. Eun. 3, 4, 2 ; cf.-

IV,7^ . 3, 2:
—also, the meal or entertainment itself,

a picnic, Xen. Symp. 1, 16.—In Ar.
Ach. 1210, 1211 there is a play on
signfs. II, and III., ,{7.)^^.7, , , of or belonging

to a a, esp.,—1.

showing, signifying by a sign or symbol,
symbolical, figurative, Luc. Salt. 59 :

—

adv. -, ., by sigTis, Plut.

2, 511 B.—2. belonging to a contribu-

tion, esp. for a picnic,,
Anth.7, a, ov, {7.)
of OT concerning bargains or contracts.7, , f. -, to be

given to feasting, LXX.: from, ov,{) given to feasting.,,, (/;3? III) :— sign by u-hich one knows or infers a

thing ; usu. in plur., marks, token.':, -, Theogn. 1146;, Pind,
. 12, 10 ; so, . . Soph.
Phil. 403 ; and so Eur. ; also ol

omens, Archil. 107, Aesch. Ag. 144,
.7., a beacon-fire, signal, Id.

8
; '7,. Hell. 291

:

. 7.. Plat. Rep.
371 :—hence,=/>,^', an earnesi

or pledge, ., Plut.

Pyrrh. 20.—2. 7.\ strictly

the two pieces of a bone or coin,

which two, or any two con-
tracting parties, broke between them
and preserved, tallies, Lat. tes.^crae

hospitalitatis, Hdt. 6, 86, 2, Eur. Med.
613 : hence, generally, the halfov cor-

responding portion of a thing cut in

two. Plat. Symp. 191 D : cf..—3. at Athens, was a ticket,

cheque, Lat. tessera, such as the di-

casts had given them on entering
the court, and on presenting which
they received their fee, Dem. 298, 6 ;

cf. Ar. Eccl. 297, Bockh P. E. i, 315:
— so, aliens had a permit or license to

reside, ./., to make
one take out his license, Ar. Av. 1214,

ubi. v. Schol. :—also, a ticket or cheque

given by each person who joined in

a picnic, to bo presented for payment
at the end, cf. IV: these

were usu. sealed, or signets were-
given instead of them, whence-

and are freq. synon.^

Ar. Av. ubi supra.—4. like Lat. tesse-

ra, a verbal signal, watchieord, usUi.
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: hence in Eccl. esp., the

vtnlchivnrd 0 rlislinctive mark of the

Christian body, consisting in their

confession offaith, a creed, Lat. symbo-

litm.—5. a symbol, outward sif^n of a

conception or idea, Arist. Interpr. 2, 2
;

14, 11.—II. in legal phrase, ru -
was a covenant or treaty betueen

two stales for mutual protection of com-

merce ; such, that all commercial dis-

putes were settled in the law-courts

of the defendant's city,, to make com-

mercial treaty with a state, Dem. 79,

17 ; Tu ., to violate such

treaty. Id. 570, 18:—this relation

(which superseded the more ancient

process of reprisals,,)
was called KOivuvtlv

(Arist. Pol. 3, 1,4) ; or, -, (cf. fm.) :

the lawsuits were ui, or (Thuc. 1,

77) ; and to bring such action,

(Antipho 138,

31); — at Athens, however, these

phrases were often applied to the

arrangement by which that state

compelled all her subject-states to

bring their causes for trial to her

courts, Xen. Ath. 1, 16.—Cf. Bockh
P. E. 2, p. 141, Diet. Antiqq. s. v.?, ov,{) :

—

com-

ing together, meeting : chance, occasion-

al : hence, (sc.),
an augury, omen, Aesch. Pr. 487, Xen.
Apol. 13, cf. Soph. Fr. 161.^, , a harbour of

the Tauric Chersonese, Strab. p.

308.), f. -/, {,)
to pasture sheep or cattle together or on

common land :—pass., to feed or live

together, LXX.", ov, 6, one who tends cattle

oil a common pasture., ov, pastured together or

in common : ., common pasture-

land., , , {-) advice given, Xen. Apoi. 13, Eq.

9. 12., , , {-) advice, Def. Plat. 413 C., a, ov, {-) to be deliberated upon ; to be ad-

t'j'sei/, Thuc. 1, 140.— II.-, one must advise,, Isocr. An-
tid. ^ 187.,, 6.{)
an adviser, counsellor, L•t. aucior, Plat.

Legg. 921 A.—II.() a fel-

low-senator. Hence
, , , fit or dis-

posedfor advising ; persuasive, opp. to. Plat. Legg. 921 E, Arist.

Rhet., etc., (,) to ad-

vise, counsel,, like Lat. consulere

alicui, Hdt. 1, 59, etc. ; rivl -. Plat. Prot. 319 D ; ., c. inf.,

to adcise one to do a thing, Hdt. 1,

53 ; 2, 107, etc. ; and without the inf.,

. , Theogn. 38, Hdt. 1, 71 ; 7,

237: oil ., to advise one not... Hdt. 7,

46: — absol., to advise, give advice.

Soph. O. T. 1370, etc. ;-, an adviser, Lat. auctor, suasor sen-

tcntiae, Arist. Rhet. 1, 1, 10; ru-, Isocr.

23 : ?>., the ad-

vice. Id. 29 C.—II. mid., to take advice

or counsel: hence, also to considtwith

a person, i. e. ask his advice, ,
Lat. consxdere aliquem, Hdt. 2, 107

;

Ti., in a matter, Thuc. 8, 68 ;

—

., to consider, debate a mat-
ter with another, Ar. Nub. 475:—ab-
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sol., to consult together, deliberate, Xen.
Cyr. 2, 1, 7, etc.: we have the act.

and mid. opposed,

uv , if one

asked his advice he would give him the

best, Hdt. 7, 237., ?/,/,— sq., Hdt. 1, 157,

Xen. An. 5, C, 4. Plat., etc. ; .. Plat. Gorg. 455 : . -. Id. Prot. 313 A, etc., , . Ion. -/?;, {,) advice or counsel given, freq. in

Hdt., as 3, 125; 4, 97; also Xen.
Mem. 1, 3, 4, etc., ov, ,,)
advice, counsel.—II. a council, N. T., {, 7. )

dep. pass., c. fut. mid.:

—

to will, to

wish together with, Oa-, Eur. Hec. 373 : to agree with,. Plat. Lach. 189 A, etc. : absol.,

to consent, Id. Legg. 718 B.?, , , {,) :—
an adviser, counsellor. Soph. Phil.

1321, Thuc. 3, 42, etc. ; or, about a thing, Aesch. Pers.

170, Cho. 86, Plat. Prot. 319 B, etc.

:

, c. inf., Aesch. Eum.
712 :—at Athens, the council of the

were called their -, Dem. 1330, 15, cf. Diet. An-
tiqq. V.., {,) to

judge or govern along with,, LXX., {,) lo bait vp
together .•—pass., to be thrown out as m
boiling, LXX., Att.-, (av'v,-) to shake violently together or along

with others :—pass., '-, to be convulsed with
laughter, Nicet., {, ) to soar

along with or together, Dio C^, , , the Insubres,

Strab. p. 218 ; v.., {,) -
., to gnash the teeth. Iambi, [], f.-,{,) to cram,

huddle together, Ar. Vesp. 1110. [v\. ov,{,) sharing

(i. e. worshipped at) one altar, Strab.\, , , Syme, a small island

on the coast of Caria, II. 2, 671 ; Hdt.

1, 174., , ,{)
a fellow-disciple, a school-fellow, Plat.

Euthyd. 272 C. Hence, desiderat. of -, to wish to be a fellow-dis-

ciple., {,) pass.

c. pf. 2, to rave or be mad
along with or together, Luc., Att. -, soften

with together., f.-, {,) to learn along with one,,
Xen. Symp. 2, 21 : -, prob. is,

and no place knows it so that I may
learn. Soph. Aj. 869, v. Elmsl. (ap.

Dind.) ad 1. :—. one that

is accustomed to a thing, Xen. An. 4,

5, 27. ^, f. -, {,)
to seize together, II. 10, 467, Orac. ap.

Hdt. 6, 86, 3 ; ,
Od. 9, 289, cf. Eur. Cycl. 397.,, , , (,-) fellow-witness, joint witness,

Soph. Ant. 846, Plat. Phil. 12 B., , f. -, [,) to bear witness with or i?i

accordance vnth another, . Soph.
Phil. 438, Eur. Hipp. 286; , to a
fact, Solon 28; . (), Isocr. 47 A ; .

/^, Xen. Hell. 7, 1,

35., ,=:.,,{,) to

whip or lash along with or together,

Luc., f. -. Ion. for,, Hdt. 7, 239., , f. -, to be a-
or ally, Aesch. Pers. 793 ; to be

in alliance, Thuc. 1, 35 ; 7, 50 :—gen-
erally, to help, aid, succour ; . Tivi,

Soph. Ant. 740, Phil. 1366, Plat., etc.

;

,
Critias 13 ; . , to assiat to-

wards.., Hdt. 1, 98., . Ion.,,
, () help, succour, aid, an
alliance offensive and defensive (opp. to

an or defensive one, Thuc.
1, 44), Hdt., etc. ; .,-, Hdt. 5, 63, 73 : gen-
erally, the duty or office of a,, Aesch. Ag. 214.—.= , ,
the body of allies, Hdt. 1, 77, 82,
Thuc. 2, 9 ; cf. II :

—

also,

an allied or auxiliary force, Thuc. 6,

73 : generally, a body offriends, Pind.

O. 10 (11). 88; cf. "Schiif. Appar.
Dem. 1, p. 851. Hence, ,, of foralliance,
allied ; ., the gods invoked at the

making of an alliance, Thnc. 3, 58.

—II. TO, the auxiliaries,

allied forces, Hdt. 6, 9, Thnc. 4, 77.—
2. also, a treaty of alliance, Ar. EccL
193, Thuc. 5, 6.—III. adv. -, like

an ally, Isocr. 62 C, 186 A., idof, pecul. iem. oi-, allied,, etc., Thnc. : .
(sc. ), an allied slate, Id. 1, 98;
2, 2 ; also=TO , Id. 5, 36,

110., f. -, {, -) dep. mid., to fight along with,

to be an ally, auxiliary. Plat. Legg.
699 A, and Xen. : generally, to help,

succour,, Xen. An. 5, 4, 10 :

—

Ion, q. v. [(2], ov, {,) :—fight-
ing along with, leagved or allied with,, freq. from Hdt. downwds. ;

( -. Thuc. 4, 10;, Xen. An. 2, 4, 7 :—hence,
a., as subst., an ally, auxiliary,

Pind. I. 6 (5), 39, Hdt. 1, 22, 10'2,

etc.
;

generally, an assistant, helper,

Hdt. .5, 65, cf. 3, 31 ; 4, 129, Trag.,

etc.^, ov, 6, Symmachtis,
masc. pr. n.. Pans. ; etc., {, )

to alter along with or together, Dion. H., and -, to draw
away together., , ,()
participation m,, Arist. Eth. .
7, 12, 20., {,) to sway
jointly with,, Anth., {,) to

help in changing, Arist. Probl. 26, 2, 2.—II. pass. c. aor. 2 et pf. act., to

change places along with another. Pint.

Pyrrh. 16, Id. 2, 53 B, etc., as pass., = sq.,

Plut. 2, 97 A, 124 C., (,) to get drunk

along with or together, Ath., , to diminish, lessen

along with or together., , {,-) altogether childish, Lucil. ap.

Cell. 18, 8.

'

//., to make black with:—
to make ipiite black.



?, , to wear mourn-
ing along tcith Others., , f. -, {,-) to exercise, or practise with or to-

gether, AiUipho 124, 2G, Anth. P. 12,

206.

€?.,,{,) in unison

mill, Ael. N. A. 9, 29., adv. part. pf.

pass, from, in proportion or
relation, symmetrically, proportionately,

Hipp., f. -, (,) to

hold together, keep together, of an army,
Dem. lOl, 7 : of treaties, etc., to hold,?-, Hclt. , 74;, Thuc. , 18 ; -
'/'. Plat. Phaedr. 232 ,
cf. Xeii. Hell. 7, I, 2.), {,) to give a
share of a. thing with others:—mid., to

partake, of a. Uang joititly with olh.ers,

c. dat. pers., N. T., ijpog, , and -, ov,

h, a partaker,, fem. of foreg.

( , , to be in the same
tneridian. Hence, , a being in the

same meridian, Strab., a, ov, in the same
meridian, Ptolem. [«], {,)

pass over, be transferred at the same
time, Liic. Nigr. 38., f. -, {,-'?.) to change along with another
thing (iatr.), Arist. Gen. An. 1, 2, 8,

Mot. An. 9, 3 :—pass., to change sides

and take part with, nvi, Aeschin. 77,

18., {,)
to impart information about a matter,

. TLvi or , Polyb. 5,

36, 2; 23, 14, 7., ov, like,
<7. , contributing to cause a
thing, Plat. Tim. 46 E., , to alter along with

or together., {,, 7 -
') pass., to recline at meals together,

Clem. Al.,{,-
uku) as pass., to change one's habits

with another, Plut. Ale.t. 47., f. -/., to

partake in with others., {,)
to change sides along with 0thei"S, ',
prob. 1. Polyb. 9, 23, 8., , to alter along with

or together.), (, -) to change the shape of a
thing ui/h or together

:

—pass., to as-

sume a different shape together., {,)
to place differently together:—mid.,/ , to

Mft one's shield according to the
blows, Polyb. 18, 13, 7:— pass., to

change along with,, Id. 9, 23, 4.), f. -, (,) to transpose, shift with or
'together, Plut. 2, 901 C, 1071 B., f. -., {,) dep. mid., to take charge

of along with, a. ' ,
isae. 71, 17., f.-,
{,) dep. mid., c. aor.

et pf. act., to go after, to pursue togeth-

er, TL., f. -,{,)
to take part in or partake of a thmg

with a person,, Eur. Bacch. 63, cf Supp.
648 ; c. gen.,, Xen. An. 7, 8,

17 ; etc., (,) to

raise along ivith or together, Hipp., , to join in

transcendental speculations, Philostr., =. Soph.
Ant. 537./., , {,)
to emigrate along with, Tivi ,
Plut. Num. 21., to trarvsplant together

to another place., ov,{) par-

taking in,, . .,, f. -,{,)
to make one thing commensurate with

another or proportional to it, to adapt,

Ti , Theophr. ; , Jac.

Philostr. Imag. p. 379: — in mid.,, to compute, as-

certain the time of day, Hdt. 4, 158
;[} -, Thuc. 3, 20;

—

pass., be commensurate, .
Plat. Tim. 19 C ;--, this day brought into reck-

oning with the time of his absence.

Soph. O. T. 73 ; -, he died measured

out by (i. e. having reached to) length

of days, Id. 963 ; //-, Thuc. 2, 44. Hence, (,), , measuring by

a standard, admeasurement, Thuc. 2,

20: and, ov, o, a measurer, cal-

culator.,, ,{) sym-
metry, due proportion, freq. in Plat.

;

opp. to, Id. Legg. 925 A ; .
, Id. Rep. 530 A ; /
., Id. Soph. 228 C., to keep measure, Dion.

H. de Comp.'ll., ov, {, )
:

—

commensurate with, .,
Eur. El. 533 ; -, Isocr. 57 C : also c. gen., of like

?neasure or size with, Eur. Scir. 1 :

—

of Time, commensurate uilh, keeping

even with one, -, Aesch. Cho. 612 ;

of like age with,. Soph. O. T. II 13

:

~7} ; coin-

cident with (i. e. consequence of) what
chance has he come .' Id. Ant. 387.

—

2. like, resembling,, Aesch. Cho. 227.—3. in

mathematics, having a common meas-

ure, opp. to, Anst. Rhet.

2, 19, 5, etc.—II. symmetrical, in due
proportion, fieq. in Plat.:—generally,

fitting, meet, due, Aesch. Eum. 531 ;-. Plat. Tim. 86 C :

—

, within fit distance for hear-

ing. Soph. O. T. 84 :

—

moderate, -, Isocr. 4 C ; moderate in size,-
, Xen. Oec. 8, 13.—III. adv. -,
Eur. Ale. 26 ; ., to be in pro-

portion, Xen. Eq. 1, 16 ; . -. Plat. Tim. 85 C. — Compar.-, betterfitted,, Dem. 1409,
22. Hence,, ,=., {,) to lengthen

with or after any thing, Nicet.', , , {,) the

period wheti the moon does not shine,

Lat. interlunium, Arr. Peripl., ov, {,) with
the thighs close together, Hipp.,{,) dep., to

wind together, M. Anton. [{] Hence

, , , a winding to-

gether, connexion, 1. Anton. 4, 40.., , {,)
fellow-counsellor.. Rh. 1, 228., f. -, {,) dep. mid., to lake counsel

with or together, II. 10, 197.', (. -, {,) dep. mid., to bring about

together, to help to bring about or pro-

cure, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 11 : toformplaris
with,, Plut. Alex. 72., {,) to defile

with or together, LXX.,() adv., mixed
III, all together with, c. dat., Hdt. 6
68., adv.,=foreg., Nic. Th.
677., ,{) mixed
up with,, Aesch. Theh. 741 : min-
gled, protniscnous. Soph. Tr. 762;, in mi7igling shade,
i. e. of various trees, Stallb. Plat.

Phaedr. 239 C :

—

^
., common to both. Soph. . .
1281. Hence, ,,^, dub.,, , tnixture, com-
pound, medley : from, move rarely-, Xen.
An. 4, 6, 24, etc. : fut., {,) Ep., and Ion., pres.-, as always in Horn., Theogn., and
Hdt. To mix, mingle one thing with

another, , first in H. Hom.
Merc. 81 ; then in Pind., etc., in va-

rious relations,, Pind. . 3, 12 ;

. 7. to introduce to,

make acquainted with, high fortune. Id.

P. 9, 128: esp., to unite in sexual in-

tercourse, . -, .. Ven. 50, 52, 251 ; so,., Ar. Thesm. 891 :

—

but, ,
to communicate to one a subject of
common interest, Hdt. 8, 58 ; .-. to form, mutual contracts,

Plat. Legg. 958 C— II. pass., with
fut. mid. (Bacis ap. Hdt. 8, 77), to be

mingled,' ., Sappho
5 ; or . Plat. Tim. 83 C,
57 D;'.. mixed up
with ungodly men, Aesch. Theb. 611 :—to be formed by combination, opp. to, freq. in Ana.xag. :—of
rivers, to join, unite, -, II. 2, 753, cf Hdt. 4, 49:
esp. of sexual intercourse, .,
Hdt. 4, 114, Plat., etc. :—metaph.,{) ov,
there is none who has not misery as
an ingredient in his nature, Hdt. 7, 203 ;

cf. — III. intrans. in
act., to have dealings or intercourse with,, Theogn. 1167, Hdt. 1, 123; esp.
to meet one for conversation or traffic,

Hdt. 4, 151 ; 6, 23, etc. : hence, to

talk or converse with, , Eur. Hel.
324, and Xen. ; . .
Plat. Polit. 258 A ; , Xen.
Cyr. 7, 4, 11: but also,—2. freq. in
hostile signf., to meet in close fight,

come to blows,, with one, freq. in
Hdt.^ as 1, 127; 6, 14, cf. Thuc. 1,

49, Xen., etc. ; also,. )-
], Hdt. 1 , 166 ;. -, Hdt. 4, 127, etc. ; . ,
Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 26

;
(in full, ., lb. 2, 1, 11) :—generally, tomeet,

just like the pass., ', Xen.
An. 6, 3, 24. Hence, verb, adj., one must
cojnmingle. Plat. Phil. 62 E., , (-^) com-
mingled, promiscuous, Hes. Op. 561

;

., Hdt. 7, 55 ;,
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, Thuc. 6, 4, 17 :

—

., of

a centaur, Eur. Thes. 6.

—

W.mhi'^kd,

confounded, Id. Ino 13, 3. Adv. -,
Stiab., f. -/., (,-) dep. mid., to join in imitatiriff

or copying, , Plat. Poiit. 274 D.
Hence, ov, , joint-imitator,

. ., pf.-, as

pass., (',) to remember,

bear in mind along with,, Dem. 1129,

15.,{,) to decrease

with or together, Philostr. [i>], , ,() a

mixing, mixture, . Plat.

Phil. 23 D, cf. Polit. 30t) ; also, -, Id. Soph. 264 :

—

promiscuousness, -. Id. Legg.
721 A.— II. intercourse, esp. sexual in-

tercourse, Id. Legg. 839 A., Ep. and Ion. for-, q. V. t, , {,) to join

with in hating, Tivi Tiva, Polyb. 1,

14, 4.

., , to feel a com-

mon hatred to what is bad, LXX.,-. Ion. for-., , , recollec-

tion together, Se.xt. Einp. p. 618 : from/, like-, to remember along with or togeth-

er.—II. to mention at the same time.

Pint., , f. -,(,)
to toil or weary one's self with Others,, , f. - [a], {,) to imparl at the same time :

—
Mid., to partake in with, M. Anton., ov, =, Eur.
Ion 165., to defile, pollute with or

together., , {,)
to he monarch ivilh Or together, App., , ij, {) a re-

maining together, Chrysipp. ap. Phit.

2, 1054 F.,(,) as pass.,

to be alone with one, Joseph., , , {,) :

—

strictly, a joint division :—a word used
at Athens after the census of 377

B. C, when the 1200 wealtliiest cit-

izens were divided into 20'
or companies, 2 in each tribe {),
and each containing 60 members

:

each. was called on in its turn

to discharge extraordinary expenses
of war by payment of the property-

tax{):— first in Xen. Hell. 1,

7, 32 ; but the chief ancient authority

is the speech of Dom. -
; cf. Buckh P. E. 2, 285, sqq.,

Diet. Antiqq. s. v..—2. gener-

ally, /"""ineri/iip with, concern in,,
Aristid. 2, p. 20.— II. the word is used
by Dion. H. 4, 18, of the Classes of

Servius.', , b, and -,
, () the first man, or president of
a, also/., ov, , a member of a., ov, (,) like?.. xinited for the purposes of
taxation, etc. ; n'l, of the mi-

nor states of Boeotia, Thuc. 4, 93
;

cf. Arnold ib. 76., =.. ov, {,) con-

formed to, and , . .
Hence

1412

, as pass., to be con-

formed to,, . ., , {,) to

share in toil with,, Eur. i. T. 690., , (,) to initiate

with or together, Plut. Alex. 2./., ov,(,)
one that shuts up his words., ,() a closing iip

of the womb, Hipp., , , {,)
one who is consecrated with Others., f. -, (,) to be

shut up. close, be closed, ol wounds,
' , 11. 24.

420 : later usu. of the eyelids and
lips. Plat. Rep. 529 B, Tim. 45
(hence, to be silent, Polyb. 31, 8, 8):

also, of the mouth of the uterus in

pregnant women, Hipp.; generally,

of pores. Plat. Phaedr. 251 B., ,) joined

or put together. Plat. Tim. 45 C, etc.,,,=, Stob.

Eel. 1, 1100., , -, like-feeling, fel-

low-feelino, community offeeling or dis-

position, Polyb. 22. 11, 12, Stoic, ap.

Plut. 2, 906 : sympathy, Ib. 119 C,
etc. : and, , .-, to feel with or

together, to sympathise with, Arist.

Physiogn. 4, 1, Plut., etc. :—also c.

dat rei, to sympathise in, feel for,-, Isocr. 64 ; cf. :

troni',,{,,)
of like feelings or constitution: endued

with fellow-feeling, sy7npathising with,, Arist. Physiogn. 4, 2, Polyb. 2,

56, 7, etc. : sympathetic, compassionate,

Plut. 2, 536 A, etc. Comp. --
por, Plat. (Com.) Incert. 19., ,=, Hipp., , to feel disposed to

sympathise with,., , , poet, for-, Anth. Plan. 143., {,) to

sing the paean with another,, Dem.
380. 27 : generally, to shout out togeth-

er, Polyb. 2, 29, 6., ov, gen., playing

with : o, 7] ., a playfellow., , {,-) to bring up along with, The-
mist., (,) to

teach together, Xen. Oec. 5, 14 :

—

pass., to be educated with others, Isocr.

193
; , Isae. 77, 32., f. -, (,)

to play or sport with.. Aliacr. 2,

4 ; 15. 4, Soph. O. T. 1 109 ; absol., to

play together, Hdt. 1, 114 : c. ace. cog-

nato, ./ , to keep

holiday or festival unth, Ar. Pac. 817.

Hence^^,, , and -,
ov, , in Mel. 97,=7} : fern.., , ,^^-, Mel. 114, Leon. Tar. .30., Dor. for,
Theocr. 11, 77./'/. ov, ,() a

playmate, playfellow. Plat. Minos 319
: fern,, , Ar. Ran.

411.,, (5,= foreg., Xen.
Cyr. 1,3, 14., f. --, taor. -,
{, q. v.)t, to dash together or
againit,? .... Soph. El. 727.

—

. intrans.,., in Eur.
Hec. 1 18, ubi v. Pors.

\^,=., (,) to wres-

tle with, Plut. Alcib. 4, etc'., .-, (,) dep. mid., to take in hand
along luith, to help or assist in a thing,

Synes., , the whole collectively,

neut. of, q. v.',{,)
to keep high festival, attend a solemn
assembly along with others, Plut. De-
mctr. 25, Dio 17. Hence', oi, persona who
join in keeping festival., , (,-) to play the knave nlo7ig with, Plut.

2, t>i C., to go along together., to compare with or
together., (,) to

cram in along with,, Lnc. [v\,, help one
in canvassing for an office (v,-

3), Plut. Crass. 7.7-}•, (,-) dep. mid., to come in at the

same time, of fruit ripening, Hdt. 4,

199: to stand by another,, Dem.
1369, 17; to come in to assist, Thuc.
2, 82 ; 6, 92., f. -, (,)
to lead by along with or together, Diod. :

—mid., to arrive or advance along with

or together.?}?, , {',-) to signify at the same time, Strab,, (,-) to give xip along with, Procl., as pass., to go into

along with anotlier.-,(,) to um
along xinth, Dem. 52, 2, Plut. Them.
10, etc., , f.- (,-) : to join in recommending,)-

r/j, Ar. Ran. 687 ;.
Soph. Fr. 14.—2. to join in approving,

Ib. 435, Ar. Av. 852., (, ,) dep. pass., to sit beside with

another, . Plat. Lys. 207
B., (,,-) to set beside with another : in mid.
or pass.,=:foreg., Dem. 840, 9., , f. -, (,) to call upon or exhort to-

gether, , Plat. Rep. 555
A : to invite at the same ti7ne, ,
Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 38.—II. to invoke to-

gether, Ib. 3, 3, 21.—III. to ask for at

the same time, , Id. Hell.

4, 8. 13., (, .) to make to lie beside, Dio, (,)
as pass., to lie along with or by the side

of any one, Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10,

107., f. -, (,-) to join in exeiti7tg: so,-?, as dep. mid., Isocr.

295 D., (,)
to be past one's prime along with,,
Diosc., , (,-) to follow along with, accmn-

patiy, Plat. Polit. 308 D : to follow in

7nind, , lb. 271 C : esp.. to

follow close, stick to, Aeschin. 87, 12

,

., Xen. Hier. 6, 6., {,-) to carry or lead together to a place,



of ships, to convoy, Thuc. 8, 41 ; and
in pass., lb. 39.,{,)
to bend one's self along with, Luc. Ica-

rom. 25.~?3,(,77-3} to take along with, -
., Plat. Phaed. 65 A, cf. 84 D,

Lacti. 179 E. Hence~?~•, verb, adj., one

must take along with a thing, Arist.

Rhet. Al. 37, 4.-, {,) to

stay along with or among, c. dat., Hipp.,

and Thuc. 6, 89.

{,-) ; more rarely -, Ar. Plut. 719;

and -), Hipp. ; to mix or mingle

with.,{,,•7) to waste or destroy together, Dio
C., {,) to

nod assent or agree in both ways, of am-
biguous oracles, Arist. Rhet. 3, 5, 4., f. -, {,) dep., to float along with,

Luc., , {,-) to transgress the laws along with,

Joseph.,{.)
to escort along with others, Aeschin. 50,

34.7., f. -, to entwine

with, {. 1. Plut. Crass. 25., {, ?)
to sail along with, Poiyb. 5, 68, 9., , ,=/..///., {,-
?.) to destroy along with :—pass, and
mid., to perish along with or besides,

Dem. 396, 7., {,-) to get ready, bring about along with

others, , Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 81 :

to help or join in preparing, lb. 5, 3, 14,

and Dem. ; a. , to help in

providing for it, Andoc. 17, 16 ;., una eflicere ut.,., Dem. 413, 5.,, tojoin in break-

ing a truce or league., , to be a-, to stand by, help, ,
Aesch. Pr.218, Ar. Ran. 385, Eccl. 15., ov, 6,{-) one who stands by to aid, a joint

lielper or assistant, Soph. Phil. 675., jj, a meeting in battle

array : generally, a desperate struggle,

as between disease and one's consti-

tution, Hipp., cf. Foes. Oecon., Att, -,
{,) as pass. :

—

to be set

in array with Others, fight along with,

Xen. Hell. 3, 5. 22
; , v. 1.

Dem. 304, 10, cf. 300, 15., {,)
stretch out along with, Philostr., , {,-) to stand by and ivatch along with

or together, Dem. 204, 20. Hence, , a watching along

with., {,)
to place alongside of, Polvb. 2, 66, 7., f.-, (^,•) feed or nurture along with,

Xen. Oec. 5, 5 ; cf. Schaf. Greg. p.

1040.,{,)
to run along with, Plut. Cat. Maj, 5.,=:{., Plut. 2,

970 B., {,) to

eirryforth along with

:

—pass., to rush

forth or over along with, Xen. Cyn. 3,

10., as pass., to grow
along with or together., to sit by with or to-

gether, V. 1. Luc. Navig. 31.,{,,) to be

present along u'ith,, Dem. 749, 16:

to be present together or at the same time,

Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 12, Lac. 12, 3 -.—to

come to help,. Id. Hell. 4, 6, 1., {,,) to go

along at the same time, Aeschin. 42,

37 : to go on together, Xen. Hell. 2, 1,

28., {,-) dep. mid., c. aor. et pf. act.

:

to go or slip in along with, Luc. Tim.
28., {,,) as pass., to fall intomi.'for-

tune along with or together, Joseph., i], a stretching out

beside together ; and so comparing :

from, to stretch out beside

together ; to compare., to carry or bring

into along with., {,)
dep. mid., to go along with, accompany,

Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 8: metaph.,, lb. 2, 1, 23, Hier.

8, 5 ; cf Plat. Legg. 667 E., {, ,]^) to offer

or present along with,,<?^
TivL ., Xen. An. 7, 4, 19; 6, 30: in

mid.. Id. Symp. 8, 43., {,) to be

present together with, Plut. 2, 1024 C., ov, , {,-) a fellow-maiden, Ael. V. H. 12, 1., {,)
to ride along with, Dio C. 63, 2., dep. mid., to fly
along with., {,) to

place with by the side of, Tivi,

Pind. O. 6. 72:—pass, and mid., c.

aor. et pf act., to stand beside so as to

assist, Soph. O. C. 1340., ov, {,)
dwellinci beside along with, neighbouring,

Eupol.. 26., dep., to have past

by with or together.', {, ?-) to slip along with or together,

\ Plut., ,=^-, to follow togetlier with,, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 7, 7 ; , lb. 1, 6, 24., {,) to

provoke along with, together, Xen. Oec.

6, 10., , {,)
to ur^e on along with or together,

, Arist. . Mor. 2, 10, 3.

vapopvv,^z{oeg.,,, {,) all together, all at once, all in a

body, Horn, only in pliir. ; in Od. 7,

214; 14, 198, though the metre does
not require it, he uses the Att.-:
later with article, &/'.
Soph. O. T. 752, Xen.. etc. :—post-

Horn, also in sing., with collective

nouns, the whole, ,
Hdt. 7, 82

; /.. Plat.,

etc.
; , Pind. . 6,

94 ; ', Eur, Hec. 757 : also, .-, . Plat, : .-,
\,\\e general scope (of a speech), Thuc.
1, 22:

—

TO, the whol£ together,

the sum of tlie matter, Hdt. 7, 143,

Soph., etc. ; the universe, Isocr. 223
: but also TO, as adv., alto-

gether, on the whole, in gerural, Thuc.

4, 63, Isocr. 18 B, etc. ; so,.
Plat. Legg. 079 E.—Cf..
[The neut. also seems some
times to have had a in Att., Draco
29, 26.],, , that which is

sprinkled over one, like.
Foes. Oecon. Hipp. : from,{,) to bespriri-

kle. bestrew, Plut. 2, 89 D, 638 E., {,) to suffer

along with, have like feelings, be affected

by the same thing. Plat. Charm. 169 C :

to have a fellowfeeling, to sympathize

with,, Id. Rep. 605 D, Polyb., etc., , to beat together,

clap ; V.., f. -, {,-) to strike along with or together,

Eur. Supp. 699., , f.-, {,)
to tread together, tread, as clothes in

washing, Cratin. Incert. 116 :—pass.,

to be trampled under foot, as by horses,

Aeschin. 77, 10, Polyb. 1, 34, 7, etc., ov, a, {,-) a fellow-countryman, a form con-
demned by Luc. Soloec. 5.,{,) to make
thick orfat along with or together, Hipp., , f.-,{,)
to bind together, bind hand and foot

:

metaph. of the frost, to benumb, v. 1.

Xen. An. 4, 4, 11., f. -, {,) to

persuade along with or together, to join

in persuading, Lvcurg. 162, 2; C. ace.

et inf, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 24; also, ., to help in persuading
against despair, Thuc. 7, 21 :—pass.,

to allow one's self to be persuaded at the

same time, , to a thing, Aeschin. 64,
1 ; , Polyb. 17, 13, 4 ; -', Luc. Jup.
Trag. 45., ov, {,) experi-

enced in, acquainted with a thing, Lat.

expertus rei, c. dat., Pind. N. 7, 15.

—

II. experiencing the same thing with

Others., {,) to pierce

through together, Plut. Camil. 41, etc., f. -", {,) to

send or despatch along with or at the

same time, Tiva or , Pind. I. 5

(4), fin., Hdt. 1, 36; 5, 60, Aesch.
Supp. 493, etc. ; , Xen.
Cyr. 1, 4, 7.—2. to help in conducting,, Isae. 61, 17, Lys. 137,

23., , f. -, {, -) trans, to join in mourning for a.

thing, Ti, Lycurg. 153, 23.—II. intr.,

to mourn together,, with one, Aesch.
Cho. 199 ; absol., Eur. H. F. 1390,
Dem. 1399, 26., {,) dep.,

to be poor along with another in a thing,.. Plat. Meno 71 B.. {,) five togeth-

er, by fives, Valck. Hdt. 4, 66., {.) as
pass., to becorne quite ripe, come to a
head, Hipp.-', adv. part. pf.

pass, from/, complicatedly,

involvedly., , , promoting di-

gestion, digestive: from.=^, q. v., {,) to

finish aluntr with or al the same time,

dub. 1. Hdt. 2, 11 : to join in finishing
or accomplishing, Isocr. 76 C :

—

/.y-

-, to secure the door with

I

bars. Eur. Or. 1551 :—pass., to be quite

finished. Plat. Tim. 39 D, Xen. Cyr.

I
6, 1, 30.—II. in Logic, to conclude so
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and so, Arist. Org. ; also in mid., Id.

Anal. Pr. 2, 5, 1 :—pass,-, the conclusion is so ana so, it re-

sults or follows that...—III. mid.-, to joinfully
in enmity with another, Dem. 281, 27.

—IV. intr. in act., to stretch far out,

extend along with, Arist. H. A. 5, 5,

7., ci, (,) to

conclude along with or together

:

—pass.,

to be concluded, end together, Tl,

Clem. Al. Hence>, (.>, , a common
ending, , Clem. Al., ?/, ,(-) tending to a conclusion, conclusive.

Adv. -, ., to speak conclu-

sively, Arist. Soph. El. 15, 5.",, ,{-) finishing, end:— in Logic, the

conclusion in a syllogism, Arist. An.
Pr. 1, , 3, Eth. N. 1, 8, 1, etc.

Hence, , , finishing:

—in liOgic, belonging to the conclusion,

hence conclusive. Adv. -, Arist.

Rhet. 2, 24, 2.,, ,=^,
Artemid. 3, 58., ,,^=-
'.. Adv. -., (.) to destroy

with, Eur. Hel. 106, in tmesis., f. -, {,-) to lead, drive about along with or

together, Xen. Cyr. 4, 3, 1, Oec. 8, 12 :

—mid., to lead about with one's self, Id.

Hier. 2, 8. [] Hence, , bringing round
to a point with or at the same time

;

generally, cooperating. Plat. Rep. 533
D., , to join, help in

taking away from all armmd., , to buzz about

together, Fhemist., dep. mid., to ex-

ceed, surpass along with or at the same
time.), (,)
to cancel together, Se.xt. Emp. p. 488.

[a]., , {, -) to make to whirl about with or to-

gether :—pass., to whirl round with or
together, Tim. Locr. 96 D., {,,) to go
about along with, , prob. 1. Xen.
Cyn. 10, 4., {,7) to

drag about together, Plut. ?., verb. adj. oi-, one must accommodate one's

self to,, Socrat. ap. Stob. p. 456,
50., {,-
uai) dep., to go about with or together,

App., {,) to em-
brace with or together, uion. H., {, pv^w-) to gird about with :—mid., to gird

one's self with a thing, e. g., stays,

Ath. 551 D., f. -, {,) to run about with, M. Anton.
7, 47., dep. mid., to fly
about with or together., {,-) to embrace together with, Tl,

Plat. Tim. 74 D:—generally, em-

brace or comprehend a! once, lb. 58 A :

to comprehend people in a treaty unth

otliers, Philipp. ap. Dem. 251, 9, cf.

Decret.ap.235, 16:,
Arist. Top. 6, 4, 13. Hence
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, verb, adj., one

must also embrace or comprehend, The-
ophr., €>, {,)
to consider well with or together, M.
Anton., , {,-) to travel with Or together, Luc.
Tox. 56, etc., {',)
to come round together with, Tif '^,
Arist. Mund. 4, 35: to describe togeth-

er, Strab., , {,-) to walk about with, . Plat.

Prot. 314 E./-, {,)
to plait all round with, encompass with., {,/) to

sail abmit with, Vita Hom. 8, App.,, ,{-) an encompassing or surrounding
ivith, Luc. Hist. Cor.'-icr. 55., ,(,)
to help in procuring, Tivi, Polyb.
3, 49, 9., , {,-) to follow all about, Plut. 2, 745
E, 766 B., to circumflex the last

syllable also.-?.,{,)
to help in cloaking,, Polvb.
10, 25, 9.,{,)
to turn about with: in pass., revolve

along wth, Arist. Mund. 2, 7, Plut. 2,
927 D., {,-) to help in walling round, Plut
Timol. 9., {,.)
to put round together, . ,
to get honour for himself at the same
time, Plut. Nic. 5., {,)
to turn about ivith or at the same time., (,)
to run aboxit with, Luc., (,-) to fall in ivith at the same time,

only as v" 1. Xen. An. 7, 8, 22., {, ,) as mid., to form concep-

tions of, contemplate at once,M. Anton.
10, 38., (,) to

bear, carry about with, Plat. Rep. 404
C.—II. pass,, to be

carried round together, lb. 617 : rwu-. Id. Phaedr.
248 A.—2. , to

go about with one, to have intercourse

with one, live in his society, Polyb. 2,

17, 12, cf. Wytt. Plut. 2, 124 :—
hence, to accommodate, adapt one's

self to, . , Aeschin. 50,

17: of things, to understand and fol-
loio them, be well acquainted with,, ,
Polyb. 3, 10,2; 10,21,9., (,-) as pass., to go about ivith any one,
to one's own ruin, Luc. Pseudol. 18.,, ,()
intercourse, companionship, society, Po-
lyb. 5, 26, 15 : hence, revelry, debauch,
Wytt. Plut. 2, 124 B.—2. an accommo-
dating temper, indulgence, complaisance,
Polyb. 1, 72, 2, cf 24, 2, 10 :—also,

like ovvnvaia,sexualintercourse, Diod.— II. ability, adroitness., Att. -, (crvv,) to fence all around or to-

gether, Arist. Physiogn. 6, 16., , f.-, (,-) to pin together,, Plut. Crass. 25.

, Att.-, (,)
to help in cooking : to digest entirely,

assimilate, Arist. Gen. An. 3, 2, IC,

etc., to spread out, ex-

tend with or together., dep. mid., to fly with
or together., Att. for.
q. V., , , ( )
digestion, Ath.

and -: fut. -,(,):—toput togtther,frame,
make,, Eur. Supp. 938 ;,
Pind. . 5, 53 ; in mid.,-, Critias 1, 10.—2. fe

make solid, congeal, %<,
he made it curdle, II. 5, 902 ; cf. Plat.
Tim. 85 D.— II. Pass , with pf. 2,. be cmnpounded, Anas-
ag. 4.—2. to become solid, congeal. Plat.

Tim. 81 B, 91 A, etc., , f. -j/, to hap with
or at the same time. Hence/,, , a leap taken
with or together., ov, {/) :

—

joined together, put together, framed,
made, •, Ildt. 4, 190: close-

fitted, jointed, Ar. Ran. 800.—2. curd-
led, ., Philox. ap. Ath. 147 E.,, ,(') a
putting together, framing, Hdn. 4, 2., f. -, (,) to

press or squeeze together, to grasp
closely with the hand. Plat. Phaed. 89
B, Soph. 247 C ; . , E-
phipp. Emp. 1, 3:—^pass.,?» be squeezed
up, ). to., Xen. Mem.
3, 10, 7, cf Arist. Probl. 11, 44.

Hence, , , a pressing to-

gether. Plat. Crat. 427 A. [?], , o,= foreg.,, , f -, (,)
to force together like felt : generally,
to compress. Plat. Tim. 45 ; and
more freq. in pass., lb. 49 C, Polit.

281 A; , matted,
Luc. ,. 30. Hence, , , a felting to-

gether, co?npressing. [] : and, ov, 6, one who felts
together or compresses. Hence, , , compressing,
apt to close up, , Tim.

. Locr. 100 E.,, =:-,-., f-, {, ):
to drink together, . , Hdt.
2, 121, 4 ; esp. at a drinking-party or
any entertainment(, q. v.)

Plat. Symp. 213 A ; , Xen
Cyr. 5, 2, 28., Ion.-, to

sell with or together., (,) to set

fire to, bum along with, v. I. Plut.', f.- : pf --, (, ). To fall to-

gether, meet violently, Lat. concurrere,

of winds, (5*, Od. 5, 295 ; so of two cham-
pions beginning fight, />',
II. 7, 256; 21, 387; so in Hdt., to

come to blows, opp. to distant fighting,

1, 214, cf 5, 112 ; also, ., Pind.
I. 4, 86 (3, 69) ; . .
Soph. Tr. 20, cf Eur. Tro. 1036:—
of ships, .. Id. I. .
1393 ; , Thuc.
7, 63.-2. generally, to fall in with,

meet with, esp. with accidents, mis-
fortunes, e. dat. rei, Hdt. 3, 52, Soph,
Aj. 429, etc. : also, . , Hdt.

3, 120 ; 9, 55.-3. also of accidents.



etc., tofall upon, happen to, TLvi, Hdt.

5, 36, Aesch. Eum. 336 ; ,
Hdt. 7, 137 :—absol., to happen or fall
out at the same time, concur, freq. in

Plat., e. part., . ', Hdt. 1,

82 :—more freq. impers., it

happened, fell out, came to pass, foil.

hy, c. inf., Id. 8, 15, 133; or c.

ace. et inf., 5, 35 :

—

,
one's lot or fortune, Eur. Oenom. 3.

—IL to coinci(L•, agree or be in accord-

ance with, Tivi, Hdt. 6, 18 ; 7, 151

;

absol., to agree exactly. Id. 2, 49 ; also,

., Plat. Rep. 473 D, etc.

— III. to fall together, i. e. fall in,

esp. of a house, Lat. concidere,., Eur. . F. 905, cf. Thuc. 8,

41 :—esp. of the vessels of the body,
to collapse, be compressed, Hipp., cf.

Xen. Eq. I, 10 ; so,',
a fratae fallen in or away by sickness,

Plat. Phaed. 80 C, cf. Jac. Philostr.

luiagg. p. 674.—IV^ . tlvI, Polyb. 39, 3, 1.,, (,) to be-

lieve or trust along with, Joseph. ', oi, {,) to

confirm, Sext. Emp. p. 274, in mid., poet, for, aor.

2- :
— tofall or dash together,

Aesch. Pr. 432 : to agree, . Id.

Cho. 299 ; , with a thing, Eur.
Hee. 1030. Cf.., f. -, = sq.,

Soph. Fr. 342, ace. to Dind., pass. c. fut. mid.-, {,?) to wander
about along with, Polyb. 3, 21, 10., ov, [,) wan-
dering about together, .,
night thefellow-roamer of revehy, Mel.

102, cf. 64.,, , fiction, fabrica-

tion : from, {,) to

mould or fashion together,, of

clay, Hes. Th. 571 ; -, Ar. Pac. 869.—11. metaph., to

feign or fabricate together, Dem. 949,

13; . , Aeschin. 64, 34.?, , f. -, {,) to beat together, clap,,
with the hands, II. 23, 102 ; al.-., adv., by plaiting to-

gether, Nonn.,, ,{)
that which is twined together, esp. of a

pair of wrestlers, with their limbs en-

twined, Plin. 36. 4, 6 and 10 ; cf. Miil-

ler Archaol. d. Kunst. ^ 126, 4.?., ui, ai, -ova,, {,7.) several together, Lat. complu-

res, Arist. Pol. 3, 15, 16., , {) en-

twined, entangled, Nonn./,,, , she who plaits,

dub. 1. in Orph. H. 28, 9., , , (?.)
twining, plaiting together. Plat. Polit.

282 D. Adv. --, ov, twined together, -, Mel. 1, 18, Hence, f. -, [,) to

twine OT plait together. Plat. Polit. 309

B, etc. ; Ti Ik, Dinarch. 92, 30

;

,
joining their hands behind them,
Thuc. 4, 4.—2. to combine words so as

to form a proposition, . ~ ^)7}. Plat. Soph. 262 D : cf.<}.—II. pass., to be twined to-

gether, plaited, . Plat. Rep.

533 C ; . Id. Tim. 80 C ; /.w-?., Eur.
Cycl.225.—2. esp, of persons wrest-

ling, to be intertwined, locked together

(cf.) ; to be e?igaged in a

close struggle, Hdt. 3, 78 ; so of a ship,

to be entangled with her opponent. Id.

8, 84 : then metaph., to be entangled

in, Ty 7],
Ar. Ach. 704 (not without allusion to

a straggle with Cephisodorus) ; also,, to be entangled

or engaged with him, JEur. Bacch. 800,

cf. Aeschin. 48, 33 : and of war,^, Dem. 24, 10, cf.

: generally. -, of many lootsteps crossing

in different directions, Xen. Cyn. 5, 6.

—3. of lovers, to be locked in an em-
brace, Soph. Fr. 548 : generally, of

friends, etc.,7\.7.].
Plat. Symp. 191 A.—4.-, , ov, complex, opp, to,
Arist. Interpr. 2, 2, Part. An. 1, 3, 18.

Hence, , , a twining or

platting together: complexity, Arist.

Part. An. 1, 3, 20., a, ov, quite full,,
of a thing, Hipp., ov,{) side to

side., f. -, (,) to sail, float, swim along with or

together,, Hdt. 4, 149 ; 5, 46, Eur.
1, A. 102, Thuc, etc.

\, , v. sq. II.,, ,{)
striking, dashing together, Arist. Mund.
2, 13.—II. a'l (sc. -
Tpai), the Symplegades, the justling

rocks, i. 6. the , q. v.,

which vi'ere supposed to close on all

who sailed between them, Eur. Med.
2, Theocr. 13, 22 ; also called -

: hence in Eur. Andr. 796,' , of the

passage out of the Euxine.7., adv.,{^.) by

beating0 dashing together, Theocr. 24,

55.
_^v?uv,=sq., to increase, lien.

Oec. 18, 2.?,.-,{,)
to help to fill,, Hdt. 4, 48, 50.,, , a striking, dash-

ing together., ,^^, Plat.

Epin. 985 A.., , {,) to

help to fill, fill completely, .,
to man them completely, Hdt. 8, 1,

Thuc. 6, 50 ;'. Plat. Tim. 75 A. Hence,, , the comple-

ment, Tim. Locr. 96 : and,, , a filling up,

completio7i, perfection,, Po-
lyb. 5, 90, 4. Hence, , , of, suited to

filling up or perfecting, complementary,', Plut. 2, 1060 C.•?., {,)
draw near uith or together, to have in-

tercourse wilh,.7.), Att. -, f. -, to

beat, iveld together.,, , a joint voyage, voy-

age taken in common., ,, {/.) sail-

ing with, on a voyage together,., friendship of shipmates, Arist.

Eih. N. 8, 12, 1.
_?'/,, ,{) an in-

terweaving, interlacing, connexion. Plat.

Polit. 281 A, etc.—2. a struggle, esp.

of wrestlers ; 7/, a close struggle, Id. Legg. 833
A.—3. sexual intercourse. Id. Symp.
191 C.—4. a combination of words so as

to form a proposition. Id. Soph. 262 C,
cf. Theaet. 202 :

—

, to be used in combination,

opp. to , Arist. Categ, ov, {) en
twined, interwoven, Paul. S. 7, 14., ov, contr.-,,(, ?^) :

—sailing with one in a

ship, a shipmate, Hdt. 2, 115; 3, 41;. Plat. Rep.
556 C.—2. metaph., a partner or coyn-

rade in a thing,. Soph. Ant.
541., Ep. and Ion. for -.., , ,= :

from, f. -, {,)
to blow or breathe together : metaph.,
like Lat. conspirare, to agree with. Plat.

Legg. 708 D ; . , to

go along with sudden blasts, to yield

or bow to them, Aesch. Ag. 187 : ab-

sol., to agree together, conspire, Dom.
284, 17 ; , Ael. . . 3, 44.', , strangling, choking

by pressure, Diod. : from, f. -, {,) to throttle : generally, to choke

up. Theophr. [i, but in aor. pass. Z],, , a breathing together,, Artemid. 2, 37:—metaph.,
an agreement, union, Diog. L., ov, contr. -, ,
(,,) :

—animated by one

breath, Plut. 2, 574 : agreeing with,

seconding,, Anth. P. 6, 227., , f. -, (,)
to tie the feet together, fetter., , f. -, {,) conduct or lead together. Plat.

Polit. 269 D, 270 A., {,) to tie the

feet together, bind ha7id and foot,,
Ar. Ran. 1512 ;. Tc. Plat. Rep.
615 : metaph., to entangle, involve,

), lb. 488 C :—pass., to be entan-

gled' in an argument, . Id.

Gorg. 482 D, cf. Xen. Mem. 3, 11, 8., , {, ,)=^., . 1. in Strab., , (,) to help

or assist in doing, Isae. 70, 29, Andoc.
9, 8, etc. :

—

to make poetry together, Ar.

Thesm. 158., {,) to

help to variegate, colour or paint, Jo-

seph., {,)
as pass., to feed together, to herd togeth-

er, Eur. Ale. 579., , f. -, {,-) to war with or together, to suc-

cour or join in the war, Thuc. 1, 18 ;

8, 46 ; . Plat. Rep. 422 D;
., Dem. 254, 24.

vo,:={oreg., f. -, {,)
to unite into one city icith,

'^,
Dion. . 1, 71, cf. 32.?, ,{,)
to join in beeieging, besiege jointly, Hdt.
1, 161, Thuc. 3,20., , , a federal union

of several states, with interchange of
civic rights, v. Nieb. R. H. 2, p. 51 :

generally, a confederacy, league,', Polyb. 3, 5, 6 ; cf. 2, 41, 12,

etc. : from, {,) to

live with as felloiv-citizens or members

of one state, Thuc. 6, 4 ; 8, 47, 73,

Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 12:—also in mid., Lys. 116, 6, etc.;', Polyb. 23, 8, 9

;

oi, one's fellow-cit-

izens, Isocr. 27 C, 238 E.?., ov, 6, {,)
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a fellow-citizen, Aesch. Theb. 605,

Eur. Heracl. 826 ;—but condemned
by Phryn. p. 172.'-, ai, a, {avf,)
many together. Plat. Ale. 1, 114 li. etc., {, ')) to

accompany in a procession, Aeschin. 6,

43.

*, , f.,{,)
to work with or tosether, to help or re-

lieve in toil, Tivi, Trag., as Aesch. Pr.

274, Soph. El. 986 ; . ',
Eur. Or. 1224 : also, ., to

take part in them, lb. CS3.. {,)
dep., to join others in villany, play the

knave together, Ar. Lys. 404., dep. c. fut. mid. et

aor. pass., {avp,) :
— to go or

journey together, EuT. I. T. 1488, Xen.
An. 1, 3, 5, etc. :—metaph., to consort

together, hold intercourse, Plut. Lycurg.

-), , f. -, like-, to help to destroy or lay waste,

ri Ttvi, Eur. Or. 888., f. -, {,)
to help in procuring, Thuc. 7, 20 :

—

mid., to do so for one's self. Id. 8, 1,

Isocr. 47 A. Hence, ov, 6, a bringing to-

gether and providing, Joseph., to commit fornication

with., , {,) to

pin together : to set as jewels, LXX.
Hence, , , verb, adj.,

pi}ined together., {,) to

help to arrange, to promote, Hipp., Ap.
Rh. 4, 549. [i],, ,() a drink-

ing together, Sappho 33, Find. P. 4,524., f. -, to drink to-

gether., , ,{)
fit for a drinking party, convivial : tu
. distinguished from
by Plut. 2, 629 D., , to be a-, Arist. Pol. 2, 12, 12., ov,,^=-, Plut. 2, 620 ., , , the office of, Plut. 2, 620 ., ov, .() the president of a drinking-party,

toastmaster, Lat. rex convivii or magi-
ster bibendi, Xen. An. 6, 1, 30, Plut.

2, 620 B, etc. : of.., ov,,^=., ov, ,{) :

—

a drinking-party, entertainment, feast,

Lat. convivium, first in Theogn. 298,

496, Hdt. 2, 78, Pind., etc. : strictly

after the', cf. Ar. Ach. 1 142
;

cf.. On the Athenian
symposia, v. Diet. Antiqq., Plat., Xen.,
and Plut. wrote dialogues under this

name., ;^,=foreg., dub.7], , b,{) a fel-

low-drinker, a boon-companion, Hdt. 2,

78, 173, Pind. O. 1, 99, P. 6, fin., and
Att., , , belonging to,

suitedfor a, Ar. Ach. 1 142
;

., the laws of such parties, en-

forced by the'. Plat.

Legg. 671 C (whence tne phrase, Id. Legg.
641 B) : ., airs suited for
drinking-songs. Id. Rep. 398 : -, a jollyfdlow, Ar. Vesp. 1209,

cf. Polyb. 31, 21, .', , and,
iems, from.
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,, , , with the feet

closed together., f. -,
{,) dep. mid., to

assist in transacting business, Plut.

Lycurg. 5., Ion.-,,
,() a helper, assistant,

Hdt. 0, 125, Xen. Cyr. 3, 2, 29 ; .', a companion in travel, Soph. O.
T. 116., , a doing with, an as-

sisting, assistance., Att.- : Ion.--
: . -, {,) :

—to do with

another, to help in doing, absol., Aesch.
Pr. 295, Soph. Tr. 77 ;. .
Soph. Aj. 1396, Eur. I. T. 980: to

help in negociating,, Xen.
Ages. 7, 7 : oi, the

confederates, Thuc. 4, 67, Xen. Hell.

3, 3, 10 : to act with, assist,, Lys.
128, 5, Isocr. ; etc. ; to make for,, Xen. An. 5, 4, 9 ; .- . Id. Cyr. 3, 2, 28,
etc. ; . ', Isocr. 67 .
—2. to be on the side or in the interest

of another, Thuc. 8, 14 ;

., to share in an-
other's woe, Eur. Heracl. 27.— II.

mid., to assist in exact-

ing a debt,7)'7/f, they helped

Menelaus to avenge the rape of Helen,
Hdt. 5, 94 ; cf.., ov, ,{)
a fellow-dealer, Lys. ap. Poll. 7, 12. [a]/, , {,) be-

seeming, befitting, . Aesch. Supp.
458, Theb. 13; in tmesis., (.) to agree

ivith,, Plut. Philop. 11:

—

to befit,

beseem, -, Pind. . 3, 119., , , fellow-am-
bassador, Lys. 177, 41, Aeschin. 24,
12: from, {,) to

be a fellotv-ambassador, be joined with

on an embassy, Dem. 400, 11, Aeschin.
50. fin. :—mid., to join in sending an
embassy, Thuc. 3, 92 ; 5, 44.,,,=-, but prob. only in plur. (cf.-

il), Thuc. 1, 90, sq. ; . ,
Xen. An. 5, 5. 24., ov, b, a fellow-
presbyter, N. T.,, b. Ion. for-[>, Hdt., Ion. for,
Hdt.. inf aor. 2 (with no
pres. in use, cf. *), to buy
along with or together, Lys. 164, 33. [(], f. -, {,)
to leadforward, escort with or together,

Dion. H. — II. intr. to move forward
with or together, [u], {,, -) as pass., to iiicrease with or to-

gether, Hipp., {,-) toforeknow foresee alortg with.

Iambi., ov, (..)
presiding along with, Joseph., (,,) to go
forth, come out along with, or together., dep. mid.,= fureg.,

Ath., {,-) dep. c. fut. mid., et aor. pass. :

—

to have equal desire with any one ; e.

acc. rei, to join zealously in promoting,?., Thuc. 8, 1, cf Xen.
Cyr. 6, 1, 19; more usu, c. inf., to

have a joint zeal, share i?» the desire

that..., Thuc. 9, 2, Xen. An. 3, 1,9,
etc. ; so, (T. ..., lb. 7, 1, 5 : absol.,

to share one's eagerness. Id. Hell. 5,

4,5., to advance or in-

crease with., to bend forward
along with, to bend over., to join in foraging
or plundering., , {,)
to help in furnishing with means, Eur.
Hel. 146., {,) to

escort or attend together, join in escort-

ing, , Hdt. 9, 1, Ar. Ran. 403,
413; . , Thuc. 1, 27;
Xen., etc., {,) to

go forth with,, Polyb. 31, 22, 1., {', , -) dep. c. fut. mid., et aor.

pass., to travelforward with, to advance
with, LXX., •-,{,)
to lead to along with or together.—II.

intr. to move tonards or advance %t<ith,

sub.. [], {,, ) to

approach along with or together, LXX., dep. mid., c. aor.

et pf act.,= foreg., to apply or attend to

with or together (sub.rcii' vovv or

4')., = foreg. :—pass., to

cleave to, Plut. 2, 322 F.', , to worship along
with or together., f. -, [,) to add to and mix togeth-

er.—. intr., to go into compant/ with,

converse with, , Plat. Theaet.
183 E., {,)
to fall to or on together, M. Anton., . -, (,-) to twine in with or together :

—
pass., to contend or struggle to the last,

LXX., {,) to

touch along with, Aesop., , f -/, to precede
or exceed together, ap. Suid., f. -/', (, -) to urge on together, Dion. H., {,)
to prophesy along with or together, Plut.

2, 860 D., f.-, (.-) to pour out together, v. 1. Orj)h.

Arg. 573., , f. -, to go
forward with or together.,, , {,-) joint-prytanis, Dinarch. ap. Poll.

6, 159., ad\\,firstof all, Emped., , to join with in fur-
nishing with wings., dep. mid., to fly
or fifitter with, Isicet., , . folding tip., ov,{)fold-
ed up. ., folded anapae-
stics, i. e. spondaic, Meineke Phereer.
Coriann. 5.,, ^, afolding up wtd
laying by : from', f. -. {,)
to fold up and lay by. Soph. Tr. 691., ov, {,) to be

spitten on, ebornhiahle : but the VrOrd is

very dub,, Osann .\uctar. Les. p. 150.,, , neut. part,

aor, 1 pass, of, that whith

has fallen in ruins.^, ,{):



—any thing that has befallen one, a

chance, casualty, esp. a mischance^

Thuc. 4, 36 ; a-, Dem.
1295, 20 ; ., by chance, Polyb.

5, 24, 2 :— disease. Plat. Ax. 304 C ;

cf. Lob. Phryn. 248. Hence, , , exposed to

chance or accident., , 7;,=:sq.,, ,{) :
—

falling together, collapsing, contraction,

Hipp.—II. a falling together, a meeting,, Polyb. 3, 49, 6 ;, 2, 14,

8: esp. in hostile sense, an attack,

onset. Id. 1, 57, 7, etc., Of, {,) a

fellow-beggar, Synes., f. -, {,)
to cover quite up, Diofl., ov. {'.) press-

ed together, tight, Xen. Eq. 10, 10., , {,) to

press close together, make compact,, {,-) dep. mid., to ask, hear or learn

along with, , Eur. Hel. 328., , {,) to burn

up, consume along with or together, Eur.
Cycl. 307, Rhes. 960:— Pass., Id.

Supp. 1071., . {,) to sell

with or together, Dio C, , to join or bind together

by a callus{) :—Pass., to be uni-

ted or to grow in such a manner., inf. aor. of., to appear along with

or together. Hence, , manifest at the same
time, quite manifest, Arist. Eth. N. 1,

9, 7, de Anima 1, 2, 25, Polyb., etc.

—II. clear or bright on all sides., {,) as

pass., to appear, be thought of or im-

agined along with, Plut. 2, 392 E., , ,{)
an appearing together,, a con-

junction, Arist. Meteor. 1, 6, 1., impers. from
A. I. 5.,, neut. from
A. I. 5., adv. part. pres. from, profitably,. Plat. Legg.
662 A, Isocr. 19 E, Xen., etc., , ,{) like, brought together ; united,

joined, , II. 13, 237., . : aor. 1,-
: aor. 2, : pf.-

(Dem. 294, 15), {,).
bring together, gather, collect,, Hdt. 7, 152 ; esp., like-, of dead bodies, cf. Xen. An. 6,

4, 9, Lycurg. 153, 29.—2. to match to-

gether, like, Aesch. Theb.
510.—3. to hear along with or jointly,

to help to bear, Xen. Cyr. 4, 3, 13 :

esp., ., etc., to bear, suffer, en-

dure With others, Soph. El. 916, Eur.

H. F. 1366, etc. : hence, to suffer, bear

with, indulge, ,
Aesch. Eum. 848.—4. to bring together,

contribute,, Aesch. Pers,

528 ; , Soph.

El. 916; , Hdt. 3,92.-5. seem-
ingly intr., the ace. rei being omitted,

to be useful or profitable,. for one,

Aesch. Supp. 753, Soph. Phil. 027,

Plat,, etc. ; or , Xen. Hell.

6, 2, 19, Mem. 2, 2, 5 ; -, Aesch. Eum. 520

:

also, , Ar. Ach. 252

;

,.
Xen. An. 7, 8. 4, Andoc. \', 35 (cf.

infra . 5) ;—part,,,
ov, useful, expedient, fitting, Soph. 0.

T. 875, etc. ; esp. in neut.,, , use, profit, advantage, expe-

diency. Soph. Phil. 926, and freq. in

prose : .
Plat. Legg. 875 A ; but also,

., Dinarch. 102, 40 :—hence
adv. (q. v.) :,=, Ar. Plut. 49. — II.

intr.,— 1. to agree with,. Soph. Aj. 431 ; to

assist. Id. Phil. 659: to come to terms

v>ith. bear with, give viay to, -. Soph. El. 1465, Elmsl. Med.
13 ; cf. infra B. 2.-2. of events, to

happen, take place, turn out, C. inf.,

Hdt. 3, 129; 0, 22, 117, etc.:-
airy , it

turned out for her advantage, Hdt. 8,

88 ; cf. infra B. 5.

B. pass, : fut. mid.
: aor. pass,

(Hdt.), Att. : pf.-. To come together, of sexual

intercourse, ., Ar. Lys. 106.

—2. in hostile sense, to meet in bat-

tle, engage, hat. consredi, II. 11, 736,

Aesch. Theb. 636, Thuc. 7. 36; so,, Hes. Sc.

358.—3. to agree together, -7, Thuc. 4,

65 : to live unfriendly terms with,,
Hdt. 4, 114 ; to bear with. Soph. 0. C.

641 ; cf. supra II. 1 : to agree with,, Hdt. 1, 173 ; 2, 80, etc. ; cf.

Aesch. Supp. 243 :

—

(5.
Plat. Prot. 317 A; so,, this is generally allowed

to be, Hdt. 2, 79, cf. 4, 13.—4. to be

acquainted, , Id. 6,

50.—5. of events, to happen, turn out,

like act. (II. 2),, Ar. Nub. 590, cf. supra I.

5: hence also impers.,, it happens, falls out for

the better, Hdt. 7, 8, 1 ;, no good cajne

of it to them, Hdt. 4, 157 ; so,, it turned out

ill to him again, c. inf , Schweigh.
Hdt. 4, 156 ; so too, -. Id. 1, 19, etc., Thuc. , 23, etc.

;

or c. et inf., Hdt. 1, 74:—part., things which happen,

events., f.-, {,-) to flee along with,, Hdt. 4, 11,

Eur., etc. ; •},
Eur. Heracl. 26 : esp., to be banished

along with or together, Lycurg. 151,

13; .. Plat. Apol.'21 A., {,) to assent, ap-

prove or agree fully, Aesch. Pr. 40,

Soph., etc. ; to agree with,, Eur.
Hipp. 266

;
. I grant you.

Plat. Rep. 403 C, 608 ; and often

so in Platonic dialogue :, say yes or no, lb. 523 A :

—

.
c. inf., to agree that... Soph. O. T. 553,

and Xen.,, , a witness.,, ,{)
melting into one another, esp. of col-

ours., f. -, {,) dep. mid., to sound with

or together : to accord with, Plut. Alcib.

2, etc., {,) to destroy

along with or entirely, ., tn pol-

lute the bed, Eur. Andr. 947 :—Pa.ss.,

to perish along with,, Arist. Top.
0, 13, 4, Polyb. 6, 5, 6 ;, to meet jin fortunately at

one place, Plut. 2, 708 £.—II. of col-

ours, to 7nelt or die away into each other,

lb. 436 ; cf, Schaf. Dion. Comp, p,

129.

, {,) intr. and in
pass., to pine away or decay along with,, Arist. Gen. An. 2, 6, 49., ov, {,)
sounding together, ., •, sounding together, but not in har-
mony, Aesch. Ag. 1187., , f. -, {,\
to love mutually, Soph. Phil. 519.

Hence, , , mutual friendship,

Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 115., , {,)
to take part in promoting, Cic. Att. 5,

17,2., , {, ?.-) to join in love of beauty, Plut. 2,

53 C :

—

to be candidate for an honour
along with another. Id. Sertor. 14.., , {, ?-) to join another in the study of
language, Cic. Fam. 16, 21, 8., , to join another
in the love of knowledge., , {,-) to be emulous along with another,
join in quarrelling ivith, . Plat.

Prot. 336 : to join iti a disputation,

Plut. Arat. 3 :

—

to take zealous interest

in,, Andoc. 31, 39., , {,)
to join another in the love and pursuit

of ivisdom, Arist. Eth. N. 9, 12, 2,

Luc. D. Deor. 18, 2., {,-) dep. c. fut. mid., et aor. pass., to

join in emulating, , Diod., Plut.
LucuU. 6, etc., f. -, {,) to

crush in pieces. Foes. Oec. Hipp., f. -, {,) to

set on fire together, Eur. Bacch. 595 ;

., Theocr. 22, 211 ; of love,

Anth. P. 5, 111.?., f. -,= oeg., LXX., , to chatter, trifle

along with or together., , f.-, (,)
to frighten at the same time

:

—Pass.,
to be afraid at the same time, Thuc. 6,

101., . Ion. -, fut. -,
{,) to go regularly to a place
together, Hdt. 2, CO ; 4, 180: esp., to

go to school together, Ar. Eq. 988 (ubi
V. Interpp.), Plat. Euthyd. 304 B, etc.

Hence, , , a going to

school together, Aeschin. 2, 23 : and, ov, , a schoolfellow.

Plat. Euthyd. 272 D, Xen. Hell. 2, 4,

20, etc., {,) to kill

along with or together,, Eur. Hec.
391, cf. Ion 851., , . Ion. -?'/, {-) : bringing together : but usu.,

—

II. {horn . II. 2, and . 5),

ati event, circumstance, hap, chance,, Hdt. 1, 32,

cf. 7, 49. 1 ; , the haps
/" life, Trag., cf.Eur. Ion 530; both
of good and evil chances, but far more
freq. the latter, a mishap, mischance,

misfortune, distress, evil, a disease, com
plaint, defeat, ., Pind. . 7,

141 ; . Id. P. 8,

125; ., Aesch. Pers. 436;
and freq. in Alt. ; ,
to be unfortunate, Hdt. 1, 42. etc.

;

or . ,
to look upon or consider a thing as a

great misfortune, Hdt. 1, 83, 210, etc.,

cf : proverb.,,', Simon. (120) ap. Ar.

Eq. 406 :—rarely in good sense, good
luck, a happy issue, Aesch. Ag, 24,

Soph. El. 1230; . kaOAai,'
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, Eur. Ale. 1155, El. 457 ; .•, . Eq. 655, cf. Schiif. Dion.
Comp. p. 10.— 2. very rarely in a

moral relation, an offence, trespass.

Plat. Legg. 854 D, 934 B. Hence, f. -, and-
VU), to bewatl one's ill-htck, like-
puv,. Horn. 14., ,( . II) :—in

Xen. Hell. 6, 4, 14, a Lacedaemonian
officer, a sort of aid-de-camp., , f. -)(•), =,
but only in the primary signf., to bring

together, to gather, collect, heap up, Hdt.

5, 92, 7 ; 9, 83, Thuc. 6, 99 ;. Flat. Legg. 805 ;, Xen. Cyn. 8,

1 ;
•

., Dem. 230, 6. Hence,, , that which is

brought together, a heap, Plut. 2, 955

A : and, , , a bringing to-

gether, Plut. Pericl. 34, Otho 14., , , ( )

irought together, collectedpromiscuously,7, Dion. H., etc. ; . '/'/., Id. ; compiled, Luc. Pseudol.

4 :

—

. or, a meal
tovards which each guest contributes,

Lat. conrivium collatitium, a picnic,

Arist. Pol. 3, 11, 2; 15, 7; V. Lob.

Paral. 493., ov,() :
—happen-

ing with, accompanying, 7. lifp}, hunger is the slug-

gard's companion, Hes. Op. 300 ; c.

gen.,7Tivi?ir ov,/.,
Hes. Th. 593, cf. Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p.

83.—U. useful, profitable, Hdt. 8, CO, 1,

Soph., etc. : suitable, proper, fit, c. dat.,

Kovpij ov , the

eixth day is not good for a girl, Hes.

Op. 781 ; so, -yvvi) ov, Theogn. 457
;, poverty

is^i for a bad man to bear. Id. 526 :. ~, what is expedi-

ent. Soph. O. C. 464, 592 ; -
Kuiuv ,^
from his necessary (i. e. natural) intc-

rfs's,Thuc.4,l28(v.Goller):—);. tf

T/, Time. 3, 47; , Plat. Legg.
760 E.— .'Vdv. -, ., to be ex-

pedient, Isocr. 102 : compar. •, Thuc. 3, 40 : superi.--. Eur. Med. 876.,, , , giving good
counsel, a counsellor, ..., II. 2,

372 ; cf. Anth. P. 9, 365 : from, f. -, mid. c.

pf. pass, (Soph. Ant.

364), (,). To take coun-

sel with one, c. dat., , Od. 15,

202 ; also, <5' av -
caro 3'7:', who imparted his coun-
sels to thee ? Od. 4, 462 ; cf. 11. 1,

637 ; 9, 374 :—but, -
(so. ), to contrive a plan,

Hes. Th. 471, cf. Soph. I. c—II. la-

ter, act.), f. -, to sat/ or

express together with ; SO in pass.,

Plut. 2. 22 A.,, ,() a
clo-nng up, Theophr., ,() the con-

nexion of speech, context., Att. -, f.- (,) :

—

press or pack closely to-

gether, Hdt. 4, 73 ; , Xen.
Hell. 1, 1,7; apa,Vo\yb.2,
69, 9.—II. to force together and shut in,

to fence all round,/..
Plat. Tim. 74 A. : to block up, 1(1.

Phaedr. 251 E, in pass.. , f. -, (,,-) to be of one mind or opinion with

1418

any one, to agree with, assent to, . ?.-' , Polyb. 4, 60, 4 ;. Id. 3, 2, 8 ; -
', 4, 81, 3 : absol., to agree together,

Lat. conspirare. Id. 2, 22, 1, etc.—II.

to comprekend, also to ponder, consider,

c. acc. Id. 18, 9, 2, Plut., etc.— III. to

recollect one's self, Plut. Cat. Min. 70.

Hence, , , agreement,

union, Polyb. 2, 37, 8.,=^, dub. in

Joseph., {,) to

have a joint care for,, Luc. Dem.
Enconi. 25., ,,—,
A pp., ov, {,)
watcliing with or together, a fellow-

watchman, . , the
chamber that keeps watch with me, i. e.

in which 1 lie sleepless, or which I can-

not quit. Soph. Phil. 1455., f. -, {,) to

roast or burn quite up, Theophr.,, , , {,) :

of one mind, agreeing, brotherly, Aesch.
Ag. 110 ; .. Id. Cho. 802.,, ,{) a grow-
ing together, connexionby naturalgrowth,
as of the joints. Foes. Oec. Hipp., {,) to

banish with or at the same time. Iambi.,, , ij, {,)
afettow-exile,Em. Bacch. 1382, Thuc.
6,88., , ri,=, v. 1.

Plat. Legg. 734 E, for., ,{) grown togeth-

er, joined or united by nature, intimate-

ly connected, . . Plat.

Soph. 247 D, Tim. 45 D: metaph.,., attached by nature to

a commonwealth, of bees, Plut. Ly-
curg. 25. Adv. -. Hence,, ,=, Plut. 2,

1112 A, etc.,, , {,)
fellow-watchman or guard, Thuc. 5,

80, Plat. Rep. 463 C, Xen., etc. [i]7, f. -, {, ?.-) watch, keep guard along with or to-

gether, Hdt. 7, 172, Plat. Rep. 451 D./., ov, 6, of or from the

sayne, Lat. contribulis : in genl.,

a countryman, v. 1. Isocr. 263 A., ov, {,^) of the

same stock or race ivith, , Arist.

Part. An. 4, 6, 3: kindred, natural.

Plat. Ax. 366 A.,=, Plut. 2, 398
A, Diosc., {) adv., mix-
edly, Mc. Th. 110., ov, kneaded or mixed to-

gether : metaph., confounded, confused,

Eur. Hipp. 1234; from, f. -, {,) to

knrad together : metaph., to confound,

confuse, commingle, -
vnv, Eur. Med. 1199; . ,
Phat. Phil. 15 ; -, ). Id. Phil. 51 A,
Phaed. 06 :.-, Theocr. 22, 111. [('], , .-, [,)
to blow together, Lat. conflare ; hence, to

beat up, contrive,' ', Ar. Eq. 408.—II. me-
taph., , to blow
(as it were) into one horn, i, e., to agree

exactly, harmonize in all things, Plat.

Legg. 70S D:—in pass., of the wind,
toblowat thesametime, Plut. Sertor. 17., , to unite or joiri with
nature., ?/.{) a growing to-

getker, natural joining, esp. of the
limbs, Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon. : in genl.
intimate connexion, uniori, dependence., {,) to plant
along with or together, -, Pnid. 1. 6, (5), 16 :

metaph., to contrive plot with,

. Soph. . . 347., , ,{) likely

to grow together, of a wound, Arist.

Probl. 1,33., , , a plant, comfrey,
in old English boneset, so named from
its healiyig qualities (v. foreg.), Symphy-
tum officinale, Linn., Diosc. 4, 10 : Irom, ov, ()—planted
together with : metaph., innate, inborn,

inbred,, Pind. I. 3, 23 ; .,
one's natural age (acc. to the Scliol.),

or rather the time appointed by fate,
Aesch. Ag. 107: .,
the 7ini7irn/author of strife. Id. 152 ; ir

TO ., according to one's nature, Eur.
Andr. 954; . , Lys. 118,

31;. Plat. Polit. 272 ;
etc. : cf. ',.—II.

grown together, closed, healed, of a
wound., f. -, (,) to make
to grow together, -. Plat. Symp. 192

;

cf. Ep. Plat. 323 , Arist. Meteor. 4,

1, 1.— II. pass., with act. pf.-, aor. 2, to grow togeth-

er, be naturally or necessarily connect-

ed,., , . Plat.

Rep. 588 C, >, 503 : to grow up.
close, as a wound, Arist. Probl. 1, 33 :

—so of a political constitution, Polyb.
4, 32, 9., , f.-, {,)
to agree in sound, be in harmony or uni-

son, .
Plat. Rep. 617 ; cf. Arist. An. Post!

2, 2, 3.—II. usu. metaph., to agree
with, hold or express the same opinions
with,, freq. in Plat. ; tu oi, Plat. Lach. 193
E.—2. to make an agreement or bargain
with any one, . , Xen. Hell.

1, 3, 8 : , Polyb. 2, 15, 5.

—

—3. also to unite for a bad purpose, to

conspire, Arist. Pol. 4, 12, 5. Hence, y, an agreeing togeth-

er, xmison., , ,{) :
—an

agreeing together in sound, unison of
sound, symphony, , 6?^-, acc. to Plat. Symp. 187 ,
Crat. 405 D, cf. Rep. 430 ;, Arist. An.
Post. 2, 2, 3 ;—strictly of two sounds
only, a concord, accord, such as the
fourth, fifth and octave{=-, , ), distin-

guished from mere, Plut. 2,

389 D ; cf. Midler Literal, of Greece
I, p. 151, Diet. Antiqq. p. 649.— II. a
union of many voices or instruments in

concord :
—a concert either of vocal or

instrumental rnusic, Polyb. 26, 10, 5., ov,{,) :
—agree

ing in sound, harmonious, Ar. Av. 221
659 ;, . Horn. Merc. 51 : gen
erally, echoing to, c. gen.,. Soph.
0. T. 421.—2. esp. as music, term, in
concord with, accordant. Plat. Legg.
812 D; distinguished from,
Arist. Probl. 19, 16, and 39.—II. usu.
metaph., agreeing, in unison, friendly,, Pind. P. 1, 136;.
Soph. O. C. 619 ; and freq. in Plat.:

., agreeing, in unison tiith, rarely

Tivu, as Ep. Plat. 332 D ;•, Polyb. 6, 36,
5 :—adv. -. Plat. Epin. 974 C—
II. also pass., agreed upon, .,
perh. in Diod. 5, 6.



,{) adv.,

in. harmony agreement with,,
Plat. Legg. 662 ., f. -, {, ),
to give light together, Plut. 2, 893 A., , , (/.)
joint sounding of striyigs.,, , a joint touching:

from, f. -, {, -) to

touch one another, , Xen.
Symp. 4. 2G.-,.-,{ ,) to scrape

together : hence, to wipe out the traces

of any thing in the sand, etc., Ar.

Nub. 975 : generally, to siveep away,-, Hdt. 1, 189., to stammer with or to-

gether.. f.-, {,-) Dep. mid., to tell a lie with or

together, Polyb. 6, 3, 10., {,) to reckon

together, count up, N. T.— II. more
usu. in mid., to vote with,, Ar.

Lys. 142. Hence/,, , a joint reckoner., ov, {,-) voting

with, Tivt, Plat. Gorg. 500 A, etc. ; -, voting icith one for a thing.

Id. Rep. 380 C, Crat. 398 C ;

Tiva,. 206, 15; cf. Lob.

Phryn. 2., to rub with or together., f. -, to whistle, whis-

per with or together., , f. -, {,)
to make a noise together, /.,
Polyb. 1, 34, 2; ., to rattle upon the shields

with the swords, Id. 11, 30, 1., , to be of one mind :

and, , , unity of mind

:

from, ov, {, ') of one

mind, at unity., {,) to cool with

or together :—pass., to groiv cool or cold

together, Hipp. 244. [v]', old Att. (v. sub voc),
prep, with dat., the Lat. citm, and
akin to Sanscr. sa-,sam,-, Lat. sim-

id, etc. ; — the radic. signf. being,
with.— I. usu., along with, in company
with, together with, Horn., etc.—2. with
coUat. notion of help or aid, ,
with God's help, (the God being con-
ceived as standing with or 4^ one), II.

9, 49, Od. 13, 391 ; so, ,
Ail, ^, II. 11, 792 ; 20,

192, etc., cf. Bockh'Pind. P. 9, 2 ; so

in prose, or,
to be with another ; i. e. on nis side,

of his party, Xen. An. 3, I, 21 ; o'l, any one's friends, followers,

lb. 1, 2, 15, etc.—3. furnished with,

endued with, /.ri-
ry, Od. 24, 193.—4. of any accidental
union ; in Hom. esp., , i. e.

on board ship ; ~, . 5, 219; esp. of arms,
/.,,,,
Horn., and Att. ; also, /.?., /., II. 15,

2C ; 17, 57 ; in such cases is oft.

put where might stand, cf
A,—5. of necessary connexion, con-
sequence, etc., ?,
to pay with a great loss, i. e. suffer

greatly, II. 4, 161 ; ,
with loss to the public, Theogn. 50

;-,, to your advantage,
Xen. Cyf. 3, 1, 15 ;

just like the Lat.

tuo cum commodo, publico cum incom-

modo : , attended with pol-

lution, Soph. Ant, 172 : and so, gen-

I erally, to denote agreement,, in accordance with the laws
;

?., Xen. An. 2,

6, 18 ; so, , , etc.,

which answer pretty much to the

advs.,, etc., freq. in

Att.—6. of the instrument or means,
with or by which a thing is done, with,

by means of, /., Od. 5, 293 : so in

Att., , by force.

—

. the Att.

oft. use the dat. alone, where in Ep.
the prep, is added, esp. in such
phrases as , etc.

;

V. sub I. 4. cf. Lob. Phryn. 100.

B. sometimes follows its case,

II. 10, 19, Od. 9, 332 ; 15, 410.

C AS ADV., together, at once,

jointly, Hom. ; though he also has it

merely detached from its verb by
tmesis : so, iJV , Thuc.
3, 13.—2. where persons are spoken
of, may be rendered besides, more-

over, furthermore, too, II. 23, 879 ; in

Att. esp. followed by, '. Soph. Ant. 85, etc. ;
'. Id. Aj. 1288 : but also togeth-

er, all at once, Od. 10, 42 ;
-.. Soph. Aj. 960.

D. In COMPOS.— 1. uith, along with,

together, at the same time, hence of any
kind of union, connexion, or partici-

pation in a thing, and metaph. of

agreement or unity, like Lat. con-.

In compos, with a transit, verb

may refer to the object as well as the

subject, as in may
mean to kill one person along with,

amongst others ; or, to join with others

in killing one.—2. of the completion
of an action, quite, thoroughly, com-

pletely, as in :7.,,,~., etc.:

hence it seems oft. only to strengthen
the force of the simple word.—3. with
numerals it has a separate force,-, two together, i. e. by ttvos, two ayid

two ; and so ; like Lat. bini,

terni, etc.—II. further must be re-

marked, that in compos., before

-, changes into '- ; be-

fore y |^ , into- ; before into

?.- ; before usu. into - ; and
that is wholly dropped before , be-

fore followed by a conson., and
perh. sometimes before . In one
poet, passage ap. Piat. Phaedr. 237
A, we have alone in tmesis,

for7.7.. [], ace. from, Hom.?.?., dep. mid., to re-

joice with or together., , f. -, {,) to be angry along with,

TLvl , Polyb. 2, 59, 5, etc.

Hence, , joint anger or

displeasure., , f. -, {,-) to love along with or together,

Toiic ., Polyb. 1,

14, 4.,(,?.) to an-

nounce along with or together, Dion. H., ov, , {,)
a fellow-messenger or ariibassador, Hdt.
7, 230., ful. - : aor. -, in 11. 20, 21, metri grat., {,). To gather together, assemble.

Id. 20, 21 ; also, ., Hdt.
3, 142, cf. 1, 206; . -. Plat. Criti. 121 C :—esp., to col-

lect armies, soldiers, etc.,,, Hdt. 1, 4; 4, 4, Polyb.,

etc. :—pass., to gather themselves to-

gether, come together, assanble,-, those who are assembling,

II. 24, 802 ; but, Ep.
syncop. part. aor. 2 pass., those assem
bled, an assembly, 11. 11, 687.—2. to

collect the means of living, etc.,-
Tov, Od. 4, 90 ; and in mid., to collect

for one's self,, Od. J 4. 323;
19, 293 ; cf..—3. metaph.

j

., to collect one's self. Plat.

Prot. 328 D :—so in pass., to rally. Id.

Phaed. 67 C, Charm. 156 D./., f. -, {, /.-) to bring into a flock or herd :—pass.,

to herd together with,, Polyb. 6, 5,

7, Plut. 2, 40 A. Hence?., , , a driving to-

gether :
—a flocking together., -, , {-?) driving together in herds

:

—flock-

ing or herding together, social, Por-
phyr., ov, {, a priv., -), or7], ov, {-) ; alike uncreated, co-eternal, Eccl., , , = Homer's-, a narrow valley in which
streams meet, Theophr. C. PI. 2, 4, 8,

Polyb. 18, 14, 5, Plut., etc./,, f. -, to deck out,

adorn

.

,, ,{) that

which is brought together, a collection,

concretion ; esp. of stone or gravel in

the kidneys, Hipp. ; v. Foes. Oecon., , f. -, to be igno-

rant along with or together., [, ): aor.

(the only tense found in use):—to break together, break to pieces, shiv-

er,, b, 11. 13, 166 ; •', Od. 14, 383

;

, he broke their

necks, 11. 11, 114., f. -, {,) to buy up, Arist. Oec. 2, 9, 1., , a speaking with :—a defending : from, {,) to

speak with another, join in advising,

recommend the same thing, . •,

Thuc. 7, 49 ; c. inf , Xen. Hell. 5, 2,

20 ; foil, by ijf . . , Id. Cyr. 6, 2, 24:
to agree or assent to a thing, -, Isocr. 69 ; opp. to-
?^, Lys. 122, 23.— II. to speak with

or in behalf of a person, support him,
advocate his cause, c. , Thuc. 6,

6 ; 8, 84, and Xen. ; . -, Dem. 194, 22; ,
Isocr. 82 C.—pass., to have others ad-
vocating one's cause. Pint. 2, 841 E./., , {,)
to be, live in the country along with or
together, Dion. H., {,) to hunt
or catch jointly with, Leon. Tar. 17.,, , a kind of sea-flsh,

Epich. p. 105, Arist. H. A. 2, 13, 8;
15, 14., Ep. part. aor. 2
pass, syncop. of, II., , to keep awake
with, Aristaen. : from, ov, {,)
keeping awake with, Nonn.,^^, Nonn.}. ov, , {,)
a bringing together, collecting, •. Plat. Polit. 272 C., , {,) as-

sembled, collected,P\&t. Legg.845E. [d], J?f , r/, {,) a kind
of sore throat; constantly interchanged
with], v. Foes. Oecon. Hipp.
Hence, y, , liable to or af-

fected with., {,) as pass.,

to be choked or oppressed, LXX.
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<, f. • : aor. 1,
part, -, Hdt. 7, 60 ( where
Schvveigh.) ; but \isu. aor.

2 : Att. pf./, Xen.
Mem. 4, 2, 8 ; •>7/,, Arist. Oec.
2, 1, 10:., which Horn,
also uses metri grat., {, ).

To lead together, to gather together,, Ocl. 5, 291 ; ni, Od. 14, 296; -, 11. 3, 269

;

., Hdt. 6, 85 ; ?.-, Thuc. 2, 60 ;
~'•,, Eur. Bacch. 562 :— 11. usu.

in the phra.ses, ,-,,, to join

battle, begin tlie battle-strife, etc., II.

2, 381 ; 5. 861 ; 14, 448, etc. :—also,

like37.,/, to set tofight,

Aesch. Theb. 508, 756 :—hence intr.,

. , to engage in light,

Theocr. 22, 82, cf. Polyb. 11, 18, 4.—
2. to gather in fruits, Id. 12, 2, 5.— II.

generally, to bring together, join in one,

unite, Hdt. 6, 113, cf. Ear. I. A. 290;
also, . . Id. Or. 1640; -. Plat. Phaedr. 256 C : .,
to contract a marriage, Xen. Svmp. 4,

64 ; .. Plat. Rep. 365 D.
—2. metaph., to bring together, make
friends of, reconcile, Dem. 1335, fin.

;

1360, 6; cf. Plat. Polit. 311 C— 111.

to draw together, straiten, narrow,, , Hdt. 1, 194
;

4,52 ; rijv, Polyb. 5, 93, 5, etc.
;

and, in pass., or, Diod., and Athen. ; also,

(^, to contract the brows,

frown, Soph. Fr. 752 ; but, . ru,
to prick the ears, of dogs, Xen. Cyn.

3, 5 :—in pass., to be straitened, afflict-

ed,,, Polyb. 1, 18, 7 and
10.—iV". to collect or club together for a

picnic ; hence seemingly intr.,-, to have a picnic

(like ~), Di-

phil. Zogr. 2, 28 : cf. Meineke Me-
nand. p. 58, Schweigh. Ath. 142 C :

—in LXX., and N. T., generally, to

receive hospitably, entertain.—V . to col-

lect from premises, i. e. to conclude, in-

fer. Hence,, , one who brings

together, an assembler, Hipp. ; a.-, Lys. 124, 13.—II. one who brings

into one or unites, Plat. Symp. 191 D.

—III. ., the contracting mtiscles,, , , () :

—

bringing together, gathering,, Po-

lyb. 1, 17. 9, etc. : . ?., a levy-

ing war, Thuc. 2, 18.—2. collection

of writings, etc., treatise, Plut. 2,

1131 F, 1 132 E.—3. an assembly, meet-

ing, LXX. :—and, a place of meeting

or assembling, esp. among the Jews
after the captivity, a synagogue, N. T.
—II. a bringing together, uniting, opp.

to. Plat. Phaedr. 266 :

hence, a coupling. Id. Theaet. 150 A :

., a forming in close order.

Id. Rep. 526 D.— III. a drawing togeth-

er, . , a pursing up or

wrinkling of the face, Isocr, 190 E.,, ;),==foreg. II, Plut.

2, 632 E. , TO,=sq.,
Ale.t.. 1, Ephipp. Ger. 3., ,,( IV)

picnic, Menaiid. p. 58,, , {):—bring-

ing together, uniting, <1>, Plat. Tim.
31 C ;

.. Id. Prot. 322 C.&, , {,)), to

share in the anxiety, Polyb. 3, 43, 8,

Plut. 2, 96 A., i. -, {,
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) dep. mid., to contend along

with, to share in a contest,Tivi, with one,

Ar. Thcsm. 1061, cf. Thuc. 1, 123;

Tivi Tiva, Plat. Ale. 1, 119 :

generally, to share in the fortunes of
another,, Thuc. 3, 64 : to help, aid,

succour, second, Ti, one in a thing,

Dem. 872, 20 ; -ivi , one to-

wards a thing. Id. 231, 20. Hence,, , succour in

a contest : generally, succour, aid, Po-
lyb. 10, 43, 2., ov, 6,(-) one who shares with another in a
contest, a fellow-combatant, Dem. 239,

21, etc. ;, for a thmg, Aeschm.
52, 37 , 66, 24 : a fellow-soldier. Plat.

Ale. 1, 119 D: generally, a seconder,

assistant, Isocr. 70 B, etc.., ov, {,)
one that has a brother or sister, opp. to', Xen. Mem. 2, 3, 4. [u], ,.-,{,)
to join in wrong or injury,, with

another, Thuc. 1, 37, 39, Plat. Rep.
496 D, Xen., and Oratt., adv. pres. part, from, in unison.,, f. -,[,)
to share in disgrace with, Plut. 2, 96 A., f.-, (,) to

sing with or together, to accompany in a
so?ig, , Aeschin. 49, 42 ; 50, 3.

—11. generally, to accord with, agree

with,. Soph. O. T. 1113, Ar. Av.
858, Plat., etc.,,^=. [«], poet, for, The-
ocr. 10, 24, Arat. 752.,=^, to raise up to-

gether, c5' /, U. 24,

590, cf. 10,499 :—mid., to take for one's

self, choose, /c -', 11. 15, 680, Spitzn.

;

vulg.., poet, for., , . -, agree in

declaring spurious., , f. ,=-, . .—II. to impress by prac-

tice upon, -, Diod. 3, 4., ov , helping in a contest,

also., (,) to gather

together, assemble, , Ar. Lys. 585

;

esp. of soldiers, Xen. An. 7, 2, 8, Lys.

194, 2.—pass., in intr. signf., Xen.
An. 6, 5, 30 ;

'.
Plat. Tim. 25 ; , Id.

Rep. 422 D : ov -, has not joined the main army, Eur.
Rhes. 613. Hence, , a gathering together :

and,, , an assem-

blage.,,,=,
Babrius 28, Plut. 2, 884 D., to play with or together., (,) adv.,

pressing violently or boisterously togeth-

er, Hes. Sc. 189, olim 7]., ov, (,) co-eter-

nal, Eccl., (,) to

clear at the same time, v. 1. Xen. An. 4,

4, 10, for-.,(,) toflut-

ter along with or together, Nonn., , , {,)
Lacon. for, Alcman 19., ov,(,) :

—

ofcom-
mon blood, kindred, .. Soph. El.

156: , , ., a kinsman, kinswoman,
esp. a brother, sister. Id, Ant, 198, 488:

., as presiding over kindred, lb.

659 ; ., strife between kinsmen,
lb. 794., ov, gen. ovof,=foreg.,, , approbation, as-

sent, Plut. 2, 258 : and, ov, h, one who agrees,

approves, or assents : from, , f. -, (,)
to join in praising approving, Aesch.
Ag. 484, Plat. Rep. 393 E, and Xen.:
to co^isent, come to terms with another,
Aesch. Ag. 1208, Soph. Phd. 122:—
., to do, Xen. Cyr. 4,4,9:
hence, to agree with, , Hdt. 5, 92,

7, Soph. El. 402.—II. to grant at once,

, Eur. Rhes. 172, Xen. Cyr. 8,

5, 20., ov, agreeing w'ith., (,) defect.

dep., to take hold of together, to gather

up, , II. 21,
502.,, , contraction.,, , taking draw
ing together, Plut. 2, 924 F.—II. in
Gramm. synaeresis,\\\ieTehy two vow-
els are not changed, but coalesce into

a diphthong, as, , opp. to

: from, , fut.-: fut. 2-:
aor. -' : Horn, only uses 3 sing,

aor., and part,,(,). To grasp or seize together,7 , Od.
20, 95 ; cf. Thuc. 2, 29 -.—to seize at

once, / , Thuc.
2, 51 :

—

to join in lifting or grasping,, Soph.Trach. 884.—2. to bring

together, bring into small compass, com-
prehend : hence,^?, I say
briefly, in a word, Thuc. 1, 70 ; 2, 41,

etc. ; , to speak
concisely, briefly, Xen. An. 3, 1, 38,

etc. : so in mid., -, Plat. Phaedr. 249 :—in

pass., <o fte contracted, Po\yb. 10, 11,

4.—II. to carry away with one, to de-

stroy all trace of,
'

?, 11, 16, 740 ; to take

clean away, Soph. Tr. 884 : often me-
taph., to cut short, destroy, make an end

of, V. Arnold Thuc. 8, 24 ; to end, con-

clude, , Vint. Marcell. 3;-, ,, etc., Dio C.

;

hence, to achieve, accomplish, to -, Plut. Lysaod. 11,

cf. 2, 759 C.—2. to help to conquer,

subdue, , Hdt. 5, 44, sq.,

cf. Thuc. 2, 29.—In Arist. Rhet. 1, 1,

7, legend, (Bekk. ^•)., (,) poet,-
(q. .) :—to raise, lift or take up

with or together :—mid., to take part in

a thing, c. gen. rei,,, Thuc. 5, 28 ; 4,

10 :—but also c. ace. rei, to help in

bearing, ov , Eur.
Rhes. 495 ; ,
Thuc. 2, 71 ; also, . ,
Aesch. Pr. 650

;, Eur. Or. 767:

—pass., , to

be joined together, to unite, Xen. Ath.

2, 2,
^, f.-, (,) dep. mid., toperceive along

with or together ; esp. by the organs of

sense ; to feel, Arist. H. A. 4, 8, 26,

Polyb,, etc. Hence,, , joint-sensation,

, Plut, 2, 75 A, 76 ,, f, -, to hasten together.,(,) to dis-

grace with or at the sarne time. Max.
Tyr., dep. mid., to accuse

along with., ov, also a, ov, (, al



Tia)

:

—being the cause of a thing (-) joinily with another, helping an-

other toivards a thing, a. -, (>7], helping him towards..,

Isocr. 89 A, 91 : sharing in the guilt

of a thing[) with another (),
Isocr. Antid. § 102, Dam. 246, 11.—2.

C. gen. rei only, being joint-cause, ac-

cessory to, Plat. Gorg. 519 B, etc. :

—

hence as subst., , ac-

complice in murder, Aesch. Ag. 1116,

cf. Plat. Tim. 46 D ; . -' , Id. Gorg.
519 : , joint or sec-

ondary cause, Tim. Locr. 93 A., f. -, (,-) to fight along with, Anth. P. 15, 50., f. -', to take

captive along with., ov, pecul. fem.•, {,) a fellow-

pri.ioner, N. T., ov, allied with, an ally., , f. -, {, -) to raise and hold suspended to-

gether .•—pass., to be so raised,-
cjpovuEvov , Plat.

Phaed. 112 0. Hence, , , raising or

suspending with Or together. Plat. Tim.
80 D., f. •, (,)
to blossom at the same time, as of plants,

Anth. P. 11, 417:— of persons, to

flourish at the same time with, ,
Plut. Lycurg. 1, cf. Pomp. 1, Polyb.

32, 12, 3 :—absol., to flourish together,

Plut. T. Gracch. 3.—II.

, to be in the

highest degree zealous for a thing,

Polyb. 16, 28, 1.,(,%-
vu) to live dissolutely with or together,

Plut. 2, 140 B, etc., , (,-) tofollow along with or closely,,
Thuc. 6, 4i, Xen., etc.

; .
Plat. Rep. 464 A : esp. to follow an
argument, understand, >', Plat. Phil.

25 C, Legg. 629 A :

—

to follow neces-

sarily with a term, to be involved in it (cf), Arist. An. Pr. 1, 46, 15., ov, (, /.-6 ) accompanying, metaph., Arist.

Rhet. Al. 26, 2., f. -, (,-) to throw a javelin along with or

at once, Antipho 124, 31.—II. to strike

with many javelins, Lat. telis confodere,, Polyb. 1, 34, 7,

etc., where however Schweigh. pro-

poses., ,=, dub.,.-,(,)
to hear along with or at the same time,

Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 36 :—but, . ?)-
?MV, to hear each the other, Id. An. 5,

4, 31., f. -, (,) dep. mid., to breakfast

with or together, , Antiph.

Incert. 20., f. -, (,,) dep. mid., to listen to with

or together. Plat. Menex. 235 B., verb. adj. from,
one must bring together, Plat. Rep.
537 C.,, ,{) one

that brings together, a collector.— II. atiy

thing which girds one, an apron. Hence, , , a heaping up:
a heap., , ,{) able to

bring together, accumulative: -,
power of accumulation in oratory, as

Luc. speaks of .
of Demosthenes, Dem. Encom. 32.

,, , cry, clam-

our raised in common, LXX : from2., f. -, {, -) to cry aloud with,, Eur.

H. F. 11 ; cf Polyb. 1,34,2.
', (,) dep.

pass., to roam, wander about with, share

the exile of any one, Diog. L. 6, 20., , . -, (,)
to share in suffering or grievingfor , ,
Soph. Aj. 283;, a partner

in suffering, lb. 255.—II. to feel with,

sympathise in, 7i5;^;aif,Aesch.

Pr. 288 : absol., to share m sorrow,

show pity, Eur. H. F. 1202, etc., An-
tipho 122, 4, Plat., etc. ; . ^,
Dem. 321,19. Hence?,, , joint grief:—
in .,^^, fellows or

partners in pain, Eur. Supp. 74.,(, ?.) to make
to feel pain with :

— to fill with compas-

sion, 0pp. H. 1,726.,, {,) grow-

ing together, Nic. Al. 544, 0pp., (,) to help

to warm, Plut. 2, 691 E., ?'/, , daubing to-

gether, effacing or blotting out : melting

together, coalescing by/'/ (q•

v.), Sext. Emp. p. 251. Adv. -,
by coalition, Gramm. : from, f. -, (,)
to smear together, hide by daubing,

smooth over, Arist. Rhet. 2, 0, 8 : to

close up, plaster up, Theophr.—II. to

melt together: generall)', to join, com-

bine, unite.—2. in Gramm., to melt two

syllables into one, Dion. H. ; v.-
: — pass., to coalesce, esp. in

Gramm., of two syllables., f. -, (,) to

grind together, grind small., (,) be

true together, Arist. Interpr. 10, 5.—II.

to join in seeking or speaking the truth,

Plut. 2, 53 B.,=^?.., (, ) to

roam, wander about with, Heliod., and ?.., v.

sq., transit., to heal or cure

with or together

:

—pass., to heal up, of

a wound ov fracture, also in the form. Foes. Oec. Hipp., f. -, {, )-=
sq., Ar. Lys. 93., f -, (,) to

bring together, collect, assejnble, -, Hdt. 1, 125. 176, etc. ;,., Eur. Heracl. 404 :

—

pass., to come together, assemble, meet,

Hdt. ], 62 ; 5, 15. [a, Eur. 1. c, ubi
V. Elms!.],(,?) as

pass., c. fut. mid.-, pf act.-, to be taken captive tvith or to-

gether, Plut. Dio et Brut. 3.^, , ,() :—an interchange,'^,
by reconciling words, Soph. Aj. 732

;

so, , opp. to battle,

Eur. Supp. 602 : absol., making up

of strife, reconciliation, making of
peace, Thuc. 4, 20 ; ?•. Id. 3, 82

;, a treaty

of peace, Xen. Hell. 6, 5, 8.—2. gen-
erally, commerce, intercourse,7, Eur. Hipp.
652.—II. that which is brought about by
the intervention or agency of another,, interventions

of the deities, opp. to, Soph.
O. T. 34 : so ^, by
the intervention of disease, i. e. by dis-

ease as an agent, lb. 900 : generally,

the issue of such intervention, a contin•

gency, Id. O. C. 410;., coming with destruc
five issues or results, Id. Tr. 845.,,,(
):— a mutual agreement, covenant,

contract, Dem. 766, 3, etc. ; cf Arist.

Rhet. 1, 1, 10, Eth. N. 5, 2, ,—
which passage shows that7-

is the most general word for ' a con-

tract'' :—more special kinds are, a written contract ;,
a contract for loan of money ;-, a convention (usu. of political na-

ture), v. Diet. Antiqq. s. v.-. Hence??., , , belonging

to contracts. Adv. -.77, , , a mediator : a
negotiator.?., , of belong-

ing to barter, reconciliation, intercourse,

etc. Adv. -.'\7,, , Synallaxis, a
nymph, Paus. 6, 22, 7.7., , , exchange, bar-

ter, commerce. Plat. Legg. 850 A : from, Att. - : f. -,
(,):— to interchange a
thing with : to exchange pledges, etc.,

as, . 7., to exchange
bonds, negotiate with him, Dein. 760,
12, cf 867, 11.—2. intr. m act., to deal,

associate, have iyitercourse, have to do
with. Soph. O. T. 1110, 1130, Eur.
Heracl. 4 ;—so in pass., . Soph.
Aj. 493.—3. but also trans., to bring

into intercourse or communication, asso-

ciate with, , Aesch. Theb.
597 : hence, to reconcile, ,
Thuc. 1, 24:—pass, and mid., to be

reconciled with one, come to terms, agree
with him ; to make arrangement, to make
a league or alliance with,, on
fair terms, Thuc. 4, 19 ; ,
Id. 8, 90 : generally, to make peace,

Thuc. 5, 5., , to alter together or
with others,, (,) dep.
mid., to leap together, Luc. Gymn. 4

:

of a horse, to rear and leap upon, Plut.
2, 970 D.—II. to start back with terror,

Artemid. 1,29.,, , a leap taken to-

gether., ov, {,) salted.

Macho ap. Alh. 580 D.7, , f. -, poet, -,
{,) to thresh with or together:

generally, to dash to pieces, smash,The-
ocr. 22, 128, Opp. C. 1, 208.7., , ,() a
melting together: esp., in Gramm.,
coalescing oftwo syllables intoone, eithei
by Synaeresis,Crasisor Elision (0-
'), Sext. Emp. p. 250 : Draco, p.

157, enumerates seven kinds of-., ov, (, (•) eating salt

uith one : in genl., eating with or to-

gether, Lat. consatineus.,=, very dub., t. -, (,) to

ivander about : to be at a loss, to be sad
or sorry along with or together, Plut.

Anton. 29., {,) to be

with on the threshing floor., adv. for '', together,

Theocr. 25, 126 : oft. in tmesis,
', Jac. Anth. P. p. 217, 795., (,) to

annihilate together, Ap. Rh. 3, 295., (,) as mid.,

to gather together, Ap. Rh. 3, 154., {,) to

sin along with or together, Plut. 2, 53
C.
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.?.?., . -/, {,) dep. c. fut. mid. et aor.

pass. :

—

to begin a race, sfart along with

or together, Eur. H. F. 1205., , ,{) a

joining of several things, a band, knot,

Arist. Part. An. 4, 10, 26, Gen. An. 5,

7, 22., f. 1. for, q.v., fut. - : aor., inf. -, {,). To cover up together or en-

tirely : metaph., to cloak, wrap xip,

Aesch. Pr. 521 : so in mid., -
; why dost veil thine

eyes? Eur. H. F. UH-'(>,{,) to help

in drawing, Arist. H. A. 6, 24, 3., {,) to join in

assisting,, Eur. I. A. 62., {,) to put

about one along tvith or together : gene-

rally,—, Clearch. ap. Ath.

256 F.?.), to throw around or

nut on together., a, ov, {,-) usu. in plur., both together,"The-

ogn. 818, Hdt. 1, 147 ; 3, !)7, and Att.

:

—in sing., h ., Plat. Phil. 22 A;

TO.=. Id. Symp. 209

; Tovro, e. g., this

united power, Dem. 22, 6., 01, at, {,) both

together, Plat. Polit. 278 C, Ap. Rh.

4, 134.

vva>a3av,{vv,va3av)togo
up with or together, esp. of going into

central Asia, Hdt. 7,6, Xen. An. 1,3,

18, Isocr. 70 E., (,-) to shoot forth with or together,

Theophr., , {,) to

cry out along with or together, Xen. Cy r.

5, 1, 6.,{,,)
as pass., to feed and grow along ti'ith

or /o^c/Aer, metaph., Plut. 2, 409 A., {, -) to read with or together, Plut.

i, 97 A, etc., f. -, {,-) to force or co?npel at the same

tiine, c. inf., v. 1. Isocr. 78 D:— pass.,

to be compelled at the same time, C. inf.,

Xen. Hier. 3, 9, Dem. 803, 24.— II. to

obtain by force, extort, Isocr. 58
;/, Eur. I. A.

395. Hence

,

, ov, d, constraining

proof. Iambi. : and, , , a reading

together, Plut. 2, 700 B., to register with or

together.-}', , {, , -) to leave naked together, Plut.

Lye. et Num. 3., f. -, (.,) to

carry back together : — pass., to retire

together, Polyb. 1, C6, 10; also, to go

to sea together, Dem. 910, 17., f. -, to pro-

claim as colleagues to an office.., (,)
dep. mid. :

— to undertake together, ., Polyb. 16, 5, 6.

'.'((55/^(, {,) to

give hack along with, Luc. Symp. 15. [7]', ,{ re-

duplication., [,•) to set out along with, Plut., --, {,)
to make boil tvith or together, Diosc., , f -.{.-) to search out with, Heliod.
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A, , {,) to mourn over along with, Xen.
Ephes., , {, -) to burn as incense together

:

—
pass., be burnt together, Anst. Probl.

12,11., , a destroying to-

gether : from, , f.-,{,-) to take away, cut short, destroy

along with or together, Antipho 134,

23, Isocr. 407 C :—pass,, to be destroy-

ed together, Lycurg. 155, 32, cf Ar-
nold Thuc. 8, 24.—II. to give the same
answer, .
Plat. Rep. 540 C.,{,)
intr., to return along with, Polyb. 8,

29, 6., {,) as
pass., to recline together, esp., at table,

LXX., f. -, {,) to mix vp along with,

Pint., , to sum%ipthe
whole briefly, Dion. H., , .-, to move or

stir up along with or together.,=^-., as pass., {,,) to lie down along with,

esp., in bed or at table, ',
Luc. Asm. 3.—The act.-

occurs in Eumath. [t], {, ,) dep. mid. :

—

to impart

for deliberation, , v. 1. Dinarch.
93, 41., {,) to

bring back or restore along with, Polyb.

4, 25, 8, in mid.,, , a mixing up
tvith other things., or-, , to

make to go round together

:

—pass., to

come round together, Plat. Polit. 271 B., as pass., to turn

round or roll along with. [<], to raise up the head
along with.,{,-) to take up together, Plut. 2,214 E., f.-, {, ava-7) to spend or waste along with,

, Dem. 12, 12 ; 1220. 2.—II. to

help bi) furnishing money, Xen. Mem.
2, 4, 6., {,-) to soften along with or together,

Diosc., {,) to

sound with, sing with, Ael. N. A.

11, 1., f. -, {,-) to mix up with, Plut. Philop.

21, in pass., {,-) to remind along tvith or together :

—pass., to remember along with or to-

gether. Plat. Legg. 897 E., , , {-) a mixing toget/ier ; intercourse,

LXX., Ion. for-., as pass., to fly
forth along uith, Philostr., {, ^))
pass., to sleep with,, Plut. 2, 125
A., {,) to

assLst i)i persuading, Thuc. 6, 83,
Isocr. 50 A., f. tp, {, -) to send up together, Plut.

, , to spring up along
with, V. 1. Arist. Mirab. 127.?., to fill up with,

Joseph., i.-,=-, Philo., to form or feign
along with or together., f. -, {, -) to plait tipon or into along with,

Luc., , {,-) to fill up at the sayne time, The-
ophr., in pass. : to make up or compen-
sate for, Ti, Polyb. 23, 18, 7., Att. -, {,') help or join in exacting

payment, Tivor, Xen.
An. 7, 7, 14., f. - or -, to

snatch up tiith or together., , f. -r/CTu,=sq.,

Luc.^, f. -, to throw up
along with or together. [(], ov,{) likewise

tvithout beginning, Eccl.,{) to dig up
along with or besides, Strab., to refute along
with., {,) to

draw tip together, Luc. Catapl. 18., to rule tvith, Inscr., {,,•) as pass., to be joined by a mouth
or opening, to open into, )

). Arist.

Mund. 3, 10;— so, intr. in act., -. '-, Arr. Peripl. p. 37, Huds., . -/', (,-) to turn back together :—pass,

and mid., to live along with or among,, Plut. Lycurg. 17, etc. Hence, /, , a turning

about with:—esp. in plur., intercourse,

social life, Diod. 4, 4., f. -, {,-) to restore along tvith, Ti, Polyb,

3, 77, 6, etc.,?., {,) to

rise or appear tvith or together, Ael., f. -^, (,-) to melt with or together, Plut.

Pomp. 8., {,) to

set up and consecrate along with, Luc.

,7/, ,{)
a rising together, Strab. p. 24., f.-,{, iiva-) to rear along with, Plut., {,) to

run up along with, Plut. Ale.x. 15., f. -. ('',-) to rub upon together :—pass., to

have intercourse with a person, and get

something from him. [f], (.) to

hold up and show together:—pass., to

appear on high together, Dfiin. Phal., {, ) to

bring up together, Plut. 2, 451 A :

—

metaph., to bring up before one, rifer

to at the same time, Polyb. 5, 32, 4 :

—

pass., to be carried up tvith,, Arist.

Meteor. 1,3, 27.— II. intr., to recover

one's self along with or together., (,-) dep. mid., to cry out or speak

together, Plut. Mar. 19., to set flre to along

with or together., , ^,{)
a carrying up together :—metaph., refer-

ence to something before, M. Anton., {,) to



knead or mix up together:—pass., to

wallow together, tv , Luc.
Gymn. 1 : so of lewdness,, Luc. Saturn. 28 ; . •-', Ath. 567 ., (,) to pro-

duce along with :—pass., c. aor. 2 et

pf. act., to grow tip with, Clem. Al., f.-, {, ava-) to pour upon with, Heliod.", {,)
to dance in chorus u;iiA, metaph., Arist.

Mund. 2, 2., (, •) dep., to cough up togeth-

er, TL , Luc. Gall. 10.,.-,{,) to rub against and so

impart colour:—pass., to rub against

one another ; with coUat. notion of be-

ing stained and infected,, Plut. 2, 4 A, ubi v.

Wyttenb. Hence
*,, , an imparting

colour: infection, Plut. 2, 680 E., , f.-, {,-) to go back along with or togeth-

er, Plat. Lach. 181 B., v.., , {,-) to behave bravely with or to-

gether, Diod.,{,) pass.,

to grow up along with,

<). Foes. Oec. Hipp., {,,) to grow
up with, Ael. N. A. 6, 63., {,) to keep

back together, Arist. de Anima 1, 2, 5., f. -, to draw up with

or togethet

.

, {,)
dep. mid., c. aor. et pf. act. :

—

to come

or go up with, Tivi, Ap. Rh. 2, 91.3., to hold up together.—II.

intr., to come forth along with or togeth-

er, to rise together., , f. -7/, to grow
young again with Or together., , {,) to blos-

som with or together, Theophr., Polyb.

6, 44, 2.^, f.-, dep.

mid., rarely in act.

{,) : to live with or

among men, /, Arist.

. . 8, 14, 1 ;
-, domestic animals, lb. 5, 8, 6,

etc.—II. to put one^s self on a level

with., , to live with men,, Plut. 2, 823 ., f-.^=-, of domestic animals, Arist.

H. A. 1, 1, 30. Hence:)., , , gladly

living with mankind., , {,) af-

flict along with or together, Synes., {,) to relax

along with or together, Phllo., dep. mid., to fly up
OT forth along with., {,) to

make to stand up or rise together, Xen.
Symp. 9, 5 :—in pass., c. aor. 2 et

perf. act., to rise at once or together. Id.

An. 1, 3, 34.— 2. to help in setting up
again or restoring, , Id. Hell.

4, 8, 9.—3. to drive out from a country

together.,-^, Ael. N. A.
14,23., {,) to

track along with, Ael. N. A. 10, 45., to join infoolish con-

duct.

-, also-, Inscr., to

open together., {,) to

bewail with or together, App., f.-, dep.

mid., to help in fighting against anoth-

er, V. 1. Plat. Ale. 1, 119 D., , Ion. - : f. -
{,) :

—

to come to meet togeth-

er, i. e. to fall in with oi meet one anoth-

er, Od. 16, 333 ; generally, to meet,

assemble, , Philipp. ap. Dem.
280, 10 :—also, . , to meet with,

Hes. Th. 877, Eur. Ion 787, Ar. Plut.

41, and Xen. ; so in mid., II. 17, 134

;

V. Lob. Phryn. 288, cf..
Hence,, , an occurrence:

and,, , a meeting, Eur.
Ion 535 : a happening, an occurrence,

LXX., f.,=,. Soph. . . 804., {,)
to set against together and so to com-
pare closely, Clem. Al., {, -) as pass., to lay hold along

with, to help in a thing,, LXX., , f. -, {, av-) to drain along with or together,

. , to join him in bearing

all his sufferings, Lat. u7ia exhaurire

labores, Eur. Ion 200., (,) dep.,

poet, for, to come over

against, fall in with, meet,, Od. 4,

367, etc. ;- -- , II. 7, 22 ; also

in hostile sense, to meet in battle, II.

21, 34, cf. Pind. O. 2, 71 : ov, satiety that never

combines u'lV^ justice, lb. 175 ;-
yi (7., to approach (i. e. use) the lyre,

Id. I. 2, 4.—Cf. Lob. Phryn. 288.

,=^8(\. :—seemingly intr.,

to come to an end together with, ., Aesch. Ag. 1123. [],{,) to accomplish,

arrive at together, Arist. Physiogn. 6,

54., , {, ufiow) to join in

desiring or thinking fit ; and so, gener-
ally, to approve, allow, c. acc. et inf.,

Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 15.,, ,{) a bring-

ing together : an assembly, esp. at the

Lord''s Supper, Commwiion, Eccl., , /,=., , =, q. v.,

Eur. . F. 787., , strictly, to be yoked
together with : generally, to accompany,
c. dat., , Pind. Fr.

233., ov. Dor. and Att. for, q. v. [], f. -, {,) to

lead away with,, Xen. Cyr. 8, 3,

23 :—pass., to be led away, seduced by

or iiiith, N. T. [], f. -, to make
immortal with or at once., {,) to lift

and carry off together.—II. intr., to go
away with, Luc. Bis Acc. 27., , f. -/, (,) to meet at the same time,

Arist. Mirab. 56., f. -, {,-) to make even together.—II. intr.,

to be equal one to another, to correspond

with, Strab. p. 617. Hence, , , a making
even or exact together., , , like,
strengthd. for,,, all to-

gether, usu. in plur., Hdt. 1, 98, 134,
etc. : but also in sing., with collect-
ive nouns, TO ,
Hdt. 7, 187; especially of countries.
Id. 2, 39, 112; 9, 45

; -, the whole range of..., Plat. Soph.
224 A., , {,) to

join, in cheating, Plut., as pass., to beam
forth together., , f. -, to threaten

with or at the same time., {, , ) to be

away or absent with or at once., {, ,) to go
away, depart together, Xen. An. 2, 2, 1,

Lys. 134, 34., inf. aor. of-.?, to drive away ivith

or together.— II. seemingly intr., to

ride, march or go away with or at once.?^, ov, set free with a
fellow-freedman., {,-) dep. mid., to help in flnishiyig or
completing. Plat. Rep. 443 E, Tim. 38
E.

^, {,) to

fix firmly together, .
or , to help in fixing a

suspicion upon one, Plut. Cic. 21., inf. fut. of•., {,)
dep. mid., c. aor. 2 et pf. act., to go
away, depart with or at once, Arist.
Gen. An. 1, 18, 53, etc., {,) to

make straight together, help to guide,

Plut. 2, 426 C., (,-) dep. mid., to become an enemy
ivith or together, share in enmities with,

Plut. 2, 96 A., Ion. for-, Hdt.?.}, , to xmfold ivith or at

once, Callistr., {,) to

go away along with or together : to dis-

embark along ivith, Hdt. 6, 92.', {,)
to lose at the same time, Diod., Plut.
Philop.2]., {,) to

force, drive away together : also in mid.,,
to strive with all force and diligence,

Arist. H. A. 7, 1, 4., {,)
macerate along with, Diosc., as mid., {,) : to enter one^s name as
candidate together, Plut. Aemil. 3., , f. -, to lay
bare along with., to demonstrate to-

gether, Eud., , f. -, to be

abroad together, Arist. Pol. 5, 11, 20:
from, ov, {,)
abroad together, Arist. Pol. 2, 5, 4., {,-) to run away along with,, Ar.
Ran. 81., {,)
to give back with or together, Dio C., {,-) to join in reprobating, Xen. Oec.
6,5.,., to lament with

or together. Joseph., {,) to strip

off with or together :—pass.,-
or , to strip one's

1423



fflf for a contest along with, Plut. 2,

94 C (ubi V. Wyttenb.), 40G E., {,) to

sqveeze, press, crush together, Diosc., f.-, (,) to die together with, rivi,
Hdt. 3, 16 ; 5, 47, Plat. Phaed. 88 D.), , {,) to

place elsewhere together :—pass, to mi-
grate together, hence to remain constant,

Soph. O. C. 1752, as Herm. reads,

for ; but Dind. '., to remove together., dcp. mid., to have
gone away together., to purifyfrom any
thing together., {,) to

be iveary together, Eur. I. T. 1371., {,7)8
pass., to be laid up together : 1. vulg.

Soph. O. C. 1752 : v. sub-., to shear off tvith or at

once.,{,-) to venture or risk along with,

Hcliod., to shut off, close up
with or at once.?, {,) to

turn auaytcith or together.— II. intr., to

fall off with or together, ',
Plut: 2, 790 . [t], {,) to

tca.ih away with or at once, Diosc.,), {,)
to carry away with or at once, Diod., f. -, {,-) to cut off with or together, Plut., {,)
as pass., to be carried off or secreted to-

gether, Arist. H. A.7, ], 12.— II. to an-

swer along with or at once, [i], {,).
to kill along with or together, Antipho
131, 8, Aeschin. 48, 3., = foreg., Arist.

Eth. Eud. 7, 12, 20., .-7.?/,{,) to receive from another
with or together : gciierally, to take or

receive in common or at once, esp., that

which one has a right to,., etc., Xen. An. 7, 7, 40.—II.

to intercept with.?, f. -, (,-?) to shine forth together, Luc.?., f.-, {,-
?.) to enjoy together, Arist. Eth.
Eud. 7, 12, 4 : to share in profit or loss,

Id. Probl. 5,22, 1., f. -, {, -
2.) to forsake aloizg with or at once,

Diod., f. -, {,-) to cease along luith or together, .. to have the

feet ending with (i. e. reaching to) it,

Pbilostr. ; cf. Jac. Imag. p. 507.2,, (, ?') to

destroy together, Antipho 139, 7 ; ., to destroy one^s friends as
well as one's self, Thuc. 6, 12 :—pass.•,

to perish along with or together, Hdt. 7,

221, Thuc. 2, 60, Lys. 128, 20, Plat,
etc., f. -^, (,) tiep. mid., to join or
help in defending, rivL, ap. Dem. 707,

15 ; 749,23 ;, for hire, Lycurg.
167, 23., f. -,{,-) to soften together, Aristaen.

1, 1., (,-) to ?nake to wither along with or to^
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gether :—pass., to fade away and die

with or together, Xen. Synip. 8, 14., (, ) to

bend away from a thing along with or

together, Thuc. 7, 71; cf. Plut. 2,

780 A.,{,)
dep. c. fut. mid., aor. et pf. pass., to

defend one''s self desperately together

with, Tivi, Diod., (,) to shave

off with or together, Themist. ['], {,)
to send atvay along with or together,

Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 2., f. -7^, to sail

away with or together., , and as dep. pass., {,) to be in

doubt together with, Sext. Emp. p.

634, in pass.^/, (, )?'/-) to break or tear off together, Plut.

Mar. 12.()(), (,)
to throw away along with, Pnilostr.

[i],, {,-) to put out with or together,

Tivi, Anth. P. 7, 367: pass., Plut.

Marcell. 24., (,-) to exalt or extol highly together,

Diod., {,) to

tear off together, Apoliod. 2, 7, 7, in

pass., to drop down from
along with.7}, ov, b,(,-) a fellow-apostate, Diod., (,?.)
to send away, dispatch together with,

Tivi, Thuc. 6, 88, Isae. 59, 9, and
X«n., , {,-) to help to strip or cheat,, one of a thing, Dem. 872, 21,

cf. 864, 16.— II. to help to get by cheat-

ing, Ti, Plat. Legg. 918 C., , (,)
to finish off or coinplete along with or
together. Plat. Polit. 258 E., to bound, border

with or together., (,)
as mid., to put off together, Plut. 2, 37
D. [], {,) to

produce at the same time, Plut. The-
aet. L56 E., (,) to

pluck off along with or together, Diosc.,=^8^., to run off along with

or together., {,)
as mid., to assert likewise, together,

Aeschin. 33, 32 ; ., to agree with

another in asserting, Polyb. 4, 31, 5., , , (-) joint denial, Arist. Metaph. 9,

5, 10., (,) to

carry off along with or together, Demad.
180, 17 :—mid., to take away with one,

Ath. 273 F., {,) to

deny together.. (,) to

destroy together, 0pp. H. 5, 576: pass.,

to perish together, lb. 587., dcp. mid., to use
up along with or together.,, togo away together,

Polyb. 20, 10, 5., verb. adj. from-^ one must join together.

, , , joining togcthet,

uniting. Adv. -., , , also , , Ar.
Eccl. 508 :—verb, aa]., joined together,

fastened, tied, Ar. 1. c. : linked to-

gether, continuffus, Arist. Rhet. Al. 32,

2, etc. : V. Lob. Paral. 497 : from, f. -aijuj, (,) to

join together, , of dancers,
Ar. Thcsm. 955 ; but, ., to

bind another's hands, Eur. Bacch.
615, cf. 198, Plat. Legg. 098 D ; ., to kiss one, Eur. I. T. 375:
proverb., . , to keep on
doing the same thing, 3. Euthyd.
298 C, ubi V. Schol. :—also . ., as , Eur. . . 488,
cf. Hipp. 515 ; . to . ,
etc., PlaL Rep. 588 D, cf. Eur. Bacch.
1304 ; so in pass.,. Plat. Soph. 245 :—./, to frame a plan, Aescii. Ag.
1609, Eur. Hel. 1034: ., to connect it with, refer it to him.
Id. I. T. 59 :—also, . yy, to
bury him, Eur. Phoen. 673, cl.'Hel.

544 : . Tivi, to bring evil on
him, Id. Med. 1232

; . , Id.

Ion 807.—II. esp. of persons,— 1. in
hostile signf., .'^ bring them into action, Hdt.
5, 75; so, ., to make them
fight. Soph. Aj. 1317, Eur. Supp. #
480 :—and very freq., ., -
?\., to join battle, begin war, Hdt.
6, 108 ; 1, 18, etc. ; , with one,
cf. Eur. Hel. 55, etc. ; absol., ., to

engage, Hdt. 4, 80, cf. Ar. Ach. 086;
and then, . }, Eur. Heracl. 808;
also, . , lb. 459 :—these
phrases come from the simple notion,
as in . (Eur. Or. 1482),
Lat. conserere manus.—2. in friendly

signf, . , to
enter into conversation with him,
Ar. Lys. 468; so, ., Eur.
Supp. 566 : also, ., Eur.
Phoen. 1241,, Xen. Lac.
6, 3:—and freq. in Eur., .,,, to form an alliance by
marriage; but in mid.,, to get one's daughter
married, Thuc. 2, 29 :—also,,, t

.
--

Phoen. 37.

, to meet him, Eur.flp 663,

. intrans. :— 1.. of lands, to border

on, lie next to, Hdt. 2, 75, Aesch.
Pers. 885 : then, generally, to be
joined to, Elmsl. Soph. O. T. 664,
Monk Eur. Hipp. 187

;
-, reaching to..,

Polyb. 3, 67, 9: . , Arist.

Categ. 6, 2.—2. of time, to be nigh at

hand, , Pind. P. 4, 440;, Polyb. 2, 2, 8

;

, Id. 6, 36, 1,

etc. :

—

to meet in one point, coincide,' ,
Arist. Eth. . 8, 4, 7.-3. of persons,

. or \ to enter

into conversation with... Soph. EI.

21, Eur. Phoen. 702 ; also, . -, to join the dance, Id. Bacch.
133 ; . }, i. e. to come
close to land. Id. Heracl. 429 :

—

, i. e. 1 have come
fortunately, Id. Supp. 1014.

C. mid. and pass., to lay hold of,, Polyb. 15, 28, 8:

—

to take

part with one, Aesch. Pers. 742 ;,
in a thing, lb. 724 :

—

to contribute to-

wards, , Soph. Fr. 710.—2. to

bring upon one's self, Dem.
1018, 8.—3. , con-

tinuous proportion ; cf.., , push off or away
along with or together, Arist. Probl.,

Luc. -. 19.



, Att.- : f. -,(,) :
— dash together ; to dash

in pieces, '/-
?, Od. 9, 498 ; ^ ''', 11. 12, 384 ; .,

/uv, Eur. . F. 1142, HeracL378:
•—pass., to be dashed in pieces, of ships,

Hclt. 7, 170: but, -, to get their heads broken, Id. 2,

63.— 11. to beat or hammer together,

makefast, Ap. Rh. 2, 614., as pass., to be cov-

ered with fine net-work (like a spider's

web), Hipp. ; but cf. Foes. Oecon., {,) please

or satisfy together, -, Dein. 404, 12.—2. impers., like

Lat. placet, , I am con-

tent also, c. inf., Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 42.—
II. to concede, grant, Tivi Tt, Ap. Rh.
3, 901, cf. 4, 373: to agree with, rtvi,

lb. 3, 1100., f. -), (,) to

assist also with or together., , (,) to be

fitted together, ., to agree with

any one, Ap. Rh. 4, 418.

vvap,= foreg., ov, stronger form of, 0pp. H. 5, 424., , {,) to join

together:—pass., to fit closely, Hipp., ov, [,) link-

ed together : agreeing with, in accordance

with,, Aesch. Ag. 254 ; ubi Wel-
lauer et Dind..—U. con-

nected by the article. Hence, , to link together:—
pass., to be joined, Galen. Hence,, , a being joined

together ; a peculiar mode of joining ;

cf. sub., , (,) to

count along with, to take into the account,

Isae. 52, 26; so in mid., Plat. Phil.

23 D : in pass., Anst. Eth. N. 1, 7, 8.

Hence, , , a counting

along with, Ath., ov, {',)
counted with, included in a number.

—

II. of like or equal number, Simon. 23., , f. -, (, upi-) to take breakfast or luncheon

with, At. Av. I486, Aeschin. 7, 1, Luc.
Asin. 50., (,) to

do brave deeds with another, Tivi,

Eur. Tro. 803., ov, (,)
breakfasting with, Luc. Asin. 21. [d], dep. (,) :

—

to be satisfied with, submit to together

with another,, Theophr. Char. 3,

fin.,, , a joining fitting

together, combining, Tim. Locr. 95 :—harmony : from, Att.- : f.- Dor.

^, Pind. N. 10, 22, (,) to

fit together, Xidoi ,
Hdt. 1, 163; ,
to cZose the eyelids, Eur. Phoen. 1451,

cf I. T. 1167 -.—to fit 01 furnish with a

thing, Tivi, Eur. Tro. 1 1 : so,-
., to furnish them with

recklessness, i. e. make them indif-

ferent to crime, Aesch. Eum. 495.

—

2. to join together, unite, -, 28, 14 ; , Pind. 1. c.

:

also, to join in wedlock. Arist. Mirab.

109, 2 :

—

to compound a word. Plat.

Crat. 414 B.—3. to put together, so as

to make a whole,, Eur. Hel.

233 ; . Plat.

Tim. 54 C : f., etc., Plat. Legg.
628 A

; . rf;iOZ •
90

, Id. Rep. 519 .—4. metaph., to
'

fit or adapt one thing to another, .
Tivi , Ephipp.. 2,

4 ; so in pass., -, Xen. Apol. ]6 : esp. of mu-
sic,? -. Id. Symp. 3, 1.—II. inlr., to agree

together,, Plat. Prot. 333 A ;

. TLvl , Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 20 :

to fit, suit, Id. Cyr. 7, 5, 60.— III. in

mid., much like act., to join together,

unite. Plat. Tim. 53 C, Polit. 309 C., , f. -;;ffij,=foreg.,

N. T., , to agree together., ov, (,) joined

together, joined. Math. Vett., Philo., verb. adj. from-, one must join together, Plat.

Tim. 18 C.,=., ov, ,()
one who joins or fits together, Luc.
Somn.—1 1. an assistant, dep-

uty governor. Id. Toxar. 32. Hence, , , qualified for
uniting, iambi., adv. part. pres.

from, fitly , suitably. Plat.

Legg. 967 E., Att. for., , , joint robbery., fut. - later -,
(,) to snatch and carry ivith

one, carry clean away, Aesch. Pers.

195 ; esp. of a storm, Soph. El. 1 150 ;

and of an eagle, Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 19

:

—pass., to be seized and carried off,

Soph. Aj. 498, Fr. 485.-2. .,
to seize and pin them together, Eur.
Hec. 1163, cf. Lys. Fr. 45, 4: so in

mid., , of

a wrestler, Ar. Lys. 437.—3. metaph.,

., to seize with the mind, catch

eagerly at. Soph. Aj. 16 : . 70-, in arguing, to be guilty of a pe-

tilio principii, Luc, Sext. Einp. p. 81., , to be sick with or

together., ,() a joining to-

gether., , f. -,(,)
to hang up with : to knit or join together,

., Eur. Med. 564 :—pass.,-, to

be closely engaged entangled with..,

Thuc. 7, 70 ; ,
Plut. ; but also, ,
Plut. Num. 20 ; to hang close on an
enemy's rear. Id. Pomp. 51. Hence, , afastening or knit-

ting together., f. -', (,) to

finish completely, Schaf. uion. Comp.
p. 296.,(,) tofit out,

furnish with,, .Kp. Rh. 2, 1077 :

—mid., to join in accomplishing, , Id.

4, 355. []
Si'i'apriiu,=foreg., (,-) to help in canvassing, Plut. 2,

97 A., , , joint administra-

tion.— II. in plur., a'l, the

assembled magistracy, Anst. Pol. 4, 14,

4, Polyb.; etc. : from, ov, (,) ruling

with., i. -,(,) to rule

jointly with,, Hdt. 8, 130 : to be a
colleague or partner in office, Thuc. 7,

31 : hence, , a colleague,

Id, 6, 25 ; 8, 27, Lys. 125, 6, Plat., etc.

— II. as dep. mid.,, to be-

gin with, begin in like manner.*, hence aor. 2 :

—like, to join together.—

II. intr. in pf., , the
song hung well together, H. Hom. Ap.
164 ; , Luc. Zeuz.
8.,, , (,) a
joint helper, . Hom. 7, 4, Anth. P. 6,
259., , f. -, (, -) to join in impiety, Antipho 125,

29., , f. -}, (,)
to practise together, join in practising,. Isocr. 295 D,,
Uem. 450, 6:—pass., to be trained so

as to act together, of soldiers, Plut.

Cleom. 20. Hence, , , joint practice.

— II. complete practice, Dion. H., to rejoice or be glad
with., , f. -, (, -) to be utiuise foolish along with,

Eur. Phoen. 394, ubi v. Pors. et

Schaf., cf. Lob. Phryn. 630., (,)
dep. mid., to greet together, Heliod., tl),= sq., to keep the

shields close together, Xen. Hell. 7, 4,

23, cf. sq.

: fut.- Att.-(,) •
—to hold the shields together,

to stand in close rank, Polyb. 4, 64, C,

etc. : generally, to fight together,-, Xen. Hell.

3, 5, 11 ; ubi al., cf.

foreg.—II. to be a messmate,. Eur.
Cycl. 39. Hence, ov, 6, a holding of the

shields together, fighting in close rank,

Diod., Ael. Tact. 11., ov, ,()
a shield-fellow, comrade, messmate.
Soph. O.' C. 379 ; ., Anth. Plan.
184., (,) to be

full of ears of corn, Arat. 1050. [v], f. -, to play at

with., f. -, to flash like

lightning with or together., , , slight disagree-

ment among friends, Procl., dep., to secure

along with./., , (,)
to be sad or angry along with, to feel
common anger at a thing,,-, Aesch. Pr. 161, 243, 303.

!','/,=; foreg.7/, , (,-) to behave unseemly along with,

Plut. 2, 64 C., {,?^) as
pass., to share in bu^tiness with,.
Plut. Philop. 4, Id. 2, 95 D, E., to look fixedly at., (cri^v,) as
pass., to share in dishonour with,,
Plut. Agis 17.

vva-oa,= {oeg., Plut. Fla-

min. 19., (,) to be

joined in a vaporous form, I)iog. L. 6,

73., , f. -, (, -) to be unlucky with or together,, Lycurg. 166, 28 ; ,
Plut. Agis 17, etc., , sharing in ill luck., {,) to dry
up, Ti, Hipp., Eur. Cycl. 463 :—pass.,

be dried up, wither away. Plat.

Phaedr. 251 D., ov, 6, (,-) a rneeting of rays, Plut. 2, 893 A,
929 B., , , {, {)}7/)=•.

foreg. : in the Platonic philos., the
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meeting of the rays of sight from the

eye {) with the rays of light from
the object seen, the union of which
produced sight, Pint. 2, 901 C.", , f. -/, [,)
to speak with or together : hence, like(, to agree : to confess, allow,

Soph.'Aj. 943., , (,) to ac-

company on the flute, , Ath.

617 .", , , {,) :

—

playing on the flute together, a duet,

trio, ipiartet, etc., of flules, Soph. Fr.

79 : also, a playing upon the flute and
lyre together, Ath. 617 F: generally,

any union of musical instruments, a

concert, opp. to, Plat. Legg.
7C5 : hence, k7melv, to sob one of Olym-
pus' pieces in concert, Ar. Eq. 9, cf.

Meineke Antiph.. 1 :—then,
—2. still more generally, any concert,

agreement, fellowship, -, i. e.

single combat, Aesch. Theb. 839 : .,, etc., Jac. Philostr.

Imag. p. 275.— II. (prob. from,
cf.?.) a dwelling together

as man and wife, ., Arist.

Pol. 8, 16, 10, cf.: though
this signf. almost melts into I. 2., ov, o,=foreg., dub.
in Ath. 109 E., f. -, (,-) :

—to bring together into one ?>,
or? to assemble, v. 1. Xen. Hell.

1, 1, 30.—Usu. as pass,-, to sleep together, dwell together,

LXX. : metaph., to be brought together

in one or in one point of view, Hipp. :

sometimes also used in aor. mid.
Hence, , b, a dwelling to-

gether., ov,{,) :

—

play-

ing theflute together : generally, sound-

ing in concord or unison : harmonious,, Ar. Ran. 212:—then, more gene-
rally, agreeing ivilh, accordant, in har-

mony with, ., Eur. El.

879 : , he was
borne away in union with the wind,
as fast as the wind. Anacreont. 62,

10.^11. () dwelling with or in a

place, , Soph. . . 1126;

c., i. e. mad, Id. Aj. 611., t-, {,)
to increase or enlarge along with or

together, dub. 1. in H. Hom. Cer. 268,

Xen. Mem. 4, 3, ; also, . -. Id. Cyr. 8, 3, 21 : to join in

exaggerating, , Polyb. 6, 15, 7:

—

pass., to increase with or together, wax
larger together, . Hilt. 3,

134, cf. Eur. El. 544, Isocr. 193 C., , f. -,{,-) to take away together:—mid.,

assist in rescuing, Thuc. 8, 92.&, .-,{,)
to make away with at the same time,

Strab., , , the state of a-
r,= : V. Lob. Phryn. 497.

—2. in prosody, a mutual connexion of
all the verses in a system, so that they
are scanned as one verse, as in Ana-
paestics.—II. a joining, joint, Aretae., , ,{) a
letting loose with.—II. pass, running

out or away with., f. •, to boil off or

down together, Diosc., ,,^=: a join-

ing, junction, as in bivalve shells,

Arist. Part. An. 4, 5, 30 ;
-

., Polyb. 6, 23,

11.

—

2. point of contact, Math. : from
1426

, , united, joined, con-

nected., f. -, [,)
to let loose together, Lat. una immittere,

esp. upon the enemy, Polyb. 11, 12,

7 ; cf. Pint. 2, 074 C., dep. mid., arrive

with or together., {,) to

draiv into revolt together, Thuc. 1, 56.

—II. Pass., c. aor. 2 et pf. act., -. Ion., to fall

off or revolt along with,, Hdt. 5,

37, 104;, Thuc. 3, 39, etc.,,(,,)
to make quite like,, Plut. 2, 51 D,
52 E, etc., f. -,{,)
to mark off together, Plut. 2, 425 B.

: dep. c. fut. mid.-, Att.- ; aor. pass., Dem.491, 10, etc., (,) :

—

to be troubled or grieved

along with or together, to mourn with,, Hdt. 8, 142, Dem. 491, 10;
Tivi, at a thing, Xen. Cyr. 8, 2, 2,

etc. ; so c. dat. rei, lb. 4, 6, 5, Dem.,
etc., {,) as
pass., to be grieved along with, Q. Sm.
2, 625.•,, ij,() a bind-

ing or tying together, union,

. Plat. Theaet. 195 C: , Arist.

Part. An. 3, 4, 32.,, , //, a consort, spouse.

Lob. Paral. 216., f. -, {,) to

kill with another, kill also, Soph. Aj.

361., dep., eat with or to-

gether., , {,)
a fellow-guest, Ath., , , fem. of sq., v.

1. Orph. H. 54, 11., , , a sharer of
meats, companion, at table, .,
Aesch. Euin, 351 : from. t. -, {,,-) to feast along with, ., to share a marrlage/easi with one,
Eur. Hel. 1439.,.-,{,)
to bite together,. , of a

horse, to take the bit in his teeth and
run away, Xen. Eq. 6, 9., {,) to weep
with or together, Plut. 2. 599 :—c.

acc, to lament together, Id. Lucull. 29., ,.-,{,),
to subdue in common with or together :

—poet, pass.,
, to be sub-

dued together, Nic. Al. 173., (,) as

mid., to borrow together, to scrape to-

gether by borrowing, Plut. Eumen. 13., , f.-, to spend in

or upon along with., {,) fear with

or in common; used esp. in pf. with
pres. signf. and,
App., , f. -, (,-) to dine or sup with, Lat. coena-

ri apud aliquem, ,
Epich. p. 15, cf Xen. Hell. 4, 1, 6:
to dine or eat together, Xen. Cyr. 4, 5,

9, etc.
; , Isae. 39, 26 : ol', the members of a pic-

nic party, Xen. Mem. 3, 14, 2., , , poet, for sq.,

Call. Cer. 73, Ath. 140 C., ,, {,)
a common ?neal or banquet, Ar. Fr. 204,
Plat. Symp. 172 B, Lys. ap. Ath.
365 B.

, ov, {,):—
dini?ig together, a compatiio7i at table,

Lat. conviva, Eur. Ion 1172, Xen. Cyr.
3, 2, 25

; . . Id, An. 2,

5, 27 ; .., to take hira

with one as an umbra. Id. Cyr. 2, 2, 28., f. -, {,)
to bribe the whole together, all at once,, hex. ap. Dem. 1137, 1

;

cf. Aeschin. 12, 25., (,) to

help in exacting the tithes or tenths.—
II. to celebrate the feast of a child's

tenth day together, to join in keeping it

;

V. II. 2., ov, {,)
overgrown with trees, thickly wooded,
Polyb. 12, 4, 2, Dicaearch. p. 12 :

., the U'oody country, the " Bush.", {,) dep. fut.

mid. et aor. pass., to beg along with,

to join in begging or asking. Plat.

Parm. 136 D ; . ,. Plat. 318 C ; , something
of a person, Dem. 962, 1., , ij, ()) :

—
binding together,. Hipp. :

generally, a uniting. Plat. Tim. 43 D.
— II. (from pass.) density, solidity., {,) to bind
together, bind firmly, Polyb. 3, 42, 8.

l'^'(5e/^,=foreg., ov, (,)
bound or captured along with, Dio C., ov, ; heterocl. pi., Eur. 11. citand. {,-) : that which binds together, a band,
bond, . -, Thuc. 2, 75 : headband,
Eur. Med. 1193 ; ,
the fastenings of garments. Id. Bacch.
697 ; . /., the sinews or joints,

Eur. Hipp. 199: good men are called

. . Plat. Hep. 520 A, cf.

Polit. 310 A : ., the bond between the state and
heaven. Id. Legg. 921 C.—2. in sur-
gery, a ligament. Foes. Oecon. Hipp.
—3. in Grammar, a conjunction, Arist.

Rhet. 3, 5, 2 : but he also uses it in
a loose sense for a particle. Poet. 20,
6.

—

II. that which is bound together, a
bundle, Hdn. 4, 12., ov, 6,=,
Thuc. 6, 60, Plat Rep. 516 C., ov, ,{) bound to-

gether, bound hand and foot, Ath. 213
B, Dio C.—II. act. bindiiig together

Hence, , , fit for binding to

gether or joining, Plut. 2, 908 B, etc..,^, Galen., ,():—bovnd to-

gether, bound hand and foot. Soph. Aj.

296 : U7iited with,. Plat. Polit. 279
E.— II. as subst. (Lob. Pa-
ral. 491).,=, Eur. Ion
1390. Adv. -., (,) to moisten and
mix up together, Q. Sm. 4, 213., f. -, (,) to bind
together,, Od. 10, 168 (so, .. Plat. Euthyjihr. 4
C)

; , Hdt. 8, 97 ; and
so in Att. :

—

to bind up a wound, II.

13, 599 :

—

to bind hand and foot,-', 11. 1, 399; cf. Hdt. 9, 119,

Soph. Aj. 62, Phil. 1016, and Eur.,
etc. :—generally, . ,
Eur. Phoen. 538;. Plat. Legg. 875 .\ ;? . Id. Rep.
402 ; . . Id. Phaed.
99 C— II. to stop, hinder, Jac. Phi
lostr. Imag. p. 522.—In II., Wolf al

ways reads-.



^), , intr., to become mani-

fest together, Theophr., ov, [. /) quite

clear or manifest, Arist. Poet. 7, 12."-, , {,-
yio}) to join in seeking popularity, Plut.

Pomp. 2:~7 -?., joined with his ca-

lamity ill persuading the mob, Id.

Caes. 5.', , f. -, to create

with or together, Hierocl. : from, , {,-) creating along with or together, a

joint maker,, Plat. Legg. 671

D.'), (,) to

go through, cross over together, Thuc.
6, 101, Xen. An. 7. 1,4.3?, {cvv-,?) to

convey over together ; and absoi., like

Lat. Irajicere,., to cross

the gulf together, Thuc. 6, 44.— II. to

accuse along ivilk or together, Dem.
1404, fin. :—pass., to be so accused,

Thuc. 6, 61, Lys. 128, 40., v. 1. in Dem.
for-, q. v., f. -, to carry

through together., f. -, {,-) to carry through or over along

with or together, Plat. Legg. 892 E.}•, {',-) to decide along with, join in de-

creeing, . Tivl , Thuc. 2, 64.,. -, {,) to go
through together:—avi(5.(sc. ),
to live together, Arist. Rhet. 2, 4, 12

;., Plut. 2,

993 C. Hence,, , a living together., {,) to

let through along with or also, Galen., to warm thorough-

ly together, Hipp., f.-, {,-) to continue running or racing to-

gether, . Plat. Polit. 266 C.,, ^,in Logic, cross

division : from, , (,) to

separate at the same time, Plut. 2, 425
B., f. -, {crvv,) as pass., to dwell with or to-

gether, Thuc. 2, 50 ; . Plat.

Tim. 18 ; etc. Hence, , , a living to-

gether, iiitercourse, society, Plut. Aemil.

1, Die 16, etc. : . tl, behaviour

towards one, Arr. An. 4, 7.'/, ov, b,{-) one who lives with another, com-

panion, V. 1. Luc. Saturn. 36.— II. a
joint arbitrator, (v.) Dem.
898, 25 ; 902, 25., f. -, (,-) to pass all one''s life with, Philo.,{,) to burn,

heat through at the same time, Plut. 2,

752 D., {,-) to share in danger, Hdt. 7, 220
;, Plat. Lach. 189 B., f. -,{,-) to carry through or over together :

—pass., to cross over together, Polyb. 3,

43, 4., ov, 6,{,)
a helper, Posidipp. ap. Ath. 376 E.

[«], , f.-, {,-) to arrange or set in order along

with or at once, Plat. Legg. 712 B., {,) to

determine together, Tim. Locr. 104 :

—pass., to be separated at once, Arist.

de Xenophane 2, 29., ov, b, a fellow-•, co-mate (said of Mercury),
Luc. Contempl. 1., , {,-) to guide or govern jointly.

Plat. Poht. 304 A., f.-•,(,,) to examine along with or

together, , Polyb. 16, 25, 1.7., {,)
dep. c. fut. mid., aor. pass., etc. : to

converse ivith or together, Diod.-, .()
joint consideration, . Anton. 1, 10.7.7.,, , a reconciliation,

Dion. . : from7, Att. -, {,
7.7.) to help in reconciling,7 '\7^7., Dem. 352, 17 ;

of. Plut. Lysand. 8, etc.7, dep., to help to

ruin, Dion. H., f.-, {,)
to help in putting an end to, -, Isocr. 68 C : to help in reconciling,

>e.m. 897, 28 :—mid., to help to pay,

Luc. Dem. Encom. 45.— II. in pass.,

to be dissipated, melt away with,

Tivi, Plut. 2, 823 E.
^,{,)

dep. mid., to fight together to the end,

. Plat. Phileb, 66 E. [a], {,) to re-

main and persevere with 0 together,

Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 53., {,-) to mention or bring to remem-
brance along with or together, Dem.
347, 3, Aeschin. 3, 25., {,,) as

pass., to be distributed with,, Plut.

2, 1082 :

—

to remain with, accompany,

lb. 1024 C., {.) to in-

cline, turn one^s self every way together,

Polyb. 1, 23, 10: metaph., . r?;-
.... Id. 3, 38, 5., {,)

dep., to swim throngh together, Sotion
ap. Stob., f. -, {,) dep. pass., to deliberate

along with, rivi , Polvb. 2,

54, 14 : . .... Id. 31, 20, '7., {,)
to help to bring quite to an end. Plat.

Gorg. 506 B., {,)
dep. mid., to fly through or over as in a

flock. Plat. Theaet. 199 E., {,) to sail

through together, Luc. Bis Acc. 27., , {, 7.-) to carry on a war along with, to

stay with throughout the whole war,, Thuc. 8, 13, Bekk., , {,)
to work out, flnish along with, -. Plat. Legg. 842 E, Soph. 218 B., , {,)
to start doubts or questions together,

Plut. Aristid. 11 ; , Id.

Pomp. 75 ; etc., Att. -, f. •,
{,) to carry through,

effect together or besides, Isocr. 48 A,
Luc. D. Deor. 24, 1, etc. :

— mid., to

negotiate with one, , Xen.
An. 4, 8, 24., , {,)
to arrange into members OX clauses to-

gether, Arist. Metaph. 1, 8, 11., , f. -, to hold out

along with or together., f. {), {.

)) to flow through along with or
together, Diod. — II. to fall asunder
along with or together.^, to break to pieces
with., , c. fut. -•-, etc. {,) :

—to look

through, examine along uilh, or, Plat Prot. 349 , 361 D :

—so in mid., Id. Rep. 458 B., f. -, {, -) distort along with or togeth-

er :—pass, to be twisted together with,

Plut. Lysand. 17, etc.. {,) to help

in preserving, Thuc. 5, 62 ; 7, 57 ; .
Tivl , Dem. 840, 16: .
Tu , to save both
my arms and myself together. Plat.

Symp. 220 E./, , {, -) to endure hardship with

or together, Plat. Crito 45 D., f. -, {, -) to alarm all at once, Plut.

Demetr. 28., {,) to

extend along with or together, Plut. 2,

63 C.7, , {',)
to remain or continue with to the end.

Plat. Phaed. 91 B. Dem. 1412, fin., . {,)
to uatch along with or together, Polyb.

2, 58, 3., {,)
help in disposing, Plut. Lycurg. 1,

Timol.'24., {,)
as pass., to turn away, be put to shame
along with,, Plut. 2, 528 E., {,) to

help in bringing up, Ael. N. A. 3, 45., , , a passing time

together : from. f. -i/'(J. {,(-) to pass one's time or live with or
together, and . Plat.

Symp. 172 C, Isocr. 20 B, etc. ; esp.

with a master, as, oi. the disciples of So-
crates, Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 3; 4. 1, 1;
also in full, . , Cratin.

Archil. 1, 5; . 7.7.,
Aeschin. 21, I.—II. of things, to occu-

py one's self with,, Isocr. 73 E.
[rpi], [,) to bear

to the end along with, to help in main-
taining, . Tivi ', Hdt. 1,

18 ; 5, 79, 99 ; of Ar. Eq. 597.—II. to

help in spreading a report., f.-, {,-) to escape along with or together,

Dio C., {,) to

destroy along with or together:—pass.,

to perish along u-ith,, Isocr. 167 D,
V. 1. Dinarch. 99, 35., =, Lon-
gus., {,-) to help in keeping or preserving,

Lycurg. 168, 16; . ,
Polyb. 7, 3, 7., f. -, {,-) to pass the winter, be ? «-
ter quarters along with or together,, Plut. Ages. 40, etc., f. -, {, -) to take in hand, manage to-

gether, to assist in managing, Hdt. 9,

103 : also sometimes as mid., f. -, {, -) to dissolve a thing so as to null it

into another substance, Plut. 2, 953 D.', . -, to teach a'ong

with or together.
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, f.-, {,)
to give along with or together : to con-

tribute, Tivi TL, Plut. 2, C60 B, etc.—
II. to give ill, abate, slacken : to waver,

sink, opp. to ^, Foes. Oec.
Hipp., f. -, to stoop aiid

slip out together.. (am>,)
to rush out through together, Plut. Po-
plic. 19., (,) to go
through and examine along with, rivi,

Xeii. -Mem. 4, 7, 8., to let through along

ivilh or together., dep. mid., c. aor. et

pi. act. : to go through with or at the

same time.•](,,{,) strain

through together :—pass., to run through

a strainer, filter through. Plat. Tim. 66

E.
vvLpvt,u,,apassingthe

day together, Plut. Demetr. 32 : from',(,) to

spend the day with, Tivi, Xen. Symp.
4, 44. Arist. Rhet. 2, 4, 12., f. -, (,)
to have a share in judging, Plat. Legg.
708 : to be assessor to a judge, Lys.

184. 11. 24., , , a commmi law-

suit.,, b,(,)
a fellow- dicast or juryman, Ar. Vesp.

197, 215, etc., , f. -, to be <t-
or adi'ocale, to defend one accused,

Aesch. Eum. 579 ; .. to be his

advocate, Plat. Legg. 937 E, Andoc.
19, 31, etc. ; esp., to be one of the pub-

lic advocates( I. 2), Dem.
503, 18, etc. ; . , Aeschin.

3, 33 :

—

'/,
Jove will be thv advocate in this mat-
ter, Eur. Med." 157., , 7/,= sq., and-., , , the position of a, a being advocate. Plat. Legg.
938 : also in bad sense, partiality

shown by the judge to one party : from, ov,(,) :
—helping

in a court of justice, advocating one's

cause, Tivi : as subst., , in

a court of justice, an advocate, esp. at

Athens, the defendant's advocate, de-

fender, npp. to 7}}(• (the prose-

cutor), l^lat. Legg. 929 E, Dem. 689,

7, cf. Herald! Jus Alt. 3, 10. 14 : gen-

erally, an advocate, supporter, hacker,

Aesch. Eum. 701 ; so, -
., Pind. . 9, 148 ; •., having the law

on one's side, Isocr. 387 A ; a., Dem. 271, 22.-2. at Athens,
after the 30 tyrants, ol were
judges appointed to determine on confis-

cations and confiscated pmuerly, Lys.

146, 12, etc. ; cf Bockh P. E. 1. 212,

Att. Process, p. 110.— II. belonging to

in common, .?. -, their joint possession,

Pind. P. 1,3; so adv., with

joint sentence, jointly, (or simply for

), Aesch. Ag. 1601., , t. -, (. -) to administer, order along uith or

together, Isae. 64, 15, Dem. 750, 11.'?.', (, ?) to

kill along with or together, Eur. Oed.
10., , f.-,(,-) to see through, examine along with

or together. Isocr. 80 C, Bekk., , (,) to

make straight, set in order, arrange along
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with or together : to set a dislocated

joint, Hipp., f. -. (,)
to mark off, limit, distinguish along with

or together, St rah., (,) to play

at (juoiis with, Luc. D. Deor. 14, 2., , (,) to thirst

along with,, Arist. Eth. Eud.
7. 6., adv. part. pres.

pass, from, in haste like a

pursuer. Clem. Al., i. -, (,) to

hunt or chase aivay along with or at the

same time, Thuc.l, 135, Polyb. 1, 17,

13, etc.— II. as law-term, to prosecute

along with, help in the prosecution, LeX
ap. Dem. 1068, (in., Luc, etc. Hence, , joint pursuit. [I],:=, LXX.

—

.
to make dubious. Hcnce, ov.,=^., , . -, {,)
to seem to one as to another, Eur. I.

T. 71 ; cf Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 34, etc.—
2. esp., to seem good to another also,, Thuc.
8, 84, cf. 4, 44 ;. Plat. Prot. 340 :—also, impers., like Lat. placet,, Ar.. 197 ;

' ,. Id. Lys. 1G7
;. Plat. Prot. 331

; etc. :—the neut. part, is also used
absol. like,, etc..-, since you all agree,

Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 51 ; -, since the father approved, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 5, 28, cf 8, 1, 8., f. -, (,-) to test or examine along uith or

together. Plat. Theaet. 197 B, Tim.
20 D, Isocr. 20 C.', , f. -, {,)
to move, shake along tvith or together,

Hipp., f. -, {,)
to agree with in opinion, confirm, hence
o'l , Arist. Pol.

— II. to glorify, extol jointly, N. T.. V..,,=^. Lye.. ,=^. Hipp.., b, joint giver., , , joint slavery or

service : from., (,) to he

a fellow-slave,, with one, Eur. Hec.
204., ov. b, , (,)
serving with, a fellow-slave, Hdt. 1, 110
(v. 1. ), 2, 134, Eur. Ion

1109, etc., (,) to clutch

along with or together, Q. Sm. 13, 185., f -. (,) to

do along ivith or together, help in doing,. Soph. El.

498, cf 1025. Thuc.O, 04; . ,
Eur. Andr. 40 : f. , to

help in shedding blood and doing mur-
der. Id. Or. 406 : ,
the joint necessity, Id. Andr. 337.., b. Ion. for -, a joint agent, nssixtnnt :

—
fcm.'/.. Rh. .'i, 700., , pecul. fem. of

:
—al .,^.-, Eur. I . 422., /, , tumultuous con-

course { people, Cephisod. ap. Arist.

Rhet. 3. 10, 7, Polyb. 1, 67. 2 :—esp.

in Medic, a coiicMrreiirff of symptoms.
Foes. Oecon. Hipp. : from

I , ov, (,,-

): — running together, meeting, .,=,,
Pind. P. 4, 370 : ., as subst . a

place where several roads meet, Strab.
—2. metaph., concurring, agreeing, of
Tnne, Plat. Legg. 844 E— II. running
along with, following close, .-, Call. Lav. Pall. 110:—hence in

adv.. {),
Aesch. .^g. 1184 ; also,, to keep up with in run-

ning. Plat. Poht. 266 C, cf. Anth.
Plan. 276., f. -, (>,) to

join two together, to couple, pair, Arist.

Eth. N. 4, 1, 30 ; . Id. Pol.

6, 7, 2 ; esp. to wed, ^. Plat.

Legg. 840 D; cf Valck. Diatr p. 50.—11. intr. in act., to join one's self with

any one, pair with,, Polyb. 4, 38,

6. — III. as law-term,, to be in league or compact with any
one ; cf., (, ) to double,

Galen.,, ,() paired,

. ., one's wedded wife, Eur.
Ale. 473., ov, ,{) :

—
joining two together, a coupling, pair-

ing, Arist. Pol. 6, 1, 4, etc. : marriage ;

and, generally, spxi/a/ intercourse, Foes.
Oec. Hipp.—2. a secret understanding

of a judge with either party, Lat. conr
pactum, Casaub. Sueloii. Jul. 20.', , , {)
disposed to live in pairs, yup. -', Arist. Eth. . 8, 12,7; cf.

Hierocl. ap. Stob. p. 414, 41., (,)
to rule or have chiefpower along ivith or

together, Nicol. Damasc. ap. Ath. 249
B., ol, al, , (,) two

togclher, two and two, by pairs, Lat.

bint, H. Hom. Ven. 74, Xen. An. 6,

I, 2, etc.; cf. Valck. Hdt. 4, 66, 11.

10. 224.

, , to he unlucky along

with or together, to be in like misforiune,

Eur. Or. 1099, Isae. 56. 17 : from, , (,)
sharing in. misfurtuyic., ol, al, , (,-) every twelve, by twelves or dozens,

Lat. diiodcni, Eur. Tro. 1076., (.) to pass the

spring with,, Plul. 2, 959 C ; but

with V. 1.•., f. -, (,)
to draw near together, Polyb. 1, 23, 8.

Hence, ov, b, a drawing near,

Strab., f -, (,-) to register or enter along with, Lat.

adscribere, , Plut. 2, 763 ., . (.) to

join in betrothing, Plut. Cat. Min. 25., (,) adv., near

together, quite near, close to, Thuc. 4,

24; c. gen., Xen. Hell. 6, 5, 17, etc.;

c. dat., Arist. Pol. 2,11, 1, Plut. 2,

77 C :—superl.,, Plut.,,) to aid in

arousing or raising up (), Pseu-

doPhoc. 132t ; to awaken together,, Plut. 2, 117 C.^?, , f. -, (, •) to accuse along with or together,

Diod., {,.) to bend

ill or tojl-ards along vjith or together.—
II. in Gramm., to write as an enclitic.,,^=., a'lr. of, II.



,,;,=, Arist.

Eth. Eud. 7, 2, 13 : . ,
Polyb. 18, 37,2., , , an assessor in

council : from, {):—to sit to-

gether or along ivith, ., to be

present at, take part in a discussion,

Arist. Metaph. 1, 5, 14.— II. to sit to-

gether or 7neet in council, Aeschin. 66,

39 ; to consult together, Polyb. 2, 26,

4: oi. the members of a

council, deputies, Dein. 133, 7 ; 215,

21 : >, orders in coun-

cil, decrees of the senate. Dion. H.>, , , the stale of a-, a sitting together, e. g. of birds,

from which omens were drawn,
Aesch. Pr. 492 ; of. Arist. H. A. 9, 1,

10 : opp. to.—II. a sitting in

council ; a council, Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 3.,=, LXX., , , belonging to or

governed by a, Polyb. 31,

12, 12., poet, for,. Rh. 1, 328., , ,() sit-

ting together, sitting in council : a coun-

cil-board, council, Hdt. 8, 56, 75, Plat.,

etc. ; esp. of the Areopagus, Aeschin.

13, 11 : a council of war, Xen. Hell. 1,

I, 31, etc. :—also used to translate

the Roman senatus, Polyb. 1, 11, 1,

etc.—2. the place of session, council-

chamber, session-house, Lat. curia, Hdt.

8, 79, Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 23., ov, {,) -.—sitting

together or with. esp. in council, Eur. I.

A. 192 ; 7; ., -. Soph. . C. 1382; .,
an assembled council. Id. Aj. 749.— II.

., one who sits with others, esp. ire

council, a councillor, senator, Hdt. 3,

34 : oi, select commissiotiers,

a committee, Thuc. 4, 22 ; cf. 5, 85,

Jusjur. ap. Dem. 747, 4, Isocr. 165 A.. v.., Ep. for,
II. 14, 36, [], Ep. for, Od.
/>(), Aeol. for,

Neue Sapph. Fr. 44., adv. part. pf. pass,

from, connectedly, by pairs., Ion. for/, aor. 1 of-?,, {.) to wish with

or together, to consent, Antipho 122, 4.

Xen. Hipparch. 9, 7:—in poets usu.. Soph. O. C. 1344, Eur. H.
F. 8.T2, Ar. Av. 851., f. -, {,) to

accustom, . Plat. Rep.
589 A ; . , to accustom

him to.., Dem. 169, fin., etc. In pass.,

to become used to ; aor. 1 and pf , to be

used to, TivL, Thuc. 4, 34 ; c. inf

,

, Isucr. 22 C, Xen.
Mem. 3, 14, 6. Hence. ov, 6, a being accus-

tomed to any thing, use, custom., verb. adj. from-, one must accustom one's self, Plat.

Rep. 520 C., inf. of, q. v.,, , a knowing with

one's self, consciousness.—2. conscience,

Periander and Bias ap. Stob. p. 192,

21, sq.', inf-, aor. 2 without
pres., being used instead,

{, ') to see together, see in one

view. Plat. Leffg. 904 B, etc. : to per-

ceive plainly, Xen. An. 1, 5, 9, Isocr.

16 B, etc. : to understand, Dem. 1351,
6.—Cf also., {,) to com-

pare together, and so copy, mimic, Ath.

391 B., {,) tioeniy to-

gether, every twenty, Lat. viceni ; Ion.,, Od. 14, 98., (,) to give way,

Lat. concedere, , Polyb. 32,

19, 3., to feast with or to-

gether, Nonn., , f. -. {, ')
to crowd together, ., Hdt. 3,

45 ; also ot things, to hind firmly to-

gether, 1)>3, Hdt. 4, 67 :—pass.,

to be crowded or pressed together,, into less compass, Xen.
Hell. 7, 2, 6. Hence, , , a crowding to-

gether. Ael., pf of7,.,,{,,) that which is jointly depend-

ent on fate, Plut. 2, 569 E, Aristid., i- -, {.) :
—

to be with, be joined or linked uith,? , Od. 7,

270 ; freq. periphr. for a verb, .-, to dream, Aesch. Pers. 177 ; ., . for,, Soph. . '. 303, . 611; .—,, to be acquainted with
toil, cares, Ar. Plut. 321, Nub. 1404;
., to be engaged in business,

Id. Kan. 957
; -, Xen. Oec.

15, 12 ; ,, Luc.
Cron. 11, Bis Ace. 3:— also, ko~, Eur. Tro. 677.— 2.

of persons, to have intercourse with,

live with, , Soph. El. 204, Eur.,

etc.
; , Ar. Plut. 504 ; esp.

of a woman, to live ivilh a husband,

=

, Hdt. 4, 9, Soph. El. 276,

etc. ; and then, rrferely, to have sexual

intercourse, Ar. Eccl. 619, cf-:— generally, to agree with, lake

part or side with, '/?? ,
.Aesch. Theb. 671, cf Soph. O. T.
275, etc. :

—

to attend, as to a pupil.

Plat. Theaet. 151 A, etc. ; oi-. followers, partisans, disciples, freq.

in Plat., as Apol. 25 E, Theaet. 168

A ;
guests, Xen. Symp. 1, 15, etc., {,) :

—to go or come
together, hence to asssemble., II. 4, 446 ; 8, 60 ; , Hdt.
I, 62.—2. in hostile sense, to meet in

battle, engage with, II. 6, 120 ; 20, 159,

Hes. Th. 686, etc. ; ,
II. 20,66, Hes. Th. 705: also of states,

to engage in war, Thuc. 2, 8.—3. in

peaceable sense, to come together, meet

to advise or debate, Thuc. 2, 15, Ly-
curg. 165, 32, etc. ; of conspirators,. , Dem.
745. 15, cf. Dinarch. 102, 15 : — also

of festive meetings, -. Plat. Symp. 197 D—4. of sex-

ual intercourse, Lat. co'ire, Arist. H.
A. 5. 2, 2.—5. to come together, to come
in, of money, , Hdt.
1, 64; 4, 1.—Horn, in II. has Att.

form,, etc., metri
grat., inf.-, aor. of-

:
—to speak icith any one, confirm

what another says, Isocr. 399, fin.
;

to agree uith,, Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 46,

etc. ; opp. to, Lys. 123, 12:

to advocate\i\e cause ; and. generally,

to help, further, . -. Isocr. 412 .—2. to tell along with

one, help one to tell, Eur. Hipp. 557.

—

3. in mid.,, to agree upon,
settle, Dion. H. 5, 51.—Cf.,=, Ep.-, II. 14, 36. []

and -vvu,=sq.

, Ep. -, as in Od.,
Ion.- : f. -;, {, '). To
shut in or enclose together, 0<i. 9, 427

;

to shut tip. Soph. Aj. 593 :

—

to bind 0
tie together, Od. 12, 424 ; 14, 72: gen-
erally, to join together, umte, esp. in
wedlock, JPlat. Rep. 461 B, cf Wyt-
tenb. Plut. 2, 138 B., pf of., ov, , a tying or joining
together, connexion, dependence, Dem.
Phal. : from, {, ) to string to-

gether, join one after another, Ar. A v.

1079 ; generally, to connect together.

Plat. Crat. 425 B, Legg. 654 A : to

add besides, Lat. continuare, -. Id. Polit. 267 A : esp., ., string words together, Dem.
328, 12, Arist. Eth. N. 7, 3, 8, cf
Polyb. 10, 47, 9 : hence.—II. seem-
ingly intr., to speak on. continue the
subject, Arist. Metaph. 13, 3, 10, Gen.
An. 1, 2, 1, Luc. Prom. 5: and then,
more generally, to continue, c. part.,, i. e. they went

without pausing, Xen. Cyr. 7. 5. 6;
., to contimie moving, Ar-
ist. Phys. Ausc. 8, 8, 5 :—absol., to

continue, be continuous or connected. Id.

Meteor. 2, 5, 17, etc., f -, {,) to

bring in with or together,,
Hdt. 5, 75 ; , Xen. Cyr.
3, 2, 24. [u] Hence, ov, introduced along
with or together : . in Eccl., a
priest's housekeeper, Lat. subintroducta., {,) to go
into or embark in together with,?. Aesch. Theb. 602, cf Eur.
Med. 477 ; , Antipho
139, 7., {,) to

throw into wilh or together.— II. USO.
intr., to make an inroad into a country
together, join in an inroad, ',
Hdt. 9, 17, cf Thuc. 4, 94 ; with an-
other, or . Xen. Cyr.
7, 1,30, Hell. 6, 5, 22. Hence/,, , , a joint invasion,

inroad or attack., =sq.,{,) to slip into

with or together, Arist. Mirab., {} to go into with OF
together., {,/) to

join in driving into.—II. intr., to go,

ride into along with, Plut. Artas. 13,

etc., {., ')
dep. mid., c. aor. et pf act., to enter

along with or together,, Eur.
Hel. 327; , Thuc. 4, 57;, Andoc. 31, 15; etc., , to furnish with
besides, to assist, Ath. 367 B., {,)
dep. mid., to introduce along with or
together,, Plut. 2. 795 B., Ion. -7., to break

along with or together, Hipp., to leap into along with

or together., , to dwell with in
a place, Hipp./, to carry into along

with or together., {,) as
pass. , to be introduced (as into the body,
cf) with or together, Plut. 2,

902 A., fut. without any pres.

in use, cf sub., f. -, {,') to send into along with, Ael. V. H.
12, 43.
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^, , {,)
to leap into with together, 0|)[).", (,) to

fail or be thrown into along uith or to-

gether, /•, Xen. .
5, 7, 25.— II. to rush in along with or

together, esp. of soldiers pursuing the

besieged to their own gates and get-

ting in with them, . ,
Hdt. 3, 55, cf. 9, 102 ; , with one,

Thuc. C. 100 ; . . At.

Eccl. 1095; . ' >. Xen. An. 7, 1, 18 ;
-, Id. Hell. 4, 7, 6.

_7(, (,) to sail

into together, , Xen. Hell. 1 ,

6, 16., , f. -, (, -)) to bring into along with or to-

gether : esp., to draw into one's ouni

party,, Plut. 2, 482 E, 484 D.', as pass. c. fut.

mid., to go into along with or together,

Dion. H., Att. -, f. -^,
{,) :—to help one {tivl)

in exacting moneyfrom another (),
Dem. 1205, 9.(, (,) to flow
into together, to steal in together, Ael.

N. A. 1,2.
^), (,) to run

into along with or together, App., (,) to join

in paying the war-tax,[) Xen.
Hell. 2, 1, 5. Hence, , , a joint contribu-

tion, esp. to the war-tax, Dion. H., Ion. for-, q. v.,^., f. -}, to let into

along with or together., (,) to go

out luiih or together, , Xen.
An. 4, 3, 22., {,) to

cast out along ivith, Tivi Tl, Hdt. 3,

108 : to assist in casting out or expel-

ling, Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 13, etc., f.-,{,-
)) to help in bringitig out,), Xen. An. 1,5, 7.), , to shout out with or

together, Hipp., , to join in going out

to aid one, Diod., {,) to

throw out together, as boiling water
does scum : hence cff the sea, to throw

on shore along with,] vav-. Lye. 898 :—in pass, to be ejected,

cast out, LXX., f.-,{,-) dep. mid., to join in receiving,

entertaining kindly, Plut. 2, 662 B., , (,) to

be abroad with or together, Plut. Cat.

Min. 5., , , a being or going

abroad together : from, ov, {,) a

fellow-traveller, Plut. Otho,5, etc.', {,) to

give out together: esp., to help a poor

man in portioning out his daughter
(cf. I. 2.), . -. Lys. 157, 18. Dem. 316, 4. [<]?/, , ,():
—strictly, an utiderstanding one thing

with another : hiMice usu. in rhetoric,

an indirect iiind of expression, esp.

when the whole is put for a part, or vice

versa. Quint. Inst. 8, 6, 19. Hence, , , making use of. Adv. -, in the way of
synecdoche, Diod.,, , a general running

out, esp. for a sally.
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', {,) to put off,

strip off together :—Mid., to strip one's

self of, put off together,

, Hdt. 1, 8.— II. pass., c. aor. 2,

et pf. act., to go out together, Polyaen.

2,31,2.,{,) to join

in placing among the gods, Plut.'. [,)
to heat together, Plut. Pomp. 8., {,.) to

help to make womanish, Ath. 087 A., {, 7) to

squeeze out together, Arist. Probl. 4, 2,, {,) to

die along with or together, . -
. i. e. to drink till wine and drinker
fail together, Eur. Cycl. 571., (,)
sixteen together, by sixteens, Dem. 260,

fin., f. -, {, -) to set on fire with or together, Ael.

V. H. 13, 1 : melaph. to help to inflame,, Polyb. 3, 14, 3., , f.-, (,-) to join in calling out

:

—to entice

out or excite together, ,
Polyb. 18,2, 11., {,) as

Pass., to be exposed along with a child,

Heliod. 2, 31., , {,)
to pierce, stab at once, LXX., nisi le-

gend, -., {,) to

help to steal away, Eur. Tro. 1018,

I

Hel. 1370 ; . -), to help in evad-

ing or frustrating a marriage, Id. El.

364.<,{,)
to frequent the together, Plut.

Sol. 18.,{,) to bend
aside together, Diod. [tj, {,)
wash out along with or together, Arist.

Gen. An. 1, 19,20./, , f. -, {,) to swim outfrom together,

Galen., {,) to

help 171 carrying out a thing, help in

achieving, Eur. Hipp. 465 : .,, to help one in bearing

them, Id. Or. 685, El. 73 ; cf.-.,{,) help

to cut out, cut away, Xen. An. 4, 8, 8., {,) to help

to secrete, Arist. Gen. An. 2, 4, 5. [t]?^, , to utter along with

or together., (,) to

shine forth together, Plut., (,) to

smooth off along with or together, Diosc.7'., {,) to pick

out alongwilh or together :—mid., to con-

tract an illness, Luc. Epist. Saturn.

28.,,^=.,(,) to van-

ish along u'ith or together, Plut. 2, 777
A; etc. : '^?. -. Id. Lycurg. et

r>iuin. 4.7., , , (^)
chosen along with or together, . ., {,) to dissolve

with or together:, Plut. 2, 596
;?^. Antli. . , 56.. , {,,)

to march out to fight together, Ar. Lys.
1154.

2TNE,{,) to

join inforcing with a lever, Ar. Lys. 430., Dep. mid., to swim
out along with., {,) to

send out or forth together. Plat. Tim.
91 A ; to conduct or take out together,

Xen. Hell. 7, 2. 18., {,)
to help to ripen, Plut. 2, 700 F., later form for•., , f.- Ion. -,
(,) to run to the end along
with or together, , Xen.
Cyn. 4, 5., Att. -, f. -)
{,) :— to help m getting

rid of by digestion. Plut. 2, 648 F :—
pass., Arist. Probl. 2, 21, 1, Plut. 2,

647 D.— II. metaph., to boil down;
and so, to make mild, mellow together,

Plut. 2, 676 B., ,{,) to

spring out along with or together, Phl-
lostr., f. -, {,)
to press out together, Geop. : from, verb, adj., one must
press out together., (,)
to make angry along with or together,

Plut.,{,)
to make hot together, Arist. Meteor. 3,

1,9., {,) to drink

out or off along with or together,,
Xen. An. 7, 3, 32. []', {,) to

come forth along with or together,

Tivor, Plat, tiieaet. 156 B.— II. esp.

of the voting tablets coming out ot
the urn in which they were collected,

to come out in unison or agreement ; and
so, generally, of the voles, to turn out

to agree, happen to agree,, Hdt. 1, 206; 8, 49;
so, , Hdt. 8,

123 :—c. dat., to come out equal to
another, run a dead heat with him,, Hdt. 5, 22, cf. Plut. 2,

1045 D.—III. to fall out, be throum out,

fail together, , Deinad. 179, 29,
but Bekker would eject the iv.—2.

to be torn out together, 1>,
Plat. Tim. 84 . [,:], Ion.-, {'>, •) to sail out along with,, Hdt.
1, 5, Thuc. 4, 3, Lys. 132, 7, etc.. , {,)
to fill ite up, fill up the measure of a
thing, TO, Polyb. 10, 28, 2:
to complete. Id. 14, 4, 3 : to indulge to

the full. Id. 3, 78, 5.', Att. -, {,-) to strike with fear together,

Plut. 2, 41 C., f. -, (, -) to breathe out, i. e. breathe one's

last along with another,, Eur. I. T.
684., {,) to

be sufficiently supplied by, be content

with,, Polyb. 6, 49, 7 ; cf.

IV., , f. -, {,/^) to vanquish along with or
together, Diod.7., {,-) as pass., to become hostile togeth-

er, /7/, Plut. 2, 380 .}•~, , f.-,(,-)6 in working out a thing, help in

achieving or effecting. Tl, Eur. I. T. 1 063,

Hel. 1406: . , suffer it

to the end with hira, Eur, Andromed



8, 4 : — to assist to the utmost, Eur.

Ion 740; cf. Plut. 2, 807 C, etc.

Hence, verb, adj., onemust

help in working out., (,)
as pass. c. f'ut. mid., to go or travel out

along with or together, LXX., ( ',) to

help in discovering and procuring, Xen.
An. 5, 8, 25, Plut. 2, 73 E., or -ia, verb, adj., of, one must drink out or off.

At. Plut. 1085.,.-,.--
; f. -^ (,) :

—

to ex-

act money with or together.—Mid., to

join a person{) in taking vengeance

for a thing {tl), to assistYara in aveng-

ing. Hdt. 7, 169 ; cf.., , (,) to

inflame together, Plat. Tim. 65 E., {,) to flow or

run out along with or together, Clem.
Al.), , to gulp down along

with or together., (, -) to march out along with or to-

gether, Joseph., (,) to help

in drawing out ofdanger delivering.

Soph. O. C. 566, Antipho 140, 28., , (,-
vou) to humble greatly along with or to-

gether ; . iavTOv, to condescend greatly,

Plut., Att. -, to disturb

along with or together., Att. -, {, -) to arrange in line or battle order

along with Others, Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 18., { , ) to

stretch out along ivith or together, Philo.

—II. intr., to extend along with or to-

gether, Plut. 2, 901 B; (al. pass.)_, , f-, {,-
,) to help in completiyig, Theophr., {,) to cut

out, exterminate together, Plut. 2, 159 C., yerb. adj.,,
one must keep with one or together, Xen.
Cyr. 7, 5, 70., ( airv, ) to

expose, put oji shore, along with or

together, Plut. 2, 27 C., {, ,-) dep., to assist infostering, Plut.

2, 662 C., , ,{) fit for

holding together or maintaining,

. , Arist. Mund. 6, 1 ; ., Phintys ap. Stob. p.

444, 26 ;—also pass., lasting, enduring,

V. 1. Theophr.—II. Adv. -, summa-
rily., (, ) to

bring forth along with or together, .
V, to produce young ones and

their food together, as oviparous ani-

mals do, Arist. Pol. 1, 8, 10, Gen.
An. 3, 2, 9.,=^, Plut.

Romul. 13., f- [t], (,-) to pay along with or together, to

help in paying. Plat. Legg. 855 B,

Dem. 1254, 27., {,) to

make to produce together, LXX.?, {,-
1?.) as pass., to be run away with

by a horse or as if by a horse, Plut. 2,

802 D., {,)
to make quite savage along with or

together

:

—pass., to become so, Plut.

SuU. 16.

, f.-, {, -) to rear up along with or together,. Plat. Mene.K. 249 A

;

. Id. Symp. 209 C :—pass.,

to grow tip with, ,
Eur. I. T. 709, cf Andoc. 7, 29., {,) to run

out along with or together, to sally out

together, Xen. Hell. 4, 3. 17, Ages. 2,

11.— II. to turn out well, to prosper,

speed, Polyb. 12, 13, 5, cf 10. 40, 6.

—III. to be equal to, correspond in size,

quantity, opinion, etc., c. dat. Schaf
Dion. Comp. p. 425.. f -, {,)
to destroy utterly with or together,

LXX., ov, { )

reared up together, LXX., {, ) to

shoiv or signify together, tl, Plut.

2, 33 D., {,) to bear

or carry out together, esp. to burial

:

hence to attend a fimeral, Thuc. 2, 34:
—to vomit forth, disgorge together, Plut.

2, 453 D.— II. to bear to the end along

with, TL, Eur. Dictys 7.

—

III. to

utter, express with or together ; metaph.,

of an artist, . Ty ,
Plut. 2, 335 , cf. 25 fc.—IV. pass.,

to go out from with or together., {,) to es-

cape with, Philostr. Imagg. 2, 2., {,7.-) to become inflamed together, The-
ophr. Fr. 7, 12., , ,{) a

carrying out together, esp. to burial.

—

II. an uttering together, Dion. H., ,^, He-
liod., (,) to produce

along with or together, Philostr., , {,) to

call out, utter along with or together.

HencevvL, , , an uttering

together, Clem. .:—hence,=-
2., {, ') to

lighten quite up, or Tnutually, Plut. 2,

806 A. ^, {,) to pour otit

together :—pass., to stream out together,

metaph. of men, Polyb. 9, 9,7, cf 11,

14, 7.
_

-
_, , to help in emptying

:

as medic, term, to assist nature in emp-

tying the vessels of the body, Hipp.

;

v. Foes. Oecon., , to lessen or dimin-

ish along with, Ach. Tat.

: f.? [u], Ep., etc., (, ). To
drive together, II. 11, 677, Xen. Cyr. 1,

4, 14: (T. -, to gnash the

teeth together, Od. 18, 98 : to hammer
together, Plut. 2, 567 :—pass., to be

driven OT forced together, Polyb. 4, 48,

2, etc.— il. esp., to set together, set one

against the other, like, -, Lat. committere, !;.,

11. 20, 134 ; 21, 394 : to inake to fight

with each other, Od. 18, 39 : also intr.,

ipLOi ., to meet in quarrel, 11. 22, 129.

—Horn. usu. has Att. form .,
but always metri grat. : he only uses
pres.,and Ep..,-. etc., to convince together., inf , and, Ep. 3

sing. aor. 2 of-, , (,)
to join in freeingfrom, ^", Hdt.

5, 46: absot., to join, in freeing,', Id. 7, 51, 157, Thuc. 2, 72,

etc.

, , a coming together,

meeting, intercourse., fut. of.
Hence, , , disposed for
intercourse or society, Plut., , a rolling together, com-
bining : from, Att. -, (,-) to roll together, Arist. H. A. 2,

11, 2., one must dratu to-

gether, Xen. Ages. 9, 4: verb. adj.

from, f. - : aor.-
(cf.) :

—to draw together or to a
point. Plat. Symp. 190 : .,
to draw together or into union, opp. to. Id. Theaet.
181 .—2. to draw up, contract,-' , Ar. Nub.
585.—II. to draw out along with, to

help to draw out, Ar. Pac. 417, Xen.
Ages. 2, 15.

,
part. aor. 2 of,

Od., {,) to go
in along with or together, . ,
to embark luithone m any undertaking,
Schweigh. Polyb. 29, 3, 8, cf 1, 20, 7.?., (,) to

throw in along with, help in putting in, Ar,

Lys. 246.—II. intr., to fall in or iipon,

join in attacking, Xen. Hell. 7, 4, 22

;

. , to make a joint

inroad, Dem. 299, 10. Hence, , , a throwing 0
putting in together, ., the regu-

lar dip of all the oars together, to the

sound of the, Aesch. Pers.

396 :—and? should be
read in Id. Ag. 984, though the
passage is corrupt., for, inf aor. 2
of, Pind., to strew in or upon
along with or together., {,)
to burn along with or together, Eur.
Rhes. 489., {,) fall

in or upon together

:

— to come on 0
happen together, Hipp. Demetr. 34,

etc.?., {,)
twine or plait in together, Plut. 2, 71 F.-, {,~) to blow

in along with Or together, Longin., ov, {,)
travelling with : 6 ., as subst., a fel-

low-traveller, a companion, attendant,

Aesch. Cho. 208, Soph. Tr. 318, Phil.

542 ; opp. to (a guide). Plat.

Phaed. 108 ; ,
Eur. Bacch. 57 ;

', Aesch. Cho.
733 :

—

., partner in.., Ar.

Ran. 396; v. Valck. Callim. Fr.

67, 3., aor. 1 inf of-., ,{)
happening together., {, ) to

point out, indicate together, Theophr.,
Ath. 663 C :—pass., to appear together

or besides. Id. Hence, , , a pointing to,

indicating together : ., secondary

allusion to a thing, Ath. 325 B./. {.) to bring

in with, dr perhaps merely strengthd.

for, in an obscure passage

of M. Anton. 3, 4 ; v. Gataker., (,) adv.,

just over against, right opposite, Opp., to give notice ofalong

with.
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''^^, (,) to give

in, abate, Diod. Hence"-,. , a giving in, giv-

ing way, Plut. 2, 680 A., {aiw,) to put in

along with or to>;ether, Arr.•'', as pass., Ep. for, to be carried so as to meet,

hence to strike or dash against, /, Hes. So. 440 : prob.

the only example of this form of the

pres., {cvv,)
to share in inspiration or enthusiasm.

Died.••, , — foreg., Polyb.

38, 4, 7, Plut., etc.'', , to have in one's mind
along with or together.), , unite in one, dub. 1.,

Polyb. 2, 14, 1.,, , {,)
tension, pressure together, Plut. 2, 589

A, 901 D., to arrange with, bring

into line with., f. -, {,) to

lead out, cam/ away along with or to-

gether. Plat, theaet. 157 I), Plut., etc., ,{) to change

into air with., i. -, {, •) to put into the open air along

with or together, Diosc., , f -, {,-) to take out along with or together

:

to help in removing, /?, Hdt. 1, 30 ; rcii' . -, Eur. Ion 1044 :

—

to help in tak-

ing, . Tivi, Xen. Hell. 7, 4,

12 ; , Aeschin. 32, 28 ; so,

., Eur. Tro. 24:

—

to help in

rescuing, Polyb. 5, 11, 5:—mid.,-
tl, to take awayfrom

one, Xen. Cyn. 5, 28., {,) to elevate

or excite along with, Jac. Philostr.

Imag. p. 321, cf p. 219.—II. intr. to

go out along with, of colonies, Polyb.

12, 5, 8 ;—but,^. Id. 3, 68,

8, is now altered.?.,,{,•) to follow constantly, to attend eve-

ry where, Ttvi,
Polyb. 2, 7, 3, cf 58, 11: to fall to

one's lot. Id. 3, 63, 11, etc. : to be hab-

itual to, oi,
Id. 37, 2, 4 :, the consequences. Id, 3, 109,

9 :—of events, to turn out in accordance

wUh, Tivi, Id. 18, 15, 12., to throw for, dart

along with or together.', .-, {, -) to hear all of a thing at the

same time or together. Soph. Tr. 3T2,

Plut. 2, 720 D.?., {,) to

wipe out together, Plut. Cat. Min. 17.?, liep. mid., to leap

cut along with or together., {,-
<) to err along with, have part in a

fault, Antipho 133, 18, Thuc. 3, 43,

Lys., etc. ; . ,
Polyb. 5, 11, 1.. {,-) dep. c. fut. mid. et aor. pass.,•

ta begin a contest ivith or together, labour

equally with, Plut.-'/.,{,?.)
te consume along with or together, Dion.

H., , {,-) to fill up againwith or togeth-

er, Hipp., , {,) to

blossom together, Plut. 2, 434 B.
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2TNE, {,)
to make to stand up together :

—to stir up
or excite together, Plut. 2, 44 C.—11.

pass., c. aor. 2 et pf act., to rise and
come forth ivith, v. I. Xen. Cyr. 8, 4,

27 ; to rise up at the same time, Plut.

Ages. 12, etc.—2. to rise in rebellion,

rebel, revolt, riot along with 0 together,

Polyb. 10, 9, 4.?, , to exhaust, endure

along with or together., Att.-, [] {,) :
— to accomplish along with or

together, Hermesian. 5, 39.— II. ab.sol.,

(sub. ) to overtake or equal

in running, Plut. 2, 137 C., , f. -, {,-) to cheat along with or together,

Dem. 202, 14 ; 673, 2, Plut., etc.?, {, -
')tosend forth together

:

—pass.,

f-, aor. 2 •v,to go
out with, Polyb. 23, 14, 11., f -, {,)
to set on fire along with or together,

Plut. 2, 929 B.. , {,)
to reckon, count with or besides. Diod.,.{.-,{,)
to suffice along u'tth or together, Slrab., [,) to join

in leading, /(, Plat. Ax. 368 D., {,) to

evaporate with or together, Arist. Part.

An. 2,4, 1, Gen. An. 3,2, 5., , {,)
to lose tension, become powerless along

with or together, Plut. 2, 528 E., to dry up with or at

the same time., {,) to

rouse together :—pass., to be roused or
excited together, Polyb. 4, 47, 3., {, , ) :

—to go
out along with or together, Tivor,

Thuc. 3, 113 ;, Xen. Cyr. 1,4, 15., (.-, (,-) to drive out along with or to-

gether, Aesch. Ag. 1G06.— II. intr. (sub.,. etc.), to march out,

ride out, Anth. P. 9, 715., ov, 6, a fellow-

freedman, A pp., Att. -, to unroll

with or together, Callistr., to draw out with., , f. -, {, -) to vomit out with, Arist. H. A. 5,

15, 10., {,) to

make red, inflame with, Hipp., , (.-, {,) to search out, examine thor-

oughly with, Tivi Tl : in aor. mid.,

Plat. Theaet. 155 E., {,) to draw
out with or together, Anth. P. 6, 57., (,)
dep. mid., c. aor. et pf. act. :

—

to go or

come out with, , Hdt. 5, 74, Eur.
Hec. 1012, Thuc. 8, 61, etc. ; esp. to

attack, Xen. Hell. 3, 4, 2., f-, {,)
to search out and examine along with or

together. Plat. Legg. 900 D.—PaSs., to

be reckoned with or among, oi-
or, his par-

ty or adherents, Dem. 556, 16; 576,

12, cf Luc. Imagg. 15:—also,-, to measure one's self

with one, rival him, Alciphr. 3, 54., , or -. . 1. for

m Xen. ; cf Lob. Phryn.
595 sq.. Schaf Mel. p. 6, 7., (,) to

help or join in finding out, , Ar.

Thesm. 601 ;, Isocr. 50 :

—

. , Eur. Heracl. 420.

, f.-, dep. mid,,
to lead out together., {,)
as pass., to become tame or civilized with
or together, Ty •
., Plut. Num. 16., , (,) to

exude together. Hipp. ; . /, to

send forth an ill 0(li>iir with the perspi-

ration, Arist. Probl. 13, 11., {,) to

exude, throw off, .A.rist. Probl. 5, 27., , (,) to

equalize, make even with,\Xi pass., Diod.
2, 10., (,)
pass., to rise and go out. march out to

battle, Tivi, to meet another, Polyb. 3,

34. 9., {,) to

trace out along with, , Plut. Cic.
18., {,) to go
out of along with or together,, Ath.
248 F.. {,) to smell of
a thing besides, Theophr., (,) to

drive out together.—2. intr. (sub.

vavv), to push out together, Plut. 2, 985
C., to slip out along
ivith, Manetho., , {,) to

make quite like, , Plut. 2, 1054 :
—pass., to become so, Theophr., etc.

;

, to

become acclimated, Polyb. 4, 21, L
Hence,, complete assimila-

tion., {,) to

raise up, excite together, Plut. 2, 998 E.', to help to remove beyond
the frontiers., , f. -, (, -) to help to urge on, Isocr. 216
C ; Tivu , Plut. ; etc.— 11. intr.,

to rush forth or sally out together, Xen.
Cyr. 1,'4, 20; 7, I, 29 : '--, shoots up along with the
corn,' Id. Oec. 17, 12 and 14., {,) to rush
out with or together, Ath., Att. -, to dig out

with or together., to banhh by ostra-

cism with or together.', to discharge with the

wine, Hipp., (,) to

moisten with or together, Plut. 2, 752 D., , {,) to

thrust out together, Hipp., Plut. 2, 819
F, etc., ?/, dub. 1. in Plut. 2, 449
A : the sense requires,
or some such word., {,) keep

festival with or together, Plut. 2, 666
D. Hence, ov, , a sharer in a
festival, Vlat. Legg. 653 D., ov, 6, poet, for-,=, a joining,, 11. 14, 465,
ubi . Spitzner ; cf.., . •,() to

join in bringing in against another, ^oin

in inviting, Thuc. 4, 1, 79., (,-) dep. mid., to join in stirring up
a contest, , besides all

that had happened, Polyb. 3, 118, 6., and poet,-, (,) to join in celebrating,,
Eiir. I. A. 1492.—II. to sing spells or

charms together, -, Theophr.



. ), ; f. -. -
(,) :

—

to approve or advise

together, Aesch. Tlieb. 1073 ; to join

in advising or recomrnending, c. inf.

Thuc. 4, 91, Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 34; c.

ace, to approve, consent or agree to,

Xen. An. 7, 3, 36, Plat. Hipjj. Min.
init. : absol., to approve, Xen. Cyr. 4,

3, 23, Dem. 288, 6: . -iin, to agree

with one, Dem. 1438, 9.—II. to join in

praising,, Xen. Hipparch. 5, 14., ov, {cvv,)
joining in approbation of a thing, con-

senting to it, c. dat. rei, Hdt. 3, 119
;

absol. 5,20, 31 :

—

.,=-(-, c. ace. et inf., to consent that...,

Hdt. 7, 15., {,) to raise,

lift at the same time,, Xen. Eq.

7, 2.—II. to urge on together or also, c.

inf , Xen. Symp. 8, 24, of. Oec. 5, 5., dep. mid., to feel

along with., (,-
uai) dep. mid., to accuse together, in-

volve in the same charge, ,
Thuc. 1, 135, Plut. Pericl. 10, etc., {,)
as pass., to continue soaring over, Tivi,

Plut. Ales. 33., {,7\,-) to folloiv tvith or together, follow

close, TLVL, Plat. Phaed. 81 E,"Calli-

crat. ap. Stob. p. 426, 15, Plut., etc./, , , a fellow-

huntsman., f. -^, {,-/^) to join in raising the war-cry,

Joseph., {,) to

join in repelling, c. acc, Thuc. 6, 56., {,/)
to make to rise. esp. rise up against to-

gether :— II. pass., c. aor. 2 et pf act.,

to join in a revolt or rebellion, Hdt. 1,

59 ; 3, 61, Thuc. 1, 132., , {.-) to join in setting right or estab-

lishing, Dem. 140, 14, Polyb. 30, 18,

4., to support one's self

upon, along with or together., Ion. for-, Hdt., to help, aid, succour

together., , to join in practising,

Aristid.

and -, to in-

crease, enlarge along with or together.

—II. intrans. and in pass., to grow
with., {,) to

let loose at jointly or together, Joseph., to help to arouse

against., aor. 1 from-
<5, Xen. ; not from., , r/, {,) the

connexion of words or verses, Dion. H.
Comp. 23 ; al.., {,) to urge

on along with :—pass., to increase or
groiv with, Ael. N. A. 14, 23., {, , ) to go
with against, join in attacking,. Thuc. 3, G3., {, , , )
to go into along with, Ath. 615 C.'/.), Co, to roll into be-

sides or along with.,(,)
to rush in upon along with, Tivi,

Plut. Fab. 17, cf. Coriol. 8.,{,)
as mid., to bring in together with one^s

self, Xen. Hell. 6, ^, 43, si vera lec-

tio.

, {,) to

drink off quickly, Anth., {,,)
to help to stretch out over, Aristaen. 2,

15.,{,.)
to show forth manifestly :—pass., to be

or become quite manifest, shine forth to-

gether, V. 1. Plut. Anton. 83.?., {, ?.-) to help to make light, i. e., to assist

in bearing, . Tivl , Hdt.
I, 18.3, {,3)
to take one's stand upon together, ., , to pounce

opportunities, etc., Polyb. 20,

II, 7; 30,9,21., to show on the sur-

face with or together : susp., dep., to help in

performing, Aristid., f. -, {,-) to help in inflicting,'. Piut.

Brut. 52 : . , to help to

fix a suspicion on him. Id. Caes. 8.

—2. to transfix,. Id. Philop. 10 :— Ty () ,
charging him with all the force of his

horse, Id. Marcell. 7., {,) to con-

tend with, Tivi, Anth. P. 9, 709., Ion. aor. of-, Hdt., (,) to

help to direct or guide, Plut. Koinul. 7,

etc., , to join in cheer-

ing, Diod., (,)
dep. mid., to join in a prayer, Thuc. 6,

32 : C. inf, to vow at the same time, ., Xen. An. 3, 2,9, cf. Ar. Thesm.
952., , f. -, {,-) to join in singing, sing in cho-

rus, , -, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 58 ;

cf. 7, 1, 25, Plut. 2, 44 C, etc., (,) to

go together towards or upon, mount a

ladder together, Polyb. 10, 13, 8.—JI.

to enter upon or undertake along with,

, Antipho 117, 41., {,?.) to

cast upon together.—II. intr..<o coincide

with,, Polyb. 2, 56, 4.—III. mid.,

to begin together.?, f. -, {,-) to damage besides at the same
time, Arist. Pol. 2, 9, 20, in pass.,[,)
to join in plotting against, Isae. 61,

40., , {,-) to encourage along with, Plut. 2,

746 0,796 A., {,-) dep., to come on together, of an ill-

ness, Diod., 6, afellow-registrar,

fellow-clerk, Isocr. 367 A./,. -, [,-) to ascribe or assigyi besides,, Plut. 2, 816 D.— II. pass.,

to be enrolled among, take part in or

with, Clem. Al. [], {,)
to point out together, Polyb. 3, 38, 5, in

pass., {,) to bind

fast with or to, , Hipp. 748., . (,)
to come to a place and stay there togeth-

er, Strab., {,) to

give up wholly willingly,

or , Polyb. .82, 10, 5; 21, 10.—

II. intr., to increase along with or to-

gether, Plut. 2, 448 D., to yoke along with
or together, v. 1. Ath., ,{,) to

examine along with, .\ristaen. 2. 3., {,) to

ascribe to divine interjiosilion, Plut.

SuU. 6, etc., ,{.)
to contemplate along with, Sext. Emp.
p. 379.,(.) to help

to sharpen or stimulate, Plut. 2, 433 D., , (,-) to join in applauding loudly, Plut.

2, 531 C., , (,)
to join in bewailing, Plut. 2, 541 A, etc.

Hence,, , a joint be-

wailing, Plut. 2, 610 B.-, , {,)
participation in luxury, Plut. 2, 1092. , {.)
to desire along with, , Xen.
Hipparch. 1, 8. Hence, ov, 6, one of the

same desires with another. Plat. Cli-

toph. 408 C., {,)
to cheer on together, esp. ol hallooing
to hounds, Plut. 2, 757 D., strictly, perf. of-, to sit upon with or together,

Eumath., (,) as
pass., to press upon together: to join

in attacking, Ar. Eq. 267., to mix with be

sides.,=^6., f. -, (, -
?.) to break with or at once : me-
taph., '?^, Plut. Philop. 9. [], ,{,)
to help to adorn, Xen. Hier. 8, 6, Arist.

Eth. N. L, 10, 12., , {,)
to join as an ally, help to relieve,-, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 24, Hier. 3, 2., {,)
to lighten at the same time, Plut. Ca-
mill. 25 :

—

to help m relieving. Id. Eu-
men. 9., {,-) to move one thing backwards and
forwards with another ; Ty., of dogs near game, Xen.
Cyii. 6, 16., {,) to

help to judge or decide between,.
Plat. Legg. 792 C; absol., Plut. 2,

53 B., ,{,)
to join in applauding, Piut. 2, 56 B,
63 A., {,)
to help to conceal, Plut. Timol. 10, etc., , (,)
to join in ratifying, , Polyb. 4, 30, 2,

etc., {.)
to join in a with,, Ath. 534
E., (,•) as mid. :

—

to take part in with

or together, have a share in, partake in,

c. gen.,,, Hdt.

3, 48 ; 5, 45. v. Thuc. 6. 70, (cf-?. IX,'3) :
—to

help, support one, Thuc. 3. 74 ;
(so in

act., which is very rare. Id. 2, 8)

;

7.(1 \, to

help one towards it. Polvb. 11, 24, 8,

etc., cf. Plut. Themist. 12.
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, (,-
Itpiivu) to help to brighten, .,
Pint. 2, 795 C., (,) to

shine upon or forth at the same time,

Theophr.~?, dep., to read over

with., verb. adj. from- (not in use), one must fur-
ther add, Eust.-, to fail along luith or

together, Iambi.•-, dep. mid., to reck-

on with besides., , (,-) to loin in atlestina or ratifying,

Arist. Mund. 6, 31, Polyb. 26, 9, 4,

Plut., etc. Hence, , ?;, joint

testimony Or approval, M. Anton. 1, 10.

[*]
, , ,,,.-) [],(,) to sjnile at with or together,

Plut. 2, 672 E.', dep. c. fut. mid.

et aor. pass.
; (, kni,) :

—
to join in taking care of or attending to,, Thuc. 8, 39, and Xen. ; to have

joint charge of, , Xen. An.

6, 1, 22: to join in providing,-. Plat. Legg.
754 C. Hence
'7•.], ov, 6, one who joins

in taking care of, an associate, Xen.
Cyr. 5, 4, 17.), to assign along with

or together.), to add to the mea-

sure., to mix with besides.), (aiw,) to join

in assenting, Arist. Soph. El. 7, 2 ;- ., Plut. 2, 446 A

;

etc.,.-,{,-) dep. mid., to float on the sur-

face along uiih or together, Aristaen.', . (,) to

join in contriving, Polyb. 8, )7, 2., , to join in swearing

falsely., {, kniTiaoxui) to

feel emotion at a thing with another,

Plut. 2, 1037 A.7:., {,) to

help to twine or plait, Anth. P. 4, 2.), f. -'/., {,) to sail agai7ist together, to join

in a naval expedition, Dem. 1224, 27., , {,)
to help in extra-work, v. 1. Xen. Cyr. 5,

4, 17.), {, ()()) to

incline towards along with. Plut. Phoc.
2.^), (,) to flow

to along with or together, Plut. 2, 696 D.^)>,{,())
to help to support, Plut. Alex. 33./, {,)
to help to indicate, Plut. 2, 398 A :—but

Usu. as dep., , to

join in expressing a judgment, whether
of disapproval. Polyb. 4, 24, 5 ; or of

approval, Diod., v.-., to prepare along

with, Procl.,,{.-4>,(,) to look over, examine along

wither logelher, Xen. Mem. 4,7, 8;-- , ,
Plat. Hipp. Maj. 296 , Crat. 422 C.~~, ov, , joint overseer

or superintendent., {,-
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)) to look sternly at with or to-

gether, Plut. 2, 672 E., (,) to

draw on with, Plut.Crass. 19.—II. usu.

in mid., to draw along with, ,
Dem. 411, 2 —2. to draw to one's self

wholly or at once, draw over to one's

own views, etc.,. Plat. Rep. 451

A, Xen. Cvr. 2, 2, 24 ; . Plat.

Soph. 236 I), Polyb., etc.,-,. and
part. aor. 2 of., (,)
tojoin or assist in forcing onward,, Xen. An. 1,5, 8., (,)
dep. pass., to know along with, be privy
to, Ti, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 19 ; . -, Luc. Catapl. 23.—2.

to know thoroughly. Plat. Legg. 821 C.', , joint attention or

observation.,,(,)
to direct, superintend, preside in common,
Plat. Kep. 528 C., (,)
to send with or together, Luc. Cron.
15., (,)
to groan at or over together, Epict.
Ench. 16.,=&., Plut. Galb.
23., (,-) to join in war against, Thuc. 5,

48., . •, (, -) to turn round at the same time,. Plat. Rep. 617 C, cf
Tim. 84 D.—2. to help to lum totvards,

serve to make attentive, Plut. Num. 14
;

TLva, Id. 2, 542 C, etc.—pass.,
to pay all one's attention, . Id.

Lycurg. el Num. 4.—II. intr. to turn

jointly towards, , Id.

Num. 13. Hence, ov, twisted up to-

gether ; concise, Philostr., {,) to

kill at a spot along with, Parthen. 6,

4., {,) to help

to strengthen or support, Xen. Mem. 2,

4,6; . ', Polyb.

28, 5, 5., , joint erection, dub.

in Iambi., (,)
to join in hastening, Plut. Agis 8, etc., {,) to

help to strain or aggravate, bpyrjv -, Polyb. 3, 13, 1.—2. intrans., to be

parallel with, Arist. Insomn. 2, 17.?, , f -, (,-) to help to accomplish, Plut. Pe-
ricl. 13: to join in performing,, Xen. Ages. 2. 17., to help to cut off,

shorten, abridge., (,') to

help in, patting on, to put on still more,

Plut. 2, 748 C.— II. mid. to set on or

attack jointly, , Thuc. 3, 54 ; 6,

17; . Tivt '-, Thuc. 1, 23;
6, 10, Plat. Phil. 16 -.—to throw one's

self upon, seize and-use to one's own ad-

vantage, . - uyvoia, Polyb. 6,

43, 4, cf. 2. 45, 4. [i], , to help to scold or

punish., {,) to

commit jointly to one's charge, Joseph., {,) to

destroy at once or utterly, .,
Xen. An. 5, 8, 20. [], , , (, -) joint-guardian, , Dem.
818, 2, 21.

, to run violently to-

wards with or together., , (,)
to help to puff up, Plut. 2, 58 B., {, )

as pass., to appear on some occasion
along with, Plut. 2, 767 C, etc.,=, Plut.
2, 63 C., {,) to join
in applying,, Plut. Pomp. 2.

—

II. of a term, to carry along until ilstlf

i. e. to imply, involve, as 'quadruped'
implies • animal,' Arist. Top. 8, 2, 6,

An. Pr. 1, 46, 15., to flee to along with
or together., to join in assenting,
promising., (,-) dep. mid., to help in calling to,

Plut. Timol. 27., (,)
to help to lade still more, Plut. 2, 728
C., , to take in hand
with orjointly., , to use addi-
tional violence, Diod. Excerpt. 32, p.

593 Wess., , to go to with or
together, Inscr., (,--) dep. mid., to join in lying, Call.

Dian. 223.', (,)
to join in putting to the vote : hence, to

join in ratifying a motion, Arist. Pol.

2, 10, 7., (, ?.) to

put to land with or together, Plut. 2,

161 A., aor.- (,) : — to follow close upon or with,, Hdt. 5, 47 ; 7, 39, Aesch. Ag.
955, etc. ; ., to follow the
flocks, i. e. tend them. Soph. O. T.
1125; (thy for-

tunes) have remained constant to thy
life, lb. 1523 ; ., to follow it, to

understand It fully, Plat. Legg. 695
C ;7] , the
arts attendant on music, Id. Phileb. 56
C ; Tu . the conse-

quences of these, Id. Legg. 679 E, cf.

Tim. 52 D;— but also as subst. c.

gen., like Lat. consequentia,-. Plat. Legg. 899 C., (, ) to

swear to in addition, or besides, , Ar.
Lys. 237 ; c. inf, Xen. An. 7, 6, 19., (,) to

join in urging on, So[)h. El. 299.?.,, , (,-) scarring quite over, Anst. Probl.

1,49., f. -, (,-) to direct another in one's own
course, metaph. from a fair wind,
Arist. Coel. 3, 2, 17; cf H. A. 8,

13, 9., adv., pari, pf pass,

from, as iffolded together,

taken together, Eccl., (,) to sit

on eggs together with, , Arist.

. . 5, 27, 4., , {,) to

help to push towards or upon, Plut. 2,

1005 A.. . -,(,)
to collect contributions: generally, to

collect or contribute, ?.?., App. :—pass., to assemble, come
or run together. Plat. Ax. 369 A.
Hence, , , a gathering in

collecting, Plut. 2, 992 A.



, , ( )

one who joins in collecting, Crobylus. 1 ;— as Pors. for-., inf. aor. without any
pres. in use, to pour together,

collect, Isocr. 110 ; so part,-, Arist. Gen. An. 3, 1, 38, with
V. ].., , , a joint lover, ., loving one jointly with an-
other, Xen. Symp. 8, 41 : from,,(.) to lovejoin t-

ly or in concert, , Eur. Andr.
223:— in pass, or mid.,, to return him love for love, Bion
16,8., f-, (, -) dep. mid., to work with an-

other ; to help, assist him, Soph. Ant.
41 ; . ~ , to help towards, con-

tribute to a thing, Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 33.

— II. the pf in pass, sense, 7/, stones wrought so

as to fit together, i. e. wrought for
building, ashlar, Thuc. 1, 93. Hence, , , joint work or la-

bour.— II. a place where several slaves

are employed together, a work-house, Lat.
ergastulum, Diod. 20, 13.

Zt)i'ep}'aar;?f,ou,o,^sq., Jac.Anth.
P. p. 394., ov, b,{) :—a fellow-workman, partner, colleague,

assistant. Soph. Phil. 93, Eur. Hipp.
417;, in a thing, ., Eur.
Bacch. 1146:—so, in fein.,-. Id. El. 100. [], , 6, poet, for-], Leon. Tar. 91. [],, , fem. from-, q. V.,,,^=., , , workshop., ,,^.), , impf,() :

—to work together with,-
Arff.oiv, Xen. Mem. 2, 3, 18 ; to join

or help in work, Eur. Hel. 1427: gen-
erally, to cooperate with, assist, ,
Dem. 799, 11 ; . , to

do one fitting service, Xen. Mem. 3,

5, 16 ; . , Polyb. 3, 97,

5 :—pass., to receive aid, be helped,

Dion. H. Hence,,, assistance, sup-
port, Polyb. 2, 42, 4 ; , 3, 99, 9., , ,^,
Anth. . 7, 693. Hence, ,, cooperative, .
Anton. 6, 42., , ,{) joint-

work, assistance or help, cooperation,

Polyb. 8, 35, 10 ;—and, in bad sense,
conspiracy, collusion. Dem. 1285, 17

;, Dinarch. 104, 33., , ,^.?,3, ,{,-) undertaking work in partnership

with others, Strab. p. 354. [], , to support in work
or labour.,,{,*) working
together with, joining or helping in work,

c. dat. pers.,Xen. Cyr. 8, 4, 17, etc. :

—

taking part in a thing, c. dat. rei,-. Eur. Hel. 11)2; but
also c. gen. rei, ., helping to

make it, Pind. O. 8, 43 ; .,, helping towards them,
Eur. Hipp. 676, Med. 845; ., helping a person in a thing,

Xen. An. ] , 9, 21 ; . . Id. Symp.
8, 38; , Id. Mem. 4, 3, 7 ;, At. Eq. 588:— and as subst.,, , or,^^,-,
Eur. Or. 1446, Med. 395, Plat, etc.—
II. of the same labour or trade as an-

other, afellow-workman or colleague, c.

gen. pers., Dem. 385, 23 : in this

signf some write, of. Bast
Ep. Crit. p. 208., old form o{vp,q.^v., . -, {,) to join

in a work, help, , Soph. El. 350,

Tr. 83., f. -, {,) to

set firmly together, '-, Od. 11, 420; .,
to set the teeth, lock ihemfast. Foes.
Oec. Hipp. : to bind together, fasten up,

Eur. Bacch. 97 :— pass.,-, to have the teeth
set or locked, Foes. u. s. ; ., to have one's hands tight bound.
Id. I. T. 457, cf Theocr. 22, 68.-2.
. , to apply reasoning,
Plut. 2, 600 D.—II. intr., to be firmly
set, (sic leg. pro-). Foes, ut supra.—2. to meet,

engage, attack,, Polyb. 5, 84, 2 :

to dash together, Plut. Themist. 14.

—

3. to lean against, , Plut. 12,

21, 3.. to dash together, break

in pieces, destroy.,,{) a setting

firmly together,, a setting or

locking of the teeth. Foes. Oec. Hipp.
Hence, , , leaningfirmly
against : helping to prop, Plut., to row with or together., Alt., fut. without
any pres. in use, {, q. v.) /
shall speak with or together, shall advo-

cate, support in a speech, Xen. Cyr. 2,

2, 22 ; 8, 1, 6 : cf., f -, (,) to

contend with or together, LXX., . , also , {,-) fellow-worker, helper, assistant,

Od. 6, 32, as fern., as in Ar. Pac. 786:
esp., one who is hired to assist in do-

jnestic work, as spinning, sewing, etc.,

Jac. Anth. P. p. 471 :

—

., as-

sistant arts, Plat. Rep. 533 D, Legg.
889 D., , ,[) :

—

of a speaker, driving his opponent
into a comer, cogent, Ar. Eq. 1378 ; cf..,, , { ) for-

cing together, junction : esp. (with or

without) wedlock. Plat. Rep.
460 A, Tim. 18 D., inf, or perh.

better, dep. mid., to ask

with or together.,=^, to creep to-

gether, Opp. H. 1, 328.. pf 2 of, q.

V. signf. JI-.—^, in Heracl.

Alleg. 52, either should be )1)-
. or must come from
in intr. signf, f. •7., {,) uep. mid. c. aor. 2 et pf
act. :

—

to come, go along with or togeth-

er, Hdt. 7, 97 ;
',

II. 10, 224.—II. to come together, meet,

Hdt. 1, 152 ; . '. Id. 1, 202 ;. Eur. Phoen. 462 ; ., Hdt. 1, 82 ; and simply, .,
to have dealings with. Soph. O. T. 572

:

—to have sejrual iiitercourse tvith, -, Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 4.—2. in hos-

tile signf, to men in battle, Hdt. 1, 80;
. . Plat. Theaet. 154 D

;, Dem. 532, 8 : also of the
battle, /.,
engaged in, contested by them, Thuc.
5, 74.—3. c. ace. cognato,
. (like .), to join m an expe-

dition, Thuc. 1,3; so, . ?^ ,
to share thy bed, Soph. Aj. 491, cf.

Pors. Phoen. 831 ; but also—III. of
things, to be made up, completed, Hdt.
3, 159 : to be joined in one, Soph. Tr.
619; so, . , Hdt. 4, 120,
and freq. in Plat.—IV. of events, to

concur, happen together. Hdt. 6, 77., , . -/, {,-) to ask tvith or at the same time,

Luc. Bis Ace. 22.—II. ., to

put questions, and draw conclusionsfrom,
the answers, Cicero's interrogatione con-
cludere, Sext. Emp., cf Diog. L. 2,
119 :—pass., to be established by such
mode of arguments, Luc. Hist. Conscr.
17. Hence, , a syllogism couched
in questions, Sext. Emp., Att., imperat. aor. 2
of, mind, mark !, {,) to eat with
or together, Arist. Eth. Eud. 7, 12, 9.'\, ov, b, Synesius, masc
pr. n., Anth. Plan. 38., , , Att. -,{) :—strictly, like, a hit
ting, coming together, joining, union,, Od. 10, 515
(m Att. form metri grat.).— II. usu.,
the faculty of comprehension, judgment,
understanding, intelligence, sagacity,

first in Hdt. 2, 5 ; 7, 49 ; .,
Pind. . 7, 88 ; , by his
mother-wit, opp. to (of The-
mistocles), Thuc. 1, 138, cf Arist.

Eth. N. 6, 10, and : hence of
anmials generally, Plat. Menex. 237
D.—2. conscie?ice,=, Eur.
Or. 396, Menand. p. 224, Polvb. 18,

26, 13.-3. perception, Plut. 2, 588 D :

., acquaintance with a thing,
Diod. 1, 1., adv. part. pi.

pass, from, by joint prep
arntion, v. 1. Xen. Oec. 11, 19., adv. part, pf pass,
from, obscurely., aor. of.'. adv. part, pf pass,
from/, shortly : m Gramm.
with a short vowel, Ath. 106 B.—II. of
a mode of life, simply,frugally, .,
Plut. 2, 216 F, etc., verb. adj. from,
one must meet,, Plat. Prot. 313 B., adv. part, pf from, steadfastly, gravely, ., Arist. Pol. 8, 5, 22., , a feasting, banquet•
ing together., , f. - [], {,) :

—to entertain in one's house :

—pass., to live or feast alotig with or
together, Lys. Fr. 31, 2, Isae. 45, 7,
Luc, etc., , , {,) :

—
commonfeast, Hdt. 6,128 ; where Schiif.

with one MS. reads, a being

together {hke),—for Hdt. would
have written. not., ov, {, ): —
sharing one's hearth or house, living to-

gether, a fellow-lodger. Soph. 0. T.
249; esp., a guest, Eur. Ale. 1)5). El.
784 : . . Plat. Eu-
thyphr. 4 ; . , Ep.
Plat. 350 C ;

—

. /., a fellow,
citizen, Aesch. Theb. 773 ; .,
Anth. P. 6, 248.-2. as epith. of gods,
the guardians of the hearth, upholding
hospitality, Aesch. Ag. 704, cf Theb.
770., adv. part, pf pass,
from, as if twisted up, ., to speak tersely, Arist. Rhet.
2, 24, 2., , v. sub., , to cohabit HUcitly

with, Aescnin. Epist.
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,, fem. from sq., a
female companion, friend, Erinn. 2, 7. I, ov, , (,) a
companion, partner, comrade, Hclt. 7,

j

193., like, to under-
\

stand, (iub. in Hipp.
[, .•-, to make sensible,

make to understand, LXX. : from I', , , (,/) :
— under-

\

standing, sagacious, first in Htit 1,
|

185, and Pind. ; esp. bi/ nature, opp.
j

to 6, Pind. O. 2, 1.52 sq.. Thuc.

1, Bl. etc., cf : of Jupiter and
Apollo,' )>•. Soph. . . 498 :

—

/,^^, Eur. Or. 1180. — 11. pass.,

easy to be comprehended, intelligible,

Hdt. 2, 57 ; esp. in oxymora, -, Eur. I. .
4(3 ; so,] .
Id. Phoen. 1507 ; and the act. and
pass, senses conjoined,. Id. I. . 1092. Adv.

-, Eur. 1. c, etc., 3 aor. Ep. of obsol.-, to please likewise, Ap. Rh. 3,

30, Pseudo-Phocyl. 178.,, , {,)
fdlombacchanal, Orph. . 1, 34., , {,-) to share in happiiiess, Xen. Hell.

5, I, 16., , (, ') to

approve uf with or together, to consent,

Demad. 180, fin. ; , to a thing,

LXX., (.-(, evou) :

—

to sleep or lie with,, Hdt. 3,

69;. Soph. El. 587, Eur. El.

1145:

—

, the time
which passes while one is asleep, Aesch.

Ag. 894., , {,) to

enjoy the day together, Plut. Coriol. 4., , to arrange with,

Inscr., {,) to make
to lie together ; to marry to each other :

—
pass., to lie with, esp. of sexual inter-

course, Hdt. 6, 69, 107, Pind. P. 4,

452, Soph. O. T. 982., u,= foreg., Luc. V. Hist.

2, 46., ov, ,{):—a

bedfellow, husband, consort, Eur. Med.
240, etc. :,, , a wife,

Id. Andr. 908.,,^^., as pass., to live to-

gether under good laws or a good govern-

ment, V. 1. Plut., ov, (,) in one

bed together: 6 or ., a bedfellow,

consort, husband or wife, but esp. the

latter, Pind. O. 1, 143, Aesch. Pr.

866, Ag. 1110, Soph, etc.—The fem., in Mel. 89, is a f 1. : v. Jac.

Anth. P. p. 96, Lob. Para!, 473.), to receive favours, de-

rive profit along with or together, Dem.
105, 23 and 26. it should be

written divisim .
Lob. Phryn. 619., , {,) to

help to provide, contribute, c. acc. rei,

Dem. 894, 10 ; also with the acc. rei

omitted, ./, Lycurg. 167, 34 :

C. gen. rei, to provide a part of, contri-

bute towards,, Isae. 87, 40
;, Dem. 94, 21
;

1369, 18 :—generally, to assist, help,

TLvi, Dinarch. 97, 32 :

—

to help in con-

triving,- ..., Plut. Lycurg.

15., to find, find out along
\

teiik or together.
I
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}, , {,-) to observe decency with,, Plut.

2, 442 F., , (,) to

be fortunate or prosperous along with or

together, ., Eur. Hipp. 1119., , {,) to

use words of good omen or to be silent to-

gether.— II. transit., to extol, praise or

bless together, Diod., to think well along

with, dub. in Ap. Rh. 3, 918 ; for it

should be written divisim;

.. Lob. Phryn. 024., (,-) as pass., to rejoice with or together,

LXX., f.-. {,-) ilep. mid., to pray with or together,

Eur. I. T. 1221 ; , for a thing, Hel.

646; . , jointly with

one. Plat. Phaedr. 257 B, Legg. 909

; but he also uses dat. of person /or
whom one prays, Legg. 687 D., . f. -, {, -) to entertain along with or together

:

—pass., to feast with or together, Arist.

Eth. Eud."7, 12, 14., Ion.-
: f.- {, ,) :

dep. mid. :

—

to lay hold of jointly, -, Plut. Brut. 52 : to put hand to

along with another, to help in a work,, Pind. 0. 10 (11), 117 .—to help,

assist, esp. to join one {) in attack-

ing another {), Hdt. 7, 158, cf
Luc. Amor. 6., to suit, fit along with

or together., to wait as, to-

gether, Polyb. 1, 27, 9: . -, to watch one's times and sea-

sons. Id. 31, 13, 6.,.-{(.):—to draw after or to along with or to-

gether, Plat. Phaed. 80 :—mid., to

pull down with one, Plut. 2, 529 C, etc.,.-, lun.-, {, ) dep.

mid. :—like, to fol-

low along with or together,, Hdt. 5,

47 ; 9. 102 ; absol., Xen. Cyr. 6, 4, 10,

Plat. Legg. 701 A ; etc. :—cf-., {,) to

pass one's youth together, Plut. 2, 816
A., ov, {,) at the

age of youth together, a fellow-youth,

Aeschin. 50, 33 ; 7, 37., to sit by the side of.' and- : i. --
: aor.-, (,):—

to place upon together : metaph., to

make attentive, tivu , Polyb. 1 1,

19, 2 ; . , Id.

10, 41, 6 :—seemingly intr. (sub.7) to attend to, observe along with,

. . Id. 3, 9, 4 ; , 9, 2, 7 ; cf
4, 40, 10, etc.—II. pass.,-, c. aor. 2 et pf act., to stand over,

superintend along with or together, Thuc.
2, 75.. , 'to make like one's

self Plut. 2, 780 B, al. -.'\, , , continuity, unbroken
connexion. Plat. Soph. 20l VI, 262 C ;

of time, Plut. 2, 792 D.— II. continued

attention, perseverance, Dem. 301, 14:
from, ,() :

—keeping or
holding together, continuous, in an un-

broken line or series, Arist. An. Post.

1, 29, 1 ; opp. to. Id. Ca-
teg. 6, 1 ;—of time, continuous, unceas-

ing, unintermilting, a.. opp. to', Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon. ;

so, .(, continuous speech, Thuc.

5, 85 ; , a long
continued struggle. Id. 7, 81 ;,=, lb. 71 ;, Plat. Legg. 625 ;

etc. :—adv. -, Ep. and Ion. -,
continually, unceasingly, Hes. Th. 636,
Hdt. 7, 16, 3 ; ., Thuc. 1,

11, cf 5, 24:—but in Ep. we have, as adv., II. 12, 26 ; and
strengthd. ', unceasing
ever, Od. 9, 74

; (like

in Hdt. 1, 67, cf Meineke' Menand.
p. 182) ;, also in Pinil. I. 4,
110 (3, 83), Ar. Eq. 21

; .,
Polyb. 3, 2, 6.—. c. dat., in a line

with, Polyb. 1, 42,9: Tiext to,-, Hdt. 4, 22.[ and in Horn,
and Hes. have- in arsis, without
the V being doubled : so also in later

Ep., as Theocr. 20, 12, Ap. Rh. 1,

1271.], {,) to hale

together, join in hating, Anth. P. 6, 20.

vvpav,={oreg., poet, for.
Soph. Ant. 523.,{) to combine, con-

nect., f. -,(,) :
—to hold

or keep together, confine, secure, -, 11. 4,

133 ; -, where the sinews of the elbow
hold (It) together, II. 20, 415 ; cf Hes.
Sc. 315, Pind. P. 1, 35, etc. ; in Att.,

esp., to keep soldiers together, Xen.
An. 7, 2, 8 ; to keep the state together,

keep it from falling to pieces, ?..,
Eur. Supp. 312;. Plat.

Gorg. 508 A ;, Dem. 700,
15 :—also, . , to keep the
rowers together, make them pull to-

gether, Thuc. 7, 14.—2. tu contain, com-
prise, embrace. Plat. Hipp. Min. 374
D ; . , Id. Legg. 915 D : hence,
TO, that which contains the
chief-matter, Polyb. — 3. like Lat.
comprimere, to check, hinder

.

— 4. to con-

strain, oppress, afjlict : hence, (req. in
pass., , to be con-

strained, troubled, distressed, and, gen-
erally, to be affected by, under the in-

fluence of any thing whether in mind
or body. e. g.,), Hdt.
5, 23; 6, 12;, Aesch. Pr.

656 ;, Eur. Heracl. 634

;

^), Thuc. 2, 49 ;,,
etc.; Ar. Eccl. 1096, Plat. Gorg. 512
A, etc. ;—but also, .?(,
to be oppressed by a severe father, Hdt.
3, 131.-5. also in pass.,, like7, to cti-

g'lge,' fight with spears, Hdt. 1,214.
The fut. mid., in pass,

signf, Dem. 1484, 23; part. aor. mid., in pass, signf, as in

Plat. Theaet. 165 B, is rare.,=, Hipp., , (,) to

play together, Anth. P. 5, 288., f. -, {,) to

boil or S7nelt with, , Arist. Mirab.
62., , . -, {,)
to pass their youth together : to he merry
along with or together, , Opp. H.
5, 472, cf Plut. 2, 409 A ; absol., An-
acr. 22, 43., , to happen, befall,

come to pass to one. Hence, , , a happening, com-
ing to pass, Ap. Rh., ov, (,) y^ung at

the same lime, a young friend or com,-

t rade, Eur. H. F. 438., {,) dep,

I

mid,, to lead an together, Died



', , to be,
plead another's cause, like,
c. dat. pers., Ar. Ach. 685, Aeschin.

30, 12, etc.; , Dem. 1233,

18 ;—but, . , to second

the accuser, Soph. Tr. Sil. Hence,, ro,=sq., Dio C.", , , advocacy in a
cause, exertwns in another s behalf,

Aeschin. 54, 33 ; etc., , , belonging or

suited to a : hence, -,
the advocate's fee, being a drachma
per diem paid to the pubHc-

while the court sat, Ar. Vesp.

691 ; cf. Bockh P. E. 1, p. 317 : from}, ov, (, ): —
speaking with, agreeing with, oj the

same tenor, Soph. Tr. 1165. — 2. sup-

porting, on one's side, Aesch. Ag. 831 :

—esp., supporting in a court ofjustice ;

hence, ., an advocate, counsel for
the prosecution ( opp. to,
q. v.), Ar. Ach. 705, 715, Eq. 1358,

Vesp. 432 :—these were officers paid

by the state for conducting prosecu-

tions, 10 in number: — but in some
states, ot . were magistrates, = ol, Arist. Pol. 6, 8, 16.?], Ion. 2 pi. plqpf. from, Hdt. 9, 58.: fut.- : aor.

->, (,) dep. pass. To
rejoice with one ; hence, to wish him
jot/, to congratulate,, Valck. Hipp.

1285, uiatr. p. 113 ; . tlvl-, Hdt. 3, 36 ; opp. to '--
^, Anlipho 122, 4: — also c. dat.

rei, to rejoice at a thing, be pleased,

gratified. Soph. G. C. 1398, Isocr.

;

'tcvi. Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 24. etc. :—
always oijoy at another's good-fortune,

never like, of joy over his

«//-fortune, cf. Eur. Med. 136, Rhes.

958, etc., Reisig Enarr. Soph. O. C.

I.e., {,) to sweeten

or niahe pleasant to the taste, Plut. 2,

668 : generally, to help in cheering,

Arist. Eth. N. 4, 6, 6., , , a dwelling or living
j

together, Ael. N. .•2, 31 : intercourse,

acquaintance, intimacy, Lat. consuelu-

do, , u-ith another,, Aeschin. 31, 18 ; ruf -
?. - ?., Isocr.

1 :—rarely, sexual intercourse, Xen.
Cyr. 6, 1, 31. — II. use. custom, habit,

H. Hom. Mer. 485, Plat. Rep. 516 A,

etc. ; . , lb.

620 A ; also, , etc., Id.

Soph. 248 -.—practice, Polyb. 1, 42,

7.—2. the usage of language, .. Id. Theaet. 168 .—3. in

plur.= ra, Arist. H. A. 6,

21, 7: from, , gen. , contr. ,
gen. pi., contr. :

(,) :

—

dwelling, living togetlier
;

hence, accustomed, used to each other,, Hes. Th. 230:

like each other in habits, Thuc. 1, 71
;

well-suited to, T(j,
Andoc. 22, tin. : — . . well-ac-

quainted, intimate with him, Plat. Cri-

to 43 A, etc. ; , acquaint-

ances, Id. Rep. 375 E. — II. uaed, ac-

customed, , to a thing. Plat. Rep.

518 D : usual, common, ,€,
Soph. Phil. 894, Tr. 88 ; well-known,. Id. El. 903 :

—

habitual, custom-

ary, Eur. Ale. 41, Thuc. 6, 18 ; ro, your habitual quiet-

ness, Thuc. 6, 34 ; -, lb. 55., ov, (,) :
—hear-

ing or listening to along with, ol ., Plat. Legg. 711 ; -

., as able to hear as the first,

Plut. 2, 678 D., {,) to have come
together, to he assembled, to meet, Thuc.
5, 87 ; . , Xen. Vect. 4, 44 : ., to become narrow, Arist.

Inc. An. 10, )0., ov, 6, Dion. H.

;

and, ov, v. 1. Dem. 308, 29,

cf. Lob. Paral. 289;=sq.>,, , , (,) of
like or equal age, Lat. aequalis, a play-

fellow, play-mate, school-fellow ; gen-
erally, comrade, Aesch. Pers. 784,

Eupol. Marie. 5, 5./., , {, ?.) to nail

together, Polvaen. 7, 21, 3.?.,, , ,() :—going along with, coming togetlier, as-

sembling, Nonn. ; cf.?,. Hence?, , , Anth. P. 9, 665;
and, :

—a meeting, assem-

biy.
^?., ,() a nailing

together.,, , a passing the

day together, daily intercourse, Arist.

Eth. Eud. 7, 5, 3: and, , , one tvho passes

the day with another, a daily compan-

ion. Arist. Pol. 5, 11, 14: from,[,) to pass

the day with, to live with. Plat. Syinp.

217 ;, Xen. Mem. 1, 4, 1
;, V. 1. Arist. Eth. N. 9, 4, 9.. , to help to tame or

cultivate, Theophr., adv., part. pf. pass,

from, connectedly., , , union, connex-

ion: hence, like, an agree-

ment, covenant, solemn promise, II. 22,

261, Theogn. 284: also, relationship,

Ap. Rh. 3, 1105: from, ov, gen.,{)'•—joined together, united, esp. locally,

like, . Rh. 4, 1210.\,. 1 of (Tu//^epu,Hdt.

7, 10., , to help to guide a

chariot : to govern jointly., ov, Dor. and Att.-
: {,) :

—

hanging to-

gether, linked with or together,

., the lyre ever linked with
feasting. Od. 8, 99 ; -

., Pind. . 4, 9: in communion
with, . Id. Fr.

87, 9 ;

—

es\>., joined in wedlock ; a con-

sort, whether a husband, Eur. Or.

1136; or (as more usu.) a wife, lb.

654, Ale. 824, etc. — Poet. word.
(Hence by contr..), {,)
to join in cheating or tricking, Ar. Lys.
843., ov, 6, (,) a

fellow-rower : a fellow-servant., , {,) to

pull with : generally, to work with, be

friends with,. Soph. Aj. 1329 ; ubi

Lob. (ex Hesychio)., , , a thick tangled

shade of trees : and, , to shade thickly ; or,

perh. intr., to be thickly shaded, Eur.
Phaeth. 12 : from, , (, ):—
thickly shaded or covered, /
., Hdt. 1, 110; / -

.. Id. 7, 111;):-7. ^
^

freq. in Plut., etc., , ,., adv. part. pf. pass,

from, contractedly., , {,* ?) joined

.

together, common,, Nic.. 512.—
11.=, Id. Th. 69., ov, poet, for-, oj the same 7iumber, Anth. P. 7,
389., adv. part. pf. pass,
from, conformably, M. An-
ton.,, , sympathetic joy,
gratulation, App. Civ. 5, 69., adv. part. pf. pass,

from, neatly., Att.-, {,) as pass., to be conquered or
overcome together, Xen. Cyr. 6, 4, 10., , [,) to sound
or peal together, Plut. U. Gracch. 3,

Anton. 18:— <o re-echo, Polyb. 2,29,
6 :

—

to smttid in unison. Hence. . , a sounding in

unison, Plut. 2, 1021 B.,, , ,=?/, Eu-
nap., , f. -, to sit with or
together, ., to take counsel ivith

the night, Eur. Heracl. 994, cf. Pind.
P. 4, 204 : Irom, ov, {,) sitting

with or together, . , part-

ner of his throne, like,•. Soph. . C. 1267 : generally,
a partner, Eur. Or. 1637, Hipp. 1093., f. --, {,-) to

warm with or together, Plut. 2, 974 C :

—metaph., to warm or soothe by flat-

tery, Aesch. Pr. 685., , [,) to be

astounded together with,. Plat. Ion
535 E., f. -, {,) to

bury tilth or together. Trag., as Aesch.
Theb. 1027, Soph. Aj. 1378:—pass.,
to be buried with or together, Hdt. 5, 5,

Thuc. 1, 8, Plat., etc., f. -,to admire along

with or toaelher., {,) to be in-

spired together, Diod. ; cf.., f.-, {, -) dep. mid.:

—

to view together;

esp., to see a play' or games together,

Xen. Oec. 3, 7 ; oi, the

other spectators, Anlipho 124, 27.—2.

to examine together, examine carefully,

Xen. An. 6, 4, 15, Plat. Legg. 967 E.
Hence, ov, b, a fellow-spectator,
companion at the theatre. Plat. Rep. 523
A, Lach. 179 E., , , fem. of foreg.,

Ar. Fr. 399., , , {,) coequal

divinity, Eccl.,^.,=', q. v.,,, poet, for-, also in late prose, Lob. Phryn.
249., Ep. for. imperat.
aor. 2 mid. of. Hom.', , to join in reckoning

as a God.—li. to speak on divine things

with or together, Eccl., {,) to

court along with or together, Philostr., f. -, to reap or rnow
along with or together., to warm together; to

warm thoroughly. ", , ,{) put
ting together, an arrangement, covenant,

11. 2, 339 : in plur., injunctions, inslruc

tions, II. 5, 319 ; later, also, a wager,

Posidipp. ap. Ath. 412 ; cf.-
II, , Lob. Phryn. 527.,, ,{) put-

ting together, making a whole out of
parts, compounding, composition, Plat.,
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etc. ; esp. of lettera, words, etc., .-/, Aesch. Pr. 460 ; 1)-, Plat. Soph. 263
D : hence, a composition, treatise, book,

cf. Foes. Oec. Hipp.—2. logical and
mathematical synthesis, a process of

deduction from first principles, opp.

to analysis.—3. a composition of me(ii-

calrfrM^^s, etc.Theophr.— II. metapli.,

like, an agreement, treaty.

Find. P. 4, 299
;
good faith. Id. Fr.

221.—HI. in the Roman times, a kind

of dress-garment worn at dinner-par-

ties, etc., Martial, etc.; cf. Becker
Gallus 1, p. 37, Diet. Antiqq. s. v.

vvov,^^erh. adj. ,
one must compound, Plat. Crat. 434 B., , ,{) a put-

ter together, composer, writer. Plat.

Legg. 722 : esp., ., a prose-

writer, like, opp. to-, Paus., to put together, arrange,

Joseph., in mid., , ,{) skill-

ed in putting together,, Luc. Hist.

Conscr. 47 ; a , the art of
composition. Plat. Polit. 308 C., ov, also , ov, Lys. Fr.

18, Anst. Poet. 16, 10 ; 20, 5:{-) '— put together, compounded of
parts, composite, compound, Plat.Phaed.

73 B, etc.; of a centaur, Xen. Cyr.

4, 3, 20, cf. Lys. 1. c. : . .
Plat. Rep. 611 , cf. Phil. 29 :-^

esp. in language, compound, (puvi).

Anst. Poet. 20, 5, sq. :

—

complex, ., lb. 16, 10.— II. put to-

gether, got up, and so, ., feign-

ed, forged words, Aesch. Pr. 686.

—

III. metaph., agreed upon, covenanted,, by agreement, Lat. ex

compacto., Hdt. 3, 86 ; cf.., f.-, {,) to

run together, Luc. Tim. 45, etc. :—of

things, to go along with, to go smoothly

with,, Od. 20, 245 :—also, to run to-

gether, meet, join in one point, Xcil. £q.
10, 11, Plut., etc., . {,) to

look upo7i, contemplate ivith or together

:

also, to study carefully, Arist. Eth.

Eud. 7, 12, 14., , 6, a colleague in a
mission{), Inscr., f. -, {,) to help

to sharpen or provoke,)-, Eur. Hipp." 689., , , {):—
putting together : esp. of words and
sentences, a composition.— II. an agree-

ment, arrangement, convention. Plat.

Crat. 433 ; so in plur., Aesch. Cho.
555 :

—

a contract, covenant, treaty, esp.

between states, (cf.),
Thuc. 5, 31 ; but usu. in plur., articles

of agreement, heads of a covenant, .. Thuc. , 37, cf.

Plat. Crito 54 C, Dem. 199, 9 ; -, Hdt. 6, 42, and
Xen. ; .,, Isocr. 365

A, 37 ; ., according to the

covenant, Isocr. 78 C ; ..
Plat. Theaet. 183 C ; opp. to

-. Id. Crito 52 D ; also, -, Arist. An. Pr. I, 44, 1 ; -, Lat. ex compacto. Plat. Legg. 879

A.—Cf.,. Hence, dep. pass., =.?,, 6, the guaran-

tee of a covenant, [ii],, ,{,) :
—

that which is put together, as the letters

of words, a writing. Soph. Tr. 158.

—

11. any thing agreed upon, a preconcert-

ed signal, Hdt. 8, 7 : conventional
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sign, Plat. Crat. 433 : in plur., let-

ters in cipher, Polyb. 8, 17, 9, cf.-
:—hence,—2. a watchword,

Hdt. 9, 98 (where is the word)

;

., the word is passing
round, Xen, An. 1, 8, 10; .-, to pass it, lb. 7, 3, 34 : opp.

to,, any other kind of
military signal, v. Stanl. Aesch. Ag.
21.—3. any token, pledge of agreement.
Soph. O. C. 1594 : a .'dgn, omen,-

.. Soph. . C. 46.-4. =?}, an agreement, covenant, ., Xen. An. 4, G, 20 ;

and , by
agreement

, Lat. ex compacto, Hdt. 5,

74 ; 6, 121 ; , Ael. .
. :—generally, communion, connexion,

Ti c. , Ath. 215
D. Hence, a, ov, agreed upon:
bespoken. Ar. Thesm. 458.,{) to give a

preconcerted sign:—mid., to make an
agreement, Nicet., , ,{) in

or by preconcerted signs, .,
writings in cipher, Polyb. 8, 18, 9,

ubi V. Schweigh. Adv. -, in ci-

pher, lb. 19, 4., OV, TO, Dim. from., . , a fellow-hunter,

Xen. Mem. 3, 11, 15: from, , {,) to hunt

with, Tivi, Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 14, and 38.

—2. to catch or find together, in mid.,

Soph. Ant. 433 (in tmesis) : hence in

pass., , hands
taken by force, made powerless, Soph.
Phil. 1005., ov, ,=7,
Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 15.,=', Eur. E-
rechth. 17,lin., Pint. 2, 799 D :—pass.,

to be caught, found out to.be so and so,, this is

found to be all imitation, Ar. Thesm.
156., ov, {,) :

—

hunt-

ing with, Tivi, Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 7 : join-

ing in pursuit of,, Id. Mem. 2, 6,

35.,{,) to hold

the along with or together, Strab., ov, b, a partner in the: generally, /^/, comrade,

. , a fellow-gossip, Ar.

Plut. 508., f. -, to crush along

with or together, Theophr. [a], f. -, (,) to

press together. Plat. Tim, 91 E. [i]

Hence, , a pressing together.

,{,) to dieuiih

or together, Trag., as Aesch. Ag. 819,

etc. ; . Soph. Tr.

798, Fr. 690
;

.-. Id. Phil. 1443.,, ,{,-) partaker in a feast, Eur. El.

638. [a],,^=, Pole-
mo ap. Ath 234 D.?., , to make muddy : me-
taph., to confound together., , {,) to

applaud along with or together, Diod., , {,) to

break in pieces, shiver, Eur. Bacch. 033., {,) = foreg.,

Eur. Or. 1569, Xen. Ages. 2, 14, Po-
lyb., , to mourn along with

or together., ov, {,) con-

, Arist. Eth. N. 9, 11, 4.

, {,)
to share in a triumph, Plut. Mar. 44,
Lucull. 36., contr. for., , , {,)
perplexity, Sext. Emp. p. 588., ov, {,) en-

throned with, ',
Or. Sib. ap. Luc. Peregr. 29 :— joint

ruler, Mel. 129 ; ., Anth. P. 9,

445., ov, {,) sounding
together or in harmony, ., Anth.
P. 9, 308., f. -, {,)
to break in pieces :

—to weaken, -, . ., , to be of one mind,
prob. 1. Epich. p. 115., as pass., to be angry
with or together., ov, b, a fellow-offerer or
priest, Inscr. ; [i] from, {,) to offer, sacrifice

along with,, Eur. El. 795 : oi-, Polyb. 4, 49, 3.—Also as
dep. mid.,.,,=, Joseph.,,=^, Oenom.
ap. Euseb., {,) to cheer along
with or together, Opp. C. 3, 167., aor. 2 inf. of., to appropriate along with
01 together., to set up, found, dedicate

along with or together., imperat. of,. q. v.,

dub., Ep. for, inf.

pres. from, Hes. Th. 831.,.-, {,•) dep. mid. :

—

to share in the priest-

ly office, Strab., Dion. H., etc., , b, {,)
fellow-priest, Plut. Aemil. 3, etc., , to join in sacrifice

with one,, Isae. 71, 5 : from,, joining in sacrifice

or worship., ov, {. ) having
joint sacrifices or worship :

—worshipped
alongwith another,, Plut. 2, 753

; cf.. [t], ,=<,
Dion. ., {,) to sit down,
etc.. like 1.—2. to sink, fall, as
the wind, Luc. V. Hist. 1, 29: to set-

tle down, collapse, Arist. Somn. 2, 16:—to shrink up, collapse, '-, Theocr. 22, 112, Plut.
PopJic. 13, etc. Hence, , , a falling in of
houses, Plut. Crass. 2.—2. in Gramm.,
a melting of two voieels int-o one., f. -, {,) intr.,

to sit with or together, to hold sittings

or meetings, of a court of magistrates,
Hdt. 6, 58.—2. to fall together, sink in,

as the ground : to shrink up, collapse,

Arist. Probl. 21, 9 ; so, .,
Plat. Tim. 72 D.— II. transit., to set

down together or beside., Att. : impf.-, or usu., Jac. Ach. Tat.
p. 442 : f.-, or usu.-

: aor. 1 : pf.,
etc.—In Hom. we find of pres., only
imperat., Od. 1, 271, etc. (for

which Tlieogn. 1240 has the dub.
form) : of impf., 3 pi. for, with v. I., II. 1, 273 :

of aor. 1, Ep. 3 sing,, II. 1,

8 : of aor. 2, imperat., II. 2, 26,
etc. : of aor. 2 mid., 3 sing,,
Od. 4, 76 ; subj. 1 pi., U. 13,

381 :—all except last form with the



Alt. -, though seldom required by
the verse.—Further may be remark-
ed ai; old inf. pres.', Theogn.
565 ; Ep. inf., Hes. Th. 831

;

Dor. inf aor. 2, Find. P. 3,

141,—Cf '.
I. strictly, to send together, to bring

or set together, esp. in hostile sense,

like?,, Lat. commtttere,, 11. 1, 8 ;, . 7,

210.— II. metaph., to perceive, hear, oft.

in Horn, (who also has mid. in this

signf., , Od. 4,

76) :—generally, to be aware of, observe,

Od. 18, 34: to take in, understand,

know, Hdt., Trag., etc., (v. infra)
; .

?.7?.>, to understand one another's

language, Thuc. 1, 3.—Construction
much like that of, in Horn,
usu. c. gen. pers. et ace. rei, ,, etc., 11. 2, 182, etc. ; also

alone c. gen. pers., II. 2, 26, etc. ; and
even c. gen. rei, 11. 1,273 : so in Hdt.,

Find., and Att. ; sometimes c. gen.

pers., as Hdt. 4, 114, Flat. Ale. 1, 132

C ; but mostly c. ace. rei only, Hdt.

3, 46, Find. P. 3, 141, Aesch. Fers.

361, etc. :—also, like all verbs of per-

ception, c. part., as, -, Luc. D. Deor. 2, 1, but this is

rare:—also foil, by a relat., . otl...,

Si'..., Foes. Oec. Hipp.—The word in

this metaph. signf. strictly means, to

bring the outward object into connexion

with the inward sense.—III. in mid., to

come to an understanding or agreement,

agree about a thing,, II. 13, 381 : hence,-,. [On quantity v.

sub^ : Hes. however has [ in-, while sometimes in Att. we
find i, Ar. Av. 946, cf. Seidl. Dochm.
p- ^°iJ

, , , ., (,) to sup-

plicate together with, Tivi, Plut. Aristid.

4, etc., f. -, (,)
to make quite tvet, wet through

:

—pass.,

to get wet or soaked, Theophr., {,) dep.

mid., to come together, meet, Theophr., {,,) as

pass., to be rolled together, dub. in Eu-
bul. Steph. 2, 3., Ep. for, inf. from{. [], {,)
dep., to ride with,, Plut. 2, 1043
C.,, 6,{,)
a joint commander of horse, Hdt. 7, 88.,, , {,)
fellow-rider, comrade in cavalry-service,-

Dem. 558, 13.,-=, Dio
C., , , a troop of horses., dep. mid. :

—

tofly with

or together.^, , b, Syniris, masc.
pr. n., Folyb. 5, 57, 5., Ep. 3 pi. impf. from-. {) went together.— II. Ep. 3

plur. impf. of, shared in the

knowledge., v. sub., {,) to join

by an isthmus, Scymn. 370., rarer collat. form for, Folyb., , rarer collat. form of, whence impf.,
Folyb. 3, 43, 11., impf. ." f. -, aor. 1, {,-
). place set together : hence,
— 1, to associate, unite, band together,

J. ), Hdt. 6, 74

;

cf. Thuc. 6, 16, Xen. tiyr. 6, 1,26:
but, . , to unite Asia in

dependence on himself, Hdt. 1, 103 ;

. , Thuc. 8, 48
;

and in a rare phrase, -, to bring prophetic art

into union with himself, i. e., to win, ac-

quire it, Hdt. 2, 49.— 2. to put together

as a whole, to compose, create, form,
frame, freq. in Plat. ;

., Plat-
lit. 308 C ; . , Thuc.
8, 48;, Dem. 1137, 4 :—
hence, to bring into order, appoint, ar-

range, contrive together, join in contriv-

ing, in bad sense, a. -
VI. Hdt. 3,71 ; ., to settle prices,

Dem. 1285, 6 :—in this sense, freq. in

fut. and aor. 1 mid.,,,,, Flat.

Phaedr. 269 C, Tim. 32 , etc. ; •,,, etc.,

Polyb. 2, 1,1, etc. ;
(but Flat, has the

fut. mid. in pass, signf., Tim. 54 C).
—3. to bring together as friends, intro-

duce or recommend one to another,

Tivi, Xen. An. 3, 1, 8, Plat. Lach. 200
D, etc. : to recommend, advise one to

do, c. inf., Dem. 1032, 27, cf. 1029,
26.—4. to make solid, firm, . ,
Hipp. Aphor. 3, 17, cf. infra II. 4 ; .
Tu, to harden tracks in mud,
Xen. Cyn. 5, 3 ; esp. of liquids, to

make them congeal, curdle, . }',
Arist. . .—II. more freq. in pass.,

with aor. 2 act. ; pf.-, part,, usu. contr., , . Ion.,,. stand together, Hdt. 8,

27, Xen., etc. : to meet, assemble, Eur.
I. A. 87 : also, to stand one's ground,

Hdt. 6, 29.-2. in hostile signf, to

meet, come together, once only in Horn.,?., when battle

is joined, has begun, II. 14, 96 ;, Hdt. 1, 74;, Thuc. 1, 15 ;—then of per-

sons, , to meet him
in fight, Aesch. Theb. 435, 509 ; also,

., Eur. Supp. 847 ; -. Id. Phoen. 755 :

to be at odds with, differ with,. Hdt.

4, 132 ; 6, 108 ; to contradict,Tivi, Jac.

Anth. P. p. 71 :—absol.,-, when the gene-
rals were in dispute, Hdt. 8,79 :, opinions clashed, Hdt. 1,

208, cf. 7, 142.—3. of friends, to form
a league or union, to band together,

Thuc. 6, 21, 33, etc. ;, to league o?/e's self with

him. Id. 1, 1, 15
; , Dem.

917, 13, etc. : , a con-

spiracy, Ar. Eq. 863, cf. Xen. Cyr. 1,

1,2; so, TO. Thuc. 8, 66,

Aeschin. 44, 23:—generally, to be

connected or allied, as by marriage, c.

ace. cognato, /-, Soph. Tr. 28.—4. like,
to be engaged, invohed, or implicated in

a thing,,, Hdt. 7, 170; 8,

74 ;. Soph. 0. C. 514 ; -, Thuc. 4,

55.—5. to be put together, composed,
created, framed, Eur. Incert. 101, 6,

and Flat. ; of a play, Arist. Poet. 14,

2 :

—

to co7isist, . Flat. Tim.
56 :—hence, to arise, become, take

place, lb. 25 A, etc. ; and, in perf.,

to exist, be so and so, ?,. Legg. 817
.-—6. to hold together, endure, con-

tinue, like, -
..., Hdt. 7, 225 : -

or , the exist-

ing state of things ; -, a standing army.—7. to be

contracted : , a
frowning, gloomy countenance, Plut.
Demetr. 17 ; ,
sullenness, Eur. Ale. 797.—8. to be com'
pact, tight, firm, ,
of animals in good condition, Xen.
Cyn. 7, 8, cf. Plat. Tim. 83 A :—to

acquire substance or co7isistency, of eggs,
Arist. H. A. 6, 13, 3;, excrements with a firm
consistency, freq. in Hipp., cf. Foes.
Oecon. s. vv.,,, :

—to be congealed or

frozen, , Folyb. 3,

55, 2., , {,) to

know about a thing along with or to-

gether, .' , to be conscious of &
thing, MenaniJ. p. 224.,, , , {,)
knowing along with another, conscious,, the gods are ivit•

nesses, Soph. Phil. 1293 ; cf Ant. 542,
Eur. Supp. 1174, Thuc. 2, 74.—2. con-

scious of thing, esp. a crime,,
or (with the verbal constr.), Aesch.
Ag. 1090., {,) to

help to dry up, shrivel, make, lean, Hipp.

:

metaph., to join with in reducing, 6-
avTu , Eur.

1. A. 694 (al., cf. sub -).', {,) to

help to strengthen,, Xen. Cyr. 2,

2, 26., to be strong, stout with or
together, [i;]. = : pass., to be
acted, Plat. Gorg. 479 A., to track, trace out to-

gether.], , Ta,Synnada, a town
of Phrygia, famed for the marble in
its vicinity, Strab.p. 576, sqq. Hence^, , , of hynnada,
Synnadic, ., Strab. 1. c., {,) to dwell or live

with,, Aesch. Theb. 195, cf.

Soph. Phil. 892, Tr. 1237., , , verb. adj. from, pressed together, Plut., ov, [,) of gods,
in the same tem.ple, worshipped together,

Strab., Plut. 2, 668 E, etc. ; cf. Er-
nesti Indic. Cic., i. -, {,) to

pack tight together,, Hdt.
7, 60, ace. to Schweigh. for-., , (,) to

suffer shipwreck together, Aesop.3, ov, , {,-) shipmate. Soph. Phil. 565. []?,, , {,-) joint-owner of ship : a partner,

Luc. Tragop. 327., , {,)
to engage in a sea-fight along with,,
Hdt. 8, 44, cf. Ar. Ran. 702, Thuc. 1,

73., , to cross by ship
together., ov, , {,) a
shipmate. Soph. Aj. 902, Eur. Cycl.
425, Plat. Rep. 389 C, etc., {,) to spend
one's youth ivith,, Eur. Dan. 2.

—

2.=sq., Alciphr. 2, 3, Philostr.,{,)
dep. nud., to be young or riotous together,

Dio C.,{,) to feed or tend
together, of the shepherd :—pass., to

feed xviih, 7., of the herds,
Arist. H. A. 6, 18, 17 :—generally, to

be conjoined, Plut. 2, 424 A, 744 F., v..
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>), , {vevpou) joining,

union by sinews., )< V' "" inclination

togcl/ier, , PllU. 2, 128 A :—
inetaph., agreement, union, //.-. Polyb. 2, 40,5: from), {,) to bend, in-

cline together, e. g. , Luc. (.')

Philopalr. 1 :—also iiitr., to- turn to

one point, , Polyb. 3, 32,

7; , Plut. Num. 9;., Luc. Gymn. 21.— H. to

approve bt/ a nod, consent. Soph. O.

T. 1510, Pind. O. t", li^l in tmesis.', , ,{) a

clouding over: a clouded sky, dub. in

Arist. Prolil. 26, 38.',,=/, Thuc.
8, 42., , to collect clouds,, Ar. . 1502 ; and then

iiiifiers.,, it is cloudy (like,, etc.), ,, Arist. Rhet.2, 19,24:—metaph.,, wearing a dark

and cloudy look, Eur. El. 1078.-11.

to be under a cloud, in adversity, Eur.

Dan. 4, 7 : from, , {,) clouded,

cloudy, /'/., Polyb. 9, 15, 12 ; 16,

3 :—of persons, gloomy, Eur. Phoen.
1307 ;, Mel. 44.,,,^=., ,=').,=), very dub.

except in pf., Ar. Fr. 142,

349., Ion. -vtju, and• : f.

/, (, ) :

—

to pile or heap

together, heap up, Hdt. 1, 34, 86, etc.;

Ion. pf. pass. 3 sing,,
Hdt. 2, 135 ; 4, 62 ;, Thuc. 7,

87., {. -, =/, .
Anton., f. -', {, -) to join in innovation or sedi-

tion, Strab.', Ion. for., {, '/) to spin with ;

to allot by the thread of ime, . Anton.

4,34., to play the child, act

or talk childishly with., , , (/ ) a

spinning together ; connexion, M. An-
ton. 4, 40., to fast with or together., f• -, {, !/-
uai) dep. mid., to sivim tvith or to-

gether, Ar. Ecci. 1104, Luc. V. Hist.

1, 33., Ion. for., , f. -,{,)
to have part in a victory, TiVi, with

another, Eur. Ale. 1 103
; ,

Xen. Cyr. 6, 4, 14 ; absol., Andoc.
27, 2.—II. transit., to help in conquer-

ing. Dio C.'', , f. -7/, {,) to

think upon together, to think deeply

upon, meditate or reflect on, consider,

Tt, Soph. O. C. 453, and freq. in

Plat. ; . ... Plat. Polit. 280 :—
so in mid., Eur. Or. 634, Ar. Ran.
598, Plat. Ale. 2, 138 .—2. simply,

to think, suppose, Plat. Soph. 238 C.
Hence, . , comprehensible., , , Ion., {-) —meditation, deep thought,-
voiy, Hdt. 1, 88; of. Soph.

Ant. 279 ; . ,
Plat. Rep. 571 D: — esp., anxious

thought, anxiety,

<, Aesch. Pr. 437 ;, Eur. Or. 632; -
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. Id. Heracl.381.
—2. consciousness, . ,
Eur. Andr. 806., dep. mid., to live all

together, Piut. 2, 1065 E., , b, a fellow-shep-

herd., yr, , {,) a feed-

ing together, joint pasture. Plat. Polit.

208 C— II. m Plat. Legg. 737 E,
Bekk. reads- -

(for i;hv )), the man
and his allotment being a joi?ii affair

;

but Asl's reading,, is easier., f. -', [,)
to think or agree with, Plat. Mmos
316 D., , ,{) :

—
of or for feeding together : - (sc.), v. 1. for I, in Plat.

1. c., ,{,)
to be a joint lawgiver. Plat. Legg. 833
E, Dem. 708, tin., ov, {, I,):
— feeding with or together, herding to-

gether, gregarious, . Plat. Criti.

110 B:— metaph., .,
Aesch. Cho. 598.—2. c. gen. rei,

partaking in a thing, . ,
partner with one in a thing, Pind. I.

3, 27 ; ., partner of the
bed, Aesch. Pers. 704 ; cf. Ar. Av.
678.—3. as subst., , y ., one who
lives witli, a consort. Soph. El. 600;
of birds, a mate, Ar. Av. 209 :—then,

esp. of brothers and sisters. Soph.
O. C. 340 ; , like

twin lions, Soph. Phil. 1436:

—

any
companion. Plat. Legg. 666 E:—me-
taph.,^. , of

the Scironian rocks which skirt the
sea, Eur Hipp. 979; also,, i. e. swilt

as the clouds. Id. Hel. 1488.—4.

generally, as.^ociated, kindred, . -, Plat. Polit. 287 ; cf. 289 ,
Legg. 930 A : ., stones vni-

form/y hewn, fitted, Folyb. Spicileg. 8,

2, 1.— II. parox.,, ov, act.

tending cattle together, Heliod., ov, , living together,

pairing, Ael. N. A. 15, 3., ov, Alt. contr.-,,
{,) in deep thought, meditative,

isocr. 5 A, Plut. Themist. 3, etc. :

—

anxious, gloomy, i3?J//ua, Arist. Probl.

31, 7, 5.— II. ., to come to

one^s self, become wise OT prudent, Arist.

Pol. 2,7, 17., , f. -, {,)
to be sick, ill together, Eur. I. A. 407

;

or along with, . Id. Andr. 948

;

', Id.

Incert. 100, 6.), {,)
to pass the night with, Plut. Dio 55., ov,{,-) helping to deck a bride, Eur. I. A.
48. ^, ov, o, , a brother^s wife

or sister's husband, LXX., {>,) to journey

along ivilh,, Plut. Pomp. 40, etc., , .{) a journey

in company, Cic. Att. 10, 7, 2, Plut. 2,

48 A, ubi v. Wyttenb.—II. a party of
travellers, caravan, Strab. : generally,

a family, LXX., , , v. sq., ov, TO, dim. from-, esp., the conjunction of the moon
with the sun, when no moon shines :

—hence, , Lat. inter-

lunium ; , a moonless
night, Synes., ov, 6, {,) a
fellow-traveller, Anth.

, , to trai •'. together,

Luc. Ilennot. 13 : from, ov, (.)
a fellow-traveller, Xen, Mem. 2, 2, 12.,, ,() a
kind of tnnHi), caught in the Nile,

Ath. 312 B, Diphil. Siphn. ib. 356 F.,,==^, Anth.
P. 7, 635; cf. Epict. 2, 14, 8; 3, 21,
5., ov, , {,) a com-
ing together, assembly, meeting, esp.,

for deliberation, Hdt. 9, 27, Orac. ap.

9, 43, Thuc, etc. ; or for festivals,

Thuc. 3, 104: generally, a festive

meeting, party, . . Plat.

Theaet. 173 D : . ?/}),
a meeting of parties in court, Deiii.

1266, 9:

—

, political u?iions,

Thuc. 3, 82.—2. in hostile sense, a
meeting of two armies, Lat. concursus,

Thuc. 3, 107 ; 5, 70, and Xen.—3.

sexual intercourse, like, Lat.
coitus, Arist. H. A. 5, 5, 14.—4. of
things, a coming together, as-, an incoming of money,
Hdt. 1, 64 ; like.— 5. a meet-

"'Si joining, , of the
straits of the Hellespont, Eur. I. T.
393 : ., i. e. the end of one
month and beginning of another,
Arist. Gen. An. 2, 4, 9 : a conjunction

of the sun and moon, Plut. :—general-
ly, union, junction. Plat. Phaed. 97 A,
etc.,, , , {,)
with teeth together, . e., that meet along
their whole surface, opp. to-

{\\\\ pointed teeth): '-, animals with such teeth, Arist.

H. A. 8, 6, 1.— II. as subst., et .,
a fish witli such teeth, Lat. dentex,

Epich. p. 105, Anaxandr. Protes. 1,

50 ; also, Antiph. Cvcl. 1,

3., ,(,) to af-

flict together:—pass., to sympathise
with another: generally, to be very
sorrowful, LXX., {,) dep.
mid. :

—

to bewail along ivith or together.

Plat. Menex. 247 C. [],,= II, q. v., {, ) to smell or be

smelt at once, Arist. Probl. 12, 4., pf with pres. signf., (there
being no pres.); 3 pi.-, Lys. 119, 5 (Att. usu.')

;

inf. : plqpf. with impf.
signf., Att. -, Ion. 2
plur.),. 9,58: to this

also belongs fut., rarely
(Isocr. 5 B). To share m

the knowledge, be cognisant of a thing,
to be privy to it, Lat. conscius esse,

absol., Hdt. 5, 24 ; 6, 57 ; . . Id. 6,

39 ;, Soph. . . 704 :—but usu.,

—

2. c. dat. pers., to know the same as

another, .), to be conscious, con-

vinced with one's self, c. part., which
may be in the nom.., Soph. Fr. 669 ;' . Plat.. 21 ; or in the dat., ., lb. 22 C, cf. Symp,
193 , 216 , etc. :—also c. ace. rei,

. , I know some-
thing good o/ myself, Ar. Eq. 184;), to have no
load on one's conscience, Socrat. Dio-
gen., etc., ap. Stob. Tit. 24, cf 1 Cor.

4, 4 ; hence, ro:=,
conscience. Wolf Dem. Leptin. p. 231 :

—but also, , to know
something of another, Hdt. 8, 113 ; 9,

58, Eur. Ion 956, etc. :

—

.. to be

privy to his opinions. Xen. Hell. 3, 3,



6; (so,, absoL, Soph. . .
330) :

—

rtva /.-
VI) ;—answered by,'

'! . Aesch.
Cho. 217 ; cf. Soph. Ant. 266.—, know
they are conceited, Plat. Phaed. 92
D:— (T. on..., ..., Plat. Phaedr. 257
D, Soph. 232 C :—Cf.., , f. •, to swell up
along with or together.., ,{,) to bind

together as friends, to associate or com-
bine with, rivi Ti, Polyb. 5, 21, 5, cf.

Luc. Gymn. 24 : to adapt, conciliate

one to another, . Pint. Num.
8, Anton. 75, etc. ; cf. Wyttenb. 2,

355 :—pass., to be bound by ties of
kindred, to be closely united, TLvi, to

one, Arist. Eth. N. 8, 12, 2
;'

10, 1, 1
;

to be suited or adapted to,, Plut.

Lycurg. 4. Hence,, , a binding to-

gether : esp. a figure in rhetoric,

whereby heterogeneous things were com-

bined or attributed to one person, Rutil.

Lup. 2, 9, Quintil. 9, 3, 64., ,,^.,,, in late writers

=^<7, esp. marriage. Lob.
Phryn. 516.—II. v.., ,,=^., , . -, (, ')
to dwell or live together, Ep. Horn. 15,

15 ; , with one, Aesch. Cho. 909
;

of peoples, to live together and form
one, Thuc. 2, 68 :—but of persons, to

live with or together, esp. as man and
wife, or merely to cohabit with,,,,, etc., Hdt.

1, 37i 91, 108, etc.; absol.. to marry,

wed, Hdl. 1, 93; 4, 168, Plat., etc.;

so,, from their marriage

sprang Clisthetie.'s, Hdt. 6, 131 : oft.

metaph., .,, yr/pai, to be

wedded to misery, etc., Soph. Phil.

1168, Eur. Heracl. 996, Erechth. 13,

3 ; then, reversely,,, Soph. . C.

1238; y ?.. Plat. Legg. 679

.—2. absol., to live, exist, be. Lye.
957.—II. c. ace. loci, to make to dwell

in together : hence in pass., of a coun-
try, to be thickly peopled, Xen. Oec. 4,

8, cf Plat. Criti. 117 E. Hence,,, that with which
one lives, . ,-, a most unpleasant house-

fellow, Hdt. 7, 156.

—

.=!;/£ II., , , ()
living or being together,/ .,
Plat. Rep. 520 C, etc. : esp., marriage,

Hdt. 1, 196, Plat. Legg. 930 A.,, o,= sq., Simon.
Amorg. 102., ov, ,() one

who lives with or together, Lat. contu-

bernalis : one who lives with iyi mar-
• riage, a consort./,, b, ,()

living with,, Aesch. Eum. 833., , , Att. :=:, a living or dwelling togeth-

er,., to agree to

hve with another, Aesch. Eum 916.
—2. a body of people living together, a

communily, Plat. Rep. 369 C, etc. :

—

generally, a band, troop, brood, Aesch.
Supp. 267.—II. a place where people

live together, as a city. Plat. Rep. 369

C, etc. :•—esp., house in which sev-

eral families live, a house divided into

chambers or flats, like the Lat. insula,

opp. to, a dwelling occupied by
one family, Thuc. 3, 74, Isae. Me-
necl. 33 ; cf. Ar. Thesm. 273 :

91

?, , -, Aeschin. 17, 29 :— at Athens,

these lodging-houses were a common
investment of money, Dem. 916. 6

;

1110, 12; cf Bockh P. E. 1,90, Diet.

Antiqq. s. v.—2. an additional building,

side-roojn, nut-house, Ar. Eq. 1001
;

(unless here too it is a hired room)

;

V. Schol. ad 1.—3. generally, the

neighbourhood, Plut. 2, 280 E, etc. : in

plur. ai, a village, hamlet, a.s

being made up of a number of poor
houses joined in one, Polyb. 16, 11,

1., (sc. ),, at Athens,
a public feast in memory of Theseus'

uniting all the toivns of Attica under the

single government of the capital, cele-

brated on the 17th Boodromion,Thuc.
2, 15 ; cf sq. (signf II), and v. Herm.
Pol. Ant. § 97, 8 :

—

. is

a later form ; cf also II., f. -, (,) to

make to live with, , esp. in

marriage, Epich. p. 92, Isocr. 391 C
;

. Tivl , to give him
one's daughter in marriage, Hdt. 2,

121, 6; . . Plat.

Rep. 546 D; so, . , Eur.

. F. 68.—2. to make to live together,

join in one city, unite under a capital or

metropolis, . (sc.), Thuc. 2, 15, cf foreg. ; so,

. ,
Thuc. 3, 2 ; hence, -, when the city becaine a regular

capital, opp. to -. Id. 1, 10, cf 2, 16, Dem. 425, 18.

— II. to join in peopling or colonising

a country, , Eur. Hec.
1139 ; cf. Thuc. 1, 24 ; 6, 5. Hence,, , making to live

together, joining tmder one city as a cap-

ital, Thuc. 3, 3 ; cf foreg I, 2., ov, o,= foreg. Po-
lyb. 4, 33, 7.— II. intercourse, marriage,

Diod. 18, 23; ,
Plut. Sol. 20.,, ,()
one who joins in peopling, a fellow-colo-

nist, Pind. O. 6, 8, Fr. 185., ov, ,= foreg., , (,)
to build together, Plut. Thes. et Rom.
4, N. T.

^, , (,)
to goverji along with or together, Lon-
gin.

^, ov, (,) dwelling

or living with or together,, Hdt. I,

57 ; 7, 73, Aesch. Theb. 188, etc. :. Soph. Ant. 451
;

-, Ar. Plut. 1147 :—esp. in plur.,

joint-inhabitants, Thuc. 4, 64, etc. :

—

oft. tnetaph., living with, wedded to,

used to, . . Soph. . .
1206; ., , etc., Plat.

Symp. 203 D, Rep. 367' A ; and then,

reversely,, .. Soph.
El. 775, Xen. Symp. 8, 24 :— -, Aesch.
Ag. 1642., , to help in watching
the house, live at home together, Dion.
H. : from, , (,)
living at home together: c. gen., ., a partner in mischief, Eur.
Hipp. 1069.', (,) to pity

along with or together, c. acc, Xen.
Cyr. 4, 6, 5.—II. intr., to feel or show
compassion., ov, (, ') agreeing

or harmonising with, like,
c. dat., ., . Rh.
2, 161.

, aor.-, (, -) dep. pass. :

—

to suppose the same
with another, agree with him, Plat.
Rep. 500 A, 517 C, etc.,, .future profit , Plut.

.

fronfi', fut. of, mid., II. 8, 400 : neut. part,,^^., f. -, to cower togeth-

er, si7ik on one knee., , a'l, , (,)
eight together, by eights, Lat. octoni,

Sopat. ap. Ath. 702 C., , , like, a
joining, junction, ., Foes.
Oec. Hipp. ; cf^.', (,) to

slip and fall together, Plut. Pericl. 6,

etc.?, , , a drawing together,

Diosc.

'?^, ov,() drawn to-

gether, Arist. Probl. 20, 8.,(,.?) to destroy

along with or together :—mid., to perish

along with, ' d' oi), Eur. Hel. 104.?, f -^, to raise a loud

cry together, esp. of women, Xen. An.
4, 3, 19, cf., ov, also , ov. Plat. Polit.

299 D (,) -.—all together. Plat.

1. c. : as neut., to, the whole
together ; and, as adv., nn the whole, m
general, at once. Plat. Soph. 220 :

also ?., Luc., dep. mid., to wail

with or together. [<pi], ov,=sq., Orph., ov, gen., (,,) :
— of the sayne blood, kin-

dred, tPseudo-Phoc. 194t : , ., a
brother, sister, Aesch. Pr. 410, Eur.
I. T. 848, etc.-, (, /.) to

make quite Itvel, Plut. Timol. 22, Sull.

14., , (,) to

follow along ivith, attend on,, So-
lon 5, 55, Eur. Or. 950, Periclyone
ap. Stob. p. 488, 56., (,) to del-

uge with rain, Plut. Fr. 9, 7., ov, joined mixed xrith

rain., b, , (,) a
bed-fellow, mate, Anth. P. append. 244,

384.,,^=, Anth. P.

6, 206., Dor. -?.,, , ,
like. a fellow, comrade, The-
ogn. 1059, Theocr. 18, 22., (,) to be

a joint hostage, Polyb. 21, 9, 9., ,(,)38
bled. Nlc. . 449.,, , f -/, (, -) to converse or live with, ',
. ./, , living ivith, a friend,
acquaintance.

or- : f.- (,) :
— to swear along with or to-

gether, to join in a league or corfederacy,

Thuc. 5, 48; 6, 18; ,, -, Aesch. Ag. 650, cf.-: but also simply, like, to sircar to one, or promise him
by oath. Soph. Phil. 1367.— II. to bind

one's self with another by oath, conspire

together, , Hdt. 7. 235, Ar. Eq.

236; , Dem. 1319. 1 ; so, ., Hdt. 1, 176 : also ., to join in swearing death

against him, Aesch. Cho. 978 : also in
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mid., , his fel-

low-co7ispirators, Plut. Sertor. 27., , {,-) to be of like passions with, to sym-
pathise with, Tivt, Arist. Rhet. 3, 7, 5 :

so-', ,{,) to make
quite like, Dion. H.', , {,)
to say the same thing with ; and SO, to

agree with,, Hdt. 2, 55 : to confess

together, confess the whole, , Thuc. 1,

133 :

—

to agree mutually, c. acc. et inf.,/ .. Plat. Legg. 859 D ; so

in mid., Id. Euthj'd. 280 A :-? . Id. Phil. 41

D.—II. to agree to do, promise, , Xen.
An. 4, 2, 19, etc.

—

111. to come to terms

with, make a covenant with ; hence,, Polyb.

3,21,2., , , agreement, con-

fession : an agreement, covenant, Plat.

Soph. 252 : from, ov, agreeing to : con-

fessing., , =-, Plut. Alcib. 23, etc., , to border on, march

with,, . . : from, ov, (,) bor-

dering on, marching ivith., , worse form for -., , to have the same
name with another : from', ov, {,)
having the same name with, ,
Achae. ap. Ath. 173 D, Anth. P. G,

206.- {,) to bring to

a point. Polyb. 6, 22,4.^, V, {,) brought to a

point, pointed, Theophr., , {,) fol-

lowing along with, attending on, c. gen.,, Panvas. 1, 13; c. dat., ,
Plat. Phaedr. 248 C : absol., Id. Soph.

216 B., f.-. mid.{,) :

—

to folloir along with, attend

on, V. I. Soph. Fr. 342 ; Dind. -... , ,=,. . 30, 5, Anth. [«]\, . Ion. for-., to arm together :—pass.,

to be a companion in arms., ov, {,) under

arms together, allied,, Eur.

H. F. 128., , to bear arms with

or together, Themist., , .-,{,)
to roast together, Hippoloch. ap. Ath.

129 B., , , .teeing the whole

together, seeing at a glance, taking a

comprehensive view. Plat. Rep. 537 C ;

TO, far-sightedness, acute-

ness : from, ov,{) that can

be seen at a glance, within .light, Arist.

Pol. 2, 12, 9, Polyb. 2, 28, 9 : cf.-., , , a seeing all to-

gether, far-sightedness, Clem. Al. : and, , ,= :

from, , . : cf

{, ):— to see the

whole together, to see at a glance, -. Plat. Phaedr. 265 D, etc. : to

take a view of a thing, Dem. 1122,

16: aor. pass,, Polyb. 6,

49,6.
1442

', {,) to as-

sist in holding orgies, Plut. 2, 944 C., as pass. c. fut. mid.-, rarely-, as in Dem.
547, 6 ; aor., {,-). To be angry along with or to-

gether, Isocr. 78 E, Dem. 516, 7, and, ov, {) joining in

celebration of orgies., ,{) to border on,

be a neighbour,, Polyb. 5, 55, 1., to set upright along

with, Philo., , (,) to make
straight together, bring into order, App., ov, {,) dawn-
ing or coming to light along with ; a

word introduced into Aesch. Ag. 254
by Wellauer and Dind. ; cf.-., , ,{) neighbour-

hood., dep. pass. ;

—

to de-

sire U'ith or together., { -, {,) to

make to border on, combine, Arist. Coel.

3, 8, 12.—II. .=., {,) to rouse or

stir up together, 'iva ol -, II. 24, 467, cf 568 :— pass.,-, the

lines moved on by one impulse, II. 4,

332. [t]
^ ^, ov, {,) bound

together by oath, Xen. Vect. 5, 9., , i], =,, Simon. 163., , . -, (,)
to set in motion Of urge on together,

Plut. 2, 1129 E.—II. more tisu. mtr.,

to move on, start, .set out along with or

together : so also in pass., part. aor. mid. of-., , f. -, {,)
to lie at anchor together', Polyb. 5, 68, 6, . -iaii, {.)
to bring to anchor together, Xen. Hell.

1, 1, 17, Polyb., etc. : generally, to

pack close together, Dio C, ^= : hence
part. aor. 2 mid., having

started OT set forth together, Aesch. Ag.
420.

^, 01', Ion. {,) : border'ijtg on, marching ivith,

conterminous, c., Arist. Eth.

N. 8, 10, 3, 9f. Eth. Eud. 7, 9, 1 :.^ , dust
twin-brnther { mvia, Aesch. Ag. 495.

. {,) to rush on

with or together, Ap. Rh. 2, 88.^, , {,) to

roof over^ over-arch, Luc. Amor. 12., (,) dep.

mid. :

—

to dance together, Plut. 2, 52 B., , to scar quite over, Ga-
len. Hence,, , a scarring over

,

making quite whole, LXX. Hence?, , , scarring over

and making whole.,, Ion. for-
°P'•

. . ', , . Ion. -,{,
part,,) :

— being with

or together, esp. for purposes of feast-

ing, conversing, etc., a friendly meet-

ing, party, Hdt. 2, 78, and Plat.
;

kv .,=. Plat. Legg.
652 A, cf Isocr. 9 A ; and absol.,

Isocr. Antid. ^305; .', to

converse together, Plat. Symp. 176

E, Soph. 217 D ;. Id. Lach.
201 C ; . Id.

Legg. 672 A ; al ,
of literary parties, conversazioni, At.

Thesm. 21
; , ., of school-boys,

Plat. Polit. 285 C—2. a living togeth-

er, friendly intercourse; generally, in

tercourse, society. Hdt. 6, 128, Aesch.
Eum. 285, Soph., etc. ; bv, Ar. Nub. 649 ; ., in

tercourse with one, Soph. Fr. 12, Ar.

Eccl. 110, Plat., etc. :—but,

ai.^= . Soph.
Phil. 936 ; so, ^, lb. 520:

—

the method
or rules of society, Plat. Theag. 130

; . .? Ty',
but by custom. Soph. O. C. 63.—3.

esp., sexual intercourse, Lat. coitus.

Plat. Symp. 191 C, 206 C, etc. ;
-

., Ju.sjur. ap. Dem. 1371, 22.

Hence, to keep company with :

esp., to have sexual intercourse, Theo-
pomp. ap. Ath. 526 E. Hence, , . Philo ; and, ov, , Plut. 2, 1 D;=, esp. sexual intercourse., ov, ,{)
one who keeps company with, a compan
ion. Plat. Minos 319 ; a disciple,

Xen. Mem. 1, 6, 1. Hence, , , suited for
society or company, agreeable, Ar. Vesp.

1209 ; esp., given to se.vual intercourse., , to connect essentially

with :—pass., to agree essentially with,. Hence, , essential connexion., {.) as
pass., to knit the brow, -,' bent and gloomy brow.

Soph. Tr. 869 : -, with frowning, gloomy counte-
nance, Eur. Ale. 777, cf. 800., V, gen., {,)
with meeting eyebrows, Arist. Physi-
ogn. 6, 41 ;— of girls, Theocr. 8, 73;,
Anacreont. 15, 16;— still cousidered
as a beauty in the East.—II. with

knitted brow.,, , a meeting of
the eye-brows., , , {) that

which holds together, a hold-fast., , {,) to carry

with or together

:

—pass., to travel to-

gether in a chariot, Plut. Anton. 11,

etc., , , Att., (-) :

—

being held together, meeting,

joining, kv 7] , at the
cross-roads, II. 23, 330; but, •
Xyaiv, in battle-con^icis, Q.
sin. 4, 342, cf Ap. Rh. 1,' 160.—2.
melaph. distress, anguish, LXX., and
N. T.—II. fastening, band, Arist.

Top. 4, 2, 13 : of a belt or girdle, A p.

Rh. 1, 744, cf. 0pp. H. 5, 131 :—in

plur., bonds, Manetho. Hence, adv., holding together,

Anth. P. 9, 343., {,), to hold •
or bind together, Luc. ragop. 215., ov, ,=,-

(q. v.), II. 14, 465., ov, () like-, joined together : metaph., agreeing

with, suiting, , Eur. Bacch. 161,

Hel. 171.—2. of Time, lasting, perpet-

ual., old Ep. and Ion. intr.

pf of, for :
—to be

held together, come togetlwr,

,shouk\ers bending
towards each other over the chest, II.

2, 218: cf.-— II. to fall to-

gether, sink down, Q. Sm. 7, 502.—On
the form v. Buttm. Ausf Gr. ij 85
Anm. 5.



",, , seeing all togeth-

er ; and, generally, a general view, con-

templation. Plat. Legg. 858 C : -
-, one must bring under

one view. Id. Rep. 537 C ;

,., Polyb. 1, 4, 1 ; . '•/, in sight of one another, lb.

40, 5, 6.— II. a general vieiu of a sub-

ject, synopsis, Plut. 2, 1057 C : from, fut. of., , {,)
to be gluttonous with or together, Plut.

124 0.-,-,-:—for words
wrongly so written v. sub -,; -., , ,() :

—

putting together in order, arranging, esp.

physician^s prescription, Artemid. 4,

22.—II. in plur., like -, a covenant, treaty, Iambi., , .{)
that which is put together in order :

hence,— 1. .., etc.,

body of troops drawn up in order;

generally, a body of troops, a squadron,

a corps,'Xen. Hell. 3, 4, 2, Polyb. 9,

3, 9, etc.—2. the constitution of a state,

., a form of constitution,

Isocr. 145 B, 264 C—3. a table or

schedule regularly drawn out, .-, Aeschin. 67, 16.— 4. an ar-

rangement of musical 7iotes, like apuo-

via, a mode, ., Arist. Pol.

4, 3, 7.-5. a regular collection of writ-

ings, a work, book, Plut. 2, 1036 C,
etc. Hence, ov, b, ()
the leader of a (1), Luc.
Bacch. 2, Pseudol. 18., , , of or like a: , a reg-

ular, set treatise, opp. to-, Ammon., ov, , dim. from'.7, ,{) asthmatic,

Philostr., verb. adj. from -, one must arrange, Luc., ov, and-, 7], ,{) putting togeth-

er in order, arranging.—II. (from mid.

4) oforfor departure ; ., afare-
u'e//-speech., , , verb. adj. from, put together in order, estab-

lished, Diog. L. 7, 58, 64., , f. -, {,) to endure along with or

together, . Soph. O. C. 1136 ; to share

in misery, , Ar. Lys. 1221.

Also sometimes as dep. pass., --., , to work wool
together, Ath. 516 B., ov, b, and,
ov, b, {,) a colleague in the

quaestorship, Dio C., Ion. for, Hdt..=, to stretch to-

gether,/, bringing the issues of many
events io^ei/ier in small compass, Pind.

P. 1, 158.,, ,{) a put-

ting together in order, arranging. Plat.

Tim. 24 C : esp., of soldiers, a draw-

ing up in order, array, Thuc. 6, 42 ; ., Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 1.—2. or-

der, -, military disci-

pline, Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 14:

—

arrange-

ment, system, method, Lat. constitutio,

Plat. Kep. 591 D ; . ,
Dem. 14, 27 : a position, condition,

.. Plat. Rep. 462 C :

—

organization, Dem. 182, 25.—3. a put-

ting together, compiling a book, histo-

ry : hence, writing, narrative, Polyb.

1, 4, 2, etc.—4. in Gramm. the combi-

nation of words and sentences, the doc-

trine of grammatical connexion, syntax.

—II. like, that which is put

together, esp. a body of troops,

., Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 37 ; .-, the combined forces of Greece,
Plut. Aristid. 21.—2. a covenant, con-

tract, Dem. 1334, 12.—3. an assigned

impost, contribution, euphem. for -, tribute or tax, Dem. 60, 11; .,?, Aeschin. 67, 21,

Isocr. 140 : introduced at Athens
by Callistratus, v. Bockh P. E. 2,

162.—4. covenanted pay or reward, a

more delicate word than, first

in Dem. 95, 9, and 20; 305, 16: an
annual allowance, salary, pension, Plut.

Alex. 21, Lucull. 2., , {,)
to join in humbling, reducing, Strab., , , a total confu-

sion, Arist. Probl. 1, 4: [ru] from, Att. - ; i. -,
{,) :

—

to throw all together

into confusion, to disturb, trouble, Lat.

conturbare, 6' , II.

8, 86 ; so, ' ., II.

1, 579: . , to trouble the
water, Hdt. 9, 49 ; so. . -
6a, Id. 3, 138 : to trouble, to confound,
perplex, Ar. Nub. 1037 ; . -, Dem. 714, 26; etc.:— pass.,

to be troubled, thrown into confusion, of
soldiers, Thuc. 7, 81 ; of social or-

der. Soph. Ant. 1067, Xen. Hell. 3,

4, 7 ; , Thuc. 3,

84 ; ., all legal order was at an
end, Thuc. 2, 52 ; -, Aesch. Pr. 1088 ; to be

much distressed,. Plat. Legg. 798
.— II. c. ace. rei, . 7\, to stir

up war, Polyb. 4, 14, 4, Plut., , {,)
to wrap up. Lye. 1101.(), ov, {,, -) :

—

interwoven, entangled,

., a tree with interlacing roots, The-
ophr. Hence, , to interweave, entan-

gle ; in pass., to be full of entangled
roots, Theophr.. , , () a
stretching together, straining, exertion,

Plat. Symp. 206 B, Phil. 46 D.—.
distension, Hipp., Att.- ; f. -, {,) :

—to put together in order, esp.

to draw up soldiers in order, put an ar-

my in array, like, Hdt. 7,

78, Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 2, etc. : but, also,

to draw tip along with Others, form into

one body with them, lb. 6, 4, 14, Hell.

4. 8, 28.—2. generally, to arrange, or-

der as parts of a whole, organise, Lat.

conslituere, , Plat. Gorg. 504
A : to regulate, ordain, . Id.

Phil. 30 C, etc. : to contrive by art,

Dem. 888, 26 :—cf. 4.-3.
to ordain, cow.mand, ,
Xen. Cyr. 8, 6, 8 ; also, . .
Plat. Legg. 625 C—4. to put together

or compose a narrative, Polyb. 2, 40,
4.—5. to impose a tax or tribute on, cf.

B. 4.— II. pass., to be drawn up in or-

der, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 18, etc.—2. to be

joined to,, Plat. Legg. 903 D ; ol, conspirators, Xen.
Hell. 3, 3, 7.-3. metaph., to rally, col-

lect one's self, be collected OXfirm, -, a sober, steady man, lb.

4, 8, 22 ; -, before their minds are collected,

their courage screwed up, Thuc. 5, 9.—4. to be assessed for taxation, Dem.
167, 6 ; 168, 21.—III. mid., toput one's

self in order of battle, form, Ar. Lys.

452 ; or , in the same
body as others, Xen. Hell. 1, 2, 15,
Vect. 2, 3.—3. to arrange for one's self

,

and so much like the act., to ordain,
Plat. Legg. 625 E, cf. 781 : . -, to put together, compose them,
Plat. Phaedr. 263

;, Polyb.
1, 3, 8 ;

(and absol., to write, -. Id. 9, 2, 2) ; ., to treat

/ a subject, Schaf. Dion. Comp. 70.
—3. to agree together, bargain, Dem.
344, fin. ; Aeschin. 14, 33 ; -, Polyb. 3, 67, 1 :—(so in pass,,

TO. and ,
an agreement, Polyb. 3, 42, 9, etc. ; cf.

II. 4).—4. later, to take leave

of one, bid him farewell, , Jac
A nth. P. p. Ixviii., verb. adj. from-, one must use exertion, strive earnest-

ly, Ep. Plat. 340 C., ,,{) strain-

ing, drawing tight., ov, {,) buried

along with, together, in the same grave,

Plat. Legg. 873 D., {,) to help

to urge on, hurry, Hdt. 3, 71.— IJ. intr.,

to hasten. Id. 3, 72; b -, life hastens to an end. Id. 2, 133., {,) to stretch to-

gether, strain, draw tight, Eur. Hipp.
257 ; . , opp. to ?.
Plat. Phaed. 98 D : metaph., to exert,, Eur. El. 112; to urge
on, excite, , Id. Bacch.
872 ; . or , Plat. Gorg.
507 D, Legg. 641 ; ., Id.

Euthyphr. 12 A :—pass., to exert one's

self, endeavour, c. inf , Plat. Rep. 504

; -, Id. Euthyd. 288 D ; 7) -, earnestly, seriously, Xen.
Oec. 2, 'l8.— II. intr., to exert one's

self, strive. Plat. Soph. 239 :—
hence, like Lat. contendere, to haste,

haste7i, . , Plut. Nic.
30 :

—

to increase, -, Plut. Dio 45.—2. to direct all one's

poiuers to one object, tend towards,

Lat. tendere ad.., c. inf., Eur. Hec.
190 ; , , . Plat. Legg.
903 C, Polit. 294 B, Legg. 903 C, Xen.
Ages. 7, 1 : and more literally, ., to aim at.., Hipp., f -, {,)
to help to build a wall or fortification,

Thuc. 4, 57, Xen. Cyr. 3, 2, 24., {,-) dep. mid., to conjecturefrom signs

or symptoms. Foes. Oec. Hipp. : to

guess, calculate, Thuc. 2, 76, Xen.
Symp. 2, 8., , {,) to breed children with one, of the
woman, Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 5., u,^{oxeg.

; generally,
to breed. At. Thesm. 15., {, )

dep. mid., to helpto build, make orframe,
Plat. Tim. 30 B, 45 B, Ap. Rh. 1, 1295.?^.= II. 2, to

belong to, Pmd. P. 9, 100., , ,{) :
—

paying in together; a joint or common
contribution for the public burdens, ., Dem. 306, 18.—II. at Athens,
a subdivision of the, (q. v.),

consisting of 5, 6, or 15 citizens, who
equipped a ship for the public service
at their joint expense, and were
called, Hyperid. ap. Harp.;
but the subject is very obscure, v.

Bockh P. E. 2, 344 sq.—2. any simi-

lar partnership for bearing public bur-

dens, . , to
impose the liturgies on a company,
not on one person (as was usual)
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Dem. 463, 24, cf. 262, 8 : generally, a

club, company, Plat. Legg. 905 ;

hence, . (who separately were
called ri/.eioi), Aesch. Theb. 251 :

—

a federal union of cities with a common
treasury, Polyb. 5, 94, 1, Plut. Philop.

et Flam. 1.—111. the combination of
parts to one end, nnity of a scheme.

Plat. Legg. 005 :

—

accomplishment

of a scheme, opp. to i-ijSo7a/, etc.,

Polyb. 1, 3, 3 ; 4, 3, etc. ; .
TLVL, III. 11, 33, 7.-2. in grammar,
the perfect tense, Dem. Phal.— IV. in

later philosophers, like,
reality, Occll. Luc., , to rnake quite perfect,

Clem. Al. Hence
?.(.>(7,, , a completion ;

esp. a perfect, completed action, Opp. to, Gramm.'',, ,()
a joint contribution, tax, LXX.—IL ac-

complishment, completion./, ov, a member of a-, (II).—11. a completer, finisher

:

hence, ,, complete, per-

fect : 6 a.{sQ.) the perfect tense,

Gramm., , , fern, of-., , f. -/, {, -?.) to help to brin^ to an end.—II.

intr., to die along with or together, Diod.^, , f. -oJ, {,)
to bring to one end together, bring quite

to an end, finish, . , to

make np the whole sum, Detn. 183, 13
;

so too, . (sc. ) -, to make up the number
100,Xen.Cyr. 6, 1,50:—ofaworkman,
to finish off, make, ., Lys. ap.

Po"ll. ;, ap. Dem. 522, 4.-2.

to perform or celebrate sacred rites, uyi-, Plat. Ax. 371 D ; ,
etc., Plut. Ages. 21 ; etc.—II. to pay
joint taxes, tribute, to incurjoint expense :

. . Aeschin. 67,17 :

but mostly, without the sum express-

ed, . ?^ -, to pay all alike in the,
towards the war, Dem. 465, 23.—2./. -, etc., strict-

ly to pay to the knights or the class of

knights, and so to belong to this class

or body (because at Athens all citizens

were classed ace. to their, or

rateable property) ; then, generally, to

belong to it, be counted in a class or

body, . , Isocr. 277 ; -. Dem. 691, 18: of.

111 : so, also, . -, , etc., used esp.

of a number of small states tributary

to or under the protection of a larger,

Thuc. 4, 76, Xen. Hell. 7, 4, 12:

hence, also, to gn to make up the whole,

belong to, count as part of a. people,, V. Arnold Thuc. 2, 15 : also c.

dat., ., Isocr. 298 , cf.

Plut. .\rat. 34 ; hence,, Alex. Incert. 31. Hence
?.7], , effecting joint pay-

rrienls, paying joint taxes or tributes,

Antipho ap. Harp. ;' -
-, paying a sixteenth share, ap.

Dem. 201, 3 :—hence, belonging to the

same (II) or company, Dem.
564, 27 :

—

., the city which had
to pay a part of the penalty, Aesch.

Ag. 532.—2. rated in the same class,

counted among, belonging to:— absol.,

., the component parts, Arist.

Part. An. 3, 14, 3 : cf. II.

2.—3. tributary to another state, depend-

ent upon it, Lat. contributus, 77\,, Dem. 198,

15. Hence
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, , , belonging to a, or, (11) : -=, body of persons

paying lax jointly, Lat. contributi, Po-

lyb. 40.3,4.—II. intiramm.,;j;poi'of .,
the perfect tense ;

/i/7/ia ., virbum per-

fectum:-, status facti seu prae-

teriti et consummati, Quintil. 3, 6, 46., Ion.-, Hdt. ; fut.- {,):—to cut alt m pie-

ces, to chop up, Ar. Ran. 1262 : to di-

vide. Plat. Polit. 261 .— II. to cut

down, cut short, Lat. concidere, ., Thuc. 7, 36

;

, to cut out, shape them,
Xen. Cyr. 8, 2, 5

;
', the sea cuts short my

realm, Aesch. Supp. 258 :—meiaph., <o

cut short, abridge, .7. iv-, Ar. Thesm. 178 ;--. Plat. Prot. 334 D (cf. infra

III. 2) ; to cut down, . -, Thuc. 8, 45 ; .', to cut doum one's ex-

penses to one's daily wants, Xen.,
Ilier. 4, 9 ; so, . 7^, Thuc.
8, 86; also, ., Aesch. Eum.
227 ;. Soph. Ant. 1103; so in

mid.. Id. Fr. 678, 16.—HI. seemingly
intr.,— 1. (sub.), to cut the road

short, cut across, . ''-], Hdt. 7,

123: cf. II.—2. (sub.},
. supra II), to cut the matter short,

speak briefly, , Eur. Tro.
441, cf. Hec. 1180;, cut short,

make an end, Mnesim. Al'fK. 1,4;, like, or .simply, Valck.

Schol. Phoen. 837.—3., as the time became
short, Lat. instante tempore, Hdt. 5,

41 : cf. II., {,) to

whistle an accompaniment, Theophr.
Char. 21, Schneid., , to march with, bor-

der on, Tivi, Polyb. 2, 21, 9 : from, ov,{,) border-

ing on, close together, Anth. Plan. 185., to delight along with or

together., adv. part. pf. pass,

from, in nn orderly manner,

in set terms, . , Plat.

Apol. 23 , Bekker ; cf. sq., adv. part. pf. pass,

from, earnestlij, eagerly, Ar.

Plut. 325, Plat. Rep. 499 A, Phil. 59

A, etc. ;—usu. with v. 1.-.
: f.-, aor.--

: pf. pass,- : the pres.- or- is a late form,

(,). To bore through so as

to meet each other, . -
/', Hdt. 2, 1 1 (cf.) ;-' 7., they carried the

passage through into the marrow,
Plat. Tim. 91 A, cf. Criti. 1 15 D ;

''-7., to run out

a gallery into one's neighbour's mines,
Dem. 977, 22 :—pass., to be cotmected

by openings or channels, a7i7i.?'/7.ovr,

l''lat. Phaed. Ill D, cf. Criti. 115
;,

Arist. Probl. 13, 2, cf. 33, '17, 2 ; so,' },
Plut. 2, 502 D.— II. metaph.,-

I

', to let words
pierce in, sink deeply, Aesch. Cho. 451., , ,()=: II.,= 5^., Plut. Timol. 10,

Marcell. 20.

, (,)
dep. mid. :

—

to help in contriving, .
Tivi , Dem, Phal. ; .,
Plut. Demetr. 43.,, o,= sq,, ov, , , (,,)
practising the same art, a fellow in art,

Ar. Fr. 226 ; c. gen., onv's fellow-work-
man, Ar. Ran. 763 ; Minerva is the

of Vulcan, Plat. Polit.

274 C., , , (/)
that which is melted down anil so cii»

solved, Arist. Somn. 3, 10., , , apt to melt into

one or dissolve, Arist. Somn. 3, 10

:

from, f. -, {, ) to

melt into one, melt down, . -, Plat. Symp. 192 :—to make to waste or pine away,/ -, Eur. . . 398; also,/, Id. Med. 25.

—

2. pass,, aor. 1-, aor. 2 [] : and in

same signf. intr. pf. act. :

to melt away, disappear, Xen. Cyn. 10,

1 :

—

to waste, fall away,7,, Eur. El. 240, Or. 34,

cf. lb. 283, IVIed. 689 ;, melted away with him, Plat.

Symp. 192 E. Hence,, , a melting into one,

Theophr., Cic. Att. 10, 8.— II. a melt-

ing away, wasting, falling away, Hipp.,
cf. Foes. Oecon., , f. -, {,)
to watch closely together, observe strictly,

Polyb. : . ',
keep it close. Id. 31, 6, 5:— to take

aim, Plut. Marcell. 12. Hence.'/, fj, a watching closely :

observation. Hence, ,, watching close-

ly., f., {,-) :
—to place, put togellier, lldt. 2, 47 ;

4, 67, Plat., etc. ; . ,
to close the lips, Eur. Cycl. 625: to

add together, as numbers, Hdt. 3, 95.
—2. to put together, combine, frame,
build, . -, Hdt. 7, 36 ; to compose,, Hdt. 4, 23 ;, Hdt. 7, 184 :

. , to frame the universe,, the Creator, Plat. Tim. 33 D :

metaph., }' ,
Soph. Aj. 303 ; . 7.7., to

strive jur two things at once, Eur. El.
95.—3. to compose, as an author does
a book, Thuc. 1, 21, 97; .,, etc.. Plat. Rep. 377 D,
Phaedr. 278 C, etc.—4. to compound
words, Plat. Crat. 424 E, 434 .— 5.

to plan, devise, contrive, .
Aesch. Supp. 65; ,
Soph. . . 401; cf. Thuc. 8, 08:

also, ., to devise a story, Eur.
Bacch. 297.—6. to put together in one,

take together, unite, comprehend,

. Id. Med. 747; -, putting things short

ly together, speaking briefly, Si;ph.

El. 673.—7. to give into a person's care,

Tivi Ti, Polyb. 5, 10, 4.-8. to collect,

conclude, infer. Id. 28, 15, 14 ; so,7. Arr.

. Mid., as first in

Horn., though he only uses the aor.

2 (in signf. I) :— 1. strictly, to get to-

gether for one's self ; and SO, to observe

a thing, take heed to it, -, II. 7, 44
;
'

'/, Od. 1,328; and, simply, to

perceive, hear,/ ,
Od. 20, 92 ; so, 1)



Pind. P. 4, 494 : but Horn, has it usu.

absol. ill the phrase, aii ', do
thou take heed, II. 1, 76, etc. ;, Od. 15,27.•—-2. to agree on,

•Miiclude,,, etc.,

Hdt. 2, 181 ; 8, 140, 1, etc. ; ., i. e. with one, Id. 1, 27;, having agreed on these
points. Id. 1, 87; Koivy, Eur. Bacch. 807, cf. 808; so,

, with another, Hdt.
3, 157, etc. ; also, - ,
Hdt. 7, 145 : sometimes c. inf. pro
ace, to covenant or agree to do,, Pind. P. 11, 64 ;

c. inf. flit., Hdt. 9, 7, 2, Thuc. 6, 65
;

and an inf must be supplied in the

phrases, (i. e. ' u)-
iavTo,' , etc.,

Hdt. 3. 86, Thuc. 5, 18 ; . . Id. 6,

84 : also in pass., ,
the time agreed on, Plat. Phaedr. 254
D: absol., to make a covenant, ,
Xen. An. 1,9, 7 : also, to bet, wager,

Tiva, Plut. Alcib. 8;—cf. -., to beget or bear, procreate

with or together.?, {, t'iXJaS) to phick

along with or together, Anth. P. 12, 27., , . -, {,)
value together or with others :—rnid.,7]

Ttjv, they fixed this as the es-

timate of my contribution, Dem. 815,

19:—pass., to be honoured among or

above others, Lys. 1 89, 40 ; to increase

in value, rise in price, Dem. 1285, 15.

Hence, , , value, worth,

price, h^X. [r/], , (,) to

stand by and help :—mid., to kelp to

avenge, Hipp., f. -,{,)
to shake to the foundations, Lat. concu-

tcre, Arist. Mund. 4, 29 ; -, i. e. began to fight at

random, Theocr. 22, 90.,=^-
and -, later

forms of the pres.., (,) to

U'uund iti many places, Xen. Hell. 3, 1,

18: to wound at the same time, Plut.

Alex. 63, etc.7, to help iti winding up
a business.

and, to cut

short, abridge., , ,{ II) a cut-

ting short, Dio C., , ,{ II)

ahridginent, shortness, brevity, .,
Plat. Phaedr. 267 .,^=(> : from, ov,{) cut up,

chopped up ; cf. infra.—II. cut off, cut

short : abridged, shortened, esp. of a

road, ., a short cut, Ar. Ran.
123 (with a pun on signf. I) ; so,

. , Hdt. 1, 185; 4, 136 ; -, the shortest cut. Id. 2, 158;

4, 183 ; ;} (sc. ), Hdt. 5,

17: cf. III.—2. concise, brief,

in language,', Soph. Ant. 446; cf. Aesch.
Pers. 698, etc. : generally, s/iori,Thuc.

7, 42.

—

III. adv. -, of time, shortly,

immediately, Hipp., Soph. O. T. 810,

etc,—2. . ?^, etc., shortly, con-

cisely, Aesch. Eum. 585, Sooh., etc.

;

.. Plat. Tim. *25 :—
compar. -, Isocr. 53 D, etc. :

superl.-, Soph. O. C. 1579., , to stretch tight, strain., , ,{ ) a
ttretching, straining, distension, Hipp.

—

2. intense application, opp. to relaxation,

Arist. Pol. ; , Def. Plat. 413
D.— II. strength, energy : intensity,. Plat. Tim. 84 £.—HI.
agreement, Diog. II. 7, 140., , a mu-
sical mode, called also,
Plat. Rep. 398 ; cf. Bockh Pind. 1

,

part. 2, p. 237., ov, {) on the

stretch, strained tight: .,=^-, Xen. Cyn. 6, 7 : intense, exces-

sive,,. Foes. Oec. Hipp.

;

<T., a forced march, Polyb. 5,

47, 4.—2. strong, grave, earnest, au-

stere, opp. to, .,
Pratin. ap. Ath. 624 F ; to ?..
Plat. Soph. 242 : so, .
Plat. Rep. 623 B.—3. violent, impetu-

ous, eager, -7, Soph. Tr. 919
;,, Eur. Bacch. 120, 1091 : so

of persons. Plat. Symp. 203 D.—II.

in harmony, accordant with,,
Eur. I. A. 116.

—

III. adv. -, in-

tensely, unflinchingly,,.
Plat. Phaedr. 253 A, Rep. 539 D.
Hence, , to mark with the same
tone or accent., , {) to fasten
with pegs. Math. Vett., , to stir up together

as with a spoon., , f. -, {,) to act tragedy, act with,

Luc. Alex. 12 : or, in accordance with,

Tivt, Plut. 2, 771 A., ov, {,) a
messmate, ., to live with
one, Eur. Andr. 658, Xen. An. 1, 9,

31. [«]?, f. -, {,-) to lisp with or together, Clem. Al., o'l, ai, -, , (,) three together, three and three.

Od. 9, 429, cf. Valck. Hdt. 4, 66 ; -. Plat. Tim. 54 E., f. -, {,) to

help in turning, esp. to flight., f. -, {.)
to help to feed : to feed besides, Xen.
Mem. 4, 3, 6 :—pass., to grow up to-

gether, live together. Plat. Legg. 752 C,
and Xen. ; , with one, Eur. Hel.
1036.—II. in pass, also, of liquids, to

be congealed : hence, to be consolidated,

to assume a consistency. Plat. Phaed.
96 B, Tim. 75 A.: f.-, usu. --

: aor. 2, {,) :
—to run together, Hdt. 2, 121,

4 : esp. as enemies, to rush together,

meet in battle, Hom., only in II. 16, 335,

337, in aor. 2, which prevails also in

Hdt.—2. as friends, to come together,

unite, agree, ui, Hdt. 1, 53;, to agree in (or about) the
judges, Xen. Cyr. 8, 2, 27 (where
others take it, to meet before, have re-

course to them).— 3. to meet with,.
Soph. Tr. 880 -.—-to agree with, fit. har-

monise with,, lb. 295 :—absol., of
time, to concur, coincide, Aesch. Fr.

286. Eur. Or. 1215; --, Dem. 214, 7.

—

4. to run together, twist or shrivel up,

as hair, Xen. Cyn. 10, 17.— II. to as-

semble, gather together, meet, Hdt. 8,

71 ; ' , in one. Eur. Pal. 1 ;, Lycurg. 149, 40: of clouds, to

gather in, thicken, Hdt. 1, 87: of li-

quids, to mingle with, . Soph. O.
C. 160.— III. to run the same way with,. Plat. Polit. 266 C., , ,{)

piercing through, connexion by a pas-,

sage or channel, , A list.

. . 1, 16, 9: cl.., ov, pierced througti
;
join-

ed by a passage., , {,) to

dash to pieces with a trident. Plat.
(Com.) Hell. 2: generally, to shatter,-?
(metapli. from a pick-axe), Eur. H.
F. 946.,, ,=,^.,,^ : from, f. -, {,) to

rub together, . , to rub dry
sticks together to procure a light.— II.

to shatter, shiver, . Plat.

Hipp. Maj. 290 E, Lys., etc. : to make
a jelly of, like Lat. conterere, contundere,

Eur. Cycl. 705 ; . , to stave

them in, Thuc. 4, 11: generally, to

destroy utterly, Ar. Vesp. 1050 : to

crush an enemy, Polyb. 5, 47, 1 :

—

hence, , to

have one's head broken (like-
vai), Ar. Pac. 71 ; , Lys
98, 7 ; , Andoc. 9, 6.—Ill

metaph. in pass.,— 1. to be tii perplexi

ty, anguish, Ty, Polyb. 21, 10,
2.—-2. to run against, clash with, Dem.
142, 22. [i], , to be a•, Lys. 107, 21 ; 907, fin.: from, ov, 6, {,-) a partner in the equipment ofa
trireme. Dem 566, 24, etc., , ,{)
that which is shattered : a fracture,
Arist. de Audib. 34: ruin, LXX.

—

II.

a thing to stumble against, obstacle., , , =,
LXX.. , , , ()
shattering : hence the Smasher, a lub-
ber-fiend that breaks all the pots in
the kitchen, Epigr. Hom. 14, 9.—II.=^, dub., , , () a
dashing together : shattering, breaking :

generally, a blow, LXX., , . a growing up to-

gether, Tiva, Strab. : generally,
living together, society, Polyb. 6, 5,

10 : brood, Anth. P. 7, 216 : from, ov,{) brought
up together with, , Hdt. 1, 99:
hence, as old as, of the same origin as,

TLvi, Id. 2, 65 ; ., as Ajax calls

the Athenians, Soph. Aj. 861.—2.

generally, living with,. Soph.
El. 1 190 ; ., a friendly eye. Id.

Phil. 171 : , common, ev-

ery-day evils, Thuc. 2, 50 : of animals,
domestic, Xen. Mem. 2, 3, 4 : metaph.,
Tp ,
Hdt. 7, 102, so c. gen., -/., Eubul. Orthan.
1 ; TO . Plat.
Polit. 273 .—3. like, nat-
ural, .. Soph. Aj. 639 ; also,

.. Id. Phil. 203.—II. act., ., helping in the preservation of life,

Xen. Mem. 4, 3, 8 ; cf. Plat. Legg.
845 D., like, to run
with or together, Mel. 127, Anacreont.
32, 3, Plut. Ages. 36, etc. :—also,-., , to gather in, as
grapes, with or together., , to share in luxury
with, v. 1. for in Eubul. 1. c., fut.-: aor.

2 {,) :—I. of
persons, to meet with, fall in with,,
Hdt. 4, 14, Ar. Nub. 598, etc.; so.' .. Soph. Phil.

683 ; more rarely, Herm. Soph.
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Phil. 320, . C. 1482 ; cf.-
vu : absol., Id. O. T. 122; -, like , the first that meets
one, any one, Eur. Khes. 804 ; uei-, 1(1. Hec. 1182 ; so, -. Plat. Legg. 762 D ;—(so also,

TO, the first that co?nes to

hand, anif thing common, mean, bad,

Hdt. 1, 51, Xen. Ages, it, 3) : but,, two persons meeting,

hiit I 134 — II. of acciclents, etc.,

happen to, be/all, ', Hdt. 8, 136,

Tluic. 3, 59 : also absol., to happen,

fall out, ; if things go
well, Aesch. Theb. 274 : linpers.,-
CTvyxave, it happened that.., c. inf.,

Thuc. 7, 70.;5, , {>,-) to help in rubbing (or, pedant-
ically, in digging) graves, Luc. Lex-
iph. 2., ,{,) to form

fashion along with: hence in uiid.,-
Covat, to allow the soul to be acted on

y circumstances, Simplic., (,)
to share in absolute power with, Strab., , to join in

slaying tyrants, Luc. Tyrann. 7., ov, 6, also 7j, (,) a fellow-tyrant, Plut. 2, 105, , {,) to make
into cheese together : hence, comically,
—Lat. concoquerCy to get up, concoct,

Ar. Eq. 479., , . Ion.,
(7'}_,^;') a meeting with : a hap,
chance, event, incident, Theogn. 590,

Hdt. 3, 43, etc. : ., Find.
1. 1, 54

; , Eur.
. F. 766 ; , by chance,

Hdt. 3, 74, etc. :—esp., a happy chance,

happy event, Hdt. I, 68, Find.•?. 1, 70,

Soph. Ant. 158; etc.;—but also, a
mishap, mischance, accident, Thuc. 3,

45, Plat. Phaedr. 248 C—11. later, an
assembly : conversation, acquaintance.

Hence, , , accidental, Plut.

2, 611 A., pass., to be wet along
with or together., , f. -, (,)
to chat with or together, Luc. Lexiph.
14., , to bark together,

Nonn., ,{,) to

join in the bridal hymn, Plut. 2, 138 B.•, , (,) to praise
in song together with, Synes., f. -fcj, to bring under to-

gether, [a], one must join in

obeying, Strab. : from7., f. -. {,-) to obey together, rivi, Polyb. 25,

9, 7 ; , in a thing. Id. 1, 06, 7.—
II. to comprehend under the meaning of
terms., ov,{) co-

existent. Hence,, , y, coexistence,

Sext. Emp. p. 677., , 6, a felloip-govern-

or : esp. among the Romans, juitit-

prefect., {,) to be

or exist together, Polyb., {,) to be

a fellow-consul, Plut. Foplic. 1, Fab.
25, etc.. ov, , a fellow-consul,

Lat. collega. [£i], (.) to be in or under
together.
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, {,)
to carry over together.—II. ilUr., to pass
over along v>ith, . Tivl ,
Polyb. 4, 48. 6.7], , (,)
to join in helping, , Plat. Legg.
934 B., , {,) to

accompany in singing, Himer., (,)
to put close at hand together, Plut.

Fragm. I, 1.,-, f.-,
{,) to suggest along
with or together, Polyb. 17, 15, 12.

Hence, verb, adj., one
?nust indicate together, Polyb., (,)
to go under or insinuate one's self with,

TLvi, Plut. 2, 542 B. — II. c. ace, to

undergo along with or together,-
vov. Id. Brut. 18., {,•) to yoke together, Ath. 533 D., f.-, (,) dep. mid. :

—

to call by
diviinutive names :—the act.-

in Eust. II. p. 1283, 40., {,-) dep. mid. :

—

to play a part along
with or together,, Polyb. 3, 52, 6

;

cf. 31, 7 :
— . rivi, to

support another in his pretence, Plut.
Mar. 14., to help in support-

ing, Geop., , (,) to

comprehend under the meaning of terms,

Arist. Soph. El. 17, 15. — II. to per-

ceive, bear in mind together, Polyb. 4,

24, 2., {,) to

be comprised together, Sext. Emp. p.

489., {,) to

suspect together, Pol)'b. 14, 4, 8., , , {-) a being comprised in one view,

perceived together, Sext. Emp. p.

490., to shorten along
with or together., {,)
as mid., to lay doivn, assume a thmg
along with or together. Plat. Ax. 370
A : to help in composing, . Tivl,
Plut. Cat. Min. 66. [t], , to join in serving

or assisting., to sustain, suffer along
with, Tivi Ti., {,)
as pass., to grow up after, Plut., , to give way along

with or together., {,) to weave
together; metaph., -, so that this web was woven,

Hdt. 5, 105 : generally, to put together,

frame, .. Plat. Tim. 09 A
;

also in mid., ?., lb. 78 :—-7., quite close to-

gether, Ael. . . 15, 3. Hence, , jj, a weaving to-

gether. Plat. Polit. 310 E. [],, , that which is

woven together, a web., ,{) bees'" cells

(from their net-like appearance),
honeycomb, Arist. H. A. 9, 40, 9

;

which he also calls , i

Ibid. 8. [i.]
I', . , = : — it
[

was taken (or the woof in Plat. Legg.
734 ; but is now received

j

there.—II. metaph.,///,
\

!
aputting together,construction ofhouses.
Plat. Epinorn. 975 B., , woven together, v. sub., {,) to

call into existence together : pass., with
perf. and aor. 2 act., to exist together,

coexist.—11. in mid., to undertake along
with, TIVL Ti, Polyb. 4, 32, 7., , to exalt with or together,

LXX., , to sing, play with Or
together.

,=5^.,, ,{) singing
together : hence, agreement, assent,

-Plat. Legg. 837 E., {,) to be in

travail along with or together : a. -, to share in distresses, Eur. Hel.
'^^• W , ,, , {, ) singing
with or together : echoing or responsive
to, /, Eur. Or. 133, Hel.
174 ; metaph., according with, i)i har-
mony with, TIVL, Hdt. 5j 92, 3, Eur.
Med. 1007; , Ar. .
634 ; . , Arist. Eth.. 10, 1,4., , .- and •,
{,) to push, press, force togeth-

er, . Plat. Tim. 53 A, 58
etc.— II. intr., to force one's way, push
in together, Arist. Mirab. 99. Hence, , a pushing, pressing
together., 1 pi. subj. aor. 2 mid. ol, 11. 13, 381., , , {,) the

joining of the shoulder-blades, Polyb.
12, 25, 3.— II. also in horses, a twist-

ing of the shoiddcr-Uades, Hippiatr., ^,= foreg. ll,Hii)piatr., , ij,{) :
—a

being leagued by oath, conspiracy, Ar.
Eq. 470, Thuc. 6, 27, 00, etc. : con-

federacy, . Id. 5, 83.— II. a
body of men leag-ued by oath, cf. sub

II., ov, , that which is

sworn to by clubbists 0 conspirators,

Dion. H. 10, 41., ov, 6,{) one
who is leagued by oath, a fellow-conspi-
rator, confederate, Soph. O. C. 1302,
Ar. Eq. 257, etc.; , against
another, Hdt. 7, 148 : metaph.,, ., Aesch. Eum. 126

;

cf. 1. Hence, , , of for a con-
spiracy, adv. -, Plut. 2,813 A.,, lem. from (-.,,() leagued
or banded by oath : =^

II, Thuc. 2, 74., f.-, {,•) dep. mid. : — to buy with or to-

gether : esp., to hire a body of soldiers,

take into one's pay, ., Hdt. 1,
27.— II. to buy up, Lat. coemere,,
Lys. 164, 36:—the pf. •'///8
used as pass.,/,
corn bought up. Id. 165, 17 ; but with
act. signf in Dem. 175, 11 ; 689,22;
cf., fin., , , likeness of name,
Arist. Rhet. 3, 2, 7 : from, ov, {,) of like

name or meaning, Aesch. Supp. 193,
Eur., etc.—II. in the logic of Arist.,

univocal, as opp. to (equiv-
ocal) ; for are objects ex-

pressed by one common name, as man
and ox by amma/, Categ. ], 3, Top. 6,

10, 3 :—so in adv. -. Id., ov, , one who drives

a, Luc. Zeux. 9.



,{) to yoke together,

Nic. ap. Ath. 683 D, Ael. N. A. 15,

24 : — in mid., , join

thy hand with mine, t,ur. Baccli. 198.^, dep. :— to drive a, Ar. Nub. 15., ^, ,{) :
—

pair of horses, mutes, etc., two-horse

chariot, Ar. Nub. 1302, Plat., etc. :

—

generally, a pair or couple ofany thing,

like Lat. big'a, Aesch. Ag. 643, Soph.
O. C. 895, etc. : esp., a wedded pair,

Valck. Phoen. 331. — II. that which
binds together, hence a pair offetters,

., Aesch. Cho. 982. (This
word is almost always used in the
form.),, ,()=-. Plat. Tim. 62 ., , (,) to

join in aiding or relieving,, Xen.
Mem. 3, 5, 16 ;, Soph. Phil. 871 :

absol. , to be of use or assist together,

, Xen. An. 3, 2, 27, Oec. 2. 14 :—
mid., to assist one's self, Lys. 128, 40., adv.() :—poet,

for, of time, perpetually,

continuaily, Hes. Th. 690, Q. Sm. 14,

517 ; — ace. to others, forthwith,

straightway : cf. Lob. Phryn. 701.,^, q. v./., of or from a pig-sly :

—hence, . ?, a swine-herd's

song. Gratia. Incert. 33 b, ubi v.

Meineke.3, , , a pig-sty.3,, , (,)
the Hog-Boeotians, as Cratinus calls

them, Fr. Incert. 153, cf Pors. Hec.
Praef. p. Ivii.7.~, ov, hurt or slaiii by a

boar.', ov, , ,) a

boar-hmUer, Philostr. Imag. 1, 28., , ^,=sq., Mel. 128,

12., , , a slaughter of
swine, Dion. P. 853 : from, ov, {•,) shy-
ing swine or boars. Call. Dian. 216.

—

II. proparox..,,58. slain

by a boar., ov, feeding or keeping

pigs.^, ov. o, (,,) a

slayer of swine or boars: fem.-,, Anth. P. 11, 191., , to feed pigs, Longin.

9, 14 : and, ov,, a pig-sty.—II.

herd of swine, Arist. H. A. 6, 18, 3,

where Bekk. has : from, , (,, -)=, Polyb. 12, 4, 6.-?.?., , , of Sypallet-

tus, Sypalletian, Isae. 79,20 ; in Diog.

L. 6, 12,?:.
i •,, , Syrian,^=z, v.-, Theocr. 10, 26 :

—

Syrian maid-
servant, used as pr. n., Syra, Ar. Pac.
1146.^,, a, ov. Dor. v. sub-[, , , fem. adj.

Syracusan, Nonn. Dion. 19, 23., , ai, Syracuse:

Hdt. uses Ion. form, the

better Att. follow the Dor. form -, which Pitid. metri grat.

makes, Bockh v. 1. Pind.

O. 6, 6 :, , is an older

form, in Steph. Byz.—Adj.-. , lov. Ion. -, Dor. and
Att., Syracusan.—-, , Syracusan. [ in all

forms.]^, , , =,
Epicharm. ap. Strab. p. 364.

,, adv.==riip,i3a, q. V., , , Ion. and common
form for Att., a noise, row, Lat.

turba.— II. (<)=,,, by the freq. change oi and
. Hence, , Cratin. Thratt. 13,

and, , noisy, rowing, Lat.

turbulentus., 6, strictly-, (',) trailing the bel-

ly, as a worm or snake, Anth. P. 15,

26.—II. metaph., a common man, day-

labourer, Alciphr. 3, 19, 63.},, o,=foreg. : if it

is to mean swine-herd, it must be writ-

ten.', , , the iSi/rfi'is, a river

of Europe falling into the Palus Mae-
otis; also written °}, Hdt. 4,

123., adv.,() :

—

rushingfu-
riously : long-drawn out. in a long line,

Aesch. Pers. 54, Eur. Rhes 58.

jvpia, , i]. Ion., , Syria,

a country of Asia lying at the eastern

extremity of the Mediterranean, and
including Coele-Syria, Phoenicia,
and Palestine, Strab. :—in a more ex-

tended sense it comprised also Mes-
opotamia, Babylonia and Assyria,

Hdt. 7, 63 ; Xen. An. 6, 1, 27 ; hence
by the Greeks oft. used for-
— Later, by the Romans, the northern
part of Syria proper, called by the

Greeks , Strab. p. 133.

—

2. V. .̂, , , Syrian, . -
/., Strab. . 535.

tl'p(2^'f, , , Syrianus, masc.
pr. ., Anth. P. 7, 341./., , hollow

reed, Tneophr., ov, , dim. from -, a little reed or pipe.—II. a small

fistula or ulcer., ov,, a small knife

for operating on a fistula.', ov, {' II. 5,

) : — cutting fistulas, made for
this purpose., , {'} : — to make
into a pipe or channel, a. 7. :

—
pass., to grow or become hollow ; to end

in a fistula. — II. sometimes intr. in

act., to pass like a pipe, :

—for all these see Poes. Oec. Hipp., , (<) f,) like

a pipe or tube : like a fistula, Hipp.•— II.

with many tubes, perforated, carious,, Id., , ,=^.',, , () the

sourid of a pipe, a whistle, Eur. Bacch.
952, Ar. Ach. 554. [i] Hence, ,() like the

sound of a pipe, whistling, Arist.

Probl., , , ():— a

piping, a playing on the pipe : hence,
any shrill, piping sound, a ivhistle, Xen.
Symp 6, 5 : hissing, . /.-, Polyb. 30, 20, 6 : ., the

rattling of ropes, Lat. stridor rudentum

:

a ringing in the ears.',, , any pipe or tube ;

hence,— I. a musical pipe, esp., a shep-

j

herd's pipe, Pan's-pipe,'-
\

', II. JO, 13 ; -, 18, 526 ; Hes., etc.

;

". Plat. Rep. 399 D.—2. a cat-call,

! whistle, as in theatres. Plat. Legg. 700

I

C.—3. the mouth-piece of the or

^

flute. — 4.=, Strab. p. 421 ;

I
cf Lob. Paral. 131.—II. any thing like

I

pipe; as— 1. spear-case, II. 19,

I
387 ; also.—2. the box or

hole in the nave of a wheel, Aesch.
Theb. 205, Soph. El. 721, Eur. Hipp.
1234.—3. the hollow part of a hinge,
Parmenid.—4. a vein or artery. Soph.
Aj. 1412 ; cf /..—5. a hollow sore,

a fistula, Hipp. ; v. Foes. Oecon.—6.

., cf .— .
in Emped. 209, appear to be

the lymphatic ducts, v. Sturz ad I.—8.

a hollow in the earth, also a mine. Lat.
cuniculus, Polyb. 22, 11,8, etc. :

—

-
were esp. the underground bu-

rial vaults of the Aegyptian kings at

Thebes, Jac. Philostr. Imag. p. 679.—9. a covered gallery or cloister, Polyb.
15, 30, 6, Ath. 205 D.', more Att. pres.-, Lob. Phryn. 192 ; Dor. :

j

fut. -, more freq. and better Att.
'- ; whereas is not Att.,

I

though we have the aor. in

I

Luc. Harmon. 2, cf Heinst. Ar. Plut.

1 689. To pipe or whistle, -?., Eur. I. . 1125;
of shepherds, .. Id. Ale.

579 ; , Aesch.
Theb. 463 ; ., to hiss forth
murder, Aesch. Pr. 355 :—absol., to

hiss, Ar. Plut. 689, Plat. Theaet. 203
: esp., to hiss an actor, like Lat.

explodere, ' '-, Dem. 315, 10, cf Aeschin. 64,
29 :

— of a ship's rudder, Eur. I.

T. 431. (Cf Lat. susurr-us, Sanscr.
SIT!, to sound : hence perh.,
Pott Et. Forsch. 1, p. 225.',, . Syrinx, capital
of the Hyrcanii, Polyb. 10, 31, 6., . -, to speak or act like

a Syrian.,, , , ^.=, Hdt.

—

2. in Od. 15, 403 =, ace. to
Strab. p. 487., ,( II,*)
Syrian-horn, Orac. ap. Hdt. 7, 140., , ovtfrom Syria, Syrian.^,, Oor.=, The-
ocr. 8, 34., , b, =,
Leon. Tar. 1 :—also, ov, b,

Arist. Probl. 18, 6, 1, Anth. P. 6,

237.\. a, ov, of ox from Syria, Sy•
rian, Hdt. 1, 72, 76, etc. ; ai', V. /..— Also for 'Acyfrrpiof,

Hdt. 7, 63 ; Aesch. Pers. 84. [], a, ov, of the island Syros., Dor. for, Theocr.
1, 3, etc.,, ,=. [], ,,^, Luc.
Gymn. 32., , , () piper,

esp., a player on the an s-pipe(),
Luc.

—

U. the male crane, socallea from
his voice, Hesych. ; cf. Eur. Hel.1483.', adv., in the Syrian lan-

guage, . t-, to know Syri-
an, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 31., f. -,=^, q. v., ov, ,=) (q. v.),

Alex. Leb. 1, 3. [],, Aeol. for•,., . , (): — any
thing drawn or trailed after one ; the-

atric robe u'ith a long train, Juven. 8,

229 : also simply in periphr.,

7/., long, flowing hair, Anth.
P. 5, 13 : ., a long wood-
worm, lb. 12, 190. — II. ally thing

drawn, swept, or thrown together, sweep-

ings, refuse, litter, Lat. quisquiliae, like, , and. in plur.,

Heraclit. ap. Arist. Eth. N. 10, 5, 8.

— III. in medic., place lehere the skin

has been torn off, Lat. dtsquamatum,
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Foes. Oec. Hipp.—IV'. in music, a

drawing out Or prolonging the ioues,

Ptolem. Harm. 2, 12., , /}, Ion., ('-
jV): — an emetic or purgative

draught, much used by the Aegyptians,
Hdt. 2, 88 ; cf. : they com-
pounded it(says Erotian) of the juice

of the radish(/') and salt water,

hence the radish itself is called-, Hdt. 2, 125, cf. Ar. Pac. 1254 ,

hence also .\r. calls the Aegyptians

?., Thesm. 857 :

proverb., /., to look

like one just going to vomit, ap. Pha-
vorin.— 11. also, ace. to Hesych., a

mixture of honey and suet, given as a

prize at Sparta, in a contest of the

same name. Hence, to lake an emetic QT purge,

of the Aegyptians,// , --, Hdt. 2, 77.", , 6, {,') one who sells emetics or purges,

Ar. Fr. 252., , ,() the

use of an emetic or purge. Foes. Oec.

Hipp.,, ,(()=^ ,
Anth., , , fern,-, :

— ., manure mixed
with sweepings or litter, Theophr. ; v.

II., , , () :
—any thing

that draws, drags, or tears along with

violence, any lengthened, trailing motion,

like Lat. tractus, the track of meteors,
waves, etc., a., Plat. A.x.

370 C, cf. Arist. Mirab. 130, 1 ; vi(pE-,, Anth. P. 7, 8, 498
;
-, Leon. Al. 12, etc. — II. that

vihich IS drawn or dragged along ; hence
like Lat. tractus serpenlis, the trail ol a

serpent, Plut. Anton. 86.

—

III. ='-. — IV. vomiting, Lat. vomit us

:

generally, a purging and clearing of

the body, Nic.Al. 256; hence.
ivpuo, , , Syrmus, a kmg of

the Tn'balli, Plut. Alex. 11 ; Strab. p.

301.^, , -, or, Syrnus,

a city of Caria, Paus. 3, 26, 10., , Aeol. for, flesh., adv. part. pres. mid.
from,=.,, , = -, Ael. . ., , 7/, Syros, one of tlie Cy-
clades: also, , and in Od. -.—II.,, , Syrian, fHdt.

1, 6, etc. ; hence as appell. of a slave,

Syrus, Strab. p. 304, freq. in Com.

;

cf. Hor. Serm. 1, 6, 38; so also in

fern., q. v.,, 6, a Syro-phoeni-

cian, Luc. jDeor. Concil. 4t : fem., . .,, ,()
dashing together, C07iflict, battle, like, Plut. 2, 346 , ubi v.

Wyttenb., , () promiscuous,

of. Hesych., , to commit a

crime n-ith,, Plut., , (,) to

make a noise with or together, Nic. Th.
194.,,,^, Arist.

Mirab. 130, 2: a conflict, battle; cf.

-'/., , sewn together, Arr.
;

V. Lob. Paral. 493 : from, f. -, {,) to

sew or stitch together,
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, Hes. Op. 542, cf. Hdt. 2, 86 ; 4,

64 : Tu .,
to sew men's mouths together, i. e. stop

their mouths, muzzle them, Plat.

Euthyd. 303 : . -. to bring appetites into con-

nexion iciih enjoyment, i. e. to gratify

them immediately, Plut. 2, 565 D., Att.- : f.- :^=(-,}, to dash together,

fight with another, , Lat. confli-

gere cum aliquo, Thuc. 8, 96 ;-, Xen.
Hell. 4, 3, 19, cf. 7, 5, 16 : — v.-

,., , one who seivs or stitch-

es together., /, , a sewing together., t. -, {,) to do
along with or together, Anth. P. ap-

pend. 164., {,) dep. to

roam about together, v. 1. LXX., , , of Surrentum,
Surrentine, esp. ., Ath. 27 :

from^, , , Surrentum, a
city of Campania, Strab. p. 247., {,) to bend or
turn together, . ) ,
Polyb. 3, 38, 5.,, , aflowing together,

conflux, Arist. . . 5, 19, 4 : from, f.- : pf. --, {,) :
—toflow together or in

one stream, of rivers. Plat. Phaed.
109 B, 112 A; metaph. of men, to

flow or stream together, Hdt. 8, 42

;

and of money, Isae. Menecl. ^ 34.,,,^., f. -: pf. pass.

: aor. pass,/
[] : mtr. pf. 2 :

—-.,,-, are coilat. forms, {,/) :—. trans., to tear or break up, dash to

pieces: metaph. ,
he is broken down by sufferings, Od.
8, 137.—2. ,
to break up all into one, i. e. to join in

one, Ar. Eccl. 674.—3. to. strike or

dash together : metaph. to cause to

burst or break out, ., Plut.

2, 1049 D.— II. Pass, and inlr. in act.

(esp. in the pf. -, which is

always intr.) : to break or fall to

pieces, to burst out and crush together,

run together, of rivers," -/ ", Hdt. 1, 80:

so of war, tumult, etc., to break out,7., Thuc. 1, 66,

., Plut. 2, 322 ; .. Id. rat. 21.— 2. like-, to meet in battle, engage, Plut.

Caes. 45.—3. to break or burst forth.

Hence, {], a striking, dashing,

running together, esp. iheflrst onset in

battle ; cf.., {,) as pass.,

to take or strike root at the same time,

Luc. V. Hist. 1, 8., , () having taken

root together., {,) to throw

or cast together, Diod. [], , ,=, The-
ophr., , , = foreg., Hipp.,
Polyb. 2, 32, 2 ; v. Lob. Phryn. 497., , () flowing to-

gether, confluent, Tim. Locr. 101 E.
— II. as subst.,, = foreg.,

Arist. H. A. 10, 7, 12.,,=^, Polyb. 9,

43, 5., ,() a rare form for.

,, , {) rope or cord

for drawing with.— II. in mechanics,
the sheaf of a block, Math. Vett., , , {) :

—a sand-
bank in the sea, es[i. the Syrtis (Major
and Minor) on the coast of Libya,
Hdt. 2, 32, 150: +7)?,
on the coast of Cyr(?ne, now gvlf 0}
Sidra, Polyb. ; Strab, ; etc. : -

or, on the coast of By
zacene, now gulf of Cubes, Id.f^lL
metaph., destruction, ap. Hesych., , , {) swept or
washed down by a river, oi gold-dust,
etc., Polyb. 34, 9, 10, Strab.',, ,{)=,, Ar. Vesp. 673.— II. as adj.,

=/.'\,, , Syrphax, masc.
pr. ., Arr. An. 1, 17, 12., , ,{) :—lengthd.
form for,^, any thing
dragged or swept together, sweepings,

refuse, litter, Lat. qui.^qiiiUae,, hay and litter, Hes. Op.
604, cf. II.—II. metaph.,
mixed crowd, mob, rabble, . 7..
Plat. Gorg. 4'^9 C, Theaet. 152 C :

also, one of the mob, like Horace's
plebs eris. Plat. Hipp. Maj. 288 D.
(Akin to,, Lat. turba.)

Hence,,() like a-, j^imhled together, promiscuous, ., Polyb. 4, 75, 5 ; cf. Luc. Salt.

83.,,=.., ,^^, which
is a lengthd. form.

2TTi2, in pass, only with aor. 2. To draw or trail along, to

drag a net, Plut. 2, 977 F -.—to drug by
force, force away, hale. N. T. : of rivers,

to sweep or carry down with them,, Strab., cf. Plut.

Mar. 23 ; ?., Anth. P. 7, 216, cf. 9. 81

:

so of war, to sweep away, Plut. 2, 5
F ; cf. .•— absol. in pass., ol a
stream, to flow or run down, Dion. P.
16, 46. [v, except in aor. 2 pass..'~, and /, but oftener masc.
than fem. : gen. : ace. :—
in pi. Hom. never contracts the nom., of ace. he has both forms,
and, in dat. and : he
uses, like Hdt., both forms, and
.—Like , a .iwine, pig, a hog, boar

or sow, freq. in Horn., usu. in masc,, a wild boar, II. 8, 338;, 1 1 , 293 ; also, ,
(v. sub voce.) ; so loo,, , II., and

Hes. Cf. sub . \_v in mono-
syll. cases, in the rest .] (Lat.

SUS, Germ. SA U, oursoti', of which
swine is Strictly the ]ilur. : prob. from,,. akin to

, as in Lat. sus, from the
violence and fierceness of the wild
boar.)

'•, , the Sys. a mountain-tor-
rent of Olympus in Boeotia, Paus.
9,30, 11., {.) to

extinguish together, Opp. H. 2, 477., (,) to dig to-

gether.— II. to fill or lieap up, .. Theophr.. also -, fut. -
(,) :

— to help in

scattering : to toss all about, Ar. Kan
903.,, , joint considera

tion., to cover with or en
tirely.



, verb, adj., one must

consider, , Plat. Soph. 218

: from, f. --,{,-) dep. mid. :

—

to consider along

with., f.-, (tri'v,) :

—to make ready by putting together, to

pack up baggage, etc., for another,

Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 25 ; atid then, gener-

ally, to make ready, prepare, ,. Vesp. 1251 : to hatch, get up, con-

trive, Dem. 764, 7, cf. 365, 5 ; ., Dion. . 3, 35.—II.

in mid. , to pack up one's own baggage,

to pack up, Lat. convasare, vasa cotli-

gere, Thuc. 7, 74, Plat. Theaet. 175

E, Xen., etc. : esp. in part. aor. 1

inid., or pf. pass., all packed up, ready

for a start, -, Xen. Cyr. 3, 2, 3 ;, lb. 6, 2, 3, etc. : the

pf pass, is even followed by an ace,' ,
with alt his goods packed up and brought

hither, Lys. 187, 28, cf. Id. Fr. 32,

Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 16.—2. to prepare, inake

ready,, Xen. Cyr. 8, 5, 1

;

,'/, etc., Id.—3. to con-

trive, get up, as in act., Dem. 772, 11.

—4. to bring together, scrape up for one's

own use or advantage, .,
Lycurg. 149, 44, cf. Dinarch. 100, 25

:

hence also—5. lo win, gain over, to

overreach, fall upon, surprise, Dem.
438, 14 : and so of love,, Xen. Cyr. 5, 1, 16.

Hence, , , a packing up,

getting ready, esp. for a journey or

inarch, Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 35., , ,{)
one who packs up or gets ready, Clem.
Al.

_,, , a getting ready, prep-

aration, esp. on the theatre : iiietaph.

juggling, sleight ofhand, delusion, ildn.

3, 12., , (,-) to bear or carry baggage along with

or together, Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 7., f -, {,) dep. mid. :

—

to contrive,

devise, plan, plot, Dem. 313, 15., , {,) to be

or live in the same tent or Iiouse with

another, like : to lodge to-

gether, Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 8: to mess or

eat with any one, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, I,

etc. Hence,, 6, one who dwells

with another, a messmate : fern,-, Ar. Thesm. 624.,, ,{) a dwel-

ling in one tent : esp. of soldiers, a

messing together, Xen. Hell. 5, 3, 20,

V. 1. Cyr. 2,1, 26. Hence,,,=^, usu.

in plur. tu, for the Spartan, Xen. Lac. 5, 2., ov,{,) dwelling

or living in one tent : a messmate, com-
rade, Lat. contubernalis , Thuc. 7, 75,

Xen. An. 5, 8, 6, etc. Hence/, , =, Xen.
Hell. 7, 1,38., f. -, {,) to

shade or cover quite over, Hes. 0pp.
611

;
., i. e. to get a beard,

Eur. Supp. 1050 : metaph. to veil, con-

ceal, Dem. 155, 25, and v. 1. 23, fin.—

II. intrans.,., -, a vale with pines thick-shading,

Eur. Bacch. 1052. Hence, - a shading, shadowing,

covering over : [t] and,, , a shaded place

or thing .• also=foreg.

, , 6, =,
LXX., ov, {,) quite-sha-

ded, shady, covered, Xen. Cyn. 8, 4 :

TO ., the shade or shadiness of a

tree, Plat. Phaedr. 230 ; cf Luc.
Gymn. 16.', , {,) to

leap together, Ael., . -, {, •) to contemplate along with or to-

gether. Plat. Phaed. 89 A, Lach. 189
C : also as dep. mid.,., t. , {,)
to make quite dark.— II. intr., grow
dark: impers.,, it grows
dark, Thuc. 1. 51 ; 7, 73, Xen.. etc. ;

so, , when it was
now getting dark, Lys. Fr. 45, 4.,{,)
to be or look sad along with or together,

Eur. Incert. 100, 4, Xen. Cyr. 6, 2,

21.?,,^7.., to solder together., Att.-, (. -.{,) to pull all to pieces, N. T., , a drawing together., ov, or,
(Lob. Paral. 490), drawn together

:

closed by drawing together,,
Plat. Symp. 190 from, . -, {,) to

draw together, squeeze together, Ar. Fr.

406, Plat. Tim. 71 C ;, Luc. Tim. 13 ;—esp.

by stitching, to sew together, -, Xen. An. 1, 5, . [], , {,) to

roll up together:—mid., to wrap one's

cloak about one, metaph. of one who is

content with a little {rnea virtnte me
inrolvo), Plut. 2, 828 C, v. Wyttenb.
157 C.— II. in pass, of soldiers, to be

formed, stand in close order, Xen. Cyr.

7, 5, 6, etc. ; . ', to inarch

so to a place. Id. Hell. 2, 4, 11.—2. to

shrnik up, shrivel. Plat. Symp. 206 D., {,) to sow or

sprinkle along with or together, Luc., f-, {,-) to join in making a libation, Dem.
400, 21, Aeschin. 61,2:—mid., to join

in making a treaty, etc., (,) to join in

hastening or pressing ott, to letid a help-

ing hand, , to one, Hdt. 1, 92;
/., Aesch. Fr. 277.^, , , Syspiritis, a
district of Armenia, Strab. p. 503.,{,)
to help to at a sacrifice, Ar.

Pac. 1115., , to mince up.,,=^, Aes-
chin. 50, 9., f. -, {,-) to make haste along with or to-

gether, to be zealous or serious concern-

ing, , Ar. Pac. 768, Xen.
An. 2, 3, 11.— II. transit., to pursue,

do or manage along with or together,

, Xen. Ages. 8, 2 : to take any
one's part, favour him, , Dio C.

Hence, , , zealous in

helping, M. Anton. 1, 16., {,) to caress or

fondle together, :—pass., to feel

flattered or pleaded by a thing,,
Polyb. 1 , 80, 6., . .=, for

which it is v. 1. in Hipp., , to join, unite byflesh,
cover over with flesh. Hence, , a joining with flesh,
growing over with flesh.

, f. -, {,) to

stop fill quite up, Arist. Probl. 26,
8,4.,, , a shaking together,

esp. a whirlwind, LXX. : also an earth-

quake : from, {, ) to shake to.

gelher, to put in motion together, H.
Hom. Merc. 94 : to make to tremble,

awe, LXX., to urge on, set in motion
along with or together., {, )

dep., to seal or sign along with others,

join in signing or ratifying, Dem. 928,

4 ; 1034, till., ov, {,) marked
in common; esp. of weights and meas-
ures, sio/nped as current : ,
a fixed sign or signal, like,
LXX. : pledge or pawn, Anth. P.
append. 32., f. -, {,) to

digest completely, , Arist.

Part. An. 3, 14, 13 :—pass., c. perf.

act., to grow putrid together. Hence, , a growing putrid, de-

caying together., , {) to mess
with,, Ar. Eq. 1325, Lys. 137, 18,

etc. : absol., m plur., to eat or mess to-

gether. Plat. Symp. 219 E, Dem. 401,

1, elc. Hence,, ;7,=sq., Plut. Ly-
curg. 12. [fftj, , ,{) a mess-
ing together or in common. Plat. Legg.
781 A : club or mess, Xen. Oec. 8,

12. Hence, , , of or for a mess,, Donad. ap. Ath. 143 C., ov, , usu. iji plur., a common meal, a mess, such
as Lycurgus instituted for all the
Spartans, Hdt. 1, 65, Ar. Eccl. 715,
Plat., etc. ; cf.—II. a mess-

room, common hall, Eur. Ion 1105,
Plat. Legg. 762 C ; .,
winter-quarters, Id. Criti. 112 B. [], , {,)
to help to prepare corn or bread.-—II. to

prepare and knead with bread,,
Diosc., ov, {,) eating

together or in common, a messinate,

Theogn. 309, Hdt. 5, 24, Ar. '.
557, Xen., etc.^, , or,, , joint

motion of several bodies to one point, a
word of the Atomic Philosophy, De-
mocr. ap. Hesych. : from, defect, dep., to rush

along with Or together., ,{,-) to join in laying false informations,

Dem. 1359, 4., to draw backwards and for-
wards, to disturb., {,) to help to

save, deliver, Eur. I. A. 1209, Ar.

Thesm. 270, Thuc. 1, 74. — II. to

maintain, observe along with or together,

Polyb. 10,47, 10., {,-) to bring into one body uitli or
together, to incorporate, Arist. Mund. 4,

32., ov, {.) joined,

united in one body, N. T., {,) to heap
up or together, Diod., Ath. 333 B., , {•,)
to be a partner in temperance,-, ,
Eur. . . 407; -, Scol.

Jjv,v.,= sq., Polyb. 3, 73
8 ; 13, 3, 7. []

144<)



, adv.,{) stand-

ing close, close together,., to fight in close combat,
.at. cominus pugnare, Thuc. 7, 81 ;

so, , Hdn. 4, 7.^, to roast together: to

roast, toast thoroughlu., aep. [.,=•., , , mixing together

by weight, Diosc. : from, ov, {, III)

of equal weight, Hipp. ap. Galen.', , , ()
drawing together, constringent, check-

ing, opp. to, Arist. Probl., (,) to put

together in the same vessel, TL TlVl,

Nic. ap. Ath. 133 D.,, ,() stand-

ing close together : ,
vines planted closely and irregularly,

not in rows, Lat. vites compluviatae,

Arist. Pol. 7, 11,5, cf Hesych. sub
V.-—2. ,, cisterns, reservoirs

lor sea or rain water, Strab. p. 773., f •. {,-) to join in rebellion or sedition, take

part therein, Thuc. 4, 86, Plut. C.

Gracch. 13 :

—

to be of the same party

with, TLvi, Plut. Hence, , , a fellow-rebel

or rioter, N. T.,, ,{):—a

setting together, composition : so, ., a studied arrangement, se-

rious expression of countenance, of

Pericles, Plut. Pericl. 5.—2. introduc-

tion, recommendation. Id. Themist.

27, etc.—3. the forming of a plan, .3, Polyb. G, 7, 8.—II. {-) a standing together, meeting,

esp. in hostile sense, a conflict, battle,

Hdt. 6, 117; 7, 1C7 ; quarrel, Eur.
Heracl. 415: metaph., . 7/, a

conflict of mind, intense an.xiety,

Thuc. 7, 71.—2. a collection, e. g. of

humours. Foes. Oec. Hipp.—3. a

union ; a political union, club, like

(q. v.), Dem. 1122, 5 : a knot

of men assembled, Eur. Andr. 1088,

Thuc. 2, 21, Xen. Eq. 7, 19.—4.

friendship or alliance, , Po-

lyb. 3, 78, 2 : a conspiracy, ,
Plut. Pyrrh. 23.—5. the constitution

of a person or a thing, ,, }}). Plat. Symp. 188

A, Tim. 32 C, 36 , etc.
; .,

Arist. Categ. 8, 13 :— absol., apolitical

constitution. Plat. Rep. 516 A.—6.

metaph., ., sternness, harsh-

ness, rigour of mind, Eur. Hipp. 983,

cf Ale. 797.—Cf through-

out.—111. of bodies, a becoming com-

pact or solid, recovery of good condi-

tion, etc., Plat. Tim. 89 A., , , [,-) member of the same party or fac-

tion, a partisan, Hdt. 5, 70, 124, Strab.,

etc., ov, , (,) one

who stands with Others : in plur., the

rafters of the roof which meet in the

top-ridge, [] Hence, , , introductory,

commendatory : proverb., /.?,?.,
personal appearance is better introduc-

tion than any letter, Diog. L. 5, 18:. (sc.~), a letter of in-

troduction. Id. 8, 87, and N. T.—II.

drawing together, -making compact or

solid, curdling., , (,) to

secure, fortify with a palisade.—II. to

crucify along with,, . ., f.-, {,)
1450

,
a thing. Plat. Tim. 75 C ; in pass..

to cover together or entirely,, with
a thing. Plat. Tir
Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 17,, , to solder together., to go at the same time or

together., pf ?^, {,/) :

—

draw together, to straiten

:

hence, to lessen, shorten, esp. to shorten

sail (sub. ), Ar. Ran. 999, cf
Eq. 432.—2. to draw in, contract,

TO, Dem. 309, 2 : to check,

restrain, moderate. Plat. Legg. 691 E,
and freq. in Plut. : . ',
Plut. Cat. Min. 4 :—pass, to contract,

grow smaller, Xen. Vect. 4, 3 : -, to retrench
e.xpenses, Thuc. 8, 4 (cf);. , Plut. Aristid. 14,

etc. ; 3, Luc. Icarom. 12 :

—

, to

keep moderate mind, Isocr. 280 D

;

, short in stature,

Diod. ; cf.—3. me-
taph., to lower, humble, abase, -, Eur. Teleph.
25 : and in pf pass., to be lowered or

cast down, . Id.

. F. 1417, cf Tro. 108.-11. to wrap
closely up, shroud, esp. of the dead,
Eur. I. T. 295, in pass.: also, rrf-, Id. Tro. 378 :

—

mid., , to wrap
our cloaks close round us, Ar. Eccl.

99 : hence, , to

gird up OHe''s [nins, get ready for action,

Id. Eccl. 484 : and so.,
tucked up, all ready, Id. Vesp. 424.

—

2. to cloak, hide, Plut. Galb. 18.—III.

in Gramm. to use a syllable as short., f -,(,) to

sigh or groan with, , Eur. Ion
935., ov,{,) running
to a Jiarrow point, Antimach. Fr. 89

:

formed like., , {,-) to drive into a narrow place togeth-

er, trammel quite up, Plut. 2, 601 I).,^=, Arist. Eth.
N. 9. 11,4., , {,-) to wear a croun with Others,

. Tivi, Scol. ap. Ath. 695 D., , [,)
to crown ivith or together, Anth. P. 5,

36 ;—pass., to wear a crown with,-, Dem. 380, 27.,, ,()
whole compounded of several parts or

members, a complex whole. Plat. Epin.

991 E, Arist. Alund. 2, 1.-2. a body

of persons leagued by the same laws, in-

stitutions, etc., a regular government,

established power, confederacy, Plat.

Legg. 686 : also, the constitution of
a state, ., ?.,
Polyb. 2, 38, 6; 6, 11, 3; .', Id. 2, 41, 15.—3. body of
soldiers, a corps, usu. of a delinite

number, like and,
hence .,, etc.,

Id. 1, 81, 11, etc. ; but, -, the phalanx it.self Id.

5, 53, 3.—4. generally, ^ocA, herd,,. Id. 12, 4, 10,

etc.—5. a college of priests or magis-
trates. Id. 21, 10, 11.—6. in music, the

combinatioii or unison of several tones.

Plat. Phil. 17 D : esp. the concord of
four tones.—7. in metre, the union of
se-veral versus nexi into one whole, as

esp. in anapaestics : cf.—
8. in medicine, like, the ac-

cumulation or deposition of sediment.

Foes. Oec. Hipp.—9. later, as we use
it, a system, arrangement of the elements

'
of an art or science.—The word is late,

and rare in good Att. authors. Hence, , , combined in

one whole, brought into system, systemat-

ic, Plut. 2, 1142 F., , to stand in the same
row or line wilfi, Polyb. 10, 21, 7 : to

be co-ordinate with, : and, , i/, a standing togeth-

er in one row or line ; a co-ordinate ar-

rangement or series of co-ordinates. Ar-
ist. Eth. N. 1, 6, 7:

—

any regular se-

ries. Id. Anal. Pr. 2, 21, 2 : a belonging

to the same cla.fs, kind, race or sex,

Theophr., cf Arist. Metaph. 9,3, 10:
cf. fin., ov,(,) stand-

ing in the same row or line with Others,

belonging to the same class, kind, race

or sex : hence, co-ordinate, simitar,

opp. to, Arist. Top. 2,9,
1 : so, in Aristot., the elements ui air

and fire, water ami earth, are-
; but water and fire, air and earth,

aie : so in Gramm. letters

classed ace. to the organ of pronun-
ciation are, as the labials

, etc. ; but classed ace. to their

properties they are, as

the tenues , etc. : this reciprocal

relation of letters is c.illed

and :—hence,'-, by the relation of letters..^, susp.,, ,[) a draw
ing together, a contracting ; metaph., a
repressing, reproof, Plut. 2, 544 E, etc.

—2. in medicine, a contraction of the
heart, Galen.— 3. in Gramm., the

change of a long vowel into a short one,

e. g. for : also, a pronoun•
dug as short a syllable strictly long:
—so also in music.— 4. a lessening of

expenses, economy, Polyb. 27, 12, 4.

—in all these senses, opp. to-.?, f. ,=, to

put together, make, Eur. Or. 1435.—II.

to clothe, deck, adorn along with or to-

gether, Mel. 126., ov, {,) with a
narrow mouth, opp. to,
Arist. Part. An. 3, 1, 12.—2. mouth to

mouth, of a kiss, Telecl. Aps. 2.

Hence, , to make narrow-mouth-
ed:— pass., to bejoined with by a mouth,
Strab. p. 308.,—, Q. Sm.
1, 296., [.) to

spread or lay together, Diphll. ap. Poll.

10, 38.

voCoa, {,)
dep. mid., to aim at with or together, -, . Anton. 3, 11., , , a common cam-
paign or expedition, Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 6

from, f -, or more freq.

as dep. mid., -, f.-
(,) :

—

to make a cam-

paign or to be on service, serve along

with or together, to join or share in an
expedition,, or absol., Hdt. 5, 44

;

6, 9, Thuc, etc.—Hdt. always uses

it as dep. mid. ; Thuc. always as act.

;

Xen. has both, but more usu. dep., , to hold'joint com-

mand, to be thefellow-general of, ,,
Dem. 401, 2 : trom, (not,
Poppo Thuc. 3, 109), , , {.) a fellowgeneral, partner in

command, Eur. Phoen. 745, Thuc. 2,

58, [], ov, 6, {,-) a fellow-soldier, Xen. An. 1, 2.



26, Plat. Rep. 556 C : fern, -,., (,-) dep. mid., to encamp along

with, Tivi or , Xen. Hell. 6,

5, 19, An. 2, 4, 9.,, ,{)
any thing twisted up together or collect-

ed, like II : hence,— 1.

body of men ; a crowd, concourse,

Polyb. 1,45, 10.—2. a tumour. Foes.
Oec. Hipp.

—

. roundness ofform, as

of a drop of water.— III. any thing

turned by art : a stratagem, plot, LXX.,, ,{-
. 1,) :

—the commander of a

corps, Arr. Tact., ov, , dim. from, a., a whirlpool,

Arist. Mirab. 29.-, , , twisting to-

gether, bringing to a head, Foes. Oec.
Hipp. : from(>, f. -, {,) to

twist up together, roll into a mass, Lat.

conglobare ; generally, to collect in one,

combine, as the wind does the clouds
;

hence, . , Valck.

Hdt. 1, ; of soldiers, .,
to rally and throw themselves together,

form in one body or into a solid, compact

body, esp. so as to resist attacks, Hdt.

9, 18, of infra ; a-, to rally,

collect one's self, Plat. Rep. 336
;, absol., with all one's force,

collectis viribus, Aeschin. 63,2 :—pass.,

to be or become united in one body, com-

bine, Hdt. 4, 136; 6, 6. 40; esp. of

soldiers, like ., Id. 9, 62,

Thuc. 2, 4, etc. ;, in

a body, agmitie facto, Xen. Hell. 6, 4,

12, etc. : also, to club together, conspire,

Thuc. 8, 54 ; Ttva, Aeschin. 52,
6.—2. to twist or curl the hair, a.-, Theodect. ap. Strab. : ', a knotted, gnarled
root, Theophr. : also,-. Id.—3. of sentences,
to bring into a closeform, compress,v/ith

collat. notion of brevity, conciseness,

terseness, a- /.. Antiph. Aphrod.
I, 17, /.. 1, 17 ;,
Arist. Rhet. 3, 18, 4 ;, a short and pithy

saying, of the Lacedaemonians, Plat.

Prot. 342 E, ubi v. Stallb. ;— so Cicero
uses cotitortus.—11. to twist or whirl

round, whirl away, carry off like a

whirlwind, Aesch. Fr. 181, Ar. Lys.
975.— III. to turn all together, a. ~1, to make them all wheel to the
right, Xen. Lac. 13, 6 : a- -,
to turn him about, Plut. Anton. 41.''/7., f. -,=8., Ni-
com. ap. Ath. 58 A.

?.?.,{,-}?.?.)
to roll up into a ball

:

—a. oiaiav,
to play at ball with it, i. e. to throw it

away, Alex. Phaedr. 2, 4.,, , a rolling up together,

a twisting as of a thread. Plat. Polit.

282 E.—II. that which is rolled up or

united, any dense mass, like-
: hence,

—

\. a body of men, a crowd,

Lat. globus, Hdt. 7, 9, 2 ; seditious

meeting, mob, Polyb. 4, 34, 6 ; also, a

swarm of bees, LXX.—2. a gathering,

tumour, wen, Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon.

—

3. a knot in wood, Theophr.—4. -, with or without 3, a

sudden storm of rain, Polyb. 3. 74, 5 ;

I I, 21, 9 : so, ., a whirlwind ;

., a >/1.—5. metaph.,

. /,, Dion. . ; of.-
I. 3.,,, combination, union,

esp. for party purposes, Polyb. 24, 2,

2 ;—or, it may be the power of turning

quickly, craft.—II. intercourse
,
familia-

rity : study of an author, Dion. H. de
Dinarch. 7 : from, ov,{) rolled

up together, compressed, combined, united.

—II. turning quickly: metaph., dex-

terous, artful, Lat. versutus., to mourn with., ov, {avv, /.) with
columns standing close, Vitruv. 3, 2.', to draw together. [•], . -, {avv,) to

slay, sacrifice along with or together,

Eur. I. T.' 685, in aor. 2 pass,-., f. -, (,-) to play at ball with or together, Plut.

Hence, ov, , one who plays
at ball with another, Ep. Plat. 363 D,
Ath. 19 A.

^, , to round off oi make
quite round.?., {avv, '/.) to cause

to fall with :—pass., to fall with, Max., f.,=^., ,(,) to join,

fasten together,Timon ap. Diog. L. 2, 6.', , to wedge together, to

press together., {avv,) to clasp

or bind close together, Anth. Plan. 199.

Hence. , , a garment
laced tight to the body, like,
LXX. : and, ov. laced close together

:

TO ., a hook, LXX., , , {)
that which is laced or bound close to-

gether : in plur., a chain, LXX., , ,() a
lacing or binding close together : als0=, LXX.,, fut. -, to seal up

:

used also in mid., ov,,() a re-

pository, receptacle, coffer, Stob. Eel. 1,

p. 1082., (,) to

form, fashion, or shape one thing after

another, a. tl , Arist. Top. 6,

14, 4 :—pass., to form one's self after

another, to be conformed to his exam-
ple, Tiva, Plut. 2, 100 F, ubi v.

Wyttenb. ; , . . .—of the con-
stellations, to stand in mutual opposi-

tion, Sext. Emp. p. 343. Hence, ov, , mutual op-

position of the constellations, Sext.
Emp. p. 343./., {avv, ?.) to de-

vote one's leisure to any thing with

others : to be a fellow-pupil with ; in

genl. to be intimate, Luc. Jud. Voc. 8.

Hence, ov, , a playmate,
Dion. H. : also, a school-fellow, Stra-

bo, Plut. 2, 47 : cf. Lob. Phryn.
401.?., ov, {,) at lei-

sure with or together., 3 aor. syncop. or plqpf pass,

of', II. [], .=^••,/., ap. Hesych.

:

hence,^, lb. [• ?]. not,, a piece of old

or wrinkled skin, Sophron ap. E. M.,
Call. Fr. 49 : the old coat or slough of
serpents and insects, Lat. exuviae,

Luc. Hermot. 79 :

—

the skim or scum
on milk,= ypaif.— II. as adj.,,
, , very aged, Lyc. 793., o,= sq., Od. 10,389., , , () a hog-sly, Od
10, 238 ; 14, 13, 73 :, to the

sty, lb.

', o,=foreg., dub.,, , later form for., ov, , (,)
herd of swine, Anth., ; , (,) like'3, swineherd, 11. 21, 282, Od.
14, 504., ,=, Lyc. 076.', , , Aeol. for, ap.

. ., . -, {) to be

frequent, to do or come frequently, Uke., adv., frequently, often,

ofttimes, Luc. Scyth. 2. [],, , that which is

done Jrequently, dub., , ,— 1. of time, long, a., Hdt. 8, 52, Plat., etc. ; .-, a long, unbroken speech, Plat.

Gorg. 465 E, etc.—2. of number and
quantity, like /., many,,, Hdt.

)
, 58 ; 3, 39, etc. ;,

many people together, Ar. Ran. 1267,

etc. ; hence, to a.,
to make the small town populous.

Plat. Rep. 370 D :— with sing, nouns,
much,frequent, a. ovaia, Ar. Plut. 754 ;, Plat. Rep. 414 C ;

., the expense was great, Dem. 1359,

9 :—the dat. is oft. joined
with a compar. adj., like -, as,

., far better. Plat. Legg.
761 D; ,
younger by a good deal, Dem. iu02,
23.—II. the adv., - is rare, the
neut.,, being used in-

stead, ', to err
much. Plat. Phaedr. 257 C ;, lb. Phileb. 59 . (Prob.
transp. and contr. from.), , {,) sunne-like,

suinish, esp. gluttonous, Jac. Philostr.

Imag. 511., , a word coined by
Gramm. to show the deriv. of-
vov., ov, ,() :

—a bowl

for catching the blood of the victim in
sacrifices, Aesch. Ag. 1092, cf. Ar.
Thesm. 754.—II. like, the

victim itself, Eur. Tro. 742, El.
800.,, ,() :

—

a slay-

er, butcher, Eur. I. T. 623 : a murder-
er, ciU-throat, Dem. 175,27 :—in Soph.
Aj. 815, , of the
sword on which Ajax is about to
throw himself:

—

sacrificial knife,

Eur. Andr. 1134., , , () :
—slaughter,

butchery, sacrifice, both in sing, and
plur., Trag. : also in prose, -}, Dem. 424, 22 :

—

-. the sacrificial fire, Aesch. Ag.
1057 :—with collat. signf of a wound.
Soph. Tr. 573, 717 : ',
the blood gushing from the w^ound,
Aesch. Ag. 1389 ; the victim itself,

Soph. Tr. 756.—II. the throat, strictly

the spot where the victim is struck,

(cf Lat. jugutum, jugulari): usu. in

plur., like Lat. fauces, Aesch. Pr.

863, Eur. El. 1228, cf Thuc. 4, 48 j

Koivov ,
Arist. . A, 1, 14, 2.), , , day of sacrifice,

strictly fem. from, sub.-.̂ , , ,=, Plat,

Menex. 242 C ; Xen. ; etc., f.-,()
dep. mid. :

—

to slay a victim, sacrifice,', Hdt. 9, 61. 72 ; absol., Id. 6,

70 :—an act. occurs in Ar.

Av. 569 ; also part. pres. pass, in pass,

signf., Ar. Av. 570 ; and so aor. part.
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in pass, signf., Hdt. 7,

180, Xen. Lac. 13, 8. Hence, ov, 6, a slaying, sacri-

ficing, Eur. El. 200., ov,,—., ov, , dim. from-
)^().^., , , a victim, Eur. Hec.

Ill : usu. in plur., or

7], like hpu, victims of

good omen, Hdt. 9, 61, 02, and Trag.,

esp. in Eur. ; tponv.,
Aesch. Theb. '2:iO, Eur. Siipp. 1196;, the slaughter of a slave,

Eur. Hec. 137; so, ^(),
Id. Or. 815 ;

-
-. Id. Ion 278 ; also in Thuc. 6, 69,

Xen., etc.

—

1\.^, a bowl for
the blood at sacrifices.— Strictly neut.

from sq. [a], ov, also a, ov, ()
slaying, sacrificing : killiiig, deadly,

Hipp. ; ., slaughter. Soph.
.\nt. 1291. Cf.,., , . sacrificial knife,

Eur.. 811, 1142: generally, a knife,

Polyaen., , , (. II) of the

throat, , the jugular

vein, Polybus ap. Arist. H. A. 3, 3,2., ov,,^ and •
II, Theophr.

(v. sub fin.) : f- :
—

to loss the body about, to struggle, rear,

and kirk, like a restive horse, Aesch.
Pers. 194, Soph. Fr. 727, Eur. Aeol.

19, Incert. 141 :

—

to writhe, struggle

from spasms. Foes. Oec. Hipp., Xen.
Cyr. 7, 1, 37 : of a wounded horse,

Polyb. 34, 3, 5 ; and so Valck. pro-

posed to read in Eur. El. 843 ; cf..—2. to struggle, be eager,

impatient for a thing, ,
Plut. Caes. 42 :—cf Wytt. Plut. 2, 10

C, Ruhnk. Tim.—Hdn., Draco, and
E. M. write it, as if contr.

from, v. Ellcndt Le.x Soph.
(Akin to,', and prob. to.), , , v. I. II. 11, 165;
16. 372, for, q. v.,, ro,=sq., , , violent motion of
the bodv, a spasm, convulsion, Plat.

Rep. 579 E.., and in Att. prose-
: {. : aor. : pass., Hdt. 5. 5, Find. P. 11, 36,

Eur. I. T. 177,—but in Alt. usu.-
[<2] : pf pass, : Hom.

nas pres., impf. and aor. act.,

pres. and pf pass. To slay, slaugh-

ter, butcher, in Horn, always of cattle,

etc. : ////' . Od. 1, 92,

etc. : to offer, sacrifice ; and, general-

ly, to kill, Pind., and Trag. ; so too in

Xen. An. 4, 5, 16, etc. ; . -, Plat. Euthyd. 301 C :—strict-

ly, to slat/ by culling tlie throat, Lat.
jugulare, Od. 3, 454 ; . ', to cut its throat, as it hung
from the servant's shoulders, Eur.
El. 813; so, . . Id.

Or. 1199; , the throat

cut. Id. I. A. 1516 :—poet., -, to shed blood in/slaughter or sac-

rifice, Seidl. Eur. El. 92. 279; cf
I, fin. (The root is -,

as it appears in aor. 2, and,
etc.). , , a ball, esp. a playing

ball,] ^, to play at ball,

Od. 6, 100 ; , Od. 6,

115;. Plat. Euthyd. 277 ; cf -.—2. sphere, globe, which
AlJaiimander, etc., conceived as sur-

rounding the universe, ap. Plat.

So|)h. 244 E, cf. Euseb. Praep. Ev.

1, 8, Arist. Mund. 2, 8; called-
by Emped. 24 : then freq. in

Pythag. philosophy, of the spheres of

the planets, cf Arist. Coel. 2, 4, 5:—. ?., opp. to,
a planet, opp. to a li.xed star, Plut. 2,

1028 .—3. a weapon of boxers, prob.

an iron ball, worn with padded covers(), instead of the usu. bo.K-

ing-gloves (), in the--. Plat. Legg. 830 B, v. VVyt-
tenl). Plut. 2, 80 B.— II. metaph.,, just

like) (q. v.), Alex.
Phaedrus 2, 3.—Cf. (Perh.
akin to, q. v. sub fin.),, 6, a Spartan youth,
between t(/)^/3eia and manhood, Paus.
3, 14, 6;—prob. from his then begin-
ning to use the bcxing-gloves (-

I. 3), or to play at foot-ball, cf
Muller Dor. 4, 5, <J2., () adv. ;

—

like a
sphere, globe, or ball, -, 11. 13, 204, cf.

Anth. P. 6, 45, etc., ,, dim. from-, [], f. -,() to play
at ball. Plat. Theaet. 146 A, Plut. 2,

45 E, etc., ,,() globular,

spherical, v. 1. Arist. Part. An. 4, 5,

35. Adv. -, like a globe, Plut. 2,

682 D., ov, TO, like,
dim. from, Ep. Plat. 312 D.

—

II. molecule, atom, Democr. ap. Arist.

de Anima 1, 4, 19.

—

III. round ticket

or token, entitling the bearer to a
present, specified upon it, Dio C., , , () a
playing at ball. Arist. Rhet. 1, 11, 15.,,, a game at ball

:

a blow given in the game., ov,,=^, Ar-
temid. 4, 69., /, 6,=., , , court for
playing at ball ; neut. from, a, ov, of or for a
gavie at ball., ov, 6, () a

ball-player, Mel. 97. Hence, , , skilled in play-
ing at ball : , a clever

player : -, (sc. ?/) skill in ball-

play., , ,=^-, susp. 1. in Plut. 2, 839 : but
formed ace. to analogy of,, etc., ov, , sphere-shaped,

globular.—II. fem.,, the

cypress, so called from its globular
fruit, Foes. Oec. Hipp., , (, )
ball-like, globular, spherical. Plat. Tim.
33 B, 63 A.—2. rounded, blunted, Xen.
An. 5, 4, 12; cf., , (,-) to spar with the (
I. 3), Plat. Legg. 830 E.—2. to play
at ball, Polyb. 16, 21, 6. Hence, , , a sparring-

match with the ( I. 3).

—II. a game at ball, Seneca., ov, globe-shaped,
spherical., , to play at ball

:

from, ov, , a player at

ball. Hence, ov, , a game at

ball., , f. -, make

globular or spherical : of the peacock,
to spread his tail., , () making
globular or spherical., ,^^, Emped. 24,
ubi V. Sturz.^, , , Sphaerus, chario-
teer of Pelops, Paus. 2, .33, 1.—2. of
Borysthenes (2), a pupil of Zeno,
Plut. C'leom. 2.—Others in Ath., , to make round, globular,

or spherical

:

—pass., '•
puTO, his chest was round and arched,
Theocr. 22, 46.—11. in pass., also, of
pointed weapons, -, spears with buttons, like our
foils, Xen. Eq. 8, 10 ; opp. to ?.-, Arist. Eth. N. 3, 1, 17; cf.

Polyb. 10, 20, 3. Hence,, , any thing made
round or globular: esp. in plur.,— 1.

the round weight in stillyards, Arist.

Mechan. 20, 2.-2. in pi., the buttocks,

Sext. Emp. p. 114.,, , round fishing-
net. Opp. . 3, 83.,, , spherical shape,

Paul. Aeg., /, ,()
leathern thongfor tying the s/iues,LXX.;
al.., , ,() round-
ed.—II. with a ball or button at the end,

like, Xen. Eq. 8, 10., ov, b, suffering from., to suffer from?.,
to be gangrened, mortify,/.

TO b , Hdt.
3, 66 ;. Id. 6, 130:—in Hipp., and
Att. usu. as dep. mid.,.—2. of the effect of severe cold on
single limbs, to be frostbitten, Dion. H.
.—3. of trees, to be blighted, smutted,

Arist. Respir.—4. generally, to suffer
violent pain, have spasms or convulsions,

like., ov, o,=^sq., Hipp., , , gangrene, mortifi-

cation, Hipp. : the strict technical
word is :

—blight, smut, or
mildew of trees.—2. generally, spasm,
convulsion, like, Aesch. Pr.
878 : metaph.,.(, the convul-
sive fury of winds, lb. 1040. (As-
sumed to be akin to and, [], ov, , the plant sage, Lat.
salvia. At. Thesm. 486 ; still called

in Greece, v. Schneid.
Ind. Theophr.

—

II. a kind of tree-moss,

found esp. on oaks, also,
and. [], , , Sphacteria, an

island on the coast of Messenia, oflf

Pylos, also called, now Sfa-
gia, Thuc. 4, 8 ; Strab. ; etc., , , a slayer, murderer., jj, , ( ) slain,

slaughtered,. Eur. Hec. 1077., fem. of: a
priestess, Jac. Anth. P. p. 594., ov, TO, () a tax
paidfor victims, Pol. 6, 97., ,(,) like

sage : abounding in sage.

7., , , the buck-thorn

:

from, f. -, to sting, scratch,

ap. Hesych., ov, dangerous to

swim,., , , (?.) making
to fall, trip, totter or stagger : metaph.,
slippery, delusive, dangerous, Lat. lu-

bricus, •, Hdt.

3, 53 ; sc,- (or



-)), Id. 7, IG, 1 ;' \. Eur. Supp. 508 ; so in Thuc.
j

4, 62, Plat., etc.— II. intr., ready to
\

fall, tottering, reeling, staggering, -, Aesch. Eum. 371 ; ^, Soph.
Aj. 159 :

—

. rrpog vyieiav, uncertain

in point of health, Plat. Rep. 40+ A.
Adv. -. Eur. I. A. 601.

?.'/., ', , a round, leaden plate,

which wasthrovvn by a strap attached
to a ring: a variety of the.—II.

in the prisons, a round block of tvood

with two holes for the feet, a pair of
stocks.—Written also?. (Akin
to.)2: f.; aor. I-
2,a, inf. ?... Dor. <1?., -

: aor. 2, : pass. pf.-
: aor. [] ; but there is

no aor. 2 mid. /., Buttm.
Ausf. Gr. (} 96 Anm. 5, n, cf. Bekker
Thuc. 5, 110. Hoin. only uses it

twice in aor. 1, the compds.UTroa^-,: To make tofall, throw down,
esp. by tripping up (like Lat. pedes

fallere, Liv. 21, 36), to trip up in wrest-

ling, ovt' ^' /., 11. 23, 719 :

—

to

throw down, overthrow, . 17, 464,

Find. . 2, 145; opp. to.
Soph. El. 416; to, Plat.

Gorg. 461 C, and Xen. :

—

to make to

totter or reellike a drunken man, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 8, 10, cf. 1, 3, 10 :—generally,
to overthrow, ruin, Hdt. 7. 16, 1, Find.

I. 4, 57 (3, 53), Soph. Fr. 204, Eur.,

etc.—2. to make to totter or stagger, and
melaph., to perplex, embarrass, Hdt. 7,

142 : to balk, foil. Soph. Aj, 452, and
Eur.—II. pass., to be tripped up, stum-

ble, stagger, reel like a drunken man,
Ar. Vesp. 1324, Xen., etc. : to fall,

esp. metaph. of persons falling from
high fortunes. Soph. Tr. 297. 719,
Eur., etc.—2. esp. to be balked orfoiled,
to fail, Tivi, Hdt. 7, 50, 1 ; .
Id. 7, 52 ; . Plat. Rep. 451 A;., Polyb. 1, 43, 8

;

and with a neut. adj., iv -. Plat. Legg. 648 ;/ y' , shall never be

disappointed in thee. Soph. Tr. 621,

cf. Aj. 1136:—in Att., c. gen. rei, to

be balked of or foiled in a thing,-, Aesch. Eum. 717;,
?],, Eur. Or. 1078, Med.
1010, Phoen. 758 ;, Flat. Crat. 436 C: also,?., to lose him, Soph.
Tr. 1 1 13.—3. to fail, i. e. err. go wrong.
blunder, Hdt. 5. 50, Soph. El. 1481,

Eur. I. A. 1541, Flat., etc.{--
is from root --, {),
?^-. Lat. fallere, Germ, fallen, to

fell, also akin to balk, foil

:

—and -- answers to Germ, fallen,

fehlen, to fall, fail.—The is dropped,
as in -, fungus, --,
fund-a.) Hence,, . a trip, stumble,

false step, Anlh. P. 7, 634.—II. met-
aph.,— 1. a fall, failure, defeat, Hdt. 1,

207; 7, 6, "Thuc. 5, 14.—2. a fault,

failing, trespass, tu ., Eur.
Andr. 54, Supp. 416, cf. Plat. Theaet.
167 E.,, ,. -,^=/.7.,
Polyb. 35, 5, 2 :—Hesych. explains it

by,.?, , V..
?.?. , ,() one who

trips up or throws down. Lye. 207., ,=., , , S7nall bed, He-
sych.,, the hat.faux, faucis,
only found in the compd.,
etc., Lob. Faral. 97.

.,(). mid.,

to burst with a noise, to crack, crackle,

as green wood does in the fire, so,, the roots of the

eye crackled or hissed (when Ulysses
burnt them with the hot stake), Od.
9, 390.—2. to groan with fulness, to

sioell, like,,-, Od. 9, 440 ; cf. sq.), to move, stir up with a

noi.^e and bustle, ' ,
Hes. Th. 706.',, , bursting ivith

a noise, cracking, crackling. (The
Sanscr. root is sphurj, explodere, to-

nare : akin to,, cf., and v. Fott Et. Forsch. 1,

238)., a rare enclit. ace. from,
II. 5, 567, Farmenid. 12 FuUeb.•. ace. pl. fern, from, Od.
2, 237. [a], more freq. Att. pres. for, Att. impf. : all oth-

er tenses are formed from: no
pres. occurs, Lob. Phryn. 241., Ep. and Ion. enclit. ace. pi.

masc. and fem. of, II. 19, 256,

Hdt., and Trag. ; also as ace. dual,

Od. 8, 271 ; 21, 192,206.-11. in Attic

and later poets, esp. Trag., also ace.

sing., Aesch, Fr. 9, Theb. 469, etc..

Soph. O. T. 761, O. C. 40, Ant. 44,

Phil. 200, etc. ; cf. Valck. Hipp. 1253:

so also in Hdt. 3, 52, 53 :— v... nom. and ace. pl. neut. from, Hdt., Ep. and Ion. ace. pl. masc.
and fem. for, Hom., and Hdt., , . prob. an old col-

lat. form of (cf., ipa-), eager, veheinent, violent, INic.

Th. 642:—in Hom. only as adv.,, followed eagerly, II.

11, 165 ; 16, 372 ; , II.

21.542. (In the last passage, Heyne,
with Aristarch., wrote as
=, but v. Spitzn. ad h. 1. et

ad 11, 165.), nom. plur. masc. and fem.

of the personal pron. of 3d person,
they .• rare neut., most freq. in

Hdt.: gen. ; dat. [ly. ace., neut. : — but of these
forms Hom. uses only genit. in phrase

; and dat. very freq.

—

The following are the Ep. and Ion.

forms. Nom.,, Hdt. ; the un-
contr. form is not found. Genit.,, in Hom. of course a monosylL,
and sometimes enclitic, II. 18, 311,
Od. 3, 134 ; merely poet,,
Hom., only in II., and always in

phrase or .
Dat., and ', oft. in Horn., also

in Ion. prose, and Trag.; the some-
times elided, as in II. 3, 300 : proper-

ly enclit., but written /• in Hdt. 7,

149 : the use of as dat. sing, for

oi is rare, H. Hom. 18, 19; 30. 9,

Aesch. Fers. 759, Soph. O. C. 1490,

v. Lob. Aj. 801 (for in Od. 15, 524,

should with Voss be referred to

all the suitors, and in Hes. Sc. 113,

to Mars atid Cycnus) : Buttmann sus-

pects that only, not, was used
as sing., from the apparent analogy of, , IV, V. Lexil. voc. ' 14.

Accus., oft. in Hom., and Hdt.,
usu. enclit., and then always to be
pronounced as one long syllable, as
is proved esp. by Od. 8, 315 ; for

where a short syll. is wanted, is

now restored from the MSS. (v. sub
voc): when accented in Hom. it is

a dissyll., II. 12. 43, Od. 12,225, etc.,

(so that in Od. 8, 480; 13, 276, the
accent should be taken off) :

is another very rare form, Od, 13, 213,
where Wolf wrongly :

also is a rare poet, ace, always en-
clit., II. 19. 256, which however in
all other places of Hom. is ace. dual,
e. g. Od. 8, 271, also Hes. Sc. 62;
which makes it prob. that was
orig. contr. from : in later Ep.
it is usu. plur., Jac. Anth. P. p. 261

;

and in other poets, esp. Trag.,,
like viv, is sing. masc. and fem.,
sub , and cf. Thom. M. p. 825.
Rare Aeol. and Dor. forms are nom., ?. and •, ace. . All
the oblique cases may be usecl enclit.,

except the circumflexed and.— In Hom. this pron. is strictly

personal, and therefore he uses no
neut. (which first occurs in Hdt.) ; in
Od. 9, 70; 10, 355, indeed, it refers
to a thing, which however is a. femi-
nine noun : as early as Hom. the no-
tion is oft. strengthd., as in -, so , Od. 12, 225, cf.

Thom. M. p. 826 : unusu.,
for , 11.

5, 195.—II. we must here remark a
rare poet, usage of for 2d pers.

pl., for". II. 10.

398 ; so too ace. to Schaf. Greg. p.

470, Spohn Hes. Op. 56,

for , and so in Ap. Rh. 2,

1278 : and later even in prose for 1st

pers.. Wolf Froleg. p. ccxlvii, cf., and .— On
the prob. origin of this pron. from I,

Lat. se, cf. Buttm. Lexil. s. v. II,
not.?,. , a footstool, Od.
18, 394; Ep. plur.,, Od. 17,
231.

—

II. rowing bench.—HI. hollow
block of leood, for putting any thing
into,_ Nic. Th._644. (Prob. akin to?,: perh. also to
'/.. cf. Buttm. Lexil. s. v.-7. sub fin.),, , the blossom of the

hohn-oak {).\, , , Sphendale, an
Attic deme of the tribe Hippothoon-
tis ; hence Ion. -,, , the inhab. of Sphendale, Hdt.
9, 15., ,, ofmaple wood

:

hence, metaph. for tough, stout (like

our " hearts of oak"), Ar. Ach. 181
;

cf.: from, , , the maple, Lat.
accr, Theophr.
vo),^sq., Luc. Fseudol.

24; but dub., . Ion. -, f. -, to

sling, to use the sling, Xen. An. 3, 3, 7,

15, etc.—II. tothrow asfrom a sling, hurl
violently, , Eur. Phoen.
1190.—III. to move like a suing, to

suing, brandish. Id. Supp. 715.', , , a sling foi

throwing, Lat. funda, being a strip

of leather broad in the middle and
narrow at each end, II. 13, 600,
Archil. 4, Thuc. 4, 32, etc. : hence,
—II. any thing of like ."hope;— 1. a
sling for a disabled arm. Foes. Oec.
Hipp.—2. also, a bandagefor aivound-
ed limb, v. II. 1. c. : a band round the

pudenda, elsewh.,,, Foes.—3. a head-band
worn by women, broad in front,
Winckelm. Gesch. d. Kunst. 3, 2,

^ 13.—4. the hoop of a ring in which
the stone was set as in a sling, esp. the

outer or broader part round the stone,

as also in Lat. funda for pala annvli
Eur. Hipp. 862, ubi v. Valck., Plat'.

Rep. 359 E, cf. Ruhnk. Tim.— 5. the

white of the eye,—6. a strip-shaped
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travelling map, like the Tabula Peu-
tingeriana.— II. any ineans nf throwing

,

a throw, cast, Aesch. Ag. 1010.—HI.
that which is slung, the stone or bullet

of the sling, Xcn. An. 3, 4. 4 ; 5, 2,

14, etc., cf. Ar. Nub. 1125.— IV. a
vault, arched way.—V. like funda, any
elliptical figure. {-•~ is the
lial. /uiirf-a, witli prefixed, cf.-
?iU fin.) Hence((^, adv., like a sling.,, >/,() a

slinging, throwing with a sling, the art

thereof. Plat. Legg. 791 C.

'/?/^, , ,() a
slinger, Hdt. 7, 158, Thuc. 6, 22, etc.

Hence, , ov, belonging to

or fitted for a slinger or slinging :- (sc. ), the art of sliyiging.

Plat. Lach. 193 B.<,=(, LXX., also -, ov, ,=/, v. 1. in LXX., , («(5) sling-

shaped., -, -, . collat. forms
for,.. Rh., Aeol. and Dor. for.

: f. -< and Dor. -ifw{) '—to make one's own, ap-

propriate, csp. other people's property,

Plat. Legg. 715 , 843 D :—more
usu. as dep. mid.,,
whence aor. part,,
Acsch. Supp. 39; cf Xen. Hell. 5, 1,

36, Deni. 882. 13, etc. Hence, ov, 6, appropriation,, for one's own use and
advantage, Arist. Rhet. 1, 13, 10: and, ov, , an appropriator,

opp. to, Arist. Pol. 5, 11,

33., a, oi>, possessive adj. of
the 3d pers. pi., from the pers. pron.. their own, their, Hom., Hes.,
Pind., etc. ; ) , their

own business. Plat. Soph. 243 A ;

—

but in prose, the gen. is com-
monly used for it. — II. sometimes
also used of the other persons ; e. g.— 1. of the 2d pers. 1.,=/(•,
Hes. Op. 2, Theocr. 22, 67, Ap. Rh.
4, 1327, Wolf Proleg. p. ccxlviii ; cf.

II.—2. of the 3d pers. sing.,=, whether direct or reflexive, his,

his own, Hes. Sc. 90, Pind. O. 13, 86,

P. 4, 147, etc., Aesch. Ag. 760.— 3. of
the 1st pers. suig.,=i, only in

Theocr. 25, 163.-4. of the 2d pers.

sing.,=, thy, thine, Id. 22, 67.—5.

of the first pers. plur.,:=, cf
Schneid. Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 10.—Cf.. (The Lat. vester is to-, as vespa to /.), . and Ion. gen. of,
Honi., and Hes.

^, dat. fem. from, .^, , , Sphecea, early

name of the island Cyprus, Lye.
474., ov, ,{) a kijid of/., venomous like a wasp,
iNic. Th. 738., a, ov, of the wasp: wasp-
like, waspish.

(not),, , {//) :— wasp's 7icst, Soph. Fr. 850, Eur.
Cycl. 475, Ar. Vesp. 224, etc. ; -, opp. to?, Plut.

2, 90 B., ov, , =, Mei-
neke Pherecr. Incert. 54., ov, TO, a cell in a wasp's

nest, as KtjpLov of bees, Arist. H. A.

9, 41,6, Ael. N. A. 4,39., ov, , {) apiece of
wood pointed like a wasp's sting, a point-
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ed stick or stake, elsewh., Ar.

Plut. 301 : a pile for building, Polyb.

5, 89. 6., ov, , an imitation of the

hum of a wasp on the flute.,,=, dub.
', ,{,)—-./, , , =. Soph.
Fr. 27.), , f. -, () :

— to

make like a wasp, i. e. to pinch in at the

waist : — hence, in pass.,, the
braids of hair were bound up with gold
and silver, II. 17, 52 ; -, he is narrow in the neck, Nic. Th.
289 ; -, well-closed window-shutters,
Aristid. ; so,?. .,-
acr. 19, 3.

—

is freq. confound-
ed with)., , contr. for-, wasp-like, . e. pinched iti at the

waist like a wasp, Ar. Plut. 561, sq.

—

II. , a ivasp-like

verse, with a time wanting in the mid-
dle, Gramm., v. Buttm. Schol. Od.
10, 00.,, ,() that

lehich is tied tight.— II. a band for bind-

ing firmly.— III. the point of a helmet

where the [)lume is fixed in. Soph. Fr.

314, Ar. Pac. 121G., , , () a wasp's
nest, prob. 1. Arist. H. A. 9, 41, 5.?, inf. aor. from?.', . for, 3 sing,

aor. 1 act. from, Od.7,, ov,easilymoved, Hesych.,
asalsoitsoppos.,ct07/o,= (i(/)?,^f.•

in use we have only the compd. -'.io, ov, , Sphclus, son of Bu-
colus of Athens, father of lasus, II.

15, 338.',, , a wedge, Aesch.
Pr. 64.— II. any thing wedge-shaped,
e. g. an instrument of torture, Plut. 2,

498 D., ov, , dim. from.
[],, 6, a sea-fish, a kind
of mullet, prob. from its wedge-like
shape, Euthyd. ap. Ath. 307 B., ov, b, dim. from.,,(, io)wedge-
shaped, Theophr.?, ov, {,)
U'ith wedge-shaped or peaked head,

Strab. p. 70.,, , (,-
yv)with wedge-shaped peaked beard,

as Mercury is represented : hence as

his epith., Artemid. 2,42 ; cf Miiiler

Archiiol. d. Kunst () 379, 1 and 4 :
—

in comedy old men were thus repre-

sented, Luc. Ep. Saturn. 21., , () to cleave with a

wedge.—II. to wedge together, wedge in,

bind or shut close with a wedge :—pass.,

to be wedged in, Polyb. 27, 9, 4 : cf.—III. to torture, rack (v.

II), Plut. 2, 498 D. Hence,, , that which is

wedged or driven in ; and,, , a cleaving with a
wedge, Galen : also, a wedging, press-

ing together, Plut. 2, 127' D, ubi v.

Wyttenb.',, , a wasp, II. 12,

167, Hdt. 2, 92, Ar.,etc. ; called-, from their making their nests by
the road-side, II. 16, 259.—.=07/-, Pherecr. Incert. 54 ; cf-.( is to Lat. vespa. Germ.
Wespe, our luasp, as to ves-

ter ; -K at the end of the root chang-

ing to p, as vice versa in eqmis, In-. It may be akin to, to

tie tight, from the thin middle of this
insect.)'[, a, ov, of Sphettus,
Sphettian, Plat. Apol. 33 : proverb., Sphettian vinegar,

with comic allusion to the sharpness
and calumniating habits of the inhab.,

Ar. Plut. 720 : cf. also Schol. ad 1.

:

from^, ov, , Sphettus, an Attic
deme of the tribe Acamantis, Strab.

p. 397 : hence adv.. at or m
Sphettus, Lys. 148, 33:,
fro?n Sphettus, Plut. Thes. 13.

and, Ep. and Ion. dat.

plur. o{, Horn., and Hdt. ; also
as dat. sing. ; v. sub., . , greediness, avarice,

LXX. (Prob. from CT/crt^of for /cvi-

.), ov, ,{) a string,

band, esp. a bracelet or necklace, Luc., , mountain of
the Sphux,::^ov.,, , , (,) sphini-footed, with sphinxes'feet,, Callix. ap. Ath. 197 A.

^
12, {. : pf pass.,-,-, etc. To bind

tight, Aesch. Pr. 58 ; bind in or together,

Emped. 168; to squeeze, torture : gen-
erally, to shut close,, Anth. P.

5, 294 : to straiten, abridge,,
Plut. 2, 1011 F; hut,.•), have
one's utterance stopped, be tongue-
tied, lb. 6 : pass.,, Luc.
Muse. Enc. 3. (Cf., fin.) Hence, /, , that which biyids

tight, a lace, band, Lat. spinther or
rather spinter, -, Anth. 6,

206.—II. a muscle closing an aperture,

(such as the sphincter am), which nat
urally remains in a state of contrac-
tion, lb. 12, 7.

—

III. a Tarentine -, prob. because laced tight to the

body ; also., ov, ,=, Cratin.
Incert. 89 ; so spintriae in Tacit., and
Suet. ;—the reason of the name being
in II., , , verb. adj. from, tight-bound, Mel. 60: -, death by strangling,

Eustalh. Adv. -.., , poet, for-, Anth. P. 6, 233., , , () that

which is bound tight.—II. a binding or
compressing by machines, Math. Vett., ov, ,^. Math.
Vett., , gen., Sphinx, a
she-monster, daughter of Echidna
and her son Orthrus, or of Cliimaera
and her brother Orthrus, Hes. Th.
326, (where however Wolf has re-

stored the Boeot. form '^). In
Tiag., she is said to have proposed a
riddle to the Thebans, murdering all

who failed to guess it ; Oedipus
guessed it, and she killed herself, v.

Argumenta ad Soph. O. T. : in works
of art she is usually represented with
a woman's bust on the body of a lion-

ess. The legend seems to come from
Aegypt, where the colossal head of
a Sphinx is still left uncovered by the
sand. Formerly there were many,
male as well as female, Hdt. 2, 175,

cf Meineke Philem. p. 411 : tliey are
said to have symbolised the annual
overflow of the Kile ; but that they
were also connected with the mystic
worship of Bacchus is clear from
Hdt. 4, 79. (The usu. deriv. is from, as if the Throttler.)



,, ,{) binding

tight, Ael. . . 8, 18.. , , like, gut, cat-

gut ; cf. the lj<<t. fides.), , to hu7n, buz:, of gnats., V..
and, dat. from,

Horn., , also,-, Att. for-, Piers. Moer. 360,

Elmsl. Ar.Ach. 463. Lob. Phryn. 113., adv., strictly neut. pi. from(, very, very much, exceedingly,

violently. Hdt. 9, 17, Soph. El. 1053,

Aj. 150, Plat., etc. ; to ., Plat.

Symp. 210 B, etc. : , in an-

swers, strongly affirmative. Id.

iopa, ov, o, Sphodrias, a cele-

brated commander of the Spartans,

Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 15 ; Plut. Agesil. 24.

—2. a cynic, writer of a -
TLKT], Ath. 162 B., , , also , . Plat.

Rep. 586 C :

—

vehement, violent, exces-

sive, TO , Thuc. 1, 103
;, Xen. An. 1, 10, 18 ;,

etc., Plat. Polit. 308 A ;, Arist. Top. 1, 7, 3.—2. of

men, violent, impetuous, -.
Plat. Legg. 839 ; /. kuI

-. Id. Apol. 23 D :—also active, zeal-

ous,, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 31 :

—

also strong, robust,, Xen. Oec. 5, 5.—
11. adv., vehemently, etc.,

-, Od. 12, 124 ; alone, Xen.
Oec. 5, 4 and 13, Arist. Categ. 7, 35

;

—but in Att., (q. v.) is the

usu. adv. : superl.-, Xen. Eq.

12, 13. (Akin to,:
cf..) Hence,, . vehemence, vio-

lence. Plat. Polit. 306 ; in plur., Id.

Legg. 733 B.,() to make vehe-

ment

:

— pass,, to be or

become so, Ttvt, to put

overweening trust in a thing, Aesch.
Pr. 1011., ov, , an kerb, Nic.

Th. 948. [v]?.,, , Att. for?.,
Lob. Phryn. 113;— an insect which

lives on the roots of plants, prob. a kind
of htetlc ; it has a strong smell when
attacked, Ar. Pac. 1077, cf Schneid.
Arist. H. A. 5, 8, 3; 8,21, 6. []?,, ,=/.,
Diosc. 3, 90. [], , , dim. from. [], , , like,

verlebre, II. 20, 483. [], ,(,) twirled on a spindle, Anlh. P.

C, 247., , , (-) composed of vertebrae, Manetho.•?.,, , ,(-?. III. 1,) prophesying from
the spindle.?., ov, , Att. for the Ion.

and common ?., v. Lob.
Phryn. 113:

—

a vertebre, La.t. vertebra,

Eur. Phoen. 1413, Ar. Vesp. 1489,

Plat. Tim. 74 A : esp., the second large

vertebre of the neck, a\so . and. Foes. Oecon. Hipp. s. v.-
:— then, generally, a joint, esp.

in the scorpion's tail.— II. a tambour

in a column, i. e. one of the pieces

which go to make up the shaft, Cal-

lix. ap. Ath. 206 A.—HI. any round

body;—as, — 1. verticillus, the round

weight which balances and twirls a

spindle, Plat. Rep. 616 C, sq. ;—then,

any round sto>ie, .. Math.

Vett. : also of the voting pebbles, --

.—2. the head of the artichoke, Ga-
len : then, generally, the xvhorl of a

plant, the verticillus of Linnaeus.,,, sing, his, his oivn,

fern, her, her oivn, like, Horn.— II.

in plur. for masc. and fem., their, their

own, belonging to them, like,
Horn., and Hes. ; in later poets also. (From ,, like Lat.

suus from .te.), ov,, dim. from-, Ar. Thesm. 427 ; cf..
jptov, ov, , Sphragidium,

a cave of the nvmphs of Cithaeron,
Paus. 9, 3, 9. Hence\, , , ', the

Sphragidtan Nymphs ; v. foreg., Plut., , ,(,,,) comic
name for coxcomb, ace. to some, a

lazy long-haired onyx-ring-tvearer ; or,

as others, a long-haired fellow with

rings up to the whites of his nails !, Ar.

Nub. 332., ov, , a ring

or jewel-box. [/.],, , a keeper

of the seals, [v], Ion. ." f.- :—to seal,, Eur. I. A. 38 :

to seal lip, shut up, Aesch. Euni. 828,

in pass.— II. to mark with wounds,
scratches, etc., cf Eur. I. T. 1372.

—

III. metaph., to limit, define, determine,

fix. Anth. : from, Ion., , . a

seal with which any thing is fastened

up or marked : a signet, seal-ring, The-
ogn. 19, Hdt. 3, 41 ;

-, Ar. . 560, cf. Plat. Polit.

289 B, etc. :— ring, Hdt. 1, 195.—2.
the gem or stone for a ring. Id. 7, 69,

cf Theophr. Lap. 44 : generally, a

gem, Luc. adv. Indoct. 8.—II. the im-

pression of a signet-ring, a seal,-', Soph. Tr. 615; cf Eur.
1. A. 155 :

—

any round mark, 0pp. C.
2, 299.—-III. any thing sealed or mark-
ed with a seal, a token, ticket, passport,

Ar. Av. 1213. [i ; though in late

poets we have/ [], Jac.

Anth. P. 431.], , ,()
an impression of a signet-ring, a seal,

Eur. Hipp. 864, Xen. Hell. 1, 4, 3.,, , ()
a sealer, i. e. a seal-ring, signet, Diog.

L. ,,, seal, stamp., ov, 6,=,
Plut. 2, 363 ., , , of for seal-

ing., ,,() seal-

ed, -, a measure stamped
with the public seal, Inscr. ap. Bockh
P. E.,. Ion. for-., , , plump, fresh,

Hipp. ap. Timae. Gloss., , f. -, to be full to

bursting, to be plump and full, Lat, tur-

gere, turgescere, esp. (like)
of a woman's breasts, Foes. Oec.
Hipp. : then, generally, of young
persons, high-fed horses, etc., to be

full and plump, to be in full health and
strength, Lat. vigere, -
, Eur. Andr. 196 ;. Ar. Nub. 799, cf Lys. 80 :^. Plat. Legg. 840

:—metajih., to swell with pride, -, Aesch. Pr. 380; so,. a swelling, haughty
S|ieech, Eur. Supp. 478 :—also, to

sivell with desire, be at heat, Opp. C. 3,

368, to lust, c. inf , Ael. N. A. 14, 5.—
On the word v. Ruhnk. Tim. (-

is seemingly only another form
ol, akin to,•, q. v.), , , full health and
strength, , Her-
mipp. Strat. 1, 6.—II. metaph. strong
desire., , in high health and
strength, Lat. vegetus.,, , {)=-. Hence, , =,
Plat. . 368 D, Plut. 2, 1088 D., ,,^, dub. in

Galen., , , of or belonging to

the pulse., , , () : — in the
earliest medic, writers, the throbbing

pulse in inflamed parts, elsewh.-, Hipp. : then, the beating of the

heart, and, generally, of any artery,

the common regular pulse. Id. ; cf Foes,
Oecon.— II. metaph., desire, any vio-

lent emotion, Wyttenb. Plut. 2, 32 D., , (, )
like the pulse, throbbing, /., Hipp., f. -^, to throb, beat violently,

elsewh., cf: but
also of the regular pulse, to beat. Foes.
Oec. Hipp. ; Tu, the veins

or arteries, Plat. Phaedr. 251 D.—IL
tnetaph., to be very eager, , ap.
Suid. (Akin to,.)
Hence, , tj,=, Arist.

Gen. An. 5, 2, 3., , , a hammer, Od. 3, 434.

— II. a7i implement of husbandry, a bee-

tle, mallet, for breaking clods of earth,

Hes. Op. 423, Ar. Pac. 566. (Akin
to, from its rounded head ; also
to, q. v., like Lat. malleus,

malleolus pedis.) [In the earliest and
best poets v, and therefore properisp.
ap. Buttm. Ausf Gr. § 34 Anm. 4 n,

Dind. Ar. 1. c. ; for there is no
authority, even in E. M. 823, 20,
sq.], , , a sea-fish, so call-

ed from its shape, the hammer-fish, in
Att., Strattis Maced. 2 ; cf.

Arist. H. A. 9, 2, 1., , , Att. for,, round dung, such as that
of goats and sheep, Ar. Pac. 790, ubi
V. Schol. (Akin to and-, q. V.)'., , to work with the

hammer, to hammer, Philo. Hence, , a hammering., ov.(,) :—ivrought with the hammer, hannnered,
beaten, forged,,, Aesch.
Theb. 816, Pers. 747;
., Hdt. 7. 69 ; . '. Plat. Phaedr. 236 ; of.

Theocr. 22, 47 ; opp. to works of cast
metal().— II. metaph.,
as if of beaten iron, tough, hard,

., Pind. Fr. 223 ; so,..,
close friendship ; and., a close,

shrewd mind, like Homer's, Wyttenb. Plut. 2, 65 D ; ./, Luc. Dem. Enc. 15.. , , also proparox., dim. from, a small
hatnmer or mallei, Chirurg. Vett. [], , , Att. for,
Geop. ; Lob. Phryn. 113., ov, , (, )
an ankle-band, Hesych., ov, ,() a
kind of hammer., , to heat, smite uith a
hammer, LXX. : and
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^,, {/, a beating with the
\

hammer, forging : from
1, or, {,)

heating with the hammer. — II. propu-

roxyt., ov, pass., beaten

with the hammer.,::=.\, ov, 6, v. 1. Ar. Eccl.

22 for.
i'pl•^, ov, TO, the ankle, r'

ijoe. II. 4, 117, cf. 518, etc., Ar-

chil. 26, 11 : inetaph., /
aipvpC), to set upright, Piiid^ I."

(6), 19 ;, II. 22, 397; Eur. Phoen.2r),

etc. : .?]7., of a horse, Eur.

I. A. 225 ;'. Id. Ale. 586.

— II. metaph., the lowest part or end of

any thing, e. g. of a mountain, tv. Find. P. 2, 85 : also,, the very fur-

thest part of Libya, Theocr. 16, 77.

(Akin to,, from the no-

tion of roundness common to them all:

also, akin to•, as ni Lat. malle-

olus pedis, to tnalleus.),{) as pass., only

in an Ithyphallic song ap. Ath. 622

C, ?. yap b -
() , prob. in ob-

scene signf., ,{,-
), /Tip) firing the anhle, eplth. of the

gout, Luc. Tragop. 199. [-]. ov, . Sphyrus, son ol Ma-
chaon, Paus. 2, 23, 4., ,{) to hammer.—.

rake in the seed with the.
Hence

, a raking in the seed with

the (11). [],, , ., ,,{) hammer-
ed., Dor. for., shortened Att! nom. and ace.

for, q. v. ; also in II. — 11. as a

contraction for in Horn., dub.', dual masc. and fern. nom.
and ace, gen. and dat., of the

person, pron. of 3d pers. :
—

• Ihei/ two,

both of them, Hom., who however only

uses as ace, as dat., both

always enclit. ; strengthd. /-, Od. 20, 327 : for•
IS without example :—whether
was also used for is dub. ; it is

found as a v. 1. for it in II. 7, 280 :—
the contract, of ace., into,
is equally dub. (in II. 17, 531 Wolf
has restored ), though
Antimach. is said to have so used it,

A poll, de Pronom. p. 373: but it is

certain that in Ep. the dat. was
Bhortd. into, the ace. into,
so that it became one with the plur.,

II. 11, 111, Od. 8, 271, etc. ; cf.,
and Buttm. Lexil. s. v. viJi 13.~, nom. and ace , gen.

and dat.,—dual masc. and fcm. of the

person, pron. of 2d pers. :
— you two,

both of you, freq. in Hom., esp. in II.

;

also strengthd., , II. 7,

280: hence arose a shorld. form of

nom. and ace., not or,
II. ; gen. and dat., Od. 4, 62

;

and the shortd. forms only are al-

lowed in Att., as Aesch. Pr. 12, Ar.

Ran. 8G7, cf. Piers. Moer. p. 266.—
None of these forms are enclit., and

for is without any certain

example, for in II. 4, 286 it is the ac-

cus., depending upon : the

assumption also that is some-
times used for, as in Od. 23, 52,

rests only on a false interpr., cf.

Buttm. Lexil. s. v. 8. Hence, a, ov, possess, adj. of
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2d person dual ;—o/or belonging

to you two, , the word
of you two, Juno and Minerva, II. 1,

2I6.--2. as adj. of 3d pers. dual :

—of or belonging to them two or both

of them, Antimach. ap. ApoUon. Dysc.

de pron., v. Buttm. Lexil. s. v.,
etc. 6. — II. directly for in

Ap. Rh.,— 1. for 3d pers. sing., whe-
ther direct or reflexive, his, his own,

etc., 1, 643; 3,600.-2. for 2d pers.

sing., thy, thine, 3, 395 ; so too The-
ocr. 22, 67. [I], contr. Att. gen. and dat.

from for, also Od. 4,

62., , , the larva of the

bee or wasp, Arist. H. A. 5, 22, 12.

—

II. the cell of a honeycomb, the honey-

comb, Lat. favus, Ar. Fr. 302, 6, The-
ocr. 1, 147."', f.- [u] : 3 pi. impf.. Lye. 21. To slit, cut open,

esp. . 7.8, to lance or open a vein,

to let blood^ Hipp•, and Xen. Hell. 5,

4, 58; so, . ), i. e. to

bleed in the arm, Foes. Oec. Hipp.

:

and Ar. uses (from) in

the same way, A'ub. 209 :—Cf Lob.

Phryn. 219.— 2. to cleave or burst in

twain, of flowers,., Anth.

;

so metaph., , lb.

9, 422. — II. to let fall, -, to

(hop the tail, Xen. Cyn. 3, 5 ; ., to let fall the rope, and so

open the race-course. Lat. aperirc

carceres, Lyc. 13: — mid.,

oppff, let dov:n your eyebrows,
Plat. (Com.). 5 ; metaph.,-, to s^ive up one's

love for horses, Ar. Nub. 107.— 2. to

let drop, , i. c. cease

rowing, Pind. P. 10, 79 : — to check,

master, overpower, . Id. N. 4. 104;, Eur. Phoen. 454;-, lb. 900.—3. to let go, .', to let the mind go, give

it play, Ar. Nub.740 ; . -, to let off the engines, Plut. Mar-
cell. 15. — 4. to run by a rope over a

pulley, ., Lyc. 99, cf. 21,

329.—5. to let a joint go and then pull

it back, to set it by a wrench, Foe>s. Oec.
Hipp.— 6. as pugilist, term, ., to bring back the hand to its

former position, recover it. (In signf.

I. it is very clearly akin to, and
perh. to ), : in signf II. it ra-

ther points to. cf.,; but prob. this is acci-

dental, for the signfs. under II. all

come from the notion of cutting open,

and so letting go, letting loose.)?., , () to prop up
nets luith forked sticks. Hence?,, , aforked prop

or .'Stay. []?,, , a forked stick, used

as a ladder, Lat. scala :—also, used as

a prop fur nets, Xen. Cyn. 6, 7 ; v. 1., q. v.,, ,{) a pricking:

a bleeding, scarifying, Theopnr. [],,,{ II. 4) that

which has been wrenched, Hipp. ap.

Erotian., •, 6.{)^.
—II.=, Hipp.,, 6,{) snare,

trap, Lat. tendicula, unless it should
be?, from ?,., ar, ,{ II) a rope

for letting down: esp., across the en-

trance to a race-course, Galen.— II. the

rope running round a pulley ; the pulley

itself, Polyb. 8, 7, 10 ; 8, 3 : hence,, by
one pull or turn of the machine, Arist.

Mund. 6, 14 ; cf,-
pia., ov, , {) a
lancet., impf. , rarer Aft.

coUat. form of, used perh.
only in impf, Ar. Nub. 409: but
Hipp, has the compds., -. Lob. Phryn. 219., im|)erat. aor. of for,
prob. only found in compels., as-,,, etc., Pors.
Hec. 836, Or. 1330., ov, , dim. from sq.,

a little tablet or book, [a], , ,{) strictly, any
thingformed by cleaving, hence tab-

let, leaf prob. borrowed from the
Lat., for it is first used in Greek by
Eustath., and Moschop. ; while the
Lat. scheda and scida are found in

Cic, and Plin., adv., {,) gently,

thoughtfully. Macho ap. Ath. 349 13., , . Ion. -, a light boat,

raft, float, Od. 5, 174, 177, etc. ; ., a raft of hides, Xen. An.
2, 4, 28 : generally oi ships, Eur. Hec.
113. — 2. a light military bridge, a

bridge of rafts or pontoons, Hdl. 4, 88,

97, etc. ; .?., of Xerxes'
bridge, Aesch. Pers. 09.—3. a light

scaffold or frame, ., a
frame ori ivheels, for moving any thing
upon, Math. Vett.—II. a cramp or
holdfast, Philo. (In signf. I the word
is prob. fem. from, something
knocked tip off-hand, and only /or im-
mediate use. The last signf. however
points immediately to .)ia, , , Schedia, a city of
Aegypt on the Canobic mouth of the
Nile, Strab. p. 800., f. -, {) :

—to

do or treat of a thing off-hand Or on the

spur of the moment, -. Plat. iSisyph. 387
: then, esp., to speak or write off-

hand, Anaxandr. '\1., 1, 3, Cic.

Att. 6, 1, 11.—2. intr., to be careless

or negligent, ,
in the administration of the govern-
ment, Polyb. 23, 9, 12 ; .
Id. 12, 4, 4.— II. {)=,
LXX.— Cf.., , , a boragineous
plant, Hipp. ; cf. Foes. Oecon., , , {)
that which is done off-hand, an extern-

pore speech or action, Cic. Att. 15,

19, 2., ov, , {) a
speakuig, making or writing off-hand.

Plat. Sisyph. 390 C.

ar,a.d.,off-hand,hastily^, ov, , tomb of Scht
dius, in Daphnus, Strab. p. 424., Ep. adv. formed from the
fern, from, like, of

place, near, nigh, Lat. comimis, II. 5,

830., a, ov,{):—of place,
near, , close fight, hand to

hand, , weapons/or close

fight, Aesch. Cho. 162 ; cf..
—II. of time, sudden, on the spur oj

the moment, off-hand,, Anth. P.

11, 64; as adv., as we
say on the sudden, Aretae. :—adv.

-, Aral.^, ov, b, Schedius, son of

Iphitus and Hippolyte. leader of the
Phocians before Troy, 11. 2, 517

;

etc.—2. son of Perimedes, also a
leader of the Phocians before Trov.
II. 15, 515., ov, b,{, *tp>cj'>

a raft-builder.



2,, , dance of women, sary here. However, the pres.-
rery dub.,,,(,)
a sketch on a tablet. Hence, , , of or for
writing on a tablet.

, etc., is maintained by Stallb. Plat.

Gorg. 483 A, Euthyphr. 15 D, who
refers to Imman. Hermann de Verbis

i)i -, •(, etc. (Erfordiae 1832),

as conclusive on this side.—II. to, adv., from near, from have a child, produce. Soph. Fr. 230.

nigh at hand, Lat. cominus, II. 16, 800,
607 : but also, nigh at hand, near, c.

gen. vel dat., . 7.( , ., . 2, 267 ; 19, 447,
etc. (though here too the first signf.

may be defended ; for to come from
near totvards a person is to come very
near him) : from, adv., (ex(j, ) :—of

place, 7iear, hard by, nigh, Lat. cwni-
nus, freq. ia Horn., and Hes., esp. in

phrases ,
or : Horn, uses it sometimes
absol., , II. 5, 458

;

sometimes c. dat., oftener c. gen.,, ., 11. 20,

363, Od. 11, 142:—Hes. has it only
absol., and c. dat.: so in Find.,-

., . 10, 123; also,

Ttvi, . Id. .
5, 53, . 1, 118.—2. rarely of motion,
into the neighbourhood of, towards, opp.
to -' -?/, Od. 9, 280.—3. me-
taph. of relationship, Od. 10, 441.

—

II. post-Hom., ofdegree, nearly, pretty

nearly, all but, . ',,
etc., nearly all, Hdt. 1, 10, 65 ; and so

. , ov, (erij,) tena-

cious, dub. ; V. Sturz Emped. p. 230., inf. aor. of, 11.

/., , Att. for,
usu. in plur. /., ribs of beef,

Aesch. Fr. 331, Ar. Eq. 362;'/.-/., Pherecr. Metall. 1,

13 ; cf. Luc. Lexiph. 6./.), V./.)., Ep., and Ion. inf. aor. of
for, II. 8, 254: lengthd..?., , also 7., a

ship-carpenter's and blacksmith's tool,

perh. a pair ofpincers or tongs, Anth.
P. 11, 203. (From , .)
Hence?, , to take hold of with

a.?, ,,^. [\, , , dim. from?..?,?^~, , held with a?.., . and Ion. imperat. aor.

mid. of for, II., , , . -,, Scheria,

without, . the island of the Phaeacians, Od, Dem. 38, 27 ; .,
nearly the same, Hdt. 2, 48, cf. 6,

42 : in Att. esp. with verbs of know-
ing, .. Soph. Tr. 43 ;- , Eur. Tro. 898:—oft. in

Plat, merely to soften an assertion,

Phaed. 61 C, 63 E, etc., cf. Schaf.
Mel. p. 54 :

—

is freq. in

Att., as, , just be-

fore, Soph. O. T. 736;, Plat. Gorg. 472 C : freq. in

affirmative answers, Id. Soph. 250 C.

5, 34 ; 6, 8t : later, Lat.

Corcyra, now Corfu, tStrab. p. 44,

299t. (Prob. from sq.), 6, explained by Gramm., the

firm land, mainland, as opp. to the sea,

but used only in the phrase -
), in a row Or line, one after another,

uninterruptedly . successively, Pind. N.
1, 105; 11, 49, I. 6 (5), 32: some-
times written together,,-, qq. v. (Usu. deriv. from,, hke : but the signf.

or, , , (,
\

quoted by Gramm. points to.
) : — Att. tor. ap.

Hesych., who explains it by,
patient., assumed as a col lat. form

,, ()., etc.), imperat. aor of., inf. aor. mid. of, Od., , , (,) :
—

of (as' from ), to \ state, condition, esp. habit of body,
have; usu. in strengthd. signf.

hold, keep fast, check, hinder. But
this pres. appears to be a fiction ; for

no part of it is found in use, that

may not be referred to the aor.-, a poet, lengthd. form of
(which would then be an-) ;—this is certainly true of

Avhich is alterable, opp. to or
(constitution or temperament,

which is permanent), Hipp. ; v. Foes.
Oecon. : and so temporary, passing
diseases are said to be ,
opp. to those which have become
constitutional { ), lb. ;, Luc. Symp. 23 :—generally,

Hom., who only has, -
^

the nature or fashion of a thing, o~-.[) (),, : 7,, Aesch. Theb. 507, Plat. Rep.,, II. 23, 466, etc.
; |

452 C ;, Xen. Symp. 4, 57 ;, 14,
|

., way of life^ Dem. 1122,
428 ; ., 13, 163 ;

'-
,

25.—II. checking, retention, esp. of, Od. 14, 494 ;
' urine, Hipp. ; opp. to. Plat. Crat., 8, 537 : ' 424 ., 4, 758 (so, -

\ , , :—hence, Ar. Lys. 425) ; j
, ioao what ought to be stopped, io

etc.—In Pind. and Att., the inf. and '• behave unseemly, Hipp,
part, are usu. written,- , , , (, ), prob. wrongly for,- !

that which checks, a remedy, ',
0, for no evidence of the existence

I against hunger, Eur. Cycl. 135.

of a pres., impf., can
j , , , (,) hold-

he adduced, except the authority of ing back; holding firmly, retentive,

the Gramm., as E. M. 739, 51 ; , Plut. 2, 725 A, etc.—II. in
and they might have been misled by ; Logic, relative.

faulty accents, v. Herm. Soph. El.
j
, f. -,() :

—
744. These facts were first observed to complain of hardship, to complain an-

by Elmsl. Med. 186, 995, Heracl. 272;
j

grily and bit'terly, Ar. Plut. 477, Anti-
and many verbs of the same sort,

j

pho 124, 17, Piat. Gorg. 519 ;,, etc., will be
found fully discussed in EUendt
Lex. Soph. s. v. : — the
strongest cases in favour of a pres.

signf. are Pind. P. 6, 19, Aesch. Cho.
832, though it is by no means neces-
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Tivi, Dem. 913, 9. Hence?., ov, 6, angry, bitter

complaining, impatience, and the like,

Thuc. 8, 53.?., , , suited to com-
plaint, indignant.

?., a, ov, though Hom. has' only in II. 3. 414, Od. 23.
150 ; /. only Od. 4, 729 ; of,
ov, Eur. 1. T. 051 : (. ).—i.

of persons, doing and enduring, daring,
rash, reckless; hence, hard-hearted,
cruel, ynerciless, savage, freq. in Hom.

;

usu. of heroes, etc., terrible for

strength and recklessness, as Achil-
les, Diomed, Hector, II. 5, 403; 9,

630, etc. ; /.,), Od. 21, 28 ; esp. of the Cy-
clops, Od. 9, 351, 478 ; also of Jupiter.

II. 2, 112, Od. 3, 161 ; of the gods gen-
erally, U. 24, 33 ; of Saturn, Hes. Th.
488; of sleep, during which one is

killed, cr^tel, Od. 10, 69 ; also of wild-
beasts, savage, Hdt. 3, 108 :—in Oratt.,. , Dem. 346, 1, etc.

—

2. much-siiffering, unflinching, of Nes-
tor, ,-?, 11. 10, 164, cf.

Od. 12, 279 : — hence, just like r/.^-

v,7niserable, unhappy,Aesch.Pr. 6^1,
and freq. in Eur. : olt. with a notion
of contempt,/.

wretched fool ! Hdt. 3, 155 ; -. Soph. Phil. 369, cf. Ant. 47,
Eur., etc. ;—but this signf. oi misera-
ble never occurs in Hom. ; for in II.

18, 13, which is usu. quoted for it,

the sense of reckless, rash, should be
retained.—II. of things, first in Od.,
and Hes., but only in the phrase-}, cruet, shocking, abominable
doings, Od. 9, 295 ; as opp. to

and', Od. 14, 83; as ^, Od. 22, 413 ; so in Hdt.
6, 138 ; also, . ,
Ar. Plut. 856 : also,/. alone,
as,?., Soph. Aj. 887 ;-
TAia, Eur. Andr. 1179; .' .. Plat. Gorg. 467

; -, Isocr. 378 .—
[Horn, always puts. em-
phatically at the beginning of a line,

except once in fem., II. 3, 414; and
twice in neut., Od. 14, 83 ; 22, 413.
Hence always ?.- in Horn., ex-
cept in 11. 3, 414, where'
must either be pronounced as dissyll..

or has the first syll. short.], Ep. , 3 sing. aoi.

mid. of, II.,, , (,):—
like Lat. habitus, theform, shape,frame,
outuord appearance, the figure, person,

Ar. Eccl. 150; also in plur., Eur. An-
tiop. 6 ; . Id. I. T.
292 ; ., a triangulai
shape, Polyb. 1, 42,3 :—periphr.,

for, as, ., Aesch. Theb. 488; -. Soph. Phil. 952 ; .,
Lur. Ale. 911, etc.—2. esp., theform,
figure, opp. to the reality, ., a mere outside, Eur. Aeol. 18,

cf. Erechth. 17, 27 : hence, a mere
show, pretence, like, Thuc.
8, 89. — 3. the bearing, look, air, mien,.. Soph. Ant. 1169

;

., Xen. Cyr. 6,

4, 20 ; ., Jb. 5, 1, 5 : esp.,

stateliness, dignity, pomp, Ar. Eq. 1331,

., Plat. Legg. 685 C ; ov. , not according to
his rank, Polyb. 3, 85, 9 : — of the
stately air of a horse, Xen. Eq. 1, 8,
7, 10 : in plur.. gestures, Xen. Apol.
27.—4. the fashion, manner, way of a
thing, . ,, Eur. Med.
1039, Phoen. 252 ;. Plat. Criti. 112'D:, fashion of dress. Soph. Phil.

223 ; so, alone, Xen. Oec. 2,.

4.—5. a character assumed, Lat. per-

sona, partes,.,3/./.
Plat. Rep. 476 , Ale. 1, 135 D :
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), Lat. in malris loco,

Id. Legg. 918 E, cf. Isocr.311 E.—.
the state, nature, constitution of a thing,

?., Thuc. 6, 89 ; so,, species, kinds of diseases,

Hipp., V. Foes. Oecon.—7. a figure in

dancing ; hence in plur., steps, Eur.
Cycl. 221 ; and, generally, a dance,

Ar. V'esp. 1485 ; cf..—8.

also in music. Plat. Legg. 055 A : in

rhetoric, etc.. Id. Ion 53 C, cf. Cic.

Brut. 37, etc. : in logic, the figure of

a syllogism, Arist.

—

9. a sketch, outline,

plan, scheme of a thing, Plat. Rep. 365

C : a mathematical form, diagram.

Hence, f. -', to form, shape,

dress up, arrange, tu,
Plat. Rep. 526 D : so in mid.,-, to dress her hair, Eur.
Med. 1161.—2. .. to ges-

ticulate, Plat. Hipp. Mm. 374 ; and,

absol., to dance, Ar. Pac. 324. — II.

pass,, to put one's self in

certain forms or postures, assume vari-

ous shapes. Foes. Oec. Hipp. : to ges-

ticulate, Xen. Symp. 1, 9.—2. to be

dressed out, tricked or adorned in a cer-

tain way, , Aesch.
Theb. 405.—3. to behave or demean
one's self in a Certain way, give one's

self a certain appearance, Lat. simvlare,, he made as if
he knew him, Plat. Soph. 268 A, cf.

Stallb. Gorg. 511 D ;, they pretend to be un-

learned. Id. Prot. 342 D ; cf. Phaedr.
255 A :, made up,

artificial, with borrowed plumes, Lys.
Fr.'43, cf. Ruhnk. Tim.",, ov, , dim. from-, esp. in plur., the figures of a dance,}, Hdt. 6, 129. [d], ^,= sq., ov, ,()

.rthe assuming of a shape or posture, a

dressing up, . Plat. Rep.
425 :—and so, absol., pomp, vanity,

lb. 494 :—generally, assumjAion of

what does not belong to one, pretence,

Plut Nic. 3, Arat. 49, etc. :

—

outward

behaviour, Id. Dio 13 : deportment, Id.

Demosth. 10, Num. 8 ; etc., , to mark fig-ures

,

Arithm. Vett.

(1<1>, , , a marking

of figures., , , a magazine of
gestures, etc., Ath. 258 A., ,(,)
to giveform, shape orfashion to a thing,

and so =, Theophr. :

—

pass., like, to take a

form, shape or posture, Xen. Eq. 10,

5 : to gesticulate. Hence, , , a forming,
shaping or putting in posture.—II. USU.

of pantomimes, gesticulation.,, , a late form
for, Hermes ap. Stob. Eel. 1,

162., ,^, Hcsych. ; cf.

Lob. Phryn. 447., fut. of, Hom., , , (, )=,., also,, adv.,

splinter-wise, esp. of fractures of the
bones, Medic./, ,(,) like

a splinter, splintery, DlOSC.,, ,,^-, Arist. ap. Ath. p. 397 .,, o,=sq., Anth. P. 6,

231. [], , ,() like,
cleft piece of wood, a splint, splinter,

like Lat. scindula from scindo : hete-
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rocl. ace. for, Hesych.
[i], ov,, dim. from foreg.

—

2. in \.=/.. [],,—., Hesych.', ,(,) with

cloven hoofs, susp., not, , , Ion.,() :

—

piece of wood cleft off. a
splinter, pale, like,, Od.
14, 425 : in plur., wood cleft small, esp.

fire-wood, II. 1, 462, Od. 3, 459 : hence,
from the common use of such wood,
—2. a torch, tyrand, Ar. Pac. 1024, 1032.
—3. an arrow, LXX,—II. a cleft, gap,

Synes., , 6,=1,,
Cratm. Incert. 90, ubi v. Meineke.. ov, TO, dim. from.', , ace. to Phavo-.=<)'., , , the nature of a, Arist. Part. An. 1, 3, 18., , , , (,) with parted toes,. to-, Arist. . . 8, 3, 12, Part.

An. 1. 3, 20., , (/,)
uuth parted U'ings, of birds, opp. to

bats and winged insects (),
Arist. Incess. An. 10, 4.2, f.- [], to split, cleave,

Od. 4, 507 ; of the plough, Pind. P. 4,

406 ; ),, Id.

. 9, 59; . Soph. .
99; esp. of wood, Xen. . 1, 5, 12,

etc. : to rend asunder, Hes. Sc. 428 :, like, Plat.

T)m. 36 D :—generally, to part asun-

der, separate, H. Hom. Merc. 128;
NftAof , Hdt.
2, 17, cf. 4, 49:—so in pass.,, branches

into three channels. Id. 2, 17, cf 1,

75 ; so, b -
1), Plat. Tim. 21 ; so also,, Hdt. 7, 31 ; -, the army divided, 8, 34

;, their

opinions were divided, 7, 219.—II.-, to make milk curdle, make
the whey separate from the curds :

hence yaka, curds, Diosc.

(Akin to,,, to Lat.

scindo, scheda. Germ, schciden, etc.,

cf Pott Et. Forsch. 1,244.), ov, 6, Att. for-, a cleft piece of wood, a splin-

ter, Ar. Nub. 130, Ran. 819: also, 6, Hipp.,=^. Hence/, , a cleaving into

smalt pieces,Galen. [v~], ov, ,(,-
ov) mastich-oil, from the berries of the, Diosc., .-, ():—

., to clean the teeth with a

inastich tooth-pick. Iambi. ; so also

absol. in mid.— II. in mid. also of cer-

tain movements in a dance, Ath. 621 C,
ubi al.., , ov,() of mas-
tich-wood, Diosc. [],, ,() the berry

of the mnstich-tree, Theophr.— II. a
name of Venus, Lye. 832., ov,( II,-
?.) with a squill-shaped, i. e. peaked
head, epith. of Pericles, Cratin..
1 ; cf. Plut. Pericl. 3 and 13., , , the 7nastich-trce, Lat.

lentiscus, first in Hdt. 4, 177 ; browsed
by goats, Babrius 3, 5 (Boisson.)—II.

a squill, usu. ?., Ar. Plut. 720,
V. Foes. Oec. Hipp., ov, ,(,-) one who chews mastich-wood or

tises a mastich toothpick, Luc. Lexiph.
12., , b, () =
foreg., , () mastich-like,

full of it., , ,() a cleaving,

parting, division. Plat. Phaed. 97 A,
C : esp. of roads, lb. 108 A ; of rivers,

Plut. 2, 93 F. [t],,,() that which
is cloven or parted : a cleft, division, as
of hoofs, Arist. H. A. 2, 1, 26.—IL
generally, division, variance, schism,
N. T. Hence, , , of or for divi

ding : schismatic., , , a cleft, Arist. Plant.
1, 6, 6., ov, b, () a cleaving,

Aesch. Ag. 1149., , ,() cloven, part'
ed, divided, . Soph. . .
733 : ., . fin. :, a kind of women's shoes, prob.
so called from their finely-cut straps,

Eupol. Phil. 2 : , a
woman's garment. Poll.—2. cloven-hoof-

ed, opp. tu. Plat. Polit. 265 D.
— II. that may be split or cleft, divisible,

Lnt.fi.^silis, Theophr., poet, for, 3 pi.

opt. aor. mid. of, II. 2, 98., opt. aor. act. of.^, , , Schoeneiis, son
of Athamas and Themisto, king of
Boeotia, father of Atalanta, Apollod.
1, 9,2.,, ,() a hump or
bunch of rushes, Theophr.— II. a place
or tine measured out (v. 111) .

hence, the circuit of a city, Casaub,
Strab. p. 379.— III. a cording together,., a garland or cluster of
grapes, Joseph., , ,( II)

ropewalk, Inscr. Olbian., {. -,( III)

measure out a country by : esp.
to portion out conquered countries.—II,

mid., v. 1. for.7., ov, , a water-bird, like

the white water-wagtail, prob. akio
to. Arist. II. A. , 3, 13;
where, however, Bekk. reads-

: the forms,-
are also found., , 01",=: sq., , ov, () :

—

of
nishes, made of rushes, Eur. Autol. 3,

Ar. Fr. 227.—11. like a rush, hence
long, lank, Hesych. ; like Lat. juncevs,
ejuncidus, ior gracilis., ov, , () : —
rope twisted of rushes ; generally,

rope, cord, Hdt. 1, 26 ; 5, 85, Ar. Ach.
22, etc. : proverb.,', Aristid.—II. nietaph., an un-
broken series or chain,, Pind. Fr. 124, like negoti-

orum catenam abrumpere in Seneca.

—

III, in comedy, for the wiemfcrum DiVi/c,

Ar. Vesp. 1342., ov,(,•)=.,,=^, . 1. Eur.
Cycl. 208., , (,) twisting ropes : a ropemaker.

—II. winding up the rope of a well, a
water-drawer., , and-,
ov,()— ioTeg.,, ,() :

—

ves-

sel of rushes, a sieve, etc. : also a rope,

cord, Theocr. 23, 51.—II. the fruit of
the, Theophr. [t]



, , [ZJ, poet. fern, of, Nic. . 546.,, .()
measuring out by.—II. a piece

of land so 7neasiired out, a portion, allot-

merit, LXX., ov, , {) a
measuring out with ropes, Plut. LucuU.
20; where it is usu. interpr. racks;
but V. Schaf. ad 1./, 01', , (CT^'Oii'Of) made of
rushes, fern, -, , Leon. Tar.
91.,, 6, =,
Arist. . . 9, 1,27.—II. an effeminate

air on the flute., , to dance on a rope :

from, ov, 6,( II,

8uiv<j) a rope-dancer, schoenobates m
Juven. 3, 77. [a] Hence(-3, , , a rope-dance,

Hipp. Hence, ,, ofoxfor rope-

dancing : ij -KTj (sc.), the art of
rope-dancing,, ov, , a rope of rush-

es, Nicet., ov, (, )
bound with ropes or cords, Nicet., , , rope-dancing,

Hipp : from, ov,{,,) a rope-dancer., . {,)
rtish-like : rushy.— II. like a rope or
cord, Joseph.,,,{) rusht/:

cf.., ov,{,-) plaited of rjishes, Araros. 1, 4.', , , of or for
rope-making,, Strab. : from, ov,{, -) twisting rushes : a maker of rush-

ropes, mats, etc., Hipp. p. 1120.

on'07?i, ov, 6, a dealer in rush-

ropes, mats, etc.. 01', 6. also in later

writers from about Theophr. : rush.

Lit. junctis, H'it. 4, 190 ; esp., the aro-

matic rush, Hipp, cf Foes. Oecon.;
V. sub : various other kinds
are found,,,/.,/, etc. : also, a

sharp, sti^ rush, a reed, arrow, Batr.

256, Ar. Ach. 230; used as a spit,

Plat. (Com.) Incert. 22.-2. place

where rushes grow, a rtish-bed, Od. 5,

463, Find. O. 6, 90.—II. and ?/, any
thing twisted or plaited of rushes, esp.

a rush-rope, and so generally, a rope,

cord, first in Hdt. 1, 66 ; 5,'l6, etc.

;

cf. :
— ., basket,

Ar. Fr. 89.—III. in Greece, the-
was a land-measure, by which, as

in Italy by the pertica. conquered
countries were measured out and al-

lotted to new settlers, cf Hdt. 1, 66;
called a Persian measure by Call. ap.

Plut. 2, 602 F, cf Ath. 122 A :—Hdt.,

2, 6, makes it=2 Persian parasangs,
^60 stades; but it was usu. taken
at An//that length, Hero de Mens.^', ov, , Schoenus, a city

of Boeotia on the Schoenus, near
Thebes, II. 2, 497; Strab. p. 408:
hence, iur, , an itihab. of
Schoenus, Anth. P. 13, 22.,,=-, Plut. 2, 473 C., , ,=-., pecul. fern, of sq.,

>•
^•

, ,, ,{,) :

tretched out like a measuring line or

marked out thereby, hence—1, straight,

in a straight line, Hdt. 1, 189, 199;, to draw a
straight line, Hdt. 7, 23.—2. stretched

out lengthwise, far stretched uut, prolix,

in which sense Find. Fr. 47 has a
pecul. fem. , form-
ed like,, etc.—
II. twisted or plaited of rushes, Anth.
P. 0, 5.,, , a straight course.—11. length, Strab. : from, ov, {,)
stretched with rushes or cords,

-, a seat of rushes, Hipp.,, ovv, contr. for

: esp. ., a place grown
over with rushes, Strab. Hence^,, , Schoenus, a
river of Boeotia, Sirab. p. 408.—II. a
harbour of Corinth on the Sinus Sa-
ronicus, Id. p. 369.— 111. a large plain

in Hispania, the Spartnria ol Phny,
near Carthago Nova, Id. p. 160./., adv., written also

and, a
game .so!newhat like our liuiit-the-slipper.

Poll. 9, 1 15., ov, carrying rushes,

cords or mats., ov, with a rein of
twisted rushes, [uj,,=, Nic.
Al. 152., , , (as if from-) twisted like a rope or cord, Cos-
mas., f. -, {.) to have
leisure or spare time, be at leisure, to

have nothing to do, Ar. Lys. 212, Thuc.
4, 4, Plat., etc. : c. mf , to have leisure

or time to do a. thing, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1,

9 ; 8, 1, 18: hence,—2. to act leisurely,

linger, delay, Aesch. Supp. 207, 883,
Eur. Hec. 730.—II. . ,
Lat. vacare a re, to have rest or respite

from any thing, ceasefrom doing, Xen.
Cyr. 7, 5, 52, cf. Hell. 7, 4, 28 ; so,., Plut.—III. ,
Lat. vacare rei, to have leisure, time or
opportunityfor thing, to devote one's

tnne to any thing, -, Dem. 594, 16

;

so,- , Xen. Mem. 3, 6, 6;, Plut. Brut. 22.—2. also c. dat.

pers., to devote one's self to him,. Id. Cyr. 7, 5, 39 : esp. of schol-
ars, . Tin, to deivte one's self to a
master, attend his lectures, Plut. 2, 844
A, B.—3. absol., to devote one's self to

learning ; and then, to give lectures (cf.), keep a school, Id. Demosth. 5.

—IV. of a place, to be empty, vacant or
unoccupied, Id. C. Gracch. 12., u, ov,{) '.—at one's

leisure or ease, slow, .,
to go leisurely, Thuc. 3, 29 ;, Xen. An. 4, 1, 13. Adv. -,
lb. 1, 5, 8:—compar.,. or-, Hdt. 9, 6, Thuc. 4, 47, Plat.,

etc. ; superl.'., Xen. Hell.

6, 3, 6 ;—as if formed from dat.-
?.y, like'/ from '/. : but
also.,-, Xen. An.
1, 5, 9, Lac. 11, 3. Hence7., :, , slowness, lazi-

ness, Thuc. 2, 18., , to be a,
Diog. L. 8, 1.7.], ov, h, {7. III, -) the head of a school., ov, , {^)
a placefor passing leisure in, Plut. Lu-
cull. 42, Moschio ap. Ath. 207 E., ov, , like-, at leisure,, Plut. 2, 135 :./, Id. Solon 22./., , , {?.) be-

«If leisure, idle, Arist. Pol. 6, 8, 22 ;. ., lounging parties, lb. 5,
11,5: TO', leisure, Epict.— II. devoting one'.1 leisure to learning,
learned, Lat. scholasticus, scholaris,
Plut. Cicer. 5.-2. a pedant, learned
ass, simpleton, Luc. Hierocl., etc.', , , leisure, spare time,
rest, ease, Lat. otium, vacalio, first in
Hdt. 3, 131, Pind. N. 10, 86. then freq.

in Att. : aytiv, to be at leisure,

Hdt. 1. c, Eur., etc.
; -, i. e. make haste, Aesch. Ag. 1059 ;' uv /. ^, Eur. I. T.

1432 ; . , Xen.
Cyr. 7, 5, 42, Mem. 2, 6, 4 :{) , c. inf., I have time to..,

Aesch. Ag. 1055, Plat., etc. : ov-
?,. Plat. Prot. 314 D ;, he thought he had
plenty of time, Thuc. 5, 10 : .•, , Xen. Cyr. 4, 2,

22, Hier. 10, 5:' -, to wait one's leisure. Plat.
Rep. 370 : , a work
for leisure, i. e. requiring attention,
Eur. Andr. 552 : oft. with a prep., as
adv., /, at leisure, at a fit time,

Eur. 1. T. 1220 ; so, or -. Plat. Theaet. 172 D, Criti. 110
A ; , Id. Phaedr. 228 A ;

cf infra B.—2. c. gen., leisure, rest

from a thing,. Soph. O. T.
1286 ;, Eur. H. F. 7:^5 ; so,.. Plat. Phaed. 66 D, cf Xen.
Cyr. 8, 3, 47.—3. idleness,.-, Eur. Hipp. 384, cf Soph.
Fr. 288.— 11. that in which leisure is

employed, esp., a learned discus.sion, dis-

putation, lecture, Lat. schola, Plat.
Legg. 820 C ;'-, Plut., etc. ; cf Wyt-
lenb. 2, 15 A,Cic. Tusc. 1,4: hence,
learned leisure, philosophy, and the like,

Plut.— III. the place where such lectures

were given, a school, Arist. Pol. 5, 11,

5, Plut. Ale.x. 7 ;—but also,—2.=, Vitniv.

B. /.7), as adv., leisurely, like

(q. v.), Thuc. 1, 142.—2. at

one's leisure, i. e. scarcely, hardly, not
at all. Soph, O. T. 434, Ant. 390, Plat.,

etc. : a Utile, ov /, Eur.
Ion 276.^.3. , alter

.., much less. Andoc. 12. 21, cf. 13,
tin. ; so, ... Plat. Phaed. 65 B., ov, ,{) a scho
liast, commentator., , ,{ ) scho
lastic, usual in the schools, .-,=, Prol. Arist.
Plant.—Adv. -, after the manner nf
the schools, Se.xt. Emp. p. 461.?, , to write scholia., ov,{,) writing scholia, b ., a commen
tator., , {/. II) scholium,
interpretation, comment, Cic. Att. 16,

7, 3 ; , Luc. Vit
Auct. 23., , ov, part. aor. mid., Horn., imperat. aor. mid. of., ov, 6, a hedge-hog, urchin,
also, the Lat. heres, hericius, heri

naceus, akin to., subj. aor. act. of, 1 plur, II., part. aor. act. of, Od, v.,., Att. nom. pi. contr. for.\7],, 6, Sogenes, son of
Thearion of Aegina, a victor in the
pentathlon at the Nemean games,
Pind. iN. 7, 11, 103.', . h, Sonchis, an .\e-

gyp tian priest of Sais, Plut. Sol. 26.
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^,, , Sodamas, masc.
pr. ., Paus.^, , . Sodamus, masc.
pr. ., Aiith. P. 7, 40•!; etc., ov, TO, v. sub., ai, a kind of singing bird,

0pp. Ix. 3, 2., Ton. impf. from, II.

8, 363, V. ^).?.,, , ^,=<7/(•., lengthd.from \',',', (.V• iiiira) : f, aor. -
: pass, : pf. pass. usu., but more Att., ci.

Plat. Criti. 109 D, Bekk. :—mid.-, etc. Of these regul. forms

Hoin. has only part. pres., Od.

5, 490 : the opt. is dub. in Hes.

Op. 374. But from the obsol.,
Horn, has the Ep. forms— 1. regul.

fut., and aor. act. [],
very freq. : fut. mid., Od.

21, 309; aor. pass., which
aor. occurs also in Att. :—of this

pres. there occur only, Theogn.
866. Call. Del. 22,, Tyrtae.

2, 13, imperat., . Honi. 12, 3

(where howe-ver Wolf has), Call.

Epigr. 34, and twice in Anth. ; but

in some of these places changes are

proposed.—^2. irom contr. pres.

(whence the usu. ), part,-, Od. 9, 430 ; freq. impf.,
II. 8, 363 : . Rh. has besides

and mid..—3. from, subj.,,, II.—4. imperat. act.' [], for the contr. form, Od.

13, 230, etc. : but also as 3 impf. for, II. 16, 363 : etc. : and also

stands for and, ci. Heyne
II. 16, 363 : the regul. aor. pass,-

is first in Hdt. 4, 97.— Buttm.
recognises an old Att. fut. in

Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 107.

To save, rescue, keep, Hom. ; esp.,

to keep alive, preserve, , 11.

21, 238 ; opp. to, Xen. An.

3, 1, 38 :—pass., tn be saved, preserved,

kept aline, opp. to '/, II. 15,

503, Od. 3, 185, etc.
;
g<-nerally, to be

well off, do well, prosper, oi-
voi, those who would he well, Plat.

Theaet. 176 D.—2. of things, to keep

safe, preserve, only once in Horn.,, Od. 5, 490 (yet

in Greek poetry fire is a living ele-

ment) ; for in ., vf/, etc.,

the inmates are referred to : but in

Alt. freq. of things, . tu,-, Ar. Thesm. 820,

Thuc. 1, 70 : ., Dcm. 343, 4 :

and so to maintain, uphold, Id. 022,

16.—3. to keep, i. e., observe, the laws,

etc., ., Acsch. Eum. 241
;. Soph. Ant. 1114;, Eur. Hel. 1552, etc. : also ., to keep it undefiled,

Id. Or. 575.

—

i. in mid. c. ace, to pre-

serve for one's self, esp. to store up m
mind, reme/nber, opp. to 7,
Soph. O. T. 318, cf El. 1257; or to^, Eur. Hipp. 389, nbi v.

Monk, and cf. Elmsl. Bacch. 792;
and so in prose, Plat. Uep. 455 B,

Theaet. 153 B, 163 D; the act. in

this signf. occurs, Eur. Hel. 206.— II.

Construftion :— 1. simply c. ace. v.

supra.—2. with adilitional signf. of

motion to a place, ifl britig one safe to,

if(•, Od. 5, 452 ; iwl, II.

17, 692., II. 5, 224, etc. ; later

also with adverbs,,, etc.,

Valck. Phoen. 732: in pass., to get

safe off or escape to a place,'/, Hdt. 4, 97, cf. 5, 98
;

9. 103 ; so. , , Xen.
An. , 3, 20, etc. ;

-
C//!',Theocr. 15.4.—3. . ,
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, etc., to carry off safe, res-

cue from..., II. 5, 4G9 ; 11. 752. Od. 4,

753 : , to rescue

it from tiiem, Sofih. Ant. 1102: and
m pass.,/, Eur. Or.

779: cf. /.—i. c. int., a'i -', who save thee from dy-

ing, Eur. Phoen. GOO., ov,,=, Math.
Vett., to have power or strength,

Aesch. Eum. 36: to be able, be in a
condition or stale to do, C. inf., Soph.
El. 119.^7, , , Soclarus, masc.
pr. n., Plut.^, a. Dor. and-, ov, , Soclides, an Aeginetan,
Pnid. N. 6, 35.-2. a Spartan, Xen.
Hell. 7, 4, 19.? contd. -, , .
Socles, son of Lycaon, Apollod.

—

Others in Dem. ; etc.

2~0, ov, , stout, strong, epith.

of Mercury, II. 20, 72 ; also as a pr.

n. jSocus, sonof Hippasus,aTrojant,
II. 11,427., tDind. -, uf, comic
word in Ar. A v. 1282, to do like So-
crates, to imitate his dress, gait, and
slovenly habits., contr. , ; ace.

sing, in Plat. fSymp. 174 A ; etc.t, tso in Ar., Nub. 182, 1465,

elct; in Xen. fMeni. 1, 1, 1 ; etc.f

: vocat., fXen.
Symp. 2, 10; Plat. Theaet. 147 C;
etc., Socrates, son of Sophroniscus,
the celebrated Athenian philosopher,

Plat. ; Xen. ; etc.—2. son of Antige-
nes, a naval commander of the Athe-
nians, Thuc. 2, 23.-3. a banker at

Athens, Dem. 953, 12.—4. an actor

at Athens, Id. 314, 12.-5. an adhe-
rent of Philip of Macedon, of Oreus,
Id. 126, 4.—6. an Achaean, a com-
mander of the Greeks in tiie army of

the younger Cyrus, Xen. An. 2, 6,

30.—Others in Plat. Theaet. 147 D

;

Polyb. ; etc. [a]ipa, ov, , Socratides, an
Athenian archon, 01. 101, 3, Dem.
1186, 10; 1356,5.^, ov, , dim. from, my dear Socrates, Ar. Nub.
222., , , adj. from -, Socratic, of or concerning So-

crates : oi ., the philosophers of his

school, tLuc. Amor. 23., ov, (,) nailed, patched up with or by
Socrates, Mnesil. ap. Diog. L. 2, 18., 7/, . a channel, gutter,

pipe. Archil. 98, Hdt. 3, 60 : a syringe,

squirt, as perh. in Plut. Galb. 19.—2.

a cylindrical box for keeping a broken
limb straight. Foes. Oecon. Hipp.— 3.

a hollow fold in a garment.— 4. a grooved

tile, Lat. imbrex, Plut. 2, 526 B.—5.

shell-fish, perh. like the razor-fish,

Epich. p. 22. (Said to come from.), ov, , Diosc, and, , , dim. from.7., . , as if from -
2-7, one who fishes for the 7^
(5), Phanias ap. Aih. 90 E.7.6, , {7//, )
groove-like or pipe-shaped, Dio C.', ov, , one who fishes

for the (5), Ath., , {) to make into

a groove or pipe, Paul. Aeg. Hence
7^7>, , , like a,

grooved, hollowed out.,,, the body as a whole,
both of men and animals : but in

[

Horn., as Aristarch. remarks, always
the dead body, corpse, carcass, whereas
the living body is, Apollon. Lex.
s. V. ; -, 11. 3, 23 (ubi
. Heyn.); ' -, 7, 79 ; ., Od. 1 1, 53 :—Irom Hes. Op.
538 downwds., also of the living hu-
man body ; so Hdt. and Att. in both
signfs. ; , Aesch.
Theb. 890 ; etc. :

—

, , etc., to be in a bad,
a good state of body, etc., Xen. Mem.
3, 12, 1, and 5.—2. body, as opp. to
the spirit {). Find. iV. 96

;

opp. to the soul (-). Plat., v. esp.
Gorg. 493^ A, Phaed. 91 C :, bodily labours, Xen.
Mem. 2, 8, 2 ; ., at, TO . ., lb. 1, 5, 6, Plat. Kep.
328 D ; cf. : -, bodily punishments,
Aeschin. 46, 31.—3. one's life in the

flesh, life, existence,, Lys. 102, 35 (but also
one's personal freedom. Id. 167, 36)

;

, Antipho 117,
19.—II. generally, any material, corpo-
real substance, .- ),
Plat. Phaedr. 245 ;' an outward cor-

poreal frame. Id. Polit. 288 D ;, . Id.

Tim. 31 , 32 C : the whole body or
7nnss of a thing, , Arist.
Probl. : but also an animal body, as
opp. to plants, Plat. Rep. 564 A.

—

111. a person, hmnan being. Plat. Legg.
908 A, Xen., etc., cf. Lob. Phryn.
378 : esp. of slaves, -, Dem. 480, 10, Plut., etc. :—, Xen. Hell. 2, J,

19 :—also periphr., , for, Valck. Phoen. 415.—IV. a single
member when spoken of by itself,, Ael.7^, , {,)
to anoint the body and exercise it,

Diod., , (,) to

exercise the body, to practise wrestling,

etc., Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 17 ; 3, 1, 20, etc.:

—metaph., . , to trai7i

one's self for v/ar, prepare for it, Plut.
Aemil. 8. Hence, , , one who prac-
tises bodily exercises : also a teacher oj

them, Diog. L. 8, 46 : and, , , bodily exercise,

esp. of an athletic kind, Plat. Legg.
646 D, 674 B, Xen. Mem. 3, 9, 11., ov, , like,
dim. from., , to trade in bodies,

of a slave-merchant, Strab. : and,,, trade in slaves

:

from, ov, (,-) a slave-merchant., , to lead a mass or a
corps : from,, (.,) carry-

ing a man, i. e. usedfor riding, .•, Suid., () to embody, like, StoD., . ,() bodily, of
or for the body, Lat. corporeus,,
Arist. Eth. N. 10, 3, 6 ; 1),-
., Polyb. 6, 5, 7, etc. Adv. -,
Plut. 2, 424 D., , ov, (a)=oeg.
[«] ^, ov, , dim. from,
a small body, Isocr. 415 E.—II. in

plur., padding or stays, used by actors

to improve their figure, Plat. (Com.)
Incert. 68 ; cf Luc. Jup. Trag. 41.

—



. book, volume, Heraclid. Alleg.

.—IV. a corporate body, Pandect, [],', , , bodily harm
or injury., ,(.) like

the nature of a body, corporeal, Pjlat.

Phaed. 83 D : ro , corporeal na-

ture, lb. 81 C, etc.—II. rnetaph.,

organic, systematic,, Arist.

Rhet. Al. 37, 14 ;, Polyb. 1

,

3, 4. Adv. -., , , a coffin, Inscr.~?.,,,=:^>-., ,(,) to

make into a body or a whole : and
pass., to be united in one body, Polyb.

—II. to make like a body, make com-
pact, firm, strengthen,, Polyb. 2,

45, 6 : hence, to maintain, support,, Diog. L. 2, 138 : to refresh, ipv,, Polyb. 3, 90, 4, Fr. Gr.

123 : to exalt, magnify,, Id.

Fr. H. 58.— III. to embody, personify,

like, Ernesti Lex.
Rhet., , , personification., , suited, fitted,

properfor the body.,, ,() corpo-

reality, Sext. Einp. p. 325., ov, to, (,
Tpitptj) a place where slaves are kept,

Lat. ergastidum, Diod.,, ,(,*)=^, Hermes ap. Stob.

Eel. 1, p. 1088., ,(,)
corrupt or enervate the body, Aesch.

Ag. 948 ; iibi nunc Dind.-,
Schiitz-., , nourishing or
supporting the body.,, 6, =-., , f. -?}, to be a

body-guard, Diod. : and'?., , , a guarding
the body, Diod. : and/, ov, to, a place

where a body is guarded or kept, a grave,

sepulchre, Luc. Contempl. 22 : [ct]

from,, ,(, -
?) body-guard, Ath., Hdn. 4. 13. [], ,() to embody, make
into a body : in pass., to become solid

and substantial, Arist. Gen. An. 2, C,

35; Theophr.—II. to bring into a whole., , =,
Theophr., , ,() an
embodying: a thickening,^^^. []\,, , Somis, a statuary,

Paus. 6, 14, 13., Att. ace. sing, for, Thuc.
3,34., for, Dinol. ap. A. B.

p. 114., r=,. .
Rh. ; cf. Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. 206., ov, -, v.., a, ov, contr., q. v.^, ov, , Sopaetis, father

of the person who delivered the ora-

tion of Isocrates entitled-, Isocr. 358 C.\, ov, 6, Sopatrus or So-

paler, a writer of Paphos, Ath. 644 :

cf Id. 158 E.—Others in N. T. ; etc., Dor. and poet, for,
Bockh V. 1. Pind. O. 13, 87 (130), I.

I, 63 (89);—like for--.\, , SopUhes, a king of

the Indi, Strab. p. 700., dub. word quoted by
Hesych. from Xen., . ol-

^,. , Sopolis, an Athe-
nian, Isocr. 386 D.—2. a cavalry offi-

cer of Alexander the Great, Arr. An.
1, 2, 5 ; etc.—Others in Anth. ; etc., , , Sora, a city of La-
tium, Strab. p. 238., , a woollen cloth for rub-

bing down horses. Poll., , 6,() a chest or

basket, for various purposes, Ar. Fr.

244; cf Jac. Anth. P. p. 91.—II. a
barrow for carrying ivood upon, [, Ar.

I. c, Babr. Fr. 25, Schneid.], ov,, , Mons So-
racte. a mountain of Etruria, now
Sant' Oreste, Strab. p. 226., , , a heaping up, Plut.

Otho 14.—.=•., ov. , heaped up, in heaps:

esp. in Logic, {-) a sorites, or heap of syllogisms,

the conclusion of one forming the
premiss of the next, Cic. Acad. 2, 16,

etc., Luc. Symp. 23;— acervus was
used in Lat. as well as sorites., ,=, Suid.,, ,() that

ichich is heaped up : a heap, pile, Xen.
Cyr. 7, 1, 32.,, , an accumulating,

Arist. Metaph. 12, 2, 7 : and, , , heaped up, Alex.". 1 : from, f -, () to heap

one thing oji another, , Arist.

Rhet. 2, 15, 2.—II. to heapuith some-
thing, c. gen., a. aiyiaXov,
Polyb. 16, 8, 9; c. dat., ., Hdn. 4, 8 ; -, Anth. P. 7, 233.

7;(5', adv., as if from, by
heaps, Polyb. 1, 34,5, etc., , , () of or be-

longing to heaps : of the nature of a-, Sext. Emp. p. 231 ; cf Hor.
Ep. 2, 1, 47., , ,=. Hence, , , in the form of a
sorites. Adv. -, Sext. Emp., , , fem. from-

: esp. epith. of Ceres, The Giver

of heaps of corn, Orph. H. 39, 5., , () like heaps,

Hesych., ov, , a heap, Lat. cumulus,, Hdt. 6, 125 : esp. a heap

of corn, Hes. Op. 770 ; ., Hdt.
1, 22; 2, 75; 7., ., Xen.
Hell. 4, 4, 12

;
generally, a heap, quan-

tity,,,, Ar.

Plut. 269, 270, 804 : a heap or mound
of earth, Xen. Vect. 4, 2 : .,
Xen. Hell. 1. c. (Akin to, q. v.)', , , , defect, adj., of

which we find in good authors only
the ace. sing,, ace. pi., which
is also nom. pi. in Dem. 61, 13; 93,

24 :—but , are said to have
been used as nom. pi., and the Gramm.
quote a fem. sing, , and neut. pi., of which the last occurs in Eur.
Hypsip. 12, Plat. Criti. Ill C, Bekk.

:

—Horn, has only nom. sing. masc.. Of the post-Honi. lengthd.form, the exact Att. writers used only
nom. plur. masc. and neut.,,
Thom. . p. 30 ; though Xen. also
has, An. 3, 1, 32; and Luc., pro Laps. 8 : so, the Ion.

seems to have been used only in nom.
and ace. sing, and pi. of all genders,
—at least both Horn", and Hdt. avoid
the gen. and dat. Lastly, the radio,

form has been preserved only
in the Homeric compar., ct'.

Piers. Moer. p. 347.

Radio, signf , safe and sound, alive

and well, in good case, Lat. salvus, esp.

of men, Horn., Pind. Fr. 242, and
Att. ; cf Valck. Phoen. 732;, Hdt. 4, 70, Thuc. 3, 34, Plat.
Tun. 82 : also of things, sound,
whole, entire, remaining, Lat. integer,

ui ,
Hdt. 1, 06; .., .
Soph. Phil. 21 ;'/, Xen. Cyr. 7, 4, 13, cf Ar.
Lys. 488.— 2. metaph., safe, sure, cer

tain, TOl , II.

13, 773, Od. 5, 305. (From comes
with its collat. forms: and.,,, etc., are prob. akm to

it. From this root, the Greeks, m
their fondness for good omens, formed
a great number of proper names,-

and fem.,,-,, etc.)^, , , Sosandra, a
priestess of Minerva, Luc. Imag. 4:
prop. fem. from
iavpo, , 6, {,)

Sosandrus, masc. pr. n., Anth. P. 6,

253 ; Paus., ov, , part of a coat of
mad, shoulder-piece, v. Winckelm.
Gesch. d. Kunst. 3, 4, 45.

iapo, ov, , (,)
Sosarchus, masc. pr. n., Anth. P. 12,

37.'\, , , Sosthanes, a
commander of the Persian cavalry,
Aesch. Pers. 32.^,, , Sosthenes, masc
pr. n., Diog. L. ; N. T. ; etc.i, , . Dor. -, Sosia
des, masc. pr. n., Anth. P. 12, 204.^,, , Sosias, son of Philo-
cleon, an Athenian, Ar. Vesp. 78.—2.

a Syracusan, an officer in the Greek
army of the younger Cyrus, Xen. An.
1 , 2, 9.-3. a philosopher, Ael. V. H. 2,
31.—4. a slave-name in comedy, Ath.
469 B. (Cf ~, fin.),, o,iSosibius, a general
of Ptolemy Lagus, Polyb. 5, 65 ; Plul.

Cleom. 33.—Others in Ath. ; etc. :

from, ov, saving life. [Z]

iv?j, , ,(,)
Sosigenes, masc. pr. ., Plut. ; Dion.
H. ; etc.fo, ov, ,(,) So-
sitheus, an Athenian, father of Eubuli-
des, Dem. 1061, 9.—2. a tragic poet,

Ath. 415 B.—Others in Anth. ; etc.?, contd. -,, ,(,) Sosicles, a Corinthian,
Hdt. 5. 92.—2. an opponent and ac-

cuser of Demosthenes, Dem. 310, 9.—3. a banker. Id. 953, 15.—Others in

Anth. ; Plut. ; etc., ov, preserving order, or
the world, [i]^, , , (, -) Sosicrates, a grammarian of
Rhodes, Ath. 163 F; 261 E.—2. a
poet of the new comedy, Meineke, 1,

p. 498.—Others in Strab.^, , , Sosilus, of Ilium,

writer of a history of Hannibal, Po-
lyb. 3, 20, 5.^, , , Sosimenes,
father of Panaetius, Hdt. 8, 82.^, , , >S'osi7niis, a banker
at Athens, Ath. 611 E.'\, ov, , Sostnomus, an
Athenian banker, Dem. 959, 26., ov, saving or maintain•

ing the house. [I]iapo, ov, a, Sosipaier,

masc. pr. n., Anth. 5, 52 ; N. T.

;

etc.^, , , Sosipolis, a
divinity honoured by the Eleans,
Paus. 6, 20, 2 : Irom

'7of,, , ,(, /.it,)
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saving ike city or slate, Ar. Ach. 163.

]\, ov, , {,)
Sosippus, masc. pr. ., Anth. P. 0,

296.

t , 0,= if ,Anth.
P. 11, 109.

+•, , ,^^, Sosis,

masc. pr. n., Anth. P. 6, 118. Cf.

Kriiger ad Xen. An. 1, 2, 9., , , Sosistratus,

an adherent of Philip of Macedon in

Euboea, Dem. 324, 17.—Others in

Diod. S. ; etc.

\<7], , , Sosiphanes, a

poet, Ath. 453 A."•, ov, , Sosus, masc. pr. n.,

Anth. P. 6, 216. (Cf.' sub fin.),, , Sospis, masc. pr.

n., Pint. ; etc., verb. adj. from, one

must save, Eur. H. F. 1385., ov, ,=^/., , ,{) able to save,

keep or uphold, c. gcn.,, Arist.

M. Mor. 1, 2, 4. Adv. -., , , saved.\, , , Sosfrate, fem.

pr. . Ar. Eccl. 41 : cf. 3.^, ov and a, , Sostra-

tidns, a Spartan ephor, Xen. Hell. 2,

3, 10.—2. an Athenian, father of the
commander Sophocles, Thuc. 3, 115.', ov, , Soslratus, father

of Agesias of Syracuse, Pind. O. C.

—

2. an Aeginetan. Hdt. 4, 152.—3. an
Athenian, derided for his effeminacy,
and called, Ar. Nub. 678

;

f,tc.—Many others of this name in

Dem. ; Plut. ; etc., TO, prob. only used in

phir., ():—a rcivard for
saving one's life ; a thank-offering for
deliverancefrom a dayiger,, Hdt. 1, 118;
Sinn given to a physician on recovery :

—
also, the reward for bringing back a run-

away slave, -, Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 10.^, , , Sosylus, masc. pr.

., Anth. P. 9, 412.i, , ], Soso, fem. pr. n.,

Anth. P. 6, 216. (Cf ', sub fin.)i, ov, 6, Sotades, a Grecian
poet under Ptolemy Philadelphus,
Ath. 620 E.—2. a Cretan, Dem. 1382,
8.—Others in Paus. ; etc., , , fem. from,
Hdt. 2. 156, Pind. O. 13, 76, Plat.

Legg. 960 C.—II. freq. epith. of pro-

tecting goddesses, as of, Pind.

O. 12, 3 (cf II) ; of Themis,
Id. 8, 28 ; of, lb. 9, 25 ; of

Ceres, Ar. Ran. 378 ; also of Juno,
the Juno Sospita of the Romans., a, ov, verb, adj., to be saved
or delivered.,, 6, vocal,, Ar.

Thesm. 1009 () :
—a saviour, de-

liverer, preserver, c. gen. subjecti, .,,, etc., .
Hom. 21, 5; 33, 6, Hdt. 7, 139; but
also c. gen. objecti, .,,/, etc., a preserver from ills,

hurt, etc.. Soph. O. T. 304, Eur.
Med. 3G0, Heracl. 640, cf. Pors.

Praef. Hec. p. xxxii.— II. freq. as
epith. of protecting gods, and above
all of Jupiter, Pind. O. 5, 39, Trag.,

etc. ; to whom persons after a safe

voyage addressed their vows, Do-
nalds. Pind. O. 8, 20 (27). To

the third cup of wine was dedi-

cated(. Soph. Fr 375); and to

dunk this cup became a symbol of

good-luck, Donalds. Pind. I. 6 (5),

11; hence, proverb.,
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, for the third (i. e. the lucky)
time, Heind. Plat. Rep. 583 B,

Charm. 167 A ; on which notion

there is a play in Aesch. Ag. 1387.

{Three being a mystical number of

good omen, Id. Cho. 1073, Eum. 760
;

and Zei'f was himself called.
Id. Supp. 27, Ep. Plat. 334 D, cf.

Spanhcm. Ar. Plut. 1175, Miiller

Eum. i5> 95, and v. sub.)
—Also of other gods, as of Apollo,

Aesch. Ag. 512, etc. ; and we have it

for, as epith., Aesch.
Ag. 664, Soph. O. T. 81 ; and absol.

for a guardian or tutelary god, Hdt.
8, 138.—Lastly, it is used as a mere
adj. with a fem. noun, ,
the office or prerogative of saving, of

the Dioscuri, Eur. El. 993, cf. Lob.
Aj. 323. Hence, , , Ion. -, saving,

deliverance, means or way of safely,

safely, Lat. sa/jis, Hdt. 4, 98, etc., and
freq. in Att. ;,. Id 5, 98 ; 7, 172

;

. Tivi,, Eur.
Heracl. 1045, Plat. Prot. 321 B.—2.

a safe return, , Dem.
1211, 17; . , Plut. 2, 241

: poet, also, ., Aesch.
Pers. 797, Ag. 343.—3. keeping safe,, for safeguard, Plat.

Legg. 909 A :

—

., security for
possession, guarantee for the safe keep-

ing of a thing, ap. Dem. 927, 8., ov, , the charges of
a funeral, Hesych.ipa, ov, 6, Soteridas, a Si-

cyonian, Xen. An. 3, 4, 46., , oi;,= sq., dub., ov, ():— saving,

delivering, Trag., Plat., etc. : c. gen.
pers., saving Or delivering him,, Aesch. Eum. 701, cf. Soph.
Aj. 779 ; also c. dat.,),
Aesch. Theb. 183, cf. Valck. Phoen.
1099 : , like, de-

liverance, safety. Soph. El. 925, Plat.

Polit. 311 A ; so, to, Luc.
Jup. Trag. 18.—2. tu (sc.

), a thank-offering for deliverance,

. , Xen. An. 3, 2, 9 ; 5,

1, 1.—3. the public privy at Smyrna
was called .— II. pass., saved, de-

livered, preserved, Soph. O. C. 487, cf.

EUendt Lex. Soph. s. v.

—

III. adv.

-, ., to be convalescent, Plut.

2, 918 D., ov, ,-=.^, ov, b, Solerichus, masc.
pr. n., Anth. P. 11, 331 ; Plut.; etc., ,(,)
wholesome, Dio C Adv. -.^,,, the Sotiani, a Cel-

tic people, Ath. 249 A.'',, , Sotion, an Alex-
andrine grammarian, Ath. 343 C.

—

Others in Plut. ; etc.,, ro,= sq., ov, , the wooden circuit of
the wheel, the felloe ; the iron hoop or

tire being. (Deriv. un-
certain.)\, , , Sophanes, an
Athenian, of Decelea, Hdt. 9, 73 sqq.^, , , sc. , Sophejte, a

district in Armenia, Strab. p. -527 :

hence, , , an inhab. of
Snphfne, id. p. 530.^, ov, , 8<?118, v.-.—2. a Sainianpancratiast, Dem.
537, 15.—3. a comic poet of the mid-
dle comedy, Meineke 1, p. 425., , poet,- : f. -/:— be, be soxmd of 7nind, in

one's sound seyises, Hdt. 3. 35: hence,
to be discreel, temperate, moderate,Trag.,

etc. ; opp. to, to,

Plat. Phaedr. 244 A, Xen. Cyr. 8, 1 ,30 :

TO =, Aesch. Pr.

982, Ag. 1425 ; . , ,
Xen. Mem. 1, 1, 20; 4, 3, 1 ; to be

obedient, lb. 3, 5, 21 .—2. to learn moder-

ation, self-control, e\C., to recover one's

senses, Hdt. 3, 64, Aesch. Eum. 1000,

etc. Hence,,, the action ofa, an instance of temperance,

moderation, etc., Xen. Ages. 5, 4.

—

.—, Aristarch. ap. Stob.

p. 602, 13., verb. adj. from -, one must be temperate, etc.,

.uc., },^=),
TO.=^. Xen. Mem. 3, 10,

5; ubi al.., f. -,() to 7e

call a person to his senses, to moderalr,

control, chasten, Eur. Tro. 350, Anti
pho 118, 16, Plat., etc. ; Aayvet
av ., Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 16:, to pant less violently, Eur.
H. F. 869.— 2. to chastise, correct, Eur.
Antiop. 8, 1, Thuc. 6,78; -

. . Id. 8, 1.—II. intr., to be-

have like a, Joseph. B. J. 4,

2, 5., , ,{') natu-

rally temperate, moderate, sober, etc.,

Plat. Polit. 307 A, Xen. Mem. 1, 3,

9, etc. Adv. -, Ar. Eq. 545., , ,{)
chastisement, correction, App.^, ov, , Sophroniscus,

an Athenian, father of Socrates.,,,{)
a chastisement, lesson, Aesch. Supp.
992., ov, (>,=:^,
Plut. 2, 653 C, etc., , b,=^-. Pint. Cat. Maj. 27.—II. in plur.,

the wise-teeth, elsewh.,
Hipp., ov, , a house oj

correction. Plat. Legg. 908 A., ov, b,{)
one that makes temperate, a moderator,

chaslener, chastiser, Thuc. 3, 65 ; 6,

87, Plat., etc.—II. at Athens, super-

intendents of the youth in the gymnasia,
10 in number. Plat. Ax. 367 A ; v.

Herm. Pol. Ant. 150, 4. Hence, , , making tem-

perate, etc., chastising., , . Ion. for•
: , for

the sake of correction, Plat. Legg. 933
E.,, ^,poet.fftioii)p-(asin

Horn.), the character conduct ofthe-, inoderntion, good sense^ prudence,

discretion, Od. 23, 13; in plur., Od. 23,

30 ; the common form first in Theogn
379, etc. :—esp., moderation in sens-ual

desires, self-control, temperance . chastity,

sobriety, Lat. temperantia, modestia, a.

TO .
Plat. Symp. 196 C ; cf. Phaed. 68 0,
Rep. 430 E, sq., Arist. Eth. N.3, 10., , b, , Ep.
(as in Hom.): neut. [> : — of
sound mind, Lat. sanae mentis, hence
discreet, prudent, II. 21, 402, Od. 4,

158 ; . c. inf., Thuc. 1,

42 : moderate, sensible, Hdt. 1, 4, etc. :

—esp., freefrom sensual desires, tem-

perate, chaste, sober, Theogn., who
uses both forms, cf. 41, 437, 454, 483,

and Att. ; . .
Plat. Gorg. 491 D; cf. Arist. Eth. N.
3, 10:—also, .. Aesch. Ag.
1604; . ,. Supp. 710. Adv.-, Hdt. 4, 77, Aesch., etc. :

—

compar.,{ •



TABA, Hdt. 3* 71) :—superl.-. Plat. Legg. 728 E. (From,, cf. Arist. Eth. N. 6, 5, 6,

Plat. Crat. 411 E.)

ipG)V,ovo, , Sophron, a mimo-
grapher of Syracuse, Arist. Poet. 1.[,, 6, Sochares, masc.

pr. ti-, Plut. Ciin. 8, for.), a softer Ion. form for-,
to rub, rub to pieces : the cotnpd.-

occurs in Hdt. 4, 75., Ep. for, q. v., Horn.^, ?'{, saving from travail,

epith. of Diana, Bockh lo^cr. no. 1595.

T, T, , TO, indecL, nineteenth

letter of the Gr. alphabet : as numeral,

r'=:300, but ,r=300,000. In MSS.
and old Edd. we also lind the form J.

Dialectic and other changes of r

;

— 1. Aeol. and Dor., r and , as, rv,, Lat. tu. Germ, du, our tliou: so

also, Toi rvKov , etc.,

for 7.. etc.,

Koen Greg. p. 236 : the Att. also put

r for , v. III: the Ion. alone pre-

ferred the softer .—2. in new Att.,

as well as Dor. and Boeot., for,
usu. in verbs, but also in some nouns ;

V. III.—3. in Aeol. and Dor., for r,

esp. initial for ffr, v. IV ; hence
Lat. pavo for.—4. in Ion., esp. in

Hdt., the tenuis for its correspond-

ing aspirate , e. g. for :

also Att. in the substantive termm.

-, oft. took the place of ,-
for -, etc.. Lob. Phryn. 131.—5.

the poets, metri gral., insert a after

at the beginning of some words,

6. g.,.—6. later, the

insertion of chiefly marked the Ma-
cedon. dialect, Koen Greg. p. 338 :

the modern Greeks always put a r
before , to represent , e. g.-

for, for, etc.

;

they sound tnis much like our sh

or -tsh.—The same relation between
t and appears in the Teutonic lan-

guages, as Germ, cm, zdhlen, zahm,

Zange, etc., Engl, to, tell, tame, tongs,

etc.—7. in Dor. and Ion., is dropped
in the oblique cases of some neut.

nouns of 3d decl., as,,, etc. for, etc., Koen
Greg.311 ; so also in Att., where how-
ever contraction always follows, as, etc. See a laughable account
of the encroachments of r on other let-

ters in Lucian's Judicium Vocalium.

T', apostroph. for re, and.—2. the

particle toc, which used to be written

with apostrophe before and
thus, t' iv, u.pa,' , etc., is

now more correctly joined with them
by crasis, ruv, ,, ete.

Wolf wrote it, but v. Buttm.
Ausf. Gr. % 29 Anm. 22.—A rare eli-

sion of Toi before- is found, Od.
3, 147.—3. the artic. , is never
elided by apostrophe, but may suffer

crasis.—4. or tl can sulfer neither

elision nor crasis.

T<t, neut. pi. from , and .\, , at, Tabae, a city of

Caria, Strab. p. 576.-2. a city of Per-

sia, Polyb. 31, 11, 3.
', , , a wooden bowl, a

Persian word, Amynt. ap. Alh. 500 D., , Persian for-, kettle-drum (the Moorish atabal,

which has been adopted into Span-
ish), Hesych. ; v. Salmas. ad Solin.

K• 717.

^, ov, , Tabalus, a Per-
sian governor m Sardes, Hdt. 1, 153.

iTapiai, , ai, Tabeae, a city oi

Greater Phrygia, Strab. p. 576., , ai, the Lat. taber-

nae, only as pr. n., ,
the Three Taverns, a place on the Ap-
pian way near Forum Appii, N. T.
ia/jvv, TO,, the Tabe-

iiian plain, in Phrygia, Strab. p.

629.^, , Tabitha, Heb. fem. pr.

n., N. T.\, in Hdt. 4, 59 appell. of

Vesta among the Scythians., , the Lat. tabula, a dice-

table. Hence/3, f. -ICO), to play at tables

or dice./,, , comic word, form-
ed after -/, game at dice,

Anth. P. 11,373., , , a place for
dice-playing, Gramm. : from, ov, 6,{) a dice-

player., Tabraca, a city of Afri-

ca, Polyb. 12, 1,2: hence -
7], an inhab. of T., Id., Att. contr. for .
tTayai, , al, Tagae, a city of

Parthia, Polyb. 10, 29, 3., a, ov, doing or done by

command, Hesych., Att. contr. for'., , also, . (-) being or becoming rancid : hence,
a kind of putrid swelling or abscess,

Hipp.,,=. [], f. -, to be or become ran-

cid : to have, Medic., , , rancid, Anth. P. : cf
Lob. Paral. 341.,, ,^=.,=., , , the office or rank of, Xen. Hell. 6, 4, 34.,, , part. aor. 2 pass,

from., to be, Xen. Hell. 6,

1, 7 :—in mid., -, order or station the bravest men,
Aesch. Theb. 58 :—pass., to be united

under one, Xen. Hell. 6, 1,4., ,() to be commander
or ruler, c. gen., ,
Aesch. Pers. 764.,, rj, like, an ordering,

arraying, array, Lat. acies, Ar. Lys.
105.—2. command, rule, hence, -

., the chiefs of one mind, Aesch.
Ag. 110.—3. also fem. of, Lex.
MS. in Osann. Auctar. Lex. p. 141,

154. [(2, Aesch. 1. c, but Ar. 1. c,
cf..,̂ ov, , dim. from -, late, [], , =,-, Magnes Dionys. 2., like, to fry,
broil, Eupol. Incert. 2. Hence, the Broilers, name of

a lost play of Aristoph., , , verb, adj., roast-

ed, fried, baked., ov,,=,\.
646 D., ov, , (-,,) frying-pan-snif-

fer, Eupol.. 4, doubted by
Lob. Phryn. 627 sq., but v. Meineke
1. c., ov, , like, a

frying-pan, sauce-pan, Ar. Eq. 929,
Plat. (Com.) Pha. 1, 12, Luc. Symp.
38. [uj

TAIN, ov, , a spoon
for stirring in afrying-pan., ov, ro,=foreg., ov, , =, v. 1. Xen.
Hell. 6, 1, 6.

>',, , {) : — that
which has been ordered or arranged:
e.sp., — 1. an ordinance, command, vo-

., Def. Plat. 414 E.—-2. a regular
body of soldiers, a division, brigarle,

Xen. Mem. 3, 1, 11, Polyb. ; the Ro-
man manipulus, Polyb. 6, 24, 5., ov, , {) the

leader of a., , ,{ 2) be-

longing to a, Lat. legionarius., , , {) : — an ar-

ranger, ordcrer, commander, ruler, II.

23, 160 ; , Jupiter,

Aesch. Pr. 96; , Id.

Pers. 23; , lb. 480; cf.

Soph. .\nt. 1057, etc. : specially, as
title of the Chief of Thessaly, Xen.
Hell. 6, 1, 6; 4, 28, etc. [a usu., as
in Trag. ; but in II. 1. c, and in Ar.

Eq. 159, ace. to the Rav. MS. : there
is the same doubt in, :

whence Brunck assumes a twofold
deriv., from a pf. (which
however does not occur), and from
aor. pass, .']
tTuyof, ov, 0, the Tagus, in His-

pania, Strab. p. 106., ov, ,{,) he that

has the command or rule, a commander,
ruler, Aesch. Eum. 296. [a, 1. c]'. , indecl.= sq., Eupol.
Ai'y. 10, cf Piers. Moer. p. 331 : an
old Att. word, prob. used only as an
adv., without article. For Solon 21,

3 (Bach), v. sub,. [],, , also in plur.,=ro', a little bit, crumb, Lat. par-

ticuln. [D], Att. contr. for., Att. contr. for .,, , part. aor. 1 pass,

from, Horn., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 1

pass, from, II. [], Ep. and Ion. for , nom. pi.

fem. of the art. , Horn., and Hdt., a, ov, of Taenarus,

Taenarian, .,=,. Rh. 1, 102., ov, and , also-, ov, , Taenarus, a promontory
and town on the southern end of La
coiiia, H. Hom. Ap. 412 : f with a
celebrated temple of Neptune and a
cave, through which was fabled to be
the entrance to the lower world, now
Cape Matapan, Eur. H. F.23 ; Thuc.
7, 19 ; Strab. pp. 360, 362, etc., , , {):— band,

riband, fillet, Lat. taenia, fascia, esp.

head-band, worn in sign of victory,

Xen. Symp. 5, 9, Plat. Symp. 212
; cf : also the breast-band

q/' young girls, Anacreont. 22, 13.—2.

of a ship, the pennant, streamer.—II. a
strip or tongue of land, a sand-bank

Polyb. 4, 41, 2.—III. in joiner's work,
a fillet, fascia.—IV. a tape-uorm, Plin.

—V. a kind of long, thin fish, Epich.

p. 29. [i is found in arsis, ap. Diog. L,

8, 62, v. Blomf. Aesch. Pr. 93.],=^., ov,, Dim. from,
a small band, Hipp, [vi], , like a, nar
row, thin, /^, Theophr., ov, TO, Dim. from
a s?nall band.?, ,{,)
dealer in, Eupol. Prosp. .V

Dem. 1309, 2.
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, , to bind with a

or head-band, csp. as conqueror. Ar.

Ran. 393, Thuc. 4, 121, Xen. Hell. 5,

1, 3:—in mid., to wear one, Ar. Eccl.

1032.,,=, The-
ophr., V. sub-, by crasis for -, Ar.'-,\)58{ -., . of, ():— molten,

flowing, fluid ; soft, tender, -', Antiph.". \, 4;, Dionys.

(Com.). 1, 7: nietaph., melt-

ing, langTiishing,, Anacr. 107 ;

SO, of the eyes of lovers,, Anth. P. 9, 567 ; r., Alciphr. 1, 28 ; r. iv', Luc.

Amor. 14:—of song, Ael. N. A. 5,

38.—II. act., serving to melt,,
Hipp. Hence, b, , {) v:ith ten-

der flesh, Antiph. Aphrodis. 1, 5., , to make soft, to boil

soft, to melt, Diosc., for, barbarism

in Ar. Thesm. 1214., verb. adj. from,
one must arrange or order. Plat. Legg.

C31 D., , ,() fit for or-

dering or arranging, esp., belonging or

fit for military tactics, ., reg-

ular lines of battle, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3,

11 ; r. (, a tactician, Id. S, 5, 15;

, to think it a

good piece of tactics, lb. :

—

?'/
(so. '7]), the art of drawing up sol-

diers in array, tactics, Nicom. ap. Ath.

291 D ; so, tu, Xen. Cyr. 1,

6, 14, etc. : r., a treatise

on tactics. Adv.- : from, , , verb. adj. from-, ordered, arranged, fixed, stated, r., a fixed sum, Thuc. 4, 65;

-, a fi^rd quantity ot corn, lb.

16; . Flat-

Legg. 909 C., Dor. for. Rind, [a], 6, a kind of sausage or ris-

solle, Crates. 3, cf. Poll. 6, 53.

tTa?.a/3po/C7?, , , Talabroce, a

city of Hyrcania, Slrab. p. 508.. , (*, *) :

—bearing, enduring labour, painful,

drudging, of mules, II. 23, 654, 002,

Od. 4, 636, and Hes. ; also of Her-
cules, like, Theocr. 13, 19:

laborious,, 0pp. H. 5, 50., fern, from., ov, , patronym.

formed irreg. inetri grat. for-, son of Tataiis, tMecisteus, II. 2,

566; Adrastus, Pind. O. 6, 24. [lovl], , f. -,[-) :
—to do hard nork, to go through

hard labour, to suffer hardship or dis-

trc.is, Eur. Or. 072, Ar. Lys. 1220,

Thuc. 1, 99 ; 5, 74, etc. ; /., Dom. 22,

24.—II. rarely trans., to weary, xcear

out, annoy, -, Isocr. 163 A :—hence
very oft. in the inir. signf. of act.,7., Ar.

Plut. 224 ; iva ^, Id. Ran. 24 ; cf. Vosp.

967 ;
'-, worn out by..., Thuc. 3, 3 ;/ ?.,\. 231, 15;, Isocr. 89 D ; -, out, exhavpted

frame, Plut. Brut. 37. Hence, , , a misery,

kardship, distress, Phalar.
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TAAA, , . Ion. -, hard

work, severe labour, Hipp., etc. ; in

plur., great bodily exertions, like -, Hdt. 4, 134 ; C, 12.

—

2. bodily pam, suffering, Thuc. 2, 49:

hence, hardship, trouble, affliction, mis-

ery, distress, Thuc. 4, 117
;

., Polyb. 3, 17, 8 : from, ov, going through

much toil, laborious, much-enduring :
—

suffering hardship, trouble or distress,

wretched, miserable, Pind. Fr. 210,

Aesch. Pr. 231, 595, Soph. 0. C. 14,

etc. :—so of things,, Ar. . 135. Adv. -pur,

Ar. Eccl. 54, Thuc. 3, 4. (Usu. de-

riv. from*, : but prob. it

is a coUat. form of.), , 6, , (*,) Tmtch-enduring, wretched. Soph.

Aj. 903. Ant. 806, Eur. Hel. 524:
daring. Soph. Ant. 39., ov,{*,) :

—jjalienl of heart, stout-hearted, epith.

of Hercules, Hes. Sc. 424 : of Oedi-

pus, much-enduring, miserable. Soph.

O. C. 540, Epigr. ap. Aeschin. 80, 9., to call one's self unhappy,

like.
,', a, ov, dub. 1. for -, Lob. Phryn. 544., ), ov, superl. from.?,=^, dub., , , {')

balancing, swinging motion, restored by
Stallb. Plat. Crat. 395 E.', a, ov, compar. from.', ,=., ():—to bal-

ance ;—hence, in pass., to sivay back-

wards and forwards, to oscillate, waver,-, Diod. 11, 22, cf. 16, 4, Plut. 2,

682 .—2. to weigh, and so, to decide,

determine, (i. e. by the /<,•) ',
Anth. P. 9, 782 ; ., lb.

ajipend. 92 :

., Alciphr. 1,8; -, lb. 25.— II.

intr., like, to swing to and

fro, oscillate, Arist. Incess. An. 8, 7., a, ov, ()
worth a talent,, Dem. 833, 23 :

—

so of persons, worth a talent, i. e. pos-

sessed ()/ one. Crates Tolm. 2 ;

-, surety /or a talent, Arist. Occ. 2,

23.—2. weighing a talent, .,
an engine throwing stones of a talent

weight, Polyb. 9, 41 , 8
;
generally, im-

mense, T., Alcae. (Com.)
Eudym. 2., f. -,=,
cf.., , , balance,, Aesch. Supp. 823; cf. Ar.

Ran. 797 : but almost always in plur.,

a pair of scales, -. '\\. 8, 69, cf. 16, 658;' ZiVf, 19,223;

..., -, 12, 433 ;/
/)^) ^, Aesch. Pers. 346;
etc.

—

II. any thing weighed,— 1. a defi-

nite weight, a talent, in Hom. always
of gold, , Od. 8,

393 ; in plur., II. 19, 247, etc. :-, first in Hdt., v. infra.

—

In the post-Horn, writers, it took a

double signf.,— 1. the talent of icright,

of which there were many, but tho.«e

in general use were the Euboi'c or
Attic talent,= almost 57 lb. ; and the

Aeginelan,=^ about 82^ lb., first in

Hdt. 2, 180, etc. (cf.) :

TAAA
esp. of a ship's tonnage, Hdt. 1, 194 ;

2, 96.—2. the talent of money, ). e. a

talent's weight of silver, or a sum of

money equivalent to this ; so that, in

our current coin, the Euboic and Attic

talent would be worth in Eng. money
£243. 15s., +i. e. about $1056-601,
containing GO miiiae, and 6000 drach-
mae, Hdt. 3, 89, who there mentions
a Babylonian talent of money, which
was to the Euboic as 7 to ti

;—Hdt.
calls the money-talent . '}. 7,

28 ; and this phrase recurs occasion-

ally in Att., cf. Xen. Hell. 3. 5, 1.—
On these points v. Hussey, Weights
and Measures.—3. that which is weighed

out, apportioned, allotted to one (Irom
the nietaph. of Jupiter's golden scales

in 11. 8, 69, etc.. Jac. Anth. P. p. 945.

(From *, Lat. lul-isse, Sanscr.
tul, ponderare, Pott Et. Forsch. 1

265.), ov,(,)
holding the balance : metaph., .
7), he who turns the scale

of battle, Aesch. Ag. 349 (where -
belongs to, not to •)., , like?, to

weigh, balance :—pass., to be balanced :

also opp. to^)', to waver, sway
to and fro. Plat. Tim. 52 E. Hence?, , , a weighing,

Antipho ap. Poll. 9, 53.-2. (from
pass.) a wavering.', , ,{*)—,
Ar. . 687.^, , , Talans, son of

Bias and Pero, king of Argos, an Ar
gonaut, Pind. N. 9, 33.-2. son of
Cretheus, Paus. 8, 25, 9./., , {*,)=?^., , {'',):—one who has seen and suffered much,
in Od. mostly of Ulysses, .', Od. 7, 24, etc. ;

-, 6, 193 :—hence in later times,

vagrant, vagabond, -, Anth.
P. 10, 06.— Cf..', , {*,)
bearing great griefs and sufferings, pa-
tient in woe,, Od. 5, 222.—2. of
things, toilsome,', Panyas. 1, 5.

fT?Mp, , oi, the Talares, a
Molossian people around Pindus,
Strab. p. 434.', ov, TO,= sq. [a], . . dim. from sq.,

Lat. quasillus : also,, ,
+Theocr. 15, 113t, Anth. P. 6, 174.2(. ov, , a basket, Lat. qua-

lus, Od. 4, 131, Hes. Sc. 293 : usu. of

wicker work, .. 11. 18,

568, Od. 9, 247 ; in the latter passa-

ges, a cheese-baskel, through which
the whey can run off, cf. Ar. Ran.
560, Anth. P. 9, 507.—2. a flicker cage

for fowls, hen-coop ; and, nietaph.,• ., of the Musevjn, Timon
ap. Ath. 22 D. (Prob. from *(2,
that ivhich bears or holds : others not
so well from'-) [r«],, : gen.,, : voe. ', Horn., and
Ar. Kan. 559. Eccl. 658, though -

is more usu. in Att. : as
fem., Ar. Thesm. 1038, cf. infra:(*) : — like T/J/, suffering,

wretched, Lat. miser, Od. 18, 327, and
Trag.; c.gen.,Oi')o; ^^, -Aesch. Pers. 445 ; cf. Ar. Plut.

1044 :—sometimes also in liad sense,

fool-hardy, /., wretch ! Od. 19,

68:—but,, a.s a sfiri of coaxing
address, Ar. Lys. 910, 914 ; -
va, Ar. Eccl. 242.— Compar.-, a. ov : superl. Tti/«vrarcf. rj,

ov.—Poet, word, used also by Xen.
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;

Dor. also, Theccr. 2, 4, cf.

Jac. Anth. F. p. 547.], a, ov, Ion., and Ep. -/, , ov, (7.) :
—belonging

to wool-spinning,'^-?, . Rh. 3, 292 ; so,, Xen. Oec. 7, 6.',, , wool-spinning,=-. Plat. Legg. 805 , Xen.
Mem. 3, 9, 11. (Prob. from *,
because the wool seents to have been

weighed out to the spinners : there-

fore, strictly, the weighing out of wool

to be spun.) Hence, ov, v. sub.
[a]', , f. -, {-) to spin wool : generally, to

spin, Xen. Mem. 3, 9, 11.. , , = 7..
Plat. Polit. 282 C, 283 A ; and?.(, , , belonging

wool-spinning, Xen. Oec. 9, 7, Plat.

Polit. 282 C ; - (sc. ),=
foreg., lb. A, : from, ,{, *-) spinning wool; as subst., or //

., a wool-spinner. Plat. Ion 540 C., ,{*7)=.- []7.(, , 6, , (*7,) :
—patient of mind, stout-hearted,? ,

II. 4. 421 ; but in Horn. usu. as epith.

of Ulysses, II. 11, 466, and Od. ; so

also in Hes. Th. 1012.

/.7^, -ay, 2 and 3 pers. sing,

aor. subj. from *?., etc., Hom. :

—

Lye. formed a fut. -/,. 746., ov, {*, II.

2) : — with shield of tough buirs-hide,

epith. of Mars, r. ?., li. 5,

289 ; 20, 78, etc. ; so as epith. of-
?,, Ar. Pac. 241 ; and, jokingly,

of Lamachus, Id. Ach. 964 : hence,
generally, sturdy, tough, stout, /.-
pivov?., II. 7, 239 ; r.,
a thick, tough hide, Anth. P. 7, 208.

(The diphthong av is due to the di-

gamma, /^.),, , , shortd. form
for/., 11. 13, 300., Att. by crasis for -.
ia?Mvi, ov Ion. , , son of

Talthybius ; in pi. oi, a

family in Sparta, who, as descending
from Talthybius, held the office of

heralds at Sparta, Hdt. 7, 134.1;3, ov, 6, Talthybius, the

herald of Agamemnon at Troy, II. 1,

320 ; 3, 118 : honoured as a hero in

Sparta, Hdt. 7, 134.^, , y. sub, . .
/",, 7], marriageable maid-

en, like. Soph. Ant. 629 : only
poet. (Prob. from,,-. Some connect it with the

Syriac talitha (maiden) in N. T., from
root tala, recens fuit.)

or, by crasis for, cf.• I. 3., , Talmena, a harbour
on the Indian sea, Arr. Ind. 29, 1.

tTUAOf. ov, o. Talus, sonof Oeno-
pion, Paus. 7, 4, 8.

tTuAijf, , , Talos, nephew of

Daedalus, an artist, honoured as a

hero on the citadel at Athens, A pol-

led. 3, 15, 9; Luc. Pise. 42.-2. a

brazen man made by V'nlcan for Mi-
nos, to guard the island of Crete

;

destroyed by Medea, Apollod. 1, 9, 2
;

Ap. Rh. 4, 1038 sqq. : cf. ap. Plat.

Mm. 320., Att. by crasis for ., adv., for ,
esuuKtara. []

TAMI^, ov, , Tamasus, a city

of Cyprus, Strab. p. 255.\, , , Tambrax, a

city oithe Parlhians, Polyb. 10, 31., for, Ion. 3 sing. aor. of, 11. [], poet, for, inf. aor.

Ion. of, 11., ov, ,^^., ov, , =, Lob.
Phryn. 493, Bernhardy Dion. P. p.

897., inf aor. Ion. mid. of-, 11. 9, 580., , , ?/, (,) cutting the skin, wounding, ?•.-, ,\\.4,51\; 13,340., , , ., and Ion. -,
housekeeper, housewife, freq. in Horn.

;

-, '., Od. 2, 345
;

; 11. 6, 390 ;?. ., 24,

302 :—so Xen. Oec. 9, 11 ; 10, 10 :—
cf. sq. fin., ov, 6, Ep., and Ion. -,
heterocl. dat. plur., in many
Att. Inscrr. ap. Bockh, v. esp. 1, p.

180:— a distributer, dispenser, II. 19,

44, cf Ar. Vesp. 613 : so, ., Pind. . 13 ; -
.. Plat.

Tim. 84 b.—2. generally, a manager,

overseer, Jupiter is called r., II. 4, 84 ; so Aeolus is -, Od. 10, 21 ; and a king is-, Pind. P. 5, 82, etc.
;

r., the steward or priest of Jupi-

ter, Pmd. O. 6, 7 ; r., } e. a

poet, Pind. N. 10, 97, Fr. 4; ., that hath store of crowns,
Pind. N. 6, 44 : r., one that is

master of his judgment, Theogn. 504
;

T. -, Thuc. 6, 78 ; r., of Nep-
tune, Ar. Nub. 566 ;•, the

lords of the sea, Critias 1,11 ; cf. -.— II. later, esp., a steward, receiv-

er, comptroller, treasurer, as early as

Hdt., r. 2,

121, 1 ; . ipov, the comptroller of

the sacred treasure in the citadel of

Athens, Hdt. 8, 51, called r.

by Dem. 1075, 2, cf. Plat. Legg. 774

B, : V. plura ^ip. Herm. Pol. Ant.

<J
151, 7. — 2. at Rome, the quaestor,

Dion. H., Plut. Poplic. 12, etc.

(Either from,-, one who
cuts for each his share : or akil) to Lat.

dare, , v. Pott Et. Forsch. 1,

186.), , ,() :

—

the of-

fice or bjisiness of a or,
stewardship, housekeeping, management.
Plat. Legg. 806 A, Xen. Oec. 7, 41.

— 2. at Rome, the quaestorship, Lat.

quaestura, Plut. Cat. Min. 17, 18., ,,=, Dio C., ov, ,() a mag-
azine, storehouse, treasury, Thuc. 1, 96,

Xen. Eq. 4, 1.,, ,() that

which one has to manage, stores, sup-

plies, Diod.—II.= sq., Xen. Oec. 3, 15., , like, house-

keeping, etc., ov,,=., , .{) :

—

of
or for housekeeping ; saving, careful.—
II. at Rome, belonging to the quaestor

or quaestorship, Lat. quaestorius, Plut.

Cat. Min. 16, etc.,, 6, poet, for-, Manetho.. and asdep. mid.,-
:
—to be a or, to be

a housekeeper or manager,, Ar. Eq. 948, cf 959 ;', Vesp. 964 ;, Dem. 570.

TAN
15 : and in mid., ,
Ar. Thesm. 419.— II. trans., to deal
out, to dispense, in act.. Plat. Rep. 465
C ; Tu -, Xen. Symp. 4, 41 ; and so in
pass., ' -. Plat. Rep. 508 :—also,, we have the
laws dealt out, Lys. 183, 17.—111. of
keeping house, to regulate, manage,
Ar Av. 1542, Lys. 493 sq., Xen. :

—

and in pass., ,
governed by oiie, Pind. O. 8, 40.—2. to

husband, save, store up,-?. , Dem. 741,

4 ; , she was
the depository of it, Soph. Ant. 950.

—

3. metaph., to turn to good account,

husband, manage well,, Hipp.
;

also, ttjv, -, to 7nake the best use o/" fortune or

the time, Dion. H. :, to control and
determine how far we mean to extend
our sway, Thuc. 6, 18; so,^ -, Xen. An. 2, 5, 18, cf.

Cyr. 3, 3, 47 ; -, to lay it by.., Luc. Pr.

8 ; cf. Wyttenb. Plut. 2, 131 D.—In
this signf' usu. as dep., though Hipp.
1. c. has act.—IV. be quaestor, Plut.

Num. 9, etc., , Ep. and Ion. for,
Hom., ov, , Ep•. and Ion. for-. II., and Hdt., , to have the charge oj

the store-room, Nicet., ov, 6, ( ) having
charge of the store-room, and so^ra-. , , cheese made
with rennet., . Dor. Avord =',
rennet, Hipp. ;, Theocr. 7, 16. [], Alt. coiitr. for -, restored by Reiske and Bekk.
from MSS. in Dem. 995, 27.

iva. , Tamna, a city in Arabia
Feli.x, Strab. p. 768., Ep. and Ion. for,
q. v., Hom., Hes., and Hdt.

iavva. Ion. . at, Tamy
nae. a city of Euboea in the territory

of Eretria, with a temple of Apollo,

Hdt. 6, 101 ; Dem. 567, 2.^, , , Tamyrace, a
promontory on the Euxine, near the
Tauric Chersonese, Strab. p. 308

;

hence , , a gull

near foreg.. Id. ib. : cf.^, , the Tamyras, a river

of Phoenicia, also called^,
Strab. p. 756., part. aor. Ion. of,
Hom., , , Tamonitis, a

district of Syria, later assigned to

Armenia, Strab. p. 528.-. , . Tamos, an Aegyptian
of Memphis, a governor of Ionia : la-

ter a commander of the Heet of the
younger Cyrus, Thuc. 8, 31 ; Xen.
An. 1,2,21.

or ', indecl., only Att. and
in phrase or , as a forai ot

address, mostly in good sense, sir, my
snod friend, first in Soph. O. T. 1145,

Phil. 1387, freq. in Ar., and Plut.
;

rarely (ace. to Herm. Soph. Phil.

1373, never) in bad sense, like

V, Plat. Apol. 25 C, Dem. 16. 23;
used m addressing several persons,

€ratii;.Incert.l45.—Cf. Ruhnk.Tnn.
(Even the ancients differed much
about the origin and form of the
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TANE
word.—Some, as Philera. de Nomin.
31!), etc., wrote it ; others, as

E. M. p. 825, 15, ; others, as

Apoll. Dysc. ap. A. B. p. 569, 11,. So also some modern editors

write it Wav, taking it as vocat. of

kruv, like,, etc.

:

others, ', as if vocat. of,
q. V. ; others, as Herm. 1. c, and Bek-
ker, ' :—others, as Dmd., etc.,

or , without apostrophe.

Passow follows these, thinking it a

shortd. form of Dor. /'/ (according

to the analogous usage of,) ; or, referring it, with Buttm.
AusL Gr.

«J
57 Anm. 1, to ,,

as an old dialectic vocat. of the 2d

personal pron. ; and Donaldson, New
Crat. p. 162, adopts the latter view,

comparing the Sanscr. ivam.)

Tup, Att. by crasis for rot uv,

Buttm. Ausf. Gr. ^ 29 Anm. 22.

Tiif, Att. contr. for tu iv., , //, a copper kettle.

tTuvovpa, Of, 7/, Tanagra,

of Boeotia, ton the Asopus, Hdt. 9,

15 ; Slrab. pp. 103 sqq. Hence^, a, ov, of or belonsi'ig

to Tanagra. Tanagraean ; oi T., Hdt.

, 79 : 7/, the territory of
T., Strab., , 6v,— foreg., .,=', Luc. Gall. 4., {, ), with

long point or edge, ., 11. 7, 77;

of an axe, 23, 118; of a sword, 21,

754, etc.— W. far-stretching, 'A/TTfif,

Orph. Arg. 1124.—Constantly inter-

changed with )7].7], , 6,(,)
far-sounding . poet. -7], v. 1..
C. 2, 1 14., ff,=sq. ['],,{,)
bellowing so as to be heardfar off, laud-

bellowing,, Anth. P. 6, 116.

tTai'aif, and , , the Tana-
is, a river of Sarmatia, flowing be-

tween Europe and Asia into the Pa-
lus Maeotis, now the Don, Hdt. 4, 20 ;

Strab. p. 65, 108, 490, etc.— II. , a

city at mouth of foreg., Strab. p. 493., Att. contr. for -., ov, (,)
long-necked, Ar. . 254, 1394.^, , , Tanaoxares,

a son of Cyrus, Xen. Cyr. 8, 7, 11 :

cf.., , ov, also 6c, ov, II. 16,

589, {(,) ;

—

stretched, out-

stretched, long, T. aiyavh], II. 1. c.
;

tall, slim,, . Horn. Cer.

454 ;?, r.,flouing locks, Eur.
Bacch. 455 ; r./, outspread ether.

Id. Or. 322 ; r., long old age,

A nth. P. 5, 282., ,=, Eur. El. 410.,, . , (,) old . form for *-,, stretching the feet,

swift-running, or taking long steps, or

long-legged, long-shanked,/. Od. 9,

461, H. Ap. 304, Merc. 232:— the

common form occurs in

Soph. 837, as epith of the Erinyes., , {v<j>^) woven long and

finely, [], ov, with a long metal

head or point, [va]&, , f/, {, )
far-sighted, Emped. 11.

or, Att. crasis for.
).,, Att. crasis for, .. , beams, Lat. tigna, The-

ophr. (Prob. from.)
1466

TANT, ^,{, At'yw) :

—

laying one out at length, freq. epith. of

death, ,
Od. 2, 100, etc. ; Kr/p . ., 11, 170,

II. 8, 70, etc.//, ov, long-necked, with a

long dome or top.

7//.!'/, , {,) :

—thrnu-ing a long shadow, of the dark-

ness of death, v. 1. for7} in

Od. 11,398.', collat. form of sq., to quiver, shiver, shake,

also KavOapiCu and ', a
rare word, only found in Gramm.,
perh. akin to,,, and. Hence-, ov, 6,shak-

ing violently, Theopomp. (Com.) In-

cert. 35 :—pecul. fem.-.
for ,

Xen. Mem. 1. 1. 12.., Dor for 7).
fTuvif, , 7], Tanis, a city of

Lower Aegypt, Strab. p. 802.

tTai'iTi/iof, , , of Tanis, Tani-

tic, TO T., one of the mouths
of the Kile, Strab. : and,
as ., the Tanitic nome, Id.

ivv7^o, , the town Ta-
netum in Gallia Cisaipina, Polyb. 3,

40, 13.

tTuvof, ov, 6, the Tanus, a river

of Argolis, Pans. 2, 38, 7 : cf..'/, , v. 1. in Plat, for-7, q. v.^, a, ov, of Tantalus,

Tantallan ; /' ., Pelops, the

son of Tantalus, Eur. I. T. 1.^, a, or,— foreg., Anth., to move like a-
Tov, sway to and fro.—II. trans., like,?.
iava?, ov poet, eu, , son

of Tantalus, i. e. Pelops, Tyrtae. 3. 7 :

01?, the descendants of Tan-
talus ; in Eur. Or. 813 Atreus and
Thyestes., like ?.,^=-

I, Anacr. 82 :—proverb.,., he
weighs in purse as much as Tanta-
lus, V. Paroemiogr. p. 377, Gaisf., ov, 6, Tantalus, king of

Phrygia, ancestor of the Pelopidae,

Od. 11, 582, sq.—Adj.,
a, ov, and., a, ov, pecul.

fem.•,, which is also a

patronym., daughter of Tantalus.
(Clearly akin to '',-,, prob. in relation to

the mythological story of his hanging
balanced Over water, etc.)

—

12. son of

Thyestes, first husband of Clytaem-
nestra, slain by Agamemnon, Eur.

I. A. 1150.—3. a commander of the

Spartans, Thuc. 4, 75.—Others in

ApoUod. ; etc., , like', to

swing, shake, dash :—pass.,.-. swung, hurled, dashed down, Soph.
Ant. 134.

TuiTOf, contr. for . Plat.

Tim. 79 D.-, ov, (,)
large-ei/ed, full-eyed, Nonn., ov,(,)
long-tongued : chattering,, Od.
5, 66., , b, , (,) with long point or head,,
II. 8'. 297, Simon. 45.. ov, running at full

stretch, Aesch. Eum. 371 ; cf.

fin.,7.. ov, (, ()
long-haired, with flowing hair: pecul.

fem,', Pind. O. 2, 46.

TANT, ,(,) :—like, with a long point or edge,

uop, II. 14, 385, Od. 10, 439,
etc.— II. far-stretching, , 11. 16,
768.—Cf. 7/)].

Tuvv7]?ui, , , fj, of extended
age, Leon. Tar. 1., ,—7, prob.
1.. C. 2, 144.,, , , long-haired,

shaggy,, Hes. Op. 514 ; . , a
bristly Swine, Simon. Amorg. 1.,,,,(,) long-legged, long-shanked, Nonn., 0^,= foreg., Nonn., ov, (,)
long-hnrned,. C. 1, 191, Anth., etc.•)], , , , with long,

high shoes., as pass.,=rTavi;o/iai,•, to be stretched, extend,,
II. 17,393. [], ov, (,)
of long measure, Paul. S. Ambo 49.7),,(,) long-

stretched, slim,, Anth. P. 6, 170.

Tavvv, adv. for, now, at present,

V. vvv I. 3.

iTavop,, , a son of Cy-
rus the elder, Ctes. : cf../., ov,{, .)
with flowing peplos, long-robed, freq. in

Horn., and Hes., always as e])ith. of
high-born dames, ?., II. 3, 228 ;

18, 385. []^, ov,(, .)
long-plaited, in long plaits, Anth. P. 7,

473., ov,(,.)
long-sided, huge,, Anth. P. 9,

650., ov, (, •) with long locks of hair, Nonn., , , v. sub.
[],,(,)
with long stem,7, Nonn. : with tall

trees,, Coluth. 195.-, ov, (,)
with long front : of a ship, with long

prow, Q. Sm. 5, 348.—II. going over

the whole front., ov, shorter form for, uith extended wings,

long-wi7iged,, . Horn. Cer. 89, Hes. Th. 523, cf. Ibyc. 3, Pin4
P. 5, 149., ov, = sq., Simon.
2, 4., , 6, , (,) with outstretched long wings,

hence swift-flying,, II. 12, 237

;

upTTtj, 19, 350..,(,)
with long boughs, Nonn., ov,(, 1)) with

long, outstretching roots,, Hes.
Sc. 377.^(), ov,(,) long-

nosed, Nonn., ov,(,)
=,,,
Od. 5, 65, cf. 2, 468, Hes. Op. 210 ; oi

', . Hom. Merc. 213 ; cf. Ar.

Av. 1415, etc., ov,=., , ():^, Hipp.
833. []^, ov,(,) with

long-stretching shadow,. C. 4, 356., ov, with high-peaked

cliffs or rocks., late form for., ov, with a long tuni

or circuit.,, rj,() a stretch-

ing, r., a stringing the bow, Od.
21, 112.



(>), , {.)
with long, taper ankles feet,,. . Horn. Ccr. 2, 77 ;-, lies. Th. 364., , =,.
C. 1, 186.,,{,)
far-sounding, loud-sounding, Q. Sm.
11, 110., , (,)
strictly, with long bark : of trees, of
tall or slender growth,, II. 16,

767 ;. Soph. Fr. 692., ,{, ?.)
with long-pointed leaves, of the olive,

Od. 13. 102, 346.—II. with thick foliage,

leafy,, Theocr. 25, 221. [v]?., , (,)
long-beaked, long-nebbed,, Q. Sm.
5, 12 ; also of the bee, lb. 3, 221.

: fut. -, also - in Od.

21, 174, ace. to Buttm. Ausf. Gr. '5s 95

Anm. 17 : pf. pass, : aor.

1 pass.=:,,. To stretch, strain, stretch

out, Horn. ; r. Ipiv, 11. 17, 547 ; r. j3i-, to string a bow, Od. 24, 176 ; to
. . ., having

strung his bow, II. 4, 112, cf. Archil.

3 Bergk ; so, absol., Od, 21, 152, 171

sq. ; 1> -, lb. 407 ; but, -
( sc. ), aim-

ing at it ; r., to draw the
weaving-bar tight, to weave, 11. 23,

761 : ., to pull, guide with
leathern reins, II. 23, 324 ;

-, drove it to the Isth-

mus, Find. 0. 8, 65 ; cf. infra II. 3.—
2. to stretch out, to lay along, lay out,' -, II. 9, 213 ;,. 15, 283 ; ., to se( out a

long table, freq. in Od. ; ., to

let it hang, hang it up, Od. 1, 442 : ., }. to lay one in

the dust, stretch him at his length, 11.

23, 25, Od. 18, 92 ; cf. .—'.
metaph., to strain, i. e. put in violent

motion, strain yet further, make more in-

tense,, II. 11. 336;, II. 14,

389 ; , II. 17, 401 ; from the
metaphor fully expressed in II. 13,

359, rrttpap-'
(cf. /).—II. pass., to be on
the stretch, to expand, -

(for), the hollow
cheeks filled out, Od. 16, 175.—2. to

lie stretched out, to extend,", Od. 9, 116; -, Od. 5,

68; '^/, he stretched him-

self every way, Hes. Th. 177 ; raw-, stretched on the ground, II. 13,

392, etc.—3. metaph., to strain or exert

one's self esp. to run at full stretch, of
horses galloping,^ , II. 16, 375 ; so,, II. 16, 475: and
of mules, , Od. 6,

83 ; cf..—. word, used
twice by Find., but never in Trag.
(Cf. sub fin.) [£/ always, except
in Anacreont. 38, 5 :—hence, Horn,

freq. doubles in aor., metri grat.]

iai, h, Taxacis, a king of the
Scythians, Hdt. 4, 120., , , dim. from ;., , b, () the officer

ofa magistrate, a sergeant, late. Hence, , , belonging to a., , to be a,
Ar. Pac. 444, Thuc. 8, 92, Lys. 130, 21.,, 6,~. Hdt.

7, 99 ; 9, 53, Aesch. Fr. 168 j cf. Pop-
po Xea. Cyr 2, 1, 22.

TASl, , , the office, duty or

business of a : from, , 6,[,):—
the commander of a large division of an

army, a brigadier, Hdt. 8, 67 ; more
definitely, /.,
Hdt. 9, 42.—II. at Athens, the com-

mander of the, or quota of infan-

try furnished by a /, of course

ten in number, the like cavalry-ofR-

cers being, Ar. Pac. 1172,

Av. 353, etc., cf. Herm. Pol. Ant.

% 152 : but in Thuc. 4, 4 ; 7, 60, it

seems to be used of all officers under
the, v. Arnold ad 1. ; in

Xen. usu. centurion, captain.

^7., , ,, a city of

India, Strab. p. 691.\, b, Taxiles, a king of the

Indians, Strab. p. 689.^,. , Taxilus, a general

of Mithradates, Paus. 1, 20, 6., ov,{.o)com-
manding a division of an army, .
Anth. P. append. 9, 5., as pass., to engage in

battle. Find. O. 9, 118: from,. Ion. , ,{) :
—

an arranging : esp. of soldiers, a draio-

ing up in rank and file, the disposition

of an army, Thuc. 7, 5 -.—battle array,

order of battle, Lat. acies, ,
Hdt. 8, 86 ; , Thuc. 4, 72,

etc. ; ,',
Thuc. 4, 93, Ar. . 400 ; -, Thuc. 5, 70 ; and of ships,?, Hdt. 6, 14.—2.

single rank or line of soldiers, Lat.

ordo, ., to

be drawn up a few tines deep, Hdt. 6,

111, cf. 9, 31.—3. a post or place in the

line of battle, Lat. statio, Hdt. 9, 21,

26, etc. ; r) ., Xen.
An. 4, 3, 29: -, Hdt.

5, 75 ; , Plat. Apol. 29 A,
Dem., etc. ;?, Xen. Cyr.

5, 3, 43 ; ,
Dem. 38, 26, etc.—4. like, a

division of an army, a brigade, esp., at

Athens, quota of infmtry furnished
bv each 7^', (ct.), Lys.
140, 30; 147, 19: but oft. of smaller
bodies, a company, cohort, etc., Xen.
An. 1, 2, 16, etc. ; cf. Arnold Thuc.
4, 4: . Soph. . C.

1311; of ships, squadron, Aesch.
Pers. 380:— generally, a band, com-
pany, .. Id. Pr. 128.

—

II. an arranging, arrangement,, Xen. Cyr. 8, 7, 22 ; r.,. to its matter, Arist. Rhet. 3, 12,

6. — 2. esp. an assessment of tribute,

Xen. Ath. 3, 5, (cf., and our
tax) : an arrangement with creditors.

Plat. Legg. 844 B, Lex ap. Dem. 715,
2.—in. order, good order, . ,
Plat. Gorg. 504 A ;. Id. Legg. 875 C ; , in an
orderly manner, lb. 637 ;

Ty, later in order, Dem. 32, 18.

— IV. the post, rank, or position one
holds, ,
Aesch. Eum. 396 ; ., Isocr.

116 ; ., Dem. 313, 13:

hence, ,
-, viewed asThess&hfins, as an enemy.
Id. 246, 2 ; 481, 21 ; etc. : iv, by way of insult. Id. 229, 14 :

hence,— 2. one's duty towards another,

jl .. Id'. 273, ,26, cf, 1478,

15 ; 7/ ., the duty of good- will.

Id. 286, 3.—V. an order, class of men,
as of magistrates, Xen. Mem. 2. 1,7,
Dem. 171, 17.

—

Ci., throughout./, , {,)
with regular leaves, Theophr., , , and,
,,=,'.

,, (5, the yew tree, Lat. taxus,

usu., /., Galen.\, , , Taoce, ancient res
idence of the Persian kings, Arr. Ind-

30, 3.

iTaovia, , , Tavia, a city in

Gallatia, Strab. p. 567.^, , , the Taochi, a peo-
ple between Armenia and the Euxine,
near the Phasis, Xen. An. 4, 4, 18

;

6, 5 ; etc.7, , , low, humble
speech., , ,= {oreg., , , low:— 1. of place,

lying low,xupy, Hdt. 4, 191 ;, to live in low regions. Find.

N. 3, 144 ; r., Eur. Or. 1411

;

so, of stature or size, low, Xen. Eq.
1, 3.—2. of condition, brought down,
humbled, low, Hdt. 7, 14, Aesch. Pr
908 ; ',
Eur. Tel. 25 : esp. of rank, of low
rank, lowly, poor, mean, Lat. vilis, Eur.
Hec. 245, Andr. 979, Xen., etc. ; r., Plat. Legg. 762

: hence, , to be
poorly off, Plut. Thes. 6.-3. like Lat.

humtlis, demissus, doimicast, downheart-
ed,, Thuc. 2, 61 : also simply,
submissive, obedient, Aesch. Pr. 320

;

T. Tiva, Xen. An. 2, 5, 13:
in bad sense, mean, base, abject, .?.. Plat. Legg. 774 C, Xen.
Mem. 3, 10, 5 ; and in good sense,
lowly, humble. Plat. Legg. 716 A,
Xen. Cyr. 5, 1, 4.—4. of style, low,

poor, T., Lat. exilis dictio, Arist.

Rhet. 3, 2, 1.— II. Adv. -, Xen.
Cyr. 5, 5, 8, and Isocr. (Ace. to some
from,, : others
from, as it for,
.) Hence, , , lowness of
stature, Hdt. 4, 22.—2. of condition,

lowness, low estate, abasement, Thuc.
7, 75.—3. lowness of spirits, dejection,

Xen. Hell, 3, 5, 21 : in bad sense,

baseness, vileness. Flat. Polit. 309 A :

in good sense, lowliness, humility,

., Isocr. 65 ., , to be•, LXX., Arr. Epict. 1, 9.,, , lowliness of
mind, . . : from,, b, , {-,) low-minded, base, Plut. 2,

336 :—in good sense, lowly in mind,
humble, LXX.. ,() to make
low, lower, humble, abase, tame, Xen.
An. 6, 3, 18 ; r. . Flat.

Lys. 210 ; .
Id. Rep. 553 C ;'?], Xen. Mem. 3, 5,4 :

—

3, to make
light of a thing, Aeschin. 87, 24 :—in
good sense, to make lowly or humble,

]N. T. Hence,, , that which is

made low :—in astronomy the declina-

tion of a star, opp. to-, Plut. 2,

149 A., , ,() a
lowering, humbling, abasing, Polyb. 9,

33, 10 : abasement, defeat. Plat. Legg.
815 A, Plut.—2. lowness of style, Plut.

2, 7 A, Quintil. Inst. 8, 3, 48.-3. in

good sense, lowUiiess, humility, N. T.
Hence, ,, lowering : dis•

couraging, etc.,, 6, a carpet, rug, Lat.

tapes, made of wool, Od. 4, 124 ; -
., II. 16, 224; used to spread on

seats and beds, 11. 9, 200, Od. 10, 12,

etc.
; , Ar.

Plut. 542.—Later forms are Tartc
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, qq. '. (Prob. akin to-
.) []77/,, , dim. from foreg.,

Alciphr. Fr. 18., Alt. contr. lor ru., Att. for tu •.,, . later form for •, Xen. An. 7, 3, 27, where the
ace. occurs, which shows
that the ri!?ht accent is, not, for then llie accus. would be. The form is a com-
mon V. 1., as in Xcn. Cyr. 8, 8, 16., Att. contr. from tu uno.-, Att. for rd-.^~., , Taposiris, a city

of Acgypt, not far from Alexandrea,
Strab. p. 799 : who also mentions
another westward from Alexandrea., , , =,
Polyb. 10, 49, 1.,,=^, Arr. An.
7,2.3,1.iaov, . , Taprohane, an
island on the coast of India, now
Ceylon, Strab. p. 690, etc., Dion. P.

593. [3]-, adv. for , at

first, II. 1, 6.

f,, , Tapyria, the coun-
try of sq.. Strap, p. 517., U)v, and Tnnvptoi, ,
, the Tapyri, a nomadic people of

Asia near the Caspian, Strab. p. 514,

etc.

Tap, ace. to some old Gramm. an
enclit. conjunction, , ov rap,

etc., where we write ,, ', as in II. 1, 65, 93., Att. contr. for ,
Buttm. Ausf. Gr. {) 29 Anm. 22:
others write [--], as Dind. Ar.

Ran. 252.,, ,() dis-

iuieiude, trouble, ., Eur.
. F. 1091. [], , , () like, . disturbance, confusion, ., Aesch. Cho. 1058., , ,() dis-

turber, Lye. 43. Hence. , or, disturbing,, Plut. Crass. 23 :—esp. of food

that does not agree with the stomach,
Id. 2, 734 ; ., lb. 648 , etc., . , verb, adj., from, disturbed, troubled : that may
be disturbed or troubled., ov, , a tool for stir-

ring with, a ladle, Ar. Pae. 654. [], , , poet, for -
?/, Aesch. Theb. 572., ov, h, a horned quadru-

ped of the North, Theophr. [], to imitate the Tarentines,

to take their part : esp. to ride like a
Tarentine horseman., ov, , a fine Taren-
tine woman's garment, prob. woven
from the threads of the pinna, Ath.

:

dim.', Luc. Calumn.
16, D. Meretr. 7, 2: fv. Bentley's
Dissert. I, p. 391 Dyee., , ov, of or belonging

to Tarentum, Tarentine ; T.,
sinus Tarentinus, now gulf of Taranto,

Strab. p. 202 : ., the territory of T.,

Id. p. 254., ov,,^., ov,(,-) heart-troubling, Ar. Ach. 315., and , , ,(, ?.) troubling the city,

Philo. [], ov,(^.)
troubling or frightening horses :

—6 .,
the name of an altar on the Olympic

14

race-course, described by Paus. 6, 20,

15, cf lb. 19, and 10, 37, 4., ov,{,,) troubling the horse, of

Cleon as a sworn foe to the,
Ar. Eq. 247., , , ()^=•, confusion,, Ar. Thesm.
137 : disordered state of the bowels,

bowel-complaint, Foes. Oec. Hipp.— II.

also in medio., inflammation of the

eyes, lb. [}
iapaLv,, , Taraxion, an

officer in the island of dreams, Luc.
Ver. H. 2, 33.

Tapaf,, , tThuc. 6, 104,

and usu.t also //, +Dion. P. 376t, Ta-
rentum, a town of Magna Graecia, on
a river of the same name, fa colony
ofthe Spartan Partheniae under Pha-
lantus, now Tarantoj, Hdt. 1, 24.—12.

, a river of same name, v. foreg.,

Paus. 10, 10, 8.—II. an ancient hero,

mythic founder of Tarentum, son of
Neptune, Strab. p. 279 ; Paus.',, ij, Tarascon, a
city of Gallia Narbonensis, Strab. p.
187.'', Att.-, Att. also

shortd., q. v. : fut. ;

mid. pass, signf . Thue.
7, 36 : pf (intr.), cf infra II.

To stir, stir up, trouble, -
7- (sc.-), Od. 5, 291 ; so, ., Eur. Tro. 88, ef 687 ; r., to stir up the sand, Ar. Vesp.
696 : yF/v 7 .. Id.

Eq. 431 ; . , Id. Ach. 688
;

so also,, Aesch. Pr. 994 ; .. like , Meineke
Ameips. Sphend. 2 :

—

-, troubling not earth (i. e.

not ploughing). Find. O. 2, 114;—
metaph., r., to wag the tongue,
Pind. P. 11, 66; r.,,
to stir up strife, war, Soph. Ant. 794,
Plat. Rep. 567 A ; r. , Plut.

Themist. 5 : to jumble vp, Lat. com-
miscere, Dem. 370, 12 :—so also ab-

sol.. Soph. O. T. 483, and freq. in

Plut. :—pass., }/-, Aesch. Cho. 331.—2. usu., to

trouble the mind, confound, alarm,

frighten, Aesch. Cho. 289 ; r.,,. Soph. Fr. 607, 6ur.,
etc. : so, 7., Eur. I. A. 1542

;. Plat. Phaed. 103
C ; etc. ; cf.—3. to trou-

ble, dist-urb, throw into disorder, esp. an
army, Hdt. 9, 51, Xen., etc. ; and in

l)ass., to be in disorder, Hdt. 4, 125 ; 8,

16, Thuc, etc. :—r., Hdt. 8, 12 :

—

. -, to disorder the bowels. Foes.
Oec. Hipp.—4. oft. of political mat-
ters, to agitate, distract, ,
Ar. Eq. 867 ; tu, Dem. 278,

15 : and pass., to be in a state of disor-

der or anarchy, 7.7. ., Thuc.
2, 65, cf Dem. 22, 8, etc.—II. except
in the places quoted, Hom. only uses
the intrans. pf., to be in dis-

order or confusion, be in an uproar, -
', II. 2, 95 ; -, II. 7, 346: also,, Leon. Tar. 96 : hence-,.,, etc.—The

common opinion, that is pf.

of a verb (from) is re-

futed by Buttm. Lexil. s. v., after the
old Gramm.—Later poets indeed act-
ed on this opinion so far as to form a
pres.. to be rough or stiff, e. g.

Nic. Th. 521 ; and Ap. Rh. 3, 1393
uses in this signf. (Akin to,, perh. also to-

, , , v. .)
Hence,, , contr., trouble,

disorder, confusion, ov -, Pind. . 7, 55 ;, Hipp.,
Isocr. 16 A (cf) ; . -. Plat. Phaed. 66 D : esp. of an
army or fleet, Hdt., Thuc. 3, 77, etc.

;

T7], in the confusion, Hdt. 3,

126, 156 :—also, political confusion, tu-

mult, etc., Isocr. 33 B, Xen., etc. :

—

T., a quarrel between broth-
ers. Pseud. Eur. I. A. 508:

—

., a bowel-comp/ain/., ov, o,=foreg., Xen. An.
I, 8, 2, Plut. Pomp. 61, etc. [], , (, )

troublous, fond of troubling or perplex-

ing, TO 1<) () -, Hdt. 1, 32;, Isocr. 50
C

;, Luc. D. Mar. 2, 2.

—

II. troubled, disordered, confused, T., Thuc. 1, 49;,
Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 26 : esp. of persons,
troubled in mind, delirious, and the like,

Hipp. : ),
fits of delirium, Hipp., cf Foes. Oec.

:

also, ., disordered bowels, Id.

:

— ., confused traces (of game),
Xen. Cvn. 5, 4.—Adv. -, Dem.
1477,7.', a, ov,() fright-
ed, fearful, H. Hom. Merc. 165, Soph.
Tr. 953.^, ov, , Tarbassus, a
city ot Pisidia, Strab. p. 570.]7., , o't, the TarbelU, a
people of Gaul, Strab. p. 190.

I , , f. -, () :—
\
intr., to be frightened or alarmed, to

' fear, ., Hom. ; .-.3, 11. 24, 171, cf. 21,

i

288, Od. 18. 330, etc. ; r.. Eur.
H. F. 971 ; so prob., Soph. Tr 37, cf.

Valck. Phoen. 364, and v.:—
;

r. ... Soph. O. T. 1011, etc. :—ro, a slate offear, Eur. Or. 312
;, fear-stricken, Id. I. A.

i
857:—also, to feel awe, reverejitial fear,

; '•
. 7., II. 1, 331.—2. c ace,
to stand in aioe of revere,,-, Aesch. Eum.'700, 714: to fear,
dread. Soph. O. C. 293, Tr. 720. and
Eur. :—c. inf , Eur. Bacch 774.-11.
causative, e. ace. pers., like,

! to frighten, alarm, II. 6, 469 ; 11, 405
;

17, 586.—Poet. word., , ?),= sq., Suid.', , , fright, alarm,
terror, II. 24, 152, 181 : also, awe, rev-

erence, , for one, Aescli. Pers.

696; .. Id. Supp. 736; so,, Eur.
Phoen. 361 (where Valck. distin-

guishes, fear, from, ex-

pressed fear, fright).— II. an object of
alarm, a fear or alarm, -/, Eur. Bacch. 1311:—poet,

word.,, , poet, for,
Od. 18, 342., /, ov, () af-

frishted, Aesch. Theb. 240.,^^3, Hesych., who
also quotes in same signf., Att. for tu : others.,^=, Hesych., /, , also,
plaited work, a band, cord, [], ov, , vinegar, bad vine,

Lat. lora. Phoenix ap. Ath. 495 E.—
Ion. word. Prob. from, and
so strictly thick, troubled liquor ; cf.

sq. Hence, , to stir vp, stir to-

gether, , thick



TAPI
wine, or siinDly=rap7avov, Plat.

(Com.)?, , {]) to bifid.', ov, , Targitaiis, son
of Jupiier, progenitor of the Scythae,
Hdt. 4, 5., by crasis for rb-, Ar. Theem. 1196 : so also, rap•, etc., gen., shortd. for-, Amphis Plan. 1, ll,cf.-., ,=, Hesych.^, uv, oi, the Tarichanes,

name of a people, formed from-, inhabiting a large fish, Luc. Ver.

H. 1, 35., , . Ion.,{) a preserving, embalming,

.Luc. i\ec. 15 :

—

ai, 'places

in Aegypt so called /rom the number of
mummies Tnade or kept there, Hdt. 2,

15, 113., , , Tarichea, a city

of Judea, on the lake Genesareth,
famed for its salted fish, Slrab. p. 764.

—2. V. sub foreg.—3. In Strab. p. 834
are small islands on the

Carthaginian coast., , . Ion. -xyiov,() the place in which pickling

or embalming is done.,, , a dealer in salt

fish., ,=., ofmum-
mies, Hdt. 2, 85, 88 ; of fish, Id. 4, 53., -, ,() a

Salter, pickler or embaimer, Hdt. 2, 89., ,, verb, adj., sailed,

pickled, Ath.; from, . -,() :
—to

preserve the body by artificial Tneans, to

einbalm, esp. of the Aegypt. mum-
mies, Hdt. 2, 66, 88, etc. ; cf -.—II. esp., to preserve, dry, or

smoke meat, fish, etc., for eating, rap.

(}, to salt, Hdt. 2, 77 ; 7. bu. Plat.

Symp. 190 D : -, preserved meat, Xen. An. 5, 4,

28 : then also of other substances, to

season wood by soaking it in water,
etc.

—

III. metaph. of care, disease,

age, in pass., to waste away, wither,-, Aesch. Cho. 296; so,-,. to?.,
Detn. 788,24.-2. in Tnedic, to reduce

a patient by starving, cf.., , (, )

hawking about salt-fish, Alex.. 1., , ov, belonging -, ., pickling-ia.T, Arist.

. . 4, 8, 21 ; ., a smell of it,

lb. 20.—2. esp., belonging to salt-fish,

T., saltfish pickle, Soph. Fr.

531, in contr. form., ov, TO, cirni. from-, Ar. Pac. 563, Comici ap. Ath.
119 C, sq. [pi], , , v., fin.?.,,{,)
full of salt-fish. Poet. ap. Ath. 116 B.~?., , , the .-salt-

fish market, Theophr. Char. 6 : from7?., , f -, to sell

dried or saltfish, Plat. Charm. 163 B.
—II. to be engaged with the embalming

of corpses, Luc. Nec. 17. From;?., , ,(,-) dealer in salt-fish, Nicostr. An-
tyll. 2., , , dead body pre-

served by embalming, a mum/ny, Hdt.

9, 120, 3.—II. generally, meat preserved
'

by salting, pickling, drying or smoking,

esp. dried or smoked fish, Hdt. ib.
|

(ubi V. Bahr), Ar. Ach. 967 (in plur.),
|

etc.
i

cf. Foes. Oecon. Hipp.

—

III.
,

metaph. of a stupid fellow, Meineke
Antiph.. 1, 2.—In Att., the

neut. TO, contr. , is

also used, e. g. Chionid. Ptoch. 2,

Ar. Vesp. 491, Fr. 528, etc. (ap. Ath.
119 B, sq.), V. Piers. Moer. p. 369:
also, TO, Anaxandr. Pharm.
2,2., ,=, Ael. .
. 12, 6 ; 15, 9. [<]^, , , Tarcondi-
motus, a king in the range ofAmanus,
Strab. p. 676.^,, , the city Tarquinii

in Etruria, Strab. p. 219 : hence oi

and, the in-

hab. of T., Id.^, ov, 6, the Rom. name
Tarquinius, Strab. ; Plut.^,.,, founder
of Tarquinii, Strab. p. 219., to frighten. Lye. 1177,

ubi V. Baclimann. (Hence-
.)

^ipv, , . Tame, a city of
Lydia, at the base of Mt. Tmolus,
II. 5, 44.

^~, , , a large wicker
basket. [77a], a, ov, Tarpeian, Anth., , , and —, , ,
wicker-work : esp. a large wicker basket.

(Hence, akin to,.)-, Ep., mf
aor. 2 pass, of, Horn.^, , oi, the Tarpetes, a
people on the Palus Maeotis, Strab.

p. 495.

tTd/Wa, . , Tarrha, a city of
Crete, Paus. 10, 16, 5. Hence\, a, ov, of Tarrha, Tar-
rhaean.^, , the city Tarracina
in Latium, now Terracina, Strab. p.

231 : hence, ov, an
inhab. of T., Polyb., , , Tarraco, a
city of Hispania, Polyb. 10, 34, 1

;

now Tarragona., ov, TO, dim. from,
a small hurdle., o,=:the more usu. -, Lye. 360, 400, etc., , -, -, -,
Att. lor -., , , Tarseium, a
city ot Hispania, near the Pillars of
Hercules, Polyb. 3, 24, 2.

iTap,, 6, an inhab. of Tar-
sj«, Luc. Macrob. 21 ; N. T. ; etc.

and, ,=,
q. V., , , Att. ; also
heterocl. plur. in late poets,

as 0pp., and Nonn.() :

—

a
stand OTframe of wicker-work, a crate,

flat-basket, Lat. crates, for warming
or drying things upon, as for drying
cheeses on, Od. 9, 219: a mat of
reeds, such as were built into brick-
work to bind it together,, Hdt. 1, 179, ubi v. Bahr:
a wicker basket, Ar. Nub. 226, cf
Thuc. 2, 76 : a mass of matted roots,

Theophr.—II. any broad, flat stirface,

as,— 1. r., the flat of the foot,

the part between the toes and the heel,

II. 11, 377,388, Hdt. 9. 37 : it answers
to in the hand. Foes. Oecon.
Hipp.:—generally, iAe/oo^Anacreont.
38, 4.—2. r., the flat end,
blade of an oar, Lat. palmula, Hdt. 8,

12 : generally, an oar, Eur. L T. 1346;
cl. -/.—also as a collective noun,
the tchole line of oars on one side of a
ship, V. Arnold Thuc. 7, 40, Polyb.
1, 50, 3, etc.—3. r., the fiat

of the wing when stretched out, and
so, generally, a wing, Mel. 42, Ana-
creont. 9, 3 :—from the fabled fall of
the wing of Pegasus, the city of Tar-
sus had its name, Juven. 3, 118.—4.

., the row of teeth in a saw,
0pp. H. 5, 202.^, , , Tarsus, ancient
capital of Cilicia, on the Cydnus,
Strab. p. 672 sqq. : also pi.,, Xen. An. 1, 2, 23. (v. foreg. 11.

3 tin.), Att., ,()
to make a hurdle or crate : generally,

in pass., to be matted, of roots, The-
ophr. :—so ofthe reticulation of veins,

/. -, prob. 1. Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon.

:

—also,, of plants with

pinnatified leaves, Diosc., , Att.,(-,) like a hurdle or crate, plait-

ed : and so, matted, of roots, Theophr.,, , Att.,=^.—11.==/., Ar. Fr.
686., a, ov, Tartarean, hor-

rible,, Eur. H. F. 907., to quake with cold, shiv-

er, Plut. 2, 943 F.,, , , (-,) child of Tartarus, Orph.
Arg. 975., ov, : also 7) ., Find.
P. 1, 29, Nic. Th. 203 : heterocl. pi.

7, first Hes. Th. 119, 841,
as m Lat. Tartarus, Tarlara :— Tar-
tarus, a dark abyss, as deep below
Hades, as earth below heaven, the
prison of Saturn, the Titans, etc., 11.

8, 13 sq., 431, Hes. Th. 807, etc.,

(never in Od.) Later, Tartarus was
either the nether-world, generally, like, Hes. Sc. 255 ; or the regions

of the damned, as opp. to the Elysian
fields, Yoss Virg. G. 1, 36. In Hes.
Th. 822 personified as husband ot
Gaea and father of Typhoeus.

—

(Prob. onomatop., to express some-
thing terrible : like other redupl. forms,,3,-,,, etc.), , to hurl or cast into

Tartarus, fN. T., , shortd. for --. Macho ap. Ath. 582 E: cf.., a, ov, of Tartessus,
Tartesian, Ar. Ran. 475.^, , , Tartessis, a
district between the mouths of the
Baetis, old legendary land in the far

west, with which Tartarus is placed
in connexion by Strab. p. 148 sqq., ov. 0, Hdt. 1, 163. and
, Dion. P. 337, Tartessus, an ancient
city on the southwestern coast ol

Hispania, by some made Gades, by
others Carte'ia, but its actual site, il

any particular city is meant, has not
been determined, v. Bahr ad Hdt. 1.

c. ; Strab. p. 151.-11. , the Tartes
sus, 6, Arist. Meteor. 1, 13;
Strab. p. 148.^, oi,, , v. sub., , , (cf sub) :—thick, close together, frequent, Lat.
frequens. Horn., Only in II., and ai

ways in fern, plur., ,, II. 12, 158 ; 19, 357, 359.

tTapp//, , , Tarphe, an ancient
city of Locris, 11. 2, 533 ; ace. to

Strab. p. 426 the later., Ep. for, 3 sing
aor. 1 pass, of, Od.,

for, 3 pi., Od. 6, 99..,, closeness, thickness
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?., thickets, 11. 5, 555 ; 15,
COG. (From, to thicken.) Hence, , , also , , Aesch.
Theb. 535 ;

—

thick, close,

1. c. ; , Orac. ap. Luc.
Jup. Trag. 31 :—Hoiii. only nses the
plur. masc. and neut., like Lat. fre-
quentes, , 11. 11, 387, Od.
22, 246 ; so, , Hes.
Th. 693; •), 11. 11,

C9 : neut. pi., freq. as adv.,

ofttimes, often, 11. 12, 47 ; 13, 718, Od.
8, 379.—Horn., also in II.. has a fern., which with this accent be-

longs to a nom. (as

and are collat. forms), -,, 11. 12, 158;

19, 357, 359: so Aristarch. wrote it

;

but others would write, as

if from, cf. Spitzn. 11. 12, 158.,{)=, He-
^ych., , v.., =, Hesych. :

hence., , shortd. form of,
Hesycii., , shortd. for-., , usu. in plur. -, solemn funeral, Lat. inferiae,

exsequiae., f. -vcu, to bury solemnly,, 11. 7, 85 ;

}.!} , 16, 450, 674. (Hence,,,—-
: ',=7,,

Hesych. : but itself seems to

be a shorter form for, as

for .) [ in all tenses,

both m II., and Ap. Rh. 2, 838; 3,

208.]
^, ov, , Tasins, leader of

the Khoxolani against Mithradates,

Strab. p. 306.,, ,() a stretching,

straining, , Plut. 2, 1047 A :

a raising of the note, in music, lb. 2,

1020 : , of darts, Id.

Sull. 18 : ., a raising of the
eyebrows, Anth. P. 12, 42.,, ol, the Tasci, a people
of Persis, Dion. P. 1069.', Att. --; fut. ,
pass, (Ar. Av. 636): aor., mid., pass,,
but also k-ayry [a] : pf pass,-. To arrange, put in order, esp. in

military sense, to draw vp soldiers,

array, marshal, freq. from Hdt.
downwds. :—pass., to be drawn up,, Hdt. 1, 80 ; -
uov. Id. 9, 69, etc. :—also

in mid., to fall in, form in order of bat-

tle, , to form in a

circle, Thuc. 2, 83; 3, 78 ;'. Id. 5, 68 ; sometimes
with an ace. added,, having drawn up
their ships in four lines. Id. 2, 90 (cf.

Eur. Heracl. 664); but,, Thuc. 3, 77 : so in pass.,

vavv, in single

column, Id. 2, 84, cf. 6, 67:—gener-
ally, , coupled

with it, Thuc. 2, 63.-2. to post, sta-

tion, , one against an-

other, Hdt. 5, 109 ; , Aesch.
Theb. 448, and Eur., etc. ; ,
Xen. Cyr. 2, 1.9, etc. ; , Id.

Hell. 1, 7, 34, Plat. Polit. 262 E:
hence,—3. to appoint, ,
one over a thing, to a service or task,

Dem. 143, 23 ; , Aesch. Pers.

298, Eur. Ion 1040, etc. : , Ar.. 636, and Xen.; , Xen.
Cyr. 5, 4, 7 :—freq. also, r.

rt, etc., to undertake a task, Xen.,
1470

TAYP
etc. ; to affect to be so and so, Dem.
438, 5 :—oft. c. inf , to appoint one to

do a thing, and in pass., to be appoint-

ed to do, Aesc^i. Euin. 279, 639, etc.

;

oi (sc. or -
), Xen., etc. :—also, (sine inf.) r., to appoint him ruler,

Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 24 ; -, Dem. 363, 3 ; so,

(sc.), Eur. Ale. 49.—4. to order,

Tivu , Hdt. 3, 25, Soph. O.
C. 639, Eur. Hec. 223; also,, Xen. ("yr. 1, 5, 5, etc. ; so in

pass.,oif , Thuc. 3,

22 : , to be or-

dered to Aegypt, Hdt. 3, 62 :—also
simply, r. , to order a thing. Plat.,

etc. ; . Id. Lach.
199 .—5. to assign to a class, r. ...,
Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 7:—pass., to be as-

signed, , Pind. O. 2, 54, cf. Dem.
200, 11.—6. to fix or assess payments
to be made, r. , Aeschin.
31, 20, cf Dem. 690, 1 ; so, r.-, Xen. Hell. 1,5, 4; so too,, Thuc. 1,

19, etc. ; and in pass., -, Hdt. 3, 97; -, to fix the price, which...,

Thuc. 4, 26:—also in mid., to take a
payment on onc^s self, i. e., agree to pay
It, , Hdt. 3, 13 ; 4, 35,
65 ; ,
Thuc. 1 , ; -, agreeing tnpayby 'msia\mcnu,lh.
117,cf 3,70:—generally, / agree upon,

Ti, Plat. Rep. 416 D, Legg. 844
;

also, , Hdt. 3,

97 :—but, in mid., also, much like the
act., ol.
Id. 3, 89.—7. to impose punishments,
etc., r., Ar. Vesp. 1420, Plat.,

etc. ; r./,, Plat. Legg.
876 C, Dem. 500, 25 ; r., Lycurg. 156, 10.—8. to fix,

settle, b (like

ra/crof), Hdt. 2,41,and so very freq.
;

also, , the re-

ceived names, Isocr. 190
;

.-, regular art, Id. 293 C.—First in
Pind., and Hdt.,=~, Anth. P. 11, 67 ; cf.

Martial. 1, 101., Dor. for, Pind.\, ov, 6, Tatianus, masc.
pr. n., Anth., , , () stretching

:

fitted for so doing., Att. contr. for ,
Ar. rhesm. 549 ; more correct tlian', Buttm. Ausf. Gr. 29 Anm.
10 n.

tTa-fof, ov, , the Rom. name
Talins, Plut., , , that can be stretched,

Arist. H. A. 3, 13, 1., Att. for, q. v., ov, i, and ,, ,
oriental name a{ theplicasant, Persian
ledsrew iPott Et. Forsch. 1, p. l.xxx),

Pamphil. ap. Ath. 387 D; cf tetv-.̂ , , . Dor. -, Ion., Taygltc, daughter of Atlas
and Pleione, Pind. O. 3, 53., ov, , Ion.,
Mons Taijgetus, a range ruiuiing

through Laconia, now called Pente-
dnktylos, Od. 6, 103; Hdt. 4, 146:
also (1, Luc. Icarom. 19,

and 7(i, Plut. []^7, , ol, the Taulantii,
an lUyrian or Epirotic jieople around
E|)idamnus, Thuc. 1, 24: Strab. p.

326.

?., , ,—, tabula,

Agath., , a barren cow, Lat. taura.

TATP,,() to want the bidi

of cows, Arist. H. A. 6, 18, 12 (but
with V. I.) ; cf., , , Ion., contr., also, (sub. );—
buWs hide, ox-hide.—11. kind of

drum covered with tliin skin, Geop.

:

also a scourge or ivhip, like the Amer-
ican cowhide, Lat. taurea, Artemid. 1,

70.^, ov, 6, Tavreas, an Athe-
nian, Plat. Charm. 153 B.—Others in
Andoc. ; Dem. , etc., a, ov, also , ov, Eur.
Hel. 1582() :

—

of bulls, oxen or
cows, Lat. taurinus,,,
etc., Aesch. Theb. 44, Soph. Tr. 518,
etc.; but in Horn, always, o/ ou/Z's-

hide,,, 11. 10, 258; 13,

161, etc. : cf.,, , name of a month
at Cyzicus, Inscr., ov, ,{, 7.•) :

—a bull-driver : a Thessalian
horseman who played a principal
part in the bull-fights{-
a), a Invridor, Anth. P. 9, 543. [uj, ov, b, an ox-deer, an
animal usea as a beast of burden in
India, ace. to Cosmas, cf Ael. N. A.
17, 45.,, , an ox-ele-

phant, an Indian monster, cf Jacobs
ad Ael. N. A. 17, 45., a, ov, =.—.
ppith. of Neptune in Boeotia, Hes.
Sc. 104, either because bulls were
offered to him, as Tzetzes says, or
from the roaring of lake Onchestos, v.

Guttling ad 1. : cf 2., , V..,() adv., like bull

:

esp., fiercely, savagely, Lat. torvo vultu,' or, Ar.
Ran. 804, , Heind. Plat.

Phaed. 117 ; cf..'\, , , Tauriane, a dis-

trict near Thurii, Strab. p. 254.^, ov, , Tauriamim, a
city of the Bruttii, Strab. p. 256., , , born under the

constetlatioJi Taurus ; cf.., v. sub.,,, dim. of, [], , , of, belonging to a
bull.'\, , ov, of the Tauri, Tau-
ric, Hdt. ; etc., esp. ' (with
and without ,), Taurica, tbe
country between the Palus Maeotis
and the sinus Carcinites, now Crimea,
Hdt. 4, 99 ; Eur. I. T. 85 :, the Tauric mountains in the T.
Chersonese, Hdt. 4, 3.

VVavplvoi, . ol, or Tiivpivoi, the

Taurini, a people of Gallia Cisalpi-

na, Strab. p. 204., , o/,= foreg., Polyb.
2, 15, 8 : distinguished from them by
Strab. p. 293.'[, ov, 6, Tauriscus, masc.
pr. n., Arr. An. 3, 6, 7.^,, b, Taurion, a com-
mander of the Achaeans, Polyb. 5, 92,, , , bellowing like a
hull, V. 1. Orph. 5, 3., ov, (,)
striking or slaughtering bull.'!,

., a sacrifice of a bull, Anth. P. ap-

pend. 104, 239.. ov,(,) de-

vouring bulls, 7., Anth. Plan. 94.,. ,(.,-) with paunch or body of a bull

:

metaph., huge, Anth. Plan. 52., , (, )
doubtful epith. of Bacchus, Orph. Fr,

28, 7.



, , , (, ) '

binding bulls, bull-binder ; fem. -,, Anth.,,{,) :
—., bound with bairs-hide glue,

Eur. Cret. 2, 8; cf. '/..,,(,) bull-

like, bull-shaped, Strab., , roaring like a bull.

(', ),
a libation at the sacrifice of a bull, Orph.
Arg. 612.

iTavpoi, , , the Tauri, a Scy-

thian people dwelling in the penin-

sula, named from them Tauric Cher-
sonese, Hdt. 4, 99 ; Strab. p. 308., , , the stuffed

figure used at bull-fights to enrage the

bull ; V. sq.-, ,{,--) bull-fight, held on occasion

of a festival jn Thessaly, Bockh
Schol. Find. P. 2, 78; cf.-,, , , {,) with bull's horns, Eur. Bacch.

100.?.,, bull-headed.,,,(, Ko7Jia)

ghie made from bulls' hides, Polyb. 6,

23, 3.?., , like bulVs-hide

glue., ,=^.7.,
Eur. Or. 1378, Anth. Plan. 126.), , to slaughter, sacri-

fice bulls,, Aesch. Theb. 276;

c. ace,. Soph. Tr. 760., ,(,)
killing or slaying bulls,. Soph.

Phil. 400.— II. proparox.-, , pass., killed by a bull., , , or-, ,() bull-fight, Inscr.

iavpovov, , , Taurome-
nium, a city on the east side of Sicily,

Strab. p. 266: hence -, an inhab. of T., Id. p. 267 ; and, the territory of T., Id.

p. 268., ,(, '-) bull-faced, Orph. . 44, 1., , (,)
hull-formed, , Eur.]
1261., , fj, (,) either bull-maiden, i. . Eu-
ropa, who was carried away by a

bull ; or, cow-maiden, of lo, Lye.
1292.,, , , {,•) sprung from a bull, of bees,

Theocr. Fistula ; cf. Virg. G. 4, 554,

sq. [u],, , Eur. I. . 1457,

Ar. Lys. 447 ; also/.. Soph.

Aj. 172 ;—a doubtful name of Diana,

perh. honoured by sacrifice of bulls or

hunting bulls ; cf. Liv. 44, 44, Lob.

Aglaoph. p. 1089,

—

?.,
her temple on the island Klcaria)!
Doliche, Strab. p. 639.,, , ,-, ,(,) bull-footed, .,
a river-god, Eur. I. . 275., , bull-faced,

front-de-hoeuf.-, , 6, bull. freq. in

Horn., esp. as a sacrifice to Neptune :

also, , like ,, etc., 11. 17, 389 -.—-, oracularly of

Agamemnon and his wife, Aesch. Ag.

1126 :—a wandering murderer is corn-

pared to a bull driven by a rival from

the herd, Soph. O. T. 478, cf. Virg.

G. 3, 224, sq.—2. the priest of Neptune

Taureios.— II. the bull as a sign of the

TATT
Zodiac.—111. the space between the tes-

ticles andfundament, eisewh. :

also the membrum virile, whence-
: cf. also HI. (Cf.

Welsh tarw, Gaelic tarbh.)], , , Tawrtis,=;• 2,

Apollod. 1, 9, 26 ; Plut. Thes. 19.—2. a

Lacedaemonian, son of Echitimides,

Thuc. 7, 119.—Others in Apollod.;

etc.—II. Mt. Taurus, a celebrated

range dividing Asia into two great di-

visions, 7/' and //•
roil.— 111. , a stronghold in

Judea, near Jericho, Strab. p. 763.^,, , Taurosthenes,

an Aeginetan, victor at Olympia,
Paus. 6, 9, 3., , to cut a bull's

throat, slaughter a bull, . , to

cut its throat (so that the blood runs)

into a hollow shield, Aesch. Theb. 43 :

from, , (,-) :—like, slaughtering

bulls, esp. in sacrifice, r., Soph.
Tr. 609. [a], ,(,)
eating bulls, epith. of Bacchus, Soph.
Fr. 594 ; whence Ar. Ran. 357 trans-

fers it to Cratinus, v. Meineke Com.
Fragin. 1, p. 52, and cf./.
[]/, , (,)
bull-like, Dion. P. 642., (,-) :

—

., sounds that imitate

the bellowing of bulls, Aesch. Fr. 54., ,(,)
=, ., Pind.

. 6, 69 ; epith. of Hercules, Theocr.

17, 20., , drawn by bulls., ,(, ) bull-

shaped, ]., ,() to make into a

bull

:

—pass,, to be or become

savage as a bull, Aesch. Cho. 275, Eur.

Bacch. 922 ; to look savage,-, cast savage glances

on one, Eur. Med. 92 ; cf..
—II. of sexual intercourse only in the

deriv..,, ?/, epith. of Diana, like.], , contr. for-, Nic.,, , Tauron, masc.
pr. ., Arr. An. 5, 14, 1.[,,, Tauchira, a city

of Cyrenaica, later Arsinoe, Hdt. 4,

171.,, pecul. poet. fem.

of sq., Nonn., ,(, -) bull-

faced. Ion ap. Ath. 35 E., o,=:foeg.
or.=-,, ap.

Hesych., , , and, ,
words assumed by Gramm., as com-
mon forms of the Ion.., neut. pi. from, used
freq. as adv., v. XV., contr. for ,. Hence,= : then,

generally,=(, which seems to

have arisen from it, Ruhnk. Tim.. dat. fem. from, very
freq. from Hdt. downwds., v. sub -

XVI. also TavTiji, Ar. Thesm.
1221., strengthd. Att. for,
V. oiTOf XVIII. [I], to make or take as one and
the same : to speak tvith tautology., Ion., Alt. also-, contr. for , , just

the same. Hence

, , of the same blood,

Nicet.?, , , like will or
mind., Att. contr. for to .', , of the same sex or
ki7id, Nicet., , to write in the same
way.,, of the same opinion., , to have the same
power or force : of words, to mean the

same : from, , of the same pow-
er, force or meaning. [y'\, , of the same kind or

shape., , ,=.,,=^?., , to do 'the same.

Hence,, , sameness of deed

or action., , zealous for the

same, Nicet.', , willing the same •

TO',=^., , under the same cli-

mate, Strab.', , to be a•, . , to repeat what has
been said about it, Polyb. 1, 1,3, etc.,, , repetition of what
has been said. Hence2,, adv., tautologically., ,(, ') re-

peating what has been said, tautologous,

Anth. P. 9, 206. Adv. -., contr. for to -,
a hap, chance ; , of
itself, by chance, Thuc. 6, 36, Plat.

Euthyd. 282 C., , of the same length,

Math. Velt., , to be of the same
mind., , , liability to the

same sufferings, etc. : [ti] from, , {,,) having suffered orfelt the some:
liable to the same sufferings, accidents,

etc., , , repetition of the

same foot in the same verse., ov,=sq., , of the same signifi-

cation./,, ofthe same strength., , of the same birth

or sej7, Nicet.7,, , to have the same
syllables., ', , () same-
ness, identity, Arist. Eth. N. 8, 12, 3., , , sameness of
tone : from, , of the same tone.,,() ofthe same
name., in Pind. for, 3 sing,

aor. with no pres. in use, v. sub •., a, ,() v. sub -., , , () one who
buries the dead, a burier. Soph. O. C.
582, El. 1488.,, ,() a burying•

ground.'', , , (v. sub) :
—

burial, Lat. scpultura, ,, Hdt. 1. 24, 112, etc.: mode

of burial, Id. 2, 85 ; 5, 8 :—the phir. is

often used of one burial, like Lat.

funera, as Hdt. 5, 63, Soph. Aj. 1090,

1109; . Thuc. 2. 34:
—in plur., also, of burial-place, Hdt
4, 71 :

—
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, he received no payment for
it, Deni.

TuipT/'ioc, , ov, Ep., and Ion. for, belonging to a burial or grave,

r., a winding-sheet, shroud,
Od. 2, 99 ; 19, 144, etc.'\, ov, 6, 'faphiaxsus, a
mountain in the territory of Calydon,
containing ihc tomb of the Centaurs,
Strah. p. 427.

tTa^iOf, a, ov, of Tr.phus, Taphian,, Eur. I. A. 284 : in pi. oi -, the Taphiaus, famous as sea-

men and pirates, whence the epi-

thet oar-loving in Horn., Od. 1, 181,

419 ; 15, 426 ; Eur. H. F. 60 : cf.-., a, ,-=,., a

gravestone, Anth. P. 7, 40.', Ati. cra.sis for -., , (tiJof) like burial

or grave, DlO C.', ov, 6, (v. sub) :—
a burial, Lat. funus, esp. a funeral-

feast, wake, Horn., and Hes. ;-
vai, to give a funeral-feast, 11.

23, 29, Od. 3, 309, like -
vat : , to obtain the rites

of burial, Eur. Hec. 47 ;, to perform them. Soph. O. T.
1447 ; T. 7?.?.,'. Id. Aj.

1170; also in plur.,Plat. Kep.414 A,
etc.— 11. the grave itself, tomb. Hcs.
Sc. 477, Pind. I. 8 (7), 120, Trag.,
etc.: but never so in Horn.:— in

plur., burial-place, Hdt. 4, 127, etc.

[]', , (V. sub) :—
astonishment, amazement, ', Od. 21, 122 ;, 23, 93, etc. : dat.

in lljyc. 52.

—

from the same
root is more freq. \y ^], ov, , Taphus, the old name
of one of the small islands between
Acarnania and Leucadia, N. W. of
the Echinades, fOd. 1, 417t ;—ace. to

Isitzsch the modern Meganisi : the
Taphians were famous seamen and
pirates, v. Nitzsch Od. 1, 181: fin
Strabo's time it was called,, (v. 1.) Strab. p.

356.,, ,() a making
of flitches or trenches, Dem. 325, 20.,, , (^) a

ditch already made, Plat. Legg. 761
B.", •, , a digging, method

of digging, Ael. N. A. 9, 8 : from,() to make a ditch,

Plat. Legg. 7(30 E, 778 E., . Ion. for, Hdt. 4,

28, 201, ul)i V. Schweigh.', , to throw up the earth

from a ditch./, , ditch-like trcnch-

like., , to make a trench for
besieging, Diod., ov, ij, a ditch, trench, freq.

in Hom. (esp. in II.), usu., II. 7, 341, etc. ; r.,
to draw a trench, lb. 450 ; so too
Hdt. 4, 3, etc. ; in plur., Soph. Aj.

1279 :—CaUim. is said to have used
it as masc, and so in Alcidam. p.

65 ;—cf. modern Greek, .
(From same root as -, .)
Hence, ,() contr. for-., ov,(,)
digging ditch or trench, a sappier and
viinrr, Diog. L. 4, 23. [], part, aor., v. sub/.

TaYfl.adv.,() :
—quickly, soon,

forthwith, Lat. statim, oft. in Horn.,
1472

who, like Hes. and Pind., uses it only
of time, 11. 1, 205, Od. 18, 72, etc. ; in

which signf it is also found in Att.,

as Aesch.Theb. 261, cf Ruhnk.Tim.,
Heind. Plat. Phaedr. 228 •.—'

for , Lat.

quum primum. Plat. Phaedr. 242 A,
ubi v. Heind. : y, soon i'faith,

Od. 18, 73, 338.—II. in prose and Att.,' is freq. used to express some-
thing more or less probable, probably,

perhaps, may be, first in Hdt. 1, 70,,

etc., and freq. in Trag., etc. ; usu. c.

optat., as Aesch. Euin. 512, etc. ; but
sometimes c. indie, Plat. Phaedr.
256 C : ' alone, in answers,
Id. Soph. 255 C :—strengthd., '

>,' , ' .
Id. Soph. 247 D, Polit. 264 D, Tim.
38 E, cf. 111 ;—the is rarely
omitted, as in Plat. Legg. 711 A,
Bion 5, 8, cf Jelf Gr. Gr. 859.—For
superl., v. C. II., adv. from, q. v., V. sub., ov, , epith. of the hare,
Ael. N. A. 7, 47. [t], ,, poet, for..
Rh., Anth. P. 6, 167, etc.: neut.'plur.,=^, also.,',', neut., freq.

as adv. [d], superl. adv., v. snb ra-..., , ov, superl. of,
Hom., and Hdt., v., C. II. [«], ovor, neut., com-
par. of, q. v. (C. I. 3.)

iTao^l>,, , Tnchompso, an
island of the Nile, on the borders of
Aethiopia, Hdt. 2, 29.',, ,() :

—

swift-

ness, speed, quickness, fleetness, II. 23,

406, 515, Hdt., etc. ; ^pv,
quickness of mind or apprehension,
Plat. Legg. 689 C, cf Eur. Bacch.
070.—II. is freq. used in ad-

verbial phrases for, as,, Xen. An. 2, 5, 7 ; ,
Soph. Aj. 822, etc. ; , rind.
. 5, 04, Aesch. Pr. 747, etc. ;, Hdt. 1, 124, 152; .
Soph. . C. 885, 904; and absol.Va-, Aesch. Ag. 945, Eum. 124:—also

with relatives, or , like

( ), Hdt. 5. 106 ; 9. 7,

and Att. ; -•. Soph. El. 1373,

etc.: 5 (Dor. a), Pind. O. 6,

39, Tlieocr. 14', 68, cf Valck. Hipp.
491 :-—also, ,
Hdt. 8, 107; ,\\\3.
7, 2 ; , Plat. Gorg.
451 D ; cf. Jelf Gr. Gr. § 528. [], neut. from, q. v.', ov,(,-) confjiiered quickly or easily,,
Hdt. 7, 1.30. [u]3, oi.',=:sq., Physiogn., , , fj, (,) fast-walking, fast-going, Arist.

Physiogn. 6, 44. [ti]', ov, o,=foreg., Eur.
Rhes. 134. []?, , , a sprouting or

groining quickly, Theophr. : from3?, ov, (, ?-) sprouting Or growing quickly,

Theophr.7., ov, (,)
quickox hasty of counsel, Ar. Ach. 630., , (, "^)
qwckly gi owing old, Hipp.)/, ov,(,)
quick of tmigve, talking fast, Hipp.,, , , quick production,
Arist. H. A. 6, 37, 4 from

, ov,(,) yield
ing fruit quickly or soon, Theophr.,,{,) quick-
kneed, i. 6. swift-footed, Nonn., , to write fast

.

from, ov, writing fast, a fast
writer, [a], , gen., (,) soon moved to tears, Luc. Na-
v)g. 2.,,{,) whirl-
ing quickly, Nonn., , to run fast ; and, , , quickness in
running, Arist. Probl. 5, 9, 1 : from, ov,fast running., ,=., , , quickness in work-
ing, Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 19.

—

U. wavering,
inconstancy, App. : from, ov, (, *)
doingOT working quickly.—II. wavering,
inconstant, [{i], ,(,)fast-
rowing,, Aesch. Supp. 33., ov, dying soon.—.
act., killing speedily., ov, riding fast, [v], ov, moving quickly, [i], ov, (,)
leading quickly to a decision : in
medic, bringing quickly to a crisis,

Hipp. [I], , quick, apt to learn.,, , ,(,)
swift to anger, Anth. P. 9, 524, 20.

^^'^/, ov, b, Nonn., and --,, 6, ,=., ,(,) be-

ing quickly or often a mother. Anth., ov,(,) soon-

dying, short-lived,, Aesch. Ag.
486. [v), ov, (,)
speakingfast , Nonn. [v], , (,)
to sail fast, Thuc. 6, 31, 34, Polyb.,
etc.,, ,=, dub.

:

[] from. ov, contr. -, ovv,=--. []
(;;',() to make quick or

speedy, to hasten, urge on. Soph. Aj.

1164 ; and so perh. in Ale. 255.—11.

intr., to be quick, to make haste, speed,

hurry, Aesch. Pers. 692, Soph. O. T.
861, O. C. 219; and in prose, Xen.
Cyr. S, 5, 15. [], ,(,) soon
persuaded, credulous, Theocr. 2, 138

;

7, 38.—II. obeying quickly or easily., , () flying
fast.?., , to sail fast, Polyb.

3, 95,' 6 : and/, , , swtftnees in sail-

ing : Irom7., ov, contr.-, ovv,(,) fast-sailing., , , quickness of res

piration, Hipp. p. 278., ov, (,)
sending Or accompanying quickly,-, Aesch. Supp. 1046. [C], ov, (, )

fast-going, quick of motion, Aesch. Ag.
486, Eur. El. 451 ; .. Id. Hel.
1272;—always in lyric passages., ov, {,)
=, Pind. . 1, 107, Anth., -, 6, ,() stvift footed, Eur. Bacch. 782,

Ar. Eq. 1008 ; r., Eur. Tro
232; •. Id. Bacch. 168. [v]



,,(,)
tcith swift heels, i. e. swift-footed, -, Theogn. 551., , to moult quick-

ly, Aristaen. 2, 1.-, ov, {,)
swift-winged, Aesch. Pr. 88.-7, ov, {,)
with fleet, swift horses, Aavaoi, II. 4,

232, etc. ; but never in Od. [C], ov, {, />)
rushing rapidly, /., Aesch. Theb.
285./^, ov,=foreg., Soph.
0, C. 1081.'',, , like, quick,

swift, fast, fleet, first in Horn., who
has it mostly of speed in running,

which he sometimes expresses more
fully by , 11. 13, 249,

482; , Od. 17,308; then
freq. in Hdt., and Att. : opp. to j3pa-.—2. quick, speedy, Aesch. Pers.

739, Soph., etc. :—and of the mind,
Eur. Ion 742 ; r. -, Pmd. P.

1, 161 ; . , Plut. Cat.

Min. 1.

B. Adv.,, quickly, etc., II.

23, 365, Hes. fh. 103, and Att. : the

adv. is also e.icpressed by periphr.,

oiu, in haste, Thuc. 3, 13,

etc. : also neut. as adv., Eur.
H. F. 885, and Ar. ; more freq.,
q. V. ; cf.

C. Comparison :—I. compar.,—1.

the regul. form, a, ov, is

not Att., but in Hdt. is the usu. form,

e. g. ,
3, 65 ; 7, 194, cf Lob. Phrj'n. 77 ; -, as adv., Hdt. 4, 127 ; 9, 101.

—2. usu., neut., gen., Horn. ; new Att., neut.: the neut. as adv., like-Lat.

ocius, oft. stands for the positive, 11.

2, 440, Od. 16, 130, Pind., etc. ;

; i. e. make haste and
bring. Soph. Tr. 1183, cf O. T. 430.

—3. the compar., neut. tov, is

very freq. in late prose, as Dion. H.,

Diod., and Plut. ; but rare in good
Att., Piers. Moer. p. 436, Meineke
Menand. p. 144.—II. superl.,-, , ov, the prevalent form of su-

perl. in Hdt. : Horn, however uses
only neut. plur. as superl.

adv. (of ), most quickly, most
speedily, , as soon as may
be, as soon as possible, like Ti, -, etc., II. 4, 193, etc. ; so in Hes.,

Hdt., and Att., or ,
used also as a conjunction, like Lat.

quamprimum, in which case is usu.
separated from, Hdt. 1, 11,

05, 80, etc. ; so,. ,
Aesch. Supp. 465, 883, Soph., etc.

:

, ( Att. ~ ),
Hdt. 7, 163, 129 :—freq. also in prose,

(sc. ), as adv., by
the quickest way, i. e. 7nost quickly, Hdt.
1, 73, 81, 86, etc. (Perh. akin to.)
[In compar.,, lov, but in later Ep., tov.], ov,{,-) swift-springing, Anth. P. 9, 227,

e conj. Jac.?^, , swift of leg ox foot., ov,{,)
quickly producing seed,\. 1. Arist. H. A.
10, 5, 5.,, , not parox., Ar-
cad, 28, 9 : {) :— like,
quickness, swiftness, of dogs, Od. 17,

315 ;/, of the race,

n. 23, 740 ;
-., tXenophan. 2,

1, Bgk.t, Pind. O. 1. 155;, Hdt. 3, 102 : and m Plat.,

etc.^^, ov, {, )
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quickly bringingforth, Arist. Probl. 10,

9., ov, fast-speaking, [f]?., , {,)
quick-lipped, av?i.oi ., flutes or pipes

over which the lips run rapidly, Leon.

Tar. 1,3; al.?..,, , , {,) quick of hand, nimble, Critias 46.

[ir], , , quickness of
hand, dexterity, A. B.

i^a, , , Tachos, a king of

Aegypt, Ael., Dor. and Aeol. gen. plur.

fern, of the article, for, also very

freq. in Hom., and Hes. [u],, , v.., ov, of a peacock : from2~, , gen., ace. (not

so well,, etc.), Ar. Av. 102,

269 ; nom. pi., or, ap. Ath.

655 A:—but also, nom., gen., nom. pi., dat.,
Ar. Ach. 63, cf Buttm. Ausf Gr. (^ 58

s. v., Jacobs Ael. N. A. 11, 33:

—

a

peacock

:

—metaph. of coxcombs, Ar.

Ach. 1. c, cf Strattis Maced. 7.—
Ace. to Trypho ap. Ath. 397 E, the

Athenians inserted an aspirate,
cf Dind. Ar. Ach. 63 :—this was
prob. a relic of the digamma,^,
which appears in the Lat. pavo,

whence Anglo-Sax. pawa, our pea-

fowl, etc.

TE, enclitic particle, and, Lat. que,

esp. in poets : ace. to Herm. Soph.

O. T. 6S8, distinguished from, in

being adjunctive, rather than conjunc-

tive ;—i. e., in that it merely strings

expressions together without imply-

ing any actual connexion between
them, cf II. 19, 221, Od. 1, 392, and
V. Herm. H. Hom. Cer. 488. It joins

not merely single words, but also

clauses, as in II. 2, 198.

Special usages:—I. usu. stands,

in joining words, after the word to

be joined ; or, in joining clauses, af-

ter the first w'ord of the clause to be
joined, as in II. 1, 5.—II. a nearer con-
nexion is marked by ....., both...

and.., ,
Hom. ; so in prose, as Antipho 116,

8 ; 117, 9, Plat., etc.: it may be re-

peated any number of times, as

r' ,
II. 2, 58; cf 1, 177, Aesch. Pr. 89,

sq., 486, sq., Soph. Tr. 1094, sq. ; so,

sometimes in prose, Lys. 153, 22,

Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 36 :—the phrase
' ' uv

in Od. 2, 374, prob. means,
till eleven days are past and the twelfth

come.—III. the closest union, imply-

ing a real connexion, is expressed by

.., as in Hom., -, , etc.
;

or by ....., with one or more
words between, as is usu. in prose

;

though even here ... is often

found, as, , Thuc. 2,

35 ; . Id.

3, 25, etc. ; cf. Lat. et...et.., -que et,

both. ..and.., as well so.., as so.., not only

...but also.. ; cf II :—on oi ?.-

7.01 .., }.7. .., etc., . sub
/.?. . 3, /.?. .—2. in this signf

1
r' 7/ is solely Ep., II. 2, 206, etc.

;

r' is very rare.—3. the transpos.

is also peculiar to Ep., II. 1,

521 ; 9, 159, etc. ; and repeated,

.., .., Od. 14, 465
;

yet that

... is good Att., at least when
one or more words come between, is

established by Schaf Dion. Comp. p.

191.—IV. is sometimes put in ir-

regular positions, as •

TE
7. r'/., . 3, 80

;

-, /.-, Od. 16, 6;/.,- -, Od. 19, 367:— sometimes
also, it joins a finite verb with a par-
ticiple, as, i/.Aa, Hdt. 1, 85 ;, Thuc. 4, 100 ; cf Herm.
V'ig. . 219.—V. though is an en-
clitic, yet there are many places
where it seems to go before the word
to which it refers, v. Elmsl. I. A. 508,

Heracl. 622, Herm. Soph. Phil. 454,
etc. : but the exceptions are for the
most part more apparent than real

;

for, often, the irregularity is caused
by an ellipse ; or, the word which
actually fullov\'s is so closely con-
nected with that to which it belongs,
as to be almost part of that word ;

and so, may stand,— 1. after a gen-
itive dependent on the word to which

belongs, as Hes. Op. 19.—2. after

the article of the word to which
belongs, as Soph. Phil. 314, cf 325.—
3. after a relative on which the whole
sentence depends, as Aesch. Theb.
1073.—4. most freq. after a prepos.
when it refers to the second clause
as well as the first, Pind. P. 1, 22,

Hdt. 1, 69, etc.: but this, for the
most part, only where the prepos. is

the first word of the clause, Pors. Or.
887.— See further Pind. N. 1, 46,
Aesch. Cho. 130, and v. Jelf Gr. Gr.

<J
756.— V'l. in Ep. and Ion., stands

after relatives seemingly pleonast.,

which is thus to be explained :—The
realatives in the earliest language
were nothing but demonstratives,
which therefore needed to be joined
by -. When they themselves ob-

tained a relative force,- was dropped
as superfluous : but in Hom. this had
not yet been fully done, and hence it

is that,, , ,. , are
still so freq. in him, while in Att. no-
thing of this usage remained, except
the particles,, and the phra-
ses , '- The same may
be said of the relat. adverbs, which,
are very freq. in Hom. with , as,

, II. 5, 305 ; , II. 5, 500 ;, II. 10, 7 ;, II. 2, 474,, 11. 9, 481 ; , ?./. ,
II. 19, 165, etc. ; cf Herm. Vig. .
315 ; so too, , freq in Hdt., e. g.

5, 33. This old usage is compared
by Herm. Soph. O. T. 688, to the
Germ, der da.., which is also some-
what antiquated. Nitzsch Od. 1, 50,

attempts an ingenious distinction be-

tween ,, , , etc.—2.

Hom. oft. puts other particles be-

tween the relatives and , esp.

(never pa), , -, Herm. . Horn. . 390.

—

VII. in Hom. also is used seem-
ingly pleon. after other particles, esp.,
— 1. after -,. to strengthen it, like

Lat. etenim, II. 1, 81 ; 4, 160, etc. ;

also, , II. 23, 277 ; and even in
Att., Schiif Soph. Tr. 1021, Dion.
Comp. p. 409.—2. after, v.

XI.—3. after , but also, but then,

very freq. in Hom., also with a word
between, vvv ' '. II. 9,

519: ... ..., answering to

one another, II. 5, 139 ; 21, 260 : but
is never found in Att., Herm.

Vig. n. 316, Seidl. Eur. El. 667.—
The union of with other particles

is to be explained in the same way as
its union with relatives, from its gen-
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eral connective power, which we are

oft. quite unable to express, cf. also.— V^III. in the hrst clause is

not always followed by re or in

the second, but sometimes by (5, as

in the famous passage of 11. 10, 224,'.., (5' ..,
etc. ; so too. Soph. . C. 367, Tr.

285, Wellauer Aesch. Pers. 017 : in

this case the second clause is made
emphatic by 6. as in Lat. by et vera:

more rarely followed by ?;, Find. O.

1, 167, 1. 8, 74, IlOckh v. 11. p. 352 ;

but sometimes even in prose, e. g.

Plat. Theaet. 143 C, Ion 535 D.—2.

also, in the first clause is some-

times followed by in the second,

V. I. 6.

Te, Dor. for, ace. sing, from,
Theocr. 1, 5, cf. Ar. Ach. 779: al-

ways oxyt., whereas (as the ac-

cus.) is always enclit., Buttm. Ausf
Gr. i 72 Anm. 7.

', apostroph. for , neut. pi.

from, II. 5, 237.

jTiavuv, or, , ,— 1.', Teanum Apulorum, a city

of Apulia, Strab. p. 242.—2.-, Teanum Sidicinum, a city of the

Osci in Campania, Id. p. 237.^,, , Tearchon, an
Aethiopian traveller, vStrab. p. Gl.,, , the Tearus, a Thra-
cian river joining the Hebrus, Hdt.

4, 89.ia, , 6, Teaspis, a Per-

sian, Hdt. 4, 43.
_

tTfuriii, , , Teatea, or Teate,

capital of the Marrucini, Strab. p. 241.

}:3, ov. 6, v..
TElTiZ : fut., to wet, moist-

en, Trag. : ., to bedew with, esp.

with tears, as, -
•, Aesch. Pers. 540 ; ', Id.

Pr. 401 ; and so simply, r.,, etc.. Soph. Ant. 530, and Eur.
;

and in pass., to weep, Aesch. Pers.

1065.—2. c. ace. cognato, r.,
to shed tears, Pind. N. 10, 141 ; -.
Soph. Tr. 649 : hence in pass., ^-, a shower fell. Id. O.

T. 1279.— 11. to soften (properly, by

soaking or bathing), Viv'/. (i. e.). Find. . 4. 5 : to

melt, more to compassion, touch at heart,

Valck. Hipp. 303.—Pass,, to

be touched or moved, yield, Aesch. Fr.

1008
;
' opyy ',

Ar. Lys. 550 ; -. Plat. Rep. 361 C ; etc.—III.

to dye, stain, Lat. tingere ; metaph.,

like Lat. imbuere, r. -,, Pind. . 4,28, .
10, 141. (Lat. tingo. Germ. tUnchen,

Engl, tinge, are akin.), , . Ion. -. and,
Tegea, an ancient city of Arcadia, in

the southeast, 11. 2, 607 ; Thuc. ; etc.

:

adj., , , of Tegea., ov, , tlon.- of
or from Tegea, fHdt. 1, 65 ; 9, 26+ :

then, by a play upon words, of orfrom
a brothel, ap. Diog. L.; v. IV. []^, , , of Tegea.\},,, fern, from foreg

;

esp. ., the territory of T., Polyb.

16, 17, 4.> fof, ov,{) :

—

with a roofox

at the roof, ., the women's
chambers at the top of the house, II. 6,

248 ; elsewh. .\,,,=,
.Dion. JP. 382.
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,,=,, Hesych., , , verb. adj. from, wetted, or that can be wetted,

Arist. Meteor. 4, 9, 2.-2. softened, or

that may be softened, Lat. exorabilis.,, , {) a wetting,

moistening. Hipp., , , like, a

roof, covering of a house or room, Lat.

lectuin, Od. 10, 559 ; 11, 64. Ar. Nub.
1126 ;

' , Ar.

Ach. 262 ; . , Thuc. 4,

48, Xen., etc.

—

. any covered part of
a house, a hall room, chamber (properly,

at the top of the house), Od. 1, 333 ; 8,

458, etc. ; , the tem-
ple at Delphi, Pind. P. 5, 54 ;^, i. e. in a cave. Id. N. 3,

94.

—

III. a vault, grave, Lyc.—IV. la-

ter, esp., a brothel, stew, Jac. nth. P.

p. 717 ; cf Polyb. 12, 13, 2.{ is

merely another form of the root

;

which recurs in Lat. tego, tectum, in

Germ, decken, Dccke, Dach, our deck,

thatch.)

ivpo, ov, , Tegyrius, a king
of Thrace, Apollod, 3, 5, 4., Ep. fern. part, pf-

from, Hom., and Hes. : the
Homeric masc. is, in the

Doric poets.(), adv. part, pf from, boldly, Polyb. 2, 10, 7., Ion. 3 pi. pf pass, from, Hdt. 6, 103., pf from, a form of

Boeot. origin., pf from?, Od., and
Hes., pf with pres. signf , from
a root -, of which no pres. is

found, but it occurs in aor. (v.

infra), and, .—I. intr., to be as-

tonished, astounded or amazed,, Od. 23,

105 ; mostly in the part,, II.

4, 243; 21, 64, etc.; Ep. plqpf as

imperf, Od. 6, 166;-
(to be pronounced as a quadri-

syll.), Od. 24, 90 :— to this belongs
also aor., which is also freq.

in Hom., but only in masc. part, -, in the phrases ,
II. 9, 193 ; , 1 1, 545, etc.

;

but Pind. has 3 sing,, P. 4, 168 :

—later, the pf is sometimes joined

with the part., , Hdt.

2, 156. — 2. c. ace, to wonder or be

amazed at a thing, only in Hesych.
;

for in Od. 6, 168,\5 its usu.

intr. signf : Hesych. quotes a pres.

in this signf— II. of the causa-
tive perf, to astonish, amaze,, we have 3 sing,, in Cro-
byl. Apol. 1, as emended by Casau-
bon. (Akin to,,-,, etc.), , , Dor. for,
fixed, settled, regular, Lat. solennis,, Find. .
11, 35 :, , — sq., a law, Id.

I. 6 (5), 28; cf 0pp. C. 1, 450., . Dor. for, that

which is fixed, a law, custom, freq. in

Find., as O. 6, 117; 7, 162; cf Dis-

sen N. 4, 33 (54), and v. sub-,., imperat. pf of, II.

22, 365., opt. pf of, II., Aeol. for, inf
pf of, Sappho 2, 15.^, Ep. inf
pf of, for, Horn. ;

liut the form, only in II.

24. 225. [u], Att. for, 1

pi. perf of.

TEIN
[], inf pf of :

but also in Theogn. 181,
and Aesch. Ag. 539 ; cf Draco p. 39,
13; 108,25., 3 pi. pf of, Horn., ISoeot. for, pf
of, like, from:
part,.— v. sub.,, and , usu. Att.

masc. and neut. part. pf. of,
in Hom. only Od. 19, 331 ; feni. -: but in Hdt. 1, 112, we also
find the neut., which is prob.
better., perf of, Hom., Att. fut. of,
Br. Ar. Ach. 590.,. Ion. for,
masc. and neut. part. pf. oi,
which is the only form allowed by
Aristarch. in Hom., and he is fol-

lowed by Wolf: Zenodot., followed
by Buttm., preferred the Boeotian,. Spitznerll. 6,71 ; Hom.
has also gen., ace. -, II.

19, 300, Od. 24, 56: the fem. howev-
er even in Horn, is always.
(The neut. may perhaps have been.), poei. for., redupl. for, aor. 2
of., adv. part, pf pass,

from, tmnultnously, in a dis-

orderly manner,, Xen. Hell.

5, 3, 5, etc., ov, , a lime offour
days, Anth., ov, 6, one who
drives a. [u], , o,= sq., .

=, Eur. Or. 989., ov, ,{,) one who goes in a, a
four-horse driver, epith. of the Cyre
neans, Hdt. 4, 170., ov, (,)
with four horses yoked abreast,,
Pind. I. 1, 18

; ., Aesch. Fr.

357 ;. Eur. Hipp. 1212 ;

., the chariot-race. Id. Hel. 386.— II.

{ sc. ), , a four-
horsed chariot, Pind. O. 2, 91, Hdt. 6,

103 ; T., a team offour abreast,

Ar. Nub. 1407 : in plur., of a single

chariot, Find. P. 1, 114., , to keep a team

of four horses, Hdt. 6, 125 : from, ov,{,) : — keeping a team of four
horses, ., i. e. a wealthy family
that could support this the most expen-

sive contest in the games, Hdt. 6, 35., adv. part, pf pass,

from, as is well known.^, pf pass. part, from, Qu. Sin. 4, 396. Hence, adv., luxuriously.^, ov, , Tethronium. a
small city of Fliocis, on the Cephi-
sus, Hdt. 8,33 : in Paus.., part, pf pass, from, 11.

Tf, Dor. for, , ace. sing, from
'., Dor. for from , dat.

sing., also in Ep., 11. 11, 201 ; Od. 4,

619, etc., Orac. ap. Hdt. 5, 60, 61., Dor. for^ or,
Theocr. 8.40, \. 1. 5*, 32., , ,{) :

—

a vain

endeavour to evacuate, a hard stool,

Hipp.; Nic. Al. 382, ubi Schneid. -. Hence, , {) —like a

: or, of persons, vainly en-



TEIN
deavouring to evacuate, with a hard
slool, Aretae.

. f. ^ . aor.,
pass, [u] : pf., pass.

:—Horn, has of act., pres.

and aor.
;
pass., 3 sing. pf.,

3 sing, plqpf,'9\,
3 pi., 11. 4, 544, 3 aor.,
part, -.
» stretch, strain, extend, -,

to stretch the bow to itsftill, bend it to

the utmost, 11. 4, 124, cf. Aesch. Ag.

364 ; 7/via ., to tie them
tight, at full stretch, 11. 3, 261 ; 5, 262;

so in pass.,,, it was at full

stretch, 11. 3, 372, cf. 14, 404 ;, the sails were stretched taught,

Od. 11, 11 , so too, ., to

keep the sheet taught. Soph. Ant. 716:

metaph.,, , he

strains, i. e. spreads the hurricane, II.

16, 365 ; ,
night is spread over mankind, Od. 11,

19; ,
Hes. Op. 547 ; so, of light, Soph.
Phil. 831 ; of sound. Id. Ant. 124.—
II. to lay along, stretch out,

VKo7~, hung along or

bu ins side, 11. 22, 307 : esp., to stretch

on the earth, lay prostrate,

yaiy, II• 13, 655, ,
II. 4, 536, 544 ; , ly-

ing stretched in chains, Od. 22, 200.—
III. metaph., to set on the stretch, strain

to the iitijiost, ', to strain the even tug of war,

II. 20, 101 ; so in pass.,

, 11. 12, 436;
15,' 413, cf Hes. Th. 638 ;, the fight was strained

to the utmost, was intense, II. 17, 543
;, their pace was

strained to the utmost. 11. 23, 375 (but

is merely the course ex-

tended or lay, of its direction, II. 23,

758, Od. 8, 121): r., to strain

the voice, raise it high, Aesch. Pers.

574:—in pass., absol., to exert one^s

self, be anxious, Pind. I. 1, 70;
Tivi, Id. P. 11, 82.-2. to extend, length-

en, of time, T., Aesch. Pr. 539

;

, Eur. Ion 625 ; ,
hke , Aesch. Cho. 510;

; Eur. Med.
201 ; , sub,. — 3. to

aim at, direct towards a point, strictly

from the bow. .' ,
Soph. Phil. 198 : hence, -, to aim, design death to

one, Eur. Hec. 263 (but, ., to

prolong murder, Id. Supp. 672) ; .. Plat. Phaed. 63 A
;

. Id. Theaet. 163 A.

B., intr., of geographical po-

sition, to stretch out or extend towards..,

T. -, Hdt. 2, 8, cf 4, 38: then,

simply, to stretch, extend. Aesch. Theb.
763, and Plat. ; so, of time,, lengthening time, Aesch. Pers.

64 :—rarely so in pass., -, Hdt. 2, 8.

—

II. to aim at, hurry on, hasten, oi '?, Eur. Supp. 720 ;, . Thesm. 1205
;, Xen. An.

4, 3, 21 :—generally, to reach, Lat.

pertinere. . Plat. The-
aet. 180 C ; . Id. Symp. 186

B.— III. to tend, refer, belong to, Lat.

spectare, pertinere ad.., . it

refers In. concerns you, Hdt. 6, 109,

Eur. Phoen. 438, etc. : ;

to what tends it? Plat. Crito 47 C ;

r. . Id. Symp. 188 D. etc. ;, Id. Crat. 439 :—Plat, uses

the pass, much in the same way.—2.

or , to come near

to ; and so, to be like, Plat. Theaet.

TEIX
169 A, Crat. 402 C ; so. t)'}tV -. Id. Phaed. 65 A, Rep. 548

D.—IV. absol., <o be on the stretch, be

vehement, obstinate, . Soph.
Ant. 711.

(The root is TAN-, TEN-, as in

Sanscr. tan iextendere),, •, : hence,,
Lat. tendo, teneo, tenus, tenor, tenuis.

Germ, diinn, our thin ; also prob.-
; and ace. to some, tabula, like

fabula from :—but
is prob. a distmct word.), for, q. cf sub fin.'\, ov Ep. ao, . Ion.-,
Tiresias, the celebrated blind sooth-

sayer in Thebes, son of Eiieres and
Chariclo, Od. 10, 492 ; etc. ; Pind. N.
1, 92; cf. Luc. Astrol. 11.,, , Ep. form from -, found only in pi., the heav-

enly constellations, signs, U. 18< 485
;' , . Hom. 7, 7 ;

cf sub fin.2, impf, found only

in pres. and impf. act. and pass. To
rub, rub away : USU. metaph., to wear

away, wear out, distress, afflict, either

in body or mind, -, II. 4, 315
;, 13, 251 ;

-, 16, 510;, 15, 61, cf Od.

1, 342 ;• . 5, 796;

also of a noisome smell, Od. 4, 441
;

so, , Aesch. Pr. 348

;

, Eur. Rhes. 749 :

—

so in pass.,. II. 22, 242 ;
', II. 5, 352. cf Od. 4, 441, etc. ;

also in Hes. Fr. 51, Theogn., and Att.

poets.—Poet. word. (The following

are cognate words, Lat. tero,-, ,, ,,,,,, te-

ner.)^, Ion. , 6, Teis-

pes, son of the elder Cyrus, Hdt. 7,

11.-, , b, v. 1. for-7., thrower down, ofivalls.?, , 6, striker of
walls, of a battering-ram.?., ov, a,(, -?) :—strictly approarher of walls,

i. e. stormer of cities, epith. of Mars,

II. 5. 31.455., like. to build walls

ov fortresses, to build, Hdt. 1, 99, etc. ;. Id. 9, 7.— II. to wall,

fortify, c. ace, Hdt. 5, 23; 8, 40,

etc. : cf..,,,^./, , (, *1):—
within walls, enclosed by walls : and
so,— 1. beleaguered, besieged, Hdt. 1,

162 ; /, Thuc.
2, 101, cf Xen. Hell. 5, 3, 2 ; .-, Andoc. 26, 9 : like.—2. walled, fortified, LXX., . -, {) : to build

a wall
; generally, to build,, they built them a wall,

II. i, 449, cf Thuc. 5. 82 ; 8, 90 ; iqv-

r.,Thuc. 1, 11 ;-. Pind. I. 5 (4), 56, of
P. 0, 9 :—in plqpf, im-

pers., there were buildings. Hdt. 1, 181.

— II. to wall or fortify, , Hdt. 1,

175, etc. ;. Dem. 15, 20
;

so in mid., ,
Thuc. 4, 3 :—pass., to be walled or

fenced with walls, oi 'Adtjvaloi•, Id. 1, 93 ; ,
the fortified parts. Id. 4, 9 ; >':, Isocr. 224
A : cf..

TEIX, , , of or for a wall,

Lat. nwralis.,.,() walled,
of towns. 11. 2, 559, 646.,, , contd.•,, Tichiois, a fortress by
Trachis, Strab. p. 428.

or, ov,,^,
a wall, , Od. 16,

105, 343 (the same as, lb 341)

:

—a dini. only in form ; yet usu. lim-

ited to private buildings, etc. ; not
being used, like, of c!/i/-walls,

V. Ar. Eccl. 497 (though in Ar. \'esp.

1109 It seems to be so), Thuc. 6, 66
;

7, 81 ; cf Thom. M. p. 837, Meineke
Com. Fr. 2, p. 511. Hence^, ov, , Tichium, a small
town of Aetolia, Thuc. 3, 96.^, 7/, , Tichiussa, a
fortified place in the territory of Mile-
tus, Thuc. 8, 26 : in Ath. 325 D-., , , () :

—the

work of walling, building a wall, Thuc.
7, 6, Xen. Hell. 6, 5, 4.,,,() a wall

or fort, a raised fortification, Eur. H.
F. 1090, Thuc. 4, 8, 115, etc., ov,,=^, Thuc.
5, 82;' 6, 44, Polyb.,etc., ov, .() a build-

er of walls, etc., LXX., , to build a wall or
fortress, Anth. Plan. 279: and, , , a building of
walls or forts, Piut. Nic. 18 : from,,{,) build-

ing a wall or fort, Manetho.,, , a demolisher

of vxills. [fi], ,(,)
to take afort, Ctes\as, Poiyaen.4, 2, 18.', ov, a, (,-) a destroyer of walls or fortifications :

fem. -,, Snnyl. ap. Plut. Ro-
mul. 17., ov, , =-., ,() to

fight with the -walls, i. e. to assault,

storm, besiege, Hdt. 9, 70. Thuc. 7,

79, Xen., etc. ; r., Ar. Nub. 481 ;, skilled in con-

ducting sieges, i. e. good engineers,

Thuc. 1, 102., , , (,-) fighting with walls, i. e. assaulting,

besieging them ; an engineer, Ar. Ach.
570. [a], , . Ion. -, a bat-

tle with walls, i. e. an assault, siege,

Hdt. 9, 70 : the twelfth book of the
Iliad was so called. Plat. Ion 539 B.
Hence, , , adapted for
besieging., , , an engine for
demolishing walL•., ov, v. 1. for-
?.,,(,/.) wall-

ing by music, ., of Amphion's
lyre, Anth. P. 9, 216., , , a budding walls

or forts, Died —II. the office of the-
: from, , (, )

building tvalls or forts, Lyc. : superin-

tending their repair : esp.,—II. oi -, at Athens, magistrates who
had the care of the city walls, Dem. 243,

20, Aeschin. 57, 15., ov, , a gate-tower,

gatehouse in the wall., , , a wall, esp. a
wall round a city, town-wall, freq. from
Horn, downwds. ; in early times al•
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ways of massy stone (cf., ?^o-,) ; hence a

was something unusual, Orac.

ap. Hdt. 7, 141, ct. , SI ; 9, 65

;

(Find, uses this phrase for a funeral

pile. P. 3, 67) : , coats

of wall, i. e. walls one within the

other, Hdt. 7, 139 : ,
cf, III- 2 ; r., to

breach the wall, 11. 13, 90, 257 ; -/, 7, 401 ; so in Att.

prose, r•,,-,', etc. ; . to .,,, etc.

—it differs from, as Lat. mu-

ms, moenia, from paries,—as city-walls

etc. from hmise-wall : cf..—
II. any fortification, a castle, fort, Hdt.

3, 14, 91, etc. : also, in plur.,of siu-

gle fort, as we say fortifications, Id. 4,

]2.

—

III. a walled, fortified town or city,

Hdt. 9, 41, 1 15, Xen., etc. ; and so m
plur., Hdt. 1, 98, Xen.,, , Tichos, a fortress

near Dyme, Polyb. 4, 59, 4., , , a looking from
the walls : name given to the 3d book
of the Iliad., , to watch or g^iard

the walls, Dion. H. 4, 16, Plut. Crass.

27; V. Lob. Phryn. 574, sq., who re-

jects the form? in Po-

lyaen. 7, 11, 5, as contrary to analogy :

from,, , {, •
7) one that ha.i the watch or giiard

of the walls, a sentinel, warder, Hdt. 3,

157. [v]
, . 9, ov, , dim. from-, Xen. Hell. 2, 1,28., adv., Ep. and Ion. for,

Od., Ep. 3 sing. aor. of,
Horn., ov, dub. in Orph. for. Lob. Phryn. 678., dep., v. infra :() :

—

to set as an end or bound-

ary, to ordain, decree, esp. of God or

Fate, T. tlvl, II. 6, 349 ; 7, 70 ;, , Hes. Op. 227,

237 : — generally, of any person in

authority, to lay a task upo}i a person,

enjoin, appoint, '
., Od. 7, 317;? '/, 10, 563 ; and,

with a notion of foretelling,'7, 11, 1 12 ; 12, 139 ;

hut, c. inf., to settle with one^s self, i. e.

to design, purpose to do, H. Horn. Ap.
285 (which in v. 287 is explained by): to mark out, Lat. designare,. Plat. Legg. 849

;

—but tnis sense is very rare after

Horn., and Hes.— II. after Horn., al-

most always, to perceive from certain

signs and tokens, to infer, conclude,

judge, usu. c. dat., -, to perceive or judge by the

burnt-offerhig, Pind. O. 8, 4 ;-, Id. Fr.

151, 5; . Tii yr/, to judge of ihe unknown by

tne known, Hdt. 2, 33 ; -
.. Aesch. Pr. 336; cf. Soph. O. T.

916, Eur. Oenom. 6, Isocr. 70 A, etc.

:

we also find, r. or ,
Xen. Mem. 3, 5, 6 ; 4, 1, 2, Plat.,

etc. ; up' -, Ar. Vesp. 76 ; and, . ,
Dem. 820, 15 ; also, in-

stead of ace, . '?, Isocr. 128 :
—

..., to take as a

reas-on the (following) fact that...,

Thuc. 1, 1, Xen. Rep. 8,2; cf.-
ur/piov 1 : — r. ..., to be uncertain

whether..., Anth. P. 12, 177 : — in
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medic, to judge, conjecture frorn symp-

toms, Hipp. ; cf. II.—2. to

look about after a mark, sign or token,

to look about for any thing, oft. with

coliat. notion ofdesire, Valck. Phoen.

186 :—also, r. -, lo direct a thing

to or towards..., Dion. P. 101, 135.— 3.

to reckon, count, c. ace, Ap. Rh. 4, 217.

B. an act. occurs first in

post-Horn, poets, to show by a sign or

token, c. acc, Pind. O. 6, 123, Aesch.
Pr. 605 ; also, ,
Pind. . 6, 14:

—

to determine, finish,

T.', Arat. 18.

TE'KMAP, Ep., , as

Horn, always has it, while the other

form occurs in Hes. Fr. 55, 2, Pind.,

Aesch., etc. ; both indecl. : — a fkved

viark or boundary, goal, end,, he reached the goal, 11. 13,

20 ; , he came to the

end (of trouble), 11. 16, 472;', generally, to find an end or

way out, Od. 4, 373, 466, cf Pind, N.
11, 57, P. 2, 90;', the

end of Troy, 11. 7, 30, etc. ; r.,
a term of life, Pind. Fr. 146. — 2.

fixed line of separation, r.^
MRQv, Hes. Fr. 55, 2.—II. like, a fixed sign, sure sign, or

token, though only of some high and
solemn kind, as Jupiter says that his

nod is ,
the highest, surest pledge I can give,

II. 1, 526; T., a sure token of

something, Aesch. Ag. 272, 315,

Supp. 483; a sign of weather, etc.,

Id. Pr. 454, cf Buttm. Lexil. s. v.

:

hence, with coUat. notion of foretel-

ling, prophecy, H. Horn. 32, 13 ; and,

since these were chiefly taken from
the sky. a sign in the heavens, constel-

lation, like, and signa,

Arat., and Ap. Rh.—Poetic word.,, ,() a

judging from siire signs or tokens ; esp.

in medic, a judging from symptoms,

conjecturing, Hipp , cf. Foes. Occon. :

generally, a proving, showing, ov -, has no real

way of proving or shoiving lohy..., has
no just grounds, Thuc. 2, 87., , ,()
from which a token can be taken, possi-

ble to be made out,, Cratin. ^S2p. 3.', ov, ,() :

—like II. (cf. Arist. Rhet. 1,

2, 17), a sure sign or token, esp. when
used as a proof, first in Hdt. 2, 13,

43 ; ,
Aesch. Ag. 1300 ;

'. Soph. El. 774 ; ., Andoc. 23, 39 ;

etc :—in Att., we often have-
as an independent clause,

now the proof of it is this (which fol-

lows), take this as a proof, e. g. Thuc
2, 39, cf. Wolf Dem. Lept. 459, 28

;

j

more fully' , . . ., Xen.
An. 1, 9, 29. — 11. a proof from sure

signs or tokens, Acsch. Eum. 485, and
freq. in Plat., etc. :—in the Logic of

Aristotle, a demonstrative proof, opp.

to the fallible, v. Analyt. P.

2, 27, 7, Rhet. 1, 2, 16., to show or prove by evi-

dence, Thuc. 1, 9 ; -
..., thus much evidence has he

given to the fact that..., Id. 3, 104:

—

mid., to conclude from a sure sign or

token, Philo., ,() of the na-

ture of a, Arist. Rhet. 2,

25, 14., , , a proving

:

proof, Arr.

TEKN^,,, Tccmcssa.azwgn
tcr of the Phrygian Teleutas, or Te<3-

theas, taken captive by Telamonian
Ajax, to whom she bore Eurysaces,
Soph. Aj.,, Ep. form from,
q. V., ov, , dim. of,
a little child, Ar. Lys. 889. [vl], , TO,= foreg., Anth., , to beget or bear

young, Anth. P. 9, 22 : and, , , a begetting or

bearing of children, N. T. : from, ov, {, *^')
begetting or bearing children, Aesch.
Theb. 929., ov, 6, (,
,) devmirijig his children,

Orac. ap. Paus. 8, 42, 6., v. snb.', , to murder children,

Clem. Al. : and, , , child-murder,

Plut. 2, 998 : from, ov,(,)
murdering children,, Eur. . F.

1155.,, , {, -) having lost one's children or

young ; fem., of the
nightingale. Soph. El. 107., ov, TO, (,) :

—

that which is born or produced, hence
(like A. Sax. beam, Scottish baim,
from beran, to bear,—ovK,
..., Aesch. Eum. 658), child, whe-
ther son or daughter, -, II. 2, 136, etc.': the sing.

is used by Horn, only in vocat., as r.

form of address from elders to their

youngers, v^y son, my child, some-
times with masc. adj., ',
II. 22, 84, Od. 2, 363, etc., the relat.

pron. or participle is oft. in masc. or

fern., as in Hdt. 7, 224, Pind. Fr. 157,

Eur. Supp. 12 sq., Tro. 735.-2. of

animals, the young, 11. 2, 311, Od. 16,

217, cf. Valck. Hdt. 3, 109, Xen. Cyr.

4, 1, 17, etc.— 3. birds are called -, Eur. El. 897.—Cf.., , f.-,(-
) to make children

;

—in act., of the

woman, to bear them ; in mid., of the

man, to beget, Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 4, etc.

:

—in mid., also, to have children begot-

ten for one, Xen. Lac. 1, 7. Hence, ?;, = :

and, ,, belonging to,

fitted for the begettiitg or bearing of
children : ij- (sc), as a sub-

division of the, Arist. Pol.

1, 3, 2., , ,() a

making of children, a bearing or beget-

ting of children, Xen. Mem. 1, 4, 7,

Lac. 1,3., ov, (,)
child-avenging,, Aesch. Ag. 155., , (,)
child-making, hence, ., of the

wife, Hdt. 1, 59 ; r., of the

husband, Eur. Tro. 853 : ru .-, legitimate sexual intercourse,

opp. to tmnatural crimes, Xen. Hier.

1, 29.— II. generally, able to bear, fruit-

ful, Hdt. 5, 40., ov, , (,) destroying children, Lyc 38.. , , a begetting of
children, Anth. P. 7, 508 : from, ov,(.)
sowing, i. e. begetting children, Manetho., . , child-murder., , to rear children or

young, Arist! H. A. 9, 40, 32 : and



TEKT, , , rearing of
children or young, Arist. H. A. 6, 4, 5 :

from, ov,(,)
feeding or rearing children.—II. propa-

rox., ov, pass., fed or

reared by children.,, ovv, for,, , having children. Soph. Tr.

308; cf.., , , a devouring of
children : from, ov,(,)
eating children, Luc., , to destroy children;

and, , , destruction of
children : from, ov,{,)
destroying children., poet. gen. from,
Simon. 7, 20., , to murder children,

Leon. Al. 31, etc. : from, ov,(,)
murdering children, LXX., , t. -, () : to

furnish or stock with children, ., Eur. . F. 7 :—pass., to be fur-

nished with children, i. e. to have them,

Pors. Phoen. 882. — II. to engender,

procreate children ; in act., USU., of the

man, to beget them, Hes. Fr. 43, 0,

Eur. Phoen. 19, Hel. 1146;,
from a bride. Id. Med. 805 : (when-
ever the fern, is found in

MSS. or Edd., it should be read

either or, as

Soph. Tr. 308):—mid., of the female,

to bear children; as metaph.,, Id. I. . 1262, cf

Supp. 1087 ; also metaph.,, it has offspring, Aesch. Ag.

754 ; 6 -
, Soph. . C.

618 : but the mid. is used of the man
in Eur. Med. 574, and the act. of the

woman, Theophr. H. PI. 9, 18, 10.—
Pass., to be born, Pind. I. 1, 25, Eur.

Phoen. 863 : metaph., / -
dy , Aesch. Theb.
657, cf. Soph. O. T. 867; whence
Soph. O. T. 1215 has the strange

phrase, -, . e., a marriage where hus-

band and son are one.— III. to take as

one's child, adopt, hat. adoptivumfacere.

Died. Hence.,, , that which is

born, a child: metaph-, r., the

produce of toil, Aesch. Fr. 292.,, fj,() a beget-

ting, bearing, , to

have children, Thuc. 2, 44.—II. a

taking as one's child, adoption, Diod. 4,

39, 67.,,—.', , , poet. dat. pi.,, both in Horn.,

poet, for, oil. in Horn., and
Hes. ; freq. as a term of endearment
from elders to their youngers ;—also

in Pind. I. 6 (5), 44 ;, Aesch. Eum. 534 ; etc.

:

—also of animals, II. 8, 248, etc., , fem. of., f. (-
): dep. mid.:—strictly, to work

at a, or carpenter: but usu.

trans., to make, build, frame of wood
or other materials, - vr/ Ttvi, II. 5,

62 ;, . Horn. Merc. 25 ; ^,
Ar. Lys. 674 ; and freq. in Plat. ;, the maker. Plat. Tim.
28 C :—metaph., to devise, plan, con-

trive, esp. by craft or cunningly, Lat.

Mtruere or machinari, ., II. 10,

19; ., to fit and fast-

en together. Soph. Fr. 746 ; ^ '' ', they kept

me from speech of them, Eur. I. T.

951 ; cf Plat. Tim. 91 .—Later we
find the act. in same signf

,

first in Ap. Rh. 2, 381 ; 3, 592, and in

late prose :—but Dem. 921, 22, has

Tu, in pass, signf,,=, .. Soph. Fr. 170., , , or, ,
, carpentry, Theophr., , , the workshop of
a, Aeschin. 17, 33., like, to be

a carpenter, Artemid. 1, 1., ,,() :
—prac-

tised or skilled in building. Plat. : as

subst., ; a good carpenter or builder.

Id. Rep. 443 C, etc. ; as opp. to a

smith {), Xen. Mem. 1,

1, 7 :

—

- (sc. ), carpentry,

building, freq. in Plat. ; as opp. to,. Plat. Prot.

324 E, Xen. Oec. 1, 1, Diog. L. 3,

100., , , (,)
with the hand of a, Orpn. Fr.

8, 44.\, , , the Tectosa-

ges, a Gallic tribe, who settled in Asia
Minor, Strab. p. 187., , , () the art

of a carpenter or builder, carpentry,

avi/p , Od. 5,

250 ; , hand
unhonoured inits art, Eur. Andr. 1015

;

metaph.. r., Anth. P. 7, 159., , ov, poet, for -.,, , any worker in wood,

esp. a carpenter, joiner, builder, -, ' ?•,
av7J]v, II. 6, 315, ct. 5,

59 ; ?, 13,390 ; .,
ship carpenter or builder, Od. 9, 126

;, 17, 384 ; cf Xen.
Mem. 1,2, 37.—2. generally, any crafts-

man or workman, ,
a worker in horn, II. 4, 110 : rarely of

metal-workers, H. Horn. Yen. 12, cf
Eur. Ale. 5 ; being usu. opp. to-

or (a smith). Plat.

Prot. 319 D, Xen. Hell. 3, 4, 17 ; cf..—3. a master in any art,

as ni gymnastics, Pind. N. 5, 90 ; of

poets, , Id. P.

3, 200 ; , Cratin. Eun.
3 (ap. Ar. Eq. 530) ; but,, in Pind. N. 3, 7, are the-

:—of a physician, r.,
Pind, P. 3, 11.

—

III. a planner, plotter :

an author,, Aesch. Ag. 152 :

—poet, also , the au-

thor of a race, Aesch. Supp. 594.

(Akin to,,.), aor. part, of.',, , broad band or

strap for bearing or supporting any
thing ; hence,— 1. a leathern strap or

belt, freq. in Horn., whose heroes use
it for carrying both the shield and
sword, hence we read of Ajax,? ,, , II.

14, 404
; ko7Ju -, 7, 304 ;' cf 18, 598

;

., 2, 388, etc. : in Horn., the?-> is usu., silver-

studded, 11. 18, 480 ; also,
Od. 11, 610

;, II. 12, 401, Hes.
Sc. 222.—2. a broad, linen bandage for

wounds, II. 17, 290, Hdt. 7, 181 ; cf
Valck. Phoen. 1663.—3. a long linen

bandage for rolling about mummies,
a roller, Hdt. 2. 86, Anth. P. 11, 125.—II. in architecture, were

TEAE
colossal male figures used as bearing
pillars, being the Roman name for', MuUer Archaol. d. Kunsl
^ 279 ; cf. (No doubt
irom '/., to bear, whence also the
hero Telamon prob. took his name

;

cf '.)\7,, 6, Telamon, son
of Aeacus, king of Salamis, an Argo-
naut and Calydonian hunter, II. 17,

293 ; Pind. N. 8, 39.—II. a port ol

Etruria, Polyb. 2, 27.?, ov Ep. and Ion., . Dor. -, a, son of Telamon,

i. e., Ajax, II. 9, 623 ; Pind. 1. 6, 38

:

Teucer, N. 4, 77., f. -,{) to

bind up, esp. to bind up a wound, Sa-
tyr, ap. Ath. 248 F.', a, ov, of or belonging

to a?, v. 1. for in

Xen. Cyn. 6, 1.^, a, ov, of or relating

to Telamon, Tetamonian, ., AjaX,

i. e., son of T., II. 2, 528, etc.?, ov,() the command-
er of a (signt. II)., , , the duty or rank

of a./, ,^^, He-
sych., , , the office of •
;};•, Plut. 2, 811 ., ov, 6, (?. III.) po-

lice magistrate at Thebes, lb.,, , Teleas, an infamous
character in Athens, satirized by Ar.

Pac. 1008, etc.—2. father of Chrysi-
lia in Cormth, Ath. 436 F.

iTao, ov, , Teledamus, an
Argive, an adherent of Philip, Dem.
324, 10.—Others in Polyb. ; etc.

I

,, v..^, ov, , Mt. Telethri-

us, in Euboea, Strab. p. 445.
'

: 3 sing, frequent, impf. re-

I /., . Horn. Cer. 242. To come
forth, come into being, to be quite so and
so ; and, by consequence, to be, in

which signf it is not rare in Hom.,
as,,-
, 11. 9, 441, Od. 19, 328 ;

?., Od. 7, 52 ; so also Orac. ap.

Hdt. 7, 141,Theogn., Pind., and other
poets, but never in Soph. ;—also of
time, /., it is quite night, II.

7, 282, 293, cf II. 12, 347, Od. 17,

486, Hes. Op. 179, 504. (Poet, word,
being a lengthd. form of ?., q. v.,

in intr. signf :—a connexion with/ is very unlikely.)?. or-, to produce
fruit in perfection or in due season,

Theophr. C. PL I, 11, 3 ; 3, 18, I

:

and, , ij, or 7-,
timely or perfect production or birth,

Arist. Gen. An. 2, 8, 17: from7. or 7.-,(,*) bearing timely, perfect young or

fruit, Arist. Gen. An. 4, 4, 9.—IL
proparox.7., ov, pass., borri

in due or full time. Id. H. A. 7, 4, 19.7., . or -, to

produce perfect fruit, Theophr.?, ov, or /^-, pro-

ducing perfect fruit., , to make perfect,

complete, Eccl., , making perfect,

completing.7., a, ov, in Att. also , ov

:

also, as in Hdt. (cf infra C)

:

both forms are common in Att., but
the latter most freq., esp. in prose :

—

() Having reached its end, fin-
ished, Horn, (only in 11.), etc. ; of vic-

tims, complete, perfect, entire, without
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spot or blemish, 7., II. 1,

66; 24,34,v. Hdt. l,183(cf. iiilrall):

but, icpu are perfect sacriliccs,

sacrilices offull tale or number, or per-

formed with all rites, Lex ap. Ancloc.

13, 9, Dem. 1365, 17 : so in II. 8, 217 ;

24, 315, some take -
to be the surest bird of

augury ; cf..—2. of animal.s,

full-grown,? ,
Aesch. Ag. 1504 (and so some take

. in II. 11. c.) : esp., r., a

full-grown man, Lat. adultus, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 2, 4, 12, 14 ;

(in Hesych., --, cf. infra II. 2)

:

., opp. to. Plat. Legg.

834 C ; hence also, ., a chariot

drawn by horses, opp. to(-, Inscr. in Wordsw. Athens and
Att. p. 161 :—hence generally, perfect

in his or iis kind, . (?, Plat.

Crat. 403 ; . , or

. Id. Phaedr. 269 , Tim. 30 D,

Legg. 647 D : , perfection,

Id. Phil. 66 B.—3. of qualities, num-
bers, times, etc., absolute, perfect, com-

plete, freq. in Plat. : also of evils, r., a fatal illness, Hipp. ;,. Plat. Rep. 384 ,
344 .—4. of actions, ended, finished.

Soph. Tr. 948, ubi v. Herm. : so too

of prayers, vows, etc., fulfilled, accom-

plished,, Pind. Fr. 87, 12:' . Id. P. 9,

156 ;. Ar. Thesm. 353 ; of

omens or predictions, ov,
a vision ivhich imported nothing, Hdi.

I, 121 : also, r., a fixed resolve,

Soph. Ant. 632.—5. in arilhm., those

numbers are, which are Cijual

to the sum of their factors or divi-

sors, as, 6=3-f2+l; 28=14+7+4
+2+1 ; etc. ; cf. Plat. Rep. 546 B.—
II. act., bringing to pass, accomplishing,

., a curse working its own fulfil-

ment, Blomf. Aesch. Theb. 832(vvhere).—2. of the gods, listening to,

fulfilling prayer, as granting success

m any thing, esp. 7. ., Pind. P.

1, 130; Aesch. Ag. 973; -, , Id. Supp.
526 :—esp. as epith. of Juno ',
the Lat. Juno pronuba,—2iS the pre-

siding goddess of marriage, looked

upon as a or perfect condition

oflife, Pind. N. 10, 31, Aesch. Eum.
214, Ar. Thesm. 973 (v. supra II), cf.

Ruhnk. Tim., and, v. 2.—3.?- av7jp,= ljZt. paterfamilias, the

head or lord of the house, Aesch. Ag.

972 ; c(..—111.=,
last. Soph. Tr. 948.—IV., a

royal banquet, as a transl. of the Pers.

tycta, Hdt. 9, 110,—the only place

where he uses this form.— V. adv.

•, at last, Aesch. Eum. 320.—2.

completely, absolutely, r., Hdt. 1, 120 ; ., Isae.

Fr. 1, 4. Cf../, , , for, full stop, period, dub.,, ,() com-

pleteness, perfection, Def. Plat. 412 .), , to bear a timely,

full-grown child ; and, , , the timely birth

of a child ; from, ov, bearing perfect or

timely children., , {*) to perfect,

complete, 1 heophr.
or ?., ,{) :

—to make perfect, esp. to inaugurate as

king, confirm in the kingdom, Hdt. 3,

86 : to consecrate to a sacred office,

LXX.—II. to complete, bring to accom-

plishment, Hdt. 1, 120; . ?,
to make the troop accomplish its end,
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i. e. to make it successful, Soph. O. C.

1059 : T. TO, to complete it, make
it perfect, Arist. Elh. N. 10, 4, 1.—2.
to fulfil, accomplish. Soph. Tr. 1257 ;, Thuc. 6, 32 ;-, when their wishes

were accomplished for both, Hdl. 5, 11.

— 111. in pass., to come to full age,

grow vp. Plat. Symp. 192 A, Rep.
466 : and generally, to be made
perfect, completed, of numbers, Id.

Pol it. 272 D.

Tf«, Ep. for, q. v., Horn.,, ro,=sq.,, ,() com-
pleting, making perfect, Arist. Anal.

Pr. 1, 6, 17 : consecration, LXX.— II.

a being perfect, perfection, Plut. 2,

961 C—2. marriageableness; mar-
riage, LXX., ov, b, a perfectcr, fin-
isher. Hence, , , perfecting, com-
pleting, ending., to make empty, coined
by Cratin. (Seriph. 10, ubi v. Mei-
neke) from, the name of

a poor man otherwise unknown

:

hence, , an empty
sound.\, ov, 6. Telenicus, an
Athenian, Andoc. 5, 40.—2. a Byzan-
tian, Ath. 638 B., -, -,=-., , to complete the

course., ov, completing the

course.,-,=^-., ov, (,) :
—

., the year revolving with full

complement of months, i. e. a full
twelvemonth. Soph. Tr. 824 :

—

., a child born after the full number of
months, bom in due season, Arist. H.
A. 7, 4, 20.?., , one of the four

original Attic tribes, prob. (from -
III) the Consecrators, i. e. Priests ;

or (from) II) the Payers, Farm-
ers, cf. Thirlw. Hist, of Gr. 2, p. 5,

and cf. :—others however
read: compare Hdt. 5,

66, with Eur. Ion 1580.?,, v. sub,.iapo, ov, b, Telesarchus, a

Samian, Hdt. 3, 143.—2. father of

the Aeginetan Oleander, Pind. I. 8,

3.—Others in Paus. ; etc.

[{•,, b, Telesas, a
rhetorician in Alliens, Ath. 220 B.^,,, Te/e^Mo, a daugh-
ter of Oceanus, Hes. Th. 358.

tTf ',, ?'/, Telesia, an ancient

city of the Samniles, Strab. p. 250., a, b, Telesiadas, a

Theban, Pind. I. 4, 77.

T<C.{)=.^, a. b, Telesias, masc.
pr. n., Plut. ; Ath. ; etc.', ov,= :

generally, complete, Incert. ap. Stob.

Eel. l,p. 274., ov, accomplishing, per-

forming a sacrifice, or a sacred func-
tion.),,^.,,=:,
Strab.^,, b, Telesicrntes,

a Cyrenean, victor in the Pythian
games, Pind. P. 9, 2 sqq.+, , , Telesilla, a

Grecian poetess of Argos, Apollod.

3, 5, 6 ; Plut. ; etc.—Others in Anth., ov, b, TelesinUus,

a Corinthian, Polyaen. 5, 32.

TEAE
TVoof, ov, contr. -, %•,^'.\, ov, 6, or7.,

Telesinus, masc. pr. ., Plut. Lys. et
Sull. 4., ov, finishing : r.,
the last day., ,{)
to finish a work, accomplish, Polyb. 5,

4, 10 :—pass., to be brought to perfec-

tion, Arist. H. A. 6, 10, 16, Plut., etc.

Hence, , , a com-
pleted work : the end worked out, ac-

complished purpose, Polyb. 3, 4, 12., , , the finishing

of a work., , , fitted for
working its end, v. 1. for sq.>);•, , {,)
completing a irork : working its end,

effective. Plat. Phaedr. 270 A, Polyb.
2, 40, 2 ; cf. foreg., , Telesippa, fern. pr.

n., Plut. Alex. 41 : Dor. form of, wh. occurs as pr. n. of
an Athenian female, Dem. 1064, 15.•, , 'Felesis, masc. pr. n.,

Ath. 21 F.—2. , fem. pr. n., Phile-
taer. ap. Ath. 587 E.,, , completion.?.>, ov, b, {)=^,., , , , (,) :

— ., wrath that works its

will, i. e. divine vengeance, Aesch.
Ag. 700., v. sub., , , (') like

, toll, taxes: generally, out

lay, a payment, Diod. Excerpt, p. 576,
Luc. Saturn. 35., , b, completion, finish
ing., ov, poet, for, perfecting or consecrating

marriage, Nonn.(>•, ov, poet, for, perfecting or completing the

birth, Nonn., poet, for?.-,
= , she that gives complete

ness or accomplishment, ^oipa, Eur
Heracl. 899.'•, ov, poet, for-, Orph. Ag. 1308.'\, ov, 6, Telestago-

ras, a wealthy man in Naxus, Arist.

ap. Ath. 348 B.}, ov, b, Dor. - used
also in Att., Telestas, a son of Priam,
Apollod. 3, 12, 5.—2. a dancer ol

Aeschylus, Ath. 22 A.—3. a poet ot

Selinus, Ath. 616 £.—Others in

Paus. ; etc./;,, ,=., , , place foi

initiation, as the temple at Eleusis,

Plut. Themist. 1, Pericl. 13.— II.

(sc. ), a thank-offering

for success, Xen. Cyr. 8, 7, 3 :—neut.

from sq.?., a, ov, accomplishing.

—2. initiating.?., ov, 6:— a magistrate,

Bockh Inscr. 1, p. 28.

,/£•, , , () fit for

finishing, etc. : esp. proper for initio

tion or consecration, initiative, mystical,. , Plat. Phaedr.
248 D, 265 : ., the wisdom
of the mysteries, Plut. Scion 12. Adv
-., , , verb, adj from, completed, initiated.,, b, poet, for ?.-, Anth. P. 9, 525, 20.,,() tobear



or brinjr fruit to perfection, Theophr. :

generally, to bring to perfection, Strab.

—II. to pay toll or custom, Xen. Vect.

3,5.?., ^,= sq./, , , a bringing to

perfection:—esp., a)t initiating in the

mysteries, initiation, Call. Cer. 129,

Ap. Rh. 1,917: a festival of this kind,
T.. Call. Apoll. 77.—II. toll,

custom, A. B. p. 309 : from, ov, (•, ) :

bringing to an end, in Horn, always in
phrase,/. , for

the space of a year's accomplishing its

round, for full year, 11. 19, 32, Od. 4,

86, etc., and so Hes. ;—where the
sense is strictly pass., yet the accent
is paroiyt., and so it remained in la-

ter writers, as, ,', Aesch. Theb. 655, Cho. 212,
Eur. Phoeii. 69 ;, lb. 641

;, grant ac-

complishment to the visions, Soph. El.

646, cf Eur. Plioen. 641.— II. really

act., bringing to att end, accomplishing,, Aesch. Pr. 511 ;, Soph.
A}. 1390: -, to fall fruitless, powerless to the
ground, Aesch. Ag. 1000.—2. bearing

fruit in due season, and SO, generally,
productive, Theophr.—3. having the

management or ordering, .
T'Vi'r/, Aesch. Cho. 663; cfTtAaof II.2.^, ov, 6, Telesphorus, a
viceroy of Lykmachus. Ath. 616 B.
•—Others in Diog. L. ; etc.^,, 6, Teleson, masc.
pr. n., Anth. P. 6, 35.?., , to be a,
to consecrate., , , {.,)
the beginner of a consecration, Orph.
Hence,, , the business of a/..—II. in Eccl., the Holy
Trinity., , , {) :—like -, a finishing, making perfect : esp.,

initiation in the mysteries, or, the

celebration of mysteries, Hdt. 2, 171,

Andoc. 15, 5 ;, to receive initiation, Hdt. 4,

79 ; /,.
Plat. Phaedr. 244 ; so,, -.. Id. Rep. 365 A ; cf.

omnino Isocr. 46 B.— II. in plur.,

mystic rites, Eur. Bacch. 22, 73, etc.,

Ar. Nub. 304, Plat., etc. :—and so, any
religious rites, a feast, festival, Pind. P.

9, 172, N. 10,63; and so in sing.,

Eur. I. T. 959 :—metaph.,-., of a child's birth, Pind. O.
10(11), 63.,, , to effect consecra-

tion, consecrate : and^, , , consecration

:

from, , working by means

of consecration, Eccl.^, ov, , Teleutagoras,

a son of Hercules, ApoUod. 2, 7, 8.

—

Others in Anth. ; etc.-, a, ov, (-) :
—

bringing to an end, or, being at the end,

last, Lat. ultimus, first in Hdt. 5, 68 ;

7, 142
; -, one's last day,

Soph. O. T. 1528 ;. Plat. Rep. 619 : oft. with
verbs,.,., etc., Xen., etc.

:

—TO?., as adv., lastly, Lat.

postremo. Hdt. 1, 91. etc. ; also,-. Plat. Rep. 516 B, etc. ; -
?., Id. Gorg. 515 .—2. of or

concerning the end of life. Soph. Tr.

1149.—3. extreme, excessive,, Id.

EL 271,

^,, , Teleutas, a
Phrygian, father of Tecmessa, Soph.
Aj. 210.., , f. -,(^) :

—
like, to bring about, complete, ac-

complish, Lat. perficere, freq. in Horn.,

who uses it not only of finishing a

work begun, as in Od. 5, 253 ; but also

oifalfilling an oath or promise, wish or

hope,', ., Od. 21, 200, cf. II. 15,

74 ; very often, ^' ,/. , when he
had pronounced the words and com-
pleted the oath, i. e. ratified it by
going through the regular forms, II.

14, 280, Od. 2, 378, etc. ; ob,
II. 18, 328 ; so,., to bring about an evil day for

one, Od. 15, 524 ; so also, r., Pind. P. 1, 105, cf. Eur.
Phoen. 1580.—Pass., .,
fut. mid.,-, (in pass, signf., II.

13, 100, Od. 8, 510, Eur.), to be ful-

filled, to come to pass, happen, 11. c,
etc. ; /.-, II. 15, 74.—II. to bring

to an end, finish, end, Horn., etc. : r., to close a peaceful
day, Pind. O. 2, 61 ;

—

.,.,, to finish life, i. e. to die,

Hdt. 1, 32 ;
9." 17, etc.. Aesch. Ag.

929, etc. :—hence, absol.,.,
to end, die, or ., Hdt. 3, 40,

43 ; , to die by

another's hand or means, Hdt. 1, 39 ;

4, 78, etc., and freq. in Att. ; so, r.' ?././., Aesch.
Theb. 930 ; . ?!, Aesch. Theb.
617 :—also c. gen., ', to

make an end o/life, Xen. Cyr. 8, 7, 17 ;

(so, ); -, Thuc. 3, 59) :—hence,
—2. generally intr., to come to an end,

to end, V.aX. finire, oi -/^, his good fortune

came to this end, Hdt. 3, 125 ; r., to end in the same
letter, 1, 139; cf. 2, 33; 4, 39; so.

Trot ; in what does it end l

Aesch. Pers. 735, cf Cho. 528, Soph.
0. C. 477, Plat. Legg. 630 C, etc.—3.

the part, ., , , was
used with verbs like an adv., at the

end, lastly, at last, as,., there would have
been a fray to fitiish with. Soph. Ant.
261; -, at last they got tired of mourn-
ing. Thuc 2. 51, cf. 8, 81 ; and freq.

in Plat., etc.; sometimes even with
another part., , at last

having bound him, Lys. 142, 13, cf.

125, 35., Ion. for foreg., only
found in part,, Hdt. 8,

38.., , ,(,) :
—

like, finishing, fulfilment, ac-

complishment, , to

accomplish, Od. 1, 249 ; 16, 126 ; so,, Pind. P.

9, 118 ; .. ,. . 13, 104.—II. finish, end, •, II. 9, 625, etc. :—esp..

., 11. 16, 787
; ., II. 7, 104, Hdt.

1, 30, 31, etc. ; and so without,
the end issue of life, death, Pind. O.

5, 52, Thuc. 2, 44 ; r.. Soph.
Tr. 1256; ', lb. 79:
also , the end that

death brings, Lat. mortis exitus, Hes.
Sc. 357, cf I. 6 :

—

.,
at the end, at last, H. Horn. 6, 29, Hes.
Op. 331 : in plur.,.,
=, the eyid, extremity of Libya,
Wess. Hdt. 2, 32 ; so, -,, the issues of..., Eur. Med.
1388, El. 908.

TEAE^., ar, , Teleutia, a Spat-
tan female, Plut.^/., a, , Teleutias, a half
brother of Agesilaus king of Sparta,
Xen. Hell. 4, 4, 19 ; Plut. Ages. 21.—
2. son of Theudorus, Anth. P. 7, 496., , Ep. also/., both in
Horn. : f., and in Hom. metri
grat.. : also, Att. -, seems to have been a real future
form, II. 8, 415, Plat. Prot. 311 ; so
too in pass,.. Hdt. 1, 206,
cf Buttin. Ausf Gr. (^ 95, 9 : pf --., Dem. 295, 29, etc.—Pass,-
7•., Ep.- : fut. mid. in

pass.signf/ ." aor.:
pf :—(7.).

To bring about, complete, fulfil, ac-

complish ; and, generally, to perform,
do, Lat. perficere, freq. from lluIIL

downwds. ; esp. to fulfil or keep one's
word, etc., as, r.,, -, II. 14, 44, Od. 4, 776 ; 10,
483 ; ,
11. 23, 20, cf. 21, 457, Od. 4, 699:
hence also, to grant one the fulfilment
or accomplishment of any thing,

, II. 9, 157, Od. 22, 51 ; . ,
to fulfil his wish, II. 23, 149 ; so, .., Hes. Sc. 36 ;-,, to glut his fury, wrath, II. 1,

82 ; 4, 178 ; rarely c. inf , ' -, he succeeded not in.., II.

12, 222 (cf. III) : generally, to

grant in full, work out, Lat.^niVe,-, Od. 2, 34
; , Od. 23,

286 ; , etc. : but, •, like ., to finish,

complete or confirm an oath, 11. 7, 69 ;

r., Aesch. Ag. 973 ; , Eur.
Bacch. 485 (unless this belongs to

signf III) : absol., to accomplish one's

work, , Pind. P. 10,

78, cf. Aesch. Theb. 35, 782, Soph.
El. 947, etc. :—in Att., c. ace.

is merely a periphr. for the verb, to

which the ace. is akin, ^
for, . for,
Ruhnk.Tim.,etc.

—

Pa.ss.,to be brought

about, completed.fulfilled, accomplished

;

to come to pass, happen, freq. in Horn.,
who besides the pres. uses part, pf.,

mostly (as always in Hes.) in neut.,

TO Koi ,, etc.

;

the masc. only in II. 1, 388, H. Ven.
26 ; the fern, not at all : so,^, Hdt. 1, 206 : .-=?.,
II. 14, 195 :—proverb.,'',
' 110 sooner said than done,' 11. 19,

242 :=^?., absolute,

Lat. summus, Pind. N. 9, 14.—2. to

make perfect,, lb. 4, 70 ; r.

Tiva, to bless him with perfect happi
ness, Id. I. 6 (5), 67 : so,/.-
vov .. Id. N. 9, 13 ;.., Aesch. Ag. 752 :—also, to bring

a child to maturity, bring it to the birth,

Eur. Bacch. 100.—3. to bring to an
end, finish, end,,, II. 23,

373,"Od. 3, 262 ; 23, 250 ; r.,, Od. 5, 390 ;
-, Od. 10, 470, Hes. Th. 59 : so in

pass, of men, to make an end of life,

come to one's end, Aesch. Cho. 875, cf.

Dissen Pind. O. 9, 15 (23).— 4. in
poets sometimes intr., like the pass.,

to come to an end. be fulfilled, turn out

so and so, Aesch. Cho. 1021, Theb.
693, Soph. El. 1419: — also, -, to finish (one's course) to a.

place, i. e. arrive at it, like I. 3,

Markl. Eur. Supp. 1142, Schaf MeL
p. 94.— II. to pay what one owes,,
what is due,, II. 9, 156, 298

:

generally, to pay, present,,-ly.p
3, 0(, II. 9, 598, Od. 11, 352; rttvov
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Find. P. 1, 153; 2, 24:— hence in

Att., esp. of all slate-taxes, to pay
tax, duty, toll, etc., reAeif -
KLOV, to pay the tax of a,
Plat. Legg. 850 ; and so, - -b-, , etc., ap. Dem.
1067, 27 ; 1309, 5 ; ., Aes-
chin. 06, 40, of. Bockli P. E. 2, 267 :

—also, simply, to lay out, spend, .
, to lay out money upon a thing, as,

in pass., (hlnvov-, Hdt. 7, 118,

of. Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 13; -.,, etc., Ar. Ran. 173, Plat.

Apol. 20 A, etc. :—metaph.,.-, to pay one's life to Hades, i. e.

die, Pind. I. 1, 99:—also in pass., to

receive paymerit, Dem. 1461, 16;—but

the act.,/, to exact payment, m
Xen. Hell. 3, 5, 3, can hardly be right.

(Hence,, etc.)

—

2. since at Athens all the citizens

were distributed into classes ace. to

their property, and then rated for the
payment of taxes, the usu. expression
for this was or —
or , to pay to the knights,

and so, to belong to the class of knights,

Lat. censeri inter equites, Isae. 67, 24.

—3. then, generally, .., to

belong to, to be reckoned among, r.'?., , to belong to the
Greeks, the Boeotians, Hdt. 2, 51 ; 6,

108 ; ?., Thnc. 4,

78 ; fif ., to become a citizen.

Soph. O. T. 222 ; ,
come to man's estate. Plat. Legg. 923

; ., be-

come a woman instead of a man, Eur.
Bacch. 822. — 4. rare phrase,?.. to compare with
his father, Hdt. 3, 34.—. to conse-

crate, initiate, esp. in the mysteries

:

—pass., to have one''s self initiated, Lat.
initiari, Ar. Nub. 258, Plat, etc.;, to be corisecrated

to Bacchus, initiated in his mysteries,

Hdt. 4, 79, cf Xen. Symp. 1, 10; cf
V, :—c. ace,-, Ar. Ran. 357, cf Plat.

Phaedr. 250 ; -, to be formally appointed general,

Dem. 171, 19; -, a votary of Temperance, Xen.
Oec'. 21, 12.\,, 6, Teleon, son of

Ion, ace. to myth, from whom the

(q. v.) in Attica were
named, Eur. Ion 1579.—Others in

Ap. Rh. 1, 72; etc., ,,=.,, , () :

—

per-

fect, complete, of full number, etc.,

hence like ?<., esp. of victims,

in II. and Od. always or, . e. either he-
catombs of full tale or number, or of
full-grown beasts, or beasts ivilhout blem-

ish .• also, , birds of
sure augury, as if they brought about
what they betokened, opp. to-, . Horn. Merc. 544 (as perh.,—cf
I): in this signf Tyrtae. 8, 2 has, sure predictions, from
the orig. form.—II., of ocean, is prob. the last

river, in. which all others end, Hes. Th.
242 ; others take it=.—Ep.
word., , , rare poet, form for. Call. Lav. Pall. 206, Cer. 77.

(Formed from '/., as from.), , , belonging to the •, (in its various signfs.) :, final goods, i. e. things con-
nected with the chief good, Stoical
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TEAfti

term in Diog. L.,—the bona ad illud

ultimum pertinentia of Cic. Fin. 3, 16;, topics drawn from
these goods.. poet, for ; we also

have, Nic. Fr. 2, 10 ; v. Lob.

Paral. 435.,, , as if from -,=. Hipp., susp.

'?., ,=>, dub. in Xen.',, , Tellen, masc. pr.

n., Anth. P. 7, 719.,, al, Tellenae, a town
of Lalium, iStrab. p. 231 : in Dion. H.
'//, 3, 38./, ov Ion. , , son of
Tellias ; o'l, the Telliadae,

a celebrated prophet-family in Elis,

Hdt. 9, 37.,, Ion. -, , , Tel-

lias, a seer of Elis, Hdt. 8, 27.—2. a
Syracusan general, Thuc. 6, 103./, /, , a kind of shell-fish,

called also from its shape,
Epich. p. 65, Sopat. ap. Ath. 86 A. [i]', ^,= foieg., prob. 1. Epich.
p. 43./.,, , Tellis, a Spartan,
father of Brasidas, Thuc. 2, 25.-2. a
Spartan ambassador, Thuc. 5, 24.

—

Others m Paus. ; etc.—3. gen.,
6, a wretched flute-player, Plut.-, , , Teiius, an Athe-
nian, called the happiest of men by
Solon, Hdt. 1, 30.'2 f: aor. /.:
Aeol., : pf. pass,-

: plqpf. : aor. 1-.—Mid., aor. 1-. To make to arise, call into ex-

istence, make, , made, ac-

complished their way, Pind. O. 2, 126 :

but usu. in pass., to come forth, arise,

much like, , arose

in successive generations, Pind. P. 4,

457 ; , Id.

. 11 (10), 5; , it

turns to good, lb. 1, 122 (for Aesch.
Theb. 768, cf, sub tin.) :—some-
times intr. in act., like ',7., at sun-nse. Soph.
El. 699, cf. Ap. Rh. 1, 688, Jac. Anth.
P. p. 966.—Poet, word, used by Horn.
only in the coinpds.,-

(oft in tmesis, sometimes trans.,), and?•. (Hence, in intr. signf :

is prob. orig. a collat. form of, as of, tego of, etc., cf. , VIII. 2 :— its

connexion with, may be
doubted, though Pind. O. 2, 12C, fa-

vours this.)',, , Tellon, a boy-

victor al Olympia, Paus. 6, 10, 9.,, , (',) :
—water

which has run together and accumulated,

standing water, a pool, puddle, pond,

Ar. Av. 1593: a marsh, swamp, Plat.

Phaed. 109 B, Xen. Oec. 20, 1 1 ; gen-

erally, low land subject to inundation,

flat meadow-land, Hdt. 2, 93.—II. the

mud or slime of a .iwamp ; hence, 7nud

for building with, mortar, -, Hdt. 1, 179 ; cf.-.—2. the space jioinled with mortar,

between the courses of masonry, Pro-
cop.

—

.=7?/, very dub. Hence, a, ov, ofa marsh,

., marsh water, Arist. H. A. 1, 1, 15;3 ., lb. 9, 40, 37., ,() to make into

a marsh.— Pass., to become inarshy,

Strab., ,{,) :

—

marshy, swampy, muddy, Arist. H. A.

6, 16, 2 : metaph. in medic, full of
bad humours, Hipp.

TEAO^, Ion. , b, an
inhab. of Telmessus, Hdt. 1, 78; else-

where : , ti-

tle of a comedy of Aristophanes.

|(;;, , , =,
Hdt. 1,78.,, , like II, mud,
slime, Isae. ap. . .,, , Tclmissian,

inhab. of Telmissus, famed for their

skill in divination, Arr. An. 1, 24.?,, , sc.. Til
missis, promontory near Telmissus,
Strab. p. 665.iT, , , also /.-, Telmissus, an ancient city ol Ly-
cia, on the borders of Caria, Strab. p.665.—2.— in Pisidia, Po-
lyb.—3. , a mountain in Lydia, Par
laeph.—4. a river of Sicily, near Se-
gesla, Ael. V. H. 2, 33.', , , an end accom-

plished : and so, the fulfilment, comple-

tion, accomplishment ol any thing, Lat.

effectus (v. sub tin.), first in Horn., and
Hes. : , to put
a finish to a thing, II. 19, 107 ; 20, 369,

and Att. ; so, I'lpij-

, one's prayers are accomplished, Od.
17, 496 (in Att.

or TivL, the end or issue of a thing
comes) : , to have reached
the end, to be finished or ready, II. 18,

378 (so, r.. Plat. Crat. 417
C) : absol., the accomplishment of wish-

es, success, Od. 9, 5 : ., the

accomplishment of marriage, Od. 20|

74, ct. infra V. 2: generally, ati end,

issue, Lat. eventus, exitus, . •, 11. 3, 291 ; 16, 630, etc. : esp.

later,, like, with and
without, the end of life, death,

Hdt. 1, 31, etc., cf II. tin.,

and V. infra ; ol to t., the

dead. Plat. Legg. 717 E.—2. ait end,

extremity, , to the uttermost,

Hes. Op. 216; also a boundary,

, lies. Op. C07.—
3. the end proposed, chief matter,

or , II. 9, 56 ; 16, 83 : Ireq.

in philosophers, of the end of action,

first in Plat. Gorg. 499 ; hence
later to t. was used simply for to, the chief good, Cicero's finis

bonorum, etc., cf Arist. Eth. N. 1, t,

Diog. L. 10, 137, Cic. Fin. 1, 12; 3, 7.—4. ?.. time for the pay-
ment, II. 21, 450.—5. , to

have/iW2;)ou.'£rs, of plenipotentiaries,

Thuc. 4, 118.—6. periphr. in various
phrases,7, tJie end, point

or term of death, i. e. death, Lat. ex-

itus mortis, U. 3, 309, Od. 5, 326, Hes.
Op. 165, Aesch. Theb. 906, cf.-

: so too, T., return, Od.
22, 323, Pind. N. 3, 44 ; so, .-, Pind. 1. 1, 7 ;, Valck.
Hdt. 2, 139; ., Theocr. 1, 93,
etc. ; cf. Dissen Pind. O. 2, 17 (31).—7. a being complete or perfect, perfec-

tion, full age, or-, to be grown up. Plat. Phaedr. 276
B, Legg. 834 C.—8. adverbial usages

:

— for , at the end,

at last, Hdt. 1, 36, etc., Aesch. Pr.

663, etc. ; to. Plat. Legg. 740
F-, etc. ; so, , Hilt. 3,;. Soph. Phil. 409, Eur., etc.:

—in dat., at all, Lat. omnino.

Soph. O. T. 1 98 -.—, through-

out, forever, completely, Aesch. Pr. 273,

Soph. Aj. 685, Eur., etc.; ?.. Plat. Phil. 30 .—Later writers

not seldom used plur. for sing., Schiif.

Bos Ell. p. 465.

—

II. a body of soldiers,

prob. of a definite, complete vufrcber,

though this is nowhere staled, 11.7,

380 ; 10, 470, etc. ; , is



the company of the watch, II. 10, 56
(never in Od. in this signf.) : Kara
/., in regular bodies, in troops, Lat.

turmatim, Hdt. 1, 103 ; 7, 87, etc. : in

the Roman army, a legion

:

—also,-
() 7., troops of two-horsed cha-
riots, Aesch. Pers. 47 : '/.,
squadrons of ships, Thuc. 1, 48.—Cf..—2. metaph. of other things,', flocks of birds, v. 1. for

iiVta, Hdt. 2,64: ., hesch.
>. 144, cf. Theb. 161.—III. the high-

est or last station in civil life, i. e. a
magistracy, ojfice, like Lat. magistratrts,

'/., Pind. iS. 11, 10;
cf Aesch. Ag. 1202, Eum. 729 ; oi kv, men in office, magistrates. Soph.
Aj. 1352, Phil. 385 ; -/ ,
Thuc. 1, , etc. ;

' ,
Valck. Hdt. 3, 18 ; 9, 106 ; poet., oi, Soph. Ant. 67

;

so, oi Tu , Thuc. 5, 47 :

in Att. 70, the government,-' 7.,
Aesch. Theb. 1025 ; , the ma-
gistrates, Thuc. (who joins it with a

masc. part, and plur. verb) 1,58; 4,

15, and Xen. : hence, of any superior

power, as Jupiter is called -., Aesch. Supp. 525.

—IV. that which is paid for state pur-

poses, a tax, duty, toll, Ar. \'esp. 658,

Plat., etc. ; ., a market-due,

Ar. Ach. 896 ; ,-, to farm tax, and collect it,

Dem. 745, 16 ; cf. II. 1 ; r. re-, to pay it. Plat. Legg. 847 :

and so Herm. takes Soph. Ant. 143,/ -
7, abandoned them to be tributary

offerings :—for/., cf IV

:

generally, outlay, expense, Thuc. 6, 16,

Valck. Diatr. p. 202, Ruhnk. Tira.

:

hence,•—2. at Athens, the property of
a citizen, that at which he was ratedfor
taxation, and according to the amount of
which he belonged to a certain class, Lat.

census : hence, generally, a class, or-

der, of citizens, Dem. 462, 26, etc.

;

, to be punish-

ed m proportion to one''s property or

rank, Isae. 47, 26, cf Dem. 1076, 19 :

cf. /. II. 2.— V^. consummation by
being consecrated or initiated, initiation,

esp. into the Eleusinian mysteries,

which were c'onsidered as the con-

summation of life (cf Isocr. 46 B)

;

whereas the Romans took them as
the beginning (initio) of a new and per-

fect life: in plur., also, the mysteries

themselves, esp. the Eleusinian, Valck.
Hipp. 25, Lob. Soph. Aj. 692 ; called

TU?.. by Plat. Rep. 560 :

cf IV, II.—2. general-

ly, any religious ceremony, a solemnity,, Aesch. Eum. 835

;

', Soph. Ant. 1241 :

(hence/, to marry, ?-
01, married persons, etc., cf..
V).

(The strict signf of —not as

the ending of a departed state, but the

arrival of a complete and perfect one, cf.

—is remarkably illustrated by
the agreement with signf III,

and the Lat. initio with signf V ; cf
Wachsm. Antiq. 1, append. 14, p. 465
sq. Engl. Tr., Nitzsch Od. 9, 5.), as adv., towards the end or

term, , 11. 9, 411 ; 13,

602., , poet, collat. form from

/lof , , ,
the bowidary the corn-land, i. e.

f'
ce of corn-land marked off by limits,

13, 707 ; 18, 544.^,,—,-

TEMA^^, . Horn..
244, 386, etc.

i?^ovo, a, ov, of Telphusa,

Telphusian; oi T., Polyb. 4, 73,2;
ij, the T. territory. Id. 4,

60, 3.

^ and, , ,
Telphusa, a city of Arcadia, on the

Ladon, Polyb. 2, 54, 12.

'/.,, , also written 7.-
yiv, one of the Telchines, who were
the first inhabitants of Crete (hence
calledTe;^;t^•), Cyprus and Rhodes,
and the first workers in metal ; but

(like the Duergar of the northern

mines) of ill report as spiteful enchant-

ers or genii, cf Hocks Kreta 1, 345,

356, Welcker Aesch. Trilogie p. 182,

Miiller Archiiol. d. Kunst () 70.—II.

later, as appellat. , a mischie-

vous, spiteful person : and then as adj.,/. , of gramma-
rians, Anth. P. 11, 321 ; and as fem.

T. , Liban. (No doubt from, though Buttmann, Mythol. 1,

164, connects it with the Roman Vul-

canus, and Hebr. Tubalcain !)—fill• as

masc. pr. n., Te/cAi«, ApoUod. ; Pans.

;

etc.^,, , Telchinia, ancient

name ol Crete, and of Sicyon, Steph.

Byz. : V. sub foreg. I.^, , , Telchinis, an-

cient name of Rhodes, Strab. p. 653 :

V. sub'./.,{?-) to be spite-

ful, malignant, Gramm.?., ov, , a chief-., , ,^=/.., ov,,^'./., , . -, to be a ?^-, Luc. Pseudol. 30 : c. ace, ., to take heavy toll of one,

excise him, Strab. : metaph., .
/., to make merchandise of learn-

ing, cf?., ov, 6, {/. IV,-) :
—a farmer or collector of the tolls,

customs or taxes of a state, Ar. Eq.
248. Aeschin. 17, 3 ;

v. Bockh P. E.

2, 52, sq. :—later, oft. in a contemp-
tuous sense, ' uv, Polyb. 12,

13, 9 : in . . as transl. of the Lat.

publica7ius., ov, o,= foreg., Mane-
tho., , , the office of 7.-

: tax-gathermg, or rather thefarm-
ing the taxes, Dem. 568, 7.?.,, , of tolls or cus-

toms, -, the good fare of the -, Anth. P. 6, 295 : peciil. fem.

of sq.., ,, oforfor,
., the excise and custom laws,

Dem. 732, 1 ; , the tolls.

Plat. Legg. 842 D.., ov, , a toll-house, cus-

tom-house, N. T., f -,() to cut

into pieces, slice, esp. to cut up large

sea-fish,for salting, Xenocr. : metaph.,

to divide and retail, Plut. 2, 837 D., ov, . Dim. from-. Plat. Symp. 191 E. [], , , verb. adj. from, sliced and salted. Macho ap.

Ath. 244 G., ov, :
— ., a large

sea-iish sliced and salted, Eubui.-. 1, 4., ov, , (,) dealer in salt-fish, Antiph.. 1.,, ,{, ') :

— slice cut off, esp. slice of salt-fish

TEMN( being usu. employed of other
meat), Hipp., Ar. Eq. 283, Nub. 339,
etc. : cf Lob. Phryn. 22.^, , , Tembrion,
founder of Samos, Strab. p. 633., ov, , Ternenides, an
Athenian, taxiarch of the tribe Pan-
dionis, Aeschin. 50, 42., f. -,() to make
a sacred grove, consecrate a spot of
ground, .. Plat. Legg.
738 C ;, Dio C. 57, 9., , oi',=sq., a, ov, of or belonging to

the : 7., the

grove in the. Soph. Tr. 754.., ,{) the

precincts of a temple, Dio C. 57, 9., ov, ,= : esp.

at Syracuse, Apollo of the Temenos :

fem. , the ridge m
that quarter of the city : and the quar-

ter itself was called, Ar-
nold Thuc. 6, 75 ; 7, 3, and Append,
p. 526 : ton in Xen. An.
4, 4, 15, V. Interpp. ad 1., perhaps-

(q. v.) to be read : from,, ,() :
— piece

of land cut or marked off, assigned as a
private possession, esp. to kings and
chiefs, oi (sc.^)
AvKioi7. ,, II. 6, 194, cf 20, 184, 391

;

also 9, 578 ; 12, 313, Od. 6, 293 ; ., U. 18, 550; -. —, Od. 17,

299 ; so in plur.,, Od. 11, 185.

—II. esp., a piece of land inarked off

from common uses and dedicated to a
god, a sort of churchyard, oi. , II. 8, 48, cf.

Od. 8, 363, etc. ; in it stood the -
or 7], cf Hdt. 2, 155 ; 3, 142 :

—hence the Pythian race-course is

called a or sacred field, Pind.

P. 5, 45 ; Syracuse is the.,
lb. 2, 2 ; the sacred valley of the Nile
is the . ^, lb. 4,99; the
lake formed by the Cephisus is the., lb. 12, 47 ; and, later,

the sea is called the of Nep-
tune, cf• II : poet, also, .-, like coeli templa in Lucret., Aesch.
Pers. 365.— HI. later, any grove or

park, the of the gods being
usu. planted. Hence, ov, () holding a-, Pind. Fr. 185., , , (): guard-
ian of a., , , Temese, a place

whence (ace. to Od. 1, 184) the Ta-
phians obtained copper in exchange
for iron : Strabo and other ancients

place it on the Italian coast, fconsid-

ering it the Tempsa of Strabo's time,

p. 255t : others more prob. in Cy-
prus, the original country oi copper, cf.

Nitzsch 1. c. \{2f.., , oi, the Temmices,

the olaest inhabitants of Boeotia,

Strab. pp. 321, 401., a, ov, Boeotian ; ., Lye. 786., Ion., lengthd. from
root TEM-, TAM-: fut. : aor.. in Att. : pf.
Ion. and Ep. part, (in pass, signf), . Rh. 4, 156: pf pass.

: aor. pass, : lut. 3

(in corapd.). Plat.

Rep. 564 C.—Hom. in pres. and impf.

act. and pass, uses the Ion. form, which prevails also in Hes.,

and Hdt. : only in Od. 3, 175, we find

: his aor. is always,
inf., Ep., mid. inf.
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TEMN-, subj., and so Hdt.

—On in II. 13, 707, v. sub v.-—Horn. oft. has a form,
aor. 1 : aor. 2> : aor.

pass, [], which is only Ep.
To cut, hew, cut to pieces, cut off,

freq. in Hom.,etc. ; esp.,— I. of men,
to cut, wound, niaim, '''/, II. 13, 501 ; 16, 701.

—

2. of tlie surgeon's knife, to cut, as

opp. to or cautery, first in Aesch.

Ag. 819, Xen. An. 5, B, 18, and freq.

in Plat., as Gorg. 480 C, 521 E; cf..— II. of animals, to cut up, cut

to pieces, Hdt. 2, 65 ;
generally, to

slaughter, sacrifice, II. 19, 197 ; a<pa-, Eur. Supp. 1196: also in mid.,, Od. 24, 364.— 2., to make a covenant,

truce, etc., with sacrifice ; and so, to

viake or take solemn oaths, II. 2, 124,

Od. 24, 483, etc. ; also,(7, II. 3, 73, etc.

;

and in mid., (Jj)Kta, Hdt.

4, 70 (but Hdt. also uses the act., ., 4, 201) : curi-

ously c. diipl. ace,( vv tol

opKL ', I made a truce which
was death to thee, II. 4, 155 :—cf the

Lat. foedus ferire,foedus iclam.—3. in

Hes. Op. 784, 789, to cut, geld ani-

mals, Lat. castrare.—HI. of trees and
wood, to cut, cut down, fell, hew, 6oh-,, etc., Od. 5, 162; 12,

11, etc., Hes. Op. 805; .,.
Tuv / ; Eur.

Hel. 231 ; etc. ;',
Od. 17, 195 : also in mid. c. ace, iSov-

pu, fell one's self limbeT,

Od 5, 243, Hdt." 5, 82; also, to have them wrought or

hewn, Hdt. 1, 186: ., to cut,

reap corn.—2. , to

cut or chop up a plant for purposes of

medicine or witchcraft, Uiihnk. H.

Horn. Cer. 229, cf Blomf Aesch. Ag.

16, and v. Find. P. 4, 393, Plat. Legg.

836 B, 919 : hence, ,
to contrive a means, Aesch. Supp. 807 :

cf.,.—3.

yfjv,, etc., to lay waste a coun-

try by felling the fruit-trees, cutting the

corn, etc., Thuc."2, 18, 19, Andoc. 24,

25, etc. ; cf. : falso of peace-

ful operations, to clear a much-wood-
ed country by felling the trees for

agricultural purposes, -/-
., Sol. 5, 47.t—IV. to cut off,

setter, . Soph. Phil. 619, etc.;, Eur. Tro. 480.—2. to

part off, mark off, , II.

13,707;, II. 6, 194;,
II. 9, 580 ; hence, rajxvovr?. (for), they cut

them off, surrounded them, II. 18, 528
;

cf.<> II.— V. to cut or draw a

line, cut lenHhwise, as r., to

plough it, Aesch. Fr. 181 ; and so,

T. 6, to cut or carrii channels
along.••• Plat• Tim. 70 D, 77 C : also,

T., to cut, make roads, clear a

way, Thuc. 2, 100, Plat., etc.; ov6, Hdt. 4, 136 :

—

hence,—2. ,', to

make one's wav, go on, advance, Eur.

Phocn. l,Ar. fhesm. 1100;cf Bockh
Expl. Pmd. P. 5,82(119); -
yaiav ., to take the middle

road, strike through the mterior, Hdt.

9, 89 ; so, , to hold a

middle course. Plat. Prot. 338 A ;

.. Id. Polit. 262 ; •
-, Plut. 2, 7 : hut also—3. of

ships, to cut through the waves, plough

the sea, Lat. secure mare, r.

uioov, , Od. 3, 175
;

13, 88, Pmd. P. 3, 121 ; so, metaph.,.- ?' •
1482

, men's hopes are tossed about as

they cut (the sea of) lies. Id. O. 12, 8 :

—so too of birds, r.

-, to plough, cleave the air, Ar. Av.

1400: hence,—4. absol.,, to

go, Ap. Kh. 4, 771.— VI. to cut short,

bring to a crisis or decision, Lat. de-

ciderc, . , Pind. . 13,

80 ; ., Eur. Heracl.

758., , contr., Tempi,
the romantic valley between Mounts
Olympus and Ossa, through which
the Peneiis escapes into the sea,

Hdt. 7, 173.— II. any sequestered vale,

Cic. Att. 4, 15, 5. Cf Theocr. 1, 67.

Hence^, , , of Tempe, Ael.

V. II. 3, 1.,, , of or belonging to

Tempe, Nic.<1, ,{,) like

the vale of Ternpe.\-, , , Tempsa, a city of

Bruttium, Strab. p. 255 : cf., an orig. form of the pros., retained by Heyne in II. 13,

707, cf Buttm. Ausf. Gr. ^ 92, fin.

:

but Wolf reads the fut., and the
passage is dub., v. Spitzn. ad I., f. -,() to he

covered with shoal-water, Strab. p. 50 :

to stand in pools of water, Plut. Lu-
cuU. 24., ov, , fem. -, ,
shallow, Anth. P. 9, 551 : from
^()•, , , shoal-water, a

shoal, shallow, whether in the sea or

in rivers, Lat. vadum, Pind. N. 3, 41.

Hdt. 1, 202 ; 8, 129, Thuc. 3, 51, etc!

(Prob. from, .) Hence, , tofill withpools ofshoal-
water., , {, )
covered with shoal-water, standing in

pools. Lat. vadosus, Polyb. 10, 8, 7,

Ap. Rh. 4, 1264.:,, b, Tenagon, a
Bactrian, Aesch. Pers. 306., , , Tenarus, a writer,

Ath. 672 A., to gnaw, gnaw at, Hes. Op.
522 : esp., to nibble at, eat daintily, Att.. (Prob. from, like tenuis,

from tendo, and so strictly to nibble

away, make thin.), . , Tenea, a town in the
territory of Corinth, with a temple of
Apollo, Strab. p. 380. Henceiv, ov, b, an inhab. of Te-
nea. Strab. 1. c. : and\, , , of Tenea, Te-
neatic ; i/ T., the Teneatic gate
in Corinth, Paus. 2, 5, 4.\, ov, h, the Tinia, a river of

TJmbria, now Timia, Strab. p. 227.^, a, ov, of Tenedns, Te-
nedian ; for the proverb. -. .', v. Paroem. Ze-
nob. 6,' 9, Meineke Menand. p. 70.^, ov, , Tenedos, an island

of the Aegean sea on the coast of
Troas, earlier called Leucophrys, II.

J, 452 ; etc., with a city of same name,
Strab. p. 604.^,, al. Teniae, fountains
near Orchomenus in Arcadia, Paus.
8, 13, 5.\, or, b, Tenes, son of

Cvcnus, king of Tenedos, Strab. p.

640., , , a nibbling, lasting

daintily : hence lickerishness, gluttony

,

Ar. Av. 1691 : from', to be a gourmand, Lat.
ligurrire, catillari : also as dep.,-

: from, ov, 6, {) a dainty

TEOY
feeder, gourmand, Cratin. Incert. 14,

Ar. Pac. 1009 ; cf..^,, b, Tenthredon,
leader of the Magnesians from Thes-
saly before Troy, II. 2, 756.,, ?/, a kind of bee

or wasp, Arist. H. A. 9, 43, 2;—akin
to,., , ?/,=foreg., Nic. .
560., , , the nest of the, Arist. . . 9, 43, 2.

Hence, , () full of
holes, honey-combed, Ael. . . 12, 20,
prob. 1. in Hipp, for -, v. Foes.
Oec. sub hac v., ff,= foreg., Plut. 2,

721 E., Att. for., , 7,=, Gramm.,,, dim. fromforeg. [],, ,=., , , {,)
stiffness of the sinews in the nape of the

neck. Medic., ov,(.-) wounded in a sinew, Medic.,, ,=,,-, Gramm.],,, Tentyra, a city

the Thebaic! in Aegypt, Strab. p.
814. xHence^, ov, b, an inhab. of
Tentyra; ., Strab. p. 814.,, ,() : — strict-

ly, any tight-stretched band, esp., a sin-

ew, tendon, like, most freq. of

the two strong tendons of the neck,-,^^, Od. 3, 449;
and oft. in dual, ,
II. 5, 307, etc., cf. 4, 521 ; of the arm,' ,
20, 478 ; of the foot,, 22, 390 ; cf Hes. Sc. 419 :—
in Trag., usu., of the tendons of the

foot, T., Eur. Phoen. 42, Cycl.
400 ; and then absol. for the foot,

Aesch. Cho. 209, cf. Elmsl. Med.
1134, Bacch. 936.— II. metaph., like, as/nj)of land, mountain-nJ^?,
Jac. Anth. P. p. 47, cf. (Akin
to and .),, , (,) child-

bearing.

and, fut. of,
Hom., Ion. and Dor. for, gen.
from interrog., II. 2, 225, etc. — II.. Ion. and Dor. for, gen. from
enclit. , Od. 16, 305.

Teo, Dor. for, gen. from,,
Alcman., Ep. for , gen. from ,
only in 11. 8, 37, where it must not be
changed into., Ion. for, dat. plur. from. Hdt. 1, 37, etc., 7/, , p. and Ion. for ,
thy, thine, hence Lat. tiius, freq. in

Horn., Hes., Hdt., and Pind. ; also in

lyric j)assages of Trag., as Aesch.
Pr. 162, Soph. O. C. 534, Eur. He-
racl. 911.[ is used as one short
syll. in Praxill. ap. Hephaest. p. 22
Gaisf , cf Seidl. Eur. El. 468.]* and, obsolete nom., only
found in Gramm., the oblique cases
of which are used for the correspond-
ing cases of and, esp. gen. and
dat. plur.,: the dat. sing.

is always, therefore belongs sole-

ly to the enclitic : the gen.
however must not be referred to,
V. sub., Ep. and Dor. for , gen.
from , Call. Cer. 98, Apoll. Dysc
de Pron. p. 356.



Teoi;f, Dor. and Aeol. for, gen.

from , but Buttin. would rather

write it paroxyt.., f. -,{) to interpret

portents or prodigies, Aesch. Ag. 125.

—II.=/., , ,=^,^. v.,

Eur.,,=:. Hence,,,=^.
—II.=sq., very dub.,, , softness, The-
ophr. : from, ov, gen., (from -,) :

—

soft, tender : becoming

soft by boiling, esp. of pulse, Theophr.:
also of water itself: compar.--, Theophr. []', ., : nom.
.,.; [],
Dion. . 604 ;, . Rh. 4, 1410:

gen.,. gen. and dat.,
II.,, Alcae. 109 : dat.,., II. sign, wonder,

marvel, of any appearance or event, in

which men believed that they could
see the finger of God, and read the

future, Lat. portentum and prodigium,, II. 5, 742, Od. 16, 320,

etc.
;

' ,
II. 2, 324, of Od. 3, 173, Hdt. 6, 98

;, Od. 12, 394 ; -, Od. 21, 415 ; also, r.,
Od. 20, 101 ;, Hdt. 7, 57 ; so

also, r., Hdt. 8, 37 ; r. -, the fearful signs of coming
war, II. 11, 4, cf. Hes. Th. 744, Pind.

O. 13, 103, etc. :—hence,— II. any
thing that serves as a divine sigti or

omen ; as,— I. a huge, unearthly crea-

ture, monster, of a serpent, II. 12, 209,

H. Ap. 302 ; ., of Typhoeus,
Aescfi. Pr. 352 ; ., of

Cerberus, Soph. Tr. 1098 ;

., of the Sphinx, Eur. Phoen. 806
;, . Id. Hipp. 1214,

cf. 1247.—2. a strange monster, abor-

tion. Lat. monstrum. Plat. Crat. 393

B, 394 A ; cf. Aesch. Cho. 548.-3.

esp. like,, Lat. signa,

a sign in the heavens, a star, meteor,

etc., II. 4, 76; of the rainbow, 11. 11,

28 ; cf. 17, 548.—4. in colloquial lan-

guage, .
Plat. Hipp. Maj. 283 C, cf Theaet.
103 D : , ... Id. Meno
91 D. (Akin to.), ov, poet, for-, Pind. P. 4, 357, and Trag.

;

., ' my prophetic soul,' Aesch.
Ag. 978 : cf. Lob. Phryn. 673., , f. 1. lor., a, ov, and,
ov, ( ) ; — strange, monstrous,

Lat. portentosas, Theophr. Char. 21,

Schneid., Luc. Alex. 16, etc., , ,() a

talking of ; or, a talking and
acting as if one was a : hence,
generally, humbug, quackery, Ar. Nub.
318. Polyb. 2, 17, 6, etc., ,=. [], dep. mid., to talk -, to speak marvels, Lat. portenta

loqui : to practisejugglery or quackery
;

and, generally, to play the marvethus,

be an arch-quack, Ar. Eq. 627, Ran.
834 ; ., Aes-
chin. 13, 29. Hence, , , a juggling

trick, piece of quackery, Ar. Lys. 702., ov,,^, a

juggler, Diod.),—. Hesych., ,,=. Adv.

•, . , wonderfully well, ap. Plut.

2, 1124 C,

TEPE, , , a monstrous

birth, abortion., , {,)
to write of, Strab. p. 22.

and, , f. 1.

for., , to tell of marvels or

strange phenomena, Arist. Meteor. 2, 8,

34 : and, , , a telling of-
or marvels, Isocr. Antid. ^ 304 :

from?•., ov, (, / )

telling of ; a marvel-monger.—
II. pass., of which marvellous things are

told, tnarvellous, strange, Heind. Plat.

Phaedr. 229 E., ov, of marvellous

strange shape., , to do or

marvels : and, , Tj, jugglery, Apol-
lon. Hist. Fab. 6 : from, , {, )

doing, working wonders, LXX.
—II. in bad sense, juggling : 6 ., a
juggler., ar, , an observing

and interpreting of : from
«07(•, ov,{,)

observing and interpreting ; b

T., a soothsayer. Plat. Legg. 933 C, E., , to give birth to a

monster : and, , , an unnatural

birth, monster : from, ov, giving birth to a

monster.. , to work or

wonders, to be a juggler ; and,, , a marvel-

lous deed : juggling trick., , , a working of
or ivonders, Plut. 2, 17 :

juggling.—II. also=foreg. : from, , working wonders

:

6 r., a juggler., , to make a of any
thing:—mid., to look on as a wonder,

stare at, Timon ap. Diog. L. 4, 42., ,{,) like a, marvellous, wondrous, Ar. Nub.
364 ; ., marvellous wisdom,
Xen. Epist. 1,8; also of men, r.. Plat. Eulhyd. 296 ; -, Arist. Poet. 14, 4., , , any thing marvel-

lous., ,{, -) :

—

with

a marvellous strange face. r.,
marvellous to behold, H. Horn. 18,

36., , contr. for.^, . , and,
, Tergeste, a city of Histria, at the

head of the Adriatic, now Trieste,

Strab. p. 215, 314: hence ol-, the inhab. of T., Dion. P., f. -, to be like tur-

pentine, Diosc. : and, , ov, made from the

turpentine-tree or from turpentine,-, Xen. An. 4, 4, 13 ;,,
Diosc. : from, ov, , shortd.-, earlier form, , (q. v.),

also and, :
—the

terebinth or turpentine-tree, Lat. pista-

cia terebinthus, LXX. :—also the resiri

that flows from a wound in its bark, tur-

pentine, cf. Winer's Biblisches Real-
worterbuch, s. v. Hence, , {) full of
terebinth-trees,, Anth. P. 9, 413.^, , i], Terlna, fern. pr. n.,

Anth. P. 5, 111,—In Lye. 726, a city

of Italy., as collat. form of,

is rejected by Elmsl. Eur. Med. 875;
but cf. Lob. Paral. 139.

or, both in Eur.,
Valck. Phoen. 335 -.—any thing closely

shut fast or closely covered, a room,
chamber, Eur. Hipp. 536, Ale. 457;,, periphr.
for the house, etc., Id. Hipp. 418, Or.
1371., ov, also, for,, ^, firm,
close. Hence,, , also-, firmness., ov,{) with

soft, silky hair., , ov, a rare collat. form
of, Anth. P. 9, 430.

^'^•, ov, contr. -;^poiif, ovv,
with the heterocl. dat. in

0pp. H. 2, 56.=sq., , , , (,) with tender skin,, Anaxandr. Protes. 1, 37., . -, to twitter, chirrup,

strictly of swallows anrl grasshop-
pers ; hence of the strings of the lyre

;

also of men, to trill, quaver, whistle.

Teles ap. Stob. p. 09. 19, Babrius 9,

4 (Boisson.) ; r. ,
Euphron ap. Ath. 380 ; .. Plat. (Com.). 2 : cf.-. (Onomalop.) Hence, , , a twittering,

chirruping, of swallows and grasshop-
pers : hence of the lyre, etc., a tril-

ling, quavering, Anth. P. 7, 612; cf.

Luc. Nigr. 15:— generally, an empty
sound, Arist. Anal. Post. 1, 22, 4., ov, o,= foreg., Arist.

Probl. 19, 10., , , dim. from•, Theophr., ov, , a borer, gimlet,

Lat. terebra, Od. 5, 246 ; 23, 198, Leon.
Tar. 4, etc., , f.- and -, to bore,

bore through, pierce.—2. to turn on a
lathe. (Akin to,, -,.), only found as pass.,

to be worm-eaten, esp. of wood, Diosc.

:

of bones, to be carious : from, , , the u'ood-worm,

Lat. teredo, Ar. Eq. 1308.—II. caries,

in the bones, Hipp. (From,,, and so strictly-)
iTpv,. . Teredon, a city

of Babylonia, Dion. P. 982 ; Strab. p.

765.— il. a female flute-player, Ar.
Thesm. 1175., , , gen. f,,
etc., {). Strictly, rubbed down,
and so, smooth, soft, delicate, Lat. tener,

in Hom. mostly in neut.,.•,
II. 3, 142, etc. ; ', 13,

ISO, Od. 12,357;' urdta,
Od. 9, 449 ; only in the phrase,-, II. 4, 237, etc., Hes. Op. 520,
Th. 5 ; fem. ^, .
Cer. 209 ; ', Pind. . 5, 10, cf Aesch.
Supp. 998; . Ibyc. 7;, Eur. Med. 905:

—

compar., Anth. (Akin
to,, as also to Lat.
teres, tener, from tero.), . , jugglery, sleight of
hand : esp. in rhetoric, quackery, use of
clap-traps. Pherecr. Incert. 12, Diog.

L. prooem. 17; cf Ruhnk. Tim.
(Ace. to Moeris, p. 364, contr. from.), , , a juggling-
trick, clap-trap, Clem. Al. : from, dep., to practise jug-

gling, to use clap-traps, Dcm. 1405•
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27, Arist. Top. 8, 1, 17. (Cf. -
epein.) Hence, , a juggler, dub.,, , v.-/.

Tepdpia, ,,^., , , the rope from -the

end of a sail-yard (), with
which the sails were furled, a sail-

rope, Ar. Eq. 410: strictly an adj.,', as in Galen.), , , the end, extremity,

Einped. 252, Eur. Eurysth. 3.-11.

esp., the end or point of a sail-yard,

like ; or ace. to others, the

hole therein through which passed the. (Akin to,,-
: some refer signf. II to -.),,=^.,, ,() the

place at the end of a ship^• prow, from
which the underpilot{) kept a

look-out, Hesych. : hence the -
himself is called'. Id., 7], , Terina, a city of

the Bruttii, Strab. p. 256: hence, a, ov, of Terina, Teri-

naean, ., the Terinaeus

Sinus, later Sinus Vibonensis, Thuc.
6, 104.,, , an end, boundary,

Lat. terminus :— 1. the goal round which
horses and chariots had to turn at

races, , 11. 23,

309 ;,? or -, lb. 323, 333, 462,

466; 7], lb. 358,

757 ; .
Find. . 9, 202 ; cf. Soph. El. 680,

and V. sub :—the
meta of the Romans, elsewh. -,.—2. the mark at which
the quoits were thrown, Od. 8, 193.— II.

generally, an end, finishing, e. g. of a

river's course, Hdt. 4, 52: in plur.,

the far-end, boundaries. Id. 7, 54 ; fso
r. , Tyrt. lOf:

—

., a limit to wealth, Theogn.
227, cf. Aesch. Ag. 1002, etc. -.—, ', to

have reached the limit, be at the end,

Aesch. Pr. 828, Soph. Aj. 48:—then,

of any end, ., the prize of

games, Pind. I. 4, 115 (3, 85); cf.? I. 1, fin. : r.,, the

term or end of life, death, Simon. 100,

13, Soph. O. T. 1530; r. (.),,, Aesch. Pr. 100, and
Eur. ; T., the highest point of

art, Anth. :—also like periphr.,

as, for,
Theogn. 1 108 ;Tep//nuy;);oi';;f, Aesch.
Eum. 740 ; r.,, Eur.
Hipp. 140, Andr. 1081 ; ..
Soph. . C. 725, cf. Eur. Or. 1343.
—3. the last or highest power, su-

premacy, T. -, to be
sovereign of Corinth, Simon. 172
Schneidew. (cf. Buttm. Lexil. s. v.

3, not.) ; so,', Eur. Supp. 617, cf.

Anth. P. 12, 170: v. sub 111,.— lit. , like , as

adv., at last, fPseudo-Phocyl. 130|.

—Chiefly poet. (The form points

to, Lat. tero, as the root,

—

perh. strictly the stone that is worn by
turning round.) Hence, f. -, and in Strab., f. -, like, to limit,

define.— 11. to end, finish.^,, , Termera, a city

of Asia Minor on the borders of

Lycia and Caria ; hence,
Ion.. , inhab. or native cf

Termera, Hdt. 5, 37.

or ,
, proverb., misfortune one brings
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on himself, said to be deriv. from one

(q. v.) a highwayman, v.

Paroeiniogr. p. 377.^, , , Termerium, a
promontory of Caria near Termera,
Strab. p. 657., , 6, Termerus, a rob-

ber of the mythic period, slain by
Hercules, Plut. Thes. 11.\, , , and-, Tirmessus, a strong city of Pisi-

dia, Strab. p. 570 : hence -,, an inhab. of ., Icl. p.

630., 6, ( ) , the

guardian of boundaries,.^,, , , the Termilae, a
Cretan race, who settled in Lycia
under Sarpedon, the Solymi of Ho-
mer, later called Lycians, Hdt. 1,

173 ; Strab. p. 573 ; etc., , appell. of Apollo,
Lye. 1207., , ov, earlier form
of, Theophr. : hence
pecul. fem.,, Nic. Al.

299., , , earlier form of, Theophr.—2. in medic,
swelling like the fruit of the terebinth-

tree, V. Foes. Oecon. Hipp.—II. also

a flax-like plant, growing parasitically

on the olive, from which the Athe-
nians made fishing-lines, Theophr.,
Mel. 1, 30; v. Salmas. ad Solin.

911 A., , , () ;

—
ending or goiyig to the end, -, a shield that covers one even

to the end, i. e. all over, U. 16, 803
;, like ., a

frock reaching to the ground, Od. 19,

242, Hes. Op. 535., a, ov, () :

—

at the

end, last, always of time, r.,
the day of death. Soph. Ant. 1331;, the spot where one is

destined to end life. Soph. O. C. 89., , ,=, Hesych., , to run to the goal,

Manetho., a, ov, at the end, .-, the hill at the world's end, Aesch.
Pr. 117; from,, ,=, a bound-
ary, Aesch. Fr. 177, Eur. Hipp. 746

;

and in plur., lb. 3, etc.— II. ? end,

Aesch. Supp. 624 ; r. , Eur.
Phoen. 1352.^, ov, 6,(,)
Terpander, a poet of Antissa in Les-
bos, Ael. V. H. 12, 50.^, ov, , so?i of Terpius,

i. c. Phemius, Od. 22, 330., ov,(,-) delighting in thunder, epith. of

Jupiter, Hom., and Hes.
and, ir-

reg. superl. from. sq., , , () :
—delight-

some, delightful, pleasant, agreeable, en-

joyable, cheering, first in fTyrtae. 3,

38, Mimn. 1, 1 t; 5, 3, Theogn. 1013,

and freq. in Pind., Aesch., etc. ; also

in Alt. prose, , as
Thuc. 2, 53 ; , delights,

pleasures, Isocr. 6 C, Xen. Mem. 2, 1,

23: — in Hom. only as v. 1., Od. 8,

45. — 11. pass., delighted, gladsome,
merry, Mehlh. Anacr. 37, 1 : and so
some take Aesch. Ag. 143,-

(Dor. for ), de-

lighting in the young of beasts.

—

III.

regul. compar. and superl.-,-, Theogn. 1062, 256 ; ir-

reg.,,. Call.

Fr. 256.—IV. adv. -, Theogn. 910,
Soph. Fr. 517, 5. Hence

, , , pleasantness,

delight.,,,= •, Teleclid. ap. Phot.

;

v. however Meincke Incert. 23.'2, f. -/' .• aor.• : but
the pass, and mid. has in
Ep. a threefold aor., — 1.,
Od. 8, 131, and Att. ; or,/,
Od. 6, 99 ; 19, 213.-2., freq.

in inf. and,
Horn. ; and subj. (by metath.
for), hence, 11. 3,

441, Od. 8, 292.-3.^ redupl. through
all moods,,,,, freq.

in Horn., who now and then also has
aor. mid. /, -,
Od. 12, 188;,^ . . 153;
usu. aor. 2 mid..

Strictly, to fill to the full, satisfy,

content; hence, generally, to delight,

gladden, cheer, },
Od. 17, 385 ; r// (sc.), 11. 9, 189 ; ..., Od. 1, 107 ; etc. ;, 11. 15, 393; so
also in Trag. ; proverb., 7/. Plat. Phaedr. 240 C, etc. :—
absol., to give delight, Od. 1, 347 ; ,, delights. Soph. O. C. 1218,
cf. 1281.—II. more freq. in pass, and
miti., strictly, c. gen. rei, to have
enough of, enjoy to one^s heart's content,,
11. 11, 780;, II. 9, 705, cf Od. 6, 99 ; so,,,, 11. 24, 3, Od.
23, 346, 30(3 ; ., to enjoy one's
youth, Od. 23, 212 : metaph., r.,
to take one's fill of lamentation, II. 23,
10, Od. 11, 212, etc.— 2. to be cheered,

delight or enjoy one's self, make merry, c.

dat. rei,,,,
etc., Horn., Hes., etc. ; of eating and
drinking, , Hom. ; ei;, Od. 11, 003, Hes. Op. 115;
so,, Aesch. Eum.
1042; cf. Soph. O. C. 1140, etc. ;

Tivi, Eur. Rhes. 194 :—also c. part.,. Id. Bacch. 321,
etc. ; cf. Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 24 :—absol.,, drink and be merry,
Hdt. 2, 78. — 3. rarely c. ace, ohjv, to enjoy a part
only, Hes. Fr. 56, 6 ; -, Eur. Or. 1043. — 4. oft. with
words that limit its signf. more
closely, , 11. 19, 313,
Od. 16, 26;, 11. 21. 45;., Hes. Op. 58 ; -, II. 1, 474, Od. 4, 102, etc.

;, 11. 19, 19, Od. 5, 74 ; <,
Od. 8, 368 ; ,
Od. 1, 310 ; ,
Pind. . 2, 135.(- is the Sanscr.
trip, gaudere, satiari : prob. akin to.) Hence, /, , poet, for,
delight, Od. 18, 37, Archil. 7, Theogn.
978, 1004.,, ?),=:foreg., . ., v. 11., aor. :

—to dry
up, wipe tip, , 11.

16, 529; cf.., , , like,,, contrivance for drying any
thing on, Simon. 217., dop., with inf. aor. pass.,, as if from, 11. 10, 519, Od. 6, 98. To
be or become dry, to dry up,

', tlie wound
dried up and the blood staunched, II.

11, 267 ;? ,
the plain is parched by the sun, Od. 7,

124 : c, gen.,



, eyes became dry from tears, Od. 5,

152.—II. the act. first occurs in later

Ep. (Horn, using only), 3

sing,, Theocr. 22, 63 ; though
Buttm. holds this to be a fut., as if

from pres. : and certainly we
have an aor. of this form, viz. im-
perat., inf., in Nic. Th.
96, 693, 709. (The Sanscr. trL^h,

sitire, etc., Pott Et. Forsch. 1,270:
akm to, also perh. to,,, Lat. tergo, tergeo and
torreo.

)

, Aeol. fut. of.—II. v.

sub II.\~, , , Tertius, Rom.
masc. pr. n., N. T.^, ov, b, Tertulbis, a

Roman orator, employed by the Jews
against Paul, N. T., ov, b, v. sq., , b, , , , {-) :—strictly, worn by rubbing ; worn
out, jaded, ', also, but only in Hesych.{ was
%.=^-), except that use con-

fined the latter to the notion of

smooth, soft, in a good sense.),, =,,, Hesych., , , also and, skin,,^, Nic.. 268.,, , also,
twig.\, , , Terpsias, a victor

at the Isthmian games, v. 1. Pind. O.

13, 59.

\-7.7,, 6, Terpsicles, a

writer, Ath. 325 D.^-, , , Terpsicrate, a

Thespiad, Apollod, 2, 7, 8., ov,{,)
gladdening the heart of man, epith. of

the sun, Od. 12, 269, 274 ; of morn
(), . . 411, Orph., ov,{,) heart-

gladdening, Anth. P. 9, 505, 2. [t],, ,() '-— en-

jcryment, and, generally, enjoyment,

delight, c. gen.,-, Hes.
Th. 917; , Pind. P.

9, 35 ; , Eur.
Phoen. 195, ct. I. T. 797, Cycl. 522 :—gladness, delight, pleasure, Pind. O.

12, 15, Aesch. Ag. 611, etc.; distin-

guished from the more general term
by Prodicus ap. Arist. Top. 2,

6, 6 ; cf. Plat. Phil. 11 ; .,
Eur. Erechth. 20, 23.-, , 7j,= sq., , , Att.-
pa, Plat. Phaedr. 259 C ; cf. A. B. p.

1173:

—

Terpsichore, the Dance-enjoy-

ing, one of the nine muses. Hes. Th.
78 : later she appears as inventress

and patroness of the higher kind of

dancing : from, ov, also, a, ov, {-,) enjoying the dance, esp. the

choral dance, of Apollo, Anth. P. 9,

525, 20., , b, Terpsion, of

Megara, a pupil of Socrates, Plat.

—

2. a writer on, Ath. 337

A., v..,,{,)
worth four steers, II. 23, 705.—II. made
from four ox-hides., oi, al, , four-

teen, but more usu.,
and that even with a neut. subst., as,, Hdt. 1, 86, cf.

Lob. Phryn. 409, v. Buttm. Ausf Gr.

^70, Anm. 16 :—when the

was inflected, it was written divisim.

Lob. 1. c. Hence

TETA, ov,{
II ) :

— fourteen hand-breadths long,

broad, high, elc, Anth., a, ov, on the

fourteenth day., , ov,{-) thefourteenth. Lob. Phrvn.
409., ov, b, fourteen

years old : fem. -, Anth., ov, of forty

days, Hipp.,.,
, , , indecl.{) .—forty,
Horn. etc. [], ov, , and
-, , () forty years old, Hes.
Op. 439. Hence, , , a space

of forty years, Philo., a, ov, dub. 1. for.-, , , the forty-five-thousandth.

Plat. Legg. 877 D., adv., forty times., , gen. ,
forty cubits long.,, , the number

forty.—II. a period offorty days, Hipp., , with forty

ba>iks of oars ; v. sub., ov,()
forty fathoms high, deep, etc., Hdt. 2.

148., ov, b, contr.

for., ai, a, a false form
for, Buttm. Ausf Gr.

i)2, p. 412., a, ov, of forty

days, on the fortieth day, Theophr.

:

from, , ,(-
KOVTu)

:

—the fortieth :-
(sub.),— 1. a tax of one-forti-

eth. At. Eccl. 825.-2. a fortieth, a

coin of Chios (as the French have
their centimes). Thuc. 8, 101.', oi, ai, -pa,, gen.

: dat., poet,,
first in Hes. Fr. 47, 5, also in late

prose ; Ion., Hdt. 6, 41 :

Att., : in Ion. prose, : Dor.

and : Aeol., some-
times also indecl., as for

dat., Lob. Phryn. 409 .—Four, Hom.
fwho uses both common and Aeol.

lorm), etc.—(Its form varies much

:

—Sanscr. chatur, chatvar : Lat. qua-

tuor, but in Oscan peiiir,= Aeol.-
(cf, qualis,, equus,

etc.), Germ, vier, out four, etc.: cf., fin.), oi, al, , in-

decl., fourteen, Hdt. 1, 86; cf. Lob.
Phryn. 409 : but in Att. is

inflected. Hence, a, ov, on
the fourteenth day, Hipp., ov, b, one

who keeps the fourteenth day., , ov. Ion.-, the fourteenth, Hdt. 1, 84,

etc., ov, b,fourteen

years old, Plut. Aemil. 35., Ion. for-, Hdt., oi, ai, -pa, , Ion. for, Hdt., ol, ai, , Ion. for, Hdt., adv. part. pf. pass,

from, in order, orderly, regular-

ly,, Plat. Legg. 700 C ; -, Isocr. 169 C.

TETA,, b, Ep. redupl.
part. aor. 2, with no pres. in use,, taking him by the
foot, II. 1, 591, cf, '' :

also simply, , II.

15, 23. (The old Gramm., as far as
signf went, rightly recognised-

as strengthd. poet, for,
but its kin to, pf., is

justly rejected by Schneider and
Buttm. Le.xil. s. v. They assume
TA- as the root, which also appears
in -// (q. v.), in Lat. tango, te-tig-i, and
our lake, tmich.), perf. from., pf pass, from,
hence, Ep. 3 piqpf for -, Od., pf pass, from., adv. part, pf pass,

from. frugally, thriftily, Dion.
H., , , suffering from -., , like, dub.
1. Theophr., , , {,)
with long, straight hair, Plat. Euthy-
phro 2 13., , , {,) :

—
stretched or straightetied, smooth,-, Nic. . 343, cf 464;, Leon. Tar. 28 ;, Galen ; cf. Jac,
Anth. P. p. 512.^, ov, b, a straining, stretch-

ing : strain, tension.— II. a convulsive

tension of the body, so that it becomes
stiflf as a corpse, tetamis, Hipp., v.

Foes. Oecon.;

—

rigor nervorum in Cel-
sus; cf.,,
Plat. Tim. 84 E.—II. sensu obscoeno,
Ar. Lys. 553, 846., , {) to stretch,

straighten, DlOSC., ov, , a lotion for
freeing the skin from wrinkles, a cosmetic.,, , {)=:
foreg., adv. part, perf
pass, from, confusedly, Plat.

Legg. 608 E, Isocr. Antid. (} 262., ov, b, a pheasant, Ptolem.
ap. Ath. 654 C ; cf., -, -,
Ep. redupl. aor. 2 of, Hom., to have a quartan-fever., , , of a quartan-

fever, Diosc., a, ov, of four days, on
the fourth day, ., to he four
days dead, Hdt. 2, 89 ;, Plat. Rep. 616 B;
T., quartaji-ieyer, Id. Tim.
86 A., a, ov, to he had
for a quarter of an obolus, worth as

much, Lat. quadrantarius : from, ov, ,(,) the fourth part. Hdt. 2, 180;
esp. of an obolus, Lat. quadrans,

Arist. Pol. 7, 1, 4./., , to take every

fourth man, Lat. quartare., , ov, the fourth, Hom.,
who also has Ep. form :, as adv., the fourth time,

Horn., or (as Wolf).
Adv. -, fovr-fold, Lat. quadruplo.

Plat. Tim. 86 A, cf Lob. Phryn. 311.

— II. .— 1. (sub.'^ the

fourth day, Hes. Op. 802.—2. (sub.) a liquid measure (cf our quart);

the Spartan kings had a ol

corn and a of wine on the

1st and 7th of the month, Hdt. 6, 57.

(Sanscr. chaturtha stands between
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and Lat. quartus : cf. Li-

thuan. ketwirta.), Ep. for, 3
dual piqpf. pass, from, II. 4,

536 ; 14, 404., Ep. for, 3 plqpf.

pass, from. Horn., Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass,

from, Hdt. [a], part, pf pass, from
T£?J<i), Horn., Ion. 3 pi. pf. pass.

from, Horn., 3 dual pf from,
II. 13, 34 ; but Buttm., Catal. Verb,

s. V.'), would read,
considering redupl. impf,
post-Honi., an Ep, pf pass, with
pres. signf. formed from the subst., without any pres. in use :

—

to be armed, inf., Od. 22,

104., adv. part. pf. pass.

from, artificially., adv. part, pf pass,

from, attentively., (,) :
—to be sor-

Towfid, to sorrow, mourn, Horn., though
of the indie, he only uses 2 dual -, II. 8, 447; elsewh. always
the part,,, (as

in Hes. Th. 163). always with
added, except in II. 9, 30, 695 :—be-

sides, we find the act. form
(in same signf) mostly in the phrase, with sorrowing heart,

II. 11, 555; 17, 664; 24, 283 ; also,, H. 9, 13 ; -, they were sorrowing, distressed,

II. 9, 30, 695.—No act. occurs :

but the word is akin to,-, to be punished, and so nuide

sad. [i], , ov, part, pf pass,

from -, Hom., shortd. for, v. 1. II.

4, 412, for., poet, imperat. pf of*,
Horn., and Hes., poet. opt. pf of*-, II., Ep. inf pf of *',
Od. ; cf Herm. H. Hom. Cer. 148 [];
but, 1 pi. pf , not found in

Hom., Ep. inf pf of*,
Od.,, fern,-, Ep. and
Ion. part, pf of, Hom., , ov, part, pf pass.

of, Od., Ep. part, pf of,
(with pass, signf), Ap. Rh., Ep. for, an aor.

without any pres., used by Hom. in

indicat. both with and without augm.,
to reach, come up to, find,' Ne-', 11. 4, 293 ;

Ilkoltlv, 6, 174, etc.

;

bv }7, Od. 1, 218 ; and
once in the 2 smg. subjunct., Od. 15,

15.—2. C. gen., to receive by fate or lot,

have by. partake of.7]-
?., Hes. Th. 6"l0., fern. part, pf of,
Hes. Op. 589.. adv. part, pf from?., Folyb. 1, 23, 5., Ep. redupl. aor. 2,
Hesych., oi, al, -pa, . Dor. for, Hes. Op. 696, Epigr. in

Hdt. 7, 228.', irreg. fut. from,
-, for,, only

in the deriv. and compd. words, which
follow.
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TETP,, ov, gen.,(-,) :

—

-fourfooted,, Eur. El.

476; .=^, Id. Tro.

517 ; .,, the hoofs, trap-

pings of horses. Id. Phoen. 792, 808 :— , in the shape

of a quadruped. Id. Hel. 376. [/ia], , (-,)
four times as heavy, Alcae. 83, in poet,

gen. pi.., ov, (-, ?.)
consisting offour hooks, title of a book,

by Ptolemy, Buttm. Mus. d. Alter-

thumsw. 2, 3, p. 485. [], ov, =,
Call. Dian. 53, Q. Sm. 6, 547. [a], , 6, a metrical
foot consisting of four short syllables,

usu.., , gen. , (-,) four-toned, ., the music
of the tetrachord, Terpander ap. Strab.

p. 618., ov, offour tongues

or languages., , , , (-,
y7iv) with four points or angles,

square, Leon. Tar. 35., ov, (-,)
with four jaws, esp. as epith. of a spi-

der,', Strab., ov,(-,-) of four letters : ., the word of
four letters, i. e. in Hebrew the sacred
name JeHoVaH., ov, u'ith or of four
lines., ov, (-, ) as

large as four of land, Od. 7, 113 :— as subst., a measure of
land, as much as a 7nan can plough in a

day, Od. 18, 374, cf Ap. Rh. 3, 1344.

[], ,() c.

ace. pers., to stand in square with an-

other, ,
astrolog. phrase in Luc. (?) Philop. 24., , ?/, the spindle-tree,

bird-cherry, Lat. euonymus europaeus,

SO called from its square fruit, The-
ophr., a, ov,—-., f.-,()
to make square, square, of lines or num-
bers. Plat. Theaet. 148 A, Rep. 527
A: r., to square the circle,

Avist. Soph. El. 11, 3., ov, , a cloak ivith

four lappets, dub., ov, ,(-) a making square : quadrature, as

of the circle, Arist. Anal. Post. 1, 9,

1, Soph. El. 11,3./, , square-looking., ov, (-,) square-faced, of Ot-

ters and Iseavers, Hdt. 4, 109., ov, (-,)
stnctly four-angled, but usu. with four
equal angles, rectangular, esp. square,

Hdt. 1, 178, 181, Thuc, etc.: r. -, of the Hermes-statues, Thuc.
6, 27: TO, a square, esp.

a body of men draivn up in a square,

Lat. agmen quadratum, Xen. Lac. 12,

1 ; r. , in Thuc. 4, 125 ; cf?..—II. made square, as broad

as long, Lat. quadratus.—III. metaph.,
perfect as a square ; generally, complete,

perfect, -, Simon, .ap. Plat.

Prot. 344 A (Fr. 12,2 Schneidew.),
cf Arist. Eth. N. 1, 10. 11.—IV. r., a square number, i. e. a num-
ber jnii/i^/iW info itself. Plat. Theaet.
147 E.— V. and -, the Greek clodikwhichhung

TETP
square, while the Roman toga formed
a.— VI. Adv. -, Phi•
lostr., ,=
?/.?., , , four fin-
gers long or broad., ov, fourfingered.,=.
Hence, , ,=,
Aristid.,,,() num-
ber offour, four united persons or things,

a quaternion, also, Phllo,
and N. T., , young people who
met to make merry on the fourth of the

month, Alex.. 1 ; cf Meineke
Menand. p. 1 10.—II. men born to a life

of toil, like Hercules, who was born
on the fozirth of the month(, Q.
v.), A. B. p. 309., a, ov,= sq., ov, (-, -) weighing or worth four drachms :

TO T., a silver coin offour drachms, te-

tradrachm. Plat. Ax. 366 C., ov,() fourfold,

0pp. C. 2, 181.(- is plainly an
adj. numeral ending, cf,-,, also.)
[''], , a bird, prob. of the
grouse kind, tetrao Linn., Alcae. 116:
cf., ov,( II) four
palms long or broad, [], ov,=sq.,, Anth.
P. 7, 210.,, , ,(-,)
four times ivound or twisted round : •, , a plant of the thistle kind,
also, q. v., ft-,=sq.,Theocr. 7, 147., ov, (-, ) of
four years, four years old, Lat. quadri-
mus,. Call. Fr. 154. [a], , , a term of four
years., , , of or belong-

ing to a]., (sc.),, , a
festival held every four years, tike the

Olympic games.7/, ov,= sq., , (-,) four
years old, Plat. Legg. 793 E.— II. pa-
rox.>, , offour years,-, Hdt. 1, 199. Hence, , , a term of four
years, Theophr., ov,=sq., Philem. de
Nomin. 318., ov, (-,)
four-yoked,, Eur. Hel. 1039 :

—

generally, fourfold : to t. (sc. ),
a four-horsed chariot.,, , ,^=,., to cackle, as a hen does on
laying an egg, Alex. Mynd. ap. Ath.
398 D., ov, offour days, last-

ingfour days., ov,(-, ?^-) :— of four layers, ., a
shield offour ox-hides, 11. 15, 479, Od.
22, 122., ov, () with four
dofirs or openings, [ctj, lengthd. from Root
TPA- ; fut. -^; aor.,
in Hom.: later:
also, fut. : aor. : pf.

pass, :—Horn, only uses the
aor. We have a pres., in

Theophr., with an aor.. Id.



. PI. 2, 7, 7; 5, 4, 5 (si vera 1.) : a
3 pi. itnpf. pass,, in Call.

Dian. 244, cf. ?/.—The pres.

Tirpacj, not till later. Generally, the
compds.-,-, are more
used. To bore through, pierce, , 11.

22, 396, Od. 5. 247 ; 23, 198 ;, Hdt. 2, 96 ; so,., of the Danaidae, Xen. Oec. 7,

40 ; /., Leon. Tar.
12., , , rare collat.

form of-. []..-],,//3
old.—II. parox. -, , of fourteen
years., fem. , ,
=foreg. I, Isocr. 388 E., , {-,)
four-horned, /., Anth. P. append.

319, 0pp. [(2], ov, {-,-
?) four-heiuLed, Epigr. ap. Eust. II.

p. 1353, 8
;
[with at the end of

an hexam., as if -'/. ; cf.-
<7.,].,,,=, Hip-. 75. [/], (-) adv., four times,

Od. 5, 306," Ar. Pint. 851 : post-Horn,

also, Pind. . 7, 153, Call.

Epigr. 55, 2. Hence. ai, a,{)four
times ten thousand,forty thoiisand, Xen.
Cyr. 2, 1, 5: [v] and, ai, a,{) four
thousand. Hat. 2, 9, etc. [], ov, gen., {-,) with four pillars, Orph. ad Mus.
39. [i]?, ov, (-,)
broken fourfold, in four, Procl./, ov,under allfour quar-

ters of heaven., ov, {-,)
with four couches, Luc. Tox. 46.. ov. Dor. for-, {-,) four-spoked,

., of Ixion's wheel, Pind.

P. 2, 73 ; ., the wryneck
tied on thefour-spoked wheel, lb. 4, 382., ov, dub. 1. for foreg.,,{-,-

III) :

—

with four bunches ; gener-
ally, clustering,, Anth. P. 7,

23., ov, {-,-) four times a crow's age, Hes. Fr.

50, 2., ai, a, four hundred,

Hdt. 1, 178, etc. Hence,,, thefour-hun-
dredth, LXX., ,,=-. []?., a,ov,=sq., Sext.

Emp. p. 152.?., ov, consisting of, or
holdingfour, Theopfcal. Boe-
ot. 1., , , () :

—the

number four, Lat. qualernio. esp. with
the Pythagoreans, who held it to be
the root or source of all things,, ^ayuv ,
Carm. Aur. 48, cf. Sturz Emped. p.

672 sq., Ritter Hist. Phil. 1, 363.?., ov, {-, ?.)
four-wheeled,—, II. 24, 324 ; -, Od. 9, 242, Hdt. 1, 188. [ al-

ways, except in Od. 1. c, ubi al.-?..]/., ov, four-fooled, [a], . , {-,)
union offour villages, Strab. p. 405., ov, 6, (-,)

a triumphal song and dance sacred to

TETP
Hercules (cf. II), Ath.
618 C. [a], , a fourfold lace or
string, [dj,,=^ II, The-
ophr.,,,{-,) :— group of four dramas, three tra-

gedies and one satyric play, which
were exhibited together on the Attic

stage for the prize at the festivals of
Bacchus, without the satyric play,

the three tragedies were called-, V. Miiller Gr. Literat. 1, p.

319, Welcker Aeschyl. Tnlogie., , {-, )

quadripartite, Plut. 2, 1139 ., ov, {-,)
consisting offour metres, i. e., in iam-
bic, trochaic and anapaestic verse,

consisting of four double feet, or syzy-
gies, (Lat. versus octonarius) ; in dacty-
lic, cretic, bacchiac, antispastic, cho-
riambic, and paeonic verse, consisting

offourfeet, b., a verse of this length,

Ar. Nub. 642,645; so, -, Xen. Symp. 6, 3. [], a, oi^,=sq., Diod.

;

cf. Lob. Phryn. 549., ov, {-,) :

—

of four months, lasting four months,

thuc. 5, 63, Polyb., etc. [a], perf pass, from,
hence part,, Horn., and
Hes., a, ,^^,
Diod.], , , Tetramne-
stus, a Sidonian, Hdt. 7, 98., ovv,(-,) :

—
of four minae, worth or weighing four
minae, Ath. ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 553., , , a fourfold por-

tion. Xen. An. 7, 2, 36 ; 6, 1 : from, ov, {-,)
C07isisting offour parts, fourfold,-, Eur. Rhes. 5. [], ov, = foreg. [], ov, (-,)
four-shaped, fourfold, ., tne four
changing seasons, Eur. Incert. 120. [u], a, ov, worth a fourth
part, dub., , , () a space

of four nights., and, 6, name
of two kinds o{ wild birds, acc. to Ath.
398 ; one prob. of the grouse kind, te-

trao, Linn. ; the other a small bird
;

cf. Epich. p. 25, Ar. Av. 885 ;—cf. -,, and also., ov. {-, ):—
split four times, ., trees which
must be so split, before they can be
worked, Theophr. H. PI. 5, 1, 9 : cf.,., , , fourfold, Arist.

Metaph. 12, 2, 7.
_, , , and,

ov, , {-,) place where

four roads meet, Lat. quadrivium., ov, ,—toreg., Orac. ap.

Paus. 8, 9, 4 ; cf.. [], ov, {-,) of
four notes in music, Plut. 2, 1132 D., ov, {-,)
four fathoms long or broad, Dio C.,, , a four-horsed char-

iot, Pind. O. 2, 8, P. 2, 8, etc. : from, ov, contr.,{-, ) :—yoked four together,, Od. 13. 81 ; r., a four-
horse chariot, Pind. P. 10, 101, etc.:

also, , ,
Eur. Hipp. 1229. Ale. 483.— II. four-
legged,, Soph. Tr. 507. [a].7.,{-,) adv.,

four times long ago, i. e. long, long ago.

TETP
Call. Epigr. 2, 4 ; cf./., a, ov, = sq.,

Geop..7?., ov, (-, na-?) offour spans, four spans long
or broad, Hdt. 2, 149. [d], ov, {-,)
of or with four surfaces, Hdn. 8, 4.—II.

offour feet, '/., Polyb. 8, 6, 4;
cf. Orac. ap. t'lut. Aemil. 15.—, ov,(-,)four-
footed, Orph. Lith. 741. [a], a, ov,:=sq., , gen. , (-,) four cubits (six feet) long. Hdt.
7, 69, Plat., etc. ; of men, sixfeet high,
tall fellows. At. Ran. 1014.— Cf. Lob.
Phryn. 549. []7?., to make fourfold.,, 41 times
as great (14:3), Arithm. Vett.—So,?.-, ov, 4| time*
as great (21 : 5).

—

-, ov, 4| times as great (17 : 4).

—

?.~, , 4J
times as great (24 : 5).

—

•,, 4j times as great (19

:

4).——, ov, 4J times
as great (13 : 3).

—

-, , 4^ times as great (9 : 2)., a, ov, fourfold, four
times as much, Lat. quadruplus. Plat.
Rep. 369 E, etc. Adv. -. Hence,, , muliipli
catimi by four., ov, gen. , =.,, , an area offour/., Inscr. : from, ov, (-,) consisting offour plethra, Polyb.
6, 27, 2.?., ov, (-, ?.) four-sided,, Anth.

or/., adv., in a
fourfold manner, fourfold, 11. 1, 128./, , ov, contr.-,
, ovv, fourfold, Lat. quadruplus :.,=^, Xen. An. 7, 6, 7.

Adv. -, = foreg., LXX. (For
deriv., cf. ?.), ovv, (-,,) withfour tiosirils : Lye. has also
a fem., 1313., adv., o?i four feet,

Ar. Pac. 896: from, , 6, (-,)
four-footed—II. fourfeet long, broad or
deep. Hence, adv., on all fours,
Polyb. 5, 60, 7., , ,( .)
measure or length offour feet, Bockh

Inscr. 1, p. 279., f. -,()
to go on all fours, to be Ot live as a qua-
druped, Arist. H. A. 2, 1, 48. Hence, ov, , going on all

fotirs, quadrupedal., adv.,=^-
, Luc. D. -Mar. 7, 2., ov, collat. form of. Lob. Phryn. 546. [<2]?., , , poet,•, of or with four ci/ies,• .,
of the northern part of Attica, Eur.
Heracl. 81, ubi v. Elmsl. ; tccmposed
of Oenoe, Marathon, Probalinthus,
and Tricorythus, cf. Ar. Lys. 285

;

Strab. p. 446.—2., the Dorian
Tetrapolis, between Locns and Thes-
saly, composed of Erineiis, Boeum,
Pindus, and Cytinea, Strab. p. 425
sqq.—3. , or,
composed of Antiochia, Apamea,
Laodicea, and Seleucia, Strab. p.

749t.—4. of Cephallenia, +consisting
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of Pale, Cranii, Same, and Pionif,
rhiic. 2, 30. [a], ov, {-,)
turned, ploughedfour times, Thcocr.
25, 26. [a], ov, with four passages,

ways or holes, [], ov, poet, for,
Aral. 214. [«], 6, ,-,,{-,) four-footed, Hdt. 2, 68 ; 4, 71

;, a booty of cattle,

Polyb. 1, 25, 7 :

—

ra, qua-

drupeds, Hdt. 3, 100, Thuc. 2, 50, etc.

—II. of four feet in length, Plat. Meno
85 B, C. [],, with fourfaces

or fronts., ov, (-, -) foiir-winged. Soph. Fr. 27.

Hence7., , , a four-

tui'n^, i.e. a grasshopper or locust, Boeot.

word in Ar. Ach. 871 ; Elmsl. thinks

that by -??., is intended birds and
beasts; andDind. follows him;—but the

is prob. brought in

Trap'., ov, {-,)
four-winged, Ar. Ach. 1082., Ep. for ., 3 sing,

plqpf. pass, from, Horn.?, , poet, for-
c, Eur., ov. {-,)
fourfold, four-leafed, Hipp., ov, with four cases,

Gramm., ov, four-gated., , , {-,-) building with four towers, Polyb.

31,26, 11. Hence\, , , Tctrapyrgia,

name ofa place in Cyrenaica, Slrab.

p. 838.,, 6, a plant,=, Diosc., , , a team of four
horses.)^, ov, with four staves,

rods, streaks or rows., ov, consisting offour
metres., ov, {-,)
with four poles and yokes, i. e. eight-

horsed, Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 51 ; also -., , to be a tetrarch, N.T.

:

from, , b,{,) a

tetrarch, as among the Galatiaiis in

Asia, of whom each tribe had four

chiefs, Plut. Anton. 56, etc.—II. a
leader of four.. Hence, , , a tetrarchy, the

power or dominions of a tetrarch, Eur.
Ale. 1154, Dem. 117,26, Plut. Anton.
36.—Thessaly was anciently divided

into 4 tetrarchies, Thirlw. H. of Gr.

6, p. 14 ; of. II.—II. .-, the command of four, Arr.

An. 3, 18. Hence, 7], , of, belonging to

a tetrarch or tetrarchy, Strab.,,,—,.
2, 768 .•,, , the number four,=^, Arist. Metaph. 13, 3, 9,

etc. : esp.,—2. the fourth day, Hes.
Op. 792, 796, etc. :

—

,
proverb, of one who labours for others,

not for himself (cf.).
Plat. (Com.) Incert. 29, Ariston..
jity. 6.

—

.= I, Hellan. ap.

Harpocr. s. v.. (Strictly

shortd. (or.),, 6, thefourth part.—
1488

TETP
II. a coin, afourth, like Lat. quadrans;

cf.., ov, {-,) of

four signs : in music, of four kinds of
time, Osann Anal. Cr. p. 76, Auctar.

Lex. p. 157. [a], ov, with four-
.' four-oared, Diod.?., , {-,)

four-legged, four-footed, Trag. ; r.-, of a kind of griffin, Aesch. Pr.

395., ov, TO,four ases, the
Rom. sestertius, one fourth of the de-

narius, Arr. Epict., ov, {-,-
01') four stades in length : ., a length

of four stades. Strab. [], ov, {-,-) worth four staters, Ar. Eccl. 413., ov, {-,)
with four stories, Diod., ov, {-,)
in four rows, li7ies, LXX., , , a fourfold row
or line, Theophr. : from, ov,{-,)
in four rows, like, The-
ophr.', ov,, an antechamber,

Lat. atrium., ov, surrounded with

four or cloisters., ov, {-,)
with four pillars in front, of a temple,
Vitr.?.3, , , a being of
four syllables : from, ov, of four sylla-

bles. \, ov, split or parted

into four., ov, four,
(i. e. 240 .stades) long, Strab., ov, {-,)
with four bodies, Paul. S. Arnbo 252., oi>, cut fourfold, infour.

[a], ov, of four tones or

notes, [a], , ov, poet for,
fourth, Hom., Hes., Pind. ; -, the fourth time, \\. 21, 177, Hes.
Op. 594, Sc. 363., ov, four-wheeled., ov,{-,) :—broken into four pieces, or, that may
be so broken,, Hes. Op. 440., pf. from, also -

:—but—II. dub. for,
pf from, in Simmias., , , the com-
mand of a : from?, ov, 6, {)
the leader ofa.?., , f/, {-,-) corps of four phalanxes or a

phalanx in four divisions, Polyb. 12,

20. 7, Ael. Tact. 40., ov, of a helmet in

11.5,743; 11, 41,usu. taken as=re-
0/1-.— If a lengthening of the
form\) not allowed (and
it is suspicious, for in both places•

is added), Buttman's assump-
tion (Le.xil. s. 9) becomes very
prob., viz. that the root is{3.
word never indeed found in use), ei-

ther the plume itself, or an epithet of it

;

and so, would mean
with four crests or plumes : cf.-,. []7, ov {-,) :

—

'., a helmet ivith a fourfold, 11. 12, 384 ; 22, 315 ; v.,, and foreg., ov, compounded of
four drugs.

TETP, -, Ep. and Ion. 3
pi. pf and plqpf pass, from, 11.

[a], V. 1. 11. 21, 279 ; 23, 348,
for >''., ov, {-, ?'/) di

vided into four, Hdt. 5, 06.,{) adv., in four
parts, T. , Plat. Gorg.
464 C.,, 6, y,foiir-handed.

[], adv., =, Xen.
Hell. 5, 2, 7, Luc. Navig. 16., adv., poet, for,
II. 3, 363, Od. 0, 71, cf and. [], f -,() to di-

vide into four parts : to do or engage to

do the fourth part, Ar. Fr. 088.

or, ov, ,
shortened for, Buckh
Inscr. 1, p. 750., a, ,=^,
I-nscr., , ov.= sq.. Diosc.,, , , holdingfour., ov, contr. -, ,
holding four, Anth. [], /, , of or belong
i?ig to the tetrachord, Plut. : from, ov, {-,) :

—four-stnnged : ., the tetrachord,

a scale comprising two tones and a
half, Arist. Probl. 19, 33 ;—the oldest
Greek musical system, and the base
of all later ones, v. Muller Literal, ol
Greece 12 (j 3, Diet. Antiqq. p. 625., , , four times,four
kinds of time or measure., ov,=sq., ov, of four times or
four kinds of time., ov, {-,)
made of four pots,, Batr.
258., ov, with four divisions,

Diosc., {) adv., in a
fourfold manner, Arist. Categ. 12, 1,

Pint.,, h, also,
a bird of the grouse kind, tetrao Linn.,
Plin. (Akin to.), ov, {-, ) with
four ears or handles, Siniarist. ap. Ath.
483 A., used only in pres. and
impf , to tremble, Hipp., Ar. Nub. 294,
374. (A redupl. form of, -
.), pf. pass, from., ov, {) of four
days : 7// (sc. ), the

fourtii day., Ep. for, aor.

from., dub. for, in
Hipp., and Callim. ; although Buttm.
Catal. Verb. s. v., lets it pass
as Ion., , (sc.) a quadri-

reme, Polyb. 1, 47, 5. Cf.., ,, 7r)loiOt',=foreg.,

Polyb. 2, 10, 5., intr. perf with pres.
signf. from, q. v. ; hence
part. fem., II. 7, 340 ; and
in II. 2, 95, Ep. 3 sing, plqpf--, Ep. 3 plqpf from,
II. [], part. fem. pf. from -, Hom., Ep. for,
ace. pl. part. masc. pf from, II.

2, 314.



TETT,, rj, a wild bird, prob.

of the groujie kind, Arist. H. A. 9, 1,7:

cf.., ,=, Gramm., ov, {)=^-, Xen. Cyn. 2, 5.

Terpo^a, pert', from (^, Od. 23,

237.—11. pi. iroin, q. v.

TeTpufJo^ualog, a, ov, =-
?>., to receive four obols ;

hence, to be a soldier, Theopoinp.
(Com.) Strat. 2, cf. sq. : from, ov, {-,)
weighing or worth four obols, Lob.
Phryn. 549 : proverb.,'', it's very dear, Ar. Pac.

254, ubi V. Schol.— II. -, a piece of four obols ; esp. ot the

soldiers' pay ; hence proverb.,-/^, a soldier's life, Paus. ap.

Eust. 1405, 29.', Dor. for-, Archimed., ov, , Dor.,

the fortieth part., , ov. Dor. for -., , ov, part. pf. pass,

from, Hdt., , , contr. for-.,, 7/,=foreg., ov, —, •. Soph. Fr. 781., ov, contr. for,
q. V., ov, {-,) of

four stories, Hdt. 1, 180., a friendly or respectful ad-

dress of youths to their elders, Father,

II. 4, 412; cf., ,,,-,. t'^f• also.,, etc., Att.

for-. [], , , (, -) the matrix or larva of the,
Arist. H. A. 5,30, 5.,, , a smaller kind

of, Arist. H. A. 4, 7, 13 ; cf.

Meineke Com. Fr. 2, p. 887., ov, (,) :

•

—

wearing a or cicada : the

Athenians esp. were called-
ijiapoi, because in early times they
wore golden as an emblem
of their race (cf. 11;, Ar. Eq.
1331., ov, v. foreg., Eust./, , () like a -, Luc. Bacch. 7., V..,, , kind of grass-

hopper, Lat. cicada, a winged insect

fond of basking at noon on single

trees or bushes, when the male makes
a chirping noise by striking the low-

er membrane of the wing against the

breast : this noise was so pleasing to

the ear of the ancients, that their po-

ets are always using it as a simile for

sweet sounds, as II. 3, 151, Hes. Op.

580, Sc. 393; and Plat, calls them, Phaedr. 262 D;
cf. Voss Virg. Eel. 5, 77. People
kept them, as now in Spain, in rush-

cages, and fed thern with,
Theocr. 1,52, Mel. 112. The Greeks
ate their larvae.—II. T.,agold-

cn cicada, such as were worn by the

Athenians before Solon's time, as an
emblem of their claim to being -

(for such was the supposed
origin of the insects) : prob. it was a

pin with a gold cicada for a head,
which served to fasten the

or braid of hair on the crown, Thuc.
1, 6; cf., Schol. Ar.
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TETK
Nub. 984.—III. r. 7, a lobster,

Ael. (Prob. onomatop.), pf. pass, from,
Hom., piqpf.,, Ep.-, Hom., Ep. redupl. inf. aor. 2 of, Od. 15, 77, 94., 2 sing. pf. pass, from-, 11. :, Ep. for, 2

sing. pIqpf.. II., adv. part. pf. pass,

from, stupidly, Dem. 665, 13./, part,, pf. of, Hom., inf. pf. pass, from,
Hom., Dor. gen. from , , for, Aicman.
Ttv, Ion. and Dor. for, gen.

from ; but enclit. gen. ior -
from , freq. in Horn., and Hes., , , {) that

which is made, a work, Alith.

iva, , , Teuthea, a town of
Achaia, Strab. p. 342.\, ov, , the Teutheas, a
river of Elis, Strab. p. 342., ov, TO, dim. from-
', Pherecr. Pers. 1, 10, Ephipp.". 1,4. [, 11. c], , like a-,, , a kind of cuttle-fish

or squid, eaten at Athens, Lat. sepia,

loligo, Simon. 201, Ar. Ach. 1156,

Eq. 934, etc. [-, Ar. 11. c. ; though
Draco p. 15, 24, makes it long.]

Teiftjf or, 6, the sepia or

cuttle-fish, Arist. H. A. 4, I, 8, ap.

Ath. 326 D : (seems a different spe-

cies from foreg.)^, , , Teuthrania, a

city of Mysia, residence of the early

kings of Mysia. on the Ca'icus, said

to be so named from Teulhras, Xen.
An. 2, 1, 3 ; Hell. 3, 1, 6 : in Ae.sch.

Suppl. 549 .—Also
the territory around the city, Hdt. 2,

10; in Pind. O. 9, 108 called -
; 7/ ),

Anth. P. 3, 2.\, ov Ep. ao, 6, son of
Teuthras, i. e. Axylus, II. 6, 13.. a, ov, of Teuthrania,

Teuthranian, Eur. Licym. 3 : pecul.

fem., v., fin.\,, 6, Teuthras, an
ancient king of Mysia, ApoUod. 2, 7,

4 : from him said to be
named, and called also, V..—2. a Greek from
Magnesia before Troy, II. 5, 705.

—

Others in Paus. ; etc., , shaped like a., , an herb of the ger-

mander kind, Diosc. 3, 111.\.,, , fem. adj., of or

relating to Teucer, or the Teucri, Tcu-
crian, , ala, in genl.=, Aesch. Ag. 113; Hdt. 2,

118.^, , !, the* Teucri, in

genl. the Trojans, Hdt. 7, 122 ; so
also were the priests of Jupiter in

Olbe named, Strab. p. 672. — Also
written, Call. Dian. 231.

ivpo, ov, 6, Teucer, son of the
Scamander and the nymph Idaea, ace.

to Apollod. 3, 12, 1 the earliest king
of Troy.—2. son of Telamon and He-
sione, half brother of Ajax, from Sa-
lamis, II. 8, 266; after the Trojan
war founded Salamis in Cyprus,
Pind. N. 4, 76 : cf. Aesch. Pers. 895.,, , a maker., ,,{) usually
attaining to or reaching,, Arist.

Eth. N. 6, 9, 4., , , verb. adj. from

TETX
), made, prepared, esp. well-

wrought, artificial ; v..,,,^, Man-
etho., f. -/, dep. mid.,^,, Antim. 3.^. , ov, of Teumesus,
Teumesian ; for the proverb, -/, . Diibn. Cycl. Fr. p.

589, 3.^, , , and,
Tcumessiis, a town of Boeolia on the

road from Thebes to Chalcis, H.
Hom. Ap. 224; Eur. Phoen. 1100;
etc.—Also a hill near this city, Strab.

p. 412.,, , like, a putting

together : a making, preparation.—II.() attainment, acquisition, Arr.

Epict., Ael. and Dor. for cov, geu.

of, TV : never enclit., , Teuta, a queen of lUy-

ria, Polyb. 2, 4, 7.
^. lor, to say or do

the same thing : c. inf., to bid or order

repeatedly, Pherecr. Incert. 55 : r.-
, to linger, dwell upon a thing, be

constantly at it. Plat. Rep. 521 E, Phil.

56 E, Tim. 90 B, cf. liuhnk. Tim.

;

like,,-
: later also m mid., The-

mist., ov, 6, Teutamias, . a
king of Larissa in 'Thessaly, Apollod.

2, 4, 4., ov Ep. ao, , son of
Teutamus, a Pelasgian noble, i. e.

Lethus, II. 2, 843.^, ov, o, Teutamus, a lead-

er of the argyraspides, Plut. Euin. 13.

—2. father of Bias, Diog. L. 1,82;
from whom a place in Priene was
named, lb. 88., ov, , a dwelling on a
thing, occupation therewith., collat. form from-, Hesych.'\?-, ov, , Teuiiaplus, an
Elean, Thuc. 3, 29.* or',,,=^•, Att. for, Ar. Ran.
942.,, , Att. for,
Theophr.?., , , contr. ,,, nf or full of beet: hence
the island/. or7.-. Beet-island, i^eutlussa, an island
on the coast of Asia Minor near
Rhodest, Thuc. 8, 42 : from', ov, TO, Att. for the Jon.

and common form, a kitchen
herb, beet, Lat. beta, Ar. Pac. 1014.^^, , v. sub.?, , , a dish of beet

7nixedwith lentils, Diosc. []
ivov, , , the Teutones,

Strab. p. 196., ov, {, )
wearing armour, armed, Aesch. Cho
627, Eur. Supp. 654, Rhes., .'.,,,() armed,. C. 3, 4., ,{, *) arm
ed, Orph. Arg. 525.,, , Aesch. Pers.
901 ; /'/, ov, 6, Id.Theb. 644

;() : an armed man, warrior, v.

Lob^ Paral. 449., ov, b, =foreg. : fern.-,. Lye.,, b,=/./., ov, , {,) making utensils or vessels.

Lye. 1379.,,,() :—strictly.
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TETX
like, a tool, implement, utensil

:

esp. in plur., like, im-

plements of ivar, armour, arms, very
freq. in Horn., and Hes. ; more pre-

cisely, ap7'/ia, ., II.

6, 340 ; 7, 193 ; always of a warrior's
whole armour, harness, ,,, II.

;
'' ' , II. 15,

544 ;" tV '/', 17, 210:—so also in Soph. Aj.

571, 577, etc.— 2. in plur. also, the

tackle, rigging, etc., of a ship, Od. 15,

218 ; 16, 326.-3. later, esp., a vessel

of any kind, hathing-tub, Aesch. Kg.
1128: a cinerary urn, Soph. El. 1114,

1 120 ; a baltoling-urn, Aesch. Ag. 815,

Eum.742.etc.—4. in medic, the human
frame, body, as holding the intestines,

cf. Foes. Oecon. Hipp. : -, of an egg, Eur. Hel.
258.—5. after the Alexandrian age,

also book, Anth. P. 9, 239 ; cf. Jac.

p. 13 ; hence,',-
the same root.)

, etc. (The Germ. Zeag is from,,{,) bear-

ing arms, armed, Eur. Rhes. 3.

TET'Xi2 : f. : aor. :

pf.: . ])ass. : fut.

3 : aor. pass,

(oft. used by Ep. in signf. of) ;—which tenses are all in Hom. : he
also oft. uses the irreg. (poet.) 3 pi.,, the latter

also in Hes.Th. 581 : the rednpl. aor.

2, and aor. mid. with act.

signf.,, are also

solely Ep. and \on.,=,-', Od. 15, 94, II. 1, 467 :—the pf.

act. indeed appears in II. 13, 346 as a

real act. (unless we read

for, v. Spitzn. ad I.), but

elsewh. it is used m the signf. of-, q.v.
;
(for in Plat. Rep. 521 E,

is the true readmg, now
generally adopted, cf. Lob. Phryn.
395): the fut. 3 has al-

ways the intr. signf. of, II.

13, 345; 21, 322: besides,
the common reading gives in

Anacreont. 10, 5.

To prepare, get or make ready, rnakc,

in Hoin. and Hes. of any work, whe-
ther of the mind or hands ; esp. of

works in wood or metal, to work, II. 2,

101; 18,373, etc.; of women's handi-

work, -, Od. 7, 235 ; of food

or meals, to dress, 20. 108, etc. : and
Hom.uses the Ep. aor.,act.and mid., re-., in this signf. only,

and always joined with Jatra,

and(5po^', 11. 1,467; 2, 430, Od. 8, 61

,

etc. ; also, Jupiter is said r., II. 10, 6 ; then, in many
metaph. senses,' ,
to work one woe, II. 1, 110 ; r.-,,, Od. 24, 476;
20, 11; 18, 350 ; ., to make
a rally, II. 15, 70, cf Hes. Sc. 154; r., to bring about a marriage, Od.
I. 277 ; T.,, Od. 10, 18,

188 : to form, create, II. 5, 449, Od. 8,

177 :
' ...-, Hes. Op. 79, cf Hes. Th. 570,

Op. 203 :—so also in later poets,. Find. Fr.

105; ., Id. P. 12. 34; . vat. lb. 4, 292 ; . , to

get him honour. Id. I. I, 19 ; r.,
Aesch. Euin. 125 ; . kv -, i. e. to quarrel, Id. Pers. 189

;

rarely like, c. dupl. ace,

TL. to do a thing to one, Soph.

Phil. 1189; etc.—The pres., impf.,

and fut. mid.. also some-

times take an ace. like the act.. II.
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19, 208, Od. 10, 182; though-
occurs also as fut pass., II. 5, 653.

—In pass., oft. r. gen. rei,,, to be made of...,

11. 18, 574, Od. 19. 226, Hes. Sc. 208 :

so in pf act., (yivolo. made of ox-hide, Od. 12,

423 ; but also c. dat. rei, Od. 10, 210
;

19,563.— II. the pf, pass., as repre-

senting that which has been made, and
so is existing, is oft. Used (esp. by
Horn.)8= or, chiefly

in 3 sing., the piqpf. being used as
impf, Ziiif -, II. 4, 84; cf 5, 78, 402, Od. 4,

392, etc. ; . thou
wast like a woman, II. 8, 163, cf Od.
8, 546 ; freq. of any thing ordained or
de.Hined, , II. 18, 120,

Hes. Op. 743, cf. II. 22, 30, Od. 4, 772 ;

so, > ,
Ae.sch. Ag. 750, cf Eur. El. 457 :—so
in aor. pass., Aesch. Eum. 353.—2.

the part, pf has not only
the signf. made, built, but usu. also

a collat. notion of well-made, well-

wrought, compact, lasting,,-,,,,,
etc., Hom. ; metaph.,, a vieW-tilled held, Od.24,
206 ; kv?/. a

firm and active mind, Od. 20, 366, cf., -^ V
;
(so,

was used for , for) : , what is

done can never be undone, Pseudo-
Phocyl. V. 50:—Later prose writers

have also a pf., part, -. Lob. Phryn. 728 ; and
Hdt. so uses the pf act., v. sub -. (Nearly akin to,
the notion imi)lied in which has
grown out of the pass, pf of ;

hence, in Ep., the pass, forms-
..\,, are sub-

stantially the same with,
: and the act pf,

when used intr., is exactly like -
: lurther, is manifest-

ly akin to, Germ, zeugen ; cf..), , Ep. and Ion., (-.,) :

—

ashes, as of the
funeral pile, II. 23, 251 ;'
(sprinkling the clothes with ashes
being an expression of deep sorrow,
a.s. later, sprinkling the head), II. 18,

251 : ,.
At. Nub. 178, Plat. Lys. 210 A :— in

the phrase (cf '-
), proh. a kind of pungent dust, Ar.

Nub. 1083 :—proverb., -, Philonid. Incert. 1
;

cf. 5. Hence, , ov, ashy, ash-coloured,

Ael. N. A. 6, 38.,. , ash-coloured, a kind
of, Ael. N. A. 10, 44.,,, poet, lor,
Nonn., be ash-coloured.—II. tran-

sit.=7(>., rj, ,^=, Hipp.,,, an ash-coloured oint-

ment, esp. for the eyes.', , (,) like

ashes, ash-coloured, Diosc., , ,() ash-coloured,, Arist. . . 9, 45, 3.. , () to make ash-

colound.—II. to 7nake into ashes, burn to

a.s/ifs. Lye. 227, Nic. Al. 534.7], , contr. for,
Plut. Themist. 8, Sert. 17., , ,( II)

burning to ashes.

, f. -,~(, : esp.,

use art or cunning, deal subtlety, vne
shifts or subterfuges, Hdt. 3, 130; 6,

I
; Ti ravTu , ;

Ar. Ach. 385 ; cf. Han. 957 ; .. Plat. Hipp. Min. 371 D;•, Xen. Mem. 3, 1 1, 7.— II. Hdt.
also uses aor. mid.,, to

contrive, 2, 121, 1 : and in pass.,•, made skilfully,

Hipp. ; cf Lob. Phryn. 477.,, , l)or. for-. [],,, any thing madu
or ejected by art, artificial, a piece of
handiwork, , of a
cedar-coffin, Eur. Or. 1053; cf.-.— II. an artifice, trick, lb. 1560,
Ar. Thesm. 198, Xen. Hell. 6, 4, 7., ov, b, a cunning contri-

vance, artifice, Manetho., a, ov, verb. adj. from, to be contrived.—II.-, one must contrive, . ...,
Arist. Pol. 6, 5, 8., ov, ,=., , , verb. adj. from, made by art, cunningly tnade,

Arist. Part. An. 1, 1, 11., , i. -, ():— to

make cunningly or skilfully, make by
art,, Od. 7, 110:—but also (as

always in Alt.),, f. --, as dep. mid., to make, contriva,

prepare by art, to execute or perform
skilfully, 11. 23, 415, Od. 5. 259; 11,

613 ; so, T.. Soph. Phil. 80, cf.

Ant. 494, Eur. Med. 369, etc. :—c.

inf , to contrive how to do, Thuc. 4, 26 :

so also, followed by a relat., to con-

trive or devise means for doing,-/ , .
Horn. . 326; so, . ,
Xen. Ages. 9, 3.—Xen. also uses

as a pass., to be made by
art, Cyr. 8, 6, 23.— Cf.., , , (v. sub fin.) ;

—

an art,

handicraft, trade, in Hom. esp. a met-
al-worker's art, Od. 3, 433; 6, 234,
etc. ; also that of a shipwright, 11. 3,

61 ; of a physician, Hdt. 3, 130 ; -,
Aesch. Pr. 506 ; ,
Ar. Ran. 811 ; '/ ,
he makes this his trade, Lys. 93, 17 ;

103, 43 ; , to have
learnt a thing for a trade, Plat. Prot.

312 ; , Xen.
Mem. 3, 10, 1 ; ,
to make trade of it, Dem. 982, 2.

—

2. generally, an art or regular method

of making or doing a thing, opp. to, whether of the useful
(productive) arts, or of the fine arts,

Plat., Arist., etc., v. esp. Arist. Rhet.

1, 1, 2, Eth. N. 6, 4;
-, the art of rhetoric. Plat.

Phaed. 90 ; so ,
or perh. rather tricks of rhetoric,

Aescliin. 16, 31, etc. :, by rules

of art, Stallb. Plat. Euthy'd. 282 D;. Id. Rep. 381 .— II.

art, skill, cunning of hand, •
.. Find. . 7, 91 :—esp. in bad

sense, , Od. 4, 455, 529,

Hes. Th. 160: in plur., cunning de

vices, as in Lat. vialae arles, Od. 8, 327,

332 ; arts, idles, Hes. Th. 496, 929. Find
. 4, 93; , by his arts

(or. simply, by his agency), Find. P.
3,20: , he has a
bad trick,' Hes. Th. 770; cf Find. 1.

4, 57 (3, 53), Soph. Phil. 88, etc.—2.
any way, manner or means whereby a
thing is gained, USU. implying art and
cunning : hence the phrases, -^-



^, in no wise, Hdt. 1, 112: Weiij^, straight'-fiiy, Hdt. 9, 57 ; so,

Wfiirn '^, by all means., At. Thesm.
65, Eccl. 366 ;/>, Soph.
Aj. 752, etc. ; .//.— 111. a work

ofan. Soph. O. C. 472, Fr, 168. (From
same root as, ;—and,

perh-, akin to €•.),, , (%•) :
—cun-

ningly wtought, ingeniotis, Od. 8, 297 :

—adv.>>, arlfully, with art,

Od. 5, 270.7),,,{) :

—

that

which is ciuniingly wrought, a work of
art, kdiiditvork. Soph. Phil. 36,

(where the plur. is used of a single

thing, cf., and Pors. Or.

1051). Plat. Prot. 319 A, etc.— II. an
artful (/".vice, (rick, artifice, Aesch. Fr.

328, Eur. I. T. 1355 : so, of a man, a

piece of art, all trick and cunning. Soph.
Phil, 928,,,^^, Anth. P.

9, sot. Opp. G. 1, 326., ov. o, dub. form for rt-

YV(T7ir, rejected by Bekker in Arist.

Divin, per Somn. 1, 7 :—so, for-, V.:, ,,{') refining

artificially.— II. pass., much refined,

Lat, claboratus, Polyb. 32, 20, 9,^. , ,{) cunning-

ly wrought, Plut. Pericl. 6,, ov, , dim. from.
PI, . ov,() :—ariisiic,

ingenious, skilftd, workjuanlike, of per-

sons, Epich, p. 79, Plat., etc. : esp.

of rhetoricians and grammarians, -
?.^. Plat. Phacdr. 273

; ., lb. ;. € , . Gorg.

504 .—2. of things, artificial,. to, Theophr.— II. of or by art,

artistic, lecknical,

Koi, Plat. Phaedr. 273

, cf. Euthyphr. 14 : regular, sys-

tematic, T.. Plat. Gorg.
501 B, etc. ; ./ , to be

technicaUsi employed upon..., Arist.

Rhet. 1, 2, 1 :—adv. -, according to

the rules of art, in a workmanlike man-
ner. Plat. Phaedr. 271 C,etc.—2. art-

ful, cunning, Polyb. 16, 6, 6., ov, TO, dim. from,
Plat. Rep, 495 D,, , , a working artisti-

cally, uit. elaboralio : artifice: Epicur.
ap. Diog. L. 10, 93 ; vulg. :

and,, , a work of art,

art: [<] from, to make artificially or

cunningly : . , to prac-

tise soothsaying as one's art or trade,

Synes.— II. intr., to use art oi cunning,

Joseph. : from, ov, b,{) :
—an arti-

ficer, artist, workman, oi-, Xen.
Mem. 2,7, 4; cf. Dem. 401, 14: esp.,

one tvhn does or handles a thing by the

rides of art, opp. to. Plat.

Soph. 219 A, Xen., etc. ; r. or

, skilled in a thing. Xen. Lac.

13, 5, Cyr. 8, 3, H• — .
or ,

theatrical artists, musicians as well

as actors, Polyb. 16, 21, 8, cf. 6,

47, 8.,, fern, from,
of an accomplished courtesan, Anth.
P. 11, 73., , 6i>, of or proper

to a, Dion, H. de Isae.

20: from, ov, (,)
writing on art, Arist. Rhet. Ai. 1, 17.

, ov, (,)
living in art, of V^ulcan, Orph. 65, 3., , (,) like

art, artistic, DlOg. L. 7, 156., , f. -i/act, to bring

under rules of art, to systematise, ,
Arist. Rhet. 1, 1, 9: also, . -, lb, 10 : and?^, , , systematic treat-

ment, of grammar, Plut, 2, 514 A:
from7, ov,(,) dis-

cu.ssing and treating by rules of art, esp,

rhetoric and grammar., ov, , a game of
art, esp. a way of showing off one's

powers of verse-making, Ausonius,, , to make artificially., , , {,-
() ) fond of trading in art, making gain

thereof. Plat. Soph, 224 C,

;;''?7, , , poet, for,
Leon. Tar. 25, 8,, , . -, to work arti-

ficially, Euinath. : hence,, , a work of
art. Eumath., , ^,=foreg., , f. -,{) to in-

struct in an art, Galen., ov, . Dim. from -. Plat. Rep. 475 E,,, ro,=foreg., Sueton,

[v]^,, b, Technon, a flute-

player, Ath. 344 C,
', Ion. for, dat, from ;

but Ion. for, dat. from ,
Horn., and Hdt., Ion. for, gen. pi. from

; Horn. ; sometimes to be pro-

nounced as monosyll., Od. 6, 119;
13, 200,, , for , gen. pi,

from , Nic. . 2 : also Ion. for ', Buttm. Ausf. Gr. () 77 Anm. 3., Ep., only in Od. 4, 91
;

15, 127 ; 16, 139 ; and perh.! (v.

sub fin.) :—of time, so long, meanwhile,

the while, correlat. to, as ..
7>,, Od. 4, 90, cf. II. 20, 42;

stands for in II. 19, 189 ; but

oft, without any antecedent, II, 24,

658, Od. 15, 127, etc., and Att. ;, Lys. 179, 13, etc. ;, Isae. 36, 10; etc. :—also

before, ere this, Hdt. 6, 112, cf. Xen.
An. 7, 6, 29.-2. later Ep., to avoid

hiatus, use for , Herm. H.
Hom. Ven. 226, Cer. 138 ; a usage,
which is found also in Hdt. 4, 165,

and Hipp. ; and maintained even.in
Att, by IButtm. Dem. Mid., ind. s. v.

— II. absoL, a while, for a time, Od.
15, 231, etc. ; and in Att., as Ar. Nub.
66 ; usu. with some answering word,
as, .., vvv, Od. 16,

139 ; ..,' . 24, 161
;

.., .., Hdt. 1,11;
.., (5'••, 6, 83; .., ?>
.., , 82 ; cf Ar. Thesm. 449, Xen.
Cyr. 5, 3, 17, etc.—Cf.. [Besides
the natural quantity -,—, occurs
in Hom. as a monosyll.. e. g. Od. 15,

231 ; 16, 370 ; 24, 162 : but in II. 20,

42, Qcc. to the common reading,

must be a trochee ; to avoid which
Thiersch proposes, Gr. Gr. ^
168, 10; and Spitziier reads

t5' ; so, in II. 19, 189, for, Herm. reads ,—but the passage is dub., v, Spitzner

:

cf, and sub iin.]•, , . Teas, one of the Ionian
cities on the coast of Asia Minor, op-
posite Samos ; its site is now Bou-
droun, Hdt. 1 142 ; Thuc. ; etc.

THOO
T^, old Ep. imperat. like 7,,, there, take, which is always

followed by a second imperat. ofmore
precise signf , , Ait.., II.

24, 287 ; , oivov.., Od. 9, 347
;,, 10. 287 ; so too, , 11. 14,

219 ; ,, II. 23, 618 ; , Od. 8, 477;, Od. 5, 346.—In the old poets
was always used absol.., like the

French tiens, tenez ;
(v. supra) : later,

as in Anth., it is now and then fol-

lowed by an ace, Jac. Anth. P. p.

498. But that is a real imperat.,

from a root 'raw, akin to*, -
(formed on analogy with ),

and not for , a dat. of the relat.

pron., used adverbially, is shown by
Buttm. Lexil. s. v., and indeed is

fully proved by the plur., used
by Sophron ap. Schol. Ar. Ach. 204.

Ty, dat. fem. from , and poet, also
from .— II. as adv. like and
the Lat. hac, here, etc. v. A, B. 1., , , a Greek dress worn
by persons of distinction, Polyb. 10, 4,

8 ; also,, ov, , Plut. Rom.
26, etc. ; (also written and). These words were used
to express the Roman toga, trabea,

chlamys by Polyb,, Dion, H., and
Plut. Hence, ov, and, ,, wearing a Inga or trabea :, for, Strabo.,, , and, ,=^, q. ., , to wear the: from, ov, wearing the -, Lat. togatus, trabealus, chlamy•
datus.

7/., f. -, to melt or fry in
a, LXX., , , dim. from•
VOX', [], ov, 6, () a
frying in a, Menand. p. 90., . , melted or fried
in a, Ath., , bread baked
in a ; a pancake, Hippon. 26

;

cf., ov, , a pan for melting

or frying, Pherecr. Pers. 4. etc. : also, q. v. (Prob. from, to

melt.), dat. fem. from (q. v.),

used as adv., v.., dat. fem. from (q. v.),

used as adv.. 6. also,-?,, and 7.•, ,( II) grand-dam's pet:
hence a spoilt child, a silly, ill-bred fel-
low. Lob. Phryn. 299.,=, susp., , or, , , a grand-
mother, Ar. Ach. 49, Plat. Rep. 461
D, Isae. 40, 16, etc.—II.= ri7i^;7,

nurse: but it is prob. that, in all

places where this signf is required,
should be read, for the words

are perpetually interchanged in
MSS., Meineke Menand. p. 190, Lob.
Phryn. 134. . ^,,=^, susp.. , .= :—generally,
a term of respectful address to elder-

ly women., .=, Gramm.,, ,( II) .•

—

afc.ther't

or mother's sister, aunt, Dem. 818,4
1039, 4 ; cf Lob. Phryn. 134./,, , an oyster,, II. 16, 747; cf sq.
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, ,^, oysters, Arist. 1

H. . 4, G, 1.
I,,, prob. dim. from

foreg., Epich. p. 22., , , Tethys, wife of

Oceanus, nurse ot Juno, 11. 14, 201,

302; daughter of Uranus and tlaea,

mother of the nver-gods and Oceain-

des, Hes. Th. V.iii, 337.— II. in later

Greek and Latm |)oets, as Virg.,

Tethys is tke sea itself. (Prob. from

), the !- or mother of all : acc.

to others, the Earth.) [ m dissyll.

cases, Virg. G. 1, 31 ; i» m the Iri-

syll.]\, . ov, of Teas, Teian; ol, Stnib. p. 644.7, , , melling, molten,

fusible., , , wasting away,

pining., , , a melting or

wasting away : hence, consumption or

decline, Oi\. II, 201 : also, a means for
reducing one's self, Hipp. ; . -. Tun. Locr. 102 C, cf. Plat. Tun.
82 E., , ,() capable of
melting,, Arist. Part. An. 2, 2,

15., , . verb. adj. from -, melted, jnelted down, poured in,, Eur. Andr. 207: capable of
being melted or dissolved, -
Tu . Plat. Soph. 2t)5 C :

-, soft water. Foes. Oec. Hipp., fut. -/;^' .—transit., to

melt, melt down, make to melt,,
Aesch. Fr. 290, etc. : esp., to smelt

metals, Hdt. 3, 96 :^,
Plat. Rep. 411 B; etc.—2. inetaph.,

T., to let the heart melt or pine

away, Od. 19, 264 ;
' at

(Dor.) ' ; (i. e.,:) Soph. El.

123 ; , Anth.

. 5, 278.— II. pass,, aor.

[], to melt, ?nett nway, Hes.

Th. 802, 806, 807.—2. metaph.", to melt

or waste away, pine, esp. with «iisease,

sorrow, desire, Od. 5, 390 ; 8, 522 ;,, Od. 19, 204, 207 ; -, Hdt. 3, 99 ; cf. The-
ocr. 1 , 66, 82, etc. ;

—

to come to nou<;lit,... -, Aesch. Eun». 374 :—of putrefying

flesh, to fall away. Plat. Tun. 82 E.
etc. ; . Soph.
Ant. 1008.— 111. the pf. has
also an intr. signf., to be in a melting

state, to be pining away, -, II. 3, 176;,, Soph.
El. 283 ; so in Plat., etc. : -, sodden flesh, Eur. Cycl. 246

;

Trip, a dead fire. Id. Supp.
1141. (Prob. akm to: from a

like root comes Lat. taheo, tabesco.)., , to shine afar. Hence., , , brightness

seen far off, LXX.., , (-f/,) '.—far-

shining, far-beaming, ., of

the sun, H. Horn. 31, 13; TifKavyia', of the moon, lb. 32, 8 ; so in

Theogn., Pind., etc.: generally,/ar-

seen, cnnspicnous,, So|)h. Tr.
524. Adv. -, .. .:—.-. to see tn a greater distance,

Diod. Poet. word.— Cf. ., fin.^,, b, Telavges, a Sa-
mian, son of Pythagoras,.Schol. Plat.

Jlep. 475.

^ , ?), r^.hrilliance, brightness.

^, adv. like ,, far off, far
away, far, Horn. : abroad, Od. 2, 183

;

17, 312 ;
' /, Hes. Th. 1014

;

also like, c. gen., far from,
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THAE. , II. ,
817;. 16, 539; ', II. 22, 291 : etc. ; so,

' /' , II. 23,

880, cf Od. 5, 315, Hes. Sc. 275;
also, // -., II. 2, 863 : ~/, Aesch. Pers. 232. This
word anil its coinpds. remain un-

changed in Aeol. and Doric, as Pind.

P. 11, 36, etc. (The root is referred

by Buttm. to, cf.)
Hence, , {) far-deep,

very deep, Opp. Hal. 1, 633.-, . , the Telehoae. an
Acarnanian tribe, flater called -

(q. v.),t Hes. Sc. 19; tPind. N.
10, 27 ; Strab. p. 456 ; v. sq. II.-, , . (, /3)
shouting afar or loud.—fH- as pr. n.,

Teleboas. grandson of the autochthon
Lelex, whose sons., occu-
pied Acarnania, Strab. p. 322.— Oth-
ers in Apollod. ; etc.— III. a river of

Armenia, joining the Euphrates, Xen.
An. 4. 4, 3., , to throw, hurl or

strike from afar, Nonn. : from7, ov, (.. )

strikingfrom afar,, Pind. P. 3,

86 ; of a bow, Anth. P. append. 9, 49.

7/> oj'i'a, . , Eugamrnon's
poem concerning Telegonus, son of

Ulysses, DUbn. Cycl. Fr. p. 594... ov, {/. *) bom
far from one's father or father-land. c{.

: but usu. as pr. name,
Hes. Th. 1014, etc., like Lat. Procu-
lus : cf sq.^7., ov. 6, Telegomis. son of
Proteus m Torone, Apoliod. 2. 5, 9.

—2. a king of Aegypt, husband nf lo,

Id. — 3. son of Ulysses and Circe,

who, acc. to Mvthol., slew his father,

Hes. Th. 1014'; Luc. Salt. 46: acc.

lo the Cyc!. Fr. Diibn. p. 601, son of
Calypso and U. ; v. toreg., ', lasting, linger-

ing. Or. Sib., e conj. Schiieideri pro/. (Like,-, etc., formed from, with
pecul. termin.-), , ,() from afar
country , foreign,,, Od. 6,

279 ; 19, 351, etc. : also, afar off', dis-

tant,, II. 21, 454. (On the ter-

min.-, V. sub, -.), lengthd. for, •,, ., used only in

part. pres. .luatiriant-growing, blooming,

flourishing, ?., II. 6,

148; ,. b, 63;, 7, 114: metaph.7. (or -?)
blooming children, 11. 22, 423

;

Trf/, Inaruriant hair, II. 23, 142

:

c. dat., ., blooming with flow-

ers. H. Horn. 6, 41.?.. ov, far-sounding.-, ov, , Trlfelides, a

poet of the old comedy, Meiueke 1,

p. 86, sqq.//^,, also,, Ap.Rh.
3, 1097 {,) '— far-famed,, 11. 14, 321 ; '', Od.
11, 308: — elsewh. as epilh. of the

Trojan, 11. 5. 491, etc. ; and
then Wolf wrote (v. sq.);

but Buttm. dissents, Le-xil. s. v.-. Cf. Spitzn. Exc. xi. ad II.,

where he also discusses the question
of accent.

\/./.,, , Telecles, a Do-
lionian, Ap. Rh. 1, 1010.-2. a Sa-
mian, Hdt. 3, 41. — 3. an Athenian,
Andoc. 6, 30.—Others in Arist. ; etc., , {.,.

) :
—calledfrom afar, summmfd

to aidfrom afar, \. foreg.

tT^Af«/or. ov, 0, Teleclns, eon of
Archelaus, king of Sparta, Hdt. 7,
204.., , not.,
Buttm. Lexil. . v.. fin.,(,, ) ^=^/.?^
(from which strictly it only differs in

the quantity of the j>enult.),,
Od. 1.30; cf U. 19, 400.., ov, (/}?,)
fighting from afar, ", Luc
Lexiph. 12 : — usu. proparox., as pr.

name,, , Hom. : v. sq

[a] Hence^, ov, h, Telemachug,
son of Ulysses and Penelope, Od. 1,

113, sqq. ; and frcq.—Others in Dem.

;

Paus. ; etc.

'\., ov, , Telemiis, son of

Eurymus, a celebrated seer, Od. 9,

509.., ov, (,,-) far-wandering,' ., devious

wanderings, Aesch. Pr. 576, e conj.

Elmsl. ; olim., ov, (.,)fa
sent

, far-journeying, (^, Aesch. Ag.
300., ov, (,) far-
travelling, ., Scol. ap. Ar.

Nub. 967 .far-stretching,. Soph.
Ant. 983.?, ov, (,) with

gates far distant from each other. Od.
10, 82: but in Od. 23, 318, Wolf
writes it., as the name of
the Laestrygonian city, — which
should be done in both places or nei-
ther./, ov, {,)
esjiying or viewing afar, far-seeing, -, Ar. Nub. 290.— II. proparox. -, W. pass., far-seen, con.rpic-

umis, Hes. Th. 566, 5C9, Soph. Fr.
319., , (,) far-shi-

ning : only found in the pccul. fern,

pr. name, contr.-, Apollod., , (,)
appearing afar, far-seen, conspiciivu».-, Od. 24, 83; ', Pind. Fr.

95, 7 ;, Ar. Nub. 281 : oi

hearing, r., Soph. Phil. 189 ; cf..̂
/., , . Telephones, a

flute-player at Athens in the time of

Demosthenes, Dem. 520, 9.—Other»
in Ath. ; etc., •,=, Pind
Fr. 1.

_ia, , , Telephassa.

wife of Agenor, mother of Cadmus.
Apollod. 3, 1, 1.—Acc. to Mosch. 2.

42, wife of Phoenix son of Agenor :

V. sub..,,^^, Pind
Fr. 58, 4.\, , far-shining.

'\?}()7), ov, 6. .von of J'elephus,

i. e-, Euryp>lus, Od. 11, 519.-0/, the descendants of Tele-

phvs, Anih. Plan. 91., ov, (?. ):—
strictly, far-love, the leaf of some
plant used as a charm by lovers to

try whether their love was returned :

it was laid on one hand or arm and
struck with the other, and a loud

crack was a favourable omen,?....?>.. Theocr.

3. 29:—hence, as adj.,..., Anth.., ov. , a kind of srdvm,

also called and -, Lat. ilkcebra, Hipp.



^, , . Telephus, son of]

HercuiRS and Auge. father of Eury-
pylus, adopted by Teuthras of Mysia
and became his successor, Pind. O. ,

9, il2; ApoUod. 2. 7, 4 : of. Paus. 8,
|

48, 7.—2. a Macedonian, Arr. An. 6,

23, «.,, . /;,{,)
foreign, far-away, yata, 0pp. . 4,

"330.

Tj/?io, Of, , Att. for the Ion. and
common aij/.ia, any flat board or tray

with a raised rim Or edge, as,— 1. a

sieve, hoop of a sieve, Ar. Plut. 1037,

ubi V. Schol.—2. a stand on which
flour, etc., was set out for sale, Pei-

thol. ap. Arist. Rhet. 3, 10, 7.-3.

gaming-table, Aeschin. 8, 22.—4. a

stage whereon game-cocks, quails, etc.,

were set to fight, Poll. 9, 108.—^5. a

chimney-board, Ar. Vesp. 147./, , . Dor. ,, of
such an age, so old or so young, 11. 24,

487, Od. 1, 297, etc. ; c. inf.,-, Od. 17, 20, cf. Theogn. 578: so

great, Lat. tantus. cf sq. :

—

'/.
was anteced. to the relative,
interrog. -/, akin to /.. Dor., cf. Lat. talis. [\//., , , = foreg•.,

Soph. . . 1508, Ant. 727, Plat.,

etc :—also, so great, Lat. tantus, Plat.

Theaet. 155 B./,,, also --
in fem. Soph. 11. citand., Att. for. Aesch. Ag. 1020, Soph. O.

C. 751, El. 614 : Plat., etc. : also, so

young, ?,, , Plat. Gorg•. 466 A,

etc. :—of things,/ -, Dem. 348, 18, etc. ;

/., Isocr. 247 A :

—

strengthd.. -, etc., Ar.

Xub. 819, etc.—The neut. as adv.,

so very, so much. (Not a compd. of'/ and , but rather a
lengthening of /., as of

Of, of, etc.)

/'/, Ion. , , Telines, a

hierophant of Telus, an ancestor of
Gelon, Hdt. 7, 153./2, ,, offenugreek,,
Polyb. 31, 4, 2: from
/., and, , a legumi-

nous plant, fenugreek, foenum Grae-
cum.

/.,, , v. raAtf., ., (/.) :—superl.

without posit, or compar. in xiBe, far-

thest, most remote : ?,, ?.-, as adv., farthest off, Orph. Arg.

179, 1186./, . , {/') :
— .,

wine racked off over fenugreek, and SO

flavoured with it., also /., adv. (-
7.ov) : from afar, from a foreign land,'/. '/., U. 5, 651 ; cf. Soph.
Aj. 1318, Phil. 454: in Hom., usu.

followed by , ?.
) ai'7?f , 1, 270, etc. ; rarely c. gen.,/ar

from,/. /^. Pind. \.
2, 18. It was never used like,
far, afar, though some have taken it

so in some places, as, 7., but here it means,
though you are there, whence it is so

far to come, Od. 6, 312 ; cf. 7, 194, II.

23, 359.'/, adv.,=T^^E, 7J>v, far,

afar, at a distance, Od. 1, 22, II. 8,

285, etc. : c. gen.,?., II.

1, 30, etc.

7.,<.,^:,',.^\\.
Dysc.. , (7.,)
far-flying, Anth. P. 6, 239.7., , collat. form of-

THAT

fof,
of a person,76, Eur.

;i. 251,—altered by Seidler into".
tTr/Zof, , , Telus, a flute-play-

er, Ath. 624 B. Cf. 7/ and7.?.
\7., , , Telns, a small island

of the Aegean, opposite Cnidus, now
Episkopia, Hdt. 7, 153: one of the
Sporades, Strab. p. 488./., {/) adv., to a distance,

far away, II. 4, 455 ; 22, 407.7., adv., superl. of /,
farthest away, like the common :()-^, Od. 7, 322.—Compar. 7.-, farther atvay. like,
Arat. 1050: but with anotner corn-

par., by very far, Hipp./, adv., like 7., afar, far off

or away, in a far country, Horn., and
Hes. ; ' '.7.>1}.\\. 11,712:
also c. gen., far from, Od. 13, 249 ;

23, 69 (but,. , far
away in the country, Ar. Isub. 138)

:

so, ^^ -..., Hes. Th. 304. (Opp.
to and. An obsol. adj.

/7. may be taken as the source
whence come 7., 7., TifAoOi,.,7, all used as advs.

:

so too compar. and superl.7.
and/. : a collat. form 7.
for^ IS recognised by Ap. Dysc.

;

hence superL /., cf. sub t7j7.v-.)7., , (, ) :
—

strictly, with distant boundaries or con-

fines ; hence, generally, of places,

far away, far, distant,. Aesch.
"Pr. 1, V. I. in Soph. Aj. 564, Eur. Or.

1325, Andr. 889 ; cf. 7..
Tf/7.v, adv. rare collat. form for

77}, Apoll. Dysc. do Pron. 329 B.,, o,=sq.. Phot.7., , , later also of , ov

:

—well beloved, usu. of sons, II. 5, 153;

9, 143, 285, 482, Od. 4, 1 1 ; 16, 19, Ji.

Cer. 164, 284; of a daughter, II. 3,

175 : in bad sense, , like

a spoilt child or pet, one who is brought
up^ IvL 7'/.), II. 13, 470 ; cf.

9, 143, 285.—The word must have
something like the signfs. just given

;

but the etymology is very doubtful.

The ancients mostly held it to be a
compd. of )7. (or Tif/.v, q. v.), and
*}WiJ, -^, born afar off, i. e.

when his father wasfar away, like -7.) ; or, born at a distant time,

late born, like. But the for-

rner interpr. will not suit the passa-
ges in Hom. ; and, for the other, the
sense of Time given to 7. is unex-
ampled, except in the late word -7. (which itself is not without
suspicion). Other ways therefore
have been tried. Doderlem (Com-
ment, de V., Erlangae
1825, and in the Rhein. Museum,,
derives it from7.,7. 7.,
and *,^/../.. Buttm. (Lexil. s. v.)

assumes that -;/, /., is of the
same root with, /.//, -/^, so that we may interpret7^ (with Orion ap. Etym.
Gud. p. 616. 37) /^ -

), one horn at the end. the

last born. And this suits all the Ho-
meric passages, if with Buttm. we
take7. to mean the lasl child,

i. e. one followed by none, even though
none have gone before : and so the
meaning o(7. will melt into
that o{, q. v. So also, -7.} may be applied to son who
has no brother, as in II. 9, 143. 285 to

Orestes, though he had three sisters ;

and in H. Cer. 164 lo Demophoon,

THMO
though he had four : and so 7.-

may be a daughter, who has no sis-

ter, like Hermione, II. 3. 175 ; though,
ace. to Od. 4, U, she had a brother
Megapenthes, who again is called,, as being the only son of
Menelaus and Helen. If this be so,
there is nothing remarkable in the
combination oi , II.

9, 482, Od. 16, 19 ; and of, . Cer. 164.—II. from the
first-named interpretation ofthe radic.

signf , it was used by later authors in

a purely local signf, oorn afar off, and
so living afar off, distant, Eur. I. T.
829 (the only example in Att.), Sim-
mias ap. Tzetz. Chil. 8, 144. []/., , V..
'/.,, , Telys, a prmce of

Sybaris, Hdt. 4, 44.

7:~,, pecul. fem. of sq.,

Orph.Arg. 898.

Tr/Z-wrrof, , (7}/,, /0 looking

afar, seeing to a distance.— II. pass.,

seenfrom afar, far off. Soph. Aj. 564:
of sound, perceived, heard from afar,. Id. Phil. 216 ; cf./.., , , care, heed, atten-

tion, attendance : from7.. ,{) lake care

of, c. gen., Eur. I. T. 311 :

—

to heed,

look after, c. acc, Id. I. A. 731, Plat.
Legg. 953 A.

/^, , rare collat. form of•7..7.,.() careful, heedful.

(Hence /./,.)., . Ion. for.7.^=.). Hence7.,, . an object

of attention, Clem. Al. : and/, , care, attention.7., ov,full of care ;=.•7-̂
77., ai, the Teme-

nian gate in Tarentum, Polyb. 8,

27. 7., ov, 6, son or descendarit

of Temenus, Anth. P. 11, 195: usu.
oi, the Temenidae, descend-

ants of Temenus, who, expelled from
Argos, founded the Macedonian mon-
archy, Hdt. 8, 138 : hence the kings
of Macedon so called, Thuc. 2, 99.\, ov, , Temenium, a
town of Argolis on the Argolic gulf,

with the tomb of Temenus, Strab. p.
368., ,, , . sub -.,, , Temenus, the elder
son of Aristomachus, a Heraclid, king
of Argos,. Plat. Min. 683 B; Apol-
lod. 2,8, 2.,, v. sub., Att. contr. from Ty -rj.^, ov, TO, Mount Temnus, a
range m Mysia, Strab. p. 616.

tTi///i'Of, 01', , Temnus. a city on
the Aeolian coast of Asia Minor at
the mouth of the Hermus, Hdt. 1,

149 : Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 5 ; etc., adv., then, thereupon, always
of past time, answering to the relat.

conjunction rjuo, II. 23. 228, Hes.
Op. 486, 583, Soph. Tr. 533 :—more
freq. with a particle, , 11.7,'

434, Od. 4, 401, etc. ; , Hes.
Op. 668 ; , Od. 12, 441 ; ^-, Jac. Anth. P. p. 420 ; also
answering to, Od. 13, 95:—ab-
sol. without any conjunction to an-
swer to. H. Merc. 101, Hes Op. 557 :, till then, Od. 7, 318.— II. in

Ap. Kh. 4, 252. to-day. (Perh. akin
to, cf ,. Or it may be shortd. from-.)
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, Dor.^, adv.,= r^-, dub. in Od. 7, 318, but certain

in Theocr. 10, 49, and other late Ep.

;

V. Buttm. Ausf. Gr. ^ 116, Anm. IG., adv., rare collat. form

from, Hes. Op. 571 ; on the lor-

mation of the word, v. sub?•.?., adv., strictly for 7;)[], in the way
leading dsewhither, i. 6. in another man-

ner : USU., like, with no partic-

ular aim, to no pur-pose, in vain, Schaf.

Dion. Comp. p. 230.

/', adv.. Dor. for , there,

Epich. p. 15, Theocr., etc., a word formed by Archil.

Fr. 1)9, 10 imitate the twang of a

guitar-string : he began a triumphal

hymn to Hercules with',,—ana so the words
became a com-

mon mode of saluting conquerors in

the games, a kind of huzza, Schol.

Find. O. 9, 1, Bockh Expl. ad 1., In-

terpp. ad Ar. Av. 17C1, Ach. 1227,

1230., 6, comic word in Ar.

Eq. 276, a conqueror who is received

with a cry of,—and 50=-.̂ , , the plain

of Teneras, in Boeotia, Slrab. p. 412:

from
ivpo, ov, 6, Tenerus, a son of

Apollo, a seer, Strab. p. 413.', , Tenesis, in Aethiopia,

a large island of the Nile, 8trab. p.

770 sq.7],, 6, v.., adv., (r^/j'Of) .— in Att., at

this or that time of day, at this or that

precise time, whatever It may be : but

the forms in common use are/-
, : cf. Lob. Phryn. 50.—
II. later, generally, then, at this or that

time, Ap. Kh.—Cf,,. (Buttm. Lexil., s. v..
supposes that there was an old word

Ft'i, Fi/cof, corresponding to the Lat.

vice, and thai hence came // ,, hac vice: so he would take

for : but ?). [], adv.,= foreg., at this time

of day, so early. Plat. CrilO 43 A, Prot.

310 : avpiov ., to-morrow at this

time, Id. Phaed. 76 B., commoner form for-, Hdt. 1, 17, 18, 63, etc., and Att.

;

answering to. Soph. Phil.

465 ; to. Id. O. T. 76, etc. :—c.

gen., T. , at this time of the

summer, Ar. Pac. 1171. (From -, as from, Buttm.
Ausf Gr. ^116 Anm. 15.), adv.. Dor. for, cf-, adv.,() Dor. for,
there, Theocr. 8, 44.,,. Dor. for,,, that, E|)ich. p. 15,

etc., and Theocr.: but Piiid. seems
to have used only,.^, a, ov, of Tenus, Tenian ;

ol Tr'jVlOL, the Tenians, Hdt. 4, 33.

iTijvoc, OV, . Tenus, one of the

Cyclades islands, near Andros, with a

city of same name, now Tine, Aesch.

Pers. 886 ; Hdt. 4, 33 ; etc. : also call-

ed' and., adv.. Dor. for, Theocr.

3, 25, though the reading varies.

and, adv., Dor. for, from there, thence, Ar. Ach.

754, Theocr. 3, 10., .,) wast-

ing the limbs,, Anlh. P. 7, 234., ov, {,) melt•
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THTA
in/r away with desire,. Crates

(Theb.) ap. Clem. Al. p. 492. [i]

'/, , , (/) a melting

away, dissolution, Plut. 2, 658 A.

)), Ep. and Ion. for, dat.

fem.'from, Hom.
ir/pato, uv, a, Terarus, a king of

Charax, Luc. Macroh. 16.,. , Terea, a high moun-
tain in Mysia near Zelea,, II. 2, 829 ; Strab. p. 589.—Also

a city of Mysia, Id. p. 565.

ipo, a, ov, of or relating to

Tereus, Terean. Aesch. Suppl. 60., , . Terms, son of

iMars, king of the Thraces in Daulis,

changed into a hoopoe, Thuc. 2, 29
;

Apollod. 3, 14, 8. Cf.., , f. -, () :

—

to

watch over, take care of,, Hom.
Cer. 142; ?., Pind. P. 2, 161, Ar.

Vesp. 210.—2. to have an eye upon, give

heed to, watch narrowly,, Ar,. Eq.

1145; cf. Vesp. 364; ,
Thuc. 4, 60 : r. .., Ar. Pac. 146,

Plat. Rep. 442 A :

—

to observe, watch

for a person or thing, ' -. Soph.

. . 808 , cf. Thuc. 6, 2 ; ., to watchfor one's coming up,

Dem. 1252,7; ,\\\^.
1, 65 ; r. . Id. 3, 22

;

, Dem. 1380, 6; so,, Lys. 126, 35.—3. to

observe or keep a treaty, etc.,-, Isocr. 6 D;, Dein.

255, 13.—II. mid., I. -'/,
\\ke <{>?., to be on one's guard

against, take care or heed, c. ace,

.., Ar. Vesp. 371 ; so, ..,
cave ne.., lb. 1386 ; and in act., -. . Plat.

Rep. 442 A ; cf Theaet. 169 C—The
fut. mid. in pass, signf,

Thuc. 4, 30. Hence, ov, gen., watching,

keeping, Or. Sib., and, . Teres, king

of the Odrysae in Thrace, father of

Seuthes, Hdt. 7, 137; Thuc. 2, 29 ;

Xen. An. 7, 2, 22.-2. a later king of

the Odrysae, driven out by Philip, an

ally of the Athenians, Dem. 160, 19.,,,[) a watching,

heeding, keeping. Eur. Antig. 6: vigi-

lance, Thuc. 7, 13 : a noticing, ohserv-

ing, Def. Plat. 413 E.— II. a means of
keeping secure, e. g. ward, prison,

Thuc. 7, 86., verb. adi. from,
one must watch. Plat. Rep. 412 E., ov, 6.() a watcher,

keeper, Diod. Hence, ,, tvatching, keeping.

— 2. pass., needing to be observed, Diog.

L. 9, 108, Strab., ov, 6, the Terias, a river

of Sicily near Leontini, Thuc. 6, 50,

94.^, ov, 6, Teribazus, a

Persian governor in Armenia, after-

wards in Ionia, Xen. An. 4, 4, 4.\ and, ov, 6,

Teridates, masc. pr. 11., Luc. and Ael.^, ov, o, Terillus, a tyrant

of Himera in Sicily, Hdt. 7, 165.', a watch, guard,— old

word, the root of, found in use
only ill Aesch. Siipp. 218. (Cf San-
scr. tra servare, and Lat. luer-i.)

'^, Tijai, Ep. and Ion. for,
dat. tem. pi. from , of, Hom.^, Ep. dat. fem. pi., from, Od. 5, 67./, , Dor. -, () :

—to

bereave, rob, :—pass., to be

in want, starve, Hes. Op. 406 (where

TIBA

some MSS. have wrongly):
c. gen., to be in want of a thing, to lose

it, , Pir.d. . 10,

146 ; .
Soph. . C. 1200, cf Phil. 383

;-. Eur. Or. 1084 ; ()•. Plat. Legg. 810
;

., Arist. Eth, . 1, 8, 16.

(Perh. akin to, by which word
the ancients explain it: hence in

pass., literally, to be to seek in a thing.), ov, and/, ov, like

7], of this year : irom, adv., Att. for the Ion. and
common. Dor., this year,

of or in this year, esp. in comic poets,

as Ar. Fr. 196; , this

very day, cf. Piers. Moer. p. 364 :

—

rarer collat. form , only in

Gramm., hence the adjs., /,,,,,,,, etc.

{.,, is related to, as
to, cf. '-, sub tin.), , like, want, in

Gramm. as root of., 1), ov, or, A. B.

p. 66,{) of this year, this year's,

Luc.,, ,=^.^, ov, , Ion.=Tai)'c-., , , empty, idle, vain,

undertaken to vo pvrpose, ,
Od. 3, 316 ; 15, 13 ; , an
idle, rash, insolent word, H. HoiH. Ap.
540. Adv.-i(jf,Theocr.25,230. (Ace.
to some Ion. for- or,
and this for,'=. Oth-
ers refer it to,, wnsy, emp-

'!/) [*] . ,•, terniin. of seireral oxytone
advs., which we often lind changetl

into -. Ktibner, Gr. Gr. 363
Anm. 1, holds that -rci is the iermin.

when belongs to the root, -, when
it is a mere intlexiun. 'l"he quantity

of ( varies in a way not ytt satis-

factorily explained, v. Lob. Aj. 1213
^i227),Blomf Gloss, ad Aesch. Pr.21.

Tt and Tt, neut. from and,
q. v., . , in Hdt. always -, or, ov. 6 :

— tifjr«, the
Persian head-dress, esp. on solemn
occasions, Hdt. ], 132; 7, 61 ; 8, 120;
worn by the great king, Aesch. Pers.

661 ; but then upright, Xen. An. 2,

5, 23 ; V. sub,, cf.

Diet. Antiqq. : described by Curtius
3, 3, 19, regium capitis insigne, quod
caerulea fascia albo dislincla cncumibat,

cf Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 13:—Hdt. 3, 12
joins7., ci. II. ['\
^, ov, 6, the Tiarantus, a

branch of the Ister, Hdt. 4, 48., ov, o, Ion.,—,
Hdt. [], , rare collat. form from, Hesych., ov, , and -, , a

band for fastening the tiara behind

;

written also., , (, )
shaped like a tiara, like or resembling

one, Xen. An. 5, 4, 13., ov, () wearing a

tiara.

iTiaaa, , Tiasa, daughter of the

Eurotas, and a river of Laconia,
Pans. 3, 18, 6.\, ov, , a fountain of La-

conia,=foreg., Ath. 139 B.^,, , Tibarenia, conn-

try of the Tibareni on the Euxine,
Strab. p. 309 ; /,

i
Id. p. 534.



TIH^,, , fern. adj. Ti-

harenian ; esp. .,=,
Ap- Rh. 2, 1015.,, , the Tibareni, a

people oa the Euxine between the

Chalybes and the Mosynoeci, Hdt. 3,

94 ; Xen. .4n. 5, 5. 2 ; Ap. Rh. 2, 377., , , Tilierias, so

called from the emperor Tiberiys, a

city of Galilee on the lake Genesa-
reth, N. T. : and thi.s lake hence also

bO called. Id.. ov. 6. the Rom. name
Tiberiiu:, N. T. ; also

ip.,the Tiber, Strab. p. l.etc., f/, , =-. Lye.
1104. [rZ-?], ow,o,= foreg.

;
perh. akin

to,: cf. Lob. Paral. 138.,, , Tiberus, a Paphla-

gonian name, Strab. p. 553 : cf Ti'.JiOf.\, ov, b, Tibius, a Phrygian
masc. pr. name, esp. freq. as name of

slaves, Strab. p. 553.—Cf Id. p. 551.

tTtiitffif,., the Tibisis, a branch
of the Ister in Thrace, Hdt. 4, 49.

iovpa,,, Tibur, in Latium,
Strab. : hence , ,
Tiburtine wine, Ath. 26 E.,, Att. for,
Diocl. Mel. 4. [], , , vermilion-col-

oured.

tTi'yytf, and , , Tingis,

capital of Mauritania, Strab. p. 238.\, ov, b, Tigriines, a leader

of the Persians, Hdt. 7, 62.-2. a king
of the Armenians, Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 7,

sqq.—3. a Persian satrap, Dem. 193,

4.— Others in Luc. ; etc.

fTiypavOKtpra, uv, , Tigrano-

ceria, a city of Greater Armenia, built

by Tigranes, Strab. p. 532.

tTt}p>;f,, always in Xen., and,, , the Tigris, a celebrated

river of Asia, joining the Euphrates,

empties into the Arabian gulf as-
; gen. also , v. Tzschucke

Strab. p. 521, and, Eustath. Dion.

P. V. 976 ; dat. also, and,
Strab. p. 522 ; ace. also Tiypiv, Hdt.

1, 189,, Hdn. 3, 74; v. Eu-
stath. ad Dion. P. w. 976, 988.—Two
other rivers of this name in Armenia,
Hdt. 5, 52, V. Bahr ad 1., and Kruger
ad Xen. An. 4, 4, 3. (Pers. tir, an
arrow, Sanscr. tigra, acutus. Pott

Et. Forsch. 1, 235.), , also , Alex. Wvpavv. 4,

Arist. H. A. 8, 28, 14, Theophr. ; the

tiger. The declension with the gen., ace., nom. plur. -, gen. t(jv, seems to have been
the best Att. ; gen., etc.,

not till later. However the animal
seems to have been unknown in

Greece till Alexander's time ; Seleu-

cns sent one to .\thens, b', Alex. 1. c, cf. Meineke Phi-
lem. p. 372. Hence, , {) like a tiger,

tiger-spotted.\,, oi, the Tigurini, a

Helvetian people, Strab. p. 293.^,.,^, Strab. p. 542., ():— to be always asking
' what r Ar. Fr. 689., strengthd. for ri, why ? where-

fore ? Hom., Hes. and Att. Comedy

:

followed by a particle, , II. 15,

244, Od 16, 421, etc. ; -/?/ , U. 21,

436 ; IT] ; A . Thesm. 84, cf
Nnb. 755.—It is usu. written oxytone
in Att., Buttrn. Ausf. Gr. ^ 117 Anm.
5 ; cf ). (It was formed from ,
as from , and from

—ace. to Buttin., Lexil. sub v.

9, for ri .)

,, as subst., existence

in thought 0 idea, as distinct Irom the

matter or reality, Arist. Metaph. 6, 4,

4, 6, etc.,, . Ion. for, Hdt., to build, make a nest,

—of bees, to make hone.i/-combs, Od.
13, 106 ; also of fowls, Nic. Th. 199.

— II. to nourish, foster, tend, Lyc. 622.

(Akin to.,,,,, etc.)\.,, , Tithaeus, son of Da-
tis.a leader ofthe Persians, Hdt. 7,88., , ,, like ,
the domestic hen, barn-door fowl, Allth.

P. 9, 95.,,,{) a taming,

domestication,, Plat. Polit. 264
C., , , ()
a device for taming or domesticating.,,,() a tam-

ing, domesticating, prob. 1. Theophr./,, (),= sq.. ob, ,() one

who tames, domesticates, Ar. Vesp. 704.

Hence,,, tameable, Arist.

H. A. 1, 1, 33., ^,', verb, adj., tamed

:

tameable.,, , poet, for -. 0pp. C. 2, 543., to tame, domesticate. Plat.

Rep. 589 B, etc. ;, Xeii. Mem. 4, 3,

10 :—metaph., -, Dem. 37, 9 : from, , not so well,(, ,,) : tamed,

domesticated ; esp. of animals, tame,

domestic, Lat. cicur, . Soph. Fr.

745, cf Epic rat. Lai's ; opp. to-
, Plat. Polit. 264 A :—and so of

plants, cultivated, reared in gardens,

etc., Plut. Cor. 3 ; hence adv. -,
., to be reclaimed. Plat. Tim.
77 A :

—

, domestic, in-

testine strife, like, Aesch.
Eum. 356.—The forms, -, etc., are rejected by Bekk.
in Plat., and Dem., though he retains

them in Arist.,—that is, he thinks

them less good Att. ; they are never
found in poets. Hence, ov,() keeping

tame animals, Opp. C. 1, 354.,, etc., v. sub, etc., rare coUat. form from -., for, as

for, 1 pi. pres. from.
Lob. Phryn. 245 ; so. Ion.

and Att. 3 pi. for, for., for, inf of,
Hes. Op. 742, Pind. P. 1, 78., Aeol. for., Aeol, Dor. and Ep. for-, 3 pi. impf from., Ion. 3 impf. from.,.,=,. Sib., dub. form of.,. iormoi, usedhy
Hom. only in 3 impf, : of

the pres. we have 2 sing,, Pind.

P. 8, 14 ; 3 sing,. Mimnerm. 1,

6 ; 5, 7 ; never in Att., Pors. Or. 141., , rare collat. form from-,.,,, but 2 sing,

in Hom. always. which is

also the 2 sing, impf in Od. 9, 404

;

3 pi., Horn., and Hes. ; Ion.

and Att. : inf, Hom.,
and Hes. ; also, II. 23, 83

;

and (v. sub voc). Of the

impf.. Hom. has only 3 pi., Od. 22, 456 ; Ion.,
also. He also has the collat.

form, q. v. Fut., Ep. in£,.,, Pind. Aor.

1, Horn., and Hes.,—with and
without augm. Pf.. plqpf•, post-Horn. Aor. 2 ,
in Hom. usu. without augm., esp. in

3 pi. : opt. : subj. .
Ion. resolved , whence
(pronounced as dissyll.), Od. 24, 485 ;

and lengthd. Ep. , Hom. ; •
for,, 11. 23, 244,

Od. 13, 364;' but 2 sing, , not

), II. 16, 96, Spitzn. Exc. i. ad
II.

:' inf, in Hom also,
and sometimes in Od., so too

Hes. Op. 61, 67 : imperat. for. (Both aorists are common, but

the inf and part, are always formed
from aor. 2.)—Mid., Ep. part., 11. 10, 34 : impf,
rare in Hom. Fut., post-

Horn. Aor. 1 mid., whence, 11. 10, 31, Hes. Sc. 128, part., Pind. P. 4. 51, 201. Aor.

2 mid., freq. in Horn.. 3 opt., Od. 17, 225; , imperat. for, , Od. 10, 333. The aor. I

mid. belongs exclus. to Ion. and Dor.

.

the .^tt. use only the aor. 2. Pass.

: fut. : aor. -
: pf : plqpf :

Horn, has not the pass, at all. (The
root was BE-, -, whence;
as Sanscr. dndhami from dha.) [ri, as

a mere redupl.]

Radic. signf to put, set, place ; then,

generally, to bring a thing into a place,

put it therein ; and so, to bring into a

situation or condition, to bring about,

cause. The mid. in Hom. only dif-

fers from the act., in the action being
strictly reflected on the subject, or

something immediately connected
with it, cf II. 3, 310 ; 10, 31 : so that

it is difficult to separate them.

A. in strictly local signf, to set,

put, place, followed rather by in than
into, like Lat. ponere and collocare, r.

. . , Horn. ; also c. dat. only, Od.
10, 333, etc. : more rarely, to put into,

. . , II. 23, 704 ; 24, 797 : also, r.

OT ; also, r. ,
Od. 6, 252 ; , 11. 10, 34 ;, 8, 441 ; , 11. 24, 644;

, Od. 4, 445; etc.—Special
usages :—I. or, e. g.,, to place

It his hand, give it him by so doing,

Hom. ; also, r.' , to

hand the wine to him, Od. 14, 448 :

in mid., of women, ,
v~b, to have a child put under
her girdle, i. e. to conceive, H. Hom.
Veil. 256,283: metaph.,, ',,,, to plant a word,
warning, etc., in his mind, like the

Att., (where we rather say,

to put him in mind, in a rage, etc.),

Horn. ; but, , to lay a thing

to one's own heart, bear in mind,
Pind. P. 1, 78; and in mid.,, to lay up wrath
in one's heart, treasure it there, II. 9,

629 ; so,. II. 13, 121 ; ,
to harbour enmity against him, II. 8,

449 ; , Theogn.
89 ; , Aesch.

Pr. 163: absol., , .
inf, to bear in mind, think of doing a

! thing, Od. 4, 729 ; cf III.—

! II. to set, place, fix upon a thing,', he turned his mind,
, gave his attention to them, II. 10, 46.
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—Til. to fix, settle, . Tspuara. tn set

the boundaries, II. 23, 333, 0(i. 8,

193 : esp., r. ', to appoint, hold

games, Hdt., etc. ;' ., to

institute it, Pind. O. 3, 38 : usu. of tlie

prizes in these games, to bring them
out, Lat. propottere,, 11.23, 263,

etc. ; in full, , lb.

704 ; in Att. usu. ., Lat. in

medio ponere, to lay before people (but

in Aesch. Cho. 145 to interpose as a

parenthesis) ; ('', placing it at your disposal,

Hdt. 3, 142: elsewh. r., Xen. Mem. 3, 14, 1.—2. to

assign, award, , . 24, 57:

esp. . ', to assign, fix, give

law, of a supreme legislator, Plat.

Rep. 339 C, Dem. 731, 21, etc. ; but, strictly, to give one^s

self a law, of any procedure under re-

publican forms, and hence usu. in

cases of Greek lawgiving, Hdt. 1,29,

etc.; cf. Stallb. Plat. Gorg. 483 B;
lience the word for, -, Aesch. Eum. 484 : so,

uyopjjv, to hold or call an as-

sembly of the people, Od. 9, 171, etc.

(where, however, the mid. may mean
to call it for ojie's own business) : hence,
•^—3. generally, to ordain, establish, or-

der, vvv //, So may Ju-

piter ordain for me..., Od. 8, 465, etc.

—4. , to fix a name
lipon him, solemnly give it, Od. 1 9, 403

:

but usu. in mid., —not

reflexively, to give oiit's self a name,
but to give a child either one''s own
name, or at least a name at one's own
discretion, Od. 19, 406, Hdt. 1, 113,

etc. ; so always in Att., V^alck. Phoen.
12.—5. in mid., to fix in common with

others, agree upon,, Dem. 1039,

6.—IV. to place, set up, erect, esp. to

deposit in a temple, like, to

devote, dedicate,, Od. 12,

317, cf. II. 6, 92, Valck. Phoen. 577

;

hence—2. of artists, to exhibit their

works ; then, also, to represent, por-

tray in a work of art, of the shield of

Achilles, II. 18, 541,550, etc. ; so,po-

iiere virum, Hor. Od. 4, 8, 8, A. P. 31.

—V. to assign to a place or class, to

hold, reckon, TL elr. Plat. Soph. 264

C, cf 235 A ; also, , lb. 236

C : freq. in mid., kv), /rf him in honour, Hdt. 3,

3; but, h, Hdt. 8, 99
;

r. Ti , to reckon it for shame-
ful, Eur. Hec. 806: Iv, Plat. Rep. 475 D ; also,. Id. Soph. 252

, and so in mid. :—then, generally,

to hold, reckon for or as, esp. in mid.,

implying that such is one's own opin-

ion, so c. dupl. ace, '
; why hold you this/or

a reproach.' Od. 21, 333: and so,=,, to hold, believe,', to set at nought,

Aesch. Ag. 230 ; but also in act., f*ei-

Tiva , to put him
down, reckon him for one of them,

Plat. Rep. 424 C, cf Dem. 615, 22.—
VI. to place to account, in ratio7iem re-

ferre, Dem. 825, 2 ; 839, 24.— VII.^, to put the pebble down

on the board, count, reckon : but in

mid., , to put down

one's pebble or ballot, to give one's

vote, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 17 ; ,
for death, Eur. Or. 756; hence also,

>/, to determine, c.

inf, Hdt. 7, 82; , Ar. Eccl.

658 ; , Andoc' 26, 9 ; -
(sc. 77/1^ ), in his fa-

vour; and so, tFj, to

agree to the opinion, Soph! Phil. 1448,
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ubi V. Harm.—2. to pay down, pay,

discharge,,, etc.,

Dem. 791, 21 ;' 845, 21.— VIII. to de-

posit, as in a bank, Dem. 1236, fin.
;

for which hovs'ever Hdt. 0, 86 has the

mid., , to

deposit one's money in his hantls :

—

also, to deposit a pledge and borrow

money, a, the mortgager, -, the mortgagee. Plat. Legg. 820 ;

cf Lob. Phryn. 468.—IX. in military

language, tu , has

three signfs. ;— 1. to stack, pile arms,

as in a camp, to bivouac, esp. in the

face of an enemy, Thuc. 4, 44 ; 7, 3 :

hence, ., to encamp, take up a

position, Valck. Hdt. 9, 52, Xen. An.

1, 5, 17, etc.—2. to get soldiers under

arms, to draw up in position, in array,, against one, Hdt. 5, 74,

(but in 1, 62, seems
to be merely over against it, cf. Poppo
Ind. Xen. Anab.) : poet., '-/ , Inscr. ap.

Dem. 322, 6.— 3. to lay down one's

arms, surrender, Plut. 2, 759 A : SO,, to settle, end it, Thuc.

1, 82:—but, — 4. ,
merely to keep one's arms in good order,

Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 3 ; like -, II. 2, 382.—. to lay in the grave,

oury, Thuc. 1, 138.

B. nietaph., to put in a certain state

or condition, much the same as-, and so oft. to be rendered by
our make: hence,— I. of persons, to

make one something, appoint,

Tiva,, Od. 15, 253, II.

6, 300 ; so, 6. ,-, Pind. . 13, 31, P. 9, 93:

Tiva , to make her an-

other's wife, of a third person who
negociates a marriage, 11. 19, 298

;

bat in mid., or, to make her one's wife, take

her to wife, Od. 21, 72, 316; // (, whohasmade
me such as she will, Od. 16, 208 ;, thou hast made my
comrades swine, Od. 10, 338 ; so, vavv, Od. 13, 103, cf. 11. 2,

318: also, , to

make one a laugh, a laughingstock,

Hdt. 3, 29 ; 7, 209 ; but,', to cause them laughter, Eur.

Ion 1172. — 2. with an adj.,

Tiva , to make
him undying and undecaying, Od. 5,

136; so,', ., II.

, 139; 9,483;, Pind., etc.

—3. , to juake him
one's child, adopt him. Plat. Legg.

929 C.—4. C. inf, to make one do so

and so, Tivu, to make
him conquer, Pind. N. 10, 89;-, Fr. 164.— II. of things, etc.,

to make, prepare, cause, bring to pass,, II. 3, 321 ; .? /,
to make an Uproar, II. 9, 547 ;-, Od. 9, 2.35 ; c. dat. pers.. ., to bring light to his com-
rades, II. 0, 6 ; so,, Pind. . 2. 180 ; -, Aesch. Theb. 47

;

. Id. Pers. 769; etc.—
2. Ireq. in mid., to make or prepare for

one's self, , to make
one's self a road, open a way, II. 12,

418; , to

make one's self, get a large thigh, Od.

17, 225, cf. 18, 74 : , to

work one's self annoy, Aesch. Eum.
226

; , to procure one's

self testimony, Hdt. 8, 55 ;
-, to win favour from a per-

son, do him a kindness, Hdt. 9, 90,

107 ; -
oxpiv, to put on the aspect of a rever-

end man, Pind. P. 4, 52, cf. Interjjp.

Hesych. 1, p. 1710.—3. or

, to manage or arrange a thing

well ybr one's self, to make good use of,

Hdt. 7, 236, Valck. Hipp. 708, cf.

supra A. tin.

C. c. ace. oft. stands po-

riphr. for a simple verb,, make a scattering, for -, Od. 1, 116: so, ,, aivov, for,-,, Pind. . 7, 111 ; 8, 114,

. 1, 5: also in mid.,, 11.24,402; -,. for ,,
Pind. . 7, 77 ; 13, 75 ; -/ , Pind. . 4. 492 ; ., Soph. . .
134 ; but usu. c. gen., .,, Soph. Ant.
151, Tr. 1265., ,,~,. .
I, 663.

,^8<\., , f. -, to take care of,

tend, nurse, but usu. in mid. (v. Scliiif.

Mel. p. 82), H. Horn. Cer. 142, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 5, 19 : generally, to keep, like, ov (where), Soph.
. C. 1050 : from', , , strictly fem. from, a nurse, uaiting-uoman, maid,

II. 6, 389; > -. Soph. Phil. 704, cf. Plat. Tim.
49 A, etc. ;—metaph., Aetna is called, Pind. P. I. 39: gene-
rally ior, Coluth. 372., , , (}) a
nurselini', -, Chaerem. ap.

Ath. C08 .'. , , {^)
nursing, tending, rearing. Plat. Legg.
790 C., ,=)', Antip.

Sid. 45./,,6,=, Anth.
Plan. 179., a, ov, rtursiyig, tend

ing. Anth. P. 9, 1., ,,=, LXX•, , nursing, lending, rear

ing, -, i. e. to keep and feed a nurse

in return for her labours, Eur. I. A.

1230 :—also ., as subst., 07ie uhn
nurses or brings up, a foster father,

tutor, Nic. Al. 31 ; and .=:, Pind. Fr. 14. (From,, etc.). \.{,2&\. from, Od 9, 404 : 24, 470.', , , Tiihorea, a city of

Pliocis, on Mt. Parnassus, Pans. 10,

32, 8.—2. the northwestern summit
of Parnassus, Hdt. 8, 32., , ,=, Aral. 960,

Ael.\,, , Tithras, an At-

tic ileme of the tribe Aegeis. Hence\, a. ov, of Tithras, Ti-

thrasian, Ar. Ran. 477.\, ov, , Tithraustes, a

Persian governor in Lydia, Xen.
Hell. 3, 4, 25.^, , ,—,
Pans. 10, 3, 2., , .=?,.—The form,, ?). Nic. Th. 617, is rejected

by Schneider.\, ov, b, TiihymnUns,

name of a parasite in comedy, Aristo-

phon Pyth. 1,2.' (not so well-
), , spurge, euphorbia, Cralin.

Incert. 135, Ar. Eccl. 405 : heterwi.

pi., Anth. P. 9,217.—Many



kinds were known to the ancients

:

— 1. -. )(), also,-, and )/.—2.

., also,
and.—3. -., also.— 4. ..— 5. ..— 6. ..—7. .'?.. Physicians used the

juice or berries, as a purgative or

emetic.— ( Prob. from , from
some likeness to the plant or

to a wart ; v. 11). [f], ov poet, olo, , Tithonus,

brother of Pnam, husband of Aurora,
and father of Memnon, \\\. 11, 1 ; 20,

237; H. Ven. 219; Hes. Th. 984t,
etc. :—metaph. of a decrepit old man,
Ar. Ach. 688,—because, as the tale

went, Aurora begged Jupiter to grant
immortality to Tithonus, but forgot

to ask for eternal youth, so that he
kept pinmg away for ever.}, ov, TO, Tichium, a city

of Gallia Cisalpina,nowPai;ia, Strab.

p. 217.

iivo. ov, b, the Tictnus, a river

of Gallia Gisalpina joining the Po,

now the Tesino, Strab. 209., , , of or belonging to

childbirth, ., ameaicme used

for women lying in, Ar. Fr. 690: from, lengthd. from root TEK- :

fut. , Od. 11, 249, H. Hom.
Merc. 493 ; usu., Od. 19, 99,

Hes. Th. 469, 898, H. Hom. Ap. 101 ;

poet, also, inf.,
. Hom. Ven. 127, though Buttm.
questions this form, as also

in Arat. 124 : aor. : pf. •, part,, via, , Hes. Op.
589. The pf. pass, and
aor.. are used by Hipp., Pau-
san., Anacreont, 39, 8; 41, 1; but

not in good Att. ; only in

Synes.; aor. 1 act. is very rare,

Lob. Phryn. 743.—Only poets use
as dep. mid. in same signf.

as act., Aesch. Fr. 38; aor. 1,-, Hes. Th. 889, though here the

reading varies : freq. in aor. 2,-,,.—Of these

tenses Hom. has pros, and impf., but
most freq. aor.,, also not
seldom in the mid. form,,

; the f.,,\'. supra.

To bring into the world :— 1. USU. of

the mother, to bring forth, bear, Lat.
parere,,,, etc., first

m Hom. : usu. c. dat. pers., to bear a

child to a father ; but also ,
11. 2, 714, 728, 742, etc. ; also, r., to have a child by a father, Isae.

39, 29
; , the mother (cf.

infra 3) ; and in prose, Plat. Charm.
158 B.—2. of the father, to beget, not
rare in Horn., who uses the aor. mid.,

mostly in this signf., yet not always,
V. II. 2. 742 ; 6, 206 ; 22, 48 ; also in

act., Hes. Th. 208. 287, Fr. 10, 2,

Aesch. Eum. 660 (cf. infra 3) ; but in

mid., Id. Fr. 32, 1, Eur. I. ., Hel.

216, H. F. 1023.—3. of both parents,

II, 22, 234, 481, Od. 7, 55; 23, 61,

Hes. Th. 45 : hence, , the

parents, Aesch. Theb. 49, Soph. O.
T. 999, etc. ; c. gen., just like o'l, , Aesch.
Pers. 245 :—and so, separately, 6 •, the father, Aesch. Cho. 690,

Soph. O. C. 1108; , the

mother, Aesch. Theb. 928, etc. ; c.

gen., , Eur. El. 335 ;

—but the accent does not change.
Lob. Phryn. 322 : also, oi,
of the mother, Aesch. Cho. 419.— II.

of beasts, to bear young, breed, 11. 10,

150, Hes. Op. 589 ; of the hare,

nev, , ,

Xen. Cyn. 5, 13 : of birds, to hatch,

11. 2, 313: , to lay eggs,

Hdt. 2, 68.—111. of trees, to bear, pro-

duce, ij noiuv, Eur. Cycl.

333;, Ar. Nub. 1103: in

mid., Aesch. Cho. 127.—IV. metaph.,
to produce, generate, bring about,

Tijv ', Hdt. 7,

49 : ,
Id. 7, 10, 6 ; , Aesch. Ag.
760 ; . Id.

Supp. 498;' , Soph. Aj. 522
; ],, Eur. Supp. 180, Ar. Ran.

1059 ; -. Plat. Rep. 547 A ; ,
Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 23 ; etc., , any thing pulled to pieces

;

flocks, motes floating in the air, Plut. 2,

722 A, cf.., , , the Tilataei, a
Thracian people around Mt. Scomius,
Thuc. 2, 96., , . -, to have a thin

stool, 7, Hippon. 40. Hence,, , a thin stool, [i]', , v..^'', ov, , Tilltborus, a
famous highwayman, Luc. Alex. 2./., , , {7.,) one who plucks out his beard,

A. B., f. : aor. : pf.

pass,. To pluck, pull, pluck
out or ofl', tear, shred, ()' dp'' /.,, II. 22, 78, cf. 406 ; so in

mid., , to pluck out

one's hair, Od. 10, 567 : -, to pull, rend a dove in pieces,

Od. 15, 527, cf. Hdt. 3, 76, Aesch.
Pers. 209 ; as a description of an idle

fellow,', Ar. Pac. 546,
cf. Ach. 31 : but , as
a punishment of adulterers, Id. Nub.
1083 ; cf. Ran. 424, and v. sub-, :

—.. to pull the
harp-strings, play harp-tunes. Cratin.
Hor. 2.—2. since tearing the hair was
a usual expression of sorrow, hence,?„, to tear one's hair in

sorrow for any one, i. e. to mourn bit-

terly for him, II. 24, 711 ; like-, , Lat.-
gere aliquem, cf. Heyne TlbuU. Obss.
1, 7, 28.—3. metaph., to pluck, vex, an-

noy, like Lat. vellere, vellicare, vexare,

Bergk Anacr. 34 ; vno -, Ar. . 285 ; cf The-
ocr. 3, 21. (Akin to Lat. vello, vellico,

vellus, villus, and the redupl. titillo,

perh._ also to and).' or ', , a fish of the
Thracian lake Prasias, Hdt. 5, 10 :

—

wrongly written also, ?..,, , (') any thing
pidleil or shredded, esp. lint, Hipp.—II.

any thing that can be pulled or plucked.—.= 7,•, Diosc—IV. in medic,
language,-,=7«/^,Galen.,,, dim. from foreg.,

Galen.

?^, , , (,?) a pulling,

tearing, of the hair, Aesch. Supp. 839., not, , a thin stool, as
in diarrhoea, sterctis Uquidum. -(Hence

: akin to.), .{) any thing pulled
or shredded, flock, down, etc. : ,
the fine hair of the eyebrows, also tu, cf. . (Akin to,, but not to.), , , {) pulling,
shredding.— 11. a tearing., , . verb. adj. from -, pulled, plucked, shredded :, also 7^ (or ),=

7. , /ra?.•—but (sc. -) salt-fish that was stripped of its

scales before curing, Nicostr. Antyll.
2, 5, Plat. (Com.) Incert. 14., , .=, Luc. : also
written, Lob. Phryn. 300., or rather,, . Dor.7,. Pind. ap. Alh.
41 E, also writlen ?., Td-
phussa, a fountain in Boeotia, near
Haliartus, sacred to Apollo, H. Horn.
Ap. 244; Strab. p. 410:— also the
nymph of the fountain, H. Horn. I. c.

(contd. from, from—. Ijgen ad 1. H. Ap. Pyth. 66).

iT7Loov, or rather /-, , . Dor. -, Tilphus-
sium, a city of Boeotia on lake Copais,
Strab. p. 410.—2. a mountain near
this city, Id. p. 411.\, ov, . Dor.-,
an iiLhubitant of Titphussimn ; esp. as
epith. of Apollo, Telphussian, from
the fountain,. Horn..
386.^, , , Tilphossae-
urn, a fortress on 2,
Dem. 385, 5.

7.,, , v..
iTtav, , , Timugenes, a

historian and rhetorician of Alexan-
drea, Suid. ; Strab. p. 711.^, Ep. oio, 6, Tima•
getus, keeper of a palaestra, Theocr.
2, 18.^. ov, , Timagorn.i,
masc. pr. n., Theogn. 1055.—2. father
of Timonax of Cyprus, Hdt. 7, 98.

—

3. a Tegeat, Thuc. 2, 67.-4. an Athe-
nian, an envoy to the Persian king,
Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 33 ; Dem. 400, fin.—
Others in Ath. ; etc.^, , , (i. e.)
Ti7naessa, fem. pr. n.. Anth. P. 6, 272.\, , . Timaea, wife of the
Spartan king Agis, Plut. Lys. 22.^, , , Timaetho, fem.
pr. n., Anth. P. 7, 463.'\, , , Timaenetus. a
celebrated painter. Pans. 1, 22, 7.

—

Others in Pans. ; etc., , to write a Timae-
us, used of Plato by Tirnon Phli. 14,
7, cf. Valck. Aristob. p. 65., ov, highly prized, Diocl.
Incert. 2: but usu. as prop. n.-

: V. sq., ov, , Timaeus, a philos-
opher of Locri in Italy, a follower of
Pythagoras, Plat. Tim.—2. a histo-
rian of Tauromenium in Sicily, Po-
lyb. ; Ath. 163 C ; etc. — 3. a pupil
of Plato's from Cyzicus, Ath. 509 A.—4. a sophist, author of the Lexicon
to Plato.7, , f. -, to do honour
to, to worship, honour, exalt, . 7.0-, Pind. . 9, 130 ;

., to celebrate any one's arrival, Aesch.
Eum. 15 ; also of the gods, -..
Id. Ag. 922 ; and in pass.,-. Id. Eum. 026, cf.

807 : rare in prose, as in Arist. Pol.
7, 17, 10: from, . (, 7.):—
fetching a price : costly, precious,-7.-, Plat. Tim. 59 B.^. . , Timandra, a
daughter of Tyndareus, Apollod. 3,
10.— 2. mother of Lais of Corinth,
Ath. 535 B.—3. a mistress of Alcibi-
ades, with him at his death. Plut.
Alcib. 39.—Others in Anton. Lib., ov, , Tunandridas,
a Lacedaemonian, .4el. V. H. 14, 32.^, ov, 6, Timander, a
Theban, father of Asopodorus, Hdt. 9,
69.—2. a Macedonian, Arr. An. 1, 22, 4.
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^, , , Timanlhes, a
Corinthian, lather of Tiinanor, Thuc.
1, 29.—Others in Paus. ; etc.^/, , , Timanoridas,

a Corinthian, Dein. 1354, 11., Dor. for/,.?.^,, . Ion./,
Timanor, a Corinthian, son of Timan-
thes, a naval commander, Thuc. 1,29.

—Others in Anth.; etc., ov. Dor. for, q.

v., Find, [a] ; Ion.., ov, poet, for,
having honour, or held in honour, hon-

oured. H. Horn. V'en. 31, Car. 208. [a], a, ov, of or relating

to Ttmnrete, T., Anth. P. 6, 280.,, , Timare.te, a priest-

ess at Dodona, Hdt. 2, 55 : Dor. --, Anth. P. 6, 280.\, ovr, . Timares, masc.
pr. n., Anth. P. 7, 652.

iT^dpiov, ov, , Timarium, fern,

pr. n., Anth. P. 12, 113. ^, , , {,) in

Plato Rep. 515 , 550 ,^=-, q. V.

—

. the censorship at Rome,
Lat. cenxura, Dio C.\, , b, Timarchides,

an Athenian archon, Died. S. 12, 6.

—

Others in Paus. ; etc.\, , 6, Timarchus, an
Athenian i^tatesman, assailed by Aes-

chines for his infamous conduct, adv.

Tim.; Dem.341,18; etc.—2. another
Athenian, son of Tisias, Aeschin. 22,

25. —Others in Plat. Theag. 129;

Plut. ; etc.^, euv, o'l,(
1,) Timarchus-like, adj. formed

by Aeschines in derision of foreg. 1,

^eschin. 22, 28.^. ov, 6, Timasarchus,

son of Timocritus of Aegina, victor

in wrestling among the bnys at the

Nemean games, Pmd. N. 4, 16., , , Tiniasiim, a

leader of the Greeks who accompa-
nied the younger Cyrus, from Darda-

nus, Xen. An. 3, 1, 47.— Others in

Anth. ; etc.^,,, Timavum, temple
of Diomede on sq., Strab. p. 214.^, ov, , the Timnrus, a

small river of Histria at the extremi-

ty of the Adriatic, now Tinavo, Strab.

p. 214., a, 6, Timachidas, a

Rhodian, Ath. 31 E., ; f -/ ." aor.,
besides which Horn, uses aor. mid.

in same signf, Od. 19,

280 ; 20, 129 ; 23, 339, 11. 22, 235,—
where is f. !., for this fut.

is pass. H. Ap. 485, and in Att., cf.

Piers. Moer. p. 367; though we also

have the strictly pass, form-
in Thuc. 6, 80, whereas the

only other example of in

act. signf, Xen. Cyr. 8, 7, 15, is now
corrected by L. Dind. on Thuc. 3, 40:

Plat, however uses,-, as mid. in signf 111. 2, Apol.

37 B, Legg. 954 B.— In II., Od., and
Hes. the only pass, tense is pf-

; in Hdt. also aor./,
5, 5, etc. :•—(ri/z^).

To deem or hold worthy, oft. in

Hom., who uses it mostly of the

bearing of inferiors towards superi-

ors, as of men to gods, their elders,

rule.rs, guests, etc., to honour, respect,

revere, treat honmirubl
ii

, respectfully, and
reverently, Htov -, Od. 19, 280;/, 11. 9, 1.55 ; so in pass.,^', II. 9, JS, cf. 12, 310 ; c.
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gen. rei,/, to be deem-

ed worthy of honour, II. 23, 649 :—also

conversely of the bearing of superiors

to inferiors, as of gods to men, pa-

rents to children, to value, prize, love,

II. 2, 4, Od. 3, 379 ; 14, 203, Hes. Th.
81, 532, etc. :—so also in Hdt., Find.,

and Att., , Pind. . 9,

105; , Aesch.
Theb. 2.36 ; ?. Soph. Ant. C14 ; cf. Plat.

Legg. 932 A, etc. :

—

to honour with a
thing, . Tiva , , Aesch.
Theb. 1046, Supp. 116;, -, etc., Eur. ; .
Plat. Legg. 953 D :—hence, simply,
to reward, Hdt. 7, 213, Xen. Cyr. 3,3,
6 : oi 7], men of rank, men
ill office, Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 9.— II. of
things, to value, prize, H. Horn. 24, 6,

Pind., etc. ; ],form
the samfe estimate with her, i. e., obey
like her. Soph. Aj. 688 ; -

; Eur. Phoen.
549 :—c. gen. pretii, to estimate or value

at a certain price. Plat. Legg. 917 C,
921 ; ,
Thuc. 4, 26; ^, that each man's prop-
erty should he valued (for assessment).
Plat. Legg. 955 D ; etc. :—esp. in mid.,

7?.), like ?.'-
, with act. signf, Hdt. 3, 154;

so, , Thuc. 3,

40 ; , Xen. Cyr. 2,

1, 13 ; , Polyb.

2, 62, 7; cf.— HI. as Att.

law-term :— 1. in act., of the judge, to

estimate the amount of punishment due
to the criminal, Lat. litem aestimare, ./ , Plat. Legg.
879 ; so r.-, lb. 84. D

;

. ' , lb.

; . , to awardthe sentence,
Plat. Legg. 880 D ; . ,

award the long line, i. e., sentence
of death, Ar. Vesp. lOG. ubi v. In-

terpp. : heoce, . (sc.), to give sentence of death against

a man, or (as we say) condemn him to

death. Id. Gorg. 516 A, Dem., etc.
;

r. Tivi , to mulct him
in ten talents, Dem. 1332, 6, etc. ; so,

). Lex a. Dem. 529, 21 :

—so in pass., , to

be condemned to a line,, for a
thing. Lex ap. Dem. 529, 26, cf 7.32,

21 : also, ti ,
if sentence of death has been passed
upon him. Plat. Legg. 916 E, cf An-
tipho 115, 4).—2. in mid., of the ac-

cuser, [],,, ,-, etc., to lay the punishment at

death, exile, etc., against the ac-

cused, pray for such sentence against

him, Lys. 105, 17; 178, 26, Plat.

Onto 52 C, Gorg. 486 :—in reply,

the accused could, if found guilty,

lay the punishment at a less rate,

which was called ,'\.
Apol. 36 , or, Xen.
Apol. 23 (though the latter has been
questioned) :—cf , Att. Pro-
cess p. 724, sq. :— but also in same
signf, o. ace. pers., .
Plat. Legg. 954 B.—Cf. , ,.,, , . sub.^, , , Timeas, son of-
lynices, one of the Epigoni, Paus. 2,

20, 5.
_, , , () :

—worth, tvorship,

honour paid to one. a mark of honour or

esteem, honour, oi -, 11. 17, 251 ; {- )^, II. 9, 319';

, Hdt. 1, 120:. Id. 3,3; .-,, Pind. . 1, 94 ; 8. 6;. Plat. Phaed. 113 D ;, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 11 ;

etc.— 2. post of honour, rank, dignity,

esp. of gods and kings, r., 6d. 5,

335; r., II. 0, 193; absol.,

lordship, rule, dominion, 0(\. 1, 117;
11, 33S, Hdt., etc.. cf Bockh v. 1.

Pmd. P. 4, 106 (191) :—generally, a
prerogative, privilege, esp., like,
the special attribute of any god. both
in sing, and plur., Hes. Th. 203 ; cf.

Kuhnk. H. Hom. Cer. 328, Valck.
Hipp. 107, Heinst. Luc. Dial. Deor.
26, 1 ;

'-, Aesch. Pr. 171
; -. Id. Eum. 624 :

—

hence, a dignity, office of rank, Aesch.

I

Ag. 44 ; . Plat.

Apol. 35 ; etc. :—and so, a civil rna-

gistracy, usu. in plur., like Lat. hono-

i

res, viunera, Hdt. 1, 59, cf Scidl. Eur.

I

El. 988; ,
I
Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 9:—then, an office,

j
, Hdt. 7, 36.—3. a present

I of honour, coinpliment, offering, e. g., to

!
the gods, Hes. Op. 141 : a reward,

I
present, Lat. honorarium. Soph. Ant.
699, Plat. Phileb. 61 C ; cf Wolf
Dem. Lept. p. 233, and v. sub.

I

— II. a prizing, valuing, estimate of the

1
worth or price of a thing, Plat. Legg.
744 D : hence, the worth, value or price

of a thing, like , Lat. pretmm,
H. Hom. Cer. 132 (elsewh. in Hom.) :

— , to get
I
a thing at a price (i. e. a high price),

I

Hdt. 7, 119; .,
Lys. 165, 16;, Dein. 5G3,

7;7\. ,
Plat. Legg. 914 :

—

an assessment,

\
rating, , lb. 744 D :—hence,—2 an estimate, valuation, assessment
of damages, with view to compensa-
tion, and so compensation, satisfaction,

esp. in money, a penalty,

! //, to get one compensation,

i II. 1, 159; or
1 , to pay or make it, II. 3, 286, 288

;

so, , Od. 22. 57; then,

!

generally, punishment, viewed as an

j

estimate and payment of damages, like,, Lat. ultio, Od. 14, 70,
117, etc. Hence,, : contr.^, II.

9, 605 ; ace., II. 18, 475 :' Dor., Pind. 1. 4, 12 (3, 25) : — jaZ-

j

ucd, prized, honoured, esteemed, of men,
i

Od. 13, 129; 18, 161.— 2. of things,

prized, valuable, costly,,,
etc., Od. 1, 312 ; 8, 393 :—compar, Od. 1. 393 ; superl.-
Tor, Od. 4, 614; 15, ll4., ov Ion. , 6, Tirne

genides, son of Herpys of Thebes, Hdt.
9, 38.,. ,() : — thai

which is estimated, valued or determined

by valuation ; hence,— I. worth, price,

value : , a price or-
our paid to the tomb. Aesch. Ch. 511.

— II. an estimate, x'aluation, . -, Eur. Hipp. 622 ; esp..— 2. the esti-

mate of daynages done, and so a penal-

ty, punishment, Lat. litis aestimatio, Ar.

Vesp. 897, Plut. 480, Plat., etc. : esp.,

a fine, Plat. Legg. 845 E, etc., cf Att.

Process p. 175; v. 111.—3. the

nominal value of which an. Athenian cit-

izen's property was rated for the pur-

poses of taxation, his rate of assess-

ment, rateable properly, Lat. census,

Lys. 148, 40; 156, 13, Plat., etc.:

hence, , a
government where the magistrates were

chosen according to property, timocra-
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cy, Plat. Rep. 550 C ; so, .-. Id. Legg. 698 .—The -
was differeut from the or

'eal value, being calculated at so

many years' purchase, varying with
the class of the citizen, v. Dem. 815,

fin., Bockh P. E. 2, 269 sq. [[], ov. o, Tiinenorides,

masc. pr. n., Anth. P. 7, 513., poet, for, contr.

ace. from, 11., ov, Ion. for, -, q. V., or, perh. better,-,() :

—

to raise the price, sell

dearer, LXX. : cf. sq., et., (tpi'w)=foreg.^, poet, contr. for, 11.\, , , Timesius, a Cla-

zomcnian, who led a colony to Abde-
ra. Hdt. 1, 168 : in Ael. V. H. 12, 9,.\, ov, , Timesitheus, a

citizen of Delphi, Hdt. 5, 72.-2. an
inhab. of Trapezus, Xen. An. 5, 4,2.
•—Others in Aeschin. ; etc., ov, =, formed
like, Ael. N. A. 11, 7.,, ,() :

—an esti-

mating, valuing the worth or price of a

thinsr, esp., of property, Plat. Legg.
878 E. Polyb. 32, 14, 3 .—an assessment

of damages, -. , Antipho
130, 25 ; ., Aeschin.

82, 21 ; cf 111.— II. holding

worthy, honouring, honour, Plat. Legg.

696 C. [i], poet, contr. fem. from rt-, for., . ,() the cen-

sor\i office or dignity, censorship, Plut.

Cat. Maj. 10, etc.; also, .
Id. Aemil. 38, bis., a. ov, verb. adj. from -
/, to be honoured, Eur. Or. 484, Plat.

Rep. 561 C.—II., one must
honour. Plat. Legg. 722 B., to be censor, Plut. T.
Gracch. 14., , b, =.
Hence, ov, estimating, honour-

ing., , , () :

—

one who
values or estimates, an appraiser : esp.,

one who assesses damages or penalties.

Plat. Legg. 843 D.— II. at Rome, the

censor, who took the census, i. e. rated

the properly of the citizens, Polyb. 6,

13, 3, etc. Hence, , , estimating, val-

uing : and so, — 1. honouring,,
Plut. 2, 120 .—2. of ox for determin-

ing the amount ofpunishment,'
., Ar. Vesp. 167.— II. ., Lat. vir

censorius, one who has been censor {-/) : ,=,
Pint. Aeinil. 38, etc., , , verb. adj. from -, rateable : esp. as Att. law-term,
ayijv, , of suits

which the damages are to be assessed

by the judges, Dem. 834, 26 ; opp. to, where the penalty is fix-

ed by law. Others say just the re-

verse, but v. Att. Process p. 171 sq., a, , Timidas, an Aegine-
tan, Pind. N. 6, 106, ubi B. conjec-
tures?..

^ , , to sell dear.^ ?., ov, , () one

who sells dear, Phryn. (Com.) Tra-
goed. 5: from, a, ov, in Att. also . ov,() :

—

valued; o{ persons, esteemed
worthy, held in honour, worthy,, Od. 10,

38 ; cf. . . 483, Hdt. 9, 71, etc
;

, Aesch. Cho. 556 ; -
^, Plat. Legg. 829 D ;

etc. :—of things, prized,, Hes. Fr.

39, 7 ; so, ., Aesch. Supp.
986; . Soph.
Ant. 702, cf. Eur. Ale. 301 i—tu -,=. Polyb. 6, 9, 8.-2. of high

price, dear, Lat. carus, Hdt. 8, 105,

Lys. 165, 1, Plat. Euthyd. 304 B;
etc.—II. act. esteeming, honouring, [ri]

Hence., , worth, value, pre-

ciousness, N. T., v..^, Ion. , , Timnes, a
Scythian, Hdt. 4, 76., , to write down the

value : to vabie, rate, LXX.\, , , the Timode-
midae, descendants of Timodemus,
Pind. N. 2, 27.^, ov, , Timodemus, an
Athenian of Achamae, victor in the
Nemean games, Pind. N. 2, 22, etc.

:

an opponent of Themistocles, Hdt.
7, 125.—2. a banker at Athens, Dem.
953, 16., ov, honovring God : esp.

as a pr. n. : v. sq.

iTo, , , Timotheus, father

of Conon, Paus. 8, 52, 4.-2. son of

Conon. an Athenian commander, Ar.

Plut. 180; Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 64.—
Others in Paus. ; Ath. ; etc.^7., , . Timoclea, fem.

pr. n., Ar. Thesm. 374; Plut. Alex.

12 ; etc.\7., , Timoclidas, a ty-

rant in Sicyon, Paus. 2, 8, 2.^, . , Timocles, an
Athenian archon, Diod. S.—Others
in Paus. ; etc., , , Timocrates,

an Athenian against whom one of
the orations of Dem. is directed.

—

Other Athenians in Thuc. 5. 19;
Xen. Hell. 1,7, 3; Dem; etc.—2. a

generalot the Lacedaemonians,Thuc.
2, 85.—Many others of this name in

Thuc. ; Xen. ; etc., , , (.)
state in which a love of honour is the

ruling principle. Plat. Rep. 545
;

also.—II. a state in which
state-offices and honours are distributed

according to a paling of property, timo-

cracy, Anst. Eth. N. 8, 10,2. Hence, . , of or for a -, one who favours such a gov-

ernment. Plat. Rep. 549 B, etc. : .', =foreg., Arist. Eth. N. 8,

10, 1.^,, b, Timocreon,
an athlete and poet of Rhodes, Ael.
V. H. 1,27; Plut. Them. 21.^, ov,b, Timocritus,masc.

pr. n., Pind. N. 4, 21-2./., ov, b. Dor.,
Timolaus, a Corinthian, Xen. Hell.

3, 5. 1.—2. a Theban, a partisan of

Philip of Macedon, Dem. 241, 26 : in

Polyb. 17, 14, 4 /.—Others
in Paus. ; etc.^,, , Timoleon, a

celebrated general of the Corinthians,
commanded in Sicily, Plut.^. ov, b, Timomachus, a
commander of the Athenians, of
Acharnae, Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 41 ; Dem.
658, fin. ; etc.—2. a celebrated paint-
er of Byzantium, Anth. Plan. 135.

—

Others in Ath. ; etc.^, . , Timonoe, fem. pr.

n., Anth. P. 7, 522.

tTiiioiOOf. 01', b, Timonoiis, masc.
pr. n.,' Pind. N. 2, 16.^, ov, . Ion.-, Ti-

moxenns, a commander of the Scio-

TIMQ
naei, Hdt. 8, 128.—2. a commander
of the Corinthians, son of Timocra-
tes, Thuc. 2, 33.—Others in Dem.

;

Polyb. ; etc.?, , , , {, •
7.) honoured by the city : dub., v. ad
Eur. Supp. 375., , poet, form for. Ar-
chil. 88, Aesch. Cho. 916 : also writ-

ten oxyt., but V. Blomf Aesch. 1. c.,, b, Timostlienes, a
victor in wrestling at the Nemean
games, of Aegina. Pmd. O. 8, 19.

—

Others in Dem. ; Paus. ; etc.'\, ov, , Timustratus,

a poet of the new comedy, Meineke
1, p. 499., ov, {, ) having
honour, honoured, esteemed.—2. among
the Massihans, etc., the city magistrate,

Strab.^,, b, Timophanes, a
Corinthian, Arist. Pol. 5,. 5, 9.—2. a
Mytilenaean, Id. 5, 3, 3.'^,, b, Timocharis, an
astrologer, Plut.

'\,, , Timo, a priestess of
Paros, Hdt. 6, 134.,, , Timon, a citizen
of Delphi, Hdt. 7, 141.—2. an Athe-
nian, son of Echecratides, the mis-
anthrope, Ar. Av. 1549; Luc. Tim.
—Others in Paus. ; etc.'\,, , Timonax, a
Persian naval commander from Cy-
prus, Hdt. 7, 98.—Others in Anth.^, ov, b, Ttmonides, a
writer, Plut. Dion. 35., ov, TO, a Timon's, i. e.

a misanthrope's duelling. —fH. Timo-
wi«77?,a fortress of Paphlagonia ; hence
fem. adj., Strab. p. 562., , f. -() :

—
to help, aid, succour,, Hdt. 1, 141,
152. etc., and Att. ; also absol., Hdt.
1, 18 :—esp., to assist by way of re-

dressing injuries, to avenge,, Hdt.
1, 103; 8, 144; absol., 1. 4.—In full

construction, the person avenged is in
dat., the person on whom vengeance is

taken in acc, -, to avenge him on the
murderer/or (the murder of) his son,
Xen. Cyr. 4, 6, 8, ubi v. Poppo, cf.

Soph. O. T. 107 : also,

, to avenge a thing /or one, Plat.
.\po\. 28 C ; distinguished from pun-
ishment (?.), Anst. Rhet. 1.10,
17 :—pass, . to have
vengeance taken for any one, Hdt. 9,

79 ; rarely in act. sense,, for -
-, Hdt. 9, 78;, for-. Soph..
349.—2. , for-, to take vengeance on him.
Soph. O. T. 107, 140, cf Pors. Or.
427.—II. mid., , to

help one's self against any one, i. e., lo

avenge one's self upon him, always c.

ai?c. pers., as Hdt. 3, 53 ; so, -''. the Self-tormentor,

name of a play by Menander, cf Xen.
Cyr. 3, 1, 15 : c. gen. rei,, to take vengeance on one
for a thing, Hdt. 3, 145, and Plat.

;

also, , lb. 6, 135 ; but more
freq. c. acc. rei, as Eur. Cvcl. 695,
Xen. An. 7, 1, 25, v. Elmls. Eur. I. T.
554 :—also absol., to avenge one's self,

seek vengeance, Hdt. 3, 49 :—but, -, ,^=-, to assist. Soph. El. 349. 399,
Phil. 1258, Xen. An. 1, 3, 4. Hence,. , help, aid, suc-

cour, TO ., the help recdi-ed by a '

man, but also c. dat., Mei'f/.eej, succovr given to him,
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Hdt. 7, 169. — II. vengea7icF, .
elc nra, taken by one upon another,

Piut. 2, 860 A : a pnmlly, (17 ?->, Plat.

Legii. 866 ., verb. adj. from-
(tiu, one must assist, avenge, punish,

Hdt. 7, 168, Isocr. Antid. «S 186., , , {) a

helping, succouring : punishment. Plat.

Lc?g. 874 D.,, o,=sq., Hdt. 5,

80., ov, ,() a help-

er : an avenger. Hence, , , ready to avenge,

Arist. de Virt. et Vit. 6, 2., , , Ion. -: — help,

aid. succour, ,
Hdt. 3, 148, cf, 5, 90, etc., Eur. Or.

425.— II. revenge, vengi'unce on another,

r. Kat, Hdt. 7, 8, 1 : usu. c. gen.,

Aesch. Pars. 473 ; but also, Lycurg. 167, 39, Dem. 317, 16 ;

If Ttva, Hdt. 1, 123 ;, Dem. 702,

20 ; . , Hdt. 2, 120 :

punishment, torment, torture, but dis-

tinct from, Arist. Rhet. 1, 10,

17 : from, , (,, ') :

—contr. from /,/, as

in Pind. . 9, 124, and Aesch. : Aesch.
Supp. 43 has an ace., as if

from,, 6 :—strictly, valu-

ing, honouring : but usu.,— I. helping,

aiding, succouring, ., a helper, aider,

Hdt. 2, 141.— II. avenging, punishing

for wrong done, c. gen. pers., r.

Tivoc. any one's avenger, Pind. I. c,
Aesch. Ag. 1280, Soph. El. 811, etc.

;

also c. dat., . . Hdt. 7, 171
;

and, 7". , helping one to ven-

geancefor a thing. Soph. El. 14: -
., a plea or argument for ven-

geance, Hdt. 7, 5 : — an executioner,

Polyb. 2, 58, 8.^,, , Timosa, fem. pr. n.,

Ath. 609 A.

', Dor. for , dat. of , like, Pind., etc. ;—never enclit., e.K-

cept in Theocr. 21, 28.— II. Dor. for, also with the accent, Corinna 4,

Pind. P. 8, 97, Theocr. 11, 39, 55,

68. [I],, ,() that

which is shaken

:

—a shake, quake, Anth.

P. n. 139. [], , , swinging, shak-

ing.,, 6,() one

who swings or shakes : fem. -,, Aesch. Pr.

924., ov, o,=fureg.,, b, , shaking
the helmet or plume.', ,—.,, , =, of
Neptune, Soph. Tr. 502., ( - : aor. pass, ert-, in Strabo also.
To swing, shake, brandish,. . 12, 298, etc. ;-, 22, 311 ;,, 13,

243 ; 17, 595 ; so, . ^ -?, Aesch. Pr. 917 ;.() . Soph. Tr. 512:
also, ., of Neptune, II. 20, 57 :

?.3, shook her by
her robe (to make her attend), II. 3,

385 : ?., upset

it, Od. 22, 88 : to toss about, scatter, of

the sea or wind, Od. 5, 363, 368;
., to make the strings

quiver, strike them, Anth. :—in mid.,, they shook their

wings, Od. 2, 151 ; so,
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, Arat. 971 .—88.,?., II. 15, 609 ;, Olympus shook or

quaked, Hes. Th. 6S0 : -, to quake with fear, A p. Rh.

4, 641. Cf,.
(Akin to,.). rare Dor. coUat. form for,
Apoll. Dysc. [i], a, ov=sq., Nic. Al. 445,

463. Nonn.
', , boiling-hot : — . as

subst., the steam of a kettle, Lyc. 36., as mid., poet, for,
to punish, chastise, c. acc. pers.,,). Od. 13,214, cf.

11. 3. 279 ; c. acc. rei, r. ^7/', to

chastise \niio\ence, Od. 24, 326
;,

Eur. Or. 323: absoL, to avenge one's

self, Hdt. 5, 77.—-2. to avenge, take

vengeance for, "Opsov, Hes. Op. 806.

The act. does not occur till late.

[Tl, Ep., whence it is freq. wrongly
written : , Att., cf..
Buttm. indeed (Catal. Verb. s. v.)
assumes as Ion. (and so it

stands in Hdt. 1. c), as Att.

But would not this require also an
Ion. besides .']

Tivoj, f. : aor. 1 : pf., pf pass, : aor. pass,

.•—cf sub II.— I. in act.,

to pay a price by way of return or

recompense (whereas is confined

to the signf of pajjing honour, cf.

II) ; usu. in bad signf, to pay a penal-

ty,,, II. 3, 289, Od. 2, 193 ;, Pind. . 2, 106 ;, Soph.
Fr. 94, etc. ; also, . (so. ),
Soph. . . 810; like Lat. poenas

dare or solvere, Pors. Med. 798 ; but

also in good signf., to pay a debt, ac-

quit one's self of an obligation, r. ^-, II. 18, 407 ; '-
, Od. 8, 348 ; - . ren-

der one thanks, Aesch. Pr. 985 ; r.. Soph. O. C. 635 : very freq.

inTrag., who use it in all kinds of

phrases, as, . ,
Aesch. Eum. 268; ., to

discharge the duty, i. e. do tne work
of a curse. Id. Ag. 457 ; r.,
prob. to send one pollution m payment

for another. Id. Cho. 0.50, cf Soph.
Phil. 959 ; so. -- ,
to pay back what one has first suffer-

ed. Soph. O. C. 229 (cf sub fin.).—

Construction : the thing for ivhich one

pays, freq. in gen., r. ,
to pay compensation /or the oxen, Od.

12, 382 ; so, r. Ttvl , to

pay one retribution for a thing, Hdt.

3. 14; 7, 134; also, r.

(which is prob. the full con-

str.), Aesch. Cho. 313 : but also freq.

in acc, the price being omitted, to

pay or atone for a thing,

'.\.. ,
II. 1, 42; so. ., Od. 24, 352;
. or , II. 21, 134 ;

11, 142; (57 '. Aesch. Ag. 537; etc.:

—

more rarely c. acc. pers., -, thou shall make atone-

ment for the son thou hast slain, 11.

17, 34:—the price is usu. in acc, as

we have seen, but also in dat.,, Od. 22, 218; so, .
^, Aesch. Cho. 277 ; but, .-, to pay for it by death, Id. Ag. 1 529

:

—absol., to make return, repay, Soph.
O. C. 1203 ; and so it must be taken
lb. 230, ubi V. Herm.— 11. in mid., to

have a price paid one, make another pay
for a thing, avenge one's self on him,
to chastise, punish one, Lat. poenas su-

mere de aliquo, freq. from Hom. down-
wards.—Construction: usu. c. acc.

pers., II. 2, 743, Od. 3, 197 ; the thing
being added in geiiit., -, to punish him /or
his wickedness, ]\. 3, 306, cf Od. 3,

206, Theogn. 204 ; also,, Hdt. 1, 27, 73; c. acc. rei, to

take vengeance for a thing,, , . 15, 116, Od.
23, 31 ; but also c du|)l. acc. pers. et

rei,

'?, he made Neleus pay for the
misdeed, visited it on his head, Od.
15, 236: also, ,
to e.ract retribution fro?n a person,
Elmsl. Eur. Med. 1283. cf,

:—but also we have,-, //, to repay or
requite with.., Pind. P. 2, 44, Aesch.
Theb. 638 ;—absol., to repay one's self,

take vengeance, ' -, Od. 13,

15, cf II. 3, 351, Od. 3, 203 ; 12, 378
(where is imperat. aor. mid.).

The fut. and aor. 1, act. and mid.,
are most freq. in this signf o{ paying
or receiving a price, V. II : the
signf of the act. and mid. are never

interchanged, as they have been by
Doderlein Soph. O. C. 229 :—cf-,. [i of pres., in Ep. ; I

in Att., as Aesch. Pr. 112, Soph. O.
C. 635, Eur. Or. 7 ; also in the Dor.
of Pind., as P. 2, 44, and even in
Solon 5, 31, as also in later Epigr.
poets, Jac Anth. P. p. 823 : in fut.,

aor. 1, and pf], imitation of a bird's note,
Ar. Av. 237., Aeol. for, dat. pi. from, Sappho 113.

tTiO)', ov, TO, or TiOf, ov, , Tium
or Tins, a city of Bithynia ; in Strab.

Tieiov : hence', ,, of Tium,
Tian, Luc. Alex. 43.,,,,. Dor.
for,, gen. from . . Dysc., Boeotian for, . .
Dysc.

; (,) :
—what or why

then ? why ? wherefore 7

; Ep syncop. form for -
; Hom., Aesch. Ag. 975 (lyr.)

,

oft. elided before an aspirate,' :

—on , v. sub,., , , Tireus, a eunuch of
Darius Codomanus, Plut. Alex. 30.

iT, ov, ,=^.., , Tirizis, a jtromontory
of Haernus. with a fortress of same
name. Strab. p. 319.

^T, , , Tiristasis, a
city of Thrace, Dem. 159, 11.^, a. ov, ofTiryns, Tiryn-
thian,, Pind. O. 10, 40 : esp.

as epith. of Hercules, ., Call.

Dian. 146 :

—

, the Tiryn-
thian territory, Hdt.^, ov, ,=•, Hes.
Sc 81, where better as gen.
of sq.,. . Tiryn.<!, an an-

cient city of Argolis, residence of

Proetus and Perseus, 11. 2, 559 ; Hdt.
6, 77 ; etc. : famed for its walls of
Cyclopian architecture, [i], neut. : gen., Hom., Att.: dat.. Hom. or. cf D : acc. , : plur.,,, gen. : dat. : ^
acc., : of the plur.. Hom.
only uses acc.. II. 15, 735, Od.
11. 371, except in compds.
and.—Indef pronoun, enclit.

through all cases: masc. and fem.,

one, a certain one, hence any one. some
one, also freq. to be rendered by our
indef article a, an; in Hom. usu. ot



some inconsiderable person. who 1

cannot be specially described, or

who is now first spoken of: so of

places and things, ,-,, etc., an island, etc.. Horn.

:

—neut., some thing, any thin•;, Horn. :

— . et , if any one or any thing,

usu.einphat., whoever, whatever, Horn.,

like Lat. 51 quis.—From Horn, down-
wards its noun is oft. put in gen.,, ., . etc., for, etc.—Although the enclitic

can never begin a clause, yet it

may stand before its subject or even
be itself the subject, esp. in Ion.

prose: also, is put between its

gen. and the article of that gen., as," (for .),, Hdt. 1, 85; 8,

90, etc. ; and so sometimes in late

authors, as Alh. 108 D, Hemst. Luc.
Nigrin. 38. — II. in collective signf.,

where an indefinite portion of a multi-

tude is spoken of, ',
but thus men spake, 11. 7, 201, cf 6,

479, etc. : sometimes ironical, /.
men, men in general, II. 13, 638, Od. 3,

224. — 2. like or , each,

each one, every one, as,, II. 2, 382 ;. ', let each come himself, II. 17, 254,

etc. : so, / ctA?.or,

that men may for ever dread, 11. 8,

515.—3. something like this is found

in Att., e. g.,?. each one his own,
Thuc. 1, 40; , fear is

among them, Aesch. Cho. 59 ; and in

Att., . some one, somebody, one, is

used for pers. pronouns in all cases,

as for ^ or. Soph. Aj. 245,

Ar. Thesm. 003 ; for cry. Soph. Aj.

1138; and prob. of 3 pers., Ar. Ran.
552, 554 ;—and then always in sing.,

even when a plur. is signified : but
—4. the relative to in this collect-

ive signf is sometimes used in plur..

Soph. Aj. 965, Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 62.—
5. in poets, the neut. with a nega-
tive is used to comprehend all gen-

ders, nothing, 110 creature or being,

Herin. H. Horn. Merc. 143 ; -
7. ov '-, , '', .
Ven. 34.—HI. , , like Lat. alujiiis

aliqnid, quidant quiddain, emphat. of a
person or thing, some great one, some
great thing,/ dvat, you
boasted that you were somebody, Eur.
El. 939 ;/ ,
after all I too am somebody, Theocr.
11, 79; also in plur.:

—

, to

be near the mark. Plat. Prot. 339 C,
etc., opp. to ?, Herin.
Vig. n. ) 13.—2. einphat. a man, opp.

to a brute, , Ar. Pac. 24,

cf. Eur. Cycl. 117: but.—3. reversely,

with signf. of contempt, somebody or

other: esp. with proper names,-, there was one Thersites,

Soph. Phil. 442 : hence, ior aslave,

Xen. Symp. 1,3, etc.— 4. Aristot. joins

it with the article, thus, -, , an individual man,
horse, etc., Categ. 2, 2 ; 5, 1. — IV.

joined with adjs., makes/ them
less precise, in some degree, more or

less, freq. ironical, as, -, Od. 17, 449. cf. II. 3. 220, Od.

18, 382, Wess. Hdt. 4, 198: thus,, stupid, is qualified into, a slow sort of person

;

, a madman, into-, a crazy sort of fellow, etc.,

—

very freq. in Att. : so with an adj. of

number, size or the like, -, what wealth of gold, Od. 10, 45 :, Od. 9, 65 ; , II. 5,

638, Od. 20, 377 ; , etc. ; cf.

; , every one, Elmsl.
Med. 548 ; , some one, etc., v.

EUendt Lex. Soph. 2, p. 832 :, Hdt. 5, 48 ;', or (as

Aesch.) , some few :

esp. in phrases like , some
three or so, cf. Thuc. 3, 68 ; 7, 87, cf
Schiif Greg. 8 : esp. interrog.,

; ; etc., Trag.—2. in this

signf. TL is joined as adv. with verbs
and adjectives, somewhat, in a way, in

a manner, freq. in Hom., and Hdt.

;

also with another adv. or atij. used
as adv., ,, etc., Hdt. 3, 12, 108,

cf. 4, 52 ; so also, »)-rov , somewhat
less, . , ,-
, etc.—V. , usu. in simi-

les :—so too, , ,
for , II. 3, 33, etc. : though
is sometimes strictly a conjunction,
Od. 19, 265, etc.— VI. ,,
only in late poets, as in Call., cf.

Jac. Anth. P. p. 88, 740; never in

Att.— VII. as a do\ibtful negat.,

7/, but one—if so many, next to

none, Valck. Hdt. "3, 401, Xen. Cyr.
7, 5, 45 ; Ti , little or nothing.

Plat. Apol. 17 B: so, ,, as vel duo, vel nemo, Pers.

Sat. 1, 3.— VIII. is really pleonast.

in such phrases as or

, Democr. ap. Stob. p. 310. 42, Jac.

Ach. Tat. p. 728 ; and so perh. in the
susp. , Eur. Ale. 79. — 2.

also pleon. in to ..., ,
for - ..., , . Plat. 358

;

also masc, ... , Bor-
nem. Xen. Symp. 2, 6, Cyr. 2, 3, 19.

—3. in long sentences, and such as
have two clauses, -is oft. repeated,
Pors. Hec. 1161, Elmsl. Ar. Ach.
569: whereas elsewh. it is found
only in the second, Pors. Hec. 370.

—IX. is sometimes omitted,

}£
(sc. ), 11. 13, 287 ; but more

freq. in Att., as Soph. O. C. 1226,
El. 1323, Stallb. Plat. Gorg. 456 D;
though many passages are wrongly
referred hither, v. Herm. Soph. O. T.
310. — 2. still more singularly Tif is

omitted before a gen. case which
must depend upon it, as, []. Soph. Aj.

190 ; fjv}' [], Ar. Nub. 1128;' []. Soph.
Tr. 2 (though Herm. defends Tricli-

nius' reading

—

), cf Hemst.
Luc. Nig:rin. 24. — 3. must often

be supplied from what goes before,

Heind. Plat. Gorg. 478 C, Prot. 319
D.—Cf.,,, /J.oTi.

[1 in all cases : Hom. however some-
times has long in arsis, 11. 24, 149,

Od. 21, 324: the neut. is never
elided.]

; neut.; gen. riVof, in Hom.
always and contr., Att. :

dat., Att. also , cf. D: ace., neut. . Plur., :

gen., in Hom. always :

dat. : ace.,. Of the
plur. Hom. uses only nom. rirff with
gen.. nor has he the dat. sing.,.—Pronoun of direct question, al-

ways written with the acnte accent,
masc. and fem. who? which? neut.
what ? which ? Lat. quis, quae, quid ?,

Hom. :—strengthd. , -yap,

just like Lat. quisnam, quidnam, 11. 2,

803. and freq. in Od. ; also in Pind.
P. 4, 124, and Att. (cf infra VIII. 2)

:

if Ti ; until when ? how long ? 11. 5,

465 : '
; who art

thou that comest ? II. 10, 82, cf. Pors.

Hec. 499 : sometimes also expressing
surprise or anger, as in ;

; , ; and the like,

Valck. Hipp. 905.—When the ques-
tion is asked by or without an
interrog. particle, the pronoun fol-

lows the verb, e. g. Ar. Pac. 192, 206,
Nub. 239.— II. the question is vari-

ously modified by the addition of '
or and a change of mood :— 1 .

or , with the opt., expresses
strong doubt, -who could, who would do
30? Od. 21, 259, II. 10, 303. etc. : rare-

ly so with the indie, as in Hes. Sc.
73.—2. the poets however omit • or

with the opt. when the doubt he-

comes in fact a denial, who could do
so .' i. e. 710 one could, v. Aesch. Cho.
315, Soph. Ant. 604.— 3. with
the subjunct. expresses deliberation

whether a thing shall be done or not,

what mv^t I do ? what must I say ?

Herm. Vig. n. 108.— III. is more
rarely used for in indirect ques-
tion, or rather oratio obliqua aftei

verbs which themselves express a

question, doubt, etc., and that usu.

with the opt., ,' , Od. 15, 423, cf.

17, 368, Soph. El. 316, etc.,cf Dind.
ad O. T. 1144:—yet, from the liveli-

ness common in Greek narrative, the
verb of the indirect question oft. pass-

es again into the indic. as if the ques-
tion were direct, as,. Xen. An. 3. 3, 18.

—

IV. sometimes two questions are

asked in one clause by different cases
of, as,

; from
whom is who descended 1 i. e.. who is

he and from whom descended? Wytt.
Ep. Cr. p. 181.-2. a like doubling of
the question lies in the union of

with other interrog. words,, Od. 1, 170, cf. Soph. Tr.
421 :; Heind. Plat. Hipp. Mnj.
297 E.—V. after as predicate fol-

lowed by, the subject is not sel-

dom put in plur., as, ',
a ; ' ;
Plat. Theaet. 154 , 155 C, Heind.
Plat. Gorg. 508 .— VI. =,
Soph. Tr. 311, . . 489; cf. Herm.
Vig. . 114.—2.= TTo-fpor, Xen. Cyr.

1, 3, 17; like Lat. quis? for utcr ?

Liv, 30, 1.— VII. ; alone, as a sim-

ple question, ivhat ?—but, in comic
writers, it sometimes takes the arti-

cle, TO ;—this happens when the

question refers to something going
before, about which one desires to be
further informed, Ar. Pac. 696, Nub.
775, Av. 1039 : if that which goes be-

fore is in plur., the question m.Tv be
asked by ; Ar. Pac. 693 — VHI.

; also oft. stands absol. as adv.,

how? for why? wherefore? II. 1, 362,

414. etc. : so too in Att., though they
also have in full f5ia : cf. .—2.

; why not ? how else ? Lat. quid

enim ? quidni ? Aesch. Ag. 1239, Eum.
678, V. Blomf Cho. 880 (Dind.) : used
in affirmative answers, Plat. Phaedr.
258 D, Theaet. 209 B. etc. ; cf. Schaf.

Soph. O. C. 1679 : cf. infra 5.-3. -/

; but how ? i. e. only see now ! serv-

ing to pass on quickly to a fresh

point, the Lat. quid vero ?, ,
.., what else but.., quid aliud. nisi..,

Xen. Oec. 9, 1 ; cf. Soph. O. T. 941,

Phil. 421 : so also, .—of
course beginning a clause has
its simple interrog. and connective
force.—4. ; ; why
ever ? ivhy in the world ? expressing
surprise. Plat. Gorg. 469 A :—so too

; how, pray ?—5. ; why
not? i. e. yes certainly, much like
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/ ; very freq. in Plato.—6. ovv

;

hmc so ? making an objection, Aesch.
Theb> 20, 704, etc.— 7. ;
what is this f what mean you ?—but the

neut. sing, is oft. followed by a
plur., ; Heinii. Plat. Gorg.

508 C, Phaed. 57 A, Schiif. Soph. Ei.

766.—8. ; ; v.-, sub tin.—IX. , c. part., fol-

lowed by a verbal clause, iorins one
sentence in Greek, where we use

two, as, ;

what must they do to be successful ?,

cf. Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 1 : so also with
cotijunctions, e. g.' -, ^. ;

what must they do, before thou wilt

believe that they care for thee ?, cf.

Heind. Plat. Hipp. Maj. 288 A.

(Lat. QVIS, Saner. KAS, etc.)

[t m all cases : but was never eli-

ded, nor even in prose, ace. to

Schaf Mel. p. 135. The hiatus is al-

lowed after in Com. ; but this li-

cence is rare in Trag.. Valck. Hipp.

971 : indeed it is disputed altogether

by Pors. Phoen. 892, Monk Hipp. 'J75,

etc. ; but it is now generally allowed
in some forms, as, ; Soph.
Phil. 733 ; ovv ; Aesch. Theb. 208,

704, etc. ; ;], Ion. ibr, Od., on,,., Mt. Tisaens,

m Thessaly, Polyb. 10, 42, 2 ; the pro-

jectmg point of which formed the Ti-, . Rli. 1, 508.^, ov, , Tisamenus, son
of Orestes, king of Argos, Apollod. 2,

8, 2 ; etc.— 2. son of Thersander,
grandson of the Theban Poly ices,

Hdt. 4. 147.—3. a seer of Elis, an
lamid, Ildt. 9, 33.-4. an Athenian,
son of Mechanion, Lys. 186.5.—Oth-
ers in Thuc. 3, 92; Xen. Hell. 3, 3,

11 ; etc.

fTcaavopog. ov, , Tisander, son of

Jason and Medea, Diod. S.—2. an
Aetolian, Thuc. 3, 100.-3. father of

Isagoras, Hdt. 5, 66.—Others in Id. 6,

127 ; Plat. ; etc.^, ov, b, Tisarchus, an
Athenian, Andoc. 3, 18.

'\6, ov, , Tisiades, masc.
pr. n., Ar. Vesp. 401., ov, ion. -, , , Tisias,

a Parian, father of Lysagoras, Hdt.

6, 133.—2. an Athenian, brother of

the celebrated Iphicrates, Dem. 534,

24.—3. an Acharnian, umpire between
Apollodorus and Phormio, Id. 1104,
3.—4. an Athenian general, Thuc. 5,

84.— 5. a teacher of eloquence from
Syracuse, Plat. Phaedr. 267 .—Oth-
ers in Dem., etc., ov, , a utensil, vessel,

Persian word.^, ov, . Tisimachus, an
Athenian, father of Tisias (4), Thuc.
5, 14.

tTtffif, ,=/•, a Messenian,
Pans. 4, 9, 3.-2., , Tisis, fern,

pr. n., Anth. P. 6, 274., , , {) :—strictly, an
estimating, valuation : hence a recom•

fiense, atonement, Od. 2, 70: general-

y, a penalty, punish^nent, revenue, II.

22, 19, Od. 1, 40, etc., and often in

Hdt. : , to suffer punish-

ment, Lat. poenas dare, Hdt. 8, 70 ; -. Id. 6, 84 ;, Id.

2, 152, cf. Soph. O. C. 229 (v. sub -) ; .. Soph. Fr. 813.— II. rare-

ly, a requital of good, recompense, re-

ward, , Theogn. 337.—HI.

ai, the powers of vengeance, like

the 'Ep£i't;ef,, etc.,^?. , Hdt.

3, 126, 128. [--]
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, , , {,) Tisi-

phone, The Avenger of blood, one of the

Erinyes, Orph. H. 68, 2.— til. daugh-
ter of Alcinaeon and Manto, Apollod.

3, 7. 7.. ov, , Tisiphonus, masc.

pr. n., Qu. Sm. 1, 406.-2. tyrant of

Pherac, successor of Ale.xander, Xen.
Hell. 6, 4, 37., gen. , dat. -
and -vy, v. Bornem. ad Xen. An. 1, 4

2 ; Poppo ad 2, 5, 3 j ace. -vi/v, al

ways in Xen., on the form -,
Poppo ad An. 2, 5, 27 ; voc. -. Id. 2

5, 3 ;

—

Tissaphernes, a Persian name
esp. a satrap in Lydia under Artaxer
xes, who first gave that monarch in

formation of the designs of his bro-

ther Cyrus, for which he received the

provinces of Cyrus and other favours,

Thuc. 8, 5 ; Xen. An. 1, 1,2; etc., aor., Ep. verb,

synon. with,, to stretch,, II. 8, 266 ; also in mid., -, to bend one's bow, II. 5, 97,

Od. 21, 259 ; so, -
voc, having tuned it, Orph. Arg. 253.

—

2. to stretch out, spread out or along,

spread,, Od. 10, 354 ; -, II. , 69 ;, II. 13, 534 :—
mid. or pass., to stretch one's self -, Od. 2, 149

;

and, generally, to extend, spread, Ty
Ty, Dion. P. 637.—3. to stretch or

dratv along, , II. 2, 390 ;, II. 13, 704 : so, absol.,-
vtTov, haste along, II. 23, 403 : hence
in mid. or pass., -, the horse runs stretch-

ing over the plain {ventre a tcrre), 11.

22, 23 ; , II. 23, 518:
also of a man running violently, Hes.
Sc. 229 ; but in Anlli. Plan. 105,.—4. in mid., also, to

strain or exert one's self, Od. 11, 599.

— II. [] is said to mean to

avenge (as if from -'), in Hes. Th.
209, -

1),—but the signf.

is, Uranus in wrath called his sons Ti-

tans, for that they were stretching out

their hands to do violence. It is true

that the poet has £ ; but this was be-

cause the i in was so.—Ep.
word.ia, ov, 6, Titacus, an au-
tochthon in Attica, Hdt. 9, 73.',, , usu in plur.-, Ep. and Ion., !, the Ti-

tans, a race of gods placed beneath
Tartarus. 11. 14, 279, H. Ap. 336:
ace. to Hes. Th. 133, six sons and six

daughters of Uranus and Gaea, viz.,

Oceanus, Coeus, Creius, Hyperion,
lapetus, Cronus, Theia, Rheia, The-
mis, Mnemosyne, Phoebe, and Te-
thys ; cf II. 8, 481, where lapetus
and Cronus are named. .At first they
dwelt in heaven, hence called Ovpa-

even in II. 5, 898 ; but when
Jupiter prevailed he hurled them into

nether darkness : their struggle with
Jupiter assisted by the hundred-
handed Coitus, Briareus and Gyes,
is told at length by Hes. Th. 616-736,
where they are always called-.—(This legend must not be
confounded with the like revolt of
the sons of Aloeus in Thessaly, Od.
11, 305; nor with the storming of
heaven by the later Gigantes.) Many
other names are given by later poets,

as Prometheus, Epimetheus. Atlas,
Aesch. Pr. 205, 427 ; so, -, lb. 874, etc.—Later, any descend-
ants of Uranus and Gaea are so
called:—and in Lat. poets Tttan is

usu. the Sun-god, Helius. (The old
est deriv. of the name is given in
Hes. Th. 207. v., fin., the
Stretchers, .Strivers, — tendones, as
Herm. translates it :—ace. to others,=, v. : ace. to
others,= /iaai/itDf, cf. ).'', (sc. ), , the festival

of the Titans: strictly neut. from Tt. [ru]

1, , oi',= sq., Plat. Lege.
701 C., a, ov, Ion.,
{ ) Titanian, Titan sprung :

hence pecul. fern.,. [],, . Ion.•, fem.
from, Aesch. Pr. 874.,, ,=. [], , , history of
the Titans.,, ,{,•

) conqueror of the Titans, Luc.
Tim. 4., ov,{,)
slaying Titans, Batr. 273., , ,{,)
battle of the 'Titans, Dlod.

iTavo, ov, , Titanus, a moun-
tain of Thessaly, II. 2, 735., ov, ij, lime, also gypsum,
Hes. Sc. 141 : generally, a xihite earth,

chalk : also, niarbte-scrapings, Luc.
Somn. 6. (Perhaps from the Thes-
salian town or hill, II. 2,

735, as creta, chalk, from Creta ; or
—vice versa), [t] Hence, , to cover with lime, plas-

ter., ,{,) like

Titans, Titanic, .,
Luc., , , plastered with
lifne.

Ta,6,{)=av,l1esych.^,
cf.., ov, b, theTitaresius, a
river of Thessaly, the later Eurotas,
a branch of the Peneus, II. 2, 735 ;

Strab. p. 441.— II. Titaresian, appell.

of Mopsus, from sq. 2, Hes. Sc. 181
;

Ap. Rh. 1, 65.^, ov, , Titarum, a city

of Thessaly, Lye. : adv./,
from Titara, Orph. Arg. 126.-2. Mt.
Tiiarus, in Thessaly, a branch ol

Olympus, Strab. p. 441., ov, , {) Dor. for,=, an avenger, Aesch. Cho. 67., , {*) Titan-born,

formed like
'

: from, , Ep. and ion. for-, Horn., and Hes.], , ,=?, Aesch.
ap. Hesych. (Fr. 252) ; cf. :

—

•

hence Herm. (Opusc. 5, 162) reads

Tu , the powers of the

j

nether world, in Aesch. Cho. 399 ;

—

supposing this to be heterocl. plur. oi, a king : cf.,.], , ov, lon.= Tirartof., , , the suckling by a
nurse, a nurse's place or oijice, Dem.
1312, 2 : from, to be a nurse, do nurse's

service.— II. trans., to suckle, nurse,, Dem. 1309, 19; 1311, fin. ; of

one's country, Plut. Lycurg. 16:—

•

oi, sucklings, Arist. H. A.

3, 21, 7 : from, , or, , , the teat

or nipple of a woman's breast, cf. tit-.— II. a nurse, Ar. Eq. 716,The.'5m.

009, Plat. etc. ; cf. II.—III.

prob.\=/,./, fin. (Akin
to,,,, from,, to give suck.),==.



. suck the breast. — 2.

trans., to suckle.. ov, TO. Dim. from\,. Ach. 1199, Ran. 412, etc.,, . Dim. from-/.3, , {. ?.3)
to take hold of the teats, Anstaen. 2,

IG.

-^-, ov, a, like, the teat,

nipple of a woman's breast, Ar.

Thesm. 640, Lysias 92, 32, 33 : rarely

of the man's, Jac. Anth. P. p. 753.

—

II. a nurser, rearer, like, Pllilo.

'^, ]\ke, to cry ' ti ti,'

chirrup like a young bird ;

was the reading of Zenodotus forre-^ inll. 2, 314. (Onomatop.,
like)., , , like, a small

chirping bird. Phot./., , a kind of writing-

tablets, Arr. Epict. : others write-
7., and take it to mean pens.

tTt'r/.of, 01', . the Lat. tituhis, a

title, inscription, N. T.

ioo, ov. a, Titormus, an Aeto•

Han herdsman, brother of Melas, re-

nowned for his strength, Hdt. 6, 127 ;

Ael. V. H. 12, 22.

tTtrof, ov, 6, the Rom. name Tiius,

Polyb., dub. form, and,
late form, for., and, in Od. 21, 293,, q. V. : i. : aor.-

: pf- pass.. To wound,
hurt, II. 23, 341, Od. 16, 293 ;-, to be wounded in the

thigh, Hdt. 6,5 ; -, Aesch. Theb. 242:—also of

ships, to damage ihem, Thuc. 4, 14;

Oi ,
Hdt. 8, 18 :—of wine, to do one a mis-

chief,' 7, 67., Od. 21. 293;, Eur. Cycl. 422; so~ ' . Id. Hipp. 392,

cf. Valck. Diatr. p. 52 ; -. Plat.

Phil. 13 C.—(.\kin to, *,
: hence -/.) Hence, ov. , a wounding.—II.

miscaiTiage, Hipp., barbarism for, Ar.
Thesm. 1185.

TirriJt'CiJ.strictly of the cry of par-

tridges, but different frocn,,
Theophr. ap. Ath. 390 :—also, like,, of swallows and other
small birds, to twitter, chirrup, used by
Ar. Av. 235 in compd.-., ov, (-,)
slaving Tityus, Call. Dian. 110., ov, 0, Tityus, son of Gaea,
a giant, whose liver was always torn

by two vultures in the nether world,

as a punishment for violence offered

to Latona, Od. 11, 576, cf. 7, 324:
+acc. to ApoUod., 1, 3. 12, son of Ju-

piter and Elara: cf..' '/., , a shepherd's

pipe or flute, Artemid. ap. Ath. 182 D., ov, o, a piper, App.
Pun. 66., ov, 6, Dor. for,
Satyr, companion of Bacchus ; but

Strabo distinguishes the

from the ;7'£,7., etc., pp.

468. 470 :—hence, a common shep-

herd's name, Tiiyrus, also

beinensed for a prop, n., fTheocr. 3,

2; cf' of 3d Idyllf.—II.=
3, a tailed ape. not the same

as. Theophr. Char. 5, cf Ael.

V. H. 3, 40, Schol. Theocr. 3.—III.

with the Laconians, the goat or ram

that leads theflock, the bell-wether, Serv.

Virg. Eel. 1. [i], only used by Ep. in

pros, and impf , combining the signfs.

of the kindred verbs,-
:—hence,—I. like, to make,

make ready, prepare, ,
II. 21, 342; '
~—, he put two horses to the
chariot, II. 8, 41 ; 13, 23 :—in Ale.x-

andr. poets, we find an act. form, Arat. 418, Lye. 1403; so

also in Antim. Fr. 26, cf Ruhnk. Ep.
Cr. p. 38.— II. more freq. like -, to aim, with darts, etc.,,
at a person,, with a thing, as,

' ,
II. 13, 159 ;

' -, 21, 582; cf'. 3, 80; 11, 350,

etc. ; ' ., 13,

498, 560 ; , to aim
straight before one, at a mark right

opposite, Od. 21, 421 ; 22, 266 : absol.,

22, 118 :— also, to shoot a bolt into its

socket, 21, 48:

—

a\so, -, of a boxer, Theocr. 22, 187 :

— c. ace. cognato, 7.
tivoc, to cast a stolen

glance at one, Anth. P. 5, 221.—2.

metaph., , to aim
at a thmg m mind. i. e. to purpose,

design, c. inf, II. 13, 558 ; hence of
the Plweacian ships, -, Od.
8, 556., , .=^, day. Call.

Fr. 200, Lye. 941 ; cf Ttrai•, fin.

Tiorj, . , a kind of grass or

straw (which some compare to, or

confound with 67.vpa), Theophr.

—

II. a kind of beetle (like 7. or

7.?), or, ace. to others, the water-

spider, that runs on the top of smooth
water. Lat. lipnla, cf Ael. N. A. 8,

13:—also a kind nf small boat, Ar.

Ach 920, 925, as Elmsl. interprets

it from Suid. ; and Dind. quotes
Schol. Pac. 142 to the same effect.

(Perh. from .) [I ?]

Tipfl', for7, before an aspirate,

Hom., a, ov, of or belonging to a, marshy. ["<]', , , standing water, a

pond, pool, Theocr. 25. 15, Ap. Rh.—. Tu. woodlands. Lye. 268., TO, a plant of the narcis.<itts

kind, used for garlands and nose-
gavs, perh. akin to.,, , Tiphys. the pilot of

the ship Argo, +Ap. Rh. 1, lOSf.— 11.

the night-mare., Lat. incubus., , {) like a,
and5=, Strab.' .• f : impf : pres.

pass, : pf pass,, part.: Ep. inf. pres. act. :

impf. act. and pass,.-,
Horn., and Kes. (cf infra ). To
pay honour to a person (whereas rn'O)

is confined to the signf of payiiig

a price) ; hence, to esteem, honour,

respect, like, the bearing of

men towards the gods, II. 8, 540 ; 9,

238; 13, 827, Od. 13, 129. etc. ; and
conversely of the gods towards men,
II. 1. 508 : 9, 110 ; in which signf we
also find the mid., ,
Hes. Th. 428 ; but more usu. of the
respect paid by men to other men,
kings, etc., ,
II. 9, 302 ;, lb. 603 ;

', 1, 244, cf 354;, ,, 9, 110, etc. ; on ., . sub {=) ; ., . 15, 542 ; -. 7.-

, . 9, 631 :—also of things,, they honour right, Od.
14, 84 ; 7. , II. 4, 46:
—in this sense the trag. use only the
pres. and impf (cf infra II),-, Aesch. Theb. 77, cf Ag.
259, 531 ;

—

7., to honour, \. c.

sing the strain, lb. 706 : part. pf.

pass,, honoured, Hom., and
Hes. ; . by any one, II. 24, 533,
Od. 13, 28, etc. ; always of men,
Herm. H. Hom. Ap. 478;

—

in Aesch. Cho. 399 is against the

metre, cf sob.—2. tu value or

rate at a certain worth, •3, , to

value a tripod at twelve steers' north,

a woman at four, 11. 23, 703, 705.

—

II. the fut. and aor. 1,,,
are used by pnst-Homeric poets only
in the signf of, to pay a price,

make return ; and,
only in that of, have a price

paid one, or return made one, so that

these tenses properly belong to,
—e.xcept in the Homeric passages
above quoted.—Perh. also ,
which is strictly only pass., may be
used for in late poets. [Of
pres. and impf, in Ep., I in arsis,

in thesis ; but sometimes t even in

thesis, before a long svl!., e. g., Od.
14, 84; 16, 306 ;—in An. usu. I :—l
in pf pass, always : cf fin.]

',. Dor. forms for,,., ov, Dor. for.,
Pind. []7~,,~7.,&^).7., , , ,=^7.•, Hesych.. Dor. 7., Pind. []
\7.•7^, ,, Dor.=7/--

7^.', a radic. form never found
in pres., this being supplied by the

pf. 7., or the verbs 7,,, etc. : fut. 7^-
:—aor. (as if there were a

pres. 77, which there is not, Pors.

Phoen. 1740) ; imperat. /. ; opt.

7.. Ep. 3 pi. /. (for /.-
), 11. 17, 490

;
part. 7.. /.,

; inf 7<. :—pf (\vith pres.

signf), but as a real pf in

Ar. Plut. 280.—These are all in

Hom. :—from the pf 7^, which
he uses only in indie, is formed the

poet, svncop. imperat. 7^, •
-7'[], Od. 16, 275; opt. •
/., II. 9, 373 ; inf7, [],
for which Hom. uses 7., and
in Od. 13, 307 : kp. part.7.. , Horn., and Hdt.

;

fern,, Od. 20, 23 : the Ep.
aor.7. [] (as if from a pres.), Hom. ; who also has the

Ep. form.7.. 11. 17, 166, subj.,. y. II. 13, 829; 13, 164;
whence a.'7. in Lye. 746.

Strictly, to take upon one's self, to

bear ; to .suffer, undergo, hardship, dis-

grace, etc., but never like, of

bodily loads or burdens; c. ace. rei,7. oV 7.7.. II. 21, 505 ;

'/, submitted to be
wedded to a man, 18. 433 ; 7.-, Pind. 1. 7 (6), 52 ; ,
Aesch. Pr. 704, etc.—2. inf, to dare or

venture to do,~7.7.;
II. 24, 519 ; 7.' 7.•, 1, 228 ; cf 21, 150; 7, 480,

etc. ; so also in Hes., Pind., etc. :—in

Att. poets, to dare to do something con-

trary to one's feelings, whether good or

bad, hence to have the courage, effront-

ery, grace, patience, cruelty, to do any
thing, . ;
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how couldft thou quench thy orbs of
eight .' Soph. O. T. J3'J7

; /
Tcpooovvui, he not so cruel as to for-

sake me, Eur. Ale. 275, (see more ex-
ample.s ap. Monk ad 1.) ; so c. ace.

rei (where may be snppUod), to

dan: ibing. i. e. dare to do It, Soph.
Tr. 71, cf. Kur. Hec. 1251 :—later c.

jjort. pro inf., Aesch. Ag. 1041, Theb.
750; cf. 0.1. 5, 362, Schaf. Soph. El.

943.—3. absol., to be patient, sufimit,

venture, etc., } ?//-, II. 11, 317; esp. in imperat.,

?/ , 1,

580 ; etc. ; , II. ; -/^,. 20, 23.—Poet, word,
used also by Xcn. Cyr. 3, 1, 2 ; -

being the common prose word.(- is radically the same as-
uau), Sanscr. tul, Lat. tol-erare, tul-

isse, (() latus : hence,•
.) Hence7/, ov, Dor. -,()
of enduring soul, stout-hearted, {5-, Anth. P. 9, 472 ; ., a

staunch hound, Pind. Fr. 258 ; .. Id. . 2, 24.*, V. sub */\.]7], ov, , Tlemonidas, a
Spartan, commander of peltastae,

Xen. Hell. 5, 3, 3., adv. from ,
q. V., , , that which is to

be endured, misery, distress, in pi., H.
Horn. Ap. 191.

—

\\. endurance, patience,

Archil. I, 6. Hence//., , , vocat.,(*) :

—

suffering, enduring ; hence,

— J. patient, stedf'ast, stout-hearted, of

Ulysses, II. 10, 231, 498, (to whom a

ascribed, II. 5, C70 ;)

also, bold, during, hardy,/. 11. 21, 430;?
xljvra, Pind. P. 1, 93; cf. Elmsl. He-
racl." 570 ; and in bad signf., over-bold,

recklcf:s, Lat. audax, Aesch. Cho. 383,

596. Soph. El. 439, Eur. Med. 865.—
\\. fxdl of suffering, uretched, miserable,

Theogn. 196, Aesch. Pr. 614, Soph.
Phil. 161, etc.; , •, Eur. Hipp. 1 177, . F. 921 ;-, Id. Hec. 502 :—in

Ar. Thesm. 1072, belongs to, not to.— III.

adv. -, patiently, Aesch. Cho.
749, Eur. Supp. 917.— Poet, word,
used once or twice by Xen.^, ,,^=., , to endure tnisert/, like-.—,., {*?,) =', wretched., , , Tlepolemus,

son of Hercules and Astyoche (or As-
tydamia. Pind. O. 7, 43),.fled from
Argos to Rhodes for murder, and
from Rhodes went with nine ships to

the Trojan war, in which he was
slain, II. 2, 053, sqq. ; 5, 659.—2. son
of Damastor, a Lycian, 11 IG, 416.

—

3. a general of the Athenians, Thuc.
1, 117.—4. a general of Alexander
the Great, Arr. An. 3, 22, 1.—Others
in Pans. ; etc.\, ov, 6, Tlesias, an Athe-
nian archon, Paus. 4, 15, 1.'/. ov,=,,
hard-hearted, Aesch. Ag. 430., , , Tlesimenes,

masc. pr. n., Anth. ; Paus. ; etc., ov, = sq., Eur. In-

cert. 63., ov, {*?.,)
patient of toil, stout-hearted, 0pp. C. 4.

4, H.I, 35.

//,, ,{*) endurance

:

—daring. Hence
1504

T?i;;ri«of, i], ov, of ox for enduring,

patient. Phllo., , , verb. adj. from
*7., — I. act., suffering, enduring,

fatient, stedfast in suffering or labour,

I. 21, 49.^— II. pass., suffered, endured :

to be suffered or submitted to, endura-

ble, Aesch. Pr. 1065, etc. ; cf. Valck.
Hipp. 874.-, , 7], Tlos, a city of Lycia,
Strab. p. 065 ; hence?^,, ,
an inhah. of Tlos, Anth., Ep. for, 3 pi.

aor. pass, of, 11. 16, 374.

[], Ep. for, aor. act.

of. []
fT/yuptof, =:, Call. Cer.

52.

jT/zapof,,^^, Strab., , 6,-6, Dor. for

a ploughshare.,, , ploughed land : a

furrow./, aor 1; aor. 2-
; aor. mid. ; aor. pass.

[] :— Ep. collat. form from, to cut, cleave,, II. 11,

146 : in aor. pass., metaph., to be di-

vided or dispersed, to part, up-
(3 pi. for), 11. 16, 374.

Hom. uses also in the compds. the
pres., aor. 2, and (more freq.j; aor. 1

;

the aor. mid. occurs in Nic. Al. 301.

No pres., or fut. is

found. Hence/, adv.() :

—

by cutting,

or grazing, II. 7, 262.,, , {,) :—that which is cut, cut off, a section,

piece, portion. Plat. Synip. 191 D, etc.
—2. a cut, incision, wound, Id. Gorg.
470 C. Hence, ,() :

—like or in

the form of a.— II. endued with

a quality of cutting or parting, Hipp.^, part. aor. 1 from, II.,, ,{,) :
—

cutting, cutting off or m two. Plat.

Synip. 190 ; . , ravaging
a country. Id. Rep. 470 A ; cf
1. 3, III. 3. — IT. a division,

branch of a subject. Id. Polit. 276 D., a, ov, verb. adj. oi,
to be cut, etc.— II., one must
cut. /. Plat. Soph. 219 D.

'7],, , () one viho

cuts or severs, a destroyer, Nonn., ov, , = foreg., Theophr.
Hence7, , , cutting, severing,

Plat. Tim. 56 A, Theophr. : cutting,

piercing, ., Plut.

2, 697 .
7], ,,() :

—

cut, hewn,

., thongs shaped by cutting.

Soph. El. 747. Eur. Hipp. 1245. — 2.

cut lengthwise, furrowed,, Soph.
El. 803.—3. cut, severed.', ov, (, -) cut duwn with iron,, Anth. P.
14, 19.io, ov, , Tmolus, an early
king of Lydia, Apollod. 2, 6, 3.—II.

Mt. Tmolus, in Lydia near Sardis,
now Bouz Dagh, II. 2, 866 ; Hdt. 5,

100 : sacred to Bacchus, Aesch. Pers.
49 ; cf Strab. p. 625, sqq.^, ov, , Tnephachthus,
an early king of Aegj'pt, Diod. S. 1,

45.

To, neut. of .
'Voap;\^atov, adv., of old, better di-

visim. To., V. sub.', adv., the second time,

better divisim, ().
ToeJi, neut. of oJe.

TOIN, adv., on the whole, better
divisim, to., demonstr. adv., strictly an
old form of the gen., hence, thence,

Hes. Sc. 32 : — also for, Bockh
V. 1. Pind. N. 9, 18 (40), Aesch. Pers.
100, and perh. in He?. I. c.— II. hence,

therefore, thereupon, like TOVTOV,
Aesch. Ag. 220, cf Ap. Rh. 4, 990.—
Only poet.

—

( answers to the re-

lat.. and interrog.,,, q. v.), adv. demonstr., there, in that

place, like,. Od. 15,239 ;

also in H. Horn., and Pind.—II. also
for relat. , where, Pinil. N. 4, 84,
and in Alex, poets, as Theocr. 22,
199

;
yet only to avoid a hiatus or to

make a syll. long by position, Herm.
Orph. Arg. 631, H. Hom. Ven. 158,
Jac. Anth. P. p. 565. — Only poet.

—

Cf the corresponding relat. and in-

terrog. advs. and .), enclit. i)article, strictly an old

dat. for tCj, therefore, accordingly, con-
necting by way of inference ; often
also serving to strengthen an asser-

tion, in truth, in sooth, verily, etc.

(though it is hard to render it by any
English word), frcq. in Hom. ; so too

in Trag., very freq. to introduce a
general sentiment or maxim, Pors.

Hec. 228, Valck. Phoen. 1455: —
rarely to denote the apodosis, as in II.

22, 488.— In prose it very often serves
to strengthen other particles, wliich
it usu. follows ;—cf (sub)
IV. 9), ,,,
(sub II. 10),,, ,, Od. 21, 172 ; , Od. 17,

513 ; , Od. 16, 199 ; but
sometimes is put first, as Toiyiip,,, ; so in, , which however are
mostly contracted by crasis into -

and, as also into,
into —for is not

elided ill those cases, Elmsl. Ar. Ach.
322, Soph. O. C. 1351, Monk Eur.
Hipp. 443., Dor., Ion. and Ep. for, dat.

sing, from (but with this differ-

ence, that always retains its ac-

cent in Dor., Ion. and Ep., while tol
is always enclitic), freq. in Horn.,
and Hdt., v. Herin. H. Hom. Merc.
368.

Toi,, Ep. and Ion. for oi or ol,

al or , iiom. plur. from and 6,
often in Hom., though always ir,

strict demonstr. sense : but in Dor
without any such restriction., a strengthd. form of the
enclit. particle, so then, wherefore,

therefore, accordingly, esp. freq. in

prose, but found as early as Horn.,
II. 1, 70 ; so , II. 10,

427, Od. 8, 402, etc. ; usu. beginning
a speech or narrative :—but not so in

Aesch. Theb. 1033, Pers. 607, Soph.
Aj. 666., Ion. , a
strengthd. form of, esp. freq,

in prose, as Hdt. 4, 148, Plat. Soph.
234 E, 246 B, etc. : esp. with the im-
perat., cf. Soph. Phil. 341.), a strengthd. form of), esp. in prose, usu. at the be-

ginning of a speech or narrative,

Aesch. Supp. 655, Plat. Phaed. 82
D, Gorg. 471 C, etc.: — sometimes
with a word between, as, II. 10, 413, Od. 1, 179 tlroi in

these passages rather the dat. for

?)t. etc., Ep. for Tolv, gen. and dat.

dual from , Hom., () :—a strengthd. form
of the particle , therefore, then,



esp. freq. in piose, .., Hdt. 1,

57.-2. in Alt. oft. used to resume or

continue a speech, further, moreover,

Aesch. Theb. 990, etc. ; -
oil <.., Plat. Gorg. 459 A, cf.

Xen. An. 3, 1, 36, etc.;—sometimes
slightly ironical, Soph. O. T. 1067.—

3. sometimes at the beginning of a

speech, .., referring to

something present to the mind of the

speaker and hearer, 7ioiv I.., Xen. An.

5, 1, 2, cf. Thuc. 5, 87, 89 ; v. ap. Lob.

Phryn. 3i2.

Toio, Jon. and Ep. for , gen.

sing, from , Hom.,{1.), : (.
old gen. of , ?}, ) :

—of such kind,

nature or quality, such, such a..., such-

like, Lat. talis, demonstr. Pron., to

which the relat., interrog.,
and indetin. correspond, very

t'req. as early as Hom., and Hes.

Strictly, requires a following

clause with, as in 11. 1, 262, Od.

J, 257, etc. : but for we have, as in Od. 17, 421 ; or the sim-

ple relat. pron., as in II. 7, 231, Od.

2, 286, etc. ; ), such as..., is

more rare, Od. 16, 203 :—but is

most common in Hom. without any
relat., referring to something gone

before, such as is said ; so also in

Find. I. G (5), 20, Aesch. Eum. 379,

Soph. Aj. 562, etc. :—with the superl.,, Hes. Th. 703,

cf. Lob. Phryn. 424.—In prose, the

simple form is used when a

slight stress only is laid on the qua-

lity, . Plat. Rep. 429 ,
437 , cf Phaedr. 271 D ; otherwise

or.—II., c. inf.,

such as to do, i. e. fit or able to do,, Od. 2, 60 : cf..—
III. with an adj. of the same gender

and case, it makes the proper signf.

of the adj. more prominent, so very,

just...,,]^ of moderate
size, 11. 23, 246 ; ,
a sea so large, Od. 3, 321 ;, so very crafty, Od. 15, 451 ; and
still stronger, ,
so exceedtiig gentle, Od. 11, 135; 23,

282 ; , Od. 20,

302.—IV. Hom. uses the neut.

as adv., so, thus, so very, so much, 11.

22, 241, Od. 1, 209 ; 3, 496, etc.—
Later, we have also., (Ion. ),-, in

common Att. also, etc. :—=:, with stronger demonstr. signf.,

of such kiiul, nature or quality, USU.

with the collat. notion of so great or

excellent,—in Hom. not so freq. as, but in Hdt. and Att. much more
so : Strictly, anteced. to, as-^ ', Od. 1, 371,

cf. II. 24, 375 : but more usu. with-

out any relat.,' '/, Od. 17, 313 ;', 19, 359
;, a host such

and so large, II. 2, 120, 799 ;, Hdt. 2, 73 ; .,
just sjich another, Hdt. 1, 207 : ellipt.,

[rpOTrof], in such wise,

Hdt. 4, 48 ; 7, 10. 5 : ,
in such circumstances, Hdt. 9, 27 :

the sense is made more indef. by, freq. in Att., as Plat.

Syiiip. 173 ; etc. ; but also in Hdt.

4, 50.—In comparison also stands

instead of, Aesch. Pers. 179.

—

In prose narrative is, properly,

as follows,, as aforesaid, Hdt.

1, 8, etc. ; cf. ,. Cf. -., , , Att. also, which however is also
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found in Od. 7, 309; 13, 330, and
seems to prevail in Hdt., while we
find in Aesch. Pr. 601, Ag.

315, and Thuc. 7, 86 : Att. also-, Plat.Theaet. 163 :——
and, but with stronger de-

monstr. signf, of such kind, nature or

quality, in Hom. not so freq. as,
but in Att. the most common of the

three forms, usu. with collat. notion

of so great, etc. ; but sometimes (from

the conte.xt) with that of so small

:

—
strictly anteced. to , as in Od. 4,

269, Plat. Symp. 199 D.etc. ; toocror,

U. 21, 428; to. Plat. Symp. 175

D:—but more freq. without any relat..

Find. O. 6, 24, Hdt., etc. ; tijtoi-, , in such a state

of things, Xen., etc. ;

or , or , he is so

disposed towards any one, Xen. Cyr.

5, 2, 27, Isocr. 4 D ; c. dal.,

TLVusuch in a thing. Soph. Phil. 1271

;

strengthd., r., just such an-

other, Hdt. 1, 207; 3, 47; also in

neut., , -
, Hdt. 1, 120; 2, 5: the sense is

still more indef. in , such

a one, freq. in Att., which phrase we
oft. translate by an adv., as,, it took place

in some such way, nearly so, Polyb. 3,

45, 6.—In prose narrative,

properly refers to what goes before
;

so, (5^, Aesch. ^r.

500 ; cf., fin.—After a ques-

tion, affirms like, (v.

XIH), just so, even so, Valck.

Phoen. 420, "Seidl. Eur. El. 640.—, absol., like the Lat. et sic

porro, , , ships

and such-like, Dem. 96, 10.—Adv. -,
., v. 1. Antipho 143, 7.—Cf. -.( is not a compd. of,, but merely a lengthd.

form from, as,-, etc., from ,,
etc.) [, freq. in Trag. and Com.,
Valck. Phoen. 512, Diatr. p. 109.]

Hence, ov,() ofsuch

shape, Sext. Emp. p. 413., ov, gen. ,=
foreg., ov,(,-) of such fashion 0 kind, such like,

Hdt. 7, 226, Thuc. 2, 13, Plat., etc.

;

v. Epicur. ap Diog. L. 10, 79. Adv.
-., ov,(,)
ofsuch like colour, Hipp., ,(,) of
such kind, like, Luc.
Pisc. 20., Od. 10, 268 ; 21, 93, and,, oft. in Horn.,

— old Ep. forms for , anoma-
lous., 6,( II,) :

—overseer of the rowers on each side of
the ship ; cf. Luc. D. Meretr. 14, 3.

,\,',{ II) :—of a ship,

to lie on her beam-ends., , , dim. from,
Inscr., , , a writing or

painting on the wall: esp. the Annals
of the Roman Pontifex Maximus,
which were written for perusal on
the temple walls: from, ov, (,)
writing or painting on the walls, []7/, , , one who
creeps through a hole in the wall (in

order to steal)
; generally=;Toi;i;(jpii-., ov, , the top of a

wall.

TOKO, () as pass., to

have the conception of a wall, as Opp.
to really seeing one, "Plut. 2, 1120 D ;

cf.., ov, ,=<,
Lob. Phryn. 232., ov, 0, the wall of a house or
court, Hom., who also has in full r., ., II. 16, 212 ; 18,

374 ; r., Hes. Op. 730 ;,
Plat. Rep. 574 D ; ,
Legg. 859 A ; cf.,.
—11. in plur., the sides of a ship, Od.
12, 420, Thuc. 7, 36, Theocr. 22, 12 :

—proverb., ,
' the snug side of the ship,' Ar. Ran.
537. (Akin to, which how-
ever was never used in these senses,
V. fin.)), , f. -,{-) to dig through a wall like a thief

;

to be a housebreaker, Ar. Plut. 165,
Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 62; cf.:
metaph.,, what thievish tricks they

played with their usury, Dem. 925,
24. Hence,, , a hole dug
in the wall : metaph., a thievish trick,

iv],, , a digging through
the wall, housebreaking, Xen. Apol. 25:
and, , , (sc.) a
housebreaker's life, Sext. Emp. : from, ov, o, (,-) :

—

one who digs through the wall,

i. e. a housebreaker, burglar, . -, Plat. Legg. 831 : gene-
rally, a thief, knave, freq. in Ar., as
Ran. 773, Plut. 204.,, advs. from,.. Dor. for, Find. . 6,

112, . 6, 18., ov, , like sq., dim.
from II. [], ov, , dim. from
, a small rate of interest, small profit,

Lat. usurula. [a], ,.. for.,, ,() :
—one who

has just brought forth, haLfoeta,, Od. 14, 16 ;, a lioness with cubs, Eur. Med.
187 : — c. gen., , one's

mother, Id. Hipp. 559. Hence, , to be near delivery, Cra-
tin. Incert. 93., , 6,=, birth, deliv-

ery, Arist. Gen. An. 2, 8, 21, Leon.
Tar. 71.—II. that which is broughtforth,
Agath. prooem. Anth. 64., , ,() :

—one who
begets, a father : in Hom. always,
and in Hes. usu. in plur., -, parents ; so also in Trag. ;—also

in dual, Od. 8, 312 ; the sing, in Hes.
Th. 138, 155, Aesch. Eum. 658 (cf.

sub) :—Horn., Hes., and Hdt.
usu. have the Ion. forms,,
etc. : yet in II. we have also the gen., cf. Lob. Phryn. 69 : the dat.

in an Epigr. in Bockh Inscr.

1, p. 536. _,,()=, Hipp.,( II) ;

—

to lend on in-

terest, err' , Dem. 1122,

27 ; r., to practise usury, Anth.
P. 11, 309. Hence, , , the practice of usu-

ry, Xen. Vect. 4, 6 ; Arist. Pol. 1,

11,3.,, ,() an usurer,.

Flat. Ale. 2, 149 E., , to practise sordid

usury, Plut. 2, 34 D, Luc, etc. : from, ,( II,) ;
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—one who splits interest, i. e. calculates

his usury to a fraction, a sordid usurer,

Plut. 2, 18 E, Luc, etc.
;
generally,—7, Jac. A nth. P. p. 598.?., , ij, a taking of inter-

est., ,( V. 2):—one who exacts interest., , ,() :
—a bringing

forth, birth, of women, II. 19, 119, H.

Car. 101 ; of animals, II. 17, 5 : in

plur., Soph. O. T. 26, 173, Eur., etc.

;

r. , the time of her de-

liver;/, Hdt. 1, 111, of. Soph. Fr. 424.

—2. the offspring, young child, son,

, II. 7, 128 ; of an eagle, -, }
, 0(1. 15, 175 : , his

son, Aesch. Theb. 372, cf. 407, etc.—
II. metaph., the produce of money lent

out, hence interest, Lat. usura ( as

Shakspere says of usurers, that they
' take aorfed of barren metal,' cf. Plat.

Rep. 555 E, Arist. Pol. 1, 10, 5) ; -, Pmd. . 11 (10), 12; in

sing, and pi., Ar. Nub. 18, 20, 34, etc.

;

, Plat. 1. c. ; -. Lysias 148, 16 ;, Plat. Legg. 742 C ; tokol, compound interest, Ar. Nub.
1140 ; cf. II, III,

and on the whole question of Greek
interest, v. Bockh P. E. 1, 164 sq.

—

2. of the produce of land, Xen. Cyr. 8,

3,38., .( II,) to

bring in interest, Dem. 1362, 25.

ilO/Jpiov, , TO, Tolerium, a city

of Latium, Dion. H.
tTo/.<aro'ioyiot,, , the Tolisto-

hogii, one of the chief tribes of the

Galatae in Asia Minor, Strab. p. 566.

., , and Ion. 7., ,
which prevails also in early Att., El-

lendt Lex. Soph., Dind. Eur. Ion

1416 ; though must be allowed

in Eur. Andr. 702, Ion 1264, Ixion

2 : is Dor., as in Pind. :

—

co%ir-

age to undertake or venture a thing,

boldness, daring, Pind. O. 9, 122, etc.,

Hdt. 2, 121, 6, and Att.: -, courage for noble acts, Pmd. N.

7, 86.—2. esp. in bad sense, over-bold-

ness, recklessness, Lat. audacia, Aesch.

Cho. 996, Soph. O. T. 125, Eur., etc.;

- , Isae. 60, 43 ;, Plat. Lach. 197 ;

., Id. Apol. 38 D ; etc.

(•Akin to *?., q. v., Lat. tolerare.)^?, ov, , Tolmaeus, father

of Tolmides, an Athenian, Thuc. 1,

108 ; 4, 53., , f. -7;, Ion.,
Hdt. 8, 77, for.
Dor.() :—like*, to under-

take, take heart either to do or bear any

thing terrible or difficult (v.*
II), freq. in Hom., usu. absol., as,

kvl ,
II. 17, 68, cf. 10, 232 ; c. ace. rei, to

endure, undergo. Plat. Legg. 872 E.

—

2. c. inf., to have the heart, cruelty, etc.,

to do a thing in .spite of any natural

feeling, like Lat. audere, c. inf., 11. 8,

424, Od. 9, 332, etc. ; see examples
(as of T/ajvai), ap. Monk Alcest. 285 :

sometimes c. part, pro inf., Od. 24,

162:— more rarely c. ace,, to undertake, venture on it,

Od. 8, 519 ; , Pind. P.

5, 156 ; , etc., Jac. Antli.

P. p. 438 ; hence m pass., -, such things as my father

had dared (or done) against him, Seidl.

Eur. El. 275:—also in prose, as Plat.

Apol. 31 C, Symp. 182 E, etc., , , Dor. -,
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Pind. () :

— enduring, stedfast,

stout-hearted, Od. 17, 284 : daring, bold,

adventurous, 11. 10, 205, Pind. P. 4,

157, like the prose 7..—Ep.
contr.,, , whence su-

perl./. Soph. Phil. 984,

where others wrongly read-, V. Buttm. Ausf. Gr. ^ 60 Anm.
3.,, ,() -.—an

adventure, enterprise, freq. in Eur., usu.

in plur.; but in sing., Phoen. 1076;

T. , Ar. Plut. 419
;

cf. Thuc. 6, 54, etc.7], , ij, boldness, rashness.', , , usu. prose form
for, Antipho 122, 30, Thuc.
1. 74, etc., Lvs. 186, 14, etc. ; also in

Eur. Supp. 305. Adv. -, Thuc. 3,

83.,,, poet, contr. for, q. v.,, ,() a being

bold, daring, Def. Plat. 412 B., verb. adj. from -, one 7nust venture, etc., , Eur.
Med. 1051, etc.?, ov, b,() a bold,

venturous man, Thuc. 1, 70 : .,
Anth. P. 9, 678., ov, o,=foreg., Agath., , ,=-.., , , verb. adj. from^, ventured, to be ventured or

hazarded, Sappho 2, 17, Soph. Phil.

634, Eur. Hel. 816.'\, , , Tolmides, son of

Tolmaeus, an Athenian general,

Thuc. 1, 108, 113 ; etc.—2. a herald

of Cyrus the younger, Xen. An. 3, 1,

46., v..', or divisim , as

adv., henceforward, for the future, freq.

in Att.—2. for the rest, accordingly,

Xen. An. 3, 2, 8.

^?., ov, , Tolophus, an Ae-
tolian, Thuc. 3, 100.\, a, ov, Tolophonian,

of Tolophon, a city of the Locri Ozo-
lae, Thuc. 3, 101., , , =.
[]7, , , fit for accom-

plishing.

(?.) :—strictly, to

wind off carded wool into a clew for

spinning, Ar. Lys. 587 :—usu. met-

aph.,— 1. ., like aniS, to contrive, devise, invent

stratagems, Od. 19, 137: so,

., to work one grief, Eur. Rhes.
744.—2. to wind up, achieve a hard task,

T., II. 14, 86, Od. 1 , 238, etc. ;, how great things

he achieved in War, 11. 24, 7 :—cf. -.?., , , clew or ball wound
up, wool carded arid ready for spinning,

Lat. glomus. Soph. Fr. 920, Ar. Lys.
586.—II. a lump, ball of any thing,, Eubul.. 4 : then,—
111. from a likeness of shape,— 1. a

globular cake.—2. a round kind of

gourd, pumpkin, LXX.\, , , Tolosa now Tou-
louse in Gaul, Strab. p. 188., a, ov, also, ov,() :

—cutting.—II. pass., cut, cut off, -, Aesch. Cho. 168; .,
lb. 539, Supp. 268,—to be explained

from the phrase , Blomf.
Ag. 16.^,, , pecul. fern, to. ., from which
the Argo was formed, Orph. Arg.

1161.,,, dim. from-

TONA, a, ov, of Tomarus, To-
marian : from, , , ^TomatusOT Tma-
nis, a mountain of Epirus, not far

from Dodona ; also written,
Strab. pp. 327, 328+ : v. sub-. t[u in Cailim. Cer. 52.]. , ()) to need cutting,/, a disease that calls for
the knife, Soph. Aj. 582., , , (ro/i^)= sq. II.

Medic.,, , Dor. dat. plur. to•, Archimed., v. Buttm. Ausf. Gr.
52 fin. not. : () :

—one that cuts.

—2. a shoemaker's knife. Plat. Ale. 1,

129 C : also, pincers, a forceps. Medic.—3. oi. the cutting teeth, incisors.

—II. in mathematics, a section, conic

or spherical. Math. Vett.^,, , Tomeus, a moun-
tain in Messenia, near Coryphasium,
Thuc. 4, 118.—2.=/, Strab., &dy.,=^p,hoh. Phryn.
50., , ,() :

—

the end left

after cutting, a stump of a tree, II. 1,

2"35, cf. Soph. Fr. 479 ; the end of a
beam, Thuc. 2, 70 ; ?. iv ^, stones cut square at the
e?id. Id. 1, 93 ; the place from which a
lock of hair has been cut, Aesch. Cho,
230.— II. a cut, stroke, wound. Soph.
Tr. 887, Eur. El. 160. etc.— III. cut-

ting, cutting off or down, Soph. Tr.
700:—esp,, as a surgical operation,

Pind. P. 3, 95 ; .. Plat.

Prot. 354 A, etc. ; cf. I. 2.—
IV. severance, separation, . nai -. Plat. Tim. 61 D.

iTpo, ov, 6, the Toments, a
river of India, Arr. Iml. 24, 1., , ,() one who has
been cut or castrated, ., a wetlicr^

Antiph.. 2, 4., , , () of or for
cutting., ov, () cut, Ar. Lys.
192: (sc. itpa),=,
parts of a sacrifice used on taking sol-

emn oaths, lb. 180, Antipho 139, 42,
Dem. 642, 18.,,,^ II.

+<, , , Tomi, a city on the
Euxiiie near Odessus, so calleii ace.

to myth, from, because Medea
here cut in pieces her brother Absyr-
tus. Apollod. 1, 9, 24.. ,, veri). adj. from,
cutting : sharp. Plat. Tim. 61 E, v. 1.

Dem. 777, 3: compar.,
Pseudo-Phocyl. 110; superl. --. Soph. Aj. 815, ubi v. Lob.— Adv.
-, sharply, clearly. Call. Fr. 78.

(), ov, , () :

—

a cut : a
piece cut off, a slice,, -, Ar. Eq. 1179, 1190.— 11. a
part of a book written and rolled up by
itself, a volume, tome., ov, 0, a priest at Dodona.
(Usu. deriv. from=,
as if for, whence some
critics read or for

in Od. 16, 403. Others de-

rive It from mount Epirus,

Steph. Byz., cf. V'irg. Eel. 8, 44, and
Juppiter Tmarius in Claudian Bell.

Get. 18: the mountain is called-
by Strabo, p. 328, Tomarus by

Plin. ; others again from,,
and understood it of an eunuch-
priest.)\, , ij, Tomyris, queen
of the Scythae, who is said to

have conquered and slain the el-

der Cyrus, Hdt. 1, 205 ; in Luc.-., a, ov,() :

—

stretched,



strained : . (sc.), strain-
|

erf, loud voice, Alex. ,?,. 1., , ,{) :

—

tun-

tng-pipe, pitch-pipe, to give the key for

singing or speaking{ -, ;3-, Pliit. . Gracch. 2): elsewh.- []^, Eust./., . sq.

or -. to speak inartic-

ulately, mutter, babble, . Ach. 683,

Ran. 747, Vesp. 614 (in all which
passages the best MSS. and Edd.
have the form in -, cf. Lob. Phryn.
358).—Rarer coliat. forms,-

or -?.. Pherecr. Metall. 1, 4 ;

contr. or. 0pp. C.

2, 541 ; 3, 169. Hence, ,
muttering ;, , , a mut-
terer, like ^,., a, ov,() consisting

of one tone,, Arist. Probl. 19,

47, Plut. 2, 1018 F, etc., tofurnish with a tone or ac-

c-ent., , or, of or hy stretching.

—2. consisting of one tone., , like a tone., ov, 0.() that by which
a thing is stretched, or that which can

itself be stretched, a rope, cord, brace,

band, oi /., the cords

of beds, Hdt. 9, 118, cf. Ar. Eq. 532
(v. sub~) ;/., Aesch. Fr. 175 :— also of the
single strands of a rope, -, Xen. Cyn. 10. 2.—2. in animals,

oi are the sinews or tendons, Lat.

nenn, Hipp. ; v. Foes. Oecon.—3. in

machines, and, strains

and counter-strains, Plut. ; cf. Id.

Marcell. 15.—II. a stretching, tighten-

ing, bracing, straining, strain, r., Hdt. 7, 36.—2. esp. of sounds,
a straining, raising of the voice, Dem.
319, 3, etc.: hence,

—

a. a tone, note,

of the voice. Plat. Rep. 617 B, etc. ;

of a musical instrument, Plut. 2. 827
B, etc. : metaph., of colour, lb. 563 E.—b. the tone or accent of a word or

syllable, Gramm.—c. -, hexameter measure, Hdt. 1, 47,

62; T., Hdt. 1, 174.

—

d. in

the later musical writers, were
the of Plato, and Arist.,

measures or modes, Lat. modi, Plut. 2,

1134 A, 1135 A, etc.: in the earliest

Greek music there were three, ace.

to the different divisions of the Te-
trachord, viz., the Dorian, Lydian and
Phrygian : of these each was one
tone higher than the other, so that

the Dorian was lowest, the Lydian
highest, and the Phrygian between
the two : but as in later times each
of these was subdivided by a half-

tone, there were added two new
tnodes. the Ionian between the Dori-

an and Phrygian, and the Aeolian
between the Phrygian and Lydian.
Afterwards the number was still fur-

ther extended, and there arose two
systems, the smaller of eleven, the
larger of fifteen modes, having their

names compounded from the five

just mentioned, v. Bockh de Metr.
Find. p. 212 sq., where the pe-

culiar character of each is given.

—

2. exertion offorce, straining one's pow-
ers, and so, generally, force, strength,

intensity. Plut. Demetr. 21, etc.; r., Id. Brut. 31.—IH. metaph., <Zi-

reclion. course,' .
Find. . 10 (1 1), 76; olim :— ', like Lat. unum
tenorem tenere, Plut. Demosth. 13.

Hence

-',, to stretch, strain, brace up, I

Tim. Locr. 103 : esp., to strengthen

the sound ; to place the tone or accent

on a word or syllable, accentuate it,

Gramm., V, sub I. 3., , contr. for,
Hipp., , ,() a stretch-

ing, bracing : esp., a strengthening of
the sound by the tone or accent, accent-

uation., -,.{) belonging

to, fi.1 for stretching or strengthening., f. -, dep. mid.,() :
—to shoot with a bow,,

at one, Od. 8, 218; 22, 27.— Poet,

word, for which is usu. in

prose.. ov. o,= sq., Anth. P.

append. 319, Ael. N. A. 11, 40./.,.(,.) mighty
with the bow, Orph. H. 57, 2., TO, dim. from. []iap.. , Toxaris, a Scy-
thian, who visited Athens and be-

came the friend of Solon, honoured
after death by the Athenians as a

hero, in the character of -. Luc. Scyth. 2.—2. a chief

character in Lucian's dialogue so
entitled., ov, o,= sq., ov, , lord of the bow, a
bowman, archer, Aesch. Pers. 556 ; cf.

I. fin.— II. the captain of the

at Athens. Thuc. 3, 98 ; cf.

Bockh P. E. 1, 278. (From,
as- from -.), ov, o,= sq., Nicet., , . a shooting with the

bow, archery, Plut. ?—II. collective

for oi, the archer-force, Phi-
lostr., , drawing the how., , , () that

which IS shot, an arrow, Pind. I. 5 (4),

59, Hdt. 4, 132, etc. ;, the distance of a bow-
shot, Hdt. 4, 139 ; -, to come within shot, Xen. Cyr.

1, 4, 23 ; so, ', lb.

:

—metaph., -, Aesch. Supp. 1005, cf. Ag.
240. Soph. Ant. 1085.—II. collective

in jiUir. for oi, the archery,

Hdt, 6, 112, Plut. Pyrrh. 21.,, , a bowman : as prop,

n., Bowyer, Hes. Fr. 41, 4., . a shooting with the bow', /, , = sq., Arat.,

etc. : fem., 0pp. C. 3,

22., ov, ,() a bowman,
archer, II. 23, 850. Hence^, , , fond of the bow
or archery., , , struck by an arrow,

shot, , Soph. Phil. 335:
verb, adj. from, like the poet,,{) to shoot until the bow,, at

a mark, II. 23, 855 : -,,' -
. Soph. Ant. 1034; also,

or , Hdt. 1, 214; 8, 12S ; ,
4, 94; absol., to use the bow, Id. 1,

136.—2. metaph.. to shoot or aim at,

c. ace, ,
this hath mv mind aimed at in vain,

Eur. Hec. 603, cf. Tro.255.cf. Soph.
0. T. 1 196 : so, -, Eur. Incert.

173.— IT. to shoot or slay with the bow,

Ttva, Hdt. 3, 74 ; in pass., Xen. An.
1, 8, 20.—III. to shoot from a bow, ,
hence metaph., ., Pind. I. 2,

5, so,?. •

, Aesch. Supp. 446 ; -, Eum. 676., , (, ?) -.—fur-
nished uith the bow,, Eur. .Ale. 35.—2.=-, .. Id. . F. 188;
. -'/, the twang of the bow-string,

lb. 1063., , ,() of orfor the

bow, T.,, Aesch. Pers.

460, Fr. 123.— 2. /) (sc.),
bowmanship, archery. Plat. Symp. 197
A, etc. ; cf..—II. -. collectively, the bowmen, for ol.—2. TO T. (sc.), poi-

son /"or smearing arrows with, Diosc., , , Toxicrale, fem.
pr. n., daughter ot Thespius, Apollod.

2, 7, 8 : cf sq., ov, and poet, jj, ov, or
perh., ,(,)
lord of the bow, prob. only found as
prop, n.. Lob. Phryn. 660.^, , oi. the Toxili, an In-

dian people, Dion. P. 1141.', ov,^=sq., Orph. H.
33, 6., ov, (, '/..

)

shooting with the bow, Anth. P. 12. 181.,, o,^sq., Aesch
Pers. 26, 30. [\, ov. (,)
subduing with the bow, ., the
war of archers, i. e. the Persians,
Aesch. Pers. 86 (cf I. fin.)

;

, Eur. Hipp. 1451, cf. Diphil.. 1, 3., , shaped like a bow., , , a bow - case or
quiver.., ov, {, .)
famed for the bow, Pind. Fr. 279., ov, TO, a bote, its arrows be-
ing. , Horn., who, like Hdt.,
is fond of using the plur. for

the sing., usu. with epith.?:
the Homeric bow was of two pieces

of horn joined by the in the
middle, 11. 1 1, 375 ; the word for the

string being or ,
and for the ends, :—for a de-
scription of a man drawing a bow, v.

II. 4, 123 sq. : , to draw
the bow, II. 5, 97 ; also, ^,
II. 11, 582;,. 13, 583; so
later, ,,-. cf. sub voce. ; though these
words often mean only to string it

:

cf /.— The bow was spe-

cially the Oriental weapon, hence,

1) (i. e. the Persians), opp. to7 ( i. e. the Greeks ),

Aesch. Pers. 147; cf.,, I. — Aletaph.,, by guess, Aesch. Cho. 1033.—2.

sometimes, the bow is used for bow-

manship, archery, ,
Horn.; , Hdt. 1,

73 ; . Soph. Tr.
266.—II. esp. in plur., bow and arrows,

Hom., Hdt.. V. Interpp. ad Soph.
Phil. 652, Eur. Ion 524 : and some-
times perh. Tu for the arrows

only. Soph. Phil. 654, Plat. Legg.
815 A.—III. any thing bowed or arched,

an arch ; the rainbow, Lat. orciis coeli,

Aesch. ap. Niik. Choeri!. p. 189;?., the curve described by liquor

thrown from a cup, Critias 1, 2.

(Prob. from,, through
the Dor. form, q. v.), , (,) to

make like a bow, to arch, r. ',
of a supercilious person, Ar. Lys. 8

;

cf., , , a making of bows., , making bows., , , () bowman-
ship, archery, II. 13, 314, Eur. Andr.
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1194:—poet, word, ' being

used in prose.,, (.,,-) armed with the bow, Aescll. Supp.
288. ., ov, , {):— bow-

man, archer, 11. 11, 385, Hdt. 3, 39,

etc. :—it was the device on Persian

coins. Plot. Artax. 20; cf. ou I.

fin.—2. the Archer, Arcilenens, a sign

in the Zodiac.

—

II. at Athens, -
were the policemen, also called', because they were slaves

bought by the state, and usu. from

the parts north of Greece, Andoc. 24,

8, Aeschin. 51, 19: v. Ar. Ach. 54,

711, Eq. 605, etc., cf. Hern». Pol. Ant.

^ 129, 13; V. sub-,, , fern, from foreg.,

archeress, epith. of Diana, Call. Dian.

223 : at, name of a play by

Aesch.—II. (I loophole for shooting ar-

rows through, Polyb. 8, 9, 3., , [, ) :

—

drawing the how, ?. ., skill in ar-

chery, of the Persians, Aesch. Pers.

55; T-, the bow-stretching ar-

row, lb. 239 ; cf I. fin., , to hear a bow, of

Cupid, Anth. P. 12, 162: from, oi>, (, ) :
—

bow-bearing, epith. of Diana, II. 21,

483; of Apollo, H. Ap. 13, 126, etc.;

of the Cretans, Pind. P. 5, 54 ; hence,

.=>], Hdt. 1, 103, Orac. ap.

9, 43., , () = :
—to

bend like a bow, Aretae., ov, , Diod. ; and -, ,^, =sq., ov, , the yelloiv or Orien-

tal topaz, Dion. P. 1121; Pliny's to-

paz (H. N. 37, 32) seems to be differ-

ent., f. -,() to put in

a place ; but usu.,—II. to aim at ; me-
taph., to guess, divine, , Aesch. Ag.

1369, Soph. Fr. 225, Ar. Vesp. 73,

Plat., etc. ; Tztp'i . Plat. Theaet.

155 D., adv.,=7raAni, long since,

long ago. [], adv., of old, formerly., adv., altogether, quite, wholly:

but, , in general, for the mass

of men, opp. to, Pind. O. 2,

153. [Where the ult. is short, v.,
sub fin.], \•.,=7. [pu], adv.,=. [], -, adv., =,
Od., and Hes. [<], adv.,^-, Horn., and
Hes. [], ov, , =,
LXX., , , the province or of-

fice of a, LXX.: from, ov, , also ?}, (,) ruling over a place ; j ., the

mistress, Aesch. Cho. 664 : ., gov-

ernor., ov, , a rope, cord, Ar-

chipp. On. 1, Strattis Mac. 1 ; cf. -., , ,( II,-) discussion on a or f07?i-

mon-ptace, rhetorical treatment of the

same, Longin. 11,2./, ov, TO, Ion. for.
Call. Del. 315.—II. a cut hedge, Pliny's

opus topiarium., , ,{) belongi7ig to

a place, local .—adv. -, with refer-

ence to place, Plut. 2, 424 E.—II• con-

cerning or common-places. Aris-

tot. wrote a treatise () on
the subject ; being, he says, the me-
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TOPE
thod or system of drawing conclusions

in probable matter, the art thereof be-

ing }/, Top. 1, 1, 1., , , dim. from, a

small place., ov. , of, from or belong-

ing to a place, [t], \.,=^., , , place-

writer, an Aegyptian magistrate,

Biickh iiber eine Aeg. Urkunde auf
Papyros, p. 18., , to describe a place

or country, Strab. : and, , , a description of
a place or cotmtry, topography, Strab. :

from, ov, (,)
describing a place or country : hence,

T., a topographer, [a], . , the situation of a
place, Diod.— II. the description of a

place, topographical account, Cic. Att.

1, 13, 5 : from
oo,,(o,)tomar'k

the situation of a place, like-, Strab., ,(,) to

rule or be master of a place, Philo.,, ,=^., adv., = ?,
Pind. . 1, 52 ; also written divisim., , (,)
to wngr war by holding strong positions

which the enemy dares not attack,

Plut. Flamin. 3, Cleom. 20.—II. r., to fight for position,

Diod.

TO, ov, , a place, spot, l,at.

locus, regio, first in Aesch., and then
freq. in all Att. writers : freq. per-

iphr., , i. e. the

whole earth, Aesch. Eum. 249 ; -?.. Id. Supp. 232 ;, Eur. -\lc. 67;, Plat. Legg. 760 C ;

cf. Valck. Hipp. 1053 ;, the local circumstances of a dis-

trict, Dem. 48, 22 -.—, c. gen., in

place of, instead of, Hdn. : avu,
on the spot, immediately, Henn. Eur.
Supp. 622 (604) ; , Polyb.

4, 72, 5 ; , at a wrong
place, Strab.—2. a place or part of the

body, Foes. Oecon. Hipp.—3. a place,

passage in an author, susp. in Xen.
Mem. 2, 1, 20, v. Valck. Hdt. 2, 117.— II. a common-place, hi rhetoric, Arist.

Rhet. 1, 2, 211, cf. 2, 23,—whose
are Cicero's loci communes de

Orat. 3, 27, Topica passim.

—

III. me-
taph., a place, occasion, opportunity,

susp. in Thuc. 6, 54., ov, 6, a representative,

Lat. locum tencns., .,=, Horn., and
Hes.:, adv.,=L,
Hoin. :,.,=^ :

also written divisim., adv., first, at first, in the

first place, Horn., and Hes. : also writ-

ten divisim., ov, 6, a vulture. Call. Fr.

204, Lye. 357, 1080.—II. --, i. e. a swan, Lye. 88., ov, ro,=:sq., Diosc. 3,

63. [0], ov, TO, an umbelliferous
plant,/mri-ifor/, Schneid. Nic.Th.841.

iTopeurai, , ot, the Torcatae, a

people on the Pakis Maeotis, Strab.

p. 495 : m Dion. P. 682 the
prob. the same., , ,( II) carving

in relief, in metal or wood, Plut.

Aemil. 32, etc.,, , embossed work,

TOPN
work in relief (v. II), Strab.

:

a piece of such work, a vase worked in

relief, etc., Menand. p. 12.—11. in Eur.
H. F. 078, =, a wheeling
round, v. Matthiii ad 1. : Herm., with
Steph., reads., , , () the knife

or graver of a : also, a kind
of borer or piercer, Leon. Tar. 4.'^, ,=^., ov, , one who works in

relief (v. 11), Polyb. 26, 10, 3.

Hence, , , of, belonging to

a, or to work in relief, skilled

therein, Clem. Al. :— ?;- (sc.),
the art of embossing or working in re-

lief, esp. in metal, Plin. 34, 19, §1,
2 ; cf. II., , , worked in relief or
chased,, Menand. p. 294

:

metaph., elaborate,., Crinag.
15 ; cf. Bentl. Call. Fr. 40 : verb. adj.

from, strictly,=*£•, to bore

through: metaph., uoi/v ., to sing a
piercing strain, proclaim loud and shril-

ly, Ar. Thesm. 986; though Bentl.

and others would there read-.—II. to work figures by beating tho
metal into rounded prominences (cf.'), i. e. to work in relief, ox (acc.

to others) to chase, hat. caelare, Paus.,
etc.: V. Diet. Antiqq. p. 179.—Oft. con-
founded with ; Lob. Phryn.
324, Meineke Menand. 294.*, obsol. pres., whence the
aor. 2' :—to bore, pierce,, 11. 11, 236 ; more rarely aor,

1, part,, . Merc.
119 :— the redupl. aor. is only
traced in Hesych. with the interpret..—IF. metaph., to proclaim in

shrill, piercing fes, in which signf.

Ar. Pac. 381 uses the irreg. fut. -
: cf. I, and .

(Orig. identical with, Irom',, akin to,-, as also to, etc. : the col-

lat. form was usually confined
to one signf)^3, ov, 6, Torehus, masc. pr.

n., Plut., ,,() bored, pierc-

ed : vulnerable, Lyc. 456., Lyc. 262, and, ,—
sq. 11., ov, , any hole, socket, in

whicn a pin or peg is stuck, Hdt. 4.

74, cf. Wessel. Diod. 2, 8 : the nave
of a wheel, like : the socket

in which a door turns, Vitruv.

—

II.

=, the turning-post, like,, Lyc. 487., , ,() turning

as on a lathe, a rounding off.
— 11. crook-

ed timber for ship-building, Theophr.,, ,() that

which is turned on a lathe, rounded :

the turner's chips or shavings, Diusc., ov, , a turner's

chisel, Theophr., ov, o,() a turn-

er, worker in wood, etc. Hence, , , fit for or fond
of turning on a lathe.

- - -, ,
lyre-turner and shield-maker, comic
word in Ar. Av. 491., ,, turned on a lathe :

verb. adj. from() :

—

to turn, work
with a lathe and chisel, Lat. tornare .

to round. Plat. Criti. 113 D: in mid.,

. Id. Tim. 33 :—metaph. of verses,

to turn neatly, or round off', Ar. Thesm.
54, cf. Schaf. Piut. Aemil. 37 :—geu-



erally, to twist round, Eur. Cycl. 661.

(Cf. Topevo) fin.),, , dim. from., , shaped like a circle,

rounded., , , carpotter^s tool for
drawing a round, like our compasses,

prob. a mere pen or pencil at the end
of a string, Lat. lomus, Theogn. 803 ;. Hdt. 4,

36, cf. Plat. Phil. 51 C, 56 ;, Eur. Bacch. 1067.—. turner's chisel, a lathe-chisel,, Aesch. Fr.

54 : (hence,). — 2. a carver's

knife or chisel, Lat. scalprum, caelum,

Voss Virg. Eel. 3, 38.— III. that which

is turned, a circle, rmmd, Dion. P. 157.

(Orig. identical with and-
, akin to,,, *-
.) Hence, , to round, make round,

mark off uilh compasses : Horn, uses

only the mid., , they

rounded them off the barrow, 11. 23,

255 ; ,
he will round him office ship's bottom,

wnrk it round and smooth, Od. 5, 249 ;

cf. Dion. P. 1170., , , ():— piercing;

esp. of the voice, piercing, thrilling,

and so prob. , Aesch.

Cho. 32 : esp. in adv., -, Eur. Ion 696 ; and of the ear,

acute, fine, Anth. P. 7, 409.—2. me-
taph., like , clear, distinct,

plain,,, Aesch. Ag. 616,

1062, 1162 ; esp. in adv., -, Emped. 92 ; r. ?., -)?--, Aesch. Fr. 609, Ag. 632, etc.

;

T. , Eur. Ion 696.—
Cf.* II, 1.— II. of per'

sons, sharp, ready, active, Xen. Lac.

2, 11 ; ,
Heind. Plat. Theaet. 175 .,, ,() :

— borer, used
in trying for water. Philyll.. 1,

ubi V. Meinek. : hence, *-, --, , , Torus, a mountain
of Sicily, Polyb.

or ropor<'f, imitation

bird\<) note, Ar. Av. 267.^. , , Tortyra, name of

a city, Ath. 30 A.^,,, Torylaus, Thes-
salian, Thuc. 4, 78., Hipp., and, =

: from, , , () :^^ stirrer,

Udle for stirring things while boiling,

Lat. tudicuja, Ar. Eq. 984. Av. 78. [i

in Ar. : but in Leon. Tar. 14, 6, cf.

Draco p. 86 : nothing can be proved
from Eupol. Incerl. 60.], , , verb. adj. from
TOpvvdu, stirred up or about., to stir, stir up or about, Ar.

Eq. 1172. [v]\, , ov, of Torone, To-
ronean ; , the prom-
ontory of Torone. elsewhere called

Derrhis, Hdt. 7, 122: .,
the Toronean gulf, now g\x\i of Cos-
sandria, Strab. p. 330.

tTopui/?/, . , Torone, a city of

Macedonia, Hdt. 7, 122; in Chatci-

dice, Thuc. 4, 110., adv.() so many times,

so often, Ep. also, and-, in Hom. only the latter, cf.. [], a, ov, Ep.,
poet, for, Jac. Anth. P. p. 141

;

cf. the correlative. [], adv., =roffu/i/,f, An-
iloc. 34, 3, Plat. Rep. 546 C, Xen.,

etc. [uj

, a,,{)
so many fold, so many times, so many
or so much more, corresponding to the

relat.. [], ov, gen.,—
foreg., adv., ire so many ways,

Arist. Anal. Pr. 1, 36, 1., ad\'.,=, to-day., , or, Ep.. , ov, like

Lat. tantus, of size, so great : of space,

so wide : of time, so long : of number,
so mayiy : of sound, so loud: in gen.

of degree, so much, so very:— oft. in

Horn., both in common and Ep form
;

so too in Hes. : usu. answered by the

relat., which we express by as,

oiiTi ?, II. 2,

528, etc. ; but oft. stands absol.,

esp. in Horn., when it either refers to

something gone before, so great as has

been said, or to a well-known magni-

tude, which may be great or small,

ace. to the context: with numeral
adverbs, , thrice as many, 11.

1, 213 ; 21, 80 ; 24, 686, cf. 9, 379 : so

also in Find., Hdt., and Att.

—

is used absol. as a demonstr. pron.

only in poets, for which in prose we
usu. find or. Yet

is used in prose, when a slight

stress only is laid the quantity,-, , so and

so much. Plat. Phaedr. 271 D, Dem.
1307, 18; .
Plat. Legg. 721 D : cf..—2. -

is used as a relative, for.
Lat. quan/us, by Find. N. 4, 8 ; cf.

Call. ApoU. 94.—II. in Hom..
and are very freq. as adv.

with verbs and adverbs, so much, so

far, so very, Lat. tantum ;7,
so much too much, Od. 4, 371 ; 15,

405 : ...,, II. 3, 12 ; 6, 450,

etc. ; so, ..., , II. 22, 424, Od.

4, 106 ; ..., . II. 4, 130.-2., so long since, is always used

of time, often in Hdt., v. Schweigh.
ad 6, 81, cf. 5, 88. Plat. Legg. 642 E.
—3. 70..., with a compar., Lat.

eo, quo, tanto, quanto. Plat. Legg. 665

E.—4. Opp. uses also like the

Lat. tantum, only, C. 2, 183.— Cf. TO-,.,,, Ep.,
=, with stronger demonstr.
signf.. Horn., who has both common
and Ep. form, but not so freq. as -, while in Att. it is more freq., and
in prose the regular form, v. sub -

: — in Ep.,

joined, v. •'5:—. Plat. Rep. 457 ; etc.

:

— c. inf ,so strong, so able, to do a thing,

Od. 3, 305 ; with an answering,
II. 14, 94 ; 18, 430.—II., Ep., as adv., so very, so inuch, to

such a degree, 11. 22, 41, Od. 21, 253.

—Att.,,, this

so great as it is, etc., e. g. in a mathe-
matical demonstration, Plat. Meno
83 D.,,{,-) of so large a number, Aesch. Pers.

432.,,, (in Att. more
freq., Valck. Hipp. 1250,

Elmsl. Med. 254, and so even in Od.

;

yet in comedy usu.) : Ep.,^. :—pron., =-., with
a stronger demonstr. signf : Horn,
has both common and Ep. form, but
more rarely than, while in Att.

it is very freq. : also to designate a
very small degree, hence,
like'', only so much, so

much and no more, Valck. Hipp. 804,

Lob. Soph. Aj. 747 ; -

, opp. to, Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 22 :

—

-, Lat. eatenus, Hdt. 3, 113 ; so, stt?

., Id. 6, 97: in neut. c. gen.,-, Od. 21, 402; -
Pioyoii, Hdt. 6, 134: c. ace,, so large, Hdt. 7,

103 ; , so deep,

Xen. An. 3, 5, 7 ; rf/u-, Plut. Aral. ; also, /-. Id. Cat. Min. 69, etc. :

—

, as great, as much or many
again, Hdt. 2, 149 ;—answered by,
Od. 21, 402, as in Lat. tantus. ..qtiam,

cf Dial, de Cans. Corr. Eloq. 6.—II.

or, Ep. -, as

adv., so much, so far, so very, Od. 8,

203 ; 21, 250 : with a superl.,-, II. 23, 476 ; oh-, ..., not so much so, as... : -, by so much..., Xen. An. 1, 5, 9,

Flat., etc.—Att.,,. (The word is not a compd.
with. I'ut merely lengthd., like,?,.), Dor. for, aor. part,

of an unknown pTes.= TvyxavL•), to

happen to be. Find. F. 3, 48 (just as

is used, lb. 4, 7) : cf. Bockh
ISott. Crit. p. 456, and v. sub-
. (From this root prob. comes •
.), Horn., and, adv.

Ep. for, q. v. [], , ov, Ep. lor.
["], Dor. for, The-
ocr. 1, 54. No form seems
to be in use., , ov, Ep. for, Horn.,
and Hes.,,, Ep. for-
, Hom.,, and -•,
Ep. lor, in Od. always in

neut.., adv., at that time, then, Horn.,

and Hes. ; anteced. to the relat. ore
or (cf infra II) ; and cf. the

interrog.;—usu. of a time be-

fore known or made known ; but also

of a time following, II. 1, 100 ; 4, 182,

cf. Od. 15, 228 : strengthd., ,
11. 5, 394 ; more freq. , then at

least, just then, Hom. :—generally, in

Att., afore-time, formerly, erst, Br. Ar.

Plut. 1118, Lys. 1024, Markl. Eur.

I. A. 46, Heind. Plat. Theaet. 157 A.
—2. joined with other particles, at

the beginning of a sentence,

, II. 1, 92, Od. 8, 299; ', II. 1, 426; , 11.

20, 40 ; . Od. 15, 228 ;, Od. 9, 52.-3. with the article,, people then living, II. 9, 559,

etc. ; Ty'. Soph. El. 1134
;

(sc. ). Plat. Criti.

110 D, 111 ; .
Id. Legg. 740 C.—4. , since

then, , till then. Flat. Legg.
830 B, etc.—II. in apodosis, answering
to, Od. 23, 257; to', 11.9,702; 21,341,
cf Od. 10, 294 ; to' , II. 21,

451 ; to , II. 4, 36 ; to' , II.

II, 192; , Soph. Aj. 773.-2.

joined with other particles,

after ^^, 11. 1, 476, Od. 9, 59 ; after, II. 12, 17 ; also

after, II. 8, 69 ; after ?'
, Od. 4, 461 ; after' , Hes. Op. 563 ;

'
after . Id. 614 ; and' after 7'/, II. 1, 478., adv., at times, now and then,

usu. in answering clauses, ..,
.., at one time.., at another, Od.

24, 447, Aesch. Ag. 100 ; Soph. 0.
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TOTT
C. 1745, Ar. Eq. 540, Xen., etc. ; so,— (Dor.), Find. .
6, 19;— like the common --," :

—' ', at one time or

other, Aesch. Ag. 7G6 :—also,

-. and . Plat.

Phaedr. 23~ ; .., 6,
Id. Gorg. 491 C ; etc. :—howevei it

sometimes stands single in Att.

Heind. Plat. Phaed. 1J6 A ;—and
even in II. 11, 63., adv., at last, lastly., adv., for the fourth

time, II. ; where however Wolf writes

TO divisim, although he

has and as one

word., or divisim .,=-, Soph. . C. 440. [t], .,=7]. [a], adv., =.
Lob. Phryn. 50., imitation of a bird's

note, Ar. Av. 243., an exclam., like,
Aesch. Pers. 551, 561., adv., for the third time,

Hom. ; cf.., v. , and.—II. enclit.,

V. sub , D.,,, Boeot. for ,, the Lat. tu, our thou., Att. contr. for 6•
).

tToCJtp, , Tuder, a city of Um-
bria, Strab. p. 227.\, , , Tuthoa, a branch
of the Ladon in Arcadia, Paus. 8,

25, 12., Att. contr. for ., Att. contd. for to, Soph. O. C. 505; Eur. Suppl.

758.

iTovKtc , the town Tttcci, in His-

pania Baetica, Strab. p. 141., contr. for to,
Theogn., ov, 6, the Rom. name
Tullius., ov, TO, Tullum, a moun-
tain in Noricum, Strab. p. 207.,,,
contr. for -, Att., contr. for ,
., etc., contr. for ', for

that reason, therefore, Horn., and Hes.,

in Ap. Rh. also.— II. in-

terrog., for '; wherefore?

Jac. Anth. P. p. 873.^, Att. contd. for, Eur. Suppl. 758.^, contr. for , U., Att. contr. for, henceforth, Xen.
or, Att. contr. for

TO.
or, Att. contr.

for TO., Att. contr. for ovpa-

vov.\, , , Turditania, a

district of Hispania Baetica, Strab.

•p. 139: , the Turdita-

nians, dwelling also in part in Lusi-

tania, Id. ib. ; also called-, Id.

iTovaK?.ov, ov, TO, Tusculum, in

Latiuin ; hence, , an

inhab. of T., Strab.\, 0)V, ol,the Tusci,=Tv^-^, Strab.

or -, poet. adv. for,
Theogn. 842, Pmd. P. 4, 49 ; 9, 24.—

II.= Toau/c£f. [u]

tToirraTTOf, ov, , the Tutapus, a

river of India, Arr. Ind. 4, 10., adv., Dor. for }, like
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el for , for, Theocr. 5, 103 :

used just like, v. .'^., Ion. contr. for ',
Hdt., V. XVII.,, . sub., adv., he/ice, thence, The-
ocr. 4, ; cf.., adv.,:=roiiret,, So-
phron ap. Apoll. Dysc, v. 1. Tneocr.

5, 45 ; cf. Buttm. Ausf. Gr. Gr. ^ 116

Anm. 24., adv., thence, Theocr. 4,

48.,, , a tuff-stone quarry,

Tabul. Herac., ov, , a loose species of

stone, tuff, Lat. tophus., adv. of time, up to that time,

so long, Horn. ; strictly answering to

the relat., \vbich may go first, as

in II. 18, 381, ud. 20, 330, H. Cer. 37 ;

and in this case sometimes
stands for, II. 4,221, Od. 10, 126.

For the usu. ..,, we also

find ..,, Od. 5, 122 ; ..,, Od. 2, 77 ; but more freq. re-

versely .., .., as II. 15, 392,

Od. 12, 328, etc. ; .., -,
II. 10, 507, Od. 5, 424, etc. ; '
.., .., Od. 10, 571 ; .., -
.., 11. 21, 101 ; .., ..,
Od. 20, 77.—2. sometimes
stands absol., meantime, meanwhile, the

time referred to being before known,
as in 11. 10, 498; 13, 83, Od. 3, 303,

464, etc.— II.,=, as a final

conjunction, so that, that, only metri
grat. in Alexandr. poets, Br. A p. Rh.
4, 1487, Jac. Anth. P. p. 507, 790.^, , , the I'ochnri, a no-

madic people of Bactria, Dion. P.

752 : belonging to the Scythian race,

Strab. p. 511., , , a barren she-goat,

Anst. Gen. An. 4, 4, 15., , , a low shrub,

the astragalus, whence the gum traga-

canth, Theophr., =, Ar. Vesp.
674 :—so the modern Greeks say

for, Coray He-
liod. 2; p. 88., ov, , gristle, a carti-

lage, Ath. 347 E., ,— III, Medic.
tTpayoffat, , al, Tragasae, a

place in Troas famous for its salt

works, whence, a, ov,

Tragasaean, esp. •, Strab. p. 605.', a, ov, strictly adj., of

or from the Epirolic city :

but in Ar. Ach. 808 of swine, -, with a play on-
; and Ib. 853, -, with a play on II.', ,{) :— of men,=

III, q. v. ; cf,-.—II. esp. of vines, to be over-lux-

uriant, run to leaf, like ?.,
Arist. Gen. An. 1, 18, 58, Theophr., inf. aor. of., ov, , v.., a, ov, like,(-) of orfrom a he-goat : ^
(sc. ), a goat's skin, Theocr. 5,

51. [u], ov, , {, ?.-) the goat-stag, as the Greeks called

a fantastic animal, represented on
Eastern carpets and the like, Ar. Ran.
937 : and are

expressly named as fabulous crea-

tures by Plat. Rep. 488 A, Anst. Anal.
Pr. 1, 38, 2, Post. 2,7, 2.-2. a drinking-

cupwhich had such acreature worked
in relief on the fore-part, or was itself

in this shape, Antiphan. etc. ap. Ath.
500 D, ; cf. VIII.—II. later, a
real animal of Arabia, or on the Pha-
sis, prob. a kind of bearded detr, Plin.,

etc. : also., a, ,=, Anth.

:

hence ;} (sc.), a goat's skin.

Lob. Phryn. 78.,,, like^,
strictly that which is eaten for eating'»

sake; in plur., sweetmeats, confection-

ary, dessert, and the like, Lat. bellaria,

French dragees, Ar. Ach. 1091, Ran.
510, Xen. An. 2, 3, 15, etc.: rather
driedfruits, such as^^s, almonds, etc.,

V. omnino Plat. Rep. 372 C. [\, to eat,
Arist. Eth. N. 10, 5, 4 : also in mid.,, Menand. p. 179., , an eating of, Arist. ap. Ath. 641 E.^, , , Tragia, a small
island of the Aegean, near Samos,
Thuc. 1, 110 : also at, Plut.,, ov, 6, the tragic iambus.

,, f. -',{) to be like

a he-goat

:

—hence,—-I. to stiuk like a
he-goat, also in full,. , Diosc.
—II. to be lewd or lecherous like a he-

goat, only of the man, Hipp. ; as, re-

versely, catullire only of the woman.
— III. of the signs of puberty, esp. of
the voice, to break, groiv rough attd

hoarse, also. the Lat. hirqui-

lallire, Arist. H. A. 7, 1, 3, Gen. An.
5, 7, 20, etc. ; v. Foes. Oecon., Dep., to speak and
act in tragic fashion., , ,{) :—strict-

ly, of or like a goat, goatish, like-,. Plat. Crat. 408 C
;

but in this signf. not common till

later authors, as Plut. Pyrrh. 11, and
Luc. ; V. Jac. Anth. P. p. 591.—II.

usu., of or belonging to tragedy, tragic,

first in Hdt. 5, 67, and Att., (cf-): . ,=, Plat.

Pnaed. 1 1 5 A ; . ?^/, of the splen-
did dresses worn by tragic actors,
Ar. Ran. 1005, v. Miiller Eumen. i
32 sq. :—hence,—2. generally, stately,

majestic, magnificent, Ar. Pac. 136;
i/ , Plat.

Mono 76 £ ; also in bad sense, pomp-
ous, affected, Plut. 2, 330 .— III. adv.

-, in tragic style or fashion, . -. Plat. Rep. 413 B.—2. .
to live 1)1 splendour, Plut. Poplic. 10
Hence, , {) of tragic

hind OT fashion, Palaeph. 41., , ov, like, of
a he-goat, Anlh. P. 9, 558., ov, , a plant smelling
like a he-goat, also, Diosc.
[a]^, ov,, Tragium, a town
of Laconia, Strab. p. 360., ov, 6, Dim. from -, a young he-goat, Theocr. 5, 141.

— II. a .<iea-fish, Marcell. Sid. 23.^, ov, , Tragiscus, a
Tarentine, Polyb. 8, 29., ov, gen., {-,) goat fooled, of Pan. [\, ,{,) like

a he-goat. Plat. Crat. 408 D., , {,)
with goat's horns :—a plant, Diosc., jy, , of or for
shearing he-goats,, Luc. Pisc.

46., ov,{,) .— ., the blood of slaughtered

goats, Eur. Bacch. 139; cf. Lob. Ai.

324, p. 228., ov,{,



-}•.!}) tcith armpiU smelling like a

he-goat, -/, Ar. Pac. 811./}:, , , name of a
comico-tragic drama ascribed to Lu-
cian, wherein the miseries of the gout
are described.,, , ,(,) goat-footed, Sirnon. 25., , , gruel made
from (signl. V')., , , (,) with goat^s beard, Cratin.

Malth.6.—II. as yubst.,a plant, ^oai's

beard, Theophr.', , , goat's mar-
joram, Iv'ic. Al. 310:

—

-
Tijc, wine fiavoured therewith,

Diosc. 5. 55. [i], ov, 6, a he-goat, Lat. hir-

cvs, caper, Od. 9, 239 ; in lull, oi-, Hdt. 3, ll"2.—11. the

goat-like smell of the armpits, Lat hir-

cus alarum, cf. Ar. Ach. 853.— III. the

age vchen the signs of puberty appear,

Hipp. ; V. Foes. Oecon., and cf.-' III.—2. lewdness, lechery, Luc.

—

V. a small sea-fish, 0pp. H. 1, 108.—
V. a mess of groats made ofwheat, spelt,

etc. . Lat. tragus.—VI. a kind of sponge,

Arist. H. A. 5, 16, 3.— \I1. name of

several plants not distinctly known,
Diosc. (From,, to

gnaw ;
— rode, caper, vitem, Ovid.),, ,(,?.)

goat-shanked, goat-footed, applied to

Pan. Hdt. 2, 46.

iTpayovpiov, ov,, Tragurium, in

Dalmatia; in \'jb.papLov—2.

a Liburnian island, Strab. p. 124.-), (,) to

eat he-goals, Strab., Dor. for, like -
for, etc. [], , , dim. from, [a], ,() to act a

tragedy, (strictly, to chant or sing it,

cf.), Ar. ISub. 1091 ; gene-

rally, to represent or exhibit in tragedy,

Ar. Thesm. 85 :—pass., to be made the

subject of a tragedy, Isocr. 190 A. An-
tid. ) 144.— II. metaph., to tell in tragic

phrase, to exaggerate, declaim on, .
Plat. Crat. 414 C, Dem. 229, 18 ; 400,

17.— III. later, merely, to sing, recite,

declaim. Hence, , a tragic representa-

tion : 3i\so=^., ov,,'=., , ,() :
—

tragedy, or heroic play, mvented by
the Dorians, and among them of lyric

* character(, Hdt. 5, 67,

cf. Bentl. Phal. p. 285 sq.): then
transplanted to Athens, where it

gradually assumed its regular dramat-
ic form, Arist. Poet. 4, 14, sq. The
word first occurs in Ar. Ach. 464, etc.

—Strictly, the goat-song, either from
the oldest tragedies being exhibited
when a goat was sacrificed, or be-

cause a goat was the prize, or be-

cause the actors were clothed in

goat-skins, Bentl. Phal. pp. 209, 292,

Miiller Literat, of Greece, ch. 21,

Diet. Antiqq. s. v. : cf. also.
— II. generally,/ grave, serious poe-

try, as opp. to : hence Ho-
mer is called a writer of tragedy.

Plat. Theaet. 153 E.—2. any solemn,

pompous narrative, Polyb. 6, 56, 11 :

hence, of the solemn discourses of phi-

losophers, Plut. : and so. generally,

pomp, dtxplay, Pseudo-Zaleuc. ap.

Bentl. Phal. p. 353, 7.-3. melan-

choly event, as we say ' tragedy,'

Plut. 2, 462 B, etc.

TPAN(7, ov, , shortd.

for?., , ,() be-

fitting a tragic poet or tragedy,-', Ar. Plut. 424 : gene-

rally,=tne more usu., ., Ar. Ach. 886 ; .. Id.

Ran. 1495., ov, (,) writing tragedies, Polyb. 2, 17,

6., , v. 1. for -—.?., ov, , a tragic

poet, who hmiself trained his own
chorus and actors, and, in early

tunes, took a part in the rep-

resentation himself, Ar. Thesm.
88 : also, Ath.
699 B.,, , tragic poetry

:

from, , (,) making tragedies, a tragic poet,

tragedian, Ar. Thesm. 30 ; cf. sq. sub
fin., ov, 6,(,,) :—first in Ar., strictly a goat-

singer, i. e. tragic poet and singer,

these characters being orig. one, (v.), Ar. Pac. 806, Av. 787:
later, when the poets ceased to act,

the term, tragedian, was
usu. confined to the tragic actor, Ar.

Thesm. 391, Plat. Rep. 395 A ; the

tragic poet being called

or.iav, ov, b, the emperor
Trajan, Hdll., to whiten or bleach like

wax., ov, TO, and, ov,

, white, bleached wax, Paul. Aeg., , , a sticking

plaster of white wax, Hippiatr./.,, , Trallians, Thra-
cian barbarians employed in Asia as
mercenaries, torturers, and execu-
tioners, Hesych.—II. a'l,
Tralles, a city in Lydia, tXen. An. 1,

4, 8 ; Strab. p. 648.

\7.,, T/,=foreg. II, Anth.
'\7]7, ov, 6, Trambelus, a

king of the Leieges, Ath. 43 E., 7),=sq., , the line which divides the

scrotum, and runs on to the breech, the

perineum, Hippon. 60, ^. Thesm.
246; cf Foes. Oecon. Hipp. (Cf.

Lat. trames.),, , a ship, Nic. Th.
268, Lye. (Akin to,,
and Lat. trabs.),^=, dub., , (*,) :

—
piercing, keen, sharp, of sight and hear-
ing :—then, metaph., like, clear,

plain, distinct, -, a/Ji', Soph. Aj. 23

:

freq. in adv., ,,, Aesch. Ag. 1371, Eum.
45, Eur. El. 758 ; cf. Wyttenb. Plut.

2, 4 A.^,, , the Tranipsae, a
Thracian people north of Byzantium,
Xen. An. 7, 2, 32., 71, , later form of-, Anth. P. 9, 298. Hence,, , clearness, plain-

ness., ,() to make clear,

plain, distinct, Anth. P. append. 304.
Hence, , , that which is

made clear or plain, -, words, Emped. 349.. , a making clear and
plain, [] Hence

, , , fitted for clear-

ing up or making plain.-, for, Ep. 3 sing. aor.

2, from, II., , , a table; esp., a
dining-table, eating-table, Ireq. in Horn.,
who gives each guest a separate one,
Od. 17, 333, 447 ; 22, 74 ; alter din-
ner they were removed, Xen. Symp.
2, 1 ; Virgil's mensis remotis, (though
Casaub. Ath. 639 B, understands this

of the courses only, v. intra 2 ; cf. Diet.

Antiqq. s. v. mensa) : ,
the hospitable board, held so sacred
that it was sworn by, Od. 14,158; 21,

28, etc.;^ ?],
to entertain at bed and board, Hdt. 5,

20; (sc.), Plut. Brut. 13:, he kept table

in the Persian fashion, Thuc. 1, 130;
so, ., Plat. Rep. 404 D :

«V'/. ', to

live at the expense of others, Xen.
An. 7, 2, 33 : ., to

upset the table, Dem. 403, 17 ; hence
proverb, of a spendthrift, Andoc. 17,

10.—2. a table, as implying what is

upon it, dinner, meal, Hdt. 1, 162,

Xen. An. 7, 3, 22 ; also, .,
Soph. . . 1464, cf Wyttenb. Plut.

2, 70 ; ., Lat. mensae
secundae, the second course, lb. 133
E, Ath. 639 B, sq.—II. a money-
changer's table or counter, a bank, Lat.
mensa arge7itaria, Plat. Apol.l7 C,etc.:, the trade oj

a banker, Dem. 946, 2 ; -, to set up a bank, Isae.

Fr. 2, 3 ; ., to break a
bank, cf. 4.—III. any ta-

bleOT fiat surface on which a thing rests:

as,— 1. the cross bench in which the
mast is fixed.—2. the place where slaves

are exposedfor sale.—3. a tabletfor em-
bossed work or inscriptions, Lat. tabula,

Pans. 8, 31, 3.—4. a square cut tomb-
stone, Plut. 2, 838 C ;—mensa in Cic.
Legg. 2, 26.—5. a part of the liver, Nic.
Th. 560, ubi V. Schneid. (The word
is prob. shortd. from,
though others put in a claim for-, mensa tripes ;—unluckily, ia
spite of Horace, we do not know
whether the earliest tables had three
or four legs.) [] Hence

Tpa7re,'tif, , 6, at, of or belong-

ing to a table, in Horn, always, dogs that were fed by their

masters at dinner, pet-oogs, II. 22, 69 ;

23, 173, Od. 17, 309.—II. a parasite,

Plut. 2, 50 C ; cf. Aristias ap. Ath.
686 A.,,,() of,

from orfor the table, Nic. Th. 526.,,=^,,
Ibyc. 40., , ,=.
dub. in Theophr. . PI. 3, 10, 1, , , dim. from-, a small table or counter, esp. of a
money-changer, Lys. Fr. 28.—II. in

geometry, an irregularfour-sidedfigure,
Arist. Probl. 15, 4, 1.

,. to be a,
Dem. 953, 15, cf 1111, 10., , ,{ II) :

—

07ie who keeps an exchange-table or bank,

for the convenience of market-peo-
ple, a 7noney-changer, banker, mostly
of the class of freedmen, Lat. argen

tarius, nummtdarius, Dem. 1186, 7,,

Polyb. 32, 13, 6 : cf 4.

Hence, , , of, concerning

a banker or banking, name of an ora-

tion of Isocr., ,(,)
1511



trapezium-shaped, Strab. Plut. 2, 895
D., ov, (, -) laying out a table, waiting at table,

Diog. L. 9, 80, Plut. 2, Cltj , etc.

;

cf. Ath. 170 E., ov, (, -) filling one's self at another's

table; or (from) rubbing the

table, epilh. of parasites, Pseudo-
Phocyl. 85.), ov, a table licker,

parasite., , to set out tables

with meats, Diplul. 7.. 2, 3 : and-, , ?/, a serving ta-

ble, prob. 1. in Strab. : from,,(,)
setting out a table, serving it, like-, Antiph. Met. 1, cf. Ath.
170 D, sq.,, , a table-talk-

er, Ath. 22 E.,, , the abstract

ijualily of a table, Dlog. L.^, a, ov, of Trapezus

(2), Trapezuntian, Xen. All. 4, 8, 23
;

etc. ; and. a, oii,= foreg.; esp., the territory of Trape-
zus, Strab. p. 517 : from'\,, and , Tra-
pezus, a city of Arcadia on the Al-

pheus, whose inhab. removed to sq.,

Hdt. 6, 127.—2. a large commercial
city on the Euxine in Pontus, now
Trebisond, Xen. An. 4, 8, 12 ; Strab.

p. 548.—H. , a mountain in the Tau-
ric Chersonese, Strab. p. 309., ov.(,)
bearing a table:— 1. ., a table-bearer,

Ar. Fr. 175.—II. ., a priestess of
Pallas at Athens, A. B.—HI. .,
a sideboard, Arteinid. 1, 7G.,, ,() to set upon
a table. Soph. Fr. 541, in pass., ef,=.,, , that which is

set upon table, cf.-.,, , Trapezon, a

hill near Antiochia, Strab. p. 751.,, ,{) a

setting upon table, Plut. Mor. t. 5, p.

530 C, Wyttenb.,.,-, subj. aor. 2 pass, of,
Horn. ; but also from, Od. 8, 292.?,=?., , , () easily

turned, more usn. in conipds., as-,, etc., adv., turned back-

wards, Pherecr. Incert. 56., , Dor. for., inf. aor. 2 mid. from, Hom., to tread grapes, Od. 7, 125,

Hes. Sc. 301, Allan. 2: hence Lat.

Irapetes, trapetum, an oil-press. ( Bu ttm.

Lexil., s. V. 15, thinks that the
root of this word runs through all

Europ. languages, as Germ, trappen,

treten, our tread, etc.), inf. aor. 2 pass, from., , , also,() :

— beam to turn any thing

with, like,/ : generally,

Jike, a spear-shaft, Lyc. 1001 (in

form) : but also, beam, stake,

post, ct.. (Cf. Lat. trabs, Ira-

bes.) []/, verb. adj. from,
aor.,, with pass,

signf , one must turn, Luc.,, b,() : avnne-
presser.), , ,() : press-
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ed out, ., wine fresh from the

press, Lat. muslum., Ion. for, q. v., Hdt.

\, ov, TO, Trarium, a town
of Acolis, Strab. p. C07., , , like,,
TapaiiL,, a hurdle, croie,where-
on to dry fruit, cheese, etc., Ar. Nub.
50.\ 7, , lacus Trasi-

menus, in Etruria, Polyb. : in Strab.,

(). 226,.. , ol, the Traspies, a
Scythian race, Hdt. 4, 6., f. -, to be, to

lisp and mispronounce a hltcr, Lat. bal-

buiirc, as Alcibiades made r into /, Ar.

Vesp. 44, sq. ; so of children, Nub.
862, 1381, Arist. H. A. 4, 9, 17.

Hence, ov, , a lisping, Lat.
balbuties., , , lisping, mispro-

vouncmg, Lat. bnlbus, Hdt. 4, 155, cf' : opp. to, Plut. 2, 405
: cf.-.— II. also of the swal-

low's song, Anth. P. 9, 70. (From,). Hence7,, , lisping, Arist.

Probl. 11,30,2., ov,(,)
with lisping voice, ap. Hesych., UToc, , Ion., a
vonud, hurt, -, Hdt. 2, 63 ; . -. Id. 3, 29 ; so in Att., Aesch.
Ag. 866, Eur , etc. ;

'-. Plat. Ale. 1, 115 13 ;. Id. Legg. 845 C.

—

11. of things, a hurt, damage, as of
ships, Hdt. 6, 16.—111. of losses in

war, a heavy blow, defeat, Id. 1, 18 ; 4,

160, etc. Cf. also. (From, : akin to .)
Hence, , . Ion. ., a
wounded man, Pind. Fr. 244 : oi Tp.,

tite wounded of an army, Hdt. 3, 79,

Thuc. 8, 27., f. -. Ion. .() :
— to wound, Hdt. 1, 59, etc.,

Thuc. 4, 12, etc. ;-
vov -, Aesch. Eum. 246.,,, of for wounds,
Diosc.,, making wounds., Pherecr. Incert. 57,

and, . v..^, ov, , the Trauus, a river

of Thrace, Hdt. 7, 109.'\. , , the Trausi, a
Tliracian tribe about Rhodope, Hdt.
5, 4., or 17.,, ;, , v.., Ion. for, intr.

inf aor. 2 from, Horn., and
Hes., Aeol. for, 3 pi.

aor. 2 pass, from, Hom. — II.

Aeol. or Dor. for inf., Pind.

P. 4, 205., , , () :—strict-

ly, well-fed, fat, oi or, the fat 07ies, i. e. fishes,

Theocr. 21, 44 ; but in Hom. always,

vypyv, o'er dry
land and sen, II. 14, 308, Od. 20, 98,

H. Cer. 43 (Milton's ' over moist and
dry,' Par. L. 3, 652) ; as also
and are opposed : hence later,

is used simply for, land,

like,, Anth. P. 9, 672
;, Opp. . 1, 204 ; also

., . Rh. 2,

515 ; , tracts ojfdry land,

Opp. . 5, 334.— II. act. feeding, fat-
tening,, Arat. 1027.,, , v.. [], . Dor. for, [], Aeol. and Dor. for,
Bockh Pind. P. 2, 44 (84).,, 6, Dor. for•/,() epith. of Constan-
tino the Great, bull-necked,: but Aurel. Vict, explains it

by irrisor,—such, ace. to Polenio's
Physiogn., being the character of
stout men.^, , ?/,() Trachea,
a part of Ephesus, Strab. p. 634.^, ov, , fern,-, an
inhnb. of Cilicia Trachrn, Strab. p.

668 :, , their territory,

Id., , , a cordfor stran-

gling, Eunap., , ,() :
—

scraps of meat and gristlefrom about the

7ieck, which were thrown away with the

offal; hence simply, offal, Ar. Vesp.
968

; ., Hipp. 1227., a, ov,() of,

on or from the neck, Strab.,,() arch the

neck, as a horse does : metaph., to be

haughty, headstrong, LXX., f. -,() to

take by the throat, to seize : and in

pass., to be seized, made captive, Diog.

L.— 2. esp. in wrestling, to bend the

neck back or grip by the throat, . roi>f, Plut. Anton. 33 : and in

pass., to be so seized, Plut. 2, 521 C ;

and, absol., to be throttled, Plat. Rival.

132 C ; cf. Xen. Lac. 5, 9, and v. sub. — II. to throw over the

head, as a horse does its rider : hence
in pass., to beflung headforemost ; and
of ships, to be carried down by a whirl-
pool, Strab.—III. to bend back the vic-

tim's neck, so that the throat gapes when
cut: hence, to expose to view, lay bare,

N. T.., a, ov, dub. for-. Lob. Phryn. 558., , 6,() a
bending the neck back, or a seizing by
the throat, a trick in wrestling, Luc.
Lcxiph. 5, Plut. 2, 526 E., ov, b, (-,) chaining the neck, Anth.
P. 6, 107., , like the neck., , , a neck-plague,

i. e. iron collar ; cf.. [], ,(, -) to cut the throat, behead, Plut. 2,

308 D. Hence/, , , a cuiting of •

the throat., ov, b: heterocl. pi.. Call. Fr. 98 ; but a sing.

TO, only in Gramni. -.—the

throat, vcck, Hdt. 2, 40 ; distinguished
from by Plat. Phaedr. 2.%3 :

—proverb.,, etc.. ' with a halter

round his neck,' Dem. 744, 7. — II.

the upper part or neck of the murex.—
III. the middle part of a sail, [a]^, ov, bull-necked./, ff,=,, or, , y. Ion.-, Trachis, a City and district in

Thessaly, named from its ruvgh,ruoun-

iiii»o»s surface (), II. |2, 682;
Eur. Heracl. 193;—the district, Thuc.
4, 78, elsewhere, q. v.-j- :

—

adj., a, ov. Ion.,
tHdt. 7, 198; Soph. Tr.t [i]

iTpaxivy, , , earlier name of

Terracina. Strab. p. 233.^, , , Ion. TpTj^ui^



territory of Trachis, Trachinia, \. sub, Hdt. 7, 198 ; Thuc. 3, 92.

or, 6, {-,) :
— a sea-tish, rough-tail,

Nuinen. ap. Ath. 326 A., ,=~, Joseph., to walk on. rough,

rocky ground, Hipp., ov, = sq., Arist. ap.

Ath. 305 D., ov,(,)
rough-skinned, Epich. p. 29.?., ov, rough-spoken, like., , , making rough :

—metaph., exasperating : from. Ion. /- : pf.-, or, Anst. . . 4,

9, tin., or, Schiif. Schol.

Ap. Rh. 3, 276 : {). To make
rough, rugged, etc., Plat. Tim. 65 D,

67 A ; . .
Rh. 4, 768.—Pass., to become so, Plat.

Tim. 66 C—In Aesch. Theb. 1045,

refers to ,
just before, call them, make them as

rough as may be, I care not.— II. me-
taph., in pass., to be angry, exasperated.

Plat. Prot. 333 E...{,-) rough-shelled, Arist. . . 4, 4, 6.,, , ,{,) rough-footed, Arist. . . 5,

13,3.,, , Ion. (as al-

ways in Horn., Hes., Hdt.):

—

roxigh,

rugged, rocky, ?,,,
II. 5, 308, Od. 5, 425 ; 14, 1 ; as epith.

of Ithaca, Od. 9, 27 ; 10, 417 ; so, ., Hdt. 4, 23 ; . ?...
Plat. Rep. 328 :—of the voice,-, Id. Tim. 67 C ; also -

?), of a man, Xen. An. 2,

6, 9.—2. metaph., rough, hard, harsh,

savage, /, Hes. Sc. 119; -, Pind. 1. 4, 26
(3, 35) ; . (like the slang
phrase, ' a rottgh customer'), Id. N. 4,

fin. ; ov , I am
not niggardly in paying, ib. 7, 111:

., Aesch. Theb. 1044, cf. Pr.

35; ?, lb. 311 ;, Eur. Med.
448; . Plat. Crat. 406 .— II.

adv.. Ion. ; esp. ., to handle roughly, Hdt. 1,

73, etc. ( cf ) y, Isocr. 33 D :—sometimes neut.

as adv., , to look rough
or angry, Philostr. (Akin to^,
(),,,, etc.), , . Ion. -,{) roughness, Hipp.,,, ,{<) rough-
ness, Hipp., , to be rough-mouth-
ed: to have a harshprommciation, Strab.:

and, , , harsh pronun-
ciation: from, ov,{,)
rough-mouthed : of rough speech or pro-

nunciation, Strab., ], ,{) rough-

ness, ruggedness. , Xen. Cyr.

7, 5. 67 ; sharpness, of a bit. Id. Eq.
10, 6.— II. metaph., hardness, harsh-

ness,, Aesch. Pr. 80., ov,{,)
with rough rind or bark, Theophr., , , roughness of
voice, A rist. Gen. An. 5, 7, 25 : from, ov, (:, )
tvilh rough voice or speech, Diod., Dor. for, Pind. P. 8,

45 ; cf.. [], (, {,) of
rough nature, as v. 1. in Arist. H. A. 5,

17,8.

,, , that which is

made rough : a roughness. Hence, , , belonging to

roughness: curing it, Galen.,, , rugged, stony

tract: fin pi., ol, two moun-
tains above Damascus, Strab. p. 755., ov, , fern. -,,
.=^ : esp. in fern, the rugged
country, Hi. T.
iTpj3, , , Trebellian, a

Neapolitan wine, Ath. 27 B.'\,, , the Trtbia, a branch
of the Po, Polyb., ov, b, the Rom. name
Trebonius, Pint., oi, ,, , gen.-, dat., and in Hippon. Fr. 8,

(as. Ion. for ), ace.

same as nom. : on the variations of
declension in compds., v. Lob. Phryn.
[m-.— THREE, Sanser. TRI, Lat.
TRES, tria, etc., Horn., etc. :, three words, proverb, in Pmd. N.
7, 71,—for from the earliest times
three was a sacred and lucky number :

on , v. sub., poet, for, Opp. C. 1,

416., , poet, for,
Nic. Th. 844 ; al.., found only in pres. and
impt. :

—

to tremble^ quake, quiver, II.

13, 18 ; esp. for fear, II. 10, 390, Od.
11, 527: also of a light, Huttering
robe, II. 21, 507:—cf inf, like-, to tremble or fear to do, Aesch.
Theb. 419, Soph. O. C. 129:--c. ace,
to tremble at, fear. Soph. O. C. 256,
Eur., etc., . , Ar. Ach.
489; TO. Plat. Parm. 137 A

;. . Id. Rep. 554 D:

—

.
KTUVTj , Soph. . \

947. (From, akm -
and, Lat. tremo.), lor and,

barbarism in Ar. Thesm. 1222, 1225., verb. adj. from,
one must turn, Ar. Eq. 72., , , changeable, varia-

ble. Max. Tyr.-, ,, verb. adj. from-, turned, or to be turned about, guided,
changed, or to be changed.,, ,=, He-
sycli.'. Ion., Hdt. : f-- (Ion. fut. mid., Hdt.
3, 155): aor. 1 (Ion.-, v. I. Hdt. 4, 202). mid.^,
pass,, Ep. and Ion.-, freq. in Hdt., also in Od. 15,

80 : besides the aor. 1 act., Horn, has
very freq. aor. 2 act. (some-
times also used intr., II, 16, 657), aor.

2 mid.', \n Horn, more freq.

than aor. 1 mid. : and so aor. 2 pass., Ep. 1 pi. subj.

(for,), Od. 8,

292 : once we find aor. 2 mid. in pass,

signf (in compd. ). Plat.

Crat. 395 D. Pf act.. Soph.
Tr. 1008, Ar. Nub. 858, Andoc. 17, 15

;

later,, Dinarch., cf Buttm.
Ausf. Gr. {} 97 Anm. 2, and v. sub

: pf pass,, of
which Horn, and Hes. have only
part,, and once the im-
perat.,^. 12. 273 : of the
plqpf. pass., Hom. has Ep. 3 sing.

; also 3 pi., II.

10, 189;. Ep. 3 pi. pf
pass., Theogn. 42.—From the aor. 2
has taeen formed the singular pres., II. 10, 421.

To turn or guide towards a thing,
oft. in Hom., usu. followed by or, also by, c. ace, II. 19, 212,

Od. 15, 80: by c. ace, 11. 21,
603 ; by c. dat., II. 13, 542; or c.

ace, Hes. Op. 644 : by e gen.,
Hes. Op. 592: . , to

conduct, show one to his bed, Od. 4,
294: hence, to guide, lead, drive, Od.
9, 315.—Pass, and mid., to turn one's

self, turn, , to turn
or go to work, II. 3, 422 ; 23, 53, and
freq. in Plat. ; also, . and, Hes. Op. 314, cf. Wytt. Ep.
Cr. p. 235; so, -. , Od. 1, 422 ; 18, 304 ;, Eur. . . 646; ', Thuc. 4, 104 ; ,
Hdt. 3, 78 ; ^;,, Thuc. 1,

5 ; etc. :—also simply of locality, like
Lat. spectare in..., ' -, turned towards the sun,
Hes. Op. 725;., Hdt. 1, 84, cf 3, 101 ; and re-
versely, .. Id. 2,
181 ; , 9, 56 ;, to take a course, 1,

11 ; so, .-, Ib. 117,
etc. ; and, .... Id. 4,
60: freq. in Trag., etc.. -

; ; which way shall

I turn me, Eur.' Hipp. 1006, etc., cf.

Aesch. Pers. 470, Eur. Or. 634.—IL
to turn, i. e., turn round or about, '-, II. 8, 432: also, ,
to turn back, II. 8. 399, etc. ; ?.., to turn the best side outmost,
show the best side (of a garment),
Pind. P. 3, 149, cf Theophr. Char.
22.—pass., to turn (intr.), -, II. 21, 468; -, 11. 12, 273 ; also e gen., to turn
from..., , II. 18,
138: but, , the point
bent back, like, II. 11,
237 :—intr. in act., like the pass.,
Hes.Th. 58.—2. . . to turn
upon another's head, ., Dem. 103, 25: freq. in im-
precations,, on my head be it ! cf Hdt.
2, 39, Aesch. Eum. 434, Ar. Ach. 833,
1019 : so,- ,
Lys. 114, 10.—3. to turn another uay^
to alter, change, Od. 19, 479 ;. , Pind. P. 3, 63 ; •, Ar. Nub. 589; .. Id. Vesp. 1261.—In pass, and
mid., to be changed, change,, his colour changes, II. 13, 279,
Od. 21, 413, etc. ; so, ,, /, Od. 3, 147; 7, 263, II.

10,45: ahso].,, I? changed,
change my opinion, Hdt. 7, 18;-, one who has turned, has changed
his mind. Hdt. 9, 34 : also c. inf,-. Od. 4. 260:
hence, , the wine turns,

becoines sour, v..—III. to turn
or put to flight, rout, defeat. 11. 15, 261,
Hdt. 1, 63, etc.; in full, .,
II. 8, 157; later usu., . ,
Lat. convertere in fiigam, Xen. .\n. 1,

8, 24.—Pass,. also-
vai, part,, Xen. Cyn. 12, 5,
to be put to flight, turn and flee, also
ireq. ) or :

—

and so in mid.,, to turn
one's self to fight, take to flight, flee,

Hdt. 1, 80;^, Hdt. 8, 91" :—
so also, intr. in act.,',
I!. 16, 657.— But aor. 1 mid.,-, in act. signf, to turn an enemy
away from one's self, put him to flight,

Eur. Heiacl. 842, Xen. An. 5, 4,;
6, 1, 13, etc.—IV. to turn auay, keep

off, ovK UP '
iv ?.. II. 8, 451 ; ,
11. 22, 16 ; €, Od. 17, 73 : to

hinder, prevent, II. 4, 38] ; 5, 187, Hes.
Sc. 456.— V. to overturn, like•
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, &v-, Aesch. Ag. 1328 ; also,

.. Id. Fr. 309, 8.— VI. .., C. inf., to persuade him to...,

Find. P. 3, 97.—VII. to turn, apply,

. , Hdt. 2, 92 ;

; what have

you made of your shoes ? Ar. Nub.
858 : and so in mid.,

. Plat. Charm. 156 C, Euthyd.
303 C :—in pass., to turn one's self,

direct one\i attention to a thing, attend

to it, be occupied with it,, Hdt. 1, 63.{ is orig. identical with-,—perh. akin to,, Lat.

tremo : hence old Lat. trepo^^verto,

whence irepidus.— on the

contrary is a diOFerent verb.),, , v..7}, , , {) trembler,

coward.,, ,{)=,
cf.. Soph. Fr. 166.', Aeol. and Dor.

(v. sub V.) : fut. : aor. I -
ipa, mid. -, Od. 19, 368 : Ep. aor.

2, intr. (v. infra), Ep. itif., Horn., and Hes. : pf. -
(intrans. in Od. 23, 237, but

trans, in Soph. O. C. 18G), and-. Lob. Phryn. 577 : pf. pass, -, inf.. Plat. Legg.

625 A (not, which belongs

to ), and : aor. 1

pass, : more freq. aor. 2

[], 3 pi. for-, 11. 23, 348.—The fut. mid.

in pass, signf., Plat., and
Xen.

Strictly, like, to make firm,

thick or solid, to thicken or congeal a

liquid, , to curdle it, Od.

9, 246 ; Tvphv, Theocr. 25,

106; (hence,): of cold, to

freeze:—pass., c. pf. act., to

become firm, curdle, congeal, freeze,, Od. 23,

237; cf.. — . usu., to

makefat, to fatten, nourish, feed, make
to grow or increase, nurse, bring up,

rear, esp. of children bred, brought

up in a house, freq. from Horn, down-
wards, ' , 11.

8, 283 ; 7/
', ', Od.

2, 131 ; etc. : also in mid., to rear for
one's self, , Od. 19,

368, Pmd. . 6, 78, etc., and Att.

:

hence a boy is called so

long as he remains in the charge of

the women, i. e. till his fifth year,

Hdt. 1, 136; also, . ,
Thuc. 2, 46 ; ,
Aesch. Theb. 792 : — so of slaves,

cattle, dogs and the like, to keep

them, 11. 22,^ 69, Od. 14, 22, etc.
;{ ,' -, Soph. . . 1123): of plants.

to rear, tend, U. 17, 53 ; 18, 57, Od. 14,

175: also, ., Eur. I. A.

749 : , he keeps

quite a sea-beach in the house, Ar.

Vesp. 110: ., to bring

up m a certain way, Hdt. 2, 2 : — in

histor. writers, to feed, subsist an ar-

my, Thuc. 4, 83 ; . , 8, 44 :

—also in various metaph. signfs., ., to c.kerishone'sha.iT,wear it long,

Lat. co/nan alere, 11. 23, 142, cf Ildt.

1, 82; ., Eur.
Bacch. 491; ., Ar. Vesp.

477 : ' , this

is whit puts fat on swine, Od. 13, 410 :

esp. of the earth, sea, etc., -, the forest breeds, feeds or

nourishes wild animals, 11. 5, 52 ;, the earth produces

medicines, II. 11, 741 ; •
151.4

-
. Find. I. 1, 68 ;, Aesch. Cho. 585 ; -. Id. Ag. 033,

cf. Eur. Hec. 1181, etc.:— hence in

poets, simply, to have within or upon

itself, to contain, have, 6 Tl. Soph. . C. 186,

cf. Tr. 117, 817; -, to keep his tongue
quieter, Id. Ant. 1089 ;> ., Id.

Phil. 795. Pass., to grow, grow up,

u>a.r, thrive, increase, Horn., once only
in pres., II. 9, 143 ; more freq. in aor.

and pf. pass. : hence to be born, -. Soph. Phil. 3, cf. Aj.

557 ; and then snnply to live, be. Id.

O. T. 1380, Ai. Av. 335.—III. Horn
uses an intr. aor. 2 act. (for

the pf., v. supra I. tin.), as, II. 21, 279;-
for, 11. 5, 555 ; -
(Ion. inf instead of)

lor, 11. 7, 199, Od. 3, 28,

etc. :—as transit, the aor. 2 is used
by Hom. only in II. 23, 90, and per-

haps even there should be
read: reversely some Gramme, read

in II. 23, 84,

for' . Later,

this aor. became obsol., except in

Ep. imitators, as some read in Call.

Jov. 55, Orph. Arg. 378. Cf. Buttm.
Catal. sub v., , to run, hasten to

a bnnqiiet : from, ov,{,)
running to a banquet, Plut. 2, 726 A :,, a kind of dress shoes,

Juven. 3, 67.,, , Dor. for,
Anth. P. 15, 25'.', rare fut.: aor.

1 :—but the usual fut. and aor.

come from another root -,-, viz.,, ( rarely. of which the compd.-
in Philetaer. Atalant. 1 ; -
in compd., Anth.

P. 9, 575 ; cf.,,
sub) : aor. 2 : pf.-

[] : poet, pf. The
verb is rather rare in Honi.. who has
the pres. in II. 23, 520, Od. 9, 386;
and in II. 18, 599, 602, an aor.-[ was also old Att., Herm.
Ar. Nub. 1005, Thesm. 657) ; but the

usu. aor. 2 in II. 23. 393, Od. 23,

207 ; and the poet. pf. in compds.
—Dor. [], Bockh v. 1. Pind.

P. 8, 34 (45) : fut.,-.
To run, hasten, hurry, Horn., etc.

:

also with,, 11. 18, 599,

etc. ; , Hes. Op. 217
;
-

.. Plat. Gorg. 468 A, etc. :

also of things, to move quickly, Od. 9,

386, 11. 14,413 ;
', let what is now before me go

trippingly, Pind. P. 8, 45 :—c. ace.

cognato, .,,,
etc., to run a course, a heat, Eur. £1.

883, 954 ; . , Xen. An. 1,

5, 8 : hence metaph.,, to run for one's life or

safety (as we say " to run a risk"),

Hdt. 7, 57 ; 8, 102 ; so, ., Id. 9, 37
; , Eur.

El. 1204 ; .. Id.

Or. 878 ; cf. I, fin. : also,' , he
was within one fall or bout of carry-

ing oir the victory, Hdt. 9, 33; cf.

C I. 6, :—-. Soph. Aj. 731., , ,{) turnitig,

Diog. L. 7, 114.

, , , , , {,
;
) changing the colour or skin, a

TPHX
kind of polypus (cf. II. 3),

Arist. ap. Ath. 318 B.

TPE'S2, inf. : f. : aor., Ep., etc. : Ep. pres.

:—this verb is never contracted
except when the contraction is into

. To tremble, quake, quiver, esp. for

fear, Horn., and Hes. : hence, to run
away, flee, fly, II. 11. 745, Od. 6, 138,

Hes. Sc. 171:

—

, a runaway,
coward, II. 14. 522 ; esp. at Lacedae-
mon. as,' l>, Hdt.
7,231, cf Tyrlae. 2, 14: hence the
comic subst., , .— 11.

trans., to fear, dread, be afraid of, c.

ace, 11. 11, 554 ; 17, 663, Aesch. Ag.

549, etc. ; cf Pors. Phoen. 1093 :—
also, . jU7/..., Aesch. Theb. 790:

—

rare in prose, as Xen. An. 1, 9, 6.

(Onomatop., like,,
Lat. tremo, terreo, Sanscr. tras, our
tremble, etc.)

|77/3, , Trebula, a city of
the Sabincs, Strab. p. 228., , , (*,-) —that which is pierced through : a
hole, Ar. Vesp. 141, Eccl. 906, Plat.,

etc. : . [), the eye of a needle.

— II. in plur., the holes or pips of dice., f.- Dor. -, to bet

on the pips of dice., , , dim. from -. Math. Velt., ov, 6. Dor.-,() one who bets on the

pips of dice, a dicer.,, ,{) with

many holes, porous, Anth. P. 6, 62., tr,=;foreg.

Tpr/, , ,=. Ar. Fr. 692.^, , , the Treviri in

Gallia near the Rhine, Strab. p. 194:

in Dio C..\, , ol, poet. ace.-, Callin. 3, the Treres. a Thracian
people ou the borders of Macedonia,
Thuc. 2, 96 : removed in part to Asia
Minor, Strab. p. 586.^, ov, , Trerus, a region ol

Thrace.—2. a river of Latium, Strab.

p. 237., , , {)— sq., dub.,, , , () .—fear-

ful, timorous, shy, in Hom. always
epith. of wild doves, or -, II. 5, 778; 22, 140, etc.:

later as subst. ., the trembler,=, Ar. Pac. 1067.,, , {*,) :

boring or piercing through. Plat.

Polit. 279 E.—II. hole, Arist. H. A,

1, 16, 10.

tTpi/ra, 7/, Treta, a city of Cvprus,
Strab. p. 683.

tTp7/rov, OV Ep. 00, TO,{) Mt.
Treius, a mountain in Argolis near
Nemea with the hole of the Nemean
lion, Hes. Th. 331 ; Paus. 2, 15, 2;
cf. Diod. S. 4, 11.—2. a promontory
of Numi(iia, Strab. p. 829. From. , , verb. adj. of*{), bored through, with a hole

in it, ., Od. 13, 77 : Hom.
usu. joins or ,-, prob. of inlaid bedsteads, 11. 3,

448, Od. 1, 440, etc. ; others explain

it of the holes through which the

cords or girths of the bedstead were
drawn, v. Od. 23, 198:

—

, i. e., the honeyconib,

Pind. P. 6, fin., , ov. Ion. for the ob-

sol.}^, poet, for.^,, y., etc,, Ion. foi

fpox--, , . Ion. for,
Horn., Hes., and Hdt.



,, Ion. for-., assumed as pres. of the

Homer, pf., but needlessly
;

V. sub.—11. in later Ep., to

be rough or uneven, from, Nic.

Th. 521., , , () a rough,

stony country, Nic. Th. 283., , Ion. for.-, from or, in compds.
three, thrice : also indefinitely, to add
emphasis, e. g.,,-, 3;3,, like Lat.

terque quaterque., neut. from, q. v., Hom., ov, b, (^) a victory.', ai, the three sisters., t. -, and, f. -,{) :

—

to conquer, vanquish, Strictly

of a wrestler, who did not win until

he had thrice thrown his adversary, or

conquered him in three bouts{-), of Aesch. Eum. 589, Soph.
Fr. C78, 13, Lucill. ap. Anal. Br. 2,

p. 321, Heind. Plat. Phaedr. 256 :

so, , I am utterly

undone, Eur. Or. 434. (Hence-,,.), i. -, () to triple,

multiply by three., , , {) trident, X\ie

badge of Neptune, II. 12, 27 ; Od. 4,

500, Aesch., etc.: cf'.
TplatvuTr'/p,,,^., ,' contr.-, ,{) trident-shaped.., , ruler of the

trident, of Neptune, Inscr. [], ,() to move or

heave with the trident: generally, to

heave up, overthrow, . ,
Eur. Bacch. 348 ; . -
?^7j, to break it up with a mattock, Ar.

P'ac. 570. Hence,, 6, one who breaks

tip the ground., , ai, , indecl.

thirteen. Hence, ov, 6, () thir-

teen years old : fem. -,. Plat.

Legg. 833 D.,, i], Ep. and Ion.-, contr. for obsol. :(, ) : the number thirty,, Aesch. Pers.
339.— II. the thirtieth day of the month,

Hes. Op. 764 : at Athens the-
were dedicated to the memory of

the dead, like the Roman novemdia-
lia, Harpocr., etc.— III. a political di-

vision of the at Athens, con-

tainiyig thirty famlies,=vo, Bockh
P. E.' 1, 47: also at Sparta, Hdt. 1,

65,—either = 30 families, 1-lOth of

an oba, or=10 families, l-30th of an
oba,JVIuller Dor. 3, 5, ^6., , the belonging

to one ()., () adv., three times,

thrice, Ar. Fr. 607. [/ci], ov,(,) with or of thirty knots, Xen.
Cyn. 2, 5.,Jon.-. Dor., (-,) of thirty days, Hdt, 2, 4., Ep. and Ion.,
, . , indecl.

;
yet Hes. Op. 694

has the gen.. and so later

imitators, as Call. Fr. 67 ; dat.-, Jac. Anth. P. 665, 794 :

—

thirty. Horn., etc.—H. ., asp.,

—

1. at Sparta, the council of thirty, as-

signed to the kings, Xen. Hell. 3, 4,

. 2, etc.—2. at Athens, a body of thirty,

commonly called the thirty tyrants,

appointed on the taking of Athens
(B. C. 404), lb. 2, 3, 2, etc. [ ;

but in late Epigr. also a, Jac. Anth.
P. p. 617, 705, 806.],, ,,
festival returning every thirty years,

Dio C. : from,,..,(-,) :
—thirty years old. Plat.

Legg. 961 , etc.—II.,
, of thirty years,

ff7rov(5at, Thuc. 5, 14; but fem. -,, Hdt. 7, 149.—But in Att. the. form is/, , in

both signfs., cf Thuc. 1, 23, 1 15, with
Plat. Rep. 539 A, Legg. 670 A ; and
as fem.,,, ,-, Ar. Ach. 194,

Eq. 1388, and so in Thuc. 1, 87,

though he has more freq. the form in

-. V. supra, cf Lob. Phryn. 408,

Hence, , , a period of
thirty years, Dion. H. 2, 67., ov, (,) with or of thirty benches of oars,

Theocr. 13, 74., ( ) adv.,

thirty times, Plut. [], ov,(,7) nfthirty couches, Plut. 2, 679 B,

Ath. 541 C., ov,(,) thirty-oared, Polyb. 22, 26,

13., ov, Dor. for-, of thirty days, Inscr.,, ofthirty months., a, ov,(-,) iveighing thirty minae,?,
Polyb. 9, 41, 8., ov, , a thirtieth

part., , (,) thirty cubits long, Ath. 203 F.', ov, and-, ov, thirtyfold, thirty

times as many. Math. Vett.,, , , (-, novc) thirty feet long or high,

Dion. H. ', ac, ,(,) the rule of the thirty (tyrants) at

Athens, Xen. Hell. 6, 3, 8., oov, contr. -,
ovr,(, xiLd)producing thirty-

fold. Theophr. H. PI. 8. 3, 8., , thirty-oared,

., a war-ship of thirty banks of oars,

Ath. 203 D ; cf sub., ov,(,) of thirty fathoms, Xen. Cyn.
2, 6., ov, =-, Thuc. 4, 9 ; Hdt. uses the form, e. g. 4, 148 ; 7, 97 ; cf.,-, v. sub-., ai, a, Ep. and Ion., three hundred, Horn., etc.

:

., at Athens, v. sub.,,(,') of three hundred medimni : oi

-p., at Athens, those whose property pro-

duced three hundred medimni, i. e. the, Bockh P. E. 2, p. 262.. ov, contr. -,
ovv. bearing three hundredfold., a, ov,()
on the thirtieth day : thirty days old,, Phylarch. ap. Ath. 606 F., ov, . Ion. -
-, a thirtieth part, Hipp., ov, () the thirty-

second, Math. V'elt. : from, , , Ion. -,() the thirtieth, Hdt. 4, 44,

TPIB
etc. :

—

, a duty of one thir-

tieth, Dem. 467,2.,, , a victor, Aesch.
Ag. 171 ; cf., ,,() conquered.,, , (-,) she
that has had three husbands, of Helen,
Lyc. 851. [a], , the Lat. Triarii, Po-
lyb. 6, 23, 16., ov, ( -, )

with three sails or masts, Luc. Pseu-
dol. 27., , , the Lat. triumvira-

tus, Dio C.,, , () :— the num-
ber three, a triad. Plat. Phaed. 104 A,
etc.

Tptaf ,, 6, a coin worth three, Lat. triens, Hesych., f. -,=, q. v.?., , three -furrowed :

three-pronged,,, , . (-,)
with three necks, Lyc. 1186., , ,() :

—

rubbed,

worn, Lat. tritus, (sc. -'
), Anth. :—so too,

(sc.), lb. ; esp. of a smooth,

fine summer-garment, opp. to thick,

rough winter clothes, Artemid. 2, 3.

— IJ. a hackneyed, crafty fellow, Lat.
veterator, like and.—
III.- (v. ),
Luc. Amor. 28.

iTpa2.t, , , of the Trt-

balli, Triballian, to T., Hdt. 4,

49.? or, , oi,

the Triballi, a people on the borders
of Thrace ( v. Bahr Hdt. 4, 49 ) ;

tThuc. 4, 101 1: hence as a comic
name for barbarian gods, Ar. Av.
1529, 1533, 1627.— II. a slang term for

youtig fellows ivho lounge about taverns,

etc., like the ' Mohocks' of Addison's
time, Dem. 1269, 9 ; cf sq., and Lob.
Aglaoph. p. 1037. /,-, a comic exaggeration of the name3? (v. foreg. II), Eubul. 'Opd.

1,
3'., f. 1. for., ov, gen. ^£•,=::-. [],,^, susp., ,—, Hesych., , , , =,

Gramm., , (-,)
thrice-barbarous, Plut. 2, 14 .,, , () woman
who practises lewdness with herself or
with other women,, ov, (-,) thrice-

dyed, i. e. of genuine dye, Jo. Lyd., , (-,) three-

pointed, Anth. Plan. 215.,, ,() rubber, ^=/, Strab. . 710 :—in mechan-
ics, the fitting upon which the ajcle rubs.

Math. Vett., 7/, ,() a rubbing :
—

usu. metaph. ;— 1. a rubbing or grind-

ing down, wearing away, .spending,,
Aesch. Ag. 465

;, Soph. Ant.
1078 ; , 'tis time
well spent, Aesch. Pr. 639 ;, a pleasant

enough lile to pass, Ar. Av. 156.—2. a

busying one's self about a thing, prac-

tising it, practice, esp. as opp. to the

ory, Hipp. : also mere practice, routine,

as opp. to true art, ,, Plat. Phaedr.2 :

hence joined with. lb. 270 ,
Gorg. 463 ; ,
Polyb. 1, 32, 1.—3. that about which owe
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TPIB
is busied, the object of care, anxiety, love,

etc., like '^ and Lat. cura. '-
-ijv , Aesch.

Cho. 749.—4. delay, pullivg off,

',, to seek delays. Soph. O.
T. 11(30; also, , .
Ach. 385 ; and with the verb omitted,

en, no more delays. Soph.
Ant. 577 ; , Thuc. 8, 87
(which may, however, be act., to wear
them out) ; -, Polyb. 1,20,9., , , founded on practice.'^, , , the Tribocci, a
people in Gaul near the Treviri, of

German origin, Strab. p. 193.3, ov, in. Ar. Nub.
1003, ,
to deal in. coarse, rude jests, [u]3..,{-,,) :— like, three-pointed, three-

pronged : hence as subst. ;— I. -, a caltrop, Polyaen. 1, 39, 2 ; v.

Diet. Antiqq. : also, a thiitg of like

shape on a horse's bridle.—2. from the
likeness of shape, a prickly water-

plant, water-caltrop, Lat. tribulus, Di-

osc. : also a like plant on land, which
was apt to stick in sheep's wool, Ar.

Lys. 576, cf V'oss Virg. G. 1, 153 :—
Alcae. 34 calls sour wine.—3. in plur., smart sayings,

gibes, the French poiutes, such as
were attributed to Gorgias, Philostr.

—II. Tu 7., a threshing-machine,

a board with sharp stones fixed in the

bottom. Math. Vett., Virgil's tribula,

Georg. 1, 164 [where the [ shows
that in this signf. it is from,
tero'\ ; but we have -

in Anth. P. 6, 104., , also in Eur. Or. 1251,

Plut. Aral. 22 : () :
—a worn or

beaten track, a road, path, H. Hom.
Merc. 448 : hence the high road, high-

way, Hdt. 8, 140, 2; .,
Eur. Or. 1251 :—metaph., path of
life, , Anacre-
ont. 41, 2 ; lot; Anth. P. 5, 302; and so

perh., , Aesch. Supp.
1043. — 11. a rubbing, like,
Aesch. Ag. 391 ; ., the

rubbing of a shoe, Aretae.—2. hollow

made by rubbing, Hipp.— III. metaph.,
like, practice, use, -, to get accustomed to a place
or thing, Foes. Oec. Hipp.—2. delay,

Aesch. Ag. 197.—IV. bodily exercise,

Nic. [t], , {-,) a met-

rical foot consisting of three short sylla-

bles., ov, (-,) thrice-

wetted, 1. e. drenched, soaked., f. : aor. 1 pass,-, Thuc, 2, 77, but more usu. in

aor. 2 [<]
:—Hom. has only

the pres. and aor. 1 act. ; in compds.
also the fut.—The fut. mid.

in pass, signf, cf. Thuc. 6, 18 ; 7,

42, EUendt Lex. Soph. s. v. To rub,

hence, to thresh corn, thresh it out, be-

cause among the Greeks this was
done by rubbers or rollers, II. 20, 496:
also to grind, pound, bruise,-, Hdt. 2, 86 ; to beat up
or make,,,, Ar. Thesm. 486, Plut. 717,

Pac. 816:

—

-, to ivork round the stake in his eye,

Od. 9, 333: .. to

rub gold on a touch-stone, so as to

test its purity, Theogn. 450 (cf. -) :—and in mid.,, to rub pollution upon another,
taiyit him with it, Aesch. Euin. 195

(cf,); . ,
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to scratch the head, in perplexity,

Aeschin. 34, 26.— II. to rub away, grind

down, wear out, wear, damage, bruise,' -, Hdt. 2, 93 : esp. to wear out

clothes, v.: and of a road, to

it'car or tread it s!7iooth, -, Ar. Ran. 123 (iience -
).—'i. time, to ircar awai/, spend,

and in pass., , as
time wore on, Hdt. 4, 201 :—so later,

., to pass away, spend life, Lat.
terere vitam. Soph. El. 602, Ar. Pac.
590 ; ., to prolong a war,
Polyb. 2, 63, 4:— hence absol., to

waste time, tarry, Acsch. Ag. 1056,
Dem. 678, 10.— III. metaph. of per-

sons, to wear out,!) -/, Hes. Op. 249 ; -, to be worn out by ills,

.11. 23, 735 ; ?., an op-

pressed people, Hdt. 2, 124 ;-, to wear itself out
by internal struggles, Thuc. 6, 18

:

ofmoney and property, to ivaste, squan-
der it, joined with in Hdt.
2, 37.—2. to wear or use,...?'. . . 636.—3.

pass., to be viuch busied or engrossed
with a thing,, Hdt. 3, 134 : to

practise one's self in a thing, use one's

self to it, ', Theogn. 465.[ is from the same root with, ,,, etc. :

hence Lat. tero, trivi, teres, tener, Ger-
man reiben, treiben, our rub, drive). \l

in all tenses, except aor. 2 : but I

usu. in derivs., they being mostly de-
rived from this tense.], ov, 6, a threefold or tri-

angular altar.,, 6,() :

—

a worn
garment, threadbare cloak, Eur. Autol.
1, 12, Ar. Ach. 184, 343, Plat. Prot.

335 1), etc. :—esp. such as was worn
by the Spartans, hence,/', Dem. 1267, 22

;

the was then adopted by
philosophers, and in after-times by
monks: hence as an emblem of au-
stere life or severe study, and later

of monachism, as we say ' the cow!,'
V. Wyttenb. Plut. 2, 52 C—II. as
adv., practised, well versed or skilled in

a thing, c. gen. , Hdt. 4,

74 ; ., Eur. Bacch. 717, El.
1127 ; also c. ace, .
Id. Med. 691, etc. :—hence,—2. ab-

sol., a hackneyed, crafty fellow, a rogue,

Ar, Nub. 869, 870 ; cf.. [i],,, dim. from-, a small cloak, [a]. () dep., to

practise roguery ; or (as Others take it),

to put off, delay, Antipho ap. Harp., adv., in the fashion of
a, -, Ar. Vesp. 1132.', ov, , dim. from -, Ar. Vesp. 33, 116, etc.,,=-.., , to wear a -, Plut. 2, 52 C : and, , , the wearing
of a, Plut. 2, 52 C ; cf. -

I, fin. : from, ov, () wearing
a., , like a.

tTpiya'ioAoi, , , Trigaholi, a
place in northern Italy where the Po
divides itself into two branches, Po-
lyb. 2, 16, 11., , , a threefold or third

marriage : from), ov, (-,) thrice-

mamed, of Helen, Stesich. 74.

, , , a third generation
or race, also : .,
three kinds of goods, Sest. Einp. p.
171 : from, , (-, *) thrice-

born, as some ilies and moths, Arist.
Gen. An. 3, 9, 11., , ,=, dub., ov, (-, ))
thriceborn,ep\lh. of Minerva, Lye. 5 19., ov, of thrice Gerenian
age, i. e. thrice as old as Nestor, M.
Anton. 4, 50 ; cf. sq.,, , , (-,)
triply old, i. e. very old, -, 'tis an old saw, Aesch.
Cho. 314.,, 6, (-,)
a triple (i. e. huge) giant, Orph. Arg.
1.348. [yi], or, , . a mullet,

Italian trinlia, E[Jich. p. 34, cf Ath.
324 D, sq. ; ',
Anth. P. 0, 105., ov, in Hom. as epith.
of ear-rings, (prob.
from -,), loilh three bright
drops or brilliants. 11. 14, 183, Od. 18,
298, cf Lucas Quaest. Lexil.

<i, 10;
though others would refer it to ?.•

in the signf of an eye or hole, cf., : , an
ear-ring ot this kind.—111. three-eyed,

of Hecate, Ath. 325 A., like ?., to giggle,
titter.?., ov, TO, and,,
, dim. from.7., ov,(,)
striking or catching mullets, Plut. 2,
966 A., ov, (?•., )
bearing mullets : -p., a net for
catching them, Alllh. P. 6, 11.?, ov, (, ?<.)
thrice-slit or cloven, ., a trident,

Opp. H. 5, 377.— II. , in
Doric architecture, the triglyph, a
three-grooved tablet placed at equal
distances along the frieze ; it .seems
orig. to have been the end of the
beam (the spaces between being at
first open, and then called, after-

wards filled up and called),
first in Eur. Or. 1372, I. T. 113 : also
TO, Arist. Eth. N. 10,4,2.,, , , {-, -) three-longued, three-barbed,,, II. 5, 393 ; 11, 507 ; as epith.
Sicily, Pind. Fr. 219; in later poets
with a neut. subst.. Lob. Paral. 204:—., the valvulae tricuspides

of the thorax, Galen.(), ov, , () a chirping,

squeaking, esp. of mice and bats :

creaking, grating, jarring, Lat. stridor., ov, with three jaws., , a kind of fish (£-), Sophron ap. Ath. 324 E., ov, (-, -) with
three nails. Soph Fr. 295., , to be in the third gen-
eration, Theophr. : and,, , the third generation,, Dem. 1327,3;
cf. : from, ov, (-,*) begetting

or bringing forth thrice :
— -, three children, Eur. H. F. 1023;, three daughters. Id.

Ion 496., ov, with or of three

letters., f. -, to make triangu-

lar : but in Plut. 2, 416 C, to triple,

multiply by three, for he says that 40=0720.—II. to

play the, . II. 2.



TPIE,', -, , triangular.,{) adv., iri-

angle-wise, Math. Yett.

')'<•, . , a woman who
plays the (signf. II. 2), Luc.
Lexiph. 8.-, , (,) triangu-

lar-shaped, Arist. . . : from,,{-,) three-cor-

nered, triangular, of the Delta, Aesch.
Pr. 815; ., Id. Fr. 70.—2.

triangular numbers{.
Pint. 2, 1003 F) are those which can
be disposed in a triangle, as 3.'.,

6 .'., etc.,—being represented by the

formula -ii.

—

II. as subst.,-, TO, a triangle. Plat. Tim. 50 B,

etc.—2. a musical instrument of trian-

gular form, somewhat like a harp,

with strings of equal thickness hut

unequal lengths. Plat. Rep. 399 C :—
also, . Soph. Fr. 361./, a, oi',=sq.1?, ov, (-,?.)
three-fingered.—II. three fingers long., ov, {-,) three-

necked. Lye. 966.

^, , oi, the Triden-

tini, on the Athesis, Strab. p. 204., ov, with three masters./, ov, {-,) a

slave through th^ee generations, thrice a

slave, .
Soph. . . 1063 ; cf.., , (-,)
worth or weighing three drachms, Ar.

Pac. 1202 : , three

drachms., ov,() threefold, triple:

(sc.), three born at a

birth, Plut. 2, 906 : formed like., ov, (-,)
thrice-wretched, Anth., ov, {-,) :

—
thrice wound or coiled, epith. of,
Orac. ap. Hdt. 6, 77 : .,
a noose of three threads, Anth. P. G,

109 ; . (of the Fates), lb. 7,

14 :

—

Tp., of a ship's plank-

ing, Ih. append. J 5.',, (-, ?.) a triple

wreath, Chaerem. ap. Ath. 679 F., ov, {-,)
like three ship's beaks, Ar. Av. 1256., ov, (-,) three-yearly,

Theophr., ov, {-,) :
—

in three successive nights,. Luc.
Somn. 12:—esp. as epith. of Hercu-
les, who was begotten in three nights.

Lye. 33., , , {) : — like, a period of three years, v.

Schaf. Appar. Dem. 3, p. 504.,, ,=, Orph.
. 52, 4., , , belonging to a, Plut. 2, 671 D : from

(sc. ), , , a

triennial festival, esp. of Bacchus, but

also of Neptune, of Juno and other

divinities, in sing., Pind. N. 6, 69
;

in plur., Hdt. 4, 108, Eur. Bacch.

133, Plat., etc. — 2. (sub.),
a cycle or period of three years : from, ,=., . , {-,) : — of
three years, , Hdt. 1,

199 : TiJ, a space of three years.

Plat. Legg. 794 A. Adv.,.
three years long, Od. 2, 106 ; 13, 377.,,,=, Theophr., i. -, () to be

three years old, LXX.,, , Triephon, a

character in (Luc. ?) Philopatr.

TPIH

I

, ov, {-,) three-

' yoked, of the Graces {Gratia. ..nudis

juncta sororibus), Soph. Fr. 490 ; -
I

, Eur. Hel. 357 : — also,, , Anth. P. 11, 27.,, , 7/,=foreg. : threefold,

triple, Anth. P. 6, 181, etc.: f. or: pf', with pres. signf, the only
tense in Horn.,—except in Od. 24, 5,

7, w here he has the pres. ; and even

I

in Alt. the pf is more freq. than the

pres. : rare Ep. part,, for, 11.2,314: — ot animals,

to cry sharp and shrilly, to squeak, chirp,

twitter, of young birds, II. 2, 314 ; of

bats, Od. 24, 7, v. Valck. Hdt. 3, 110;

4, 183 ; also applied to the noise made
by ghosts (which, in Shaksp.,' squeak
and gibber'), II. 23, 101, Od. 24, 5, 9

:

(Ep. plqpf ), the wrest-

lers' backs cracked, 11. 23, 714 ; also

of the gnashing or grinding of teeth,

Epich. p. 9 : later of the noise of the
elephant, Luc. Zeux. 10 : also of

things, to creak, grate, jar, Lat. stri-

dere ; cf.,.,, , Ep. and Ion. for, Hes., and Hdt.,, etc., Ep.
and Ion. for•.'. , ,{) pe-

riod of three days, LXX. Hence, to be about a thing for
three days., ov, lasting three

days and nights., ov, {-,) of or

for 3 days, 3 days old, M. Anton. 4,

50., ov, , a and
a half, dub. ; v. Meineke Plat. (Com.). 2, 12.?, , v.'., , {-, -,)

cubit and a half long, Ath. 199 C., a, ov, a foot and
half long: from, ov, , {-, -,) afoot and half, Xen. Oec. 19,

4 and 5., ov, , {-, -,) a tone and half : in music, the

discord now called ' the minor third.', , b, , {-,
-.) and.half, dub. 1.

in Theophr., peih.,., , , worth an
obol and half: from?, ov, , {-, -,) an obol and half, Ar. Fr. 144.

i
, , to be a,

j

to command a trireme, Hdt. 8, 46 : also

c. gen., ., Hdt. 7, 181.

—

. at

I

Athens, to be trierarch, i. e. fit out a

trireme for the public service, Ar. Eq.

912, Ran. 1065; ., Antipho
117,33; ., Lys. 135,

31 : , a family
wealthy enough for the trierarchy, Isae.

66, 3S :—cf. Hence., , the expense

of the.— II. the trierarch's

crew of seamen, Dem. 1220, 12., ov, , later form for, q. v., , .()
the command of a trireme.—II. at Ath-
ens, the fitting out of a trireme for the

public service (cf II), first

in Lys. 908. 5, Xen. Oec. 2, 6 : the

trierarchy was tho most important of

the extraordinary. On
the office, its duties, liabilities, etc.,

V. Bockh P. E. 2, pp. 319-368, Diet.

Antiqq.—2. the office of trierarch, Xen.
Ath. 1, 13.

, , , belonging to,

fittedfor a oi,., Dem. 329, 18 : ro-, the Navy-office, Decret. ib. 261,
1 5 : from, ov, b,(,)
the captain of a trireme, Hdt. 8, 93, Po-
lyb. 1, 50, 4.— II. at Athens, a trierarch,

one who (singly of jointly with other
citizens) had to fit out a triremefor the

public service, being also responsible

for the command, first in Ar. Ach.
546, Thuc. 6, 31, etc.—
is a later form, v. Bockh P. E. 2, p.

358 : cf II., ov, b, (, av-) ;

—

the flute player, who gave the

time to the rowers in the trireme,

Dem. 270, 13., to row in a trireme., ov, , a rower in a tri-

reme., , ,() of or
like a trireme, App., Ion. for, gen.
from. Hippon. 7., , , ^\so-, a light, undecked vessel of war,
\Vess. Diod. 20, 93., , gen. , Ion. .•

gen. pi. (or, ace. to Thorn.
M.,), Xen. Hell. 1, 4, 11

;

contr., not, Thuc.
6, 46, Dem. 180, 16, cf Kiihner Gr.
Gr. <} 264 : (, *, not .)
Strictly, triply-fumished or equipped :— (sc. ), Lat. tnremis,

a galley with three banjcs of oars, the
common form of the Greek ship-of-

war(), first in Hdt. 2, 159,

etc. Triremes were first built by
the Corinthians. Thuc. 1, 13. The
lowest rowers being called,
the middle, and the topmost

(cf sub voce.) ; one man
managed each oar. The
continued to be the largest ships up
to about the end of the Pelop. war:
after that, quadriremes (),
quinquere7nes{v//pt). etc.. became
common,—up to the-

of Ptolemy Philopator (Plut. De-
metr. 43, Ath. 203 D), The construc-
tion of a trireme presents no great
difficulty— taken alone; but when
we come to the enormous size of a, or even a

(words, be it observed, strictly anal-

ogous to, triremis). the subject
of ancient ship-building becomes very
perplexing,!'. Diet. Antiqq. p. 891.

—

2. metaph., a ship-shaped drinking ves-

sel. Pors. Med. 139.— II. of three sto-

ries, like.
iTpp77, , . Triires, a place

in Phoenicia, Polyb. 5, 68, 8., , , ^= :

TO . (sc.), Ath. 535 D., ov, b,() one ivhrs

goes in a trireme, esp. as a soldier or
rower, Hdt. 5, 85, Thuc. 6, 46, Xen.
An. 6, 4, 7:—theformrp<?;pe<-7/f isdub., , like a trireme..,=:., ,{,)
building triremes, Dem. 598, 23., , Att. -, (-,)' of three seas, touching on or
connected with three seas, Ephor. ap.

Strab. [], , thrice blooming, i. e.

richly blooming.. , , (-,) the Holy
Trinity, or belief therein, Eccl. Hencf, ov, b. a believer in the

Trinity, Eccl., , ,() done
three days ago, three days old.
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, , three - throned or
seated., , with three horses :

rpilTTTiOV, a team of three, Lat. triga./, , =-.}, , ,{)
Tricaranum, a fortress of Phlius,

Xen. Hell. 7, 2, 1 ; Dem. 206, 6., , , (.=-) the Three-headed, a satirical

attack on three cities, Sparta, Athens,

Thebes ( cf. -), falsely

attributed to the historian Theopom-
pus, Muller Introd. to Mythol. p. 38,

116 (Engl. Tr.).^, , , Tricarenin, a

city on the Euxine, Palaeph. 25, 2., , poet, for-, {rpt-,) three-headed, Hes.

Th. 287, Hdt. 9, 81, Find. Fr. 70,

Eur., etc. [], , (-,) bear-

ing fruit thrice a year: also= rpterz/f.,, three-horned., , ( -, )

three-headed, Ar. Fr. 468, Luc. V.

Hist. 1, U, etc. [Penult, in Att.

sometimes long, as if,
Dind. Ar. Eq. 417 : cf.,.]\, and, , , Triccn,

a city of Thessaly near the Peneus,
with a temple of Aesculapius, II. 2,

729 ; Strab. p. 437 ; now Tricala., , (-,) with

three couches

:

— . (sc. ), like

the Roman triclinivm, a dining-room

with three couches, Antiph. Incert. 34,

Amphis Incert. 10; also, -, Po-
lyb. 31, 4, 3.,, (-,^) thrice

washed or cleansed, Ar. Fr. 693., , with or of three

shoots., , ( -, 7) )

thrice-spun, three-threaded, Anth. P. 6,

109., , with three grains or

berries., , , a three--
piece., , (-,)

thrice docked or cut short, Arith. Vett.

iTpiKO?MVOi, 0)V, o'l, Tricoloni, a

city of Arcadia with a temple of Nep-
tune, Pans. 8, 35, 6 : from, , three-hilled.^, , , Trtcolonus,

son of Lycaon, myth, founder of, Paus. 8, 3, 4.

iTpiKOpioi, , oi, the Tricorii, a
people in Gaul, Strab. p. 185., ,[ 111)=?-."[, , and , Tricory-

thus, an Attic deme of the tribe

Aeantis, Strab. p. 379 : cf.-
1., ov,=^sq.. Alar, Eur.

Or. 1480., , , (-, )
with triple plume, Eur. Bacch. 123., a. ov, of Tricorythns,

Tricnrysian.il., Ar. Lys. 1032.', ov, ( -, )

three-pointed or pronged, Geop., ov, (-,) as

old as three crows, Anth. P. 5, 289
;

II, 09./., ov, ( -, ?7 )

holding three Korv/ai, Ar. Thesm.
743. Dionys. (Com.). 1., ov, (-,) shorn

even/ three years, Hesych.', 7], Tricrana, an island

at the promontory Buporthmus in

Argolis, Paus. 2, 34, 8.
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TPIM, ov, (-,) three-

headed, of Cerberus, Soph. Tr. 1098,

Eur. H. F. 1277., ov, (-,-) with triple border, Archimed., , Tricrena, a place

in Arcadia so named from threefoun-
tains there, Paus. 8, 10, 1., ov, rowed with triple

stroke, of a trireme, Arislid. : cf. -,., , ,=, as -=,, Sophron ap.

Ath. 480 . (?), , holding three -, Anacr. 29. []7],, thrice-rolled, also., ov,=foreg., Epicur.
ap. biog. L. 10, 5., , , (-,) the

third wave : hence, a huge, jnighiy

wave, since every third wave was
supposed to be larger (Plat. Rep.
472 A), as in Latin the fluctus decu-

manus, Eur. Hipp. 1213, Tro. 83 :—
hence, metaph., ., Aesch.
Pr. 1015 ; . ,
Luc. Demosth. Enc. 33 : also, ., a prodigious swell of words,
Heind. Plat. Euthyd. 293 A., ov, (-,) three-

meynbered, to, a sentence of
three-clauses, Dion. H.\,,,=,
Paus. 2, 37, 3., ov, with three pairs of
oars, V. 1. Clem. Al., ov, and in Stesich.

7,, ov, holding three bot-

tles, [], , thrice (i. e. very)

bright., ov, (-,) of or

xvith three stones

:

—to ., a temple

(at Balbec) buill of three enormous
stones, Joh. Malal., ov, consisting of three

threads or strings ; to ., a necklace

of three strings of pearls.?, or, of three pounds: to

., three pounds, Lat. tripondium., ov, poet, for -, (-,,) :

—

ihrice, i. e. often or earnestly, prayed

for, 11. 8,
488''.3. ov, (-,) ihree-

lobed, Alex. Mynd. ap. Ath. 392 C., , , (-,)
trilogy, the three tragedies, which the
Athen. tragic poets exhibited to-

gether ; cf. sub., , ( ) three-

pointed., , , triple crest, Ar.. 94 : from, , (-,) with

three-crests : with three peaks., , fern, from sq., Anth.
P. 9, 390. [a],, , thrice-blessed., , (-, III):

—

an a?tcestress in the stj:th generation,

Lat. tritai'ia., , (-,) -.—con-

sisting of three, of a certain style

of music, Plut. 2, 1132 D., , , a consisting of or
diiisioH into three parts : from, , tripartite, threefold.

Hence), to divide into three parts., , , a co7isisling of
three metres : from', ov, (-,):—of
verses, consisting of three metres ; i. e.

in iambics, trochaics, and anapae-
stics, of three syzygics (of two feet) ;

but in dactylics, etc., of three single
feet : hence the iambic verse of six
feet is called by the Greeks-, Hdt. 1, 12: later-

.,—but Lat. versus senarius ;

yet Horace follows the Greek mode
of scanning, pede ter percusso, each
syzygy havmg only one ictus :—.so,, trimeter verse, Hdt.
I, 174 ; TO, Ar. Nub. 012 :

—cf.., , ov,=sq.,Theophr.

;

V. Lob. Phryn. 550., ov, (-,) :
—of three

months, three months old : ?/,
a period of three months, Hdt. 2, 124 ;., So[)h. Tr. 1C4 ; .,
wheat sown in spring, so as to ripen

in three months, Theophr., , v.., , , ofpo: also
= sq., Aesch. Fr. 320., ov, {-,) having
three threads in the warp: generally,
three-threaded, Lysipp. Bacch. 3

:

hence, or-, three-

threaded linen, sackcloth, Lat. trilicium

a garment of such cloth, Cratin. (Jun.)
Omph. 2 :—hence dim. to,
a small sackcloth garment. Cf.-. [], , , () :

—that
7vhich is rubbed : metaph., like -pi iov
II. 2, a practised, tricksy knave, Ar.
Nub. 2G0, Av. 430.— II. a drink or
brew prepared ofpounded groats, grated
spices, etc., Sotad. 'Ej'/c/ez. 1, 4, Ax-
ionic.'. 1,8; ct. Meinek. Com.
Fr. 2, p. 295.^111. a kind of fine pastry., ov,, dim. from-, a spiced drink, Sotad.. 1,

17, Diphil.. 1. [], ov, , () : a rubbing,
rubbing off.—II. that which is rubbed

off, filings, etc.—2. a beaten road, like, Xen. Cyn. 3, 7 ; 4, 3, etc., a, ov,() :
—worth or

weighing three minae., , , {) a three 7nina.

piece, ct..,, ,() triple

portion ; triple pay. Hence, , , receiving three

parts, Luc. Jup. Trag. 48., ov, (-,) three-

fold, triple,, Aesch. Ag. 872 :—^later,, a, ov, Lob.
Phryn. 545., o^',= foreg., Orph. Arg.
1054.. ov, (-, //) triple-

formed, triple, ., the three

fates, Aesch. Pr. 510.,,() with three uicks., , , poet. v. sq., Dion.
P. 434., , , Trinacria, epith.
of Sicily, from its three promontories(,) ; fThuc. 6, 2 ; Call.

Dian. 57t.—Others write,
from, Jac. Anlh. P. p. 226. Hence, a, ov, f'J'rinarrian, Si-

cilian,, . Rh. 4, 291.

iTpvapi,, , pecul. fem. to
foreg.,, , (-, ) like, trident, or three-pronged mat-
tock. Anth. P. 6, 104. []'\, ov, . Trinasns, a for-

tress near Gythium in Laconia, Paus.
3, 22. 3.,, [, and,
, , Trinemla, a deme of the tribe

Cecropis, Call. Fr. 57., ov, TO, () the space

of three nights.,, . a Sicilian ccin of
three, Lat. tncns.



, , . Ion. for,
Hdt. ; so for, cr. Koen
Greg. 435.3?, -, f. 1. for

3., Lob. Phryn. 551, 709., , to go a road three times., , , a meeting of three

roads, Lat. trivium.', ov, b,() one who
frequents cross-roads : generally,

street-lounger, low fellow, A. B. [i]., , fern, from foreg.,

epith. of Hecate, who was ivorshipped

at the crossing of three ways, Lat. 'Pri-

via, Plut. 2, 937 E.—2.3 ., a
street-walker, Philo.— 3. generally,

from, the street, low, common, Lat. tri-

vialis.

or (sc. -
XVTj), fishing with a trident or leister., , , diva, from., ov, , {-, )=-, meeting of three roads, Lat. tri-

vium, Theogn. 907, Pind. P. 11, 59,

where (he plur. is used for the sing.,

cf. Bockh ad 1. (38) ; ?., Aescti. Fr.

160; cf Eur. Supp. 1212, Plat., etc.:

hence ' , of a low
fellow, Lat. homo trivialis. Plat. Legg.
799 C ; cf, -, and Lob.
Phryn. 38.,, , fj, (-,) with three teeth

:

— ., as

snhst.,=Tpiaiva, a trident, Pind. O.

9, 45, I. 8 (7), 75 ; used for spearing
fish. Plat. Soph. 220 C., ov, (-,) with three

branches or boughs, Theophr., V. sub., ov, Ep., eu,, , and, ov, ,
Triopas. sonjof Neptune and Canace

;

or ace. to Diod. S. 5, 57 son of Me-
lius, king in Thessaly, Call. Cer. 24,

sqq. ; ApoUod. 1, 7, 4.—2. father of
Phorbas, H. Horn. Ap. 211 :—Tpio-. Id. 213 :—son of Phorbas, Paus.

2, 16, 1.—3. father of Pelasgus, Id. 2,

22, 4. Hence'\~, a, ov, of or concerning

Triopas, Anth., ov, 6, fern, -,, like, three-eyed.

iplO'n, ov, b, son or descendant

of Triopas, , Call. Cer.
32.

ip^o~, ,, of Tnopium, Tri-

opian, TO , the temple
(of Apollo and Neptune) on (the
promontory) Triopium, Hdt. 1, 144.

fTpiOTTiov, ov, TO, Triopium, a
promontory on theCnidian peninsula
in Caria (or the tract of country along
the coast), Hdt. 1. 174: in Theocr.
17, 68 7., now cape
Krio.—2. a city on foreg. promontory,
Arr. An. 2, 5, 7.[, a, ov, adj. from foreg.

1, Triopian, esp. epith. of Apollo, who
had a temple thereon, Hdt. 1, 144., a. ,=.-,, , fem. from.
.=-.

tTpt'oTTOf, ov, , Triopus, a city of
Cos,Mosch.3,104.— II.,=-2., ov, (-,) three

fathoms long, Xen. Cj'r. 6, 1, 52., , , three boundaries,

Lat. trifimum., oi',=:the more usu., Hdt. 1, 180., ov, o,= sq. I, Timae. ap.

Polyb. 12, 15. 2.—II.= sq. II, Ar. At.
ri81, Vesp. 1534; cf Arist. H. A. 8,

3, 1., ov, {-, )• with

three testicles : metaph., very lewd or I

lecherous.—II. b ., a. kind of falcon

or kite, Simon. 202, Ar. Av. 1206 ;
[

also, q. v.—2. ., a fabu-
lous plant, also called,

;

Theophr.
;-, a sound imitative of a bird's
'

voice, Ar. Av. 243.
|, , , dim. from sq.,, , an earring or brooch

with three drops, cf. /.. (The
word is prob. orig. the same with,, as also the form

: so in Aeol. and Att.,

was formed from, from
), etc.)?., ov, three-eyed.-,, ,=^~.,, , , (-,)
having three children, Plut. Num. 10., (-,) adv., long,

long ago, Ar. Eq. 1153 ; cf.-
7.ai., a, ov, very old, cf.-. []/, a, oi',= sq., v.

Lob. Phryn. 548., ,{-,7.)
three hands broad, long, etc., Hdt. 1,

50, where some MSS. give-.-/., ov, (-, 7?.?.) thrice

brandished ; metaph., furious, fierce,, Aesch. Theb. 985., ov, {-, izavovp-

}) triply base, an arch-rogue, Mel. 12,

4. [«], ov, b, an ancestor in the

sixth generation, Lat. tritavus.^, ov, , Triparadi-

sus, name of a place, Diod. S., ov, [-,)
consistiiig of three virgins, .,
Eur. Erechlh. 3, v. Soph. Fr. 490 ; cf., ov, with triple entrance.,,= ; and,
generally,= ., ov,{) begotten by
three fathers., ov, said to be Dor. for

: but in Aesch. Ag. 1476,
the a is short, so that it must be re-

ferred to, or must be altered
;

has been proposed by
Blomf , and received by Klausen., ov, {-,) threefeet
long. Polyb. G, 22, 2.,, b, ), {-,)
a slave who has been thrice in fetters,

Lat. trifurcifer., ov, {-,)
childish from age, Plut. 2, 1071 C : cf.<., adv., years ago./., ov, (-, ?.)
three-leafed, . Hom. Merc. 530 : to

.,^^?.., the herb trefoil, Nic., ,{) triply

spread, threefold.. , ., the gallop

of a horse, elsewh. 7,—, cf.

Lat. tripudium (.''), and v. sub-., , grti. , {-, -) three cubits long, Hes. Op. 421.
Hdt. 4, 192, Eur. Cycl. 235, Xen.;
etc. -.—metaph., . Crates
Lam. 2, Horace's verba sesquperL•lia,

Lob. Phr>n. 519., , ov, {-,)
thrice or thoroughly apish, Anth. P. 11,

196.2,,, b, ,{) :

—

triple,

threefold, Lat. triplex, II. 18, 480:
i

formetl like ?..7.,, {-,?,)- '

dered through by three, Lye. 846. I

?, to triple, take three

times, Plut. Aristid. 24: from/., a. ov, thrice as many,
as much, or as great as, c. gen., Ar.
Ach._^ 88, Plat., etc. ; -, Dem. 1048, 25 : ab-
sol.,? (sc.), Xen. An. 7, 4, 21 :

—

as adv., ., thrice as
much as you, Ar. Eq. 285, cf. 718.

Adv. -.', ov, gen. ovof,=foreg., ov, three. lang./^, , thrice-plaited, three-

fold, Lat. triplex., ov, {-, ,)
three-sided, Strab.^, 11. 1, 128, v. 7../., , made threefold,

tripled, ., as Herm. nuw reads
in Soph. Ant. 858, for/.., ov, {7.)=7.-.•, , , contr. -7., ,, multiplicative adj. from :—

•

triple, threefold, Pind. . 9, 3, Aesch.,
etc. ; kv , =. Soph. . . 716. Adv. -?:
but the dat. fem. /. is used as
adv. in II. 1, 128. — Instead of Att.
neut. plur. /. we find in low
Greek also 7., Buttm. Ausf. Gr.
Gr. ^ 2, p. 397., ov. Ion.-, ov, {-,) three-footed. Call. Del. 90 : pe•
cul. poet, fem.,,, .'[, , , Tripodes, {the

tripods) a street in Athens leading
from the Prytaneum, so called from
the tripods therein consecrated, Paus.
1, 20, 1.7.7., ov, {, 7a-
?.) speaking from a tripod, prophesy-
ing, Christodor. Ecphr. 72. [], ., b, (-, ) :

—
three feet long, Hes. Op. 421 :

pov, Xen. Oec. 19, 3.—IL
three-footed.

or-, , {-,) to bring a tripod, offer it as

a sign of victory, esp. in dramatic con-
tests, Strab., ), , belonging to., f. -, to gallop, of a
horse, Lat. tripedo., ov, , dim. from-, Antiph. Incert. 32., ov, , and-,
b, dims, from., ov, ro,=:sq., Strab.

p. 394.

ip-oo, ov, ,,, oi, and, , 7j,Tripo-

discus, a town of Megaris, Paus. 1,

43, 7., , tripod-shaped., , v.., ov, {-,) thrice

(i. e. much) longed for, Mosch. 3, 52., ov, {-,) with
triple (i. e. thick) wool, Dicaearch. p.
29.. ov, TO, aflower, perh. a
kind of aster, Theophr., Ion. -, b, , {-,.) with three cities, ., ol

Rhodes, Pind. O. 7, 34 :

—

., a
utiion of three cities: +v. sq.

'\7.,, , Tripolis, a union
of three cities.—1. in Arcadia, com-
prising Callia, Dipoena, and Nona-
cris, Paus. 8, 27, 4.—2. in Phoenicia,
a colony of the three cities Tvre,
Sidon, and Aradus, Strab. p. 754.—
3. a district of Laconia, Polyb. 4, 81,
7.
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, , {-,)
thrice built, triply or firmly founded,. Soph. Ant. 851 ; but cf. -'.,, , title of a work
of Dicaearchus quoled by Athen. 141

A: also another name for the satiric

treatise named, Joseph.

c. Apion, 1,21, cf. Cic. Att. 13,32,^, , ,=,
e. g., ., in Macedonia,
Azorus, Dolicha, and Py thiutn, Strab.

p. 326./., ov, (,~pt-,) thrice

turned up or ploughed, i. e. bearing three

crops in a year, of corn-land, 11. 18,

512. Od. 5, 127, Hes. Th. 971., ov,{-,) thrice

(i. e. much) worked : ., a contest

between three labouring women, Leon.
Tar. 20., ov, (-,)
thrice-wasted : also, ov,

Anlh., . ?'/, threefold whore-

dom, Antiph. ap. Alh. 587 C : from, ov, {-,) awhore

of the third generation, Theoponip.
(Hist.) ap. Ath. 595 B.-, ov, 0, poet, for sq., II. 22,

104. Hes. Sc. 312 ; cf. Jac. Anth. P.

in indice. [t],, , //, -'', ,
(rpt-,) three-fooled, three-legged or

with three feel : and so— I. measuring

three feet, . , Hdt. 3, CO.— II.

going on three feet, proverb, of an old

man who leans on a staff,, Aesch. Ag. 80 ; cf., and see the Sphinx's

riddle in Argum. Soph. 0. T. : hence
—2. usu. as subst.,rpi7rotif, , a tripod,

a three-footed brass kettle, II. 18, 344,

sq., Od. 8, 434, etc. ; -, II. 23, 702 ; so, .-. Soph. Aj. 1405:—besides these

we hear of ., vessels un-

touched by fire, which seem to have

been of fine workmanship, used only

for ornament, II. 9, 122, 204, cf. 18,

373, sq., Paus. 4, 32, 1. In Horn.,

tripods are often given as prizes, 11.

11, 700; 23, 264, 485, etc.; also as

gifts of honour, II. 8, 290, Od. 13, 13.

In aftertimes, tripods of fine work-
manship, bearing inscriptions, were
placed as votive gifts in the temples,

esp. inthat of Apollo at Delphi; these

were then called .., and were sometimes of

precious metals, even of gold, Hdt. 8,

82, Ar. Plut. 9, Thuc. 1, 132, Paus.

10, 13, 9, cf. Diet. Anliqq. ;—hence,

a street of Athens adorned with these

gifts was called oi, Paus.

1, 20, 1.—HI. any thing with three legs,

generally, a three-legged table, etc.,

Xen. An. 7, 3, 21 :—esp. the stool of

the Delphic priestess, Eur. Ion 91, Or.

163, etc. ;
proverb., t/c, i. e. authoritatively, Ath. 37

fin., ov, {-,)
thrice sold, Ar. Fr. 718 ; cf.-., ov, (-,)
three-faced, Charicl. ap. Ath. 325 D.

—

11. of three persons.,, ,{) :

—

rub-

ber or tool for rubbing with, apestle, Ar.

Ach. 937, cf. Nic. Th. 95.—IT. a press:

esp. the board under the screw of a wine

or oil press, A. B. ; cf. Nic. Al. 493.—
III. the vat (lacus) into which the wine

or nil runs, Harpocr., ,, a rubbing-tool., ov, , {3) one who
1520

rubs ; esp. one who rubs down in the

bath, Plut. Alex. 40., ov, u, Triplnlemus,

tson of Celeus and Mctanuat, an
Kleusinian, who spread the worship
of Ceres, H. Horn. Cer. 153, etc. :

tfor other accounts of his parentage,

v. Pans. 1, 14, 2-4 ; Plat, makes him
one of the judges in the lower world,

Apol. 41 A.,,,{) rubbed : that

may be rubbed or pounded.. ov. (-,) :

—

consisting of three layers or plates, three-

fold, triple,, II. 11, 353 ; ., Eur. . F. 474 ; some-
times simply=. Id. Or. 1513,

Phoen. 1635., ov, with three cases,

Gramm./., ov, TO, Tripylum, a

place in Halicarnassus, Arr. An. 1,2,

2 : from, ov, 6, Tripylus, masc.
pr. n., Plut, Arat. 41, v^here prob..', ov, three-gated, E. M.

iTpiKvpyia, , , Tripyrgia, a

place in Aegina, Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 10., ov, [-,) of or

with three horses, Eur. Andr. 277.^, ov, of three times or

feet./', ov, {-,) with

three poles, i. e. with six horses, Aesch.
Pers. 47., adv. of, thrice, three

times, Lat. ter, oft. in Hom., and Hes.

:

\, , /inVe as much
or many, Hom. ; . up to three

times, even thrice, Hdt. 1, 80: but
often used merely to lieighten the
simple notion, esp. in compds., like,, etc., like the

Lat. trr, and our ?Arice,Valck.Theocr.

15, 80; ct. Tpi-,,.
Proverb., , to throw
thrice six, i. e. the highest throw
(there being three dice), hence sim-

ply to win, he lucky, Aesch. Ag. 33,

ubi V. Blomf., cf. Plat. Legg. 968 E.

[( usu. ; yet Hes. Op. 172, has in

arsis at the beginning of a verse.], ov, also, a, ov, {,) thrice-holy, EccL [u], ov, strengthd. for -., a, ov, thrice unhappy.
Soph. O. C. 372 (where however
Pors. wrote it divisim), Luc, etc., ov, strengthd. for?, Mel. 72. [], ov, thrice sinful,

LXX../., ov, quite harmless, The-
ophr. [a]. ov, thrice, i.e. quite

innumerable, [up], , 6, {,-) thrice a man. used by Diogenes,&:=, Diog. L. 6, 47., ,=?.. [], ov, , an Areo-

pagilc thrice over, i. e. a stern and rigid

jud-e, Cic. Att. 4,J5, 4., ov, {,)
thrice numbered, Luc. Alex. 11. [], , , thrice-con-

queror., ,,{,)
very loilling, very glad, but better writ-

ten divisim, Poppo Xen. An. 3, 2, 24., ov, b, three times

over Augustus.. ov, {,) very

untimely. Anth. P. 7, 527. [u],, ov, thrice or ihor-

ovghly abhorred, Osann. Auctar. Lex.

., ov, =
Anth. P. 7, 737., oi',= foreg., Anth.
P. 9, 574.{0.),, .{,) the third ninth day in a month

;

i. e. not the 27th, but the ninth day

{) of the third decad,ihe 29th,
Hes. Op. 812 ; called also., ov, {-, ]) )
three moons or nights : epith. of Her-
cules, like, Anth. P. 9,

441, cf. , Anth. Plan. 102.—2./. ., the hreadlh of three 7noons,

of the earth's shadow, Plut. 2,923 B.,,^^., ov, , thrice accursed,

strengthd. for.., ov, , thrice an-, Anth., ov, gen., thrice

happy., ff,= foreg., ov, thrice boiled., ov, strengthd. foi, thrice detested, A. B., ov, strengthd. for -, very stale, Ael. N. A. 17, 44., ov, {-, /) of three

signs: in music and prosody, like, of three times, i. e. of three

short syllables; or (which is equiva-

lent), of one short and long one., , {,) thrice

dead or worthy of death, Greg. Naz., oi, al, , indecl.,

thirteen, for, II. 5, 387,

Od. 24, 340; cf. Lob. Phryn. 409.

Hence, ov, , {) Ihir

teen years old, Isae. Fr. 1, 12., ov,{-,) ivith thirteen couches, Calli.x.

ap. Ath. 205 E., ov, every thirteen

months., , gen. ,{,) thirteen cubits

high,/ ., a long, lazy loon, The-
ocr. 15, 17.?.,, gen.,
thirteenfold., ov,{-,) :

—of thirteen times the

weight or value, ., Hdt. 3,

95. [], a, ov, on the thir-

teenth day, Hipp. : from, , ov,{-) the thirteenth, Horn., and Hes., ov,{) fruit-

ing thirteen times, Luc. V. Hist. 2, 13., ov, b, fern, -, ,(,)
of thirteen years, thirteen years old, Lys.
110, 28., ,{,*1) with thirteen banks of oars,.

Plut. Demetr. 31, Ath. 203 D; v.., ov, {, •^) thrice unlucky, Ar. Ach. 1024,

Ran. 19, etc., ov, of tliirteen

fathoms, prob. 1. Theophr., ov, {-,)
strictly with three tholes or oar-pegs :

but, .^, Aesch. Pers.

079, 1074., ov, thrice-abomi-

nable., ov, {,-
) thrice-accursed, Dein. 794, 24•.

[dp], , {-,) three-

legged, three-footed,, Cratin.

Incert. 9, cf. Theocr. Ep. 4, 3.



,, {,-) thrice. strHckoT stamped, -,
thrice kneaded, i. e. fine bread, Batr.

35: Wi\.-. []/, Of, {-,) thrice

peeled, -, a tree which hsee
its bark thrice a year, Theophr.,, , , strengthd.

for, thrice blest, Od. 6, 154, 155 ;, V'irgil's

terque quaterqae bcati, 01. 5, 306

;

fern,. [a], a, ov, = foreg., Ar.

Ach. 400, Nub. 166., , ov, =-., ov, 6, epith. of Py-
thagoras, the thrice-dying one, as a

pun on, Antiph. Neorr.
1,8., ov, =,
Welcker Syll. Ep. 75, 3. [], , ov, thnce-greatest., ', .— like, the

making a shriil noise, chirruping, twit-

tering, creaking, Lat. stridor, The-
ophr,, ai, a, {,)
thrice tin thousand, 30,000, Hdt. 2, 163

;

also in sing, with a collective subst.,', thirty thousand horse,

Aesch. Pers. 315. [v] Hence/., ( /. ) adv.,

thirly-thousand-tiines long-ago, Ar. Eq.
1156; of., -?.., ov, gen.,
thirty-thousandfold., a, ov, v.-.. , ov, in Cratin. Nom.
14, of the strings of the lyre (of. -) ; but the signf. is dub., , , {.)
thrice-wretched. Archil. 116 Bergk.3, ov,(, ;3) thrice

happy fortunate, Soph. Fr. 719.', , , (,) thrice victorious at

Olympia,, Pind. . 13, 1. [yt], ov, drawn threefold, v.., ov, {-,)
three spans long, Hes. Op. 424, Xen.
Cyn. 9. 13. [], ov, (.-,)
thrice-poured, p., a triple drink-

offering to the dead, of honey, milk
and wine, Soph. Ant. 431, of. Od. 11,

26., {) adv., thrice, three

times, Mel. 89. [], ov, poet, for,
like for, Anth. P. 6,

12. [a]

^)),{) adv., in three

places, Arist. Meteor. 1, 13,28., {) to do a thing
thrice orfor the third lime.—2. to remain
three days, LXX.
ptJ>o, ov,{,) with

three lives, Aesch. Fr. 354., {) adv., from
three sides, Anth. P. 9, 651., ov, {, -) three-headed, Orph. Arg. 974.

[a]?, ov, v. 1. for foreg., . , Att. Plat.,

etc., Ion. in Hdt., like,, {) :

—

threefold, Lat. triplex,

Hes. Fr. 68, 2. Pind. P. 8, 115 :— in

\\.=, Hdt. 1, 171, Soph. 0. C.

479, Plat. Rep. 504 A, etc. : of. -. Adv. -., , and in Anth.,, ov, in a threefold light., , to triple, to make or take

threefold.. ov. {-,)
96

three stades long, Plat. Criti. 115 E.

["], ov. {,) .. worth thrice its weight in

gold, Arr. Indic. [], ov, , {,) =.—II. one who stands -next

the prince, a chief man, LXX. [u], ov, (-,) of or

with three stories : ., Sub.,
the third story, N. T. ; also //., ov, {-,) ofthree
rows, lines or verses, Plut., Hes. Th. 727 ; and, 11. 10, 473; adv. of sq., in

three rows or lines : [<] from. ov, {-,) in

three rows or lines, Od. 12, 91 ; v. Jac.
Anth. P. p. 614., ov, {-,) three-

mouthed.—II. three-edged or three-point-

ed,. Ant. P. 6, 167./), , to consist of three

syllables ; and?3, , , a consisting of
three syllables : from, ov, {-,)
trisyllabic. Luc. (?), ov, triply compounded.. ov, 6, {,)
thrice-consul, Plut. Galb. 22 ; Schaf
divisim. []7., , , poet, for-/.., , poet, for ?,-., at, , {,)
three thousand, II. 20, 221. etc. : also

j

in sing, with collect, subst., as,-,. Longus. \\ Hence, , ov,the three-thou-

sandth,' Pial. Phaedr. 249 A: and, ov,{) carrying

I
or holding three thousand {measures),, Dion. H. 3, 44., ov, cloven in three.. ov, three long,

broad, etc., ov, {-,) three-

bodied, Lat. tricorpor, of Geryon,
Aesch. Ag. 870 ; of Chimaera, Eur.
Ion 204 ; of Cerberus, Id. H. F. 24., 01^,= foreg., . to be a-, Dem. 314, 12 ; 315, 10 : .
TLVi, to play the third part to another,
Plut. 2, 840 A : from, ov, o.{,-) the third combatant : esp. on
the stage, the player who lakes the third

part, and so a third-rate performer,

name of a play of Antiphanes, of.

Dem. 270, 12:—v. Miiller Literat. of
Gr. 1, p. 305.

iTpiTuia,, , Tritaea. an ancient
city of Achaia ; later one of the
Achaian confederacy, Polyb. 4, 6, 9

;

Strab. p. 341.—II. fem. pr. n., daugh-
ter of Triton, Paus. 7, 22, 8.^, , , an inhab. of
Tritaea ; oi, Ion. -iff, the

Tritaeans, Hdt. 1, 145; Pans.—2., Att. -, , , Tritae-

ans, in Thuc. 3, 101, as a people of
Locris, considered by Poppo as inhab.
of, Prolegg. 2, p. 170 ; re-

garded as different by Bahr ad Hdt.
8, 33., to have a tertian fever.

Hence, ,, belonging to a ter-

tian fever{), like one,

Diosc.,, produced by tertian

fever,, Hipp. Adv. -,
Id., , ov,() :—on the

third day, Hdt. 6, 120.—2. three days

TPIT
old,, etc. : ., after
bemg three days dead, Hdt. 2, 89;
cf.—3. three days ago,
Schweigh. Hdt. 7, 196; cf. Polyb.
15, 33, 11.— 4. generally for,., , Eur. Hec. 32,
Hipp. 275 ; cf.—. -

(sc .), a tertian fever or
ague, Plat. Tim. 86 A. Hence, ,{) of the nature

of a tertian fever,, Hipp. ; v.

Foes. Oecon., a, oi',=sq., Plut.
Aemil. 33., ov, (-,)
of three talents' weight, Ar. Lys. 338

:

loorth three talents,, Isae. 39, 40 :

—cf Phryn. 547. [], -, •7..,
strengthd. for, thrice-wretched,

Eur. Hipp. 739. [tu]\, Ion. , ,
Tritantaechmes, son of Artabazus,
commander of the Persians, Hdt. 1

192; 7, 82., ov, {-, )
triply-stretched, very long,, Antfa.
P. 6, 192. [], 7], ov, poet, lengthd. for, \\\ie for, Horn.

?^ , only in Ep. part., -, the moon when three
days old, Arat. 796.^, , ai, Triteae, a city of
Phocis on the borders of Locris, Hdt.
8, 33 : V. 2.-, ov, b, and-, , , a descendant in the third de-

gree, Lat. tnnepos, trineptis., ,() the third rank
or place, third prize, formed like-,,. Plat. Phil.
22 .., , the third part of a

: formed like., ov, , one who holds an
office for the third time : from, to be the third, formed like, etc. :

—

to be any thing for
the third time., f. -, to divide into

three parts : from, a, ov,{,-) :
—equal to a third part, C. gen.,, Hdt. 1, 192.— II. as subst.,,, for .

third part, a third, Hdt. 9, 34, Thuc!
2, 98, etc.—2. coin, worth six-.,, , like-, a third part, Hdt. 1, 211, 212,
etc., ov, ,=
(II. 2), Philem. p. 375, 381., ov, gen. , (-,) going as third, forming a
third foot,, Eur. Tro. 276

;

cf 11. [,], , , {*) :
—the

Tntoborn, epith. of Minerva, also as
subst. as a name of Minerva. Hom.,
and Hes. (From the lake
in Libya, near which the oldest le-

gend represents the goddess as born.
Ace. to others, was a Cretic or
Aeol. word for, and so-

would be the head-born ; but
the word is itself dub., and the
legend to wliich it refers is certainly
not earlier than Hes. Th. 924, nay
does not appear in its full form until

Stesichorus.as Schol. Ap. Rh. 4, 1310
asserts, cf Miiller Orchom. p. 355,
Kleine Stesich.Fr. 76,—whence some
infer that H. Hom. 28, 4, 5 was writ-

ten after Stesich.—Others interpret
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TPIT, born on the third day,

Welcker Aesch. Trilog. p. 65.)—•
in Pythag. philosophy, this was a

name of the number three, anti ol the

equilateral triangle, Plut. 2, 381 F., , , rarer coUat.

iorm of loreg., H. Horn. 28, 4, fOrac.

ap. Hdt. 7, Ult, Ar. Eq. 1189.(,{,,)
bring forth thrice, or three at one birth,

.\nth. P. 9, 430., , , for, the third of the month, at

Athens sacred to Minerva, Harpocr., ov, thrice-cut : -
uov, a piece of salt fish., or, of three tones : in mu-
sic, the discord between the fourth and,, ,(, -) father in the third degree.— II. on

the worshipped at

Athens, v. Lobeck in Friedem. and
Seeb. Misc. Crit. 1, 3, p. 520 sq., 4, p.

616 sq. [ii], , ov, {, ):—the

third, Horn., Hes., etc. ;

or, he went himself the

third, i. e. with two others, of. Od. 20,

185 : , to be third in

a race, Isocr. 353 D: if -
pav, the day after to-morrow. Ar. Lys.

612 ; cf. Lob. "Phryn. 323.— II.,
as Adv.. for the rarer form,
thirdly, in Horn, always
(or, as Wolf writes,) ; so in

Hdt. 1, 55, etc.:, first in Plat.

Tim. 56 B, cf. Lob. Phryn. 311.— III.,— 1. (sub. ), a sacrifice

to the dead, offered the third day after

the funeral, Isae. Menccl.
(J

40.—2., to play the third

vart to any one, like

Tivi, Dem. 418, 5, cf. Ar. Lys. 613.

(Sanscr. tritiya.) [], ov, =,
., a life in which one jiours

the third libation (to,, cf.

II), i. e. complete life, which
leaves nothing to wish for but its

permanence, Aesch. Ag. 245.-, ov, {,)
sown for the third lime, ., the

«Airrf generation, Aesch. Pers. 818.,,,{,)
standing third or in the third rank of

the chorus, Arist. Metaph. 4, 11, 4:

fern, -,, Ar. Fr. 411. [], . divide into three parts., a, ov, very dub. form of., , , Att. for., ,= II, Epich. p.

114. [], , to be head of a. Plat. Rep. 475 A : from, ov, o,=5=q•, ov, 6,() chief of

a (HI).,, , also,-, the number three, Lat. lernio.— II.

a sacrifice of three animals, bull, he-

goat, boar, or bull, he-goat, ram, (like

the Roman suovetaurilia,) Call. Fr.

103, cf Ar. Plut. 820, ubi v. Schol.,

cf. .• used esp. on making
solemn oaths.—III. usu. at Athens,

a third of the ?., Dem. 184, 10,

Aeschin. 58, 8:— a division made
prob. for military purposes, v. Herm.
Pol. Ant. ^ 99. (The Aeol. form

brings us to the Lat. tribiis.)

;?^.. ov, 6, Tritymallus,

masc. pr. n., Plut. Cleom. 19 ; cf..[,7,=,..,,,=•, epith. of Minerva, Ep. Ad. 132.
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,, 6, Triton, a sea-god,

son of Neptune and Amphitrite, Hes.

Th. 930: later in pi., Tri-

tons, a lower race of sea-gods, with

fishes' or (sometimes) with horses'

tails.—2. esp. the god of the Libyan
lake Tritonis, Hdt. 4, 179, Ap. Rh.
4, 1552, Midler Orchom. p, 351.— II.

a river in Libya, joining the lake Tri-

tonis with the sea, Hdt. 4, 178, 191.

— |2.=? . Rh. 4, 2G9 ; cf
260+. — III. a mountain-stream in

Boeotia, running into the lakeCopais,
tPaus. 9. 33, 7, etcf, Miiller Orchom.
p. 45. [(-],, , like,
epith. of Minerva : but,] ., the

Libyan lake Tritonis, Eur. Ion 872., a, ov, Tritonian.,, , a lake in Libya
famous in old Greek legends, Trito-

nis, Pind. P. 4, 36, Hdt. 4, 178 : t ace.

to the Libyan legend the nymph of

this lake was the mother of Mmerva
by Neptune, Hdt. 1, 180.—2. a foun-

tain near Aliphera in Arcadia, where
also Minerva was said to have been
born, Paus. 8, 2G, 6.|— II. epith. of

Minerva, fAp. Rh. 1, 109t, Muller
Orchom. p. 213, 355.—t 2. fem. adj.

from II. 2, as epith. of^,. Rh. 4, 260., adv., v. . fin., , reduction to a third

pari, [i], , in a triple light., , , {-,)
triple phalanx, Polyb. 6, 40, 11,

etc., , , {-, 2.) :
—

helmet with triple ?:, Coluth. 30 ;

who (if the reading be right) meant
it for the original form of Homer's., 7], , title of a comedy
of Ar., tLuc. Fugit. 32t. (Prob. from,), [], , appearing threefold., a, ov, {) threefold,

Lat. triplex, Hdt. 5, 1 ; in plur., like

TpiEoi, generally =, Hdt. 1, 95 ;

2, 17, etc, ; cf.. [«], , ov,=foreg., Nic. Th.
102. [ij, Dor. -, ov, {,
?\,) thrice-beloved, Theocr. 15, 86.^., ov, ,, a kind of

Italian wine, Ath. 26 D., . bear thrice, esp.

fruit, Theoiihr. : from, ov, {,) bearing

thrice, esp. fruiting thrice a year., . {-,) of threefold

nature, threefold, "Theophr., ov, — foreg.?, , y, {?) Tri-

phylia, the southern part of Elis, so

called from its inhabitants being des-

cended from three different races,

Strab. p. 342 sqq.^, , , Triphylian,

. '., Strab. p. 348.\, a, oi',=foreg., Strab.

p. 337.\7, , , pecul. fem. to

foreg., e. g.,, Dion. P. 409., ov, TO, Dim. from.?, , , a plant, the

same as, Diosc.?., ov, TO, a plant, trefoil,

c/orcr, Hdt. 1,132: strictly neut. from, ov, {-,) three-

leafed.7., ov, {-,) of three

tribes, , to divide

them into three tribes, Hdt. 4, 161.\, ov, b, Triphylus, son of

TPIX
Areas, from whom in Mythol. is dc
rived the name ol Triphylia, Polyb
4, 77 ; Paus. 10, 9, 5., ov, [) Ihrec-vniced., Horn., Hdt. 4,67; but,
Hdt. 3, 39, Plat., etc.. Adv. {) :—
threefold, in three parts, Lat. trifariam,

11. 2, 655, Od. 8, 500 ; c. gen.,

h)v, 'twas in the thinlwatrh of
the night, Od. 12,312; 14,483:

, Hdt. 4, 67 : -, /. Hilt. 3. 39,
Isocr. 120 A, cf. Plat. Rep. 504 C

;. Id.

Legg. 683 D. Hence, ol, the threefold people,

i. e. the Dorians, so called from their
three tribes, ('?,,). Od, 19, 177, Hes. Fr. 6,
Bofkh E.xpl. Pmd. O. 7, 76, Miiller

Dor. 1, 1, §8 sq. (The deriv. uncer-
tain :—some take it to mean trlple-

phuned,, comparing)., ov, ,=. Suid., ov, {-,)
very difficult : very angry, Anth. P. 12,

229., ov, , a coin worth three., ov, Dor. for ?.,
{-,.) cloven in three : .^, Aesch. Tlieb. 760., ov,{,) : plait-

ed or woven of hair,/, Phe-
recr. Metall. 1, 28,

—

. (sc.-
•), a garment of hair, LXX, [i], , a kind oi thrush or field-

fare, Arist. H. A. 9, 20.,, nom. pi. from, Horn.

[i], adv., in threefold manner, cf.

sub.,, poet, for-., ov,(-,) :
—iriply

yatvning, yawning wide : acc. to others,

with three throats., adv. poet, for, triply,

into three parts, m three pieces, 11. 2,

668 ; 3, 363, Od. 9, 71. [] Hence, a, ov, threefold, Anth.
P. 9, 482. [a],^., ov, , a smaller kind of-, Arist. . . , 13, 10, Dorion ap.

Ath. 328 ., ov, , one that is hairy:—
cf. sq. sub fin., ,{) :

—a disease

of the eyelids, U'hen the lashes grow in-

side and cause pain, Hipp.—II. a dis-

ease of the urethra, ivhen the urine is

full of small hair-like substances, Ga-
len.

—

III. a disease of the breasts of wo-
men giving suck, when they crack into

very fine fissures, Erotian.—Cf. Foes.

Oecon., , {) to shoiv hairs

:

—
to have the of the breasts,

Arist. H. A. 7, 11, 1, Bekker., ov,, dim. from,
Alex.. 2, 3. [], 71, ov, {) from or of
hair. Plat. Polit. 279 E, Xen. An. 4,

8, 3. [i], ov, TO. dim. from, a

little hair, Arist. Probl. 33, 18, Plut.

2, 727 A. [?], , , {) :—a kind
anchovy full of small hair-like bones,

Ar. Ach. 551, Eq. 662., ov, ,{)=
HI, Erotian., , , {,)

hair-dyer., , {,) gnaw-
ing or eating hair.



, , v)ith locks of

hair.,. and,, . 7], like, eating

hair: hepxe, in Ar. Ach.

1 1 1 1 , are =TEy,,
moths ; cf. Poll. 2, 24.. if, {, ) like

hair, hairy, Diosc.•, ad v., /rem three sides or

places., ov,{-,) hold-

ing or measuring three', Xen.

An. 7, 3, 23 :—hence, in comic phrase,

TO., a most capacious word, Ar.

Vesp. 481,—like /)}.. ov, dressing the hair.,, . hair-dresser., , -, cutting of

hair., , , tweezers for

pulling out hairs, [],, j?,— foreg.

\,?^, ov, , Tricholeus, masc.

pr. n., Ath. 605 B.^, , tn pick out hairs,7, ov, ( -, )

ihrice-'detested, Anth. P. 9, 168., ov, {,)
hair-fleeced, Anth. P. 9, 150.', , a plant, a kind of

adiantum.— TToAVTpixov, Theophr., , , a battle by tug-

ging of the hair, v. Piers. Moor. 407.?, ov, , a hair-dresser,

Synes.
. .., u,tomake, \.e. gethair., ov, {-,) three-

stringed, of or toith three strings,-, Anaxil. Lyr. 2 (nisi ibi legend.

TO TO; a three-siringed musical instru-

ment, V. Meuieke ad 1.), Plut. 2, 1 137 B., , )}, a triple choms., «,=sq., Pint. 2, 642 E., , to shed or lose the

hair, Ar. Pac. 1222 : from

^/)?,,,) shedding

or losing the hair, . ,
Aesch. Fr. 255.^^, «, {,) to cut

the hair, ., Dion. . 7, 72.

—

II. {) to cut in three.,, ,=.,[) adv., ire threeplaces,

Hdt. 7, 36., ,=. Archil.

185 Bevgk., a, ov, = sq., Diosc,

dub., , holding three,
Nicosir. Hecat. 1., in Strato 9,

prob.,'the first down of youth, just

passing into Itair.<), , to grow or get hair :

from, , growing or getting

hair., , , growth^of hair., ov, {,)
hair-lcifed, with leaves like hairs, The-

ophr. : TO ., a kind of sea-weed. Id., ,[) to furnish or cover

with hair:—pass., -, to get or have a beard, Arist.

An. Post. 2, 12,11., , to have three times,

be of the measure of three times, in

prosody, Gramm. : from, ov, {-,) of

three times: — 1. in music, of three

kinds of time or measure. — 2. in

prosody, =, of three short

syllables, 0 (which is equival.) of one

short and one long., ov, (- )

three-coloured, ApoUod. 3, 3, 1.

TPOI, ov, shortd. for foieg.,

Luc. D. Meretr. 9, 2.,, , /,=,
Arist. Meteor. 3, 2. 4., ov, woven of hair, v. 1.

for in Pherecr.. , {,) like hair,

hairy, fine as a hair, Arist. H. A. 9,

37, 2 : metaph.. ., small, slen-

der voice.s. Id. Audib. 57., , , {) a

growth of hair, Hdt. 7, 70 ; tv

cv7>.'Aoyy, i. e. at the age

of manhood, Aesch. Theb. 664. [I], ov, , dim. from

foreg., Arist. Physiogn. 3, 2., , , an inhab. of

Trichonium, Polyb. 17, 10, 9: from\, , , Trichonium, a

city of Aetolia, Strab. p. 450.{^, , , , lake

Trichonis in Aetolia near Stratus,

Polyb. 5, 7. ', ov, {-,) with

three divisions or cells, Diosc., adv., in threefold manner.,, ,{) a making

or being hair\j : \$^, Arist.

Gen. An. I,"l8, 2. [7], , , {) haired,

hairy, Arist. Part. An. 3, 3, 14., , , {,)
dela 1/ or putting off of work., ,{,) :—

to idle away the day, waste time in de-

lays, Lat. ierere tempus, Ar. Vesp. 849.-., ,[) -.—a rubbing,

friction. Plat. Theaet. 153 A, 156 A.

— 11. firmness to the touch when rubbed,

Hdt. 4, 183.— HI., meats mixed

together artificially, Anth. P. 9, 642.

(The usu. accent is wrong,

cf -).-, ov, with three souls or

lives.,-, a, ov,=sq., a, ov, worth three

oboli.3?, ov, TO, dim. from sq.,

Plut., ov, TO, [-,) :

— three-obol-piece, i. e. a half-drach-

ma : — at Athens, this was— 1. from

the time of Pericles, the pay of the

dicasls or Jurymen for a day's sitting

in court, freq. in Ar., as Eq. 51, 800

;

V., cf. BOckh P. E. 1, 311.—

2. the pay given to the members of the

whenever they chose to

attend, from about 392 B. C, Ar.

Eccl. 293, 308. Bockh P. E. 1, 307

sq.—3. , on slaves. Ibid. 2, 47, sq., ,= foreg., , , a having three

names : from, ov, three-named, having

three names., ov, {-, ) with

three nails or points, Lyc. 392.. ov, 6, fem. ,, with

three eyes or faces., ov, [-,) of three

stories 01 floors, Hdt. 1, 180, though

Schweigh. writes : of a

ship, Aristid. ; .,—,
the third story, LXX., , , Ion., , Troy,

whether of the city
—

' Troy-town,' or

the country— Troad, Horn., etc. :

—also,, as trisyll., Soph. Aj.

1190 ; and in Pind.,T/)Wiu, N.2, 21 ;

3, 101, etc. ; contr., Id. O. 2,

145 :
— hence,, Ion. -

and ^,from Troy, falso -. Od. 9, 38t ;, Ion.-,
to Troy, both in Horn.\,, , Troezene, a city

of Argolis, near the Saronic gulf,

TPOii
v^'ith the port Pogon, now Damala,
II. 2, 561 ; Hdt. 8, 41, 42 ; Strab. p.

373; etc.—II. , Troezen, son of Pe
lops, fabled founder of foreg. city,

Strab. 1. c. ; Paus. 2, 30, 8.[, a, ov, of Troezene,

Troezenian ; oi T., Hdt. 7, 99 -.—, the territory of Troe-
zene, Enr. Med. 683.^, ov, , Troezenus, son
of Ceas, a Ciconian, II. 2, 847.,, oi, the Trocmi, a Gal-

lic tribe on the Halys, in Gallatia,

Strab. p. 187., Ion. for, II.

10, 492, V.., ,. trembling,.,
Eur. Phoen. 303, . F. 231 ; trembling

for fear, quaking. Id. Tro. 176, etc. :

from, , like, to tremble,

quake, quiver, esp. from fear, ol' , II. 7,

151.— II. C. ace, to tremble before OX at

a person, to fear, dread, 11. 17, 203,

Od. 16, 446, etc. — In both signfs.

Hom. uses both act. and mid., esp.

the latter, but only in pres. and impf.

:

Ep. and Ion. for-, \\. 10, 402 ; Ion. part,-, Solon 28, 12.—An old poiit.

word, used by Aesch. in Pr. 542 (in

act.), Pers. 64 (in mid.); but never
by Soph., or Eur.,, , Tromes, an Ath-
enian, father of Aeschines, as he is

called by Dern. 270, 7 : cf.-, , ov, and, ,, late forms for.\, , , Tromilia.a town
of Achaea, celebrated for its cheese
of goat's milk, which is called Tpo-' by Simon, ap. Ath.

658 B., , to make to tremble

:

from, , causing fright or

trembling., , ,{) a trembling,

quaking, quivering, esp. fiom fear,, 11. 19, 14 ;, 3, 34, etc. ;-
', Aesch. Cho. 464, cf.

Eur. Bacch. 607: — also from cold.

Plat. Tim. 62 B, 85 E., ,{,) trem-

bling, tremulous, of delirious persons,

Hipp. ; V. Foes. Oecon.
or, adv., turning, ., like., , , (sc. ), fem.

from, a returning ivind, alter

nating wind ; esp., one which blows

backfrom sea to land, (cf. III. 3),

opp. to, Arist. Probl. 26, 5,

and 40, Theophr., cf. Lob. Paral. 314 :

hence metaph.,, -, a change in the spirit of one's

heart, etc., Aesch. Theb. 706, Ag.219,

ubi V. Blomf.—2. generally, change

from, releasefrom,, Aesch. Cho.
775.^,,, Tropaea, a place

in Arcadia, Paus. 8, 25, 1., ov, , but Ion. and old

Att., A. B. p. 678. 20, cf.

Koen Greg. 20, 21 : — strictly neut.

from, a trophy, { or as it

should rightly be, tropee), Lat. tro-

paeum, Trag., etc. ; being a monument

of the enemy's defeat {}) ; usu.

consisting of shields, helmets, etc.,

taken from the enemy, hung on trees,

or (more commonly) fixed on upright

posts or frames. If the enemy al-

lowed the trophy to be put up, it was
a confession of defeat : and after this
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beinp; dedicated to ^. it

was inviolable : when spoils were
taken on both sides, both parlies set

up trophies, Thuc. 2, 92, etc., v. Diet.

Antiqq. The common phrase was
or ., to set up

trophies, Eur. Or. 713, Andr. 763, etc.,

el. Pors. Pboeii. 581 ; also. . Oti-

rai,, Aesch. Theb. 277, Ar.

Lys. 318; — also c. gen. pers.,-
TUf jSapijuptJV, trophies ivon/rom

them, Lys. 193, 0, Xen. An. 7, 6, 36,

ci. Soph. Tr. 1102, Eur. 1. c. ; so,

crijaai or urro -, equiv. to the Lat. triumphare

tie aliquo, Lys. 149, 27, Aeschin. 75,

40., a, ov, {-) of a turn-

ing or change (cf. )-—II. of,

brlongitig tn defeat or rout (), kx-. (so. ), Eur.Heracl.

402 : ., the gods who have given

victory, esp., Zfif ., Soph. Ant.

143, Eur. Heracl. 867.

—

2. causing

rout,", , i. e.

terrible to the eyes of Hector, Eur. El.

469, V. Barnes ap. Dind.—Cf. -.—III. like, tum-
jMo- away, averting, Lat. avemmcus,, Soph. Tr. 303, cf. Wytt. Plut.

2, 149 D., , ?/, the taking of a

trophy: victory: from, ov,{,):— having or gaining trophies : .
",, the god to whom trophies are

dedicated, Arist. Mund. 7, 3 ; to trans-

late Jupiter Feretrius, Dion. H. 2, 34., , rj, the bearing of
a trophy, Plut. Pelop. et Marc. 3 :

from, ov,(, -
) bringing trojthies or victory, A nth.

. 5, 294; 70, Plan. 222, cf. 259,

etc.-, poet, for., , poet, for., , , like,
bundle, ounch, ., hunch of

garlic, Ar. Ach. 813 ; olim

vel.—It is Dor. for-, which is now found only in

Gramm., ov, . v... rare poet, form for,
to tnrn, 11. 18, 224., , .{) :—a turn., re-

turn, turning round or about,

/?, the solstices or tropics, Lat.

sohtitia, Od. 15, 404, Hes. Op. 477,

562, 661 ;— !. e. the points nf midsum-
mer and midwinter, when the sun ap-

pears to turn his course, or cross from

north to south in the ecliptic, called

and frpivaby Hdt.

2, 19. Plat., etc. ; also known as-
and, cf. Voss. Virg.

Eel. 7, 47.—II. esp., the turning about

of the enemy, putting to flight or rout-

ing him, or-, to put one to flight, Hdt. I,

30, Ar. Eq. 246 : poet.,, Aesch. Ag. 1237 ; •, in the rout caused by the spear.

Soph. Aj. 1275, Eur. Rhes. 82.-2.

(pass,) a flying, flceing,flight,

Lat. conrersio infugam, Hdt. 7, 167.

—

HI. a turn, turning, change,,
Aeschin. 66, 27 ; .,
Tim. Locr. 102 C ;, changes in the air or weather,

Plut. 2, 946 : of wine, a turning

smir, lb. 939 F ; cf..—2.-, a change of speech by fig

-

vres or tropes {), Luc. Dern.

Encom. 6.—3. plur., changing

or alternating winds ; elsewh. -
J524

^

.—IV, in Democr.,=0£'<7if, posi-

tion, kusl. Metaph. 1, 4, H. [In Hes.

11. c, we have '',
at the end of the verse, the ult. of the

ace. pi. being used short after the

Dor. manner.], ov,. Ion for,
a press, Hippon. 42: but we should
prob. read,, from.)0., , ..,, , the handle of an
oar, an oar ; cf..', , turned, i. e. sour,

wine. (cf. 4), Ar. Fr. 13., ov, ,=^, -, to lay the heel,

Plat. Legg. 803 A ; vulg.., to furnish with a keel,), Hipp., ,,{) :
—belong-

ing to a turn or turning ; . 7.,
the tropic or solstice, Plut. 2, 890 E, cf.

898 B, etc. : , the parts,

thereunto adjacent, Arist. Meteor. 1, 6,

6.— II. in rhetoric, tropical, figurative,

., a figurative expression; but

on the Stoical, v. Upton,
ad Epict. 1. 29, 40.

Tpo-£f, , older Ep. gen.,
later, also : {-) :

—

a ship's keel, Oct. 12, 421, etc.;

., Od. 7, 252 ; 19, 278, Hdt. 2,

96 ; and poet., like Lat. carina, a ship,

Soph. Fr. 151 :

—

, to

lay the keel, i. e. to build a ship, Plut.

Demetr. 43 ; cf. :—mel-
aph., . , Ar. Vesp.
30., , to speak in tropes :

to expouml allegorically., , , tropical or figu-
rative speech., , , either a

supple, cringing fellow ; Or one who de-

serves whipping for his manners,— a

word con(iemned by Luc. Pseudol.24., ov, , () twisted

leath'-rn. thong, with which tlie oars
were fastened to the thole, as is even
now the practice in the Archipelago,

.. Od. 4, 782 ; 8, 53 :

also,, Lat. strophus, stropus,

stroppus, and later.—II. in

later authors, a beam, like,, Moschio ap. Ath. 208 C., b, {):—a turn, direc-

tion, way, -, Hdt. 2, 108, cf. 1, 189,

199: but,—II. usu. metaph., a way,
manner,fashion, guise, freq. from Hdt.,

and Pind. downwds. ;, to go on as one is,

Hdt. i, 97:—esp. in various adverbial

usages;— 1. in dat., ,
in such wise. Hdt. 3, 68 ; -. in no wise. Id. 4, 111; ,'; how.' Valck. Hipp. 911,

1296, Elnisl. Bacch. 1293 ;, by all means, Aesch. Theb.
301 : , willingly, Eur.
Med. 751 ; is e.xplained,

according to [the child's] humour, in

Aesch. Cho. 754 :—more rarely in pL,. Soph. . C. 468, cf.

Phil. 128 (so, tv ''. ai-

ter the fashion of \xion, Aesch. Eum.
441 ; . Id. Ag.
918).—2. absol. in ace, -. Hdt. 1 , 189 ;/ ,, Plat., etc. ; -. Hipp. :-', in barbarous g^tise or

fashion, Aesch. Theb. 463 ;, in guise like a bird, Hdt. 2, 57,

cf. Aesch. Ag. 390, etc.— 3. with
preps., , by all

means, Xen. An. 3, 1, 43, Isocr., etc.:

also, ,, Xen. An. (>, 6,

30:— , fitly, duly. Lat,
rile, Isocr. 16 A. etc, ;, according to nature, PlaL
.egg. 804 ; but, to kutu
), the 7i.snal custom, Iff. Tim, 42
£.

—

III . of person», a way of life, hnliil,

cuttom, Pind. N. 1, 42; -. Ar. Pint. 47 : hence,—2. a

man's ways, habits, character, temper,. of a quiet temper,

Hdt. 1 , 107, cf, 3, 36 ; .,
Aescli. Pr. 1 1 ; oi Toi^ov». Ar.

Vesp. 1002; -. Id. Thesm. 574 ;, agreeable to one's temper. Plat.

Phaedr. 252 D, opp. to ,
Rep. 470 C, Schaf. Mel. p. 5)

; ^-
ov ,, coelum animvm mulnt, Aes-

chin. 65, 1 ;— esp. in plur,, Pind. P.
10, 58, and Trag,, etc. ;, -, Ar. Pac. 360, 935

;. Id.

Ran. 1432 : opp. to, Thuc. 2,

39.—IV. in music, like, a par-

ticular mode, .. Pind. , 14,

25; cf. Plat. Rep. 424 C.— V.

in rhetoric, tropes, figures, j. e. changed
or figurative expressions, CJC. Brut. 17,

where he translates it by verbomm
im?nutationes.— VI. in logic, the mode
of a proposition, Herm. ad Arist. In-

terpr. 12., ,{,) :
—

C. ace. per»., bear with another mans
manners, Lat. 7norigerari alicni, CJC.

Att. 13, 29, 2 : cf.., ,{):—like,
to make to turn, put to flight, in mill.,

Dion. H. 2, 50.—II. '(- 1) to

furnish the oar vith its thong, in mid.,

d' '' vpo^',faitened his

oar by its thong round the thole,

Aesch. Pers. 376 :

—

m pass., of the
oar, to be furnished with its thong, Ar.
Ach. 553. Hence., ,=, Ar.
Ach. 549, Thuc. 2, 93:— .,
sensu obscoeno, Xenarch..
1, 8, ubi V. Meineke.^, ,, the Trucntinits,

a river of Italy in the territory of the
Picentini, Strab. p. 241.—2. , Castel-

lum Truentinum, a town on this river.

Id. ib.?. ov, TO. a ladle, trowel,

Lat. India or trullus. Hero.?, ov, TO, dim. from •, Ale.x. ';•. 1, 12. [],. ij,fresh cheese (from, to curdle), Antiph. hi<T.

1 ; ilso, . Tvpov, Ar. Vesp. 8,'}8.

—

We find also, Aeol. -?,,,-., ,{) :
—pay fbr

rearing and bringing up. the wnges of a

nurse or rearer, .,-., Aesch. Theb, 477, Kur.
Ion 852, Plat. Rep. 520 ; . -, a mother's reward for niir.nng,

Eur. Ion 1493.—IL , Ijke, one's living, food, Soph..©. C.
341.,, ,{) :

—one who
rears or brings up, a rearer, tutor.

Soph. Phil. 344, Eur. El. 16, Antiphi>

125, 24, etc. ; of a woman, Aesch.
Cho. 760.— II. in Soph. .Aj. 803, Ajax
addresses the plains and fountains of
Troy," , i. e. yt

who have fed me. or with wliom I have
lived !—cf.., later collat. form from, to rear, Philo.,=, hence in Od. 3,



290, as v. 1. for,
Lob. Phryn. 589., f/C, , () :

—nourish-

ment, /nod, victuals, Hiit. 3, 48, Soph.
Phii. 32, etc. ; or,
a way of life, livdiltood, living, id. O. '

C. 32S. 338,302, 440; so- alone, :

Id. Aj. 499, El. 1183, Plat. Phaed. !

81 D, etc.— 11. a rearing 0 niasirig,
j

bringing up, Hdt. 2, 3, and Trag.

;

, Aesch. Ag.
•729;—and olt. in plur., as Aesch.

I

Ag. 1159; , Piml. . i

4, 24;—. much like, Id. Theb. 548 :—in Aesch.
Theb. 786, Diiid. now reads with

!

Schiitz, .—2. a tend• '

ing or keeping of animals, Hdt. 2, 65

;

-, Pind. . 4, 24.—III. I

like, that which is reared or !

brought up, a nurseling, broody ol young
people, Soph. O. T. 1 ; of animals,

Eur. Cycl. 189.
],, ,{) nour-

ishment, food., IL 11, 307, v.., , b,() brought up

in the house, stall-fed, rp., opp.

to, Arist. H. A. 8, 24, 2 ; so,

-p., Plut. Aeinil. 33., a, ov, nourishing., J), ov, also , ov, (-
^) :

—iwiLrishing, nutritious, opp. to, Theophr. : c. gen., yf/ -, earth fruitful in chil-

dren, Eur. Tro. 1302 ; also,. -
Tivor, Plat. Legg. 845 D.— 1 1. -, one who finds board, master of

the house ; ij, the mistress.—
IIL pass., nourished and reared, up, a
nurseling, foster-chdd, .,
Eur. Ion 684 ; , Plat. Rep.
520 D, etc. ; esp. or persons adopted

into Spartan families, thus differing

from or (vernae),

Xea. Hell. 5, 3, 9, v. Sturz. Lex.
s. V. :

—

., dogs kept in the

house. Cf also, .—2. of

plants,^&urii/u7i^, luiruriant, Theophr.
Hence,, , nutriliousness.. a. ov,—, Numen.
ap. Ath. 304 E., , i], rpoou, , gerL ,() :

—well-fed, stout, large,, a huge, swollen wave, II. 11, 307,

cf. : of men, -, when the chil-

dren grow big, Hdt. 4, 9.—II.', like, riurse-

ling of the Earth-shaker, epith. of the
dolphin in Opp. H. 2, 634 (al.)., , () thickened,

turbid, , Hipp. ; c£
Foes. Oecon.,,,() :

—

well-

fed, stoiU, large, big, -, II. 15, 621, Od. 3, 290; cf. -
and ••/., , c. gen.,,

rearing birds, Manetho.,, and ,() a feed-

er, rearer: in Horn, only in Od. and as

fern,, a nurse, .
2, 361, etc. ; so too in Hdt. 2, 156 ; 6,

61, and .\tt.; of a city,,-,
Pind. . 2, 5.—The masc. seems to

have been chiefly used in the form. Lob. Phryn. 316: perh. the

only real exceptions, where we find

as masc, are Eur. H. F. 45,

El. 409 (which Herm., Soph. Phil.

344, defends against Elmsley's alter-

ations), Plat. Polit. 268.—2. in neut.,

TO, that which nourishes, food.

Plat. Polit. 289 A.—II. pass., afoster-

€hild, nurseling, Hesych.

TPOX, , to bring one nour-

ishment, cherish, sustain, LXX. and
N. T. (with?/ as a v. 1.)

:

from, , , one who rears or
nourishes.. , of nutritious nature.—\1.=., ov, , the mythical
builder of the first temple of Apollo
at Delphi, H. Horn. Ap. 290; after-

wards hmiself the possessor of a cel-

ebrated oracle, tin a cave near Leba-
dea in Boeotiat, Hdt. 1, 46, etc.;

thence oi , Eur. Ion
300; in Strab. ^•, p. 414 : and simply-, Ar. JSub, 508.

, adv.,() :
—running

in the coiuse or race, iorn»ed like /o-
'],, etc. [],. -),()=,
to run along, run quickly, Hdt. 9, 66,

Euf. Hel. 724, Xen. An. 7, 3, 46, etc.

;

—though the verb was rejected by
the Atticists, Lob. Phryn. 582:

—

.
Toic, Polyb. 10, 20, 2., or (as some Gramm.

prefer), ,, trochaic., a, ov, () :
—run-

ning, tripping

:

—usu. in prosody,
(sc. ), a trochee, foot con-

sisting of a long and short syllable, also
ca.[\ea. Plat. Rep. 400 ; used
esp. in quick time, Arist. Rhet. 3, 8,

4: hence in music, o'l^^, playing
a brisk march, Incert. ap. Suid.', ov, TO, {/) a
globe or sphere, .-Krat. 530., , , {7<.) a cyl-

inder rei-olving on its own ai:ts. the sheaf
of a pulley(), Arist. Mechan.
18;—unless it be the same as-
AEQ (q v.), for in 1. c. both occur to-

gether ; and Poll. 9, 31 uses-
alone, v. Heaist. Hence'/^, f. -, to roll

:

— pass.,

to be rolled or roll along, Sturz Phere-
cyd. p. 77./, ,() like a-, Hipp./., , ,() : running,.09 . to make one
run quick, Hes. Op. 516; . ,
swift chariots, Eur. I. A. 146 : hence
?..—\\. round, Anth. P. 5,

35, etc. ; cf..,. ,() :
—

runner, runner round.— II. the ball on
which the hip-bone turns in its socket.—
HI. part of the stern of a ship.— IV'. an
instrument of torture, Joseph. ; cf.-

IV.,,.=, alight
shoe, for running quick.,, ,() a
racing-chariot., Ep. collat. form of-, Anacreont. 32, 6: esp., to revolve,

A rat. 227 : hence, also, to be round,
Nic. Th. 106., , of,=sq., dub. in Nic.
Th. 658., , ,() running
round, rolling, {)• Tp-, tripping

time. Arist. Rhet. 3, 8, 4.—IL roa7id

as a wheel.

"^(', , ,=, a ruTining,

course, Hesych.7/, . , the driving of a
carriage: generally, motion, Hipp.., , to drive a chariot

:

—generally, to drive about, drive round
and round,•?.,
Eur. Or. 36 ; ', la. El. 1253 :

Irom

TPOX., ov, 6,{, ?.•
") :—strictly, one u-ho guides wheels,
i. 6. a charioteer, formed like.-. Soph. . . 806, Eur. Phoen.
39. [], ov,(, .)
drawn by wheels, carried on wheels,•

I

, Aesch. Pers. 1001 :, Soph.
\
El. 49.—2. dragged by or at the wheels,

' /, Eur.
I .Andr. 399.— 3. ploughid with wheels,

j
, Aesch. Fr. 100.—4. turned or

1 formed on the wheel, esp. the potter's

' wheel, /., Ar. Eccl. 1, cf Xen-
arch. 1, 9, et ibi Meineke.

—

' 5. nietaph., driven round and round,
I driven about, Eur. I. T. 82., , ,() the track of
wheels; generally, a track, Nic. I'll.

' 816.—II. the round of a wheel, Auth.

j

P. 9, 418.

I

,, , as from rpo»
',=^, wheel-work.

j

, I. -,() :—to tur/t

I
round on the wheel, torture, Antipho
113, 33, in pass., cf Anst. Eth. N. 7,

13, 3.— II. to run over with the wheels.— III. fo furnish with wheels. Math.
i

Vett.—IV. intr., to run round; and,
generally, to run, Arist. Probl. 23, 39,

I

in mid.

I

/)?., , , a pulley, Lat. tro-

I

chlea, Arist. Mechan. 18 ; where also
we have. (q. v.), and as a
v. 1./. :. is another

! form, V. sub voc.., , ^,=foreg., Ar. Lys.
722, Archipp. 'Oy. 1 :—also.,. Plat. Rep. 397 A.., , ,() :

— small
bird oj the wagtail or sand-piper kind,

j

said by Hdt. to pick. out of
the crocodile's throat, v. Bahr Hdt.

12, 68; cf .Arist. H. A. 9, 6, 6, who
represents it as picking the croco-
dile's teeth : elsewh..
cf. Ar. Av. 79, Ach. 876, Pac. 1004.—
2. a small land bird, prob. the wren,
also and /., Arist.

H. A. 8,3. 14; 9, 1,2! ; which Pliny
also calls trochilus : the crested wrea
was called.—II. m archi-
tecture, a hollow running round the base

of a column, also called scotia, Vitruv.
[In Hdt. the older edd. wrote-
7., but the poetic passages quoted
show that t is short, and. is

now generally read.]

XV., ov, b, Trochilus. a hiero-
phant from Argos, Paus. 1, 14, 2.

Tfioxiov, ov, TO, dim. from., , , V. Jac. Anth. P. p.
187, like and, run-
ning round

:

—roujid,, Anth. P.
6, 258., and , ,() a
runner, messenger,footman, Aesch. Pr.
941.

TpoxtjyKiov, ov, , dim. from sq., ov, , dim. from -, a small wheel or circle, Theophr. :

a small glnbe or ball, hence ball of
soap, a pastille, etc., Galen. ; y. Foes.
Oecon./., . , (sc.) like/., a rolled stone, pebble, cobble,

Theophr. :—in plur. also, -, heap of such stones, a cobble-wall,

Nic. Th. 143, cf Lye. 1064., , . -,(, -) :— like, to turn round
and rrrtind, whirl 0 roll round,. .. Aesch. Pr. 882.. ,(,) :

—

like a wheel, round,.., the lake
of Delos, Theogn. 7, Hdt. 2, 170; 7,
140; called also (q. v.) : cf.

sq.
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, , , ():—
round as a wheel, round : ..
Call. Del. 261 (cf. foreg.) : cf. Nic.
Th. 332, etc.,, , ?/, and -, , , {, )
shaven or shorn alt round, Choeril. 4., , {, -) :

—

play with wheels or hoops,

Artemirl. 1, 76 ; or perh.= rpo;t;oiif

in Xen. Syni]). 2, 22.. , , the drag or break

of a wheel, Lat. sufflamen, Herodes
up. A til. 90 C ; also.'\(, , to make wheels, At.

Plut. 513: from, , {,)
making ivheels : ., a wheelwright., , , () ;—strictly,

runner: USD. thing round Or

circular, a round ball or cake,,,. 12, 173; 21,178:
the swis disk, Ar. Thesm. 17: esp.,

—II. a wheel, 11. G, 42 ; 23, 394, Find.,

etc. ; . Soph.
Ant. 251 : — , to

imitate wheels, of one who bends
back so as to form a wheel, Xen.
Symp. 2, 22 ; 7, 3 :—metaph. of for-

tune, Soph. Fr. 713.—2. a potter's

wheel, II. 18, COO ; ', Ar.

Eccl. 4 ; cf Lob. Phryri. 147.—HI. a

boy's hoop, made of iron or copper,

with loose rings that jingled as it

moved, the Graecns trochus of Horat.
Od. 3, 24, 57, cf Ars P. 380 : the

stick was called ?'/, having a

wooden handle and a crooked iron

point, the clavis aduucn of Propert.

3, 12, 6 ; the play itself was called.—This, Lat. tro-

chus, must not be confounded with
the top, 1),,.
Lat. turbo.—A hoop-dance is described

by Xen. Symp. 7, 2.— IV. the wheel

of torture, im ,, Ar. Plut. 875, Pac. 452,

Lys. 846, Dein. 856, 13 ; -/, Antipho 134, 10; cf
Andoc. 6, 44.— V. ,-, round spots of land encompassed
by water or water by land. Plat.

Criti. 115 C— VI. anything surround-

ing a place, city-walls, Soph. Fr. 222,

V. Bast Greg. Cor. p. 512 ; like -,.—Cf sq. sub fin.

B., , , a running, course,

esp. a circular course, revolution, e. g.

of the sun, Soph. Ant. 1065 (though
others keep this in the signf of

wheel, v. Ellendt).—2. .,
expressly opp. to, a straight

course. Foes. Oec. Hipp. : generally,

a race, running, KuT. Med. 46, ubi v.

Elmsl.— II. a place for running, race-

course, Eur. Hipp. 1133.—111. a runner.

—IV. a badger, Arist. Gen. An. 3, 6,

6. ( Ammonius distinguished the

two signfs. as above,—writing -
for a round, for a course,

V. Valck., cf Ellendt Lex. Soph.), , (, )=.,, ,= VI.3, , , (not,
Meioeke Com. Fr. 3, p. 535), a cup,

bowl, Ar. Ach. 278. Av. 77, etc. (In

form it is a dim., but not in signf :

nor does any simpler form occur

;

unless Zeiine's conj. of, from. be received in Nic. Al. 44.), also,, , a place for keeping fruits in.

ipaLo, ov. , Trygaeus (i. e.

rine-dresser), chief character in the

Plutus of Aristophanes., , f -7;, () :
—to

gather in ripe fruits, gather in the vin-
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tage or harvest,, Od. 7,

124 ;, Hes. Sc. 292 ;-
Kul, etc.. At. Av. 1698:

—c. ace. cognato,-,
Hdt. 4, 199: also in mid., -), Mosch. 3, 35.— II. c. arc, to

reap or take the crop off a field,

(Ep. opt. for >-), 11. 18, 566; rp., Longus:
— metaph. c. ace. pers., like-. to take a crop of one, i. e. get

something out of him, Luc. D. Meretr.

1, fin.—HI. proverb., /
( sc. ), ta strip unwa/ched
vines, used of one that is bold where
there is nothing to fear, Ar. Eccl.
886, Vesp. 634, ubi v. Schol., , v. 1. for,
Arist. H. A. 8, 3, 13., «,,(}=,
full of tees., =, Hesych., v.

II., , ?), () :

—

ripe fruit
gathered in for keeping, fruits of the

field arid of trees, corn, fruit, etc., like, . Hom.. 55.

—

\l. dryne.is,

Nic. Th. 368. (Prob. akin,),, as the notion of
ripeness includes that of dryness, esp.

in corn.) [v], ov, , \.-., ov, ripe for gathering.,, .() harvest,

milage, Plut. 2. 646 D., , 6, () one
who gathers ripe fruits, esp. grapes,

Hes. Sc. 293. [With ti, contrary to
custom.], ov,, a wine-press.,,,=, LX.
Hence, , , belmiging to the

harvest vintage., ov, , ( )
:

—

a
gathering of fruits, harvest, vintage :—
also, the time thereof the harvest or

vintage, Thuc. 4, 84.

—

\].=^, the

fruit gathered, crop. ( The stricter

Gramm. write?} in signf 1,

in signf II ; v. sub.)
[i] ,

^, , fem. of^,
Dem. 1313,6.

?/(1), ov, (,)
eatina fruits, esp. corn, like-, Plut. 2, 730 ; also-. [a], (,), , or /, second
wine pressedfrom the husks, Lat. lora,

Pollux., ov,(,) bear-

ing fruits, esp. wine, H. Horn. Ap.
529., , , (), dnb. in

Geop., ov, 6, () full of lees,, Orac. ap. Ath. 31 B., () to become ftdl of
lees., , , () of lees :=:, Ar. Ach. 628., ), ov, {) full of lees.

[v], i),=^o7.vpa, dub. in Hipp,
p. 92.,, , (,-) in Ar. Nub. 296, for,
with a play on, a poor-
devil poet., , a diving into lees,

a game where something Wf.s put
into a bowl full of lees and one had
to get it out with the lips, Pollux.,—, of doves, A. B.
p. 1152.

TPTS, , to strain, filter, esp.
to strain wine : from, , (, •:):— a
straining-cloth, esp. for wine, Ar. Pac.
535, Plut. 1087, ubi v. Henisl. ; cf.

Lob. Phryn. 303. [v], v.., ov, , dim. from •, Philodem. ap. Suid. s. v.-., a, ov, coming from or
belomging to a, Opp. H. 2, 480.
— II. TO ., a plant, also., , later form for,
Spohn Niceph. Blcinm. p. 41., Ep. for, 3 pi.

opt. from, II. 18, 566., to dry, Hesych., cf.

and.,^.,.(,) likelees,

Hipp., Plut. 2, 693 ., , ,=, Ar.
Ach. 499, 500., , ',=,
Ar. Ach. 886. Adv. -., , if, (.«c.), the art of comedy, Ar. Fr. .313.^, , , (. ):—
strictly, a innst-singer or leessinger,

the older word, but less honourable,
for, Ar. Vesp. 650, 1537;
either because the siugers smeared
their faces with lees as a ludicrous
disgnise, (as Hor. A. P. 277 35.•*8),
or because the prize was new wine :

ace. to others a vintage-singer, and
so not from, hut from.—, -, -,-, are used
for, etc. ; but never for rpa-, etc., except satirically, v.

Bentl. Phal. p. 290.,, ,() the turtle-

dove, named from ils cooing. Ar..
302, 979 : proverb, of a great talker,, Meineke Me-
nand. p. 148; cf Theocr. 15, 89.-
11. a kind of roach with a prickle in
the tail, Epich. p. 35, Luc.', only used in pres. and
impf, to make a low, mvrmurrng sound,
esp. of the note of the .',
Theocr. 7, 140, Arat. 918, Anlh. P.
5, 292 ; cf :—also of liquids,

to squirt out with 7>oise, Hipp., Y.

Foes. Oecofi. :—metaph. of men, ta

jnntter, murmur, 11. 9, 31 1. (Onoma-
top., like, from which it difi'ers

only in that {) refers to duller,

to sharper, shriller sounds, Ct.

inc. Anth. P. p. 714.), ij. =?.., ov, b, () something

for stirring with, a ladle, .spoon, Lat.
trua, trutta, Luc. Lexiph. 7.?, ,—.^ [-], also ,=-, Hipp. : esp. of the cry of a quail,

cf Poll. 5, 89. (Onomatop., like.), OTor, , {)^^, a
hole.,. , , {):^,

hole. Sotad. ap. Ath. 621 ., , , dim. from -. [], , , () hole.—II.

metaph., a sharp fellow, sly knave, Ar.
Nub. 448. [*], jj. gen. -, ():—
new wine not yet fermented and racked

off, uine with the lees tn it, must. Lat.

mustum. first in Anacr. 39, Hdt. 4,

23 : hence, new, bad wine, Cratin. 'iip

4. Proverb., ' OT70pm',mnst in

autumn, Lat. qnae nondun desedit, i. e.

en unsettled business, Cic. Att. 2, 12,

3.—II. tilt lees of wine, oil, etc., dregs.



Lat./aex, , Archil.

5, 3; // oivov,^, Ar. Plut. 1086 ; ,
Theocr. 7, 70 ; Ty -, Luc. Tim. 19 :—generally, dross,

as of metal, Lat. scorm,^07-, Nic. . 51, cf. Lob. Phryn.
73 ; of bile and other secretwis, Hipp.—2. Iiietaph., of an old man or iDoman,

At. Vesp. 130.9, Plut. 1086.—III.-&. second wine press-

ed out of the husks, poor wine, Lat.

lora, Geop. : also,, Theophr. : cf.}.—
IV. olvov 07TT7/ or,
salt of tartar, later /^/ (Lat. fae-
cula), obtained from the matter de-

posited on the bottom and sides of
wine-vats, } y-, scouring balls of this sub-

stance, Theophr. H. PI. 9, 9, 3.,, late form for-, , {))=7, distress,

toil, labour., , (,)=, hole.

Hence,, 6, (a?iU77j?f)

fox that creeps into any hole : a sly

knat^, A. B., , ,{) like-, borer, gimlet, [], , , thong drawn
through the handle of a borer.

., i. -, to bore, pierce

through., ov, , dim. from-
wavov, a small borer, gimlet, [a], , , {) :—

a

carpenter's tool, a borer, auger, Od. 9,

385 ;—where it is a large borer turned
round by a bow or thong through the
handle{), cf. Eur. Cycl. 461,

Plat. Crat. 388 A, Leon. Tar. 28, etc.

—IL a surgical instrument, the trepan,

. , the straight-pointed

trepan, Hipp. ap. Galen. : .-, another kind with a guard to

prevent its piercing to the brain, Ga-
len.

—

II]. fire OT touchwood.for kindling

fire. Soph. Ft. 640 ; cf.—IV., raetaph. for ,
fellows who will do nothing without driv-

ing. Crates ap. Stob. p. 55, 43., ov, o, () thehan-
dle of a borer., , f. -, {, - i) : to bore, piercf. through, Od. 9, 384,

Plat. Crat. 387 E, etc. : i5i' -, through ivell-bored ear,

1. e. open to hear. Soph. Fr. 737 ; also,

T« (. having one's

ears pierced for earrings, Xen. An. 3,

1, 31 : /, the peb-

ble of condemnation {which had a hole

in it, opp. to, Aeschin. 1 1, 34

;

, Luc. Alex. 16:-—

sensu obsc. A nth. Plan. 243.— Ace.
to Thorn. M. the word is not Att., but
V. 11. c.,, iji^ike, hole. [j>,

Jac. Anth. P. p. 801.],, , () that

which is bored, a hole, Eupol. Incert.

44 ; ., i e. one of the holes for

the oars, Ar. Pac. 1234 : also, sensu
obscoeno, Ar. Eccl. 624..,, {) a boring,

Arist. Eth. Eud. 7, 10. 4.,, ,{) a cop-

per or earthenware vessel pierced full of
holes, a colander., , ,{) a borer,

Plat. Crat. 388 D.,. ,,{,) :—boring, i. e. wearing out or harassing

men,, Soph. Phil. 209. [<2]

, ov, {,) wearing

Old life, making it miserable, Ar. Kub.
421. "[], ov,{.) :

—
a mark burnt on the jaw of a horse su-

perannuated in the public service, Eu-
pol. Incert. 17, cf. Meinek. Crates
Sam. 2.,/, () a wearing away ;

ejchaustion, distress., f .^=,,
Hesych., but also like,,
=. dry. Id.— Prob., how-
ever, only coined by Gramm. to get
at the forms,, etc., , ,{) murmur-
ing, moaning.', ?/, , () easy to be

rubbed, friable: and so=z :

hence, ace. to Scahger, the Lat. tros-

sulus, weakling., to weigh : from, , , the tongue of a bal-

ance
; generally, a balance, pair of

scales, Lat. irHii>ia, Ar.Vesp. 39, Dem.
00, 7, Luc, etc. [tt]^, /, , Tryphaena, fern,

pr. n., N. T./., , , a helmet, freq. in

Horn., and Hes. ;, 11. 11,

352; /•, 13, 530;,
382. (Usu. deriv. from and -
,, a helmet with three, cf.-: but Buttm. Lexil., s. v. -, fin., remarks that is

a more general name, not the name of

any special sort : hence he derives it

from, as a helmet with a pro-

jection {/^) pierced to receive the

plume, opp. to- Heinr. Hes.
Sc. 197 also rejects the old account.)?., , ,^^, only
in Hesych./,, ,{) a small

piece or slice,, Luc. Lexiph. 13;

al. : in Draco is

perh. only a f. 1.,, , wanton, debau-

chee, Hippodam. ap. Stob. p. 250, 22., , f. -, {) :

—

to

live softly or delicately,fare sumptuousli;

or daintily, Eur, Supp. 552, Ion 1376,

. , Isocr. 21 R :—part., delicate, effeminate, Ar. Nub.
48, etc. ; , effeminacy, Ar.

Vesp. 1455:—hence, like Lat. /a.sii-

dire, to slacken in exertion. Plat. Eu-
thyd. 11 E, Lach. 179 C—2. m be li-

centious, to revil, Eur. Bacch. 969, Ar.

Lys. 405, etc. : to be extravagant, opp.

to ?. , Arist. Pol. 2, 7, 7.

—3. to pride one's self, , Eur.
1. A. 1303 :

—

to carry it high, give one's

selfairs, he insolent, like, Lat.
delicias facere, Eur. Supp. 214, Dem.
402, tin. ; . .... Plat. Prot. 327
E., as pass., {-) be made or be delicate, etc. ;. with a coxcomb's air, Ar.

Vesp. 688., ov.{,) with soft garments,,
Antiph. Dodon. 1., as pass.,{)
=., , ,{)=-., , living delicately,

luxuriously., , .{) : soft, del-

icate,., Eur. Bacch. 150 :—effeminate, luxurious, voluptuous, like, Ar. Vesp. 551 ; to,
effeminacy, Id. Eccl. 901 ; -, Thuc. 1, 6.

—So adv. -, Arist. Pol. 2, 9, 6

;

TPTX
and neut. as adv., Ai.
Vesp. 1169.-11. feeble, frail, Plut.
Phoc. 2., ov, (,) with soft, tender fiesh Or body., ov, {,) of delicate warp or texture., , , {)
luxury, daintiness, Ath. 544 F, LXX., , -,, ,
, and-, ,{,)
of tender skin or hue, Diosc., ,{,)
of delicate or luxurious kind : prone to

luxury. Adv. -., , ,{,) :

softness, delicacy, daintiness, Eur. In-

cert. 12, 3, and Plat. : esp. in plur.,

luxuries, daintinesses, effeminacy, Lat.
delicine, , Eur. Or.

1113; . Id. Bacch.
970 ; , Id. Phoen.
1491.—2. revelling, wantonness;, Ar. Lys. 387 ; .,. . Plat.

Gorg. 492 C, Rep. 590 .—3. conceit,

insolence, Ar. Ran. 21, Plut. 818;
Kui ., Plat. Gorg. 525 A., , , Tryphe, fern. pr. n.,

Alexis Tocist. 1, 3., ,, rare poet, form for, Anth. P. 7, 48., , , {) the

object in which one takes pride or pleas-
ure, ., Eur. I. A. 1050; in

plur., luxuries, Lat. deliciae, Polyzei.
Incert. 1., , , also,, , voluptuary., , desiderat. from-. long to revel or riot, Clem. Al., , ,{) given
to revelry, voluptuous, Clem. Al.^,, , Tryphiodvrus,
a late poet.'/., , a soft, costly

woman s garment, Ar. Fr. 309, 6., , , (,-) :
— that which is broken off or to

pieces, a piece, morsel, lump, Od. 4,

508;, Anth. P. 6, 105: in plur.,

Hdt. 4, 181 ; Tp., a potsherd,
Choenl. 8.,, , {, -) 'I'ryphon, appell. of Ptolemy
(8), Ael. V. . 14, 31.—2. anAlexan
drean grammarian, Ath. 618 0.—Oth-
ers in Plut. ; Ath. ; etc.|'0, , , Tryphosa, fern,

pr. n., N. T., , or, =sq., , , {) ragged,
tattered, worn out, -, Eur. Tro.
496., , ,{) made of
rags, ragged, Joseph., , . dim. from,
a tatter or shred, Hipp., ov, o,=arpiJrvof,Theocr.
10, 37., , =, ,, dub.

Tpii^^of,, ,{) that which
is worn out, esp. a tattered garment, a
rag, shred. Soph. Fr. 843 ; -, Eur. El. 501 : esp. in plur.,

rags, tatters, lb. 184, Ar. Ach. 418,
etc. [The old Gramm. write,
but the poets have always v, ace. to

the deriv. from.], rare pres. for ,
Mimnerm. 2, 12:—later writers
tormed from it an aor.,
pass,, and part. pf. pass., the two latter in

Hipp. : so, ,
Thuc. 7, 28, 'cf. Polvb. 1, 11,' 2.
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, . -,{) :

—

away,
wear out, destroy, , to consume,
waste the household or property, Oii.

1, 248; 16, 125, cf. Hes. Op. 303;, no one would invite a beg-

gar to eat him out of Iwuae and home,
Od. 17, 387.— 2. generally, to wear
out, waste, tv,
Theoon. 909 ; ,-, etc., Anth. P. 12, 88, 143 ; to dis-

tress, afflict, J a -, Sonh. . . COG ;/, Eur. He!. 1286:—pass., to be

worn out, etc.,. Od. 1,

288; 2, 219, cf". Theogn. 750;, Od. 10, 177 ; so,'. Soph. Tr.

110 ;? ., Eur. Hipp. 147
;

cf. Ar. Ach. 68, etc. ; also c. gen.,, to waste, pme away
for some one, Ar. Pac. 989. A rare

collat. form is, q. v., and cf.. [•], , , exhaustion, dis-

tress. Max. Tyr. [fi]

TPT'ii, esp. used in pf. pass, re-, part,, inf.-
; the other tenses are more usu.

taken from : yet Aesch. Pr.

27 has fut.. To rub, rub off or

away : hence, to wear out, harass, dis-

tress, afflict, vex, -
piriOLV, Wess. Hdt. 6, 12, cf Ruhnk.
Tim. ; , ,
Anth. P. 6,' 228; 9, 549;, Hdt. 1, 22, cf.

2, 129 ; ,
Plat. Legg. 761 D ; -, Polyb. 1, 62, 7. { is akin
to,,,,
lero, etc. Hence,,-,, : , -, :,,-

.•,,,-,, etc.) [, so that it is

wrong to write,-, as is sometimes done, Wess.
Hdt. 2, 129, etc.], , , the Trojan females,
II. 3, 384 ; etc.,, , fem. of, fas
adj., . Horn. Ven. 114 :—esp.

(with or without yvvipf a Trojan
woman, in plur. freq. in II.—II. later

|(with or without 77)), t the region of
Troy, the Troad.— fill. Troas, a later

city on the coast of Phrygia, v. ,•
(2), . ., , () :

—fruits,

etc., eaten raw, esp. at dessert, nuts,

almonds, sweetmeats, etc., Ar. Plut.

798, Pac. 772 ; rarely in sing., as in

Pind. Fr. 94 ; also. The adj.?, =, is quoted by
Hesych.\, ov, , Trogilium, a

city and promontory on the Ionian

coast of Asia Minor, near Mycale,
and an island of same name lying

near, Strab. p. 636., ov, 6, Trogilus, one of

the harbours of Syracuse, Trogili-

orum partus, Thuc. 6, 99 ; 7, 2.-\,,, Trogitis, iilake

in Lycaonia, Strab. p. 568.', , , () :

—

hole,

hollow, Batr. 52, Anst. . . 5, 20,

2; cf Foes, Oec. Hipp., ov, 6, a kind of swallow

that i7ihahits holes, like Our sand-mar-

tin

:

—also.,, , a kind myrrh

;

also'..,=^?.. [], , to dwell in holes,

Arist. Part. An. 3, 6, 9 : from/, ,,(/,)
1528

one who creeps into holes : hence oi), Troglodytes, as name
ol an Acthiopian tribe who dwelt in

holes or caves, Hdt. 4, 1H3, cf Arist.

H. A. 8, 12, 3.— 12. a people in north-

ern Caucasus, Strab. p. 506. t— II.

name of a bird, prob.=.
[t)J Hence
'\''7., , ov,of, bel/mging

to dwellers in holes, -, animals
that do so, Arist. H. A. 1, 1, 27:

., a subterranean life.— II. of or be-

longing to the Troglodytes, Diosc. Adv., Strab.,, /,=,
Diod./.,,^',
Arist. Part. An. 4, 11,9.,(,) to creep

into holes or caves, dwell therein : only
in part., Batr. 52. [v]/.?, ov,, another form
of, . ., f : aor. irpii-, for aor. 1 is prob. only
found in the compd.
in Timon Fr. 7 : aor. pass,

[u]. To gnaw, chew, esp. of herbivor-

ous animals, as of mules,(
., Od. 6, 90 ; of swine,

., Ar. Ach. 801 : hence of men, to

eat raw vegetables, opp. to eating
dressed food, --, Hdt. 2, 37, of. 1, 71 ; 2, 92 ;

4. 177 ; esp. of a dessert, to eat fruits,

as figs, almonds, etc., Ar. Pac. 1324,
(v., ):—generally,
to eat, Tp. , Dem. 402,21.(> is from the same root as,, qq. v.)

ip, , oi, the Trojans, v.

L, adv., from Troy, Pind.
N. 7. GO.

iTp,, , v. sub., , , ( ) Trojan,

?.,, 11. tlO, II : ,
Trojan affairs, i. e. the Trojan war,

Hdt. 2, 145.

^?., ov, a, Troilus, son of
Priam and Hecuba, II. 24, 257 : also

wr. .—2. an Olympic victor

from Elis, Paus. 6, 1,4., , ov, Ep. and Ion. for, Trojan,', 11. |5, 222t : pe-

cul. fern.,,, ?/,\,
II. 9, 130; etc.; al -,. 1, 131 : as subst.f, a Trojan
woman, II. tl8, 122; etc.t: cf., , v..,-=, . ., , 6,() :

—

gnaw-
er, lover nf dainties : but in Od. 14,

289; 15,416, Phoenician traffickers

are called, greedy knaves:
hence the old (Jramm. explain it by',,, -

: others however take it

here as a prop. 11. As adj.,, the greedy hands of a usurer,

Anth. P. 9, 409.—II. a sea-fi.'<h with

sharp teeth, Ael. N. A. 1, 5,—the
of Opp. (From came the
later Lat. tmtta ; hence Ital. truta,

our trout.), . , verb. Adj. from, to be gnawed or eaten raw: eat-

able, Hdt. 2, 92 : tu, like, figs, almonds, etc., dessert,

flipp., Xen. An. 5, 3, 12..,. Ion.

for-, Hdt., , Dor., 7/,=,,., a festering wound,
Pind. P. 4, 483.^,, , Tronis, a region
of Daulia, Paus. 10, 4, 10.

j
,, =, 1•

I, dub.

i

, , gen., ()
gnawer : esp. a caterpillar. Stratus In-
cert. 18.—11.=)'7;, Hesych.,, iy,=foreg. 1, Alex.. 1, 12., ov, , () that

which fillsfrom the manger when cattle

are eating, waste.— II. dry wood, hrn.<th-

u-ood, Theophr. : also written-
and., , 6,(,)

Bread-gnawer, name a mouse in
Batr., ov,()= :— ^^, Hipp.,, ,() gnawing,
eating of raw fruit., , , conlr. for <{
(), Trojan,, II. 23, 291 :, oil. in 11. ; but when
Trojan women are meant, it is,
without subscr., ov,(,) de-

structive to the Trojans or to Troy,
Anth., , poet, for, to

turn : to change,/, of the nighlin-
gale, Od. 19, 521 :—mid., to turn one's

self turn about or back,, 11. IC, 95; , Od.
24, 536;, 11. 15, 666;-, 11. 11, 508: cf.,,., , gen., Ttos, fson ot

Erichthonius and Astyocbef, the my-
thic founder ot Troy, 11. jSO, 230;
Paus. 5, 24, 5t : hence,, ,
gen., Trojans, oft. in Horn.

—

12. son of Alastor, a Trojan, II. 20,
462.

<£",, ,() a wounding,
Hipp.,=,, dnb., ov, , () a wound,
wounding.— II. like, a mis
carnage, Hipp. ; cf Lob. Phryn. 209.,,, Trotilnm, a place
near Syracuse, Thuc. 6, 4., , , verb. adj. from,, to be wounded, xml-

nerable, 11. 21, 568., , like. Ion. for, formerly read in Hdt. 4, 180,
and still in Liic. de Dea Syr., which
is in imitation of Hdl. Also quoted
as, Bultm. Ausf Gr. ^ 27
Anm. 19., Ep. for, to run, II.

22, 163, Od. 6. 318 ; .'., radic. form of,
to wound, but m the more gen. signf.

of,, to hurl, harm, bring toharm,, Od. 21, 293, cf. Call.

Dian. 133.—The fut., etc., are
better referred to the usu. form -, q. V.

Ti>. Dor. for , Pind. P. 2, 105,
Ar. Ach. 777: but also ace. for ,
then, however, always enclit., lb. 730.

\Tvava, , , Tyana, a city ol

Cappadocia, at the base of Mt. Tau-
rus, Strab. p. 537 : also called p]v-, lb. : hence',. b, an iahab. of Ty-
ana ; esp.., Luc.
jTvav, , , the territory of

Tyana, Strab., . a Dorian sailad, parsley

pickled in vinegar , Poll., Ti'i, a dim. from the root*, cf i/piTviiiov.

for, barbar
ism in Ar. Thesm. 1184, 1210., ienglhd. from root TYX-



which appears in aor. 2, and :

fut. aor., Ep. subj., Jl. 7, 243 : ill Ep. also aor. 1

[] : pf. ['], Ion.

also, Hdt. 3, 14, and in later

writers, as Arist., and Polyb. ; and
latereven. Lob. Phryn. 395: pf.

pass,.—Horn. oft. uses each
aor., sometimes the pf.,
the iinpf. only in Od. 14,

231, the pres. not at all.

A. To hit, esp. to hit a mark with
an arrow, Horn., etc. ; -, II. 12, 394

;
'-, 5, 287 : hence the part, is

oft. joined with/.,, etc.,

5, 98, etc. ; so conversely, /-/ '/., 15, 581 ;, Hdt. 3, 35 : — construct.,

either c. ace, v. supra, and cf. II. 4,

106 ; 5, 582, Od. 22, 7 : or c. gen., 11. 5,

587 ; 23, 857 ; also c. dupl. gen., Hdt.

3, 35 ; . ' II. 5, 579 : Horn,

usu. constructs it with ace, when the

object hit is alive, with gen. when it

is lifeless ; cf. Xen. An. 3, 2, 19,Cyr.

8, 3, 28.—II. generally, to hit, hit upon,

light upon, with collat. notion of acci-

dent, to happen upon ;
— 1. of persons,

to meet by chance, absol., Od. 21, 13,

Hes. Th. 973 ; c. gen., Od. 14, 334
;

19, 291 ; and freq. in Find., etc. :

—

hence, to find a person such and such,, Lys. 151, 27
;, Xen. An. 5, 5, 15.—2. of

things, to meet with, hit, reach, gain,

get, obtain a thing, c. gen.,:~, Od. C, 290 ; (., Od.
15,158;, Theogn. 253, 256;
and freq. in Find., and Att. : absol..

Soph. O. T. 598; in Att. also c. ace,
Aesch. Cho. 711, Eum. 856, etc., cf.

Br. Soph. 1. c, Elinsl. Med. 741,—
though Herni. Vig. n. 198 endeavours
to explain away this usage :—after

either case a gen. pers. may be added,

to obtain a thing/rom a person. Soph.
Phil. 1315,0.0. 1168; also, .
Id. Ant. 665.—3. also in bad sense,^, to meet tiith. suffer vio-

ence, Hdt. 9, 108 ;, -, Aesch. Ag. 866, Eur.
Hec. 1280;, .. Plat.

Gorg. 472 D, Phaedr. 249 A, cf.

Legg. 869 ;—^just like, cf.

Valck. Hdt. 7, 208.—4. in aor. part.,, one who meets one by chance,

tlie first one rneets. atiy one, Lat. quivis.

Plat. Rep. 539 D, etc. ; oi,
every-day men, the vidgar, Xen. Mem.
3, 9, 10, Dem., etc. : .,
no common discourse. Plat. Legg. 723

; oi ., trifling {enrs,Lycurg.

152, 34 ; \, any chance thing.

Plat. Tim. 46 : cf () II,: and v. infra B.—HI. ab-

sol., to hit the mark, gain one's end or

purpose, as we say, to make a hit, U.

23, 466; to gain one's request, Hdt. 1,

213 ; 5, 23 : , Aesch.
Cho. 951 : and in speaking, to be

right, Tt VLV . . .' uv ;

Aesch. Ag. 1233, cf. Cho. 418, Herm.
Soph. Phil. 223.—2. of place,, nuiyest thou never §t/

thither, Od. 12, 106, cf. Hes. Th. 973.
—3. generally, to have the lot or fate,

), whoever draws the lot

(namely, to die), 11. 8, 430.—4. for. Find. O. 2, 95, N. 7, 16,81
;

.. Plat. Euthyd.
280 .
. intr., to happen, come to pass, fall

out, be by chance, /., if 6^^ chance she be quite near,

ILIl, 116; -, Od. 10, «8 ;

, II. 17, 748 :

—

Horn, uses only pf. in this intr. signf.

—2. of events, acts, or undertakings,
to happen to one, befall one, come to

one's lot or share, c. dat. pers.,-, because muchfell

to me, II. 11, 684, cf. Bockh v. 1. Find.

P. 1, 35 (68) : esp. with collat. notion

o(falling out well, succeeding,

?.&, Od. 14. 231 :

—

so in Att., as Aesch. Fr. 346, Soph.
Phil. 275, etc. : , acci-

dents, Eur. Ion 1511 : hence, also,

—

3. from the orig. sense of hitting the

mark, esp. in point of time, to happen
at a particular time, ,
as it chanced, i. e. icithout any rule, in-

definitely, Eur. Hipp. 929; &,-, Xen. Mem. 3, 9, 13 ; so, fj,'. Id. Oec. 3, 3, Cyr. 8,' 4,

3 ; , sometimes. Plat.

Phaed. 89 ; so, or -, where they chanced to be. Xen.
An. 5, 4, 34, cf. Plat. Symp. 173 A :

TO ?/, mere chance. Plat. Phil.

28 D :' cf. adv..— II. as this no-

tion must include that of a chance
coincidence, hence in this

signf. is joine<i with the part, of an-

other verb, so that the two together
form one finite verb, and the notion

added bv can oft. only be
rendered by an adv., just, just now,
just then, (like old Engl, jump : as

Shaksp., 'bring hiin^um;; where he
may Cassio find'), ,
which I have just learnt. Soph. Tr.

370 ; , I was by
just then, Soph. Aj. 742 ; -, they were just then en-

gaged in an expedition, Thuc. 1, 104
;, he

came ;?/si at that nick of time, Id. 7,

2 : hence by chance or hap, as Find.
N. 7, 81, etc. : but oft. can-
not be translated at all, esp. in phrase\ , which is simplv=ei/ii.
Hes. Fr. 22. 11, Soph. Aj. "88, Ar.

Flut. 35, Plat. Prot. 313 C, etc.—2. is

also used in this signf. without any
part., oi'K

'—?. -, not being absent, Find. P. 4,

9 (cf.) ; -. Soph. EL 1457 ;
', lb. 313 ; cf. Aj. 9:

so, -. Plat. Plot. 313 , cf. Gorg. 502
:—Porson indeed (ad Hec. 782)

follows Phrynichus in rejecting this

usage, but v. Herm. Soph. Aj. 9, El.

46, Elmsl. Mus. Crit. 1, p. 351, Lob.
Phryn. 277.— 3. in phrases like ori

uv, (Plat. Frot.

353 A, cf. Gorg. 522 C, Symp. 181

B) ; ' ,,-
(Dem.), etc.,—we may

easily supply a part, from the other
verb, oTL uv , -, though indeed

and the like are so precisely

= et, etc., that the use of the
plur. seems to be a mere case of at-

traction to the subject of the other
case, as is very freq. in Att., e. g.

with or : in other
cases, as,, -, Xen. An. 3, 1, 3, •,/., lb. 2,

2, 17, either must be supplied,

or taken as=i/aav.{ is akin in root and sense
not only to.. but also to-, : the intr. notion of

has sprung from that of the
pass, of, on which account Ep.
use the pass, forms.-, much like/,, of.

Buttm. Catal. sub voc.)

TTAO, ov Ep. and Ion. ao and, , Tyd'ides, son if Tydeus, l. e.

Diomede, II. 5, 1 ; etc., Ep. , face,
II. 4, 384t, , Tydeus, fson of Oeneus
king of Calydon, II. 2, 406 ; 14. 115.
—2. an Ionian, Thue 8, 36.-3. a
general of the Athenians, Xen. Hell.
2, 1, 16.—Others in Faus. ; etc., Dor. for ^,' for, come hither, Sappho 1 . 5, v^'here

however is one syll., cf. Valck.
Opuse p. 348 : Tvt is Cretan, ace to

Hesych. ; cf. Schol. II. 14. 298., ,=:6. dub. in Theo]ihr.

or',, , an instru-

ment fur thrashing, Lat. tribula., f. -, () work
stones,, Ar. . 1138. Hence,, , a working of
stones: in plur. ,
i. e. walls of stone worked square by

,
rule, opp. to the rude Cyclopean

,
building, Eur. Tro. 812, cf. H. F.
945, Lye 349.

I

. TO, Aeol. and Dor. for•
I

Kov, Strattis Phoen. 3.

I , , also,(,-
]

) ;
an instrumentfor working stones

with, a mas07t's hammer Or pick, K\ir.

H. F. 945 ; cf. Poll. 10, 147.—II. from
the likeness of shape, battle-axe,

pole-axe, Hdt. 7, 89. [•]. a Persian word, which Hdt.
9, 110 translates by.

I

, ,, verb. adj. from-,. like. strictly,

made, made ready : hence is

called , an evil of man's
making, as opp. to those that are
strictly natural. II. 5, 831 ; so,, a fountain rnade by man's hand,
Od 17, 206 : hence usu. like 7frv-

and, well-made, well-

wrought, II. 12, 105 ; of a bowling-
green, Od. 4, 627 ; 17, 169 ;, of a tomb-stone, Theocr.
22, 210: cf..

I
, , dim. from ?..—IL=.?,=? : also sensu

obscoeno.

?.,, , a kind of /,
also ?.?.., . and Tv7Ja, , rarer col-

lat. forms of ?..?., ov, TO, dim. from sq.,

Soph. Fr. 794; cf. Lob. Phryn. 174.

TT'AH, , , like , any
swelling or lump, esp. ;— 1. a callus,

like I. — II. a pad for carrying

burdens on, a porter's knot, Ar. Ach.
860, 954 ; invented by Protagoras,
ace to Arist. ap. Diog. L. 9, 53 ; or

(as the Schol. takes it) the shoulders

grou'n callous with carrving weights,
cf Teleclid. (ibi cit) Fr. 18, Poll. 7,

133 :—so also, the hump, bunch of a
camel, Hesych. — HI. a cushion, bol-

ster, Lat. culr.ita, Sappho 54, Eupol.. 21, Antiph. Phaon I ; but in
strict Att. Tv7^tIov or vv'as

preferred, Meineke Eupol. 1. e, Lob.
Phryn. 173. (Perh. akin to Lat. to-

rus.) [ij seems to have been long, Lu-
cill. 52, Ammian. 19, for the places

of Ar. prove nothing; but cf..'', Att. -, to twist or roll

up. Lye 11.— II. to bend: aor. pass.', v. 1. in Theocr. 23, 54, for. (Ace. to some from -,, ace to others, not so well,

from ?., 17.)
\7., ov, . the Rom. name

Tull'us, also wr..?^, ,{,) like

lump or callxis.
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TTMB,, , callous, knobby,

Nic. Th. 272 : from', ,= I, a knot or cal-

lus, Xem. Mem. 1, 2, 54 ; fsp. on tlie

hands, Luc. Sonin. 6 ; cf..—
11. any thing rising or sticking out like

a lamp, a knob, knot ; es[).,— 1. a wood-

en nail or bolt, used in sliipbuilding,

Ar. Ach. 553, Polyb. Fr. 129. — 2.

fnembrvm virile, like /'' and'/, Hesych.—3. a spindle, He-
liod.

—

III. the hair ofthe eyebrows, Poll.

2, 50. [ seems to be always short

in this lorm, Nic. Th. 178, Jac. Anth.

P. p. 204. — for Ar. Ach. 553 proves

nothing ; but cf. ?]-}
iTv/M(, 01', ,=.—2. Ty-

lus, an island of the Persian sea,

famed for its pearl-fishery, Arr. An.

7, 20. 6.?-, , 6, later word
for ':, a carpet alike on both

sides, a double carpet, usu. in plur., ,() to make callous,

6?, Xen. Eq.

6, 9 : — pass., to grow hard or callous,?. ,
Theocr. 16, 32

; /. -'/, clubs knobbed or knotted

with iron, fldt. 7, 63 ; cf.'.?., ov, ,(/ 111,-
vu) one who weaves cushion covers,

Poll.

<5//, er, contr. for,
Plut.?, , , () that

which has become callous, the palm of

the hand, sole of the foot.),, ,() a making
callous.

<?., /, , verb. adj. from
(q.v.),, knobbed

or knotted clubs, like,
Hdt. 7, 09.,, !/, () a sorce-

ress, witck,,r so called from their

haunting tombs, Lat. bustuaria, ap.

Hesych.7^, ov, 6,(,?)
one who plays the flute at a funeral,

Lat. siticen, Galen. ; cf. Perizon. Ael.

V. H. 12, 43., , ,() a burial.. a, ov. (^io)pelonging
to a tomb, sepulchral. Lye. 882.., ,() :

—
a burial, grave. Soph. Ant. 1220.— II.

the corpse to be burnt or buried, Eur.
Ion 033., , a burying.,() :

—

to bury, burn

or entomb a corpse,, Soph. Aj. 1063; cf Eur. Hel.

1245; ' ; Ar.

Thesrn.885.

—

2. tlvl,

to pour libations on one's grave, Soph.
El. 406.— II. intr., to be entombed,

ToiavTTj . Id.

Ant. 888., ,(, *?) :

—

provided with a grave, buried, entombed.

Soph. Ant. 255.—II. grave-like,-, lb. 948;, Ar. Thesm. 889.—
Cf/,, etc.,, , pecul. poet. fem., Nonn.,,, poet, for,
Orph. Arg. 575.'3, ov, , dim. from --, a, ov, ()=-., ov, , fem.,, in or at the grave:=,
Leon. Tar. 65.,, , an old man
on the edge of the grave.
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, ov, , fem. -,,^=. Anth., ov, (,)
feeding or living on graves, Synes., ov, , strictly, the place

inhere a dead body is burnt, Lat. biistum :

usu., a mound of earth heaped over the

ashes, a cairn, barrow, Lat. tumidus,

llom., Hdt., etc. ;^, Od. 1.239,

cf 11. 2, 604, 793, etc. ; ,
Od. 4, 584 ; 12, 14 ; 24, 80 ; on this

stood the tombstone (]), II. 11,

371 :—generally, a tomb, grave, Pind.

O. 1, 149, Trag., etc. ; ?]1', Aesch. Cho. 926, cf 87 :—
also, the tombstone with the figure of

the dead, A. B. p. 309 ; cf, in Eur. Ale. 836.—II. metaph.,,=^}, Eur.
Med. 1209, Heracl. 167 ; , Ar.

Lys. 372 ; as Plant, says capuli decus !

(Prob. from, q. v.)?}, /, , a wall in Con-
stantinople, so called because it was
repaired with tombstones, V. Hammer's
Constantinopolis, 1, p. 67., ov. dwelling in. a tomb,

sepulchral, ap. Suid.,=., , like

or, to throw up a cairn or barrow,

Hdt. 7, 117, V. 1. II. 21, 323: and
or (Lob.

Phryn. 498), , y, a throwing up a

cairn or harrow, 11. 21, 323 ; cf Butlm.
Au.sf. Gr. " 30 Anm. 5 not. : from, ov,(,) throw-

ing up a cairn or barrow.—2. throwing

or pouring upon a grave.—II. pass.,

thrown or poured upon the tomb,-, Aesch. Theb. 1022.-, ov, (,-) heaped up into a cairn or barrow,

.. Soph. Ant. 848.^',. breakopen graves,

Arist. . A.' 8, 5, 2: and, , , a robbing of
groves : Irom, ov,(,):—digging up graves, breaking open

graves and robbing them : as subst.,

-., a grave-robber, Ar. Ran. 1149,

Luc. Jup. Trag. 52. [pv]/,, , () a blow,

stroke, Aesch. Ag. 1430, Theocr. 4,

55, Nic. Th. 931, etc., , rarer coUat. form of, ap. Suid.

tTj;/ii7/f, ov Ion. , , Tymnes,
father of Histiaeus of Termera,
Hdt. 5. 37 : 7, 98.-2. a poet of the
Anthology., ov,,^:— ., (^.]' or) tympany,
a kind of dropsy in which the belly

is stretched tight like a drum., .-,() :

—

to beat a drum, as was clone in the

worship of Cybele, Eu])ol. Bapt. 1 :

in pass.,, to march out to the sound of
drums.—2. r. , to drum
with the hand on them, LXX.— II. to

beat with a stick, cudgel, N. T. ; cf..— III. of orators, to use

violent gestures., ov, , dim. from-, Strab. [a], , ,() a
beating of drums, druniining, as the
Galli did in the worship of Cybele,
Ar. Lys. 388 ; cf Lob. Aglaoph. p.

652, sq. :—hence, this worship itself,

the , Plut. 2. 171 , 338
C.— II. a beating with sticks., , ,()
one who beats the, a drum-

mer : pecul. fem., of a
priestess of Cybele, Dem. 320, 15,
Luc. Somn. 12 ; cf Lob. Aglaoph.
652., ov,,=^., ov, (,) sounding with dnons, Orph.
H. 13, 3., ,(, -) like a drum, Arist. Coel. 2, 13,

9., , , = foreg. ,-.=^, Nic. . 342.,, , , more usu. form
for,() :

—

a kettledrum,

such as was used esp. in the worship
of Cybele and Bacchus, Simon. 108,

5, Hdt. 4, 76 ;, 'Pf'Of -
', savs Bacchus,

Eur. Bacch. 59, cf 156, Cycl. 05, 205,
etc. :—-(hence tympania. pearls with one

sideflat, Plin.)

—

II. a drum-stick; and,
generally, a stafl, cudgel, Ar. Plut.

476; ubi V. Heinst.— III. an inslru-

iiient for cutting off heads.— IV. in

Virg. G. 2. 444, tympana are wagon-
wheels made of a solid piece of wood,
rollers.— V. in architecture, a sunken
panel of any shape, es[). the triangular

space at the end of the roof of a temjile,

the pediment, Lat. tympanum fastigii,

Vitruv. 4, 7, '^ 55 : the square panel of
a door, Lat. tymp.forivm, Id. 4, 6, ^^ 48
—Cf., ov, o,= foreg., dub., in

Anth. P. 6, 220 ; cf Jac. p. 176., , (,) delighting in drums, Orph. H.
26, 11., ov, ,(,) tympanotriba in Plant., a drum-
mer, esp. used of the Galli in the wor-
ship of Cybele :—hence,—2. metaph.,
an effeminate person : and so,:=Ki!'ai-. [], as mid., to carry

drums, Clearch. ap. Ath. 541 E., , contr. for-., . , Tymphaea, a hilly

region around//, in Epirus, Arr.

An. 1,7.\<^,, , pecul. fem. from
sq.. Call. Dian. 179., a, ov, of Tymphe or
Tymphaea, Tymphaean. Lye. 802 ; ol, Strab. p. 326., -, . Mt. Tymphe, in

Epirus, Strab. p. 325.^', ov, ,=^, Anth.^, a, ov, of Tyndareiis,

Tyndarean, T. , i. e. Clytaem-
nestra, Eur. Or. 374 ; T. also

referring to Helen, Ar. Thesm.
919., ov, , Tyndareiis, hus-
band of Leda, Od. tll,298;etc.:+ Alt.,, :—the form'-, as we say Tyndarus, will hardly
be found in classical Greek, though
the patronymic [] seems
formed from it.\, ], . daughter of
Tyndareiis, i. e. Helen, Christod. Ec-
phr. ^167.^), ov, , son of Tynda-
reiis (V. sub). i. e. Pollux,

Theocr. 22, 89: oi, i. e.

Castor and Pollux, H. Hom. 26, 2 ;

Hdt, ; etc.^, a, ,=,
esp. oi T., four small rocky
islands on the coast of Marmarica,
Strab. p. 799.

iTvap, , , daughter of
Tyndareiis, i. e. Helen. Eur. Hec.
269.— II. Tyndaris, a city on north

coast of Sicily, Polyb. 1, 25.



, , , Tyndarichus, a

poet, Ath. 66'3 D., Ep. and Dor. for, , thou,

freq. in 11., and Hes., like for. []
|7;•, T/rof, . Tunes, ^ a city of

Zeugitana, now Tunis, Polyb. 1, 30,

15 ; also ., Id. 1, 67:—in Strab. p.

834.̂',, , Tynnichus, a citi-

zen of Chalcis, composer of a paean
to Apollo, Plat. Ion 53t D.—Others
in Anth. P. 7, 229 ; etc.•, ?!, , Dor. for, so

small, so little, Lat. tantillus, heocr.

24, 137: , like kn,
from childhood, Schiif. Mel. p. 70.

(Identical with, though some
derive it from.)', , Att. •, -, so

small, so little, Lat. tayitillus. At. Ach.

367, Ran. 139, etc.—The torm-
is wrong. (Formed from,

like,,,
Iroin , , ]7 :— not

compd. of.)^, , , Tynnondas, a
Euboean, Plut. Sol. 14., logo in the mud or mire

:

hence, to grub round the roots of a vine,

Ar. Pac. 1148.—2. transit., pW^^
filth, insitlt grossly, Sosip..
I, 35. — II. Hesych. also explains it38=~.', , , tnud, mire, dirt,

Menand. p. 289.,,,{) muddy, miry,

dirty.', ,=, Hesych.^, f. -.{))=,
Opp. C. 1, 457.—II. {-)^^,
aj). Hesych., , , Mt. Typaeus, in

Triphylian Elis, Paus. 5, 6, 7.\7, , . Polyb.,-
and, Strab., Typania,

a city of Triphylian Elis., , . {') rarer

poet, form of, . Horn. 13,

3, Aesch, Fr. 54, Diog. (Trag.) ap.

Ath. 636 A, and Anth. ;—so in Lat.

poets, lypunum, where a short syll. is

required, Nake Opusc. p. 34 sq., Sillig

Calull. 63, 9. [], . , a bird, prob. kind

of pecker, Arist. H. A. 9, 1, 17.,, , (-) mallet,

hammer. Soph. Fr. 743., , ,() beating,

striking.—Ij. like, a heating

the breast for grief, mourning, Dion. H.
4,67, , ,{) a blow, wound,
II. 5, 887, in plur., Nic. Th. 358., , , (.),
wrought copper, Lat. ductilis.. , , conformed to a -, Plut. 2, 442 C : typical, figurative,

Eccl., , ?},=, a mallet,

hammer, Ap. Rh. 4, 762, Diod.,, ,{,-) mouldtng of fi'^vres.', , ,=^. []'. , , blow, Orac. ap.

Hdt. 1, 67; cf..—II. that

which is produced by the blow ; hence,
— 1. the mark of a blow, impression ; the

impress of a seal, Eur. Hipp. 802, Lys.

Fr. 40, Cic. Att. 1, 10, 3; the stamp
of a coin, Luc. Alex. 21

;
(s(>, metaph.,

like, Aesch. Supp. 282,
Plat. Rep. 377 B) ; cf :—-, marks, such as letters. Plat.

Phaedr. 275 A ; ,
Vlut. Alex. 17 ; ', the

prints, tracks o/ footsteps. Soph. Phil.

'^ ;,', etc., Plut. Aemil.

19.—2. any thing wrought of tnelal or
stone, and-, to be lurnished or carved
ivith figures worked in relief, Hdt. 2,

138; ?]' ,
Eur. Phoen. 1130; and, in relitf, Pans. 2, \9, 7; 9, 11,

3 ; cf. :—hence, simply, afig-
ure, image, statue of a man, etc., Hdt.
2, 86; 3, 88; also ., Eur.
Hypsip. 11:—hence, , a
man's image, i. e. himself, Aesch.
Theb. 488 ; ,
Eur. Tro. 1074.—3. esp., an outline,

sketch, draught : hence metaph., -, , . usu. with -,,', to

treat in outline, in general, Stallb. Plat.

Cratyl. 397 A ; kv. ',. Id. Rep. 414 A
;

cf. Arist. Eth. N. 2, 2, 3 ; 1, 11, 2;, in outline only. Id. Top. 1,

1,7: hence— 4. the general character of a

thing, its kind, sort, Plat. Rep. 387 C,
Phileb. 51 D : then—5. certain for-
mula, ace. to which fevers and other dis-

eases increase and abate : hence,, the diseases assume
a.—6. the original pattern, model,

type, alter which a thing is wrought,
Plat. Rep. 443 B, etc. : hence a type,

figure, Eccl.—7. as adv.,, like

as, just as; cf.,.— III.

like, the effect produced on the

ear by the sound of a blow, as the beat

of horses' feet, Xen. Eq. 11, 12.—IV.
an action for debt, in better Greek?, Lat. formula, Att. Process p.

595, note. Hence', , to make an impression, to

impress, stamp, ., to seal,

Philo.— II. to form, mould, viodel, Plat.

Prot. 320 D, cf Theaet. 194 :—
pass., to receive a form, be modelled, as

opp. to painting. Id. Soph. 239 D

;

,
Plut. 2, 1024 C : metaph., -, the air be-

ing impressed by inarticulate sounds,
lb. 589 C ; also of the soul, lb. 945 A,
etc.— III. in pass, of diseases, cf. -

II. 6.}], a, , to be beaten: adj.

verb, from, strengthd.from rootTYH-,
which appears in aor. 2 pass., in -, etc.: fut. : aor. 1 ;

aor. 2 (Eur. Ion 767); aor.

pass, : pf. pass,.
In Att. we find also a fut.,
Ar. Nub. 1444, Plut. 20; whence was
formed by later authors a pf-/, pass, -, and aor. pass., Lob. Phryn. 764, Jac.

Anth. P. p. 483: the fut. pass,-, in At. ISub. 1379, is altered by
Buttm. Ausf. Gr. (} 113 Anm. 10 n.,

into. Horn, has pres. and
impf., and pres. pass., aor. act.,
pf. pass,, and aor. pass.

To beat, strike, smite. Strictly with
a stick, ^)/. (sc.), 11. 11, 561 ; but in Horn,
mostly with weapons of war,-,,,, ,
11. 4, 531 ; 13, 529, etc. ; -, 17, 313 ; so, . ,
Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 5 :—metaph.,, sharp
grief smote him to the heart, 11. 19,

125 ; so, ,
Hdt. 3, 64; , Pind. .
1, 81 :—later also, to sting, ', Anacreont. 36, 10 :

—

and, in Polyb. 3, 53, 4, of missiles ;

whereas Hoin. opposes to', II. 11, 191, etc.—2. -, . e. to row, freq. in

Od.
; , . e. to

fall headlong, Od. 22, 86: -, to tread in his very
track, II. 23, 764; absol.,, the west-wind beat-
ing, lashing with fuiv, II. 11, 3UG ; cf.

Pind. P. 6, 13, v. sub :—i:.
dupl. ace, T. '/. \.\\\
127, 13 ; cf infra HI.— 11. mid.-, to beat, strike one's self, esu. like, Lat. plangor, to beat one's

breast for grief, Hdt. 2, 61 ; hence,, to mourn for a per-

son. Id. 2, 42. 61, 132 ; v. sub,', Heyne Tibull. 1, 7, 28—IlL
pass., to be beaten, struck or wounded,, etc., Horn. ;, Od. 22, 309 :— c. ace,
to receive blows or wounds, /.,', II. 24, 421 ; so,• (sc. ), I get many
blows, Ar. Nub. 972, cf. Aeschin. 19,

30. (Akin to,, v. -
III.), ,( II. 3.) .—like an outline or sketch ; -, so far as belongs to

general or superficial knowledge, Arist.
Mund. 6, 1. Adv. -, Strab.,, , () -.—that

which isformed, fashioned, modelled ; ., a brazen urn. Soph.
El. 54 : a figure, outline, r.,
Eur. Phoen. 162.—II. an impression
made on the senses Plut. 2, 1121 C.

'^, , ,() a form
ing, moulding, Theophr. : a mould
model, Plut. Brut. 37.,, , fern,,
/,() forming, fashioning, model-
ling,), seai-riiig,

Orph. . 33. 26. Hence, . , able to form or
ynould, Eurypham. ap. Stob. p. 555,50., , , verb. adj. from -, fashioned, modelled. Lye. 262.

TiJpii/Cil-7/f. , a kind at cheese-cake,

Philox. ap. Meiiiek. Cora. Fr. 3, p.
641., , , Tyrambe, a city

on the Maeotis, Strab. p. 494.,. , a tyrant's dwell-

ing, usu. in pi., Plut. Timol. 13, etc., f. -, and-. , . -/, the former always in
Hdt., but Soph, and other Att. writers
use both forms indiflerently :—fut.

in .pass, sign!., Dem.
506, 22. To be a or absolute

sovereign, first in Hdt. 1,15, etc. : c.

gen , to be of a people or
place, (0 rule, govern it absolutely, r., Solon 25, 6;,', Hdt. 1. 20, bQ,Oovo,'
Soph., etc. : sometimes also c. ace,
Dem. 127, 1 ; cf. :— the aor.

also has the signf. to

have become, making a tran-

sition from private iife to this estate,

Hdt. 1, 14.— Pass,, -•, to be under the sway of,
to be governed with absolute power, Thuc.
I, 18 ; . Plat.

Rep. 545 C ; ,
Dem. 506, 22, cf. Plat. Rep. 574 E.—
II. has also the signf., to be

of a tyrannical disposition, be imperious,

act so, Plat. Ale. 1, 135 A, Meno 76 B.••, desiderat. from fore-

going, to aspire to sovereignty., verb. adj. from -, one must be tyrant, Dion. H., , ),=^, v. 1.

Xen. Oec. 1, 15:—in Xeiiophan. ap.

Ath. 526 t(3, 2 Bgk.)t,
with the penult, long., to smack of tyranny.
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hi play the tyrant, Diog. L. 3, 18.—II.=., f. -,() to

take the part of tyrants, Detn. 213, 15.', , , belonging to a. royal, Aesch. Ag. 828 ;-, Id. Cho. 479

;

.,, Eur. Med. 740, etc.

:

—hifitlDig a tyrant, lordly, imperious,

Plat. Phaedr. 248 E, etc. ;, Ar. Vesp. 507 ; so in siiperl., Plat. Rep. 575 D,
580 C.., , vocat..
Soph. . . 380 :—the rule of a -, absolute power or sway ; and,

generally, kingly power, sovereignly,

royalty. Archil. 21 (Bergk), Pind. P.

2, 159; 11, 81, Hdt. 3, 53, 81, and
freq. in Att. :—v. sub.—2.

in pliir., at=,
Hdt. 8, 137.— II. fern, from,
LXX.
iTvpavviuv,, 6, Tyrannio, a

grammarian of Amisus, teacher of

Strabo, Strab. p. 548., ov, 6,(-,) a teacher of tyratUs,

Plat. Theag. 125 A., ,(-
vor) to slay a tyrant, Luc. Tyrann. 20,

2i'Plut., , , the slaying

of a tyrant, Luc. Tyrann. 22., , , belonging

to the slaying or slayer of a tyrant, App., ov, (,) slaying a tyrant, Luc. Ty-
rann. 1, etc., ,(,-
f<y) making tyrants. Plat. Rep. 572 E., ov, , also ?/, strictly

Dor. for, from,,
a lord, master; hence, usil., an abso-

tide sovereign, unlimited by law or

constitution, prob. tirst in H. Hom. 7,

5, where it is used of the gods, cf.

Aesch. Pr. 7.36, Soph. Tr. 217, Ar.

Nub. 5U4: the word first began to be
Used in the time of Archil., Hippias
ap. Argum. Soph. O. T., Schol. Aesch.
Pr. 221 ; and became common in The-
ogn., Pind., and Hdt. ; when, free

constitutions having superseded the

old hereditary sovereignties (-
'), all who obtained absolute
power in a state were called-, tyrants, usurpers ; SO that the term
rather regards the way in which the
power was gained, than how it was
exercised ; as e. g. it was applied to

the mild Pisistratus, but not to the
despotic kings of Persia : however,
as usurpation usu. leads to violence,

the word soon came to imply re-

proach, and was then used like our
tyrant or despot, as in Plat., Gorg. 510
B, Polit. 301 C, etc. ; cf Arnold Ap-
pend. 1 to Thuc. vol. 1, Diet. Antiqq.

in voc, Ebert Dissert. Sicul. 1, p.

1-64.—2. in a wider sense, the ty-

rant's whole family, the royal race,

Schiif Soph. Tr. 316, Reisig Enarr.

O. C. 847 (851).—3. 7}, both
the queen herself and the king's daugh-

ter, princess, Eur. Hec. 809, Med. 877,

1356 : so, , the king's son,

prince.—H,, ov, as adj. like, kingly, lordly, imperious,

Tvpavva, Aesch. Pr. 761
;

Tvpavva. Soph. O. T. 588, cf.

Ant. 1169, Valck. Hipp. 840; ?; -. Eur. Med. 1 125 ;-, i'huc. 1, 122, 124;-, the kirtg's palace, Eur. Hipp.
843, etc. []', ov,{, -) slaying tyrants, Anth. P. 7, 388.
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TTPO>,,,7/,(,
0p7/i') of imperious temper, Dio Chrys.

i'vpa, oil. Ion. '{'. , 6, the

Tyrns, a river of European Sarniatia,

which falls into the Eu.xine, now the

Dniester, Hdt. 4, 1 1 ; Strab. p. 107.

Tvpfia, adv., (,), pele-mele,

topsy-turvy ; also., {. -, to trouble, stir up,

Lat. turbare, /, Ar.Vesp. 257,

cf Soph. Fr. 928 ,?..Soph.
Fr. 720:—pass., to be in disorder, be

jumbled or crowded together, Ar. Pac.
1007., .= ., , , Att. for Ion., and in

low Greek, disorder, throng,

bustle, the Lat. turba, -, Hipp. ; i] -, Isocr. Antid. (^ 138 ; cf Xen.
Cyr. 1, 2, 3.—H. a Bacchicfestival and
its dance, Pans. 2, 24, 6. (Akin to-,.), , ,() making of
cheese, Arist. . . 3, 21, 6.—. con-

fasion,=.,, ,) that

itihich is curdled, cheese, Eur. El. 496,

Cycl. 162. [],).,()=,
Arist. . . 3, 20, 13. [],, 6, and,, ,() one who makes cheese ;', Mercury as god of
goat-herds, and giver of goat's-milk
cheese, Anth.

and, , t.-, (-) like, to make cheese,, Alcman 25 ; also, to wake
into cheese, hfence, Ti'piverat yaka,
Arist. H. A. 3, 20, 14 ; and, impers.,, cheese is made, lb. 6.— 11.

metaph., to stir up, jumble or make a
jness of any thing, confound, like-,, Dem. 436, 5 ;, Archestr. ap. Ath. 311 B.

—

2. to mix and so to manage or prepare

a thing cunningly, ., Luc.
sin. 31 ; cf Casaub. Ar. Eq. 479.

Wvpia, , , Tyria, wife of

Aegyptus, Apollod. 2. 1,5.

^paov, ov, , also,
Tyriaeum, a city of Lycaonia on the
borders of Phrygia or in Phrygia
Paroreios, now Arkut Khan, Xen.
An. 1, 2, 14; Strab. p. 636., ov, b, Tyriaspes, a
Persian satrap, Arr. An. 4, 22, 5., (also more
correctly in Strab.), , , the Tyra-
getae, i. e. the Getae along the Tyras,
Hdt. 3, 51 ; Strab. p. 128., ov, TO, dim. from,
Epich. p. 56. [<], a, ov, of or relating toTyre,

Tyrian, Aesch. Pers.963, Eur. Phoen.
639., Dor. for, v. 1.

Theocr. 1,2., , V. 1. for., ov, , dim. from,
Ael. . . 8, 5.^, ov, , Turnus, king of the
Rutuh, Dion. H.', , , () a
cheese-basket., , ,(,)
Cheese-scooper, name of a mouse in

Batr. 137. [yAi»]^, , . Tyrodiza, a city

of Thrace, on the coast of the Aegean,
Hdt. 7, 25.,, , contr.., , {) — cheesy, like

cheese,, Sophron ap. Ath. 110
D:

—

. (sc. or ?),
cheese-bread, a cheese-cake, or simply

TTPP
cheese, Theocr. 1 , 58, Hegem. ap. Ath.
698 F. [In Theocr., either

must be taken as a trisyll. ; or, rather,

should be written contr.,
Dor., as Sophron has it.]^, , , Tyroessa, i. e.

Cheese-island, Luc. V^er. H. 2, 25., 6, () a cheese-

thief., , (,) a
cheese-scraprr or grater, Ar. Vesp. 938,

963, Av. 1579., ov, , a cheese-crate,

cheese-rack : from, , to make or take care

of cheese., , () to cut

cheese., ov, , a cheese-

sieve.— 11. a cheese-cake, Ath. 647 E., 6 and ,(,-) one who divmes from cheese, Ael.

N. A. 8, 5, Artemid. 2,74., ov, (, )
cheese-backed, i. e. spread with cheese,, Ar. Ach. 1125 (cf.-
),—parodied from., ov, () scraping cheese., , (,) to

make cheese, Longus. Hence, , , cheese-making,

Geop., , , of orfor cheese-

making.?^, , to sell cheese, sell

like cheese, ., Ar.
Ran. 1369: from7, ov, 6, (,)
a cheese-monger, Ar. Eq. 854.-', , , cheese, Od. 4, 88,
etc. ; V. sub,? 111 :

—

, the cheese- market, Lys. 167, 8.

—

Cf. [, as in all deriv.

and compounds, Draco p. 88, 24,
Schweigh. Ath. 27 F.]\, ov, . Tyre, an ancient and
celebrated city of Phoenicia, at first

on the continent (afterwards called), alter its investment by
Nebuchadnezzar built upon an island
near, which, then being joined to the
mainland, formed a peninsula, Hdt.
2, 44 ; etc. ; Dion. P. 91 1. An island

is mentioned by Strab. p. 766
in the Persian gulf: its inhabitants
also, Tyrians, Id. p. 784.', ov, () cutting

cheese., ov, , (,)
Cheese-eater, name ofa mouse m Batr.
226. [], ov,, a cheese-bearer,

standfor cheese-racks. Poll., ov,(,) bear-

ing cheese, hainng cheese on it,, Anth. P. 6, 155; cf., , 6, a place for dry-

ing cheese ;=., , () to make into

cheese,, LXX. :—pass,, to curdle., a, ,=()^,
Hdn. 8, 4.^^, , , Ion.,
Etruria, in Central Italy, Hdt. 1, 94;
Strab. p. 219.[, , , poet. .,=/ ; ., the Tyr-
rhenian sea west of Italy, Thuc. 4,

24; Strab. p. 209 :— ..
Id. pp. 92, 108:—J7 T. ?., as
an invention of the Etrurians, Eur.
Phoen. 1376.[,, ,.,
V. sub /)7., ov, , destroyer of
Tyrrhenians, Anth. P. 9, 524, 20., , , poet. '., Tyr-



rkenian, Etruscan, first in H. liorn. 6,

8, Hes. Th. 10J5, Piiid. P. 1, 139;

tHdt. 1, 94; cf. 57t: hence pecul.

fern.,, , tpoet..,
Eur. Med. 1342 : ),
Etrurian wu?nen, Folyaeil. 7, 49.

fT^/)v, , 6, Ion. Tvpff?;j'of,

Tyrrhenns, son of the Lydian king
Atys, who passed over from Lydia
with a Pelasgian colony to Italy, and
gave, according to the legend, name
to Tyrrhenia or Elruria, Hdt. 1 , 94

;

Strab. p. 219.—2. son of Hercules
and Omphale, Paus. 2, 21, 3.—Others
in Diog. L. ; etc./, ,(^, *-) of ryrrkenmn or Etruscan work,

Meineke Cora. Fr. 2, p. 91.

{)., , , dim. from -
>. [I]\, , Dor. =,
Find.\, , . sub>.^/, ?/, etc., Ion.

and poet, for(, etc.', , gen. , Xen. An. 7,

8, 12 ; ace., Pind., and Xen.

;

but nom. pi., gen. , dat.

-, Xen. An. 4, 4, 2, Hell. 4, 7, 6,

Cyr. 7, 5, 10 : later, like Lat.

turns

:

—a tower, Pind. O. 2, 127 :

esp., the tower on a wall, a bastion,

Xen. 11. c. :—also, a walled city, forti-

fied house, etc., Nic. Al. 2, Dion. H.
(Thought by some to be akin to-, q. V.), o,= foreg.

or, ov, 6, Tyr-
taeus, a poet of Athens, or Erineus,
whose martial songs aided the Spar-

tans in the second Messenian war,
Plat. Legg. 629 A; Strab. p. 362.

ivpao, ov, a, Tyrlamus, proper

name of Theoplirastus, Strab. p. 618.

7], . dub. I. for.^,, . Tyro, daughter of

Salmoneus, wife of Cretheus, mother
of Pelias and Neleus by Nept\ine,

and of Aeson, Phcres and Amythaon
by Cretheus, Od. U, 235 sqq. ; A pol-

led. 1, 9, 8., , (, ) like

cheese, Plut. 2, 131 .^, , , Tyronidas, a
Tegeat. Paus. 8, 48, 1., , , verb. adj. from
TVpou, prepared with cheeseit-, , v..', , later also 77, :—
little, small, young, as adj. in Horn,
always of men, ' ., while yet a Utile

one, 11. 11, 223; , 22,

480 ; ovf ,
Aesch. Ag. 1606.— 2., as adv.,

little, a bit, esp. of space,-, II. 5, 443 ;-, 1.3, 185; ., 7, 334 :

—

scarcely, hardli/, 11. 15,

628 ; 19, 335, Aesch. Pers. 564 :—of
the voice, low, softly, gently,, 11. 24, 170 :—more rarely

in pi., in Horn, only
otnTUT/,, to cut small, Od.
12, 171, 388. (Prob. akin to,,.),, , the night-owl, so called

from its cry, ap. Hesych., v. Plaut.

Menaechm. 4, 2, 91.\1., a. ov, v. sub sq.,, , poet. Ep. lengthd.
form for, q. v. : hence,-
vior, a, ov, poet, for, tTw-. the Typhonian rock, in

Caucasus, where Typhon was struck
down by Jupiter, Ap. Rh. 2, 1210t:
pecul. fem., :-
viov, , a mountain between Olym-

pus and Thebes, Heinr. Hes. Sc. 32.

[Cf..], , , ( ) :
—one

vnth smoky, clouded wits, a stupid fel-

low, a dullard, Ar. Vesp. 1364 ; Brunck
from Suid. would read,
a sulky fellow (from) ; but cf..,, , () kind-

ling, lighting, injiainmation.—II. torch.', , , plant used for
stuffing bolsters and beds, like the lo-

mentum circense of the Romans, iyjoAa

Linn., our cat's-tail., . ((,* ?) .let on

fire, burning, lighted,, Anth.
P. 6, 249. (Others derive it from.) , , a kinri of ser-

pent, like our blind-worm, Lat. caecilia

{caecus), Arist. H. A. 6, 13, 9: but in

8, 24, 7, we have, as if from/ or ?-, cf. Ael. N. A. 8, 13:— also, rv-
and., , born blind.7?, as pass., to be

born blind, of bears.', , blinding.,, , , (?,) with blind foot (as in Milton
' these dark steps'), of Oedipus, Pors.
Phoen. 1549., , , blind, in Horn, only
II. 6, 139, H. Ap. 172, but freq. from
Hom. downwds. ;'-. Soph. . . 454. etc. :—c. gen.,

r., blind to a thing, Xen. Symp.
4, 12, cf. 7. 1 :

—

tu, i. e. one's back, Xen. Cyr.
3, 3, 45 :—proverb.,, of one whose at-

tacks are unfelt, Cratm. Archd. 3.

—

II. metaph. also of the other senses
and the mind, - -, Pind. N. 7,

34 ;
', ,

'. Soph. . . 371.

—

III.

of things, dark, unseen, dim, obscure,

as vve too say, blind,,, Aesch.
Pr. 250;, Soph. Tr. 1104; to '
avpiov , Id. Fr.

685 ; ., blind rocks, Anth.
P. 7, 275.—2. of the mouths of rivers

and harbours, choked with mud, Plut.
Sulla 20; 7•. , a branch
without buds or eyes, Theophr.—IV.

Adv. -•, r. , to be
blind to It, Plat.'Gorg. 479 B. (-

is prob. shortd. from,
from , and so strictly smoky,
misty, darkened ; and perh. akiu to.), ov, {,)
with blind mouth, i. e. with the mouth
choked up, of rivers, Strab.,. , {) blind-

ness, Plat. Rep. 353 C, Ale. 1, 126 B.

—II. metaph. of consonants, which
have no proper sound, Plut. 2, 738 C., ov, (?, )
carrying a blind person.— II. proparox., oi', pass., carried by a
blind person, Tlicocr. Fistula (Anth.
P. 15, 21)., , {2) : — to blind,

make blind, , Hdt. 4, 2 ; ,,, Eur. Cycl. 470, Hec.
1035, Phoen. 764 :—pass., to be blinded
or blind, Hdt. 2, 111;

, Pbt. Legg. 731 ;-', to be deprived of the sight

of a. thing. Id. Tim. 47 B, cf.

1 :
— in Soph. Ant. 973.

must be a vound wherein is

blindness ; but the whole passage is

corrupt., v. Dind. — II. metaph., to

blind, dull, baffle,,, -, 'Pind. I. 5 (4), 72, . 12,

13 : also of milk anu the like, to fail,
cease, oi'pa, Nic. .\1. 340;
—like the mtr., cf. Schiif.
Greg. Cor. p. 925., , () of a blind
nature, blind, diin, dull.',, ,{) a mak-
ing blind, blinding, Isocr. 257 : a
blunting, dulling.-~ll. blindne.is, Hipp., to be blind,=' m
pass., Luc. Nigr. 4 ; , Polyb.
2, 61, 12 : to be dim, ol writing. Phi•
lostr. (Formed like from, from.)7^,, , , {,)
blind-faced, blind : — = -,', JNic. Th. 492., , , {, -) :

— silly old man, whose mind is

7nisty and confused with age, a dullard,
dotard, Ar. Nub. 908, Lys. 335; —
perh. with a play on :

cf.'., , {,)
mad with vanity, Nicet. Hence, , , mad vanity : cf.'., , to irrvent a false•
hood out of vanity., , , {) smoke, mist,

cloud. — II. metaph., conceit, vanity
(because it clouds or darkens a man's
intellect), Antiph. Progon. 1,2: gen-
erally, folly, silliness, absurdity, freq.

in late prose, as Plut. 2, 8 C, E,
etc. ; cf. Gataker M. Anton. 2. 17 ; 6,
13.—2. stupor arising from fever, etc.,.

Hipp. ; V. Foes. Oecon., ,—, dub., ,{) wrap in smoke
or mist: metaph., to make dull or
senseless,, to puff him up
to..., Hdn. 6, 5 : — usu. in pf. pass., to be wrapt in clouds of
conceit and folly, to be silly, stupid, ab-

surd, Dem! lie, 6; 2291 1, etc.;, you dulL•rd ! Plat.
Hipp. Maj. 290 A. (From ,. Others, as Harpocr., derive
it from, from the stupefying
effect of a sudden storm, like-,. Lat. s-tupidus, s-tit-

peo, comparing the words of Alcaeus,
Fr. 84,).̂. , , Typhrestus, a
mountain range in western Thes-
saly ; also opor, Strab.
p. 433.'2, f. : aor. sflw^ia ; pf.

pass, or ; aor. pass.

[i)]. To raise a smoke, c. acc.
cognato, , Hdt, 4,

196 ; absol., to smoke, .
Soph. Ant. 1009.— II. trans., to smoke,/, to smoke
bees for the sake of taking their
honey ; or simply, , Ar.
Vesp. 457 ; and metaph., -. to fill the town with
smoke, stupefy the folk, lb. 1079.—2.

to consume in smoke ; hence, to burn, in

a slow fire :—pass., to smoke, smoulder,", Eur. Tro. 146, cf.

Bacch. 8 : — metaph., -, a war which is smouldering, but
has not yet broken out, Plut. Sull.

C : also of concealed love, -
•, Mel. 13; cf. Id. 4. Anth.

P. 5, 124. ( is akin to, -, Aeol., as also to Lat. fu-
mus, and to

; prob. also tt)•,,, and to the Lat.
tepor, tepeo, teporo, trpidus.) [ in
pres., V in aor. pass.], , {,) like

smoke, smoky, misty. — II. metaph.,
1533



dnll, stupid, insensible, Hipp. ; like.<, Ep. , , conlr., , Typhonis, Tt/phos, a giant

buried by Jupiter in Cilicia under
the land of the Arimi, II. 2, 782: he
Was the youngest son of Gaea and
Tartarus ; of. Hes. Th. 831 : but Find,

(who first uses the contr. form Ty-
•) places him under Aetna, and
so accounts for its eruptions: he
seems to have been a type of volcanic

agency in general, v. Bockh Expl.

Find. F. 1, 13 (31) : cf.. [ in

trisyll. cases, in dissyll., cf.].', , , (,-
uai) ntadness partaking of stupor atid

frenzy, Hipp. : better form than -
<., cf. Lob. Phryn. 698., (', , Typhon, o{ Aegi-

um, founder of Caulonia, Paus. 6, 3,

12.—2.,. , an early king
of .\egypt, dethroned by Orus ; for

the legend see Kenrick ad Hdt. 2,

144., , , poet., esp. Ep., ovoc, m Opp. also (-, Typhon, Typhaon, the same giant I

who is more freq. called,-, . Horn. . 306, 352, Hes.

'I"h. 306.—II. as appellat..= -i)^(j<: II.

fO in the dissyll. form, in

the trisyll., exceptfin Opp.
H. 5, 217, in the rare gen. :

in the termin. , as in-, contr., not, cf.

Arcad. p. 94, 6.] Hence
ivv^^or, a Ion. , ov, of Ty-

phon, Typhonian., , , Typhonian, com-

ingfrom, belonging to Typhon ; but,

—

II. ( II ) tempestuous,,
. ., a, oi.',= foreg. Later,

fatuoxcs persons were called ol-
vint, V. II:—poet.,
from.', ,{ II) like a

whirlwind. Adv. -, Strab., , (v. sub fin.), contr. for, q. v.— II. as appellat. -
<, gen., Aesch. Supp. 560

;

oat. CJ, Aesch. Ag. 656, Ar. Lys.

974; ace., Ar. Eq. 511: but

gen., and this form prob. is

always used in plur. : (cf. Piers.

Moer. p. 366, Buttm. Ausf. Gr. 2, p.

397 :

—

a furious whirlwind that rushes

upwards from the earth, whirling

clouds of dust, prob. because it was
held to be the work of Typhos ; and,

generally, a/unouxsiorm, Aesch., etc.,

11. cc, 'Soph. Ant. 418, cf. Arist.

Mund. 4, 18 ; 6, 22 :—also of water-

spout, like., =,-, Hipp. ap. Erot., ov,. strictly neut. from
sq., a temple ofv. [i], a, ov, {) accidental,

chance, Dio C. [v], inf. aor. 2 of., ov, TO,{) in Byzant.

Greek, the temple of the Genius urbis

or loci. Bast Ep. Cr. p. 55.

TT'XH, , , (cf.) that

which seems to govern human affairs,

chance, luck, Lat. fortuna, casus, fin-^t

in H. Horn. 10, 5, Theogn. 130, Ar-

chil. 131, and then freq. in all writers :

proverb., , no one can

call fortune his own, Aesch. Fr. 270,

cf. Thuc. 5, 102 ; trri-3, So|)h. Ant. 996 : —a notion

of Divine Providence is often associ-

ated with it, ,, , Find. 0. 8, 88,

. 8, 75,. 6, 41 ; and so in the com-
1534

mon phrase, }, Hdt. 1, 126,

etc., cf. Valck. 3, 153 ; also, .
.. Soph. Phil. 1317 : whence
was deified, like Ijat. Fortuna., Find. . 12, 3 ; .,
Aesch. Ag. 664 ; cf. Soph. O. T.
1080 ; but this did not prevail till

later, when ?, etc., was a

common phrase, Meineke Com. Fr.

3, p. 154.—2. it may designate either

good or bad fortune, good or i7/ luck,

but usu. the former, as avv.
Find. N. 5, 88, I. 8 (7), 149,, Aesch. Cho. 138, cf. Id. Theb.
472, Seidl. Eur. El. 588; so,(, Find. . 10, 47 ; but, ',
by ill-luck, Antipho 141, 20 :—often
however an epilh. is added, as 6-

.. Find. Fr. 244 ; r.-, Aesch. Ag. 571, etc. ;, Ar. . 1723; so also in

the common Att. phrase, ,
in prayers and good wishes, like Lat.

quod bene vortat, Ar. Av. 675, Andoc.
10, 6, Dem. 3:^, 14; by crasis,-, Nicostr. Pandr. 2 ; so, '-, Ar. Vesp. 869, cf. Plat.

Legg. 757 ; ' , lb.

813 A : was also a Ibr-

mula introduced into statutes, trea-

ties, and other documents, like Lat.

quod felix faustumque sit, and our ' In
the name of God,'' Dccret. ap. Thuc.
4, 118, cf. Stallb. Plat. Grito 44 D.—
3. adverbial usages,, by chance,

Lat. forte, forte fortuna, Soph. Ant.
1182; opp. to, Plat. Frot. 323
D ; or . Id. Phaedr. 265
C, Schiif Dion. Comp. p. 146;, Xen. Hell. 3, 4, 13, etc.— II.

a chance, hap, lot, in which signf. the
art., a pron., or some such word is

usu. added, as, , Simon. 16;
. ; Aesch. Fers.

4.38; .. Soph. Phil. 1098;, -. ! Lat. in-

fortunium ! what a piece of ill-luck,

that..! Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 3: — so also

freq. in plur., , your
fortunes, Find. P. 8, 103 ; . ,
Aesch. Fr. 288, etc. :—usu. of mis-

haps, misfortunes, Seidl. Eur. Tro.
304. []\, , , Tyche, a Nereid, .
Hoin. Cer. 440.— 2. a daughter of
Oceanus, Hes. Th. 360.—3. goddess
of fortune, Fortuna, Strab. p. 238.

—

11. Dor., the northwestern part

of Syracuse, so called from a temple
of Fortune, Steph. Byz.. , , {) from or by
chance, lucky or unlucky, but USU.

lucky,fortunate, Aesch. Ag. 404. Adv.

-, Ar. Ach. 250, Thesm. 305., part. aor. 1 pass, of-^. ov, 6, Tychiades, masc.
pr. n., Luc. Philops. 1.,{)=:., , ,—, Polyb.

9,6, 5. Adv. -, Id. 28, 7, 1., ov, , Tychicus, jnasc.

pr. ., . ., ov, , Tychius, masc. pr.

., fan artist from Hyle in Boeotiat,
Maker (from, for he made
shields, 11. 7. 220)., adv., by chance, perhaps,

Xen. An. 6, 1, 20, Plat. Ale. 2, 140 A :

—strictly ace. of the part. neut. aor.

2 of, used absol. like,), etc., adv. part. aor. 2 of-, by chance, at random, Arist.

Gen. An. 4, 4, 11., ,() v..,, ,() Tychnn, the

god of chance, as is the goddess,

Strab. p. 588, who seems to connect
him with Priapus ; whence some de-
rive it from. the maker, genera-
tor, cf. Wcssel. Diod. 1, p. 252.—12.

servant of Plato, Diog. L. 5, 42, and
of Aristotle, Id. 5, 15, v. 1..-\ []-, . , healing: also=:, Nic. Th. 921, 933., dat. sing, from neut. , used
absol., therefore, so, m this ivi.ic, Hom.,
V. , , . A, . II.— II. for, dat.
sing, of., enclit., for, dat. sing, of., Ion. crasis for -. Hdt., dat. of, used as adv.=:, Eur. H. F. 665., Dor. : fut. -,
also- (Plat. Hipp. Maj. 290
A) :

—

to mock or scoff at, jeer, quiz, -, Hdt. 2, 60, Ar. Vesp. 1362, 1368,
Plat. 1. c. : in pass., to be jeered. Plat.
Rep. 474 A :— as an instance of-, the ancients quote the epigram
of Empedoclesin Anlh. P. append. 21,
cf. Miiller Aeginetica p. 170. Hence, , , mockery, scoffing,

jeering, Arist. Pol. 7, 17, 10.. ov, o, a mocker., adv., scoffingly, jeeringly., , , given to mock-
ing, scornful. Adv. -., ar, 7/,=.^, , Att. crasis for, Ar. Niib. 92./, Ion. crasis for to ?.?,
Hdt.\-, ov, , crasis for to, Theocr. 15, 21., Ion. crasis for -, Hdt., Ion. crasis for iip-, Hdt.. demonstr. adv., answering to
the interrog. ; and to the reflex,

(jc, =ojf,, so, in this wise, 11. 3,

415, Od. 19, 234, Hes. Sc. 219: also

not rare in Trag., as Aesch. Theb.
484, 637, Supp. 69, 691 ; after,
Soph. Ag. 841.— II. Dor.= oi, where,

Theocr. Ep. 4, 1., contr. for ,
Mel. 123, 12.)). , oi, the Toygeni, a
Gallic tribe, Strab. p. 183.

Twiirdlfeen., dat.,
Ion. for TO, , ,
Hdt. (Not to be written. etc.,

nor yet as Schweigh. does,,
etc.)

, , ,. indecl., twentieth
letter of the Gr. alphabet ; as a nu-
meral t;'=400, but ,i;=400,000. The
written character at first also stood
for the digamma, and was therefore

a semi-vowel : hence as a vowel it was
distinguished by the name of --, which it retained, after the di-

gamma had disappeared from use.

So the Lat. V served both for the

semi-vowel V*(i.e. the digamma), and
as a vowel, which latter was not dis-

tinguished by a special character U
until in later times.•—In l^ter Greek
however, in the diphthongs av and
£11 often passed into a consonant
again, and was then expressed by ,
tlius from avpa came --, and the, Keen Greg. p.

354, Jac. Anth. P. p. 580; and in

modern Greek is generally pro-

nounced as .



TAIN
The use of was most freq. with

the Aeolians, being put by them for

0, as in vpvtc -
for -, Greg. . J84, sq. ; unless,

wilh Biittm (Lexii. s. v. /.,
fin.), V in all such cases is to be taken
for the short Aeol. oi', and to be pro-

nounced accordingly.

—

2. sometimes
they also changed into v, as,

for.— 3. sometimes into v, as,

for/,.
Bast Greg. p. 5St).^4. sometimes
into i, as, . Buttm.
Lexil. s. V. —/. ~.—5. they
often inserted after a and , as,

avr'/p for, Koen. Greg. p. 591, 612:—when
follows the vowel, it disappears af-

ter this inserted v, as,/ lor 7.7)'/ / ?•} /.,
Koen Greg. p. 354 : but when thus

inserted, is always a semi-vowel,

and hence the position of the breath-

ing and accent should be not/, but , etc.

—6. was also inserted by the Aeo-
lians, Boeotians and Laconians after

o, so as to form with it the diphthong

ov, as for ~o-

•, etc. : and reversely also they
placed before v, e. g.7. for ,
Koen Greg. p. 208, 388.-7. the Aeol.

sometimes changed the diphthong ov
into Oi, as for,)
for, and so sometimes m the

masc. ace. plur. of the 2nd declens.,

Greg. Dial. Aeol. 50; but this last m-
stance is rare, Koen p. 618.—8. lastly,

in words beginning with v. the Aeol.

always use the spiritus lenis, where-
as m Att., and the common written

language, it always has the spiritus

asper.

V, sound to imitate a person
snuffing a feast, Ar. Plut. 895., loor, , Hyignis. father of

Marsyas in Fhrygia, inventor of the

art of playing on the pipe, Plut. 2,

1132 F; Anth. P. 9, 266: of. Ath.
624 B.

'), , , {,) sore

throat in swine : generally, a bad sore

throat ; cf,. [C]',, ,=-, Ath. 94
F. []

. ,

^'', , at, () the Hyades, i. e.

the Riiiners, Lat. Pluviae, in Virg.,

seven stars in the head of the bull,

which threatened rain when they
rose wilh the sun, 11. 18, 486, Hes'.

Op. 613. The Romans also called

them suculae, little pigs, because by a
strange mistake they derived the
word from , Voss Vlrg. G. 1, 138:

—Hes. Fr. 60, names five Hyades as

Nymphs, like the Charites,)/,, , , '(5??.
Later legends made them the Nymphs
who reared Bacchus, Pherecyd. Fr.

16, p. 109, Sturz. [Usu. - - -.-, but in

Eur. Ion 1156, El. 468, f-.]', , , () — strictly,

sow; usu.,— I. a Libyan wild-beast,

prob. the modern hyena, an animal
of the dog kind, with a bristly mane
like the hog (whence the name), Hdt.

4, 192, Arist. H. A. 8, 5, 2, Ael. N. .\.

7, 22, etc. ; also called or-, and or.—
II. a sea-fish, prob. a kind of plaice,

Numen. ap. Ath. 326 F, Ael. N. A.

13, 27 ; also '.—III. al 'Taivai,
the women dedicated to the religious ':tr-

vice «/""Mithras, the men being called, Porphyr. [i]

TAAH
'/,,,,=^ II, Epich.

34. []
i'Yaiot, , oi, the Hyaei, inhab. of

Hyaea {'), a town of the Locri

Ozolae, Thuc. 3, 101.

'),=, Hesych., , , (sc. ) the

Hyacinthia, a Laced, festival in hon-
our of Hyacinthus, Hdt. 9, 7, 11

;

Thuc. 5, 25, etc. [i;•], f. -, to he like the

flower, Plin. [v]':3, ,(,
8~~) dyed hyacinth-colour, Xen.
Cyr. 6, 4, 2. []', , ov,() hya-

cinthine, hyacinth-coloured, -, Od. 6, 231 ; 23,

158; of hair. Luc. Imagg. 5: of. -, . I. [D], , , prop, daughter

of Hyacinthus ; in pi. ai,
daughters of Erechtheus, or of Hya-
cinthus (3), Dem. 1397, 17.—II.,
Hi/acinthis. a way through Laconia,
Ath. 173 F.', , , Hyacinthus, a La-
conian youih, beloved by Apollo, who
killed him by an unlucky cast of the

discus, Eur. Hel. 14G9 ; cf. '-, Miiller Dor. 2, 8, {) 15.— t2. son.

of Pierus and the Muse Clio, favour-

ite of Thamyris, Apollod. 1, 3, 3.-3.

a Lacedaemonian, who removed to

Athens, and whose daughters, during
a war with Mihos, were offered up in

sacrifice, Apollod. 3, 15, 8.

B. as appellat.,— I. , aho
i] (V. fin.), the hyacinth, first in 11. 14,

348, H. Cer. 7 ; a flower said to have
sprung up from the blood of Hyacin-
thus, or ace. to others from that of

Telamonian Ajax : and some bota-

nists, as Sprengel, think they can
decipher on the petals the initial let-

ters of these names, TA or AI, or

the interjection al ai, cf. Ovid Met.

10, 211 ; hence the epithets ypa~-u, Theocr. 10, 28;,
Nic. ap. Ath. 683 D, cf Virg. Eel. 3,

106. This name seems to have ta-

ken in the whole family of the Iris

(though Nic. 1. c. compares the Iris to

it) ; whence may be explained the
very different accounts of its colour.

In Hom. it must be very dark, for in

Od. 6, 231 ; 23, 158, he calls locks of

hair ; and it

is expressly called black in Theocr.
1. c, Virg. Eel. 2, 18 (for the Lat.

vaccinium is only a corruption ofi'a-). Again, the hyacinth is ptir-

fle, i. e. dark-red, in Mel. 105, Euphor.
'r. 38, Ovid. 1. C. ; and iron-coloured,

ferruoineus, in Virg. Ecl. 4, 183 ; but
the latter poet also makes it sky-blue

and snow-white. However, whether
the was of the iris or gladi-

olus kind, or rather (as some think)
the larkspur, Delphinium Ajacis, Linn.,

I it certainly haii nothing in common
with our hyacinth, v. esp. Voss Virg.

Ecl. 2, 18, 50 ; 3, 106 ; 10, 39.—Hom.
makes it masc. : after him it seems
to have been much more freq. fem.,

although in Lat. tlie fem. remained
more rare, Voss Virg. Ecl. 5, 38.— II., the hyacinth or jacinth, a
precious stone of hyacinthine colour,

LXX., cf Plin. 37, 40 :—this seems
never to be masc. ['-]', , like a hyacinth,
hyacinthine. [u]

'?., a, ov, contr., a,

ovv. Lob. Phiyn. 309, {?.) ;={-
'/., of glass, glassy, Anth. Iv. -

tin.]

'?\., ,=, susp.

', () to be like glass.

[•]

'?.,=, Suid., who
derives' from it.', , ov, later. (•) of or made of glass, glass, Ar.
Ach. 74. [Cf' fin.]', ov, , fem. -, ,() of or belonging to glass- yij,, vitreous or quartzoae
sand, Strab. []', , (7,) like

glass, glassy, trunspare7it,, tiipp.

.

also, /., Id., ct. Foe's.:

V., a precious stone, perh.

our topaz, Theophr., cf. Orph. Lith.

277. [Cf. fin.]',,,() ofglass:
like glas.i, glassy, transparent, [i, but
in Ep. and Epigr. poets also in arsig,

Anth. P. 5, 48.]" or /., ov, , (v. infra) :

—orig., any kind of clear, transparent

stone, used by the Egyptians to en-
close their mummies in, Hdt. 3, 24

,—where it is prob. oriental alabaater,

or arragoniie, which is transparent
when cut thin, v. Bahr ad 1., Belzo-
ni's Researches, p. 236:—also, of
crystal, amber, etc.—2. convex lens

of crystal, used as a burning-glass,' ~-
, Ar. Nub. 766, cf Theophr. de Igne
73 :—Plin. 37, 10 mentions globes fill-

ed with water used in the same way
;

cf also.— II. glass, Lat. vilrum,
first in Plat. Tim. 61 ;— though
glass Itself (not then, it seems, called

7.) existed in the time of Hdt.,
for the , men-
tioned in 2, 69, were no doubt of this

material : we also have a -7. in Epinic. ap. Ath. 432' C.
—On the history of ancient glass, v.

Strab. p. 758, Plin. 1. c. Diet. An-
tiqq. sub v. V^itrum.—The form/
is said to be Att.

; yet later, as iu
Arist. An. Post. 1, 31, 4, and The-
ophr.,we have 7., and . Hemst.
Thom. M. 862, Lob. Phryn, 309, A.
B. p. 68, 22 : in Hdt. the MSS. vary
between7 and, but the lat-

ter is now generally received. (The
word is said to be Aegyptian, which
will agree with the place of its earli-

est manufacture : those who main-
tain its Greek origin refer it to vu,
as we speak of the water of a precious
stone.) [v: but in some derivs.

metri gratia, as in 7., Anth. P.

6, 33; 12, 249;. Orph.
Lith. 277,7, Leon. Tar. 5.], ov, , an artificer or
worker in glass, [i•]'7. or 7.-, ov, , the

workshop of a/, glass-house,

Diosc.7, , , (sc.), the

art of making glass.7., ov, 6, a gla.ss-worker

Strab. [v]7., a,, ccntr. for 7.,
q. v.'7., ov, contr.-, ovv,
(va7.o,pa)glass-coloured,L•eon.T.
5. [Ct_..]'7., ef,=foreg., dub. in
Anth. P. 6, 232.', , {7.) to make into

glass, vitrify, []'7., , cf. sub /..
[] _'7.,, , (va7.oi,j) glaz-

ing of the eye, glassy-eye, a disease Of
horses, Hippiatr. [i]/ -if, , , (/., )
glassy, crystalline,, Orph. Lith.
607. []
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., , Hyamus, son of Ly-
corus, Paus. 10, ti, 3.

|'(!//~, , , Hyanrpen, one of

the two suinnuta of Mt. Parnassus,

Hdt. 8, 39.}.^ and toe, ?/, Hyam-
polis-, a city in the north of Phocis
near Cieonae, prop.'/
(V. "Yrtvrff), II. 2, 521 ; Hdt. 8, 28;
Strab. p. 4. Hence, ov, 6, an inhab. of
Hyamjiolis ;' rb Tipuu-, in Xen. Hell. 6, 4, 27 is con-

fiidereii to be Cieonae.-,., Hyanlhidas, masc.

pr. n., Pans. 2, 4, 3., uv, oi, (sing. ", av-

), the Hynntes, the early inhabit-

ants of Boeotia, driven by Cadmus
to Phocis ; a portion went also to

Aetolia, Strab. p. 401 sqq. Hence, a, ov, «f the Hyantes,

Hyanttan ; in genl. Boentian, Ap. Kh.

3, 1242., Ion. , , the Hya-
tae, an old name of the Sicyonians,

Hdt. 5, 68.,, 6, the Hyarotis, a

river of India, Strab. p. 694.

'3, {3) to sloop forward and
set up the back to vomit, Suid. [f]

'33'?., Ep. syncop. for -/, II. 19, 80.

YYJ'Aa, Ion. '?., , , Hybla,

three cities of Sicily;— 1. -'/
or, on the southern slope of

Aetna, Strab. p. 268 : — the inhab.

'Tfi'/.aloi-—2. . also

in the south-east of Sicily, between
Acrae and Syracuse, Steph. Byz. :

cf. Hdt. 7, 155.—3. , later

called, near Syracuse, famed
for its honey, 'I'huc. 6, 4 ; Strab. p.

26T: — ace. to Steph. Byz. also', for which Thuc. has Tt-, , C2 ; cf. Mfyupa Jl. 2.

Hence, ,, of Hybla, Hyblae-

an, -d T. ?, Sirab. p. 267 ;', the Hyblaeans, (of . 1),

Thuc. 6, 94.-2. ofT. 2, .}; Id. 6, 4.

t'Y.o7.7/(Tiof,, d,Hyblesius, a ship-

owner, Ueni. 926, 8.''., , HybUm, an early

king of Sicily, under whom the Me-
ganan.s founded Hybla, Thuc. 6, 4.'', ?/,, bent outwards, liunip-

baclced, 0|)p. to (), Theocr. 5, 43 ;

cf. Foes. Oecon. Hipp. (Akin to ;-, to Lat. gibbus, gibba, gibber, to

Germ. Uubel, and our hump.) [£)]

Hence
'T/iof, ov, 0, the hunch or hwnp of

a camel, Anst. H. A. 2, 1, 24.', , {') to bend outwards,

to make hump-bucked, [], ov, , Hybreas, an orator

and statesman at Mylassa, Strab. p.

059., ov, , Hybrias, a poet of

Crete, Ath. 695 F./.,, ,{,?)
a scornful laugher, Manetho., f., also-
/iot, Ar. Eccl. 666 : (.)• To wax
wanton, run riot, esp. in the Use ol su-

perior strength, or in the enjoyment
of pleasure, , Od.

1, 227; -, 3, 207 ; 17, 588 ; ?.', 18, 380 ; so, 6'... ?-, Theogii. 749 ; esp.

of lust, Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 30; opp. to, Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 30, An-
iipho 128, 16: — often of over-fed
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horses, asses, etc., to whinny, neigh,

bray, etc., Hdt. 4, 129.(ubi v. Wessel.),

Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 62. cf Bockh Expl.
Pini). P. 10, 30 (55) :—of plants, to

run riot, grow rank and luxuriant, The-
ophr. : of wine, to frment, Ael. :

—

metaph., of a river carrying away a

horse. Hdt. 1, 189.— II. esp'. in deal-

ing with other persons, ., to

treat him despitefully, do hini despite,

to outrogr, insult, affront, ill-treat, in-

jure, first in 11. II, 695, Od. 20, 370,
and then freq. iiiTrag., etc. ; but in

Alt. prose the more usu. phrase was- rtva, to deal wantonly with
him, commit outrages towards him,
Eur. Phoen. 620, Hipp. 1073, etc;. , Ar. Nub. 1506;
fif , Isocr. 04 A ;—(ace.

to Luc. Soloec. 10,. was to

do one a personal injury,. ,
to injure some person or thing belonging

to one ; but the distinction, though it

seems just, was little attended to,

cf Indices ad Oratt. Att.) ; so also,... Plat. Legg. 885 .
cf 761 : v3p. . to exult over
a fallen foe,' Eur. H. F. 708 :—often

c. ace. cognato, v.jp. vSpiv, Aesch.
Supp. 880, Eur. . A. 961, etc. ; so,

•., id. Bacch. 247 ; and in

pass., /, lb. 1298 (cf,) ; so too,.-, to do wanton wrongs, Hdt. 3,

118: hence c. dupl. ace,., Soph. El. 613, Plat. Symp. 222 A.
—2. at Athens esp. in legal sense, to

do one a personal outrage, to beat and
insiilt, ravish, and the like, (cf.3
II. 2), Lys. 142, 12; 169, 30, Dem.
516, 0, sq., etc.;/ .
Plat. Legg. 874 C ; ,, mauled on the cheeks, Ar.

Thesin. 903 ; -, he dies rf ill-treatment, Xen. An.
3, 1, 13 : hence also,, to be

mntilaled, of eunuchs, id. Cyr. 5, 4,

35.— III. aTo?Jj ,
a dress of no ostenialwus character, lb.

2, 4, 5.—Cf. throughout, [ by
nature.]., ov, 6, Hybrilides, an
Athenian archon. Paus. 0, 9, 2., ,{,) to

suffer outrageous treatment, like-.", Ep. , , wanton vio-

/eiicc.arising from the pride ofstrength,

passion, lu&t, etc., wantonness, riotous-

ness, insolence, freq. in Od., usu. of the
suitors,, , 15, 329, cf.

4, 321, etc., Nitzsch ad 1,7;,., 1, 368 ; 16, 80 ;

opp. to, 17, 487 ; oft. coupled
with , as of the violence of sol-

diers in a conquered town, 14, 262
;

17, 431 ; opp. to, Hes. Op. 215
;

joined with, Hdt. 1, 106;, Aesch.
Eum. 534;—ace. to Plato, is,
Phaedr. 238 ; hence in the poets
oft. joined with (v. I. lin.)

:

—also, rank lust, lewdness, etc., Opp.

to, and then of over-fed

horses, etc., riotousness, restivenrss,

Hdt. 1, 189 ; and of asses,, Pind. P. 10. 55, cf. N. 1,

75 (v. 1) : , its fer-

mentaiwn, Ael.—II. of outwaid acts

towards others, a piece of wanton vio-

lence, despiteful treatment, an outrage,

insult, II. 1,203, 214: in phir., Hes.
Op. 145 : ' ; Ar.

Nub.^ 1299 :—for , cf.

II.—2. esp., an outrage on the

person, esp. violation, rape, Lys. 92, 4 ;

YBPI
so, , Isocr. 89 A ;, Aeschin. 26,
41 ; so, ',
Id. 5, 5 ; ' l<ff, Dem. 440. 7 ; etc.— Athen»
the was very important,
the punishment being capital ; under

[
it came all the viore serinus injuries

j

done to the person, the sliRhtcr kind

;

being ; hence in the lornier
case the injured person proceeded by, indirtnie?il, prosecution ; in the
latter by or private suit:—;•

were tried before the
Thesmothetae, Dem. 976, II; 1102,
18 ; one of the most notable cases on
record is Demosthenes' prosecution
of Midias. see the law ther(! quoted,
p. 529, 15: cf. Att. Proccs.s, pp. 319
sq., 548 sq., Diet. Antiqq. p. 522.— III.

used of a loss by sea, Pind. (v. sub). Act. Apost. 27, 21.

B. as mascul. adj., , for, a violent, overbearing man,
opp. to and, Hes. Op.
189. (The word prob. comes from.) [ by nature.]',, , a night bird of prey,
Arist. H. A. 9, 12, 5.', Dor. for.",,,() wan-
ton act, outrage, insult, Lat. contumelia,

Hdt. 3, 48; 7, 160, and Eur.; '' r/ ,
Eur. Hcracl. 18; cf. Xen. Ath. 3, 5;
cf. II.— II. the object of insult,

. , to make a mock of, in-

sult one, Eur. Or. 1038.', ov, , = foreg., -, Aesch. Fr. 165.',, , poet, for sq.,

Mel. 119, also V. ]. II. 13, 0.33.', ov, ,{) a violent,

overbearing person, a wanton, insolent

man,.,. -', -, \\. 13, 033 ;' , Od.
, 120; 9, 175; . ,
24, 281 : licentious, -ungovernable 7,
Hdt. 1, 89; 2, 32. cf. Lys. 109, 32,
etc. ; esp.. opp. to, lustful,

lewd, Ar. Nub. 1068, Xen. Cyr. 3, 1,

21, etc.; ., Aeschin.
3. 24 :—also, , Hes.
Th. 307: of beasts, tameless, savage,

wild,, Eur. Bacch. 743 ; -, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 62 :—cf -
fin., ov, , the Hybristes, a

river of Northern Asia, Aescli. Pr.

717, ace. to some ; others make it an
epithet of the Arases, or of other riv-

ers, v. Bloinf ad 1. ; and refer to Hdt.
1, 189, who applies to the
Gyndes.', , ,() giv-

en to wanlonness, insolence, outrageous,

insolent, Plat. Phaedr. 252 B, etc.
;, Dem. 218, 6 :

—

-
-, a narrative of an outrage,

Dion. H.: , an insdent
disposition, Xen. Mem. 3. 10, 5. Aiiv., Plat. Charm. 175 D, Xen. Cyr.
8, 1, 33.',. , fern, form-, but very dub., Lob. Phryii. 256,
Paral. 443.', ol, abusers of law,

corrupt judges, []'. , ov, () like', abusive, insulting, insolent,

-jov, Pherecr. Incert. 23, cf. Plat.

(Com.) Peis. 2.—Hence the conipar.

and superf,,•, Hdt. 3, 81, Ar. Ve.sp. 1303,

Plat. Legg. 641 C, 808 D, etc. These
are referred by Buttm. (Ausf. Or. ^ 66



Anm. 1) and others to, un-

der the notion that (i. e.,) is a verbal adj. : but the

old Gramin. agree in writing it viSpc-, some taking it as shortd. iiom, some as itselt a superl.

like, cf. Lob. Paral. 40., , , lem. from-. LXX.",. , ('.) like,
hump, hunch, Galen, []", , , making hump-

backed.—ll.= i'Jof. ["']',, . low Greek for,
Polyb. 32, 14, 12, etc. : never in Att.,

Piers. Moer. p. 380, Pors. Or. 229,

Lob. Paral. 28. [i]
^,, o'l, the Hygennes, a

people of Asia Minor, Hdt. 3, 90,

where Wesseling proposes-.', f. -, {) to make
sound or healthy, heal, Arist. Top. 1,

3, Tim. Locr. 104 D:— pass., to be-

come healthy, gel well, Arist. An. Post.

1, 13, 9, Phys. Ausc. 5, 5, 5.', f. - : aor. :

(') :

—

to be sound, healthy or in

health, Lat. bene valere, Simon. 12,

Hdt. 1, 153, Ar. Av. 605; opp. to vo-,. Plat. Gorg. 495 E, 505

A ; , Dem. 1256,

5 :

—

to be in a certain state of health,

vy. ,
Hipp. Aphor. 6. 2.—2. nietaph., to be

sound of mind, Theogn. 255, Ar. Nub.
1275, Av. 1214, Plat., etc. ; in full,

. (ppivac, Hdt. 3, 33 ; so, vyial-

vov '^., Id. 7, 157 : oi-, opp. to turbulent agitators,

Polyb. 28, 15, 12.—3., like, a common form of taking

leave, farewell, Lat. vale, Ar. Ran.

165, Eccl. 477. [] Hence. , ;}, a making or fee-

coming- sound, Arist. Phys. Ausc. 5,

5,3.. , , verb. adj. from, healed : to be healed, curable,

Arist. Phys. Ausc. 5, 1, 2. [i<]

^,€, .,^=, Arkt.

Eth. Eud.'2, 1, 5.,,,() a cure.

[*]
, ,, , , (,) good

,Jor healing, uholesome ; and, , , verb. adj. from, healed : to be healed, both in

Arist. Phys. Ausc. 8, 5, 14., . Ion., , , and
sometimes in Att., as in Ar.

Av. 604, 731, Meineke Menand. p.

333 : later, q. v. : {) :

—

health, soundness of bodv, Lat. salus,

Hdt. 2, 77, Pmd. P. 3, 128, and Att. :

—., a healthy state of mind,
soundness of mind, Aesch. Euin. 535.

— II. fein. pr. n. Hygita, the goddess

of health, fdaughter or wife of Aescu-
lapius, Anth.t [v], ,,{) good for the

health, wholesome, sound, healthy,-
., a healthy country. Xen. Cyr.

1. 6, 16, cf Plat. Rep. 401 C ; of food,

wholesome. Id. Mem. 1, 6, 5, Plat. Rep.
444 C, etc.: — of persons, sound,

healthy, strong, Lat. sanus, lb. 408 A:—TO -, health, opp. to ,
Arist. Rhet. 1, 2, 1.— II. adv. -,.,^. Plat. Rep. 407

C :—comp. and -pov,

Xen. Lac. 2, 5, Mem. 3, 13, 2 ; su-

perl.-, lb. 4, 7, 9. [£'],, , Boeot. for,
hence the ace. , in

Pind. O. 5, 53. [], , v. sq., , , {) :
—. good

97

for the health, wholesome, Pind. . 3,

29. — II. of persons, in full health,

healthy, hearty, strong. Lat. sanus,, Hdt. 4, 187, who how-
ever in 2, 77 has also a superl.-, which points to a posit., itself not found : opp. to vo-, Hipp. Adv. -. Id. []'^;, , gen. , sound,

healthy, hearty, strong in body, Lat. sa-

nus, fSolon 5, 38t,
or , to restore him to

health, make him sound, Hdt. 3, 130,

133 ; TO , opp. to

TO, Plat. Symp. 186 ; opp.

to, Id. Theaet. 179 D.—2. of

one's case or condition, ,
safe and somid, Hdt. 4, 76, Thuc. 3,

34, and Plat. — II. sound in mind,

sound-minded, Simon. 12, 12 (Schei-

dewin). Plat., etc. ; ,
Eur. Bacch. 948 :—then metaph. oi'

words, advice, etc., sound, wholesome,

vise, like, v., a whole-

some word, 11. 8, 524 (the only place

where any of this family of words oc-

curs in Horn.) ; so, . ?,,-, Hdt. 1,8; 6, 100 ; so in Att.,-,,',
to advance or think no one sound,

wise word, etc.. Soph. Phil. 1006,

Eur. Phoen. 201 ; .,, etc., Ar. Ach. 956, Plut. 50,

etc. ; ., Thuc. 3,

75 ; and of a person, ,
i. e. a mass of corruption, Ar. Plut.

37, cf Stallb. Plat. Rep. 584 A ;
-'' /.. Rep. 603 ,

cf Phaedr. 242 ; so adv.,. Rep. 409 .—Compar. and
superl.,-, but an
irreg. form occurs in So-
phron ap. E. M. [t], , , {) sound,

healthy combination. [\, , to make sound, heal,

Diod. [],=^, Hipp. [C]', , V. sub.
'•). f. -,{) to be wet

or moist, Hipp.', f. -, {) to wet,

Xen. Cyn. 5,3: of a river, to water a
country, Eur. Tro. 230, Hel. 3 ; -.. Id. Hel. 673 :

—

TO, the fluidity, Plat. Tim.
51 B. Hence", , a u-etting, watering., , , fit for wetting.', , ,{) a wetne.ss,

moisture, Hipp. ; v. Wyttenb. Plut.

364 D.",, ,() that

which is wetted OX moistened.— II. -^

foreg., Hipp.

'}';;(5',, , as if from,
Ion. lor, Hipp., , to go or live in the

water, Jac. .Anth. P. p. 621 : from, , , going or living

in the water, [a] Hence, , , going in the

wet ; V.., ,{,) dip-

ped in the uet, wetted, Nonn., ov, {,) liring

in the wet: living on by the water,

as a fisherman, Nonn./., ov,{. /JM)wet^
striking, i. e. wetting, moistening, -, Eur. Chrys. 6., ov, {,*) pro-

duced in the wet or in water, Nonn., , , (sc. ),
hunting in the water, 1. e. fishing.?., ov, {,-) going in the wet or in water, ap.

Ath. 63 B.

, ov. {.)
moist-headed.—2. suffering from water
in the head, Arist. Probl. 1, 16, 2./., ov, {, ?.)
subject to looseness in the bowels, Arist.

H. A. 9, 50, 12.7., , =7.
(or)., , {,) fos-
tering with water :

—watery. Or. Sib.7., ov, scooped out by
the action of water., , {,)
madly fond of the water, Nonn.,, , {, -) lord of the water, like, Nonn.'?., , , suppleness of
limb : from, ,{ II,)
with supple, soft limbs, Xen. Cyn. 5,

13., ov, {,-) with soft, smooth brow, Anth. P. 5,

36., ov, of liquid form., , , for •
pov, liquid ointment., ov, walking the water., ov, contr.,, of
a soft, weak mind.', -, {,)
with frozen water, Nonn.—H. of a wa-
tery, iveak consistency, as Opp. to}-, Galen., , for ,
liquid pitch.—, , {, )

making tvet, wetting, Plut. 2, 367 D.',,=,
Orph. . 81, 1., , to go through the

water, of ships, Anth. Plan. 221 : from., ov, {, )^^'., , {, ()) to be

liquidXir fluid, Arist. Probl. 1, 33.', , , {,) :
—wet,

moist, running, fluid, opp. to,
Horn., etc. ; /., i. e. olive

oil, as opp. to fat or tallow, II. 23,

281, Od. 6, 79; , i. e.

water, as opp. to ice, Od. 4, 458

;

, winds blowing
moist or rainy, as opp. to dry, parch-

ing, Od. 5, 478; 19, 440, Hes. Op.
623, Th. 869 : . ,,
etc., Pind. . 7, 126, P. 4, 70. and
Att. :—then, . Ion. , the

moist, i. e., the sea, II. 14, 308, Od. 20,

98, etc. (cf.) ; also,, the watery ways, i. e. the
sea, Od. 3, 71 ; 9, 252 ; and so
alone, opp. to , 11. 24,
341, Od. 5, 45, cf Ar. Vesp. 678:—
but, TO v)pov and , wet, wet-

ness, moisture, Hdt. 1, 142, and Hipp.
;

water, liquor, Hdt. 4, 172 : ,
a u-ei night. Plat. Criti. 112 A:—-, liquid and dry
measure. Id. Legg. 746 D :, u'a/er-animals, opp. to,
Anth. P. 9, 18 : ' ,
to paint on a wet ground, Plut. 2, 759
C.— 11. soft, pliant, supple, lithe, wav-
ing, Lat. mollis, e. g. of the eagle's

back, Pind. P. L 17, ubi v. Bockh;
esp. of young limbs, ?,
Eur. Incert. 1, 2;,,
Xen. Eq. 1, 6, Cyn. 4, 1 ; so, of colts,,

(like Virgil's mollia

crura reponit, Georg. 3, 76), Xen. Eq.
1, 6; 10, 15; -. Plat. Theaet. 162 ; and so the
hare is called. Xen. Cyn. 5. 31

:

— , to lie in an easy po-

sition, opp. to being stretched or stiS',.
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Hipp., cf. Valck. Phoen. 1448 :, of a bow, Theocr. 25, 206 :

—

but also,—2. slack, languid, faint,

Herm. Soph. Ant. 1222.—3. tender,

veoTToi, Ael. N. A. 7, 9 ;,
Nonn.—III. of the eyes, sumnming,
melting, languithing, to represent

which, Venus's statues have the
lower eyelid drawn up a little over

the eye, Winckelm. Geschichte d.

Kunst 4, p. 202, MuUer Archiiol. d.

K. () 329, 5 :—hence, or, to have a languishing look,

and even , a languishing,

longing desire, H. Horn. 18, 33, Jac.

Mel. 14, 7, Leon. Tar. 37, 3.-2. of

sound, melting, , to sing

a soft, melting strain, Opp. H. 2, 412.

—IV. inetaph., of a soft, easy temper,

pliant, easy, jtnstable, , a

delicate, voluptuous life, Ale.x. Ilvpavv-
3 : hence, easi/ to be inclined to, prone

to, .— V. adv. -, cf. supra
11.', ov, {) of soft,

spongy flesh.',, , {) :

—

wet-

ness, moisture, Eur. Phoen. 1256, Plat.

Phil. 32 A, etc.—II. softness, pliancy,

suppleness, Xen. An. 5, 8, 15.—III.

metaph., pliancy of the mind, softness,

easiness of temper, it. , Ly-
curg. 152, 12, Arist. Virt. et Vit. 5,

5 ;, Plut. 2, 680 D-.—, like , a voluptuous

course of life, Crobyl.. 1.', ov, {,) pro-

ducing moisture or water, Nonn.'~7., ov, with pliant neck.', , , of the nature

'of a, proper or belonging to

it, V. , uYiifr-animals, Plat. Polit.

264 D, where Athen. read-, cf Stallb. : from', ov, {, )
feefling in water.', , , wateriness, late., ov, with moist eyes,

opp. to., ov,{,)
-, a narrow-necked bottle

that gurgles when one pours from it,

Anth. P. 6, 248.', ov, {,)
with moist, soft rind, Geop., ,,—.',,^=, Lye.
88.', ov, {,)
home by or on water, Nonn.', ov,=, Max-
im.', ,{,) of wet,

moist nature: generally,= i[!}pof. Adv.
-, Aristaen. 1, 1.', , , , {,) m wet garment, Nonn. []',, 6, , with moist

surface, Jo. Gaz.', ov,{,) pour-

ing poured forth wel, Nonn.',=, dub.', poet, for, to be

u'ei, Aesch. Ag. 1329., a, ov,{) watery.—II.

dropsical, Hipp.', dub. 1. for-.', , , Hydara, a moun-
tain stronghold in Less Armenia,
Strab. p. 555.', , gen. , {) :

—
watery, washy, strictly of wine, Xen.
Lac. 1, 3; '', Antiph.. 1, 4 ;., Lye. ap. Ath. 420 C :

—

metaph.,., Aesch. Ag. 798,
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cf Arist. Pol. 2, 4, 7 : also,.,
Arist. Gen. An. 5, 1, 17. [v], and ov, , ilydarnes,

one of the seven Persian noblemen
who slew the false Smerdis, Hdt. 3,

70 ; Strab. p. 531,—2. son of Hydar-
nes (1), leader of the immortals in

the army of Xerxes, Hdt. 7, 83.-3.
father of Sisamnes, Id. 7, 65.'. , ov,={itJ«p?7f. [i}]Hence, , , wateriness,

Clem. Al. [i-]', , {,) of
watery nature,, Arist. Plant. 2,

6,3. []
"(5<, dat. pi. of.', , like-, water-proof, 7, Anth. P. 6,

90 : cf. Lob. Phryn. 688. [, but in

Anth. 1. c. v.], ov, 6, the Hydaspes, a
branch of the Acesines in India,

Strab. p. 686: in Luc. Hist, scrib. 12

V. 1.'., also as mid.-, {) to be dropsical, Hipp, (in

mid.).—II. of women, to have watery

menses. Id. (in act.), cf. Foes. Oecon.', ,{,) convey-

ing water ; ., a water-drauier,

Call. Fr. 42. [v]', , , {):—of
belonging to water, ., a tea-

ter-ewer or pail, Aesch. Fr. 91. [f;]', , ov, also,,{) :—of water, watery ; wet, moist : .,
an eye-lotion, Galen.—II. transparent

like water, of thin, gauze-like Milesian
garments, ., Theocr. 28, 11,

—where others understand it sea-

green.—III. like II, pliant, siip-

ple,, Anth. P. 9, 567 ; cf
Mehlhorn Anacr. 16, 9;,
Anth. P. append. 120. [v ; but metri
grat. also ; and Matro 1, 79, has v,

', ov, , dim. from,
a little water, small stream, of the llis-

sus, Plat. Phaedr. 229 A ; and in plnr.,

lb. :

—

small rain, Theophr. {'\', , , {) watery

vesicle under the upper eyelid, Deiin.

Med. [v]', ov, b, as from-
, the noise of water in the body of a
droj/sical person. Medic, [i)]',,{)=',
Diog. L. []

^',, , {) :
—

watery, like water, like,
Anth. P. 6, 270; 9, 327; Dion. P.
782. [, but in arsis .]', ov, gen. ,{,) :

—

nurtured, i. e. living

in water,, Emped. 78, 88. [v, but
in arsis also v, 1. c]', ov, {, /<.)
washed with water only {without soap),

Wyttenb. Plut. 2, 134 E.', , , , {,?.) stricken by water,. Oj'p.

C. 2, 142.—The nom./.
is dub., Bast Ep. Cr. p. 282. [v, in

arsis also i).]', , ij, a drinking of
water. Hipp. Luc. Rh. Praec. 9 : and', , to drink water,

Luc. Icarom. 7 : [i] from
'T(5uro7ror7/f, ov, h,{,) a

water-drinker; y.. [] .', poet, for -,
Cratin.Incert.l07;cf(5•. []', gen. of.', , —.
[]', , girt with ivater,

V. 1. Archestr. ap. Ath. 302 A. []

), , , name of a Ne-
reid, cf'..'/, , (, )
like , bred by or in wa-
ter, growing by the water,, Od
17, 208. [v], ov,() or')., ov, (,)
water-green, pale, Hipp. ; v. Foes.
Oecon.', ov,{,) with
watery bile, Hipp, []', ov, xvater-coloured, v. I.

in Hipp, tor-.', ,{) to make watery

:

—pass., tn be dropsical, Hipp, [fi]'. , {,) like

water, green like water, Theophr. ; -, Luc. Dea Syr. 32.—2. watery,

ovpov, Hipp. ; tvet, sloppy,-
•, Thuc. 3, 23.—II. dropsical, '^.
[•]', Ep. for ,=6, q. v..

Call. Jov. 76. [i]',{) to have the drop-
sy, Hipp, [v]',,^. Lob. Phryn.
80. [], , ,^^, the
dropsy : [] from',{) to have the drop-
sy, Anstid. [v]', , ,{) dropsical:

{)., dropsy, []', , {) of dropsi-

cal nature. [\ From, , , ( ) : — like), the dropsy, Hipp., Arist. Eth.
. 7, 8, 1, Luc, etc. :—also

. []',=:, Hipp, [], , contr. for-, Diosc. []', , to tell of, celebrate, a
word first used by the Alesandr.
poets, Nic. Al. 47, 525, Call. Fr. 477,
cf:— pass., to be told of, to be
called so and so, Ap. Kh. 2, 528; 4,
264, Arat. 257. (Cf. Sanscr. vad lo-

qui ; akm to,. Pott Et.
Forseh. 1, p. 245:—from the same
root come,, : prob.
akin also to.) [Niike, Choeiil.

p. 183, makes in,, in
:—but the exi.ticncc of this latter

form is (luestionable,]

•.•, ?/, Hiide,a city al the base
of Ml. Tinolus, in Lydia, 11. 20, 385.

". ov, b,{•)=/,-. Hesych.
t'TcSre, , , Hydna, daughter of

Scyllus, beloved of Glancus, Ath.
296 E.', , to nourish, ap. Hesych :

from", ov, b, () strictly, watery,
moist ; hence, nourishing : also pass.,

nourished

:

—but only in Gramm., as
root of

'.,'.", ov, , = 7],,
Gramm.',, also',() :

—

an esculent fungus, or prob. the truffle,

Lat. tuber, Theophr.', ov, TO, an herb said

to grow over truffles and mark the spot
where they are, Pamphil. ap. Ath. 62
D.',, sprungfrom the water.

[i]

"T<5of,, , poet, for, q. >'.,

sub init.". \. Ion. -, \. ,{) :

like, water-serpent, Lat. hydra,

Hes. Th. 313, Soph. Tr. 574, etc. :, proverb, of labour in

vain, because two heads sprung up
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for every one of the Lernaean hydra
which was cut oS. Flat. Rep. 426

E.
fT(5po, , , (with or without) the Lernaean //i/rfra, sprung

from Typhon and Echidna, having

nine heads, Apoilod. 2, 5, 2 ; ace. to

others dfty or even a hundred heads :

cf. Paus.' 2, 37, 4-5.— 11. Hydra, a

promontory oa the Aeolian coast of

Asia Minor, Slrab. p. 622.— 111. a lake

in Aetolia, near Pleuron, later Ly-
siinachia, Id. p. 460.', , , an aqueduct,

Strab. : from
'Yopu}cj}'€cj,o,{) to con-

duct or convey water, Strab.

'Yopa}<jyia, , , a conducting^ or

conveying oj wetter. Plat. Tim. 77 E.

—

II. a li-ater-course, Arist. Part. An. 3,

5, 9 : and'(1,,-,=^:
from

'XdpaytJYOc, , {, ayu) con-

ducting or conveying water: ., a

maker or manaj^er of aquediocts, Lat.

aquilex, Plut. 2, 914 B;

—

., an

aqueduct, LXX.—II. in Hipp., one who
drinks much water, a dropsical person.', () : — to water : v.

yjjv, of a river, Eur. Tro. 226 : to

sprinkle with ivater,, Id. I. T. 54 :

—v. Tivi, to pour out libations

to..., Eur. I. T. 161 ; and in mid., to

bathe, wash one's self,,
Od. 4, 750, etc. ; y.ov'pij.

XpoU to pour water over oive^s botly,

Eur. El. 157.', a, ov, () by water, on

the water, opp. to, Nicet.', , , and/,, plur. from '/, (,
uAeu) :

—

a water-mill: in Hesych. also

-, .'?-, , , water-mill, Ca-
saub. Strab. p. 556.', ,() salt leater., , , Hydramardia,

a fabulous city on the fabulous island

Cabalusa,.Luc. V'er. H. 2, 4.', ,,=,
dub.', ov, , (, apyv-) silver, quicksilver, artificially

prepared from cinnabar-ore : native

quicksilver was called -.-:,, , voater-chck,

like'., , , one who plays the>'.?., ,-=?.', , , belonging to a^', Math. Vett. : from,, , (>,)
hydraulic organ, v. Ath. 174 A, sqq.^, o,=foreg.,, , the Hydraotes, an
Indian river, Arr. An. 5, 4, 2., , , Hydrea, an island

south of Argolis, Hdt. 3, 59., , ,() :

—

a draw-
ing water, fetching water, Thuc. 7, 13,

Plat. Legg. 844 B.—2. distribution

of moisture, irrigation, Plat. Tim. 77
D, Legg. 761 C.—II. tvater, a body of
water, Diod., ov, . Ion.,{) :

—a water-buckcL, well-bucket,

Hdt. 3, 14.—II. place where water is

drawn, a well or reservoir, Polyb. 34, 2,

6, Strab.7.,, , toatcr mixed with

oil. Plut. 2, C63 C..,,{) a place

where water is drawn, a well.,, , poet, for,
Manetho; Lob. Phryn. 316.

, , ,=, irriga-

tion, Theophr.'/, ov, , a drawer of water,

waterer.',{) :
—to draw, fetch or

carry water, Od. 10, 105, Theogn.
264 :—usu. in mid., to draw or go for

water, Od. 7, 131 ; 17, 200, Hdt. 7,

193, Eur., etc. ;. Plat. Legg. 844 ., ov, , for, Hdt., , , () :
—watery,

moist, wet,, Od. 9, 133,-, . . 41 ; , 7.; .,
Aesch. Supp. 793, Pers. 613 ;-,, Eur. Cycl. 89, Supp.
206.— Poet, word, used also by Hipp.?^, , , Hydrelus, a La-
cedaemonian, Strab. p. 650., , ,=, Eur. (?)

ap. Stob. p. 520, 32., ,^^,,
Eur. Incert. 12.—II. ., the sign

Aquarius in the Zodiac, Plut. 2, 908

C.', <ic, , {) a water-pot,

bucket, pail,"Ar. A v. 002, Vesp. 926,

Eccl. 678.—H. a vessel of any kind,. xaAK7j,olilhe balloting vrn in the

law-courts, Dem. 1155, 6, cf Plut. T.

Gracch. 11 :

—

a cinerary urn, Luc. I)e-

mosth. Enc. 29, Plut. Philop. 21, etc.,, ,{) ',
water-nymph,., ,(,) car-

rying water-vessel, . Eccl. 738., , , dim. from,
small quantity of water, Lat. aquula,

Strab. p. 560.— II. a water-clock. Math.
Vett.

—

.=;(5'., , , dim. from,
Ath. 438 F., , , fittedfor mov-

ing in the water, v. 1. {or,
Ath. 99 B.', , dipped in water, like.', ov,, prepared

with water.', , , , (,/) with water in the belly, dropsi-

cal, .Manetho.', ov, finding out water

and digging wells. Hence, , , of or for the

production of water, Geop., ov,(,) re-

ceiving containing water, Nonn.', ov, dwelling in ivater., ov, (,)
running in water, i. e. swimming, Orph.

H. 23, 7.', , (,) like

water : watery, Eur. Rhes. 353.',, , () watery,

Eur. Hel. 349 : fond of the water, Lat.

aquaticus, poet.', , , a reservoir of wa-

ter, cistern.', , ,(,)
water-hunter, fisherman, Ael. ii. . 14,

19 ; cf lb. 20.', , , hunting in or on

water, fishing, Ael. N. A. 14, 19 ; cf.

lb. 20.,,, belonging tofish-

ing, Ael. N. A. 14, 24.'/., ov, dub. 1. for-, Orph. . 20, 3.', , , Cels. ; and/., , , water in the head,

hydrocephalus.', ov, suffering from
water in the head.

'7/?., . , water in the scro-

tum, hydrocele. Hence', , , suffering from
hydrocele.

', . to mix with water.
Lob. Phryn. 630.'/., ov, , (7.) a wa-
ter-clock, formed like.',, 6. ,(,-) one who divines from water, a wa-
ter-prophet, Strab.', ov, 6, (, -) one who seeks for water, Geop.
Hence, , ov.of, belong-

ing to the search for water : - (sc.), the art of seeking for water,

Geop., , ,(,) Water-queen, name of a Irog in

Batr. 19. _', ov, (, /.) dwelling in water,, Em
ped. 225., , , (, 7.)

'

hydromel, a kind of mead, Geop.', ov, , a vessel for
measuring hydrostatically, Math. Vett.', , , a drink of wa-
ter and/., Diosc. 5, 30., , (,)
mia:ed with water, Aretae.'?, , , and 7•.,, , water-mill., (, ) as

pass., to get a supply of water, Luc.
Lexiph. 9.',, , water-pepper.

Polygonum Hydropiper, Diosc. 2, 191., , (,) pro-

ducing water, watery, Plut. 2, 939 E.,,=7,.', , , water-drinking,

Xen. Cyr. 1, 5, 12, Plat., etc. : and', , to drink water, Hdt.

1, 71, Xen. Cyr. 0, 2, 26, Plat., etc.

;

—as opp. to : cf.

: from', , , (,) :— water-drinker. Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 29 :

hence in comic phrase for thin-blood-

ed, mean-spirited fellow, i^c. A nth. 1,

2, p. 231 ; so,, in Phryn.
(Com.) Incert. 1 ; , Dem.
73. 3 ; Horace's aquae potor., ace. to the Gramm.
the more correct form of,
v. Lob. Phryn. 456.', ov, , oil of roses

mixed with water,—or rose-water, ov, , rose-water.'^, , and poet,,
-. Lob. Phryn. 492 : (, (yor/) :

— a water-course, whether on the
ground, a conduit, canal, sluice, Ar.

Ach. 922, 1166; or on the Toof, a gut-

ter, spout, Ar. Vesp. 126.

—

1.=^,
A. B.—HI. a hidden rock in the sea.{), , 7;,= foreg., Polyb.

4, 57, 8 ; V. Lob. Phryn. 497 : from'^, b,{, /^)=(5(4-, Alciphr. 3, 47.', , also ,=, Lob. Phryn. 492. []", , () : — like -,
water-serpent, 11. 2, 723.— II. a smaller

kind of water-animal, elsewh. /.-
or.'7., ov, , a fine kind

of selenite.', , to searchfor water,

Geop.', , , (sc. ),
the art of finding water, well-sinking,

Geop. :

—

to -kov, a treatise on this art,

lb.', , . a water-clock.', ov, (,)
seeking or finding water : ., a
water-seeker, well-sinker.

(sc.),, a drink-

offering of water, Porphyr. ; cf.-
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The were also called/..',, of or with star}d-

ing water, Diosc. []', , , ( )

standing tiater, a pond, pool. [«]', (,) as

pass., to have stagnant water :
—, Sjjots iiith standing

water, marshes, ap. iSuiii.', ov, a, a hydrostatic

balance, Procl. [u]'>/,,,{,(*-) a water-smelkr, Akiphr. 3, 61.', ov, {,) pro-

ducing water, of a well, Ap. Kb.,, ,() Hy-
druntum, a city on the east coast of

Calabria, Strab. p. 281.\', , , (i. e.)
Hydrussa, an island in the Saronicus

sinus, on the coast of Attica, Strab.

p. 398.', ov, o, one who discov-

ers water, a well-smker.'?'), fjg, , (sc.)
the art of discovering water.', ov, 6, =,
Piul., cf. Lob. Phryn. 639, Aj. 604., . ,{) hor-

ror of water caused by the bite of a

mad dog, hydrophobia.), , f. -, to have

the hydrophobia.', . , belonging to or

seized with hydrophobia : v. =.', ov,(,) hav-

ing a horror of water, having the hydro-

phobia. — II. as subbt. and .,:=, Diosc., ,{) to carry

water, Xen. An. 4, 5, 9., , and ',
, , carrying of water.

{'), , the tvatcr-

carrytng, a festival in Aegina : from', ov. {,) car-

rying water: b ., a water-carrier,

Hdt. 3, 14: fern, , Xen.
An. 4, 5, 10.', , {,) de-

lighting m water ; or, ,
Grace of the waters, name of a frog in

Batr. ; cf.., ov, . a well, cistern., 4, , like,
one who pours water.— II. the constella-

tion Aquarius, Arat. 389.?!, , , a water-drain, gut-

ter, aqueduct., ov, {,) pouring

pouring forth water.—II. ., the

constellation Aquarius, Anth. P. 12,

199, Manetho., ov, {,) pour-

ing or gushing with water,,
Eur. Cycl. 65 :

—

overspread with water,, Nonn., , {, ) like

loater, watery, ivet, Theophr., , f. -, {)
to have the dropsy, Arist. Gen. An. 5,

8, 13 ; cf. Foes. Oec. Hipp.-, , , {) dropsi-

cal, Arist. Probl. 3, 5, 7.^'77, , and,
,{,) like dropsy, showing

symptoms thereof, dropsical, Hipp., v.

Foes. Oecon.",. also~. ,{)
dropsy, Hipp., who distinguishes two
kinds, and h' ill-, cf. Fo<'S. Oecon.—2. liKe, any watery humour, Hipp.— II.

a dropsical person. Id., in whicn signf.

the more exact Gramm. write it
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oxyt., and take as

gen. (The word is formed from
without any compos, with , cf. ai-

?., ?.,?, etc.), V. sub., , gen., like,
(for no nom. or

occurs): an £p. dat. in Hes.
Op. 61, Theogn. 955, whence Callim.

Fr. 466 formed a nom. : {, v.

sub fin.). Water, of any kmd, fresh

or salt, spring or rain, Horn., etc.:

freq. also in plur., but so used by
Horn, only in Od. 13, 109; esp. of

rivers, , the tvaters of

Cephisus, Pind. O. 14, 1 ; freq. in

Trag. : more definitely, -, fresh water, Xen. Hell. 3,2, 19:', salt water, Hdt. 2, 108

;

so, V., Thuc. 4, 26, etc. :

—

' , water lor washing
the hands, Ar. Vesp. 1210, Av. 464,
(like) :—on yf/v ai-

or. v. sub yf/.— Proverbs,

e/ft'tioip. of any thing fleet-

ing or untrustworthy. Soph. Fr. 694,

Plat. Phaedr. 276 C, (cf. ) ;

TO }, ;

of a lost case, Arist. Eth. N. 7, 2, 10

:

, cf.—2. esp.,

rain-water, 11. 16, 385: and then sim-

ply rain, , Hdt. 1, 87;,. Id. 8,

12, 13 ; also called, ,
Thuc. 2, 77, and in plur., -, Pind. . 10 (11), 22; •. Plat. Legg. 761 A, etc. : hence," , b ,
Ar. Nub. 1280, Vesp. 261 ; absol.,, Theophr. :

—, Vcivmaer-showers ;

or ?., heavy or slight

rains, etc., Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon.^3.
for the phrase ,
Hdt. 3, 104, V. sub. — 4. in

Attic law-phrase, to was the

water of the water-clock {),
and hence the time it took in running
out, TO , i. e. if

there's time enough, Deiii. 1094, 3
;, -, m tlie time allowed me. Id. 274,

9; 1318, 6;' , one cannot say
(all) in one speecli. Id. 817, 9 ;, Dinarch. 105, 38

;

so, .
Plat. Theaet. 201 ;, Dem. 847, 15:

v., stop the water (which
was done while the speech was in-

terrupted by the calling of evidence,

etc.). Id. 1103, fin., etc. ; v. plura ap.

Indd. Oratt. Att. (The word orig.

had the digamma,, cf sub '
fin.—Cf. Sanscr. uda, Lat. ndus unda,

Slav, voda, Goth, vato, which brings

us to water

:

—Erse and Cornish dour,

Welsh dwr.) [ strictly, and so al-

ways in Att. ; but in Ep., from Hom.
downwds-, usu. in arsis, in thesis,

Herm. H. Hom. Cer. 381.]', V, , and , a, ov,
also , ov, () '—of or belongi7ig to a
swine, like,, ,
pig^s tripe, Ar. Eq. 356 ; v., as

a type of brutish ignorance, Plat.

Rep. 5.35 ; cf. Ruhnk. Tim., and
V. sub,. []', a, ov, contr. ?., ,
ovv, later form for ?., q. v.

''/., oi<, b,{, ') one
who melts, 7nakes glass., , ,—, Strab p.

252.

''/.,',. Ion. or
later forms of-.
"', . sub 7..

', ?., Ion. or
later forms of ?.-.
'?., ,=.', ,^.'. f. -, {) to cause it

to rain, pour out, LXX. [t]', a, ov,{) rainy, bring-

ing rain, Arist. Probl. 26, 7 ;,
Theophr. ; ", v., Jupiter plurius,

Arist. ^lund. 7, 2 — i-f-., rain-

water, Plut. 2, 911 F :—coinpar. -, Theophr. [f]i,, , {) Hyetis, a
fountain near Miletus, Theocr. 6,
115. [f],, ,=, Anth.
P. 9, 525,21. [], , , i/, (,) prophet of rain, 7], Eu-
phor. Fr. 65,, ov, b, {) rain, II. 12, 133,

Hes. Op. 543 ; , Ar. Vesp.
263 :—esp. heavy shower, Lat. niin-

hus, whereas, Lat. imber, plu-

via, is a lasting rain, and or,^ drizzling rain, Xen. Cyn. 5,

4, Arist. Meteor. 1, 9, 6.—II. as adj.

in superl., , the
rainiest winds, Hdt. 2, 25,—where
however Buttm. would write-. (The word appears in our
wet.) [v, except in Ep. gen. .'\', , {, ) like

rain, rainy, showery, Joseph. [tJ]', , , swinish, brutal,

stupid fellow. [{'], , . -, like, to

be or act like a hog, be swinish, uncouth,

brutal or stupid. Plat. Theaet. 166 C :

and', , , like, swinish-

ness, Ar. Pac. 928 ; cf. : []
from^, , ; {) like,
swinish, , swinish crea-

tures, Plat. Legg. 819 ; cf..
[], , , {) epith. of Jujiiter,

like, Hesych.— II. epith. of

Sabazios or Bacchus, Meineke Eu-
phor. Fr. 14 (in Hesych. also ),
— ^xob. as thegodoffertilizing moisture:

hence his mother Semelc was also

called //, and the nymphs who
reared him '.—To which of

these the cry of in Dem.
313, 27, should be referred, is dub.

[], ov, , Hyettus, a town of

Boeotia near Copae, Paus. 9, 24, 3 :

so called ace. to Paus. 1. c. from an
Argive of that name., , f. -,{) to talk

nonsense, trifle, prate, Ar. Nub. 773.

Hence
'7.,, , in plur.,= sq.

'/., ov, b, idle talk, nonsense,

like, Lat. nugae, Plat. Rep.
336 D, Dem. 931, 12

; ,
old wives' gossip. Plat. Theaet. 176

:—in Gramm. also or.
(Akin to,,.), Ep. ace. of, Hom., , , {,) the

power of the Son, Eccl.', poet. dat. pi., Hom., ov, TO, dim. from. [], , b, {) a son's son,

grandson, Isocr. 424 A.

?], , , fern, ot, a sons
daughter, granddaughter.', ov, TO, dim. from, Ar.

Vesp. 1356.—II. dim. from , Xen.
Mem. 1, 2, 30., ov, 0, (u/of) like ', a

son's son, grandson. Plat. Legg. 925

A, Xen. An.. 5, 6, 37:—fcin. / :

also '''•,, '.



*, . sub '.', . -, () to squeak or squeal

like a pig ; v.. [ j

Tti, Ep. dat. oi'. Horn., , , { ) filial.', , , {) of or proper to

swine ; tike a same, swinish,, to have something of the pig

about one, Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 30 : ct'.. []', , ov,= foreg., , , adoption as a son,

. . : and, , f. -), to adopt as a

son., ov,(,) adopted

as a son., (,-) mid., to

adopt as a son, Polyb. 37, 3, 5. Hence, , , adoption as a

son, like: and, ,, adopted as a son,

Dion. H. Dinarch. 12., Ep. gen. of, Horn.', , declined regul., ',
etc. ; but also, esp. in Att., inflected

as if there were a nora. *, gen., dat. : dual, ',' :

plur. ',,' (Soph. Ant.

571), ': however the gen.,
and the ace. sing, and plur.,',
are rejected as not Alt., though these

forms have crept into Edd. even of

Thuc, and Plat., v. Thorn. M. p. 866,

Lob. Phryn. 68 : in later prose, as

Ael., a dat. pi.' occurs. Homer
uses it in both declensions, but not

in all cases ;—gen. only in Od.
22, 238, elsewh. ; dat. always

or ; ace. ', II. 13, 350,

elsewh. always :—plur. nom. al-

ways' or' ; gen.' ; dat., Od. 19,418 ; ace.', as v. 1.

11. 5, 159, elsewh.:—he also

uses the contr. forms, gen., dat., ace. via, dual, (distinguished

from the voc. sing, by the accent),

plur., dat., ace. ;—but

these remained wholly Ep.—The de-

clension,, etc., belongs solely

to Ion. prose. The pretended Att.

nom. seems to be a mere inven-

tion of Gramm., v. Lob. Phryn. 40.

Still less were any such nom. forms
as,, , , ever in use.

son, Horn., etc. -.—vidv

Tiva, to adopt as son, Aeschin. 32,

3.—2. later, the plur. was freq. used,

like, as a periphr. for trades

or professions (which indeed were
freq. handed down from father to

son), as, , ',
i. e. physicians, orators, etc. ; so ni

Horn., for : cf.

. 2. (The Sanscr. root is su

(generare), the same as Gr. : so

Lat. filius from the old fuo ; cf. Pott

Et. Forsch. 1, p. 215: it recurs most
nearly in the Spanish hijo.) [Hom.
sometimes has the first syll. short in

thesis, but only in the forms, 11.

6, 130,, II. 4, 473,, II. 7, 47, cf.

Herm. . Horn. . 46.], Ep. gen. of , Hom.,, fj, {) sonship, the

state of son, Eccl., , {) to make into a son

:

—mid., to adopt as one's son.', , , ()) the squeaking

or grunting of swine.,,,=.,, , fern, from sc^., a grand-

daughter., , 6, () a child's child,

a grandson, II. 2, 666, Od. 24, 514 ; cf.•.,, ,{)=,, Ael. ap. Suid.

' or, 6, sea-fish,^ipv-, Hippon. etc. ap. Ath. 327 :

—

also, , and, . [], , , Hyccara, a city

on the north coast of Sicily, Thuc.
6, 62 ; so called from foreg., ace. to

Ath. 327 B. Hence, ],, of oxfrom Hyc-
cara, Hyccarian,, Thuc. 7,

13.

°7•.•, , , (, -) :
—the bark of a dog, a single bark

or yelp ; ', Eur. I. T.
293: metaph., also in plur., currish,

snarling words, Aesch. Ag. 1631, 1672., ov, 6, {,)
a barking, baying, 11. 21, 575. []''/., , to carry wood, Dem.
1041, 2 : [(!] and''}, , , a carrying of
wood : [v] from', , {,) carrying

wood, []'?.,, kind offig, Ath. 78., Dor. for, Eur.', {vAr/) dep. mid., to get

ox fetch wood, ap. Hesych. []', , v. "., , (prop, the wood-coun-

try, the 'Bush'), Hylaea, a tract in

southeast of European Sarmatia,
Hdt. 6, 76 : from', a, ov, {) belonging to

wood or to a wood, of the wood OX forest,

'., Theocr. 23, 10 ;,
Anth. P. 11, 305.—II. material, corpo-

real, [], ov, , Hylaeus (i. e. the

man of the woods), a Centaur, slain by
Atalanta, Call. Dian. 221.', poet. coUat. form for,, but only found in

Ep. part,', 0pp. C. 3, 281.

[v in arsis.]', , '//, barking, howling,-

Poet. ap. Plat. Legg. 967 D, Anth.
P. 6. 167., ov, son of Hylaeus, for

whom Ulysses gave himself out, Od.
14, 204.

'?.,, , {) bark-

ing, howling, ?., Opp. . 1,721.

[. but ill arsis also*.]', ov, always barking,• howling or yelling,, Od. 14,

29 ; 16, 4. (On the very dub. deriv.,

v. Heyne II. 4, 242 ; and cf.-,.) [Ep. in arsis v.]', , f -, {,-) :
— to bark, bay, howl, of dogs, 11.

18, 586, Ar.Vesp. 904 : of hounds,., Xen. Cyn. 3, 5.—2.

metaph., ?., Od. 20, 13,

16; so of a hungry stomach, to yelp

for food, , Anth. P.

6, 89 ; like Horace's stomachus latrans,

cf Heind. Sat. 2,2, 18:— also, to yell

forth bold and shameless words. Soph.
El. 299;', howls his

uncouth songs, Eur. Ale. 760.—II.

transit., to bark or yelp at,, Ar.

V'esp. 1402, Isocr. 8 C : metaph., to

snarl at, abuse, Polyb. 16, 24, 6.—The
radic. form ', q. v., like,

and, is only poet. :

the forms,?, very dub.

:

is Cretan, [ii] Hence', , , a barker, hawler,

Anth. P. 7, 479: the form
without example, [i']', ,—, Q. Sm.2,
375. [{.]', , 6v, disposed to bark,

Luc. Bis Ace. 33. [tj]',=:. dub.",,,=:^? a bark-

er, [], a, , Hylas, son of Thio-

damas, a beautiful youth, carried off

by the nymphs in Mysia. Ap. Kh. 1,

131,1350: iii Luc'TAAac: cf. Strah.

p. 564.—2. a grammarian, Plut. 2,

739 F.—3. name of a slave, Ar. Eq.
67. [i>]',=:, Aesch. Supp.
877.', f. -fij,=: foreg., dub. in
Charito. [v]', ov, , one who gets or

fetches wood, [v]',, , fern, of foreg. [v]', Dor. for-.
'TAA'U, , poet, radic. form of, only used in pres.and impf.,

to bark, bay, of dogs, Od. 16, 9 ; 20,

15 ; so in mid.,, Od. 16, 162.

—2. metaph. of a man, to howl, cry

out, Soph. Fr. 58.— II. transit., <o oarA

or bay at,, Od. 10, 5, Theocr. 25,

70. (Onomatop., like our howl, yell,

etc.) [], , Hyleus, a Calydonian
hunter, ApoUod. 1, 8, 2.

"YAH, 7/f, , wood, a wood, forest,

woodland, Ireq. in Horn., etc.
;
-, Hdt. 4, 21 ;'. Id. 1, 203;—but not

only of a real wood, trees ; but also of
copse, brush-wood, underwood, under-

growth, hence directly opp. to trees,

Xen. An. 1, 5, 1, cf. Hdt. 3, 112 ; v.

sub..—II. wood cut down, tim-

ber, firewood, fuel, 11. 23, 50, Od. 9, 234,
Hdt. 4, 164 ; 6, 80 ; -. Plat. Legg. 705 C— III. like Lat.
materia, the stuff or matter of which a
thing is made ; the raw, unwrought ma-
terial, whether wood, as in Od. 5, 257 ;

or stone, metal, etc., Soph. Fr. 743

:

, materia medica, Galen. :

—in lull, , the mat-
ter treated of, subject-matter, Arist.

Eth. N. 1, 3, 1 : in chemical signf.,

simple substajicc, base.—2. matter, as a
principle of being, first in Arist. (cf.), and freq. in later philosoph.

writers,—usu. as opp. to the intelli-

gent principle {).—(The aspirate

becomes s in Lat., sylva : prob. akin
to '.) [], , , in Mosch. 3, 89 and
Strab. ', , Hyle or Hylae, a
small city of Boeotia, on lake Copals,
11. 2, 500 ; 5, 708. [v in 11. 5, 708 ; 7,

221, hence some would read "
there] : cf Strab. p. 407.—2. a city of
Cyprus ; hence an appell. of Apollo,', Lye. 448.', , , {?.,) .
sub'.. , {?, *) pro-

duced in wood.—2. made of wood.—II.

consisting of matter, mate; ial, corporeal,

', , , but ?. as
feni. in Od. 1, 246: {?.) :

—woody,

wooded, Od. 1. c. Soph. Aj. 1218; ', Eur. Hel. 1303. []''. ov, , {,) one

who lodges in the wood, an inhabitant of
it, Hes. Op. 527. [y]',, , {) any thing of

wood kind, esp. of shrby plants, bush-

es ; hence joined with, Theophr. . PI. 1, 5,

3 ; opp. to. Id. 9, 10, 4. []', and-,=-. []', , , belonging to the

class of'7, Theophr.', ,=', Sext.

Emp. p. 16 ; v. Lob. Phryn. 636.'',,,-=. [fi]'?., , =?., .
Rh. 2, 80. []',.^= voroc, A.ni\i,

. 6, 107. []
.1641



', . Dor.;=-, Theocr. 17, 9. []''. ,=. []",,=, Ar. Ach.
272. []'',, , []=?., Nic.
Th. 55.', ,{,) watching
wood, forester, epilh. of Pan, .

Rh. 1, 1227, Leon. Tar. 17. []', , , the sole of a shoe, ap.

Hesych., prob. of wood ; hence Lat.
solea.', , , the Hi/lias, a river of
lower Italy between Croton and Sy-
baris, Thac. 7, 35.', , , (,) he
that walks or haunts the wood. Antiph.
Cycl. 2, Anaxil. Circe 1.—The form
is rejected by Lob. Phryn. 637, who
reads /. But Meitieke re-

jects this also, and reads or-, V. ad loca.', , dub. 1. in Anth. for,, v. Lob. Phryn.
637.

'?., f. -, to cleanse, clear, of
sediment, to fitter, strain, Diosc. :-

1)1, to blow one's nose,
Cratin. Incert. 98: -, Plut. 2, 897 ; of..
( Ace. to Gramm. from, trans-
posed for ).', , , (): — / or be-

longinir to matter, material, -, Arist. Metaph. 7, 4, 1 ; 8, 7, 7
;.. Id. Part. An, 1, 1, 20 ; cf.

?) 111. 2.—II. in Eccl., worldly, sec-

ular, [ii], , , of or relating to

Hyle ; esp. ij , lake Hy-
lice, in Boeotia, same with Cephisis,

Strab. p. 407.', , read by Bast in

Anth. for- or, but
V. Lob. Phryn. C37.', , ,{) a straining,

filtering, [], , ,() strained;
to be strained or filtered, Diosc., 7/, ,{) a filter,

strainer, colander, Diosc, Att. Tpvyoi-
:. [iJ], , TO,=foreg•. [],,, contr. for foreg.

[]
?., , the Hylla'tc

port, in Corcyra, now Kaltkiopulo,

Thuc. 3, 72 ; in Dion. H. also-, and in. Rh. 4, \ 125 :

cf. Leake ap. Bloomiield ad Thuc.
1. c., , oi, = (2),
Dion. P. 38C.,, , (sing.),
the Hylles, one of the three Dorian
tribes, in Sicyon, so named from
Hyllus son of Hercules. Hdt. 5, 68

:

V. Diet. Antiqq. p. 1002.—2. on the
peninsula Hyllis in Illyria, so railed

from Hyllus also : poet.,.
Rh. 4, 524.,, , fem. adj. of Hyl-
lis, Hyllean ; . ,=,. Kh. 4, 562..^.?., , , of or relating to

Hyllus, Hyllean, Pllid. P. 1, 120.—2.
sc. , Hyllis, the peninsula named
after Hyllus m lllyria., . . Hyllus, son of Her-
cules and Deianira, Soph. Tr. 56

;

Hdt. 8, 131.—2. son of Hercules and
Melite. who went with a colony of
Phaeacians to Illyria, Ap. Rh. 4, 538.

— II. a river on the Ionian coast of
Asia Minor, joining the Hermus. II.

20, 392 : later, Strab. p. 626.

1542

, , 6, dim. from.—
II. the ichneumon.,,,=,.\\.
P. 6. 32, Plan. 233., , , (,) living

in the woods, name of a sect of Indian
devotees, Arr. fStrab. p. 713t. (A
literal translation of Vanaprastha, the
Sanscr. name for one of the third or-

der, i. e. a hermit, ace. to Manu.) [i]'?., ,=, ap. Ath.
63 . [], , painting wood, wri-
ting upon wood, [fjj, ,=?, Synes.

'?., , (, )

roaming the wood, of wild beasts, Ar.
The.sm. 47. [f],,() dwell-

ing in the wood, [ii], , (, ) thick

grown with wood,, Eur. Andr.
283. [], , [,) taking
care of woods, fond of them, [], , {?.,) to chop
or peck wood, Arist. H. A. 9, 17, 1. [v],,(,,)
=, Lye. 1111. [0], , f. -ijau, tn grow too

rank or run to wood, esp. of the vine,
Lat. silvescere, cf., Hipp.:
then, generally, to run riot, Wyttenb.
Plut. 2, 15 F.— II. Tu ,
the plains are overgrown with thick

wood. Strab. p. 64 : [C] from, ,(,) mad
after the woods.—II. of fruit-trees, rwn-
ning tn wood, T\\eo\)hr. [ii], , f. -, (,-) to fight or contend m woods, defend
one's se'lfbyforests, A pp. Mithr. 103. [i], ij, a wood-worm. [f<],,{,) living

in the woods,, Simon. 108, 7 ; of
bees, Arist. H. A. 9, 40, 20., , (,)
watching over woods, epith. of Pan., , f. -'/,()
to cut or fell wood, Hes. Op. 420. [v], , , () the

cutting orfelling of wood, Arist. Pol. 1,

11, 4.', , , of, belonging to

the felling of wood : - (sc. ),
the woodman's art or trade, Diog. L. 3,
100 : [v] and'?, , , a timber-yard, a
wood-market, Strab. : [v] from', ,(,) :

—

cut-

ting or felling wood : V?.., a wood-cut-
ter, woodman, II. 23, 114, 123, Hes.
Op. 805, Soph. El. 98.— II. proparo.x., , pass., cut in the wood:
TO, a plant cut in the wood,
used as a charm, H. horn. Cer. 229

;— like : cf. 111. 2.

[i], ,(,) to eat

wild roots andfruits, Ael. N. A. 16, 21., , (7^,) nour-
ished by matter, -material, Procl. ap. A.
Br. 2, p. 443. [«]•)', , , the carpenter's art,

carpentry : [ii] from, , (7., *) work-
ing wood : ., a carpenter or wood-
man, Eur. H. F. 241. [v], , (,) feed-
ing in the woods,, Hes. Op. 589.
— II. eating, consuming wood., , (,)feed-
ing in the rvoods, Eur. I. T. 201., , to carry or gather
wood : [v] from,,(,) carrying

TMEN
wood, Leon. Tar. 16 :—of a mountain,
wooded, woody, Polyb. 3, 55, 9. [i], , (, ) woody,
wooded, bushy, Thuc. 4, 8, 29.-11.=, impure, muddy, Schaf. Greg.
555 ; cf.. []', , (,)=-

:
— ,=^, magis-

trates who managed the public forests,
Arist. Pol. 6, 8, C.

//, , , () thai which is

rained upon, cf.., , , () :
—yoiit

countryman, Lat. rc.<(irai. — II. gene-
rally, =j'//t'-fpof. (On the deriv., v.

sub, and cf..) [v\, Ion. , , Hymets, a
general .of the Persians, soM-in-lavf
of Darius, Hdt. 5, 116., old Aeol., Dor., and Ep. t'/i-, (as alway.s in Horn.) : Ion..
Dor. : gen., Ion., as
usu. in Horn., (always as dissyll.), but
Ep. also, II. :—dat. •;, often
in Horn., who also, though more rare-
ly, uses old Aeol.,, as in
PinH. O. 13, 18, P. 2, :' but

[—] or, and only in Trag.,
perh. only in Soph. ; though the lat-

ter was admitted in one or two
places of Horn, by some ancient crit-

ics, V. Thiersch Gr. Gr. ^ 204, 9 :—
ace. . Ion. , as usu. in
Hom,, but always as dissyll. ; besides
this he has freq. the old Aeol.,
as in Pind. O. 8, 19, Dor. ; in

Trag. also [- -] or .—the
only word (out of the strict Dor. dia-
lect) of which some forms have
with the smooth breathing, as in Ep.,, v. supra.—Pron. of 2nd
pers., plur. of, ye, you, Sanscr. yit-

yam, Pers. shuyna, etc. : sometimes
also addressed to an individual,
though in reference to others with
him, as Od. 12, 81, 82, cf. Bockh
Expl. Pind. P. 7, 17, Tibull. 1, 3, 1,

and v., sub fin. [f], Ep. gen. of {>//• , U. [v], , , () :
—hyme-

naeus, a wedding song, sung by the
bride's attendants as they led her to
the bridegroom's house, II. 18, 493,
Hes. Sc. 274 ; -, Pind. P. 3, 30 ; so in Trag. :—
hence, a marriage, Soph. O. T. 422,
Eur. Ion 1475 ; and in plur., Id. I. A.
123, etc.— II. later.=T//??v, Hymen,
the god of marriage, addressed in the
wedding-songs as ,
Eur. Tro. 314, Ar. Av. 1742, Pac.
1235; Dor.///, Theocr.
18, 58; CatuU. 62. [i•], , , Hymenaeus,
niasc. pr. n., Ath. ; N. T. ; etc., , () to wed,
take to wife, always of the man, Ar.
Pac. 1076, 12, Theocr. 22, 179:
generally, to tie together, couple. — II.

to sing the wedding-song, Aesch. Pr
557. [v]^, , 6, epith. of Bacchus
as cause of joy, Anth. P. 9, 524, 21.

[i], , ,() of skin
membrane, Ath. [v\, , , dim. from,
Arist. . . 1, 17, 17. [;], , (, ]) like

skin, skitmy, membranous, Arist. . .
3, 15, 1. [i)], , (,)
with wings of skin, membrane-winged,
like the bat, Luc. Muscae Enc. 1. [v], , (,-) said of earthenware as thin ox
transparent as a membrane or skin, Luc.
Lexiph. 7.

•



, , () to change into

shin, enclose in shin :—pass., to become

skin or membrane, Hipp, [i•]',,^', Arist.

. . 1, 16, 16, etc. ':—of liquids, full

oj mjembranous substances or fibres.

Foes. Oecon. Hipp, [v]', Dor. for. []', a, ov, \<) :

—

your,

yours, Lat. vesler, Hoin. ;, the courage of each

of you, 11. 17, 226 ; also, -, your own mind, Od. 2, 138;', to your house, 11. 23, 80

:

TO i'u- (so.), what in you lies, lor

your part, Hdt. 8, 140, 1, cf. Plat.

Gorg. 522 C ;—in prose sometimes
with the article, ~-
ci. Plat. Legg. 83C C, etc. :—later, it

sometimes stands Ibr, Jac. Anth.

P. p. 1 19, 627 :— cf. also. []
'Y////1', ti'oc, , ( skin, membrane,

Arist. H. A. 3, 13, 2, etc.; -^, the pericardium ;' -, the perUontum, Medic.
;, the large dorsal sinew of

cartilagmousfish, AeL X. A. (14, 21)?
(Perh. akin to-, t;(;i-(wVw,Lat. suo,

as if the primary signf. were that of

a fine -web.) [i]',, . Hymen, the god oi

marriages, cf. II. cc. sub :

—a vocat. is quoted. Call. Fr.

461.—II. like vpao,aweddmg-song.
(Perh., hke foreg., from root 'T-, su-o,

to connect, Pott Et. Forscb. 1, 230.)

[ in arsis, 11. cc. sub: but

also £•, as in', . Her. 6,

44.45; 9, 134; 14,27.], ov, , poet, for,
Sapph. 73, cf. Herm. Eleni. Metr. p.

28., Att., , ,
Mt. Hymettus, in Attica near Athens,
famed for its honey, Hdt. 6, 137,

Strab. p. 399., a, ov, pecul. fem.'7,, of Hymcllus, Hymet-
tian,, Anth. P. 7, 30. [v Anth.

1. c. : V Nic. Al. 446.], a, ov,= ioreg., Strab.

p. 399 ; hence proverb.'-
ua.',, , old Aeol.,

Dor. and Ep. for,,,
Horn.', a, ov, Aeol. for,-.',.6,{,)

singer of hymns, Anth. P. 9, 525, 21.', poet, for sq., Hes. Op. 2.', , fut.- : Dor.,
Ar. Lys. 1305 :{) ;

—

toeing, laud,

praise, sing of, tell of, Lat. canere, c.

acc, first in Hes. Th. 11, 33, then
freq. in the Homeric Hymns, Find.,

and Trag. ; also in Hdt. 4, 35, and
Att. prose : /. the
points wherein / hat^e praised our city,

Thuc. 2, 42 :

—

to speak muck of; hence,

in pass.,, famous, Xen.
Hell. 7, 1, 38, cf. Hdt. 5, 67.-2. also

in bad sense, to reproach, chide, Lat.

increpare. Plat. Rep. 329 ;, Aesch. Theb.
7, cfRuhnk. Tim.—3. c. acc. rei, to

sing,,, Aesch. Ag. 1 191,

Eur. H. F. 688 : -hence, to tell over

and otrer again, to be always telling of,

Lat. decantare. Plat. Prot. 317 A, Rep.
549 E, etc., cf. Valck. Phoen. 441

;

', to recite Ikeform of

the law, Plat. Legg. 870
;
(as in

Lat. we have carmen for a form of
words, Liv. I, 20, etc.) ; (5' (, ' (Schol.

TU7.7), Soph. Aj. 292.— II.

iotr., U> sing, Stallb. Plat. Rep. 403

YMSQ
D; , Thuc. 1, 21. [In Att.

sometimes i, Pors. Med. 441.

J

'7/,:=?.',,^', poet.',,=^, Ael...
12,5.",, ,() singing,

lauding, praising, Diod.

'•7], verb. adj. from,
one must praise. Plat. Epin. 983 E.,, o.^sq., Leon. Tar.
80: fem.-, Anth. P. 8, 35.', ov, , () : a singer

of hymns praise ; generally, min-
strel. Plat. Rep. 568 B. Hence'//, ov, and in Strab. -, ij, ov :

—belonging to, fittedfor
singing praise or praising.', , , verb. adj. from, sung of, praised, lauded,-

Kui .. Find. P. 10, 34 ; cf. 11,

93.', and, , ,
fem. of,.', ov, ,^=, shortd.

for, dim. from.,, , Hymnis, fem. pr.

., Anth. P. 7, 643., Dor. for, Ar. Lys.
1305., ov, {,)
uriring hymns, LXX. [], , , lem. from sq.,

V. 1. Orph. . 2,7.',, ,(,-) giver or inspirer of hymns, poet.',, ,(,)
a composer of hymns, a lyric poet, Mel.

1,44, 123, etc.; cf. Jac. Anth. P. p. 42.', ov, composed of hymns
or songs.', , to sing praise : and', , , a song ofpraise,
praise ; and,=^ : from', ov,[,?) sing-

ing hymns or praise., ,(,) mak-
ing hymns, a minstrel, Eur. Supp. 180,

Rhes. 051., to be busied with songs

ofpraise, Synes. : from, ov, {,)
busied with hymns or songs : ., a

poet, minstrel, Emped.407, Simon. 52,

2, Anth. p. 7, 18, etc.", ov, b, a song, ,
merely of the music, Od. 8, 429, and
in the Hymns ; but in Hes. Op. 055,

both of the air and words

:

—a hynin,

festive song or ode, usu. in praise of
gods or heroes,{ -, Plat. Rep. 607 A,
cf. Legg. 700 , 801 D), very freq. in

Find., ,,??, . 1, 14, . 8,85, etc.;', . 3,

5: so in Trag., etc. ; -, Soph. Ant. 814 :—(rarely of
dirges, Aesch. Pers. 625, cf. Theb.
867.)— It was sometimes inEpic form,

as the Homeric and Orphic hymns

;

but more usu. in Lyric, as those of

Pindar, (cf. Ar. Eq. 530) ;—the latter

being properly sung to the cithara

without dancing, Procl. ap. Phot. p.

523. (Prob. from same root as.)', , f. -,{) to

sing a hymn or song of praise. Plat.

Legg. 682 A : generally, to sing,., Aesch. Ag. 990.—II.=;^;p7;-, Eur. Ion 6; cf. II., , (,) like a
hymn, Philostr.', , ,() the sing-

ing of a hymn, hymning, Eur. Hel.
1434.—II. , a prophetic

strain, Id. Ion 682.

', ov, f. 1. for-.', .(,) : sitig-

ing hymns or odes, . ', the
minstrel maids, Eur. H. F. 394.', and /), . Dor. and Ep.
for, your, II. 5, 489 ; 13, 815,
Od. 1, 375; 2, 140, Find. P. 7, 15 :

cf. []' or, , v..
', acc. from . Od.',, , ..', , fighting with a

ploughshare." or , , a ploughshare,
Plut. Rom. 11, etc.; cf. Jac. Anth.
P. p. 147, 254, 284. (Plut., 2, 670 A,
derives the word from , from the
hog's nozzling and rooting.) [Suid.
says that is long, quoting Anth. P.
6, 104, where it is short ; so Ibid. 7,

176.], , f. 1. for., ov, , (,) a
swineherd, Arist. . . 8, 21, 2., ov, o,^foreg., , {,) like swine
or hog, swinish, hoggish.—II.

vo., a bone on the top of the wind-
pipe, shaped like the letter Y, also called'. Poll, [], , , Hyoessa, a fount-
ain near Troezene in Argolis, Soph.
Fr. 20.', , , (,)
swine's music, swinish taste in music,
Ar. Eq. 986. []', , (,) swine-
herd, [], , (,) :

—of
skip having a beak turned up like a
swine's s?iout, cf. : hence,, Plut.
Pericl. 26, where before Coray was
falsely read : Hdt., 3, 59,
says of the same ships, -, [], , Att. for, not in use.
Lob. Phryn. 40.

'Yof , gen. from vc, Hom. [v}, ,() to be
mad from taking henbane : generally,
to be raving mad, Pherecr. Coriann. 7.', , ov, of henbane,, Diosc. : from, , , (, )

strictly hog-bean, but answering to
our henbane, which Causes giddiness
and madness, Xen. Oec. 1, 13, cf.

Plut. Demetr. 20. [i], , , a pig-sty. []', ov, , a herd of swine,

Strab. : [i)] from', , , (,)
swineherd, []' , f. -, (,) to become somewhat wroth,

Dion. ., Hdn. 2, 7., , f. -, (,-) to love a little or love underhand,
Joseph.', (,) to tell

underhand, betray, Diod.', ov, (,/ )

called by a messenger, Aesch. Cho.
838./^, ov, verb, adj., told

underhand : betrayed, ap. Suid., f.- and -,(,) to take into or in the

arms, embrace, Eur. Cycl. 498 : so in

pass., , having
them clasped in her arms. Id. Heracl.
42.'?, ,=^?., ap.

Suid. [],, ,(-) that which is taken into the arms
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or embraced ; hence, a wife, mistress,

love, Soph. Tr. 540, Eur. Hel. 242
;

of a child, Eur. Tro. 752 ; v. Elmsl.
Heracl. 42. []/, oi>, (, )

taken into the arms, in arms, ot a child,

Dion. H. 7, 67 ; also :
—

of..', ov,, {,)
a cushion under the elbow, like Lat. cu-

bital from cubitus, Galen., f. -, (,)
to break underneath, Opp. H. 4, 653.', , , suggestion,

advice, Joseph. : and', , , suggestive,, Sext. Emp. p. 495 : from', (.) to dic-

tate, Lat. praeire verbis, Xen. Oec. 15,

5, Dein. 219, 27, etc.— II. to tell under-

hand, give information of, .—III. to

suggest, TLVL Tt, e. g. ?.,-, Strabo, cf. Plut. Marcell. 20.

—

IV. to reply, answer.', , , =,
advice, Dor., Lob. Phryn. 702.', ov, (,)
sotneivhat clownish, subrusticus, Ar. Fr.

552., ov, (,)
somewhat sleepless, Hipp.', f., {,) :

—
. transit., to lead or bring tinder,', to bring the

horses under the yoke, yoke them. 11.

16, 148 ; 23, 291 ; also simply-, Od. 6, 73 :—for Soph.
Ant. 353, V. sub.—2. to bring

xinder one^s power, o'l, Hdt. 8, 106

;

in mid., to bring under one's own power,

reduce,, Thuc. 7, 46.—3. to draw
from under ; hence in pass.,-, Thuc. 2, 76.—11.

to bring a person before the judgment
seat (where the refers to his be-

ing set U7ider or below the judge) ; as,' ',, to bring one before

the court, l. e. to accuse, impeach him,
Hdt. 6, 72, 82 ; so, . ',
Thuc. 3, 70 :, to impeach him be-

fore the commons on a capital charge,
Valck. Hdt. 6, 136, cf. Xen. Hell. 2,

3, 12 ; so alone, lb. 33 ; and
(in mid.) Eur. El. 1155.—III. to lead

slowly on, , Thuc. 4,

127.— 2. to lead one on by degrees or

secretly, Xen. Cyn. 5, 15: esp., to

draw on an enemy by pretended flight.

Id. Cyr. 1, 6, 37; 3, 2, 8:—then, to

lead one on, induce one (to do a thing),

esp. by deceit or cunning, Lat. indu-

cere, Wess. Hdt. 9, 94 ; so c. inf.,

Eur. Andr. 428 ; and in mill.,-, Isocr. 100 D,
cf. Xen. An. 2, 4, 3, Dem. 105, 7,

etc. ; also,. , Eur.
Hel. 826:— in mid. also to sugge.it

something, throw out so 'as to lead a
person on, Eur. Andr. 906, Xen. An.
2, 1, 18: — in pass.,, Isocr. 82 ;^, . 1. Dem.
.59, 18 ; -
Tuv,y. 1. Aeschin. 25,23, etc.—IV.

to lead or take away from under,, U. 11, 163.—2. to carry

down, carry off below, Lat. subducere ;

hence, //, to purge
the bowels, Hipp., v. Lob. Phryn.
308 ; cf. sub tin.

B. intr., to lake one's self away se-

cretly, withdraw, retire,, Theogn. 917 :—of an army,
to draw off or retire slowly, Hdt. 4, 120,

122, Ar. Av. 1017, Thuc. 4, 126, etc.
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—. to go after, go slowly on,', Ar. Ran. 174, cf. Nub.
1298;, like , come.' cheer

up.' Eur. Cycl. 52.—111. also of an
army, to come slowly or gradually on,

Xen. An. 3, 4, 48 ; 4, 2, 10.—IV. me-
dic, of the bowels, to be open,, Galen. ; cf. A. IV. 2.',, , a truivel or tool

for shaping bricks or tiles, Ar. Av.
1149, ubi V. Schol.— II. an instrument

of torture.—III. a moveable bridge on
stringed instrmnents, also,
Math. Vett. : from', , ,{) a leading

on,, Xen. Cyn. 0, 12.—2. a mis-

leading, allurement, v. 1. ueni. 444, 23.
— 11. a clearing out or purging of the

body downwards, , Diosc.

—HI. a leading back: intr., a return,

retreat, withdrawal, Thuc. 3, 97., , , and-, ov, , dim. from., , , ()
leading on, attractive, dub., v. Schiif.

Dion. Comp. p. 34.

7>'}'•, , () carrying

off downwards, . .', (,) to sing to, ac-

company with the voice,, Ar. Ran.
366, 874.—II. to sing gently or softly.', poet, tor foreg., Call.

[Sometimes in arsis .], ov, (,)found in,

living in the air, Ael. ;.cf..', poet., esp. Ep. for, q. v.

sub init. [i], f. -, {,) to

ivail, sigh to or at.— II. to sigh gently,

be rather sad., Ep. for,
pf. of, . Hom. Merc.
1C5.', f.-, dep. c. aor.

pass,/, and mid.^-
(, ') :

—

to feel some-

what of sha7ne, awe, respect before an-

other, c. ace, Xen. Hell. 5, 3, 20.', , , a kind of eagle,

Arist. H. A. 9, 32, 3: al. ).", adv. (, ):—out

under, slipping under and away, hence,
escaping to one side, II. 15, 520; 21,

271 ; 22, 141.— II. as prep. c. gen.,

under, at a person's side to support him,

11. 18, 421 ; 21,255.', f. -, to be in the

open air.', ov, also a, ov, Eur.
Andr. 227 (,) :

—under the

sky, in the open i!i>,.esp. of an army,.,, etc., Hdt.
4, 7; 7, 119, Thuc. 1, 134. etc.; c.

gen., ., Pind. . 6, 104:

—

also of things,. , Hdt.

2, 02 ; ., Aesch. Ag. 335

;

. Id. Pr. 113; v. Lob. Phryn. 251,

and cf. sq.", 01',= foreg., .,
Hipp. ; , Babrius

12, 13 Boisson. ;—but not used in

good Att., e.xcept in the phrase, iv, sub Dio, in the open air, An-
tipho 130,29, Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 6, Oec.

7, 19, V. Lob. Phryn. 251 :—esp. in mili-

tary language, from Polyb. downwds.,
is the field, the open coun-

try, opp. to fortified place.';, .,, to he in pos-

session of the country, Casaub. Polyb.
I, 12, 4 ; 40, 6 ; ., to

retire from the open country and shut
themselves up in the towns. Id. 9, 3.

6 ; ., to take the field,

Id. 10, 3, 4.', poet.^', Soph.
Tr. 1210.

, Dor. word for•, Ael. . A. 4, 45.', A[t. -TTouat, f. --, (,) dep. mid. :

—

to intimate darkly, give slight hints,

Dem. 348, 6, Piut. Rom. 8.-2.
glance al.', , , Hypaepa, a city
of Lydia on the southern slope of
Tmolus, Strab. >. 627., Ion. for, Hdt., lift up gently or by de-

grees., dep. mid., to observe
secretly :

—to notice slightly., f. -, (,) to

rush under, go quickly widi-r, c. aCC,, 11.21, 126 ; .
Soph. Aj. 301.— II. to dart out from
under, c. gen.,, II. 2, 310. [Ep.
usu. d, but (i in II. 21, 126, as usu. in
Trag.]", ov, somewhat base or
ugly., (,)
pass., to be somewhat ashamed,
, of a thing before a person. Plat.
Lach. 179 C.', ov,(,) :

—under
accusation, called to account, for a
thing, or , Antipho
117,8; 125,34: . , responsible

to one, liable to be called to account by
him, Xen. Mem. 2, 8, 5:, a charge is

made against one by another, Id. An.
3, 1, 5., Ep. for•, Nic.,(,) pass.,

to han\;, or be in suspense under, dub.
in Plut. 2, 170 F., to be at or in full vigour.', , ,() obedi-

ence, LXX., , (,•) to follow close behind, v. 1. Xen.
Hell. 5, 1, 21, Plut. Demoslh. 7.', , ,() listen-

ing to, obeying,, . Rh., , ,()
hearing, hearkening or listening to., verb. adj. from-, one must obey, Ep. Plat. 328 B.
—II. one must understand, -. Plat. Soph. 261 D.,,=, v.

I. Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, i6.', f.-{,):—to listen, hearken, give ear, Od. 14,

485, H. Veil. 181 ; to listen to and an-
swer, Od. 4, 283; 10, 83; and so
(I hough very rarely) in prose, as in
Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 18; .. to
accept an invitation to dinner, Ath.
247 D.— II. to hearken to, give ear to,, Ar. Lys. 878, Thuc. 5, 98, etc.

;. , to attend to and an-
swer them. Plat. Legg. 898 C ; also
c. gen., Aeschin. 61, 33:— esp. ot

porters, to answers knock at ihe door,
Plat. Crito 43 A, Phaed. 59 ; cf.

Ar. Vesp. 273, Act, Apost. 12, 13.-2.
to obey, submit to, c. gen. pors., Hdt.
3, 101, Thuc. 4, 56; c. dat. pers.,

Thuc. 2, 61 :

—

to yield to, comply with,

c. dat. pers.. Plat. Rep. 4.'')9 C,' Dem.
426, 15:— c. gen. rei, to he affected or
moved by a thing. Plat. Theael. 162 D,
Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 20 :—absol., to submit,

comply, Hdt. 3, 148 : 4, 1 19 ; and with
a neut. adj., , in

this matter he obeyed, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2,

3:—metaph.,)? ., to be

exposed to the sun's rays, Pind. O. 3,

44.—III. c. ace. rei, to understand as

so and so,' ., Plat. Phil.

31 C ; cf..—The fuU



seems to be a pass,

impers. in Thuc. 6, 69, though it has
been otherwise explained, v. Guller.", ov, (,) nearly

the highest, Plat. Rival. 136 C., , ,{ IV. 2)

fit for carrying downwards : vn., purgative, Ath., , , the Hypacuris, a
river of European Sarmatia, Hdt. 4,

55.', , to have a slight pain,

Hipp., {,) to warm
somewhat or gradually, Ael. N. A. 15,

12.',, , a salve for
spreading, [u]
'-'/., ov, verb. adj. from, able to be spread, Galen.',, , and-, , , spatula for spreading

a salve, both in Hipp. ; v. Foes. Oe-
con. [u] From', f. -, {,)
to lay thinly on, to spread like salve ; in

mid., , Plat.

Lach. 185 C. :—pass.,, Arist. Probl. 38, 3, 3.— II. to

anoint, , Ar. Ach. 1029

:

—in mid., to anoint one^s self, Ar. Pac.
897, Fr. 181 ; . , to

anoint one's eyes, Xen. Oec. 10, 5
;,

one anoints himself to fight with the
other, Com. ap. Plut. Pomp. 53:

—

, . to anoint

one's self with one's clothes on.

Hence
'/'', , , an anointing,

esp. anointing one's selfwith one's clothes

on, Theophr. [tt]', dep. mid., {,) —to avoid, shun, flee from, es-

cape, c. ace, usu. in aor.,.-, Od. 15. 275, cf. Hes.
Op. 555, 758 : cf.'.'.,, ,{) an
interchange, exchange, change, Philo,

V. 1. Eur. Hel. 294.—II. hypallage, a
figure of speech, by which the parts

of a proposition seem to be inter-

changed, Quintil. Instit. 8, 6, 23.'./,, , (,^.-) that which is interchanged, barter-

ed, or exchanged, ., money is the substitute fur,

representative of demand, Arist. Eth.

N. 5, 5, 11.—Phryn. 306 objects to its

being used for.', , , of for ex-

changing., Att. -, f. -,{,) to interchange, ex-

change, barter, Polyb. 5, 8, 9 ; to sub-

stitute one for another, Luc. Soloec.
10.'., ov, {,)
subordinate one to another, Arist. Me-
taph. 4, 10, 4.', or -, a, ov, {,',) under the Alps

:

— . (sc.) sub-Alpine Italy, Plut. Mar-
cell. 3.'.,, , an avoiding, shuti-

ning, escaping, 11. 22, 270, .,
Od. 23. 287 : only poet, [u] from', f. -,=^,
to avoid, shun, flee from, escape, c. acc,,,,?,
II. 1 1, 451 ; 12, 327, Od. 5, 430 ; 19,

19 : , having got

quit of a debt (without paying it),

Od. 8, 355 ; absol., Hes. iSc. 304,
Theogn. 815. Only poet., , f. -, (,)
to cut short off, TL, Nic. Th. 901.

THAN',,—?., Philo,

very dub.', to make blunt by de-

grees.'^, , somewhat blunt,', {,) as

mid., to interchange, exchange ; -
Tov ., to exchange land for sea, go
into the sea, 0pp. H. 1, 051.",,^, Theophr.
ap. Ath. 62 B.', (,) to keep

under a covering or cloak, Plut.', {,)
to put on under another garment, Ael., , and", , Hy-
pana, a city of Triphylian Elis, Po-
lyb. 4, 77, 9.., mid., to put off or

delay a little.'3?, {,/.) to

see again by degrees, gradually recover

one's sight, Ael. N. A. 3, 25.', later-,
{,) to read one thing
after another, esp. in public, Isae. 83,

19, Aeschin. 42, 26., ov, , a public

reader.', f. -, {,) to

lead off gradually, withdraw, Joseph. :

—pass., c. aor. 2 mid., to set sail grad-

ually or unnoticed.', {,) to come
up from below, emerge:—mid., to with-

draw secretly from a matter., to press or squeeze up
from below, [i]', , {,)
intr., to rise up and go away, withdraw,

retreat, , Ar. Eccl.
1165.'., to bend under, lie un-
der, [i]., {,) to

spend or lavish gradually, Thuc. 3, 47., f. -, {, -) to sing a hymn with, Ael. N.
A. 14, 5.'?, {,-) to fill underneath, Ael. N. A.
17, 13.', to kindle underneath., , to plough up a little,

ap. Suid.', , a rising up from
one's seat to make room or show respect

to another, Stallb. Plat. Rep. 425 B,
Arist. Eth. N. 9, 2, 9 ; cf.-.', verb. adj. from, one must rise up, esp.

to make room for another, Xen. Lac.
9, 5.', f -, {, -) to turn back. Hipp., {,) to

spring forthfrom under, ., Ael.

. . 15, 4.', {,) to

kindle, inflame gradually, Ael. V. .
14,41., {,)
mid., c. aor. 2 et pf. act., to grow or

be puffed up under or gradually, Ae[.

V. H. 14, 7.', , f. -, to go back

gradually or secretly. Hence', , a gradual going
back, retiring.", ov, {,) under a

man, i. e. married, yvvij, Polyb. 10,

26, 3 : but in Plut., yvvai.a,
loose women, Pelopicl. 9.— II. metaph.,
feminine, effeminate, ., an
effeminate mode of life. Diod.', , {,) to

breathe upon a little, fan gently, Liban.

', {,) to
creep up secretly or softly, Ael. N. A.
5, 3.', f. -, to stand under and
hold up, Eust., , {,) to begin
to flower : to come out like blossom,
Philostr.', , {, )
slightly coloured, esp. with blood,-, Hipp., ,{,) trouble

little :—pass., to be somewhat distress-

ed, Ar. Nub. 1195.', {,) to remit or
relax a little, Plut. Aemil. 23, Dio 7.', , b, the Hypanis, a
river of European Sarmatia, rising
in a lake{, Hdt. 4,

52), and falling into the Euxine, now
the Bog, Strab. pp. 107, 306.—2. a
river of Asiatic Sarmatia, emptying
into the Maeotis, Id. p. 494.—3. a
river of India, Id. p. 701 : cf. Dion.
P. 1145.', {,) to set

up slowly and gradually:—pass., with
aor. 2 and pf. act., to rise, stand up,
Theogn. 485 ; of game, to start up, to

be sprung or roused, Xen. Cyr. 2, 4,

19 :

—

or, to rise up from one's seat
to make room or show respect to an-
other, esp. to one's elders, Lat. as-

surgere alicui, Hdt. 2, 80, Xen. Symp.
4, 31, etc. ; -, Ar. Nub. 993

;

cf..',=: : — intr.,=., Ael. . . 11, 10.', = sq.
; •, the cask was tapped,

Ephipp. Epheb. 1,2.', {,) to open
from below or underhand,, he opened letters underhand,
Dem. 889, fin., adv., {, )^-, Ar. Fr. 534.', . Ion. ; f. -,{,) i—to come or go to meet,, Pind. P. 8, 84; sine casu, Xen.
Cyr. 4, 2, 17 ; also,, Soph. Phil.
719.—2. to meet, i. e. to reply or object

to, , fJur. Supp.
398.—Later authors, as Hdn., have
the mid. in same signf.,

Lob. Phryn. 288. Hence', , , a coming to

meet ; hence, a retort, answer, Sext.
Emp. p. 425.', f.- [], {, -) :

—to come or go to meet, step

forth to meet, 11. 6, 17 ; usu. c: dat.,

Pind. P. 8, 13, Aesch. Pcrs. 834, 850,
and Xen. ; but also c. acc, Pind. P.

5, 59, Hdt. 4, 121.', , . -(,= foregoing,. . 2, 565.', , f. -, {, -.) topump outfrom below, Philostr.
Hence'.,, , a pumping up
from below, dub. m Diod. 2, 10.'. only in pres. andiinpf.,=^, Hdn. 4, 11, 4.", ov, {,) with
caverns or holloivs underneath, cavern-

ous, , Arist. Probl. 23, 5, 2.', as mid., to accomplish
gradually.', ov, {,) under
the axle. Call. Lav. PaU..14., ov, somewhat un-
taught or unpolished, A. B.', , f. -,{,) to threaten underhand,, C. inf.,

Xen. Hell. 4, 6, 3.
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'^, {,) to depart

underhand or slowli/, to withdraw, re-

treat, retire, Thuc. 3, 111 ; 5, 9.', {,)
dep., c. aor. act.,=foreg., Ael. N. A.

11,33.), , {,)
intr., to move off secretly OT softly, sneak

away, c. gen., , Br. Ar. Av.

1011.—Hence,, verb,

adj., one must make off, sneak away,

Ar. Thesm. 924.', f. -/', (,-) to conceal under, Ael. N. A.

5, 40.', {,) to

run away secretly, slip away, Ar. Eccl.

284./), f. -, {,-
() to or scrape off by degrees, Ael.', Ion. for, Hdt.

"YIT.VP, TO, indecl., real, visible

appearance in a state of waking, a wak-

ing vision, opp. to (a dream),

hence,. >, ', i. e. no
illusion but a reality, Od. 19, 547 ; 20,

90; so, ovtipov, Find. O. 13,

95 ; a -, Aesch. Pr. 486 ; ' '7], Plat. Polit. 278

, Valck. Amnion, s. v., Wyttcnb.
Plut. 2, 16G A.— 11. as adv., strictly

an absol. ace, in a waking state, awake.

Plat. Theaet. 158 : hence, reallt/,

actually. Id. Rep. 520 C, 574 E, 570
:

—

, to pass life

asleep or awake. Id. Rep. 476 C

;

hence, , neither

in appearance nor in reality, i. e. not

at all, Id. Rep. 382 E, Phil. 36 :', opp. to, Polyb. 10, 5, 5. []', Att. -, to strike at

underneath.

'?'/,, ,=,
Nic. Th. 663.', , (, )

somewhat clayey, argillaceous,, The-
ophr.",, ,{) that

which subsists : hence,— I. substance.

—II. in plur., property, Parthen. 1.

—

1]1.=.'^,() to use

silver-gilt, i. e. 6ax« -money, Plut. 2, 328

A.—II. in pass., to get into debt : hence',, , debt, a being

in debt, []', , (,)
having silver underneath ; hence
rocks anil the like, containing silver,

veined with silver,, Eur. Cycl.

294 : ),, Xen. Vect. 1,5; 4,

2 :—of metallic substances, containing

a proportion of silver. Plat. Rep. 415

C ; of..—II. turned into

silver, i. 6. sold or hired for silver,-, Pind. P. 11, 65; cf.

II.— III. of silver-gilt, ., Inscr.', ij, a counting under

or among.', , f. 1. for,
Trvph. 281.', verb. adj. from-
yu, one must begin, , Plat. Rep.
467 C.', , ,{) self-

subsisting : ., a verb substan

tive.', , {,) to

wards the north, Plut. Mar. 11, Sertor., . , verb. adj. from. subsisting, existent, Plut. 2,

1016 C.— II. lying underneath: that

may be laid as a foundation, Posidon.

ap.' Diog. L. 7, 91, cf. 10, 135.
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, , , Hyparna, a for-

tress in Caria, Arr. An. 1, 24, 4.", , {,) :
—with

a lamb under it, i. e. suckling a lamb, or

(metai)h.) a babe, Eur. Andr. 557.",, ,{) subsist-

ence, existence. — II. substance.— HI.

like -<i, that which one has,

one's property, goods, Polyb. 2, 17, 11.', , f. -, {,) to

plough just before sowing, Lat. impor-

care, Itrare, Theophr.', Ion. for,
Hdt.', , (,) to hang
or bind on underneath, Ael. N. A. 5, 7.', , , the beginning:, from the beginning, over

again. Soph. O. T. 132, Dem. 1013, 9,

Arist. Rhet. 1, 1, 15.', , , the office or rank of, lieutenancy, Strab.', , , {,) com-

manding under another, .,
Soph. Aj. 1105 : lieutenant,, Eur. Hel. 1432:
lieutenant-governor, viceroy, Hdt. 3, 70

;

4, 166, etc., and Xen. : hence as

translation of the Roman legatus (in

the army), and procurator (in the prov-

inces).— II. as adj., subject to one, Tt-, Polyb. 7, 9, 5.
^', f. -, {,) to be-

gin, start, Od. 24, 286, Hdt., and Alt.,

but rare in Trag. :—Construct.:— 1.

C. gen., to make a beginning of, begin,,, Hdt. 1,5; 4,

1, cf. Valck. ad 7, 9 ; ., Eur. Phoen. 1581, Andr. 274,

ct. H. F. 1109 ; . )', Andoc. 18, 34.—2. c. part.',

to begin doing,, Hdt. 6, 133 ; 7, 8, 2 ;-
(or) , Xen.

An. 2, 3, 23 ; 5, 5, 9 ; .,
he dies first, Valck. Phoen. 1376:

also reversely, av-, Isocr. 356 A ; so, ,
the beginner, (in a quarrel), Dem. 1350,

4, cf. 1345, 7.—3. c. ace, .-
or, to begin (doing)

kindnesses to one, Dem. 431, 17,

Aeschin. 31, 31 : hence in pass.,-, lb. 42,

23 ;
(Ion. for

-), Hdt. 7, 11 ; -, Antipho 136, 13.— 4.

absol., Od. 1. c, etc. :—also in mid.,

to make a beginning, Plat. Tim. 41 C.

B. to begin to be, come iyito being,

arise, spring up, Aesch. Cho. 1068,

Dem. 408, 22 :—hence, to be there, be

at hand, be ready. Find. P. 4, 366,

Soph. Phil. 704, Xen. Cyr. 1, 5, 5,

etc.—2. simply, to be, Hdt. 1, 192,

etc. ; , he is

of a good natural disposition, Xen.
Oec. 21, 11 :

—

'-, Aesch. Ag. 1650 ; and, absol.,, there is store of

these things to our house, lb. 961 :

—

. impers., the fact is that..., c.

ace. et inf., Soph. El. 1340.— 3. to be

such, be so and so, -. Xen. Cyr. 6. 4,4: -, the price be it what it may,
ap. Dem. 926, 24.— 4. to be possible,, it is possible, ct. inf., Eur.
Heracl. 181 ; ~>/, as well

as they could, Thuc. 3, 109 ;-, absol. (like,) it being

possible. Plat. Symp. 217 A ;, to lay down as possible.

Id. Rep. 458 A.— II. to lie under, hence
like. to be taken for granted.

Plat. Synip. 198 D ; -. Lat. his positis. Id. Tim. 30 C.

—

111. to belong to, Tivt, Thuc. 6, 87,

THAT
Plat. Theaet. 150 B, C ; Ty^, assigning us a prop-

erty ol art, Id. Phileb. 58 C : hence,

—

2. freq. in part., , one's
property, all that is at one's command,
Thuc. 1, 70, etc. : present advantages,

Dem. 18, 12; ,
according to one's means, under the

circumstances, Xen. An. 6, 4, 9 : also

a man's natural parts, talents, Plat.

Ale. 1, 104 A, etc.:— also in pass.,, Ar.

Lys. 1159; -, Dem. 12, 1.—3. impers.-, it belongs to me, 1 have, Hdt.

6, 109 ; and c. inf., it is mine to be or

do. Plat. Phaed. 81 A, Andoc. 22, 13,

etc.', {,)
to have something of an aromaticjlavour,

Diosc.', , to be rather sick or

sickly : to begin to be sick., , {,) :
—

under shield, covered with a shield, in

Horn, as adv., •
and, II. 13, 158, 807;

16, 609 : '., the body-'annoui,

Soph. Aj. 1408; ., sleep in.

arms, Eur. Rhes. 740. [«]
^', f. -, {,)

to carry the shield tor one, serve as

shield-bearer,, Pind. N. 9, 80, Eur.
Heracl. 216. Hence'. /, b, = sq. 2,

Aesch. Supp. 182.'7}, , ,{) a

shield-bearer, esquire
;
generally, an ar-

mour-hearer, Hdt. 5, ill, Eur. Phoen.
1213, Xen. An. 4, 2, 20.—2. shielded,

armed with a shield, heavy-armed, Eur.
Rhes. 2.— 3. the were a
distinguished corps in the Macedo-
nian army (to which the foot-guards
belonged),—so called /rom their using
the long shield, Thirlw. H. of Gr. 0,

p. 148., {,) to

flash or gleam by reflection, Phllostr.",,{,) under
the stars : guided by the stars,-,
mark out by the slurs a plan for

escaping marriage by Uight, i. e. I

flee to escape marriage, guiding my
course by the stars, Aesch. Supp. 393.', , somewhat 7iauseous,

Hipp.

t"T, , . Hypnta, a city of
Thessaly on the Sperchius, Polyb.
20, 9, 6; Luc. Asin. 1.', , , the office or rmik of
an, the consulate, Plut. Poplic.

10, etc.', {) to be cons^il,

Plut. Poplic. 3, etc.',, , (sc.) the lowest

chord or note in the earliest Greek
musical scale. Plat. Rep. 443 D; cf.., , 6, Hypates, a The•
ban, Xen. Hell. 7, 3, 7., , , Hypatia, a cele-

brated female philosopher, daughter
of Theon of Alexandrea, Anlh. P. 9,

400. [il]', , , {) of or
belotiging to a consul, consular, Plut.

Camill. 1, etc.—II. having been consul,

of consular rank, Lat. consularis. Id. 2,

019 C.', , 07',= foreg. [ in arsis,

Anth. P. 7, 591.], , , Hypatius, masc.
pr. n., Anth. P. 7, 592.' [v]', {,) to bum
under a thing so as to fumigate it,

Diosc. Hence



', , , holding under

so as to fumigate, Diosc., ov, 6, smoke or fumiga-
tion Jtojii below., ov, , Hypatodorus,

of Tanagra, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 49.-2.

a statuary, Paus. 8, 26, 7., , and ",
Mt. Hypatus, in Boeotia, Strab. p.

412.'. ov, (,) some-

what absurd, Arist. Part. An. 1, 4, 5.", , ov, for, like

Lat. summus lor supremus ; the highest,

uppermost, first, in Hom. usu. epith.

of Jupiter, ,,
etc.: the gods above, opp. to,
Aesch. Ag. 89; also,, lb. 509 ; the word was retained

in legal forms in this signf, .,', ap. Dem. 531,7; 1072,

18:—so, , Pind.

. 1, 66 ; . ,'. . 10, 60.—
2. simply of place, ( },
on the very top of the funeral pile, 11.

23, 165 ; 24, 787. — 3. of quality,

highest, best, Pind. O. 1, 161 :., most excellent, Pind. P. 6, 42.— 4. of time, last, Lat. supremus.

Soph. Ant. 1332.—5. c. gen. (as if a

superl. preposition),. tJv,high
above their nest, Aesch. Ag. 51.—II., the Roman consul, Polyb.

;

of. II. 3; so,, Id. 2, 11, 1, cf. 3, 40, 9.

—111. , v. sub voc. (Cf. -,,, etc.)', to speak Attic a little,

affect to speak Attic.', , , (.)
somewhat Attic, half-Attic, Timon ap.

Diog. L. 2, 19.', ov,() mode-
rately free from vanity, Timon ap.

Sext. JEmp. p. 58.', , potestas con-

sularis, late.', f. -, (,)
to shine under ;—esp. of slightly raised

bodies reflecting lii^ht, as a woman's
breasts, Philostr.— II. to begin to shine,

dawn, of day-break, Luc. V. Hist. 2, 47.', ,, ov, under
the liaht, reflecting light.', dep. mid., to be

somewhat stubborn.', , (,) to play

on the flute to, Tivi, Alcman75.", ov,(,) :

—

under
(in) the court or tent, c. gen.,

7^0, under the tent, Soph. Aj.

796.', , , somewhat harsh

or sour.', a,,(,)
under the neck or throat,, Anth.
P. 6, 41 :

—

TO ., a cushion or pillow

for the neck, Luc. Gall. 11.', ov, , {,)
the lower part of the neck, Arat. 487,
524.',, , (, -) somewhat dry, Nic. Fr. 5.', as pass., with aor.

2 and pf. act. [,) :

—

to

step back slowly, Ael. : to withdraw,

Antipho 128, 9, Diog. L. 1, 44.', (, ) to be

somewhat frothy.—II. to froth up from
below.", ov, (,) some-

what frothy, ., an eye pearling
with tears, Eur. Rhes. 711.',. , /;,(,)
someivhat stupid, silly or un intellectual

:

hence compar.-. Hdt. 4, 95.', ov,(, vo)partly
mule, indistinct, Hipp.

, , , the Hypachaei,

earlier name of the Cilicians, Hdt.

7,91.', and -,(,)
to darken by degrees. Pass., to grow
dark by degrees, ,
Q. Sm. 1, 67.', Ion. 3 pi. from for, II.', ov, (,) under
surety,— 1. of persons, having given

surety, responsible, liable to be called to

account or punished, A esch. Cho. 38
;. ?., subject to any pun-

ishment except death, Wess. Hdt. 5,

71 : c. dat., ,
Eur. Hec. 1029.'', (,) to rouse

gradually, Philostr.', [,) to in-

cline or bend a little or gradually, Orph.

t'J
, , , , , ,', f.-, (,)

to pour !)(, Plut. Anton. 75.', Ep. for, 3

plur. aor. 1 from, 11.', Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 mid.

from, Hom.', (,) dep.

mid., to look at, view from below, Lat.

suspicere, Eur. Supp. 694 : metaph.,
to mistrust, stispect, Lat. suspicari, Id.

Ion 1023.—Cf..', collat. form of',
Soph. El. 361, Plat. Apol. 32 A ; but
prob. only so in aor., v.

sub. [uj', verb. adj. from-) one must give way or yield, Soph.
Aj. 6C8, Plat. CritoSl B.', , , yielding.' : fut. -. Soph. . . 625

;

aiso-, il. 23, 602, Od. 12, 117 :—
in Hom. usu.{, '). To
retire, withdraw, depart, c. gen. loci,,^ the ships. 11. 16, 305; .
Tivl, to retire from one's sent for
another, make room for him. Od. 10,

42 : . , to draw
hack from.., Hdt. 7, 160 ; ,. -, to give one the first word, allow
him to speak first, Xen. Cyr. 8, 7, 10,

—where all these phrases are joined,,
cf. Mem. 2, 3, 16.-2. but also c. ace,-, he scaped my hands, II. 15, 227
(though Eust. joins -
).— II. metaph., to yield, give way,
comply, II. 15, 211 ; 20, 266;. Od. 12, 117, cf
II. 23, 602, etc. ; ' '?., II. 4, 62 ;, will give way
to thee in.., II. 1, 294 ; so.., c.

inf., to yield to one and permit that..,

Lat. concedere ut... Soph. O. C. 1184;. , to yield to one's ar-

gutnents ; in gen., to submit to, to obey,

Aesch. Ag. 1362
; ., Eur. I. A.

139 ; .. Plat. Legg. 717
D, etc.—III. c. inf., to leave off, cease,,, . Rh.', ?.,^=??, q. v.

—Pass., to ivriggle, creep under,-, Ael. . . 9, 57.', Att. -, (,'-) to turn from below upwards, Ach.
Tat.",() :

—

to be under, c. dat.,,
are under my root, II. 9, 204 ; also

, Hdt. 2, 127 : esp. of young suck-
ing animals, [], under many mares were suck-
ing foals, 11. 11, 681 : also of horses,

to be under the yoke, or yoked in the

chariot, ., Hdt. 7, 86.—2.

to be near, be at hand, at command, liiot/, Hdt. 1, 3) ;. Soph. El. 470 ; cf. Dem. 801,
25 ; , Isae. Cleon.
<) 41.—II. to be or lie underneath, Hdt.
2, 127 ; , Xen.
An. 3, 4, 7 ; so, -, Aesch. Pers. 815.— 2.

like, to be laid down, as-

sumed as a basis, , grant-

ing this, Eur. El. 1036.—3. to remain
at the bottom, linger or lurk, Xen. :

—

of things, to be left remaining, Thuc.
8, 36, Dem. 330, 4 : to remain after

every thing else, Thuc. 6, 87.—Hi. to

be subjected or subject, Eur. Supp. 443.", {, )=^,
Lat. subire,., to steal secretly

upon one, insinuate one's self into his

favour, Ar. Vesp. 465 : also to come
gradually or stealthily, Paus. 7, 1, 3.

—

II. more rarely, to depart gradually or
secretly, Hdt. 4, 120.", , ,{) a yield-

ing or giving way, pliancy, ohedieyice,

both in sing, and plur., Plat. Legg.
727 A, cf. 815 A.', (,) to say to,

after, besides, , Ar. Vesp. 55:—
then, like, to say or repeat

before another, Lat. praetre verba,., Ar. Fr. 479, cf. Eur. Supp.
1171 : to say by way of prej'ace OT pre-

caution, Dem. 637, 11, cf Isae. 84, 37.

—II. to say softly or secretly, whisper,

Ar. Plut. 997 ; and in the same sense
it must be taken in the strange pas-

sage,' , Eur.
. F. 962.—III. to suggest. Soph. Aj.

213, Thuc. 1, 90: to hint, throw out,

promise. Id. 1, 35.—IV. to add, Lat.
subjicere, Dem. 797, 19.—V. to inter-

pret, understand in a certain way,
Stallb. Plat. Prot. 343 E.', poet, for, used when
a long syll. is needed before a vowel,
e. g. , Hom. : also in com-
pounds, []', ov, poet, for•. Dion. P. 1085. []', poet, for, Hom.', ov, poet, for-., ov, , son of Hyper-
ochus, i. e. itymoneus, II. 11, 673.', uv, , Ep.

=

^^•,
Hyperochus. masc. pr. n., a Trojan, II.

!
11, 335 :—in Apollod. 3, 12, 5, a son

!
of Priam.', ov, poet, and Ion. for•, q. v.', f. -, to tie or fasten
underneath.', , b, Hyplron, a
Trojan, 11. 5, 144. [v]

I

', Ion. lor. part.

I

aor. 1 act. from, q. v., Hdt. 3,

I

126 ; 6, 103.

j
',=5^.

I ', (,) dep.,
i with aor. 2 and pf. act., to get in un-

derhand, to slip or steal in, Hdt. 1, 12.

I ', (, ,) to go in

I

under or underhand, Luc.

j
', dep., with aor. and

I

pf. act., (,) to come into

j

under or underhand,

I

, caine on me unawares. Plat.

Ax. 367 ; esp. of states of mind,, , etc.,

fear, pity steals over me, Schal. Greg,

p. 375.', f. -, (, -) to flow in gradually, Longus.'. before a vowel ,, (,) ;
poet. prep. c. gen., out from un-

der, from beneath, out and away, oft. in

Horn., though Wolf in his last ed. of
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the Iliad always writes divisim '
.', f.-, to go out

from below.'?, (,) to

cast out secretly, reject. Pint. 2, 530 I).', f. -, [, -) uep. mid. : to have under

one's self, hence of a cow, -, to have a call under her at the

udder, Atith. P. 9, 722.'^.{,)
to run nut secretly. Pint.', {,) dep.,

c. aor. 2 and pi', act., to slip out of. es-

cape, c. ace,, Eur. Cycl. 347 :

absol.,, having slipped out,

Hdt. 1, 10, Plut. Arat. 9, etc. Hence', , , a slipping out

or autay, escape, 0pp. • 3, 395., , a putting out secretly.', (,) to run off

secretly or gradually, Emped. 209,

Plut.', {,) to

cleanse or purge from the bottom, Hipp., 1. -, {, in-) to set on. fire from below or by

degrees, Theophr. : metaph., ., Luc. Peregr. 20.', {,)
to uncoverfrom below or little, Leon.
Tar. 68.',, ,{)
that with which a thing is lighted, com-

bustible matter, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 22.—2.

metaph., provocative, incentive, Lat.

fames,', Xen. Symp. 4, 25;, Plut. Lycurg. 15;

etc.

—

. that by which heat is removed,

a fomentation, Hipp. p. 1243.', , ,()
one who lights a fire underneath, esp.

for sacrifice.', , , fem. of fore-

going, Plut. 2, 292 A., {,) as

pass., to be carried out and put in a place

of safety, to he put safe away, Hdt. 8,

41 ; 9, '73, Thuc. 8, 31 ; ,
Hdt. 8, 00, 2 ; of money, Thuc. 1, 137.

— Cf..', . (,) to

empty out below. Die C.', (,) to

cam/ off secretly, Plut. Themist. 25.'?•, {,7.) to bend

aside, escape, .\r. Eq. 273: c. ace, to

shun, avoid, Plut. Camill. 18. []', f. - Att. -,
{,) to carry out or away
secretly, Thuc. 4, 123 : in mid.,-, to get all one's

goods carried secretly out, Hdt. 9, 6,

cf. Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 13.'.(,) to carry

off by stool, Diog. L. [i]'?, ( -/, (,7^) to carry off underhand,., Eur. . F. 997.

'~?., (,) to let loose

from below or secretly: — pass., to

cease gradually,?.,
Hipp. [v. .]', (,) to

send away underhand. Soph. El. 1350,

Thuc. 4, 8 ; .. Eur. Hec. C:

fwith, Eur. And. 47.', , f.- [a], (,) to pass gradually over, Orph.

Arg. 08.', , {,) to

spring out from under, Arislaen.', (,) to sail

out secretly, Plut. Lysand. 11.', (,) to expire

or evaporate gradually. Plat. Ax. 305 C.', , (,) to
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v^nrk out under another's command,
Diosc.', adv., (, ,) out

from forth, Ap. Rh. 4, 225.', f. -, (,
,) to run forth from under,

run on before, II. 21, 004, Od. 8, 125 :

also c. ace, to outrun, outstrip, 11. 9,

500.', inf. aor. 2 --, (, ,) to spring

forth from under, Opp. C. 4, 100.'., {, ,) to

loosefrom under,/ .,
to loose the mules fro?n under the car-

riage-yoke, unyoke and let them go
away, Od. 0, 88.', f. -, (,,) to flow forth from under,

Od. 6, 87.' (Ion. for -), to run forth over the sea, Ap.
Rh. 4, 225, in tmesis.', (, ,-
') to flee away secretly, escape and flee,

I. 20, 147, Od. 20, 43 ; c. ace, Od.
12, 113, Hes. Se 42.',(,,)
as pass., to flow forth from undir. Q.
Sm. 13, 57.', ov, (, , )

somewhat on fire, Orph.', f.-, (, -) to flow out under, to pass gradual-

ly away. Plat. Symp. 203 :

—

-, having slipped out

/ the tent, Plut. Pomp. 3:

—

, it slips from my memory, Id.

Mar. 46.', (,)
as pass., to be gradually broken away.

Plut. Camill. 3.',(.) to throw

secretly out of,, Plut. Ages, et

Pomp. 1.', {,) dep.

mid.:— to draiv out from under and
rescue,, from death, Ap. Rh.
*7«;, obsol. pres. for sq.,

hence Ep. aor., 11. 23,

292., (,) to save

from under, rescue or deliver from, -
' ,

Aesch. Pers. 453.', (, ) to

stretch out binder, Paul. S. Ambo 54.'., , to accomplish secret-

ly, Q. Sm. 1, 204.', f. -, {,) to

melt or waste slowly away, Hipp.', (,) to put

out secretly :—mid., to bring one^s prop-

erty to a place of safety, put or carry it

safe away, esp. of per.sons or things

with which one escapes from the

dangers of war,'' , Hdt. 8, 4,

cf. 41, Thuc. 1, 89 ; -, Lys. 194, 1, etc.:

80, , Eur.
Andr. 69, cf. Soph. . 297:—pass.,

like, to be carried safe

away, Hdt. 5, 65.',{,) to turn

away, turn gradually or secretly from a

thing, . , Soph. Tr. 549 :

—mid., to turn asidefrom, sliun, avoid,

c. ace, Plat. Phaed. 108 ;-
ov, to decline

the task of helping... Soph. O, C, 566.', f.- and -opd-

: aor. 2 (,) :

—

to run out from under, run
beyond, c. acc. Soph. Tr. 107 : hence
to escape, shun, avoid, also e acc,
Hdt. 1, 156, Soph. Ant. 1086. Eur.

Med. 524, etc., cf. Valck. Phoen.

THEN
581 : so also e inf.,, Eur. Andr. 338.', /, , bringing up by
slow degrees, education.', pass., to shine forth
a little., (,) to carry

out or lift up a little,, 11. 8, 208 :

of time, to put off a Utile, V. 1. 11. 22,
202.— II. to carry out from under, carry

off underhand, esp. out of danger, c.

gen., , 11. 5, 318, cf 15,

028 : generally, to carry away, Od. 3,

490. — III. intr.,, to get on before, have the start by
a day's journey, Wess. Hdt. 4, 125,
which in 4, 120 he e.\presses by )•.', (,) to fly
or run away out of, flee away or escape

.secretly, II. 8, 243, Od. 23, 320 : more
freq. in Horn, e acc.,. flpov, Kijpa,, etc., II. 10, 687, etc.

; -
., Soph. Ant. 776, cf. 549

etc. ; . , Thuc. 2, 91

;

cf. Plat. Euthyd. 291 B.',=\., Hipp.',.-,{,)
to pour out from below or gently, Ap.
Rh. 3, 705 :—metaph., to get rid of,, etc., Piut. 2, 78 E.'^, , {,) to

go out offrom under, retire slowly or

unnoticed, ', Hdt. 9, 13,

14 ; also c. gen., . . Plat.

Legg. 785 : but c. dat. pers., to re-

tire and give place to another. Plat.

Phaed. 103 D.— II. of excrement, to

go off by stool. Hence', , , a going off

from below, excretion by stool, Hipp.

pp. 408, 421. Hence', ), , going off

from below, i. e. by stool, Hipp. p. 420.

sqq.', ov, , the sediment or
lees of oil, elsewh.., , /, (,)
//ypeZaeu.s, a fountain in Ephesus, Ath.
361 D.

: f.- [], Att. -?.
(, .) :

—

to drive under, into

or to: usu. seemingly intr. (sub. '•,, etc.), to ride, march,
etc., under, into or up to, Xen. An. 1,

8, 15., , , (,)
somewhat light, Sext. Emp. p. 229.
Adv. -.', to lighten a little., verb. adj. of-, one must go wider, Strabo p. 622.', to cast, pull or push i/i

underneath.', , (,) to

impregnate,. Soph. Fr. 708, 4., in II. 22, 491,
', of an orphan boy, usu.
interpreted

—

he hangs down his head,

casts down his eyes utterly ; so that it

must be taken as Ep. 3 sing, pf from
for ( being in-

serted metri grat., as in for. from -,,
elc.) : others would read-

; others would assume a special

|)res., etc. :— v. Heyne ad
1., Spitzner Exc. xxxiii. ad II.', (, )

to set on fire, under or underhand, Jo-
seph.', (,) to hint

or give to understand in part., dep., to contradict

a little,., a, ov,(,)
set over against,, Hes. Sc. 347.

—

2. set against, hostile, hence an oppo•



nent, adversary, Lat. inimicus, Thuc.
2, 2 ; ot ., the enemy, Lat. hastes,

Polyb. 1,11, 14.—3. somewhat opposed

or contrary to,, Xen. Hell. 4, 8,

24, Plat. Legg. 810 D, etc. : -, in opposition thereto,

on the contrary thereof, Hdt. 3, 80 :

—

of logical propositions, subcontrary,

Arnmon. Herm..—never so in Arist.

— II. adv. -, Theophr. Hence,, jj, contradic-

tion, disagreement, Epicur. in Diog.

L. 10, 77.',, , (-
Tioa)={oreg., Arist. Poet. 25, 22:—a self-contradiction, Arisl. Soph. El.

30, 2.', , , (
-) being opposed to, like-, Hipp. ; -, to involve contrarieties, Dein.

1405, 18.', (,) to

give way a little, knock under, Thuc.
2, 64.', adv., /rom within.',,, {,)
an wider-garment, Anth. P. 6, 201.', , =foreg., Strab.

', {,) to put in se-

cretly, , Alex. Isost. 1, 11 :

—

-, having on tunics

under (their arms), Plut. Aemil. 18,

cf. Id. 2, 595 E.', and, before a vowel,

•, adv., under, underneath, beneath,', II. 4, 147, cf.

186 : esp., wider the earth, in the nether

world, 3, 278 ; 20, 61 ; also c. gen.

(which sometimes goes before, some-
times after), under, beneath,, II. 2, 150; . to, Od.

3, 172; cf. Hes. Sc. 418, Find. N. 10,

164: — ., opp. to oi.
Plat. Ax. 371 B.', , (,) to

have a. thing in the mind, secretly pur-

pose it, Ael.', (, efuyw) to carry out

from under ot secretly, esp. out of dan-
ger iHio safety, ', Od. 18, 147; cf. 11.20,

300, Hdt. 8, 40 ; v. sub.—
II. ., Eur. Hec. 812 ; .
iaiiroy,Luc. Nigr. 18:—hence, seem-
ingly intr., to make ojf, retire, withdraw

' gradually, Hdt. 4, 120, Xen. Cyr. 3,

3, 60. Hence''/, /, , a leading out and
aivai/, withdrawal,, . Anton.
5, 23.', , , a taking out

froTn below : a secret or gradual taking

away, removal, v. Wyttenb. Plut. 2,

127 C :' , gradually

:

and', a, ov, verb, adj., to

be removed, Hipp. : from', , (, ^) to

take away privily, to make away with,

put cut of the way, destroy secretly or
gradually, , Eur. Hipp.
633 ; . , to set him quit

of all danger, Thuc. 4, 83 ; cf. Plat.

Rep. 567 : 7.',
having done awaxj with the offence,

Spph. O. T. 227, ubi v. Elmsl. : ., to drain his blood by de-

grees, Soph. El. 1411:—generally, to

set aside, put out of the question, hence
in pass., ,
these being out of the question, Hdt. 7,

8, 3 :—mid., to takeout or away privily

for one's self, put out. Plat. Theaet.
151 C, Bekker; to steal or purloin,

Dam. 365, 27.', {,) to raise,

YHES
lift upfrom below or gradually, dub. in

Xen. Hier. 5, 2 (ubi v. Schneid.).', [, ,) to

bring out upon a mountain-top, Eur.
Bacch. 678.', inf. aor. 1 of-, dep. mid., to flee out under-

hand and escape, C. ace, II. 15, 180.', f. -, = foreg., c.

ace, Hes. Th. 615, Ap. Rh.', f.-, {,) to rise out from under se-

cretly or gradually,, Theocr. 22,

197.', as pass., c. aor. 2
mid. {, ,,) :

— sail out

and away secretly, Thuc. 3, 74. [a], as mid., with aor.

2- and pf. act. {, ,-) :

—

to dive up, emerge, come from
under secretly or gradually,?]-, II. 13, 352.', =,, Luc. Demon. 03, Plut., etc.', ,{,) to

drain out from below, exhaust,, Eur. Ion 927.',{,) to kindle

from below, underhand or gradually,

Ael.', {,) as

pass., to be drained off, of streams that

lose themselves in the sand, Ap. Rh.
2, 983., (,,) to go away
under or secretly, withdraw gradually,

Hdt. 4, 120 ; 7, 211 : ., to make
way for one, give way to him, Dem.
775, 27 :—of snow, to disappear grad-

ually, Plat. Phaed. 106 .— II. to go
out to meet or against one, Hdt. 1, 176.', Ion. for, Hdt.' : f.- [], Att.- {,) :— to drive out

under, drive off secretly or by degrees,

Hdt. 4, 120, cf 130—11. seemingly
intr., to drive, ride, march out gradually

(sub.,,, etc.).', , a secret going out

or forth.', {,) to

vomit forth, disgorge gradually, Nic.
Al. 227.', Ion., {,) to draw out from under, draw
or snatch away underhatid, Hdt. 7, 225.', dep., with aor. 2
and pf act., {,) to go
out from binder : to go out secretly, with-

draw, retire, Thuc, etc.:— rarely c.

ace. pers., to retire, withdraw from or

befire, Thuc. 3, 34 ; c. dat., to give

icay to, Plat. Legg. 865 E.—2. to rise

up and quit one's settleinents, to emi-

grate, Hdt. 1, 7.3; 8, 36.— II. to go out

to meet, Id. 1, 176.', {,) intr., to get

up and go away Secretly, Hdt. 5, 72 ; 6,

74., /,, in some meas-
ure explanatory.', as pass., with aor. 2
and pf. act., {,) -.—to go
out from under, come out or forth binder-

hand or suddenly, esp. from an ambus-
cade.—2. to go out of the way of, shuti,

avoid, c. ace,. Plat. Phil. 43 A ; c. dat.,

to give place to, make way for, Xen. Ath.

1, 10, cf. Plut. Solon 25.-3. c. gen.
rei, to go offfrom a thing, i. e. give up
all claim to it, -, Hdt. 3, 83, like Lat. abdicare se

magistratu : SO, c. inf , . ',
Luc. Saturn. 6.', ov, fj, an involuntary

stool, Hipp. p. 106., ov, under the power of

another, subject, opp. to,
V. ad Babr. 15, Boisson.'^<77. ", , subjection.', , and -, ov,
an arithmetical term, denoting the
same relation in subtraction, as-

and in addition, i. e.
containing the whole minus a certain

part .—e. g.. in the ratio, 3 : 2, the
number 2 is, because it

contains i less than 3, Arist. Metaph.
4, 15, 3 : cf. sqq.', ov, containing the
whole minus a fourth, as in the ratio,

4:3.', ov, containing the

whole minus a third, as in the ratio,

3 : 2.'', Ep. also, if the last

syll. is wanted long, but in Horn.
only in the phrase;: —
prep, governing gen. and ace, which
recurs in all the Indo-Germanic lan-
guages, Sanscr. upari, Lat. super,

Germ, iiber (old G. ubar), A. Sax. ofer
(our over) ; cf up, upper, etc. : v. also
the opp. . From it are formed
the compar. and superl.,-, the latter shortd into.

A. WITH GENiT., which expresses
that, over which something is or hap-
pens.— I. of place, over ;

— 1. in a state
of rest, over, above, very freq. in Horn.,
e. g. II. 4, 528, Od. I, 137; -, to stand over his
head as he lies asleep, II. 2, 20, Od.
4, 803, etc. ; to -, Hdt. 6, 105 : ?.,-, of towns, etc., on the sea, by it,

Dissen Pind. N. 7, 64.—2. in a state
of motion, over, across. Horn., e. g. II.

15, 382, Od. 17, 575: hence,—3. over,

beyond, II. 18, 228, Od. 13, 257.— II.

like (from the notion of standing
over to protect), /or, /or defence of, in

behalf of, , II. 7, 449;7] , II. 1,

444: generally, /or the good or safety

of, , Xen.,
etc., cf. Valck. Phoen. 1336 :—the
orig. notion appears most plainly in
phrases like -, to fight for one's country ;

/*.()(-, etc.,

freq. in Hdt. and Att.—2. /or the sake

of a person or thing, in Hotn. only
joined wilh', e. g. -, ,-, etc.,

11. 15, 660, 665; 22, 338; 24, 466:
later, with other like verbs, as -, Br. p. Rh. 3, 701 ; cf
A. HI. 3, II. 5.—3. in .4tt., esp.

Trag.,/or, because of, by reason of,

much like, c. gen., ,,, , etc.,

Markl. Eur. Supp. 1125.-4. c. inf.,

for the purpose of, -,, , Att.—5.

for, i. e. instead of, in the name of,, in his stead, Thuc. 1,

141 : sometimes as a mere periphr.
for gen., being
your general, i. e. by commission
from you, vcstra auctnritate, cf Dem.
30, 13;—though in like phrases it

also means power or command over,

as in ',
etc.. Wolf Dem. Lept. p. 299.— III.

like, oti, of concerning, Lat. de,', II. 6, 524,
and so perh. in 12, 424 ;, Hdt. 2, 123: sometime.s
also in Att., Erf. Soph. O. T. 164, but
V. Dind. ad 1., Markl. Lys. 100, 19.

B. WITH Accus.. expressing that,

over and beyond which a thing goes:
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—I. of place in reference to pfotion,

over, bexjond and axvay, freq.,i'l Horn.,

e. g. II. 5. 16, 851, dd. 7,^5, etc.—

II. of measure, over, abe^c, exceeding,

beyond, ^', vnij}, beyond our pov»*rs, Heuid. Plat.

Parin. 128 ;
^/, above

his years, be'yoii^ what could be ex-

pected of' hi* age : hence—2. often

where we s«y against, contrary,
'tnd, against right, opp. to

,
witMn, according to it, 11., H. 20, 336

;

, U. 17, 327 ; , II.

, ; cf, C.

. of number, above, upwards

of, '- Tf-TupaKov-a , Xen.

Hell. 5, 4, 13 ; vnip to, more

than half, Id. Cyr. 3, 3, 47.—IV. of

time,~ , be-

yond, i. e. after early manhood : but

—

2. from the opposite point of view, be-

yond, i. e. before, earlier than,, Plat. Tim. 23 C.

C. POSITION : may follow its

subst. in all cases, but then by ana-

strophe becomes vrrep, II. 5, 339, Od.

19, 450, etc., and in Trag.

D. IN COMPOS, signifies over,

above, in all relations, e. g.— 1. of

place, over, beyond, as in.
—2. of doing a thing in defence of, or

for one, as in, usu. c. gen.

—3. of quantity, usu. of excessive-

ness, as in,.', , , () -.—-the upper-

most rope, i. e. the brace, which at-

taches the sailyards() to the

mast, and by means of which the sails

are shifted, Od. 5, 260. [v]",,, a kind of caterpillar,

Geometra, Linn., Alist. H. A. 5, 19, 9., ov, also a, ov,

{,) above measure si?n•

pie or silly,, Dem. 1178, fin.,=, dub., ov, over-good, extreme-

ly good, [a] Hence',, , exceeding

goodness.'?., dcp., to rejoice ex-

ceedingly.',{,) dep.,

C. aor. pass., to admire above measure ;

to be exceedingly pleased, Plat. Symp.
ISO A. [], ,{,-) be exceeding angry,, at

a thing. Plat. Rep. 535 ;, Aes-

chin. 9, 13.', , f. -, {,) to love exceedingly, make
much of,, Dem. 172, 18 ; C86, 9.', to speak for one, -.', , {,-) keep watch for one,,
Ael. . . 8, 25.', f -,{,) excel,

sur/j<iss,c. gen., Polyb. 1

1

, 13, 5 :~part.,,, ov, extraordinary. Di-

ed. ; hence, adv.,, ex-

ceedingly, LXX.', ,{,)
to be ill great distress, Dem. 1410,4;. Plat. Euthyd. 300 C.', dep. mid., tofight

for,.',= :
—-, Anth. P. 5, 299.'/,. gen.,{,) :

—bloicing doim from above ; or, blow-

ing very hard,?, II. 11, 297.',=., dep. (cl.) :

—to feel much shame before one, to

stand in too great aive of liiin, C. acC,

Ap. Rh. 3, 978.
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', ,{,) to have

over-much blood, Xen. Eq. 4, 2 ; ubi

olim. Hence', , , overfulness

of blood.,,{,) ex-

ceeding praiseworthy, LXX.', {,) to lift or

raise up over, /-, Plat.

Phaedr. 248 A :—pass., to be much
elated, prob. 1. Arist. Virt. et Vit.

rise up c

., like Laget over, c. ace, like Lat. transcendere,

-, Xen. Hipparch. 8, 3 ;
-, Polyb. 2, 23, 1, cf 1, 47, 2:—as

military term, to outflank,, Id. 1,

50, 6, etc.—2. to transcend, excel, out-

do, Tivi, one in a thing, Dem.
301, 25; 798, 8: hence, to conquer,. Id. 1395, 23.—3. to overshoot, go

beyond, c. acc,, Aesch. Ag.

786, Polyb., etc. ; also c. gen.. Plat.

Legg. 717 D.—4. absol., of a river, to

overflow, be in flood, Dem. 1274, 20.', ov, {, alaa) be-

yond what is right, excessive, immoder-

ate, poet.', ov, {,)
exceeding base or ugly, Xen. Cyr. 2, 2,

28.', {,-) as pass., to feel much asltamfd,

Aeschin. 75, 9 ; . Id. 5, 21 ; c.

part, to be ashamed at doing a thing,

Dromo Psalt. I.', , f. -/{,-) to hang up over or above :—pass.,

to hang or be suspended over, project

over a thing,, Hdt. 4, 103, Hipp,

p. 795.— 2. in nautical language,, c. gen. loci, to lie off

a place, Hdt. 6, 116.—3. in medic,
to lift or draw the overlapping ends of

a broken bone till they meet, Hipp.

Hence', , , a hanging

up over :—intr., hanging over, Hipp.

pp. 795, 851.^', to surpass in vigour

or bloom, c. acc.', ov, {,) be-

yond the bloom of youth, N. T.', f-,{,-) to overshoot, i. e. to outdo,

Tin, one in a thing, Ar. Av. 363 ; iha-, Iover-

shot him with 200 kine, Id. Eq. 659
;

cf. Diphi!.. 1, 5:—also, .,, to outdo one in steal-

ing, Ar. Plut. 606.''/, , {,)
exceedingly exact, Luc. Hermot. .54.•', {,) to

mount upon, climb over, c. acc,,
Xen. Hipparch. G, 5.—II. to project,

beetle over, c. gen.,, Eur. Supp.
988.', ov, {,) :

—
li/ing over or xipon the heights, dwelling

thereon ; Tu ., the heights above or

near, Hdt. 6, 20:

—

oi ., at Athens,
the poor inhabitants of the Attic high•

latids, opp. to the richer classes of the

plains and coasts, and-, Wess. Hdt. 1, 59; cf..'^, ov, {,) over

or ». the top. Adv. -, . ,
to carry every thing to excess, Dem.
1415, 1.', , f. -, {, -) to he afflicted,feel painfor a thing,. Soph. Ant. 630, Ar. Av. 406.—
2. to grieve exceedingly, at a thing,

Hdt. 2, 129: absol., Eur. Med. 118,

Heracl. 019 ; . ', Arist.

Rhet. 2, 6, 8, cf Luc. A sin. 38.

'??'/, , gen. , {,) excceeding grievous or painful,

Soph. El. 176.—2. suffering excessive-

ly, Polyb. 3, 79, 12.', ov, {) over the sea,

at sea ; cf.', , gen. , {,) exceedmg strong, Plut. Pomp.
65.', {, ()
dep. mid., to spring or leap over, or be-

yond, c. gen., ', 11.

5, 138; also c. acc,, II. 20, 327; so in Att.

prose, as Xen. An. 7, 4, 17, Eq. 8, 4,

Luc. Gymn. 8.'?, ov,{,) above
others, exceeding great, Piud. N. 3, 57.',, , a leap over.', ov, {, "7.)
over the Alps, Lat. transalpinus, Strab.', , to dispute ex-

cessiivly or superfluously.',.-,{,•) to step up over: metaph.,
to transcend, surpass.', to spout up over a
thing, c. gen.

'pavaoa,=sq. , dub.', {, -) dep. mid., to surpass in im-

fudence, Dind. Ar. Eq. 1206, Lob.
'hryn. 67.

'pavaoa,=foeg., dub.', ov,{,-
) exceeding impudent, Dem.

1071,27.',{,)
as pass., to lie or sit above another at

table, Diog. L.', to stretch or hold up
' over.', poet. intpavT-,{,) to rise over, Ap. Rh.
1, 776.', {,) to rise

up over, Strab. p. 400 Casaub.', , 1. -, {, •) to blossom or bloom over.—II. to

bloom exceedingly., , , Hypcranfhes,
son of Darius Hystaspis, Hdt. 7, 224.', ov, {,-) superhuman, Dion. H. 11, 35,

Luc.', as pass., with
aor. 2 and pf act., {,()
to stand up or project over, C. gen.,

Dion. H. 9, 68 ; absol., Luc. Icarom. •

12.',=^.',{,) as
pass., to be very leaky, . ', to

be waterlogged, Luc. Merc. Con'd. 2.', ov, {,)
strictly of a ship, quite full of water{), waterlogged, Luc. Navig.
16: mctaph., overwhelmed with sorroio

and sufferings, C. dat.,, Eur.
Hipp. 767.— II. act., overfluunng, over-

powering, metaph. abundant, Luc. Tim.
4, ubi V. Hemst., (,) adv., over,

above,, Luc D. Deor. 4, 2, etc.

:

., to become uppermost,

get the upper hand of,, Luc,
Plut., etc.—2. Oi., ex-

ce.isive repetitions, Polyb. 12, 24, 1.

[]',, . Dor. for-, Eur.', , {,)
to deceive or cheat excessively, Anth. P.

9,761.', {,-) to give up for something else, Inscr.', {,-) to die for,, Plat. Symp.
179 B, 160 A.', {,



t'6)) as mid., to answer for one, defend

him,, Ar. Vesp. 951, Thesm.
186. [i]', as pass., to die

for one,.', dep., with fut.

mid., aor. mid. and (more rarely)

pass, (,) : to speak

for any one, defend him,, Hdt.

6, 136, Xen. Hell. 1, 7, 16; .-, Antipho 119, 26.', , , affirming

again or doubly, v. 1. for sq.', , , {,
) denying again or doubly,

Diog. L. 7, 69.', to be more than

enough.', adv. part. pres.

act., more than enough.), f.-,(,-
UKU) to please above measure, 0pp.', ov, supernumerary,

[a]'(^, , f. -), Ion. for

/^/^, to be exceeding afraid,

-y' for Hellas, Hdt. 8, 72.
'', , ,() a

raising over or above.—II. metaph., ex-

cellence, preeminence, LXX.', ov, {,) be-

fore all beginning, Eccl., to rule over : to prevail.', , (,)
exceeding weak, Arist. Pol. 4, 11, 5.', (,)
to gasp exceedingly, Arr., ov, (, )

gasping or panting exceedingly, Xen.
Cyn. 10, 20., ov, 6, Hyperasius, v..,(,) to

take exceeding great pleasure in a thmg,
Tii^t, Plut. 2, 1094 C., (,-) dep. mid., to be exceeding fond cf,

Xen. Symp. 4, 38.
^', {,) to

cover and protect with a shield, ,
Polyb. ; but also, Arr. An. 6,

28. Hence', , , covering

with a shield, protection, LXX. : and'',, , and-, ov, , a protector, champion,

LXX., , , fern, of

foreg., Joseph.', ov, {,)
exceedingly polished or witty, Ath. 250
E.',{,)
to lighten exceedingly, Arr. Cyn.', {,7)
to be exceeding angry, Aristid.', , {,-) to behave with great indecency,

Plut. 2, 45 F.', ov, {,)
beyond measure absurd, Dem. 213, 25., {,)
to imitate the Attic dialect to excess,

Philostr. Hence', ov, , extravagant

imitation of the Attic dialect.', , , {.-) excessively Attic, carrying imita-

tion of the Attic dialect to excess, Luc.
Lexiph. 25. Adv.-zcuf, Id. Demon. 20., f. -, to shine over,

C. gen. ; to shine exceedingly.', , gen. , {,
) shining exceedingly, Luc. V.

Hist. 1,29._',{,,) to in-

crease or enlarge above measure, Andoc.
32, 23. Hence

', , , exceeding in-

crease or growth.', , f. -,{, av-) to vaunt oi<e's self overmuch, be

overproud, Thuc. 4, 19.', , gen. , = sq.,

Tryph. 671., ov, {,) ex-

ceeding boastful, overproud, Xen. Ages.

11, 11 ; , Aescli.

Theb. 483.',, ov, Dor. for-, Pind.', .- and -,{,) to foam exceedingly, Eubul.. 1, Aristopho. 1.', ,{,) over-

burdened, Theocr. 11, 37, Nic, etc.', as pass, with fut.

mid.- {,) :
—

to be exceedingly vexed or grieved at a

thing, c. dat., ?^,
Hdt. 6, 21 ; cf. Soph. El. 177.', ov, {,)
stepping over the threshhold : metaph.,
going beyond bounds, transgressing.", fut.-: aor. 2}, Ep. {,-) :—to step over, mount, scale, c. ace,., 11. 12, 468 ;, Od, 8,

80, etc. ;, Hdt. 4, 25 ;,, Eur. Bacch. 654, Med. 382,

Thuc, etc. : but also c. gen., ., Hdt. 3, 54, cf Eur. Ion 220

:

—of rivers, to overfloiv, run over their

banks, , Hdt. 2, 13 ; and
absol., 2, 99.—2. to overstep bounds,

transgress a law,, Pind. Fr. 4
;, Hdt. 3, 83, Soph. Ant. 449,

etc. :—and so, absol., to transgress,

trespass, ] (Ep.
subj. aor. for ?)) , 11.

9, 501 ; . . Plat.

Rep. 306 A : cf.— 3. to

pass over, pass by, take no notice of,

Lsit. praetermitto, , Hdt.
3, 89; cf Dem. 51, 7, etc. : hence to

leave out, omit. Plat. Rep. 528 D, etc.
;. , to omit part of it, Arist.

An. Post. 2, 5, 2.— II. to go beyond, i. e.

to surpass, outdo, Tivi, one in a
thing. Plat. Tim. 24 D, Rep. 478 C

:

but also absol., Theogn. 1009.—III.

to stand over, shield, protect, C. dat.,

0pp. H. 1, 710.

B. transit, in fut.-, aor. 1 --
.'

—

to ptit over, lift or raise over, .,
to throw one's legs over the horse's
right side, Xen. Eq. 7, 2.,{,) to

express in an over-Bacchic style, i. e. ex-

aggerate grossly, Philostr. V. Soph. 2,

28.', v. sq. II. 6.', Ep. also- (II.

23, 637) : .- {,) :—
to throw over or beyond a mark, to over-

shoot,? , II.

23, 843 ; (sc.), lb. 847 :—hence
to beat another in throwing,, lb.

637 :

—

., to get over the top,

Od. 11, 597.—2. to outstrip in racing,

Xen. Cyn. 6,20, cf Soph. El. 716:
hence— II. in various metaph. signfs.

;

— 1. to overshoot, outdo, excel, surpass,, Hes. Op. 491, and Att. ; to con-

quer, prevail over,, Hdt. 7, 108;
8, 24 ; rarely c. gen., as Pind. Fr. 133 :—. , to outdo one in a
thing, Eur. Hipp. 924, Ar. Plut. 109

;, Plat. Legg. 734 : cf infra

; so,.—2. to go be-

yond, exceed, , Theogn.
479 ; cf Hdt. 3, 23 ; . ,
to exceed the time, i. e. be too late,

Xen." Hell. 5, 3, 21 : . ,

to exceed all reasonable bounds, Dem.
660, fin. :—hence absol., to exceed all

bounds, to go toofar, be overgreat, A esch.
Pers. 291, Eur. Batch. 785, Ale. 1077,
Thuc. 7, 67 : , keep-
ing within bounds, Pind. i^. 7, 97 :

—

c. dat. rei, to exceed in a thing. Plat.
Gorg. 475 ; and later c. gen. rei,

Heind. ib.—3. to outbid at an auction,, Lys. 165, 1 :—absol., to go
on further andfurther, esp. in such bid-
ding, Andoc. 17, 26 ; so,, he went
on bidding more and more, Hdt. 5, 51,
cf Thuc. 8, 56.—4. to be at its height,

of the sun, Hdt. 4, 184.—5. to be over

and above, Xen. Hier. 4, 8.— 6. esp.

freq. in part,,, ov,
exceeding great, excessive, extraordinary,

strange,. , Aesch.
Pr. 923 ; ?., such
part ofthem as is extraordinary, Thuc.
2, 35 :

—

, an over-

high estate, Eur. Med. 127 ; extremes,

Plat. Rep. 619 A :—adv.-, ex-

ceedingly, Plat. Rep. 492 : opp. to, Isocr. 8 B.—III. to pass over,

cross mountains, rivers, etc., like Lat.
trajicere, superare, c. ace. loci,,
Aesch. Ag. 307 ;, Id. Pr. 722

;, Eur. Or. 443 ; etc. : rarely
c. gen., as Eur. Ion 1321 : of ships,

to double a headland,, Thuc.
8, 104, cf Hdt. 7, 168, fin.-2. of riv-

ers, to overflow, , Hdt. 2,

111: of a kettle, to boil over, Id. 1, 59.

B. mid., like A. II. 2, to outdo, sur-

pass, excel, overcome, c. ace, Hdt. 2, 110,

etc. ; Tivi, in a thing, Hdt. 1, 61 ; 9,

71, Ar. Eq. 409, 890, etc. ; , Plat.

Criti. 115 D .
— to conquer, prevail over,. , Soph. Tr. 584

;

, Eur. Or. 691.—2. to exceed

all bounds, Hdt. 3, 21.— 3. so in pass.,., anexcellent, sur-

passing woman, Eur. Ale. 153
;,. Plat. Rep. 558

, Legg. 719 D.—II. to put off, delay,

c. acc, Hdt. 4, 9 : c. part., to put off
doing, Hdt. 9, 51 : absol., to delay, lin-

ger, Id. 3, 17, 76 : 7, 206 ;, Plat. Phaedr. 254 D.', , to overload ; from', .{,) over-

loaded, exceeding heavy, Aesch. Ag.
1 175 :—but, , is the better
form acc. to Lob. Phryn. 539., , ,{) :

—
transgression of law, trespass, esp.

wanton violence, 11. 3, 107, Od. 3, 206,
Soph. Ant. 605 : also in plur., 11. 23,

589, Od. 22, 168, Hes. Op. 826 : only
poet., cf.,, ,{) an
overstepping : hence = foreg.—11.=:.—III. €.^=
(nisi hoc legend.), Polyb. 4, 19, 8., verb. adj. from-, one must pass over, C. acc, Plut.,, ,=-.
Hence, ov, of orforpassing

over, (sc.) ;

cf., ov, ,{) one

who passes over, [ct], ov, to, a figure of
speech, hyperbaton, \.e. a transposition of
words or clauses in a sentence, Quin-
til. Inst. 8, 6, 65 : strictly neut. from, , , later , ,
(Lob. Paral. 484) ; verb. adj. from, to be passed or crossed,

scaleable, of a wall, Thuc 3, 25.-2.
placed crosswise, transposed, usu. oi

words, Plat. Prot. 343 ;, Arist. Rhet. . 26, 1 and
3 : ., thoughts expressed in
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inverted phrases, Dion. . :— so adv.

-Tijr, in inverted order, Arist. Rhet. Al.

31, 5; also, ', Strab.

Dion. H.—3. passed over slishtly

:

hence adv. -, negligoitly, Hipp.

:

cf.'.— II. act. beyond all

bounds, excessive, outrageous, Aesch.

Ag. 428.'?, adv. part. pf.

pass, of, immoderately,

Arist. Eth. N. 3, 10, 4.'), Ep. 3 sing. subj. aor. 2

act. of, for ), II. 9,

501.', f. -, [,) dep. iniil., to press exceeding

heavily, of ths plague, Thiic. 2, 52.
_', f. -,(,-) to carry over, transport, c. dupl.

acc, Polyb. 8, 36, 9, Luc, V. Hist. 2,

42.— II. to transpose the letters of a

word. Hence', , , a carrying

over. V. 111 : and', ov, b, a transposi-

tion, esp. of the accent.', , , overbearing might,

arrogance, Suid. [i]', ov, (, ) :
—of

overwhelming strength or might, '-. Find; . 10 (11), 20: usu. in

bad sense, overweening, lawless, outra-

geous, wanton, II. 18, 262;3, Od. 1, 308:—also neut.-
ov, as adv., 11. 17, 19, Od. 12, 379, (The
Lat super-hus may be compared.), ov, b, Hyperbius, one
of the sons of Aegyptus, Apollod, 2,

1, 5,—2. son of uenops in Thebes,
Aesch. Theb. 504.—Others in Paus.

;

etc.'?-, {,-) shoot aver-luxuriantly, Theophr.
Hence''/, , gen., shoot-

ing over-lii.Turiantly, Theophr.', {) adv.,

above measure, Orph, rg. 255.., ,[-) the portion of a plane projecting be-

yond a given line. Arcbimed., f.-,[,)
to well over, overflow : metaph., to over-

step, transgress, c. acc, Clem. Al.

Hence',, , an overflowing,

Galen.', , {,) to out-

roar, ', Aristid.'', {7^) adv.,

immoderately, excessively,\&. 484.

["]'., , , the highest

tones in the tetrachord scale, Pherecr.

Chir. 1, 24, p. 334; cf. Plut. 2, 1029

A : from
?,)), , ,{) :

—
throwing beyond, overshooting, hence

superiority, greater force or power,,, Eur. Med. 232,

Ilipp.. 2.—2. excess, over-

great degree of a thing, opp. to-
or. Plat. Prot. 357 A, :

—hence in various phrases,. , pushed on
tlieir extravagance in revolutionizmg,

Thuc. 3, 82 ; ova , it

can go no further, Dem. 553, 12 ; so,. ., Isocr. 42 ,
Dem. 35, 18; ., if

there's aught beyond (worse than) this,

Dem. 362, 5, cf. Isocr. 90 D : '. ; is not this the extreme, the

last degree Dem. 825, 21 :

iir- , to go so far that...,

Id. 291, 24; .?., to carry his

own rascality beyond theirs, Id. 609,
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8. cf. G87. 21, Lys. 143, 20 : but also,., to put an extreme case,

Dem. 447, 25 :—esp. with a prep, in

adverbial signf., =,
as, , Eur. Hipp. 939
(ubi V. Valck.), Melauipp. 14, etc.

;

., beyond him or it. Id.

Autol. 1, 6, Dem. 1411, 14: ', Soph. . . 1196, Isocr.

84 D : ', Isocr. 43 .
— 3. overstrained phrase, hyperbole,

Isocr. 58 D.— II. a passing over, cros.^-

ing mountains, etc., Xen. An. 1, 2,

25.—2. the place of passage, a moun-
iain-pass,Ib.3,5,18-4,4,18.— III.(from

mid.) delay, Hdt. 8, 112, Polyb. 14, 9,

8.—IV. the conic-section called hyper-

bola, beca\ise the angle which its

plane forms with the base of the cone
IS greater than that of the parabola.?,,,^=., He-
sych.', , , {)
overstrained, exaggerated, extravagant,

Polyb. 18, 29, 13. Compar. --
pov. Id. 7, 12, 8.', ov,{7 III)

to be put off, delayed, -, a sen-

tence which is delayed.^'3, ov, b, Hyperbolus, an
Athenian popular leader, Ar. Eq.
1304 ; Thuc. 8, 73 ; etc.—2. a flute-

player of Cyzicus, Ath. 538 F.', ov, and,
ov, {{',) :

—beyond Boreas,

1. e. in the extreme north

:

—
ol.'-

or, the Hyperbore-
ans, a supposed people in the extreme
north distinguished for piety and hap-
piness, first in H, Hom, 6, 29; v. esp.

Pind. P. 10, 47, Hdt. 4, 32, sq. :—-, proverb, of more than
mortal fortune, Aesch. Cho. 373.,, pecul. poet. fern,

from foreg., Dion. H., {,) to boil

or foam over, in aor. pass., Anth. P., 248., , gen. , {,) poet, for,-, overloaded, exceeding heavy. Soph.
Aj. 951.,., to bellow ex-

cessively.,{,) to be over-

full, to overflow, Luc. Rhet. Praec. 6., f.-, dep. mid.,

but also in pf. as pass.

{,):— to work under,

plough up, prepare for sowing, -
., Xen. Oec. 16, 10.—II.

to subdue, reduce: in pf pass., be

subdued, ,
Eur. Hipp. 504.— HI. to do underhand
or .lecretly, Plut, Galb. .—.^=-, to do a seriice : in pf. pass.,' , Eur. Med.
871., , , a late marriage., {,) as
pass., to exult much, Philostr., {,-) to tickle to excess, Eumath.', ov, (, , )
above the earth ; above ground, Arist.

H. A. 1, 1, 27., ov, {,)
above measure ridiculous, Dem. 406,

fin.
', f. -, (,-) to overfill, overload, Xen. Vect. 4,

39..{,) to be over-

full,. of a. thing, Alex..
1, Polyb. 4,75, 8.,{,) to

be exceeding old, Diog. L. 8, 52.

', ov, v. 1. for sq., Luc.
Demon. 63., , {,) ex-

ceeding old, of extreme age, Luc. D.
Mort. 27, 9, etc. : ., extreme old

age, Aesch. Ag. 79., ov,{) overla-

den, Strab. p. 818 Casaub., f. -, to paint or write

over or upon, [u], ov,{,)=-.. , {,) very
hairy, , Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 28.—2.

t/iick with leaves, very close or dense,, Ael. N. A. 7, 6., . gen. , Ep. acc., \or, -, cf.,
: {,) : — above all

fear, undaunted,, II. 17, 330;— where some
Gramm. derive it from (to

want) in the sense of much less, v.

Spitziicr., {,) to fear
for one, , Aesch. Theb. 292,
Soph. Ant. 82 : absol., io6em exceed-

ingfear, Hdt. 8, 94.', {,)
to be much afraid of, , Hdt. 5,
19., ov, {,) ex-

ceedingly alarming or dangerous,,
Dem. 551, 2., , f. -, to feast
immoderately.^, ov,{,) lying

high above one on the right hand, Xen.
An. 4, 8, 2, ubi v. Hutchinson.—2.

generally, lying above or ox^er,.-, higher ground, lb. 3, 4, 37 ; so, lb. 5, 7, 31 ; •, from above, Id. Hell. 7, 4, 13 :

— c. gen., above,, Polyb. 1, 30, 7.—II.

metaph., superior, succes.'ful in a thing,

Tivi, Poiyb. 5, 102, 3, etc. : having the

advantage, victorious over,, Plut.
Num. 20., f. -, {, ) to

bind upon, , Anth., {,,-) as pass., to strain or exert one's

selfabove measure, Dem. 501, 3 ; 770, 4., {,) to give
tip in behalf of, , Eur.
Erechth. 17, 18., f. -, to plead for,.— II. to avenge., , f. -, to speak or
plead for, . , to un-
dertake his defence for him, Aesch.
Eurn. 052; so, . , Plat.

Phaed. 86 : from, ov, {, ):— ex-

ceeding just, strict, severe,,
Pind. P. 10. 68 : also of things,' , though they be iiever so
just. Soph. Aj. 1119. Adv. -,
Aesch. Ag 13'J6., , gen., above two
cubits long. [I], to cast the discus

farther than another : in gen. to sur-

pass, .
'Ypo,ov,of more than

two syllables., , {,) :
—

hence impers., .
this is my 7nost positive opinion, Phi-
lostr., {,) to

praise exceedingly, Eccl., ov, {,^
of higher power, Thcmist. [v] Hence, ,' to prevail over,, LXX.



'^,, hi/per-dorian, a mu-
sical inoile,', fut., to

sit over or abov«., {~,) to provoke

somewhat^ tease, App..•, , ij. Hyperta, a foun-
laiti ill Thessaly, 11. 2, 7:?4 : ace. to

Strab. p. 439 in tlie city Pherae ; cf.

p. 432.— II. the earlier seat of the

Phaeacians, from which they re-

moved to Scheria, Od. 6, 4 ; later

interpp. considered it to be Camarina
in Sicily; but on Scheria and the

earlier residence of the Phaeacians,
V. Nitzsch Od. vol.2, pp.72, .sqq.—2. a

small town in the territory of Troe-
zene, Paus. 2, 30, 8., ov and in Inscr.,

o,= 'Y,Tfpi(J//i•, Ath. 341 C.', inf., aor.

without any pres. in use,

being used instead :

—

to overlook, neg-

lect, slight, c. ace, Hdt. 5, 69, Thuc.
4, 62; 5, 6, etc.; c. gen., Luc. De-
mon. 3.', (,) to under-

prop, to set up, Pind. N. 8, 80; cf.

Plat. Phaed. 99 B.— II. toputundera^
a support, in pass. Arist. Part. An. 4,

12, 31.', or, ov, ,
{7/) St. John^s wort, a plant.', () to go over.', (, ) to

speak for one, c. gen., Arist. Oec. 2,

21,4.', (,) to under-

mine, subvert, overturn, Plut. 2, 71 B,

,ubi V. Wyttenb.—II. intr. in aor. 2, to tumble, fall down, II. 23,

691.', , , a propping tip,

supporting.,, ,{) a

prop or support set underneath, Arist.

Part. An. 2, 9, 10.', ?';, , for propping

or supporting.:?,(,7) to

throw or cast out over

:

—seemingly in-

trans., sub., to stretch or reach

out beyond, Thuc. 8, 104, ace. to Pop-
po ; cf. ~3?<).', adv., {,)
like, on yon side, beyond,

fiver, N. T.', (,-) to seek win by constant or ex-

cessive attention, Aeschin. 48, fin.,(,) as

pass.. lie or stand out beyond, lie be-

fore, be exposed, Plut. 2. 10G6 C, dub.', (, ,-) to hang out over,, Auth.
P. 5, 92.', , excessive secretion

or evacuation, Medic.,.-,(,-
traiu) to strike out beyond or over

:

metapli., to excel, sjirpass, Clem. Al.', to send out over or
beyond.', adv., for

f/c, more than superabundant-

ly, LXX.', f.-,(,) to fall out over or beyond, to

exceed, c. gen., Plut. 2, 877 A.—II.

abso!., to go beyond all bounds, Luc.
Hermot. C7.

'7, f. -, {, in-

•??/) to frighten or astonish beyond
meas-ure :—pass.,/,
to be beside 07ie's self be quite astonished,

Tivi, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 25
;--, Dem. 19, 16.
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, , ,{-) exaggeration, Longin.', , stretching out

over : from', to stretch out over or

beyond. — II. absol., to strain or exert

one\<i self exceedingly.', {,) pay
for any one,, Luc. D. Mort. 22,

2. Hence', , , payment for
any one.', pzss., to eschew
utterly,.', {,) to

come out beyond and escape, c. ace.,

Hipp.', {,) to pour
out over, Ael. N. A. 12, 41 :—pass., to

overfioiv, Strab., coUat. form of
foreg. to run or flow over, in pass.,

N. T.',, i],{)
a pouring out over : an overflowing, of
the sea, Plut. 2, 731 C.',, , =7.,
Hesyeh.', ov, {,?6)
exceeding light or nimble, Xen. Cyn.
5, 31.'7, to throw or put in

over, add., ,{,) to vomit

violently: also of over-full veins, to

cause suffusion, Hipp. : yet cf.-.',(,7,•) fill over full

:

—pass., to be over-

full,, of a thing, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6,
"17, Ael. N. A. 14, 25.', to be over-full, -.', {,)
as pass., to be filled over-full, be over-

loaded, Luc. D. Meretr. 0, 3.', ov. {,)
exceeding faynous, LXX.', (,)
to last above a year, Julian.7/, , gen., {,7) more than complete, .Dio C., , , intercession

for another, Eccl.', , (,-) to be exceeding haughty, Alciphr.

1, 37.'', {,-) to intercede for,, . .', to raise exceedingly,

Eust.',,, above COOO,

Dem. 1375, 16., , to blosso?n over-

much or very much.', , {,-) to deceive beyond meaiure, Plut., f. 1. for-', to stand out or forth
over.'], , {,-,) above sixty years old, Ar.
Eccl. 982.'. •,= foreg.',, ,() pro-

perty or quality in excess. Plat. Tim.
87 E.', , f.- and Att.{,) :

—

to praise above
measure, Hdt. 1, 8, Ar. Eq. 680, Plat.

Eutbyd. 303 B, etc.', {,) to ex-

tol beyond measure, App.', {,) as
pass., to hasteii exceedingly, App.',,{,)
to long for exceedingly, Xen. Cyr. 4, 3,

21; 6,,5.

.(,) to

strain too tight, Philostr., f. -/' {,) :—to eat away from below, cut awayfrom
under, of a stream,, II. 21, 271.— II. to gnaw se-

cretly, of mental sufferings, Q. Sm. 9,
377.. also as dep. -, ta

love beyond measure, c. gen.',{,) to irritate

a little, App.', Att. -, {,•) to row just behind, or row gently,

Ael.',{,) dep.
mid., with aor. 2 and pf. act. :

—

to

come or go out over, pass over, C. acc,
Xen. An. 4, 4, 3 : to exceed, excel,

Tivi, Pind. O. 13, 20.', f.-, {, •) to eat immoderately, Xen. Mem. 1,

2,4., pf. pass, of-.', poet. aor. 2-
.\\.', {, ) adv., exceed-

ingly loell, excellent. Plat. Theaet. 185
D, Xen. Hier. 6, 9.', adv., strengthd. for -, Luc. Paras. 9.7'/, , {,)
of very noble race, Arist. Pol. 4, 11,5., {, ))
dep. mid., to vomit forth from beneath,

Ap. Rh. 3, 984.', , {,-) to be exceeding happy, Arist.

Rhet. 2, 8, 3.

'pvo,=zsq.', , {, .-) to enjoy exceeding great renown,
Lys. 112, 45.,, poet, for,
Aral. 867, 0pp. H. 3, 107., ,{,)
to have an exceeding good opportunity,

have great advantages : of things, /o be

very convenient, -. Hipp. p. 1276., adv., exceeding pro-

perly or becomingly., , , {,-) exceeding good luck, Anth. P. 5,
^'^', {,)
to cheer beyond measure :—pass., C.

fut. mid., t(i rejoice exceedingly, Luc.
Icarom. 2.', f. -, {, -) dep. mid., to wish excessively,

Joseph.— II. to pray for any one,,
Clem. Al., ov, {,)
exceeding cheap, Ael. V. H. 14, 44.', {,) to

hate exceedingly, e. acc. Soph. Ant.
128., ov, 6, Ilyperechides,

an Athenian, father of Cailia?, Thuc.
6, 55., adv. part. pres. act.

from, prci'miiiently.', Ep.. II., and
Theogn. : Hom. uses impf., in II.

;

aor., and in poet, form-, 11. 11,735, {, ).
hold up or on high, hold over a

thing, , e.g.7.vaia-, II. 2, 426 :—esp. to hold over any
one/or protection, avTi^) -77,, U. 5, 433 ; al '-, 4, 249 ;

cf. Od. 14, 184 : also c. gen., .-,. 9,420, 687.Theogn.755;
so,7^ ., Aesch. Theb.
215 ; ., Ar.. 1508;
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cf. Hemst. Luc. Tim. 10.—2. to have
above, , he had
his broad shoulders above the rest, i.e.

out-loppcd tliein by the head and
stioulders. II. 3, 210; ct. iiil'ra.—II.

itltr., to be above, stand cnit above, as
out of water, Hdl. 2, 4, 41 ; and c.

gen., . 7/, Thuc. 7, 25;
so, , rose above, over-

looked the earth, II. II, 73.5 ; so,', Eur. Phocu. 1384 ;. Plat.

Rep. 514 13 ;' cf. Xcn.. 3, 5, 7, etc.

:

—and absol., to rise above, overtop, Hdt.

5, 92, C, etc. ;—of a star, to rise above

the horizon,'/ -, Od. 13, 93.—2. inetaph., to

be above others, be superior, Theogn.
202 ; to excel, surpass, conquer, outdo,

c. acc. pers., tlvu tlvi, one in a thing,

Aesch. Pers. 709 ;} -
., Eur. Hipp. 1365; hut more

usu. c. gen. pers., Plat. Parni. 150
;

cf. Plat. Tim. 24 D, etc.; ~-', the more powerful, Aesch. Pr.

213:—absol., luv 7.-
), be too powerful, Deni. 128, 25:

—

pass., to he outdone, , Plat.

Phaed. 102 C.—3. c. gen. rei, to rise

above, be able to bear, At. Pac. 17 ; so,., to bear the expense,
Diod.—4. in military phrase, to out-

flank, . ,
Xen. Hell. 4, 2, 18, cf. Thiic. 3, 107.

— III. to get over, cross, c. acc. loci,

Thuc. 3, 23.', f. -, to over-boil.', Ion. i'ut. of vlv,q.'v.', , , a boiling over,

Arist. Probl. 24, , 1 : and, or, verb, adj., boiling

over, Arist. Mund. 4, 27: from', f. -, {, to

boil over, Ar. Eq. 920.', ov, contr., ,
overliving, outliving.', like, to

speak for,., , ^, a defence.', as pass., c. fut. mid.,{,) to rejoice beyond mea-
sure at tiling, Tiv'u Hdt. 1, 54; 3,

22; c. part., /'/, he
rejoiced much at tiearing. Id. 1, 00,

Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 31 ; also,. .., lb.

8, 3, 50.', ,(, ()) exceeding

sweet or pleasant.—,. -, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 6, 21 ; superl.-, Luc.
D. Mort. 9, 1., , fj, (acc. '-

contd.'7)=' (1),

Pind. P. 4, 223. '

^
, ,,, , i], (,)

above a certain age, Luc. Amor. 10.', strictly pf. of-, to sit above, c. gen., , , a being over the

day, i. e. as law-term, failure in ob-

serving the appointed day, esp. the day
for payment, >/ ., the term is

expired, Dein. 1154, 8; '/-
., to defer it, lb. 17:

—

hence,—2. forfeiture of recognisances,

the execution consequent thereupon,

distress, , to

seize a thing 6^ virtue of this right, Id.

894, 8 : from', ov,{,) :
—

over the day, i. e. 7iot observing the ap-

pointed day ; and so, suffering a dis-

tress, -execution, Dem. 518, 2 ; 927, 1 ;., ho does not keep the

time of payment. Antipho 136, 29,

Lys. 167,42; so, -. i. e. having a right to dis

train upon him, Dem. 540, 22:—c.

gen., metaph., ., past the
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tivie of marriage, Anaxandr. Incert.

17.', , {,)
above half, more than half, Hdt. 7, 40,

156 ; , Xen. An. 6, 2,

10., ov, {,) some•

what desolate, Plut. Poplic. 4.'/, ov, {,)
above the wind., , ,{)
exceeding spirit or courage : haughti-

ness, Ap. Rh. 3, 65.',. , exceeding

manly

;

—but always used in bad
sense (though Honi. always uses7=, ynanliness, courage),

overbearing, overweening, Horn., most-
ly in plur. ; in Od. mostly of the suit-

ors ; also of the Cyclopes, Od. 6, 5 ; of

all the Trojans, II. 4, 176, and in sing,

of the Trojan Deiphobus, 13, 258:
strengthd. ,
Od. 2, 266 ; 4, 760. Cf,, ?.,.—11. ill comic phrase, excelling men,
thinking 07ie's self more than man, Ar.

Pac. 53. (No verb oc-

curs: c(.) : from,, . ,{,):
—like foreg., overbearing, overweening,

of the tyrant Pelias in Hes. Th. 995
;

so, , Eur.
Phoen. 185 :— the adj. seems to have
been used only in bad signf, v.

foreg. ;— in Horn, only as prop. n.

;

fv. sq., , , Hyperenor,

son of Panthous in Troy. II. 14, 516.

—2. one of the Hparti in Thebes,
Paus. 9, 5, 3.— 3. son of Neptune and
Alcyone, Apollod. 3, 10, 1.^, /, , Hypcres, son of

Neptune, king of Troezene, Paus. 2,

30. 8.', 3 sing. fut. of,
Od.,, , Hyperesia, a city

of Achaea, II. 2, 573 [t] : acc. to Paus.

7, 26, 1, the later Aegira.. ov, , Hypercsius, fa-

ther of the Argonauts Asterius and
Amphion, of Pallene in Achaia, Ap.
Rh. 1, 17(3., , , fem. adj., of
Hyperesia, Hes. ap. Stcph. Byz.',,,=^,
Dio C.', dep., rarely as
act.,-^sq., , . -7/. to be con-

spicuous above Others, in Horn, only
oncein part., much \ike,
overweening, arrogant,-, U. 11, 694 ;—so in Po-
ly b. 6, 10. 8, etc.—II. transit, to puff

off, magnify,, Polyb. 5, 33, 8

:

to treat .\uperciliouslij, coyitemn, c. aCC,
Lue.Nigr. 31 :— c. mi. .to scorn to do,

Schiif Long. p. 419: and, , , arrogance, con-

temptuous bearing. Plat. Synip. 219
C ; .,, Xen. Cyr. 5, 2,

27, uem. 559, 17:—also c. gen. ob-

jecti, contempt towards or ftr... Plat.

Rep. 391 C, Dem 577, 16 : from, ov,{,) :

—

conspicuous above others ; v. sub-
:—of persons, conduct, etc.,

—

1. in good sense, excellent, magnificent,

noble. Plat. Phaed. 96 A, Sym'p. 217
E. Oorg. 511 I): but,—2. more usu.

in bail signf, overweening, arrogant,

Hes. Th. 149, Pind. P. 2, 52, Aesch.
Pr. 402, Dem. 42, 27, etc. :—so in

adv., -, to bear one's self

proudly. Plat. Rep. 399 B. Theaet.
175 B, etc.

; y/r, Isocr. 72 D.—3.

' generally, extravagant . splendid,

\

pia, Philippid. Incert. 5, 3./, , =,
Hesych. ; v. Lob. Phryn. 699., , I.-,{,)
to sound ovtr or above.—II. intrans., to

sound exceeding loud.", Aeol. for., ov, {, -) some way above or frmn the

sea, opp. to, Hdt. 4,

199. [I]/., ov, over the sea,

beyond seas., , to be exceeding
courageous., f. -, Ion.-, {, () to won-
der exceedingly, be much aslonished or
amazed, Hdt. 3, 3.— II. c. acc, to won•
der at, admire, Luc. Zeux. 3.

and -, adv.,{) :—
from above, down from above ; also
merely above,/., II. 2, 218; cf 5, 122;, 12, 4 ;

etc. : efip.froin heaven above, i. e. from
the gods, 11.7, 101, Od. 24, .344, H.
Cer. 13: tu, Xcii. Mem. 1,

4, 1 1 :—c. gen., above, over, Pind. P. 4,

342, Aesch. Ag. 232, etc. ; .-, to get the belter of.. Id.

Bacch. 904 :

—

?}.., to

be above or beyond, 1. e. worse than..,

Eur. Med. 650.,,, outbidding., to outbid. Hence, ov, , an out-

bidding or raising the price : and', , , one who
outbids., 6, a more than
Themistocles ; so,,, etc., ov, {, ) more
than God, cf Meineke Mcnand. p.

578., {,)
to cherish or court exceedingly, Heliod., f. -, {,) to warm or heat excessively,

Hipp., Arist. Probl. 1, 12, 2, in pass.

Hence, , , immoderate
warming, heating.', ov, over-warm, hot., , a day in

which eating ivaspassed over, afast day,

Eccl. : from, , ,{) :—a passing over, like?. II :

—

hence, the place of passage, a passage,

pass, StraD.— II. a transposition, esp.

of words or propositions.

—

III. banish-

ment, exile: proscription, dub.—IV. a
passing over, overlooking.— V. a putting

off, delay, Polyb, 3, 1 12, 4 ; .,
to be put olT, Id. 2, 51, 7 ;.. ', to be postponecl for the

sake of consulting one, to be referred

to him. Id. 18, 25, 7.—VI. like-, exaggeration.—VII. the superla-

tive degree, Grainm. Hence', , , superlative. 6

., the superlative degree. Adv. -,
in the superlative., f-,(,)
to rim over or beyond, UKpav, Aesch.
Eum. 562, Eur. Arch. 4 : to outstrip,

to surpass, excel, outdo, ),
Eur. Andr. 195; cf Plat. Legg. 648

D, Valck. Phoen. 581.,.=., {,) to

die for,, Eur. Phoen. 998, Andr.

499., inf aor. 2,-,
fut. oi, q. v.



, , make an ex-

tes.sive noise.'(, as pass., c. fut.

mid., (vTZtp,) to be exceeding

boUy act so, Dio C.';) : fut.-. Ep,- : aor. -. Ep. -Hopov,

inl.- (Hdt.), contr. -,
{~, ). To overleap, leap,

spring, or bound over, c. acc,—, II. 8, 179 ;

epKiov ', 9, 476 ; cl. 12, 53 ; so,, -, Hdt. 2, 60 ; 6, 131 ; ,
Aesch. Ag. 297, cf. 827:, . Supp. 874 ; also,-

., Solon 15, 28; c. gen.,

~., Eur. Hec. 823.'-, dep. pass., to be, Dio C.'—, ov, {~,) high-

spirited, daring, high-minded, Ireq. in

Horn., always in good signf., II. 2,

746 ; 5, 376, etc. ; so in Hes. Th. 937,

Pitid. P. 4, 23, etc.— II. in bad signf.,

«ver- daring, overweening, Hes. Th.
719: over-spiriifd, of a horse, Xen.
Eq. 3, 12.— III. furiously angry ; in

adv., -uuf, Aesch. Eum. 824.

—

IV. much inclined, Inscr.^, ov, , (,) :—the lintel of the doorway, Od. 7, 90,

Hemr. Hes. Sc. 271 ; superliminare

in Vitruv. 4, 6, 4 :—also,,, . []', ov, (.) above

the door : UT.=foreg,, Hdt. 1, 179.', {~,) to shout

above, out-shout, c. gefi., Anth. Plan.
305., inf. aor..

i'Y~rpi07jC, ov, b, Hyperides, a
celebrated orator and statesman in

Athens, son of Oleander, Dern. 271,

fin.; 291, 6; etc.—2. son of Callae-

schrus, Id. 273, 6., {~,) to sit

over or above, Nonn., f. -, (,) to

send further, send beyond the mark,

ovTir ^au]K(j)v y' aid'. Od. 8, 198.', . v.., as pass., in the
phrase, ~>, the

ieet went exceeding swiftly, Od. 23, 3

iprob. from .)•. — others read, somev--
VOVTO.', (, Ivau) to purge

violently, Foes. Oecon. Hipp. Hence, ?/, violent purging,

Hipp, m, ov, (,) cleared

out, purged violently, Hipp. p. 517,

Theophr. : vrr., hens ex-

hausted by laying, Arist. Gen. An. 3,

1, 16.', ov. a, patronym. from', Hyperioti'sson, i. e. <0.
Od. 12, 176, H. Cer. 74, Hes. Th.
JOll... , daughter of Hy-
perion, Pythagorean name for the
moon.., t/,Hyperippe,aax>gh-

ter of Areas, Pans. 5, 1,4.', dep. mid., later form
for, to fly abooe or over,

Ap. Rh.'-, (j,=sq., dub. in Po-
lyb. 4, 19, 9. ^), {.) to

draw or convey over an isthmus, /.,
Polvb. 5, 101, 4, etc. ;—like,
cf. Valck. Hdt. 7, 2i.', as pass., with aor.

2 and pf. act. (~, ') :

—

to

stand over, c. gen., Hdt. 7, 17 :—esp.,

to stand over one for protection, protect,

defend,. Soph. El. 188.',. , , (, -) knowing too much, knowing but

too well. c. gen.. Soph. F.l. 850., ov, very lank or thin., ov, {,)
exceeding strong,, Xen. Cyr. 5,

2,2; cf Arist. Pol. 4, 11.5.), f. -'.(,)
to he exceeding strong, Theophr. [v]',=), Polyb. 3,

84, 9., ovoc. 6, Hyperion, in

Hoin. the >Su7-^od,=/.o : yet he
always joins or'/. except in ]l. 19,

398, Od. 1, 24, H. Ap. 369, where
stands alone for" :

acc. to Od. 12, 132, he is father of

Phaethusa and Lampctie by Neaera.
Some ancients derive it from. he that walks on high, moves above

us : but the of the penult, makes it

prob. that is a shortd. form
of the patronym., son of
Hyperion ; cf. /^, and V. Bockh
E-tpl. Pind. O. 11, 25.—Acc. to Hes.
Th. 134. 374, Hyperion is the son of

Uranus and Gaea, husband of Thia,
father of Helius, Selene and Eos,
cf. H. Horn. Cer. 26, H. Horn. 28, 13:

but in H. Hiim. 31, 4, Helius is son
of Hyperion and Euryphaessa ;

—
hence, i. e.', cf.

Apollod. 1.2, 2.,, 6, Hyperion, son
of Agamemnon, king of Megara,
Paus. 1, 43, 3., (,)
to laugh loud out, Diog. L. 7, 185., to cleanse out, purge

excessively. Hence, , , excessive

purging, Hipp., {,) to

hai^e a care of one sleeping, C. gen.,

Philostr., (, )

strictly pf. pass, of-, to sit over,

above or upon,, also ,
Xen. An. 5, 2, 1.— II. metaph., to sit

over and watch, keep an eye on,,
lb. 5, 1, 9., ov, {,)
over or beyond the time : hence, at

nrong times, like uKuipor, Ath. 613

C., fut. -, (,) to burn violently. Poll., , to be quite luckless,

formed like, Hesych., , to make exceedingly

wretched.~?., , gen. eor,=sq.,

Xen. Cyr. 5, 1, 18./., ov. (, ?.) ex-

ceeding beautiful, Arist. Pol. 4, 11,5.•:. {.) to .luf-

fer or labour for anv one,, Eur.
Bacch. 963, 1. A. 918.

^, . {,)
to bear over-much fruit : in aor., to be

exhausted by fruiting, Theoph. C. PI.

2, 11,2.3. (,-) to get over and descend, get quite

over, c. acc, -, II. 13, 50, 87..,(,-/.) exceedingly absurd, Aeschin.

81,29., (,-) as pass., to lie or sit above, esp.

at table, c. gen., Luc. Symp. 31., or, v. ?.-..

,, (,)
exceeding downcast, Luc. Amor. 52.., (,)
to run bubbling or boiling over, Luc. D.
Marin. 11,2, Philostr., (,) as
pass., to lie or be situated over or abovt,

Isocr. 75 A ; also c. gen. loci, Polyb.
4, 29, 1, etc., , , an outflank-

ing, Polyb. 1, 27, 5, etc. : from, , (, VI):—to outflank, i. e. bring the wings of
an army round those of an enemy, c.

acc, Polyb. 11, 23,5.,,(,) with

immense horns, ?.. Poll.,/,^.7., , (,) to

charm beyond measure, Luc. Amor.
1., to meet dangerfor
another, c. gen.?., , to overrun, over,

flow.2., (,/.)
toflatter immoderately,, Dem. 391,
19.—II. to excel in flattery, Dio C., f.- and -,(,) to carry over. Strab., ov, (~,)
strictly, making an exceeding loud

noise: metaph., overweening, boastful,

arrogant, like '/, Aesch.
Theb. 391, 404 : generally, excessive,

extraordinary,, Id. Pers. 831
;

c. dat., ;\;, ships

surpassing in swiliness, lb. 342.

—

Blomf. Aesch. Theb. 387, would alter

(in this signf.) into --
: but Herm. throws a doubt even

on the e.xistence of this latter word,
Opusc. 5, p. 153.—, ov, (A) (,)
over- tired, foredone with toil, Arist. Mi-
rab. 6., ov, (B) overstepping all

bounds, overweening, overbearing, boast-

ful, like.,
Aesch. Theb. 455, Soph. Aj. 127 (ubi

V. Lobeck.) Adv. -. Aesch. Cho.
1 36.—Cf. however iirrep«:o/z-Of,-

: from, f. -/', (,)
to overstep, excel, Themist., Ion. lor-
, to over fill or glut, , one
with a thing, Theogn. 1154., , and, ov,

overfull, glutted.,, i], a project'

\
ing point or end, Hipp, []

I

, ov, (,)
I

supramundane, Eccl., ov, (,) :
—

I

exceedmgangry,furious, violent : hence,

I

exceeding savage orfearful, Aesch. Ag.

j

822. Adv. -, overmuch, exceeding-

!
ly. Id. 466, Eur. H. F. 1087 :—Blomi.

I
ad .-Vg. 453 alters- into- ;

cf., to outshout, Phi-
lostr., in 3 fut.-., ,(,) to

overpower, c acc, LXX.— 2. intr., to

prevail., f.- Att.-,(.) to hangup
over, hence metaph., vn.

?,7}. Theogn. 1016; ., Pind. . 1, 91., to surpass, excel., (,)
dep. mid., to acquire oi-fr and above,

-o/.VTi , thou hast

brought much evil on thyself, i. e. more

than was needful. Soph. El. 217 ; cf..
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, , very dark blue.', , {. -) to plunge headlong into danger,

Polyb. 28, 0, 6.'^,, , (~, -) :
—exceeding famous or renowned,

only found in ace. sing, and plur.,. \\, II. 4, , 71 ; Mnot-, lies. Th. 510.—Some take it to

be contr. from, -^,
Dor. -,, like -i/f •.,

<^>7 -, -, etc. ; but,

then, 11 should be properisp.. lor

which there is no authority, Spitzn.

ad II. 4, C6. []'-,,{) surpass-

ing the sor.g of swans.'-,^, kv-tu) to bend,

firetch anil peep over, Ep. Hom. 14, 22,

Plat. Euthyd. 271 A : to peep or stick

out over a thing, c. gen., Nicostr.

K?.iv. 1. 2, Luc. Luct. IC—2. to step

over or beyond, overstep, c. acc, Anth.

P. 6, 250.', , {~,) to

speak for,, Philostr.
'77',,{,)

exceeding bnglil,, Ar. Nub.
571.—II. of sound, vtry clear or loud,., Dem. 313, 22.,[,-
ru) as pass., to make an exceeding splen-

did show, to be exceeding gay : also to

distinguish one's self beyond -measure,

Xen. Cyn. 3, 7.', f. -,{,)
shine exceeding brightly. Pint.', , , Hi/perlaus, son

of Melas, ApoUotl 1,8, 5.',, exceeding thin,fine

or delicate.'.,,(,^,) ex-

ceedingly white, Hipp.', (,) adv., be-

yond measure, exceedingly, .
'.'. , (, )

hyper-Lydtan, . e. in a musical mode
higher than the Li/dian. \\'', , {,) f.

•ijOi•), to grieve or distress beyond meas-

ure : — pass., to be distressed beyond
measure. Hilt. 8, 90.', , to be overfull (imkp)

of barley bread {), to be wanton

from high feeding, Luc. Navig. 15,

Alciphr. ; cf..—2. {) to

have overfull breasts, Synes.', 1.-, aor.-, {,) ns pass.,

be or go stark ma<l, Ar. Kan. 776.', . Dor. for-, Pmd. [a]'', {,-) dep. mid., to consult an oracle for

or on account of,, dub. 1. in Eur.
Ion 431.', , {,)
exceeding silly. Dion. .', , (,) :

—

to

fight for any one,. Soph. Ant.

194, Eur. Phoen. 1258 : also, tW. Tivi, to fight with one for another,

Soph. Aj. 1346 : later c. acc. Hence'], /, defence : [d] and/, , , inclined to

fight for or defending, Plut. Num.
16.', (, )

dep. m\.,^=-^pa^J, , to

fight out a thina; for any one, Soph.
. . 205. Hence', , fighting for.. : a
champion. Anth., Ion, for-, Hdt. [(-,], -?.?),-,(,) immensely great, Ar, Eq. 158,
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, , to be or grow im-
'

mensely great, Artemid. 1, 31 : from', . lop.-
\, gen.,=, Hdt. 2,

175; 4, 191, etc.— II. exceeding difft-

cull, ', Xen. Cyr. I, 0, 8., as jiass. , aor.-),{,) to be ex-

cessively drunk, Hdt. 2, 12), 4.,, , poet, for-, . Horn. 7, 1.,, 6, exceeding

mighty, <, for. Oil. 19, 02. (No verb-' occurs : cf.) :

Iroin, , (,) :
—

exceeding mighty, exceeding stnmg, in

Horn., and Hes. freq. epith. of Jupiter
and of kings : also in bad sense, over-

weenmg, insolent, Od. 19, 62. Poet,
word.',, . Hypcnnenes, a
Lacedaemonian, Xen. Hell. 6, 2, 25./,, , Hypermaudes,
a leader of the Corinthians, Paus. 4,

19, 2.', , (, )

beyond all measure, excessive. Plat.

Leiig. 864 D. Adv.-, Eur. Ino 22., , gen. , (,/) :

—

exceeding long,, Hdt. 8,

110. 2;, Aesch. Pr. 591 :

—

ex-

ceeding high,, Hdt. 7, 128,

129: Sou, a cry exceeding

loud, Pind. O. 7, 69.. , in a mode
higher than the viixo-Lydian, Ath.

625 D., , {, ) to

hate exceedingly, Lys. 188, 32.. , . Hypermnes-
tra, daughter of Danans, wife of Lyn-
ceus, Pmd. N. 10, 10.—2. daughter
of Thestius, Apollod. 1, 7, 10., v. sq.. adv. (.) :

—

over, above, beyondfate or destiny, said

of those who by their own fault add
to their destined share of misei^,

—

not so much contrary to, as beyond

(1. e. besides) destiny, II. 21, 517, Od.

1, 34, 35, etc. : also, II. 2,

155.—Nitzsch Od. 1, 33. writes it di-

vi.sim , on the analogy of, etc. (cf. ) : Init

V. Heyne 11. t, 4, p. 224. Others take
it as neut. from an adj., ;

an ailv. -^ is found in Eust,,, worse form-.. , (,)
above the clouds, Luc. Icarom. 2., , soar or rise above

the clouds : from, ,(,) above

the clouds., fut.-, to swim
over.., ,{,^,)
to haul or bring ships overland, Strab.

,

cf Schweigh. Polyb. 8, 36. 12., dep. mid., to swim
over, upon or above.', , f. -, (, -) to surpass or excel far, N. T., ,{,) to think

or refiect upon, c. acc, Soph. O. C.
1741., , also a, ov, Dion.

P. 151 {, ): — beyond the

south-wind, i. e. at the extreme south,

opp. to. Hdt. 4, 30., to be very fair or

flaxen, of hair., f. -,, (, -) to dry or dry up exceedingly,

Hipp. pp. 304, 451, etc. :
— pass., to

be or become st, Arist. Meteor, 1, 1 1,

ID. Hence, , //, excessive dry
vess. Hipp. p. 400.,(.) exceedrnn
dry, droughty, Arist. H. . 10, 3, 16,

de Respir. 14, 7.', ov, (,) of
exceeding bulk, size or proportions, (Tver•

grown, Xen. Hell, 5, 4, 58;,
Dem. 46, 16; ., excessive old
age, Plat. Legg. 728 : — of ponder-
ous, verbose style, Plut. 3, 7 A :— gen-
erally, very great, very important,, Luc. D. Mort. 23,2, Hence, , to become exceeding

large, Hipp. p. 819., ,() feel ex•

cessive pain.. , (, )
pestle-shaped, Hipp, [], (, )

transit., to swell up excessively. — 2.

intrans., to swell, be ewolltn much,
Anth., , (,) in-

trans., to swell excessively, Luc. Anior.
5.1., , (,) to

dwell above, beyond or over against,

c. gen., Hdt. 4, 13, 21, 37; but also

c. acc, Hdt. 7, 113., , to build over,

above., ov,(,) dwell-

ing above, beyond or over against, C.

gen., Hdt. 4, 7., ov, (,) im-
moderately fond of wine, Polyaen. 8,
2.5, 1., dep., to be very self-

conceited., to shoot over or be-

yond, ontshoot., ov, exceeding rich, pros-

perous or happy, susp., , ,(,)
violent storm of rain, Arist. . . 8,

19, 7, Meteor. 2, 8, 39.", ov, , later form for, Folyb. 1,22,7, Luc. Philops.

35 ; cf. Schaf. Mel. p. 72. [v], TO, v. pa.. ,(,) exceeding

sharp. —2. exceeding keen or violent,, Hipp. p. 759., , rv, Ep. for:—. Kh., 2, 4, has su-

perl..', , ,{) :—proud confidence in arms ;
proud de-

fiance, scornfulness, II. 1, 205, in i)lur,— II. in good signf., high courage,

Theocr. 25, 139. [i Ep.], f. -. dep.

mid., (,) : — transit., to

vanquish by force of arms, ovK• ., Od. 17,

268, acc to Aristarch., — whereas
others explained it to treat haughtily

or scornfully., ov, {,) :
—

proudly trusting in force of arms

;

hence, overweening, arrogant, daring ;

but never of persons in the ohier

poets, — in Hom. only, to speak haughtily, arm^anlly,

II. 15, 185; 17, 170; so... Hes. Th. 516,019,670;, Pind. P. 6, 48 :—then, generally,

excessive, immense, overwhelming. uTtj,

Pind. O. 1, 90, cf P. 9, 24, Buiim.
Lexil, s. V. ^3.-^OiAy poet.

(Some, too subtly, derive it from,/ : others make it =., too youthful : but no doubt.

comes from /MV, )ust

as from .)



, «, to overbake, to roast

parch too muck.'-~. ov, , {^) :

— contemner, disdainer, Xfwanv KU-/'-. Soph. Ant. 130 (e

conj. Herm.) ; t'-. ,
Thuc. 3, 38 : absol., disdainful, haugh-

ty, Theocr. 22. 58.',, .{)
an overbakiii^, drying up., , ,()
disposed to despise others, contemptuous,

disdainful, Dem. 218, fin. Adv. -,
Xen. Hell. 7, 1, 18.', ov,{) :

—
overlooked, slighted, disdained. — II.

neut. pi. as adv., disdainfully. Soph.

O. T. 883.'-,, . an overlooking,

disdaining, LXX. : and-, , , =-
: from', fut. -: aor., inf. - : aor. pass.,', Thuc. 7, 42{, opiloj).

To look over, c. acc, ri/v,
Hdt. 7, 36. — II. to overlook, i. e. not

attend to, let pass, c. acc, Lys. 19S, 1,

Aeschiti. 16. 25.—2. to slight, despise,

disdain, c. acc, Hdt., Thuc, etc (cf.

sub) ;
pass.,

ijKovae , Thuc.

5, 28, etc.:— rarely c gen.,

'/.^, Antipho 122, 43.

—

Whether the fut. was
ever used as pass., is very dub., cf.

L. Dind. Thuc. 3, 40.', '.,) as

pass. . to break into violent rage, Dio C., as pass., to long

exceedingly for, C. gen., , , v..
. ', (,) to drive

beyond the frontier, banish. Plat. Rep.

S60 D., ov, also a, ov, v. infra,

poet, -: {, ): — over

the boundaries or confines,~, Theocr. 24, 93 : hence
foreign. /.a?.iu. ., tale of outlandish,

out-of-the-way, foreign ^natters, Aes-

ehin. 34, 29 : ., occupation

abroad, Thuc. 8, 72 ; . ,
Aeschin. 3, 34. — 2. /} (sc.

), the country beyond one's own fron-

tiers, a foreign land country. Andoc
28, W," Lys. 187, 26, Plat. Phaedr.

230 D, etc. ; opp. to , Xen.
An. 7, 1, 27 ; also, (sc.). Id. Ath. 1, 19. — II. strange,

unusual, Aristid.', ov, 6, a conveying

beyond the boundaries, banishment.' ,=., {,) as

pass., to rise up over, hang over,7. Soph. . .
165 (e conj. Musgr.)', ov, =. — II.

one who outruns the term of payment,

does not pay punctually.', ov, worse form for.'(>, , f. -, {,
/!)() to be much afraid,, for
one, Eur. Supp. 344 : cf. Ion.->.", ov, , a pestle to bray and
pound with, Hes. Op. 421, Hdt. 1, 200 :

—proverb., or^-, like -
, of one who always goes round in

the same circle, goes over and over

the same thing. Plat. (Com.) Adon.

2; cf. Heind. Plat. Theaet. 209 E,
Meineke Philem. p. 306. — II. the

knocker of a door.—Later, ,
9' V. []

, ov,{,)
above the hcave?is,, Plat. Phaedr.

247 C. []', ov. Ion. and poet, for, q. v.'. ov. {-,) su-

persubsiantial, Eccl. Hence'7/, , i), svpersub-

stantiality, Eccl., ov, , the brow, part

of the forehead above the eyebrows{-)., dep. mid., to be

supercilious.', , gen. , supercil-

ious., ,[) to project,

hans over., /, .{ II) :—
projecting or standing forth : a projec-

tion, prominence, tip of a thing,, Ephipp. Gervon. 2, 3 :

ridge, height, Polyb. 10, 10, 10, etc.—

II. metaph., ii surpassing, excelling:

preeminence, 25, 9. 3, etc. — 2. excess,

superabundance, like 37./,-. Plat. Legg. 711 D:. , Polyb. 1, 2, 7,

etc : hence, . alone, power, au-

thority, dignity, oft. in Polyb.—3. of

language, perip/irasi.s•, lengthiness, opp.

to?. Plat. Polit. 283 C.), , . Hyperoche, a

Hyperborean maiden, Hdt. 4, 33., ov, a, Hyperochides,

an Athenian, Thuc. 6, 55 : cf 'Y;ret-.', , , of orfor-, prremincnt.', ov, Ep. and Ion.-,{ II) :

—

prominent, emi-

nent, distinguished above others, c gen.,, II. 6, 208 ;

11, 784; absol., . Horn. 11. 2, Hdt.

5, 92, 7 ; ., mighty l>easts,

Pind. N. 3, 40; ., Aesch.

Pr. 429 ; . Sia, overbearing force.

Soph. Tr. 1096:—a superl.-
in Pmd. P. 2, 70.[', ov, , Hyperochus, a

writer of Cyme, who wrote,
Ath. 528 D.'), , {,) to

make excessively firm, Clem. Al.', , , contempt, disdain,

'£/'.Thuc. 1, 84;, Dem.
577, 17 : absol., haughtiness, arrogance.

Lys. 128, 42, Luc, etc. : and'-,. , a despising: gen-

erally,=foreg., LXX. : from'-, fut. of,
q. V., , to outbid in the

purchase of provisions.'}, . {{),,) : — veru frosty : ., too

hard frost, Xen. Cyn. 8. 2.', , . -, to suffer

excessively, be vehemently troubled OV

aicted, Eur. Phoen. 1456: from', , grievously afiicted.,.-,{.)
to overstep, surpass, excel, C gen., Ar.

Eccl. 1118; also c. acc, Dem. 1217,

18, Polyb. 14, 5, 14. etc., to beat in wrestling:

generally, to exceed.', to strew or scatter

over.', {,)
to bubble or boil over, Luc. Lexiph. 8.', {,) to

make exceedingly thick or fat :—pass,,

to be or become so, Theophr.', , gen. , {,) exceedingly thick or fat, Hipp.', to convince even to su-

pererogation.

', {, ?) to

be over or above, c. gen., Ap. Kh. 4,

1637.', , {,) to

7nourn exceedingly, c. acc, Philostr., to ripen too much,
make over-ripe., later form for-.', (, -) intrans., to have a superabun-

dance, abound exceedingly, N. T. : als'o

as dep.,, . ., , ov,{,-) excessive. Adv. -, jN. .', {,) ta

have too deep a colour, be over-ripe, Eu
math.', f. -, {,) to digest very (juickly, Hipp.', dep. mid.,=^)7rpe., f.-,{,) to stretch over, Luc. Rhet.
Praec. 6, 11. Pass., to stretch one's

self, and so to hover over, Diod. 4, 51.', dep., later form for.", , {, )

flying over or above, .,
darts flying over the soldiers' heads,

Polyb. 18, 13, 3. cf Diod. 14, 23.—II.

stretching beyond, outflanking,/,
Dion. H. 9, 11.—III. reaching high,, Polyb. 8, 6, 4.', fut. -,{,) dep. mid.:— to fly
over, above or beyond, -, II. 13, 408 ; 22, 275, cf.

Od. 22, 2S0 : tofly over, beyond, c.

acc, ' ( ?.), Od. 8, 192 :—a 3 sing. aor. 2
act. occurs in Soph. Ant.
113 : V. sub.', Att. for.', f. -, to fasten,

fix over or upon.', , f. -, {,-) to overleap, escape from,}. Soph. Fr. 656.—II. to over-

leap, overstep, transgress, ^
Dem. 644, 16, cf. Aeschin. 55, 29;
82, 29.—III. to overleap, surpass, ,. Plat.

Legg. 677 , cf. Ael. . . 6, 25.', {, ) to

make exceeding fat, Galen.', ov,{,) ex
ceeding sharp or bitter, esp. in temper,
Aesch. Pr. 944.', {,•
to overfill

:

—pass., to be overfull of a
thing, Hipp. p. 536 ;. Soph. . . 779, cf. 874 ;

TO, Arist. . . 9,

40, 29., {,) to driTik

overmuch, Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 10. []', (,) to fall

over, run over, of water, Polyb. 4, 39,
8 : to go beyond, e. g. of arrows or
spears.— II. of time, to be past, gone
by, vvv, Hdt. 3,

71 ; so also in Hipp, [l ny nature.]'7.,{,) to make
to wander above, Euphor. Fr. 36./., {,)
to abound exceedingly, N. T./., to sail over or beyond.', , superabundant,

Nichochar. Lemn. 1 ;, having done more mis-

deeds than enough, Dem. 802, 25

:

from', to be overfall of a
thing.'?., , to overflow., , {,)
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fill overfall, en. Cyr. 6, 2, 22 :—
pass., to be overfull, be gorged to tite

full, Xen. Lac." 5, 3, Arist. H. A. 8,

5,5.', (, },()
to be greatly astonished, Luc. Rhet.
Pracc. 13 ; but ought piob. to be.', ov, {, ?--) exceeding rich, Arist. Pol. 4, 11,5.^), , 1. •. be ex-

ceeding rich, Ar. Plut. 351: Irotn', ov, poet, for-, Aesch. Pr. 4u6; but also

in Plat. Rep. 55-' B.'-, (,) strictly,

to breathe or snort over any one : hence,

to raise one's selfproudly above any one,, Philostr.'-, , () =-., , .- and -,
to desire excessively.'7?, to overflow, overrun,

Strab. : cl'..'., ?;, oc. Ion. for sq.',-,-,(,") overmuch, very much or many,
Hipp. p. 1015, Aesch. Pers. 794, Xen.
Hell. 3, 2, 2C, Dein. 1073, tin., , (,) to

toil or labour beyond 7neasure, Xen.
Mem. 1,2,4: to suffer or endure much,

c. acc. Soph. O. C 345.— II. to toil

or sufferfor any one. Plat. Leg;;. 717

C : also in mid , ,
to take triiuble or distress on one's self

for another, Soph. Aj. 1310.', ov, (,) act.,

toiling beyond measure :
—quite worn out,

Plut. Alex. 61., ov, also a, ov, Pind.

P. 5. 79, Aesch. Ag. 414 : (,) .—over or beyond the sea, over

the water,far away, Aesch. I. c. -.—from

beyond the sea, i. e. foreign, strange,

/., Pind. 1. c, cf. Aesch. Supp.
42:

—

., i. e. -. Soph. Ant. 785., £p. for-
uni, Theocr. 15, 120.', f. -/-,[,) dep. jjass. :—to have an excessive liking or zeal, be

exceedingly ready.', v. 1. for-, Hes. Sc. 42.', Ep. 3 sing. aor. of, Horn.'-. ov, (,)
exceeding poor, Arist. Pol. 4, 11, 5., ov, exceeding dense or

close., (,)
to make very much if one, to fondle,

caress, and call him ,, Ar. Eq.
680.'', ov, (, ) ex-

ceeding fiery, Arist. Respir. 14. 7.'. , f.-[] (,) to grow redder thiin another.
— II. but also to redden or blush for
another,, Ar. Ran. 308.', ov,(, 7rw/Of)lil\e, exceeding rich in horses,

dub. I. Aesch. Pers. 794, altered by
Herm. into'.,, , the formation

of a ciiltus over a broken bone.', dep. mid., poet,

for., 3 sing. aor. 2 pass, of

>1)?, II. [], ov, () flowing over.'. , f. -, (,) to have or get ati exctss rfflesh,

Hipp. p. 909, acc. to Schneid.; al.^.
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. , to make exceeding

fleshy or fat. Hence',, , overgrown

flesh : and',, , a making or

being exceeding fleshy.', ov, (,)
exceeding grave, solemn or pompous,
Phllo.
',(,)

mid., to be exceeding solemn Or pomp-
ous, Xen. Symp. 3, 11., (,) to drive

away over: pf. pass,, to

hasten over, , Q. Sm. 2,

183.'', , (,)
with irtnnoderately large legs. Plat. 'I'lm.

87 E.',, ov, exceeding dry or
hard.',(,)
to be an arch-sophist, Phllostr.', ov, , (, -) an arch-sophist, Phryn. (Com.)
Incert. I.', ov, (,) ex-

ceeding wise or clever, Ar. Ach. 972,

Plat. Euthyd. 289 K.',(,)
to take exceeding great pains, Tl,

Luc. Gymn. 9.', ov, exceedingly ner-

vous or earnest.'^, as pass., (-) to outweigh.',,^=, to

stand over and protect, c. gen., Aesch.
Supp. 342.'(), , to bear ears of
corn in abundance.', (,) sigh

groan over, v. 1. Aesch. Pr. 66.', to love excessively.', to shine exceedingly.', and -, f.-, to spread, strew or lay over

or upon.', , ,,
tempus plus qitam perfectum.', =, but v..'),, 3 sing, subj.,

and opt. aor. 2 act. of, Honi.'., ,() to

mttweifih., , ov, superl. from, uppermost, highest, II. 12, 381
;

23, 451, Hes. Op. 8, Pind. O. 2, 140,

etc., and in Att. poets : eldest. Pind.
N. (i, 3(5: mostly poet., cf..
Pind. has also, . 8, 73.

—Cf., [],.-,(,) :—. transit., to stretch over, ncro.is or

upon, Hdt. 4, 71 : to hold out over,

, V.n\\ El. 1257 ; ., to spread a shade from the sun
over the house. Aesch. Ag. 9C>~{
being joined with), cf. Eur. El.

1022 :—but,. , to stretch

the hand oeer one for protection, Eur.
1. A. 916; also, . , to

stretch one's foot over the beach, i. e.

pass over it. Id. Med. 1288, cf. Id.

Scir. 1.— II. intr., to stretch, stand or
jut nut over, . Thuc.
2, 7C : also c. acc, . , to

outflank the enemy's wing, Xeti. Hell.

4, 2, 10.— 2. metaph., to go beyond, ex-

ceed, surpass, usu. c. gen., as in l)em.
1406, 1 ; but also c. acc, Arist. Pol.

7, 10, 6, An. Pr. 2, 23, 3, Polyb. 1, 26,
15.', ov.(,) be-

yond the murk Of measure, excessive,

supernumerary.'/., ov,= foreg.

', , to get quite over,

overleap, c. acc, Aesch. Ag. 359 : Irom', . gen.,(.-
.) going over or beyond the mark, and
so m gen., going over, overleaping,

Aesch. Ag. 286 : but c gen.,, one who has reuched the end
of his labours. Soph. Tr. 36.— II.()=^., rising, appear-
ing over or above, Eur. Ion 1549.—HI.
numbers are called, when
the sum of their ditiereut laciors i»

greater than themselves, such as 12,

because 6-j-2-)-4+3— 15 ; opp. to -.., -, (, -) to appear over or above:-', the sun when he has risen

above the horizon and reached a cer-

tam height, Hdl. 3, 104 : also, .. start from the ground, Eur.
Phoen. 1007 ; c gen.,', Eur. Or. 839 ; //, the stone hang-
ing over his head, Id. Or. 6 : later also
c. dat., Anth., , gen.,(-) stretched or stretching over : hence,
standing or jutting forth over, c. gen.,

v~., Aesch. (?) ap.

A. B. p. 353, 10., , f. -j/, to be over

or above : hence, to surpass, to rule, c.

gen. ; and', , . Ion. -/, »/f, the

upper part, esp., the upper frame of a
carriage on which the loail is laid, Od.
6, 70, Plat. Theaet. 207 .— 11. a be-

ing over and above, preeminence.—111.=^/, in 'Iheogii. 418, acc.
to the mlerpr. of Hesych. ; lliougli

this seems dub.', a, ov, compar. from. over or above, upper,'-
pa, flesh from ihe outer parts of a vic-

tim, as opp. to the or in-

wards, Od. 3, 65, 470 :

—

higlier, greater,

I

belter, more excellent,,, II.

Ill, 290 ; 12, 437 ; viJ ., higher by
birth, 1. e. nobler, II. 11, 786 (where

I however some ancients explain it by
j
, adding that in Ion.-

' signi(iesyo(/)i^pr,inTTag. soine-

:
times older, cl. Archil. 24 Bergk):

—

, to prefer
one thing above anolljer, Pind. J. 1,2,
cf. P. 2, 111 ; -
vui, to turn things topsy-turvy, Ar.
Lys. 772.— II. stronger, 7»ightier,

.. Soph. El. 455:—c. gen., ricto-

riuus or Irnmiphant over, Pind. N. 4,

62, Eur. Med. 921.— lll./ii?-iy«T,wiorf.

So[)h. Ant. 16.—The compar. forms
and

are only found in Hesych. Cf.-, []', ov,() exceeding

artificial or ingenious., (,) to melt
exciedi-ngly, Strab.,, , and-,,=^, both very dub.'/, f. -, (,-) put or set over, across ; in mid.,, Po-
lyb. "2. 22, 9.—2. c acc. loci only, like., ., etc., cross,

pass over a mountain, Id. 34, 13, 4.

—

ll. metaph., to put or srt over, like Lat.

praeflcere, c. acc. pers. et dat. rei,', Pind. P. 5, 33 :

lience in mid., ,
to commit or intrust a tiling to any one,

esp., to disclose it to hiin, in order to

ask his advice thereon, -, ',
and the like, Hdt. 1, , 107, 108; 3,

71, etc. ; so also, though more rarely..



ia act., , where it

denotes a simple communication or

announceineiit, Hdt. 3, 155; 5, 32, cf.

Valck. ad 7, 8, 1.—2. to hold over for

protection,, , Jac.

Anth. 1, 2, p. 188.—3. to place higher,

hence to prefer, ri, also rivi

:

—mid., to take a higher place ; hence,
to excel, surpass, Till and
, Polyb. 2, 63, 3; 17, 17, 3.-4. of

time, to outlast, outlive, c. ace, Strab.
—5. in mid., to put off, delay, adjourn,, Polyb. 5, 29,

3, etc.', , (,) to

prize or honour exceedingly, c. acc.
Soph. Ant. 284: to prize overmuch,
overrate., ov, ('-,) over-

dear,.^ , to buy too dear,

Arist. Oec. 2, 34, 5. [], , (~,) to

produce very many young: in aor.,

be exhausted by breeding, Theophr.', ov, ;~, '/.) over

hold, Aesch. Cho. 590.), , to overstep, Hipp.
ap. Galen. : from''. ov, {~,) over-

strained, strained to the utmost, at full

pitch, exceeding loud,, Aesch.
Eura. 569;, Ar. Nub. 1154.', ov, (, -) to be shot beyond :., an abomination not to be out-

done. Aesch. Supp. 473.', (,) to

overshoot, Aen. Tact.', (,) to

tmell rank like a hegoat, Diosc.', , (, )
nourished with excee-iing care.

: f. - and -fipa-, ill Philetaer. Atal. 1,3 also- : aor.-(,) :—to run over or beyond, outrun, escape

from,, Theogn. 620, cf. Eur.
Ion 973.—2. to excel, surpass, -
VI, Eur. Tro. 930, Philetaer. I. c—3.

to overstep, transgress a law, Soph.
Ant. 455.'-?.3, ov, of more than

three syllables., , f. -, (,) to revel or riot extravagantly,

Luc.',(,) to in-

sult, maltreat excessively, Dio C.), ^,)) to

make too moist, Hipp. p. 446: pass., to

become so. Id.', ov.(,) over-

filled with water : in medic, very drop-

sical, Hipp. p. 183.', , f.- [] (,) :
—to grow rather red, blush

a little, Ar. Plut. 702., ov, (,)
somewhat red, reddish, Hipp., Thuc. 2,

49, Plat. Rep. 617 A.', . (,)
much to be extolled, LXX.', •-, =foreg., dub.. ov, (, /.)
exceeding high, Xen. An. 3, 5, 7.'-, , (,) to ex-

alt or extol exceedingly, LXX.', , (,) exceed-

ing bright, far seen.', (,)
as pass, and mid., to appear, show one's

self over or above,, Thuc. 4, 93
;

later c. acc, Plut. Uio 39.—Nic. Th.
177 uses the act. as neu-
ter.', ,(,)
to extend the line of one's phalanx so as

to outflank the enemy; generally, to

1 outflank, c. gen., Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 20, cf.

I

7, 1, 5.

j
'p7.ay-^, , and -,

\ ij, as if from-,, -,
an outflanking of the enemy's line.

\
'>?/, , gen.,(-

') appearing over or above, out-top-

I
ping others, -

; . Xen. Hipparch. 5, 7, acc to Sleph.
and Schneid., ubi al..—II.

also= i}n-ep(i)(i?/f.,, , Hyperphas,
father ot Eurygania, Apollod. 3, 5, 8.', ov, (,, -) :
—marvellous, unspeakable, " inex-

pressive." Pind. Fr. 74, 8 ; , in or

for a thing. Id. O. 9, 98.-}, , , (, -) an excessive shining, Iambi., , ,{ II)

haughtiness, pride, LXX., ov, , he who is su-

preme ; the ruler; in Dion. H.,= Lat.

Jupiter Feretrius./, , gen. ,(-
pu li) :

—

projecting, prominent ; hence
eminent, LXX.— 11. =,
Gramni.', to bear or carry over,.. Thuc. 3, 81, cf
4, 8.— II. usu. intr., to raise one's self,

rise above : to be prominent, stand out,

Hipp. : hence,—111. to surpass, excel,

have the advantage over, , one
in a thing, {)
/., Hdt. 9, 96, cf 8, 1 38, Ar.

Eq. 584, Thuc. I, 81 : ?/. Soph. . . 35 1 ;—also

c. acc, /.] /., Eur. Heracl.
555 (so . 7/ ,
Isocr. 52 , cf. Plut. Rom. 7) :—c.

dat. rei only, to excel in a thing, Hdt.

4, 74, Pors. Hec. 268., adv., like,, excessively, overmuch,

Aesch. Ag. 377 : too highly,,
Aesch. Pers. 820, Eur." Phoen. 550;

., like , Id. .
. 1321.'. (,) to get

out over and escape, Hipp., Aesch. Pers.
100.',(,)
dep. mid., to sound, resound or shout

above, or louder, ~., to excel

therein, Plut. 2, 396 D.' and, (,, <) to kill or destroy for one :

—pass., to die for or in behalf of one,, Pind. P. 6, 29.'/., ov, overbearing, over-

weening, h-aughty, arrogant, proud, vio-

lent, freq. in Horn. (esp. in Od. of the
suitors) : so of the Cyclopes, Od. 9,

106 ; and of the Trojans. 11. 3, 106

;

13, 621, etc.; cf Pind. O. 10 (11). 43,

P. 4. 197 : also, ., a haughty
spirit, II. 15, 94;, ., a
haughty, arrogant word, Od 4, 503,

774 ; .. Ion ap. Ath. 495 B.

—

But that orig. the word only meant
exceeding in power, most puissant, with-
out any bad signf , is prob. from Od.
21, 289, where Antinoiis uses it of
himself and the rest of the suitors,/ ' :

and so in Pind. Fr. 93, it is simply
most huge, mighty, cf. Id. P. 2, 80.

—

This orig. notion appears most clear-

ly in the adv., -/., exceedingly, ex-

cessively, ., II. 13, 293;,. 17. 481 ; 2i, 285; -. II. 18, 300: whence the adv.
also passes into the signf of haughti-

ly, arrogantly, Od. 1, 227 ; 4. 663. etc.

It is plain ttien the bad signf is only
so far in the word itself, as it denotes

excess, cf. Buttm. Lesil. s. v. (Deriv.
very dub. Two have been suggest-
ed ; first by poet, dialectic change
from (quasi /.) ;

second, by Aeol. change of ior-, which is maintained by Buttm.
s. v., Nitzsch Od. 4, 663. Others
from /., running over the cup's brim,
hence excessive: but this is very far-

fetched. That of the old Gramm.,
perjured, breakers of truces made by li-

bations frojn', is worst of all.)/., , (. -, (, -
/.) to love beyond measure, Ar. Plut.
1072, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 6.', ov, (,) a
very warm friend, Plut. (?)'. ,(,-) to philosophise exceedingly, Hipp,
p. 1279.'7., ov, over-ambitious.'/., (,-) to be excessively inflamed, Hipp. p.
411, etc.'., ov, flourishing, rich,

luxuriant,, Emped. 289. (Prob.
from, q. v., /., cf. Plut. 2,

083.) [oi I. c], , to talk or chattel

very absurdly, A. B./., to boil, bubble, or spout
over..(,)58.,
C. fut. mid., to be excessively afraid,

Aesch. Theb. 238 ; . .., Xen.
Cyr. 1,4, 2.', ov, (, 3o)very
fearful, timid, Xen. Eq. 3, 9.— II.

(causal), very terrible, LXX.', . like I, to

carry over. Xen. Cyn. 8, 4.', Att. -, f. -,{,) to shudder at one be-

yond measure, to be tirribli/ afraid of
one,. Luc. Jup. Confut. 4.', , be, to

have high thoughts, Aesch. Ag. 1039;., to be proud of a thing. Hdt.
1, 199.—2 to look down upon, disdain,

c acc, Aesch. Pers. 825, Ar. Nub.
226, Thuc. 3, 39, etc. ; hence also in

pass., Thuc. 6, 16:— also c gen.,

Eur. Bacch. 1326, Ar. Nub. 1400,

Plat. Phaedr. 258 B.— II. to surpass
in knowledge, . ,
V. I. Aeschin. 19, 42: .,
to be thoroughly well-informed, Hipp.
Hence, , , contempt,, Plut. 2, 238 .',(,) to

be exceedingly concerned, Heliod.', adv. from-', . ,()
contempt, di.idatn, Plut. 2, 19 D, 827 A.', ov, hyper-Phrygian,
a musical mode, [i],, , ,{,):— high - minded, haughty, disdainfij,

proud,,}, .\esch. Theb. 380,

410;, Eur. Heracl. 388:
neut. pi., as adv.. Soph.
Aj. 1236:— in good sense,, with confldent superiority,

Thuc. 2, 62.', ,(,) :
—over-

grown, enormous, immense, Aesch. Fr.

212.— II. of things, monstrous, extra-

ordinary, singular, {)—. .,,
in good sense, Hdt. 2, 175 ; 9, 78 ; in

had. Id. 8, 116; . , Ar.

Plut. 734 : marvellous, strange,,
Ar. Eq. 141 : ; is

it not mighty strange .' Dern. 818, 23:
strange, absurd, ?.'}. Plat. Gorg. 467 : ..., Lys. 178,

40 : — oft. also joined with a relaL,
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vTTtp(j>vr/(;, Ar. Plut. 750 ; .
.., like Lat. minnn quam..,'}'. Plat. Goig. 477 D.
— il. adv. -", niarvellovxly, wondfr-

fully, excessively, exceedingly. Ar. Ach.
142; in affinn. answers,, ovv, Plal. Rep. 525 : so,-

.., freq. in Plat., cf. Stallb.

Symp. 173 C.—When joined witii

other adjs. it always comes second,

ikivov ., etc., Lob. Paral. 541.'--. pass., willi aor. 2

and pC. act. : (,) :
— spring

vp over or above : hence, to outshoot,

surpass, excel, c. ace. pers. et dat. rei,

"?.'', Hdt. 6,

127.', , {, ovaiiu)

blow up. inflate excessively, Luc. Con-
tempi. 19.'<, , {,) to

cry exceeding loud, LXX.

—

. trans.,

to out-bawl,, Luc. Rhet. Praec.

13., {,) to re-

joice exceedingly at a thing,, Eur.
Med. 1165.— II. c. part., to delight in

doing a thing, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 3.', , {,) to

let down over or upon, Leon. Al. 4 ; al.-.', , gen. , {,) overjoyed, Tivt, Polyb. 1,

44, 5.'/, , gen. , and?, , over the brim.', f. -, (,)
pour oner :—puss., to overflow, over-

run, Arist. Probl. 3, 34, 1.', ov, (, )
above the earth, Anth.', , f. -, {,
).() to be over-luxurious, be wanton,

proud or arrogant. Soph. Tr. 281.', . {,) to

have an excess of bile : hence, to he or

grow exceeding angry, Ar. Lys. 694.

—

II. transit., to fill full of bile, Hipp. ap.

Galen.', ov, {,) ex-

ceeding bilious or wrathful, Antiph. In-

cert. 92./, f. -, dep.

mid., with aor. act.,-
: Horn, uses only the aor. m both

forms (, ). To go or

come under, get under, go into, enter,

like Lat. subtre. c. ace,,•,. Od. 5, 476; )2, 21 ; 18,

150; ' yuv, Aesch.
Euin. 339 ; more rarely c. dat., Mei-
neke Philem. p. 385 : ., to come within its

range, Antipho 121, 35, cf. 124, 20,

sq.— II. to go into secretly, to creep or

steal into: hence of mvoluntary feel-

ings, to come upon or over one, c. ace.

pers., ,
fear came over the Trojans in their

limbs, 11. 7, 215 ; 20, 44 ; so,-, Hdt. 6, 131; cf. Soph.

Phil. 1231, El. 928, Valck. Phoen.
1378.—-111. metaph., to creep into an-

other's good graces, to fawn on. cringe

to him, Ar. Eq. 270, Andoc. 31. 43;. (^. Plat. Cnto 53
;. , Dem. 623, 22 :

—

then, to undermine, entrap, ^. Soph. . . 386, cf Phil.

1007; '/, Eur. Andr.

436 ;—c. ace. rei. to seek by base arts,

Tvpavvif^a, Pint. Dio 7.—2. to bow

down to, honmir, reverence,, Xen.
Lac. 8. 2 ; also, to shrink from, dread.

Id. Ath. 2, 14.—IV. to go from under,

go from bottom to top, Aesch. Fr. 155.

— v. to advance slowly, Xen. An. 5, 2,

30.
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', , {,) over

head and ears in debt, Dem. 821, 14.'/. ov, (, /)
exceeding wealthy, Ocell. Luc.', to be over the time, go
or pass over the time.', ov, and,
ov, beyond lime, eternal., , ,() an
overflowing, Plut. 2, 502 , etc., , {,) to

depart over, v. 1. Thuc. 4, 43, for-.'^', ov,(,) above
the soul, overpowering the soul. Plat.

Tim. 88 A, Bekk.'', ov, (,)
exceeding cold: metaph., very frigid,

of a bad joke, Luc. Hist. Conscr. 16., (, ^) to chill

exce.^sivcly. strike with a violent chill,

Hipp. p. 446, etc.', , . Ion., the

palate, ll. 22, 495, elsewh.
and : strictly fem. from.',:^,. :

and', , ,() exces-

sive pain : from', ov,=.', , f. -, (,)
to go back, retire, recoil, II. 8, 122, 314.'', adv., from an upper
room, Od. 1, 328: [<] from', ov, , Ep. and Ion. for, q. v., Horn.', , tov, v..', ov, over, beyond or
across the ocean, [u], , ,(,) the

part above the shoulders, LXX.,(:,) dep.

mid., to buy too dear, Themist., ov, above all yiame, in-

expressible., ov, ), Ep. and Ion., the upper part of the house,

the upper story or upper rooms, where
the women resided,, II. 2, 514 ;', 16, 184; and oft. in

Od. ; , Pind. Fr. 25 ; also

in Att., as Ar! Eq. 996, Plut. 811.—
Strictly it is neut. from sq., sub. -., , ijov, Ion. and Ep., being above or over, . -'=(1), Plut. Pelop. 35 :—
ci., {-- is a mere
termii). ; the adj. being formed from, just as, -wof from
'/.), ov, (,) beyond
the season, over-ripe, Diosc., ov, over or above the

roof,,=^, Suid., , ov, poet, superl.

for, Pind. N. 8, 73., , f. -/, (., -) to ask covertly, to imply or insinu-

ate by a question. Plat. Gorg. 483 A., f., (),)
to eat away under.—II. to eat gradually

or secretly., Dor. for,, 3 sing. fut. from., adv. part. pf\ pass,

from, drawn back or in,

retiringly, modestly, Heraclid., Ep. for, 3
plur. 2 aor. from, II., , , poet, for -. leugthd. aor. 2 act. of,
II. 7, 188., perf. of,.

, ov, (,) some
what still or calm, in the calm, clear sky., Arat. 1012 : ro . Oa-, a tolerable calm, Plut. The-
mist. 32 : of a place, Ap. llh. 3, 1203.

[i in arsis in Arat. 1. c], ov, (,) lia-

ble to give account for one's adjninistra-

tion of an otiice, accountable, an.swera-

ble, responsible, Aesch. Pr. 324 ; <:•. Id. Pers. 213 ; .,
as opp. to, Hdt. 3, 80: oi

., at Athens, officers who had to give
an account (of their administration),
Ar. Eq. 259, Antipho 146, 23, etc. :—, Thuc. 3, 43.— 2. e. genit., liable to,, ap. Dem. 747, 1 ; ., etc., Dem. 1114, 21 ;

but also, liable to make amends or pay
for a thing, e. g. of slaves, ./, they must pay for their

misdeeds with their body, Dem. 610,
5 : guilty of a thing, Luc.—3. also c.

dat., .,. Lycurg.
166, 17; 169, 8: but c. 'dat. pers.,

subject to the tvill of others, dependent
on them, Lat. obnoxius, Dem. 291, 19,

Aesehin. 51, 3., as pass., [, -) :—hence fem. part. aor.'-, v. 1. in Hes. Th. 374 (where
however it is better written ?)-), lying under a man, and so,
pregnmit.— II. to be underbedded with

thing, i. e. lying or sitting upon it,, Kic.. 294., f. : aor.,
cf.—, [, ). hold
under or underneath, ,
II. 7, 188 : esp., to hold a cup under
another ves.sel, while something is

poured into it, Hdt. 2, 151, Ar. Ach.
1003, Pac. 431 :

—

., of--

a

mother, Eur. Ion 1372:

—

. (sc.) to hold out the hand (to receive
bribes), Dem. 421, 18; cf. :—., like Lat. praebere aurem, to

lend an ear, Simon. 7, 16.—2. to hold
out, suggest, Ti, Dissen Pind. O. 2, 54
(99) : to allege, make a pretence of,/, Ar. Pac. 908.—3. to sup-

ply, afford,, Ar. Lys. 841 ; Tivi

Ti, Plat. Theaet. 191 D: im. <>,
Lat. praebere se ulicui, to put one's sell

at the disposal of another, Xen. Cyr.
7, 5, 44, cf Stallb. Plat. Rep. 399

;

also c. inf , -, let Socrates examine you. Plat.

Gorg. 497 B.

—

II. to he under, uphnld,

c. ace, Hdt. 4, 72 : hence like Lat.
sustinere, to hear up against, undergo, he

subject to. suffer,, Soph. Tr. 1274;, Eur. Ion 1308 ;,
Thuc. 6, 80, cf 3, 53.-2. esp. in law-
phrases, . , to have to

give an account of a thing, Hdt. 2,

118; , to a person, Soph. O. T.
552, Eur. Hec. 1253, Or. 1649 ; so too,., to have to give account,
Plat. Plot. 338 D, etc., (but also, to

sustain an argument, Arist. Rhet. 1,

1, l,cf. Anal. Pr. 2, 19, 1) ; .-, Lys. 115, 11 ; .
to be accused of a thing, Antipho
137, 18, cf Thuc. 6, 80, etc. : also,. , to give account for the
murder of any one, Eur. El. 1318.

—

On the use of the mid., v. sub -.,,^=, q. v., ov, (., ) un-

der the air, exposed to the air, Ap. Rh.
4, 1577., ov, TO, a narcotic plant,

with leaves like rue, Diosc.', ov, (,) :

—

giving



, hearkening, listening to : hence
hearer, scholar.— II. obeying, obedient,

subject, usu. c. gen., Hdt. 1, 102; 4,

16f, etc., Aesch., Thuc, etc. ;
— c.

(lat., Eur. Heracl. 287 (ubi v. Elinsl.),

Ar. Plut. 146, Xeii. Cyr. 2,4, 22,—
and so most usu. in late authors

:

Thuc. has ., 6, 20, but .=?./, 7, 57.— III. the sub-

ject allies of Athens were caUed'vKr/-

Kooi. opp. to the, Bockh
P. E. 2, p. 141.

'-/., ov, {~, ?.) driv-

ing, carrying off downwards,(
., purging medicines, Hipp./,,{) smeared,

esp. with pitch.', a, ov, {,) to-

wards day, in early morning, lilie~-
, Opp. . 4, 640. [], v. sub vTTfUVi'jUVKE., 3 pi. aor. Ion. of-, 11. , 885., ov, [,) :

—
windy, betokening uind, A rat. 839 : full

of wind, vTv. , a ivind-egg, which
produces no chicken, Ar. Fr. 237,

Plat. (Com.) Daed. 1. etc. ; (^-
was considered better

Att., Moer. p. 73, cf. Bergk ap. Mei-

neke Com. Fr. 2, p. 1018) ;—properly
of eggs laid bv hens without the

cock, Arist. .. 6, 2, 10, sqq.. 10,

C, 2, sqq. ; so, :., .Arist. Gen.

An. 3, 1, 5, and 18 ;—so, in Ar. Av.

695, in. is the egg produced by

Night (done, without impregnation
;

and so, Luc. Sacrif. 6 calls Vulcan the

ti-. of Juno.—II. metaph., vain,

idle, empty, of men, a braggart, Plut.

Sertor. 12.', ov, (,) under

the wind, sheltered from it, opp. to. Soph. Ant. 411, Theocr.

22, 32, Anst. H. A. 6, 1, 0: t/c

., on the leeward side, Xen. Oec.

18, 7.— In Eur. Cycl. 44, .,
prob. means a gentle breeze. — II.

$wifl as the wind, Ep. Adesp. 313.', , , the under part of the

face, on which the beard grows ; hence
the beard itself, esp. the moustache,

Aesch. Fr. 27 ; ., Ar.

Vesp. 477 ; , to let the

beard grow long, trail a beard, Ar.

Lys. 1072. (Deriv. uncertain.) Hence', ov, 6, a bearded man,
one that has a beard, ., of a

youth, with his first beard, II. 24, 348,

Od. 10, 279, cf Plat. Prot. 309 B.'', ov,{,) liv-

ing with a beard. Plat. (Com.) Presb. 2.\', , 6, Hypenus, of Pisa,

first victor in the?., Paus. 5,8,6.', , ov, {,) :

—

about

daiun. towards morning, early, II. 8,

530, Od. 4, 656;3, early

rime or morning frost, Od. 17, 25 :

—

cf..', better, {,
/.) adv., somewhat softly, gently,

quietly, Dion. P. 1122.', , ,() :
—

strictly, the service of roii'ers and sail-

ors, sea-service: — but usu., as con-

crete, the whole body of rowers and
sailors, a ship^s crew. Thuc. 8, 1, Lvs.

162,27, Dem. 1208, 20:—Thuc. op-

poses to (1,

143) ; to (6, 31) ; and so, in

Dem., are opp. to,,, 1209, 11 ; 1214, 23
;

1216, 13, sq. ; v. Arnold Thuc. 1. c,

cf. I.— II. generally, hard

service, hard work, Ar. Vesp. C02 : ser-

vice done to another, assistance, Plat.

Legg. 901 E, etc. : attendance on, obe-

dience to another, , Plat.

Legg. 729 D ; , lb. 717 C—2. in

plur., the class of manual labourers,

servants, officers, lb. 956 E.— III. at

Athens, esp., a public duty or service,

orig. differing from ?'/ in having a

salary, Bockh P. E. 1, 320.', , ,() the

cushion on a rower s bench, Thuc. 2, 93
;. , i. e. to rowers'

service, Plut. Tliemist. 4:—also a

riding-pad or saddle-cloth, Diod. 20, 4.

—II. the routers^ pay.', , f. -,() :

-^strictly, to row,',
Diod. 2, 55 ; to do rowers'" service, Ael.

N. A. 13, 2.—II. generally, to do hard
service ; to ivork for, aid and abet,

, Hdt. 1, 109 ; , Xen. Eq.
8, 7 ;

—

to serve, assist, minister to, Lat.
iaservire, , Hdt. 8, 41, and Att.,

.. Soph. . C. 283
;

to comply with, gratify, like-, Xen. Cyr. 5, 1, 20, etc. ;

., to comply with, humour
his ways, Ar. Ran. 1432:—esp. of
women, etc., sui copiam facere, Xen.
Hier. 1, 38 :—also, . , to do a ser-

vice. Soph. Phil. 15 ; . ,
Dem. 1356, 26 ; hence in pass., to be

done as service, tu ', Hdt. 4, 139, cf.

Isocr. 39 .— 2. absol., to be a servant,

be in a servile condition. Id. Vesp. 518.

—The mid. is rejected by Herm. in

Soph. El. 1298, cf Elmsl. Heracl.

1017, O. C. 491 ; but in Hdt. 1, 108,

it is sufficiently established. Hence,, , service ren-

dered, service, help, Lat. officiam, An-
tipho 113, 10, Plat. Ale. 1, 106 B, etc;

., feet that serve one, Soph.
El. 1358.', ov. a, (,) :

—

a rower ; generally, a seaman, sailor,

any one whatever of a ship's crew, but
distinguished from the and

j

by Dem. 1209, sq. ; cf.-
I, V. Bockh P. E. 1, p. 373.— II.

any doer of hard work, a labourer

:

hence one who does a service to anoth-
er, a helper, assistant, servant, under-
ling, inferior officer, Lat. apparitor,

Hdt. 3,63; 5, lll.cf Xen. Hell. 2,

3, 54, Dem. 690, 21 ;

., Plat. Phaed. 116 : so Mercury
is II—., Aesch. Pr. 954 : freq. in

Att. in all kinds of relations, whether
of servants, or friends, cf Xen. Mem.
2, 10, 3:

—

., a helper in a
work. Id. An. 1,9, 18.-2. at Athens,
esp., the servant who attended each man-
at-arms (), to carry his bag-
gage, rations, and shield, like-, Thuc. 3, 17 : they were some-
times light-armed as slingers or bow-
men, cf Ar. Av. 1186.— 3. in Xen.,

were number of men in im-

mediate attendance on the general, as
aides-de-camp or adjutants, Cyr. 2, 4,

4 ; 6, 2, 13, etc.', ,() a serv-

ing or attending, service.', verb. adj. from-, one must serve, help,, Arist.

Eth. N. 9,2, 1.', , ,() be-

longing to rowing,?0 ., a rowing
vessel, galley, but v. signf. II.— II. gen-
erally, suited or inclined for serving,

•serviceable, . Plat. Euthyphr. 13

D ; , lb. : helping or attend-

ing, 6? ., the arms of the common
men. Xen. Cyr. 2. 1, 18 : ., a
cock-boat, attending on a larger ves-
sel. Id. Hell. 1, 6, 37.,, fern, from-
, Eur. I. A. 322, Plat.

, 3 sing. aor. 2 from •, II., Ion. for, fut. of, Hdt.", ov, , the part of the
body below the/, Ath., , f. -, (, r/)
to sound under, to answer with a sound
from below, , Eur.
Supp. 710.—2. of musical strings, to

sound to, aiiswer, Arist. Probl. 19, 42,

1 , etc. : so, -. Plat. Phaedr. 230 C., ,,()=^,. Rh.' t4, 841.'

7;, Ion. for, Hdt./., aor. 1, Eur. Oed.
1 ; aor. pass. ', Hipp,
ap. Galen, ', /.):—strictly, to

force or draiv in underneath, ovpuv .,
like Lat. remalcere caudam, to put the
tail between the legs in fear, Eur. 1. c.

;

metaph., ., to keep one's
tongue under, i. e. be silent, check a
leeling one dares not e.xpress, Soph.
Ant. 509, (as he said just before,/. .)—c£
Ael. . . 12, 7, Buttm.' Lexil. . v./. 12, and v. /^.
'—, , to twinkle a little

with the eyes.', , to evacuate downwards
or a little., ov Ep. oio, b, the Hypius,
a river of Bithynia near Prusa, Ap.
Rh. 2, 795.", Aeol. for, like-

for., Ion. for, Hdt., contr. -. Ion.

pres., as also in Aesch.
Euin. 804: fut. : aor., imperat., also
with pass, form (as Ste-
phan. reads in Plat. Phaedr. 235 D)

:

pf :—Horn., like Hdt., uses
only the Ion. pres. and the aur. : (,, .) Strictly, to hold one's

self under : hence, to take upon one's

self, i. e., to undertake, promise, eiigage,

often in Hom. ; esp. of a father, to

promise his daughter in marriage, be-

troth her, 11. J 3, 368, Od. 4, 6 ; and ol

the bride, to plight her troth, Od. 2, 91

:

also, to vow to the gods,,.-, etc., . 6, 93, 115, etc. ; usu.

, II. 9, 263; 12, 236; 19, 141. etc.;

so too in Hdt. :—with inf fut., II. 6,

93, 274, etc.. and in Att., as Soph.
Phil. 615, etc. ; with ace. and inf fut.,

Od. 8, 347 ; rarely with inf. pres., 11.

2, 112; 9, 19 (where however-
has a fut. signf): also, with

inf Hor., sometimes in Att., as Xen.
in Anab. (1, 2, 2; 2, 3, 20) has inf.

aor., while in Cyrop. (2, 2, 12: 6, 1,

21) he uses inf fut., cf Lob. Piiryn.

749 : also with /// followed by inf.

fut., Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 3 :—generally, to

assure, assert, profess, like Lat. profi-

teri, with inf pres.. Hdt. 2, 28 ; 7, 104,

Plat. Soph. 232 D, 234 B.—(-
is strictly only a collat. lorm of, which accordingly sup-

plies several of its tenses.)", ov, somewhat thin or
lean., Ion. for',
q. v., Horn., and Hdt.. ov. (.) under

foot, susp. in Q. Sm. 9, 383., /, , Od. 5, 404, v. 1. for

•)?/./., a, ,=^. Nic.

Th. 160, Al. 85.— II. act., sending to

sleep, sleepy-making,, Anth. P.

5, 47.
^

_
•, ov, 6, (', -
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Ttioj) beguiling sleep, or pleasing in sleep,

Mel. 66, 102. []', (), Ion. -to,{') tu sleep,

usu. in mid. Hence', , \ poet, for sq , Nic.

Th. 189 ; but also in late prose, as

Dio?. L. 6, 77.

''/, , or,{) drowstj

:

TO, drowsinesx, Hipp. p. 295., , , disposed to sleep.', a,,^, Leon.

Tar. 65.

''^),{) to put to sleep.-, , , {\)-) belonging

to or producing sleep, Hipp.'-/, 7/, o,= sq. : fcm., , Lur. Or. 175.

'TTro(5(jr7/f, ov, 0, (-',)
giver of sleep, ., a lulling

Strain. Aesch. Pr. 575 : fem -,. .'-, , o.= foreg., fem.-,, , Orph. . 56, 8.^), , (^,)
to fight with, sleep, ivithstand sleep.

Xfen. Cyr. 2. 4. 26.

"Ytti-ov, oil, TO. a kind oimoss grow-

ing on trees, Theophr.'-, , to cause or bring

sleep : from
' Yxi'OTTOiof,,{,) caus-

ing sleep, lulling to sleep, Ael. N. A.

16, 27.

"Tttvoc, ov, 6. sleep, very freq. in

Horn. : also of sleeping or lying with

a woman. Od. 1 1, 215 ; of the sleep of

death,?; 11. U, 241 : if, to fall -sleep. Pmd. I.

4. 39 (3, 41) ;-, Soph. .
. 65 : ti' i)-v(J, '. Plat.

Rep. 476 C, Legg. 8(X) A, etc. :—also
in pliir.,., iytipe-, Plat. Kep. 330 ; of. 537 ,
Soph. 206 ; ,
for TTtpi (as in Pint.

Lysand. 28), about the first sleep,

Eubul. Antiop. 4 :

—

-
v-v<j, Theocr. 15, 125. of. 5,

51,—as in Virgil, somno niollwr herba.

— II. Sleep, as a god, twin-brother of

Death, II. 14, 231 ; 16, 672, 682 ; ace.

to Hes. Th. 212, son of Night with-

out father. (Sanscr. svnp, dormire,

svapna, Lat. smnpnus, snpor : prob.

also akin to, as smnpmis, som-

nus, siipinus ; and so .strictly a lying

on the back.) [v in .\tt. poets, and
Anth., Jac. Anlh. P. p. 261.]'', ,(,)
appearing in sleep, Manet ho.''. , ,(,)
frightening in. sleep, Anth. P. 9, 521,

21.', ov, i, )

bringing sleep. Pint. 2, 657 D.', , f. -, () to lull

to sleep:— pass., tn fall asleep, sleep,

Hdt. 1, 11 ; 3, 09.—li. intr.. like

pass.. Eur. Cycl. 45i, Mosch. 2, 24:

of..', , {,) of a
sleepi/ nnturi-, drowsq, Eur. H. F. 1049

;

^^-H-, Plat. Rep. 404 A., , , sleepiness, drowsi-

ness. Iambi., Lacon. inf. from
for. At. Lys. 143.', .\11.-,=7•', intr..

to be sleepi/ or droivsy, Aesch. Euni.

124, 121, Plat. Rep. 534 C; simply,

to .sleep. Eur. Or. 173:—metaph.,, my heart resieth not,

Ae.«sfh. Thf.b. 287.', ,, (.) inclined

to sleep, sleepy, drowsy, Arist. Probl.

3. 34. 2. etc. ^-11. act., putting to sleep,, Theophr.. Ep. for II, intr., to
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sleep, 11. 24, 344, Od. 5, 48 ; 24, 4 :

metaph.. to go to rest, of the stars, to

set, Colulh. 342.

'', prep., with gen., dnt., and
arc. : poet., esp. Ep., (like

tor ), when the last syll. cannot
Dtherwisc be made long ; this Wolf
allows in Hom. only before (II. 3,

217 ; 10, 376, etc.), and before , as

II. 2, 824 ; never before , x'. or p, nor
yet before a vowel, 11. 15, 275 ; some-
limes in compds., as,
. Hom. Merc. 165: rarely in Att.

poets, as Aesch. Ag. 892, 944, 1164,

Eur. El. 1186, Ar. Ach. 970.—(-
is to Sanscr. npa, Lat. sub. just as

to upari, Lat. super.) [ti]

A. WITH oENiT,,— I. of place, in-

dicating lhat,/roi7i under which one
comes or goes,, they will again rise from
under, from forth the gloom, 11. 21,

56 ; (). , Od. 9,

141 ; ', II. 19, 17 : esp. of rescu-

ing/row tinder another's power, after

the verl.'S,, 1)-, >, II. 9. 248 ; 13, 198; 17,

224, 235 ; or out of danger, II. 23, 86,

of. Harm. Eur, Hec. 53: also with

7.. '/.., from
under the yoke, II. 8, 543. Od. 4. 39

;

'' ?., I loosed myself
from under the ram, Od. 9, 463

;

/. 7.,\. e.

to be born. Pind. N. 1, 5.5. cf. O. 6,

74 : cf. '.—2. like , c. dat.,

of the object, under which a thing is

or is placed, under, beneath. Strictly

with some collat. signf. of motion,
which however often disappears,', 11. 3. 372 ;, 11. 4, 106, etc.;

also, , II. 16, 347 :—in this

signf. c. gen. is so freq. in Att.,

that Thorn. M. 868 calls this the Att.

gen.;cf. Lob. Phryn. 196.— II. ofcause
or agency, freq. with pass, verbs,

and with neuters in pass, signf., as,,,,, etc., where the gen.

denotes the agent, under whose hand,

i. e. by or through ivhom the tiling

takes place, as in the Lat. ablal.

with a or ah, e. g. U. 1. 242 ; 3, 61,

430 ; 4. 479 ; 5, 92, etc. ; '.
hy one's own free action, i. e. of

one's self, Lat. sua sponte, ', Thuc. 4, 64 :, to be told by one, hear /com
him. Soph. Aj. 1321, Pars. Med.
1011 : sometimes with a verbal subst.,

as, TO fi. e. .-), Stallb. Plat. Rep. 359
A :—cf. A. II.—2. also in preg-

nant phrases, not only of the imme-
diate act of the agent, but also of its

further result, ,
to haste driven on by some one. 11.

13, 334; so, tivoc, i. e.

to flee before him, II. 18, 149, cf 11. 7,

64; 11, 119, 424, Od. 5, 320; 7, 263,
etc.—3. in Hdt. and Att., often ex-

tended to the agency of feelings,

passions, etc., as ,,, ),,, (yi-, etc., by ot from fear, joy, etc.,

and so oft. answering to Lat. prae or
propter, e. g. Hdt. 1, 85. 131 ; 3, 129,

etc. Hence is used even with
active verbs, where some passive
word may be supplied, e. g.-', to do somewhat
from courage, i. e. put to it oi/courage,

Hdt. 8, 1 ; , etc.
;-, Valck. Hdt.

7, 21 : esp. where the oi)ject is made
more prominent than the subject, as,

ov ?. ,
for .— 4. to ex-

press subjection, ';
tliey are virtuous undtr his sway, Od.
19, 1 14.— 5. but oil. serves merely
to denote the allendant or accom-
panying circumstances; sometimes
with part, added, so that it

merejy periphr. for the gen. absol.,

iiT''A;^'fiiU7',attheir shoiil-

ing. i. e. as they shouted, II. 2, 334 ;

16. 277; ", II. 4,

276, etc. : freq. ot accompanying
music, etc.. to give the time ;-', Hes. Sc. 278, sqq. ;

cf. Theogn. 371, Archil. 02, Charon
p. 117; ?^, Ar.

Ach. 1001, v. Wess. Hdt. i, 17:—
hence, ' , to

ofl'er a sacrifice accompanied by it.

Soph. i;i. 630 ; also,, as if undiT its guidance
or escort, Xen. Lac. 5, 7 : -. in or with solemn
procession, Hdt. 2, 45: in the same
way it is used c. dat.

B. WITH D.\T. of the object, un-

der which a thing is, and so of
place, Ircq. in Hom., c. g. ,
II. 2, 784, et passim ; -, II. 2, 307; , at its

foot, 11. 2, 866, cf. Od. 1, 186; so,

TTJ 7'., Hdt. 6. 105 ;
', under, i. e. yoked the chari-

ot, 11. 8, 402, cf 18, 244 : hence such
phrases as ,, etc., II. 2, 374, 860, etc.

;/ . II. 3, 352 ;, II. 5, 053, etc.

—

. of the object, under whose hand,

i. e. by or throiish whom a thing is

done, Tivi,for far of
him, II. 11, 121 ; so,,-, etc., freq. in Hom.
with intrans. or pass, verbs, II. 15,

037, Od. 13, 82 ; so,, II. 6, 171 :,, II. 2, 714, 728, 742; cf..—2. expressing subjection

or dependence, TivL. under one's
power, Od. 3, 304 ;

', Od.
7, 68: and, in Att., ,
to be subordinate, subject to him ;

', under one's self alone, Hdt. 7,

11 ; , under Ihe

eye or direction (f a teacher, Stallb.

Plat. Rep. 391 C ; ',
to have under one, at one's command,
Hdt. 7, 157.—3. like c. gen. I. 3,' ', advanced
to the music of the flute-player, Hes.
Sc. 283, also ' ', ,, ,, etc., Hernst.
Iaic. D. Mort. 6. 6. It may be re-

marked that has no signf. c. dat.,

which it has not also c. gen. ; but all

its signfs. c. gen. do not belong to the
dat. : later it is found as a mere
periphr. of the dat., Jac. Anth. P.

p. 69.

C. WITH Accus., to express motion
towards and under an object, freq. in

Hum., as, i/,
drove them under, i. e. into the cave,
II. 4, 279 ; ), Od. 3,

383, , i. e. to die, 11.

18, 333 :—the more vague signf to-

wards, in the direction of a place, is

later; for phrases like ,
Od. 4, 146; '. 11. , 181

;. II. 4, 407, are to be taken
literally of the lofty site of the cities :

and so, ,, Hdt.
6, 72, 104, prob. refers to the elevated
seals of the judges above the parties,

cf. I. 2.— II. like c. dat.,

under an object, without signf of mo-
tion, II. 2, 603, Od. 2, 181, etc. ; W



" , ever)"\vhere under

the sun, II. 5, 267 ; vtco ,
Hdt. 5, 10:—a sort of middle signf.,

connecting these last, lies in such
places as 11. 3, 371 ; 21, 26, Od. 20,

278.—2. under shelter or protection of,

and so behind a thin?, vtto rijv,
Hdt. 1, 12; cf. Hdt. 9, 90.— 111. of

time, like Lat. sub, in loose defini-

tions of time, about, near, ,
towards night, as night came on, cf

II. 22, 102, Hdt. 6, 2 ; v-o ri/v ,, about the same time, Hdt.

2, 142; v-o , Thuc. 2,

27 ; and even during, tcuvt' v~b -, throughout its continuance, 11.

16, 202 : sometimes c. part., •—', about the time of

its burning. Hdt. 1, 51.—IV. as c.

gen. and dat., to express subjection or

dependence: also, though rarely, of

circumstances influencing an action.

— V'. '- , as adv., to a certain de-

gree, in some measure, Lat. aliquate-

nus. Plat. Gorg. 493 C, Phaedr.
242 D.

D. POSITION : ' can ahva)'s fol-

low its subst., tiecoming, by anas-

trophe, . It is freq. separated

from the subst. by some intervening

ivords, as in 11. 2, 465, Od. 1, 131 ; 5,

320, etc.

E. t'770 without case, .^s .\>\•., un-

der, below, beneath, oft. in Horn. ; esp.

of young under the mother, i. e. at

the breasts, Od. 4, 636; 21, 23.-2.
behind, Hdt. 7, 61.—II. secretly, unno-

ticed, 11. 23, 153; 24, 507.— III., or (as some write it), cf.

sub v. In Hom. the separation of

the prep, from its verb by tmesis is

very freq., and sometimes it follows,

like German prepositions, in which
case it suffers anastrophe, e. g. Od
9, 17.

F. IN' COMPOS. :—T. under, as well

of rest as of motion, as in ~,
v~0;Saiv(j. etc.—2. of the mi.xing of

one thing with another, as --.-.—3. of the agency or

influence under which a thing is done,

to express subjection, subordination,

etc., as. -, etc.

—

II. denoting what is in small degree,
gradual, secret, etc , somewhat, a little,

as, ~(//: by degrees, by

little and little, underhand, secretly, just

like Lat. sub, as v~o6ur:tv<j,-.'-, v.-
uai.'. ov, (,) a
little estranged from the vtuses or from
literature and the arts, Plat. Rep. 548
E.':.3, ov, b, and,, ,— ^.(\.', ov, , any thing put
or set under, prop, stay, grounduork,
base.-—2. the foot.—3. a footstool, The-
ophr.—4. a carpet spread under foot,

Xen. Mem. 2, 1, 30: from
'-3-. f.-, (•,-) to go under, stand under, esp. as a

prop or ha.te.—II. to go under or down
;

of the tide, to ebb. Pint. 2, 897 B.—
III. meiaph.,'{)-, going 40 feet below the
like size of the other pyramids, i. e.

building it 40 feet lower,' Hdt. 2, 127 :

VTT-, to abate from boast-

ing, Dion. H. 8, 48.—2. to decrease,

grow lesK, also of numbers, Plat. Legg.
775 B.— 3. to be lower or inferior, be

the second in rank.— 4. ,
in writing, a little farther below in the

tejct.

', ov, , in metre, a
foot consisting of one short and two long

syllables, 6. g., like the, Dion. H.'-, oi>. [,) un-

der the power or influence of Hacchus,
hence frenzied, Philostr.

'~'/./., f. -/.. (-,?,)
throw, put or lay under, as clothes,

carpets, etc., Lat. substernere,,
Od. 10, 353 ;, Xen. Cyr. 5, 5,

7 :

—

v~. Tivi 71, Eur. Or. 223, etc. ;

also, Ti vTzb, Xen. Oec. 18, 5 :

v~., ^, like Lat. siio-

mittere, Longus 3, 21 :

—

to place under

(as a beginning, foundation), Aescliin.

4, 19; and in mid., PolVb. 13, 6, 2.—
2. to subject, Tin, Aescliin. 66,

25.— II. Ill mid., to substitute another's
child for one's own, Hdt. 5, 41, Ar.
Thesm. 340, 407, Plat. Rep. 538 A.
Dem. 563, 5, etc. ; the origin of which
phrase is plain from the words of

Eur., /.•. Ale. 639 ; cf. '-
: — metaph., /., they lay false

charges at his door. Soph. Aj. 188,

cf. Isocr. 314 C— III. to throw in a

word under or after another, to rejoin,

repli/, retort, interrupt, as ugu. explain-

ed 'in II. 19, 80 (in Ep. form-
/.) ; but cf. signf. IV, and v. v-o-/. ;—so, however, in Aeschin.

12, 15; 60, 24, etc.—IV. to suggest,

whisper something to another as a

prompter does, or to have another to

speak lor one, «7ii7e one prompts him,
II. 19, 80, ace. to Henn. Opusc. 5,

302 ; vTco3a7.tlv -7., Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 55; cf.

Plat. Gorg. 491 A :

—

to dictate, v-rr.

Ttvi, Isocr. 280 E. of 112 C,
Dem. 580. 6. etc. ; ., of

an informer, Lys. 132, 9: cf.-•
/ I. 3.— V. to throw to or before, as

food to beasts, etc., Polyb. 1, 82, 2.

—

V^I. in mid , to appropriate to one's self,

?.?., Strab.', f. -tu. {, -) to speak a little like aforeigner,

speak rather broken, Plat. Lys. 223 A., ov, speaking some-
what barbarously.',, //,() :

—
a going down or backward.— II. a stoop-

ing or crouching down, esp. of a horse
that lowers itself to take up the rider,

Lat. subsessio, Xen. Eq. 1, 14; cf..—III. a basement, pedes-

tal, foot, inscr.', ov,{,)
somewhat envioxis, Manetho., , Ion. for,', to bear from under,

underprop.', ov,,^-. []
'3?.'/., {, '/) to

break wind secretly, Luc. Lexiph. 10.'3, ov, {. 3)^, Anth. P. 7, 636.', Att.-, f. -,{,) to cough a little, have a
slight cough, Hipp. p. 176, Luc, Gall.

10. etc.', f.-, {,)
to draw 0 briyig down : in medical
phrase, to carry off downwards, i. e, by
purging, . ?., Diosc, :

—

mid., to let one's self down, stoop or
crouch down : of a horse, to lower

itself to take up the rider, Lat, subsidere,

Xen. Eq. 6, 16. Hence', ov, 6, a carrying off
downwards, purging., {,)
to eat away underneath, in pass., tj.

Sm. 9, 382.

, , (,,, aphroa,
siacs, Menand., cf. Meineke p. 161./., ov. {, ^^
bent outwards a little. Arist. Inc. All

16, 1,^/., f. -, {,) to bud or grow from below—to grow a little or grudually, Joseph/,,.. a secret look,

a look a.tkance, angry look: anti/., , , casting a
stolen look, eyeing askance : from/., f. -xt'o,(,'/) to

look up from underneath at, glance at or
look askance at, eye scornfully, angrily,, Lat, liniis oculis intueri, suspi-

cere, Ar. Thesm. 396; ?.., .
Plat. Symp. 220 C, Crito 53 ; cf.

Luc. Symp. 6:—also, to cast .'Stolen

looks at. of lovers, Plut. 2. 521 :

—

hence in pass.,/. -, Eur. . F. 1287. — II.

intrans., to look with the eyes half open,
to wink, twinkle, of people half asleep,

Hipp. ; esp., to give an angry side-look,

etc., . .
Plat. Phaed. 117 ;'/
., Luc. Vit. Auct. 7. Hence,, , casting side-

glances : a looking askance or angrily
at, etc./.-, adv.,{) :

—

strictly, throwing undtr. esp. suggest-
ing a word, hence by way of caution,

warning or reproof, 7/-, 11. 1, 292; cf. Herm. Opusc. 5,

305, sqq., v. sub 1. 3.—II.

suppositilioitsly.— 111. looking sidelong,

H. Hom. Merc. 415 (where /J-
has been conjectured, but v.

Herm. ubi supra)./., adv.,=foreg,7^,,, any thing pvt
under., a. ov, verb. adj. ot

/./., to be laid or put under,

Tivi, Xen. Oec. 19. 9 : /o he substituted

for another, etc.— II. /.,
one must put under, etc., Dion. H./.. auv.,^'.., ov, {/.) :

—
put under.—11. put in another's place,

spurious, counterfeit, false, Soph. O.
C. 794 ; -^, Aj. 481./, {,.) to cut

out secretly, as honey (rum a hive,

Philostr.'7., to sprout vpfrom below./.,,,{.:7.7) one
who jruls or lays under, gives u hint or
notion of, a suggester. reminder (v. '-
/3o?.7; I. 4):—in a theatre, a prompter,

Plut. 2, 813 ; cf. Meineke Comm.
Misc. p. 42., , , {7.7.) :— I.

actively, throwing, putting or laying

under, hence hiding, concealing, ., a setting men in am-
bush, the hidden position of an ambus-
cade, Polyb. 3, 105, 1.—2. a substitu-

tion by stealth, esp. of supposititious

children. Plat. Rep. 538 A ; 7./, to ch:irge any one
with bastardy, A. B., c(. sq.^3. a
suggesting, reminding. .,
upon secret advice, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 37 ;

cf. Polyb. 9, 24, 3 :—hence prob.,/.', to recite ac-

cording to a hint or cue given, Diog. L.

1, 57 (on this <iisputed phrase, v. on
the one side, Herm. Opusc. 5, 300, sqq.,

7, 05, sqq. ; and on the other, olf

Proleg. II. p. cxl}.— II. pass., that

which is put under, a foundation . ground-
work. Plut. 2, 320 ;—metaph., like, the subject, .suhieft-matter,
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, of a speech, Luc.—2. natural
Kibility, capacity, Musoil. ap. Stob.
Eel. 2, p. 428.^'/, a, ov, (/^ I.

2) :

—

substituted by stealth, supposi-

titious, spurious, counterfKit, esp. of
children, like, Plat. Rep. 537

; . (sc. ), HcJt. 1, 137,
Polyh,, etc.',, ov, pledged ; v. sub
'!7..'3, ov, and-, ov. With a viuddy bottom.^), (~,)
to rumble a little ; tv .,
drink with a noise, Hipp. p. 120, of.

ICO, 1121.'3,=, very
dub.', ov, (,)
somewhat hoarse from cold, Hipp. p.

415.', aor. 2 of

or', to crack under or with,

Q. Sin. 10, 72.', , somewhat short:—
adv.,, gradually.', {,) to roar

under or in answer to, c. gen.,, Aesch. Pr.

434.', {,) to soak or
moisten a little.— II. to ivet or xuak one's

self a little ; nietaph., to drink mode-
rately, , Alex.
Incert. 5:

—

, some-
what drunk, Luc. D. Deor. 23, 2, ubi
V. Hernst.',,=, Nic.
Al. 287.'~, v..', dep. pass., to roar

or bellow a little.', ov, poet, also a, ov,

H. Hoin. 33, 12, and even in Plat.

Phaedr. 248 A
(,) :

—under
water, II. cc, Hdt. 1, 18'J— II. in the

deep, and so (generally) lying deep,

not tienr the surface, Hipp. ; under-

ground, opp. to ~7'), Luc.
Dipsad. 3.— II. nietaph.,.,
a hidden fever, one that shows itself

by degrrecs, Hipp, []', ov,={oreg., usu. in

neut. plur. as adv., under
water, /, Od. 5, 319;, Hdt. 7, 130 ;',
Aral. 420; Opp., etc. ;—though Buttui.

Le.xil. s. v. 9, would explain
such passages adjectively.—All other
parts of the word seein to be taken
from.', ov, (/,)
stinking a little, Diosc.', ov, {)=.-, []', ov,, ov, v.

sub., , (, ) (
marry thereupon or after, Ael. . . 7,

25.', (,)
dep., to eat one's belly pretty full,

Aesop.''/, ov, , the lower

belly from the navel downwards, the

paunch, Hipp.— II. the lower part nf a

sea-fish, esp. of the tunny, a favourite

dish at Athens, Comici ap. Ath. 302
D, sq.. whence the joke in Ar. Vesp.
195:—strictly neut. from, ov, {,)
of or belonging to the belly, .,
luets of the belly, Phiio.'^".{,) dep.
mid.. be born: but in aor.-. transit., to bear brin•• forth,

Euphor. Fr, 61.
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', ov, {, ) under the

earth, subterraneous, Aesch. Fr. 54,

Plat. Ax. 371 A : Ion.,
Hdt. 2, 100, 148: in Hesych. also'-,., ov, (.) with

a coping or eaves.—II. , a

kind oi .houseleek (^) growing in

the gutters of roofs, Plin.',,(,) to laugh

slily, smle,L•a.t. subndere. Plat. Charm,
162 B.'. to be somewhat full.', {,) to

intreat by touching the chin, Aeschin. 9,

20.', (,) to

have a beard beginning to grow, Philet.',,=^.' (v. sub), to

grow rather old, grow old gradually,

Ael. N. A. 7, 17.', later-,(,) dep. mid., to grow up by de-

grees, after or in .succession, Lat. sub-

nasci, Hdt. 3, 159, Polyb., etc. -.—to be

forthcoming to meet an occasion, Tivi,

Polyb.', , to enlarge a thing
somewhat, make it fat.}', , (, ?)
sometvhat grey, of eyes, opp. to-, Xen. Cyn. 5, 23; of.-,.', {,) to

glancefrom under, glance furtively , like, Mosch. 2, 86, Call. Dian.
54.

''?, ov, {,)
somewhat slippery or clammy, Hipp.?, ^, , {,-) the outer side of the thigh, opposite

to the, Arist. H. A. 1, 14, 2., {,)
to sweeten a little: nietaph., to coax

and smooth down,, Ar. Eq. 216.'<), , gen., sweetish., oy, Alt.,{,) :

—

under the tongue ; to .,
the region under the tongue, Arist. H. A.

2, 15, 10:—•.,= 5(., Lat,

rana.', , , Att. -,
(,) swelling on the under
side nf the tongue, Hipp.—2. a kind of
chaplet, Philet. 58, Plat. (Com.). 4.'?, , , a kind of
hutcher's-brooni or ruscus, on the leaves

of which a small leaf tike a tongue
grows, with the flower and fruitstalk

under it, written also,
Diosc. 4, 132,, ov, later form for., f. -/', (,-) to bend round under, bend unper-

ceived Or gradually, H. Hom. 7, 13 ;

cf..', adv., in meditatire or

mournful mood, Hesych., who explains
it, ., to inurmur or mutter

to one's self.', ov, o, one that mur-
murs to himself.', ov, under the knee ;

T?j ~., a knee-cushion.',' , , dub. 1. for

'-.',, ,()
that which is written under: a signa-
ture.—2. an inscription, Lycurg. 164,
33.

—

II. that which is painted : a stain-

ing, esp. of the eyelids: also the cos-

metic usedfur that purpose, Ar. Fr. 695., , . the office of, Plut. 2, 840 E.
^

', , 6, (

) an nnder-clerk, under
s> Cretan/, Antipho 145, 26, Lys, 186,

3; cf. ilockh P. E. 1, 251.'(, to be a. , Antipho 147, 14; r^
., Lys. 186, 8.', , ,{)

writing-copy, pattern, model, . '. :

—

., copy-heads for children,
containing all the letters of the al-

phabet : three of such forms have
been preserved by Clem. Alex., /--, —/. , — and•}-, which
last was wrongly ascribed to Thes-
pis, Bentl. Phal. p. 240.',\^). adv. fromiiiro-, one must sketch out, Strab.'), , ,{)
one who ivrites under another's orders, a
secretary, amanuensis, Luc. Demosth.
Enc. 44 ;—at Athens, the clerk of the

Popular Assembly (the clerk cf the
Council being called):
—but in Ar. Eq. 1256, . ap-
pears to be a private secretary, who
drew indictments for a sycophant.', , ,() a
subscription, signature : esp. a bill of
indictment, Lat. libellus accusatorius.

Plat. Theact. 172 : cf..—2. an impression, mark,, foot-prints, Aesch. Cho.
209.—3. a subjoined writing or table,

Arist. Interpr. 13, 2.

—

11. a writing-

copy.— III. a first sketch, design, outline,

Lat. adumbralio, opp. to. Plat. Rep. 504 D:—niet-

aph., sketch, general description, sum-
mary of what is to be said, an advo-
cate's brief lb. 548 D, Legg. 737 D ;

cf. Stallb. Theaet. 172 D.— IV. a
painting under, of the eyelids, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 3, 2; cf.., , , (sc.)
7noney lent upon a note of hand or bill.', f. -, {,)
to write under, subscribe, sign : also,

to write under an inscription, subjoin to

it . )7., Thuc. 5, 56 : to write

the name or title upon a thing, to indorse

with a title, etc., Dern. 973, J 4, v. 1.

693, 10 (cf.) :—mid., to set

one's name to a bill of indictment, etc. ;, to join in bringing

a charge or accusation against any one,
Lat. subscribrre accusationem in aliipiem,

Dem. 1484, 17; cf. Eur. H. F. 1118.

— II. to u'rite under another's dictation,

Plut. Caes. 17.— III. to write to be cop-

ied, oi -' ), Plat.

Prot. 326 D, ubi v. Heind. ; hence, to

pre.icr{he,, Id. Legg. 734 E; cf,

711 B, Theaet". 171 D.—2. also in

drawing, to sketch, draw in outline,

Lat. adumbrare, opp. to,
Stallb. Plat. Rep. 500 E, Isocr. 99 :

metaph., to sketch, delineate, draw out,

Plat. Rep. 548 C:—also in mid., Id.

Rep. 501 A, cf. Legg. 803 .—IV. to

assign over, to pledge, mortgage, niet-

aph., •}, to as-

sign hope to one, i. p. leed him with
empty hopes, Polyb. 5, 30, I ; 62, 1,

etc.—V. or

7.<, to paint under or stain the
eyelids, [u], ov,{.) with

a rather hooked nose, Philostr., ov, also, ov,

{,) :

—

under the hand, i. e,

at hand, near, Hipp. : '•, the readiest means, Arist. Pol. 6,

8, 3.— II. metaph., just out of hand.



frrsh, 7iew, ?, Hipp• : lately hap-

pf^ntd, Irite, recent, . ,
Dem. 13'J1, "21, etc. : also, .,
Id. 841, 6.— 111. sudden, unexpected,

Isocr. 310 D, 418 : fi. nut

nf hand, off hand, on the spur of the

moment, Xen. Cyr. 6, 1, 43, Isocr. 43

C, Anst. Rhct. 1, 1,7, etc. ; like

;:(ripoc(c(. 11. 5).—2. also of per-

sons, t'TT. TiJ Ik'iiCi, in the first bvrst nf
anger, And. Rhet.2, 3, 12—IV. adv.

and -, also

and -}Vov, newly, lately :-
pOV. a le.is titne ago:,
very lately, Dem. 161, fin.', , to be under-

gymnasiarrh, Inscr. no. 2466: from', , b, and --, ov, , an under-gymnasiarch,

Inscr. ; v. Osann Auctar. Lex. p. 160.', , {-,) to

make sometvhat bare, Anstaen. 1, 27.'',',—. q. v.', ov, [,) some-

what curved or bent, Nicet.'(), , to bend a little., v.() in tears.'.), (,) to iveep

a little or secretly. Luc. D. Deor. 0, 2.', , f. - [], (~,) to tame and subdue, to over-

power, overcome : hence fem. part. aor.

1 pass., tlvl. of a wom-
an, overcome by a man, i. e. having

yielded to his embrace. H. Horn. 16,

4, Hes. Sc. 53, Th. 327, .374.

'T7rof5('iHi)77^(,=foreg. :—pass,-, to be overcome, let one's self

be overpowered or overcome, Od. 3, 214 ;

16, 95.', , gen. , somewhat

shaggy or rough.', Ep. for,
part. aor. 1 act. from.-^, , comic name of a

bird in Ar. Av. 65, v.^.'~, poet. pf. of-
>, . Horn. . 284.

'?'], , gen. , (iirro, -) :
—deficient, slighter, less, s?naller,

in gen. below another, inferior to him,

esp. in rank : but it seems to have

been used almost solely in compar.,-, as. 1, 91, 1.34, etc. ; ii-., viferwr to One, Thuc. 1, 11,

etc. ; . , with

resources much inferior. Id. 2, 89. Adv., Id. 8, 87; also-, An-

tipho 123, 24.

'77. , gen. , someiohat

fearful.',, ,(-
) sig7i, token, mark, Xen. Eq. 2, 2.

— II. a pattern, like, Po-

lyb. 3. 17. 8, etc. Hence', , . by way of
example. Adv. -, Sext. Emp., f -, (,) ilep. mid., to frighten a

little. — II. intraiis., to be somewhat

frightened or afraid.. ( -.^,') tran-

sit., to fear a Utile or slightly, be some-

what afraid of, c. acc, Horn., who how-
ever uses only the aor., usu. with dou-

ble (5,,, . 1,

406; 12, 413, etc. ; {wUh
single (5), Od. 2, 66; and Ep. pf 2,., Od. 17, 564,

11.5,521 ; With Ep. pf. 1,,
in H. Hom. Merc. 165

;
part,-,

. . 65.—2. to shrink in fear from,

cower before, Soph. Aj. 169.— il. intr.,

to he somewhat afraid, Luc. Salt. 63
;

cf..'', ov, () towards

evening., and- : f.-.

(,) :
—to show underhand

or secretly : to give a sight or glimpse

of,, Hdt. 1, 32:

—

to indicate

one's will, give to understand, Xen.
Mem. 4, 3, 13, An. 5, 7, 12.— II. to

show by tracing out, mark out, Hdt. 1,

189 : hence, to show by example, teach

by example, Xen. C)ec. 12, 18, Isocr.

38 D, etc.— HI. to show forth, make a

display nf, pretend to,, Thuc.
4, 86": and. generallv,= the simple, Hdt. 3, 122'- IV. intr., to

show or present one's self, appear, Hiop.

p. 196, Polyb. 2, 39, 12, etc. Hence', a, ov, verb, adj., to

be shown or pointed out, Polvb. 3,36, 5., ov, b, one that shows

forth or displays., , {, ^) to

be somewhat cowardly, Aeschin. 26. 1.—11.=—,, Polyb. 35,

3, 4., (,) =, to stand in awe of, c. ace,
Hdt. 7, 104., . ,()
? intimation, Piut. Demetr. 38.', , (,) to

dine instead of another , Luc. Gall. 10., Ion. for,
Hdt.', verb. adj. from i'tto-, one 7nust receive. Plat. Legg.

953 B., ov, ,(-) a place of refuge, resort, Strab.', oi>, b, n/i entertainer.

Hence', , , suited for re-

ceiving or entertaining ; .,
an entertainment by way of welcome,

Pint. 2, 727 B.', (,) to lay as a

foundation, Hdt. 2, 127.', as pass., to grow
gradually into a tree.'. to slink away timid-

ly under the trees, or to come forthfrom
behind them.', , ,() re-

ception of a guest, means of entertain-

ment, like. 11. 9, 73. [i, 1. c]', a, ov,() re-

ceiving, capacious, ample,, Hdt.

7, 49, 1 ; there is no need to read

with Valck., cf. Lob.
Phryn. 315.',, ,^=^,-, Hipp.', dep., to intreat in sup-

pliant posture.. ov, ro,=sq.,, , (,) the

lower part nf the yieck.— 1 1, a neck-orna-

ment, necklace, Ar. Fr. 309, 14, Anst.
H. A. 5. 34, 2.'~.(•!,)^.,=, Q. Sm. 3. 252.

'(), to strip iff the shin a little

or below.,, y, ()^='-, a bi/idinn underneath, Galen.

—

II.= ra, erne's shoes. Plat.

Prot. 322 A. Rep. 425 B, Xen. Mem.
1, 2, 5 ; V. Lob. Phryn. 445..,,=..,=, also-.', ,( II)

pledged.,, , band under-

neath, Foi'S. Oecon. Hipp.', ov, .=^, Po-
lyb. 11,9,4.', poet, for sq., Orph.
Arg. 82.',.-, in Ion. prose, dep. mia. : also aor. pass.

- (for), Eur. He-
racl. 757, (, ). To re-

ceive as a guest, welcome, entertain, 11.

6, 136, Od. 14, 52, etc., Hee. Th. 513,
Hdt., etc. ; ,
received the stranger [as he lighte<l]

from his chariot, Pind. P. 9, 17, cf.

Eur. I. A. 600 :

—

, one's

host, Isocr. 192 :—also, to receive an
ambassador or suppliant, Thuc. 5, 83,

etc. :

—

to admit an enemy mto a city,

Dem. 1343, 9.—2. to give ear to, hearken

to, . ^J, Hes. Th. 419 ; so, {'—

.

/., to give ear to accusations,

Lys. 172, 1 1.—3. to take in charge as a

nurse, H. Hum. Cer. 226, cf. Stnllb.

Plat. Menex. 237 C—4. metaph., --
, sorrow was my host,

Od. 14, 275; -, Od. 22, 470; so,',
will await hiin, Eur. Heracl. 624.— II.

to undertake, engage, promise, Lat. in

se recipere, II. 7, 93, Od. 2, 387 ; Twi
Ti, Hdt. 2, 121, 6; with inf fut., H.
Hom. Cer. 443, Hdt. 4, 133; 6, 11,

etc.; rarely with inf. pres., Antipho
123. 7 ; .} /z)7i'...,c. fut.,Thuc.
8, 81 :—absol., to midertake a work or

task. Hdt. 9, 21 , 22.-2. to admit, allmv

a thing with which one is taxed, Hdt.

3, 130; 4, 167, Plat., etc.; hence,
OVK ., to refuse to admit, deny, Hdt.
6. 69.—HI. to take in silence, endure,

bear, Od. 13, 310; 16, 189.—IV. to

wait for, abide the attack of, Lat. exci-

pere. Hes. Sc. 442, Thuc, etc.:—so
of hunters, to lie in wait for game,
Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 20, cf. Hdt. 6, 104.—
2. to take up, as singers take up a

song, Aesch. Supp. 1023.—3. also

like Lat. excipere, to follow in rank or

order, Posidon. ap. Ath. 152 :—so
of succession in respect of place, to

come next to, border upon, to TTjV,
Hdt, 7, 176.—V. of a woman, to bc-

come pregnant, Lat. concipere.'. i. -, (, ) to

bind or tie under :—mid., to bind under

one'sfeet, put on shoes. etc.,), Hdt. 1, 155; 6, 1; ., Ar. Ecc. 269, cf-
: so, absol.. to put on one's shoes,

Ar. Av. 492 ; /.-
vol, persons who wear their shoes
sometimes on the one foot and some-
times on the other. Plat. Theaet. 193
C:—so ill pf. pass.,/,-, irith sandals or

slippers on, Plat. Gorg. 490 E, Symp.
174 A ; ?., Dem.
1207,22; and absol.,,
uilh their shoes on, Xen. An. 4, 5, 14 ;,
with the left foot shod, Thuc. 3. 22;
hence :—opp. to/.
(to take olf one's shoes)., ov, (, .) some-

what or tolerably clear, Joseph.', . (, /.) to shmt•

secretly, indicate, Ar. Thesin. 1011.

Hence']7,, , an indication,

explanation.— II. a subordinate or col-

lateral explanation, rhetorical phrase
used by Euenus of Paros in Plat.

Phaedr. 267 A.', , , () :
—

that which is bound under, usu., a san-

dal, which was merely a sole bound
to the foot. Lat. solea, Od. 15, 369;
18, 361, Hdt. 1, 195, etc.: whereas, the Roman calceus,

is a shoe or halfboot, which covered
the whole foot

; yet many authors
use alone in this signf., cf.

Ar. Plut. 983, and the Interpp.
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'", , , dim. from
foreg., Hipp. p. 828. []/, ,(,) stitcliin/f shoes : ., shoe-

maker, cobbler, []', ,(, (^-) to make itiider or besides, Hipp. p.

1289.

'Yrrodr/Oij, , (',) to treat in

hostile manner, destroy, Q. Sin. 2, 260.. eur, , {) like

irrootair, a binding under : also=£'7ro-

and. Hipp.', (v~o,)
to slander a little OT secretly, Arlemid.

5, 53.'33, {viro,-) to gnaw through gradually, Hipp,

p. 2tii).', to eat through or cor-

rode little., , , separating

a tittle.

'YTwhaiperytr, eor, , subdivision,

Arilhm. V'elt. : I'roiii, , to subdivide.', dep. mid. : to

serve under or with, Tivi : from'/, ov, 6, (,-) an under-servant, Posidipp. Xo/i.,

1, 10. [a]), , {vrca.,)
to draw asunder a little or gradually,

Hipp. p. 986.?^, f/, ,{-,-) a slight separation or stop, esp.. he-

tvvcen words in speaking or reading :

also the symbol of a sliorl pause, a com-

ma or colon. Qiuntil. ; cf. ^/.
— II. a rnark to divide the syllables nf a

word, to distinguish it from another
like it, as is freq. written ci, .', fnt. -, {,) to set secretly at variance,

DjoC.', (.-,(,-
•}) to corrupt secntly or gradually,

begin to corrupt or destroy, Joseph.'~?, ov, a, (-,-) an under-teacher, esp. of a cho-
rus. Plat. Ion 5.36 A.'. (,) to

tench bij degrees, LXX.', to escape secretly.-, ivrro,) to give

up, surrender, betray. Aristid.—2. to re-

flect, as a mirror, v. 1. for «7rof5-, Plut.

2, 9.31 A.

—

II. intr., to give way. Arist.

de MotU .\n. 2, 2 : to decline, /nil away,
come to decay, opp. to, Aris-

tid., , , a second or

after-narrative.), (~,) to sen-

tence, condemn, Nicet.. ov, {,) accused,

brought to trial, or liable to an action,, for a tiling, v~. -, .Vesch. Enm. 2t')0 ; cf. Andoc, 33,

13, Isae. 72, 22, etc. :— roii• ^-., liable to forfeit twice
the amount to one. Plat. Legg, 840
B; V-. rC) rraOovri, ap. I)em.

518, 3:—of the offence, actionable,

Lys. 117, 3.', , (, () to whirl

round a little :—pass., to become dizzy.

Call. Del. 79.~~7., ov, tuice as small,

Arithm. Velt.. €>, to double. Hence
'YTod(~/w<7if,, , a doubling.—

II. that ivhich is doubled or laid double., ov, {,)
vnder a skin or fur-garment, clothed in

skins, Strab., Lnc. Tim. 7., , (, [) to be

somewhat thirsty, Hipp. p. 1067,
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, ov, and, ov,

(I'TTO,)) somewhat thirsty.—11. act.,

exciting thirst in so7ne degree.-/, part. aor. 1 pass, of, . Horn., Hes.',, , (.,) an
under-servant,, Od, 4, 386 ; cf.., , ij,() a grad-

ual stripping ofthe skin, Chirurgg. Vett.', , ,() a

decreasing, v. sul)>.', ov, , an under-slave,

Theophr.', ov, , a place of re-

ception, an inn : and,, , receiver, host

:

—an undertaker : from, , .{) :

—

reception, entertainment,, Hdt. 7, 119, cf Ar. Pac.
530 ; •,
Eur. I. . 1229 :— esp.. harbouring

of runaway slaves, Thuc. 1, 139. cf.

Plat. Legg. 955 13 :

—

/), lor the re-

ception of the army (in hostile sense),

Tnuc. 7, 74.

—

II. acceptance, approval:

hence, support, aid, succour, -
, hy way of

suppoiling. seconding him, Aeschin.
62, 32.

—

III. a supposition, inference,

conclu.'<ion, Dem. 80, 1 ; 1482, 25.— V.

a place nf refuge, a retreat, Plat. Phil.

62 D, Xen. Vecf. 3, 1 :— receptacle,

Arist. Probl. 1, 40., poet, adv., freq. in Hom.,
but always in the phrase-,
looking askance (cf). i. e.

Inokwig fiercely, grimly, gloomily, II. 1,

148, etc. ; later', q. v.', inf aor. 2 of-.'-, . =-, . . Liic. Jnp. Trag. 1.', adv., later form for-. Nic. Th. 705.'., , ,() an an-

gry look, Hesych.', Att.-.(,/) as mid., to try to get hold of
secretly, c. gen., V. 1. for-, Pint,

Caes. 14.', , f -, poet, -, {,) to serve one, be

serviceable or useful to liim, c. dat., o'i. Od. 15, 333. []', h, () :— one who
looks fierce or gloomy, Nonn.', =, . Rh.
3, 274.', fem. from sq.,

Nonn.', /, ,()
an under-servant, attendant, assistant,, Od. 15, 330; like.'. , gen, , somewhat
acrid or pungent.'-,,=,. ace,
Sappho 2, 10, in pf/.. , ,{)
running under or into the way of a

thing, Antipho 121 , 32.— II. a place of
refuge, asylum : refuge, softy ; a bur-

row, Ael. N. A. 16, '5.

—

111. cringing,

Lat. assentatio.', ov,{, --) running under, down or into, •
.. Orph. Arg. 800 : running or

slijiping under, ., a
stone in the way of the foot, Eur.
Phoen. 1391.'. ov, ,=7/, esp.

a place to run into.— II. a kind of spider.', or•,(,) some-
what moi.steued or dewy, Theocr.25, 16.', Ep. 3 pi. of,
q. y.

I
',=, Hdt. fi]

I

', , , () :—
,
diving under, creeping or going into.—

I

II. rejnge, escape,, Irom la-

I

hours, prob. 1. Aesch! Eum. 505, for.
I

', ov, (, ?.)
somewhat morose or troublesome ; •

! ., a baddish symptom, Hipp.

I

^- -, . to be somewhat
I

displeased, Ep. flat. 357 : from

I

'. ov, (,)
I rather impatient, Hi[ip. pp. 70, 124.', =,
Plut. 2, 711 1).', . gen., somewhat
ill or rank smilling.

\
', {.)

as pass., to be somewhat ashamed of,

dislike, Ti, Pint. 2, 646 B.', ov, ,() a gar-
ment under a coat of mail, Diod., Plut,

Philop, 11. [f]',, 1.- : aor. 2 :

;

also,. (,,) :
—to

draw unihr, draw or pull on under, •', Hdt.

I

1, 155.—2, intr., , to

[

67/;> in under, Hdt. 4, 75; also in same
( signf , . , to slip into, insinuate

oJie's self into it,', lb. 6, 2.—3. to slip

from under, c. acc, as a horse from
under its rider, Xen. Eq. 8, 7.— IJ,

more tisu. in pass, and mid., with
aor. 2 and perf act. (Hom. only uses
aor. 2 act., fut. mid., and Ep. aor,

mid.') :

—

tn dive under, slip

under or into, es|). by stooping, to steal

or slink into, II. 8, 332 ; 13, 421 ; usu,
c. acc, ',
Od, 4, 435. cf II. 18, 145: also,, Hdt. 1, 31, cf Plat.

Gorg. 464 C ; ,
Ar. V^esp. 205; .., Jac. Ach. Tat.
617 : to gel into, put one's fit into

shoes, , Ar.
Vesp. 1158, cf 1159; cf .~2.
C. gen., to slip out from under, creep or
come forth from, ,
Od. 6. 127 ;

so, ,
Od. 20, 53.— 3. to undergo labour or
toil, take it nn one's self, c. acc, ., Hdt. 3, C9 ; /. Hdt.
4, 120, cf 7, 10, 8, Xen. Cyr. 1, 5, 12,

etc ; also C. inf, to undertake,. Hdt. 7, 134, Xen,
Oec. 14, 3.— 4. of feelings, to steal into

or over, ' ?.
; Aescli Eum. 842:— rarely c,

dat., ' , sorrow
stile upon all, Od. 10, 398 ; cf Soph,
Phil. 1 1 12 :— so of diseases. Xen. Eq,
4, 2.— 5. absol., to slip or slink auay,
Dem. 778, 20.— 6. c. acc. pers.,-, to insinuate one's self

into his favour or confidence: -. assume the
semblance, Arist. Rhet. 1, 2, 7;•

or ',
Lat. suhire personam.— 7. '/{, sunken, hollow eyes,

Luc. Tim. 17.', (,) to speak

with somewhat of the Doric manner.',.(,) hypo
Dorian, a mode in music, Plut. 2,

1142 F.', (,) adv.,

in. the hypo-Dorian mode, Arist. Probl.

19. 30; 48, 1.', poet, for,
Orph. Arg. 704.', poet, for (q. v.),

Hom., , usu. contr., q. v., Hom.



'', to be a.', , , also , {,) . uuder-pnesC or priestess,

minister, Hdt. 6, 134, 135. []
and -' ; f. -,

{,) :

—

yoke under or to,

put under the yoke. Oil. 15, 1, cl. ,
73, Htlt. 4, C9 : generally, to bring un-

der, TO• yvo. Plat. Po-

lit. 309 :—pass., tvl -, to be brought under the same class,-

Arisl. Part. An. 1, 4, 2 ; inetaph., to

be yoked under, submit to, c. dat., uruy-', Aesch. Pr.

108 ; 7}7/, Soph. Aj. 24.

Hence',, , a subduing.—II.

connecting with., f. -, {,) to fer-

ment a little, to begin to ferment, Geop.), , {,) to be

somewhat dark or black, iSlc. Th. 337.

'~'} tov, ov, TO, a beast for the

yoke, a beast of draught or burden,

Theogn. 126, Hdt. 9, 39 ; usu. in

plur., Hdt. 1, 167, etc. [i'] : neut.

iroin', a. ov, {,) go-

ing or drawing under the yoke.') )], , like a beast of

burden. Ar. Fr. 696.-, ',—'-, siisp.

in LXX., ,=-, Luc.
Amor. 28 :—pass.,

TO, of the jaw-bone, Hipp., { -, {,) to smell

a little, be somewhat rotten, LXX., , (,)
to paint under or in. outline, Eumath.',, ,{) :

—the diaphragm, tnidnff, also,
Arist. H. A. 3. 1, 25.— II. the rowers'

bench that runs across the ship's sides

(also called). Stallb. Plat.

Rep. 616 C, Legg. 945 C, cf. App.
Civ. 5, 91, etc. :—others take it to be

an undergirth passed under an old

ship to make her sea-worthy, v. Gol-

ler Thuc. 1, 30, and cf./
II.— III. the middle part of the rudder., TO, a girdle.

and -, f. -,
(,) :

—to under-gird. •
(sc. ), the pleura. Medic. :

—pf pass. c. ace, -
voi. girt with (q. v.), Hdt. 7,

C9;', Plut. Koin.
26.— 11. ., to furnish a ship

with rowers' benches ; or to undergird

her, Acta Apost. 27, 17 : generally, to

repair her for sea, Polyb. 27, 3, 3 ; v.

II.',,,=^~ ,
Plut. Rom. 7.

'—^, f. -, {', /.)
to heat inwardly, Aesch. Pr. 880 :

—
pass., to glow under,) v~o-?., Mel. 4, 55., , (, /)) to

pluck up courage. Ael.', {~,) to defy
almost or secretly, Philostr.', , ,()
that ivhich is put under, a stand, base,

Plut. 2, 1011 D.',, , the part of the

palm under the thumb.', {,) to

he disposed to worship, to, Phi-
lostr.', (,) to

heat a little :—pass., to grow somewhat
hot,. ', II. 16,

333 ; 20, 476 ; metaph., Luc. D. Mer-
etr. 8, 3., ov,() some-

uihat hut or passionate,

, Hdt. 6, 38, cf. Luc. Cal-

nnin. 5.', , ?/,() :
—

placing under : that wiiich is placed

under, a groundwork, foundation, ., Hipp. ;., Dein. 21, 7: hence,
— II. that which is laid down as the

foundation of an argument, a hypothe-

sis, suppositio7i, Lat. assumtio, treq.

in Plat., .. Soph. 244 C,
etc. ; , on supposition or

assumption, Hipp., Plat. Rep. 5iO B,
etc. : hence—2. a question lor discus-

sion, the subject under discussion, Lat.

argumentum, / ., Xen. Mem. 4, 6, 13 ;., ,
-, Aeschin. 64, 31 ; 79, 6; -

., Lat. argumentum trac-

tare, Isocr. 99 A.—3. the subject of a

poem, etc., Longin. ; cf Schiif. Dion.
Comp. p. 71.

—

III. that which is laid

down as a rule of action, a principle of

conduct, Dem. 28, 9; 143, 14; -, Isocr. 12 C.—il. generally,

a purpose, plan, design. Plat. Gorg.
454 C, Legg. 743 C : a proposal, Xen.
Cyr. 5, 5, 13 :

—

a promise, Thuc. 3, 66,

ace. to the MSS., but is

the prob. 1.

—

-W.^, a sugges-

tion, counsel, Polyb. 2, 48, 8, etc.', verb. adj. of-
, one must suppose, Plat. Tim. 61 D., , ,{) one

vjho places under.—II. one who suggests,

a prompter, adviser. Hence', ,, hypothetical,-, .Vinson, ap. Stob. p. 596, 5.— II.

suggesting, advising.', ov, verb, adj.,(-
) placed under : to (in me-
dicine), a clyster, Antiph.. 2.4., f-. {, )
to run in under, attack secretly, Pind. P.

2, 155.— II. to run in before, cut in be-

fore, in running a race, Ar. Eq. 1 ICl.

—

111. to run close behind, Xen. Cyn. 3, 8., , (,) to

contemplate or viewfrom beluw, Plut. 2,

42 C., , ui, Hypo-thebae, a
city in Boeolia, II. 2, 505 ; either the

later, or the lower city of
Thebes, opposed to the upper city or

citadel Cadmea; cf Strab. p. 412.',), (,) to sharpen

or whet a tittle : metaph., .
/c. to provoke him to rise,

Ael. N. A. 8, 2.', , ,() :
—an

undtr-prop, base, support: usu. me-
taph.,—2. a suggestion, hiiit, counsel,

warning, piece of advice, Hdt. 1, ,
200, etc. ; , lb.

211 :—the ancients called didactic po-

ems, such as Hcsiod's,, cf
Isocr. 15 B, 23 C.—3. a pledge, deposit,

a mortgage, Dem. 922, 5. Hence. a, ov, deposited in

pledge.'?', , , (, ?.)
somewhat feminine, effeminate,-, Ar. Fr. 552.,, , {):^... , advice coun-

sel suggested off-hand, a ready hint,

warning, in plur.,-, I!. 15, 412, Od. 16, 233;'also
in Xen. Mem. 1, 3, 7, Luc. Astrol. I :

from,, . ,()
suggesting advice, adi-tsing., , , a kind of plas-

ter or saline. Medic./., (, .) to crush
slightly, Ael. N. A. 1, 15.

7., f. -, (. /.) (
press under or gently. NlC. Th. 296. fi], , (,)
make rather muddti, trouble, Ael. N. A.
4,31., to leap upon, dub. 1.

fbr -, in Ael., , (,) to

make a little noise : tv begin to make a
noise, , Thuc. 4, 28., Att. contr. from•, q. v.. (,) to break

a little. LXX., , to weep a little.— II.

trans., to bewail a little., ov, , a small foot-

stool ; cf., as pass.,vith fut.

mid.- (,) :
— to be

delicate or feeble, be slack and ynldivg,
Plut. Pencl. 15.— II. -, I wantoned with her face—-by

stealing kisses, A nth. P. 5, 291., (,) to

spring under or into, v. 1. Orph. Arg.
736.,. , the burning

of incense and the sweet scent thence

arising, Hipp. p. 673.,, , . .,, , perfuming
by burnt spices., , f. - [a], (,) to burn frankincense or other

sweet spices on a tire, to fumigate there•

witli. Lat. siiffire, Luc.',, , a garland ivorti

on the neck, that one may enjoy the sweet-

ness of the flowers. Anacr. 37, Sappho
51, Alcae. 36, Bergk,—where the
MSS. of Alh. (074 C) have.-— 11. an unknown bird; Ar. Av.
304.,, , and,, , (,) the lower sill of a
door: but both forms are susp., ,{) an i7npulse,

iJicentive, provocation, Lat. fames, Po-
lyb. 0, 59, 4, where' is a f 1.. (,) to flat-
ter a little, win by flattery, Hdt. 1, 30,
Ar. Acb. 639, Vesp. 610., t -, {,•) to arm underhand :— mid., to arm
one's self underhand OI unnoticed, il. 18,

513., {,) to call

to a person softly,. Ael. N. A. 8, 2., (, ) to sound
forth a little or in answer, Anlli. P. 9,

314. [la]

and, f.,(, olyvvui) to open, open a little or
secretly, /, Ar. Thesm. 424.

'770(5. to make to suell up a
little.'?., a, ov, (,)
a little .luollen, Lat. subtumtdns, Hipp,
p. 479, etc., . Ion. -,(.)
intr., to swell up a little, Hipp. p. 137,

etc., Ci, {, (•) to dwell
under, lie under,, Anth., {,) pass. c.

aor. mid.,= toreg., c. ace, Anth. P. 7,

372.., {,)
to build under, , Luc. Hist.

Conscr. 3., , f. 7'/. (, •) to keep the house, slay at home,
dwell within, Luc. Gall. 24, cf. Ael.

N. A. 4, 43.— 11. trans., to cherish se-

crelly. to do or attend to sccretti/, Ar.
Thesm. 1168, cf Plut. Pomp. 42:
metaph., vo(70f ,
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disease crept in among ihem, Id. Ca-
mill. 28:—nietaph.,

bpyij, anger secretly cherished, Polyb.

4. 49, 4, cf. 3, 11, 3.-2. to steal into

Uliy one's good graces, pain imdvrhaytd

influence With him, Plut. Lucull. 34 ;. ,
d. Pomp. 58 ;—/ rgg on. Id. Otho 3.^, (,) to uail

softly, to whimper, Luc. Merc. Cond.
27.'', ov, {,) strictly

under vine, i. e. rather dnoih, Philostr.', dep. pass..= i!Tovotw., , , verb. adj. of•. to be borne, tolerubte.', [loct. collat. form of

•), to hold under, . . Kh. 3,

120.', {,) as mid.,

to catch by something held under, A p.

Rh. 4, 109; 14, 473.', {,) to

pvrge downwards, Pint. 2, 127 C.
hence, , , a purging
dou'7itvards : a gentle purging. Hipp.', ful.-, dep.

55.,=77/., fut. -, (,} to sleep a little, Philostr.'/, Ion. -\U77//zai, (strict-

ly, pf. of-) :
— to sit down,

under or in a place, station one''s self

there, tv, Hdt. 7, 27 ; . -, to take up a strong
position, Dion. fl. 0, i\i.—U. to sit

down stealthily, tic in ambush, Xen.
Hell. 7, 2. 5: also c. ace. pers., to lie

in wait for, , Hdt. 8, 40., fut. Att. -,(,-) to set down under : to place in

ambush :—mid., to lie m ambush, Lat.

subsiilete, . , Xen.
Hell. 7, 2, 5 ; so in act., Polyb. 12, 4,

14., fut. -, {,?/) to let down by degrees :, to let down or relax the eye-
brows, to resume a quiet look, A. B.

p. 09 : V. , to let the

beard grow long, 1/at. promittere bar•

bam, Ephipp. JNat'oy. 1, 7.', (,)
to put. in another^s place, substitute,

Hdn., (,) to set on fire

from below, Hdt. 4, 01, Luc., , (,,)
somewhat malicious, Philo.', poet,,', f. -/', (, -) to cover, hide, wrap up under,

LXX.,(,) to be some-
what weary, or sick., f. -,(,)
transit., to bend under, bend short back,

', 11. 24, 274.
—2. intr., to turn short bach, double a,s

fl hare, Xen. Cyn. 5, 10.— 11. metaph.,
to fall short of, , Aesch.
Ag. 786.',,6,(,7})
a petty huckster, Philostr. [«], to make a smoke under,

fumigate. Hence', , , that with

which one fumigates : and', ov, , fumigation,
Diosc. : and'.}, , verb, adj., /
be used, fit for fumigation.', f. -j/', (,)
to snap up stealthily, Arist. H. A. 9,

I'D, 3.

'.upo,ov,',v,ap^^iu)under,

at or in the heart, /for,)7),Theocr.

11, 15; 20, 17.', , (,) to stun

or stupefy a little, DlOSC.', ov, (,) un-

der the wrist,., Aristaen.', (,) to dry a
little or gradually, Nic. A I. 80.'(). , (,)
somewhat lethargic, Hipp. p. 81.',\.-,(,) logo down or descend by de-

grees, Hdt. 2, 15 : to go doun by stealth,

Thuc. 7, 60, Xen., etc. Hence, , ?/, a gradual
going down., (,)
to lay down under:—pass., to lie down
under, Plut. 2, 50 ; of a wrestler

allowing himself to be beaten, lb. 58

F.— II. in pass., also, to lie or sit louer

at table,, Jb. C18 E.— 2. metaph.,
to give way, submit, yield, rivi, to one,

Plat. Rep. 330 C, ; , to

one in a thing, Dion. H. : absol., to

give in, Dcm. 127,21. [i] Hence',. , a laying or

lyingunder.—W. submission, compliance,

flattery, Plut. 2, 58 D.'7^, (,)
to leave behind,], Hipp. p.

102.', (,)
to remain behind and wait, V. 1. Xen.
Cyr. 4, 3, 3.',[,)
to sink doivn under, Q. Sm. 1. 588.', to get ready se-

cretly, Dem. Phal.}, 7/, , secret prepa-
ration.',. ,(-) .'^ub.-'iitution ; and', ov, verb. adj. from7/, subsliluled.', , (, -) to slight or neglect a little,

Hipp. p. 1133., (.) to

pour gently forth, ,
Sappho 48.', (,) to go
on without notice. A. 13. pp. 156, 180., f.-, to devour

or consume secretly.', Ion. for,
Hdt.', , somewhat dejected

or troubled.', (,)
to bury under, Sophron.', (.) adv., below,

under,. 7.(. Plat.

Symp. 222 ; also absol., Id. Legg.
844 C : ., the subordinate

genera, Arist. Top. 4, 2, 4. [a]

Hence, adv., from below or

underneath, oi -, the lower

lands, Plat. Legg. 761 B. [], ov,(-) buried, sunk into the earth, The-
ophr.',,, that with which
a thing is lighted.', , . () a

lighting underneath : hence, — II. the

fire tinder the hypocaustum, Plut. 2, 658
: or the fire underneath a furnace

;

cf. sq., ov, ,() in

baths, a vaulted room heated by furnace
below, Lat. vaporarium : also, the fur-
nace under such a room, liiterpp. ad
Vitruv. 5, 10.. , ?;,= foreg.', (.<,) as pass.,

to lie under, /

/, Isocr. 63 ; neSiov, Aeschin. 70, 20;7^, Thuc. 1, 93:
and so, to tie hidden under, Tij). ?, Plat. Gorg. 405 ,
cf. Prot. 349 .— 11. in various me-
taph. signfs.,—2. to be put under the
eyes or mind, i. e. to be submitted, pro-
posed to one, like.-

6, Pind. . 1, 135;
at ', one's present

hopes, Dem. 348, 22 ; -, two things being proposed. Id.

631, 18; Tu, the present

stale of things, Polyb. 3, 31, 6, etc.:

— foil, by i')Ti.., .., 1
have laid down the rule that.., Hdt. 2,

123.—2. to be laid down, assumed as a
ground of argument. Plat. Crat. 436
1), and Arist. ; yap -
-. Plat. Eryx. 404 ; -, absol., rule is laid down, Dem.
043, 22 ; , Lat.
his positis. Plat. Prot. 359 A ;— cf.

1.2, Wyttenb. Plut. 2,235
E.—3. to be suggested, Hdt. 3, 40.—4.

to be. left at bottom, left remaining,?, Thuc. 3, 84 ; -, Thuc. 3,84 ; -, is re-

served for them, Dem. 913, 0, cf. Ly-
curg. 106, 23 ; so, -, Polyb. 2, 58, 10.—5. to be subject

to, . Plat. Gorg. 510 C—6. ?., cf. 111.—7.-
TTJ /irj. be fixed ill the mind,

Dem. 'l79, 6.'— 8. lobe left behind in

pledge, to be pledged Or nwrlgnged, -, for a certain sum. Isae. 50.31,
Dem. 1187,23; 1194, 17; -. Id. 1283, fin. ; -, the articles pledged. Id. 926,
22 :, of persons, bound

for payment of a sum of money, Id.

816, 10.— 9. TO, in logic,

the subject of a proposition, (the pre-

dicate l)eing TO),
Arist. Caleg. 5. etc. :— also, the subject

of a disease, etc., Polyb. 1, 81, 6.

—

10.", the present

tense, Gramm.

—

111. to fall down at a
person's feet, like. Plat.

Rep. 494 B.— In most signfs., it forms
a sort of passive voice to.', (.) to cut ofl

below, Ael. N. A. 6, 41.'2, (, /) to do
the duty of a' : to give the

time in rowing, sing the boat-song, Luc.
Uatapl. 19.', (, ^) to be

cast away upon, arrive at, Ti, Lon-
gin.', ov, somewhat empty, idle

or vain., , (,) to emp-
ty below, purge, ?., Hipp. p. 45.', , (,) to

prick slightly, Dio C.— II. to prick 0
pierce underneath, App.', ov, (,)
miied with clay, Eust.', gen., contr. , ,
?'/, , with horn underneath.'? or-, a,

01', somiwhnl hoarse, Hipp. p. 1215.

'?'/. , hidden or concealed

under : from', to conceal under or in.'. ov, , (, -) a bolster, pillow, Hipp. pp. 798,

813.', ov, (, /) strict-

ly of honey, inixed with wax : hence,
generally, mixed, impure, opp. to, Hip[). p. 303.', Att. -.
(,) as mid., to make known



by voice of herald or crier, to have a
thing proclaimed or cried, esp. for sale,

Plat. Prot. 349 A, Aeschin. 59, 25.), to accompany on the

harp, Tifi.', (,)
to run some risk, Plut. Pelop. 2, Schaf.
~•.', ov, (,)
somewhat dangerous. Plat. Legg. 830
E.—II. being in some danger, endangered
a iiltle.', , {,) to move
underneath, move softly or lightly, "-

(sc. ),
11. 4, 423 ; cf. Xen. Cyn. 3, 6, etc. :—
metaph., to move a little, urge gently

on. Plat. Charm. 162 D.—II. intr., to

tnove a little or gently, —OAif
uv', none would have stirred

a finger, Hdt. 5, 106, cf. Ar. Ran. 644.

—2. metaph., to have gone wrong, be

mad or deranged, Stallb. Plat. Rep.
573 C, Luc. Eun. 13.' or -, Ep. for v~okl-

II, y. Sm. 3, 36 ; 4, 510. [i], {,)
dep., to hum a tune, Ael. V. H. 9, 11.', as pass., to be slight-

ly mixed, Arist. Insomn. 2, 14.'^^, ov, somewhat yellow.', , , a parasitic

plant which grows on the roots of the, Cyti/ius hypocistis : its juice

was used in medicme, Diosc. 1, 127.'/., adv., ivith the knees

somewhat bent, inclined a little or grad-

ually, 0pp. C. 4, 205 : from
j'?., {,) to bend

the knees under one, to sink slowly down :

metaph. of an e.xpiring lamp, etc.,

Anth. P._5. 279.^'/., (~, 7.) to shed a

secret tear, Aesch. Ag. 69.//., , {~,) to break

underneath, vrr. yoivuv, Nic,
cf. Q. Sm. 4, 483 :

—

to break by degrees,, Anlh. P. 5, 216.

'?•, f. -/', (~,)
to steal underhand, i•—., to steal

away from another's company, Luc.
D. Meretr. 10:—pass., to be stolen

away, Pind. N. 9, 77 : c. ace. rei, like, to be defrauded of a

thing,, Soph. El. 115, ubi v.

Herm.—II. to keep secret, , Musae.
85, oi/Jtj/., Anth. P.

5, 267 : to cheat, beguile, ,
lb. 5, 209.'^, Ion.., (,
/./) to spread underhand report

:

hence in pass.,'?, Soph. Aj. 225 ; but
here Herm. et Dind.,/.', , gen., bent under,

subject : from/.), (, 7.) to make
another bow under a thing : pass., to

stoop or lie under, c. dat., -
/., Od. 5, 463, cf Anth. P! 9, 71,

etc. :—metaph., to submit, Orph. Arg.
851. [i]', , (, ) to

shake a little :—pass.,?.
TlVL, to be thrown into confused flight

before one, 11. 21, 556.'/, , f. -,^?.-
:—pass., to be hidden under, lurk

in secret places,., Od. 22, 382 : from'/., ov, (,/ )

hidden, furtive, Bacchyl. 35.

'/.', {. -. {, ?.)
to wash, cleansefrom below, Anth. : .
TO, to purge the body by a clyster,

Plut. 2, 127 C :—but m pass., in Luc.
99

Nigr. 16, to be flooded (metaph.) with
mischief. Hence'?, , , and-, ov, , a purgingfrom below, as

by a clyster, the latter in Plut. 2,

974 C.', (,) to hear se-

cretly, , from one, Ap. Rh. 3,

477, cf Q. Sm. 1, 509.'). , {,) to scrape

or scratch a little, Tryph. 43. [a],, , the Locri
dwelling jinder (i. e. at base of) Mt.
Cnemis, Paus. 10, 1,2: cf.--', f. -, =- : me-
taph., to excite underneath or inwardly,., Pind. P. 10, 94 (60)

:

—pass. , to be someu-hat provoked or ex-

cited, Xen. Mem. 3, 11,3.'., {,) to

hollow out a little or by degrees, Joseph./., , , the loner belly.'/., , , Aretae. ; and., ov, , the lower eyelid or
part under the eye : cf. ?.,-
', : from'/., ov,(, ?.) some-
what hollotv : hollow underneath.''/.,{, /.') to

flatter a little, Polyb. 0, 18, 5, in pass.'/, ov, somewhat maimed.'7., oi',=sq.'7., ov, {,) ly-

ing on the bosom, in the lap, ., Anth. P. 5, 130 ;, lb.' 25:
—hence, a darling, favourite, pet.—II.

m the mother's womb, aivu.7.. Call. Del. 86.,, ov,= foreg.', , (, .-) to dive under, Galen.', , , {)=:, in insects.', , {,) to

sound in answer to, ,
Plut. 2, 672 .'-, , o,= sq., ap. He-
sych.'-, ov, (, -)
rather neat or elegant, Physiogn.', , and Theophr., -vi-,=^.',, , a covering with
dust, esp. by digging round, Lat. pul-
veratio, Theophr. : from', f. -, {,) to

cover with dust, esp. by digging round
the roots, Lat. pulvcrare, elsewh.-, Theophr.— II. in mid., of
wrestlers, to sprinkle one^s self with

dust, hence, to prepare for the contest.

Comic, ap. Plut. Pomp. 53.', ov, {,) some-
ichat tired, Xen. Cyn. 6, 25.,,{,)7
with dung, Hipp. p. 1132.', f. -, {,)
to begin to cut, Strab.', f.-,{,-) dep. mid. :

—

to play the child,

esp. to talk child's language, i. e. use
terms of endearment, such as diminu-
tives: hence,— 1. transit., to call by
endearing names, e. g. of lovers, /-

uv ,
he would call me coaxingly his little

duck and little dove, Ar. Plut. 1011
;'7/,'.-, Plut. Thes. 14.—2. to

call by a soft name, esp. to call some-
thing base by a fair name, to gloss

I

over, palliate, uvoiav -
I7. or,. '

Rep. 400 E.^474 , v.' Stallb. ad 560
'

; so,.
,'-, Dem. 124, 11: of. sq.—3. '

also reversely, to call something good
by a bad name, to disparage, -, my enemies nickname me
Vice, Xen, Mem. 2, 1, 26 : cf Plut.
Solon 16 fin.—4. to imitate, mimic,
Philostr.— II. intr., to use diminutives,
Arist. Rhet. 3, 2, 15.—Cf.-. Hence',,, a coaxing or
endearing name, as Demosth. said that
his nickname 7. was a ., Aeschin. 17, fin. ; esp., a fair

7iame tor something base, such as ra-, Alex. Parasit. 1, 2, cf Id.

Tarent. 3, 5 ; or for, Plut. 2, 807 D :—hence,=^7., Plut. Galb. 20.',, o,= foreg., Arist.
Rhet. 3, 2, 15, Plut. Thes. 14.', , ,{-) glossing over by a fair name : -
., a diminutive. Adv. -, Plut.

2, 847 E, Ath. 308 F.', Ion. for-
: to coax or soothe with softnames;., of the

serenades sung by girls on the evenr
ing of a friend's marriage, Pind. P.
3, 32 ; cf Hesych. s. v.-.', to lighten or relieve a
little., ov,(,) some-
what light or flckle, Plut. Pelop. 14,
etc., ov, , v.-., {,) of string-
ed instruments, < answer in sound, i.e.

to sound in harmony with, --, Pmd. . 9, 59.—2. trans, . ,
to play an accompaniment, Luc. D.
Meretr. 15,2: i•-. , of
a flatterer, Plut. 2, 55 D.', to hang, hang up
in H. Hom. Ap. 284, (. 1. for-.', ov, {,)
somewhat steep, almost precipitous,

Strab.', , , a by-spring, by-
well, Eunap.', ov, {,)
under the head.'', ov, , a small
stand to put under the bowl{),
Hdt. 1, 25, cf sq. :

—

was
the Att. word.', ov, . Ion. for, ={oTeg., Bockh Inscr.

1, p. 20, Osann Auctar. Lex. p. 161.', {,) to grate or
jar a little, Ael. N. A. 6, 19.', dep. mid., aor.-

: later also aor. pass,-
(in mid. signf ), Ctes. Pers. 41,

Polyb. 5, 25, 7 (cf), (,). To reply, make ansiver, answer,

Tivi, II. 7, 407, Od. 2, 111 ; 15, 170,
Hdt. 1, 2, etc. ; the Att. word was, which has been restor-

ed by Bekk. in Thuc. 7, 44 ;—(though- is quoted by Suid., etc., v. Ar-
nold) :—of an oracle, to give answer,

TLvi , Hdt. 1, 78, 91 ; and so, also,

to expound, interpret, explain,,
Od. 19, 535, 555 ; (so, -, II. 5. 150, cf II. 5) ; .
..., Theocr. 24, 66.—. in Att.

USU., to question and answer on . the

stage, speak in dialogue, hence, to play
a par! on a stage, the part played be-

ing put m ace, as, ., to take the king's part, play the
king, Arist. Pol. 2, 11. 19 ; .-,, etc. : also,.-
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,, to play a tragedy

or comedy, Luc. Merc. Cond. 30, cf.

Id. Salt. 84, Nigr. 11, 24, etc. ;-, tragedies were

performed.—2. hence the word was
used also of the theatrical style of

rhapsodists and orators, lo exaggerate,

Dem. 230, 7, cf Wolf Proleg. ]). xcvi.

— 3. metaph., to play a part, di.isemble,

feign, pretend, c. inf , Dein. 878, 3,

Poiyh. 2, 49, 7, etc.', , , rarer form for

sq. II, Anth. Plan. 289.',, ,() :

—a reply, anxwer, Hdt. 1 ,90, 1 1 6, etc.—

II. usu., the playing a part on the stage,

playing or acting, the actor's art, his

action, delivery, declamation, etc. ; also

an orator's delivery, elocution, Arist.

Rhet. 3, 1, 3, and 12, 2.—2. metaph.,

the playing a part, hypocrisy, outward

show, Polyb. 35, 2, 13, Luc, etc.—3.', as adv., like ', after

the manner of, Bockh Pind. Fr. 259.',, b, rarer^ form for

sq., Hermeas ap. Ath. 563 E.', , 6,() :

—one who answers : an interpreter or

expounder,, etc., Plat. Tim.
72 B.— II. usu., one who plays a part

on the stage, a player, actor, Ar. Vesp.

1279, Plat. Charm. 162 D, etc.—2.
dissembler, feigner, hypocrite, N. T.

Hence, 7/, 6v, belonging to, skilled therein, -, having a good natural de-

livery or elocution, Arist. Rhet. 3, 1,

7
: suitedfor speaking or delivery,,

lb. 3, 12, 2: - (sc.), the art

of delivery, Ih. 3, 1 , 7.—2. acting a part,. ', Luc. Alex. 4.', (,) to accom-

pany on the lyre, Anth.— II. metaph.,

to take up the word, to break in upon, in-

terrupt, c. ace, Ar. Ach. 38 ;
and, in

Eccl. 256, 618, with a play on the ob-

scene signf of : to contradict,

answer,, Plut. 2, 177 B.—2. lofind

fault with, attack, Ar. Plut. 548, in

•mid.', f. -,(,)
to hide under or beneath,)-, the ship was hidden beneath the

spray, 11. 15, 626 :—mid., to hide one's

self ; V. ace. pers., tn keep something
secret from hmi, Luc. Amor. 15, v. 1.

Xen. An. 1, 9, 19. Hence',, , a hiding, keep-

ing secret.', ( -, (,) to

croak against, Luc. D. Mort. 6, 4.', f.-, to kill or slay

underhand.', ov, (,)
rather dark-blue, Alex. Mvnd. ap.

Schol. Theocr. 5, 96.', ov,=ioxeg.', , to be under-pilot,, of a ship.', , , part of a chair,

elsewh., or•, V. 1. II. 18, 375.'?, ov, (,)
roiitid underneath,, Od. 4, 131.', ov, , v..', to wave gently, like

long hair.', (,) to

put into a gentle, waving motion, Phi-

lostr.', mid., v.-', . -, (,)
stoop under, esp. under a yoke,

hence Mj/ool ,
submitted to the Persians. Hdt. 1, 130,

cf 6, 25, 109 ; so, -, Aesop. : absol.,
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of suppliants, to bow down, how low,, Ar. Vesp.

555 (where however the Rav. MS.), Luc. Navig. 30; so

of animals drinking, Xen. An. 4, 5,

32 ; of persons stooping to prep into a

place.— II. c. ace, . , to

stoop the shoulder so as to let a load

be put on, Ar. Ach. 954.', , dub. 1. in Dion. H.
for.', ov,(,) rath-

er gibbous or humped, Plut. 2, 890 D., , to make somewhat
crooked, bend a little.',,=^.', , , part of the

ornament of a carriage-frame., (,) to impregnate,

gel with child: but prob. only used in

mid.,, of the woman, to

conceive, become pregnant, hence part,

aor. Ep. (not--
, v. sub ), having conceived, big

unth child, 11. 6, 26, Od. 11, 254,

Hes. Th. 308 ; so of animals, II. 20,

225.',,,(,) the

hip-bone, hip, Xen. Cyn. 4, 1, etc., , (,)
to ridicule a little or underhand, Luc.
Tox. 14.', ov, (,) some-

what deaf, rather deaf, Ar. Eq. 43, Plat.

Prot. 334 D, etc.'•,, , the hedge-sparrow,

Arist. H. A. 6, 7, 5 ; vulg.:
also written,/,-.', , f. -, to chatter in

an under tone, murmur., . --, (,) to get under another and
take him up, to take up one fallen, as the

dolphin did Arion, Hdt. 1, 24, Plat.

Rep. 453 D.—2. to catch up, come sud-

denly upon, esp. of storms of wind,

Hdt. 2, 25; 4, 179, etc. ; of a fit ot

madness, Id. 6, 75 ; of a famine, Id.

6, 27 ; so of soldiers marching, 5'•-?., i. e. they

came suddenly into difficult ground,

Xen. Hell. 3, 5, 20 :—hence, absol.,

of events, to follow next, come next,, Hdt. 8, 12, cf

6, 27.-3. esp., to take up the discourse,

and answer, to reply, rejoin, retort, Hdt.

1, 11, etc. ; , Thuc. 5, 85;
c. inf, to reply that.., Time. 5, 49 :—but
esp. in dialogue, , .
f/Tfti', he said in answer. Hdt. 7, 101,

Thuc. 3, 113, freq. in Plat., and Xen.:

—also, to take one up short, interrupt

him (like), Xen. Cyr. 5, 5,

35.—4. to take tip the conqueror,^
with him, Lat. excipere, Thuc. 8, 105.

—\\.=, to take under one's

protection, Xen. An. 1, 1, 7 —2. to ac-

cept, entertain a proposal, Hdt. 1, 212 ;

3, 146.—III. to take up a notion, as-

sume, suppose, USU. of an ill-grounded

opinion, c. inf, Hdt. 2, 55, freq. in

Plat., and Xen. ;—hence, . tsc.), to asstime or understand it to be

so and so. Plat. Prot. 341 B, Phaedr.

263 D : . , Isocr.

32 ; etc.—2. to understand, appre-

hend,. Eur. I. A. 523, and Plat.

;

. , to understand it of, i. e.

apply it to, him, Aeschin. 22, 29 :—in

pass., to be supposed, etc., Dem. 623,

5, etc. ; 7} , the

supposed favour. Id. 178, 8.—3. to sus-

pect, disbelieve, Xen. Ages. 5, G.—IV.

to take or seize underhand. Thuc. 1, 68 :

to draw men off from their duty, se-

duce them, ., Id. 1, 121.— V. to check, re-

strain, as a physician does a disease,

Hipp., v. Foes. Oecon.—2..,
as a term of horsemanship, to hold up
the horse, half-check him in his course,

Xen. Eq. 7, 15 ; 9, 5,

being to check him quite, bring him up
short, lb. 3, 5., , gen. , shining

under, i. e. shining unth refected light,

glittering,, Hes. Sc. 142

:

from, f. -, (,)
to shine under, Xen. Mem. 3, 8, 9 : so

in pass., 7rj>p ,
Mel. 55, cf Ap. R'h. 1, 1280.— II. to

shine a little, begin to shine, to lap, like, Hdt. 1,

190 ; . , Plut. Anton. 49 :

—

was once
read in 11. 18, 492, Od. 19, 48; 23,

290, where now - is read.

Hence'),, , a slight lustre,

Hipp. p. 1133., f.-, to be con-

cealed or hidden under., (, ) to

empty from below, purge, Ael. N. A.
14, f4., ov, (,)
somewhatflabby or loose, Hipp. p. 1133,

etc. [], Att. -,•=•., to smooth, rub, polish a
little.

'7.., (,) to dictate,

prompt, , Plut. 2, 46 A.7., ov, (,)
almost fatal, dangermts, Hipp. p. 118.', . -, (,) to

pour a libation therewith or to, Aesch.
Ag. 69 :—in pass., to trickle dotmi, like

)1), Hipp.
'7•., , , a remnant,

remainder, Theophr. : from, i- -, (,) to

leave remaining, Od. 16,50;.,
Thuc. 8, 2 ; . ,
Antipho 129, 14.-2. of things, to fail

one, ,
Lys. 177, fin.— II. pass., to be left re-

maining or behind, '-', 11. 23, 615; ^, he was left at home.., Od.

7, 230 ; cf. 17. 276, etc.. Hot. 2, 15,

86, etc. ; ,
tn stay behind the expetlition, i. e. not

to go upon it, Hdt. 1, 165, cf Aesch.

Ag. 73 :—generally, to remain behind,

to be left over and above, Plat., etc. ;' ...
Id. Phaedr. 231 .—2. to be left behind

by any one, strictly in a race, Ar.

Ran. 1092 : hence of stragglers in an
army, to lag behind, Xen. An. 1, 2, 25,

etc. : metaph. to be inferior to one, -, also .— 3. absol., to fait,

come to an end, vvE, Soph. £1. 91

:

also, to fail in what is expected of

one, come short, Lys. 187, 10.—III.

mid., to leave a thing behind one, c.

ace, Wess. Hdt. 4, 121 ; 6, 7 : leave

remaining, keep by one. Id. 2, 25 ; -, to leave cause for

reproach against one's self, Thuc. I,

140; so,7., to

leave one's se// means of escape, Dem.
301, 23. Hence',, , a remaining, be-

ing left behind, Theophr. — II. like

//, an eclipse. Iambi., ov,(,) some-

what rough, scabby, Theophr.'7.7, ov, (,-) rather too sxibtlc, Cratin. Incert.

155., ov, (, )



.•somewhat fine, Hipp., LuC. Philops.

34.-, {,) to

nmke ratherfine, Paul. S. Ambo 74.'<^.,,') to

make white underneath:—pass., to be-

come white underneath, or S07newhat

white, 11. 5, 502, cf. Luc. D. Meretr.

11,3, etc.'-•, 01',{,^) white

underneath.— II. whitish, Diosc.'.<, orof, , , (,
) whitish, pale, Hipp. p.

955.

^»;}^, (', Ar/yij) to desist

gradually from,, Ael. N. A, 12,

44.

'?^,, v..'/,, ,(-
vu) that which is supposed, an opinion,

Def. Plat. 413 B, Piut. 2, 164 F.— II.

conception in the womb, dub. 1. Plut. 2,

38 E.
'7^), ov, TO, the vessel under

a press to receive the wine or oil,

vat, Lat. lacus, LXX. : neut. from'?, ov, (,) placed

tinder a press. Hence'?., , , =.
Call. Dian. 166.7., , ,() al-

most the ending, Ath. 491 .-, verb. adj. of -
78<), one must suppose, under-

stand. Plat. Rep. 613 A, etc.'?, , ,{-
V(j) of, belonging to understanding, etc.

;

v., the faculty oi under-

standing, etc., Def. Plat. 414 C, cf. M.
Anton. 3, 9. Adv. -., , verb, adj., (-
7\.) supposable, Arist. An. Pr.

I, 39.

'•)?', , {,) to talk

somewhat absurdly, to become imbecile,

Ael. V. H. 3, 37,

'?7],,{) :

—

a taking or catching up, esp. taking

up the word, taking up the discourse

where another leaves olf: -, in turn, alternately, Stallb.

Plat. Hipparch. 228 ; cf citata sub
V.' :—hence, a rejoinder, re-

ply, answer, ., Isocr. 227

C—II. a taking in a certain sense, an
understanding, opinion, conception, Def.

Plat. 413 A sq., cf Arist. M. Mor. 1,

35, 13, Rhet. 3, 15, 1, etc. :—also, the

estimate formed of 3. person or thing, a

good or bad reputation, public opinion,

Lat. existiniatio, Plut., (, ) to

make to sound a little, Jac. Ach. Tat.

p. 423., ov, gen. ovor, {,-) somewhat less, slighter, or smaller,

II. 18, 519.'?., ov, {,) some-

what stony, Luc. Tim. 31., collat. form from.
'•!?., , gen. , (,) somewhat hungry, Plut.', {, ') to

fatten, a little or by degrees, dub. in', ov, {,)
rather fat, Diosc. [i], , to be rather fat, dub.

in Theophr.'/, ,() left be-

liind, staying behind, Plut.' and, .-, (.,,-) to slip

or slide gently, , Ael. . . 9, 9.', ov, {,) some-

what smooth, worn smooth, Ar. Eq.
1368.

, ov, Att. for foreg.', ov, rather poor, little or

mean., ov,{,) some-

what lickerish Or dainty, Luc.',yf ,— sq., f.- Att. --
{,), dep. mid. :

—

to

take into the account, as matter of addi-

tion or stStraction, Polyb. 6, 39, 15 ,

metaph., to take into account,,, Plat. Apol. 28 B, Phaedr. 231
B, Dem. 259, 7, etc. ; ., An-
doc. 33, 27 :

—

to take notice, foil, by

si... Plat. Crito 48 D. The act.-) is v. 1, Arist. Pol. 7, 3, 4.

Hence', ,,-=.', adj. verb, from, one must take into ac-

count. Plat. Rep. 341 D.
'7)•, OV, 0, {, >•)

taking into account, -(, Lat. rationem habere rei,

Dem. 790, 9 ; so, -
, Lys. 102, 20.—2. as adj., taken

into account, made accountable,-
or, Lys. 180, 36

;

184, 31, Dem. 959, 7:, Dinarch. 110, 25:

—

?' /-. not to hold us respon-

sible. Plat. Lach. 189 ; cf. Stallb.

Prot. 349C—II. in Arithm., of ratios

in which the first number is the least, as

3:5; opp. to:— cf.-.', ov, {,) left

behind, staying behind, Hdt. 7, 171 :

esp., still alive, surviving, Lat. .tuper-

stes, Id. 6, 123, etc. : generally,= Aoi-, remaining, Id. 7, 126, Thuc, etc.', ov, somewhat oblique or
obscure.', , to loosen the shell or

rind a little or gradually, Theophr. ; v..'7, ov, 6, an under--, Xen. An. 5, 2, 13., ov, {,) hypo-

Lydian, a mode in music. Pint. 2,

1141 B., f. -, {,) to

hiccup or sob a little, Galen.'', ov, {, /.) :
—un-

der the lyre, ., either a bridge

of reed on which the strings rest, or a

rod of reed put under the strings (to

prolong the sound, as horn was after-

wards used), Ar. Ran. 233 ; cf. H.
Horn. Merc. 47, sq. []'?.,, , a loosing of that

which is underneath : from', {,) to loosen, un-

tie, unbind from below, loosen a little or

gradually, , loosened his

limbs below, made his limbs sink under

him (viz. by giving him a deadly
wound), II. 15, 581 ; so too, . -, to make courage and
strength /ai7, 6, 27 : also of wrestlers,, 23, 726; so in pass.,?., 16, 311 ;

', lb. 805 ;
', Ar. Lys. 216.

—

. to loose

from under (the voke). ' ', 11. 23, 513, cf Od. 4, 39:—
mid., '...,
thou didst set him free from bonds by

stcallh, II. 1, 401, cf Od. 9, 463.-2. to

untie another person's sandals from
under his feet, take off his shoes, Ar.

Nub. 152, Thesm. 1183;,,, Plat. Symp. 213
:—mid., to take off one's own sandals

or shoes, Ar. Lys. 950, Plut. 927, cf
Xen. Lac. 2, 3 ; opp. to,
cf. sub.

',, , v. ?,.', , (. -, to flag a
tittle, or by little and little.', ov,= sq., Aristaen. 1,

25.', ov, {,) under
the breast, esp., under the mother's breast

sucking, Lat. subrumus.— II. oi -, the parts under the breast, Bioa
1, 26, nisi h. 1. legend, ' --', {,) as
pass., to be somewhat mad, Hipp. p. 352., ov,{,) some-
what long, longish, Ar. Pac. 1243.', {,)
as pass., to grow soft or cowardly by
degrees, Xen. An. 2, 1, 14.'?., Att. --,{,-) to soften by degrees

:

—pass., to

be so softened, Luc. D. Meretr. 4, 2.', {,•) dep., to divine a Utile or after a
manner. Plat. Sisyph. 388 B.', {,)
as pass., to wither gradually, Plut. 2,

411 E.', ov, somewhat crazy,

maddish,, Hdt. 3, 29,
145; 6, 75., ov [/?t], and-, ov, {,)=^.
Lob. Phryn. 557.', Att. -, {,•) to knead underneath or a little.,

smear or rub underneath, Theocr. 2, 59.', ov,=^., ov, {,)
under the armpits: to ., the part un-
der the armpit.', ov, so?newhat dark or
gloomy.", ov, {,) mixed
with rain, ., a rainy summer,
Plut. Camill. 3 (Schiif.);
cf Id. 2, 438 A.— II. wet under the sur-

face, or wettish. Foes. Oecon. Hipp., , {,) to

smile a little or gently, Anacreont. 29,
: ., Polyb. 17, 7, 6.', ov, gen. , {,) somewhat less or inferior :•, among the Spartans, were

subordinate citizens, opp. to,
Xen. Hell. 3, 3, 6, cf Muller Dor. 3,

5, 7 : in an army, ., the subaltern

officers, Dio C.', {,) to be

blackish, Paus.'?, , somewhat
like the, Epich. p. 59., f. -,=^7.-, Geop.',-.,-, some-
what black, blackish., {,)
dep., to blame a little or secretly, Plut.

Cat. Min. 15.', ov, {,-) somewhat discontented with his

lot, Cic. Att. 6, 1, 2. [I]', verb. adj. from-, one 7nust sustain, abide, endure,

Thuc. 2, 88, Plat. Legg. 770 : also. but the first form is

better. Lob. Phryn. 440 ; cf•.', , .=-, Arist. Eth. . 3, 6, 6.',^=,(\..,
Isocr. 117 C.', , , {)
di.^posed to undergo, submissive, Def.

Plat. 412 B, 416 B, etc. ; v. I. -
-., less analogous form
for-. Lob. Paral. 494.', fut. -, (,)
to stay behind, Od. 10, 232. 258 : to
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stay at home, Hdt. 6, 51 ; 7, 209 : also,

to remain alwe, Id. 1, 119 :— generally,

to be pcrmaiteiil, Arist. Categ. 0, 8.

—

II. trans., to abide or await another,

esp. to await his attack, bide the onset,

c. ace. pers., 11. 14, 488 ; IC, 814, etc.

;

so too Hdt. 3, i) ; 4, 3, etc. ;—never
c. dat. pers.,—lor in Xen. Hell. 5, 4,

40, Schncid has altered the punctu-
ation.—2. c. ace. roi, to abide, submit

to, endure any evil that threatens one,, Hdt. C, 12, Thuc. 1, 8;,, etc., Xen., Dem.,
etc. ; hence ironically, rue, they coiild not abide

the gifts, Lsocr. GO 13 :—. -, to await one's trial, Aeschin. 21),

4, cf. Andoc. IC, 10, Lys. 158, 26:—
generally, to wait for, ,
Thuc. 5, 50 : to await one. Plat.

Phaedr. 250 C, etc.—3. absol., to

stand one's ground, stand firm, II. 5,

408, Hdt. 0, 90; so, .,
Thuc. 3, 108 ; ,
to endure patiently, Plat. Gorg. 507

B.—1. c. inf., to abide, venture, under-

take, boldly resolie to do a thing, like

Lat. posse, suslinere, '', he did not wait to become
Known, Od. 1, 410; also c. part.,-, if they shall dare to lift hand
against me, Hdt. 7, 101.—5. c. part.,

also, ovK , he
cannot bear to be helped. Plat. Gorg.

505 C.—6. to uphold, support, maintain,. Pind. P. 2, 48 ;, Stallb.

Plat. Hipp. Maj. 298 D., fut. Att. -, (,-) to subdivide, make subdivisions.

Hence', ov, 6, a szibdivision.', dep., to bleat a little

;

but V..',, , gen. ,=-, Diog. L.'', , to probe the bot-

tom, probe thoroughly.',{,?) to be or

look yellowish, Diosc.'. , ov, {,)
yellowish, esp. light-yellow, Diosc.', ov, in the m.other^s

womb.', f.-, {,-) to mix under or among, mix up,

Tivi TL, Plat. Tim. 74 D ; ro-, the admixture, Id. Phil. 47
A.— II. intr. and metaph., to come
near to or into secretly, c. dat.,-
?), Thuc. 8, 102.', f., aor., [,):—. act.,

— 1. c. ace. pers., to jrut one in mind
or remind one of, -, Od. 1, 321 ; cf. 15, 3, Thuc. 6,

19 ; also , Thuc. 7, 64, Xen.
Cyr. 3, 3, 37, etc. ; . -
... Plat. Phil. 31 C; .
..,, etc., Id. Phaed. 88 D, etc.

—2. C. ace. rei, to bring back to one^s

mind, mention, suggest, , Hdt. 7,

171 ; Tivi Ti, Aesch. Pers. 990.—II.

pass., to call to mind, remember, :

but also Ti, Plat. Phil. 47 E, Xen.
Cyr. 6, 1, 24: to make mention,, Aesch. Pers. 329.', , f. -, to hate a

little.', , {,) serv-

ingfor pay, hired, Luc. Alex. 49, etc.'. contr.-, {,) dep. mid. : to court a woman
clandestinely, .,
Od. 22, 38. [<2]', contr.-, Ion.

pass, of {70,'7/;. []', , ,{-
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) remembrance, memorial,., Thuc. 2, 44 ;
' -, Isocr. 73 C. cf. 55

D, etc. :

—

mention, notice, Thuc. 4,

126, Xen. An. 1, 6, 3.-2. a note or

memorandum entered by a tradesman
in his day-book, -, he ordered a vote to be made
of it, Dem. 1193, 2, cf. 837, 17 ; so of

bankers, -... Id. 1180,

7 :—then in phir., generally, memo-
randums, notes, Lat. cnmmentarii. Plat.

Phaedr. 276 D, Theaet. 143 A : also

like, memoirs, Po-
lyb. 1, 1, 1; G, 32,4, etc.—3. later,

also explanatory notes, commentaries.
—4. a sketch, draught or copy of a let-

ter. Ep. Plat. 3(33 E. Hence', f. -, to write or
note down for remembrance, enter in a

memorandum- book : so in mid., of the
annates, Polyb. 5, 33, 5.-—2.-, to explain interpret

a writer : oi,
commentators. Hence', , , serving for
explanation, Diog. L. 4, 5., , , dim. from. [«]', , 6,{-) writing or noting down, mak-
ing a memorandum, in plur. oi .,
memoirs, Lat. commentarii,-

., Polyb. 2, 40, 4.—2. a com-
mentary on an author.— II. a decree of
the Areopagus, because these were
kept as wruteti records, Cic. I'"a!n. 13,

1, 5, Att. 5, 11,6.', , , one who
writes a memoranilum., , to write

doiim as a mcmorandinn : from', ov, ivriting in

a memorandum-book, writing down for
reference or to hand down to posterity., to notice in a me-
morial or memoir{).', v..,, ,{)
reminding, Thuc. 4, 17, 95 ; SO Plat,

calls writing '-, Phaedr. 275 :

—

mentioniiig, . , to

make mention of a thing, Thuc. 3, 54,

Plat., etc. ; ., a tale of woe,
Eur. Or. 1032.', later poet, form of, Or|)h. H. 76, 6.', verb. adj. of-, one must mention, Arist.

Rhet. Al.',{,)
as ])ass. and mid., to betroth underhand
or beforehand, .,
Arist. Pol. 5, 4, 7 :—pass., -, one betrothed beforehand, i. e.

in his first wife's life-time, lb.', , , awakening
the recollection, ^suggestive, Sext. Emp.
p. 496.'. al, expl. in A. B.,

as al .', {,) to inter-

pose by oath,'. Soph.
Fr. 313.—II. more freq. in mid.,-, f., to swear in bar

of further proceedings,', Dem. 1006, 3:—then, to

make oath or put in an affidavit that

something serious prevents a person's
appearing in court, and so to applyfor
a longer than the legal term, Xen. Hell.

1, 7, 38, Dem. 1151, 2, etc. : so, .
Tiva

,

Dem. 1174, 6;, one applied

for an extension of the term for Demos-
thenes, on the plea of sickness, Jd.

1336, 10; and in pass.,-, this affidavit being put im

by way of excuse, id. 1174, 8:— cf..', , ,() re-

maining behind.—II. holding out un-
der, patience under,, Del. Plat.

412 C ;, Polyb. 4, 51, 1 :

—

. , the
sword's poiver to sustain blows. Id. 15,

15, 8.— III. a giving way to ill doing
in others, or giving a loose to it in
one's self, TheO()hr. Char. C., a, ov, =-, Diog. L. 7, 126.', , (>,=-. Arist. Virt. et Vjt. 5, 1., ,=(>.,=.. , ,=, q. ., {, ;) to

propagate by layers, suckers or shoots :

generally, to propagate or extend se-

cretly, e. g.)., ov,{,)
baddish, rather hard, Comic. Ano».
202., {,) to

act as a lever, Hipp. p. 805., . , the fulcrum oi
a lever, Arist. Mechan. 4, i., to groan slightly.,{,) dep.
mid., to say before, predict, Ap. Rh. 2,

460.',{,).
mid., to bellow in answer or in concert,

Aesch. Fr. 54 ; v. Herm. Opuse. 5, 8., ov, {,) over-

charged with mucus, Hipp.. ov, {,)
rather filthy or fetid, Hipp, [v], {,) to close a little,, half-closed eyes,
Alciphr., ov, {,) rather

stupid or silly, Luc. Icarom. 29., {, ') dwell un
der,, Anth. P. append. 268., to begin to grow young
again., , {,) to break

up fallow ground with the plough,
Lat. novare, Theophr., poet, for,
q• V., {,, q. v.) to

snow a little : as if inipers.,,
there teas a little snow, Thuc. 4. 103:
also in pass., , a
snowy night, Id. 3, 23.—Others write., , to be somewhat
wroth., {,) as mid.,
to eat away from beneath or secretly,?. , Anth.
7, 444.

—

. to go under, undermine ; cf..—111. to deceive, trick,

Epich. . 4., poet, -, {,) dep., to go under, enter, Nic.

Al. 190 : ubi Schneid. ., {.) nod se-

cretly to, Orph. Lilh. 99.', ov, {, )

under the clouds, Luc. Fugit. 25., (,) to swim under,

dive. Foes. Oecon. Hipp., ov, {,) wider

the promontory N^ior, lying al its base,

Od. 3,81, V. 1.1, 18G.,{,) to befasting

or abstinent, Joseph.. {,) dep.,

to swim under water, dive, Plut. An-



fon. 29, Brut. 30.

—

. to be inferior

in swimming, rivi, to one, Ael. N.
A. 2, 6.), f. -, (-,) to

wash slightly 0 beneath.', ov, , dim. from-, q. V.', , {,)
somewhat alkaline, Phllotim. ap. Ath.
79 A.', worse form for ~-, q. V.), ,(,) suspect,

, Hdt. 9, 88, Eur. I. . 1132, Thuc,
etc. : c. ace. pers. et inf ,-, '/.?., Hdt. 9, 99; also c. gen. pers.,..,
Thuc. 1, 68; so, . .., -,
Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 20, Hell. 4, 8, 35.-2.

generally, to conjecture, guess, Ar. Lys.

38 : to guess at, form guesses abotit, Tu, Andoc. 18, 15: also, {'—

.

Ti , to entertain a suspicion ot

one, Ar. Plut. 3C1 ; so too, {'-. -/

Tivi, Id. Lvs. 38.—3. to get wind of a

thing, Ar. Eq. 652, Lys. 1234. Hence',, , a supposition,

suspicion, Hipp. p. 84.', verb. adj. from-, one must suspect, Strab.', , 6,() a sus-

picious, jealous man.'-,, , seduction.', , , seducer.', {,) to se-

duce, Nicet., , , {) : —
hidden meaning or sense ; hence,—I. a

suspicion, Dem. 1178, 2: a conjecture,

guess, supposition, a fancy, Ar. Pac,
Thuc. 5, 87 ; ?; . , the

conception entertained of the actions,

Thuc. 2, 41, cf Eur. Phoen. 1133.—
. the real meaning which lies at the

bottom of a thing, the true intent, Xen.
Symp. 3, 6 : esp., covert {allegorical

or symbolical) meaning, Stallb. Plat.

Rep. 378 D : hence, and', allegorically,figurative-

ly, Ruhnk. Tim.
^',{) to under-

mine, make underground passages or

mines, Dinarch. ap. Suid. :—metaph.,
to stir up by secret arts, stratagems or

intrigues,.2., Dion. .
3, 23., fjr, ,() an
underground passage, mine, Diod. 20,

94.—II. metaph., in plur., secret stra-

tagems or intrigues. Hence
'ovouv, adv., underground, by

pipes, Thuc. 6, 100.', ov, {, , -
):—going underground,underground,. ^, mines, App. : . ',
a sore that spreads under the surface,

without appearing, Diosc.—II.-, , as subst., an underground pas-

sage, mine, Thuc. 2, 76, Polyb., etc.

:

—a waterpipe, Arist. Meteor. 1, 13, 11.

—Cf Lob. Paral. 387.', , (, VI) a wind-

lass or capstan placed under a thing

;

dim., dub. in Hipp., , {,) to be

rather sickly, Hipp. p. 514, Luc. Tox-
ar. 29., ov, subject to diseases,

unhealthy.', , {,) to go
hack :

—to go down, sink, settle, Lat.

s^sidere, of a stack of wood, Hdt. 4,

62 : of a river, to abate, retire, . uv-, Hdt. 1, 191,

cf Thuc. 3, 89, Plut. 2, 366 , etc.

Hence', , , a return, a

retirement : a sinking, s^siding, of the

sea, Plut. Anton. 3.'', f. -, to water under-

neath, or a little., , , ( ) a

bride's-maid.', f. -, (,) to

prick, goad, sting underneath or a tittle

:

generally, to sting, Theocr. 19, 3., f. - and -,
(,) to ncd a little, fall

asleep gradually, Plat. Symp. 223 D., ov, (, )

somewhat lazy, sluggish, or dull, Eust.', ov, {,) yel-

lowish or lightish brown, Diosc.', {,) to tell in

a foreign accent, , Luc. Icarom. 1.', . -, (, ) to

polish underneath or a little.', {,) tran-

sit., to dry, dry up a little, Hipp. p. 452,

etc. Hence', , , some degree of
dryness, Hipp. p. 543.', ov, {,) some-

what dry, or shrunk, Hipp., v. Foes.
Oec.', f. -, {,) to be

sourish, Ath. 114 C.', ov, {,-) wooden
underneath, i. e. of wood covered with a

coat of some precious metal, Xen. Oec.

10, 3, cf. Alex. -. 7, Meineke
Menand. p. 142: hence, spurious,

counterfeit, A. B. p. 67, 6., , or -, {.)
to shave or cut off some of the hair,. Archil. 9, 2, Luc. D.
Mort. 9. 4, etc.', a, ov, (,) un-
der the shears or razor, Anth. P. 6, 307.', oi'.= sq., dub.", , gen. . {,)
somewhat sharp, sub-acid, DiosC, v.

Lob. Phryn. 541.', {, ) to scrape a

little, to graze slightly,, Anth. P. 9, 669 ; cf.

Dion. P. 61, 385. [ir]', , to bean under-, Inscr., {,) to play or

joke a little, Ael. N. A. 12, 21.— II.

trans., ., to jest upon one a

little or underhand.'. {,) to go
down voluntarily in wrestling, Luc.
Nero 8.^, ov, {,-) somewhat exposed to the north,

Theophr.', , {,-) to be somewhat mad oi silly, Hipp,

p. 1210.', dep., to flag a

little in attention, Epict., ov,{,)
all but maiden, Ar. Fr. 190.', , f.- and
-, {,) to thrust aside

by degrees or underhand, Isae. 73, 17.', (.-,{,)
to strew under, Hdt. 1, 132; to plaister

under, ?., Theophr.', ,,^=,
Plut. 2, 839 .', , to make some
noise at a thing.', t. -, to make to cease

gradually.', , gen. , {, -) somewhat fat, Hipp., Luc. Bacch.
2.',{,) to persuade
gradually, dub. in Heliod. 7, 2., , {,) to

begin to be hungry, Ar. Plut. 536.

, ,^, Joseph.', , (,) to

try to seduce, Ael. . . 14, 5 ?,

Alciphr.'?^, to be or grow•.'?, ov,{,7,)
somewhat blackish, wan, or livid, Hipp,

pp. 452, 557 : also?., ov, pp.
76, 81.', . dispatched under-

hand, as a scout or spy, Lat. sub-

missus, subornatus, Xen. An. 3, 3, 4

;

ubi olim : from', f. -, {,)
to send under, to or into, C. acc,

-, Eur. Hec. 208.— II. to send se-

cretly, Thuc. 4, 46, Xen. Cyr. 2, 4,

21 :

—

to send as a spy, send m a false
character, Lat. submittere, subornare,

Xen. An. 2, 4, 22 ; cf. Thuc. 1. c, and
V. foreg.', Ep. part. pf. of, 11.',. part. pf. act.

of, submissively, ., Polyb. 35, 2, 13.', ov, gen. , some-
uAat soft, Hipp. p. 1059.', dep., c. aor. act., {, ) to break
wind a little, Lat. suppedere, Ar. Ran.
1095.', , to break or bend
round a little or gradually, []'/., { , ,
/.') as pass., to have a slight diar-

rhoea, Hipp. p. 75. ?.]', {,) to

shiver a little, Hipp. p. 73.', 1. - [], (,) to assume a dark colour by
degrees, esp. of grapes, hence to begin

to ripen, Od. 7, 126 ; cf Jac. Ach. Tat.
p. 497., f.-, {,) to .<ipread out under, lay
under, Hipp. p. 887 : -, Luc. Fugit. 25. Hence',, , a cloth to

spread under, a carpet, rug, Plat. Polit.

279 D.', {,) dep.
mid., to fly under or to, Paus.', ov, {,) some-
what rocky, , Hdt. 2, 12.',,,{,-) an allurement, Plut. 2, 987 .', . -, {, •) make somewhatfirm or hard :

to make to curdle or freeze a little, Ael.
N. A. 3, 30 ; 14, 7.', , {,) to

bound, spring forth Or up, Ael. N. A.
12, 15.', f. -, to squeeze gently., {,) to

play the ape a liltle, Ar. Vesp. 1290, in
tmesis.', ov,(,) some-
what bitter, Theophr.'. ov, {, /.)
somewhat fat, Diphii. Siphn. ap. Ath.
121 C.'?, f. -, {,) to fill a little, fill by degrees

:

—pass., /, to

abound with children, Hdt. 6, 138;. just
beginning to have a thick beard. Plat.

Prot. itiit.
;.-. Plat. Phaedr. 253 ; -,

Luc. D. Marin. 12, 2.— II. in pass,
also, to become pregnant, Ael. N. A.
12,21.', f. -, {,) to burnfrom below or grad-
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vally, Hdt. 2, 107, HI, in aor. 1 :—
Ar. Lys. 348 has the pres.''. f.-, (,)
to drink gradually or slowly, honce to

drink on a long time, soak, Lat. subbi-

bere (Sueton.), Ar. Av. 494, and Xen.:, rather tipsy, Ar. Pac.

874, Lys. 395, Xen. An. 7, 3, 29.-2.
to drink moderately, Plat. Rep. 372 D.', i., to give

to drink a Utile.', f.-, (, •) to fall under or down, Xen. Cyn.

10, 18.—2. to fall down before any one,

Tivi, like. Plat. Rep. 570

A :—hence, to be subject to him, fall

under his power, ', Isocr. 142

: also of a flatterer, to cringe to,

fawn on,, Isae. 59, 15, Dem. 1 121,

9 ; 1359, 18 ; but also c. ace,-/, Ar. Eq. 47, cf.

Aeschin. 70, 1.—3. to fall or drop be-

hind another. ,-' ^, Dein.

1120, 23.— II. to get in under or among,, Thuc. 7, 40.— HI. of

accidents, to fall upon persons, to hap-

pen to, befall, visit,, Eur. Anliop.

15 : also intr., to happen, fall out, Isocr.

99 ; , accidents,

events. Polyb. 1, C8, 3.—IV. to fall to

pieces. Plat. Legg. 793 C.— V. of

places, to lie under a mountain, Polyb.

3, 54, 2 -.—to lie behind, Id. C, 31, 1.', Att. -, , (,•) to pitch slightly over : in Ar.

Pint. 1093 sensu obscoeno,=/3ivew., ov, (,)
somewhat across, Hipp. p. 842. Adv.
-.', a, ov, (, /cof)

under the Trojan mountain Placus,, U. 6, 397, cf. 6, 396, 425 ; 22,

479 ; cf.—Ace. to others

from. lying on the plain, []', oi',= foreg.'/, ,('7,)
to rattle or roar under, Q. Sin. 3, 178.', v.(, av)some-
what flat or extended, Hipp. p. 185.

—

11. somewhat salt, Dicaearch., cf. Wes-
sel. Hdt. 2, 108.^', (,) to fasten

vnder, Lat. subnectere, Ael. N. 17, 21.', ov, Att. -, ,
{, .) pretty full, c. gen., -, Hdt. 7, 47 ; . ?.-, Luc.', . -, (,
^,) to sail under,, Anth. P. 9,

296.', to be pretty full (?),,^=.', Att. -, to strike

beneath or gently.', ov, a,() a sail-

ing under. Plat. Criti. 115 E.', ov, (, ?)
rich under the earth, i. e., in metals,

Strab.', poet, and Ion. for-, Anth. P. 9, 14., f.-, (,)
to blow gently, N. T.
•7(5^,=.', ov. , (~,)

footstool, Luc. Hist. Conscr. 27.', ,. -,(,)
to make or put under, , Plut. 2,

671 C :—mid., to subject to one's self,

Luc. Toxar. 13.—2. to produce gradu-

ally, Ti, Plut. Pericl. 5.-3. in mid.,

to try to inake one's oicn, esp., to seek

to gain by underhand tricks, intrigue,

etc.,, Dem. 365, 11, Arist. Pol. 5,

4, 2.

—

II. to interpolate, introduce forged

documents, Plut.—111. in mid., to as-
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sume, affect, put on, Lat. simulare,^, Plut. Caes.

41, cf. Alex. 5. Hence'/, ov, taken to one's self,

assumed, affected., ov, somewhat varie-

gated.', ov, (,) woolly

below ; woolly, Philo.', ov,(,) some-

what grey, Luc. Here. 8, Anacreont., (,-) dep. mid., to make one's measures

in government subservient to anollier,

Poll.

', , many times

smaller, Arith. Vett.//, 7}, , a summons, ut
olim Aesch. Pers. 58 (ubi nunc)., , (,) to la-

bour or suffer a little, Hipp. p. 1089.', ov, (,)
somewhat wicked or bad, Hipp. p. 1 194.', {,)
dep., to go secretly, Plut. Timol. 18.

Hence,, , an entrance,

Plut. 2, 968 B.', , , (,)
with a calf under it, of a COW : hence
of a mother ivith a child at the breast,

Hes. Op. 601 ; cf, ){-,.', fut. Att. -, to be

somewhat purple., ov, (,)
somewhat purple, Arist. H. A. 9, 14, 1

;

1), Anth. P. 5, 84.', , , neut. -, (,) having feet under one, furnished

with feet,, Arist. Metaph. 6, 12,

10, Incess. An. 8, 2 : ru (sc.

), Id. H. A. 3, 1,31., Ion. -, (,) to appease by degrees, Anth., ov, (,)
under the stem or trunk : with somewhat

of a stem, Theophr., ov, somewhat old,

Ar. Fr. 128. [v], fut. of :

V..', Ep. and Ion. for-.', (,), to

gnash with the teeth secretly, Luc. D.
Mort. 6, 3. [i]', f. -, to run

forth under.', f. -[, to flow
forth.', (,) to pour
forth under, Jac. Anth. P. p. 529., ov, (,) un-

der the prow or ste?n ; but v.., , (,) to roast

a little, Theophr.',, , (,
II) the socket for the mast.', ov, (,) :

—

feathered, winged,, Hdt. 3, 107
;. Soph. Phil. 288, etc. : also of

a ship, Pind. O. 9, 36: metaph., ., soaring spirits, Id. P. 8, 130 ;

(sc. )). let it

pass swift as flight. Eur. Hel. 1236;
but,ii7r. pov,flighty,g\dy thought,

Aesch. Cho. 603 :—proverb., .?., wealth has wings, Eur. Ino
23.4.', to be .inspicious, c. ace.

pers. et inf , to suspect that.., Hdt. 3,

77 ; 8, 127 ; c. ace. pers., foil, by -.,
3, 68 ; by ?'/.., 9, 90 ; also, . -, c. inf, to have suspicions of him
that.., Thuc. 4, 51 ; cf. :

—
but also, merely, to guess, suppose, as

opp. to (>, Xen. Hell. 5,

4, 29, Plat. Theaet. 104 .—II. tran-

sit., to suspect, hold in .<rH.«y)icioH,'
, Hdt. 3, 44, cf Thuc. C, 92 :—

to have suspicions of,. Soph. El.

43 :—pass., to be .fuspecled. mistrusted,

Thuc. 4, 86; c. inf. Id. 6, 61.—2. c.

ace. rei, to suspect a thing, Hdt. 6, 129,
Enr. I. T. 1036, Plat., etc.;. Plat. Crat. 409 D.', , ,(, .-
^|<o) :—.suspicious, jealous. Soph.
Phil. 136 -,'. , Thuc. 6, 60:
—of a horse, .thy, Xen. Eq. 3, 9, cf
Schol. Thuc. 1. c.', f. -, (,?/}
to crouch or cower down from fear, like

hares, partridges, etc., inso-

(Ep. part, pf for-), II. 2, 312; so,,
Eur. Or. 777, Hel. 1203.— II. metaph..
to crouch before another, bow dttwn to,, Xen. Cyr. 1, 5, 1 ; also,
Aesch. Pr. 960 (cf. 29), Xen. Cyr. 1,

6, 8, Aeschin. 42, 1 :—absol., to be

modest or shy, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 8.', f. -, (.)
to separate by winnowing, Theophr. H.
PI. 4, 8, 14.", ov, (, f.-) :—strictly, looked at from below,

looked askance at, viewed with suspicion

or jealousy, Lat. stispectus, Aesch. Ag.
1637, Eur., etc. : -, it was a matter ofjealousy, Thuc.
4, 78; ., an object of suspicion

to him, Eur. El. 644, Thuc. 4, 103,
104.—2. act., suspecting, fearing, Lat.
suspicax, -ciosus, c. gen.,,
Pors. Hec. 1117: to ., jealousy,

Thuc. 0, 85 ; so, to . ,
1, 90.

—

II. adv. -, with sivipicion,

suspiciously, . or,
to lie under suspicion, , Thuc. 8,

68, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 40; so, -?^, Eur. El. 345.—

2

act., . , Dem. 381
fin.', (,) tofold,

wrinkle under or a little, Hipp. p. 565.',, , (,)
joining,, Plut. Alex. 16.', , ,()
falling under : submission.,=, Q. Sm.

5, 368.', ov, verb. adj. from, falling or coming under,, Diog. L. 7, 165.', a, ov,=:sq., Ath.',, , , (, •) under the bottom, v. 1. II. ,
635; cf Eust. ad 1., Ath. 492 A.", a, ov, = foreg.,

Leon. Tar. 13. [I]', {,) to make
to suppurate a little : in pass., to begin
to suppurate, Hipp. p. 910.', (, >) to

become gradually full,, Luc. Lex-
iph. 14.', ov, (,)
somewhat thick,, Hipp. p. 1028

:

somewhat full, Sueton.', ov, {, ttCoi') mixed
with pus, ), Arist. H. A. 3, 20, 9., (,)
to he somewhat feverish , Hipp. p. 1217., , to -make to sweat a
tittle., ov, {,) with fire
under, with secret fire. Soph. Fr. 378

:

somewhat feverish, Hipp., to be reddish, Diosc.',,{,) some-
what red, reddish, Arist. H. A. 9, 14,2., ov, of a inare, with a

foal under it, Strah. ; cf,.



,,, .', (,) to knead

a little, Hippon. 60 (sensu obsc.)', (,) as

pass., to be Ot become somewhat angry.', (,) to snore

slightly or gently, Hipp. p. 119.', ov, (.)^,
q. V.', . set up under. Hence',, , a prop, slay.', ov, also a, ov, Aiia-

creont. 9, 9 (,) :
—towards

morning, at morning, early, ~.,
of the cock, L c., (, 1)) to fan
from below or gently,, A nth. P. 9,

443.', f.-opaot: aor. 1-
(^,) :

—to rouse secretly or

gradually, ' -, 11. 23, 108, Od. 4, 113, etc. ; so

in aor. 2, ,
such was the Muse's power to move, Od.
24, 62 :—pass., to rise secretly or grad-

ually, TolaLV ' ,
Od. 16, 215 : so also in 2 plqpf- 70?.'
' , Od. 8, 380.,,^= : but,

—

. (from, a reed), ., the

soft note of the pipe, Eur. Or. 147.', to grow rather easier, be-

gin to grow well.'^,{.) to strike

and drive on, dub. 1. Dion. H.'/), f. -, (,)
to sew or stitch underneath ; to patch

up: nietaph.,tiir. AOyov, Eur. Alc.537.',, , a sewing or stitch-

ing underneath.'^, , , the hollow in

front of the hip.

'/), .-, {,)
to flow away or inlo under : hence,— 1.

to slipor glide into unperneived, Lat. sub-

repere, <, Plat. Rep. 424

D ;? , Id. Legg. 672

; cf. Dein. 412, 12.—2. to slip away,, Plat.

Legg. 793 C ; so of the hi^ir, to fall

off, Luc. Ep. Sat. 24; and of friends,

Id. Vit. Auct. 27 :—of time, to slip

away, glide on. At. Nub. 1289.—II. c.

ace, to undermine, and SO make to fall,

Wolf and Schaf Dem. 472, 2.'/, f. -, (, -) to tear underneath :—in pass.,, the ether

was cleft, opened itself heavenward,
II. 8, 558 ; 16, 300.'. ov, (,,) :

—poet, for, with a lamb un-

der it, II, 10, 216 ; cf..', ov, (, ) under

the root, Arist. H. A. 1, 13, I.—II. root-

ed at bottom, Theophr. Hence',, furnish uith a root

:

metaph., tofound or strengthen. Plut. ?', ov, , (,) the

region below the nose, Hipp.', ov, (,) under the

nose: ., the moustaches, Ctes.

Pers. 53.— II. speaking through the nose,

Hesych.', f.- Att, -5, (,) fan from below or gently,

metaph., to fan the flame, ., App.', , and -, (,) to throw under, add to, LXX.
— II. . Tiva , to throw

him to the wild beasts, Plut. Eumen.
17.', , (,) to

rustle or whistle gently, Plut. 2, 590 C.', fut. pass., cf.--

',, ,() :

—

flowing or falling away, of flesh., etc.,

Hipp.—II. a flowing off or discharge be-

low.—III. a conduit, underground chan-

nel, Strab.', , (,) to

be a little afraid of, , Eupol. }/. 9.',, , ,=,
dub.,, , that which is

dug below, a mine : from', Att. -, (,-) to dig under, undermine , Hdt. 5,

115. Polyb. 22, II, 4, Luc, etc.. f.-, (, -) dep. mid., to dance with or to

music. Aesch. Cho. 1025 ;

., Plut. Num. 13.— II. to sing and
dance a hyvorcheme, Luc. Salt. 16.

Hence',, , a hyporcheme
or choral hymn to Apollo, usu. in Cre-
tic verses, and therefore near akin to

the paean, Plat. Ion 534 C
; (on the

I

difference, v. Miiller Literat. of Gr.

i 1, p. ICO). It was of very lively char-

acter, accompanied with dancing
(whence the name), and pantomimic
action ; and is compared by Ath. (630
E) to the. Pindar's Frag-
ments 71-82 are remains of hypor-
chemes. Hence', , , of or for a: ., the compo-
sition of, that style of
poetry, Ath. 630 D., , ,()
a dancing to the song accompanied by
pantomimic action ; v..', , (,) going
under the panniers or packsaddle,

., an ass of burden.', ov, (, )

somewhat rotten, Luc. D. Mort. 10, 1,

Fugit. 32.', (,) tofawn a
little, esp. of dogs: metaph., . Ty-, Ael. N. A. 9, 1, etc.:—c.

ace, to fawn upon, Plut. 2, 65 C.', (,) to grin a
little

:

—., to shoiu one's

teeth a little, 0pp. C. 2, 243 :—pf. 2, in pres. signf, to burst,

esp. ofover-ripe fruit, Philostr. Imagg.
1,31., or -, (,) to strain or filter, . oivov,
Luc. : metaph., to reduce gradually :

also in mid., A. B. p. 68, 30.—II. like, to trot, . , to trot

along the road, ap. Phot. s. v.'?., (,) to toss,

agitate a little.—II. intr., to be in some
motion or agitation, to be restless, App.', ov, (,?) shaken
underneath, , v. 1. Plut. 2, 434 C :

., loose teeth, Diosc., (,) to

sound the trumpet slightly, Anth. P.
append. 372.', ov, (,)
somewhat putrid or rotten, Hipp. p. 41,

etc.', ov, [i], (,)
under the flesh or skin, Hipp.', ov, (p)^oreg.', , , ()
that which falls through the sieve in sift-

ing, Lat. micae. Medic.'. ov, , a shaking from
below, a sifting : from, f. -, (,) to

shake from below or gently, set in motion

a little, Od. 9, 385, in Ep. form-.', ov, (,) un-

der the moon, Xenocr. ap. Stob. Eel.

1, p. 62.

, ov,(,) mild-
ly venerable, grave, etc., Philostr.', as pass., to rush under,
V. 1. Hes. Sc. 373, (or -.', (.) to

give a sign underhand, throw out hints

of, . . Plat. Rep.
566 A : to indicate or intimate to an-
other, ri,Thuc. 1, 82; .,
to make signal by sound ot trumpet,
Thuc. 6, 32 :

—

to make sigtis of ap-
plause, Stob.', ,,=-.', , (,) to

note down one after another : also in

mid., . 7\., Diog. L. 2, 48.

Hence', , , a noting

down, ., to take notes of a
conversation, Diog. L. 2, 122.—II. a
subjoined remark, note. Iambi., (,) to make to

rot below or little :—pass., with pf. 2, to rot below or a little, to

begin to rot or putrefy., , (,) to be

silent to or during, Aeschin. 50, 2.', ov, (,)
having a mixture or proportion of iron

in it. Plat. Rep. 415 C : cf. -}-•,., ov, (,) some-

what flat-nosed, Ael. . . 12, 27.

Hence, , to curve or bend up-
wards a little, Alciphr.', , (,) to

pass over in silence, Aeschin. 88, 7.

Hence', , , a passing
over in silence.', f. -,(,) to

halt a little, Luc. Tim. 20, Plut. 2, 4 A.',(,) to spring

or jump up, Nonn.'?., (,) to

stir underneath, . ', to stir up
the Are, Ar. Ach. 1014.',, , the lower part

of a.', ov, somewhat crooked,

curved or bent.', f. -',(,)
to dig under, dig about, like,
Theophr. : . , to mark
out a long leap, Pmd. N. 5, 37 (20)

;

cf. II, 2. Hence', , , a digging under :

a place dug under or undermined, -, Diosc. 5, 106.', ov, of hair, cut

somewhat in the fashion (v.

II), Nicostr. Iiicert. 6.', , , (, -
II) cleaning of corn with a fan or

shovel, winnowing, Plut. 2, C93 D,
though Others read

in same sense.'?, (,) to trip

up one's heels, Lat. supplantare, hence
to upset, throw down, Eubul. Semel. 1,

12, Dem. 1259, 10 : metaph., to over-

reach, outwit. Plat. Euthyd. 278
;. , Dem. 273, 21.

Hence',,, fall given

by tripping up, LXX. : metaph., trick,

cheat: and'?^. ov, , a tripping up,,

supplanting, LXX.', (,)
dep. mid., to suspect, suppose, Lat.
suspicari, Hipp. p. 44, etc.', , , a foundation, Lat.

substructio.', ov, , (,)
usu. in plur., of the
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tcenes in a theatre, but it is not known
what, Alh. 631 F; v. Diet. Antiqq. p.

969, s. V., poet, for sq., Aral. 854 :

pass., Ap. Rh. 1, 451.', (,) shade,

overshadow gradually, -, when the lime of day
gradually made it dark, i. e., when it

began to grow dark, Proteas ap. Ath.

130 A. Hence',. , an overshadow-

ing, Hipp. p. 1275. [I]', ov, (,) :
—under

the shade, overshadowed, Theophr. : vi-, Aesch. Fr. 182,

8 : ., of suppliants shaded

by their olive-branches {), Id.

Supp. 658, cf. 354.", , (,) to

leap up, Ael. N. A. 7, 8, Phiiostr.', ov, {:,)
somewhat hard, Hipp. p. 552.', [,-) as pass., to become hardish, Theo-
phr.', ov, somewhat crooked., ov, (,)
looked under, -, ol a hand held

to as to shade the eyes, Aesch. Fr. 71.', ov, somewhat dark., ov,{) ={oreg.,
Inscr.', ,{,)
to resound under or with, Q. Sm. 12,

97.', to rub or wipe a little.", ov, {,) with a

keen scent, , Anst. de Anima 2,

9, 8 :—metaph., of keen perception.', {,) as

pass., to smoulder away, Ap. Rh. 2,

445: alsoof the fires of love, Luc. [v]', ,(,) to scare

a little, Heliod.'/., ov, (,)
somewhat faulty in speech pronuncia-

tion, guilty of a slight solecism, Plut. 2,

615 D.', ov, somewhat spongy or

porous.', ov, (,) some-

what clever, skilful or ivise, Philostr.', ov, L•, {,-) '.—a surgical operation, wherein a

kind of spatula{ or-) is introduced under the skin of

the scalp to loosen it.', to gasp or struggle,

esp. in death : of the pulse, to beat

faintly.'',(,).5
pass., to suffer want a little, c. gen. rei,, , stint-

e<l of food, of blood, Aesch. Pers. 489,

Cho. 577, cf. Soph. Aj. 740.', , f. -,{.)
to draw awayfrom under. Plat. Euthyd.
278 C, Dem. 762, 4 :

—

to draw or take

secretly,' '-•, Eur. El. 495; ^, withdrew his foot secretly, stole

away. Id. Bacch. 436:—mid., -
1~, to urge one's

horse by a slight check of the rem, Xen.
Eq. 7,8. []^', , , the base of
a.', ov,() wound or
wreathed under.', to sow under or after: to

sow secretly.', as pass., to have

a plaster or compress laid upon one's

wound.', ov, {,)
enffering in the spleen, Hipp. p. 50.', {,)
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' wipe a little with a sponge, Hipp. p.

I

', {,) be

or become somewhat ash-coloured, Diosc.

770'(5•, ov, {,) :—under a truce or treaty, secured by
treaty, etc., .,,
etc., Hdt. 3, 144; 6, 103; esp. )n

phrases of taking up the dead from
a held of battle, e. g.

\
., to allow a truce for

taking them up, Thuc. 1, 63;.,,-, etc., to demand a truce

1 for so doing, which was an acknowl-
edgment of defeat, Thuc. 4, 44, Xen.,
etc. : also. )-
Toc, Xen. Hell. 1,2,18.', f. -,{,-) to be somewhat favourable or

friendly to one, take part with one a
little,, Joseph.', f. -, {,) to

let drop slowly : intr., to drop slowly,

v~. , to have a running at the
nose, Hipp. p. 151., , , {,)
sediment, lees, Hipp. p. 50, Plat. Phaed.
109 C, cf. Wessel. Diod. 3, 44;
Til', to translate

Cicero's infaece Romuli, Plut. Phoc.
3.— II. xihey., , i7,= foreg., ap.

Suid.
^', ,{) a slow

irickling or dropping.

I

', , , {):
' —strictly, standing under ; hence, a

\
remaining under, suppression, as of hu-
mours that ought to come to the sur-

face, Hipp., V. Foes. Oecon. : .-, costiveness, Id.—II. any thing

set under, a stand, base, bottom, prop,

support, stay. Id.— 2. esp. in liquids,

the sediment, lees, dregs, grounds, freq.

in Hipp, of matter deposited in the
urine, v. Foes. Oecon. : hence, also,

foul water, slime, mud; generally, the

solid part of any thing, as opposed to

that which drains off, lb.—3. inelaph.,

thai which lies at the bottom of a thing,

esp. of a narrative, speech or poem,
the groundwork, subject-matter, argu-

meni, Polyb. 4, 2, 1, cf. Schweigh. 1,

5, 3, Diod., etc. ; also, a starting-point,

beginning, Diod. 1, 60.—4. subsistence,

reality, real being, like, as opp.
to mere appearance,',
opp. to', Arist. Mund. 4,

21 : hence substance, nature, essence,

as in Luc. Paras. 27.—5. in Greek
Ecclesiast. writers, = Lat. Persona, a

Person of the Trinity.— 111. the quality

or property of undergoing or undertak-

ing any thing, stedfastness, endurance,

firmness, Lat. fortitndo, Polyb. 4, 50,
10.—2. also anundertaking, enterprise,

purpose, ., Diod.,, ,{) that

which stands under, a support, prop,

hat. furca, Plut. Coriol. 24: the stand
of a bowl, cf.. — 2.

one that glides foundation, substance or
existence, a creator, Eccl. : hence fem.,. [d] Hence', , , placing one's

self wider, undergouig or undertaking a

thing, c. gen. rei, ., etc.,

-Metop. ap. Stob. p. 10, 48 . hence,
sledfast, firm, Lat. foriis, Arist. Eth.
Eud. 2, 5, 5 : — adv. -, Polyb. 5,

16, 4.—II. belongihg to substance: in
Greek i]ccl. also Personal, cf. -

II. 5.—III. belonging to a-.', , or, ov,
verb. adj. from, set under

:

TO, a stand, like-

, Paus.— II. borne, endured, to De

borne or endured, , Eur.
Supp. 737, Antig. 18, 2.— 111. substan-

tially existing, Lat. subsislens, Sext.
Emp. p. 644.', , , an under-hand
maid of a temple, Inscr.', as pass., (,) :

— to grow up or teax gradual-

ly like ears of corn ; metaph.,-, Od. 20, 212, ubi
al., as if from-.— Later we find an act.,, as v. 1. in Ap,
Rh. 1,972.,,, an under
covering., ov, {,) :

—
under the roof, in the house. So])h. Phil.

34 ; . Id.

El. 1385 ; -, Id. Tr. 376, cf Plat. Criti. 117
B.—2. covered over,, Einped. 9.')', f. -, {,) to

cover, hide under, Xen. Cyn. 5, 10.', (,) to ga
under, Philostr.', f. -, aor. -

{,) :

—

to make an-
other let down, ,
made him lower sail, Pind. 1.2,60:
also in mid., ,
like, Schaf. Greg. p. 347.—

•

2. to place in ambush, hide,

, Polyb. 11, 21,2.— II. mid., / draw
or shrink back from, c. acc,,, Hipp. Aphor. 4, 6 and 7 ; so,, to coiver with

fear before any one, dread him, Di-
narch. 91, 29: — also,

, Polyb. 7, 17, 1, etc.;

(and so intr. in act., Id. 6, 40, 14).—2.
, to cloak, conceal or

suppress a thing through fear. Plat.

Apol. 24 A : hence absol., to cloak

one's true thoughts, dissemble, ., Eur. Or. 607, cf Dem. 14. 4

;

esp., or /,
with no dissi?nulation, Isocr. 107 D,
196 B, Dem. 54, fin., 537, 7, etc.—3.

generally, to withdraw, leave out of the

question, except, Schiif. Greg. p. 347.', f. -, =,
sigh or moan in an undertone. Soph.

Aj. 322, 1001.— II. in Aesch. Pr. 430,
Atlas -

(as in the MtiS.), groans under
the weight of heaven, but the reading
is disputed by Herm and Dind. ;

—

Herm. proposes., fto groan beneath
OT under, j II. 2, 781.

'T7roarei^u;);ij,=.foreg. , Q.Sm. 1 4, 37.', ov, somewhat narrow.', {,) to sigh or
groan in a low tone, begin to sigh or
groan, Soph. El. 79, Ar. Ach. 162.', , f. -, to bereave

secretly.'op,= foeg.', f. -, (,•) lay under tlie breast: mid., to

place or lay under one's breast,,
Plut. 2, 324 F.', ov,() under
the breast.',, , a pillar put
under as a prop.', , ,() :—sediment, grounds, Hipp.— II. a sta-

tion of soldiers, Lat. statio, LXX.—

•

III.=:.',, , an under-

prop. LXX. : Irom', t. -, (,)
to underprop, Luc. Hist. Conscr. 3., i/, , in Granim.,
comma, because it denotes a subdi*



Tision of the sentence (subdistinctio),

whereas the colon was called, media distinctio, and the full

point , distinctio : cf.

: from', f. -, {—6,) to

make somewhat variegated or spotted.—
II. in Gramm., to put a slop, esp.

comma or colon.

'/.3, (~, ?.3) to shine

a little, dub. in Luc. D. Mann. 14, 2./^, , ?'/, {/.?.) a
letting doivn, lowering : hence, a lessen-

ing, Plut. 2, 129 C.—II. submission.—
III. prevarication.', {y-,) like?, to let down, lower, slacken,

Poeta ap. Plut. 2, 169 B., , (,) the

bit of a bridle.— II. the space under the

mouth of a vessel, Geop.', =,
V. 1. Hes. Th. 843.', also -,
and- : fut.- and•, pf. pass.~, ('-,). To spread, lay or strew

under, esp. of bed-clothes,, Od. 20, 139; v-o-, Xen. Cyr. 8, 8,

16 ; •, Amphis
Incert. 10 : so in mid.,, strew me some of it un-

der. At. Eccl. 1030 ; /. '--, which has copper laid under

it, Orac. ap. Hdt. 1, 47: —, to make the bed for

a man, i. e. serve him as a wife, Eur.
Hel. 59., {~.)
dep. mid., to perform military service

under any one,, App., , to be a lieutenant-

general :. , to serve under

one as lieutenant, Xen. An. 5, 6, 36,

Luc. : from', ov, , (not oxj-t.

-/of) (t'TTO,) lieutenant-

general, Xen. An. 3, 1 , 32.—II. used
for the Roman legatus.,, , {,') an under-guard of the

camp or army : a subordinate Of lieuten-

ant-general, Strab. []', f. -, {~,)
to turn round about or back, guide back,. 11. 5, 581 ; .', Eur. . F. 736.

—

. intr..

to turn about, turn short round, esp. of

persons flying, II. 12, 71, Hdt. 7,211 ;

cf. Eur. Ale. 1019, Thuc. 3. 24 :— so

in pass., , II. 11,

567, cf. Hdt. 4, 129, Soph. O. T. 728,
Xen., etc. — 2. also, to turn and flee,

., II. 11, 446. —-3.

generally, to return, vtt-, Od. 8,

301, cf. Hdt. 4. 120, 124 : so in fut. mid.,

ov -, Od. 18,

23. — 4. to turn away, etude a person,
Eur. I. A. 363, Xen. An. 2, 1, 18.', , to agitate inwardly,

Aesch. Ag. 1215 (in tmesis).'', ov, (,-
?.) somewhat round, roundish, The-
ophr.', , ,{) :— turning round, Hipp. : a turning

about, whether to flee, Hdt. 9, 22 ; or
to meet the enemy ; hence -. Lat. converso agmine, Polyb. 2,

25, 3, etc. :—but, also,

like Lat. denuo, again, anew, Harm.
Soph. El. 715; on the contrary, ap.

Dem. 283, 18., ov, turning or coming
back.'. , causing a re-

lapse, Hipp. pp. 385, 1027.

', ov, somewhat astrin-

gent or sour.',, ,{-) that which is spread or strewed

under, a bed, bedding, litter,,
Xen. Eq. 5, 2.', ov,() ly-

ing on a bed.),=.'/, ov,(,?) rest-

ing on pillars underneath, Diod. ;

—

., a covered colonnade, pillared hall,

Philo. Hence'/., , to prop or support
by pillars underneath. Hence'.,, , a column
or pillar standing for a support under-
neath, [], f. -, {,)
to be astringent, Diosc. ;', Plut. Anton. 24 :—of astrin-

gent tastes, to screw up the mouth,
Nic. Al. 17.— II. to thicken somewhat,
Theophr. de Odor. 17 ; cf..[] Hence', , astringency, The-
ophr.', adv. pf. pass.,

confusedly.',{,) to min-
gle or confuse a little, LuC. Soloec. 10

:

, somewhat confused,

indistinct, Arist. Audib. 28.', coUat. form from
foreg., Joseph.', ov, verb. adj. of, rather confused. Adv.
-.', , {,) to

take away secretly or softly, Alex.
Trail.', ov,{,)
veiled under symbols, Plut. 2, 673 B.', also -, f. -,
{.,) to whistle gently, rustle,

Aesch. Pr. 126 : to make a slight,

whistling sound, Hipp. p. 1220, etc.'. {,) to draw off
doivnicards, , to

purge, Nic. Al. 365.'/., , , =-
U., ov,{,) some-

what frequent, Hipp. p. 979 : neut. as
adv., a good deal, Theophr., ov, , {,)
the part where an animal is stabbedfrom
below, [a]',,, thebloodofan
animal mixed with divers ingredients,

like our black puddings, Erasistr. ap.

Ath. 324 A.— II. a place blood-shot,

esp. a suffusion of blood in the eye

from a blow.—HI. the ink-like liquor of
the cuttle-iish, Lat. sepia, Hippon. Fr.

46 ; cf Foes. Oecon. Hipp. : from', f. -, {,) to

slaughter by a stabfrom below.',, , a cleft, like-, Opp. 1, 744.,^=.', {,) to bind

tight below, Christod. Ecphr. 81..{,)
mid., to put one's seal under, Phalar.', {,-) dep., to get scent of a. thing, Lat.
subodorare., f. -, to trip up.', v. sub,.', inf aor. 2 mid. of, II., ^, , . for -,
promising, 11. 13, 369, Call., , ro,=sq., Anth. P.
12, 24.',. ,{)
promising, promise, II. 2, 286, Od. 10,

483 ;'/., Hdt. 5,

35 ;, Aesch. Supp. 308

;

, Isocr. Antiil. <j 81 : .?, to receive the fulfilment
of a promise, Xen. Symp. 3, 3 ; ., to fail in its performance,
Aeschin. 20, 9 ;

., Isocr. 43 D, etc. :—cf.-, sub fin. Hence, , , belonging ,
inclined for promising., .,=-,, Ruhnk. Tim.
s. v.,., . -, {,) to

split underneath : to split a little.

Hence', , , a kind of
man's shoe.', part. aor. 2 mid. of, Hom.',])..22€..',{,) to preserve in

some measure, Strab.', , {,), to renew his body gradually, Stob.
Eel, 1, p. 746.', {,) to heap
up under, Erotian.' , ov, 6, an inferior

officer or under-teacher in the gymnasia,
Inscr.',, ,{) s1•
ordination, subjection. , ., {,),
, land that runs out into tongues or
points, Philo.', , ,{)
bringing into subjection.—II. subjunc-

tive ;, modus subjuncti-
vus. Gramm., ov, , a plant cut off
at bottom for magic purposes, H. Horn.
Cer. 228 : from', Ion. for,
Hdt.',^, poet.',, ,{) sub-
jection, submission, Dion. .', contr.-, Att.- : f. - {,) : to stir

up, trouble from below or little. At.
Vesp. 1285, Plut. Fab. 2, etc, :—pass,,

to be somewhat troubled, LuC, D, Mort.
7, 2,—cf.', , f, -, {,•) to be somewhat afraid : also C.

ace, to be somewhat afraid of a thing,

to fear a little, II. 17, 533.', ov, {.-) under I'artarus, dwelling therein,, 11. 14, 279, Hes. Th. 85, cf Luc.
Here. 1.', , , {) a
stretching under :

—extension, Hipp. :, the plains that

stretch below, Eur. Bacch 749.. Att. -, f. -, (,) to place or arrange under,

Polyb. 3, 36, 7: {-. ' , Lat. re-

ferre in numerum. Id. 17, 15, 4.— 11. to

post under or behind,

TivL, Luc. Paias. 49; •, subjects, Polyb. 3, 13. 8, etc.', ov, , {,
III) the part between the scrotum and
fundament, elsewh. ?) and --, {,) to Jig
under, undermine, App.', f. -, {.)
to stretch under, put under. Plat. Tirn.

74 A : to stretch a thing by way of
prop, , Thuc. 7, 36 : in pass.,

to lie undrr, lie as a foundation. Hipp.
—2. to hold out before, to, or towards,

hence, to hold out hopes, to promise,

offer, c. inf, Hdt. 7, 158, Thuc. 8,48:
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also, . , e. g., Ar.

Ach. 657, etc.—3. to lay or put before

one, suggest,, Eur. Or. 905 ; .,, Dein. 171, 2 ;

925,0; -, Plut. 'i'liiiol. 10;—
so in mid.. Plat. Tlieaet. 17U ; in

mid. also, to propose by uay of question,

Stallb. Plat. Gorg.4 E.—i. to stretch

or strain to the utmost, make intense or

violent,. Soph. Aj. 2G2.—U.

intr., to stretch or extend out under,-, the sides subtending the angles,

Procl. :

—

(sc.),
the hypotenuse or tine subtending the

right angle. Plat. Tim. 54 D, Euclid., f.- Att. -, {,) to build a wall wider or across:

to build a cross-wall, Thuc. 6, 99.

Hence,, ?/, the building of

a cross-ivatl, Thuc. li, 100.',, , (-) cross-iratl, Thuc. G, 100.',,,=., {/,)
dep. mid., o-uess at a thing, Ar. Fr. 1., , f. -, {, ']
to pay off, discharge, esp. a tribute or

tax,' -, Hdt. 1, 171, Polyb.

22, 7, 8, etc. ; and absoL, to pay trib-

ute, Thuc. 3, 46 ; ./
(V. sub ), Hdt. 4, 201.

'7?^, , gen. , (, -
IV') ;

—

subject to pay taxes, taxable,

tributary, Lat. vectigalis, trtbutarius,

Thuc. 5, 111 ; in full, -. Id. 1, 19 ; 7, 57.— 11. act., receiv-

ing payment, C. gen.,, Luc.

Merc. Cond. 36.—Cf. sq.', , , a name given

by HeriUus in Diog. L. 7, 165, to a

man's natural talents, etc., which ought

all to be subordinate to the attainment

of the chief good ().'~7., (::,) dep.

mid., to come forth from under, arise,

Ap. Rh. 2, 83.', Ion.-, Hdt. : f.- and-[,) :

—

to cut away under or before : to cut cun-

ningly or cheatingly, Ar. Eq. 316.

—

II. to cut off, Lat. intercipere, interclu-

dere, . , to cut them off

from his use. Plat. Legg. 844 A ; ., Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 34 ; 7,

1, 29;—but more freq. in mid.,-, to cut off one's

way, slop one short, Ar. Eq. 291 ; ., Xen. Hell. 1, 6, 15 ; also,, to intercept him,

id. Cyr. 1,4, 19; . ,
Polyb. 36, 1, 1, etc.:—so in pass.,, to be

cut off from the ships, Hdt. 5, 86., or, (,)
of numbers, in that relation by which

one is less than another by a fourth part

of itself, 6. g. in the ratio of 4 to 5

;

and so, just the converse of-.', ov, almost square

or rectangular, []', f.-, to bore

through below.', ov, somewhat ash-col-

oured.', {,)
dep. mid., to come to aid by art, Alex.

Trail.', , to note or remark un-

derhand.', f.•, {,)
to place under, esp. as a basis or foun-

dation, TL Tivi. Plat. Tim. 92 .—2.

to lay down as a foundation, assume as

a principle, take for granted, suppose.

Id. Tim. 48 E, 61 D : and in pass.,=
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. Id. Legg. 812 A, Arist.,

etc.— II. to suggest, ,
Pors. Or. 1184, cf. Xen. Hell. 4, 8,

28, Dem. 638, 24; . ', -, Eur. I. .\. 507, Bacch. 675 :

—

but more usu. in mid., to suggest, hint

a thing to one, jiov-

?/!', 11. 8, 36, 467 ; , -, to suggest a speech, an
action, to any one, advise or counsil

him thereto, Od. 4, 163, II. 11, 788;/., Hes. Th. 175, cf
Od. 3, 27 ; so also freq. in Hdt., as 1,

80, 156 ; 3, 36, etc. ; also m strengllid.

signf , to enjoin a thing upon one. Id.

4, 135 :—c. dat. jiers. only,

TLVl, to advise, counsel, admonish one,

Od. 2, 194; 5, 143; and in Att., as

Ar. Av. 1362, Plat. Charm. 155 D ;, U. 21, 293 ;, Od. 15, 310;
also c. mf , to advise one to do a thing,

Hdt. 1, 90;, to instruct him how to buy...,

Xen. Eq. 3, 7 ;—and so later some-
times in act.:—(hence ).—
III. to place under a certain class.

Plat. Poht. 289 .—IV. in mid., also,

to lay down with one's self, adopt as a

principle or rule for one's self, take for
granted, presuppose, premise, . Plat.

Phaed. 100 A, 101 D, etc. ; also,.
tlvat..., lb. 100 B, etc. ; .-

(sc. '). Id. Prot. 361

.—2. to propose to one's self as a sub-

ject of discussion or argument, , Xen.,
Plat., etc. ; generally, to propose to

do, c. liif, Aeschin. 6, 1.— V. to sub-

ject to the influence of another, Pind.

O. 1, 30; cf. Plat. Polit. 308 A, Tim.
45 A.— VI. to put down as a deposit or

stake, paini, pledge, mortgage,-, , Isocr.

400 , Dem. 842, 8 ; 1188, 2 ;-, to mortgage /'or

a talent, Aeschin. 68, 25 ; cf-
:—but in mid., of the

mortgagee, to lend money on pledge,

Dem. 841, 20, cf 1223, 24, and cf
Lob. Phryn. 468.—2. to stake, hazard,

venture, hence metaph.,, at his own risk, Dem.
420, 25.—3. to lay in store, store up,

keep, hence Ty ?/,
to keep a thing in the memory, Dem.
550, 5.

—

Vll. of a horse, . -, to bring his legs tinder him in gal-

loping, Xen. Eq. 11,3;, will

bring up his hind legs so that they are

far from touching the fore, lb. 1, 4.', {,) to tear

out, pluck out, Theophr.', , f. -/, (,)
to estimate at less, to lower the price,

Alex. Leb. 3, 4, si vera 1.— II. in

mid.,— 1. to uiake a return or assess-

ment of one's property, Arist. Oec. 2,6
and 36.—2. as law-term, to propose a

less penalty for one's self, Opp. to that

proposed by one's accuser, to endeav-

our to lower the damages laid against

one, make a counter-estimate, Xen. Apol.

23, V. Buttm. Dem. Mid. in Ind.
;
(but

in this signf (q. v.) is

the more regular term).—3. topretcnd,

allege, iambi. Hence',, , an uiider-esti-

mating: ehp.=, v. foreg.

II. 2.— II. a pretence, pretext, Plut. Ca-
mill. 40.', ov, a.{) one

who underbids.— 11. as a transl. of the
Lat, subcensor, Dio C.', ov.= sq., LXX.', ov, {,) like, under or at the breast,

sucking.

',=.*, obsol. pres., c. fiit., aor., pf-, to bear, endure, Anth. P. 5,

302.',-, Ep. for-. . Rh. 4, 328, Q. Sm. 5, 244.', , {,) to

roar, sound under, to resound, echo,

Aesch. Pr. 574, in tmesis.',, 6,{) one

that cuts down or off: an instrumentfor
cutting off, LXX.', , , (.) :— a

cutting off beloiv, cutting up, Theophr.
—II. metaph., cutting off, cutting

short.' or-, {,-) to murmur softly, Luc. Necy-
om. 7, etc.', ov,{) an un-
der-prop : esp. a pillar to prop the roof.

Lob. Soph. Aj. 103.', to shoot up with arrows

from below.',^. Hence, , , suspicion,

surmise. Joseph.',— sq., Thuc. 8, 76 : in

Gramm., to doubt the genuineness of a
passage.', , to suspect, surmise,

like foreg., c. ace. et inf, Thuc. 1,20,

51 , etc. ; . .., Id. 2, 13 ; also,.
Tiva, to suspect him. Id. 5, 116 ;—ear-

lier we have, in same signf,-, as dep., c. lut. mid. -/-, aor. pass,, Hdt. 6,

70 ; 9, 116 (in the latter place c. ace.

rei), to suspect a thing, and so Ar.

Ran. 958, Lysias 114, 32 ; c. inf, Ar.

Thesm. 496 ; from', ov, =, suspi-

cimis, susp., cf.', {,) to en-

grave in toreutic work,, Ael. N. A.
10, 22.

707;(5, ,{,)
to play a part in tragedy under or second

to..,, Philostr. — II. to answer in

tragic tone, v. 1. Luc.'7., (,) to

lisp a little, Luc. Tim. 55.', ov, (, /)
lisping a little, Hipp. p. 1207.', ov, , {,-) the lower part of the neck.— 11.

the neck of a column, Vllruv.', f -, (, -) to make a little rough or harsh.
—2. to grate on the ear, Dion. H., , gen. for, (,-) somewhat rough, Archestr. ap.

Ath. 330 A ; metaph., somewhat angry.

Lob. Phryn. 541, Paral. 254., Ep. for, Ti-
mon 31.', {,) to tremble

a little, Plat. Rep. 336 E.', (,) pass.,

to turn back and withdraw, Plut. 2,

77 E. ^', (.-,{,)
to bring up, cherish secretly or m succes-

sion, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 17 ; . -, Luc. Calumn. 24.—pass., / grow;

up secretly, or in succession, Lat. sub-
nasri, Stallb. Plat. Rep. 560 A.

'TTrorpE;^'u,fut.- ami--
: aor. : poet. pf.. {, ). To run

in under, ,
he ran and fell down before him, arid

clasped his knees, II. 21, 68, Od. 10,

323 (though it may be only, he ran
to him), cf Eur. 1. A. 631 :, Hdt. 7,

138 ; . .



Antipho 121, 30.

—

. to run under,

stretch aiiay under, ,. Horn. . 284.—III. to run in be-

tween and catch, intercept, like~-, Xen. Cyr. 1, 2, 12.—IV. to

enter unawares, Lat. subire, Hipp. :

hence, also, to enter into any one's

mind, come into the head, occur to one,

like Lat. succurrit milii, , Polyb.

16, 6, 10, etc. :—also c. ace,
, pity comes over or steals

upon me, Id. 9, 10, 7, cf. 31, 8, 11.—
V. like, to insinuate one's

self into any one's good graces, flatter or

deceive, . TivH ~, Lur. Or.

669 ; cf. Plat. Rep. 426 B, Legg. 923
C, Ae.schin. 76, 40.', f.-, (, (^) to

tremble a little : to shrink back, give

ground, II. 7, 217 ; 15, 636 ; —-, Find. Fr. 246: — c. ace, to be

afraid of any one, dread him, II. 17,

587.', ov, bored or pierced

through below.',, Ion. for-.', -, , a rubbing off be-

low, ?.' '/,
Lat. subtriti, App. Mithr. 75 : cf. sq.

:

from', f. -/, {'~,) to

Tub beneath, rub off or wear away gradu-

ally : in pass.,-
/., of horses, to run their hoofs

off, Lat. subterere pedes, Diod. 17, 94:
of foreg.—II. to rub a little or gently,

Hipp. p. 231 : to grate or poundfor the

dish, Cratin. Del. 7. [i], {',) to chirp or

whistle softly, cf..',, ,{)
dish compounded ofvarious ingredients

grated and pounded up together, Hipp.,

cf.- II : its general taste was
sour or piquant, hence proverb., {rrro-

/.~\ to look sharp and
sour, Ar. Eccl. 291 :

— green herb
sauces orsoups{,-)
were also called '/.'/.-, , , dim. from
foreg., Telecl. Amphict. 1.', ov, a, a kind ofhawk,
Arist. H. A. 9, 36, 1 ; cf.'~, ov, (, ) of
numbers, in the relation by which one is

less than another by j of itself {e. g. the
ratio of 2 to 3), and so just the con-
Terse of.',, ,{)
rubbing under or among one another.—
II. , the cross-hars

to the legs of tables, against which peo-
ple rub their feet, Math. Velt.', , =, to

tremble under or a little, II. 22, 241 :

—

C. ace, to tremble before any one, II.

20, 28., ov, (',) trem-

bling a little, somewhat timid OT fearful,

Aescbin. 76, 18, Luc. D. Deor. 19, 1.

Hence', , () subject to

tremor, Hipp. p. 1136.'-,) adv.,

turning back, returning, Upp. H. 3, 274.

C"^ ...', , ,()
a turning back : esp., a relapse, access

o/'i'/i/iess. Foes. Oecon. Hipp.', {'-/) to turn

hack : to recur, return, esp ot relapse,
j

in an illness, Lat. recidiva fieri, Hipp.
Hence', ov, b, a return : a

relapse in illness, Hipp. p. 1250.', 7/, poet, for,. Rh. 1, 1052.

', , ,{)
turning back, returning, of an intermit-

tent disease, Hipp. p. 128.', a, ov, {,)
under the keel of a ship, 0pp. H. 1,

224.', ov, ( ) :
—

turning hack, returning or returned

home, 11. 6, 501, Od. 20, 332 ; {'77. av-, II. 6, 367, .. 476 ; .',
Od. 21, 211.—II. recurring, like-.', , to bring up secretly

or gradually.', , , that which is

reared gradually, a plant, Max. Tyr.', ov,() reared

at the breast, (cf.), Eur. I.

A. 1204 ; Markl. reads,
but V. Musgr.'?, ov, somewhat round,

roundish, v. 1. in Hdt. 3, 8, for-/..', , poet, for-, Mosch. 7, 5., to bring, lay under or

071 a wheel., ov, (,) with

wheels under, on wheels,, Polyb.

8, 36, 11, cf. Diod. 20, 48, 91., ov, (, Tpv^)full of
lees or sediment, Hipp. p. 1 129., {,) to mur-
mur, hutn in an under tone, of a chord,

Anth. P. 11, 352 (al.-) ; also of

the note of fowls, Ael. N. A. 7, 7., {,) to wear out,

exhaust, OTfatigue by degrees.—II. intr.,

/() become fatigued by degrees, Nic. Al.

83.,.-,{,)
to eat with other things, Xenophan. ap.

Ath. 54 E. — If. to eat underhand or

secretly, Xen. Symp. 4, 9.

—

III. me-
taph., to eat away from below or gradu-
ally, as a river does its banks, like. Call. Epigr. 45, 4., f.-, {,•}) to come to meet.— II. like, to interrupt, reply, an-

swer. Pint. 2. 113 B, etc., ,{,) toform
slightly or generally, to sketch out, Lat.

adumbrare, Arist. Eth. N. 1, -7, 17,

Polyb. 22, 13, 6.— II. in mid., to por-

tray to one's self, imagine, Plat. Tim.
76 E. ^, f. -", {,)
to strike or push down, .
/., to push down into the lake
with the pole, Hdt. 2, 136: --

Kif/, he draws it

dipping with the bucket into the wa-
ter, Hdt. 6, 119: so,

<pta/.rj , dipping

deep doivn with the cup she gave him
of the gold. Wess. and Valck. Hdt. 3,

130, cf Hemst. Ar. Av. 1145.—II. in

gen., to strike or plunge down, i. e. dive,

Xic. Al. 499, Th. 176., , ,()
a formation, a general representation ; a
sketch, outline, Lat. adumbratio, fN. T.

:

and so an example,, unto one,
Id.t:—a<'Y7rori'-ufff(fwasthenarne
given by Sext. Empiricus to his out-
lines of the Pyrrhonic philosophy, cf
Fabric. Sext. Enip. p. 1, Diog. L. 9,

78. [•] Hence, , , by way of
sketch or outline, compendious. Adv.-, Sext. Emp. p. 65.'', , , {,) a
kind of cheese-cake, mitk curdled and
pressed in moulds with honey, Chrysipp.
Tyan. ap. Ath. 647 F.', ov, {, /.)
gomewhat blirtd, purblind, Plut. 2, 53 E.

, ov, somewhat arrogant,

Timon ap. Diog. L. 9, 18 ; but cf.., f.-, {,) to

heat by fire from beneath : metaph.,
to inflame, set on fire, excite to pa.^sion

gradually,. '/., Polyb. 5,

42, 3, cf. Luc. Gymnas. 26 :— pass., to

burn under Or secretly,, Ctes.
Pers. 46. [], ov, {,) under
the ears, Orph. Arg. 219. [], a (Ion. ), ov, {,

) under-ground, subterranean,

Plut. 2, 266 E, 0pp. H. 3, 487., a, ov, {,) :—under the udder, hence sucking, like', Anth. P. 10, 101 :—also,, ov, 6. []'/., ov, {, /. ) ;—of
wounds, festering under the scar, only

skintied over, Hipp. : so, . /..
Plat. Tim. 72 D:— hence,— 2. me-
taph., unsound, rotten underneath,. . Plat. Gorg.
518 , cf. 480 ; .,
hollow, unreal independence, Thuc. 8,

64 ;
{'-., Dem. 327, fin. ; so

this epith. was applied to the Trojan
horse, Soph. Fr. 952 ; /.', a fair outside, but fraught
with ills below. Soph. O. T. 1396; oi/., of false friends, Plut. Caes.
60, etc. ; cf Wytt. 2, 44 .— Adv.
-/. , to be secretly

hostile to one, Polyb. 10, 35, 6 ; ., to render a hollow obedi-
ence, Plut. Lucull. 21 ; etc. Hence,, , secret malice,

treachery., a, ov, {,) un-
der, behind, 0 at the tail., ov, and in A rat. a,

ov {,) :
—under heaven or

the heavens, 11. 17, 675 : reaching up to

heaven,, 11. 10. 212, Od. 9, 264., , f.-,{) :

—like7/, to render service or
help to one in a thing, to serve, help,

succour, Tiri, Hdt. 7, 38, etc. ; also,' ., to do them
good service, Hdt. 8, 143, cf Soph.
Phil. 143, Antipho 127, 31, Thuc. 7,

62 ; so, . , Aesch. Pr,
635, Eur. Ale. 842 ;, Anaxil. Neott. 2, 2 :—hence,, services done or ren-

dered, Hdt. 9, 109.—2. esp., to attend

as a physician, Foes. Oec. Hipp.—3.

c. dat. rei, to forward or promote a
thing, lend a hand towards it, Hipp.

—

4. ot things, to be serviceable,, for

a purpose, Lat. subservire. Id., cf.

Foes. Oecon. Hence^,,, a service done
or rendered,'Hdt. 1, 137, Andoc. 21,
41, Xen. Hier. 8, 7 : and,, ,=.-,, verb. adj. from, one must serve or be kind to,

Luc., , ,{) :
—

service, help ; esp. medical attendance.

Foes. Oec. Hipp. : dutiful kindness,

Soph. O. C. 1413 ; and in bad sense,
obsequiousness, compliance, Xen. Hier.
1, 38, Luc. Pseudol. 25, etc.'-/, , ov, belonging to or
like a, obliging, kind, cour-

teous. Adv.- : from}, , contr. for,
rendering service, serviceable, promoting,

conducive to, , Xen.
An. 5, 8, 15 ; c. gen. rei, Polyb. 5, 89,

3 :

—

ready to serve, kind, obliging ;

—

i•—., a servarit of any one, Polyb. 30,

8,4.
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',, , [) crupper,

Lat. postilena.', , iomewhat cheerful', . -, (,)
to show or bring to light from under,

Opj/vvv /, he drew

the stool from under the table, Od.

17, 409.—2. to show a Utile, let appear,

V7T.. Dem. 379, 1 ; cf.

Polyb. 27, 10, 3, etc. :—and in pass.,

to appear a little, just appear (v. infra

III), Lys. 131, 25, Isocr. 60 A, etc.—

II. pass., to show one^s self or be seen

under, '', Thuc. 5, 10.

—

. intr.

(. supra), to shine forth a little, just

appear. Plat. Soph. 215 ;, Dinarch.

92, 43 :—esp. of the dawn of day,-
iiaivtt,, the day gradually

reaks or ]ust begins to break, Xeri.•

An. 3, 2, 1 ; 4, 3, 9, etc. ; so, -. Plat. Prot. 312 A;
so also sometimes, absol.,

Heind. Plat. 1. c. : so, too,, Xen. Hell. 3, 4. 16, etc., cf-; also in pass., lap,

lb. 5. 3, 1.'. ov, somewhat grey.', , (,)
somewhat of a lentil colour^ Hipp. p.

1008.', Att. -rrw, f. -,(,) to spice or drug,

olvov, Plut. 2, 614 B, cf 072 B.', , ,() a

being half seen, . ?., of

the eyes, when in sleep they show
through the hall-opened eyelids, Hipp.

p. 37 ; cf Foes. Oecon.',, . Dor. for,
fern, from/. But for -, in Pmd. P. 2, 140, v. sub-.'?., ov, also , ov, Hipp.

cf. Lob. Paral. 471 (,) :
—

somewhat vile or mean.', , (, ) a

small light showing through a hole :

generally, a narrow opening, Wess.
Hdt. 7, 30.', (,) be-

gin shine,, at day-

break, Arist. Prob. 8, 17, 1 ; cf.-.', , , Aeol. for-, a prob. emendation of Bockh's

in Pmd. P. 2, 7G (140), viz., for, secret tales

of slander.'., f. -, (,-) dep. mid., to spare a little, Xen.

An. 4, 1, 8: . , Luc. Pe-

regr. 6.', f. : aor. -
and, (, ).

To bear or carry airay under, esp. to

bear out of danger, to rescue, '
(Ion. aor.

for), II. 5, 885.— II. to bear

or carry by bring under, to bear a bur-

den, ., of an armour-bearer,

Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 57 : hence, to bear, en-

dure, suffer, ,
Isocr. 40 A ; . . Plat.

Theaet. 173 A ; / ,
Aeschm. 12, 37 ;, Dem.
1359, 7 : absol., to hold out, endure,

Hipp. ; and so in pass.,/•, to continue standing. Id.

—III. to bring or place under : to hold

out, suggest, proffer, tender, USU. with

a collat. notion of secresy or deceit,

.. Soph. El. 834 :—hence,
to pretend, allege, like, Xen.

HelL 4, 7, 2.—IV. to carry down, of a

river, Plut. 2, 325 A, etc. :

—

make to
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.s7ip fall, lb. 459 : hence pass., to

sink, fall, give way, /-, Hipp., cf Plut. Sertor. 4 :—so

also sometimes intr. in act.,, slippery, steep places

where one cannot keep one's footing.

Poll.—2. intr., also to let the courage

flag, lose courage.', f. -, (,)
to fl£c from under, shun,, 11. 22,

200, E'ur. El. 1343: to retire a little,

shrink back, Hdt. 4, 111, 120, Thuc,
etc.', a wild 3,=7/,
Diosc. 4, 68.', to hold the office of, , Luc. Bis Ace. 1 :

from', ov, b, [,) :

—

an announcer, interpreter, expounder,

esp. of the divine will or judgment, a

priest who declares an oracle, 11. 16,

235 ;., i. e. poets,

Lat. vates, Theocr. 16, 29; 17, 115:
cf /'/. Hence, , , belonging to a

or his office, proper to or be-

coming him.', , fern, from.'. upor, ,.^].. Rh. tl, 22+; of poets, Aiith. P.

14, 1 ; , harp-
players, Manetho.',() adv., 6-
forehand, like, 0pp. H.
3, 145.', ov, {,?6)
under the eyes, ., the parts under
the eyes, Hipp. ; v. Foes. Oecon.', .-, later also-: nor. and,
inf, part, : pf., (, ). To haste

before, be or get beforehand,, getting before-

hand he pierced him through the

middle, II. 7, 144 ; so in part, mid.,, Od. 4, 547

;

and c. ace, to be beforehand with one,, Od. 15,

171 ; cf. Anth. P. 9, 227. [- Ep.,- Att. : in the other tenses a, ex-

cept in aor. part, -, where it is

always long.]', (,)
dep. mid., to speak in answer or after

:

or, to speak in an under-tone, ,,
of an. Plat. Soph. 252
C, cf Luc. Nigr. 13.',{~,) to destroy

gradually:— pass., to waste or piiie

away, Hipp. p. 939.', , (,) to

envy a little, dub. 1. Xen. Cyr. 4, 1, 13.', ov, (,) a

little envious or jealous. Adv. -,. , to behave some-

what jealously towards one, Xen. Hell.

7, 1 , 26.',, b, a corrupter, se-

ducer.', , (,7) to love

secretly or slightly, Aristaen.', poet, for,
Nic. Ai. 282.'/, to be somewhat in-

flamed, to swell a little.', (, ?^) to heat

from below, Anth. P. 9. 626.'7., ov, (,)
rushing or roaringfrom below, Orph.', f -, to look some-
what of a dark purple, susp.0', a corrupt word in Soph.
Tr. 840

I
V. Dind. ad 1.', poet, -, as

pass., {,) to become some-
what purple, Nic. Th. 178,760.

', , (,) :—at

Athens, the price paid by the murderer
to the relations of the deceased, to
buy ofl" their vengeance, Philostr.,
and Aristid.,—the same as Homer's, and Solon's, the Saxon
were-gdd : strictly neut. from', , ,() a hold-

ing under, putting forward (by way of
excuse), ., Xen. Hell,
5, 1, 29 :—also, that which is held forth,
hence an objection, Ernesti Lex.Rliet.
—II. a hollow passage, as in Medic, a
fistula or fistulous sore, Foes. Oecon.
Hipp.', ov, (,) subject

to tribute, Lat. tnbutarius, rectigalis,

Tivi, Plut. 2, 774 C— 11.{
IV) slipping from under One, steep,

slippery.—2. with hollow passages, fis-
tulous.',, ,(,-) an addressing : in plur., coun-
sels, Hes. Th. 658, though the read-
ing varies.,(,) as mid.,:=. . Kh. 1, 462.', Att. -, f. -, to

stop or block up.', ov, (,) shud-
dering a little, LXX. [i]', Att. -, f. -,(,) to shudder a little, Luc. Per-
egr. 39.-2. C. ace, to feel a slight or
secret dread, before or of any one,,
Euphor. Fr. 73.', ov, (,)
hypo-Phrygian, a mode in music, Plut.

2, 1142 F:—so adv., in

the hypo-Phrygian mode, Arist. Probl.
19,48, 1.

'?'/, , , a refuge,,
from the heat, Joseph.', mid., with aor. 2 and
pf act.,(,) to growfrom below,
grow up under or to, Arist. H. A. 2, 2,
1 ; 8,24, 1.', , f.•, to blow under
or gently.',, ,() an
under-growth.,(,) to plant
under, , Theophr.', {, ?.) to lie

hidden under,, Anth. 7, 375.',= foreg.', . (,) call

out in answer, Plut. Pomp. 25, cf 2,
53 B, etc. : to sing in answer, Mosch.
3, 49. Hence', , , a calling to

:

exhortation, Plut. 2, 33 D.'.=^,, Arist. Probl. 25, 5., aor. -,(,) dep. mid., to give way
gradually or a little, in tmesis,, 11. 4, 498, like the
prose.', {,) like•, to gape a little, Ael. . A. 1 5,

1

, to rejoice a little or se-

cretly., , , somewhat slack

or loose, Hipp. p. 865.', , {,) to

slacken a little,, from a thing,

Ael. N. A. 12, 46.', to become a little

angry.', a, ov, (,-) under the bridle

:

—
/)-

(sc. i/via), prob. a snaffle-bridle,

Xen. Eq, 1,1. ^', (,) to

look somewhat copper-coloured, ap. E.
M.— II. transit., to change for copper,

ap. Hesych.



',, {-,7.) con-

taining mixture or proportion of cop-

per. Plat. Rep. 415 ; metaph., Plut.

2, 1 B, 65 A : cf., etc.

Hence'~?., , to mix or alloy ivith

copper, Lat. subaerare.'~, Att. -, f. -,
(,) to engrave under, Plut.

Alex.' 69., , somewhat-
-, Xen. Cyn. 5, 23.', {—,) =^ vrro-,. Plut. 314, Xen. Eq. 6, 8.

—II. c. ace, to gape with wonder at, ,
Hipp.

^ ^^, ov, (, )

somewhat conceited, Ath. 624 E. Hence', , to make somewhat
conceited, Plut. 2, 21 C.,, 6, ii,=sq., Soph.
£1. 1092, e conj. Musgr., ov, in Hdt. also a, ov,

iv~o.) under the hands, in hatid,

at hand, ', Od. 15, 448: hence, under any
one's power or control, subject to hiui,

Tivi, Hdt. 6, 33, 44, etc. ;-
and, to make

subject, Hdt. 1, 106; 5, 91, etc. ; ., , I am, become
subject to any one, Hdt. 6, 1 19, Aesch.
Supp. 392, Xen. An. 3, 2, 3 ; 7.3
v~.. to get into one's power, Eur. Andr.

736, Lys. 101, 10, etc. ;

., Thuc. 3, II, Xen., etc.; v~.-
or , Lv-

curg. 148, 39, Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 13:—
tiTT. , under medical treatment,

Hipp.'',{,) to con-

vey aumy under. [Emped. seems to

have used the first syll. long metri
grat., Nake Choeril. p. 118.]',, , that which is

poured under, a gentle stream, Pind. P.

5, 134 ; though Bockh writes it di-

visim : from', f.- : aor.,
Ep. —the only form of the

word used by Hom. {-,) :
—to

pour under, pour to, pour out : but also

of dry things, to strew or spread tinder,,^ 11. 11, 843, Od. 14, 49,

cf 16, 47 : /./., the leaves /aWera and scat-

tered under the feet, Hdt. 7, 218:—
metaph., ,
doubt teas poured secretly intohim, i.e.

stole over him, Hdt. 2, 152 ; 3, 66.

?},, ,{) round fish-
ing-net,. . 3, 81, Ael. . . 13.

17? Plut., etc.', .() the prominent
bones of the knuckles.', ov, {,) under
the earth, subterraneous, Hes. Op; 140
(where however Spohn reads-),
Eur. Andr. 515, Luc.',, o,^,=foreg., Anth.,, , ,{,)
under the frock:— ., an under-

frock, []'/., (, ) to

warm a little or by degrees, Plut. 2,

658 D.'?., f. -, {, 6?)
to lift uith a lever, Poela ap. Parthen.
21.'?., ov, {, ?.6) of a

palish yellow, like€, Call.

Del. 80.'7./.,, , {?.)
of a pale black. Foes. Oec. Hipp. :

from'?, ov, {, ?. )

greenish yellow : palish, Hipp.', f.-, to begin to have

down () on the chin, Meineke
Com. Fr. 2, 751.',, , a plant of the

succory kind, Theophr.', ov, [, 7,) some-

what bilious, Hipp. p. 1210.', , , affected in

the.', ov, {,) :—under the cartilage of the breast-bone :

hence, , -, the soft part of the body beticeen

this cartilage (or the false ribs) and
the navel, Lat. hypochondria, v. Arist.

H. A. 1, 13, 1 ;—translated praecordia

by Celsus, cf Foes. Oecon. Hipp.', , {,)
to furnish expenses ; to support in an
undertaking. Hence', , , a supplying,

furnishing expenses : generally, a sup-

porting, succouring, Strab.', ov,{) : subject, un-

der control, , Xen. An. 2, 5, 7 ;

also, , his subjects, Aesch.
Pers. 24,'Dem. 1315, 11., {,) to spot

or soil a little, Coluth. 232., fut. Att. -, {,) to neigh to or with, Q. Sm.
8, 57.', dep. mid., to ex-,

pectorate gently.', , gen. , {,-) :
—indebted, in debt, Ar. Nub. 242:—., in his debt, his debtor,

Plut. Solon 13:—hence,—2. .,
dependent upon him, Lat. obnoxius ali-

cui, Polyb. 6, 17, 1, cf 4, 51, 2.-3.
generally, of property, involved, Lat.
obaeratus, Isae. 81. 9A', Dem. 1187, 18

;

obliged, bound, c. gen., v~. 7., bound by ties of love and fa-

vour past, Plut. Pomp. 76 ; also c.

dat.,., Polyb. 22, 2, 10; cf
9, 29, 7.', {,) to smear un-
der or on, to besmear or anoint a little,

Lat. sublinere, , Hdt. 2, 86 :

esp., to paint any one's /"ace under the

eyes, , Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 20:— in

mid., to paint one's own face, lb. 8, 1,

41 : cf.', ov, {,) con-

taining a mixture or proportion of gold.

Plat. Rep. 415 C ; so, .,
Luc. Tox. 16; cf •}, --, -7..—II. laden with gold, very

rich,, Heliod.', fut. Att. -, to

paint under or in., , , () a
humour suffused over the eye, gutta Se-

rena, Hipp. : cf sq.', . , {) :— a
pouring under, suffusion.—II. esp. of
the eye, when humours settle upon
the cornea and cause blindness,

suffusion ofhumours over the eye, Foes.
Oecon. Hipp., , , () a

vessel to pour oil mto a lamp, LXX.', ov, verb. adj. from-, poured under : mixed, adulterated,., a sweet wine, to which
prob. boiled must () was add-
ed, Phryn. (Com.) Incert. 13, Ath.
31 E.'7., (, 7.) to

be somewhat lame, Hipp. p. 1223.

o7.^',=:oeg.', , f -, (h~o, -) to go back, retire, recoil, II. 6, 107
;

13, 476 ; c. gen. . , Hdt.
1, 207; so, {'—

. , to retire

from the plain, Xen. Cyr. 2, 4. 24 :. , to leithdrawfrom
one's seat in honour of one, give it up

to him, Ar. Ran. 790 ; cf-
." . , Isae. 58, 19 :—oft.

in part^, ,-, . 49, 25, Dem. 613, iin.

—II. to go or pass off below, hence, 7/

yaOTTjp, is open, loose.—111./., the
rowing went on, stroke afier stroke,
Pind. P. 4, 360. Hence',, , a doivnward
evacuation, excrement. Foes. Oecon.
Hipp.', , ,()
a going back, retiring, retreat, Polyb. 1,

28, 9.—II. a falling back, slackening,, Def Plat. 412 C :,
an evacuation of the body by stool.

Foes. Oec. Hipp. : also=i'—;^;?///,
Arist. H. A. 8, 4, 2.', (,) to sep-

arate partially or gradually, App.'-, ov, (,)
somewhat crumbling or friable, Hipp,
p. 218 ; al., v. Foes.
Oecon. [u]7., (,7) to

handle or ftel gently, as one does a
beast to see if he is fat, Ar. Lys. 84./, f. -', {. ^'-
7.) to touch from below, touch a little

or softly, esp. the strings of the lyre :

metaph. also of singing, Philostr. ;

and genersUy of speech, 7.7,, his tongue
has a twang of Attic, Id.', ov,(,-) like, having sand under or in it,

mixed with sand, sandy, .,
Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 19. Compar. --, somewhat sandy, Hdt. 2, 12., v.-.', ov, (.) some-
what variegated or spotted, Strab.', to touch below or slightly.-, ov, =,
^^.', , f. -, also as dep.
mid., (, -) to wipe
or strip off below, scrape below,, Ael. . . 14, 5.

slightly or gently, [a]

>w,

wipe off',(,) to trickle

under, v. 1. Xen. Symp. 2, 26 (for

-).', to lisp, stammer, stut-

ter a little., f.-,(,-] dep. mid., to lie a little.'7,, Ion.-.^-
7.., strictly, to prick from
below, like the (q. v.), metaph., to

get with child.', ov,{,) chosen
secretly.', j], a reckoning, calcu-

lation ; and', ov, 6,(,)
a calculator., ov.(,) eligible

to an office,, Synes.', , Ion. -. , , (-, {.) :

—

suspicion, jeal-

ousy, surmise, doubt, ,
Hdt. 9, 99 ; . Id. 3, 52, cf.-
tipho 116, 36, sq., Thuc. 4, 27;, Plut. Cic. 43 ; so, . 7.-, Dem. 852, 2 ; kv., Aeschiii. 2, 19; .,' , Plut. Pyrrh.
23, Cat. Maj. 23, etc. ; so, .-, , Thuc. 2, 13,

Plat. Lys. 218 C : ., to bring him into suspicion,

Thuc. 5, 29; opp. to .-, Antipho 116, 37:— of things,

., to admit of suspicion or
doubt. Plat. Phaed. 84 C ; .-
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... Id. Legg. 887 ; .-
, Id. Menex. 247

.— II. jealous, censorious watch,
Thuc. 2, 37.', , , suspicious,

surmising.', to whisper secretly or

softly.', ov, (, fut. -) :
—viewed from below, Lat. sus-

pecttis : hence, viewed with angry, sus-

picious looks, ', . 3,

42 (where, however, Aristoph. and
Herodian. read).— IF. {,) under the eye or view,, Q.
Sm. 13, 289; cf. 0pp. H. 1, 30.', ,.-/,{,•)
to make a slight noise, kv ,
Hipp. ; . , Ael. . .
6, 24 ; cf. Niike Choer. p. 250.'-, ov, (, )

somewhat cold, coolish.'^', (, }) make
somewhat cold, cool a little or gradually.]', , f. -, (,-
)) to cheat in the purchase of victuals,

Ar. Ach. 842.'-, , somewhat itchy

or mangy., f. -, ():—to

bend one's self hack: hence,— 1. of

haughty persons, to carry one's head
high, carry one's chinintheair, Aeschin.
18, 34.—2. to be supine, careless or neg-

ligent, , Hdn. 2,8.— II. transit.,

to bend back:—in pass.,, it lies supine, Soph. Phil. 822.

Hence', ,—.',, ,[) :

—

that which is laid back,, attitudes of supplication with
hands upstrelched, Lat. siipinis mani-
bus, Aesch. Pr. 1005.-11. a falling

backwards, a fall, ~. -, Aesch. Ag. 1284.', , , ()
bending or laying back, Hipp. : ton
its meaning in gymnastic contests v.

Diet. Antiqq. p. 724|.— II• metaph.,
rejection, aversion to food, nausea,

Galen., verb. adj. from -, one jnust throw back,,
Xen. Eq. 8, 8., , poet, for,
Arat. 789, 795.

"T7r7iOf, a, ov, bent back, laid back,

on one's hack, Lat. supimis, resupinus,

freq. in Horn., esp. of one failing,

opp. to, II. 11, 179; 24, 11
;

of. Soph. O. T. 811, etc. ; esp. also

of persons in bed, ., etc.,

Hdt. 4, 190, cf. Ar. Eq. 101, etc. ; so

of a quadruped, opp. to, Hdt.

2, 33 :

—

, to swim
backwards. Plat. Rep. 529 C ; hence,

7.oyov, to retrace an
argument. Id. Phaedr. 264 A : •, i. e. he
is shipwrecked. Soph. Ant. 716 ; cf..—2. in the body,

are the upper parts, e. g. the back
compared with the belly ;—but, -
CTTjp, the belly uppermost, Eur.
Cycl. 326 ; and so,—3. generally, of

any thing turned up, turned the contrary

way to that in which it usually is;

hence, is a helmet
turned up, with the hollow uppermost,

Aesch. Theb. 459 ; so,, Ar.

Ach. 583, Lys. 185, Thuc. 7, 82;
whereas, is a cup with

the bottom uppermost, Ar. Lys. 195
;

<\, a half-wheel with the con-

cave side uppermost, Hdt. 4, 72 :

is sometimes the bark of the
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hand, Lat. manus supina (opp. to•/ ., the palm of the hand, Lat. m.
prona) ; hut also the hollow of the

hand turned upwards, Ar. Eccl. 782
;, etc., to

lift the upturned hands to heaven,
Plut. Philop. et Fiamin. 2:—hence,
generally, of a perpendicular body,
behind ; of a horizontal one, above.—4.

of place, sloping away from one, esp.

of an almost level country, sloping

evenly one way, sloping evenly and
gradually, Lat. vergens in aliquam par-

tem, as Aegypt, Hdt. 2, 7, App. Civ.

4, 2, Ael. N. A. 16, 15.—II. metaph.,
like Liat. stipinus, supine, careless.

Slob. ; of the sea, calm, Philostr.{" is to be derived from,
as Lat. supinus from sub: akin to.) Hence',, , the posture of a
body laid backwards, Theophr. — II.

metaph., supinentss, calmness.', , () to turn over,

upset, , Aesch.
Pers. 418.', ov, (,) under or
in the egg, unhatched, opp. to-, Opp. . 1,751. []'3?, ov, (,) :

—
mortgaged, Pherccr.. 2 ; al.-•, the common form being-, v. Meiiieke 1. c.', , (,) to push
or thrust away, ' ,
11. 5, 854.'?, ov, also a, ov, (,? ) under the elbow,,
Theocr. 17, 30 ; also as v. 1. H. Horn.
Merc. 510 (for 7^-).', ov, (,) under
the shoulder, ., the forefoot,

Arat. 144,1115.', , , (, ) the

part under the shoulders, Galen.', , , {) a

making oath to bar proceedings at law,

an application for delay upon affidavit,

stating a sufficient cause, Dem. 260,

24 : it was resisted by an-
:—v., and cf. Att. Pro-

cess p. 696, Diet. Antiqq. pp. 354,
358.', f. -,() :

—

to strike one under the eye, give him a

black eye; to beat black and blue, Ar.

Pac. 541, in pass. :—generally, to dis-

cipline severely, mortify, N. T. ; and,
luclaph., to vex or annoy greatly, lb.', ov, b, a striking under
the eye.', ov, , (, ) the

part of the face under the eyes,

Ooy , like night in

countenance, i. e. dark, gloomy, U. 21,
463.—II. like, a blow in

the face, Ar. Ach. 551, Vesp. 1386,

Lysias 101, 24, etc.,—in pUir. — III.

the bruise caused thereby, any bruise or

local, Lat. suggillatio, suggillatum,

Hipp.—IV. a plant, the rout <f which
was supposed to cure bruises or weals,

also, elsewh., Diosc.

4, 157.'', , , = foreg., signf.

IV.', , , in prose also-. Ion. - :
—the foot of a mountain,

the skirts of a mountain range, II. 20,

218, Hdt. 2, 158 ; 4, 23 (where Gaisf.

reads), etc.
;
plur.,

Hdt. 1, 110; usu. c. gen., .,,, Hdt. 11. cc, 9,

19. etc. — Opp. to. Plat.

Leiig. 080 : from', ov, Ion., ov,

(,) under a mountain or moun-
tain-range : also written.

', 3 sing. aor. 2 redupl.

Ep. of, Od.', ov, also a, ov, Pind.
P. 1, 1: (tiTTO, ):—under the

roof, dwelling under it, under cover, in a
house, II. 9, 640 ;

(al. ()•). Simon. 46;
'., the harps sounding in

the hall, Pind. P. 1, 189;. -
(spiders), Ar. Ran. 1314 ; etc.—2. (sc.), a chim-

ney, Diod. :—hence also, ., like, a garret, Lat. coenaculurn,

Diod., and App. Cf..', ov, = foreg., Eur. El.

1 166, Phoen. 299, H. F. 107 ; cf: Lob.
Phryn. 706.', , ,() a
digging under, undermining. — II. the

part undermined, App. Civ. 4, 111.', ov, (,) palish

yellow, Hipp. p. 534, Luc. Tox. 19., ov, b, Hyraeus, son of
Aegeus, Paus. 3, 15, 8.", , b, a mouse, shrew-

mouse, Lat. sorex, Nic. Al. 37. (Perh.
akin to .) []', />, or, (Lob. Paral.

77), adv., mingled together, among one

another, Hesych., etc. ; cf. Lob. 1. c.

(Ace. to some from , ace. to

others from.), , , =, Hdt. 4,

57., , . Ion. -, Hyria, a
small city in I3oeotia on the Euripus,
II. 2, 490 ; cf. Strab. p. 404.-2. a city

of lapygia between Brundisium and
Tarentum, Hdt. 7, 170: In Strab. p.

282,Ot'p/a•', ov, (vpiov,) cut-

ting beehives or honeycombs, a bee-mas-

ter, Hesych.,, , an inhab. of Hyria.
—H. Ilyrieus, son of Neptune, Apol-
lod. 3, 10, 1 :—father of Orion, Strab.

p. 404.", ov, TO, dim from vpov,
Hesych.', ov, TO, Hyrium, in Apulia,

Dion. P. 380 ; v.. [], , ;?, Hyrcania, a coun-
try of Asia, bordering on the Caspian,
Polyb. 10, 29, 2, sqq., , , Hyrcanium, a
stronghold in Judaea, Strab. p. 763., a, ov, Hyrcanian

;
'., the Hyrcanian sea, the east-

ern part adjacent to H., Strab. p. 509 ;

also = Caspian, Id. ; ',
Hdt. 3, 117., , fj, =',
Arr.^', ov, , Hyrcanus, a king
of Judaea, Strab. p. 762., , , Hyrmine, a city of
Elis, II. 2, 616; near it the prom." or", Strab. p. 341.

—

II. a daughter of Epens, Paus. 5,

1, 6., , , Hymetho, fem.
pr. n., Apollod. 2, 8. 5., ov Ion. , , Hyroea-
dcs, a Mardian, Hdt. 1, 84.', , , a beehive, Hesych.
(Akin to.)
'\'^/), , , Hyrrhadius,

masc. pr. ., Anlh. P. 7, 89.', 7], a wicker basket : prob. an
obsol. root, whence',, or^, [],
ov, b, a wicker-basket, hand-basket, Ar.

Fr. 470, 5. (,,-, are clearly all kin-

dred forms.), ov Ep. ao, b, son of
Hyrtacus, 1. e. Asius, II. 2, 837., ov, , Hyrtacus, a Tro-



jan, ApoUod. 3, 12, 5. — II. - or
|•. rj, a city of Crete, Polyb.

Hist. Fr. 24.', , , a pot-lid, Hesych., ,=. Hesych. I, ov, b, Hyrtius, son of 1

Gyrtius, a Mysian, II. 14, 511. I°, (not. Lob. Paral. 34),
\

j), an earthen vessel for pickled fish, a
;

pickle-jar, At. Vesp. 676, Fr. 367.
|

(Akin to, as also to Lat. orca
;

and urceus, Betitl. Hor. Sat. 2, 4, 66.)
]

'YpX?!, or, , i/,=furca, Lob. I

Paral. 34.
j', and , gen. , ace. vv,

like, a swine, pig, both boar and
]

sow, esp. of the tame kind, not seldom
j

in Horn., though he prefers the form
], Nake Choenl. p. 157; also, as m Hdt. 4, 192, (who like-

wise uses both forms), Xen. Cvr. 1,

6, 28; cf Lob. Phryn. 381. — Prov-
|

erbs, ' ,
j

or more shortly (as

in Lat. sus yiinervam), of dunces set-
\

ting themselves up against wise men, '

Theocr. 5. 23 : uv .
Plat. Lach. 196 D : , of ;

arrogant and insolent behaviour :

\, of one svho
|

runs wilfully into destruction : 7} \' (cf IV),

Atenand. p. 10 :
— , Pind. .

. 6, 153, cf. Fr. 51. I°, , , a shrub from which
comes the dye•.

1', , (3:) dipped
[

or dyed i?i ', that is, scarlet,

Xen. Cyr. 8, 3, 13, Clearch. ap. Ath.
255 E.',, , scarlet, Nic.

Th. 870, [where however i] : from', ov, , a vegetable dye
of bright crimson or scarlet colour, be- I

tween purpureus and coccineus, perh.

the kermes ; from a shrub, which
seems to have been the Galatian
name for . [t, Nic. Th. 51 1, j

Anth. P. 6, 254.] :', for, Aeol. for, ,

Sappho 4.
I^/],, indie, and inf.

aor. pass, from vu. I",, 6 and,^. !,,, and (in Steph. Byz.)
i', , , Hysiae, a city of Boeo-

tia, at the base of Mt. Cithaeron,
Hdt. 9, 15 ; Eur. Bacch. 751, where
it is accented', and in Thuc. 3,

24, V. Poppo Prolegg. 2, p. 288 n. 4.
—on the frontiers of Attica, possessed
later by the Athenians and named as

a deme of Atttca, Hdt. 5, 74 v. Bahr
ad 1.—2. a town of Argolis, Thuc. 5,

83.', Aeoi. for.',, , () raining.", or /., , , also?. or ?., the edge (corrigiae,

ansulae) of a sandal, which was laced
over part of the foot, so as to leave
the greatest part bare, Lob. Paral. 34.'/., , , wearing the, Dicaearch. p. 16 Huds.", , () swine's dung, He-
sych. : perh. a compd. from,.',, , {vu) rain, Hipp.,
in plur., cf Lob. Paral. 420.',, , a fight, battle, combat,

oft. in Horn., esp. in 11. ; usu.. ; also. ./, II. 20, 245 ;— v., the front of the fight, II. 15,

340 ;, to thefigt'it, 11. 2, 477

:

—in II. 2. 863 ; 8, 56, we have a me-
taplast. Ep. dat. as if from

or.— Ep. word, [i], , , Hysmon, an

Olympic victor from Elis, Paus. 6,

3,9., ov, 6, Hyspasines,

king in Charai on the Er) tliraeum
Mare, Luc. Macrob. 16.

'7?., ov, 6, swine's dung.

'-'/.,, , Dor. for '/.-
•, =, Ar. Lys. 1000 ; cf
Piers. Moer. p. 376./,, , and ',, , Dor. for sq.

"-?.,, , more rarely

, Lob. Phryn. 71 ; also,,, , though Lob. doubts this:

—

a rope which was drawn across the

bounds in a race-course, and was let

doiun when they were to start,. Plat. Phaedr.
254 , cf Luc. Catapl. 4 ; ij

/.-',, Luc. Tim. 20, cf Calumn.
12 ; '~/,, Joseph;^

—

II. the snare or gi>i of a bird-catcher,

Theocr. 8, 58 ; also the catch in a trap

which falls when touched, 0pp. Ix. 3,
18.—Hi. said also to be a sivine-goad,

(from 7?.), like /., but

this signf is very dub.~, , to keep swine : from
'/., ov, keeping swine, a swine-

herd, like /..", ov, , swine-ford, a shal-

low place where swine can wade through,

Nonn. ; formed like.", ov, 6, and,,
, {) pudenda foeminae, like,
Ar. Lys. 1001. (Cf also-.), , , a javelin, the Roman
pi'um, Polyb. 1, 40, 12, etc.'-], , wine prepared

with hyssop.'-, ov, , an aromatic plant,

hyssop, Diosc. 3, 27, LXX. ; but dif-

ferent from our hyssop, which is not

found in Aegypt or Syria, Sprengel,
1. c. (Hebr. hob.)', ,, made or shaped like

a or pilum., ov, b, Hystaechmas,
a leader ot the Persians, Aesch. Pers.

972.
'. ov Ion., , Hystanes,

a Persian, Hdt. 7, 77.. and ov, Thuc. 1,

115, , Hystaspes, son of Achaeme-
nes, father of Darius, Hdt. 1, 209.—
2. son of Darius, leader of the Bac-
trians, Id. 7, 64.'•, a, ov, strictly, belonging

OT proper to the last, but USU. merely
poet, for sq., like for-, for, etc., II.

15, 634 : neut. as adv., last,

at last, II. 8, 353 ;
'

'
;

Od. 9, 14. []', , , the last, utmost,

hindmost, of space, Horn., etc., oi, 11. 2, 281 ; a

rudder is called, Aesch. Supp. 717 :
•— opp. to

: also of time,
' , 5, 703

;

(sc. ), Hdt. 2, 151,

etc. ; '/.',
Aesch. Ag. 1445 ; etc. ; c. gen.,-/., too late for the capture,

Pind. O. 10 (11), 50:— and, as adv., last, at last, of time,

Horn., who also joins, Od. 20, 116;, 4, 685 ; 20, 13.—Compar., q. ., , , Ion., the

xcomb, Arist. . . , 13, 3, etc. ; usu.
in plur., ai, Ion. gen. -,
Hdt. 4, 109, Plat. Tim. 91 B, Hipp.,
V. Foes. Oecon. (If from,
the last or- lowest part of the female in-

testines, it cannot be connected with
Lat. uterus, which is prob. akin to' : but more prob. it is akin to
uterus, and not to.)', a, ov,{) :

—Inter,

sttbsequent, Hdt. 9, 3: usu. -
paia, .-), (sc.), oti the fol-
lowing day, the next day, Lai. postridie,

Hdt. 1, 77, 126, etc. ; also,, 4, H3.^.£, , {, '/.)
causing pains in the womb, Hipp. p.
394 : also, sufferingfrom such pains.'p^,= sq.', , f. •,{) :—
to be behind or later, opp. to,
c. gen., V. Lob. Phryn. 237 : hence,—1. of place, to come after or after-

wards,. , Thuc. 1, 134 ;. , Xen. Hell. 3,

5, 25.—II. of time, to come after, come
later than, come too late for, ., Xen. An. 1, 7,

12, cf Thuc. 3, 31 :—c. dat. pers., to

be too late for him, Thuc. 7, 29 : absol.,

to come late or too late, Hdt. 1, 70, Xen.
Hell. 5, 1, 3, Plat., etc.—III. metaph.,
to come short of, be inferior to another,. . Plat. Rep. 539

; also,. ,
lb. 484 D.—2. come short of, be robbed

of thing,, Dem. 447, 28 : also
in fut..,, Eur.
I. A. 1203.—3. to be in want of, to lack,

miss,, . . : esp. in pass., to be
in want, lb.—IV. of things, to fail, be
wanting, Lat. deficere, c. dat. pers.,

and absol., both in N. T. Hence',,, a coming short,

inferiority, deficiency, want, LXX. : a
defect. Id.—Opp. to.', , , {)
coming too late, corning short : gene-
rally, = foreg. ; want, need, N. T.
Hence', , , coming after

or afterwards : ., of a fever
u'hich comes on later each following
day.', (.-/ Att.-,():
—like, to come after, come
later or too lale, ; of time,//, to

come one day short of or behind the
day appointed, Hdt. 6, 89 ; so,., Dem. 50, 11 : also absol.,

Thuc. 6, 69, Xen. An. 6, 1, 18 : hence,
—II. metaph., to come short of.be infe-

rior to any one, c. gen., Isocr. 75 B,
Xen. Mem. 3, 5, 13 ; , in a thing,
Id. Cyr. 7, 5, 46.—2. to sniffer a loss in,

or be in want of, to lack, c. gen. rej,

Isocr. 204 A, Dem. 49, 1., , , {) of
women, suffering in the tcomb, hy-
sterical, Hipp., cf. Arist. Gen. .. 4,

7, 6 :

—

., passio hysterica, hy-

sterics, Galen. ; so, (sc.), Hipp. Aphor. p. 1254. Adv.
-, Diosc.—2. of or belonging to the

womb,, Arist. Gen. An. 1, 15,3.'3?.,, to deliberate after-

wards or after the fact : and'?, , , deliberation

after the fact, LXX. : from'3?., ov, late-reflecting.'-;, ,{, *•)
not appearing until after the birth, Arist.

H. A. 3, 11, 7 ; 20, 4 : opp. to-.', , , {) pos-

terity.'?., , to speak Inst ; and''/.,, , speaking last,

speech of the last speaker : esp. the

part of the last actor.—II. in rhetoric,=^ : from'?., ov,{,)
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speaking last : esp. the actor who plays

the last part.',,,=,
Nonn.", v..', , {, -, ) to suffer afterwards.

Medic.', ov.{,)
avenging or punishing after, i. e. after

the act, late-avenging. ', 'Ar//,

Aesch. Ag. 58, Cho. 383 ; cf.-.', oi\{,-) suppo.sed dead and then appearing

alive, Plut. 2. 2G5 A, B., , , neut. -,(,) coming late,.-, Ar. Lys. 326 ; . ^^,
Anth. P. 12, 229., , , {,) m inverted order,first last and

last first, Lat. praeposterum ; cf.-.", a, ov, the latter, later, fol-

loiving, etc., opp. to, 11. 5,

17 ; for, II. 16, 479, Antipho

143, 7 :

—

oviStv , not a

whit behind (s/oiter i/ia.-i)aship, Aesch.

Eum. 251.— II. usu. of time, after,

later, too late, Horn., etc. ; c. gen., II.

18, 333; c. gen. rei, too late for a

thing, Hdt. 6, 120, Plat. Legg. 698
:

—

, Hdt. 1, 130, etc.

;

) , Id. 4, 166 ;

5, 32: ?^, the

Olympiad next folloiving. Id. 6, 103 :, afterwards, also -. Id. 5, 106 ; 6, 85.-2. ru

iin
Medic )=ro, the after-birth,

..at. secandinae, Hipp. p. 420 ;, Arist. . . 7, 10, 2.— III.

metaph., standing after, inferior,-. Soph. El. 734 (cf.

1. 23, 322) : c. gen., second to, inferior

to. Soph. Phil. 181, cf. 1364;-), under a woman's power,

Id. Ant. 746.—Cf. the superl.-.
. instead of the regul. adv.-, Horn., Hdt., and the Att. prefer

the neut., of time, after,

afterwards, hereafter, in future, for the

future ; also, Od. 16, 319 ;, Od. 12, 126, Hes. Op. 349,

Hdt. 5, 41, 74 ; c. gen., -, Hdt. 2, 135, elc, cf. 1, 91 ;. Id. 9. 83 ; ., Ar. Lys. 57, cf. Vesp.690.', , ,{, -
) posthu7nous fame, Plut. 2, 85 C,

ubi V. VVytt.', ov,{,-) destroying after (i. e. after the act),

late-destroying,, Soph. Ant.

1074 ; c{..', ov.{,)
foundiiig after, echoing, Anth. Plan.

153.', ,{,-) to be later in time, Clem. Al. Hence', , , a later lime.', adv. of, like-
of, afterwards, too late,

Diog. L. 3, 95'.', , , {) a festival at

Argos at vjhich swine were sacrificed to

Venus, Zeiiod. ap. Ath. 96 A. (Sus-

piciously like a pun on.)', ov, , a kind of drinktug-

cup, Rhinthon ap. Ath. 500 F."., and , also

and, a hedge-hog, porcupine, es^.

a Libyan kind, Hdt. 4, 192, Arist. H.

A. 1, 6, 6; 6, 30, 2; 8, 17, 1.—1I.=
sq. ( Usu. deriv. from,, bristles :

but perh. akin to 6?,,.) Hence
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',, , whip for pun-

ishing slaves, Ar. Ran. 619, i'ac. 746.', , o,= foreg., Philo.', Dor. for, imperat.

pros, from., ov, , dim. from ,
Lol). Phryn. 74.

^,,{:,) somewhat

thick, stout or strong. Poll.',=,.", ov, {,) suffused

with blood, bluod-shot,, Stallb.

Plat. Phaedr. 253 ;
-, Ael. . . 3, 21.', .- : aor., Att.. Lob. Phryn. 26 : pf. :

—ilom. has only pres., impf., and
aor. To weave, freq. in Ilom., who al-

ways joins , except in

Od. 13, 108, ; so, -,. Plat. Hipp. Min.

368 C, Phacd. 87 :—absol., to weave,

ply the loom, Hdt. 2, 35 ; and in mid.,

Xen. Mem. 3, 11, 6 and 7, cf. Piers.

Moer. p. 375 :—in Theocr. 7, 8, should

prob. be read (with Heinsius)-?. •-
(for), like Virgil's vites

umbracula texunt.—II. oft. metaph., to

spill, contrive, plot, plan, invent cun-

ningly, like,,
Lat. texere, of all schemes, good or

bad, which are craftily imagined, freq.

in Horn., usu. in the phrases/ or?, to which he often

adds , II. 6, 187, Od. 4, 678,

739 ; -, Od. 9,

422
;

., II.

3, 212 ; so in mid.. Soph. Fr. 604, cf.

Nicoph. Pandor. 1 :

—

', to lay a plot against

one to bring in a tyranny, Ar. Lys.

630.—2. generally, to prepare, make,

construct,., Plat. Cri- , cloth interwoven with figures,

of the right time, take advantage of it,

Aeschin. 63, 12 : {ip. aiyij, to keep

a thing secret by silence, Eur. El. 271.', , , {,)
somewhat salt, Hipp. p. 284.—II. {,
?) near the sea, but dub. in this signf.', {,') dep.,

to spring up from below, Lat. subsilire.

'^'•), to be or taste somewhat
salt, Plut. 2, 669 : from'?:, ov, somewhat salt.", ov, {, •) wider the

sea, ., the darkness of the

deep, Soph. Ant. 589 : .,, damages to a ship under
water, Polyb. 16, 3, 2 ; 4, 12.—2. me-
taph., cunning, like .—11.

scnnewhat salt, Diosc.'', ,,=^.', , {'/., )
sumewhiit like the sea, rather salt, Diod.', ov, {,) like, having sand iinderneath or

a sandy botto7n ; mixed with sand,

sandy, I'heophr.', , poet, for, Ma-
netho. [{>]',, , a weaving, []. ov,', Hyphanteum,
a mountain of Phocis, Strab. p. 424.', ov, ,{) a weaver,

Phat. Phaed. 87 B, etc. Hence', , , belonging suit-

ed to a weaver or weai-ing. Plat Crat.

388 C :— // - (SC.), the art of
weaving. Id. Gorg. 449 D, etc. Adv.
-. Id. Crat. 388 C. [v]', ov, {, •) swung in the weaving, woven, Ar.
Av. 943.', , , verb. adj. from, woven,,, Od. 13,

136, 218; 16, 231, and Trag. :

ti. 116 B, cf. Tim. 72 :—.,
to bring about, compass it, Pind. P. 4,

250 ;? , he lays

the foundation. Call. H. Apoll. 56

;

, Tryph. :—also like

Lat. texere, to write a book, etc.

—

(Lengthd. from root '•, which ap-

pears in,, Sanscr. vt, vap,

our weave, web, cf. Pott Et. Forsch. I,

230, 259). {v, except in augmented
tenses, Jac. Anth. P. p. 189, etc.], , ,{) :

—a

taking away under or underhand, steal-

ing, or pilfering ;. ,
a stealing from the clerk's ofticc, ap.

Dem. 1120, 4.— II., to undertake the modera-

tion or mitigation of a thing, Polyb. 15,

8, 13., , , a midwife, ap.

Hesych., , f. -7/ ; aor..
Ion., Hdt. {,) :

—

to draw or take aiimy from under, -, Pind. . 7, 117, Plat. Theact.

161 A.—2. to diminish gradually, ,
Thuc. 3, 82 :—also., to dimin-

ish somewhat of a thing, id. 1, 42.

—

3. to draw away, seduce, -, Thuc. 3, 13.—4. in reckoning,

to subtract from, .— II. mid., to

take away from undcrliand, filch away,

steal, Ar. Eq. 745, Nub. 179, Dem.
1119, 6, sqq., etc.; . , to

steal it from him, Hdt. 5, 83; 9, 116,

Lys. 143, 17, etc. ; . ,
Piat. Legg. 857 : also, to rob,, Aeschin. 85, 30.—2. to make
away with, Aeschiii. 74, 13: part. pf.

pass,, one who is put

j

out of tlie ivai/ or made away with, Hdt.
1 3, 65.—3. to appropriate to one's self,

make use of, appropriate, Br. Ar. Plut.

I 1140: . , make use

', Thuc. 2, 97. [•]', , making woven
work, [], , , fem. of., . -/'. Ion.,
{,) to set on fire from under-

neath, Hdt. 1, 176, etc", Eur. Or. 621
;. Id. Tro. 1274 :

—metaph., to inflajne unperceived, ex-

cite, Xen. Cyr. 5, 1, 16.—2. absol., to

Ujiht a fire under or in a place. Ar.

Thesm. 730.— II. mid., to tic or bind

under : , to tie a rope

round one's neck, hang one's self,

Parthen.', Att -, {,-) to fit under, Philostr.', f. -, later also-,
Ion. ., Hdt. {,) :

—

to

snatch away from under, take away un-

derhand, filch away, Lat. surripere, Ar.

Eq. 56, Thesm. 205, etc. : esp., to take

away before another, . Aoyov, to

stiatch away a word just when one is

going to speak it, take the word out of
one's mouth, Hdt. 5, 50 ; 9, 91 ; so,

absol.. Plat. Euthyd. 300 C, cf. Ar.
Nul). 490. Hence, , , a snatching

awai/ under., poet, for-, Anth. P. 9. 619., . , and,, i/,

=(. [r],, ,=, Arr.',, ,{) thing

woven, web, Od. 3, 274, Aesch. Ag.
1492, Cho. 27, elc. [v], , , =,
Hesych., , poet, for, hence

(. lengthd. for-
), Od. 7, 105. [•]



",, . Arcadian name
;

for ihe mistletoe of pines and firs,

Theophr. , cf./.'. {~,) to lie in am-
bush, Lat. s^sdere, App. illyr. 20.'(,, , sitting under, lower

seat, Suid.', pass. fut. mid.-
uai, (', )^=<. 0pp.
. 2, 302.', adv. part. pf. pass, oi', slarkli^, less violently or inso-

lently, quietly, Lat. submisse, Xen. An.
7, 7, 16.', (,) I placed under

or secretly, hence Ion. part.,, hnving set them in arnbush,

Valck. Hdt. 3, 126 ; 6, 103 : of. -, and, tor the signf., v.

II. 2.', verb. adj. from,
one must support, Xen. Lac. 9, 5 ; •.. one must give account, Arist.

An. Post. 1, 12, 2.', verb. adj. from-
K(J, one must draw away under or un-

derhand, Ar. Eq. 920.', ov, 6, a drawing away
under, withdrawing : from', -- or- (v.

sub) :

—

to draw away under, draw
away underhand or gently, -', draw one away by the two
legs, II. 14, 477 :

—

to draw a«;ay earth

by undermining, Thuc. 2, 76 ;—mid.,', I trail along a

pair of Persian slippers, Ar. Eccl.

319.', Ion. for, 3

pi. opt. aor. mid. (.', adv., strictly ' , into or

in one, together, Theophr.— 11. in

Grainm., , a sigjifor joining two

syllables (•.^), hyphen., {,) dep., to

folioio closely, App.'-, f. -- or- (v.

sub) :

—

to creep onsecretty,-, the report spread far. Soph.
O. T. 786 ; so in tmesis, ', angry feel-

ings creep abroad against them, Aesch.
Ag. 450.—II. c. ace, to steal upon,

Coyne over, like II, Lat. si/6•

ire animum,, !,
Aesch. Ag. 27, Cho. 464 ; cf. Soph.
Fr. 786.", , , () a letting

down, slackening, Lat. remissio. Pint.

2, 389 E, etc.— 11. in Gramm., omis-

sion, ellipse.', ov, (,) to-

wards evening : neut. pi. as

adv., Anth. P. 5, 305, cf. Dion. P.

450.
'', . ), a weaving, web, usu.

in plur., Aesch. Ag. 949, Eur. Ion 1 146,

Plat., etc. ; so, , Eur. 1.

. 312. (Cf. fin.)',,,=:, Mel.
11,8.', f.-, (, ^-) dep. mid., to go just before, to

|

guide, lead, . Eur. El. 661, Plat.

Euthyd. 278 C, etc. ; ahsol., togo first,

lead the way, Thnc. 1, 78, Plat. Phaed.
82 D.—2. . , to show how to do, in-

struct in a thing, Lys. 912, 5, Plat.

Rep. 403 E.—3. hence also, lead

to, prove a thing, Aesch. Eum. 192.

Hence'^,, , a leading, guid-

ing, Dein. 277, 19 ;
', -, Polyb. 10, 27, 3: hul, ., the tracing of lines to serve

as a copy, Lat. ductus literarum. Plat.

Prot. 326 D.— II. drawing off, -, Hipp.
100

',, o,=;sq., Soph. .
C. 1588.

'7], ov, 6,[] one

who leads the nay, a guide. Soph. O.
T. 1260, O. C 502 : leader, adviser,

Id. O. T. 966. Hence'}7, , , fitted for guid-

ing. Diog. L. 3, 49.", as pass., to sit down:—
strictly pf of, as is

a trans, aor. act., cf..', ov, of two numbers in

such a ratio that the latter contains the

whole of the other and half as much be-

sides, (e. g. 2 and 3), Arist. Metaph.
4, 15, 3;— the reverse ol.', , to be a :

generally,=7;i'<o^f'u, Luc. :—pass., to

drive after or behind, Dem. 1409, 24.'/, , , (,)
the charioteer, as subject to the warrior

in his chariot, II. 6, 19, Xen. Cyr. 6,

4, 4 ; cf Lob. Paral. 383.'/, ov, gen., {,-) somewhat less or younger, Hes.
Sc. 258.', , {,) to per-

spire slightly, Hipp. p. 1076.', f. ->,=^, Eur.
Phoen. 1382. Hence',, , a sitting down : a

sinking ov falling in.', fut. -, {,) to sit

down, settle: generally, to sink, sink

or fall in: also in mid., Opp. H. 4,

246.', Ion., Hdt. : f-
{, /) :

—to send down, let

down, let sink down, ., to lower

the mast, 11. 1, 434 ; ., to take

in the sails, Lat. submiltere vela, H.
Hom. Ap. 504 (v. sub fin.) : .1>, of the liclors. Pint.

Pomp. 19.—2. to send, put under,, II. 14, 240, Od.
19, 57 : to put a young one to its dam,
put it to suck, ,
Theocr. 4, 4, cf Od. 9, 245. 309 : but
in raid., , to put it to

one's own breasts, to suckle it, Eur.
Phoen. 31.—3. ., to engage any
one secretly, to prepare him to play a

part, to suborn, Lat. suhmittere. Soph.
O. T. 387, Plat. Ax. 368 ; cf-

: hence m part, pf pass,-, lurking, like a serpent. Soph.
Ant. 531.—4. to give up, surrender,''?... Med. 24:

—

-
vai Ty- (sc. j/), to give

reins to the tongue, Philostr.— II.

intr., to slacken, relax or abate from a
thing, c. gen., , -, Hdt. 1, 156; 9, 4, cf Eur.
Ion 847: also absol.. <o slacken, give

in, abate, , Hdt. 7, 162 :

—so too in mid., ,
Hdt. 2, 121, 4, cf Ar. Ran. 1220,
Vesp. 337 ; -, Hdt. 4, 181 : hence, to yield,

give way to aiiv one in a thing,, Plut. 2,' 54 C, ubi v. Wytt.—
HI. in pass., absol., to submit, surren-

der, Xen. An. 3, 1, 17; 3, 2, 3:—c.

inf , to submit to do a thing,, Eur. Ale. 524 :'-, to run with lowered sails, i. e., to

lower one's tone, like Lat. summisse
agere, Soph. El. 335 ;..., like a cowering
hen,—or peth., ivith them under me,
Eur. H. F. 72., f., {, -
/) to place or set under, ,
Hdt. 4, 152; 5, 16; . -, Pind. . 6, 1 ; and metaph.,, lb. 8,

35 ; , to give

one sure ground of confidence, Aesch.

Supp. 461.—2. submit or propose,-. Soph. Aj. 1091.— 3. to leave post
ed at a place,, Xen. Hell. 4, 1,

26, nisi legend, -.—II. the mid.,
esp. in fut. and aor. 1, has an act.
sense, to substitute, , one thing
for another, Xen. Ages. 9, 1.—III. to

conceive, suppose, like,
Diod. 1, 6, 12.

B. pass., with aor. 2 and pf. act.

(Hom. uses only the aor. 2) :

—

to stand
under, be under or beneath,, Hdt. 2,
153 ; TO, the milk, opp.
to TO (the cream). Id.

4, 2.— II. to place one's self under an
engagement, engage or promise to do, c.

inf Int., II. 19, 195, Od. 10, 483; c.

mf aor., II. 21, 273 ; also c. ace. cog-
nato, , I made him
a promise, II. 5, 715 ; .,
II. 2, 280 : c. ace. object],. -, 11. 19, 243, cf II, 244; absol.,

to promise, II. 4, 267; 15, 75;?., Hdt.
3, 127, cf 128, Lys. 153, 31, etc.—2,
to submit to any one, yield to him.,
II. 9, 100 :— also c. inf aor., to submit
to do or be, ., Eur. . F.

706, cf Ion 1415; (3£A-7-(jp

(sc.), Aesch. Eum.
204, cf Lys. 182, 9.-3. c. ace. rei,

submit to,, Eur. Tro. 415; -
vov. Id. Snpp. 189;, Lys.
115, 2, Dem., etc.—4. -, to undertake an office, Lat. sus-

ctpere munus, Xen. An. 6, 1, 19.— III.

to put one's selfunder a thinjj, liide one's

self, lie concealed or in ambush, Hdt. 8,

91, Eur. Andr. 1114; cf.—Vf.
to support an attack, hence to resist,

withstand, usu. c. dat., as Aesch. Pers.
87, Thuc. 2, 61, etc. ; rarely c. ace,
as Eur. Cycl. 200, cf. H. F. 1349;—
absol-, to stand one's ground, face the

enemy, Lat. subsisiere. Id. Phoen. 1470,
Thuc. 8,68 ; opp. to, Xen. Cyr.

4, 2, 31.— V. to succeed, come after an-
other,. Plat. Phileb. 19 .—VI.

7/ , the bowels are

costive. Medic.', ov, TO, {,) a
mortar-stand, Ar. Fr. 155.— II. the

mouth-piece of a flute.',, , a looking atfrom
brlow, .suspicion, Dlog. L. 2, 99, and
Plut. : from
', , or rather as dep. -, fut. (cf) :

— like, to look at from be-

low, to look askance at, hence general-
ly, to view icith suspicion, keep in view,

Lat. suspicere, suspicari, Xen. Mem. 2,

7, 12, Isae. Menecl. 8, Dem. 240, 13,

Luc, etc. ; cf.— II. to keep

in view, be aware of, Thuc. 3, 40, in

pass.', ov, b, (,) like

-, -, a swine-herd. freq. in Od.

:

+e. g. 14, 3; 16, 1 ; ,
14.410., , {,) to lie se-

cretly at anchor, cither from fear or
in wait for others, Polyb. 3, 19, 8,

etc. : metaph., tu he closely attached to,. . Pint. 2. 01 .', . - Att. -, (,) to bring into ho.rbour secretly ;

—pass.,, to come to an-

chor secretly ; in genl., to come to an-

chor, Thuc. 2, 83., ov, TO, () a neck-

lace.', , ,()
place for ships to run into, harbour, an-

chorage, Anth. P. 7, 699.—II. a run-

ning or putting in.',, b, ()
one who makes fast below, of a stone
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fastened to steady a raft, 0pp. H. 4,

421.", ov, , {, H) an
nnchoriiig-plncr, anchorage, A list. H. A.

5, 9, 2.— II. as adj., fit fur anchoring

in,, Strab. p. CIS.",, ,() like ,
a ueb, Pint. 2, 396 . []', . 3 . of, Od. 7,

105.", , (,) some-

what moist, Arist. Probl. 2, 17, 1.—II.

filled with water, like sq. 11.", ov, (,) under

water, of a diver, Thuc. 4, 26.

—

W.full

of water,, Theophr. : dropsical,

"*Pt'-

'

, , , „', ov, o. Ion.-, (,) :
—a big talker, a boaster,

braggart, Od. 1, 385 ; 2, 85, etc. ; also.', , to talk big, vaunt,

also/-',, , , (,)
with high arch,., ,( to carry

the vech high ; to go in Mately guise,

prance, Plut. 2, 324 E, cf. Ael. N. A.

4, 29.'-,=5-, Anlh. P. 9,

777.-), , like,^=. Soph. Fr. 953, fPseudo-
Phoc'. 56.',, , , {,)
carrying the neck high,. Plat.

Phaedr. 253 D: hence, stately, tower-

ing,, Eur. Bacch. 1061 ; haugh-

ty, A nth. P. 9, 611, etc., , (,) high-

roofed, high-vaulted, (], U. 19, 333,

and oft. in Od. ;. Ar. Nub. 305.

—Also (q. v.),,
but never.', poet,, , Hypseui,

son of the Peneus and the nymph
Creiisa, king of the Lapilhae, Pind.

P. 9, 23; Apollod. 1, 9,2.',, Ion. for-., , , big talking.'. ov, (,) talk-

ing big, vaunting, Aesch. Pr. 318, 360.',,, poet, for-
•, Nic. Fr. 2, 62.

7], (h, , daughter of Hy-
psens,i. e. Gyrene, Call. ApoU. 91.', or -iu, , , a car-

rying the neck high, Xen. Eq. 10, 13 :

from',, 6, , like-
yi]v, carrying the neck high.', , to go or walk on

high.'. ov, gen.,(-
7,) high-minded, proud, ne-

mist.'-7., ov, (, -) high-hearted, proud, LXX.'7/, ov, (7],-) high-cliffed,, Aesch. Pr.

5.', dep., to talk high,

speak proudly, vaunt. Plat. Rep. 545

: and
'/'7/), , ?}, high-talking,

vaunting : from', ov, (',)
talking high, vaunting, Theniist.'-, ov, V..', ov, contr. -, ovv,[,) high-minded, Stallb.

Plat. Phaedr. 270 A.'/, ov, high-backed.'-/, , high-flying.', ,(,)
producing loftiness or sublimity, Lon-

gin.
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Ti-ir', ,,.-, high-

footed.', ,, (,) :
—high,

lofti), on high, towering, Lat. altns, sub-

limis,, Od. 1, 426 ;,
II. 3, 384 ; etc. ; of a highla^id coun-

try, ;^-7/ , Hdt. 1,

110;—iiiPtaph., . ',,, Pind. . 2, 38 ; 5, 1, . 3, 196,

etc. ; •7', to talk high and
boastfully. Soph. Aj. 1230; .
Tivi, Eur. Hipp. 730 ; /-, Luc.Nigr.
25 :—freq. in proverb, phrases,-. (, Eur. Supp. 555, cf
Andoc. 24, 18, Aeschin. 51, 24 ;

'7 , Eur. Heracl.
613. Hence',, , loftiness, sub-

limity.', ov, high-necked.

'7]', ,(,-) appearing subli7nc, Longin.', ov, f. 1. in Hipp., to be

altered either into 7., which
occurs elsewh., or into^,
cf. Bast Ep. Cr p. 53.', , to be high-mind-

ed, haughty : and'?, , , high-mind-

ednc.'is : haughtiness : from'7, , , , (^,) high-mindtd, high-spirited,,
'lat. Rep. 550 : haughty,,

Eur. I. . 919.'/, ,(,) of
high growth, Theophr.'?^, ov, with a high or

loud i^oice.', , , , (,)
raising or exalting 7nen, Nonn. Hence,, , Hypsenor, son

of Dolopion, a Trojan, II. 5, 77.

—

2. son of Hippasus, a companion of

Antilochus before Troy, 11. 13, 441,

sqq.
^ ^', , gen. , (,-)=, . 9, 578, Od. 4, 15,

etc.', , to souTid high or loud :

from', , gen, , (,) :

—high-sounding, clear-sounding,

-, because of their loud neighing, 11.

5, 772 ; 23, 27.^', a, o, Hypsechidas, a

Spartan, Plut. Sol. 10.

', adv., high, aloft, on high,(, , II. 13, 140,

371 ; Zfi'f , 20, 155 ; ,
at .?£«, 14, 77; also in Hes. (Hence,,. Cf.

and.)', , , a kind of eagle,

Anton. Liber.', , (,) very

deep,, Opp. C 3, 26.', ov, gen. orof.= sq. [a]', ov, (,) going

or set on high, standing high, liigh-

placed,, Pind. N. 10, 88 ; -, Soph. Aj. 1404. [<]

'/'?;'«•> ov, 0, Ion., (,) high and mighty, haughty, arro-

gant, C^orinna ap. Hephacst. p. 108

Gaisf. [/]', ov, 6, (,) loud-

shouter. name of a frog in Batr. 205.', ov, , (,)
high-ihimdering, epith. of Jupiter, 11.

1,'354, Od. 5, 4, etc.', oi',=foreg., Orph. H.

18, 1.', ov, of high birth or

origin.', ov, (,)
high-grown, growing aloft,.-

, its topmost shoot,
Aesch. Eum. 43.', ov, (, *) pro•

duced on high, Nonn.', ,(,) with high

limbs, high-stemmed, high-grown, -, Pind. O. 5, 30. [i]'^, oi',= 8q.', ov, (',) high-

built, Coluth. 391. [(]', ov, high-running, mnv
i7ig on high., ov, (, ) :

—

strictly of the benches in ships, sit-

ting high or aloft on the bench ; hence
metaph. as epith. of Jupiter, high-

throned, sitting at the helm and guiding

all, 11. 4, 166; 7, 69, etc., Hes. Op.
18.', ov, (, 7) high-

girded. Call. Fr. 19, 1.', ov, (,)
with deejj foundations, Nonn.,, ov, high-running

:

but better divisim, .', ov, (,) high-

throned, epith. of gods, Pind. N. 4,

105, 1. 6, (5), 23.', oi'.= foreg.. Synes. [I]', ov, (,)
with a high head or peak,, .
Hom. Ven. 265. [«]', ov, (,?)
wandering on high, Anth. P. 9, 207', v. sub.', ov, lightning, flashing

on high, aloft.,, gen. , (,) :—high-horned,, Od. 10. 158;. Soph. Tr. 507: — we have
also a metapl. ace.-, a
high-peaked rock, Pind. (Fr. 285) ap.

Ar. Nub. 597, cf. Lob. Phryn. 685. [I]',, , Hypsiclcs, masc.
pr. n.', ov, also , ov, Q.
Sm., (, ?) with, on a high

hill ; generally, high,, Opp. C
4, 87.

^', ov, (, ) high-

haired, with loftyfoliage, lowering,,
II. 14, 398, etc., and in Hes. ;,
Eur. Ale. 585 ; tfv., Asiua

4, i.t m', (,) adv.,

with high boasts, arroga7itly. Soph Aj.

766.', , to rule aloft or on
high : from', , , the high-ruling,

high-swaying, []^,, , Hypsicrales, a

historian of Amisus, Luc. Macrob.
22; Strab. p. 311.

_', , (',)
high-hovering, Opp. C 4, 93.', ov, (,)
ivith high sleeps or cliffs, Ep. Horn. 6,

5 : high-beetling, high-placed,?.,
Aesch. Pr. 421.', ,() in the shape

of : cf., and v. Green-
hill Theophil. p. 123, 9.', ov, (, ?) with a

high crest,. Pind. O. 13, 159;, Anth. P. 5, 153; v. 1. Ar.

Ran. 818:

—

ci'.?. []', ov, (,) high-

shining,, illumination by a light

hung on high, Philox. ap. Ath. 147 A.',, , (.)
the high ruling, ruling on high, Zf.if,

Hes. Th. 529 : generally, lofty.-, Pind. . 2,29.'. ov, (.?.)
high-built, . Horn. Merc. 103, 134.

399.



-
'''^^, , {,) divtlUng

high in the clottds,, Pind. . 5, 40.

'YVitvOjUOJ•, Wt feeding 0 dwelling

high. [\', , contr. -t^off, ovv,

(,,) high-minded, Nonn. [Z]', , (W't,") high
totvrrtd ur built-, Antfi. Plan. 132.'~, ov, (.) with

high growid. high-placed, Pind. I. 1, 42.

'\>?., or, (', 77,)=, comically of in

PoiyzeL Mas. 2.^--. ^, -,=7~7)£,
II, 22, 308, Od. 24, 538., ov. Ion. and Ep. for, used like, of
Irees, II. 13, 437, Od. 4, 458 ^ 1 1, 588.'/, ov, b, {•, ^.) :

-rriiigh-flyiHg, soaring, -, 11. 12,

•201, 219. Od. 20, 24.3, Soph. Fr. 423
;., Pind. P. 3, 189 :—ace. to

Granini. (contr, from --
K€r/, q. v,)',, {-, mTTTu,€-)
fallen from heaven, cf..^)7, qv, b, poet, for,
Nonn.
'«?., , , [-, iro^.tf) the

highest or first in one^s city. Soph. Anl.

370.

'/?:.{• , cv, (, 50?) roam-

ing on high, 0pp. C, 3, Hi.'-~, ov, {,)
g«ing on high, Opp. C. 3, 497.''', ov, like t)^T£r??f,

flying aloft, Noiin.', , i], neut., {,) higk-feoted ; generally, on high,

Lat. siiblimis,, Soph, O, T. 866.

'-, ov, (,)
teilh high stern, Slrab.

^~(>, ov, with high proic., 7}, , and'/^,
, Pind- . 4, 35; . Rh. 1, 621 :

Hypsifjjile, daughter of Thoas, wife

of Jason, . ?, 469: from^, ov, {, ?3) tvith

high gates, II, 6, 416 ; 16, 698. [i]"-, ov, {vipi,) high-

lowered, Simon. 87, 3, Aesch. Eum.
688. Soph,, etc. ; -, tower-

ing hopes, Aesch. Supp. 96. [i], ov, f 1, for.
Lob, Phryn. 685.', ai, (strictly the

highest) Hypsistae, a gate in Thebes,
towards the east, Apollod. 3, 6, 6 ;

near it a temple of> <,•,
Pans. 9, 8. 5.^, ov, {aro7J) II) high-

girded, girt up.', , ov, suporl. from adv., highest, loftiest, of places, Aesch.
Pr. 720, etc,—2. of persons, highest,

dwelling on high, Zsi'C, Pind, N. 1 1, 2,

Aesch. Eum, 28, etc.—3. of things,,, Pind. P. 1, fin., I.

1,74; ., Aesch. Pers. 331,

etc.', ov, [,) ini-

tiated on high, Nonn.'^, , stretched on high : on',. , (,) :

— tcith high-strained sinews, strong-

necked,, Pseudo-Phocyl. 190:

—hence ace. to Hesych.,=t'i^';;/.ai'-.', a, ov, compar. from
adv., higher, loftier, Theocr. 8, 46.

Pi , -. . .', ov, reaching a height, of
high fortune, [i]'(>, ov, Philo ; and-, , Anth. P. 7, 701 {,) ;—high-shining, far-seen.

2^', , (,) eon-

spicuoits on high, Anth. P. append.
246.,,^=.', , , one who wanders
or moves on high.', ov, (,) high-

borne, soaring, Anth.',, , , {,)
like, high-minded, haughty,
Pind. P. 2, 94,', ov, b, {,)
long-haired,, Pind. P. 4, 306.', ov, gen., poet, com-
l^ar. Irom , higher, loftier, Pind.
Fr. 232 : cf.., b, Hypsois, a city in Elis,

Strab. p, 349,, and, later, 6e, adv.

:

{{) '.—from on high,from aloft,from
above, Lat. desnper, II. 11, 53, Od. 2,

147, etc, ; also in Hes., Aesch. Supp.
173, Eur., etc.; rare in prose, as in

Plat. Soph. 216 C—II. like ,
high, aloft, on high, also c. gen,, above,

<M.w, Pind. 0.3,21.
'', adv,, () like ,

high, aloft, on high,' ,
II, 10, 16, cf, 17, 676; 19, 376,-11. c.

gen., above, Nonn.^, adv., upwards, Lat. sursum,, Sappho 73,'', ov, =, v. 1.

Hipp, p, 1278,',,^.^, ov, =,
Strab.

^', ov, {tirpi,) :

—

with

high covering, high roofed, . -, , II. 3, 423; 24, 192,

Od. 2, 337, etc. ; cf. /,--",, , {) height, first in

Hdt. (V. infra) ; -, Aesch. Ag, 1376 ;, Eur, Phoen. 404; v.,?€, to rise to some height,

Thuc, 1, 91 ; 4, 13, cf 2, 75 : the top,

summit, crown, metaph., -, Ep. Plat. 351 :

—

,
how high, Xen. Symp, 2, 8 ; as absol.

ace, in height, Hdt. 1, 50, 178;. Id, 2, 135.— II. metaph., siii-

limiiy, Longin. Hence', adv., ore high, upwards,

aloft, up, II, 10, 461, 465, Od, 9, 240,

340, etc,', adv,, superl, of,
most highly, Bacchyl. 26, 4., adv., {):— high, aloft,

on high, up, II, I, 486, Od. 4, 785, etc. ;, Pind. . 1, 184, cf. P.

10, 109; , to praise it

highly, Hdt. 9, 79 ; -. Soph. . . 914,,, , (prob. conld.

from) Hypsus, a town of Ar-
cadia on a mountain of same name.
Pans, 8, 35, 7.', ov, {,)
with high or prominent eyes.', ov, {, <) with
high, shrill voice, Hipp. p. 955.', , f. -', to raise, elevate,

exalt, Hipp, Hence",. . high pOsition, ele-

vation, fN. T. : in pi.'-
uaat, Pseudo-Phoc. 68 ;t esp., the as-

cension of a star, opp. to,
Plut. 2, 149 A, ubi v. Wyttenb.', ov,=, Lob.
Phryn. 706.',, , {) a heighten-

ing, raising, exalting, LXX.
', i. : aor. pass, :

—
strictly, to wet, water: esp., to rain,, Jupiter sent rain, II. 12, 25,

Od. 14, 457, Hes. Op. 486, Theogn.

26, Valck. Hdt, 2, 13 ; ,
Hdt. 2, 13 ;—but the nom. was soon
omitted, and {- used impers., like
Lat. pluit, it rams, Hes. Op. 550, Hdt.
4, 28 ; , Hdt. 1, 67 ; ,
ii It rained, Hdt. 4, 185: ?.-
/, as it was raining heavily, Xen.
Hell. 1, 1, 16; (so the Greeks said,, etc., with or without) :— also sometimes c. ace. loci,, for

seven years it did not rain on Thera,
Hdt. 4, 151, cf. Pans. 2, 29, 6, (hence
the pass, usage, cf. infra B) :—more
freq. c. ace. cognafo, , it

rained gold, Pind. O. 7, 91 ; so,, etc. ; and sometimes c. dat.,,, etc., to rain

with..

;

—just as in Lat. we find some-
times pluit carnem, sanguinem, some-
times pluit lapidihus, Valck. Hdt. 4,

151 : •> ', ', like Falstaff's ' Let it rain po-
tatoes,' Niceph. Sir. 2.—II. pass., c.

fut. mid., to become wet, be wetted, esp.
with rain ; ?., a lion drench-
ed with ram. Od. 6, 131 ;/ ai, Thebes was rained upon, i. e.

it rained there, Hdt. 3, 10 : so,, i. e. it rains in the country,
Hdt. 2, 13 ; ;; yy', it rains
little or seldom there, Hdt. 1, 193 :

—

also, sometimes, to fall down in rain,

in a shower, e. g. ,,, it rains gold, bread, corn, etc.,

yet prob. only in late writers, as
Philo. Greg. Naz., etc.

(From iif.) come first'' : then
with its its derivs. ; and Lat humus
hnmor humeo humesco hiimidns ; as
also utnis uvidus tidits unda, and fudo
fundo : prob. also, Lat. sado, sudor ; and
(from its watery look) 7.. /^.
Cf..—The root may perhaps be
further traced in XT-, ). ( al-

ways.], fr, like/, swinish,, Plut.'2, 535 F. [I]', , , swinishness, []

, , , , indecl., twenty-first
letter of the Gr. alphabet: as a nu-
meral '=500, but ,9=500,000.
The consonant arose from the

labial followed by the aspirate.

Before the present written character
came into use, it was written;
and is e.xpressed in Lat., Engl., etc.,

by the Lat. ph : though, F,f, is its

proper representative :—for in Greek,
was used to translate the Lat. F,

as Fabius,, etc. ; in Italian all

the Latinised Greek words (the only
ones which in Latin had ph) are
spelt with/; and in Greek and Latin
words from the same root and /
correspond, e. g. oup,fur, va,fari.
—It is prob. that took the place of
the older F or digamma, which re-

mained in Latin in its primitive

form, V. Donalds. New Crat. p. 105,

124.

Changes of, esp. in the dialects.

—I. in Aeol., Dor. and Ion. the aspi-

rate was usu. dropped, and became
7, as in /.~
/.?/ -,/.-, Koeu Grog. p. 344:
this was esp. the case with thf Ma-
cedonians, who called their Philip/: the Att. on the othe;- hand
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were fond of the aspirated . esp. af-

ter a, though not without exception,
Lolj. Phryn. 113, 399, but also at the
beginning of the radical syllables,

e. g. , (cf
father paler),'',
pars, Jlagrui/i /, Buttn». Lexil.

8. V.' 5 ; just as the fligh-Gcr-
nian Pferd Pfalil pfiifm Damp/ are in

Low-German, Ptrj/'a/i/ peipm Damp,
whence oviv pad pale pipe damp.— II.

in Maced., sometimes changed to

its nearest labial . Bpv)
for /7-• <^). Hdt. 7, 73,

Koen Greg. p. 285; cf. balaena -.— ill. in Aeol., Dor. and Ion.,

is more freq. for (', as .),
for' , etc., Koen

Greg. p. 614.

Older Ep. and Eleg. poets consid-
creil in particular cases as a double
consonant, so that a short vowel be-

fore it becomes long by position, e. g.

in , Wolf Praef
]!. Ix.wii, Schuf. Theogn. 1057,

Mehlh. Anacr. 35, 1 1.

(2, Dor. for., v..'•, p. lengthd. for,
1. e.'. 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, of, II. 1, 200. [']^--, Tj, •, irreg. Ep. snperl.

of. jiiost bnltiant, brightest,, Od. 13, 93., a, ov, irreg. Ep. corn-

par, ot, more brilliant, brighter,

Anth.', , ov, made nf beans,

from the Lat. /nfea, late word.\,, , the Rom. name Ja-
biax, Strab. p. 185; Plut. ; etc., ov, (,)
killaiu; doves, a dove-ktller.', ov, (, }~~)
striking doves: , a kmd
of \\dwk.=uovor, Arist. II. A.

8,3. 1. [v]

;pa.a.,Phabra.smd\\is.\and
ne;u Attica, Strab. p. 398. v. 1,., , , Fahralena, a

town of Latium, Strab. p. 237.\, ov, , the Rom. name
Fabricius, Plut., ov, , Fai-orinus, masc.
pr. n., esp. the rhetorician of relate

in Ciaul, Luc. Demon. 12 ; etc., , , ravenous hunger.—
.=)'5« I..,^,
devouring men, cannibal.) or aya, h,[) a de-

vourrr, glutton, Cra.i\n. incert. 137 b;
cf Lob. Phryn. 431., , , a cnnccro^is sore,

canker, Aesch. Fr. 231, Dem. 798, 23 ;

V. Foes. Oecon. Hipp.

—

\1.=^
1. Hence/, ?/, >, spreading like

a cancer, Diosc., pass., to sufferfrom, Hipp. p. 1 125.

and. Ion. and Ep.
for >). Oil.. inf from }, with
no pres. in use, used as aor. 2 of

:
— to eat, devour, both of men

a'nl beasts, oft. in Hom.. who oft.

joins irielv ay^v re, etc. : usu.

constructed c. ace, but also c. gen.,

to eat of {\. e. part of) a thing, Od. 9,

102 ; 15, 373, cf Jelf Gr. Gr. () 537 :

— generally, to eat up, waste, squan-

der, Od. 2,' 70; 4, 33.— later Hel-
lenistic fut. is, which was
also used as pres.. LXX., cf. Lob.

Phryn. 327, but no pres. occurs.

(Sanscr. bhaksh comedere : hence,
also prob. Lat. jauc-es, German
liacken).

1588

, , , glutton, comic
word.

)7,, , () food,
victuals.^, Ep. for, 3 sing. subj.

aor. 2 act. ot, Hom., , (sc. ), ()
an eating festival, Clearch. ap. Ath.
275 B./, , (,)
an eating anddrinkingfestival, Clearch.
ap. Ath. 275 B., , () an eating or
devouring, susp.', ov, , a lamb, strictly

either when it begins to be eatable or

to eat alone, Arist. ap. Plut. 2,291 D.—
Hesych. gives also the forms-,., Hellenist, fut. of',
q. V., ov, , () a glutton,

. '.:— also written oxyt..
Lob. Phryn. 434.^, , , Phagres, a for-

tress in Macedonia at the passes of

Mt. Pangaeus, Hdt. 7, 112 ; Thuc.2,
99., ov, , a kind offish, An-
tiph. Probat. 1, 3.—II. in Cretan,
whetstone.*, V. sub., 6, a glutton.— II. the jaw., ov, , also, an
unknown^s/i, perh. the sanie as-, Strab.

-, 3 sing. aor. from,,
Avith intr. signf like, appeared,

Od. 14, 502.,, !7,=sq., 0pp. C.

1,219.,, poet. fem. of-, shining, Anth.— fll. of or relating

to Pharlhon, Anth. P. 9. 782.

]al)oa,,ij,Phutthusa,d\^g\\
ter of Melius and Neaera, Od. 12, 132.

(.) :
— to shine, hvii

prob. only used in part,, beam-

ing, radiant, in Horn., and Hes.. al-

ways as epith. of the sun, II. 11, 735,

Od. 5, 479, elc. ; and so Soph. El.

824, Eur. El. 404, in lyric passages :, nights and
dat/s. Soph. Aj. 930.—2 llie planet Ju-
piter, Arist. Mund. 2. 9. Hence,, , Phai'lhon, one of

the light-bringmg steeds of Aurora,Od.
23, 246.— II. as masc. pr. n., son of

Aurora and Cephalus, carried off by
Venus, Hes. Th. 987 : tin Apollod. 3,

14, 3, son of 'I'lthonusf.— 2. son of

Helius and Clymene, famous in later

legends for his unlucky driving of
the sun-chariot, fEur. Hipp. 740; Aj).

Rh. 4, 598, 623 ; cf Luc. Dial. D. 25.—
3. nppell. of Ahsyruis, Ap. Rh. 3. 1236.^., , Phainis, priestess

of .luno in Argos, 'I'huc. 4, 133., , ; also, v. in-

Ira : () : shining, beaming, radiant,

Tivi, with any thing, oft. in Hom.

;

esp. of burnished metal, /. II.

3, 247, etc.
; 12, 151 ;,, etc. ; and of bright colours,-/ , II. 6, 219, cf

15,538;., >],5.315 ; 10,

156; also of lire, 11.5.215; of the moon,
II. 8, 555 ; of Aurora, Od. 4, 188 ; of
the eyes, 11. 13, 3, 7, etc. ; so in Pind.

and Trag., v. sub fin.: — coinpar.,, II. 18,610.—2. later also
like, of the voice, clear, dis-

tinct, far-sounding, Pind. P. 4, 505.—
3. generally, splendid, brilliant, -,, etc.. Find. . 7, 75, etc.

—A poet, word —Pind. always uses
the form. Bockh v. 1. Pind.
O. 1, 6, which also occurs even in

Tambic passages of Trag., Valck.
Phoen. 84, Ellendt Lex. Soph.; but
never in Ep.. poet, f ollat. form of,
to shine, give light, Od. 12, 383, L'85.

etc., Hes' Op. 52C, Th. 372.'. , , Phaenna, one ol

the Graces, Pa us. 3, 18, 6.

j'lif,, , Phatnnis, a secr-

ess, Paus. 10, 12, )().

t«f1'^'0f, ov, , PhaHnnns, a poet,

Anth. P. 4, 1.. , , collat. form of -, q. V. sub fin., ov, {,) :—bringing li^hl to viorlnls, .'diining on
them,, IL 24, 785,', Od. 10,

138, 191, Hes. Th. 958 : also in Eur.
Heracl. 750., . Ion. -///, , ', a

bringing of light : a lighting, illu7nina-

tion. Cail. Dian. 11, Musae. 300:
from, ov, (, ) :—
light-bringing,, Aesch. Ag.
489 ;, Eur. Hel. 029 ;. Id.

Cycl. 462 :— contr., q. v.^.,. PhazemonVis,
a district of Pontus, Strab. p. 560 :

from"^, . , Phazrmon, a
townol Pontus. later Neapolis, Strab.

p. 560: hence o'l, the

mhab. of Ph., Id.. imperat. of, Ar. [,
though Draco writes it .]
iaa, . Ion., , ,

in Hom. . Od. 5, 35,

Phneacia, the land of the Phaeacians,
='... , Ep. and Ion.,
a Phiieacian : they were the Homeric
inhabilaiits of the island of Scheria
(i.e. Corcyra. now Corfu, famous for

their seamanship, riches and hospi-

tality, Od. t6, 3, 35, etc t— II. fas
masc. pr. n., Phneaxj, name of an
architect, who gave his name(-

or) to conduits or siwers,

Diod. +S. II, 25.-2. son of Neptune
and Corcyra. progenitor of the Phae-
acians. ace. to Diod. S. 4. 72.-3. son
of Erasistratus. a commander of the

Athenians, Thuc. .5, 4 ; Plut. Nic. 11.

iau, . , Pha'dima, fem. pr.

n.. a Persian woman, Hdt. 3. 69.,. , a rarer poet,

form lor sq., II. 13, 686.. ov, also , ov, Pind. P.

4, 51, N. 1, 101, (nevcrused bv Hom.
in lem.) : ():—sbinijig. beaming,
radiant, of men's limbs, prob. in refer-

ence to the common use of oil,-, Od. 1 1, 127. etc. ; . via,

II. 6, 27 ; ., Pind. . 1.
;. Id. P. 4, 50 ; also, .',

1(1. . 6, 21.—2. of heroes, famous,
glorious. Lat. clarus, iliuslris, oft. in

Horn.—The word is rare in Trag.,' /., Ae-sch. (Fr. 122)

ap. Ar. Ran. 992; .. Soph. Fr.

403 ; ., Achao. ap. Ath.
414 D.^, ov, . Phaedimus,a king
of the Sidonians, who kindly receiv-

ed Menelaus, Od. 15, 117.— 2. son of

Amphion and Niobe, Apollod. 3. 5, 6.

—3. one of the thirty tyrants, Dem.
402, 16 ; instead of vvhom in Xen.. — 4. a Lacedaemonian,
Thuc. 5, 42.—5. a poet of the Antho-
logy.—Others in Pans. 5, 8. 11 ; etc.^, , . Ep.. Phae-
dra, daughter of Miiio.s, wile of The-
seus, became enamoured of her step-

son Hippolytus.and by her misrepre-
sentations caused his death, Od. 11,

325; Eur. Hipp.



', , , Phaedria, a town
of Arcaciia, Paus. 3, 35, I., . . Phacdrias, an
Atheoian. one of the thirty tyrants,

Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 2: cf. 3.—
Others in Diog. L., etc.'., on, , P/taedrium. a fe-

male attendant of Epicurus, Diog. L.

6,21.
^aidpoiiucji', ov, gen., (,)

in clean attire.',,{,) of
cheerful, joyous mind, Aesch. Ag.
1229., , . (.) :

—
bright, beaming, , Pind. Fr. 228;,. Aesch. Euni. 926, Ag.
298.—2. metaph., beaming with joy,

joi/ous, jocund, .,,
tSolon 31, 3t, Aesch. Ag. 520, Soph.
El. 1297, etc. : then of persons, ofglad
countenance, cheerful, joyous, Xen. Cyr.

3, 3, 59, etc.
; .~,

Ar.Eq.550; .— rivt.gladat a thing,

Deni. 332, 8 : hence, . , of a
horse that pricks his ears, Ar. Pac.

156. Adv. -, joyously, cheerily,

., Xen. Cyr. 4, C, G ; neut.

pi. as adv. in Soph. O. C 319:

opp. to', Xen. An. 2, C, 11.

—

II. as masc. prop, ti., properispoin.,, v. sq. : and the fein.,
Ion., is paroxyt.

t'^pof, 01', o, Phatdrus, a pupil

and friend of Socrates, Plat. Phaedr.
—2. an Athenian commander, Strab.

p. 446.,. .() bright-

ness, lustre.—11. metaph., cheerfulness,

joi/ousness, Isocr. Antid. ^141.. , ( ) to make
bright.— II. metaph., to cheer, make
cheerful, gay or joyous:—pass., to be

so, Xen. Cyr. 2,2,16. Cf•., , 6,() one

who cleayises., , , fern, of foreg., :

CKapyuvuv ., a washer of baby-linen,
I

Aesch. Cho. 759.
j,() to make bright,

to cleanse, . ., Aesch. Ag.
JlOO; tieai , gave

j

me (I bright form, says Helen, Eur.

Hel. C78 :—so in mid., -, to uash one's skin clean, Hes.

Op. 751, cC Mosch. 2, 31.— II. me-
taph., to cheer, please, Aesch. Ag.
1120 : in mid., -

3iov, Plat. Legg. 718 B:—jiass.,

to brighten up with joy, Xen. Cyr. 5,

3, 37. Hence, , , that which
makes bright : decoration, dress, Clem.
AL. , (, ) :

—
ivith bright, joyous look, of a young
lion. Aesch. Ag. 725 ; ., Eur.
Or. 894.^,, 6, Phaedon, of Elis,

a pupil of Socrates, Plat. Phaed.

—

2. an Athenian archon, Plut. Thes.
36.^, , , Phaedondas, a
pupil of Socrates, of Thebes or Gy-
rene, Plat. Phaed. 59; Xen. Mem. 1,

2, 48.,, , a kind of white

shoe, worn by Athen. gymnasiarchs
and Aegyptian priests. Anth. P. 6,

254 ; and we have a dimin. form-, , in App. Civ. 5, 11, Plut.

Anton. 33.. , . Soph. (Fr. 9.">4) ap.

Phot, and Hesych., who explain it by, ?~, so that it must be-

long to the root *,., 1 pi. opt. pres. from ^,
for, II.

[
^, , , =,

Dion. . 552., , , Phaenarete, an
Athenian female, mother of Socrates,

,
Plat. Theaet.

j
, ov. 6, Phaeneas, a leader

i
of the Aetolians, Polyb. 17, 1, 4.

I

, Ep. inf. pres. act. for

1

, Od., Ion. for, 3
!
sing, nnpf pass., Od.

' '[. ov. , Phaenestius,
masc. pr. n., Ath. 15 A.

j

, to play at ball,

elsevvh. and, An-
tiph. Incert. 8 ; cf. Ath. 14 F. (From)\. ov, , Phaenippus, an
Athenian, Hdt. G, 121—2. a public
secretary at Athens, Thuc. 4, 118.

—

3. an individual against whom one
of Demosthenes' orations was di-

rected., , , Laced, for -., . , Phaenocritus,
masc. pr. ., Anth. P. 7, 716., , , the Lat. paenula,
a thick, upper garment or cloak, N. T. :

the forms and are
duh., , , ( ) light-

bringing, tight-giving, , . Honi.
Cer. 51 ;, Sapph. 68 : not found
in genit. ; cf.... , a closet place

for keeping in.^, Ep. dat. for-), Hom.., ?/,(,)
showing- the thigh, with bare thigh, as
Ibyc. 49 calls the Laconian damsels,
from their wearingthe ,
V. Mailer Dor. 4. 2, 3 : we find it also
proparox., and in the form.. , (,-) show one's face, come into

public, a word formed by Cic. Att. 7,

21, 1, not quite ace. to analogy
;

for it should strictly be-. So our botanists talk of
phaenogamoiis, for phanerogamous,
plants. Hence-, verb, adj., one
must show one's face, Cic. Att. 14,

22, 2:, , , , {, )
=- : in 11. only as pr. . :

. sq.\1,, , Phaenops, son of
Asius of Abydus, father of Xanthus
and Thoon, II. 5, 152 ; 17, 582.' (from root -. which ap-

pears ill -, Sanscr. bha lucere) :

f. .\3\ also, Diiid. Ar. Eq.
300, Eur. Bacch. 528. cf Ap. Dysc.
de Adv. p. 600: aor.. inf -
vai : later pf. Dinarch. (in

compd. .) : intr. pf 2.
Pass, and mid. : fut.-. Horn.,, Soph., etc. :

aor., Horn., who also has intr.

aor. act. [] (11. 1 1, t;4. Od.
11, 587), aor. 1\ with the Ep.
3 sing. aor., and 3 pi.-, for, 11. 1, 200'; 17,

650. cf Lob. Phryn. 420; 3 pi. aor.

2 for. Od. 18, 68

;

inf. lor, II. 9, 240 :

pf, 3 sing,, inf., Soph., Plat., etc. ; but the
pf 2 is also used in pass,

signf, Soph. O. C. 329. etc, though
sometimes in act.. Id. Phil. 297: no
aor. 2 act. seems to have been
used, Pors. Or. 1266, Meioeke Phi-
lem. p. 416,

To bring to light, bring into sight,
make to appear, ., to make
a sign appear to one, 11.2, 324, Od.
3, 173, etc. ; , II. 2,
353 ; ., Pind. . 5, 10 ;

oavtiv. Soph. . . 1229
; ., lb. 853

; . ,
Eur. . . 899; etc. ; . sub,
11. 2 :

— to show, make knoun,, Od. 12, 334 : .,-, to show by baring, i. e. to uii-

cover.., Od. 18, 67, 74 ; SO, .',
Hdt. 2, 131 : but, ..

show her a child, i. e. grant lier to

bear one, Od. 4, 12 ; so, .-, to show (. e. give) one a
wife, Od. 15, 26—2. of sound, to make
it clear to the ear. ?nake it ring clear,, Od. 8, 499 ;- ,
Aesch. Euni. 569 ; cf Soph. Ant.
1078.—3. to show forth, display, exhibit,, 11. 18, 295 ;, Od. 8,

237 ;, Od. 20, 309 ; ,
Hes. Th. 689;. Pind. I.

4, 4 (3, 20);, Hdt. 3, 36;
VjSpiv, Hdt. 3, 127: to make clear or
plain, explain, expound, ?., Hdt.
1, 116, 117 : also, , Hdt.
1, 95.—4. esp. in .^tt., to inform against
one ; hence, to indict, impeach,, Ar. Eq. 300 :

—

esp. to inj'orm o/ a thing as contraband,
Ar. Ach. 819, 824, sq. ; so., Dem. 1324,20; ,
articles informed against as contra-
band. Id. 1325, fin.—5. aor. mid. -, in signf to show, di.iplay as
one's own. Soph. Phil. 944.—II. absol.,, to light or give light to

any one, carry a light before him, Od.
7, 102 ; 19, 25.-2. to give light, shine
forth, of the snn, moon, etc., .. Plat. Tim. 39 ; /,', , Theocr. 2, 11,
cf : hence the planet Salurn is

called (. sub voc.) :—so,, spring when it shines forth,
Aesch. Fr. 291, 4 (cf);
and, inetaph., uyavd,
Aesch. Ag. 101, if we keep the old
reading ;—and so of the Dioscuri ap-
pearing in midair, Eur. El. 1234,
where Seidl. takes=, but
needlessly. In all these intr. usages
we may easily supply the cognate
ace,:—but,—3. Horn, uses the
impf really intr., appeared,, II. 11, 64;, Od. 12,
241, cf 11, 586.

. pass, ;
—to come to light,

come to sight, be seen, appear,, 11. 2. 45G, cf Od. 19, 39. etc.

;

esp. of the appearance or rising of
heavenly bodies, to appear, II. 8, 556,
Hes. Op. 596; most frecf of the first

gieam of day-break, '^, 11. 1, 477,
Od. 2, 1, etc. ; ,
at break of day, 11. 9, 618, Od. 4^ 407,
etc. : also of a rising wind, "
ovpoi—, Od. 4, 361

:

—in later writers are the

phaenomena of the heavens, as the times
of stars rising and setting, etc., Arat.—2. to become seen by baring, 11. 22,
324, Od. 18, 67.-3. c. inf, to appear
to be SO and so, -, Od. 15. 25, cf 11,

335 ; yap, 14, 355 ;
(this inf is oft. omitted,

(sc. that),
Od. 14, 106, cf II. 2, 5 ; -, II. 5, 867):—in Hdt. and Att. we
must distinguish between
c. inf., and . c. part., the former de-
noting what appears or is likely, the
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latter what is apparent or manifest,
]

e. g. , he appears, seems
to be {\ike) ; but ,

\

he manifestly is, cf. HiU. 7, 137, 175,

Aesch. Pr. 217, Pers. 78G ; so too,;, the
law vttinifestiy harms us ; but, (-

b , }, it appears
likely to harm us, Wolf Deni. Lept. p.

259, cf. Jelf Gr. Gr. 'J 481 Obs. 2, c ;

so, o'vK .,
Aesch. Pr. 1036;, -. Plat. Soph. 235 D; but,', Aesch.
Ag. 593, cf. Pers. 786, etc. :

— also

with the part, omitted, -
(sc. ), Pind. P.

4, 154, cf . 6, 25 ;

(sc.), they were fmind (to fee) Ca-
rians, Thuc. 1,8: — In like manner
we have, , ov, (oi)ject-

ively) ol that which is evident, jnanifesi,

plain, certain,'. Ar-
chil. 67 ; ., Pind. . 9, 50 ; but
also (subjectively) that which seems or

appears so (to us), seeming, apparent,

opp. to TO 6v, Plat. Rep. 596 E, Arist.

Top. 1, 1, 3, Eth. N. 3, 4, etc. — 4

freq. in Plato's dialogue,

; does this appear so ? is not
this so ? Answ., yes, Prot.

332 E, Rep. 333 C, etc.—5./. Id. Phaed. 72 ; v. sub.— 6. Soph. El. 1274, has-, which is a pregnant e.x-

pression for / :

somewhat of the same kind is'-
^artt'f, Aj. 878.— 11. strictly as

pass., c. aor. 1, to be de-

nounced, informed against, tu/, Deni. 1325,

28 : — in Horn, liowever the aor. 1

pass, is always used in the signf. of

the aor. 2.\, , , Phaetw, a nymph,
playmate of Proserpina, H. Horn.
Cef. 418.

/•', , the name of a planet,

the Shiner, our Saturn, Arist. Mund.
2,9, Cic. N. D. 2,20.,, , pecul. fern, of sq.,, , ?/, (, )
bright-eyed, conspicuous, Manetho.', , , strictly, of the hue

of twilight, dusky, dun, haLfiiscus, of
any colour mixed of black and white.
Plat. Tim. 68 C, cf. Arist. Top. 1. 15,

7 : of mourning, , Polyb.
30, 4, 5 ;—but opp. to both and', as- to~ and, as a mere negative. Plat. Rep.
585 A. — 2. it was also applied to

sound, =. ace. to Arist. ; but
he (1. c.) disapproves the usage., , (,) grey-

tailed: ace. ) others from ,=. Lye. 334.,, , ;/, {,-) dark-riibed, Aesch. Chi). 1049,

where the second syll. is long in arsis,

cf., and v. sub tine, [t]\, , i/, Phnesana. a city

in southern Arcadia, Pmd. O. 6, 55.^, a. ov, of Phaestus,
Phaestian, Plut. Sol. 12; cf. Alh. 261

: with pecul. fein..,, //, Phaestis, mother
of Aristotle, Ep. Ad. 549; in Diog.
L. 5, 1,., or, , ov, ()
shining, bright, dub.\, , , Phaestus, son of
Borus of Tame in Maeouia, an ally

of the Trojans, II. 5, 43.—2. son of
Rhopalus, grandson of Hercules, ace.

to Steph. Byz. founder of II. ; cf.

Paus. 2, 6. 7; 2, 10, 1.— II. v, a city
1590

of Crete near Gortyna, II. 1, 648;
Strab. p. 476.^, , , Faesulae, a city

of Etruria, Polyb. 2, 25, 6; also/., 3, 82, 1 : and,
DioC.^, ov, , Phaetus, a writer,

Ath. 643 E., , () a nickname, de-

rived fioni leyilds., {/, V. sub /., ov, , bundle,figot, Lat.

fasciculus,),(, Hdt.

4, 62, 67
;, Eur. Cycl. 242 ;

also written, Thuc. 2, 77.

[«] Hence, , tu make up into a bun-
dle, Nicet./, /, , strictly contr. for -, which however is only fuuncf in

Euphro, •0(5. 1, who \»15 at it

;

V. Meineke :

—

the fruit of lentils, (-) : esp. a dish made thereof, dish of
lentils, pulse, porridge, Ar. Eq. 1007,
Vesp. 811, etc. ; cf..
|«/7, 7/f, , Phace, sister of Ulys-

ses, Ath. 158 C., J), 01', () made of len-

tils,, Sopat. ap. Ath. 158 D.?, ,=^, susp. in

Dion. H. 10, 16., ov, TO,() a decoction of
lentils, used in emetics, Hipp. ; v.

Foes. Oecon. []
iov, ov, TO, Phacium, a small

town of Thessaly, on the Apidarus,
Thuc. 4.78., ,(,) like len-

tils, lenliform.,, , a dish ofshelled
or bruised lentils with barley : a decoc-

tion thereof, [u}'', ov, 6, the plant lentil;

also Its fruit, which was eaten esp. at

funerals, Solon 30, 3, Hdt. 4, 17,

Hipp., etc. : when made into porridge,

it was u&u. termed (q. v.), Lob.
Phryn. 455 : . 6 ,
the lesser duck-weed, lemna minor,

Linn., Diosc. 4,88.—II. a lentil-shaped

vessel, aflattish waTming-bottle, Hipp.,
etc. ; cf. Foes. Oecon.—111. a lenitl-

shnped spot on the body, mole, freckle,

Plut. 2, 563 A, 800 E.^, , , or,
Phncussa, a city of the Delta, Strab.

p. 805.', , , , with molts or

freckles on the face., , contr. for,
like lentils, lenticular. Hipp.— II. full of
lentil-shaped spots( 111).. , , () made like

lentils, lentiform., ov, ,(, -) a leader of a phalanx. Hence, , , the post or

rank of a}.,,^^, dub..() adv. in pha-
langes or columns, II. 15, 360, Polyb.
3, 115. 12., ,() to be

venomous or malignant., ov, bitten by a
veriomous spider, Diosc./, ov, ,( W):—a ."spider, esp. venomous one. Plat.

Euthyd. 290 A, Xen.. etc.—II. pha-
langium, a medicinal herb, said to

cure this spiiler's bile, Diosc. 3,

122.', ov, stung by a

venomous spider, Galen.7/,, ,() a sol-

dier in a phalanx, Lat. leginnarius,

Polyb. 4, 12, 12, etc.—II.=.i;!iaZay-

II, Galen, [il Hence

7, ,, like aphalans
Polyb. 18, 11, 10.7., , to fight with or
in a phalanx : generally, tofight in. the

ranks, opp. to --,-, Xen.
Cyr. 6, 4, 18.— 11. to fight with, i.e.

against a phalanx : from, ov, ,(,-) one that fights with (1. e. either
;/) or against) a phalanx,, Anth.
P. 9, 285. [], Ci,( II. 2) to

move by rollers. Math. Vett. Hence, , , a roller,

A. B. : and?.,, , a disease in the

eyelashes when they grow in several rows
or turn inwards, Paul. Aeg., ay-j, , a line or order of
battle, battle array, Hom. ; but only in
11., and the sing, only once,

1), 11. 6, 6 : elsewh. in

plur., the lilies or ranks of an army in

battle, phalanxes, Aavaoi1>-, 11, 90, also, -, 11. 19, 158, Hes. Th. 935.-2.
the Greek rnoite of drawing up infantry

^

esp. in later times, the phalanx, i. e. a
close, compact mass of infantry, drawn
up in tiles usu. of 8 deep, Thuc. 5,

68, etc. : but the depth was oft. much
increased, esp. by the Theban.s, who
formed 25 deep at Delium (Thuc. 4.

93), and brought the phalans t»
great excellence under Epaminon-
das ; though Philip of Macedon
brought il to perfection :—on the
Mared. phalanx, v. Polyb. 18, 12, sq.,

Niebuhr R. H. 3, p. 466, sqq. :

—

, to lead in phalanx,
Lat. (juudralo agniine, Xen. Cyr. 1, 6,

43. cf. 6, 3,21.—3. generally. iAfineiJi

body, centre, as opp. to the wings (-), lb. 7, 1, 5, etc —4. in Xen.,
also, a camp. Ages. 2, 15, Lac. 12, 3,
Eq. 8, 12.— II. round piice of ood, a
trunk, block, or log,)^
Hdt. 3, 97: then, generally,/! pole,

truncheon, PIm., etc.—2. in pinr.,

rollers for moving heavy loads, Lat.
palangae, A. B. p. 1 15.— 3. the beam oj

a balance, Arist. Mechan. 1, 20; 20,
1.— 111. she boyie between two joints oi

the fingers and toes, Lat. phalanx,
intemodium. Id. H. A. 1, 15, 3.—IV.
a spider, trom the long joints of its

legs, Ar. Vesp. 1509, Ran. 1314, Arist.

H. A. 9, 1, 13; cf.. (It

has been suggested that the sense ol

rollers was the first, and that hence
arose tlie Homeric usage of-, ranks of men rolling one behind

another, Diet. Antiqq. s. v. But the
sense of rollers occurs too late to

allow us to adopt this conjecture.
It seems akin to, q. v. sub
lin., and cf supra II.) [«-]\, ov. , Phalaecus, a gen-
eral of the Phocians in the Sacred
War, Aeschin. 45, 20.— 2. a poet, from
whom the Phalaecian verse was
named, Suid., , , a whale, Lat. hatae•

na : hence, of any devouring monster,

Lat. bellua, Ar. Vesp. 35. 39 :—Lye.
also has, 394 ; and no doubt
the root is the same as Scandinavian
hvaln, our whale, etc.— II. (,) a

moth, such as was called ;/~, Hesych. [Prob. aKvays ,
as'in Nic. Th. 760, Juv. 10, 14; for

the places of .\r. prove nothing : and,

if so, the later spelling,,
arose from ignorance of the quantity.]', , , baldness, a bald

head, Luc. Lexiph. 15.. , to he bald-headed, also, Phryn. 80.



^(7./, , ((1>/., -) bald like, like a bald head, Dio C.^/., , , Phalacrum, a

promontory of Corcyra, Strab. p. 324.

^7., , . bald-headed, bald-

paled, Hdt. 3, 12, A r. Nub. 540, Pac.
771, etc-— II. /. was the

name ol a famous fallacy, of the same
kind as the Lat. acervus, cf Horat.
Epist. 2, 1, 45, Diog. L. 2, 108. (From
/.,, but not a coinpd. of.) [:/) Ar. Nub. 540.] Hence, )~, , baldness, Lat.

calvities, Arist. H. A. 3, 11, 8.—II. a
bald head.?., ,(/tpoc) lo make
bald

; pass., to become bald, Hdt. 3, 12.

Hence?-,, , that u-hich is

made bald, a bald head, LXX. : hence
used for a bald man, Cic. Att. 14, 2 :

and

?.p^f, , . a becoming

bald, baldness, Plut. 2, 652 F.?., or -, ov, , a bald

man, Luc. Philops. 18.

i'/M,vo^>,,, Mt. Phalanthus,

in Arcadia, Paus. 8, 35, 9.^}., ov, , Phalanthus, a
city of Arcadia, Paus. 8, 35, 9.—II. ,
son of Agelaus, Paus. I.e.—2. a Spar-
tan, leader of the Partheniae to Ta-
rentuni, Strab. p. 278 sqq.—Others in

Ath. ; etc./., ov, =, Anth.
P. 9. 317 ; cf./,', , , Phalanna, a city

of Thessaly, Strab. p. 440.—Lye. 904
has TO., . {?): — once in

Horn., 11. 16, 106, as parts of the hel-

met, prob. the cheek-pieces, cf. /.
sub fin. : the sing, occurs in the

phrase /., the head-
dress of the old Persian kings, only
in Aesch. Pers. 661, and even here
prob. to be understood of the cheek-

covering, mentioned by Strab. p. 734,

and still to be seen on Parthian coins.

—II. later, mostly, the cheek-pieces of
horses and mides, adorned with em-
bossed straps, Lat. phalerae (Jalerae),

etc.. Hdt. 1, 215, Xen. Hell. 4, 1, 39;, Soph. . C.
1070; cf. Eur. Supp. 586.—Cf. -. []\?.,, , Pkalara, a town
of Thessaly, Strab. p. 60; hence/., an inhah. of P.\/.,, , Phalareus, masc.
pr. n.. Paus. 5, 17, 10.?., (/) to be a very

Phalaris for cruelty.

7..,, ij. Ion. '/., (-
7.) '.— coot, Lat. fulica atra, so
called from its bald white head, Ar.

Acli. 875, Av. 565 (m Ion. form), Lat.

phalaris, phnllris. Acc. to Buttin.,

Lexil. s. V./. 10, the bird in some
parts of Germany is called the Bless-

huhn, from the white patch (Blesse)

on its head.— II. a kind of grass, the

ears of which prob. were like the plume

of a lulmet, Phal. canariensis, Diosc.

3, 159.+•, and , , Phala-
ris, a tyrant of .^grigentum in Sicily,

notorious for his cruelty, Pind. P. 1,

187 ; Luc. Phalar./.. ov, .(?.) cru-

elly like that ofPhalaris, Cic. Att. 7, 12.

'/•, , v. sub /../., , . Dor. for the Ion.

.,— written proparos. :

—

acc. to Buttm. (Le.xil. s. v. 10).

having a patch nf while, as 6
is (prob.) a black dog, with a

patch of white on his head, Theocr. 8,

27 ; so, , as a ram's name.
Id. 5, 103:—cf.. So Buttm.
explains 7.\ Nic.

Th. 461, hills with white patches of

snow, or crested with snow, cf-. Others explain it simply white

;

but V. Buttm. 1. c. (From '/, ,
.)
\7., ov, , Dor.= /,^•,

Phalu.rus,z ram'sname, Theocr. 5, 103.

— II. a river of Boeotia, Paus. 9, 34,

5 : cf /..^7., , , Phalasarna, a
city of Crete, on the west coast,

Strab. p. 474.

! 7.<•, ov, 6, Phaleas, a Chalce-

[

donian, Arist. Pol. 2, 4, 1.

I

^7.. ov, , of Falerii, Fale-

.
nan,, Ath. 27 A.

! \7., ov, , the city Falerii

,
of the Falisci, Steph. Byz. ; cf Strab.

I p. 226.

j

. Tj, V. sub 7..
I

., ,{) to be or
become while, /.,
waves crested uilh while foam, 11. 13,

799,—the only place where the word
occurs.

\7.., , , of Phalenim,
Phaleric, e. g. to/,
one of the long walls of Athens,
reaching to Phalerum, Thuc. 2, 13./.,, , v. 7.., adv., at Phalerum, Plut.
Thes. 17.^, . , +usu., and 7.-, ov, of, Phalerum, the western
harbour of Athens, fHdt. 6, 116: 8.

91 1 : 7.11,from Phalerum, Plat.

Symp. 172 A.7.6, adv., to Phalerum,
Thuc. 1, 107.

f7.^jpo, ov, , PhaUrus, one of
the Lapithae, Hes. Sc. 180.—2. son
of Alcon of Alliens, an .\rgonaut, said

lo have constructed Phalerum, Ao.
Rh. 1, 96 ; Paus. 1, 1, 4.-3. a Tro-
jan, Qu. Sm. 8, 293.— 4. founder of
Soli in Cyprus, Strab. p. 683.7^, «, , Ion. for 7.,
^•, or7,. ,=7.7,

q. v., Ar. Thesm. 291, Lys. 771, The-
ocr. Ep. 4, 3 ; 7. is said to be the
Dor. form, 0a/.^f the Att.— II./,, , Phales, an inferior deity, as-

sociated with the worship of Bac-
chus, Ar. Ach. 263, sqq.

\a7.ac, ov, . Phalias, son of
Hercules.'Apollod! 2. 7, 8., ov, 0, Phalinus, a Greek
in the service of Tissaphernes, Xen.
An. 2, 1, 7.7.-, 6, , neut.-, gen.-,() white-footed: from, u, ,=-7^. Call. Fr.
176. []
^7., ov, , Phalius, a citizen

of Corinth, of the race of the Hera-
clidae, founder of Epidamnus, Thuc.
1,24: cf. Strab. p. 316./,, , the priestess of Juno
at Argos, prob. from, because
of her white dress, Euseh.

\7.,. ol, the Falisci, a peo-

ple of Etruria, Polyb. 1, 65, 2. Hence/., ov, , and 7.,
ov. .^=7.., ov, 6, also 7. and
07., , a piece in a ship, acc. to

Poll. TO Tij —7., of
which the inner side was called-
7.,7. /. (Prob.
akin lo?. II, cf Buttm. Lexil.

s. V. 8.i. ov, , Phalces, a Trojan,
II. 14, 513.—Others in Strab. p. 389:
Paus. ; etc.

.7.7.•'/, (sc. ), ,=7.-7..
7.7., ,.7. :

—7.-. , . 7.7.. '^-

7.7.. , to solemnize the7., Plut, 2, 305 C.7.7., , , (sc. ),
festival of Bacchqs in which a-phallus
was carried in procesiiou., Plut. 2, 355

: from7., ,^7.7..77, , , of or for the ?.-
7. :

— 7.7. (sc. .) the

phallic song, Ar. Ach. 261.

7.73., , to mount on a phal-

lus-shaped-pillar : from
7.7.3, ov, . {7.7^, 3ai-) one who mounts on a phallus-shaped

pillar, a phallic priest, Luc. Dea Syr.
29. [\
.\\0", ov, , membrum virile,

esp. a figure thereof which was borne
in solemn procession in the Bacchic
orgies, as an emblem of the genera-
tive power in nature, Hdt. 2, 48, 49,
Ar. Ach. 243, etc. :—the worship of
the Lingam, still found in Hindostan,
is of the same nature. The-
was strictly of wood. esp. of fig wood,
cf Meineke St rattis"^. 4 : hence
the adj. 7., ov, is used for

wooden, Orac. ap. Oenom. Euseb.
(The same as7 or 7., Lat.
palus. Germ. Pfahl, oar pale, pole, cf.

II.)

7.7., , to celebrate a Bac-
chic festival, Ath. 445 : from
7.7., ov, {7.7.,)

bearing a phallus, Ath. 622 D, sq., , , {) light, bright,

shining, white. (Hence, -
7, -,7,,7.,/)..\, . , part of the helmet

worn by the Homeric heroes ; but
what it was. is very hard to say. It

was in the front, since sword-blows
fall on It, II. 3, 362 ; 16, .338 ; and a
spear passes through it into the fore-

head, II. 4, 459; it was just under Ihe
plume{), II. 13, 614 ; it project-

ed beyond ail other parts, so that the

of two helmets touched in

front, II. 13, 132; 16, 216: we also

hear of a helmet being/., II.

5,743; 11,41. From these passages,
Buttm. adopts the usual notion that
the/. was what was afterwards
called the, a metal ridge in which
the plume was fixed, cf Schol. Victor.

II. 10, 358. But It is evident that the
Scholiasts were as much at fault as
we can be. And to us the passages
seem rather to show that the
was the shade or fnrcpiece ofthe helmet ;

and that an/ was one
that had a like projection behind as
well as before, such as may be seen
in the representations of many an-

cient helmets : then the would
be pieces attached lo the/.. as the
cheek-pieces usu. are : but-7 prob. comes from a different

root, connected with7, etc.,

foiir-crested.v. Buttm. ut supra9. (-
7. may be connected with,

I 7.7.0, from the notion projection)

i

t"3 / . ^ ., . Dor. for.
I

. Ion for, 1 pi. impf
j

from , Hom.— 2. enclit., 1 pi.

I pres.. il. 15, 735. []
j

^., . Phnmenoph ,ihe:

Aegyptian name of Memnon, Paus.
I 1, 42, 3.

I

. Dor. for.
I
'. poet, for, 3 pi. impf

j from, Hom. [u]
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^, Ion. , , Phana-
\

goras, father of Oenetas, Hdt. 7, 214.*, , , and -,, , Phanugoria or -oriiim, a Com-
mercial city in Asiatic tsarinalia,

Strab. p. 404: in Dion. P.?/,
[

and in Scyl. ;} .
j', ^. al, Phnnne, soulhern

promontory of Chios, and a port near

it, Thuc. 8, 24 ; Strab. p. G45.— In

Ar. Av. IC'Jl a play upon this with al-

lusion to a supposed derivation from., a, . () -.—giving or

bringing light, cpith. of Jupiter, Eur.

Rhes. 355 ; also of Apollo.,, , , dun. from.^, , , Plianaroea, a dis-

trict in Fontus, Strab. p. 556.

t)'f, o, Phanas, a Messenian,
victor at Olympia, Paus. 4, 17, 9., Alt. 1 pi. opt. aor. 2 pass,

of', Aesch., Aeol. and poet, for-, 3 pi. aor. 2 pass, of ), Od.

18,68: but^;, part. neut. of same
tense., , , an open speech., ,{,)
openly hating, an open enemy, opp. to?, Arist. Eth. N. 4, 3, 28., , to 7nake manifest:

to illustrate, explain. Hence,, //, and-
TTOiia, , a making rnanijest : a mani-

festation, explanation., , , also , , Eur.
Bacch. 991, 1011 {):—open to

sight, open, ' -, Hdt. 3, 5 ; . Find.

. 6, 124 ; vL-iible, ,
Eur. Bacch. 501, etc.

; ., real

property, opp. to money, Andoc. 15,

38, leae. 59, 18, Dem. 980, 25; so,/, to have no
real property, Dinarch. 99, 13:

—

.}, by opeyi vote, opp. to,
Dem. 1078, 19.— 2. plain, manifest,

evident, . Find. .
13, 139 ; ft Ty, if they showed themselves
in Hellas, Hdt. 2, 14G:—in Hdt., and
Att. very freq. c. part., like,
as, , they are

knoxim to have come, Hdt. 3, 26 ; -' , Id. 7, 18 ; ./» (' ', Antipho 132, 10; freq. in Flat.,

etc., Jelf Gr. Or.
«J
684; but{ or) is also followed by

.., .., Xen. Cyr. 2, 2, 12, Mem.
1, 1, 17 ; who also has the impers.

otl.., lb. 3, 9, 2, etc.

:

— , as an independent
clause, usu. followed by , now
this is evident, for... Wolf Dem. Lept.

459, 28, cf., :
—

=^\•., Hdt.
5, 96 ; 8, 126, and Att. ;—so -, ), Xen. Ages. 5, 7,

Cyr. 7, 5, 55. etc. ; ,. Thesm. 525.—3. of persons, known,
fatnous,.renowned, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 58.

—II. adv. -, first in Hdt. 9, 71.?, ,{,)
openly loving, nti open and undi.iguised

friend, opp. to, Arist.

Eth. N. 4, 3,28.', ,{') to make man-

ifest, N. T.— II. to make knovm or fa-
mous :—pass., to become so,-//^ -, Hdt. 6, 122. Hence, /, making visible: a

manifestation., v. sub. Horn, [a], ^r. 7/i{) a torch: usu.
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in plur. al, solemn torch-pro-

cessions, sued as took place in the
Bacchic orgies, Eur. Ion 550, Rlies.

943.), Ep. for, 3 sing. subj.

aor. 2 pass, of., tor, inf. aor. 2
pass, of, II., 1/, , Phancs, a mystic
divinity in the Orphic rites, repre-

senting the first principle of the
world.—12. masc. pr. n., of Halicar-

nassus, Hdt. 3, 4, 11+. [<2]/, , desiderat. of-, to wish to appear, have a desire to

show one's self, late word, Lob. Fhryn.
80.,=, dub., , {, ):—
torch-bearing : inotnph., having charge

of sacred riles or rnyslcries, -, V. 1. Anth. F. append. 164.', poet, , , Phanias,

an Athenian, Xen. Hell. 5. 1, 20.— 2.

a historian of Eresus in Lesbos, a
pupil of Aristotle, Strab. . 618

;

Plut. Sol. 14.— 3. a poet of the An-
thology, Anth. P. 4, 1, 54.—Others in

Diog. L. ; etc.^, , , Phanium, fem. pr.

n., Anth. P. 12, 53., , , dim. from,
Mel. 78, 4, 5 ; 79, 2.^, , , Phanodemus, a

writer, Ath. 20 A.\, , , Phanodicus,

masc. pr. n., Diog. L. ; etc.^, , . Phanothea, an
early Epic poetess, Clem. Al.^', , , Phanocles, a

Greek elegiac poet, Plut.—Others in

Dion. H. ; etc.'\', , 6, Phanocritus, a
writer, x\th. 161 C.^, , , Phanomachus,
an Athenian general, son of Callim-

achus, Thuc. 2, 70.,,,^=., , , ? opening for
light, a ivtndow.— II. a small house:

late word.vf , ,,(') :
—light, bright,, . Plat. Phil. 16 C;, Rep. 532

C : TO, brightness, light, 11). 518

C, Xen. Cyn. 5, 18:—of garments,
washed clean,,, Ar.

Ach. 845, Eccl. 347.-2. clear, bright,

joyous, like, kv-, Aesch. Pr. 540 ; . -. Plat. Phaed. 256 D; opp. to. Id. Rep. 518 A.— 3. visible,

manifest.—1. famous, . '-, Plat. Symp. 197 .—II.,
, (properisp.) the name of a sea-god.

[u always, Draco p. 8(i, 5 : the corn-

par, and superl. therefore are-,-, not, as commonly writ-

ten,,-]
'•, , , (in Aesch., q.

v.), a tamp, lantern, torch, Ar. Lvs.

308, Anth. P. 12, 116, cf. Schol. He-
phaest. p. 2.

iv, ov, , Phanus, an Atheni-

an, secretary of Cleon, Ar. Eq. 1256.

— 2. a Pythagorean, Alex. Tarant. 1,

16.—3. a relative of Aphobus, Dem.
851,22.^,, , Phanosthenes,

a general of the Athenians from An-
dres, Xen. Hell. 1.5, 18.

iavpj, , , Phanostrate,

an Athenian female, daughter of

Stratius, Dem. 1056, 27.—2. a courte-
san, Id. 610, 17.^. ov. . Phanostratvs,

father of Demetrius Phalereus, Paus.

1, 25,6.—2. an Athenian, Dem. 1258,
23. —Others in Isae. ; etc.

iavo, , ol, the inhab. of
Phanotens, the Phanotians, Polyb. 5,

96, 4, who also calls the city.
iavot,, , Phanotcvs, a city

of Phocis, earlier Fanoiieus, Thuc. 4,
89.— II. an hereditary Inend of Ores-
tes of Phocis, Soph. El. 45.], , , fem. adj., of
Phanoteus ; the territory of Ph., Thuc.
4, 76.,, , brightness, clear-

ness, Aristid., ,=, Strab.^, f. -. make vi.iihle,

clear or manifest, usu. with collat. no-
tion of doing It frequently : later also
to display, present.— II. usu. in pass.,

like, to becmne visible^ op-

pear, show one's self, Tivi, Hdt. 4, 124 ;

7, 15
; ,

Eur. Andr. 876, cf. Phoen. 93 :—ta
make a show or parade, Lat. se osten-

tare, Schweigh. Hdt. 7, 10, 5.-2.. to be like some one,
take his form, Aesch. Ag. 1511.—3. to

appear or seem so and so. Plat. Hipp.
Maj. 300 C, etc.—4. used for-, to be informed against, in

Ar. Ach. 823.—111. mid., c. ace. rei,

to place before one^s mind, present

or represent ail object to otie's self.

Hence, , , a making visible,

showing : esp., a displaying, parading,
Lat. ostentaiio, Posidon. ap. Ath. 212
C. — II. the look or appearance of a
thing : esp., showy appearance, show,
display, parade, Polyb. 32. 12, 6.— HI.

as a term of philosophy, the power of
perception and presenilation in the mind,
by which it places objects before itself,

presents or represents them to itself,

(the object so presented being the'), first in Plat., and Arist.,

V. Plat. Soph. 260 E—264 A ; ., Theaet. 152 C; cf. Stallb.

Phileb. 39 B, Plut. 2. 1084 F.—2.

with the Stoics, the pirception or jni-

pression. received by the niind.^— (the

object producing the imp:ession t]e-

ing TO,— and -
the same passive state pro-

duced by unreal or imaginary-, Plut. 2, 900 1), E, etc.) :—hence,
in id,ci,=z, the object produ-

cing the impression, an imnge, Cicero's
visum. Plat. Theaet. 161 E, Chrysijjp.

ap. Plut. 2, 1046 F, 1055 F, sqq., , .=^-, Plut. 2, 431 , 432 C., . conceive vain

fancies or hopes, LXX. : from, ov, conceiving vain

fancies or hopes., adv., in a man-
ner that strikes the senses or imagina-

tion, M. Anton. 1, 7., .() to bring

images Of presentations before the mind :

—usu. as d.ep. pass.,,
to have or form images or presentations,

c. ace. rei, Plut. 2, 236 D: generally,

to possess the faculty of presentation,

lb. 960 D.,, ,{)=-, an appearing, appearance, Lat.
visum. Plat. Tim. 72 ., like, full

thereof, Eusl.]',, , Phantaston,

a name formed by Luc. Ver. H. 2,

33.,, ,{) :— .

an appearance, image, phantom, spectre,

like the more usu., Aesch.
Theb. 710, cf. Pors. Or. 401 : a vision,

dream. Theocr. 21, 30.— 2. esp., oi»



image presented the mmd hy an ob-

ject, Lat. visum. Plat. Phaed. 81 D,

etc. : hence—3. a mere image, unreal-

ity, opp. to TO 01', to /./, etc..

Plat. Parm. 1G6 A, Rep. 598 B, etc.
;

distinguished from. Id. Soph.

236 C :— ct". 111.', , , dim. from

foreg., Pkit. 2, 7G6 B.

'7«", , 6,=, Ti-

nion ap. Diog. L. 9, 25., ov, 6, one who makes a

parade, a boaster., /, ,() able

to present or represent. Plat. Soph. 267

A : - (sc. 7), the faculty of

representation, lb. 236 1), etc.— II.

able to perceive ; cf. HI., , , verb. adj. from, acting upon the,
q. V. (sigtif. III).^, , , Phantes, one of the

sons of Aegyptus, Apoliod. 2, 1, 5., Dor. for, 3 plur. pres.

from.\, , , Phantias. a cele-

brated pilot of Athens, Lys. 702, 5.

t^'., ij, Phano, daughter of

Neaera, Dem. 1358, 5., Ep. for, imperat. pres.

mid. 7], Od. 16, 168, etc.,, ov, {,) voith glit-

tering bow.•, ,=?., late., , , conlr. .,
and then resolved (in nom. and ace.)

: plur., rarely, as in

Strab. :— Horn, use.s and,
never , and forms the oblique

cases from only : Piiid has only, and so the Trag. almost always

in lyrics, while in dialogue they have
both and, whereas only

is used in Att. prose, (however we
find gen. in Xen. Cyr. 4. 2, 9

and 26) :—a dat. is quoted from
Eur. by E. M. p. 803 ; and a dat

occurs in Or. Sib. : (). Light,

esp. daylight,, Od. 23, 371 ; /.^/, 11. 1, 605, «tc. : also of

living men,, II. 18, 61, 442, Od. 4, 540,

etc. ; opp. to ;

so in Att., ^ 7.7,
Aesch. Pers. 299 etc. ; .
Soph. Phil. 415, etc. ; ,
Eur. Hec. 707 ; ," ,-, Aesch. Pers. 630, Soph.
Phd. 625, Ar. . 699:—but,, to come into the light, i. e. into

public, Soph. Phil. 1353; so,,, etc., lb. 581, cf. Fr.

657, Plat. Prot. .320 I); to -, light (i. e. publicity)..,

Xen. Ages. 9, 1 : , it be-

comes light, i. e. day is breaking, Plat.

Prot. 311 A ; , while
there is still light. Id. Phaed. 89 C

;

so , Od. 21, 429; ,
by day, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 25.-2. the

light of a torch, etc., a light,

; Od. 19, 24, cf. 34, 64 ;, 18,316; so,, Aesch. Cho. 63 ;,
Xen. Hell. 6, 2, 29 ; ,
to drink hy the /ire, Id. Cyr. 7, 5, 27

:

a light. Id. Hell. 5, 1, 8.—3. a window,, Plut. 2, 515 :

so Lat. lumen.—U. light, as a rnetaph.

for joy, deliverance, happiness, vic-

tory, and the like, '/, II. 6, 6 ;

/, II. 16, 95; and of persons,, lb.

», cf. 8, 282, etc. ;, Pind. . 2, 25, etc. :—esp. in ad-

dressing persons, (like the Oriental
' light of my lile !' • light of my eyes '.'

etc. ), , /.,, Od. 16,23; 17, 41; -, Schaf. Soph. . 1224 ;/^., Eur. Hec.

841 ; cf. \\\ un.—\U. in

plur., the eyes, like Lat. lumina,

Od. 16, 15; 17, 39; 19, 417: so, in

sing., of the Cyclops' eye, Eur. Cycl.

633. [ mostly ; but Hom. always
has m nom. and ace. plur.;
and so dat. plur. in Call. Dian.

71, whereas in, a is short : so

in the coinpd. kvk7m, Opp.

H. 2, 6.][, , , Faventia, a city

in northern Italy, Strab. p. 217.,, , spelt, the Lat./ar.

—

II. a kind of garment, cf., , 7,= 1.•—2. a city

in the territory of Carthage, Strab. p.

831., ov, , dim. from -., ,{) like a chasm

or ravine, full of chasms, Arist. H. A.

6, 28, 1 : from,, , a mountain or

rock with clefts, a deep chasm, ravine,

gully, cleft, Aesch. Pr. 15, 142, etc.,

thuc. 2," 67, Xen. Hell. 7, 2. 13, Dem.
I 793, 6 ; akin to. []
I
\, . , Pharae. an ancient

I
city of Achaia, Polyb. 2,41 ; in Strab.

p. 386; hence.\.-, , oi, the vnhab. of Pharae,

Hdt. 1, 145; or, , ,
Polyb. 4. 6.9.— 2. Ep. and Ion.?/,
city of Messenia on the Nedon. II. 9,

151, residence of Diodes, Od. 3,488:
also in sing. , II. 5, 543, and

I

, Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 7 : hence. the inhab. of P., Paus 3,

26, wlio assigns it to Laconia 4, 16, 8,

but cf. 4, 3, 2.— 3. a city of Boeotia,

Strab. p. 405.

!
, , , Pharandaces,

j
a Persian, Aesch. Pers. 31.

iapnv., . Phurand'ites.a.

leader of the Colchians in the Persian

army, Hdt. 7, 79.^,. , Pharax, an Ath-
enian, father of Styphon, Thuc. 4, 38.

—2. a naval commander of the Lace-

daemonians, Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 12.

!
\:, o?'f, , Pharasmanes,

' a king of the Chorasmians, Arr. An.

i

"*' 15' 4•. , to plough, -
(sc. ), Call. Fr. 183 :—cf-

I ,. (Buttm. Lesil. s. v.

5, derives it not from,
but from, akin to and.)\, , Pharaoh, a common
name of the kings of Aegypt, N. T., tnetaph. for,, nesych.

' '-, , Phares, masc. pr. n.,

I

^'• '^•, , . Ion., (0-
' ) :

—

quiver for arrows, Lat. pha-

retra,, II. 15, 443; it had a

}

cover (/^), Od. 9, 314 ; hence call-

ed/, II. 1, 45 ; also in Pind.,

and Att.,, o.= foreg., Hdt.

1,216; 2, 141, etc., , , dim. from-, Mosch. 1, 20., ov,(,)
bearing a quiver. Mel. 91.ip,.a Persian name which
the Greeks changed to,
Strab. p. 785.,,, some kind ofjioison,

Nic.

, ov, TO, dim. from poc.
[a], , fj, Phans, an ancient
city of Laconia on the Phellias. II. 2,

582 : cf. Strab. p. 363 ; Paus. 3, 20.

3 : its territory, ij, Strab. 1. c.

—II. 0, son of Mercury and Philoda-

mia. founder of Pharae in Messenia,
Pans. 4, 30, 2.

iaptato, , , Pharisee, IS.

. ; , the Pharisees, a sect

of the Jews, proud and self-righteous,

N. T.inpv., , Pharismanes,

Persian pr. n., Arr. An. 6, 27, 2 : cf..,, , Pharcadon, a

city of Thessaly, on the Peneus,
Strab. p. 438., , () to wrinkle:

—pass,, wrinkled., , (, )
wrinkled, full ofwrinkles. Foes, Oecon.

^^PP- , , , .,, ,() :

—

a wrinkle,

fold. Soph. Fr. 955. [/],,,^, Hesych.,=, Phot., ,{ :
—to suf-

fer from the effect of poison, be ill and
out of one's senses, Dem. 1133, 26,

Plut. 2, 1016 E, etc.— II. to desire, re-

quire medicine, Luc. Lexiph. 4., , ,() :-•

the u.-ung of medicine, esp. o\ purgatives,

pharmacy, Hipp., and Plat. : in geiil.

the use of any kind of drugs, jjotions,

spells, etc., Plat. Legg. 933 :—also,

poisoning, or, tvitchery, uilchcrafi, Lat.

reneficium, Dem. 1025, 11, Polyb.,

etc., , . =,
Arist.. . 6, 18, 10; 9, 17, 1.^, , , Pharmacia, the

nymph of a fountain in Attica, Plat.

Phaedr. 229 C., ov, , a druggist's

shop, dub. 1. in Plat. Phaedr. 268 C., aTOc,,=.
f^"i

. , '.
. , .,, , one who deals in

medicines, charms Or poison, a sorcerer,

poisoner, Soph. Tr. 1140, Plat. Symp.
203 D, etc.,, ,^.
Plat. Legg. 845 D./, , ,^.
Hence, , , of or for
pharmacy, medical. Plat. Tim. 89 B:
/; -Kij (sc.),^^., , , fem. of•, cf.., (): — ad-

minister drug or medicine, Plat. Rep.
459 C, Tim. 89 D :— to use enchant-

ments, practise sorcery or poisoning,, to

use it as a charm to calm the river,

Hdt. 7, 1 14 :—pass., to administer-
to one's self, use medicines, esp.,

purgatives, Hipp., cf. Fues. Oecon.

—

II. c. ace. pers., to drug a person, giue

him a poisonous or stupefying drug,

Eur. Andr. 355, Plat. Legg. 933 D., , poet, for,
Anth., , , of, belonging to

a.. , , dim. from-. Plat. Phaedr. 268 C, TheaeU
149 C. [},, fem. of,
a .'sorceress, witch, Lat. venefica, Ar.

Nub. 749, Dem. 793, 27, Luc., etc.—
11. as fem. adj.. poisonous, venomoui,, Nic. .Al. 551., , ?/,= foreg.
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(), ,
drugged or medicated wine :'
., a ring containing poison, Eupol.
Bapt. 22, ubi v. Meineke : fem. -,, Galen.,,,—-, drugged, Nic. . 593, where we
have for-., , , either one

who is at once/ and,
or who uses to divine from,

name of a comedy of Anaxandrides.', 01•, TO, any artifi-

cial means, asp., for producing physical

effects: hence,— I. a medicine, drug,

remedy, in Horn. usu. of such as were
applied outwardly, ',
11. 4, 191 ;

' up' -
. ). 218;

.. 5, 401, cf 900 ; 15, 394 ; .,
medicinefor disease. Aesch. Pr. 249

;

etc. ; cf. infr. IV.—Strictly, the -
applied outwardly were,

ointments, salves, and,-
or-, plasters, Ar. Plut.

71G, Theocr. 11, 1, sq. ; those taken iyi-

wardly were and or, cf. omnino Blomi. Aescli. Pr.

488 ; hence, , Hdt.

4, IGO, cf. Pind. P. 3, 90, sq.— II. a

poisonous drug (as Shaksp. uses drug

for poison) : hence, a deadly, mischie-

vous expedient or means, . or 7.-

ypa,'.,-, II. 22, 94, Od. 1, 261 ; 2, 329 ; 10,

213, 2.36, 394 ;

TU, Thuc. 2, 48.—III. an en-

chanted potion, philtre, etc. ; also a

charm, spell, incantation, enchantment,

11. 1 1, 741, Od. 4, 220, 230 ;

ufjvai TLva, Ar. Thesm. 561 :

—

any se-

cret means of effecting a thing. Hdt. 3,

85.—IV". generally, aremedy, Hes. Op.

483, etc. ; c. gen., a remedy against

something, atyuv .,
Aesch. Ag. 548 ; .,,, Eur. Bacch. 283, etc. ; so, .
avpCiv ipv\'par, a remedy against cold

airs, i. e. a warm cloak, Pind. O. 9,

147: and so, are called, Eur. Palam. 2.-2.

also, a means oj producing something,

as, ., Eur. Phoen. 893

;

.. P\at. Phaedr.

274 , V. Stallb. ib. 230 D , so Pind.

calls a bridle., . 13. 121.

"V. dye, paint, colour, Emped. 84,

Hdt. 1, 98, Ar. Eccl. 735, Plat. Rep.
420 C.— VI. a stimulant to give a relish

to food, a spice, seasoning: also me-
taph., ,
the zest which virtue gives even to

death, Pmd. P. 4, 332. Cf.-
). [ usu., but in some old Ion.

poets. V Welcker Hippon. Fr 21,

44, Gaisf. Hephaest. p. 254, Blomf.

Aesch. Pr. 981.][), , to prepare medi-

cines, poisons or colours.,, , the preparation

of medicines, etc. : the art of a-
: from, ,{,-) making medicines, muing poison,

preparing colours, -, a nation of
sorcerers, Aesch. Fr. 428., , , a drinking of
medicine or poison, Hipp. p. 1258, Xen.
An. 4. 8. 21, Plat., etc. : from/, ,(, -) drink medicine or poison, The-
ophr.?., , to deal in viedi-

civrs. poisons, Ar. Fr. 95: from7^, ov, o,{,') a druggist, Ar. Nub. 766., ov, , ,{) :
—
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like', a poisoner, sorcerer,

magician, Hippon. 44, G : irreg. superl., . the rnost arrant sor-

cerer or sorceress, Suid.— II. one who is

sacrificed or executed as an atonement

purification for others, e. g. for the

city, a scape-goat, Ar. Ran. 733 ;—call-

ed also: and, since crimi-

nals and worthless fellows were re-

served for this late, 0ap/in/cof became
a general name of reproach, like -, Ar. Eq. 1405, Lysias 108, 5,

Dem., etc. [ sometimes, e. g. Hip-
pon. Fr. 44, cf., fin.

J

[I]. Dem. 1 170, 29
;

and-, ov, {, -) :
—one who grinds and prepares

drugs or colours.',, 6= foreg., susp..

Lob. Phryn. Cli.
^, ',=,

Lye. 61.^, , , Pharma-
cussae, two small islands near Sala-

inis, Strab. p. 395., ov, producing -. Eust., , . -, =-
: esp., to medicate, endue with heal-

ing power, Pind. P. 4, 393., , ,=,
0pp. . 2, 483., a, ,=^-. Lye. 1138., , , =,,. . 4, 648., , , verb. adj. from, poisoned, drugged, Man-
etho.. ,{,)
of the nature of a, poisonous,

or medicmol, etc., Arist. Mirab. 77., , , a dye-house.

Soph. Fr. 956., . , =,
medical treatment, Plat. Phil. 46 A, cf.

sq. : from, Att. - ; f. - :
—

to use a or artificial means,

of what kind soever, this being de-

termined in each case by the con-
text : Hom. has this word only once,

Od. 9, 393, of a metal-worker, who
tempes brass by plunging it in cold

water, which is called/. by Plut. 2, 395 ; cf.

Meineke Philem. p. 385.—Usu.,— I.

to heal or relieve by drugs or medicine,

to use medicines, Plat. Legg. 933 B.

—

II. to poison.—III. to enchant, bewitch,

esp. by spells, charms, love-potions,

philtres : also, to charm, bewitch by

flattery, Plat. Symp. 194 A, Meno 80

A ;, Ar. Thesm. 534
;

—and Aesch., by a strong nietaph.,

speaks of a lamp -, Ag. 94.— IV. to

dye, colour, paint: generally, to adul-

terate, alloy, mix, and SO spoil : but,

also, to season, spice.

iapvao, ov. 6, Pharnabazus,
a Persian satrap, Thuc. 2, 67.—2.

another of Bithynia and of Phrygia,
Xen. An. 7, 8, 25 ; 6, 4, 24 ; 5, 30;
etc., ov Ion. >, , Phar-
raaca/Zircs. a commander ofthe Indians,

Hdt. 7, 65., , , Pharnace, mother
of Cinyras, Apollod. 3, 14.\, ov, b, Phnrnaces.a Per-
sian satrap in Mysia, Thuc. 2, 67.

—

2. the lir.'it king of Pontus, grand-
father of Mithradates the Great, Po-
lyb. 3, 3, 6.

iapvaa, , ?/, Pharnacia, a

stronghold in Pontus, the earlier, Strab. p. 548.

^, ov, 6, Pharnapafe»,
a general of the Parthians, Plut. Ant.
33 : cf. Dio C. 48, 41.^, ov Ion. , 6, Phar-
naspes, father-in-law of Cyrus, Hdt.
2, 1 ; 3, 2.^, Ion. , , Pharnu-
ches, a Persian cavalry commander,
Hdt. 7, 88.-2. a Lycian, one of
Alexander's officers, Arr. An. 4, 3, 7.^, ov, , Pharnurhus, a
Persian commander, Aesch. Per.s.

313; Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 32.,, , later also (v.

sub tin.) :

—

any large piece of cloth, a

cloth, sheet, etc., II. 18, 353, Od. 13,

108 : a shroud, pall, Od. 2, 97 : sail-

cloth, Od. 5, 258.— II. e>p. a wide
cloak or mantle, without sleeves, worn
mostly by men loose over the,'/., 11. 2,

43 ;, 8, 221 : women also have a, Od. 5, 230 ; 10, 543 : it might
be thrown over the head as a hood
or veil, Od. 8, 84—(The Lat. palla,

pallium is prob. from the same root.)

[ always in Horn., being always in

arsis : first in Hes. Op. 200 in the

form. The Trag. seem to

have preferred a in the nom.,,/ ; so also later Ep., v.

Draco p. 35,5, Hevne II. 24,231, Ap.
Rh. 3, 863. But also in Trag., as

Aesch. Cho. 11, Fr. 200, and Eur.;
cf. Seidl. Dochm. p. 257, Herodian
in Dind. Gramrn. p. 36.], ov, , Pharos, an island in

the bay of Alexandria, Od. 4, 355,
afterwds. famous for its lighthouse,

+cf Thuc. 1, 104; Strab. pp. 37,

791t: hence as appcll., , a

lighthouse, Anth.f—2. a small island

on the coast of Dalmatia, earlier

Hupor, Polyb. 5. 108,70: in Strab.

p. 315, pt. [«], ,^=. Lye. 154.

iapovO. , oi, the Pharusii, a

people of Africa, Strab. p. 826., Ep. 3 plur. of, q. v.

iapa'a, , , Pharsalia, a fe-

male dancer from Thessaly, Ath.
605 C.—11. v..
i^p?.o Ion. ?^. ov. ,

Pharsalus, a city of Thessaly, in

Phthiotis, near the Enipeus ; in

Strab. ', and near by
., Thuc. 1, 111.^, a, ov. Ion. -,

of Pharsalus, Pharsalian, Arr. An. 3,

11:^7, the territory of Phar-
salus. Strab. p. 430., , , {*): — any
piece torn off or severed, a part, portion,

division, . the quarters

of a city, Hdt. 1, 180, 181, 186; ., Anth. P. 6, 299, etc. :—the
Lat. pars, cf., 6.], , , Pharygae, a city

of Locris, Strab. p. 426, the Homeric-, —.
or.,-=, Hipp. p. 915 ; al.-

Opov. [], () adv., like a

gulf, Meineke Corn. Fr. 2, p. 290., ov, , Pharygium, a

point of land in Phocis, Strab. p. 324., . more rarely (v. sub
fin.), gen. (as always in

Horn., and good Att., Meineke Com.
Fr. 2, p. 39, 107), later

{*):— strictly, the joint opening

of the gullet and uind pipe (acc. to

Galen, -
), Lat. fauces; whereas Arist.



takes it for the wind-pipe (7,
aarijpia) as opp. to the gullet (-), Part. An. 3, 3, 1, cf. Foes.

Oec. Hipp. :—generally, the throat,

Od. 9, 373 : also even of the outer part

of the throat, the neck, Od. 19, 480 : the

dewlap of a bull, Lat. palearia, He-
liod.—Cf Greenhill Theophil. p. 293.

—II. xnetaph.,=. a gulf, cleft,

chasm in the earth.—In Epich. p. 9,

is masc, but in Horn, always
fern., and so in best Att., though
from Arist. downwds. some excep-
tions are met with, Thom. M. p. 570,

Phryn. 65 : no nom. seems to

have been used. ['\
ipvo, ov, b, Pharycus, masc.

pr. n., Polyb. 9, 34, 10.

or, is said to be
&\.=('),, and so

prob. from,.*'2, f., pf.,
like, to cleave, cut, sever ; prob.

only found in its derivatives, ,,, : from the
fut., comes, Lat. pars : from
pf

,, : akin to,., , part, from, Horn.,, , (,) —an
informer, like, Comic, ap.

Hesych.
^'-, i(5of, , dim. from sq.,

Anth. P. 6, 307.&, , ,(, for0-) '.— cutting instrument, a sword,

oft. in Hom., much the same (seem-
iogly) as and, Od. 11, 24,

48, 82 ;, II. 23, 824 ; ?.
., Pmd. . 1, 80; also in Trag. :—
poet. word.—II. a plant, like

II, Theophr., ,(, *-) forging swords,, Aesch. Cho.
647.,() to slaughter

with the sword, Hesych.?, , , also,
Hdt. 2, 178 ; Thuc. 2, 69: Phnselis, a

city on borders of Pamphylia and
Lycia, with three havens, Strab.

p. 606. Hence
^<7.., ov, 6, an inhab. of

Phaselts, Dem., ov, 6, also written-
and, a plant with eat-

able pods, a sort of kidney-bean, Lat.

phaselus, phaseolus, Epich. p. 100, Ar.
Pac. 1144. — II. a light boat, canoe,

skiff, prob. from its likeness to the
pod of the., CatuU. 4, Horat.
Od. 3, 2, 29. [a], Ep. inf mid. of ,
Hom., inf pres. mid. from *,
II. 1, 187, Od. 11. 443 ; or rather, perh.,

of ],—for otherwise it should be
properisp.,., ij, , like,
from the river Phasis ; but with a play

on, =, Ar. .
68 ; cf sq.,,()from the river

Phasis in Colchis or Pontus, hence
- (SC. ), the Phasiayi bird,

pheasant, Lat. phasianus, Mnesim.
Phil. 3 ; but in Ar. Nub. 109, it may
be taken for a Phasian horse, cf Lob.
Phryn. 460: again, ., with a
play on, =, an in-

former, Ar. Ach. 726 :—fin pi. oi-, . a people of western Ar-
menia around the Phasis, Xen. An.
4, 6, 5.

iarJo, ov, , Pliasimelus,

masc. pr. n., Ath. 539 A.

, , ov, belonging to outward
appearance., {),=, q. v.., , (A) (,) :

—
an accusation, information, esp. against

smugglers, Dem. 793, 16; 941, 14;

. . Id. 1323, 6.—H.()
an appearance, apparition, dream, [a]., , () () saying,

declaration, Arist. Eth. i\. 6,9,3;—\5,=^, affirmation, opp. to, Plat. Soph. 263 E., , , the river Phasis in

Colchis or Pontus, first in Has. Th.
340. (Sometimes, but wrongly, ac-

cented, Poppo and Kriig. Xen.
An. 4, 6, 4) : fin Xen. 1. c. the Araxes
in Armenia is meant., for, fascino,

E. M.,, , a kind of duck,

Alex. Mynd. ap. Ath. 395 ; written

also, cf Arist. H. A. 8, 3, 15., ov, TO, a long hairy rnoss

on trees, Theophr., =, to say, esp. to .tay

yes, affirm, assert, allege, oft. with
coUat. notion of alleging what is un-

true, to pretend, Lat. prae se ferre

:

hence, merely, to think, suppose, deem,

oft. in Hom. (esp. in Od.) ; c. inf fut.,

II. 13, 100, Od. 5, 135; also freq. in

Hdt., and Att. : ov -, to deny, c. inf,

Hdt. 3, 58 ; ov-. Plat. Theaet. 100 A : — pass., -. Soph. Phil. 114. — Hom.
only uses impf., , , with
and without augm. : the Att. have
also pres. part, inf and -, (and even they sometimes use
the impf without augm., as Ar. Lys.
5)9): but prob. there is no example
of the pres. indie, save in

Plat. Phaed. 113 C, and there Heind.
has restored, cf Elmsl. Her-
acl. 903 : however,, as pres.

subj., occurs in Aesch. Cho. 93, Ar.
Vesp. 561., ov, , dim. from sq.?,, ov, , = sq., Lys. ap.

Harp., ov, 6, a leathern hag for

clothes or money, etc., a cloakbag,
wallet, scrip, purse, Lat. pasceolus, Ar.
Fr. 303 : also written'.,, , (,) :

—

an apparition, spectre, phantom, ghost,

Hdt. 6, 69, Aesch. Ag. 415, Soph.,
etc.

; , of a dream,
Soph. El. 503 ; ,
Aesch. Ag. 274 : , the

spectral appearance of a man, Hdt. 4,

15, cf 8, 84.-—2. the vision, image of a
thing, as opp. to the thing itself:

hence, were shows, myste-

ries, as images or types of realities,

Plat. Phaedr.250C; cf Lob. Aglaoph.
p. 57, sq. — 3. sign from heaven, a

portent, omen, Pind. O. 8, 57, Aesch.
Ag. 145.^4. esp., a monster, prodigy,

portent, Hdt. 3, 10 ; 4, 79 : hence,
periphr., , , a

monster of a bull, etc.. Soph. Tr.
509, 837 ; Lat. spectrum, 7nonstrum,
ostentum, portentum, prodigium, Wytt.
ad Julian, p. 159.7], , like a spectre or
ghost, spectral., Dor. for, fut.

mid. of 7], Pind. [a]', Att., , . the

common wood-pigeon, ring-dove or cu-

shat, Lat. palumbus, Ar. Ach. 1105,
A v. 303, Plat. Theaet. 199 : — the
smaller kind was called., ov, , Phassus, son of
liycaon, Apollod. 3, s, 1., ov, (,)

dove-killing, , 11. 15, 238. — -
later as subst., the specific name ol
a kind of hawk, the dove-killer, like, Arist. H. A. 9, 12, 4, cf.

8, 3, 1. — is a worse
form, rejected by Bekk. in Arist. 1. c., ov, o,=foreg., dub.
in Ael. N. A. 12, 4., Dor. for, fut. of,
Pind.,, , Phason, an Athe-
nian, Plat. Prot. 310 A., , , poet, for,

: — , vin-utlerable,

un-speakable, of horrible objects, Hes.
Th. 310, Sc. 144, 161., verb. adj. from, one
must .say. Plat. Phil. 40 B., ov, b, () a sayer.—2. a
liar., Dor. for, 3 sing. pres.
from., f. -, ():— say,
speak, report, [tu]/., they spoke of
them by the name of Phoenician. Hdt.
5, 58 ; '. Soph. Aj. 715: ,
as the saying is. Soph. O. C. 139, cf

IV. 8.— II. to promise, er gage,
betroth, ttjv , Ear. I. A.
135.—III. to call, name, lb. 93C, Ap.
Rh. 4. 658.

_, . Dor. for., Ion. , , () :

—

like, saying, speech, report, Od.
21, 323; , as report goes,
Hdt. 2, 102: c. gen. objecti,, a report of the suitors,
Od. 23, 362: (), 'tis said
that.., Pind. I. 8 (7), 88; cf. Soph.
O. T. 715 : uiv, the report

goes of him.., Wess. Hdt. 7, ,3; 8,
94 ; so, , Pind.
P. 1, 187 ; but also, reversely, in same
signf , uvi/p,
Hdt. 9, 84, cf Eur. Hel. 251 ; cf. -

A. IV : , Aesch. Ag.
9 ;. Soph. Aj. 850 ;-
., Id. Ant. 700 ; etc. ; but prob. never
in Att. Prose. — 2. speech, language,", Aesch. Ag. 1254.—II. one^s

(good or bad) report, reputation, fame,, Od. 6, 29 ; ill-report. Soph. Aj.
173 ; ., Aesch. Ag.
456.—HI. the saying ofan oracle. Soph.
O. T. 151 ; .. Aesch.
Ag. 1132; '. Soph. . .
310.—IV . the subject of a .laying or re-

port,' (\',-
(. e.) the common

talk of men, the themes of many a tale,

Pind. P. 3, 199: ', a
thing nnspeakable, Soph. Tr. 694 ; cf.

A. IX,., . Dor.,= ioreg.

[],() tofeed at the man-
ger, Oenom. a p. Euseb., , , a manger, crib orfeed-
ing-trough for horses, ', II. 5, 271 ;'

... ', 1\. 10,

568; . .' 11. 24, 280; so in
Pind., and Att. :—proverb., kv, ' the dog in the manger,' Luc.
Tim.' 14, etc.:— for , v.

sub V. The common Greek
form was. (No doubt from,.) Hence. f -, to keep at a ?nanser

or stall .—in pass., -, a stalled horse, Heliod., , () to hollow out

like a trough, deepen.— H. to divide into

compartments, pannel. Hence, , panntls, compari•.

meiits in a cicting, Lat. Incunuria, Po•
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lyb. 10, 27, 10, Callix. ap. Ath. 19G
C.— II. Ilif porthules of a ship, Mos-
chio ap. Ath. 208 B.-lll. ilie. holes or

sncketn of the teeth. Cf. Wyitenb.
Plut. 2, 227 C. Hence•. >/, , parmelled,

Plut. Lycurg. 13, Id. 2, 227 C., //, or, verb. avlj.,=foreg., , ', verb. adj. Irom /,
said, spoken ; that may be spoken, ut-

tered or named : usu. c. ncgat., ob -, On-speakable, un-uHerable, in-rffa-

blc, Hes. Sc. 2.30, Find. O. G, 62, 1. 7

(6), 51 ; . At. .
1713 ; cf.. — 11. metaph.,
named, famous, notable, Hes. Op. 3.

[«], ,, (*,) slain,

dead, ap. Hesych., . v..7/, ,, ./., , Att. for., , , an animal, sup-

po.scd to be the pangolin, or sraly ant-

eater, jnanis, Linn., Ael. N. A. 10, G., , . dim. from,
cf. sub., , Phauda, a fortress in

Sidene, Strab. p. 548.^ or,^=),, ace.

to Phot, an Att. word, but known to

us only from Gramm. : hence -., ,(,,) bad upon bad, bad as bad can
be, Anth. P. 11, 238:—cf.-,., f.- Att. -,{)
to hold a thing cheap, to slight, depre-

ciate. Plat. Legg. 667 A, Xen. Mem.
1, C, 5., a.,=, but -, a large fleshy kind o/ohve,
the Lat. olea regia, Theophr. : '/7, large coarse apples, Teleclid.

Amphict. 2, cf. Ath. 82 B.?,, TO,=sq., LXX.?,, 6,() a slight-

ing, depreciation.,, , a deriding, mock-
ing woman, LXX.^, , , Phayllus, a Cro-
toniat, who thrice gained the victory

in the Pythian games, Hdt. 8, 47 ;

Ar. Ach. 214.—2. a general of the

Phocians in the Sacred War, Dem.
661, II., , living badly or

meanly.,, 6,{,-) aflatterer of bad jnen, Nicet., ovv, ill-disposed.

()1),?.\ .,speaking evilly

or ill.-, ], , also , , Eur.
Hipp. 4.35, Cresphoiit. 1. 8, Thuc. 6.

21 :

—

is another form, con-
sidered more Att., and prevailing

even in Hdt., though the M.SS. vary,

V. Schweigh. ad 1, 120 : is a

more rare form :—all seem to he akin
to, Lat. paalus. PJvil, bad,

., bad fortune, Theogn. 103
(the lirst example of the word)

; ., ill report, Eur. Phocn. 94:

—

worthless, goodfor-nolhing, Eur., etc.
;

. , etc., Plat. Gorg. 486

; opp. to, Isocr. 1 A ; ., Eur. 1. . 305 ;. Plat. Phaedr. 242 C ; -
Tivor. worse than another,

Hdt. 1, 126.—2. oit\\\n^s, paltry, mean,
poor, sorry,, Eur. Antiop. 45

;

9.,, Thuc. 4, 9, 1 15,

etc.— 3. also of persons, .
the valgnr, the common sort, opp. to ol, Eur. Hipp. 989, Phoen. 496,
etc. : OL, opp. to oi-
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, Thuc. 3, 37, cf. 83 ; joined
with, Memeke Com. Fr. 2,

p. 303—4. of outward appearance,
.ihnbby, ualy, Ar. Eccl. 017, 020, 702.
—5. ni Att. often without any bad
sense, like (), opp. io,
trifling, slight, easy, ., Eur.
Sujip. 317; ,-, Ar. Lys. 14, Eq. 213

;

TO oh 7.. Plat. Rep. 308
C ; oh , 'tis

no slight matter to kill a king, Eur.
El. 700 :—freq. also in adv.',
easily, , Ar.

Nub. 778
; , to make

light of, Aesch. Pers. 520 ;

, to bear a thing tightly, with-

out much ado, Lat. leviter ferre, Eur.
I. A. 850, Ar. Av. 901

; ^-., to get easily, Ar.

Ach. 215, 'I'hesm. 711.—7. 7wt exact,

roughly estimated, to, as opp.

to , Thuc. 6, 18
; -, to estimate roughly,

not accurately, Ar. Vesp. 656
; . -, Lat. sirictim dicere, Stallb. Plat.

Rep. 449 C, etc. — Cf..
Hence?.,, , badness, vileness.

Plat. Legg. 646 B, Isocr. 71 B, Dem.
320, fin. : meanness, . 7, Xen.
Cyr. 2, 4, 5

;, lb. 5, 2, 16
;), poorness of soil. Plat,

egg. 745 D.—2. want of accomplish-

ments or skill, Eur. Pol. 8, 10 :

., my lack of judgment, my poor

judgment, Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 39, cf.

Plat. Hipp. Maj. 286 D.— 3. in good
sense, jdainness , simplicity, Xen. Hell.

4,1,30., , {, *)
working ill, a bad workman, Ar. Fr.

698., a, ov, rarer coUat. form for, hence.\, , ,=,
Dion. P. 216., , {,)
to cast rays, shine, Nicet., , or better, -.^^.,, , {.):

blister from burning : hence ariy

blister or pustule, Lat. pustula. papula,

Ar. Fr. 699 ; cf. Foe.s. Oec. Hipp.. ov,=,
Pind. O. 7, 71.,, , {,, -) light, splendour, lustre.—.^-, an appearance, ., the

form, phase of the shining moon.— III.

a signal given by lights, signal fire, bea-

con, LXX., v.., , , {) epith of

Bacchus, from the torches used in his

orgies. Lye., Ep. ao, o, son of
Phansins, i. e. Apisaon. 11. 11, 578.^/, , the Rom. fem. n.,

.•<, Hdn.iavv. ov, b, son of Faus-
tinas, Anth. P. 15, 48., ov, 0, the Rom. masc.
pr. n., Faustinas, e. g., Anth. P. 15,

48.[, ov, o, the Rom. name
Faust uliis, Slrab. p. 229., like,, to shine, but
like the col lat. forms,,, prob. only in Gramm.', , gen., a wild kind of
dove or pigeon, smaller than the-. Aesch. Fr, 194, Lye. 580.', orig. root of, intr., to

shine, be bright, appear, -. Od. 14, 502 : esp. of the
beivenly bodies, cf. II : in the

1
same intr. signf. Hom. uses the futi/, for., II. 17. 155,
and so in Att. the [larl. pf.-, manifest, plain, ivident. q. V.

(Fiom this scarce root came not only,,, with all their
derivs., but also the whole family oi,,. Lat. fama, fori,

etc. : lor the fiisl notion in all is to

make known or evident, e.g. by words).

+(6)., 6, Phaon, a beautiful
youth of Mytilene, beloved by Sappho,
Palaeph. 49; Ael. V. H. \2, 18.-2. a
Pythagorean philosopher, Ath. 101', poet, dep., used only
in pres. and .,—, to he

scared, to fea> . hence to flee,', 11. 5, 527 ;, for fear of one, 11,. 121 : also c.

ace, to fear or^fe any one, shun him,
5,232.( is the root ,, etc., as of,,

of, etc.), a, , shinivg, dub., ov, 6,=7.-., , {, ?)
to emit light, shine, Manetho.,,, light, splendour, lus-

tre, first in H. Hom. Cer. 279, and in

Pind. :
— esp., day-light, sun-light,

though (ace. to Hesych., etc.) is

properly day-light, and, moon-
light ; but it is never so used in Trag.,
who usu. speak of . ?,,
etc.. v. esp. Soph. Aj. 673; Xen.'
however does use it so, Symp. I, 9,

Cyn. 5, 4 ; and so, ,
opp. to. , Plat. Rep. 508
C

;
(and the modern Greeks use^cy-, of the moon or mhimshinr, Co-

ray Heliod. 2, p. 290)-.—-. i. e. in the tenih year,
Aesch. Ag. 504 : also, ., Aesch.
Eum. 1022

; ., Eur. Hec.
308, 1035. — II. metaph.. lishi, joy,

health, wealth, etc., Pind. P. 8, 138,

Ar. Plut. 040, etc., cf. Valck. Ilipj).

1 122 :— and, of persons, a tight to oth-
ers, Pind. N. 3, 113; 4, 21 ; cf.

II. ( and prob. come
from the same root.)

}'),-, to make bright:—
pass., to shine, gleam,. Ar. Ran.
344. — II. intr. to shine, Ap. Rh, 4,

1714. (From comes-, by the same connexion as
from,.), , light, shining, bright,

luminous.

+f, (if, //, (and in Od. 15, 397,
ai ), Phia, a city of Elis on the
river lardanus, 11. 7, 1,35 ; Thuc. 2,

25 ; cf. Strab. p. 350: also a point of
land with a small island and harbour
of Pisatis, Strab. p. 342; in Polyb.
4, 9, 9.', and ?.,
, to be liparing.. ov, strictly, sparing of
barley : generally, thrifty.ia,, , Phidas, a leader
of the Boeotians before Troy, II. 13,

691., , , stingiyiess, thrift,

Liban., Ion. for, cf.

Valck. Hdt. 8, 10.ir/, , , Phidiades, a sec-

retary in Athens; an oration of Di-

narchus against him is cited by Dion.
H. Din. 10.^, , 6, Phidias, the cele-

brated Athenian statuary, Plat. Hipp.
Maj. 290 ; Ar. Pac. 605—Others in

Plut. Epicur. 15 ; etc., , , jPhidippides



an Athenian courier, Hdt. 6, 105 ; in

Luc. called —2. a comic
pr. n. ill Ar. Nub. (from,-
TTOf), V. sq.",, ov, a. cajoling dim.
from loreg., my dear Phidippides, Ar.

Nub. 80.\7, ov, 0, Phxdippiis, son
of Thossalus, leader of the Greeks
from the Sporades, II. 2, 678 ; Strab.

p. 444., ,=.. ov, , member of the-, Ath. 140 .-, ov, , nsu. in plur.-,, .spare thrifty meals (frotn-),—being the public tables at

Sparta {), at which all citi-

zens ate together the same frugal
meal, v. Dicaearch. ap. Ath. 141 A,

sq —Midler, Dor. 4, 3, 3, plausibly

suggests that this word may be a

mere comic distortion of the proper
name/, i. e. lovefeants ; which
is also borne out by the form,
as we find it written in Arist. Rhet.

3, 10. 7, Pol. 2, 9,30.—At Crete they

were colled. v. 11.

—2. also the commna hall in which the

public fable was kept.^, , , Phidolaus, masc.
pr. n., Pint.\, o,= foreg., Anth. P. 6,

135.

: fut., later

also, Ep.,
11. : Ep. rediipl. aor. 2,
hence the Homeric inf,
opt. /'. .(), besides

which however he uses the aor. 1, Jl. 24, 2:i6 :—dep. mid.

To xpare, Lat. parrcre, c. gen., II. 5.

202, Od. 9, 277 ; 22, 54, etc. ; so in

Hdt., and Att. ; /z?)?], Soph.
Phil. 749, etc. ;—also o'l things,-
oto . ,
Hdt. 8, 08, l.cf. ; so. -, Pind. 1.

(5), 50:—esp., of properly, provisions,

etc., to spare, use spariiif^li/ or ihrftilt/,

II. 24, 23G ;, Hes.' Op. 602, cf.

367; , Andoc. 21, 10; ab-

sol., to be thrifty. Lys. 163, 8; yttjp-, Dem. 753,

21.— 11. to draw back ux Jrom, turn aiimy

from, Lat. ahstinere, 7^), Pind.

N. 9, 40 ; , -
»eiv, Xen. Cyr. 5,5, 18, Hell. 7,.,1,24;, i. e. do your best,

Theocr. 22, 67 :—also c. inf , to spire

or cea.se^ to do, Eur. Or. 393, ubi v.

Pors. (387), Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 35; al.so,

. . Plat. Rep. 574 :

—

part,, , ,^=7,
Anth. P. 5, 216,209, etc. ; adv.-,
. . Hence, , , sparing, thrifty ; also, Call. Fr. 46»., ov, , Phidnstratns,

a grammarian in Athens, Plat. Hipp.
Maj. 286.', comic dim. from foreg.,

like for and the like,

E. M., oof,contr.,,{) :

—a sparing, ', . 7, 409 : of

things, esp., of property, etc., thrift,,' . Od. 14, 92; cf 16,

315, Hes. iDp. 367;. Eur. Hipp.. 9 :—c. inf, ', Eur. 16, cf. Thuc. 7,

81.\7., a, b, Phldolas, a Cor-
inlluan, Paus. 6, 13, 9..7., , ,=, II. 22, 244,
Solon 5, 46.

,, , 7,= foreg., Ar. Nub.

8̂35, Eccl. 750, Plat. Rep. 572 C, Plat.

(Com.) ap. A. B. p. 115.', , , (the fem.- in

Lys. 92, 23 is prob. corrupt),{) :

—sparing, thrifty, niggard, Ar. Nub.
420, Plut. 237," Plat., etc. : .,
asparingtongue, i. e. sparing of words,
Hes. Op. 718 :— c. gen., . (.>.
Plat. Rep. 548 B. Adv. -, lb. 559
D.,, o,=foreg.

—

. anoil•
can iiith a narrow neck, that lets only a
little run out.\,, . Phldon, king of
the Thespr. tians, Od. 14, 316.—2. a
king of Argos, descendant of Hercu-
les, Hdt. 6, 127 ; cf. Strab. p. 358.—
3. an .Athenian, lather ol Strepsiades,
Ar. Nub. 134.—4. one of the thirty

tyrants, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 2.—Others
in Arist. ; etc., ov, , comic prop. n. in

Ar. Nub. 65, (from,-) : fformed as a patronym. from
foreg. 3.

jvto, ov. of or derived from
Phidon (2), Strab. p. 358./, ,=., verb. adj. from,
one must spare. Isocr. 299 C., , , salt of tartar, the Lat.

faecidae,faex vini nsta., /., , v. and ?.-
./, 6, a kind of stone

of which statues were made, lapis pe-
late.i in Cato ; v. sub 11.,, ,{'. II) :

—

sto?iy

ground : hence as natne of a rocky dis-

trict of Attica, tPhelleust, Ar. Ach.
273, Nub. 71 :—in Jsae. 73, 39, Bekk.
gives (Ji/Zfuasneut. p\.,storn/ grounds./.,() to float like cork.'/,, ,=/. Lob.
Phryn. 167.

i?J.a, ov, 0, the Phellias, a
river of Laconia, Pans. 3. 20, 3.\7. , , Phillin, a small
town of Achaia, Paus 7, 26. 10.., ov, , (/.) light as
cork- hence as name of a kind of
water-fowl. Opp. Ix. 3, 23. [i]', , ov, {7.7) made of
cork, Luc. V. Hist. 2, 4.7, ,=7, nsu. in

plur., Xen. Cyn. 5, 18.

/-, , , {77. II) .,
stony land or soil.,. , |7;,= foreg.

77\., , , an Arcadian
evergeen tree, more hardy than the, Theophr. H. PI. 3, 16, 3

:

Dor../, , , -, , (-
7.,) cork-footed, Luc. V. Hist.

2, 4 : to/ ., a fabulous race, Luc.
1. c. V.., ov, , the cork-tree, Lat.
quercus suher, Theophr.—2. its bark,
cork, esp. the cork on a net, Lat. cortex,

Pmd. P. 2, 146, Aesch. Cho. 506,
Plat., etc. (Perh. akin to ^,
etc.)— II. Macedon. for 7. a stone,

prub. of a very porous kind, like the
pumice or tvfa, whence called 7.-/ by Harpocr. ; ace. to

Hesych. called from the Attic district

7.7.', though the reverse seems
more prob., cf Ruhnk. Tim. : also

written/. 7.,7.7, and with-
out aspirate ., 7.7.. (Hence,7, 7.7., 7.,7., /.7.,7, rocky, barren ground; also,7, without stones ; and-
).̂ . ovr, , Cork-island, a fab-
ulous island, abode of the-, in Luc. V. Hist. 2, 4.

X

. ,{.,) cork
tike.

i7.7ov,, , the Phellm. a
river of Triphylian Elis, Strab. p. 343.7., ov, ,=• susp., ov, , dim. from-, susp. in N. T., , V. II.,, ,=,3
if from. Phot.

tfl•f,= erff, Call. Del. 71., , , like ', false
hair, a tvig, Eust.. etc. (it is doubt-
ful whether belongs to the
root, and so signifies strictly a
deception, fraud, or whether
was the orig. form). [If from,
a : il from, .], , ,=, dub.. t. -, to play the,
cheat, lie, Soph. Fr. 792, Ar. Ach. 90.—2. trans., to cheat, trick,, Ar.
Pac. 1087, Plat. 271, Dem. 20. 5 :—
hence, in pass., to be cheated, Ar. Av.
921, Dem. 73, 1., , , {) deceitful.,, , deceit, trick., ov, 6,() cheat-

ery, qnnckeri/, imposition, usu.in plur.,

Ar. Kq. 633, Dem. 59, 18, etc.. ov, 6,=., , ,—.
Adv. -., . 6, , {,) lying prophet, Nicet.'• UKor, , a cheat, ipiack,

impostor, Ar. Eq.'G34, Ran. 909; in
Ar. Ach. 89, perh. with a play on-

(the bird).

ivo, ov. and, ov. and
, Phcnei/s,?i city of Arcadia on a lake
of same name, 11. 2, G05 ; Hdt. 6. 74 :

hence i'em. adj., , esp.
the territory of Phevevs, Alciphr.
*'12, tnslay, obsol. root,whence

comes and some compds. like..,.
To this root also belongs the aor., (being shorld. from
the redupL form, like-,.,.).

;

infin., 11. 6, 180: its parr.

written parox. as if it came
from a pres. .'^', li. 16. 827 (ubi v.

Spitzn.), cf 17, 539: and this pres.

was actually adopted by Opp. H. 2,

133. To this also must be referred

the pf pass,. of which Horn,
has 3 sing and ])1.,-, and inf. and the fat.

pass,,, II. 13,

829, Od. 22, 217.—(No doubt akin to'.)
'\, , at, Ph/rne, a city ot

Thessaly, rerideiice of king Adme-
tus, with the port Pagasae, II. 2, 611

;

Strab. p. 436.—2.=2 (2)., a, ov, of or relating to

Pherae, Phernean, 01, Thuc.
2, 22 :

—

, appell. of Diana
honoured in Pherae, Call. Diari. 259./. , {,) flower•
bringing, lap, Me\. WO, 2.,, , , {,)
shield-bearing, . Horn. 7, 2, Aesch.
Ag. 093./. ,{.) bringing

light, shining, Anth.

fpava, a, . Pheraulas, a Per-
sian, Xen. Cyr. 2, 3. 7., , dub. 1. for, q. v.', to feed, nourish,. il.

Horn. 30, 2, Pind. O. 2, 134, and Eur.

;

also of shepherds, ., Eur. ipp.

,

75 : like, to preserve, Hr-s. Op.
375 : rare in prose, cf Plat. (Jriti.

115 A.— 11. pass., with intr. plqpf., to be fed, to feed upon a
•^ 1597 \



wing, , .. 30, 4 ; ' ':', shall make food for those

by whom / fed viysdf, Soph. Phil.

037 :—hence, to eat, consume, c. ace,
like I<at. depasci, ipvxv ~o3, Hipp., of. Foes. Occ. : me-
taph., to feed on, ,
Eur. Med. 827 : absol., to line, be, Ap.

Kh. 1, 6.— III. mid., c. ace, like, to fiij^y, have,. Find. P.

5, 117; , 0pp. . 2,

613. (Hence : from same root

comes the Lat. herlm)., V. IX.', , poet, for.
H'tpyioia, , //, Phereboea, iein.

pr. n., Plut. Thes. 21) ; etc., , gen.,(,•) bearing bunches of grapes. Norm.*>, , (, tyyvti)—
givinjr surety or bail, or able to do so :

—
hence, generally, to be depended upon,

sure, saff.. Me, capable, sufficient, c.

inf. '/ rra-, Hdt. 5, 30;/ .-. Id. 7. 49, 1 ; cf Aesch.

Thcb. 300, Eum. 87 :—also c. gen.,

able to answer sjijfieienlly for a thing,

Soph. Kl. 942; and so, . ,
Thuc. 8. 68 : absol., trrtsti/,,
Aesch. Theb. 449, cf. 797 :—cf e^;)'-.}', , (, \'?.)
bringing or giving milk, Orpll. Lith.

216.^, ov, bringing or giving

a meal OT feast. Hence]-, ov, , Phrredipmis,

inasc. pr. n. m Ar. Vesp. 401.^, ov, (, }') bear-

ing the yoke, yoked,', Ibyc. 2., oi>, {,) bringing

life, Nonn., ov, (, ') in-

urcd to tiiil or hardship, Polyb. 3,71, 10., ov, (,)
yielding fruit, Plut. 2, 495 C, Anlh.

P. 9, 778.\, , b, Pherecles, an

Athenian, Andoc. 8, 18.—Others in

Plut. Lys. 25; etc._, , , Phereclus, con-

structor of the ship, in which Paris

carried off Helen, 11. 6, 59 : cf. Plut.

Thes. 17.

ipp~, , , Pherecrales,

an Athenian poet of the old comedy.
Plat. Prot. 327 : cf. Meineke 1, p. 66

sqq-, , , Pherecydes,, son of Batys a philosopher

from Syros, teacher of Pythagoras,

Ael. V. H. 4, 28.-2. a historian, of

Athens, before Herodotus, Plut.

Thes. 20., Ep. inf pres. from,
for, Horn., , , l)oet. for-, (, ?-) spear-bearer,

Mimnerm. 11,4.

ipv-, ov Ion. , , Phe-
remlaies. a commander of the Per-

sians, Hdt. 7, 07., ov, (,) carry-

ing fiff victory, victorious :
— -, name

of racehorse of king Hiero, Pin<l.

(The fern. pr. n. '] is merely

Macedon. for, cf B, . VI)., ov. h.Pkerenicus, masc.

pr. n., Ath. 78 ; etc.](), ov, TO, Ferentinum, in

Latium, Strab. p. 226., ,(,) bearing

or carrying one's house with one, of the

Scylliians in Hdt. 4, 46: hence as

subst., the house-carrier, i. e. snail, Hes.

Op. 5fi9, Cicero's domiporta; also a
1598

tortoise, Interpp. Hesych. 2, p. 1500.

Cf.— II. bringing a dowry.,, . /, (,)
bearing or preserving the city,,
Pind. Fr. 14: only poet., , , patience in toil or

hardship, App. Prooem. : from, ov,(,) bring-

ing toil and trouble, being the cause

thereof,, Pind. P. 2. 56., ov, (, )

bearing ii'ings, winged, Ma.xim. :— so, ov, 0pp. H. 2, 482

;

and,, , ., , 6, ;;, poet, for ^-,. . 1, 197., , (,) bearing

life or food, life giving, food-giving,, ll. Hom". p. 341," Hes. Th.
093 ; . . Hom. Cer.
450 ;, Aesch. Fr. 290 :—also,

. "?, Emped. ; //?, etc., Ion. and }. for,
impf from, Od., , gen. , like -, (,) shield-bearing,

a shield-bearer, i. 6. heavy-armed, Hes.
8c. 13., ov, , Pheresseues, a
Persian leader, Aesch. Pers. 312., ov, poet, for-, vVelcker Syll. 135, 5., ov, yielding bunches

of urapes, Mel. 110. [rt], v. gen. , (,) bearing ears of corn, Nonn., a, ov. said to be poet,

for, cf., , , Pherelime, wife
of Battus 111. of Cyrene, Hdt. 4, 162., to carry on a.
Pint. Marcell. 8, in pass., ov, , Lat. feretrius,

cpith. of Jupiter, Dion. H. 2, 34, etc., , , () a bier, lit-

ter, Lat. feretrum, Polyb. 8, 31, 4 ;—
contr., II. 18, 230., Aeol. for.^, ], 6, Pheres, son of
Cretheus and Tyro, founder of Thes-
salian Pherae, Od. 11. 259; Apollod.

1,9, 14.—2. son of Jason and Medea,
Id. 1, 9, 28.^(, ov Ep. ao, 6, son or
descendant of Pheres, m II. 2, 703 also/;—in Eur. I. A. 217 Eumclus
as grand.ton of Pheres.^, , , Pherias, an Aegine-
tan. Paus. 0, 14, 1., , ov, like,
stoutest, bravest, best, ,
II. 9, 110: but, mostly in addresses,, 11. 6, 12.3 ; 15, 247, etc. ; -/ , Aesch. Theb.
39 ; . Soph. . .
1149; . Plat. Phaedr. 238
D :—cf.., , , ():— that

which is borne, a load, burden .• esp. the

fruit of the womb, Acsch. Ag. 118 ; of

the earth. Id. Supp. 690., ?}, ,{) :

—

that which is

brought by the wife, a dowry, portion,

Lat. dos, Hdt. 1, 93, and fre(|. in Eur.,

usu. in plur., as Or. 1602, Meil. 950;
., handmaids given as a
dowry, Aesch. Supp. 979; .-, what the war brings in, booty in

war, Eur. Icm 298. Hence, f - Att. -, to portion,

endow, LXX., or, ov, , ()
fish-basket , Menand. p. 220, Alciphr•

;

cf., ov, bringing a portion,

dowered.,=, dub., ov, an animal like the

£2
squirrel (to judge from the description
in Phot.), different from Hesiod's -. Cratin. Cleob. 7., ov,(,) bring-
ing happiness, Orph. H. 03, 12., ov, bearing arms.^, , , Pherusa, daughter
of Nereus and Dons, II. 18, 48., Att.,
or-, ov,, a temple or sanctuary
of Proserpina, Dem. 1259, 5, cf Lob.
Phryn. 309., Att. -, and-, 7/,=, -, -, So|)h. Ant. 894 :—on the dif-

ferent signfs. of this prob. foreign
word.v. Heiiid. Plat. Cratyl. 404 C.,, poet, for., rare collat. form of., , , stoutest, bravest,

best, Hom. ; c. dat. modi,) , Od. 12, 246;
(5' '' ,

II. 7, 289; , Pmd. .
10,24: ,
Id. . 7, 49:—also,, Id. Fr.
92.— II. compar.,, a, ov,
stouter, braver, better ; also, higher in

rank, mightier, more powerful, Hom.
;

c. dat., U. 3, 431, Od. 6, 0; also c.

inf ,0d. 5, 170; . yovof, Pind.
I. 8 (7), 70, cf Aesch. Pr. 708: 7., 'tis much better,

Hom.; c. inf, Od. 12, 109:— t/f
. 7., Eur. Hel. 310.'\, , , Phertatus, an
Athenian, Dem. 887, 2.•, Vi , poet. verb. adj. from, endurable, Eur. Hec. 159., contr. for, II.

18, 236.', a root only used in pres.
and impf, act. and pass. ; though
Hom. has also several irreg. forms,
imperat. , II. 9, 171 ; 3 sing., as if from, 0(1. 19. Ill;
Ion. iinpf,, Od. 9,

429; 10. 108. From the pres. also
comes the rare poet. verb. adj.-, and the fretj. collat. form.
—The fut., mid., is sup-
plied by the root *2, only in mid.
form in ffom : he also has an Kp.
imperat., of a form between aor.

1 and 2, Od. 22, 100, 481 ; and this is

also assumed by the inf fut.,
Od. 3, 429,. II. 3, 120,,
Pind. P. 4, 181 :—from the same root
come thp fiit. pass, and
verb. adjs.-,/-, post-Horn.:
—also, but very rarely, we fintl an
inf aor., with the verb. adj., Hdt. 1, 157; 6, 00; and pf
pass, in Luc. Parasit. 2.

—

Lastly, from the root *"F,rKS'2 or

'^'ENETKSi come aor. 1,
chiefly used in the indie, and imperat.
inrie.fions, and aor. 2, chiefly
used in inf atid part.: — but Hom.
uses only the Ion. aor. ),. or
(without augm.), subj.,
inf fiopt. 3 occurs
in Theoer. 1, 131)t, and of aor. 2 the
Ep. inf, II. 19, ]9I. 3 sing.

0|)t., II. 18, 147: the Ion. aor.

pass.? is post-Hom., Hes.
Sc. 440 ; 3 pi. aor. mid./, \\.

9, 127: from the same root are the
post-Hom. tenses, pf act.,
fut. pass., pf pass, -

and aor. pass,!/ :— we
And even a [ires,. (q. v.),

in which alone the root is

preserved.

Kadic. signf TO BE.\R (which
indeed is the same word with ,'-, Lat. FERO, Sanscr. BHRJ,



Pcrs. BER, etc. ; cf. Germ, hahren,

fahren).

A. Act. :— I. to bear or carry a load,

ev ,
II. , 508, ct.'S, 484, Od. 4, 022, etc.

;

-, -', Sopli. Ant. 429,

Tr. 5G4:— bear (as a device), on
one's shield, Aesch. Theb. 559, etc.

;

— ., i. e. to

have hands clean iroin blood, Eur.

Hipp. 316, ct, Fhoen. 1529.— II. to

bear, with collat. notion of inotiov.,

very freq. in Horn, of any thing that

makes one move, , II. C,

514; , 24, 341,

etc. ; so horses are said ,
II. 5, 232, etc. ; and men, or, to

oring- one's strength to hear right upon

or against him, 11. 5, 506 ; 10, 602 :

—

hence oft. in pass., v. infra :—later,

also, metaph., lo lead, guide, Plut., cf.

infra X.

—

ill. to bear, endure, suffer

pain, misfortune, hardship, etc., -, Od. 18, 135; cf. Hes. Op. 213;

-, Hdt. 1, 32 : also, to be able to

bear certain foods, etc., Xen. Cyr. 8,

2, 21.—2. esp. freq. with an adv.,-,,, -
TC, like Lat. aegre, graviter ferre,

to bear a thing impatiently, take it ill

or amiss, Hdt. 3, 155; 5, 19; also,, Xen.
Hell. 7, 1, 44; — expressed in one
word by ; opp. to these

are,,,,
{), , Lat. tev-

iter ferre, to bear a thing cheerfully or

patiently, take it easily, quietly, etc.,

Hdt. 1, 35 ; 9, 18, 40 :—these phrases

are most freq. in Att., usu. c. ace. rei,

but also , taking in

intrans. signf., e. g. or -~ ,
Xen. Hell. 7, 4. 21 ; 3, 4, 9 ; cf. Dem.
1339, 20 ; c. dat. only,, Xen. An. 1, 3, 3, cf.

Hell. 5, 1, 29 ; and later , Bast

Ep. Cr. 105.

—

IV. to bring, present,

give,, Od. 8, 428, etc. :—mid., to

carry or bring with one, produce orfur-

nt's/i for one's own. use, Hdt. 4, 67 ; 7,

50.—2. Tivi, to grant any
one a favour, do him a kindness, 11.

5, 211, Od. 5, 307 : in like signf.. i/pa

and], U. 1, 572, Od. 3,

104, etc. : alter Hom., rivl -, was used like Lat. gratiam re-

ferre, lo show gratitude to him, Pind.

O. 10, 21.-—3. to produce, occasion,

cause, work, , Od. 1, 283 ; 3,

204 : or, uAyea, etc., to

work one woe, II. 8, 541, Od. 12, 231,

427, etc. ; - , to bring

war upon one, Od. 6, 203 ; so,

. , II. 3, 132; 8, 516; and so in

Att., who use it only in such phrases
as ru viKrjv, the vic-

tims portend victory (as if this neces-

sarily brought it) ; also, -, as justice brought with it,

brought about, i. e. as was just, no
more than just, Hdt. 5. 58.—4.

or ?,7/' , lo bring one
a speech, report a message, II. 10,

288; 15, 175, 202, Od. 1, 408;-
.. Soph. Aj. 781 : — in Att.

even stands by itself for ?.-, to tell, announce, Aesch. Pers. 248,

Lob. Aj. 798. — 5. to bring in, pay
money, etc.,, II. 1, 13, etc.

;

esp. to pay something due, discharge a

debt, etc.,, Thuc. 1, 19 ; <p., to yield yearly

rent, Isae. 54, 27 ; ., Lys. Fr. 2, 2, cf
Lycurg. 150, 42 ; so, , to

pay a tax or tribute, Plat. Polit. 298

2
A ;, Xen. An. 5, 7, 10 ;

., to pay a fine (but cf. V. 3).— 6. to

bear, bring forth, produce, whether of

the earth or of trees, etc., Od. 4, 229 ;

9, 110. Hes. Op. 117, 565; y?]-, Hdt. 6, 139 ; cf. Pind. N.

11, 52, Eur., etc. :—of SLniinals,

Koi'pov , II. 6, 59 ;—ab-

sol., to bear, bear fruit, be fruitful, yij, Hdt. 5, 82 ; at'-, Xen. Oec. 20, 4 :—metaph., to

bring in, yield, produce,, the contest that carries or de-

cides everything, Hdt. 8, 100 ; ,
the ships give us our main strength

in the war, Hdt. 8, 62 ; cf Soph. Phil.

109.—-7. , to give one's

vote, Lat. ferre siiffragium, isae. 85,

31 : hence alone, to elect, ap-

point or nominate to an office, Dem.
990, 20, sq.—V. to bear, carry off or

away, freq. in Hom., , II. 14,

429 ; 17, 718, etc. : proverb., -', may the

winds sweep away the word, Od. 8,

409, cf. 19, 565:—esp.,— 2. to carry

away as booty or plunder, 11. 2, 302,

Od. 12, 99 : esp. in the phrase, v. sub I: also, simply,

"^, to rob one, Thuc. 1, 7.

—

3. to carry off, gain, 11. 1, 301 : esp., to

gain by toil or trouble, to win, achiere,-/ ya, II. 18, 308
;,, II. 6, 480 ; 17, 70 ;, . Plat.

Rep. 468 C, Legg. 657 :—to filch,

II. 18, 191, Od 2, 329 :—also, to receive

one\s due, .. Soph. . . 764
;, like, to

receive pay, Thuc. 3, 17, Xen. Oec. 1,

6, cf Meineke Menand. p. 126:—so

in mid., where the notion of doing it

for o>ie's self is strengthd., Od. 10,

124; so,, , 11.

13, 486; 22, 217; -, this

they received as a small help to-

wards the war, Hdt. 4, 129 :, to carry off, win a prize, 11.

9, 127 ; 23, 413 ;

(sc. ), II. 23, 5.33, 663, etc.:

hence metaph., , til-, to win and hold the rtrst,

the second rank, Hdt. 8, 104, cf
Valck. Hdt. 9, 78 ; or, to get more or a larger

share/or one's self, gain the advantage
over any one,, Hdt. 7, 21 1 ; also,

to be more esteemed, Plut. :—the mid.

Iherelbre is used generally
of everything ('/!(- one gets for one's

self for one's own use and profit, which
one takes and carries away, esp., to

one's own. home. e. g. II. 4, 97, Od. 2,

410, Hes. Fr. 39, 8:

—

hence,
or is freq. added to the inf

aor., as .,-, etc., II. 11,798; 23,513,
Od. 1, 317 :— take home what one
has received from another, -, Hdt. 5, 47.—4. esp., to receive tid-

ings, hear, learn, like Lat. uccipere (sc.

nuntiwm), Valck. Phoen. 1450.—VI.

absol., of roads, ways, etc., to lead to

a place, , like Lat. via

fert or ducit, USU. or ,
Hdt. 2. 122, 138 ; 7, 31 ; ol-", Aesch. Fr. 222

;

7/ / , Thuc. 3,

24 ; ,
the door leading to the garden, Dem.
1155, 13, etc.—2. then of a district,

tract of country, etc., to stretch, ex-

lend to or towards, , or, Hdt. 4, 99
;, Id. 7, 201 ; like

Lat. vergere or spectare.—3. to lead or

tend to an end or object,, Hdt. 1, 10; ' -. Id. 4, 90; vyiai•, that which leads to
health, Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 31 ; txvtj, the traces of
suspicion lead to a certain person, An-
tipho 119, 7:

—

to contribute to or work
with, Markl. Supp. 295, Br. Sopli.

0. T. 517.—4. to aim at a thing, hint

or point at, refer lo it, or ,
oft. in Plat. : esp. of oracles, oinens,
etc. ; so,

; Hdt. 1 120 (who in like man-
ner uses or ) ;, Hdt.
9, 33, cf. 6, 19, so, , Thuc. 1,

79, cf Plat. Charm. 103 D
; -, .., the people's

opinion inclines to this, that.., Hdt. 4,
11 ; i/ ,
their opinion inclined to givmg battle,

Id. 5, 118; 0, 110: also c. dat. peis.,. , c. inf., his
opinion inclined rather to.., Hdt. 8,

100, cf 3, 77 : similar is the Lat. fert
animus, c. inf, as m Ovid. Met. 1, 1.—5. in Hdt. 3, 134, is used much
like, it tends (to one's inte-

rest), IS expedient, '-.— VII. to carry or
have in the mouth, i. e. to speak much
of,. , Aeschin. 85,
33 : more freq. in pass., ,, to be well or ill spoken of,

Xen. Hell. 1, 5, 17; 2, 1, 6.-2. to be

carried about, be in circulation, absol., like Lat. fertur, (the report)
is carried about, i. e. it is said, thei/ say,
c. acc. et inf,, Hdt. 8, 104 ; hence,=^, Wylt.. Cr. . 238.— V1I1. the impernt.

in Hom. keeps its orig. signf.,

bear, carry, bring: but, like , it

soon came to be used as an adv., come,
now, well. esp. before the 1 pers. sing,
or plut. of the subjunctive used im-
peratively, , -, Hdt. 1, 11, 97, and Ireq. in Alt. ;

V. Elinsl. Heracl. 559, Med. 1242:
more rarely before 2 pers., as in Hdt.
4, 127, Soph. Phil. 300: strengthd., Hdt. 2, 14, Ar. Pac. 361, 959,
and freq. in Plat.—2. , for
look, only see now, usually mtioduces
an example alleged by way of refuta-
tion : later authors used alone
in the same way, and indeed it occurs
as early as Ar. Ach. 541.-3. ,.., come, let us see if we
can find.., quia experiamur, Stallb.
Plat. Crat. 430 .—4. , c. inf-,

supposing, admitting tl'.at so and so is

the case, like Lat. fac, finge, pone.—
IX. part. neut. , as subst.,

that which leads, guides, hence fate, as
Lat. /ors fortima come from fero,
Wunderl. Obss. Cr. p. 55 : but also

v=^hat. sors, Keisig Enarr.
Soph. O. C. 1680.-X. the part, -

in all genders is freq. joined with
another verb, so as to seem superflu-
ous : but it serves to define the prin-
cipal verb more closely ; and here
two cases are to be distinguished ;

—

1. the part. a<lds a bye action to the
main action, which we usually ren-
der by two verbs, freq. in Horn., e. g., he brought and gave, Od.
22, 146; ,
take this and give it him, 17, 3-15;, he brought the
spear and placed it, 1, 127 ; -, and so on ; but if the
acc. belongs to the part, we usu. ex-
press it by the prep, with, like

(cf. A. I. 3), 7/?>. .•
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, they came with their arms

:

but

—

'. also denotes, esp. with
verbs ol inotion, a degree ot speed or

haste 111 the action of the ()rincipal

verb, ct. infra B. 1. fin.

B. Pass., lo be bunie or carried from
a place, esp. involuntarily, hence in

Hoin. esp. to he home, cnrrird along by

waves or w'mus., -, etc. :

—

to he earned awai/, to

be hurried, swept away, to fall, rush,

roll, fly along, like L'dt. Jerri, always

witii collat. notion ol great speed,

<y )) ', of Vulcan

falling from Olympus, II. I, 592;), he sent him flying. 11. 21,

12U; , to rush right

upon, II. 20, J 72, cf. II. 15, 743 :, 1 let go

my haniis and feet, let them .tivitig

free (m the leap), Od. 12, 442, cf. 19,

408 ; so. --/, Udt. 8, 91, cf. 9, C2 ;<, I'lat. Fhaedr. 254 A ;-. Id. Rep. 490 D, etc.

:

—more rarely in part. act. used in-

trans., '; vr/t ^,
she liore down upon a friendly ship

and struck, it, Hdt. 6, 87 : this part,

act. is more freq. later, as,
hurriedly, in haste, Aeschin. 25, 4

;

readdy. Id. 6G, 26, cf. Wess. Diod.

20, 16.—2. also of all bodies moved
by their own impulse or power, to

hasten, run, ride, fly, hnver, swim, sail,

etc., ^' , Piat. Crat.

411 C; , to run

against one, full upon him, come to

blows with him, Xen. Cyn. 10, 21 :. fall

back into one's own nature, Aeschin.

66, 21 :— of a word let fall, -, it comes With great weight..,

Pind. P. 1, 170. (Hence .)—
3. metaph. , , of

things, schemes, etc., to turn out,

prosper well or ill, succeed or fail,, Xen. Hell.

3, 4, 25, as Plant, at se nvnc res fortu-

navque tiostrae fcrunt ;
—

7/, Xen. Oec. 5, 17; of a person,, being

generally successful.., 'rhuc. 5, 16;, > -, to neglect a thing and let it

take its coarse, Dein. 106, 12: rarely

of persons, as in collat. form,
Kaf .firing

in accordance wuh their father's

curses, Aesch. Theb. 819 :— of. supra

A. VIII.

C. for the chief usage of the mid.

V. supra A. V. 2.^, , Pheron, son of Seso-

stris, a king of Aegypt, Hdt. 2, 111,

V. B;.hr ad 1.'(, , , Feronia, a city of

Etruria, filrab. p. 220., as pass., to bear a

name from ;—and, , , the name received

from an event or action, Lat. agnomen,

0pp. H. 1, 5i43: from, ov, (, )

named Jmm. a thing, : well-

named, like, NiC. 'I'h. 066,

Nonn., etc. Adv. -. Arist. Mund.
6, 20, Heraclid. Alleg. 22., , also and', the Lat. Fetiales, Schaf
Plut. Marcell. 5.~, exclamation of grief or an-

ger, ah ! alas ! voe ! like Lat. heu,

ha. ah, vah, vae, our/i/e .' o(t. in Trag.:

—also c. gen., (5•, woe

for Hellas! Plut. Artax. 22.—II. of

astonishment or admiration, ah ! oh !

like Lat. phy or papae, Schol. Ar. Av.
1600

162 : also c. gen., ,
oh what a man! Xen. Cyr 3, 1, 39

(where however there is also a sense

of grief) : but,) , oh to get

but speech of such a man ! Soph.
Phil. 234 ; cf. I'lat. Phaedr. 203 D,

etc. (Hence, : cf. -)
and, Ep. for, inf. pres. act. Irom,

Hoin., Ep. for, 3 sing.

impf. from, Horn., ov,{,) shmi-

iiing water, like.'2 (v. sub fin.) : f.-. Dor.. also in Att., as

Eur. Hel. 1041, Ar. Ach. 203, Plut.

447, 496 (very late authors have also

a fut. 2) : aor.) : pf -, pf. pass. c. act. signf-
; Ion. impf., Hdt. 4,

43: verb. adj... and
in II..—Hoin. uses pres, impf.,

fut., aor., pf opt. (II. 21,

609), pf part. (Od. 1, 12), pf pass,

only in part, :—further,

he has the Ep. part,. as if

from, 11. 21, 6, 528, 532 ; 22, 1
;

cf..
I. absol., toflee, takeflight, run away,

opp. to, Hom., etc. ; -, II. 2. 665 ; //-( ; 8, 94, etc. ; . . Soph.
Ant. 437, cf Hdt. 1, 05: — c. ace.

cognato, 'Auiijj7jpov, ran

the course full swiftly, Piiid. P. 9,

215; /, Eur. Hel. 1011
;

also, . (sc.),
to flee (the way) toward the sea, Hdt.
4, 12. — 2. oft. however ex-

presses only the purpose or endeavour

to flee, when the coinpds.,., are oft. added to

denote theflight itselfas accom|)lished,

as, 7, '], it is belter that one
should run off and escape than stay

and be caught, II. 14, 81 ; so,

., Hdt. 5, 95, Ar. Ach. 177; .; Hdt. 4, 23 ; . ., Ar.

Nub. 167; cf. Pors. Plioen. 1231.—3.

I . , to flee before any one, II.

21. 23, 554 ; cf. infra ill.—4. . ...,
to liaee recourse to..., take refuge in...,

Eur. Hipp. 1076. — 5. c. inf., to shun
or be shu of doiiig, shrink from doing.

Hill. 4, 70," Plat. Apol. 20 A:— absoi.,

in same signf. to fear, flmrh. Soph.
Ant. 580: — the inf oft. has a seem-
ingly pleonast. //;) put with it, like

all verbs containing or implying a

negation, as in Soph. Ant. 203, cf
Heind. Plat. Farm. 147 A. Sojjh.

235 B.— II. c. ace. to flee. i. e. to flee

from, shuji, ai'oid, '.
Horn. ; so, . . Hdt. 7,

104 ; also . , as .,-,,. II. 6, 488 ; 22,

219, Od. 9, 455, etc ;
',-'/.. Oil. 1, 11 ; so, .,, Pintl. . 6, 152. . 9, 103

;, Aesch. Pr. 907;.-, i^a?-fj,. Soph.

Ant. 412; )?/ /. Plat.

Symp. 195 ; etc.: — also c. ace.

pers. et rei, in the phrase-; II. 4,

350, Od. 1, 64, etc. : — metaph. of all

rapid movement, ..
the reins escaped from his hands. II.

23, 405, cf. Od. 10, 131.—2. the part,

pf pass, also retains the ace. in Horn.,,, II. 6,

488, Od. 9, 455: only in Od. 1, 18, c.

gen., , escaped

from toils, where the gen. is to be
explained from the notion of release,

Nitzsch I. c.—Hom. joins this part, al-

ways with eiuoi or, aiK\ then
uses it much like the pf act.-.—3. in Att. also) is some-
times found c. gen. pro ace. as in

Soph. Phil. 1044, cf Schaf. Schol.
Ap. Rh. 4, 80.

—

III. to flee one's coun-

try for a crime, II. 9, 478, Od. 13,

259 : . , to be banished by
him, Hdt. 4, 125; 5, 30; .', Xen. Hell. 1, 1, 27; so, ., Hdt. 5, 02: hence, to go into

exile, live in banishment, Lat. exulare,

Hdt. 0, 103, and Plat.; .,
for the more usu. , Od.
15, 228, Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 24, cf Valck.
Phoen. 1584; . ), to be
banished for life. Plat. Lcgg. 871 D,
877 C, 881 B.—IV. as Att. law-term,
to be accused or prosecuted at law

.

hence, , the accused, defendant,

Lat. reus, ', the accuser, pros-

ecutor. Plat. Rep. 405 B; c. ace, .>'/ or ., to be put on o^^e's

trial for something, Ar. Eq. 442, Plat.

Apol. 19 C, etc. ; the crime being
usu. added in gen., . (sc.

'), to be charged with munter,
Lys. 118, 43, Lycurg. 106, 40, (the

same is . ' ', Valck. Hipp.

35); so, ., Ar. Ach. 1129:

7] ', he is accused

by me, Dem. 1184. fin. :—but in Hdt.
7, 214, . has still the orig.

signf, to flee from a charge, one's

country on account of a charge or

crime. (The root, is strictly-,
as in aor., }7),, Lai.

fuga. fi'gio : perh. akin to Sanscr.
biruj inflectere, our budge. — Akin
to are,, •
.). f. -, to cry , cry leoe,

wail, ', Aesch. Ag.
1308. (From , as from, from , etc.), a, ov, {) =-., , , verb, adj., to be

avoided, shunned. — ., one

mii.'<t flee, Eur. Hel. 860, Ar. Av.
392 : tc. ace., Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 4., . desiderat. from-, to wish to flee, Arist. ap. Schol.

11.16,283., , , fugitive, Lat., ?;, , verb. adj. from-, fled from, shun7ied, avoided: to be

shunned or avoided : that can he e.tcaped

or avoided, ov ., inevitable. Soph. Aj
224 ; cf the pool,., =, Herm. Eur.
. F. 627., , dub. for foreg., Piers.

Moer. 14., ov, =, ,
Polyb. 13, 6, 9.^,, ,=, Soph. Ant.

362., fut. of : but, of.
.'/', , , Ar. Ach. 278. 008,

Vesp. 227 ; also /, , ,
Archil. 61, Ar. Lys. 107: — a spark,

piece of the embers or hot ashes : hence
proverb., ', Ar. Lys. 1. c.

Hence7^, . to reduce to ashes, to

burn up. Aesch. Pr. 303.?,,, , poet, for-, q. v.
'-, ov, , Ton. for-

'$2, , , a prickly plant, Lat.

pheos, elsewh. also, poterium

spinosum, Liiin., Theophr.



, Ion. for, 3 sing. impf. from
'

(, Horn.

^ for, enclit., Anacr. Fr. 38,

I.
I^ or ,=, as. like as, read by
[

Zenodotus in II. 2, 144 ; 14, 499, and
said to be used by later Ep. poets, as

Antiin., and Callim. : on this autho-

rity Herm., with great probability,

reads , for , in . Horn.

Merc. 241.—On its deriv., and con-

nexion with ?;, -, rij, v. Buttm.
Le.xil. s. V.^, , , Phegaea, a city of

Arcadia, late Yij0tc, q. v.^, Ep. /, 6. Phegeus,

son of Dares, priest of Vulcan in

Troy, II. 5, 11.—2. a king of Psophis

in Arcadia, father of Arsinoe and
Agenor, Hdt. 9, 26; Apollod. 3,7, 5.

>1}€, a, ov, contr.,=^
sq., Anth. P. 6, 33./, , ov,{) oaken, II. 5,

838./,^,, contr. for., , , a kind of oak, bearing

an esculent acorn (Theophr. H. PI.

3, 8, 2), peril, quercus esculus, Linn,

(not the hat. fagus, our beech, though
the names are identical,—for the

fruit is of a different shape), freq. in

II. (not in Od.), and in Hes. Fr. 18 ;

39, 7 : Soph, calls the oak of Dodona
Tj :?. ., Tr. 171 ; but, lb.

1168.—II. the esculent fruit of the same
tree, Ar. Pac. 1137, Plat. Rep. 372 C.

(Perh. from?), ov,{) made of
the tree. Lye. 1432.,-, ,() Phegus,

an Attic deme of the tribe Erechthe'is;

hence, a, ov, of Phegus,
Phegusian, Andoc. 9, 25.,, , a place where the

tree grows abundantly, an oak-

grove or forest, Lat. esculetum.

//, Ep. for ), 3 sing. subj. pres.

act. from, Od., susp., and ?.,=-
?..,, 6, a wild fig, which
seems ripe when it is not really so,

Ar. Pac. 1165, cf Soph. Fr. 792.

(Prob. from ], deceitful.)

/'/., to cheat, deceive, H. Hom.
Merc 159 : from7., ov, or ', ov, b,

(/.) :

—

a cheat, knave, thief,, . Hom. Merc. 67. 446
;/ .. Aesch. Cho. 1001, Soph. Fr.

671 ; ' /. , Eur.
Rhes. 217 : in Hes. Op. 373, Spohn
and Gbttl. write, cf. Jac.

Anth. P. p. 122.', , , ,, de-

ceitful, knavish, delusive, v. 1. Menand.
p. 15. (Prob. akin to,-, and Lat. ///.) Hence
?/, , to cheat, deceive, 7/?., Aesch. Ag. 492

;
'7., Eur. Supp. 243; cf Lvc.

785, Ap. Kh. 3, 983, Meineke Menand.
p. 15. Hence/.,, , a deceit, decep-

tion, cheat, Antipho ap. Schol. Ar.

Pac. 1165: and?.,, , a deceiving, cheat-

i"g-,,, () that which is

said, a word, Hesych., , . Dor., whence
Lat. /amn ; () :—strictly, like-
?'/, a voicefrom heaven, an ominous or

prophetic voice, -, Od. 2, 35, ubi v.

Schol. ; so, when Ulysses prays to

Jupiter, . etc., he
is answered by a voice from within,

101

Od. 2, 100-121 ; 20, 100, 105 : an ora- I

cle, '', Soph. . . 43, cf. 86,

475, etc.
; , an augury ,

from a dream, Hdt. 1, 43 ; cf 3, 153,
,

etc. ; , Eur. Hipp. 1056,

cf. Ion 180 ; .
Plat. Phaed.' Ill C, etc. : cf,.—II. any voice or words, a
speech, saying, Aesch. Ag. 938, Cho.
1045, etc. ; , a poet,

periphr. for, Soph. Phil. 840 .

also, a song, Aesch. Supp. 696 :—esp.,

—2. a common saying, Aesch. Supp.
760 : an old tradition or legend,/, Eur. El. 701, cf Plat. Phil.

16 C, Legg. 713 C, etc.—3. like Lat.

fama, a rumour, report, Hes. Op. 759,

761, Hdt. 1, 31. and Att. ;
'

; Ar. Eq. 1319
;, i. e. exaggerated,

Thuc. 1,11 :—hence, a man's good or

bad report, his fame, reputation, charac-

ter, ),. 0.7, 18 ;. Aeschin. 50, 26.—4. a
message, Aesch. Cho. 741, Soph. El.

1109, cf Wyit. ad Jul. p. 150, sq., (not/ or),,
etc., inf, part,,,,
imperat. or (Schol. Ar. Eq.
23): impf. : fut. : aor. 1. Of the mid., we have inf
and part. pres.,, the

latter also in Att. ; impf ; fut.. Dor., Pind. N. 9,

102 ;—from pass, some forms of the

pf, as part,, II. 14, 127;
imperat. : verb. adj.,,. The impf is

used just like an aorist,= fZ7rov .• and
the inf was so generally re-

ferred to in an aorist sense, that?. or are used instead of

the inf pres. : the same holds good
of the impf mid., with the inf and
part. pres. The root *~ supplies

the common aor. form, as well
as the more Ion., v. sub :

and the root* gives the pf-, pf pass,, aor. pass,-
and^; un-Att. and, fut. pass, : while. Ion., poet. pres.,

is the usu. fut. act.-^In Horn., we
have to remark 1 pi. opt. pres.

for, II. 2, 81 ; 3 sing. subj.- for ), Od. 11, 128; sing, impf
for, for . for, and 3 pi., very freq. for, which however also occurs;

imperat. mid. for, Od. 16,

168, etc.

belongs to the root,
whence come also,, etc.:

for the common radic. signf. is that

of bringing to light, making known, and
hence many forms of the pf pass, of

are identical with those of-. is a shortd. form of,
and a synon. collat. form.

—

The pres. indie, is enclitic, ex-

cept in 2 pers..
Radic. signf: to declare, make known

;

and so, to say, speak, tell, both absol.

and c. ace, very freq. from Hom.
downwds. : , '/,
freq. in Hom. ; , 11. 9,

100; 11, 788:—hence, like,
to say (as one's belief), i. e. to think,

oy' ,
11. 2, 37 ;

'
, you would say he

was.., 3, 220; ; or•;
how say you ? i. e. can you really

mean what you say ?—an e.tpression

of astonishment, Valck. Phoen. 923 :, to say he is (i. e.

fancy himself) equal to me, 11. 1, 187;

15, 167;..?., think noc
that you see, Theocr. 22, 50 :—but
these signfs. of thinking and saying
run continually into one another, so
that they cannot be distinguished

;

nor need they, cf /, A and B.

—

The mid. has all the*e signfs. as well
as the act.— II. special phrases :— 1.

and are freq., esp. in prose,

put in parenthetically, like our they

say, it is said, French ou dit, Dem.
050, 13 ; cf Schaf Dion. Comp. p.

29 : just so in Lat. inquit and ait,

Gronov. Liv. 34, 3, Bentl. Hor. Sat.

1, 4, 79 :—esp., in urging an objec-

tion or counter-argument, v. Interpp.

Pers. Sat. 1, 40.—2. and
are also freq. repeated alter /. or, somewhat like our vulgarism,
' he said, says he..,' Heind. Plat.

Charm. 1C4 E, cf Xen. Mem. 1, 6,

4 ; so Lat. ait. etc., AVolf Suet. Caes.
32.—3. is sometimes joined with
a synon. verb, e. g.,,, etc., Hdt. 3, 150 ; 5, 36, etc., and
not seldom in Att.—This verb usu.
goes before its subject, ,, said I, etc., but the
order is sometimes inverted,, , said, etc.,

as is shown by Bornem. Xen. Symp.
3, 7. against Heind. Cic. N. D. 1, 7,

16 : the same holds, Bornem.
Xen. Symp. 3, 8.—4. is also used
impers. c. ace. et inf, it is said that..,

Xen. An. 1, 6, 6 ; like Lat. ait, inquit.

— III. in a more definite signf, like, to say yes, affirm, assert,

maintain, a.^svre, in Horn., as well as
Att., Seidl. Eur. El. 33 ;. Soph. . C. 317

;, Plat. Theaet.
165 A ; c. irit., 7} -. Soph. Ant. 442 :—on
the other hand, or ',
to say no, deny, refuse, c. acc. et inf,
Hdt. 1, 19; 2, 63, etc., Aesch. Eum.
221, etc.— In this definite signf the
Att., besides pres., mostly use fut.-

and aor., but in impf and
inf and part, pre^., to avoid ambigu-
ity, they prefer, (the
other forms of which are foreign to
prose), and the mid.,:
there was usu. a distinction between

and, e. g. -, he said he ivas in haste,, he alleged he was in haste

;

hence,, maintaining, affirming,

oi), denying : yet we find

also in this signf, Xen. An. 1, 6,
7.—2. in Plato's dialogue we oft.

have } , say yes or no, yes or

no ?—answered by, yes, or ov, no, Stallb. Gorg. 500 D ; so,

ovK , he said no. Id. Phaed. 117
E, etc.—IV'. to bid, order, c. acC. et
inf., Pind. iS. 3, 49. [a, except in, and in masc. and fem. part.

O'if,: in inf. always,
—for in Eubul. Incert. 1,11,
is no doubt corrupt, and cannot be
defended (at least not in comic dia-

logue) by the example of

for, cf Meineke 1. c] (,
is the Lat. fari, Saner, bha-sh,

and is akin to.)
: f- Att. -. Dor.-() '—to speak, utter, ov//.,, Hes. Op. 762

;, Aesch. Cho. ' 558
;

... . 5, 476 :

—

to promise,,

, Eur. . . 1356 :—in mid., to

express in words, ,
Aesch. Ag. 629.^, ov, , Phemius. a famous
singer in Ithaca, Od. 17, 263.
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,, , poet, for, speech,

talk, discourse, 11. 10, 207 : esp., report,

one's good or bad report, fame, name,
reputation, Od. 6, 273 ; 24, 201 ; -

7], the voice or judgment of

the people, Od. Ifi, 75 ; so, in -'/ /, Od.

15, 408, the words / may
be merely the talking of the people,

i. e. the buzz and noise of the people

in the assembly, though it is usually

taken to mean the place of asseiribly it-

self, which in Od. 2, 150 is called/.. In Hdt. 1, 43 ; 3,

153 the reading varies between 7/
and., , , {)=,
Suid.

iov, , , Phemonot, daugh-
ter of Apollo, the first priestess at

Delphi, Strab. p. 419.

;/', Ion. for, impf from,
Horn., inf aor. 1 oi, Od.

^ijveu, 3 sing. opt. aor. 1 of),
Od., . , the osprey or sea-eagle

{ossifraga, Plin.). Od. 3."372
; 16, 217,

Ar. Av. 304, Arist. H. A. 9, 34, 2.

t;^',, , Pheno, daughter of

Clytius of Athens, Paus. 2, 6, 5.', , gen., Aeol. for,
hence Lat. /era; esp. in plur. /}{,
of the Centaurs, II. 1, 268 ; 2, 743 ; in

sing., Pind. P. 3, 8 ; 4, 2il :~later
also of the Srtyrs.\, , ,^^.
ir/paa, , , Pheraea, a city of

Arcadia, Strab. p. 357., , a swelling of the parotid

glands, so as to be like the budding
horns of Satyrs (), Foes. Oec.
Hipp., ov Ep. ao, ,=-
-rtiid)?!:, Jl. 2,703., , gen. , (,-
<<.) ' — game-mad, madly fond of
.game or loild animals, epilh. of Bac-
chus, Anth. P. 9, 524.

?;^ , 2 sing, from : but for

2 impf., both in Horn., Ep. for,, 2 sing,

impf from, Horn., uv, oi, Ftsti, a city of
Latium, Strab. p. 230.,,=, q. v., . Ion. for, v. -.), Dor. for, Valck.
Hdt. 5, 50., Ep. for, 3 pi. aor. 2

oi, 11. 11, 51.', fut., II. 23,

444, Thuc. 5, 10, later also :

aor. 7], oft. in Horn., Ep. 3 pi.

for, II. 11, 51 ; inf }-
vai, part,, subj., Ep. 3 sing.

?) and /, II. 16, 8G1 ; 23,

805; Ep. 1 pl.,3\.,
Od. 16, 383 ; 24, 437, opt., II.

;

more rarely Ep. 3 sing,,
11. 10, 346 : post-Hom. aor. 1 :

—Ep. part. aor. mid., Ilom.

:

pf.. Dor. fut.. Dor.
aor., fTheocr. 2, ]15t:—an
inf aor. pass,, not-
vai, occurs in Dion. H., of. Lob. Pa-
ral. 46.

To come or do before another, to be

beforehand with, overtake, outstrip, an-

ticipate, in running or otherwise, Lat.

praevenire, -, II. 21, 262 ; cf Has. Op. 552, 568,

Hdt. 7, 161, Valck. Phoen. 982 ;-, they aiiticipated the
storm, Hdt. 7, 138.—2. absol., to come

first, , the prey
of the first comer, Aesch. Pers. 752

;
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. ?., Xen. Cyr. 5, 4, 7.

—3. the action in which one outstrips

another is expressed by the part,

agreeing with the subject, — (Ate)

' ''-, and is beforehand in doing men
mischief, II. 9, 506 ;

''' ,
Telemachus icas beforehand with him
in strikhig, Od. 22, 91, cf 11. 10, 368,
Od. 16, 383; so, freq. in Hdt., and
Att., -. Eur. Med.
1169, cf. . F. 986:—folL by ;, , 11.

16, 322, cf. Xen. Cyr. 3, 2, 4 ; by //,

, 11. 23, 444, cf Od.
11, 58, Hdt. 6, 108; so by ..,
Hdt. 9, 70:— more rarely c. part,

pass., ?,
the city would be beforehand in being
taken, i. e. it would be taken first,

,11. 13, 815: so, -,
should he be wounded first, II. 16,

861, cf Hdt. 6, 108 : sometimes how-
ever we find an inf instead of part.,' , Ar.
Eq. 935, cf. VVytt. ad Jul. p. 181, an-
swering exactly to Lat. occupare c.

inf But, generally, our idiom re-

verses the phrase, so that the part,

becomes the chief verb, and
is rendered by an adv., quicker, sooner,

first, before, beforehand, etc. (cf '-,), as, he struck sooner

or first, , they drew
up first or before the rest, II. 11, 51

;, I came sooner or

first ; , I cm the first

to show a kindness, etc. ;—just in

the same way, Horn, uses the part.

aor. mid., like an adv., with
another principal verb, e. g. '€, for ' -, . 5, 119; 13,387, cf Od. 19,

449 ; and in later writers, esp. Att.,

we sometimes find part. aor. act. in

same way, as,, no other shall be
an accuser before me, Hdt. 3, 71

;

, you opened the
door before me, Ar. Plut. 1102

; -, Thuc. 5, 9 :—still

later, we have the pass., to be over-

taken or taken by surprise, ,
Anth. P. 9, 278.-4. with ov
and part., followed by or, like Lat. simul ac, denotes two
actions following close on each other
or happening together, ov -, no sooner is he brought
out than he becomes unclean, Xen.
Ep. 5, 10 ; '-, scarcely or no sooner

had misfortune befallen me, when..,

Dem. 1073, 20, cf Mark!. Eur. Snpp.
1219 ; rarely c. inf, Ar. Nub. 1384,
Thuc. 1, 33.— 5. in questions with
ov, denotes impatience to have
the thing one asks about done, and
so is mostly used to express a strong
exhortation or urgent command,•

uv ; make haste

and run oft' be ofi" directly, Ar. Plut.

1133; -
; lb. 874 ; -; Plat. Symp. 185 ; cf Hdt.

7, 162 ; like Lat. quia statim in ques-
tions. In a like signf , the part,-

(like) is used with im-
perat., ?,, speak quickly,, and the like : some-
times also is joined with an-
other part, dependent on it,

, Hdt. 6, 65.—4. in answers
with ov and opt. c. uv, uv-, 1 could not be too quick, i. e. I

will begin directly, Plat. Symp. 214
E, cf Phaed. 100 C, Euthyd. 272 D.

[a: but of pres. in Ep., as 11. 9,

500; 21, 262; later, « or to suit

the verse, Jac. Anth. P. p. 884.], , , () that

which IS corrupted : an outcast, castaway,
Joseph., , , {) perni-

cious, deadly, Def Plat. 416 B, Arist.

Eth. N. 6, 5, 6., , , verb. adj. from, corruptible, destructible, perish-

able, opp. to, Arist. An. Post.

1, 8, 2, etc.,=, Hesych., cf -.̂, f. -: aor., dep. mid. :

—

to utter a
Dound or voice, esp. to speak loud and
clear, cry or shout aloud, freq. in Horn.
(but only of the human voice), Hdt.,
etc.

; . /), Hdt. 2,

57 ; , 9.,
Pind. . 6, 21, Fr. 238 ; ]'-, Xenophan.6, 5 Bgk.f:
—also of weak, small voice,^\, Od. 14, 492 ; -, 11. 24, 170:—also of
vowels, etc., to sound so and so. Plat.

Crat. 394 C ; also of the cries of ani-

mals, e. g. of a horse, to neigh, whinny,
Hdt. 3, 84, 85 ; an eagle, to scream,

Xen. An. 6, 1, 23; of a fawn, to cry,

Theocr. 13, 62; of a door, to creak,

Ar. Plut. 1099 ; of thunder, Xen. Cyr.
7, 1, 3; so also of musical instruments.
Id. An. 4, 2, 7; 5, 2, 14: .-, to clap with the hands, Jac.
Anth. P. p. 580.

—

2.=, to

name, call by name, Plat. Kep. 527 A,
Phil. 34 A, etc., cf Heind. Theaet.
157 B.—3. TO^=),
Hdt. 8, 65.—II. c. ace. cognato, to itt

ter or say a thing, ., to utter,

Hdt, 5, 106; 7, 103; of^j/zoi'f ), Aesch. Pr. 34 ;

pin, Soph. Phil. 862 ; , Eur.
Phoen. 475 ;. Id. I. T. 1385 ; cf.

Plat. Phil. 49 B, etc.—III. c. ace. pers.,

to praise, sing or celebrate one aloud,

Pind. O. 1,59.—No act. form
occurs.( is prob. cunnecl-
ed with, as with,.) Hence, ,() like a voice.,

loud, noisy or notorious, Foes. Oec,
Hipp., , , verb. adj. from, sounding; vocal, Plut. j2,
1017 E.,, ,() :

—»
voice, Pind. P. 8, 42, Aesch. Pr. 588,
etc., and in prose, as Plat. Rep. 616
A : periphr., ', for. Soph. . C. 863,
cf. Aj. 14, El. 1225 :

—

language, speech,

Soph. Ant. 354 :

—

a saying, word, Id.

O. C. 1177; and in plur., accents,

words, and of birds, cries. Soph. El.

18, Eur. Hel. 747 : generally, a sound,

., Pind. P. 4, 351
; . -, Ar. Pac. 235 : of musical sounds.

Plat Legg. 812 D. Hence, , , sounding. Max.,, 7),() speech,

utterance, Hipp. ; v. Foes. Oecon., Ep. for, 1 plur.

sul>j. aor. 2 act. oi(.', , later (but less Att.) .
Lob. Phryn. 307: gen.:—a

louse, Lat. pediculus, Hdt. 2, 37 ; 4,

168, and freq. in Ar. : proverb.,', i. e. to be close



shaven, Meineke Eubul. Dol. 3.—II.

a sea-fish that sticks on other fishes,

Arist. H. A. 4, 10, 4; 5, 31, 8.— 111.

the small friut of a kind of pine, cf..,=<1, dub.,, , the lousy disease,

Lat. morbus pedicularis, Plut. Sull. 36
;

cf. Arist. H. A. 5, 31,3: from, , f.- [],() to

have lice: esp.. to have the morbus pe-

dicularis, Diog. L., Plut. Sull. 36, etc., u,= sq., very dub., {) pass., to pick

the lice off one's self, to louse otie's self,

Vit. Horn., , , () of or oe-

longing to lice., , ,()
seeking lice, - (sc. /), louse-

hunting. Plat. Soph. 227 ., , 6, a lousy fellow,

Hesych.), , to kill lice.,,(,) pro-

ducing lice,, Plut.—II. .,
a pine that bears small cones, cf.

III, Theophr. H. PI. 2, 2, 6 ; also. Id. C. PI. 1, 9, 2 ; cf. sq., , (,) :—to eat lice, Hdt. 4, 109 ; others in-

terpret it, to eatfir-cones (cf III),

V. Bahr ad 1.,=§., Arr. Pe-
ripl., ov, (,)
eating lice ; joi ., Strab. p. 492., ov,{ HI,)
V. sub II., fut., Ep., II.

13, 625: pf., pf. 2,
pass,, 3 pl. in

Thuc. 3, 13 : aor. pass, 3 pl., Pind. P. 3, 60 : (,).
To corrupt, spoil, ruin, Lat. perdere,

pessumdare, vo-, Od. 17, 246, cf Hes. Th. 876

:

to waste, destroy, Hdt. 1, 76, and freq.

in Att. :—pass., to go to rum, perish,

(as a curse), 7nay ye perish !

ruin seize ye! II. 21, 128, Saiinyr. lo

1 : hence, in Att., was a com-
mon imprecation, go and be hanged !

away with thee ! a murrain on thee ! Lat.

abi in malam rem ! Ar. Ach. 460, Plut.

598, 610 ; so, '' , if thou depart

not.., Eur. Andr. 709 (cf) ; so,, off from her ! i. e. un-
hand her, let her go, lb. 715 ; and
hence may be explained

in Aesch. Pers. 450 (unless or'

be read) : but.

or , to run headlong into a state

or party, e. g. ',
Dem. 560, 10 :—in Att. writers, esp.

used of persons who suffer loss from
shipwreck, Eur. I. T. 276, Cycl.299,
cf. Abresch Aesch. Pers. 1. c, Brunck
Soph. O. T. 1502. The pf
sometimes had the signf. of the pass.( being the intr. pres.) ; but the
best Att. writers always use this

trans., like: cf. Phryn. 529.
—2. of men, to put to death, kill, slay,

destroy, Trag. :—pass., to be slain, per-

ish, Aesch. Pers. 272, Soph. Aj. 25,

etc.—II. of a maiden, to dishonour, de-

bauch, deflower lier, Lat. viliare, Eur.
Melan. Soph. 5.—IH. of colours, to

mix together, cf. III., , {,) like

lice: lousy, Arist. H. A. 5, 31, 4, etc.'^',, mountain of pines{ HI), a mountain of Caria, II. 2,

868 ; ace. to Strab. p. 635 Mt. Latmus.3, oi',{,)
destroying men, like.

Epigr. ap. Paus. 3, 8, 9 ; v. 1.--. •, , (,)
destroi/ing the race, Aesch. Theb. 1054.,=, old root, occurring

as V. i. in Od. 11,330; 14, 117: hence, and prob. also.,, Ep. for,, 1 and 3 plur. subj. aor. 2 act.

oi, Od.. Ion. for, 3 sing. aor. 2

act. of, Hom.
??)?/, Ep. for. )), 3 sing,

subj. a'or. 2 act. oi, II./, Ep. for (, 3 sing. subj.

aor. 2 act. of, II., , , Ep. and Ion. ,
Phihia, a place in Thessaly, the home
of Achilles, Hom. :—hence,,
ov, 6, a niati of Phthia, and fetn. ^-, , , sub. ?/, the land of

Phthia : also adjective, a, ov,

whence,—, II. 13,686;
with pecul. fern.,, , Eur.

tHec. 45 1 \ :—adv.,, to Phthia,

II. 1. 169. etc. ;, at Phthia, 11.

19, 323. [(]^, , , Phthia, daughter of

Amphion and Niobe, ApoUod. 3, 5, 6.

—2. wife of Amyntor, Id. 3, 13, 18.—
3. mother of Dorus and Laodocus by
Apollo, Id. 1,7,6., a, ov, () perishable,

Hesych., Ep. syncop. part. aor. 2
of,. [t], , mildew.—II. a kind of

oUi'e.—III. ,^= or.,, ,() :—intr., de-

creasing, wasting, waning, ., Eur. Heracl. 779; so, . -, etc.—II. act., causing to decline,

wasting,», decline, consumption,=^, Foes. Oec. Hipp. :^ (generally), tijasim^ diseases.

Soph. Ant. 819.,, , as if from•, a declining, wasting, waning,

sinking, , Aesch.
Pers. 2, 32. [i]

and, , to waste or

j3i??e, Luc. Paras. 57., ov, (,)
having lost its fruitfutness, of a tree

stript of its branches, Pind. P. 4, 471.?, ov, with wasting li?nbs., , , autumnal,

Arist. . . 5, 11, 1 : and, , pecul. fern, of

foreg., Pind. P. 5, 161: and, o,= sq., Anan. 1,

30 : from, ov, , (,-
pa)

:

—the last part of, i. e.,

strictly, the time between the rising

of Arcturus ^jnd that of the Pleiads :

hence, generally, late autumn, the fall

of the year, Lat. bruma, brumale tem-

pus, Hdt. 4, 42 ; 9, 117, Thuc. 2, 31,

etc. ;—the same as/', Schaf.

Long. p. 344., Ep. lengthd. impf.

from sq.. II., poet, for, used only

in pres. and impf ;— 1. trans., to waste,, Od. 1, 250; oivov, 14, 95;,, to let one's heart or life

pine away, 10, 485 ; 18, 203.—2. in-

trans., to waste away, decay, II. 17, 364,

Od. 12, 131, etc. ; ,
as an imprecation, II. 2, 346. [], , {) :—nickname
for an old woman, skinny old hag, Ar.

Eccl. 935 ; in which signf. Hesych.
has . [t], more usu. pres. for, q.

V. [i Ep., Att.]

, , {,) like

consumption, consumptive. Foes. Oec.
Hipp.; 70 ., a consumptive habit, lb., , , an inhab. of Phihia,
V. sub, II.

—

. as masc. pr. n.,

Phthiiis, son of Lycaon in Arcadia,
ApoUod. 3, 8, 1.,, , , (,)
destroying or killing men,, oft.

in II., and Hes.: latfr, generally, de-

structive, deadly,,, Anth., Ep. syncop. form of the
inf aor. pass, of, Hom., , to be consumptive, Arist.

Probl. 28, 1, 1, Plut. 2,43 A., dep.. to be consump-
tive, Galen., , , consumptive.—II.

act., consuming., ov, (,)
destroying or killing men, II. 13, 339,
Od. 22, 297.,, , {):—of persons,
consumption, decline, decay, Lat. tabes,

Hdt. 7. 88 ; cf. Foes. Oec. Hipp.—2.
generally, a dwindling or wasting away,
decay,, Pind. Fr. 74, 8 : opp.
to,. Plat. Phaed. 71 B,
Rep. 521 E.—3. of the moon, a wan-
ing, Arist. Gen. An. 4, 2, 3, etc. [I],, , ,{,)
destroying the mind, Opp. C. 2, 423., Ep. 3 sing. opt. aor. syncop.
pass, of, Od. 11, 330., , , verb. adj. from,
ivasted, decayed, dead : oi, the

dead, Aesch. Pers. 220. 523, Eum. 97,
and Eur. ; cf. Herm. Soph. Ant. 590., ,^, transit., Lye.
1159.2, impf., both tenses
only in Hom., and used by him only
once each. viz. in II. 18, 446, Od. 2,

368 : transit, in the former passage,
intr. in the latter. The common
pres.,, is always intrans. in
Hom., and usu. so in Att. ; indeed
Valck., Diatr. p. 6, altogether denied
its transit, usage, but v. Herm. Soph.
El. 1406 : seems to be the only
form used in prose.—The fut.,
aor. are always transit.—The
tenses of are formed from,
b\it are of pass, or mid. form, viz.,

fut. : pf : plqpf./, which however is also syn-
cop. aor., and, as such, has the inf.

(not, Heyne 11. 9,

246),, Horn., subj.,
Ep.,, II. 20, 173, and

for, . 14, 87,

opt.,,, Od. 10, 51
;

11, 330.
—

'There is a lengthened poet,

form (q. v.) both trans, and
intr.

I. intr., to decay, wane, dwindle, of
tiine, , first would
the sight come to an end, Od. 11, 330 :

in this signf the pres. is most
usu., , the nights
wane Or pass away, Od. 11, 183. etc.;, let not thy
life be wasted, Od. 5, 161 : esp. in the
monthly reckoning,/-, in the moon's wane, i. e. towards
the month's end, Od. 10, 470, etc.

In later calendars indeed the
was the last decad (as in Thuc.

5, 54,

—

, and being
the first anci second) ; but there is

no such division in Horn. : in whom
(Od. 14, 162; 19, 307, -, ' ).

is the last half ot the month,
as is made quite clear by Hes. Op.
778 :—of the stars, to wane, set, Aesch.
Ag. 7 :—then of life, strength, etc.,

to waste away, withei, •
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, Soph. .
C. , cf. Tr. 54CJ, etc.;, Piiul. . 1, 184.—2. of men, to

waste away, pine, perish, die, cjf (5(3-, Od. 2, 38 ;
— mostly in

pass., , 11. 2, i'i3, cf.

14, 87 ; but more freq. in fiit. and
aor., 7/, 11. 11,821, cf. lU,

329, Od. 13, 384 ; 7}., 11.18,100 ;, 1,251 ;
', 13,7 ; but most

freq. in the part,, slmn, dead,

8, 359, Od. 11, 557, Find., and Trag.

:

—so the jires. in Att.. Soph. Tr. 558,

Eur. Ale. 203, Flat. Phaedr. 246 E,
Phaed. 71 B.—II. transit., to make to

decay OX pine away, to consume, destroy,, li. 18, 446 ; elsewhere
only in fut. and aor.,, 6, 407 ; ?-, 16, 461, cf. 22, 61 ;.
Od. 4, 741, cf. 16, 369, 428 ;—rare in

Att., Moipac, Aesch. Eum.
173, cf. Soph. O. T. 212, Tr. 709.

[Horn has i in pres. subj. ), Od.
2, 368 ; in impf., 11. 18, 446;

I always in fut. and aor.,-,, e. g. II. 16, 4()1 ; 24,

86, Od. 20, 67 ; but always in pf.

and plqpf. pass., and in aor. sync,
except in the opt. of the last, Od. 10,

51 : 11, 330:~ has i in Ep., I

in Att., as is also the case in :

so first in Find. ; nay the Trag. some-
times use I even in fut. and aor. act.,

Soph. Aj. 1027, Tr. 709.] (Akin to

: cf. also-}^, Dor. -, Ion. , ,
voc. -, an inhabitant of Pht/iiolis in

Thessaly, ot ., Hdt. 7, 132;

Thuc. 8, 3 :—also as adj., of Phthio-

tis, Phthiotic, ', Eur. I. A. 236,'. Call. Del. 112.\, a. ov, adj. from foreg.,

ofPhthioiis, tlv^ibor, Christod. Ecphr.
202.i[,, , fern, from-, Phihiotic,, Eur. Andr.
1047 ;, Tro, 1125 :— esp. .,
(with or without /) Phthiotis, a dis-

trict of Thessaly, Hdt. 1, 56; Eur.
Andr. 664; Slrab. p. 430., {) dep. mid.,=:.. Ion ap. Philon. 2, p.

466 (Mangey), Anth. P. 9, 539., , , dim. from, a little voice or sound.—II.

tuning-pipe, Math. Vett. [a]. , ,{) like, the voice, esp. of men, Hoin.,

and Trag. ; /' uv, Aesch. Ag. 37 ;. Eur. Hipp. 418,

etc.;—also, of animals, Od. 9, 167,

Eur. I. T. 293.—This form is only
poet., but V. sq., ov, 6, ( ) the

voice, esp. of men, II. 5, 234, etc. ; of

the Sirens, Od. 12, 41, 159; also in%.,'' ^,.
Theb. 73, etc. :—also of birds, Soph.
Ant. 1001

;
^, Eur. I. . 9; of mu-

sical sounds. Id. El. 716; . ?..
Plat. Legg. 812 D.—This form, un-
like. occurs also in prose, as
Plat. I. c. Soph. 263 E, etc., , //, {)=. Plat.

Legg. 916 A, Isocr. 386 U., , h, nom. pi., Ar.

Pint. 077, also : Att. contr.,. Piers. Moer. p. 386 : also,, , nom. pi.. A
kind of cake. prob. round, Ar. 1. c,
Anth. P. 6, 258, 299.-2. medic, a bo-

lus or pill. Foes. Oec. Hipp.—II. in
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Eupol. Incert. 71, a nip, prob. of the

same shape, , cf.

Ath. 502 0., ov, , dim. from foreg.,

a little cake : esp. in plur., pills. Foes.

Oec. Hipp.: elscwh.., , , the disposition of
the, enviousness, Arist. Magn.
Mor. 1, 28, 1 : from, , , () :

—e7uji-

ous, first in Theogn. 768, more freq.

in Hdt., Find., and Att. ;, the gods are very
jealous, Hdt. 1, 32; 3, 40, cf 7, 46.

and V. sub fin. ; c dat. rei,

envious at a thing, Dion. H. 6, 46.—2.

withholding through envy, grudging, re-

served.—II. Adv. -. ., to

be envious. Plat. Phaedr. 243 C., , f -7;, faad-, Pseu-
do-Fhoc.65 Gaisf ,but Bgk.,{) :

—to be envious or palons, to

envy, hear ill-will, II., etc.—Construc-
tion :— 1. c. dat. pers. only, Find. P.

3, 124; oft. with a part, added, .
TU'i , to envy his good
fortune, Hes. Op. 26. Hdt. 7. 236,
237 : freq. also absol., II. 4, 55, 56

;, bear no malice, Lat. nc
graveris, Stallb. Plat. Prot. 327 .—2.

c. dat. pers. et gen. rei, ov tol-, I envy thee not. bear thee
no grudge for the mules, Od. 6, 68,

etc., cf 17, 400, Hdt. 7, 236;, Aesch. Pr.

583, cf Eur. Hec. 238
; -. Plat. Euthyd.

297 , etc.;—just like Lat. invidere

alicui alicujus rei, Heiiul. Hor. Sat. 2,

6, 84 : cf..— 3. c. ace. rei, to

grudge, refuse, or withhold through enri/

or jealousy. Soph. O. T. 310 : much
more rarely . Xen. Cyr. 2, 4,

10, cf Schaf Appar. Deni. 3, p. 276.
— 4. c inf., ovK uv -, I will not grud>j.e to tell, refuse to

tell, Od. 11, 381 ; .
Find. 1. 5 (4), 30 ; .. Ar. Thesin. 249, cf Piat. Gorg.
489 A,etc. ; sometimes c. part, pro inf.,, Aesch. Theb.
480.— 5. loll, by .., or ... to take it

ill or arniss that.., Hdt. 3. 146, Eur.
Ion 1302, Xen. Hell.2, 4, 29; by ..,
Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 39.-6. c. ace. et inf

,

[oi] '
'' ,-, were jealous of one man's being

king... Hdt. 8, 109, cf. Od. 1, 346;
18, 16 ; ov ',
Soph. Ant. 553.—7 pass.,,
to be envied, or begrudged, like Lat.
invidcor (Hor. A. F, 50), Eur. El. 30,
Polvb. 13, 2, 5. Hence, >, , an envying, bei7ig

jealous or grudging
; generally,= sq.,

Soph. Tr. 1212., ov, 6, en7:y, cnvimtsness,

jealoiisi/, at the good fortune of an-
other (Xen. Mem. 3, 9, 8, Arist. Rhet.
2, 10) : also, an envying, being jealous

'f, grudge, malice, Lat. invidia, first

in Hdt., and Find,-.—,',, to incur envy or
dislike, Find. P. 11,45, Eur. Med.'297,
Flat., etc. : (), c. inf, 'lis

invidious to.., I dare not.., F^ur. Hec.
288 ; .., Eur. Ale. 1 135 ; ov-

-, 1. e. I have no grudge, scruple,

or objection, Aesch. Pr. 628,—of a per-
son who grants a request, cf. Plat.

Fhaed. 61 D, Legg. 664 A, etc. : in
pkir. jealousies, heart-burnings. Plat.
Legg. 870 C, etc. : c. gen. pers., envy
from another, Plat. Hipp. Maj. 2S2
A : c. gen. rei, envy for or because of
thing, Lys. 195, 13, cf 2.—
On the or jealousy of the gods,

cf, and v. Valck. Hdt. 3,40,
Ruhnk. Rut. Lup. p.75, Blomf Aesch.
Pers. 368, Ag. 921 : hence the phrase. Soph. Fhil.

770 ; ct.,. (Prob.
from=,, to ilmiini.sh.), , . Ion.,() :—corruption, decay, ,
Plat. Fhaed. 95 , etc. : deslruclwti,

Hdt. 2, 161, and Trag. : hss, rum, per-

dition, Hdt. 7, 18, etc. : and of iiiei),

death, esp. by some general visitation,
as pestilence, Thuc. 2, 47, Plat. Legg.
677 A : in plur., Aesch. Ag. 814.— 11.

the deflowering of a maiden ; generally,
conuption, seduction, Lex ap. Aeschin.
2, 36.—HI. mixing ofcoloursfor paint-

ing, Plut. 2, 346 A, ubi v. Wytt.,, ,() a corrupt-

er: esp., seducer, debaucher,, prob. I. Soph. Fr. 155, v. El-
lendt, cf Plut. 2, 18 C.. ,,() destructive,'

pernicious, C. gen., a, ov, of the nature of a, having such pruperltes. Lob.
Phryn. 559., , ov,() destructive,

Manetho.— II. perishable., ov,() destructive

:

—
Tu . (sc ), medicines to

produce abortion, Plut. 2, 134 F.,,^^., ov,=., , to commit injury,

Diosc. : from, , (, )
causing ruin, ruinous, Plut. 2, 911 A., , =. Thuc. 2, 52,
Plat. Euthyd. 285 : lience, -
pov, OVK ; a common lorm
of cursing, Aesch. Ag. 1267, Theb.
252 ;' , Ejiich. p.

102; cf.—11. like, a
pestilent fellow, Ar. Eq. 1151, Dein.
173, 16; also of a woman, //,
Ar. Thesrn. 535.—In the latter case
U is sometimes written ^f?opof(uxyt.;,
Lob. Paral. 345., , of corrupt nature, pes-
tilent.'^, V. sub.
-,-, Ep. poetry a very freq.

termin., mostly of the dat., but also
of genit., both in sing, and plur.

:

hence used as a mere adverbial ter-

min., mostly of place, V. Buttm. Ausf
Gr. i) 56 Anm. 2 : fJelf Gr. Gr. '^ 82.,, v..,, , brood, flat, shallow
cup or bowl, esp., a drinking bowl or
bowl fir libations, the Lat. patera, 11.

23, 270, 616 ;,, Find.
I. 6(5), 40, JN. 10, 80; ireq. in Hdt.
and Att. :—also, cinerary vase, urn,
II. 23, 243, 253.— It was never a meas-
ure, Buttm. Lexil. s. v. 6.

—II. from its broad Hat shape,
was a comic metaph. for -, a shield, Aiitiph. Koij'. 1, Anax-

andr. Incert. 22 ; cf Arist. Rhet. 3,

II, 11; so, alone, Paus. 5, 8.

—

III. sunken work in a ceiling, Lat. lacu
nar, lectinn laqueatum, Diod. 3, 47.

—

The form was less Att., Piers.
Moer. 3'JO.?, ov,(,) bear-

ing a sacrificial cup .'—as subst., a
priest at Locri, Polyb. 12, 5, 9.', ,,= ; henco', an inhab. of Ph., Anth. ap
pend. 116.', ov, TO [a], Eubul. Neott.

1,3;,, , Luc. Lexiph. 7
—diminutives of./., ov, , (/.),
an arithmetical puzzle co^iceming a

number of bowls cf..



, {. -, to take in hand,
undertake, set about a thing : a word
only found twice, and both times in

fut., (, Ar. Vesp. 138
;-, Ar. Pac. 432.

Ace. to Eust., it is a shortd. form from: if so, it should be written',','. Br. (ap. Dind.)
Ar. Vesp. 1. c., ,{,) bowl-

shaped, like a bowl.•, ov, 0, Phialus, son of Bu-
cohon, Paus. 8, 3, 2., ,{) to hollow out or

excavate like aflat bowl : -,
to trench round trees, Lat. ablaqueare,

Geop., , , Phialo, daughter
of Alcimedon, Paus. 8, 12, 3., , contr. for-, Ath. 488 F.?•, , {) :

—

-, lettuce with a broad,

fiat head, Lat. lactucae sessiles, Geop., , , Ion., smooth

and shining; esp., hke, fair

and sleek ; of a plump, youthful body,

hence of a young girl, -, Theocr. II, 21 ; of. 31,

4, Call. Fr. 257, Nic. Al. 387 ; and so

of shining cream, , Nic.. 91. (Ace. to some from,-, not itnprob. : others from ,
as irom. Buttm. would
connect it with , compact, firm,
plump, as with .), , and, to make
bright and clean.

Alt. (sc.-
), al, a kind of early figs, said to

be called from, a district of

Attica or Megaris, Ar. Ach. 802, Co-
miei ap. Ath. 75 B, sq. :—also,-, Pherecr. Crap. 1, ana Ga-
len. ; and, Meineke Com.
Fr. 2, p. 881., , , the tree that bears

the. []^, , ?), Phigalia, a city in

the southwest of Arcadia, later-, Paus. 8, 3, 2 ; in Polyb. 4, 3, 8,; on the form.
Biihr ad Hdt. 6, 83. Hence
ita?.v, Ion., , an in-

hab. of Phigalia ; oi ., Hdt. 6, 83
;

Polyb. 4, 3, 7 ; etc.

iao, ov, , Phigalus, masc.
pr. n., Paus. 8, 3, 1., , . Att. for

(q. v.), cf. Lob. Phryn. 113.^,, , Phidalea, fem. pr.

n., Anth. Plan. 66./,, , Fidenae, a city of

the Sabines, Strab. p. 226.\, , Phidis, fem. pr. n., Anth.

P. 7, 429., ov, TO, v..iL, , 6, Phidolaus, mase.

pr. n., Dem. 1047, 28 Bekk., ubi olim.,=, only in Anth.,

P. 15, 25., ,,=. Call. Fr. 460.,, Ion. forms for-
?.,, q. v.

and, ov, ,,
Mt. Phicius, a mountain of Boeotia

near Thebes, a resort of the Sphinx,

Hes. Sc. 33 ; Apollod. 3, 5, 8.-, . , Phila, fem. pr. n., a

courtesan, Dem. 1351, 15.—Others in

Anth. ; Ath. ; etc., ov, (,?}
xviifally unadvised, Mel. 55, Anth. Plan.

.33., ov,(,) loving

delicacy or refinement, Heliod. [i], ov, , Philabrus, son of
|

Cyneas in Eretria, Paus. 7, 10, 2: v.-., , , love of goodness,

Clem. Al. : from, ov,(,) lov-

ing goodness, Arist. M. Mor. 2, 14, 3.?, ov, (,-) loving the Unbegotten One, Eecl., ov,(,) lov-

ing splendour OX beauty, like-, Pmd. P. 12, 1.,,(7.)
fond nf a country life, Anth. P. 6, 73., ov, , (,)
fond of the chace, a hunter : feni. -,
,, Anth. P. 9, 396., ,() to love the

country, Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 120.^, ov, , Philagrius, an
orator of Rhodes, Dion. H. de Din. 8., ov, (,) fond
of the country, Luc. Lexiph 3.\, ov. , Philagrus, son of
Cyneas, one of the betrayers of Ere-
tria to the Persians, Hdt. 6, 101 ; in

Pans. 7, 10, 2.—2. son of

Eubulides, an Athenian, Dem. 1057,

15.—Others m Dem. 1355, 22; etc.7,,,^,
Orph. . 35, 6., ov, {, -)^ of waking, wakeful,,
Mel. 66 ;, Anth. Plan.
309 ;, Anth. P. 5, 166.,, 6, ,(,)
fond of contests : used in contests, con-

nected with them,, Anth. P. 7,

708. []^, , , (city of broth-

erly love) Philadelphia, a city of Lydia,
at base of Mt. Tmolus, so called from
Attalus Philadelphus, now Alahshar,

Strab. p. 579; N. T. — 2. a city of

Coele-Syria, earlier, Strab.

p. 760.—II. fem. pr. n., Anth., , , brotherly or sis-

terly love, Alex. Incert. 76, Luc. : from?, ov, {,)
fond of one's brother or sister, brotherly,

sisterly, .. Soph. Ant. 527
;

ef. Plut. Solon 27. — II. as subst.,

sweet-flowering shrub, perh. our jas-

mine, Apollod. ap. Ath. 682 C.ilo, ov, , Philadelphus, a
philosopher, Ath. 1 D : — also as

appell. of Ptolemy, etc., ov, or-, ov,(,) soon weakening,. Foes. Oec. Hipp, [], ov. Ion. and poet, for, Anth. P. 12, 143., ov,(.)
fond of the Athenians, Ar. Ach. 142,

Plat. Tim. 21 E, Dem. 439, 27. Hence,, , fondness
for the Athenians., ov, ,(,)
fond of the games, Plut. 2, 631 A, etc., ov, {,) fond
of the games, Plut. 2, 724 B. [t], Ep. 2 sing, imperat. aor. 1

mid. of0, II. 5, 117; 10, 280., , , Philae, a small
island in the Nile in Upper Aegypt,
with a city of same name, Strab. p. 818., ov,(,) fond
of wailing : lamentable,, Aesch.
Supp. 803.

iaia, , ol, Philaidae, an
Attic deme of the tribe Aegeis, Plat.

Hippareh. 228 B., ov, gen., (,) loving modesty, Anth. P. 7,

450.\, ov, , Philaedes, a mes-
senger from the Persian king, Epist.
Plat. 363 C., ov, (,) :—

fond of blood, blood-thirsty,,
Aesch.Theb.45 ;, Eur. Rhes.932;, Id. Phoen. 174., ov, [] and, ov,
gen., ()=^.^,, , Pliilaemon, son
of Priam, Apollod. 3, 12, 5.^/, , , Phitaenete, fem.
pr. n., Ar. Eccl. 42.^, , , Philaenium, fem.
pr. n., Anth. P. 11, 18; etc.]., , Philaenis, fem.
pr. n., Anth. P. 7, 480 ; etc. : cf. Ath.
270 E;335 C; Polyb. 12, 13, 1.iavv, ol, Arae Philae-
norum, the Altars of the Phitaeni, a
place forming the boundary between
Carthage and Cyrene, Strab. p. 836;
cf Sallust .lug. 79 : m Polyb. 3, 39,

2 .^, ov, , Philaeus. son of

Ajax, alter whoni the deme
was said to be named, Hdt. 6, 35., and, irreg.

compar. and superl. of, q. v.

(sub tin.)/, ov, (?., ) :
—

fond of bringing charges, fault-finding,

Aesch. Supp. 485 ;, against one,
Plat. Legg. 903 A :

—

censorious, quer
ulous, discontented, Xen. Mem. 2, 8,

0; distinguished from
by Isocr. 9 A. — II. liable to blame or
attack, Dem. 150, 9. Adv. -, Strab., =, .
., Phot. : an obscure, perh. corrupt
word : but the alteration of Ruhnk.,., is against analogy

:

Struve conjectures'., ov,{,) fond of intemperance, Plut. Timol.
14.?., ov,(,•) readily following, Ar. Ran. 415., Ion. -,,(,) fund of sheer wine : given to

wine, said of Anaereon by Simon. 51,

5 ;, Anth. P. 6, 169, etc., , to be fond of exact'

ness, to be very exact., ov, fond of hearing,

of music, speaking, etc./, , to befond ofanoint-
ing one^s self for wrestling./., ov, (.-) a friend of Alexander, Strab.
Plut. Alex. 4., , gen. , (,) loving truth, a friend of truth,

Arist. Eth. N. 4. 7, 8. Luc. Pise. 20,
etc. — II. certain philosophers are
called by Diog. L. 1, 17,
who seems to intend the Epicureans.
Adv. -}.^, , 6, Philalethes,

masc. pr. n., Strab. p. 580.,//, , , mutual love./., ov,(,)
fond of one another, Plut. 2, 977 C. etc.7., , a friend of for-
eigners.., ov, (, )
liking to be free from pain or grief,

Orph. [a], ov, b, (,)
one who easily torments himself, Foes.
Oec. Hipp., Dor. for ?,, Theocr./., ov,(,-) loving sin, LXX., a. Dor. for -,
ov, . son of Philammon, i. e. Eumol-
pus. Theocr. 24, 108.^, ana, . Phil-
ammon, an early minstrel of Thrace,
father of Thamyris and Eumolpus,
Eur. Rhes. 916; Apollod. ), 3,3.-2.
an Athenian boxer, Dem. 331, 1.
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, {,)
friend of the vine,].

At. Pac. 308.—II. rich in vineyards,

Dion. H., , to be fond of
reading, Diod. : from, ov, b,{,-

) fond of reading, Plut.

Alex. .,, ov, b, {,-) fond of spending, prodigal, C.

gen. rei, Plat. Rep. 548 B., ov, (=foreg.)/urid of

spending, Dio C. [y«], , ,() love

for a husband, Luc. Hale. 2,—or for

the male sex in general, Eur. Andr.

228.\, ov, b, Philandridas,

masc. pr. n., Paus. 6, 2, 1., ov, (,) fond

of one's husband, conjugal, LllC. Hale.

8, cf. Wytt. Plut. 2, 57 D.—H. loving

men,, Aesch. Theb. 902. — 2.

fond of men, lewd. Plat. Symp. 191

; also of a masculine woman, Soph.

Fr. 356.?, ov,= sq., Nonn./, , {,) fond

offlowers, Eur. Incert. 115.\,, , Philanthus, masu.

pr. n., an Elean, Paus. 5, 2, 4., , b, {, av-) a friend of colliers, Ar. Ach.
336.,,, a humane
act, Plut. Solon 15, etc: from,{) to

be a friend to maiikind, to be humane or

benevolent: more usu. in.,-, though then with a some-
what different signf., to behave or act

humanely, kindly, etc., riva, Dem.
384, 11.—II. transit., /oireai humanely

or kindly, Diod. 18, 18, in pass.—2. to

grant humanely, Ti, Heliod.. u,=foreg., LXX.

—

II. transit., to treat kindly. Polyb. 3,

76, 2, etc.
;

pass.,'.
Id. 39, 3, 2., , , the character

or conduct of a, friendli-

ness, humanity, benevolence. Plat. Eu-
thyphr. 3 D, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 1, etc.

;

opp. to, Dem. 507, 20 ; to. Id. 490, 7 ; //

.. Id. 748, 28 ; . , ,
Polyb. 1, 79, 8 and 11 ; of a desert

cownUy,'7]., Diod.

17, 50 -.

—

clemency, Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 73.

—2. liberal conduct, liberality, Xen. Oec.

15, 9
; ., Aeschin. 30, 14., , , and-,

7], OV, belonging to or becoming a-. Adv. -, Polyb. 33, 10,

3 : from, ov, {?,-) loving mankind, humane, kind, be.

nevoleut, Epich. p. 94 ; . -. Isocr. 416 ; ., Aesch. Pr. 11, 28 : . —, said of animals, Xen.
Cyn. 3, 9 ; so, tu, Po-
lyb. 10, 38, 3, etc.—2. liberal, Xen.
Oec. 19, 17.—II. adv. -. ., Dem. 411, 10 ; cf. Isocr.

197 C.

iavpov, ov. TO, Philanorium,

a place in Argolis, Paus. 2, 30, 3., opor, b, , Dor. lor }•, {,) fond of one's hus-

band, conjugal,,, Aesch.

Ag. 411, 856; .. Id. Pers. 135.

—ll./o/id ofmen,, Pind. Fr. 260.

i.vp,. b, Philanor, masc.

pr. n., Paus. 6, 4, 7., , {?.,, -) fond of singing or singers, Theocr.
iG06

.

28, 23 ;, Anth. P. 9, 372 : mu-
sical,, lb. 6, 47., ov, subject to bad di-

gestion, [], , , fondness

for making enemies, quarrelsomeness,

Isocr. 344 C, D, Dem. 1268, 16:

from, ov, gen., {-,) fond of making ene-

mies, quarrelsome, wrangling, Lys. 170,

27, Isocr. 172 C, etc., Dem. 701, 24.

Adv. -', ., to be quarrel-

some. Plat. Rep. 5U0 B., , gen. fOf.= foreg.,

Polyb. 12, 25, 6. Adv. -. Id. 32,

20, 3., , , = sq., Luc.
Pise. 20., ov, contr.-, ovv,{,) fond of simplicity.}/, ov, {,-) fond of travelling, Xen. Hell. 4,

3,2.?,, , to love money, be

covetous, LXX. : and, , , love of money,
covetousness, Isocr. 178 D, etc. : from, ov, {,)
fond of 7noney, covetous. Soph. Ant.

1055, Fr. 512, Xen. Mem. 3, 1, 10,

Plat., etc.7, ov,{,) fond
of virtue, Arist. Eth. N. 1, 8, 10. [a], ov, b, a friend of
Aristides, Anth., ov, b, a friend of
Aristotle, Strab., ov,{,) fond
of chariots or the chariot-race,,
Pind. I. 8 (7), 43 ; B/y/iai, Eur. H. F.

467., ov, b, a frieiid of Ar-
saces. Strab.

or -, ov, {,) fond of what is old, fond of
antiquity, Plut. 2, 1107 E, Ath. 126 B., , to be fond of rule, Po-
lyb. 6, 9, 6 : and

^, , , love of rule, lust of
power, Polyb. 6, 49, 3, etc. : and, , , belonging or

beseeming a : from, ov,{,)fond of
rule or power, ambitious. Plat. Phaed.
82 C, Rep. 549 A, Polyb.. etc. []f, -. Dor. and poet, for,., ov,{,-) fond ofplaying at,
Anth. P. 6, 276., ov, {, )

fond ofa profligate life, Mel. 60, 64. [«], Ep. 3 sing. aor. mid. of-,. 20, 304. [], ,=.
Lye. 5C6., ,{, 7) fond
of the flute,, Soph. Ant. 965;, Eur. El. 435. [i]

iavo, ov, b, Philaulus, masc.
pr. n., Anth. P. 7, 470., , to be fond of self ; and, , , self-love, self-re-

gard. Plut. 2, 48 F: from, ov,{,) loving

one's self, Arist. Eth. N. 9, 8, 4, sq.,

in bad sense, selfish, lb., cf. M. Mor.

2, 14, 3. Adv. -, Luc. Amor. 27., , to rob, plunder, dub., cf..̂,, b, Philaon, son of

Chersis, brother of king Gorgus in

Cyprus, Hdt. 8, 11.

^}.. ov. Ion.-., b, Phileas,

father of the Samian Rhoecus, Hdt.
3, 60.—2. V. I. for, in Plut.

Sol. 10.—Others in Dem. ; Lys'. ; etc.

, ov,{,) read-

ily giving security or bail, Strab.7'/, ov,{,)
fond of accusing, Clem. 1.
i?J, Ion. and Ep. impf. from

7., Horn., ov,(,) vsu-

ally worn on the hair,, Anth.
P. 0, 307., ov, gen.,(,) fond of learning, Strab., ov, =,
Strab., ov, loving the olive-tree., ov, gen. ovof,=sq.,
LXX.tf , ov,(,) loving

pity, compassionate, Eccl., {7.,)
loving or practising liberality, Dion.
H., ov, (,-) loving Jreedom, liberal, Polyb. 4,

30, 5.

7/1',, 6, , (^,-) fond of the Hellenes or Greeks,

Hdt. 2, 178, Isocr. 107 A, 199 A,
Plat. Rep. 470 E, Xen., etc.,, , , readily hoping,

always hoping. [I], ov, (,)
fond of traffic and travel, Nonn., , to be fond of show-
ing, Nicet. : from, ov, , {?,-
v)fond of showing off or boasting., ov, (,)
fond of renown, ClC. Att. 13, 19, 3., ov, readily giving in :

opp. to., ov,(,) fond
of revelling or enthusiasm, Orph. H.
10, 5., ov, {,)
loving night, Paul. S. Ecphr. 410., ov,(,) fond
of going out or gadding about, Epich.
p. 86., ov, b,()=
sq., ov, {7.,) fond
offeasts,, At. Thesm. 1147., ov,(,-) fond of knowledge or science, Philo., ov, b, {, -) a censorious person, Isocr. 9 A

;

ct.., , to love an,
be amorous : from, ov, b,(,)
one who loves an, fond of lov-

ers, amorous. Plat. Symp. 192 B., , , passionate love.

Plat. Symp. 213 D, Aristaen. : from, ov, (,)
loving, amorous, Polyb. 24, 5,

7.—II. agreeable to lovers, [), Mel.
98 ;, Anth. P. app. 327., , , pecul. fern, ol

foreg.,/o?«i of intrigues, Anth. P. 5, 4.., , to lore work, he indus-
trious, Plut. 2, 13 A : and, , , love of labour, in-

dustry, Xen. Oec. 20, 26 : thrift, Dem.
945, 25, Arist. Rhet. 1, 5, 6: from, ov,(,) loving

work, working willingly, industrious,

Dem. 957, 28. Adv. -, Ael. V. H.
12, 45., ov,(,)fond
of being alone, Anth. P. 5, 9., ov, {,) fond
of wool-spinning, practised therein,-, Theocr. 28, 1 ;, AntI».

P. 6, 247., , 6, . (, '*
quarrelsome, Arist. Soph. . 11, 5.

,, , to love strife : from



?^-, , ,=, Alex.

Incert. 56. Hence, , , belonging to, be-

seeming a., ,=.,, , , (,)
prone to love, full of love, Mel. 64, Luc.
Amor. 12. [i], ov, {,)
fond of evening, Anth. P. 7, 31

.

?, , , {)
love ofcomrades,friendship, Xen. Ages.
2,21., , ^,= foreg., Alex.
Incert. 76., ov, , =,
Diosc. 4, 8, cf. Foes. Oec. Hipp..,, , pecul. fein. of

sq., Nic. Th. 632., ov, (.,)
fond of one's comrades or friends, true

to them, Thuc. 3, 82, Xen. Cyr. 8, 3,

49, etc. Adv. -ptjf, Aeschin. 15, 32.\', ov, , Philetaerus,

brother of Euinenes, founder of the
kingdom of Pergamus, Luc. Macrob.
12; cf. Strab. pp. 543, 624.-2. a
poet of the middle comedy, of Athens,
Meineke.l, p. 349.—Others in Strab.;

etc., ov, (o,vo)fondof
pulse-soup, A. B. p. 70. [i]?., ov, loving a clear sky., 01', (, ) loving

the cry of, epith. of Bacchus,
Anth. P. 9, 524, Nonn., , gen. , fond of
caution, very cautious.7, ov, (7) fond of
(Zaiiiiics, Leon.Tar. 14, econj. Brunck.,
pro- : Lob. Phryn. 573 pre-

fers-., ov, (?., vv)fnd of
the marriage-bed, Anacreont. 1, 7., ov, {, ,) loving fairfaces, or wishing
to have one., a, ov, (?.,-) fond of Euripides, Plut. ^,
755 B., ow,=foreg., name of
a comedy of Axionicus., ov, {,)
fond of order and decency, Anth. P. 6,

282.
__7.•, ov, {,-) loving wit, Arist. Virt. et Vit.

6,5.^, ov, dub. 1., v.-..,,{,)fond
of youths, Anth. P. 12, 161., , gen.,=,
Theocr. 5, 137., , to exercise enmity,

LXX.: from, ov, {,) ex-

ercising enmity, prone to enmity, Paul.
S. 74, 169. Adv.-, .
TLva, to be hostile towards any one,
Diog. L. 3, 36. [i],, {, iipia)fondof
play, Nonn.^-, , , Philepsius, masc.
pr. n., an Athenian, Ar. Plut. 177.

?.,, {.- : besides the regul.

aor. 7., Horn, has in the same
act. signf the Ep. aor. in 3
sing,, '. 11. 5, 61 ; im-
perat. /, 11. 5, 117 ; 10, 280 (Wolf
writes) ; subj. [i], H.
Horn. Cer. 117 ; but?. as pass.,

Ap Rh. 3, 66 ; and so,,
Anth. P. append. 317:—Ep. inf pres., 11. 22, 265 ; inf. fut. ?.-, Od. 4, 171 : Ion. impf.-, Hom., Aeol. 2 pres. for, Sappho.—The fut. mid.-

in pass, signf. (for-) occurs, besides Horn., in Antipho
113,28; but also the fut. 3-

as fut. pass.-^A pres. ?^
occurs Sappho 43 ; but nowhere -. : {).

To love, very freq. from Hom.
dovvnwds., (but rarely of mere sexual
love, like,— being pro-

perly usea of affection generally,

whence Arist. says? -, Anal. Pr. 2, 27, 1, cf infra I.

2) ; of the love of gods for,/?', II. 16, 94, cf
7, 204 ; of parents and children, kmgs,
etc., Hom., etc. ;?, Eur. Med. 86; c.

dupl. ace,7 , Od.
15, 245 :—also of things, to approve of,

to like, sanction, , Od. 14,

83 ; ., , Vmd.
. 3, 11, . 9, 35 ; etc. :—pass., to be

beloved by one, en, II. 2, 668 ;-, 11.13, 627 ; , Hdt. 5,

5; also.—2. to treat affectionately

kindly, esp. to welcome a guest, Od. 4,

29 ; 5, 135, II. 3, 207, etc.
; kvl

., Od. 8, 42 ; hence,'
Aa,bethouwelcome with us,

Od. 1, 123, where the fut. mid. stands
in pass, signf, cf. 15, 281.—3. of sex-

ual love, II. 9, 450, Od. 18, 325, Hdt.
4, 176, Ar. Ran. 541, Pac. 1138; cf.—4. to show signs oflove, esp.

to kiss, . , to kiss on the
mouth, opp. to . , Hdt.
1, 134 ; so, . , Soph. . C.
1131 ; and in Att. freq. absol., Aesch.
Ag. 1560, Ar. Av. 671, 674, Plat.,

etc.:—mid., to kiss one another, Hdt.
1. c. — Not in Horn., who uses,.—II. c. mf , to befond of
doing, be wont, used to do,

Tu , Hdt. 7,

10, 5 : and then freq. of things, events,

avpa , Hdt. 2, 27 ; esp.,, it usually happens,
as, -^, every thmg comes to

man by experience, Hdt. 7, 9, 3, etc.,

cf 8, 128, Thuc. 3, 42 ;—so,-, Pind. P. 3, 31 ; cf N. 1,

15 ; , Aesch.
Ag. 764, cf Supp. 769; -, SoplL Aj. 989 ; etc. ;—also
absol., ola (sc.),
as is wont, Lat. ut solet. Plat. Rep.
467 :—impers., ,
Hdt. 6, 27 :

— this usage is post-

Horn. ; the Lat. amare is used in the
same way, as in Hoiat. Od. 2, 3, 10.

[i, except in Ep. aor., but
cf..}, , , fem. from , a
mistress, like., ov, {, ) loving

youth, [] Hence^', , , Philebus, an Athe-
nian, after whom one of Plato's dia-

logues was named.^, , to love, seek or find

pleasure, delight in a thing, c. uat.,, Ar. Pac. 1130;^ ,
Polyb. 34, 10, 4 : — ., to like to

dwell in a place, Ath. 312 ; also, ., Alciphr. 3, 24 : from, , {,) fond of
pleasure, Arist. Eth. N. 8, 4, 4., , ii,fondnessfor pleasure,

pleasure in a thing, delight, -, of pigs, Ar. Plut.
307, cf 311., , to be fond ofpleasure,
V. 1. for, Ael. N. A. 2, 15

:

and?.,, , fondnessfor pleas-

ure, Plut. 2, 12 C, 21 C, etc. : from

, ov, {?^,) fond
of pleasure, Polyb. 40, 6, 11, etc.:

—

TO .=faIeg., Plut. 2, 1094 A., , to be attentive, Polyb.
3, 57, 4 ; and, , 7], fondness for listen-

ing or hearing discourse, attentiveness,

Isocr. 5 D : from, ov,{,) -.—fond
of listening, esp. to conversation, dis-

courses, lectures, etc., . -, .,
.. Plat. R#p. 535 D, 548 , 475

D : fond of hearing or reading for mere
pastime, opp. to, Polyb.
7, 7, 8, etc.7, ov,(,])
fond of the spindle, Anth. P. 6, 160.

[a]7, ov, 6, {,-) one who delights :n trials, esp.
as a juryman{) in the He-
liaea, Ar. Vesp. 88., , ,{ I. 4) a
kiss, Aesch. Fr. 128, Soph. Fr. 482,
Eur. Andr. 416, Xen. Mem. 1, 3, 8,

etc. [i]7., ov, , dim. from
foreg., ov, , Philematium,
a courtesan in Athens, Luc. Dial.
Meretr. 11., Ep. inf. pres. act. of, for, II. 22, 265.\, ov, , Philemenu.f,
masc. pr. n., Polyb. 8, 26.7, V.7.\7^., ov, , Philemonides,
masc. pr. n.. Plat. Theag. 129 B., , , {) :

—
love, friendship, Theogn. 284, where
Brunck, needlessly, would read-. (Formed from ,,
which however occurs only as pr. n.)

i7.v, , 6, Philemon, an
Athenian, father of Aminiades, Thuc.
2, 67.—2. a barbarian, who wished to
pass himself off for an Athenian citi-

zen, Ar. Av. 763.—3. a poet of the new
comedy, of Soli ; there were tw of
this name, and ,
Meineke, 1, p. 446; Luc. Macrob. 16.

^4. an actor, Arist. Rhet. 3, 12.

—

Others in N. T. ; etc., ov,{,) lov-

ing the wind, airy, windy, Plut. 2,

676 A.7., ov, (.,) follow-
ing the rein, obedient, tractable, Aesch.
Pr. 465.,, , , . sub-.}7^, , , Phileratis,

fem. pr. ., Anth. P. 6, 347., ov, (7.,) :

—fo7id of the oar, as epith. of the
Phaeacians, Od. 8, 96, etc. ; of the
Taphians, 1, 181.,, , ,=7.

f, 6, V. 1. for=^,
Hdt. 3, 60.,, ,{) thievishness,

Hesych.^, , , Philesia, fem. pr.

., Anth. Append. 259.7.7^, ov, =.,
Pind. . 14, 19. []^, ov, , Philesius, a leader
of the Greeks under the younger
Cyrus, an Achaean, Xen. An. 3, 1,

47.—2. a statuary of Eretria, Paus.
5, 27, 9., , , {) a loving,

affection, Arist. Eth. N. 9, 7, 6.?., ov, =-, Aristid., ov,fondof rest, peaceful.\, a, b, Philetas, a celebra-
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ted grammarian and poet, of Cos,

Theocr. 7, 40 ; Slrab. p. 657. — 2.-, a Sybarite, victor at Olympia,
Paus. 5, 8, 9., verb. adj. from,
one must love. Soph. Ant. 524, Arist.,

etc.,, dub. forms for-, Gaisf. Has. Op. 373, Jac.

Anth. P. p. 122./, , , (^ /lpw) gwen to

loving, affectionate, Arist. Eth. N. 3,

10, 2, Eth. Eud. 7, i, 5. Adv. -,
Clem. Al.—II. fond of kissing, Arist.

Probl. 30, 1,8.\]<^, Ep. ao, , son of
Philetor, i. e. Demuchus, II. 20, 457.

7;-, , , verb. adj. from 0i-, to be loved, worthy of love, -,
the object of love, Arist. Eth. N. 9,

7,6.\, ov, , Philetus, masc. pr.

n., N. T., , , an amour, in-

trigue : a\so=:, Anth. P. 11,

218: Niike Choeril. p. 98. [I], opor, , a lover ; also ., Aesch. Ag. 1446.

\7/,, , Philetor, father

of Demuchus, 11. 20, 457.—A Cretan
name, Strab. p. 484., , , Ion. ?/, Hdt., («^-) :

—

love, affection, friendship, Lat.

amicitia, first in Theogn. 306, 600,

1098, Hdt. 3, 82, etc. ; . ,
Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 29 ; also, .,
Id. An. 1, 3, 5: y , i] ,
friendship for me, for thee, lb. 7, 7,

29, Eur. Or. 138, etc. ;

or , to acquire

one's friendship, Xen. Cyr. 3, 1,28;

. , Eur.

Hipp. 253 ; ,
Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 29. — II. fern, from, V. sub-^, ov, , Philiades, a tyrant

of Messenia, Dem. 212, 26; Polyb.

17, 14, 3.—Others in Luc. ; etc.,() to be or become a

friend,, LXX., , to be a friend of the

art of medicine, Diosc. : from,, ov, a friend of the art of
ynedicine. [], , ,() :

—belonging

to or befittiiig a friend, friendly. Plat.

Legg. 919 A. and Xen. :, proofs

or marks offriendship, ,
Xen. Cyr". 4, 6, 6, An. 4, 1,9. Adv., in a kind, friendly way. Plat.

Gorg. 485 E, and Xen. ; ., Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 17 ; superi., Id. Symp. 9, 4.^, . 7/, Philine, mother of

Theocritus, Theocr. Ep. 3. [iv]

ivva, , , like foreg., Phi-

linna, fem. pr. n., Ar. Nub. 684 ; Anth.;

etc.\, , , Philinninm, dim.

from foreg., fem. pr. n., Anth. P. 5,

121.^, ov, , Philinus, an Athe-

nian, son of Nicostratus, Dem. 566,

25.—2. a historian of Agrigentum
in Sicily, Polyb. 1, 14, sqq.—3. a

herdsman, Theocr. 2, 115.—Others in

Ath. ; etc., a, ov, and Att. very freq.

Of, ov, ().—I. act., of or like a

friend, friendly, kindly, ', ,
etc., Pind. P. 1, 116; 4, 51;,, Hdt. 7, 103 ; 9, 4 ;,, etc., Aesch. Cho. 810, etc. ; .
Tivi, friendly towards one, Xen. Cyr.

6. 1, 19:—esp. as opp. to,
friendly, .. ',,
etc., Hdt. 7, 1 51 , Xen., etc.

; .,
a friendly ship, i. e. one belonging to a
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friendly power, Thuc. 4, 120 : so too,/ (sc.,), a friendly coun-

try, opp. to 7/, Thuc, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 6, 9, etc.—2. , Ju-

piter as god offriendship, also,
without, Ar. Ach. 730, Pherecr.

Crapat. 16, and Plat. ; cf. Ruhnk.
Tim., Stallb. Euthyphr. 6 B.—II.

pass, like, loved, beloved, dear,

of persons and things, .,-, etc., cf Seidl. Eur. Tro. 243.

—

Hi. adv. -, Thuc. 3, 65, Xen. Cyr.

6, 3, 13, Plat., etc.

i?uo, ov. I). Philius, masc. pr. n.,

Anth. Append. 376., , later form for, to

make a friend o/;—pass., to become

friends, Aesop., ov,() of or

from Philip, joTou, Paus. 8, 30, 6t

:

. (sc. or), a gold

coin coined by king Philip, worth 1/. 3s.

5d., tabout $5.10 of our money, t Diod.^7, , , Polyb., and, . ., an iyihab. of Phi-
Itppi., ar, ,() love of
horses or riding, Stob. Eel. 2, p. 120.[, ov, 6, Philippides, an
Athenian, pupil of Protagoras, Plat.

Protag. 315 A.—2. a friend and par-

tisan of Midias, Dem. 581, 14; cf
1332, 24, perhaps the same.—3. son
of Phi lodes, a poet of the new comedy,
Ael. V. H. 12, 31 ; cf Meuieke 1, p.

470 sqq.—Others in Lycurg. ; etc., as pass., to be lean

like Philippides, Alex. Mandr. 5 : fcf
foreg. 3., f - Att. -, (•) to be on Philip's side or party,

to Philippize, Dem. 287, 1, Aeschin.

72, 14.[, , , of Philip, Phi-
lippic,, Polyb. 3, 32, 7.\^o, ov,=toveg., .,
Paus. 8, 7, 4.

^, , b.()
attachment to Philip and his party.[, , , Philippi, a city

of Macedonia on the Nestus, near

Amphipolis, earlier, Strab.

p. 331 ; etc. : an inhab.,,-, and-.[,,, Philippopn-

lis. a city of Thrace on the Hebrus,
Polyb. 24, 6, 5.—2.= e^dat,
Polyb. 5, 100, 8.., ov,fond of horses, Pind.

N. 9, 74, Soph. Fr. 523, 738, Eur.,

Xen., etc.—11. as masc. pr. n., Philip,

V. sq. [][, ov, 0, Philip, masc. pr.

n..— 1. a Crotoniat, honoured after

death as a hero, Hdt. 5, 47.—2. son

of Alexander I., brother of Perdiccas,

Thuc. 1, 57.—3. a Theban, Xen. Hell.

5, 1, 2.—4. son of Amynlas, the cele-

brated king of Macedon, Dem. passim.
—5. son of Demetrius, father of Per-

seus, Polyb.—Many others in Dem.

;

Polyb. ; etc./770, OVtfond of keeping

horses, Phalar.+77, al. islands of
Philip, in the Arabian gulf, Strab. p.

773., ov, 6. dim. from,
Teles ap. Stob. p. 516. 19.[, . , Philiscus, a poet

of the middle comedy, Meineke 1, p.

423.—2. a citizen of Abydos, Xen.
Hell. 7, 1, 27.-3. a tragic poet of

Corcyra, Ath. 198 B.—Others in Diog.

L. ; etc.i.,,=,Stah.
p. 445.[, ov, , Philistides, a

tyrant of Oreus in Euboea, Dem. 1)9,

22 : in Strab./.[, ov, , Philistitim, fem.

pr. n., Anth. P. 5, 114., lov, Ion. for,
fond of a family, sociable, l• oes. Oec.
Hipp.[,, , Philistion, a

wonder-worker of Syracuse, Atli. 138

E.—Others in Ath. 115 D; 510 C;
Anth. ; etc., , to love learning, to

investigate curiously.[, ov. , Philistus, son of

Pasicles, who with Neleus founded
Miletus, Hdt. 7, 97.—2. a historian

at the courtof Dionysius of Syracuse,
Paus. 1, 13, 9.,,, , , fond of learn-

ing, curious., ov, TO, V. sub.[,, b, PhUitis, an Aegyp
tian herdsman, after whom some py
ramids were named, Hdt. 2, 128.,. , , (,)
fond offish, Ath. 358 D., ov, poet, compar. of,
Od. 19, 351 ; 24, 268.,, ,() making
friendly., ov, b, () one who
befriends, or makes a friendship.[, , b, Philleus, masc.
pr. n., Leon. Tar. 96.

[.,, , Phillis, masc. pr. n.,

Anth. 7, 501.—2. a Delian, Ath. 21 F.,, ij, a tree, phillyrea lat-

ifolia, Dlosc. 1, 125.[., b,.=,
q• V., ov, (,)
loving Bacchus Or tvine, Anth. P. 7,

222., ov, (,-) fond of barbarians or foreigners,

loving barbarisms in language, Plut. 2,

857 A., ov, (,-) fond of the barbiton or lyre, Cri-

tias 7, 4., ov, (,-) loving the king, Plut. Aemil. 24., , b, (.,-) afriend to the king, Plut. Alex.

47., ov, envious., ov, (,)
fond of books, Strab., ov,(,) fond

of eating, Hermes ap. Stob. Eel. 1, p.

960., ,(,pv)fond
of bunches ofgrapes, Plut. 2, 668 A., b, , (.,)
loving full-grown boys, Anth. 12. 255.,,, ,=., . Dor. for,
Aesch., ov, (,) loving

the earth, Anth. P. 6, 104., ov,(,) long-

ing for marriage,, Eur. I.

A. 392., ov, 6, and-, ov, b, (,)
one who loves his belly, a glutton, Anth.
P. 8. 169., ov, , a friend of
jesters., ov, (, /}
fond of the ludicrous, given to jesting,

Arist. Rhet. 2, 13, 15, with v. 1. -.1?.,, b, , (, ~
?) laiightfr-loving,fo7id of laughing.

Plat. Rep. 388 ; -, Arist. Rhet. 2,

13, 15.



^, , , Philogenes, an

Atiienian, founder of Phocaea, Strab.

p. 633., ov, (?.,)
loving the noble or nobleness : ., the

quality of loving the liable, Diog. L. 4,

19., ov, , fond ofgeom-

etry., , to be fond offarm-
ing or a country life : and, , , fondness for

farming or of a country life, Xen. Oec.

20, 25 : from, ov,{,)
fond of fanning or a country life^ Xen.
Oec. 20, 26., , gen.. Dor. --, [,,) :

—

loving

mirth, mirthful, Aesth. Theb. 918., ov, = sq., Arist. Eth.

Eud. 2, 10, 28.1?., , gen. , {,) loving sweet things, esp. sweet

wine, Arist. Probl. 3, 28 ; cf. Lob.

Phryn. p. 536., , , love of children,

Callistr. : from, ov, {?^,) loving

one's children, Joseph., ov, wont to be terrible

or gloomy., , to love books,

Plut. Aemil. 28., , , love of books,

Stob. Eel. 2, p. 120., ov,{,
III) loving bonks, Plut. 2, 963 B., , {7•.,) to

love painting, Plut. 2, 1093 D.,,^., , , dub. 1. for-., , to love gymnas-
tic exercises. Plat. Prot. 342 C, E,
Rep. 452 : from, ov, ,{, -) fond of gymnastic exercises,

Hipp. p. 280, Plat. Rep. 535 D, etc.

Hence, , , fondnessfor
gymnastic exercises, Plat. Symp. 182

C, 205 D., , , belonging

to, proper to, or becoming a.-, very dub. 1. in Plat. Rep. 455 E., ov, loving gymnas-
tic exercises.*, gen.,.=. Plat. Symp. 191 D

:

not used in nom. [v],,=, Arist.

Physiogn. 3, 14. [i]
^?., , , =,

Cic. Tusc. 4, 11., ov, b, {, )
fond of women, Antiph. Zacynth. ].

• [^]?, , t], love of women,
Plut. 2, 706 : from, ov,{,) fond
of women, Lob. Phryn. 184., ov, gen.,{,

)
given to demons or idols,

Eccl., ov, and -, ,
gen. .{,) loving tears,

given to weeping., dub. I. ap. Plut. 2, 745
C.^, , , Philodamia,
daughter of Danaus, Paus. 4. 30, 2.. ov,{,) lov-

ing the laurel, epith. of Bacchus, Eur.

Licynin. 4.', ov, ,{,-) one who likes giving dinners,

Diog. L. 3, 98.

, ov, {,)
fond of good dinners, Plut. 2, 726 A., ov, {',)
loving the bed, conjugal, 0pp. 0. 1, 161., ov, {,)
fond of trees or the wood, Anth. Plan.

233., ov, b, a lover ofcups

or drinking., ov,fond of the lady

of the house., {,-) dep., to love the rule of a master,

Anaxil. Incert. 9., ov, {,-) loving one's lord or master, The-
ogn. 847 : also in bad sense,-

-, slaves that love a master,

crouching slaves, Hdt. 4, 142 : of dogs,

Plut. 2, 491 C., , , love of the people,

popularity : from, ov, {,) a

friend of the or people, the com-

mons' friend, Ar. Eq. 787, Nub. 1187.

i7lo, ov, , Philodemus, an
Epicurean of Gadara in Syria, Strab.

p. 759 : also a poet of the Anthology.
—2. an Argive at the court of Hiero-
nymus in Syracuse, Polyb. 7, 2, 2., ov, b,{) a

friend to the people. Hence, , , like a friend

of the people, Dion. H., if,=foreg., Diog. L.

4, 22., ov, {^,)
loving the right, loving justice, Arist.

Eth. N. 1,8, 10, Plut. Aristid. 22., ov, b, {,-) one who likes being a judge, name
of a comedy of Timocles., ,{) to befond
of law, Thuc. 1, 77.\7., , , Fhilodice, daugh-
ter of Inachus, ApoUod. 3, 10, 3.^, ov, , Philodices, an
Athenian. Xen. Hell. 1, 3, 13.,, , , fondness for hw-
suits, litigiousness : from, ov,{,) fond of
law-suits, litigious, Lys. 116, 21, Dem.
1287, 17., ov, b, {,) a

friend of travellers, Jluv, Anth. P. 6,

102., , to love fame, seek hon-

our, Tivi, in a thing, Arist. Rhet.

2, 10, 4 ; , for a thing, Polyb. 32,

14, 10; . ",, to seek

credit fur one's conduct towards them.
Id. 1, 16, 10:—0. kv, i. e. to

be a great man in a smalt way, Id.

12, 23, 7 : and?, , , love of honour or

glory, Polyb. 26, 2, 8 : from, ov, {,) loving

fame, honour or glory, Plat. Rep. 480
A ; , Arist. Rhet. 2, 10, 3 ;

Tiva. Polyb. 7, 8, 6, cf.-—
II. attached or bigoted to an opinion.,,,=, Inscr.. ov, (, )

loving slaves, Joseph., ov, {,)
loving noise, Anth. P. 0, 297., ov, {,)
loving the course, Orph. H. 13, 11., ov, {, )

loving the deiv, Nonn.,, ov,fond of lamentation., ov, {,)
fond nf lamenting, indulging sorrow,

Aesch. Supp. 69., , to be fond of giving,

be bountiful. Hence,,, a liberal gift,

Nicet.

iopo, , b, Philodoretus,
masc. pr. n., Ar. Eccl. 51.?., , , fondness for giv•

ing, bounty : from?., ov, {?., fond
of giving, bountiful. Plat. Symp. 197 D,
Xen. Mem. 3, 1, 0, Dem. 2G4, 5.

Adv. -. Plat. Theaet. 146 D., , or, ov,{,) fond of work, industri-

ous, Anth. P. 6, 48; 7, 423, etc./,, b, {, -) one who isfond offeasting guests,

Philo. [a], ov, {,)
loving the west wind, Anth. P. 10, 16-,

12, 195.?, ov, b, a friend to in-

quiry., , like', to

love life, Polyb. 11,2, 11, etc. : and, , , like,
love of bfe, with collat. sense of cow-
ardice, Polyb. 15, 10, 5: from, ov, (, ) : like, fond of one's life, with
collat. sense of cowardly,, Eur.
Phoenix 9, Arist. Rhet. 2, 13, 8.—.
{ov)fond of animals Xeu. Mem. 1,

4, 7., ov, fond of sitting, seden-
tary, lazy.?•,, , , fondness for
shows, Joseph. : from., ov, {, )

fond of seeing, fond of shows, plays or
spectacles, Plat. Rep. 476 A. [], , to be a, Eccl.:
and, , , the love of God,
Eccl. : from, ov. {,) loving

God, pious, Arist. Rhet. 2, 17, 6.—II.

beloved of God, Eccl. Hence,, , the love of God,
a word condemned by Poll. 1, 21 ; cf.

Lob. Phryn. 351., ov, (,) lov-

ing warmth, Theoplir., Plut. 2, 648 D., ov, loving law and order., , to love speculation.

Iambi. : from>,,=}.,.\\.
Incert. 57. Arist. Eth. N. 1, 8, 10.—
li. fond of philosophy., ov. friend of Thebes,
name of a play of Antiphnnes., V,{, 7.) loving

the female sex or females, Ael. N. A.
2, 43, Lob. Phryn. 536.7. . to be fond of hunting,

Ael. V. H. t9, 3t.—the form-
is wrong. Lob. Phryn. 626 : and, , , love if hunting,

love of the chace, Xen. Cyr. 2, 4, 26,
Plut, 2, 633 A : from, ov. {,) fond
of hunting, Xen. Cyn. 5, 25, Plat. Rep.
535 D, etc.

i'po.ov,b,Philotherus, masc.
pr. n., Anth. Append. 54., ov, fond of noise or
uproar.., ov. b,fond ofThu-
cydides, Anth. Plan. 315.., ov, (?,)
fond of rearing animals, Orac. Sib., t'f,=sq., Mosch. 4, 66., ov, {,)
fond of wailing, given to lamentations,

"Nonn.., ov, loving, rites and
ceremonies, a formalist., ov, {,)
loving the thyrsus, Orph. H. 53, 11 : cf.

ap. Hephaest. p. 68.2., , o,= sq., Ar. Vesp.

82, Antipho 117, 34.
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, , {'.,)/<1/
sacrificing: ., sacrifices offered

with zeal, Aesch. Theb. 180., ,=?. [i]?,,(,) lov-

ing one's relations, Poiyb. 32, 14, 9,

Ael. N. . 5, 28./, , (,-) fond of building, Xen. Oec. 20,

29, Plut., , {?.,) loving

07ie's home, Arist. Virt. et Vit. 8, 3., , gen. , {-,) prone to pity, compas-

sionate, Eiir. I. T. 345, Plat. Menex.
244 E. Adv.-., , = sq., signf. I,

Soph. Aj. 580., ,(,) fond
oflamentation, viournful, piteous,PiQSch.

Ag. 240.

—

11.=. [I], , , love of wine, Hdt.
3, 34 : from/, ,(,) fond of
wine. Plat. Lys. 212 D, Rep. 475 A,
etc., tV,=sq., Orph. H.
13,3., , ( /., )

loving frenzy, esp. loving the orgies of

Bacchus and Cybele, Orph. H. 26,
13, etc. [<]',, ,,^.'., , , Philoetius, neat-

herd of Ulysses, Od. 20, 185, etc.., , , (',) :
—

loving sexual intercourse, a lecher, The-
ucr. 4, 02:— also,/, ./,, loving cleanliness., , loving purity or

holiness, []., , (, )

loving novelty, Dion. ., Plut. 2, 731

, etc.,, ,(, -) friend to the Caesar or emperor,

Inscr. ap. Osann Auct. Lex. Gr. p.

163., , loving the bad or
base.,,,(,-) fond of doing ill, Eccl. Adv.
•>. Eccl.', , (.) to love

what is beautiful, to indulge a taste for
the refinements of Ife, Thuc. 2, 40 : to

be fond of show. Pint. 2, 1044 D.—II.

like., to account a thing
a7i honour, and hence to be eager or

zealous, c. inf , Plut. Alex. 25.7., , , lovefor the beauti-

ful.^, , , one who
loves ornament.7., , (^,) lov-

ing the beautiful (both of personal and
moral beauty), loving beauty and good-

nrss. Plat. Phaedr. 248 D, Criti. Ill
:

—

fond of show and elegance, Xen.
Cyr. 1, 3, 3 ; . -, lb. 2,

1, 22 ; . / /, Isocr.

7 D.—ll. fond of honour, seeking hon-
our,/ kv ,
Xen. Symp. 4, 15.,,^.. [u], , gen. , (,) easily bent, pliant, Anth. P. 6,

294., , {, -) rich in fruit,, Anth. P.

6, 42..,, loving emptiness,fond
of empty show., , , love of gain,

greed. Plat. Legg. 649 D, Xen. Cyn.
13, 13: and
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/.(, , to be greedy of gain,

Xen. An. 1, 9, 16: from/, , gen. , (,,) loving gain, greedy of gain,

Theogn. 199, Pmd. 1. 2, 9, Ar. Plut.

591 ; . ^. Plat. Rep.
581 A ; etc. Adv. -. Hence', , ,=,
Diod., , (,-) fond of jeering or mocking, Od.
22, 287./,, , , (,) fond of one^s relatives, Xen.
Ages. II, 13.,,(,) loving

sorrow. Ar. Fr. 700.—li.=lbreg.
'7)-, ,(,) fond

of a garden, Diog. L. 9, 112.,, ,(.,-/) lover of the cithara, Plut. 2,

633 A.,,(,)
fond of danger, venturous, hold, Xen.
An. 2, 6, 7, etc. ; -, lb. 1, 9,6; cf. Dem.
501, 16. Adv. -, Xen. Symp. 4,

33.., ,(,-) fond of wearing ivy, epith. of
acchus, Eur. Cycl. 616.., , (,)

fond of, given weeping, Nonn.^, , fond of Clearchus,
Plut. Artax. 13.

\.7^, ', , (friend of
Cleon.) Philocleon, a character m Ar.
Vesp.

'\7.], , , Philocles, a
tragic poet in Athens, son of Aeschy-
lus' sister, Ar. Av. 281.—2. an Athe-
nian naval commander at Aegospo-
tami, Xen. Hell. 1, 7, 1. Others in
Diod. S. ; Anth. ; etc.

?>}[, , , fond of wearing
greaves:=.., , (, )

fond of pinching teazing, Anth. P.
11,7.?, , (, )

fond of what is common, Anth. P. 9,

546., , love of royalty,

Orac. Sib.,, , ,(, -) fond of flatterers, Arist. Eth. .
8, 8, 1, Rhe't. 1, 11,26.^, , , a slave, fa-
vourite of the Emperor Commodus,
Hdn. 1, 17, 6.., , (,) fond
of one's hair, Synes.', , to be fond of boast-

ing : and,,,fondnessfor boast-

ing : from, ov,fond of boasting./, , requiring manure,
Theophr./, , to love ornament or
show, Clem. Al. : and., , , love of ornament
or show, Plut. Pliilop. 9 : from, , (,)
loving ornament or show, Plut. 2, 976
F, LXX.^, , , Philocrates,
son of Deineas, a general of the Athe-
nians, Thuc. 5, 116.—2. son of Ephi-
altes. a naval commander of the
Athenians, Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 24.-3.
an Eleusinian, a partisan of Philip
of Macedon, Dem. 230, 23 ; 343, 20

;

etc —Others in Apollod. ; etc.

/., , (,)
loving steep rocks, of goats, Leon. Al.
12.., , to make nice distinc-

tions, Luc. Abdic. 4, cf. Phal. 11, 9;
also V. 1. for,•, in Thuc.
il.po, ov, , Philocritus,

masc. pr. n., Anth. P. 7, 76.?, ov, loving the-, Anth. P. 9, 505, 8., ov, (, )
loving noise or din, epith. of Pan, H.
Horn. 18, 2.—2. loving applause.., ov, poet, for-,', loving possessions,

hence greedy of gain, covetous, in 11. 1,

122, in superl.., o;'.=foreg., ov, gen. ,=^-. Solon 28, 19.^,, , Philoctemon,
masc. pr. n., Ar. V^esp. 1250 ; Isae.

;

etc.,,, and-, , love of possessions.^'//, ov poet, ao, . Phi-
loctetes, son of Poeas, leader of the
Greeks from Thessaly before Troy,
friend of Hercules, a distinguished
archer, 11. 2, 718; Pind. P. 1, 97;
Soph. Phil. ; etc.', ov, , and•, ov, fond of building.., ov,(, vo)fond
of dice or gambling, Ar. Vesp. 75., , gen. , (,) loving splendour, splendid, joy-
ous, 3,, . Horn. Merc. 375,
481., ov, 6,(,/) a lover of hunting or the chace,

Xen. Cyn. 5, 14; 12, 11../, , , love of ,the

chace, Stob. Ecl. 2, p. 120 : from
1'7/}, ov,(,)

loving the chace, Plut. 2, 310 F. [i], ov, and m Plat. Lys.
212 D, gen., , ,{.,) fond of dogs.^., ov, , Philocyprus, a
king of Salamis in Cyprus, Hdt. 5,

113; Plut. Sol. 26., , , Philocyon, a
brave Spartan, Hdt. 9, 71., ov, , fond of
tippling, dub. 1. Ath. 433 B., ov,{,)fond
offeastmg and dancing, epith. of Ana-
creon, Simon. 51, 5 ;, Mel. 60.^, ov, , Philocomus,
father of the philosopher Carneades,
Diog. L. 4, 62., ,=?./, lov-

ing oars.., ov, (,)
fond of sexual intercourse, Hipp. p.

479., , , , (,) fond of the Lacedaemonians,
Plut. Artax. 13; epith. of Cimon,
Id. Pericl. 9, Cim. 16.'/., ov, fond of talking,

Diog. L. 1, 92.?., ov, , Philolaus (cf -). son of Minos and the nvmph
Paria, ApoUod. 3, 1, 2.-2. a P'ytha-
gorean philosopher of Crotona, Ael.
V. H. 1, 23:—a Ph. is mentioned in
Plat. Phaed. 61 D as teacher ol

Cebes and Simmias, cf Schol. ad 1.

—3. a Corhithian, Arist. Pol. 2, 9, 6.??, ov, loving torches,

epith. of Diana., ov, poet, for.,
{/,,) loving booty, .
Hom. Merc. 335., ov, fond of taking or
receiving., ov, (,)fond
ofprecious stones, Plut. 2, 462 C., ov,(,) lov-

ing dai7ities, dainty, Leon. Al. 30, etc.



?.^), , strictly, to love talk-

ing : but, usu., to love learning and
literaturt', to be fond of learned discus-

sion, Plut. 2, 133 : and, , , strictly, love of
talking : but, usu., love of learning and
literature, esp. of learned discussion,

Isocr. Antid. ^ 316 ; fondness for argu-

mentation, Plat. Theaet. 146 A :

—

later esp., the study of language and
history, Plut. 2, 645 C : from
?^/.}, ov. strictly, fond oftalk-

ing; talkative, in Ihis signf. first in Ath.

39 B,—unless he isquoting from Alex-
is.—II. usu.,fond of learning and litera-

ture, fond of learned discussion or argu-

mentation. Plat. Phaedr. 236 E, etc.

;

0. VeI ,\.'\\&&. 161 A ;

in Rep. 582 E, he joins the ??-
yofwiththe^i/.offooof.v. Lob. Phryn.
393 ; so Plut. joins it with,
2, 618 : opp. to ~6-, ap.

Stob. p. 428, 53.—2. later, esp., a stu-

dent of language and history, a learned

man, in which signf. the name was
first used by Eratosthenes of himself;

so too it was applied to the Roman
Grammarian Ateius Capito, because
(says Sueton.) multiplici et varia doc-

trina censebatur : hence. 7.7..-, Plut. 2, 737 D. (Often writ-

ten paro.x.,?., which E. M.
p. 406, 10 seems to favour : others, as

Gottling, write it in first signf. pro-

parox.,>?., in second, parox.,

^?.?.. But ?.) in both

IS supported by Arcad. p. 69, 16, and
modern critics, as Lob. Phryn. 393

;

and by all analogy of adjectives in

compounded of a verb and a noun, as

in?., etc.)?/.,, , Philologus, masc.
pr. ., . ., , , love of abuse :

from, ov,(,)
fond of reviling, abusive, Dem. 269, 11,

Plut. 2, 618 F, etc.?,, , to be fond of bath-

ing, Hipp. : from•, ov, (,)
fond of the bath or bathing, Hipp. p.

395 ; cf Foes. Oec, Lob. Phryn. 594.?.~, ov, (?.,) fond
ofpain, Plut. 2, 600 C./., ov, [/., ?.) lyre-

loving, Epich. p. 56., , , love of learning

or knowledge. Plat. Rep. 499 E, Tim.
90 : [ij and., , to befond of learning,

eager after knowledge. Plat. Legg. 810

A, Polyb. 1, 13, 9, etc. : from/, , gen. , {.7.,') fond of learning, eager after

knowledge, Lat. docilis. Plat. Phaed. 67

B, 82 D, etc.; cf. 7.7.) II.—c.

gen. rei, eager after a thing. Id. Rep.
485 D, Xen. An. 1, 9, 5. Adv. -./., , -, =7.,
Strab.77., ov, loving effeminacy

or delicacy, [a]7., ov. b, (,-) one ivho takes note of portents

or omens. Plat. Legg. 813 .'.,, , , (7,-) fond of soothsayers or their art,

Luc. Contempl. 11, Astro!. 27.?., ov, {7.,)
lovins the breast, Aesch. Ag. 142, 720.7., . (.) to be

fond of fighting, Plut. Fab. 5, Pomp.
65, etc.\7., , ], Philomache,

daughter of Amphion, Apollod. 1, 9,

10.7., ov, (7.,) loving

the fight, warlike. Pind. Fr. 142, Aesch.
Theb. 129, Ag. 230.7., ov, Plat. (Anth. P. 6,

43) ; and, ov, Mel. 92 (-
7^,) :

—fond of rain or mois-

ture.., ov, (,)
loving mortals, Maxim. 456.., ov, , Philombrotus,

an Athenian, Plut. Sol. 14.^7., , , Philomedusa,
wife of Areithous in Arne in Boeotia,

II. 7, 10.., , {,)
Anth. P. 9, 524, v. sub., ov,=sq., Diog. L. 4,

40.7,, , , loving boys.7, , (,)
fond offinding fault , censorious, Plut. :

the irreg. superl./., as

if from, occurs in Plut.

Cim. et Lucull. 1 ; v. Lob. Paral. 10.., ov, loving care, anx-

ious and serious.7., ov, (,-
7.) fond of change, variable, Sext.

Emp. p. 234./, {ov ?), , Philome-
des, masc. pr. n., Plut. Phoc. 32.

^7,7, Ion. -7^;?, poet, also -., Philomela, d'aughter of

Pandion king of Attica, changed into

a nightingale ; ace. to Apollod., 3, 14,

8, into a swallow.7., . Ion. -7., the jiightin-

g-u/e, because, ace. to the legend. Phi-

lomela was changed into this bird,

Luc, etc.

il7.0U7l^, ov, , son of Philo-

mela, Od. 4, 343 ; 17, 134.7., a, ov, (7-7) of
the nightingale, Anth.
'\7.7, ov. . Philomelium,

a city of Phrygia on the borders of
Lycaonia, Strab. p. 577.

7.7\.-, ov, (7., ?.ov)fond
of apples or fruit, Dorolh. ap. Ath.
276 F.

'\7^7, ov, , Philomelus, an
Athenian, father of Philippides, Plat.

Prot. 315 A.—2. a general of the Pho-
cians in the sacred war, Paus. 10, 2,

etc.— 3. a leader of the Aetolians, Id.

10, 22, 13.—Others in Dem. 571, 4;
etc.., ov, (,)
fond of Homer, Strab.7.,, , , {,•) loving one's mother, Plut. Solon
27, etc.^, , to hate heartily : from., ov, {7.,) hating

heartily. Adv. -., , poet, for-, laughter-loving, epith. of \ e-

nus, Od. 8, 362, II. 3, 421, etc., and
Hes. : of Bacchus, Anth. P. 9,524;
etc.7.7, , poet, for-, epith. ot Venus in a prob. spuri-

ous line, Hes. Th. 200 ; explained by
Gramrn. genitalia () amans,
from the story of her birth.^7., ov. 6, Philomnestus,

a writer cited by Ath. 74 F.7., ,(7.,—) lov-

ing the dance and song, Pind. N. 7, 12.,, , to love the Muses,
Anth. : and7.,, , love of the Muses,
Luc, Plut. : from7., ov, (.,)
loving the Muses, loving, learning the

arts, etc. Plat. Phaedr. 259 B, Rep.
548 E, Xen., etc

; 0. }0<, Ar. Nub.
357.7.,,(,)

loving bad men, Philonid. Incert. 1.

—

il.fond of toil or labour, v. 1. in Plat.
Rep. 535 D.7., ,=7., Pha-
lar.7,, , to be fond of legends
OT fables, Strab.: and77., , , a love of legends
OT fables: from7, ov, ('•,) fond
of legends OTfables, Plut. 2, 30 D.—II.

talkative, Arist. Eth. N. 3, 10. 2.,,(7.,) loving

unguents, Alex.. 1.., ov,(.,) given
tofind fault, censorious, like-
}', Simon. 12, 14, Schneidew., ov,{,) lov-

ing water, Orph. 7, 16.7., ov, b, (,)
loving sailors, Anth. P. 6, 38.7., , to befond of dispute,

be quarrelsome OT obstinate, 7.'
, to do a thing out of conten-

tiousness, party-spirit, etc., Thuc. 5,

43, Plat. Gorg. 457 E, etc. :

—

to strive

or contend with one, . Plat., etc.

;

. Ttvi , to strive with one for a
thing, Plat. Legg. 731 A, cf. Rep. 338
A, Gorg. 457 ; , Legg.
935 C, Isocr. 19 ; 7.7.)7.,
Lys. 100, 1 ;

—

- ., be so ob-

stiyiate as to choose the worst, Thuc. 5,

111, cf Stallb. Plat. Prot. 360 : and., , , love of strife, con-

tentiousness, rivalry, party-.tpirit, obsti-

nacy, Thuc. 1, 41 ; 3, 82, Plat., etc.
;

. , rivalry with another,
Xen. Ages. 2, 8

; . , obstinacy

in a thing. Plat. Lach. 194 A ;, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 22:-
av 7.7. or , to ex-
cite such feelings in one, lb. 7, 1, 18 ;

8, 2, 26 : from7., ov,(, vo)fond
of strife, conteiitious, Pind. O. 6, 32,
Plat., etc. : emulous, obstinate, ... Plat. Rep. 582 ; .,
Lysias 192, 8:

—

.,—,
Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 64. Adv. -, ., to be eager after it.

Plat. Gorg. 505 ; ., to vie with him. Xen. Cyr. 3, 3,

57 ; 8, 4, 4.—Cf..7., ov, b, Philonlcus, an
Athenian, Dem. 434, 21

.

7, ov, (7.,) loving

youth or youths, Luc Amor. 24, He-
liod.

tl'f, , , Philonaiis, an
Athenian, Antipho., . to love xnctory, strive

for it, Isocr. 57 E, Bekk. ; vulg.-
vein- : so. lb. 135 B, Bekk. reads 0<---

: from, , (0(•,) loving

victory, striving for it, Xen. Mem. 3,

4, 3. Isocr. 8 D, Bekk. ; v. foreg.

t'^^O•, ov. b, Philonicus, a
philosopher of Megara, Dion. H.
i7.ov, , , Philonoe, daugh-

ter of Tyndareus and Leda, Apollod.

3, 10, 6.-2. daughter of lobates, Id.

2, 3, 2, elsewhere '-7..^., ov, b. Philonomus, son
of Eleciryon and Anaxo, Apollod. 2,

4, 5 ; cf Strab. p. 36, 4.7., . (,) to be

usually sick, Alciphr. 2, 2.. ov, {,)
loving the bridegroom or oWcie,Anth. P.
10, 21., ov, poet, for,
Od.

^7., , {.) to lore

strangers, be hospitable. —-II, to love

what is foreign, Strab.

16U



+77,, , Philoxene, a cour-
tesan. Aeschin. 16, 19., , ,() love

of strangers, hospitality, Plat. Legg.
953 A, Polyb. 4, 20, 1, etc.^, ov, a, Philoxenides,

niasc. pr. n., Anlh. P. G, 19., ov, poet,-(,) :
—loving strangers, hospitable,

Od. (always in poet, fomi), Pind. O.

3, 1, N. 1, 30, Aesch., etc. ;., to meet with an act of
hospitality, Pind. I. 2, 36:—in Aesch.
Cho. 656, where Porson proposed

(ad Eur. Med. 822), Dind.
now reads ',' [sc. -] . Adv. -vur,

Isocr. 48 D.^., ov, 6, Philoxenus, an
Athenian, satirised for his vices, Ar.

Vesp. 4 ; cf. Ael. V. H. 10, 9.-2. of

Pellene, a Greek in the army of the
ten thousand, Xen. An. 5, 2, 15.—3.

a poet of Cythera at the court of the
elder Dionysius in Syracuse, Luc.
Cal. 14 ; Paus. 1. 2, 3.-4. another in

the time of Alexander, Arr. An. 3, 6,

4.—Others in Paus. ; Ath. ; etc., ov,(,)
usually oxytone, i. e. )iaving the acute

on the last syllable. [C], ov, poet, for,
Anth. P. 5, 261., , fond of(\. e. a slave

to) one's passions, sensual, Philo., , , a love of
play or sport., ov,(,) :

—fond of play or sport, sportive,-, Od. 23, 134, Hes. Fr. 13, 3, Ar.
Ran. 333:— the form?.
occurs in Plat. Rep. 452 E, Crat. 406
C, but with V. 1.-.,, ,=.•,, , , (,) loving one^s children, Anth.— II.

loving boys, like, Plat.

Rep. 474 D, Theocr. 12, 29, Anth.,

etc. : 0., Simon. 51, 6 ;

.. Call. Epigr. 48, 6., ov, v. sub-.,,,=:,
Ael. . . 4, 34 ; 5, 39., ov, (?,-) fond of nightly festivals, Anth. P.

5, 123.^ , , Philopappus,
masc. pr. n., Ath. 350 C., ov,(,-) fond of daring, venturous, Plut.

Philopoem. 9. Adv. -., ov, loving virgins or
the virgin state., , , (?^)
love of one's father., , , love of one's

country : in Ar. Vesp. 1465, used for

love of one's father.,, 6, .(,-) loving one's country, Polyb. 1,14,

4, where the ace. occurs

;

cf. Anth. P. 7, 235, Cic. Att. 9, 10, 5:

cf..',, 6, ,(, -) loving one's father, Eur. Or. 1605,

I. A. 638.7., ,(,) in-

dulging in mourning, Plut. 2, 113 A;
appropriate thereto, 822 B., ov.fond of the-., , (,,-) fond of inquiring, curious, Plut. 2,

515 .
^, , to be inquisitive,

Polyb. 3, 59. 6 : from
1612

'"?;^, ov, ,=.
Hei\ce. , , desire of knowl-

edge, curiosity, Plut. 2,518 C. Hence, , , and -, ,='., , (, )

fond ofwhat is bitter, Arist. Eth. E. 2,

10, 28., ox•,(,-) cake-loving, Ath. 644 A./7', , , , (,) fond of Plato, Diog. L. 3,

47. [«], ov, (,)
usually braided, 7], Anth. P. 6,

206., ov, {7.,-) loving tresses of hair : generally,=, Euphor. Fr. 42.?., ov, contr. -, ovv,(,) fond of sailing or swijn-

viing, Anth. P. 6, 236.7, ov,(,) loving

arms or war, Anth. P. 11, 195., ov, =,
Heliod./, , to love or seek

riches : and, , , love of riches,

pursuit of them, Plut. Lycurg. 30,

Crass. 2, etc. : from, ov,{,)
loving or seeking riches, Luc. Dom. 5,

Plut., etc.
; .., eager pursuit

of wealth, wealth eagerly sought, Eur.
1. T. 412., ,() to make
a friend of:—mid., to make any one
one's friend, attach him to one's self,

Polyb. 3, 42, 2, etc. Hence,, , a making dear,

gaining a friend., ov, b, (,-) afriend ofpoets. Plat. Rep. 607 D., , , =,
Diog. L.ioov,, , Philopoemen,

a general of the Achaeans, of Mega-
lopolis, Polyb. 2, 40, 2, and freq., ov, {,)
loving the flock, TheocT. 5, 106., ,(,) mak-
ing friends, Plut. Cat. Min. 25, etc.77, ov, poet, -,
(as always in Horn.) (,-) :

—fond of war, warlike, ll. 16, 65,

90, etc. (never in Od.) : ., love of
war. Adv. -, Isocr. 178 E., and, Ion. -,
, : Plat, has the gen. -. Rep.
470 D, but the ace. -iv, Apol. 24

;

cf. Lob. Phryn. 607, Ar. Plut. 726,

Thuc. 2, 60 (,) :

—

loving

the city, , Aesch. Theb. 176 :

—

loving one's city, patriotic. Plat., etc.
;

., Pind. . 4, 26 ; .,
patriotism, Ar. Lys. 547 :—at Atnens,

was used of a Greek pat-

riot (in general), of an
Athenian, Stallb. Plat. Apol. 1. c.

Cf., , , (,-) loving one's fellow-citizens, Plut.

Lycurg. 20, Flamin. 13, etc.,, , ,(,) loving tnuch laughter : poet., Anth. P. 5, 243. []., ,{) to love

labour, work hard, be diligent, . in a
thing. Plat. Rep. 535 D, and Xen. :

TO, =, Xen.
Oec. 21,6. Hence7.,, , a labour of
love. Phot., , , a love of had
men and actions, Theophr. Char. 29 :

from

, ov,(,")
afriend to bad men. Plut. Alcib. 24., , , love of labour, pa•
tietit industry, Plat. Rep. 535 C, D ;. , Ale. 1, 122 C ;, Isocr. 12 A: . rivor, labo-

rious practice of a thing, Deni. 1408,
21 : from, ov,(,) lov-

ing labour, toilsome, indu.iirious, Hipp,

p. 280, Soph. Ai. 879, Plat., etc.
; ., Xen. Mem. 3, 4, 9.— II. of

thuigs, toilsome, laborious,,
Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 47. Adv. -. Xen.
Hell. 6, 1,4; superl. -, Polyb.

10,41,3., ov, (, )

loving harlots or whoredom, Eccl.., ov, (,-) loving purple, Clem. Al., , , love of drinking,

drunkenness, Lat. vinolentia. Plat.

Phaed. 81 E, Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 22,

etc. : and
7(<), , to befond of drinking,

drink much, Ath. 438 C : from, ov, , (7,) a
lover of drinking, fond of wine, Lat.
vinolentus, Hdt. 2, 174, Ar. Vesp. 79., , , =,
Hipp. ; V. Lob. Phryn. 522., , fern, from•, Ael. V. . 2, 41.7, ov, {,)
fond of misery, unfortunate, Phlt. 2,

986 E.7, poet, for 7.•, q. v., ov, b, =-, Dio C., , to be7.-
:
—. , to seek busily after, v. 1.

for, Stob. p. 426, 43., , , the charac-

ter or nature of a., a busy
disposition, meddlesomeness, busy, rest-

less habits of life,

.. Plat. Rep.
549 C ; attributed to Philip of Mace-
don by Dem. 13, 9 ; 52, 9 : from, ov, gen. , {-,) fond of business ; esp.

meddlesome, prying fellow, busy-body,

Lycurg. 148, 12, Isae. 49, 31 ; much
like. Adv.-., ov,^,
Procl., , (, )

fond of propriety or decoriim, v. 1. Dion.
H. : suspected by Schaf. Mel. p. 48., , , easiness of
address, affability, courtesy, Isocr. 6 B:
from, ov,(,-) easy of address, affable, cour-

teous. Isocr. 6 A.', , (, -) usually kind and gentle : superl.

adv.-, Cic. Att. 5, 9, 1., , , lovefor the first

rank : the first rank, Diod. : from,() to wish
or strive to be first, N. T., , ,=,
Julian., ov, (,)
fond of being first, Polyb. Fr. Gr. 115:

TO 7„.=^, Plut. Solon 29., ov, poet, for-, q. v.7., b, , poet, for-, Eur. Rhes. 158., ov,(,)
loving young shoots, epith. of bees,

Nonn., , , lovefor the poor,

Anth. P. 15, 34 [], Eccl. : from



, , {'/.,)
loving tke poor, Eccl./., , {?.,) lov-

ing tvhcat, Anth. P. 6, 30., -, ,=?-,--, . , {<),-) loving autumn-fruits, Leon. Tar. 45.-, , rarer collat. form

of.7}, , . later collat. form

of'/., Lob. Phryu. 456, Pa-

ral. 445.., , or, , {-,) passionate, Nic. . 175.

1?., , {,) fond

of secret rites or orgies, Anth. P. 10,

21.^, , 6, Philorgxis, masc.

pr. n., Jsocr. 382 A, with v. 1. ^,-,, , 7,=^<>?.-,, {7.,) loving

what is straight or right, Anth. P. 6,

295., , , fondness for defi-

nition, Galen., , , fern, from sq.,

Anth. P^ 10, 21.,, 6, one who loves

the harbour..., ,fondnessfor birds,

Ar. Av. 1300: from,, , ,(,)
fond of birds, Plut. Num. 4, etc.—2.
loved or haunted by birds,, Aesch.

Eum. 23.
^()),, , , loving ora-

tors or eloquence..^, , {/,)
loving time {in music), Plut. 2, 1138 B.,, , ,(,-) usually lying on its nose,/,
Anth. P. 6, 246.

?./)/),, 6, ,(7,(),) :
—loving grapes, ?., Anth.

F. 7, 22., , to be fond of
keeping quails ; cf..7.,. , , (7.,)
fond of quails, Plat. Lys. 212 D.7.', , gen. oiOf,= sq.,

Arr. An. 6, 3, 10., , , {7,-) loving the dance.., oi',= foreg., dub.7., a, , a friend to the

Roma7is, Strab., 7/, ov, usu. pass., loved, be-

loved, dear, Lat. amicus, carus,, to

one, Hom.,etc.
; 7. ,

II. 1, 381
; 7. ,

20, 347, etc. :

—

7 soon came to

be used as subst., like Lat. amicus, a

friend, as even in Horn. ; so that for

/., b , etc., we
have also , ., etc. ; and,

with gen., 7. Aesch. Pr.

304, etc. ; so also very freq. in ad-

dressing others, 7, 7., 7.,
with and without subst., Horn., etc.

;

also, 7., Od. 2,303 ; 3, 184,

etc. ; 7^, like ,, Theocr. 15, 74; 24,

40 ; cf. Pors. Praef. Hec. p. Ixii. :

—

in Horn., a husband is called-, Od. 15, 22 ; and a wife7, II. 9, 146, 288 : oi -, friends, kinsmen, one's kith and
kin, Horn., etc. ; cf. sub 7..—
Proverb., 7., Plat.

Phaedr. fin., etc.—2. 7. ,
'tis dear to me, pleases me, it is after

my own heart, Lat. cnrdi est, Hom.,
etc. ; so, 7. , Od. 7,

316, II. 7, 387 ;, 7^, Od. 13,

145, 335, etc. ; so in plur.,' 7.,
Od. 17, 15 ; sometimes c. inf ,'7 , then it

delights thee to eat roast-meats, II. 4,

345; cf. Hdt. 1,108; 4, 97.—3. in the

simple language of Hom. and early

poets, (^({• is used of one's ou-n limbs,

life, etc., 7<. ' ,^
took away dear life, II. 5, 155 ;-
7.•7., 3, 31 ;-.-
7.' -, 9, 009 ; 7.?., 19, 109 ; esp. of one's

nearest kin, /, 22, 408 ;7., etc. ; ...,
to take as his own wife, 9, 146 :—and
it became a regular epilh. of many
such words, even when no affection

can be implied in it, as e. g., in II. 9,

555, it is said of Meleager, -
)7) :—also to

denote possession, e. g., 7.,
II. 2, 261

; ., their wonted la-

bour.Theocr. 21, 20.—II. more rarely,

and only in poets, in an act. sense,

like 7., loving, friendly, fond, -
, Od. 1, 313 ; also , Dissen
Pind. N. 5, 7 (18) : kindly, kind, /.
7/,1\. 17, 325; , to

feel kindly, oft. in Hom. : -, to make/ne«(is,form/rie7iii-

ship with any one, do him a kindness,

Hdt. 2, 152 ; 5, 37 ; 7, 104 ;

7., Aesch.— In compos.,
however, this is far the commonest
signf.— III. adv. 7., in Hom. only
once, ', ye would /am
see it, II. 4, 347 ; also in Hes. Sc. 45,

Aesch. Ag. 246.—IV. 7. has seve-

ral forms of comparison :— 1. compar.,', ov, Od. 19, 351 ; 24, 208 : su-

perl., , ov. Soph. Aj. 842.

—2. compar. 7:, oft. in II. :

—

superl. 7, freq. in Hom.
(mostly ia 11.), who uses only this

superl. ; v. sub voce.—3. compar.,. superl.7, Xen.
An. 1, 9, 29, Hell. 7, 3, 8, Call. Del.

58, Theocr. 7, 98—4. regul. compar., superl., the
former in Call. Fr. 140. [I: how-
ever Hom. has I in vocat. -, II. 4,

155 ; 5, 359, in arsis at the beginning
of the verse.]7(), , to be given to fleshly

lusis, Eccl. : and7., , , love of the flesh

and fleshly lusts, Eccl. : from7., ov, {7,) given

to fleshly lusts, Eccl., ov, fond of the-.7, ov, {7.,) fond

of corn, occupied, about it, Xen. Oec.

20, 27.—II. fond offood,fond of eating,

Plat. Rep. 475 C., ov, { 7.,-
)fond of leaping or dancing, Nonn., ov, fond of shelter,

Theophr.7., ov, {7•.,-) sceptcred,, Anth. P. 9,

091.7,, , , (7.,) loving staff, usjtally carrying

one. of Pan, Anth. 6, 232.

/ciOf, ov. {,) fond
of the shade, Theophr.7., ov, (',-
7~) loving rocks, Anth. P. 6, 32,

Nonn.. ov,{ II) usually

hitting the mark./, , , , {,
7.a)fond of dogs, Nonn. [•]7., ?;(, , fondness

for scoffing or jesting : from., ov, (7,)

fond of scoffing or jesting, Hdt. 2,
174.7., , to love scoffing or
jesting, Ath. 616 : from, ov, 6, =.•, Arist. Virt. et Vit. 6, 5., ov, (7,-) loving noise or din, ?*<onn. [], ov, { 7.,/ )
loving beehives or swarms of bees,

Nonn., , f. -, to be a 7.-, to love knowledge, to seek to be-

come wise, to seek after knowledge for
its own sake, Lat. phtlosophari, Hdt. 1,

30, Thuc. 2, 40, Plat. Apol. 28 E.
etc., and freq. in Isocr. ;' -, . Plat. Symp. 203, ult.— II. . , to discuss or examine a
subject by method or system, to inquire

into, study a thing, Lat. meditari, Isocr.

159 D; 7... to

seek out a philosophic system, Xen.
Mem. 4, 2, 23, Jac. Ach.'Tat. p. 935 :, subjects of specula-
tion, Diog. L. 4, 49.—2. generally, to

study, ivork at a thing, . 7., Isocr.

42 ; cf. Hence., , a subject of scien-

tific inquiry, like, Arist. Coel.

:

the inquiry itself, an investigation, phil-

osoph'ic treatise, Polyb. 34, 4, 4 :

—

demonstration, demonstrative argument
or conclusion, Arist. Top. 8, 11, 12;
cf.., verb. adj. from-, one must pursue wisdom. Plat.
Euthyd. 288 D, Isocr. Antid. (j 304./., , ,{.) love

of knowledge and wisdom, pursuit there-

of, study, Plat. Gorg. 484 C, etc.
;

7. . Id. Euthyd.
288 D.—2. the systematic, methodical
treatinent of a subject, investigation,

study thereof, Lat. meditatio, also in

plur.,ei' •.. 7. ->, Plat. Theaet. 172 C ;-, Isocr. 219 :
., .scientific treatment

of argumentation. Id. 209 . cf. 42

; ., 'philosophically,. to), Arist. Top. 1, 14,

5. Cf..7.7. , lover of Sopho
cits, Diog. L. 4, 20.7., ov, 6, (cf./.) a systematic debaucher of
youths, Ath. 572 B., ov, (/^,,)
strictly, loving handicraft art. prac-
tising it with skill and dexterity, cf.,,: — but the
first actual use of the word is due to

Pythagoras, who called himself-, a lover of knowledge for its own
sake, a lover of wisdom,—not, a
sage, Cic. Quaest. Tusc. 5. 3 and 4

;

. -. Plat. Rep. 475 :

—it was then used in a wide sense
of all men of liberal education, scientific

men, learned men, etc., as opp. to the
vulgar (oi /:7.), hence joined with. and 7.7.. Plat. Rep.
376 B, 582 E.— 2. esp., one who pro-

fesses an art or science, a professor of
logic, rhetoric, etc., cf. Morus Isocr.

Paneg. 1, Stallb. Plat. Symp. 182 :

—the pecul. signf philosopher, i. e.

one who speculates on the nature of
things, man, freedom, truth, etc., first

came into general use with the va-

rious philosophical schools, from
wliich time is a philosopher

of the schools, one who tenches science.

etc., according to his own system.

—

II. as aay, philosophic, loving knowledge,
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etc.,, ., Plat. Rep. 486
A, .—lil. adv. -, .

, Isucr. Antid. () 290 ; also

Cic. Att. 13, 20. [. Eccl. 571 has
long ; cf. sub fin.]'/,, 6, ,(,') fond of grottoes, Anth. P.

11, 194.^•, ov, (,)
loving drink-offerings or libations, em-

ployed in them, Aesch. Clio. 292., ov, (,)
loving zeal, zealous, Anth. P. 5, 46./, , 6, fond of sedi-

tion or rebellion., ov, loving the grape-

bunches, Nonn., , to love crowns,

i. e. honour and glory, Tl, in a

thing, Polyb. 7, 10, 2 ; .", to lay one's self out for
crowns of honour among them, Id. 1,

16, 10 ; cf. Plut. 2, 1000 : from, ov, (,-) loving crowns, garlanded, ^-, . Horn. Cer. 102:, Eur.
Cresph. 15, 8 -.—fond of crowns of vic-

tory, Plut. Lycurg. 23.^7., , , Philostcpha-

nus, a poet of the new comedy, Mei-
neke 1, p. 498.-2. a historian of Gy-
rene, Ath. 292 F.—Others in Plut.

Lye. 23 ; etc., ov,(,) lov-

ing sighs, indulging in them. Adv.

-, Aesch. Theb. 279.

, , to love tenderly,

esp. of the love of parents and chil-

dren, brothers and sisters, Plat. Legg.
927 B, cf Polyb. 5, 74, 5 : and,, , tender love,, Polyb. 9, 13, 2 ; 32, 11, 1 :—af-
fectionatrness, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 3 : from, ov, (,,) :

—

loving tenderly, affectionate,

esp. of the affection of parents and
children, brothers and sisters, etc.,

Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 2, Theocr. 18, 13,

Plut., etc. Adv. -, Cic. Att. 15,

17, 1 and 2., , , (,) the soldier's friend, Xen.
An. 7, 0, 4., , , Philostratus,

an Athenian, who on account of his

deceptions was called,
Ar. Eq. 1069.—2. accuser of the gen-

eral Chabrias, Dem. 535, 9.—3. anoth-

er Athenian, an orator, Id. 1045, 15.

—

Others in Paus. ; etc., ov, loving change,

changeable., , (,-) loving one's relatives, Hierocl. ap.

Stob. p. 449, 39., ov, (?,) fond

offigs, Plut. 2, 668 A., ov, loving, true to

one's allies or confederates., , gen. ,(,) loving society, Plut. 2, 56 C., , , fondness for
comparison.,(,-) to love intercourse, esp. of the sex-

ual kind, Diog. L. 3, 98. Hence,, , a lover of
sexxial intercourse., ov, (?,-) loving brevity, Pint. 2, 511 B., , to love, cherish, the

body : and?., , , love of the body,

attention to it : from?, ov, (7.,) lov-

ing the body, indulging it, opp. to ?-. Plat. Phaed. 68 ; distin-

guished from?., Plut. 2, 140
1614

:

—

cherishing or training the body,

lb. 593 D.?., ov, gen., loving

moderation or chastity., ov, (,)
fond of salt fish, Antiph. Omph. 3. [u], , , lore of one^s chil-

dren, Plut. 2, 14 : from, ov,(,) lov-

ing one's children or offspring, Hdt. 2,

66, Eur. Phoen. 356, Ar. Thesm. 752.^, , . Philoteria, a city

of Palestme, Polyb. 5, 70, 4.?., , ( ) to

love, cherish or practise an art. Plat.

Prot. 321 ; , Epict. : ., to converse with
them in art, Polyb. 26, 10, 3, cf. Ael.

V. H. 2, 2.— II. to Ji.se or employ art,

Polyb. 10, 30, 2, Plut. 2, 1050 C, etc.

:

—to effect a thing by art, c. inf , Diod.

13, 82, Plut. 2, 142 B. Hence,, , a curious or

favourite work of art, Cic. Att. 13,40, 1.7, ov, gen., and-, ov,,^^., , worse form for sq., , , a love of, fond-
ness for art and works of art. Plat.

Criti. 109 C.— II. art, artficialness,

Diog. L —III. nietaph., artifice, -, Diod. 3, 37 : from, ov,(,)fond
of art, ingenious, Plat. Rep. 470 A :

—of things, artificial, curious. Adv.
-, Plut. 2, 104 B.,, , (7.o)friendship,
love, affection, Horn., etc.

;' t-, . 15, 197; so. Soph.
Aj. 1410, Phil. 1121; -, Eur. Or. 1048 ; but,7, by his over great

love for men, Aesch. Pr. 123 ;—also

in Andoc. 19, 3 ; 27, 16, Lys. 194, 7

(Plat. Legg. 757 A, though in prose

is the usu. form): — also of

friendship between nations, II. 3, 73,

94 ; 7, 302, etc. ; -, to come together accord-

mg to their /ri>iifi,'!/iip, Hdt. 1, 172;
so of the bond of hospitality, Od. 15,

55, 197, etc.—2. in Horn., most freq.

of se.xuaj love or intercouse, in the

phrases or

evvy, etc., v. sub .
5^ also, -, II. 13, 636; 14,

353, more rarely c. gen., .,
Hes. Sc. 31, cf. Th. 374, 405, 625,

822 : but Pind., in this signf., always
uses the plur., P. 9, 70, N. 8, 2.— II.

in addressing persons, ,^, my love, friend. Plat. Phaedr.
228 D., J], v. sq. II., a, ov, also, ov, The-
ogn. 489() :

—

of friendship or

love, promoting it, ., tvorks of
love, i. e. sexual intercourse, like', Od. 11, 246: .
Soph. El. 1074

; 0., Ar. Fr.

564.•—II. kv7uE, the cup
sacred to friendship, the loving-cup, Ar.

Lys. 203, Alex. Incert. 24 ; so also,, Theogn. 1. c. ; or, more
usu., (without ),7, to receive a health,

have one's health drunk, Ar. Ach.
985

; ., to driiik a health,

Dem. 380, fin. ; cf Alex. Dor. 3,—
where, for 7., it is pro-

posed to read., ,^^, dub.,, dep. with fnt.

mid. - : aor.,
Xen. Mem. 2, 9, 3, Plat. Lach. 182

;
yet also aof. mid. 7.-, in Isocr., and Aristid. : (-

). To love, seek honour, Xen. Hip-
parch. 9, 6 : hence to be ambitious,

emulous, jealous, often much like -, Ar. Ran. 282
; . ..., to

be jealous because..., Xen. An. 1,4, 7.

—2. . , to place one's fame
in a thing, glory, pride one's self upon
it, Plat. Rep. 553 D, Xen. Mem. 2, 6,

11, and freq. in Isocr. ; . Plat.

Lach. 182
; . or , to be

eager or anxious for a thing, pursue it

eagerly, Xen. Oec. 4, 24, Hell. 1, 6, 5 ;

so, . , Plut. 2, 760 , etc.

;

. , to vie eagerly with
another, rival him. Plat. Symp. 178
E.—3. C. inf, to strive eagerly and
emulously to do a thing, endeavour ear-

nestly, aspire, oi uv-, Xen. Mem.
2, 9, 3, cf.' Oec. 21, 6 ;—-
vol .
Plat. Phaedr. 232 A :—c. ace. et inf,

to be anxious that... Id. Hipparch. 1,

25.—4. . , to make a dis-

play towards any one : hence, ahsol.,

to swagger, brag, Ar. Ran. 281 : also,

, to make a present,

Aristaen.— 5. to contribute emulously
or lavishly to an object, -, Lycurg. 167, 39 ; ,
etc., Ael. Hence,, , an act of am-
bition, Plut. Alcib. 16, Id. 2, 822 A

:

and?, verb, adj., one must
be ambitious, Plut., . Ion. -, , , the

character and conduct of the,
love of honour or distinction, ambition,

Pind. Fr. 229, Eur. Phoen. 532
; -, Eur. I. A. 527; cf.

Ar. Thesm. 383, Thuc, etc. :

—

emula-
tion, rivalry, , with another,
Aeschin. 56, 7 ; . , pride in

or at a thing. Plat. Symp. 178 D; ., eagerness for a thing, Xcn. Cyr.
8, 1, 35:—hence,—2. in bad sense,
presumption, obstinacy, Valck. Hdt. 3,

53 ; whence and-
are joined by Plat. Rep. 548 C ;

also, ostentatiousn.ess,prodigaUlij, Dem.
312, 26 : and, in good sense, liberality,

munificence.—3. honour, dignity, Xen.
Hier. 1, 27, Aeschin. 00, 4.— 11. pun-
ningly, the conduct of one Phitotimus,

Cic. Att. 7, 11, cf 6, 9, 2.-\[.=-, a proof of glory, Dem. 729,
15 : from, ov,(,) loving

honour, ambitious, Eur. Phoen. 567,
etc. ; (/)., Lys. 192, 7 ; ., . .). Plat. Prot. 343 C,
Legg. 744 : 0. = foreg., Eur.
1. A. 22, Thuc. 2, 44 :—hence, zeal-

ous, emulous, earnest, , Aesch.
Supp. 656 : also, splendid, ostentatious,

prodigal: and, in good sense, much-
hnnorcd,\\k.eoo,A.esch.VJ\^m.
1033. — II. adv. -, Lys. 147, 28,
Isae. 07, 20

; . , to

strive, exert one's self eagerly after a
thing, Xen. Cyr. 1, 0, 2'; etc.ilo,, o.Philotimus, masc.
pr. n., Anth. append. 351., ov, (, )

fond of cutting : ., the day of
circumcision, Nonn., , , (?,

) fond of such and such things,

whatever they may be, Arist. Eth. N.
4, 4, 4, ubi v. Zell., ov, gen.. (•
?,) fond of sweetmeats •
dessert, Eubul.. 5.7., ov.(,)
fond of the table, Ath. 113 K.,.,=^, Eur
Aug. 14.



, , to befond offeeding

or keeping animals, '., Plut.

2, 684 D :—pass., to be well fed, fatted,

LXX. : from, ov,(,)fond

offeeding or keeping, Orph. H. 1, 5.

—

II. () loving food., ov, TO, poet, for-, dim. from', a little pet,

darling, Ar. Eccl. 891. [u], , [,-) friend of tyranny, Plut. Pericl. 4., ov,{,) lov-

ing pride, arrogant, Fhilo.?:, to be fond of blaming,

Hipp. p. 1285. Hence/,, ov, fond of fault-

finding, Hipp., , gen. , (,) loving health, Arist. Eth. Eud.

2, 5, 5; V. 1.?.?, ,=.•, ov, , Philurgus, masc.
pr. ., Ar. Lys. 266.,, 6, , loving the

Phaeacians.^7.,, b, Philophanes, a

sophist. Plut. 2, 208 B.?., ov, {, ?'/)
loi'ing noise, noisy, ?, Anth. P.

append. 6., ov, {?., )

given to envy, Diod., Plut. 2, 91 B.??, , , love of otie's

friends : from•, ov, {,) lov-

ing one's friends, Arist. Rhet. 2, 4, 26,

etc.,, , , {,) loving the lyre, accompanying

it, of song, Aesch. Supp. 696.,, dep., c. fut.

mid., aor. mid. et pass. (v. infra) :

—

{). To treat, use or deal with

affectionately , to show kindness and fa-
vour to,, Hdt. 3, 50 ; also me-
taph., . , lofosterhad habits.

Plat. Legg. 669 : more rarely c.

dat. , to show
a favour to one, Xen. Cyr. 3, 1,8;
?.. , Diod. 16, 91, Strabo,

etc. : metaph., .. to indulge pas-

sion, like ,.
Plat. Legg. 93.5 C ; more freq. later

c. dat., as in Ath., and Diog. L. :

—

aor. pass,, in a re-

ciprocal sense, to show kindness to one

another, to greet or embrace one another,

Xen. Cyr. 3, 1,40; for which, in An.
4, 5, 34, lie has, cf. Plat. Legg. 738 D.— II.

absol., to be of a kindly, cheerful tem-

per, Xen. Apol. 7. The act.-, only as i. 1. for ., Od. 16,

17, and dub. in Nicostr. ap. Stob. p.

426, 43., a, ov, compar.
of7.. Adv. -., , , friendly
treatment, Aeschin. Epist.

7.7]., , a treating in a

friendly manner.7], , , friendly,

kirid.,, , ?/,() :

—

a friendly temper and behaviour
, friend-

liness, kindliness, affection, II. 9, 256,

Plat. Legg. 628 C, etc.
; ., af-

fection for one, Hdt. 5, 92, 3 :—esp.,

friendly treatment, greeting, welcome,, Pind.

. 6, 165.— II. cheerfulness, gaiety,

Xen. Syrap. 2, 24.7., , ov, =sq., Anth.
P. append. 282.7, ovor, , ,{,) :—kindly-minded or disposed, kindly,7., i. e. his

affability and hospitality, Pind. P. 1

,

184
; ., lb. 8, 1 : kind, affable,

as one of the qualities of a general,

Xen. Mem. 3, 1, 6, cf Symp. 8, 16.

Adv. -, .,-, to greet kindly, welcome,
Hdt. 2, 121, 4; 3, 13, 51, etc.; ., to be kindly-minded
towards one, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 10 : ., to wear a kind, friendly look,

Xen. Mem. 3, 10, 4, cf Symp. 1,

10., ov,{,) fond
of talking, noisy, Plut. 2, 967 B.^7,, , Philochares, an
Athenian, brother of Aeschines, Dem.
414, tin.^, a, b, Philocharidas,

a Spartan, Thuc. 4, 119; 5, 19.,7., ov, {,)
fond of a cloak, of wearing it, Nonn., ov,{, 67) loving

Oopular favour, Diog. L. 4, 41 and 42.

In, ov, o, {7•., -) friend of the choral dance, epith.

of Bacchus, Ar. Ran. 402, etc.?, ov,(,) loving

the choir or choral dance, epith. of Pan,
Aesch. Pers. 448; of Minerva, Ar.

Thesm. 1136; .,, lb.

989, Eur. I. A. 1037., ov, b, Philochorus, a
historian of Athens, Plut. Thes. 14.77], ,{)
to love money, be covetous. Plat. Legg.
737 A, Isae. 81, 29.7, , ,{-) love of money, covetousness. Plat.

Rep. 391 C, Legg. 747 B, Plut., etc.., , , {7]-) fond of making money, joined

with7. Plat. Rep. 551

A. Hence7.?, ,, proper to

a7. Adv. -., ov, {, -) loving money, covetous, Andoc.
33, 20, Plat. Phaed. 68 C, 82 C, etc.,

cf :— .=^-, Plat. Rep. 435 . Adv.
-, .^=7], Isocr.

7 A, Isae., etc./, ,{)^7.7], Plat. Legg. 729 A ;

—

no alteration is needed., , ,^-. Plat. Legg. 938 C./, ov, gen. ,=^?^-.7., ov, {,)
loving goodness or honesty, Xen. Mem.
2, 9, 4., ov,{,)
loving Christ, Eccl.', ov, loving or seeking

time., , , love of gold

:

from, ov, {, )

greedy of gold, Luc. Gall. 13., , to be fond of a place

or country, to abide there always, liaunt

it, Hdt. 8, 111; cf Ar. Fr. 198: c.

dat., ., Polyb. 4, 46, 1 ; so, 7., etc. ; and km,
freq. in Dion. H. : and7, , , fondness for a

place, love of one's haunts, local attach-

ments, Ar. Vesp. 834 : fronr7., ov, {7,) fond
of a place.?•, , , propensity to

lying : from7.-, , gen. , {?.,1}, oa)fond of lies or /'"•5
1. 12, 164 : opp. to., Plat.

Rep. 485 D. Hence

\1), , ,=:,
Hipp.7,•, ov, b, (-) =., , ,{) fondness
for dai7ities, es^.fish, Plut. 2, 730 A., ov, loving the last place
in the chorus, cf, Alcman 108., , to befond of blaming,
be censorious : from, ov, (7..) fond
of blaming, censorious, Eur. Phoen.
198, El. 904, Plat. Prot. 346 C. Adv..
7.', ov, {, 5^ov)fo7id of

dainties, esp. isA, Plut. 2, 665 D, etc., ov, fond of Tnaki7ig a
?ioise., , {-) to be

fond of one's life, hence, to be cowardly,
dastardly or faint-hearted, Tyrtae. 1,

18, Eur. Hec. 315, etc.
; ., Lys. 193, 5. Hence7-, verb, adj., one must

love life. Plat. Gorg. 512 E.7, . Ion. -, , , love

of life, cowardice, faint-heartedness, -
'Au^vxi7iv, he becomes
fond of life, Hdt. 6, 29 ; so, 7.7. .. Plat. Apol. 37 C : from, ov, {?,) lov-

ing one's life ; hence, cowardly, das-
tardly, faint-hearted,, Eur. Hec.
348; ., Id^ Phoen.
597. Adv. -. []7, ov, {, -)
loving the cold, Theophr., Plut. 2, 648
D., , f. -,[) to make
afriend of., , comic dim. from, dub.7., , ov, irreg. snperl. of, Hom., and Hes. : — esp. in
Trag., TU', 07ie's best beloved,

7icarest and dearest, as parents, chil-

dren, husband or wife, brothers and
sisters, Valck. Phoen. 437, 1407;
more rarely in prose, as Plat. Prot.
313 E, Gorg. 513 A, Legg. 650 A, cf.

Valck. Hipp. 901.\, , , Philtatus, masc.
pr. n., Anth. append. 287., a, ov, irreg. compar. of, II., and Hes.^, ov, b, Philtiades, an
Athenian, son of Ctesias, Dem. 929,
25, but in Id. 935, 1, he is called son
of Ctesicles., , , {) a love-

char7n, spell to produce love, whether a
potion or any other means, . 7.•
pia, Eur. Hipp. 509, cf Phoen.
1260, Andr. 541, etc. ; said of the robe
of Nessus by which Deianira hoped
to win back the love of Hercules,
Soph. Tr. 584, 1142 : cf omnino
Theocr. 2, 1, sq. :—in genl. a charm,
spell, as a means of winning or influ-

encing others, Pind. P. 3, 112; hence,
the bit is called .. Id. . 13,

95 ^ Apollo's oracles are.-, spelts to produce boldness, Aesch.
Clio. 1029; children are a 7^
of love to their parents, Eur. I. A.
917, Alcnien. 7 ; , a
charm to promote peace, Plut. Num.
16; so, /. -^, Anth. P. 9,

422 :—in pi. also, love, affection,7. . P>ur.

Tro. 859 ; cf Anth. P. 7, 623,' Herm.
Orph. p. 823. Hence, ,[) preparing
love-charms, Aristaen.7., ov, TO, {) a love-

i

potion, susp.

I
, b, , {7., v;3pic) fond
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ofwanton violence, prone thereto, Crates

ap. Clem. Al. 492 ult./., ov, o,=foreg. Anth.

P. 5, 49., , gen. , v. 1. for/, q. v., ov, {7>,,)
loving moisture, always moisf, Anth. P.

6,21.,,,=•. Hence, , {.- [], to lore

water., ov, {,) loving

water or watery things, Plut. 2, 399 F., , i], v.\. , , Philyllius, a

poet of the old comedy, Ath. 640 E,

cf. Meineke 1, p. 258.., ov,(,) loving

song, Anacreont. 35, 16. [i]', ov, (',)
loving one's subjects, Plut. Artax. fin., ov.{,) loving

sleep, Theocr. 18, 10. [l]', ov, {',)
fond of hospitality, Diog. L. 2, 133.^, ov, {, v~o-) apt to return, of certain com-
plaints, Hipp. p. 7G, also of the sea-

sons which bring them back, Id. p.

50 ; cf. Foes. Oec.., , {(:) =
foreg , Hipp. p. 1121.?.7, , , a propensity to

Suspicio7i, susp., (not 7..),\.,
/, the lime Or linden tree, Lat. tilia,

Hdt. 4, 67.— II. the bass underneath its

bark, used to make paper and mats,

and to tie up garlands. Horat. Od. 1,

38- [i'l,. Ion. -,, ,Phlyra,
daughter of Oceanus, mother of Chi-

ron by Saturn, Pind. P. 6, 21 ; Ap.
Rh. 2, 1233.— 2. wife of Nauplins,
Apollod. 2, 1, 4, elsewhere called

Ciyiiiene., , , a kind of shrub.

philyrea, Diosc. : also Written'-, q. V.
.\/, uv, ol, the Philyres, a

people of Pontus, Ap. Rh. 2, 393,

\7),, , fern. adj. ofPhi-
lyra or the Philyres ; esp. .,
Philvreis. an island in the Euxine,
Ap. Rh. 2, 1231., ov. Dor. -, , , son

ofPhilyra, i e. Chiron, Hes.Th. 1002,

where on account of I in first syllable

some write (57?-. as in Pind.

P. 3, 1 ; cf. Ap. Rh. 1, 554., , ov, {.) of the

lime or linden tree, light as linden wood,

Ar. Av. 1377. [i-]. , TO, dim. from,
csp. a small tablet of linden wood, Ael.

V. H. 11. 12. [i]/, ,=. []^,, . Philys. masc. pr. .,
an Elean, Paus. 7. 14, 11., , , Philo, fem. pr. .,
Anth. P. 7. 463.?^ , {?, >) fond of
simiing or song, song-loving, Ar. Vesp.

270, Ran. 241.

iv, cjvoc, ('), Philo, an Athe-

nian, a iriend of Phidippides, in Ar.

Nub. 25.-^2. father-in-law of Aes-

chines, Dem. 329. 15.—Others of this

name in Dem. 384, 16 ; Strab.
;

etc., ov and a, 6. Philondas,

a ^legarian, a resident a lien at Athens,

Dem. 1 191, 27.—2. a herdsman, The-
ocr. 4, 1.^,, ov, h, Philonides, an
Athenian masc. pr. n., Ar. Plut. 179;
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cf. Dem. 831, 8.—Others in Diog. L.

;

etc.^, , , Philonis, fem.

pr. n., Anth.^, , {Village of Phi-

lo). PhilOnoscome, a town in Aegypt,

Strab. p. 805.^, , , Philonymus,
masc. pr. n., Anth. P. 7, 162., ov, loving the beautifid., ov, 0,{,) a

lover of mountains, Anth. P. 6, 96.

iLn, ov and a, , Philotas, a

descendant of Peneleus from Thebes,
leader of a colony to Priene, Strab.

p. 633 sq.—2. a celebrated general of

Alexander the Great, son of Parme-
nio, Arr., ov, 6, Philotades, an
Athenian, Aeschin. 16, 13.—2. a per-

son against whom was one of the

orations of Dinarchus, Dion. H. de
Din. 12.^, , , Philotera, a port

in Aegypt on the Arabicus sinus,

Strab. p. 7C9.— II. sister of the second
Ptolemy, after whom the city was
named, lb.^. , , Philote, fem. pr. n.,

Plut Rom. 29.\, , , Philolis, fem.

pr. n., Polyb. 8, 30.^,, , ,=, Hesych.^, ov, , the Rom. name
Fimbria, Strab. p. 594.', ov, , with poet, heterog.

plur. T(x, any instrument for keep-

ing the mouth closed,— 1. muzzle, for

dogs to prevent their biting, for calves

to prevent their sucking, etc., Lat.

capistriim, fiscella,, Luc. Vit. Auct. 22, cf. Anth. P.

6, 312: elsewh., also,-.—II. the nose-band of a horse's

bridle, sometimes fitted (it seems)
with pipes through which the horses'

breath made a whistling sound,

Aesch. Theb. 463 ; hence called -. Id. Fr. 330: elsewh.

7}.—111. a kind oiciip. used as

a dice-box, hat. fritillus, Aeschin. 9, 9.—].=,). Diosc. Hence, , f. -, to muzzle, shut up
as with a muzzle, . -, to make fast his neck in the pil-

lory, Ar. Nub. 592: also metaph., to

muzzle, put to .nlence,, . ./, . {.,) like

muzzle:— of astringent quality, Nic.

Th. 892., ),,{) a muzzling:

shutting or stopping up. Foes. Oec.

Hipp., , , {») an instru-

nientfor muzzling or stopping up., a Dor. form for,,
used by the Alex, poets. Call. Dian.

125, 213, Fr. 183, Nic. Th. 725, etc.^, ov, , son of Phinrus ;

oi, i. e. Plexippus and Pan-
dion. Soph. Ant. 971., , , fem. adj. / or re-

latin•; to Phineus, at ,
the Phinc'ian coast of Thrace near

Salmydessus, Eur. L T. 424 : from
sq. 2.^. Ep. , , Phineus,

son of Belus, brother of the Aethio-

pian king Cepheus, Apollod. 2, 1, 4.

—2. son of Agenor, or ace. to Apol-

lod. 1, 9, 21 of Neptune, king of

Thrace around Salmydessus, famed
in the legends of the Argonauts and

of ihe Harpies, Aesch. Eum. 50 ; etc.

;

Ap. Rh. 2, 178.—3. son of Lycaon,
Apollod. 3, 8, 1., ,^=, Diosc.\?., , , Phinopolis, a

city founded by Phineus at the en-

trance of the Euxine, Strab. p. 319.\, and a, , Phintas,
masc. pr. n., Paus. 4, 16, 2 ; etc.,, Dor. for-,, Epich. p. 29.[, a, , ( Sicil.=7f)
Phintias, a Pythagorean philosopher,
Plut., , in Pind. 01. 6, 37, a prop,

n., being Sicil. for, like -,, etc., Bockb. Expl. p.

156 ; ace. to others Dor. for.
ivvo, ov, . Phintylus, niasc.

pr. n., Anth. P. 6, 192.

1;,, , Phinto, fem. pr. n.,

Anth. P. 6, 288.^,, . Phinton, masc.
pr. n., Anth. P. 7, 503., . gen., Boeot. for",
V. 1. in lies. Th. 326. cf. Plat. Crat.

414 D, Lob. Phryn. 72.\, , Firmum {Pi-

cenum), a town of the Piceni, Strab.

p. 241.^, ov, , Phisinus, masc. pr.

n., of Chios, Arr. An. 3,2, 5.,,^^., ov, ro,= sq., ov, , Ihe stem or stump of
a tree, Lat. stipes (Arist. Plant. 1, 4,

3) :

—

block, log, a piece of wood, 11.

12, 29, etc., Od. 12. 11 : elsewh..—II. fire-brand, Lyc. 913.

(Akin, to,,, hence
ace. to Damm. contr. for.), Aeol. for',., , Aeol. for^., , poet, for, Ar. Pac.
1164, Eupol. Autol. 8.,, ,() a shoot,

scion: metaph. of a son, Aesch. Ag.
1281 ; ovK , said a
Spartan mother of a cowardly son,

Plut. 2, 241 A :—cf.,, , poet, for•, a tender of plants, gardener,

Aesch. Eum. 910:—on the accent v.

Lob. Paral. 195.,, , a begetter, father, Lyc.
462, 486 : from, f. -, {)=, to

sow, plant, beget, call into being, Aesch.
Pr. 233, Supp. 312, Soph. Tr. 310,

Aj. 1290 ; but rare in prose, as Plat.

Rep. 461 A, Criti. 116 C; in mid. of

the woman, to produce, bear. 'Ht'if..., Hes. Th. 086

[< always, whence it is used by poets,

metri grat., for .'\\, , Phla, an island in lake

Tritonis in Africa, Hdt, 4, 178.

,
^, ov, , the Rom. name

Flavianus, Anth, append. 381.

]?., , and/, , ,
the Rom. name Flavius. Plut. ; etc.(5, ,=9, Hesych.*, intr. form from, to be

broken or reyit with a noise, hence aor.

2 (like from
Co), from ^,. . . 403, 47),. Aesch. Cho. 28.

The pres. prob. only occurs m the

redupl. form, cf. Foes. Oec.

Hipp.,= foreg., , , the Lat. Flamen,

APP-
, ., also /., , the

Lat. flamines, Plut,^, , 6, the Rom, name
Flaminius, Polyb. 2, 21, 7; in Strab./., Dor. for ?.'>.-, , , {) Ion. for?, Hipp. p. 911. []?., , Ion. fo,
Hipp. '. 840.



/iof,, 6, {<^7...) for ~/.-, 1 foaming, frothing, bubbling.—
II. nietaph. empty boasting., , , verb, adj., Ion. for, Hipp., and ?.-^, comic words in Ar. Ran.
128G, etc. : meant to paro(iy an empty
high-flown style — 'sound and fury

signifying nothing.'?., f. -, Att. for-, Plut. Pomp. 39. etc. : from, a, ov, collat. form of-, q. v., said to be Att., but found
as early as Solon 5, 15, Find. P. 1,

170, and the prevaihng form even in

Hdt., cf. Schweigh. ad 1, 120;—
TL , Aesch. Pers. 217 ;' , Soph. Aj.

1162, cf. 1323; ,
Ar. Nub. 834, Lys. 1043 ; opp. to-, Plat. Meno 92 C, etc. Adv.

-, .. to be >ll, Hdt. 3, 129,

and Thuc. ; but^, to know an art badly, Hdt.

3, 130 ; . , to fail

with the fleet, Hdt. 6, 94 ; .-, like Lat. male audire, to be ill

spoken of, be blamed, Hdt. 7, 10, 7.

Hence,, , Att. for-
7•., ov,{, *()

working badly : ^., a sorry workman,
Soph. Phil. 35., f., Dor. ?.,
(Theocr. 5, 148), aor. (lb.

150) :—collat., esp. Ion., form of, to crush, bruise in pieces, Pind.

N. 10, 128, Ar. Plut. 718, cf. Foes.

Oec. Hipp. : in genl. to hurt, wound,

Ar. Nub. 1376, Plut. 784, Theocr. II. c.

— II. in Att. comedy, to bruise with the

teeth, eat up, swallow greedily, Ar. Plut.

694, Pac. 1306, Fr. 116, Menand. p.

255. [(2 in aor. in Pind. 1. c, but a
Theocr. 11. c], ((^ ) = 7., ?.,, . ., , , (-) of vein,

of the veins, ., the channel of
the veins, Arist. H. A. 3, 1, 13, etc., , , dim. from.
Plat. Tim. 65 C, 84 E. ^, , {,,) apt to disturb the veins, dub. 1.

in Hipp., v. Foes. Oec.,, gen,, (.,) made tip of veins and si/iews,

Arist. Respir. 16, 4., , ,{,)
beating of the pulse, pulsation, De-

mocr. ap. Erot.

()^), , , {-,-
() the bursting of a vein, Hipp.,, , to open a vein

:

—
pass., to be blooded, Hipp. : and, , , the opening of a

vein, blood-letting, Hipp., Polybus ap.

Arist. H. A. 3, 3, 1 : from., ov, (?•,) cut-

ting or opening veins, letting blood :, sc., a lancet., as pass., {?.,) to have the veins swollen, as in

great exertion : to strain or exert one's

self, A. B. p. 70., , (.-, ) like

veins
; full of veins, or with large veins,

Arist. H. A. 7, 1, 15, de Somn. 3, 17,

etc., poet, collat. form of 7•, used only in pres.— I. transit., to

burn, scorch, burn up, -, II. 17, 7.38 : pass., to be burnt,, 11. 23,

197.—II. intr., to blaze, flare up, be on

fire, inflames, II. 18, 211; 21, 358,

103

Hes. Th. 846: of the sun, to blaze.

Soph. Tr. 99, Eur. Phoen. 109: me-
taph. like hat. flagrare, Aesch. Supp.
87. Only poet.7, ,,^,-, dub. I. in Galen.,, , (^) aflame,

fire, heat, II. 21, 337, just like.—
II. as medic, term, from Hipp, down-
wards. — 1. inflammation, heat.— 2.

phlegm, Lat. pituita, a cold slimy hu-

mour in the human body, regarded as

the matter and cause of many dis-

eases, Hdt. 4, 187, Plat. Tim. 83 C ;

cf. Foes. Oec. Hipp. The Latin med-
ical writers retained flegma in the

signf. of phlegm, but lor inflamma-
tion and swelling they said^einen and
piemen.— 3. , a kind
of dropsy, anasarca, Hipp. ; cf. ?.-..— 4. whether
is used also for;^;oA?/, bile, is still very

dub. ; for in Anth. P. 7, 377, it may
mean merely a malignant, poisonous

humour., ,( II. 1,

() carrying off phlegm., aor. and,() transit., to heat,

inflame, make to swell up ; also of food,

to fill, nourish, opp. to, Hipp.
— II. intr., to be heated, be inflamed,

festered, to fester, Ar. Vesp. 276, Plat.

Tim. 85 B, etc. ; cf. Foes. Oec. Hipp.
V..:—metaph.,-, opp. to. Plat. Rep. 372 E.
—2. to boil, of water, M. Anton. 4, 49 :

metaph. of raging passions, Polyb.

3, 86, 6; so, , =z. Plat. Legg.
691 ./., a, ov,^.
dub., , , =,
Hipp. p. 607., , ^,=foreg., Hipp., a, ov,{. 11. 2)

sufferingfrom phlegm, full of phlegm.., ov, b. Ion.-(-
II. 2)=foreg., Foes. Oec. Hipp.., , , {?. U. 2)

like phlegm, full of it, suffering from it., ,{ II, -) inflamed : inflammatory, Hipp. p.

602.—2. also of food, filling, nourish-

ing.—II. of the nature of phlegm, full

of phlegm.., , , poet, for/.., , gen. , contr.

for, Hipp. p. 227., , ,(^) inflamma-
tion beneath the skin, an inflamed tu-

mour, Foes. Oec. Hipp.— II. metaph.,
heat of passion, Plut. 2, 994 A, etc., ,(,)
like an inflammation, connected with or

causing it.

/.., ov, a, =., blood,

dub. ace. to Hesych.
)•, ,=., Hesych.
)', , , Phlegra :, a plain in Thrace famous for

underground fire, in which the giants

are said to have been conquered by
the gods, Pind. N. 1, 100, Ar. Av. 824 :

also in plur.., Pind. I. 6 (5),

49.— The same name was given to

the volcanic plain of Campania.\, a, ov, of or relating to

Phlegra ; ., v.

subforeg., Eur. H. F. 1194.^, , , Phlegya, a city of
Boeotia, Pans. 9, 36, 2.^, , , the Phlegyae, a
robber race in Boeotia, who had re-

moved thither from Thessaly or

Thrace, and who, having endeavour-

-
ed to destroy the temple at Delphi,
were destroyed by Jupiter, II. 13,

302 ; H. Horn. Ap. 278 : ace. to Strab.

p. 330 and 442 they dwelt near Gyr-
ton in Thessaly.^^, ov and a, , Phlegyas,
son of Mars, king of the Lapithae,
father of Coronis, H. Horn. 15, 3

;

Pind. P. 3, 14.^. , , a kind of vulture or
eagle, Hes. Sc. 134, said to be so
named from its being flame-coloured.+) 17//V., , daughter of Phle-
gyas, i. e. Coronis, Paus. 2, 26, 7./, , , (.) like /-, burning, flaming : metaph. hot,

ardent,, Ar. Ach. 665. — 2.

flaming, notorious, .. }'/,
Cratin. Drap. 1, cf.. . 3., fut. ,.—. trans., to

barn, scorch, set on fire, burn up, II. 21,

13, ?., Aesch. Pr. 582 ;^ /, Id.

Pers. 364, cf. 504, etc. :—pass, to be-

come hot, lake fire, blaze up,, II. 21, 365.-2. metaph. of

rousing vehement passion, to kindle,

inflame to rage, love, fear, agony, etc.,, like Lat. urere. Soph. O. T. 192,

cf. Jac. A. P. p. 120 : more freq. in

pass.?., like Lat. uri, to be

infiamed, burn with rage, love, etc.,

Soph. O. C. 1695, Ar. Nub. 993, Plat.

Charm. 155 D; ?... Id.

Tim. 85 .— II. causal, to make to

flash, /.,
Aesch. Theb. 512:— make to blaze

up, rouse or stir up, awake, ov-

paviav. Soph. Aj. 196, cf.

Blomf. Aesch. Pers. 579 :— pass, to

blaze up, burst or break forth,, Bacchyl. 12, 12.—2. to

make illustrious or famous, like Lat.

illustrare, Pind. P. 5, 60: pass, to he

or become so,, -, Pind. . 10, 4 ; 1. 7, 33, cf.

infr. . 3.

. intrans. to bum, flame, blaze, of
fire, the sun, etc., Aesch. Theb. 388,

433, Soph. Aj. 673, O. C. 1466, etc. :7.. to Haze with gold,

Pind. O. 2, 131.—2. metaph. to burst

or break fortli ; ., Ar.
Thesm. 680 ; of passion, -, Aesch. Theb. 52, cf.

286:' cf. supr. A. II. 2.-3. to shine,

forth, become famous, Pind. N. 6, 66,

Br. Ap. Rh. 3, 773, cf. 7..—
The word is rare in prose ; Plat, uses
only in the sense of being

inflamed, v. supr. (Akin to La.t.fulg•

eo, flag-ro, flamma, and to A. SaX.
blican, Sanscr. bhraj splendere. Pott

Et. Forsch. 1, 236. Hence,,.,., etc.)., , i/, idle talk ; from,(.) to babble: also

in mid.7., <j,=fureg., , gen. , ()
talkative, silly, Hipp. : from., , and .,,
, , (.) an idle talker, babbler, of a

woman, Aesch. Ag. 1195.— II. -,, , idle talk, babbling, Xen
ophan. ap. Ath. 462 F Dind.', . ov, made from the plant, Lob. Phryn. 293., , , an unknown bird,

Ar. Av. 883.^,, , (.) a burning.

7., , = /.,, Foe.s.

Oec. Hipp., prob. only found in

compd. in Hdt.,. later . Lob. Paral. 113,

gen. 7<3 : (7.): — vein, in a
living body, 11. 13, 546. Hdt. 4, 2,
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187, Aesch., etc. : /; ?.. v. sub
I, fin. : — Hippocr. and the

most ancient physiologers did not
distinguish the veins from the arte-

ries ;
— the word being by

them used for all, v. Fors. Oec. Hipp.
—II. lilie, any vein or channel,

a vein of metal, Xen. Vect. 1, 5;
spring of water, the grain in wood, in

stone, etc. — HI. ?] ?., mem-
brum virile, Anth. P. 6, 218 ; also

simply, Xenarch.. 1, 8,

Leon. Tar. 26.', to gush, teem with abun-
dance, overfloxv, Aesch. Ag. 377, 1416.

—II. to overflow with talk, talk idly,

Hesych.
(The verb itself, which

seems to be used only in pres. and
impf., is rare : it is more important as

a root branching off in many direc-

tions. From the radic. notion, to

gush or overflow, come first of all the
forms and /^, (Lat. fluo,

phui), ',, ?., -, and Lat. ^eo; nearly akin are,, Lat. flos, floreo, also, with the epithets of Bacchus-,, ?,, (all

referring to a fulness of the generative

powers of nature), and the name of a

Bacchante /.' ; hence also come,, ? : also

prob. ', florium, flos, florere

:

prob. Lat. ^are is akin ; as no doubt,
rejecting the aspirate, is ,-,, /., hat. ple-

nus, etc. To the signf. of overflowing

with talk or words, belong 0«,, with the coUat. forms, ?, then (>?^,,, ?., with its de-

rive,, ?.,',7..)^, , , . sub foreg.,

epithet of Bacchus, as increasing the
growth of fruits, Ael. V. H. 3, 41., u, a, Att. for the Ion.7,
a marsh or water plant, ace. to Spren-
gel arundo ampelodesmon, Ar. Ran.
214, Fr. 85

;
in Hdt. 3, 98, ubi

V. Wessel. ; on the forms v. Lob.
Phryn. 293. — It must not be con-
founded with.7, , f. -, () = sq.,

Hesych., , to chatter, babble, Ar.

Eq. 661, Nub. 1475
;, Alex.. 1, 1.—The forms7^,- seem to be corrupt.

Hence,,,=,
Eur. Epist. 5. [], , , chattering : from, , , like or«, idle talk, chatter, nonsense,

leiiand. p. 169. — II. as adj.-, ov, talkative, silly, Menand. p. 42., ,{) talkative.], -, and -,()
—. Foes. Oec. Hipp., ,=./,', and v,=^sq.
'/, talk idly, prate, babble,

Lat. nugari., , i}, in plur., =-, the door-posts, jambs, Od. 17,

221, Polyb. 12, 12, 2 : — in sing.,

Theocr. 18, 23: also, the threshold.

Id. 2, 60.—2. the two pieces of wood by

which the a.rle is attached to the body

of the chariot. Foes. Oec. Hipp.
^', at, V.7., . , the Phliarus, a

river near Coronea, Plut. Lys. 29, 56.,, , Phlias, son of

Bacchus, an Argonaut of Araethyrea
in Argolis, Paus. 2, 12, 6: cf. A p.

Rh. 1, 115. [I in arsis Ap. Rh. 1. c]
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\, a, ov, of Phlius, Phlia-

sian, Hdt. 9, 2 ; , the terri-

tori/ of Phlius, Thuc. 5, 83 ; Strab. p.

382.

<?, Aeol. and Ion. for ?3,
Theocr. 15, 76, v. 1. Od. 17, 221
(where now stands), cf.

Foes. Oec. Hipp, [i], , like, to overflow
with moisture, fat, etc., -. Nic.. 569 : hence,
to putrefy. Id. 'Th. 363, cf Plut. 2,

642 E.

/(5,= foreg., only in Gramm. []?., , the Liat. flemina.^, , , poet. fern, to

foreg., 7/. ala, Ap. Rh. 4, 508.^,, b, (Xen. Hell. 7,

2, 1), Phlius, a celebrated city on the

northwest of Argolis, earlier 'kpav-
and, Pind. N. 6, 73

;

Thuc. 5, 58 ; etc. : m Diod. S. 14, 41

ac ?., ,() Aeol. for.',^., heterocl. ace. sing, of,
Nic.?, a, ov, () burniyig,

flaming, blazing, glittering,, II. 5,

745 ; 8, 389 ; , Eur. Hec.
1104; '. Id.

Tro. 1257; 7., Ar. Ran. 340:
—inflamed, red, Focs. Oec. Hipp.7., in Orac. Sib., prob.

f. 1. for7..7., , ,{)=,
blazing, flaming, fiery-red,, Eur.
Hel. 1126;. El. 991., ', , , {)
with fiery hoofs./ trof, , b, () a burning,

heal, like.7), , , poet, for ^^, Nic.
Th. 54, etc.}7, , f. - [], to take

fire : to become inflamed and red, Foiis.

Oec. Hipp.
\7.-), a, 6, Phlogidas, a Spar-

tan, Plut. Lys. 17.7., , , dim. from 7.-

.), f. -',= /1)', to set on

fire, burn, burn up. Soph. Ph. 1199:
to mast or broil in or over the fire

:

—

-

pass., to blaze, flame, -'. Soph. Tr. 95.

7.^vo,,ov,flami7lg, firry, Ij'K'S..•.

Tu {sc.),flame-coloured

garments, Lat. flammea, Ath. 539 E.
— II. TO 0ZoynOX',= sq. II, Theophr.7.. ov, TO, dim. from,
Longin.— II. a flower, prob. the wall-

flower, cheiranthus cheiri, Theophr. :

also 7) LVOV.

]7., , b, ()) Phlogius,

name of an inhab. of ine sun, Luc.
V. Hist. 1, 20.} if ,, , (7-) a piece of
roasted or broiled flesh,7, -, beefsteaks, Archipp. '.. 2 ; so,7., Strat-

tis 7.. 1., , , and,
ov, , {7.) roasting or broiling:80=., , , verb. adj. from, burnt, set on fire. Soph. El.

58.7, ov, , {) burning
heat, Aesch. Eum. 940 ; . b, i. e. lightning, Eur. Supp. 831:—inflammation, Hipp., , , afire-king.

7//, . {7.6,)
dipt in fire, flame-coloured, Jo. Lyd.7, , fire-born, Lat. _^am-
migena.

, , {,) like

flame, flaming, blazing, fiery, fiery-red,
Plut. 2, 695 C, etc. .—mfiamed, Hipp,
p. 489., , , =,
Anth. P. 12,225., ov, {,)
fla7ne-colouredmixedwithwhtte.llei>ych., ov,{7,)6-
coloured mixed with grey, Hesych.}, , f. •,=0)'.7, , contr. for•, Hipp.,, , that which is

burnt or roasted., , {7,, ) fiery-
looking, fire-coloured,fiery,, Aesch.
Pr. 253

; ., omens or to-

kens by fire, lb. 498.,, ,{) a burn-
ing heat, inflammatioyi, Thuc. 2, 49.

—

11. the burning part of a torch, v. 1.

Diod. 17, 115.)/, , ?';,=, Aesch.
Pr. 791 ; cf Pors. Med. 1363., , ,=7. v. 1. Theocr.
23, 18, . Rh. 3, 278, etc., but very
dub.—II. in Lacon. dialect, an epilh.

of Proserpina, prob. from,, 7.<, the blooming, verdant.,, , {)=7.., , , dim. from-, [] -, u,= sq., Hipp.7 and, , {7,, 7) to make swell or fer-
ment.—II. to heat, scorch, burn ; in

pass., Lye. 35.,{) to strip off the rind,

to peel, Theophr.7, , ov, of OTfrom the water-
plant or, 7.-
vai, garments thereof, maz-gainients,
Hdt. 3, 98., , {,)
heavy with bark.7., , to have the bark
burst, Diosc. : from
7.^-)', , with the bark or

rind burst, Theophr. Hence7.^, , . a bursting of
the bark or rind, Theophr.(, ov,{7, ()) hav-
ing roots covered with coals of rind or
peel : tu 7., bulbous plants,

Theophr.
7., of', 0, {,) :

—the

rind of trees, peel, bark, bass, II. 1, 237,
Hdt. 4, 67 :—also, the husk of certain
fruits, Plut. 2, 684 A :—metaph. as a
symbol of empty pride, Wyttenb.
Plut. 2, 81 B. Cf.,.?, ov, ,{,) :

—
any confused, roaring noise, esp. the

dull noise or din of a large ?nass of men,
the battle-din, II. 5, 322, 469 ; 10, 416
(never in Od.) : of the noise of the
sea, Aesch. Pr. 792, Soph. Fr. 380
(for Horn, has it not in this signf e.x-

cept in compd.) ; ,7), foam, 0pp. . 1, 777 :— of.7.—Poet. word., oD, b, {) a strip-

ping off the rind, peeling, Theophr.7, , , {7) suited

for, skilled in peeling off the rind ; if• (sc. ), the art of making
plaited-workfrom the bass of trees, mat-
inaking. Plat. Polit. 288 D.', {7.) to bur.^t out, swell, be

in full vigour or bloom, Antimach. Fr.

69 (ap. Plut. 2, 683 F).7., , {,) like

rind or bass :—hence metaph. light-

minded, frivolous, Plut. 2, 81 B, ubi v.

Wyttenb.7,, , (7^) made of
bark or bass. Lye. 1422.



/f ,, , cf. sq.
]

/.<)//{•, , , mullein, Lat. verbas-

cum, of which the ancients knew I

several kinds, Cratin. Incert. 135, and
j

Theophr. : we also find the forms

(^. /., and.— Its
1

thick, wool!)' leaves served for lamp-
j

wicks, whence one kind was called

/.. or/.
^

!

7.'•, , , = /, /.,
Hesych.'•, , -, synonym, for

;, in Diosc. 3, 137, where some
write, and derive it from.

I', 6, V.,. I^, , gen.(, (0?.i'ycj):

—

fiame, blaze, any bright, blazing fire, Od. '

24, 71, and oft. in 11. ; 7., 8, 135 ;

/., 9, 212 ;

Ireq. also in Hes., etc.: /.-
/.,, to raise flame,

Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 23, Symp. 2, 24 :—
more fully, <^, 11. 17,

88,- Od. 1. c. ; ^. Find. F. 4, 400 ;, of live charcoal. Id. I

O. 7, 87 : .,, etc.,

of lightning, Aesch. Pr. 1017, Eur.

Med. 144 : also of the heat of the

sun. Soph. Tr. 696, Eur., etc. :—met-
aph., (^/. olvov, the fiery strength of

wine, Eur. Ale. 758 ; .,
Soph. 0. . 166.—The plur. /,,
flames, fire, is not rare in Anth., Ath.,

and otlier late prose, L. Dmd. Xen.
Symp. 2, 24.', , . contr., with
metapl. ace. ?. in N^c. Al. 302,

(^) :—rarer form of 9/.o<of, Diosc:
also of the slough of serpents, Nic. 1. C.

-II. bloom, the blooming, healthy state

of a plant, h^Lflos, Arat. 335., . Ion. for, q. v.—II.

contr. for.
i/.va,, , Phlya, an Attic deme

belonging to the tribe Cecropis and
later to Ptolemais ; adv. ^7.vijGL, at

or in Phlya, Isae. 72, 38 ; hence•, , an. inhab. of Phlya, a

Phlyan, Isae. 68, 44; Plut. Sol. 12.7., ov, ,=/.. [], , to write jests or

farces : and?., , , a writing of
jests farces : from
7<\<^, ,{/',)

writing farces : b 7.., a farce-writer,

Ath. 702 B.

7.,, , Dor. form for 7.-, (/,) :

—

nonsense, foolery , drol-

lery . hence,—2. kind of farce, said

to be invented by Rhinthon,/., Anth. P. 7, 414 ; also called'.,—being prob. a kind

«f travestied tragedy.— 11. of persons, a

jester, droll, or player offarces.7-, , f. -. Ion. ?.-,() :
—to talk folly or nonsense,

play the droll, jest, Hdt. 7, 103, 104,

Ar. Eq. 543, etc. ;

/.;?' 77-?. Q/.vapiav?.<,
Plat. Apol. 19 C : also, to play the

fool, trifle. Lat. migari, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4,

11, Plat., etc. :

—

7.. Plat.

Gorg. 490 ; cf. A. IV. 8. Hence,, , silly talk, fool-

ery, Joseph, []7.., , (7.) silly talk,

nonsense, foolery, Ar. Lys. 159, and
Plat. ; 7... Plat. Rep.
581 D : generally, a playing the fool,

whether in word or deed, cf. Stallb.

Plat. Symp. 211 E. and v. sub-
:—freq. alsoin plur., fooleries, Lat.

nugae, Plat., v. Heind. Phaed. 66 C;.. Id. Hipp. Maj.

304 B.

,, = f

?\,.
^

j

/.l'£po/co7f,:(,«-)strengthd.
|

for /., to practise tom-foolery,
[

Strab., V. Lob. Phryn. p. 416. Hence
j7•, , , tom-foolery.
|7, , -7, ,^?^-
j,7. : from
j/•, , {) ^=^ sq.,

talking foolery.
\

7.<, , talkative, gossiping.— '

II. as subst., (p/.i'apof( roparox.),—

1. a silly talker, prater. Plat. Ax. 369

D.—2. silly talk,foolery, like7.,
I

Ar. Nub. 364, Plat. Ax. 365 ; also :

in \)\.. fooleries, Strattis Maced. 7.-

—

On the accent v. Lob. Paral. 345. [•]

'7.}, , {7., )
fooling, Plut. Lycurg. 6.7.,^7., Hesych. ; in

Laconic7.
7./ uoia, , , Phlygadia, a

mountain of Noncuin, Strab. p. 207.

^7.}, ov, TO, and7.,
, ij, Phlygonium, a city of Phocis,

Paus. 10, 3, 2.

7.(, , , like /.,
soft or flabby : {torn/., , like 7, to have

an exce.ts of moisture, become soft or

flabby. Foes. Oec. Hipp.7., ov, TO, dim. of 7.-. Foes. Oec. Hipp.7.,.=^.
[]/., rarer collat. form from

7., Nic. Al. 214, cf. Foes. Oec.

Hipp. ; and v.) sub fin.7, .. Ion. for 7.-, 7..7., . ,(,) :

— rising on the skin ; whether, a blis-

ter made by a burn or some outward
cause ; or, a pimple, pustule, striking

out from within, Lat. pustula, Thuc.

2, 49, v. Foes. Oec. Hipp. ; cf. -,./.. ov, , dim. from

foreg.. Hipp. p. 183. [i]7,, {j,={oTeg., Hipp,

p. 994./., , {7^,) pimply, pustulosis, Hipp. p. 641.7.,{7.,)
as pass., to get or have pustules, Hipp./., , contr. for ^-.7., ,{7.)
an eruption of pustules, Hipp. p. 765.

7., , , {/.), — 7.-. Hipp.,=7'.
7., ,—?- II, idle talk,

foolery. Archil. 113.-, ov, , Phlyus, a son of

Earth, Paus. 4, 1, 5.

! /.,, , a breaking out, erup-

' tion. Foes. Oec. Hipp. : from
' , f. -, and. {7) :

—

I
to swell over, overflow, bubble or boil

' over or up, '7.7.,
II. 21, 361.—II. metaph.. to overflow

]

with words, talk idly, talk, babble, -
I

7,, Aesch. Pr. 504 ; -
1
" ' 7.•, Id. Theb.

i 661 : later also, c. ace. cognato, -/., Anth. P. 7,

351 ; so, ., 0., lb.

—

Poet. word.

—

, /3\ is the

same word without the aspir. : on

this whole family v. sub. [ in

pres. and impf., as in II. 21, 361, in

fut. and aor., (v. supra) ; for 7.,
Mel. 119, 4, Anth. 1. c, maybe refer-

red to'\, comic imitation of the snuff-

ing, nasal sound phn, Luc. Lexiph.
"9 ;—also cited from Ar. (Fr. 702) by

Gramm. as expressing the note of a
certain bird, E. M. p. 796., Ep. and Ion. impf. from, for, Hes., f. -,() to terrify,

scare, dismay, LXX. Hence, , , a terrifying,

fright, LXX., ,(,)
terrible to behold, LXX., , , fearful : hence,— I.

causing fear, dreadful, frightful, fear-

fd, formidable, -, Hdt. 7,

139, and freq. in Aesch., etc.
; .,, Aesch. Pers. 27, 48

;

- ., formidable only from num-
bers, Thuc. 2, 98 ; c. inf., .-/, Dem. 42, 12, cf. Theocr. 22,

2.—2. causing fear, serving as matter

of dread,' -, Thuc. 3, 83 ;-
), a horse tha.t makes onefear he will

do some mischief, Xen. Hier. 6, 15
;

so, . Id.

An. 5, 7, 2 :

—

(), there

is reason to dread that... Id. Cyr. 7, 5,

22, Hier. 1, \2.—\\. feelingfear,fright-

ened, afl^righted, afraid, timid, .
Soph. O. T. 153;, Eur. 1. A.

620 ; freq. in Plat. : ., the

feeling of fear and reverence, Thuc.
6, 55.— III. caused by fear, troubled,

panic, ., Thuc. 4, 128 ;7., a mist

of fear.., Aesch. Pr. 144 : .-, anxious thoughts. Plat. Theag.
127 B. Hence,, , sternness, Arist.

Rhet. 1,5. 11., , Orph. Fr. 8, 8, and,, . }. . 69, 8,(,) terrible of aspect.,, ,(,-) scarer of hosts, epilh. of Minerva,

Ar. Eq. 1177; and, ov.(,)
dismaying, scaring armies, Hes. I" r., , f. -, ():— to

strike with fear, to scare, frighten, dis-

may, in II., esp. to put to flight, (never

in Od.) ; , •, II. 16, 689 ; etc. (cf. infra ) ;

once in Hes., Sc. 162; then in Hdt.

7, 235, and Att., ,
Aesch. Theb. 262

;
'7, Id.

Pers. 215;'' . Soph. . . 206 ; cf.

Eur. Hipp. 572 ; ,
Antipho 127, 23 ; then in Thuc, Plat.,

etc.

B. pass., : fut. mid. -, and fut. pass,-, used indifferently, Xen. Cyr. 1,

4, 19 ; 3, 3. 30 ; 8, 7, 15. though the

former more freq. : aor. ;

aor. mid.,, only in late

authors, as Anacreont. 34, 11 : pf.

pass.,. To be put in fear,

take fright, be affrighted, to fear, dread,

in Horn. esp. to flee, freq. in li., once

in Od., 16, 163 :"this Homeric sense

mostly in part. pf., so

in Hdt. 9, 70, and freq. in Att. Con-
struct., absol.. •,3 .,
II. 11, 172 ;

—

- ,
flee before him, II. 8, 149 ; so,, 11. 15, 637 : also c. ace,-'. to fleefrom, dread, fear any
one, II. 22, 2o0, and Att. ; so,•

, Hdt. 1, 39, and Att.; also,3 or Trpof , to be alarm-

ed' at a thing. Soph. O. T. 980. Tr.

1211 ; but, . , to fear, he

anxious about a thing, Hdt. 0, 62 ;

:7fpt or tlv'i, Thuc. 2, 90, Plat.,

etc. cf. Heind. Plat. Euthyd. 275 B;
Tivor, Stallb. Plat. Rep. 387 C
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—c. ace. cognato, .
Eur. Tro. 116, cf. Stipp. 548:—-

-., to fear lest a thing will

be, Lat. vereri ne.., Eur. Or. 770,

Thiic, etc., (cf. . IV); so, .
... Thuc. , 13, Xen. Mem. 2,

9. 2 ; . , Xen. Oec. IG, C, (cf.

// ov 1) : also, 3. '.., .., tofear
that.., not like Lat. verrri vt.., but=
. }, perh. a little stronger, Poppo
Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 1 :—c. inl., in fear to

do, he afraid of cluing. Pint. Gorg. 457

E, Soph. 230 E, Xen. Cyr. 8, 7, 15.', . , a lock or curl of hair,

Aesch. Cho. 188;. Soph. El. 449 : generally, one's

hair, Soph. O. C. 1464, Eur. Bacch.
683 ;•, i. e. the Gor-

gon's snaky lochs, Pind. P. 10, 75:

the mane of a horse. Soph. Fr. 587, 7,

10. Eur. Ale. 429.— II. nietaph., like

II, Lat. cnma, the tresses of trees,

l\\p.'u leafage, foliaire, Soph. Ant. 419,

Eur. Ale. 172, etc.
; , tufts

of violets, Pind. Fr. 45, 16;-, Anth. P. 6, 158. (Damm
refers this to, as to -, cf., .), . and Dor. 3 pi. aor. 1

pass from, lor, Od.,, .{) a terror,

object of affright. Soph. O. C. 699., verb. adj. from,
one must frighten.— II. from,
one must fear, Plat. Rep. 452 B, etc.

—

2., a, ov, to be feared, Id.

Legg'. 746 E., ov, b, {) one who
scares or frightens., ?'/,,{) frightful,

terrible.— II. liable tofear,fearful, timid,

Arist. Pol. 8,7, 5.
^, ov, TO, a scarecrow, bug-

bear, fright. Plat. Ax. 3(j7 A ;-
Tu, prob., tragic masks

of the Furies, Lucill. 81., ov, 0, Phobiu.f, son of

Hippocles, Ale.x. Aetol. 12, 1.'', ov,=^vpoo,lkeone
bitten by a mad dog.., b.{oa)^.—fear, terror,

fright, dismay, in Horn, and Hes.,

iHostly/i<;/!i, freq. in II., once in Od.,

viz. 24, 57 ; so in Hdt. 7, 10, 5 ; so,

generally, to be distinguished from, as rather the outward show, than
the sensation, nf fear, (cf. sub.) :

c. gen. sulijecti, , the

flishi of men, II. 15, 310 ; but c. gen.

objerti,/far or dread of another, cf.

Aesch. Pers. 115, etc.; so, .,, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 53, Aesch.
Cho. 930 ; vrro, Xen. An. 7, 2

;

Tiva, Dem. 798. 3 ; but very

rare e. ace. objecti, ,
= -, Dem. 366, 26 (si

sanus locus), cf Stallb. Plat. Rep.
465 : , •~, (. like -
\, to turn the horses to flight, etc.,

11. 8, 139 ; 15, 666 ; 17, 579,}, to advise flis;ht, II. 5,

252: , Pind. P. 5,

81 : , Aesch. Theb.
498 ; /ioi', also, ?.-, , to strike terror

into one, Lat. vietum inrutere olicui,

Eur. Hec. 1113. Xen. Cyr. S, 7. 18,

An. 7, 4, 1 ; ,, Aesch Ag. 1243, Eur. Or. 1255,

Xen. An. 2. 2, 9 ; ..
Soph. Phil. 1231; ,
Eur. Or. 757 ; on the contrary, -, Eur. Or. 104;?., Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 10

;
?.-, to get rid of it, lb. 5, 2,

32 : {), e. inf., Xen. An. 2,

4, 3; ..., Mem. 2, 1, 25 :—also in

1620

plur., mostly poet., as Pind. N. 9, 64,

Aesch. Theb. 134, Eui., etc.
;

Kul. Plat. Theaet. 173 A.
—2. an object of terror, a terror, Sojih.

0. C. 1652: plur., like Lat.

terrorcs, . Soph. . .
917; cf. Xen. An. 4, 1, 23.— 11. ,^-,
personified, jPhobus, Terrnr,\ II. 15,

119, son of Mars, 11. 13, 299, and of
Cylherea, Hes.Th. 934 ; usu. coupled
with his brother, \\. 4,440;
11,37., f. -, {) :

— to

cleana''., purify, A p. Rh.— 11. {)
to be inspired, prophesy, utter jirophelic

ivnrds,. Lyc.—2. transit., to

inspire, Anth. P. 9, 525 ; -/ ?.(/, Longin.iaa ?., , lake Phoebaea,
near Troezene in Argolis, Paus. 2,

30, 7..,=., , ij, the priestcis of
Phoebus : general I y , an inspired woman,
prophetess, Eur. Hee. 827 : also as
fein. '].,—(3.,, , and,
ov, , an inspired person., , , {) like

inspiration, enthusiastic, Longin. : ., uttering ovacles, Plut. Rom.
21., , , fern, from-, a prophetess, Lyc. 1468., , f. -, poet, for-, to clea7ise, wash,, Theocr. 17, 134, cf. Call. Lav.
Pall. 11.. a, ov, also , ov. Ion.,{) ofPhoebus, belong-

ing or sacred to him, tEur. Ion 1089,

Plioen. 225 ; to ,
1. A. 756t ; hence, prophetic, inspired.. , , Phoibe, Lat. Phoebe,
one of the daughters of Uranus and
Gaea, who bore Latona and Asteria
to Coeus, Hes. Th. 136, 404 : ace. to

others the mother of Phoebus was
so called, cf. sub : and, later,

Phoebe is a freq. epith. of Diana :

—

cf.— 12. a nymph, wife of
Danaus, Apollod. 2, 1 , 5—3. daughter
of Tyndareus and Leda, sister of Cly-
taemnestra, Eur. I. A. 50.—Others in

Paus. ; etc.

^oio, ,, \.=.,, pecul. poet. fern, of, Anth. fP. 9, 201., to be a7]., ov, , a soothsayer, pro-

phet., , , verb, adj., prophe-

sied,foretold.—II. inspired,prophesying,

Manclho.-, , , fem. ,
a prophetess.— II. = II,

cleanser, purifier.. , , =,
Orph. Lith. 383.

_^, . , Phoebia, a small
town of the Sicyonians, Paus. 9, 15,

4., a, 6, Phoebidas, a com-
mander of the Spartans, Xen. flell.

5, 2. 24.io,, rj, Phoebis, a courte-

san, Luc. Dial. Mer. 4., , ,=. susp., ov, Ion. for sq., Hdt.
4, 13., ov,{,?-
') rapt, inspired by Phoebus, Lyc.
1460., (,)
pass., to be ruled by Phoebus, i. e. to be

purified, Thessalian word in Plut. 2,

393' C., , ov, pure, bright, radiant,

, Hes. Fr. 78, Lyc. 1009;', Aesch. Pr. 22. (Prob. from, ; cf the old Latin fehrus,
februus, fihruarius.)— II. as proj). n.,/, , Phoebus, i. e. the Bright 0
Pure (cf foreg.), old epith. of Apollo,
freq. in Horn., who iisu. joins', but also has,.- alone:
rarely inverted, , as
in II. 20, 68, Hes. ap. Eust. Od. 4,

232. Aesch., Evim. 8, makes the
name originate with llie god's mother. But in no case must Homer'a

be taken for the Sun-god
("), for Apollo did not receive
this character till much later. The
epith. refers rather to the pu-
rity and radiant bcavttj of youth, which
was always a chief attribute of Ajiol-

lo, so that something may be said for

Kannc's hypothesis, that is

connected with , cf Muller Dor.

2, 6, 7. The notion of prophetic at-

taches to the person of the oracular
Apollo, but without being expressed
in the name.^', ov, , Phoedas, a ruler of
the Theli'ans, Piut. 2. 775 A.. cf. sub i.'\,, , Phoezon, a place
in Arcadia, Paus. 8, 11,4.

<?7, 7;f, , Lacon. for, like

for, Alcman 11., , , {):—
blood-red, deep-red,, 11. 22, 202,
220

; ), Coluth. 43 :—cf.-.,, , that which is

made red., ov, ,() a red-

dening or making red.—2. aji irritating

the skin by blisters and the like, Foes.
Oec. Hipp.,^., ov, {,•
uov) with purple flowers, rosy, .
tap, Lat. purpureum ver, Pind. P. 4,

114., ,=, dub., gen. , (,) for, with garment

of red, Epich. p. 25, e conj. Porson., ov, v. sub.
[], ov, , a cheat or
rogue, Hesych. ; so. -, Od. 14, 288., , , contr. , ,, q. . : {) :

—

purple-red, pur-

ple or crimson, and (generally) red,

Lat. punicens, , Pind. I. 4 (3),

30; also in Hdt. 1, 98; 2, 132, etc.:

—cf C. fin.

—

.^^,
Diod. ; cf Lob. Phryn. 148. [i]

'«<:, , , the Phoenicians,

on the eastern shore of the Mediter-
ranean, II. 23, 744; etc.; for their

migration hither from their original

abode about the '¥.,
V. Hdt. 1. 1 ; 7, 89, v..^, , , (, date-land)

Phoenicia, on the eastern coast of the

Mediterranean in Asia, Od. 4, 83
;

Hdt. 2. 44, 116; etc.— 2. a city on
the coast of Chaonia in Epirus, Po-
lyb. 2, 8. [I]], , ov, Ep. and Ion. for, a, ov, of Phoenicia, Phoe-
nician, , the

letters introduced into Greece from
Phoenicia, Hdt. 5, 58., , ov. Ion. for,=, nf the date or palm
tree, , a garment of
palm leaves, Hdt. 4, 43

; ,
palm-wine, lb. 1, 194; 2, 86, etc.:

=,
Hipp.



, , pecul. poet. fem.

01 t'oieg.

—

li.=., 6, a Phoenician

wind, i. e, sauth-east, Arist. Meteor. 2,

6, 10.

iov7|, ov, 6, Pkoenicides, a

poet of the new coinedj', Stob. ; cf.

Meineke 1, p. 481., ov, TO, dim. from-
1>,' young or lillle Phoenician, DiOg.

L. 7, 3.

; f. -' Att. -, {-) •—like, to imitate the

Phoenicians in vianners or language,

speak Phoenician, etc. : also of brutal

lust, Hesych.—II.() to be pur-

ple-red., , ,{) Phoeni-

cian, Hdt. 6. 47 : later, also, Punic,

Carthaginian. fThuc. 6, 46 ;-
, something Phoenician, i. e. a

falsehood, for the Phoenicians were
charged with deception from Homer
downwards ( cf sub ), Plat.

Rep. 414 Cf;—adv. -, in Phoeni-

cian fashion, Diog. L. 7, 25.— II.=, red ; hence, metaph.,. (as we say, ' of deep dye'), Ar.

Pac. 303 ; v. Br. et Dind. lb. 1173., , ov,( \\)^(poi-, ., palni-xinguent, .4-

tiph.. 1, 4; . (sc. ),
palm-viine. Ephipp. Epheb. 1, Incert.

3 (ubi V. Memeke)., ov, TO, a rnusical instru-

ment invented by the Phoenicians, also, [vl]

iuvov, ov, TO,, Mt. Phoe-
nicius, near Onchestus in Boeotia,

Strab. p. 410., a,,=^•, Polyb.

C, 23, 12. [vt],,,=^,
Ar. . 272, Arist. Color. 5, 19 and
23 : cf. C. fin.— II. -, a court of justice at Athens,

named /rom its colour, Paus. 1, 28, 8 ;

cf..,,^=.,, ,{) :
— dark-

red, crimson or purple cloth, Ar. Phlt.

735.—2. red cloak, Lat. pvnicea ves-

tis, esp. a dark-red 7nilitary cloak of the

Lacedaemonians, Schol. Ar. Ach.
320, Lys. 1140, Schneid. Xen. Lac.

11, 3, Thorn. M. p. 899;'~, a red cloak as bright as

bright can be, Ar. Pac. 1173, cf 1175:

—a similar cloak worn by Persians,

Schneid. Xen. Cyr. 6, 4, 1, cf. sq.

—

3. red curtain, Aeschin. 64, 27.

—

i.

at sea, a red flag hung out by the ad-

miral as the signal tor action : g^i-
erally, a red banner, -, a form in solemn curses or

excommunications, Lys. 107, 40.—5.

a red ticket under high-hung pictures,

to tell their subject.

iovl., , Phoenicis, a city

of Boeotia, earlier, Strab. p.

410,, , 6, {):— a

dyer of purple or red.—U. with the

Persians, a wearer of purple, i. e. one

of the highest rank, Lat. purpuratus,

Xen. An. 1, 2, 20; W'hereas the -, who were of lower rank,

wore only facings of purple :—Lar-

cher indeed refers it to II,

and interprets it a bearer of the red

sCandard.r—lll. =, brutally

lustful, E. M.,{) adv., in Phoe-
nician fashion :—in the Phoenician or

Punic tongue, Polyb. 1, SO, 6., ov, 6.{ . II) ., palm-wine, Diosc. 5, 40.?., ov, ,{ .

II, 37,) strictly, palmacom, the

fruit of the palm, the date, Polyb. 12,

2, 6, and Galen, []~, ov,{,)
purple-dyed, crimson,, Aesch.
Eum. 1028., . {,)
to climb palms, Luc. D. Syr. 29.3,,=,
Philostr., , {, *)
Phoenician born, Eur. Cret. 2.?., ov,{,-'/ ) crimson-fingered, ap. Arist.

Rhet. 3, 2, 13., ov, cf-.,, tv, poet, for-, {') dark-red, purple or
crimson, ll. 10, 133, Od. 14, 500, Hes.
Sc. 95 ;' ooiv-, red with blood,

II. 23, 717, Hes. Sc. 194. Cf
C. fin. [Either Hom. and Hes. use
I, or (which is jr.ore prob.) the word
must be pronounced as trisylL, v.

Heyne 11. 10, 133.], ov,{,)
with purple woof; generally, tiJOufn o/"

red wool,, Pind. O. 6, 66./.'}, or, purple or crim-

son-streaked, epith. of the bird-., ov, {, 2.)
purple or crimson-crested,, Eur.
Phoen. 820 ; of a cock, Theocr. 22,

72., ov, and Ion. --
}, ov,(,) red-cheeked,

like7:, epith. of ships, the

sides of which were painted red, Od.
II, 124; 23, 271. [a]7:, ov, (, -
pvOTj) with a purple or red border : -

., the Rom. trabeae,

Dion. H. 6, 13., ov, (,)
with a red bottom or ground, of the Red
Sea, Aesch. Fr. 178 ; cf. Herm. Opusc
4, p. 267., , , {,)
the ruddy-footed; and so, generally,

ruddy, epith. of Ceres, Pind. O. 6,

159: prob. from the colour of ripe

corn, VirgiPs rubicunda Ceres, cf.

Bockh ad 1. (92)., ov,(,)
red-feathered :

— -, a red water-bird,

perh. the flamingo, Phoenicopterus,

Linn., Ar. Av. 273 : also, .,
Cratin. Nemes. 4., t>i',=sq.,,(,) red

with roses,, Pind. Fr. 95., ov,(,)
red-beaked, Ar'lSt. H. A. 9, 24././, ,{,?^)
red-legged, Eur. ion 1207.~, ov. , Dor. -,{,) hurling red light-

nings,, Pind. . 9, 10./., ov, {,-) sent by Phoenicians,.,
i. e. ,
Pind. . 9, G7., ,{ . II,) bearing palms, Strab., ov, , (,)

red- tad, rcd-start, a bird, Arist. H.
A. 9, 49 B, 4., . ovv, contr. for-,
Xen. An. 1, 2. 16, Cyr. 7, 1, 2, etc.;

cf. Lob. Phryn. p. 148, Paral. 286.,, ovv, contr. for.,,,^=, a
palm-grove, Diod.

iovlovr,, , Phoenicus, a

port on the south coast of Crete; in

N. T., cf Strab. p. 475—2. a
port of Messenia, Paus. 4, 34.-3. a
port of Cjthera, Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 7.—
4. a port on the Ionian coast of Asia
Minor, near Mount Mimas, Thuc. 8,
34.—Others in Strab. ; etc.^, , , Phoenicussa,
one of the Aeolian islands, Strab. p.
276.,,{,) red
shining,, Eur. Ion 163., ov, (, )

grown tiiih palms, Diod., ,, purpling, redden-

ing.,, 6,{ . II)

palm-grove, Ael. . . 16, 18, Jo-
seph.,, , Phoenician, Hom.

:

, Od. 14,

288 ; for such was the general char-
acter of the Phoenicians, as the first

commercial nation : in Hom. they
appear as the first slave-dealers and
kidnappers, cf Od. 13, 272, sq. : fem., , Od.— 2. a Carthaginian,

as descended from the Phoenicians,
Bockh E.xpl. Pind. P. 1, 72 (138).

B.,, , as appellat., a
purple-red, purple or crimson, because
the discovery and earliest use of this
colour was ascribed to the Phoeni-
cians, 11. 4, 141; 6, 219, Od. 23, 201,
etc. : cf infra C. fin.—II. the palm,
palm-tree, dale-palm, Od. 6, 163, H.
Ap. 117: the male and female palms
were distinguished by Hdt., as .

and ., 1, 193 :

yet, he often makes the female palm
masc, e. g. 4, 172, 182.—2. the fruit

of the palm, the date.—3. a musical in-

strument, like a guitar, invented by
the Phoenicians, Hdt. 4, 192 ; also.—IJI. the fabulous Aegyp-
tian bird photnii, first in Hes. Fr. 50,

4, then in Hdt. 2, 73 : cf Creuzer's
Symb. I, p. 438.—IV. a kind of ^ass,
lolinm perenne, called also^ and', Diosc. 4, 43.

C., , , as adj., with
pecul. fem. in Pind. P. 1, 45;
4, 365 ; but as fem., Eur. Tro.
815 ; never as neut.. Lob. Paral. 285 :—purple-red, purple or crimson, gene-
rally, red or reddish, hence of the
colour of a baij horse, 11. 23, 454 ; of

red cattle, Pind. P. 4, 365 : also, like

Lat. fulvus, of the colour of fire,-', Pind. P. 1,45;, Eur. Tr. 815 : cf.,,.—,-,,, was a
general name for all dark reds, from
crimson to purple, while the brighter

shades were denoted by,', etc., or ?.-), where-
as scarlet was,,
V. Arist. (or Theophr.) Color. 10,

etc. : this class of words is used only
of actual colour, seldom like —-. with the transferred notion ot
brightness, splendour, etc., as in .,
Hes. Sc. 95 ; cf. Lucas Quaest. Lesil.

{) 151.

D. [In all signfs. of the vv-ord, in

genit. : yet several Gramm., as He-
rodian, Draco, and Priscian, would
write it properispom. in nom.,
Schaf Hes. Op. 69, Soph. Phil. 562,
cf. A. B. p. 70, 24 ; 14, 1429 ; but
Wolf in Horn., Herm., Soph. O. T.
746, and others, prefer the paro.xyt.

.- the signf of the word makes
nodifference,except that Wolf writes
the masc. pr. n., though this
equally has in genit.]\,, . Phoenix, masc. pr.

n.,— 1. son of Agenor, brother of Cad
1621



mus, Apollod. 3, 1, 1 ; ace. to II. 14,

321, father of Europa.—2. son of

Amyntor, friend and instructor of

Achilles. II. 9, 418, sqq. ; cf. Ar. Ach.
421.—3. an Athenian, (riend ofthe poet

Agalhon, Plat. Symp. — Others in

Plut.; Ath. ; etc.— 11. of rivers,—La
river of Locris near Thermopylae on
the borders ofThessaly ,1 Idt 7, 176.—2.

another near Aegium in .\chaia,Paus.

7, 23, 5.—III. a city of Crete, v.-.,, ,() red-

dening or 77iaking red : in medic. ,=^/ II.—II. redness, red colour., a, ov, also , ov, Pind. I.

4 (3), 59: () :
— blood-red,,

Od. 18,97 : hence, blood-stained, bloody,

murderous, warlike, ., Pind. I. c.

;

, Aesch. Ag. u43 ; •
:aloLvo^vyol,\.C\\o.

24 ; ., Soph. Aj. 772 ; etc.

—

Only poet., fern, from, a Phoe-

nician woman, Od. 15, 417.—II. fem.

from C, q. v., f. -,{) :
—to red-

den, 7nake red, , Orac.

ap. Hdt. 8, 77 ; , Eur.

Or. 1285
;

7~]''. Id. I. . 187:—pass., 6e

or become so, . Soph.
Aj. 110; , Theocr.

20, 16.—2. in medic, to redden a7id

irritate the skin fei/ blisters and the like,

of. Nic. Al. 254, bpp. H. 2. 427.—II.

intr., to become red. Soph. Fr. C98 ; to

hlush, Nic. Th. 238, 303, 845., 7j, ov,() :
— blood-red,

., red with blood, II. 16, 159:

blond-stained, bloody, H. Hom. Ap. 362 :

—deadly, NlC. Al. 187.7], , {. ) of
blood-red aspect, Nic. Al. 489.,, ?/, v..?,,, also,,{)
roami7ig about, wandering, -, Eur. Or. 327 ; -, distraught, Anth. P. 9, 603.

—

II. act., driving madly about, madden-
ing,, Ae.sch. Pr. 599;,
Opp. H. 2, 513.—Poet. word, [a in

Eur. 1. c. ; in Anth., and so, seem-
ingly, in some lyr. passages of Trag.,

Seidl. Dochm. p. 38, Blomf. Aesch.
Pr. 619.], , o,= sq., Opp. C.

4, 236., ov, ,{) epith.

of Bacchus, a roamer, stroller, Anth.

P. 9, 524.,, , {) :—pecul.

fem. o{'/, a strolling ivoi7ia7i :

hence, a connnon strtet-walker :—me-
taph., a 7nad, crazed woman, Aesch.

Ag. 1273 :—esp. of the Bacchantes.
Eur. Baccli. 161.—II. as adj., 7nad,

raving or 7naddening, ., inad-

ness, frenzy. Soph. Tr. 980; .^,
Lye. 610 :— also used with a neut.

subst., . on wanderi7ig

wings, Eur. Phoen. 1024 ; v. Pors. ad

1, et ad Or. 2C4, Lob. Paral. 262., . Ion. , Hdt. : i. -{/ :{) :
— go to and fro, go vp and

do7cn, go in and out, roam or slnlk

about, Lat. grassnri, always with
collat. notion of repeated, irregular

or hasty motion, oft. in Horn., and
Has., ' '", ?.', II. 5, 595;.,
2, 779 ; ?, Od.

9, 401, etc.
; , II.

15, 686, etc., cf. Soph. Tr. 11 : so of

wandering birds, Od. 2, 182, Eur.
Hipp. 1059 ; of a vanquished bull,

Soph O. T. 476 ; ,
1622

to wander up and down the ship, Od.
12, 420: Hdt. also has it mostly in

signf. of repeated going or coming, as

in 1, 37, 78, etc. : so of young men
that delight to show their persons in

the streets, // ' fj;hj,• ', Eur. Au-
tol. 1, 10.— 2. to mam wildly about,. Soph. Aj.

59, cf. O. T. 1255 : hence, to go mad,
rane, like u/.uo/uai.esp. of Bacchantes
and the priests of Cybele, to mam
about in frenzy or ecstasy, Anth. P. 6,

172; cf.,: so too

Lat. error mentis, opp. to mens con-

stans.—3. of fits of pain,/[]',
Soph. Phil.' 808.— 11. also with collat.

notion of co/istant, regular motion, as
esp. of objects of commerce, to come
ill constantlij or regularly, be imported,

Hdt. 3, 115;, 7.7>, which are imported into

Greece, Hdt. 7, 126 ; so,, corn caine to them in

plenty, Hdt. 7, 23, cf. Lys. 902, lin.,

Xen. Hell. 1, 1,35:—also, oi the com-
i7ig in of tribute or taxes, like Lat. re-

dire, '?., a talent of
silver came m to Alexander every day.
Hdt. 5, 17, cf. 3, 90.-2., to go to visit him, Hdt. 1, 96;
esp. of a woman, to go in to a man,
Hdt. 2, 111 ; 4, 1 :

—

, to wait at a great man's
door, Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 8, etc., cf-

: so, of a dream that .</.5 one
frequently. Eur. Ale. 356, Plat. Phaed.
60 : but mostly,—3. . ,,, or , to go to him coii-

stanlly, resort to him, esp. to a teacher.
Plat. Ale. 1, 121 E, Phaed. 59 D,
Legg. 624 A,etc.

;
-

(sc. okol•'), Ar. Eq. 1235, Plat.

Prot. 32C C, Hemst. Luc. Somn. 1 ;.\5.
77, 33 : so, was used absol.,

to go to school, Ar. Nub. 916, 938 ; -, ',
Dem. 315, 7 ; cf. :—so also,

. . Hdt. 1 , 37 ; gf -, 6, 125 ; 7, Plat.

Gorg. 456 D ; , Id. Legg.
794 .\, , , Phoeteae. a city

of Acarnania near Stratus, Polyb. 4,

63, 7.], ov, TO, Phoeteum. a small
city of Aetolia, Polyb. 5, 7. 7., iterat. Ion. impf. 3 pi.

from, Asius 2, 1...,() constant

going or coming, a visiting. Plat. Legg.
704 D, 784 D, etc. ; . ,
Xen. Hell. 1, 6, 7, cf. foreg. H. 2—2.
a going to school ; hence,, of his school. Pans. 5, 17, 4., verb. adj. from,
one must go constaiitly, Plat. Theaet.
161 E., Ep. for, 3

dual impf. act. from, 11. 12,

266., ov, , () one who
constantly goes or comes ; esp. one tvho

goes to school, a disciple, pupil. Plat.

Rep. 563 A, Legg. 779 D —also-,, Coluth. 99.

—

. as masc.
adj ,—, Nonn., poet, for, . Hom.
25, 8, Call. Fr. 148. Ap. Rh., ov, , a constant going or

comuig, a roaming about.— \\. derange-

ment ofmind, madness,craziness,fre'nz7/,

ai'v , Aesch. Thel). 601.

(Prob.,, etc., belong to

the root,, and so are akin

to,,,,:
— cf..)^, , . of Pholegan-
drus, Pholegandrian, Solon 16, 3

:

from^, ov, , Pholegandru.'!,

one of the Sporades, so called, ace.
ti) Stpph. Byz., from a son of Minos ;

cf. Strab. p. 484 ; ., Anth.
P. 9,421., , (,) with
a scaly or hard surface, Hipp. p. 1 133., , , or , , Jac.
Philostr. Imag. 1, 19, as if from-

: {?.) :

—

armed, clad with scales,

of reptiles, being used of
fishes, Arist. H. A. 1. 0, 4 ; 8, 4, 1,

etc. ; ., a coat of mail of small
7netal plates overlapping one another,

scri/e-armour, v. 1. lor -, Xen.
Cyr. 6, 4, 2, Virgil's pelHs ahenis in

plumain sqtiamis co7iseTta.— II. spotted.

/'f,, , a scale, of reptiles,

as opp. to ZtTTif (of fishes), Arist. H.
A. 1, 6, 4, cf. Opp. C. 3, 438, etc. ;—
but they are often interchanged.— II.

a spot 07i a pajither's or leopard^s skin,

Heliod. : hence any spot, fleck, point,

like,.. Rh. 1, 221.

—

III. '?., a cieling i/i

mosaic work, Diod. 18, 26. (Prob.
akin to oZoof, as to, -
.)
7^, , .., , found only in II. 2, 217,

as epith. of Thersites : it used to be
derived from oatti, with twist-

ed, distorttd eyes, i. e. squint-eyed, like: but Buttin., Lexil. s. v. 8,
makes it very prob. that is a
verbal form, which (like,-, '/, etc ) may be referred to,, etc., as, to,

to, to. etc.

;

and then he supposes the signf. to be
bandy-legged, Lat. valgus, which (as
he well remarks) suits the whole de-
scription in Hom. far better,?.
iijv <5' ..,—begin-
ning with the lower parts, and going
upwards.., ij. the L.at.follis.,, , also , a singlepiece

of money, as a sestertius, etc., used oi

numbers and coins, from Lat. follis,

Anth. P. 9, 528.

\?., , , Pholoe, a woody
mountain-range between Arcadia and
Elis, Eur. H. F. 182 ; Strab. p. 336.

icJ, ov, a, Phol-us, a centaur,
son of Silenus and the nymph Melia,
from whom foreg. was said to be
iramed, Apollod. 2, 5, 4 ; Theocr. 6
149., , f. -, () to be
athirst for blood, murderous, Soph.
Phil. 1209; so in Ant. 117, Bockh,
Dind., etc., (from the Schol.) read' for : cf. Ael. V. H.
2, 44 ; 3. 9., ov, b, a doer of murder,
murderer. [aJ,, , () that

which has been slaughtered or which is

destinedfor slaughter, of Ion, Eur. Ion
1496.,, Ep. and Ion., ,(*) a murderer, slayer, ho7nicide,

II. 18, 335, Od. 24, 434, Hdt. 1, 45,

and Att. :—also, for, of a

woman, , Eur. I. .
585

; , Antipho
111,45; and so even , lb.

113. 29 :—metaph., ,
lb. 120, 35. [Ace., as an iam-
bus : but Eur. freq. uses it,
Pors. Hee. 876, cf. Meineke Philem.

p. 387.]



, , ,=., , , fem. of,
murderess., f. -, {() to murder,

kill, slav,, Hdt. L 35, 211, Aesch.
Theb. 341, Soph., etc. : c. ace. cog-

nato,• . ~^v. Lob. Paral. 515:

—pass., to be slain. Find. P. U, 25.,, ),(*©'):—a murder, horn,

icide, slaughter, usu. m plur.,-^, II. 10,

521 ; ^,
II. 15, 633 ; .==•. Find. . 11, 57; '-, to be engaged in slaying,

Hdt. 9, 76; oovalc~, Aesch.

Ag. 446, Soph. Ant. 696. cf. lb. 1314,

Eur. El. 1207 : ~, like

', to rend in murder, i. e. mur-
derously. Soph. Ant. 1003 ;, he is absent
a-killing game, a-huntmg, Eur. Hel.

154.— If. place of murder or slaughter,

field of battle, V. Bockh E.xpl. Find. P.

11, 37 (56;.—Rare in prose., , , (,) .— inclined

to slay, murderous, bloody, Thuc. 7,

29, Plat. Phaedr. 252 C— II. concern-

ing or belonging to murder, .,
trials for homicide, .\ntipho 125, 19

;

., laws respecting homicide,

Dein. 122, 13, etc.
; ., blood-

guiltiness, Lycurg. 154, 29 ; -,
homicide. bloodshed, Isocr. 48 C.—Only
used in prose, v. sq., a, ov. also , ov, Aesch.
Supp. 840 (ooiOf) :

—

of blood, p.-, Aesch. Cho. 400.— II. bloody,

blood-reeking,, Aesch. Eum.
317 ;. Eur. Tro. 819 ;. Id.

Hel. 1089; etc.

—

2. bloody, murderous,, Aesch. Pers. 82 ;. Id.

Cho. 312; ., Soph. . C.
1689 -.—also, . /.. Find. Fr. 97;,, etc., Eur. Fhoen. 1031,

etc.—3. of actions, etc.. bloody, mur-
derous, deadly, -,, Eur. Or. 334;
., deeds nf blood, id. El. 1178

;

., lb. 1324: ,
cf. I.— Only in poets, of.

foreg., Cs, to murder, pollute

with murder or blood, LXX. : and. , , murder: a deed

of murder, LXX.: from, ov. {,)
murdering, slaughtering.

'/.3, ,=^sq., dub./, , {, ,5 )

blood- dripping, blood-reeking, Assch.
Eum. 161 : ., murder. Id. Ag.
1427.

'/4/iiirof, ov,{, /5) blood-

reeking, poet, also, Aesch.
Theb. 939., ov. 6, '.*) :

— murder,
homicide, killing, slaughler, in war or
the chace, freq. in Hom., etc.,-

rivi, Od. 2, 165,

etc. ;^ ,
II. 17, 757, etc. ; .
Find. . 3, 81 ; and so, generally,
bloodshed, carnage, Lat. cacdes. also in

plur., Od. 11, 612, Hes. Th. 228,
Theogn. 51

; '/./.7', a

slaughler of Greeks, Hdt•. 7, 170 ; and
then freq. in Att. : also in plur., mur-
ders. Soph. 0. C. 1234, El. 11, etc.

;, Ar. Ran. 1032 :

—

cf..—2. blood shed in murder, gore,

blood, Lat. caedes, cruor, II. 10, 298,
Od. 22, 376, and Trag. ;, II. 24, 610 ; also, -. II. 16, 162 ;. Find. . 8 (7). 110 ; cf Aesch.
Theb. 44 ; etc.—II. of persons,, to be a death to he-

roes, U. 16, 144, cf. Od. 21, 24 : so

Find, calls Medea ',
P. 4, 445.—2. a rascal that deserves

death, a gallows' bird. Lob Paral. 345
;

cf.. (The root is *,
whence : and from a kindred
root comes the hat. funus.), , ( ) to stain u-ith

blood, , 0pp. C, 4,

192.{)=, only in use in

compos., e. g.,-, etc., , {,) like

blood: ., a smell as of blood,

Theophr.
ioa, ov, b, Phoxidas, masc.

pr. n., Polyb. 5, 63, II., (not, Meineke
Mnesim.. 1, 33), ov, 6:—a

river-fish, Arist. H. A. 6, 13, 3 ; 14,, ,(, /.) nar-

roicing towards the lips, narrower at the

brim than below, Sim. 187 ; cf. Lob.
Phryn. 666. [I], 7J, ov, pointed, tapering to a

point, hence in the description of

Thersites, /., he was
peaked in the head, had a sugar-loaf

head, II. 2, 219 ; cf./.,-., cf. Foes. Oec. Hipp. (Tne
true deriv. is from, cf..
The old notion of its being a compd.

and , sharp-eyed, is not

worth mentioning.)^, ov, 0, Phoxus, masc. pr. n.,

Arist. Pol. 5, 3, 6., Tj,{) pointedness, ta-

pering shape, Polemo Physiogn., ov, v. 1. for -,
q•'•

^ , ,, , ,{) :
—. as an act

;

—I. from the act. , a carrying.

Soph. Tr. 1212 : bringing,-, the giving one's vote, voting,

Eur. Supp. 484, cf. Plat. Legg. 918
E.—2. a bringing in or paying of

money, payment,, Thuc. 1,

96;, . Plat. Legg.
706 , Xen. Cyr. 8, 6, 16; aiv~OAoi-
701, Lys. Fr. 2,5 ; cf. infra B. 2.

—3. airiHo-uig-yor<A,esp.of fruits ofthe
field and itees, productiveness ; opp. to. Plat. Rep. 546 A ; cf. Arist.

Gen. An. 3, 1, 15.— II. (from pass.) a being borne or carried, mo-
tion, freq. in Plat., and Arist. ; .. Plat. Crat. 434 C—2. the

course, career, orbit in which a body
moves, ., /, ',, etc.. Plat. ; .,
the javelin's range, Antipho 121, 34.

—

3. rapid motion, a ru.'ih, Lat. impetus,, Flat. Rep. 617 ; ., force of circumstances,
Dem. 316, 27, cf. : hence of

persons, /., Folyb. 10,

4, 3, cf. 30, 2, 4 :

—

/., let him drink j acotyle
at a draught {a go), Hipp.

B. as a thing;—1. that which is

borne or carried, esp.— 1. a load,freight,

burden, ., Plut. Anton.
68.—2. that which is brought in ovpaid
as rent or tribute, Lat. vecligal, Thuc.
1, 96, Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 34, Dem. 547,

17, etc., V. supra A. I. 2, and cf.-,: the Athenians would not
use the word of their own taxes,

which they called.—'. that

which is brought forth , fruit , produce, a

crop, Lat. proventus : nietaph., a large

crop of traitors, Dem. 245, 16.—II.=r, Ar. Fr. 293.,{) adv., borne or

hurried along, rushing, Soph. O. T.
1311, Eur. Andr. 1166.—. borne or

carried in a litter, or the like, as a sick

' person, Eur. Rhes. 888, Dem. 1263,
I
11. [],. ,{) fruit-bearing,

fruitful, Theophr.
I , , , feeding, esp. o(

I

horses, etc., feeding ia a pasture, ./, Plut. 2, 713 ; cf..,,^, dub., a, ov,() :
—belong-

ing to a pasture, giving pasture.— 11. in

the pasture, feeding there, grazing, Lat.
pascuus. Call. Lav. Pall. 50., ov, , temple of

Phorbas, Andoc. 9, 9.,, , ,() :

—

giv-

ing pasture orfood, . ,foodful earth.

Soph. Phil. 700, Fr. 285.—II. in the

pasture, feeding there, grazing with the

herd oxjlock,—..,, etc.,

Flat. Legg. 666 : also simply,
(sc.), a mare grazing at

large, opp. to (stall-fed), Eur.
Bacch. 165 : also a hog, Lye. 670 ; cf..—2. metaph. of women
who support themselves by prostitu-

'

tion. Find. Fr. 87, 11, Soph. Fr. 645.

—Only poet.^,, , Phorbas, king
of Lesbos, father of, 11.9,

665.-2. son of Argus, father of Tri-

opas, king of .Argos, Paus. 1,»2. 6.

—

3. son of Triopas, father of Pellen,

H. Hom. Ap. 211.—4. a Trojan, father

of Ilioneus, II. 14, 490.—Others in

Eur. Supp. 680 ; Paus. ; etc., ,,=, dub.,, ;7,= sq., , .{,) :

—

pasture, fodder, food.—II. a feeding-
string, i. e. the halter by which a horse

is tied to the manger : hence,—2.

mouth-band ot leather put like a halter

round the lips and cheeks of lifers, or

pipers, to assist them in blowing, and
soften the tone, Ar. Vesp 582, cf.

Diet. Antiqq. p. 209 ; elsewh.,,. :—hence,-, to blow the pipes with-
I out this check, i. e.wildly, irregularly,

j
Soph. Fr. 753, translated by Cicero

j
sine modo : — the Lat. capistrum

\ answers to the last signf. m both
senses., , , { ) :

—

pasture,

food, esp. of horses and asses, fodder,

forage, II. 5, 202 ; II, 562; but in

Hdt. also freq. of men. food, meat, 1,

202 ; 4, 121, etc.
; .

Id. 1, 211 ; ./.-. Soph. Ai. 1065., , ,^., ,,= :—plur., Orph. Arg. 1118.. . , Phorbus, father of
Pronoe, polled. 1, 7, 6., Ep. and Ion. for,
3 sing, impf act. from, Horn., -rioiv, Ep. for ), 3
sing, pr'es. sutj. from, Od.,,,=, the
Lat.jfon'fi, conforeare., ov, , {, -) a litter-bearer, chair-man : a porter,

Diog. L. 5, 73. Plut. Galb. 25; aL. v. Schaf. Plut. 1. c, Lob.
Phryn. p. 656., ov, TO, {,) a
hand-barrow, litter, sedan-chair, Lat.
sella, lectica. lectulus, Dinarch. 94, 41,

Diog. L. 5, 41, Plut., etc.— II. a por-

ter's wages. Poll., ov, 6 : cf-.,, , later form for

I

. Lob. Phryn. 250.

I
,, , that which one wears,

[ a dress, garmtnt.
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, , ~, porter's wages
or hire.. , Ion. , 6,()
bearer, carrier, II. 18, 566 : esp., lit-

ter-bearer, Pint. Arlax. 22; -, a /lacAr-horse, sumpter-horse, Id.

Aeinil. 19., , f. - : Ep. inf. pres., II. 2, 107, Od. 17, 224
; /-, II. 15, 310:—collat. tbrm of, to bear, carrij,' -, II. 2, 770,

cf. 10, 323; ',
Od. 2, 390 ; to bear along, -, II. 5, 499 ;

—

^liut, strictly,

implies a constant re[)etition

of the simple action of, and
theielbie very freq. signifies to wear
clothes, armour, etc.,/ ', /, II. 4, 137;/, of, 13, 372; cf. Od. 15, 127,

Hdt. 1, 71. etc. ; so in Att., .-, . Eq. 872 ;, Plat.

Theaet. 197 :

—

)/, to

convey a message, Hdt. 3, 53 ; but,, to convey rjiessanes

commonly, serve as a tnessenger, lb. 34 :

—then, freq., of qualities, properties,

etc., both of mind and body, to have,

possess, , to be pomp-
ous or splendid, Od. 17, 245 ; ?.-^, Hdt. 2. 76 ; ., 3, 12, cf. 101 ; so,-

., Eur. Hel. 6)8: -
?/ -, Ar. Eq. 757 ; so, too,

ev -. Soph. Ant. 705;, Id. FV. 573.

—

and
were often used as synon., esp. poet.,

V. Lob. Phryn. 585.— II. pass., to be

borne violently along, be hurried along,

Aesch. Theb. 362, 819, Soph. El, 752,
and Eur. : to be storm-tost, Ar. Pac.
144.

—

111. mid., like,-, to fetch for one's self, fetch
regularly, Eur. El. 309 : esp., to take

to one's self eat,'-, putting food into one's mouth,
Ap. Rh. 2,192.

(>7, adv., like^, bear•

ing : borne, Luc. Timon 21.,,,() that which
is carried, a load, freight. Soph. Phil.

474 : metaph., a burden, Aesch. Fr.

272, Eur. Polyid. 11.—II. in plur.,

things worn, wearing apparel, ornaments,

rings, etc., Ar. Fr. 310, cf Plut. De-
mosth. 30.— HI. as a transl. of Lat.
ferculum, Plut. Sull. 38, LucuU. 37., Ep. inf. for, II.

15, 310., poet, collat. form from., Ep. inf. pres. of,
Horn.,, ,{) a bearing,

wearing, Dion. H., ,, also,, verb. adj.

from, borne, earned, Pind. Fr.

58, 6.—H. to he borne or endured, bear-

able, Aesch. Pr. 979 ; -, Eur. Hipp. 443 ; cf. Lob. Paral.

483., , () hearing, fruit-

ful,, Anth. P. 9, 414: profit-

able, useful.—II. 7/, a kind of

CTVTTTijpia, Diosc.. 7], , the shin or hide of
swine, Hipp., V. Foes. Oecon. :—me-
taph., the thick hide of a stupid fellow,

thick-skin nedness, Wyttenb. Plut. 2,

57 A. [i] Hence, , to cover with a thick

hide:—pass., to have a thick, strong

skin, Lys. ap. Harpocr. ; cf. Meineke
Euphor. 143., ,,=, LXX.., ,^=, dub.,, ui, the daughters
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of Phorcys, the three Gorgons, Sthei-

110, Euryale, and Medusa, Pind. P.

12, 24, Aesch. Pr. 794., Tj, , white, grey. Lye.
477., , 6,=, Pind. P.

12, 2A.—\\.=.', hence Lat.

Orcits, Phanocl. 1, 20, et ibi Bach
;

V. Midler Orchom. p. 155, Welcker
Aesch. Triiog. p. 383, cf. sq. II.,, .^, Od. 1,

72 ; 13, 96, 345 (always in genit.)—
II. like II, the Lat Orcus,
Euphor. 52; here also in genit.)^ .', , harbour of
Phorcys, in Ithaca, on the southern
coast, Od. 13, 90.,, , Phorcyn or Phorcys,
an old sea-god, son of Pontus and
Gaea, father of the Graeae, Gorgons,
and other monsters, by Ceto, lies
Th. 270, sq.,, , Phorcys, son of
Phaenops, a leader of the Phrygians,
11. 2, 862; 17,312., adv., (): — like

mat-ivork or wattling, Thuc. 2, 75

:

crosswise, athwart. Id. 4, 48.^, , ui, earlier",
the city Formiae in Latium, Strab. p.

233. Hence^, , . of Formiae, For-
mian,, Ath. 26 D., , , =,
Inscr. Orchom.,, , the phorminx, a
kind of cithara or lyre (v. infra, and
cf.), the oldest stringed in-

strument of the Greek bards, oft. in

Horn., esp. as the instrument of Apol-
lo, II. 1, 603•; 24, 63, cf. Od. 17, 270,

Hes. Sc. 203 : it was freq. adorned
with gold, ivory, precious stones and
carved work, hence,,-], etc. ; with seven strings (af-

ter Terpander's time), Pind. P. 2,

130, N. 5, 43:

—

., metaph.
for a bow, Arist. Rhet. 3, 11, II.

(Strictly the portable cithara, from,,, because it was
carried on the shoulder by a strap or

belt, 7/ , Hesych.
Others connect it with formica, Lob.
Paral. 144.), , dim. from.
[]

, ^ ,, f. . Dor. ^, to play
the, Od. 1, 155; 4, 18; 8,

266.., , , Dor. -, a
lyre-player, harper, Pind. P. 4, 314,

Ar. Ran. 231, Anth. P. 9, 308., , , verb, adj., played
on or sung to the: . (sc.), a lyric poem, ode, Soph. Fr. 15.', , also proparoxyt.-, dim. from, any small

wickerwork of reeds or rushes, a mat,

basket,fishing-tveel or basket, etc. : also

a figot, Diog. L.— II. plant, perh.

the same as.,, , dim. from,
a small basket, Ar. Vesp. 58 :—so also, . Plat. Lys. 206 ; and,, .\, , , and, Phor-
mis. a commander of Gelon and
Hiero of Syracuse, Pans. 5, 27., , , Phormi.'iius, an
Athenian, frequently derided by the
comic poets, Ar. Ran. 965, Eccl. 97

;

Philetaer.. 2, 3 ; cf. Meineke
Com. Fr. 1, p. 184., , , Phormio, an
Athenian commander in the Pelopon-
nesian war,Thue. 1, 65 ; Ar. Eq. 562.
—2. a wealthy Athenian, Dem. 565,
12.—3. a rich trader, against whom

is Dem. Orat. p. 907 sqq.—4. a bank-
er, freedman of Pasion, freq. men-
tioned in Dem. ; defended by him in
Orat. p. 944, sqq—Others in Dem.
453, 14 ; 927,22; etc.; Ath.; etc., to sleep on a mat,
Comicus ap. A. B. p. 70.

or-^, f. -?^,
to stitch mats :— pass., to be done up
like a mat, to be squeezed up or straitm-
ed. Aeschin. 77, 28, but the passage
is dub., , , a needle for
sewing mats with., , any thing plaited of ru.^h-

es or reeds : hence, a wicker-basket,

e. g. for carrying corn, Hes. Op. 480:
for sand, Hdt. 8, 71

; . -, Polyb. 1, 19, 18.-2. plaited
mat-work, a mat, Lat. .ttoren, Hdt. 3,

98 : a seatnan's cloak, of coarse, plaited

stuff, Theocr. 21, 13. cf Paus. 10, 29,
8.— 11. a bundle of wood, fagot.—-III.

ineasure of corn, Lys. 164, 33
; . -, Ar. Thesm. 813;— about as

much as a medimnus, Bockh P. £.
1, p. 111. (Ace. to some from :

Passow refers it to,,, cf.?. fin.), , , Phormus, a naval
commander of the Athenians, Hdt. 7,
182., to carry baskets or fag-
ots, to be a porter, Dio C., . carrying : a
porter, Diog. L. 9, 14.^ 354 C : ol

., name of a comedy by Hermippus., 6, a toll-clerk.,-^sq.

?.-}. levy tribute :—c. acc.,
to levy tribute upon, Polyb. 1, 8 1,

Plut. Sull. 24.7, , verb, adj., tribu-

tary, LXX., , the collection of trib-

ute. LXX.?,, levying tribute, Plut.
Pyrrh. 23, etc., , , the Rom. Forum,
esp. as name of a town, as, Forum Appii, in Latium,
N. T. ; », Forum Ju-
Hum, in Gaul, Strab. p. 184;, Forum Cornelium. in Gal-
lia Cisalpina, Id. p. 216 ; .-
vtov. Forum, Sem/ironium, in Umbria,
Id. p. 227 ; ., Forum Fla-
minium, in Umbria, Id. p. 227., , bearing, carrying, esp. ;

—
1. bringing on one's way, forwarding

:

hence, of a wind, favourable, Lat. se-

cundus, Polyb. 1, 60, 6, etc. ; also, vio-

lent, boisterous.—2. bringing in, produc-
tive, fruitful, , Theophr. ; also of a
woman. Foes. Oec. Hipp. : general-

ly, serviceable, , Strabo.— II.

pass., borne along, prosperous : but
also, hurried along, forced away., , ,() :—strictly, that

which is brought or brought in, and so
usu. tribute, Lat. tributiim, first in Htit.

1,6,27, etc. : properly that which was
paid by foreigners to a ruling state, as
by the islanders, etc., to Athens, =:, acc. to Thuc. I, 96:^ ',, to pay
tribute, Hdt. 1, 171, Ar. Av. 191, Xen.
Ath. 2, 1, etc.

; ., to agree
to pay it, Hdt. 3, 13; but, ,
to lay on or impose tribute, Aeschin.
31, 20; 90, 20;, to (pceive
it, Xen. Ath. 3, 2 ; . ?), it camo
in, Andoc. 24, 29 ;

-, Ar. Vesp. 657:

—

, subject to pay tribute

Thuc. 1, 56; cf. . I. 2.—II

for Lat.ybr«7?i.^, ai, the Sabine



own Foruli ; a barren rock ace. to
]

Strab. p. 228.^', 7/f, , Phorunna, a city

of Thrace, Polyb. 9, 45, 4.

}•}'.), to carry loads or bur-

dens, Longin. 43, 4.'^, , carrying loads or

burdens, (p., a ship of burden,

merchantman, elsevvh. : also,

a seaman, Anlh. ; cf..,, , carrier, porter.—
II. like, a tiresome fool or

knaue.,=^, Hdt. 2,

96./, , a carrying of loads or

burdens :
—

trajfic in merchant ships, a

carrying trade, Arist. Pol. 1, 11, 3., i], , belonging te the

carrying of burdens or to a porter,

-, a ship nf burden, merchant-
man, Thuc. 6, 88 :

—

., pro-

visions such as are used in these ships,

i. e. sorry fare, Dionys. (Com.) Thesm.
1, 42., , like,
carrying burdens: a carrier, porter,

Theogn. 679 : a trafficker, merchant,

Simon. 60 ; ., Aesch. Fr.

242., f. -', to load,freight

:

—in

Mid., Tu , to ship

the smaller part ofone's wealth, Hes.
Op. 688., dep., to behave in a

rude, vulgar manner., , , () :—strict-

ly, fit for carrying : ., a ship

of burden.—II. USU. of men, burden-

some, tiresome, making one's self un-

pleasant by word or deed, . -, Dem. 57, fin. : then, like-, coarse, low, vulgar, common, of all

persons wanting in liberal manners
and education. Ar. Nub. 524 ; ./., Arist. Eth. . 3, 7, 6 ; ., Pint. 2, 708 C, cf.

634 ; so also, ., a vulgar,

low comedy. Ar. V^esp. 66
; ..

Plat. Phaedr. 256 ; ., -. Id. Rep. 581 D, Theaet. 176 C,
ubi V. Heind.

; . , ., base, low arguments, ad
captandiim valgus. Id. Gorg. 482 E,
Apol. 32 A

; ., Arist. Eth.
N. 10. 8, 7 ; 0. ,
a rude sailor's dance, etc. ; but

ov ', I do not say
it out of vulgar arrogance, Aeschin. 6,

27. Adv. -«•, coarsely, vulgarly, not

like an educated man. Plat. Theaet.
183 E, etc.

; . ,
Isocr. 238 A ; ?} ?-, to discourse
more like a cloivn than one of liberal

education, Plut.,, , the character

of a, Arist. Rhet., TO, a burden, load, Ar. Ach.
209, Lys. 312, Xen. Mem. 3, 13, 6,

An. 7, 1, 37, etc. :— esp. a ship's freight

or lading, Lycurg 159, 43, Dem. 156,

6; but so, more commonly, in plur.,

the wares, merchandise, Hes. Op. 641,
691, Hdt. 1, 1; 2, 179, etc., cf. Ar.

Ach. 910, Ran. 573.— II. of a child in

the womb, Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 5. (A dim.
only in form.)

(sc.),, , a ship of
burden, merchantman, like, >-

II, Od. 5, 250 : 9, 323., ov, , a porter., , {) :

—

a load, burden,

lading, freight, as much as a man,
beast, or ship can carry, a ship's cargo,

Od. 8, 163 ; 14, 296 ; so too Hes, Op.
629, etc., Hdt. 1, 1, Soph. Tr. 537;
.,, Eur. Supp. 20, I.

T. 1306.—II. in Att., tiresome stuff, !

something common, low, coarse, vulgar,

Ar. Pac. 748, Plut. 796.—III. later,=:, matter, Arelae., ov, ( ) :
—?. ., sending off a

freighted merchantman, Manelho.\, ov, 6, Fortunatus,

Rom. inasc. pr. n., N. T., to carry a load, Plut.

Pericl. 2G. e conj. Coraii :—of a wom-
an, to be big with child., ov, carrying a load, a
carrier, porter., () :

—to load, lade,

freight, like, used also in

mid., cf. Lob. Phryn. 361.-, , , verb. adj. from, stirred up together, mixed,
stained, Lyc. 863.,^, strictly of dough,
to knead : generally, to mix up ; and
so, to alloy, spoil, ', bread and meat were

mixed up and spoilt, Od. 22, 21 ; ?., Q. Sm. 2, 356, cf. 3,

604 :—V. Foes. Oec. Hipp., and cf.

sq. [v], f. -fcj, =foreg.,, after he hath defiled thee with
blood, Od. 18, 336 ; also in Hipp., , whatever the uiml carries

along ; and so, like (from), rubbish, sweepings, refuse, Lat.

quisquiliae, such as collects m a farm-
yard, etc., Ar. Ach. 72 : also, chaff,

chips, etc.. such as is used for pack-

ing earthenware to keep it from
breaking, lb. 927; but in Alciphr. 3,

7, , a mish-mash of

all kinds of meat.'\, , , the sons of
Phoroneus, i. e. Amphiaraus and A-
drastus, Paus. 7, 17. 7., Ep. , , Pho-
roneus, son of Inachus and Melia, fa-

ther of Apis and Niobe, king of Ar-
gos, ApoUod. 2, 1, 1 ; Paus. 2, 15, 5:

01 . in Theocr. 25, 200 (Ep. dat.

pi. ),=/. (in 20,

174)., , , fem. adj., of
Phoroneus, Phoronean : ., the Pho-
ronid, Strab. p. 472., TO, prob. the Pontic name of

the ylant valerian.\, , Lacus Fucinus,

in the territory of the Marsi, Strab.

p. 240.

iov?.o and, ov, 6,

the Roman name Fulvius, Polyb. 2,

17, 1 ; etc./, ov, , a football, Lat.
folliculus.^, Dion. H.,, Strab.

p. 233, Fundi, a city of Latium.
Hence^, , , of Fundi, olvor,

Ath. 27 A.\€, ov, 6, the Roman name
Funus, Polyb. 1, 39, 8.. ov, u, a potter., ov, , an oven, fxirnace,

L•a,\.furnus., Boeot. for. aor. 2 part,

of. Corinna ap. Apoll. Dysc. de
Pron. 325 A.',, , Lat. posca, sour wine., TO, Ep. lengthd. from ,
which is itself contr. from, light,

oft. in Hom., but only in nom. and
ace. sing., and therefore indecl. :

—

, to the light, to the light of day,
II. 2, 309, etc.^, oi', . PhraStes, name of
several Parthian kings, Strab. p. 702.

[ur]^, , , (adj. from-

,, , the Franks), of the Franks,?, Anth. append. 312., adv., fenced, mailed,
armed., , ^,= sq.}/., ov, TO, the Lat. flagel-
lum, N. T.
?.?., , the Lat. Hngello,

N. T.^,,,() :
—that

which is fenced in.—II. a fence, protec-

tion, palisade, like, Hdt. 8,

52, Plat. Polit.279 D :

—

.,
of a stag's horns, Leon. Tar. 32.

Hence, ov, 6, of or for a fence :—growing in hedges, Diosc., ov, ,() :

—

a shut

ting up, blocking up. Soph. O. T. 1387 :— fencing or hedging in, fortifying,

Hdt. 7, 36, 142.—II. also like,
a hedge, fence, paling, etc., Xen. Cyn.
11, 4:

—

an inclosure, Anth. P. 9, 343.,, , a thorn-hedge., rarer collat. form from, mostly poet., as Ar. Fr. 336:
but also in later prose, as Plut. Caes.
24., f.- and -, poet.[,) :

—

to make knoum,-
-,, Pind. . 3, 45 ; cf. sq.^, ovr, , Phradasme-

nes, a Persian, Arr. An. 7, 6, 4., , f. -?/, and,
=foreg., Hesych.,,,() :

—understand-
ing, knowledge, '/. -7.,.. 12, 13.—
II. advice, hint, warning, -, Aesch. Cho. 940, cf. Eur.
Phoen 667, Theocr. 25, 52:—-, i. e. by the
scent, Aesch. Eum. 245. Poet. word.
Hence, , gen., understanding,

shrewd, cunning, , U. 24,
354 :—opp. to., , , understanding,
shrewdness, cunning, usu. in dat. pi., . Hom. . 99,
Hes. Op. 243, Th. 626, etc. Only
poet. : from, ov, gen.,=,
Orac. ap. Hdt. 3, 57: esp., having
knowledge of a person or thing, wdi
knowing him or it, II. 16, 638, ubi v.

Spiizner. Only poet.

ipv,, , Phradmon, a
statuary of Argos, Paus. 6, 8, 1.', f. : aor. 1:
Ep. aor. 2, , , also,-. Horn. oft. uses aor. 2, esp.

in 3 pers.,, inf.

and, Od. 7,

49 ; 19, 477 ; the 1 pers.

only in II. 10, 127 ; the aor. 1 only
once, viz. Od. 11, 22, next in H.
Hom. Yen. 128, Merc. 442. Hes. Fr.

29, and then from Pind. downwds.
more freq. :— the pres., im[if., fnt.,

and pf. act. are post-Hoin.
To give to know or understand, inti-

mate, point out (the only signf. in

Hom., ace. to Aristarch.),, . Hom. Ven. 128 ; if
?], Od. 11, 22, cf.

II. 23, 138 ; y oi, Od. 14, 3; so,, show me them. Pind. P.
4, 207 ; , Hdt. 7,

213:

—

, of a god, he
gave signs, Od. 19, 250 ; 23, 206 ; .. to make signs, to sign with the
hand, Hdt. 4, 113, cf. Aesch. Ag.
Idfil :— however, in some passages
of Hom., it comes very near the sense
of speaking, ,
Od. 1, 273; , 8, 142-
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so, . , Find. . 2, 108 :—
then freq., to speak, tell, declare, rivi

Ti, Hdt. 6, 100, etc. ; " , \

Hdt. 1, 68 ; and so very oit. in Att.,

though it always differs from /.iyu,

as telling, declaring, from simply speak-

ing, Hdt. 7, 213, Soph. Phil. 559 ; cf

also sub .— 2. c. dat. pars, et

inf., to counsel, advise, bid, order, II.

10, 127, Od. 8, 68 ; also c. dat. pars,

only, Od. 10, 549: — absol, to give

counsel, advise, Soph. El. 197,

; Soph. '. 655;— of an

oracle, Ar. Eq. 1018, Plut. 40.—11.

mid. and pass.,: fut. •
: aor./. pass,-, Od. 19, 485 ; 23, 260 : pf pass.

and :— Horn,

freq. has pres., impf., fut., and aor.

mid., Ep. impf, . Horn.. 346 : the pf pass, is post-Horn.

:

—strictly, speak with one's self, i. 6.

to think or jnuse upon, consider, ponder,

debate, , Honi., etc. ;'', II. 1, 554 ; cf.

Aesch. Cho. 113, Soph. Ant. 1048,

etc. ; , Od. 11, 510
;

sometimes with added, II. 10,

C46, etc ; also, . , Hes.

Op. 68C; oft. foil, by with the iti-

dicat. fut., to consider whether.., Od.

10, 192, cf 17, 279, etc. ; -, to think differently, li. 2, 14 :

—c. part., ov , he

considers not that he will die, Pind.

I. 1, fin.—2. to devise or plan some-
thing for any one, purpose, design or

intend something for him, .,,, Od. 2, 307 ;

3, 242; 13, 373; . , to

resolve (to set up) a monument to any
one, li. 23, 126.-3. c. ace. et inf , to

think, s^uppose, believe, imagine that..,

Od. 11, 624.— 4. to remark, perceive,

notice, II. 10, 339; 15, 671, Od. IJ,
161, Pind. N. 5, 61 ;,, Hdt. 1, 84, cf 5, 92,

3, etc. : also c. inf, Hdt. 3, 154: c.

part.. Find. I. 1, fin. — 5. to come to

know, learn, become acquainted with, see,

understand, both of persons and things,

Od. 10, 453, 501, etc. ; . -
uolaiv, Od. 24, 217, . , Od.

24, 391.—6. observe, watch, guard,

keep in one's eye. Od. 22, 129 : hence,

to mind, heed, take care or heed of, c.

ace, Orac. ap. Hdt, 3. 57.—7. c. gen.,

to foresee, forebode, -, Aral. 744. The mid. is not found

in any prose, save in that of Hdt.

(The simplest form of the root is-, as it appears in, -.)
,. o,=sq.,,,(^)=:,

an enclosure.—. in Procop., sluice

with gates, elsewh.., . ,=^,
Alh. 214 ., ], , verb. adj. from), fenced in., , gen. . Dor. for

<^. [] Hence, ).=(., , ,{) fence,

fortification, prob. 1. Plut. Arat. 18.

\(), ov, 6, Phraortes, father

of Deioces, Hdt. 1, 96.-2. son of

Deioces, Id. 1, 102.\, ov, 6, Phrasaortes, a

Persian, Arr, An. 3, 8, 11., Dor. for.^, ov, , Phrasias, an Athen-

ian. Xen. An. 6, 3, 11.\. ov, , Dor. -,
Phrasidemus, a Coan, Theocr. 7, 3.^, ov, b, Phrasierides,

an Athenian inasc. pr. n., Dem. 1219,
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20.—2. a person gifted with citizen-

ship at Athens, to gratify Timolheus,
Id. 688, 4., ov, 6, Phrasicl'ides,

an Athenian archon, Dem. 1357, 15.

—Others in Pans. ; etc.

ia^/, , 6, Phrasicles,

nephew of Themistocles, Plut. Them.
32.\, ov, b, f 1. for-., ov, b, Phrasimus, father

of Praxithea, ApoUod. 3, 15, 1., Dor. for, dat. pi. of, Pind., ov, , ace. to Arcad., Phrasius, a seer of Cyprus,
Apollod. 2, 5, 11.,, ,() a speaking,

speech, Plut. Cat. Maj. 12.—II. a way
of speaking, phrase, i] .,
Greg. Cor., etc.

PA',Att.-: f.- .—Horn.
uses no tense but aor. act, pass, and
mid. :—in Att. the letters are some-
times transposed, e. g. for, for-, for, cf. Dind.

Ar. Ach, 95, Vesp. 352, Meineke Eu-
phor. Fr. 83.— To enclose, fence in,

hedge round, usu. with collat. notion

of protection or defence, to fence, se-

cure, defend, fortify, (jivolct3-~?, having fenced the

battlements with shields, 11. 12, 263
;, ,

joining spear close to spear, shield to

shield (so as to make a fence), 11. 13,

130
;' (), havivg put

?«/) the shields as a fence, Hdt. 9, 61
;,

to put misery round them like a net,

Aesch. Ag. 1376 : so,

/., arm one's self, Aesch. Pers.

450 : also of ships,/, he secured the snip with wat-

tling, in order to keep the water out,

Od. 5, 256:—so too in mid.,-
To '', they secured

their ships, II. 15, 566 ; and,-
To TO, Hdt. 9, 70, cf. Aesch.
Theb. 63, etc. : but in mid. also, to

fence one's self, strengthen one's fortifi-

cations, Thuc. 8, 35 :—pass.,-, fenced with shields, II.

17, 2C8, cf Hdt. 7, 142, Eur. i. A.

826, etc. ; so absol.,,
fenced, secured, prepared for defence,

Hdt. 5, 34, Thuc. 1, 82.-2, to block

up, Hdt. 2, 99 ; 8, 7, Thuc. 4, 13

:

{ ?,).
Plat. Tim. 84 D.—3. to fill quite full,

like, ,
to fill the hand fall with victorious

branches, Pind. I. 1, 95. [« by na-

ture, for it does not become in the

Ion. Greek of Hdt., Lob. Paral. 401.], verb. adj. from,
one must tell, Ep. Plat. 312 D.., b,() a teller,

expounder, informer,, of or about

a thing, Xen. Cyr. 4, 5. 17 ;, a guide, Xen. Cyr, 5, 4, 40, cf
Plut. 2, 243 F :

—

/,
like, the teeth that tell the

age, Schol. Ar. Ran. 421 ; cf., ov,,^=. Hence, , , suited for telling

any thing, c. gen., Def. Plat. 414 D :

TO ., power of speaking, Plut. 2, 909
A.,, . reflexion, as opp. to, Hesych,,,,=, a guide,

Aesch. Supp. 493.'\,, , Phrastor, a vic-

tor at Olvinpia, Find. O. 10, 85.-2.
an Athenian, Dein. 1362, 8,

^, , , PhratagTme,
wife of Darius Hystaspis, Hdt, 7,

224.^, , b, Phratapher•
nes, a Persian, Arr. An. 3, 8, 4.],, , a member of a

: in plur., those of the same,
chmsmen, Lat. cziriales, x\esch. Eum.
656, Ar. Eq. 255;

(which was done
when the boy came of age, cf ptiov
II), .\r. .\v. 1609 -.— -, with a play on (v.

sub), he has not yet got Ids. i. e. he has been entered in

no, is no true citizen, Ar.
Ran. 418, cf Av.705.—The form com-
monly found in our Edd. is,:—but the best criticsnow would
restore,, in Att. vi'riters,

following Eust. p. 239, 33, A. B. p.

992: v. Dind. Aesch. I.e., Ar. Eq.
255, Meineke Hist. Crit. Comic, p.

218 ; and Bekk. has so written it in

many places of Dem., though he re-

tains the other form in p. 1054, 14
;

1305, 22, as also in Arist. Pol. 2, 3,
7.—On the accent, v. Meineke 1. c,

[],, ,=,,
susp,,,,=, Dem.
1092, fin,, , or, , . Ion,, 11., and Hdt., Dor,,
also, :

—. in the heroic
age, body ofpeople of kindred race, a

sept or clan,'...-, ;/)?;,
choose men by darts, that clnn may
stand by clan, 11. 2, 362 ; so Hdt. u§es
it to denote the Persian royal inbe or
c/oji (the Achaemenids), 1, 125,^11.
in the historical times, a political di-

vision of people, which no doubt took
its first rise from tics of blood and
kinship ; at Athens, the subdivision
of the, as at Rome the curia in

the tribus, Plat. Legg, 746 D, 785 A,
Isocr. 176 D; ,
Arist, Pol. 2, 5, 17, cf. 5, 8, 19 ; v,.—Every consisted of

three or, whose
members were called (as

those of a7 were, and
those of a curia, curiales), and were
bound together by various religious

rites peculiar to each. Every-
again contained 30 , the

members of which were called-, so that by Solon's constitution

Athens had 12 or,
and 360 or old patrician honses,

V. Herm. Pol. Ant. § 98 sq—The
Roman curiae exactly answer to the
Attic, which is the Greek
word used to express them by Dion.
H.2,7,etc.,Plut.Poplic.7. (The form
of the word is much disputed,

as well as its deriv. : in Hdt. 1, 125,

the old Edd. have, which is

supported by the Dor., but
later Edd., with the best MSS., give, as in II. : for the
Gramm. give, appealing to the

Ion., and later prose authors
actually use this form, v. Coray
Heliod. p. 324.—«7},,

is usu. assumed as the root,

and there is a colour for this in the

fact that the Dor. form of the word is, v. sub voc. : but this in no
way accounts for the after ; and
both form and sense seem rather to

point to the Lat. /ra/er, Sanscr. bhra•

tri, our brother, etc. ; so that the orig.

sense of the word would be brother-

hood.—Cf Buttmaiin Mythol. 2, p.



304.) [ by nature, as is shown by
the Ion. form ?/.], ,,^, v. 1. for

sq., , , Ath. 141 F, v. sub. Hence; f. -, to belong to, be

in the same, , Dem.
1054, 3., , , belonging to a. like., , , and-, , , () president of a-, Lat. rnagtster curiae,—the latter

in Dem. 1305, 22.,, ,=, Dion.

. 4, 43., or -, , ,
used to translate Lat. curiuius : -., lex curiata, Dio C.,, ,=, Dion.

. 2, 64.
_, f.-,=., , , = :, the comitia curi-

ata of the Romans, Dion. H. 4, 20., a, ov, belonging to or con-

cerning a : at Athens, epith. of

Jupiter and Minerva, as tutelary deities

oftkephratriae. Plat. Euthyd. 302 D,

Dem. 1054, 10, Cratin. (Jun.). 1,

5. [], Att. for, q. v.,, , . sub.
''/.7/, , ,(, ?.)

one who draws from a ivell, with a play

on the name Cleanthes, Diog. L.'', TO, gen., contr., etc. : Ep., gen.-
:
—a well, -

-,\\. 21, 197 (the

common form first in . Horn. Cer.

99, Hdt. 6, 119) :—later, nsn., a water-

tank, cistern, reservoir, Hdt. 1, 68; 4,

120,Thuc. 2, 49 ; opp. to, Dem.
186, 16 ; metaph.. -, Plat.Theaet.

174 C —an oil-jar, Ar. Plut. 810. [Ep.
gen. : in Att. usu.,
etc., Buttm. Le.xii. s. v. 2
not., yet with some exceptions in

comic poets.]

+/^/^, , , Pkrearrhi, an
Attic deme of the tribe Leontis

:

hence. , one of Phrearrhi

;

adv., of or from Phrearrhi., a, ov,() belonging

to a lank, [a Att.], , , a tank or reservoir,

Xen. Hell. 3,'l. 7 (cf.), Po-
lyb. 10, 28r 2. Hence, a. ov, belonging to a well

or tank, Theophr. : ., tank-

water, Hermipp.. 3. [ Att.], , 6, ., an
underground channel to a tank or reser-

voir, "Schneid. Xen. dell. 3, 1, 7,

though the passage is obscure, and
occurs just after., a, ov, f. 1. for-., , , dim. from.

[ Att.], , , ()=^-, Geop. [ Att.], ,,^., , , machine

for rai.nng water, a swipe or water-

tnheel. Polyb. Fr. Gr. 135, et ibi not. [v]^. . , (in Arist. Pol.

4, 13, 2, TO )
Phreattys or Phrealto. a court at the
Piraeeus, where the Ephetae tried a

persoti for committing murder during
exile for an unintentional homicide,
the defendant pleading his cause from
a vessel ; cf Diet. Antiqq. p. 407

;

Herin. Pol. Ant. ^ 104.

, ,(,) like a

tank., ,,=,.\.7., , , Fregellae, a

town of Latiuin, Strab. p. 233. Hence^/., , , of Fregellae,

Dion. U.
^^, , -, Phregenia, a city

of Etruria. Strab. p. 225.,, , Ep. for, II.

21, 197, Nic. Th. 486., , f. -, to deceive

the mind. N. T. : from, ov, 6,(,)
one who deceives the mind, a seducer,

N. T.,, dub. for:,, gen.,(,*)
master of his mind, sound of mind, sa?ie,

Lat. compos mentis, Hdt. 3, 25, 30, 35,

etc., Eur. Heracl. 150, etc., a, ov, =,
Hipp. p. 1079.', , f. -aff(j,=sq., Plut.

Alex. 75., f-,() to have

a violent fever, be delirious or frantic,

Plut. 2, 693 A, 1128 D., , , suffering from, Hipp. : from, , , () —the de-

lirium of fever : frenzy, raving, Foes.

Oec. Hipp.—Strictly a fein. adj.,

(sc.), a disease of the

mind., , , damage of the

understanding ; madness, folly, Philo :

from, , (,)
damaged in the understanding, crazy,

Hdt. 2, 120, Eupol. Marie. 5, 8., , , poet, for-. Manetho.7., ,=.
Or. Sib.,,(, o)heart•
gladdening, Anth. P. 9, 525.?., , (,7)
ruining the mind, Aesch. Eum. 330,

343 ; ubi v. Dind., , making the mind
giddy., , (, ?•.)
flattering or charming the heart, Nonn., adv.,= sK, from
the heart, of one's own will or accord.

Soph. Aj. 183., , grieving the heart., , to steal away the

understanding, to deceive : from, ov, (,)
stealing the understanding, deceiving,

Anth. Plan. 198.7^7~, ov, possessed, mad,
Lat. menle captus..,, ,(,/)
robber of the understanding, a deceiver,

Mel. 42., , (,)
mad, frenzied, Aesch. Ag. 1140., adv. (,) :

—
only found in phrase vo-, to be diseased in mind, i. e. to

be mad, Soph. Aj 626, where some
MSS. have wrongly^'/•.• the
adj. is not found, any
more than.?, , (,)
striking the mmd, i. e. driving mad,
maddening,, Aesch Pr. 879., ov,(,)
stricken in mind, smitten with madness,
frenzy-stricken, astonied, Aesch. Pr.

1054.?., , , , = foreg.,

Anth. P. 9, 141.

, ov. gen.,(') making with the mind, inge-
nious, Ar. Ran. 820., , (,)
heart-delighting., , {. -, ():—
make wise, make to understand, instruct,

inform, teach,, Aesch. Pr. 335,
Soph. Ant. 754, Eur. Ion 526, etc.

;.' , leach

plainly, Aesch. Ag. 1183 ; also in
Xen. Mem. 4, 1, 5; . ,
lb. 2, 6, 1.

—

. in pass., to be high-

minded, elated, LXX.
ipvvo, , , the Frentani or

Ferentani, a Samnite race, Polyb. 2,

24, 12 : , the territory of
the Ferentarii, Id. 3, 88, 3./., , (, /.) dis-

traught in mind,frenzied, Aesch. Theb.
757.

^,, , instruction, teach-

ing., ov, , a means of in-

struction., , f. -,:=-, from, ov, b, =,
Lob. Phryn. 232., f., in signf. akin to

or, but in form to : it

occurs only in the compds.,,,, qq. v.
;

though in E. M. an aor. iinperat.

is cited, as if from., , f. -, dig tanks,

Plut. 2, 776 D :—in Ar. Lys. 1033,
ludicrously, of a gnat: and,, , a digging of tanks

:

from, ov, (,)
digging, or for digging tanks,.
Pint. 2, 159 C., , gen., pi.,
gen., etc. : Dor., though
Pind. uses, but in dat. plur. he
has ',. not. — I.

strictly the midriff, later,
i. e. the muscle which parts the heart
and lungs, (viscera thoracis) from the
lower viscera ( abdominis ),

(as in Shaksp. ' my
seated heart knocks at my ribs"),

Aesch. Pr. 881 ; so in plur., -.... Plat. Tim.
70 A, cf. Foes. Oec. Hipp.. Arist.

Gen. An. 3, )0, 1, H. A. 1, 17, 8 :—
but,—2. in Horn., the physical sense
of, is merely the heart

and parts about the heart, the breast,

like Lat. praecordia,' -' , II. 16,

481 ; , II. 8, 413 ; and
even the parts about the liver,, Od.
9. 301 ;—often called -, II. 1, 103, etc. ; this is the
seat of fear,, II. 10, 10. cf 22, 296 ; ofjoy and
grief, , 11.

9, 186 ; , II. 13,

493 ;, -, etc., II., etc. ; -, . etc. ; of love,

II. 3, 442; of courage, •, II. 13, 487, -, II. 22. 475, cf. 8, 202,

etc. :—but also, it is the seat of the
mental faculties, thought, will, un-
derstanding, etc., , -,,, etc.

;

,, etc.
;, to put in

his mind, suggest it, 11. 1, 55, etc.

;

, II. 13, 55; -
or , II.

13, 121 ; 1, 297, etc. : hence also the
phrases, ,
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,', II. 7,

; 9, 514, etc. :—the word is used

in the same manner in Pind., and

Trag., but in a less and less physical

sense, ,, Pind.

. 8. 31, P. 2, 105 ; i', P. 1, 21 ; ,
Aesch. Theb. 484 ; , Id.

Eum. 986 ; yup, Id. Pr. 34 ; yup, Id. Pers. 77
;

//'', (5 ^'-, Eur. Hipp. C12 ; and so on :—we
also have joined,, as in Lat. mens atiinms-

que ; SO in Att., . Ar.

Ran. 535 .—hence, a man is deprived

of his, i. e. of his wits or senses,, II. 13,

394 ; , II. 10,

403 ; ^ ,
II. 15, 724 (whence 3-),-); ?., II.

8, 360 ; and freq., in later Greek, of

those who have lost their wits, -,, Eur. Or.

1021, Bacch. 943; ,. Id. Hipp. 935, Bacch. 33 ;^ ; satisne sarMs es ?

Soph. El. 390 : and of persons in

their senses, , Eur. He-
racl. 709 ;

'. Soph.

Ant. 492, etc. :—Hdt. opposes
to, 3, 134 ; so, al, Eur. . 387 :

—

,
from one's very heart, -, hearty, cordial speech, Aesch.

Cho. 107 ; -, Id. Theb. 919 ; but,, superficially, carelessly, Id. Ag.

805
; , lb. 1515, cf.

546:— Horn, also atrributes,
sense, instinct, to beasts, II. 4, 245

;

16, 157, etc.—3. in Horn., again,-
appears in the singular signf.

of the seat of life, Or life itself, as opp.

to) (the departed SOul), 11. 23.

104, Od. 10, 493, cf. II. 6, 352.—The
word is seldom used in prose, as,

., i. e. madness, An-
doc. 20, 29 ; so,

., Lys. Vx. 58 ; and in most usages

there is no distinction observable be-

tween the sing and plur. (The strict

signf. of, midriff, shows that it

is near of kin to, ;

and the Lat. renes seems to come
from the same root, rejecting the

or f- (cf., frenum). In the

mctaph. signf. soul, mind, both -
and,, ',

and are connected
with it. In compos, changes
into-,-, e. g.,,-, etc.), , dub. 1. for-, ij. Ion. for., . , Ion. for -,—, Inscr., , . Ion. for, II.

2, 3C2, Hdt. 1, 125., . dat. from foreg.,

II.

', , , Ion. for.,, , poet, for,
. 1. in Hermipp. Strat. 1.), f. -, to shudder, shiver., a, ov,{) with rough

surface,', Anth. P. 7, 382 ; cf.

Try ph. 195.

—

U . dreadful, horrid, A.nU\.

P. 7, 69 ; 9, 300.,, b,() a. shud-

dering, shivering, LXX., , ,=, of the rippling

sea, / (like Lat.

inhorrescit), Eur. Incert. 140.— II. a

thuddering, shivering, Hipp. : esp. an
1628

aguish shiver or chill. Plat. Phaedr.
251 A, Kic. Th. 721.-2. shivering

ffar, shuddering, esp. from religious

awe, Hdt. 6, 134, Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 15

:

then, any fear, ., Seidl.

Eur. Tro. 185 (183). [<], , [] and, ,
aguish shiverings, Diosc., and , , {)
Bristler, name of a horse in Pmd. P.

10, 25;—prob. from his upstanding
mane.,, , and,, , aguish shivering, Diosc. : from, ,{) like, to

shudder, shiver, esp. to have an aguish
shiver, DlOsc.^, , Mt. Phricius, in

Locns above Thermopylae, Strab. p.

582.,7,,—?.,», , ^,) caus-

ing a shuddering : generally, exciting,

Diphn. (Siphn.) ap. Ath. 74 C.., ,-^, a shudder-

ing, shivering, Hipp., , {) to make to .-shud-

der:—p^ss.,=z, to shudder or

shiver., , , verb. adj. from, to he shuddered at, horrible,? , Anth. P.

15, 51
; ., lb. 7, 405. Adv.

-, LXX., , {,) rough,

uyicven, Lat. horridus : ,
roughness of the skin, Foes. Oec. Hipp.
— II. that causes shuddering or horror,

awful, horrible, ., Eur. Hipp.
1202, cf Andoc. 5, 5, Dem. 644, 18 :

—neut., as adv., horribly,

Eur. Hipp. 1216.—2. ., a
fever with shivering fits, a kind oiague,

Foes, ut supra. Hence,, , roughness.—-11. hor-

ribleness. Phot.\,, , Phricon, ruler of

the Cymaeans in Aeolis, Ep. Hom.
4, 4. [i] Cf..^, , , a Phriconian,

i. e. aninhab. ofCyme, in Aeolis, Strab.

p. 621.

ip[v,, , fern. adj. from, Phriconian, appell. of Cyme
in Aeolis, from founders having de-

layed some time at Mt. Phricius in

Locns, Bahr Hdt. 1, 149: cf Strab.

p. 621.

tp«l'm•,^(5o•,^,=foreg., Strab.

p. 021., ov, , a snorting ; gene-
rally, of any motions of rampant an-

imals, Lye, cf sq. : from', Att.- : f. -^-

; dep. mid. :

—

to snort and leap : to

jump or toss about, to wanton, of goats,

Theocr. 5, 141 ; also of high-mettled
horses, ,
Hdt. 3, 87, cf Anth. P. 9, 281,—
though of them is more
usu., Valck. Ammon. sub v., Thoin.
M. p. 901, Schiif Dion. Comp. p.

196: also of dogs, cf Opp. C. 1,491 ;

etc. :—metaph. of men, to behave or

speak with wanton insolence.—The act.

only in Nicetas. (Akin to

3,, and Lat. fremo:
but it has nothing to do with-
.), , = foreg., Opp. C. 1,

490., fi, gen., {) ;

—

the ruffling of a smooth surface, as

esp. of smooth water, the light rufiing

or ripple caused by a gust of wind
sweeping over the smooth sea, Lat.

horror, II. 23, 692 ; , the

dark ripple, II. 21, 126, Od. 4, 402

;

' ,
ripple spread over the sea, from the
west wind, 11. 7, 63, cf sub vv. -,:—^,, Leon.. 28, 2

; -, Anth. . 10, 14, cf 10, 2.-11.
bristling up as of hair, of corn, etc. :

of one's skin, when in the state com-
monly called goose-skin : a shivering,

shuddering, cf.. (Hence-,,, etc.), ], , Xen. Hell. 3, 2, 30,

and, /, Hdt. 4, 146, P//ru(^or
PiiTixae, an ancient city of Tri[)hylian
Elis, on the borders of Arcadia, cf.

Strab. p. 343.— II. Phrixa, a nymph,
Pans. 8, 47, 3., aor. 1 inf from, q. v.

sub fin., , , , {,) with bristling mane, ap. Plut. 2,

462 .' or, ov, , temple

of Phrixus, Strab. p. 499.,, , , with brist-

ling hair., ov, ,{,)
=;foreg., Anth. Plan. 291., , , {) standing

stiff or on end, bristling, esp. of hair,

Arist. Physiogn. 5, 8 ; 6, 41., ov, 0, like and,
a shivering, shuddering, Lat. horror.—
II. comic name for the genius or demon
of horror, Anth. P. 9, 617.^, ov, , Phrixus, son of Atha-
mas and Nephele, brother of Helle,
with whom he tied to Colchis on a
gulden ram, Pind. P. 4, 284 ; Apollod.

1, 9, 1 ; cf. Hdt. 7, 197.—11. a nver,
Pans. 2, 30, 6.2, Att. -: f (v.

sub fin.): pf., with a Dor.
part., Pind. P. 4, 326.

To be rough, ruffled or uneven, to bris-

tle, Lat. horrere,

(sc.), the corn-fieltls bris-

tle (with ears of corn), 11. 23, 599 ; so,, Eur. Supp.
31 ; so, ot a line of battle, -, 11. 13, 339;, 11.

4, 282, cf 7, 62 ; just like Virgil's hor-

ret ager aristis, and Horace's horrentia

pilis agmina : so too, -/, of^ a crowd hold-

ing up their hands to vote, Aesch.
Supp. 608; of hair, mane or bristles,

to bristle up, stand on end,, Hes. Op. 538 ;, etc. : -, Pind. I. 6 (5), 59 (Juvenal's be•

ryllo inaequales phialae) :—but also c.

acc, ), to set up his

bristly mane, Od. 19, 440 ; so,.-, Hes. Sc. 391 ; .,-, 11. 13, 473, Hes. Sc. 171 ; also,, bristling

on their backs with feathers, Pind. P.

4, 326 ; so,' -, Eur. Phoen. 1121, etc.:

—

', like Virgil's hor-

rida grarido, Pind. P. 4, 144 :, ruckling in his throat,

of one just dying. Id. N. 10, 140 :— so

too of the rippling surface of smooth
water, , cf :

and of a tree, -, Anth. Plan. 13.— II. freq. of

a feeling of chill when one's skin con-

tracts and forms what we commonly
call goose-skin, or the hair stands up
on end, as in Lat. horrent co7nae, ste-

! terunt comae, etc. : hence,— 1. to shiver

j

with cold, Hes. Op. 510 : also to have

1 a shivering fit.— 2. to shudder with fear,

I

H. Hom. 27, 8; c. part., - -
!, Aesch. Pr. 540, of. 695 :—also



c. ace, to shudder a( or before any one,

i. e. to dread him, 11. 11, 383 ; 24, 775,

Find. O. 7, 70, etc. : and, c. ace. et

inf., ta dread that.., Aesch. Theb. 720
sq. : more rarely c. gen., '-], lb. 490 ; also c. dat.,, they shall shudder
at the oars, Orac. ap. Hdt. 8, 96,

—

where others propose-, they
shall cook with the (wood of the) oars,

V. Bahr ad 1.
:—also, part.,, I shudder at seeing, Aesch.

Supp. 345 ; and so c. inf., to fear to

do, Dem. 559, 8.— 3. to feel a holy shud-

der or au-e. as at the approach of a di-

vinity, Wytt. Plut. 2, 276 E, Jac.

Aiith. P. p. 1057.

—

. to thrill or quiver

with delight, <'. Soph. Aj.

693, cf. Interpp. ad Eur. Hel. 632.—
The word will hardly be found in

prose save in the sense o{ shuddering,

fearing, Flat. Rep. 387 C, 'Fhaedr.

251 A. Dem. I. c. (The root is strict-

ly-: hence,,,
etc. : akin also to, (), •, as also to Lat. rigeo and frigeo,

whence the French fnssonner.) [i by
nature, wherefore Herm. has written, not, in Find. [. 1, 16,

Soph. El. 1400.], f.-, dep. mid.,
rontr. lor, to make a
prelude or beginning, to begin, Aesch.
Ag. 1354, cf Eur. 1. T. 1162 : also c.

ace, ., to begin with iiirnking

the gods, Aesch. Eum. 20 ;—hence,
as pass., -, Arist. Pol. 7, 4, 1 ;,). 7, 1, 13. Hence, verb, adj., one must
make a prelude or beginning, Arist.

Rhet Al. 36, 1 ; 38, 2., ov, TO. contr. for-, like for ., , fut. -7/, — the verb
which expresses the action of the

or, i. e. as well of the
heart and will, as of the understand-
ing, thoughts, etc., which notions are

more or less comprised in our veib
to think, i. e. either to think to do a
thing, mean to do it, be minded so and
so, or simply to think, consider, reflect.

Hence arise various usages ;— 1. to

think, to have understanding, to be sage,

prudent: Hom. has it in this signf,

but rarely, as

, best both in battle and
counsel, II. 6, 79 : but this is tlie most
freq. signf. in Att., -', Aesch. Supp.
204, cf. 176; yup', Soph. . . 617 ;, like/, understanding,
prudence, Id. Ant. 1348, 1353; h/L•

vi'v Tor' ov, Eur. Med.
1329 : so also, , freq. in

Att.; , Hdt. 2, 16,

etc. ; also, ., opp. to

., Aesch. Pr. 385; -, Eur.
Med. 1129

;,' .. Soph.
Aj. 594. Eur. 1. A. 332.-2. but in Att.

and prose very oft., to be in one's sou7id

senses or wits, Soph. Aj. 82, 344, etc.
;', though in thy

wiis thou'rt nothing tvise, Eur. Bacch.
332 ; in this signf. also, ,
Ar. Nub. 817 ;, to drive one out of his j/n-

derstanding otwils, Eur. Bacch. 851
;

so, , to lose
one's wits.—3. c. ace. rei, to have in

mind, joined with), Od. 16,

136; 17, 193; cf. Hdt. 1, 46; with. Flat. Phil. 11 B.—II. to be mind-
ed or disposed in a certain way, to

mean, intend, purpose, freq. in Hom.
with and without ace.

; . ,

Od. 6, 313, etc. ; , as II. 2,

36, Od. 2, 116, etc. ; , Od. 14,

82 : , prudens facie-

bam. Soph. O. C. 272 :— so in Att.

prose, . mean or intend so
and so, ,
this is what your bringing us here

way, H. Horn. Ap. 469 ;
' opovi

uA?m -,, Hdt. 9, 54, cf.

Dmarch. 96, 15.— 111. to think of mind,
heed, hence to take heed of a ihmg,
stand in aue of it, -. Od. 14. 82.— IV". of vital impulses, directly for, to be sensible, be alive, •

means, Thuc. 5, 85.-2. c. inf , to think, ', lor Itl
mean, be minded to do a thing, II. 1

,

286 : c. ace. et inf., II. 3, 98, cf!

9, 608 : also, ol ' (sc.), they were minded (to go) right
onward, II. 12, 124; 13, 135.—3. to

have certain thoughts for or towards
any one, to be so and so minded to-

wards him, oft. in Horn., esp.,, to be well or kind-
ly minded towards him, Od. 1, 43, 307,
U. 4, 219, etc. ; opp. to, to be e\i\-jntnded towards him, II.

22, 264 ; so, /. ., II. 16, 701 (but
in II. 6, 162, has a
moral sense, being well or high 7nitid-

ed, having good or noble thoughts) ; so
too with advs., , Od.
7, 74, Aesch. Ag. 1436, etc. ; opp. to

., Od. 18, 168 ; but, -, to be of the better mind,
be on the better side, Hdt. 7, 145, 172.
— 4. but usu. c. adj. neut., sine dat.

pers., to be minded so and so, to think

or purpose such and such things,-
., to hare secret purposes, 11.

I, 542 ; .. to be gailv disposed,

II. 18, 567, Hes. Th. 989, cf "il. 6, 400
;

TiVKva and ., to have wise
thoughts, be cunningly minded, Od. 9,

445 ; .. to think only of the
passing day, Od. 21. 85.—The com-
monest phrase of this kind, both in

Hom. and Att., is , to be

high-minded, have high thoughts, also
of animals, to br high-spirited and bold,

II. 11, 325; 13, 156; yap, Soph. . . 1078;—but,
in Att.. mostly in bad sense, to have
high thoughts, to be headij, presumptu-
ous, conceited or proud, ptuuie or pride
one's self~ Tivi, at or of a thing, like,, etc.,

F'iat. Symp. 217 A, Prot. 342 D: so
also, ., to have over-high
thoughts, Xen. An. 5, 6, 8 (but also,

simply, to pluck up courage. Id. Hell.

3, 5, 21); 01^.
Fiat. Phaedr. 257 E:, -

, II. 22. 59 ; ', ov-, ,
Aesch. Cho. 517 ;, Plat. Soph. 249 . cf.

sub fin. Hence,, 6, the mind, tvill,

spirit, Lat. atiimus, first in Hdt. 6, 109
;

9, 7, 2, and then freq. in Trag. : '
. /., Ae.«ch.

Pr. 370, etc. -.—thought,

., Soph. Ant. 355: freq.

also in plur., thoughts, purposes, dispo-
sition, character, as Hdt. 3, 122, 125:— its sense is limited by epithets,~ ., Aesch. Cho. 595;, Soph. Ant.
169 ; Zti'f-), Eur. He-
racl. 388 ; /., high
thoughts. Plat. Symp. 190 ;-
pov ., Id. Legg. 865 D ;

.. Rep. 573 :—then, it is also used
absol. either in good or bad sense, as,—2. high and noble feeling, high-mind-
edness, high spirit, freq. in Thuc, as 2,

43; ., id. 2, 61—3. in

bad sense, presumption, arngance,
Ae.sch. Pr. 953, Eur. Heracl. 926,
Thuc. 5, 43 : insolence, conceit, Ar.
Pac. 25. cf. Wyttenb. Flut. 1 C— If.

the plur. is used by Aesch., as =, the heart, breast, Eum. 478.
Hence', ov, , one who has
much self-confidence, high minded, high-
spirited, Xen. Ages. 1, 24.—II. in bad
sense, a presmnptuons, arrogant person,
Arist. Pol. 5, 11, 5., 1. -, make high-

minded: to wake presumptuous w proud

:

—pass., to become presnmptuous,', Arist.

Pol. 8, 6, 11 ;, lb. 3, 13, 19; , Polyb. 22,

8, 8 ; etc. Hence. ov, , high-minded-
ness ; arrogance, Polyb. Fr. Gr. 136.

^, ,=,
., to be hnx.jtiindid, poor-spir- Thiiostr

ited, Herm. Soph. Aj. 1^^^; ., I ,, ,() mind-
Xen.. 24, etc., cf : I

ing to do so and so, purpose, intention,
while between them we hii\e

., to be of moderate, calm,
and sober mind:—in like manner, ov' ., Aesch. Theb. 425,
Soph. .Aj. 777, cf. Ant. 768 ;,

, Soph. Fr. 515, Eur.,
etc.

; .. for which
Hom. has . , . 5, 441 :

so also many phrases in Att.,-
.. to have tyranny in mind, Ar.

Vesp. 507 ; .. to have old-

fashioned notions, Ar. N'ub. 821 ;-
., to meditate innovations,-. Flat., etc. ; also, ov-, the panther's courage is

not so great as is the spirit of the
sons of Panthus, II. 17, 23. — 5., to 6c (^another's 7nind,

be minded like him, be on his side or

of his party, side with him, Hdt. 2, 162
;

7, 102, etc. ; so, .,
Xen. . 7, 7, 30 (Hom. has also, a ' , II. 4, 361);
also, , thinking
like me, II. 15, 50 ; ,
., to be like-minded, Hdt. 1, 60 : 5, 3

;

opp. to ., to think differently,

11. 13, 345 ;) ., to think another

Soph. 0. T. 664 ; / f.a-, to think better of it, id. Phil.
1078.- 2. high-niindcdyfess, pride. Eur.
Supp. 216.—3. high character, Lat. ex-

istimatio, Eur. Temen. 13, 2. — II.

thoughtfulness
,
good sense, practical wis-

dom, prudetice, being the virtue con-
cerned in the government of men,
management of affairs, and the like,

Plat., and Arist. ; v. esp. Plat. Svmp.
209 A, Arist. Elh. N. 6, 5 arid 8,

sq., yexh. adj. from,
one Tnust pride one's self,, ,, Xen. Ages. 8, 4, Hell. 2, 4, 40,

Apol. 26.,, , v. sub -. []
t/^f j)o/iflt,late form for,

dep., to be wise orprudent. Lob. Phryn.
386. [], , late form for -, prudent conduct, [i], , , Phronime, daneh
ter of Etearchus king of Crete. Hdt
4, 154., , , the act of a, prudent conduct. Stob. Eel
2, 194 ;—but Lob., Phryn. 386, rejec
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this form and writes in-

stead, [i], ov, (apr/v) understanding,

171 one\ senses, Soph. Aj. 259.— JI.

staid, utimoited, Xen. Cyr. 5, 2, 17 :

., presence of mind. Id. Hell. 2, 3,

66. — III. thoughtful, practically wise,

sensible,prudent, Lat. priiderts, Ar. Lys.

42, Plat., and Arist., cf.( II:, possessing saga-

city or discernment in a thing, Xen.

Cyr. 1, (j, 15, and 21, sq. ; Ktpi .
Plat. Gorg. 490 ; , Id. Ale. 1,

125 A :

—

TO, practical wisdom,

prudence, Eur. Alex. 16, and Xen.

;

so, . Soph. . .
692 ; used of bnds. Id. El. 1059. Adv.

-, Ar. Eq. 1364, Av. 1333, Plat.,

etc., , of the nature of a, very dub., , , (,) :

—

understanding, prudence. Od. 3, 244

:

knowledge,/,
he brought back much knowledge from

Trov, Od. 4, 258:— cf. 0pp. H. 1,

653,' Lye. 1450.<, adv. part. pres. act.

from), ui.^ely. prudently^Aesch.

Supp. 204, Soph. Ant. 682.,, {, -) as pass., to he scourged Or harassed

with care, , Nicet.

: f.- Alt. - .' {-) ;—absol., to think, consider, reflect,

Hdt. 5, 24, and Att. : to take thought,

have care, give heed, much like Lat.

secrim repvlare, Theogn. 908, cf. Aesch.
Pr. 1034. Soph. El. 1370:—#. ..,
to take thought how a thing may be

done, c. fut.. Plat. Apol. 29 E, cf.

Hdt. 7, 8, 1, etc. ; so, . ... Id.

Gorg. 502 E.— 11. c. ace. rei. to think

of, consider, ponder, weigh, Hdt. 7, 8,

1 ; 16, 2, and Att. : to think out, devise,

contrive, invent, Hdt. 5, 67 : to try to

discover. Id. 1, 56.

—

III. c. gen., to take

thou '.iht for, to give heed to a thing, care

about it, reck of, mind, regard it, Hdt.

3. 97, 100, 151, and Att., as Eur. He-
raci. 242, Cycl. 163. Ar. Lys. 915;

. . Plat. Legg. 701

C ; and reversely, ol -, lb. 888 C :

also, . , to be concerned or

anxious about a thing, Hdt. 8, 36, cf.

Eur. Hipp. 709 : , Plat.

Enthyphr. 4 D, so. ' ?.(, who
though ye do mischief to your friends

reck not of (it), Eur. Hec. 256; ?/, heed (it) not, Ar. Vesp.

228 ; oi', ', '. Id.

Ran. 494, etc.

—

IV. absol. ,tobe thought-

ful or anxiotis, ,
to look thnughlfvl and careworn, Eur.

Ale. 773;— a word esp. applied to

the thoughtful, worn face of student.s

and philosophers, cf. II,-, -- — V. pass., tn be an
object of thought Qr care, Xen. Hier. 7,

10 :, carefully thought

out, Lat. exquisitus,, Philostr.
;^, Ael.

. . 7, 9., , , {,) :

— thought, care, heed.allentionhestowed

upon a person or thing, SiM)on. Fr.

100, 10, Pind. P. 2, 170, Hdt., etc.

;

?) 7., take
thought for them. Pind. ]N. 10, 40;, Hdt. 7, 205 ; kv. Id. 1, HI ;^ ' ..
Plat. Phaed. 101 .— 2. absol., thought,

reflexion, meditation, -, Hdt. 2, 104 ;, to set one -thinking, Hdt.
1630

I, 46; , Aesch. Pers.

142 ; /. Soph.
. C. 170;—in plur., thoughts,' ,
Pind. . 1, 31, and freq. in Att. ;, to live thoughtfully,

',. Scyr. 2, 4 :—proverb., ai-, Eur.
Hipp. 436, Cress. 13, 1

:

—

.,
devoutly silent meditation, i. e.prayer,

Soph. O. C. 132:— esp. applied to

Socrates and the philosophers, Ar.

Nub. 138, 234, etc.
; -. Id. Eccl. 572 ; cf.. — 3. deep thought, care,

anxiety, trouble ^ concern, Theogn. 1227,

Aesch. Ag. 102, 165, etc.
; ., 'tis a care to me, Hdt. 6, 129.

—

II. power of thought, mind, .?., Soph. Phil. 863 ;, Eur. Med.
48.— III. one's heart's desire, Pind. P.

10, 96.

tpl'r^f,, . Phrontis, wife of

Panthous, II. 17, 40. —II. , son of

Phrixus and Chalciope, Ap. Rh. 2,

1157.— 2. son of Onetor, helmsman
of Menelaus, Pans. 10, 25, 2., , , {)
that which is thought out, a contrivance,

invention, Ar. Nub. 155; -, of elaborate speeches, Phi-
lostr., verb. adj. from-, one must take care, Eur. 1. T.
408., ov, ,{)
a place for meditation, a thinking-shop,

as Socrates' school is called in Ar.

Nub. 94, 128: — Dio C. uses it to

translate the Rom. Curia., ov, b, {) a

deep, hard thinker, a.s Socrates is called

in derision by Ar. Nub. 206 ; so too,

. , , on

supra-terrestrial things, X.en. Symp.
6, 6, Mem. 4,7, 6 ; also c. ace, .. Stallb. Plat. Apol. 18 :

—and so, it became a regular word
for a philosopher, Xen. Symp. 7, 2,

cf. Hesych. s. v., and v. I. 2.

—II. one who takes thought or care fur,

a manager, executor of a will, Inscr.

Hence, ,. suitedfor think-

ing, thoughtful, speculative, Antiph.
Incert. 33.-— II. taking care of, consider-

ate, careful, attentive. Adv. -Kwr, Xen.
Mem. 3, 11, 10., . ov, also , ov : (contr.

from ) , as from
and from) :—gone away, clean gone, (as Horn, says

in full oi '' }-', II. 4, 382) : — 1. of persons,

gone, fled, departed, , -, Soph. Ant. 15, etc. ; ., , Eur. Ale. 94,

Andr. 73: pleon., ,
Ar. Ach. 210

; .
Id. Pac. 197 : also c. part.,

[] , they are gone in

pursuit. Soph. Phil. 561 :—esp. of the
dead, '. Id. El.

1152; ). Id.

Phil. 425; an(j freq. in Eur. :—then,
metaph., gone, undone, ruined, Eur.
Med. 722.— 2. of things, gone, vanished,.. Soph. . C.
600 ; .,,, etc.,

Eur.
; , '

iipflpa, they are gone. i. e. refuse heir
ofuce, Eur. Andr. 1078.— Rarely found
in any case but the nom. sing, and
plur., for It is almost always the pre-
dicate in the sentence : but Soph, has
the gen. sing., Aj. 264.— Little used
save in Att. poets; though Antipho

has it, ?. .., 132,
45., , late form for., . Ion., , ,
looking out, ivatch, guard, as a duty,
Hdt. 2, 30 ; 6,^26, Aesch. A|^ 2, etc. ;., Eur. Or. 1252

;, to keep ivatch, Aesch. Pr. 143

:

— ., my watchful eye,
Soph. Tr. 225;— (, to

sing while on guard, to keep one's self

awake or while away the time, Ar.
Nub. 721. — 2. a ivatch of the night,

Eur. Rhes. 5.—3. ward, imprisonment,
prison, Plat. Phaed. 02 B.— 11. of per-
sons set to watch, a watch or guard of
a garrison, Hdt. 7, 59, Thuc. 3, 51,
etc. ; -., bemg ordered on
garrison- duty, Dem. 1257, 5. — 2. at

Sparta, a body of men destined for ser-

vice, like the old German Bann,
French Ban, so, , to

give notice that a was wanted,
proclaim a levy, ' call out the Ban,'' of
the Ephori and Kings, Xen. Hell. 3,

2, 23; 5, 1, 29, etc. — Ci
throughout. (Cf., sub fin.), ov. ,=., , , tiie office or post

of a, place of commandant

,

Xen. Mem. 4, 4, 17.], a, 6, Phrurarchidas,

a Laconian, Pans. 9, 13, 5., , {,) :
—

commander of a ivatch, ojficer on
guard : esp. the commandant of a gar-

rison or fortress, Xen. An. 1, 1,6, etc.

;

cf. Poppo Xen. Cyr. 2, 1, 22., , f. •,{) :
—

intr., to keep watcit or guard, ,
Hdt. 2, 30,Thuc., etc. ; ',
Hdt. 4, 133 ; of ships, . ,
Thuc. 2, 80 ; , lb, 83 :. the watch, guard, like

11, Plat. Legg. 703 D, cf. Rep.
420 A, etc.— II. transit., to watch,

guard, keep, Hdt. 3, 90, etc. : to garri-

son a place, 0. , Thuc.
3, 17 :

—

., to keep

silence, Eur. Ion 98 :^pass., to be

watched or guarded, Hdt. 7, 203, Soph.
0. C 1013.—2. to watch for, observe,', Eur. Ale. 27 ; ., to be observant of one's duty,
Soph. El. 74.—3. in mid,, like-, to be on one's g-unrd against, be-

ware of, c. ace, /.-
va, Eur. Andr. 1136; hut he uses
the act. in same sense, -, Supp. 900 :— fut.

mid., in pass, signf , Id.

Ion 603. Hence,, , that which is

watched or guarded,. the herdsmen's charge

ofcattle,Soph. Aj. 54,ubi v. Herm.—II.

aguard. Aesch. Eum. 706 ; of a single

man. Id. Theb. 448; ?.,-, Eur. . 798.— III.

watch, guard, . Id. Ion
511.—Poet. word., , , {) a
watching or guarding., , . {) a
watcher, guard, Manetho./, fj, ov, fit, suited for
watching., , , *|rb. adj. from, watched, guSded, A nth. P.

6, 230. ^

'^., 6,=^,
Anth. P. 9, 812., , ,{) of, for a

watch, guard or garrison. Dio C. prob
1. in Thuc. 5, 80, where Bekk.
piov., , , {) :

—



Viatch-pofit, garrisoned fort, citadel, !

Aesch. Eum. 919: esp., a hill-fort, a
|

castle, lower, as distinguished from a
fortified town, Thuc. 2, 18 ; 3, 18, 51, i

Lys. 124, 1, Xen., etc.— II. the guard,

garrison place. Aesch. Pr. 801, '

Eum. 949,-Eur. Or. 760, Thuc. 2, 93.
j

(Dim. only in form.)
|., f/, a guard-ship,Thuc.

4, 13., ov,(,)
watching the house, a house-guard,,
Anth. P. 9, 245.,, oi, the Phruri, a peo-

ple on the borders of India, Dion. P.

752., ov, 0, a watcher, guard,

Eur. Ion 22: oi ., the guard, garri-

son of a fort or city. freq. in Thuc,
Xen., etc. (Contr. for, from, as from-
ov, and from .), ov,, Frusinon, a city

of the Hernici in Latium, Strab. p.

237.,,,() a

violent snorting, esp. the neighing or

whinnying of a spirited hor.se, --., Aesch. Theb. 245,475, Soph.
El. 717, cf. : used also

of a boar, 0pp. C. 2, 457.— II. metaph.,
wanton behaviour, hauteur, '-
., Mel. 37 ; ., Anth.

. 5, 18; ., Ael. . . 7,

12 ; . , Luc. Catapl. 26 :

cf.. [] Hence., ov, , wanton, hot,

frisky horse : metaph. also of men.

—

II. as adj., arrogant, wanton, ,
PIuU Ant.m. 2.', ov,b,=, of he-

goats, Dion. H., ov, wanton and
haughty, a word coined to describe

Bdelycleon in Ar. Vesp. 135 ; cf.-
II., ov, ,=,

Diog. L., Att.- ; f. --
; dep. mid. :—strictly, of spirited,

high-fetl horses, lo neigh, whinny and
prance, cf. Thoin M. p. 901

; ., to neigh eagerly tor the

race : also of other animals, Ael. N. A.

7, 7; cf..— II. metaph.
of men, to he wanton, unruly, haughty,

insolent, yavpa. Mel. 22
;, Anth. Plan.

215 :

—

. , to be proud of a

thing. Diod. 4, 74, ubi v. Wessel..

and cf.Wetstein ad Act. 4, 25 ;—but

in Menand. p. 292, it is explained by.—The act.

occurs only in LXX.

—

(
is akin to,, and-.)
vvoa,(pvavov)dep.mid.,

to gather sticks for fuel., , ,() nf
short, dry slicks, of fire-wood : also :=, Theophr., ov. TO, dim. from -, Diosc. [], , , =,
Eust.,,, ,()
gathering of dry sticks for fuel, a col-

lecting fire-wood, Thuc. 7, 4, 13.,, , and ") -, ov, oJjbpVj) one who
gathers fire-wooa, Polyaet). 1, 18., fern, from-, Ar. Fr. 618., ov, 6, fern, -,,
Hehod. ,=.'. ov, , {••,) :

—

dry

stick, Ar. Pac. 1026; usu. in plur.,

dry sticks, esp. fngols, fire-wood, Lat.

sarmenta, virgulta, Hdt. 4, 62, Ar. At.
642,Thuc.3, lU.Xen. An.4,3, 11. [ij, ov,{, -) gathering dry sticks, Lys. ap. Poll.

7, 130., ,{,)
like switches or twigs, shrubby : .,
shrubby plants, Theophr.^, , oi, the Phrygians, a '

peopleof Asia Minor, in Horn, around
the Sangarius, II. 16, 717: ace. to I

Hdt. 7, 73 from Thrace ; cf. :

j

cf. Strab. p. 565 sqq.
1, ov, , ( )

:

—

I

vessel for roasting barley in, prob. like I

our coftee-roasters, Polyzel. Dion. 1.
j

Solon ordained that brides should 1

carry one in the bridal procession, as

a symbol of household duties, Poll.
|

1, 246; cf. Plin. 18, 3.—II. a stick to I

stir up any thing roasting, Hesych. [£'] I, , , {) a vessel

for roasting, like foreg.
j, , , {) a female

roaster, very dub.
|'\., , Phrygia, a province

of Asia Minor, where the
dwelt, II. 3. 185 ; in Horn, the coun-
try around Lake Ascania and the
Sangarius ;—later divided into -/, Greater Phrygia, be-

tween Bithynia, Paphlagonia, and
Cappadocia, Xen. Cyr. 7,4 ; Strab. p.

563 : and ., Lesser Phrygia.
on the Hellespont, comprising Troas, i

called also ''/. or'/. ., Xen. Cyr. 2. 1,
'

5 ; Strab. 1. c—^2. a place on the sum-

!

mit of Mount Oeta, where Hercules
j

burned himself. Call. Dian. 159; cf.

Steph. Byz.—11., , , a I

place between Boeotia and Attica,

Thuc. 3, 22.}, , , (prop. fern, of-) gentile as pr. n., Phrygia, as
female attendant in comedy, etc.,

Theocr. 15, 42.^,,,=, Strab., ov, , an unknown bird in

Ar. Av. 763. 875 ;—perh. a finch, Lat.
frinsilla. [t], to play a game
with roasted beans., ov, TO, fire-wood, fuel

;

strictly neut. from sq.

'•; ioc, a, ov,{) dry. [ii\, a, ov, Phryuian, of,fTovi
Phrygia ; .,, Phrygian
music, i. e. music played on the flute,

said to be invented by Marsyas, Eur.
Or. 1426, Tro. 545; •;,
Eur. Bacch. 127. cf. 159. It was of
a wilder, more stirring character than
the music for the lyre, cf. Horat.
Epod. 9, 5 ; hence used in the wor-
ship of Cyhele(ru^;7-pilia), and some-
times called . v.

MuUer Eumen. <j 19, and cf.-. [], ov, , the Phrygius, a
tributary of the Hermus, earlier call-

ed Hyllus, Strab. p. 676.. adv., in Phrygian fashion

;

but usu. of music, in the Phrygian
mode. Plat. Rep. 399 A ; cf. -. [], , , drying, roasting:

from, also, Att. -,
f.- :

— to roast, toast, broil, Ep. Horn.
14, 4, V. 1. Oiac. ap. Hdt. 8. 96 ; -, ronsled barley,
Thuc. 6. 22 :— also of the sun, to

parch, like Lat. torrere, TheoCr. 12,

9 ; and of thirst, ,
Anth. P. 7, 293. (•) is the San-
scr. bhrij (torrere), omt parch.), to set on fire, kindle,

Nicet.

, ,, verb. adj. from•, dried, roasted,, I'll make roast meat of vou,
Ar. Vesp. 1330.— II. as subst., -, afire-brand, torch :—usu. in plur.,
an alarm-fire, signalfire, beacon, used
as a telegraph at riight, Aesch. Ag.
30, 292, 282 ; -, fire-signals of an
enemy's approach are made to a
place, Thuc. 2, 94 ; 3, 22 ; cf.-,, II.—2. -

(SC.). lot, because roast-
ed beans were sometimes used for that
purpose, Plut. 2,492 A.—3. oi

(or TO), small fish for frying,
small fry, Anaxandr. <5•. 1, 11,

ubi V. Meineke.

—

III. , a kind
of resin. Foes. Oec. Hipp., , f. -,()
to give signals by fire : in pass.,-', the
approach of ships wcu! signalled by
beacon-fires, Thuc. 2, 80., , ,{) a
gii'ing signals by beacons or alarm-fires,
telegraphing, Aesch. Ag. 28, 490, Soph.
Fr. 379, 5, etc.— II. a night-watch, to

make fire-signals, Ar. Av. 1161., ov, TO, a beacon-tower,

Plut. Pomp. 24.— II. light-house.

Hdn. 4, 2 : from, ov, ,{ II, ov-) afire-watch, i. e. one who xvatches

on a height to give signals by beacons or
alarm-fires, Aesch. Ag. 590 ; see the
opening scene and the description in
vv. 281. sq.—II. Ihe fire-signal or bea-

con itself. Lye. 345., , like, a toad, The-
ophr. :—a nickname of several Athe-
nian courtesans, from their complex-
ion, Ar. Eccl. 1101. [{]^, . , Phryne, a courtesan
in Athens, whose proper name was, Ael. V. H. 9, 32, v. sub
foreg., ov, TO, a plant, also-

and, Diosc. [{*], , , Phryni.t, a cele-

brated citharoedus of Mytilene. Ar.
Nub. 971. — 2. a Lacedaemonian,
Thuc. 8, 6., , Phryniscus, of A-
chaia, a commander in the army of
the ten thousand, Xen. An. 7, 2, 1.^, ov, of or relating to

Phrynichus, to, Ar. Vesp.
1524.

\, ov, , Phrynichus, an
earlv tragic poet in Athens, pupil of
Thespis, Ar. Nub. 556: cf. Hdt. 6,

21.—2. a poet of the old comedy, .
Meineke 1, p. 146.—3. a general of
the Athenians, opponent of Alcibi-
ades, Thuc. 8, 25 ; cf. Ar. Ran. 689.

Others in Ath. ; etc.

^pvvuv,. , Fhrynion, an
Athenian, Dem. 1355, 2., ,{,) like

a toad,, Arist. Probl. 1, 22.'^', ov.{, ?.) toad-

catcher, epith. of a kind of liavvk,

Arist. H. A. 9, 36, 1 : there is a v. I., ov, {'/.) lying in wait

for toads., ov. , like, a toad,

Arist. H. A. 9, 40, 41 :—also, -
in Babrius 28, Boissonade.

ip{'vv,, , Phrynon, a The-
ban, father of Attaginus, Hdt. 9. 15.

—2. a general of theAthenians.Strab.
p. 599.— 3. an Athenian, a partisan
of Philip, Dem, 400, 15. Others in
Paus. : etc.\, 6, v. sub sq., . a strindler, cheat,

rogue (from Phrvnondas, a famoui
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swindler mentioned by Ar. Thesm.
861).

<1'), , gen., a Phrygian,
11. +v..^, ov, , the Phryxus, a small
river ot Argolis, Pans. 2, 36, 6 ; v. 1.., Att., =,
q. V._/ .' fcivgh ! an exclamation of

disgust, Ar. Lys. 295, 305 ; cf.., Ep. for, 3 sing. aor. 2 from

0, Horn., ,{,) drag-

ging alnng fugitives, aub. 1. Polyaen.

8, 16, 6; Lob. Phryn.383 would read., adv., (}) like,
to flight, to flee,( -, II. 8, 157, 257;', 11, 446;', 16, 697 ; cf. }., , , ( )

banishing : — banishment, Polyb. 6,

14. 7., , , place of refuge,

asylum, LXX., ,=. [«], ,,=,
LXX., , , banishing,

Heliod., to make one , to

drive from a country, banish, Xen. Hell.

2, 3, 42; 5. 4, 19; ,
Dcin. 1018, 10.—. intr., to be a -
}, live in banishmeiit, Polyb. 10,25,

1 ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 385., , , belonging to a

: ., the reckless

boldness of a refugee, Thuc. 6, 92
;

01=:, Polyb. 23,

10, 6; so, 70 ., Dion. H. Adv..}, , , (, -) one who hunts after runaways or

exiles, Plut. Deinoslh. 28 : in Polyb.

9, 29, 3 the ace. pi. is written-, as if from.. . , (,)
fleeing from the spear, iinwarlike, cow-

ardly, Aesch. Pers. 1025, Call. Fr.

117., to shun mankind,

. , Aretae. : and, , i/, a shunning of
mankind : from, ov, shunning man-
kind or society., , , shunning of
men, Manetho.,, , ,(,) :— runaway

, fugitive, esp. from one's

country, a banished man. e.vite, refugee,

Lat. exul, profugus, Hdt. 1, 150; 3,

138, etc., and very freq. in Att.
; ., Xen. Hell. 4, 1, 7;. Plat. Ale. 2, 145

;, Xen. Xell. 4, 1,

40 ; , to recall them,

ol .. they return home, etc. :

proverb., al. -, Eur. Phoen. 396 : also, a deserter,

. , Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 11 :

—

m Plat. Legg. 855 C, we have.. , where Ste-

phen, proposes.>, collat. Ibrm of,
Aesch. Pr. 513, Soph. El. 132.^, adv., contr. for,
Aesch. Eum. 256., adv., =, inflight,

Nic. Th. 21., . , a swelling and in-

flammation of the glands, esp. in the

groin, like, Lat. panus. Foes.

Oec. Hipp. (Should prob. be -, from.)
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), ov, shunning irork, Ar ap.

E. M.? [i.j/, 7/, ,() flight in bat-

tle, Lat. fuga, Od. 10, 117 ; 22, 306;
and in Att. ; also in plur. for sing..

Eur., etc., Valck. Hipp. 1043: the
dat.) is oft. used adverbially, in

hasty flight, hastily, ?),.. 1468; -. Id. . 218;y.
Plat. Symp. 195 .—2. flight or escape

from a thing, c. gen., -. Soph. Ant.

304, cf. 0. C. 280.— II. banishment,

Lat. exilium, -/, Aesch. Ag. 1412, cf
Soph. . . 659, etc. ; •},
to go into or live in baui.ihment. Plat.

Apol. 21 A ;/ ,
to impose banishment upon any one,

Hdt. 7, 3 ; , Eur. Or.

900; ,
Andoc. 14, 25, Lys. 143, 19.~2. as a
collective,=, a body

of exiles or refugees, Thuc. 8, 64, Aes-
chin. 47, 8 ; ]. to

recall them, Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 9 ; also

in pi. a'l. Plat. Legg. 682
(ace. to the best MSS.), Plut. Fla-

min. 12.,^, Ep. for, 3
sing, siibj. aor. 2 act. from ', II., to play at running
away. Theogn. ap. A. B. 3, p. 1353., ov,(,•)
shnnni/ig the bed, of Minerva, Anth. P.

6, 10., ov, = foreg., oft. in

Nonn., , f.-,(,)
to shun a law-suit, Dem. 1013, 7., , , avoidance ofa law-

suit., ov, =,
Orph. H. 31, 8.), , to shun battle or war,

Polyb. 3, 90. 10, Plut.. etc. : from., ov, (,)
shunning battle or strife, opp. to-., ov,(,) shun-

ning slrangers, inhospitable, .,
of Dorians, Pind. O. 11 (10), 18; cf..,, , ,fleeingfrom or

shunning a city., , , aversion to work,

Polyb. 3, 79, 4 : from, ov, (, )
shunning work or hardship, Polyb. 40,

6, 10.., ov, poet, for-.(.) shunni?ig

war, cowardly, Od. 14, 213., , , poet, for-.
)7', aor. 2 part, of., not, , (,-) poet, for, flight,,-, 11. 9, 2, cf. 14,

140 ; , 15, 62
;...., Od. 14. 269 ; etc. Hence, , , flying, runaway,

shy.?, II. 13, 102., , 7',= foreg., Anih. P.

6, 237.

or, in Hesych. ; and, collat. forins of: hence
part. aor. pass,, Nic. Th.
825.,, , ,=, dub.,,,=', ?

'?/,, . () :

—

growth, stature,

shape, outward appearance, esp. flne

I
growth, fine shape, like, oft. in

I Horn. ; but he, as also Hes., uses it

I only of the human form, and always
j

in ace. used like an adv., as, ov iBh>,' ', II. 1, 115, cf. Od. 5, 212 ; 8,

168;'
?/ ' , 11.2.68;/ . 11. 7. 210 ;

so in genit.,, Theocr 22, 160; once only in

Trag.. , Kur.
El. 461; cf., ':— in Pind.
also of oxen, '., P. 4, 419.—II. poet, for, one's natural powers, parts, ta-

lents, genius, Pind. O. 2, 154, N. 1, 38:
generally, nature, Id. P. 8, 62 ;. Id. . 9, 151.

—

III. tlie ripe age of manhood, flower or
prime of age. Id. O. 1, 109.— IV. ^ji?), the race of men, Anth. Plan.
183., for 7), 3 sing. opt. aor. 2 act.

of, Theocr. 15. 94, ubi al., V. Wiistem. ad 1. [v]^, , , Phya, an Athenian fe-

male, of the (leme of Paeania, Hdt. 1,

60.,, ,=, a sore, ul-

cer, Hipp. p. 1200. [ii]'^., , , thefemale of the fish•. [],, ,() :—a lish living

insea-weed, Arist. . A. 0. 13,8:

—

the female was,, Epicharm.
p.38,Mnesim.7orp. 1,38; cf. Arist.

I. c, 8, 2. 29, Alex. ., 1, 12
and 13 (where he mentions both to-

gether).

'', ,=, dub., ov, , dim. from,
Anth. P. 5, 185. [irf],. , () full oj

sea-weed, weedy,' , II.

23, 693, cf. Theocr. 21, 10.

or. , ,=,
Arist. . . 6. 13, 13; but mostly
used in plur.. Plat. Rep. 611 D, Arist.

H. A. 8, 2, 18, etc., Theocr. 7, 58,
Anth., etc.,.^=^,8.
. . 8, 19.9.,,(,) hear•

ing sea weed,, Xenocr., ov, , with hair like sea-

weed., w,=., a fish, v. sub., , , , (,) near the sea-weed, dwelling by
the sea, Anth. P. 6, 193.., , , with hair

like sea-weed.', , . Lat. FUCUS,
sea-weed, sea-wrack, first in 11. 9.7, cf.

Alcman 2 ; differing from only
in size, Arist. H. A. 8, 20, 6, Theophr.
From a red kind a colour was pre-

pared : hence—11. a paint, cosmetic,

used by Greek women, to get the
or florid complexion,Theophr.

')(•., , Pliycvji, a pro-

montory and city of Cyrene, Strab.

p. 837.. ov, eating sea-weed., .() to jiaint or colour

red ; m pass., of women painting
them.selves, Plut. 2, 142 A, 693 B.—
II. to slufl' with sea-weed. Died., , , poet. verb. adj. from, to be shunned or escaped, avoid-

able, . 11. 16,

128, Od. 8, 299; 14, 489., .(,) full of
sea-weed,, Arist. . . 8, 19, 9., , , =,
LXX. [], f. -. to divide into tribes,

ap. Plut. Lycurg. 0.



, , , safety. Poet, de
Herb. 181.7. or ?., ov, ,() a place where soldiers keep

watch, a post, esp., a watch-tower, fort,

-, the Rom. stationes, Polyb. 5,

75, 10 ; 76, 3 : a watch, party consist-

ing offour soldiers. Id. 6, 33, 6.— II. in

Alex. Greek, a menstruous cloth, [a]\(.,, oi, the Phylaces, a

tribe in Tegea, Paus. 8, 45, 1., , Ep. for/ ; in

plur., Opp. C. 4, 290.,, ?/,[) :
—awatr.h-

ing ox guarding, keeping watch or guard,

watch or guard, esp. by night, ?-, keep watch and ward,

11. 7, 371 ; so,?, II. 9, 1,

471, Eur. Andr. 961 ; '/., to be on the watch on ac-

count of any one, Hdt. 1, 39; but,, watching engages
him, Hes. Fr. 47, 7 ; later also,-, to keep guard or watch,

Xen. An. 2, 6, 10, etc. ; so, .-, lb. 6, 3, 21 ;

., that this watch might be left in

the dark, Thuc. 4, 67 ? ;./., Lycurg.
150, 4 ; etc.—2. a watch or guard, of a

person, like Lat. custodia for custos,. , a body-guard, Dem.
622, 7, Dinarch. 91, 15 ; cf. Wolf Lept.

p. 326 ;—later also, a guard or garrison

of a place or fortress, Hdt. 2, 30.— 3.

of place, a watch, station, post, II. 10,

408, 416 ; ?.-, to set the watches. At. A v. 841.

—4. of time, a watch, e. g. of the night,

., Hdt. 9, 51 ; so, .,, Eur. Rhes. 538, 543.—5. a

place for keeping others in, a ward,

prison.— II. a watching, guarding, keep-

ing in ward, whether lor security or

custody, , to

keep in custody, oft. in Hdt. ; also,?^?.^ , Hdt. 2,

99, cf. Pmd. P. 4, 134; -ov-, to keep the Isthmus
guarded or occupied, Hdt. 7, 207 ; 8, 40 ;

less usu., ?.-, to preserve the

same character of language, Hdt. 1,

57 ; so too, . , Theogn.
439, cf. Blomf. Pers. 598 :^', Hdt. 2, 154

; .^-, Aesch. Ag. 235.^111.7., = /., to

take heed or care, be cautious, Hdt. 1,

38 ; ?), to be
straitly on one's guard, lb. 3, 152.—IV.

(from mid.) being on one's guard
against, c. gen.,, Def Plat. 413 C—Cf
throughout.^, , , Phylace, a city of
Phthiotis in Thessaly, at the base of

Mt. Othrys, II. 2, 695 ; subject to Pro-
tesilaus, Pind. I. 1, 84.—2. a city of

Arcadia, Paus. 8,54, 1.— 3. two places

in Aegypt, elsewhere Heliopolis and
Thebais, Strab.

^/.,, , daughter ofPhy-
lacus, i. e. Alcimede, Ap. Rh. 1, 47.\?, p. ao, , son of
Phylacus, i. e. Iphitus, 11. 2, 705 [ in

arsis].— 2. masc. pr. n., Phylacides,

son of Apollo and Acacallis, Paus. 10,

16, 5.-3. an Aeginetan, victor in the
Isthmian games, Pind. I. 5, 22., f.- Att. -, (-) to throw into prison, N. T.?, , , {?7/) fitted

for watching or guarding. Plat. Rep.
375 E, etc. : ., taking care to

keep a thing, lb. 412 C, E., ov,,=^, Po-
lyb. 10, 30, 6. []

103

^, a, ov, of Phylace (1),

Phylacian, Luc. Dial. M. 23.,, fem. of, a fe-

male watch or guard. Plat. Rep. 457 C :

., a gi^ard-ship, like,
Diod., ^,= foreg., LXX. [a]', , , a prisoner, Nicet./, , , poet, and Ion. for, 11. 24, 566, and oft. in Hdt., in

sing, as well as plur., e. g. 1, 84, 89

;

2, 113. (Ace. to Arislarch. it should
be written oxyt.,, Philem.
Lex. 269, p. 189, Schol. Ven. II. 24,

566; c{..) []\, , , Phylacus, son of

Deion and Diomede, father of Iphi-

clus, II. 2, 705 ; Od. 15, 231.—2. a hero
of the Delphians, Hdt. 8, 39: cf. Paus.

10, 23, 2.-3. son of Histiaeus of Sa-
mos, Hdt. 8, 85., a, ov, verb. adj. from, to be watched or kept. Soph.
0. C. 1 180.—II., from mid., one must guard against,,
Aesch. Theb. 499 ; . ... Plat. Rep.
416 A ; .., Xen. Oec. 7, 36 :

—

also in plur., Eur. Andr. 63.,, ,—?, II. 9,

66, 80, etc., , , post for
watchmen or a garrison, a fort or castle,

Hdt. 5, 52: esp., an outpost communi-
cating with regular fortifications, Lat.

statio, Thuc. 4, 31,33, 110, Xen. Cyr.

7, 5, 12, etc.—2. preservative, Dem.
71, 24 ; an amulet, Plut. 2, 378 B, etc.

:

from, a, ov, ( )

guarding, protecting. Plat. Legg. 842
D., , , =, a
magistrate at Cuma, Plut. 2, 291 F., , ,() fit

for preserving, preservative,, of

health, Arist. Top. 1, 15,10.—2. vigi-

lant, observant,, Xen. Mem. 3, 4,

9.—II. (from mid.) cautious, lb. 3, 1,

6. Adv. -, Polyb. 6, 8, 3, etc.

iv/ap,, , Phylactris, a

mountain of Arcadia, Paus. 8, 48, 4.,, , poet, for-,, Norm.]6, , , Phylander, son

of Apollo and Acacallis, Paus. 10,

10. 5.,, 6, also ,{) :— watcher, guard, Horn, (only in Jl.)

always as masc. and in plur. ; also, 11. 9, 477 ; then freq.

in Att.,, ., Aesch.
Ag. 914, Soph. O. T. 1418, etc. : but
Hdt. always uses instead,

except in signf II :—esp., sentinel,

Lat. excubitor, Xen. An. 4, 2, 5, etc.
;, Ar. . 8il,

l)em., etc. ;

—

oi ., the garrison, Thuc.
6, 100, Xen., etc. : — also of body-

guards, Xen. An. 1, 2, 12, etc. :—as

fem. in Eur. Andr. 86, Tro. 462 ; cf.

Lob. Phryn. p. 452. — II. guardian,

keeper, protector, Hes. Op. 122, 251
;

.. Hdt. 1, 41 ;, Pind.

P. 8, 81. [ii], , ov,() defen-

sible, Plut. Pomp. 70 ; Schaf.?, , , ( )

watching, guarding,. Soph. Fr.

379, 6 : occasion for caution, Eur. Hel.
506., , f. -, to he-, Ar. Lys. 561, Arist. Pol. 4, 11,5., , 6,=7., . , the office of a-?, Arist. Pol. 6, 8, 15 : from, ov, , (, {) the

chief of a /. ; esp. in war, a com-
mander of cavalry, Hdt. 5, 69; joined

with, in Ar. Av. 799, Lysias
146, 10, Plat. Legg. 834 C, 880 D,
Dem. 47, 10, etc.

i?Mpo, , 6, Phylarchus, a
historian of Athens, or Sicyon, under
Ptolemy Philopator, Polyb. 2, 56-59.

iva, avTor, . Phylas, king of

Ephyra in Thesprolia, grandfather of
Tlepolemus, 11. 16, 180; ApoUod. 2,

7, 6 :—in Diod. S. 4, 36. — 2.

son of Antiothus, ApoUod. 2, 8, 3., Ep. for,
Horn.'', Att. -: fut. -

: mid. ?, sometimes
also in pass, signf , as in Soph. Phil.

48, Xen. Oec. 4, 9.

A. intr., to watch, be sleepless, Od.
20, 52 : esp. like, to keep

watch and ward, keep guard,, Od. 20, 52

;

'' ,
11. 10,312, cf 419, Od. 5, 466; 22, 195:

so in mid., /., II.

10, 188 ; cf Xen. An. 6, 4, 27, etc.

B. trans., to watch, guard, defend,

keep, secure, freq. from Hom. down-
wards : of persons, cattle, things, ., to keep the house, not leave it,

Od. 5, 208 ;, Aesch. Theb. 136
;,, Ar. Eq. 500 ; -, to guard one

from a person or tiling, Xen. Cyr. 1,

4, 7.—2. to walchfor, lie in wail or am-
bush for, , Od. 4,

670
; ., 11. 2, 251 ; . -, to look out for the signal-iire,

Aesch. Ag. 8; so,, Dem. 675,

17 ; 1^. .
Id. 1333, 6 ; etc. :

—

., to cling

to the image, Aesch. Eum. 440 ;

—

esp., to watch, to waitfor or observe the

right time, Hdt. 1, 48 ; 8, 9, etc.
; ., Dem. 48, fin.—3. me-

taph., to preserve, keep, maintain, ., to cherish anger, II. 10, 30; ., to preserve reve-

rence and love, 11. 24, 111
; . ,-

to keep, respect oaths, II. 3, 280; .., to observe a command, 11. 16,

686; so, ., Pind. I. 2, 16; .. Id. . 3, 74 ; ., Soph.
Tr. 616

; ., Eur. I. . 542 ;/. , re-

garded not your threats. Call. Dei.

204 :—pass., ,
to be cherished in or by one, Soph. O.
T. 383.—II. in mid., to heed, lake heed

or care, be on one's guard, in Horn,
only in pf pass.,?,
to be cautious, prudent, II. 23, 343 : but,
•—2. c. ace, to keep a thing, bear it in

mind or memory, Hes. Op. 261, 559;
also,? , lb.

489, cf. Pind. . 7, 72, Sopfi. El.

1012 :—C. inf , to take care to do, Hdt.

7, 5, Aesch. Supp. 205 :—c. gen., -, to take care because
of the ships, be chary of them, Thuc..

4, 11 ; so, ?•, Aral. 48.— 3. more usu., 911-

or, to take heed, he-

ware of, be on one's guard against, shwi,

avoid a thing or person, Hdt. 1, 108 ;

7, 130, Aesch. Pr. 715, etc. ; also

, Thuc. 7, 69 ; , Xen. Cyr.

2, 3, 9, Hell. 7, 2, 10 : c. part.,-, I will take care to

look on... Soph. Phil. 455:—also, ., to take care not to do, guard
against doing, Hdt. 1, 65, 108, etc.;

but, . , C. subj., to take care lest..,

as . ' , Aesch.
Pr. 390, cf. Supp. 498,' Eur. I. T. 67,

Ar. Eccl. 831 ; so, oft. in prose ; so
too, . .., Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 37

,
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cf..— 4. sometimes, but
rarely, the act. has this signf, of the
mid., first prob. in Eur. I. A. 145, Plat.

Theaet. 154 D, Gorg. 461 D; more
freq. later, Elmsl. Med. 314, Lob.
Phryn. 363., Ep. ao, 6, son of
Phyleus, i. e. Meges, II. 2, 628.-2.
masc. pr. n., PhyluUs. father of Py-
thangelus of Thebes, Tliuc. 2, 2, v.'l.

t'(5f./, to make a member of a
tribe, adopt into a tribe,' -, Arist. Pol. 3, 2, 3 : from, ov, 6, {) one of the

same tribe, Lat. tribulis. At. Ach. 542,
Plat. 955 D, etc. Hence, ,, belonging to, proper
to a, Plat. Legg. 768 C, 915
C :, ., the Roman comiiia

tributa, Dion. H. 7, 59. Adv. -,
like the tribesmen, Arist. Soph. El. 1,

2, Schol., i(5of, fern, from :

also for, e. g. -, Dion. . 7. 59.^, ., , Phyleus,
.• ( 1 ). — 2. son of Augeas of
Elis, who, being driven out by his
father, went to Dulichium, II. 2, 628

;

Apollod. 2, 5, 5.—3. a general of the
Messenians, Paus. 4, 13, 5.

?;, , , a union of individuals

into a community or state, which ace.

to Dicaearchus was the orig. signf. :

hence, a union formed among the citi-

zens of a state, a class or tribe, an-

swering to the Roman tribus; and like

it,— 1. a union of men according to ties

of blood and descent, a clan or guild,

Xen. Cyr. 1, 2, 5, etc.— 2. then a
union according to local habitation, like

our hundred or county. The subdivis-

dons of the former were, of
.the latter . The change of
Athen. 7. from four to ten by
Clisthenes (Hdt. 5, 66 sq., 6, 131)
was prob. an abolition of the first

kind and institution of the second,
like the change made by Servius at

Home, cf. Niebhr. Hist, of R. ], p.

294 sq., 413 sq., Thirlw. Hist, of Gr.

2, p. 4 sq. and 73 : the members of a
were.—II. a division in

an army, the soldiers of one,-, Thuc. 6, 98, Piat. Legg. 755 C,
D : also, a certain number, esp. of cav-

alry, Xen. Hell. 4, 2, 19 ; cf.-.— III. generally, a kind, class, or-

der, Id. Oec. 9, 6.—Cf., fin.\, , , Phyle, an Attic deme
oelonging to the tribe Oeneis, and a
fortress, on the borders of Boeotia,
Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 2, Strab. p. 396.

\7],, , Phyle'is, a daugh-
ter of Thespius, Apollod. 2, 7, 8., , , a wild olive-tree, Od.
5, 477, elsewh.. — Ammon.
takes it for the mastich-tree,., , , an ever-green tree,

a kind of rhamnus : ace. to others=
loreg. : written also, q. v., , , dim. from., f. •, to have or get
leaves.

iv/.ao, ov, 6, Phyllaean, appell.

of Apollo from. in Thessaly,
Strab. p. 435.., ov, (?.?,-) with prickly leaves, Theophr. []/./., ov, ,[) a
vine-leaf, Lat. pampinus.

, ov, TO, dim. from-
., . little leaf, []'-,, , {7.) heap of
leaves, bed or litter of leaves,'.?:, Hdt. 8, 24 ; .,
Soph. Phil. 33.—II. the leaves, leafage,
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foliage of a tree, Aesch. Ag. 966 : me-
taph. of man,?.?. -, lb. 79, — as yhaksp., ' my
way of life is fallen into the sere, the

yellow leaf.' — 2. tree or plant itself,

as of the laurel, etc., Soph. O. C.

676, Eur. Andr. 1100: a branch or

bough. At. A'esp. 398.—3. a leafy grove,

Soph. Tr. 754. — 4. sallad, Diohil.. 2, 4; cf. Poll. 6, 71., , , {?.) usu. in

p\uT.. green stuff, esp. small herbs, such
as mint, parsley, etc., that were given
into the bargain, Ar. Ach. 469 ;

/la-^., radish-ic>ps, Ar.

Plul. 544.
^ivv, and , 6, of Phyl-

bis, Anth. P. 6, 264.', ov, TO,, Mt. Phyl-
lias, in Thessaly near the Enipeus,
Ap. Rh. 1, 37; poet, for7.
'\7.,, , fem. adj. of re-

lating to the Phyllis, in Bithyma, Ap.
Rh. 2, 652., ,() to run to leaf,

without fruiting, Aral. 333.iia, ov, 6, PhylUdas, a The-
ban, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 2 : cf. sub -.7, f. -' Att. -, to strip off
leaves.7, , ,{) leafy,

Theophr.7., , ov, (7^7 ) of or

from leaves, made of leaves, Theocr.
21, 8, Luc. Merc. Cond. 13., ov, TO, =.—.
dim. from, Plat. ( Com.

)

'. 6.,, ],=7 :—also a
dish of herbs, Ath.
'\7., , , Phyllis, a writer

on music, Ath. 636.—2./,,
, daughter of king Sithon king in

Thrace, Luc. Salt. 40. — Others in

Anth. P. 5, 263 ; etc.— II. a district of
Thrace, at the base of Mt. Pangaeus,
Hdt. 7, 113.—III. , a river of Bithy-
nia, V..7^, ov, , fem. -, ,=^. :

—uyuv ., like,, etc., contest in which the

prizes were leaf-wreaths.—2. //,
a plant with leaves and no flower, a

kind oifern, Scolopendriumofficinarum,
Diosc. 3, 121.

7.7.37, . to shed the leaves,

Ar. Nub. 1007, Call. Epigr. 45, The-
ophr.— II. to deck with leaves, Hdn. 8,

7 : and7., , , a shedding of
the leaves, Theophr. — II. a decking
with leaves or leafy crowiis, USU. as a
token of applause bestowed on the
winners in the games, Hdn., cf.

Bockh Expl. Pind. P. 9, 130 (219)

:

from
7.7., ov, {7.,)

shedding leaves, Theophr.7, ov, (7, )
covered with leaves, thick-leaved,,
Ar. Av. 215

;, lb. 742.,, , to cut off the leaves.,,=).77., , f. -, to pick or
strip off the leaves.

0.7., , f.-, to run wild-

ly to leaf without fruiting, Theophr.

;

cf. : from77., , running wildly to

leaf, cf..7., , , a leaf; in plur.,

leaves, foliage, Horn., who, like Hes.
and Hdt., always uses the plur. :-. proverb, of mankind from
II. 6, 146, cf. Ar. Av. 685;./, wreathed leaves, Eur. Hipp.
807;—metaph. of choral songs, /.'

, Pind. I. 4, 46 (3, 45).—2. also
ol flowers, 7~.7,-

., Theocr. 11,26; 1 8, 39 ; cf Jac.
Anth. 2, 2, p. 266.— II. the leaf-like

seed of the7., Hipp.—HI. a kind
of plant, prob., mercurialis, Theophr.:
generally, a plant, Numen. ap. Ath.
371 B.—2. esp., like Lat. folium, of
savoury herbs, Hipp. (Prob. from /{',, 7^, our bloom, etc. ; so too
Lat. folium, ffos, florere.)

7.7.}, , to cause the leaves

to burst and crack.

7^7(,, , the bursting and
cracking of leaves.^, , f. -, to shed the

leaves, Pherecr. Pers. 1, 10, Arist. An.
Post. 2, 16, 1 :—hence the comic
phrase, ., to shed, drop one's
shield, Ar. Av. 1481 : and. . , a falling of the

leaves, Theophr. : from
77.^[, OT', {7., /5) leaf-

shedding,, 0pp. C, 1, 116.

iv7.o, ov, , Rhian. ap. Stepb.
B_\z., and , Strab. p. 435, Phyllus, a
city of Thessaly near Pagasae with
a temple of Apollo.

7.7., ,{,)
damaging leaves, Nic. ap. Ath.7. ov,{7.,)
covered with leaves, Theophr.,, v. sq.7., ov,(,-) strewed or covered with leaves,

Eur. Rhes. 9:—from the form-, not, we find
only dat. 7.7., Theocr.
Epigr. 3 ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 429.

7.7., ov, {,)
producing leaves, 0pp. C. 1, 116., ov, chitting off leaves.,, , , (,) nibbling or eating leaves, An-
tiph. Oenom. 1, 2 [with m an
anapaestic verse].77, , f. -, to bear
leaves, Theophr. : from77., ov. {7.7,)
bearing leaves, 7•.7.6 ,=

or, Pind. . 8,

100.
_, , f. -, {7.7.,) to put forth leaves.., , f. -7;, to shed

leaves : from., ov, {7.7.,) shed-
ding the leaves, ., the leaf-shed-

ding month, Hes. ap. Poll. ], 231, cf.

Plut. 2, 734 D, 735 D.7., ,() to clothe with
leaves, Hipp.— II. to make into a leaf.7^., ,[,) like

leaves : rich in leaves, Theophr.7/,, ,{) foli-

age, Diod.7^7., , b, a
chosen from each7 to perform the
sacrifices, like the Roman rex sacrifi-

cuius.

iv7oa,, , Phylodamas,
masc. pr. n., Q. Sm. 8, 403., {7,) to dis-

tinguish races, choose by races, Thuc.
6, 18. Hence, , distinction of tribes

or kinds, Clem. Al. [i] Hence7., , , belonging to,

skilled in the distinction of races, Clem.
Al.ivo, , , Phylomache,
daughter of Hagnias, Dem. 1056, 25.

—2. a granddaughter of preceding,
wife of Sositheus, Id. 1058, 26.

^7.., ov, , Phylomachus, a
Grecian statuary, Anth. Plan. 239.

5/.0. , hardly used save in

nom. and ace. 7.,, gen. -



?. in Xen. Lac. 1, 4: {):—a

stock, race, kind, of all living beings,

oft. in Horn, and Hes.
;
', U.

5, 441, ©., Hes. Th. 9C5, <-), Od. 8, 481,, Hes.
Op. 197., Hes. Th. 1020.

—2. usii. ill plur., to denote a number

of one kind, a troop, host, crowd,,, 11. 14, 361 ; 15, 54

;

,,-
TO)v, . 9, 130 ; 17, 220, Od. 7, 206 ; in

11. 19. 30, a swarm of glials (but ?.'^ (oddly) as paraphr. for a

single bee, Hes. Fr, 22) ; -, Pind. P. 3, 36 :—so in kit.,

'/., the race of birds. Soph.
Ant 342;, Ar. Av. 1088 ;•- .. Plat. Soph. 220 ;-?^(; -

/.. Id. Theaet. 160 D;
KvpvKiKov ., Id. PoJit. 260 D.—3. a

sex, TO, ap/3ev -, Ar.

Thesm. 786, Xen. Lac. 3, 4.— II. in

closer sense, a race of people, people,

nation, ?. /.}, IL 2, "840,

Aesch. Pr. 809, Soph., etc., and in

Att. prose; cf., kptsv~/J.0Q,'/,-—III. more
closely still, a race, clan, tribe, of men
ace. to blood or descent, ,
by races. II. 2, 362, 363 ; ?.-, /., Od. 14, 68,

181.—The word denotes a three-fold

distinction according to kind, country,

or kin: of these signfs. the last only

appears in the later form '/', q. v.

\^'/.), ), , Fhylonome,
daughter of Craugasus, Paus. 10,

14, 2.?~, , , the battle-cry, din

of battle, battle, oft. in Hom., who be-

sides the common ace./ once
uses the form^., Od. 11, 314,

as in Hes. Sc. 114: sometimes he
joins .-, II. 13, 635, Od. 11,

314 ; . , II. 4, 15, 82 ;-}.-, . 20, 141.

—

. word,

used also by tMimnerm. 1 1, lOt, Soph.
El. 1071, in a lyric passage ; and in a

mock oracle, Ar. Pac. 1075. (Ace.
[

to old Gramm. from ?. and, in

signf. oi.) [r]
|

or,, , () :— '

like, a growth, produce : esp., an

inflamed sirelling on the body, a tumour,

boil, etc., Lat. tiiber, vomica, Hdt. 3,

133, Plat. Tim. 85 C, cf. Foes. Oec.
Hipp. : , ,
Hipp. [The only poet, authority is

Marc. Sid. 83, where we have-
; and so Draco, p. 95, 23 ; 100,

22, makes it ; but in p. 57, 8, he adds
that, ace. to some, the Att, wrote

; Lobeck approves v, Paral.

419 ; and so it is written in most edd.

of Hdt. and Hipp.]. ov, , one who has

or tu77wurs, Hipp., ov. , dun. from,
Hipp. p. 648. [],{) as pass., have
tumours, Hipp. p. 1229., , [,) like

or tumours, full of them, -
y^a.. Foes. Oec. Hipp.
'', inf. aor. 2 oi, always in

intr. signf.,, , ,{,)
fleeing men, . ~^ -, said of the Danaidae, Aesch.
Supp. 8, [d], desiderat. from, to

be fain to flee./', ov,{,/) shun-

ning the sun, Nic. Th. 660., (Of and. , ,()
fugitive, shy. cowardly, ,
il. 17, 143 ; cf. Nic. Al, 472, Lye. 943.

, :
— ., trees

that have grown too large to be hurt by

sheep (), Aesch. Fr. 366., ov, () :—older and
poet, form for, of places,

whither one can flee, or where one can

take refuge : -, a place ofrefuge, Od.

5, 359
; , Polyb. 9, 29,

4 ; -, an asylum, Plut. Rom. 9
;

cf.-—II. which one can flee

from, avoidable,. Hipp. : also,

from which one would flee, i e. loath-

some,, Nic. Th. 54 :—c. ace,. abU to fleefrom or escape

one. Soph. Ant. 788.', ov, 6, an utiknown fish,

Mnesim.-. 1, 33.'^, ov, , Phyxium, name of

a place, Polyb, 5, 95, 8,, ov, TO, like, a place

of refuge, an old word, found prob,

only in Plut, Thes. 36 ; strictly neut.

from, ov, () belonging to

flight, promoting it

:

—epith. of J upiter,

ApoUod. 1, 9, 1 ; cf. Staveren Hygin.
Fab. 3.-7, , , , (, -
,) fleeing the city, banished, 0pp. .
1, 278.,, , older and poet, form
for , (Lob. Phryn. 726),=, U. 10, 311, 447.—II. a refuge,

Nic. Th. 588., .,=., , , () that

which is mixed or kneaded, paste, dough,

LXX. : also, bread or pastry, Mnesim.. \,n.,, , a mixing up, knead-

ing., verb. adj. from,
one must mix, Diosc.

or, ,() a

confminder, Cic. Att. 7, 1, 9., , f. - Ion. - :
—

lengthd. form from, to mix up,

mingle, knead, esp. of bread, Hdt. 2,

36 ; k/. -, Thuc. 3, 49
; -, Plat. Theaet. 147 C ;' but, /, to make intoa bloody

paste, Aesch. Theb. 48:—metaph.,/, to make up a soft voice

towards one's lovers, Ar. Nub. 979;
/<.777, Philet. 8.

—

-
and are the same word,

but the former means to jnix or k?iead

up with something wet, the latter also

to mingle confusedly together, confound,

defile, V. Lob Soph. Aj. 230. [d in fut.^

aor. and pf., Draco p. 14, 24.], adv.,() —mixedly, in

utter confusion, Aesch. Pers. 812
; ., Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 37 ; .-. Polyb. 30, 14, 6., . Dor.,=,

akin to, Hesych.^, ov, , Phyrcus, a fortress

in Elis, near Lepreum, Thuc, 5, 49 :

cf. foreg., and.., ,() mixture

;

of poison, Nic. . 485, cf. Th. 723., ov, 6, () mixture,

confusion, disorder, LXX.\, ov, , Phyrmus, masc. pr.

n., Anth. Plan. 322.^, ov, , Phyromachus,
masc. pr. n., Alexis ap. Ath. 161 C

;

etc. :—in Ar. Eccl. 22 with v. 1.-, q. V., ov,() mixedup, Nic.

Al. 324., , , () a mixing,

kneading. Lob. Phryn. 116., , , verb, adj., mixed up :

from

' ; f. : fut. 3 pass,, Pind. . 1, 104.

To mix, mix up, mingle together, esp.
to 7nix with something wet. ,
Hes. Op. 61 (cf. sub fin.) : esp.,

to wet, and so, to soil, defile, foul, -'', 11. 24, 162

:

also c. gen. pro dat., -. , Od. 18, 2) : in
pass., , Od. 9,397,
cf. Aesch. Ag. 732 ; , Eur.
El. 1172 ; . Od. 17,

103, etc. ; ,
Eur. Or. 1411 ; -, Simon. Amorg. 3.—2. also
of dry things, ,
Eur. Hec. 496;, to have one's hair defiled with
earth, Pind. 1. c.—3. esp., to mix and
knead dough for bread or cakes, •

(sc. - /.), one who kneads
bread, a baker, Xen. Hell. 7, 2, 22.—II.

metaph., to mingle, or jumble together,

confound, corfuse, ,
they mingled all things up together,
did all at random, Aesch. Pr. 450, cf.

Ar. Ran. 945 : iv /-, to speak confusedly among one an-
other, M. Anton. 8, 51 :— pass., to be

in confusion or disorder, fall into disor-

der or alarm, Lat. conturbari, Plat.
Phaed. 101 ;, from a confused and savage
state, Eur. Supp. 201.—2. in pass.,

also, to mix with others, mingle in soci-

ety. Plat. Legg. 950 A ;, to associate, have
dealings with him. Id. Hipp. Maj. 291
A, cf Ruhnk. Tim., . 2 :

—

also, -, wallowing in the lusts of the belly,

0pp. H. 3, 440. [i]( is a deriv.

form, v. Lob. Phryn. 205.),, ,() :

—

a pair ofbellows,
bellows, II. 18, 372, 409, etc., Hdt. 1,

68, Thuc. 4, 100.— II. a breath, wind,
blast. Soph. Fr. 753 :—esp. crepitus

ventris. flatulency , Foes, Oec. Hipp.,
cf. Plat. Rep. 405 D : also of fire, a
stream OT jet,/ ,. Hom. Merc. 114; cf..—III.

the crater of a volcano, any volcanic

aperture, Strab. (Hence,-, etc.)^,, . Physadea, a foun-
tain near Argos, Call. Lav. Pall. 47./. or '/..',, , (-) a bladder, bubble, Lat. pusula,
pustula, Luc. Contempl. 19.—II. a
wind instrument, a kind of pipe, Ar,
Lys. 1245,—III. a plant uith husks
like bladders, a kind of.., ov, b,() a kind of
toad said to puff itself up and have a
poisonous breath, Luc. Phiiops. 12.

— II. a poisonous fish, which puffs it-

self out.—III. whale, v. I.

3, Opp. H. 1, 368. [v]
' , ov, , dim. from.
[]

,

I

,, , part. aor. 1 from

I

, a begetter, father, [fi]

;
, , .() a blowing

or puffing, Arist. Probl. 34, 7. 2., , . Dor. for-, q. V., . Ion. - : f.- : (.-
). blow, puff, (opp. to breathing,, Arist. Probl. 34, 7, 1), of men,
Hdt. 4, 2 ; of bellows, II. 18, 470 ; of

the wind. II. 23, 218 -.—to snort, snuff,

breathe, bloiv ; , to snort

furiously, Eur. I. A. 381
;

-, Lat. magnum spirare, to be puffed
up, elated, lb. 125 ; so c. ace. cognato,7 -, swell with
political pride. Plat. Ale. 2, 145 ;—

; all metaph. from a flute-player,
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, Soph. Fr.

753, cf. Hyperid. ap. Ath. 591 F.— II.

trans., to puff or blow up, Lat. inflare,

Hdt. 4, 2
; ., to blow up a

bladder, Ar. Nub. 404 ; hence ., proverb, of labour in vain,

A. B. p. 69 :

—

. , of one
going to be shaved, Ar. Thesm. 221 ;

but also, , to ptiff

them tip, of pride, Dem. 442, 16 ; -, puffy, blown out, swoln,

opp. to, Xen. Lac. 5, 8, cf.

An. 3, 5, 9.—2. metaph., to puff one
up, make him vain, and so to cheat him,
(as we say to bubble), Dem. 169, 23;
1357, 27 :—pass., to be puffed up, vain,

Tivi, at a thing, Xen. Mem. 1, 2,

25, Dem. 1378, 1.—3. to blow up, kin-

dle.—4. to blow out, spurt or spout out,

discharge,,. Soph. Aj. 918,

El. 1385.—5. to blow a wind-instru-

ment, ., Eur. I. T. 303;
and so, absol., Ar. Av. 859.

—

6. to blow upon,, Theocr. 19, 3.—Cf.)., , , coined by way of

derivation for, Plat. Crat. 400
B., Ion. for, Hdt.

; -. Ion. part. pres. pass, for., , , Ion. for. [o],, , {),—that

which in hlntvn or produced by blowing,

a breath, Eur. Phoen. 1438 : any sound

made by blowing or snorting, esp.

stormy U'ind, Id. Tro. 79, Khes. 440;
a roaring, raging, -. Id. Hipp.
121 1 ; a serpent's hiss.— II. that which

is blown or puffed up, a bubble ; of hall-

formed shells, Plin. 9, 54.— III. a blow-

ing, puffing, snorting, of a horse, Xen.
Eq. 11, 12: metaph., conceit; v. sub

I.—IV. -,, blowing forth of black blood, of

slaughtered cattle in the death-throes,

Eur. I, A. 1114.— V. in Galen, pine-

resin, elsewh./). [], , , dim. from
foreg., a little bladder or bubble.,, ,{) a blowing:

a bloming at or upnn, Theophr. []. verb, adj., from,
one must blow up, , Ar. Lys.
293.,, .{) an instru-

mentfor blowing, blow-pipe or tube, Hdt.
4, 2.—2. a pair of bellows, or fan for
blowing fire.—3. an orificefor blowing

through, esp. the .spiracle of whales,
etc., Arist. H. A. 6, 12, 1 : the orifice

through which the cuttle-fish squirts

its ink, lb. 5, 6, 4.— II. one who blows

a pipe, etc., a piper, Diosc.—2. a kind
01 whale., , , a pair of bel-

lows.— II. a wind instrument, Ar. Lys.
1242, in Dor. form.—III.

an air-hole, Lat. spiraculum : strictly

neut. from sq., a, op,() belong-

ing to blowing., ,,=^, a blower,, Manetho., , , {) ft for
blowing or puffing up, Arist. H. A. 8,

7,1; ., Probl. 13,6,2. Adv.., , , verb. adj. from -, blown, blown or puffed up : to .,
like, afanfor kindling the

fire., or,, ,,{, /) puffed up in mind, con-

ceited, ap. Hesych.,,,() a blow-

ing, snoring, like, Aesch.Eum.
53.
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, ov, ,=,.5.
Probl. 11, 41., , Ep. part, :—to

blow, puff, snort, breathe hard, pant., II. 4, 227 ; 16, 506
;.,3\\. FjUni.248,cf Soph.

Ant. 238:—to Jiiss, ,
Opp. C. 1,262.—11. transit., to blow,

blow or puff lip, LXX., and N.T., ,,=^ 2., as pass.,{) :

—

to be excited by eating garlic, strictly

of fighting cocks, like. :

hence in Ar. Ach. 526, the Megarians
are said to be^-,—not without a hit at the quan-
tity of garlic grown in their country.^.,,{,)
Puff-cheek, name of a frog in Batr.

tl7, 56, etc., ,=^,
Theocr. Epigr. 11,1.,, , () strictly,

a bladder, bubble; hence,— 1. the hol-

low stalk of garlic, Hipp., or (acc. to

Erot.) the outermost ski7i or coal of a

clove of garlic, v. I^oes. Oecon.—2.

particidar kind of garlic., ov, {, ) :

—

produ-
cing or sustaining life, life-giving, ,
ala, II. 21, 63, Od. 11, 301, Orac. ap.

Hdt. 1, 67 ; and so, prob., we should
read ' in Aesch. Supp.
585, like,.^, oi',=ibreg.,Wem.Tryph.
77., dcp., to speak like a
natural philosopher.'7, , , a kind of bread,

Lacon. word in Ath. 139,A, where it

is written proparuxyt.., , , () :
—natural,

produced or caused by nature, inborn,

native, opp. to, Xen. Mem.
3, 9, 1 ; opp. to (conven-
tional), Arist. Eth. N. 5, 7, 1 : -, Polyb. 6, 4, 7.— II. according to the laws or order of
external nature, natural, physical, as
opp. to moral, metaphysical, etc. : for

the Greeks divided philosophy into

three branches, 70, ,
TO,— a division most rigidly

carried out by the Stoics, cf. Sext.
Emp. p. 69, Wyttenb. Plut. 97 A :—
hence, oi, a name given to

the first (Ionic and Eleatic) philoso-

phers, who were wholly occupied in

speculating on the origin and exist-

ence of things, not regarding the
moral nature of man.—III. later,

magical, sympathetic, e. g. :

oi, sorcerers who pretended to

special knowledge of nature and her
powers., ov, () able to produce
or grow,,, Theophr., , , rarer form for. Lob. Phryn. 383., , ,^--, Donat. Ter. Hec. 1, 1, 18., , f. -7/,{-) to jud^e of a man by his fea-

tures, know or detect hiin thereby, Dem.
799, 21 : generally, to judge of the na-
ture of any thing by outward signs,

Arist. An. Pri. 2, 27, 8, sq., , ,{-) the science or art of judging of a
man by his outward look, esp. by his

features, physiognomy (or, as it should
be, physiognomony), Arist. Physiogn.
2,2., , , skilled or
versed in, apt at phy-
siognomy .• Tu ., the name of a treatise

that passes under the name of Aris-
totle. Adv. -.

, , ,=-., , gen., {-,) :—strictly, judging of
nature : USU., judging of a man's char-
acter by his outward look, esp. by his

features, Arist. Physiogn. 1,4; 2, 3,
etc., , f. -, (7.-) to inquire into nature, esp. to in-

quire into the nature and origin of tilings,

and discourse thereon, C. acc. et inf.,

Arist. de Anima 1, 3, 13.—2. to explain
from natural principles, , Plul. 2, 894
F. Hence,, , an inquiry
into yiature, Epicur. ap. Diog. L. lU,

87.?, verb. adj. from -, one must inquire into nature,
Diog. L. 10, 86., , , an inquiring into

nature, esp. into the nature and origin

of things, physiology. Pint. 2, 420 B,
etc. : from, ov, {,) in-

quiring into nature, esp. inquiring into

the nature and origin of things, and dis-

coursing thereon ; a natural philosopher,

physiologer, Arist. Metaph. 1, 5, 11,
de Anima 3, 2, 9., , {, -) to

make into nature, Clem. 1.^, ov, , Phy.sius, son of Ly-
caon in Arcadia, ApoUod. 3, 8, 1., , f. -,{) to dis-

pose one naturally to do a thing, c. inf.,

Simplic. :—part, pf pass,-, made or become natural, Arist.

Categ. 8, 3.—-.=;), to puff up,
make proud, N. T., Ep. part, from,
q. v., II., and (in Alt. poets) ,
, {) :

—the nature, i. e. the essence,

inborn quality, property or constitution

of a person or thing, ,
Od. 10, 303, (the only place where
Horn, uses it)

; . ,
Hdt. 2, 5 :

—

., the nature, na-
tural power of numbers, like Lat. vis.

Plat. Phileb. 25 .—2. later esp. of
the mind, one's nature, one's natural in-

born powers, parts, temper, disposition,

etc., esp. in plur.. Soph. O. T. 674;
cf. Valck. Diatr. p. 76 B, Stallb. Plat.

Rep. 375 D.—3. also, the outwardform,
shape, like ?'/, opp. to, Pind. N.
6, 5 ; so, ' ?. .,
Aesch. Supp. 490; ci". Soph. . .
335, Ar. Vesp. 1071 : generally, look,

appearance, Ar. Nub. 503.—4. a natu-
ral order or constitution, or., by nature, naturally, esp. as
opp. to or (by cus-
tom, conventionally), cf Boekh Pind.
Fr. 151, Stallb. Plat. Gorg. 482 E,
Prot. 337 C ; , Dem.
774, 7 ; so, ), Id. Rep.
381 A ; , to be
so made by nature, Hdt. 2, 38 ;, Ar. Vesp.
1458 :

—

is also freq. used as
adv., e. g. , Aesch. Pr.

489, cf. Pers. 440 ;, Xen. Mem. 3, 9, 3 ;, \). in Soph.
Tr. 1062, v. Herin. ad 1. c. (1051) :—, a natural

death ; , ,?, etc., natural (i. e. one's own)
father, son, brother, Polyb. 3, 9, 6;

12, 3 ; 11, 2, 2:—opp. to ,
contrary to nature, against her order.

Plat. Phileb. 32 A :—so,, a traitor by nature, Aeschin.

50, 20 :

—

, c. inf., like



., e. g. exec

;

how is it natural or possible for h'lm.. ?

Hdt. 2, 45 ; so, , it is

contrary to nature, not natural, Stallb.

Plat. Rep. 473 A.— 5. a kind, sort,-
jiiorijQ, Soph. Phil. 165.

—

II. nature as a productive and generative

power ; hence, origin, birth,, by

birth, Soph. O. C. 1295 ; so too,.
Id. El. 325.

—

III. a creature,—esp. col-

lectively, as ^., mankind. Soph.

Fr. 515, of. O. T. 869 ;
-" ., the creatures of the sea. Id. Ant.

346 ; .
Plat. Rep. 359 C, etc.; -,
woman-kind, Xen. Lac. 3, 4 : so Lu-
cret. has natura animantum, divom :

—
hence is oft. used as little more
than a periphr., esp. in Plat., as,

-, for , Phaedr. 251

; cf. Stallb. Phaed. 87 , Symp.
191 A, Ast Lex. Plat, sub voc. lin.( is formed from >, like natu-

ra from nascor, and ingenium Iroril geno,

gigno.) [C],, 6, , v.., , flatulent, Foes. Oec.

Hipp. s. V..,, , natural dispcsi-

tion or be7it., , ,{) a being

puifed up, pride, N. T.\, , i], Physca, a city of

Macedonia, Thuc. 2, 99., , , the stomach and large

intestine :
—a pudding stuffed therein, a

sausage or black-pudding, Lat. bottdus,

Ar. Eq. 364.

—

II. a blister or weal on

the hand.,, , dim. from :

a kind of bean, Diosc.]. , , Physcoa, fern. pr.

n.. Pans. 5, 16, 6., 6,=^ .\, , , Physcns, a city on

the Carian coast, with a grove of

Latona.
ivo. ov, 6, Mt. Physcus, in

Lower Italy near Crotona, Theocr.

4, 23.

—

II. a river of Assyria, by the

city Opis, Xen. An. 2, 4, 25.

or, , Fat-paunch,

nickname of the fifth Ptolemy, Diog.

L. 1, 81 :—first given to Pittacus by

Alcaeus.3, , ,() aframe
or stand for bellows., ,(,) like a

bladder, bladder-shaped., dub. 1. for-,, ?., -, etc., bad forms for, aris-

ing from ignorance of the quantity.^, ov, 6, Physsias, masc.

pr. n., Polyb. 5, 94, 6.,, or,, (sc.),
, Alt. name for a kind of iar/ey-ca^f

,

the dough of which was only lightly

mixed, not kneaded firmly, Chion.

Ptoch. 4 ; ., Ar. Vesp. 610.—
The other Greeks called it ;

and also seems to come from,, , () poet, for -
III, a progeny, race, A.esch. Pers.

926; but dub.',,,=., . (,) full of
wind, iL'indy : . Plat. Crat.

427 .— II. flatulent,, Ath., , to raise a plant., , , a planted place,

planting, esp. an orchard or vineyard,

as opp. to corn-land (upovpa), II. 6,

195; 12,314; 20,185.-11. that which

is planted, a plant, ., the

olive, Call. Lav. Pall. 26.—II. plant-

ing-time, i. e. the latter part of winter,

[ by nature, but in Ep., metri^, , , the Phytalidae,

i. e. descendants of hytalus, an Athe-

nian family, Plut. Thes. 12, 22., f. -', =, He-
sych., ov, v.., ov, also, ov,=sq.,,
Herm. Orph. H. 14, 9. [ 1. c, metri
grat.], ov, also a, ov, in Lye.
341 : () :

—producing, nourishing,

fostering, like Lat. almus, epith. of

gods, as of Neptune, Plut. 2, 158 E,
j

ubi V. Wyttenb. :—but also, .-, fatherly old men, or aged fathers,

Aesch. Ag. 327, yet cf. Reisig. Enarr.

Soph. O. C. 146 ; .. Soph. Fr.

957 ; ., the genial bed, mar-

riage bed, Eur. Rhes. 920; -.
Lye. 1. c.

—

II. natural; the difficult

passage in Soph. O. C. 150 should be

pointed thus (with Coray), e?
; woe for thy blind eyes

!

say, wast thou thus miserable by na-

ture, from thy birth ?( is

formed by metath. from the obsolete.)\, ov, , Phytalus, an Athe-

nian, who hospitably entertained Ce-
res, Pans. 1,37,2., , ,=^ III, dub.

in Galen., ov, TO, dim. from,
Ath. 210 C. [], , , () young
plant, nursling, Plut. 2, 411 D., , ,{) planting,

producing, Xen. Oec. 7, 20; 19, 1,

Plat. Theag. 121 C—. the growth

of a plant, Theophr., Aeol. and Ep. for -, 3 pi. aor. 1 pass, from -.,, , () that

which is planted, a plant, Pind. O. 3,

32, Soph. O. C. 698, Plat. Legg. 761

B. [], ov, () fit for
planting orfor rearing trees, Diod.,,,=., ov, , ()
plant grown as a sucker, or in a nursery,

Lat. planta, stolo, viviradix, Xen. Oec.

19, 13, Dem. 1251, 23.— II. a nursery

or plantation, Foes. Oec. Hipp., ov, 6,() a planter., ,, belonging toplant-, , , verb, adj., planted,

produced, Plat. Rep. 510 A ; from, ():— plant trees,

etc.,''^ Od. 9, 108
; .,

18, 359 ;, Hdt. 2, 138 ; -, . to those of

spontaneous growth, Dem. 1275, 9.

—

2. metaph., to beget, engender, Hes.

Op. 810, Sc. 29 ; so too in Hdt. 4,

145, and Trag. ; , the

father. Soph. Phil. 904, etc. ; -, the parents. Id. O.T. 1007:

—in pass., to be begotten, to spring

from parents,, or ,
Pind. P. 4, 256. . 5, 13.— 3. general-

ly, to produce, bring about, cause, usu.

of evils, as ,,,. oft. in Od. ; in 11. oidy
once, viz. ., 15, 134 ; but also

of goods, .,,, etc.,

Pind.^ P. 9, 194, L 6 (5), 16;. Soph. . . 873,

etc. :

—

, Pind. . 8,

28.—II. more rarely to plant ground
with trees, . , Thuc. 1, 2; .

, Isae. 77, 34 ;

tabsol.}, Tyrtae. 3, 3
Bgk. -f:—hence in pass., -, opp. to ^, Hdt. 4, 127, Xen.
Hell. 3, 2, 10, Dem. 491, 27 :—also
fut. mid. in pass, sense, to be planted
with, 1), Pind.
P. 4, 26.—Cf., sub fin., , to take care ofplants,
to garden, Opp. C. 1, 122 ; and, , , the care of plants,

gardening, Opp. H. 1, 309: from, ov, (', )

raising or rearing j-daiits, trees, etc. :, a gardener, vine-dresser,

Nonn. ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 053, sq.\, , ,=, Thuc. 3,

106., , ,() coming with

plants or vegetables : -, the principle

of mere vegetable life, Arist. Elh. N.I,
13, 18., ov, () generative, epith.

of gods, like^-^•,-, 'HXtof,, Hesych., etc. []?, , , poet, for, or

rather : a stock, generation, race,

Pind. 0. 9, 81, P. 9, 59, Anth., etc., adv., =, like

plants, Zeno ap. Diog. L. 7, 86.,. poet, for,
Dion. P. 997, Anth., -, -, = the
older poet,•.,,,() .

—that which has

grown, a plant, tree, esp. garden plant

or tree, , U. 14, 123
;-, 18, 57, 438 (cf.) ;

so in Hes., Pind., and Trag. :—also,

like, a growth on the body, tu-

mour, Archil. 80. — II. generally,

creature, mostly in Att. poets, as

Aesch. Supp. 281, Eur. Med. 231,

Valck. Hipp. 630; also in Plat., cf.

Stallb. Theag. 121 B:— then, like, ot men, a descendant, pupil,

child, Eur. Heracl. 281 ; -, Theocr. 28, 7 ; ,
i. e. man, Anth. P. 10, 45. Hence, as pass., to grow into a
plant., , , adj. verb, from,
grown, growing

:

—of a wooden statue,

shaped by nature, without art, Pind.

P. 5, 55., , , gardening, Anth.
Plan. 202 : from, ov, (,)
digging round plants : ., a delver,

market-gardener, Theocr. 24, 136 : cf.

Anth. P. 6, 102. [], , , a planting, esp.

of trees and vines, Manetho : from, ov, (,)
planting trees and vines

:

—metaph., be-

getting ; 6 ; a father, Soph. Tr.
358., , rear plants, Stob.

:

and, , , a rearing of
plants or trees, gardening, Geop. :

from)0•, ov, (, )

rearing plants or trees, Ap. Rh. 3, 1-103., ov, , a nursery-gar-

den, Diod. 2, 10; vulg.., ,() to culti-

vate plants, Luc. Bis Ace. 1. Hence,, , the care of

plants, planting., , , the cultivation of
plants, gardening, Theophr. : and, , , skilled in gar-

dening: - (sc.),^,
gardening: from,,(,) work

ing at plants or trees ; a gardener, vine-
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dresser, Anth. Plan. 255.—II. metaph.,
begetting, generating, ., Aesch.
Supp. 592, Soph. O. T. 1482 : so,

., a father,/ -, Eur. I. A. 949, cf. Tro. 481 :—
also, -, the first natural author, of a

thing. Plat. Kep. 597 D. Poet, -, ., , hearing plants., ,,=', Hesych.&, , like plant or plants.

Adv. -^.,, , place planted, esp.

vineyard., , (, )

named from a plant or tree, Anth. P.

14, 34., , , a begetter, father,

Hesych. : [i] Hence, , , and,, , nursery, Geop., fut. : aor. 1-—
Pass, and miil. : f.,
later :—this is followed in

signf. by the intr. tenses ; viz., aor.

2 fas if from *), inf,
part, , , , later,, ; and pf., piqpf.. Horn, uses all three trans.

tenses, but these are on the whole
much rarer than the others : he has
the 3 pi. pf for,
and part,, (Od. 5, 477),

(II. 14, 288) for,
-Kvta, etc. : his pIqpf. is always re-

dupl. without augm. : Hes. has an
irreg. form, something be-

tween the plqpf. and impf.. Op. 148,

Sc. 76, Th. 152, C73 :—Parmen. ven-

tures an inf. for : the 3

plur. aor. 2 is usu. for,
in Ep., as Od. 5, 481 : and the opt.

aor. 2 (for) is now read

in Theocr. 15, 94 : Corinna has Aeol.

part. fern. aor. 2 (q. v.) for.
A. trans., in pres., fut., and aor. 1

act. :

—

to bring forth, produce, put forth,

{....{)7? , 11. 6,

148 ; (V -, 14, 347 ; cf. 1, 235, Od.

7, 119, etc. ; so, , to make
hair grow, Od. 10, 393; so,, to put out a beard, Hdt. 8, 104,

cf. Aesch. Theb. 535 ;, -
; to have or get them, Hdt. 2,

68; 4, 29 ; so in Alt., ., Ar.. 106, Plat. Phaedr. 251 C, (cf.) ; hence the joke in, Ar. Ran. 418, (cf.) :

—but also of a country, ,
Hdt. 9, 122 ; yi]. Plat. Rep.
621 A :—then, of men, to beget, engen-

der, generate, Lat. procreare, ,
the begetter, father (opp. to , the

son, v. infra B), Soph. O. T. 1019;

and of both parents,

' ', lb. 436 ; . .
Plat. Polit. 274 A -,— is some-
times used of the mother, to bear, bring

forth (as, reversely,, of the

lather), Pors. Phoen. 34.—2. metaph.,, to get understanduig,

Soph. O. C. 804, El. 1463
;
(but also,. Id.

Ant. 683) ; . Soph. Fr.

118: . to get glory, or to

gain reputation, Schweigh. Hdt. 5.

91 ; . Soph. Ant.

647.

. pass., with the intr. tenses of

act., viz., aor. 2, pf. and plqpf ;

—

to

grow, wax, spring up or forth, arise,

come into being, esp. of the vegetable

world, 7., Od. 23,

190 ; , 7,

128 ;
y' , 9, 109

;
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of. H. 21, 352, etc.

;, Hdt. 8, 138 ; ,
trees growing there, Xen. Cyr. 4, 3,

5 ; cf Hdt. 2, 156 ;—so also,,
from his head grew horns six palms
long, 11. 4, 109 :—in this sense the

aor. 2 is rare, but freq. metaph. in the
phrase, ' (. sub) ; so, , Od. 10,

397 ; etc.—2. also of men, to be begot-

ten or born, ]
7/(' (where the pres. act. is

used like ), II. 6, 149; most
freq. in aor. 2 and pf., -/, Aesch. Pr. 27 ; uv-,
Id. Ag. 1342; , not to

have been born were best. Soph. O. C.
1225 :

—

, , to be

born or descended from any One, Aesch.
Theb. 1031, Soph. O. C. 1379, etc.

;

SO, . or , Pirid. Fr. 33,

Soph. Ant. 562, Eur. Heracl. 325 :—
hence,—II. the pf , and (sometimes)
the aor. 2, takes a pres. signf, to be

so and so by nature, be formed SO and
so, ,, etc.. Soph.
Phil. 558, 1244, etc. ; .
Id. Ant. 79 ;

', born for

virtue, i. e. brave and good by nature.
Find. O. 10 (11), 24; cf Aesch. Ag.
1331, Plat. Gorg. 479 D, etc. ;', ,,
Dem. 982, fin. : simply, to be so and
so, 7, Aesch. Pr. 969

;

and very freq. in Att. : —, mere natural products, Lys.
193, 21 ; , man as

he is, Xen. Cyr. 1,1,3; etc.—2. -
or. c. inf., is mostly con-

fined to Att. Greek, to be formed by

nature, be by nature disposed to do so

and so, .
Find. Fr. 249 ; y',
Aesch. Pr. 335 ;. Soph. Phil.

88, Thuc. 2, 64 ; 3, 39, Xen. Cyr. 5,

1, 10 ; etc. :—also pleon., -, Soph. Phil. 80, cf. Lob. Paral.

524, Meineke Philem. p. 394 :—so

too, , to be by na-

ture prone to tears, Eur. Med. 928;
?., Arist.

Rhet. 1, , 11 :—impers., -, it is wont to happen, Schaf.

Jul. p. ix.—3. c. dat., to fall to one by
nature, be one's natural lot,. Soph. . 860 ;, Id. Tr.
450 ; cf Valck. Phoen. 923.

(With compare the Sanscr.
bhu, and Pers. bu, esse ; old Lat. *fuo,

whence fui, fuerim, fuero, the fuas,

fuat of Plautus, and fio, then also

fetus, foetus, foejuis, foenum, perh. too
(undo and, fero, etc.) [Gener-
ally, V before a vowel, i. e. in pres.,

impf., and Ep. forms of pf ,,, etc. ; and before a conso-

nant, i. e. in all the remaining tenses.

But late poets, like ?iic. Al. 14, Dion.
P. 941, 1013, use also in pres. and
impf ; sometimes even in thesis, as
Nic. Al. 506, Dion. P. 1031. So in

the compds.], shortd. for, dat. from,
Eur! ap. E. M. p. 803 ; cf. Valck.
Diatr. p. 140 B.,,, avesselfor roasting.) ri'Ui and vv.=zsq.

and', f.- and -;—to roast, toast, parch, Epich. p. 100
(in imperat.) ; -, Pherecr. Coriann. 2, with
v. 1.., v. Meinek. ad 1. ; cf.

,

.

, 7), dub. form of., , , contr. ,,
but only found in plur.,,
and (in Arist. Probl. 38, 7) :() :

— blister or ireal on the skin,

caused by a biiri), a bum, blister, Ar.
Plut. 535, Fr. 124, v. Foes. Oec. Hipp., , , dim. from,
a small seal. Lob. Phryn. 74. [a], , . Ion.. Hdt.
fl, 80, etc., Phocaeaj, a city ton the
Ionian coast of Asia Minor, north of

the Hermust, H. Honi. Ap. 35 : hence,.^. 1, 163, etc. f, Att.-, fThuc. 1, I3t, and,
, fid. 4, 52|, a Phocaean : ?/-

or, cf. scb-
.—fern.., a Phocatan

woman, fXen. An. 1, 10, 2.^, , , of Phocaea, Pho-
caean, Strab., , also, , a por-

poise.,, ,='., , ,(, )) a
Phociari magistrate, Inscr.^,. ut, Phoceae, a fortress

of the Leontini in Sicily, Thnc. 5, 4."^, Ep. and Ion. , ,
a Phocian, inkab. of Phocis in Greece,
11. 2, 517., , , a seal, sea-calf, Od. 4,

404 sq., Ar. Vesp. 1035, etc.;, Hdt. 1,

202.f, , , Phocides, an Athe-
nian, Deni. 781, 17.^, ., ofPhocis, Phocian

;

esp. TO, the gathering-place

of the Phocians, Paus. 10, 5, 1., , , Phocis, a country
on the Corinthian gulf, W. of Boeo-
tia, tSoph. O. T. 733 1 : hence -, , , a Phocian, 11. (in Ep.
gen. pi.) :, , ,
Phocian.,, , a kind of pear, The-
ophr., Antipho {.) ap. Ath. G50
E.,, , an unknown bird.\,, , Phocion, a cele-

brated Athenian commander and
statesman, Dem. 567, 17; Plut. Phoc., ,=^.
ioc,, , Phocus, son of Aeacus

and the nymph Psammathe, Hes. Th.
1094 ; Find. ; etc. ;—from him ace. to

the legend was named, Paus.
10, 1.—2. son of Ornytion of Corinth,
leader of a colony to Phocis, Paus.
2, 29, .3.-3. father of Phocion in

Athens, Ael. V. H. 2, 16.—Others in
Plut. Sol. 14 ; etc.

ipro, ov, , Phocritns, masc.
pr. n., Anth. P. 13, 18., , a'l, some kind oifood,

Luc. Lexiph. 3, prob. from sq.,., verb. adj. from,
roasted, broiled, Nic. ap. Ath. 120 C.^^, ov poet, and Ion. eu,
6, Phocylides, a poet of Miletus, Phoc.
2, 1 ; 3, 1 ; etc.^, ov, , Phoccmriesus,

i. e. island of seals, in the Arabicus
sinus, Strab. p. 773 :—another. Id. p.
77C.,~(, Hesych.•,, .=^?., lurk-

ing in a hole, Anth. P. 9, 233, 251,
etc. : of the bear, lying torpid in its

den, Theocr. 1, 115; c\'./,.— II.

as subst., a sea-animal of the mollus-
cous kind, that v\ahes holes in stones,

lithodomus, Cuvier, Ath. 88 A.

?., , , also paroxyt.,
—, Arist. Mirab. 73., , , (-) life in a

hole or cave, esp. the winter-sleep of



wild beasts, such as bears and bad-
gers, Arist. H. A. 8, 13, 14.•, , poet, pecul. Ep. for-, JSic., dub. 1. for ?^, Nic.

Th. 394.

?., , , with poet, heterog.

plur. Tu :
—a den, lurking-hole,

esp. those of bears, in which they lie

torpid during winter, Pythag ap.

Plut. 2, 169 ; and N. T. ; cf. Wyt-
tenb. Plut. 1. c, v. sub ?:. --— 11. Ion. word for a school-

house, Hesych.7., , ,=, Ael.

. . 16, 15.

?.€. and Arist. . . 8, 15, 2
/., , f.-,() to lie in a

hole, den Or care, to lurk in a hole, of

serpents,?.', The-
ocr. 24, 83 : esp. of bears, to lie torpid

during the winter in a hole or den,

Arist. 1. c, etc. ; cf. /.., , {7.,) like

a hole or den, Plut. 2, 418 A.., ,{) one who
keeps in a hole: generally, one who
keeps in one place././, ov, , like

II, place of assembly.', , ,=^, Theophr.
'/., ov, , dim. from ?.,

a small hole or den, fox's hole, Paus. 4,

18, 7.,,,= II, Arist.

. . 9, 37, 15., Aeol. and Dor.,
Sappho, and Pind., but cf.

fin. [a], ov, , dim. from,
Clearch. Cith. 2, Anth. P. 5, 132. [a], , f. -,()
to practise one's voice, learn to sing or

declaim. Plat. Legg. 665 E, Dam. 328,
11 ; 421,21., ov,6,=., , ,{) prac-

tice in singing : skill in singing, Dem.
319, 9, Theophr., , , belonging to

singing, ., a pitch-pipe,

Plut. T. Gracch. 2 : from, , 6, {,)
practising the voice ; a singing-master,

declaiming-master, Quintil.,, f. -7;,[) to produce

a sound or tone, to sound, esp. ot men,
to speak loud or clearly, from Horn,
downwds. the commonest signf : he
usu. joins it with another verb of like

signf., ,-, ,
etc. ; c. ace. cognato, ,
making the voice sound, Od. 24, 535 ;

cf fl. 2, 182; 10,512; so,.,
call out or cry, Hdt. 2, 2 :—oft.

c. adj. neut., , to have

the loudest voice, Hdt. 4, 141 ; 7, 117 ;

; Pind. . 10, 142 ; ..
Soph. Phil. 574 ;, .,
Soph. . C. 490, Eur. I. . 687 :—
hence in pass., , Plat.

Soph. 262 C—2. to sing, Theocr. 16,

44 : of a musical instrument, to sound,

Eur. Or. 146.— 3. , the

vowels, like ., Eur. Palam.
2.

—

II. C. ace. pers., to speak to, accost,

address,, II. 15. 145, Od. 1, 122 :— to call by name, call, .
Soph. Aj. 7S, cf. Phil. 229 :—but also,

c. dat., to cry to,", ,
Id. . C. 1485.— III. ., c. inf.,

to command, -, Soph. Aj.

1048, ubi V. Schaf., /, ij, a sound, tone, properly

the sound of the voice, whether of men
or any animals with a laryn.x and
hings, (Arist. H. A. 4, 9 ; -

, etc., Id. de
Anima 2, 8, 14, cf. 18) :

— 1. usu. of
men, voice, Lat. vox, first in Horn.

;?!, Hdt. 2, 55 ; ., Jd. 4, 114: — esp.,

loud, clear voice, a cry, as of battle, II.

14, 400; 15, 686:

—

/,
like Virgil's rumpere vocem, Hdt. 1,

85 ; . ,, vocem edere,

Eur. H. F. 1295', Stallb. Plat. Rep.
475 A, Dem. 293, 12, etc. : ?),
aloud, Lys. 107, 38 :

—

^•, pro-
verb, of a blind man, Soph. O. C. 137 :

(cf).—2. also the voice or cry

of animals, as of swine, dogs, oxen,
asses, Od. 10. 239 ; 12, 86, 396, Hdt.
4, 129; of the nightmgale, Od. 19,
521.-—3. any arlicidate sound, as opp.
to inarticulate(0) : es^i., a vowel-

sound, as opp. to that of consonants,
Schaf. Dion. Comp. p. 155, Stallb.

Plat. Theaet. 203 B, Crat. 424 C—4.

rarely of inarticulate sounds,-
.. Soph. Fr. 522 ;,

Eur. Tro. 127. — II. the faculty of
speech, discourse, Lat. sermo,7, Soph. El. 548. — 2. language,

Lat. lingua, Hdt. 4, 114, 117, cf. Hdt.
2, 55. — 3. kind of language, dialect,, Aesch. Ag. 1051

;

, Id. Cho.
563 ; cf. Thuc. 6, 5, Stallb. Plat. Prot.

341 B. (Akin to,, v. sub
and .),, . Dor.

[], but this is alsousedin later prose,

as Plut., etc.. Lob. Phryn. 639 ; contr.

in plur., Pind. O. 2, 152 :

—

sounding, uttering a voice or speech.

Has. Th. 584 : endowed with speech,

vocal,', Pind. I. 4, 68 (3, 58); cf.

Sappho 24, Plat. Legg. 700 -.—hav-

ing a voice, speaking, ?. (i. e.), Pmd. . 2, 152:
—of a song, sounding, Id. O. 9, 2 :

—

tu
(with and without-

), vowels, opp. to (conso-
nants). Plat. Crat. 393 D, Soph. 253
A, etc.,, ,() a sound
made, voice. Soph. Aj. 16, Phil. 1295.—2. a thing spoken, word, speech, lb.

234, O. T. 324.,, ,() a sound-

<"§, speaking, calling., a, ov,^sq.•. .-, organs of speech., ?/, , () belonging

to, suited for sounding OT speaking ;^^, Plut. 2, 898 E.,, , dim. from^, a
small voice or smmd., , {,) to

dispute about words, Sext. Emp. p. 48.

Hence, , , a dispute about
words., ov, {,)
imitating the voice, Hephaest.', , gen., dat. pi.-
;— Lat. FUR, a thief Hdt. 2, 174.

— II. a kind of oee, prob. the robber-bee,

aiSereni ', Arist. . . 5,

22, 1 ; 9, 40, 20.—HI. ,
a harbour at Athens, esp. used by
smugglers, Dem. 932, 13. — Sophron
used asuperl., ?nost thievish,

ace. to Mus. Crit. 2, p. 351., . Ion., , , a theft,. Horn. Merc. 136, e conj. Her-
manni., , , v..,, , detection of theft.

and, ov, , the detector of a
thief or theft : from, , . [] : {,) :

—to trace, search after a thief or thejt,

search a house to discover a theft, Ar.
Nub. 499, Ran. 1363;. Plat. Legg. 954 A, sq. :—gene-
rally, to trace, delect, discover. Soph.
Fr. 732, Plat. Tim. 63 C :—pass., to

be caught, detected, discovered, Dem. 21,
3 ; , Polyb.
6, 56, 15: but mostly with part.,•/ TU -,
Dem. 1107, 4; .. Dem.
615, 19; ., Thuc. 8,

56 ; and so, [sc.]., Eur. Or. 740 ; also of things,, Xen.
Vect. 4, 21., , , Att. , ace. to
Hesj-ch.= epeta'a,, a thorough
search, search of a house, H. Horn. Merc.
385, as Wolf reads after Herm. : a de-
tection, discovery, Diog. L. 1 , 96., (gender uncertain, prob.
) :

—

a chest, trunk, coffer, esp. for
clothes and linen, II. 24, 228, Od. 15,
104. (Ace. to Erastosih. from,, a vessel for keeping them con-
cealed : Damm connects it with -,.),,^, dub., a, ov, poet, for,
stolen, Leon. Al. 42. [I], ov, TO, a theft, Luc. Her-
mot. 38., ov, () stolen.—II. me-
taph., secret, clandestine,,€.
27, 67; cf Anth. P. 5,219, 221., superl. from, q. v.'{, , i. e. harbour of
thieves, Strab. p. 395 : v. III.

^, , gen., pi., gen., poet, for, a man, very
freq. in Horn., and later poets also
a mortal, as opp. to a god, -, 11. 17, 98 ; so,), Aesch. Pr. 550,
etc. :—sometimes merely as a de-
scriptive periphr., man, i. e. a brave,

good man, much like,, ' ,', II. 4, 193, cf. 21, 545
;
'-

?., Od. 21, 26, cf Herm. Soph. .
45 :—generally, a person, Eur. Hel.
1094, cf. Jac. Anth. P. p. 110.—Poet,
word. (Probl. from ,, one
who has the gift of speech, like.), contr. for, q. v.

£•, , pi., contr. from,, {)=^,.
or , . coarse,

linen cloth, linen garment : esp. a sail,

sail-cloth, Aegypt. word in Lye.
or, ov, ,

dim. from foreg., a piece ofcoarse linen,

Luc. Lexiph. 2.,, , {,) :
—

that which gives light, an illuminator,? , Anth. :

—

-, the lights of heaven, stars, Anth. P.
15, 17, LXX.— II. metaph., an open-
ingfor light, door or window, as some
would even derive fenestra (quasi
faestra) from., , f. -. to bear or
bring light, Manetho : and, (sc. ),, , a festival at which there were
processions with torches, or, which was
sacred to one of the ,
Plut. 2, 1119: from, ov, {,) :

—

bear-

ing, bringing, or giving light. ,
Eur. Ion 1157 :—as subst.-
(sc.), the light-bringer, Lat. Lu-
cifer, i. e. the morning-star, Tim. Locr.
96 ; ii., Ar. Ran. 342 ; cf,.—II. torch-bear-

ing, epith. of certain deities, esp. oi
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Hecate, Eur. Hel. 569, Ar. Thesm.
858

; . (sc.), Eur. I. T.
21

; , Ar. Lys. 443.— 111., of the Cyclops' eye,

Eur. Cycl. till.,, v.,., , () to

guide with a light, show the way,, to piety, LXX., , , a guiding with a

light, illumination, Eccl. : and, , ov,fit for guiding

with a light, or illuminating, Eccl. :, , {,) guiding

with a light, enlightening, illuminating,

Eccl. :

—

. (sc. ), an opening

for light, a window, Luc. Syrnp. 20, etc.,, , brightness of light

:

from
)7/^, , {,) beaming

with light., oi',= foreg., dub., , , {,) akin-

dling of lights, like the modern Greek
taper-festival : strictly to be written-', ,{) like light

:

from,,,{) shining, bright,

'/, Xen. Mem. 3, 10, 1 ; 4, 3, 4.—
. metaph., clear, distinct, opp. to, /., Plut. 2, 9 .', , f. -, {, -
?,) to throw light on a thing,Clem.
Alex., , , dim. from-, Posidon. ap. Ath. 176 C, Ael.

N. A. 6,31.'/, ov, o, a fifer.,,}, offife, Plut.

2, 961 E.
: f. - Att. - () :

—

intr., to shine, give tight, beam, -, The-
ophr.—2. of glass, to transmit light,

Arist. (An. Post. 1, 31, 4. ?)—II.

transit., to enlighten, light up : hence,

to bring to light, make knoivn, publish,

Polyb. 23, 3, 10 ;
-. Id. 30, 8, 1.—2.

metaph., to enlighten, instruct, teach,

LXX., and N. T. : and, in pass., to be

enlightened, instructed.—3. in Eccl.,

to baptize.\, ov, 0, Photius, a Chaonian,
Thuc. 2, 80.,, ,() an en-

lightening.—2. in Eccl. baptism., ov, b, () a?i en-

lightening : hence in Kcc\. baptism.—
11. that which enlightens, light, LXX., ov, , () a

place of enlightening:—in Eccl.,=., ,, enlightening. Adv.

-., , f. •7/, to throw

light, emit rays. Hence, , , a pouring,

burst of light./, , , a throwing of
light : also light thrown, a beam, ray., , , the production of
light, Eccl., , , a giving of light,

enlightening: from, , , (,)
giver of light, like :—lem.,, Eccl., , like light, luminous., , blazing with light,

hiscr., , to make light, Eccl.

:

from,, (,) making
light, enlightening, Iambi.

1040

, , , appearance of
light, illumination, [a], , to bring light, like, Eccl. : from, ov, {,) bring-

ing light, like, Eccl.,, >/,(,) aflood

or burst of light, Eccl., , , {,)
naming or being named from light,

Eccl., part. aor. pass, from.
X

X, ,,, indecl., twenty-second
letter of the Gr. alphabet :—as nu-
meral, ;i;'=600, but ,;V=600'000: also,

in Inscr., X as first letter /uoi,

1000.—FurtherxwasusedbyGramm.
and Critics to mark a passage or book
as spurious, Menag. Diog. L. 3, 65,

66, cf., : but with
points on each side(),
.., It was used to mark fine passages,
and in this case stood for,/.—since passages so marked
might make up a,—
though for this purpose the mark

y^i was also used. This last also

stood for. Bast. Comm. Pa-
lacogr. p. 849 ; and later was the usu.

monogram for.—In the old
alphabet stood for H-
Changes of, esp. in the dialects :

I. Dor. for , as for,
Pind. ; v. Koen Greg. p. 218.—II. Ion.

very freq. into , as, (? for •, Koen Greg,

p. 399: though this change occurs
also in Dor., and older Att.—III. put
belore to make a new form, as

for, laena lana,

for 'kapor, for.
—IV. sometimes interchanged with

, as , , etc.

—

V. sometimes=the Lat. g, as-, galbanum.

By reason of the strong guttural

breathing with which was pro-

nounced, it sometimes, though sel-

dom, acted as a double conson., so as

to make a short syllable before it

long by position, e. g. in po(q.y.),
in, , v. sub, and
cf. .
iXaa, , , Chaa, an ancient city

of Tnphylian Elis, Strab. p. 348.^, , , Chaalla, a town
of Arabia, Strab. p. 782., , , Chabaca, a for-

tress in Sidene, Strab. p. 548.^, . , Chabes, an Athe-
nian, of the deme Phlya, Ar. Vesp.
234.^^, , ol, the Chablasii,

a people of Arabia, Dion. P. 956., b, in Hesych.=«/ii)of :

cf.., ,—, Schol. Ar. Eq.
1147.', ov, 6, Chnbrias, an Athe-
nian commander, Xen. Hell. 5, 1, 10

;

etc.—2. an Athenian, conqueror in

the Pythian games, Dem. 1356, 4.

—

Others in Diod. S ; etc.

I
^, ov, b, Ion.= foreg., an

i
earlv king of Aegypt, Diod. S. 1, 64.

I , f/, village of Cha-
I
brias, in the Delta of the Nile, Strab.

p. 803.^, b, Chahriac castra,
' a fortified place in Lower Aegypt,

1
Strab. p. TOO.

XAIN, Ep. for, 3 aor. 2 of, 11. 11, 462., Ep. for, inf. aor. 2
o(, II. 14, 34.\, a, ov, of Chadesia, Cha-
desian ;— appell. of the Amazons, Ap.
Rh. 2, 1000 :—from or Xa-, , Chadesia, a city of Poulus,
in the Plain of Themiscyra.^, ?/f, , Chazene, a district

of Mesopotamia, Arr. ; ace. to Strab.

p. 736 in Assyria around Ninns., f., Ep. also me-
tri grat. : aor. 1,
dep. mid. : besides these tenses, we
have (in II. 4, 497 ; 15, 574) pi.-

for, 3 plur. from a
redupl. aor. 2 ?.—\\6 pies,

act. is very rare, v. infr.— Radic.
signt. : to give way, give ground, draw
or shrink back, recoil, retire, very freq.

in II., never in Od. ; also, -, II. 3, 32; 11, 585, etc. ;, 11. 5, 702 ; 18, 160.—2. like

the equiv., C. gen., to draw back

or retire from,, 11. 12, 172 ; •, II. 11, 504
;, II. 15, 426,

etc. ; more rarely with a prep., ., II. 16, 122; ', II.

13, 153 : contrariwise, -, olt. in II.—3. ov-, in Eur. Or. 1116, Ale. 326, should
be written , I fear not, v.

F^lmsl. Heracl. I. c, and cf. Aesch.
Eum. 389.—The word is poetic, and
mainly Epic : however the compd.

is found in Xen. Cyr. 7,

I, 34, An. 4, 7, 10, in Homeric signf.

—The act. is prob. only found
in compd. ^^,' in Pind. N. 10,

129 (ace. to Wakefield's conj.) in

signf to drive back ; and once in Xen.
An. 4, 1, 16 in signf of mid.—The
aor.,, and fut. -, to rob, bereave, which are

sometimes wrongly referred to-, belong to /.—( is

lengthd. from the root -, XA-,
which latter appears in,-,-, Lat. hi-o, hisco ; and the for-

mer in : v. sub ), [
always in fut. and aor. : when there-

fore it is required long in Ep., the a
is doubled, as,,

in 11.], fut., besides
which Butlm. Lexil., s. v. 4,

assumes a fut., and would
read in H. Horn. Veil. 252 :

aor., Hdt. 2, 68 : pf/,
and also, ace. to Ap..,.
—Hom. has only aor. opt. and part... part, pf :

and, generally, the pres. is only
used by late authors, those of the best

ages using in its stead the pf,
or the form.

Radic. signf : to yawn, gape, open
wide, ,
then may earth yawn for me (i. e. to

swallow' me;, li. 4, 182; 8, 150. cf.

17, 417 : esp., to open the mouth,
uvu ^ -, II. 16, 350. cf 409; of a lion,, 20, 168 :

—

'/, gulping down sea-water, ami
so, being drovi'ned, Od. 12, 350; cf.

infr. :—of a wound. Soph. Fr. 449.

—

II. in comic poets, etc., esp. to gap*
or yawn, whether from weariness,

ennui, etc., Ar. Ach. 30; or in eager
expectation, lb. 10; so,. Solon 5,

36 :—so, , to look gaping

up. Id. i\ub. 173. Av. 51, cf PlaL
Rep. 529 ; hence, oi,
gapers, fools. Ar. Ran. 990; cf. Eq.

261, 380, Vesp. 6i7, v. sub )L



XAIP-—2. . , to gape, i. e. look

greedily after, to gape at a thing, Ar.

Nub. 996 ; more rarely : also

, Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 847 : so too,

. , to gape in wonder or ad-

miration at a person, like Lat. inhiare

alicui, Anacr. 15, Ar. Eq. 651, 803.

—

III. more rarely, to open the mouth, to

speak, to utter, like Lat. hiscere, c. ace,() , to

speak foul words against any one, be
open-mouthed in abusing him. Soph.
Aj. 1227, ubi v. Lob. : '-
c IV ; Ar. Vesp. 342;, Callim. . 24. {
belongs to the root -,, our
yawn : and with, cf. Lat. hisco,

hio :—akin also to, etc., v. sub.)", , ov, genuine, true, good,

Lacon. word in Ar. Lys. 91 ; compar., lb. 1157;—with a play on,, said of loose women :

we also find the forms,
and , but mostly only in

Gramm. ; v. Lob. Phryn. 404. [uj, 6, a shephcrd'.f staff, A p. Rh.
4, 972: the col lat. forms and

only in Hesych., ov, a, Chaereas, an Ath-
enian naval commander, Thuc. 8, 74,

86.—2. another is mentioned in Ar.

Vesp. 687.-3. a historian, Polyb. 3,

20, 5.—Others in Paus. ; etc.^/, ov, , Chaeredemus,
father of Patroclus. step-brother of
Socrates. Plat. Euthyd. 297.-2. an-

other Athenian, Andoc. 8, 7.— Others
in Dem. ; Plut. ; etc., , =,
Philo., , , =-, . 1. Arist. . Mor. 1, 28, 1., ,^.'\,, , Chaerecrates,

an Athenian, brother of Chaerephon,
friend of Socrates, Xen. Mem. 1, 2,

48 ; Plat.^, , b, Chaerelaus, one
of the thirty tyrants in Athens, Xen.
Hell. 2, 3, 2.', £p. and Ion. 3 sing,

impf. from, Horn., , , Chaerestrate,

an Athenian female, Dem.
iXappao, ov, 6, Chaerestra-

tus, an Athenian, Isae. 56, 5.— 2. a
potter at Athens, Phryn.. 1.

—Others in Anth. ; etc., fut. - Att. - :
—

strictly, to say : generally, to

greet, welcome, , LXX. : — esp.,

like Lat. salutare, to visit or wait on a
person of rank,, Diog. L., ov, . Chaeretimiis,an

Athenian, of ill repute, Dem. 1266, 20., ov, ,() a

greeting, visit, esp. to a person of rank,

the Lat. salutatio, Polyb. 32, 15, 8.^. ovr, 6, Chaerephanes,

an Athenian arehon, Dion. H. 10,53.
—Others in Ath. 14 ; etc.^?., ov, , Chaerephilus,

an Athenian, Dinarch. 95,34.—Others
in Ale.xis ; etc.0), ov. TO,cAfrfi7, which,
like Germ. Kerbel, French cerfeuil. is

formed from the Gr. word : — Colu-
mella, 10. 110, makes it chaerophylon,

metri grat. ; and Plin., 19, 54, Latini-

zes it into caerifolium.\, ', , Chaerephon,

an Athenian, a friend of Socrates,

Ar. Nub. 104; Plat. Apol. 21, etc.—
Others in Ath. ; etc.,, ,() joy , de-

light, comic word in Ar. Ach. 4, form-

ed after.

XAIP, ov, . Chaeremo-
7nanus, masc. pr. n., Plut. 2, 611.

iXaipT/,, , Chaeremon, a

tragic poet, Arist. Poet. 1, 9.—2. a
Sicyonian, Paus. 6, 3, 1.—3. an Ae-
gyptian historian, Joseph.—Others in

Anth. ; etc.,

Xaipijv, Dor. for, Theocr., , , Chaeresilaus,

son of lasius, Paus. 9, 20, 1., to delight m murder,

Nicet. ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 770./, ov, b, Chaeretades,

masc.pr. n., an Athenian, Ar. Eccl.51.'\, ov, b, Chaeridas, an
ephor m Sparta, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 10.\, , b, comic dim.
from, a little Chaeris,, Ar. Ach. 866.^, ov, b, Chaerippus, an
Athenian, Menand. ap. Ath. 644 F:
cf..̂,, b, Chaeris, a wretch-
ed Hute-player in Athens, Ar. Ach.
16.—Others in Anth. ; etc., ?), joy, Hesych.2: ./ : aor. :

pf. with pres. signf., part., freq. in Hut., but the
usu. pt. is.—Of these Att.

tenses, Horn. oft. has the pres. and
impf., the fut. only 11. 20, 363 ; the
aor. several times in indic, in opt.

?!, I'• C> 481
;
part,, II.

10, 541 ; the pf. only in part,-, . Horn. 6, 10.—Besides these,

from an Ep. aor. mid. he
has 3 sing. //, II. 14, 270 (part., Leon. Tar. 65,Opp., etc.)

;

—and from a redupl. aor. 2-
the forms,,, U., and Od. : the Ep.

part. pf./,, II. 7, 312,
Hes. Fr. 49, plqpf., .
Cer. 458, and the Ep. redupl. fut. -

(also merely Ep.), II. 15,

98, and, Od. 23; 266.—
The pf. first occurs in post-

Hom. poets, and fut. be-

longs to later Greek : in Plut., Lu-
cull. 25, we have an aor. act.-, cf. Lob. «Phryn. 740.—The pres.

mid. is mentioned as a bar-

barism by Ar. Pac. 291. ubi v. Schol.
To rejoice, be glad, be delighted or

pleased, Horn., etc. : he oft. joins .) or , also . ,
11. 13, 609

; ., 11. 6, 481 : but,

is to rejoice inwardly, se-

cretly, Od.'8, 78 ; so, . , Od.
22, 411.—. c. dat. rei, to rejoice at,

he delighted with, take pleasure or delight

in a thing, II. 7, 312, Od. 2, 35, Hes.
Op. 356, and Att. ; in Att., also,-

; Soph. Fr. 665, Eur.
Bacch. 1032, Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 35;
rarely h , Aesch. Eum. 996,
Soph. Tr. 1119:—but also c. dat.

modi, . 7., to express one's joy
by laughter, Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 33.-2.
like, to delight in, like, love,

but always c. dat., e. g. of a plant,, Theophr.
. PI. 6, 5,2.—111. rarely c. ace,-

(ubi male
Heyn., , ),
11. 21, 347 ; so, '-, Eur. Rhes. 390, cf. Hipp 1339
(et ibi Valck.)

; /.(^,
Id. Sisyph. 1 ; so, uv -

; II. 9, 77 ;

(. sub) ; etc. :—this usage
(said in . . to be Oropian) was not
quite foreign even to prose, cf. Dem.
323, 7.— IV. c. part., ,
1 rejoice at having heard, am glad to

hear, II. 19, 185
;, Od. 14, 377, cf.

XAIP
Hes. Op. 55 ; ... ,
Pind. . 8, 81

; ,
(5' ; Eur. Ale

691 ; , Ar. Plut. 247;. Id. Eq. 1116:
freq. in Plat., etc.—2. with part, pres.,

sometimes takes the signf. of', to delight in doing, i. e. to be

wont to do, Valck. Hdt. 7, 230, Stallb.

Plat. Prot. 358 A : cf. .—3. so,

.., Pind. . 5, 85, etc. : .>.., Od. 8, 200.— V. in 2 pers.

fut., with negat., ov, thou
wilt or shall nut rejoice, i. e. thoii shalt

pay dearly for it, shalt repent it,

Tiv' , II. 20, 303,
V. Hdt. 1, 128 ; so, ov, Ar.
Eq. 235, etc. :— cf. intra VII. 2.—VL
the imperat. is a common form
of greeting, either at meeting, hail,

welcome, Lat. salve, 11. 9, 197, Od. 13,

229, and Att. ; or at parting, /are thee

well,farewell, Lat. vale, Od. 5, 205, and
Att., cf. Buckh E.xpl. Pind. P. 2, 57 :

so in pi. and dual,, :

—in Horn., oft., strengthd., ov'/A?., Od. 24, 402
;,,, good luck be on our

union, Od. 11, 248 :—hence later as a
form both at the beginning and end
of letters, cf. infra V'lll.—2. the no-
tion of parting or dismissing, which

thus got, appears more strongly
in the 3 pers. sing,, away
with.., down with.., expressing (like /3-) absolute renunciation or abomi-
nation, Hdt. 4, 96, Eur. Med. 1044 ;

so Terence has valeat for pereat, ahcat

in malam rem
;—C. infra VIII. 2.—VII.

part,, glad, joyful, delighted,

oft. in Hom., for which Hdt. usu. em-
ploys the part. pf..—2. in
Hdt. and \XX., is oft. joined
with another verb, in the sense of
safe, tvith impunity, Lat. i/npune,-, Hdt. 3, 69 ; 9, 106:
more freq., ov ., to one's cost, ov-, ov ., Hdt. 3, 29, Xen. An. 5,

6, 32 ; cf. Soph. O. T. 363, Ar. Acl).

563, etc. ; ,
Dem. 748, 5 ; also, ,
Ar. Vesp. 186 ;—cf supra V.—3., joy. Schiif. Dion. Comp. p.
205 ; cf..— VIII. inf,
in phrase ?. or ,
as a greeting, like, also-, having bid one, bid one welcome or fareiif.U,

Xen. Hell. 4, 1, 31 : but at the begin
ning of letters the inf usually stood
alone, as KCpof ,
Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 27, Lat. salvcre jnhet

:

hence also,—2. in bad sense, like-, or7^
or , to say farewell to a person or
thing, to renounce, set at nought, Hdt.
6, 63 ; 9, 41, Hipp. 113 : in same signf.

we have. -, Eur. Hipp. 1\3
;,, Ar. Nub. 609,

Xen. Hell. 4, 1, 31 ; -. Plat. Legg.771 . (Hence,,, and Lat. cams.
Arist. aerives ^(t/cap also from;^;.)
[a]},, b, Chaeron, son of

Apollo and Thero, after whom Chae-
ronea was named ace. to Paus. 9, 40,
5.—2. an Athenian polemarch, Xen.
Hell. 2, 4, 33.-3. a Megalopolitan,
Plut. Alex. 5, made by Alexander ty-

rant of Pellene in Achaia, Dem. 214,
20 : cf Ath. 509 B., ov, b, Chaerondas, an
Athenian arehon, Dem. 243, 10 ; with
v. 1., Id. 253, 12.

iXaJ,va,, , Chaeronea, a city
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of Boeotia on the Cephisus, in the
|

territory of Orchornenus, Thuc. 1,

113: Slrab. p. 407: ace. to Paus. 9,

40, 5 the Homeric Arne.

iXaipuviKog, ?/, ou, pecul. fem.,, of Chaeronea, Chaero-

nean : and'., , , an in-

hab. of Chaeronea.

Xa'iTij, , , long, loose, flowing
hair, ' (v.

sub), II. 23, 141 ;, Od. 10, 567 ; and in plur. of

a single person, -, 11.

14, 175, cf. 10, 15 ; so in Pind., and
Trag. ;—of a horse's mane,, II. 17, 439, cf. 19,

405 ; ,
11. 6, 509; 15, 26; and, later, of a

lion's mane, Lat. juba, Eur. Phoen.
1121 ; cf. Ar. Ran. 821 ; and so in

Arist., Part. An. 2, 14, 4, opp. to the

horse's.'— metaph. of trees, like

Lat. coma, leaves, foliage, Theocr. 6,

le, in plur.—Not used in prose, ex-

cept in the signf. of mane, Xen. Eq.

5, 5 and 7. (Prob.akin ;^;£-.) Hence.,, '. Dor.:—with long, flowing, hair, epith. of Apol-

lo, Pind. P. 9, 5 : also, with a long

mane, maned, of the horse, Ap. Rh.

;

of bears, shaggy, Opp. H. 5, 38 ; also

of plants, Nic. Th. 60. [],, fi',= foreg., susp.

tXai>of, on, 0, Chaetus, a son of

Aegyptus, ApoUod. 2, 1,5.,, , as if from-,= : the plume of a helmet,

Aeseh. Theb. 385.

tXaZu, . Dor. for ?]?^, , ,
Eur. Hec. 90., , ,() :—strictly,

that which is let loose;— hail, sleet, 11.

10, 6; 15, 170, etc.: a hail-shower,

hail-storm, in plur., Xen. Oec. 5, 18,

Plat. Symp. 188 ;—metaph., a7iy

shoiver, .. Soph. . C. 1503
;

a pelting storm, Ar. Ran. 852 : .-, Pind. I. 7 (6), 39, cf. Soph. O. T.
1279.— II. a pimple, esp. in the flesh

of swine, Ar. Probl. 34, 4, 2.-2. a

small tubercle, such as often grows on
the eyelid. Foes. Oec. Hipp.

—

111. a

knot or lump in ivory, Philostr. Vit.

Apoll. 2, 13. [] Hence7, a, ov, braving the hail,, Orph. Arg. 764.', ,() to hail, Luc.
Bis Ace. 2.

—

II. to have pimples or tuber-

cles, Ar. Eq. 381
; , Ar-

ist. . . 8, 21,5; cf. Foes. Oec. Hipp., , {, )
hurling abuse as thick as hail, Anth. P.

7, 405.., , , Dor. -,
(/.) like hail, thick as hail,

., mu/der thick as hail,QXfierce as a hail-

«iorni, Pind. I. 5 (4), 64 ;, Leon.

Al. 12 ;, Nonn. :—but,-
TTtor ., a scorpion u'hosc sling causes

an icy chill, Nic. Th. 13., oil, TO, dim. from-
(siijnf. 11). Foes. Oec. Hipp., , 6, fem. -, ,() like had, Geop../, , f. -, to strike

with hail, -Vnth. P. 5, 64 : from3?..,(,)
showering hail,, Plut. 2, 499 F.

—

11. proparo.x., ov, pass.,

stricken with had., , f. -,(,) to smite with hail, Theophr.
Hence?, . , a hail-storm,

Lat. calamitas, Theophr.,(.) as pass., to be

hailed upon.— II. in pass, also, to have

blotches in the flesh, Arist. H. A. 8, 21, 6,
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XAAA', , , (.,
/.) one who watches hail, so as to

avert it, Plut. 2, 700 E. [v], ,(,) like

hail.—II. of pigs, pimply, measly, Arist.

H. A. 8, 21, 4 ;—dolled,, lb. 7,

I, 19; cf. Foes. Oec. Hipp., , ,()
tuberculousness. Foes. Oec. Hipp., poet, for ^,, Hes. Sc. 308.,, ov, TO, Chalaeum, a port
of the Locri Ozolae on the Crissaeus
sinus : hence^, a, ov, of Chalaeum, Cha-
laean, Thuc. 3, 101., , , neut.- (-,) :

—

with loose, trailing feet,

hailing,', Nic. Th. 458 ; vv.

II.,.., ov, , and-, ov, , suds in which clothes have

heenwashed. dirty U'aier, Cratin. Incert.

1 17, as is now restored from the faulty

form in Hesych.,,^=., , Dor. for.
Soph.?., ,,() slackened,

loosened,', Thuc. 2, 76; ?.-, Xen. Eq. 10, 3 :— slack, loose,-//, Ar. Thesm. 263,,
Xen. Eq. 12, 1 ; r., a loose,

supple joint, Ar. Vesp. 1495
; .-, loose, languid, effeminate music.

Plat. Rep. 398 E. Adv. -, Polyb.

34, 3. 5. Hence,,, slackness, slack,

loose consistency or nature, Xen. Eq. 9,

9; 10, 13.,, ,() a letting

loose ; a slackening ; ., dislo-

cation, Diosc. :—also, the relaxing or

opening of the pores, Diosc.—2. a

erowing slack or loose, flagging, Plat.

Rep. 590 B. {].,, , () that

which is slackened : hence,— 1. a gap
in the line of battle, Polyb. 18, 13, 8.

—2. a dislocation.'/, ov, 6,=7, Diosc.

(sc.),, ropes

for letting down a trapdoor, opp. to iiva•/, App. Civ. 4, 78 : cf.-/., , ,() fit for
slackening or loosening.. ?/,, verb. adj. from-
., slackened, stack, loose.—2. able to

slacken:—as subst., to , a chain,

LXX.
iXu/., , , Chalastra, a city

of Macedonia, on the Axius, Strab. p.

330; in Hdt. 7, 123.., a, ov, of, from Cha-
lastra, fv. foreg.t : to
(sc. or), a mineral alkali,

found in a lake near that place, and
used by way of soap. Plat. Rep. 430 A
(ubi al.-),{. Plin. 31 ,40. ^ 3, 4., , to relax in tension., , f.- []. Dor. -.
—I. transit., to make slack or loose,

slacken, loosen, .,, to un-

string the bow, H. Horn. Ap. 6, Hymn.
27, 12 ; . , opp. to-. Plat. Phaed. 98 D.—2. to let

down, let sink, fall or droop,.
Pind. P. 1, 12 ; -, to unbend
the bow, Ar. Vesp. 655 : so Lat. vul•

tus solutus, Ruhnk. Rut. Lnp. p. 69.

—3. to lit loose, loose, release,', Aesch. Pr. 176; ,
lb. 256.—4. esp., ., to slack the
reins, esp. in metaph. signf., ;^... Plat. Prot. 338 A,
cf. Eur. Ino 21 : also, /.?/ or-

., to loose the bars or bolts, j. 'e.

open the door. Soph. Ant. 1187, cf.

Valck. Hipp. 808 ; so,/,, Aesch. Cho. 880 : .,
of a ship, Eur. Or. 706;.'
III. 2, 11. 2.— 5. to loosen or uttdo

things drawn tightly together, .'. Soph. . .
12C0; ., Eur. Cycl. 161; ., Xen. Eq. 6, 8.—6. me-
taph., to let go, give iip, . ,
Ar. Vesp. 727.— II. intr., to become
slack or loose, , Eur.
Bacch. 933 : hence, to gape open, stand
open, , Xen. Cyr. 7, 5,

29 :—metaph. c. gen., ., to re-

lax or leave off from a thing, to cease

from,, Aesch. Pr. 1057; -, Eur. Tel, 25 ; , Ar.

A v. 383 ; cf. Plat.Meno 86 E.—2. c. dat.,

. Tivi, to give way or yield to any one :

also, to be indulgent to any one, pardon
him, Aesch. Eum. 219, Eur, Hec. 403:
—absoL, like, to give in, yield,

Aesch. Pr. 58, 1057, Soph. O. C. 203 •'/ , Eur.

Ion 637 ; to grow weak, a'l, Plat. Rep. 329
C— 3. as medic, term,., the bowels are relaxed. Foe's.

Oec! Hipp.

—

111. in pass, just like the
intr. usage, to be loosened or slackened,

Aesch. Pr. 991 ; opp. to.
Plat. Phaed. 94 C :—in Medic, of the
bowels. Foes, ut supra. (Perh. from
the root XA-,.), , , l^at. gnlbannm, the
resinous juice of a Syrian umbellifer-

ous plant, Theophr. (The Hebrew
helbenah f),, , of ox belonging to, Nic. Th. 938.,, , of or from, takenfrom, made of it, Nic.
Al. 568.?., ov, h, Chalbes, a herald
of Busiris, ApoUod. 2, 5, 11.

^7^, , , Chaldaea, the
southwest part of Babylonia, Steph.
Byz, : cf. sq.

•., ov, b, a Chaldaean ; jo'i, inhab. of foreg., Hdt. 3,

153 :—originally, a nomadic people in

northern Assyria and the Armenian
mountains, Xen. Cyr. 3, 1,34.— Strab.

p. 739 places them in the south ot

Babylonia on the Persian gulf.

—

Xen., An. 4, 3, 5 ; 5, 5. 17, mentions
Chaldaeans also as a warlike people
on the borders of Armenia,— Later
the priests of the Babylonians were
so called, famed for their knowledge
of astronomy and astrology, and foi

the interpretation of dreams. Hdt. 1,

181 ; Air. An. 7, 17t.—II. an astrolo-

ger, caster of nativities, since the Chal-
daeans were much given to such pur-
suits, Cic. Divin. 1, 1 j cf. Juven. 6,

553 ; 10, 94.,, ,(,)
Lat. .^xivests, loose-robed, ungirl, epith.

of Bacchanalians, as Herm. reads for

in Aesch. Fr. 376 ; cf. Eur.
Bacch. 935., f. -,[) :

—

strictly, to be hard, sore, grievous, se-

vere, of violent storms, like Lat. in-

gravescere, II. 14, 399, Od. 5, 485 : usu,
metaph, of men, to deal severely, harsh-

ly, esp. from anger, to be harsh, ill-

tempered, bitterly angry, etc., Hom.,
and Att. ; ,
when one has been the first to use vi-

olence, II. 19, 183 : ., to vent one's

anger upon another,"
f)',

II. 16, 386 ; cf. Od. 5, 147, Hdt. 1, 189,

etc.; so,, Thuc. 2, 59: but,

. , to be angry at a thing, Od.



1, 415 ; 20, 323 : c. dat. pers. et rei,

. TLvl , to be angry

with him ^br his words, Xen. An. 5,

5, 24 ; also, /.,, lb.

7, 6, 32 -,—. .., lb. 1, 5, 11 : in

this signf. we have the aor. pass.7; in Xen. An. 4, 6, 2, Cyr.

3, 1, 38:—in mid.,

'/., Id. Cyr. 5, 2, 18.— II.

rarely trans., to make severe, i. e. to

make angri/, irritate, provoke, :

hence in pass., to he regarded with an-

ger, treated harshly, Plat. Rep. 337 A.

—2. to make a thing hard or difficult,

hinder it, .—Cf.., , poet, for,
Mimnerm. 10.', , , answers near-

ly to the Lat. difficUis, in various re-

lations ;— 1. in Horn. usu. in reference

to our feehngs, hard to bear, sore, se-

vere, grievous, as epith. of,
11. 14, 417 ;, 21, 335 :,
Od. 12, 286 ;, 23, 250 ;,,2, 193; 6, 169; /, 11. 8,

103 ; so in Atl., . ], Aesch. Theb.

228; cf. Soph. Tr. 1273, etc.; -, the severity of

the wind, Xen. An. 4, 5, 4 ; -, hardships, sufferings. Plat., and
Xen. ; ,

j

Find. Fr. 96.-2. hard to do or deal
'

with, At. Eq. 516, Thuc.etc. :— c. inf

,

., Pind. . 10, 135 :
'-.. Isocr.

69
; ;<;.. Plat. Rep. 330

C, etc. :—esp., () c. inf,

'tis hard, difficult to do, II. 21, 184, Od.

4, 651 ; so also, . or . •
. 'tis difficult for one to do.., Od.

11, 156; 20, 313.—3. dangerous, -, Thuc. 4, 24, cf Xen. An. 3,

2, 2.— 4. of approaches, roads, etc., ., a dfficult approach, Xen.

An. 5, 2, 3
; ., lb. 5, 6, 10 : ., a place difficult to take, lb. 4,

8, 2 ; but also of ground, rough, rug-

ged, steep, Thuc. 4, 9, 11.— II. of per-

sons, hard to deal with, ill-disposed,

hostile, angry, Horn., Hdt., etc. ; ,
towards one, Od. 17, 388 :

—

harsh,

cruel, severe, stern,, Od. 8, 575 ; so,' -, 11. 2, 245, etc.
; .-, ', 11. 3, 438, Od. 17, 189;

— so in Att., esp. of judges, Plat.

Criti. 107 D, Dem. 528, 10 ; so, . -. Plat. Apol. 39 C ;, Dem.
941, 3 ; see the character of Alcibia-

des in Andoc, 33, 43, sq.
; ., Arist. Pol. 7, 7, 7 ;

—

-, more bitter enemies, Thuc. 3,

40 :

—

mischievous, Thuc. 3, 42 :

—

dan-

gerous, troublesome, of neighbours.

Id. 3, 113:—c. inf, strict in..,-?. , Hdt. 1, 100.

—3. ill-tempered, angry, testy, ., Ar. Vesp. 942, cf Isocr.

389 D ; ., Xen. An. 5, 8, 24.

B. adv. -, hardly, with difficulty,

' , 11. 20,

186 : ., without much ado, like{, hue. 1,2: ., 'twas diffi-

cult, c. inf, II. 7, 424 ; so in Att., ., \, Thuc. 3, 53.—2. scarcely,

Lat. aegre. Hdt. 7, 103, Eur. Med. 121.

—3. painfully, miserably, ?.•
pov,-. Plat. Rep, 579 D.

—

II. of persons, severely, cruelly, Hdt. 2,

121, 4, Thuc. 3, 46.-2. angrily, bitter-

ly, Thuc. 5, 42, cf. Eur. Hipp. 203 :

.. , to be

angru with one, etc., Xen. An. 7, 5,

16, Plat. Rep. 500 : . ,
like Lat. aegre, graviter ferre. Plat.

Rep. 330 A, etc.—3. ., to be in

a bad way, Lat. male se habere, .»

. Plat. Symp. 176 A,
|

cf Theaet. 142 . Hence !77/,, , roughness, rug-

gedness,, Thuc. 4, 12, 33 :— of

words, difficulty, Arist. Anal. Post. 2,

10, 1.—2. usu. of men, difficulty, rough-

ness, harshness,. Plat. Legg.
929 D ; of the Lacedaemonians, Isocr.

251 C :

—

severity, rigour, Thuc. 1, 84
;, Isocr. 19 D

;

'. Id. 314
:—of the laws of Draco, Arist. Pol.

2, 12, 13.?,, . Ion. for foreg., !

Hesych.
|, f. -, poet. (esp. Ep.)

for, but usu. transit., to

oppress, distress, harass,, Od. 4,

423 : also, to bring low, debase, humble,

Hes. Op. 5 :

—

to provoke, enrage, irri-

tate, , A nth. P. 5, 263 :—pass., enraged at one, The-
ogn. 155; and in mk\.,>
'\7], Dion. P. 484, A p. Rh. 1,

1341 ; Q. Sm. 3, 780, may be either.

— II. more rarely intr., to be angry, ir-

ritated, vexed, , at a person or

thing, Bion 17, 2.+!7, , , =,
Hdt. 7, 123.?., , =,
Inscr., , , =sq., Nic. .
29., . Ion.,, poet, for, unmixed, of

wine, like Lat. merus. Archil. 88,

Aesch. Fr. 376:—irreg. compar. ?.-, Nic. Al. 59, 626 ; cf Schaf.

ap. Niike Choeril. p. 273 ; though
Lob. Paral. 42 regards this as regu-

larly formed from, the root

oi., , (,) in

small Tnasses, Theophr.?/,, ,
(^
) usu.

in plur., small stones, rubble for filling

up in building, Lat. caementa. [(], to be a, behave

like one., , , {) a drunken
woman, esp. Bacchante, Gramm. ;

also : — but v. sub ?-.?,.() drunken ;fran-
tic, Gramm. []?,.=, Hesych.?., ,{,)
to lead, guide with Or as with a bridle,

Luc. Salt. 70, Tyrann. 4., . , fem. -,,
,{) of, on, belonging to a

bridle; bridling, epith. of Minerva, who
bridled Pegasus for Bellerophon, Pans.

2,4,1., . (sc. ), ,
the art of making bridles, Arist. Eth.

j

N. 1, 1, 4, with V. 1. -:
from

I

?,, {?,)
making bridles, a bridle-maker.

I

, oi; , helerog. pi. -
• in . Rh., and later poets

:

():—a bridle or rein, esp. the

bit of a bridle (cf Xen. Eq. 10, 6 sq.),

1
oft. in plur.. kv -

I , II. 19, 393. cf Hdt.' 1,

! 215; 4, 64, Aesch. Theb. 393, etc.;

in smg., Hdt. 3, 118, Aesch. Ag. 1066,
' etc. :

—

, Eur. Ale.

492, and Xen.
; ., Xen. Eq.

' 3, 2 :—and, of the horse, .-
', Xen. Eq. 6, 10; ., to

champ the bit. Plat. Phaedr. 254 D

:

— , to give a horse
the rein, slacken the reins, Xen. Eq.

j

10, 12 ; of, . 4.—2.

1 metaph. of any thing which curbs, re-

strains or compels, as an anchor is

., Pind. P. 4, 42 ; 7.
.., of the will of Jove, Aesch. Pr.

672 ; . /., of the virgin

zone, Pind. 1. 8 (7), 95 ; .,
of Prometheus' bonds, Aesch. Pr.561:
—also metaph. of that which guides or

holds fast. Soph. Fr. 712, Jac. Anth.
P. p. 555.—3. generally, a strap or

thong, Eur. Cycl. 4C1.—II. in plur.,

the corners of the mouth, strictly of a
horse, the bit being put there : but

then also of a man, Gael. Aurel.— 111.

the venomous fangs of serpents, from
their position in the mouth, Xic. Th.
234.?., , b, a bridle-maker., , (, -) biting the bit, Ca.\l. Lav. Pall. 12., , carrying a bridle

or rein., , f. -,{) to

bridle or bit a horse, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3,

27, An. 3, 4, 35 : +metaph. .,
Pseudo-Phoc. 51 1 :—pass., to be bridled

or curbed, and of persons, to be tongue-

tied. Foes. Oec. Hipp. Hence,. , a bridling, Xen.
Eq. 3, 11. [i], verb. adj. from-, one must rein or curb, Clem. Al./., ,, cables or

ropes to moor ships to the shore, Eur.
Hec. .539; cf 0pp. H. 1, 359.

XA'AIS>, and , small stone,

gravel, rubbish for filing up, rubble,

Lat. glarea, caementa, Ar. Av. 839,
Thuc. 1, 39, Plut. Cimon 13, etc.;, Luc. Tra-
gop. 225. (Akin to,,
as also to calx, calculus.) [u]

7., , , sheer nine, Lat. me-
rum, Hippon. 55.— II. epith. of Bac-
chus. (From, as from
.) [2]•,,=, Hesych.. , {7.) to be

light-minded, foolish, silly, '-, Od. 23, 13.,, , levity, thought-

lessness, youthful rashness, Od. 16, 310:

from?., , 6, , ( ,.,) strictly, of loose, unbridled mind
;

hence, light-minded, silly, thoughtless,

joined with. Oil. 4, 371 ; 19,

530 :—opp. to,.—. of a yielding temper, pliable, Mu-
saeus 117.,,, as if neut. from
aav,=sq., Strab.?.•, . , copperas-water,

used for ink and shoeniaker's black-

ing, atramentum sulorum :—cf
III.?., , , and•, , 6 and ?),= foreg., Lob. Phryn.
761.7., , like.?•,, ,{,)
with brazen chariot, epilh. of Mars,
Pind. P. 4, 155.,, , =,
Diosc. 4, 58./., , . , {•,) with brazen shield, Pinu. . 9,

80, etc.. Soph., and Eur. : esp. as

epith. of Mars, Pind. I. 6(7), 35, Eur.
I. A. 764 : — also of one who ran the

armed foot-race{), Pind.

P. 9. 1., , {, )
with brazen lance, Eur. Tro. 143.?., , ,{) a for-

ging ; the art of the smith. Plat. Symp.
197 B, etc.

iXa?^KEia, , ,=, Polyb.

5, 94, 8.
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"/., , . Ion. 7/',
en.Jh's shop, forge, smithy, Hdt. 1, 08,

Plat. Euthyd. 300 B.— 11. any thing

mnile of copper
;— I. a copper vessel, a

keltk,' caldron, pot, Hdt. 4, 81, 152,

Plat. Prot. 329 A : esp., the copper or
boiler in baths, also called,- — 2. concave copper, re-

flector in a lamp, Xen. Symp. 7, 4.

—

3. a copper badge, worn by certain of-

licials at Athens. Dem. 997, 18.—111.

ra (sc. ), at Athens, a

festival at the end of the month Pya-
nepsion, Harpocr., and Poll.—Strictly

neut. from
/,-, , ox', poet, ior,

of copper, or bronze, brazen,, -, 11. 3, 380; 4, 4(31, etc. : twice

also in the Ion. form, ',
Od. 3, 433 ;' €,=-, a forge, Od. 18, 328. -- II. as

subst., a plant like a thtstle, Theophr., ov, poet, for-, ?., Pind. . 7, 60.,, poet. fem. of

sq..; Eur. I. A. 1320.3?, op, {,-
7.0v) with brazen beak., of, brass-clad., ov,{,)
of brazen bowels, i. e. one unwearied
by drudgery, first applied to the

Grammarian Didymus.,, o,= sq., dub., , {, )

armed in brass, Pind. N. 1, 23 ; 11, 45., ov,{,•) fastened with brazen nails, Simon.
7, 8., ov, with founda-
tion of brass.. ov,with heartofbrass,

like.,, Ep. and Ion.-,, , ,{,)
with brazen breast-plate, II. 4, 448 ; 8,

62., ov,{,-) with heart of brass, 'Vheocr. 13, 5 ;

as in Horace, illi robur et aes triplex

circa pectus.?^, ov,{,)
with threads of brass, Tzetz. [who
makes <.], and-, ,=^-, Herm. ap. Seidl. Eur. Tro.
284. [i], ov,{,)
with back of brass, Nonn., ov,{,)
orassfooted, Anth. P. 9, 140., ov,{,)
with nrrns or armour of brass, Eur. Hel.
693., Ion. , , also

sometimes , ov, II. 18, 222, oft. in

Hdt., and sometimes in Alt. : contr., ,, the more strict Att.

form, Lob. Phryn. 207 : poet, -, ij, ov, (q. v.), which is the
only form that Hom. uses with the
fem. terrnin. : {). — Of copper

or bronze, brazen, Lat. aeneus,,,, 11. 8, 15; 18, 371, Od.
10, 4; ci. : — esp. of arms
and armour,., etc., 11. 3,

317; 7, 220, etc. ;,. 13,

398, 440 : . , .,
bronze statue of them, Hdt. 9, 81; ?^-

(. sub .
III. 1):

—

. , a contest /or

shield of brass, Pmd. N. 10, 40. —2.
metaph., like brass, i. e. hard, stout,

strong,/.. II. 5, 704, etc.,

unless this is better understood of Aii

tirazen nriiiour {c{./,-), as it certainly must in the

case of the , in Orac.
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ap. Hdt. 2, 152 ; so, .'-, Pind. I. 8 (7), 55:— but the me-
taph. signf. is certain in, heart of bra.is, II. 2, 490 ;

., 11. 18,222; hence a\so,, Hes. Sc. 243; .,
i. e. the sleep of death, II. 11, 241.[ is used as dissyll. in Hes.
Op. 149,], ,{, -) armed in brass, Eur. Supp. 999., ov, a,{, -) a worker in metal, epith. of Vul-
can, Q. Sm. 2, 440., ov,{,)
with voice of brass, i. e. ringing strong

and clear, II. 5, 785, Hes. th. 31 1.,, ,{) any
thing made of brass, e. g. an axe, Aesch.
Cho. 576: in plur., brazeii bonds. Id.

Pr. 19.,, b,{) a ivorker

in copper, a coppersmith, brazier, fjv{) 7/, II. 12, 295,
etc.

; ], -, 4, 187, 216; so in Hdt. 4, 200,
Ar. . 490, etc.—2. a worker in metal,

smith, hence even of a goldsmith, Od.
3, 432: but, as iron superseded all

other metals for common use,-
came to mean solely blacksmith,

V. Wessel. Hdt. 1, 68; 4, 200, Xen.,
etc.—3. metaph., any maker or ivorker.

— II. a sea-fish, with a black spot be-
hind, Opp. H. 1, 133 ; cf..,, ,=., , ,=^?.., , , = ?^,
smith :, ., Anth. .
7, 34.7, , , belonging to the' or his art,, Xen. Vect.

4, 0.— 11. skilled in metal-working. Id.

M-em. 1, 1, 7:

—

- (sc.), the

smith''s art Or trade, Lat. ars ferraria.

Id. Oec. 1, 1., , , verb. adj. from, wrought of copper or metal :

metaph., . ' -, Anth. . 7, 409.?., {?^) to make of cop-

per, or (generally) of metal, to forge,

Ti, 11. 18, 400, Soph. Aj. 1034. Plat.,

etc.: metaph.,, Pmd. P. 1, 167 :

—

in mid., ,
Theogn. 539 :—pass., to be wrought or

forged, Ar. Eq. 469 ;, Pind. Fr. 88.

—

II. intr., to he a smith, work as a smith,

ply the hammer, Ar. Plut. 163, Thuc.
3, 88, Plat., etc. : , the

smith's art, Xen. Mem. 4, 2, 22.,, , Ep. for;)^a/lKtioi^,

a forge, smithy, Od. 8, 273, [where- must be pronounced as one
syii.]., , ,=:.—. an un-
known kind of ^oujer, Nic. (Cf. sub.), , , Chalce, an island in

the Carpathian sea with a city of
same name, with a temple of Apollo,
Thuc. 8. 41.^,, ,{)
Chalceduv, a city of Bithynia on the
Thracian Bosporus, opposite Byzan-
tium, now Kadtkeva, Hdt. 4, 85, 144 ;

Thuc. 4, 75 ; Xen. ; etc.\, ov, of Chalcedon,

Chnlcedonian, Hdt. 4. 144 :

—

-, the territory of Chalcedon, Xen.
An. 6. 6, 38.,, Ion. for-, -, qq. v.?, ov,{,)
forged out of brass, of beaten brass,-, , , etc., Aesch.

XAAK
Theb. 386, 539, Soph. Fr. 314, etc.

;—in Pind., q. v., , gen. , {7,
?) :
—furnished or fitted with brass,

in Hom. esp. of spears and arrows
tipped or armed with brass, 11. 5, 145,
Od. 1, 262, etc. ; also of helmets, 11.

3, 316; 15, ,535; of shields, 17,268;
generally, ., 15, 544 ; also,

{o{ a. ship), Aesch.
Pers. 408.—Cf..^?7/, , , Chalcetores, a
city of Caria, Strab. p. 636., , ,=., Strab. p.
488.^. , , a Chalcidian,

an inhab. of Chalets in Euboca, Hdt.
5, 74 ; in Macedonia, Thuc. 1, 65.

—

II. Chalcideus, as masc. pr. n.,a naval
officer of the Lacedaemonians, Thuc.
8,6., to imitate the Chalcidians

or take part with them.

f, , , Chalcidice, a
district in southern Macedonia with
the capital, Hdt. 7, 185 : and^, . the Chalci-

dian mount, near Messana in Sicily,

Polyb. 1, 11, 8: from, , , {?.) of or

from Chalcis, f Chalcidian, Hdt. 7,

185 : , cities in

Sicily, colonies of (the Euboean)
Chalcis, Thuc. 3, 86.t— H. -,= II, Dorio ap. Ath. 328.—2.= HI., ov, TO, dim. oi

I, Herinipp.. 5.,() to shine or ring

like brass : . Poll. 2,
117.— II. to play the game,
Poll. 7, 206 ; cf.., , , =, but
very dub./^, ov, , an unknown plant

in Orph.Arg. 960., ov, dwelling in brazen
temple, like. [I], to play the game, q. v.

iXu/,, ov, , Chalcinus, a de-

scendant of Cephalus, Paus. 1, 37, 6., ov, {,)
dwelling in a brazen house or temple,

epith. of Minerva at Sparta, Eur. El.

228, 245, Thuc. 1, 134, v. Paus. 3, 17,

3 ; cf.,. [I], ov, ,() \\ke-
II, a copper utensil, vessel, etc.,

Ar. Ach. 1128, Xen. Oec. 8, 19:
tcf. Theocr. 2, 36.t— 2. esp. o{ copper

money, copper coin, ?,
Ar. Ran. 724.1;,,, Chalciope, daugh-
ter of Aeetes, of Colchis, Ap. Rh. 3,

428.—2. daughter of Eurypylus ot

Cos, Call. Del. 161 ; ApoUod. 2, 7, 8.

—3. daughter of Rhexexior, wife ot

Aegeus king of Attica, Apollod. 3,

15, 6.,, , a bird, v. sub -
:—Anstot., . . 9, 12, 4, de-

scribes it as a black mountain bird

of prey, of long and slender make,
and of very shy habits, cf. Ar. A v.

1181 : some derive the name from its

copper-colour, others from its clear-

ringing voice.^ll. a fish, of which one
kind lived in the sea, another in riv-

ers, taken by Schneid, to be a kind of
herring, clupea, Epich. p. 44, Arist. H.
A. 6, 14, 2, etc. ; cf,-.—III. a lizard with copper-col-

oured stripes on the back, elsewh.
caUed'. or, Arist. H.
A. 8, 24, 7 ; and still ca.\\eacicigna, in

Sardinia.—IV. at Lacedaemon, a fe-

male slave, Proxen. ap. Ath. 267 D.

—



V'. as pr. ., XfiAKi'r,, , Chalcis,

a city in Euboea, II. 2, 537. Hes. Op.
653, said to have its name /com neigh-

bouring copper-mines : several other
cities of the same name are men-
tioned by Steph. Byz. : cf. sq.

iXa/,. , Chalcis, v. foreg.

V.—2. a city of Aetolia. at the mouth
of the Euenus, 11. 2, 640 ; -, Thuc. 1. 108.—3. a city

of Triphvlian Elis, Strab. p. 350 ; cf.

H. Hom.'Ap. 426.-4. capital of Chal-
cidice in Macedonia, a colony from
Euboea, Thuc. 2, 58. — Others in

Strab. ; etc../., ov, , a game played by

spinning a copper coin, which was
stopt by the finger before it fell ; cf'/. 11.', ov, b, fern. -,,
(/.) containing copper : ?. ^.,
copper-ore. worked at Cyprus-, Anst.
H. A. 5, 19, 24—11. /., a

mineral, rock-alum, cf Foes. Oecon.
Hipp. s. V..?., , gen. , poet,

lengthd. form for //. Find. I.

4, 107 (3, 81). 5 (4), 51. [u]7.3,, gen.,(?.,) heavij or loaded with brass,,
II. 15, 465, Od. 21, 423 ;, Od. 11,

532.

Xa?.opa,={oeg., II. 11,96,
Od. 22, 259; but no masc.-
occurs, cf Lob. Phryn. 538./.3, , gen., {?^,) standing on brass, ifith brazen

(i. e.firm, solid) base, or with floor of
brass, , of the house
of Jupiter, Horn. ; and in Od. 13, 4

of that of King AlcmiJus : cf /.-
"^./., ov, , (7^.)
like/., with voice of brass,, Soph. . C. 1046./., ov, = sq., Anth. P.

6,236./., , {?.,)
with teeth of brass,, Pind. P.

4, 42.?./.,, , , {}^,\) icith point or barbs of brass,/. . 22. 225./., ov, (?., -) like, a modern word
invented to translate printer ; but, as

letters have never been made of cop-

per, novw applied to an engraver, [u]/.?., ov, (/.. -
67.) wrought in brass,, Bac-
chyl. 15.—U. act., working in. brass,. Anth. P. 9, 777.',, (?., -) subduing, j. e. sharpening brass,

a word of masc. termm., used by
Pind. 1. 6 (5), 108 with fern, subst.,/.~', cf. Lob. Paral.

262. []?., ov,=sq.7., ov, (?., )

brass-bound,, Aesch. Theb. 160

;

KOTv'/.ai. Id. Fr. 51; . ?. Soph.
Ant. 945 ; cf Eur. P'hoen. 114.?., and /^,,
, . dub. for /.-.7., , like brass or cop-

per., , , {7,,)
case for brazen vessels, Ath. 231 D.7., ov, (7., )

ringing with or like brass, Nonn.7.,, ,,=?-. with brazen breast-plate^ Soph.
Aj. 179.7., ov, ^7., -) in Aesch. Fr. 178, as epith.

of the sea at sunset, hence (ace. to

Voss, Mythol. Br. 2, p. 161) flashing

' like brass ; hut this can hardly be so.
i) with brow of brass, brazen-faced,

1
as is never used for-

I
like the /erroim os of Catull., aflash, v. sub voc. : still, an epith.

} Xa7.~ppo,ov,withro ofbrass,
of some such kind is needed, and

i
of ships.

Hermann's conj., i -, ov, , for 7.077-
gleaming like brass (like the Homeric .=7.~, ace. to \V'elck.7.), is, at least, plausible; Syll. Epigr. 3, p. 6; but ace. to Bockh,
V. Opusc. 4, p. 208.

^

I Inscr. 1, p. 837, 7../.^,, , , (?.,^ 7.-, , {,)) brass-greaved, II. 7, 41. with brazen rump, of a sedentary stu-7-, ov, soldered with
]

dent ; cf/..
copper.

^
7.-?., ov, (?.. 7.}7., ov, ,{7.,• \ with gates of brass, or bronze, Hdt. 1,) with or in brazen armour, 11. 5,

j

181 : ;^., epith. of Mmerva, like

699 ; 6, 398, etc.7.,, , , and-, ,{,) mix-
ed with copper.7., , {7., -) sounding or rattling with brass,

epith. of Ceres in allusion to the
cymbals and such like instruments
used in her worship, Pmd. I. 7 (0),

3 :

—

., horses that strike the

grou7id with hoofs of brass, brazen-hoof-

ed, Ar. Eq. 552.—11. =7./.,
ofbeaten brass,, Eur. Phoen.
1577., ov, {7., -
7rew)=foreg. 1, Diog. ap. Ath. 636 A.7^7.3, ov, , an uncer-
tain word in N. T., usu. taken to

mean fine or glowing brass ; but the
form of the word rather favours the
other interpr. frankincense of a deep
colour, opp. to apjvpo7u3-, cf Salmas.
ad Solin. p. 810 A.7.7., , to collect or exact

copper, i. e. money : from

the us»,, Eur. Tro 1113.

Xa7.K0-uyuv, , , {7.,') transl. of the Lat. Ahenobar-
bus. Plut. Aemil. 25.?.?., ov, , a dealer in brass
or copper.

7., ov, . copper. Lat. aes,

Hom., and Hes. ; called, in reference
to its colour,. II. 9, 365; and, oft. in Horn. Copper was the
first meial that men learnt to smelt
and work, whence Hes. (Op. 149,, of

the ancients, roio ' xa/.Kta. ,)
',/. ' -

: in Horn., we have /.~7. , 11.

6, 48 ; cf 7, 473, Plat. Legg. 956 A :

—hence the word was used for metal
in general ; and later, when iron be
gan to be worked, the word
was used, esp. by poets, for.7. for, etc. ; cf-. On Homer's7., v. Hocks
Kreta, I, p. 261, sq—Later7.7., ov, (, 7.) i

was distinguished into various kinds.
a collector of money : ajnoney-changer.

\
common copper being called ..., ov. with brazen crest.

\
or, v. supra, cf Callis. ap.., ov, 6, (,-

[

Ath. 205 ; also, .- (cf) tviih girdle of brass,,
[

-,.) : ., a kind
Pind. is. 10, fin. ; /., Lye. i

of prmce's metal, Hipp.
; .-

997. , brass or bronze, etc. :—but the?^, , , (.,) ' word ;^a/.«of alone was usu. applied
a fly of bright, metallic hue, Diod. ! to bronze, a inixture of copper wtlh tin.7.. ov. (..) in which state it is harder and more
with brazen back, brass-bucked,,, Eur. Tro. 1136, 1193..-, , {.,-) compacted, i. e. made of brass, .-
7ri)f,_Anth. P. 6, 46.7.77, ov, Ep. -,
ov. Dor. -, ov, {7., -) with cheeks or sides nf brass, ep-
ith. of helmets, II. 12, 183, Od. 24,

522 ; also of a javelin, Pind. P. 1, 84,

N. 7, 105.

fusible, and was the chief metal used
by the ancients in the arts ; but our
brass, a mi.xture of copper and zinc,
is said to have been quite unknown
to the ancients, Diet. Antiqq. s. v.

Aes.— II. in the poets freq. for any
thing made of brass or metal, esp. of
arms, like, and as our poets
use iron, steel, (hence Pind. calls it

7:7.. the proper epith. of iron, P.
3,85); of an axe, II. 1, 236;7.7, ov. (,) ;,. ., of a spear, sw^rd,

with floor of brass, , Pind. 1. etc., oft. in 11. ;., of
7 (6), 61.., ov, (., -
7.) with leaves or plates of brass.7.77., ov, 6, {-,) a modeller in brass, a copper-

smith. LXX

a warrior girding on his armour, U.
23, 130 ; '-.,
4, 495 ; ., 2, 578 ;

and freq. in various phrases, but al-

ways in sing. :—of brazeyi vessel, urn.
Soph. El. 758 ; and collectively of.., ov,{.,.• .
many brazen vessels, plate (cf Lat. ar

pa) with sides of brass,.., gentum), Pind. . 10, 84.—2. a copper
of a cinerary urn, Soph. El. 54. I coin, like , Plut. 2, 665 ..., , gen., {,- —III. '. Lat. aeris flos,, ^) filled icith brass, armed ' particles thrown oft' by copper when
all in brass,, Eur. Supp. cooling, Diosc. :. ., Lat.

aeris .iquama, the small pieces that
scale off under the hammer. Id. ; cf
Plin. 34, 24. (Prob. from.. be-
cause the ductility of metal was first

observed in copper, and that in a very
high degree.),', ,(.,)
with legs of brass,. Soph. Fr. 320.., ov. {.,-) compassed, decked with brass,

Anth. P. append. 242... ov, (,]
with brazen mouth,.-

~
II.

1219.7,7., ov. Dor.-.,
(7.,.) smiting with brass,

epith. of the battle-axe, Soph. El.
484 ; others take it—.,. II.7., , , -, , (.-.) brass-footed, brass-hoofed,

of a horse, II. 8, 41 ; 13. 23 :—metaph.,. Soph. El. 491 :

—

.,
Eur. Supp. 1196.

—

U. with steps, pave-
ment of brass, solid,. Soph. O. C.
57, cf. 1591.'--,,(.,-

I , i. e. a trumpet,' Soph. Aj. 1

1615



Krth edge or point of brass,,
Aesch. Pers. 410.', ov, {, -) made of brass, Eur. I. T. 99..?/, , v. 1. for-/.

^, ov, , a machine
which was stretched by copper-bands

{fibulae) instead of strings., ov, (?.,)
armed with brazen bow, Pind. N. 3,

65., ov, (, -) wrought nf brass, Orph. H. 16, 2., , to work, form of
brass, Anth. Plan. 15: from?, ov, {,,) formed of piercing with brass,, Pind. P. 4, 261.—2. caused by
piercing with brass,, 0pp. H.
5, 329., ov, , a forge,

smithy., ,() to

forge copper; nietaph., to forge, beat

up:—metaph., like Lat. conflare, .. Pint. 2, 820 A.?07, , ,()
a wounding with a brazen weapon, with

a sword.

(sc. ), , ,
the art or trade of a. Plat.

Polit. 288 A, Plut. 2, 1084 G., ov, ,=-., ov,{,)
forging or ivorking copper : 6 ., a

worker in copper, coppersmith, ., Xen. Ages. 1, 26, Vect. 4,

6 : generally, smith, like,
Dem. 781, 17.—2. striking brass to-

gether,z^apo() I, ., of
the priests of Cybele, Anth. P. 6, 51 :

but,— II. proparo.x.,?-, ov,

pass., struck with brass, inflicted with
brazen arms,, II. 19, 25., ov, , a copper-

mine.— II. a smithy, forge : from
Xal.Kovpyth), ,{) to

forge or work in copper, to make of cop-

per. Hence,, , a work nf
copper, forged work of art, Philo ;

copper utensil or instrument., , , a working in

copper : and, , , for a copper-

smith, fitted for his art OT work : •
(sc.), the art of it'orking in brass

or bronze, Arist. Pol. 1,8, 1 : from7, , (, *)
working copper :

— -, a brazier, cop-

persmith., , ovv, Att. contr. from, q. v.—II. as subst., -, a copper coin, somewhat less

than a farthing, Ar. Eccl. 815, 818,

Dem. 1045, 24., ov, (?.,-) shining, adorned with brass or cop-

per,, Ar. Ach. 1072. []', , gen., {/,,) looking like brass or copper., Ep. gen. from,
for, II. 11, 351., ov, (, )
producing copper, rich in copper.?.,,^=.?, ov, , (,) fighting in brass, i. 6. in brazen
arjuour,,7, Pind. P. 5,

109, I. 6 (5), 39: others interpr. it

(from) delighting in arms: cf.,, , , (?^6,' ) , brazen coat, brass-clad,', 11. 2, 47, etc. ;, 5, 180,
etc. II]

' , >
>
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, , cast in brass or

copper., , f. -, {?) to

bronze, convert into bronze,,
Anth. P. 9, 795 ;—pass.,,
clad 171 brass, Pind. O. 13, 123., , gen. , contr. for., ov, , , Mt.
Chalcodonius, in Thessaly near Phe-
rae, Ap. Rh. 1, 59.iXaov, ov, , son of
Chalcodon, i. 6. Elphenor, 11. 2, 541.\?/, ov, o,= foreg.

;

ol X-, the descendants of Chalcodon,

i. e. the Euboeans, Eur. Ion 59.?,, , , (,) with brazen teeth.\7.,, , Chalcodon, a
king of the Abantes in Euboea, father
of Elphenor. II. 4, 404 ; Suph. Phil.

489 ; Plut. Thes. 27 ; etc ;—a suitor

of Hippodamia, Paus. 0, 21, 10 ; Irom
whom he distinguishes another, 8,

15, 6.—2. king of Cos, son of Merops,
ApoUod. 2, 7, 1 : in Theocr..
—3. son of Aegyptus, ApoUod. 2, 1, 5.,, ,() any
thing jnade of bronze, or copper, a brass

utensil, r^essel. instrument, Ar. Vesp.
1214, Lys. 154, 22, Fr. 32, etc. :—
copper plate for engraving on, Polyb.

3, 26, 1., ov, , dim. from
foreg. [a],, b, Chalcon,=zXa-

2, Theocr. 7, 0.—2. a Myrmi-
don, father of Bathycles, II. 10, 895.?., ov, bought with brass

or money.,, , ij, with brazen

nails or hoofs.?', ov, , a copper-

mine : from), , f. -/, (-) to dig or mi7ie copper. Lye. 484., , , a digging of
copper., ov,,=-.?^, ov,{,)
digging copper, a copper-miner, [], ov, , the Chains, a river

of Syria, near Chalcis, Xen. An. 1,

4, 9., ,,= :

., steel, Eur. Heracl. 162; so, r., Cratin.. 14, with v. 1., V. Meineke ad I.], , , the Chalybes, v.

sub.+3, , , Chalybe, a city of
the Amazons in Pontus. ace. to Strab.

p. 549 prob.=the Homeric.,, pecul. poet. fern,

of sq,, Maxim. 302., , , steel, of steel ; cf?.[2<,,=, Eur. Ale.

980, y. fin.

?., <, 6, one of the nation of
the Chalybes in Pontus. who were
famous for the preparation of steel,

01 , Aesch.
Pr. 715 ; fin Strab. p. 549 the earlier

Alybes ; and. as in Xen. An. 4, 5, 34,

on the borders of Armenia,= XaA-^ : hence—II. as appellat., -
/'• hardened iron, steel, Id. Pr. 133.

—Also, as nom.,. Id. Theb. 729. []'{, . ol, the Chalonitae,

a people in southwest of Assyria,
Dion. P. 1015.'•,, , Chalonitis, i. e.

the territory of the Chalonitae, Strab. p.

529., adv., poet, for sq., as ol-

XAMA
for, on the ground, to the

ground, tu ' ., II.

6, 147; ., 7, 16; cf Aesch.
Theb. 358 ; ., II. 7, 190; etc.

[], adv. {) : — on the

ground, to the ground, Lat. humi, freq.

in Horn., ., II. 3, 29,
etc.; ., 8, 134; .,
15, 537 :—rare in Att., as Eur. Bacch.
633, Ar. Ach. 341, 344; . ',
Id. Vesp. 1012. (Formed like,,', but with difi'erent

accent. Arcad. indeed quotes -, but Draco and others expressly
make an exception.), adv.() :— Ion. and
Alt. for the less good, from
the ground, Hdt. 2, 125 ; 4, 172, Piers.
Moer. 409. (The form [u]
is disproved by the lines of Eupol.. 10, Ar. Vesp. 249, Dind ; but
it is still retained in Hdt.), adv., 07i the earth, on the

ground, , Od. 7, 160 ; cf.

11.5,442; 11,145; so also in Pind.,
and Trag. ; and in prose, -, Hdt. 4, 67

; .. Plat.
Criti. 120 ; cf Rep. 390 C, 553 D,
and Xen.:

—

. , to
bury in silence underground, Pind. N.
9, 14 :

—

, Ep. Ad. 108.

—

2.=, to earth, ., II. 4, 482
; . Kovty-, 5, 588, cf 4, 526 ; -, 8, 320 ; .

UV. Plat. Euthyphr. 14 D; cf.?'/. (Akin to: from
come,,-
: traces of an old root,,, are preserved in-

aim. To the same root
belong Lat. humus, humi, humilis.)

. , , the low growing, the dwarf elder, sambucus ebulus,

Linn., Theophr.?., ov, , the earth-nut,

a kind spurge, Diosc., ov, {,)
going on the ground, low, ISicet. [liu]', ,, a prickly, creep-

ing plant, like our bramble, Theophr., , gen. , {,') earth-born, epith. of men, H.
om. Ven. 108, Cer. 353, Hes. Th.

879, Pind. P. 4, 175., , , the dwarf lau-

rel, Diosc. 4, 149., ov, b, an under-
teacher, school-master, professor artium
secundarius., ov, b, a low dicast.

Pandect. , , wine fla-
voured with the plant, Diosc.
5, 51., ov, , and-,, , a plant, Lat. trixagn, or
trissago, our Germander, also-

and, Theophr.,, pecul. fem. of
sq., , Od. 10, 243;
14, 15, [where .], ov, b, (,)
lying, sleeping on the ground, ",
11. 16, 235, [where at], ov, found on the

ground., ov, {, )
seeking the earth or ground, growing
low, ., opp. to. Arist.

H. A. 6, 1, 7 ; cf Nic. Th. 70 : -]7 (sc. ), a low seat, a
stool. Plat. Phaed. 89 : also, y-
/7.7]. Hipp. ; v. Foes. Oec, Lob.
Paral. 406, Ruhnk. Tim., Wyttenb.
Plut. 2, 150 .— If. metaph., of low

estate, humble; ., humility of



demeanour, Isocr. Ep. 10, 3, Bekk.

—

III. TO, a plant, the vibur-

num, or genista, Diosc., adv., rare collat. form
from,.?, ov,(.?)
with a low, creeping stalk, Theophr., , b, {, -) the dwarf cherry-tree : or, rath-

er, a low groivivg plant, with berries like

cherries, Asclep. ap. Ath. 50 ,=-, ace. to Ath. 1. c. :—also, , Diosc., ov, b, ground-ivy,

Diosc. 4, 126., , (, 71)
lying on the ground, lying low, Strab., ,/,=,
Eccl., , -, to lie on

the ground, Luc. Dea Syr. 55 : from, , b,{,)'^.,?., Sopb.Tr. 1166., , , lying or sleep-

ing on the ground : from,,^., ov, , theground-
cypress, [], ov. poet, for-
?., iSic. Th. 656.', ,,=:,
Diosc. 4, 126.—2. ace. to others,=, tussilago, our coltsfoot., , gen.o,{,)=^,, Anth. P.

7, 413.?.(,, . the chameleon,

a kind of lizard known for changing
its colour, Arist. H. A. 2, 11, 1.—II.

a plant, SO caUed from its leaves chan-

ging colour, Theophr.^^,. b. Chamaeleon,

a writer of Heraclea, hence styled b, Ath. 21 D./., ov• , a mixture

of/. and oil, Diosc.]7., , ov, made of-, Diosc.'. ov,,(,?)
strictly earth-apple, our chamomile, SO
called from its flower smelling like

apples, Diosc. ; also, , , the dwarf
myrtle, Plin., , )').=foreg., susp.

in Diosc., ,(,)
clinging to the ground, low. like-, Paul. S. Ecphr. 126., , , a being-., , to fall to the ground,, a thought that

falls to the ground, Pind. N. 4, 66 ; of.

sq. : from, ,(,~)—
strictly, falling to the ground, . -, Eur. Bacch. 1111; ., blood that has fallen on the

earth, Eur. Or. 1491, etc.
; fallen in the

dust,, ',
Aesch. Cho. 964 ; . -. i. e. salute me not with
these cries and prostrations, Aesch.
Ag. 920.—2. lying or sleeping on the

ground,. .
Plat. Symp. 203 D.—3. on the ground,

., ], Eur. Tro. 507, Cycl.
385:— of trees, like,
Polyb. 13, 10, 7.—II. metaph.,/a//i>!V

to the ground, i. e. coming to nought,

Pind. 0. 9, 19, P. 6, 37 ; cf foreg., v.

sub fin. Adv. -, along the

ground, like a goose's flight, Luc.
icarom. 10.,, , a plant, Staahe-

lina Chamaepeuce, Sprengel Diosc. 4,

125 : ace. to]5,=?.

, , ov, of from the

plant. e. g. ., wine
flavoured with it, Diosc. 5, 70.,, , {,)
literally ground-pine, a genus of planis

comprehending several species, Lat.

ajuga and teucrium, Diosc., b, , -trow, , gen.. going on foot., ov, ,=-. [a], , creeping on the

ground : v. sq., , (, ()7)
thrown to the earth Or ground, thrown
away.—II. ., the dwarfpa\m,
Theophr. H. Pi. 2, 6, 11 ; nisi legend..-,, , a plant, cha-

maerops, in Plin. 26, 27,—perh.=;^;a-., , , a bed on the

ground : from, ov, lying or strewed

on the ground., , , the ground-fig, a

sort of spurge, Diosc. 4, 170. [{)], ov, (,)
drawn, trailed on the ground, Theophr./'/. , divided, cleftfrom
the ground upwards., ov, b, fern, -, ,=, -., , ,(-) brothel, Luc. Nigr. 22, D. Mort.

10, 11., , to strike or fell to

the ground., , ,() a

common harlot, strumpet, Menand. p.

272; cf. Wyttenb. Plut. 2, 5 B., , gen.,=-~-—II. metaph. like?.,
low, Dion. H., , , the life of a com-

mon strumpet, whoredom., , , like a harlot or
whoredom.,,,=:-., ov, (,)
striking the ground : b ., a hau'k that

strikes its prey on the ground, Arist. H.
A. 9, 36, 3.—II. also, b ., a fornicator,

but also pathicus, Theopomp. (Hist.)

ap. Polyb. , 11, 11 ; cf..
[;], , falling to the earth

or ground., , growing low on the

ground., , , low, Strab. ; but? is more usu.\. , , Chamanene, a
district of Cappadocia, Strab. p.

534.^, Ci, , Chambdas, an Ara-
bian prince, Anth. Append. 134., , , a kind of dwarf-
olive, daphne oleoides, Diosc. 4, 172,
Nic. Al. 48.-'/., , wineflavoured
with, Diosc. 5, 79., , gen. , (,) creeping on the ground, Anth. P.
append. 39.,,,=.,,,=.
Lye. 8.—\1.=!:, Id. 319.—.=-);/'7;, lair of beasts, Nic.
Th. 23., . lie on the ground,
Philostr. : from, , , for, a
bed on the ground, pallet-bed, low bed,, Aesch. Ag. 1540, Eur. Rhes.
9, Theocr. 13, 33 :—generally, a bed-

stead, At. Av. 816.

' , ov, b, one who sleeps o/i

the ground.

j

, , , a lying on the

ground, Galen.

j

, ov, , dim. from-. Plat. Symp. 220 D, Luc.,, 7),= foreg.,Theocr.
7, 133., ov, (,) sleep-

ing o>i the ground, Maxim. Tyr.', ,,() on the earth

or ground, of a horse's hoof, Xen. Eq.
1,3;, etc., Nie.—2. diminutive,

trifling, Leon. Tar. 70 :—metaph.,/, one of a low spirit, Pind.
P. 11, 46., ov, a, fem. -, ,=' :

—' ., a vine train

ed low on the ground., adv., later form for -, Xen. Hell. 7, 2, 7 ; cf. Lob.
Phryn. 94., ,, later

forms for-., , m 5€=?^ :

a crooked fish-hook, the Lat. hamus.—
II.=. written also, Schol.
Ar. Eq. 1147.?. ov, 6, (,)
a windlass for hauling ships on land., , , Chamyne, epith. ol

Ceres m Elis, Paus. 6, 21, 1.], ov, b, Chamynus, masc.
pr. n., of Pisa in Elis, Paus. 6, 21,
I.-, ol, the Aegyptian name
for?., Hdt. 2, 69 ; and the
same word remains to this day in
Coptic., . Dor. for, a goose.

iXavadv, indecl., b, Canaan, the
name sometimes of all Palestine,
sometimes of a portion only, N. T.', a, ov, of or from Ca-
naan, i. e. Phoenician, N. T., also, as pass,() to be swallowed up by an abyss,

Gramm., lengthd. from root-
(cf. ), which appears in aor.

: pf with pres. signf-
: f.. To hold, take in,

comprise, contain,, II. 23, 742 ; 7., lb. 268 ; -' ,
II. 14,34; '/, Od. 4, 96 ; /.
'/., II. 24, 192 ;, Od. 18, 17

;

'Hpj; '/., the
breast of Juno could not contain her
rage, 11. 4, 24, cf 8, 461 ;, as much as his hands
could hold, Od. 17, 344;, he made as loud
a shout as the head of a man could
take in, endure, II. 11, 462;-

>'~?], Ar. Ran. 260 ; cf Anth. P.

7, 644
; /. ,

Theocr. 13, 57 :—with collat. notion
of boasting, -, no more will my mouth open with

boasting, H. Horn. Yen. 253 (as Wolf
and Herm. read the passage) ; but, as

this signf does not strictly belong to

the verb^'(5', Buttm. would read, as fut. from.—Poet.,

and chiefly Ep., word. (Akin to-..), •.,=, dub. in

Hipp. ; V. Foes. Oecon.,() adv., gaping, with

mouth wide open: metaph., greedily,

eagerly, oivov '/... 21,

294 ; ., Luc. Merc. Cond. 7 ;

.?, Id. Ales. 14.
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7, , ,{,)
ove who drinks s^ecdili/, a toper, gzizzler,

Anih. P. 11,59.

Xoi'diif, ,,() gaping wide,

roomti ; /?, Polemo
ap. Ath. 436 D; cf. Jac. Anth. P. p.

959.

or, , , a sea-fish,

so called from its wide mouth, Lat. hi-

attdn, and still called catma in Italy,

Epich. p. 36, Arist. H. A. 4, 11, 8,

etc. :—also>, .
tXui'T^c,, . the Chanes,a. branch

of the Cyrus, Strab. p. 500.

tXui'oi, 3 sing. opt. act. from-, II. 4, 182., v.., , , {)=.
Poll.

and,^^., {) to gape: esp. to

speak with the mouth wide open.

tXiiof, 01), TO,, Mt. Chaiis in

Argolis, Paus. 2, 24, 6 ; cf. Strab. p.

389.\, uv, ol, the Chaonians, a

people of Epirus, Tliuc. 2, 18 ; etc.
;

Strab. p. 323. Hence
iXuovia, , , Chaonia, territory

of foreg. : and^,, a, ov, of the Chaones,

Chnonian, and in genl. Epirotic ;, Orph. Arg. 130.

.\,, , empty, inmieastira-

hlc Space, personified by Hes. Th.
llfi.who represents Chaos as the first

state of e.xistence, the rude, unformed
mass, out of which the universe was
created ; cf Epich. p. 76, Ar. Av. 693,

sq., cf Plat. Symp. 178 B.—2. infinite

space, space; the atmosphere, Ibyc. 41,

Ar. Av. 192, Nub. 627: generally, a

gulf, chasm, like, Opp. C. 3,

414.—3. applied to mfiaite time, M.
Anton. 4, 3.—4. infinite darkness, the

infernal regions, etc., Q. Sin. 2. "614.

(From this root XA- conies on the

one hand the transit.- (with-),, ; on
the other the intr.., cf.

fin. : hence also.-, ;, ;,.) [], , like, genuine, true,

good, , the good men
of past limes, Theocr. 7. 5 : for there

is no rea.son to take itself in the

sense of forefathers or ancestors., =?, fiTsl in Sim-
plic., , , {) joy, d'-Ii^ht,

first m Att. writers, both poetry and
prose:, with joy, Aesch. Cho.
233, etc. ; so, , Id. Ag. 540

;

tlvl, to wish him joy,

Ar. PUit. 637 :—c. gen., joy in or at a

thing, Eur. Ale. 579 ;., in accordance with joyous ti-

dings. Soph. Tr. 178., , , an engraved trace or

character.,, ,{) any
mark engraven, imprinted, etc., .-
vr/, the serpent's mark, i. e. Us bite,

slins. Soph. Phil. 267 : iv- ', Ana-
creont. 28, 2, cf.,-:—., i. e. writmg, Anth.
— II. that which has received a mark,
stamped money, coin, Anth. P. 5, 30., ,,^^, dub., ov, ,() an en-

graving : a cut, incision, Theophr., . Dor. for sq., Tabul.
Heracl., , , Ion., like', a mountain-stream or tor-
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rent, which gushes down swoln with

rains or melting snow and cuts itself{) a way down the moun-
tain side, Lat. torrens, II. 16, 390:

hence, a hoarse, rough, brawling voice

i.s compared to the., Ar. Vesp. 1034
;

cf.— II. the bed of such a

strearn, a deep gully, rift, ravine, such
as are common in mountainous coun-

tries,. , 11. 4,

454 ; cf Hdt. 9, 102, Thuc, etc. ; ., Thuc. 7, 78
;.— 2. an artificial cmiduit lor letting

off water, Dein. 1273,6, Aeschin. 50,

36.^, , , Charadra, a city

of Phocis on the Charadrus, Hdt. 8,

33 ; Paus. 10, 3, 2.-2. a city of Mes-
senia, Strab. p. 360.—3. a city of Epi-
rus, Polyb. 4, 63, 4., a, ov, of or from a-,, Leon. Tar. 39

;,, Nonn., ov,, poet, for-, Nic. Th. 389.,, 6, a place where

there are many, ground bro-

ken up by nioiintain-streams,, , , =-, Nonn., , , dim. from -, Strab., , , a yellowish bird

dwelling in clefts {), perh.

the lapwing, or the curlew, Hippon. 36,

Ar. Av. 266, 1141. It was very greedy,

whence the proverb,

C?/i', of a glutton. Plat. Gorg. 494 B,

ubi V. Stallb. The sight of it was
held to be a cure for the jaundice,

Ael. N. A. 17, 13; cf. II., ov, ,—, Plut.

Agis 8.^, ov, , the Charadrus, a

mountain stream in Argolis empty-
ing into the Inachus, Thuc. 5, 60;
Paus. 2, 25, 2.-2. a little stream
near Charadra in Phocis, Paus. 10,

33, 6.—Elsewhere freq. as name of a

mountain torrent, Paus. ; etc. ; cf

foreg., , f.-, to make into a

:—hence, in [)ass., in be bro-

ken into clefts hi/ mountain streams, to

be full of rifts and gullies, -, Hdt. 2, 25 ; -, Hdt. 7. 176: ine-

taph., ol , the

pores are widened into large channels,

Hipp•, , () like a -, full of clefts, rifts, gullies. Foes,

ufic. Hipp. s. V.-. ov, .() belonging

to or fit for a stake, pale or palisade,

Theophr., f. -' Att. -,{)
to fence with pointed stakes, driven in

crosswise, to palisade: generally, to

lay across, cross ; and so, intrans., of

a fly, . , to

dress itself by crossing the forelegs,

Arist. Part. An. 4, 6, 14., , , dim. from -. [], , ,{)
palisading, Pherecr. Pers. 1 , 2., , , in Timon ap.

Ath. 22 D, (from, a fence or wall), bookish clois-

terlings. The Edd. of Ath. read -., , ,{,-) the throning up of a palisade 0
rampart, a mound, LXX., f. -, {-, ) dep. mid., to make a

palisade, fortify a camp, A pp. Civ.

Hence, , , the makiiig of
a vallum, Polyb. 6, 34, 1., , f.-,() to pale

round, palisade, barricade, Aeschin. 73,

29 ; ;^. aicari/aif, Arist. Part. An. 4,

5, 23 ; ,
Antiph. Incert. 1.— II. to prop with a
stake, ., Geop.,, b,() :

—

strictly, an instrument for marking or

graving ; also the person who does tliis,

the etigraver, Euryph. ap. Stob. p. 556,
8 : but,—II. usu., that which is cut in

or marked, as the impress or stamp on
coins, seals, etc., ()
., Eur. El. 559; cf Plat. Polit. 289

; , to

set stamp upon a thing, Isocr. 2 D,
cf iv ,
Aesch. Supp. 282 :—also oifigures or

letters, which we also call characters,

these being at first graven in stone,

etc., literarum ductus, Plut. 2, 577 E,
1120 F.—2. metaph., like, the

mark or token impressed (as it were)
on a person or thing, by which it is

known from others, a characteristic,

distinctive mark, character,.^,
of a particular language or dialect,

Hdt. 1, 57, 142, cf Soph. Fr. 186, Ar.

Pac. 220; ., Hdt. 1, 116;
so, '-, Eur. IVIed. 525, cf. Hec.
379, . F. 658 ; hence,—3. the peculiar

nature or character of a thing, Plat.

Phaedr. 263 :

—

the character or pe-

culiar style of an author, Schiif Dion.
Comp. P. 359. Hence, . - Att. -, to

designate by a characteristic mark :
—

metaph., to delineate, characterize, Vit.

Horn., , , serving to

mark., ov, ,^,
Joseph.,, , =-

II. 2., , ,{-
) designation by a characteristic

7nark :
—a characterising., , , designa-

ting, characteristic, Dion. H., ov, 6, ( ) one

who marks, a stamper, coiner, IMane-

tho., , , verb. adj. from, graven, cut in, notched, tooth-

ed, like a saw or file, Hipp. Leon.
Tar. 4., , ,() an
instrument for cutting in pieces, Nic.

Al. 308.,. , { ) a

place paled round or palisaded, esp. a

fortified camp, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 38.—
II. like, a paling, palisade.

Id. An. 5, 2, 26. Dem. 71, 20: the

Roman vallum, Polyb. 9, 3, 2 ; . -. Id. 10, 31, 8 ; cf.^, ov, ,, the

river Characometes, in Lydia near
Tralles, Ath. 43 A.

^, , ,{) a

fencing with pales , a palisading,fortify

ing, Lycurg. 153, 27.,, , also ,() :

—a pointed stake: esp., — I. a vine-

prop or pole, Ar. Ach. 986, the

of Hom. :—these were costly articles

in Attica, Ar. Vesp. 1201, Pac. 1263,

cf Thuc. 3, 70.— II. like, a

pale, used in fortifying the rampart

of a camp, Ar. Ach. 1178, Dem. 568,

16; Lat. vallus, Polyb. 18, 1, 1 :
—

then,—2. place paled in, a palisaded



xapi
cemp, Menand. p. 29 ; the Roman val-

lum, Polyb. 1, 29, 3, etc. ; cf.-.— 111. a cutting 0 slip, esp. ol an

olive, Tlieophr.—IV. sea-fish, Opp•
H. 1, 173. (Ace. to the old Gramm.

was (em. only in signf. of a

vine-prop, otherwise masc. ; but this

distinction is not strictly observed.

Lob. Phryn. 61.)

tXapa^,, , Charax, a city in

the district Characene on the sinus

Persicus at the mouth of the Tigris,

Dio C—2. a city in the island of

Corsica, Strab. p. 224. Others in Id.

p. 836 ; etc., ov, (,-7 ) ploughing the sea, Simon. 82,

Bergk.,, ,{) an en-

graving, incisio7i, Plut. 2, 698 C.

fXapafof, ov, 0. Charaxus, brother

of Sappho, Hdt. 2, 135 ; Strab. p. 808., , late word for, to delight, gladden.'', Att.- : f. - .—
to make vharp or pointed, sharpen, lohet,,, Hes. Op. 571, Sc.

235
; , Hes. Op.

385 : also, to furmsh with notches or

teeth, like a saw, Arist. Audib. 45.

—

2. nietaph., to exasperate, irritate, anger,

hke, :—pass.,-
Tiui, exasperated at any one, Hdt.

7, 1 ;
, to be angry

at one for a thing, Eur. Med. 157.

—

II. tocutintofurrous, to furrow, scratch,' ', Pind. . 1, 54;, Aesch. Pers. 683
;

,,, /.-, Anth., etc. ; -, Anth. . 10, 14.—111. to

engrave, ., lb. 12,

130; ., 7, 710:

—

, stamped monsy,
coin, Polyb. 10, 27, 13. (Prob. ono-

matop. ; akin to , and our
scratch ; hence.), inf. aor. 2 pass, of ;^;/ ;/, fut. mid. of same.,, . Chares, an Athe-
nian commander, defeated at Chae-
ronea, Xen. Hell. 7, 2, 18 ; Dem.

;

etc.—2. a statuary of Rhodes, Strab.

p. 652, maker of the Colossus. Others
in Plut. Alex. ; Ath. ; etc.\, vv, h, Chariades, an
Athenian, Isae. 46, 34. Others in

Eubul. Antiop. 3 ; etc. In pi. ol Xa-, the Chariadae, a noble family
in Aegina, Pind. N. 8, 79., ov and a, , Charidas,

masc. pr. n., a Cyrenean, Call. Ep. 14.

Cf..̂, ov, . Dor. -,
Charidemus, a commander of merce-
naries in the service of Athens from
Oreus in Euboea, Dem. 663, 5 ; sqq.—2. an Athenian commander ; sent
also on an embassy to Philip, Id. pp.
19, 267, etc. Others in Dem. 1056,

27; 1331, 22; etc., , , (,)
Joy-giver, epith ol Mercury, . Hom.
17, 12 : also of Bacchus, Plut. Anton.
24 (in form -/).,, fem. from foreg.,

Oh. H. 8, 9.,,, but in

Att. (v. sub fin.), gen.,
() : pleasing, agreeable, graceful,

pretty, lovely, beautiful : in Hom. only
of things, , II. 6,

271 ;, 5, 905 ;, 8, 204
;

ipya,, Od. 10, 223 ; 24, 197
;, 9, 5 ;—but also of

the parts of a person, as .,,, 11. 16, 798 j 18, 24 ;
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22, 403 ; and so, of a youth,, 11.

24, 348 :—of actual persons first in

Hes. Th. 246, 260, to denote female
grace and beauty :—then,—11. Alt.,

was very freq. of persons, but
usu. in metaph. signf, graceful, ele-

gant, accomplished, SO that it came to

be used as a familiar term for,
Lat. venustiis, festivus, lepidus, scitus,

01, men of taste, men of edu-

cation, Isocr. 234 C, Plat. Rep. 452
B, 605 B, cf esp. 602 D ; opp. to oi, oi, Arist. Eth. N.
1, 5, 4, Pol. 2, 7, 10; ol ., lb. 6, 5, 10:— r. , accom-

plished in a thing. Plat. Lach. 180 D ;, Ep. Plat. 363 C— 2. so of

things, nice, neat, pretty, elegant, agree-

able, Lat. scitus, facetus, Ar. Plut. 145,

etc. ; , . 1401
;

so in ironic, sense, '. Id. Eccl. 794
; .. Id. Plut.

849; yap, that would be a

pretty thing.' Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 13, Luc.
Jup. Trag. 26.— III. adv. -, grace-

fully, elegantly, . TO .
Plat. Phaed. 80 C : neatly, cleverly,

., lb. 87 A, cf.

Polit. 300 : also in ironical sense.
—2. kindly, courteously, Isocr. 86 D.

—

3. with good intention, .,-, Id. 240 C—IV. the neut.

was also used in Att. as adv., and
then only (ace. to A. B. p. 570) it

was written proparox., cf.

Stallb. Plat. Euthyd. 303 E. (The
orig. form was, like /, as

appears from the compar. and superl.,- : but the Aeol.

or Boeot. form soon got the
upper hand, whereas remains
a rare poetic word.) Hence, f. - Att.

: dep. mid. :

—

to art or speak
with grace, neatness or freedom, esp. to

be witty, to jest, Lat. festive loqui, Ar.

Fr. 212, Plat. Rep. 430 D, etc.
;, _ to jest in

earnest. Plat. Apol. 24 C. Hence,, , a witty say-

ing, jest, bon-mot : and, , , graceful man-
ners : esp., witty conversation. Plat.

Theaet. 168 D ; . ,
Id. Rep. 563 ., , , {)
gracefulness, like foreg., Plut. 2, 441

., adv., from, q. v., , {, *}) de-

lighting in handicraft, epith. of Miner-
va, as protectress of artificers, Leon.
Tar. 4 ;—elsewh.., dep. c. fut. mid. --

Att.- (as also in Hdt. 1,

90) : aor., Hdt. 1, 91 : pf., both in act. and pass,

sense, cf. Ar. Eq. 54, and infra (III)

:

—{). To say or do something

agreeable to a person, showhim favour
or kindness, oblige, gratify Or favour
him, hat,, gratificari, c. dat. pers., first

in 11. 5, 71, Od. 13, 265, etc. ; and in

Att., as Thuc. 3, 42, Xen. Mem. 4, 3,

16 ;', to oblige

him, Plat. Prot. 362 A ; etc. :—more
rarely without dat., to make one's self

agreeable, court favour, c. part.,-^, Od. 1, 61, cf. Ar.

Eccl. 1045; ;^;.;(^«piraf, Eur. Erechth.
17, 1 ; to comply, Aesch. Pers. 700

:

—so c. dat. modi, -
, to court favour by lies, Od. 14, 387

;

so too, , Od. 10,

43, etc.—2. in Att., mostly, to gratify

or indulge a humour or passion,

-, Pind. Fr. 236 ; .,

Soph. El. 331 ; ^, Eur. Aeol. 13,
cf. Or. 1514: Tfi, Plat. Rep.
561 C; . ),,,
like Lat. indutgere, Xen. Cyr. 4, 2,

39, etc. :—esp. of a woman, . ',
to grant herfavours to a man, Lat. co-

piam suifacere, Ar. Eq. 517, Eccl. 629,
Plat. Syinp. 182 A, Phaedr. 231 C,
256 A, etc. ; cf. Ruhnk. Tun., v. sub

III. 2 :•—also, to humour another
in argument, i. e. let him have the best

of it, Plat. Meno 75 ; so, . -, Xen. Eq. 10, 12.— II. c. ace. rei,

to offer willingly, give gladly or cheer-

fully, give freely,, Od. 24, 283

;

, II. 6, 49, etc. ;, Hdt. 1, 91, Ar. Ach. 437, Eq.
54 : hence also, c. gen. partitivo, to

give freely of a thing, .,
Od. 17, 452 ; -, giving freely of such things
as were ready, Od. 1, 140, etc. ;—on, Od. 13, 15, v.

sub Trpot^.

—

III. pass., to be pleasing,

agreeable or dear,, to any one, Od.
8,538: esp. in pf., and
in p\q\)t'., , was dear to

her heart, Od. 6, 23 ; -, it was done to please

the Euboeans, Hdt. 8, 5 ;

ovv . Plat. Phaedr.
250 C.—2. part. pf., ,
ov, as adj., pleasing, acceptable, wet-

come, Lat. gratus, acceptus, -, oft. in Hom., cf. Hes.
Th. 580 ; , II.

20, 298, cf. Od. 16, 184;-, to do things pleasing
to one, II. 24,661: so toowithe/cStVai,
Od. 8, 584; 7/, he
came ivishedfor, was welcome, Od. 2,

54, cf. Hdt. 1, 87 ; -, Eur. . F. 889 ; .-, Ar. Pac. 386 ; -,. . Plat. Soph.
218 A, Enlhvphr. 14 ; ..
Dem. 178, 3.—The whole word is

rare in Trag., but very freq. in prose.

iXapta, , i/, Chanclea, fem.
pr. n., Luc. Tox. 13.}7., ov, 6, Chariclides, an
Athenian archon, Dem. 572, 13.

iXap, , 6, Charicles, an
Athenian naval commander, Thuc.
7, 20 :—one of the thirty tyrants, Xen.
Hell. 2, 3, 2.—Others in Andoc.

;

Luc. ; etc.

iXap,ov,.Chariclo, -anymph,
mother of Tiresias, Apollod. 3, 4, 7

;

Call. Lav. Pall. 67.-2. a daughter of
Perses or Apollo,wife of Chiron, Pind.
P. 4, 184.—3. daughter of Cychreus
of Salamis, wife of Sciron, Plut.Thes.
10.—Others in Anth.?, ov, 6, Att.,
Dor., also /., Hdt.
8, 131, (Jharilaus, son of Polydectes,
nephew of Lycurgus, a Proclid, Plut.

Lye. 3 ; etc.\, .. foreg.—In Ael. V. H.
1, 27 formerly XaptJof.^, , , Charilaus, a citi-

zen of Samos, Hdt. 3, 145. Cf. Xa-.
tXapi?./.of, ov, 6,—7.., v. sVib V. I.'\, ov, , Charinades, an

Athenian, whose slowness became
proverbial,' Xapi-, Ar. Vesp. 232., ov, , name of a comic
dancer in Sparta, a standing charac-
ter in the Doric comedy, like the
Spanish Gracioso, Mviller Dor. 4, 7

<J
3.—til. as masc. pr. n., Charimis.

an Athenian, Dem. 1334, 11.—2. an-
other, Id. 927, 21.—Others in Arr. •,

etc.
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XAPI
' ^, , , Ckarixene, an
Athenian female, whose name be-

came proverbial for simplicity, Ar.

,Eccl. 943.

iXa()vo, ov, 6, Charixenus, a

Sicyonian, Luc. Tox. 22.—Others in

Anth. P. 7, 403 ; etc.

• tXttpiTTrof, ov, 0, Charippus, an
'Athenian, masc. pr. n., Ar. Nub. 61.

—

Others in Andoc. ; Ael. ; etc., 7/, gen. : acc. ;^-
piv, in later poets also;t;(ipir«, which
occurs also in Hilt, (i, 41, Eur. El. CI,

Hel. 1378 ; fami always so of the prop.

,n., infr. B, Kuhner Gr. Gr. 273, 3,

Anm. It: plur. ; poet. dat.

jupiaffi.Pind.N.S, tin., or,
Id.: {.) Favour, grace, hat. gratia,

— I. HI objective sense, outward grace

(as we say tvell or ill favoured), grace,

beauty, esp. of persons, oft. in Horn. ;

.

' -'/, Od. 2, 12, etc.
;^, lies. Op. C5 ;--, Aesch. Ag. 416; also in plur.,, Od. 6,

237
; , gracefully, Thuc.

2, 41 :—more rarely of things,-, Od. 15,

320, cf. II. 14, 183; ( graceful speak-

ing, ov, Ocl. 8, 175.—II. in subjec-

tive sense, grace,favour felt ; and that,

— 1. on the part of the. doer, Ai7ii/?iess,

goodwill,, for or towards one,

Hes. Op. 188;/.. Soph. Aj. 808.—2. more
usu. on the part of the receiver, the

sense of favour received or enjoyed,

thanks, gratitude, II. 4, 95 ;, for

a thing, -', Od. 4, 695, cf. Hes. Th.
503 : more rarely c. inf

, -, lha7iksfor lighting, 11. 9, 316
;

17, 147;

nayfa, should ever feel the

favour, i. e. thank thee, II. 14, 235 ; so. Hes. Th.
503; , Pind. . 10

(11), 22;—in prose usu., -
vai, Hdt. 3, 21, and Att. ; so, y.,, Pors. Med.
476 ; . , to feel grati-

tude to one for a thing, Hdt. 7, 120,

cf. ], 71, and freq. in Att. ; r. -
., to owe gratitude, be beholden,
Soph. Ant. 331, Xen. Cyr. 3. 2, 30 ;

or , to

lay up a store of gratitude in a per-

son's heart, i. e. earn his/, Hdt.

7, 178 ; , to receive,

reap thanks, Soph. O. T. 1004, etc.

;

7. . Id.

Phil. 1370 ; so, ., Thuc.
3, 58 ; ., and so on ;

—

though all these run also into signf.

Ill:

—

{) ..., as,-
..., thank the gods

that..., Xen. An. 3, 3, 14, etc. ; hence,
—3. influence, as opp. to force,-
TL , Thuc. 1, 9.— III.

as an act., a favour whether done or

returned, a grace, kindness, boon: in

gen. that which is acceptable, pleasing

to one, esp., , to

confer a favour on one, do something
agreeable to him, 11. 5, 211, 874; 9,

613, etc. ; in thi.s signf very freq. in

Hdt. ; hence in the same phrase, to

please or humour one, do a thing to oblige

him, like ,
in prose usu. ,,, etc., to do, confer a grace,fa-
vour, kindness, Trag., cf. Lob. Phryn.
18

; .=:, to indulge,

humour, opyy. Soph. O. C. 855 ; so,,,-
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etc., of favours returned, or to be re-

turned, freq. in Att., see the verbs—
2. esp., oi favours granted by women,
(v. sub I, 2), -, 11. 11, 243 ; so in Alt. usu.

in plur., as Xen. Hier. 1,34; 7,6;
and in lull, vupirff -, Pind. Fr. 90, 1 ; cf Plat. Phaedr.
254 A, etc.

—

IV. generally, a gratifi-

cation, delight,v, in oxfrom a thing,,, Pind. P. 2,

129, O. 7, 8 ;, -, like Lat. deliciae, Kur. Tro.
1109; opp. io. Soph. El. 821

;3 , Ar. Lys.
805 ; cf. Plat. (3org. 462 C, etc.—2., homage due to them,
their worship, majesty, Aesch. Ag. 182

;

so, ., lb. 372 :—also, an ac-

knowledgment thereof, an offering, gift,' ., opp. to a common
gift( or ), Aesch. Ag.
1387, Xen. Hier. 8, 4 ;

.. Plat. Euthyphr. 15 A ; cf
Lach. 187 A, etc.—V. special usages :

— 1. absol. acc. sing,, c. gen.,

in any one's favour, for his pleasure,

for his sake, , 11. 15,

744 ; , to

li€ for one's tongue's pleasure, i. e.

merely for the sake of talking, Hes.
Op. 707, cf Aesch. Uho. 206 : also

with artic, •,
Hdt. 5, 99 ; so also very common in

Att.:—in this usage it soon assumed
the character of a prep., being usu. fol-

lowed by its gemt.,=h'u, Lat. gra-

tia, causa, for the sake of a person or

thing, in behalf of, on account of,

; lor what reason ? Ar. Plut. 53
;

.. Plat Rep. 475
A ; , Id. Phaedr. 241

C, etc. ; so, ', ',
for my, thy pleasure or sake, Lat. mea,

tua gratia. Soph. Tr. 485, etc. ; also, r. ;—also pleon.,. Plat. Legg. 701 D,
tPseudo-Phoc. 188t,cf ivt/ia;—also,, as far asregards...,as to...,

like II, Soph. O. C. 444, Fr.

501, cf Valck. Hdt. 0, 63, Blonif
Pers. 343.— Originally, no doubt, tliis

was an accus. in apposition with the

sentence, as in 11. 15, 744, etc., being

a favour, since it is {was) a favour, cf.

Jelf Gr. Gr. §621, obs. 2.-2. -, to do one a pleasure, Thuc.
3, 37 ; .. Soph.
. . 1353 :—so,—3. -, Mem. 4,4,4, cf Hell. C, 3,

7 : but, , for
the sake of my flesh, i. e. of devouring
it. Soph. Phil. 1150 ; so, . -. Id. Ant. 30 ; Trpof ., opp. to. Id. O. T. 1152:—but, also, just like, Pind. O.
8, 10, Eur. Med. 538.-4. iv, to decide from partiality

to one, Theocr. 5, 69 : iv.
, Stallb. Plat. Phaed. 115 0: but,

also, for one's gratification, pleasure,

iv, cf Stallb.

Phaed. 115 B.—5. ota
or , to stand, be on
terms of friendship or mutual favour
with one, Xen. Hier. 9, 1, and 2.—0., Polyb. 2,

22, 5.

. as a mythological pr. n., usu. in

plur. ai, the Charites or (rra-

ces, goddesses of grace, loveliness and
favour, they who confer all grace,
etc., even the favour of victory in the
games, Bockh Expl. Pind. O. 2, 50(90)
sq.,7, 12 (20). In Horn, their number is

Undefined, cf. II. 14, 267, sq. ; but Hes.

XAPI
Th. 907, reduces them to three, Agio•
ta, Euphrosyne, Thalia ; and Pind.,
etc., follows him, O. 14, 19. In Od.
18, 194 ; , 364, they are the attend-
ants ol Venus, whom they bathe and
dress, cf Miiller Archiiol. §378, 1

]
and are introduced to personify thel

highest grace in any thing ; e. g. a'

veil is wrought by them, II. 5, 338;
and, in Od. 6, 18, they give their
charms to the companions of Nausi-
caa.—The worship ofthe three Graces
is said to have been introduced by
Eteocles at Orchomenus in Boeotia,
v. Miill. Orchom. 8, p. 177, sq. : while
at Lacedaemon and Athens only two
were orig. worshipped,— at Lacedae-
mon called, and. (not^), Giver of Glory and Fame at

Athens,' and <, Guide
and Nurse, Pausan. 3, 18, 6 ; 9, 35, 2 :

a later version called them and.— II. in sing., , Charis,
wife of Vulcan, acc. to II.' 18, 382,
whereas Hes. Th. 945. makes Aglaia,
the youngest of the Charites, his wife.

C. (As is of the same root
with,,, it is akin
also to Lat. carus and gratus, gratis,

grates, gratia.) [-.-«', yet Horn, some-
times has the acc. in arsis, as
in II. 5,874; 11,243.]^, contd. . 6,

Charislhenes, inasc. pr. n., Anth. P. 6,

150.

jXap, ov, 6, son of Charisius,
Dem. 1304, 26., , , also,
Charisiae, a city in Arcadia, Paus. 8,

35, 5., a, ov, belonging to,
like : ., afree gilt,

(/all. Fr. 193; , love-

plant.— II. r., a sort of cake,
Ar. Fr. C; but as subst.,

in Eubul. ^,. 2.— III. ru
(sc.),^. [pi]^, ov, b, Charisius, a son
of Lycaon, founder ofCharisiae, Paus.
8, 3. 4.,, ,() a

favour, kindness: esp., afree gift, grace,

N.T., verb. adj. from', one must gratify, indulge, etc,
Plat. Phaedr. 227 C., ov, {) in-

clined to showing favour ; OXfor giving
thaiiks : hence,— 1. ., a favour,
grace, LXX.—2. Tu . (sc. ),
thank-offerings, Xen. Cyr. 4, 1,2; 7,

2, 28 ; .,, Polyb.
21, 1, 2, Luc. Patr. Encom. 7., , ,() giv-

ing freely, bounteous, Plut. 2, 332 D,
etc.,, 6, an instrument

of Archimedes /or weighing.

(sc. ), , the feast

of the Charites., , , a jest, joke, Xen.
Cyr. 2, 2, 13.^, ov, b, Charitimides,

masc. pr. n., Ar. Eccl. 293.

, ,[,-) with eyelids or eyes like the

Charites,, Anth. P. append.
209: comically, ;^;../";;., Eubul.. 2., Att. -, ,
(.,) to speak to please,

gloze with the tongue, Aesch. Pr. 294 ;

also., i. -i'aij,=foreg., ov, ,=,
Wytt. Plut. 2, 158 E., , , =
Anacr. 129.



'., , {, )
tilth charming voice, Phllox. ap. Ath.

S64 E.

»/}~, , f. -).() to show

favour or grace to any one,, .
. : usu. in pass,, lobe highly favoured,

LXX., and N. '.

tXnptru. oOr. fj, Charito, fetn. pr.

n., Anih. P. 5, 13.

iXapiTuv, , hill of the Gra-

ces, in Africa at the source of the Ci-

nyps, Hdt. 4, 175.\., , , Chariton, an
Agrigentine, Ael. V. H. 2, 4.-], ov, , (, )
Sracefnl of aspect, sweet-looking, Orph.

H. 16, 5; i^m.,, Anih.

P. append. 209.,, .() a joy, de-

light, source of joy to any one,

TivL Honn. ; also,^., Eur. Phoen.
150G, Supp. 282 : in plur., Od. 6, 185,

Hes. Op. 699, Aesch., and Eur. ; esp.

of victory in the games, .
F/.aiSov, Pind. O. 10(11), 26; -

., Id. I. 5 (4), 69 ; etc. :

source of malignant joy, 11, 3, 51 ; 6,

82, etc ; ?•,) ',
Aesch. Pers. 1034.—2, generally, ^oy,

delight, pleasure, Od, 19, 471, H, Ger.

372, Hes. Sc, 400, Trag.—Poet, word.
—(French charme, charmer, etc.)^), , , Charmnnde, a
large city of Mesopotamia, on the Eu-
phrates, Xen. An. I, 5, 10.^, ov, , Charmantides,

an Athenian, a pupil of the sophist

Thrasymachus, Plat. Rep. 328 B.~
Others in Isocr. ; etc,,, , battle, fight-, strife, war,

oft. in Horn.
; /, 11.

•4, 222, etc. ; , II,

19, 148, Od. 22, 73
;
' eiKtze-', 11. 4, 509 ; -, 5, tJOS ;/.), 7,

218 :

—

.*)<
3?.', where it seems to

mean the spirit of battle, eagerness for
battle, II. 13, 82:— in Pind., like-, victory in the games, O. 9, 129 :

—

in phir,, successes, opp. to, Pseu-
do-Phocyi. 110. (The root of
must be, so that the primary
sense would be the joy of battle, 'the

rtern joy that warriors feel,' etc. ; see

the last place quoted from II. in the
compds. and-, and, -,?^. Schnei-
der refers to a remarkable gloss of

Hesych.,' -).—II.

=, Stesich. 89, Ibyc. 53., ov, , Charmidas, a
Spartan, Paus. 3, 2, 7.

iXap, ov, , Charmides, an
Athenian, son of Glaucon, uncle of
Plato, Plat. Charm. ; Prot. 315 ; Xen.
Hell. 2, 4, 19.—2. an Elean, victor at

Olympia, Paus. 6, 7. 1.—3. father of
the sculptor Phidias, Id. 5, 10, 2.. , . Charminus, a na-

val commander of. the Athenians,
Thuc. 8, .30.—2. a Lacedaemonian, an
envoy of Thimbron, Xen. An. 7, 6, 1.\,, //,() Char-
mium, fern. pr. n., Plut. Anton. 86.'\,, , Charmis, masc. pr.

n., Anth. P. 7, 519.—II. , a city of
Sardinia.^, 6, Charmothas, a port

of Arabia, Strab. p, 777.\/^, , , Charmolaus, a
beautiful youth of Megara, Luc. D.
Mort. 10.—Others in Strab. ; etc.. , ,^, joy,

delight, bliss. Soph. Aj. 559, and in

Eur. : plur., joijir, delights, Eur. Ion
1379, H. F. 384, 742. Poet, word,

XAPT
yet cf. Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 22, Plat. Phil.

43 C. Hence, , , glad, joyful.^, ov, , Charmus. an Athe-
nian, Plut. Sol. 2; Paus. 1,30, ].—
Others in Ath. 4 A ; 344 D ; etc.,, {j.joyfulness, delight,

Plut. 2, 1102 A, Orph. H. 59, 4 : from, , ov,() joyful,

glad, , to make re-

joicings, Hdt. 3, 27 ; where Schweigh.
would supply, cf. Plut. 2, 362 D., , , , (,) heart-delighting, or of joyous
heart, epith. of Mercury, H. Horn.
Merc. 127,, ov, b, and,
ov, 6. (,) Giver nfjoy, like

: poet. fein..
iXapo>], ov, 6, Charoeades, a

naval commander of the Athenians,
Thuc. 3, 86,\, , , Charopinus,
brother of Aristagoras of Miletus,
Hdt. 5, 99., , to cattse joy, to de-

light. Hence,,, joy caused to

any one.,,(,) caus-

ing joy, gladdening, v. I. for-,
Eur, Hec. 917, Phoen. 768, Ar. Ran.
353., , , also , ,[,) : — strictly, glad-eyed ; hence,
bright-eyed, , Od. 11,

61 1, . Merc. 569, Hes. Th. 321, etc.

;

, l\. Horn, Merc. 194 ; of the
eyes of Minerva, Theocr. 20, 25, cf
Luc. D. Mort. 1,3, etc, ; of monkeys,
Ar. Pac. 1065 ; of the Germans (cf

sq.); asepith./,.. Rh.
I, 1280 ; of the sea, Mel. 80, Opp. H.
4, 312, etc.—The word did not at first

denote any deliiiite colour, but referred

simply to the brightness of the eye, usu.

with collat. notion of fierceness (Lu-
cas Quaest. Lexil. "is 53 sq. ; cf.-
): but as such eyes usu. have a
light-blue or greyish lustre, it came,
like ?., to denote colours of
this kind. What the special shade
was, we can hardly determine, but it

is distinguished as darker than-
(q. v., signf II. 2) by several au-

thors
;
yet that they did not differ

much is clear from the line,?, /./, Theocr. 20, 25 ; cf. Foes.
Oec. Hipp. Late poets, keeping
solely to the expression of such eyes,

use it generally for joyous, gladsome,

cf Theocr. 12, 35, Jac. Anth. P. p.

324.

tXtipoTTOf. ov, , Charopus, father

of Nireus, king of the island Syme,
II. 2, 672 :—in Luc. D. Mort. 25-.—2. an Elean, Xen. Hell. 7, 4, 15.. , , ()
brightness nf eye : a light-blue colour,

used by Plut. Marius 11, to designate
the eyes of the Germans, called by
Tacitus truces et caerulei oculi.

Xapoip,, 6, , poet, for-, Opp. C. 3, 114. [a],, , Charops,=:Xupo-
1.—2. son of Hippasus, a Trojan,

U. II, 426.—Others in Luc, etc., ov, , dim. from-, Anth. [ru], , Chartas, a statuary of
Sparta, Paus. 6, 4, 4., , ^,= sq., LXX., , 7),= sq., a sheet of paper,
to which the Stoics compared the

soul at birth, Plut. 2, 900 A., ov, 6, () Lat.

charta, a leaf ofpaper, made from the

separated layers of the papyrus : the'

finest paper was called royal,, chartae regiae in Catull.
19, 6.—2, bookformed of such leaves :

so in plur., as we say papers. Plat.
(Com.) Incert. 10.-3. metaph.. any
leaf or thin plate, ,
Joseph., ov, 70,= sq., Alciphr.
1,26. [Z]. ov, TO, dim. from,
Plut. 2, 60 A., ov, writing on paper., , , a dealer in pa-
per. [«-]', ov, o,=foreg., , , verb. adj. from-, that IS matter of delight, delightful.

Soph. Tr. 227, Plat. Prot. 358 A:, delights, opp. to,•. Archil. 14, cf Soph. EI.

1457; rapru, Eur. Phoen.
618. (Hence prob. the Lat, grains.)., ov, , a case or
closet for keeping papers in.?,, , keeper of
papers, []. f. - Att. • :

—to

swallow up like Charybdis, Memeke
j

Pherecr.. 17.
' , Ion. , , Charyb-
dis, a dangerous whirlpool between

I
Italy and Sicily, opposite the rock

!
Scylla, Od. 12, 101, sq. : generally,

I

whirlpool, gidf, Eur. Supp. 500 ;—me-
j

taph. of a greedy, rapacious person,
I .. Ar. Eq. 248. (Prob. akin
to.)

i
,, . , poet, for-. Lye. 455 :—hence, as subst.,

/ioii, Euphor. 47, et ibi Meineke ; an
eagle. Lye. 260, et ibi Bachm. ; of the
Cyclops, Lye. 660.—II. as prop, n.,

Charon, the ferryman of the Sty.K,

prob.y>"oni ;.^ bright, fierce eyes, Eur.,
etc. ; in Ar. Ran. 183, with a play on.,, , Charon, v. foreg.

II.—2. a Thebaii, a friend of Pelopi-
das, Xen. Hell. 5. 4, 3.-3. a historian

ol Lampsacus, . Paus. 10, 38,
11 ; cf Strab. p. 583.. ov, 6, Charondas, a cel-

ebrated lawgiver of Catana in Sicily,

Plat. Rep. 599 ; Arist. Pol. 1, 1, 6., ov, () belonging

to Charon or the nether world, ('haro-

nean : hence,— 1. X. (?', the gate
through which criminals were led to

execution.—2. X., a staircase

in the theatre, leading up to tlie stage
as if from the world below, by which,
ghosts, etc., entered, cf Herm. Opusc.
6, 2. p. 133.—3. X., caverns
filled with mephitic vapours, like the
Grotto del Cane near Naples ; such
places being looked on as entrances'
to the nether world, Galen, cf Foes.
Oecon. Hipp. : tand Strab. p. 578.,, pecul. poet, fem. of

foreg., ov, b, coming from the

nether world ;—used to translate Lat.

Orcini. the low persons whom Caesar
brought into the senate, Plut. Anton.
15., , Arr., Lob. Phryn.
106 ; and,, , , rare late

forms for,.., , chasm, separation., f. -, frequentat. from, (qq. v.), c. ace, to gape
at or for a thing, Ar. Vesp. 695.', , , a mask with ga-
ping mouth.— II. a plant, Diosc. ; else-'

where.., b, a gaper, gaby.,, to gape, yawn,
1651
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forms almost always used for the

pres. and impf. of, in the best

authors, Solon 5, 30, Achae. ap. Eust.

753, 55, Ar. Eq. 1018, 1032, Xen. Eq.

10, 7, etc.—V. sub.
XaOKupeu),,=, Hesych.,,,{) :

— yawn-

inii hollow, a chasm, gulf, Hes. Th.
740 ; Y. )'i}f. Hilt. 7, 30 ;, -,. Ion 281, 1. . G20 ;-

., . Phoen. 1605 :

—

also, the open moulh, like Lat. Ticlus,

r.. Eur. H. F. 3C3 ; cf. Anth.

P. 11, 379. etc.— II. generally, any

wide space or expanse, hence used of

the sky and sea, as,

(5;) Aiyalov, Hdt. 4, 85,

cf Plat. Legg. 614 D, etc. Hence, , or usu. as dep. mid.,, f -, to yaivn, gape

ti-iile. oi the mouth, (sc.

/), Ar. Eq. 824 ; ol -. Plat. Charm. 16!) C;
of agate, Alex.)y. 1,7.— 11. metaph

,

to be confounded or amazed, Plat. Gorg.

48C B, 527 A.,,.= $^; Anst. Mund.
4, 30, Diog. L. 7, 154.

//-/£-,,, ofan earthquake,

which leaves vast chasms.. Ion. for,
, at a thing, Theocr. 4, 53., , , a yawning, gaping, in

gen. drowsiness, P\al. Rep. 503 0; also

in plur.. Foes. Oec. Hipp.—2. an ob-

ject of idle gaping or staring, a gaz-

ing-siock, Antipat. ap. Stob. p. 427,

58.,, ,() that

which is opened wide, a yawn, gape, Lat.

rictns, Ar. Av. 61.,,,=., ,=, Foes. Oec.

Hipp., , to yawn constantly: to

make i^crses thai yawn, i. e. have hiatus :

from, , (,) al-

ways yawning, Diog. L. 4, 32, Plut. 2,

92 D., , , constant yawning

:

—in Gramm., an hiatus in verses,

when one word ends, and the ne.xt

begins with a vowel : also averse full

of such hiatus.,',=, Hesych., ij, , wide opened, Hesych.

(Lat. vastus.)

iXo, Att. crasis for -, Ar. Nub. 34.=^., , strictly to open the month

;

hence,— I. c. inf , to lorig, desire, wish

much, -\ ?. ,
Od. 13,280;7, Od. 15, 376: also

ahsol., 11. 9, 518, Od. 2, 249.—II. c.

gen., to crave, want, have need of a

thing, ' -, Od. 3, 48.—The word is

merely poet., esp. Ep., and seems to

have been used only in pres. and impf
—Cf sq (Prob. from root XA-,;3;:aof,.), f. -, like foreg., c. gen.,

to long for, desire, crave a thing, -, Od. 8, 156 ; 11, 350 : to want,

have7ieedof, 11. 2, 225; , 392; -, Pind. . 2, 154 ; ov, Eur. Heracl. 465 :—also

absol., 11. 17, 221, Od. 22, 351 :—., to ivant work, i. e. to be idle,

Hes. Op. 21,, one who is in

wait, a needy, poor person, lb. 392.

—

The mid. is usu. received into the

te.\t of Aesch. Ag. 304 after Pors.,

for . : but
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Wellauer's conject., \

Media, Diod. S. 2, 13;—cf Strab/p,

q. v., deserves attention.

Xan'f, Tj. and,, , want,

need, less usual lorms for,-, q. v. [u]

tXarpa//if, i(5of, J7,=sq., Dion. P.

957.^,, , Chatramo-

titis, a district of Arabia Felix, Strab.

p. 768.

iXn'a, , , Chattenia, a

district of the Gerrhaei in Arabia, Po-
lyb. 13, 9, 1.\]. . ol, the Chatteni, v.

foreg., Polyb. 13, 9, 4.

iXUTToi. , oi, the Catti, a Ger-

man tribe, Strab. j). 291.

iXaTTOvapioi,, oi, the Cattuarii,

a German tril)e, Strab. p. 291., oi^,= sq., Arist. Part.

An. 3, 1, 6 ; 2. 4 ; cf Lob. Paral. 248.,, b, , {,-.) absol., udlh outstanding

teeth or iusks,, Hes. Sc. 387.

— II. Hdt. 2, 68 has -
of the crocodile's teeth ; in 2,

71, he calls the hippopotamus-, where
may be supplied ; so, of the

boar, Arist. H. A. 2, 1, 51, cf 4, 11,

14; cf foreg.', ov, and, , ov,=, Gramm.^,, oi, the Chaulotaei,

an Arabian tribe, Strab. p. 767.., .() a gaper,

gaby : also a liar, cheat. Hence, to cheat, beguile :— pass.,

to go astray, err, Gramm., ov, b,(, -) an open-moufhed citizen who
swallows all that's told him, a gaping

cit, cockney (cf Kt\ijvaloc), Ar. Ach.

635 ; cf Lob. Phryn. 601. [t], ov, (,-) wide-breeched, Ar. Ach. 104., , ov, but of, ov in Plat.

Legg. 728 E, Arist. Probl. 23, 29, 1 :

(;^;') ;—strictly, ;^ijpi>i^,/rt//i/ii'a4Jiii-

der ; hence, slackened, and so of the

consistence of bodies, loose, flabby,

flaccid. Plat. Polit. 282 E, and Arist.,

cf Foes. Oec. Hipp.: usu.,— If. me-
taph., empty, vain, idle, siity. .,
V. I. Solon 19, 6;, Pind. P. 2,

112; /. ,
id. . , 78 ; , So-

lon +26, 1+, 31 Bergk
; .

312.

tXdwv,, , .., , leguminous fruits,

pulse, Arist. . . 8, 5, 3, with . I.

: a\90 ,^-
ophr. C. PI. 4, 7.2; and Hesych. has, : the sing,

or>! is quoted from a very dub.
passage in Ath. 596 A, (Said to be
a compd. of ;^fip,, as if-~, plucked by the hand, like Lat.

legumen; hence Nic. Th. 752 says,

fi' ira -, '
'.), ,() like-, Phanias ap. Ath. 406 C.

Xiopmp, , , and,, , . sub.,, Ion. and Ep. for [, 3

sing, impf act. from, Horn., , , Ep. for, Nic. Th.
79., , , a purgative oint-

ment, Paul. Aeg.. , like, deside-

rat. from, to want to go to stool,

Ar. Nub. 1387, Ran. 8, etc., , , in Ar. Pac.
1176, ace. to Markiand, for the usu., with a play on:
but V. Schol.' : f, Ar. Vesp,
941

;
pf : aor. and-. To ease one's self, do one's need,

freq. in Ar. :—in mid., punningly, ;j;e-

el-, Eq. 1057.

Pass., ,
dung just dropt, Ach. 1170. (The
root is , Sanscr. had, laxare al-

vum. Hence,, etc.), , . Ion., and Ep., a
hole, esp. of .serpents, 11. 22, 93, 95,
Pythag. ap. Plut. 2, 169 :, he buried not his
youth in a hole, Pmd. I. 8 (7), fin.

(Fromroot X\-,, Lat. hio.), ov, , dim. from-, a small lip. [ j, very dab. 1. tot,., , f. -, (,
) to drink with the lips, to sip,

Anth. P. 7, 223., , , a lip, Horn., etc.

;

proverb, , to laugh with
the Itps (only), II. 15, 102 ;' ' .. Plat. I.e.; cf Arist. Eth. N.4, 3,

j

enough to vieX the lips, but not the

6, etc. :—Ar. Av. 819 plays on this I palate, i. e. a very sparing draught,
double sense. Hence

j

II. 2'i, 495 ; ,/,, , looseness, porons-
\

Eur. Bacch. 621; like -
ness, Xen. Oec. 19, 11.— II. metaph., 7. (v. sub ).—2. of

folly, vanity. Plat. Theaet. 175 B, l
beasts, the snout, muzzle: of birds,

Arist. Eth.' N. 2. 7, 7.
j

bill. beak. Anth. P. 9, 333.— II. me-,,.-,() to make
| taph. of things, the edge, brink, brim,

loose, flabby ot porous :
— hke, to

|

rim, e. g. of a cup or jar, Od. 4, 616,
open the inouth, Ephipp.'. 1,5;
but Meineke suspects the word.— II.

metaph., to puff up, make proud and
stlty, Eur. Andr. 931, Plat. Lys. 210

:—pass., to be so, Arist. Virt. et Vit.

7, 5. Hence',, , loosened earth,

Plut. Sertor. 17.,. ,() a mak-
ing slack or loose.— II. metaph., the

making a thing light, weakening itsforce

and weight (like Lat. elevare), .-, .\. Nub. 875, ubi v. Schol.
Hence, , , apt to make
loose or flabby, c. gen.,, Plut.

2, 771 B., a kind of cake, LXX.:

—

1

prob. a Hebr. word ; not to be altered

I into.
I iXavuv,, , Chauon, a city of

Hes. Op. 97 ; of a ditch, II. 12, 52,
Thuc. 3, 23 ; fol Oceanus. Mimnerni.
10, 7t ; of a river. Hdt. 2. 70; etc.

(Perh. from root X.\-,,,
Lat. hio ; strictly therefore, that which
ope?is.)?., ov, , ( ?.,) a lip-screw, instrument of tor-

ture, Synes.., , ( ) to surround
with a lip or rim.— II. very dub. 1. for., , cf. sub..,, , ..

f,, ,=?.. Hence^, , of Chilon, Chilo-

nean, ., alluding to his sen
tentious brevity of expression, Diog.
L. 1 , 72.

iX?M^',, , daughter of Chi-

lon, Iambi.—2. as fern. pr. n., Chilonis,
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«laughter of a Leonidas, Plut. Ages.

17.,, , very dub., v..
, ,,,,, wmter-iveather, cold,

frost, Lat. hiems, Od. 14, 487 :—thetu
winter, a season of the year, -, Od. 7, 118; cf. Hes. Op. 662,

Aesch. Ag. 5 ; ' -. Id. Pr. 454 ;. Has. Op. 448, and Ath. :

—

in ace. as adv., in winter, Od. 11, 190.
'—11. a storm, Aesch. Ag. 627 ;-. lb.

900; cf.. (The root is XI-
/it-, which appears in (q. v.),

Sanscr. himan, nuc, — whence the

Him-d laya mountains, i. e. house of
snow ; also Mt. Imaiis, and Emodus,
=in Sanscr. Him-avat, presented with

snow,—Lat. hiems, which is related

to, as hir to, heres herina-

ceits to .)., =, Strab.

;

formed iilte from.X,= {oeg., Joseph., , , () a win-

ter-dwelling, winter-quarters,, Dem. 49, 3 :— but

usu. in plur., , to

fix one's winter-quarters, Plut. Sertor.

6; cf. Lucull. 3, Eumen. 15, etc., (. -, ():—tran-

sit., to expose to the winter, set in the

frost or cold : — pass., to be exposed

thereto, eridure it, pass the winter. Soph.
Fr. 446 ; of trees, to live through the

luinier, , The-
ophr. ;?, Id.—2. to bring into winter

quarters :—pass., to go into winter quar-

ters : SO also, — 3. intr., to pass tlie

winter, Ar. Av. 1098 : to go into winter

quarters, to winter, Lat. hiemare, Hdt.

8, 133, Xen. Hell. 1, 2, 15, Plut.

Pyrrh. 30, etc. ; cf..— II.

to raise a storm or tempest,. Soph. . C. 1504 : me-
taph., to trouble, afflict, distract, O. T.
lUl :— Id. absol. (sc. ),
there is a storm, like,, etc.,-, Hdt. 7, 191, cf. Xen.
Oec. 8, 10, Wetstein ad Act. 27, 18.

—2. pass., to be driven by a storm^ over-

taken by it, sufferfrom it, Thuc. 2, 25 ;

3, 69, etc. ; . Id. 8,

99 ; ?.
Plat. Ion 540 ; etc. :—metaph., to

be tempest-tost, distressed, esp. of the

state considered as a ship, Eur. Supp.
269, Ar. Ran. 361 ; -, Eur. Ion 966;—also of single

persons, to be distracted by suffering,

etc., Aesch. Pr. 562, 838, Soph. Phil.

1460 ; -. Id. Ant. 391, cf. Monk. Hippol.

315, Meineke Menand. p. 146 ; -', Plat. Phil. 29 ; -
.. Id. Theaet. 170 A ;

etc. ; also, to toss about, from fever,

Hipp., cf. Lob. Phryn. 387.-3. intr.,

like the pass., to storm, rage, ,
Plut., f.•,= II :

—

pass., to be driven by a storm, be tem-

pest-tost, of a ship, Hdt. 8, 118; me-
taph., /icj . Pind.

P. 9, 57.— II. intr., to be stormy,-, Leon. Tar. 74 :—of
passion, Mel. 29, 45., , , (, )

defence against winter, storm and
rain ; esp., a thick winter-cloak, a dread-

nought, Aesch. Fr. 369, Soph. Fr.
958.' {jiu\, ov, 6, a plug in a ship^s

XEIM
bottom, drawn out when the ship was I

brought on land, to let out the bilge- !

water, Hes. Op. 6•4
; cf.., used for or for

|,, dub.
|(), ov, Att. contr. -, 1

ovv,{, ]>) ;

—

winter-flowing, .
,, a mountain-strea7n swollen by

rain and melted snow, II. 13, 1.38 ; and^ alone, II. 11, 493, Plat.

Legg. 736 A: — metaph., -
ua^[ju), borne down the rushing stream,

Pind.' Fr. 90 :—cf. sq.—2. like-
II. 2, a water-drain, conduit, Dem.

1277, 5.—II. m Att. poets, really as

an adj., () )..
Soph. Ant. 712

; -}), Eur. Tro. 449 ;/^. Id. Bacch. 1093 ;

so, ., Polyb. 10, 30, 2.

—

In Aesch. Fr. 265, -
/5oof seems to be stormy lightnmg, cf.. Id. Pr. 1044./^, ov, poet, for foreg., ., 11. 4, 452 ; 5, 88 ; cf. Lob.
Phryn. 234.^, ov, , the Chimarrhus,

a little river of Argolis, Paus. 2,

36, 7.7, , (/, -) like a torrent, rapid or raging,

Strab.,, , pecul. fern, of-
:— usu. as subst., — 1. (sub.

), the winter season, winter.— 2.

(sub.), a unnter-garment., . . Ion.,
() a passing the winter, winter-

ing ; win'er-quarters, Hdt. 2, 22, Po-
lyb. 2, 54, 14.

—

.^, a storm,

Arist. Prohl. 26, 3., , f. -, (,
) to exercise one's self in winter,

01 soldiers, Polyb. 3, 70, 4, Arr. Epict.

1, 2, 32., ov, , ( ),

winter-clothing, Ar. Fr. 708, ci.-., f. -',=^//«, susp.

and, , =,., ?, . --., , , alchemy, and -, , , 7 alchemist, . sub-., , , the winter season,

Dion. .; cf.: from
XLpv,^sq., f. - Att. - ;—like

II, pass the winter, winter,

Hdt. 6, 31 ; 7, 37, etc., , ,() of or be-

longing to winter, esp. in winter time,

( cf. sq. sub fin. ), . ( sc. )

Hdt. 1, 202 ; Tu., the winter. Plat.

Legg. 683 C ; .. Thuc. 6, 21,

cf. I : ,., the sun in

winter, Xen. Mem. 3, 8, 9 :

—

.,
a bleak, cold place, Thuc. 2, 70.'^', Ol', , Chimerium, a

promontory of Thesprotia with a har-

bour, Thuc. 1, 30 ; Strab. p. 324., a, ov, Att. also , ov,

Thuc. 3, 22 : () :
—in, of. belong-

ing to winter, wintry, stormy, cold, etc.,, II. 3, 222; , 23, 420;. He.s., Pind. P. 6, 10, Eur.,

etc. ; . the winter season,
Od. 5, 485, Hes. Op. 492 ; so,

., Hes. Op. 522, 563
; ., winter

hre, Pind. P. 4, 473 ; (sc.), in winter time, Nic. Al. 544 ;

01 , the most win-

try, stormy months, Hdt. 2, 68
; ., a stormy night, Thuc. 1. c. :

—

, a shore
strickeji by the wintry waves, Soph.

. C. 1241 :—metaph., ., raging
pain. Id. Phil. 1194;';^.,
punningly, Ar. Ach. 1141. Hdt.,
Thuc, and the best prose writers
use for wintry, like wintex,

stormy
; for in unnter-time,

of the winter season, cf. Lob. Phryn.
52., ov, poet, for foreg., , , =,
Diosc., , to have chilblains or
frozen feet., , , () a chil-

blain. V.., ov, , v.,-., , .., , to freeze, stand the frost.

Foes. Oec. Hipp. : from, , . Ion. for, the

winter season, winter cold, frost. Foes.
Oec. Hipp.,, , , (,-) frozen death, Luc. Lexiph.
14., , to sow in winter,

Theophr. : from. ov, (, )

sown in ivinter, Theophr., ,(,)
shun the winter, the rain or cold, Strab.,, , () :

—stormy,
rainy weather ; cold winter weather, the

season of winter, winter, opp. to,. II. 17, 549;, in winter, Pind. I. 2, 62
;

., during winter, Hdt. 3, 117, and
Xen.

;, in winter-time, Xen.
Mem. 3, 8, 9, etc. ; and so,, lb. 4, 3, 8, etc. : -. in consequence of
the cold weather, Hdt. 8, 138, cf. Thuc.
2. 101 ; so esp. in plur., Hdt. 4, 62.

Plat. Polit. 280 E, etc. ; opp. to-, Id. Tim. 22 :

—

.,
to denote the north, Hdt, 2, 26.—11.

like, a storm, ovv, 11. 3,

4 ; up', Od. 4, 566 ;-', Hes.
Op. 673 ; and so in Hdt., etc. : . vo-, a storm of rain, Thuc. 3, 21 :—., Hdt. 1, 87

;

.. Id. 7, 188, cf Plat. Prot. 344
D; .. Hdt. 7, 34;, Aesch. Pers. 496 ; etc.

;

—cf.—2. metaph.,, in the storm orfury of battle,

Soph. Ant. 670:—also, a storm ofpas-
sion. Soph. Aj. 207 : great distress or
suffering, Aesch. Pr. 643 ;, lb. 1015; etc.^^,, 6. Chimon, an Ar-
give, a victor at Olympia, Pans. 6,9,3., () adv., from
winter or a storm, A rat. 995.. ov,(,)
buffeting stormUy, ?., Aesch.
Supp. 34. [t-], /), gen., pi.,
dat. pi.: gen. and dat. dual -
poiv : but in the other cases this
shortening is only in poets and Ion.

prose,,.. etc.
;

never in comedy, Meineke Com. Fr.

3, p. 56 : the poets alone use gen. and
dat. dual,, and dat. pi.

and ; Horn, has all

the regul. forms very freq.^he Ion.

dat. thrice in II., ace. only
H. Horn. 18, 40: of the poet, forms
he has the dat. pi.,,
whereas,. occur in
Hes. Th. 519, 747.—The accent
found in many editions is rejected by
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the best Granim., Arcad.20, 18 ; 125,

11, A. B. 1200.

Tke hand, or rather the hand and
arm, the arm (cf. Ildt. 2, 121, 5 ; hence

for the hand, Xen. C) r. 8,

8, 17, Or. Greenhill Theophil. p. 277,

sq.), very Ireq. from Hoiii. downwds.

:

later also sometimes of animals, the

fore-foot ; of elephants even the trunk,

as serving for a hand or arm : .-
pa, a grappling iron, grapnel, Thtic.

4, 25 ; 7, 02.—Special usages :— 1. the

dat. of all numbers is very freq. with

all verbs which imply the use of

hands, 'Aa3dv, /.,
etc., Horn., etc. ; cf. Lob. Aj. 06, Erf.

Antig. 43 ; cf., ()(^, etc.

:

—so also the genit.,_:^;itpof,
to have, hold one 6^ the hand, II. 4,

154 ; so, ', 1 , 323, etc. ; -
7], he raised him

by the hand. 24, 515 ; cf. Od. 14, 319 ;

so, /MV, Pind. P. 9, 216 ;

Tivu , Ar. Vesp.

569 ; etc. : , to

hold the hand over one to guard him,

II. 9, 620, etc. ;, 24. 374 : but-, to lay hands on one,

1, 89 ; so, , oit. in

Od. :

—

, i. e. in

prayer, Horn., cf. init. ; and so,, iv

in same sense (for Voss should not

have explained , Od.

11, 423, as a movement in self-de-

fence, cf. 426) ; in Xen. however-
and is lo hold

up hands in token ol assent or choice,

An. 5, 6, 33, cf. 7, 3, 6 : ,
or , to stretch

or spread the arms towards any one
in token of entreaty or love, II. 4, 523;

15, 371 ; in Att. /, to reach him one's hand in help,

Xen. Hell. 5, 2, 17:, to keep hands off a person or

thing, Lat. abstinere manus ab aliquo,

Horn. : so, , 11. 21,

294.-2. , to take

a thing in hand, undertake ii, Hdl. 1,

126 ; 4, 79 :—so also,

, to have a thing in hand, be en-

gaged in it, Hdt. 1, 35;, 7, 16, 2, Thuc. 1, 138 ; -, Thuc. 2, 13 :—hut, literally,, to have in both

hands, Aesch. Supp. 193; and. Soph. Ant. 1258, Thuc.

2, 76:—also, , , in

the hand or hands, and so in the pow-
er, esp. after or, Hom.

;

so, . Plat.

Theaet. 172 , etc. :—but—3. in war-
like sense, , in the fray, in

close fight, Lat. coininns, -, Thuc. 5, 72 ;. Id. 3. 66
;, Id. 4, 43 : this Hdt. e.xpresses

by ; , 8, 89, cf. Aeschin.

1, 24.—4. ., to fall into any one's hands or

j)ower, Xen. Cyr. 7, 4, 10 ; or, gene-

rally, to have to do with any one. Id.

An. 1,2, 26: but esp. of close tight,,, ,
to come to blows with him, Thuc. 4,

33, 72, Xen. Cyr. 8, 8, 22; this Hdt.

expresses by -, 9, 48.—5. , out of hand,

off-hand, forthwith, Polyb. 5, 4 1 , 7, etc.

:

—but also, Jiear at hand, close. Lat. co-

minas, ek , Xen. An.

3, 3, 15 ;. lb. 5, 4, 25 ;
-, Id. Hell. 7, 2, 14 :

—

-, to reckon off-hand,

roughly. Ar. Vesp. 656.—7. -po ^-. at hand, in readiness, Eur. ro.

1207.—8. II -o, or, under
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the hands, under the power, like vtto-, , to have
uniler one's power, Xen. Ages. 1, 22 ;

oi VTTO, servants, Dem. 74, 5.

—

9. IS olt. omitted with,-, etc., as we say the right, the

left (v. sub,,,) ; /, on which
hand ! Eur. Cycl. 680 :— cf. also vt^u-

yiOf.^ll. to denote act or deed, as

opp. to mere words, usu. in phir.,-, II. 1, 77 ;-
?}. Soph. . . 883, etc. ; so

also, Tj) /. to use one's

hands, i. e. be active, stirring, opp. to, Hdt. 3, 78; 9, 72:, to apply force,

Xen. Mem. 2, 6, 31 :—also in sing.,,, Aesch. Pr. 619; , sin-

gle-handed, Dem. 584, 27
;

rJ. Aescbin. 69,

9, cf. 43, 18 :—esp. of using the hands
in fight, cf. supra 3, 4, and 5 :—also

of deeds of violence,, to give the first blow, Xen.
Cyr. 1,5, 13, Antipho 126, 5, Lys. 101,

.32, etc.—HI. like Lat. manus and vis,

a number or body of men, band, quan-

tity, number, esp. of soldiers, -
,, etc., Hdt. 1, 174 ; 5, 72;
pleon.,?] , Hdt. 7,

20 ; , tor , Eur.
El. 029.—IV. one's hand, i. e. hand-
writing, ,
Hypeiid. ap. Poll. 2, 152:—and in

genl., the hand of an artist or work-
man, -/, , etc., The-
ocr. Epigr. 7, 5, etc. :—more rarely

his handy-work, a work of art itself,

and then always in plur., Jac. Anlh.

P. p. 871.( is the old Lat. form hir (=, vumus) in Lucil. ap. Cic. Fin. 2,

8 ; cf, . Prob. the root is

to be found in the Sanscr. hri pre-

hendere, akin to ',, -, our grip, etc.), , , gout in the hand.

(From, as from), , f -,(-) to lead by the hand, Anacre-
ont. 1, 10, Luc.Timon 32, Plut., etc.

Hence,, , a leading

by lite hand : and,, ^,= sq., Nicet., , , leading by the

hand : from, 6v, {,) leading

by the hand,, Philem. p. 409 ;

,. , Plut. 2, 98 , ubi v.

Wyttenb., , the ends of the hands,

fingers., , , hand-ache; cf.., , . -, (.) anoint the arms. esp. lor

wrestling; to practise wrestling, Diod.

Hence, , , verb, adj.,

practised in wrestling., , , a hand-cart or

barrow, [], , , dim. from
foreg., Petron. 28., v. 1. for sq.. . -,[,)
to touch with the hand, take in hand,

handle, Hdt. 2, 90.,, . {) '—« chap,

crack, strictly in the hands, but also

in the leet ; hence, ,, chapped hands or feet ; also, ov,() set Jree,

Lat. tnaiia missus.

, , . {,) :—

«

fight hand to hand, fray , Koi, ap. Suid.— 11. as
a term of wrestling, the clasping of
one's antagonist so as to throw him,
also and, Plut. 2, 234 D.
— 111. a touching with the hands,
scratching, Lat. manutigium. Foes.
Oec. Hipp., , in Poll. v. 1. i'or,
but V. Lob. Phryn. 80.

^\Xpo,o,,C'hiredias,an Attic

orator, Anlh. P. 7, 573., , , a cloth for
wiping the hands, a towel., , , imposition of
hands, Eccl./, ov, 6,{,)
one who works by hand, Gramm., ov, , work by hand,

for ., , to have chaps in the

liands ; cf.., , , dim. from.
[pi], , .-,{) tofur-
nish With sleeves. Hence, , having sleeves,

slewed, ., Hdt. 7, 61 ; also-, the tunica manuteutu

of Plautus. The without sleeves

was called., f. - Att. -, () to

have in the hands, to handle, manage,
Lat. administrare, Polyb. 1, 20, 4 ; 75,

l,etc. :—of a surgeon, /o operate, Hipp.
Hence, jy, a surgical opeiatimt^

manipulation. Foes. Oec. Hipp., a,,{)^,
in the hands, in the power or cofilrol,

Eur. Andr. 412: usu. with a verb,

Tiva , to leavo

one in the hands of another, Sopl».

Aj. 495 ; Ttva, to gel

him into one's power, Eur. Cycl. 177 ;

. ?.. Id. Ion 1257.,. , () a cetTing for
the hand, a glove, . 24, 230, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 8, 17 : but usu. a covering for
the arm, a sleeve, Lat. manica. Hdl. 6,

72, Xen. Hell. 2, 1, 8; cf. KOfn) IV.[, Od. I. c. ; yet the oblique

cases are written paroxyt.,
etc. , not.'\,,=.,.,(•) part

handled or operated upon. Foes. Oec.
Hipp., ov, 6,() a hand-

ling, treatment, Lat. administratin, Po-
lyb. 1, 4, 1 ; 2. 35, 3. etc. :—esp --, Foes. Oec. Hipp., ov,=:, Luc.
Salt. 09, Rhet. Praec. 17. [(']

iXpo. ov, , Chinsophus, a

Spartan, one of the commanders of

the Greeks under the younger Cy-
rus, Xen. An. 1, 4. 3.—2. a statuary

of Crete, Paus. 8. -53, 8., verb. adj. from-
, one m%tst handle, Diod., . ,() a mana-
ger, Polyb. 3, 4, 13, etc., , ov, usu. irreg. superl.

oi, q. v., a, ov, for-,', susp. in Hipp.'',, , a hand-sling,

Lat. fnlarica., •, =,
Poll, [],,{,) heavy

for the hatid, as heavy as the hand can

hold. Philetaer. Lampad. 1., ov, living by tiork of

hand., or,:^ foreg. [t]



:63,. , and-
6/.t/Tov, . ,=[?^., , f. -,', 7,-
') /" throw tcith the hand. Luc. Lex-
iph. 5.

Xfipo.3o?.t(i, «f. .=€37...3/., to make bundles.

.3?., ov, TO, a handful, bun-

dle.

Xf£po,.3oa«oc, ov, feeding one^s self

bt/ wirk of hand.

ji-sipo3,, , »/, gnawing the

arm.'!,., , , , (,7/) one who fills his belly uith his

hands, i. e. lives by uork of hand, He-
catae. p. 71 : o!', name
of a play of Nicophon., , f. -, (-) to write with the hand, give a

handwriting or note of hand.,, , a hand-
icriting, note of hand, bond, [u]

Xfipoypttciof , or, (, )

written with the hand, in handwriting :

ro j.,= foreg., Polyh. 30, 8, 4.

XfipoJai/iTOf , ov, (, )

slain by the hand,. Soph. Aj.

219. []", , to show with the

hand, susp. : from^, ov, (,)
Lat. digito mnnstrattts, 1. e. plain, man-
ifest. Soph. O. T. 901.", ov, o, a hand-cuff.. , f. -, to bind the

arms, Plut. : from,, ov, (.) bound
by the arms. — 2. binding the arms
round, i. e. sleeved, like,
susp. in Joseph.^, ov. , (,) one

who asserts his right by his hands,

uses the right of misht, Hes. Op. 187.

^11. one who administers justice.., ov, , wages, hire,

Lat. manupretiam., , to give with the hand,
Philo : from. ov, (, )

given by hand: ., money
|

lent without written acknowledgment,
,

Bockh P. E. I, p. 171.,, ,(,-
KUV) with serpent-hands, serpent armed,
Eur. El. 1345. []", ov, plucking with the

hands.,, , tameness, taming,

Arisi. Physiogn. 5, 2 : from", , (,) accus-

tomed to the hand, manageable, esp. of
animals, tame, Lat. mansuetus, .•?., Hdt. 2, 69 ; hence the Per-
sian Cambyses calls the bull-god

Apis .. Id. 3, 28: ., sub-

missive to one, Xen. Oec. 7, 10 ; -
~ol-, Dem. 37, 9 ; ,

Luc. Merc. Cond. 35 •, ., Plut. Philop. 16, etc. :

—

.,
lb. 9.^. , , laying on of
hands, handling, Artemon ap. Ath.
637 C : from, . f. -,(,-) to lay on hands, handle.^, ov, (, )
wroiiifhl. prepared by hand, Tim. Locr.
94 E, Arist. Meteor. 2, 1,6. etc.,, , a splint for a
broken arm.. , f. -/, (,) to cut off the hand, Strab. if—
in pass., to have one's hands cut off,

Plut. 2, 305 C., , , more common

form of. Dion. H. 6, 65 ;

8, 72, Dion. Excerpt. Leg. 36, Plut.

2, 332 C ; so for,
etc. ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 526 : from, , f. -. (,) to use the right of might.

Hence', . , the right of
might, club-law, Polyb. 6, 9, 6 ; cf.. Hence, , or, using the

right of might, ., govern-
ment ^ club-law, Polyb. 6, 10. 4..-. ov, stricken by the

hand ; v. sub., , , and/^,. ], handle, esp. a plough-tail./., , to gather by hand., ov, , (,-) a cloth for wiping the hands, a tow-

el, napkin, Lat. mantile, Hdt. 2, 122,

Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 5 : the Scythians
used scalps as. Hdt. 4,

64; whence the phrase .. Soph. Fr. 420 ; cf.— II. a kind of head-cloth

used by women, Sappho 25, Heca-
tae. ap. Ath. 410 E., , -. divination

from the palms of the hand, palmistry :

from,, , , (,-) diviner of this kind, a fortune-

teller., , f. -, to fight with

the hands :
—to do work by hand, Anth.

P. 12, 22 : and, , , work by hand :

from, ov, (,)
fighting with the hand : ,
the physical-force or operative Jaction at

Miletus, opp. to , Plut. 2,

298 C. [a]\, ov, 6, Chiromachus,

son of Electryon and Anaxo, Apol-

lod. 2, 4, 5, where is prop.-
'/,, , , (, 7.)

hand-mill, Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 31. [i]', ov, , and-
7., ov. o.=foreg./.,,,=,
Diosc. [], , 70,= sq., Epich. p.

46., , , (,)
basin, or water for washing the hands,

Eupol. Dem. 16 ; cf.,-
viilf., , f. , (-) to move the hands regularly and
signifi,cantly, esp. in dancing or pan-
tomime, to gesticulate, Xen. Symp.
2, 19 :. , of one
standing on his head, Hdt. 6, 129.

—

II. as pugilistic term, to spar, work
the arms, like, Plat. Legg.
830 C., desiderat. from
foreg., to wish to gesticulate, Cratin.

Incert. 100., , , m.easnred motion

of the hands, gesticulation, Luc. Salt.

78 ; cf Foes. Oec. Hipp.— II. as pu-
gilistic term, sparring, Itke-

:
—,^= -, LXX. : from, , moving the hands

regularly and significantly, so gesticu

rating : ., the pantomimus of the
Romans., adv. from, worse., . ; and in LXX.,-, ov, :

—a handcuff.7., ov, formed by hand.7.?/, , (, 7^/)
filling the hand, as large as can be held

in the hand. 7., Xen. An. 3, 3, 17 ;, Theocr. 25, 63.'/., a, ov, = foreg.,
Theophr., ov, , poet, for-, with chapped feet, Alcae. 6 ; cf.., ,.-,(,)
to do, make, or perform with hands,
Soph. Tr. 891, in mid. Hence, ov, made by hand,
hence artificial,, ,
Hdt. 1, 195; 2, 149;, Xen. An.
4, 3, 5; ., opp. to«-, a fire that was made on purpose,

Thuc. 2, 77. Adv. -, Polyb. 10,

10, 12., ov, wrought by hand., , ,() work of
hand. Hence, (sc. ), , a holi-

day of workmen and artisans., b, ,, , having
chapped feet, like., ov, ,=^^,
Hesych., ov, , dim. fronri

sq-, ov, , for, a hook or grapnel, [i], ov, , a hand-sy-
ringe. [(-], , or, belonging to

a or his art, skilled there-

in : from, ov, (,)
inspecting the hand ; and so=^^p-.—II. counting the hands in vot-

ing, Suid., ov, also,(,) skilled with the hands,
esp. geslicjilating ivell : hence^Yitpo-, Lesbon. ap. Luc. Salt. 69., ov, , an instru-

ment of torture for twisting the hands
or arms.,, b, ,(,-) with long, outstretched arms', epith'.

of the crab, Batr. 299., a. ov, poet, compar
for, II. 15, 513 ; 20, 436, and
Hes., ov, wrought by hand., , f. -7/, to be a. Hence,,, the work of
a, handicraft., ov, , {,]
a handicraftsman, artisan', Hdt. 2, 107,

Ar. Plut. 533, 617, Thuc, etc.: ., a chirurgeon, surgeon, Soph.'

Tr. 996, ubi v. Herm. ; cf. Foes. Oec.
Hipp. Hence', , . handicraft, art.

Plat. Rep. 547 D, 590 C.. ,,()
belonging to handicraft or a handicrafts-

man, skilful,, Ar.
Vesp. 1276

; ./.. Plat. Rep.
425 D :

—

- (sc.).=^•. Id. Polit. 259 C, Phil. 55 D., ov, b,—., ov,(,) cut

or cut out by hand, Strab., , f. -,(-) to stretch out the hand, esp. for the
purpose of giving one's vote in the
Athenian7. : hence, c. ace,
to votefor, elect, Ar. Ach. 598. .\v. 1571,

etc.
; . Tiva, Xen. Hell.

6,2, 11, Isocr. 169 .—-
was opp. to. as elec-

tion to appointment by lot,-. Plat. Polit.' 300 A, cf.

Aeschin. 15, 11.—2. c. ace. rei, <o i-oir

for a thing. Ar. Eccl. 297, Isocr. 157
A.—II. in Eccl. also, te lay hands on,

ordain. Hence
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", verb, adj., one must
vote, Ar. Eccl. 266.^, , , voter, an
elector., ,, verb. adj. from, chosen, elected by shmv of
hands, Aeschiii. 57, 23 ; / -, an
elective magistracy, Id. 3, 35 ; 16, 6,

etc.'', , ?/, stretching out

of hands, esp. at Athens, voting or

electing by show of hands, Thuc. 3, 49
;7], to court or

seek election, Isocr. 162 A ; . -, election by the people, Dinarch.

105, 45.—II. a vote, Lat. suffrmrium,

Plat. Legg. 659 : also, collectively,

the votes, Lat. suffragia, uv 1/-
. ij, lb. 755 D.—HI. in Eccl.,

imposition of hands, ordination thereby :

from',,{,() stretch-

ing out the hands ; ., offered

with outstretched hands, Aesch. Theb.
172., , f. , to rub with

the hayids, handle much and often.', , , steadiness in

operations, medical practice,-, Hipp. ; v. Foes.

Oecon.'., ,(,) strik-

ing with the hands ; ., a

loud clapping of hands, Mel. 60..., .-,()
to do with the hand, execute, esp. to do

acts ofviolence,,, 'rhnc. 8,

69, cf. Aeschin. 43. 30.—2. tomakeby
hand, build. Plat. Criti. 117 C— 3. to

have in hand, pursue practically, e. g.

of music, /jMy on an instrument, to

perform, Arist. Pol. 8, 6, 1.—1. to do

by one's self without help, like-, Antipho 113, 34, cf. Lob. Phryri.

120.—IL of surgeons, to operate.— III.—.—IV. sensu obscoeno,
Diog. L. 6, 46. Hence,,, a work done

by hand, handiwork, a word used by
Gorgias, Plat. Gorg. 450 B, ubi .
Schol., , , a working by

hand, practice of a handicraft or art,

Ar. Lys. 673, Plat., etc. ; opp. to

(the theory). Plat. Polit. 259
E.—II. a handicraft or art, as car-

pentry, painting, etc., lb. 258 D, 277
C : a trade, business, Anaxandr.(5;.
1, 1.—2. esp. the art of chirurgery, sur-

gery : and, , , belonging to a
work of hand, adapted fur or inclined

thereto : . , the

practical part of music, i. e. execution,

Plut. 2, 11.35 E.— II. esp. belonging to

or suitedfor a surgeon or surgery, sur-

gical : 7]- (sc.), surgery, Diog.

L. 3, 85, who characterizes it by-. Adv.- : from, ,{, *) ) work-

ing or doing by hand, practising a handi-

craft or art, c. gen., . 7//,.—11. }, an
operating medical man, a chirurgeon, sur-

geon, Anth. P. 1
1

, 280., ov, (.)
skilful or practised with the hand.

Iambi., ov, (, ?)
maimed in the hand, Hippon. 100., , f. -, () to treat

ill, maltreat, to overpower, master, sub-

due, , Ar. Vesp.
443 :—but usu. in mid., -, Hdt. 1,211 ;

cf 2, 70; 4. 103, 164; -, Aesch. Cho. 694 ; ...
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Trpof . Soph. Phil.

92 ; cf. Eur. 1, . 330, .359, Plat., etc.

:

also, to take, take prisoner,, Xen.
Hell. 2, 4, 26.—II. is also

a pass., to be mastered, subdued, etc.,,
Aesch. Pr. 353; cf. Eur. El. 1108;
so aor., Hdt. 3, 120, 145 ;. Soph. . C. 903

; pf., Thuc. 5, 90 ;-, to be led captive,

Aesch. Theb. 326. (The root seems
to be,&3 implying/orce or violence,

cf.. Others refer it to,. But the root of both is prob.

the same See, fin.), , , that which is

overpowered or subdued, a conquest,

Aesch. Ag. 1326.—2. a deed of violence,

.. Soph. . . 560.—II., drink-otferings

to the dead poured by one's own
hand, Id. Theb. 1022., , , neut. ov, gen. oi'Of

;

poet. dat. pi., Pind. N. 8,

38 : — Ep., ov, gen. :

Dor. : also, -
(v. sub voce):—irreg. corn-

par, of, formed from *,
q. V. :

—

worse, meaner, inferior, Horn.,
etc., 67 h/i), II. 20, 434 ; ' -

?. , 15,

641, cf. Od. 20, 82 ; ov, etc., 11. 1, 114 ; cf.

Od. 5, 211 ; opp. to, II. 10,

238, etc. ; lo, Pind. I. 4, 56
(3, 52) ; to,. Plat.,

etc. :

—

/ , 'twill

be worse for thee, Od. 15, 514, cf. Xen.
An. 7, 6, 4 : ov upy

(where the notion
of comparison almost disappears, as
in ov ), Od. 17. 176, cf.

23, 262;...., the worse ad-

vice, ill counsels, II. 1, 576, etc. :—so,

oil (), 'tis well, Ar. Eq. 37
;

cf. Plat. Phaedr. 248 E, etc. :— -
, , men of lower degree,

rov ., Eur. Bacch.
422 ; so in Xen., etc. ; so too, -, Soph. Fr. 204. Eur. Supp. 196:— TO ,7, to

fall oft', get worse, Xen. Cyr. 8, 8. 4,

Mem. 3, 5, 13.—2., as adv.,

like Lat. pejus, worse. Plat., Xen., etc.

—II. superl.,, , ov, worst,

Lat. pessimus, Plat., etc.: esp. ol, men of lowest degree, Lys.
92, 4, Xen. Mem. 1,2, 32. (See-

fin., fin.),, , Chiron, one of the
Centaurs, son of Saturn and Philyra,

a famous soothsayer and chirurgeon,
teacher of Aesculapius, Achilles, Ja-

son, etc., 11. tll,832t, and Hes. fTh.
1001 1• (No doubt from, in signf.

o{ 11.), ov, 6, rarer form for, Hipp. p. 384, Dion. H.
;

cf. Lob. Paral. 181., , , belonging to

handicrafts or a handicraftsman,.. Plat. . 308 : from,, , (not,
Lob. Phryn. 674) :

—

one who is masttr

of his hands( ) ; i. e.

a handicraftsman, artisayi, like-, Hdt. 1, 93 ; 2, 141 :—as adj.,

b ., Soph. Fr. 724 ; cf.

Foes. Oec. Hipp.

—

II. in gen. one who
does or dealx in a thing, esp. as a trade,, i. e. sooth-
sayers, Eur. Phil. 6. Hence, , Ion. -, , i],

work by hand, handicraft, trade, Hdt.
2, 167, Aesch. Pr. 45, "Cho. 761., ov, , () a

' tax paid by handicraftsmen, a tax em
I labour, Arist. Oecon. 2, 1, 6., ov, of or from Chiron :

I

X. ?, a malignant sore.

j

, , ,, i. e. a
I
medical book, v. 1. Ep. Adesp. 579 :

—

I ^ai /, the Chironinn
I summits, as the summits of I'llmn
1
were called from being the residence

of Chiron, Call. Del. 104.

I

,, ,() a sub-
duing, lip. Plat. 332 A.. , , () able to

subdue : -, or -. skill in sub-

duing or taming. Plat. Soph. 219 D,
221 B, 223 B., , , verb. adj. from, subdued : to be subdued., fut. of, q. v.

sub fin., as, of., Ep. for, to pour, lies.

Th. 83.

I

, ov,,=? : also,

crab's shell, Arat. 494, Nic. Al. 574.

I

,, ,^?, Hesych.
[
iXva, , the Cheli-

doneae insulae, or Chetidonian islands,

three or five small rocky islands off

the coast of Lycia, Dem. 429, 1., ov, v. sub-
' .?, , , the tree which
bore the , ap. Ath. 75

j

^,, , the Chelido-
I nian promontory on the coast of Ly-
cia, Qu. Sm. 3, 234.?, at, =^ ?.-, .Diou. P. 507; Strab. p.

\

666.

j . ov. 6, a kind of tunny-

fish, Diphil. (Siphn.) ap. Ath. 350 F :

also serpent.—2. ., the 7wrlh-

ernfish, a constellation.—II. the spring
wind, Favonivs, because the swallows

: come with it, Plin. ; cf..
',, 6, a young swal-
low., f.- Alt. -, {?•) to twitter like a swallow, hence=:

I

, Aesch. Fr. 397 ; cf.-
I.—2. to go about singing the swal-

low-song, and begging ; cf.-.
\

^\Xvov,o,,Chelidonium,{em.

j

pr. n., Luc. Dial. Meretr. 10.

j
^,,,(?) swal-

low-wort, celandine, of which there
were two kinds, . (-
), Theocr. 13, 41 ; . ^,
Anth. P. 11, 130. — Strictly neut.
from?, a, ov, also , ov,
Diosc. (/.) :

—of or from the

swallow, like the swallow ; esp. coloured

like the sivallow's throat : hence,
or , a kind of fig of
a rusty or reddish brown, Ath. 652 :

also,?. (sc. ), Ar. Fr.

476 ; and so /, Epigen.
Bacch. 1, 2 : also epith. of a serpent,

and of a stone of this colour, Plm.

;

and of the common hare, Diphil. 'Ay-
voi. 1.^, ov, b, Chelidonius,

masc. pr. n., Luc. de Merc. Cond. 33.,, , poet, for-, Jac. Anth. P. p. 266.,,,()
the swallow-song, an old, popular song
at the return of the swallows, which
the Rhodian boys went about singing
in the month Boedromion, and alter-

wards begged, cf Ar. A v. 1410, sq.

One of the kind has been preserved
to us by Athen. 360 C, emended by
llgen, Opusc. Phil. 1, p. 165. A simi-

la•• song is still popular in Greece,



XEAT
Fauriel Chants de la Giece, 1, p.

xxviii ; cf../, , , (/.)
one who goes about singing the swaUow-

song and begging, cf. foreg.

Xe/.,, . the swallow, Od.

21, 411 ; 22, 240, Hes. Op. 566, Hdt.,

etc. :—an irreg. vocat./. (q. v.)

as if frona a nom. '/., Simon. 1 18

(ap. Ar. Av. 1411) : the Grainm. also

quote an Aeoi. vocat., cf.

Anacreont. 9, 2, and Jac. A. P. p.

Ixvii. The twittering of the swallow
was proverb, of barbarous tongues by

the Greeks, /.33-, Aesch. Ag. 1050 ; cf.-
, Blomf 1. c, Dind. An . 1681 :

proverb., /^ ,
Arist. Eth. . 1,7, 15; whence Ar.

says ' -.. 1417.—II. the flying-fish,

exocoetus volitans or evolans, Linn.,

Ephipp. . 1, 5.— III. the frog in

the hollow of a horse's foot, Schneid.

Xen. Eq. 1, 5: inaccurately explain-

ed by Hesych. /. '.
—2. the like part of a dog's foot.—3. a

hollow above the bend of the elbow, {-
is no doubt the same as Lat.

hirwido,—
;f
being=A, and changing

into r.) •

tXeA/(5iJV,, , Chelidon, fem.

pr. n., Ep. Adesp. 696.^., , Chelidonis, a

Spartan female, Plut. Pyrrh. 26, v. 1.., q. v., ov, , a sea-fish, Ath.

118 C ,=./., v..?., and,, , .
'/.., Lacon. for ., -
?..^, , , Chelydorea, a

mountain in Arcadia, where Mercury
formed from a tortoise shell the first

lyre, Pans. 8, 17, 5., ov, b,(,) an

amphibious serpent. ISlc. Th. 411, sq.

'/./., ov, {,)
resounding with tortoise-shell,,
Orph. Arg. 381./., also?.,=^/-•. ?.-',,,=?,, Hipp,

p. 1289. [], , .=?.., the lip, -', Ar. Vesp.

1083 ; ., the upper-Zip, Jo-

seph.—II. Aeol. for/, Sappho
ap. Orion, [v], ov, TO, dim. from foreg.

—n. the chest,='v II.

/.7}, ov, ,{,)
with swollen lips./^, ov, TO, tortoise-shell : from
XEAT , , , like, a

tortoise, Lat. testudo

:

—and as .Mercury

made the first lyre by stretching

strings on its shell (which acted as

a sounding-board). H. Horn. Merc. 33,

hence.—2. the lyre itself made there-

of, as in Lat. testudo was used, H.

Horn. Merc. 25,153;

-, Eur. Ale. 449 ; cf . F.

683.—11. the arched breast, the chest.

from its likeness of shape to the back
of a tortoise, Eur. El. 837 ; cf. Foes.

Oec. Hipp.'/., , , a slight cough.

Foes. Oec. Hipp./.,., {2.) a sheath-

ing to cover the lower part of a ship, like

the shell of a tortoise, Theophr., usu. as dep. mid.,7-, Att.-^ : f.-, [],
Nic. Al. 81 : {?. II) :

—

to cough up,

expectorate. Foes. Oec. Hipp, like

:—Lye. has also thi form/,, 727./., , a name of Diana, Clem.
Al.,, , a kind of fish with

a long snout, of the genus /,
Lat. labeo. Arist. H. A. 5, 1 1. 3 ; 6, 17,

3 ; 8, 2, 26 ; with v. 1. ?..—11.
as root o(?.7 in Hesych.?., ov. , dim. from-
?., a svialt tortoise-shell.—2. =;te-

III : Hesych. explains it by/>. []
iX/.va, , Chelonatas, a pro-

montory of Elis, the western point

of Peloponnesus now Cape Tornese,

Strab. p. 335; in Ptol..
[aj

and, ov, , a

tortoise-shell, Plut. 2, 400 A :—also,

crab's shell, like /..—2.-, a coin of Tenedos, with a tortoise

upon it.—II. the arched, convex part of
the back :—also a spherical mirror :

—
in gen. an arch, vault, convexity.—III.

dim. of ;^;'^ IV, Vitruv. : from. 7?r, . \\ke, a tortoise,

H. Horn. Merc. 42, 48, Hdt. 1, 47, 48 :

proverb.,. Ar. Vesp. 429, 1292:—also
its shell. Lob. Phryn. 187 : hence,— II.

like'. I, the lyre.—III. as a mili-

tary term, a pent-houseformed of shields

overlapping each other as in a tortoise's

back, like the Roman te.itudo.esp- used

by storming parties in approaching a

city's walls : generally, a shed, move-

able roof for protecting besiegers and

their engines, .. Xen. Hell.

3,1,7 :—freq. with distinctive epithets,

Y., used to protect sappers

and miners, Polyb. 9, 41, 1 ; 10, 31,

8 ;, to cover the battering

ram, Diod. ; cf. also -/^/..—
IV. a kind offrame or cradle on which
heavy weights were moved by means
of rollers underneath. Pappus p. 489

:

—also, a stool, footstool,.—
V. a coin bearing the impress of tor-

toise, first coined at Aegina, and then

current throughout Peloponnesus,

Hesych. a. v., Poll. 9,_74, Muller

Aeginet. p. 95 ; cf.^ IV.

(The root occurs only in

Hesych.)
\.?.,, , Chelone^ a promon-

tory of the island Cos, Paus. 1, 2, 4.,, , a spotted kind

of beetle, also., ov, , v. sub ?.-
vei'iv., , , = :

—a

lyre. Posidon. ap. Ath. 527 F.—II.=

IV, stool, Sext. Emp. p. 267.

-HI. a threshold, LXX. ?, ov, , fem. -,,
('/.) like a tortoise, of a gem,
Plin., , like a tortoise./.). ov, eating tortoises :

—foi X., the Chelonophagi, a people

of Africa, Strab. p. 773.

iXu. Ion. . , Chemmis,

an early king of Aegypt, ^^,
Diod. S. 1, 63.—II. ;}, an ancient city

of Aegypt. in the ThebaVd, Hdt. 2, 91

;

in Diod. S. 1, 18. . : cf.'-•.—2. a floating island in

the Butian lake in Aegypt with a

temple of Apollo, Hdt. 2. 156.\, ov Ion. . 6. of Chem-
mis, Chemmitic ; X-, Hdt. 2,

165., ov, , a kind of quail,

salted and eaten by the Aegyptians,

Hipparch. ap. Ath. 393 C.,, , Cheous, a king of

XEPM
Aegypt, constructor of the largest of

the pyramids, Hdt. 2, 124.), ,.^, v. Ca-
saub. Pers. 5, 58, Heind. Hor. Sat. 2
7, 15., , like, and•, the sand, gravel and rubiush,

brought down by rivers, like,, II. 21,319:
some old Gramm. wrote it

as genit. from sq., dependent on.,, , a heap of stones, gra-

vel, etc. : esp. the deposit of a river,

sand, stones, gravel, etc., Pind. P. 6,

)3, cf. foreg., and,.
(Usu. deriv. from, as if a stone

which the hand can grasp : better, as

Others, akin to ()() and p.^^\th
the radic. notion of hard : cf. the kin-

dred words,, etc.)\, . , Cherasmis, a.

Persian, Hdt. 7, 78.. v. sub.. a, ov. Ep. compar. for

sq., 11. 2,248; 12,270., . , neut., Ep.
form of, q. v., rare poet. dat. pi. from

for, Hes., v. sub.
Xpp,,ge., fitting together

with the hand.. an old positive, which is

prob. the root of,,, irreg. compar. and superl.

of, (cf. from):—
the following cases occur in Horn.,

dat. (or ), 11. 1, 80 ; ace., II. 4, 400 ; nom. pi.,. 15, 324 ; ace. neut., II. 14,

382 (for which however Wolf in Od.
18, 229 ; 20, 310, still writes.)
But in all these passages the word
seems to have a comparative signf^

as, v'lov -
) , II. 4, 400 (where the

gen. follows) ; ,, Od. 15, 324;/. , Od. 18, 229 ;

20, 310; but above all,., -, where and
are evidently correlative.

—

Thus no real example with a po.sitive

signf remains, notwithstanding the

opinion of Buttm. Ausf Gr. ij 68, 2

:

and prob. it was really a compar. iti

signf. from the first, being originally=^,—, subject, subor-

dinate, inferior to another :—its con-

nexion with is far-fetched

;

for this word belongs to,-.•^, ov, gen. . Dor. for., ov. .=, dexter•

oit.s, Pind. P. 5, 47. [ti], , (,) mixed

or kneaded by hand. Anth. P. 6, 251.,, , = the more usu.. : (v.)., ov, , () :
—

stone, large -bble, such as were used

for missiles, oft. in Horn. (esp. in II.)

;

, II. 4, 518 ; usu. of great size,

so that they are called, II.

11, 265, 541, etc.;. Od.

10, 121 ; again, .
--,^, \. >•'. II. 5, 302 ; . 20, 285. ( Not

a dim. from, but neut. from

sq.) [a], ov, of the shape or size

of a.7.3,
leaden balls/or throwing, Luc. Lexiph.

6 : [u] and, f. -, to throu--
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iff, esp. to throw them out of a field,

and so clear it for cultivation, Hesych.

:

from/• ,, if, a stone, large peb-

ble, esp. for throwing or slinging, a

sling-stone, 7\., Pind. P. 3,

86 ;, Aesch. Tlieb. 300

:

, Eur. Bacch. 1094:—
also, of the pebbles on the sea-beach,

Anth. P. 7, C93 :— but, in Lye. 20,

616, of large blocks of rock, so that

the size is indefinite ; cf.^.( is formed from, by in-

serting//; thederiv. (rom, which
makes it a stone as large as to fit the

hand, is very dub. ; v. sub.),, 6, { )

slinger, ., the leather /" sling,

out of which the stone was thrown,
Anth. P. 7. 172.

^, 7/, ; Dor., :—one teho lives by his hands, a day-la-

hourer, like, hence also a poor,

needy man, Anth. P. 7, 709 :— also as

adj., poor, needy, ,
Eur. El. 205

; , Anth.

P. 6, 39.—The accent is given by He-
sych., ; by A read. 96, 7,-

.• that of favours the lat-

ter :—a lem. in Arcad. 1. c.

(.\cc. to Hesych. from-, poverty,

akin to,, and to Lat.

careo : but ace. to Arist. Pol. 3, 4, 12,

.), , o,=foreg., .,
Simon. 99, Aesch. Pr. 893., ,, {) of like

a poor man or day-labourer : ., the

poorest class of day-labourers, Arist.

Pol. 4. 4. 21.,, fern, from,
a workwoman, esp. woman that spins

for daily hire, ., . 12, 433
; ., Anth. P. 6, 203.,, , poet, for-, Manetho.., , , dim. from sq.,

Ar. F"r. 298 ; cf. sq. :

—

a chamber-pot.

Foes. Oec. Hipp, [vl], , , (, ,
)

:

—

vessel for water to wash
the hands or for holy water, a hand-
basin, 11.24, 304; also Andoc. 33, 3,

cf. Ath. 408 C ;—though Valck. and
Wolf would read. The
form, 6, only in Ael. N. A.
10, 50..,,, a loashing of the

hands with holy water, Meineke Philo-
nid. Incert. : from, f. -, as mid.,(, ,) :

—

to wash one's

hands with holy water, esp. before sa-

crifice, il. 1, 419;, Lys. 108, 1:— to

sprinkle with holy water, purify thereby,

esp. for sacrifice,, Eur. ]. T.
607, cf. Anth. P. 6, 156. The act., to sacrifice, only in Lye.
184., , , =,
Philem. Lex. 286, p. 200., f. -, v. sub-., , 6, a stone like ivory,

Theophr. [i]-,, , {,.-
) :

—

the holy water with which the

hands were washed, esp. before a meal,
a sacrifice or any religious rite, oft.

in Od., but always in ace.

(v. sub 11, etc.), which re-

mained the most common case in use
of the sing. : hut the nom. occurs in

Aesch. Eum. 656 ; the gen.

in Soph. Fr. 708, Ar. Lys. 1129, Ly-
sias 108, 1 ; the dat. in Ar.
Av, 897, Thuc. 4, 97 : cf.,
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I. 2.—II. in plur., purifica-

tions with holy water, Lat. malluviae,

and oft. much like the sing., Eur. Or.

1602, Phoen. 602, etc. : the use of holy

water, ', to be ex-

cluded therefrom, as was done with
those who were defiled by bloodshed,
Dem. 505, 14; , to

allow it. Soph. O. T. 240
;, a partaker therein, i. e. an

inmate of the same house or com-
panion at table, Aesch. Ag. 1037;, Dem. 61 , 7 (though
this may belong to) ; cf.

Eur. 1. A. 675, etc. :—after a funeral,

no one entered the house before puri-

fication therewith, cf. Eur. Ale. 100.

(Suid. with other Grainms. prefers
the paroxyt. accent,,
and so Dind. in Ar. : but Herin. Eur.
H. F. 924, after Ath. 409 B, makes it

proparoxyt., etc.), (,) adv., with
empty hands, LaX., , (,) de-

filing the hand,, Aesch. Cho. 74., , poet, .. Rh. 1, 925., , , =-, Inscr., , poet, for-, Nic. Th. 94., , (,)
stricken by or with the hand, Soph. Aj.

631., Ion. and poet. gen. from, for.
^, . Aft. for-, q. V. So, for all words formed

from it, V. sub-.^, Alt. for, q. v., a, ov, also , , {-) •.—from or of dry land, living or

found thereon, ., opp. to "-, Hdt. 7, 118; ., opp. to

and. Id. 2, 123
;

also of landsmen, as opp. to seamen,
Eur. Andr. 458, Thuc. 7, 67: .-, an inland city, as opp. to a sea-

port (). Plat. Legg.
704 :—metaph.,, Aesch. Theb. 64.— II. -, as subst.,:=rfpffoi>//CTOf, Lye.
534., , , a lying waste, tmcul-

tivated state : from,() intr., to lie waste
or barren, Xen. Oec. 5, 17 ; 16, 5.—2.

to abide on dry land, live thereon. Soph,
ap Hesych. (Fr. 417).— II. transit., to

place or leave on dry land, Eur. Polyi'd.

1,3.^, ov, b, Chersias, an Epic
poet of Orchomenus, Paus. 9, 38, 0.',, , Chersida-
mas, a son of Priam, II. 11, 423.—2. a
son of Pterelaus, ApoUod. 2, 4, 5.iXp,, , Chersicrates,

a Heraclid, leader of a colony to Cor-
cyra, Slrab. p. 269., , , f. 1. in Plat.

Legg. 633 13, for ,
cf. Lob. Phryn. 688., //,,=.'\, . , Chersis, father of
Onesilus, son of Siromus.kingof Cy-
prus, Hdt. 5, 104.—2. father of Gor-
gus. Id. 7. 98.',, , Chersiphron,
a celebrated architect, saiii to have
built the temple of Diana at Ephe-
SU.S, Strab. p. 640., ov, living on dry land,

opp. to., ,{,) like

dry land, looking like land, Dion. H.

—

II. like waste land : barren, waste.

^,() adv., from dry
land, as opp. to sea, Eur. Heracl.429,
Hel. 1269 : from the earth or ground,
as opp. to water, Pind. O. 2, 131.,() adv., on dry land,
Anth., , . -, to run wild,
like waste land., adv., to or on dry land,
II. 21, 238.., f. -, Strab. ; and-, {. -, Polyb. 1, 73, 4, .etc.;

Att.- : to form a
or peninsula., a, ov, Att -,{} of, from or like a penin-
sula, peninsular : esp. of the Thracian
Chersonese, jEur. Hec. 8, 33 ; etc., ov, , Att.^-,() a dweller in the Cherso^
7iese, Xen. Hell. 1, 3, 10. [i],,^-, very dub. in Strab., ov. , Att. {)()-,^=,..6. Hell. 3,2,8., , Att. -,{,) like a peninsula,

peninsular, of Mount Athos, Hdt. 7, 22., ov, , Att.-, poet,

also- in Ap. Rh. 1, 925 (,) :
— land-island, i. e. a penin-

sula, Hdt. 4^ 12 :—at Athens the long
strip of Thrace that runs along the
Hellespont was esp. called the Cher-
sonese or Peninsula, fHdt. 6, 3 ; Thuc.
1, 11 ; also called ',., Hdt. 7, 33 ;t—2. the Crimea
was also called the Tauric Chersonese,

first in Hdt. 4, 99, falso ;/

and , Strab. p. 308, sqq.— 3. /), a peninsula on the coast
of Caria, near Bybassus, Hdt. 1, 174

;, Ael. V. . 2, 33 ; cf. Paus.
5, 24, 7.-4. , the Golden, m
India beyond the Ganges, now Ma-
lacca, Dion. P. 589.—5. in Thuc. 4,

42 a point of land on the coast of Ar-
golis between Epidaurus and Troe-
zene.— 6. of Sinope, Slrab. p. 544, and
of Athos, Id. p. 331 1:

—

hence, an island

with a bridge to it, Paus. 5, 24, 1 . Hence^, ov, , Att. ^-,
Chersonesus, as name of cities,— 1. in

Crete on a small peninsula, Stiab. p.
749.—2. in the Tauric Chersonese,
later, Strab. p. 308, sqq.—3.

a strong city of .^egypt, near Alex-
andrea. Id. p. 799.—4. a city of His-
pania near Saguntum, Id. p. 159.—
Others in Strab. ; etc., , Att. -,
contr. for., Att., ov, , also ,
dry land, land, as opp. lo water ;, opp. to , Od. 10,

459; for,
Od. 9, 486 ; -, lb. 147 ; cf II. 14,

394 ; , -, Pind. . 12, 5 ; etc. :—in Hom.
always as subst., though the gender
cannot be determined, and mostly so
in Att. poets : Pind. however has it

as fem., Fr. 45, 15, and so Aesch.
Supp. 31.—II. also as adj.,,
ov, dry, firm, of land, Hdt. 2, 99 :-., the main-land of En-
rope, Pind. N. 4, 115: so,, opp. to, lb. 9. 103.—2.

dry, hard, barren, } -. Soph. Ant. 251 ; waste, barren,

nsu. of lands, Hdt. 4, 123;,
waste places, .Resell. Fr. 192 : of wo-
men. Soph. O. T. 1502.—3. c. gen.,

barren, destitute of -, Eur. El. 325. (Akin to-,,,,,-,,,, etc.)



,() as pass., to be

left dry and waste, of land, -, Plut. 2, 10 D., , , (, ^)
an amphibious serpent, iSic. Th. 359.',=^.X,,conl.(opo.,, ,= 2,, , , dim. from,

little hand or arm, Mosch. 1, 13.,, , one who goes to

stool: also written paroxyt.., desideret. from, to

want to go te stool, l-at. cecamrio, like, Ar. Eq. 888, Nub. 295.), , to, use obscene lan-

guage.,,, Ep. inf ,3plur.,

and 3 sing. aor. 1 of^, Horn., , , (). That

which is poured: lienc•,— 1. a gush,

flood, strearn, , .
23, 561 ; , its

streams, Find. . 9,94 ; freq. inTrag.,

both in sing, and plur.

—

2.=,
that which is poured in honour of the

gods, a drink-offering, Lat. libatio.— II.

that into which icater is poured, a basin,

bowl, Hdt. 1, 51 : elsewh..—
Poet. word., Ep. pres. for, prob. only

found in compds. and. cf. : but the

fut. and Epic aor. of are of this

form, V. sq.

XE'i2, (root XEY- or XEF-) : fut.. and perh. sometimes ,
Meineiie Com. Fr. 2, p. 638, cf. Isae.

61, 22: Att. aor. 1 , inf.,
imperat.,. mid. :

pf.. pass, : aor. pass.

['], but later also,
which form has often been ignorantly

changed into. Lob. Phryn.

731.—Of these (strictly Att.) tenses

Horn, uses pres. and irapf act. and
mid., always uncontr., except ;^;(7^
in Od. 10, 518 : 3 pi. aor. only

in U. 24, 799 : pf. and plqpf pass.

more freq. : aor. pass, only in compds.,

except 3 opt. ?; in Od. 19, 590.

Further, Horn. oft. has the merely

Ep. aor., with and without
augm.,., inf., part., imperat., subj.,
with and, 11. 7, 336 ;

(the form of aor.,,
from the usu. fut., now and
then still quoted, is prob. not Greek)

:

Ep. aor. mid., but only in

3 sing,, and that in pass,

signf , 11. 7, 03, in which Q. Sm. imi-

tates him, 13, 324, 536 : and from the

syncop. aor. pass, [], only 3

sing, and pi.,,^.-. Lastly the Ep. subj. aor.

passed into the rare Ep. fut.,
Od.2, 222. Moreover we find an Ep.
pres. in Hes. Th. 83 ; fut.

only m compd., LXX., and N.
T. : onthestill\\.&\.,,
V. Lob. Phryn. 725.—Verb. adj..

Radic. signf to pour:—strictly of

liquids, to pour out, pour, ''/. , II. 9, 15 ;

^ so, Jupiter , i. e. he makes
it rain, II. 16, 385; so ;j^£fi, it

snows, and so absol., II. 12, 281

(though is in the line before):.-., II. 23, 220 :—esp.

of drink-otferings, -, Aesch. Cho. 87, cf.

92. 109, Soph. . C. 478, El. 84, etc.
;

and in mid., ,
Od. 10, 518; 11, 26; ,
Hdt. 7, 43, Aesch. Pers. 220, Soph.,

etc.—2. ., to shed tears, -

,, II. 7, 426 ; 16, 3 ;— '

and in pass., of the tears, to povr,

flow, stream, gush forth,, Od. 4, 523, 11. 23, 385.-3. in

pass., also, to become liquid, melt, dis-

solve, Tu, opp. to -. Plat. Tim. 60 C ; so of the

ground in spring, like Lat. resolvi,

laxari, Xen. Oec. 16, 12.—II. also

very freq. of solids, to pour or shoot

out, shed, scatter, (pv?./.a, II. 6, 147

;

, II. 9, 7 ;, Od. 2, 354

;

but -, of trees, not to shed

their fruit, but to let it hang in profu-

sion, Od. 11, 588.—Esp. hke,
to throw out earth, so as to form a

mound, etc.. , 11. 24, 799 ;, lb. 801 ; cf. Od.
1, 291, etc. ; ., II. 7, 336,

etc. ; yalav-, II. 23, 256, Od. 3, 258 ;

., II. 18, 24, Od. 24, 317 .—
.?., to strew straw on
the ground by mowing, II. 19, 222.

—

2. ., to pour or shower spears,

U. 5, 618 ; so in mid., ,
thty showered their arrows, II. 8, 159 ;

15, 590.—3. to let fall or drop,. II. 17, 619 ;', Od.
22, 20 ; , II.

22, 468 ; so,, Aesch. Ag. 239, v. sub.—4. in pass., to be thrown, heap-

ed up or massed together,, Od. 22, 387, cf.

17, 298, II. 23, 775, etc. :—of living

beings, to pour or stream in a dense

mass or throng, II. 5, 141 , etc. ;-, Od. 10, 415, etc.—III.

metaph.,— 1. of sounds, e. g. of the

voice,,, Od. 19, 521,

Hes. Sc. 396, cf Th. 83 ; -, Pind. I. 8 (7), 129 ; /.'
}'} ov, Aesch. Theb. 73, cf.

Supp. 632 ; and, ofwind instruments,.. Simon. 72,

8; cf Anth. Plan. 226.-2. also of

other things,' ''/.,
to shed darkness over the eyes, II. 20,

321
; ., to shed a mist abroad,

Od. 7, 15, 11. 17, 270, etc. ; .--, II. 14, 165, Od. 2, 395,

etc. ; , Od.
23, 156; ,
Od. 8, 282 :—so, in pass.,, was shed or spread

around him, II. 13, 544; ' ?.-' ^.•, II. 5, 696: but,

'/. /, the mist dissob-ed or

vanished, Od. 7, 143 ; ov uoi',. 19, 590,, Od. 8, 297 ;

(mid. in pass.

signf), II. 7, 63; -,,
when the frost was on thfe ground,

Soph. Phil. 293 :—also, of persons,'', throwing herself

around him, to embrace him, II. 19,

284, Od. 8, 527 : and so in mid.,

?. , II. 5, 314 :

so also,, Od. 8, 297.—But these usa-

ges, though we call them metaphors,
are hardly so in the old poets ;—the

voice is to tbem really a stream, beau-

ty an effluence, death a mist, etc., cf.

Nitzsch Pref Od. p. xiii, sq.—IV. pf
pass,. to be uholly engaged in

a thing, absorbed in it, a,
Pind. I. 1, 4:—so ,
given up to a thing, e. g. -, Lat. effusus in Venerein, Luc.
Sacrif 5 ; , Alciphr. 1,

6 :—but , his mind
overflowed with joy, A p. Rh. 3, 1009., . Dor. -, (.) :—with fleet hoofs : . ?./., the ra-

cing offleet horses, Soph. El. 861.

XHN,6,=., Hesych. ; cf.

Lob. Phryn. 435.,, , (?.) that

which is netted or plaited : a cord. Soph.
Fr. 431.—2. a netting-needle,^'.., , , (.) nel-

ting^, , , (/.) netter,

plaiter./, , , verb. adj. from-
7.. netted, plaited, Hdt. 7, 89.^,( III. 2) :

—

to net,

plait, Eupol. Incert. 110.

'/., , , a horse's hoof, Hes. So.

62, Eur. Phoen. 42, Ion 1242 ; .-/. ; , of bull's hoofs,

Eur. Bacch. 619, cf. Ap. Rh. 2, 667

;

, Arist. . . 2, 1, 30 :—
bni7., also, of fciVci's ?a/ons, Aesch.
Pers. 208, Soph. Ant. J 003, Eur. Ion

1208, cf. Phoen. 808 ; ofa wolfs claws,

Theocr. Epigr. 6, 4, cf Eur. Hec. 90 ;

of a crab's claws, as opp. to its feet,

Arist. H. A. 4, 3, 2 ; hence, the con-
stellation Cancer was called,
Lat. Chelae, Arat., and Virg.—Cf •
/., /..—11. a sea-bank or

breakwater, Lat. moles, stretching out
like a claw, Thuc. 1, 63, ubi v. Schol.,

Xen. An. 7, 1, 17 : also of a promon-
tory or a ridge of rocks answering a

like purpose,/., Thuc. 8, 90.— III. of va-

rious clovenimplements

;

— 1. a surgical

instrument, a sort oi forked probe or
pliers. Foes. Oec. Hipp.— 2. a netting-

needle.—3. the notch of an arrow, y/^v-, Lat. creiia.—4. the division of the

eyelids, when closed in sleep, Hesych,
(The later usages of the word there-

fore all point to the sense oicloven, part-

ed: but little of this appears in the ear-

lier authors Perhaps the double signf.

of the root XA-, in. to hold,

keep together, and in,, to

gape, may account for this, ct..), ,,^^,,
Anacr. 35.?, ov, , dim. from ?.., , , dim. from sq., ov, , (-,) :

—

large chest or coffer, ' '/., 11. 16, 221

;

, Od. 13, 10, etc.

.7.. , . -,( III. 2) /
7iet :'/, 1 have my feet

bound together. Soph. Fr. 431.— II.

cleave, notch. Math. Vett. Hence,,, a cleft, notch, like

/^. Foes. Oec. Hipp., ov, ,—/. III. 2.

7?., , , verb. adj. from-, netted., , , and, ,
, chemistry, .., , , (-,) yawn-
ing, gaping.—. the cockle, from its

gaping, double shell, Lat. chama, Ar-

ist. H. A. 5, 15, 14, Ael. N. A. 15, 12,

— 2. a measure, of about the size ol

such a shell (cf) ; there was a
larger and a smallerTiind, Foes. Oec.
Hipp., of.. Lob. Phryn. 387., or, , , dim.

from foreg.,, ,() an inflam-

mation of the eyes, when the cornea
reddens and swells, so as to impede
sight, Foes. Oec. Hipp.

XHN, 0, and , gen. : an ir-

reg. ace. plur. in Anth. P. 7,

546 :

—

gander, goose, named from its

u'ide bill[/. -, as Eubul. hath it,. 1.3);
oft. in Horn, in both genders, masc,
Od. 19, 552 ; fem., 15, 161. 174 ;—the
masc. more common in Att. :—v^ Of
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' was Socrates' oath, cf.

Interpp. ad Ar. Av. 521, and.
(Frob. from XA-, ;^')', cf. Kiibul.

1. c. :—Willi the Dor. , compare
the Sanscr. hansa, Gerin. gans, our

gander, as also Lat. anser, etc. ; the

is dropt m Pars, hay, Scandin. gaas,

our goose : Pott Et. Forsch. I, 141.)

iXr'/v,, , Chen, a place in

Laconia, where Mysoii the sage was
born, Steph. Byz. ; ace. to Diog. L.

1, 9, a place near Oeta, in Thessaly
;

—in Diod. S.-, ai, so Paus. 10,

24, 1.,, ,{,?}
the fox-goose, an Aegyptian species,

living in holes, like our sheldrake,

tadorna vulpanser, Linn,, Hdt. 2. 72,

Ar. Av. 1295, Arisl. H. A. 8, 3, 16., ov, , dim. of -^;//i', like, Granim. ; cf.., a, ov. Ion., , ov,

{) :

—

of or belonging to a goose, like

one, Lat. ayisermus, Hdt. 2, 37, Eur.

Cress. 13, 4:/ i'/ were a

Greek dainty, Eubul.. 5, Ath.

384 C.,,^, Hesych., , ov, Ion. for//.,, , a kind of goose,

Plin.:,, 6, of Chen or Chenae,

Cheniau, Plat. Prot. 343 A.',,—, dub..,, a wide gape, esp.

in scorn or YHOckery.^', ov, , Chenidas, masc.

pr. n., Luc. Dial. Mer. 13., , , (/) a gosling,

Aei. . . 7, 47.,, 6,= foreg., dub., f. -, () to cackle like

a goose, esp., to bring out goose-like

notes from the fiule, prob. 1. Diphil.

",. 5., , , dim. from, a

gosling, small goose, Ath. t664 L•., a,,=., , the end of a ship^s stern

which turned up like a gooseys neck, Luc.

V. Hist. 2, 41, cf. Jup. Trag. 47.', ,,—., ov, , a place for

feeding geese, goose-pen, Varro : from, , ,()
a feeding of geese., ov, , =-.,,{,) feed-

ing geese, Cratin. Dion. 12.•, , , =,
Plat. Polit. 264 C ; v. 1. -., , gen. , (,) as large as a goose, Strab., ov, b, a plant, Plin. (?)

, ov. to, {'•, Lat.

plmna) a bed of goose-feathers, Chry-
SOSt./, ov, ,-, ov,

=-,-.,,=^.,, , yawning, gaping., , to yawn, gape : me-
taph., to gape about, loiter..—(§., , {,) like a

goose., , gen., a hedge-hog,

Lat. her, heres ; cf. - (Akin to,, and perh. to Lat. hir-

lus, hir-sulus.), , , Ion., v. .?/,=, dub., , , a kind oimuscle.

Archil. 47, Sophron.,,,—.—II.

broad, flat kind of nniscle, or scallop-

thell, used for measuring liquids,
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Xanth. p. 162; in Hipp, also-. Foes. Oecon. ; cf.., ov, h,{,)
one who creeps into holes, Leon. Tar. 91.

[v. but made long in arsis.], adv., from or out of
holes : from. ov, b, (X.\-,) :=, a hole, cleft, gap, hollow,., of a rock
pigeon, II. 21, 495; .. Lye.
181. In later authors, as Ap. Rli., also

V XVP^l"K• 4. 1452 ; cf Jac. Ach. Tat.

p. 523 : we find also the hetcrog. plur., Nic.Th. 55, 149 ; Hesych.
has also ;^;opa|i<of. Only poet. (Akin
to.),,,—, Strab.,,,=^, Orph.
Arg. 1264., poet. 3 pi. aor. 1 mid. of,. Rh.,^, to make an or-

phan., poet. 3 sing. aor. 1 mid. of, 11.,, >7,=sq., Nic. Al. 394.,, b, a sea-crab,-, V. 1. for, 1. c.—II. perh.

3.\80=7 II., , ,() widowhood,
Thuc. 2, 45., a, ov, also , ov,()
widowed, Antim. 90.,, ,=^, LXX., () :— intr., to be be-

reaved, c. gen., -, Od.
9, 124 : esp., to be bereaved of a hus-

band or wfe, to be widowed, to be a

widower or widow, Eur. Ale. 1089,

Isae. 61, 22, Dem. 867, 4 :—hence,
to live in solitude, Soph. O. T. 479.

—

II. transit., to keep in ividowhood, Eur.
Cycl. 440 ; cf., , ov. Ion. for., ,,=., , , also of, ov, bereaved

or bereft,, of a thing, Arith. P.

6, 297 :—esp., bereft of a husband or

wife, widowed, , Eur.
Ale. 862 :—in comic phrase of a dish,

widowed, i. e. without sauce, Sotad.. 1, 26 ; cf. fin.— II., Ion., a ividow,, II. 22, 484, etc., Soph.

Aj. 653: also joined with a subsl.,, 11. 2, 289 ;, II. 22, 499. (The root XH-,-, occurs in Sanscr. ha, hi,

deserere : so that, like-, is strictly deserted, left.) Hence
, , , bereavement, esp.

widowhood, in full, ... Rh.
4, 1064.'{,, , the Cherusci, a

German people, Strab. p. 291, sq., , f. -, ( ) :

—

transit., to bereave, strip bare, make
desolate,, H. 5, 642 ; c. gen.,

['\, Anth. P. 7,

172 ; \% -, Solon 28, 25t,"], was bereaved men, Hdt.

6, 83:— esp. to bereave of a husband
or wife, , thou hast

made her a widow, ll. 17, 36 ;'', Eur.

Cv'cl. 304 :— in mid.,, Q. Sm. 9, 351.-11. intr., like, to live in widowhood, Plut. 2,

749 I) :

—

to be bereaved or destitute nf..., Theogn. 950.— III. also c. ace,
to deprive one^s self of, forsake,, Arist. ap. Bergk
Lyric, p. 462. Hence,, , bereavement, wid-

oiving, etc., , ,() :
— col-

lateral relation, heir-at-law in default

of issue, usu. in plur.. 11. 5, 158, Heo.
Th. 607, Q. Sin. 8, 299.—11.=?)-., Dor. contr. for ,
Alt. from ?/.'[,, , Chesian, appell.

of Diana troin, . , Che-
sium, a promontory of Samos, Call,

Dian. 288 ; v. Schol., . , want, need : from,() to suffer want, be

in xtant or need : poet., , , (-, )—-.,—, . . : from, Att., , . sq.,, , want, need, destitu-

tion, usu. in dat., ' -, frorn want or loss of such a man,
II. 6, 463

;
', II. 19,

324; , Od. 16, 35;, . . 78; -, Hdt. 9, 11 (where Gaisford, Ion. dat. from) ;. Plat. Phaedr. 239 D :—Ti-
mae. also gives as iiom. in

Plat., but the word seems only to be
used in dat., v. Ruhiik, Tim. sub v.

Most poet., but freq. in late prose.

(From XA-,,,.)
Hence, . , need, destitution,

loneliness, Anth. P. 9, 408., Dor. for , aor. 1

pass, from, Theocr., ov, b,(,) fli/ing low or along the earth,

a kind of hawk, Arist. H. A. 9, 36, 1.. , , near the grmind,

on the ground, low, as opp. lo what is

liigh and raised, ., Od. 11,

194 ; sunken, flat, -, 12, 101 ; -, II. 13, 683 ; so,', Xen.
Mem. 3, 8, 9 ; ., Theocr.
17, 79, etc.—The use as
an epith. of Ithaca, ?./

(Od. 9,

25, cf 10, 196), has puzzled all the
Commentators,—but it is only one of

the many difficulties in that passage,

V. Nitzsch.— II. metaph., low, creep-

ing, Isocr. Epist. 10, 3 Bekk. (From,, with inserted as

in.) Hence/,, , lowness, flat-

ness., , , a low,

worldly disposUio7i., ,{) to make
low, to loner, level, Joseph.', adv., like its lengthd.

form. Lob. Phryn. 323:

—

yes-

terday, first in H. Horn. Merc. 273,

but very freq. in Att. :, also , the other

day (v. sub) : so,, Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 11 :

—

between the art. and subst.., . Plat. Soph,
init., Tirn. 26 , cf,. ( is the Sanscr. hyas, L&t.

hesi, hesiternus, afterwds. hen, hester-

nus, Germ, gestern : our yesir-een,

ye.ittr-i]a.y

.

— is inserted, as in,. In,, takes

the place of e.) Hence, ,,=, of yester-

day, . ... the fellow

yesterday who.., Ar. Vesp. 28] ;

TO., yesterday^s onion. Id

Ran. 987., adv., from, q. v.,,,=,\}.
3, 67., , , (): — Ion. and



2
po§t for, of yesterday, a., yesterday's labour, Hdt. 1, 126 :

—but mostly, like the adv., with
verbs, ?/, he went yesterday,

II. 1, 424 ; , Od. 2, 202 ;, 6, 170 ;

etc. :—the neut. is also used
as .^.=, II. 19, 195, Od. 4, 656 ;

also TO, II. 13,745 : so in neut.

pi., , the

other dat/. lately, like ,
II. 2, 303; cf. .— and

are less Att. than,
Lob. Phr);n. 323., , =, and, ,.=, only in Hesych.,,=, Hesych.

f, , , of Ceres, v. subsq.
—2. as fern. pr. n., Chlhonia, daugh-
ter of Phoroneus, Paus. 2, 33, 4.—3.

daughter of Erechtheus, ApoUod. 3,

15, 1., a, ov, also, ; {) :

—in the earth, i. e. under it, like-, Hes. Th. 697, 707, and
Trag. :—esp. of the gods below,, i. e. Hades, Hes. Op. 463;
whence of noises from beneath the

earth it was said, -, Soph. . C. 1006
; .-, Aesch. Pr. 991; cf. Ar. .

1750, Valck. Hipp. 1201 -.—-, the gods of the nether world, Lat.

Inferi, Aesch. Ag. 89, etc. ;, Pind. P. 4, 284:

—

, 1. e. Ceres and Proserpina, Hdt.

6, 134 ; 7, 153, t(and so ,
absol. of Ceres, Eur. H. F. 015)t;
but also of the Erinyes, Soph. O. C.

1568 -.—. ", as conductor of

the dead, Aesch. Cho. 124. Soph. El.

III, Aj. 832:

—

, said of

the dead, Pind, P. 5,'l36.— Very rare

in prose, as opp. to. Plat.

Rep. 619 E.— II. of or from the earth,, Aesch. Theb. 736.— HI. in. or

of the country, fired or settled therein,

native, stronger than. Soph.
O. C. 948, Aj. 201.], . , Chlhonius, son of

Aegvptus, Apollod. 2, 1, 5. — 2. one
of tlie Sparti, Id. 3, 4, 1., , weighing down the

earth., , delighting in earthly

things.,, , , earth-born,

child of earth.07?,, ov, formed of earth., , {,)
treading the earth, on or of earth, opp.

to. Soph. O. T. 301., , gen. , (,
Tpetfxj) nourished by, growing on earth,, Aesch. Ag. 1407.\<', , , Chthonophyle,

daughter of Sicyon, Paus. 2, 6, 6.

or. , , an un-
intelligible word quoted as from
Thespis by Clem. .,.', , gen., the earth,

ground, oft. in Horn., Hes., Pind., and
Trag. ; , II.

20, 483
;

-, 1,88; ,
Od. 8, 222, etc. ; , to go
beneath the earth, i. e. to die, II. 6,

411, Hes. Sc. 151; so,, to be buried, Aesch.
Theti. 588 ;. Soph. Ant. 24 : but,—2., i. e. those in the shades below,

l,at. inferi, Aesch. Cho. 833, Soph.
Ant. 65 ; ai , i. e. the
Erinyes, Aesch. Eum. 249 ;, lb.

1023 : etc. Cf. Herm. Eur. Hec. 70.

XIAl

—II. Earth, as a goddess, Aesch. Pr.

205, Eum. 6.—HI. earth, i. e. the world.
Soph. Fr. 654.^IV. a partictdar land
or country, Aesch. Pers. 61, 485, etc. :

so, even when only a city is meant, v.

A^alck. Phoen. 6, Seidler Eur. Tro.
4. — Merely poet. (Akin, no doubt,
to, Lat. humi, cf.,
fin.), , ,=, a lurking-hole.), f. -, to play the Chian,
esp. to imitate the Chian musician De-
mocritus, Ar. Fr. 558., f.-, to mark with {),
i. e. to mark as spurious or suspicious,
V. sub . — II. to place or write cross-

wise, Lat. decussare.— III. to form a
thing like a X : hence of a surgeon,
to make a crucial incision, Chirurg.
Vett. Hence,,, the mark or figure

of, which was affixed to a word or
passage to denote that it was spuri-
ous.— II. , cross-pieces of
wood, Math. Vett. [/], , ,{) the marking
with a .— II. a crossing

;
—a cutting

cro.'iswise, Chirurg. Vett., , ov, verb. adj. from, marked with .— II. crossed:
laid, or to be laid crossivise., , V. sq., , , Alcman 28 ; nsu
in pi. , Ar. Eq. 806, Pac.
595 :

—

a dish nf unripe, wheaten groats
toasted,—as, of barley-groats:— , wheat for making
this dish, Ar. Fr. 548.—Usu. written.,, Ion. for, -.

tXt/.eor, ov, , Chileus, a citizen of
j

Tegea, Hdt. 9, 9.,,() :
—to supply with

fodder or provender, feed,,
Theophr. — . intr.," to feed, graze,

Nic. Th. 635., , ,=, Suid. : susp.?.}, ov, {7, *)
grown as fodder for cattle, Nic. Al.

424., ov, with a thousand
corners or angles, [a], adv., a thousand times,

[]., ov,(,) con-

taining a thousand men,, Plat.
Polit. 292 E., , to be a., , , Hdt. 7, 81 ; but
in Xen. always, as in
Aesch Pers. 304, cf Poppo ad Cy-
rop. 2, 1, 22(,) :

—the com-
mander of a thousand men.-— II.-

was the Greek word used to
translate,— 1. the Persian vis'ir, and
was so used also by the Macedonians.
—2. the Roman tribunus militum, N. T.
Hence, , , the office or post of
a, Xen. Cyr. 4, 1, 4., , , =,
q-v.

^ ^,, , (?) the num-
ber one thousand, Aesch. Pers. 341: a
thousand, c. gen.,, Hdt. 2,

28, 90:—Att. gen. pi.., , , in Eccl. the doc-

trine of the millennium : hence o'l -, the advocates of this doctrine,

chiliasts.,, , a period of a
thousand years, Suid., ov,= s(\., , , or, ,
, (,) :

—

lasting thousand
years,,. Plat. Phaedr.
249 A, Re,. 615 A, 621 D.

, , . , ,, Diosc. 4, 8.',,,~.01, , , thou!<and, Lat.
mille, Hom. : (sc.),
thousand drachms, Diog L. 4, 37; cf..—\& the sing, occurs with
collective nouns, esp. , a
thousand horse. Hdt. 5, 63 ; 7, 41,
etc., and Xen. \_], ov,(,) of a
thousand villages or districts, \Xl'aio-, a plain near Amasea,
Strab. p. 561., , , a sacrifice of a
thousand, (as, of a hundred),
cf. Valck. Hdt. 7, 43;— a strange
word, as if one were to form quintuor
from quatuor. (Cf..),, , ,(,)
of thousand ships,, Eur. Or.
352 ; )^. «(5 'Apr/f, Id. Andr.
106 : r. ?., i. e. a thousand ships.
Id. I. A. 174., ov, . Dor. -, (-,) with or of a thousand
sailors, with fem. subst., .,
Aesch. Ag. 45; ., Eur. I. T.
141.,, , later form
for.,, ij, late form for., (?,) adv.,

long, long ago, comic word in Ar. Eq.
1155.?, a, ov, adv. -,
LXX.,= sq. [], ov, gen. , a
thousand-fold., , , nent. . (-,) thousand-footed.— 11. as
subst., a scolopendra, the millepede., a. ov, v. ?.., , or,[) the thous-
andth. Plat. Phaedr. 249 B, Rep. 615
C. Hence,, , a thousandth part.— II. a body of a thousand, Xen. Cyr.
2, 4, 3; 6, 3,31., ov, (?, -) costing, or weighing, thousand
talents, Plut. Pericl. J2:— .,
comic phrase in Alex.. 1, 7., ov,(,) car-

rying a thousand, ., a vessel

of a thousand (as we say
to7i.i), Dio C. : cf.., , t. -,() to fine

a thousand (drachms), Lycurg. ap.

Harpocr., ov. (, ) of a
thousand years, Lyc. 1153.', 01•, , greenfodderfor cat-

tle, esp. for horses, fornnc, provender,
grass, Hdt. 4, 140, and Xen.; ~poif>-, to go on to forage,
Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 5; . ', hai/,

Xen. An. 4, 5, 33.—Cf.. (Akin
to ?., ?.) Hence
?., , t. -, to feed with prov-

ender, put out at pasture, Xen. An. 7, 2,
21. Hence, or,, , that

which is taken us food, proposed by
Valck. (from Hesych.) in Aesch. Fr.
255.

iX?.v,, 6. also, Chi-
Ion, a Spartan, son of Darnagetes,
one of the seven wise men of Greece,
Hdt. 1,59; Plat. Prot. 343 .— 2.

another Spartan, brother-in-law oi

Archidamus, king of Sparta, Xen.
Hell. 7, 4, 23., , , a nose-bag for
cattle to feed from., . , a she-goal, Lat.
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XION
rnpra, 11. C, 181, Hes. Th. 322, 323,

Trag.,antl Xeii.; ct, .—\\- Xi-, , , Chimaera, a (ire-spout-

ing monster, with a lion's iieail, ser-

pent's tail, and goat's middle, killed

by Bellerophon, II. 6, 179, cf. 10.

3.i8 ;—ace. luHes..Th. 319, daughter

of Typhaon and Echidna, with the

heads of lion, goat, ami serpent

:

— tthis fable was probably derived

from either—a. the volcano of that

name in Lycia near Phaselis, Scyl.,

cf. Plm. H. N. 5, 27: or—b. the

volcanic valley at the egress of JNlt.

Cragus, Strab. p. CG5. [ej, t'<5of.,=.3, ov, , (,-) epith. of Pan, he who mounts

jfuais, Leon. Tar. 34. [a]', ov, b,{,)
one who sacrifices goals, Leon.Tar. 13.', ov, (, -
vevu) slaying goals, Anth. P. 9, 774.

— 11. slaying the Chimaera.

tXtudpa, , , VhimSra, a place

in Epirus, Anth. P. 7, 529.,,,{,)
a leader of goats, -, the he-

goat that leads the flock, Anth. P. 9,

744.,,=,
Opp.

, ,, ov, , a he-goat, Lat. ca-

per, elsewh., Ar. Eq. 661 : but

also . =, Theocr.

Ep. 6, Anth. P. 9, 403.—The Atl. and

Dor. both had this word : but the

latter are said to have called only the

yiiiwg she-goat ofthe first year

in, an older one ,—a dis-

tui'ction which seems to be made by

Theocr. 1,6. [<], ov, ,—()().—.=, : hence also lor

jiudeiida rmdiebria. [i], ov, 6, {,) a goat-slayer, Anth. P. 9, 558., , like, to

have chilblains, Diosc.

/iOV, OV, TO, like,
a chilblain, kibe, Ar. Vesp. 1167 ;, ap. Arist. Rhet.

3, 11, 6. [EJtrictly ---, but poet,

also -'--.], , (,* ) of

Chian growth, of Wine, Anth. P. 11, 44.

Xiov, ov, TO, a Chian wine-vessel,

holding about 1 or IJf. Macho ap.

Ath. 579 E. (Not from .), a, or, () of snow,

snowy, s7iowwhile, ', Asius Fr.

2 ;, Anth. P. 9, 244 ; etc. [i

Ep. in arsis.]

iXiavr/, , , Chione, daughter of

Boreas and Orithyia. ApoUod. 3, 15, 2.

\7/, ov, 6, Chionides. a poet

of the old comedy, Meineke 1, p. 27., f. -, ( ) to snow

upon, cover ivith snow: inipers.,

[sc. or

], Hdt. 2, 22 : also, intr., to snow,, it snowed, lb. [The first

syll. of fut. and aor. made long Ep.

in arsis.], ,, and, , ov,—, the latter in Ptolein. ap.

Ath. 375 D. [t Ep. in arsis.], a, ,=. [Xi in

\, , , Chioiiis, a Lace-

daemonian, Thuc. 5, 19.—Others in

Pans. ; etc.,, , (>^,)
ttalktng in snow, dub. [t in Ep.], ov, (, )

where line walks in snow,, dub. in

A pp. Indic. Q.'3, ov, {,?-
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pov) with eye of dazzling white, •,
Dionys. Hymn. 2.'7, ov,, ?.)
snow-beaten, covered with snowf, Ar.

Nub. 270: fcf../., , f. -, to strike

with snow, snow vpon : from', ov, (. /3)
snowing, ., Plut. 2, 182 .— II.

proparos. ?, ov, snowed
upon., , [,)
fostering stiow, i. e. snow-clad, 7.,
Aesch. Supp.560, \\ke.
[I Ep. in arsis.], , {,) like

snow,snou'y, Nic. . 150.., , poet, for -, Nic. . 512. [ Ep. in arsis.],, gen.,{,) fostering snow, snow-clad,,
Eur. He!. 1323 ; like,., ov, {,)
snow-pelted, drifted o'er by snow, Soph.
Aj. 695.}^, , , {,)
snow-honey, Geop., , , {,) with

snow'-tvhite feet, Nonn. [ Ep. in

arsis.], ov, {, )
nursing snow,, Eur. Phoen.
803 ; cf.., ov, contr.-, ovv,

= sq., Philox. ap. Ath. 147 A., and , , /,

{',) with snow-white skin

:

generally, snow-white, Eur. Hel. 216.',,{.-,=,•.,
in pass., , contr. for/,
Eur. Hec. 81., , , verb. adj. from, snoived upon : snowy, Nonn., ov, {/, Chios, an island in the

Aegean, fon the coast of Asia Mi-
nor}, now Scio, Od. 3, 170, etc.—12.

the capital was also so called, Strab.

p. 601. — Other cities of this name
are mentioned in Steph. Byz.

•, a, ov, Chian, nf or from Chios,

tAr. Eccl. 1139t : , the Chians,

Hdt. 1, 142, etc.— II. (sc.-
), an unlucky throvv on the dice :

hence, the side with the ace-dot was
. more rarely,, , Poll. 9, 100 : the opp. side

with the size was called KiDof, cf.

Diet. Antiqq. p. 949
;
(though some

accounts just reverse these names).

—The proverb ov ' '-,
Ar. Ran. 970, is, however, said to re-

fer not to this, but to the contrast be-

tween the dishonest Chians and the

honest Ceians, Dind. ad 1., Heind.
Plat. Plot 34] E, Meineke Meiiand.

p. 237. [X7of is contr. from, as

from, Draco p. 101, Jac.

Aiith. P. p. 93, 696.]

tXi'of, ov, b, Chius, son of Nep-
tune, Paus. 7, 4, 8., , {, ) of
Chian umrk, Critias Fr. 28., a, ov, chapped, cracked,

esp. with chapped hands : from,, ,—. Hence, , , and,, , ,, ,=^,, with chapped feet.', Ion. prose,, b:

— nii under-garment, frock, coat, Lat.

tunica, both of men and women, freq.

from Hoin. downwds. : it was strict-

ly a woollen shirt or s??wck, worn next
the body, ,
Od. 15, 60; cf. Hdt. 1, 155:—on go-

ing out, they threw a wide cloak

xaaz
over it, called (. 2, 42, etc.),7., or (later), also -
TLOV. though these difl'ered, v. sub

: the was usu. short,
yet sometimes reached even to the
feet, cf. sub, : the
ladies of Ionia and Attica wore a -

with sleeves{),
Hdt. 5, 87. and this prevailed among
several foreign nations, Hdt. 1, 195,
2, 81 ; 7, 91.—On the, v. Mid-
ler Archaol.

(J
337, Diet. Antiqq. s. v.

tunica.— II. of soldiers, coat of n\ail,

cuirass, II. 5, 113; 11, 100, etc., Hdt.
5, 106; , 11. 13, 439;,
coals of mail or iron scales with
sleeves, Hdt. 7, 61 ; cf. 9, 22.— III. in

plur., the pieces of a shoe, Poppo Xen.
Cyr. 8, 2, 5.— 1\'. inetaph., any coat,

case or covering, (cf. sub) ; , i. e. walls,

Hdt. 7, 139
; ?., of

fishing-nets, Anth. P. 6, 11;, of a spider's web, Jac. Ach.
Tat. p. 561 : in plur., the coat.': of an
onion, elsewh. and, as in

Virg. the coalings of a bud are called
tunicae. (It is an oriental word, in

Hebrew kethoneth ; Gesenius com-
pares cotton.), ov, , dim. from -, Menand. p. 263, Anth. P. 11,

154., Tjr, 7], a name of Diana,
who is usually represented as a hunt-
ress in a short. Call. Jov. 77,

Dian. 225: falso in Syra-
cuse, Ath. 629 : cf. Diet. Antiqq.

p. 244., , , {) clothing,

dress, a late word., f. -, to cover with a-., ov, ro,=sq., Ar. Plut.

984, Lys. 48, 150., ov. To, dim. from -. Osann Syll. Inscr. 1, 79., ov, b, dim. from -, Ar. . 946, 955, Lysias 117, 6,

Plat. Hipp. Mm. 368 C, etc.'7, ov, , one who deals

in clothes., V.,=.', . , snoiv, in Horn.,

esp. fallen snow,—for falling snow is

usu. called in prose,
(hence -, thick fall the swouj-flakes, II.

12, 278); yet this distinction is not
always kept, for Hdt., 2, 22; 4, 31,

50, speaks of ; so,, Ar. Ach. 138; •, Eur. Cycl. 328, cf.

Bacch. 661 : ace. to Arist., Mund. 4,

7,

: — -, melting snow, Hdt. 2, 22.— II.

snow walf.r, ice-cold tenter, Eur. Andr.
214

; ., Id. Tro. 1067, ubi
v. Seidl. (1077). (On the root v. sub
;^;fi,ua.— Prob. not from, though
Hom. does use ,=^, II. 12,

281.) [Though I by nature, yet

Ep. in arsis]],. b, Chinn, an Athenian
archon. Dem. 830, 5 ; 868, 21.^, ov, b, Chionides, an
Athenian, Dem. 1356, 13.', to sound, ring, shout, a
pies, which seems only to occur in

the redupl. form : but to

this root are commonly referred the
Pindaric forms-,-,,— the latter two be-

longing in form to a redupl. aor. 2,

but with accent of pres. :

—

?.-?., . 9, 4 ; of persons



' 3, . 4, 319 ; ?.-, of castanets, Fr. 4S, 2.•,, . Ion./.. large,

square upper-garment, a cloak, mantle,

worn loose over the, in Horn,
only by men as a defence against

weather, hence called-
and, 11. 16, 224, Od. 14,

529 : the was of wool, as ap-

pears from the Homeric epith. '/-
and, i. e. with a rough,

crixped surface and purple- coloured, v.

esp. 11. 10, 133, where a double man-
tle (/.) is spoken of, the single

one being called ,-, II. 24. 230,

Od. 24, 276: it was thrown over the
shoulders, Od. 21, 118, and fastened
with a clasp, II. 10, 133 ; but it served
also as a covering in sleep, being in

fact a sort of blanket, Od. 1 1, 189 ; 14,

500; 20, 4, 95 ;—hence of husband
and wife, , Soph.
Tr. 540, cf. Theocr. 18, 19, Anth. P.

5, 169 ; cf. )..—It was of value,

as it was made a prize in the games,
II. 24, 230, Hdt. 2, 91.—The
is also called by Horn., in later

Greek, cf. Diet. Antiqq. s. v.

pallium. The was a coarser,

commoner, the7. a finer, softer

kind (though Eur., Cycl. 80, calls a
goatskin cloak ' -) ; the was chiefly a mili-

tary cloak. See these words respect-

ively. (No doubt the root was the
same as that of the Lat. lana, laena,

with prefi.xed, whence also,, , 7^, /.,
hence also7 and.)'",, 6, Chlaeneas, an Ae-
tolian envoy to the Lacedaemonians,
Polyb. 9, 31, 7.

'K'/.atvtov or, . , dim.
from, Anth. P. 12, 40.'., ov, a, a stealer of
cloaks, like., , , (se. ),
the art of making cloaks, trade of a

.^?., , {?, *)
making cloaks : /•.•, cloak-maker.\, , f. -, {/.) to

cover with a cloak : generally, to clothe,, Anth. P. 9, 293. Hence,,,, a clolhivg, cover-

ing,., i. e. a lion's skin,

Anth., ov, (?.,)
wearing a : hence as subst , a
horsenian, cavalier, Theocr. 15, 6., ov, , dim. from-. Menand. p. 154, Plut. [v], , like a../., as pass., to wear a?., Nicostr Incert. 6..?~, , , the making of
a : from., , making7,-.., , , the making of, the art or trade of a?-, Xen. Mem. 2, 7, 6 : and,, ?'/, , skilled in

making7. : from
'.7.',,{7,*)

like7, making-
.• ., maker of7..7.<}, , to wear a ?.-.̂ , , , verb, adj., clad

or covered with a 7..
.7.,, , a cloak or mantle,

esp. worn by horsemen and the-
pertbrming horsemen's service as, who laid aside the-
as soon as they became men, Jac.

Anth. 1, 1, p. 24, Meineke Menand.
p. 367 : generally, a military cloak,

esp. the general's cloak, like the Lat.
patudumentum ; more rarely of a civic

dress, Locella Xen. Eph. 1, 8.—The
is, first mentioned by Sappho:

It was shorter than the7 or, being narrower, but (like it)

was fastened by a brooch on the right
j

shoulder so as to hang over the left

:

sometimes it had side pieces set on,

called, and in this shape
was called the Thessalian or Mace-
donian cloak, V. Diet. Antiqq. sub v.

(On the deriv., v. sub /..) [].7, ov, , dim. from 7.-, Hdt. 1, 195, Soph. Fr. 400, Eur.
Or. 42, etc. [t]', ov, , dim. from, Aristaen. 1,11.'7,, , the art or trade

of a7, Xen. Mem. 2,7,
6 : from7, , {7,)
making./, , , =7.-.7',,=7.
/'<5, , to clothe with a-. Hence, , , verb, adj., clad

with a7.7.,, , an upper-garment of
wool, like the 7, but of finer

make, worn by women as well as

men, and, generally, serving more
for ornament than use, first in Simon.
7, 13, Hdt. 3, 139, 140 : -, as a mark of effeminacy, Dem.
958, 13, cf. 558, 17, Menand. p. 127 :

esp. worn on festive occasions, as,, a wedding garment,/' 7., the toga Candida of the
Romans:—also used as blanket, Me\.
82, 2, cf. 7.. (On deriv., v. sub.)7.,,, Ar. Pac. 1002

;

'., ro, Ach.519, Aeschin.
18, 30;, ov, :— diminu-
tives from7.•, , , only in Pind. P. 9,

65. }2•, ace. to Herm.,
Dor. for, to laugh fresh and
loud; but, ace. to Schneider and
Bcckll, for 7., sweetly, gently.^, ov, h, Chlemus, masc. pr.

n., Qu. Sm. 8, 101.7., f. -,{) to joke,

jest, scoff, Ar. Ran. 376 ; 7^., Arist. Rhet. 2,2, 12:— c.

ace. to mock, scoff at, jeer, treat scorn-

fully, , Dem. 78, 12; 1149, J9,

etc.7^,, , comic for 7.-., , , {7.()) mock-
ery, scoffing, Dem. 705, 3., , , {)
mockery, LXX.7.,,6,=7., Dem.
254. 3, Polyb. 8, 8, 5.,',,{) a mock-
er, scoffer, Arist. Rhet. 2, 3, 9. Hence7., ,, giventomockery,

scoffing. Adv. -., , , a joke, jest, . Horn.
Cer. 202, in plur. : or, to make one a jest, or

make a jest of one, Anth. P. 7, 345 ;

;t;/i£i'7/f, Luc. Paras. 40. (Ace.
to Valck. from7. for;^;et7of, lips

twisted so as to express scorn, like 7^•/,7 : so7.,-7.,=7..)^, , 6, Chleuochar-
mus, masc. pr. ., Luc. (?) Philopat.
21.

7., , , or oxyt., ov,

slime, mud, esp. the dirt and rubbish

carried down by a flood or swept out of

a house, Lat. quisquiliae, Aesch. Fr. 14,
Dem. 1278, 4 ; 1279, 12.', f. -, pf. 7,
to warm,, Ar. Lys. 386;., to warm up meat, Alex. Miles.
1, 11 :—pass., to warm one's self, bask,
Ar. Eccl. 64 ; to grow warm, Hipp. :

—

iomeZ?, Mel. 13. [i usu.in Att. poets,a8
Ar. Lys. and Alex. 11. c, cf.7. :

though in Soph. ap. Ath. 604 F, Ar.
Eccl. 1. c, and five times in Alel.]

Hence/.,, , a warming, soften-

ing. [(], ,, \on., warm,
lukewarm, Lat. tepidus, Epich. (?) p.

124, etc. ;', Hdt. 4, 181.
Adv. -, Hipp. p. 890, cf. /..
[I usu. in Att. poets, cf. Meineke Cra-
tin. Odyss. 11, Magnes Dion. 2, Br.
Ar. Lys. 386; but t in Ar. Fr. 421,
Epich. (?) 1. c, and Alcman : how-
ever cf..'\ Hence7.,, , the being warm-
ed or warm, warmth, [i']7,, , {^) that

which is warmed or softened.— II. a
meatis ofwarming or softening, a fomen-
tation, hat. fomentum, Hipp. [TJ, , Ep., to be warm,
Nic. Al. 110.,() to make soft or
delicate —pass., 7.-, to revel in luxury, had a voluptu-

ous, sensual life, Xen. Symp. 8, 8.

7.1, , ,{) soft, deli-

cate, voluptuous, luxurious, Aesch.
Pers. 544, Eur. Cycl. 500; also in
Pint. Alcib. 23.7. ov, {7.,) with delicate ankles^ Ana-
creont.

7.1, , f. -, {77/) to ht

soft or delicate, . Pind.
. 10(11), 99: but usu. in bad sense,
to be delicate, live delicately or luxuri-

ously, 10 revel, luxuriate, Aesch. Supp.
833 (?), Ar. Lys. 640 ; , in a thing,

Aesch. Pr. 971, Eur. Incert. 92
; .

IV, to pride one's self upon a
thing. Soph. El. 360 : hence also, to

be insolent or arrogant.—Only poet., a, ov, =, dub.
[i]

?'/, , , {) :
—softness,

delicacy, luxury, voluptuousness, first in

Hdt. 6, 127, Aesch. Pr. 466, etc. ;.3, Plat. Symp. 197 D ; cf.

Ruhnk. Tim. : hence,— 2. the natural

effects of such habits, ivantonness, inso-

lence, arrogance, x7.iOfi' , Aesch. Pr.

436; cf. Soph. . . 888.-3. any-
thing belonging to such habits, luxuries,

esp. fine raiment, costly ornnmeiits. Lat.
deliciae. Eur. Ion 26 ; 7.
7.. Id. Rhes. 960 :—so in plur,,

Id. Hel. 424 ; also of personal charms,7., Aesch.
Supp. 1003; 7, luxu-
riant hair cut olf, Soph. El. 51, cf.

Valck. Phoen. 230. — Only poet.

[Pseudo-Phocyl. 200 has t.]7,, ,=^7, Eur. L
A. 74. [?]

or 7.6, , dub. 1. for

7!. in Dem.
or,, ,=7.7, , , ornament, shoiv,

fnmp ; esp. bracelet or anklet, Asius
'r. 2, 6, Ar. Fr. 309, 11.', , ,, , with

costly ornaments on the feet.,, i], costliness of dress,

etc., Plut. 2, 145 A.7., , {, 7•.•) lukewarm, Philox. ap. Ath. 409
.
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X/.iff)of,??.. Ion. iorx/uapucq. v.,,=, dub., , EV,= x?.tapoc, v. 1.

inNic. 1. 110., Ep. for). q. v.2, to becone warm or soft:

metaph., to he dclicale, to revel, luxuri-

ate, kv , Aesch. Cho.
137 ; ..., Supp. 236 ; like,.{ is tiie rare radic. form

of, x?u(h},,,, etc.) []', , , .., {. -,{) to be pate-

green, like young shoots, Arist. Mirab.

164, Nic. th. 576., , f. -, to bml, become

green : from/, , {,) bud-

ding, sprouting, Nic. Th. 550.', , , greenish, greenish

yellow.,, , that which buds,

or is green, Hipp. (?), , {,) with a

greenish lustre, Luc. Doin. 11.. , poel. for /., Nic.

Th. 777. Anlh. P. 5, 292., , , poet, lengthd. for? (q. v.), , Hes. Sc. 393
;

oft. in Eur., as Hel. 244, Bacch.

866.?, ov,(, -
)) producing green grass, plants, etc.,, Eur. Phoen. 826.',. ,(,)
greenish looking, Paul. S. Ecphr. 255., , and ?, . also Ion.. 7/f, :— the first light green

shoot of plants in spring, esp. young

green corn or grass, Hdt. 4, 34, Eur.

Hipp. 1138, I. A. 422, etc.; opp. to

the. Plat. Tim. 80 ; ?/, of the

corn when it first springs up, Lat.

seges in herba, Xen. Oec. 17, 10 : hence,

poet., the young verdure of trees, fnh-

a^e, leaves, ., Eur. Bacch.

J 2, cf. Hel. 180, 1360: of vegetables,

greens, Sotad.. 1, 9. — II.

epith. of Ceres, the verdant, from the

young corn, Ar. Lys. 836 ; cf. -. (The root occurs in the

Sanscr. hari (I beinsi=r), Lat. itiri-dis,

cf. Pott Et. Forsch. 1, 141. Hence,,,(,,-, etc.)\, , fi, Chlo'e, fem. pr. .,
. ., , dyed light-green., ,(,) to he

green as a young leaf, A nth. P. 9,

750., . ( 7) —,, Eur. Bacch. 107 ; ubi olim

7^(])., ov, (7~.,) pro-

ducing young shoots, Luc. Tragop. 45./.), , to put out young
shoots, he green, Theophr. : from, ov, (,) put-

ting out young shoots, bearing green

grass, leaves or plants, yalu,,
Eur. Phoen. 647, 653.

?., ,() Ion. ^,. q. v., (j,= foreg., , , Ion. for, q. v.

Hence,,=,. Hipp., , gen.,=,
Hipp.?, , (,)
with green fruit, producing green fruits,

epith. of Ceres.', ov.(,) like

^rass, greenish, Orph. H. 83, C.
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. , f. -/, to bring forth
grass, or herbs.?, ov, 0, contr., a green-

ish-yellow or light green colour, The-
ophr. :—general I=?7, . Kh. 3,

298, Nic. Al. 583, 592., a, ov, of the wild boar :

from, ov, a. Epic epith. of the
wild boar, ?,., , . 9, 539,

cf Hes. Sc. 168, 177:—later as subst.,

^=, the wild boar, Opp. H. 5,

35, Nic. Fr. 2, 6 ; ., Call.

Dian. 150. Even the ancients difl'cr-

ed as to the meaning and deriv. of

the word ;—Arist., H. A. 6, 28, takes
it 5^, castrated, because
(he says) young boars in this case
grew very large and fierce ; he seems
to have no suspicion of any other
interpr., and certainly ;\^'7/• seems
to be used of a eunuch in Aesch. Fr.

62, Alex. Aetol. ap. Ath. 699 C ; as
also? ^ are joined in

Ael. ap. Suid. s. v. ; cf. also. But Aristarcli. makes ;^;-=, living or feeding alone
;

the Venet. Schal.,= a(;)pi(Tr»;f, from
a Dor. word = ;

and Apollon. takes it to be fat-. i. e. 07., , ()^-., , a word in Aesch Eum.
189, subject to the same doubts as

in Horn., increased by the

corrupt state of the passage. The
MSS. have ?. or -?., when it must mean
the green age, youth, freshness,^u

.

Others take Stanley's emend,
r/(5', explaining

it castration and mutilation ; but cf.., , epith. of gold in He-
sych., peril.=•., , contr. for ?., q. v./.. , gen. , . ?-,(, )

grass-green, greenish-

yellow, pale. Foes. Oec. Hipp., .-, to eat green prov-

ender., {7.) to make green-

ish-yellow or pale

:

—pass., to become so,

Soph. Fr. 959..,, ,=^,
Hipp. ap. Galen., , 6, , (,') with pale-green or olive-green

neck, of the nightingale, in Simon.
158 ; cf. 7..

and, ,^^-, yet both are dub.., , (?) a green-

ish or yellowish bird. prob. the same
as, Arist. H. A. 9, 1, 13 and
17., , v.-,, pecul. poet. fem. of, for ?^, pale-green, olive,

as epith. of the nightingale,?, Od. 19, 518 ; cf.,-
: ace. to others, haunting the

green thickets, ?.-
jSovaa, but wrongly.'. f.-,=... , greenish colour,

pale-green, Hipp. : from, , () to be pale-

green : to be pale, Hipp. p. 1134., f. -.{) to be

greenish or pale, LXX..,, , a bird with a green-

ish be.lln, the female of the,
Arist. H. A. 8, 3, 4; 9, 13, 4.

tX?.6jpif,. , Chloris. daughter
of Amphion king of Orchomenus,
mother of Nestor, Od. 11, 281 ; Apol-

XNAY
lod. 1, 9, 9:—ace. to Diod. S. 4, 68
and Apollod. 3, 5, 6 daughter of Am-
phion oi Thebes.7., h, chlorite, a grass-

green stone, Plili. [("],. , () a pah-
green or yellowish bird (cf. our yellow-
hammer), Arist. H. A. 9, 15, 3; 22,

1 : cf., , of a greenish look., ov, (, )

green-leaved, , Eur.
1. . 759., , ?,(, /.) pale-black, Gnlen., , making green or
pale.7\., ov, (>, iztL-) with pale-green or yellowish leath-

ers, Ael. N. A. 16,2.7, , , whence poet.

length<l., . (q. v.) ; cf
also

; (. )
:

—

pale-green, light-green, greenish-y elhnv

,

strictly of the colour of young grass,

corn, etc.,/,, Od. 16, 47

;

, . . 223, y^otpof, Hes.
Sc. .393, cf Sappho 2, 14 ;,
Pind. Fr 148 ; 7. .
Soph. . C. 673 ; etc. :—also of the
colour of honey, 7, II. 11,

631. Od. 10, 234: so too of the box
or laurel, cf.— II. gen-
erally, pale,7., Hes. Sc.

231, like/ : , pale

fear, II. 7, 470, etc.
; 7,, II. 10, 376 ; 15, 4 ; -, Aesch. Supp. 566;/-, grey mist, Hes. Sc. 265

;^,. Soph. Aj. 1064
;', Jac. Anth. P. p. 615 :—hence,

in medic, writers, pn/e, biliovs-looki7ig,

Thuc. 2, 49; cf. Foes. Oec. Hipp.;
TO =7,>. Ibid. But,
as the paleness of southern complex-
ions verges upon olive, the Greek

ditTers from our pale in the
objects to which it is applied : cf., 7.. — HI. without
regard to colour, green, i. e. fresh,

opp. to dry, esp. of wood,,
()7, Od. 9, 320, 379; opp. to, Hes. Op. 741 ; ,
Pind. . 8, 69 ; .. fresh

cheese, Ar. Ran. 559, cf. Lysias 167,

8; and so of meat, fish, etc., fresh,

not salted.—2. metaph., fresh, bloom-

ing, youthful, 7. ^•,, Theocr. 14, 70 ; 27, 66, whence
Horace's genua virent : 7. .
Soph. Tr. 1055, Eur. Hec. 129: ten-

der, delicate, 7\,., unless it

he rather taken like Homer's-
pov, Eur. Med. 906. 922. Hel,

1205; so, 7 .
Soph. Tr. 648 : 7., sparkling

wine, Eur. Cycl. 67 (unless it here

be taken of the colour, like)., , = sq., Arcad. 69, 10:

cf. CJp,.7., , the green lizard,

late.., .{) pale-

greenness : hence—2. paleness, LXX.—3. freshness., , f.-,^-. Hippiatr... ,() piece

cut off, a cut. slice, like :

dainty, a tit-bit, Comici ap. Poll. 6,

62; cf. Meineke Com. Fr. 3, 571,

and sq.. ov, . dim. from, Ar. Fr. 5, Teleclid. .
1, 14., , , ( ) dainty,

lickerish, Pherocr. Metall. 1, 17: Poll.

6, 59 has it.



, , , one of a sweet-

tooih, Posidipp. ap. Ath. C62 A., strictly =, to scrape,

hence to gnaw, gnaw off, e. g. ilesh

from the bones. Eur. Cycl. 358 : but

usu. to gnaw at dainties and sweet-

meats, to nibble, eat by Utile bits, like, Epich. p. 101, Eubul. Incert.

15 a, Ephipp. Epheb. 1., 1". -, () to be cov-

ered with fine hair or doivn : esp. of

youths, to get the first down on their

chin •, also of girls,, Metagen.- 1,3: but,, just

sprinkling his hair with white (like

Shaksp. ' s-dble-silvered' ), Soph. 0.

T. 742.), , poet, for foreg.,-, the bloom of the first down
on the chin, Ap. Rh. 2, 43 ;, Luc. Bacch. 2 ;, a gourd with the bloom on

It, Anth. P. 6, 102., , ?/, Ion. ^^, () :
—

like,, the iron box of
a wheel in which the a.xle turns, the

nave, hence also the axle itself, Lat.

modiolus. Soph. El. 745 ; D.aKOV-, Aesch. Theb.
153 ; cf. 11. 2,. 1.—2.
metaph., , the joints on
which the feet play, as the wheels on
the axle, Aesch. Theb. 371. Hence, a, ov, downy,, An-
acreont. 16, 19.,,, poet, for,.,, 6, Att. contr., gen.

: a dat. is quoted, but it is

very dub.. Lob. Phryn. 454 :

is quoted from Eur. in Anecd. Bach-
mann. 1, 418, 24{) :

—that which

can be scraped or rubbed off, any light

surface, covering,', thefoam
that gathers on the top of the sea, the

same as , Od. 6, 226 :

—

esp., the fine down or bloom on the

peach and such fruits, Theophr.
;-, Anth. P. 9,

226 :—also, the first down on the chin,

etc., of youths, Lat. lanugo, Ar. Nub.
978 :—hence, wool pidled for stuffing

cushions, flock. Foes. Oec. Hipp.

:

also the dust of chaff, etc., proverb.,, . Fr.

59., ,(,) likefine

down, downy, Lat. lanuginosus, The-
ophr. Adv. -, Galen., a, ov, holding a, Hip-
pol. ap. Ath. 129 E., contr., to melt

and cast metal, Ar. Thesm. 57, 62, and
LXX. : from, , , contr. ,=:•

III, Ar. Thesm. 18, 19. [], , , contr.,
dim. from. [], , , contr. ,^^^., , , later contr.,
{) :

—the hollow in which metal was
placedfor melting, a melting-pit, iv, II. 18, 470, cf Hes.

Th. 863.—^11. the earthen mouldfor cast-

ing metal in, Anth. P. 9, 716;—also^.—III. afunnel, though this was
usu. in form, q. v. :—hence—2.

in medic, afunnel-shaped hollow in the

brain, elsewh. also and.
—The forms) and,
contr. and', are equiv. to

it, though signf III. belongs chiefly

to., Ion. , , the Choa-
spes, a river of India, joining the Co-
phes. Strab. p. 697 ; in Arr. An. 4,23,

2 called.—2. a river of Susiana,
105
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Hdt. 1, 188 ; Strab. p. 728 :—in Dion.

P. 1073, , ., , , {,) the

breech.,:=., , , {,) dung,

ordure: but seemingly only found m
the compd.., , nom. pi. oi,, q.

V.*, V. sub., , , {) :

—

pouring, esp.

a drink-offering, Lat. libatio, such es-

pecially as were made to the dead,{ or being that made to

the gods), ,
Od. IQ, 518; 11, 26, where it is mix-
ed of honey, wine and water, poured
out at thrice: but this usage under-
went various changes, v. Stanl.

Aesch. Pers. 609, Erf Soph. Ant.

427 :—in Trag. always in plur.,

(as in Hdt. 7, 43) ; they use it very

often (V. sub 1. 1), the

of Aesch. is so called from the cho-

rus being sent to pour ;^;' to the

shade of Agamemnon. Sometimes
it is taken for the whole sacrifice offered

to the dead, Lat. inferiae. Soph. El.

406, Merrick Tryph. 605 :—it is rare-

ly used of any other than funeral li-

bations, as in Soph. O. C. 470., , gen., {,* ?)

furnished with drink-offerings to the

dead, ., avesselfilled therewith,

Eur. I. T. 960.^, 6, V. sub 1., , offering the

dead ; cf.., , , contr.,
dim. from, Lob. Phryn. 88. []', , , () of rubbish, of
earth or clay, like,, .
., , ,{)= :

—
generally, ayiy box or socket of like kind.

— II. asurgical instrument, a cylindri-

cal borer with a serrated edge, a trepan.—
2. a cave in a rocky shore, Strabo. [vi], a, ov, holding or con-

taining a., ov, TO, dim. from-
[], , , = II. 2,. Civ. 4, 30.—2., iron

rings forming stands upon which crowns

rest, bem. 616, 1 ; 756,8., , , {,-) one who measures ivith a,
as a slave's daily allowance, Ath. 272

B., , , a choenix, a dry

measure, oft. in Hdt. : ace. to some,
=four or two sextani, about

a quart Engl. ; but ace. to others=
only three, about 1^ pint

Engl. : (the former is taken by Bockh
Metrol. Untersuch. 11, 9, the latter

by Hussey W. and M. 13, 4): the

choenix of corn was one man's daily

allowance, Hdt. 7, 187 ; though it

was prob. the minimum, being what
slaves received, cf Thuc. 4, 16, Ath.

272 B, (though the difference of

wheat-meal and barley-meal will

partly account for different allow-

ances, V. Arnold Thuc. 1. c.) : hence,, . e.

whoever eats of my bread, Od. 19,

28. So the proverbs,, to think only of to-day's

bread, Ath. 452 E, cf. Perizon. Ael.

1, 26 ; and, , v. sub
I. 2.— II. from the likeness

of shape,— 1. the box or nave of a wheel,,,.—2. a kind of

shackle or stocks for fastening the legs

in, Ar. Plut. 276, Dem. 270, 8 : cf

XOIP. [Draco indeed sajs
that in genit. is long, but all exam-
ples are against him. He, or his
transcriber, seems to have confound-
ed and.], , , =, So-
phion.'[, , , the Choerades,
rocky islands near Tarentum in Low-
er Italy, like our Hog's-back, Thuc.
7, 33 : v..,, like {signf.

U),full of them, Plut. 2, 664 F.,, , a low rock just

rising above the sea, like a hog's back,

very dangerous to ships, Virgil's dor

sum immane 7naris
, ., a sunk-

en rock. Archil. 55 ; ,
Pind. P. 10, 81 ; cf HI. :—but
in Aesch. Eum. 9, ., the De-
lian rock, i. e. the rocky isle of Delos,
cf. Eur. Tro. 89, t(the Schol. and
some Comment, take it= Mt. Cynthus
in Delos)t ; ., Id. Andr.
1206 ;, of the Symplegades,
Theocr. 13, 24.—II. , the

glands of the neck when swollen ana
hardened, Lat. scrophulae. Foes. Oec.
Hipp. : also the scrofula or any scrofu-

lous induration, Celsus. (The deriv.

from is most prob. Signf II.

is usu. explained by the fact of swine
being subject to glandular indura-
tions, but the shape and hardness of
these are enough to connect this

signf with signf. I. :—Passow prefers
connecting it with, ^,, as Lat. scrophula with scru-

pv^, scrupulus, rupes.)],, , Choereae, a place
in the territory of Eretria in Euboea
Hdt. 6, 101. Hence
iXota, Ion. , ol, the

Choereatae, a Sicyonian tribe, Hdt. 5,

68 : from, v. Miiller Dor. 3, 4,, a,,. : () :

—

of a swine, , Ar.
Ran. 338, Xen. An. 4, 5, 31 ;

(sc.) hog's-nesh, Od. 14, 81., ov, , the hog-deer, an
Indian species, Cosmas Ind., a, ov, poet, for,
1- *•

,,. , dim. from,
Ar. Ach. 521, 806, sqq. [pi], ov, 6, dim. from :

—but usu., a masc. pr. n., v. Nake
Choeril. p. 57 : v. sq. [i]^, ov, 6, (v. foreg.) Choeri-
lus, a poet of Athens, Pans. 1, 14•

etc.— 2. an Elean, victor at the Olym
pic games. Id. 6, 17, 5.

(sc.), b, a kind
of cake, formed like,, Meineke Com. Fr. 3, p. 641., , , a .small sea-miiscle>

used by the Athenian dicasts in vo
tinir, perh. the porrelain-shell, Ar. Eq
1332 ; cf. Vesp. 333, 349, Poll. 8, 16,

ID, , ov,= ., , , dim. from,
little pig, Ar. Ach. 740, etc. ; cf..—II. dim. from II,

Ar. Vesp. 1353., a, ov, also , ov, =-., ov, , dim. from,
Luc. D. Meretr. 7., ov, 6, a swine-herd., ov, , {,

) the porcupine or hedgehog,

LXX. : elsewh., -,,—but the an
cient accounts of the animal do not
agree.,, , ,{ II,
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73) sensu obscoeno, Ar. Vesp.
1364.. ov, ro,

(, -
uio)) a sort oi wattled fence for keeping

sivine iti, a pig-sty, Ar. Vesp. 844.

—

II.

like atid

i\, a bandage used by females, Ar. Lys.

1073 : also,,-., ov, (,)
slaying swine.— II. proparox. /iro-, pass, ., pviritication by

the sacrifice of swine. Aesch. Eum.
283 ; so, ., blood of a slain

swine, Aesch. Fr. 329 ; ct. Miiller

Eumen. ^ 59., ov, , a hog-sty., , 6, (. -) an ape with a hog's snout, Arist.

H. A. 2, 11,2. [i], , to sell swine.—II.

of harlots, to sell or prostitute the per-

son. Pint. : from?.7, Dor. -, ov, 6,

(,' ) dealer in swine,

Ar. Ach. 818, Fr. 485., 01', 0, strictly, a young
.iwine, pig, like Lat. porcus, Od. 14,

73, elsewh. : then, generally,

like ,. a swine, hog, pig; in later

poets, also , Hippon. 22, and
so in Soph. Fr. 217, Ar. Ach. 7G4,

sqq.— II. like porous in Varro R. R.

2, 4, 10, of the pudenda muliebria, freq.

in comic poets, who are always pun-

ning on the word and its compds.,

Ar. Ach. 774, etc. (The two signi-

fications of may be compared
with the French hure dc sanglier and
the German Hure {whore). The re-

semblance of the ancient words to

the modern, and of the modern to

one another, is at least curious.)

tXoipof, ov, 6, Choenis, father of

Smicythus, Hdt. 7, 170; Paus. 5,

26, 5., ov, 6,=
II., ov, , hog's-dung,

Paul. Aeg., v.., ov, , the place

where a suine is slaughtered., ov, hilling swine, [u], , , (,) place for keeping swine in, a

pig-sty. — 11. = II, He-
sych., ubi al..}'?., . Dor. for-7.,=, epith. of Bacchus,
Clem. Al. [], , ), like, swi-

nishness, filthiness., , like swine, swinish,

hoggish., , carrying off bile.',^=, Aesop., a, ov, (/.) biliary, of
belonging to bile., ov, 6, Cholargus, an
Attic deme belonging to the tribe

Acamantis ; hence, ,
, one of (the deme) Cholargus, a

Cholargian, Ar. Ach. 855.',, , usu. in plur. al'/, the bowels, guts, like,
11. 4, 526; 21, 181, . Merc. 123, and
Anth. :—in Ath., we find also plur.?, Meineke Menand. p. 11

;

and. Lob. Phryn. 310.—II.

in sing., the part between the-
and, Arist. . A. 1,

13,1.7., , ov, {7:) bile-col-

ourrd, dub., , () like-
7mij, to be full of black bile, to be mel-

ancholy mad, Ar. Nub. 833; of. Mei-
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neke Com. Fr. 3, p. 158.—II. later

also =?, to be angry, rage,

Kic. Th. 140, Mosch. 1, 10, Diog. L.

9, 66.?., , ?/,=xo?Jpa II, very

dub.7., , , worse form for'., , worse form for-1], Lob. Phryn. 706., , or, , (Lob.

Para). 355), , the cholera, a disease

in which the humours of the botly

( /, Lat. bitis) are violently dis-

charged by vomiting and stool, Are-
tae. : whereas the ?. is an
obstinate obstruction, v. Foes. Oec.
Hipp. (We have taken the deriv.

from: but Alex. Trail, makes
it a metaph. word from, the

gutter of a roof down which the rain

IS discharged, which signf. is also

given by Hesych. ; cf. .)
Hence, , to haire the cholera,

Plut. 2, 974 B.?, , , (7) belong-

ing to the cholera, svffering or labouring

tinder it, Plut. 2, 831 A. Adv. -,
hence .7., to be attacked by
cholera, Diog. L. 6, 76.7., , (,) of
the nature of cholera. Foes. Oec. Hipp.
XOAH', 7/, ,^, gall, bile,

Lat. bilis, first in Archil. 48, Aesch.
Pr. 495, Thuc. 2, 49, etc ; v. Foes.
Oec. Hipp. : r., black, i. e.

diseased bile. Ibid.:—proverb.,7. .
Soph. Fr. 733 : but pi.7, the gall-

bladder. Soph. Ant. lO'lO ; called -, in Eur. El. 828.— II. me-
taph., like Lat. bilis, bitter anger,wrath,
bitterness, Aesch. Ag. 1660 ; tj

ov 7.7, Ar. Lys.
464 ; ] ' opyi/v, Dem. 778, 8:---esp. of

disgust or aversion, -, it is sickening to me, makes me
sick, Ar. Ran. 4

; , the bile

boils over. Id. Thesm. 468
; 7. -, to stir any one's bile. Id. Vesp.

403 :

—

XO?.y 7., proverb, oi giv-

ing one a disgust for a thing, from the
custom of mothers putting gall to

the nipple when the child was to be
weaned, Diphil.. 2.— is

rare in prose, except in the physical
sense of bile : cf..7~, ov, bile-coloured, dub.. , , belonging to the

carrying offof bile, \ery dub. l.in Hipp.,

for which7. is proposed,
V. Foes. Oecon. : from7, , {7,) carrying

off bile.7., ov, (7,, )

containing bile, Lob. Phryn. 635., , , a vomiting of
bile., , f. -, to vomit bile., , , dim. from,
Theophr. Char. 9.7, ,, {\7•.) bilious, Plut.

2, 101 C., , , later (Lob.
Phryn. 310), usu. in plur.,
like, the guts or bowels of ox-
en, tripc, Ar. Fr. 52 (ap. Amnion, s.v.);, Pherecr.. 1,

13
; , Ar. Pac. 717 ; but

also in sing., Ar. Eq. 1175:—for-7, cf. sub., ov, , dim. from 7/, .
Anton. 6, 57.

()?., a, ov, also , ov, ()
raging, angry, Anth. P. 9, 1G5.

7.7,, , v..

7.7 or7., ov, , of
(the deme)7. or

(Chollidai), an Attic tieine of ihe tribe

Leontis or ace. to others Acamantis,
Ar. Ach. 406., , gen. , (,) dipt in gall or bile, tinged there-

with ; hence, greenish yellow, yellow.

Hence, , ov, of a yellow-

colour, Anst. Soph. El. 1, 2..,=.
7.//, , (/,) like

bile, bilious, Nic. Th. 435.7.,, , (7) bilious,

bitter, JNic. . 12, 17, Opp. C. 1, 381.-^, , comic appell. of the
statesman Demosthenes in Athene,
formed from alter,
Ar. Lys. .397.., ov, poet, for-, Nic. Th. 444., ov, (.,) eat-

ing or corroding like bile, Nic. Th. 593 ;

cf. Lob. Phryn. 648.7., ()V, producing bile., ov, , \\kiixo7^^,gaU, bile,

11. 2, 241
; 7. ' upa ,

11. 16, 203: later, this signf. was al-

most confined to7 :—metaph., ;j;6-7, the bitterness of suftering,

Aesch. Pr. 313.— II. nsu. bitter anger,

wrath, very freq. in Hom., and Hes.,
so in Hdt., etc. : ,
11. 16, 30

; }>,
(. sub, etc.) ; so,,,, etc., Hom.

; •7 , 11. 9, 436 ; ., lb. C75 ; , angry
strife, Solon 15, 38

;, Hdt. 1, 118; 6, 119; 8, 27 :—;^;.

(gen. subjecti), a person's rage,

Od. 3,145, etc. ; but joAof (gen.
objecti), anger towards any one, also, . Hom. Cer. 351, 410, cf.

Schaf. ad Pors. Phoen. 948, Id. H. F.
840 : but again (gen. rei),

anger for, because of a thing, Soph.
Phil. 327, Tr. 2G8.— is the old-

er and poet, form (cf.) ; but in
prose, only used by Hdt., and by late

writers, as Luc. Amor. 2. (Akin to
and.) Hence, , t. -, to stir one's gall

or bile, i. e. 7nake hull angry, embitter,

anger him, c. acc. pers., II. 1, 78 ; 18,

Hi, Od. 8, 205, etc.
; . , to

anger one by a thing, Soph. Tr. 1035.

—il. mid. and pass,, contr., f. 7., in Hom.
more freq. : aor. mid./ : pf. pass. 7. :

aor. pass, : Hom. mostly
uses the aor. 1 mid. and pass., and pf.

pass., and this mostly in part,-
:
—to have one's bile stirred, be

angered or embittered,, at any one,
very freq. in Hom., who oft. adds -,, ,,,
etc. ; so in Hes., and Hdt. 8, 31 : -, angry at or luith a per-

son, 11. 1, 9, etc. : but,/.', angry for or because of a person
or thing, II. 11, 703; 13, 660, Od. 1,

69, etc. ; so,., Pind.

. 7, 37 ;—in full, , Od.
11. 544; also , 11. 23, 88,

Pind. . 10, 111 ; E/c, II. 9, 566 :

—rare in Trag..

—

.. Eur.
Tro. 730

;. Soph. Ant. 1235,
Phil. 374, Eur. Ale. 5. Also in late

prose, as Plut. 2, 461 C, etc.— Cf.-.7, , contr. for?,.
Plat. Tim. 71 B, 86 E., Ep. for7., inf.

Alt. act. from 7., II.7., , , verb. adj. from-



?.), angry, wrathful,? ~•, II. 4, 241, Od. 22, 2, etc.',,{,-) with, gristly bones, epith. ot the-, Arist. . . 3, 7, 10, etc.^, , , =-. Lob. Phryn. 310..•,{) to make groats,

give the shape of groats.—II, to make
into gristle, Hesych.

'K.ovopidu, ,() to be of the

shape of a groat, DlOSC.— II. to be gris-

tly or cartilaginous: generally, to be

lough or hard, Hipp.

^?.?., , , a plant which ex-

udes a gum, Diosc. : also^
ij, Schneid. Tlieophr. H. PI. 7, 11, 4./., Oil, a, written also-

.'

—

. , kind of coarse

bread, ammunition-bread., , ,() made
of groats, like, Archestr.

ap. Ath. 112.^, , , dim. from-., , , fern. -,,() made of groats,, Ath.

115 D. — II. of the shape or size of
groats., , f.-, to inlay a

floor with small stones : and, , , a flxtor inlaid

with small stones, a mosaic or tessellated

pavement, Lat. opus tessellatum or spi-

catum: hence, 3,
Lat. pavimentum : Iroin/.,,(,?)
inlaying with small siones.,,, a place where

are made, mill for making
groats. Lob. Phryn. 310.,, , and-, , ro,=foreg.,.(,-,) of gristly nature or quality,

Hipp. p. 842., , , a thin gruel

of groats as a drink for sick persons.

Foes. Oec. Hipp. s. v., [], , , corn, grain, groat,

any small, roundish mass, Lat. gra-

num, mica, grumus, /,",
lumps of salt, Hdt. 4, 181, 185, Ar.

Ach. 521 ( where Elmsl.. in which case^ is an adj., opp.

to/., of. Arist. Meteor. 2.

3, 37, Phoenix ap. Ath. 359 E.—only
it should then be written o.xyt..-) :

— ., grains of

frankincense and the like, Diosc,
etc., Pliny's thuris manna; cf Foes.

Oec. Hipp.—2. esp. wheat-groats, also

groats of spelt, the alica ot far of the
Romans,.^,-, Antiph. \\. I, 2. Alex. -. 6 ; cf. Arist. Probl. 21, 21, Polyb.

12, 2, 5 :—in late Greek also.—
3. a mucilaginous drink made from
groats of wheat or spelt, a kind of-

or gruel (cf.—),
Ar. Fr. 10, 364 ; cf. Foes, ut supra :

hence proverb, of an old man,-/., Ar. Vesp. 737. — II.

^nifZe,"Lat. cartilage, Arist. H. A. 3,

8, 1 .—2. esp. the cartilage of the breast,

which ends the breast-bone in front

between the false ribs, and above the
navel, Nic. Al. 123;— technically
called , Lat. carti-

logo ensfermis. Foes, ut supra
;
(hence,,, q. v.) :—also the car-

tilage of the nose ; that at the head of
the wind-pipe ; etc. : .?, the
shoulder-blade,Lyc.l55.—The second
signf. is explained from the while ins-

cous appearaice of gristle, which is

sometimes like groats when washed., , , like groats, Arist.

Probl. 21, 9 ; , gramdar
salt, (v. foreg. 1. 1).,,(,)
foryned like a cartilage, cartilaginous,

Anst. H. A. 9, 22, 2., ,(, (j)V^)like

groats.—II. cartilaginous, gristly,.\.0
ap. Ath. 135 B.'/, , a plant, cf ?^-
?.., ,(,) like

groats. — ]. like gristle, cartilaginous,

Arist. . . 1, 12, 1 ; IG, 13. etc.

or, , , Cretan
word for a copper cup, Hennonax ap.

Ath. 502 B.

iXovo<, , , Chonupkis,
masc. pr. n., Diog. L. 8, 90., , , one who drinks a

whole, a great drinker.

Xoof, contr. '•(), ;—declined
sometimes like, gen., dat., ace. : plur.,,

; — sometimes like, gen., ace. [], as Elmsl. Ar. Ach.
1013 (1000), and now Diiid. write
these forms, v. ad Ar. Pac. 57 :—the
Gramm. refer this latter declens. to a
supposed nom., and write the
gen. , ace. sing, and pi. ,, cf. Lob. Paral. 233, Buttm.
Ausf Gr. <j 58, sub v. :

—

().
liquid measure, i\\e Lat. coiigius,^\2/,, or 6 sextarii, about 3 quarts,

freq. in Ar. : '/., like-/:, proverb, of attempts
to measure the immeasurable, Heind.
and Stallb. Plat. Theaet. 173 E.—2.. the Pitcher-feast, the second
day of the Athenian Anthestena, on
the twelfth day of Anthesterion, Ar.

Ach. 961, 1076, 1211. — II. a corn-
mea.s\ire,=.—11.=' 3., usu. contr. (), .—de-
clined like, gen., dat.,
ace., () :

—

a bank, mound of
earth, earth dug, thrown or heaped up,

like, 6 , Hdt.
2, 150 ; 7, 23 : also, alluvial earth,

Theophr. — Strabo uses it as fem.: but in Nic. Th. 103 is

interpreted by, expressed oil

of roses.,. Dor. and Att.

for-, q. y.^, , Chorazin, a city of
Galilee, N. T.
iXopo, , , =,

Ath. 706 ./, , to accompany the cho-

rus on the flute, prob. 1. Strab. p. 796

:

from, . ,(,)
chorus flute-player : hence, one ttho

accompanies a chorus on the flute :
—one

who keeps a chorus of his oun and plays
with it himself, Anth. P. 11, 11., , , dim. from-. Alex.Xeucad. 1. [], , or, ,
(Lob. Paral. 333), :

—

disease in the

great guts (the same as in the
small ones) : ace. to Aretae. from

and i\pu ; ace. to others from
and a—, cf Foes. Oec.,, , a making of

snusnses: a sausage or black-pudding,

Ar. Eq. 315: from, to make sausages : met-
aph., . Tu rrpuyiaTa. to chop up,
make mince-meat cf state-affairs, Ar.
Eq. 214; cf : from, , , a string of gut, the

string or chord of a lyre, etc., Lat.
chorda. Od. 21. 407, H. Merc. 51 ; tv, Pind. P. 2, 128

;

and Trag. : metaph.,

, ap. Plut. 2,
43 ; ,
Plat. Phaedr. 268 D

;
(cf.,,) :—also bow-string, Batr.

225. — II. later, a sausage, like-, Ar. Ach. 1119, Nub. 454: he
puns on the two senses in Ran.
339.'\, , , Chordiraza, a
city ot theMygdonesinMesopotamia,
Strab. p. 747./.}, , f. •, to touch
the strings belore playing, Plut. 2,

87 F.-, , f. -, make
strings of gut.~, , , a making strings

of gut, the trade of a string-maker for

musical instruments : and, , , of. belonging

to string making, fit for making strings

tor musical instruments: from, , (,)
making strings for musical instruments,

a string-maker.

~7..,, ,(, ?.)
dcatrr in struigs, Critias 57., . , twisting of

strings.—II. strings of twisted gut, Ael.
N, A. 17, 6: from,,(,)
twisting gut for strings : a twister of
strings., , , a stretchnig, ten-

sion if strings : from, , (, )

stretching or tightening strings : hence,
TO. seems to be that part of the in-

strument where the strings arc strained

or screwed, Arist. Audib. 51.— II. pro-

parox.,, pass., stretched

with strings, strung,, Soph. Fr.
232., , ,() a dancing,

esp. with joy.—2. the choral (or round)
dance, and music, Pratin. ap. Ath. 617
F, Eur. Phoen. 1265

; .,
Ar. Thesm. 968

;/.. Plat. Legg.
654 ., , , dancing-place :

strictly neut. from, a,,() of. belonging

to a chorus or a dance.— II. in metre,
(sc. ), =, or

sometimes., , , ()
choral dance, Pratin. ap. Ath. 617 C,
Eur. Phoen. 655, etc., Plat. Legg,
655 C.,, , a dancing., verb. adj. from,
one must lead the choral dances, one
must dance. Eur. Bacch. 324.

XopevTijc. ov, b,() a choral
dancer, Piiid. P. 12, 48, Fr. 67, Ar.
Ach. 443. etc. ; -. Plat. Svmp.
173 A, cf. Rep. 373 :— metaph.,

., the devoted follower of a god.
Id. Phaedr. 252 D: fem.,. Call. Del. .306. Hence, , , able or disposed

to dance, Ael. N. A. 2, 11.

: fat., but also ;^o-, Aesch. Ag. 31, cf. Seidl.

Eur. El. 870 (875) ; and an aor. rnid., Ar. Thesm. 103 : ().
To dance a round or choral dance, Pind.
Fr. 82, Soph. Aj. 701, etc. : to forma
chorus, perform its part and office, in

honour of the gods. Soph. O. T. 896 :

to be one of a chorus, Ar. Ran. 388,

Dem. 315, 8:— c. ace. cognato, jo-
., Plat. Legg. 942 D;-, I will dance a pre-

lude (of festivities), Aesch. Ag. 31

;

hence in pass., , our
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part is played, Ar. Nub. fin.—2. gene-
rally, to dance, esp. from joy, Ar. Plul.

288, 761 ; ),
Id. Pac. 325 : hence, lo 7>iake merry,

keep holiday, Hdl. 1, 191.—3. metaph.,
to dance in the chorus, hence to practise

a thing, be versed in it, tv tlvi. Plat.

Theaet. 173 C, cf. Legg. G5t 13.—11.

trans., to celebrate in chorus,,,
Find. I. 1, 7, cf. Soph. Ant. 1153,

Eur. H. F. 686 ;—and, in pass., to be

celebrated in chorus, , Soph.

. . 1095; cf Eur. Ion 163: — ;;., to celebrate the games,
etc., Polyb. 4, 20, 9 :

—

,
things represented in mimic dance. Plat.

Legg. 655 D.—2. to set one dancing,

to rouse, wake to the dance,, Eur.
H. F. 686 : so, , Anth.
P. 11, 33.

_

i\,, , Chorzene, a district

of Armenia, Strab. p. 528., , , =,
Epicn. p. 6., ov,^=, Iambi., , Dor.- : f. -^) :

—

to lead a chorus, c. dat.

pers., Plat. Gorg. 482 C (cf signf 11)

;

but also c. gen., Id. Legg. 654 A :

hence,—2. to take or have the lead of
or in a matter, c. gen., . ,
Heind. Plat. Theaet. 179 D.—11. in

Att., mostly, of the at the

public feasts, to defray the cost of bring-

ing out a chorus, /, Ar.

Ach. 1155, cf Antipho 117. 32; 138,

27, etc.
; . natal, Dem.

535, 12 ; . , Lys.

161, 38; .,'',
Id. 162, 2, 4 :— metaph., . -, Aeschin. 88, 12 :—pass.,

to have choragifound for one,-
CIV oi,, Xen. Ath. 1, 13. C(.7].
11.— III. generally, to supply tlie cost

of any thing, hence to equip, furnish
abundantly with a thing, esp. with sup-

plies for war, ., Polyb. 3, 68, 8 ;, 5, 42, 7 ; etc. :—pass., to be

largely furnished, ,
Aiist. Eth. . 1, 10, 15, cf 10, 8, 11.

—2. c. dat., to minister to, assist, Po-
lyb. 1, 83, 7, etc. Hence,,, the cost ofbring-

ing out a chorus :
—the defraying of costs,

c. gen. rei, Plut. Otho 9., , , the office of a-, the equipping and bringing out oj a

chorus.•—2. esp. at Athens, the defray-

ing of the cost of the solemn public cho-

ruses, being the chief of the Athenian, Antipho 118, 34, Thuc.
6, 16, etc., cf Arist. Poet. 14, 3 ;—but
the loc%is classicus for the is

Lysias p. 161, cf Bockh P. E. 2 p.

207, sq., Herm. Pol. Ant. ) 161, 2, and
V. sub.— 3. the e.cpense thereof

;

and so, generally, any expe7tse ; abun-

dance, plenty, -, Polyb. 1, 18, 9; 4, 71, 10,

etc. :—and, in plur., al, sup-

plies for war. Id. 1, 16, 6, etc., ij, ov, of or for a-, ., rivalry m bringing out

choruses, Xen. Hier. 9, 11 : .-, tripods dedicated to a god by vic-

torious choruses, Plut. Aristid. 1., ov, to, Uor. and Att., like, the place or

room where a chorus was taught and

trained for public performance, their

dancing-school, Dem. 403, 22.— II., = II, supplies,

Schweigh. Polyb. 1, 17, 5; 18,5.,, , the woman-chora-

gus, title of a comedy by Alexis., ov, b, Dor., and Att. •
1668

. Lob. Phryn. 430;{,-) '. — chorus-leader, like -, --, Plat. Legg.
665 A :—generally, the leader of a tram

or band, .. Soph. Ant. 1147
;

., Eur. Hel. 1454.—2. at

Athens, one who defrays the costs for
bringing out a chorus,., Antipho 142, 31 ;., Lys. 101, 35, cf
162, ; cf 11.— II. generally,

one who supplies the costs lor any pur-

pose, ,
Dem. 408, 16; .
. Id. 1023, 13; -, Aeschin. 8,

27. ', , , choriambic., , , in metre, a cho-

riambus, i. e. foot of four syllables,

consisting of a chorius (or trochee)

and iambus {-^•^-).

^'/, ov, , Chorieiies, masc.
pr. n., Arr. An. 4, 21 ; hence-
vov, , in Paraetacene, Id. il)., , ,{) of or for a

chorus or da?icing, .
Plat. Legg. 670 A; oi, Ar.

Eq. 589 : ., the choral song in

tragedy and comedy, cf Arist. Poet.

12. 7., ,{ II,) :—like the afterbirth,, Arist. . .
6, 3, 13.

or, ov, , any skin,

leather, the Lat. corium : proverb, of

inveterate custom,, 'tis bad lo let the dog
taste leather, Theocr. 10, 11,—Hor-
ace's canis a corio nunquam absterrebi-

tur unctn, like our ^ keep the cat from
the cream.^— II. the 7nembrane that en-

closes the fetus in the womb, and
which folloyiis it from the womb, the

afterbirth, Lat. secundae, Hipp., and
Arist. H. A. 6, 3, 14, etc.—2. any
membrane of the intestines ; hence in

plur. or, a dish made by

stuffing it with honey and milk, Alex.. 1,16, Theocr. 9, 19, ubi v.

Schol. (Lat. corium, old Lat. scor-

tum, i. e. skin drawn off

:

—perh. akin
to,, Pott Et. Forsch. 1, 263.), ov, 0,— II.. ,, , lem. -, ,=7/, Call. Dian. 13., , to go in a choral

train, to dance., , ?/, the office of, Plat. Ale. 1, 125 E:
and, , , belonging

to the : - (sc.-
;^;^7;),= foreg., Plat. Ale. 1, 125 D:
from, ov, 6,{, -) one who teaches and trains

the chorus lo dance and sing, and pre-

pares it for public performance, the

chorus-master, Ar. Eccl. 809, Plat,

Legg. 812 E, 655 A:—this business
iisu. fell on the poet himself, being
called ;(; or .—
2. \^=-.,, because
the older tragic poets not only taught,

but led their own choruses., :— ., the

grape-coloured coating of the eye, Lat.
uvea tunica, elsewh.^).?, , {,) uccus-

tonied to choral dances, H. Hom. 18,

3., , {,)
flourishing in the dance,, Anth.
P. 6, 287.,, , poet, -,

{) rage for dancing, furious
dancing. Anth. Plan. 289.,,,=^, Nonn.

;

cf Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. 141., , to beat the ground in

the dance, Opp. H. 1, 472 : and, , -, a beating tlie

ground in the dance, dancing, 11. 24, 261,

in plur., cf Anth. P. 12, 253 : from, ov, {,)
healing the ground in the choral dance ;

generally, dancing, Pinil. Fr. 57, and
Nonn.— II. proparox., ov,

pass., struck, played in or to the choral

dance,, . Horn. Merc. 31.—On
the accent, v. Lob. Paral. 557. [i'], . - Att. -, to

play the cithara to a chorus. Hence, ov, h, one who
plays the cithara to a chorus, Sucton., ov, {,)
sounding in the dance, prob. I. lor-
poKT- in Telest. ap. Ath. 616 F; nisi

[agena.., ov, , {,)
one uiho chooses the chorus, Ael. N. A.
6, 1 1 ?, , gen, , {,) mad after dancing, Ar.

Thesm. 961. Adv. -, Masim.,{) adv., to the festive

dance, 11. 3, 393., ov,{,) victo-

rious with the chorus, Alex.. 1., ov, gen.,{,) sporting in the choral dance, dan-

cing merrily, Orph. H. 23, 2 ; so-, ov, , Anih. P. 6, 108., , {,)
joining the dance, Nonn., . , the institution or
arrangement of a chorus : from, , {,) in-

stituting or arranging a chorus, Xen.
Ages. 2, 17 : leading the dance, Tluv,

Soph. Aj. 699 ; ', Ar. Ran. 353.', ov, , strictly, a dance in

a ring, a round dance (v. sub lin.) ; then,

generally, a dance accompanied with

song, a choral dance, esp. such as were
danced on public festivals, m honour
of the gods, etc., ...•'', II. 3, 393; '-, 16, 183;^, lb. ISO;, Pind. . 9. 199 ; cf Ar.

Nub. 271,. 219;, Aesch.Eum.
307 ; . Id. Ag. 23,

Ar. Thesm. 958 ; etc.— 2. a cliorus,

choir, i. e. a band of dancers and singers,

who jointly performed such dances,
Piud. P. 10, 59 ; cf Fr. 213, 238, etc.

—3. generally, a troop, band, also of
things, hence we find not only

(lor the stars are conceived
as really leading the heavenly choirs,

cf Soph. Ant. 1147), Dionys. H. 2;
but also ., a row of dishes,

Xen. Oec. 8, 20
; ? or, a row of reeds, i. e. Pan's

pipe ; ., a rovv of teeth, etc.

;

whence the joke of oi ,
inAr.Ran. 548,cf Jac. Anth. P. p. 904,
Ach. Tat. p. 469 : proverb., -

; where shall we put
It Heind. Plat. Euthyd. 279 B.—
The ancient choral dance of Greece,
which originated among the Dorians,
reached its perfection in the?, or dithyramb perfiDimecl at

the .Athenian Dionysia:—this chorus,
consistingof 50 persons, was of pure-

ly lyric character, sometimes grave,

sometimes gay. Hence arose the

Attic drama (on the

at Sicyon, mentioned liy Hdt, 5, 67, v.

Bentl. Phal. p. 293), which consisted

at first of mere tales inserted in the



intervals of the dance() ;

these were told by a single actor, but
prob by way of dialogue with the

chorus. The chorus was then dis-

tinguished into three principal kinds,

the ., consisting of 12 or

15 persons[, Ar. Pac.
805, Av. 787) ; the oi2A (also

called,, Ar. Ach.
628, 88C) ; and the. When
a poet wished to bring out a piece,

the first thing was for the archon to

grant him a chorus(,
Plat. Rep. 383 C,etc.) ; the expenses
of which, being great, were defrayed
by some rich citizen (the or, cf. /) ; the chorus,

being asked and obtained{ ai-,, Ar. Eq. 513, Ran.
94), was regularly trained in dancing
and singing, usu. by the poet himself,

hence called or-
., and said , nis

office being ? : the

bringing it on the stage was, Ar. Ach. 11.—In tragedy,

the chorus was retained till its fall

;

but in comedy it was little used after

about the year 400 B. C. The ap-

plause bestowed on the chorus de-

cided the success of the play. (Cf
Miiller's Literat. of Greece, c. 21 and
22, Diet Antiqq. s. v. Chorus ; and on
the poetical meaning of the chorus,

A. W. Schlegel's Lectures on the
Drama, 2, 3 and 4.)—II. a place for
dancing, , Od. 8, 260,
cf. 204 ;

' 'Hoif, Od. 12, 4 ;

—

-, lb. 318
;

cf Pans. 3, 11, 9 ; v. sub :

—whether this is the signf in II. 18,

590 is rather dub., cf Thirlwall,Hist.

of Gr. 1, p. 233. (Ace. to Hesych. ;t;o-

is=/iii/i?;of,, and so it

orig. denotes the movement of dances
in a ring : akin to,,,,, l-ilit.cornu,

corona, corvus, curvus. Germ, krumm,
and perh. rund, round : perh. also akin
to, q. v., sub fin.),, :

— ., a
feast celebrated with choral dances. Call.

Fr. 280., , , the institution of
choruses, a feast solemnized therewith

;

generally, a dance. Call. Lav. Pall. 66,

Anth. P!7, 613; 9,603: from), , f. -, to appoint

or lead a chorus : from\, , , the leader of a
chorus, []., ,{,) de-

lighting in the chorus or dance, Nonn., f. -, to feed or fatten

tn a stall, , Hes.
Op. 150 : generally, to feed, fatten,,
Ti.vi, tvith a thing, Ar. Pac. 139 ; -

., to fill fidl of a thing. Id. Fr.

202 : also, . , Cratin. Odyss.
4, Plat. Rep. 372 D :—pass.;^;-, tofeed, fatten, fill one's self; hence
later, esp. in comedy, to feast, be full.

Plat. Rep. 586 A, Nicostr. Pandros. 3

;

cf. Araros Incert. 3, Ath. 99 F, sq.,

Lob. Phryn. 64., a, ov,( II) :

—

of
graxs.—II. ., a shaggy coat of
skins worn by the actor who played
Silenus, Dion. H. 7, 72 :—generally,

any rough, coarse coat, Ar. Fr. 704 ;

—

also' and ?.?., , , dim. from-, [], n,i/,afeedingat thestall:

generally, a feeding, fattening, Anth.,, ,()fod-
der,forage, Polyb. 9, 4, 3, Pi. T.

, , b, =,
Anaxandr. Incert. 27., ,,() good

for feeding ox fattening., Tj, ov,{ II) ofgrass
or hay.?., ov, ro,= sq.,, ,[ II,) place for throwing grass or

hay into, a hay-loft, barn., ov, TO,= sq., , , a clod of turf, a

sod, like/.
and-, ov, ,

a place where grass is cutfor hay, a hay-

field, late words ; cf Lob. Phryn. 310., ov, cutting grass., , . -, to collect

grass, forage, App. : and, , , a collecting of
fodder, foraging, Polyb. 18, 5, 1 ; 22,

22, 12 : from, ov,( II, /)
collecting fodder, foraging, Strab., , to run wildly to

grass, LXX. ; cf?.?., ov, TO, and --, ov,,=, a square of
turf, a sod.', ov, 6, strictly, a?i in-

closed place (v. sub fin.), but seem-
ingly always with a collat. notion of

a feeding-place, in II., a straw-yard,

that part of the in which the
cattle were kept, ?,/ , 11,

774 ; , 24, 640 :

—

then, generally, any feeding-ground,

freq. in plur., e. g. ,
Pnid. . 13, 62 (cf. )-,, Eur. I. . 134

;
-, the expanse of heaven, poet,

ap. Hesych. ; cf,-.—The word soon passed from this

orig. signf into that of—II. food, fod-
der, provender, esp. for cattle, grass,

hay, Hes. Op. C08, Hdt. 5, 16 ;/,
Eur. Ale. 495

;
(but the properphrase

for hay was , Xen. An.
1,5, 10): opp. to (food for man),
Hdt. 9, 41 ; but poets use it ior food
generalIy,as,(5oiiiior,YOpTOi•, Hippon..
20; cf Eur. Cycl. 507 ; and
is common of meti. (From the same
root as conies the Lat. chors,

cohors, as also /iorius, our^arf/-en,etC.,

Pott Et. Forsch. 1, p. 143, Schneid.
Varro R. R. 1, 13: also akin to, cour, court.),, , a litter of
grass or hay., , , a cutting ofgrass
for hay., ov,{ II,)
carrying grass or hay, ., Strab.

p. 1031, Polyaen. 3, 15., ,( II,)
like grass or herbs, LXX., , f -, to sing in or to

a chorus, Dio C. : and, , , a choral song, opp.

to. Plat. Legg. 764 : from, , singing in or to a
chorus., , ?/,^sq., , , for,-, crown, Simon. 129 ; as in Lat.
chorona for corona, Cic. Orator 48,

Quintil. 1, 5,20.7, ov, , (, -) helping or cheering the chorus,-
., Ar. Lys. 1319, as Herm. reads

for-., 6, V. soh.^, , , Uhusa, masc. pr. .,. ., inf., part, , older
radio, form of the later and more

XPAi2

usu., Hdt. 2, 137 ; 4, 71, etc.,

Thuc. 2, 75, 102., t. .^= (A), to

toucti slightly, Pors. Or. 909 : hence,
to smear, paint, . ,
Plat. Legg. 769 A, v. Ruhnk. Tim. :

to besmear, anoint,. Anth. P. 7,

622 :

—

to stain, spot, '-?.
Aesch. Theb. 61 : to defile, pollute,

taint, ,€6.
Eum. 170 ; •^-. Id. Supp. 266 ; esp. of nzoral

pollution, . Soph . .
822, cf. Eur. Hipp. 1266, Hec. 366

:

also of words, ^' .,
Plat. Legg. 917 : — cf.
(From (A), q. v.)*, a verb not used in

pres., but only in the following
(merely Epic) lorms,—fut.-

: aor. 1, and aor. 3. Of the fut., Horn, has
onlv and,
11.20,296; 21, 316; of aor. 1 only

and, oft. in
II. ; most freq. the aor. 2,, and^,,
inf, yet only in 11., and
(except in II. 14, 66) always without
augm. Strictly, to ward off some-
thing destructive from one, like up-, Lat. defendere, c. ace. rei et dat.

pers., oh ?., II. 7, 144 ; -, 20, 296 ;6?., 11, 120:—more freq, c. dat.

pers. only, to defend any one, help, aid,

succour,, (though the notion
o{ warding off is always implied), very
oft. in II., as 1, 28, 242 ; also c. neut.
adj.. , to assist, avail at
all, II. 21, 193, etc. ; also absol., II.

14, 66; 15, 652.—Hom. uses-
only with negatives ; for in II.

21, 193, ft is

ironical for .. In
positive clauses first in Ap. Rh. 2,

249, etc. ; he also has the imperat.

2, 218.—The word is not
found in Od., or in Hes. (The aor. 2,,, must be taken
as the form nearest the root, to which
a fut. and aor. 1 were added by anal-
ogy.—Thederiv. from,,, etc., is clear enough, cf.

Buttm. Lexil. s. v.) Hence, , , help, succour, Nic
Th. 584. Hence,, , warding off,

defending : helpiyig, serviceable, Nic.
Th. 576.,,, a means of help,

remedy, Anth., , ,^,
Nonn., . for•, inf fut. , 11.',. , 3 sing,

subj. aor. , II.,,,=, Nic.
Th. 926.,, , (*)
defender, helper, Nonn., . , verb. adj. from, stained, defiled., v. sub.,, , an anchor with a

hook, Hesych. : from, Aeol. for^ (A). to graze,

scratch, II. 5, 138 ; v. sq.

(A) : strictly, to touch light-

ly, touch on the surface, scratch, graze,

Lat. radere, stringere ; then, generally,
to hurt, plague, harass, c. ace. pers. et

inf., ^ ,
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H. 21, 369 ; '- ', 0(1. 21, 69;, Nic. Th. 315 :—but

also c. clat. pers., to do a harm to any
one, do him a harm,;, Od. 5, 31)6 ;, Od. 10, (>4.—This orig.

signf. of the word never passed into

prose usage, for -
(Hdt. 4, 50) must liot be referred

hereto. Moreover the impf. only

seems to occur uncontr. (Hence
come and,,,, : also (. .^, cf.), : cf. Lat.

radere, our raze, graze, scratch, being

akin to,, etc. : and
belong to the same root and

liave the same orig signf, v. Ruhnk.
Tim. s. V..) [u]

(B), Ion. (Hdt. 7,

111), Ep. (Od. 8, 79, H. Ap.
396): imper. ;^;pf(j (Hdt. 1,155): fut.

: aor. : f. pass,-
: aor. pass, : pf. pass.

and, of which
some would confine the former to

signf. A, the latter to signf. B. II.

—

contracts into ?;, as,,, but Ion. into a, as

Xpd, xpuv, etc. ; however our MSS.
of Hdt. now and then give the former,

and very freq. the strict Ion. forms,.
Radic. signf. Tofurnish what is need-

ful : hence,
A. in the earliest examples of the

act., of the gods and their oracles, to

give the needful answer, give a response,

declare, pronounce, proclaim, absol.,, Od. 8, 79,' -, . . 396 ;, lb. 132 ; cf.Theogn.

805, Find. . 7, 170 ; Hdt. 1, 49, 55,

67, etc.
;

,
froclaimed him the colonizer. Find.

'.4, 10 :—also in Trag., -, Aesch.
Ag. 1083 ; cf. Soph. El. 35, Eur. Hec.
1268, etc. : C. inf., to ivam by oracle,-, Aesch. Eum. 203

;7]-, lb. 202, cf Cho. 1030 :—rare in

Att. prose, ', Thuc. 2,

102, cf. Lycurg. 160, 14.—II. pass., pf. and,
aor., of the oracular re-

sponse, to be uttered, proclaimed by an
oracle, hence , the divine

response, Hdt. 1, 63 ; 7, 178, Find. O.

2, 72 ; Tu ,
to be so declared about a thing, Schaf.

Soph. O. C. 355.— HI. imd.,
f., aor., of the

person to whom the response is

given, to consult a god or oracle, '
7mivov ,

Od. 8,81 ; cf .. 252, 292;—-, to consult an oracle

about a thing, Hdt. 4, 163; 7, 220;
but more usu. c. dat., to inquire of a

god or oracle, cons-ult him or it,, Od.

10, 492, 565, etc.
; ().,-, Lat. uti oraculo, Hdt. 1, 47,

53, 157, etc. : , the con-

stittors, Eur. Phoen. 957 ;. Thuc. 1, 126, (where we see

how it glides into the more common
signf. to make use of an oracle) :

—^also

in pf pass,, one who has

received an oracular response, Arist.

Rhet. 2, 23, 12 ; and so,, being divinely warned to

be temperate, Aesch. Fers. 829:—and
so, possiblv, means being
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warned, being advised, in Soph. Ant. 24,

(though it is commonly taken as=;i-p7j-, cf. Dmd. ad 1.)— In our MSS.
and Edd. of Hdt. we have all the

forms.—Horn, has the word in this

signf only in Od. : the act. only m
pres. part, or, and fut.

; the mid. only m part. fut. jp?;-. Hence come the words,,, with
their derivs.

B. to supply, furnish with a thing,

not found in pres.{ being the
pres. in use, Dem. 1250, 11); but
only in aor., etc., Hdt. 3, 58

;

6, 89, and Ar. Ran. 1159, Xen. Mem.
3, II, 18 : c. ace. rei, lo furnish the use

of a. thing, i. e. to lend, : hence
in mid., to have furnished one, procure

the use of, borrow, . Eur. El. 170 :

—

, ,
having lent feet and burrowed eyes, of a
blind man carrying a lame one, Anth.
P. 9, 13, cf. Plat. Deinod. 384 B, C.

C.. Ion., as dep.

mid. c. pf. pass,/ .-^from the
sense of consulting or using an oracle,

(supra A. Ill), comes the common
signf of simply to use. Lat. uti, c.dat.:

Hom. has the pres. only once, and then
absol. in Ion. part., --

(as trisyll.), II. 23, 834 :—later,

esp. in Att., usu. c. dat., -, to have money to use for a pur-

pose ; use it thereon
; ,

to be provided with, wear a garment
;', to hitve dealings with

the state, etc. ; Ty], he had dealings with my
father's bank, Dem. 1236, 13 ;—and,

generally, of alt Tntans used towards an
end

:

—cf III : hence—II. very
freq., like Lat. uti, to have or be pos-

sessed of a feeling or faculty, to be in

state or condition and show it, esp. in

pf., V. Buttm. Catal. s. v. : in Hom.
only in Od., and in the one phrase', Od. 3,

266 ; 14, 421 ; 16, 398 ; or^, to indulge one's anger, give
vent to it. Hdt. 1, 137, 155;

or ., to speak the
truth, Hdt. 1, 14, 116; 7, 101, etc.;

or ., to set up a cry.

Hat. 4, 134 ;,, -
., Lat. uli fortuna mala, pros-

pera,'Hdt. 7, 134 ; 5, 41, etc. ;-
., to come to an agreement, Hdt.

], 150; 4, 118: .,
to buy and sell, Hdt. 1, 153 ;

., to betray ignorance, Thuc. 1, 68
;', to be under sla-

very, become a slave, Aesch. Ag. 953
;

Xp., to be at ease, Soph. Tr.
192 ; xp., to have fair wea-
ther, Eur. I. A. 546 ;., An-
tipho 131, 42

; . ), Andoc. 16,

3 ; etc. ;—also,. , to car-

ry on, follow a trade, Xen. Mem. 3, 10,

1, Oec. 4, 4 : ., to live under
laws, Eur. Hipp. 98 ; ., to

live lawlessly, Xen., etc. :

—

thus merely paraphrases the verb
cognate to its dat., as, ., i. e.

to die, Hdt. 1. 117 ; --, Lat. divinitus missus. Id. 1. 62,

etc. ; xp. for,. '^, etc., cf Stallt).

Plat. Apol. 18 D: — the part,-
may sometimes be translated with,

(like,, ), as,, he entered ivith vi-

olence ;

—

and are
very often used convertibly

;
yet in

the former the chief notion is that of
pure possession, in the latter that of
actual use, presupposing the former,

XPAi2

as, 6 , a
well-instructed physician ; 6 -
Ky, a medical practitioner,

Schaf Mel. p. 18.—2. c. dupl. dat.,

to use a thmg as so and so, /),,', Xen. Mem. 3, 14, 4.— 3. -, to use for an end
or purpose, Hdt. 1,34, Xen.; etc.;

so, , Xen. Oec. 11, 13;
, 111. Mem. 1, 2. 9; or

. Id. Oec. 9, 0, An. 3, 5, 10:—also
with neut. adj. as adv.,. ,
Hdt. 1,210 : 2, 95 (where-,5=^,) ; so, -

; what use shall I make of him?
Ar. Ach. 935 ; Xen. An. 1, 3, 18

;., , to make what
use one likes o/him, Hdt. 1, 210, Ar.
Nub. 438 ; so, ptaty
not knowing what to make of it, Hdt.
7, 213 ; ovK -, Lat. habeo quod eo faciam,
Hemst. Call. Dian. 69.— III. of per
sons, , to have intercourse

or dealings wtlh any one, have to do with

him, treat him so and so,), Hdt. 7, 209 ;, . to treat one
as a friend or enemy, regard him as
such, Xen. Cyr. 4, 2, 8 ; 3, 1, 6 ; but., Xeir. Mem. 4,

3, 12: . , Dem.
1286, 23 ;—whereas ^?/^' or

is to learn to know a person
as a friend or enemy, have a friend or
enemy, Cyr. 3, 2, 4 ; and so,

(sc. ), to have the
gods for friends, Valck. Hipp. 996

;

but is oft. omitted without altering

the signf., as -, Antipho 136, 42, Stallb.

Pro't. 315 D; 316 .— ,
(without ). like Lat. ufi, for vti

familiariter, to be intimate with a man,
Xen. Hier. 5, 2, Mem. 4, 8, 1 1 : hence
absol., , friends. Id. Ages.
11, 13, Mem. 2,6, 5.—2. esp. of se.xual

intercourse, , Hdt.
2, 181 ; cf Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 29; 2, 1,

30, Isae. 39, 5.—3. ,
make use of one's self or one's

powers, Stallb. Plat. Crito 45
;

—also, () -, to place one's self at the dispo-

sal of another, Xen. Cyr. 1, 2, 13 ; 8,

I, 5.— IV'. absol., or with an adv.,, such is the
practice of the Persians, Xen. Cyr.
4, 3,23, cf. Mem. 4, 6, 11.—V. c. ace.

rei, ', to

negociate or transact every thing by
messengers, Hdt. 1,99, cf Xen. Ages.
II, 11.— VI. the pf (with
pres signf), to be in need or want of a
thing,, II. 19, 262, Od. 1, 13,

etc. ; which signf., though mostly
Ep., is sometimes found in Att , e. g.

; Soph. Phil. 1264;, Eur. Cycl. 88, cf.

Elmsl. Heracl. 801 ; cf supra A. Ill

:

—moreover in this signf. the part. pf.

only seems to be used, which when
absol. takes an adj. signf, wanting,

needy, poor, Od. 14, 155 ; 17, 347,
Hes. Op. 315, 498 ; so, -

in Eur. I. A. 89.—2. but in Att.

the pf. usu. as a strengthd. pres., to

use always ; hence, to hare, possess,

Buttm. Catal. s. v. :—Hdt. has the
pf. only once in the usual signf ol

the mid., , 1, 42
— VII. the aor. pass, seema
to occur in this signf only in Hdt. 7,

144, and. perh., in Soph. Ant. 24
but cf. supra A. III.

D. for, V. sub voc.

(The connexion of the different

signfs. may be seen by looking to
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the head of each principal division. I

From this root come,, I),,.,
and, and,. '

—Buttm. and Passovv further con-

nect this root with (A),, to touch, though this seems
rather far-fetched, cf. Buttm. Catal.

. V.), Ep. syncop. for, ace.

pi. of, Hes. Op. 645.

Xpedyw} of , , carrying a debtor to

prison.

2~^.,, , one who grasps

at money, Manetho., Ion. for,-
and/, inf. from,

Hdt., , ,{,) :

—

use, Lat. usus ; and that,—1. as a

propert)', use, advantage, service, first

ill Theogn. 62 ; ,/ orfrom
the boy, Antipho 123, 44; -//•-. Plat. Gorg. 480 A, etc. ;, things of no use or

service, De;n. 1 162, 16 :—freq. in plur.,

uises, services received, Pind. N. 8, 71,

Soph. Fr. 742, Dera. 253, 15.—2. as

an action, nsing, vse, .,
Xen. Mem. 2, 4, 1, Plat. Rep. 451 C

;. Id. Phaed. 87 C ;

., for use. Id. Rep. 330 C ;- ., Xen. Mem. 4, 2,

25.—3. of persons, acquaintaiicc, inti-

macy,, uiih one, Antipho 136,

40.—4. in rhetoric, a pregnant sentence,

borrowed from some other author,

and worked out by certain rules

:

such we still possess from the

hands of Hermogenes and Aphtho-
nius ; and Macho, the comic poet

and grainm., made a like collection

of the bon-mots of Greek courtesans,

many of which still remain in Athe-

naeus ; cf. p. 577 D, Diog. L. 2, 85.

—

II. like Lat. opus, need, 7iecessity,-
v-Q, Aesch. Theb. 286 ;

'-, considering what great

need we are in, Soph. O. T. 1443

;

~7., to war with necessity.

Id. 0. C. 191 ; etc. ;—and, c. gen.,

want or lack of a thing,,, Aesch. Pr. 481, Soph. Phil.

162, etc. ; so, (), Lat. opus est mihi aliqua re.

Plat., etc. ; ,, Id. Rep. 566 , etc. ; ., Aesch. Pr. 169, Eur. Med.
1319; and so, ' [sc.] ; Id. Hec. 976, cf. :—pro-

verb., , 3
,, 'necessity's the mother of

invention,' Eur. Teleph. 10, cf. El.

376 ; so in plur., ai'/, Antipho 121, 12; -
-, Xen. Mem. 3, 12, 5;

., Dem. 668, fin.—2. the

result nf such need, waul, poverty. Soph.
Phil. 175, etc.

; , Ar.

Plut. 534.—3. a request of necessity,

opp. to (a claim of merit),

Thuc. 1, 37, cf. 33: general!)•, a re-

quest, Aesch. Pr. 700 ; . -, to make a request of or from an-

other, Id. Cho. 481 (almost=io have

need nf his helpi.—4. a needful busi-

ness, a need. Soph. Aj. 740: hence, a

business, employment, function, Polyb.

3, 45, 2, etc. :—generally, business,

mailer, like, and so of a battle,

which we otten call ' an affair,^ Id. 2,

C9, 4, etc. Hence, , , supplying a want,

useful, helping :—hence,, ser-

vants, Arrian. Peripl., 3 sing. opt. pres. o(., , Ep. for, q. v.,

HoiiJ-, and Hes.

XPEO, ov, {) :

—

useful : need-

ful, fitting,, Aesch. Supp. 194.

—

II. act., needing, being in want of, -, Eur. H. F. 1337 :—ahsol., yieedy,

poor, Aesch. Supp. 202, Eur. Andro-
med. 20, 3.—The word is rare : cf..,, 6, Ion. for-?., Hipp., , f. •, to have force,

avail, or , Sext. Emp. p.

456, etc., Ep. for,, to de-

liver an oracle, Od. 8, 79, H. Ap. 396

:

cf () . fin.,, contr. , , Ep. for, q. v., Horn., and Hes., .{,) of use-

ful nature, -, utility, Luc. Amor.
38., , in later Ep. for,., 6, the Chremetes, a river

of Africa. Arist. Meteor. 1, 13., f. -, to neigh, whinny,

Lat. hinnire, ofa horse, 11. 12, 51, Hdt.

3. 86, 87, Plat. Rep. 396 B, etc. :—in

Hes. Sc. 348 we have a shorter form
(of 3 pi. aor. 1) : and, in

Call. Fr. 352, a form :-
is also quoted, v. Jac. Anth. P.

p. 523. (Hence:—onoma-
top., like, hit. freino, and akin

to : but no such root as' is in use.) Hence,, , a neighing,

whinnying, .: and, ov, , a neighing,

whinnying, Ar. Eq. 553., , ,{)
fond of neighing, Philo.,, , freq. name of old

men in the new comedy, v..
—II. a sea-fish., f. -, v. sub.,, , spittle, expectora-

tion : from, f. -, de|). mid.,

to clear one's throat, to hawk and spit,

Ar. Thesm. 381 ; c. ace, .,
Eupol. /.. 17 ; -, Luc. Catapl. 12, cf Imagg. 20.

(Akin to,, cf. Lat.

screo.

)

, ov,,=./., ov, 6, like, a

name of old men in the new comedy,
from,, a spitting,

asthmatic old man., , , also, a

hard-headed sea-fish, also-, -A-rist. ap. .\lh. 305 D.-, a kind of fish, coupled with, Arist. H. A. 4, 8, 18 (v. 1., but with nothing to determine
gender or declension.)-, , , a hawking and
spitting.,, , Chremon, one of

the thirty tyrants, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 2., ov, of Chremonides,

Chremonidean, Ath. 250 : from^, ov, , Chremonides,

raasc. pr. n., Diog. L. 7, 17.,-, -, --, worse forms for-, Lob.
Phryn. 390.', worse form{-,
V. foreg., Ion. , Hdt. : in

Horn, the part, from-
is once found for, II. 23,

834., Ion. for, freq. in Hdt.. TO, gen...
(Eur. I. . 373); the dat. does not occur
either sing, or pl. : Ep. nom. and ace.., Hes. Op. 645,. : Ep.

-

nom. sing,, Att., q. v.

:

{, ).— I. like, want,

need, , Ar. Ach. 454.

—II. a business of necessity, a business,

affair, matter, ,, Od. 1, 409 ; 2, 45 ;

/., to come on ac-

count of a person or thing, i. e. be-

cause one wants it, Od. 11, 479:

—

then c. gen., like, for what rea-

son? wherefore? Aesch. Ag. 85; so,' . ; Eur. Or. 151 :

—also, just like, a thing. Soph.

O. T. 157, Theocr. 24, 65; 25, 53;, Call. Dian. 100; cf.

II. 3.—HI• that which one needs

must do OT pay, and so a debt, oft. in

Horn.; , 11. 11,

688, Od. 21, 17; /., 11 11, 686, Od. 3, 307:. to weigh, i. e. pay,

back a debt, II. 13, 746 ; so, -, Hdt. 2, 136 (where also we
have xp., to lend money,., to borrow, contract debts

;

[sc.-], Dem. 900, 14:—in \., debts,

Hes. Op. 645, Ar. Nub. 13, etc.
;-0/., .A.ndoc. 25, 20 ;, Isae. 88, 23

;,
left all the property in outstanding

debts, Dem. 986, 24 :—cf.,.•—2. metaph., a debt, tres-

pass, sin, Theogn. 205, Soph. O. C.
235.—3. generally, debt, due,

., Pind. P. 8, 45, cf Eur. Hec. 892 ;, according to what is due,

as is meet and proper, H. Hom. Merc.
138 ;

' , he came
to the same office, of Ganymede, Pind.

0. 1, 71, cf. 7, 72, Soph. El. 74 ;' , they who had this

charge, Aesch. Pers. 777 :

—

a promise

due, Pind. O. 3, 12; 11 (10), 10;«]. . Rh. 3, 189

;

/./.,
know no service which a Greek has
done me, no good turn which I owe to

one, Hdt. 3, 110: ,
pays the debt (i. e. does the work) of

a curse, Aesch. Ag. 457.—4. the debt

to pay, one's destiny, fate, esp. death.

— IV. m Soph. O. C. 251. Herm. takes
it to be^Lat. necessitudo, a tie, con-

nexion.—V. much more rarely, like

I, use, profit.—Homer uses both
and, the latter much

more freq. and the former only in Od., /., worse
forms for-., Ion. for () A, to de-

liver an oracle, H. Horn. Ap. 253, 293,

oft. in Hdt., gen., contr. , ,
only poet. ; Ep.:{,) :—leant, need ; hence, desire, longing,

urgent wish, freq. in Hom. ; ;/ ,/, of a truth, something is much
7ieeded, II. 9, 197, cf. 10, 172;, of dire necessity, II. 8, 57 ;

c. gen., , want, need of me,
II. 1, 341, cf Od. 4. 634; iV ov, where there is no
need of cable, Od. 9, 136.—2., want, necessity arises, 11. 10,

118, 142, Od. 6, 136 ; so, -, II. 1, 341 ; c. ace. pers.,, Od. 5, 189 ;; Od. 2, 28 ; so, Od. 4, 634
(where is the ace. of the object

towards which,—and like

is used as a verb of motion,
cf. II. 1); so, even

is used c. ace,, II. 21, 322.-3.
hence the common Homeric elliptical
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nse of c. ace. pers., where one
would have expected the dat.,

(sc. ), Od. 1, 225,
II. 10, 85,—which might also be

; why must thou so ?—and,
in this phrase, is oft. followed
by a gen., /,
no need of it touches me, 11. 9, 608
(which might also be ovtl) ; so,, II. 10, 43, cf. 9, 75 ; 11, 600; but
for the gen. we find also an inf.,' ,
who needs must stand lirm,ll. 1 1,409

;

so, ovor TL ]-, Od. 4, 707 ; cf. II. 18, 406, Od. 15,

201.—In all these cases Herm. would
supply, but this phrase is not
found in Horn. : Eur. has once imi-

tated this ellipse,/ '
; Hec. 976, cf. Pors. Or. 059.—

II. necessity, destiny, fate, p. Rh. 3,

33.— III. an affair, business, lb. 4, 191.

—The word is Ep., used once by
Eur. H. F.51.—Hom. uses both forms,

and, equally : but in the
eilipt. phrase, mentioned I. 3, he al-

ways has, and that as a mono-
syll. : hence, II. 11, 006, before
a vowel, is even used short, cf. Nake
Choeril. p. 161., , f. -, {-) Att. for, to cut down
debts, i. e. to lessen or cancel them,
Lat. novas tabulas facerc, Plut. 2, 829
C :—metaph.,. . H). 764
A ; xp. /, lb. 968 D :

—

Plut. :—pass., to be cheated or defraud-

ed, lb. 829 C., , ,() a
cancelling of debts, Polyb. Fr. Hist.

68;— such a measure was Solon's, called

by Plut. Sol. 15.,, , one who cancels

his debts, an insolvent : esp. said of
those friends of Solon at Athens, who
took advantage of his,
Plut Solon 15 : from, ov, Att. for ;^;/07• ,( II,,) :

—cutting

down debts, i. e. cancelling them, leav-

ing them unpaid, insolvent

:

—formed
after.', ,( .,
?\,) '— to discharge a debt, Plut. Ai-

cib. 5 ; xp. , to jiay wages
that are due, Joseph., Ion. part, from-, lor, II. 23, 834., . Ion.,— but the
Att. form is also freq. in the MSS.
ofHdt. : gen. also , Eur.
Hipp. 1256, H. F. 21, so that it is in-

decl., though little used save in noin.

and ace. :— strictly a part. neut. from, (Fon. ). That which an
oracle declares, that which must be, to, Hdt. 7, 17 : hence,

fate, necessity, like II, Eur. 11.

c, Bacch. 515;. Plat. Phaedr. 255 A ; etc. :—
but usu. (or), much
like, 'tis fated, necessary, c. inf.,

Theogn. 564, Aesch. Ag. 922, Soph.
O. T. 633, etc. ;—c. ace. et inf., Pind.

P. 2, 96, Hdt. 1, 41, 57 ; 2, 133, etc.,

and so in Att., as Soph. Phil. 1439,

Ar. Eq. 138, Thuc. 5, 49, Plat., etc. :

—sometimes also absol., [sc.

~\, it being necessary , since it was ne-

cessary, Hdt. 5, 50; 9, 58.-2. more
rarelv, that ivhich is expedient or right.

Soph. Phil. 143:—so, absol. as adv.,

oij , ye rule not-rightly,

i. e. uiirightfidly, Thuc. 3, 40.—Horn.,

and Hes., do not use it at all. Od. 15,

201, being f. 1. i'or. [In poets
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XPH
is sometimes monosyll., v.

JSiike Choeril. p. 161.], Ion. 3 pi. from,
for, Hdt., TO, Att. for , a debt,

Dem. 900, 14 (v. 1.) ; v. Lob.
Phryn. 391 : ace. to the Atticists the
word is indecl. and is also the
lorm o( the gen. and ace. sing.—The
pi. is borrowed from, and the
dat. sing, and pi. are not found., and -, f. -, to be

in debt

:

—pass,, to have
a debt oxcing to one, Heliod. : from, ov, h,{) a debtor,

Luc. Abdic. 15, Plut. 2, 101 C. Hence, , , suitable to a
debtor, like one. Adv. -, as a debtor,

on account of debts.., ov. a, a debtor, one

in debt, tN. T., cf.t Lob. Phryn. 691.,, , a debt.,, ov,,=.,
susp., ov, ,()
the archives in ivhich the lists of public
debtors are kept, Inscr., , = II, need, necessity,

but prob. only to be found in the
phrase '. Soph. . C. 505
(ubi v. Herm.), Fr. 537 (ubi v. Dind.),

Pherecr. A?/p. 8, Ar. Fr. 329, Phryn.
(Com.) Mus. 4 :—cf for-., impers. : subjunct. xpy : op-

tat, : inf., poet, also, Pors. Hec. 204 :—impf.
and, both Att., Pors. Suppl.
Praef. Hec. (D), though the former
is rare, Wiistem. Theocr. 18, 12: —
fut.: — v. sub fin. Strictly

from () A, / deliver an oracle,

(sc. b) ;— but always used
impers. (somewhat after the manner
oi, ', etc.), ;/ is fated, necessa-

ry, (ef. Hdt. 1, 8, and) ; c. inf,

it miist, ?mist needs be, it is good, ft,
meet to be, etc., vi<v. Od. 3, 209 ; \ -

6, 207; cf. II. 1, 216; 4,57,
etc. : also in Att.,', Aesch. Pr. 295 ;. lb. 1067;, Stallb. Plat. Euthyphr.
4 , 9 A :—but, more often, like,
and Lat. oportet, decet, c. ace. pers. et

inf., one must, one vmst needs, it be-

hoves, befits one to.., Hom., etc.
;, II. 7, 331 ; ov, II. 9, 496, etc.

—Sometimes the inl. must l)e supplied
from the context, esp. in Hom. in

phrases like ;, why cease from bat-

tle? for it behoves thee not (sc.-), II. 16, 721, cf. 19,

420 ; so, (sc.), Oil. 9, 50: so also in

Att., u (sc. ),
Aesch. Ag. 342 ;

(sc.). Plat. Rep. 415 ; etc.

;

cf. Stallb. Plat. Menex. 247 E.—The
impf. usu. expresses something that
ought to have been, but has not, -' ov, , '-, Aesch. Ag. 879 ; ', 1(1. Cho. 930; cf. Soph. Tr.
1133, etc.— 2. also, sine inf., c. ace.
pers. et gen. rei, -, thou hast no need of impru-
dence, i. e. it does not befit thee,
II. 7, 109; ov ,
Od. 3. 14 ; -, 0(. 21, 110;
(i. e. ov) , Od. 1, 124 ; 4,

403: — this usaji-e is denied to the
Att. poets by Pors. Or. 659, v. also
Dind. Ar. Av. 1406; cf.. —2.

XPHM
very rare c. dat. pers. pro ace, Soph.
Ant. 736, Eur. Ion 1317.— II. some-
times also in a less strong signf., one

may, one can, ;

how is one to get through this The-
ocr. 15, 45 ; freq. also in Dein., and
Luc, V. Valck. Adon. p. 354 A.—HI.

TO, fate, destiny, Eur. H. F. 828,

Hec. 260, ubi v. Dind. — IV..
Dor.,=?., thou ovghtest,

Ar. Ach. 778.—Cf . — Hom. has
only the pres. indicat. , and
uses it short before a vowel, Od. 3, 14., Ep. contr. dat• phir. from

for.. Rh. ; or from., in Att. used only in pres.,

and impf. (unless with Herm. and
Ellendt we read in Soph.
Ant. 23, Dem. 519, 29, as aor. pass,

from this verb, being asked or desired) :

Ep. and Ion., as always in

Hom., though in Hdt. both forms
commonly occur: Dor.,-, Theocr. 8, 11, Ar. 'Ach. 734:(,,). To need, want,

lack, have need of,, II. 11, 835,
Od. 17, 121, 558, Hdt. 5, 30, and Att.

:

absol. in part,, needy, poor,

Od. 11, 340, Hes.Op. 349.-2. to desire,

long for,, Hes. Op. 365 : to ask,

crave, desire, demand, Lat. solicitare,

freq. in Hdt. ; usu. c. inf, as in 1, 41,

112, 152, etc. ; also, ., lb. 5, 19, 65 ; 9, 55 ; so also in

Att., , Aesch. Pr. 283,
Soph, and Eur. ; but rare in prose,

as Thuc. 3, 109, and Xen. ; v. Valck.
Adon. p. 328 B, Pors. Med. 1396: also,

Xp. , Hdt. 1, 41 ; 4,83 :

—

c. gen. rei, to ask, demand a thing, lb.

5, 30 ; 9. 87 ; very rarely c. ace. rei,

as in Hdt. 7, 38, for an inf. is usu. to

be supplied, as' - (sc.), Ar. Nub. 359, cf.' Thesm.
751, Aesch. Pr. 928: — sometimes
also,- . Vita Hom.
17. — 3. ,^, thou oughtest not to have
died, that thou hadst not.. ! Soph.
O. C. 1713.— 4. the part,/ is

used absol. for f< ^, if one will,

if one chooses, Theogn. 952, Aesch.
Cho. 340 : hence, wishing well, well

inclined, propitious, '
(sc. ), lb. 815,

but V. Dind. ad 1. ; '', Eur. Supp. 597.— Cf.--—II. the signf. of^, to deliver

an oracle, has been wrongly given to
this verb, v. sq.—The word is rare in

Att. prose, except in Xen./,=, to deliver an oracle,

foretell, Eur. Hel. 516.— Several forms
oi have been wrongly referred

to thi's signf, v. Herm. Soph. O. C.
1428, Ellendt v. 2./.,, Ion. lor rpfm, iise : yieed., Ep. and Ion. for ^,
q. V. sub init., Ion. collat. form from, to use, make use of,, Hdt.
3, 117., , , () :

— a
thing that one iises or needs ; hence, in

plnr., goods, property, money, oft. in

I

Od. (never in II.), Hes., lldt., etc.

;

[

cf. sub fin. :—proverb., -, a man's money is his life,

Hes. Op. 684
;', ' money

makes the man,' Alcae. 50, Pind. I.

2, 17 ; ,
j

Aesch. Eum. 757
;

! , Eur. El. 37
; ,

Ar. Eccl. 236 ;

Thuc. 2, 00 ; , lb. ;. Plat. Phaed. 78 A ; etc.—Acc



to Poll. 9, 87, the Ion. used also the

sing, in this signf., and so we find it

once in Hdt. 3, 38, but this was not
common till late, as in Diod., and
N. T.— 11. generally, a thing, matter,

<^air, event, H. Horn'. Merc. 332, Hes.
Op. 342, 400 ; ?-
', Hdt. 7, 145 : ,
' to leave no stone unturned,' Hdt. 5,

96 : esp. a dealing, business, like Lat.

res for negotium.—2. is often

expressed where it might be omitted,

as, , Hdt. 8,

16; , lb. 138,

etc. : so too, -?, to send out a
colony without any certain destina-

tion. Id. 4, 150 : and so oft. in Trag.,

;^Tc ; what? e.g. Aesch.
Pr. 298, Cho. 10, Soph. Phil. 1231;
esp. i ; Valck. Hipp.
909 ; so also, ., Plat. Gorg. 485 it.—3.

in like maimer, is used in per-

iphrases to express something strange
or extraordinary of its kind,, a huge monster of a boar,

Wess. Hdt. 1,36; -. Ibid. ; cf. Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 8 ;, Hdt. 7,

183 ; , of
what a terrible length the nights are,

Ar. Nub. 2 ;, what a fine city ! Id. Av. 826,
cf. Lys. 83 ; -, a thievish sort of fellow, Id.

"Vesp. 933 ; ,
Id. Lys. 1085 :

—

, a horrible

tyrant. Plat. Rep. 507 ; ., such a fine thing! Theocr. 15,

23 :—also to express a great number
or mass, as we say a lot. a deal, a
heapof.., ,,, vast

deal of serpents, javelins, ships, etc.,

Hdt. 3, 109 ; 4, 81 ; 6, 43 ;, what a lot of lo-

custs, Ar. Ach. 150, cf Pac. 92
;, Hdt. 3,

130 ; ? , Ar. Plut.

894 :—also persons, 67?,,
Valck. Phoen. 206 ;, Xen. Cyr. 2, 1,5;, Theocr. 18,

4.—The interchange between
and is freq., yet the same dis-

. tinction holds as between
and, so that is strictly

a possession,, what one wants or
uses, V. I. fin., and cf. Schaf
Mel. p. 17, cf. Cic. Fam. 7, 20.

Hence, ov, b, a rich man, Ma-
netho., f.- Att. - : (.-) :

— to do or carry on business, have
dealings, esp. in money-matters
(though this special signf. is mostly
confined to the mid.) : generally, to

negociate. transact business, Thuc. 1,

87; 5, 61 ; . . Id. 6, 62, Isocr. 73
D :

—

. , to consult, debate,

hear and advise about a matter,, Ar. Thesm. 377, Arist. Rhet. 1,

4, 4: absol., to consult, consider,

uv ,, Dem. 717, 20, cf Aes-
chm. 4, 10; ., Dem. 430, 24,
etc. :

—

to give an answer after delibera-

tion, Xen. Ath. 3, 1, Decret. ap. Dem.
250, 10 :—generally, to have dealings

of any kind with, stand in any relation

to a person, -, to stand in a relation of affinity to

any one, Phot, e Ctes. Pers. 2.—II.

mid. : fut.- : pf.

(Dinarch. 92, 8):

—

to

do businessfor one's self or to one's own

XPHM
profit ; hence, to make money,,
Thuc. 7, 13; esp. by base arts, Di-
narch. 1. c, Isae. 77, 18; . -, to make money of or from a thing,
Plat. Soph. 225 E, Arist. Pol. 3, 15,

12 ; , Isocr. 221 ; c. ace. cog-
nato, .. Plat. Legg.
949 E, Gorg. 467 D : — hence, gene-
rally, to tra?isact business, have deal-

ings, negociate, hold conference with
another,, Hdt. 3, 118 ; 7. 163 :—
c. ace.^. ,
to traffic in money, like a money-lend-
er or banker, Arist. Pol. 1, 9, 14 ; but
c. ace. pers., ., to make money
of any one, i. e. get it from him by ex-

tortion, Poiyb. 32, 21, 13 ; and so, ., Isocr. 209 ; cf.-
V. 2,. — HI. in later

writers, from Polyb. downwds., the
act. has the signf to take
and bear a title or name, -, he takes the title of king, Po-
lyb. 5, 57, 2 ; 30, 2, 4, Diod., etc. ;^, she had herself
called a new Isis, Plut. Anton. 54

;

, Strabo
;, ?.' -, to call themselves not from the

fathers, but the mothers, Plut., cf.

Menag. Diog. L. 1, 48, Interpp. ad
Act. Apost. 11, 26.— Prose word., , , of or belonging
to or money, ., a
money fine, Plut. Demosth. 27 ; ., money contracts. Id. Ly-
curg. 13 : , the moneyed
men. Id. Solon 14

; .. Id. 2,

524 ., , ?), = sq., Xen.
Oec. 11. 11; 20, 22. [], , ,()
doing of business, as well commer-
cial as public : esp. a negociation, a

giving audience to ambassadors, Polyb.
28, 14, 10 ; . -, lb. 10, 4 : also of an oracle, a
response, LXX.— 3. oi,
negociations in ivriting, acts, instru-

ments, documents, Diod. 14, 13.—II.

(from mid.) a domg business for one's

own gain, 7no-ney-making, oft. m Plat.,-, Apol. 36 is ; -
-, Rep, 357 C ; . -, Legg. 743 ;

-,. 949 :

—

gain, profit, Isocr.

37 ^ ; XP-t oil, Dem. 568, 18.— III. later,

a title, style, name, Diog. L. 1, 48., verb. adj. from, must make mojiey, Xen.
,ac. 7, 3.,, ,=-. Hence, , , placefor

bttsiness : and so,— 1. a council-cham-

ber, Diod. 1,1. — 2. a banking-house,

counting-house, Plut. Caes. 07.—3. an
oracle, LXX., . ,()
one who carries on business, esp. for

making money, a money-getter, a man
in business, trafficker, tradesman. Plat.

Gorg. 452 A, Rep. 434 A, etc., Xen.
Oec. 2, 18. Hence, , , belonging to

or fitted for or-
: hence,

—

]. filledfor traffic and
money-making. Plat. Rep. 581 C : ., an omen portending gain, Xen.
An. 6, 1, 23 : - (sc. ), the

art of money-making, traffic. Id. Gorg.
477 E, Euthyd. 307 A ; v. esp. Arist.

Pol. 1,3.—2. belonging to or fitted for
the dispatch of public business,.-,, a tent, hall for holding

conferences, giving audience- etc., Po-
lyb. 5, 81, 5; 15,31,2., ov, 6, ( ) a
wealthy man, Diod. ; ., a con-
test for a money prize ; cf.-, [i], ov, , {,) :

—a divider of money or wealth,

., Aesch. Theb. 730., ,{,)
money-making, money-getting, of wo-
men, Ar. Eccl. 442, Xen. Oec. 20,
15., , , fitted for
wasting money, spendthrift, opp. to. Plat. Soph. 225 D

:

from, ov,(,-) wasting or squandering money.

,,, a treasu-

ry, [], , . Ion. for, a re-

quest, grayer, y. 1. Archil. 15, Vit. Horn.
13. 14.,, , like, need,
ivant, lack, Theogn. 389, 394, etc. ; cf.

also..=, prob. 1. in
Theophr. Char. 5.,, , Ep. for, Ma-
netho ; whence dat. d1.,.
Rh. 3, 1198.7), Dor. for/, Theocr., Dor. 2 sing. impf. from, for, Ar. Ach. 778./, to be useful or servicea-

ble, , Theophr., cf. Lob. Phryn.
386: from, , ov, also , ov. Plat.
Gorg. 480 B, Rep. 333 C ;() :—useful, serviceable ; goodfor use, good,
apt or fit in its kind, first in Theogn.
406, then in Hdt., and freq. in Att.

;

. ' , usefid for something, Hdt.
4, 109, Plat. Rep. 333 ; . Id.

Gorg. 480 ; , Eur. Hipp.
482, Plat. TO ., use, advantage, Eur.
Phoen. 1741 ; to ., Thuc.
3, 56.—2. also of men, serviceable, fit,

proper. Soph. Aj. 410 : esp., like-, a good and useful citizen,.-, Eur. Or. 910; ., Eu-
pol. Dem. 16

; ., Isae. Fr. 2, 1 ;, Dem. 779, 15, cf. Wolf Dem.
Lept. 459, 6 ; -, to
show themselves useful and well de-

serving of the state, Dem. 1045, 23,
cf. Eur. Supp. 887, Isae. Fr. 3. 1 :—, more able-

bodied, Xen. Lac. 5, 9 : opp. to -, Aeschin. 9, 21.—3.

used, made use of, -, a much-frequented sanctuary,
Hdt. 2, 178.—4. , an
available (i. e. authentic) ViiW, Isae. 59,
18.—II. adv. -. usefully,.,
to be serviceable, Thuc. 3, 44. Hence, 7], , usefulness., , , ( ): —
using, employment, wsemade of a thing,, Pind. O. 10 (11), 2: also in

plur., uses, advantages, Id. N. 1,43;
ai ?, the u.ies

war, Xen. Cyr. 8, 5, 7 :—opp. to-. Plat. Menex. 238 ; cf.,
fin. — 2. poiver or 7tieans of using, use-

fulness, Thuc. 7, 5 ; opp. to.
Plat. Rep. 333 D ; , to
be useful, Dem. 154, 18.—3. intimacy,

acquaintance, Lat. usus, Isocr. 409 C ;

a'l o'lKOt, i. e. intercourse with
a woman. Id. 386 C.—4. in Gramm.,
passage quoted as authority for some
special usage, Hemst. Ar. Plut. p. 226.
— II.( () A), the response of an
oracle, , at his
bidding, Pind. 0. 13, 108. — lU,
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() ), lending, Polyb. 32,

9, i.,, ,{,-) an ulterer of oracles, a prophet

:

—poet,,. P. 9, 525.

Hence'.], , f. -, to utter

oracles, Luc. Dea Syr. 10./, ov,=,., , , giving of or-

acles : from), , give oracles.

Hence,, , an oracle

given, prophecy., ov, 6,{, •) one who gives oracles, a prophet,

soothsayer., ,,=-, Lye. 1419.

Xpr/, , f. -^/,{-) to utter oracles, divine, Ar. .
964, 991., , , an uttering of
oracles., , , (sc.),
the art of divination, gift of prophecy., ,, a divination., ov,(,)
uttering oracles, divining, ., a

soothsayer, diviner, Hdt. 1, 62 ; 8, 96
;

of Musaeus, Soph. Fr. 960.— II. an

expounder of oracles, Hdt. 7, 142, 143
;

and in 7, 6, prob., a collector of oracles,

oracle-monger ; cf. Thuc. 2, 8, 21, etc., , , an expounder

of oracles, [ij], ,{,)
making oracles in verse, Luc. Ale.x. 23., , ,{ () ) :

—
€ answer of an oracle, oracular re-

sponse, oracle, Solon 28, 9, Pind. P.

4, 100, Hdt., and freq. in Alt. : -, to deliver an oracle,

Hdt. 1, 159; cf.]' U. 3:—-, i. e. with ail

solemnity, Lycurg. 159, 21.. , , {{)) like, need, want, poverty, Tyr-
tae. 1,8; ., Heraclit. ap.

Philon. :—hence, an eager request, im-

portunity, ., Hdt. 9,

33 (where some wrongly take it in

the signf. of, others no
better for, use)., ov,(,)
bringing oracles, Luc, Paus.,. 6, {,) a keeper of oracles, Luc. Alex.
23., , f. -, {-) to sing oracles or give them in

verse : to give oracles, prophesy, Hdr.. 7,

6, Ar. Eq. 818, Plat., etc. Hence,, , an oracular

response, esp. in verse., . , the answer of an
oracle, esp. given in verse : a prophecy,

Aesch. Pr. 775, Plat. Prot. 310 D., , , meet for a-, oracular, Luc. Alex. 22

:

Irom, , (, )

:

—strictly, singing oracles or delivering

them in verse : prophesying, prophetic,

of the Sphinx, Soph.O. T. 1200:

., a soothsayer, prophet. Plat. Apol.

22 C, Ion 534 C. etc., verb. adj. from.,
one must use, riv'i, Plat. Soph. 267 E.', dep. mid., to behave

like a, i. e. be good, kind or

merciful, N. T., , , =.
Hence, f. -, like,
to give oracles, prophesy : USU. in mid.,
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like, to have an oracle given

one, consult an oracle,/
kv ?., Hdt. 1, 66, cf. 91, etc.

;., to consult a god, like ;^;»^-, Hdt. 7, 178 ; -, to consult victims. Id. 8,

134, cf 4, 00; . . for some-
thing. Id. 1, 66 ; , respecting

something. Id. 2, 52 : . .., to ask

the oracle whether.., Id. 5, 67., , , an oracle, i. e.,

— 1. the seat of an oracle, such as Del-

phi, H. Horn. Ap. 81, 214, etc., Hes.
Fr, 39. 6, Hdt. l,etc. ; to

., Hdt. 1, 13; sometmies distin-

guished from the, when it is the

cclla or most sacred place, Schweigh.
Hdt. 0, 19:—freq. in plur. for sing.,

Aesch. Theb. 748, Eum. 194.—2. the

a7iswer if an oracle, oracular response,

Hdt. 1, 63, 69, etc., Eur. Ion 532.—
II. an offering for the oracle, as made
esp. by those consulting it

;
gener-

ally, a sacrificial victim, .,, Pind". . 0, 119, Aesch. Theb.
230 : and metaph. (as we say) a vic-

tim, sacrifice, Soph. Aj. 220, ubl v.

Lob. Strictly neut. fi-om, a, ov, also , ov,

Aesch. Eum. 241
;{ () A) :—

of or belonging to an oracle,',
Aesch. 1. c. : oracular

,
foreboding,-, Id. Theb. 26.—2. of or belonging

to a prophet, prophetic,. Id. Ag.
1270; ., Eur. Ion 1320;.^.— II.()
like, fitted or designed for
use, useful, , house-

hold utensils 01 furniture, Plat. (Com.)
Hell. 0, Strab., , (,) after the manner ofa,
Philostr., , : gen. pi.

(parox., not, to distinguish

it from the gen. pi. of) ;

( () A) :

—

one who gives or ex-

pounds oracles, a prophet, soothsayer.—
II. (), a creditor, usurer, dun,

Ar. Nub. 241, 433, Lycurg. 150, 37.—
2. (,), a debtor, Isae.

36, 26, Lvs. 910, tin., Dem. 807, 13,

etc. ; cf Phryn. 468., , , {)'.—of
persons, knowing how to use, under-

standing the use of a thing,, Ar-
ist. Pol. 1, 7, 4 ; later also,' (like

the verb), M. Anton. 7, .55.— II. of

things, useful, serviceable. An. Adv.
-., , , good or beau-

tiful painting, Plut. A rat. 13., , =,
Eccl., , , goodness of
heart : from, , {, )

good-natured, Alist. Rhet. 2, 21, 16., , f.-,{,') to produce good ivine, Strab., , , the bearing of
good fruits. Strab. : from, ov, {,-) having, beori?ig good fruits, Strab., , f -, to speak
good words or kindly, Eccl. : and/, , , fair speaking,

. . : from, ov,{,)
giving good words, speaking fairly

.

, , , {-) desire of learning, Longin. 44, 1.— II. a learning of things useful :
—

hence, books containing a summary
of things most worthy to he known
were entitled rrrpi :

and so were collections

of the best things from other authors,

XPIM

j
chrestomathies, such as we still pos-
sess of Proclus and Helladius. [], , f. -, to be de-

sirous of learning, Longin. 2, 3 : from, .{,-) desirous of learning.— II. having
learnt all things useful or good, Cic.
Att. 1, 6, 2, Clem. Al. p. 342., , {,-) to be good or apt in music, Ath.
633 B., , , verb. adj. from

:
—hke, useful, good

of its kind, serviceable, ', Hdt. 7,

215 ; , as subst., good ser-

vices, benefits, kindnesses, Hdt. I, 41,

42; . Id. 4, 139;-
?.1 , Aesch, Pers.

228 ; etc. :

—

. to,-. Plat. Gorg. 504 A, Prot. 313 D.—2. bestowing health or iveallh, ,
Hdt. 8, 111 ; hence also -, a happy end or issue, Hdt. 7,

157 : of victims and omens, boding
good, auspicious, lucky, ,,
Hdt. 5. 44 ; 9, 01, 62.-3. good, whole-

some for a thing, , for the
sinews, like, Ael. — 4. in

Gramm., in use, current, Schaf Dion.
Comp. 360.—11. of men. good, esp. in

war, as we say a good inan and true,

Hdt. 5, 109; 6, 13. Soph. Phil. 437,
etc. : generally, good, honest, upright.

Soph,, etc. :— hence, like,
of good citizens, useful, deserving,

Thuc. 3, 64, Dem. 459, 10.-2. ol, like oi, those of good
family, Lat, optimates, cf 1,

Welcker Theogn. p. xxvi.—3. good-

natured, plain, simple : hence, some-
times, in bad sense, simple, silly, like, Rulink. Tim., Plat. Theaet.
161 A, 166 A : also ironically,. ,
you're a nice fellow, id. Phaedr. 264
B, cf. sub '.—4. esp. of a man,
strong, able in body for sexual inter-

course, .
Foes. Oec. Hipp. Cf 111. 4,.— III. adv. -, well, proper-

ly, Hdt. 4, 117 ; esp. in irony. Id. 3,

36
; , Ar. Eccl. 219.

Hence,,, usefulness, good-

ness.— II. of persons, goodness, excel-

lence, honesty, uprightness,-, Eur. Supp. 872 • goodness

of heart, kindness, Isae. Meiiecl. ^ 8 :

simplicity, silly good-nature, Menand.
p. 215 ;

—

'-, ace. to Def Plat. 412 ., , , good deed,

benefit, kindness., , , the love ofgood
men or good deeds.., ov, loving good men
or good deeds., , , a good voice or
speech

.

,, ,=,, Hesych.,,=, an oint-

ment to be rubbed in : unguent, oil, v. 1.

for, Aesch. Ag, 94. [i Call.

Lav. Pall. 16, Xenophan. ap. Ath.
526 t(3, 6 Bgk.)t, Achae. ib. 689

: the accent is therefore
wrong, Schiif Greg. 566.], f.- .•—poet, strongthd.

for, to pass or skim lightly over

the stirface of a body : hence, to graze,

scratch, wound, Lat. radere, stringere,

like,, esp. freq. in part,

aor. pass., , grazing

near, close even to touching, Od. 10,

516 ; , the
wail or cry forcing its way out from
the clenched jnws, Pind. P. 12,37:
—then, generally, to come nigh, draw



near, approach, c. dat., (5ouotf-, Aesch. Eum. 185; -, Id.Theb. 84 ; cf. Eur. Phoeii.

809, Cycl. 406 ; so also in aor. 1 mid., . Horn. . 439.— II.

also intr. in act.,, Eur. Ion J56; cf. Phoen.
99, Andr. 530.—2. sometimes also

with added (like II. 4),, keeping

close along the shore, Aesch. Pr. 713 ;

and so,' 7.7]', kept the axle close to the

post, Soph. El. 721 ; also in mid.,?. /,
Eur. Hel. 520; also, /., Theocr. 25, 144.

—

Poet. word. CI',, -, Ruhnk. Tim. s. v. >-.
Xpi-T(j,= {oreg., prob. not in use.), f. -, to anoint, Eccl.,, , {) an anointing,

unction, LXX. : a besmearing, varnish-

ing, colouring.—II. a colouring, varnish,

wash, Ael. N. A. 6, 41. (Usu. wrong-
ly written.), , , () :

— any
thing smeared 07i, esp. a scented un-

guent, while the common unperfumed
anointing oil, such as wrestlers used,

was called simply i/.uiov, cf. The-
ophr. Char. 5 : the was also

scented, hut prob. more liquid than
the, hog's lard, grease, Hices.

ap. Ath. 689 C, cf Salmas. ad Solin.

p. 330: in Xen. An. 4, 4, \3,

is distinguished from not by

the material, but as being of thicker

consistency (cf) ; and The-
ophr. distinguishes /yilpoz' and,
de Odor. 16 and 27 sq.,—but how
they differ he does not say, cf Xen.
Syinp. 2, 4 : in Aesch. Ag. 94, -

follows as equivalent.—2. a

substance for smearing or colouring,

white-wash or stucco. (The USU. ac-

cent is wrong.), ov,[,-) making a trade of Christ and his

doctrine, perverting it for lucre, Eccl., ov,{,-) named after Christ, Eccl., ov, , an unguent, a

bottle of ointment., ov, a, a white-washer ; also., f. -',[)
to profess Christianity, Eccl., , , adv. -,
(7'• ) befitting Christians,

Christian, Eccl., , 6,[-) the profession of Christianity,

Christianity, Eccl., ov, 6, a Christian,

N. T. ^, ov,{,*)
proceedingfrom Christ, Eccl.^. ov, b, Christodorus,

a poet of the Anthology., , gen. , adv., {, ) like Christ,

Eccl.?.,,=-, Eccl. [], ov, (, -) moved, influenced by Christ, Eccl.

m, ov,{,-) slaying Christ, Eccl.'^, ov,[,-) inspired by Christ, Eccl., , , a learning of
the doctrine rf Christ, Eccl., ov,{,-) fighting against Christ, Eccl. [], ov, , [,

XPOI) one who is initiated into Christi-

anity, Eccl., , , verb. adj. from, to be rubbed on, used as ointinent

or salve, , salves,

Aesch. Pr. 480, ubi v. Blomf— II.

washed, washed over, anointed, LXX. :

TO -, anointing oil, LXX.— 2. esp.'. , the Anointed One. the

CHRIST, as a transl. of the Hebr.
Messiah, N. T.7•., , 6,=^-, Eccl., ov,{,)
briiiging forth Christ, Eccl., ov,{,)
bearing Christ, Eccl., ov,(,)
named after Christ, Eccl., (., etc. : (v. sub fin.) :

—strictly, to touch the surface of a body
slightly, esp. of the human body, to

graze, hence— 1. to rub, anoint uilh

scented unguents or 0(7, as was USU.

done after bathing, freq. in Horn.,, 11. 23, 186;, Od. 4, 252 ;', 3, 466 ; -, 19, 320; mid., aor., to anoint one's self, Od. 6,

96; ), 18, 193; cf. Hes.Op.521 : c.

ace. rei, , to anoint (i. e.

poison) one's arrows. Od. 1, 262 ; cf
Soph. Tr. 675, Eur. Med. 789 :—me-
taph., ., Eur. Med.
634.—3. to rub over with colour, to colour

or white-tvash, -, Hdt. 4, 189 ;.), lb. 195:

so in mid., /^-. to smear their bodies, lb. 191.— 4.

to injure the skin slightly, prick, sting,

of the gadfly in Aesch. Pr. 567, 598,

880. (Cf., and v. Ruhnk.
Tim. s.v.:—akin to^-,,,,. [ in

pres. and impf. always. In the other
tenses, in signf., to anoint, colour,,,, and there-

fore also, :—but in

signf., to sting, graze,,,, cf. I3uttm. Catal. s. v.],,=.,, heterocl. ace. and dat.

of, q. v., , 7], Ep. and Ion.,
II., Att. and, the latter

always in Plat., Lob. Phryn. 496 :() :

—

the surface of a body. esp. of

the human body, the ski?i ; the body5\{, y^,
II. 14, 164; /},
Theogn. 1011 ; ^ -, Ar. Plut.' 1020. Cf.—II. the surface, as the seat of
colour, the colour of a thing, Aesch.
Pr. 493, Eur. Cycl. 517, Plat., etc. :

esp. the colour of the skin, the complex-

ion, -, Aesch.
Pr. 23

; , Eur. Med.
1168 ; .. Id. Bacch.
457, cf. Ar. Nub. 1012

;
', with colour that

gives no hint of what has passed,

Eur. Or. 1318 ; so in Plat., etc.— III.

in the Pythagor. philosophy, the su-

perficies of a body.—IV, in music, a

particular kind rf melody, like.
Plut. 2, 1143 E. Hence, , f -, to shape, form,
fashion, c. acc, Eccl., f. -, contr., to

touch or graze the surface ; generally,

to touch,, "3, Eur.
Heracl.915.cf Pind.Fr. 104(Bergk):
—mid., to touch another's

skin with one's own, to lie with,,
Theocr. 10, 18, cf. Valck. Phoen.

XPON
1619.—II. to colour, siaira.— Poet.word.
Cf Lob. Phryn. 616., {. -, poet, for foreg.

:

, Nic. Fr. 2, 26., ov, , a grating or creak-

ing noise, jarring, gnashing, crashing,., 11. 23, 688. (From-
.), , , and, , ,=
foreg. : also the neighing of horses,
Hesych.'\, , , Chromia, wife of
Endymion, Paus. 5, I, 4., ov, , Anan. 1, Epich. p.

28 ; and in Anst. H. A. 4, 8, 18, etc.,, , :
—a sea-fish. (From, because said to utter a jarring

son7id.), ov, 6, Chromius, son ot

Priam, II. 5. 160; Apollod. 3, 12, .'>.

—2. son of Neleus.Od. 11,286: prob.

the same in 11. 4. 295.— 3. a Lycian,
II. 5, 677.—4. another Lycian, II. 17,

218—5. a Trojan, 11. 8, 275.-6. an
Argive, Hdt. 1, 82.—7. son of Age-
sidamus, a Syracusan, a victor in the
Nemean games, Pind. N. 1, 8.^, , , (same name as

foreg.) Chromis, a leader of the Mysi-
ans in the Trojan war, 11. 2, 858.—2.

a herdsman, Theocr. 1, 24., ov, , V... , , Chromon, a
Messenian, Thuc. 3, 98.

for, very dub. in

Anth., , ,=, dub.

Hence, a, ov,=, very
dub., f.- -\tt.- ; [).
— I. intr., to spend, time, -, Hdt. 3, 61 : to continue or last

Inng, hold out, Aesch. Ag. 847 ; ., to persevere in doing, Plat.

Phaedr. 255 :—esp., to tarry, linger,

delay, be sloiv, Aesch. Ag. 1356. Thuc.
6, 49 ; 8, 16 ; '/?,
Polyb. 33, 16, 6.—II. to prolong, put

off:—hence, in pass., to grow up.-
' , Aesch. Ag.

727 : — to be prolonged or protracted,.
Id. Theb. 54, cf Cho. 957 ;-, Andoc. 27, 1., ,,() of con-

cerning time,, Plut. Solon 27 :— (sc.), annals ov

(rather) chronology. Id. Themist. 27.

tXpox'iOf, ov, 0, Chronius, inasc.

pr. n., Paus. 8, 47, 6., a, ov, and Att. , ov,

Eur. Ion 470, Andr. 84, etc., (-
I'Of) :

—

after a long time, late,, Od. 17, 112 ; .. Soph.
Phil. 1446; ?.,
Eur. Or. 475 ; , Aesch.
Theb. 706.

—

2. for a long time, a long

while, ,-. Soph. Phil. 600, . C. 441 ;,, etc., Eur. Or.

485, I. . 1099 ;
~-. Id. Cycl. 349.—3. long, lasting

long, long-enduring, Pind. P. 3. 204,

and Eur.
; ., Ar. Ran. 347

;., 'thuc. 1, 141, cf. 6, 31
; .. Plat. Legg. 855 :

—

lingering,, Aesch, Ag. 149 ;. Soph. Phil. 1449 ;, Eur. Antiop. 15, 1.—II.

adv. - : also neut. pi. as

adv., Eur. Or. 152, Hel. 1232. The
word is rare in prose, and only (as it

seems) in signf I. 3. Hence,, , a long time or

while, long duration., ov, , () long

duration ; also, a tarrying in a place,

1675



Polyb. 1, 50, 3.—II. a delaying, coining
'

late., , , verb. adj. from), tarrying, staying long ; delay-

ing, tardy, Orac. ap. Ael. V. H. 3, 43.

—II. delayed., , , a noting of
time, annals, Polyb. 5, 33, 5 : from, ov,{,)
recording times and events: 6 ., a

chronicler, annalist, Strab. [u], , , (,) ruler of time, astrolog. term,

Ptolem. [u]/, ov, =,
dub.?, , , computation of
time, chronology. Hence?., ij, ov, adv. -, he-

longing to chronology ; versed therein ;

chronological.?\., ov, (, )

coinputing time: 6 -, a chronologer., ov, 0, time, Hom., etc.
;'

UV , Pind.

. 2, 31 ; etc. :—also, a certain definite

time, a while, period, season, -•3, ivith chronological accu-

racy, Thuc. 1, 97. Special phrases,, for a while, for a long or short

time, Od. 4, 599 ; 6, 295, Hdt. 1, 175 ;

7, 223, etc. ; so,', for a

long time, Od. 11, 161 ;

., II. 19, 157 ;
(v. infra 2) ;

., for ever, Eur. Or. 207, etc. ;
'

., at once, once for all, II. 15, 511 :

and was oft. omitted in the

phrases , ,. Br. Soph. El. 1075, Schiif.

Bos EUips. p. 546:

—

-, as time came round, Hdt. 4, 155;

so,.,,^, etc., Hdt., and Att.

:

— , in a short time, Hdt.

3, 134; so, ov -, -
., etc.. Soph. : . ; for

how long ? Ar. Ach. 83-.—, in

time, at last, like , Hdt. 1,

80, 176, etc., and freq. in Trag., Valck.

Phoen. 313; also, , Hdt.

9, 62, and Xen.
; ,

long after, Lys. 99, 40 :

—

-, it needs time, will take a long

time, Xen. Symp. 2, 4 :

—

-, after a time, Diod. 20, 109

:

— ., in Att., is always of

past time, -, offuture. Wolf
Dem. Lept. p. 234 ; so too, rp.-,,, rind. .
6, 163; 8, 38; 10 (11), 9; also,

., Bast . Cr. . 169.

—2. with prepositions :

—

kvu,
in course of time, B.^hr Hdt. 1, 173

;. after a time, after nn in-

terval, Ar. Lys. 904, Pint. 1055, Thuc.
2, 94 ; ??., Hdt. 3, 27,

Ar. Vesp. 1476 ; so, -, Plat. Tim. 22 :—, long time since, long ago,

Hdt. 2, 58 :

—

kv, like,
in. course of tijne, at length, Aescn. Ag.
870, Eum. 1000 ; also for a long time,

Stallb. Plat. Phaedr. 278 D :, within a certain time, Hdt. 8,

104 :

—

, for a time, for a

while, II. 2, 299. Od. 14, 193. Hdt. 1,

116; ., Od. 12, 407;, Hdt. 1,81; .-
or ., Hes. Op.

132, 324 :

—

', hereafter, Hdt.

3, 72 ; 9. 89, cf. Aesch. Eum. 484 :—
ovv, like or ,
Aesch. Ag, 1378, Eum. 555.— II. life-

time, an age, . Soph.
Phil. 300 ; 7, Soph. .
C. 112, cf 375; ,

far gone in years. Plat. Ax. 365 :

1676

. Soph. . C. 875.— III.

in later writers, a year, Valck. Diatr.

p. 135.—IV. delay, loss of lime,', to cause loss of time :-, it makes much ado., , (,)
to ivaste time, loiter, Anst. iJhet. 3, 3, 3., heterocl. gen. of : but
no nom. , seems to oc-

cur.. , , late poet, form for, Anth. P. 15, 35, 2.

iXpa, Ep., , , Chrysa,
a city on the coast of Troas, with a

temple of Apollo, 11. 1, 390; 452: in

Qu. Sm. 7, 402 .—Ace. to

Strab. p. 604 sq. the later Chrysa lay

more inland, [v], , (, )
carrying gold, Lob. Phryn. 432.,, ,(,)
with golden aegis, epith. of Minerva,
Bacchyl. 21., ov, 6,(,)
the golden, eagle, Ael. N. A. 2, 39., to adorn with gold, He•
sych.,, , , with golden

rays or beams, poet., ov, Dor. for-
?.-, Pind.7., , , () the

gold-coloured sheath of butterflies, a

chrysalis, aurelia, Arist. H. A. 5, 19, 5,

etc., ov, (, )
carrying down golden sand : as subst.,

and 7] ., gold sand, [], ov, ,(,-) changing gold or gold money, cf.

: metaph., -., lie u>ho traffics in

men's bodies, Aesch. Ag. 436., , 6, , (,) with a fillet or frontlet of gold,

epith. of horses, in II. 5, 358, 363, etc.

(never in Od.) ; but of goddesses in

H. Hom. 5, 5, 12, Hes. Th. 916, Pind.

O. 7, 119, P. 3, 158, etc. ; also, ., Pind. . 13, 92., , TO,=sq., susp., ov, ,(, -) the chrysnnthemmn or gold-flow-

er, a plant of the marigold kind, Diosc.

4, 58 : also ; and prob. the

same as,,
etc., , gen. , (,) with flower ofgold,, Mel.

2, 7 : TO pav,=^oeg., Nic. ap.

Ath. 684 D., ov,, for-, Hesych., , , Chrysanthis,

an Argive female. Pans. 1, 14, 2., Dor. for,
Pind.}, 6, Chrysantas, a Per-
sian noble, Xen. Cyr. 2, 3, 5., ,(,-) reflecting golden light,,
Eur. Ion 890.^, ov, , Chry.iaoreum,

the general assemblage of the Carian
cantons at the temple of Zei'f Xpv-, Strab. p. 660., o,= sq.

; fepith. of Ju-
piter, Strab. p. 600., ov, {, uop) :

—

like, with sword ofgold, epith.

of the gods, usu. of Apollo, as 11. 5,

509; 15, 256, H. Ap. 123. Pind. P. 5,

140 ; but also of Ceres, H. Hom. Cer.

4 ; of Diana, Orac. in Hdt. 8, 77 ; cf.

Strab. p. 660; of Orpheus, Pind. Fr.
187.—The signf. 7}>ay differ ace. to

the attributes of the different gods,

;

—uop, like?, being used for avy

implement, as the sickle of Ceres, the
bow of Diana, the lightning of Jupi-

ter, cf. Heyne Apollod. 3, 10, 2,

Bockh Expl' Pind. P. 5, 82, sq., p.
293. Yet, as this general usage ot

is certainly not found in Horn.,
such interpretations arc not very pro-

bable: whereas, it was natural for a
warlikepeople, like the early Greeks,
to invest all their gods with the
sword, cf. Thuc. 1, 5, 6, Voss H.
Horn. Cer. 4. [a, except in Orph.
Lith. 545, and there the word is re-

jected by Herm.], , , a gold mine,

dub.^, ov, ij, Chrysarium,
fem. pr. n., Luc. Dial. Mer. 1., ov, (,)
with or in a car of gold, epith. of the
moon, Pind. O. 3, 35 ; also of heroes,

Id. p. 5, 10, I. 6 (5) 27.,, , ,(,-) with shield of gold,, Pind.
I. 1, 1 ;, Eur. Phoen. 1372., ov,(, -) tvith ankle or foot of gold,, Sappho 100. [], , an artificial

wine., , f. -, to have a
golden lustre, LXX. : from, , gen. , (,) gold-gleaming, with gleam ofgold,. Soph. O. C. 685 ;, Ar.
Av. 1710., f.-,=., ov, , dim. from-, Schaf Greg. p. 29, 1043. [],, 6. ,(,)= (q. v.). . Horn.. 123,

Hes. Op. 769, Pind. P. 5, 139, 1> 187.

[]^,, , Chrysaor, son
of Neptune and Medusa, father of

Geryon, Hes. Th. 278, 287./, , (, )
with .ipear of gold, Orph. H. 51, 11

;

ubi Herm.., ov, ,() a gold-

smith's shop, Strab.— 11. a gold mine,

Polyb. 34, 10, 10 : usu. in plur., gold-

mines, Xen. Hell. 4, 8, 37, Polyb. 3,

57, 3 ; in full, 7. ; cf.

I. 3., , ov, Ep. for

(q. V.),• Hom., and Hes. [v], ov, , one who pir.hs

gold-dust from river-sand, Lat. aurile-

gulus., ov, (-,,) of gold, ivory,

and electrum, overlaid therewith,,
Anth. P. append. 330., ov, (,) of gold and ivory, overlaid

therewith :—on the chryselepliantine

statues of Phidias, (the most famous
of which were the Olympian Jupiter,

the Argive Juno, and the Minerva
Parthenos of Athens) v. Quatremere
de Quinci's Jupiter ulympien., ov, dipt in molten

gold, gilt.?, ov, (,-) with beak of gold, of a ship, App.
Praef 10., ov, (,)
set in gold or with gold hilt,,
Philem. p. 378.,.=-. Eur. Phoen. 191., ov,(,)
hiilt or formed of gold, Aesch. Cha
616 ; ubi al.., ov, =^».



", , wrovght of gold,
cf.<)., , =?.-, Paul. S. Arubo ]59.7/. ,,=^,
Simon, ap. Arist. Rhet. 3, 8, 6.

Xpi'fffOA'poraZof, , ==-?, poet., , (, -) with disc of paid, .,
i. e. the sun, Eur. Phoen. 176., , ,^=?--̂ ?.?.,,=2,,, Lur. . 725.'\7^,, , Chryaeomal•
bis, niasc. pr. ., Anth. P. 7, 563.,,,=:,
Anth. P. 9, 524., , =,-, Eur. Antig. 19./., ], b, ?'/,=-/, . Horn. 7, ., ,{, -) with woofofgold, gold-inwoven,-, Eur. Or. 840

;., a line,

thread of gold inwrought, Anth. P. 5,

276., oi',=foreg., , , Alt. contr. -, , , ., , :

Horn, and Hes. use both and
-, but never, though the
ace. fern, is still found in the
edd. of Hes. : the Att., besides their
own contr. form, continued sometimes
to use the o\aex — even in

prose, Lob. Phryn. 207 ; cf. infra I. 2 :—{). Golden, of gold, decked
or inlaid with gold, oft. in Horn., and
Hes. ; esp. of the gods and all be-

longing to them
; ?),

II. 3, 64, Od. 8. 337, etc. : .-, 11. 2, 268 ; for -, gilded, gilt, Hdt. 9, 82, cf 80 :— rira, cf'
. Ill :

•— ( sc. ), a

gold coin, Lat. aureus. Nicom. ap. Ath.
781 F, cf Jac. Anth. P. p. 779.-2., gold mines, Thuc
4, 105:— this seems to be the only
place in which an Ath. writer uses
the form, and it may be
doubled whether (in Thuc.
1. c.) is not an interpolation, lor-

( alone, and properisp. ) is the
proper word for gold-mines ; v. sub.— II. gold-coloured, golden-
yellow,, 11. 8, 42 ; 13, 24

; ., 11. 13, 523, etc. :

—

-. the yellow or yolk of an egg.— 111. metaph. g-o/rfen, i. e. precious, ex-

cellent : hence the first, best Age of
Man was the golden, Hes. Op. 108,
sq. ; and Plato's ideal citizens are a, Rep. 468 , cf Crat.
397 E. [,,,, etc., in Hom. must be pro-
nounced as dissyll., as is fully proved
by such passages as 11. 1, 15,374:
but lyric poets sometimes used in, Bockh de Metr. Pind. p.

289, et ad Pyth. 4, 1 . The Trag. bor-

rowed this license, but only in Lyric
passages, never in Iambics and Ana-
paestics, as is shown by the examples
from Soph, and Eur., collected by
Erf. Soph. Ant. 103, Seidl. Eur. Tro.
536, Elmsl. Med. 618, Bacch. 97.

The Elegiac and Epigramm. poets
sometimes, though seldom, have v,

cf Jac. Anth. P. p. 197, 274. The
later Ep. seem to follow Hom. V.
plura sub.), , (.) with sandals ofgold :

., the step of golc

Or. 1468, I. A. 1042.

:'
ndals, Eur.

, ov,=-,, Eur. Ion 1085.?.3, , gold-beaming.,,(,-) decked, dig/it with gold, ,
Aesch. Pers. 159.?..0, ov,^ioTeg.,,
Eur. . F. 414., , (,-) with golden feet or wi?igs, Orph.
Arg. 338., , =-, Eur. Med. 984.?, ,(, •) with trappings of gold,•
Eur. Tro. 520. [], , (,-) with golden lustre, Orph. Fr. 7,

28., , named from
gold., . ,(,-) lover of gold, Babrius., , (, *)
tcorking gold, Lyc. 1352 ; cf.-.̂ , , 6, Chrysermus, a
historian, Plut. ; etc.,, , Chryseus, a Per-
sian, Aesch. Pers. 314.

}>7/, , ,(,)
gold-melter, Lat. auricoctor.

|'?7, , , . XpiVa.— II. a
small island near Lemnos, Pans. 8,

33, 4.

—

111. as fem. pr. n., daughter of
Halmus, Id. 9, 36, 1.— 2. sister of
Xenopithea in Sparta, Ath. 609 B.,, , late poet, form
for., , , patronym. from/, , , daughter of Chryses,

ti. e. Astynome, taken captive by
Achilles in the pillaging of the city

Chiysa. II. 1, 111 ; etc.— II. as pr. n.,

Chrysets, a Nereid, companion of
Proserpina, H. Hom. Cer. 421.—2.

daughter of Thespius, ApoUod. 2, 7,

8.—Others in Polyb. 5, 89, 7 ; etc.• ,{, -) with spiindle or arrow of gold,

epith. of Diana in Hom., cf Soph.
Tr. 637; of Amphitrite, the Nereids,
and of Latona, Pind. O. 6, fin. (ubi v.

Bockh), N. 5, 05 ; 6, 62. [a]/., ,(,)
hainmered out of cold, of beaten gold,

Trag.. as Aesch. theb."644. Soph. O.
T. 1268, Eur. Phoen. 62.'^, , , (,
7/7.) gold-electrum,OT gold-a?nber

Plin.], ,(.) with
reins of gold, epith. of Mars, Od. 8,

285; of Diana, II. 0, 205; of Pluto,
Pind. Fr. 12 ; of Venus, Soph. O. C.
693., , gen. , (,* ) :

— furnished Or decked with
gold, golden,, 7^, Eur. Ion
157, 1154; , I. . 129.^], . , , Chryses.
priest of Apollo in Chrysa, father of
Astynome, II. 1, 11 ; etc.— 2. son of
Minos and the nymph Parea, Apol-
lod. 3, 1, 2., a, ov,() consist-

ing of gold coin, Diog. L. 4, 38.^,, , Chrysias, fem.
pr. n., Andoc. 16, 41., ov, ro,= sq., Ar. Fr.
64., ov, , dim. from-, a small piece of gold, Isocr. 291
E, Dem. 818, 1.3. [l],() to be golden or
ZiAe^oW, Hdn. 5, 6, Ath. 322 .
iXpva, , , Chrysilla, fem. '

pr. n., Anth. P. 5, 3 ; etc.—2. a Cor-
|

' inthian female, daughter of Telcas.
Ion ap. Ath. 436 F., , ov, later and rarer
form for., ov, TO, dim. from,
a piece of gold ; generally, gold, Hdt.
3, 95, 97, Plat., etc. :—esp., any thing
made of gold, wrought gold, gold plate,

ornaments of gold, etc., Thuc. 2, 13,
Dem. 816, 22: 1182, 26; cf Bockh
P. E. 1, p. 35 : hence gold coin, mon-
ey, upyvpiov , Ar. Eq.
472, Plut. 808, Ran. 720. — IL gold
thread.—III. as a term of endearment,
my bit ofgold ! my little treasure ! Ar.
Lys. 930., ov, , {,/) a gold-wash, i. e. a place
where gold dust is washed from the
river sand, Strab. p. 214. [/], or, of relating to

Chrysippus ;— o'l, the
followers of Chrysippus, Luc., , , Chrysippe,
daughter of Danaus, Apollod. 2, 1, 5.iXpv, ov, h, Chrysippus, son
of Pelops and Astyoche, Apollod. 3,

5, 5 : cf. Thuc. 1,9; Plat. Crat. 395
;

Paus. 6, 20, 7.-2. son of Aegyptus,
Apollod. 2, 1, 5.-3. a celebrated
Stoic philosopher of Soli in Cilicia,

Plut. ; etc. ; cf Diog. L. 7, 7, who
also mentions others of this name.

—

4. a banker in Athens, Dem. 907,
sqq.—Others in Ath. 647 sqq. ; etc.,, i/,() a vessel o/

gold, Ar. Ach. 74, Pac. "425. — 2.

golden, broidered dress, Luc. Nigrin.
11.— II. as '].=7. Poll.,, ?;, Chrysis, a priest-
ess of Juno in Argos, Thuc. 2, 2 ; 4,
133.— 2. a courtesan, Timocl. ap. Ath.
567 E.

iXpv,, , Chrysis, masc. pr.

n., Thuc. 2, 33., ov, , fem. -,,() like gold, containing gold,., Hdt. 3, 102 : ., a
yellow powder used lor the eyes,
Foes. Oec. Hipp.?, ov, , the gold-date,
Galen, [ti]^/, , (,)
gold-coloiired

,
golden: \%0 =-, gold-embroidered, Anth. P. 15,

22; cf Hernst. Luc. 1, p. 377.,' ov, (, -7.) with shafts of gold, Anth. P.
9, 623., ov, with locks oj

gold., ov,(,)
with soil of gold, i. e. containing gold
}?'/, Eur. Rhes. 921., ov,= sq., dub., ov, and -, ,(, yij) with land of gold, i. e.

having gold-ore., , , Chrysogenia,
mother of Chryses, Paus. 9, 36, 1.7.ov,^^•^, ov, gen.,() trying or assaying gold.^, . Dor. -, ,
Chrysogone, fem. pr. ., Theocr. Ep
13,2., ov, , a plant, Leon
tice chrysogonvm, Diosc. 4, 56.-), ov, (, *)
born or begotten of gold. .,
i. e. the Persians, because (by the le-

gend) they were descended from Per-
seus, who was begotten of Jupiter in

the form of a shower of gold, Aesch.
Pers. 80 ; but with v. 1..', ov, , Chrysogonus
masc. pr. n., Polyb. 5, 97,3; Ath
535 D ; etc.
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, ov,=sq. I.<>'/, ,(,)
gold-striped, gold-embroidered. — II.

written, with letters of gold., , , a writing ivith

letters of gold., ov, (, -) decked with rich work of gold,

poet.?^, ov,(,-
)=forcg., Eur. I. A. 219.?., ov, (,) with ring of gold, N. T.
[rO], ov, also , ov, Alcae.

67,(, ) :

—

bound xuith gold,

set in gold, Hdt. 3, 41 : overlaid or en-

riched U'ith gold, Soph. Fr. 232, Eur.
Phoen. 805 : . , of
the golden necklace with which Eri-

phyle was bribed. Soph. El. 837./. , ,(,)
the golden-eddying or whirling, poet., ov,(,)
with golden hair ; or with gold-dust in

the hair, Heliod. :—poet, form, -,, , . Archil. 119., ,(,) like

gold, , Plat. Phaed. 110 C
;,

Xen. Cyr. 7, 1, 2./., ov,(,')
twined with gold, Paul. S. Anibo 255.,,, a place where
gold is melted., ov, (,)
with yoke of gold, H. Horn. 31, 15, Xen.
Cyr. 8, 3, 12., ov, (, 7)
with girdle of gold.)], ov, with nails or studs

if gold.\, and, ?;, Chry-
soiAe/n/i•, daughter ofAgamemnon and
Clytaemnestra, II. 9, 145.,, , Chrysothemis,

of Crete, a victor at the Pythian
games, Paus. 10, 7, 2.—2. a statuary

of Argos, Id. 6, 10, 5., , b, a gold-hunter,

searcherfor gold.,, 6, , golden-

haired., ov,(,)
with throne of gold, gold-enthroned,

epith. of Juno, Diana, and Aurora,
Horn. ; of Gyrene, Pind. P. 4, 464.,, , , with breast-

plate of gold., , , the cock-cha-

fer, elsewh.., ov. Dor.-,(-,) ivilh head of gold, Eur.
H. F. 375. [ku], ov, with golden fruit., ov,=zsq., dub.,, , , and -,, gen. (, ):—with

horns of gold,', Pind. . 3, 52,

Eur. Hel. 382 ; as epith. of Pan, Cra-
tin. Incert. 22 ; of the new moon,
Anth. P. 5, 16.—II. with gilded horns,

like a victim just ready to be sacri-

ficed. Aeschiri.77,12,cf. Plat. Ale. 2,

149 C., ov,(,-
?.) with golden head, epith. of a fish,

Phryn. (Com.) Tragoed. 2.,, o,=sq.,Hesych.

[U, ov, with golden -, Suid. [tj, ov, enclosed or set

in gold, dub. 1. for sq., ov,(,?)
xvasked out or rinsed with gold. i. e. gild-

ed inside, or (generally) gilded, Ister

ap. Ath. 478 B, Meineke Nicom. In-

cert. 2, ubi np. Ath. :
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—so a wooden bowl lined with wax
is called , Theocr.
1 , 27.,(,) gold-

solder, Theophr. Lap. 26 and 40, Plin.

33, 26, sq.— II. a dish of linseed and
honey, Alcman 17.>7], ov, = sq. : gene-
rally, of gold, golden,, Eur.
Phoen. 2., ov,(,.)
soldered or inlaid with gold,,
Soph. Fr. 68, ], Eur. Palam. 9., and-, , (-) to have golden hair, Phiiostr., , , golden hair, a
plant, chrysocorna linosyris, Linn.,
Arist. Plant. 2, 7, 1, Diosc. 4, 55., . . Dor. -. (-,) the golden-haired, epith. of
Bacchus, Hes. Th. 947; of Cupid,
Anacr. 15, Eurip. I. A. 549; of Apollo,
tTyrtae. 8, 4t, Eur. Supp. 975, Ar.
Av. 219, etc. ;—whence Xp., absol.

for Apollo, Pind. O. 6, 71 ; 7, 58., ov, (, ?)
golden-haired, Anth. P. 6, 264 ; also of
the plumage of birds,., Hdt.
2,73., and , , gold-
dust., ov,(,-/.) rattling or ringing with gold,

Anth. P. 5, 271.), , (,-) with handle or haft of gold,-, Menand. p. 15., , ,=?.-, strictly the golden-shining., , , a plant,

orach, Plin. : elsewh.., , ,(,)
the chrysoli/h, or gold-stone, a bright

yellow stone, LXX. ; cf. Plin. 37, 42., , , gold-thread,

gold-wire./, , to speak of gold,

Luc'. Gall. 6.— II. to gather gold: to

collect gold, i. e. money, cf7•
: from, ov, (, )

speaking of gold.— II. gathering gold.?, ov,{,)
with point or spear of gold,?,
Eur. Ion 9, Ar. Thesm. 318.?^, ov, with golden scales., ov, (,)
with golden crest : the fern,

ill Ar. Lys. 344, as epith. of Minerva., , . Dor. -,(,) with lyre of gold, of
Apollo, Ar. Thesm. 315; of Orpheus,
Anth. P. 7, 617, etc.?. ov, (, ?,,-) with fleece of gold,, Eur. Or.
998 ;, Id. El. 725., ,(,)
mad aflir gold, Anth. P. 5, 302.7., , , the gold-
beetle or cock-chafer.

or-, ,, dim. from foreg., a little cock-chafer

:

as a term of endearment, in Ar.Vesp.
1341.. , , gold apple, a
kind of quince, Plin.. , , a kind of
bird, Arist. H. A. 8, 3, 6 ; with v. 1.

^-., pecul. fem. of sq.,

0pp. C. 2, 2.,, ,(,)
with girdle or head-band of gold, epith.

of Bacchus, Soph. O. T. 209.. ov,(,)
in the likeness cf gold, of Jupiter de-
scending to Danae, Soph. Fr. 708

;., of amber, Paul. S. 74, 123.

, ov, with navel or boss

of gold.,, , a gold-thread,
gold-wire., ov,(,) in-

woven with golden-threads, Suiii., ov, feeding in gold,
hence very rich, v. 1. lor,
q. V., ov, (,)
with golden back :—. , a reia
studded with gold. Lob. Soph. Aj. 846.^, ov, with sword of gold., , , gold-wood, an-
other name for the-., ov, with border of
gold, [a], ov,(,)
sprinkled icilh gold,., a tur-
ban ofgold tissue, Hdt. 8, 120 ;,
Dem. 1217, 20; ., gilded splen-
dours, Aesch. Ag. 760., ov,(,)
sprung of a golden father, epith. ol Per-
seus, as begotten of Jupiter in the
form of a golden shower, Lye. 838.?,,(,)
golden-sandalled, epith. of Juno, Od.
11, 604, Hes. Th. 454; of Aurora,
Sappho 12.^, , , Chrysopelta,
a nymph, Apollod. 3, 9, 1., ov,(,)
with robe^ of gold,, Anacr. 80

;, Pind. 1. 6 (5), fin., , , , (,) ivith helm ofgold, Aescn.Theb.
100, Eur. Phoen. 939.,,=7},., ov,(,-) with tresses of gold, . Hom.. 205.., ov, , =-. [],,^•, Callix. ap. Ath. 198 D.7., ov,^OTeg., Diod.
18, 26., , (,)
working in gold : ., a goldsmith
Luc. Contempl. \2.—U. later, making
gold : ., an alchemist., ov, (,)
U'ith fleece of gold, Nonn.?,,,(,7)
name of plant, Aristaen. 1, 10.\7.. , , Chrysopolis,

a city of Bithynia, opposite Byzan
tium, Xen. An. 6, 3, 16; Strab. p.

563., ov,(,-) golden-passing, ., threads

of gold, Paul. S. Ecphr. 388., h. , neut., (-,) gold-footed, Polyb. 31, 3, 18., ov, , the chryso-

prase, a precious stone of a yellow-

green colour, N. T. ; cf Plin. 37, 34.,,(,)
with poop of gold, App. Praef 10., ov,(,)
with prow of gold, Phiiostr., ov.(,)
with wings of gold, of Iris, II. 8, 398

;

11, 185, H.Cer. 315., ov, = foreg., Hi-
mer.,, , a golden eioer,

ap. Hesych., , poet, for^^, Pind. P. 4, 316.^, ov, a, the Chrysoroas,

a river of Argolis, Paus. 2, 31, 10.

—

2. another in Syria, written Xpv-, Strab. p. 755., , , Chrysorthe, nio

ther of Coronus, Paus. 2, 5, 8.



, , , poet, for•^, Eur. Bacch. 154., , {,)
with golden roof or cieliiig, Luu. Cynic.
9 ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 706., , {, ()-), golden branch plucked,
Poet. ap. Hesych.()-, , , ,{,) with wand of gold, epith. of

Mercury, Od. 5, 87 ; lO', 277, H. Horn.
Merc. 539 ; cf..{)1), , gen. , of
golden words.

(()1), Dor.-,, 6,(-,) :
—streaming gold, of Jupiter

descending in gold, Anth. : cf.--
^ , ,,, , {, )

flowing with gold, vuua, Aesch. Pr.

805.-, , , a miner of
gold., , =,

-, of Jupiter and Danae,
Soph. Ant. 950.'', , 6, gold, Horn., etc.

(v. sub) ; ov(j -, 11. 18, 507;
(of a victim), 10, 291

; ., Pind. . 13, 111 ; etc.

:

— /.. like ,
gold wrought into vessels, vessels ofgold,

gold-plate : also, ,
like Lat. argentum et aurnm, gold and
silver plate, Heind. Hor. Sat. 1,4,
28:

—

, pure, refined

gold, Hdt. 1, 50, {., Pind.

. 4. 133) ; , white
gold, i. e. alloyed with silver, lb., ubi

V. Schweigh. :—freq. used by poets
to denote any thing dear or precious,, Aesch. Cho. 372 ;

and so Sappho, Fr. 96, formed a
compar. adj., (v.

Lob. Phryn. 234) ; cf esp. Pind. O.

1,2; 3, 76, and v. III :—me-
taph. also, . At. Plut.

268
; . Id. Nub.

912.—II. gold coin, gold. (Prob. a

Phoenician word, cf Hebr. charuts,

Pott Et. Forsch. 1, p. 141.) [t- in

and all derivs., though lyric

poets took the license of making it

short in adj., q. v. ; and once

we have, viz. in Pind. N. 7,

115.], , , Chri/sus, name of

a slave, Ar. Vesp. 1251., , , the gold-

sapphire ; cf~./, , (, )
with stripe or edge of gold, Dion. H. 3,

€1..,{,)
sowing gold, Nonn., , with roof of gold., , , r/,= sq.,

poet., ,{, -) gold-crow7ied, .. 5, 1,

[es. Th. 17, 136; from Hes. down-
wards, asepith. of Hebe, BockhExpl.
Pind. O. 6, 57 -.—., Pind. .
8, 1., ,{,)
gold-spotted, Clem. ., ,{,)
of golden mouth, i. e. droppiyig words

of gold, hence among the later Greeks
an epith. of favourite orators., . {,-) twisted with gold ; of a bow, strung

with twisted gold. Soph. O. T. 203., . 6, {,) a worker in gold, a goldsmith,

Anth. P. 6, 92., a, ov, v. sub 1.

,,{,)
wrought of gold, Aesch. Theb. 660, Fr.

171. Eur. Phoen. 220., ,{,)
with arms of gold, Eur. Rhes. 340.,,=^., , {,)
laying golden eggs, Aesop., , {,)
with bow of gold, of Apollo, Pind. O.
14, 15., ov, {, -) inlaid with gold, LXX., , o,= sq., Arion
3, 2, Bergk., ov,{,-) with trident of gold, of Neptune,
Ar. Eq. 559. [t], ov,{,)
wrought of gold,, Eur. El. 470,, Critias 1, 7., ov, {, )
with ears or handles of gold, Fr. Horn.
68., to be a., , {, *)
working in gold : -, a goldsmith,

Critias 56., , , Att. contr. for, q. v., ov, interwoven with

gold., ef,=foreg., Hdn. 5, 3., ov,=sq., Anacr. 23.

[a],,{,) gold-

shining,., Eur. Hec. 636 ;.
Id. Hipp. 1276;, Anth. P.

append. 352., or, with trappings

ofgold, [], , shining or showing
like gold., ov, {, -) with sword of gold, Gramni., ,{,)
gold-beaming,., Aesch. Ag. 288., , f. -, to wear
gold or golden apparel, Hdt. 1, 82.—II.

to bear gold, bring dovm gold dust, as ri-

vers.—HI. to pay gold as a tax, Diod.

:

and, , , a wearing of
golden apparel : from, ov, {, )
wearing gold or golden apparel, Simon,
ap. Lycurg. 163. 32, Hdt. 4, 104 ; cf
Pors. Hec. 150.— II. bearing gold,

bringing down gold dust, as rivers.

—

III. paying gold as a tax.,, b. , {, 6-) with golden eyebrows:— ., a

sea-fish, with a golden spot over each

eye. sparus aurata. Linn., Epich. p. 35,

Archipp. Ichlh. 12, Arist. H. A. 8, 13,

3, sq.., , f-, to watch
gold, Clem. Al. : from,, , , (,.) watching gold, a gold-keeper,

epith. of the Gryphons in Hdt. 4, 13,

27 : a treasurer,, Eur. Ion 54. [], poet,-. . (-,) golden-haired, of Apoilo,
Pind. P. 2, 29 ; of Cupid, Anacreont.
44, 12:—fem.,., ov, {,-) with gold-studded bridle, usu. of
Persians, Hdt. 9, 20, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3,

3, etc. ; '/.-, Ar. Pac. 155. [],, , , (,) with golden hands, i. e. with gold
rings, Luc. Timon 20.',, , , (,) in coat of gold, gold-robed, /-, Pind. Fr. 207 : with rind of gold,

/., Anth. P. 6, 102. [l\

XPi2Z, ov, b,^^., , , the shop of a, Dem. 521, 27, Polyb. 26,
10, 3., , f. -, to be a, follow the trade of goldsmith,
work in gold, Ar. Plut. 164, Xen. Oec.
18, 9.— il. to smell ore to get gold from
it ; and so, was used pro-
verb, of those who fail in any tempt-
ing speculation, as the Athenians did
in their attempts to extract gold from
their silver-ores. Plat. Rep. 450 B, cf.

Schneid. Xen. A'ect. 4, 15., , , a casting or work-

ing in gold, the trade of a,
Lob. Phryn. 493., , , belonging to a

:
—. ,

to follow the trade ofa goldsmith, Dem.
521,29.,,,^., , {,) :

—
melting or casting gold, a worker in gold,

of one who gilds the horns of a victim,
Od. 3, 425 :

—

a goldsmith, Ar. Lys.
408, Dem. 520, 3, sq.—II. smelting

and refining gold ore, cf II.

— III. assaying gold or gold coin., ov, contr. -,(,) gold-coloured, Anth. P.
9, 525., , f. -, () to

make golden, gild, cf :
—

•

pass., to be gilded, Hdt. 2. 132, Ar.
Ach. 547, Plat. Euthyd. 299 E., ov, b, a receiver or
collector of gold.,, ,() that

which is made of gold, wrought gold,

Eur. Ion 1030, \430
;, gold

plate, Polyb. 31, 3, 16., , ,(,) plate-chest, Callix. ap. Ath.
199 F.,, , a treasure, Nicet., ,(,) to

buy or change gold, Isocr. 366 E.—II.

to buy for gold. Hence, ov, bought for gold., poet,, , ,
= sq., of Bacchus, Eur. Bacch. 553:
—lem.,, of Latona, Ar.
Thesm. 321 ; of fish, -. Poet. ap. Ath. 277 D (cf
Eust. p. 1389, 9), where the fein. is

joined with a inasc. subst., , (, ) with
golden eyes or face, beaming like gold,

of the sun, Eur. El. 740: gold-colour-

ed, Plut. Sull. 6.— II. a fish, the same
as. Id. 2, 977 E., , , a gold-mine,

Strab., , f. -. to dig for
gold, Ael. N. A. 4, 27 : and, , , a digging for
gold, Strab., , ,^^-

." from>, ,(,)
digging for gold, a gold-miner, [pi],, ,() a gild-

ing. Plut. Poplic. 15, Nic. 3, etc. [],, b.() a gilder,

Plut. 2.348 E., , , verb, adj., gilded,,, , ,(,^
gold-coloured, shining like gold,.•

in Enr. Bacch. 553 ; so called
(ace. to Herm.) from the colour ot

the ivy-flower., contr. from, imperat.
pres. from. Soph., heterocl. dat. , q. v., f.. like. to

touch the surface (fa body :—generally,
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2
touch, ', Eur. Phoen. 1625.—II. to impart by touching the surface

:

—hence, to tinge, stain : to taint, defile,-, Eur. Med. 497., , , () :
—

strictly, the surface of a body, esp. of
the human body, the skin, -, Hipp.

—

. the colour tne sur-
face, esp. of the skin or body, the

complexion, Hdt. 2, 32 ; 3, 101, Hipp.,
and Att.

; , Eur.
Phoen. 1216 ; so. -, Ar. Eq. 399 ; -, to change colour con-
tinually. Plat. Lys. 222 :—general-
ly, colour, paint, dye,, to look to the out-

side only, Stallb. Plat. Kep. GOl .—
III. a Syrian root from, vhich a colour

was made, Tlieophr. Odor.— IV. ine-

taph. in plur., ornaments, embellish-

ments, -.. Plat. Phaedr. 239 D. cf. Gorg.
465 ; also in language, like Lat.
pigmenta or colores orationis. Plat. Kep.
601 A ; and in music. Id. Symp. 211
E.— V. as a technical term in Greek
music, was a modification of
the simplest or diatonic music : but
there were also as further
modifications of all the three common
kinds (diatonic, chromatic, and en-
harmonic), V. Diet. Antiqq. p. 645

;

and cf.. Hence
and, f.-,

to colour :—pass., to be of such aiid such
a colour, Soph. Fr. 9 ; cf. Foes. Oec.
Hipp., , , {) suited

for colour.—II. -?/ (sc.), the

chromatic music of the ancients, differ-

ing from the diatonic in having the
tetrachord divided into less snnple
intervals, cf. Diet. Antiqq. p. 645., . ov, coloured.,,,() a colour,

paint, Anlh. P. 11, 423., ov, L•, a colouring,

dyeing., , f. -, to dratv

in colours, paint. Hence, , , a drawing
in colours, painting., , , a laying on of
colour or paint.^,, ov, b, a dealer in

colours.

and-,^.. , gen., ace.:
Ep. and Ion., gen., dat.,
ace., as always in Horn., and
Hes., except gen. in 11. 10,

575, ace., Od. 18, 172, 179,
Hes. Op. 554 : Att. dat. (but only
in the phrase iv, to be quoted
below : Sappho 2, 10 has a contr. ace.

Strictly, like,,,
the surface of any body, esp. of the
human body, the skin, ov, II. 4, 510;' , 21, 5G8 ;', Od. 18, 171 ;

( ' -., 11. 4, 139 ;

7.,\'}, 501 ; ...], 21, 168; -', Od. 14, 506 ; cf. Soph.
Tr. 605, Eur. Bacch. 821, etc. :—esp.

the flesh, as opp. to the bone,-
'' , Od. 16. 145;

so, , II 24,
414, cf 19,33 (which usage is said
to have been pecul. to the Ion.

writers, cf. Foes. Oec. Hipp.) ; gene-
rally, owe's body, frame, Pind. P. 1,

107, Xen. Symp. 4, 54 :—the ace.
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plur. is found in Dion. H.—2., Att. , close to the skin,, to shave clo.se, Hdt.

4, 175, Xen. Hell. 1, 7, 8: hence
metaph., , it touches one
nearly, comes home. Soph. Aj. 786 :, to sail past so as to

shave or graze, Thuc. 2, 84 : also,', to light hand
to hand, Plut. Thes. 27

;, close acquaintance, (intuset

in cute novi, Pers. Sat. 3, 30), Luc.
adv. Indoct. 3 :—also c. gen.,, close to, hard by a person or

thing, e. g. , v. Jac. Ach. Tat.

p. 675, C. F. Herm. Luc. Hist. Conscr.
24 : cf.— 11. the colour of the

skin, complexion, , i. 6.

he turns pale, 11. 13, 279; 17,733,
Od. 11,529: generally, colour,--, Aesch.
Pers. 317. (From,,-

: akin to,' : hence,.),, ,() touching.

—II. colouring, tinting.,, , (;') one who
colours or dye.i : .', a lead-

pencil, Aiith. P. 6, 68., ,,.,
Cratin. Incert. 23., f. -, like, to

colour, dye, tint ; . , to sea-

son wine, give it colour and flavour,

Plut. 2, 693 C :—mid.,, to tinge one^s nature
with..., Ar. Nub. 516., f. -,{) tocroivd

flock together.— II. metaph., to be or
become common, Nicet.,.,=., , ,(, -) common or low language, coarse-

ness. Phot. ; cf., ov,() poured out in

streams or masses, atnindant, Diosc,
and LXX. : hence— II. meiaph., com-
mon, vulgar, coarse,, Polyb. 14,

7, 8. Hence,, ?/,vulgar>iy, coarse-

ness., . tnake common or
vulgar., adv., in coarse, vulgar
style., adv.() : as ifpoured out,

in floods or heaps ; hence,— I. in a
heap, without order, confusedly, promis-
cuously, .'.. Plat.

Rep. 537 C, Arist. Pol. 7, 2, 9 ; -
., Anth. P. 10, 100, cf. 9,

233 : Tu ., Phaedr. 264

; //, Isocr.

238 , cf. Eplst. 9, 0.—II. inflowing,
unfettered language, i. e. in prose, opp.
to . Plat. Legg. 811 D.

—

III. abundantly, wholly, utterly, Leon.
Tar. 29, 8: . . Id., ov,, dim. from,
a little juice. Foes. Oec. Hipp., . -, \\^e., tomake
into juice:—pass., to become juice.—II.

to extract the juice from a plant by infu-

sion or decoction. Hence?, , , the extracted

juice of plants, [], ov, , an extracting of the

juice of plants, v. II.], , (,) like

juice., , f. -, to make into

juice, like7., ob, , ():—juice, moist-

ure, esp. juice drawn out by infusion or
decoction, Cratin. Incert. Ill; and so
in Hipp., who uses it of barley-water,

and the like, as opp. to the,

in which the barley was not strained
off, V. Foes. Oec. ; so also in Cratin.
1. c, Ephipp.. 2 :—in. Plat. Criti.

115 A, we have , but
with V. 1. : cf. Ca-
saub. Ath. 686.-2. also, juice drawn
out by digestion, chyle.—II. like,
the flavour, taste of a thing, because
this lies in the juices, al, Metrod. ap. Ath. 280 A :

—

metaph., .,,
Ar. Ran. 943, Pac. 997. Hence, , t. -, to make or con-
vert into juice, Tim. Locr. 101 A.— II.

to extract thejuice.—111. to moisten with
juice., , contr. for 7'/,
like juice : juicy, Diosc.,, ,() a co7ivert-

ing into juice, or chyle, . ,
Plut. 2, 700 , cf. Schneid. Theophr.
H. PI. 7, 5, 1.—2. the thickening of a
juice by decoctio7i, Diosc. [fi],, , like, ()
that which is poured out orflows, a flood,
stream, Diod. : a liquid, fluid, Arist.
H. A. 5, 19, 2. [ii ace. to Draco, as
also the deriv. from pf
shows

; hence the accent is in-

correct, cf Herm. Orph. H. 10, 22,

—

though it is oft. so written, cf Lob.
Paral. 419.] Hence, f.- Att. -, to dis-

solve in water, moisten, Schol. Ar. Plut.
720., ,,=., Ep. fern. part. aor. syucop.
pass, oi, Horn., , ij, a mixture, ming-
ling^ [v], , , disposed to mix,
easily mixing.,() to mix, mingle., f.- Att. -,() to

make savoury, season : metaph., r., to soften down rough music,
Ar. Thesm. 162., , ,() of or con-

cerning juices : hence, acc. to some,
(sc. ), our chymistry

:

others prefer the forms and, v. Salmas. in Solin. p.

772; and we commonly write it

chemistry., , , dim. from,
Soiad.. 1, 19., , like juice, juicy., , ,( :—like,
juice, liquid, Soph. Fr. 162: esp. as
extracted from plants. Plat. Tun. 59
E, 60 B.— U. taste, not only as the
property of a body (residing in its

juices), but also the sensation caused
thereby, the sense of taste

;

— Arist. de
Anima 2, 3, 4, Meteor. 2, 2, 22, etc.

:

—•the Greeks distinguished nine vari-

eties, ,, or,,,,, ?,, Theophr.
C. PI. 6, 4, Plut. 2, 913 , sq. Hence, , . -, to impart a taste

or flavour., , like juice, juicy.

XvvTO, 3 pi. aor. syncop. pass, of, U., later and worse form for. Lob. Phryn. 726., , , () :

—

a pouring,
shedding

,
pouring out orforth, metaph.,

a squandering. Alciphr. 1, 21.—2.

melting.— II. like, aflood, stream,

Aesch. Cho. 97
; , Nic.

Al. 107, cf. 333, etc.—2. of dry things,

a heap, 7., Od. 5, 483, 487 ;

19, 443 ;, Nic. Th. 297: a
quantity,, Anth. P. 5, 37., ,,=. Dicaearch.,

but prob. f. 1. for.



,, 6, and, , ,
(;};) one that pours : an instrument for
pouring, power, [], ,, () fittedfor pour-

ing, Galen.

'^-, f- -, strictly, to pour,

pour out : metaph., to throw carelessly

down, yovar' -?., Ar. Vesp. 1213 ;—cf. Vir-

gil's fusus per herbam.—\\.=^xvrXo(j),

Foes. Oec. Hipp. ; cf.'.-, , , {•)) —any tiling

that can be poured, a liquid, fluid ; esp.,

— 1. in plur. /, water for wash-

ing or bathing, ap. Suid. ; cf.-
?. ; liut also, libations to the

ead, Lat. inftriae, Ap. Rh. 1, 1075;

2, 927, and Orph.

—

^/.. a mixtiure of
water and oil, elsewh.?>. rub-

bed in after bathing, as being more
penetrating and lasting than pure
oil, cf. Arist. Probl. 5, 6; and-.—-3. river-water, a river, run-

ning water, Lyc. 701. Hence)., <J. f. -, to wash, bathe,

anoint, this being done after bathing :

USU. in mid., to bathe and anoint one's

self, Od. 6, 80, cf Call. Jov. 17, Ap.
Rh. 4, 1311 ; but in Galen,?.-
cOat, to rub one's self with a mixture of
water and oil ; v. 2.

XvTO, 3 sing. aor. syncop. of,
c. pass, signf , Horn, [v], , , verb. adj. from,
poured, shed, , blood shed,

Aesch. Eum. 682 :— and of dry things,

shot out, heaped up, ., but only in

phrase , a mound of earth,

esp. a sepulchral mound, like ;^;|,
11. 6, 464 ; 14, 114, Od. 3, 258 -.—-

=, mounds, dikes, dams,
Hdt. 7, 37.—]I. made liquid, cast, melt-

ed, ?. Hdt. 2, 69
(v. sub? II) ;

—

. ,
Arist. . . 3, 17, 1.—. generally,

liquid, fluid, flowing,, Pind. .
7, 12: poet, also of the ban, flowing,

streaming, Jvic. Th. 503 : and so, ., a liuuriant shoot or sprout, lb.

391.—IV. washed or cast up by water,

alluvial.—V. metaph. poured forth on

all sides, in streams, floods or heaps :

hence , migratory fish

that go in shoals, Arist. H. A. 5, 9, 4 ;

elsewh. /).,, . Ion. and() :
—an earthen pot, Ar. Ach. 284,

Av. 43, etc. : plur., the pottery-

market :—children were often exposed
in pots, cf. Ar. Thesm. 505 ; v. sub,.—2. •^, this must be erected
with pots of pulse, in reference to the

old custotn of consecrating altars and
statues of inferior deities with pots

full of boiled pulse, Ar. Pac. 923, sq.

;

cf Plut. 1197, Fr. 215.—3. proverb.,7, to have swellings as

big as kitchen-pots in the corners of

the eye, a comic exaggeration, like7. 7., Anticl. ap. Ath.
473 C :—cf.— II• a kiss in

which one held the other by the ears as

by handles, Lat. oscutum Florentinum,/ /. -, Ennic. Ant. 1, cf. Theocr. 5,

133 ; whereupon Lil. Gyraldus wrote
a special treatise, to be found in Gru-
ter's Lampas, 2, p. 410, sq.— 111. in

pl.,=ot. but this is very dub.,

though Brunck received it into the

text of Ar. Ran. 218.—IV.=;j;i}Tpi-, very dub., a,,=, Ar. Fr.

399 ;—but Lob. Phryn. 147 rejects the
form., a,,=, . -
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X£2AE, Ar. Lys. 329 : ru ., earthen-

ware, pottery., ,,() nf earth-

enware, Ar. Nub. 1474 ;~"the form, contr. , is condemned by
Pors. Med. 675., , 6, () a potter.

Plat. Rep. 421 D, Theaet. 147 A.,, (,) boiling

in a pot : as subst., a pot-boiler, Par-
menio ap. Ath. 608 A., ov, TO, dim. irom,
Ar. Ach. 463, 1175, etc. [t];, f.- Att. -, ()
to put in a pot : esp. to expose a child in

a pot, Aesch. Fr. 113, Soph. Fr. 476;
cf.., to play a game
with pots. Poll., , ov, of or like a pot,

earthen, Lat. testaceus., ov, b. Ion.,=, a pot. Foes. Oecon. Hipp.

—

II. deep hole with water in it, a well,

ap. Hesych. : a deep hole in a river,

Arr. Peripl., , , dim. from
or,— ace. to Br. Ar. Ach. 1138
(1175) without example. Hesych.
indeed has it, but explains it by•.

iXvTpiov, ov, TO, Chytrium, a place
in Ionia, where previously Clazome-
nae stood, Strab. p. 645.,, , dim. (in form only)

from or, Hdt. 5, 88,

Baio Andr. 2., ov, , an exposing of a
child in a pot., ov, 6, fern. -,, ,
mnde in a pot.?., ov, 6, {, -
}.) a kind of pot, prob. like a bucket,

LXX., , like a pot.^, , oi, Chytri, v. sub -
I.7:, ov, b, a potter, []

XvTpoTTOdtov, ov, , dim. from sq.,

Hippon. 103.,, b,{,)
strictly, pnt-foot, i. e. a pot or caldron

with fret, Hes. Op. 746 : also, a kind
of chafing-dish, or small, portable stove

with feet, for putting a pot upon,
LXX. ; elsewh. 7.,,
cf Anth. P. append. 41.77., ov, , the pottery-

market : from7^, ov, b, (, -) a pot-seller : fern. -TrwP.if,., ov, . Ion. and -, () :
—an earthen pot, esp. a

pot for boding, Nic. A I. 136:

—

ol -. the name given to the hot baths

at Thermopylae, Hdt. 7, 176 ; cf also.—II. oi, a feast-day at

Athens, as if the pnt feast, the third

day of the Anthesteria, and thirteenth

of the month Anthesterion, Ar. Ach.
1010. Ran. 218;.. (Peril,

akin to.), ov, bearing a pot or

pots., contr. for b.^), , , Choarene, a Par-
thian district, Strab. p. 725., f. -,() to be or

go lame. Plat. Legg. 795 B, Hipp.
Min. 374 C—II. trans., to make lame.

Hence,. , a making lame.—
II. bring tame, Epict. Enchir. 9.7.., , lameness., , , being lame, lame-
ness, Plat. Hipp. Min. 374 C : and, , , a lameness,

Hipp. : from

, (7. ) be or become
lame, to halt, limp, 11. 18. 411,417; 20,
.37, Xen. Hell. 3, 3, 3.-11. transit., to

make lame. Foes. Oec. Hipp. : pass.,
to be lame ; and, generally, to b• maim-
ed or imperfect, Plat. Phaedr 248 B.
Cf7..7., ov, b, (,)
a lame or halting iambic, i. e. one that
has a spondee for an iambus in the last

place, said to he invented by Hippo-
nax, Dem. Phal. [t]7., ov,,^^., , ,, , lame
footed, poet, , ;.-.., , , =,
late.7., , (., )
making lame, of Euripides, as being
fond of introducing lame men upon
the stage, Ar. Ran. 846.7., b, /,, ,(,) lame-footed, Manetho., , , lame in the feet, halt-

ing, limping, ' , II.

2, 217 ; cf. 9, 503, Od. 8, 308, Soph.
Phil. 486, 1032, etc. :—later also of
the hand, like, 7., Eupol. Incert. 61

;/, Hipp. . 413.—11. me-
taph., maimed, imperfect, defective, Lat.
mancus, Plat. Rep. 535 D ; halting,

hobbling, uneven : also, lame, dull or
stupid m mind. (From same root as
Sanscr./ (titubare, vacillare), our
halt, halting, Lat. clodus, claudus. Pott
Et. Forsch. 1, p. 265.) Hence.,, , lameness.,,.-, {) to lame,
make lame, Hipp. p. 1258. Hence.,,, a lameness, Hipp.

:

and., oJC. , a laming: lameness.,,, (,) :
—

•

earth thrown up, a bank, mound, thrown
up against the walls of cities to take
them, Hdt. 1,162; cf LXX.2Sam.?0,
15. Isai. 37, 33, Jerem. 6, 6 :

— dam,
Hdt. 7, 130 ; a mound, mole or pier,

thrown into the sea, Lat. moles. Id. 8,

97, Dem. 1208, 4 :—esp., like Lat. tu-

mulus, a sepulchral mound, Hdt. 1, 93
;

9, 85. Aesch. Cho. 723, Soph. Ant.
1216, etc. ; ,
Eur. Supp. 54:—also earth dug out
that it may be improved by exposure
to air, for planting trees in.Theophr.
Cf.,, with its compds.,
e/c-, -, -, -., b, a river charg•

ed with mud, Poll., pass., to be upon, or
fenced with mounds, of cities, LXX., ov, , dim. from,
Dion. H. 1, 64. [a], , , a melting and casting

of metal, Polyb. 34, 10, 12.

'';', ov,,=.—
2.—.

tXiJl'ff,, , the Chones^Chao•
nes, an early tribe of southern Italy,

Arist. Pol. 7, 9, 3; v. Niebuhr Hist.
Rom. 1, pp. 57, sq., transl., . , cast - work,
LXX.

[,,,=, LXX.,,,^^., , ,()
melting-furnace, foundry, LXX.,, b,[) meller,

melal-casier, LXX. Hence, , , fittedfor nitlting

or casting metal., , , verb. adj. from, formed of cast metal, cast,

LXX.— II. thai can be melted, fusible.
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', contr. from, to

melt or cast metal, Polyb. 34, 9, 11.

—

2. to form of cast metal.

';, , , contr. from :
—

ill this form usu. funnel, Pherecr.
Metall. 1, Piat. Rep. 411 A.

'?, -, , Chone, a city of Lu-
cania, Strab. p. 254 : cf../, , , Chonia, land of the

Chones, iri southern Italy, Lye. 983
;

Strab. p. 255.

^'', 01", TO, dim. from or, a crucible.\ and -vvu, f. : pf.

pass, : older writers, as

Hdt., and Thuc, have the regul. pres., q. v., inf., part,: {)-
To throw or heap up, esp. of earth,

or, Hdt. 1, 162 :

9, 85 ; , Thuc. 2, 75 : esp.

to raise a sepulchral jnound, .,. Soph. Ant. 81, 1204, Eur.

1. T. 702, etc.

—

2,. to block up by earth

thrown in, . , Dem. 795,

14, Aeschui. 69, 7, cf. :—pass.,

to be filled with earth, esp. of bays in

the sea, to be silted up,,
Hdt. 2, 1 1 : also of cities, to be raised

on mounds or moles. Id. 2, 137, cf. Plat.

Legg. 958 E.—3. more rarely, to cover

with a mound of earth, bury,, Eur. Or. 1585; cf. Jac. Anth.

P. pi 368 ; also , to

cotter one over with stones, Ar^ Ach.
295:—hence, in pass.,,
we were covered over with earth, I. e. a

sepulchral mound was heaped up or

raised to us, Anth. P. 7, 136, 137., ov, TO, and, ov, b,

contr. for,,=,., f.- : aor. :

dep. mid., like, to be angry,

beicroih, freq. in Horn. (esp. II.), often

with the addition of,, -
or yaiv, also ., .

Horn. Cer. 33 1,';^;., Hes. Th,

554 : more rarely to be troubled or dis-

tressed ; in genl., to be in violent emo-

tion.—Construction.:— I. c. dat. pers.,

to be angry at one,, 11. 1, 80 ; etc.—2. c. gen. pers.

vel rei, to be angry about a person or

thing, II. 1, 429 ; 2, 689 ; 13, 165, etc.

:

—more rarely, , II. 9, 449

;

14, 266 (though in these two passa-

ges Wolf writes as one

word, cf.) ; ,
Hes. So. 12, . Horn. Merc. 236.-3.

c. ace. rei, only in the phrase, be not angry with me for

this, Od. 5, 215 ; 23, 213. The word

is merely Ep. (Akin to)., , i]. Ion., {*) :=, the space or room which a thing

fills or IS in, Lat. f-ocus, /.?., II • 23, 521
;, Lat. locum dare, Arist. . .

10, 3, 4.—2. esp., place, the proper

place of a person or thing,, Od. 16,352; ) '-, 11. 23, 349 ; ovic ,
the spirit of war is not in his -place,

Aesch. Ag. 78 ; ry ,
Xen. An. 4, 8, 15-.—,, to die at one's post. Id.

Hell. 4, 2, 20 ; 8, 39 : -, to set it in its place, Pind. P. 4,

486: so also, /,,
to be in one's, keep in its place, Hdt.

4, 135 ; 6, 42, Ar. Plut. 367, Ran. 793,

etc. ; . Hdt. 7, 95 ;

8, 108, Ar. Eq. 1354, Thuc. 4, 26,

etc. ; ., to retire in

good order, Xen. An. 6, 4, 11 ;, to leave in its place,

leave as it was, Xen. Hell. 0, 5, 6, cf.

Dem. 701, 16 :

—

-
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, W. Gyr. 1,2,4, cf. Theocr. 15,

57 : also ,. to -, Xen. An. 3, 4,

33 :

—

, to take posi-

tion, find one's place,, till they are
brought into order, Xen. Cyr. 4, 5,

37 ; , to

step into another's place, succeed
him, lb. 2, 1, 23 :

—

,
at a certain time and place, freq. in

late prose, Lob. Paral. 55.—3. me-
taph., the place assigned to any one in

life, one's post, station, office, tv, to be in his position, be
counted the same as he is, like Lat.

locum nlicujus tenere, as, -
6uv or , to

pass, rank as slaves or mercenaries,
Xen, An. 5,6, 13, Cyr. 2, 1, 18;, to have no place

or rank, be in no esteem, nulla loco ha-

beri, Xen. An. 5, 7, 28 ; so,, Theogn. 152
;?^. Id. 820

;

, Polyb. 1
,

43, 1 :—cf. . 5.—II. land,

viz.,— 1. land, country, tract, Lat.
regio, ,
Od. 8, 573 ; cf Hdt. 3, 107 ; 6, 97,
etc. : , absol., of one's country,

as of Attica, Lycurg. 147, 42, etc.

—

2. landed property, land, an estate,

farm, Lat. ager, Xen. Cyr. 8, 4, 28 ;

6, 4.—3. the country, opp. to the town,
Lat. rus, Tu , /, Xen. Mem. 3, 6, 1 1 and
13; iv Ty .. Id. Hier. 10,

5.

—

IS anotner form : in signf.

II, alone is used in Alt. ; while,

jn signf. I, is common, except
in the special sense of ojte's proper

place or post. (On the deriv., v. sub.)), ov, 6,() lord of the

land.^, uv, , the Chnrasmii,

a people of Sogdiana on both banks
of the Oxus, Arr, An. 5, 5, 2 : cf.

Strab. p. 513, and Dion, P. 746:—in
Hdt. 3, 93., ov, b, a country neigh-

bour., ov, {) dwelling in

the country., ov, TO, dim. from,
like, a small farm, Theophr., ov, o,{,-) a country-bishop, i, e. coadju-

tor, or suffragan-bishop, Eccl, ; V. Bing-

ham's Antiquities B. 2, esp. () 13., : f. -, 11. 16, 629, but

in Att. usu. in mid. form-, as

Aesch. Theb. 476, Soph. El. 404:

aor. :
(

). To make
room for another, give way ; draw back,

retire, withdraw, II. 16, 629;, 11. 17,533; -,\ earth g-atie way from
beneath, i. e. opened, H. Horn. Cer.

430.—The uncompounded word does
not occur in Od.—Construction :— 1.

c. gen. rei vel loci,, II. 12, 406; -, 11. 15, 655; ,
II. 16, 629 ; like ', :

—
also,, II. 13, 724 ;, II. 18, 244 ;, Aesch. Eum. 180.

—2. c. dat. pers., to give way to one,

make way for him, retire before him,' uv , II. 13,

324; cf 17, 101.— II. post-Horn., to

make room for one's self ajid so to go

forward, advance, move on or along, to

go on., come on, Hdt. 1, 10, etc.
; .

, Pind. , 10, 137 ;, to come to action, come on,

begin, Soph. Aj. 116, Ar. Ran. 884;, to go to one's
heart. Soph. Aj. 938 ; so of weapons,
. , Xen. An. 4, 2,

28 : ' ,-, it went off by... Id. Cyr. 7, 5, 16
— ., to join battle, Xen. (v

sub) :—also of time,, the night was passing, near an end,

Aesch. Pers. 384 :

—

, ex-

crements, Hipp. ; v. Foes. Oec.—2,

esp., to go on and on, be continually ad-

vancing, get on, Lat. procedere, -, Ar. Pac. 472 ; •. Nub. J8; ,
Ar. Vesp. 1483, Nub. 907: impers.,) -, Arist. . . 9, 40, 44 ;—also in

mid., to flow, Hipp. p. 421 : hence,

—

3. to come to an issue, turn out in a cer-

tain manner, ., Lat. bene

cedere, Hdt. 3, 39 ; but freq. absol. like, togo well, succeed, Id. 3, 42

;

5, 89, Antipho 133, 2 ; (cf the French
fa ira) :

— ., male cedere, to

turn out ill, Plat. Legg. 684 :

., to come to little, of the
event of oracles, Hdt. 1, 120:, Polyb.

28, 15, 12:—hence, also, to be possi-

ble, Ael.—4. to spread abroad,, a report spread, Hdt. 1 , 122

;

, to go through all,

spread among all, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 62 ;, a name
generally current, Plut. Rom. 1, cf.

19, etc.— 5. of expenditure, to go on,

Xen. Oec. 20, 21.— III. transit., to

have space or room for a thing, to hold,

contain, esp. of measures,, Hdt. 1,

51, 192; 4, 01; cf. Ar. Nub. 1238,
Plat. Symp. 214 A : so, ^y -

ov, Dem. 579, 3,cf..-\eschin.

77, 11 : at, i. e. as much as they possi-

bly could, Arr. Hence,, , space, room ; and
]^], , , Chorene, a district

of Parthia, Strab. p. 514 ; cf.-.,, , holding, contain-

ing-, ov,,=^, snsp., , , fit for containing,

capacious., , , verb adj. from-, contained : to be contained., poet, for. Call. Fr. 48.

So,, for,., .-, to be or live the

country., ov,6,=, dub., ov, TO, dim. from -, Lys. 154, 27. [i], f.- Att. - : ():—to separate, part, sever, set opart, di-

vide, Tt, Eur. Phoen. 107, Plat.

Phil. 55 ; Ti , Anaxag.
Fr. 11, Plat. Polit. 268 C :—o/-, the ISeparaters, a name given
to those Grammarians who ascribed

the Iliad and Odyssey to different au-

thors :—pass., to be separated, severed

or divided, and so to differ,-, Hdt. 1, 140, 172, etc. ; more
rarely,. Id. 4, 28 ; and absol., Id.

1, 151 ; 3, 12, etc. ; -
voi, laws apart from others, far differ-

ent, Id. 1, 172; so, -, different from.., Polyb. 32, 9, 11., {.- Att. -,() :

—

to place, post, bring to a place, put in a

place,, Xen. An. 6, 5, 11., , ,=^. Poll.

Adv. -.



,, , dim. (only in form)

from and ;— I. a particular

plac€y a place, spot, country, very freq.

from Hdt. downwds. ; .,
from this same spot, Hdt, I, 11 :

—

hence also, place, passage in a book,

Hdt. 2, 117; cf, Thuc, 1, 97, Luc.

Hist, Conscr. 12.—2, a place, post;

esp., a fortified post or town, ThuC.,

Xen,, etc—3. landed property, ati es-

tate, Thuc 1, 106., oi>, (j^apoc,)feed-

ing on or plKodering an estate.^, adv., (') :
—separately,

asunder, apart, by one^s self or by them-

selves, Horn., etc.; -^ , '',. 9, 221 ; cf. 4, 130, etc. ;-, Aesch. Ag. 637 ;-
Tui , Hdt. 4, 62 ; .-
K€ci>, to have an independent estab-

lishment, Dem. 50, 22; 1161, 15; ., being separated, Xen. Cyr.

4; 1, 18 ; ,, to di.stinguish,L•oct.

342 D ; opp. to Koivy, Id. 266 D :—
sepafaiely, One by one, Lys, 165, 35 ; .., Aeschin. 5, 32, cf 54, 3 ;

—

be-

sides, oe. Plat. Legg.

950 C ;

—

, except so

many as ,, Hdt. 2, 77 ; , ex-

cept, , except that, Valck.

Hdt- 1, 94, 130 ; 4, 01, 82 :—on;^
ei, . and , v.

Lob. Phryn. 459.-2. metaph., of dif-

ferent natvre, kind or quality, Simon.
Amorg, 1 ; cf Schafer Theogn. 91

;

~ ' ,
Bur, Ale, 528 ;

'
Taica<^ia,Soph.O. C. 808;

cf Heind. and Stallb. Plat, Prot. 336

B,—li- as prep., c. gen,, without,

Aesch. Ag. 926, Soph. El. 945, etc.

;

tUtkoui the help or ii'M of, ., Lat.

sine Diis, Eur. Incert. 67.—2. separate

from., apart or aloof from, far from, ., Pind. . 9, 61; cf Eur.

Hec 2, etc; ,
, Or. 272,—3. independent of, with•

out reckoning, not to mention, besides,

Hdt. 1, 93, 106 ; 6, 58 ; -
koTiv' , Aesch. Pr. 290; cf

Stallb. Plat, Apol. 35 B.—4. other than

a thing, different from,, Aesch. Fr, 166, Plat.

Lach. 195 A; etc,

Xu/9tffif, cue, ,[) a sepa-

rating, separation., ov, , {p)=oeg.,
. ^^ ,

Plat, Phaed, 67 D ; cf, Isocr, Epist.

10, I, — II, (from pass.) a separating,

jiarting, departure, Polyb, 5, 16, 6., ov, , one who separates

or sets a.part., , , verb. adj. from

0), separated: separable, alienable,, Arist. Pol. 1, 4, 6., ov, 6, fern, -, ,
() an inhabitant of the country,

countryman, Aesch. Euin, 1035, Leon.

Tar. 98: a rustic, boor, Xen. Hell, 3,

2, fin. — 2. one dwelling in a spot or

country, ., Aesch, Fr. 114.

Hence, , , of for a coun-

tryman, rustic, rural, Plut. Pericl. 34.

Adv. -, in rustic fashion, opp, to

iv X^ioy, Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 54., , f-,{,-) to measure a country by paces,

Strab.—2. to wander over a place, walk

in it, LXX,, ov, 6, {,)
an instrumentfor taking levels, Vitruv.

[«], , to describe coun-

tries, Stiab. p. 104 : and

, , , a description of
countries, Polyb, 34, 1,4: and, , , of or for the

description of countries : from

X(opo)/)a(^f, ov, {,)
describing countries, opp, to the more
special term (describing

the single places),, , , {, )

the situation of a country, Plut. 2, U50
C,, , f,-, {.,-) to measure a country, Strab,

Hence, , , measurement

of a country, land-surveying, Strab., , to distribute or divide

a country., , , of or for the

distribution of a district : .,
the Roman lex agraria, Dion. H. 10, 36., ov, b, space, room, a place,

spot, land, Lat. regio, Horn., etc. ; ;^;-

pov , II. 3, 315;

., space among the dead,

i. e. not filled by them, II. 8, 491 ; 10,

199:— .,,,^, Od." 14, 2, 11, 10, 520;
13, 473, etc. ; ., fles. Op. 388 ;. Id. 597 ;, Hes.

Th. 806 ; so also in Hdt., Pind., and
Trag. ;

' ,
Aesch. Eum. 24 ;

', Soph. Phil. 1148 ; etc. : —, to draw within

narrow compass, Polyb. 11, 1,3.— 2.

C gen., the land or district belonging to

or abcnit a place, . ^,, , Hdt. 1,

160; 2, 75; 4, 87; also, in plur.,

lands, 9, 15. — 3. landed property, an
estate. Xen. Oec. 11, 18, Cyr. 7, 4, 6.

—The word is rare in Att. prose ; cf, sub fin. { and be-

long to the root *,.-, as if, :—hence,,: perh. also

akin to.)^, ov, , the Lat. Caurus or

Corns, the north-west wind ; and so

met., the north-ice$t, N. T,, , . -,= ?.•, to love a place or spot, haunt it,

Thales ap. Diog. L. 1, 44, Anlipho
138, 28. Hence, , , love of a place or

country, Philostr.?,, , guardor watch-

er of a country, [v], , , Argive word for the At-

tic (IV) : strictly Dor. for,. '

?,, ,{) heaping

up, esp. of earth, raising a mound or

bank, esp. against a city, Thuc. 2, 76 :

a filing in, up, blocking up by earth

thrown in, . , Id. 3, 2.

Cf.,,,{)^., ,, verb. adj. from-, made by earth thrown up,, Polyb. 4, 61, 7 ;

iv , i. e., iv, Eur. Rhes. 414.,, , (^^'v) :—-
., a shed to protect besiegers

in. filling up the ditch of a town ; v, sub
111.

"•, t/', , , indecl,, twenty-third

letter of the Gr. alphabet: as a nu-
meral, '= 700, but ,\b = 700,000.—
The letter t/) is a double consonant,
compounded of and a labial,=:7rCT,

fATP
, or : the preceding syll. is

therefore always long. The character

was at first onjy Ion., and adopted
at Athens in the archonship of Eu-
clides (Ol. 94, 2) at the same time
with , and .
Changes of )/i, esp. in the dialects•

— I. in Aeol., the older was re-

tained, esp. in prop, names, as -
?. for , ,
Greg. Cor. p. 613.— II. is often re-

solved by transposition into, and
this even in Att., as for-,? for,-

for', for,. Dor, for, for,—just

as in Aeol. and Dor. was resolved

into , and into . — III. is

sometimes, esp, in Att., put for or, as, tor, --
for, cf, sand.—

IV. there seems to be an interchange
of and in,, /', Lat. vox,

*viTp {), Lat. nix.—V. is omit-
ted or added in , --.̂,, or'^,, ,
Eubul. Stephan. 6 ; also,, ov,

, or, , Eupol. Marie. 14, Ar.
Fr. 7 ; and, , Ath. 691 :—

a

common .Aegyptian unguent, --, Eubul. 1. c.', , , (-) =,
q. .
'^', , ,^=, Hesych., , , . sub-.", frequentat, from, to

feel, scratch, Hermipp. Incert. 4,
Plat. (Com.) Cleoph. 4, cf-."^, ,,= : cf-., CV, , =, Ath.
646 C : in Hesych., also,,. [], as pass., to be friable,

to crumble away."•, ov, 6, {,) one who sells brittle ware, esp
such as is baked or dried, Eccl.', , {) : — like-,friable, crumbling, falling to pieces,

loose, of the roe in fish, Arist. H. A.
3, 1, 23, etc.; cf :

—
opp. to. Id. Meteor. 4, 9,

23, cf Theophr. C. PI. 2, 4, 12

:

hence of water as opp. to oil,

Arist. de Sens. 4, 6 ; of air, Id. de
Anima 2. 8, 7.

—

"^ is another,
prob. dialectic, form : and, later,-, : but the form most
in use is, q. v. Hence, , , friableness,

crumbling nature or state, looseness,

Arist. H. A. 4, 1.21, Probl.21, 11.", , , =, He-
sych., from, as the other from., =, ,
Gramm.'', ov, = ?.,
Gramm.', to fan, cool by fanning,
Gramm,-', ov,= sq,, Hesych. []",, false, deceitful, lying,

Lye. 1420.', and,=-, q. V.', {) :—trans., to graze or
touch gently, . ,
to skim the path of ether, Aesch. Pr.

394 ;—as in Virgil, radere iter liquidum

;

cf .— II. (prob. a dialec-

tic form for,, cf.

II ) : — intrans., to move tightly or
gently, to quiver, flutter, palpitate, of an
irregular pulse and the like, Foe.<
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Oec. Hipp. : hence to rustle, murmur,
like -, of the rustling and
trembling: of leaves in the breeze,
Luc. Tragop. 315., , ,{) a small
piece rubbed off, a crumb, morsel.', ov, , dim. from ipui-

CTOv, Anth. P. 5, 17., , , verb. adj. from
rpaiu, grutind, ., a cake nf
ground barley mixed With honey and
oil, Hipp. : tu (sc.,], cakes nf this kind, used in

sacrifices, Ar. Plut. 13S, 1115, Antiph.

Timon. 1,3, Anth. P. 6, 190, 191 ; v.

Foes. Oec. Hipp.",, 6,) one who
wipes off,, Anth. P. 6, 295., orig. the same as, but

chierty in signf. tv rub away, «rind

down, pmind, Theophr. : the forms,.-, are dab. Cf.

"^, later^, ov, ,
dim. from :

—^esp., a small, driz-

zling rain, Polioch. Incert. 1, The-
ophr."^, later -^ ; f. -,() :

—

rain in small drops, driz-

ele, drip, Ar. Nub. 580: %1; it

drizzles, , let it rain

loaves, Nicoph. '. 2,2: — as

pass,/, to drip, occurs in

a very dub. place in Arist. Rhet. 3,

\, 12.'', ov, , more rarely•, ov, 6, a new-born animal, Ael.

7, 47. {Fmm ; cf., -) []''^, ov, (?.,)
having young, ., mothers

with their young, Soph. Fr. 9C2.

"^, later. (Ellendl Lex.
Soph.),, ; () :

—

any small

piece rubbed or brokenoff, a grain, crumb,

morsel, bit, apyvpiov , J. e.

not a farthing, like ypv, Ar.

Pac. 121 ; hence, as collective,-, grains of sand, Anth. P.

12, 145. — 2. usu. of liquids, small

drop, and then as collective, quanti-

ty of drops, a small, drizzling rain, opp,, Aescli. Ag. 1534 ; to,
Xen. Cyn. 5, 4 ; at Of/Sai, Hdt. 3. 10; (what Ael. calls,, . . 6, 41 ?) :—gen-
erally, rain, Soph. Fr. 563, Eur. Hel.

2, cf. Ar. Thesm. 856 :

—

-, a shmver of blood, Simon. 45, cf.

Aesch. Ag. 1390:—hence, also, comic
nickname of a person who spits in

your face when speaking, Ar. Ach.
1150; cf. Suid. 8. v.", , , verb. adj. from, let fall in small drops, drip-

ping,, Ephipp. ap, Ath. 48 C
(not in Meineke).
"^, ov, TO, dim. from, a

small piece or drop, Hesych.",, , that which is

touched : a touch."^, , , fabulous name of
a plant, []
'^7., ,, verb, adj., touched,

to be touched : from'/., Att.- : f. - :—like, to touch, feel, and so to put in

motion. Lye. 139 : . ,
to make a string sound by touching
it, Ael. N. A. 3, 18. (Formed from, as, from.)-^', ov, , dim. from.", ,{ II, ):
—rlike a vault or arch, Galen.', ov,{,) :

—having a mouth or head like a pair of
1684
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shears, comic epith. of a crab, Batr.

297.", , f. -,{ \\) :
—

to vault, arch. Math. Vett. Hence",, , that which is

vaulted, a vault, arch, Strab."/, , , verb. adj. from, arched, bow-shaped, Dion. H.
: tut. - and -, Alt.• : {) :
—to clip with shears or

scissors, -Anacreont.

—

1.=/;(.-^ or (as usu. written) -, ov, :—strictly, the ring in a
horsed•! headstall under the chin to

which the leading-rein was fastened,

Xen. Eq. 7, 1 : but used by the poets
in plur. as = : esp., a sharp
bit for breaking horses, Eur. Phoen.
792, H. F. 381, Ar. Pac. 155:—gene-
rally, a bond, band, chain, Aesch. Pr.

54; so in sing., Plat. Legg. 692 A ;

and, nietaph.. acurb, constraint, Aeach.
Cho. 962.—Orig. the same as,', q. V. : but the form-, which arose from comparison
with, must be rejected ; for

all passages of ihe poets make the
first svll. short, cf. Oudeiid. Thorn.
M. p. 925, Piers. Moer. p. 420, Schaf.
Dion. Comp. p. 253.", ., , {,/ ) :

—
usu. taken for a pair of shears ; but
rather, a simile-edged instrument fur
shearing or shaving, a kmA of razor,

Anth. P. 1 1, 368 ;— the same as
in Ar. Ach. 849; cf, He-

sych. s. V. //., Poll. 2, 32, cf, 10,

140.—II. vault, arch, Soph. Fr. 336,
Plat. Legg. 947 D:— also, a semicir-

cular building with a vaulli.il roof, like

; and in Poll, an arched aipte-

duct. — Galen gives as a reason of
this second sign!"., that the lower
end oi the was rounded.—III.=^, Hesych."', , , verb. adj. from, clipped, docked, Hierocl. ap.

Stob. p. 415. iin.— II. /,,
II) vaulted, arched.'', , {, *)
sprungfrom harp-playing, coinic epith.

of Archytas, strictly a parody ol Wo-
mer's)>, Diog. L. 4, 52." (strengthd. from) : f.

: aor. : pf..
To touch, feel, stir or move by touching,

esp., to pull, twitch, ., to pluck

the hair, like ', Aesch. Pers.
1062.—2. to pull and let go again, to

pull, twitch or twang with the fingers,

vevpav -, to twang the bow-
string, Eur. Bacch. 784 ; so.. Lye. 1453;

., to send a shaft twanging
from llie bow, Anth. Plan. 211 :—but,
—3, usu. of the string of musical in-

struments, to piny a stringed instru-

ment uilh the fingers, instead of With
the plectrum,' Plat. Lys. 209 B, et ibi

Schol., cf, Suid. ; opp. to in

Hdt. 1, 155: and absol., 7., like

Lat. psallere, Hdt. I. c. ;, Luc. Paras. : later,

to sing to a harp, N. T. :—in pass, of
the instrument, to be struck or play-

ed, , Arist. Probl.

19, 23, 1 :—but also of persons, to be

played to on the harp. Macho ap. Alh.
348 F, cf., fin.— 4. -/', a carpenter's red
line, which is twitched and then sud-
denly let go, so as to leave a mark,
Anth. P. 6, 103. Hence
'/,, . a tune played on.

a strinf>ed instrument, Anth. P. 11, 34:
—hence, a p.talm, Eccl. Hence/, , , of or like a psalm.
Adv. -.

*AM.4", , . -, sing

psalms, Eccl. : and/; ta, , , Ihe singing of
psalms, Eccl. ; from
''/.}(), ov, {, )

singing psalms, Eccl.

Ya/./iof, ov, a, (/) a touching

or feeling, esp,, a pulling or twitching

or twanging With the finger»,'^, Eur. Ion 173 ; '/.. Id. . F. 1061: but.— 2,

usu. of musical strings,-, Telest. ap.

Alh. 026 A, cf. Diog. Trag. lb. 636 :

—hence, the sound ot the cilhara.harp,

etc., Pind. Fr.91, 3,cf, Phryn, (Trag.)

ap. Ath. 635 U : <iri_y strain, or burst of
music, Aesch. Fr. 54 :—later, u song

sung to a stringed instrument, a psalm,

LXX.. and iN. T.'^, ,{,)
delighting in harp-playing, Anth. P. 9,

525."^, , to sing to the harp.—
2. to sing psalms, Eccl. : and", , , a singing to the

harp, Arislul.

—

2. psalm-singing, Eccl.

:

from'.>. ovr{,) sing-

ing to the harp.—2. singing psalms,

Eccl.

'^},,,:=, Philo.'str.

'i'a/.Trjp. /, ,() a harper,

etc.-—^11. also his instrument, the harp,

etc. Hence
"ia/v-Tj/piOV, ov, TO, a stringed inslrit-

ment, .,, Anst. Probl, 19,

23, 2, Apollod. ap. Ath. 636 F, Plut.,

etc."., ov, ,='7., Plot, 2,
67 F, 233 F, etc.

"^,^. iyyoc,i),a stringed instru-

ment, esp., tlie Kt-tkipa.'^, ij,,() belonging

to harp-playing, etc. , skilled therein ; .
hpyavov, a stringed jnstroment, Ath., 7/, , verb. adj.'-
-, to t/e played upon a stringed instru-

ment : TU ., music for the harp,

''^, , //, fem. frtwn.
Plat. Prot. 347 I), Ion ap. Atli, 634 F,
Lnc. Bis Ace. 16, Plwt.. etc.-^, , f.-,^^,
LXX. Hence",, 70,=.
'^7^,,7/,= : from
'^{^,',=., LXX.
i'Ya/., , , the Psalychi-

dae, a tribe jn Aegina, Pirul. I. 6, 92.

^-^, , i), poet, also ^-, Puid. N. 5, 23, Psamathe, daugh-
ter of Nerens and Doris, mother uf

Phocas, Hes. Tb. 260 :—wife of Pro-
teus, Eur. Hel. 7.-2. daughter of

Crotopus of Argos, mother of Linns,

Paus. 1, 43, 7:---cf. Anth. P. 7, 154.

—Others in Ath. ; etc.", {) adv., like

sandfor jnultiludr. Or. Sib.-^,, ij,{) sandy,

Nic. Th. 887.'^, , ], the sandy sen-shore,

Hesych.", ov, TO, dim. from-. []
, , , ;", ^, ],:=:.

j,, ij, sea-fish, elsewh.

,—as It were sand-fish, Numen. ap.

Ath. 327 A.^, ov, (poet, form of, q. v.), sand, esp. ol the seashore,
also the sandy shore itself, Ihe beach;

oft. in plur., ' ?j7o-
aav ircl, Jl. 1, 486;
cf. 15, 362; ),
Od. 3, 38 ; cf. 4, 438 :

'., Soph.

Aj. 1064 ; .. Eur. ; etc. :—

proverb, of a couiitles.s multitude,
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, . 9, 385 ;-. --, 2, ;-
/., i. • grains of sand, Pind. P. 9,

84. []^,, , Psamathus,

a port of Laconia near Taenarum,
Fans. 3, 25, 4 :—in Strab.., ,=-, satidy,

), . Horn. Merc. 75, 347. 350.,,,') asandy

place, sandpit, Lat. sabuletiim.

•^,,,=-, Hesych., , a, comic

word in Ar. Ach. 3,—an exaggerated

form of the following : of..^ (not --), at, a,

a comic word formed from-,, like the cardinal numbers, (from -, ), etc., to denote a

countless multitude, strictly, sand-

hmuired, -., Eupol...
16, cf. Ath. 671 A ; so, .,
like sf:squipedalia verba, Ath. 230 C

;

cf. foreg.',=•, Hesych. ;., , , rarer form of--, Hdt. 4, 181, whoelsewh. always

lias the common form : Dor. -,
Ar. Lys. 1261.^, , b, Psammenitus,

son of Amasis, king of Aegypt, Hdt.

3, 10.^-. ov, ,^-^,
Thuc. 1, 104; Arist. Pol. 5, 9,22.^, . ov.(^) of sand,

in the sa>id, sandy, Hdt. 2, 99.•^, ov, 70, dim. from,
grain of sand.^, a, ,=, on the

taud, m a dub. place in Aesch. Ag.

985.

fYa/t/ilC- tof, 0, Psammis, son of

Neco, king of Aegypt, Hdt. 2. 160., ov. , as if from-
), a burying in the sand.^^, ov, b, of sand, tatidy,

Anth. P. 9, 551.^•, ov, b, also written^, Psamnatichus, one of

the twelve rulers of Aegypt, in SaT^,

afterwards sole ruler, Hdt. I, 105;

etc.—2. father of Inarus, Hdt. 7, 7:

cf. Thuc. 1, 104., uv, with a xandy earth

or soil.., , like;
strictly, a saiid-diver ; hence a fish that

buries itself in the sand, elsewh.-:—alsoa serpentoflikehalits.

[v],, {-,) like

sand, sandy.", v.-., ov, , in Archimed. always

h

:

—sand, so called from its loose,

crumbling nature, Horn, only in Od.

12, 243, but from Hdt. downwds. very

freq. ; ., Aesch. Pr. 573 :—
proverb., -, Pind. . 2, 178; -, of labour m vain,

Arislid.—2. any thing like sand, pow-

der, flour, meal, etc.— II. a tract of
•«-/, the sand, Hdt. 3, 25; 4, 173.

(Prob. from }> : without the iji,

: lengthd. poet, into^,: cf. hat. sabulum, our .-a/iii.)", , , a choking up

with sand.-^, , contr. for-
/, sandy, Hdt. 2, 32 ;

—

tu »1-, sediment in the urine, Hipp.

;

called . by Galen.. ., as if from-,
sandid, LXX.

"iu^-vg, Dor. for, q. v.

", , gen., nom. pi.-.
Ion.,, a starling, Lat. stur-

mts, II. 16, 5S3; 17, 755,—the first

time in Ep., the second in .\U. form
;

cf. Gell. 13,20, Lob. Paral. 20. (Perh.

Irom-, as it were scraping- bird

:

for, the adj., comes troin,
not- from -.), ,= foreg., Arist. . . 9,

26., , . [) -.—strictly, like

a starling, ashen-gray Or speckled, ., a dappU-firay horse, Ar. Nub.
1225, (where others explain it by-, as if from'. cf. Schol. ad

I.): Arist. H. A. 9. 49 B, 2, distin-

guishes it from (pied, pie-

bald), and it seems to have been used

ofdili'erent shades of the snnie colour,

as is also proved by Pliny's transla-

tion,

—

concolor, cf. Ael. N. A. 12,

28.". ov, b. and-, , , -, ,(,-)
swift-footed, epith. of the horse Anon
and the Satyrs, Noim.-^, , , stirring, nimble,

swift, only ill Gramm.
tYnC/iiC. , b, Psaiimis, son of

Acron of Camarina in Sicily, victor

at Olympia in the chariot race, Pind.

O. 4, 18, sq. ^
^",, ,() a touching,

touch, Plut. 2, 6S3 C, etc. :—esp. of

lovers, a caress, ^/. -. Id. Alcib. 4.--,,,=, touch,

Xen. Ephes."^, , , verb, ^id]., touched :

to be touched, tangible: from
"-, f. : pf. pass,-, aor. pass, : {)

To tench, handle, feel, usu.,, II.

23, 519, 806, Hdt. 2, 47, Trag., etc.

:

more rarely, as some take

(11. 13, 132; 16,

216) ; but here is better

taken as a dat. instrum., the helmets

touched with their, cf Hdt. 3,

30, Aesch. Cho.' 182; however the

dat. for the gen. must be allowed in

Pind. P. 9, 213, Q. Sin. 8, 349 (as

with and, qq- v.):

—it is also usfd c. ace. in two pas-

sages of Soph., -, 7-, .\nt. 857, (where-
is put for /. or the like)

;

-, lb. 961, (where
takes the signf. of7) ;

V. EUendt Lex. Soph. :—however the

pass, is used by Hippocr., as if the

ace. were properly used after it, cf.

Foes. Oec.—2. to touch lightly, graze :

metaph., to touch upon a subject, no-

tice it slightly. Polyb. 1, 13, 8; cf.

Soph. Ant, 857,-3, to touch as an

enemy, lay handsupon, Eur. I. A. 1559;

ci. Soph. Ant. 961.—4. to touch, reach,

affect, ov, Eur. Hec. 242 : also, to reach,

gain, Pind. N. 5, 76, Mel. 123: in

this signf also Diosc, 5, 27 has it in

mid.—The word is very rare in Att.

prose, as in Antipho 123, 2, Xen.
Mem, 1, 4, 12.^,. b. Dor, for.
",, .{) looseness,

crumbling.—2, dust, dirt, Diosc.", ov, b, fem. ,,
= sq.,Anth. , 12, 192: from"^, , . Ion. ;() :

—

easily reduced to powder. Lat.

friabilis : loose, powdery, crumbling,, Aesch. Theb. 323:—also,

loose, having no consistency,-

, /^, Hipp., cf. Foes.
Oecon. :—of liquids, thin, watery, Lat.

ten/uis,, Anth. P. 6, 231 ; cf.

Galen, ap. Ath. 26 D, cf. Plin. 14, 8,

3: cf.— II. dry, and so
cracked, rough on the surface, Meineke
Euphor. Fr. 18: hence, dusty, sandy,

of the ground, . opp. to aZf,
the shore. Anth. P. 12, 145 :—and so,

dusty, dirty, Lat. squalidus.—Cf.-, fin.', ov,{,)
with dry, rough, shaggy hair or coat,, . Hom. 18, 32., ov, contr. -,
ovv,{,) rough on the

."Surface, squalid, , Eur, Rhes,
716.,, b, ^.= foreg,"^, , , Ion. for,
Hipp.•,, , and<, ov, .
Dor. for -/, Pind.

tYapif,, r,\ Psaphis, an Attic

deme of the tribe Aeantis, with
the oracle of Amphiaraus, Strab. p.

399.'' [], f. : pf. pass.•
and : aor. pass,-

and hliTiaO)]v. The best authors
contract the 2 and 3 pers. of the pres.

indie, and the pres. inf. by , -,
-, : later sometimes by a,,, : cf. Lob. Phryn. 61, Buttm.
Ausf. Gr. § 105 Anm. 14. To touch

on the surface, to rub : esp.,— 1. to rub

doun or away: and intr., to crumble

away, go to nought, disappear. Soph.
Tr. 678 : cf,,.—2. to clean by rubbing, wipe up or

away, cf).,-'.
—3. to rub s7nooth : to stroke with the

hand, rub down, caress, Lat. mulcere

:

cf., . (From this

root come many words, some follow-

ing its generic, some its special

signfs., , : :

: , j , -
:, : .,/,,:-,, ?.-

: :,,-,., :, :,,. Nearly collat. forms,,, : perh. also arid

.)
i'iracjv,, , Psaon, masc. pr.

., Dion. . de Din. 8.

5', Dor. for,, like for, Theocr. 4, 3, Koen Greg. p.

253 : always enclit. : cf. Lat. ipse,

eapse.

\-^-, , , and ", Pseboa,

a lake in Aelhiopia, Strab. p. 822.-, , , blame, censure

:

from, f : pf. : {,). Strictly, to make smaller, les-

sen ; but always metaph., to lessen or

lower by evil report, to blame, disparage,. first in Theogn. 61 1, Aesch. Ag.

186, Soph, O. C. 977, etc.
; ., to blame one for a thing.

Plat. Theaet. 177 B; . Id.

Legg. 634 C ; . Id. Prot. 346 C;
Tin, Xen., etc. :—also, c. a4j.

neut., . Plat. Phaedr. 243

C.cf Gorg. 510 C, Xen. Eq. 6, 5,

Jelf Gr. Gr. I) 583, 162 -.—. ...,
..., Isocr. 409 D. Xen. Hell. 6, 5, 51

:

—. 4>. Plat. Gorg. 483 B.'.. . , and-, ov, Orph. Lilh. 250{,
Kaptjvov) :

—

bald-headed, []", , , {) -.—rubbed off,

and so thin, spare, scanty,, IL

2, 219
;, Anth. P. 9, 430 ;—so

also later, of the head, bald, Luc. D.
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-
Mort. 25, ] ; arnl, generally, bare, 1

naked, y?}, Aristid. ; cf.,>:
—for Theogn. 122, v. sub-
Hence
'^'],, , baldness, Phy-

siogn.^, , f. -, to make bald.

^iv)orl)vf),=:^p,ub.
1. Aeseh. Supp. 1042.";,=-, Hesych. : he
also quotes,-.
', 7/,=.', i".p. lor -,."',, -, . sub

-. []"-, , ,{) blamer, cen-

surer, dispnrager. Plat. Rep. 589 C,

Legg. C39 C. Hence', , , censorious, Arist.

Rhet. Al. 4, 1.", ,, verb. adj. from-,
blamed, to be blamed, blaiiieable. Plat.

Crat. 416 D, Arist. Eth. N. 2, 9, 8,

etc. Adv. --•.

'iiAiov, ov, tu,=4'^a7uov, q. v._'^, ov, Ion. for -,{,) wearing bracelets, Hut.

, 113.", , f. -, (^)
twine, wreath, . ,
Anth. P. 7, 234., f. -,(;) '— fal-

ter in speech, pronounce indistinctly, like

a child, . , Arist. ..
4, 9, 17 ; so in mid.-. Plat.

Gorg. 485 B, C, ct. Arist. Part. An.

2, 17, 3 ;—metaph., of Empedocles
and the early philosophers, to speak

obscurely, Arjst. Metaph. 1,4,3; 10,

2.— II. metaph., ,
to stumble, trip, totter with the feet,

Heliod.

'ttl7uov or, ov, , an arm-

let, bracelet, Lat. armilla, Hdt. 4, 1C8 ;

usu. in., bracelets ; a favourite

ornament of the Persians, Hdt. 3, 20,

22 ; 9, 80, and freq. in Xen. Cyr., and
Anab.—The form? is prefer-

red in Att.,- in Ion. Greek, v.

Piers. Moer. p. 420, Poppo Xen. Cyr.

1, 3, 2 ; though Schneid. has written- in Xen. : contrariwise in the

lorm with a (which was orig. the

same in signf.), is the only

true form, v. sub voc.",, making bracelets.",, ,() that

which is stammered out, or uttered sta7n-

meringly, Himer., ov, ,{) a stam-

piering, pronouncing indistinctly, Plut. 2.

1066 D :— ., nnpronounced

(i. e. imperfect) gout. Id. Sull. 26.', ;;, ui', faltering in speech,

unable to pronounce a letter or syllable,

like a child, . ?, Arist.

. . 1, , 11 : cf. omnino, Ar. Fr.

536, Arist. Probl. 11, 30; and v. sub-.—II. pass, of words, indis-

tinctly uttered, obscure, unintelligible,

Aesch. Pr. 816. (From , as if

frittering away u}ords : so,. from.) Hence,, , a stammering,

imperfect pronunciation, Arist. Probl.

11, 30 : a faltering, ., Plut.

2, 963 C.

^7.7,, or,, , Psel-

che, a city of Aethiopia, Strab. p. 820.', , gen. ,^=--, Ar. . 1310.', , ?/, false report,

Xen. Hipparch. 5, 8: from, ov. {7'/, '-) bringing false report, a fplse or

lying messenger, U. 15, 159, Arist. Poet.

16, 10.^, , f. -,(,
J686
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.

) to pretend ignorance falsely,

to dissemble, Lat. dissimulare, Dio C, , false, bastard -, Plin., ov, ,(,-
(•) false brother . a pretended Chris-

tian. . . [], ], , infalse Aeolic,

of dialect, Gramm., , , /, (,) lying boaster or braggart, as

adj., ., Com. Anon. 51.. a, ov, and,
, ov, like, false, dissembled,

counterfeit, [a], a, ov,= foreg. [u],, ,{,-) false tree-vine, Ar. Vesp. 326.

\_,\,, 6,(,)
shatn man, epilh. of Bacchus, v. Po-

lyaen. 4, 1. [«], ov, , a lying deceiver

or impostor, [],,,(,-) a false ambassador ; a false

apostle, N. T.,, ,(,) one who speaks lies, Arist.

Top. ; V. Lob. Phryn. 565., , , (, -) false .lilver, in Strab. p. 610 ;

—

of some white metal, perh. zinc., ov, , dim. from-, [], comic name of a

mock- Persian in Ar. Ach. 91, 99,

False-measure, cf..,, , false orach,

comic name of a plant in Ar. Eq. 630
;

—formed after., , , {, ^-) false Attic, spurious Attic, Luc.

Soloec. 7.?, , , a sham de-

sertion, Polyaen. 3, 9, 32 : from, , //,(, -) sham deserter, Xen. Hip-
parch. 4, 7.

(perh. rather), , an action brought by a cit-

izen to show that he has been wrongly

entered m the list of state debtors. Ac-

tionforfalse entry, Att. Process p. 337., ov,{,-) falsely enrolled in the list of state

debtors :—falsely registered, of interpo-

lated decrees.,,,(,)
feigned, sha?7i ambuscade, Xen. An.

5, 2, 28, Hipparch. 5, 8., , f-,=^., , gen. ,=-,., , to superscribe

falsely, furnish with a false superscrip-

tion : from, ov, (, -) withfalse superscription or title,

not answering thereto, not genuine, Po-

lyb. 24, 5, 5, Dion. H., etc., , , (,) false, illegal guardian,

Polyb. 15, 25,3., , , lying, deceitful

act, Clem. ., ov, ii,{,)
a feigned attack, Polyaen. 3, 9, 32,, ,.-, tospeakfalse-

ty or untruly, to lie, Aesch. Pr. 1032,

Poet. ap. Arist. Khet. 2, 23, 1 : and, , , false, untrue dis-

course, tying, .Alciphr. : from, ov,(,)
speaking falsely, lying, Lyc., , =,
Luc.. Ocyp, 63,

, ,=^?., , gen. , poet, for,.,, . sham Her-
cules, name of a comedy by Menander., ov,,=, Lyc.
1048, 1181., , gen. ,() :—lying, false, untrue, of persons and
things, Lat. mendax, falsus, opp. to, . .,, Hes. Th.
229, Trag., etc. ;, to betake one's self to false-

hood, Hdt. 1, 117 : ., -, false charges, Aeschin. 52, 36,

Isocr. Antid. '^ 146:

—

, a liar,. Soph. Phil.

992 ; , to be detect

ed in falsehood, Thuc. 4, 27 :

—

.,
falsehoods, lies, , Aesch.
Ag. 620, etc. :

—

-, to bring false charge, Polyb.

5, 41, 3 :

—

, fallacies, see
a list in Arist. Top. 8, 12.—II. pass.,

belied, beguiled, deceived, Eur. L A.
852.—III. adv. -, .,-, Eur. I. - 1309, Thuc. 1,

137.—IV. Att. irreg. superl. '-, most lying, on arch-liar, ap.

E. M.", , falsely ascribed

to Hesiod, Cic. Att. 7, 18.., ,(&^)
false priest, Joseph., , , , poel. for,

Pind. . 7, 72., , built of stonts of
unequal size., v. IV,,, -,(,-)faUe,unreal help, Xen.Hipparcli
5,8., , , bastard-. a kind of shrub, f)iosc. 4, 125,

and Plin., ,=^>,
. .", , f. -r/ctt, (-) to draw falsely, esp. in de^

scribing mathematical tigores, Arist.

Top. 1, 1,5, etc.—2. to write false ac-

counts, Polyb. 12, 8, 6, etc. Hence.•7/,,, thai which

is untruly drawn, a falsely drawnfigure,
Arist. Soph. El. II, 3. [], , , false drawing

of a line or figure, Archyt. ap. Stob.

Eel. 1, 724.

—

2.false description, Ath.

:

from, ov,(,)
drawing falsely, esp. of persons who
give false geometrical proofs, Arist.

Soph. El. 11,6. [<i], ov, 6, a false dac-

tyl., ev, , (,) a false, unreal food, repast,

Aesch. Fr. 237., ov, b, (,) a false teacher, N. T.', ov, . bastard, Hipp., Diosc. 3, 38., f. -,(, -) to fancy or imagine falsely, to

err in one's fancy OX opinion, Polyb. 10,

2,3.^, , f. -, to hold, en-

tertain a false opinion or notion, like

foreg., Polyb. 10, 12, 11 ; and, ac. -, a false opinion or

notion, Cei>es, Plut. 2, 716 : from, ov, (, )
holding a false opinion or notion, labour-

ing under a delusion., , 7/,=:,
Polyaen. ; cf. Lob. Phryn. 676., , , a false discourse

or statement ^ lie.



*", , L-ijuu, to speakfalse-

ly, lie : trom', , gen. , speaking

falsely, lying."^, ,,=•.,, , {ipev<h/c,)
false (. e. secret) door, Cic. m Verr.

2 Act. 2, 20., £•, 6, v. 1. for-., , f. -r/, < narrate

falsely., , , bastard casia,

Diosc. 1, 12.'/, , , false ac-

cusation, iManetho : from', or, , a false ac-

cuser, slanderer.",, b, {-/, -) a false, lying herald. Soph. Phil.

1307.', , , bastard

cinnamon, Diosc. 1, 13.", , , a false key.

'^-., , , or ?/-,, i7,=sq , Harpocr.', or -, , ,
(. Lob. Phryn. 507) :

—

afalse citation

or summons, before a tribunal ; esp.,

afalse indorsement of a summons, as if

the indorser had witnessed the ser-

vice of It : ?7, a

prosecution for such false indorsement,, Andoc.
10, 22, cf Dein. 1251,21.^'.'., , 6, (,
K?i,7j7ijp) one who falsely indorses a

summons as wittuiss (v. foreg.), Ath.

254 B.',, ,=^\1>-.'', , ), pretended maid.'/, , 6 and , spu-

rious, Plin. [\",>, , afalse dog.—
11. a sham Cynic, []", , , false ivorship,

superstition, Eccl.-1?, ,(,)
Att. for- : hence, . -
Vt'o, lye or soap made from adulterated

soda, Ar. Ran. 712.?(^, , f. -,{-) to speak falsely, spread false re-

ports, Isocr. 209 D, Aeschin. 43, 41,

Polyb., etc.

itv6o7.oyta, , ij,{) a

false speech, falsehood, Isocr. 232 A,

Dem. 933, 20, etc. ; and in plur.,

Isocr. 248 D.,, o,=sq., Luc.", , {-, ')
speaking falsely, lying, Ar. Ran. 1521,

Polyb., etc. ; ., Leon. . 2., v. sub)., , , , (,) false prophet, Hdt. 4, 69,

and Trag., as Aesch. Ag. 1195, Soph.

O. C. 1097., , , , worse
form for-., , f. -), (-) to he a false witness, bear

false witness. Plat. Rep. 575 B, Legg.

937 C.', , ij,(-) false witness, Oe,m. 1033, 1
;
t-, Isae.

Fr. 1, 7 :—us\i. in plur.,-, Plat. Legg. 937
;•.. to convict, and-

/, to be convicted, oi perjury, Isae.

52, 32, Andoc. 2, 4, Lys. 118, 18,

Dem., etc. ;, Andoc. 10, 23

;

- , to make
allegation of perjury against one,

Dem. 846, fin. ; etc.",,=^-

, V. 1. Isae. 52, 14, where however
Bekker has {gen.

pi. from foreg.). , an action for

false witness or perjury : also in dat.

pi., ,
Plat. Th'eaet. 148 : v. Att. Process,

p. 380., , 6, (,) a false witness. Plat. Gorg.

472 :—as adj., ., honours
resting on false foundations, Plut. 2,

821 F.", , v. sub . 5.', , -, -, ^=, -?, -/..", , , false nard,

Plin., , falsely dreaming :

containing afalse dream.",, Att.,
q. V., ,(,-) :

— -, false, feigned,

unreal marriage, Eur. El. 889.", , , false, sham
learning, Cebes.", , , (,) pretended panic terror, Po-
lyaen. 3, 9, 32.", , , a false,

unreal consonance.', , , (,) pretended maid or virgin,

Hdt. 4, 180.',, , , claiming a
country not one's own.'',, ,{,-) false, unnatural father. Call.

Cer. 98.', ], , and-?, , , one u>ho deceives by
lies :—or, a sham vagrant.",, . aforger of lies.',,feigned to be rich.", , f -, to falsij'y,

Polyb. 30, 4, 13.— II. to give the lie to,

expose as false, ,
Id. 12, 25. 4.—111. to deceive, beguile,, Clem. Al. :—pass., to be deceived

or mistaken, to err, Plut. 2, 899 F :

and, , , falsehood : from'^^, , {,)
framing lies, v. 1. Dinarch. 105, 23.',, 6, a false shep-

herd, Eccl.'¥7,,, a pretended

little town, Joseph.', , , a false,

sham ambassador.", , , (/,) pretended treachery, Poly-
aeii. 3, 9, 32.-,, , false af-

fectation., to prophesyfahe-
ly-', , , (,

) false, lying prophet,

LXX.", , , (,) technical term of wrestlers,

a sham fall (sideways), from which
one starts up again and renews the

contest, Plut. Pelop. et Marcell. 1.',,, false watchfires.', , , a false rhap-

sodist.", , f -,{)
to swear falsely, beforsworn, Ar. Eccl.

603, Chrysipp. ap. Stob. p. 197, 1.", , , false swearing,

perjury.', , , a false oath,

perjury : from, , (, )
perjured, forsworn, Hdt. 1, 165.

•", ov,= foreg., Eur. Med.
1392, Pseudo-Phoc. 15.", , , Ep. dat. pi.-, II. 4, 235, etc. () :

—
lie, falsehood, untruth, Hom., etc.

;, 11. 2, 81 ;

<5' , Od. 3, 20 ;, whether the
promise be tie or no, II. 2, 349, cf.

9, 115; , Pmd.
. 4, 29

; .,, Id.

. 1, 45 ; . 8, 44 ; .. Soph.,
etc. ; . to, Heind. Plat.

Cratyl. 385 C ; ., Aeschin.

59, 21.— II. as neut. adj., said to be
=, lying, false, deceitful,-, Hdt. 2, 174 ; so,, Plat. Polit. 281 , Crat. 385
C; V., and cf Stallb. Plat.

Apol. 34 E.—But such a form, as an
adj., is contrary to all analogy ; and
in Hdt. we ought prob. to write-

(from), and in Plat,-, cf Lob. Paral. 161.",,,(,-) false moonlight, absence of the

moon, Hesych., and Suid.'?, , , false-, Lat. apiastrum.", , , false wisdom,

Philostr. : from", , (,)
falsely wise, Philostr.", , , false or

pretended, name of a play

of Nicostratus.", , , (,) the false, blind mouth of a river,

Strab.", , f -. to speak

falsely, lie. Soph. O. C. 1127, Luc.
Ocyp. 8 : from", ,(,)
speaking falsely, lying.", , afalse wasp, a solitary

kind of wasp, Plin.",,,=,
Philostr. ; cf.", , , false, spurious

art., , (, *)
practising deceitful arts or juggling

tricks. Plat. Soph. 241 B.", , {, )=
sq., Diog. L. 2, 1.", , (,)
shining with false light, Stob. Ecl. 1,

p. 564, Anaxag. ap. Plut. 2, 892 A.". , (, )
foretellingfalsehood, offalse divination.

Soph. O. C. 1517.',, , afalse Phil-

ip, tthe slave Andriscus, who gave
himselfout for Philip son of Perseus,

Strab. p. 624.,, 6, afalse Christ,

N. T."^, , 6, a false

chrysolith, Diod. 2, 52.,,(,)
of mock gold, Plut. 2, 50 A.", a, ov. falsely

held to be supposititious : ".,
name of a play by Crobylus., f. : pf pass.,-

: aor. pass.,. To be-

lie, cheat by lies, beguile,. Soph.

0. C. 628, 1512 : esp., . ,
to cheat one of a thins;, -. Aesch. Pers. 472 ;-. Soph. Aj. 13«2, .^r.

Thesm. 870; alsoc. ace. rei, ., Xen. Cyr. 1. 5, 13. cf An.

1, 3, 10: also,^ ,
Eur. Hec. 1033 :— pass,, to

be cheated,, of a thing, to miss it,

much like,,, Hdt. 1,141; 5, 47, and
1687



Att. ;. At. Nub. 618:—but
also,

', deceived their notions of
the Athenian power, Thuc. 4, 108, cf.

8, 103 : more rarely c. dat. modi, i/'fv-

adqvat, to be deceived m thi'ir

judgment, Hdt. 7, 9, 3 ; whereas,

is deceived m what
they thought, Hdt. 8, 40, Soph. Tr.

712, cf. Elmsl. Heracl. 385 ;—also., H<it. 9, 48 ; ntpi, Xen. An. 2, , 28, Plat., etc.

:

also, TovTO, Xen. An. 1, 8,

11, etc.:— absol.,, the third mode of

explanation is most tititrue, most mis-

taken, Hdt. 2, 22 ; cf. Valek. ad 7, 139.

—II. c. ace. rei, like, to

represent a thing as a lie or delusion,

i/' , after-

thought gives opinion the lie. Soph.
Ant. 389.-2. to belie, falsify : hence
in pass., ', the

promise broken, Thuc. 3, 06.

B. of earlier and more common use,

in Horn., as in later Greek, is the dep.

mid. -, f., aor.' :— absol., tolie, speakfalse,

playfalse, Hom., Hes., and Att. ; opp.

to', II. 10, 534, Od. 4, 140
;

to/, . Merc. 369 ; ov, Find. . 13,

72.—2. to he false OT faithless, to be per-

jured OT forsworn, Hes. Op. 281.— II.

like act. 11. 2, to belie, falsify,, to break them, 11. 7, 352;
so, -., Xen. Ages. 1, 12 ;, Eur. Bacch. 31, 245; so in

plqpf. pass., ,
Thuc. 5, 83 ; so also,, they did not belie, i. e.

made good their threats, Hdt. 6, 32:

also, . Tiva or , to tell lies about a

person or thing, describefalsely, Thuc.
6, 17.— 111. as in act., to belie, deceive

by lies, cheat, first in Aesch. Ag. 1208,

Eur. Ale. 808, Xen. Hell. 3, 1, 25;
also, . , to deceive one ma
thing, Soph. O. C 1145.—IV. -

(sc.), in dialectics, a

famous fallacy, the Lat. mentiens, in-

vented by Eubulides, a disciple of

Euclides of Megara, Diog. L. 2, 108,

Plut. 2, 1070 C.

(The root is- or --, as ap-

pears in-,, and perh. is

akin to, to whisper.), , f. -, to swear

falsely : from', , , (-,-
ut) a false swearer, Lye. 523.", ov,{,)
falsely sworn, forsworn. Lye. 932., ov, (,)
under a false name, falsely called, opp.

to, Aesch. Pr. 717, Theb.
070. Adv. -. Id. Pr. 85., , ,—.—II.=, Schol. Theocr. 9, .30.,, , a lying, cheating., , , , (,) hating Jalsehood, Anth. P. 9,

525.,,,() lie, un-

truth, fraud, Plat. Meno 71 D, Luc.

Timon 55.", , fern, of, Or.

Sib., , f. -, to be a liar, to

lie, cheat, II. 19, 107: from, , , () :

—

a liar,
j

cheat, 11. 24, 261 ; ., Hdt. 7,
]

209 : c. gen. rei, -
\, wherein we shall be found to
;

lie. Soph. Ant. 1 195 ; cf Mel. 41, etc.
i—2. also as adj., like, lying,
I

false, ., Pind. . 5, 53; ., i. e. cenotaph, Anih. P. 7, 275. !
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"i-HAH, fern, of foreg., Welcker
Syll. Epigr. 50, 3., , , fern, of., a, ov,= sq., ,, gloomy, cloudy, dark,

Galen.,, , like,,
gloo?n, darkness., , gen.,(,-) :
—darkly gleaming, i. e. glimmering,

dim, gloomy, like,?-,, etc., Seidl. Eur.
Tro. .586, 1. T. 110., , , () dark, ob-

scure : \\\&\'{\\., unknown, base, mean,

Pind. N. 3,71.", ,(,) of a

dark nature or quality, Galen.•',., a\so, dark-

ness, vapour, smo/ie. Hesy ch., and Suid.

(Akin to, and.), to darken, obscure, only in

Hesych., rarer Ion. form for .
Hence,,,,,,,,,-.?,; ci. and., for, 3 sing. pres. from >.
Soph. Tr. 678:—but Ep. for,
3 sing. impf.", , \ () :

—thai

which is rubbed or scraped off, shavings,

scrapings, chips, Lat. ramentnm : ., goldiiw.vi, Hdt. 4, 195; and
so without. Id. 1, 93; 3, 94,

sq. :

—

, i. e. crumbling
dust or ashes, Aesch. Ag. 442., ov, , dim. of foreg.,

Heraclit. ap. Plut. 2, 883 B.,, , (,)^.,, (;,= sq., , , (^'/) :
—an instru-

ment fur scraping off, a scraper, like. Soph. Fr. 422, Eur. Hijip.

1174 (ubi V. Valck.), Anlh. P. 6, 233,

246, etc., , ^,= foreg., ov, TO, dim. from -.,,,=^., , to feel, grope, like a

blind man or as in the dark,

(Ep. for -), Od. 9,

416; cf7} : c. ace, to feel

for, grope after, CKOTU. Tu, Ar. Pac. 691, cf. Eccl.

315, Plat. Phaed. 99 :—metaph.. to

examine closely, , Po-

lyb. 8, 18, 4.— II. to stroke, pat, Lat.

palpare.niulcere, Xen. Eq. 2, 4. (Prob.

from,?,,?,-
; the- being a mere termin.)

Hence, , a touch : a caress,

Xen. Symp. 8, 23. [a], , , (?.) a

feeling, touching, handling, Plut. Aemil.

14, tickling, Id. 2, 125 C. []
7?.7, , , verb. adj. from, Jelt. — II. that can befell

or known by feeling, LXX., ,,^^, fric-

tion, Galen.. (.- Att. -,:=-, Ana.xil. Incert. 12.'', to play a game
like (lur blind-man^s buff, A. B., Ep. for -. -,
part. pres. from, Od.', ,(,)
like one feeling or groping in the dark,

of delirious persons, who move about
their hands in this way, Foes. Oec.
Hipp, , , a comhless cock.

(Perh. akin to,.)

', , gen., the gnll-insect,

Cynips, Linn., which lives in the
fruit of the wild fig (') and
ma!e palm, Hdt. 1, 193, Ar. Av. 590,
Arist. H. A. 5, 32, 5; cf. sq.— 11. an
insect injurious to the vine, Theophr,
Hence, f. -, to hang wild figs() on the cultivated tree", in

order that the gall-insects() liv-

ing in the former may puncture its

fruit also, and so ripen it, v. Biihr
Hdt. J, 193; cf. and-.—2. of sexual intercourse, Synes.
— II. to play the, alluding to a
comedy of Magnes so called, Ar. Eq.
523., b, like,,^-, a bald-head, Simon. 218 :

Dor..,, , (>) rubbing or
scraping, esp. the currying of a horse,

Xen. Eq. 5, 3 and 10., 6, gen.. Ion. for

(q. v.), a starling., ,, crumbling, dry. (Fronft, as from .), , , Att., a kind
o(flnl-fish, a plaice, sole or turbof, Lat.
rhombus, Ar. Lys. 115, 131, Plat.

Symp. 191 D:—also as a nickname
for blockhead, Plat. (Com.)., , , verb. adj. from,
rubbed, scraped, wiped., , Att. for., ov, , dim. from-, Anaxandr. Lycnrg. 1 : not, as
usu. written,. Lob. Phryn.
74, Meineke Menand. p. J81. [a], ,(,) like

a, Arist. Incess. An. 17, 4.^,,,(,-)
sole- or tiirbotfoofed, oi ., a fabulous
people in Luc. V. Hist. }, 35.,, ,^, Gramm.7, the reading of several

MSS. in Ar. Ach. 376, for -/-
:— Schiifer approves it., -, -, later

form ot-.,,^=•^, Hdt.
6, 109., , (-^,) full

of pebbles, pebbly, stony, Geop., f.- Att. -^) :

—

to count, reckon with pebbles or counters

(), just like Lat. caknlare (from
calculus), Polyb. 5, 26, 13; //, Plut. 2, I4l C ; ct.

II. 1.— II. more freq. as dep.-, with fut. mid.^ ; but
pf. pass. (Ar. Vesp. 591,

cf. sub fin.) :—strictly, to give o?ie'i

vote with a pebble, which was thrown
into the voting urn, as in the Athen-
ian law-courts, hence,

i>Jp/ni^, Xen. Hell. 1,7,9: generally,

to vote, , Hdt. 9, 55;, to vote for any one,

Dem. 575, 18.—2. c. ace, to vote for,

vote a thing,, to vote him the voyage, Thuc.
4, 29 ; so, . . Id. 6,

25 :—but also, to decide by vote, to vole,

., Ar. Vesp. 769, Isae. 38, 32;
., Lys. 149, 7 ;-

-, to adjudge it to.., Dem.
1052, 4.— 3. C. inf , to vote, give one's

rote, resolve to do something, c. pres.,

Hdt. 7, 207 ; 9, 55
;, Aesch. Ag. 1353; c. aor., Hdt.

5, 97 ; c. fut.. Lob. Phryn. 748.—.
Ihe act./, in same sigiif. as

mid., occurs prob. only in Soph. Aj.

449, and late :—but the aor.-
occurs in pass, signf., to he

voted, 7/



flfoivTo , '

Thuc. , 8 ; 7/0,«•, ;

Lys. 132, 24 :— als-o, - ', Eur. Heracl. 141.',,, made ofpebbles, susp.', ov, , dim. Irom}, a

small slone or pebble.— II. place for
deliberation and voting.

'YJj(i>ir, 6, , like )/(, a small

stone, pebble. II. 21, 260.-2. a pebble

for counting or reckoning ; a pebble for
voting.— II. the gem or jewel in a ring,

Longus.,, ,() a pro-

position pas.'ied by a majority of votes :

esp. at Athens, a measure passed or

ratified in the?-, an act, statute,

Aesch. Supp. 601, Ar. Ach. 536, etc.

;

., to bring in a bill, Lat.

suadere legem, Dem. 486, 3 ; .,
to carry it, hat. ferre, Aeschin. 63,21

;

Y»., to rescind it, Lat. abro-

g-nre, Thuc. 1,140;',-, Andoc. 10, 30 ; 22, 37 :—

A

was opp. on the one hand
to a' (decree of the sen-

ate), which did not become law till

ratified by the/, and on the

other to a (fundamental law of

the state), cf. Arnold Thuc. 3, 36, 37,

Herrn. Pol. Ant. ^ 67, 8. A-
had force only for a year, a

could only be set aside by
another, unless some one
challenged it as contrary to law, and
accused the mover{-). Hence i7.7 . ov, , ()
one wito drives a traffic in,
Ar. Av. 1038.,,(,)
of the nattire of a, Arist. Eth.

N. 5, 7, 1.
^

I", , , a reckoner, calcula- '

tor. Hence
i, , , of orfor reckon-

ing.", ov, TO, a horn cup used

as a dice-box, hat. fritillus ; cf.,-., , (,) like

pebbles, pebbly. Theophr.2/. , f. -.()
to make inlaid work, esp. to inlay floors,

Lat. tessellare. Hence',, , inlaid work,

esp. a tesselated floor, Lat. opus tessel-

latum."/, ov. 6, (,)
one who makes inlaid work, esp. a maker

of tesselated pavements, hat. tessellator,

lessellarius., ov, 6, =-
i.'7, ov, , an account-

board.— II. board for play, like our
draught-board, Ar. Fr. 127; from//., . f. -, (-) to play juggling tricks.—{\.^=-, LXX. Hence", , ,=-.'], , , verb, adj., of
inlaid or mosaic work."', , , a making of tes-

selated pavements.-, . , juggling.". ov.(,) play-

i)ig juggling tricks, a juggler.—11.=^/.', , f. -, to play
juggling tricks. Artemid. 3, 56 :—me-
laph., . TO, to juggle away
the right, make a juggle of n, Lys. Fr.

7 : from", , , (, -
J<j) one who plays with pebbles or dice,

a juggler who makes them change places

"^
&// sleight of hand, Eudoxus Naucl. 1

;

cf. Alciphr. 3, 20, Senec. Epist. 45.

Hence"', , , a juggler's art,

sleight of hand, deception.", , , sound-

ing ns with (cf. ), epith. of

a cup, Eubui. Kv3. 1, 3.'^, , (, )
making little cubic pebbles for dice or

mosaic work.—II. ynaking votes or tam-

pering with them,''-, Soph. Aj. 1135.", Dor., ov, , (,) :
— small round worn stone, such

as are found in river-beds or on the

sea-shore, pebble, Lat. calculus,-/.. Find. . 10 (11), 13;/. '. Id. 13, 65.—2. precious

stone, jewel iu a ring, Anth. P. 11, 290.

— 3. a small stone for mosaic works.—
II. ace. to the various uses the Greeks
make of such small stones or peb-

bles :— 1. a pebble usedfor reckoning, a

counter, ?, to calcu-

late or reckon by arithmetic, cipher,

Hdt. 2, 36, Diod. 12, 13, Coray Heliod.

2, p. 315: hence, to reckon exactly or

accurately, opp. to ., Ar.

Vesp. 656 : also, iv ,
Aesch. Ag. 570 ; ?. -. Eur. Fvhes. 309.—-, Dem. 304,4: hence, ^r/diof itself

for a cipher, number, ., Epich.

p. 76 :—in plur., accounts, -, i. e. where there is an exact bal-

ance, Dem. 303, 22 :— o< -, accountants.—2. a pebble usedfor
a draught or chess man, Lat. scrupus.

Plat. Rep. 487 C—3. a pebble used in

a kind of divination, -. Heyne Apollod. 3, 10, 2, p. 274 ;

cf. —4. most freq., esp. m Att.,

a pebble used in, voting, which was
thrown into the voting-urn (),
first m Hdt., , 9, 55 ;

hence also the vote itself, -, to give one''svote, Lat. suffragium

ferre, freq. in Att., as Aesch. Eum.
680, Dem. 1317, 27, etc. ; ,
Lycurg. 148, 29; . Id. 149,

13, etc.
; , Eur. Supp.

484 ; also, ., just like-. to vote, c. inf., Hdt. 3, 73,

cf. Aesch. Ag. 816; also, .-,\\. 1,40; .
Hdt. 8, 123 ;, Thuc. 4. 74 :— , to determine by vote,

Aesch.».30;&,,-,\\0. \,8',€€.•.—<, to put the vote or question, of

the president, like, Thuc.
I, 119, 125; so, .,
Dem. 361, fin. :—also, that which is

carried by vote, a vote of the assem-
bly, ., a vote of con-
demnation, Thuc. 3, 82

; -, vote banish-

ment was moved for agamst him,
Xen. An. 7, 7, 57, cf. Aesch. Theb.
198, Supp. 8 ; hence, any resolve or

decree, e. g. of a king. Soph. Ant. 60 ;, a decree written on
stone. Find. O. 7, 159;'. gives judgment of itself.

Id. P. 4, 471 :

—

. ,
i. e. public opinion, Craiin. Drap. 1 :

cf.,.—The ,
Calculus Minervae, was a proverb,
phrase to express acquittal, prob.

when the votes were even, cf. Miiller

Eumen. Append.—The voting by-, ballot, must be carefully distin-

guished from that by, lot ; the
former being used in inals.lhe latter

in the election of various officers. The
of condemnation or acquittal

i-ier

were sometimes distinguished by be-
ingrespectively bored (7'77;//)
or whole(), Aeschin. 12,34 •

— or shells were sometimes
used instead (Ar. A^esp. 333. etc.),

but never ; cf.. and v.

Philol. Museum 1 , p. 4^0 : the degree
of secresy is rather doubtful, v. Scott
on the Athen. Ballot (Oxf. 1838).—5.

the place of voting, (as is used
for the place of play), Eur. 1. T. 947

;

cf. Meineke Com. Fr. 2, p. 19., , f. -,{,-), to live on a pebble diet, a comic
phrase used of dicasts, as

of ecclesiasts, Nicet., , to give one's vote, to

vote, Luc. Timon 36 ; and, , , a voting by -, vote by ballot, Arist. Pol. 2, 8, 5 :

generally, voting, Plut. Coriol. 20,

etc. : from, ov, (,) giv-

ing one's vote, voting., . coiitr. for.,. ,( 11) ready
reckoner, Manetho.,. . as if from,=.., , , as if Irom,
inlaid or set with small stones : -

(sc. ). a tesselated pavement.. , ,() rubbed thin,

fine, tender, delicate., f. -^, from,, (like

from •, ), to rub down,
curry a horse, Ar. Fr. 135, Xen. Eq.
5, 5; cf. Lob. Phryn. 254.-2. (o

smooth down, appease, like,
Lat. dejnulcere, pcrmulcere.—II. to rub

down, to grind down., . also, () strictly

=.—II. game, sport, fun, ap.

Hesych. (From the first signf. come
',, I, akin to and

: from the second, II,..), Dor., (,) :—to drop, drip, Hesych.—II. to play,

sport, dance, be merry, Ar. Lys. 1302'., adv., like, like

rush-mats., ov, ro,= sq. [i], ov, TO, dim. from,
a little rush mat, Philem. p. 365./., ov, plaiting, weaving
rush mats., , making rush mats., ov. , more rarely , Ion., a covering of rushes or reed, a

ru.^h mat, Ar. Ach. 874, Ran. 567 ;

like. [], , like a rush mat., Dot. for -, ace. pi. of.,^,, Gramm.',. . Dor. for., , .^, duh.,, , () like,, drop, in plur., II. 16, 459,
es. Sc. 384 : only poet., cf.., .=^. Gramm., ,=, Gramm.

—

.=, Gramm., , , also and-,, gen.,^, Gramm., , , and . Ion. and later

for. Lob. Phryn. 309..=, Gramm.. . a rough, har.ih, red

wine, like the . Eubui.
Incert. 6. iSic. Al. 181 : also writtea-, cf Plin. 12. 60. [l]*', , whispering, slayider,

in Gramm. as the root of,, Gramm. (Cf..),=, Gramm., Dor. - : fut. -tow
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Att.• . {). whisper, say
into the ear. Plat. Gorg. 485 D

; .. Id. Eulhyd. 276 D :—esp.,

to whisper tvhat one dares not speak out,

as slander, etc., LXX. ;—of any low

whispering tioise, as of trees, -, v7J, Ar. Nub.
1008 ; cf. Theocr. 27, 07. Hence",, , a whispering,

Anth. r. 9, 546 :—of any whisper-

ing noise, as of trees rustling, Theocr.

1, 1.", , , () a

whispering, Luc. Amor. 15, Plut., etc. :

—esp., of slander, tale-telling, Plut. 2,

143 E, etc., and N. T. :—of any low
noise, as the rustling oftrees: in LXX.,
prob., a murmured charm, an enchant-

ment.", ov, , {-) a

whisperer: a slanderer, N. T. :— at

Athens as epith. of Mercury, Dem.
1358, 6 ; and of, A. B.' p. 317.',, whispering : slanderous,,, Soph. Aj. 148:

—

,=^
%1>(77/, a whisperer, slanderer.

Find. p. 2, 130, Ar. Fr. 213.—2. twit-

tering, of birds, Anth. P. 12, 130.— II.

as subst., , (proparox.)=, slander. (Cf. fin.), , , the leading of light

troops : from"., , leading light troops.

"/^,, , one who is smooth,

bald, for, Ar. Fr. 705 ; cf. Lo-
beck in Wolfs Anal. 3, 53. [i], , epith. under which Bac-
chus was worshipped at Ainyciae,

Paus. 3, 19. 6 ;—he derives it from --? (Dor. for ?^}') ; ace. to others,

==l/;tA(jr7/f, Attojei'CiOf, the smooth-

chinned. Lob. in Wolf's Anal. 3, 53,

Phryn. 435.

YiAfuf, , , one who stands in

the first row of a chorus ; taken from
the post of the;. in an army.'^, ov, :—in plur., 7.7]-
,=^, the light troops.', f.- Att. -, later forni

for, Dio C.

Yi/iKOf, , , belonging to, con-

cerning a )7., Luc. Zeuxid. 8:—-,=^, the light troops.", , ov :— ., a

chapiet of palm-branches, used at

Sparta, Sosib. ap. Ath. 678 B. (From
t/)i?.ftJf, because first worn by the

leaders of their choruses.), , , later form for -?.•, , , later form for -.
\•¥, , , and -, the

Psillis, a river of Bithynia, Strab. p.

513.'', , f.-, to write a

word with the spiritus lenis.— II. to write

a word with a single vowel, as opp. to

a diphthong, Gramin.''.,, , a smooth carpet, a

teoollen cloth that has not the pile on both

sides,\5 :—cf. ?\1. 2.", ov,{) smooth-skin-

ned.', ov,,=^ -, one who plays the

without sinking to it, an instrumental

performer. Chares ap. Ath• 538 ; cf.

fV. 3.,^, i), (sc.),
the art of a^', Philo-

chor. ap. Ath. 637 F.

fi7MiioM}eu and, ,
f.. to be bald-headed : from
•'()>, or -, , bald'

headed. H(ln. 4, 8.", ov, smooth, shorn or

shaved, A. B. ; bare, bald-headed.
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tlAO'., ov, bald-headed.", , ,{,)
heroic poetry, as not being accompanied
by music, opp. to lyric, Arist. Poet. 2,

5, for which Plato ha.s>',
(cf.- IV, 2).", . Dor. for, a wing,

feather. Pa US. 3, 19, 6. [I]", , , () : strictly, rub-

bed, rubbed bare: geneialiy, bare, na-

ked : and, c. gen., stript bare of a thing,

but this usage lirst in Ildt.—1. of
land, without trees, ., a
bare cornfield, 11. 9, 580 ;, Hdt. 1, 80, cf. 4, 175

;

in full, )'// ?/, lb. 4, 19,

21 ; cf. Lys. 109, 4, etc. ; hence
(sc.), Xen. Cyn. 5, 7 ; -., lb. 4, 6 : so, ,

the tillage of land for corn and the

like, opp. to . (the til-

lage oi It for vines, olives, etc.), Dem
491,27, Arist. Pol. 1, 11, 2.-11. of

animals, stript of hair, feathers, etc.,

bald, smooth,, Od. 13, 437
; -, with half the

face shaved, Ar. Thesm. 227, cf. 583
;

cf.:—so, stript of feathers, bare,

13 , Hdt. 2, 76 ; but,, bare-headed,

without helmet, Xen. An. 1, 8, 6 :— so
also,., Persian car-

pets, which were shorn on. one side, also

or, opp. to, Calljx. ap. Ath. 197 B.

—

2. generally, unclad, uncovered, bare,

naked,. Soph. Ant. 426 : c. gen.,
bare of, without,7•, Plat. Legg. 899 A, cf. Polit.

258 D;

—

stript of appendages, naked,

7., the bare keel with the
planks torn from it, Od. 12, 421', ., a lettuce with the side-leaves

pulled off, opp. to, Hdt. 3, 32.

cf. 108 : ., naked swords
;

V'. , dismantled ships, etc.— III.

very freq. in Att. prose, as a military

term, oi (sc. ~7^), sol-

diers without heavy armour, light troops,

such as archers, slingers, etc., like, opp. to, first in

Hdt. 9, 28, then freq. in Thuc, Xen.,
etc. ; so, 7, Arist. Pol. 6,

7,2 ;-, Ar. Thesm.
232

; , etc. ; but,7', a horse without housings, Xen.
Eq. 7, 5; cf. Jac, Anth. P. p. 789;, light armour :

—

unarmed,
defenceless. Soph. Phil. 953, O. C.
866:— talso, unarmed, without weap-

ons, uvv, Anth.
P. 11, 95.t — iV. 7, bare

language, i. e. prose, as opp. to poetry
which IS clothed in the garb of metre,
Plat. Legg. 669 D, cf Gorg. 502 C,
Herm. Arist. Poet. 1,7: but, in Dem.
830, 13, -. 7. is a mere speech un-

supported by witnesses ; and in .Plat.

Theaet. 105 A, >7 are mere

forms of argumentation : so, 7,
7.}, to speak nakedly (without al-

leging proofs). Id. Phaedr. 262 C.

—

2. %ln7J/, mere poetry, xviihout

singing or music, i. 6. Epic poetry, as
opp. to Lyric {. {}), Heind.
Plat. Phaedr. 278 C, ci. :

so, i/y,, the mere sound of the
voice, as opp.to8inging((l)i5i/c/;),
Jac. Ach. Tat. p, 488,—i. of musical
instruments, , instru-

mental music unaccumpanied by Hing-

ing, opp, to , Arist.

Pol, 8, 5, II: go, .7.. Plat. Legg, 609 ; hence,7., one who plays a
solo on the riute, cf.
Lob. Phryn. 108 :—those instruments
also were called, whieb were

-
usu. played without accompanimen ,

Schiif. Dion. Comp. p. 136.—V. mere,
simple, alone, -., as opp.
to geometry and the like. Plat. Polit.

299 :

—

., Fotis. Oec. Hipp.

:

., i. e. men without women,
Antip. ap. Stob. p. 417, 3 :—Oedipus
seems to call Antigone his, as being the one poor eye left

him. Soph. O. C. 866 :— adv. -{•,
merely, only, Plut. Pericl. 15.— VI. in

Gramm. without the spiritus asptr, i. e.

with the sp. lenis.— 2. (sc.), the literae tenues, :—
hence, or, to

write with a litera tenuis for an aspi-

rate, e. g. 1) for (,-
for, etc., Ath. 369 :

V. also V."¥,,,=.",, ,() nakedness,

of a plain, Plut. Fab. 11 : — baldness,

Id. Galb. 27 : — smoothness, of a wo-
man's body, Id. 2, 651 A.— 2. in

Gramm. the spiritus lenis, Polyb. 10,

47, 10.', , , superintend-

ence over an unplanted field{-
), an Aegyptian magistracy.^, , f. -,{) :—strict-

ly, to rub bare, mostly of hair, to make
bald, . , Hdt. 4,

26 :—in pass., to become bald, Hes. Fr.

5, 3.— II. C. gen., to strip bare, rob, de-

prive of a thing, rp., Hdt. 2, 151 ; absol. in

same signf., Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 19;—
then, generally, to leave naked, un-

armed or defenceless, Thuc. 3, 109;
tpass. Xen. An. 4, 3, 27t ; to-
ptvov, the bare, defenceless part, Xen.
Oec. 17, 13 :—fin pass, to be left bare

of, be quite deserted by, ,
Xen. An. 1, 10, ISf.—2. also, to strip

one thing off another ; as in pass.,, Hdt. 4,

61.— 111. ill Gramm., to write with the

spiritus lenis or a litera tenuis. Hence, 01», , a means for bring-

ing hair off, used esp. in the bath : it

was made chiefly of heated arsenic
and unslaked lime, like the rusma
now used by the Turks, Galen. [/:],, , {>7) a place

bared of hair : — a bone laid bare of

flesh. Foes. Oec. Hipp, [i]",, ,{) a making
bare, stripping, esp. of hair or flesh,

Foes• Oec. Hipp. — II. in Gramm., a

writing with the spiritus lenis, or htera
tenuis., ov, 6, {Jl) one who
strips, esp. of hair, one ivho makes bald

:

—or one who deprives of weapons.— II.

one who writes with the spiritus lenis.

Hence", , , belonging or in

clinedto stripping bare.— II. in Gramm.,
fond of writing with the spiritus lenis,

like the Aeol. and Ion.,^,,,, later forms^, etc.,, . sub ){>-., .- Att. -,^-,, to paint with white

lead."^ or ', . ,
(and later -), like,
white lead, Lat. cerussa. used as a pig-

ment, esp. to whiten the skin of the

face, Ar, Eccl. 878. 929, 1072 ; even
for the hair, iu Plat, Lys. 217 D ; cf,

Hemet. Ar. Plut. 1064, Piers. Moer.
p. 419. [ always ; though,
Anth. P. 11, 374, 408 ; I also in, 11. cc, ; but no place will dccido



tne quantity of the -- in,
except Xic. Al. 75, where it is long
in arsis : hence prob. the form-.]'^,, , gen. , looking

like while lead.", , f. -<,{) to

paint with white lead,, Lys. 93, 4, 20; cf. Plut.

Ale lb. 39.", ov, b, a painting with

white lead, Clem. Al.'., 6, radic. form oi-, but only found in Anth. P. 11,

374. 408. [t V. sub.], , f. ), =',.
"iriv, Dor. for, like for.^,=, Gramm.^,, i], a vine that sheds its

fruit without ripening : from xpivouai.", ,=^}, Hesych.", to shed thefruit before ripen-

ing, esp. of the vine, Theophr. (Perh.
akin to.), , and , gen.-, nom. pi., a crumb, morsel, bit, esp. of

bread.—Hesych. has also- and/.
", , gen. ,=-, dub.•, (not) , , (')

rubbing, rubbing to pieces.

'iriTru.= aiT-a,q- v."^, f. -, to call., , ,^, q. v.

"iiTTaKia,,=^, q. v.'., ov, b, a parrot, Plut. 2,

972 F, and Ath. ; also, ,
Arist. . . 8, 12, 13:—also pro-

nounced more softly, and, and, q. v. (Prob.

a foreign word.)", ov, ~,^=, Gramm."^, uyoQ, b, (,)
Cntmi-filcher, name of a mouse in

Batr. t'24.

i^iriotnv, ov, to, dim. from,. . .^, ov, ro, dim. from, N.T.
Hence', ,{) like a crumb or

crumbs.

'i'ixn?i0}'i<j, , f. •, (,)
to pick up crumbs.", , (,)=-.
', rarer collat. form of,,, rub piece* .'^hence, also, to

chew up, '. Lye.

639;, Anth. P. 9, 302.

(Hence,,,,,,,,, besides,, and, with its

derivs. and compds. ; akin to,.) [, and so in most of the
aerivs.]

fa, an angry exclamation, our
pshaw! So])h. Fr. 461., j), usu. in plur. at, also

or, the muscles of the loins,

the loins themselves, and parts adja-

cent, Lat. lumbi. Foes. Oec. Hipp.
All the forms occur in Hipp. ;,
with V. 1., in Polybus ap. Arist.

H- A. 3, 3, 2 ;
in Euphro Theor.

1 ; V. piura ap. Lob. Phryn. 300. [v
in, Euphro I. c. ; but ii in an
Epic Fragm., Ath. 399 A, where perh.

should be written.]

Yoyfpof, , , () fond of
blaming, censorious, Itbellnus, of Archi-
lochus, Pind. P. 2, 100.—II. blame-
able., , f. -.{}=,
dab,', a, ov, () blaming,

fond of blaming, censorious, first re-

stored by Bockh in Pind. N.7, 102 (e

conj. Schneid.) for the anomalous
form.
Yy) Of, , b, (,) :

—blame, cen-

sure, first in Simon. 139, Pind. N. 7,

90, and Trag. ; a'l-, Aesch. Ag. 937 ; and
in plur., ov ?. , Eur.
Ion 630 :—also in Att. prose, as Thuc.
1, 70 ; 2, 45, Plat., etc.

;} -. Plat. Symp. 182 A
; -. Id. Rep. 403 C.

'?.?.,=, Gramm.', a,,-=, Hesych.

;

cf. II.", ,— II, Aesch. Fr.

74, cf Ar. Fr. 706.",, b,=o,, akin
to,, Gramm. (From --, by a dialectic change, like

from .)—2.=?., also written, akin to, Gramm. :

hence adj., a, ,=.
(From by a dialectic change,
like Lat. lacryma Irom, etc.)

'ioia, , V.., , . 2.", , the marrow in

the lumbar vertebrae."^,,, (?.) :

—

sooty,

smoky, usu. as epith. of,
smouldering, Od. 23, 330 ; 24, 539, Hes.
Th. 515 ; opp. to, ISic. Th. 129
(where is the fem.) ; cf.

Arist. Mund. 4, 20.—II. dusky, dirty
;

hence also clad in mourning, like Lat.
sordidus.

'^7.,,,(,)
big talk of thunder and lightning, i. e.

empty noise and fury, Ar. Eq. 696,

with allusion to/.."', ov, b, soot, smoke,-, Aesch. Fr. 19 ; also light-

ning that scorches without setting onfire,
Nic. Th. 288 ; cf. Arist. Meteor. 3, 1,

10. (Akin to and.)", ov, , an unknown fish, Nu•
men ap. Ath. 313 ; also., , {. -,() to make
an inarticulate noise, to sound, make a

noise, Lat. sireperr, Eur. Or. 137
; •. Id. Bacch. 638 ;. Id. . F, 78 ; so ai, i. e. if they were

heard to open, Lat. si crepuissent, Lys.
93, 1, 19 ; of a cracked pot, Ar. Ach.
933 ; of wood. Id. Pac. 612 ? ; also,,
Aen. Eq. 1,3; .
Plat. Rep. 396 ; esp., of an empty
noise,, Soph. Fr. 58 ; cf..—.
c. ace, , to knock at

the door inside when one is coming
out, Heliod. Hence", , , like, a
noise.",, ,() the making
a noise, sounding,, Cratin. In-

cert. 51, Arist, de Anima 3, 2, 5.

Hence'^, , , able to make a

noise, of animals, opp. to

and, Arist. . . 1, 1, 29.',, ,fear at every noise

:

from",, gen.,{,)
frighttned at every noise, shy, timid, esp.

of animals, Plut. Fab. 27, etc. ; hence
also of men. Plat. Phaedr. 257 D ; cf
Meineke Menand. p. 183, sq. Adv.
•."^, , like a noise, noisy.

Adv, -.",. gen.,(,-) meditating noise, noisy, uproari-

ous, epith of Bacchus, Anth. P. 9,

524,

*"^, , making a noise Oi
din."', ov, , any inarticulate
souyid, as opp. to, Hemsterb.
Luc, 1, p. 84 : a noise, sound, Lat. stre-

piius, , . Horn. Merc.
285 ; / , Eur. Ion
COl

; ., Id. . F. 229 ; -. Soph. Fr. 482 ;,
Plat. Rep, 397 A, etc. ; esp. of a door
opening, Ar. Ran. 604, Plat. Symp.
212 C, etc. ; cf. :

— crash,

Thuc. 4, 115:—also in good sense of
musical instruments, .?,-, Eur. Bacch. 987, Cycl. 443.-2,
esp,, a mere sound, empty sound or
noise, •, your noise will never turn me,
Soph. Aj. 1116; , Eur.
Rhes. 565 : hence also tne empty ap-

plause of the mob, Valck. Phoen. 397

;

, mere sounds, of high-sounding
words or names, Bergl. Alciphr. 2, 3,

76, Luc. Dial. Meretr. 15 ; so, ., of Aeschylus' poetry, Ar,
Ran. 492, cf. ISub, 1367. (Akin to)', , contr. for,(,) noisy,, Arist.

Rhet. 3, 3, 3.

'iva, ,=,, q. v.', ov, ,() a placefor
cooling, a cooler ; cf.."^, , b, () a cooler,

like, Alex. Eifot*. 2, Euphro
'A/ToJid. 1.',, ,() a cooling.

—II. any thing that cools ; hence,— 1.

a cooling medicine or lotion, Hipp. ; .
Foes. Oec.—2. a fan, Clearch. ap.

Ath. 257 B.—III. a breath drawn, res-

piration, Dion. Comp. p. 279.—IV.
cold, chilling behaviour , like L•7.frigt^s,

Joseph.', ov, b, () a cooling,

catching cold :
— the cold fit of an ague.

—II, a drying, LXX,^'', b, harbour ofPsyg-
mu.i, on the coast of Aetbiopia, Strab,

p. 774.

',', earliest form of, but
only in very late Eccl.', ,,=^, only found
in Theogn. 122. Other MSS. have, which can give no sense

;

most edd. follow Ruhnk. in reading

; but is a good word,
formed like, which exists by
the side oi, Br. Theogn. 1. c."^, , , dim. from sq.,

'^,, , with dim. rfrvopa-

KLOV, TO, a white blister on the tip of ike

tongue, strictly a lie-blister, because
they were said to be caused by one's
telling a lie, = (q. v.), Diosc,
etc. :—generally, a blister, pimple, id.", , , =, lying, -un-

true. Lye. 235, 1219 ; cf. Ruhnk. Ep.
Cr. p. 215 ; v. sub.
"^, , or, , —,

Aesch. Ag. 999., =, to whisper,

Gramm.', ,^=.", , , ='/,
Gramm.
^•, , to, poet, collat. form

for, a lie. untruth, Aesch. Ag.
478, 1089. — II. as adj., lying, false,

untrue. Call. Fr. 184. ( Hence-, V., sub fin.) []^,, b, a bar, Gramm.",, b, () a wint-

cooler, which stood on the dinner-ta-

ble on a tripod, and wns used some-
times to drink from. Plat. Symp. 213

E, Coraici ap. Ath. 502 C, sq. : so



tTXA^?, Philostr. : also,

).. Cr. Riihnk. Tim. s. v.,

Hemsi. Poll. 10, 74.— II. oi/,
cool-, shady places for recreation.", , =foieg. 1, Euphro
'kTTOO. I.", ov, TO, [i]=sq., Alex.

Agon. 2, 7.

"ivKTTipiov, ov, TO, flim. from •«-
I. — II. as neiit. from sq., like

II, a cool, shadi/ plao:, Hes. Fr.

47, 8, Aesch. Fr. J 38, ct. Eur. Phaeth.
8. (Ath. 503 C, D.)

'tvKTf/pioc, a, ,{) cooling,

shady, ., i. e. laris, Achae. ap.

Ath. 690 B. Only poel. ; cf. foreg.', , , ( ) = foreg.,

cooling, being the prose form, as in

Plut. 2, 652 C, etc.", , , verb. adj. from -
yc), cooled : to he cooled."",

7;f. , a flea, Lat. pulex,

Ar. Nub. 145, 149, etc. : also, /)•,
h, Epich. p. Ill, which seems to be

the Dor. form, though used by Arist.

H. A. 4, 10, 4 ; cf Lob. Phryn. 332.

—II. a kind oi spider, Arist. H. A. 9,

39, 1.

>?,, ov,,=, Orph.
Arg. 959.

'?., to catch fleas, susp.

\'^7. ,, of the Psylli, 6 ., Psyllicus siims.

or, ov, ro, -'-
2.u) flea-wort, plantago psyllium, Linn.,

Diosc. 4, 70, Luc. Tragop. 157.

'/. or/., barbarism in Ar.

Thesm. 1180.'.^•, 01', (/',-) eaten offleas, Theophr.
+4?,,, , thePsylli, a people

of Africa in Cyrenaica, Hdt. 4, 173 ;

Strab. p. 588.

''-, ov, 6, Psyllus, masc. pr.

n., Anth. P. 7, 403.•,,^, q. v."^'/, ov, a,(, -) a flea-archer, flea-hutght, comic
word in Luc. V. Hist. 1, 13.'',, , Psyllo, fem. pr. n.,

Anth. P. 7, 607.

''?7/, ,() likefleas -.full

offleas.^, b, a fish, dub. 1. for t'umv.",., late

and bad forms of-.", not,, . ()
cooling or chilling : a becoming cold, ., . , Hipp., v.

Foes. Oec. : also in plur., opp. to-. Plat. Legg. 897 .\. ^
iirvpa, . , Psyra, a small isl-

and on the Asiatic coast near Chios,
with a city of same name, now Ipsa-

ra, Strab. p. 645.,, , — foreg., Od. 3,

172.

"^, , V..',=., Eur. Cycl.
49.^^, , , Psytlalea, a lit-

tle island in the Saronic gulf between
Salamis and the main land of Attica,

Hdt. 8, 76, 95; Paus. 1, 36, 2: cf.

sq.

f-irvTTaWia, , , = foreg., Strab.

p. 395.

i'iJrrfj, Dor. for, the Lat.

spun, to spit.'. . f. -, to be a-
\)^, to lead departed souls to the

tiethrr u'orld, esp. of Mercury, Luc.
D Deor. 7, 4. etc.— II. to emhe or con-

jure up the dead by sacrifice, -.. Plat. Legg. 909 :
—

hence, — 2. to lead or attract the souls

if the living, to tiin over, persuade, Lat.

atlicere, pelUcere, abripere animum, Xen.
1C92

Mem. 3, 10, 6 ; but usu. in bad sense,

to lead away, inveigle, delude, iji., Isocr. 24 D ; .
?^, Lycurg. 152, 12 ;,.. 1099,

10; 1364,8; - -. Plat.

Tim. 71 .•—Ar. . 1555 plays upon
all these senses, ov -, where Socrates plays the psy-

chasogue : cf. Ruhnk. Tim. — III. m
late authors, to traffic in souls or lives,

to kidnap, A. B.— IV. to lie nt the last

gasp, Lat. animam agere. Hence'', , , a delight,

refreshment., , ,() a

leading of souls to the nether world.-—

•

II. an evohing them from it.—2. me-
tapli., uinnijig nf jnen's souls, per-

suasion, whence rhetoric is called a

by Plat. Phaedr. 201 A,
271 C : generally, plensance, pastime,

Polyb. 32, 15. 5, Luc. Nigr. 18, etc.', , , belonging to a), proper to him : uinning,

persuasive, Arist. Poet. 6, 28 :

—

-
(sc. ).—' II. 2, Plat.

Minos 321 A., ov, , like -, place where departed souls

are conjured up and questioned.— II. an
air-hole in the shafts of miries to admit

fresh air, Lat. spiraculnm, Theophr.

:

from, , (, )
:

—

leading departed souls to the nether

world, esp. as epith. of Mercury, like, ap. Hesych. — II. co7i-

juring up the dead to question them,
evoking the dead, . }, Aesch. Pers.

687 :—as subst., a necromancer, psycha-
gogue, Eur. Ale. 1128; oi ., the name
of a play by Aesch.—2. metaph , lend-

ing or persuading the souls of the liv-

ing ; hence, winning, persuasive : also

in bad sense, inveigling, delusive.—III.

in late, esp. Alexandr., authors, traf-

ficking in souls or lives ; ., kid-

napper, . .',, f -,() to refresh

one^s self in the shade, Alciphr., a, ov, of, belonging to the

soul., ov, b,(,)
beguiling the soul,, Mel. 103 :

but also in better sense, heart- delight-

ing, Anth. P. 12, 256, etc. [], , , dim. from,
Plat. Rep. 519 A, Theael. 195.
[a],, , a kidnapper., , ,() one who
cools himself in the shade : hence oi, a play of Strattis.. , to cool, Ael. V. H. 3, 1.'. , , () cooling,

cool, fresh, Xen. Oec. 9, 3 and 4.', or., ov,,()
a place for cooling things, esp. water,
Semus ap. Ath. 123 D., , , belonging to a

seller or to the sale of souls : -?/ (sc.), the sale of souls, or rather trade

and traffic in mental wares, Plat. Soph-
ist. 224 : from, ov,(,)
trafficking in souls or me7i.. , ,() :

—breath, Lat.
anima, esp. as the sign of life, life,

spirit, Hom., etc. ; as, ?], II. 5, 296, etc.
; ,

11. 10, 453. Od. 9, 523 ; -. II. 11,334, Od. 21, 154;/, 11. 22. 325 ;
' -, II. 5, 696. Od. 14. 426: it leaves

the body with the blood," UTei?J/v'-

, II. 14, 518;', 16, 505;
cf 7, 330, etc. :— ,
staking or risking one's life, Od. 3,

74 ; 9, 255 ; aitv -, 11. 9, 322

;

77fpi, for one's life, i. e. to save
it, Od. 9, 423 ; so, -. Od. 22, 245 ; ,
II. 22, 161, ,\3^[.
Hdt. 7, 39 ; ,
a struggle for life and death. Soph.
El. 1492 ; .,, Xen. Hipparch. 1,

19, Ar. Vesp. 376 ; -
, to buy a thing with one's

life :—so also in Hdt., etc.,, to
take revenge for the life of Aesop,
Hdt. 2, 134, cf 7,39;, Pind I. 1, 99; ?.
Id. . 8, 51 ; and in Att., -, Eur. Tro. 1214;. At.
Nub. 712 ; etc. : of the life of aniinals,

Hes. Sc. 173, Pind. N. 1, 70.-11. the

soul or immortal part of man, as opp. to

his body or perishable part, in Horn,
only in the signf of a departed soul,

spirit, ghost : he represents it as bodi-
less and not to be seized by mortal
hands (Od. 11, 207), but yet keeping
the form of him who owned it in life,

.',. etc., freq.

in the (Od. 11); hence also

. , II. 23, 104, cf 72, Od.
24, 14 : v. Vblcker on the Homeric
i/'i'^;^(Giessen 1825) quoted in Nitzsch
Od. vol. 3, p. 188.—2. the abstract
notion of the soul or spirit of man, Lat.
animus, first in Hdt., -, 2, 123, cf Plat.

Phaedr. 245 C, etc.:— hence. periphr. for the man himself,
as, .'=^, Soph. El.
1127, cf Phil. 55 ; also, absol.=, so that Ar. could say, many souls

perished, Thesm. 864. Lys. 963; -. Id. Nub. 94:—hence in
addressing persons, >.
Soph. Phil. 714 ;

., Xen. Cyr. 7, 3, 8.-3. the•
was the seat of, i. e. of the will,

desires, and passions, the soul, heart,

Hdt. 3, 14, though many Homeric
usages, quoted under signf I, run
into this signf ; , from
the inmost soul, with all the heart,

., Xen. An. 7, 7, 43 :/ ; how do
you think it fares with me? Dem.
842, 15:

—

esp., .tensual desire, propen•
sion, appetite, . like

Lat. indutgere animo, Aesch. Pers.
841, Theocr. 16, 24 ; -, Hipp. ;, Xen. Cyr. 8, 7, 4.— III. as the
organ of, i. e. of thought, and
judgment, the soul, mind, reason, un-
derstonding, first in Hdt. 5, 124, cf.

Stallb. Piat. Tim. 30 :—also, the

loul, spirit of an author, Lat. ingenium,

Dion. H.— IV. the anima mundi or liv-

ing spirit, which was supposed in the
Ancient Philosophy ire per omnes ter-

rasqiie tractusque maris coelumque pro-

fundum, cf Plat. Tim. 30 B, 34 B,
sqq., Ritter Hist, of Philos. 1, ])p.

200, 205, 235 ; 2, 349.—V. a butterfly

or moth, which was an emblem of the
immortal soul, by reason of its pass-
ing through a kind of death in the
chrysalis form.— VI. also as a prop,
n.. Psyche, the mistress of Cupid, or
Love, an allegory ingeniously han-
dled by Appuleius, Metaph. Lib. 4,

5, and 6. In works of art, Psyche is

represented with butterfly's wings,



or even as a butterfly, Muller Ar-

chaol. d. Kunst, ^391,9., , ov, having a, alive,

living, Luc. Vit. Auct. 6 ;—an Ion.

form.

"•ti-xiSiov, ov, TO, dim. from,
Lat. aniinula, Luc. Navig. 26.', only used as pass., to

grow cold, freeze., , , (-) of the soul

or life, e. g.,, the

power, spirit or breatli of life ; . -, Polyb. 8, 12, 9 :

—

living, spiritual,

mental, opp. to, Anlh. P.

append. 282:

—

spirited, lively, Alex.

Incert. 67 A: but also,— 2. concerned

with this life o?dy, animal, natural, opp.

to., . . Adv. -,
LXX.", ,,=^.'^, , , .-.
'1?.,,=^.'^, , . cold, frost : esp., the

feverish chill of an ague.

'^?.3, , injuring, or in-

jured in the soul.',,^-., , ,{,) the

generation of the soul, Flut. 2, 415 E.', , , belonging to>'., ov, , {-,)
destroying or killing the soul, Anth. P.

D, 524.'63~, ov, going through,

piercing the soiJ.",, .{,)
giver of the soul Or life, Anth. P. 9, 525."^, , {-,) of the

nature of soul, spiritual, Philo.^, adv., from the soul or

heart., ov, slaying the soul. '"/., ov, (,)
soul-destroying : 6 V-j ^^ subst., the

death nf the soul."/., ,{, 7.-) life-

less,, Anth. Plan. 266.'', ov, ,{,-) place where the souls uf the

dead are conjured up to be questioned
as to the future, like'~,
Plut. 2, 109 B.",, ,{,)
one who conjures up the souls of the dead,

a necromancer."^, , f. -, {",-) to fi<;ht to the last gasp, fight

desperately, Polyb. 1, 53, 7, etc. Hence",, , desperate fighting,

Polyb. 1, 59,6."/., , (,)
deluding the soul, Anth. P. 9, 524.', ov, , a place where

departed souls are conjured up, like Tpv-, Plut. 2, 560 : from, or, {-, -)
conductor or guide of souls, of Charon,
Eur. Ale. 362 ; of Apollo, Plut. 2, 758

; of Mercury.'^}, , f. -, and --, ,=-^-.
^()^, , . -, strictly to

let the .soul break loose, hence to lie at

the last gasp, Lat. avimam ngere, Eur.
Ale. 20, H. F. 324 ; Ep.-,. Rh. 2. 833: from
'()^. , gen. , {',) letting the soid break loose,

ence lying at the lastgusp, '-^, Eur. I. . 1466.'!), ur, , the death-strug-

gle.^, , f -,{, fio-) to suck out the soul or life.— II.

(') to sip cooled wine. Plat. (Com.)
Incert. 58., , ,{) :

—coolness,

cool, Od. 10, 555, \.esch. Ag. 971 :

cold, frost, oft. in Hdt., who also has
plur., like Lat. frigora, in 4,

28, 129 ; and so, Xen. Oec. 5,

4, Cyn. 5, 9 :

—

, in winter.

Soph. Phil. 17, cf Hernupp. Incert. 21.^, ov,(^,) saving

the soul, Anth. P. 9', 197 ; 15, 12.", , , (,)
weighing of souls or lives : the title

of a tragedy of Aesch., in which The-
tis and Aurora weighed the lives of

Achilles and Memnon against one
another, and the latter was found
lighter, Plut. 2, 17 ; cf Schutz
Aesch. Fr. 263. Aesch. followed the

passage in U. 22, 210 sq. ; it is paro-

died with great zest in Ar. Ran. 1365,, ov, sending or escort-

ing the soul., ,{,) melt-

ing the soul or heart, '.,,
etc., Anth. P. 5, 56.^ Plan. 19."^, ov, , (,)
the of souls, Herin. ap. Stob.

Eel. 1, 1084.'^, , f. -, to sustain

the soul or life, enliven : from", ov,{,) suis-

taining life or soul, uvpai, Orph. H.
15, 3.'^, ov, {,)
nourished by cold orfrost, thriving there-

in, Diosc."/^, f.-,. mid.,

to be at the last gasp, Lat. animam tra-

here, LXX. : from
"^'/., ov,{,) at the

last gasp.—II. attracting souls, convey-

ing them.'', ov, {,)
suul-dfstructive, deadly, Orfih. H. 67, 6.

"^. , 1. -, {) to give

soul or life to, ', Anth. Plan. 159.

—H. () to cool, make cold, Plut.

2, 1052 F.^, f. -, {) to

make cool or cold, cool. Hence", , , a growing cold,

coldness, Plut. 2, 1 1 10 A.—II. a making
cold, Epicur. ap. Diog. L. 10, 107.",, , a cold, frigid

discourse, Galen. : from",{) dep. mid., to

speak or act coldly, Hermogeti."/, ov,{,
III. 1):

—

coldforged : ot red-hot iron

quenched in cold water, and so harden-
ed, Plut. 2, 434 A ; cf Casaub. Ath.

501 B.', , ,() cold, frost-

iness, Plut. 2, 1038 F.", f - Alt. -, to cool.

Hence'', , , verb, adj., cooled.", , {,)
dipt in cold water, Luc. Lexiph. 5.—II.

imparted by a cold tincture, esp. of col-

ours and scents, ., Theophr.
de Odor. 22 ; cf Salmas. in Solin. p.

807.", ov,(,)
receiving what is cold, -, the

cold-bath room, Luc. Hipp. 7.", ov,{,)
having a cold stomach, Procl.''', , f. -, to use

frigid phrases : and
'^/., , . frigid phraseolo-

gy. Luc. D. Mort. 16,5: from'/, ov, (, .)
u^ung frigid or exaggerated phrases.'?., , . bathing in cold

water, Theophr. Fr. 9, 16."/^, , f. -, to bathe

in cold water, v. 1. for,
q. V. : from

-^, ov, 6,{, ?.•) a bather tn cold water.''/., , with uoUat form, to bathe in cold water,

Ar. Fr. 39 ; cf. Lob. Phrjn. 594, Wytl.
Plut. 2, 52 E., .(,)
mixed with cold, Plut. 2, 892 A."^, , f -, to make
cold or cool. Hence", , , fitted for
cooling or refreshing., , making cold, cool-

ing."^, , , a drinking of
cold water, Plut. 2, 692 D, etc. : and"^, , f. -, to drink

cold water, Plut. 2, 60 A : from'^', , ,(.)
cold-water drinker, Mel. 18, Plut, 2,

690 .'. ,,() :
—cold, chill

;

also cool, fresh ;,,, II. 15. 171; 19,358; 22, 152;

. (as we say ' cold steel'), 5,

75 : .. Oil. 9, 392, etc. ; •
(sc. ), Theogn. 263; -, Hdt. 2, 37 (but .\9=., cold. Id. 1, 142); . •,. Find. . 13. 125. etc :

—

esp. of dead*things. Soph. . C. 622
;

cf Valck. Phoen. 1448.—II. inetaph.,

like our cold, hal. frigidus, viz.,— 1. of
things and events, cntd, vain, fruitless,

., Hdt. 6, 108 ;, 9,

49 : also, chilling, dreary,, Soph. Ant.
88.-2. of feelings, ,-, Eur. Aic. 354, 1. . i014; also,

.. Ar. Plul. 263.-3. so of per-

sons, cold-heartfd, heartless, spiritless,

indifferent, without life, taste or feel-

ing. Plat. Euthyd. 284 E, Xen. Cyr.
8, 4, 22 and 23.-4. esp. of exaggera-
ted, glittering phrases, or thinas told

in such phrase, coW,/r;g-id, A r.Tbesm.
848 ; , Dein. 551, 13

;

cf Arist. Rhet. 3, 3 : so adv. - ,, Ar. Thesm. 170,, Heind. Plat. Euthyd. 284
Hence",, , coldness, cool

ness, chill, cold. Plat. Rep. 437 E —
H. metaph. of persons, coldness of

heart, indifference. Dem. 312. 15.—2.

of exaggerated, glittering phrases ant!

the hke.J'rigidity, Arislid."^, ov, (,-) dreading cold Water, Galen., ov, {, )

carrying cold water, to -, a cold
bath."', , f. -,() to

make cold or cool : pass., tu grow, be

cold or cool, Anth. P. 12, 7.

YT'XSi, f : aor. 1 pass,-, Jac. Anth. P. p. 176; aor. 2
and. Lob. Phrvn. 318,

Bultm. Ausf Gr. () 100,.' . :—
strictly, to breathe, blow, ?., U. 20, 440.—II. usu., to make
cool or cold, cool, first in Hdt. 3, 104 ;

opp. to. Plat. Phaedr. 26S
B, etc. :—hence, to refresh, Lat. fo-
vere. Soph. Fr. 400; cf .Ales.-. 1, 10,. Rh. 4. 1527 :—also, to

chill, ,
Aesch. Pr. 693.—2. pass., to grow cool

or cold, Hdt. 4, 181, and Plat. : also

of fire, to be put out. Plat. Crili. 120
:—later, an iiitr. act. occurs, to seek

the cool air, Nic. Th. 473.— III. to dry,

make dry. (From signf I comes -, like Lat. anima, from root *
: from signf II,.,

etc.) [ always, exce!>t in aor. 2
pass,, v. Ar. Nub. 151.

J

YWWJif, , ,{) a giving
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•
JWlI or life in, animating, quickening,

M. Anton. 12, 24 :—also the soul itself,

ap. Clem. Al., , if, profit to the

soul., , (, )

profiting the xoul or spirit.

*-tinj, rare coliat. form of ^p,, occurring only in Gramm., as

the root of, ',,,-,,, etc. :

perh. also akin to,,-., Of, , () rottenness, putrid

stench, poet, word, only found ap.

Suid. el E. M., cf. sq., and.,,=, Eupol. Marie. 21., , ?/,=sq.", . , {,) like, small crumb or bit, Phe-

recr. CrapaU 4, where Meineke writes

it as a dim..
'foiia. Of, ,—. Hence
"^, ov, >/, slinking ordure, He-

sych., of,. Others make it an
adv.,, ov, putrid, stinking., , ,{)=., 7/, , membrum virile prae-

putio rctracto, Ar. Lys. 143, Av. 500.?, caaa, ev,—B(\^, dub.', , , one circumcised, or one

with the prepuce drawn hack, Ar. A v.

507, ubi V. Schol.—2. a. letvd fellow,

Ar. Eq. 904, etc. (Prob. from,.)7., tivof , , = foreg., cf. -., f. - Att. -, ()
to feed 6y putting little bits into the

mouth, as nurses do children, Ar.

Thesm. 692, Lys. 19; or sick peo-

ple. Fo«;s. Oec. Hipp.:— generally,

to feed, fatten, . Tivi, Ar. Eq.
715. ,,, dim. from

/iof, rt morsel, LXX.,, , {) like€. a morsel, mouthful, Arist. Rhet.

3, 4, 3, Plut. Rom. 27., to be a flatterer for
mor.'rels of bread, be a parasite, Philip-

pid.. 4 ; cf. sq. : from'.,, b, (, -) a flatterer for morsels of bread, a

parasite, cofnic word in Ar. Fr. 213 ;

cf. foreg.'^7., ov, 6, (, -) one who takes cuffs for the sake

of bits of bread, a low, mean parasite,

Diphil. Thes. 1.", , b, a bread-pest,

bread-consumption, comic name for a

greedy parasite, ap. Suid.. , (,)
making scraps, Plut. 2, 224 A.', ov, , a place where

bread is sold.-, ov, b, () :

—

a bit, morsel,

scrap, mouthful, esp. of meat or bread,, bits of man's flesh,

Od. 9, 374, Virgil's sanies ac frusta ;

also in Xen. Mem. 3, 14, 5.-, , . Ion. , (,) :
— cutaneous disease, the itch,

scurvy, scab or Tnange, in Plin. scabies,

impetigo, psora, of men and horses,

Hdt. 4, 90, Plat. Phil. 46 A, etc. ;—
strictly fern, from (sc.) :

also called (from, to

scratch) : — a very malignant kind

was termed , LXX. ; cf.

also.— II. a disease of trees,

canker, esp. of fig-trees, when they

are overgrown with moss, Theophr.

:

also of the olive, Foes. Oec. Hipp.
;

though in the olive-tree it was prop-

erly called /, Lat. scabra oliva.

—HI. in very late writers, moth;
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elsewh. called and-., , to have a malignant

itch( uypia), LXX.', u, ov.() itchy, scab-

by, mangy, Lat. scabiosus, of men and
animals, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 11 : of trees,

cankered./., , , = foreg.,

dub.", , =, q. v.. Plat.

Gorg. 494 G.",, , a being itchy or

mangy,^^ : from, , f. - [],() to

have the itch, scab or mange, Hipp. p.

1252, and v. 1. in Plat, for ;

cf. Lob. Phryn. 80, Wytt. Plut. 2,

126 B.—II. of trees, to be cankered.', Tj, ov,() of belong-

ing to the itch, scab or mange, . :'-, Plut. 2, 671 .— II. ,
— 1. (sub.), itch-salves, com-
posea of' and calamine boil-

ed with vinegar, Diosc, v. Foes. Oec.
Hipp.—2. (sub.), cutaneous

complaints, Plut. 2, 732 A., ff,=sq."^, , like the itch or scab,

itchy, scabby., , , (,) itchy,

scabby, mangy, Lat. scaher, in gen.

rough, Diosc. : hence, q. v.—II.—, Hesych., nisi legend.."^, , , a disease of the
\

eyes, excessive dryness attended with

itching.,,—, Galen.^, a, ov, of Psophis, Pso-
phidian, Polyb. 4, 71, 13:

—

. ,
Anth. P. 9, 341.

tYufflif, , b, Psophis, son of

Arrhon, Paus. 8, 24, 1.

^', or, , Psophis, a

city of Arcadia, on the Arsanius,

earlier, Polyb. 4, 68, etc.

;

Paus. 8, 24, 3.—II. daughter of Xan-
thus, Paus. 1. c.', ov, a, any thing rubbed small,

dust, sand. (From, as

from .)". () ( rub in pieces, grind,

pound, Nic. Th. 629, in mid. : whence
the softer Ion. form in Hdt.

4, 75.

*', coliat. form of, to rub,

grind, etc., but only found in Gramni.,

as the root of,.,,,,, ',
etc. Cf.,,.

, , , twenty-fourth letter

of the Greek alphabet : as a numeral'=, but ,= 800,000. The name
oi , great or long o, given at a

later period, distinguishes it from the, little or short o, cf. Heind.
Plat. Crat. 416 B. Its written char-

acter is said to be due to Simonides,
but was not introduced at Athens till

the Archonship of Euclides (B. C.

403). cf. H. The oldest form was
; then, from about Hadrian's time,

, i. e. 00, thus making its form, like

its sound, a double o.

Changes of in the dialects:—I.

in Ion. sometimes for a, as-
for ,

Koen Greg. p. 415. 421.— II. in Ion.,

also, not seldom for av, as -
for , Greg. p. 654.

—

HI. in Aeol. and Dor., is oft. put for

ov, as .

for ^»
as ov and in gen. sing, and acc.
pi. of 2d decl., pass into and ,
Koen Greg. p. 191, 240.— IV. in Dor.,

u becomes , as,

become
; and so, gen. plur. of first

decl. becomes , Koen Greg. p.
190.— V. in Aeol., sometimes, be-
comes o, as opa, for ,
u7Ci?.^,Koen Greg. p. 615.— VI. Aeol.
sometimes also v, as

for\. Bast Greg. p.
586.

and , an exclamation, express-
ing surprise, but also joy and pain,
like our .' oh .'—2. with the voca-
tive it is a mere call or address, esp.

in Att. dialogue, when it is less em-
phatic than the Engl. O.'—On the
position of , cf. Herm. H. Horn. Ap.
14. In the first case it is usually
written , in the second . Hom.,
like Hdt., oft. has with voc, as
an exclam. more rarely, and only in
forms like , and, though is also found.
In the Trag.. Reisig would write, Elmsl. . In Enrip., when
it stands alone in the middle of a sen-
tence, it must be written , Seidl.

Dochm. p. 90, 412. Acc. to Herm.,
Soph. O. C. 172, 1350, before -

is omitted only in an angry
speech, cf Xen. An. 7, 3,30: u. Dor.
for , A. B. p. 591, 22 ; 617, 31.

'ilia, , also written . () :

—

sheepskin U'ith the rvool on, a garment
made of it, Pherecr. Ipn. 7 : a sheep,

skin scrip or wallet, used by soldiers,

Hermipp.. 4, and 6.— II. the

edge or border of a garment, prob. be-
c'ause edged with sheepskin :—gene-
rally, the edge or skirt of a garment :

in this sigiif, Aurat. and Casaub.
read in Moschus 2, 123.

Cf. ., like<',an exclam.ofpain., , b, the Oanis, a small
river near Camarina in Sicily, Pind.
0. 5, 11 Bockh: ubi olim.', ov, , dim. from , a
small egg, Ephipp. Incert. 3. [],, , poet, for,
[] : hence adj.,^ a, ov,

Pind. 1. 4 (3), 84.

'War,, , Dor. for,,
the ear. Hence'. Dor. for,
to put into the ear, i. e. to hear, only
quoted by Gramm. in fut. pass,•.̂, f. -, to divide the people
into, Lacon. word in Plut. Ly-
curg. 6.', , , a member of an :—one who belongs to the same, Lat.
tribulis., , 7], in Laconia, a subdi-

vision of the three original Spartan -
(clans), answering to the Attic, Plut. Lycurg. 6. Bockh

Inscr. No. 1272, sqq., v. Midler Dor.

3, 5, {} 3. (Perh. akin to, ,—
being the digamma ; and so strictly,

a sheepfold, pen, Lat. ovile, cf,, acc. to others=oia, the poli-

tical unit; explained by in

Hesych. : cf.Thirlw. Hist, of Greece,

1, p. 315 n.)', , Obed, Hebrew masc. pr.

n., N. T., with "apostr.\ contr.

for .,,,=],\.,,,=^-. Lye. 231, hence ',—.



(
'Oy/iof, , , {) crying oh !

>•}', . , Ogygia, a mythical
island in the Mediterranean, the abode
of Calypso, fwith, Od. 1 , 85 ; 6,

172 ; etc.. ace. to Strab. p. 407=6rau-
lus near .Maltaf.— II. the oldest name
of Aegypt.— +2. an early name of Boe-

otia. Strab. p. 407.', a, ov, in Att. usu. , ov:

—strictly, Ogyginn, of orfrom Ogyges,

an Attic tor Theban (v. 'fl>i'}Of)t

king of the earliest mylhical limes
;

fas epith. of Thebes '-,,. Rh. 3, 1178; cf. Schol. ; hence
ai 'i2> i'j lac 7:v?.at or -yia,
the Ogygian gate in Thebes, Eur.
Phoen. 1113; ApoUod. 3, 6, 6t :—
generally, primeval, primal., Hes. Th. 806 ; . , Em-
ped. 280 ; cf. Find. N. 6, 74, Aesch.
Theb. 321, Pers. 974, etc. {}
(perhaps, a Phoenician who came by

sea) may be connected with,,.) [], ov. , Ogygus, an early

king of Thebes in Boeotia, Paus. 9,

5, 1 : cf. Corinna ap. Schol. Ap. Rh.
3, 1178: ace. toHellan. lOearlyking
of Attica, so in Acusil. 14 Miill. :—in

Euseb. 'yvy.—2. the last king of

Achaia, Polyb. 2, 41, 5 ; 4, I, 5.

\'Q,yvpL,, , Ogyris, an island

in the mouth of the Persicus sinus,

Strab. p. 767 ; Dion. P. 607.', ov, TO, dim. from, a

short ode, song, []', Att. (q. ), from, de-

monstr. adv. ;— I. of manner, in this

wise, so, thus, also so very, so exceed-

ingly, like( and , freq. from
Horn, downwds. :—in full construc-

tion,5 is answered by, so. ..as,

as in II. 3, 300, Od. 19, 312 : esp.,—2.

of a state, so, as it is, e. g..', come forth so, i. e. just as thou
art, at once, 11. 18.392, cf. Od. 1, 182;

2, 28, V. however signf. II.—2. of

something following, thus, as follows,

esp. to introduce another's words,
e.g. II. 1, 181, Od. 2, 111, Hes. Op.
201, etc. ;

', Soph. Phil.

378 ; cf.,, etc.—4.

pleon. , Od. 9, 403, also

y, Soph. El. 1301.—5. c. gen.,

yvov, Eur. Heracl. 214 ; cf.

Pors. Phoen. 372, and I. 6.— II.

oiplace, hither, here

:

—the old Gramm.
denied this usage in Hom. altogether,

and so does Nitzsch Od. 1, 182, re-

ferring the passages usu. understood
of place to signf. I. 1 : but Buttm.,
Ausf. Gr. ^ 116 Anm. 24, defends the
local signf. in passages like II. 18,

392, Od. 1, 182 ; 17, 544, and would
likewise take it so in II. 2, 258 ; 12,

346 ; 24, 398, Od. 2, 28, and Hdt. 1,

111, 115, though in Hdt. the reading
varies. Some examples occur also in

Trag., esp. in Soph., as O. T. 7, 144.

298 ; but Meineke Com. Fr. 2, p. 47,

will only allow this usage m late

Greek, as in Theocr., etc.— Cf.
A. II.', 3 sing. impf. act. from,
Od.
(5iov, ov, TO, the Odeum, a public

buildmg at Athens built by Pericles

for musical performances (), but
commonly used as a law-court, Ar.

Vesp. 1109 (ubiv. Schol.), Andoc. 6,

14, etc. :—for its shape, etc., v. Plut.

Pericl. 13, cf. Theophr. Char. 3.', for, barbarism in Ar.

Thesm. 1197.,, ij, contr. for uouh}{,) :

—

a song, lay, ode, in H. Hom.
Ap. 20, Cer. 494 ; . Soph.
El. 68, cf. Aj. 630, etc. ; opp. to,

' Plat. Legg. 816 D ;,. Ale. 1, 108 A :—in plur.,

of lyric poetry, -, Plat. Phaeilr. 245 A :—also, like, Lat. carmen, a magic song,

spell, cf. Schaf. Long. 356.

j

, .\tt. strengthd. form of.
An, Plat. Prot. 353 C. Gorg. 477 C,
etc. ; never in Trag. [i]

I

, , , {) fond of sing-

ing, vocal, musical, Arist. Eth. Eud. 7,

2. 41, Plut. 2, 567 F. Adv. -Kwf, Ar.

Vesp. 1240., , a bad form of, q v.

sub fin.', , f.,=^, LXX.
Hence',,, ,^., , , painful, susp.',, ,=. [], [], f. -', to have the pains,

pangs or throes of childbirth, to be in

travail, Ar. Thesm. 502 : and, c. ace.
to be in travail o{ a child, II. 11,269; cf.

271, Eur. J. A. 1234.—2. generally,

of any great pain, to be in travail, of

the Cyclops, -, Od. 9. 415; '. Soph. Aj. 794 ; and
c. ace, . . Id. Tr.
325.—3. to work painfully or hard, to

travail,, Mel. 110, 22.—4.

metaph. of the mind, to be in the throes

or agonies of thought. Plat. Theaet.
148 ; . , lb. 210

;, to long painfully for a

thing, Heliod.,, , the pain of childbirth,

travail, oft in plur., the pangs or throes

of labour, II. 11, 271, H. Ap. 92;, • ', Eur.
Supp. 920, Bacch. 89 ;

'. Id. Phoen. 3.55:—but in sing.,

Pind. O. 6, 74, N. 1, 55. Soph. O. C.
533 ; , Soph. Fr.

670.—2. in sing., also, that u:hich is

born amid throes, a birth, child, Pind.

t 0.6, 51, Aesch. Ag. 1417, Eur. L T.
I 1 102 ; , Eur.

j

. F. 1040; in plur., children, Leon.
I AI. 16:—so,/. ,
of esgs, Nic. Al. 165; .,
of Venus. Anth. P. 9, 386 ; -

', of honey, Nonn. :—cf..
I

•—3. generally, travail, pain, distress,

1 as Aesch. Cho. 211, Supp. 770 ;—esp.,

1

like, of love, -
I ,
;
Soph. Tr. 42 ; cf. Stallb. Plat. Rep.

I
490 B, Phaedr. 251 E.—4. a laborious

\
u-ork of the mind, Himerius.— II. in

Hellenistic Greek, e.g. LXX.,
1 was used for bonds, cords, Olshausen
Act. Apost. 2, 24. (The nom.,
if in use at all, is at least bad : ,

is akin to ,,-
j

,.)
I

^, adv. from Odonia=
I Edonia, ap. Ath. 683 B.

I
,,{,) making

songs or odes, Theocr. Epigr. 16, 4., ov, , contr. for {-
1
.) a singer, minstrel, Eur. He-
racl. 488 : .

I about cock-crow, Poll.—II. the cup
passed round when a scolion was sung,

Antiph. Diplas. 1 ; cf. Ath. 503 D., and, , anger, ha-

tred, dislike., poet, for, 3 sing,

plqpf. of., exclam. of pain or grief, Oh,
woe ! alas ! Lat. ohe !

' '£2', 01', TO, poet, for, an egg,
I Ibyc. 14 Bergk, Nic. Th. 192, Arat..

Epich. p. 100, Simon. 135:— also
•, Sappho 30 :—cf..
I t, -, , the Otrot, a .«mall

river in Boeotia, which forms with
the Asopns an island at Plataeae. Hdt,
9, 51 ; Paus. 9, 4, 4.— 11. daughter of
the Asopus, Hdt. Paus., II. c.. to cry oh I Aesch. Eum. 124:
hencey. (From , as from
oi, from .), a cry or call to another, oh ! oh
there ! holla ! the Lat. ohe or heus,

Aesch. Eum. 94, Eur. Ion 907, Xen.
Cvn. 6, 19.

, , impf., Ep. 3
sing,. Od. 11, 596; fut. -, and (as if from *), : the
other tenses follow the fut.. aor., also in compos,, Od. 9,

81 : pf., pass, : aor. pass., Pors. Med. 336, Plat, Tim.
79 :—in Att. the augmented tenses
always appear with the augm. -,
but in Hom. so only in II. 16, 410, and
H. Merc. 305 : he uses prcs., impf,,

and aor. act., (in Ep. form,
Od. 11, 599); also aor. mid. in the
forms,,, etc.

To thrust, push, shove, force axoay or
from a place, oft. in Horn., usu. of
human powers, as of Sisyphus,-

/.^, he kept yush•
ing it..., Od. 11, 596, cf. 599 ; -, he forced the spear from
the thigh, II. 5, 694

;
•

7 , II. , 220; ' '. -, 11. 15, 668; ^. ,
to thrust it through him, Hdt. 3, 78 ;, Eur. Or. 291 ;—esp.,

to push or force back in battle. II. 8,

336 ; 13, 193, etc. ;
' ',

5, 19, 835 ; also of the waves and
winds/orc!»^ one another on, U. 21,

235, 241. Od. 3. 295, cf. Ar. Eq. 692:— , to rush into
the fire, Hdt. 7, 167 ; so too, .

/.TJv, to throw him headlong
down, Plat. Rep. 553 ; and in pass.

., Hdt. 7, 136 :—absol.,, I pushed off from land,
Od. 9. 488 -.—. -,, to

banish one, Stallb. Plat. Rep. 560 D ;

so, . , Aesch. Pr. 665 ;', Soph. . . 241, etc.
;' . Id. Fr. 517,7;. Id. Aj. 1307 :

—

, to force the door, Lys. 94,

7 :—metaph., . pyuaa, to

push matters on, hurry them, Hdt. 3,

81 :—in pass., to force une^s way,-, Xen. Hell. 7, 1,

31,cf. An. 5.2,18; so,, Plut. Thes. 5 :—mid. mostly
used in aor., to thrust or push
from one^s self, push OT force back, esp.

in battle, freq. in II.,' 'Apyv, 5, 691 ;, 12. 420, etc. ; so too in Hdt.
3, 72, etc. ; -, Thnc. 4, 96:—but later also in

pass, signf., , to

fall upon one's sword ;, to push into the midst, cf.

Plut. Poplic. 5. Hence,, ,=., f. -, =, to thrust,

push or push on :—pass., to push against

one another, justle, struggle : metaph.,
to be in hot dispute, Lat. altercari, Hdt,
3, 76 ; cf..,, ^,=sq,, ov, ,() a thrusting,

pushing,, Thuc. 4, 96 :—and
(from pass.), a justling, struggling, ./., a very hot, close fight, Hdt. 7,

225 ; ., to come to

close quarters. Id. 9. 62 : metaph.,

yv, a hot dispute, Lat. alter-

calio, Hdt. 8, 78 ; 9, 26.
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'Slla, tj,=^ua., Ep. for, 3 pi.

impf. pass, frotn, II., lor, 3 sing. impf. from, Od. [i]

'UtC^i (, ) to sit on eggs,

brood.',, Ep. for ), (, 3

sing, and pi, aor. 1 act. from,
Horn.

'iiiov, ov, ,^, aji egg, V. sub.', Ep. aor. 1 of, Od.
'2«, poet. adv. of, quickly,

swiftly, fast, very freq. in Horn., never

in Tfag., Pors. Med. 730. (From, as from.). , Ep. -. , . Oca-
lea, a town of Boeotia, between Hali-

artus and Alalcomenae at the base of

Mt. Tilphysiuin, 11. 2, 501 :—also ai, Strab. p. 410, and -. Apollod. 2, 4, 11.', , , Ocalea, daughter
of Mantineus, Apollod. 2, 2, 1.', , ov, later Ep. form for., Ep. and Ion. , fern.

from, Horn.', ov, ('fl«tavof) sprung

from Ocean, of or belonging In him.—
II. of, from or out of the sea. [],, , and',, ,. fern, of'2«;'•,.. , , ^='1, the

earliest name of the Nile, Uiod. S.

1, 19.'. , , daughter of Ocean,

Hes. Th. 364, 389, etc. : hence an
Ocean-nymph. (Formed from'-, as i^r/ftr/h'ri from \/_>.) []', i.oor, , ='.
Find. . 2, 129.', , , fcm. -,,{^) son or daughter of Ocean.
— II. of, from, out of or in the ocean.

^><^, adv., to the ocean or

sea, H. Horn. Merc. 68, H. Hom 31,

IB: from., ov, o, Oceamis, ace. to

lies. Th. 133, son of Uranus and
Gaea, god of the great primeval wa-
ter, the source of all smaller waters,

II. 21, 190, Hes. Th. 337, 368; in-

deed, in II. 14,201, he is even called

; and in 246, -. Homer's
Oceanus is a great stream which
compasses the earth's disc, cf. Hdt,

2, 21 : he therefore not only gives

him the river-epithets, <)()-
~,^,^. Init calls

hiin outright 'Uk., Milton's
' Ocean-Stream,' v. esp. II. 14, 245

;

20, 7, Hdt. 2, 23 ; and so Pind. Fr. 6
speaks of .—hence in

later times ocean remained as the
name of the great Outward Sea, opp.

to the Inward or Mediterranean-, ). Pind. P. 4, 45, 440.

(Prob. from and vacj, the rapid-

flowing : perh. also akin to ',, ^/.)
'ilKKiuijv, Ep. gen. plur. from,

fern, from, Hom./., ov, o. Ocellus, a Lace-
daemonian, Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 22 :—cf.'.—2., the Pytha-
gorean phUosopher Ocellus Lacanus,
Diog. L.—In Luc..', ov. 70, Ocelum, a city of

Gaul, Strab. p. 179.', adv. from , first in

Pind.',, , later poet, form
for, Leon. Tar. 4.'. , ov, made of,
riosc.
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£2, , like, of its

sort, Diosc.', ov, TO, an aromatic plant,

basil, Lat. ocimum, Strattis Incert. 1,

5, Eubul.. 1, 2 ; cf. Schneid.
in Ind. Theophr. : also, .-., , , Ocimum, fetn. pr.

., Ath. 507 C.', , contr. for-
'.", , , an herb for fodder,

perh. clover, Lat. ocinum, in Cato, and
Varro.', neut. plur. from ,
used as adv., most swiftly, very swift-

ly, Od. 22, 77, 133., , ov, irreg. superl. from, II.

'ilKiuv, ov, gen., irreg. com-
par. from.^, a bad form of the aor.

1 act. of, only in very late

authors.', ov, {, ,):—sea-

swift, speeding o'er the sea, epith. of a
ship, 11. 15, 705, Od. 12, 182 ; so in

Soph. Aj. 710 :— later, generally, like, swift, violeyit,, Opp. H. 2,

535. [i'], ov, 6, Ocyalus, a Phae-
acian, Od. 8, 111., ov, , quick in or to fight.

'3?.,,{./9,) quick-

hitting or (jujck-.ihot, epith. of arrows,
Soph. Phil. 710 ; but also of the hand,
Anth. Plan. 195.',, ,{,)
biting sharply, ()lvi], Anth. P. 6, 92.', ov, {.)
quickly taught, Anth. 9, 562. [/"]', ov, Dor. -,{, ,)) quick-whirling,',
Pind. I. 5 (4), 7.', ov, , =,
Anth. P. append. 389.'. , to run sii'iftly: from. ov, or, ov,

{',.) swift-running,,
Eur. Bacch. 871 ;?. Anon 1,8.

:?), , gen..{,)
speaking quick, Anth. P. 9, 525., , , Oci/thoe, one of
the Harpies, Apollod. 1, 9, 21... also , ov, Eur. Snpp.
993{,):—swift-running, Nl)^-, Eur. 1. c. : quick-growing,•
Tj/, Call. Dian. 165.\?, ov, o, Ocyllus, a Lace-
daemonian, Xen. Hell. 6, 5, 11 :—cf.

'',77).', , , {,)
she who gives a quick or easy birth,

Orph. H. 1, 4., ov, {,)
quick to fight, Anth. P. 6, 132. [a], ov, going rapidly.'. ov,{.) quick-

ly-dying, dying early, oft. in Hom.,
esp. of Achilles ; also in superl.,-, 11. 1, 505.

—

II. act., bring-

ing a quick or earli/ death, , 11. 15,

441. Anth. P. append. 9, 0.', o^', {,) quickly

marking, Opp. C. I, 37.',^^, Hesych., ov, {,)
xnith swift sandals ; swift-footed, Nonn., , ?/, pecul. poet. fern,

of.',. , Ocypete, daughter
of Danans, Apollod. 2, 1, 5.—2. one
of the Harpies, Hes. Th. 267 :—cf.., ov, , flying or running
rapidly,, II. 8, 42 ; 13, 24 ; ,
Hes. Op. 210 : metaph., ..
Soph. Tr. 1042.

, ov, {,)
quick-wandering,, Eur. Pei-
rith. 3.',, ov, {,) faet-
sailing, Anth.', , to be swift of foot

:

from', ov, , poet, for •, Anth. P. 5, 223 ; 9, 371.', ov,{, ov)qvich^
ly-avenged,, Aesch. Theb.
743.',, ov, (,)
sending or conveying rapidly, of ships,

Eur. I. T. 1137; ,\}. 1427., , to go quick: from'2~, ov,{,) quick-

going, in Hom. always epith. of ships :

swift flowing, Aesch. Ag. 1558:—gen-
erally, swift, , Pind.
P. 4, 345.'. ov, rare poet, collat. form
of sq., Anth. P. 9, 525. [tj], , , >, , {,) swift footed, in Hom. always
epith. of horses ; of the hare, Hes.
Sc. 302;, Soph. O. C. 1094;. Id. . 099., ov, {, )

.'mift-winged, sivift-flying., II. 13,

62 ;, Aesch. Supp. 734 : -., the long quill-feathers in a wing,

Ar. Av. 803; ct. Strattis Maced. 7.,, , ,() Ocyroc,
daughter of Oceanus, H. Hom. Cer.
420 ; Hes. Th. 360 ; Paus. 4, 30, 4.',, ov, b. Dor. -poar,= sq.,

Eur. Bacch. 569., ov, poet, for sq.,-, II. 5, 598 :—fem. '2, , an
Oceanid, H. Hom. Cer. 420, Hes. Th.
300.

'(), ov, {, (, /)
quick-flowing.,,, gen. , ,, and Ion. fem., in Horn,
more freq. than the common fem.,

esp. in II., where it is always epith.

of Iris, so loo Hes. Th. 780 ; in Od.,
only in 12, 374, of Lampetie : fem., very late. Quick, swift, fleet,

fast, oft. in Horn., both of persons
and things, esp. arrows and ships,

opp. to, Od. 8, 331 ; also in

Pind. P. 1, 1), N. 3, 140, etc.. Soph.
Ant. 1200, and Eur. : . quick-

ness, sharpness, Eur. Fr. Incert. 8, 1.

— II. like, acting quickly on the

senses, sharp, ttj, Ael. N. A. 6,

63,— III. adv. -', first in Pind. P. 3,

105, etc. ;—hut in form, formed
like, very freq. in Hom.—IV.
degrees of comparison, regul.-,, Od. 8, 331 : irreg., ov, gen., like Lat. ocyor,

ocyvs ; and, Horn., Aesch.
Theb. 65.—The word is poet., and
mostly Ep. (Akin to , ,, Lat. acer, acutus). [v always.]. ov, {,)
looking or aiming quickly, Anth. P. 9,

525.., , {() quickness,

.siviftness. fleetness, speed, Pind. P. 11,

75 ; also in Plat. Ax. 304 C. [v], ov, or-, ov, be-

longing to or promoting a quick and easy
birth : to (sc.),
medicine for this purpose, Ar. Thesm.
504, where the Rav. MS.
from', ov, {,) cans
ing quick and easy birth, of Diana,
Poet. ap. Plut. 2, 282 C ; of a river,

fertilising, fertile. Soph. O. C. 689:, a quick and ea.sy birth, Hdt.
4, 35. — II. propaiox., ov,
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pass., quickli/ born or produced, as

some take it in Soph. 1. c, but v.

Pind.^, ov, 0, Ocytus, a Corinth-

ian, father of an Aeneas, Thuc. 4,

119.^,, y, Dor. for, v.

also ^.', contr. , Ar.

Thesin. 1172.^, ov. ,=.?.', f.- Att. -, like3, to thrust with the elbow, to

elbow. Comic. Anon. 316; but better

7.-, V. Meineke 1. c. : from', , , strictly-,^^, the point of
the elbow, Anst. H. A. 1, 15,3; in

Horn, , Od. 14, 494
;

in Dor., Lat. cubitus : Ar.

Pac. 443 has also the form•
vov.',, , the elbow, elsewh.

and, . Horn. Merc.
388 :—generally, a?i arm, Aesch. Pr.

60, Soph. Tr. 926, and oft. in Eur.
;, Med. 902, of I. T.

1158; ,
Phoen. 165, etc. ; ?.-, Ar. Ran. 1322. — . an armful,
bundle, like ?.. Poll. (Lat. ul-

na. Germ. JS//ere-bogen, our e/-bow

;

of -•)., , , poet, -, appell. of
the goat that suckled Jupiter, Arat.

Phaen. 164 ace. to Schol. ad 1. (from) because on the arm of Auriga;
ace. to Strab. from "/., p. 387., , ,, poet. -,
the Olenian rock, 11. 2, 617, acc. to

Strab. p. 341 the summit of Mt. Scol-
lis in Achaia on the confines of Elis.'', ov, , Olenias, son of Oe-
neus, brother of Tydeus, ApoUod. I,

8,5.^',, a, ov, in the arms.'', a, ov, of Oleniis, Olenian,

Anth. P. 7, 723 :—oi', thein-

hah. ofOlentis (2), Strab. p. 386.',, ,=] II, or-.̂, ov, , fern, -,,(;) of the elbow arm. Lye. 135.•, ov, 7] talso , Strab. p.

38Gt, Olenos, a city of fAetolia, II. 2,

639; Strab. p. 451 1; prob. named
from its lymg in the bend (') of a
hill, like the Germ. Ellnhogen (elhow)
near Carlsbad.—12. a city of Achaia
between Patrae and Dyme, Hdt. 1,

145 ; Strab. p. 386.?, aor. 1 act. of, Horn., ov, {,)
crushing clods of earth,, Anth.
P. 6, 104, 297., ov, (, )

smd-destroying, Paul. S. Ecphr. 149., ov,{/.,)
destroying or losing the fruits, .,
because it sheds its fruits before
ripening, Od. 10. 510 :—metaph., ,., the kettle-drum in the
mysteries of Cybele, because the priests

who beat it were eunuchs, 0pp. C. 3,

283. [t], ov, (, )
destroying or ruining the house, epith.
of the Erinys, Aesch. Theb. 720.— II.

squandering the substance, A. B. p. 318., ov,{,)
child-murdering, Nonn. [«], 3 sing. aor. 2 mid. of-
Ui, Horn.,, , rare coUat. form of, ap. Suid.

i'ilXi/v,, 6, Olen, an early poet
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from Lycia, Hdt. 4, 35; Call. Del.

305.

+/.•, ov, . Oliarvs, a small
island, one of the Cyclades, Sirab. p.

485, V. 1. ,7..?, , , and,, ?),

=.
'1?., , to form wrinkles,

wrinkle.',, , furrow, wrinkle,

esp. in the face, Gramm. (Akin to?,.)', later form of aor. 1 act.

from.',,. Ion. for b•, oi, Hdt. ; but Schweigh. always
writes'.
^, i], poet, syncop. for,,, a furrow, usu. only in acc., 11. 13, 707, Od. 18,375.•, ,=?,, Hesych.,. , 6, Olpis, an Atheni-

an, Anth. P. 13, 20.*', or*, an unknown
radio, word, from which is

derived. (Perh. akin to,,.), a, ov,{) on the shoul-

der OT shotdders, cf. -.— II. as

epith. of Bacchus, =,-, because he had human sacri-

fices at Chios and Tenedos, Orph. H.
29, 5. [a]-, adv.,= sq., adv., on the shoulder, on the

shoulders.?.,,{.) :
—

., a wound scarred over too soon,

without healing properly, ap. Hesych./, , ov, {,-
Acf) of the colour of the fresh vine-leaf

opp. to-.,,, , Omares, a leader
of the Greek mercenaries at the
battle of the Granicus, Arr. An. 1,

16. 3.
,, , loading or burdening

the shoulders., Att. crasis for, Ar. Eccl. 793.

~'. Dor. for, 1 pi. subj.

pres. from..,, , strictly -, bruised meal of raw corn, esp. bar-

ley or wheat (hence with or

added), used chiefly for poul-

tices, Foes. Oec. Hipp.',,, o,= sq., ov, , {,) :

—

eating raw flesh,, ',,
11. 1 1, 454 ; 22, 67 ; 24, 82 ;,
Hes. Th. 311 ;, Orac. ap. Hdt.

5, 92, 2, Aesch. Ag. 827 (hence-
crr^/cabsol. for, Anth. P. 6, 237);
etc. ; also with a feni.,',-, Hes. Th. 300 :—generally, sav-

age, brutal,, 11. 24, 207.—II. as

epith. of Bacchus,=/^(5, Anth.
P. 9, 524, Plut. 2, 462 B.—Cf -,,., . ,^=, LXX.', , , in, on, of the shoul-

der., ov, , a broad-shouldered per-

son., , , =, ,
Philo.

',, {.- Att. -, {) to

place on another^S shoulders:—mid., to

take on one's shoulders.", , a game in which dif-

ferent persons put nuts, birds, etc.,

within a circle, and each tried to get

his neighbour's deposit only, Eupol.
Tax. 1 ; . Poll.

(Perh. akin to6? or to-, ov, , dim. from ,
Anth. P. 11, 157.

fQ.utof, ov, 6, Omius, masc. pr. n.,

Polyb. 4, 23, 5.', ov, 6,{) a porter.. part, pf pass, from-, lut., Arist.', a, ov, or -, ov,{,) of raw, untanned ox-hide,

Xen. An. 4, 7, 22 and 26, cf-:— (sc.), a raw ox-
hide, Hdt. 3, 9; 4, 65; cf,
etc. :—but, ro (sc. -
), raw ox-flesh. Lucill. 73,—where
we also find the compar.-
pov.. , o.= foreg., of raw
ox-hide, Anth. P. C, 21., , ov, like,
of raw ox-hide, Hdt. 7, 76, 79, Xen.
An. 4, 7, 22, etc. :

—

and- are common, v. U., Valck.
Hdt. 7, 91.

^ ^, , , =z,
Nie. Th. 739.',, , an eating of raw
flesh : from', ov,= sq., Ap. Rh. 1, 636.',, 6, , {, -) eating raw flesh. Soph. Fr.

153, Eur. Tro. 436, H. F.'887.', , eaten raw., , ov,{,)
made ofraw leather

:

—also,
ov, Plut. Crass. 25., , ov, of undressed

cotton ; cf..,, , , {, --
):—afresh, active old man, 11. 23,

791 ;— cf. Virgil's cruda viridisque se-

nectus.—II. an unripe old man, one un-

timely old, like (cf.

. 2): also as adj., -,
Anth. P. 5, 264.^,,^., ,{,) fierce-

ly gnawing or stinging. .,
Aesch. Theb. 692., ov, , the allegorical

name of a demon, Ep. Horn. 14, 10., ov, raw-tanned., ov,{,) pick-

ed OT plucked unripe, .. strict-

ly the right ofplucking the fresh fruit,

i. e. the rights of the marriage-bed, the

husband's rights, Aesch. Theb. 333.,, , f. -, {,-
):—in sacrificing, to place the raw
pieces cut from a victim on the thigh-

bones{) when piled in order and
wrapped in the fat membrane{),
II. 1, 461 ; 2, 424; Od. 3, 458; also

in mid.,, -, , Od.
14, 427 : later, generally, to offer a

sacrifice, to sacrifice, Ap. Rh. 3, 1033.,,, . ^, {,)
with rough, wild hair, Lyc. 340 ?, ov, {,) scni-

age-heartcd. Soph. Aj. 885.', or, wrongly also writ-

ten ; cl. ., ov, b, with swollen or high

shoulders..,, , the shoulder-joint,

elsewh.. [{)], , gen. , {,) strong-shouldered, epith. ol

Ajax (cf II. 3, 227), Soph. Aj. 205.', , to be proud of broad

shoulders., ov, TO, (,)
raw flax, which is stronger in the

threads than the dressed, Lat. crudum
linnm, Aesch. Fr. 175, cf Salinas, ia

Solin. p. 538 : esp. used for lint, Hipp.
—II. strong linen made thereof, cf. Mei-
neke Cratin. Archil. 8 : a barbel's cloth,

Plut. 2, 509 A.
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i2M0T', oi>, made of,
Paul. Aeg., adv. part. pf. pass.

Irom /), confessedly, without

contradiction.', as pass., to be or grow

raw, Lat. crudcsco., , , {,) ;

—the shoulder-blade, usu. ill plur. al', Lat. scapulae, Xen. Eq.

1, 7, Cyn. 4, 1, etc. ; but also in sing.,

Theocr. 26, 22. [a]',, acti)igharshly,Gramm.

'!20, 01', , the shoulder with the

upper arm, Lat. humerus, ?' /', '
7/(5' , 11. 5,

146 ;
/, lb. 41 ;' ', 15,544; epv,esch.. 350; , '.

Soph. Fr. 404, Tr. 5G4 ; so,'.
Id. Fr. 342, Isocr. 392 ; cf. esp.

Hdt. 4, G2 ; , by

the strength of mine arms, Hdt. 2,

lOG•.—usn. of men, yet also of ani-

mals, as of a lion, Hes. Sc. 430; of

a dog, Xen. Cyn. 4, 1 ; of a horse,

like Lat. armus', II. 15, 207, Xen. Eq.

8, 6; cf.. (From the

same root as comes the Lat.

humerus.)', ,, raw, undressed, Lat.

trudus, esp. of flesh, U. 22, 347, Od.

18, 87, etc. ; opp. to, Od.

12, 396 ; or, to eat one raw,

proverb, of savage cruelty, Xen. An.

4, 8, 14, Hell. 3, 3, 6 ; so, /3-, 11. 4, 35.-2. im-

ripe, untimely, unseasonable, properly

of fruits, opp. to, Ar. Eq. 200,

cf. Arist. Meteor. 4, 3, 4) ; but also

of a man, , an unripe, un-

timely old age, Od. 15, 357, Hes. Op.

703 ; cf. :
— , an

untimely birth, Philostr.—3. like Lat.

crudus, oi undigested food, Plut. 2, 131

C, 133 D.—II. metaph.,— 1. savage,

cruel, Aesch. Ag. 1045, Soph. O. T.

828, etc. ; , Eur. Hipp. 1264;

and so in prose, as, .,, Thuc. 3, 36, 81 ; -. Plat. Legg. 823 :— so also adv., savageli/, -, Thuc. 3," 84, cf. Xen. Vect. 5, 6.

—2. rough, hardy. Soph. Aj. 548, cf.

Ant. 471.', aor. 1 act. of, Horn., , ?/, an eating of raw

food : from', ov,(,) eat-

ing of raw food : then, generally, s«i'-

age, epith. of the Sphinx, Aesch.

theb. 541, Eur. Bacch. 338;-, Eur. Phoen. 1025.

—

II. pass., eaten rani, Lyc. 054.', ov, {, -) torn in pieces raw, \r. Eq. 345.^, ov, ,{,) :

—the flesh of the t^mny pickled, and so

eaten (without being boiled), Nicostr.

'3. 1,2, Alex... 1,4; cf.

Diosc. 2, 33.,, \,{) :

—

rawness,

esp. of unripe fruit, Arist. Meteor. 4,

3, 4.—II. melaph., savageness, cruelty,

Eur. Ion 47, Xen. Cyr. 4, 5, 19, Isocr.

64 A, etc.', , f. -, to bring forth

untimely, miscarry, LXX. : and, ar, , an untimely bring-

ing forth, miscarriage : from',, 01',{,) bring-

ing forth untimely offspring, miscarry-

ing, untimely,, Call. Del. 120., , f. -, to cut raw or

unripe, Paul. Aeg. : from
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^, ov, {,) cut-

tins what is raw or unripe.', , gen. , {,) :
—brjiised or pressed raw, .', oil from unripe olives, The-

ophr. ap. Ath. 67 B.', ov, ,(,-) a savage tyrant, LXX. \y]', ov, {,) half

asleep, between sleeping and leaking,. , Eupol. Incert. 8 ;., Philostr.', , 1. -, to eat or de-

vour raw : and', , , an eating of raw

fle^h, Plut. 2,417 C: from, , {.) :
—

eating raiv. esp. eating raw flesh, USU.

of savage beasts,?,, -, II. 5, 782 ; 11, 479 ; 16, 157 ; -, . Ven. 124 : also of savage

men, Thuc. 3, 94.—II. more rarely

proparox., ov. pass., eaten

raw, raw. -, of sacrifices of-

fered to Bacchus, Eur. Cret. 2, 13
;

cf., :
—..

Id. Bacch. 139., , f. -, to carry on

the shoulders : from, ov, {,) carry-

ing on the shoulders.,, , ,{,) :

—savage-minded, savage, like-,, Aesch. Cho. 421 ;-, \. Theb. 730 ; so in Soph. Aj.

931, Phil. 194, and Eur. Adv. --, Aesch. Pers. 911.',,, and , {,) an unpeeled vine-pole, Geop.", 3 sing. aor. 1 act. from, Horn., Ion. and Dor. for ovv, now,

therefore, Hdt., and Pind. ; cf. Jac.

Anth. P. p. 387.—Hdt. oft. makes a

tmesis by putting this particle be-

tween the preposition and its verb,

e. g. ' , '2, 39, ', 2, 47,' , 2, 87,

88, etc.,—in which cases merely
denotes the sequence of one action

on another.^,, poet, and Ion. contr.

for , ., aor. mid. of, 3

sing,, 11. 17, 25, cf. Lob. Pliryn.

12.

YQvapcir, ov, b, Onarus, masc. pr.

n., Plut. Thes. 20.'. Dor. aor. 1 of,
Theocr.", Dor. contr. for ,', contr. : fut. --

: it takes usu. the syllabic augmt.,
asimpf. {E\ipo\. Marie. 15);

aor. ;
pf., etc.

—

But good Att. writers seldom use
except in pres. and impf.,

Lob. Phryn. 138, Meineke Com. Fr.

2, p. 533 ;
preferring the aor.-,—whereas they never have-

as a pres.— Dep. mid. To buy,

purchase, opp. to,,
as Lat. emere to vendcre, Hes. Op. 339,

Aesch. Supp. 336, and oft. in Hdt.,

etc. ; . , Hdt. 5, 6,

Plat. Prot. 313 , Dem. 123, 21 ; also

c. dat. pers., to buy from some one,

Ar. Ach. 815, Pac. 1261 ; c. gen. pretii,

for so much, Eur. Hec. 360, Xen.
An. 7. 6, 24, etc. ; '. ., Plat. Legg. 711 ;. , to buy at market, Xen.
An. 3, 2, 21.—2. esp., to farm public

taxes or tolls, or rather to bid for them,
Andoc. 17, 28, Lys. 108, 26, etc. ; cf., and Bockh P. E. 2, p. 52.-3. to

wish or offer to buy, to bargain or hid

for a thing, Lat. liccri, Hdt. 1, 68, 69,

\
165;—hence, to buy off, secure one's

self against a thing by giving vwney,. TO, ',
Dem. 96, 7; 990, 17.-4. metaph., to

buy, bribe, , Dem. 309, 15, cf.

Schiif. Appar. 2, p. 322.— II. very
rarely used as pass., though Plat.

Phaed. 69 B, has the part,-
va, (where Heind. gives/,
but needlessly) ; might be
read, for this part, is used in pass,

signf. by Plat. Rep. 563 B, Lysias
165, 16, etc., ubi v. Markl. (though
also in act., Ar. Plut. 7) ; also the
plqpf. in pass, signf. occurs
in Ar. Pac. 1182: and the aor. part., Isae. 58, 15, Plat. Legg. 850
A.

'^, 7/, ,{) :

—

a buying, Lat.

emptio, , buying and
selling, Hdt. 1, J53, Soph. Fr. 756,

Plat. Soph. 223 D ;. Id. Legg. 849 , Dem. 894, 27.

—2. purchase, a bargain, Kvir. Cycl.

150 ;—esp., a contract for the farming

of taxes, -, Andoc. 10, 16; cf. 12, 28, and
v. I. 2.',, ,{) pur-

chase,./,. aor. mid. of,
•i- "

. r , ,, Ion. crasis for .', aor. 1 act. of oi'tt'7;//t,Hom., desiderat. from,
to wish to buy.,, ,{) a buying,

Lys. ap. Poll. 7, 15., a, ov, verb. adj. from, to be bought. Plat. Legg. 849
C, Amphis Atham. 1.', ov, 6,() a buyer,

a contractor, Plat. Eryx. 394 E, Plut.

Ages. 9.

'7/, , f.-,[]^=., , .() belong-

ing to buying, inclined to buy, Philo.',, , , also of, , Eur.
Hel. 816; verb. adj. from:—bought, Od. 14, 202 ;

?.' . Soph.
. . 1123.—II. to be bought, that may
be bought, Eur. 1. c, cf. Thuc. 3, 40.7), , , later and rare

form for, Gramin.',, contr. for .",. contr. foroi-.. a, ov,() :
—to be bought,

for .iale, Lat. vcnalis, iirst in Epich.

p. 39 : ; how's corn
selling? Ar. Ach. 758. cf Eq. 480-
. gen. pretii, ,
Aeschin. 76, 27 : ', to

come to martset, Theogn. 127 ; so,, to be for sale, be had for

money. Plat. Legg. 848 A ; -, proverb, of great

distress, Dem. 598, 4 :—so of a venal
magistrate, Dinarch. 92, 37 : —, market-wares, Xen. An. 1,2, 17,

etc.",, , Aeol. for., Ion. for, 3 pi. pf. pass, from., adv. part. pf. jiass.

from, by name, giving a 7iame,

Arist. Rhet. 3, 2, 12., ov, , a price, value, pay-
ment, b ' , Od. 15,

387 : the thing bought being in the

genit., I!. 23, 746.— II. a buying, like, Od. 15,445.

—

III. things for sale,

market-wares. (Orig. it had the /",

cf. Lat. vennm, venire, venumdare, ven-

dere, to which it is related, as

to vinum, to vicus.), aor. 1 mid. of, II.



, 3 sing. impf. act. from<, Horn., Dor. contr. for .^, 3 sing. aor. 1 act. of,
1.

\^, ov, , the Oxus, a river of

Asia, emptying into the Sea of Aral,

now the Amoo or Jihon, Strab. p.

507 ; Arr. An. 3, 29.

'/3^'7/•, , gen., (,-) soaked in white of egg, Medic. ; cf.'7..>',, ,{,)
milk iiiixed with eggs, Medic.

'ii2o}TV^f, , born of an egg.',, , gen. ,,)
like an egg, egg-shaped, oval, Arist. H.
A. 5, 28, 2., , ?/, {) a setting

eggs on the table.. V. uatai.', ov, TO, an egg, Lat. ovum,

Hdt.,etc. ; . lay an egg.

At. Av. ()95, etc. ; ,
he has become bald as an egg, Anth.

P. 1 1 , 398 :

—

' , in

Hero, are piob. cupping-glasses :
—aii

egg-shaped cup, Desnon ap. Ath. 503

E. Poet, ,(. subojeof)

;

gave rise to the old way of wri-

ting,, which the etymology will

disprove. (Orig. it was, dv-vm,

Germ. Ey, A. Sax. aeg, our egg: He-
sych. quotes as an Argive
form.

)

'Qiov, ro, =i'-e/9(JOV,. quoted by
Eustath. as a Lacedaem. word., also , a cry of the -

to make the rowers stop pull-

in?, avast.' Ar. Ran. 180, 208; cf.

Schol. Av. 1395.
^?.7. ov, b, an egg-dealer : fern.^,.

—ia,, , inspection of eggs,

divinatioyi from them.., a treatise on-, attributed to Orph.'-, ov, , {,)
an egg-shaped cup with a double bot-

tom, Asclep. ap. Ath. 503 E. [v], <, , poet, for-, 0pp. . 1, 750.', , . -7/, to lay eggs,

Emped. 286, Arist. . . 6, 11. 8,

etc. : , Id. Gen. An.
2, 7, 8 : and', , , a laying of eggs,

\rist. Gen. An. ], 20, 11 : from',, ov, {,) laying

eggs, Arist. Gen. An. 1, 11, 4, etc., , f. -, to eat eggs., ov, (,) bearing

eggs or roe,, Arist. H. A. 9, 37,

17., iJ,=sq., Arist. H. A.

6, 14. 8, etc., , (, ?.)
watch or guard eggs.

and, f.-,
to seek, look, 0pp., adverb, Dor. for ,
where.
,~., , (,) view,

.-iight, look, . Rh. 3, 821, Nic. Al.

376., TO, dim. from ^p.•, , Dor. for Oi-if, epith. of

Diana.

—

12. a Hyperborean maiden,
v.., , . Opts, an ancient
rity of Assyria on the Tigris, Hdt. 1,

189 ; Xen. An. 2, 4, 25 ; now perhaps
Eski Bagdhad,\. Ainsworth's Travels
in track, etc., p. 116 n.",, poet, contr. for -
7.0V., Ion. and Dor. contr. for'.

^,, 3 sing, pf pass, of., , contr. for 6up: dat. plur., for, 11. 5, 486., , , Ion. , care, con-

cern, heed, regard,, for a person
or thing, Hes. Op. 30 ;,, Hdt. 1, 4; 9, 8,

Soph. . C. 386, cf Valck. Hdt. 3,

155, Theocr. 9. 20 ; so,. Soph. Tr. 57. Not used in

Att. prose. (Akin to Lat. cura: also

to, a watcher,, as ap-

pears from the form of,-, hence also,,
etc.)", ar, . Ton., Lat. HORA,
orig. any limited time or period, esp. as

fixed by natural laws and revolutions,

Hom. : hence,—I. a season generally
;

usu. in plur., the seasons, -?. ?,
Od. 2, 107; cf. 10, 469, etc., Hes. Th.
58, Hdt. 1, 32; Awf, Pind. O.

4, 3 ; , Soph.
. . 156 ; cf Ar. Av. 709, 996 ;, Plat. Legg. 906
C ; cf Symp. 188 A, etc. ; o'l, Arist. Pol. 7, 16,

10 :— in plur., also, the climate of a

country as dependent on its seasons,

Hdt. 1, 142, 149, cf 3, 106 :—esp., the

blooming season of the year, the spring-

time, II. 2, 468, Od. 9, 51. Homer
and Hesiod, following the climate of

Ionia or Asia Minor, distinguish three

seasons ; viz.,

—

(a.) spring, lap, '-
poc, II. 6, 148 ; or ),
II. 2, 471, Od. 18, 367 ; Att.

or, Ar. Nub. 1008, Eur. Cycl.

508; also, , Ar. Eq. 419:

—

(6.) summer,, , Hes.
Op. 582 ; also, , Thuc. 2,

52, Plat. Legg. 952 E, Dem. 1213,27,

cf Bast Ep. Cr. p. 108, (though this

is sometimes also used of the other
seasons, cf I. 3) :—and,— (c.)

winter,,, ,
Hes. Op. 448 ; , Od. 5,

485 ; Hes. Op. 492 ; ,
in winter. Lys. 18, 4. The Athe-
nians added the fourth season,-
pa or autumn : but later, seven sea-

sons were assumed,,,-
pa,,,.'. The three old seasons
prob. were all equal, but the Athe-
nians reckoned to and~
each two, to and eacli

four months, Eur. Incert. 90. — 2.

later, of the whole year, Ty, last year, as we also say ' last

season,' Dem. 1283, 20; , in

the future year, Plut. Pericl. 13;
also, '/, hereafter, Eur.
1. A. 122 ; , Ar. Nub.
562 ; , Theocr. 15,

74 ; cf. '.— II. the time of day ;

first in H. Hom. Merc. 67, 155, 400;, late in the day, Dem.
541, fin.;—also in full, ,
the times of day, i. e. morning, noon,
evening and night ; , night
time.—2. in the definite signf. of aji

hour, it is much later, being prob. so
first used by the astronomer Hip-
parchus (about 140 B.C.), cf Idelers

Chronol. I, p. 239 ; cf infra B.— III.

generally, the right, fitting time or hour,

the time or season for a thing, like-, oft. in Hom. ; esp. the time of corn

ripening, , Od. 9, 135:
fi; , in good time, early, Od. 17,

176, Ar. Vesp. 242, etc. ; also absol.

in ace, /, Hdt. 2, 2 ; 8, 19 :

— oft. c. gen. rei, ,,
the timeforhed or sleep, bed-<nne, Od.
3, 334 ; 11, 379 ; so, , -, Od. 14, 407 ; 15, 126 ; also, -

, time for a husband. Plat.
Criti. 113 D, cf. III: so,,, Hes. Op. 458, 573 :— (), 'tis time to do a thing,
c. inf, Od. II, 330, 373, and Att.;
and c. ace. et inf, Od. 21, 428 ;

(i. e.), Theocr. 15, 147.—IV. in
plur., the four quarters of the heavens,
Hdt. 2, 26.—V. in Att., also, the time

of life, age, a certain liine in the life of
man, usu. the freshest, fairest time, the

spring or prime of life, youth,, to be in one's prime, Aesch.
Theb. 13, Supp. 997 ; manhood. Id.

Theb. 537 : hence also, youthful beau-

ty, ! !
Ar. . 1724; cf Plat. Phaedr. 234
A, Xen. Mem 2, 1, 22. etc., Heind.
Plat. Phaed. 80 C ; though it was
strictly the freshness and vigour of
youth without any notion of beauty,
V. Stallb. Plat. Rep. 601 ; cf-

IV:—Pind. personifies, like

"!3, . 8, 1.— 2. also of trees,, Aesch. Fr. 38. — Vi. in

Att. also sometimes for , the

fruits or produce of the year,, Xen. Hell. 2, 1, 1.

. ^, the Hours ; in II. 5,

749 ; 8, 393, keepers of heaven's
cloud-gate ; and in genl. ministers
of the gods, II. 8, 433 ; 21, 450 ; esp.

of Venus, H. Hom. 5, 5. 12: ace. to

Hes. Th. 902, the three daughters
of Jupiter and Themis, named Euno-
mia. Dike and Eirene, who watch
over and prosper all the works of
men : presiding, chiefly, over the
changes of time, the seasons of the
year, with all that belongs to each
period ; hence the source of ripe per-

lection in all products of iiature, esp.

in the pritne and beaiity of human
life ; oft. theieiore joined with the, . Hom. . 194, Hes. Op.
75.

VQ'pa. , , Ora, a city of India,

Arr. An. 4, 27.',, , the good season, spring

and summer, v. I. 3., f -, contr..(
V) :

—

to make beautiful, adorn, decorate,

dress :— pass., to be beavtful, to bloom,

Aristaen. 2, 10: — mid. to give one's

self airs, behave affectedly, Eupol. In-

cert. 23, ubi V. Meineke. Hence. ov, a, adornment, elegance,

Plut. 2, 972 D, etc.
^, ov, , giver of beauty

:

'=., ov, studying dress or
decoration., ov.fair ofform., as pass., to be beautiful,

LXX., , to live with the beau•

tiful., ov, , selling ripe

fruits : V. sub I.—11. making a
traffic rf one's charms or person., a, ov, produced or ripened

at the fit season () : esp. of ripe

summer fruits, like Lat. hornus ;

or ., a living on ripe fruits,

Hes. Op. 32, 309 : ., the
fruits of the sraso7i, hnt. fructus annui,

hornotini or horaci, also annona, Hdt.
1,202; so (inore commonly) tu,
Thnc. 3, 58, Plat. Legg. 845 E. etc.

;

so too, , Xen. An. 5, 3,

12 : h^ncc also of fish, etc., in season,.. Soph. Fr. 446 ;, fish soiled or pickled in the

season, Alex. Tlorrjp. 1,5;', Babrius 6. 4 ; -
., the pickling-Xah, Poll. 7, 27:

and in Hesych. for-
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:—but,—2. ,=-', Hipp.—3. ?}, as subsl.,

like (jpa, the season of com or

fruit ripening, harvest-time, esp. the

twenty days before and alter the ri-

sing ot the dog-star :—then, the good
season, spring and summer, esp. the

four or five months during which
troops kept the fielil, Dem. 1C3, 10;

1292, 5.—II. generally, happening at

the right or fining time, suitable to or

favoured by the season, favotirable, fair,,. Has. Op. 015, 640;•, lb. 028 : , the

weather is fair, App. :—and, absol.,

opairjv vti, it does not rain

in the (rainy) season, Hdt. 4, 28 ; cf.

III.— 111. of persons, etc., season-

able or ripe for a thing, c. gen.,-, Hdt. 1, 196, Xen.
Cyr. 4, 6, 9,— Virgil's jam matura
viro ; so, , Eur. Phoe-
nix 1,2; , seasonable

marriage, Aesch. ^r. 49, Eur. Hel.

12 :—freq. also of old persons, ripe or

ready for death, Eur. Ale. 519 ; tv. Id. Phoen. 908
;', Plut. 2, 178 D:

— geneially, seasonable, ft, proper,

= ,
Eur. Supp. 175.—IV. 1 the age of

man, at the freshest, fairest age, in the

spring or prime of life, youthful, Hes.
Op. 093 : hence also in the bloom of
youth, blooming, beuuCful, and so oft.

joineil with /., e. g. Find. O. 9,

141 ; 10 (11), 124, Ar. Ach. 1148,

Av. 138, Xen. Mem. 1,13;—though
strictly it did not necessarily imply
this, for Plat, says,..,
U7j, Rep. 001 ; and Arist. speaks of

persons, , Rhet.
S,4, 3 ; cf. V.

—

"^ is another,

but only poet., form. Hence
077/•, 7/TOf, , the ripeness of

the fruits of the year, Arist. Plant.?—
II. the bloom of youth, beauty, Xen.
Oec. 7, 43, in plur.', , , ( ) gay
dressing, etc., usu. in bad signf., LXX., ov, o, a dandy, fop.', . i.- [], to faint,

swoon away, Ar. Ran. 481,Pac. 702:
—others write as if for.', f.,= (oeg., Suid.

'ilpavuWi, Aeol. and Dor. for ovpa-, VVelcker Alcman 5.', Aeol. and Dor. for-, Sappho 52.

'^', , Dor. for.",, adv., ():— at

the right time, is now read in Ar. Lys.
301, ubi V. Dind. : ,
as an imprecation, Luc. D. Meretr.
10 : cf., , , the Rom. name
Horatius, Plut., , , {, ,
roaming wildly over the mountains) Ori-

thyia, daughter of Erechtheus king
of Attica, mother of Zetes and Ca-
lais by Boreas, Hdt. 7, 189; Ap, Rh.
1, 211.— 2. one of the Nereids, 11. 18,

48.—Others in Anth. ; etc.', ov, TO, ():— a place

where siimmer-Jruits are kept, a grana-

ry, Lat. horreum, also, ;

cf. [>,,., ov, 6, an inhab. of Oreus ;

oi,, the Orltae, Xen. Hell.

5, 4, 57., ov. poet, for-, Anth. P. 9, 524.', , also ?}. Pans. 7, 26,
Oreus, a city of Euboea, earlier call-

ed, Thuc. 8, 9.) ; Xen. Hell.

5, 4, 56 ; Paus. 7, 26, 4.
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, ov, poet, for-, making a din on the mountains,
Anth. P. 9, 524., ov, 6, (,)
one uho brings on the sea.sons, or who
gives the ripe fruits in their season,

epith. of Apollo, like^, Anth.
P. 9, 525., ov,=.", Ep. contr. dat. for-, II. 5, 486, v. ..', 3 sing. aor. 2 mid. from, 11.', {) :

—

to take care of, at-

tend to, mind, c. ace, Hes. Th. 903;
V. Ruhnk. Ep. Cr. p. 100, et ap. Gaisf
Hes. 1. c., {)=^.', . Ion. for, Horn.

"ilpv, , Ion. for , Hes., and
Hdt.
',,,,{) that which

is taken care of, minded or watched,

Hesych.

i, . . Oretania, a dis-

trict in Hispania, Strab. p. 141 : from
ipavot, , , the Orttani, a

people of Hispania, on the Anas,
Strab. p. 139., ov, {,) leading

on the seaso7is, or bringing on the fruits

in their seaso7i, epith. of Ceres, H.
Hom. Cer. 54, 192, 492., 7/,^=, dub.

f'ilpia, , , the territory of Oreus,

Strab. p. 445.—II. Oria, a city in the
territory of the Oretani, Id. p. 153.,-,^', -,
Clearch. ap. Ath. 554 B.', a, ov,{ 111) an hour
long, Plolem.
'2,, pecul. poet. fern, of, Orph. H. 9, 19.,, , Origlnes, Origen,

masc. pr. n., Anth. P. 11, 15:—esp.

the celebrated ecclesiastical writer.^,, ,=., Ion. impf. from,. Hom. Merc. 58.., a, ov, pfOricum, Orician,

alu, Dion. P. 399.

fQ.piKOv, ov, TO, in Hdt. 9, 93', Oricum, a port of

Epirus, a colony of the Euboeans,
Strab. p. 316; cf. Polyb. 7, 19, 2;
Plut. Caes. 37:—in Scymn. 440-?.'., ,, () :

—

ripe, mature,

in one's prime, Ar. Ach. 272:

—

in the

bloom of life, youthful, blooming, Ar.

Fr. 40, etc. ; ., Ael. . . 14,

5; cf. 4, 8 ; 5, J7.— 11 in season, sea-

sonable, ', you ask
seasonably, Ar. Plut. 963 ;—or, ace. to

others, so maidenly, f.-,{) to ripen,

late., , an astrological word.", ov, poet, for, ripe,, Leon. Tar. 29 : timely, in

season, of fish, Nicom. ap. Ath. 291
:—also in late prose. Lob. Phryn.

52. Hence,, ij, ripeness, season-

ableness, late., ov, {,)
with ripe or timely fruit, Orph. H. 55,
11., adv.. Ion. for avpiov.', TO, V.-", OV, poet, form of,
happening, returning at fixed times and
seasons. Hes. Op. 490, 511 ; .-, Pind. P. 9, 172: , a\[

the fruits of the seas07is, Od. 9, 131 :

hence—11. timely, seasonable, ripe, Hes.
Op. 392 : c. dat., , ripe for

wedlock, Anth. P. 7, 188, etc.—III.

' at the right time, in season, seasonable,

Hes. Op. 390, 420, 695.— IV. in Anth^
at night, during the night, v. Meineke
Euphor. 55.—This poet, form is also
used in late prose, Lob. Phryn. p. 52.",, , contr. for-.', adv. part. pf. pass.
from, definitely, Polyb. 10, 46,

",, Ion. for, Horn.,
esp in 11, v. 11. 11, 288.,, 6, Orion, a hunter,
in the oldest Greek mythology, the
handsomest of his race, beloved by
Aurora, but slain by Diana, Od. 5,

121, sq., 11, 310:— after death he
hunted in the nether world, Od. II,

572 (though, no doubt, this passage
is a later addition).—11. a bright con-
stellation named alter him, which rose
just after the summer solstice, and
was usu. followed l)y storms, 11. 18,

480, sq. ; 22, 29, Od. 5, 274, He.s. Op.
596, 607, sq. ; cf Voss Virg. G. 1,

205.—HI. an Indian bird, Ael. N. A.
17, 22. [i Ep., Att., v. Eur. Ion
11.53, Cycl. 213; cf. A. B. p. 1433.], -. Ion. 3 pi. pf. and
piqpf pass, from, for,, Htit.',, 3 sing. impf. act.

and mid. from.'{)), , f. -, to write
history by seasons, write annals : and), , , historical narra-
tive by seasons, annals, Diod. : from', ov. {,) wri-

ting history by years : an annalist, Plut.

2, 809 A ; cf Wess. Diod. 1,26, Foes.
Oec. Hipp, [d]', ov, , a straw rope for
binding sheaves of corn, like., . {.-, {,)
to take note\.\\\^ casting a nativi-

ty or observing the natal hour, Anth.—
II. to be in the ascendant at that hour,

of one's ruling planet, Anth. P. 11,

160, 161.', , f. -, {, 7\.)
to tell the times of day or hours, as a
dial does. Hence, ov, , one that tells oi
counts the hours, Timon ap. Ath
406 E.?, ov, , {,) a
horologe, i. e. an instrument for telling

the hour, a dial, clock : .-, the sun-dial of Anaximander,
Plin. 2, 78 ; . . a vvater-

clock, —-, cf. Aristocl. ap.

Ath. 174 C, Plii,. 7, CO., , , liornmazes, fa-

ther of Zoroaster, Plat. Ale. 1, 1•,:2 A., , , {,)
the hour-prophet, said of a cock, dub.
1. in Babnus.
.&7],,, Oromasdes, Per

sian masc. pr. n., Plut. Alex. 3.,. , Oromednn, a

mountain in the island Cos, beneath
which one of the giants lay, Theocr.
7, 40.—11. father of Syennesis, Hdt.
7, 98., ov,, and,,^=, from., poet, for sq., Mane-
tho., , mark out the hours :—to rule the hour, of a planet,, Anth. P. 11, 383 :

and, 7/, , of or for a-
: ., an instru-

ment for dividing and marking the

hours : and, , , v. :

from



',, >,{,) marking
the hours of the day : , a

dial, clock ; but also of the cock. Ba-
brius ap. Suid.— 11. in astrology, ru-

ling the hour, of the planet which is

in the ascendant., 3 sing. aor. 2 redupl. of-, Horn.

'Qpof. ov. 6. poet, contr. for,
sleep, Call. Fr. 150.— 11. night, Mei-
neke Euphor. Fr. 55.^, , , Dor. for. Ion.', a mountain.^, ov. 6, like. a time, sea-

son. Foes. Oec. Hipp. : theyear, Plut.

2,677 D: hence in p!ur.,"a)!rta/.9. v.

sub, and cf. Coray Heliod.

3, p. 314.'. ov, b, Orus, son of Osiris

and Isis, a king of Aegypt, Hdt. 1,

144, 156:—as a deity corresponding
to the Grecian Apollo.—2. an early

Aegyptian writer. Luc. Gall. 18.—3.

a Grecian before Troy. II. 11, 303.—', or-, ov, ,
= 2.—II. ==',
Heliod., , f. -, {-" ) observe the hours : esp. in as-

trology, to observe the hour of birth and
interpret it, dratv a horoscope. Hence-,, , and-, , , observation of the seasons or

hours : esp. in astrology, observation

of the hour of birth, casting ofa nativity,

a horoscope., ov,.^.'—, ov, {.) ob-

serving hours or times ; esp. in astrol-

ogy, observing the hour of a birth, cast-

ing a nativity, belonging thereto, Plin.
—'2. b ., BiSS\ihst., a nativity so cast,

horoscope, Porphyr. ap. Slob. Eel. 2,

386., ov, {,) nurs-

ing or fostering the seasons, bringing

them on, Orph. H. 7, 10./^, ov, TO, V.., 3 sing. aor. 1 act. of,
Horn.'. Ep. 3 sing. aor. 2 mid. of, Horn., , a sort of pied horses,

0pp. C. 1,316.

'/, , ,=, Herme-
sian. 5, 72, Plut... , Anth. P. 6, 233

;

and. ov, ,=^7.',[) adv., with bel-

lowing or roaring, Nic. Al. 222., ov, b, a bellowing, roaring,

Theocr. 25, 217 : from'. fut.-, dep. mid.,
to howl, bellmv, roar ; esp. of hungry
dogs, wolves, lions, etc., Lat. rugire,

Theocr. 2, 35, Call. Fr. 423, Coluth.
116;—^also of men, ,
Pind. . 9, 163 ; esp. of savages,

either in mourning, Hdt. 3, 117, or

joy, lb. 4, 75 : then of any roaring
sound, as of the sea, Dion. P. 83,

Anth. P. II. 31.— II. transit., to howl
over, bewail, Theocr. 1, 71.—The act.

only in Suid.—Not found in good Att.

(Cf. Sanscr. ni, rav, arav, Lat. rugire,

rudere, etc., Pott Et. Forsch. 1, p.

213.) [], arof,ro,=6Wft/<5f,LXX.
[0], Ion. and Dor. contr. for

(5 ;(.', , , the territory of
Oropus. Thuc. 4, 91 : from, a. ov, of Oropus, Oro-
pian; , the inhab. of O. ;

from
+7•, ov, b, Oropus, a strong

city of Boeotia, near the mouth of the

Asopus, late, assigned to Attica, now
Ropo, Hdt. 6, 100; Thuc. 8, 60.—
Other cities of this name are men-
tioned by Steph. Byz. in Euboea, etc.. 3 sing, piqpf of, 11.

18, 498, Soph. O. C. 1622., Ion. for bppvo
elciv, 3 pi. pf. pass, from., 3 sing, plqpf. pass, from. Hdt. 1, 186.

will be treated of under the
following heads :— A. as .\dverb of
?nanner ; and that,—A (a), . from
the demons! r. pron. , b, so, thus,

Lat. sic, like , from *,
from : but—A (b). (without
accent) from the relat. pron. , as,

Lat. ut.— B. , as conjunction.—C,
D. various usages difficult to classify.

A (a), , demonstr. adv. of man-
ner, so, thus, Lat. sic, freq. in Hom.,
and in Ion. prose, as Hdt. 3, 13; 6,

76, etc. ; also in Att. poets, but rare

in Att. prose, Valck. Phoen. 841,
Heind. and Stallb. Plat. Prot. 326 D,
338 D ; cf. mox infra.—2. , even

so, nevertheless, like, II. 1,116,
etc. ; opp. to ' , /' , not

even so, in no way, 11. 7, 263, Od. 1, 6,

etc. ; , II. 9, 386 :—the
phrases ,' ,' . are
used in Att. prose.—3. m compari-
sons, ..., so. ..as, Lat. sic.ut, and
reversely ..., as. ..so, II. 1, 512. cf
Valck. Phoen. 1437 :—also. ...,
as. ..thus, H. Hom. Cer. 174-6.— 4.

thus, for instance, Od. 5, 121, 125, 129,

H. Ven. 219:—Herm. indeed prefers

the relat., as for instance ; but this

does not suit Od. 5, 129.—II. for, V. sq.

A (b). , relat. adv. of manner, as,

Lat. ut, first in Hom. In full con-
struction it is relative to a demonstr.
adv., which may follow or go before
(v. supra A (a.) 3). but is very oft.

omitted : it is relative not only to the
strictly demonstr. advs. ,,,, but also to, as in II. 4,

130 ; to TavTtj, Plat. Rep. 365 D, etc.

—The relat. never takes the ac-

cent, except at the end of a sentence,
or when it follows the word depend-
ent on it, as, { ), II.

5, 78, etc. ;—a usage freq. in Hom.,
and other poets ; rare in Ion., and
prol). never in Att. prose.—We find a
collat. Dor. form in A. B. p. 591,
617.—This relat. can only be at-

tached to the latter part of a propo-
sition, viz. to the predicate or object,

and that by way of apposition :— 1. in

common comparisons, as, like as, an-
swering to an anteced. so, ,,
11. 3, 415 : sometimes in the signf.

according as, where the relat. pron.
or might stand, as,

(i. e. ) oi , Od.
17, 344 ;

(i. e.) , Herm.
. Hom. Cer. 172 ; so in Att. prose,
as, TO «JCftTTP, Aeschin.
64,3; cf Schaf Soph. O. C. 1124,

Lob. Phryn. 427.—On the tenses and
moods used by Hom., etc., in com-
parisons, V. Jelf Gr. Gr. ^ 402, 3 ;

68, 4.— Longer similes are usu. in-

troduced by , ', where
oft. seems superfluous, as in II. 4,

462, ' , but
rather there is an ellipse of
with, as we find in II. 13, 389,7/ ', :

IS rare in short similes, as Od.
11, 368.—This is very seldom
omitted. Lob. Soph. Aj. 167 ; and is

never (strictly speaking) doubled,
Seidl. Eur.Tro. 147.—Lastly, Buttm.

Lexil. s. V. 5 remarks that in
Hom., , as, when put before the
thing compared, always has a verb
or partic. expressed after it, except
in such manifestly elliptic places as
Od. 14, 441, aW',, -
7. All , (scil.) : the only passage where it

is used with a simple noun, like Lat.
insiar, c. gen., being the dub. 1., II. 2,

144, : for

in these cases it either follows its

noun and takes the accent, as,. , etc.. or else, before the
noun,, or is used.— II,

with adverbial clauses, and that,— 1.

parenthetically, to qualify a general
statement, as, , ,
etc., as I think, as it seems, etc. ;/ , as we might say,

and so on : in Hdt. this qualifying
clause is usu. put first. In these cases

or is oft. added, yovv b /.-/, as at least the state-

ment shows :—in oratione obiiqua c.

inf., , Hdt. 2, 124, etc.

Also is oft. omitted, e. g. ,, they say, I think. An anaco-
luthon sometimes occurs by the verb
of the principal clause being made
dependent on the parenthetic verb,
as, ?,

(for ), Hdt. 4, 5, cf 1, 58, 65, etc.

;

uvTfp ' (for, ). Soph. Tr. 1238 ; two
modes of expression being confused,
V. Schaf and Erf Soph. Ant. 736.
Hdt. gives the construction in full in

3, 56; 9, 32.-2. with elliptical phra-
ses, or ' (sc.);
so, ' and y'

?/, Valck. Hipp. 324 ;

}) <5%, Xen. Vect. 5, 2 ;
'

(sc.) to judge by
eyesight, Soph. . C. 15: cf. Jelf
Gr. Gr. >& 599, 4 :—

(sc. ), for a Laced., Thuc. 4, 84,
cf Hdt. 2, 8; 4, 99; also with ,-, to be but Rhodopis,
i. e. seeing she was no more. Id. 2,
135:—for and the like, cf.

infr. B. II. 3.—3. in like manner
is attached to the object of the verb,- (sc. -
), having sent him with them as
{I.e. for. to be) a guard, Hdt. 1,44;
) ") -. Plat., etc.—(Here might come

the usage of with participles and
prepositions, but for convenience it

is put separately, v. infra C.)— 4. with
adverbs, and that—a. with the posi-
tive, to strengthen it, as, ,
strictly, as of a truth, i. e. in very
truth ; so, , etc.

; (unless it

be taken as exclamation, hoxv truly

!

how differently ! Lat. quam vere !) : in
this signf with advs., adjs., and verbs,
Valck. Phoen. 150, 624, cf D. I. 1.

Thus too, follows adverbs ex-
pressing any thing extraordinary,-

or ,, etc.. Plat., cf. sub voce. : these
are elliptic, . etc.,

else after the adv. must have been, cf Jelf Gr. Gr. i) 823 Obs. 7 : here
is sometimes separated by several

words from its adv., ^s., Plat. Phaed. 95 •. Id. Alcib.
2, 147 C.

—

b. with the comparative,
seems to be very doubtful, v.

Stallb. Plat. Rep. 347 E.—c. with the
superlative, , like and. is

very freq.= Lat. quam, heightening
the superl., . Lat. quam
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ma:sime ; , Lat. quam facil-

lime ; , Lat. quam celerrime

;

very freq. from Hilt, downvvds. : this

is also elliptic for L•, etc., as we find in full,^ Isocr. 265 A ; and
not rarely with the verb,, Xen. An. 3, 2, 6

;

, etc.—We find a

further pleonasm, , in

Plat. Legg. 908 A. Hither may also

be referred the phrases ,
), ,

for the most part, commonly, Lat.

plerumque, ut plurimum.— 5. with su-

perlative adjectives, ,, the best possible, etc.,

very freq. : sometimes separated from
the adj. by a prepos., as, -, for , 'fhuc. 1,

63 ; , for, Antipho 113, 21 ;, for ,
Xen. ; etc.

. as Conjunction : viz.,—

L

that,, Lat. q^^od, with substantive

clauses.—II. that,^iva,, Lat.

iit, with final clauses.

—

.=!:£, so

that, Lat. adeo ut.—IV. causal, as,

since, because, for or , like

Lat. ut for quia, quippe, quandoqmdem.
— V. temporal, when, for , like

Lat. uf for quando.—Vl. modal, how,

for, like Lat. ut for quomodo,

quemadmodum.~\'. local, where.

I. with substantive clauses, for,, Lat. quod, that, e.xpressing a

fact, in which case (as usually in

Latin) the ace. c. inf. might be put
instead, , or

: hence a sentence be-

ginning with is sometimes, when
interrupted, resumed by, and vice

versa, Poppo Xen. Cyr. 5, 3, 30,

Heind. Plat. Hipp. Maj. 281 C : so,

tjfwith a finite verb passes into the

ace. c. inf., or vice versa, Hdt. 1, 82

;

8, 118: but the two constructions

are often also confounded together,

cf. A. II. 3. — In this signf.,

may be used either with indie, or

optat., V. Jelf Gr. Gr.
<J

802, and cf.

oTi.—II. with final clauses, just

like iva or, that, iu order that,

Lat. ut ; in this signf. , as also

,, Ep. , like other final con-

junctions, is read with the subjunct.

mood alter the principal ten.ses of the

indie, mood, and with the opt. after

the past tenses, Jelf Gr. Gr. ^ 805
;

but many exceptions occur to this

general grammatical rule. Ibid. (^800-

808. — 2. is also used with past

tenses of the indie, mood, to express

an event that is past happening, and
therefore impossible, ' •, .., so thai I nev-

er should.... Soph. O. T. 1391, Jelf

Gr. Gr. ^ 813.—3. , c. inf , to limit

an assertion, as, , so to say,

Lat. ut ila dicam, Hdt. 6, 95 ; also,, Hdt. 2, 53 ; or,, cf. I. 4 ; so, ,
or , to speak
shortly, to be brief: , to

make a guess, i. e. probably, Hdt. 1,

34, etc. ;—similarphrasesoccnrwith-
out , cf Hdt. 1, 61, 176, etc.—To
this head also may be referred the

use of in phrases like ?^, not large

for Aegypt, Hdt. 2, 8, cf. 135, and
Xen. Cyr. 1, 5, 11, cf. supra A (b).

II. 2.—4. after verbs of waiting or

staying, a final clause with is

sometimes found, where would
be more usual,—not as if could be
put for , but because waiting in
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order that a thing may be done implies

waiting till it be done : so also ,
v. Pors. and Schiif. Phoen. 89 ; cf.

III.— III. in inferences, just like, so that, Lat. adeo ut, ita ut, very
freq. in Hdt. c. inf., -, in breadth such
that two triremes could sail abreast,

Hdt. 7, 24, cf. 2, 135 ; but also c. in-

die, Hdt. 1, 163 ; 2, 135, etc. : these
clauses are in their nature relative,

and presuppose an antecedent -,, , or the like :

and Hdt. sometimes, when these an-

tece<lents are expressed, omits the

, just as we leave out that in fami-

liar discourse, e. g. ,
[^ , so strong,

[that] you could hardly break them,
Hdt. 3, 12; ,?. 1, 31.—IV.

causal, like or, as, inasmuch
as, since, Lat. quia, quippe, qunndoqui-

dem, in the direct construction al-

ways with the indicat. : oft. also for, Pors. Phoen. 857, 1093 ; esp.

when an imperat. goes before or fol-

lows. — V. temporal, for , ,
when, Lat. -unjoined with past tenses
of the indie, cf. infra D. I. 4:—also

with the optat. to express a repeated
action, Jelf Gr. Gr. § 843, 6 ; rarely

with the subjunct., for, to de-

note what always happens under cer-

tain conditions,], , Hdt. 4, 172.—2.

in orat. obliq. also with the infin.,

mostly in Hdt., e. g. 1, 86, 91. etc.—
VI. modal, how, for, like Lat.
ut for quomodo, quemadmodum. mostly
after verbs of fe^r, ,,,. Jelf Gr. Gr. ^
814, Obs. 4.— VII. local, where, Lat.

ubi, Theocr. 1, 13 ; 5, 101, 103 ;—like

ut in Catull. 11, 3.

C. before— I. participles.— II.

prepositions ; and—III. itself as a

preposition.

1. with participles in the same case
as the subject, to give the reason,
motive, etc., of the action expressed
by the principal verb,

(i. e. /. -). Plat. Rep. 329 A ;

(i. e. ),
etc. : most freq. with the part, fut.,

as Hdt. 6, 28, 91 :—so in questions,

vvv -
vai, ; Plat.

Frot. 31 1 ; ; Eur. .
. 557.—2. m the same manner,
with participles in the case of the
object, as, -

(i. e.). Plat. fiep. 338

; /]
(i. e.). Plat. Phaed.

115 ; cf Hdt. 5, 20, 85; 9,54.—
Hence may be understood how both
constructions are sometimes found in

one sentence, as, -. Plat. Phaed. 114 ,—where,
for , we
might have had,
cf Xen. Cyr. 1, 5, 9. — 3. with
participles put absolutely it must
be explained in the same way,
usu. c. gen., as, ,, (i. e.

), Hdt. 8,

144 ; , /, (i. e. in the certainty) that

1 will speak the truth, Xen. Cyr. 3,

1,9; cf. Lob. Soph. Aj. 279 (281) :—

also c. ace, as, ,
(i. e.). Plat. Kep. 345 E,cf.

Hdt. 1,84, Valck. Phoen. 1409.—This
construction is most freq. after -,,,
}/', ,,,, etc., with
which verbs we should rather expect

with a finite verb : verbs of think-

ing or intending usu. have
added ; v. Jelf Gr. Gr. () 701, sq.

—

Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 541, gives exam-
ples of with the participle.— II.

before prepositions must be ex-

plained as with participles, for either

the prep, with its case is put lor a

partic, or one may be supplied, -
(i. e. ), Xen.

;-
(i. e.'). Id. ;

7 ' (sc.

'/), which is implied in the

prep,. Id. ; so too, .-,
.., .., Jelf Gr. Gr. ^ 626 Obs.

1 ; also, . Plat. Rep.
327 C ; , Hdt. 8,

101. — III. hence, as most freq.

stands in connexion with the preps.., and the ace, to express

a purpose, we may thus best explain

its usage as prep, e ace, just as the

Lat usque sometimes is used only

with the accns., for usque ad... How-
ever, usage has for the most part lim-

ited this as a prep, e ace to cases

where the object is a person, not a

place or a thing, whereas with a

prep, is usu. of things rather than
persons, Pors. Phoen. 1415;—the first

example of this uf is in Od. 17, 218,. Doderlein however (Fhilol.

Beytrage aus der Schweiz, pp. 303-

320) brings instances of c. ace rei,

(though those from Thue are worth
very little, as the edd. of Bekker and
Poppo show, cf Poppo Index ad
Xen. An. p. 584) ; and Herm. himself

(ad Soph. Tr. 365) admits this usage
where a person is implied in speaking of

a thing, as when a country is put for

its inhabitants, which very well suits

the passages quoted by Valck. Annot.
Ined. ad Thom. M.p. 180 Tittm. :

TO is read by all the MSS.
in Ar. Ach. 242.

D. before sentences seemingly
independent :

—

I. as an emphatic exclamation,

how, as also Lat. ut is used for quam,

esp. with advs. and adjs., uvoov, how silly a heart hadst

thou 1 U. 21, 441 ;, how good is it.., Od.

3, 196 ; cf. 24, 194 ;, what a nice man ! cf. Heind.
Plat. Cratyl. 395 B. Sometimes
also follows an adv., e. g.. , v. . (6.) II. 4.—2.

when it is joined to a verb, its force

extends to the whole sentence,, II.

19, 290, cf. 21, 273 ; •
pic', how little

thanks remain I Od. 22, 319, cf. Valck.

Phoen. 150, 624. But in such expres-

sions there is always something sup-

pressed, to which refers, as may
be plainly seen I'rom such places as

Ar. Av. 1119,

—

' -, i. e.,
strange that no one comes I—4. at

the beginning of several clauses, it

may denote a quick succession of



events, as, , 'Epuf tcv-', how he
saw, how did Love.., i. e. he saw and
straightway Love.., II. 14, 294; so,, , -, 'I'heocr. 2, 82, cf. 3, 42 ;

as ill Virgil, Eel. 8, 41, ut vidi, ut

peril, ut me mains absttdit error :
—

Others write the second in these

passages, thus, then,—when he saw,
then Love, etc. The passage of Bion
1, 40, is diflerent, , ivorj-,. ^,, for

here the clauses beginning with
are all parts of the protasis, and -

. . is the apodosis, when she
saw, etc., she bewailed.—II. . to

express a wish, our oh that ! like,
Lat. utinam, always with the optat.

alone, , II. 18, 107;?, Od. , 47, cf.

Soph. El. 126: also or , c.

optat., uv' -, II. 9, 444, cf. Jelf

Gr. Gr. ^ 810, 1.—2. also negatively,, oh that he might not
die ! Od. 15, 359.—3. joined with
other words of wishing, esp. -, Ep. 7.7. or ,
oft. in Horn., v. II. 2. In

these clauses also refers to some-
thing suppressed: but that in a wish

olten means merely as or since, is

taught by Herm. Soph. Aj. 904.

E. with numerals marks that

they are to be taken only as a round
number, about, nearly, like Lat. quasi

or admodum, -, Xen. ; also, ,
about five at most, Hdt. 7, 30 : and
this is the simplest way of e.xplaining

phrases like or. and , for

the most part : so too was used,

cf. V. 4, and also IV,

C. L 5.

F. in some elliptical phrases

:

—I. (sc.) ; in order that

what may happen ! for what end f

wherefore? and so='iva ; though it

may also be explained by '-
; cf. C. II.—2. (sc.

or ), each sepa-
rately, Lat. pro se quisque, Thuc. ; SO
also, , Thuc. 3, 74.

V. pleonast. in •,
and , mostly from Plutarch
downvvds., cf. Bast Greg. p. 52, Jac.

Anth. P. p. 403, Lob. Phryn. 427 :—
liso and . Bast Ep.
Cr. p. 57, and Schaf. ibid. p. 277.

G. Etymology ; when we compare
1) with,,, and the old

demonstr. with (the Dor.
ace. of article), we cannot but ac-

knowledge also as an old accus.
form of the relat. pron. ; esp. as
the Greeks were fond of using the
accus. in an adverbial sense, e. g.,,, etc.

',, for •, barbarism in Ar. Thesm.
1192, etc.,. gen. UTOf,Dor. for ov,theear.. Ep. and Ion. for, aor. 1

act. of, Horn., or better uv, Ep.
or , being - with a condition-
al force added, v. sub - . II. 1.

—

II. seemingly absol.,, Ael. . . 4, 54 ;

—but here is to be supplied,
and so the case must be referred to

the use of - with a participle.— III.

uv is also used in certain cases
where' might be expected, cf
. II. 4.

', or - , like as if. as if.',, Hebr. word in N. T.,

save now ! save we pray !, Ep. for. 3 sing. aor.

1 act. o(, Od. 11, 599., adv. (-.) :
—

strengthd. for -, m like manner, ju.it

so, olt. in Hdt. ; ... in like

manner as.., Hdt. 7, 86 ; sometimes
also c. dat., 7,
Arr. ; cf. Soph. Tr. 372 :—opp. to -. Arist. Soph. Elench. 7, 2

;

Plat. Phaed. 78 D.—2. is

further strengthd., , so

in like manner, Coray ap. Stallb. Plat.

Gorg. 460 D ; ,
Stallb. Phaed. 78 D.—Horn, never
uses this adv. except with insert-

ed, - ' for , 11. 3,

339, Od. 9, 31, etc. ; and so we find

it in Hdt. 1, 215; 2, 67, etc., and
even in Att. prose, Heind. Plat. Phaed.
102 E. In Od., Wolf still writes -
' : Bultm., who will not allow
this repetition of the demonstr. ad-

verbs and, takes,
for the adv. from , which
should strictly be written -,
so in like manner, and attributes the
usual form to a confusion with the
well known form, v. Lexil.

s. V. fin.

'(5, Dor. for , 3 sing, impf
from.

or - , adv., written by
Wolf sometimes joined -fi, as in II.

11, 389, 467; sometimes divided -
, as in II. 22, 410; with added,
-, Od. 10, 420 ; but- , II.

2, 780, Od. 9, 314 .—as if as though:
— 1. with the optat., Horn.—2. -fi

with the subj., II. 9, 481.—3. •«'
with the indicat., II. 13, 492.— II.

in mere comparisons, as if like, just

as, 11. 16, 59, Od. 7, 36, Hes. Sc. 290,
Aesch. Supp. 782, Soph. Ant. 653,
etc. :—so with a part., 11. 5, 374, Hes.
Sc. 194; - , absol., II. II, 474,
Od. 14, 254 ; - , with a part.,

Hes. Sc. 189; cf. Theocr. 25, 163;
-fi , absol., . Horn. Cer.

215, like.—III. with numerals,
about, cf - .',, for - ,
for the most part, usually, Lat. ut plu-

rimum, cf. - A (a). II. 4. c., 6, Hosea, a Hebrew pro-

phet, LXX. ; N. T.', 7/, Dor. for, Ocell. and
Archyt., cf. Plat. Crat. 401 C.', dat. pi. from, Od.^,,,^, a thrusting :

a thrust, Aiist. Ausc. Phys. 7, 2, 3., 6, Osis, a sycophant at the
court of Hieronymus of Syracuse,
Ath. 251 F.'. adv. part. pf. pass,
from,=." and -, not to be writ-

ten as one word, Ep. for-, Horn.^, pf. pass, of, part.., ,=•."-, adv., (-, ) : even as,

just as, Horn., etc. : used to intro-

duce a comparison, II. 4, 263, Od. 2,

333, etc. : Hoin. oft. puts a word be-
tween • and , e. g., , ,
etc., cf Herm. .. . 345.

—

Sometimes also of time, as soon as,

Lat. simtil ac, Ar. Pac. 2t.

—

-
differs from -, at least in Horn., in

that it always begins its clause, and
never refers to a demonstr. adv. ; in

Hes. Th. 402, it refers to - ' -
; but this by no means holds good

in Att., where is the prevail-

ing particle in all comparisons, save
such as are nr^erely put in for illus

tration : so, uv, with the sub
junctive. Soph. O. C. 1361: — on, cf. Schaf Greg. p. 877,
1040.— 2. to limit or modify an asser-
tion, like, as if, as it were,

Stallb. Plat. Phaedr. 270 E, Phaed.
88 E, Crat. 384 C :—and freq. with
participles used absolutely,, as if it were in our power,
Xen. An. 3, 1, 14; ,
(for

), Xen. Symp. 1, 11, ubi v.

Bornem. ; that this absolute case is

an accus. appears from Xen. Mem.
2, 3, 3.•—Cf., .",, for -, barbarism in

Ar. Thesm. 1185, 1192."- , or, adv. like, just as if, even as, Lat. tan-

quam, Trag., etc. ; , so
to say ;— so too, uv or •-. Plat. Gorg. 479 A, Prot. 311
B, Isocr., etc. ; cf. Jelf Gr. Gr. § 4.32 a.",, adv., even as, just as,

~?^, Aesch. Cho. 96,

cf. 888, Ag. 1171.— II. later oft. in

one word, as really, as no doubt, '( ) . Plat.

Phaedr. 242 ; cf. Apol. 21 D.
'-, as adv., bearing the same

relation to -, as - to , and
used like - and. to connect a

word or words more closely to what
goes before, e. g. to introduce a com-
parison, as, like as, just ., freq. in

Horn., and Hdt. ; also . II.

18, 518; like -, always at the
beginning of its clause, and oft., like

-, answering to the demonstr. adv.

-. Though this usage of is

strictly poet., esp. Ep., yet it occurs
here and there in Att., esp. of the
early writers, '' , Aesch. Pr.

452; cf. Theb. J3, Cho. 421, Soph.
O. C. 343, Ant. 1033 ; cf. Schaf.
Long. p. 333, 400, Lob. Phryn. 427.—
2. to mark the power or virtue by
which one does a thing, as, as being,

like, and Lat. utpoie, '-''^ '', ,
II. 3, 381 ; so Hdt. 5, 83, 101 ; , 94.

. as conjunction, esp. with a clause
which expresses result or f^ffect caus-
ed by the action in the principal clause,

c. infin., as orfor to do a thing, much
like French pour before an inf, in

Hom. only twice,, , if thy heart
is eager [/or] /o return, 11.9,42;., am not of such age as to

obey a master in all things, Od. 17,

21 ; so ,
' , Hes. .

44 : so too when a purpose or inten-

tion is to be expressed.—This con-
struct, is very freq. in Att., and that

oft. where- seems superii.ious,

as indeed is the case in the place
just quoted (II. 9, 42), cf. Valck. Hipp
1327, Markl. Supp. 581 : but, reverse
ly, we oft. find the inf. alone where

seems wanted, as in Hdt. 1,13
82,cf. Pors. Or.387, Med.l396,Schal.
Soph. O. C. 1350 :

—

- is much less

freq. in this usage, as in Xen. An. 2
2. 4 , cf. - . III.—2.- is some
times also put with a part, for oi, as ,
as or since the ways were guarded,
Hdt. 5, 35; also with a prep, alone,, since it iras for life,

Od. 9, 423 : cf. Arnold Thuc. 7, 24.
—3. after,,,
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or any like demonstr., is used
c. inf.— 4. after comparatives with ,
when the possibility of the conse-

quence is denied, y?., greater woes than that

one could weep for them, i. e. too

great for tears, \'alck. Hdt. 3, 14:

but is sometimes left out, as,

tj,^ f/. Soph. . . 1293, Eur. Hec.
1107: — the posit, is sometimes,
though rarely, put for the compar.,

(for ijwxpo-

..), too cold to bathe m,
Xen. Mem. 3, 13, 3.—5. sometimes it

comes to unply on the condition that..,

as in Thuc. 4, 37, Xen. An. 5, 6, 2G.

—II. but is also joined with the

indie, for the infin.,,, Soph.
. C. 82, cf . . 533 ; this is very
freq. in Xen., e. g. An. 1, 9, 28, Mem.
2, 2, 3, etc.—For the distmction be-

tween with the indie, and the

infin., V. Jelf Gr. Gr. ^ 8G3.—III.

is also put with the opt. to ex-

press a supposed consequence, either

with opt. alone, Xen. Mem. 3, 1,9,
Oec. 1, 13; or (more freq.) with uv
added, as Hdt. 2, 16, Soph. O. T.
857, El. 325, Ar. Ach. 943; v. Jelf

>^ 865.— IV. lastly, with the past

tenses of the indie, to express an im-
probable consequence, Xen. Ages. 1,

26, V. Jelf () 866.—V. also stands

at the beginning of a sentence, to

mark a strong conclusion, and so,

ihertfore, consequently, with the indie,

Pors. Praef Hec. p. xlvii: also with
the imperat., ' ',, Soph. . 1172;, Xen. Cyr. 1, 3, 18, cf.

Jelf § 867.', , 6,() one who thnists

or pushes : , an earth-

quake with one violent shock, Arist.

Mund. 4, 31.^, , , and, uv, ,
Ostia, the harbour of Rome at the
mouth of the Tiber, Strab. p. 145,

219, etc.,, ol, the Ostiaei, name
of a people, ap. Strab. p. 63., f. -', frequentat. from, to push about, prish to and fro,

like Lat. trusare, trusitare : hence in

pass. usu. c. dat. pers.,

Tiva, to justle with another, justle him
and be justled by him, Ar. Ach. 24,

844, Lys. 330 ; absol., ., to justle for the first seat,

Ach. 42; so, comically,, Tele-
clid. Amphict. 1, 13.', ,,{))/ thrust-

ing, pushing, etc. : inclined to do so,

violent, impetuous, Epict. Adv. -., ,^=., Tj, , verb. adj. from,
capable of being thrust or pushed, Lat.

trusatilis.'. Ion., Hdt. 1,

80 ; aor. mid. of : also, cf. Lob. Phryn. 741

sq•
,", , , and, ov, ,=, :)^.',,^=, Plut.

Thes. 22, 23., , =, 1-
ciphr. 3, 1.', Alt. of, nearer the root

than., , , {,) an in-

strument nf torture for the ears., , , a sea-plant, 0pp.
Ix. 2, 7.,, . -, to hearken,
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listen, watch covertly, Hdt. 8, 130, Xen.
Cyr. 5, 3, 56 ; 8, 2, 10 : from, ov, , {,)
a hearkener, listener, spy, Arist. Pol. 5,

11, 7, Mund. 6, 9., , . -, to have the, Diosc.', , , ear-ache.'', ,=7., Diosc.', , , of,for or belong-

ing to.
or , . ,., , , dim. from,

little ear, A nth. P. 11, 75. []^, , , {) large-eared.

'. Dor. for, Pind. . 10

(11), 102, . 10, 84. (The accent
is wrong.), , 6, an ear-syringe,

Foes. Oec. Hipp.^, , , a wound, esp. an
open wound, 11. (v. infra) ;, 11. 4, 140: also, wound
tlinl is healed over, a scar, Lat. cicalrijc,

Od. 19, 456, Foes. Oec. Hipp. :—rare

in prose, as Xen. An. 1,9. 6. (No
doubt from, hence also-, II. 14, 518; 17, 86:
and so, strictly, a Dor. form for-
/}.) Hence', adv., /rom or out of the

wound, Orph. Lith. 647., ov, v..', , , {) of or belonging

to the ear. Medic.', ov, TO, like, dim.
from, a little ear, LXX. : cf. Lob.
Phryn. 211.', ,,= :

but,— II., ov, { 111,

) wearing ear-caps or ear-flaps{), . . : cf. Lob. Phryn.
656.,, , () a kind of bust-

ard with long earfi-.alhers, prob. our
great bustard, French out-arde, Xen.
An. 1, 5, 2 sq., Arist. H. A. 9, 33 ; cf.—II. in architecture, a projection

for setting something on, bracket.—III.

prob. also =, an ear-cap, ear-

flap. Lob. Phryn. 656.', ov, , fern, -,, ()
furnished with ears, eared.',, , . Plat. (Com.)
Symm. 3 ; and, , ,
{,) :

—an ear-pick., , gen., {,)
like an ear, ear-shaped.., ,^^, dub.', , 6,=,
Diog. L. 5, 67.', , o,= sq.', ,,{,-) boxer whose ears are battered by

the boxing-gauntlet, Ar. Fr. 72 ; cf. -
.', , f.-, {,)

to stun the ears by talking, Lat. aures

obtundere., , f. -, to be deaf.', ov, with ears as large as

a shovel, dub.^, ov, {, /)) having a

running from the ears, Hipp. p. 1164.•, ov, 6, also ), , 6, ()
the horned owl, Arist. H. A. 8, 12, 12,

Alex. Mynd. ap. Ath. 390 F : cf., ov, , Otus, son of Aloeus
t(of Neptune, v. ^)-\ and
Iphiinedea, brother of Ephialtes,
whom he helped to bind Mars, II. 5,

385, Od. 1
1

, 308., ov, {,) with

ears slit or cropped, LXX., , . -, to distress or
distract the ears.,,, {) eared, with

ears : usu. with ears or haiulles,•

, 11. 23, 204, 513, Hes. Op. 655.—
Only poet., Ion. and Dor. for

11.5,396: so at present most Edd.
agree in writing : but we find also

or or or even •
or, cf Heyne 11. T. 5, p.

78, Schweigh. Hdt. 2, 79: analogy
would be in favour of, Bultm.
Ausf Gr. ^ 29 Anm. 12 n.

0,, perf and plqpf act. of, from the root*,-,
but only found in Grainm. ; cf •., , , Ion., also
in Att., as in Eur. Andr. 539,
and always in Bekker's Thucyd.

;

{) :
—help, aid, succour, esp. in

war, ,,
Thuc. 1, 26 • 3, 13 ; ,
medical aid, Plat. Lys. 217 .—2.

use, profit, advantage, gain, Hdt. 5, 98;, Soph. El. 944 ; and
so Plat., etc. ; also in plur., services,

Andoc. 20, 8, Xen. Mem. 4, 5, 10 ;

., Isocr. 46
C ; etc. :

—

' , for his
service. Plat. Rep. 334 B, Xen., etc.

:

iv , 'tis of use, Xen.Vect.
4, 35.-3. esp., gain made m war ; spoil,

booty, Polyb. 2, 3, ; 3, 82, 8, etc.,

Diod., etc. ; . /, Plut. 2,

255 : ' -, to regard as booty, Dion. . 7,
37., , 2 and 3 sing. aor. 2 of, q. v., signf II. 2.', , f -,() to help,

aid, assist, succour : in genl. to be of
use or service to any one, first in Hdt.
—Construction :— 1. absol., to be of
use or service, , Thuc. 2,
87 : c. ace. pers., like Lat. juvare,

Hdt. 2, 95; 3, 126, Aesch. Pr. 507,
and very freq. in Att. ; also c. adj.

neut., . , ., to

do one service or no service. Soph.
Aj. 537, Eur. Ale. 875, etc. ; and .
Tiva , to be of use towards a
thing, cf Ep. Plat.' 360 : c. ace.
cognato,. . Plat. Euthyd
275 :—seldom c. dat. jiers., like
Lat. prodesse, as in Aesch. Pers. 842,
Soph. Ant. 560, Eur. Or. 665, 680,
Heracl. 681, Ar. Av. 420; Thorn. M.
p. 935 confines this usage to poets ;

yet It is found in Arist., and later

prose, and so the conipds.-,,, take
both constructions :— lastly, a singu-
lar construction c. gen. occurs ir»

Soph. O. C. 436, '', but there the part,

is prob. taken as a subst., a helper.

B. pass,, usu. c. fut.

mid., ?., as Thuc. 6, 18;
more rarely/. in Xen.
Cyr. 3, 2, 20, Isae. 8 i , 22 -.—to be helped,

i. e. to receive help, aid or succour, to

derive profit or advantage, Hdt., etc.
;, from a person or thing,

Hdt. 2, 68; , Aesch. Pr. 222,
Antipho 121, 31 ; , Thuc. 3,

64, Plat. ; or . Plat.

Gorg. 512 A, Rival. 132 D ; , by a
thing, Thuc. 3, 67 ; also , Ep.
Plat. 315 : , to

acquire advantage towards a thing:
also c. part.,?., to be

profited by the sight of a tiling, Thuc.
2, 39. Hence,, . that ivhich is of
use, a useful OT serviceable thing. Aesch.
Pr. 251, 613 : useful innxim, Pausan.
—II. generally, a service done, use, ad-
vantage, Soph. O. C. 260, Eur. Tro.
698. and Xen., ov, () useful.•



serviceable, profitable, Soph. Aj. 1022,
Ar. Av. 317.',,, , {7) a help-

ing, aiding ; and so (generally) like^., iise, service, advantage, Soph.
O. C. 402, El. 1031.',, a, ov, verb. adj. from, necessary or proper to be assist-

ed, , Xen. Mem. 3,

C, 3.—II. ?.', one ?niist assist,

etc., . , lb. 2, 1, 28.?, V. sub.., sometimes also , ov.

Plat. Charm. 174 D() :— help-

ing, aiding : useful, serviceable, profit-

able, advantageous, tlv'i, to one, Eur.
Ion 138, Plat., etc. ; rt, for a pur-
pose, Thuc. 3, 68 ; . Plat. 1. c:

., Thuc. 1, 22. Adv.
•, Xen., and Plat. ; superl. --, Xen. Eq. 6, 1.,,, , Ophelion, masc.
pr. n., Anth. P. 6, 315 ; etc.?, Ep. for sq., Horn., v.., aor. 2 of 6?., q. v.,

Horn.\^, Att. crasis for -, Ar. Nub. 223.^, aor. 2 of?.^, pf of olyvvut., Ion. for , 3
plur. plqpf. pass, of., , b, Ochus, appell. of
.Vrtaxerxes king of Persia, Ael.—IL
a river of Bactria, Strab. p. 509.", , , () a yellow-

coloured earth, ochre, Arist. Meteor. 3,

6, 11.—II. =;;•, quoted from
Plut.,.-,(,) make

pale or wan, Orph. Arg. 1305.—II. in-

trans., to be or become so, Nic. Th. 254,
Al. 438. Hence, , , making pale or
wan. Adv. -., , f -,() to turn

or be pale, wa?i, etc.,., to be

wan of countenance, Od. 11, 529: of
the moon, A rat. i—cf..', ,,=, paleness,

wanness, susp., ov, 6, () one of a
pale countenance, Arist. Categ. 8, 15.,,, , a turning pale,

paleness, Plut. 2, 364 B, etc. : from, , .- [],() to

turn pale or to be of a pale complexion,

like, Soph. Fr. 115, Ar. Nub.
103, Pac. 642, Ran. 307 :—of wine,
Plut. 2. 092 E.—Cf Lob. Phryn. 80., , gen. , {,) ofa pale, wan countenance, pal-

lid.—II. () like ochre, ochrous.

7.o,ov,(pr,7,)ofa
whitish yellow or yellowish white, Diosc., aiva, av, (,-) yellowish-black, Galen., ov, (, )
pale-eyed, Arist. Physiogn. 6, 38., , (, )
making pale, Gramm., v. Heyne II. T.
5, p. 392.', , , pale, wan, Eur.
Bacch. 438, Ar. Nub. 1016, Plut. 422,
etc. : esp. pale-yellow, sallow, (cf-
), TO. Plat. Tim. 68 C :

—of wine, Plut. 2, 692 E. Hence, ochre, (-,-ofis prob. the same
as the Sanscr. hari, with prefixed,

Pott Et. Forsch. 1, p. 141.) Hence

^, ov, 6, or perh. better ,
TO (Buttm. Ausf Gr. ^ 119, 41 d.

note) :—like, paleness, wan-
ness, esp. the pale hue of one scared,
II. 3, 35.—II. a kind of pulse, or its

pale-yellow husk, Lat. ervilia, Anax-
andr. Protes. 1, 43..?, ,() paleness,
wanness. Plat. Rep. 474 E., , f. -, () like, to make pale or wan.—II.

intr., to be pale or ivan. Hence,, , paleness, wan-
ness., Ion. pf of., , gen., ace. :

—the

eye.face, countenance, Horn., and Hes.,
though they only use the ace. sing.

:

', to look one full

in the face, II. 9, 373 ;, II. 15, 147 : and absol.,, Od. 22, 405 ; 23, 107 :

but, , as to the

face, i. e. in /ace, she is like the god-
desses, II. 3, 158, cf Od. 1, 411 ; so,, Hes. Op. 62.

—

In'Plat. Crat. 409 C, the masc. ace.
pi. (though also in Ath. 287
A, 367 A, and confirmed by E. M. p.

158) is rejected by Bekk. and Stallb,,

who read the neut. with the
bestMSS. (From root-, whence
also, fut. of,,,
etc.)', gen., 6, Ops, son of
Pisenor, father of Euryclia, Od. 1,

429 sqq., . gen. , contr. for, (, ) like an egg,

egg-shaped, oval, Arist. Gen. An. 2, 1

25.
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